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In the House op Representatives,

Jjiril 9, 1869.

Resolved by the House of Bepresentativcs, {the Senate concurringj) That there be printed

thirty thousand extra copies of the next Report of the Commissioner of Patents, of

which seventeen thousand shall be for the use of the House, eight thousand for the uso

of the Senate, and five thousand for the use of the Commissioner of Patents.

Attest

:

EDw. Mcpherson, aerh.

In Senate of the United States,
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Attest

:
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DESCRIPTIONS AND CLAIMS OF PATENTS

ISSUED IN THE YEAR 1868.

ILLUSTRATED WITH EXGRAVINQS:

VOI^UME II.

77,433.—Moses Adsit. Forest. X. Y.—Draught
Attachment.—May 5. IB&S.—The doubletree pin is at

the front side ot 'the doubletree. The clevises are
attached to bars sliding at the rear side of the double-
tree and secured by a pin to the holding strap and
tongue, so that "when either horse walks ahead of the
other the cleri.s to which it is attached is made to

approach the fulcrum pin.

Claim.—The plates b 6, sliding in grooves upon
the top and lx)ttom of the doubletree B in front of
the band D. .said plates b secured together at their
ends and centers by the bolts c e. which slide iu the
slots d f of the "doubletree, all constructed and
arranged to operate as herein described for the pur-
pose specified.

77.434.—D. E. Aikex and A. A. Aikex. Adrian,
^iQh.—Splint Plane.—:SLaj 5. 186e.— The thickness
of the slat is regulated by the spring tongue at the
end of the wed<fe. the tongue being adjusted by a set
screw at thepotiit. The "plane isIntended for mak-
ing blind slats, each one pushing the preceding one
out.

Claim.—The wedge C of the plane provided with
a longitudinal groove in its under side, in which is

eecured one end of the spring E, whose free end is

adjusted to regulate the thic'kness of the slat to be
cut by the screw G passing through the wedge, all

constructed, arranged, and operating as described
for the purpose specified.

77,43-5.-C. Albert. Harrisville, Ohio.—Skeep
Holder.—May 5. 1863.—The feet of the animal are
secured to the toggles at the branching arms of the
standards. The standards may be swaged to either
side and set by a reitchet wheel and pawls.
Claim.—The adjustable standards E, arms F, in

combination with the socket stays J) and rollers C,
in the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

77,436.—Da\td Aldkich, Xew Tork, X. T.,
assignor to Piiel.vn* & Collexdeg, same place.

—

Cue Trimmer.—May 5. IsCS.—The end of the cue is

inserted in the hollow hand-piece, and the carriage
which reciprocates at the end thereof carries the
trimming knife, and is actuated by a spring lever.

Claim.—1. The hollow hand-piece and cue-holder,
with its table or slide-holder, b, in combination with
a reciprocating carriage, provided with a cutter,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The employment, in combination with the hol-
low cue-holder and hand-piece, of a reciprocatorv
cutter carriage and the driving lever D, the whole
arranged to operato in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.

3. The removable cutter g, in con^Dination with
the cutter carriage and table 6, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

77,437.—Albert F. Allex. Providence. E. I.—
Thimble Puller.—May 5. 18C8.—The expansible jaws
are made to engage the thimble, the surrounding
sleeve acts as a fulcrum against the end of the tube,
and the mandrel and thimble are drawn for^vard by

a nut screwing upon the mandrel and bearing against
the sleeve.

Claim.—The combination ofthe expansible catches
or jaws E E E, or their equivalent, the expanding
wedge F, the sleeve M, and the screw mandrel H.
and nut P, constructed substantially as described
for the purpose set forth.

77,438—Oliver E. Allex, Xew York. X. Y.—
Car Spring.—May 5, 1868,—The circumference of
the cylindrieal block of rubber is wound with yarn
and the whole placed within an inverted cylindrical
cup whose lower edge incloses and slides vertically
upon a plunger upon which the block is placed.

Claim.—T. A spool for a car or other spring, com-
posed of an India-rubber center, surrounded by
woolen yarn or other exterior elastic covering, sub-
stantially as described.

2. A car spring, composed of vulcanized rubber,
and wound around by woolen yarn or other exterior
elastic covering, and placed aind used in a metallic
case or exterior, substantially as herein descTibed.

77,439—Solomon AxDEESOX.TTest Burlington,
X. Y.—,S'f?w.—May 5, 1868.—The holes pass oblifinely
through the plate, forming cutting e^es on both
sides of the hole.

Claim.—The perforations c' in the saw plate A,
having upper and lower cutting edges, d e. and used
either with or without the cutting edges /gr of the
holes b, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

77,440.—Charles Baxge, St. Louis, Mo.—
Clothes Drier.—May 5, 1868.—The clothes being
placed between the rack and the perforated side o^
the hanging cylinder are dried by the rotary motion
of the latter.

Claim.—The fixed cylinder D, revolving i)erforated
cylinder E, uprights 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., hoop «, chains d
d' d", and collar c, all in combination with the wheels
H. K, p b, and F. and their respective shafts, when
arranged in relation to each otlier and the frame-
work of the machine, substantially as and for the
pm'pose specified.

77,441.—Ax-DEEW H. Blsler, Carlisle, Pa.—
Open Ring.—May 5, 1868.—Two open rings are piv-

oted together by an arm upon each,' so that vrlieu

they are turned into a parallel position a closed ring
is fonned-

Claim.—The eUiptical parts A A and B B. joined
by the hinge and pin C, and the trapezoid extension
D, of the part A A, all constructed and combined
in the manner and for the purpose herein eet forth.

77,442.—J. D. Blake, Laconia, assignor to him-
self and J. A. Saxborx, Holderness, X. B..—Soap
Stand.—May 5, 1868.—The stand is clamped upon
the side of the tub by the depending lugs, and the
soap dish is held upo'n the stand by the two fixed
clips and the spring clip.

Claim.—The base plate A. provided with sta-

tionary clips B B, movable clip C, and clamp lugs
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m m, together composing a soap stand, substantially

as herein specified.

77,443.—Erxst Bredt, New York, ^ST. Y.—But-
ton.—^ilav 5, 18(58; antedated April 25, 1868.—The
button shell is formed of a woven material, stiffened

and pressed between dies, so that an ornamental
shape is given thereto.

Claivi.—A button shell, formed of stiffened woven
or fibrous material, pressed np to the reciuircd shape

between dies, as specified, in combination with a

base or shank, substantially as set forth.

77,444.—Willis S. Buoxson, Hartford, Conn.
—Base Burning Stove.— Ma^r 5, 1868.—The plate

supporting the fire pot, and separating the ash pit

from the combustion chamber, has air ports, with

dampers, to limit the supply of air. The combustion

chamber has a double top, through whiehi air circu-

lates. A circular series of flues extend from the

combustion chamber to a circular chamber beneath

tlie oven. A two-plated damper closes the feed

openings to the reservoir in the plates at top and

bottom of the circular flue chamber, and is drawn
back when supplying fuel.

.

Claim.— 1. The double ventilated top c, which
covers the combustion chamber 6', and forms a sup-

port for the magazine or reservoir d, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the double ventilated plate

c, aud magazine d, the conducting tubes / and dou-

ble movable damper, and dividing fine plates g, sub-

.stautially as aud for the purpose described.

3. Tim anangement of the oven k, directly over

and in combination with the double movable damper
and dividing flue plates g, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

4. The double movable damper and dividing flue

plate g arranged in and forming the smoke and hot

air flues e e, substantiaUy as and for the purpose

described.

77,445.—Willis S.Bronson, Hartford, Conn.—
Fire Grate.— 'May 5, 1868.—An oscillating grate

turns on the perforated piv^ot on a stationary cross

bar. The grate has tubular upward projections

through which the air passes to the fire, and v\'luch

serve by the oscillation of the grate to stir the same.

Claim.— 1. The hollow stationary hub b c, cou-

structed and arranged upon the supporting bar a,

substantiallv as aud for the purpose described.

2. The grate /, as constructed, in combination

with said supporting bar a, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

77,446.—Dakius C. Brown, Lowell, Mass.—
Harness Frame for Looms.—Maj 5, 1868.—Tlie ob-

ject is to enable the harness frame, after the heddles

have been supplied with warp, to be bent around the

curved surface of the warp beam. For.this purpose

the end connection bars of the string bars are made
• of thin and clastic metal, or other material that may
be bent to conform to the surface of the warp beam

Claim.—I. The improved harness or heddlc frame,

as made with elastic connection bars C C, substan-

tiallv as and for the purpose specified.
2. 'The combination v/ith the bars A B and brack-

ets, and string bars supported in such brackets, of

the elastic counection bars C C, substantially as

herein shown and described.

77,447.—"Frederick W. Brown, Philadelphia,

l>ii.—Device for Soldering the Lids of Cans.—M.aj
5 1808; antedated April 21, 1863.—The plano-conve.x

bloelc is attached by a chain to the sharp pointed

lever, and is heated when used for attaching the can

lids, and the stick of solder is passed around its

])eripherv in contact with the junction between the

lid and Van. When removing the lid the heated

l)l()ck is placed upon the same, which is then raised

by the lever.

C'^aim.— The combination, substantially as de-

scribed, of the block A, instrument D, and chain C,

for the purpose specified.

77,448.—Silas H. Browk, Troy, N. Y.—Stoj)

Valve.—May 5, 1868.—A movable brace lever is

hinged to, and operates in combination with the
valve to shut the same, and keep it shut, until its

opening movement commences, when the valve is

relieved from the shutting pressure of the lever.

Claim.—1. In combination with a valve B, and its

actuating stem D, a movable or sliding lever brace
C, so attached to and operating with the valve that
when said valve is closed said lever braces it tight

on its seat, and when said valve is opened said lever

moves with it, so as to leave an entirely unobstructed
passage way within the pipe, in manner substantially

as herein described, and for the purpose as set forth.

2. In combination Avitli said valve B, its stem D,
and sliding brace lever O, the grooves or shoulders

E E of the valve chamber A, said grooves or should-

ers being inclined relatively to the valve seat U,
substantially as and for tlie purposes described,

3. The combination and arrangement of the valve

B, its stem D, the sliding movable brace lever C,

and the grooves or shoulders E E, when applied in

manner substantially as described, aud operating for

the iiurposes as set forth.

77,449.—Theodore Bruno, Saginaw, Mich.—
Machine for Sawing Laths.— M.-:y 5, 1808.—The
fixed fence being used, a strip will be cut by each
saw on tlie mandrel ; but the depressible fence being
used, a smaller number will be cut. The depressible

fence, or guide, may be placed so low that the stuff

will pass over it.

Claim.—The gauge M, working in the longitudinal

slot in front of the guide L, and resting upon the
spring N, operated by the lever O, whereby the num-
ber of strips to be cut from the board at one opera-

tion is regulated, as herein ahown and described.

77,450.—Lewis Burger, Springfield, 111., as-

signor to himself and Isaac L. Hamburger, Albany,
N. Y.—Door D irectorij.—May 5, 18G8.—Within the

box, to be attached to the outside of a door, is a
scries of rollers Avith inscriptions displayed through
holes, and indicating absence, destination, &c.
Hands may indicate time of return. A slate is

ready to receive orders, &c.
Claim—I. A door directoiy, consisting of a bos,

witli perforated dial iflate A, and of various rollers,

aprons, and hands, to indicate time and date of re-

turn, and other notes, substantially as herein shown
and described, the rollers, aproiis, or hands only

being adjustable, by means of a suitable key, as

described.
2. The combined cover and slate G, when tbe

same is arranged on a door indicator, substantially

as herein shown and described.

3. The letter box H, card holder I, and pencil

holder J, when arranged in combination with the

door iiidicator, all made and operating substantially

as and for the pui-posc herein shown and described.

77,451.—Daniel Burns, Bay City, Mich.—Com-
bined Low Water Detector and Safety Valve.—May
.5, 1868.—The falling of the float acts through a lever

upon the beam of the safety valve, to cause the raising

of tlie latter when the water falls ])elow a safe level.

Claim.—The arrangement of the within described

box G, filled as specified, with the levers D I K, the

valves A B, the weight T, aud the crotched slide E,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

77,452.—VictorH. Busciimanx, Baltimore, Md.
—Back for Billiard Cttc—May 5. 18()8; antedated
April 2.1 1808.—Each of the retaining buttons of the

respective receptacles of a cue rack is operated by
a Aveighted lever to open the receptacle, and is

closedby the Aveight of t he cue Avhen inserted.

Claim.—So constructing a billiard cue receptacle

that the weight of the cue, when placed therein,

shall clo.se it," and when the cue is Avithdrawn the

receptacle will open, and remain open, for the return

of the cue. '

77,453.—George Cauill, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to Isaac G. Joiin'sox, J. F. Hunter, and
Peter P. Keller, same place.

—

Machine for Tap-

ping and Drilling.—May .">, 1808.—The head of the

spindle has sockets for taps or drills radiating from

it in a vertical i)lane, and the object is to cause the

partial rotation of the head to bring another tap into
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operation while tlie spindle is rotating. This is done
pin bv a forked lover, which first withdraws the stop

and then causes tlie said rotary moveiuent ofthe head.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of the collar C. fric-

tion baud c. forked lever D, fingers e e, shoulder «,

jointed arm E. or their respective equivalents, all

constructed and arranged in the manner and for the

pm'pose specified and set forth.

2. The svstem of levers G-. cam H. and pin I,

when constructed, combined, and applied to the

forked spindle of a tapping machine, in the manner
and for the purpose hercxu specified and set forth.

3. The forked lever D. movable collar C, slotted

strap L, tlie lever arms K K. rods M M, arms iSI ]^.

shaft 0. disk P, all constructed and combined, and
all applied to and used upon the forked spindle of a

tapping machine, in the manner and for the pm-pose
specified and set forth.

4. The improved tapping machine, consisting of

the several parts hereinbefore specified, all con-

structed and arranged substantially as described.

77,45 1.—George Caxdee, Berlin Heights, Ohio.
—Feed Water Heater for Stcarii Generators.—May 5.

18t)8.—The caloric current, after leaving the flues of

the boiler, has a backward and forward course
through a number of hexagoually-arranged cylin-

drical pipes surrounded by a water jacket, and con-

nected by U -bends at their alternate ends. The feed

water pa'sses through the water jacket.

C'tef»i.—Passing^ the feed water or air through
successive chambers, (heated as described.) of a

lower to a higher temperature, in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth and described.

77,455.—Charles P. Cakter, Ponghkeepsie,
X. Y.

—

Implement for Sharpening Watch Wood.—
May o. 18G8.—The angular knife is set in an angle-

faced block, which is attached to the bench, and
used for sharpening the splints of soft wood used by
watchmakers.

Claim.—The lilock a. knife b. and screw c, when
arranged and comlnned to operate substantially the

same as shown and described.

77,456.—Joiix B. Christiax. Mount Carroll,

and John Guxx. Salem Township, IW.—Failroad.—
May 5, 1808.—The railroad track has additional hol-

low* rolled iron rails laid inside the usual rails, and
the cars have one or more pairs of additional broad
flanged wheels hanging immediately over the ad-

ditional rails, and supporting the truck in case of
accident.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

a railroad track, composed of the hollow rolled iron

rails A A, placed inside of the usual T-rails, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The construction and arrangement of railroad
cars having two or more i^airsof broad flanged
wheels B B, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The lever H IT. in combination with the spiral

springs O O. moving in tlie periphery of a circle,

for the purpose substantially as set forth.

77,457 JOTTX C. Ct.ime, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and J. Moore Hexdkicks, same
place—Bedstead Fastener.—May ;"), lc:ti8.—The at-

taching bolts are screwed into the rail and traverse
the tenon block ^\hich rests in a mortise of the post.

The liolt pusses through the jiost and is secured by
a nut.

Claim.—The device, consisting of the bolt C and
tenon l;lock D, in one piece, and screw cap E, in

combination Avith the rails and parts of a bedstead,
for fastening said rails and parts together.

77,458.—Hexuy Coluxsox, Boston, assignor
to himself and Samuel Yaxce, South Boston, "'and
Samuel Vance, assignor to James O. Boyle, Bos-
ton, Mass.

—

Grate Bar.—May 5, 18fl8.—The air pass-
ages increase in diameter downward, and their bot-

toms slope outward and downward, lioth formations
being intended to aid in discharge of ashes.

Claim.—1. A grate liar, as made, Avith its air

passages extended entirely across \t.

2. The arrangement of the transverse passages
obliquely in the bar, in manner as specified.

3. The grate bar, as made, with air passages ex-

tending across it, and to increase in width from their

upper to their lower parts, as specified.

77,459.—George Coxrqx, New York, iST. Y.—
Water Closet.—May 5, 1868.—The valve is covered
with vulcanized rubber, and is held to its seat by the
weight of water. When raised, the contents of the
pan" are discharged by the lower jape. Excess of

water above is carried off by the inverted U pipe.

This pipe is prevented from acting as a siphon by
an air pipe in its vertex.

Claim.—The valve chamber E, pipe B, pipe D,
pan I. overfloAV pipe C, and valve A, all constructed
and operating together, substantially as shoAvn and
described, and foi'the purpose set forth.

77,460 A. L. Coxat;rse, Springfield, 111.—

Churn.—May 5, 1868.—The churn has four vertical
dashers turned by gear connection with a horizontal
crank shaft.

Claim.—The outer gear wheels I, central gear
wheels J K, beveled gear wheel L, jilates G, bearings
X, and shatt M, when aiTanged to operate upon the
hinged rectangidar central lid C, as herein shown
and described."

77,461—O. H. Cooke, Morrisville, Yt.—Potofo
Washer.—May 5, 1868.—Stepped in the perforated
false bottom is a vertical shatt at Avhose lower end
is a triangular cross bar.

Claim.—The combination ofthe perforated bot-
tom B, with or without the metal ring around its

perixihery, with the sharp-edged float "E, crank I),

and wooden cross piece C, made and arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes above
set fortb.

77,462.—Alpheus B. Corby, Binghamton. X.
Y.—C/i?rr«.—May 5, 1868.—The pallets are in the
form of pawls, which engage the cogs of the spur
wheel turned by the spring, and which are pivoted
to the " cam " upon the iiendulum shaft. The jiallets

are raised from the wheel by the movement of the
guide blocks. The motion of the pendidum may be
used to cause the movement of a vertically recipro-
cating rotary or oscillating chm-n dasher.

Claim.—1. The escapement apparatus, consisting
of the pallets v v', cam F, shafts g G, and guides m
n, when used for the purposes described,

2. The arrangement and combination of said es-

capement appal'atus with the spur wheels W TT',
drum Pi, ratchet wheel t, pinion i, weight T, pendu-
lum P. and frame A B C D, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

77,463.—Lewls B. Covert, Xew York, X. Y.—Extension Step Ladder.—May 5, 1868.—Both legs
of the step ladder are extensible. The lower portion
of tbe steps are two-part. A frame is fitted to slide

between the said steps, and the frame carries swing-
ing steps that can be turned down flat and held by
keys, or turned up edgeways to pass between the
two-part steps.

Claim.—1. A step ladder, formed with the two-
part steps b, extension jiieces c, and their steps, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The swinging steps h, supported by the castings

g, in the manner specified, in combination with ex-
tension step ladder aforesaid.

3. The extension legs I o, in combination with the
extension step ladder, provided with the swinging
steps, as and for the purposes set forth.

77,464.—James P. Davis, Stiles, 'Wis.—Mechan-
ical Jfo«e?«cn^—May 5, 1868.—The adjustable fric-

tion bars have longitudinal reciprocation between
the friction rollers, and are held between loosely-

running pulleys that serve as guides. The move-
ment of tlie piston is limited by a crank upon the
fly-wheel sliaft. The main shaft has a spur wheel
engaging spur wheels upon the shafts of tlie friction

pulleys, receiving motion from them alternately.
Tiie main shaft is connected by a belt Avith the fly-

Avheel shaft.

Claim.—1. The recessed friction pulleys D an^
rr^cks «, operating substantially as shown and de
scribed, and for the purpose specified.
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2. The gear wheels G G' H, substantially as shown
and described, in combination with the friction

pulleys D D, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. 'The pulley I, belt h, and fly wheel, substantially
as shown and described, in combination with the
recessed friction pulleys J) and cross liead F, for the
purpose of accomplishing the more perfect working
of the parts, all as set forth.

4. Tlie cross head F, cogs 7i, friction racks a, sub-
stantially as shown and described, in combination
with the' friction pulleys D, all as and for the purpose
set forth.

77,465.—Edwin Daytox, Meriden, Conn.—Ce-
meat Water Pi2)e.—May 5, 1868.—In jointing the
ends of compound pipe which is made of cement and
thin metal, the ends have respectively an inside and
outside bevel given to them, and one 'being inserted
into the other the- joint is covered with a collar of
cement which may be cased in a metallic shelL

Claim.—1. The short pipe E, of tapering shape,
fitting into the adjoining ends of the pipes A B, to

form a Avater-tight joint, and coated upon the inner
and outer sides equally with cement, as herein shown
and described.

2. The packing ring or band a, applied to the pipe
sections, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

77,466.— Thomas H. Doxohue, Washington,
D. C — Chimney Cleaner.— Maj 5, 1868. —The
brushes are attached by toggles and collars to the
shaft, and are expanded" and contracted by slipping
the movable collar on the stem. Each brush is at-

tached to one member of the secondary toggle which
connects the knee joints of the vertical toggles,
which effect the expansion.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the fixed and
eliding collars B C and their connecting arms a b

with the bars or segments c, pivoted together and
supported on the shaft A, ibr operation together,
substantially as set forth.

2. In com'])ination with the bars or segments c,

connected and supported as described, the braces d
and sliding collar E, all arranged and operating
substantially as described.

3. In com'bination with the adjustable expanding
frame, constructed substantially as described, the
detachable brushes E or scrapers Gr, as and for the
purposes set forth.

77,467.—Claude Duceeux, New York, :N'. Y.—
Wagon Brake.—May 5, 1868.—Imi)rovement on his
patent, January 1, 1867. Collars are placed upon
the hubs, whose friction thereon is adjustable by
screws. The brake lever, Avhen braking the wagon,
is moved to engage a lug upon the collar and pre-
vent its rotation with tbe Avheel, thereby checking
or stopping the rotation of the same.
Claim.—The adjustable rings C C on the hubs of

the wagon wheels, when provided with lugs b b, in
combination with the oscillating bar D, having lugs
d, all arranged and operating substantially as herein
shoAvn and described.

77,468.—MiLTOX Eckley, Olney, HI.—Machine
for Cleaning Grain. — May 5, 1868. — The grain is

subjected to the action of the agitated riddle and
the l)last of air from the fan. and thence falls into
the rcvohing screen, whose internal spiral flange
delivers it at the end.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the fans G, riddle

K, and compoiuid (tylindrical screoji I), substantially
as deseril)('(l, for the puri)ose specilied.

2. The construction and arrangement of the fans
G. riddle K, spouts I J, compound cylindrical screen
D. and shafts B F, substantially as described, for
tlie purpose specified.

77, 4 69.— Francis Ellekshausen, Montreal,
C anada East.

—

Converting Cast Iron into Cast Steel
ami Malleable Iron.—Mav 5, 1868.—The cast iron
in a molten .state is poured over surfaces containing
oxygen and oxide of iron upon .sheet iron plates.

Claim.— 1. Coiivertiug ca.st or pig irou into cast
steel or malleable iron, by bringing it in a liquid
state in contact with hot "or cold solid oxides, sub-
Btantially as herein specified.^

2. Bringing to an instantaneous uniform contact,
at a sufficient heat, on a sufficiently large hot or
cold surface of pure oxide, the carbon contained in
molten cast iron, do as to cause a rapid, violent
combustion of the carbon, substantially as described.

77,470.— JOHX Ellis, IS'ew York, N. Y. —Ma-
terial for Purifying and Decoloring Petroleum.—
May 5, 1868.—The bones are calcined to a gray color
and used as a filtering material. Navassa phos-
phate of lime, or other deposits containing phosphate
of lime or phosphorus, may be kept at a red heat in
contact with the air until sufficiently charred, and
used in the same manner as the bone phosphate.

Claim.—1. The method of preparing bones, ani-
mal charcoal, ISTavassa phosphate of lime, and other
phosphatic deposits, in the manner described in the
foregoing specifications, as materials for filtering
and bleaching petroleum and other fluids.

2. For the purpose of filtering and bleaching pe-
troleum and all the fiuids produced from it, in-

cluding residuum and the heavier oil, after the
lighter fluids have been separated from it, the use
of pure phosphate of lime, and the commercial
article, and also either and all, separately or com-
bined, of the materials or substances which resiflt

from treating bones, animal charcoal, Navassa
phosphate of lime, or other phosphatic deposits, in
the manner described in the foregoing specifications.

77,471.—William B. Emery, Albany, K". Y.—
Machine for Threshing and Cleaning Grain.—May
5, 1868.—The straw and grain j^ass from the thresh-
ing cylinder to an apron, and are then received
upon an inclined elevator which raises and delivers
them to a revolving beater. They then fall onto a
slatted bed, and are then tossed by vibrating fingers
before the final delivery oft" the end of the separator.
The agitation of the se'parator and the shoe in dif-

ferent directions prevents extreme agitation of the
machine itself. The adjustment of the bonnet by
the outside lever directs the current of straw and
grain issuing from the cylinder.

Claim.—1. Combining with a self cleaning thresh-
ing machine, (in which the shoe and the separator
vibrate in opposite directions,) an endless straw ele-

vator, having an apron between it and the threshing
cylinder, arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. Deflecting the edge S of the apron upwards,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The beater IST, in combination with the elevator
D and apron b b, substantially as specified, whether
the shoe and the separator vibrate in opposite direc-
tions or in unison.

4. The lever Y ot the bonnet, whereby the bonnet
may be adjusted from the outside of the machine,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

77,472.—Isaac Fisher, St. Louis, Mo.—Fise.—
May 5, 1868.—The vise has adjustment in a horizon-
tal and in a vertical plane.

Claim.—The improved vise A, the same having
two axes or centers of adjustment, arranged sub-
stantially as described.

77,473.—W. A. Flaxders, Shelby, Oh\o.—Bee
Hive.—May 5, 1868. — The foundation for the comb
is formed of wood or other material coated with
wax, which is impressed to give a good face for at-

tachment for the comb. The foundation is traversed
by a pipe to give passage for the bees.

Claim.—The honey-comb foundation B, when pro-
vided with a passage, x, and constructed substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein sx)ecified.

77,474.—Simeon B. Forbes, New Cumberland,
W. ya.—Double Shovel Cultivator.—^aj 5, 1868.—
The sole bar is pivoted to the standard, and its rear
end is connected to the standard by an adjustable
brace. The share is double winged, 'and the double
mold board is removable.
Claim.—1. The combination of the sole D, double

winged point E, and double mold board F. with
each other, substantially as herein shown and de-

seribeil, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable brace G with
the curved rear parts of the beam A and with th
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sole D, snlJstaBtially as herein sliown and described,

and for the purpose set forth.

7r,475.—William H. Forker, MeadTille, Pa.—
Paint Brush. — May .5, 1868.— The bristles are first

thrust through the ^-iug and the cap placed on it.

The handle is then thrust up through the middle of

the mass of bristles and secured by the nut, which
screws upon the screw-threaded ferrule and draws
the spreading ferrule within the socket.

Claim.—The solid wooden liandle A, of full length,

with its conical ferrule F, which, in combination
with the nut C. operating on the cap D from above,

holds all the ptu'ts firmly together, when constructed
as and for the pui'pose set forth.

77,476.-Matthew H. Foster and Hubert C.

Hart, trnionville, Conn.

—

JShit Making Machine.—
May 5, 1868.—The blank is cut from the bar by a
plunger cutter, operated by a cam on the shaft. A
sliding bed conveys the blank from the cutter to the
punch and die, as'the button on the bed traverses in

the cam groove of the wheel above it. The formers
move at right angles to each other. One is actuated
by projections on the face of the wheel, and the
other by a lever on the bed and projections on the
periphery of the wheel. The formers, in connection
with sta'tionary bars, form four square sides. The
descending slide passes the blank into the concave
die and the punch drives a hole through it.

Claim.—1. Slidiug bed B, having button G- and
pivoted lever I thereon, with cam wheel F, provided
with studs k k'. all constructed and aiTanged sub-

stantially as described.
2. Arranging the cams a b c d e s s' so as to op-

erate the emitter n, slide m, and punch p, substan-
tially as set forth.

3."^ The improved nut machine, consisting of me-
chanism constructed, combined, and arranged sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

77,477.^Tames E. Gillett, TTestfield, Mass.—
Wh?>.—May .5, 1868.—The core of the whip is covered
by metallic foil to prevent the moisture affecting it.

' Claim.—Interposing a metallic lining, B, between
the core A and covering C of a whip, substantially

as and for the pm-pose herein shown and described.

77,478.-0. T, Gleasox, Farmington, Me.—
Tclocipede.—May 5, 1868.—The supporting wheels
are tm-ned by friction wheels actuated by treadles.

The machine'lays its own track consisting of straight
hinged sections"!

Claim.—]. The combination of four traction
wheels, each having a friction boss, A, with the fric-

tion driving wheels'P, shaft J, double crank 1 1, and
treadles H H, all substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The lever bearings L, rods X, and steering lev-

ers E. all constructed and operating together, sub-
stantially as shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set'forth.

77,479.—LyjIxVN B. Goodhue, St. Louis, Mo.—
Furnace for Mcltinj Glaus.— May 5. 1868.— The
fixed pots extend from the furnace bottom (where
they are perforated) either through the furnace top
or through the shelf formiugthe l3ottom of the melt-
ing chamber into which the •' batch*' is placed. The
material, as molted, runs down into the lower cham-
l)er through which the calorie cuiTont first passes
from the furnace. Across the top of the lower cham-
ber are stretched transverse, reverheratory arches to
cheek the current, and deflect the heat upon the
molten glass. The wall of the bottom and some dis-

tance up the sides is chambered to contain tlry sand
to prevent the escape of glass through any cracks
forming in the fire clay.

Claim.—1, The shelf D of a furnace for melting
glass, as shown and specified.

2. The combination of a furnace for melting glass
with immovable pots, as specified.

3. The employment of reverberatoiy arches in a
furnace for melting glass, aiTanged as 'specified.

4. The packing of "a furnace for melting glass with
sand, as specified.

-5. A furnace for melting glass, when constructed
Bubstantially as shown and specified.

77,480.—JOHX GouRLAY. Escanaba, Mich.—
Portable Bath JTotfsc—May 5, 1868.—The parts of

the bath house are made detachable so that it can be
moved from one apartment to another. The tank is

suspended upon cords operated by a windlass, so

that it can be lowered for filling" and raised for a

shower bath.
Claim.—Tho general combination and arrange-

ment of the tank I, slides H H, pulleys K K, J, cord
U, drum X, gate M, lever n, crank P, with house A
B C D E F G, substantially as set forth.

77,481.—JoHX Gracie and Bobert H. Boyd.
Pittsbiu-g, 'Pn.—Lamp Burner.—Islax 5, 1868.—The
lower encl of the wick tube is covered by gauze or
bent upward to prevent the descent of the wick be-

low it and the burning out of the hydrocarbon to

expose its lower end. The gas trap has small tubes
which have a IT bend, the ends communicating re-

spectively Avitli the globe and with the gas reservoir.

Claim.—1. A wick tube m m\ partially closed at

its lower end by an indentation, 2, or other equiva-
lent device, substantially as and for the purposes
above set forth.

2. An opening or openings leading from" the globe
or oil receptacle of a lamp to the inside of the burner,

each openmg being covered with wire gauze, finely-

perforated plate, or provided with a g-as trap, and
arranged within the burner, substantially as and for

the ptixposes described.

77,482.—Harry S. Griffiths, Brooklyn, K". T.
—Suspension Ping.—yLay 5, 1868.—The plate of the
suspending ring has points which are forced through
the card.

Claim.—The susfension ring for business cards,
'

constructed and employed substantially as and for

the purpose herein described.

77,483.—Edward H. Hart, Isew York. X. Y.—
Fur Cuff.—Mayo. 1868.—The overlapping portion is

secured to the other end by an elastic band which
elongates as the cuff is drawn over the hand, and
the '6verlap{)ing end is then fastened down to the
band of the cuif by another elastic band and a catch.

Claim.—A fur cuff, provided with a connecting
elastic band, E, in combination with the elastic fast-

ening band F, the whole arranged substantially as

shown and described.

77,484.-Isaac A. Hedges and Joseph M.
Story, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Laxe <fc

BODLEY, same place.

—

Machine for Saiving Laths.
—May 5, 1868.—The feed rolls are jom-naled in ver-

tically adjustable rods. The belt which drives the
feed rolls passes around an idler puUey turning upon
an arbor fixed to a weighted lever.

Claim.—1. The pivoted weighted lever L' and
pulley I, in combination with the belt e and pulleys

/ upon the feed rolls, all arranged and operating as
described, Avliereby the belt is tightened, and the
feed rolls held in their beaiings, as herein shown and
described.

2. The journal boxes j for the shaft K, secured by
pivots /.; in the holders I, having the vertical shafts

m, which are adjusted higher or lower in the fram-
ing, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

77,485.—John I. Herrick. Milwaukee, Wis.—
Street Car.—May .5, 1868; antedated April 28, 1868.

-^The wheels of the cars are mounted on runners
when required. The runners are attached to the car
bottom by swivel bolts and hooks, the latter engag-
ing studs' projecting from the inner sides of the run-

ners.
Claim.—1. BunnersD. constructed and connected

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with said ranners, the attach-

ing apparatus E, G, and H, and the hooks and sup-

ports, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Platform or bottom A, wheels B, aud runners
D, in combination substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

77,486.- Beubex Hoffheins, Dover, Pa.—
Reaping Machine.—May .5, 1868; antedated April
22, 1868.—The cutting apparatus is hinged to a frame
which is articulated on the axle. The rake axis and
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reel post are upon the shoe, and the rake and reel

Sreserve their relation to the cutter and platform
uriug- vertical oscillations of the latter. A pro-

longation of the rake head passes through a pivoted
bar vi'hich is oscillated by a crank on the driving
wheel axle. The rake is thereby s^vept along the
I)latform, lifted, carried forward in an elevated po-
sition, and then dropped to its work again.

Vlcmn.—1. A "forward cut" harvesting machine
which has its finger beam or cutting apparatus
hinged to a frame, which articulates on the axle of
the driving wheels, without materially affecting the
position of the draught frame and tongue, and to
tvhich finger beam is attached a platform carrying a
circularly-moving sweep rake, said harvesting ma-
chine also having a device for adjusting the cutting
apparatus, and a seat for the driver, such seat being
in such relation to the adjusting device that the
driver can raise and lower the cutting apparatus,
platfoi'm, and rake while the machine is In operation,
and Avhile he is seated, substantially as set forth.

_
2. The combination of a forward cut hinged cut-

ting apparatus, a frame articulating on the main
axle, a (xuadrant platform, a sweep rake, and a reel

moving in harmony with the platform and cutting
apparatus, a driver's seat on the draught frame, and
a device for raising and lowering the cutting appa-
ratus, platform, rake, and reel while the machine is

in motion, and while the driver is seated, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. 'a circularly-moving sweep rake, a hinged plat-

form of quadrant form, and a hinged finger beam,
all connected together and moving in harmony with
one auolher, as "the platform and finger beam are
caused to rise and fall by the undulations of the
ground, in coml^iuatiou Avith a draught frame of a
' forward cut" harvester, which has two supporting
wheels applied ou a single axle, and which also has
a frame and tongue hinged so as to articulate inde-
pendently of the frame to which the finger beam is

hinged, and which articulates on the said axle, sub-
stantially as set forth.

yy,4S7.—Francis M. Howard and Daniel W.
Avery, St. Paul, lud.

—

Ditching and Grading Ma-
chine.—May 5, 18G8.—The share is attached to the
lower ends of the slotted, vertically adjustable side

plates, and delivers the earth onto' the endless car-

rier, which is driven by gearing from the ground
wheels and delivers the dirt above the level of the
ditch.

Claim.— 1. The adjustable slotted guides m, in
combination with the plow or cutter e, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In corubiuatiou with tlie above, and with the
toothed wheel g' and shaft G-, the jaAvs «, riveted to

the belt B and the pivoted carrier beam h, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

77,4S8.—Frank E. Howe, IsTew York, ]!:^. T.,

and Lindsay I. Howe, Boston, Mass.

—

Combined
Coal Hopper and Flatform Scale.—May 5, 18G8.

—

The weighing hopper is supported by a weighing
apparatus, and it has an opening bottom to discharge
the contents.
Claim.—The arrangement of the hopper F, in the

frame E, supported upon the scale platform D, when
such hopper is adapted to discharge the coal into the
hopper I, passing directly through the scale platform
D, as herein shown and described.

77,489.—Jaiivis Howe, Milford, Mass.—I?oo
Form.—May .5, 1868.—The wooden " leg" and "foot"
parts of the' tree are made in separate pieces, "O'ith

the grain running longitudinally, and attached to-

j,ether by a bent piece of metal. Tlio direction of
the crimping screw is changed, by changing that of
the socket into which it screws, by drawiug it out
slightly aiul changing the lug upon it to another
notch in the plate. The socket is drawn inward by
a si)iral spring.
Ckmn.—1. As an article of manufacture, a boot

form, luwing a metal edge, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. Tlie combination of the parts A, B, and C, sub-

stantially as and for tlie purpose specified.

3. The thimble, Avheu comI)iucd with a plate, hav-

ing lugs and the notches, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

4. As articles of manufacture, the parts A and B,
when constructed and arranged for use on the part
C, each substantially as described.

5. The arrangement of the piece D in the chamber,
substantially as shown.

6. A boot'form, the leg and foot parts of which are
separate pieces, united together by a thii'd piece,

substantially as described and for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

77,490.—Sidney S. Hurlbut, Cordova, HI.—
Grain Separator.—May 5, 18G8.—The grain passes
over a number of sieves in one shoe, and is divided
into three qualities, of which the good grain passes
to one place and the refuse to another, while the
mixture of the two is elevated and discharged into
the hopper to be passed through again.

Claim.—1. The combination of the screening shoe,
constructed ancl operating substantially as described,
with au elevator, which leads back into the hopper,
and with a cleaned grain discharge passage, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The employment of an -elevator which will re-

turn that portion of the wheat which escapes from
tlie screens in an unclean state back to the hopperto
be re-screened, substantially as specified.

3. The combination of the screens L, p, and r', the
short screens s t, the cut-off T, aud the gauge V,
with means for conveying the clean wheat out of the
machine, and also for conducting back to the first

screen L the wheat which is mixed with foreign sub-
stances, substantially as described.

77,491.—Joel C. Jackson, Eochester, ][!^. Y.,
aud Frederick J. Jackson, Danbury, Conn.—^ed-
stead Fastening.—May 5, 1868.—The "rail has' down-
turned pins which enter inclined mortises in the
post. The pins have screw-threaded ends which
pass longitudinally into the rails.

Claim.—The bedstead fastening, formed of the in-

clined hooks c, with their threaded shanks c', screwed
into the ends of the rail, as set forth, and entering
corresponding holes in the posts, as specified.

77,492.—Jasper S. Jewett, Ottawa, HI.—Fence
Gate.—May 5, 1868.—The uprights aud rails are piv-

oted together, and the top bars are counterpoised
and j)ivoted to the posts, and connected to a series

of levers operated by cords over the center of the
I'oad, so that the gates can be swung upward and
backward by drawing one of the cords.

Claim.—1. The two gates C C, the rods 1 1, the
levers J J, the levers M M, the hollow casting L,
the ropes O O, and the ropes O' O', when combined
Avith eacli other in a double fence gate, and con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed in the foregoing specification.

2. The catches Q Q, the ropes or chains S, the
tumblers H H, the springs R 11, and the springs
U TJ, when combined with each other in a double
fence gate, and constructed substantially as and for

the purpose described in the foregoing specification.

77,493.—Albert H. Johnson, Hartford, Conn.—Bosom Fad.—May 5, 1868.—The pads are sup-

ported on brass sjuings Avhich are stepped in con-
cavo-convex metallic plates, and serve to form an air

space between the-pad and the person.
Claim.—In combination with an inflated elastic

bosom pad, the supporting springs a a, arranged as
herein shown and described, aud for the purposes
specified.

77,494.—Martha Jones, Amelia Countv, Va.—
Corn Hmlccr, Shcller. d-c-May ;"), 1868.-The corn
is passed through a tube, Avhicli is cut aAvay on one
side, to allow the rotary serrated disk to act upon
the corn. A rotary blower at the lower end of the
tube carries off the chaff.

Claim.—1. A machine, so constructed as to be
capable of husking the ears of maize or Indian corn,
and, at the same operation, cutting up the husks, for

the purposes set forth.

2. A machine, so constructed as to be capable of
husking and shellisg the cars of maizo or ludiau
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coru, and, at the same operation, cutting up the
husks, for the purposes set forth.

3. A macliine, so constructed as to be capable of
husking and cutting up the husks of maize or Indian
corn, and, at the same operation, separating the cut
husks from the ears, for the purposes set fortli.

4. A machine, so constructed as to be capable of
husMng, shelling, and cutting up the husks of maize
or Indian corn, and, at the same operation, separat-

ing the cut husks from the corn, for tlie purposes set

forth.

5. The knives c c, arranged spirally on the wheel,
in combination vrith the projections b b, substan-
tially as described.

G.'^The knives c c, in combination with the projec-

tions b b for tearing and giving a rotary motion to

the ear, and the projections d d for shelling the corn,

substantially as described.
7. The knives c c, arranged spirally on the wheel,

in combination with the projections b b and separa-

tor, substantially as described.

8. The knives'c c, in combination with the projec-

tions b b, for husking, and projections d d for shell-

ing, and separator, substantially as described.
9. The knives c c, arranged spirally and attached

separately to the face of the wheel, as and for the
purposes set forth.

lU. The wheel B, provided with the projections b b

and d d, and spirally-arranged knives, in combina-
tion with the spout s and separator, substantially as

described.

77,495.—Samuel TJ. King, Windsor, Vermont.—Wood-Turning Lathe.—May 5, 1868.—The central-

izers are forced inward by the centrifugal action of
the weights upon the levers, so that a stick being
forced between the ends of the ccntralizers they will

centralize xipon it in relation to the cutters, which,
as the stick is driven through, will round the same.

Claim.—The combination of the ccntralizers, their

levers and centrifugal weights, with one or more cut-

ters, and awheel haviugtuioular journals, ortheequiv-
alents thereof, the whote being arranged substantially
in manner and so as to operate as and for the purpose
hereinbefore described.

77,496.—Hack Keafft, Mulberry, Ta.—Horse
Hay Fork.—May 5, 1868.—The rectangular frame is

made to embrace the bale, and its pivoted ends turned
up beneath the same. The j)ivoted ends arc oper-

ated by connection to a single hand lever, which has
an engaging catch, and the latter ij freed by a cord
to discharge the bale.

Claim.—1. The centrally arranged vibrating cross
head C, transverse connecting rods m m, rocking
links d d, vertically sliding pivoted legs c c, and the
forks b b, in combination with the frame A A', the
whole arranged and operated in the manner shown
and described.

2. The latch lever D and pin g applied to tlie frame
A A', in combination with a lever C C connected
to vibrating points b b, substantially as described.

77,497.—Jacob Lagowitz, K'ewark, IST. J.—
Traveling Bag.—May 5, 18G8.—The links to which
the handles are hung have arms which lap past the
lower jaw when the links are raised and hold the
bag shut. The springs tend to hold the links in this

position.

Claim.—1. An automatic device for closing trav-
eling bags, consisting of the links or rings a «, to
which the ends of the chain or strap handle B are
secured, and wliich carry the arms b b that fit over
the sides of the bag, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The above, in combination with the spring c,

made as set forth.

77,498.—Samuel Leather, Dalton, England.—
Loom for Weaving Garments.—May 5, 1868.—The
loom is for weaving double cloth, whicliis connected,
at certain parts, forming a series of under garments,
which are cut apart subsequently. To accomplish
this, cams are applied to the loom to operate on the
stitching leaves of the h eddies.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sliding cams
H, shaft b, gear G', and Avorm wheel G, v>ith the

needles d, and guide rods c c, for weaving the neces-

sary pattern, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the above, the shaft a, screw
worm G, and pinion G', substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

77,499.—J. D. and I. W. Legg, Long Eddy, IST.

Y.

—

Curtain Fixture.—May 5, 1868.—The roller is

journaled in plates, suspended on cords, which are
coiled around spring pulleys. The roller is drawn
downward by a cord, which is coiled around one end
of the roller and coils up the shade as the roller is

dra-u'n down.
Claim.—1. Connecting the roller B, through the

medium of tapes c c, to springs C C, secured to the
upper pai't of the window frame, in connection with
the hooks I I and loops m m, or other suitable fasten-
ing for securing or holding the lower end of the
shade, and the cord D on the pulley h of the roller,

all being arranged to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The clamp E, when used in connection with the
cord 1) of the shade roller B, connected to the springs
C C, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

77,500.—Charles Mahan, Grand Inland, Cal.—Farm Wagon.—May 5, 1868.—The four hounds and
the sway bar are placed before the fore axle, and by
removing the hind wheels and reach, a stiff tongue
may be apjilied, and the fore wheels used to support
a cart body. The sides and ends of the wagon body
are removable, being licld in position by spring
catches at their upper sides, when in place.

Claim.—1. The frame, consisting of the cross pieces
J J' and central rail K, as arranged, in combination
with the box I, axletree D, wheels C, and reach H,
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as
set forth.

2. The sliding hook A', when constructed in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The box A, when the sides of said box are pro-
vided Avith cleats C, notches b, and spring catches
c, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

77,501.—Joseph T. Martin, New York, IST. Y.—Grapple for Sunlcen Vessels.—May 5, 1868.—The
grapple levers are adjustable longitudinally and ver-
tically upon the beam, and are arranged so that the
iipward draught upon them causes their ends to bite
into the side of the vessel.

Claim.—A marine grapple, consisting of a solid

beam. A, to which the levers C, carrying the grap-
pling jaws B, arc pivoted, when said barsare adjust-
able toward or away from each other, on the beam
A, and also up and down adjustable on the same,
substantially as and for the purpose lierein shown
and described.

77,502.—Charles A. Maxfield, ISTew York,
1«J". Y.

—

Machine for Forming Pasteboard Boxes.—
May 5, 1868 ; antedated April 23, 1868.—A series of
folders are combrx:! with a ''former " in such man-
ner that the sheet of material is folded against and
wrapped around the former, the parts acting succes-
sively as the plunger is forced into a die containing
these folders, and'carries the paper or other material
with it, delivering the same in the form of a folded
box or box envelope.
Claim.—The former c, in combination with the

folders 2 3 4 5, substantially as specified, so that the
folding of a box or box envelope is eflfected by dri\-
ing the previously cut sheet of material through be-
tween said folders, as set forth.

77,503.-James McCarthy, l^ew York, :!Sr. Y.—Extensio7i Fipe Coupling.—May 5, 1868.—The
coux^ling pieces are extended by means oftheir screw
connection, so as to unite the ends of pipes at a
greater or less distance apart.

Claim.—1. An extension pipe coupling, made by
connecting the tubular pieces A and B, substantially
in the manner set forth.

2. The above in combination with the jam-nut C,
made as herein shoAvn and described.

77,504.-0. P. McDonald, Carbondnle, 111—
Attachment for Pendulum Clocks.—May 5, 1868.

—

By the unequal expansion and contraction of tho
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rods, incident to changes in temperature, the effect-

ive suspension point of the pcuduhnn is made to
move up and down to compensate for changes in the
length of the penduhim rod.

Claim.—The combination of the rods A B, of dif-

ferent metals, having uncfLual expansibility, with the
pendulum rod of a clock, substantially as and for the
pm'pose specified.

77,505.—David McFarland, TVorcester, Mass.
•^Railroad Truclc.—May 5, 1868.—The portion of
the axle between the wheels is covered by a cylin-

di'ical case.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the axle or
joiu'ual of a set of car wheels, of an axle protector or
guard, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The combination, with the axle of a set of car
wheels, of a tubular protector, for the purposes set
forth.

3. The combination, with the axle of a set of car
wheels, of a guard piece, E, or its equivalent, on
each side of the jom-nal or axle, for the purpose of
preventing the deflection of the axle, in case of it

breaking.
4. The combination, with the axle B and wheels

A A, of the tube D, clamping pieces E E, and cross
supporting pieces E E, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

5. The combination, with the truck and wheels, of
a wheel protector, shield, or cover H, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

77,506.—William C. McGill, Ciucinnati, Ohio.—Blacking Brush.—May 5, 1868.—Box clamps are
attached to the usual place jof the dauber brush, and
to the tops of the standards forming the clamp a ro-

tary brush is journaled, which transfers the blacking
from the box to the boot.

Claim.—1. In combination with the spreading
brush, the cover, made and operating substantially
as and for the purpose herein described.

2. The spring standards D D', serving the double
purpose of journaling the said brush, ancl of holding
while permitting the adjustment of the blacking box,
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

77,507.—Shannon McGuffin, Eising Sun, Ind.

—Coffee and Tea Pot—May 5, 1868.—The strainer
swings from the end of a rod and is brought in con-
junctiou, when required, Avith tlie entrance to the
spout, so as to arrest solid matters and grounds.
Claim.—Providing a coffee or tea pot, A. with a

swinging and adjustable strainer, substantially as

and for the purpose herein specified.

77,508.—Adam McMullen and John H. Eock,
Sterling, 111—Harness.—May 5, 1868.—The breast

collar is supported as usual from the ivithers and at

its rear entls receives the tug straps. Other forward
attachments are made to the breast straps which are
connected to the neck yoke or tongue.
Claim.—The tugs B'D, brace C, straps H and E,

and collar A, when the various parts are connected
together and operating in the manner as herein set

forth.

77,509.—EocERT McMurray, Brooklyn, IST. T.— .S'«/t(/. Screen.—May 5, 18(58.—The longitudinal

wiios rest as usual upon transverse bearing wires
.and are retained laterally by Avires looped over each
in turn and fastened to the 'sides of the frame.

Claim.—The combination, Avith the frame and
straight vertical rods, of cross Avires, formed Avith

equidistant eyes or loops, through which tbc vertical

rods piiss, autl by which thev arc retained laterally,

all substantially as and for the purposes described.

77,510.—EnWAHD Meiicieu, Spring-field, Mass.,
assig'.joi' to liimsclf and IIkxky AV. Bailey, same
j>l;!ce.

—

liailvoad Switch.—Maj- .l, 1868.—Tlie end.s

of the rails forming tiie switch track are placed about
tv.o inches laterally from the ends of the rails of tlio

main track. One end of each SAvitch rail is placed
in the chair, and it is bent near tlie middle. To tlie

inside of the SAvitch rails are bolted the safety pieces, i

which have an incline, and a part operating as a
|

splice rail, and forming a continuation in a straight
line of one side of the bent switch rail. The rails
thus arranged are held by the switch bars and oper-
ated by the usual riiachinery. Long, stationary
guides are made of common rail and arranged inside
the switch rails and safety pieces. The said guides
are somewhat longer, and" about f of an inch higher
than the switch rails. Inside the guides, at one end,
are flat plates on which the flanges of the wheels run.
Claim.—1. The combination of the fixed guides/

/' with the sliding safety pieces or inclines a a', sub-
stantially in the manner described, and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The supporting jilates e e', arranged and com-
bined with the fixed guides//' and sliding inclines
or safety pieces a a', substantially as described, and
for the purpose specified.

77,511.—Jay C. Merrell, Medina, 'N. Y.—
Wash Boiler.—May 5, 1868.—In the lower part of the
boiler is a horizontal longitudinal tube whose ends
are closed by slides when the boiler is used in the
ordinary way upon the stove. When otherwise used
a grate and tire are placed in the tube and an ad-
ditional section of tubing is attached at the end, a
chimney leading from the auxiliary tube.

Claim.—The'boiler A, proA'ided Avith the tube B
and slides C, and having the auxiliary tube D and
grate E arranged for use in connection thercAvith,
for the purpose of adapting the boiler to use either
with or independent of the stove, substantially as de
scribed.

77,513.—Albert H. Mershon, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Damperfor Hot Ait Furnace.—May 5, 1868.—
Improvement on his patent. May 29, 1866. To the
chain Avhich is attaclied to the furnace draught door is

attached another chain AAhich passes over two pul
leys and is connected to a door opening into a flue
commuuicating with the furnace flue. The formei
flue also communicates, through an opening closed
at will by a damper, with the ash chamber. "The ar
rangement is such that when the furnace draught
door is opened the flue door is closed, and vice versa.
Claim.—The chain B, pulleys D D, door E, hori-

zontal flue I, and damper M,'when combined and
constructed substantially as and for the purposes
herein described.

77,513

—

Henry E. Metzler, Xgav York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and Wilijam E. Youngs,
Brooklyn, 'N. Y.—Spring Horse.—^aj 5, 1868.—Im-
provement on his iuA'cntion patented Eebruary 21,
1865. The child is mounted on the oscillating seat
and the foot rest adjustable as stirrups for the feet.

The spring is connected to the screw rod by a yoke
and tends to preserve the iierpendicularity of the
seat, returning it to the vertical Avhen oscillated in
either direction.

Claim.—1. The adjustable foot rest, vibrating
Avith the horse, substantially as described.

2. The cross bars j and.?', to secure the ends of the
spiral spring, and as a means of attacliiiigthe same to
the screw i, and bracket E, substantially as described.

77,514.—Charles M. Miles and George W.
Eemsex, Lincoln, Del.

—

Lamp Burner.—May 5,

1868.—The turret between the cap and the body of

the burner has an opening through Avhich a match
may be entered. A slide closes it, moving in a cam
track Avhich opposes accidental disengagement. The
reservoir may be filled througli the larger holes of
the supporting ring beloAV the dead air chamber,
Avhile air is admitted to the reservoir through the
smaller holes.

Claim.—1. The chamber H and annular slide I,

liaving openings /, and outlets d, Avhen said outlets
d are protected by guard e, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

2. Tiie combination, in a lamp burner, of the per-
forated turret D, provided Avitli slide F, dead air
cliamber A, perforated chamber H, and annular
slide I, Avhcn said chamlier H is provided witli out-
lets (/, Avliich are protected by a guard, e, all con-
structe<l, arranged, and operating as described, for

tlie purpose specified.

3. The lump burner, constructed as described, and
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consisting of the cap E. wick tube B. perforated tur-

ret D, liaving slot b, perforated anuulai" slide F I,

having pius a. dead air chamber A, perforated cham-
ber HV. having outlets d, guai'd e, and ring G, all

constructed and arranged to operate as set forth.

77,515.—G. L. Miller, Pontiac, Mich.—Trace
Hook:—May 5. 1668.—The tang is screwed into the

end of the whiffletree and the hook is flat and broad
80 as to require a certain presentation of the loop of

the cock eye in hitching. The loop then draws upon
the neck of the hook.

C7aiJH.—The herein described trace hook, when
constructed in the manner as set forth, as a new ar-

ticle of manufacture.

77,516.—Sarah P. P. Miller, Beaver, Pa.—
Basket.—May .5, 1868.—The braids or strands are
sewed togetlier and the basket stuffed to the required
shape while receiving its outer coat of varnish.

Claim.—As a new'article of mannfactm-e, a cloth

basket, made of strips of cloth braided or twisted
together, and coated with varnish or sizing inside

and out, to preserve the form and render it water-
proof, substantially as described.

77,517.—Albekt Moore and A. D. Howes,
South Adams. Mass.

—

Steam Globe Talve.—May 5,

IgSg.—The pipes below communicate by ports with
the chamber above, and the openings of the ports
are valve seats for the poppet valves which are at-

tached to a yoke above and are actuated by a screw
stem.

Claim.—1. The sheU, formed of the parts A A',

with the valve chamber B', substantially as described.

2. The block D and the valves C C, in combination
with the sheU and valve stem B, when arranged sub-

stantially as shown and described.

77,518.—Joel Molxtox, Boston, Mass.

—

Man-
ufacture of Elastic Rolls.—Mav 5. 1868.—^Improve-
ment on his patent, Xo. 75.292,*Mar. 10, 1866.—The
strips of rubber and webbing are lapped over a
strand of wire, which is then coiled on the mandrel,
turning outward the edges of the covering strips.

Claim.—1. As a means of more securely fixing the
body of an elastic roll to its shafts, the employment
therewith of a metallic wire or string.

2. The mode, herein described, of applying the
strands of fibrous material to a sheet, or between two
sheets, of vulcanized rubber, essentially in manner
and for the purpose as set forth.

77,519.—Edwes a. Pabker, Horseheads, X. Y.
—Coal ,S'ioie.—May 5, 1S68.—Below the fire box of
the stove and within the enlarged base are a series

of channels which carry air to the fixe chamber and
the room respectively. " The caloric current is car-

ried from the upper* part of the stove to the base,
where they follow a circuitous coui"se in contact with
the plates'of the chamber where air is warmed be-
fore entering the apartment.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the annular cham-
ber E around the tubular downward extension C of
the fire 1x)x, said chamber communicating with the
fire box, and with the atmosphere in the room, so
that a supply of fresh air, entering it, may be caused
to enter the fire box. and also the room, substantially
as herein shown and described.

2. The chamber H. arranged in the bottom of the
stove base B, and close above the floor, and commu-
nicating with the draught chamber E, as set forth,

BO that it will serve to distribute fresh warm air

around the base of the stove, close above the floor,

as .specified.

3. The chambers E and H, when arranged as set

forth, in combination with the chamber I, through
•which the products of combustion can be made to
pass, so that thereby the fresh air passing through
the chambers E and'H will be warmed, substantially
as herein shown and described,

4. The damper k. connecting the chambers E and
I, for the purpose of allowing the introduction of
fresh air from the draught chamber E to the smoke
pipe J. substantially as h'erein shown and described,
lor the purpose of checking the draught.

5. The .S-shaped partition L in the chamber I, in

combination -with the partition a, horizontal parti-

tion /, pipes K K, and smoke iJipe J, as herein de-

scribed, for the pui-pose specified.

77,520.—.!. P.. Perry and D. TT. Perry.Wilkes-
barre, Vii.—Railroad Car Truck.—:SLaj 5, 1868.—
Each wheel has an axle with two bearings, in ad-

justable boxes. The outer box is pivoted and the in-

ner one slides within a hmited range so as to allow
the wheel to play a little in turning curves. Boilers
above the sliding box assist the motion.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding and piv
oted boxes C T>. upon each side of the wheels, fric-

tion rollers e, connecting bar E, attached to tho
axles upon each side of the car, and the oscillating

bar F, as herein described for the purpose specified.

77,521.—"William H. Pfrboier, Lanesville,

ind.

—

Measuring and Registering Grain.—May 5,

1668.—The shde below the hopper is drawn backhand

held by a catch. "When the measure is filled it de-

presses that end of the lever platfonn. disengaging
the slide catch and closing the hopper slide. The
rising end of the platfonn actuates a pawl and train

of geailng which has the usual register consisting of
dials and'fingers.
Claim.—Thei tilting platform A, in combination

with the scale beam E, the hopper 33, and the record-
ing apparatus of the dials, theVhole constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
pm'pose herein described.

77,522.—Frederick A. Potter, Xorth Provi-
dence, assignor to Falls. Jenks. axd Soxs. Smith-
field, E. l.—Tool Holder.—:slaY 5, 1868.—The tool is

made of a cyUndrical bar of steel and is placed in an
inclined socket at the end of the tool holder. The
tool has a series of rounded notches in one side to re-

ceive the side of a tapering pin which is driven trans-

verselv and horizontally through the holder.

Claim.—The arrang'ement of the holder A, the
tool bar B, and the holding pin 6, with reference to

each other, substantially as described for the pur-

poses specified.

77,523.—D. E. Pri-\-dle, East Bethany, :sr. Y.—
Field Roller.—May 5, 1668.—The roller is made in
two sections and the axis is jointed at mid-length,
playing vertically in a slot which prevents move-
ment in the direction of draught independently of the
frame. The outer journal sockets flare inward to
allow the accommodating movement of the axis.

Claim.—1. The jointed axis or pivot a b, for two
or more sections A B of a roller substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. The vertically oblong or upright bearing d, be-
tween the sections of the roUer, substantially aa set

forth.
3. The combination of the jointed axis or pivot,

and the vertically slotted or oljlong bearing, so as to
produce a roUer which will adapt itself up and down
to the imevenness of the ground, but wiU be rigid in

a horizontal direction, substantially as herein speci-

fied. •

77,524.— Jo. PvAZ^lSEY, MUford. Texas.— Jffar-

vester.—May 5, 1868.—The team is hitched to a
tongue running backward from the frame and sup
ported upon a wheel upon a pivoted post which may
l)e turned by a horizontal lever. The cutter-bar is

reciprocated* by a lever whose lozenge-shaped head
is actuated by* the pins upon the peripheries of two
disks which 'are fast upon the axle. The fingers

have a round turn at the end forming a rounded eye
to prevent clogging.

Claim.—1. The pin wheel J J, constructed of two
light disks, with pins i i in their periphery, and with
an endless bracing or staying wire j, passed diago-

nally from one disk to the*other around the pins i i,

in c*ombination with the device G h, which drives
the sickle of a harvester such as described, all sub-
stantially as described.

2. The* guard fingers g, constructed as shown in
Figs. 5 ancl 6, with" a narrow, straight slot termi
nating in an elliptical or circular eye, for the pur-

pose set forth.

77,525.—Amos Baxk, Salem, Ohio.—Harvester.
,
—May 5, 1668.—The hinged finger-bar is adjusted aJ.
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different licightti from the ground b.y a chain which
is attached to the shoe and passes over a sheave to

a grooved segment attached to a lever. The device
is set by a ratchet and pawi.

Claim.—In combination with a vibrating lifting-

lever K, and its pawl O, the construction of the
ratchet plate. J, with spaces v between the teeth j)

thereof, substantially as described.

77,536.—Amos Eaxk, Salem, Ohio.—Harvester.
—May 5, 1868.—An angular arm is pivoted to the
reel post, and carries a grooved wheel, \\hicli, by
means of a spring is pressed against the actuating
chain of the reel to keep tlie same under proper ten-

sion during tlie movement of the post caused by
inequalities of the ground. The reel post is adjusta-
bly attached to the inner grain divider so that the
fore end of the divider may be adjusted higher ac-

cording to the character of tlie grain.
Claim.—1. The combination, in a belt tightener, of

the angular lever m, spring^, and the grooved wheel
]c, substantially as and for "the purpose described.

2. Applying the inside divider P to a bracket T,
upon the i-eel post IT, and making this divider ad-

justable, substantially as described.

77,527.—OuvEU H. Eeed, "Washington, D.C—
Grade Gauge for Frlntlihj Presses.—May 5, 1868.

—

The plate is inserted into tlie feed board of a "Hoe "

press or attaelied by a screw to the guide bar of a
"Gordon" press. A pin is hinged to this plate and
may be folded do^^n to make a smooth feed board, or
may be raised into effective position.

Claim.—Tlie use of a folding pin or side guide for

paper upon a printing press, substantially as set forth.

77,52S.—John Heider and John Schrader,
Bridgeport, 111., assignors to themselves and "W. M.
Lewis, same place.

—

hing-Boltfor Carriages.—May
5, 1868.—The clip embraces the axle and has a socket
which receives the jointed bolt on which the head
blocl: turns. A brace from beneath the axle is con-
nected by a joint to the coupling bar so as to allow
it to vibrate with the axle.

Claim.—1. The jointed bolt cZ, in combination
with the clip B and head block d, substantially as

and for the purpose shown and described.
2. The 'brace D, having joint b, in combination

with the clip B, jointed king-bolt d, axle A, and
coupling E, all substantially as and for the j)urpose
shown and described.

77,529.—FiiEDEEiCK Eichaedsox, 'New Bed-
ford, Mass.—Boot Heel.—'Maj 5, 1868.—The center
or wearing portion has flanges on each side to hold
the tilling and may be reversed when one side is worn.

Claim.—The I'cversiblo plate c, formed substan-
tially as described, in combination with the flange a
and the filling d, and aiiplicd to a boot or shoe heel,

as set forth and specified.

77,530.-— J. H. EiCHAUDSox, Chicago, 111.

—

Screw-Cutting Machine.—May 5, 1868. — Combined
with the cams of a die head' is a slotted collar in

which operates a stop by means of which the dies
may be set to cut screws of different sizes and to
open and shut uniformly by rcA-ersing the motion of
the drive pulley. A friction band i)asses over the
die head for checking its motion, while the cams
open the dies and loosen the screw.

Claim,.—The combination of neck I, face plate C,
cams in n, pulley E, friction liand G, collar II,

treadle Y, dies W, and die head D E U, the wliole
being constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as herein specified.

77,531.—A. Q. Eoss, Cleves, Ohio.—Carriage
Step Screen.—May 5, 1868.—The step screen is fast-

ened to the bottom of the carriage by means of
hinges just behind the step. "When the door is

closG# the screen remains close against the bottom
of the carriage and when the door is opened the
screen falls down.

Claim.—The carriage step screen B, operated by
means of liars and spring, or cord and pulleys, or by
other equivalent manner, by means of the carriage
door, substantially as and for the purposes above set

forth.

77,532.—EuAXK J. Eoth, Schenectady, N. Y.—
Piston Packing.—May 5, 1868 ; antedated April 22,

1868.—The body of the piston consists of a spider,
follower and inner ring, the sectional packing rings
slipping on the latter and beiu"- lield by a dowel pin
and expanded by a spring and wedge against the
inside of the cylinder. The side rings are fitted

loosely over the inner ring and are forced by the
steam against the face of the sectional ring.

Claim.—The side rings E E and packing rings
D D, when combined substantially in the manner
set forth.

77,533.—Frank J. Eoth, Schenectady, I^. Y.—
Piston Paclcing.—May 5, 1868; antedated April 22,

1868.—The steam acts upon the cut ends of the
packing ring and expands it to the inner surface of
the cylinder, without entering the interior of the
piston or under the packing rings. The hooks of
the ring engage depressions in the break joints
wMch are held in the rabbet of the central ring.
Claim.—The central ring c, break joints //, and

packing ring d, when combined, substantially in the
manner herein set forth and described.

77,534.—Erank J. Eoth, Schenectady, N. Y.—
Stuffing Box Packing.—May 5, 1868; antedated April
22, 1868.—Steam is admitted to the rear end of the
folloAver to pack the piston rod, driving the conical
anuulus upon the packing rings. Dirt or collected
grease is blown out through a pipe provided with a
cock.

Claim.—The employment of cock g, or its equiva-
lent, when used in connection with stufiing box a,

substantially as herein set forth and described.

77,535.—Casper Euhbles, Lowville, IST. Y.—
Planter and Cultivator.—May 5, 1868.—The flat, tri-

angular, pointed shares are attached to the frame by
jointed rods at their rears ; in front they are sus-
pended by chains which pass over rollers\\v which
they are lifted when the lever is oscillated'toward
the rear. Cams on the Avheels come in contact with
the slide bar to reciprocate it transversely of the path
of the machine to operate the seed-dropping slides in
the tubes below the seed hoppers.

Claim.—1. The V-shaped shares H, apj)lied to the
machine through the medium of the lods or bars c c,

which are connected by joints cl to the rear bar of
the frame A, and connected at their front ends by
chains I to wheels or pulleys E on shaft E, substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. The tubes K, provided with the slides g g', at-

tached to the levers L, which are connected to the
reciproating rod M, operated thrqugh the medium
of the spring JS", and the projections i on Avheel O,
substantially as set forth.

77,536.—Mark Safford, Boston, Mass.—/Soap
Holder.—Maj 5, 1868.—The soap dish is clamped to
a ledge or the edge of a board bj" means of a iirojec-

tion and a spring which form jaws.
Claim:—The combination, with the soap dish, and

one or more iirojections or legs e e thereon, of a bolt
or clamp, and spring fc^- actuating the same, ar-
ranged and operating ill connecting with tlie said
legs, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses shown and set forth.

77,537—Charles Saffray, M. D., New York,
N. Y.—Ceme7it.—May 5, 1868 ; antedated April 25,
1868.—Composed of boiled linseed oil, 1 gal. ; and
strained onion juice, i lb. ; boiled 3 hours, and mixed
with boiled linseed oil, 9 galls. ; river sand, 47 lbs.

;

oxide of calcium, 2 lbs. ; oxide of iron, 1 lb.
;
protox-

ide of lead, 4 lbs. ; and oil prepared as aforesaid, i
gall., are mix«d as a mortar and applied.

Claim.—The preparation of oil, as above de-
scribed, for making cements, and an improve;! ce-
ment made of the above-named materials, bound to
gether by the chemical action upon them of the oil

so prejiared, said cement to be ajiplied to the uses
specified.

77,538.—Oliver Salgee, New York, N. Y.—
Pumj) Piston.—May 5, 1868 ; antedated April 25,
1868.—The forked link has segments which bear in
sockets on the upper part of tho piston, and the
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valve plays on its scat between them. The packing
is wouiul around in a recess of the piston.

Claim.—The forked link A;, in combination with
the ring- piston m, that is formed with sockets, re-

ceiving- the joints I of said link Jc, and with the valve

0, applied between the forked link, as and for the

pui'poses set forth.

77,539.—H. ScHEVENELL and S. S. Eembeut,
near Memphis, Teun.— Instrument for Treating
Files.—May 5, 18G8.—Vertical strips of copper are

imbedded in the zinc cone and the moisture of the
parts induces an electric action, adapted to allay in-

flammation.
Claim.—The electrode A 35, composed of different

metals a a h, substantially as shown and described,
for the purpose set forth.

77,540.

—

Ebexezeii Seaver, Boston, Mass.

—

Clothes Pin.—May 5, 18C8.—The pin lias two jaws
with beveled surfaces where the lips meet and with
an interior space narrowing towartl the hinge.

Claim.—The beveled contact surfaces of the parts
A and B, as shown at Fig. 2, in combination with
the teeth C C, as and for the purpose specified.

77,541.—John Sheldon, Chicago, 111.—Derrick.
—May 5, 18(i8.—Designed for field use in stacking
hay, &.G. It is a light frame for erection, and is col-

lapsed together for transportation or storage. The
standard "supports the arm and its brace, and is itself

stayed by struts which tire anchored by clevises and
stakes.
Claim,—The general combination and arrange-

ment of standard A, arm D,^ braces C and M, with
brace S, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

77,543.

—

Gerard Sickels, Boston, Mass.

—

Wa-
ter Meter.—May 5, l«b'8.—The valve piston works
vertically and is actuated by shifting the bearing of
a prop attached to the under side of that piston. As
the foot of the prop is moved to the center of its

track, the piston is elevated ; and after the said foot
passes the center, tlie pressure of the water on the
piston will force the foot of the post to the opposite
end of the track, thus inclining it in the opposite di-

rection and causing the upper end of the ]n-op to
push the valve in the opposite direction. The prop
extends down into the cylinder so that it is oper-
ated by direct action of the bar connecting the
instons.

Claim.—1. Effecting the entire motion of the
valve by shifting the bearings of the foot of the
prop 0, attached to the under side of the valve pis-

ton, substantially as set forth.

2. Extending the prop of the valve piston down
into the cylinder, so that it can be operated upon by
the direct motion of the cylinder j^iston.

3. The combination of the valve piston k, the mov-
able prop 0, and the connecting bar d, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

77,543.—William S. Simpson, Berea, Ohio.—
Mop Wringer and Brush.—May 5, 1868.—The im-
plement has a scrubbing brush at the end and in the
ti-ame has a pair of wringing rollers between which
the mop cloth is passed as occasion requires.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A, having
arms g, brush B, rollers J) F, levers /, adjustable
spriDg bolt h i, and mop cloth J, all constructed and
arranged as described, for the pui'pose specified.

77,544.—H. D. Sbialley, Xew Baltimore, Ohio.
—Fortahle Fence.—Maj 5, 18G8.—The lower edges of
the panels rest in the notched sills and they are lat-

erally stayed by the brace whose notcl\es abut
against the upper panel on one side of the fence and
against the fiext panel on the opposite side of the
fence.

Claim.—The peculiar arrangement and combina-
tion of the panel A^ D^ with projecting rails T>^, the
panels A D with projecting rail D, and the braces F
with notches d and e, the several parts being ar-
ranged in the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

77,545.—JosEriius Sonxedecker, Cincinnati,
Oliio.—Advertising Frame.—Maj 5, 1868 ; antedated

April 28, 18fi8.—The frame is hinged on one side and
has lock catches upon the opening side; several
glazed frames display advertisements.
Claim.—The frame or cage A B, having grooved

panels for the reception of advertising cards, and
being adapted to be secured to each other and to a
lamp or other post, substantially as set forth.

77,546.

—

John Stackhouse, "West Pittsburg,
Pa.

—

Polishing Machine.—May 5, 1868.—The roll to

be polished and straightened is passed between the
rollers, whicli have similar rotation from a common
motive wheel. After passing endways between the
roJlers the object drops into a receiving trough be-
tween the shafts communicating motion from the
wheels to the rollers.

Claim.—1. The guide H for introducing the metal
to be polished in a line parallel to the axial lines of
the rolk-rs C C, the guides 1 1 for holding said metal
longitudinally between said rollers, and the guidem
for receiving' the polished metal in the line of its

passage from between the rolls, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

2. The guides H, I, and m, in combination with
the polishing rolls C C and head blocks A A',
substantially as described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

77,547.—P. H. Starke, Eichmond, Ya.-Flotv.
—May 5, 1868.—The plow has a double beam, the
rear of each fork being connected to the back of the
standard to which the share and mold board ai'e

bolted. A handle is attached to each portion of the
beam.

Claim.—1. The double beams, Nos. 6 and 7, at
tached to the standard, as described, for the saving
of power and prevention of choking.

2. The standard or frame pieces, Ko. 5, having nc
vertical connection ^^itli the beams, to which the
other parts are attached, as described.

3. The point, Xo. 4, indented with a succession oi

points, in place of a share, each of its cutting parts
presented nearly square to the front to prevent the
plow from being wedged or pressed so hard against
the land as to wear the land side, and cause consid-
erable loss of power thereby.

77,548.—John and Jacob Stock, 'New York.
IS". Y.—Barber's OAair.-May 5, 1868.—The nppei
part of the back is hinged and is vertically adjust
able by a rack and stop. A head rest is hinged to a
bracket and is adjustable both in inclination ant
height.

Claim.—The movable back D, hinged to the sta^

tionary back B of a barber's chair, arranged Avitb

suitable mechanism to fix this movable back D iii.

any desired position, in the manner and for the liur-

pose substantially as set forth.

77,549.—David Stuart and Lewis Bridge,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor's to Stuart, Peterson,
& Co., same place.

—

Base Burning Stove.—May 5,

1868.—Air is introduced into the stove at varioua
parts, and after circulating and heating is discharged
into an upper chamber, from which it is distributed
to any points desired.

Claim.—1. The chamber F, between the fire pot
and casing G-, when the said chaml*er has, in front,

openings for the admission of cold air, and commu-
nicates at the rear with openings for the passage of
another current of cold air, all substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The above in combination with the air chamber
K at the rear of the fire chamber.

3. The plates J and H, between which is a pas-
sage, forming a communication between the lowei
crescent-shaped chamber K and upper chamber Q,
as described.

4. The air opening q, communicating with the
space between the plates J and H, as set forth.

5. The crescent-shaped air chamber Q, open in

front for the passage of the products of combustion
from within the space inclosed by the inner casing
of the said chamber round to the rear of the same,
as set forth.

6. Ojienings for admitting cold air at three differ-

ent points to the witliin-described chambers or their
equivalents, in which the air is heated, and by which
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tlic heated air is delirered in one volume to a re-

ceiviug chamber, T.
7. The coal reservoir S, suspended within but at a

distance from the chamber Q, as set forth.

77,550.—Charles H. Thurston, Marlboro, IsT.

H.

—

Attachinrf Knobs to Screivs.—Mayo, 1868.—The
two-ended gimlet screw is screwed "into the knob,
and secured therein by a pin which is driven into the
knob beside the screw and follows a groove plowed
through the thread.

Claim.—The construction of the attaching screws
in a wooden knob, by the formation of a slotted

screw and key, causing it to remain in place, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

77,551.—Joseph F. Umpleby, Albany, X. Y.—
Needle' Book.—May 5, 1868.—The sewing machine
needles of various sizes are placed in different com-
partments of the book. A cushion and shield keep
the needles in place. A gauge determines their

sizes. iSTumbers and characters indicate their sizes

and the appropriate threads for each.
Claim.—1. The needle book A A', constructed

with cushion K c/, and with gauge plate g, substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose described.

2. 'The gauge plate g 7i, applied to the needle book,
as described.

3. Providing a needle book, constructed as shown
and described, with the oil stone c, which is arranged
to bear against the cushion when the book is closed,

as set forth.

77,552.—John H. Tickers, ISTorwich, Conn., as-

signor to ifoRwicH Lock Company.— Combined
Knob Latch and Loek.— M.aj 5, 1868; antedated
April 22, 1868.—Designed to be used as a latch lock
or to fasten securely when required. The latch lever,

as in the " Tyler' lock, patented August 16, 1865, is

lowered out of contact Avith the bolt or raised to en-

gage therewith, according to the requirements as

stated above. Tumblers and a fence are so arranged
as to oppose the motion of the latcli lever in attempt-
ing to free the bolt, unless, by the introduction of

the i»-oper key. the tumblers are brought to the
proper position by the key.

Claim.—The employment of one or more tumblers
M, in combination with the latch leverD in the Tyler
lock, and adapted to operate relatively to the key jST

and stop A', or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

77,553.—Daniel F. Wallace, Eipley, Ohio

—

Hemp Brake.—May 5, 1868.—The beating bar is

rounded on its working edge and attached by arms
to the shaft, the intervening space being occupied by
a board which forms it into a wing which is effective

in blowing away the shives. The hemp is fed up to

the beater by a spring board which moves in slots in

the frame of the macliinc.
Claim.—Thii beating wings C, in combination

with the rest D, operating in the inclined slots i, and
provided with the springs E, when arranged sub-
stantially as described and shown.

77,554.—Charles E. Warehaji, Port "Wash-
insiton. Wis.

—

Hotanj Scrubbing 2Iachin*.—Mav 5,

1868 ; antedated April 23, 1868.—The bos is mounted
on wheels whose axle communicates a rotary motion
to the circular brush through the intervention of the
bevel gearing. A chamber in the bos trickles water
or suds in front of the brush.

Claim..—The arrangement of the bos A. mounted
on wheels B B, in coml>ination with tlie bevel gear
c c'. for operating a rotary brush or mop, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein described.

77,555.—TOHN Weidig, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to William W. Lyman, West Meriden,
Conn.

—

Fruit Jar.—May 5, 1868.—The lid has a rim
which is depressed upon a packing ring on the lip

of the jar. The cover lias inclines upon its upper
surface, wliicli, being rotated against the under side

of tlie yoke, press tlie lid firmly "on its seat.

Claim.—The combination of tlio stopper B. eleva-

tions and depressions d d, recess k, rim c, clamp e,

fulcrum or centre h, packing and seat b b\ notched
ring g, substantially as and for the purpose described.

,

77,556.—Marcus M. Wells, Hartwick, X.T.—
Graiii Rake.—May 5, 1868.—The tines are nm be-
neath the swath, and when sufficient grain has been
received the implement is turned up on its curved
frame and the bent lever turned over the gavel and
held down by the stirrup. The gavel is then bound.
Claim.—The jointed lever D, in combination Avitli

the cm-ved tines A, cross bars C B, connection G,
and handle E, as described.

77,557.—John A. Wheeler, Freeborn, Minn.—
Windmill.—May 5, 1863.^The sectional sails are
hung in tiie frame of the wind wheel, supplementary
arms being used in addition to the usual radial arms,
to serve as supports for the sails and permit them to
be pivoted at right angles to the radial arms and
facilitate the adjustment.

Claim:—1. The false arms 1 1, secured by means of
adjustable eye-bolts N ]^ to the band rods G H, so
that the sectional sails J J can be pivoted between
the radial arms F F and the false arms I I, all

arranged substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. The rods K, eyes c, and lugs b, in combination
with the sectional sails J J, false arms 1 1, eye- bolts
N I^", band rods G- H, and radial arms F, all arranged
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

77,558.-IsTathan Wiiitten, Etna, Me.—Car
Coupling.—May .5, 1868.—When the draw-head is

forced back as" the cars come in collision in making'
up the train, the draw bar acts upon a lever to thrust
forward a plunger which drives out the link into
coupling position.

Claim.—The combined lever F, bar F', and sweep
E, secured to the draught bar B, to the car floor, and
to the plunger rod D, for the purpose of giving a
forward rectilinear and increased motion to the
plunger C D when the draught bar is forced back-
ward, all for the purposes and in the manner as
shown and described.

77,559.—Leonard Worcester and Joseph S.

Brown, Lowell, Mass.—i^mii Jar.—May 5, 1868.—
The rubber disk is secm^ed by a perforated top or
ring so that the pressure may be regulated within
the can.

Claim.—The elastic cover A and the perforated
disk or washer B, applied to the mouth or opening
of a fruit or preserve jar, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.

77,560.—Abram Wright and George F.
Wright, Clinton. Mass.— To?/ Safe vjith Puzzle
Lock.—May 5, 1868.—The toy resembles a safe, and
requires peculiar changes of position to enable the
bolt to be withdrawn. In the present case, the safe

is to be upset to let the little bolt fall out of the door
bolt, and then, by turning the safe on the hinge
side, the door bolt itself retires and the door is free

to open.
Claim.—The application of a puzzle lock, when

constructed as herein shown and described, or any
other mechanical device whicli will produce the same
result, to miniature or toy safes, substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein set forth.

77,561.—EuFUS Wright, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Cherry .Sfoncr.—May 5, 1868.—The cherries are fed
from a spout to the pockets of tlie intermittingly re-

A'olving wheel, which is turiied 90^ as the lever rises.

The descent of the lever carries the needles through
the cherry, forcing out the stone, which is discharged
below, the succulent llesh dropping from tlie hole' at
a subsequent part of the revolution of the wheel.
The baud prevents the passage of more tlian one
cherry. The pendant limits the stroke of the lever.

Claiin.—1. The intorraittingly rotating feed wliecl

C, when operated by the lever B, or o'tlier device,
which carries the stone-ejecting needles G, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. "The pendent projection or guard c, attached to

the needle bar or lever B, in connection with the in-

termittingly rotating feed Avheel C, for the pui-poso

specified.

3, The yoke or band K, attached to the hopper I,

in connection with the feed wheel C, arranged to
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operate substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The spiral plate D. ratchet E, pawl F, and lever

B, or its equivalent, for operating the wheel C, all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

7y,56'2.—Peter C. Yost, Hamilton, HI.— Corn
Harvester.—May 5, 1868.—The knife is mounted on
a cross beam on the sled, the stalks being guided to

the knife by two bars. A cradle in the rear of the
cutting apparatus catches the stalks. When the
apron is full it is tilted up and emptied upon the sled.

Claim.—1. The form and configuration of the
knife C, as applied to a carriage or sled for reaping,
substantially as described.

2. The slotted adjustable beam B, carrying the
knife C and hooks 1) d, substantially as and for the
pm'poses described.

3. The aiu'on E, to catch the corn or grass, as ap-

plied to a carriage or sled for reaping or mowing,
substantially as described.

77,563.—ALO^'zo W. Adams, ISTew York, ]Sr. Y.—Construction of Meter Safe.—May 5, 1868.—The
door is recessed into the wall of the meter, and has a
number of arrow-headed bolts which are engaged by
spring catches, so that the door plate cannot be re-

moved without violence ; thus indicating any tam-
pormg with the meter.

Claim.—A safe, of cast or wrought metal, provided
with an opening M, arranged as described, and a
door or side, which, when closed, becomes perma-
nently locked, by means of the devices hereinabove
described, or their equivalents, so that the safe can-
not be opened except by violence, the whole being-
adapted to enclose and protect a meter, as and for

the purpose set forth.

77,564.—John Adams, Pontiac, M.ich..—Gate.—
May 5, 1868.—The slats are pivoted in the vertical
bars so that the outer end of the gate may be raised
to pass obstructions or make an opening for small
stock ; in this position the gate is held by oblique
braces Avhose notches engage a pin on the top slat.

When the gate is thrown wide open the braces are
disconnected and the outer end drops to the groimd.

Claim.—1. The bar 7t, when used in combination
with a gate, for the purpose of automatically detach-
ing the teetli of the brace D, and thereby dropping
the front end of said gate, as herein fully set forth.

2. The combination of the bar Iv, provided with a
catch or pin x, with the lever L, when both are ar-
ranged as and for the purj)ose siiecified.

3. The arrangement of the brace D, catch g, bars h
and K, lever L, and a farm gate, the several parts
being constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

77,565.—Charles P. Alsixg, :N'ew York. IT. Y.
—Asphalt Pavement.—'^Sl.aj 5, 1868.—Distilled coal
tar, 20, and crude coal tar, 10 parts, are melted and
the following added thereto : Portland cement, 10

;

granite crushed to coarse sand, 5; glass crushed to
same coarseness, 5 ;

gravel, 50 parts ; the whole is
well mixed. Upon three inches of coarse gravel is
placed a melted mixture of distilled coal tar, 20, and
crude coal tar, 10 parts, mingled intimately with
gravel, 7.5 parts, and over this a layer of the compo-
sition first mentioned.
Claim.—A.n improved pavement, formed of the

ingredients, and prepared and applied in substan-
tially the proportions and manner herein described
and set forth.

77,566.—Eugene Atwood, Mansfield, Conn.—
Spindle.—'iKaj 5, 1868.—The low, outer position of
the whirr avoids lateral strain iipon the spindle by
the tension of the band on the whirr and affords ac-
cess for the introduction of a self-lubricating device
to the bol.ster within the sleeve.
Claim.—T]\G combination, with the spindle A

proper, of the head or cap B, tube or sleeve C, and
whirr D, made separate and distinct from each other,
and fitted and secured together for joint operation,
substantially as shoAvn and described.

77,567.—LoRiNG J. Baker, Machias, assignor
to Samuel D. Leavitt, Archibald McificHOL, and

Frank Eowler, Portland, Me.— Lamp Chimncj
Cleaner.—May 5, 1868. — The washing pads are
forced outward by sliding forward the sleeve upon
the handle.

Claim.—The toggle-joint levers bbbb, operated
by the sliding sleeve c, upon the rod or shaft d, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose as described.

77,568.—William W. Ball, Edinburg, Ind.—
Metal Hub.—Maj 5, 1868.—Elanges are cast witl
the hub which lie upon each side of the spokes and
are drawn thereto by rivets or bolts.

Claim.—The annular flanges B B, made tapering
from the hub to their edges, and cast of one piece
with the hub, in such a manner as to form springs
that ai-e contractible, and made to firmly secure the
spokes by the bolts C, as specified.

77,569.— John S. Barden, Providence, Pv. I.,

assignor to Union Steam Valve Company, Mass.—
Slide Valve for Steam JEngines.—'M.ay 5, 1868.—The
tapered valve is arranged so that its lower face wiU
be at riglit angles with a line dra^^-n from its center
to the axial line of the cvlinder. The upper parts
are in a false top of sufficient depth only to contain
a thin film of steam to equalize the pressure upon the
two parts.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the valve B, con-
structed as described, in respect to the three bearing
surfaces, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The passages /, so arranged as to connect and
communicate loetween the recesses e' and the pas-
sages a a, as and for the purpose described.

77,570.—T. E. Batterson, Eochester, N. Y.—
Fruit Jar.—May 5, 1868.—Loosely attached to the
jar is a wire clamp capable of end motion so as to
adapt it to the holding lugs if the cover be not placed
centrally. The central coil allows a certain degree
of spring.

Claim.—The combination with the cover B, of the
wire clamp C, resting loosely in bearings c, so as to
have a free turning and longitudinal movement, the
whole arranged as described, and operating in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

77,571.— Henry James Beckwith, Chicopee,
Mass.

—

Machine for Cleaning Feathers.— May 5,

1868.—The feathers are placed in the space between
the interior steam-heating cylinder and an inclosing
wooden case. The metallic cylinder is surrounded
by a coiled steam pi^De which is i^erforated to allow
mingling of the steam with the feathers. The whole
is supported on tubular gudgeons through which the
steam passes and upon Avhieh the device rotates.

Claim.—1. The new combination of the head
pieces H 1 1 secured on the flange 1 1, in connection
with the box A B C D, and the slide valve r, and
the steam pipe P S S S S, an-anged to operate to-

gether substantially as described.
2. The use of the head piece L M IST, combined

with the branch tubes X X, and the "heater" E E,
and the waste pipe O, arranged to operate together
substantially as described.

77,573.—^Eugene Beggs, San Erancisco, Cal.

—

Gas Governor.—May 5, 1868.—A thin, metallic dia-

phragm is connected with a valve by a series of
levers to cause a regular supply to the burners. By
means of a weight upon one of the levers, operated
by a rod passing through a stuffing box from the out-
side, the pressure is regulated for the greatest num-
ber of burners to be used, while the valve and
diaphragm regulate the amount for any less number.

Claim.—1. in a gas governor, the metallic or other
diaphragm B, and the levers Gr and I, together with
the A^alve M, the whole constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

2. The regulating weight S, moving upon the lever

G- and the sliding rod T, operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein described.

3. The equalizing lever c, with the weights g, for

increasing the weights on the diaphragm, and to
overcome friction when the valve is 0]>ening, sub-
stantially as described.

77.573.—John Blakey, Liverpool, and How-
ard Busby Fox, Oxton, England, assignors to them'
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selves and James Tuii\ee Hall.—Collar and Cuff.
—May 5, 1868.—The paijer is slid into place bet'ween
the outer border and inner lining of silk or other
njaterial.

Claim.—A frame or holder A,, of leather, silk, or
other similar flexible and durable material, -when
combined with an inclosed detachable leaf or slip

of paper, calico, or other similar delicate material or
fabric C, to form an article of -^'earing apparel, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

^7,574.—Chakles D. Blinn, PortHuron, Mich.
— Flexible Marrow.— M.ixj 5, 1868.— The bars are
connected by links with rectangular rods which pass
around the bars at one end and are linked together
at the other. One end of the rear bar is connected
to the-next one by a rigid link.

Claim.—1. The double links C, when operated in
connection with' the bars A, in the position herein
described.

2. The solid link D, in connection with the abore-
mentioned parts, when constructed and operating
substantially as and for the puri^oses herein set forth.

77,575.—Henry Bowers, Albanr, TST. Y.—Draft
and Shaft Tug.—Moij 5, 1868.—The shaft depends
from the saddle piece and has a fixed and a movable
jaw which are clasped upon the shaft and secured by
a turn key.
Claim.—1. The shaft clasp B, substantially as

shown and described.
2. The tug A, substantially as shown and for the

purpose set forth. .

3. The combination of shaft tug A with saddle F,
breast collar G-, and shaft C, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

77,576.— John Bradley, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to David L. Bartlett and Horace W. Eob-
r.iNS. same place.

—

Boiler for Heating Purposes.—
May 5, 1868.—A number of cast metal chambers are
placed together so as to allow a passage of air be-

tween each two of them over their faces. They have
numerous transverse tubular openings allowing the
passage of air from side to side. A portion of these
sectional chambers are designed to form afire cham-
bei*, with return flues through which the caloric

current passes from rear to front and back again,
and the remainder form a water back through which
tlic flame and heated currents pass from front to

rear and back again and finally to the smoke stack
at the rear. The chambers contain water and are
tightly clamped and steam-jointed together.

Claim.—1. Two or moire sectional cast metal
water or steam chambers, intersected by transverse
air tubes or passages, and inclosing or encompassing
a central fire space, in combination with two or
more similar chambers, formed without such fire

space, when all o^' said chambers are connected by
continuous direct water ond steam channels, and
intersected by transverse smoke flues, and are also

separated hy intermediate air spaces, the whole be-
ing arranged and made to operate substantially in
the manner and jbr the purpose herein set forth.

2. Tlie formation and arrangement of continuous
smoke and liot air fines, in and through a sectional
heating boiler and radiator, l)y means of tubular
openings in tlie se^ cral .sections, fitting and con-
necting with each other, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

77,577.

—

William Buaidwood, Mount Vernon,
N. Y.—Printing Press.—May 5, 1868.—The card
drop iirojects upward from the' rock shaft which has
its bearing on the arms of the platen below the fris-

ket shaft. On the right hand end of the rock shaft
is a riglit-angled arm which extends both forward
and backward, the forward portion being weighted
to keep the card drop against tlu- platen, and its rear
I)ortion having a liorjzontal pin projecting sideways
and coming beneath the weighted tappet lever whose
rear end is acted on liy the cam formed on the
periphery of the aJljncent wlicel. An additional
inking roller is placed in contiict with the usual roller

to increase the inking sufface.
Claim.—I. The arrangement and combination,

Avith the card drop P. of the cam U, lever S, and
weighted arm E, substantially as described.

2. The supplementary roller E, lying on roller D,
and so arranged therewith that their peripheries on
the side toward the roller frame P are in the same
vertical tangential line, in combination with the ver-
tically moving roller frame ¥, substantiaUy as de-
scribed and shown.

77,578.—Charles Breasted, Chicago, 111.—
Barrel Sifter.—May 5, 1868.—The ashes are carried
by the inclined chute to the upper part of the in-
clined sieve, and the cinders being thrown out, the
ashes drop through into the vessel below.

Claim.—An ash sifter or screeuer, consisting of
the box A, provided with the concave inclined slide
C and laterally moving frame D, having the inclined
screen E and mouth b attached, and protected by the
cover c, all constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as herein described.

77,579.—E. H. Buckland, Springfield, Mass.—
Watch Case Spring.—May 5, 1868.— The tongue
which throws back the cap is placed upon one end
of the spring and the catch stud near the other, a
single spring thus lying more than half around the
groove of the case and answering a doable pur-
pose.
Claim.—1. The spring A, formed of one piece,

and reaching over half the circumference of the
case, and forming both catch and throw-up at each
end respectively, substantially as and for the pur-
pose shown.

2. The stud E, with the catch d formed upon it,

substantially as and for the purpose shown.

77,580—E. H. BucKLAND, Springfield, Mass.—
Spring for Watch Cases.—May 5, 186'8.—The catch
is formed upon a curved piece which is placed be-
tween the rim of the case and the spring and is op-
erated by the push pin. The device is intended for
application to a common watch case.

Claim.—The independent catch D, formed upon
the strip C, in comlnnation with the spring B and
push pin A, substantially as herein described.

77,581.—EsEK BussEY, Troy, N. Y.—Oven.—
May 5, 1868.—Hinged shelves are placed in the sup-
plementary ovens which may be folded up to the
sides when the whole caxiacity of the oven is re-

quired for one article.

Claim.—1. In combination with an oven attached
to stoves, hinging or pivoting therein a division or
rack plate K, so that it may. when not used, be
folded therein close to the oven side, in manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with a stove, a drum oven, hav-
ing a slotted or open back or side, and arranged or
placed directly beside and against the exterior wall
or shell of the combustion or fire chamber of said
stove, in manner substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

3. In combination with a drum oven, having an
open back or side, and placed against the slicll or
plate of a stove, the employment "therein of a series

of slats or plates L L, arranged in manner substan-
tially a's and for the purposes herein described.

77,582.—William Carr, Yellow Springs. Ohio,
—Burglar Trai).—May 5, 1868.—The burghu- falls

between tlie trap doors, and his -o'cight upon the
lianging false bottom keeps tliem closed.

Claim.—1. A burglar trai), consisting of the cham-
ber A, trap door or doors C C, rods L L', and sus-

liended platform K, the Avhole lieing arranged to op-
erate substantiallj- as herein described and set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement, substan-
tially as described, of the chambers A, a a', parti-

tions B B', trap doors C C, platform K, and rods L
L', together with the shafts 1) I)', and their accesso-
ries, E E'. e e', P P', / /, G G', H H', I P, and J J',

for the object explained.

77,583.

—

Setit E. Clait, Cambridge, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Jonx J. llVDGV.VfW.—Biscuit
Cutter.—May 5, 1868.—Tiie rotating cutter has three
circular openings wltose sides form knives. It may
liave concentric tubes which remove a central i)lug

from each l)iscuit.

Claim.—As a now article of manufacture, the bis-
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cnit cnttcr, either with or without the center piece
D B' D", substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

77,584.—George Pembehton Clarke, ISTew
York, and Maraiont B. Edson, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Register for Steam Engines.—May 5, 1868. — The
chart printed to indicate time and pressure, by ver-
tical and hoi'izontal lines respectively, is stretched
upon a cylinder rotated by the eug-ine and a marker
on a steam pressure gauge is made to indicate the
pressure at all times during the twelve hours. A
reverse movement of the engine makes a retrograde
line on the chart. The failure to reach an hour line
at the time indicated denotes too slow a speed of the
engine.

Claim.—1. The semicircular recess G-, in combi-
nation with the pins H H and roller F, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The construction and application of the spring
pad P Q, in combination with the recess G-, pins H
H, and roller F, substantially as described.

3. The construction and application of the mov-
able journal bos L, for the purpose set forth.

4. The application of tlie square piston rod W, in
combination with the pencil holder, for the purpose
herein shown and described.

5. The application of the hour wheel P, in com-
bination with the crooked lever I, substantially as
herein described and set forth.

6. The production of the delineations on the charts
O, Fig. 10, by the combined action of the motion of
the engine and the direct pressure of the steam from
the boiler, and the action of the clock movement,
the conjoint action of these several agencies produc-
ing the desired result, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

77,585—Grevillb E. Clarke, Eacine, Wis.—
Skein and Box for Axles.—M.a.j 5, 1868.—The skein
has a depression on its lower side to hold anti-fric-

tion metal and is held on the spindle of the axle by
a bolt \xhiQ\i lies iu a groove in said spindle and is

secui'cd to a bracket beneath the axle.
Claim.—The skein B, having a recess on its under

part filled with box metal, C, and provided with a
groove, X, and tongue, and used in combination with
the box D, as constructed, and the rod E connected
through the axle, as specified, aU constructed and
used substantially as set forth.

77,586—Joshua E. Clarke, Cohoes, N. Y.-
Waste Gate.—May 5, 1868.—When the loose piston
in the stationary cylinder is weighted ])y overflow
water it descends and raises the cylinder suspended
to the other end of the walking beam. This allows
a discharge at that point which ceases as soon as the
overflow no longer dei^resses the loose piston in the
other cylinder.

C^faiH.—The water gate B, constructed substan-
tially as described, in combination with and con-
nected to a follower or piston, M, moving in an open
cylinder or well, C, substantially as shown.

77,587.-Levi H. Colborn, Chicago, IW.—Bag
Fastener.—May 5, 1868.—The chain is dra^vu througii
the central hole in the plate until it is sufiicientl}'

tig'ht antl it is then slipped into the slot when a cross
link rests in a cross notch.

Claim.—The comI)ination, with the tic chain A,
of the lock plate B, having a liole, D, and notch, E,
Avith cross notch E', all eo'iistructed substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

77,588—-James P. Collin's, Troy, IN". Y.— Wa-
ter Wheel.—May 5, 1868.—The metallic surfaces are
coated with vitreous enamel to i^revent oxidation
and friction.

Claim.—A water wheel, iu whole or in part coated
or enamelled with a silicious or vitreous sul)staiico,

when having a metallic surface or surfaces, so as
to prevent oxidation, and to reduce and lesscji the
friction of the water upon such parts or surfaces
of such water wl)eel as and while the water is pass-
ing into and through such wheel, so as to give it ro-

tating motion, for the pm'poses and in the manner
substtiutially as herein contained, set fortli and de-
scribed.

77,589.—WiLLiAJi F. Converse, Harrison,Ohio.—Portable Fence.—Mv.j 5, 1868.—The panels are
held together by double-hooked bars and the con-
nection made rigid by wedge-shaped keys inserted
between the panels from thg upper side. The wedgfes
are barbed, or are' headed at the small end to pre-
vent displacement.

Claim.—1. The headed wedge-form key D, con-
structed and applied, substantially as and for tho
purpose set forth.

2. The paired hooks B B', in the described combi-
nation with two contiguous panels.

77,590.—William H. Conway, Harrison, as-

signor to himself and J. H. J. Butter. Baltimore,
Md.

—

Steering Apparatus.—May 5, 1868.—The side
rudders are hung beneath the guards upon each side
and are let down by a chain to assist iu turning the
boat.

Claim.—A side rudder for steamboats, when
hinged to tlie under side of the guards, in such a
manner that when not in use it can be drawn up out
of fhe water, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

77,591.—John Corson, Washington, D. C—
Collecting Gold, Silver, and other Metals from their
Ores.—May 5, 1868.—The rollers in the glass-bot-
tomed, insulated tank are tired alternately by dif-

ferent metals^ and the slime contains acid or salt so
that an electric current may be established to aid in
the collection of the ore. The amalgamator has a
rotating cylinder through whose tubular journals a
stream of' water is passed. The contents of the
amalgamator is then discharged into cisterns whose
length runs east and west, and which have end
plates connected by a wire outside the cisterns. Af-
ter settling in the cisterns the mass may be returned
to the amalgamator.

Claim.—1. The mode herein described of collect-
ing gold, silver, and copper from their ores, by the
action of independent currents of electricity, in crys-
talizing the metals in an insulated pan.

2. The amalgamating process, with mercury or
any other suitable substance, iu an insulated pan or
barrel, or other amalgamator.

3. The mode herein described of forming and ap-
plying the battery iu the pan, or any other, substan-
tially equivalent.

4.
' The mode of the amalgamation of gold and silver

with mercury in an insulated vessel, j)an, barrel, or
any other substantially equivalent.

5. The stationary battery in the cisterns, in the
form described, or any other substantially equivalent,

6. Using, for the purposes herein named, the afore-
said machinery and appliances, or any other, sub-
stantially the same, iu which the same principle is

used or involved.

77,592.-Joseph C. Coult, San Francisco, Cal.— Furnace and Condenser for Collecting Quick-
silver.—May 5, 1868.—Improvement ou his former
patents. The pans for Avorking fine dust ores are
placed in the air chambers. The divisions between
the fire chamber and air chamber and between the
latter and the vapor chamber are made of grating.
The vapor passes through perforated plates within
tlie condenser, the j)ipe3 being made of such metal
as admits of coating with quicksilver.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the pans d' d' d'
in the ore chambers C C, instead of the vapor cham-
ber I).

2. Tlie arrangement of the grating d d, placed on
the inside of the ore chambers C C, to be used Avith
or Avitliout the Avater linings//, as may be desiredl,

as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The arrangement of making or lining the inside
of the condensing opening or pipes H H H Avith

copper, silver, or other material that can be coated
Avitli quicksilver, as and for the i:)urposes set forth.

4. The arrangement of placing in any part of the
condensing openings H H H, leading from the fur-

]iacc to the final escape iiito the open air. a series of
punched cojiper, silver, or plate made of other mate-
rial, that Aviil or can ho coated Avith (quicksilver, for
tin; purpose of aiiuilgamating tlie fumes of mercury
thereto, and saving all that Avould otherwise escape,
as and for the purposes set forth.
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77.593. — Samuel ¥. Covdvgtox, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Kcgister for Railroad Fare.—M.Sij 5, 1868.—
The perforated metallic check is inserted into the
glass-topped case and retained by the pin projecting
upward from tlie spring bottom and precluding the
removal of the check -without the key.

Claim.—1. In combination with the seat of a rail-

road car, a box, «o constructed that it may receive
check plates, showing the names of the station to
and from which the passenger has paid his fare, and
so arranged that the plates can only be withdrawn
by unlocking the box, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the box B, false bottom D,
glass plate F, pins G-, and check plates H, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. In combination with the arm A and box B, the
lock plate C, arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

77.594.— Frank E. Daerow, Bristol, Conn.,
assignor to the Dakkow Makufacturixg Com-
VXSY, same place. — Spittoon.— May 5, 1868.—The
hide is prepared according to a proc'ess patented to
him May 1, 1866. and the pieces forming the cup and
cover respectively are swaged to form.
Claim.—The use or employment of raw hide in

the manufacture of spittoons.

77,595.—IsTatiian Dewey and George W. Fos-
DICK, Dowagiac, Mich.— TFftter Wheel—Maj 5, 1868.

—The du'ect impact of the water is received upon
the angular buckets, aud the water then falls upon
the curved buckets, whose forward edges are flush
with the top of the wheel aud whose rear edges
incline downwardly from the inner shell of the wheel
to the lower edge of the outer shell.

Claim.—The wheel A, composed of the rims B C
and their buckets D and G, the buckets D being
curved and inclined from the upper portion of the
inner rim to the lower portion of the outer rim, aU
constructed and operating substantially as specified.

77,596.—David Dick, Corning, JST. Y.—Wood
Turning Lathe.—Maj 5, 1868.—The device relates

to means for actuating the rock shaft and sliding tjar

of one of the lathe heads which act respectively to
operate the two slides of the tools by which the bob-
bin is lormed ; also to the mechanism to release the
finished spool and to feed the sticks to the lathe.

Claim.—1. The weighted lever D, provided with
the slotted arm F, in which the end of the lever G
works, said lever adapted to operate the curved arm
H, as herein described, whereby the tool heads and
spindle are operated simultaneously, as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The weighted lever I, attached to the rock
shaft C, and provided with the segment arm K fit-

ting in the spindle B, all operating- as described for

the purpose specified.

77,597.—Frederick Bernard Doering, Lon-
don, England.— Eock Drilling Machine.—May 5,

1868 ;
patented in England January 7, 1867.—In

combination with the ordinary cylinder in which the
piston actuating the boring tool works, is a small dis-

tributing cylinder ; and combined with the distribut-

ing cylinder is a valve cylinder, and t-no other cylin-

ders, "the piston rods of wliich are connected to pawls
whicli act upon the ratchet wheels for etfecting the
rotary motion of the piston and tool, and the advance
motion of the engine.

Claim..—1. The combination of the following ele-

ments or parts, viz : first, an ordinary cylinder, pro-

vided T^ith a piston and piston rod, suitable for

supporting a boring tool ; second, a distributing

cylinder, provided Avith ports and pistons, actuated
from the rod of the ordinary cylinder, the combina-
tion l)eing substantially as described.

2. Tlie comlunation of the foliowiug elements or
parts, viz : first, an ordinary cylinder, provided with
a piston and roil suitable for supporting a l)oring tool

;

second, a distributing cylinder, provided witli ports

aud pistons, actuated from the rod of tlie ordinary
cylinder; third, a cylinder actuating a pawl, the com-
bination being substantially as set fortli.

3. The combination of the following elements or

parts, viz ; first, an ordinary cylinder, provided with

a piston and piston rbd suitable for supporting a
boring tool; second, a distributing cylinder, i)ro-
vided with ports and pistons, actuated Irom the rod
of the ordinai'y cylinder ; third, a cylinder actuating
a pawl, the combination being substantiaUy as set
forth.

4. The combination of these elements or parts, viz

:

first, an ordinary cylinder, provfded with a piston
and rod suitable for supporting a boring tool ; second,
a distributing cylinder, provided with ports and pis-
tons, actuated from the rod of the ordinary cylinder;
third, two cylinders, actuating each a pawl, the one
to revolve the tool, the other to advance the boring
tool toward its work, the combination being sub-
stantially as described.

77,598.—Williaji M. Doty, I^ew York, N. Y.—
Clothes Piw.—May 5, 1868.—The spring hook holds
the line against the stock.

Claim.—1. A clothes pin, composed of a stock,
hook, and spring, combined, as herein specified, the
hook having a play at right angles, or transverse to
the stock, in the manner described.

2. The arrangement of the hook and stock, so that
the former shall pass through the body of the stock
or be supported upon the exterior of the same, as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

77,599.—George A. Edwards, Centralia, HI.

—

Straio Cutter.—M.S.J 5, 1868.—The feeding rake is

connected by a cord to the head of the knife slide
and is actuated thereby. The fore end of the box
rests upon a spring aud it has movement under
pressure of the upper knife to bring the hay in con-
tact with the V-shaped lower knife which is fixed
to the frames.
Claim.—The arrangement of the pivotod box B

upon the coil spring h and its shaft K, having rakes
r r, that are operated by the lever I and cord m, and
used in combination with the sliding head F, inclined
knife I, and the angular knife C, on the frame A, all

constructed and used as specified.

77,600.—LevtD. Farwell, Lancaster, and Ar-
TEMUS TV. GODDARD, Cliutou, Ma.?,s.—Fruit Parer.
—May 5, 1868 ; antedated April 25, 1868.—The cam
strikes the foot when the rind is removed and raises
the slide to automatically raise the fruit from the
fork.

Claim.—The slide a, the lever h, and the foot g
with cam e, or any other mechanical device, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

77,601.—JOHK E. FiJfLEY, Memphis, Tenn.—
Churn.—May 5, 1868.—The vertical rotating churn-
dasher has an inner rod attached to one dasher, and
the other dasher is upon a sleeve having opposite
rotation. The dasher's wings are spiral sectors.

Claim.—The combination of the fianged wheels
H H, thimble G, key I, tube E, rod D, frame J,
drive wheel A, and cog wheels B C, aiTanged and
operated substantially as described.

77,602.—George P. Floyd, Quincy, Mass.—
Eailroad Track Cleaner.—May 5, 1868.—The nozzles
communicate by pipes with the steam drum, aud
throw a jet of steam upon the track to clear it of ice,

snow, or small obstructions.
Claim.—The nozzles K, attached to the pipes D,

when constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

77,603.—John F. Ford, Boston, Mass.— TFin-

dow Safety Guard.—May 5, 1868 ; antedated April
28, 1868.—Intended to be attached to the jambs of a
window to prevent children from falling out. The
side pieces have spurs AA'hich enter the jambs and
sockets to receive the rounds, which have right and
left-handed screws at their respective ends.

Claim.—1. As my invention, the window guard,
as composed of the bars A B C D, arranged and con-
nected by screws, and having spurs, substantially as
described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
springs d d in the sockets of the middle projections
of the bars A B, Avith such bars and their spurs, and
the bars C D applied to the bars A B, substantially

as specified.
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77,604.—EoTAL Clark Grant, Middleport,
Ohio.

—

Nail MacJiine.—May 5, 1868.—The cutting-

jaws rotate continuously, aucl the nail plate is fed by
gravity. The cutters are arrang-ed in concentric
circles' on the upper surface of the cylinder. The
nail plate is held in a grooved bar v.-hich has a sliding

motion upon radial arms above the cylinder, and is

fed alternately to the cutters in the respective series,

the cutters being inclined in opposite directions to

cut the nails, heads and points, alternately. The
nail blank is supported in a vertically sliding rest,

a cam advances the header to operate on the nails of

one series, and exterior inclines operate the header
of the outer series. The nail clamp is operated by a
toggle and a follower rod which is moved by travers-
ing- upon cams below.

Claim.—1. The horizontally rotating cylinder B,
provided with a series of cutters and headers, in com-
bination with clamp h, all constructed and ai'ranged
to operate substantially as described.

2. In combination with a series of cutters a, ar-

ranged as described, the laterally reciprocating plate
holder g, arranged in such relation to the rotating
cylinder as to present the nail plate alternately to
the two circles of cutters, as set forth.

3. The combination of the clamp h and the sliding
rest d with the headers r and lo, when arranged to
operate substantially as described.

77,605.—Elijah H. Gray, Winchester, 111.—
Clothes Line Hook.—lSLaj 5, 1868.—The hook bar
engages an eye in the post, and has a sheave for the
cord to pass over, and a ratchet cam to hold the same.
Claim.—The hook A, provided with jaws b b, in

eombination with cam lever d, spring g, and pulley
C, all arranged substantially as set forth.

77,606.— Jonathan P. Grosvenor, Lowell,
Mass.

—

Saiving Machine.—May 5, 1868.—The saw
shaft is journaled in a frame sliding between inclined
guides secured to the main frame. A connecting rod
is hinged near its center to the rocking rest frame,
to adjust the said rest in either a vertical or inclined
position, by a screw passing through a slot in the con-
necting rod and into the tail. The swinging rest,

when wanted to hold the stuff, is swung upward on to
the top of the table and adjusted to the desired angle.

Cl(iim.—1. The frame A, carrying the saw ar'bor

S, sliding in the inclined guide frame B, shaft C,
screw X, and bevel gear C C, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The employment of the connecting rod a, com-
bined with the rocking rest b, and the tail g thereof,
constructed and operating in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as described.

3. The reversible rest h, combined with the pivoted
bar k, projection n, notch e, slide table D, spring m,
or its equivalent, all constructed and opei'ating sub-
stantially as described.

77,607.—John A. Hahn and Charles Vogler,
De Graff, Ohio.—Shoemaker'sliench.—JSlaj 5, 1868.—
One end of the bench has a sewing clamp operated
by a cam, and the other end has a pegging clamp
whose toe and heel rests are drawn together by a
screw. A strap lies over the hollo^\

Claim.—1. The clamp C, when constructed with
the vertically adjustable jaw c, the vertically and
laterally movable jaw c', the spring s, and the com-
bination of the cam lever D, rod E, and treadle F,
for the purpose of operating it, the whole being con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner de-
scribed.

2. The combination and arrangement, on a shoe-
maker's bench, of the clamp C, constructed and oper-
ating as above described, and the apparatus, consist-
ing of the plate I, blocks M and N, screw O, strap r,

and treadle T, all constructed and operating in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

77,608.—'Joseph Hale, Soraerville, and WiL-
liaji Hall, Brookliue, Mass.

—

Itein Shackle.—May
5, 1868.—The eye is swiveled to a socket, into which
the arm of the buckle ring is placed and held by the
spring catch, which also acts the part of a tongue
for the buckle.

Claim.—^As a new article of manufacture, a rein
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shackle, made substantially as described, as and for

the purposes set forth.

77,609.—Alonzo J. Hall, Derry, 3!f . B^.—Water
Wheel.—May 5, 1868.— The water is conducted
through the four arms of the inner reacting wheel,
and is discharged against the buckets of the outer
wheel, the jets of water from each arm impinging
against two buckets at once. Each of the discharg-
ing apertures is governed by a pendulum regulator,
which determines the area of water opening by the
sx)eed of rotation.

Claim.—1. The apertures e and circular groove in
flange O, in combination with the chambers C and
hub of the outer wheel B, when arranged to operate
in the manner and for tlie purpose si^ecitied.

2. The valve B, in combination with the weight
"W and gate T, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

77,610.—Edwin A. Hall, Sugar Branch, Ind.

—

Floor Clamp.—May 5, 1868.—The joist is grijiped be-
tween two inclined legs of the clamp and the boards
forced up by the cam, operated by the reversible
lever. The lever projects over the 'joists when put-
ting on the first few boards, and is afterward re-

versed to be operated from the floor.

Claim.—The arrangement of dog A B B' a, eccen-
tric cam C, and reversible lever E e e', substantially
as set forth.

77,611.—TValter HASLAM,]srew Britain, Conn.—Seaming Machine.—May 5, 1868.—The cloth hold-
ing plate is attached to the table of the machine by
brackets and a thumb-screw, so as to admit of easy
attachment and removal. The loops are placed upon
the points of tlie plate before it is set in the machine,
so that with a number of plates a machine may be
kept running more constantly than when the plate is

irremovable from the table.

Claim.—The combination, waththe brackets e and
stop g, of the slotted plate d, provided with its loop-
holdiug points, and a thumb-screw, tor the ready
tightening and releasing of the plate, substantially
as and for the pm'pose set forth.

77,612.—Samuel B. Hopkins and Edward H.
Anderson, Ea-ton, assignors to themselves and J.

M. Satterfield, Baltimore, M.ii..—Vapor Burner.—
May 5, 1868.—Improvement on their patent, April
3, 1860.—Four holes are used instead of two holes
and slit of the former burner. A transverse, concave
plate is used in addition to the concave plate used in
the previous case.

Claim:—The burner above described, having the
central cone A pierced with four holes a a a' a' at
the points specified, when used in combination with
a plate B, bent up at the ends, and having ears c c

projecting upward from its sides, substantially as
and for the p'urpose described.

77,613.—Benjamin Horn, Sergeantsville, IST. J.—Mileage Register.—May 5, 1868.—Intended espe-

cially liar ascertaining- distances traveled in hii-ed

carriages. The registering machinery strikes a bell

and pricks a mark in a paper at the end of every
mile traveled. A pin on the hub actuates the trtiin

of machinery.
Claim.—1. The spring crank or pin B^ carried on

the hub B, and adapted to act on the wheel D, so as

to yield when necessaiy and avoid fracture, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

2. The ringing mechanism P _Q, arranged to operate
in combination wnth mechanism for receiving mo-
tion from the wheel of a carriag;e, and thus indicating

to the ear each mile or other unit of distance traveled,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

3. In combination with mechanism, substantially

as herein described, for receiving motion from the

rotation of the wheel of a carriage, the striker K,
operated by such mechanism at uniform distances

traveled, and arranged to mark on a surface uni-

formly traversed across its path, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

4. In a mileage register, having provision for strik-

ing a beU, or marking on a moving surface, by a blow,
as describofl, so forming and arranging the elastic

parts P R, or either of them, that, while allowing for
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a reasonable amount of backing Avithont derange-
ment, fraudulent turning of the carriage wheel back-
ward will break or permanently set one or both of
the striking parts, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

77,614.—William W. Horton, Providence, E,.

I.

—

Lamp Burner.—May 5, 18(J8.— The chimney
holder can be removed from the burner with the
chimney which rests upou the studs.

Claim.—1. The chimney supporter D, consisting
of the ring, with its studs g and perforations or air-

holes, arranged as specified.

2. The combination, as well as the arrangement,
of the guard E, the perforated annuli C and F, and
the flange A;, with the body A and wick tube of the
burner.

77,615.—Theodore P. Howell and Charles
P. Oliver, Newark, N. J.

—

Frame for Stretching
Sides and Leather.—May 5, 1868.—Improvement on
their patent, August 6. 1867. One end of an arm is

pivoted to one of the outside upright posts, and its

other end is pivoted to an arm which is pivoted to

the main sliding bar. The device forms a toggle to

specially stretch the shoulder part of the hide.

Claim.—The arms A and B, constructed, com-
bined, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

77,616.—Horace S. Hoxie, Adrian, Mich.—
Plow Colter.—Maj 5, 1868.—The colter is attached
by a shackle to the beam and has brace plates by
which the share and mold board are attached. Bolts
secure the parts together.
Claim.—1. In combination with the colter A,

the braces a, h, and D, mold board B, tenon h, all

constructed in the manner set forth and described.
2. The combination of the mold board B and col-

ter A, when both are made in one piece, or welded
together in the manner set forth and described.

77,617.—Leavitt Hunt, TS^eathersfield, Vt.—
Sulky Ploiv.—May 5, 1868.—The plow beam is piv-

oted to a draw bar which is hinged to the axle and
is vertically adjusted by a bent lever which is con-
nected to the draw bar'and the frame, and set by a
rack bar and stud. The clevis is connected by
chains vertically to the draw bar and horizontally to

the doubletree.
Claim.—1. The hinged beam D, and the plow

beam E, provided with and connected by the oval
axle e, and the chain i, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as described and set tbrth.

2. The combination of the iron lever I with the
bar k and the beam D, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. Providing the beam E and the pole C with the

slots S and d, to act in conjunction, thereby giving
the plow some longitudinal play, when the beam E
is connected to the whilfletree or bolt t, by the chain
r, or its equivalent, substantially as described and
for the purposes specified.

77,618.—A. Gr. Hunter, Flint, Wales.—Ifan?*-
facture of Zinc.—May 5, 1868.—The zinc ore, after

suitable preliminary treatment, and mixture with
carbon, is placed in a reverberatory furnace and
kept from contact with all oxygen except that pass-

ing through the grate bars. The heated gases are
condensed, and the metal runs into suitable recesses.

Claim.—The process of extracting zinc from its

ores by the direct application of heat to the said

ores, without the use of crucibles or retorts to con-

tain the said ores, the heated gases and flame being,

Sreviously to their contact with the zinc, carefully

eprived of free oxygen, and the subsequent con-
densation of the zinc vapor to the metallic state, all

Bubstantialb' a.s heroin described.

77,619 "W. H. Jackson, Brooklyn, IST. Y., and
George Merrill, Newburyport, Mass., assignors

•to Merrimack Loom Company, Boston, Mass.

—

'Loom.—jSIay .5, 1868.—The weft thread is carried by
,a needle through the shed and is interlocked by a
iSiiuttle thread, returning to its normal position be-

ifore the shed changes. The needle is passed through
'the under part of the shed near the reeds so as to

preserv^e it from contact with the warps. The nee-
dle then receives a swinging movement that passes
its end around a standing shuttle or bobbin, the
needle returning through the shed near the point of
weaving so that the lay has to move the weft thread
but a short distance.
Claim.—1. The mechanism, substantially such as

described, for operating a weft-carrying needle, so
that its point shall pass through the wider part of
the shed, and return near the point of weaving, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A loom having a weft-carrying needle, aiTanged
and operated substantially as described, so as to pass
its eye tlirough the shed obliquely, or near the beater,
when the latter is thrown back, then around a sta-
tionary bobbin, located at the opposite edge of the
shed, and thence back through the shed to the place
of &tai'ting, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the shuttle holder y, the re-

ciprocating fingers 21 and 22, bobbin x, and the
wei't-carrying needle, when said parts are con-
structed and arranged for joint operation with the
mechanism of a loom, substantially as is herein de-
scribed.

77,620.—Melvin Jincks, Dansvillo. ]sr. Y.—
Lamp Burner.—May 5, 1868.—The cone has a series
of holes through which the spring catches pass from
the base to secure the cone to the said base plate.

The chimney is held by three radially adjustable
catches.

Claim.—1. The sliding springs or holders h b, for
the purpose of adjusting the same to different sizes
of chimneys, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the above, the burner A,
cone B, spring clips e e e, and flange or knob h, when
all are constructeil and arranged substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

77,631.—David A. Jones, Springfield Mass.—
Combined Tweezers, Watch Key, dc—May .5, 1868;
antedated April 22, 1868.—A socket of the* tweezers
receives the instrument which has a watch key at
one end and an ear spoon at the other. The instru-
ment is reversible in the socket.
Claim.—The combination of the tweezers A A',

ear spoon /, and watch key g, arranged and con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose shown.

77,622.—P. W. King, Lowville, ]Sr. Y.—Animal
Trap.—May 5, 1868.—The top has a tilting platform
which gravitates to a horizontal position and is se-

cured by a spring catch beneath. The catch is

sprung by a bait hook attached to a lever above the
top.

Claim.—The combination of the members C, E,
F, G, H, and J, for the purposes intended.

77,623.—Jacob Klein, Williamsburg, l!^. Y.—
Fcrmutation Lock.—May 5, 1868.—The bolt has an
irregularly-shaped opening which surrounds the
shaft of the turning knob, and is moved out and in

by an arm upon the shaft by turning the knob 90°.

The bolt has at top a recess into which the forward
end of the tumbler enters when the bolt is thrown
back. The bolt can only occupy the position to en-

ter the recess when the' arm of the tumbler enters
the recesses of the combination wheeLs which are
properly disposed.
Claim.— 1. The oscillating hinged ward e e, as

constructed, in combination with the catch or arm d,

operating Avith the disk E F and bolt D, by ijieans

of the acute angle lugs ff, on the shaft of the knob
B, substantially as herein descril)ed.

2. The double-acting sjiring P P, the brake keys

q q, operating reversely against the ring plate M,
for holding it in position, when set to a given num-
ber, as set forth.

77,624.— August Koch, Baltimore, Md.—
Cooler and Refrigerator.—May 5, 1868.—The ice is

placed in a perforated, removab'lc tray and the water
drops upon the upper part of the lid of a reft-iger-

ating chamber, and is carried to the annular water
chamber surrounding the same. The air from the

refrigerating chamber is allou'od horizontal exit be-

tween the upper and lower portions of the lid.

Claim.—The combination of a detachable seive or
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perforated ice pan, L, with the upper part of a ven-

tilated water cooler. A, and with a ventilated refrig-

erating box or vessel, E, placed centrally therein

beneath said pan. and surrounded by a water space
F, all substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

77,625 E. F. Lacy and D. K. "Woodbury,
Danville, III.—Hame.—Max 5, 1863.—On the outside

of the hame is a strap which forms a guide for the

Tipper extension piece of the hame when it is

slipped up or down to adapt it to the size of the

collar. It is fastened at its adjustment by a set

screw.
Claim.—The adjustable metallic plate C, provided

with L-shaped ears x x, which project beyond and
under the stationary plate E, and work in vertical

^ooves in the wooden hames A, all constructed, ai'-

ranged, and operating aa set forth.

77,626.— James Lamb, Aurora, Ind.— Shaft
Coupling.—May 5, 18G8.—The clip is in two parts

which are drawn together by a bolt which also ex-

pands the conical bushing iato the socket of the

thill iron to prevent rattling.

Claim.—The movable taper d and movable socket

e, secured between the arms C C, and used in com-
bination with the straight bolt E, thiU F, and clips

B B, substantially as set forth.

77,627.—Peter F. Lawshe, Rochester, Minn.
—Self Sealing Burial Ca.se.—May 5, 1868.—A groove
in the upper surface of the flange of the lower sec-

tion contains a rubber packing, upon which the flat,

under surface' of the flange of the upper section is

imposed.
Claim.—1. A self-sealing burial case, constructed

and arranged to operate substantially as described.

2. A metallic bmnal case, constructed substan-

tially as herein described, and provided with the

rubber packiug, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

77,62S.—Llewellyn D. Lothrop, Dover, IST.

H.

—

Fishing Tackle.—May 5, 1868.—The swivel is

slotted for attachment of the cord to which the hook
is secured. The knot of the cord is passed through
the enlarged part of the slot and the cord is drawn
down into the narrow part.

Claim.—The swivel, as made with the eye c and
the slot d arranged in it, stibstantially as and for the
purpose hereinbefore specified.

77,629.— Almox D. Maxley, Washington,
Mich., assignor to liimself and Lewis H. Cantine.
—Soisting^and Transferring Fulley.—May 5, 18d3.

—

The can'iuge traverses on the track rope so as to

transfer the load, when lifted, to the place where it

is to be dumped. A collar on the hoistiug rope
strikes a projection and locks the lifting pulley, when
the carriage commences to traverse. After moving
the required distance a bar on the carriage strikes a
stop on the track rope and releases the hoistiug rope
so that the load may be lowered.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the block B. dmm
K, puUcy R, and lever L, in combination with the
car D, and its pulleys, levers N and j, sliding bar g,

pulley P, and cords'E C F, adjustable collar H, and
weight ^o, the various parts being constructed and
operating substantially as set forth.

77,630 David A. Manuel, Napa Citv, Cal.—
Side Hill Ptow.—May 5. 1868.—The share and mold
board are respectively triangular pieces, hinged to

the vertical axes on the sole plate, and capable of
swinging round so as to occupy their station on
either side of the beam, to form a' right or left hand
plow. One swings in front of the standard, and the
other in the rear of it, and the parts are locked in
either position by a draw bolt.

Claim.—1. Dividing the plow, between the share
and mold board F and J, and hinging the two parts
to the land side and standards, so that by swinging
them to the right or left, and joining the two saicl

parts, they will form a perfect plow, substantially as

described.
2. Construction of the land side A, wider in front

than at the heel, so that the line of draught will in-

cline towards the land, substantially as described.

77,631.—William O. Marquis, Burgettstown,
Vix.—Rat 2Vffp.—May 5, 1868.—At the top of the
spout is a hinged platform, whose axis is prolonged
and bent downward outside, where it has an adjust-

able weight. A rat reaching at the bait and step-

ping upon the platform is precipitated down the
spout into the water chamber below.
Claim.—The tilting platform F, when hung on a

bent rod g, in combination with tlie pendulous weight
h and spout C, the several parts being constructed
and used as and for the purpose specified.

77,632.—Daniel S. Marvin, Watertown, N.T.
—Knife and Fork Scourer.—May 5, 1868.—The
knives are placed iu pairs back to back and the clamp
brought down upon the handles. The blades are then
cleaned by a transverse reciprocation of a cork block
with brick dust as a polishing material.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable slat C
with the bars A and B, rods and coil springs b b, as
and for the purposes set forth.

77,633.—Walter K. MAR\-rs-, New York, N.
Y.—Safety Boor Key Guard. — May 5, 1868.—

A

swinging plate is hinged to the door, beneath the
lock, and when elevated a sliding piece is made
to protrude through the bow of "the key handle
to prevent the key from being turned by an out-
sider.

Claim.—The combination of the plate A with a
slide or tongue, mounted iu or upon said plate, and
a spring to hold said tongue in position, substantially
in the manner described, the whole constituting a
key-fastening device, hinged to the door or other
part where the key is located, so as to operate in
connection with tlie said key, substantially as and
for the purposes shown and specifled.

77,634.—Nathan F. Mathewson, Barrington,
B. I.

—

Moiving Machine.—May .5, 1868.—The spring
pawl moves longitudinally and engages a ratchet
upon the side of a wheel turned by a lever, and whose
peripheral groove is occupied by a chain connected
to the finger bar to raise the same. The fore end of

the shoe is turned up and passes around a bar of the
V-shaped strap attached to the platform, aui serves
to support the finger bar in its movements. The pit-

man is connected to the wrist pin by an open-ended
strap, through whose key slots a wedge-formed key
is passed, and the outtr ends of the strap are held by
a bolt, by which the strap may be tightened upon the
key to take up lost motion.

Claim.—1. The spring pawl 3, when combined and
arranged Avith the pedal 5, the spring strap 6, the
wedge key 4. and ratchet wheel 1, sut)Stantially as
described and for the purposes specified.

2. The curved elongation of the shoe m, in combi-
nation with the strap o, for the pm-poses specified.

3. The rods z z, M'hen used in connection with the
wheel X, the rods "W, the chucks u, and the gears E,
for the purposes specified.

4. The double wedge key P, when performing the
double ofBce ofjournal box and key.

77,635.—S.T.McDougall, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Gas Heater.—May 5, 1868.—The case has a vertical
partition dividing it into a boiling recess upon one
side and into a recess containing ovens upon the
other. The roasting oven has a burner at its top,

which is perforated on the lower side, and casts the
heat downward onto the contents of the oven. The
waste heat circulates in the flues around the upper
oven, which may otherwise be heated singly by two
small burners.

Claim.—1. The ironing apparatus, constructed and
operating substantially as shown, in combination
with the case or cabinet A.

2. The auxiliary chamber B, combined with the
ovens Q and S, when the same shall be constructed
and combined substantially as shown, for the pmr-

poses set forth. ,

3. The air supply pipe O, in combination with the
downward burner "l, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specifled.

77,636.—Dustin F. Mellen, Manchester, N. H.—Apparatus for Distilling Pine Wood. — May 5,

1868.—The wood is placed in perforated cyHaders
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which axe mounted on trhcks and contain about half
a cord. Two of these cylinders are run upon a track
into a cylinder heated by furnaces upon each side and
by surrounding flues. Beneath the cylinder is the
cylindrical pitch basin to receive the resin, pitch.
and tar, and beneath the basin is a furnace to heat
the same. The basin is cooled when desired by the
passage ofwater through a surrounding water jacket.
The turpentine or pyroligneous acid escapes into a
condenser, from which it is drawn into a mixing
chamber, to be mingled with deodorizers or other
chemicals. The turpentine or pyroligneous acid, as
the case may be, is drawn from the mixing cylinder
and distilled.

Claim.—1. In combination with the cylindrical
retort A and the furnaces B, the segmental flues b

and 61, with the upper and lower main flues B^ and
B^ constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the pm'pbse set forth.

2. In combination with a retort for the destructive
distillation of resinous wood the pitch basin C, with
water space under the same for conveying a current
of cold water to modify the heat of the pitch basin,
substantially as described.

3. In combination with the cylindrical retort A
and wood-holding perforated cylinders A', or their
equivalents, the pitch basins C, located within the
main cylinder A, substantially as described.

4. In combinatiou with the retort A a water pipe
or pipes, so arranged as to convey a current of water
into and through said retort, to prevent the pitch
from being vaporized therein.

5. In combination with the retortA and pitch tank
C, or their equivalents, a cock or gate, or the equiva-
lent thereof, between the retort and the pitch tank,
for the purpose of closing the connection between
them while the wood is being charred, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

6. In combination v\dth the still and furnace the
annular fire chamber j', the annular flue L', with
connecting flues I, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

7. In combination with the annular fire chamber j'

the fire flues or tubes L, passing from the furnace,
through the still, to said annular fire chamber, sub-
stantially as described.

8. In combination with the rotating agitator the
cog wheel g and pinion g', or equivalent gearing, in-

closed in the cylinder F, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

77,637.—Erank Miller, Indianola, 111.—Bolt
Cutter.—May 5, 1868.—The lips on the respective
jaws are brought together as the movable handle is

oscillated. On the axis of the latter is a cam, which
moves within a loop on the stock of the movable jaw,
to cause the lip on the latter to approach to or recede
from the other lip.

Claim.—The tool herein described, when its sev-
eral parts are constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the pm-poses set forth.

77,638—G. L. Miller, De Witt, N. Y.—Win-
dow Curtain Fixture.—May 5, 1868.—At the ends of
the rollers are swivel rings which run upon guide
rods at each side of the window when the blind is

lowered from above so as to admit light from the
upper portion of the window.

Claim.—The guide rods g and swivels /, in com-
bination with the vertically adjustable roller A, as
and for the purpose set forth,

77,639.—William R. Mills, Hartford, Mich.—
Mop Wringer.—May 5, 1868.—The sleeve is secured
to the mop staff, anu carries two bevel wheels turned
by a hand crank, and causing the rotation of a shaft
which has an eye at the lower end through which the
end of the mop is passed.
Claim.—The coml)ination of the sleeve B, the

crank and sliaft C, the bevel gear wheels D and E,
the hangers G, the head J, when arranged with the
mop handle A, the head I, and the web H, when con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

77,640.—James F. Morse, Montgomery, HI.—
JExten-sion Ladder.—May 5, 1868.—The upper sec-

tion slides within the lower one, and is operated by

cords passing around pulleys and taken up on a
windlass at the top of the upper section.

Claim.—In combination with the members A B of
the ladder, the arrangement of the pulleys E, cords
m m, shaft D, and gearing F G, whereby the opera-
tor can raise and lower the upper member of the
ladder when standing upon the same, substantially
as specified and shown.

77,641.—Samuel K. Morse, Commerce, Mich.—Hay Raker and Loader.—May 5, 1868.—The ma-
chine is to be trailed behind a wagon, raking up the
hay in its route, elevating it by the teeth on the end-
less band and discharging it into the wagon. The
belt frame is pivoted to the frame of the carriage
and its inclination is adjusted by segmental, slotted
bars and setscrews.

Claim.—The slotted semicircular plates H H, and
curved standards//, by means of which the belt
frame is adjusted to any desired elevation, as de-
scribed.

77,642—Peter Mougey, Marshallville, Ohio.—
Baihoay Cattle Guard.—May 5, 1868.—The gate is

attached to a shaft which is rotated by the weight of
cattle approaching on the platform so as to erect the
gate. Its normal position is flat and offers no ob-
struction to the passing train.

Claim.—The peculiar arrangement and combina-
tion of the platforms D D D, rock shaft F, with
arms H H and I, connecting rod J, arm K, and gate
L N, th« several parts being arranged substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

77,643.—TViLLiAM A. Munn, Milwaukee, Wis.—Blank for Bodies of IShcet Metal Tea and Coffee
Pots.—May 5, 1868.—The ornamental blanks for the
sides of tea pots, &c., are cut and stamped as an ar-

ticle for sale to manufacturers of those articles, as
the breasts, lids, bottoms, and handles have pre-
viously been.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, tin
blanks to form the bodies of tea and coffee pots and
similar articles, when stamped or pressed with fancy
and ornamental designs, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

77,644.—D. B. E^elson and Morgan Dyer, E1-
mira, N. Y.

—

Scraper.—May 5, 1868.—The bowl-
shaped scraper has a removable point and is secured
by curved braces to the beam. The downward, rear
projection of the beam is also attached to the bowl.
A lever above the beam assists in upsetting.

Claim.—The combination of the bowl A, movable
point B, beam C, braces c c, and lever E, all arranged
and operated as and for the pm'pose specified.

77.645.— Daniel M. Ih^ixon, Danville, HI.—
Same.—May 5, 1868.—Studs project from the inside
of the staple and the face of the sliding plate, and
hold the loop of the hame tug at such height as may
be desired. The tug may be shifted by sliding the
plate and readjusting the loop.

Claim.—Constructing hames with a staple, D, and
sliding plate F, having opposite projections E E',

said parts being arranged to adjustably attach the
trace, substantially as described.

77.646.—Edward Norton, Boston, Mass.—
Machine for Grinding File Blanks.—May 5, 1868.

—

The gi-indstones are journalcd to pendulous hangers,
and the weight of the stones tends to carry them
away trom the frame supporting the blanks. The
stones are drawn inward toward the said frame by
chains passing over pulleys and connected to a hand
lever. The blanks are clamped in the frame in a
vertical position, and have vertical and lateral recip-
rocation to bring all pai-ts under action of the stone,
witliout furroAving the same. The motion of the
hangers, and consequent form given to the blanks, is

regulated by a pattern upon the frame.
Claim.—1, The employment of a pendulous or os-

cillating hanger or stand, in combination with the
axis of a grinding stone, arranged parallel to its own
axis of oscillation, or equivalent device, substan-
tially as described,

2, The arrangement of the oscillating grindstone
stand or hanger, with an inclination from its sup-
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porting and oscillation axis tovrard the work to be
j

77,651.—George F. Peskixs and S. F. Gibbs.
cToaod. so that the vrelorbt of the stone and hanger

|

Holyoke, Mass.

—

Door Fastener.—May 5. 1868 ; an-

mav be eniplored to effect all movements of the
j

tedated Apiil 23. 1868.—The toothed bar is inserted
stone in the opposite direction, substantially as

shown.
3. In combination with the inclined arrangement

of frame for moxing the stone in one directfon, the
arrangement of a weight, c, or spring, to move it in
the opposite direction, snbstanrially as set forth.

4. The frame V. or its equivalent, operating sub-

stantially as and lor the purposes set forth.

5. The employment of the adjustable connecting
rod I, in combination with the crank m and the car-

riage i-, and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

between the door and the jamb, the tooth penetrating
the latter. The cap is screwed against the door to
keep it from opening. The case, when not thus
used, may contain matches.

Claim'.—A. combined adjustable door fastener and
match safe, consisting of the case B, cover A, and
bar C, the whole constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

77,652.—HiRAJf Pkestox, OrfordviEe, Wis.—
Gauge for Weather-Boarding.—May 5, 1663.—The
slide is adjusted on the stock to determine the width
of board exposed to the weather. The tongue is

slipped beneath the last nailed board and the claw at
1 the lower end is driven in. The slide affords a rest

77,647.—JAJfEsM. Osgood, Somervifle, Mass.—
Machine for Casting Eyelets.—iAaj 5. 1863.—In the
periphery of a rotating cylinder are recesses fitted

j
for the board to be nailed on. The scribe piece is

with sliding tubes that surround fixed, cylindrical i adjusted so as to make a mark on the end of the
pins, thus ^forming circular spaces for the reception board by which to saw.
of the molten metal which is forced n-om the recesses Claim.—1. The plate B, and screw i, as also the
above. The sliding tubes are reciprocated by cross spring h. ta combination with the bar A, substan-
bars and cam grooves. The heads are finished by a tiallyas described, and for the purposes set forth,

second cylinder, studded with headers, wiiich are, -2. The scribe D. with the slotted arm m and pin p,
brought into con-espondence with the projecting
ends of the partly fonned eyelets.

Claim.—1. Makiag eyelets fi-om cast metal, by the
means substantially as described.

2. The fixed pins or rods d, in combination with
the sliding tubes /. as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the fixed pins or rods d, the
sliding tubes /, and the cylinder B, as described.

4. The combination of the cross bars c, the sliding

tubes /. and the cam plates or disks C C', as and for

the purpose specified.

constructed to operate in connection "«T.th the bar
A, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

77,653.—Geoege TT. Peuyxe. Mexico. X. T.—
Chanrwling Tool.—May 5, 1363.—The knife and its

wedge block slip into a slot in the stock and are held
in position by the threaded end of the tool shank,
whose other end is driren into the handle.

Claim.—^1. The slide B, so constructed as to serve
the double purpose of holding the knife and forming
a shoulder or guide for the tool, in connection with

Tae cylinder G, provided with the projections
j the part A, substantially as described and set forth.

y, as and for the purpose set forth.
j

2. The handle C. forming a set screw, and acting
6. The chamber i, formed in the plate H, in com- ; in combination with the partA and slide B, substan-

bination with the cylinder B, as described.
j
tiaUy as described, and for the purposes specified.

7. A cast metal eyelet, constructed by the means
j

substantially as above described.
"

|
77,654 Ja^ies T^asey, Xewcastle, Pa., as-

signor to himself. Le-OTDEE. and BosTic Baxet.—
77,64S John H. Paek, WMte House, X". J.— Elevating Flour, Feed, Grain, tf-c—May 5, 1368.—

Fag Holder.—May 5, 1868 : antedated April 24, 1868.
| The meal from the stones passes into a chamber be-

—The levers are'anached to a block which is ad- low, enterine: near the eve of the fan shaft, and the
justed to the required height upon a notched post.

The spreader levers are placed inside the hem of the
bag and are distended by springs.
Claim.—The metallic' levers~D D, pivoted as de-

scribed, and forming a hoop at the forward end,
when provided with rack bar e, and used in connec-
tion with the block B, with its springs a a, all con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

77,649.—Chaeles and EDinrsT) Paeker, Meri-
den. Conn., assi.gnors to Charles Paekee, same
place.— Cojre^ Mill.—May 5, li^^.—The runner is

supported at its upper end by the side pieces which
extend up into the hoppcr'whieh rests below the
lugs. The side pieces have an open space directly
from the hopper into the runner. The vertical part
of the runner has ribs or teeth, and upon the inside
of the side pieces are teeth cut across their face
which act as breakers previous to grinding.
Claim.— I. Attaching the stationary griading bed

a on to the top board b by means of lugs e, in com-
bination with the rim d, or a part thereof, the lugs
entciing above and the rim below the top b, or tux
versa, substantially as set forth.

2. Forming a cracker within the hopper, by ex-
tending the side pieces or supports g up into the
hopper, and so as to form open spaces directly from
and within the hopper to the runner, betwe'en the
said supports g. and when the said supports are in-

clined to the runner as described, and the tmder and
inside of the supports g pro-s-ided with teeth, so as to
operate in the manner specified.

fan elevates it by a spout to an upper chamber where
the flour settles" and whence the surplus air passes
by a chute to the eye of the millstone.
'Claim.—The arrangement of the fan F, spout G,
and chamber H, with'the spouts I, K, and D, as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

77,655.—JOHX S. Ean-kes-, Detroit. Mich.—
Fall Leaf Table.—^aj 5, 1368.—The leaf is hinged
to a piece which slides beneath the top and has^an
inclined brace which retreats as its end is lifted from
a catch pin in the lowerino: of the leaf.

Claim.—1. The slides C, in connection with the
screws D. the plates H. the slots G. and the hinges
F, and the spiral springs X, when operating sub-
stantially as and for the^urposes described.

2. The combination of the above-named parts with
the arm I, hinge J, guide K, pin L, spring M, leaf

A, top B, and "side fail E, when arTangedT and op-
erating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

77,656.—Chaeles F. Eavx, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Wagon Skein.—May 5. 1863.—The spindle of the axle-

tree" has a tapering bolt inserted axially into its end
and secured by a transverse pin. The cast-metal
skeia is retaine'd by a nut screwing on to the end of
the bolt, and the 'wheel is secured by a linchpin
passing through a cap, and diametrically through
the spmdle and 1x»lt.

Claim.—Skein B. center-iron D. bolt E, linchpin
F, nut G, and cap H. in combination, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

77,650.—ToHX E. Paeker, Meriden, Conn.— I 77,657.—James H. KeisEsGER. Tinton, Ohio.

—

Feversille Knob Latch.—^a\ 5, 1868.—Pressure on AniinalTrap.—'SLiiyo. 1863.—The track wav through
a knob disengages the face plate of the lock and al- . the trap has a hinged door at each side and a gravi-

lows it to be swung out so that the knob may be ! tating platform in the middle. The rat stepping on
turned for a riirht of left hand door. '

j the latter depresses it and the doors close. Escap-
Ciai»i.—Hinging the face plate to the lock case, so | ing to the next chamber the platform rises, lowers

as to be turned therefrom, substantially in the manner
j
the doors, and the trap is set.

and for the pmpose herein set forth and described. | Claim.—The trap A. having the pivoted platform
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35, of shape described, doors C C, blocks D, rods d',

•bait book E, arranged as described, passage Avay G,
gates I I', and rod J, the whole being constructed
and operated substantially as described.

77,658.—Christian Rich, Marshallsville, Ohio.
—Farm Gate.—May 5, 1868.—The gate has a seg-

ment gear on its hinging post and is moved by a
rtick bar which is controlled by levers up and down
the road. A bar above the rack bar operates the
latch by depressing its rear end.

Claim.—The peculiar arrangement and combina-
tion of the gate G I H, gate post B, gate latch K,
wheel E,, latch plate D, sliding bar E, rack and pin-

ion M N, levers F F, and lever posts A A, tbe sev-

eral parts being arranged and combined in the man-
ner and for the pui'poses specified.

77,653.—liARUisoN EOWE, Marietta,Pa.—-Fag-oi
for liailroad BaiU.—MaY 5, 1868.—The top and bot-

tom plates are ^ider than the intermediate filling

which consists of two paii-s of old rails, cut to

length, laid on their sides, their threads in contact,

with two B-plates between the pairs and one on top

and bottom of the filling and next to the exterior

plates.

Claim.—The manner of making and applying my
wider top and bottom plates, A E, in combination
with the intermediate filling BCD, when made into

a pile or fagot for being rolled into rails for rail-

roads, substantially in the manner specified.

77,660.—Dayid Sarver and Egbert Coons,
Greeusbnrg, Pa.

—

Corn Harvester.—M.aj 5, 18G8.

—

The machine cuts one row at a time, the knife com-
ing in contact with the stalks while the revolving
reel and the guide bar direct tbem when cut to the
cradle where they form a gavel transverse to the
path of the machine. ^Vhen sufficient has collected

the di-iver oscillates the hand lever and the cradle
tips out its load while a bar arrests the falling stalks

during the momentary incapacity of the cradle to

receive them.
Claim.—1. A eut-oif, ~N, having an endwise move-

ment parallel to the path of the machine, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with a tilting plaV-brm, of a cut-otf, vil)rating end-
wise at a rigiit angle to the axis of the platform, and
parallel to the path of the machine.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with a tilting platform and a cut-oif, of a guide or
deflector, supported at the grain end only.

4. The combination and arrangement, as set forth,

with the reel, revolving on a vertical axis, of the
tilting platform.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
a laterally projecting cutting apparatus, a reel, re-

volving on a vertical axis, a guide, a cut-off, and a
tilting platform.

6. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the main frame and supplementary frame with the
roller arm F and bracket F', for the purposes set

forth.

77,631.—John Schatz, 'New Haven, Conn.—
Eeed Organ Bellov^s.—May 5, 1868.—The bellows
act on the vacuum urinciple instead of the plenum.
Collapsing chambers are used in connection Avitli the
operating bellows to increase the capacity and as-

sure regularity and steadiness of draft.

Claim.—The arrangement of the two chambers I
and K, or either of them, upon one side of a fixed
partition, B, in combination with tlie chamber n
and bellows F and G upon the other side of the said
pai'tition, and all of the said partitions connecting
with the passage A, and constructed so as to oper-
ate together, in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

77,6S2.—Stephen Scottox, Eichmond, Ind.—
Tree Box.—Wdy .5, 1868.—The metallic hoop which
encircles the tree consists of bars whose notches or
catches hold the boards. Bars protrude from two of
tbe sides to \io\l the tree in a central position.
Claim.—I. A baud or bolt, constructed of the va-

rious sections A, B, and C, formed substantially as
described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The braces E, in combination with the band,.
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

77,663.-1. D. Seeley, Hudson, 'Wis.—Wash
Boiler.—May 5, 1868.—The side plates form cham-
bers within each side of the boiler, and the boiling
water from beneath the grated false bottom is turned
aside by the inclined deflecting plates aud is driven
up the side chambers, discharging from the holes
near the top of the plates.

Claim.—In a washing boiler, the combination of
the plates B, forming vertical compartments, the
transverse and diagonally placed plates B^, forming
a continuous flange in extension of said plates B,
and the perforated plate C, placed above the flanges
B'-^, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

77,664.—Henry Siilaudeman, Decatur, HI.

—

Beer Cooler.—May 5, 1868.—The beer trickles over
the corrugated sides of the pyramidal cooler and is

received in the trough beneath. The cooler is filled

with a constant supply of water, which it discharges
into the water jacket of the pan, from whence it

passes off.

Claim.—1. The pyi'amidal cooler C, when the
same is formed of either plain or corrugated sides C
C, and the wliole is so constructed and arranged as
to leave an open chamber for the recej)tion of water^
substantially as described.

2. The independent base trough A, when the same
is constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed, and for the poi'pose specified.

3. The pyramidal cooler C, when the same is

formed of either plain or corrugated sides C C', and.
the whole is so constructed and arranged as to leave
an open chamber for the reception of water, in com-
bination with the base trough, when the whole is

constructed and arranged substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

77,665.—George Slater, London, England, as-
signor to George "Washington Belding, same
place.

—

Setving Machine.—May 5, 1868.—One of the
two vibrating shafts has an arm'to operate the shut-
tle carrier and the other a cam to operate the feed
bar. These shafts are operated by separate eccen-
trics on the driving shaft, and the one operating
the shuttle is made tubular from end to end, the-

other shaft being passed through it.

Claim.—A simple rocking shaft, K, and an en-
circling, tubular rocking shaft, J, combined with
each other, and respectively, at one end, with a cam^
Y, operating the feed plate X, and lever IS'", operating
the shuttle carrier O, aud at the other, with the ec-
centrics G H, upon the di'iving shaft of a sewing-
machine, all substantially in the manner and for the-

purpose herein set forth.

77,686.—Jonathan Smead, East Wallingford,
assignor to himself and Thojias Steward, Claren-
don, Vt.

—

Automatic Feeder for Evaporators.—May
5, 1868.—The valves which admit the liquid to the-

pans are operated by buoyant vessels which float ia
the pans below, and their action is to maintain a
uniform lieight of liquid in the pans. The casings
around the floats are to prevent their being affected
by the ebullition of the liquid. In the larger pan,
besides its special duty, the float governs the ad-
mission of liquid to the reservoir whence the other
pans are supplied, an arrangement being supci-added
by which excess or lack in the said paiis is made to
work an auxiliary device to correct the inequality.

Claim. — 1. The perforated casings, arranged
within the pans, in relation with the floats oiieratmg
tlie sap or liqi.id-supplying mechanism, substantially
as au(t for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the chamber E, the case F,.

valve c, with its stem d, and bent lever D, in rela-

tion with each otlier, and Avith the stem b of the-

float C*, the pipe /, and the reservoir pipe G, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set fortli.

3. The valves m, arranged upon the stems i of the
floats J, aud in relation with the funnel-shaped
mouth piece g, surrouudiug the orifices c' of the res-

ervoir pipe G, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

4. Tlie elastic diaphragm e, arranged in the end of
the case F, and in relation with the valve stem d.
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operated by the float C* and the pipe /, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

77,GG7.—Amor Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Fer-
tilizer.—Mny 5, 1868.—The dry cracklings after ex-

traction of the grease are pulverized and mixed with
phosphates as a manure.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, crack-

lings, reduced to a powder, for use in combination
with phosphates as a fertilizer.

77,668,—William C. Smith, Warrensburg, Mo.
—Sugar Evaporator.—May 5, 18fi8.—Improvement
on his patent, June 11, 1867. The furnace is adapted
for a battery of pans at varying heights and the

dampers determine the course of the caloric current

so as to direct upon such pans as may l)e necessary,

or directly to the chimney. The aii" is admitted at

side openings, and after being warmed by traversing
sinuous courses, enters the fire box below the grate.

Claim.—1. The air-heating chambers B^B'^, when
combined with the fire box B, in the manner and lor

the purpose herein set forth and described.

2. The dampers or slides D D^ D^, when arranged
and oi)erated as and Ibr the purpose shown and de-

scribed.

77,669.—Daniel E. Somes, Washington, T>. C.—Cooling Air and Liquids, and Making Ice.-May
5, 1868.—Refrigerating is induced by the use of at-

omized fluid. Carbonic acid is drawn or forced into

a partial vacuum and then compressed into a re-

ceiver to be used in a vacuum for cooling purposes.
The heat rendered sensible by condensation is con-
ducted away by cold water.
Claim.—i. Atomizing liquid over and over in a

chamber or vessel, without removing it from said

chamber or vessel, substantially as and for the pm'-
pose set forth.

2. Atomizing liquid in a vacuum, or partial

vacuum, over and over again, without removing it

fi'om said vacuum or partial vacuum.
3. Generating and using gas, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

4. A small portable cooler, constructed and opera-
ted substantially as set forth, as an article of manu-
facture.

5. The atomizers and chamber, in combination
with the pump or its equivalent, substantially as de-

scribed.

6. The atomizers and chamber, in combination
with pipes or channels, and means for conducting
away heat, substantially as described.

7. The atomizers and chamber, the receiver, the
pump, and means for cooling or freezing, substan-
tially as described.

8. The atomizers and chamber, the gas generator,
and pump or its equivalent.

9. The atomizers and chamber, the gas generator
and receiver, the pipes, and means for cooling, sub-
stantially as described.

10. The atomizers and chamber, the pump or its

equivalent, and the gases, air, or liquids, substan-
tially as set forth.

11. Means for regulating the supply of gas, air, or
liquids, in combination Avith the atomizers and
chamber, substantially as set forth.

12. The chamber and apartments with non-con-
ducting substances, and double or multiple walls,

substantially as and for the puiqiose set forth.

77,670.—Oded Spencer, Jacksonsburg, Ohio.

—

Steam Generator.—May 5, 1868. — The boilers are
placed in parallel position in the furnace, and are
connected by tubes above and below the water line.

The furnace bottom is undulating, and the boiler and
tubes are enveloped by the caloric current.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
boilers and tlibes with the furnace E, whereby the
entire surface of the boilers A and tubes B C is sub-

jected to tlie action of the heat, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

77,671.—rlACOB Springer, Lancaster, Pa., as-

signor to himself, A. C. Flinn, and H. B. McNeal,
same place.

—

Apparatus for Rectifying Spirits.—
May 5, 1868.—The tub has three chambers and means
for "heating the " singliugs" before charging the

lower chambers, so as not to check the continuous
process of evaporation incident to the use of a siugle-
chambered vessel. The upper chamber receives the
low wines, and tliey are heated bv the steam in the
middle chamber. The chambers' are charged suc-
cessively from the upper one, and provisionals made
for avoiding collapse and for carrying off vapor.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
doubling tub, Asith its three chambers DEE, copper
or metallic heating dome H, or its equivalent, in com-
bination with the pipes 5, 6, 11, and 12, arranged sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

77,672.—Edward Staiilgrodt, Roehester, N.
Y.—Lathe Ee^t.—Msy 5, 1868.—T>.e slot in the apron
permits the carriage to be moved either way, to a
distance bounded by the length of the slot, without
opening tlie shear- knot. This affords a means of re-
adjustment of a cutting tool to its wori: of cutting
screws after liaving been removed for grinding.

Claim.—The combination of slotted "apron 13, knot
g, screw d, plate /, and tool carriage A, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

77,673.—John H. Starck, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Glazing arid Coloring Tobacco Pipes.—May 5, 1868.

—

The pipes, after baking, are dipped in a solution
made by mixing Avater, 3 pints; milk, 3 pints; and
gelatine, 1 oz., dissolved in a quart of water. After
drying, two coats of shellac dissolved in alcohol are
applied, and the pipes supported over a heated plate
until the proper color is produced, ranging from yel-
low to deep brown. If preferred, one coat of shellac
and one of dye solution may be applied.
Claim.— 'i . The process of glazing tobacco pipes

by the use of milk, gelatine, water, and shellac, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The process of glazing tobacco pipes by the use
of the whites of eggs and gum shellac, substantially
as described.

3. The process of coloring tobacco pipes by the use
of the dye-wood solution, substantially as described.

77,674

—

Edward Stockton and William O.
St. John, Folsom, Cal.

—

Apparatus for Producing
Motive Power.—May 5, 1868.—Intended as a power
for driving fan mills, pumps, churns, grindstones,
&c., and operated by the power of springs and
weights, which are wound up for the turning of the
shafts.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the springs I I, weights P P, and gears J J, said
gears being so connected with their respective shafts
that they remain stationary while the shafts are
turned to wind up the springs and weights.

2. The ratchet wheels L L, for connecting the gears
with the shafts, in combination with the couplings
E E, substantially as and for the pui'poses describe"d.

77,67-5.—OLE O. Storle, North Cape, assignor
to himself and Isaac N. Mason, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Harvester Rake.—May 5, 1868.—The gavels are drop-
ped at the side of the harvester. The'rake is dropped
at the commencement of its stroke, and is moved
athwart the platform by an endless chain, delivering
the gavel on to the filter and pressing it against the
arms of a shaft at the point of delivery. The depres-
sion of the filter and elevation of the arms are effected

by contact of a pin on the rake carriage with levers
on the shafts of the dumping apparatus, and the gavel
being dropped, the parts are restored to position,

and "the elevated rake is carried back to the initial

point, ready for another stroke.

Claim.—1. Tilter I, levers M and N. rake frame F,
and pin O, in combination, substantially as described.

2. Knke B, chain C, spur wheels D and D, and rake
frame F, and lever G, in com])ination, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

3. Rake B, tilter I, shaft K, rake frame F, lever G,
levers M and N, and pin O, in combination, substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose described.

77,676.—G. L. Swett, Leominster, Mass.—Shelf
Pest.—May 5, 1868.—The post has a series of notches,
and the hub of the shelf, being loose upon the post,

catches on the shoulders Avhen deflectetl from a jjosi-

tion concentric with the axis of the post.

Claim.—The standard or shelf rest B, when the
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same consists of a series of truncated cones, the
larger base of each being upward, when the same is

combined with and used for supporting adjustable
shelves, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

7'?',677.—Hugh Tagakt, Jaclisontown, Ohio.—
Cattle Guard for Railroads.—May 5, 1868.—The ver-

tical bars which form the guard are attached to a
horizontal shaft, beneath which is a weight, which
causes the bars to maintain an upright position, ex-

cept when depressed by the passing train.

Claim.—The combination of the case A, shaft H,
and weight B with the shaft C, provided with a series

of vertical rods D D, when constructed substantially
as described and operated as and for the purpose
specified.

77,678.-11. M. Thompson, Coshocton, Ohio.—
Lifting Jack.—May 5, 1868.—The bar is raised by
the hand to the required height, and the pin passed
through it and the notch of the rack bar. Being
placed below the axle, the lever is depressed, and the
stirrup iron falls into position on the base piece and
maintains the load. The stirrup is withdrawn, by
pulling on the rod to lower the load.

Claim.—1. The lever C and standard B, in com-
bination with stiiTup iron G-, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The base A, standard B, lever C, guard piece D,
rod E, box F, and stirrup iron G, the whole being
combined and arranged substantially as described.

77,679.—S. H. Tift, Morrisville, Yt.—Potato
Washer.—May 5, 18G8.—The roots are washed by
agitation in an interior perforated vessel which
stands upon legs in the tub.

Claim.—The arrangement of the vessel B, pro-
vided with perforations x x and legs h h, with the
arms C C, agitator D, and outside vessel A, the
several parts beiug constructed and operated sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

77,680.—SxVMUEL ToOMEY, Wilmot, Ohio.—Cow-
structing Carriage Wheels.—May 5, 1868.—In the set-

ting of the rim on. the tire some room for shrinkage
is allowed between the rim and the shoulders of some
of the spokes.

Claim.—The method of constructing bent rim car-

riage wheels, with the ends of the rim abutting to-

gether, and with spaces between the rim and the
shoulders of the spokes, before putting on the tire,

and then closing the rim and spoke shoulders together
by the shrinking on of the tire, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

77,681.—Robert W. Towle, Searsport, Me.—
Handle for Smoothing Irons.—May 5, 1868.—The
forward end of the handle has a tenon which enters
a mortise in the forward standard, and the rear end
is held in the slotted standard by a latch piece which
engages a notch in the post, and from which it is re-

moved by a trigger on the handle when it is designed
to disconnect the latter.

Claim-.—The combination of the handle a, spring
c, lever d, connecting rod e, uprights g and j, with
the iron b, constructed and operating substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

77,082.-G. W. Tucker, Elba Township, 111.—
Gate.—May 5, 1868.—The weight of the gate is sup-
ported upon a socket joint forming a hinge, and upon
a roller on which the gate traverses as it swings t)0°

in opening. The hooks on the gate post keep it from
leaving its hinge.
Claim.—The ball E, socket I), hooks F, and roller

G, in combination with the gate A, for the purpose
substantially as herein set forth.

77,683.- Stephen Ustick, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and George L. Miller, same
place.

—

Pea Sheller.—May 5, 1868.—A handful of
unshelled peas are thrown into the hopper, and the
lower ones fall between tlie strips and slide down
the incline, being presented endwise to the rollers

which draw in tlie pod and shell out the peas.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the longitudinal strips e with the hopper E, substan-

tially in the manner above described and for the pur-
poses specified.

•2. The combination of the roller B with the hopper
E, when said roller has annular depressions i which
coincide with the spaces /, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

77,684.—Henry Vatter, Lawrence, Mass.—
Return Flue JStove Pipe.—May 5, 1868.—The pipe has
a vertical, central partition, at the lower end of which
is a damper. In one position of the latter the caloric
current is forced to make the upward anc^ return cir-

cuit before reaching the chimney, and in the other
position the current has direct course to the chim-
ney.

Claim.—1. A return flue stove pipe, constructed
and arranged for operation as and for the pm-pose
substantially as described.

2. The damper C, constructed as described, in
combination with the partition A and the pipe, for
the purpose and substantially as described.

77,685.-W. J. Walker, Brooklyn, N". T.—
Acid Powder as a Substitute for Yeast.—May 5,
1868.—Commercial mmiatic acid, 3 lbs., is mixed
with water, 3 lbs., and the mixture thoroughly min-
gled with dry farinaceous substance and pulverized.

Claim,.—1. Producing a powder, which is an ad-
mirs.bls substitute for yeast, by combining with a
dry farinaceous substance a certain quantity of hy-
drochloric (commercial muriatic) acid, when the
same is prepared substantially as described and for
the iiurpose specified.

2. Mixing with a powder, composed of a dry fari-

naceous substance and muriatic acid, a certain'quan-
tity of argal, cream of tartar, or other like acid pow-
der, substantially as is described and for the purpose
specified.

3. The mixing the powder with an alkaline car-
bonate, in such proportions, -nith flour or meal, as to
make a self-raising flour or meal, for the purpose of
bread, pastry, (S:c., substantially as described.

7 7,686.-Bartholomew and Peter Walther,
New York, N. Y.—Hitching Post.—May 5, 1868.—
The hitching chain is fast to a ball which rises and
falls in the hollow iron post. "Water entering at
the slot above runs out at an opening below.

Claim.—A hollow hitching post, A, covered by a
perforated metallic cap, and provided with inclined
water-escape channels at the bottom of its cavity B,
substantially as and for the purpose desci'ibed.

77,687.—Walter Ward, Mount Holly, N. J.—
Shaft Attachment to Wagons.—M.aj 5, 1868.—The
pintle of the thill iron is held in two closed sockets,
on sectional interlocking plates which slip up to-

gether laterally, and are held by screws or rivets.

Claim.—A carriage shaft, or thill connection or
coupling, made of the pieces A, B, C, D, interlocked
or breaking joint with each other, and firmly united,
so that the shaft or thills cannot become detached,
substantially as herein described and represented.

77,688.-ErastusD. Weston, Taunton, Mass.— Cooking Stove.—May 5, 1868.—Passing in beneath
the front overhang of the stove top the air courses
beneath the top plate, dives behind the oven and
passes thereinto. Prom thence it reaches the fire

chamber, passes over tlie oven, dives down corner
flues, along the sides at the bottom, reverts along the
middle of the bottom and ascends the middle flue at
the back.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the air-heating flue

G, the fireplace A, the smoke flue K, the oven E, and
the air flue or flues M, provided with one or more
openings, I, to lead air into the oven, as set forth.

2. The arrangement of one or more oi)enings, J,
with the flue G, the fireplace A, the oven E, one or
more openings I, the flue or flues M, and the air
flue G.

3. The aiTangement of the air flue G, and its in-

duction openings H, so as to extend over and in
front of the front plate of the fireplace, as repre-
sented.

4. The arrangement of the air flues G M. the oven
E, the fireplace A, the smoke flue K, and flues F,
underneath and in rear of the oven, the oven being
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proTided with the air induction and eduction open-
ings 1 J, as set forth.

77,689.—George H. White, Huntington, X. Y.—Preventing and Curing Crib Biting in Horses.—
;34^T 5, 1SG8.—A prominent part of the manger is so

arranged that when the horse bites the same he is

struck upon the jaw by a bar connected to levers

which ai'C actuated by clepression of the said part of
the manger.

Claim.—The device herein shown, attached to the
manger or ^.ny place where the horse may be fastened,

and to operate by the motion caused by the biting of
the horse, substautiaUy as and for the purpose herein
shown.

77,690.—Peter White, St. Louis. Mo.—Check
Valve.—Maj 5, 136$ ; antedated April 22, 1868.—The
poppet valve has a long stem and has two faces so

that it may be reversed and either side used. The
parts are an-anged to be detached for this purpose
and the upper "tube and lower socket form guides
for the valve stem.

Claiin—1. The combination of the shaft K,
thumb screw I. shaft X, valve A. valve seat B,
socket P, and cvILnder E. substantially as herein set

forth.

2. The aiTangement of the valve A and seat B, as
herein set forth and described.

77,691.—WilliA5I J?". Whitelet, Springfield,

Ohio.

—

Harvester.—May 5. 1568.—The di-ag bar is

secured to the front end'of the frame, passes beneath
the latter, divides, bends outward, and reaches the
shoe in two places. The coupling arm holds the
shoe at the proper lateral distance trbm the machine.
The lever is used to elevate the coupling apparatus.
The brace is bolted to the coupling arm and passes
through the head of the standard oh the shoe. The
object is to regulate the height of the shoe from the
ground. The'drop latch is pivoted to the shoe and
Its duty is to fall behind the heel of the cutter bar
and keep it from running out of its seat when the
bar is folded up for transportation.

Claim.—1. The shell main frame A, cast in sin-

gle piece, Avith a recess fitted to receive the gearing,
and another recess, L, to serve as a receptacle for

tools, in connection with the cover or platfonn M,
likewise cast in a single piece, so as to inclose the
gearing and cover the tool box with the same piece,
substantially as set forth.

2. The drag bar li, constructed and attached to
the frame and shoe in the manner described, in con-
nection with the brace Y and the standard Z and
coupling arm TJ, as set forth.

3. The lever W, attached and operatinc: as set

forth.

4. The drop latch i', constructed and located as
described.

77,69-^.-E. Pt. Whtixt, Plattsbnrg, X. Y.—
Dumping Sled.—May 5, 1668.—The box is hinged to
the rear bolster so a.s to tip and dump the contents
when the bed is rmi back. This is done by removing
a catch, when the draft of the team on the tongue
draws upon a rope and runs the box to th^ rear.

Claim.—1. The sliding bars B, when used in com-
bination with a cord, E, for the purpose of elevating
the front pai-t of a body, D, of a sled or wagon, and
operated as and for the purpose specified.

2. Operating a dumping body, I), by means of the
same team wliich draws the s'ame, without detach-
ing and reattaching said team, substantially as and
for the pm-pose specified.

3. The airangement of the posts C, pulleys h and
j, with the cords E, when operated by means of
sliding bars B, as and for the purpose herein set forth.

77,693—Georce Wiggins, Ortonville, Mich.,
assignor to himself, Charles Herrixgton*, and
Hiram Maxfield, same place.— Sheep Shearing
Table.—Max 5. 1S68.—The table top has a double in-

cline, and has straps to fasten the sheep ; one around
the girth, either one of the three at one end of the
table for the head, and the sliding bar, T\-ith trans-

verselv sliding blocks, for the hind legs. This bar is

drawn taut by the cord and windlass, secured by
ratchet and pawl.

Claim.—The sliding bar C. in conjunction with
the slots D, grooves E, the sliding fastening blocks
G' and G". the strap I, shaft J, crank K, ra'tchet L,
and pawl M, when arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

77,694.— Julius Wilcke, Xewark. X. J.

—

Pump.—May 5, 1868.—The cylinder of the double
acting pump' communicates at its ends with the ends
of a "valve cylinder in which is an intermittingly
'moving, tubular valve, reciprocated by the pressure
of the fluid in the main cylinder, upon the middle
diaphragm of the valve. The latter has on each side
of the partition ports, wliich act in conjunction with
openings in the side of the chamber in wliich it re-

ciprocates, to induct or educt the fluid.

Claim.—1. The combination with the pump barrel
A. having within it a reciprocating piston and valve
cylinder or chamber C, connected with the pump
barrel by end passages, a a', of a loose or independ-
ent valve, E, constructed ^s'ith an intermediate dia-
phragm, e, and separate suction and delivery ports
controlling separate suction and delivery p'oits or
passages in the valve chamber, as the valve is shot
by the pressure of the fluid at the commencement of
the retm-n stroke of the piston, substantially as speci-
fied.

2. The intermittently reciprocating valve E, with
its dividing diaphrag-ni e, and side inlets and outlets,
controlling suction and delivery ports in the valve
cylinder by the pressure of the fluid in the discharge
stroke of the piston, as specified, when said valve is

of tubular or cylindiical form, and made with splits
or divisions, H, to give to it an elastic character,
essentially as shown"and described.

77,695.—Smox Wing, Boston, assignor to him-
self and Eli E. Southward, East Boston, Mass.—
Hanging Sigjis or Banners.—May 5, 1868.—The
wind has passage through the susperided sign, which
is therefore less'agitated, rendering its inscriptions
more legible and its material more lastinij.

Claim.—Making the ground of signs or banners of
an open work or net work of twine, thread, silk,

cord, wire, or other material that will allow the free
passage of air, substantially in the manner and for
the pm-pose set forth.

77,696.—James E.Wixchell, Springfield, Ohio,
assignor to himself, L. A. SiMOXS, and G. C. Steele.—Corn Harvester.—May 5, 1868,—The machine cuts
one row at a time. Guides direct the stalks to the
pair of rotary cutters, one of which is serrated. The
stalks are fed and directed by the reel, and their
butts are carried towards the rear and received upon
the platform, the tops falling against a bar, which is

removed by the driver when sufficient has accumu-
lated. When released, the swinging aria retreats,
its rear end being guided by a slot'in a cam ; and
when the load has fallen, the counter-weight comes
into pla7 , returning by a peculiar motion which pre-
vents interference with the cut stalks. During this
return motion the rear of the swinging arm is^gov-
erned by another slot in tlie cam,"into which it is

guided by a spring.
Claim.—1. The" swinging lever or rest I, in com-

bination with the cam K, or its equivalent, for im-
parting to it the movements, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The corrugated roller G, arranged in rear of the
cutters, for delivering the stalks to the platform, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the roller G and the plat-

form H, substantially as set forth.

4. Providing the groove a' in the cam K with the
projection e", for holding the lever I in position, until

operated by driver, as set forth.

.5. The combination of the lever I, connected by
the arm a to rock shaft J, with the weighted arm m,
or its equivalent, for automatically returning the
lever to its position, substantially as set forth.

77,697.-TORWALD WiXTER, Boston, Mass.

—

Chair and Lounge.—May 5, 1868.—The end of the
lounge is formed by a chair seat, which is capable of
revolution on an axis so as to present the back in any
required direction.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrancrement of
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tbe rotary chair seat and back and the lounge frame,
substantially as shown and described.

2. Coinbiuing with a rotary chair seat rollers k,

supporting the seat upon a bed piece h, and enabling
the chair to be rotated upon said bed piece, substan-
tially as described.

77,698.—Chpjstian "Wolf, Danville, Til.—Horse
Collar.—Maj 5, 18G8.—The sides of the collar are
provided with tug hooks and rein rings, and are se-

cured by a yoke above and a fastening below. The
latter consists of a ratchet and spring pawl.

Claim.—The arrangement of a wooden codar A,
having the straps or plates B F and H, rein guide E,
and hold back rings secured to it, as described, with
the ratchet bar K, guide I, pawl j, and spring h, all

the parts being constructed and used as and for the
purpose speciiied.

77,699 U. a'. Woodbury. Morrisviile, Tt.—
Vegetable ^Yah^her.—Mayo, 1838.—The rotary dasher
revolves in the slotted cage which is slipped into a
bucket or tub of water.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted bucket A
E with the revolving frame a b b d, as described,
which can be used in any water vessel of suitable
size, for the x:)urx)oses specified.

77,700—C. E. Woodruff, ^S^ewbern, Tenn.—
Spur Wheel.—May .5, 1868.—The rim is made in two
sections perpendicular to the axis ; each section has
dovetail notches which correspond in the allied sec-

tions, so that the double dovetailed shank of the key
will hold the two togetlier. The key shanks also en-
gage with the dovetail ends of the spokes. Pins
hold the teeth in the wheels.

Claim.—1. The rim of a spur wheel, as constructed
and cast in sectional segments A A', united and
bound together by the double dovetail shanks a a of
the cogs B B, in the manner herein described.

2. The doable dovetail shanks a a of the cogs B B,
in combination with the sectional segments A A',
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the arms C C. the shanks
a a, the pins b b, and the sectional segment rim, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

77,701.—William Toungblood, ISTew York,
]Sr. Y.

—

Horse Collar.—May 5, 1868.—The collar has
two tubular portions divided by a partition which is

immediately beneath the hames and preserves the
filling from being destroyed.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an India-
rubber horse collar of tubular form, when said collar
is divided longitudinally by the thick India-rubber
partition a, forming an increased bearing surface for

the hames, as herein shown and described.

77,702.—Heixrich A. Zopff, Milwaukee, Wis.— Caliiiari/ Apparatus.—May 5, I1068.—The steamer
has a depression in the floor to catch and retain con-
densed steam and preserve the water below from
contamination.

Claim.—The tight bottom on shell D, containing
a recess E to catch the condensed steam and the raw,
ill-tasting vegetable water, and in-event this liquid
from falling into the water below, with cover G and
strainer H, substantiaUy as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

^

77,703.—AurxUSTUS B. Eelgemaker and Silas
L. Deukick, Buffalo, N. Y.—Portable Pipe Organ.—
May 5, 1868.—The front row of vertical pipes con-
nect witli the upper section of tlie wiud ciiest, and
the rear row of vertical pipes with the lower section.

The valve opeuings for the bass notes connect with
openings at one end of the valve chest by passages
to the divisions alternately.
Claim.—A compound wind chest D, having two

or more divisions e' e'^, each division liaving distinct
air ])assages to sui)ply a distinct set, row, or rows of
pipes, for the purpose and substantially as described.

77,704.—Herman Mengel, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Instrument for Measuring and Laying out Gar-
ments.—May 5, 1868.—The vertical and lateral scales

are graduated for obtaining the sizes and proportions
of the figure, being adjusted to agree with the meas-
ures as taken in the usual manner. At the upper end
are scales adapted to the width of the back and the
height of the shouhkr.
Claim.—In combination with an instrument hav-

ing laterally and vertically adjustable scales B B' C
D E the scales n, vertically adjustable in the instru-
ment, for laying out, on clotli or other fabric, meas-
ures for upper garments, operating substantially as
described.

77,705.—Antonio Pelletier, Washington, D.C—Cement for Hoofing, Artificial Stone, Coating
Iron, Wood, <£c.—May 5, 1868.—The oxide of cal-
cium, magnesium, or aluminium is mixed with the
chloride of the same; or the oxichloridc of zinc or
other metals may be used. The cement is composed
of moist woody fiber or hair, 8 ; sand, asbestos, or
mica, 4 ;

and oxide of zinc, 4 parts ; these are pow-
dered and mixed with chloride of zinc in solution,
30° to 3.32 Baume, to render it plastic. Other pro-
portions and equivalents may be used.
Claim.—1. Tlie chlorides of the alkaline earths,

true earths, and heavy metals, in combination with
the corresponding oxides of these, for the purpose of
prodaciug insoluble oxichloridc compounds, substan-
tially as described and set forth.

2. In combination with the oxides and chlorides,
organic substances, such as vegetable and animal
fiber, glue, hair, shoddy, substantially as described
and set forth.

3. In combination with oxichlorides and organic
sribstances, finely divided granulated fibrous or pul-
verized mineral ingredients of any kind, substan-
tially as set forth,

4. The above-mentioned composition, with or with-
out the incorporation or external coating with sili-

cate of soda, either by itself or ground together with
mineral colors, substantially as described and set
forth.

5. In combination with the cement composition,
for preventing its too rapid solidification, solutions
of stai'ch, gum, dextrine, sugar, gelatine, borax, or
sulphate of ammonia, substantially as described and
set forth

77,706.— Henry Arden, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Car Elevator.—May 5, 1868.—The car is passed be-

neath the frame and the hooks of the vertically
moving frames engaged beneath the sill. The chains
attached to the frames arc then drawn up by turning
their pulley shafts by means of the arms upon them
which are linked to a vertically raising bar. The
latter may be actuated by a screw or other means.
Claim.—1. The combination of the frame A, shafts

C, and arms G with the links e and rod /, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. 'The shafts C and pulleys D, in combination with
the ropes or chains E and beams E, or their equiva-
lents, all as shown and described.

3. The combination of the beams E and lifting

hooks b, or their equivalents, all as shown and de-
scribed.

4. The combination of the arms G, shafts C, and
pulleys D, all as shown and described, and for the
purpose specified.

5. The combination of the shafts C, pulleys D, and
ropes or cliains E, all as shown and described, and
for the purpose specified.

' 77,707.—D. S. Baker,West Bloomfield, :N'. Y.—
Stove Grate.—May 12, 1868.—The rotating grate rests
upon a fixed one beneath. The fingers facilitate the
shaking down of the ashes, and may be attached to
the upper grate or to a ring which is suspended over
the edge of the fire-pot.

Claim.—1. A rotating grate, h, having upright
fingers, ?n, in combination Avith the lower grate i,

constructed and operated in the manner substantially
as shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. Tiio combination of the fingered ring C, with
the tire-bos A, fingered rotating grate h, and the
under supporting grate i, constructed and operated
in the manner substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of a cylinder or fire-box, or its
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equivalent, with a fingered ring or bar C, as shown
and described, and for tlic purpose set forth.

4. The combination of rotating grate o with a

fingered ring, n, constructed and operated in the

manner as shown and described, and for the purpose

set forth.

5. In combination with said parts, as just described,

the fingered ring C, or its equivalent.

77,708.—Moses and William P. Bales, Lon-

don, Ohio.—Oora Harvester.—May 12, 18G8.—The
horse walks between two rows and the wheels run

outside of said rows which arc leaned outward by

the spreader plates, then pass to the rear of it and
in contact Avith a curved rod which assists in hold-

ing them while they are cut. They then fall for-

ward with the tassel toward the team, and are guided

by the tops of the spreaders to a dumping platform

in the middle of the machine. The oblique cutters

are placed in frames which give a " draw " motion to

the blades.

Claim.—\. The arran<;ement of gatherers E E',

spreaders E E', curved bar I, and central platform

O 0', for the purpose set forth.

2. The oblique sickles J J', lips j ;', oblique tongue
N, and.pivoted frames K K', combined and operating

in the manner explained.
3. The pivoted platform O', in the described

combination with the discharging lever P, arranged
and operating as set forth.

4. The cuiwed guide or rod E, in the described

combination, with the gatherers E E', spreaders F
F', curved bar I, and platform 0', for the purposB
specified.

77,709.—Joseph Beck, New York, IST. Y.—
Automatic Fan.—M.aj 12, 1868; antedated April 25,

1868.—Wings upon the fan dii-ect the current of air.

Tuc fan is operated by clockwork whose rotary

motion is converted to oscillatory by connection of

the crank to a lever which has a segmental cog-gear
which acts upon a similar gear upon a lever to which
the form is attached.

Claim. — 1. 'ihe employment of the fan C, con-

structed Avith the protectors b b and c c, operated
and for the purpose substantially as herein de-

siTlbed.
2. The arrangement and combination of the clock-

work G, the balance V with the crank W, the rod
X, the arm Y, the axle 7, the gear Z Z, and the fan-

shaft C, operated and for the purpose substantially

as herein shown.

77,710.— Benjamin T>. Beecher, Plantsville,

Conn., assignor to Luther Beecher.—Machine for
Threading Bolts.—May 12, 1868.-The blank is heated
and inserted in the guide tube and passes between
the Bcrew-threaded pressure dies, first entering a

' circular opening between the dies, and having the

scale rolled ofl" between the embossed surfaces of the
dies. The thread is formed by pressure of the dies

which rotate in the same direction.

Claim.—i. Arranging the cutting threads on the
surface of the dies, as herein described ; that is to say,

so that a portion of each of said die suiiaces shall be
left plain, for the purpose of gradually rounding the
blank, as the operation of threading it progresses,
and that the initial or commencing portions of the
several cutting threads shall follow one another in
succession, alt" substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the threaded part of the
die, the embossed surface k k', substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

77,711.—X. A. BOYNTON, IsTew York, assignor
to himsef and Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. Y.—Fen-
der liuig for Ileating Stoves.—May 12, 1868.—An
annular fender is placed around the base of the fire-

pot.
Claim.—A fender ring, situated at or near the

bottom of a fire-pot, with its outer edges turning
upward, so that the ring and the pot shidl form
together an acute angle, with its point toward the
base of the pot, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

77,712.—Joseph Buakeley, Bordentown, N. J.

—Drier.—May 12, 1868.—A condensing apparatus

is combined with the wood-drying kiln to form a.

partial vacuum therein.

Claim.—Combining, with a dry-kiln, both a con-

denser and an exhaust pump, substantially as and
for the i)urpose set forth.

77,7J 3.—Darius C. Brovvn, Lowell, and John
Ashworth, North Andover, assignors to D. C.

Brown, Lowell, Mas^.—Machine for Making Wire
Heddles for Loom Harnesses.—May 12, 18G8.—The
wire is straightened during its passage into the
machine ; seized near its end and drawn into position

to be presented to the doubling mechanism, which
seizes it by the middle after it is cut from tlie cgil,

and draws it into the mechanism for twisting it ; the
legs are separated to allow the entrance of the de-

vice which aids in the formation of the eye of the
heddle ; another mechanism passes between the legs

and aids the formation of the loop near the end of
the wire, the other loop being formed by the mechan-
ism which seizes the eye at the middle. Mechanisms
put the two longer and the two shorter twists in the
doubled wire. The loops are turned into positions

with their planes at right angles to the eye. The
surplus wire is cut off and discharged, and the heddle
delivered from the machine.

Claim.—1. The combination or machinery for
spreading the heddle-eye lengthwise, as described,
and also the combination of machinery for spreading
the heddle-eyc lengthwise, as specified, with mechan-
ism for forming such eye from wire, in manner sub-
stantially as explained, such mechanism for spread-
ing the eye consisting of tlie fingers q^ q'^, and
mechanism for operating them, as set forth.

2. The pressor K, as constructed, and provided
with mechanism for operating it, substantially as
described.

3. The combination of such presser R (providei
with mechanism for operating it, as described) with
the eye-former P, made substantially as described,
so as to form and spread the eye of the heddle as
specified, and with the next adjacent twisters, T "D",

to form the twists of the eye, as explained.
4. The mechanism or combination for straighten-

ing the wire during its passage into the machine,
the same consisting of the curved arm I, and its pins
m n, and the slider K, and its pins o o, the whole-
being arranged and appUed together and to the frame
of the machine, substantially in manner and so as to
operate as specified.

5. The arrangement of the latch lever k^ and the
cam m^ with the wheel L, its notch V, and the shaft
N, such latch-lever k^ being for estopping the wheel
L, as set forth.

6. The combination as well as the arrangement of
the nipping and cutting levers w x, and their oper-
ative mechanism, with the wheel L, such operative
mechanism being the plate O, and its cams z a', and
the springs &' c\ the stud d', the latch e', notches
/I

fif', the lever ?i^ stud o^, arm p^, and stud q^.

7. The combination for operating the dog S, or
moving it lengthwise on the pinion q^, such consist-
ing of the cam plate x^, and the studs y^ z^ of the
gear a^, and in combination with the cam plate x^
and its dog S, the spring bolt a^ and the notches 6*

C*, arranged as explained.
8. The combination of the pinion p^, the curved

rack q^, the lever r^, the cam s^, and the spring t^, or
their equivalents, with the retractor t^, combined
with mechanism for twisting wire, and having
mechanism for operating such retractor in other
respects, substantially as set forth.

9. The combination of the auxilliary twister V
(provided with mechanism for operating it as de-
scribed) with the two twisters T U, to operate-
together and with the retractor, and provided with
mechanism for operating them, as specified.

10. The twister T, as composed of the head cZ^, the
jaws or slides Z^ Z^, the flanged wheel/', the cammed
lever or slider E-', the studs irv^ vifi, and slots n'*

7i^, the whole being arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

11. The combination of the screws p^ p* with the
twister T, made substantially as described, the pur-
pose of such screws being to adapt the twister to
operate on wire of different sizes.

12. The application or arrangement of the slide
jaw i^, the lever m', and its spring n^, with the lever
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d^, applied to the bar c^, as and for the purpose spec-
ified.

13. The combination and arrangement of the
spring/^ or its equivalent, with the mechanism for
making the heddle, such spring, when the heddle may
be resting on the inner stationary jaw of the bar c^,

being used to press the heddle down a little, as and
for the purpose hereinbefore mentioned.

14. The combination of the discharger u^ (pro-
vided with mechanism for operating it as described)
with mechanism for making the heddle, as specified.

15. The conductor W, made substantially as de-
scribed.

16. The combination for actuating the tongue v^ of
the retractor i\ in order to enable a heddle to be
removed from the retractor, and the tongue to close
upon the next succeeding piece of wire introduced
into the retractor, such combination consisting of
the slider w^, the spring x^, the lever m^, and the
cam o2; also their combination with the retractor
and its tongue.

77,714. —Caleb Cadwell, Waukegan, 111.—
Harvester.—May 12, 1863.—A double lever is at-

tached to the tongue and arranged with one or more
notches, fitted to rest on the main shaft, to regulate
the position of the cutter bar when in use or moving
from place to place. A cam wheel is arranged to
work in an oscillating frame which works in combi-
nation with a lever to give motion to the cutter bar.
The motive lever is connected to the pitman with a
double joint, to avoid cramping the motion of the pit-

man. The cutter bar is adjustable in inclination by
levers, chains, and a catch.

Claim..—1. The double joint T, in combination
with the motion lever E, and pitman Y, arranged to
operate substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the oscillating frame Q Q,
cam wheel "W, strap i, motion lover 11, double joint
T, and pitman Y, aU arranged as and for the purpose
herein specified.

3. The lever a, attached to the tongue J, in com-
bination with catch c, chain 23, and rod 22, arranged
to raise the front of the harvester, as described.

4. The arrangement of the rods C D, brace Gr, lever
E, catch r, and shoe B', for raising the cutter bar TJ,

substantially as described.

77,715.—C. Chabot, Philadelphia, ':^ii.—Sewing
Machine.—May 12, 1868.—The looper sleeve has a
spiral slot traversed by a pin projecting from the
needle bar, so as to cause the oscillatory movemeut
of the said sleeve when it is prevented from vertical
movement by the latch. The latter is pivoted to the
lower bracket ; it enters a circumferential groove in
the sleeve, and is held in either position by an angu-
lai- headed spring bolt, which engages an angular
projection upon the latch. The throat piece has two
catches, one of which ^akes beneath the table plate,

and the other passes into an aperture in the spring
push piece. The latter serves to hold the throat
piece down when governed by the spring, and to
raise one end of it when thrust forward. The bobbin
is placed upon its arbor pin, and is held thereon by
the "embossed" spring, whose tension is regulated
by its pivot screw, and which may be swung around
to allow the introduction or removal of the bobbin.

Claim..—1. In combination with a removable and
replaceable throat plate, a push piece that fastens, un-
fastens, raises, and holds tip said plate, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the shuttle and its bobbin
the sx>ring i, when pivoted to swing laterally, and
embossed at both of its ends, for holding and allow-
ing the bobbin to be removed by the side movement
of the spring, as also for regulating the tension of
tlie boljbin thread by means of the set screw r, sub-
stantially as described.

3. In combination with the latch D the concealed
spring bolt t, for holding said latch in either posi-
tlon-^that is, open or shut—substantially as de-
scribed.

77,716.—Henky Ciiasibeiilain, Dayton, Wis.—
Store Window.—May 12, 1868.—The window may be
rotated to bring the outer side to the inside, for at-

tachment and removal of the Bhutters, or for other
purposes.

Claim.—The combination of the spring bar A, the
perpendicular bars ab c and d, the plate C and D of
a store window, -when constructed and operated sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

77,717.—Edwin Chesterman, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Edwin A. Eaton.—Boot
and Shoe.—May 12, 1868.— Improvement on his
patent, January 23, 1866.—Instead of interposing a
separate stratum of material between the upper and
lining, a single lining fabric is used, having a rough
or woolly side, which is placed next to the upper,
and a smooth side next to the foot.

Claim.—A boot or shoe, whether made of leather
or other material, having a lining fabric, one of
whose sides consists of a loose, shaggy, or woolly
material, when such shaggy side is placed toward
the upper or outside of the boot or shoe, for the pur-
pose of secm'ing warmth and ventilation, as speci-
fied.

77,718.— Paxson Coats, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Condenser for Spirit Stills.—May 12, 1868.—At the
lower end of the worm is a chamber, from which the
liquid passes downward, while the uncondensed
vapor passes upward through a vertical axial pipe.

Claim.-—The worm B, having its lower end b ter-
minating in the reservoir C, from which extend the
pipes E and D, the one up and the other down, in
combination with the vat A, when the same are con-
structed and arranged in the manner substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

77,719.—Marcellus Y. Cumming, "Winthrop,
Me.

—

Mowing Machine.—May 12, 1868.—The engine
is mounted upon a wheel carriage and operates both
the wheels of the same and the cutting mechanism.
The wheels of an additional truck are turned by chain
gear, to cause additional friction upon the ground.
Claim.—1. The combination of a cutting appar-

atus, M, a wheeled carriage, and a steam engine ap-
plied to both, so as to put them in operation under
circumstances and substantially in manner and for
the purposes as hereinbefore explained.

2. The combination of an auxiliary wheel carriage,
0, and mechanism as described, (viz., the chain E, and
wheels S S',) or its equivalent, for revolving its axle
with the mowing machine, its wheel carriage, and a
steam engine applied to both, so as to put them in
operation, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

77,720—J. D. E. Dahl, Milwaukee, ^Ti^.—Bed
Bottom.—Maj 12, 1868.—The bed bottom has two
frames, and the upper one has guide pins passing
through the lower one. Cords from the bottom of
each guide pin pass over a sheave, cross the ends
transversely bet'O'cen the frames, and, passing under ^
another sheave, are connected to the corner of the
upper frame, so that the bed is always transverselj
level.

Clai7n.—The combination of the frame B, provided
with the guide rods C and the frame A, with the
springs D, cords G, and phlleys E, all constructed
and arranged to operate as set forth.

77,721.—Martin A. Dilley, Mendon, Mich.—
Hay Raker and Loader.—May 12, 1868.—The der-
rick frame is attached to and runs on wheels along-
side the wagon, the rake teeth collecting the hay as
it advances. The driver, by means of a trea'dle,

brings the clutch in gear Avith a winding drum and
elevates the fork in the ways, when the shaft turns
and causes the rake to dump its load into the wagon
and return to its lower position, ready for duty.
Claim.—1. The hinged box e e and universal

joint j, in combination Avith the frame E, guide bar
K, and winding drum II, the several parts being
constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the j)urpose herein specified.

2. The arrangement ol' the lever Z, rod a, elbow
lever t, and rod h Avith the arm m and lever M, for
the purpose of automatically detaching the clutch ji,

as liereiu fully described, and for the purpose speci-
fied.

3. Tlie shaft E, provided with the arras L m m and
n, in combination with tlie cords b c and d, and
Aviudiug drum II, the several parts being constructed
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and arranj^ed for the purpose of elevating the hay-

fork described, substantially as herein set forth.

77,722.— Francis Ellershausen, Montreal,
Canada.

—

Furnace and Process for the Manufacture
of Iron and Steel.—M.ay 12, 1868.—The two furnaces
are separated by a bridge. One furnace has a cen-

tral crucible, and heats the contents through the side

of the same, and the other furnace gives a reverber-

atory heat to the top of the crucible. The crucible

is filled through a hole in the arch above it, and is

emptied through a tap-hole at its bottom. The cru-

cible is chiefly intended for the conversion of cast-

iron into steel by the admixture of -wrought or mal-
leable iron scraps. The contents may be puddled
thi'ough a working hole in the top.

Claim.—1. The furnace, in its novel combination
of two fire chambers b and I, separated by fire bridge
m, as shown in the two modifications, one chamber
being a crucible fire chamber, and the other a re-

verberatory fire chamber, both in connection with
the crucible i, all working together, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The process of smelting and refining metals in
large quautities and in short time, by the employ-
ment of a large crucible witTi discharge hole.

3. The puddling of cast iron in a crucible placed
in my furnace, and surrounded by fire, the product
being cast-steel, substantially in the manner de-

scribed.

77,'3 23.—Joseph S. Elliott, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and A. B. Cooley, same place.

—

Hasp Lock.—May 12, 1808.—The hasp falls into place
over the usual staple on the lower part of the trunk,
for instance, and the staple is engaged by the hook,
-\;\'hose notched inner end is then locked by a spring
bolt. The bolt may be withdrawn by pressure on a
projecting pin, after the tumblers are properly ad-

justed by a push key introduced at an opening above.
Claira.—The bolt D, operated by a spring / and

projecting pin i', as described, and the tumblers F
and G, secured within, and arranged to operate in

connection -with the said bolt and with each other, in
the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

77,724.—Alois Eschexlohr, Munich, Bavaria.—Seamless Leather Strap and Tube.—May 12, 1868.

—

The skin of the animal may be removed in a long
spiral strap either passing around the body trans-
versely or longitudinally, or the hide may be split

along the belly and the back, and axially ai'ound the
nose, the two sides connecting at the rump, and form-
ing a hide of double the usual length ; or the hide may
be removed in a cylindrical form and subsequently
cat into a spiral strap.

Claim,.—1. The method of skinning the animal
and cutting out the skin, as herein described, and
illustrated in Fig. 1, sh<3et 1, of the accompanying
drawings.

2. The method of skinning and cutting out the skin
of the animal, so as to form endless belts or straps of
great length, in the manner herein described, and
illustrated in Fig. 2, sheet 1, and Figs. 1 and 3, sheet
2, of the accompanying drawings.

77,725.—John Lyon Field, Kensington, Great
Britain..— Candle.—May 12, 1868.—The lower end of
the candle has a side projection, which is so formed
as to project into the space left between the candles
in packing. It is intended to enable the use of the
candles iu sockets of various sizes.

Claim.—A candle, having one or more ribs or pro-
jections near its lower end, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

77,726.— John Fin'n, Dccorah, Iowa.—Pan
jPormer.—May 12, 1868 ; antedated April 24, 1868.—
The edges of the blank are, one after another, placed
in the narrow slot, and the longitudinal and trans-
verse corners are formed by raising the hinged blocks.
Kecesses in the blocks allow space for the vertical
corners.
Claim.—1. The recessesE and blocks F, as herein

specified.

2. Extension block D and bolt and slot J, substan-
tially as described.

3. Lever or cam G, for the purpose set forth.

77,727.—Joseph Firmenich, Buffalo, N. T.—
Manufacture of Vinegar.—May 12, 1868. — The
ground grain is macerated in water for 24 hours, and
at a temperature of 150° to 160° F., and then passed
through smooth mill-stones, (termed a squeezer.)
The first grinding may be dispensed with. From
the squeezer the material is passed through a sieve
having wire gauze at toj) and silk cloth at bottom,
and from this to a sieve composed of line silk cloth.
From the last sieve the material is conveyed to the
filter, -u'hich consists of a number of slightly inclined
troughs or gutters, upon the bottoms of which the
starch is deposited. The starch is scooped up and
introduced into a tub, ^^here it is mixed with water
to the consistence of cream. To this 2 jier cent, of
sulphuric acid is added, and the mass allowed to
stand 12 hours, and then gradually added to an equal
amount of boiling water having a like proportion of
sulphuric acid. The whole is kept at a boiling tem-
perature until converted into glucose sirup, which is

ascertained by the mass becoming clear or by the
iodine test. After standing and cooling, chalk is

added at the rate of 6 per cent, to the starch, to neu-
tralize the acid, and the mass is gradually drawn off.

The mass is then fermented by yeast and converted
into vinegar in the " acetic" generator.

Claim.—1. The process of making vinegar from
grain and other starch-producing substances, as a
whole, substantially as herein specified.

2. As part ot the process of making vinegar, the
injection of steam into the digesting mass of meal or
gTain, as in the vats G and I, substantially as herein
set forth.

3. As part of the process of making vinegar, the
soaking and digesting of grain without grinding, as
in the vat I, substantially as herein described.

4. As part of the process of making vinegar, the
subjection of the soaked meal or grain to the smooth
squeezing mill J, substantially as herein specified.

5. As part of the process o'f making vinegar, the
method of applying the sulphuric acid, first with cold
water and then -n'ith boiling water, and the injection
of steam into the latter while adding the starch, and
until it is converted into glucose, substantially as
lierein specified.

6. As a part of the process, the method of conduct-
ing the vinous fermentation by successive additions
of yeast, first -weak and then strong, substantially as
herein described.

7. The arrangement of the sievesK and L, subatan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

8. The gauge valve m n, for drawing off the clari-
fied sirupy liquid, substantially as herein described.

9. The construction of the acetic generator, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

77,728.—HenryA. Hall, Boston, Mass.—Ankle
or Knee Guard.—May 12, 1868.—The "feelers" are
intended to prevent interference, or cutting of one
leg with the other hoof. They are usually cast solid
with the band, but in this improvement are made
separate for subsequent attachment.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an ankle

or knee guard, in which the band or belt is provided
-with a series of independent and separate feelers of
vulcanized rubber, constructed or formed in the man-
ner herein shown and specified, so that each feeler
shall be uniformly flexde in various directions.

77,729.-William Hall, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Lightning Mod.—May 12, 1868.—A coiled metallic
strip forms the lightning conductor.

Claim:—A continuous convoluted cylinder, con-
structed of sheet metal, wherein the sheet of which
it is composed shall extend more than once around
the axis in forming the cylinder, whether the same
shall be constructed over an iron wire or not, when
the same is made substantially as and for the pui^
poses herein set forth.

77,730.—Alexander Hamar, New York, IST. Y.—Iron Furnace.—May 12, 1868.—As the caloric cur-
rent leaves the furnace it is conducted into a mixing
chamber under the oven, and mixed with steam or
hydrogen, which escapes through rose jets. The
gases then pass into a combustion chamber, and pass
upward between the rectangular bed pipes of the hot-
air pipes, coming in contact -with the deflectors by
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which tho current is spread among the said pipes.

From the air pipes tlie calorie current passes iu con-
tact with a coil to superheat the steam therein, wliich
passes into a chamber containing charcoal and iron
fiUngs to generate hydrogen. A portion of the hy-

drogen passes into the mixing chamber aforesaid,

and the remainder passes into the tuyeres. The
steam pipe may pass within the blast pipe, to main-
tain the former at a high temperature.

Claim.—1. The method, herein described, of inject-

ing steam, superheated steam, or hydrogen into tho
oven, to mingle with the gases and increase their

heating effect on the hot-blast pipes.

2. The arrangement, in a lai'ge combustion cham-
ber, of the hot-air pipes, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

the hot-air pipes with the interposed deflectors r, for

the purpose described.
4. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

the mixing chamber, the combustien chamber, and
the hot-air pipes.

5. The arrangement, as set forth, of the super-

heating pipes/ in the combustion cliamber and above
the air pipes, for the purpose specified.

6. Tlie arrangement of the steam pipe within the
hot-blast pipe, to maintain the steam at a high tem-
perature.

7. The arrangement of the steam and blast pipes
in sets, at different levels, for the purpose specified.

77,731.—David M. Heikes, Franklin Town-
ship, Pa.

—

Clover Separator and Iluller.—May 12,

18t)8.—The clover, after passing beneath the thrash-
ing cylinder, is raised by an endless carrier to a rid-

dle, through which the seed falls upon a carrier

wliich takes it back to the huller, by which the seed
is liberated from the hulls, to be separated by the
fans and riddles.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the breaking device
e /, elevator G, riddle H, conveyer J, platform or
board I, hulling device k I, sieves M N Q, fans O P,
and delivering spout 11, all arranged substantially as

described.

77,732.—Nicholas Hiemenz, Buffalo, N. T.—
Beer Cooler.—Maj 12, 18tJ8.—Around the outside of

the ice chamber is a continuous trough with a gradual
descent. The beer follows this to tho discharge pipe
at bottom, and is cooled by contact with the sides

of the cold chamber.
Claim.—A beer cooler, composed of an ice cham-

ber A, having an open inclined trough C, formed
upon the outside walls thereof, in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as herein described.

77,733.—Edward R. Holzer, Philadelphia,
Ta,.—Scaffold.—May 12, 1868.—The posts are of sec-

tions scarfed together, are secured by screw bolts,

and have a ratchet upon one side, into which a pawl
of the platform engages. The posts are hinged to a
base.

Claim.—1. A scaffold, consisting of two or more
posts, A, each hinged to a base, B, restinj^ on the
ground, and to eacliof which is secured an adjustable
bracket, C, all substantially as described.

2. The grooves e, arranged in opposite sides of the
post, for the reception of the bent ends of the plates
on the brackets, as set forth.

77,734.—William Howard, TVatertown, IST.T.

—Cheese Vat.—May 12, 1868.—The space between
the outer and inner vats is filled with water, through
which passes tho flue from a fire chamber at one
corner.
Claim:—1. The combination with outer and inner

vats of a fire chamber and heat and smoke conduct-
ing pipes, ari'angcd about the sides of and between
the vats, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination with the heat and smoko con-
ducting pipes and vat of a damper, arranged as and
for the puri)osos set forth.

77,735.—H. Hunt, Delavan, Wia.—Gate.—Maj
12, 1868.—The opening cords are attached to levers
pivoted to the pulley, and their action is to draw
back the iiingo upright and raise the latch end be-

fore tho coru acts upon tho pulley to swing tho

gate around into an open position upon the holding
rest.

Claim.—1. The combination of the levers R R, pul-

ley 0, and cords F, arranged substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of pulley O, levers R R, pivots
I J, and cap P, arranged to operate substantially as
herein set forth.

77,736.-1. S. Hyatt, Rockford, lih—Tax Cal-
culator.—May 12, 1868.—A sheet is arranged accord-
ing to tlie rate of taxation ; a vertical row upon its

left hand indicates the units and tens, as the case
may be ; and to the proper figure upon this row the
sliding bar, having the hundreds marked upon it, is

adjusted. The amount of tax is read from the sheet
immediately over -the hundred. Upward projec-
tions upon the bar cover the place of mills on' the
sheet

Claim.—1. In combination with tax table A, con-
structed substantially as described, the sliding bar
B, operating in the manner and for the purposes as
set forth.

2. Providing the sliding bar B with the projections
b b, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. Rendering the sliding bar B adjustable in a di-

rection at right angles to the carrier E by means of
a slot and set screw, or their equivalents, for tho pur-
pose substantially as set forth.

77,737.—A.LVARADO Jones, Westford, Wis.,
assignor to self and A. A. Sage, same place.

—

Har-
row Teeth.—May 12, 1868.—A steel point is welded
to a piece of gas-pipe, to form the tooth.

Claim.—The hollow body B, in combination with
the steel i)oint A, in the construction of a harrow-
tooth, substantially as and lor the purposes set forth,

as a new manufacture.

77,738.—Blinn D. Joslin and Reuben A. New-
hall, North Brownville, Mich.— J5ed Bottom.—
May 12, 1868.—The ends of the slats are suspended
by links from the bedstead rails, and supported by
coiled springs, which rest upon a metallic truss-strip
beneath.

Claim,.—1. The truss D, provided with supporting
springs 3, when attached to slat C, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes described.

2. Tho combination of the trussed slats C with the
rod B and hooks J, upon the double coil-spring E,
for the purpose described.

77,739.—George G.Knowles, Wakefield, R.I.—Hay Spreader.—May 12, 1868.—The tedder reel is

revolved by gearing from the cogged rims on the
driving wheels. As each bar comes into its lower
position, its teeth are held vertically, so as to catch
the liay, and become horizontal as they reach their

upper position, in order to discharge the hay. These
motions are produced by the eccentrics and their

plates, which turn the triangular plates upon tho
tooth-bars.
Claim.—Tho combination of the eccentric plates

r r r r with the triangles t 1 1 t, and bars K V, as
and for the purpose herein described.

77,740.—Frank F. Landis, Lancaster, Pa.

—

Padlock.—May 12, 1868 ; antedated May 7, 1868.—
The lock snaps shut, and the bolt is held by a spring
lever. The key pivot pin forms an arbor on Avhich
the guard cylinder turns, the walls of the said cylin-

der serving to cut off communication between the
keyhole and the bolt. The jointed end of the winged
tumbler engages between two lugs as the cylinder
is turned, and a key-pin upon the key passes through
a liole in the rectangularly-bent guard plate, and by
acting upon the tumbler, retracts the hinged end
from between the lugs ; tlio cylinder is then turned
forward until the said end has passed over the in-

clined side of tho catch upon tho spring lever, and,
being reversed, it engages the straight side of the
same, and draws back the bolt ; the lock staple
must then be drawn out. or it will be re-locked when
the lever is allowed to spring back.

Claim.— 1. Tho rounded right angled chamber
or partition I, with its wall, 11, thickened and per-

forated, in combination with the hin<jed and winged
tumbler G E F, on its pivot/, with a cylinder, J,
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revolring freelr on the pin O, for the socket in the

key, arranged, 'and operated in the manner speci-

fied.

3. In combination -with said chamber, or partition

I H, and tumbler G E F, the arrangement of the

lerer C, with its hook I), in connection -with the

Bpring-lx)lt B, br the pin b, when actuiited in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

77,741.—Geosge T. L.vpe, Summit, If. Y.

—

Bridge.—May 12, 1866 ; antedated April 28, 1866.—

'The top plate of each voussoir is suitably curved to

form a section of the upper shell of the arch, and its

ends project transTerselv to opposite sides, so that

joints are broken between the different plates, A
center plate runs across the vonssoir. and the latter

has also a longitudinal rib. whose flanged bottom
runs parallel to the top plate. The abutting ends of

the Tousijoirs have dovetailed and rectangular Inter-

locking tongues.
Claim.—1. The construction of sections or tous-

soirs, consisting of abutting ends, flanges, rib, and
cross-plate, with tongues, grooves, and dovetails,

all arranged substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2. The construction of bridges, arches, (fcc, by
combining a series of sections or voussoirs, and
securing them to each other, substantiallj as herein

specified.

77,742.—WilliAM H. Leach, Uxbridge, Mass.,

assignor to self and Euadfokd Stetsox, same
place.

—

Tool Post for Latfie or Flaning Koxhines.—
May 12, 1868.—The tool socket has a universal joint,

with limited play, so as to present the tool in the

required direction. As the clamping screw is

brought do%vn upon the shank of the tool, it binds

it upon the ring of the socket, and at the same time
draws the segment of the sphere against its shell,

and stiffens the post upon its foundation.

Claim.—The construction of a tool-post, for a
lathe or other machine, with the joint A' B', in com-
bination with the collar C and set screw F, substan-
tiaUy as and for the purpose set forth.

77,743.

—

Saml-el X. Long, South Chatham, as-

signor to himself and Lr>"COLN B. Beaese, Barn-
stable, Mass.

—

Carter for Furniture.—ilay 12, 16G8.

—Anti-frictien balls are interposed between the
lower face of the sleeve flange, and the upper face

of the caster carriage. Channels in each surfetce

form tracks for the balls to travel in as the carriage
rotates on its axis.

Claim.—The combinatioa of the sleeve D with
the spindle A, with the plate B, having the groove c

and the opening g, all constructed, arranged, and
operating as for the purposes described.

77,744.—KOBEET H. Maetin-, .Staten Island, N-
Y.—Safety Hatch.—yLiij 12, lfec>8; antedated April
2.5, 1868.—To each hatchway is a vertical, sliding.

counterpoised guard. A retractable spring bolt upoli

the platform, in passing upward, impinges upon a
ratchet projection of the guard and elevates it, mak-
ing a clear way from the p»latform to the floor. As
the platform passes the floor the bolt is pushed back-
ward by a rounded projection, and the guard de-

Bcends. ' When the platform is descending, a bolt,

similar to the aforesaid, engages a ratchet tooth upon
the counterpoise weight and elevates the guard by
carrying the weight downward.
claim 1. The combination, with a hatchway-hoist

to the several floors, or any of them, of a warehouse
or other structure, of partially balanced or counter-
poised safety guards, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with rising and falling or
opening and closing safety guards, to a hatchway on
any or all of the floors of a building, of self-shooting
bolts on the hoist, operating automatically to open
the guards, both in the ascent and descent of the
hoist. essentiaUy as shown and des#ibed.

3. Providing the hoist with uivdpping or back-
locking gear to its self-shooting belts, for operation,
at pleasure, of the latter with any one or more of the
safety guards without lifting the others on interme-
diate floors, or for running th'e hoist up and down
the hatchway without stojiping at or raising any of
guards, sabstantirdlj as herein set forth.

77,745.—Thomas Maevix, Cambridge, Mass.—
Attaching Door Knobfi to Spindles.—May 12, 1668.

—

Eoch end of the spindle passes into a socket in the
knob, having a cylindrical surface, upon which the
escut<;heon fits. The escutcheon has a shoulder upon
which fits a disk applied to the inner end of the
knob. The disk is applied to the knob by turning
a i>eripheral flange back and down upon the neck of
the knob. The shank of the socket piece is square
in section, and fits into the knob mortise. One end
of the spindle is confined to its socket by a trans-

verse pin, and the other pin is adjustalJle in its

socket.
Claim.—The combination of the stationery escut-

cheons, the spindle, the spindle sockets, with the
shoulder h and flange i, the disks and the knobs, when
constmctetl, connected, and relatively arranged,
substantially as described,

77,746.—"William Mathewb, Troy Township,
Ohio.

—

Purifying Sorghum, Juice.—May 12, 1866.—
The cisterns are charged with filteiing material, and
are temporarily set on each other and on legs, so as
to discharge into each other in descending series.

Claim.—The improved filterer herein described,
composed of the vessels 6 c d, or theii- equivalents,
arranged and charged with filtering materials, sub-
stantially as described.

77,747.—Geouge W. Millee and Julius D.
Stevexs, Scranton, Pa.

—

Hub Fasteningfor Eecen,-
tries.—May 12, 16tj8.—Steel, wedge-shaped, tooth
dies are placed between the hub and its sliaft, and
the latter a^ clamped together as the wedge piece
between the dies is drawn outwardly, forcing the
dies apart.

Claim.—The dies C C, and which are secured
within the hub of the eccentric, and made to clamp
the shaft, by means of a bolt with a tapering head,
or other equivalent, as and for the purpose set forth.

77,748.

—

William Johxstox Miller, Gettys-
burg, Va..—Shutter Fastening.—^^j 12. 1808.-The
shutter catch is pivoted in the sill, a'nd tips freely to
lock the sash, but is opened from the inside by a pall
bar. which rotates the cam and depresses the catch.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination, in a
shutter-fastening, of the pull P, bent arm or trigger
E, rod j, spring i, catch b, and plate a, with its pro-
jecting catch, operating in the manner as shown and
desciibed, and for the purpose set forth.

77,749.—HypoLiTE Moxter, Paris, France.

—

Gas Burner.—May 12, 1868.—The air has passage
tkrough the grooves of the corrugated and fluted
glass cone or chimney rest. The ttilip is slipped
ui>on the tul>e beneath the chimney rest, and the air
passes between the points of its notched top and the
said rest.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a gas or other
burner, such as herein described, of an internally-
fluted cone or chimney rest, of glass or other trans-
parent material, surrounding the same, and a cap, E,
or its equivaleijt, the whole being constructed and
arranged as sjMJcified, so that air shall pass to the
flame through the interior of the burjier, between
the burner and the cone, and between the cone and
the chimney, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the burner, of the inter-
nally fluted glass cone and chimney seat, and the
corrugated and fluted glass tulip applied to the said
cone, in the manner and for the piu^Wbes shown and
specified,

77,750.—Hexey Mosgax, Springfield, Mass.—
Clothes-line Holder.—^l&j 12, J868—The line is

gripi>ed between a pulley and a seixated cam, both of
which are pivoted to the plate.

Claim.—The combination of the pulley A and cam
B with the gear c c, when arranged upon a plate. C,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
shown.

77,751.—BexJAMix L. Mott, .Jr., Pawtucket,
K. I.

—

CooL-ing Stove.—May 12, 1&6«.—When the
soot drawer is in place, its arched top forms a partial
division plate in the bottom of the flue, the smoke
passing forward over the arched plate, and reverting
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beneath it oa its way to the rear descending flue

Vertical plates on the end of the drawer, and on the
end of the arched plate, respectively, act in conjunc-
tion with the vertical rear plates of the stove to form
the rear flues.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the arched plate H with the soot d^a^^er GT, so as to

divide such drawer or the chamber E into two con-
nected or return flues, as set forth, and be movable
with tlie drawer.

2. The combination of the lip or flange a with
the partition or arched plate H, or the same and the
drawer G, to be appUed to the chamber E and flues

D E of the cover, as specified.

77,752.—George Murray, Jr., Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Meat Pounder and Ice Pick.—May 12, 1868.

—

The implement has a face full of projections to pound
meat, an edge for cutting, and one for scaling.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a combined
meat pounder, cleaver, ice pick, fish scaler, &c.,
composed of a rectangular-shaped plate, of cast or
malleable iron. A, one side of which is covered with
pointed projections, while from the other side pro-

jects a handle, B, and having one edge, C, and end, D,
sharpened, so to produce cutting edges, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

77,753.—Esau P. IsTewman, ISTew Albany,
Ind.

—

Churn.—May 12, 1868.—The breakers are sup-
ported inside the churn by the circular wire springs,
and are removable. The dasher has rotary recipro-

cation by a bevel wheel and segment rack actuated
by a lever. •

Claim.—The breakers J J J J and steel-wire
springs K K, as used in connection with the paddles
1 1 1 1 in churning butter.

77,754.—Charles ISToethlich, Muscatine, Iowa.
—Wagon LocJc.—Maj 12, 2868.—The pawl has a bell-

crank form, and is operated by a compound lever
whose upper end, when the pawl is disengaged from
the ratchet, lies parallel ^vith the curved end of the
main lever.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of the
angular lever G G', link E, and pivoted pawl D, in
combination with the bevel-toothed rack A, and
vibrating lever B B, the arrangement of the whole
being such that the pivot c can be thrown to the right
or left of the line x x, and when in one position the
pawl will be firmly locked without the aid of an aux-
iliary stop, and when in tlie other position, the pawl
will be unlocked, aU substantially in the manner de-
scribed and shown.

77,755.—Jaimes Ogden, Philadelphia, Ta.—Oil
Can.—May 12, 1868.—The oil-discharging and the
air-receiving tubes are closed by the backward ro-

tation of the spout ; when the latter is brought into
position for pouring, the former tube is in connec-
tion with it, and the latter admits air from the outside.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of a
can. A, pipe, G, socket, B, having openings, /audi,
and a plug, I), fitting the said socket, and having pas-
sages, e m, and a spout, E, all substantially as de-
scribed.

77,756.—Samuel Perry, Seaford, Del., assignor
to himself, and Jorm L. CovhBOR-i^.—Lifting Jack.—
May 12, 1868.—The lever is pivoted in the standard
and lifts the rack bar by means of the swinging link.

The rack is held at its elevated position by an upper
link, and by blocks in the rear betv/een "it and the
standard.
Claim.—The arrangcmeat of the standard A, with

its slotted arm C, through which passes the rack E,
and to which is pivoted a loop, d, said rack bein'^'

operated by the lever D passing through the stancl-

ard, and kept in position by the bar E and block c,

all constructed and used as specified.

77,757.—W. H. PiTELrs, Boston, Mass.—Sus-
pensory Bandage.—May 12, 18()8.—A silk net sup-
ports the scrotum which is slightly embraced by tlie

elastic upper edge of tlie net. A narrow bandage
is sewn to the net and follows the line of the septum
of the scrotum. Elastic bauds pass over the hips
aud are buckled in the rear.

Claim.—A suspensory bandage constructed and
adapted for being used substantially as described and
shown.

77,758.—Samuel Pitcher, Barnstable, Mass.

—

Medicine.—May 12, 1868.—Mixture to be used as a
cathartic. Coinposed of senna leaves, 20 lbs. ; bi-

carbonate of soda, 2 oz. ; essence of wintergreen,
51bs. ; extract of taraxacum, 1 lb.; sugar, 50 lbs.;

and water, 10 galls.

Claim.—1. The composition substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose as explained.

2. The process hereinbefore described for com-
pounding the ingredients of such composition, such
process embracing the tAVo operations of straining the-

liquor from the leaves, and subsequently obtaining,
by pressure of them, one extract, not obtainable by
simple infusion.

77,759.—William W. Potter, Buffalo, IsT. T.
—Stencil Plate.—May 12, 1868.—Each letter is on a
plate whose edges are bent over, so that it can be
slipped upon a slotted plate attached like a tongue
to a larger slotted plate. The letters are readily
changed to form different combinations.
Claim.—1. A slotted plate, A, attached to the

stencil plate B at one end, while the other end is fi-ee,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the slotted plate A, stencil
plate B, the C-formed letters sliding on plate B aud
the latch D, substantially as and for the puri>oses
described.

77,760 S. H. Rhoades, Clyde, Ohio, and WiL-
liaji Carroll, Hillsdale, Mich.—Horse Hay Fork.
—May 12, 1868.—The springs in the lower end of the
stock tend to retract the prongs within the case.
The springs in the upper part act upon the pawls
which engage the notched shank to retain the prongs
in their projecting or collapsed positions respect-
ively.

Claim.—1. The springs h' in combination with-
prongs E, for the purpose specified.

2. The catches a b and springs c d, as constructed
and arranged to operate in combination with the
shaft C, for the purpose specified.

77,761.—Charles Richmond, Memphis, Tenn.,
assignor to Gainor, Stiles &Co, same place.

—

Cot-

ton Planter.—May 12, 1868.—The furrow opener pre-

cedes, and a spur in its rear keeps open, the groove
between the flanges of the cylinder containing the-

seed. Stirrers in the latter keep the seed from clog-

ging and force it to the aperture. It is covered by
a drag bar.

Claim.—The adjustable flanges, whereby they caQ.

be separated or closed at -uill, for the proper distri-

bution of seed, the separators to keep the seed dis-

united, in order to distribute equally and regularly,
together with the hollow journals, allowing the whole
to revolve aud adapt itself.

77,762.—James Riley, Detroit, Mich.—Strata
Cutter.—M-dj 12, 1868.—The cutters are upon a hor-
izontal dislc which turns beneath the mouth of the
box. The feeder is journaled to a frame which may
be slid out when cutting roots.

Claim.—The arrangement of the sliding frame C
with feeder A', when used in combination with the
revolving cutter D and hopper L, and operated in the
manner substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

77,763.—Edward S. Ritchie, Brookline.Mass.-
Paint for Liquid Compasses, d-c.—May 12, 1868.

—

The pigment (such as dry white lead) is reduced to
proper consistence by mixture with albumen, and the
mixture immediately applied to the compass card.
The albumen is coagulated by a solution of lime, or

Claim.—ThSjappTlcation to a compass card, or
other articlCj^njWexposed to alcohol, or an alcoholle
mixture, as^sSset^PCJi, a paint composed of one or
more pigmentajgndTEoagulating material, (such as al-

bumen, for instance*) aud then, or subsequently, ef-

fecting coagulation of the vehicle, the Avholo bein^
substantially as and for the purpose above speci-

fied.
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77,764.—Ajstjrew J. Kock, Union Village, Va.
—Last and Shoe Holder.—}la.j 12, 1868.—The sup-

f)ortiag posts slide in the foot piece and have a regu-

ating screw. The jaws slide in a block and have a
similar adjustment. The height of said block is reg-

ulated bv a central, vertical screw.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

adjustable posts C, screws D, E, and K, blocks A and
G, when adjusted and operated with the adjustable

jaws J J, as herein described, and for the purposes
set forth.

77,765.—Stephen W. Eoof, IsTew York, X Y.
—Frame for Neck Ties.-May 12, 1868.—The frame
has wings to pass behind the lappels of the shirt col-

lar, and'a baud clasp in front by which the bow is

attached.
Ciaujz.—The combination of the frame A with the

clasp, made detached, as shown at B, or hinged to

said frame, as seen at C, when the feamc A is made
as shown, so that its ends, when in use, pass up un-
der the outer ends of the turn-down coUar, with
which it is worn, so as to hold it in its place, all sub-

stantially as shown and described, and for the pur-

pose specified.

77,766—Samuel I. Eussell, Chicago, 111.—
Sidewalk.—May 12, 1868.—The wooden foundation
forms the principal portion, and its upper surface
has dove-tail projections which anchor the superja-

cent mastic or asphaltum which forms the upper por-
tion of the walk.
Claim.— 1. The construction and arrangement of

sidewalks or other ways with Ixamework or supports,
or combined witli and covered by a surface coating
composed of coal-tar, and grooved, substantially as
specified.

2. The construction and arrangement of the walk
in sections, substantiaUy as described.

77,767.—EiLERT 0. SCHARTAU, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to Frank S. Juud and John G. Pow-
ell, same place.

—

Lamp Wick.—May 12, 1668 ; ante-
dated April 28, 1868.—The wick, of ordinary char-
acter, is protected by a perforated metallic cap.

Claitn.—A wire gauze or perforated metallic case,
of any shape, fastened permanently to the top of a
lamp "wick, of any material, or so constructed as to
be folded on it and detached at convenience, for the
pui'pose of guarding the wick from the carbonizing
eftect of the flame, thereby producing a clearer light
and a saving of wick and oil, as herein set forth.

77,768.—S. Franklin Schoonmaker, Xew
York, X. Y.

—

Transporting and Storing Grain and
ether products.—May 12, 1868 ; antedated April 25,
1868.—The closed rnetal-lined chamber is charged
with grain, cotton, or other product, and an arti-

ficial atmosphere of nitrogen is then injected to pre-
vent fermentation or generation of heat.

Claivi.—1. A closed chamber or compartment,
rendered impervious to aii- and gases by a metal
lining, so applied as to permit the free expansion and
contraction of the metal, substantially as and for the
pm-pose specified.

2. In connection with a suitably inclosed chamber
or compartment, nitrogen gas, when produced from
the confined air, by the ago'ncy of a chemical com-
pound and heat, without the production of carbonic-
iicid gas, substantially as and for the pui-pose de-
scribed.

3. I'roviding an opening or inlet, in connection
with an inclosed chamber, for the passage of exte-
rior air, to maintain, in the process, an equilibrium
of pressure within and without, for the purposes sub-
stantially as described.

77,769.—Anson Searls, New York, ?T. Y.—
Shaft Coupling fvr Carriages.—Maj 12, 1868.—The
thill iron has a slot which slips over the clip bolt.
A hook bolt passes through the clip iron, its lower
end engaging beneath the clip bolt and its upper end
having a nut, beneath which is a packing ring.

Claim.—1. The shaft hook A, with a recess, C, in
the back part of it, and hole for bolt I as set forth.

2. The curved T-head bolt I, for the purposes de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the bolt I, spring K, washer
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J, and nut E, in combination with the hookA and
pin B, substantially as described, and aU for the pur-

t forth.

77,770.—George A. Seaver, jSTcw York, :N'. Y.
—Cotton Bale Tie.-May 12, 1868.—The fastening is

a single wire, one end being bent to hook over the
other. By rotation backwardly the straight portion
is so exposed that the loop of the last fastened end
of the baud may be sUpped over it and be retained
as the bale expands, bringing it into locking posi-

tion.

Claim.—The construction of the tie or fastening,
substantially as described.

77,771.—Amos Shipley and Willia^i T Mer-
SEREAU, Xewark, X. J.

—

Instrument for Lighting
Gas, (£-c.—May 12, 1868.—A match is secured in the
end of the stock and is ignited by drawing back
the frame which carries the friction sm-face over the
match, the latter projecting conveniently for light-

ing gas.
Claim.—In combination with a standard, a mov-

able fi'amcwork, supporting the corugated lips,

when the same shall be constructed and operate sub-
stantially as described, for the pui-poses set forth.

77,772.—ShermenE. Skilling, Benton Harbor,
Mich.—Tit&e TFeZZ.-Mayl2, 1868.—The lower section
of the driven pipe is shod with a point and has a slot

for entrance of water. A coil of iron inside acts as
a strainer, and the distance between the coils is reg-
ulated by a nut on the end of the central bolt.

Claim.—The coil spring G, provided with the rod
H, the collars E and I, and the nut J, within the
pipe A, substantially as arranged, and for the pur-
pose hereinbefore described.

77,773.—Edward C. Sjhth andDAViD F. Wil-
cox, Greenville, IST. Y.—L>entistry.—:ilaj 12, 1868.

—To assist in withdrawing the impression from the
mouth air is introduced between the plaster and the
surface of the mouth. The tube passes through the
body of the cup, and the head of the hollow spring
pin 'is in contact Avith the palate. By pressing the
pin the air communication is made.

Claim.—1. The introduction of air between the
surface of the mouth and the material used in tak-
ing impressions for artificial bases for teeth by means
of air tubes T t, valve rod V, and spring S, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. In combination with the impression cup C, the
tubes t T, valve rod V, and coil-spring s, when ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
pm-poses set forth.

77,774.—WiLLiAii H. Smith, ]^ew York. N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Israel Hecker.—Sinkerfor
Fishing Lines.—May 12, 1868. — The conoidal end
pieces are attached by an axial bolt and as many in-

terposed annular disks are added as may be neces-
sary for tlie purpose.

Claim. — Making a sinker in two parts, and in
such a manner that sections or disks may be added
to or taken ti-om it, for the purpose of increasing or
diminishing its weight, substantially as herein set
forth.

77.775.—Lorenzo D. Snook, Barrington, ^.
Y.—Hop Trellis.—:^aj 12, 1868.—The posts have
hooks upon which the longitudinal and transverse
horizontal poles are laid.

Claim.—The horizontal poles D andE, when sup-

ported at right angles upon the upper sections B
of the stakes, as specified, by means of the hooks K,
and used in combination with the sectional stakesA
B, substantiaUy as and for the purpose set forth.

77,776.—George W. Southwick and John H.
GlLLETT, Scott, >.'. Y.

—

Shingle Machine.—May 12,

1668 ; antedated May 4, 1868.—The carriage is recip-

rocated in the plane of the saw by means of pinion and
rack. The carriage has a slidingframe and head block
on which the shingle blocks are secured and by whose
motion the feed of the block is eflfccted. An oscillating

lever operates the spring pawls which act upon the
ratchets to feed the block. The movement is derived
from a hand lever which gives an oscillation to the
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ways on Tvhicli the block slides so as to present the
latter to be cut heads and points alternately.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bar N, with its

grooves P P, through which pass the pins S S, said

bar being operated by the lever q for oscillating the
bar J through its arm K, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

77,777.—Edward Spaulding, Brooklyn, IsT. T.
—Process for Treating TFoorf.—May 12, 1868.—The
timber is subjected to great longitudinal pressure to

condense the cellular structure.

Claim.—The method of treating wood herein de-

scribed, consisting essentiallv in subjectingit to suf-

ficient pressure to change and compact the structure,

preparatory to the process of di-ying by artificial

heat, substantially as set forth.

77,778.—Thomas H. Spencer, Providence, E.
I., assignor to Charles L. Spencer, same place.—
Construction of Blaekiiig Boxes.—May 12, 1868.

—

The connecting link is jointed to the handle and to

the box ; when fully closed, the handle lies on the
lid. The oscillation of the handle raises the lid and
when the latter is vertical the handle is in the plane
of, and supports the box.
Claim—A double hinge, when applied to a black-

ing box and cover, in connection with a handle, sub-

stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

77,779.—Augustus Stanley, 'New Britain,

Conn.—Saw-Horse.—May 12, 1868.—One section lias

two rounds and the other but one, and that foims the
pivot ; the former slips into the latter, when the parts
are collapsed, but the rabeted edges of the two sec-

tions interlock when the saw-buck is extended.
Claim.—The folding parts A A, B, C, notched or

recessed across, and adapted to lock into each other,

and be rigidly confined at the proper angle by the
aid of the screw-brace D d d', or its equivalent, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

77,780.—Albert I. Thunell and John M.
Hedstrom, Buffalo, IST. T.

—

Rotary Steam Engine.
—May 12, 1868.—The induction port is in one end
of the shell and communicates with a curved groove
in the end of the piston hub, and the said groove
communicates by a longitudinal duct with a circular

groove at the other end of the hub, both grooves
communicating with the steam space. The eduction
port is through the periphery of the shell. Tlie

curved groove with which the induction port com-
municates is discontinued at one part to close the
said port when the piston -uing is passing beneath
the hinged valve.
Claim.—1. The arrangement ofthe concentric steam

grooves//', passage or passages <;, and blank n,

when combined with the piston head B, and steam
pipes E Gr, in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. In combination with the wing D, the spring slide

D', with right angled packing edge a, arranged and
operating as herein set forth.

3. In combination with the valve C, the crank arm
H, connecting bar I, rock lever K, and cam pin m
the whole arranged and operating as herein set forth,

77,781.—Jules Turel, KendaUville, InH.—Let-
tering Marble.—May 12, 1868.—Letters are cut in

the marble and a strip of metal placed upon the slab
projecting perpendicularly therefrom in tlie direction
of the width of the strip, and from the midheight of
the letters. A plaster cast is then taken and the
same being raised from the slab the projecting letters

are dressed off it, and the metallic strip being removed
the plaster is returned into position upon the slab

and the lead is then poured through the gate m.ide
by the removal of the metallic strip, and the letters in

the slab are filled, together with the divergent hold-

ing holes drilled in the bottoms of the letter-recesses.

The face of the marble and letters is then dressed
down.
Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-

scribed, for applying metallic lettering to marble or
other stone.

77,782.^T0HN J. Waldron, East Durham, N.
T., assignor to himself, Timothy G-. Palmer, and

Henry Brown.—Xiwgr-&oZ« for IFrt^ojis.-May 12,
1868.—A socket is formed in the plate which unites
the perch and head block ; the said socket receives
the king-bolt and forms a brace for the same, present-
ing an extended surface.

Claim.—The socket i!, projecting downward from
the plate/, that unites the perch c and bolster or
head block cZ, in combination with the king-bolt i,

that enters, at its upper part, said socket I, and is

retained by the nut o above said plate /, as and for
the purposes specified.

77,783.—David TValker, ITewark, If. J.—Blot-
ter.—May 12, 1868.—A thin strip of metal adapted
to be use'd as a ruler and paper cutter is attached to
the side of the l)lotter by tlie same wire v.'hich con-
fines the blotting paper to the holder.

Claim..—TJie strip of metal or hard substance a,

constructed, adapted, and attached to the blotter, in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

77,784 Russ B. Walker, Claremont, :N". H.—
Waxing Floors.—May 12, 1868.—The composition is

put on in powder and'left to be worked in by the feet
of dancers or others. It is composed of beeswax
20, paraliine 60, spermaceti 20, Prussian blue 2, and
linseed oil 2 parts, melted together, and when
nearly cold scented with oils of cinnamon, bergamot,
and lavender.
Claim.—1. The combination ofbeeswax, spermaceti,

•and paraffiue, or its equivalent, in such proportions
that the wliole may be reduced to powder, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. 'The method or process herein described of wax-
ing floors by sprinkling thereon a waxing material,
when the same is in a dry and pulverized or pow-
dered state.

77,785.—James Weathers, Greensburg, Ind.
—Attaching Hubs to Axles.—The thimble at the in-

ner end of the spindle has a flange through whoso
lower end a bolt passes. The other end of the bolt
has an eye traversed by a bolt which passes through
the axle and seiwes also to secure the hounds.

Claim.—The thimble B and skein E, cast of one
piece, the former provided with a flange, h, and se-

cured to the axle A by means of the bolt /and rod
g, all combined, arranged, and used substantially as
specified.

77,786.—E. Z. Webster, Louisville, Ky.—>S'«or5

for Railroad Cflrs.—May 12, 1868.—Valves admit
air to the fire and to the heating chamber respect-

ively, and regulate the supply to each. Eising in
the furnace the air dives again, and the smoke and
gases pass out by a central flue beneath the floor.

The jacket around this flue conducts the heated air

from the hot-air chamber of the stove to register
openings in the car floor. A charging chamber,
witli a'slide valve above and below, is the means of
introducing coal without exposing the fire and per-

mitting the escape of smoke into the car.

Claim.—1. The slides M and 0, in combination
with the hopper N, for supplying coal to the furnace,
substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the furnace A, casing H,
valves I and G-, smoke and hot-air flues D and K,
slides M and O, and hopper IST, for the piu'poso and
substantially as herein specified.

77,787.-Samuel Wehrly, San Erancisco, Cal.

—Trunk Lid Supporter.—M.aj 12, 1868.-The metal-
lic catch upon the lid engage's a hole in the spring
attached to the inside of the back of the trunk, aud
serves to prevent the Ud from sliutting, or undue
oi)ening.
Claim.—1. The spring B, having a hole, a, near its

upper end, for the purpose of receiving the point D,
su!)st!intially as described.

2. The catch E, having a point, D, formed by mak-
ing a slot on its top, subatantiallv as and for the pur-

pose described.

77,788.—Patrick Welch, New York, K Y.—
Frame for N'eck Ties.—May 12, 1868.—The middle
of the frame, to which the bow is attached, is slotted,

so that it can be entered from below and pressed up-

ward behind the shirt button. An elastic loop, from
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its lower portion, is then placed over the button to
hold up the frame.
Claim.—The neck-tie frame, formed with a slot

rnuning- from the upper part down the center of the
body, for the pui-poses and as set forth.

77,789. —John E. Williams and Michael
Lemox, Bingliamton, IsT. Y.

—

Churn Dasher.—May
12, 18()8.—The tubular staff has a double flap valro
at bottom which admits air to a recess beneath the
crucial dasher. Tne air passes from the recess
through holes having radial exit through the ends of
the dasher arms.
Clai:n.—ThQ combination of the dasher A, cen-

ter-hinged valve F, Iiollow shaft or dasher rod C,
and oblique openings E E ili rough the edges of the
wings, all being cousj-rucwd bubstantially as herein
described and represented for the purpose set Ibrth.

77,790.—Jonx I. "Williams, Etna, 'Pa.—Boiling
and Puddling Furnace.—May 12, 18G8—The holloAV
boshes form channels to conduct a supjily of water,
and obviate the use of "fixing" for protecting the
sides of the said boshes which are exposed to the fire.

Claim.—1. The hollow cast-iron Avater-chill boxes
a rt of a puddling or boiling furnace, made with
rounded back corners, and jambs b in front, substan-
tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore described.

2. The use of hollow water boshes or boxes, con-
nected with a water reservoir or tank, of suitable
capacity to keep up a circulation of warm water, as
well between heats as when the fm-nace is in opera-
tion, substantially as hereinbefore described.

77,791—L. "W. Wolfe, Jacksonville, HI.—
Scat for Vehicles.—May 12, 1868.—The sides and
back are dovetailed into connecting, curved, metal-
lic corners, co which the top jjrops may be attached.

Claim.—The arrangement of the seat A with the
hollow concavo-convex metallic corners B B, as
herein described, all constructed and used substan-
tially as set forth.

77,792.—Geokge T. "Woodbury and Thomas
BuRCH, Xewark, IN". J.

—

Finishing Skins and
Leather.—May 12, 1868.—The indentations, similar
to those in the grain of hog-skin, are engraved upon
a soft steel cylinder, and "the cylinder is then hard-
deued. The pattern is transferred by pressure to a
soft steel cyhnder, which is subsequently hardened
and used to impress the pattern upon leather.

Claim.—1. A metallic or other roller, provided
with such marks, prominences, and depressions as
wiU produce, when passed over leather, under pres-
sure, an imitation hog-skin.

2. The means of producing an imitation of the
dressed skin of a hog upon leather adapted thereto,
by the use of a roller, prepared and employed sub-
stantially as (described.

3. An imitation hog-skin, when produced by the
use of a metallic or other roller, having engraved,
indented, transferred, or otherwise prepared upon
its circumference, such marks, depressions, and pro-
jections as will secure a representation of the marks
left by the removal of bristles and otherwise, when
pressed upon and revolved over leather, the whole
substantially as described.

77,793.—Howell "W. "Wright, Taunton, Mass.,
assignor to Eeed and Barton, same place.

—

Alloy
for the Manufacture of Spoons and Forks.—May 12,
1868.—Composed of nickel 1 , and copper 3 parts.
Claim.—The withiu-descrbed alloy, or composition

of metals, or any other substantially the same, all as
and for the purposes set forth.

77,794—Eel-ben Zider, El Paso, IW.—Railway
Chair.—^slay 12, 1868.—The rail is held between the
two clamps which embrace its base fllange, and are
forced against the rail by the pressure against their
inclined .surfaces of the inclined sides of the cavity
in the chair. The clamps are held down by pieces
which are retained by spikes passing through them
?.nd entering notches in the clamps as they pass
hrough the chairs. A Avedge is driven between the
ciamps and beneath the rail, after the spilvcs are
driven.
Claim.—The arrangement of the clamps B B and

key D with the chair A, the several parts being con-
structed substantially as described, thus forming an
improved railroad chau'.

77,795.—Federal C. Adams, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Cupola Furnace.—May 12, 1868.—The peculiar
form given to the cupola is to keep the stock up un-
til melted. Above the cupola is a domed top which
deflects the heat. The air blast becomes heated be-
neath the outer casing before passing through the
tuyeres.

Claim.—1. The general shape of the interior of a
cupola furnace, as described ; that is to. say, grad-
ually contracted from the bottom to a point above
the tuyeres, and thence gradually enlarged to the top,
as shown.

2. The heating chamber A above the cupola, pro-
vided with openings B and door C, with the base-
wall H projecting over the hning, substantially as
shown.

3. The au-heating chamber F, under the wall H,
and between the linini^ and the outer case, with the
openings for the introduction and discharge of air,

substantially as described.
4. The plate J in the chimney, with its smoke-

passages, substantially as shown, and for the purpose
described.

5. The outer case L, forming a blast-heating cham-
ber ^, surrounding the cupola, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. The partitions O 0^ 0^ 0* in the blast-heating
chamber N, substantially as and for the purposes di3-

scribed.
7. The space or chamber between the lining E e

and the inner case, for the purpose of cooling the
back of the lining, or heating the blast, substantially
as described.

8. The cupola lining E e, composed of an iron
I)late or plates covered with fire clay or other non-
conductor, as described.

9. Arranging the tuyeres in a cluster, as shown bv
P Q R S T.

10. The arrangement of tuyeres on an angular or
spii'al line, as sho\A'n by the combinations P Q It S or
ESUV.

11. The tuyeres set at an angle to a radial line, as
shown at W, for the purpose of'creating a tangential
or vertical blast, as described.

12. The arrangement of tuyeres, having the same
size at the outlet, one above the other, in regular or
irregular order, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

13. The tuyeres YY projecting beyond the lining
toward the center of the cupola, as described.

14. The employment, in a cupola furmice, of slotted
tuj^eres for the admission of the blast.

15. The slotted tuyeres constructed with the lower
part of the outer end wider than the upper part,
and projecting beyond the lining, substantiaUy as
shown.

16. The horizontal slotted tuyeres, constructed sub-
stantially as shown.

17. Tlie upright center tuyere Z, surmounted by a
cap, Z', whether introduced through the bottom or
from tlie sides of the cupola, substantially as de-
scribed.

18. So arranging the tuyeres of a cupola furnace,
as to employ a greater number below than above, for
the purposes described.

19. The upper row of tuyeres "W "W W, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

20. The combination, in the same cupola furnace,
of tuyeres of different shapes and sizes, and located
above and below each other, substantially as set
forth.

21. The inclined supports of the cap of the center
tuyere Z, for the purpose of introducing the blast
with a vertical motion, as described.

22. In a horizontal series of tuyeres applied to a
cupola fVirnace, constructing the inlets of unequal
size, as described.

23. In a series of tuyeres, placed one above the
other, making some of"them with the outer end of
greater diameter than others, while the inner end
remains of the same diameter, as described.

24. Tiie horizontal line of tuyeres FJ, R^ P, T, S,

S^, and S^, increasing and diminishing, substantially
as shown.
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77,790.—Alonzo Benedict, Albany, N. T.—
Carriage-Pole Ti^.—May 12, 1868.—The metallic tip

has a socket to receive the end of the carriage pole,

and an upwardly and forwardly curved horn for the
ring- of the neckyoke.

Claim.—A pole tip, A B, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

77,797.—"William L. Blaisdell, Port Byron,
-^.Y.—Shaft for ?c7ades.—May 12, 1868.—The thill

is connected to the cross-bar by a metallic shoe which
gives bearing to a spring trace hook. The latter is

drawn outward and turned when attaching the trace,

a plate and spiral spring acting respectively to draw
the hook inward and to turn it to the proper position
"when released.

Claim.—1. The hollow foot B, of iron or other
metal, when arranged as described, for the purpose
of uniting the shaft and cross-bar.

2. The combination of the hook D and shoe E with
the springs e and F and foot B, all arranged and op-
erating substantially as described, for the purpose set

forth.

77,798.—Isaac J. Bogert, Fayette, assignor to

himself and S. C. Crosby, Manchester, Iowa.

—

Stump Extractor.—Maj 12, 1868.—The two lifting

chains occupy the grooves upon the periphery of the
windlass drum, which is operated by a pawl lever,

and held by a catch pawl. The frame stands upon
pivoted feet.

Claim.—1. The combination of the head block or
frame A, inclined legs B and C, cylinder F, and
toothed wheel Gr, with each other, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

2. In combination with the above, the feet IST piv-

oted to the lower ends of the supports B, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the lever I and hooked pawl
J with the toothed wheel G, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

77,799.—Charles L. Browne, 'Washington, D.
C—Flame Aerator.—May 12, 1868.—The crescent-

shaped plate is attached to rings which are slipped

upon the burner. The plate is formed by bending up
a curved strip of metal so as to form a sharp edge
beneath, and leave a groove above, along which the
air passes into the flame.

Claim.—The wedged-shaped bar a a a, grooved on
its periphery or exterior edge, and so placed on the
burner that the ends or mouths of the groove are

below the lowest point of combustion, substantially

as and for the purposes herein described.

77,800. — Edward M. Carpenter, Middle-
town, N. Y.

—

Suspension Bridge.—May 12, 1868.

—

The w^edges are inserted in the openings between the
upper parts of the nearly rectangular truss sections,

and the bolts pass throu^-h the wedge blocks, and
through the lower ends of the uprights.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the frame of a bridge, of separate sections, B B and
B', in combination with the wedges F F, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

2. The wedges FF combined with the screw-rods
e and nuts g, suljstantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

77,801.—De Lance Cole, Marshall, 'm.—Exten-
sion for Tables.—May 12, 1868.—To a common fold-

ing leaf, rectangular, table are applied two leaves
which are connected thereto by dowel pins and bars,

and Avhose outer ends arc supported by legs wlioso
heads slide between cleats beneath the said leaves.

Claim.—The combination of the extension leaf or
leaves F, provided with legs H, dowel pins G, and
supporting bars I, with the hinged leaf or leaves I)

and slotted side bars of the frame A of an ordinary
table, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

77,802.—James W. Davidson, Mount Aubm-n,
JW.— Wlieat Drill.—M.aj 12, 1868.—The runners or
openers are pivoted at the fore end, and connected
to each other and to a transverse bar at tlie rear
end ; and the forward end of the seat is supported by

.

legs resting upon said bar so that the driver, by his

position upon the seat, regulates the depth at which
the seed is dropped. Each opener is followed by a
wheel which presses the seed down to the proper
depth. The wheels serve to sustain the machine, and
areplaced upon two rotating axles to assist in turning.

Cflaim.—1. The seat K, when its forward end is

supported upon the adjustable cross-bar C, carrying
the seed tubes by the bars M, all arranged as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The adjustable shoes B, when provided with
short vertical tubes at their rear ends to receive the
flexible tubes D, said shoes being held in place and
connected to each other by means of the cross-bar C
secured to the short tubes, all arranged as described
for the purpose specified.

77,803.—Henry G. Dayton, Maysville, Ky.,
assignor to Eichard H. Collins, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Tobacco Pipe.—May 12, 1868.—The metallic case is

bottomless, and receives the clay bowl secured there-

in by the metallic end of the stem.
claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a

bowl, D, with a perforated side, so that it can be in-

serted into the main bowl of a pipe.
2. A tobacco pipe, consisting of a bowl, A, with-

out a bottom, and with a socket, B, of a removable
bowl, D, which is held in place by means of the tube
C, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

77,804.—Lyman Derby, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Thill Fastener.—Maj 12, 1868.—The thill iron passes
vertically through the pivot pin, and is retained by
a spring catch taking beneath the outside of the pin.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slotted bolt G
with the ear-pieces B, Avhether attached to the clip A
or jack plate, for securing the clip upon the axle, as
sometimes used for the purposes hereinbefore set
forth.

2. In combination with the slotted bolt C, the ten-
oned or wedge-shaped thill iron E, having an oblong
hole, F, in it, substantially as hereinbefore set forth,

and for the purposes described.
3. In combination with the tenon-shaped thill iron

E, having a slot or hole, F, in it, the spring-latch G,
substantially as described and for the purposes set
forth.

77,805.-Gustave de Villepoix, Abbeville,
(Somme,) and Joseph Francois Bonnaterre,
Paris, France.

—

Liquid Extract from Vegetables.—
May 12, 1868.—A distillate of 7 gallons is made of the
following : water, 16| galls. ; salt, 4 lbs. ; turnip, 36
lbs. ; leeks, 16 lbs. ; onions, 1^ lbs. ; celerv, 6 lbs.

;

parsley, 1 lb. ; cloves, 200 ; and 8 small tubers of
garlic. The distillate is added to salt, 24 lbs. ; and
refined sugar, 16 lbs.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, the
herein-described liquid extract of vegetables, as and
for the purpose described.

2. The herein- described process for preparing the
said liquid extract of vegetables, as and for the pur-
pose described.

3. The combination with the said liquid extracts
of A^egetables, of a solution of salt and sugar, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

77,806.—Jean Maurice Dufournet and Louis
Clemendot, Paris, France.

—

Preserving the Wood
of Coffins.—Maj 12, 18()8.—The wood of which the
cofiin is composed is coated with imperAnous, anti-
septic composition, and the cofiin is coated inside
witli paper that is coated inside and outside with
metal.

Claim.—1. Hendering the wood indestructible by
coating it over with any antiseptic matter.

2. Covering the coated wood witli metallic sheets
or suitably prepared papers so as to obtain perfect
air and water-tight surfaces, substantially as and for
the purpose herein specified.

77,807.—John Elbertson, Kirkville, Mo.

—

Corn Planter.—Maj 12, 1868.—The seed roller is

turned by a rack or strap connection with the verti-

c illy moving staff whose lower end acts to puncture
tlie ground.
Claim.—1. The combination of the rack e, gear e',
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plate t, and roller C having one flat edge, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. "in combination with the parts above referred

to, the slide D and tube A, when all said parts are
constructed and arranged so as to operate together
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

77,808.—"WiLLiAJi H. Fish. Jr.. Scarsdale, N.
Y.—Corn Planter.—:^aj 12, 18G8.—The fore Avheel

is upon two yerticallv-adjustable arms. The seed
slide is operated by a" lever actuated by pins upon
the side of the ground wheel. The seed drops into

a short spout, which is closed at bottom by a valve
that is actuated simultaneously with the s'lide, and
allows th immediate fall of the corn brought to the
spout by the previous movement of the slide.

Claim.—1. The valve c in the spout I. when ar
ranged in connection with the seed slide H, so as to

be operated therefrom, substantially in the manner
as and for the purpose speciHed.

2. Tlie fitting of the small front wheel D in an ad-

justable frame, JE, secured to the front part of the
frame A, in the manner substantially as and for the
ptirpose set forth.

3. The combination of the two frames A E, when
used in connection with a seed-dropping mechanism,
substantially as shown and described.

77,809.—THOiiAS Flixn, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Water Indicator and Alarm.—May 12, 1868.—The
float is attached to the lower end of a vertical rod
sliding in a cylindrical case upon the boiler, and,

through medium of another rod, acts upon a bell-

crank'lever connected with a whistle valve to cause
the whistle to soimd whether the water be much too
high or too low. The height of the water is seen
through a transparent part of the case by the posi-

tion of a pointer upon the rod.

Clairii.—1. The arrangement of the rods E and F,
connected so that the upper suspended rod F will

only be operated by the lower floating rod, when the
water in the boiler is at too high or too low a level,

substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The roil F, when operated as described, in com-
bination with the levers G H and with the valve B,
all made and operating so that the valve will be
opened both when the rod F is raised and when it is

lowered, as set forth.

3. The above, in combination with the pin /, or
other indicator on the floating rod E, whereby the
apparatus is provided with an index, as set forth.

77,810.—"William S. Ford, Clinton, HI—Bridle
Bit.—May 12, 18G6.—Each end of the mouth piece is

attached 'to a dov/nwardly flai-ing tubular piece
thi'ongh which the ends of the cheek straps pass,

twisting around 90^ to bring the end into position

for attachment of the rein.

Claim.—The tubes B B. when formed as described,

in combination with the bit mouth A and cheek
straps C C, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

77,811.—A. J. Going, Clinton, J.a.—Corn Plan-
ter.—May 12, 1868.—The planter has a jumping cut-

ter or colter enabling its u.se in rooty ground.
Claim.—The arrangement of the colter D, fur-

row opener E, and standard F, with the beam B, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

77,812.—Lewis Griscom, Mahanov Plane, Pa.—
Bathe.—May 12, ISCS.—The cross-feed screw has a
pulhy upon which is coiled a band whose other end
is attached to a bar fixed to the shears, so that the
transverse feed shall bear proportion to the longitu-
dinal feed, and be actuated thereby.

Claim.—For operating the cross-feed screw of a
lathe, t'.ie coml)inatiou of the feed-screw with the
pulley E, band b, bar J, or its equivalent, all sub-
stantially as described.

77,813.—E. L. Hagau. Empire Citv, Col.—Chart
Boiler.—May 12, 18o6.—Tlie case receives a number
of i-oUer chai-ts wldch are drawn up by cords in a
similar manner to a window shade.

Claim.—The chart-roller constructed as described,

consisting of the case C. having the hinged lid H,
and adapted to receive the chart rollers B, said chart

gassing through the curved opening E, their operat-

ing cords F passing through separate openings in
front of the chaits, as herein shown and described.

77,814.—TTiLLiAM P. Hajilix, Exira, loAva.-
Liniment.—May 12, 1868.—Intended as an outward
application for wounds and bruises. Composed of
alcohol, 1 gall. : gum camphor, \ lb. : sugar of lead,

i lb. ; water of ammonia, 1 lb. ; spirits of turpentine,
1 quart; and water, 1 pint.

Claim.—A liniment, formed of the ingredients, in
the proportions, and in the manner substantially as
herein described.

77,815.—.Joseph S. Hoskixs. Spring Hill, Mo.—
Hemp Breaking Machine.—May 12, "l868.—In a
main frama are sot rollers, in the peripheries whereof
are a number of sharp pins, similar to those in a
hackle, and through these teeth the hemp is fed to
adjustable swords. These are disposed in three
series parallel to the feed rollers ; one series rigidly
stietched across the frame ; another mounted upon a
lifting frame, and, having a vertical reciprocation
therewith, bringing the swords borne in the lifting
frame upon and ofl" the third series, which is mounted
upon springs attached to the main frame.

Claim.—1. The lifting-frame F F', carrying the
swords C. the swords D'upon the frame A' and the
sv>-ords E upon the springs G, secured at g to the
frame, and passing beneaifh the rollers B, all con-
structed and operating as described for the purpose
specified.

2. The lifting-frame F F', swords C D, yielding
swords E. and springs G, in combination with the
whipper Q, feed rollers B. pawl E, and oscillating
bar P. substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

3. The whipper Q, substantially as above set forth
and described.

4. The oscillating bars P, carrying the whipper
Q in their forked extremities, in the manner and op-
erating substantially as above set forth and described.

5. The pawl R, in combination with the ratchet
T and oscillating bar P. operating substantially as
above set forth and described.

77,816.—August W. Here, Chicago, El.—Pire
Proof &//e.—May 12, 1&68.—The inner and outer
boxes have a grooved joint between the lid and body
of thf- box, and the space between them is packed

!
with a non-conductor in which are placed water
tubes to supply steam in case of fire.

Claim.—The fire-proof box. consisting of ca.se A
and box B, each constructed and arranged, and both
combined as described, the spaces between the same
being provided with water evaporators, arranged in
the manner herein described, or in any other suit-
able manner, and filled with fine salt or other bad
conductor of heat, substantially answering the pur-
pose herein specified, all com'biued and operating
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purposes set forth,

77,817—S. E. HiGGixs, Parma. :mch.—Hay
Baker and Loader.—'^ixj V2, 1858.-The rake teeth
have radial movement by their ovvm weight and cam
plates, and coUect the hay which is compressed be-
tween rollers, and raised *to the wagon between an
endless earner and a guard frame.

Claim.—1. The two rollers B H. in combination
with the endless carrier D, guard F, the adjustable
frame C, and the main frame A, aU constructed and
arranged to operate in the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The revolving rake or picker G, in combination
with the rollers B H. arranged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

3. Constructing the revolving rake or picker with
moveable rake bars t, arranged so as to be operated
by the curved plates u and their own gravity, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

77,818.—Otto Jacobi, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Manufacture of White Lead.—^ay 12, 1868.—The
converter acts in conjunction with a vinegar-making
apparatus and a furnace. The heat of the furnace
causes vapors to arise Irom the vinegar mask and
travel toward the vinegar apparatus, whence the
acetic acid passes to the chambers containing the
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lead and converts it into acetate. Carbonic acid is

then conducted into the com-erter to change the
acetate to carbonate. The lead is contained in small
wooden boxes with perforated sides.

Claim.—1. An apparatus for producing carbonate
of lead, consisting- of the furnace A, boiler D, con-
verter G-, and of the perforated boxes 1 1, or their
equivalents, all made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The device set forth in the foregoing clause, in
combination vrith the vinegar apparatus F, arranged
within the converter, as described.

3. The pipes I> and J, in combination with the
converter G, all made and operating as described,
the pipes being provided with dampers c and d re-

spectively, as specrlied.

77,819.—Charles Kkebs, TVest Springfield,
Mass.

—

Countersink.—May 12, 1868.—A wing on the
end of the tool is twisted into a spiral, conical
shape so as to form a countersink.

Claim.—A countersink, having one or more bent
lips, when constructed substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth.

77,820.—Exos S. Laney, Waterloo, l!^. Y., as-

signor to himselfand Exos Laney, same place.

—

Fin-
gerfor Shuttle Stop Bod in Looms.—Afay 1-2, 1808.—
The finger is made in two parts ; the upper part sock-
eted in the lower, and connected thereto by a strong
torsion spring, which yields to blows and renders it

less liable to slip around on the oscillating rod to
which it is attached.

Claim.—The improved finger herein described,
when constructed substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

77,821.—Gilbert Latere, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Lamp Burner.—May 12, 1868.—A cylindrical waU
divides the interior space of the burner into two
chambers and prevents the direct radiation ofthe heat
upon the lower part of the chimney ; air circulates
freely through the outer wall and lower plate of the
outer chamber. Air for the supply of the flame is in-

troduced at an opening in the floor of the inner cham-
ber and in immediate proximity to the wick tube.

Claim.—1. The combination of the central cham-
ber h with the annular chamber e and wick tube d,

substantially as shown and described, and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The removable burner, substantially as shoAvn
and described, in combination with a rest q, the said
burner being so constructed as to be lifted oti' from the
said rest q without unscrowinc;, all as set forth.

77,822.—Thomas Joseph Leigh, Loudon, Eng-
land.

—

Furnace forBurninq Fuelfor Heaiyng Metals
and for other Purposes.—May 12, 1868.—The fuel is

fed automatically or by hand into a furnace contain-
ing molten matter such as slag. The fuel passes
down a side of the furnace perforated by tuyere holes
and is carried over the surface of the molten ma-
terial beneath an arcli descending nearly to the sur-
face. The resulting caloric current may be carried
through the tubes or flues of a steam-boiler or to a
reverberatory or cupola furnace.
Claim.—Tlie combination of fuel in a bed of molten

matter, and the construction and working of fur-

naces adapted to this pui'posc, as hereiu described.

77,823.—William H. Lippincott, Pittsburg,
Penn.— Vulcanite Billiard Ball.—May 12, 1868.

—

The perfect vulcanization is insured by treating the
layers successively.

Claim.—Forming billiard balls and other balls of a
similar nature, or for similar purposes, of successive
lavcrs of rubber, each laj-er being vulcanized as it is

added, substantially as liercin described.

77,824.—JOHX A. Lobu, Independence, Mo.—
Crutch.—May 12, 1868.—The end of the hollow staff"

rests on a spring which is coiled arouud the central
stem.
Claim.— 1. The hollow staff A, in combiuation

with the hollow bar a, the plug d, and the spring e,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
2. The hollow bar a, in combiuation with the plug

d, the spring e, and the clamps e' e".

77,825.—Arthur Lyok, "Warren Shumari>,
and Jasper K Kobbins, Goshen, Ohio.—Saw Set.—
May 12, 1868.—The anvil has a tapering top to ac-
commodate it to teeth varying in size. The rest bar
is pivoted to the side of the adjustable anvil and is
regulated by a temper screw to secure the proper set
to the teeth. The points of the row of teeth rest
against soft metal stops wliich are adjusted by tem-
per screws.
Claim.—1. The chisel-pointedpunch D d, so guided

as to strike the teeth at their bases only.
2. The tapering anvil G g, adjustable to fit teeth

of different widths, as explained.
3. The combination of the anvil G, supporting bar

I, punch D, and stops or guages F F', substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

77,826.—P. Marcelin and Jo.sepu Saunders,
Green Point, ^. Y.

—

Pan for Concentrating Sul-
phuric Acid.—May 12, 1868.—The upper pans dis-
charge by pipes near the bottom of the next pan in
the series. The effect is to move the whole contents
of the pan below.

Claim.—Providing sulphuric acid pans with elon-
gated, downward extending spouts B, for the purpose
of carrying the acid from the upper part of one pan to
near the bottom of the next pan below, substantially
as herein shown and described.

77,827—Charles E. Mason, Elgin, HI—Pallet
for Time Pieces.—^aj 12, 1868.—The slots for the
jewels are cut through the pallet block which admits
the adjustment of the jewels, in or out to insure cor-
rect action on the 'scape wheel.

Claiiv.—Tha pallet block or stud, when slit or cut
across from side to side, substantially as described,
for the purposes specified.

77,828.-Michael McGarry, AVestfield, N. Y.— T7a&7ii>oard.—May 12, 1868.—The carriage con-
taining the corrugated rollers is guided by rods and
ways ; the rods have springs beneath and are allowed
to rise when the carriage passes over clothes of con-
siderable thickness.

Claim.—The arrangement of the spring guides B
and ways b, connected by eyes c, and bends h, as de-
scribed, when combined with wash board A and
rubber C C, as herein set forth.

77,829.-Warner Miller, Herkimer, N. Y.,
assignor to I^ational Wood Fiber CoiiPANY, Xew
York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Making Paper Pulp.—
May 12, 1868.—Improvement on the patent of H and
F. Marx, October 23, 1866. The blocks are pressed
against the grindstone by a spring or weighted lever.

The selves are made of metallic plates which are per-
forated by elon":ated meshes separating the pulp ac-
cording to the diameter of the fibers and delivering*

the diiferent qualities into different receptacles.
Claim.—1. The operating of the followers E E',

or, in other words, the feeding of the wood to the
grindstone, by means of springs or a lever and
weight, arranged substantially as herein shown and
described, antl for the puipose specified.

2. The particular application of the springs I K,
as shown, to admit of the followers being relieved of
their pressure, whenever it is required to withdi-aw
the followers for the insertion of the v.ood to be
ground.

3. The placing of two or more screens, P P', one
above the other, in a shoe, Q, placed in a suitable box,
N, and having a shake motion communicated to it

by means of a cam, II, or its equivalent when such
device is used in connection Avith or applied to a ma-
chine for making paper pidp, substantially as set
forth.

4. The curved spout or chute T attached to the
upper screen P, Avhen said spout or chute is used in
connection Avith a shoe containing two or more
screens, and all arranged in such a manner as to admit
of the divitUng or separating of the pulp into two or
more kinds or qualities of stock, substantiallv as set

forth.

77,830 Jajies W. ]^IiLr.0Y, Galveston, Ind—
Revolving Spade Plow.—May 12, 1868.—The frame
is mounted on wheels and supports a vertically ad-
justable frame which contains the operative mechau-
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ism. This consists of a -wheel, armed with spades or
forks on its periphery to penetrate and lift the ground
as it progresses : and another wheel above, whose
forks work in the intervals between those below and
comminute the soU that mav be carried up on the
lower one.
Claim.—1. In a revolving spade plow, the hinged

frame D, operating substantially as and for the pur-
poses set fortli.

"2, The employment of one or more revolving plows
or forks, an-auged to operate substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the lower spade or forked

wheels 11 11, with the upper wheels E,' E,' geai-ing

therein, substantially in the manner and for the pm*-
pose set forth.

4. The combination of the frame A, roller H, pawl
I. and cords v v, sll arranged and operating sub-
Btantially as and for the pui-pose specified.

77,831 .—A. H. Xathaxs and Matthew Thorn-
ton. Macon, Ga.—Car Axle i'oa-.—May 12, 18G8.—
Around the neck of the axle is a plate upon whose
face is a curved piece of packing to prevent the out-
flow of the grease in the axle box.

Claim.—The curved packing c. when an-anged on
the side of the plate C, in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

77,833.— John ^Toa-ek, Xew York, X. T.—
Flour ,S(77c'r.—May 12, 18GS.—The barrel of flour is

supported on a trestle above the sifter, which is re-

ciprocated by a system of levers deriving their mo-
tions from a shaft'with projecting cogs, and from a
coil spring.

. Claim.— 1. A flour sifter consisting of the rotating
03.m shaft B, levers D, E, and F, and spring G, in

combination with the seiveH, all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the support or
supports I, so an-anged as to hold a biiirel in an in-

cliiied position above the seive, substantially as
herein shown and described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

77,833.—George X. Palmier, Greene, X. T.—
Stone Gathering Machine.— ^aj 12, 18(58.- The
stones are drawn upon the shoe by the rakes upon
the endless belts and are carried backward by the
slotted conveyor, and di'opped into the receiving
box.

Claim.—1. The broad shoe or scraper, formed with
a series of grooves or channels, and having project-
ing points or fingers for gathering and c-onveying
small stones, as hereiit described.

2. The shoe D, as constructed, in combination with
a seines of raises, E. with spring teeth e e, when se-

cured to entUess belts F F, or chain gear, for loosen-
ing and picking up small stones fi'om the surface of
the ground, substantially as herein set forth.

3. Hinging the gi-ooved shoe or scraper D to the
frame A A. and controlling it by the sjjrings h h, in
such a manner that it will adjust itself to th'e sm-face
of the ground when in operation, substantially as
herein described.

77,834.—"William P. Parrott, (George
Hughes, executor.) and .John J. Boudman, Boston,
Mass.

—

Bemoving Metallic Scale from Glass and
'• JToi'?^.'"-May 12, 18G8.—The ••nioils" is the me-
tallic oxide which the glass derives from the blow-
pipe or pouty to which it has adhered in the process
of glass blowing. It is cleaned by boiling the frag-
ments of glass in an acidulous solution. The glass
is placed in a tray in one boiler and an acidulous
vapor generated in the other, which has a stirrer to
ugifate the contents.
Claim.—1. The employment of heat and a weak

solution of sulphuric or muriatic and fluoric acids, in
manner substantially as descril)ed. for icmoval of
the metallic oxide or scale from the " moUs," or from
the sand or silica used for making glass.

2. For tlio ])iu'ix)se set forth, the combination of
the vessel or tray C with the boiler B and the fm--
nace A.

3. The combination, as well as the arrangement
of the acid-generator E with the boiler B ^z.± the

furnace A, the said boiler and generator being con-
nected as described,

4. The combination of the condenser D with the
boiler furnace and the vessel C, or the same and the
generator E.

77,835.—Luther M. Parsons, TVaukau, "Wis.
—Cooking ^Yoi?e.—May 12. 1868.—The fm'nace of the
elevated oven is supplied with air fi-om a pipe in the
rear, the air passing through a passage beneath the
stove flue. A slide determines the course of the air,

either beneath the grate or at the fore-bridge. A
damper in the floor of the flue may divert the in-com-
ing air and direct it to cool the oven.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, as herein described,
of the damper K with relation to the air passage G
and oven C, whereby the supply of cold air to the
fm'uace A is cut off and directeU through the oven
to reduce the heat in the latter and the supply of oxy-
gen to the fire, as set forth.

2. The an-angement of the air-supply flue G beneath
the fire flue a of the stove, communicating with the
furnace A thi'ough the ash pit when the stove is used
with coal, and through the aperture / above the ash
pit when used with wood, and whereby the cold air
is heated by contact Avith the plate J before reaching
the fire, as' herein shown and described for the pur-
pose specified.

77,836.—X. A. Patterson, "Winchester, Tenn.—Tote liegister.—May 12, 1868.—The name of each
member is set up or e'ast in type upon each sliding
block of a frame at the clerk's desk, and each block
is connected by two wires to the members desk.
The wires serve respectively to draw the blocks to
the " aye '' or ' no '" side of the frame, where it is re-

tained "by a catch. The faces of the typ; o are then
inked and the vote printed.

Claim.—1. The catching strips G, or their equiva-
lent, substantially as shown and described, in combi-
nation with the name blocks B and plate A. or its

equivalent, all as and for the puipose set forth.
2. The springs b. attached and operating substan-

tially as shown and described, or the equivalent
thereof, in combination with the name blocks or
chases B, all as and for the pm-pose set forth.

3. The springs s, of any suitable material, employed
and operating substanti'aUy as shown and described,
in combination with the strips G and plate A, or the
equivalent thereof, all as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The device, consisting of the tablet H, snip I,

and cross-piece J, or other equivalent mechanism,
consti-ucted and operating substantially as sho-mi
and described, in combination with the strips G, all

as and for the purpose set forth.

77,837—Charles T. Pooler. Deansville. X. Y.—Perpetual Calendar.—^aj 12. 1868.—Of two broad
belts running upon horizontal rollers one beai's the
number indicating the day of the month, and the
other the name of the month and the number of days
therein, an-anged in manner of a calendar. The belt
bearing the initiids of the days of the week is nar-
row, and outside that indicating the month and
days, and is so situated that the name of tlie month
appears above it. The rollers are tui"ued by handled
upon the outside of the case.

Claim.—1. A perpetual calendar, consisting of the
bands C and E, working respectively around hori-
zontal and vertical rollers, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. Tlie perpetual calendar, when provided with the
bands C and E. of which the latter paitly covers tho
fonner, in combination with the hinged portion G
of the j'rame in whicli the device is held, as set forth.

3. The band II and rollers I, in combination with
the device set forth in the foregoing clauses.

77,838 'L^vns Prat, Portland, Me—,S'eaf /or
Ychicle>i.—M;iy 12, 1868.—The movable seat is &n^
ported by X-frames. one leg of each of which is piv-
oted to the bed. The seat may be laid flat upon the
bed. either forward or back of" its usual position.

Claim.—The combination of the jump seat A, up-
held by crossed legs a a. and pivoted, as shown and
described, in combination witii the sliding seat D of
a vehicle body, all substantifdly as and for the pur-
pose set forth.
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77,839.—Emanuel Eaber, Lake, Ohio.—Horse
Hay Fork.—May 12, 1868.—After grasping the hay
the fork is lifted' by the rod, whicli suspends it from
the hinging point of the claws, the hook on the upper
part of "the stem engaging- a hook on the trigger on
the lower part. Whcn'the trigger is pulled the hooks
ai'e disengaged, the hinging point of the claws drops,
and the weight is thrown upon the ropes, which
open the claws and drop the hay.

Claim.—In combination with the pivoted forks A
A the trigger C, hook F, and lines or cords g, con-
necting said forks with the bar E, so that tlie forks

may enter and hold and carry the load or charge of
hay upon their tines, and drop it at tlie place of de-

livery, substantially as herein described and repre-

sented,

77,S40.—John S. Eamsbukgh, iSTewmarket, Md.—Fertilizer,—May 12, 18C8.—Composed of calcined
bone 100 pounds, and sulphate of lime 25 pounds.
The above, while heated, is poured into a mixing-

box and mingled with sulphate of soda 65 pounds,
sulphate of lime 125 pounds, and leached ashes or
muck 150 pounds. ^

Claim.—The compound for a fertilizer, composed
of the ingredients, mixed in the manner and propor-

tions substantially as herein described.

77,841.—"William Eeckards, Xew York, N.
T., assignor to himself and Leonard Gattjian, same
place.

—

Bedstead, Chair, Secretary, and Wardrobe.
—May 12, 18G8.—The front of the lower portion has
a flap to let down and form a seat. Above it is a
secretary with a falling flap to form a desk. Above
the secretary is a cupboard. The desk and cupboard
form the front part of the upper portion, which is

hinged in the lower portion, and wlien the front pdrt
is oscillated forward 90'^ the back is found to be pro-

vided with a mattress.
Claim.—1. The box A, provided with a pendent

hinged door C, and a hinged portion Ax, as shown,
in connection with the adjustable box F, fitted in A,
on a rod G, all being arranged in such a manner that
the box F may be adj usted in a vertical or a horizontal
position, substantially as and lor the purpose speci-

fied.

2. Tlie flaps D D, fitted to the inner sides of the box
A, when used in connection with the hinged portion
Ax of the box, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. Dividing the box F into two compartments by
means of a longitudinal partition b, one compartment
containing a mattress G, and the other furnished to

answer as a seci-etary or wardrobe, or both, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

77,842.—Ira D. Eiciiards and Henry D. Sny-
der, Carbondale, Pa.

—

Fence Post—May 12, 1868.

—

The cast-iron lower portion has a step and upright
flange, to which the wooden post is secured. A
dovetail tenon on the face of the post enters ii cor-

responding vertical mortise in the flange of the sup-

port.
Claim.—The fence post, with cast-iron bottom and

wood top, as herein described and for the purposes
set forth.

77,843.— George M. Eobinson, ISTew Wilming-
ton, Fa.—Horse Hay Por/.-.— May 12, 1868.—The
points are brought together like a spear head while
entering the hay, and are then projected by depress-

ing the sliding stem to wliich tliey are jointed. Being
locked in this position tlie load is lifted, and is dumped
-when required by drawing the trigger cord, which
releases the central stem and allows the weight of

the hav to dein-ess the prongs.
Claim.—The combination of the bars A and B,

cutters D D, slotted center bar a, trip lever/, having
the notch n and cam smface m, all constructed and
operating together, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

77,844.-William J. Eoss, Worcester, Mass.—
Lamp Burner.—May 12, 1868.—The floor of tlio de-

flector has projections above, which secure the chim-
ney by engaging its foot flange. Catches beneath
the floor of the deflector are engaged by the bow
spring, whose sides oi'o di-a"\vn together by pressure

upon the thumb and finger piece -when the chimney
and deflector are to be removed.
Claim.—I. The spring G, secured "within the

burner, in combination with the pendent hooks h on
the cone or deflector, for the purpose of securing the
latter on the burner, as shown and described.

2. The upright projections hs. on the lower part of
the cone or deflector in combination with the hooks
h and spring G, all arranged substantiaily as and for
the purpose set forth.

77,845.- Herman Seidel, Eoxbury, Mass.

—

Piano-Forte Action.—May 12, 1868 ; antedated May
2, 1868.—The weight piece of the damper instead of
being arranged as a lever is a loaded piece of wood,
arranged vertically in front of and close to the rest
block, and having' a wii-e foot to rest upon the rear
part of the key. The foot and the supplementary
guide pin slide in a guide shelf projecting from the
rest block. An upper stem supports the damper.

Claim.—The arrangement of the weight piece G,
provided with a guide pin b, or its equivalent, with
respect to the damper E, the key A, the frame I, and
the rest block F, the whole be'ing substantially as
hereinbefore explained.

77,846.—John F. Shepard, Hampton Falls,
N. H.

—

Apparatus for Making Cigars.—May 12,
1868.—Wrap the tube with i^aper or tobacco leaf,

turning down the end over the mouth of the tube.
Fill the hopper with fine-cut tobacco and force it

into the tube by successive motions. Draw ofl" the
wrapper with its filling, the latter being ejected by
the jilunger : twist the end, and the cigar is finished.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
several parts of the device, viz., the hopper A, the
cylindrical tube B, the plunger C, the feirule D, the
spring catcli E, the groove in the plunger F, and the
opening G in the bottom of the hoi^per, substantially
in the manner and for the pm-pose above set forth.

77,847

—

Theodore F. Snover, Oconto, Wis.—Machine Belt.—May 12, 1868.—A fabric of -wire

warp and thread weft is interposed bet^^-een tAVO
layers of leather, which are cemented to it.

"Claim.—The machine belt, constructed as de-
scribed, by interposing between two layers of leather,
or otlier flexible material, a series of longitudinal
wires, conuected by ti*ansverse textile threads, all

secured together as described for the purpose spe-
cified.

77,848.—Charles Springer, ISTew Castle, Pa.—
Watch,—May 12, 1868.—An adjustable, grooved col-

lar containing packing is placed around the winding
arbor or the center square which moves tlie hands.
The watch case shuts down upon the packing and
closes the opening against dust.

Claim.—The adjustable coUar D, containing the
packing in the annular recess a, in combination with
the back plate B, cap C, and post A of an ordinary
watch, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

77,849.—EOBERT J. Steele, Jr., Eockingham,
IsT. C—Spring Seat for Saddles.—May 12, 1868.—The
curved metallic seat is connected to the saddle tree
by bowed springs.
Claim.—1. Tlie bent springs D, forming the support

lor tlie curved seat E, eacli spring being secured at
its ends to the horizontal cross-bars C C at the front
and rear end of the frame A, as herein described for
the purpose specified.

2. Forming the support for the curved seat E of
single springs, whose front and rear curved ends are
secured to horizontal cross bars at the front and rear
of the frame A, as herein described for the purpose
specified.

77,850.— Zapiina Stone, Kinsmans, Ohio.—
Aerial Xavigator.—May 12, 1868.—The space be-
tween the ceiling and roof and that at the ends of
the car, not occupied by the well for the passengers,
are filled with hydrogen gas to give bouyancy to the
machine.

Claim.—A balloon or aerial navigator, constructed
with an upper part A, having a flat or plane surface
and an upper convex surface, and adapted to l)e filled

with gas, in connection -n'ith a pendent car C, having
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compartments D D. n"hicli are also adapted to be in-

flated -sritli gas, and a central compartment E for the
passengers, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

77,851.—HiHA^r Taylor, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Lubricator.—:\lviT 12. 1863.—The loose rod which
regulates the flow of oil from the lubricator rests

•upon an inv.-ard projection or contraction in the
lower end of the stem, and is preserved therebv
from contact with the journal. The rod has an enH
grooved to admit increased flow when that end is

presented.
Claim.—1. Supporting the rodD by the lower end

& of the hollow stem out of contact with the journal,

substantially as set forth.
•2. The notched or gi-ooved rod D d, adapted, by

reversing end for end, to change or gi-aduate the
freedom of delivery of oil, as herein ejqjlained.

77,85-2.—Grey TTtley, Charlotte, X. C.—Hay
and Cotton Prexs.—May 12. 1868.—Each lever has
fulcrum bearing beneath a block which slides upon
the side guide rods, and the lever is adjustably con-
nected by a link to the cross-beam of the platen.

The platen beam is held down by retainer blocks
which gravitate upon the side guide rods and are
held down by cams which have Mctioual bearing
against the rods. The elevation of the fulcrum
bfocks is prevented by the same device.

Claim.—1. Operating the platen D, of a cotton or

hay press, by means ofthe blocks G- H. having the
dogs i i, the'rods E E. the link L. and the levers •JJ,

all" acting in co-operation with each other, in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

2. The dogs i i, each baring the arm a. and ope-

rating in combination with the blocks G H, rod E,
and eccentric collar m, in the manner and for the
purpose set fortli.

77.853.—^ToxATHAX Waltox, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—Bail Ear for PaiZ?.—May 12. 1868; antedated
April 30. 1868.—The prongs of the wii-e bail ear en-

ter the wood and it is further secured by a wire sta-

ple around the neck.
CZaun.—The bent wire bail ears B. constructed as

described, the two prongs h b passing through the
Bide of the pail A. and clinched ujwn the inner side,

and held in position by means of the staple C, en-

eompassiug said eai'S iSelow the upward-projecting
loop a. their inner ends also passing through the
side of the pail A, and clinched upon the inner side

thereof, ha herein shown and described.

77,854.—Lawsox S. TVarxer, Chicago. EL—
Concrete Block Press.—May 12, 1868.—The follower

is raised to give pressure by a compound system of
toggle levers, and the block is raised from the mold
by a simple lever when the sliding cover has been
removed.

Claim.—The spring S, in combination with the
toggle bars H. G, E, and F, and foUow bottoms D,
substantially as shown and described, for the pur-
pose of lowering the follow bottoms to their first

position, aU arranged as set forth.

77,855.-Thomas P. ^areex. Xorfolk, Ya.—
Ploic.—May 12, 1868.—Improvement on the patent
of "WaiTen and Woodhouse, June 10, 1867. The
moldboard is attached to the post and landside bv
bolts which pass through slots in the said mold-
board so as to render the same adjustable. An an-

gle iron sole is adjustably bolted to the landside.

Claim.—1. The slots a a and a', when arranged
in a vertical or inclined position in the moldlx)ard,

and all esteudinc: in the same or parallel lines, in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The reversible heel iron and guide G, when
constructed so as to be employed in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

77,856.—Godfrey ^idjier, Xew York, X. Y.
—AdjiistabU Couch.—^aj 12, 1868.—The laterally

and longitudinally adjustable canvas covered couch
has an eccentricallv-hung head rest, so arranged
that it can be turned upon its horizontal axis to ad-

jtLst its height.

Claim.—I. A couch, consisting of a canvas or

other sheet F, which is fitted over an adjustable
frame B C H, so that it can be stretched in either
direction, as set forth.

2. The eccentric rings E E, when arranged as de-
scribed, so that they serve to elevate the sheet F,
to form the head rest of the couch, when said rings
are adjustable around a common axis, as set forth.

3. The strap L arranged on the under side of the
sheet F, in front of the head rest, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

77,857.—"William Youxg, Easton, Va.—De-
vice for Clearing Pipeis.—May 12, 1868.—The nozzle
of the flexible steam pipe consists of a hollow
reamer which enlarges to the necessary size any
contracted part of a cock or coupling in 'the frozen
water pipe.

Claim.—The arrangement of the tubular reamer
E with the steam pipe D, substantially as set forth.

77,858.—C. F. Allex, Paw Paw, Mich.—Car
Trwct.—May 12, 18G3; antedated May 9, 18G8.—
Improvement on his patent, April 24, 1866, and June
18, 1867. The sis-wheel truck has a rigid frame
maintaining the wheels in the same line at aU times,
but allowing them to run over curves in the track by
haviui.' the flange removed troni the middle wheel o"f

each trio. The truck is so supported that the weight
shall be equally distributed upon the three axles,
and is consequently balanced over the center of the
middle axle, but giving it support when needed out-
side t'he same.

Claim.—1. So supporting the end of a car upon a
six-wheeled truck that the weight shall be equally
distributed upon all the wheels, by resting it upon a
support over, but not upon, the midcie axle, said
support being sustained by springs placed on each
side of and equidistant from the middle axle, and
the whole weight being transferred to the axles
tlirough a rigid frame, substantially in the manner
set forth.

2. In combination with the beam F, the braces G,
and swinging beams H, placed on each side of the
middle axle, and supporting upon their outer ends
the side-bearing blocks X, so as to balance the
weight of the end of the car over the middle axle,
substantially in the manner set forth.

77,859.—George M. Allertox, Xew York,
X. Y.

—

Forminrj Tight Seams in Rubber Cloth.—
May 12, 1868.—The seam is riveted and India-rub-
ber stoppers are placed over the rivets and the edges
of the lap to render the seam strong and also tight.

Claim.—The stoppers to the rivets, and the lap-
ping strips applied to aud combined with the joint
or seam of India-rubber cloth, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

77,860.—Jacob Althouse, Cross-roads, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Jo.seph Y. WixE:\aLLER.

—

FeHUizer.—May 12, 1868.—Composed of air-slacked
lime, 700 lbs. ; 'broken bones, 180 lbs. ; and wood
ashes, 100 lbs. The above is put into a box and
covered with 3 inches of ground plaster, and urine
320 lbs. gradually added. Alter the bones are dis-

solved, wheat bran, 400 lbs., is spread upon the bam
floor, and the aforesaid composted therewith, with
the addition of pulverized chicken dung 300 lbs.

Claim.—1. The above-described composition or
fertilizer, compounded in about the proportions
specified, for the purpose of manuring land.

2. The process described of mlxiuglind preparing
said composition or fertilizer, substantially as de-
sciibed.

77,861.—D. C. Baker, Buffalo, X. Y.—TTa*^-
ing Machine.—'Max 12, 1868.—The clothes are held
by the aprons in contact with the slatted, rotating
cylinder, and carried beneath the liquor in the suds-
box. Tlie aprons are kept taut by an idler roller

journaled in spring anns.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

slatted cyUndcr B, one or more rollers I), the series

of apron's k k /;, and spring roller E, M'hen employed
in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

77,862.—E. H. Barx-ey and JoHX Berry,
Springfield, Mass.—iS'Aafe.—May 12, 1668.—The toe
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clamps are operated independently to give means of
transverse adjustment. The socket which secures
tJie heel to the skate is adjustable to compensate for

Tvear in the heel. A projection upon the toe of the
runner gives a center on which to turn when the
heel is raised.

Claim.—1. The heel-socket F, consisting of the
portion p, having the button-socket therein, and
the threaded neck r, and operated by means of the
screw G, tlnis securing the skate to the inner sole

of the boot, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as described, and for the purposes specilicd.

2. A skate, having the point or pi'ojection t

formed upon the toe of the runner, substantially as
described, and for the purposes specified.

3. A skate, having a concave bottom, with the
chamfered or beveled sides n n, substantially as de-
scribed and herein set forth.

4. The heel-fastening to a skate, having the neck
a;', the button h^, the hole m^ in the heel plate C,
and the hole m in the button-socket, all of the same
shape ; the button h- and stem having ui)ou its lower
end the larger portion s^, substantially as described.

77,803.—August Bertram, l^ew Albany. Ind.—Finishing Leather.—May 12, 18G8.—Walrus fat is

heated to a somewhat fluid state, and rubbed upon the
leather, which is afterward dried over a slow fire.

Claim.—Kenderin^ leather v/atei'-proof, when the
same is accomplished by the process substantially as
described.

77,864.—ITelsonP. Bowsi-ier, Ligonicr, Ind.—
Poiver Indicator.—May 12, 1868.—An index and
pointer is combined with the common ball governor
to indicate the power by the position of the same.

Claim.—1- The peculiar arrangement and combi-
Bation of the dial S, pointer P, shaft M, coiled
spring N, pulley K, cord I, pulley J, arm G, and
sliding collar P, of the ball governor D, E, B, E, D

;

the seVeral parts being arranged in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the power indicator with a
grain separator, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

77,865.—George E. Breti««ll, Eochester, ]Sr.

Y.— Waste Valve for Pumps.—Maj 12, 1808.—The
pump tube has a cast section which' has a side pas-
sage for the water, and in line with tlie main tube is

a stein carrying two valves ; the lower one forms a
check valve upon the top of the lower section of
tube, when the pump is at rest, and is raised by the
ascending current of water when the pump is oper-
ated. The raising of the lower valve closes the
other against the port through which the water
from the upper part of the pump escapes when it is

at rest.

Claim..—The arrangement, in pump-pipes, of the
automatic escape valve, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described, and lor the purposes
set forth.

77,806.—Henry D. Brown, Tipton, Iowa.—
Sheep-Shearing Chair.—May 12, 1868; antedated
April 25. 1868.—The butt of the sheep rests in the
hoUow of the platform, and the hind legs are secured
by straps. The sheep is leaned against one rack or
otiicr. lu shear tlie respective sides ; a strap on eacli

being arranged to fasten the head. The racks are
adjustable in inclination.

Claim.—1. Oscillating racks for sheep-shearing
chairs, adjusted and fastened by braces, with a bol-

ster attached to throw out the side of the sheep,
and prevent the sl;iu from wrinkling.

2. The manner of fastening the liind legs of the
sheep by means of straps and pins, as shown in the
drawings.

77,867.—Isaac Buckingham, Seymour, Conn.,
assignor to hira.sclfand H. W. Ean'Dall, same place.—Automatic Car Ventilator.—May 12, 18G8.—The
circulation of air is caused by a fan whoso revolu-
tion is induced by the movement of the car, by moans
,of a windmill within a case upon the car top'.

\ Claim.—The arrangement of the driving olades D
jwithin the case F, the said case pro\'idcd with open-
ings G and H, so that the said diiving blades wiU re-

volve in the same direction, into whichever of the
said openings the air enters, and having combined
therewith, and so as to be operated thereby, the spiral
blades C, upon a vertical shaft within a (cylinder, B,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

77,868.—John H. Bullock, Gold Hill, Nevada.—Shoe for Amalgamators.—May 12, 1868.— The
quicksilver is throwji by its superior gravity, to the
periphery of the pan, and is caught upon the points of
tho shoes and carried back to the center through
grooves made at necessary angles in the faces of the
shoes.

Claim-.—The combination and arrangement, on
the face of a shoe or grinder for amalgamators, of
tlic grooves H H, Avith the supplementary grooves I
I, by which the quicksilver is talcen from difibrent
points at the outer edge of said slioe, and delivered
at diiferent points at the rear of the same, to be in
the way of the following shoe, substantially as de-
scribed.

77,869.— Wesley B. Campbell, Abingdon,
Iowa.

—

notary Steam Engine.—May 12, 1868.—The
periphery of the piston is formed into a number of
sections of volutes, and it is driveii by the pressure of
steam upon tlie radial surfaces between them, A
radially sliding spring valve worlrs in the case.

Claim.—The arrangement of the following pai'ts

:

The induction pipe A, the case B, wheel C, packing
D, valve E, spring F, and eduction pipe G, substan-
tially as set forth.

77,870—M. G. Collins, Baltimore. Ma.—Device
for Boiling and Stirring Fruit.—May 12, 18G8 ; ante-
dated May 8, 1868.—The lower stirrer bar just fits

the bottom and is revolved with a vertical shaft and
higher stirrer by a hand crank and cog gearing.

Claiyn.—In a fruit-butter stirrer, the detachable
frame C, with lids M, constructed and arranged as
described, provided with the flanges E F, and sup-
porting the posts G, having the shafts H upon one
side of tho vertical stirrer K, as herein shown and
described.

77,871.—Archibald C. Crary, TJtica, X. T.—
Heating Railroad Cars.—May 12, 1868.—The caloric
current from the locomotive boiler passes through
the flues of a second boiler, the steam from which'is
used to heat the cars.

Claim.—1. The separate steam generator M on the
locomotive, heated by the waste heat of the smoke or
of the exhaust steam', for tlie purpose of heating the
train of cars, and constructed substantially as herein
described.

2 In combination with a separate steam generator,
M, constructed as above specified, the use of pipes
O, II, and I, in tho manner as herein set forth and
described.

3. In combination Avith a separate steam gener-
ator, M, and pipes O, H, and I, as above specified,
the use of universal or compound joints, in the manner
substantially as herein set forth and described.

77,872.—Edward Deetz, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Adjustable Sofa.—Maj 12, 1868—The back of the
sofa may bo made horizontal or be fixed at any do-
sired inclination.

Claim.—1. The rounded and notched rear portion
of the end frame A of the sofa, in combination with
the end frames of the back, hinged to the body, and
provided with spring bolts adapted to the notches
on the said rounded portions of the frames A, all as
set forth for the purpose specified,

2. Tlie above, in combination Avith tho within de-
scribed cords and pulleys, by Avhich the spring bolts
at tho opposite ends of the sofa may be operated simul-
taneously, as described.

77,873.—William C. Doutiiett, Eochello, HI.—Churn.—May 12, 18()8.—A .side extension of the
dasher rod passes through a spherical ball, jointed to
an arm whicii is revolved by a hand ci'ank. The
dasher lias a circ ular and vertical reciprocating m©-
tion, and carries vertical and horizontal preforated
dashers.
Claim.—I. Tho provision, in a churu-oporating
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mechanism, of a weighted arm, F, applied substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combinatiou, Trith the arm F, of the ball/i

and jaws f'^f^, substautially as set forth.

3. The combination of the bent or twisted blades

or wings J J with the disk or dasher B, substantially

as and "for the purpose set forth.

4. In a churn, the Iiereiu described mechanism, by
means of which a complete rotary movement of the

churn dasher is produced, Avliile it shall, at the same
time, be caused to rise and fall, as herein set forth

and described.

'5"3',S74.—Levi S. Ekos, Almond, assignor to

IS'atiiamel Sweet, Allegany County, IST. Y.—Alloy
for Metallic Hoofing.—'hlaj 12, 18G8.—The alloy con-

sists of lead, J lb ; tin, i lb ; and antimony, 2 drams.

It is rolled into sheets.

Claim.— The above-described compound, when
made substantially in ihe manner and for the purpose
specified.

77,875 Fkedehick FiLLixaiiAM. Ithaca, X. Y.—Rigging for Jib Sails.—^Lay 12, 18li8.—The stay-

sail, or jib, is adjusted in position by the lateral oscil-

lation of the boom, to which its forward corner is

connected.
Claim.—The construction, arrangement, and use

of the jib sprit or boom, for the purpose of moving
and adjusting the jib-sail to any point on the star-

board 0]' port side of the bowsprit and vessel, as and
for the purposes described.

77,876. -James C. Fixx. Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, "Williaji Ho^VKr,L, and Chakles
A. Dur, same place. — Decorating Walls.— The
veneering is placed upon the wall in pieces of like

size, andlbrmed into panels by molding strips which
cover the joints.

Claim.—The decorating of walls with a material
composed of veneers or ornamental papers, mounted
on muslin, stiff paper, or other fabric, vvlieu the said
material is tacked at tlie edges only to the walls, and
when the joints between the pieces are covered by
moldings or headings forming part of the decora-
tion, all .substantially as and ibr the purpose herein
set forth.

77,877.— D. L. Gibbs, TTorcestcr, Mass., as-

signor to 11. Ball & Co., same place.

—

2Iortising
Machine.—May 12. 18(38.—The side arm of the l)cli-

crank lever is actuated by stops to cause the semi-
rotation of the pawl collar ; and the pawl acts upon
two ratchet notches of the tool spindle to cause its

rotation in intermitting movements of 180^, so as to
reverse the cutting edge of the chisel at each effective

movement.
Claim.—I. The combination, with the chisel spin-

dle, the pinion or segment gear thereon, and the
pawl a and ratcliet/, of the bell-crank lever and its

tootlied .segment, actuated by slops m n. in the man-
ner described, and the cam I and spring X, for com-
pleting tlie movement of the spindle, sixbstantially as
and for the purposes shown and described.

2. The combinatiou, Avith tlie bell-crank lever and
its toothed segment, arranged to operate the chisel
spindle, as specified, of tlio friction spring H, ledge
o, and stops 2> P, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes shown and described.

77,878.—Jamss F. Goiidox. Kalamazoo, ]ilich.

—Grain Binder.—IsLnx 12, 18fi8.—The ralce slides
along a guide bar at the rear of the phUibrm and
makes its effective sweep toward tlie wheel frame
wliere the gavel is seized and bound into a slieaf.

Claim.—I. The liinding arm 11, capable of adjust-
ment in the direction of the length of the grain, in
combination with an automatic twisting device, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The slmfts G G^, in combination with tlie bind-
ing arm 11, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. The arrangement of the cam wheel J, forked
lever I, pitman /, and lever n, for giving a vertical

, vibrating motion to the arm H, substantially as de-
scribed."

4. The hooked twisting wheel A^ constructed and
operated as described and represented, having an

intermittent rotating motion, in combination with
the stationary knifeP^, as and for the purpose ex-
plained.

5. The clamp plates or jaws 2 and 3, arranged and
operating in combination with the arm H, substau-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

(i.*The slide plate L^, arranged and operating in
combination with the arm H, substautially as and
for the purpose set forth.

7. The combinatiou of the shaft 9, spring g^, chain
/;, and sector X, for giving an intermittent motion
to the twisting device A^, substantially as de-
scribed.

8. The combination of the reciprocating rake T,
hinged Aveighted lever S, stop pin t^, and guide IT,

all arranged and operating substautially as de-

scribed.
9. The employment of the jointed arms 1 1^, stop

pin t'^, and liook^-*, or equivalent devices, in connec-
tion Avith the connecting rods S S^, e c'^, whereby the
rake is held at rest for a specific period, cvery'time
it completes its motion toward the binder, substan-
tially as and for the purpose explained.

10. The tension device, consisting of the arms H-*

h^ h^ and spring h'*, aj)plied and operating substan-
tially as and Ibr'thc purpose explained.

11. The combinatiou of crank lever c, rod e^ arm
t, or its ecxuivalent, slotted lever S, and pitman S^
for the purpose of imparting a reciprocating motion
to the rake, substautially as" described.

77,879.—Jesse Havexs, Aubnrn, iST. Y., as-

signor to himself and George Palmeii, same place.
Stianp Exi-ractor.—May 12, 1863.— The windlass
barrel ]ivj^ differential fjortions ai*ouud which the
ends of the rope are coiled, the tackle block being
hung upon the end of the rope.
Claim. — The differential cylindrical .shaft D,

tackle block G, and the rope C, in combinatiou with
the frame, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein shown and described.

77,880.-Walteu B. Higgixs, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Carriage Spring.—May 12, 1868.—The springs
are formed of tough Avoodeu strips, bent into ellip-

tical form, ami India-rubber cylinders are interposed
between the carriage bed and'tho springs.

Claim.—The combination of the springs D D with
the Avoodeu spring A. to form the connection of the
same AAith the body of the carriage, substautially as
described.

77,881.—PobertV. Hiltox, Joux G.T7ebster,
and HiRA-Ai E. \A''heeleu, Lowell, Mass.— OAisc?
Handle.—May 12, 1S63.—The central plug is formed
on the top of the handle to pass through Vasliers of
rubber or leather Avhich ta-e covered by another of
rawhide.

Claim.—The handle C, plug A, elastic rings B B,
and cap E, constructed and arranged in the manner
and for the purpose as described.

77,882.—JROYAL E. House, Eingliamton, X. Y.
Electro Phonetic Telegraph.—May 12, 1868.—The
sound made upon the sounding plate by the motion
of the armature is concentrated by deflection to a
single point. A barrel-shaped case' is placed upon
the sounijeng plate aud the sound deflected by tlie

inside tliereof to a point outside it. The proper form
for the deflector may be discovered by the use of a
light at the point of sound, and a number of small
mirrors so disposed as to reflect the light to the de-
sired point.

Claim.—1. The use of the reflector, shaped and
proportioned in accordance Avith the principles de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The respective arrangement and combination
of the reflector and sounding head, as described.

3. The combinatiou of the reflector Avith sounding
head aud limitex'S, ;is described, and for i)urposes set
forth.

4. Hinging the sounder and adjusting its angle, as
described, for the purpose of regulating the distance
through which the permanent magnetic force shall
move.

5. The usoofa set ofdeflectingmagnetized needles,
constructed as described, and relatively arranged as
described, for purposes set forth.
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6; Constructing the axial aperture of a deflectiug

needle helix as described, for the pui-poses set forth.

7. The combination of a deflective needle helix,

constructed with an axial aperture, as described, with
a set of deflective needles, constructed and relatively

arranged as described, for the purposes set forth.

77,883.—George W. Hunt, Hopkiuton, Mass.—Sleeping Gar.—May 12, 1868.—Improvement on his

Eatent, Dec. 10, 1867. Each of the bed bottoms is

ung by points at its opposite ends and near its rear
side upon two long swinging links, the opposite ends
of which are hung at or near the sides of the car.

The length and disposition of the links are such that
when thrown down the berth occupies its proper po-

sition ; and when raised, the berth is inverted against
the car top where its it-ont side is sustained by bolts.

Claim.—1. The berth leaf or shelf d, when hung by
links/, in such manner that it may be swung up and
locked against the roof, or swung down and locked
in position to form the berth, substantially as shown
and described.

2. In combination with such swinging shelf d, the
folding partition piece h, hinged crosswise at the top
of the car, and folding up and locking against the
bottom of the shelf d, or swinging down to Ibrm a
partition or a support for the fi-ont ofthe shelf d, sub-
stantially as described.

77,884.—George B. Isham, Burlington, Vt.—
Culinary Apparatus.—May 12, 1868.—The vessel is

placed upon a stove hole, and has removable bottoms
of iron and soapstone to regulate the heat. Perfor-
ated disks at various heights give means for roasting,

broiling, &c. A soapstone disk is applied to baking-
griddle cakes, and a hollow bottom gives means for

steaming.
Claim.—1. The combination of the several parts

of a culinary apparatus, or steamer, baker, broiler,

and fryer combined, all as herein described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The particular construction of the outside. A,
with its detachable bottoms F and D, all as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

77,885.—Joseph H. James, "Warren, E. I., as-

signor to himself and Seth Baxter, same place.

—

Buckle.—May 12, 1868.—The end of the strap is

lapped around a bar of the tongue and then passed
beneath a bar of the frame. It is clamped by drawing
the bar of the tongue against the bar of the frame
when tension is applied to the strap.

Claim.—A buckle composed of two frames, one
sliding upon the other, and arranged with a thumb-
rest, or its et[uivalent, substantially as described.

77,886

—

William J. Keep, Buffalo, IT. T,—
Shield for Smoothing-irons.—May 12, 1868.—The
slotted shield has a shank by which it is . connected
to the holder, and it slips over the smoothing-iron so
as to ward the heat from the fingers.

Claim..—A shield-plate. A, for smoothing-irons,
provided with the oblong opening or openings a for

admitting the handle of the iron, and with a shank,
B, for connecting a holder with the shield, con-
structed and operating substantially as herein speci-

fied.

77,887.—MixoR Kilbourne Kellogg, Balti-

more, Md.

—

Postage and Revenue Stamp.—May 12,

1868.—The design of the stamp is printed in oil and
water pigments having different colors. The first

may be printers' ink, aud the last consist of honey
5, and isinglass 7 parts, mixed with water and the
desired pigment. The object is to render a cancel-

ing mark irremovable without defacing the design.

Claim—So printing a revenue or postage stamp, or
cheek requiring cancellation, with a non-fugitive
color, and also with a fugitive ink or color, com-
posed of the ingredients herein described, that the
fugitive color shall lie in the blank places left after
priuting with the non-fugitive color substantially as
described.

77,888.—John E. Kennedy, New Orleans, La,
—Screio Propeller.—May 12, 1868.—The described
shape is designed to prevent slip and to drive the
water as nearly as possible in an unbroken column

without splashing. The rear and front surfaces of
the blades have two reversed curves of different pro-
portions. The outer represent arcs of circles of
greatly less diameter than the inner. The Avater
passes with a certain rapidity away from the first

curve which has started it in motion, and impinges
effectively upon the outer curve.

Claim.—Constructing the blades or wings of a
screw propeller with two reversed cuiwes, when tlie

outer curves shall be drawn upon a radius equal to
one-fourth only of the radius of an arc of the circum-
ference of the* screw, and the inner curves upon a
radius three times the length of the radjus of the said
outer curves, substantially as herein described, for
the purpose set forth.

77,889 Oscar C. Kerr, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sewing Machine.—May 12, 1868 ; antedated May 4,

1868. The needle bar has vertical reciprocation.
The loop carrier has reciprocation towai-d and from
the path of the needle, and also a sbght vertical move-
ment. In making the stitch mentioned in the first

clause of the claim, the upper thread being passed
through the eye of the needle as the noetile rises,

the loop holder will pass through the thread at the
back of the needle, which continues its ascent until
the loop holder turns to a horizontal position, thus
distending the loop while the needle rises above the
fabric. The cloth and loop carrier have simultane-
ous movement ; the projections of the latter pass
into the loop and between the prongs of the loop
holder, which recedes from the needle, diseugaging
itself from the loop which, as the needle continues
its descent, is drawn up around the projections of the
carrier. As the needle again commences to ascend,
the loop holder is tm'ued to a vertical position and
moved forward so as to penetrate the new loop of
the thread at the rear of the needle. As the needle
passes upward and from contact with the fabric the
loop left upon the holder is distended by the latter,

which turns to a horizontal position, after which the
fabric is moved onward and the loop upon the car-
rier is carried toward the other loop. TJie needle
now descends between the projections of the car-
rier and through ipjc loop upou them and in front of
the other loop, after which the carrier moves back-
ward and upward, so that the projections are with-
drawn from the loop. The carrier then moves for-

ward and down^A^ard, the projections passing into
the other loop, while the holder recedes from the
loop which is drawn around the projections.

Claim.—1. A loop carrier, U, constructed substan-
tially as described, and operating in conjunction
with an ej'c-pointed needle and a loop holder, AV,
toproducc,'^fromthe needle-thread, the stitch, llg. 15,

in the manner set forth.

2. A needle, n, and loop holder, "W, in combination
with an adjustable loop holder, U, the whole being
constructed aud operating substantially as and for
the pm-pose specified.

77,890.—Ira Kinman, Freeport, assignor to
Sarah Kinman, Stephenson County, 111.— Curtain
Fixture.—May 12, 1868.—The roller is rotated by a
crank which may be turned in the journal rod so as
to engage a catch in the frame and set the roller to
the desired elevation.
Claim.—The. reversible crank-handle h and angu-

lar catch g, iu combination with the roller B, aud ar-

ranged to operate as set forth.

77,891.—John D. Kirkpatrick, TJrbana, Ohio.—
Preventing Hogsfrom Hooting.—May 12, 1868.—One
jaw rests upon the snout and has a spout-shaped cut-

tor which penetrates the gristle as the other is pressed
against the end of the snout. The barbed plug is

then inserted, and the barb prevents retroaction.
Claim,—The within-described instrument, consist-

ing of the handles A A' B B', and the plates or parts
D E, having the openings df, and the cuttei-f/, pro-

vided with inclined side-pieces /i /t, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

77,89-2.—E. I. Kline, Kirkvillo, lowo.— JSe^-

nive.—May 12, 1868.—The hive is made in tlireo

cyUudrical sections of glazed earthenware. The*
lower section has a concavo-convex diapiiragm, to

the upper side of which the bees enter through a hor-
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izontal spoat. The moth chamber is beneath the dia-

phragm and entered by holes through the outer sliell

;

the molh chamber may be opened by removing a
shutter. An upper chamber communicates with the
main chamber through holes near the edges of two
horizontal glass disk.s, the upper one of which is

turned to open or cut off communication.
Claim.—A bee-hive, combining in its construction

the following elements, viz : First, a base. A, con-
Btructcd witii a diaphragm. A', spout 13, and open-
ings C ; second, a scctioiT, D, with slats at E ; third,

the double glass plates F ; fourth, the section G ;

fifth, the glass plate n ; and, sixth, a cap, I ; said

base sections, and cap being composed of glazed
earthenware, and the parts being airanged substan-
tially as described.

77,893—Joseph Koehler, Xew York, X. T.—FUhing Apparatus.—May 12, ISCS.—The line is

laid over a springjerk and lever trigger, so arranged
that the spring is disengaged by a nibble at the
hook, and the line is jerked to secure the fish.

Claim.—1. The tiigger-lcver d, applied substan-
tially as specified, in combination with the spring
jerk* the parts receiving the fishing line as set forth.

2. The swing arm h, in combination with the trig-

ger lever and holding eye 11, or its equivalent, so
that the parts may be folded as set forth.

3. The steel yard n, in combination with the trig-

ger lever d and and jerk spriug c, substantiaUy as
and for the purposes set forth.

4. The spring hook q. formed of the arms 14. ex-
tending from the cod 1-5, and terminating in the re-

verse hooks 16, so that the hooks can be opened by
pressing the arms 14 toward each other, as set forth.

77,894.—"^iFiLLiAM O. Leslie, Philadelphia Pa.—Brick Machine.—May 12. 18GS.—Clay from the pit
is thrown into the tub where it is crushed by the
rollers and passes through the chute into the mixing
tub, when it is acted on by revolving knives and
swept into the ix)x. The horizontally reciprocating
plunger drives it into the molds as 'they are alter-

nately presented by the carriage. The clay is then
pressed by a vertically moving plunger operated by
a cam. Segment cogwheels and rack actuate the
mold carriage. A crank pin and slotted yoke op-
erate the horizontal plunger which moves the clay
from the box to the mold.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pug mill or
mixLDg tub G-. with the chamber q' having the
plunger I working therein, the chamber g' with the
plunger J, and the reciprocating mold carriage "W,
all constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. The mold carnage provided with the racks T,
in combination with the segment wheels S and S'i

and the spur wheels Q and Q', when arranged as
shown and described, for the purpose of imparting
to the mold carriage a reciprocating motion, as set
forth.

77,895.—William O. Leslie, Philadelphia, Pa.—Machine for Dressing Stone.—May 12, 1868.—The
cutters are attached to a rotating' wheel and act
upon the face of the stone, which rests upon a trav-
ersing table and is fed along to the cutters by gear-
ing from the main driving shaft.

Claim.—The combination of the wheel A. having
the cutters attached, with the table B provided with
the rack a, and the shaft rn provided with the pin-
ion u. and having its outer end journaled in the
lever L, all an-anged to operate substantially as de-
scribed.

77,896

—

Geouge F. Lewis. Philadelphia, Pa.,
and FiJEDEincK D. Stuaet, "Washington, D. C—
Cylindrical Plate Printing Machlne^nj.—May 12,
1868.—The engraved cylinder is heated^bv a row of

fas burners placed in the hollow axis of "the cvlin-
er, which may be cast iron, surfaced with steel or

copper. The ink is applied by rollers adapted to
stand a moderate heat. The whiting is applied to
the detergent roller by a board which is held in
contact with its lower side by a series of spiral
springs.

Claim.—1. Applying whiting or other material, as
a detergent, to the cylinder, in a solid fonn, by

means of boards i^ ir and springs, i or equivalents,
substantially as described.

2. The btiff/3 applied to the detergent roller F,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The application of gas to heat the printing
cylinder and the ink rollers, by means of pipes b
passing through said rollers, and provided with
bui-ners or jets h^ b^, substantially as described.

77,897.—E. J. Letburn, Lexington, Ya.—Har-
vester.—May 12, 1868.—The combined rake and reel
revolves iu the arc of a circle whose axis is parallel
with the fijiger-bar. The rake is made to act as a
reel-bar in gathering the grain, and then to descend
automatically to sweep the gavel from the platform.
That portion of the cam which causes the peculiar
action of the rake is under command of the diiver,
so that it may be thrown out of action and allow a
greater amount of graia to accumulate. The draught
frame, platfoi-m, and finger bar are simultaneously
adjustable upon the draught wheels in a vertical direc-
tion. The cutting apparatus may be raised inde-
pendently of the tongue.
Claim.—L The shifting device /, constituting an

auxiliary to the cam J, substantially in the manner
described, and applied to a combined rake and reel
of the character substantially as described, whereby
the raking can be stopped and started at pleasure
while the reels and rake continue to revolve, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. "The combination of the vertically and bodily
adjustable frame A^ ^-ith the rock shaft S and the
inner and outer supporting wheels D and d^, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes de-
scribed.

2. The segmental toothed frame E, provided with
a latch and lever, and pivoted to the draught frame
A^, said frame having the axle of the supporting
wheel D applied to it, and being attached, by means
of a lever, B^, to a pivoted di-aught pole, B,'so that
in the act of raising and depressing the draught
frame the front end of said pole shaU remain in one
given position, substuntially as described.

4. The idler, or pulley" E^, applied to the vi-
brating frame E, so as to maintain proper tension of
the belt C^ at all times, substantially as described.

5. The toothed segment frame E." adapted for sus-
pending the frame A^, and for being geared with
toothed pinions a a, and for being connected to the
devices which actuate the wheel d^, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

6. The continuously vertically revolving reel arms
Ji, intermittent horizontally sweeping rake 1-, and
a shilting device, /, in combination with a hand lever,
Gi, and catching device, y y^, substantially as de-
scribed.

77,898.—JOHX LoxGA>*ECKER, Xew Pittsburg,
Ohio.

—

Stump Extractor.—May 12, 1868.—A pinion
on the sweep axis gears into a larger wheel on the
shaft of the drum ou which the rope is wound.
The additional power of the tackle is exerted upon
the end of the lever which is secured by a chain to a
stump so as twist out the latter as the lever is s-^-ept

around.
Claim.—The combination of the tongue C, gears

b' and d, windlass D, rope d^, pulleys E and F, and
lever G. with the frame A and bra'ces c, when ar-
ranged and operating as and for the pui-pose set
forth.

77,899.—John McCoy, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
simor to himself and W. T. Sxell, same place.

—

Metal Can and Case for Putting v.p Alkalies.—May
12, 1668.—The can has a body, bottom, an inner an-
nular cover, and an outer cover, all composed of
sheet metal, and secured by lap joints made tight
without solder.

Claim.—The within-described can or case, com-
posed of the body A, bottom a, inner annular cover
b, and outer cover cZ, all being arranged and secured
by lap joints, as set forth for" the purpose specified.

77,900

—

Fran-klin- P. McCullox and Williajji
Woodcock, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Oil Cup for Steam
Pressure.—May 12, 1868.—The flow of oil from the
lubricator is adjusted by a screw-stem whose end is

adjusted in proximity to the opening, or by a faucet.
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In each case a pointer shows the extent of opening
in-couuection with an index.

Claim.—1. The needle or plug B, and the index or
finger E, in combination with an oil cup A, substan-
tially as shown.

2. The key F', finger I, sieve K, in combination
with an oil cup A, substantially as shown.

77,905 .—AcniLLE F. Migeox, "Wolcottville, as-

signor to TJxioN Hardware Company, Torrington,
Conn.— /SV.-a^c—May 12, 1868. — The brackets by
which the tread plates are secured to the runner
have elongated mortises to receive tenons on the
runner posts. One of the sole clamps is fastened by
a screw to the tread plate, and the other is moved up
to the edge of the sole by a temper screw.

Claim.—1. The metallic brackets g g, each formed
with an elongated hole, receiving the tongue at the
end of the i-unner arm, into which said tongue is

riveted, so that said brackets stand as T-pieces
across the arms of the runner, and are united to the
sole plate by the screws or rivets o, as set forth.

2. The clamps k I, in combinaMon with the screw
m, that passes through the flange of the clamp I, and
through a threaded hole in the runner, fitting said
screw m, so as to confine the boot sole by the clamps
k I, in the manner specified.

77,902.— Wit.liam Hartley Miller, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

—

Mannfacture of Packing for Steam
Engines, die.—May 12, 1868.—The fibrous material
and the powder are united and prepared to resist

steam and water by saturation in heated oil, grease,
or wax.

Claim.—The process above described, or its sub-
stantial equivalent, whei'eby the combination of
dry powdered and dry fibrous material may be se-

cured from the efi'ects of water or condensed steam.

77,903.—C. D. Moody, St. Louis, Mo., assignor
to himself and Horace Billings, Beardstown, 111.

—

Car Brake and Starter.—May 12, 1868 ; antedated
April 28, 1868.—The power expended in stopping the
car is stored in a spiral spring surrounding the axle,

and is expended in starting the car.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
wheels B, B', and D, with the axle A, and the spring
C, as described and set forth.

77,904.—-TOHN H. IS^'OLF, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and John D. Williams, same
place.

—

Composition for Refining and Toughening
Iron.—May 12, 1868.—For a cliarge of 500 lbs. of pig
iron the following composition is prepared: liecl

lead, 11 lb. ; chloride of potash, 4 oz. ; manganese, 5
oz. ; and salt, 11 pint. When the pig iron lias been
thoroughly melted in the puddling furnace the com-
position is thrown upon it and the dampers closed for
a short time.

Claim.—The treatment of iron during the process
of puddling with a composition consisting of the
within-described ingredients, or their equivalents, in
the manner and for the pm-pose described.

77,905.— Galen Orr, Needham, Mass. — Cwf-
ting and Forming Blind-Hook Blanks.—May 12,
1868.—The blanks are cut economically from a plate
according to the diagram, and are then forged to the
shape required.

Claim.—Making blind-hook blanks by cutting
plate metal to the shape herein specified.

77,906.—Frederick W. Palmer, "West Rich-
mondville, N. Y.—Rand Fork.—M.a.j 12, 1868.—In-
tended for gathering cut grain in the swath and
pitching it on to tlie load without binding into
sheaves. The tines have a double beud, forming a
cradle for the grain.

Claim.—A hand-fork, substantially as described,
for the purposea set forth.

77,907. — Nelson Palmer, "Albany, IST. T.—
Horse Hay Fovk.—Mnj 12, 18()8.—The fork is pivoted
to swing in a bail, and is held in position to retain
hay by a bent spring piece which l)ears against a pin
in tlie fork and a roller in the bail until it is dis-

charged by tlio trigger cord to dump the load,
Claiyn.—ThG spring-catch k, in combination with

the bail e and roller t, for the pm'pose of holding the
bail e in position, or releasing it at pleasure.

77,908.—George Pancake, Harrisburg, Pa.—
Machine for Wiring Blind Slats.—Maj 12, 1868.—
The staples straddle the knife-edged inclined plate
and rest against the edge of the wheel, which is

notched so as to carry at each rotation one staple
into the chute traversed by the driver which thrusts
the staple out of the chute and into the slat.

Claim,.—1. Feeding the staples to the driver "W by
means of the wheel &, said wheel being constructed
and operating substantially as described.

2. The staple-supplying incline «, in combination
with the feeding wheel h and driver TV, arranged to
operate in the manner and by the means substan-
tially as set forth.

77,909.—John E. Parker, Meriden, Conn.—
Reversible Kiiob Lateh.—M.aj 12, 1868.—A projec-
tion upon the yoke enters a hole in the latch bolt,

and an arm extends through the top of the case by
which the yoke may be raised from the latch-bolt to
permit the withdrawal and reversal of the latter.

The case has inside guides to assist in the proper re-
placement of the latch.

Ciai^n.—1. The yoke B, provided with a projec-
tion, a, and arranged so as to be raised from the latch-
bolt, substantially as shown.

2. In combination with tlie above, the fixed guides
d d, for guiding and holding the latch-bolt in position,
substantially as described.

3. The arm G, constructed so as to form a seat for
the spring on the spindle C, and also as a means for
operating the yoke B, to permit the removal of the
latch-bolt, substantially as herein set forth.

77,910.—Wilbur F. Parker, Meriden, Conn.—
Machinefor Threading Screws.—May 12, 1868.—The
gimlet-pointed screw is clamped and rotated in con-
tact with the cutter, which fonns a thread at right
angles with the surface of the screw around the
point.

Claim.—The combination of the mandrel, or its

equivalent, for rotating the screw blank and the
guide R, with a chasing tool and mechanism for im-
parting to the said tool a movement of translation
along the body of the screw blank, and curvilinearly
along the curve or tapered extremity of the blank,
substantially as described.

77,911.—George F. Peckham, Grafton, Ohio.—
Hair Dye and Dressing Compound.—^May 12, 1868.

—Composed of water, 2 galls. ; isinglass, 1 lb. ; and
sugar of lead, 2 oz. ; evaporated to 2 quarts. Add
spermaceti, 31 lbs. ; olive oil, 7 lbs. ; lard, 4 J- lbs.

;

white wax, 2^ lbs. ; pailk of sulphm*, 4 oz. ; and per-
fume to suit.

Claim.—A compound composed of the ingredients,
and in nearly the proportions, substantially as herein
described.

77,912.—Truman Piper and E. F. Bradley,
Birmingham, Conn., assignors to Howe Manufac-
turing Company, same place.

—

Machinefor Sticking
Fins.—May 12, 1868.—The object is to place pins
dilFering in size or color, or both, upon the same
paper. A channel is arranged for each kind of pin
and a cut-otf operates to open the channel from which
the requiicd pins are to be received, the other chan-
nels being closed, each channel being opened in its

turn automatically.
Claim.—1. In combination Avith the several inde-

pendent channels, the cut-oif device for each of tho
said channels, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described, and operating so as at the proper
time to deliver the pins from either or several of the
channels, substantially in the manner herein set
forth.

2. The combination of the intermittently revolving
ratchet, cam wheel, spring levers, and cut-ofl" slides

with the slide B, substantially as herein described.

77,913.—James Powell, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Globe Valve.—M.ay 12, 1868.—The guiding collar

neatly fits the outside of the scrcAr upon tlie stem, so
as to act as a guide in grinding. Tho aforesaid col-

lar has a valve seat upon its lower side against which
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the packing collar acts as a valve when packing the

stem under a head of steam.
Claim.—1. The loose collar or guiding rim F, ap-

plied to the neck of a globe valve, substantially in

the manner described.

2. The packing collar G-, in combination with the

loose disk valve and grooved hub C, as described

and set forth.

77,914.—George Eatmond, Fitchburg, assign-

or to himself and Oliver P. CoxKLiXG, Worcester,
Muss.

—

Detachable Kosi for Bowls, &e.—May 12,

1868.—The spout is attaclied to a shield or partial
" breast," which is secured by bands to a hoop press-

ing circumforentially around the cup.

Claim.—The combination, with a detachable nose
for bowls and other articles, provided with one or

more loops b, as herein described, of an elastic band
c, for holding the said nose to the bowl to which it is

applied, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses herein shown and specified.

77,915.-^0HN F. Eeixek, Columbus Citv, Iowa.
Joint for Shackles.—Maj 12, 18G8.—While the thills

are raised the cross bolt on the thill iron is dropped
into the slot on the upper side of the clip iron, and on
lowering the thills into working position, a curved
slot in the thill iron engages a pin passing trans-

versely through the clip Iron. This prevents acci-

dental disengagement. ^
Claim.—A .joint or shackle, having parts A and B,

bolts C and E', clutch D, and hollows G-, constructed,
combined, and arranged sabstautially as specified.

77,916.—CrT.\RLES F. Eitchel, Chicago, 111.—

Caji Opener.—May 12, 1868.—The point is thrust
through the metal of the can, and the tool being ro-

tated on this point as a center, the cutting lip makes
a circular aperture in the plate.

Claim.—The can-opener, made of one piece of
sheet metal, as described, provided with point D and
blade E, both airanged and operating substantially

as herein shown and specified.

77,917.—William H.Eodgers, Brooldyn, N. Y.—Gas Burner.—May 12, 18G8.—The gas burner has
an igniting jet, and the latter is extinguished while
the main .jet is burning. In extinguishing the main
jet. the gas is first passed through a small channel
in the C(3ck in order that the subsidiary jet may be
lighted from the burner before the final extinguish-
inent of the latter, leaving the igniting jet ready for

subsequent duty.
Claim.—1. The cock c, formed with the gas ways

2, 4, and 7, in combination with the opening 3, and
pipes ,5 and 6, to supply gas to the chamber ./"and jet
i, when the jet e is extinguished, the parts being ar
ranged and acting substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The regulating screw or cock 8, in combination
with the jets i and e, as and for the purposes set forth.

77,918.—George W. Eoland, Salem, Oregon.
—Harness Loop.—May 12, 1868.—The frame has
loops for the back and belly bands, and for the breecli-
ing and stay straps, and has trace slots beneath its

raised front.

Claim.—A winged metallic loop for attachment to
harness, constructed to operate substantially as de-
scribed.

77,919— Hugh B. Eorke, California, Mo.—
Mop TFrmsrer.-May 12, 1868 ; antedated April 29,
1868.—The roller frame hooks upon the edge of the
bracket or tub. One of the rollers is journaled in an
arm which is oscillated by the pressure of the foot
upon the treadle.

Claim..—T\\e rollers B B', either with or without
corrugations, the ear pieces A. and lever C, when
combined aud arranged as described and set forth.

77,920.—Hermax and Louis Eoyer, San Fran-
cisco. Cal.

—

Machine for Treatinj Hides.—^aj 12,
1868.—Intended for treating hides for belting, &c.
The end of the unhaired hide is secured in the slot
of the central shaft, which is then revolved, winding
the hide tightly thereon. The rotation is then re-

versed and the hide is thereby uncoiled, doubled

back, and recoiled in the other direction, stretching

it and roughing the surface. The weight rests upoa
the hide and condenses it by lateral pressure as it is

lengthened. It is then treated with oil and tallow

in the usual way.
Claim.—1. The vertical shaft B with a slot, B',

and set screws, bbb, said shaft having a forward
and back motion, substantially as and for the piu-pose

described.
2. The pins or rollers C C C set in the rings D and

D', together with the grooved weight I, substantially

as and for the pm'poses described.

77,921.— George 0. Saxdersoi^, Boston, as
signor to himself and E. D. Goodrich, Cambridge,
Mass.—Soldering Furnace.— lilaj 12, 1868.— The
" Bunseu " burner is combined with an aii- deflector

and a portable furnace which serves to heat solder-

ing tools, or glue pots.

Claim.—1. The flattened tube AD E when made
and arranged substantially as described, and for the
purpose sc't forth.

2. The combination, as well as the arrangement of

a Bunseu burner with a deflector, G, the pieces K
K' K" K'", and the case iST O, made substantially as
described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

77,923.—Elias Saxford, Meriden, Conn.—Ap-
paratusfor Handling Iron in Rolling Mills.—May
12, 1868.—The automatic handler receives the plate
after passing through the rolls and elevates it so that
the man can reach it to pass it again through the
rolls. The plate is received in a pan, the man places
his loot upon a treadle, which by means of a friction

pully rotates the shaft, winds up the cord, closes the
jaw on the plate, and then lifts it, pan and all, to a
position whence it can be reached by the tongs of the
^s'orkman on the other side of the rolls.

Claim.—The pan C with the valve a attached, and
its peculiar construction, with the perpendicular bar
D and double-jointed lever F, by which it is carried
around and over the upper roll, and presented to the
man in front of the machine, substantially as herein
specified.

77,923.— Socrates Scholfield, Providence,
E. I.—Requlating and Dispensing Mechanism.—
May 12, 1863 ; antedated March 20, lb68.—The ver-
tical movements of a collar on the stem of the gov-
ernor are communicated to a rack bar which actu-
ates a pinion having an adjustable frictional bearing
upon an arm. The deflection of the latter is com-
municated by the described devices to an oscillating
segment armed with pawls which rotate a gear
wheel in the other direction, aud by appropriate de-
vices regulate the area of steam opening to an en -

gine, the water power to a wheel, &c.
Claim..—1. Causing the motion derived from any

kind of governor, as transmitted in one direction, to
be stopped and controlled by an obstructing point or
notch, or system of elevations or depressions, oper-
ating under the action of a governor, 'transmitted in
another direction, substantiaUy as described.

2. Arranging the ratchet teeth in steps, or one
above the other, in connection with a guard oper-
ating to produce a corresponding change in the ele-

vation of the catches, substantially as and for the
purpose specified, in any regidating or dispensing
mechanism.

3. The combination of several elements, consist-
ing, first, of a dispensing device, second, of a vibrat-
ing bar or lever, and third, of an opposing point,

placed in connection or combination with any gov-
ernor or other indicator of a desired change in the
action of a machine, to operate substantially as de-

scribed.

77,924 Jacob H. Scrreixer. Camp Hill, Pa.
—Grain Drill—May 12, 1868.—To the tubular sahnk
is attached a foot-piece which has a sharp toe form-
ing a share. In front of the shank is a shin edge,
aud this is preceded by a guard bar which fulfills the
functions of a colter.

Claim.—1. The peculiar construction of the foot B,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth
and described.

2. The combination of the foot B, cutter C, and
boot A, substantially as herein shown.
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3. The cutter guard E, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the feed

pipe or boot A, cutter guard E, brace D, cutter C,

foot B, and share d, substantially as herein set forth

and for the purpose specilied.

77,925.—Albert Skinneu, San Francisco, Cal.

—Machine for Making Brain Pipe.—May 12, 18ti8.

—A core is placed in the stationary steam-heated

cylinder. A follower, attached to a piston head,

moves up and down around a stationary core, pass-

ing through slots In the center block. A closely-

fitting packing ring is placed around the core, and
slips up and down upon it by the action of the piston

and follower. Another ring is placed at the top of

the cylinder, and the clay is held around the core

and between the two rings, and pressed by the force

of the engine on the piston. After pressure, the

cross-head and rings ai-e removed from the top of

the cylinder, and the piston drives out the pipe.

Claim.—1. The follower G, constructed with slots

G' G', and the curved openings F F, in which it

slides, in combination with tlie stationaiy core E and
ring N, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above-claimed appara-

tus, the steam jacket J for beating the same, and the

material worked thereby, substantially as described.

77,926.—J. C. Slaughter, Crurapton, Md.—
Churn.—May 12, 1868.—The'dasher is duplicate ; one
set of blades being attached to the central post
•which revolves in one direction, the other blades be-

ing attached to a frame which smTounds the other,

is sleeved upon it, and is rotated in the other direc-

tion.

Claim.—1. A casing,. A, contracted in diameter
near the bottom, in combination with a series of re-

volving blades, arranged nearer together at the lower
than at the upper end of the casing, for the purpose
set forth.

2. The frame G, having bladesm extending across
the same, and hung to the shaft C, in respect to its

blades n, as and for the pm'pose specified.

77,927.-Alfred G. Smith, Marathon, IT. Y.—
Foxing and Soling Boots.—May 12, 18G8.—The front
portion of the boot, consisting of a sole, shank, and
upper, is made iu readiness to be slipped on over a
boot, forming a "foxing," and being attached by
screws through the sole of the latter and penetrating
the sole of the boot proper.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture, a
foxing or fronting and soling for boots and shoes,

constructed separately from the work to which it is

to be applied, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

77,928.—James D. Smth, Ifew York, IT. Y.,
assignor to Arthur P. Emery, same place.

—

Meas-
uring Faucet.—May 12, 1868.—The measuring cliam-

ber, in the head of the faucet, has a rotary draining
and measuring device operated by a hand crank upon
the outside. An epieyclic train of wheels of differen-

tial character operates therewith. Through the lat-

ter, motion is communicated by the said crank to an
indicator dial, preferably hung" to revolve by spring
or I'rictional pressure, with the gear, so as to be capa-
ble of independent adjustment relatively to the
poiuter.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a rotary meas-
uring and drawing device, C, arranged in the cham-
ber B of the faucet A, and turned from the outside
by crank or handle G of the fast and loose differen-

tial wheels I J, pinion K, carried by the handle and
wheels M N, or their equivalents, for operating the
dial P, sul)stantially as shown and described.

2 The dial P hung for indepcnden.t action, as de-

scribed, and for free rotation with the wheel N, by
which it is driven by frictional gear with the latter,

through a spring or springs interposed between said
wheel'and dial, essentially as specified.

77,929.—CiiAULES F. Spauldino, St. Johns-
bury, Vt., assignor to himself and E. D. Goodrich,
Cambridge, Mass.— Double Scamer for Tin Work.—
May 12, 1868.-The carrying disk has a rubber band
to create friction upon the vessel acted on. The com-

pressing disk is journaled on top of the standard and
is brought into conjunction with the former disk as
required, or the disk and standard are thrown over
out of the way by removing the brace and vibrating
the post on its lower pivot.

Claim.—1. The carrying disk F, the shaft D. and
crank E, when combined with the compressing disk
H. operating substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The rubber band G, in combination with the
disk F, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The standard K, pivot K' in combination with
the brace N, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the lever
M, shaft I, sliding standai'd J, and standard K, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

77,930.—George H. Stevenson, "WasMngton,
Ohio.— Ditching Machine.— May 12, 18C8.— The
curved blade conforms to the shape of the rounded
bottom of the ditch, and has two vertical cutters
rising from its sides. A foot piece enables it to be
used as a spade.
Claim.—Tha construction of a spade that will cut

a ditch ready for tile, thirty inches deep, without the
use of any other instrument, and is useful for digging
post holes and many other useful things, which is

done by the movable foot piece and peculiar shape of
the blade and lips attached thereto.

77,931.-^AMES H. Swain, San Francisco. Cal.—Boot and Shoe Last.—May 12, 1868.—A metallic
sole is attached to an ordinary last, and has a flanrsa

around it. The object is to clinch the pegs as they
are driven through the sole.

Claim.—The projection or flange C, or its equiva-
lent, on the face of the last, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

77,932.—William Swindell, Allegheny City,
Vn..—Puddling and Boiling Furnace.—May 12, 1868.

—The inner faces of the boshes are cast again.st

chills. A ledge around the bottom plate holds the
boshes. The boshes are attached to the bottom
plate and to each other by dovetail ribs on the
former and lugs on the bottom plate. The latter
has grooves below, which receive water pipes to
cool the plate.

Claim.—1. A bottom plate for a puddling or boil-

ing furnace, cast with a series of grooves in or
along its lower surface, in which to arrange a series
of water pipes, substantially as and for the purposes
hereinbefore set forth.

2. The use of a series of tubular water chills a',

when arranged in grooves cast in the lower face ol

the bottom plate of a boiling or pnddling-furnacc,
substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore
described.

3. Supporting the boshes of a puddling or boiling
fm'uace by a ledge or rim c, on the upper face of the
bottom plate, and extending around it in the outside
line of the boshes, substantially as and for the pur-
poses hereinbefore expressed.

4. Jointing fae boshes of a puddling or boiling-

furnace to the bottom plate and to each other by
ribs e, so shaped as, in connection with lips c' to
form a dovetail joint, substantially as and for the
imrposes set forth.

5. Making chill-faced boshes for puddling or boil-

ing furnaces, by casting them against a metallic
chil, substantially as and for the purposes herein-
before set forth.

77,933.- George H. Taylor, New York, IST. Y.—Oscillating Rubbing Machine for Aledical Use.—
May 12, 1868.—The spirally-ribbed rubber plays in

an aperture in the couch, and is vertically adjustable
to suit the adjustment of the couch. The rubber is

rotatable upon a lever, which is oscillated by a crank.
Claim.— I. The rubber A, composed of india-rub-

ber, and having its outer surface coated or covered
with India-rubber ; the said outer surface being fur-

nished with projecting ribs, points, or corrugations,
and the said rubl)er A beiug constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. 'The combination with the rubber A of the
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forked rod C, hung on a pivot. E, and operated by
any suitable mecbauism, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination -u-ith the rubber A and rod C
of the crank G. arm or connecting-rod H, and shaft
I, substantially as described and for the pui-poses
^et forth.

4. The combination vrith the rubber A, driven by
suitable mechanism, substantially as set forth, of the
couch S, properly connected to' the frame O, and
bfiviug an opening, 11. through it, for the said rabber
A to work through, substantially as and for the pur-
jjose set forth.

r7,934.—'Joseph W. Thokp. Hillsborough
Bridge, X. H., assignor to himself and David F.
Biio\ys.—Tailors' Pressing Machine.—Islaj 12, 18(J8.

—The press-iron is attached by a ball and socket
joint to the swinging arm, and is so arranged that
a slight pressure on the handle brings the "force of
a toggle upon the spindle of the press iron, enabling
the operator to bring a heavy pressure upon the
goods with a slight exertion of power. Pins sup-
port the heater in the chamber of the iron to mode-
rate the heat of the face.

Claim.—1. The an-angement of the socket E, the
sleeve F, and the spindle J, with the press iron and
its adjusting handle, substantially as set forth.

2. Supporting the heater at a" distance fi-om the
face plate of the press ii-on. by means substantially
as described and for the pui^pose specified.

3. The arrangement of the adjustable handle a
and cam a' with the spindle J and press iron, for the
purpose substantially as set forth.

4. The rubber or 'elastic bearing e, arranged iu
combination with the jack P. substantially as set

forth.

77,935.—Dasiel H. Turner, Xew York, X. Y.
—Apparahis for Coolinj and Purifying Bone
Black.—May 12, 16G8.—The heated charcoal is agi-

tated by means of the lifters on ^-he interior periphery
of the revolving cylinder, and a current of cool air

is drawn by a fan 'through the cylinder to remove
dust and tr'ases. The hot coal is' distributed by an
apron, ancl when purified passes out by a spout at

the end of the cylinder. A sleeve regulates the
amount of perforated surface through which the
dust, <fce. is removed.

Claim.—1. The combination of the circumferen-
tially close revolving cylinder A, provided with in-

terior lifters, and set" horizontal, or thereabouts,
screen, or screen extension C, at the forward end of
said cylinder, and hot-air, gas, and dust conductor
F, for "operation together, substantially as specified.

2. In combination with the circumfe'renrially close

cylinder A, and screen forward extension t. the
ailjustable ring or cover K, essentially as shown
and described."

3. The aiTangement within the conductor F of
the distributing apron H, for operation in connection
with the cylinder A, provided with lifters, and set
horizontal or thereabouts, as herein set forth.

77,936 GusTAV TTebekecd, Pliiladelphia. Pa.—Lamp Shade.—May 12, liC?.—The sui^porting
wires are looped to the ring and their ends are
cmred down to rest upon the side of the chimney,
thereby making a holder which accommodates itself

to various sizes of chimneys.
Claim.—Jm combination ^^'it\l the radial braces

for supporting the shade on the cliimney, the raised
clboA\s on said braces to support the shade and pre-

vent it from shaking about, substantially as and for

the puriKJse described.

yr.93r.—S.A^ruEL G. "Wellixg, Xew Uochelle,
X. Y.—Bed Pan Attachment for Invalid Beds.-
May 12, IStlS ; antedated May 4, 1868.—The flaring-

mouthed pipe passes through the mattress and com-
municates with a closed vessel beneath. The pipe
has a Btop-cock. A removable funnel fits upon Its top.

Claim.—The movable elastic seat piece, in com-
bination with the pipe and pan, substantially as and
for the puqwses set forth.

77.938.—William il. Wellixg, Xcw York.X.
Y.—Artificial Jrory.—May 12, 1868 : antedated May

4 p—VOL. n

2, 1868.—Composed of gum shellac, 16 ,- camphor. 1

;

and talc, 10 ptats.
' Claim.—The composition herein specified, pre-
pared as set forth.

77,939.—E. B. West. St. Anthonv. Minn.—
Churn Dasher.— yLaj 12, 1868.-The" device is

clamped to the table by the jaws and set screw. It
has t^o vertical dashe'r shafts having opposite rota-
tion, and an arm depending from the frame lias a
stationary paddle to prevent tlie revolution of the
cream. The device is applicable to an open-topped
croam vessel.

Claim.—1. The arragement of the arm X and sta-

tionary paddle O, as specified, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the stationary arm X and
its paddle O with the movable arms M I, their pad-
dies, and the plate A, all constructed and operated
as specified.

77.940.—Daxiel M. White, Maiden, Mass.—
Portable Music ,S'ta?]d.—May 12, 1868.—The three
legs arc folded together into a cylindrical form and
are held by a cap wliieli forms the knob of the cane.
The rest ai-ms arc pivoted to the end of a vcrticaily

adjustable rod sliding in the cane, and may be foldecl

to the same and thrust into a socket at 'the lower
end of the cane.
Claim.—Ho arranging a convertible cane and mu-

sic-stand that when closed to form a cane, said cane
shall consist of the hinged legs B B B and the tube
A. said parts being adapted to inclose the rod D and
folding rack C ; and, when arranged as a music-
stand.'the legs B B B shall be extended to support
the tube A and the rod D. and frame, C be adjusta-
bly supported on the latter by means of the spring
S,' substantially as described."

77,941.—William H. Wmrii:, Lynn, Mass.—
Tube TFe«.—May 12, 1868.-The induction tubes
have side openiii"gs, and slide radially in the lower
section of the well tube. When inserting the well
tube the heads of the induction tubes are flush
with its outside, being held inward by springs,
and when the well tube is inserted the induction
tubes are forced outward by descent of an inner
tube.

Claim.—The combination, with a well tube. A, of
the movable strainers or induction tubes, applied
and operating substantially as described.

77,942.—THOSLisB. Wickha^l Granville, Ohio.—Portable Fence.—May 12. 1868.—The panels are
braced by triangular frames into which the lower
and the upper two bars are recessed. The lower
corners of the frames are secured to stakes.

Claim.—The manner of locking and supporting
the panels by the double brace and clamp B B, in
combination with the stakes D D and lock C C, all

substantially arranged as set forth in the foregoing-

specifications.

77.943.—William J. Willits. Detroit, Mich.—
Platform Car Stake Holder.-'^Slaj 12, 1868 ; ante-

dated April 28, 1868.—The stake is" clamped to the
sUl by a bridle plate and bolts, which latter have
transverse movement in the sill to allow the .stake to
drop down into a horizontal position, or to tighten
the same when elevated. The bolts are drawn in-

ward by a cam bar operated by a lever. The stake
is hung' to one of the bolts.

Claim.—1. The arm I, cams XX, collar H, staple

bolts F F. &c., clamp E, plate E, projection O,
staple bolt P, nut S, and lever L, for the purpose de-

signed.
2. The combination and arrangement of the stake

B, the sill A, the gain D in the floor C. the clamp E,
the staple bolts F F, &c.. the collar H, the arm I,

the head K. the lever L, the cams X X, the projec-

tion O, staple bolt P. the plate K. the ring X, and
the stop T. arranged substantially as described for

the purpose designed.

77,944.—George H. Tift. Morrisville, Vt,—
Vegetable TTa-sTier.-May 12, 1868.-The vegetables

are inserted through the door of th;> rotating cylin-

drical cage. The "shaft of the ca^e is vertically ad-
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justable by means of pivoted supporting- blocks,
wliicli are' turned thereunder.

Claim.—The combination of the bolt-headed jour-
nals C C, when attached to the rotating cylinder F,
from its interior, and used with the pivoted blocks
J J, in the manner as specified.

77,945.—HiRAjr Aldridge, Goshen, Ind., and
r* "Willis Bedfokd, Chicago, 111., assignors to Hiram

Aldridge.—JTor,s(;Poic;cr.—May 19, 18ti8.—Two or
more pinion spur wheels are applied to the shaft so
that it can be adjusted vertically and longitudinally.
The main frame is of triangular form, and has three
pinions beneath or above a horizontal toothed master
wheel, each of said wheels being at the angle of the
frame for equalizing, and for providing for a change
of speed of the driving shaft.

Claim.—1. In combination with a stationary or
mounted horse-power, a vertically adjustable shaft,

E, which is provided with two or more pinion spur-
wheels, for the purposes and substantially in the
manner described.

2. The vertically adjustable shaft E, with two or
more pinions upon it, in combination wit]\ sliding or
compensating knuckles or couplings E, or their

ecLuivalents, substantially as and for the purposes
described,

g 3. In combination with a shaft, E, which is made
Tertically adjustable, and also longitudinally adjust-
able, the adjustable coUars 1 1, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The triangular L-shaped cast frame C C, con-
structed substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
5. The combined arrangement of tlie driving i)in-

ions G- G G, radial shafts D D B\ bevel wheels gcc\
arranged upon a triangular frame, C C, substantially
as described.

77,946.—Jerome B. Armstrong, Corunna,
Mich.—^'^rap Fastener.—Mfxy 19, 1868.—A cam with
an acute angular edge at the front end, and a narrow
stem at the other end, is placed in a frame and held
by a bolt. The shank of the strap holder is formed
with a recess in which is a spring which raises the
Btem of the cam, and retains the strap at any desii-ed

point.
Claim.—1. The cam E, provided with the angular

edge E and stem J, with the spring I, operating
substantially as described, for the purposes set ibrth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the cam
E, the recess H, the spring I, with the frame A,
t lie hook B, the cross-bar C, the strap-bolt D, and
the bolt G, all operating in tbe manner specified, a^id

for the purposes set forth.

77,947.—Samuel Ayeks, New York, IST. T.—
Truss.—May 19, 1868.—The pad is made of cork sur-

rounded by a flange from wMch the curved face of

the pad rises. The pad is connected by a loop

to thebelt so as to adapt it to any position on the
body.

Claim.—1. Connecting the pad of a truss with the
band or strap by a loop, E, through which the belt

slides loosely, substantially as described.
2. Making a truss pad of cork, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The flange E, around the edge of the pad, sub-

stantially as described.

77,948.—Charles H. Bacox, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and William Head, Jr., same
place.

—

Governor for Steam-Engines.—Mxxj 19, 1868.

—The link which controls the valve is opei-atcd by a
shaft passing through a vessel containing water or
other liquid. The shaft is allowed a horizontal mo-
tion and is provided with a propeller or series of
wings, above the vessel, and forming part of the
same are two equalizing air-cliambers.

Claim.—The combination of the propeller and
shaft a b, working Avithinthe cylinder A, constructed
with one or more chambers B C, with the link E,
crank c, and rod d, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

77,949.—Emory Barnes, Chelsea, Wiah.—Ditch-
ing Machine.—May 19, 1868.—An arrangement of de-
v-vicea for operating a crane and scoop for deepening

water channels, and adapted particularly to excavat-
ing swampy lands.

Claim.—The combination of the sills Y, the posts
B, the cross-tree C, the beam B, the braces A"-^, the
vertical shaft D. pulleys E, G, and II, tlie chain or
rope R, windlass V, lever W, block E, crane I, bolt

2, lever J, scoop K, platform TJ, capstan V, lines P,
S, N, T, and Q, cross-bar M, blocks O, and rope X,
when arranged, constructed, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth and
shown.

77,950.—Nathan Bartlett, Centerville, N. J.,

assignor to himself and Eranklin Osgood, Eich-
mond County, IST. Y.

—

Furnacefor Roasting Ores.—
May 19, 1868.—The ovens are constructed usually in
three sections, connected together alternately at their
ends into a continuous oven. Each section is con-
nected at the front by a break or opening to the one
below it. Tlie lower end of the bottom section is

connected with the furnace at the side.

Claim.—1. The sectional arrangement of the oven,
and the breaks or openings by which the sections are
coupled or united together, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as described.

2. The combination of the sectional oven with a
furnace and chimney, constructed and operating
substantially as described.

3. A sectional oven, as herein described, in com-
bination Avith openings or doors in both ends of each
section of such oven, for the purposes stated, con-
structed substantially as described.

4. Constructing a sectional oven with the sec-
tions alternately inclined to each other.- for the pur-
poses stated, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

5. The arrangement and combination with each
other in pairs oi the sectional ovens, the furnaces, and
the chimneys, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

77,951.—Benjamin E. Bee, Harwich, Mass., as-

signor to the New York Tap and Die Company,
NcAV York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Cutting Eccentric
Taps,—May 19, 1868.—A rotating cutter, while cut-
ting the eccentric threads upon a tap, is caused to
approach and recede from the axial line of theblanlj;

as many times as there are cutting edges to be made
Avhile the blank is turned on its axis and fed past the
position of the rotating cutter, tlie blank so eccen-
trically cut is subsequently fluted longitudinally by a
milling machine, so as to produce cutting edges 'at

the most protuberant parts of the threads.
Claim.—1. The combination in one machine ofthe

following instrumentalities, A-iz : The rotating man-
drel to support tlie blank, vibrating rotating cutter,

inclined cutter arbor, feed scrcAv, and regulating
cam, formed and con.structed to adapt them to the
purpose to be accomplished, and all combined and
operating in the machine substautiallv as before set
forth.

2. The combination in a machine of the following
instrumentaUties, Aiz, the rotating mandrel, rotat-

ing cutter, mounted on a free arbor, cutter guide
and spring, formed and constructed to adapt them to
the purpose to be accomplished, and all combined
and operating in the machine substantially as before
set forth.

3. The combination in a machine of the following
instrumentalities, viz, the rotating mandrel, rotating
cutter, inclined cutter arbor, regulating cam, and
weight, formed and constructed to adapt them to

the purpose to be accomplished, and all combined
and operating in the maclaine substantially as before
set forth.

4. The combination in a machine of the following
instrumentalities, viz, the rotating cutter, regulating-

cam, and adjustable comiccting mechanism, formed
and constructed to adapt them to the purpose to be
accomplished, and all combined and operating in the
machine substantially as before set forth.

.5. The combination in a machine of the following
instrumentalities, viz, the regulating cam, vibrating
tool support, variable connecting mechanism, and a
directing instrument, formed and constructed to

adapt tliem to tiie purpose to be accomplislicd, and
all combined and operating in the machine substan-
tially as before set forth.
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77,952.—Hexry TT. Beixs. Moant Vernon, iN".

Y.

—

Tidcanizing Itidia-liubber Car Springs and
Other Articles.—:SlaT 19, 1868.—The material bciug
n'ound on a maudrel' is placed in a tubular mold, and
then put iu a heater Tvhich is filled with steam. The
er.ds of the mold project so that Avhen the caps are

attached the steam is prevented from coming in di-

rect contact with ihe ends of the molds, causing
the rubber to be vulcanized uniformly throughout.
Claim.— The molds 6. secured in. the heads or

plates a. of the heater, and having their ends ex-

tending beyond such heads or plates, substantially

as andlbr the purpose set forth.

77,953.-8. BiCKEUSTAFF, Cincinnati. Ohio.—
Hermeticalhj Closed and Keijlcss Padlock.—May
19, 18()8.—The object is to provide a seal lock which
can be opened only by the proper authority.

Claim.—A self-sealing or keyless padlock, consist-

ing of two pieces only, the body and the shackle, and
constructed without rivets, bolts, screws, or openings
of any kind, except for the reception of the shackle,

substimtially as shown and described.

77,954.—Hyppolvte Buocaud, Paris, France.—
Packingfor Jointii of Steam and Water Pipes—May
19, 18(58".—Washers or packings of lead, shaped in

rolls, with longitudinal grooves, and placed between
the surfaces to be joined ; on being subjected to pres-

sm-e the lead impresses itself witlT the sm-faces to be
tmited.

Claim.—The employment, as means of making the
joints of metal pipes and other metal articles tight,

of washers or packings of lead, rolled, substantially
in the manner hereinbefore described.

77.955.—S. P. BuRPiCK, Kew York, X. Y.—
Buckle.—'^aj 19, 1868.—The buckle is provided with
a cam extending across the width of the belt and se-

cured to an axle, one end of which forms a lever, in
combination with a stop and catch formed by pro-
jections on the edge of the shell of the buckle. By
depressing the lever between the stop and catch the
belt is secured at any point.
Claim.—1. The lip <?. tm-ned up from the lower

face of the shell A to hold the lever 6, when the cam
a' is fully locked and operating in combination with
said cam, shell, and lever, and the lip c, as herein de-

scribed.

2. The constraction of the shell A of a flat plate,

having a depressed concave flange, g, at its front
edge, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The guide i. secui-ed to the shell A. and running
crosswise to the belt, which is secured in said shell,

substantifdly as and for the purpose set forth.

77,956.—John- P. Butz and Abxer McFau-
LAXD. Enterprise, lud.—Gafc—May 19, 1868.—The
gate is composed of a series of horizontal slats ; the
upper one which extends only a pai't way the length
of the gate. A diagonal brace extends from the
front end of the bottom slat to the end of a lever,

hx depressing which latter the front end of the gate
is raised and'thc latch is withdra-«-n.

Claim.—1. The lever D, with the brace C, and the
stats of a a', used as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the lever D with the brace
C, and the latch c, and ratchet-bar g, as and for the
purposes specified.

77,957.-0. D. Chapmax, CMcago, III—Tube
Well.—May 19. 1868.—A sej'ies of chambers is made
between the tube and wire clotli, and a chamber be-
tween tlie cloth and the outer xierforated plate, so as
to seciu'c the greatest amount of filtering surface.

Claim.—The combination of the bands d, wire
cloth E, spiral wire F. and perforated plate G, with
the tube A, substantially as and for the pui-posc set
forth.

77,958.-WiLLi.ui P. Chase, Boston. Mass.,
assignor to II. Hoe and Compaxy, Xew York, K.Y.—Bookbinders Beveling Machine.—May 19, 1868.

—

The book cover or otlicr asticlc being held in position
on the bed plate, a clean and even bevel of its edge is

obtained by reciprocating llie plane iu its groove.
Claim.—1. The reciprocating plaue, provided with

an oblique cutter, iu combiuation with the oblique

groove, to guide the plane in its travel, whereby I
am enabled to obtain a smooth shear cut of the ma-
terial, as set forth and specified.

2. The combiuation, with the oblique groove and
reciprocating cutter of the adjustable plate B, for
holding the material for the action of the cutter,
substantially as set forth and specified.

3. The combination, with the oblique groove and
reciprocating cutter H, of the adjustable bed D, for
giving any desired bevel to the material, substan-
tially as set forth and specified.

4. 'Making the face of the cutter or plane H con-
cave, in combination with the oblique cutting iron I,

whereby I obtain a clean, smooth cut. without
abrading the material, substantially as specified.

5. The combination and arrangement of the oblique
guides C C. reciprocating plan'e H, holding plates
B B, and adjusting plate D, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as set forth and specified.

77,959.—Houert A. Chesebrough, New York.
N. Y.—Lubricati7ig Oi7.—May 19, 1868.—An oil or
product made by filtering heavy crude oil according
to the process described in patent Xo. 49,502 to
same inventor, using iu the process a heated filter

and bone black.
Claim.—The product or article called by me KI-

trene, as a new article of manufactm-e.

77,960. — George F. Clemoxs, Springfield.
Mass.—^cci CorA;.—May 19, 1868 ; antedated May
15, 1868.—A single piece of steel plate is turned up
at its narrowed ends with two curved eai's, armed
with projecting catches, forming inwardly clamping
surfaces. The" longest car lias a releasing lever^
wliich is folded down when the heel cork is worn.

Claim.—1. A heel cork adapted to be self-securing
to the boot by means of spring-clamping surfaces,
substantially as described.

2. The releasing lover g, ^vhen employed substan-
tially as described and for the purposes' set forth.

77,961.—Charles J. Comstock. Grand Eapida,
Mich.

—

Haft Bog.—May 19, 1868.—The wedges are
smTOunded by a link, and diiven into the logs, the
rope being securely held on the logs by the link.

Claim.—The combination of the two'wedgesA A,
the link C, and the rope B, when employed together
in the manner as and for the purpose sc't forth.

77,962—Thomas Craxe, Fort Atkinson. Wis.
—Coal Stove.—'SLay 19, 1868.—Designed to afford a
great heat radiating surface.
Claim 1.—A single cylinder drum stove, provided

with an annular flue jacket. H, surroundiiig its upper
portion, and communicating -n-ith the fire'chamber,
by means substantially as described.
'2. The means showii and described, of compeUing

the products of combustion leaving the fire chamber
A to circulate entirely around the suspended jacket
H, when this jacket is arranged and applied to a
stove, substantially as described.

3. A flue jacket,' H, made shorter than the fiLre-

cylinder A, and applied to said cylinder so as to form
an air space, J, which leads through the perforated
top P, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

77,963.—William Dajierel, Brooklvn, X. Y.—
Umbrella.—^iiy 19, 1868.—The runner is elongated
above the flange to which the stretchers are hinged,
and to the upper end of the elongation is attaclied a
collar held to the runner by links, and passing loosely
through the upper flange "of the runner. The stick
is formed of double tubes placed one within the other,
the inner one being provided nith a rib for the pur-
pose of stiffening it. The umbrella closes automati-
cally.

Claim.—1. The conical collar/, connected to the
rumier c by means of links h, sub.stantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The cam e ou the spring hook d, arranged to
operate with the collar /, substantially as described.

3. An umbrella-stick, made of an inner and outer
tube, united throughout theh- length, substantially as
described.

4. The bridge piece i, applied within a tubular
umbrella or parasol stick, substantially as described.
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77,964.—C. H. EcCLESTOX, Oxford, Xew York.
—Looped Pin for Securing Artificial Teeth.—May
19, 18(i8.—Upon the loop of the pin is formed a flat

head, from which project shanks at right angles ; tlic

ends of the shanks being bent so as to hold tliem in

the body of the tooth.

Claim.—An angnlar loop for securing artificial

teeth, when made with an enlarged and flattened

head, provided with projecting shanks, whose outer

ends iu'c bent at an angle therewith, all substantially

in tlie manner herein set forth.

77,965.—Peter T. Eltixg, Buffalo, I^. Y., as-

signor to Eltixg Bolt and Duster Compaxy, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.—Bran Duster.—Miij 19, 18G8.—The
fan wings ai-e extended beyond the periphery of the

screen, to prevent the flour from flying back against

the screen, or at the joints, and from packing or

clogc:ing. At the eye of the screw disk is a serrated

scouring plate to aid in scouring the bran when the
motion of the disk is slow. The screen frame is made
in sections, covered each with cloth, to enable them
to be separately removed. The brackets supporting
the case of the flour chamber are fui-nished with a
double set of adjusting screws, to secure a close fit-

: ting joint between the case and screen disk.

Claim.—1. The fan wings J-*, revolving within the

cliamber J, and extending downwardly and out-

wardly beyond the periphery of the screen disk, as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the serrated scouring plate,

at the eye of th-e screen disk, with the surrounding
screen cloth, as and for the purpose set fortli.

3. Making the screen frames in sections, as and
for the purpose set forth.

4. Supporting the brush-tempering wheel at two
points bv the brush-adjusting screws, and at a third

point by the screw post from the flour chamber, for

.the purpose described.
5. The brackets K, with their adjusting screws

Ki K'^, for adjusting the flour case laterally and
vertically, as set foith.

77,966. —Barthel Erbe, Birmingham. Pa.—
Reversible Knob Latch.—May 19, 1868 ; antedated
May 12, 1868.—The yokels formed with a projecting
hook, Avhich falls into a depression in the latch,

and is so arranged in relation to a screw hole and
screw that the hook cannot be Avithdrav.^^ from the
depression in the latch. When the screw is removed,
the latch may be withdrawn, so as to adapt it to a
right or left hand door.

Claim.—The hook n, in combination with the de-
pression I on the latch, arranged and operating as
described, for the purpose set forth.

77,967.-0. J. EvERSoy Lake City, Minn.—
Fence.—May 19, 1868.—The two contiguous end rails

are pivoted together near the toii, and may be ad-
justed to any desii-ed angle by means of a horizontal
stay brace projecting rigidly from one rail, and held
by a pin in the mortise in the other.

' Claim.—Connecting and adjusting the panels of
a portable fence together, by means of the pin e
and the stay brace "C, constructed and used witli
the panels, in the manner and for the pui'posc set
forth.

77,968.—WilliAM B. Eahxestock, Lancaster,
Pa.—Oar AxJc—May 19, 1868; antedated May 16,
IStS.—The Avhccls of the car are placed upon a di-

vided axle, to avoid tor.sion and .strain in passing
curves, and the stationary or adjustable plate pi-e-

vents the wlicels from coming together.
Claim.—The plate D, constructed and operating

as described, in combination witli a divided axle, as
specified, and for the purpose set forth.

77,969. — Hexry Peltiioef and Lucas D.
Tixglev, Prince William. Ind.—Mold for Making
Drain Tiles.—'May 19, 1868.—The elongated slits are
designed to admit air in the in-ocess of molding, and
through the aperture in the lower tile water enters
the drain, after having descended from a greater
altitude than that wliere the drain is laid. Thus it

flows into the drain along its onth'C length, and is
in like manner cai-ried off.

Claim.—ThG ai'rangement of the molds B and C

with pm p and elongated slits b b. substantially
in the manner and for the purpose as herein shown
and described.

77,970.—William Pootxer, Chicago El as-
signor to William J. Pootxer, same place.—Con-
sohdating Coal Dust for Fuel.—May 19, 18(J8.

CZai?7K—Consolidating particles of coal bv mixin"-
with a solution of glue, and compressing, 'substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

^I^^Z^tJ^- ^- Fowler and W. W. Holmes,
\v aUingford, Conn—Manufacture of Plated Spoons
Forks, cCc—May 19, 1868 ; antedated May 4, 1868 —An iron bank is placed in a solution of zinc, sal am-
monia, and muriatic acid, and then heated in a cvl-
mder; the iron being then thrown into tin the
latter combines with and enters the pores of the iron
bank, so that when rolled it has a smooth surface
which may be plated.

'

Claim.—The improvement in the manufacture of
spoons &c., from iron, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

77,972—H. W. Puller, New York, N Y—
Creasing Apparatus for Sewing Machines.—May 19
1868; antedated May 5, 1868.- This relates to the
creasing or marking apparatus, composed primarily
of nipping fingers or points, and it creases or marks
the fabric by producing a succession of nips orpinches while it is fed along.

^

Claim-.-l. The mode, substantially as described,
of conveying motion to the creaser or marker

2. The combination of the mejms herein described
or the equivalent thereof, for giving motion to tbe
marker, with a marking device liaving a fixed ful-

S^ ^* vibration, as and for the purpose speci-

3. Placing the set screw for the adjustment of the
said lever at the center of said fulcrum, for the nm--
pose stated. ^

4. The combination, with the lever, having a fixed
fulcrum or center of motion, of a spring, which may
be adjusted in elasticity or power relatively with said
fulcrum.

5. The arrangement of tlie spring ^vith respect to
the lever and its fulcrum, so that the act of adiust-
ing the lever, long or short, wiU also adjust the power
of the spring, substantially as and for the purpose

6. So attaching the points to the lever which car-
ries them, substantially as described, that they may
be readily detached and renewed, or others substi-
tuted, as specified.

7. Guarding and protecting the points by a mov-
able rest, substantially as set forth.

8. The combination with such rest of a removable
key, to regulate the speed of the points, for the nur-
pose specified.

^

77,973—George L. Gerald, Thorndike, Mass.
—Horse-Shoe Calking F?sc.—May 19, 1868.—This tool
is of the nature of a combined anvil and vise which
latter is operated by a foot treadle. In the top of the
tool are arranged steel plates of peculiar confor-
mation, called " sows." The shoe to which the calk
or calk sare to bo applied can be grasped and held by
the vise.

^

Claim.—A calking vise, having the dies a and 6,
v.-\th the shaping devices liereinbeforc described,
formed thereon

; said dies a and b being opened and
closed by means of the lever k, link C and sprin^-s
to, all constructed and operating substantially as
herein described and for the purposes specified.

77,974—E. p. Gerdox and C. W. Schixdler,
Albany, N. Y.—Luhricator.—May 19, I86tf.—When
the shaft to wliich the grease cup is applied rotates
taster than usual, the grease is thereby melted and
the shaft lubricated, but wlien the shaft revolves so
as not to raise the temperature, tho grease remains
solid or •' set."

Claim.—I. The stop e, in combination with the
tubular conductor D, leg B, and top of cup A, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The disk / and spring a, in combination with
the stop e and tubular conductor D of the cup A,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
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77.975.—GouTioN G. Geiswold, Xe-n- York,
K. Y.—rmbreUa.—:SLn\ 19, 1868; antedated March
12. lSo8.—Tlie crown piece and runner are so con-
sti"dcted that a rib or stretcher may be easily removed
"when bi'oken and its place supplied by another.

Claim.—1. The combination with a notch or
erown piece or runner for umbrellas or parasols, hay-
ing an annulai- groove and radial slots in it for tlie

ends of the ribs "or stretchers to work in. of a nng of

rubber, or other suitable elastic yielding material, for

fastening said ribs or stretchers in said gi-oove. while
at tlie same time one or more of the said ribs or

stretchei-s may readily be removed for repairs, sub-

stantiallv as set forth.

2. The combination with a notch or crown piece

or nimier of an umbrella or paiasol. having an an-

nular groove and radial slots in it for the ends of the

ribs or stretchers to work iu. of a metal, leather, or

other suitable ring, for fastening said ribs or stretch-

ers in said groove! said ring having one or more slots

in its side to permit of the introduction or withdrawal
of one or more of the ribs or stretchers, substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination with the runner E of the
spring catches G G, operated iu pai't or wholly by
the India-rubber or other elastic ring I, substantially

as set forth.

77.976.—William Hall. Georgetown, 111.—

Sandal.—May ly, 186c:.—A number of iron bars,

having their 'ends pointed and tui-ned up so as to

form spurs, are secured to the bottom of the shoe
or sandal, to enable the wearer to walk upon the ice

or roofs.

Claim.—The bars, spurred and affixed to the bot-

toms of the sandals or other covering for the feet.

77,977.—Harvey D. Haradex. Hartford, Tt..

assignor to himself and C. AV. Haradex.—Huh for
Carriage Wlicels.—May IP. 1868.—The central metal-

lic part of the hub has two sockets to r.^2eive the two
wooden end portions, and said central part consists

of a pair- of parallel disks united by radial connec-
tions, between which the tenons of the spokes are
fitted.

Claim.—1. The improved supporter A, or arrange-

ment of disks, socket rings, and radial connections,

as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the two
"separate cylinders or pieces of wood B B, with
the disks, socket rings, and their radial connections,
arranged together and cast in one piece, as set

forth.

77,978.-T. C. Hargrave and TV. B. Charl-
ton. Boston, Mass.

—

Low Watar Indicator.—May
19, 1868.—The valve lever of the whistle is connected
to an arm extending from the indicating tube by
means of a weighted"rod. in such manner that, by
the expansion of the tube, caused by the admission
of steam into the same when the water falls below
a certain level, the valve will be raised and an alarm
sounded.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pipe I, expansion
tube H, provided with the cock G, arm F, adjustable
weiglit rod D, iu connection with the lever C and
whistle B, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

77.979—John Haseltine Methuex, assignor
to Charles L. Wheeler. Cambridge. Mass.—Pad
for Horses' Hoofs.—May 19, 1868.—The upper side
of the cushion has radial ribs, between which air

cells occur, the ribs bearing against the imder side
of the hoof of the animal, inside the shoe and partly
under it. where there is generally sufficient space to
admit the narrow flange. Tent holes admit air to
the cells between the r-ibs.

Claim.—1. An elastic cushion, constructed sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The" air chambers, formed as described, in com-
bination with the air or vent holes C, for the purpose
and substantially as described.

3. The naiTow flange B, for the purpose and sub-
stantially as described.

4. The wires g, or equivalent, combined Avith the

7'7,9S0.—James H. Hollixgsworth, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to himself, Albert Bemextee.
and W. C. Kossell. same place.

—

Refrigerator.,—
May 19. 1868.— The refrigerator is designed to bo
kept cold thr-onghout without ice or any chemical
cooling or freezing compound.
Claiin.—Coil of pipes C. P. and pipes C P', water

tank T7, outer and inside boxes A and B, salt S S,
the whole combiued and constructed and operating
for the purpose and the manner herein described and
set forth.

77,981.—William H. Hovet, Holly, Mich.—
Semiring Tires to WJieeh.—M.a\ 19. 1868.—The head
of each bolt has a hole, through which the point of
the other bolt passes, and the points of the two bolts
being clinched or riveted at the outside of the heads,
the tire is firmly secured upon the felloe.

C/aim.-The'secm-ing of tire B to the rim A bv in-
serting between the saine parallel boltsD D, provided
with heads or plates C C, perforated to receive the
ends of the bolts, and secm-ed by riveting the same,
substantially as described and for the purposes set
forth and shown.

77,9S'2.—C. S. HuxT, parish of Terrebonne, and
Jacob B. Kxight. Xew Orleans, assiirnors to C. S.
HuxT, W1LLLA3I F. Pratt, and Peter M, Peter-
sox, Xew Orleans, 'La.—Apparatus for Collecting
JilarsTi and other Gase^.-^^aj 19, 1868.—The cham-
ber is sunk into a gas-producing stratum, and the
gas flows into it from all directions, the gauze pre-
venting the iutrusiou of solid substances. Carbona-
ceous matter may be placed in the gas-conduetin£r
pipe to enrich the gas. The pump is employed to
free the chamber of earthy and other matter accumu-
lated therein.

Claim.—1. The chamber A, or its equivalent, in
combination with a gas pipe C, and a pump D. when
these several parts are constructed substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The chamber A. or its equivalent, in combina-
tion with a pump. D, and a gas pipe, C, when the lat-
ter is partially filled with a hydr-ocarbon liquid or
other agent, for carburetting or increasing the illu-

minating power of the gas.'substantiaUv as herein
described, for the purposes set forth.

77,983.—C. S. Hltnt. parish of Terrebonne, and
Jacob B. EIstght. parish of Orleans, assisrnors to
C. S. Hl-xt. William F. Pratt, and Peter M.
Peteksox. Xew Orleans. La..i—Illurninating Gas.—
May 19, 1868.—Composed of marsh gas, (hvdrtde of
methyle.) Xitrogenand carbonic acid are produced
spontaneously in certain southern sections of the
United States.

Claim.—The gaseous composition or compound
herein described, consisting of marsh gas, commonly
so called, and carbon, when the latter is infused or
incorporated into the former, substantiaUv ia the
manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

77,984—MEL^^x Jixxks, DansviUe, X. Y.—
Match Safe.—yLaj 19, 186S.—An oscillating floor is
so arranged in the match safe that the sU^e which
draws out the matches tilts the floor and insur-es its
depositing a match upon the slide. wMch then re-
turns the floor to its horizontal position. The strik-
ing hands ignite the match when the slide is with-
drawn.
Claim.—1. The rocking floor B, arranged as de-

scribed, so as to be tilted"by the slide C ia its with-
drawal, and returned to its horizontal position aft^r
depositing the match.

2. The "combination of the floor B, slide C, and
striking hands D D', when arranged and operating
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

77,98.3.-WiLLLAJM H. JOHXSOX, Springfield.
Mass.— Cuttingr Machine.—May 19. 1868.-This in-

vention relates to machines for embossing and cut-
ting pieces to form from a Aveb or sheet of cloth,

paper, leather, metal, or other similar material, and
is shown, as embodied in the machine, arranged for
cutting paper collars fi'om two webs of paper.

i Claim.—1. The combination of a cutter having a
elastic cusMon. In the manner and for the purpose

j

cutting edge of the reqirired form, with a plain, hard
substantially as specified. 1 surface or plate, harder than the cutter, co-operating.
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substantially as described, as a device for cutting
leather, cloth, paper, and other similar material.

Q. The employment, iii a cutting- machine, of a
duplex embossing die, in combination with two cor-

responding dies or matrices, placed opposite to each
other, and co-operating, substantially as described,

by which two sheets may be simultaneously embossed
upon tlieir contiguous surfaces by the same impres-
sion.-

3. The employment in a cutting machine of two
embossing dies, placed opposite to each other and
facing toward each other, in combination with a cen-

tral plate placed between the same, and co-operating,

substantially as described, by which two sheets may
be simultaneously embossed upon their exterior pur-

faces by the same impression.
4. The employment, in combination, of the cutting

apparatus described, with two sets of embossing dies,

as described, by which the several operations de-

scribed can be "simultaneously performed upon two
sheets of material by the same impression.

5. The combination of the central plate with the

two yielding pressors placed on opposite sides of the

same, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose described.
6. Tlio method herein described for adjusting the

length of the pitman, by means of the scarf joint,

and the key inserted between the oflfsets therein, or

substantially as described.

77,986.—Adoniram Kendall, Buffalo, N. T.—
Cut-off Valve Gear.—May 19, 1868.—An arrange-
ment of devices constituting a valve gear whicli is

connected with the governor by a link, and operates

to produce a uniformity in the supply of steam, and
an equal movement of the engine under a variable

pressure of steam.
Claim.—1. The levers I I', links K, and lever J,

as constructed and arranged in combination with the
pawls G, as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the lever L, in combination
with the pawls G, substantially as herein described.

3. The arrangement of the oscillating valve N and
walls Q Q', as set forth.

4. The stop TJ or T, as constructed and arranged
in relation to the valve N and arms S, so as to oper-

ate said valve by the pressure of steam, substantially

as set forth.

77,987.—Carl Kuehn, Yienna, Austria, as-

signor to Joseph K. Von AVessely, New York City.

—Utilizing Tin Scrap or TFas^e.—Mayl9,1868.—The
oljject is to obtain from the scraps of tinned iron

which accumulate around tin shops, and are usually
thrown away, both tin and iron in such forms of re-

spectively segerated purity that they may be again
used.
Claim.—1. The method, herein described, of utiliz-

ing tinned ii'uu waste by digesting the waste in hot
water, in combination with muriatic and nitric acids,

substantially as set forth.

2. The method, herein described, of collecting the
metallic tin from the solution herein described, by
means of zinc plates immersed therein, and exciting
galvanic action, to cause the tin to be deposited on
the plates, as set forth.

3. The method, herein described of segregating the
tin and the iron by means of heat, water, muriatic
and nitric acids, evaporation, crystallization, and
galvanic action.

77,988.-T. T. S. Laiuley, IT. S. A.—Tompion
for Fire Arms.—May 19, 1868; antedated May 1,

1868.—The tompion is made in two parts, a neck or
projection on one entering a recess in the otlier.

The neck is embraced by an annular packing which
by bringing together the two parts of the tompion is

made to fit the bore, and which, while effectively

closing the latter, presents such limited contact sur-

face that the tompion may be withdrawn with fa-

cility.

Claim. — In combination with a tompion, and
means for expanding it, a tubiilar packing, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

77,989.—Henry O. Lothrop, Milford, Mass.—
Steam Engine.—May 19, l(i68.—This invention has
special reference to the method of connecting three

cylinder pistons to the same driving shaft, the object
being to simplify and lessen the expense.

Claim.—The arrangement, with the rods b* con-
necting the pistons Ai A^ with their crank or driv-
ing sliaft, of the rods c^ r/*, and sliding cross-head
e", connecting the piston B^ with said shaft, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

77,990.—Robert 0. Lowrey, Salem, ]Sr. Y.—
Treating Leather, Cloth, and the like to render them
water and fire proof.—May 19, 1868; antedated May
12, 1868.-The object is to render leather and other
material water-proof without closing tlie pores. The
material is first saturated in a solution comprising
gelatine or animal glue, soap, glycerine, or saccha-
rine matter, dissolved in water. The fabric or ma-
terial is then di-ied and pressed and afterward treated
Avith an astringent solution consisting of alum and
salt.

Claim.—The treating of fabrics, substantially as
herein described, for the purpose of rendering them
water-proof, either with or without the addition of
the fire-proofing ingredients.

77,991.-Robert 0. Lowrey, Salem, 1^. Y.—
Plastic Compound for Roofing and other Purposes.
—May 19, 1868 ; antedated May 12, 1868.—The com-
pound of vegetable fiber and silicate of soda, after
being molded into pipes, buckets, or other articles,
or rolled into sheets of the desired size, is treated
with a solution of chloride of calcium, which con-
verts the soluble silicate of soda into an insoluble
silicate, and thus cements the particles together in a
firm mass.
Claim.—TluG compound produced by the admix-

ture of silicate of soda Avith vegetable fiber, with
or witliout the addition of sand, clay, and similar
substances, and then treating the same with a solu-
tion of the chloride of calcium, substantially as de-
scribed.

77,992.—Robert O. Lowrey, Salem, ]^. Y.—
Fibrous Compound for Roofing and other Purposes.
—May 19, 1868 ; antedated May 12, 1868.—The com-
pound of vegetable fiber and silicate of soda is

treated AA-ith a solution of alum, or alum and salt
combined, which renders the sUicate insoluble,
firmly cements the fibrous particles, and renders the
material fire and Avater proof.

Claim.—The material produced by the union of-

vegetable fiber, either alone or with sand and similar
substances, with silicate of soda, and treated with
a solution of alum, or of alum and salt combined,
substantially as described.

77,993.—Robert 0. Lowrey, Salem, IST. Y.—
Producing Floor Clothe Leather Cloth, and the like.

—May 19, 1868 : antedated May 12, 1868.—A solution
is first prepared as follows : Of gelatine, animal glue,

soap, glycerine, or saccharine matter, or both com-
bined, and dissolved in Avater. To this solution is

added clay, plaster, or any substance adapted to form
a pasty compound, which forms a water-proof body
or coating to be applied to paper, cloth, or other fab-

ric.

Claim.—The production of the new article herein
described as a substitute for oil-cloth, rubber, leather,

&c., when produced substantially as set forth.

77,994.—WiLLL\M Mantey, ISTew Orleans, Ln.
—Tap for Cutting Screw Threads.—May 19, 1868.-
By partially removing the alternate threads they are
prevented "from acting, and ample space is afforded
for the cuttings, thereby lessening friction.

Claim.—In the construction of taps for tapping
inits and tlie like, obliterating or diminishing every
alternate cutting thread from the point of the tap
back to near tlie termination of the cut portion, but
leaving, in a space near said tei'minal ])ortiou, all

the cutting threads full and perfect, as herein de-
scribed and shoAvn.

77,995.—C. K. Marshall, Now Orleans, La.—
Article for Food from Potatoes.—May 19, 1868.

—

The potatoes or yams ai-e Avashed, sliced, and dried
after the manner of drying fruits, so as to adapt them
for transportation to foreign markets.
Claim.—As a new ^article of manufacture and
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commerce a desiccated yam, sweet, or other potato,

preiiared substantially as described and for the pur-

pose specified.

77,396. —Elbuidge G. Matthews, Boston,

Mass., assiixnor to Frank F. Hoi.uiiOOK, same place.

— Plow.—May Id, 18(i8.— The mold-board at the

'front is attached to tlie standard by a mortise and
tenon, and at a point behind it rests upon a bracket

soeui-ed to the standard. The hool^cd bolt and nut,

tojjether with the brace, admit of tlie ready attach-

mlmt to, and detachment of, the mold-board.
Claim.—] . The combination and arrangement of

the bracket or rest c, the tenon b, and the mortised
pi'ojection a, with the mold-board D aud standardA
of the plow.

2. The combination and arrangement of the du-

plex-pointed dog or brace g, the liooked bolt c, tlie

nut /; and the eyes or staples h h and i, with the

In-acket, standard, and the mold-board, connected by
means substantially as set forth.

77,097.—E. "W. Mathewson, jSTorwich, Conn.
— Gauje.—May 19, 18G8.—By turning the screw
shaft tlic point of the scratch-awl may bo elevated

or depressed, and by withdrawing said awl nearly

out to the jioint and turning it into a A-ertical posi-

tion, the bent point will form a gauge for points

higher than could otherwise he obtained by a dcTicc
of the same size.

Claim.—The slotted support A B, in combination
with the shaft, worm Avheel H, screw F, and pointer

C, arranged and operating substantially as set forth.

77,998.— E. B. McCoy, Winsted, Conn., as-

signor to himself and E. CooK & Soxs, same place.

Carpenters' Bench Dog.—May 19, 18G8; antedated
May 4, 1S(J8.—By turning the central screw the hook
or dog will be raised, and by turning cither of the
other screws the dog will be lowered ; a slight reverse
movement of the screw so turned causing the parts
lo bind, thereby retaining the dog in the desired
position.

Claiin.—The screw C, arranged with its gear c,

and combined witli one or more screws D of reverse
threads, so as to operate together, and the one to
bind the other, substantially as herein set forth.

77,999.^roiix McFadden, Cadiz, Ohio.—^r?m-
Sup2)orter.—ili\.j 19, 1868.—The radiating buckles
receive and retain a waist strap, two thigh straps,

and a shoulder brace, so adjusted that the pad may
be brought to bear upon the afiiicted part with more
or less force.

Claiin.—1. A truss pad A, provided with a series

of radiating buckles abode, and acting in combi-
nation with the straps B C D E, substantially as aud
for the purpose described.

2. The additional brace D', in combination with
the pad A, waist strap B, and thigh strap D, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,000.-HuFus Spauldixg Meuuill, Boston,
assignor to himself, Levi Liscom, and William
LiNXOLN, Brookline, Mass.—IJnrfc^c—May 19, 18(i8.

—This bridge is of the kind which are built by pro-
jecting from the opposite shores or banks levers
consisting of superposed layers of beams, projecting
one in advance of the other. Angle-iron plates arc
used in lieu of wood.
Claim.—T\\Q construction of iron bridges, sub-

stantially in the manner herein described.

78,001.—Alfred MONNIEU, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Separating Cobalt and Nickelfrom other Ores.—May
19, 1SIJ8.—Cobalt and nickel are separated from iron
and manganese while in a state of solution by the
use of any of the alkaline sulphurets.
Claim.—Thii treatment of a solution of cobalt,

nickel, iron, and manganese, for the purpose of sepa-
rating either one or botli ofthe two former from cither
one or both of the two latter metals, substantially
as herein set forth.

78,002 George W. Myers, Hartleton. Pa.—
Knife for Itetnoving the SkinHfrom Animals.—May
19, i8fi8.—An additional l)lade with a rounded edge
is applied to the cutting blade in such a manner as to

act as a guard between the cutting edge and the
hide of the animal, the cutting or scouring of the
hide being thereby prevented.

Claim.—The combination and construction of tho
guard C, that is movable and adjustable, with the
knife blade A, as herein dcscribecl, and for the piu'-

poses set forth.

78,003.— William F. Newcombe, Cleveland,
Ohio.— Wheelbarrow.—May 19, 18G8.—The iron arch
or bridge supports the bottom and strengthens the
front of the whecll^arrow, and adapts the wheel to
be set at or near the center of the load, an open-
ing being made in the bottom and front end to ac-
commodate tlie wheel.

Claim.—The application of the iron bridge to
strengtlicu the front part of a wheelbarrow, sub-
stantially us shown and described.

78,004.-^AMES M. Peirce, Mokena, 1\\.—Blind
Slat Fastening,—May 19, 1868 ; antedated A]n-il 30.
18()8.—The button or fastener is pivoted to the bot-
tom piece of tlie blind, aud the slats are locked in a
closed position by the button being set against the
lov.er end of the connecting-bra' of the slats. A pin
or spring catch on the insicle detains the button at a
point below its pivot and prevents the opening of the
slats irom the outside.
Claim.—The use of a fastener or button, A, also

the spring E and the pin B, as herein described, to
prevent blind slats or blinds from being opened on
the outside.

78,005.—Hexry Pemberton, Alleghany City,
Pa.

—

Ma7ivfacttire of Sulphate of Aluinina.—May
19, 18Ci8.—Hydrate of alumina is mixed with sulphu-
ric acid and water, to form the neutral or slightly
l)asie sulphate of alumina, which results speedily in
the production of the desired salt of alumina.

Claim.—The employment, in the manufacture of
the sulphate and other salts of alumina, of the im-
proved process hereinbefore described.

78,006.—rTonx Ponton, Buffalo, N. Y., a.ssignor
to himself and Jacob F. Hayen, same place.— 6'as
Apimratus.—May 19, 1868.

Claim.— 1. An automatic machine, substantially
as above described, for the ])urpose of making fixed
illuminating gas, wliich will regulate itself and main-
tain any desired degree of heat, and supply itself

with petroleum or other fluid hydrocarbon, in exact
proportion as the gas generated by such machine is

used or consumed from the gasometer.
2. The use of a retort, arranged with an inclination,

together with a movable screw, or its equivalent, in
the interior, substantially as described, arranged in
such a manner that the g'as generated from petroleum
or other hydrocarbon, wiU have to travel over the
whole interior surface of said retort previous to its

being let free.

.3. The application of any mechanical device at-

tached to said retort, in the manner substantially as
above described, whereby the expansion or eontrac-
"lion of said retort will regulate the supply of fuel to
the furuace.

4. The application of any pyrometer to any retort,
in connection with any mechanical device, which
will automatically regulate the supply of fuel to any
furnace used in the manufacture of gas.

5. The application of a gas furnace, substantially
as above described, for the above purpose, the chief
principle of which consists in utilizing the waste heat
of the furnace f(n" the purpose of causing the gas and
atmospheric air, which are used as fuel, to bo mixed
at any high temperature before ignition.

6. A sub-reservoir in tho above connection, sub-
stantially as described, the chief principle of which
consistsin its being hermetically sealed and entirely

submerged, and so connected with the retort that
the pressure of gas will drive tho oil or other fluid

hydioearbon from the sub-reservoir to the retort, in
lieu of atmospheric pressure.

7. The application of a float-valve, substantially as
described, in connection with a reservoir, tho chief
principle of which consists in admitting only suffi-

cient on to said reservoir as will maintain any fixed
level.

8. In connection with said reservoir, a ball, check,
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or other valve, substantially as dcscribecl. the chief
principle of which is to pi-cvent tlie retuiii of any
fluid or gas from said reservoir to the main source o'f

supply from any undue pressure in said reservoir.
9. The application of an air mixer, arranged upon

the principle of the old -u-et meter, substantially as
above described, in connection with said apparatus,
the chief principle of which consists in having any
desired number of compartments, and each compart-
ment having buckets running in one and the same
direction, so that aii* or gas can be admitted to either
compartment by a movable piston, or its equivalent,
thereby mixin^g the gas and air in metrical propor-
tions, as required. I do not claim a meter or air

miser in which the buckets arc reversed.
10. That the said mixer may be worked by power

other than the pressure of gas, Avhich will then an-
swer the purpose of exhausting the gas from the
retort, and relieving it from pressirre, as well as mix-
ing the air and gas.

11. The application of a feedpipe to the retort,

substantially as above described, the chief principle

of which consists in being totally submerg'ed in cold
water to the very point of ingress to said retort.

12. Tlie application of a spring or other valve, sub-

stantially as above described, attached to the said
feed pipe, and arraiiged in any manner similar to that
above described, so that the rise or fall of the gas-

ometer will regulate the supply of oil to the retort.

13. In connection with the above apparatus, a tank
or tanks, arranged in any manner, so as to protect
the different parts of the above apparatus from heat.

14. A condenser, substantially as above described,
arranged in such a manner that the distillate will re-

turn to said reservoir'.

78,007.—William P, Pkickett, Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Furnace for Melting Metals, Glass, die.—May
19, 1868.—In the rear of each pot is made an aperture
leading into a surrounding flue obstructed at one end
and communicating with the stack or chimney at the
other. The apertures increase in size as they ap-
proach the obstructed end of the flue, the draught
being thereby equalized around each pot.

Claim.—The application to furnaces of the base
upon which the pots or crucibles rest, and the small
apertures opposite each, that lead into tiie surround-
ing flue, and from thence into the main stack or chim-
ney, substantially as herein described and set forth.

78,008.—William C. Ray, Pleasant Eun, and
Gideon Leigh, Clinton Station, IST. J.

—

Fanning
Jli'ZZ.—May 19, 1868.—The shoe has a lateral shaking
motion imparted to it by a pitman attached to a
crank on the fan shaft, by which motion is also im-
parted to a frame canying a riddle and connected to

a screen, the latter having an up-and-down motion
as well as a longitudinal one.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set

forth, of the cranked fan shaft, the pitman 0, the
bell-crank lever P. which sustains the rear end of the
pitman, the laterally vibrating shaking shoe D, the
longitudinally vibrating screen frame G, and the
horizoutaUy oscillatiug balance lever S, for the pur-
poses specified.

2. The combination substantially as set forth, of a
longitudinally vibrating screen, I*\ suspended cen-
trally from short radius bars/, with a longitudinally
vibratino- frame, G, suspended at its forward end by
long radius bars g, and hinged at its rear end./', to
the screen F, whereby an opening and shutting or
rising and falling, as well as a longitudinally vibrat-

ing movement, is imparted to the latter, and the
grain thereby thoroughly sifted.

3. The combination, 'substantially as set forth,

with the pitman O, of the depending bracket R, the
brdance lever S, and the longitudinally vibrating
frame G, for the purposes set fortli.

4. The removaole deflecting board L, arranged
and operating as set forth.

78,009.—Adam Reichert, Cogan Station, Pa,
—Spring Wagon Seat.—M.i\\ 19, 1868.-The slides

are intended to elevate either end of the seat so as to
keep the same level when persons of unequal weight
are riding thereon.

Claim.—The combination of the ordinaiy wagon
seat A, of the springs C, constructed of iron, steel,

brass or other material, of the supports B fastened to
said seat by hinges, and of the slides E E, for the
purpose of elevating either end of the seat.

78,010.—Chakles H. Reynolds, Xew York, IST.

Y., assignor tohimself and Albert Buidges, Jersey ,
City, ]Sr. J,, and said Reynolds assignor to Edwix
Ray.—Knife Sharioener.—May 19, 1868; antedated
May 7, 1868.—The knives are laid successively in
grooves in the bed, and tlie stock being folded over
so as to bring the file to bear upon the blade, is re-

ciprocated upon the guide rod, drawing the file long-
itudinally along the edge of the blade.

Claim.—1. A knife-grinding machine, having a
guide, A^ and file-carrying piece B, arranged to
sei-ve relatively to each other, and to a bed for hold-
ing the blade in position, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

2. The within-described compound bed a a* a^ a^
adapted to hold the blades both of knives and scis-

sors, and to allow them to be acted upon by the file

C, or its equivalent, substantially in the maimer and
for the purpose herein set forth.

78,011.—E. D. and J. P. Riioads, Dayton, Ind.—Trace Fastener.—May 19, 1868.—The spring acting
upon the fastening pin through the pivoted lever,

retains the pin securely in the position in which it

holds the trace.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the ferrule B, with
its perforatedjaws h h, and the lever C, with its spring
D. and pivoted pin g, said lever being pivoted to the
outer end of the ferrule, and curved to the rear of the
swingle-tree, to operate substantially as set forth.

78,012.—George Richards, Boston, Mass.—
Throttle Yalve for Locomotive Engines.—May 19,

1868.—In starting the engine, the lever of the main
valve first actuates a smaller valve which admits
steam to the under side ofthe main valve and enables
the latter to be opened with facility to any desired
extent by the continued motion of the lever.

Claivi.—The arrangement of an additional or sup-
plementary valve with the throttle valve of a locomo-
tive engine, when both are operated by one and the
same lever, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

78,013.—John Richards, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Bearingfor Spindles.—Kaj 19, 1868.—The adjusting
screw may be made to adjust the spindle, together
with the socket sleeve, to diflerent heights, and by
the same adjusting screw—the step screw being
backed out and the spindle fixed—the spindle can be
tightened in its socket.

Claim.—1. The adjustable sleeve b, in combination
with the screw e, for adjusting the spindle c to difler-

ent positions in the socket, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

2. The oil-cell n, in combination with sleeve b and
screw e, operating together in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

3. The adjusting screw d, in combination with the
sleeve b and screw e, for adjusting the sleeve b and
spindle c, substantially as specified.

4. The sleeve b, screws c and d, together with the
lubricating cell n, when combined and operating in
the manner and for the several pm-poses as speci-

fied.

78,014.—Edmond Richardson and James H.
Cole, Adrian, Mich., assignors to James H. Cole.—Device for Rolling Roofing.—May 19, 1868.—

A

bed of sand inclosed by a rectangular frame forms a
ground work upon which to form the slieets. The
plastic material is poured upon the sand bed, and the
felting material being wound upon the upper roller of
the movable fi'ame and passed around imder the
larger roller, said frame is moved along so as to pay
out tlie felting and spread it upon the upper surface
of the plastic material. The cutters on the sand bed
frame shear off tlio felting to the proper width.
Claim.—1. Tlie method herein clescribod of making

sheets of Egyptian case-hardened marble, or sheets
of any similar material, by the application of the felt-

ing simultaneously with "the rolling and pressing of
the sheets, substantially as described.

2. The construction ot" the rolling instrument shown
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in Fig. 1, having the rollers A and B, the former
being provided with shoulders, m and n, and scrapers.

0, substantially as and for the pui'poses set forth.

3. In combination with said instrument, the frame
E E, when provided with the cutters i i, substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

78,015.—Thomas L. Eivers, St. Louis, ^o.—
Animal Trap.—May 19, 1868; antedated May 13,

1868.—The trigger is hung by its hooked end upon
the wire of the trap, and to .set the trap the edge of
the hinged door is placed upon the catch.

Claim.—The trigger A, -n-ith jts rounded shoulders
F E and catch C, in combination with the door, as
above described, and for the purposes set forth.

7S,016.—EEXJA5IIX Eouixsox, East Gloucester,
Mass.

—

Obtaining Gelatine from Fish Heads.—^aj
19. 1868.—The lish heads arc subjected to the action
of steam in a close vessel, and t)icn placed in and
compressed by a powerful press, from openings in
which the gelatine exudes.

Claim.—The process described, for obtaining gela-

tine from the lieads of fish.

78,017.—Levi Eogers, Moreliouse Parish, La.—2fedical Compound.—May 19, 1868.—This cora-

Souud consists of green swamp palmetto root, finely

ivided, placed in distilled water, and boiled slowly
until considerably reduced by evaporation. While
warm white sugai- is added aiid afterward fifty drops
of nitric acid.

Claim.—The medical compound herein described,
when made of the ingredients herein mentioned, in
the proportions and by the method stated, for the
pnriwse set forth.

78,018.—Levi Eogeils, Morehouse Parish, La.—Medical Compound.—May 19, 1868.—To a gallon
and a half of distilled water is added one pound of
finely divided green swamp palmetto root Avliicli is

boiled slowly u'util evaporated to dryness. The re-

siduum is then pulverized ready for use.
Claim.—The medical compound herein described,

when composed of the ingi-edieuts herein mentioned
in the proportions stated, and compounded by the
method and for the pm'pose set forth.

78,019.—Albeiit E. lioss, Hollis, '^c—Sawing
Machine.—May liK 1868.—A slide works in a groove
in an upright and is connected at its lower end to a
fixed spring. To the upper end of the slide arc at-

tached two cords passing OAcr rolls, one of the cords
having a liand-piece and'thc other passing down the
opposite side of the upriglit. The saw is tlirown up-
wardly by a spring and levers, and the wood is

tlu'own out automatically when sawed.
Claim.—The combination of the slide o, lever z,

lever a', cords q r, spring 8, and slide v, as and for
the pm-poses set forth.

78,020.—EuwAUD C. Eyeu, Bm-lington, Vt.—
Watch, Clock, and Lock Key.—May 19, 1868, ante-
dated May 7, 1868.—Upon "a split .spring-barrel is

placed a sliding sleeve to Avhicli is added a winding
ring that adjusts the key to the proper size. Another
ring is applied to the baiTcl to strcngtlien the key
when used at its largest size.

Claim.—1. The manner of applying the sleeve C
to the barrel of an adjustable Avatcli, clock, or lock
key, all as herein described and shown, and for the
purpose specified.

2. The ring A, or its equivalent, as applied to the
sleeve C, all as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose specified.

3, The ring G, as applied to the baiTcl B, all as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose
specified.

78,021.^1A5IES SnEPAUU, Bristol, Conn.—Ifa-
chine for Wiring Ptt?i6-.—May 19, 1868, antedated
May 7, 1868.—A square roller, die, or swage is fitted

to revolve in a suitable frame, immediately beneath a
round roller with a narrow edge like the upper roUer
of a common wiring machine.

Claim.—The combination of the roller-die D with
the revolving-die A, constructed and operating as
described.

78,022.—A. D. Smith, Grafton. Ohio,—Loader
for Locomotive Tenders.—^aj 19, 1868.—Attached
to the bottom of a box is a fraiue suspended by spring
rods which operate latches attaelied to doors on the
box. The box being loaded is swmig over the tender,

the doors opened and the load deposited.
Claim.—Thefi-ame D, its sustaining rods//, the

latches C C, in combination with the box A and trap-

doors B B, all constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,023.—Alfred Starr, Xew York, X. Y.—
Solder for Aluminum.—May 19, 1868.

Claim.—The alloy specified, forming a soldo*- for

aluminum.

78,024.—Edward Steixel, Amsterdam, X. Y.—Mosquito Bar.—May 19, 1868.—To the upper end
of a bedstead is hinged a frame, fi'om the cross-bar ol

which extend cords secured to a top-bar suspended
from hooks in the Avail. The frame is raised and
lowered by the occupant pulling the cords.
Claim.—The hinged frame B, and top-bar C. in

combination with cords b, and with a mosquito net,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

78,025.—BEXJAiiix E. Stover and Abram H.
Stover, Ladoga, Ind.

—

Churn Basher Head.—May
19. 1863.—The dasher head is concave on its under
side and provided with a socket extending upward
and downward sufficiently to brace the head upon
the .staff.

Claim.—The concave head A, of finely perforated
or reticulated metal, having a socket B' as and for

the purposes specified.

78,026.-Jay C. Taylor, Ann Arbor. Mich.—
Spring Bed Bottom.—lAaj 19, 1868.-Tlie slats arc
shorter thai usual and ai-e suspended by springs of
rubber webl/iug, secured to an adjustable bar pro-
vided witli han^-ers, which act and partially rotate
upon journals in a transverse bai- attached to the
head and foot rail of a bedstead.

Claim.—The combination of slats A. buckles B,
rubber sjirings D. adjustable bar E. hangers I, jour-
nals F, and transverse bar G, when arranged and
operating substantially as and for the pm-poses lierein

set forth.

78,027.—EDwrx Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Xeck Tie.—May 19, 1868.—Various colored pieces of
anj- material arc held together by a catch so as to

form a tic of ordinary length that will be reversible
or changeable to any colored l)ow and ends desired.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a neck
tie composed of sections of jaaterial of different

colors or (luality, said sections being detached from
each other, substantially in the manner specified,

and for the purpose set forth.

78,028.—Joseph M. Thomrsox, Eome, X. Y.—
Salt and Sugar Evaporator.—^Lay 19. 1868.—Object
is to cause the consumption of the gas and perfect
combustion throughout.

Claim.—The admisssion of air by jets into the
flame under the i)Ots or pans, at points equidistant fi-om

each other.

78,029.—James Traixei!, Vinton Station, Ohio.
~Ani)nal Tmp.-Mayl9, 1868.—The compartments,
levers, tilting platform, and catclies are so arranged
that by one operation the animal is seciu-ely im-
prisoned and tlie trap I'cset.

Clai)n.—In combination with a trap having the
above-named devices, the tilting platform d. arm K,
crank I, and the described connections, all arranged
to operate in connection with the levers e e', as and
for the puriiose set forth.

78,030.—Charles S. Tysox, Old Point Com-
fort, Va.—Gun Carriage.—'^ay 19, I86"8.—The re-

coil is taken up by means of springs, running back
between l)ars or "other surfaces inclining towiird

each other rearward, forming a Avedge-.shaped space
in which the s^irings move, so that the recoil force

Avill encounter a regularly increasing resistance.
Claim.—1. A mechanism for taking up the recoil

of heaA-y guns, consisting of a spring or springs
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working against or between inclined surfaces, so
that tlie spring or springs will be more and more com-
pressed as the carriage runs back, opposing a regu-
larly increasing resistance to the recoil force, substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with the springs C C, and the
incltued bars B B, the crank E on the forward axle
ofthe carriage, the link-bar e, and the hinged coupling
of the springs, all constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating substanti:illy as described.

3. -In combination with the inclined bars and
springs, the intermediate sliding bai's 1 1, as and for

the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the side-rails of the car-

riage pressing against the outer sides of the bars B B,
and the cross-bar G and plates g g pressing against
the upper and lowei- sides of said bars, and the
springs C C, said bars B B, with their outer, upper,
and lower sides parallel, and tlieir inner sides in-

clined, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with the inclined bars B B,
springs, hinged coupling, and intermediate eliding

bars, substantially as described, the transom plates

I) and D', to liold all the parts in j)lace, as set forth

and described.

7S,"031.—John Vaughn, Miami County, and Eli
CiiAMXESS, Grant County, Ind.

—

Subsoil Plow.—
May 19, 1868.—The earth' upon being plowed up is

spstled, broken up, and tlirown upon i)lo\ved ground,
and any earth that may cling to the spades is re-

moved "by thvi jack or cK>aner. The dash-board in-

clines at a suitable angle toward the under rim of

the spade v.'heel to prevent the earth from falling

back in the furrow.
Claim.—1. The construction and an-angement of

the wheel B, sabstantially in the manner and for the
purpose as herein set forth.

2. The coml)ination of the frameA and dash-board
d Avitli the wheel B, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as lierein set forth.

3. The combination of the plow T> with the wheel
B, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
as herein set Ibrth.

4. The combination of the jack or cleaner C and
frame A with the wheel B, .substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose as herein set forth.

'?'.S,032.—Edwaiii) Wauhams, Yorkrille, IST. Y.,

assiirnor to himself and A. Wadiiams, same place.

—

Metallic Tags for Straps.—M-ay 19, 1868 ; antedated
December 28, 1867.—Tlie end of a strap for skates,

harness, or otlier purpose is encased within a thin
strip of sheet metal, whereby the end of the strap is

readily passed through the loop or buckle.

Claim.—As a new article of vr .muiacture, a tag
for straps, consisting of the metallic plate B. when
provided with the two rectangular openings a, and
strips b, and adapted to be bent over th-e end of the
strap, as herein set forth lor the purpose specified.

78,033 John L. Wait. Enst Cambridge, as-

signor to himself and GEOiUJR.r. SuTTOx, Cambridge-
port, Mass.

—

Composing Stick.—May 19, l<s68.—The
shoulder is provided with a clamp v,"hich clasps the
ledge of the composing stick anil retains the shoulder
in the position in which it may be set, the cam lever
being adapted to close the clamp with greater or less

force.

Claim.— I. As my invention, the clamp C. as com-
bined witli the cammed lever 1<] and tin; adjustable
shoulder H, and formed to straddle or eml)race oppo-
site sides of the ledge of the composing stick.

2. The combination and arrangement of tlie screw
d with the clamp c. tlio caninied lever E. and the ad-

justable shoulder B, arranged anil applied together,
sul)stantially in maimer and so a.s to operate as
specified.

7S,034.—Hauvey Wf.bstki{, Cambridge, Vt.—
WhillleTree.—'SliiYl'J, 1868.—The grooves arc em-
ploj-ed respectively to inclose or guard the sprir.g

lever trigger, and obviate the impairing of the oper-
ation of the cast-off by the swelling of the wood.
The cast-off, when released, detaches the liame tug
from the draught ]nn.

Claim.—Tho plate A with its grooves B and C,
the spring lever E, cast-off D, the spring F, the

draught pin G, all arranged and operated as shown
and ((escribed.

78,035.-rHAUVEY "Weester, Cambridge, Vt.—
Thill Coupling.—May 19, 1868.—To uncouple the
thills from the vehicle', the flange of the wedge plate
is pulled forward until the cap or bolt holder im-
covers the thill-fastening bolt, then push the bolt out
of the socket of the thill iron.

Claim.—The wedge plate A, bolt holder or cap B,
and the spring C, as applied to thill couplings, and
operated either by draught or pressm-e, all for the
l)urpose herein specified.

78,036.—William H. White, XewTork, N. T.—Hat.—May 19, 1868.—The crown is detachable so
that various crowns can be used on the same hat
brim or cap frame ; the crown may be worn inde-
pendently of the brim. An imitation band can be
printed, pressed, or sewed on the crown so as to en-
able it to be ]3acked in a small space.

Claim.—1. A hat or cap in Avhich the crown is de-
tachable or removable from the brim, substantiallv
as and for the purposes herein shown and specified.

2. A hat composed of a brim, brim-former, or frame
and crown, arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed, so that each of said parts may be readily
detached from or combined with the others, as set
forth.

3. In a hat or head-covering in which a brim of
suitable material is combined with a brim frame or
former, as herein described, the combination with
the brim and draw casing formed in the outer edge
of the labi'ic of which the same is made, of draw
strings or a draw string passing twice around the
brim, under the arrangement and for operation as
shown aud set forth.

4. The combination of a detachable or adjustable
and removable crown with a cap vizor and head
band when the two latter are permanently fastened
together or formed in one piece, substautially as and
for the purposes herein shown and specified.

78,037.—David F. Wilcox, Greenville, N. T.—Hop Pole.—May 19, 1868.—The object is to pro-
vide a simple bran'ching pole for so supporting and
dividing the hop vines as to exj)ose them effectively

to the j'uys of the sun.
Claim.—The arrangement of the curved bars B B,

passing through the pole A, arms C C C C, and cords
D and e, all constructed and used substantially in
the manner specified.

78,038.—Lucius Leander AVoollev, Medford,
Mass.—Door LocA;.—May 19, 1868.—The bolt is slid

endwise by the circular tumbler. The lock is de-

signed for the doors of stoves of railway carriages,

the same being presented from becoming accident-
ally unlocked, should the carriage be overturned.

Claim-.—The combination and arrangement of the
tooth-notch a, aud the arcal stop-notches b c, of the
bolt C, with the segmental tumbler D, provided with
the tooth d, and the two notches c e, arranged ais

specified.

78,039.—J. M. Allison, Cranberry, 'Pa.—Corn
Planter.—M.ixj 19, 1868.—The supporting wheel has
attached to it a cog-wheel which meshes with an-
other on a shaft carrying arms or tappets which ac-

tuate in one direction the slide or slides whereby the
corn is dropped ; the return movement of the slides

being effected by springs.

Claim.—The combination of the gear wheels
and N, shaih J, cams or arms I, slotted slides G, and
springs L, with the drive wheel C, frame A, and
hoppers E, substantially as herein shown ami de-

scribed, aud for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable slide bot-

tom F with the hoppers E and slotted slide G, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, aud for

the purpose set forth.

78,040.—Hans Heinuich Anduesen and Hans
AsuAHii, Davenport, Iowa.— Venetian Blind.—May
19, 1868.—The upper or outer edges of all the slats are
hinged to snpension chains, and lifting chains are
a])p'lied to the front or inner edges of the slats so
that when the slats ai-o hung up by their suspcu-
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sion chains they can be opened or closed more or less

by raising- their front edges bymeausof pull cords.

Ckiinu—1. Hinging- the slats a by their edges to

the suspension chains C C, in combination -nith a

lifting chain or chains and puU cords, arranged sub-

stantially as described.
2. In combination with slats which are hinged

and hung, substantially as described, attaching the

free edges of the slats together by means of sepai-ate

lifting chains D D', substantially as and for the pm--

poses described.
3. A Venetiau blind which is constructed and op-

erates substantially as described.

78,041.—FiUTZ AsTiiowER."^itten an der Euhr,
Prussia, assignor to JosF.rH 11. Vox TTessely, Xew
York, X. Y.—MaiUifacture ofSteel—:^Li\ 19, 1^68.—
The materials are smelted in close crucib'les in a fur-

nace, the construction of each being sueli that the
metal can be readily inspected during the process,

and the crucibles reiaioved from or placed in the fur-

nace at any stage of the process without interrupt-

ing the operation of tlie furnace.
Claim.—1. The combination of the fire chamber A

and crucible chambers C E, as and for the pm-poses
vset forth.

2. The construction of the dome of the furnace
with TCitical plugged openings, as described, to af-

ford a view of the interior.

3. The crucibles, having plugged covers arranged
beneath the openings in "the dome, as and for the
purpose described.

78,042.—David Bartholomew and David C.
DiNSMORE, Kirkville, Iowa.—C^tini.—Mayl9, 1868.

—The hinged brace permits the convenient removal
of the barrel from its inclosing frame.

Claim.—T]ie combination of the churn and the
fi'amc A. constructed with a removable brace. A',

and the £ixm D. for giving a reciprocating revolution
to the dasher, and so adjustably connected with the
pitman, E and di-iviug mechanism that the churn
may be removed from the frame, substantially as

set'fortb.

78,043.-^. 0. BELKNAr, llobile, Ala.—Propel-
ling Pleasure BoaU-.—May 19, 186S.—Designed for

moving pleasm-e boats in a circle around a central
standai-d planted upon a circular or polygonal wharf
surroimded by water.
Claim.—The employment of a revolving frame,

working on a vertical standard, and having arms or
sweepsrto which pleasni-e boats may be attached,
for the purpose of propelling such boats on the
wat^i', substantially in the manner above set forth.

78,044.—SAiiUEL S. Bext, Portchester, IS". Y.—
Chicken Cooj).—May 19, 1868.—The coop is provided
with a metallic open-work end-piece, provided with
sliding doors connected together so as to be operated
simulfaneously. The broods are protected by clos-

ing these sliding doors at night.
Claim.—A chicken-coop, "formed with an open-

work metallic plate, in the lower portion of which
there are openings, closed when desii-ed, by a range
of doors or covers, substantially as and for the pm--
poses set forth.

78,045.—Douglas Bly, Macon, Ga.-Pistoyi
Pod Adjuster.—:SLaj 19, 1868.—The connecting rod
is adjusted vertically to any extent, and a joint is pro-
vided so that the rod may adapt itself to the proper
vertical position as the beam works up and do^vn.

Claim.—The clamp A, combining both a free ver-
tical adjustment of the rod and a joint for connect-
ing with tlie walking-beam for insming a free play,
substantially as herein set forth.

78,046.—William TV. BoYiXGTOX, Chicago, 111.—Pavement.—^aj 19, 1868.—The pavement is com-
posed of blocks arranged in rows which rest alter-

nately directly upon the foundation boards aud upon
Elate" boards 'nailed to the foundation boards, the
locks upon the plate boards being of less height

than the others.
Claim.—A foundation for a wood and concrete

pavement formed Avith a layer of boards, A, length-
wise with the street, and a'layer of plates, B, trans-

verse, and nailed fast thereto, said plates being of

equal widths, and with spaces between eriual to the
thickness of the blocks composing the wooden por-
tion of said pavement, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the foundation A B, con-
structed as described, vritli the blocks C aud C. and
concrete filling, in the manner aud for the purpose
herein set forth.

78,047.—James L. Bkierly, Auburn, Mass.—
Pipe- Wrench and Cutter.—May 19, 1868.—A sharp-
ened disk within a block is fastened to the end of the
screw rod, and the pipe, being clamped between the
disk and the hook, is cut by tui-ning the instrument
around the pipe.

Claim.—1. The slotted hook C, when pivoted to
the lug a, formed upon the side of the nut B, and
held against the pipe by means of the spring E press-
ing against its back, and secured at one end to the
end of the lug a, all constructed, aiTanged, and op-
erating as described, for the purpose SDecitied.

2. The cutter block E, -when provided with the lat-

teral pin c, fitting through the slot in the spring
hook C, whereby the cutter is guided and prevented
from turning upon the rod A, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

78,048—B. BuiODY, Detroit, :meh.—Artificial
Limb.—May 19, 1868.—Relates to the construction of
the ankle and toe joint with a view to simplifj% the
the appliances and render them durable.
Claim.—I. The combination of the parts A aud B,

by means of a hinge joint, constructed substantially
as aud for the purpose described.

2. Tlie combination of the parts A and C by a
hinge joint, substantially as aud for the i)m-pose"de-
scribed.

3. The combination with the hinge joint d d, con-
structed substantially as dcscribed.'of the rubber or
other yielding washer springs//', as and for the pm--
pose described.

4. The combination with the parts A aud B, aud
the hinge joint as described, of the India rubber or
other yielding springs D D, substantially as aud for
the purpose described.

5. The combination with the parts A aud C. aud
their hinge joints d^ d^, of the rubber or other
yielding springs E, substantially as aud for the pur-
pose described.

6. The combination, with the parts A and B,
jointed together as described, of the semicirctdar
spring h, substantially as and for the pmpose set
fortli.

78,049—W. P. Brooks, B]oomin<rton, El.—
Draught Attachment for re/iicZcs^.—May 19, 1868.-—
The evener is a fiat bar, so that while either of the
outer liorses may be favored by adjusting one of the
end hitching hooks on the bar lengthwise, the cen-
tral horse may be favored by shitting its attaching
loop higher on the central upright bar.
Claim.—X draught attachment or evener, com-

posed of a bar, A, provided with bars C, having hooks
d' d", either or both, at its ends, in connection with
the central bar B, with adjustable eye or loop d,
attached, all constructed and arranged' substantially
in the manner as and for the pm-pose set forth.

78,050.—Edmuxd Browx, Bm-lington, Vt., as-
signor to himself and George D. Wjiight, same
place.

—

Vegetable Masher.—^aj 19, 1868.—A per-
forated inclined frame and a smootli presser, sliding
or swinging thereon, are so arranged that the maslied
body or pulp of the potato, or other article Avill be
forced through the meshes of the frame, while the
peels will fall into a special receptacle.

Claim.—1. A vegetable masher, con.sisting of a
perforated stationary frame, aud of a smooth swing-
ing aud sliding presser, as set forth.

2. The perforated frame of a vegetiible masher,
when composed of the stiff bars a a,"and of the wire
rods b b, arranged in front of and crossing the bars
a, -substantially as herein shown and described.

3. The sliding and turning presser E, provided
with hooks e, in combination with the pins h on the
posts E, and vnth the perforated fabric a b, or its

equivalent. aU operating as set forth.

4. The device set forth in the foregoing clause, in
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combination with the sliding foUoTver F, operating as
specified.

5. The notched fixed scraper J, in combination
•with the frame D and Tvith the presser E, all operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.

6. The combination of the frame A B and frames
C D with the smooth swinging and sliding presser
E, with the hooks e and pins h, with the follower F
and scraper J", all made and operating substantially
as herein shown and described.

78,051. — Jonathan Bundy, "West Liberty,
Iowa.

—

Construction of Feat Cars.—May 19, 1868.

—

The side-rails and tier of the transferable railroad
upon which the car is run form molds for the peat
when it is discharged from the car. When the car
arrives upon the molding track the crank is released
and the trap doors deposit the peat into the mold,
and as the car advances, when the first mold has
been filled, the front board of the car will force the
peat forward to the nest mold, and so on until the
car is exhausted of its contents.

Claim.—The car A, provided with hinged bottom
E E, Avhen combined with the shaft G, cords or
chains s s, bar 7^, and lever H, aU arranged as and
for the purpose set forth.

78,052.—Isaac S. Bunnell, Carbondale, Pa.,

assignor to himself, Otis Eeynolds, and George
W. Reynolds.— Corn Husker.—M.aj 19, 1868.—
"When the knife is pushed down past the end of the
trough so as to separate the corn-cob from the stock,

the outer arm of the rectangular lever will strike the
standard, causing the other arm to throw the corn
from the husk.

Claim.—The combination of the cast-iron gate, O,
steel knife A, lever C, spring S, trough D, with bench
B, as herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,053.—CiiAKLEs Burnha:m, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Gas Heater.—May 19, 1868.—The outer cylinder
has a perforated disk within it near the top and the
cylinders slide one within the other in order to raise

or lower the perforated disk.

Claim.—The two cylinders arranged to slide tel-

escopically, one within the other, to adjust the height
of the plane of combustion or the lengtli and capac-
ity of the mixing chamber, substantially as described.

78,054.-E. P. H. Capkon, Springfield, Ohio.—
Eoad Scraper.—May 19, 1868.—By raising the hand-
les, the rear end of the scraper is also raised, causing
its forward end to catch against the ground, and by
then moving the i)ivoted ICAcr laterally the scraper
is released, when it revolves and dumps its load.

Claim.—The combination of the scraper A, pro-
vided with the plate 0. having the stop e and notch
Qi, with the frame B, provided witli the lever C, and
pawl h, all constructed and arranged to- operate as
shown and described.

78,055.—Alexander Carbnow, Potsdam, IsT.

Y.—Bolt Cutter.—Maj 19, 1868.~The handles act-

ing in conjunction with the knuckle joint and the
cam upon the slide, force it toward the stationary
cutter with great power.

Claim,.—The devices as arranged and shown in
combination, as and for the purposes set forth.

78,056.—William B. Cargill, 'Now Haven,
Conn.

—

Fastening for Corsets.—May 19, 1868.—

A

steel busk is, as usual, applied to each side of the
corset, but one is made wider than the other and pro-
vided Avith a scries of clips wliich receive between
them, and hold, the narrow busk.

Claim.—1. The combination of the busk B with
the recessed clips a of the busk A, substantially as
described.

2. The recessed clip or female fastening device,
formed T\-ith projecting lip or lips, substantially as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,057.—D. M. Church, Birmingham, Conn., as-

signor to himself, William T. Beard, and T. E.
Beard, same place

—

Shuttle for Serving Machines.—
May 19, 1868.—The bobbin is constructed without the
pointed ends and turned like an ordinary spool, but
smaller, coiTcsponding in size to the ordinary bobbin.

The points which are at the ends of the ordinary bob-
bin are turned on detached caps between which the
bobbin is placed.
Claim.—A bobbin for sewing-machine shuttles,

provided with detachable ends or caps C C, having
center points b, substantially in the manner as and
for the purpose set forth.

78,058.-P. J. Clark, West Meriden, Conn.-
ifl7iter?i.—May 19, 1868.-The lower ends of two of
the guards are bent below the ring in such a manner
as to form shoulders, and the upper and lower parts of
the lantern are connected together by ])assing the
guards through the notches of the base fiange, and
the base is then tm-ned.
Claim.—1. The ring E, formed as shown, with the

lower ends of the guards D passing through it, and
two or more of said guards provided with shoulders
d, in combination with the flange b on the upper edge
of the base C, with notches c c made in it, all ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

'2. The spring catch E attached to the under side
of the flange b, when said spring catch is used in
connection with the ring E and guards D, and all

constructed and arranged as set forth.

78,059.—John Clarke, Eedditch, England.—
Wrapper for Needles.—^ay 19, 18()8. — When the
wrapper is opened, exposing the needles, by the open-
ing out of the tail-piece of the wrapper, the needle
sheath is caused to assume a vertical position, when
the needles may be readily extracted.

Claitn.—The sheath a, applied to the wrapper b,

to operate in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

78,060.—William E. Cobb. Whitestown, Ind.—Tenoning Machine.—May 19, 1868.—The racks and
pinions serve to adjust the chisels with their holders
and guides toward or from each other, the adjust-
ment being effected by turning a crank. The piece
of hmiber is held by the set screw upon the table
with the end upon which a tenon is to be made
longitudinally placed between the chisels, when the
movement of the treadle wiU cause the chisels to de-
scend and cut away a portion of the wood.

Claim. — 1. The adjustable chisel-bar guides 4,

rack-bars 3. crank 5, and pinions 6, in combination
with central block D and its plates 11, arranged and
operating conjointly, as and for the pui-pose de-
scribed.

2. The construction of the chisel, consisting of
the blade Q^, attached to the blade Q^ by the hinge
joint r, and adjustable by means of screw t and link

/, working in the arm e, whereby the chisel may cut
a tenon at a right angle or less, all constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as described.

78,061.— John Commins, Charleston, S. C—
Treating Mineral Phosphates for the Manufacture
of Fertilizers. — May 19, 1868.—The phosphate is

heated and plunged into gas liciuor from the gas-
house, such liquor having been combined with sul-

phui'ic acid.

Claim.—1. Treating mineral or earth.y or natural
phosphates, while in a heated state, with gas liquor
and sulphuric acid, when such phosphateshave pre-
viously been treated with a solutioji of chloride of
sodium.

2. Treating such phosphates, when in a heated
state, with gas liquor, when such liquor is combined
with sulphuric acid or any other acid or salt, Avhether
such phosphates have been previously treated witli

a solution of chloride of sodium or not, substantLilly
as and for the purposes described.

78,062.—Peter Compton. Sullivansville, N". Y.,—Bee Hive.—May 19, 1868.—Various guai'ded open-
ings are provided for ventilating the hive, the bottom
being made of a webbing of fine wire cloth. A tul)«

is used to transfer the bees from hive to "nive. The
comb-supporting bars are separated by metallic
strips so that the honey adhering to each ijar muj be
taken out separately.

Claim.—1. The "herein-described improved bee
hive, when constructed and arranged substantLally

as and for the purpose described.
2. In combination with the boxes D D, provided
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with the detachable portions h h, and metal strips

i i, the metallic perforated covers k, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

rS,063.—Daniel T. Coxde, Beloit, Wis.—Sad-
Iren Holder.—May 19, 1868.—The two parts of the

holder are clapsett upon the hantUe of the sad-iron,

the holder being adapted for long- or short handles

by the adjustable slotted pieces of iron.

Claim.—A sad-ii-on holder, having lid A, adjusta-

ble irons B, pin C, bottom D, springs E, and shield

G, adjusted, combined, and arranged substantially

as specified.

78,064.—Freeman IT. Corbix, Champlain, N,
Y.-Whiffle-Tree ^yencr.—May I'J, 1868.—When one
horse pulls more than the other, the end of tlie double-

U-ee to which the strongest pulling horse is attached
will be drawn forward, and the clevis at the forward
end of the double-tree moved toward the draught
pole, while the other clevis will be moved outward
tJierefi'om.

Clai7n.—The combination of tlie double-tree B,

devises F F, bai'S E E, all arranged and applied to

the draught pole A, to operate in the manner sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,065.—F. W. Coy, Boston, Wdss.—Carpenters'
Gawrjic-May 19, 1868.—The piu't which forms the

guide may be set at any desired au^le, so as to fit

the bevel of the stock being worked.
Claim.—A carpenters' gauge, the guide L ofwhich

is capable of angular adjustment, in the manner and
operating substantially as described and for the pur-

poses set forth.

78,066.—Emeksox F. CRAWFOED,Canaan, Ind.—
Combined Seeder andCultivator.—May I%l8(i8.—The
running and operative gear are so constructed and
combined tlidt the several implements, viz, harrow,
corn planter, young corn plow, seed drill, and meadow
cultivator may be operated successively, receiving
their motion from, and acting in combination with,

the same running gear.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

framework and operative gear of the machine in

guch a manner that the different machines can be
used together or successively, substantially as and
foi" the purposes specified.

78,067 John C. Crawford, St. Charles, HI.
— Washing Machine.—May 19, 1868.—The clothes,

after being wadhcd by the combined rolling and recip-

rocating motion of the large and heavy rollers, have
the Avater expressed from them by the follower in the
compartment at the end of the Avash-tub.

CHairn.—The combined washing machine and
clothes xn-esser, constructed as described, and con-

sisting of the box A, having corrugated bottom B
and partition c, the frame a, provided with plain

rollers C, connecting rod h, and lever D, perforated
bottom G, follower F, and lever E, all arranged and
operating as and for the pm-pose set forth,

78,068.—A. J. Creel, Hopkinton, Iowa.

—

Lin-
ianent.—May 19, 186S.—Turpentine and fish-oil are
mixed together in one iron vessel, and oil of vitriol

is then pom-ed into the mixture gradually.
Claim.—A liniment, formed of the ingredients and

in the proportions substantially as herein described,
and for the purposes set forth.

78,069.—Joseph D. DAVExrORT, Korth Provi-
dence, E. I., assignor, by JoHX D. Thurston, his
trustee, to himself, Horace M. Curtis, and Henry
Martin.— CZotftcs Drier.— May 19, 1868.— The
clamps consist of tlie upper thumb nut and the
flanged sections of pipe which surround the central
support and fill the spaces between the sets of bars.

CVa?:?)i.—The application of a clam]), E D, to the
dats B of a clothes horse, radiating from a common
spindle, substantially as described for the purposes
specified.

78,070.—V. K. David, Sandwich, assignor to
himself and D. 11. Pomeroy, Piano, 1\\.—Inserting
Artijlcial Teeth.—'May 19, 1868.—The wings or ex-

tensions of the plate are designed to aid the wearer

in retaining the lower plate in proper position. The
air is exhausted by the operation of the mouth.

Claim.—The wings C C, constructed substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

78,071.—Andrew J. Davis, Hartford, Mich.—
Mop Wringer.—May 19, 1868.—The sliding frame
with the twisting device is drawn up near the handle
when the mop is to be wrung.

Claim.—1. The sliding frame D, the shaft and gear
wheels E, F, and H, arranged substantially as shown
and described, in coml)ination therewith, and with
the mop B and frame A, for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the holder G,
constructed, arranged, and operating as described
for the purpose set forth.

78,072.—James E. Dean, Canaan, Coim.—Milk
Can.—May 19, 1868.—The milk can is enveloped in
a case having a lining of felt, intended to keej) the
milk in a cool condition. The case may be readily
detached or applied.

Claim.—The adjustable metallic case A, lined
with felt or other non-conducting substance adhered
to it, or witliout the lining, and the adjusting of it

with the movable clasp C I) D, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

78,073—Edward Dexmead, Marietta, Ga., and
"Wendel Bolljian, Baltimore, Md.

—

Bridge.—May
19, 1;^6S.—The bolt is suspended from the top chords
by the suspension rod, so as to make a better bearing
for the angle iron and relieve tlie chords. The cush-
ions interposed between the angle iron and chords
are intended to ease the suddenness of the strain
without tdlowing the two iron surfaces to come in
contact.

Claim.—1. Supporting the angle irons E upon a
bolt instead of upon the chords, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. In combination -n ith angle irons supported upon
a bolt instead of upon the chords, the interposing,
between said irons and chords, of an elastic cushion,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

78,074.—Isaac Dripps, Fort Wayne, Ind.—
Railway Car Stove.—May 19, 1868.—The grating at
the bottom of the draught opening prevents the coals
from falling through the di'aught opening into the
car, in case of accident. The stove-pipe hole is

guarded by a perforated diai^hragm, and the upper
ventilating door, whcnoiien, exposes only a perfor-
ated portion of the stove cylinder.
Claim.—1. The grating O placed in the bottom of

the draught opening M, and over the ash box, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie arrangement of the perforations P and door
N, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. A stove constructed with the grating 0, perfor-
ations P, and perforated diaphragm R, arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,075.—Alexander Dunbar, Xew York, jST.

T.

—

Horse Collar and Hame.—May 19, 1868.-

A

folding horse coUar, having the draug'ht bar attached
to the rear inner corner of the hames, so that it passes
through the body of the collar.

Claim.—1. The draught hook e, attached to the
staple d, and passing through the collar A, and a
slotted plate/, attached to the hames, said plate/
having its part G bent into the collar, all constructed
and arranged to operate as herein described for the
purpose specified.

2. In combination with the hames B and collar A,
the adjustable link b, as herein described for the pur-
pose specified.

78,076.-Charles Dur.vnt, Jersey City, N. J.,

assignor to George F. Dukaxt, same ^laee.—Eelaif
2[agnet.—'May 19, 1868.—The armature or armature
lever constitutes the only spring for effecting the re-

coil ; the flexible joint in the extended armature, or
armature lever, enables the platina point commonly
used to open and close the local circuit, to be re-

tained so as to move and operate over any space,
however small, while the armatm'C below the joint
is free to move over greater or less space incident to
vaiying cm-rents, and a shifting bolt moving freely
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through and upon the extended armatm-e is substi-

tuted for the fixed platiua point used for opening- and
closiniG^ the local circuit.

Claim.—1. The jointed armature, or armature
lever, A or G, in combination with the mag-net cores
E or E', or Ex Exx. or either of them, substantially
as herein shown and described.

2. The flexible joint, in extended armature or ar-

matui-c lever, substantially as and for the purpose
herein fully set forth and clescribed.

3. The shifting or sliding bolt in the extended ar-

mature or armature lever, substantially as and for

the pm-posc herein fully set forth and described.

78,077. — Philip Esser and Fraxklen' A.
Steere, Xorth Providence, P. I.—Machine for Set-

ting Button Hookn.—May 19, 1868.—A metallic but-
ton head is set upon a crooked neck and furnished
•with three prongs. The prongs being passed through
the material are clinched.

Claim.—1. A machine for setting button holes,

consisting of a revolving block, B, witli acting faces

as described, in combination with the spring pawl
d, and jaws A A, operating substantially as set

forth.

2. Constructing the jaw A with a receptacle, E,
for the button hook, so as to hold and sustain the
same while it is being inserted and its prongs
clinched, substantially as shown and is worked.

78,078.—Jules Fougerat, :N'ew York, X. Y.—
Manufacture of Iodine.—May 1"), 18GS.—The muscles
or shells arc first calcined, then pulverized and
boiled in water. Suli)huric acid and protoxide of
iron are then added to the mixture, in sufficient

quantities to dissolve the crystals of the iodine,

which are then precipitated by a caiTent of chlorine
gas, or by sulphide of carbon.
Claim."—I. Producing iodine from muscles, as set

forth.

2. The process herein shown and described of pro-

ducing iodine from muscles.

78,079.—M. H. Gardner, :N"ew York, X. Y.—
Machine for Enameling Paper.—May 19, 1868.—The
enameling mixture is automatically and evenly dis-

tributed upon the paper, and blend'ed and smoothed
over the surface as the paper is fed through the ma-
cliine.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, within the mixing
vessel or chamber A, of the revolving brush B and
stationary brushes C C, for operation together, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination, with the revolving brush B
and stationary brushes C C, of the mixing vessel or
chamber A, screen D, and slide or gate E, essentially
as specified.

3. The traveling endless belt or apron J, con-
structed with thickened sides or edges n, and di-

vided into sections by openings I, having fingers or
grippers i, at or near their edges, as herein set forth.

4. The drums L. grooved at or near their one end,
and provided with detachable rings M, in com-
bination with the endless belt J", formed with thick-
ened .sides n, for operation together as described.

5. The combination of the'trunk G, cylinder H,
provided with openings c and d, revolving brush I,

and valves or faucets b.

6. The rotary Ijrush I, constructed substantially
as described, with its rows of bristles, or certain of
them, attached to or caiTied by sliding bars of less

length than the brush stock, and adjustable along
the'same, to vary the width or length of the operat-
ing surface of the brush, to adapt it to different

widtlis of paper, as herein set fortli.

7. Tlie angularly aiTanged brush or brushes IST, ad-

justable as described, for operation on or over the
surface of the paper or other material, essentially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

8. In coml)ination witli the distributing or level-

ing brushes X, the blcndinir brusli or brushes P, for

action together, as specified.

78,080 Hexry a. Gaston, Stockton, Cal.—
Cultivator.—^lay 19, 1868.—When a '• bit" or culti-

vator tooth needs to be turned end for end, the key
is driven out and the bit slipped forward.
Claim.—I. In combination Avith an inclined re-

versible bit for a cultivator, the method of secur-
ing such bit to its standard, substantiallv as set
forth.

2. The combination of the series of bits (so ap-
plied to their vertical standards) Avith tlie cultivator
•frame or carriage, substantially as described.

78,081.—George "W.Goodwyk, Petersburg,Va.—Churn.—May 19, 1868.—The vertical reciprocating
movement of the dasher is produced by the motioli
of the wheel connected to the treadle.

Claim.—The combination of a rocking wheel or
lever I, with the straps G J, treadle F, dasher D,
and spring E, the whole constructed and openiting
in the manner and for the purpose described.

78,082.—S. L. Gray, Chillicothe, Ohio.—^o?-
ness for Vicious Horses.—May 19, 1868.—This har-
ness is so arranged as to prevent the horse from
kicking, rearing, and running away.

Claim.—The strap D and rings c, in combination
with the strap C, pulley b, and straps F F, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

78,083.—C. C. Hare, Louisville, 'Kj.-Cornioe
for Buildings.—May 19, 1868.—Cast irou is placed
inside the brackets, so as to render the cornice fire-

proof.
Claim.—A cast iron or other metal bracket or

look-out for receiving a sheet metal cornice, sub-
stantially as described.

78,084.—E. K. Haykes, Hanover, X. H.—
Lamp Shade.—May 19, 1868.—The screen is con-
nected by staples to the two upright portions of the
wire, so as to be adjustable vertically thereon.

Claim.—A lamp shade, made of 'a screen, sup-
ported uix)n two uprights, bent and joined at their
lower ends to connect them, and to support the
screen at proper distance from the chimney, and
bent and made hook-foi-med at their upper ends to
suspend the screen from the top of the chimney ; the
screen sliding upon the frame, and being supported
relatively thereto, substantially as described.

78,085.—Frederick Haythorx, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Spinning Frame.—May 19, 1868.—The ring-
spinning frame is provided with a series of pivoted
guards,Ihere being one guard between each adja-
cent spindles to prevent frlic yarn of each bobbin or
cop, while being spun, from coming into contact
with tliat of the adjacent bobbin or cop.
Claim.—-The guards E, in combination vdth the

fingers D and shaft C, substantially as described for
the purpose specified.

78,086 Watson- A. Heath, Apalachin, X.
Y.—Horse Hay llalce.—^Si\ 19, 1868.—The lever
extending from the main frame to the rake is made
to force apart the upper ends and draw together the
lower ends of two stop levers pivoted to the rear of
the rake standard, thereby permitting the rake to
revolve.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hand lever T,
shaft S, standard E, and lever Q with each other,
and with the frame E, standard M. and lever stops
O, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. Pivoting the draught bars D, of the rake, to
the frame E at points a short distance fi-om the ends
of said draught bars so that they may serve as levers
in raising the rake-head from the ground, substan-
tially as herein shoAvn and described.

3. The combination of the hand lever K, shaft I,

and arms J with the frame E and forward ends of
the pivoted di-aught bars D, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose sot forth.

78,087.—G. A. Hein, Waterford, Vsl.—Water
Spout Fastening.—May 19, 1868.—The rain spout or
conductor is fastened to the building by a jointed
clasp driven into the wall, so that the pipe may be
attached or removed without removing the fast-

ening.
Claim.—The conductor-fastening C, composed of

two or more circular- parts jointed together, and fas-

tened to each other and to the building, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.
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78,088.—L. He.ndeusox, Manson, N. C— Cot-

ton Cultivator.—yiay 19, 1868; antedated May 12.

1868.—Two plowshares are attached to a forward
hinged frame, liold in working position Ijy a spring-
catch, but turned buck upon the main frame when
not in use. TJie hoes or thinners arc rotated by
gearing driven by tlie main axle, and, as they pass
along tbe row, cut out a poition thereof.

Claim.—The adjustable hinged plows E E, in
combiuatiou with the gear wheels D and E, shaft F,
and hoes G and H, constmcted subs'^^ntially as de-
scribed and operating as and for the pui-posc set
forth.

78,089.—Jo-snuA Hexdy, San Francisco, Cal.—
Concentrator.—May 19, 1868.—The apparatus is

used for saving tinely-divided quicksilver, amalgam,
and gold from the sands, and for concentrating and
saving the sulphurets contained in ores. The con-
necting rod from tlie driving shaft accommodates
itself to tlie circular liuc of direction in which the
lian is reciprocated.

Claim.— 1. T])e annular gi-oove I, declining from
a certain point to an opposite or discharging point,
in combination with a vibrating or oscillating pan
or concentrator, ^\-hose surface is convex or curvi-
linear, as desci-il)ed.

2. The discharge valve or gate M, when con-
stmcted and arranged to operate substantially as
described.

3. The T-shaped distributeis K K, piei'ced with
holes h b h, and liaving slots h' h', said distributers
being eitlier stationary or movable, and when mova-
ble the notclied edge c c c, with pawls, or their
equivalents d d, operating therein for driving the
said distributers, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

4. Tiie agitators or stin-ers a a a attached to sta-

tionai'j or moval)le radial arms I' I', or their equiv-
alcut.s, Avith an oscillating pan, as described.

5. The peculiar construction of the frame A A,
it being triangular in form, the projecting ends B B,
for the crank shaft, the point A', in combination
with an oscillating pan, substantially as described.

6. The overreacliing supports or braces F F con-
necting at the point F', and in which the upper end
of the vertical sliaft turns, in combination •\\'ith the
frame A A, with the projecting erids 13 B and oscil-

lating pan, substantially as described.
7. The i^eculiar construction of the ball crank pin

N', wJien employed on an oscillating pan, substan-
tially as described.

8. 'The oil gi'oove H. either in the hub of the pan
or on the shaft G, and the oil cavity J' above the
hopper, for lubricating the sleeve and' step, with an
oscillating pan, substantially as described.

78,090.-Eau'H D. Hent:, Matteawan, IST. Y.—
Faclnn Wool Hat Bodies with Fur.—May 19, J8()8.

—

Tlic wool hat body, taken directly from the carding
machine, is covered Avith fur upon its outer surface
and under brim, and it is then placed between
cloths and laid under a Hat board or jigger, or other
suitable device, in which a sliort. rapid, vibratory
motion is corahined with a slight pressure.
Claim.— \\\ thcmannfactme of soft liats, applying

a bat of fur to a bat of avooI. taken directly from the
carding machine, before either lias been shrunk,
basined, planked, or felted, and after causing them
to ndhere together by sliglit pressure, shrinking and
felting them down 'to tlie required dimensions to
form a solid, even fur surface upon tlie outer side
and under brim, substantially as herein described.

78,091 .-Austin- D. Horf.MAy. Minneapolis.
Minn., assignor to himself, H. :M. C.\KrENTi:ii. K}.

F. TOAVNSENJj, and FiiEDEitiCK r.itACKH n.— C/iwrrt.

—May 19. 1868.—The pitman and segment are oscil-

lated imd reciprocated vertically, so as to give the
da.sher a compound reciprocating motion.
Claim.—'Vh^. combination of the Avinch and crank,

the pitman E. segment E'. and pinion G, for com-
municating l)()th a vertical and rotary I'eciprocating
action to the dasher, substantially as" set forth.

78,092.—-Tames Hoff.m.vn, Behidcre, X. J.—
Gage Frame for Slittiwj Haw iftd.?*.—May 19,

1868.—The tail of the hide is drawn beneath the

slotted end of the spring, which holds the hide
while the slitting knife is being used.

Claim.—1. Grooving the upper edge of the frame
or plank A upon whicli the raw hide is suspended
longitudinally, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The comlnnation of the slotted spring C with
the grooved frame or plank A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the pui"pose set forth.

3. Slitting raA\' hides bv suspending them over a
frame A, grooved longitucliually along its upper edge
to guide the slitting knife, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the pui'posc set forth.

78,093.-Henky 0. Hoopeb, Diamond Springs,
Cal.—Machine for Polishing TFoocZ.—May ] 9, 1868.—
The rotary and reciprocating polishing plates are
mounted in an adjustable frame, Avhich adapts them
to the size of the work, and a set of feed-rollers carry
the aiticle to the plates.

Claim.—The circular rotary polishing plates E,
and the reciprocating polishing plates H, aiTanged
with and attached to the adjustable framing B', aU
constructed to operate as described, for the purpose
specified.

78,094.—Isaac A. Hokx, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Plate for Artificial Teeth.—^aj 19, 1868.—The vac-
uum chambers, together with the sharp ridge on the
outer rim of the plate, are intended to prevent food,
especially haixl particles, from passing over the upper
edge of the plates.

C'Zarm.—The suction or vacuum chambers, operat-
ing against the cheek and alveolus, and the sharp
ridge on the outer rim of the plate, these to be made
of any material used in dentistry, substantially as
and for the pm-xioses above set forth.

78,095.—V.VX EEX.S.SELAEII W. HOKTON, Pal-
myi-a, X. Y.—Farm Gate.—'Slay 19, 1868.—The gate
is slid back until the cleat on its end meets the loop
of the movable support, when tlie gate balances upon
a pin or other fixed support, and may be turned
thereon as upon a hinge.

Claim.—1. The combination. Avith a sliding and
swinging gate, of a movable support, provided with
a roller or rollers, and loosely attached to the bottom
rail of the gate by a loop or its equivalent, the Avhole
so combined and operating substantially as herein
shown and described, that the gate, when closed,
rests centrally upon the support, and has a free slidiug
movement through or upon it in being opened and
shut, and lifts it and can-ies it out ofthe passage Avheu
SAVung to one side.

2. The movable support K. consisting of the body
represented by Fig. 3. the rollers b b, and the loop e,

shown in combination with body at Fig. 2. the whole
combined operating substantially as herein sjhoAATi

and described.

78,096.—J. P. IIUME.s, Winnebago City, Minn.—
Medical Compound.—'Slay 19; 1868.—A remedy for

lung disases. The stalk, leaves, and root ofthe "resin
weed" are prepared by separate distillation, after
which the resin and liq uid are boiled together. Equal
parts of the stalk and r<jot syrup are then put to-

gether, and Avheu cold alcoholic extract of the Aveed
or root is added.

Claim.—The medicinal combination formed of the
ingredients and in the manner substantially as herein
described.

78,097.—GOTTLO]} Kaiser, Xew York, X. Y.—
Permutation Lock.—^ay J 9, J 868.—The adjustable
finger-pieces in the rings enable the setting of the
latter to be accomplished in the dark as avcU as in

the daytime.
Claim.—The thumb-pieces c, in combination with

the rings C, bolt B, stumps a, and case A, arranged,
constructed, and operating substantially as and for

the puii)Ose set forth.

78,098 'JOEI. F. KEELEii. Pittsbm-g, Pa.—
Scale Peam.—May 19, 1863.—A number of'juovable
poises are attaclied to the scale beam, and provided
Avith stops, so as to determine the amount Avljich the
several i)oises shall each Aveigh.

Claim.—A polypoised scale beam, provided Avith
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adjustable or variable weights and stoj^s, aiul cou-
strncted and operating substantially in the manner
and for tlie purposes as described.

rS,099.—C. F.Keller, Nevada, Ohio.—ilacJiine
for Talcing the Toll from Grain in Grist Mills.—May
19, 1868.—The Avhole quantity passing through the
spout is fii'st separated into two halves, one of which
is the subjected to successive dividing processes,
until the desired proportion is attained.

Claim.—A machine for tolling grain as it passes
through it, and composed of a series of divided pas-
sages", and guiding and directing partitions, as and
for the purpose described and rciiresentcd.

78,J 00.—Michael Kirkiiam, Eminence Post
Office, Ind.—Shield Plotv.—Maj 19, 1868.—This de-
vice is designed to prevent clods (in ploAving young
corn) from falling upon the plants, and at the same
time to deposit the loose soil around the roots.

Claim-.—The above-described shield, when made
of rigid vertical bars, having both their lower and
upper ends united by rigid horizontal bars, substan-
tially as set forth.

78,101.—John George Kriechbaum, Toungs-
town, Ohio.—>S'a/e Door Loek.—Maj 19, 1868.—Tlie
bolts are arranged in pairs, moving in opposite di-

rections, so that there will be always one bolt out,

which locks the door, unless one bolt is, at the proper
time and by the proper motion, thrown out of gear.
The keyhole is opened by moving a plate on the under
side of'the safe.

Claim.—1, The screw a, when operating as herein
shown and described, in combination with the bar
I, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The bar /, bar I, and plate K, when arranged
as described in combination with the spring I, shank
k, and plate J. (or stem A; of key, and head J of the
same,) all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described,

3. Tlie bolts M and X, when the same are so ar-

ranged in one lock that when one bolt is moved out
the other is drawn iu, and vice versa, as set forth

4. The rack o, when hinged to the bolt M, so that
it can Ije turned up and thrown out of gear, as and for

the purpose set forth.

5. The pin t, on the plate o. in combination with
the slotted partitions 2 and 3, and hinged spring-
plates P and R, all made and operating substantially

as herein shown ajid described.
C). The plate P, when provided with a slot w, and

A\'heu combined with the pin t, and bar I, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and
described.

7. The plate P, when arranged in combination with
the catcli S, so tliat a full turn of the key will not
keep it up, as set forth.

8. Tlie plate R, when provided with a slot or re-

cess. ?7, and when combined with the pin < and bar
I, all made and operating substantially as herein
sljown and described.

9. The bar I. when provided with recesses <7, h,

and X, in combination with the plates K, /, R, and
P, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

78,1 02.—Louis Y. LANX.4.Y, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Machine for Washing Bristles, rf-c-May 19, 1868.—
The In-istles, whicli are subjected to frictional con-
tact with tlie rubbing blocks, aj-e clamped between
the two sliding, toothed frames, oiicof wJiicli frames
has mo^•emcilt -within the other, and is lowei-ed

to clamp the bristles, and rai.sed to release the same
by the cam and its accessories.

' Claim.—1. Tli(i combination of the vertical grooved
frame B, crank shaft E, and pitman F, witli the
sliding frames G and B, for the purpose of holding
and opcratinj^the said frames, substaTitially asshowh
and dcseribctl, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie adjustable convex corrugated rul)lnng

blocks K, in combination with tlic frames G and D,
and cam TI, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

7S,10S.—Isaac W. Legg, Long Eddv, N. Y.—
Pulling Uop Poiw.—May 19, 1868.—Tlie block serves

as a fulcrum for the levers, which being made to
grasp the hop pole, and tlien depressed, draw the
polo out of the ground. The plate applied to the
under side of the levers prevents them from turning
sidewisc.
Claim.—The levers A, when hinged to the upper

edge of the wedge-shaped block C, by means of the
pin B, and cross-bar e, said levers also provided with
the plate/ upon their under sides, as herein described
for the purpose specified.

78,104.—Leopold LEHMA>rN, Monee, 111.—Tin
TFare.—May 19, 1868.—Tinned wire is applied to the
bottoms of tin ware.

Claim.—The application of round tin wire to the
bottoms of tin ware, iu the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as herein specified.

78,105.—N. C. Lombard and Mellen Bray,
Boston, Mass.,assignors toMELLExBRAY.—ITac/iwig
for Forming Sheet Metal TFare.—May 19, 1868.—
Improvement on patent granted to M. Bray, Decem-
ber 12, 1865, and relate to the mechanism by which
the dies are operated and controlled, and to a device
relieving the toggles from a portion of the strain and
shock attending the downwai-d movement of the
shell and plunger.

Claim.—1. Imparting the motion of the vibrating
shaft V to the side toggles that operate and control
the motion of the cutting and holcling dies by means
of the vibrating cranks W W, and the oscillating
slotted leversX X, substantially as described.

2. So constructing the osciUating levers X X that
a portion of tlie slot or path may be adjusted, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination of the vibrating cranks W
TV with the central crank B', by means of adjustable
dogs or stops, Y Y, substantially as described.

4. The yielding stop bars, for arresting the down-
ward motion of the shell and plunger, s\ibstantially
as described.

5. The spring fingers d', or their equivalents, for
removing the disli from the male forming die, sub-
stantially as described.

6. We do not claim, broadly, wedges placed under
toggles for adjusting tlie same, for we are aAvare
that such have been used before ; but what we claim
is the use of wedges under toggles for adjusting tlie

liressure of the same 5\'hen tl'iey are so attached to
the toggles, and to the base iu which they slide, that
tliey may be freely moved out or in, while at the
same time they hold the toggles firmly iu their proper
relation to the base, and iVrevent tliem from being
disconnected from the same.

7. Fitting the plunger G to the shell E in such a
manner that the plunger shall rest upon the shell,

and be moved with it when the shell is moved up
by tiie action of the side toggles, substantially as
described.

78,1 06.—S. Howard Lombard, "Vfinona, Minn.
—Dough Kneader.—M.aj 19, 1868.—The frame car-
rying the kneading roller is secured to the end sec-
tion of the kneading board when it is desired to cut
up the dough, form loaves, &c. AYhen tlie instrument
is not in use, the roller frame is secured to the middle
section, and the end sections are folded up against it.

Claim.—The sectional hinged board A, liaviug a
detachable frame B and roller C, arranged for use
therewith, substantially as shown and described.

78,107.—'TosEi'H LOREXZ, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Organ Pipe.~'M2i\ 19, 1868.—The device is applied
to a vox-humana pipe ; the wind tube inclosing tiic

customary reed being surmounted by a pipe composed
oftwo conic.frusta, joined base to base, and being open
at its lower end to afford the usual communication
witli the reed, and closed at top by a dome-like anex
instead of the usual open summit. At the Aviaest
part of the pipe is an elliptical ventage for the sound,
and where a symphonic note is desired, an additional
but smaller orifice is provided above.
Claim.—Tho vox-hximana organ pipe A B C c D,

formed as and for the purpose set forth.

78,108.—R. 0. LowREY, Salem. N. Y.—Manu-
facture of Water-Proof Fabrics.—^ay 19, 1868.—
The several fabrics are rendered water proof by a
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gelatinous or saponaceous componnd, and are suhse-

qucutly treated with a solution of alum and salt.

C'lann.—1. The neAV -n-ater-pioof fabric, produced
by the combination and treatment of paper, cloth,

and leather, or similar articles, substantially as herein
described.

'2. The process, as herein described, of combining
and treating paper, cloth, and leather, or similar

articles, for produciug a new -vrater-proof fabric,

substantially as described and for the purposes set

forth.

yS,109.—John H. ITabbett, Jersey City, N. J.—Chicken Coop.—May 19, 1S68.—The mode of con-
necting the sides of the coop adapts them to be folded
together when the ends are removed, so that the
coop may be compactly stowed away when not in

use.
Claim.—1. The coop, having its sidos hinged,

hooked, or otherwise connected, in such manner that
they may be folded together when the ends of the
coop are removed, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the detachable slatted end
frame with the sides of the coop, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The shelf or ledge provided within the coop,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

7S.110.—OsBORXE McDaxiel, 'New York, :^r.

Y.—Fruit Basket.—^aj 19. 1868.—The side flaps

are separated from the end flaps so that the former
can bend with the grain freely upon a full curve, with
an excess of wood^ when green or wet, to allow for

shrinkage in drying.
Cladn.—1. Tiie improved fruit basket or boxmade

of one piece of veneer, having the flaps cut out at
the coi'uers. substantially as described, and bent in
a curve witli the gTain o'f the wood, so as to prevent
splitting in bending, and to provide for shriukage, as
lierein set forth.

2. In a fruit box made of a single piece of veneer,
as described, bending two sides with the grain of
the wood, when green or wet, in such manner that
there shall be an excess of wood in the cmwe, to pro-
vide for the shriukage of the wood in diwing or
seasoning.

78,111.—George W. "JIaxuel, San Francisco,
Cal.—GaiigPloiv.—yiajld, 1863.—The lever crank
arms, and their accessories, enable the frame and
plows to be adjusted vertically, The outermost
plow may be made to work close up to a fence,
stump, or stone.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the crank arms

d ef, under the hounds or bars, and in relation thereto,
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In a gang plow, having a series of plows ar-
ranged on bars or hounds parallel to each other,
placing the one plow on the bar g, outside of the
wheel a, and in front of the axle, as and for the pur-
poses recited.

3. The combination of the extended crank arms
d and e, with the lever I and cmwed bar o, as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

4. The crank screw r and plates s and t. for eleva-
ting and depressing the tongue, as described.

7S,112.—Georoe a. Mariner, Chicago, HI.,
assignor to himself and John B. Turchix, same
T?\i\ce.—Preserving Poicder. —May 19, 18G8.—TThen
the ingredients composing the powders are exposed
to the air, or moistened by water or the juices con-
tained in substances treated, or when dissolved in
liquids containing said substances, free sulphurous
acid gas is generated so as to form neutral mineral
or vegetable salts of such a nature that when the
powders are used by direct application to food, the
salts thus formed are not injurious to health.
Claim.—ThQ powders, composed of sulphites, bi-

sulphites, or hyposulpliites, or anv compound evolv-
ing the sulphurous acid gas, when acted upon by
acids or acid substances, in combination with vege-
table or mineral acids, or with vegetable or mineral
acid salts, or desiccated vegetable juices, with or
without the absorbents herein specified, for the pur-
pose of generating the sulphurous acid gas, and ap-
plying the same to vm-ious uses, substantiaUy as and
in the manner herein set forth and specified.

5 P—-YOL. II

78,113.-Charles MELLiXGEn, Cornwall. Pa.
—Furnace for Boasting O/es. — May 19, 1S63.

—

The damper regulates the passage of the heat ansl
products of combustion from the smelting ftirnace
to the desulpurizing furnace here represented. The
ore to be desulphurized is placed on the grated arch
through which the heat rises, and tlie larger lumps
roll into the chamber adjoining the exit'opening,
through which chamber the heat j)asses from that
beneath the grated arch.

Claim.—l.'ln combination with a desulphurizing
fm-uace or oven for preparing iron ore for smelt-
ing, the sliding door or damper B, arranged and op-
erated substantially as described.

2. In combination with a desulphurizing fiu'nace,

for the purposes mentioned, the grated or perforated
arch F, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the arch F, the chambers
E and H. the apertures J and L, and the damper B,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

78,114. — John Milhollant), jtTew Concord,
Ohio.—Horse Ray PorA-.-May 19, 1868.—TVhen the
fork is loaded the handle falls below the upper eye,

and is thus protected from any blow which might
casually discharge the load.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
handle C, connected v\-ith the sliding bar B by the
arm E, turning on the pivots e e', the lower ends of
said handle pivoted to the stud c upon the bar A, the
bent trigger F/' pivoted upon the pin e of the bars
E and handle C, all operating as described, for the
purpose specified.

78,115.—TTiLLi.ui J. Miller, TTashington, D.
C.

—

Sash a7id Shutter Fatstening.—May 19. 1868.

—

By turning the operating rod at the iiiside of the
sill the locking bar which holds the shutt.er catch is

raised, and at the same time the hook which fastens
down the sash is tiu'ued so as to release the same.

Claim.—The combination of t.ho shatter catch &,

lock C, rod 7;, hook k. and ^uates L andj, or the equiv-
alents of said plates, constructed, arranged, and op-
erated in the manner substantially as shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose of locking or unlocking
shutters and sash from within the room.

78,116.—Marquis D. Moore, Brooklvn, X. T.
—Button.—^AT 19, 1868.—The larger part of the
button is recessed, dovetailed, and notched, and the
smaller interlocking part has a corresponding form,
the two parts being stitched to the respective portions
of the garment and made to hold the same together.

Claim.—1. Tlie fastener formed in two sections,
A B, fitted to each otlier, substautially as shown and
described, for the ptirpose set forth.

2. The lateral spurs a* of the piece B, an-anged
to act in connection witli the notches b' at the sides

of the recess in the piece A, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

78,117 Enoch E. Morrison, Pittsbtirg, Pa.—
Arachine for Casing Tobacco.—May 19, 1868.—To-
bacco leaves and a liquid compound are placed in a
receiver which is rotated for a short time for cas-

ing or sweetening tobacco.
"Claim.—The method of casing tobacco by means

of a hoUow revolving vessel, receiver, or its' equiva-
lent, working on a shaft, journals, or rollers, the re-

ceiver beiug'made of any reqttired shape or dimen-
sions for the purposes se't forth.

78,118.-E. A. MuLLER and Theodor Stock,
Chicago, IW.—Douhlerfor Stills—:^aj 19, 1868.—An
upright cylinder is closed at both ends and provided
on the interior with a series of pans and abutting
plates which detain the ascending vapors and arrest

the products of condensation, so that the lower de-

grees of spirits will be separated from the finer,

whUe the pure alcoholic vapors are allowed to es-

cape to the cooler, and the low wines reconducted to

the mash.
Claim.—1. Arranging around the outside of a rec-

tifier or doubler. A, a series of annular cooling ves-

sels, D D. which communicate with the upper part
of the vessel A. substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

2. The arrangement and combination, within the
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cylinder A, of the dishes E, plates F, and combined
dishes and plates G, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

78,119.—Barak T. ISTichols, Ifewark, N. J.—
Manufacture of Cart Saddles.—Maj 19, 1868.—The
bridge is bent so as to play freely in the groove of
the t3ridge pieces and apply the main pressure to the
upper part of the same, and the under side of each
bridge piece resting on the back of the pad is rounded
in order to turn without causing the pad to chafe.

Claim.—The bridge a, bridge pieces c c, pads/,
tugs i, and tug straps j, all combined, constructed,
arranged, and connected, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes specified.

78,120.— WiLLiAiM E. McHOLS, Philadelphia,
Ta.—Car Spring.—Maj 19, 1868.—Tlie layers at the
top and bottom of the spring are fitted to a sleeve
and are secured at the lap joints. The saddles as-

sist in maintaining the component iiarts of each
spring in their proper lateral position.

Claim.—One or more springs, each of which is

composed of one or more layers, in the manner de-

scribed, in combination with saddles constructed
and adapted to the said s]Driug or springs, substan-
tially as speciiied.

78,121.—P. O'Beian, Philadelphia, Pa.—Ifo^
and Scrubbing Brush Holder.—May 19, 1868.—The
holder is adaptable to scrubbing brushes of different

size, and may serve as a mop head.
Claim.—1. Cross-bar B, cast on shank A, with

opeuing c c, and projections d d, Ibr the use andx)ur-
pose as specified and herein set forth.

2. The swinging clamp E, made of wire or other
material, in the shape shown, and for the use and
piu-pose as specified and herein set forth.

3. A " mop and brush holder," constructed of
shank A, cross-bar B, nut N", swinging clamp E,
and hook F, as connected, combined, aud adjusted,

for the use and purpose specified and herein set
.forth.

78,122.—YOLNEY O'Brian, St. Johns, Mich.,
; assignor to DeWitt C. and Amelia O'Brian.—
Fireman's Elevator.—May 19, 1868.—A telescopic
:arrangement of frames supported upon a Avheeled

'.truck and projected upward by a crank and gearing.
Clai7n.—The arrangement, in a machine for the

purpose set forth, of the wagon B, stationary frame
C, movable frames, ropes, aud sheaves, and lateral

supports.GH, and screws L, substantially as de-

scribed.

78,123.—George T. Pallzer, Brookly;a, N. T.
—Crib and Bedstead.—May 19, 1868; antedated
May 5, 1868.—For clamping the sides of the covers
of a bed so as to hold them in place.

Claim.—A bedstead, provided with a clamp, com-
posed of the part B, having spring bolts a, and racks
b, or theii" equivalents, substantially as and for the
purpose shown and set forth.

78,124.—Charles B. Payne, Bloomington, El.—Harness Buckle.—May 19, 1868.—A double buckle
having curved wings ancl a central loop, arranged
to be self-attaching to the straps and other parts of

the harness.
Claim.—A double buckle, constrticted with a cen-

tral plate. A, wings, B B, and loop, D, cast in one
piece, and with both ends alike, substantially as and
for the i)urpose described.

78,125.—WiLLTAM Perkins, London, and Geo.
Granger Tandy,Penge,Eugland.

—

Material for In-
sulating Telegraph Conductors.—May 19, 1868.—The
sulphur and rubber are combined by being passed
between rollers, or by mastication, and then the an-

thracene and napthaiiue are added by a simUar pro-

cess.

Claim.—The combination of anthracene or para-

naj fchaline and napthaline, with India-rubber, gutta
percha, gum ballata, and other analogous vulcaniz-

able substances, and sulphur, for the purpose of pro-
ducing a preparation or compound applicable to the
uses or purposes above mentioned, or any analogous
purposes.

78,126.—ADOLni Philippi, Elizabethport, N.
J.—Railway Switch Plate.—May 19, 18G8.—A cast
iron bed, with upward projecting flanges around all
sides, serve to prevent a wrought ii-on plate and an
interposed wooden layer from sliding off the bed ; a
series of T-shaped blocks being arranged on the
wrought iron plate to hold the rails down.

Claim.—Switch plate, consisting of bed plate A,
elastic bed B, and plate C, and of the removable
blocks D and JE, all made and operating substantially
as herein shown and described.

78,127—J. S. PiERSON, Brooklyn, N". Y.—Ma-
chine for Cutting and Stamping Soap.—May 19,
1868.—The stamps are first brought down upon the
slab by depressing the lever, and, while holding down
the stamps, the treadle is depressed to bring down
the knives. The stamp frame rises by the action of
its sustaining springs.

Claim.—1. The combination of stationary knives
F, sliding slab table G, stamps I, aud cross knives
P, for operation together, substantially as specified.

2. The cross knives, frame, aud stamp frame ar-
ranged independently of each other, in combination
with devices for separately operating the same by
foot and hand, as herein set fortli, and whereby the
slab may be held by the stamps while the cross
knives are entering and receding, essentially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the knives F, made of a
sloping character, as shown and described, and slid-

ing slab table G, for action in concert, as specified.

78,128.—Clark Polley, Sinking Spring, Ohio.
—Mole Trap.—M.ixj 19, 1868.—The mole in attempt-
ing to effect a passage underneath the cross-bar on
the lower end of the trigger staff, actuates the trig-
ger, and releases the tube carrying the prongs, and
is consequently impaled by the latter.

Claim.—The combination of oue or more pointed
stakes A, with a cross piece, B, the tubes, e and d,

the spring g, trigger staff n, lever I, crutch head &,

having points//, all constructed and operating to-

gether substantially as shown and described, and for
the pm-pose set forth.

78,129.—A. C. PvAND, Westfield, Mass.—Oorcr-
ing Whips.—May 19, 1868.—To a wJiip stock is ap-
plied thread which has been saturated with a water-
proofing solution, the thread being applied to the
stock before such solution is dry upon the same.

Claim.—The process of covering whips, substan-
tially as herein specified.

78,130.—"Warren Richards, Jr., Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to himself aud Shipley and Smith,
same place.

—

Gaugefor Embossing Presses.—May 19,
1868.—Tlie gauge is attached to presses for embossing
and stamping initials, monograms, <S;c., upon paper,
envelopes, and cards, the impression being made at
any desired part of the article.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, substantially as de-
scribed, of the slotted plate C, stops H, and springs
I, or their equivalents, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. The combination of the longitudinal slot F and
branch slot G, for the object explained.

78,131 .—Peter Eichmond, Aberdeen, and Ab-
NER McFarland, Allcnsville, Ind.—Boot Crimper.
—May 19, 1868.—Tlie leather to be crimped is ad-
justed to a crimping form, which is placed in or
against the mouth or upper ends of the upright jaws.
The cam lever at the end of the table is drawn out-
ward at tlie top, thereby causing the forked rod to
Ibrce the form and leather downward between the
jaws.

Claim.—1. The lever E, in combination with the
hook j, when constructed, used, and operated sub-
stantially as and lor the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the jaws B B, bolt g, ec-

centrics, C and D, lever E, and forked rod j, the sev-
eral parts ))eiiig constiucted and operated substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

78,132.—Oharles H. Eiggs, Windsor Loclts,
Conn.—PZaner Chuck.—May 19, 1868.-The chuck is

arranged upon the bed plate so that the work can bo
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quickly secured, and the clauck rotated -vrith facility

the work being thereby brought at auy desirable

angle to the action of the tool.

Claim.—1. In a milling or planing chuck, the com-
bination of the bed plate a and angle iron b, chuck

g g', screw bolts e, and nuts /, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the round or dovetail ad-

justable nuts s, screws s', with the .jaws m, with the

'index u, substantially as showh and set forth.

78,133.—COXRAD FREroRICK LUDWIG ElSCH,
Huutiugburg, Ind.

—

Hcliometer.—May 19, 18G8.

—

This device enables the exact degree of latitude at

which an observation is made to be ascertained with
facility, and it also serves to indicate date and time
when the latitude is known.

Claim.—1. A hcliometer, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner herein shown and
described.

2. The plate E, when arranged as herein shown
and described, and when ijrovided with a pointer,

K, in combination with the cmwe d, on the stationary
frame A, all made as set forth.

3. The plate F, when arranged as set forth, in

combination with the curve L and pointer I, on the
stationary fi-ame A, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

4. The sun dial H, on the revolving block C, when
combined with the plates E and F, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
5. The sun dial D and gnomon/,in combination with

the semi-cylindrical dials H and H', and their gno-
mons (7, all made as described.

6. The manner herein shown and described of
maiing, dividing, and arranging the plate E.

78,134.—Hexrt E. PvOBBixs, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself, J. J. Morax, and G. Coltox,
same place.

—

Steam Pipe Coupling for Railroad Car
Heaters.—May 19, 1868.—A flexible and self-adjusta-

ble joint, for connecting the ends of the steam pipes
in a train of cars, so as to admit of the heating of the
cars by steam or hot air from the locomotive.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pipe D with
the sleeve E, sliding pipe E, having the opening/,
and the spring G-, substantially as and for the pm'-

pose specifled.

2. The cap I, composed of one piece, and opera-
ting in connection with the spring M and pipe C,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
3. The cap J, composed of two parts, jj', and op-

erating in connection with the pipe F, springs n n,

sleeve'E. and cap I, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

4. The combination of the pipes C and E, and slid-

ing section F, with the spring G-, when the parts are
constructed to operate in the manner and for the
purpose described.

5. The combination of two sliding caps I and J,

with connecting steam pipes C F, to prevent the
escape of steam'fi'om the joint formed where they
connect, substantially as specifled.

78,135.—Albert J". Eoof, Peoria, JH.—Rolling
Pf'n.—May 19, 1868.—The hollow of the rolling pin
is enlarged at each end to receive the blocks forming
part of the two detachable instruments. The disk
on the stem of the masher forms an abutment for the
masher block at one side, while the springs serve a
similar purpose at the opposite side, when the masher
is in use.

Claim.—A rolling pin, constructed in the form
herein shown, and having combined therewith, in
the manner described, a cake cutter and vegetable
masher, the latter working with the springs B, sub-
BtantiaUy as specified.

78,136.—Joiix EUHL and Elial S. Herrixg-
TOX, Deflance, Ohio.

—

Hay Raker and Loader.—
May 19. 1868.—The lever and its accessories are em-
ployed to raise and lower the teeth wliich follow the
hind wheels and gather the hay, so that it may be
reached by the slatted toothed conveyer that elevates
and deposits the hay upon the wagon,

Claim.—The lever X, slide m, bar L, and rodp,
combined, as and for the purpose set forth.

78,137.—George 0. Saxdersox. Boston, as-
signor to himself and Frederick M. Baker, Soutli
Eeading, Mass.— CflA-e Cutter.—r^Laj 19. 18G8.—The
spring plunger will, if permitted, withdraw the cut-
ter from the dough, leaving the cake or biscuit upon
the board, but in case it be desired to lift the biscuit
from the board the disk may be held by the crooked
end of its stem until the ciitter is moved to the place
of deposit.

Claim.—In a biscuit cutter, the combination and
arrangement of the disk B, spring D, and stem C C,
substantiaUy as described and for the pm'pose set
forth.

78,138.— Jajies Saxdersox, Fredericksburg,
Ohio.

—

Hoisting Apparatus.—May 19, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the ways A A, the
tilting frame I, car E, with its rollers g g, hooks x x,

windlass C D, and cord m, the whole combined and
operated as specified.

78,139.— Levi Scott, Burgettstown, Pa.

—

Churn.—May 19, 1868.—The two vibrating arms car-

rying rollers upon their extremities, and operating in
conjunction with the polygonal wheel and the pendu-.
lum, serve to regulate the motion of the churn dasher.

Claim.—The'combination and arrangement of the
wheel P, rollers ]Sr JS", segment-head Lrpendulum J
K, horizontal lever G-, weight C, dasher rod S, pit-

man H, and brake F, with the gearing D D D D, and
frame A, constructed substantially as described.

78,140.-Thomas Shiptox, Newark, :S.J.—Feed
Water Heater.—May 19, 1868.— The cylinder, sus-
pended from the lever, is caused to descend by the
water within it when that within the reservoir rises

to a certain point, the valve of the water supi)ly pipe
being thereby closed.

'

•

Claim.—1. The cylinder h, suspended from the
lever g of the valve/, and connected with the reser-
voir a by the flexible pipe j, substantially as and for
the puri^ose herein set forth.

2. In com))iuatiou with the reservoir a, the elbow
b, having a flat lower sm'faee, the exhaust pipe c,

and water supply pipe d, provided with a broad
flange, e, around its top, forming a seat for the valve
b, all constructed and aiTanged to operate as and for

the purpose herein specified.

78,141.—Silas Shirley, Santa Clara. Cal.—
Tire Tightener.—May 19, 1868.—The metallic tip on
the end of the spoke incloses an adjusting screw hav-
ing a central head and right and left threads, which
latter work in nuts on the extremities of the felloe for
the purpose of drawing together or spreading apart
the same. The covers for "this adjusting device are
kept closed by a screw, but may be readily removed to
admit of the application of a'wrench.

Claim..—In the tip B, having sockets for the fel-

loes, the covers F F, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein described.

78,142.—Charles A. Siecke, Philadelphia, Pa.—Apparatus for Bundling Cigars.—May 19, 1868.

—

Designed to facilitate the packing of cigars in bun-
dles, the parts being atljustable to accommodate
cigars of diff'erent sizes.

Claim.—The base A, back B, permanent frame
C, and adjustable frame C, in combination with the
adjustable rods G G', or theii- equiTalents, the whole
being constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the piu'pose herein set forth.

78,143.—AxsELiio B. Smith, Plattsmouth, Xeb.
—Carriage TF/zecL — May 19, 1868.—The dovetail
form of the inner end of' the spokes in connection
with the concave collar prevents the shifting of the
spokes in the direction of their length, and in case
of shrinkage, the spokes may be adjusted outward to

tighten them and the tire by placing a thicker band
on the hub.

Claim.—1. The wheel, consisting of the beveled
and dovetailed spokes b, with the inner inclined

end sresting upon tlic collar d, surrounding the tube
C, and secured in place against the concave collar G
by means of the loose collar F and nut E, all con-
structed as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The securing of the hub on the axle be means o
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the slot e in the axle G, the key or slotted disk H,
and the screw cap I, all arranged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

78,144.—Edward A. Smith, St. Albans, Yt.,
and Haskell 6. Smith, Goshen, Conn.

—

Harvester.
May 19, 1868 ; antedated May 9, 1868.—A movable
bush of brass or other similar metal is introduced
into the bar which is attached to the inner end of
the cutter bar and connects the latter with the pit-

man rod from the driving crank.
Claim.—The bush e, made as set forth, and intro-

duced in the end of the cutter bar, to receive the
journal of the connecting rod, in combination with
the oil receptacle i, as and for the purposes set forth.

78,145.—H. B. Smith, Esses, Conn.—Fan.—
May 19, 1868.—The wings are all connected together
by means of a central pin, and when the fan is folded

up the handles can be turned so as to rest on the
wings to which they are attached.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a fan,

whose handles C are pivoted to the outer ends of the
extreme wings of the same, substantially as de-

scribed, for tlie purpose of allowing them to be folded

out of the way, as set forth.

78,146.—Matthew D. Smith, Independence,
Iowa.

—

Seeder and Cultivator.—May 19, 1868.—By a
lateral movement of the first-mentioned lever the dis-

tributing rod and slide are simultaneously moved
longitudinally, thereby uncovering the exit passages
for the seed and throwing the rod into gear with its

driving wheel.
Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted lever

J, distributing rod C, and slide E, when arranged
and operating as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the lever F with the rod G
and shovel arms BL', substantially as described.

78,147.—Moore Smth, TTorcester, Mass., as-

signor to himself and T. W. Wellington, same
place.—jffori-e Ji'aJce.—Maj 19, 1868.—The rake head
is released from the stop bar, and at the same time
the grooved ring is thrown into engagement wjth a
ratchet sleeve on one of the wheel hubs, thereby
causing the rake to be raised by power derived from
the wheel.

Claim.—1. The combination, with lever P, chain
or cord j, and stop piece S, of tlie stop bar R, said
parts being arranged in relation to each other sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with axle or head A, of the
foot-piece T, arm m, and treadle U, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the unlocking piece G with
the grooved ring F and its inclined tooth or projec-

tion e, substantially as and for the pm-poses set

forth.

78,148.—"William Sprague, Lynn, Mass.—
Water Closet.—May 19, 1868.—The supporting lever

is torced downward and the concave cover connected
thereto is thus carried downward and sidewise, so

as to be out of the way.
Claim.—In combination with the casing A, having

outlet F and liinged seat B, the concave cover D,
rock shaft «i, link e, pivoted lever E, having exten-
sion a^, and spring G-, all constructed and arranged
to operate in tl)e manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

78,149.—George Stackiious, Mount "Washing-
ton, Va.—Bread, Meat, and Vegetable Cutter.—May
19, 18()8.—The box has a sliding top, permitting the
cut substance to be placed in front of the spring-
actuated plunger, which feeds it forward to thef
knife, the latter being operated by the hinged end of
the box.
Claim.—1. The inclined actuating surfaces //, con-

nected with a hinged end, D, by rods d d, all substan-
tially as described, for the purpose of operating the
knife n, all as set forth.

2. The movable partition b operated by spring tcn-
Bion, substantially as and for the purpose described,
in combination with the inclined rods / /, hinged
end D, and knife n, all as set forth.

3. The box A A A C, having a sliding top, B,

hinged end D, and slots j, in combination with the
spring G, partition b, and knife n, all as set forth.

4. The concave and convex strips g g, substantiallv
as described, in combination with the inclined sur-
face//, rod d d, hinged end B, and knife n, for the
purpose of imparting a lateral movement to the lat-

ter all as set forth.

78,150.—H. P. Stafford and J". A. Leforgee,
Decatur, 111.— Regulating the Supply of Water to

Steam Generators.—May 19, 1868.—When the float

rises by the increase of water in the boiler, the ellip-

tical valve in the supply pipe closes correspondingly,
and at a certain point entirely shuts off the water.

Claim.—The arrangement of the float A, stem B,
solid ball R, spindle C, valve E, box D, perforated
arm F, adjustable connecting rod J, slotted arm H,
stem s, and elliptical valve G, in the supply pipe P,
all constructed and operated as herein shown and
described.

78,151.—Eli T. Starr, Philadelphia, Pa.—J.r-

ticulator.—May 19, 1868.—This device being free
from regular hinges and moving on cone-shaped piv-
ots retained in position by springs, admits of a ready
detachment of the parts and self-tightening or close
working of the joints, and the upper plate, which is

bent or crooked, may be reversed so as to change the
distance between the two plates to suit both upper
and lower dentures.

Claim.—1. The attachment of the lower plate A to
the upper plate B, or its bracket, by cone-shaped
pivots a, arranged to fit V-shaped grooves b, and re-

tained in position by springs, substantially as speci-
fied.

2. Constructing the reversible upper plate B with
a crook, as at d, essentially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

78,152.—Joseph Steger, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Scuttle Cover and Ladder.—Maj 19, 1868.—The lever
extends from a hinged ladder to a hinged scuttle

cover of a house or vessel, so that by turning down
the ladder the scuttle cover is raised," and by raising
the ladder the scuttle cover is closed and locked.

Claim.—The arrangement of a lever, e, connecting
the ladder A and cover B, substantially as and for

the pm-pose described.

78,153.—Francis A. Sterry, Canton, Mass.—
Anti-Friction Boll.—May 19, 1868.—Eaw hide satu-

rated with oil, is used as a substitute for wood and
metal.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a self-

lubricating wheel for pulleys, sheaves, &c., con-
structed as described, consisting of the plates of raw
hide C soaked in oil, revolving upon the shaft A, and
held in position by means of the rivets D and metal-
lic plates B, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

78,154.—Stephen Stout, Tremont, HI.—Trace
Holder.—May 19, 1868.—The traces when detached
from the whiffle-tree are hooked to the device which
is attached to the harness directly above the horse's
hips, or at the point where the hip straps are at-

tached to the back strap.

Claim.—The device B E F, formed by forming
the hooks E and guard 'loops F upon or attaching
them to the ring B, constrncted substantially as here-

in sho^vn and described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,155.-Michael H. Sullivan, Providence,
R. I.—Cribbing Preventer.—May 19, 1868.—The head
of the animal is flexed back against the neck, and
the end of the spindle, impinging against the jaw,
thrusts the pricking points into the neck, causing
the animal to desist from cribbing, &c.

Claim.—1. The comlnnationof the pricking points

g, screw shank b, hollow spindle a, spring s, and
plate B, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

2. Tlic plate B, in combination with the longitudi-

nally sliding pricking points g, substantially as and
for the purpose shown and described.

78,156.—William Swan, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Louis Duhain, Jr., same place.
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—Ornamenting Fabrics.—'Ho.y 19, 1868.—A series of

small beads or drops, made of gum arable or other

gum, is secured to the fabric, said beads being trans-

lucent, presenting the appearance of drops of water
or particles of crystal.

Claim.—An ornamental fabric, provided -with

drops or beads a a, that are composed of the ma-
terial, and are made and applied in the manner, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

78,157.—Isaac C. Tate, l^ew London, Conn.—
Brace for Bits.—May 19, 1868.—Secured to each arm
of a brace which has a slotted socket, is a cast-steel

spring jaw, wliich clamps the round portion of the
bit. and on which is formed the shoulder for sustain-

ing the head or shank of the bit.

Claim.—The combination of the spring jaws C
with the socket of the bit stock, substantially as

herein shown and described.

7S,15S Edwix J. TOOF, Fort Madison, Iowa.
-Pencil Holder.—May 19, 18G8.—A penpil holder
has an erasing pad near the point, the rubber or
sponge being thus always in a convenient position
for use.

Claim.—]. The combination of the case b and its

erasing pad B with the inner case a and finger rest

d, all constructed and operated substantially as

shown and described, and for tlie jmrpose set tV)rth.

2. The attachment of an erasing pad, B. to the
pencil end of a pencil case or holder, substantially as

shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,159.—Jean Baptiste Tosei.li, Paris,
Fx'ance.

—

Apparatus for Freezing.—May 19, 1868.

—

The liquid to be congealed or cooled is contained in

a metallic cylinder inclosed by another cylinder and
smTOunded by the chemical refrigerating substances,
the apparatus being rotated or oscillated to thor-

oughly agitate the liquids.

Claim.—1. The method of congealing and cooling
liquids by the application of the chemical refrige-

rating substances, substantutlly as herein described.
2. The successive mixture 'and combination of

water and subcarbonate of soda with nitrate of
ammonia, as and for the purpose herein described.

3. The apparatus herein described, or its substan-
tial equivalent, for congealing and cooling liquids

with chemical refrigerating substances, substantially
as described.

78,160.—John Jacksox Wait, Oreana, Ne-
vada.

—

Lamp Chimney Cleaner.—May 19, 1868.

—

The instrument consists of a wooden hamlle, to which
are attached a spring and cushion connected with a
guide and thumb piece, by which the spring is ex-
panded to press against the inner surface of the
chimney.

Claim.—The combination of the cushion G- and
the spring E, the thumb piece F, at the lower end of
the spring, and the slide D, operating on the guide
plate C, the whole constructed and made to oi)erate
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

78,161.—TV. Y. TVarxer, Wilmington, Del.—
Snow PZoio.—May 19, 1868.—This car, with its steam-
boiler and arrangement of steam pipes, is employed
for the purpose of melting snow or ice upon or be-
tween the rails.

Claim.—1. The steam pipes F arranged beneath
the body of the car, parallel to the track, in com-
bination with a pipe or pipes, E, having nozzles so
arranged that steam may be discharged in a series
of jets on the track between the rails, as and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination of the above and the water
reservoh'D, as and for the purpose specified.

3. A casing, surrounding a track-cleaning appa-
ratus, in combination with a flue or flues, H, ar-
ranged to conduct the vapors from the casing, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,162.—Seth Wat, La Porte, InOi.—Sled.-
May 19, 1868.—The bolts which fasten the runners
and side pieces of the sled to the knees, also serve to
secure those parts to the cross-beams and fasten the
shoes to the runners.

Claim.—The combination of the knees E E, head-

block C, thimbles I I, braces J J, and tongue K,
respectively, constructed and arranged substantially

as set forth.

78,163.—William Webster, Morrisania,Isr.T.
— Weaving Pile Fabrics.—M.aj 19, 1868.—The sup-

port of the wire head serves to push the wire for-

ward, the head being transferred to a point quite or

nearly opposite to the fell of the cloth, or ^vhere a
wire is left on being bent «p by the reed.

Claim.— 1. In combination with the pusher, the
spring A2, sliding block A^ and spring A*^, all con-

structed and arranged substantially as described.

2. The herein described apparatus for operating
pile wires, when constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as described.

78,164 David Weiser, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hammer Handle.—'May 19, 1868.—The beveled ends
of the check-pieces are introduced into the recess of

the hammer head, and the handle being then driven
into its xflace wedges apart tlie ends of the cheek-
pieces.

Claim.—The handle D, collar B, its cheek-pieces
d d', with beveled ends, adapted to the dovetailed
recess c, in the head of a hammer or other tool or im-
plement, the whole being constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

78,1 65.—William Wharton, Jr., Philadelphia;
Fa.—Railroad Switch.—May 19, 18()8.—The switch
rails and the main rails are brought into contact with
each other by the lever, and the wheels of a car pass-

ing from the main track to the tui-nout. or vice versa,

will gradually mount the inclination of the movable
switch rail so as to raise the flanges over the per-

manent main rail.

Claim.—The permanent rail A, and laterally flexi-

ble raUA', of the main tv?u^^, n combination with
the movable switch raU D, foiJLduga continuation of
the rail B of turnout, and the fixed rail B' of the
same, the whole being arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

78,166.—TnojiAS J. Whitnev, Whitpain Town-
ship, Pa.—Oar Brake.—'May 19, 1868 ; antedated
May 9, 1868.—When the engine is checked and the
buiier-bars come together, the brakes are ap])lied to
the cars by power derived li'om the sliding motion of
the buffer-bars and transmitted through the medium
of the devices claimed.

Claim.—1. The buffer-bar A, rod C, band 0, rock-
arm H, rods c c', lever D, bolt T, aiul the rubber
block or spring S, when constructed and combined
as shown.

2. The notched rod C and the rod 1!^, in combina-
tion with a clamp fixed to the axle K of a car, as
shown.

3. The notched rod C, in combination with the
rock-arm H, rods c c', lever D, rod G, and the brake-
bars E and F, as shown and described.

78,167.—JAJIES Wilkinson, Bowling Green,
Mo.

—

Lifting Jack.—May 19, 1868.—A movable ful-

crum is actuated in a vertical directioii l)y the lever
that moves the weight, at each successive stroke of
said lever, so as to maintain the fulcrum at a uniform
distance from the weight to be raised.

Claim.—1. The posts A A, when provided with
the seirmental serrated grooves a' a^, and combined
with a movable fulcrum, B, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The fulcrum head B, when provided with the
spring bearing pins b, and otherwise arranged, as

herein set forth and described.

78,168.—Zabdiel A. Willard, Boston, an4
Williaji G. Adams, Franklin, Mass. — Treating
Metals and 2Hnerals.—May 19, 1868.—Immediately
after the stream of melted metal leaves the orifice o'f

the crucible, it encounters a jet or blast of air or ga%
which is projected across the jet of metal with con-
siderable force.

Claim.—1. The process of dispersing or subdi-

viding melted metals or minerals into fine particles,

by means of a blast of higlily compressed air or other
gases, which impinges upon one or more fine streams
thereof, the gases present, and the temperature of
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the metal, being respectively sucli that chemical
action shall be thereby prevented, substantially as
described.

2. The process of converting- metals or minerals
into other products, by means of a jet or blast of air

or gas, acting upon one or more fine streams of said
metals or minerals in a melted state, as described,
which jet or blast subdivides and disperses the ma-
terial, and also acts chemically upon the same, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The process of converting metals or minerals
into otlier products by means of a blastof air or other
gas applied thereto, when said metals or minerals are
continuously supplied in regulated quantities to said
blast in a subdivided and highly heated condition,
substantially as described.

4. The treatment of metals or minerals, by either
of the metliods before claimed, iu a chamber filled

with an atmosphere chemically so composed that by
means of the same, in combination with the gas in-

troduced by the dispersing blast, the desired chemi-
cal reaction may be produced or prevented, substan-
tially as described.

5. An apparatus, (for the performing some of the
operations described,) consisting, substantially, ofthe
combination of a crucible or reservoir with one or
more delivering jets, a furnace for heating the same,
and one or more blast pipes, corresponding to said
jets, co-operating substantially as described.

6. An apparatus, consisting of the combination
last claimed, in combination with the converting
chamber, substantially as described.

7. Combining with the converting chamber, as de-
scribed, a means for supplying gas thereto separate
from the disbursing blast, substantially as described.

'J'Sjieo.—Linus "WooDWORTH, Troy, Ta.—Rorse
Hay Fork.— May 19, 18C8.—One bow is pivoted
within the other, and after their pointed extremities
have been forced into the hay, the lower ends of the
bows are spread apart by the depression of the slide

bar, which latter is raised by the tripping cord so as

to close the bows and discharge the hay.
Claim.—The two bows, pivoted together, and hav-

ing their extremities pointed, and furnished with
lateral spurs or shoulders, in combination with the
toggle bar. slide bar, and shank, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

78,170.-0. H. WoODWOETH, Columbia City,
Ind.— Winding Stop for Weight Clocks.—Maj 1*9,

1868 ; antedated May 7, 1868.—The upward impinge-
ment of the weight against the elevating rod throws
the stop pawl into engagement with the teeth on the
disk wliich is made fast upon the winding shaft, the
winding up of the shaft being thereby stopped at the
desired point.

Claim.—1. The application of the ascending mo-
tion of the weights of weight clocks, when such
weights are being wound up, to the stopping of the
winding of the clock at any desired point in the
ascent of the weights, for the purposes specified.

2. The construction and application of a weight
clock winding stop, operated by the ascending mo-
tion of the clock weights when they are being wound
up, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
described and illustrated.

3. The combination and arrangement of the ele-

vating rod e, tlie connecting rod r, the stopping pawl
?t, and the stops o, when used in connection witli the
winding shaft w, and weight W, in the manner de-

scribed, and for the purposes mentioned.

78,171.—Jacob J, "Wright andJohn H. Penny,
HaiTison, Ohio.—Com Pla7itcr.—Mny 19, 1868.—The
Mngo joint and adjusting chain adapt the plow to

any desired position in relation to tlie dro])ping de-

vice, the ground wheel runs in the lurrow made by
the for^^•ard share, and the covering shovels are
loosely hung to the shaft of said wheel so as to over-
ride obstacles.
Claim.—i. The hinge joint IF and adjusting chain

Gr, when used in combination as a means of giving
molnlity and adjustment to the plow and seed bos
for tlie purpose specified.

2. Tlie covering shares J, when swiveling on or
near the axle of the gi-ound wheel or wheels as de-

scribed, and for the pm-poso specified.

3. The gravitating round headed plug E, for the
purpose described.

78,172.—John Zimmer, Pittsburg, Ta.—Fur-
nace for Boiling and Puddling Iron and other Met-
als.—May 19, 1868.—The chamber or basin of the
puddling furnace is provided with boshes or water
spaces which are connected with an elevated tank
by supply and return pipes, so that the same water is

used continually.
Claim.—A cast iron puddling basin or chamber,

having a bosh or water space cast therein around its

sides, in comlnnation Avith an elevated water tank,
and communicating with each other by means of sup-
ply and oRtlet pipes, the whole being constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

78,173—John W. Adams, Spring Creek, Wis.—Car Coupling.—May 26, 1868.—The coupling pin is

sustained by the engagement of one of its projections
with the top of the lever pivoted within the frame
upon the draw head. The rod projecting toward the
opposing bumper receives the thrust which releases
the pin, the latter being quickly thrown downward
by the spring within the draw head.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever /i and rod y,
with the pin C and spring D, when constructed as
described, and operated by the link D, secured sub-
stantially as set forth and for the purposes specified.

78,174.—M. Christopher ANDREWS,'Lawrence,
Mass.

—

Ilailroad Car Ventilator.—May 2(5, 1868.

—

This device is designed to open or close simul-
taneously all the alternating shutters on one side ofthe
turret of "monitor cars." All the shutters may be
closed at once, yet it is the practice to have one-half
of the shutters open while the carriage is moving in
one direction, and to reverse the position of the shut-
ters, i. e., open those which are closed and close the
open ones, when the carriage moves in the opposite
direction.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the hinges of each
two consecutive shutters of a series thereof, so that
such two shutters shall open in opposite directions,

as explained, and the combination therewith of
mechanism, as specified, or its equivalent, whereby
such shutters may be operated in manner as set forth.

2. The combination or mechanism for operating
shutters, arranged as specified, each consisting of
the slide bar H, and its operative lever I, or the
equivalent thereof, a series of slotted and bent levers,

r, and their connecting links, the whole being ar-

ranged together substantially as explained.

3. The arrangement of my shutter operating mech-
anism with the inner surface of the shutters and the
side of the car, whereby such mechanism is al

brought within the car, when the shutters are closed

78,175.—T7ILBER F. Arnold, ISTcw Britain,
Conn.—ioc^- Snap Hook.—May 26, 1868.—The hook
is detaclied from its mooring by pressure upon the
thumb latch, which unlocks the' latch proper and at

the same time presses open said latch.

Claim.—The lock thumb latch d, with the latch c

and hook b, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

78,176.—Joshua B. Barnes, Tort "Wayne, Ind.
— Wre7ich.—May 26, 1868.—The jaws present three
grasping edges the more firmly to seize the object to

be held or turned, and thejaws are readily adjustable
to objects of diflcrent diameters.

Claim.—The combination of the jaws A and B,
straps C C, and spiral spring F, arranged and op-
erating as and for the pm-poses set forth.

78,177.—Elwin E. Berry, Farmington, IST. H.
—Table Leaf Si(2)port.—May 26, 1868.—On elevating
the table leaf to a horizontal'position, the gravitating
lever drops, and by bearing against the yoke or sta-

ple serves, in conjunction with the curved arm, to
support the leaf.

Ctoim.—The combination of the lever catch D, or
its mechanical equivalent, with the arm or strut B,
and the staple C, so as to operate therewith, as de-

scribed, when they are applied to a table or other
like article, substantially in manner as specified.
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7S.17S.—George '^V. Eishop, Stamford, Coim.,
assignor to Lafavette Fakrixgtox. same place.

—

Carpet-Cleaning Machine.—May 26, 1868 : antedated
May 1-2, 1868.—The two sets of brooms act alter-

nately upon the carpet, Avhich is -ground from the
lower feed roller onto the upper roller and subjected to

the action of the beaters and brushes as it is moved
along -vrirhin their field of motion.
Ctaim.—l. In a carpet-cleaning machine, the ar-

rangement, on a divided shaft, of the brooms J J',

operating substantially as herein specified.
•2. The" w eighted beaters b c, attached to and in

combination with the roller H, when arranged spi-

rallv around said roller, substantially as hcreili speci-

fied'.

3. The arrangement and combination of the rollers

C F G E for leeuing, guiding, and winding up the
carpet, in combinadon witli the beaters b c and
brooms J J', substantially as herein specified.

7S.179. — CoRXELius EoLLiXGER, Harrisburg'
Pa.

—

Steam Engine Piston.—May 26, 1868; ante'
dated May 14, 1868.—The cone, working through the
head of the piston, acts on the sectors wliich tighten
the packing, and the lugs on the cone, in conjunction
with lugs on the cylinder head, hold the cone while
the piston is tm-ned to screw in the same.

Claim.—1. The conical nut H, constructed with a
female screw on the inside, to fit the piston rod, and
a male screw on the outside, to fit the jiiston head, in
combination with the piston head and rod, as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the conical nut H. provided
with lugs 1 1, the corresponding lugs on the head of
the cylinder.

7S,ISO.—Thomas H. Brady, ll^ew Britain, Conn.—Lantern.—May 26, 1868.—The bands or rings being
of cast metal, adapt the vertical guard rods to be at-

tached to them by riveting or by countersinking and
soldering, thus m'akiug a strong, di;rable guard.
Claim.—A hmtern guard, having the upper and

lower rings, or either of them, made of cast metal, as
described^ as a new article of manufacture.

7S,1S1.—Charles Browx, Buffalo, X. Y.—Haij
and Straw Cutting 2fachine.—May 26. 1868.—The
hay is cut, winnowed, and crushed consecutively.
The heavier and better hay passes over the separa-
ting plate as it is discharged from the crushing roll-

ers, while the light chaif passes under the same.
The feed table is composed of a series of nai-row slats
with intervening spaces, through wliich small stones
anvl trash may p'ass.

Claim.—l."The combination of the cutting and
cnishing mechanism, substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cutting and cleaning
mechanism, substantially as described, and for tbe
purpose set forth.

3. The vertical cleaning cbambers, with air aper-
tures in the fi-ont and back sides thereof, and ex-
hausting fan combined therewith, substantially as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The dividing and separating plate L. arranged
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

.5. The feed table G, constructed and aa-ranged as
descril>ed, for the purpose set forth.

6. The rotary feeder K, arranged and operating as
set forth.

TS.1S2.—Morgan W. Browx. Xew York, X. Y.
— ^Taking Transparent Soajj.—May 26. 1868.— In
carrying out this invention, one hundred pounds of
settled curd or grained soap may be melted in a
digester, and then twentv-five or' tluity pounds of
sal-soda, previously melted without water, are added
to the hot soap. The paste is thoroucrhlv incorporated
at a low degree of heat. A bundled' to a hundred
and twenty-five pounds of glycerine are poured iuto
the digester, and after the whole has been subjected
to a moderate heat and agitated until it forms a thin
transparent fluid, it is allowed to settle, and then
drawn off into cooling molds or soap frames.

Claim.—The means and mode of treating and set-
tling a soluble hard soap, as herein described, to
render the same transparent, substantially as speci-
fied and set foith.

•^SaSS TTiLLiAM C. BURCH, Gloucester, X. J.

—Hand i>yi7Z.—May 26, 1868.—Within the bore of
the lever head the dlill shaft is encompassed by the
helical spring or brake, which is employed in lieu of
the pawl and ratchet usually seen in hand drills.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
helical brake with the drill shaft and the head of the
operative lever, the whole being to operate substan-
tially as described.

7S,1S4.—WiLLiA^r A. Chameerles, Alexander,
X. Y.—Bcd Bottom.—Max 26, 1868.—The rubber
blocks constitute elastic fulcra, which, by yielding
slightly, produce at the ends of the long arm's of the
levers,'where the slats are supported, the most ample
vertical play.

Claim.—1. The hinged levers B B, supporting
cross-pieces C C, India-rubber blocks s s, and slats

A A, arranged and operiiting substantially in Die
manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. Hinging tbe ends of the levers to the cross-piece

by means ofhook or eye bolts/, and extended key
rod g. in tbe manner an'd for the pmpose shown anil

described.

yS,lS5.—Charles H. Childs, Cleveland, Ohio.—Gas Apparatiu-i.—May 26, 1868.—As the gravi-
tating cover or float descends, air is forced from the
upper central cbamber downward through the per-

forated tubes which are snrroiuided with fibrous
material, and thence into the lower central chamber,
fi-om which it passes off for use, in the form of gas,

through the exit p.pe. The textile material be-
comes saturated with the fluid and evolves tbe gas-
eous and volatile elements thereof, which are dissem-
inated above the bulk of the fluid in the lower cen-
tral chamber.

Claim.—1. The perforated tubes H, surrounded
with textile or fibrous m-^tcrial. and chamber C', in
combination with the chamber E and annular space
F, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The pipesM X and chamber C', in combination
with the diaphragm G, annular chambers C, and
cover D, ai-ranged as and tor the purpose set forth.

78,186.-Charles A. CoGSVfELL. Maquoketa,
Iowa.—Cidtivator.—yLc.j 26, 1868 ; antedated May
12. 1868.—The rod has li-ee vertical play in the eye
which attaches it to the plow beam, an'd in hilling

up potatoes and other crops, the rod raises the stems
and leaves of the pLonts to prevent them from being
covered.

Claim.—The attachment of the curved rod A to
the standard and beam of the ordinary shovel plo\r

or cultivator, in the manner and for the pm-jjose

above specified.

yS,lS7.—Thomas Craxe, Fort Atkinson. TTis.
— Washing Machine.—May 23, 1S68.—The station-

ary, perforated partition ' serves as an abutment
ag'ainst which the articles are forcibly compressed
and beaten by one end of the oscillating box. while
the other end' of it forces the water through the par-

tition upon the articles after every beating stroke.

Claim.—1. Theconstniction of 'the oscillating cra-

dle with a bottom c, which is independent of the tub,

in combination with the stationary partition C, ar-

ranged with said cradle, substantially as described.
2." The cradle, constructed with a bottom, and

with its back board closed, and its front board per-

forated, in combination with a perforated removable
partition C, an-anged within the cradle, but con-

nected to the outer"tub, substantially in the manner
described.

3. The cradle, having a bottom and ends, substan-

tially as described, and a top which is hinged and
fluted or roughened on its under sm-face, in combi-
nation with the board A' of the tub, substantially as

described.

78,188.—Martix M. Crooker, Rutland, Yt.,

assiarnor to himself and Azro B. Allex. same
Y)lace.—Iiailroad Car.—May 26. 1868.—The flexible

doors are fitted to slide iii grooved ways, and oo-

cupv a hitherto useless space under the roof when
open. Pulleys and cords for opening and closing

the doors ai-e' to be applied when desired.

Claim.—A rail car, in which its doors are flexible.
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and are arranged to pass up under the roof and over
one another, substantially in the manner and for the
pui'pose described.

78,189—T. E. CuKTiss, Titusville, Ta.—Lubri-
cating Compound.—May 26, 18G8.—Tliis is made
fi'om the residuum of crude petroleum or coal oil, as
a base. Avitli the addition of finely-]^/0lted rye flour.

Claim.—The iivitliiu-described lubricating com-
pound, composed of the materials and substantially
in the proportions set forth.

rs,100.—Albert H. Daniels, Hartford, Conn.—Eye Glauses.—\Laj 26, 1866.—The stu,ds, in con-
junction with the method of applying the nose-
spriug, are designed to increase the'energy and ad-
justability of the same.
Claim'—I. The spring a, constructed and applied

to the frames of the eye glasses, substantially as
described.

2. The studs c c, made and applied to the frame of
the eye glass, and the sxning, substantially as de-
scribed, lor the purpose speciiied.

7S,J.91.—D. G. Daniels, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and E. Moktimer Atkinson, Chi-
cago, 111.—Car S'pring.—l^ixj 26, 1868.—This method
of coustructing the spring is designed to secure a
uniform distril)Ution ofresistance over the entire area
of both plates v\-hen they are subjected to pressure.

Claim.—A spring, which is composed of plates A
A, bent in the form of segments of a cylinder, and
put togetlicr at right angles to each other, substan-
tially as described.

78,192.—Charles B. Dickinson, Brooklyn, N.
Y.

—

Combined Arm Rest and Paper Cutter.—May
26, 18G8.—Tyheu the iustrumcnt is used as an arm
rest, to facilitate writing near the bottom of a book
page, it is held in place by slipping the metallic
plate into the book. Said plate may i5e also used as
a paper cutter.

Claim.—The combined arm rest and paper cutter,

made substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

78,193.-Charles E. Dodge, Williamsport, Pa.
—Sa.ih Su23portcr.—M.aj 26, 1868.—The roller binds
between the inclined plane and the window sash,

and prevents the latter from shaking or from falling

when raised. By raising the lever the roller is

made free and the sash permitted to descend.
Claim-.—The combination and arrangement of the

pivoted double inclined plane B, roller C, lever A,
and stop or cam D, iu a suitable bos or casing, sub-

stantially as shown and described, for the piirpose

specified.

78,194 James W. Drew, Stockbridge, Mich.
—Regulating Comvion Lumber Wagon.—May 26,

1868.—The resistance of the wheel to the force

vrhich has a tendency to make it rotate, and which
is due to the striking of one of the wheels against
an obstacle, causes the wiiecl to override the obsta-

cle, and thus is avoided the sudden lateral motion of

the tongue, which frecj^uently injures the horses.

Claim.—1. The use and application of the wheel
B to common team wagons, for obviating the knock
and jerk of tlie tongue or draught polo F, on rough
roads, as substantially shown and described.

2. The bar D, pinion C, combined and operating
iu the manner as herein shown and described.

78,1 95.—.John L. Duffee, 'Washington, D. C—
Mounting Photographs and Engravings.—May 26,

1868.—The paper, glass, wood, or other material is

made smooth and white by painting, enameling, or

other process, and covered with a mixture of clari-

fied beeswax, balsam of fir, and spirits of turpentine,

heated to such consistency that it will flow ofl" the

surface, leaving a thin film thereon. The picture to

be mounted is rendered transluccmtby wax, varnish,

or other substance, and applied to the prepared sur-

face before the film of the mixture has hardened.
The tint of the background is designed to influence

the appearance of the picture.

Claim.—The mode of mounting photographic or
other pictures produced upon paper, substantially as

herein described.

78,196.—P.UFUS DuTTON, New York, N. Y.—
Manufacture of Finger Bars for Harvesters.—May
26, 18G8.—The blank or plate is formed, as stated,
by machinery, and when cut longitudinally produces
two finger bars, the process avoiding the usual forg-
ing and shaping.

Claim.—Constructing the finger bars of harvest-
ers, substantially as described, that is, forming, by
suitable machinery or mechanism, a metallic plate
of the required thickness for a finger bar, and of a
width sutticieut for two bars, and having both of its

edges or sides turned up or raised above the general
surface or plane of the plate, and then dividing or
cutting such plate obliquely lengtliwise, so that
when so divided there will be formed two separate
plates, each suitable for a single bar of tapering
form, and each having a raised or turned up edge,
for the purpose set forth.

78,197.—PvUFUS DuTTON, I^ew York, :N'. Y.—
Constructing Finger Bars of Harvesters.—May 26,
1868.—The double ribs are designed to strengthen
the bar at both sides.

CZauii.—Constructing the finger bars of harvest-
ers substantially as described, that is, forming a me-
tallic plate of a' breadth sufficient for two bars, such
plate having its edges raised or turned up. and also
having ribs or raised portions toward its center
and parallel with its edges, so that when such plate
is divided dia^jonally lengthwise, into two parts, it

will form two bars, each having two parallel ribs or
raised portions, substantially as set forth.

78,198.—T. B. Pagan, Mendon, 0]Ao.—Bitch-
ing Machine.—May 26, 1868.—The shaft carrying
the ditching wheeris attached to the arms or sup-
ports, and adapted for adjustment tlicrcon by clips

or eyes. The side pieces of the chute are inclined so
as to prevent the dirt, after leaving the shovels, from
falling back into the ditch.

Claim.—1. In combination with the wheel F, the
arms or supports D D, provided with adjustable
holes, as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with wheel F and supports D D,
the chute E, constructed and employed substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the ditching wheel F,
chute E, supports or arms D D, and shaft J, fur-

nished with pinions J j, arranged and operating sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

78,199.—J". H. Fleming, Groton, Ohio.—C/«<m.
—May 26, 1868.—The hinged cover afi"ords ready ac-

cess to the inside of the churn, and when thrown
back it relieves the shaft of the dasher, allowing it

to be withdrawn.
Claim.—The dasher D' constructed as set forth,

in combination with the hinged cover B, with the
gearing arranged in connection therewith, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,200.— John Flory, Flicksville, Va,.—Ma-
chine for Rounding the Corners of Slate Frames.—
May 26, 1868.—The cutter has a progressive and a
rapid rotating motion, and as its shaft is supported
in a frame which vibrates automatically, the corner of
the slate frame presented to it is cut olf and rounded,
the teeth of the cutter being curved in such a manner
as to give the edge of the frame the desired shape.
Claim.—In combination with the disk or arm G,

with its crank pin, the connecting rod H and the
arm I on the shaft J, for vibrating the frame K and
cutter V, substantially as described.

78,201.- A. H. Ford, Williamsfield, Ohio.—
Upsetting Tires.—May 26, 18()8.—The heated tire is

placed in the grooves and held by driving keys into

the mortises ; the wheel attached to the screw is

turned so as to l)ring the arms togetlicr sufliciently

to give the tire tlie desired set, tlie adjustable sup-

port aff'ording a bearing for the inside of the tire, thus
preventing it from kinking.
Claim.—Tho combination of levers A A, pivoted

togetlicr by an eccentric joint, with adjustable sup-

port E, anil screw I, substantially as described.

78,202.—Edward Hamilton, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to himself and Mathew D. Eai'P, same
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l^\nc(}.—Bridge.—May 26, 1868 ; anledated May 9,

IStJSV-The chords consist of a combiuatiou of thin

but wide sbeets of metal, iron, or steel, arranged
ed.ffewise with wood or iron bracing between the
sheets to prevent them from bulging or buckling.

Claim.—1. In combiuafion with" the sheets A of
metallic plates, placed edgewise to sustain the inciim-

bent weight, a system of cross braces, B, to supijort
the same, substantially in the rajinner set forth.

2. In combination -with the metallic plates, dis-

posed as set forth, and ^\oode!i cross braces for sup-
porting the same, plates for inclosing the spaces be-

tween "the edges ofthe sheet, substantially as set forth.

78,203.—George D. Hart, Mnncv, Ta.— Culti-

vator.—May 26, 1868: antedated May 11, 1868.—
This is designed as an improvement oh the cultiva-

tor described in letters patent No. 63,384, dated
April 2, 1867, and special reference to the method
of connecting the plow standard to the frame.

Claim.—The above, as set fortli, whether used in
combination with this machine or separate in any
other, reference being had to letters xniteut above re-

ferred to.

78,204.-TTiLLiAH C. Hart, ISTantucket, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Charles S. Jones, same
place.

—

Lounge.—May 26, 1868.—The back may be
turned over from one side to the other of the seat
and of the head or arm rest, adapting the lounge to

be used either as a right or left lounge.
Claim.—The improved lounge, as made with the

reversible back, and -with tlie connections and sup-
ports thereof, applied to and arranged with the two
extremes of the body of such lounge, substantially
in manner as specified.

78,205.— James Hemphill. Pittsburg, Pa.—
Steam Engine Slide Valve.—'May 26, 1868.—The
steam exerts an upv/ard counter x>i'essure against
the plate attached to the stem of the valve cover,
the valve being relieved of pressure in a correspond-
ing degree.

Claim.—The combination of the valve cover e,

with its stem e', and the diaphragm s, and plates o o',

arranged substantially as described for the purpose
set forth.

78,206.—EOBERT Heneage and T. W. Ereed,
BuifaJo, N. Y.

—

Railroad Car Ventilator.—May 26,
1868.—The coupling of the air supply pipe is so con-
structed that both halves may be used indifferently
as males and females, thus conforming to the adapt-
ability of each car to be connected to either end of
any other car. The windwheel and suction screw
or fan arranged within the pivoted case exhaust the
vitiated air from the car.

Claim.—1. The coupling E, when constructed and
operating substantially in the manner shown and
described.

2. The pivoted case H, provided with wings n n
and vane I, in combination with the windwheel I,

screw or fan J, and register j;, the whole arranged
and operating substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

3. The combination of the two devices, herein
described, for supplying pure air, and withdrawing
the impure air, from raolroad coaches, substantially
as set forth.

78,207.-IIoi5ERtHewson, San Prancisco, Cal.—
Parlor >S'to<e.—May 26, 1868.—The axles are kept in
place and in contact with the friction rollers by the
straps or boxes u\ which they turn.
Claim.—In a parlor skate, the use of the wheels

B, having their axles D tnrning upon the friction rol-
lers C C 0, the ^•hole constructed and arranged as
herein described.

78,208. — Sidney Hudson, Milford, Mich.—
Grain Register.—May 26, 1868.—The "striker" is

moved by a crank so as to alternately close and open
the two apertures through which gTain flows from
the threshing machine into the measures. Said
crank is connected by a worm with cogs on the reg-
ister shaft, so that every time a measure is filled and
the •' striker" shifted, the fact is recorded upon the
tallying register.

Claim.—I. The construction of the striker C, and
its connections, working over the apertures B, in
the receiving box A, substantially as described for
the purpose designed.

2. The combination and aiTangement of the strik-
ing and tallying machines, substantially as described
for the purposes indicated.

78,209.—David H. Irland, Payette, I>^. Y.—
Apparatus for the Manvfactitre of Coal Oas.—May
26, 1868.—The soot which is carried up from the
retort is caught in the ash pan within the elevated
condensing cylinder, containing water below the
pan._ Passing through .the condensing cylinder the
gas is relieved of its aqueous elements before reach-
ing the lime purifier.

Claim.—The interposed condensing cylinder B,
constructed with the elevated ash pan D, and water
chamber G, and employed in connection with the
retort A, purifier H, and gasometer K, substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

78,210.—David Jewett, Lynn, Mass., assignor
to himself and Albert Leach, same place.—AxZe
Box for Railroad Cars.—May 26, 1868.—Spherical
balls are confined in corresponding recesses or cham-
bers and revolve in contact with the journal or axle,
thereby reducing friction.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of an
axle box, when composed ot the parts C C, A A,
and combined with the rollers D, D, and grooved
axle D, in the manner and for the pm-pose herein de-
scribed.

78,211

—

Arza B. Keith, jSTortli Bridgewater,
Mass.

—

Machine for Cutting Heel Seats.—May 26,
1868.-The function of this machine is to cut out the
concavity in the heel to fit upon the convexity
caiised by the filling piece of the shank. The in-
vention combines with a reciprocating gouge-like
shank, means for relative adjustment between the
knife and heel holder, aaaptiug the same machine to
cut heel seats to fit upon different shanks.
Claim.—1. So combining, with a reciprocating or

vibrating knife, d, a heel support, Jc, that relative
adjustment may be made between the two, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. Pivoting the piece k to the slide i, and combin-
ing therewith means for changing the angle of k,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. In combination with the piece k, a side-adjust-
ing screw, substantially as set forth.

78,212.—Edwin H. Keith, Bridgewater, Mass.—Machinefor Molding Wood Screws.—May 26, 1868.
—The machine is for producing molds for casting
screws from screw patterns, and is designed to en-
able a large number of molds to be formed irom a
very few patterns. Provision is also made for the
ready removal of patterns and the substitution of
others for the purpose of forming screw molds of
different sizes.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the perforated
table C, of the screw patterns g g g g and the mold
board E, provided with the perforations as described,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The detachable spindles //., provided with the
pattern screws g and corresponding guide screws i,

substantially as and lor the purpose specified.
3. The perforated table or plate C, lu'ovided with

the adjusting strips or gauges e e' e" e'", as and for
the i3urx)ose described.

4. So forming the molds of the runners, leaders,
and sprues, and connecting them with the molds
for the screws, that the breakage of the metal will
be at or near the center of the screw heads, as set
forth.

78,213.—John Le Perre, Charlestown, Mass.—Forming Carriage Axles. — May 26, 1868.—The
axle is composed of two or more pieces of metal
welded together in such a manner as to mutually
strengthen each other, the object being to avoid the
breakages which occur in consequence of the defects
which sometimes exist in the single piece which
constitutes the common iron axle.

Claim.—The method lierein described of construct-
ing a carriage axle, A, namely, by placing two or more
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steel or iron bars longitudinally, one upon the other,
•welding the same thoroughly together, then turning
down the taper b, with the shoulder m thereon, ami
then adjusting on said taper b, and against the
shoulder m, a suitable collar, 6, and washer, 7, all in
the manner substantially as set forth.

78,214.—Daviu C. Lixcolx, l^orth Vassalboro',
Me.—^ofl|;.—May 2G, 1868.—The combination of the
nitrate of potash "with the soap is designed to improve
the detergent quality of the latter, and the former
also acts as a bleaching medium and a curative of
cutaneous nifectious.

Claim.—The combination of nitrate of potash with
a fat, or oil and an alkali combined, to form a soap,
as set forth.

78,215.—Joi-m S. Loomis, Brooklyn, IS". T.—
Machine for FoUshing Wuod.—Hilaj 26, 1868.—The
sand block or rubber is attached to a reciprocating
bed which also carries a reciprocating brush. These
parts, in conjunction with the rotating brushes, op-
erate to sand-paper and polish the wooden molding
as it is moved forward upon the adjustable bed by
the yielding feed rollers.

Claim.—The sand block or rubber B, cnp D', pipe
T, revolving brushes W "W", dusting brush N, sta-

tionary rubber F, emery cup D, and adjustable bed
G, all combined and operating in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as described.

78,216.—Halsey B. Lucas, Middletown, Conn.
—Skate Fastener.—May 26, 1868.—This fastening af-

fords a leverage to assist in tightening the straps
about the feet, and it also forms a shield to protect
the instep from bruising or pincliing. An adjusting
strap is employed in couuection with the fastener, as
it is not of itself adjustable.

Claim.—1. The heel strap buckle for a skate,
shaped to conform to the curve or instep of the foot,

as shown at a a a, and constructed with the loop b b',

and with a curved locking lever c g, all substantially
in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The two curved portions a c, constructed as
described, in combination with the curved loop b,

having a curved portion b', and with the adjusting-
strap B, substantially in the manner described, and
for the purpose of facilitating the fastening of a skate
upon the foot, as set forth.

3. A curved self-locking skate buckle, such as de-
scribed and shown, as a new article of manufacture.

78,217.—JQnN Magee, Chelsea, Mass._, assignor
to the Magee ruRXACE Company.—Cooking Stove.
—May 26, 18()8.—The object of the auxiliary flue is

to collect heat radiated from the bottom of the stove,
such beat being conducted to the oven in order to
increase the heat of and ventilate the same. The
current of air created also effects the' consumption
of the gases arising from the fuel in the fire box.
Claim.—The auxiliary flue L placed below the

bottom of the return flue K, and provided with suit-

able perforations or openings e, in combination vrith

one or more tubes or conductors M, and one or more
perforated trunks IST O, or perforated plates, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

78,218.—C. K. Marshall, ISTew Orleans, La.—
Metallic Door and Shutter.—MaY 26, 1868; ante-
dated May 14, 1868.—This mode ot constructing the
metallic door or shutter is especially designed to
render the same liglit and cheap so as to be avail-

able wherever wooden doors and shutters are em-
ployed.

Claim.—A double cased and double panneled
metallic door or shutter, when the same is constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

78,219.— David Marshall, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Socket Board for Feed Tn>itruments.—May 26, 1868,

—The ordinary socket board is faced with another
slotted or socketed board, the sockets in the facing
board being shorter than tliose in tlic main board, so
that the currents of air in passing through the reeds
impinge against said facing board, causing the parts
to vibrato in unison and producing an effect akin
to that of a sounding board.

Claim.—The board i, placed immediately below

and in contact with the socket board &, and having
an opening or openings s s', under each reed, coin-
ciding with but shorter than the openings or sockets
a in the socket board, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

78,220.— ITORMAN and Abrah^am Maybee,
Monroe, Mich.—Scraper.—May 26, 1868.—The front
of the bottom of the scraper is corrugated and forms
a cutting edge, and cutting blades are situated at
the points betwee]i the corrugations. The bail also
carries share blades operating in conjunction with
cutting edges at the sides of the scraper, the object
being to cut away roots and other obstructions which
would otherwise impede the opei-ation of the scraper.

Claim. — The combination of the scraper A,
draught bail C, and handle B, all constructed and
arranged substantially as described, and for tbe pur-
poses specified.

78,221 B. J. McAfee, Delphi, Jnd.— Brick
Machine.—May 26, 1868. —The mold beneath the
spout is filled with concrete, and the rotation of the
table then brings the mold beneath the former,
which is screwed down so as to press tlie brick.
The table is further rotated, and the brick is expelled
by raising the plunger by means of a lever.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A and
table C with the molds D D, spout I, former G, screw
H, plungers E, and lever F, all arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the pm'pose described.

78.222.— William McAllister, Lawrence,
Mass,— Machi?iery for Priiiting Yarn.—May 26,
1868.—The desired number of skeins are stretched
upon the wire netting so as to be firmly held thereon,
the coloring matter being allowed to penetrate the
yarn, so as to leave an even impression upon both
sides of the fold.

Claim.—The bolder D, made of wire netting, or
its equivalent device, for holding skeins of yarn
during the process of printing the same, substantially
as set forth.

78.223. — Stephen B. McCrackejt, Detroit
Mich.—Spring Bed Bottom.—May 26, 1868 ; ante
dated May 12, 1868.—A wooden button or disk is

affixed to the upper and smaller end of the conical
coiled spring to adapt the webbing or cover to be
attached thereto by a screw.

Claim.—Tlie button-headed half spring fastened
to the webbing or other cover by the use of a com-
mon screw and convex washer, as shown in Pig. 3,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

78,224.-Henry McGann, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Feeding Boilers. — May 26, 1868. — The pendulum
with the float attached'is suspended within a cham-
ber wherein the water descends as that in the boiler

descends, and being connected with the plug of the
supply cock the pendulum turns the latter to admit
water to the boiler, the water being stopped off by
the reverse operation.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pendulum B,
shaft C, case A, segmental arm E, Avheel E, and
cock H, substantially as herein specified.

78,225.—Alanson H. Merriman, ISTew Britain.

Coww.—Fress Spindle Adjustment.—May 26, 1868.—
By loosening the i\uts and turning the collar the tool

stock or spindle can bo easily and (luickly adjusted.

Claim.—The combination of the tool stock or
spindle A A with the sleeves B and E, and collar C,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

78,226.—E. C. Miller, Evans Center, ]^. Y.—
Portable Oven.—May 26, 1868.—When a pan is not
needed it is withdrawn, Init the front section thereof
is reinserted into the outer ease to prevent the heat
from escaping.

Claim.—The combination, with the chamber B,
provided with central lieating space i, and surrounded
by jacket A, of the pans, nmde up of two parts C D,
the latter being detached, and in skeleton or open
form, for allowing a free passage of air or steam, and
covered by slides" F, the whole operating in the man-
ner and for the puri^oso herein set tbrth.
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7S.'22r.—WILLIA3I Miller, Johx J. Becker.
and AiiiiAHAii SiMCOX, Fort "Wayne, Ind., assignors

to themselves and Jacob Miller, same place.

—

Pefj

Float.
—

'Slaj 26. lSu8: antedated May 1-5, 1668.—
This device is for rasping peg.s from boots and shoes,

and the cutter, instead of being -worked directly by
hand, is reciprocated by a crank wheel, connecting
rod. and elbciv lever.

Claim.—The elbow lever D and connecting Unkd.
in combination with the reciprocating cutter A and
guides B. the whole being constructed and operated
n the manner and for the purposes specified .

78,228.—Marshal Morse and P. "VT. Sawyer
Grey. Me.— C'/w?€*e CuWer.—May 26, 1S68.— The
kniie is depressed by the action of a segmental gear
upon a rack, so that when the knife^^reaches the
table, having cut the cheese, the blank part of the
gear is presented to the rack, which, together with
the tmie, is then elevated by the spring.
Claim.—1. The combination of the coil h. rack g,

slide l\ and knife l, as and for the purpose described.
2. The slide stop m, in combination with the self-

retracting knife I, as and for the purposes described.

78,229.—Elias A. Paixe. Sutton, Mass.—
Shuttle.—May 26, 1868.—After the yarn has been
woven from the bobbin the operative raises the spin-

dle, and the bobbin, being released from the spring
catch by this motion, is removed and a full one put
upon the spindle, which is turned back into shuttle.

The catch engages the notch of the lx)bbin. and is

held therein by the pressure of the coiled spring.
Claim.—The combination with the spindle head,

formed between the points 1 and 2 and the points 1

and 3, in the manner specified, of the lever b and its

cam 4. and the spring for actuating said lever, with
or without the bobbin-holding catch, the said parts
being constructed and arranged for operation as
herein shown and set forth.

7S.230.— Joseph Palsier. Concord, X. H.—
Welding the Ears of Elliptic Springs.—^ay 26. 1868.

—On the 3d day of September, 18<jT. Tnited States
letters patent Xo. 68.4t;4 were granted to the same
party for a die for making heads of elliptic springs,

by which die are punched ears to be fixed on the ends
of the springs preparatory to welding. The present
invention has reference to a machine for welding the
ears npon the main leaves, for the purpose of pr(^uc-
ing what are styled " French heads."

XJlaim.—The "combination of the wedges F F, the
drop A, the upper and lower dies C D, the slides a
b c d. and end pieces I I, all constructed and ar-

ranged as shown, and by means of which rertical

and'lateral blows are given at the same time, for the
purpose set forth.

7S.231.-J'A3rE5 Perry. Brooklyn, X. Y.—Com-
bined Oven and Bath.—^ilaj 26, 1668.—The bake-
OTcn and furnace are connected by suitable pipes or
ducts with a ro<Dm in which the temperature is raised
to the required degree for the administration of hot-
air and other bafhs. by the diffused or wasted heat
resulting from the baking process.

Claim.—^1. The method of utilizing the heat from
the interior of a baking oven or furnace for the pur-
pose of warming apartments, substantially as herein
specified.

2. The spaces under or by the sides of bath rooms,
with their pipes communicating with the open fur-

nace or Qff-n. when the arrangement of the several
piirts is substantially as and for the purpose of oper-
ating in the manner shown.

3. The combination of the boilers O O. located in
an inclosed space, ^rith one or more conductors of
the waste heat from a baking oven, whereby the said
waste heat is caused, without coming in direct con-
tact with said boUers. to warm the water required
for uie in the mannfactnre of bread and the admin-
istration of baths, substantially as herein specified.

4. The combination, with a' system of radiating
pipes located in an apartment, oi" a series of waste-
heat conducting pipes, and a series of steam-c«:>n-

ducting pipes, so that either the waste heat or the
steam.^br both together, may be employed at such
time as may be required for warming the apart-
mint, substantially as herein specified.

78,232.—Jaaies Perry, Brooklyn, X. Y.-Ap-
paratiis for Apportioning. Expanding, and Shaping
Dough for the Manufacture of Bread.—May 26. 1668.

—This* consists, primarily, in combining with a
kneader. in which dough is prepared under pressure
of gas. a valve, so arranged that the dough may be
delivered into the atmosphere with such diminished
pres.stire as shall not exceed the tenacity of the dough,
thereby preventing the rupture of and the escape of
gas from the dough.

Claim.—^1. The combination, with a kneader. X,
of the valve I and its chamber, substantially as herein
specified, whereby the expansion of dough, prepared
tmder pressure of gas, can \>e regulated as desired.

2. The double-head valve I, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as herein specified.

3. "The combination, with the kneader A, of the
perforated plate or strainer a', sutetantiaUy as herein
specified, for preventing lumps of unmixed dough, or
other hard substances, impeding the perfect "oper-
ation of the valve I.

4. The combination of the hollow arm D with one
or more chambers and pistons, substantially as herein
specified, whereby the dough may be apportionedand
shaped as desired".

5. The movable cross-head F, in combination with
the wheel E and rack bars S S, substantially as de-

scribed, whereby the capacity of the chambers HH
may be increased or diminished as desired.

6". The combination, with the valve I. of the bal-

ance lever &, and its appendages, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

7. The combination, with the arm D and table J,
of the arcs e' e', substantially as specified, whereby
the pans are brought tmder and away from the cham-
bers B. H, for filling and discharging them.

78,233.—Philip Poullatn-. Greensboro, Ga.—
Cultivation of the Cotton and other Plants.—May
26. 1868.

—
"Wlien the plants are set out. the cups in

which they have germinated Te placed in a hole,

with the top about level with tht surface of the ground.
The sides are gently tapped to loosen the cup from
the earth, when the cup is drawn upward over the
plant, which is left standing in place without injury
to the root.

Clnim.—^1. The improved cup, having taper sides,

and both ends open, when adapted and employed for

germinating and transplanting cotton and other
small and tend^ plants, in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

2. The improved method herein described for
transplanting cotton and other plants, by means of
the device, in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

78,234.—Charles Lowell Eldgway. Boston,
Mass.— Water Gauge for Steam Boilers.—^May 26,

1868.—The lever, when vibrated on its center", will

open and close the inlet passages of the gauge simul-
taneously, thus afi"ording a ready means of cutting
off the "connection with the boiler in case of the
breakage of the tube, or when otherwise required.
The lever may also be removed into a position to
close the lower inlet passage, admit the steam at the
top of the gauge, and open a passage at its lower
end when it is desired to blow off to clear the
gauge.
Claim.—1. Thewater gaugeD, attached to a leveror

bar. B, provided with passages g i. and arranged, in
relation to the inlet passages or tubes throngh'whieh
the water and steam are Admitted from the boiler,

substantially as described.
2. The passages h. n, i, oin the bar A, and lever

B, in combination with tiie adjustable stop m, or its

equivalent, so arranged as to allow the steam to

be blown through ttie gauge, substantially as set

forth.

3. The passage i in the lever B, in combination
T^ith the passage I in the bar A. and the stop pin 6, ar-

ranged so as to allow the water in the glass tube D
to escape when the connections with the boiler are

cut off, substantially as described.

78.235.—Lewis S. Bobbixs. Xew York, X. Y.
—Agricultural Steam- i?oi7er.—May 26. 1868.—The
parts cited in the claims are improvements to be ap-

plied to boilers used for boiling or steaming feed for
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cattle, horses, &c., lieatiug- water, aucl generating
steam for agrieultui'al purposes generally.

Claim.—1. The coiTugatecl plates H in the fire

bos, substantially as and for the purposes described.
2. The protecting sleeve K on the pipe J, substan-

tially as described.
3. The supply pipe J, provided with the cocks n, o,

and L, and connected with the water reservoir m,
substantially as described.

4. The method of forming the joint between the
cap C and the boiler, substantially as described.

5. The combined vacuum and safety valve, con-
structed and operating substantially as shown and
described for the pui-poses specified.

78,236.— Samuel Eockafellow, Muscatine,
Iowa.

—

Harvester.—May 26, 1868.—The object is to

afford better facilities to the operator for guiding
and controlling the cutter-bar during the operation
of the machine.
Claim.—The double hinge G, constructed sub-

stantially as described, in combination with the
frame A, cutter bar B, links g', crank g", and levers

H and I, the said parts being arranged to operate
substantially as and for the pui-pose described.

78,237.—Okestes Sampson, Petersburg, HI., as-

signor to Sampson and Yrackelton.—Corn Planter.
—May 26, 1868.—This machine is conti'ollcd by two
men, a driver and a dropper, and when it is desired

to go from field to field or turn at the end of the row,
the dropper dismounts and the driver bear>s with his

feet upon the cross-bar of tlie levers, thereby raising
the seeding mechanism so as to balance it upon the
axle.

Claim.—1. A corn planter, consisting of an axle
mounted on wheels, and having the inclined bars B
attached thereto, with their rear ends provided with
seed hoppers II, shares u, and covering wheels h, or
their equivalents, arranged to operate substantially

as described.
2. The levers E, arranged as described, in com-

bination with the frame canying the seeding mech-
anism, and pivoted to the axle or front frame, for the
purpose of elevating the seeding devices, as de-
scribed.

3. Providing the bars B with a flat surface on their

tinder side, where they rest upon the ground, in front
of the shares u, for the purpose of pulverizing and
smoothing down the earth to form a seed bed, as
herein set forth.

78,238.—Sylvanus Sawyer, Fitchburg, Mass.
Battan Machine.—May 26, 1868.—The stick of rat-

tan is split by a series of radial, rotating disk cutters,

to which it is presented centrally by a series of ad-
justable guides, which adapt tlieinselves to the vary-
ing size of the stick. The pith or central portion of
the stick passes througli the annular cutter.

Claim.—1. The combination of the series of re-

volving splitting cutters with the series of guides,
substantially as described.

2. Combining each revolving cutter and its guide
with the other cutters and guides of the series, by
means of the gears I, so that they shall be made to
simultaneously fipproach and recelle from the center
of the stick, substantially in the manner and for the
jjurpose described.

3. The combination of the series of revolving
splitting cutters with the annular or tubular cutter,

substantially as described.
4. The combination of the revolving splitting cut-

ters, the tubular cutter, and the guides, substantially
as described.

5. The combination of the splitting apparatus, be-
fore described, with a suitable feeding mechanism for

carrying forward the stick, substautially as described.

78,230.—John Seei.y, North Java, N.Y.—Horse
Ilal-e.—Z\Ii\y 26, 1868.—The ends of the rake teeth are
curved in siich a way that they .slide over the ground
witli but little friction, and do not plow into tlie earth.

Claivi.—A revolving rake, formed of three ranges
of tines, Avith tlieir ends inclined or curved as spe-
cified, so that the rake can be drawn along upon the
points of two of the ranges of tines, and the forward
range of tines pass at an inclination lieneath the hay,
^s specified.

78,240.~Alfred B. Sheafer, Ephrata, Pa.—
Main Bolt or Goose-neck Stay on Carriages.—May
26, 1868.—This consists in providing a pocket or
socket under the fifth wheel and around the main
bolt, for the introduction of gum-elastic to act as a
follower and prevent rattling.

Claim.—The socket a in the enlarged curve B of
the main bolt stay A, when made substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

78,241.—J. E. Single, Painesville, Ohio, (Wil-
liam Pettingell, administrator.)

—

Implement for
Harvesting Grapes.—May 26, 1868.—The pads, owing
to their position and elasticity, begin to hold tlie stem
just before the cutting blade operates, and the jaws
retain their hold upon the cluster after the stem is

severed until released by opening the handles. The
serrated l^lade holds the stem firmly while the cutter
blade operates.

Claim.—1. Constructing the described implement
in the manner of forceps or pliers, and providing the
broad jaws thereof with correspondingly broad pads
or cushions, of an elastic nature, as India-rubber, so
as to operate substautially in the manner and for the
purposes herein specified.

2. The shear-edge blade d and serrated blade e, in
combination with the jaws b b and handles c c, oper-
ating so as to sever the stem of the cluster Avith cer-

tainty, as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the several parts of the de-

scribed implement, to wit, pads a a, jaws b b, shear-
edged blade d, serrated blade e, slotted stop plate /,
and handles c c, all arranged so as to effect the pur-
poses herein set forth.

78.242. — G-EORGE H. Spaulding, Norwich,
Conn., assignor to American" Molded Collar Co.,
Boston, Mass.

—

Machine fo.t Molding Collars.—May
26. 1868.—The elastic bed serves to firmly hold the
collar throughout its entire length, and insures the
application of an even pressure to the entire molded
surface thereof.

Claim.—The combination with an expanding for-

mer of an elastic bed or cushion, C, against which the
collar is pressed, substantially as shown and for the
pm-pose described.

78.243.— Orrin Stone, Ionia, Mich.— Culti-

vator.—May 26, 1868.—The lower frame carrying
the cultivator teeth or plows may be raised by the
driver by means of a lever, and, when raised", the
lower hinged frame is supported and carried by the
fixed frame.

Claim.—The combination of the fixed and the
yielding frames, when united together by flexible

connections, and the under or yielding one is made
eapable of being raised and carried by the fixed one,

in the manner and for the purpose herein described
and represented.

78,244.—Matthew Thornton, Macon, Ga.—
Journal Box for Railroad Cars.—May 26, 1868.

—

The upper section of the collar constantly maintains
its proximity to the axle, but the under section is

adjustable by tlie gland and screw bolts ; and in the
act of adjusting the same the packing is forced
against the under section, and thus the joints,

where oil might waste or dust enter, ai*e kept closely

packed.
Claim.—The packing of a journal box by means

of a divided collar, tlie filn'ous packing, and the
gland, arranged to operate in conjunction with the
axle, substantially in tlie manner and for tht purpose
described.

78,245.—Godfrey T7eiland, Buffalo, N. T.,
assignor to himself and IraR. Amsden, same place.
—Harvester.—May 26, 18()8.—A self-acting clutch
coupling, applied to the di'iving shaft of a mowing
machine, to prevent motion of operative parts when
machine is backed. One half of tlie clutch coupling
is movable on a square shank carried by the loose
pinion or by the driving wheel, while the other half

is keyed to the driving shaft, and forms a shell which
covers the first-mentioned half, the parts being held
in contact by a spii-al spring.

Claim.—The combination of the pinion C or the

driving wheel hub, having a square shank D, the
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movable part E, fixed part B, Arith coyering rim a'

and coiled spring F, constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating in the manner and for the purpose described.

78,346.—JosEPn Wharff, Bangor, ILe.—-Ma-

chine for Boring Hubs for Wagon Wheels.—::slay
26, 1868.—The booked bar audits accessories coufine

the \rlieel hub upon the platform, toward which the

borins tool shaft is advanced by a weight,
Claim.—Improved an-angement and application

of the hooked bar F', the screws E' H, and the lever

nut c, with respect to each other.

78,247.-H. TVhisler and J. S. Berrt, Xew
Market, Ohio.—.Sf*7/.—May 26, 1868.—A constant

stream of water descends upon the apesof the chan-

nel, and passes down in the convolutions ofthe spiral,

thereby condensing the vapor formed inside of the

cap. The condensed vapor flows out through the

pipe and the water passes off by the conduit.

Claim.—The cap C, when constructed with the

spii-al channel e, pipe g, and conduit/, in the manner
substantially as set forth.

78,248.-Eli F. Wilder, Lowell, Mass.—Jm-
plcment.—May 26, 1868.—This instniment combines
the several tools necessary to make or repair a belt,

namely, a belt punch, awl, lacing stripper, knife and
square.

Claim.—The belt punch, when constructed and
arranged to operate as and for the purpose set

forth.

78,249.—E. P. Williams, Yorkville, S. C, as-

siarnor to himself, W. L. HoPSOX, and A. E. HoiiES-
i£y.—Yentilating Portable O/iUi-Ji.-May26,1868.—
Two of the blades upon the inclined dasher shaft

act as beaters, while a third blade is so appUed as

to merely penetrate or cut through the cream.
Claim.—The beater arm B, blades C, C, and D, in

combination with the driving who^l F, and dasher
or pinion wheel E, when the whole is constructed
and arranged so as to operate substantially as de-

scribed, and for the puri)ose specified.

78.250.—Jerome B. TTithet. Lexington, Mich.
—Penman's Arm Best.—}la.j2Q, 1868.—The device
is made adjustable to suit the thickness of the book,
or the height of the folio to be wiitten upon, from
the table upon which the book may be spread open.

Claim.—The planes A B, the adjustable support-
ing connections C C, the supporting brace D, the
rack E, the check brace F, and the stop G, when ar-

ranged substantially as described and for the purposes
set forth.

78,251 .—THOJLA.S K. Bacox, Iforwich, Conn.,
assignor to himself, George A. Pratt, William T.
XoRTOX, and Hira:m B. Crosby, sameplacMW—Dz-iK
Holder.—May 26, 1868.—One end of the ^rew is

adapted to a wrench or screw driver, and by turning
the screw the jaws are moved together or apart, and
thus made to fii-mly clamp or release the di-iJl or drill

holder.
Claim.—The combination of the jaws d with the

washer a, the right and left thread screw e, and the
bar X', the same being constructed and operating
conjointly with and in the socket b, in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

78,252.—F. B. Batchelder, Prairie du Chien,
yris.—Broom JToZder.-May 26, 1868.—The device
is secured to a wall or other fixture, and constitutes
a place of deposit for brooms, (fcc., when not in use.
Claim.—The blocks A B, each formed with a semi-

circular recess in its inner face, and connected to-
gether by the spring D, all constructed and arranged
to operate in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

78,253.—Henry Baughman, Columbus, Ohio.—
Bee-Hive.—^aj 26, 1868.—The covered way by
which the bees enter is surrounded on three sides by
another covered way designed to entrap the miller.
The small tubes supply the food to the feeding
troughs, and the gauze 'covering protects the bees
fromTbeing crowded into the troughs. Each outside
frame has a face of wire gauze, which, when the

comb frames are put together, forms inclosed cham-
bers, the comb frames being entirely sm-rounded by
an air space.
Claim.—1. The projecting entrance for the bees,

sun-oimded by the false entrance to the air chamber,
as arranged and described.

2. The feeding troughs, with their connecting
tubes and wire gauze covering, as shown and de-

scribed.
3. The combination of comb frames with the wire

gauze covering, as ai-ranged and shown.

78,254.—John W. Boughton, Appleton, "Wis.

—Sign for Tobacconists.—Islaj 26, 1868.—An automa-
ton smoker, appropriate as a sign for dealers in
cigars, tobacco, &c.
Claim.—1. The combination, with an image figure,

of the mechanism for automatic smoking, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The application of the air bellows A, provided
with the tubes B C, and their valves, to an inanimate
figure, for simulating the operation of smoking, sul)-

stantially as shown and described.
3. In combination with the air bellows A, the re-

ciprocating piston k, bar h, pitman g, and crank/ of
the clock movement D, arranged and operating in
the manner and for the purpose described.

4. As an improved tobacconists' sign, the mechan-
ical or automatic smoking image herein described.

78,255.—Alfred B. Buel and George TV.
Boot, Pittsfield, Mass.—5'/iears.—May 26, 1668.—
These shears are especially intended to cut around
or sever transversely tin or sheet ii'ou pipes, and
they have four cutting corners or edges, whereby a
nai'row ribbon or strip of metal is relnoved, and an
opening made for the progress of the shears.

Claim.—The shears, consisting of blade A, with
its two cutting edges o o', blade A', with its jaws
aa\ slot c, and cutting edges pp', constructed as
described, as a new article of manufacture.

78,256.—F. J. BuRCHASl, Eacine Wis., assignor
to himself and L. S. Blake, same place.

—

Tanning
Hides and 57:uis.—May 26, 1868.—The Mdes are first

soaked, then fleshed and beamed. A vat of water
is suppUed with salt and sulphuric acid, and the
hides are introduced. The hides are handled and
they remain up over night, an addition of sulphmic
acid and salt being made at the end of two days.
They are then hung up tmtil they become " sammed,"
or half dry, after which they are subjected to re-

peated swabbings with an astringent solution, and
then softened and dressed by machinery. They are
further swabbed with strong tan liquor containing
alum, also with kerosene oil. Finally they are stnff"ed,

dried, softened, and dressod, and depilated by lime
and potash dissolved in rain water.

Claim.—The herein-described process for tanning
hides and skins, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

78,257.—John W. Burnhaji and Wilson Con-
LON, Middletown Point, jN". J.

—

Potato Bigger.—
May 26, 1868.—These devices are for raising the
apron and scoop and the scoop alone. As the ma-
chine is di'awn forward the scoop raises the potatoes
and dirt, and conducts them to the apron, by which
they are deposited upon the shaking fi-ame, which
separates the dirt from the potatoes.

Claim.—1. Connecting the oscillating frame T>,

which carries the lower apron roller F and the scoop
H, by means of a rod and crank, with a lever, L, so
that tlie position of the apron and scoop can be ad-
justed at once, as set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination with each
other of the roller C, oscUlating frame D, roller F,
apron G, scoop H, rods I m and rs, and levers L and
M, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

3. Providing the lower part of the frame D, which
carries the endless apron and tlie scoop, with curved
projections h h, moving in cmwed guides E E, as
set forth.

78,258. — A. G. Busby, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Coinjing Ink.—May 26, 1868.—The ink thus made is

intended to remain moist for such a length of time
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after being applied to the paper that a distinct copy-

may be obtained by the application of dry blotting
paper in the usual manner.
Claim.—An ink composed ofwater, galls, sulphate

of iron, indigo, sugar, gum arable,or other well known
ink-making ingredients, in combination with gly-

cerine or gelatine, or both, and bichloride of mercury
or its equivalent, the whole being combined in the
proportions substantially as described for the pm-pose
specified.

78,259.—W. E. Catmekon, Green Island, ]S". Y.
—Folding Stool.—Maj 26, 1SG8.—When the stool is

folded up for storage or transportation the seat cloth

is wrapped around it and secured by buttons.
Claim.—The plate A, constructed as described,

and provided with the ears a^ a'^, to receive the
arms B D, whereby the arms B are adapted to be
folded up beside the arms D, when the latter are
folded, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

78,260.—Edwin M. Chaffee, Providence, R.I.
—Eubbei' and Gutta Percha Hose.—May 26, 1868.

—

The hose thus flattened is less bulky upon the hose
reel and elsewhere when not distended with water.

Claim.—The rubber or gutta percha hose, flat-

tened between plane surfaces, under the heat of vul-

canization, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

78,261.—James P. Chexoweth and Edw^in P.
Baugh, PhiladelDhia, Pa., assignors to Baugh &
Soxs, same place.

—

Apparatusfor Treating Offal.—
May 26, 1868.—The bones, ofi'al, manure, or other
material to be dried, being passed into the rotary
cylinder, are caused to traverse the same throughout
and discharged at the end adjacent the fan. The hot
fan blast, together with the steam and offensive
gases, may be allowed to pass off directly through
the chimney, but by closing a damper they may be
conducted to the fan and driven into the ash pit of
the furnace.

Claim.—1. Treating ofl"al by subjecting it, in a re-

volving cylindei", or its equivalent, to the combined
action of"^heat applied to the outside of the cylinder,
and to a blast of heated air or products of combus-
tion introduced into the cylinder, all substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The revolving cybnder D, constracted substan-
tially as described, in combination with a fireplace,

C, oven A, and pipes, passages, and fans, or equiva-
lent devices, whereby the surface of the said cylin-
der is heated, and a hot blast forced through the in-

terior of the same, in the manner and for the pui-pose
herein set forth.

3. The spiral rib i, having a tendency to force the
material through the cylinder in a dii'ection opposite
to the course of the hot blast, as described.

4. The pipes H and H' and the fan E', arranged,
in respect to the furnace C and compartment b of the
oven, substantially as herein described for the pur-
pose specified.

78,262—William P.. Clark, Indianola, EL—
Corn Planter.—May 26, 1868.—The forward seat is

supported upon a spring extending upward from the
rear frame of the machine, and is occupied by the
person who drops the corn by vibi'ating a vertical
lever, the rear seat being occupied by the driver.

Claim.—The hinged frame A and B, with the
seats G- and F upon one part, and the plows and
hoppers ujion the other, substantially as shown and
described and tor the purpose specified.

78,263.—Joseph Coxxer, Jr., Chicago, El.—
Stair Carpet Fastener and Protector.—May 26, 1868.
—This device is to protect the carpet from the feet

without concealing any material portion of the car-
pet from the view.

Claim.—1. A device, B, having axial extensions
c c, the same constituting a combined stair rod and
protector, or stair-carpet fastener and protector, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combined stair rod and protector B c in
combination with the ears or holders e e, substan-
tially as described.

3. 'The depressed lip o, on the front edge of the

protecting cover B on the combined stair rod and
protector, as described.

78,264.—MoRTOX E. CoxnT.RSE, Rindge, X. H.,
and Abel T. Atiiekton, Lowell, Masfi.—Manu-
facture of Pyroligneous J.cid.—May 26, 1868 ; ante-
dated May 13, 1868.—The object is to save and col
lect the products of the destructive distillation of
wood in the kiln

; that is to say, pyroligneous acid,
pyroxylic spirit, wood tar, &c.

Claim.—The application and arrangement of the
flue tubes //and g g, in one or more rows, to a kiln,
in such a manner that they will conduct, carry off",

and save, the products of destructive distillation of
wood, substantially as described and set forth.

78,265.—George IT. Creamer, Trenton, Is'. J.,
assignor to himself and John B. Lalor, same place.
—Safety Hatch.—Maj 26, 1868.—This hatch is self-

closing, and to be opened by a person standing any
number of stories above or below the floor to which
the hatch is applied.

Claim.—1. The construction' and arrangement of
hatchways, when operated in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

2. The combination of the hatch carriages A A,
levers J, weights C, cords I, and pulleys k, in the
manner and for the purpose herein described.

3. The locking device or levers J, in combination
with the truck or carriage A A, in the manner and
for the purpose herein described.

78,266.—WilliAM H. Deprees, Andover, Mass.
—Forging Ifac/iuie.—May 26, 1868.—The object is

to cause the hammers, when moving to give the blow,
to traverse in a direction from the body of the rod or
blank to be forged toward the end or point thereof,

thus 'giving what smiths term a drawing blow. The
rod or blank is cut by shears remote from the ham-
mers, which in consequence are permitted to work
uninterruptedly.

Claim.—1. The combination, for the purpose speci-

fied, of two or more pairs of sliding hammers, d, an
independent spring j, to work each hammer, in-

clined ways for each slide or hammer, and an inclined
rotative cam, operativj3 on all of the slides or ham-
mers, all arl^nged and operating substtintiallv as set

forth.

2. Eor moving the blank bed from the hammers to

the cutters, the combination of the cam h, the hand-
worked slide d', and the several levers and connec-
tions between said slide and the blauk bed, which
cause the bed to be moved by the cam h, substantially

as described.
3. Eor causing the cutters to operate upon the

forged nail, to sever it from the nail rod when in
position over the fixed cutter, the combination of the
hand lever whidi moves slide d' with the hooked rod
0, pendent from the cutter arm v, to throw the hook
of said rod into gear with tlie vibrating pin tc,

worked from a motor, /, on the main shaft, substan-

,

tially as described.

78,267.—R. C. Denham, Richmond, Me.—i?ee/-

ing Fore-and-aft Sails.—May 26, 1868.—This has
reference to the reefing of such fore-and-aft sails as
have a hoisting-gaff which slides upon the mast and
are fm'led on the boom. The sail is reefed by drop-

ping the peak of the gaff to a diagonal line'drawn
from the throat of the sail to its clew, and securing
the gaff in that position to a re-enforcing band or rope,
Avhich is secured to the sail on said line, and which,
as it were, separates the sail into two triangular
parts.
Claim.— Combining with the diagonal re-enforced

line of a fore-and-aft sail, and with the gaff of such
a sail, gaff down-hauls, and eyes or leaders, in the
inauncr substantially as described, so as to secure
the gaff to the aforesaid line in the act of reefing.

,
78,268.—Eran^Ois Durand, Paris, Erance.—

Brick Machine.—M.iiJ 26, 1868.—The piston con-
nected to the crank shaft communicates motion to

the rear piston during the latter part of the motion
of the former, through the medium of the transverse
pin and the grooved side-bars, so that after the brick
has been pressed by the movement of one piston the

two move together and discharge it upon- an off-
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bearing belt or baud operated by the devices cited

in the second clause of claim, the oscillating- disk

iDcing raised to receive the molded brick.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pin h, pitman

B', pistons P P', grooved bars Gr, cams <?, yokes C,
and crank shaft A, all arranged and operating as

herein described for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the eccentric disk D, con-

necting rod J', gear wheels F F', ratchet j', upon
shaft E, the catch j, and the oscillating arm or disk,

as herein desciibed for the purpose specified.

78,269.—Dkake W. Denton, Ithaca, N. Y.—
Roofing Compound.—^aj 26, 1868.— Bituminous
coai is converted into coke by heat, and the coke is

pulverized and mixed vrith coal tar. Coal ashes may
be applied to the surface. Pulverized commercial
coke may be employed.
Claim.—1. Preparing my roofing material of the

substances and substantially in the manner set forth.

2. Its use with coal tar as described.

3. The use of coal ashes, in combination with tbe

described material, and in the manner set forth.

78,270.-Gr. W. Fakley, Manchester, jN". H.,

assignor to himself and AY. H. Hujiphrey, same
place.—Jce Ca?A-.—May 26. 1808.—The calk plate is

hinged or pivoted to a fastening plate which is

screwed to the front side of the heel, so that the calk

plate may be turned up to lie upon the face of the

heel with the spurs projecting outward, or turned
down to lie upon the shank of the shoe Avith the spurs
fitting closely at the sides thereof. The button re-

taius the calk plate upon the heel or shank as the

case may be.

Claim.—ThG button C, with notches i i, and pro-

vided with the spring s, or its eciuivalent, in combi-
nation with the pins c c, the tongue d, and the plates

A B, all constructed, arranged, and operating as

and for the purpose herein described.

78,271.-A. H. Fatzingee, TVashington, jSJ". J.—
Paper Clip.-'M-Aj 26, 1868.—A series of clips are at-

tached to a cleat, which is nailed or screwed to the
wall, the clip serving t(f hold the bill by its upper end.

Claim.—The curved elastic clips B, perforated,

and attached to the strip or "cleat A, ia combination
with the spurs a in the latter, substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose set forth.

78,272.-A. J. Fellows, Meriden, Conn.—Tape
Box.—May 26, 1868.—The lever is pressed forward
when it is desired to release the spring catch from
the teeth on the tape drum, the latter being provided
with the coiled spring of ordinary tape boxes.

Claim.—The catch G, in combination with the
toothed di'um B, spindle H, lever I, coiled spring,

case A, and tape C, substantially as described for

the purpose set forth.

78,273.—John Foster, Pawtucket, E. 1.—Ma-
chinery for Printing Farji.-May 26, 1868.—This
consists in combining with a pair of fluted printing
rollers an elastic or yielding cushion, which modifies
the action of such rollers, and upon which, instead
of upon the yarn to be printed, the grinding or cut-
ting effect of the rollers is expended.

Claim.—The combination, with a pair of fluted or
grooved rollers A A', in a machine for printing yarn
or other material upon both sides, of an elastic apron,
G, or its equivalent, substantially as described, for
the pui-poses specified.

78,274.-0. S. Garretson, Buffalo, :sr. Y.—Win-
dow-Sash Fasteninj.—May 26, 1868.

—
"When the rails

meet, the wedging sides of the head strike over the
inclines of the catch, and the yielding of the spring
allows the head to engage Avith the teeth, locking the
parts securely together so that they cannot be sep-

arated without pressing inward upon the bolt.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bolt E, pro-
vided with the wedge head h, and the catch C, pro-
vided with teeth, or a series of teeth, 6, operating in
the manner and for the purpose substantially as
herein set forth.

2. Securing the plate G to the case D, by eyelets
or hollow rivets k. attaching iu the ordinary screw-
holes I, as herein set forth.

78,275.—Alexander Goodhart, IS'ewviUe, Pa.—Link.—May 26, 1868.—This is designed as a sub-

stantial ring'or link, to be used in place of a hook
for connecting two chains, and which may be so
made as to present the appearance of a common link
when in place.

Claim.—A link formed of the parts A and B, the
latter being provided with a curved shank, b^, and a
tenon, h'^, and operating in connection with the part
A, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

78,276.—George M. Guild, Boston, Mass.—
Sounding Board for Pianos.—Maj 26, 1868.—The
sounding board is strengthened by two series of ribs,

the ribs of the main series running diagonally across
the surface of the board, and the ribs" of the auxil-

iary series running across the main ribs, thus rigidi-

fyiug and strengthening the board in each direction
and admitting of the use of a very thin board, having
freedom of vibration.

Claim..—Iu combination with a sounding board,
and the main supporting ribs c thereof, the auxilliary
ribs e, crossing and. secured to the ribs c, substan-
tially as shown and described.

78,277.—Michael Gumfory, West Middlesex,
Pa.—Trace Tug Loop.—May 26, 1868.—The loop is

secured to the trace by rivets passing through the
bars or shanks which project from the loop. The
lateral bars of the frame or loop afford attachment
for the back and beUy bands, and the bow for the
side strap.

Claim.—The tug loop A, when arranged with
shanks B B, and attached to the trace by rivets a a,

substantially in the manner and for the' purpose as
herein shown and described.

78,278.— Amos Hadley, Washington, D. C.,
assignor to himself and Robert Clenighen. l^ew
York, N. Y.—Door Indicato'- —May 26, 1868.—
The indications on the rota?^j d sk, as to whereabouts
and time of retm'u, are seen th] n\gh a mica-guarded
opening in the front plate of the indicator.

Claim.—The rotating disk between the two sta-

tionary plates, all as shown and described, and for
the purposes specified.

78,279.—Isaac Hall, :N'ew York, ^L Y.—TCood
Carving 2Lachine.—May 26, 1868.—The pivoted bars
are so connected that the parallelism of the work
and pattern, whose holding frames are pivoted to
{he respective centers, is always maintained.

Claim.—The combination of the parallel pivoted
bars D, pivoted connecting bars F, double arms G,
adjustable arms I, and centers H and J, with each
other, and with the frame C, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,280. — Frederick Harden, Conshohocken,
Fa.—Safety Valve.—Maj 26, 1868.—The weight of
all the movable parts of this safety device, together
with the pressure of steam upon the lower valve,
counteracts the steam pressure upon the larger valve
so long only as the steam i)ressure remains within
safe limits.

Claim. — The arrangement of the cap F and
weighted ring G, with relation to the stem E and the
valves C D, of ditFerent diameters, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

78,281.—E. P. Harris, Conneautvillc, Pa.—
Seed Planter.—May 26, 1868.—The spring holds
down the cut-off which takes the superfiuous seed
away from the aperture in the seed sliile. The slide

attached to the seed slide is employed to regulate the
capacity of the seed aperture.
Claim.—1. The cut-off F, with the spring G, in

connection with the aperture a in the slide-bar H,
provided with the inclined rear end b, all ai-ranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The slide L, applied to the slide-bar H in rela-

tion with the aperture a. substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

78,282—-lOHN K. Harris, Springfield, Ohio.—
Harness.—May 26, 1868.—The object is to obtain a
limited elastic "draft from the breast collar or hame-
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tug -u^itliout destroying the flexibility of any of the
parts. The coilecV springs encircle thongs of raw
hide or other strong, flexible material. The stops

limit the elastic movement, and prevent breakage
by over-strain.

Claim.—1. The provision in a breast collar or
hames strap, of the flexible, extensible, and elastic

device X a; M, the same being provided with check
pieces h h', C D, substantially as and for the pur-

poses herein explained.
2. The arrangement of draft strap B, open leather

frame or breast- strap A, thongs X, spiral springs M,
and check pieces h b', C D, as and for the purpose

78,283.—E. K. Harvey, Quincy, Ohio.—Revolv-
ing Harroto and Boiler.—Miij 26, 1868.—The jour-

nals of the harrow extend through cam slots in the
housings, and have their bearings in the ends of the
spanner on the out side of the frame, so that when
the harrow is raised by the depression of the lever,

its di'iving wheels are unshipped.
Claim.—1. The lever k, arm 7i, and spanner e, in

combination with the harrow H, substantially as
described.

. 2. The harrow H, housings d. and spanner e, com-
bined and operating substantially as described.

78,284.-Frederick Hawkixs, Chicago, 111.—

Concrete Brick Machine.—May 26, 1868.—The lid is

guided and prevented from binding in the grooves

by a rack, which is rigidly attached to the under
side of said lid, and moves in a slot in one of the

flanges projecting from the vertical sides ofthe press-

box. The brick is pressed by the wheel, chain and
toggle arrangement, and is discharged by the action

of a i^iniou upon a rack fixed to the stem of the

follower.
Claim.—The mold L L', provided with slotted

flange S and lid M, with its rack T and pinion W,
the follower N, with its rack Q' and pinion P, lei > •'s

Q, E, I, and H, chain F, drum E, and wheel Z, all

arranged and operated substantially as and for the

purposes herein set forth.

78,285,—Henry Henley, Halbert's Bluff, Ind.
—Drier.—May 26, 1868.—The fruit, or other sub-

stance to be dried, is laid upon the top of the boiler

and in the spaces between the pans, and steam from
the boiler, passing through supply pipes, fills the

pans, bu+,, having egress through other pipes, does
not rise above the atmospheric pressure, and main-
tains a certain temperature.
Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the movable steam-heated pans C, so as to apply a
regular heat above and below the chambers E.

2. The combination of the boiler B, removable
pans C, and flexible pipes C, when arranged and
operating as and for the purpose set forth.

78,286.—Charles Hess, Lyons City. Iowa, as-

signor to Egbert T. T. Spexce, s'ame place.—Churn.
—May 26, 18G8 ; antedated May 14, 1868.—The fric-

tion wheels obviate noise, and the form of the paddles
renders them capable of gathering and packing the

butter into one corner of the churn, which is effected

by giving them an oscillating motion after the
churning is completed.

Claim:—The combination and arrangement of the
friction pulleys A, D, C, C, with the peculiar ogee,

curved-shaped arms or paddles E E F F, when con-

structed and arranged for the purposes above set

forth.

78,287.—Marie L. Hill, Xew York, N", T.—
Shoe.—May 26, 1868.—The olyectis to produce a shoe
which, after the outer covering is worn at some
places, will still appear whole, and not be rendered
useless by the exposure of the filling, which is com-
monly white in other shoes.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a quilted

cloth slipper or slioe, formed by interposing between
the soft filling and the outer covering a textile lining

of the same color as the outer covering, wherel)3% as

the latter becomes worn through or torn, the slipper

or shoe will not be destroyed, l)ut present the same
uniform. color exteriorly, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

78.288. — Charles Holliday, Huddlesfield,
England.

—

Machinery for Printing on Fabrics.—
May 26, 1868.—The printing material passes down
the tubes and fills the countersinks, and on tm-ning
the roller in contact with the surface to be printed
upon, the printing material is left thereon in a quan-
tity and figure depending on the quantity and depth
of the countersunk cavities. The countersinks fill

again by the gradual flow of the semi-fluid matter,
and the process is repeated. The fluidity of the
material is increased by heat, applied thro"ugh the
medium of steam, hot water, or otherwise.

Claim:—The within-described process of orna-
menting goods by applying coloring or ornamenting
material through tubes impressed against the mate-
rial, with or without the aid of needles or leading
wires, substantially as herein specified.

2. The application of heat, in connection with the
tubes in the above process, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

3. In connection with printing through tubes, the
enlargement of the tubes at and near the printing
surfaces, so as to form cups, which tend to determine
the depth in the tube from which coloring or other
viscid matter is drawn at each impression, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

78.289.— Stephen Hyde, ^ew York, M". Y.—
Surcingle.—'^dij 26, 1868.—Two rubber straps are
sewed to the ends of the girth and to the buckle strap,
in order to render the girth capable of yielding when
the animal breathes, or lays down, or exerts himself
in any unusual manner.
Claim.—As, a new article of manufacture, a sur-

cingle, provided with two elastic joints, a a, when
inclosed in leather cases D, and secured to the
buckle and tongue straps h d, as herein shown and
described, for the purpose specified.

78,290.—George W. Jacobs, Quincy, Ohio.—
Vegetable Slicer.—M.Siy 26, 1868.—The cabbage, or
other vegetable to be cut, is placed in the upper box,
which is reciprocated over the knives by turning
the crank, the follower constantly pressing the veg-
etables down upon the knives until the box is empty,
and the cut material being delivered into the lower
box through the slots in the table.

Claim.—The combination of the plates D D, the
knives d d, slots h b, and slots c c, in the table A, and
movable box E, as and for the purpose specified.

78,291.—Truman P. Keeler, Worcester, Mass.—Adjustable Hammer and Drop.—May 26, 1868.

—

The cam-bearing shaft is movable longitudinally, so
as to bring a larger or smaller cam to operate upon
the toe projecting from the hammer stem, and the
stop block is connected therewith and adjusted si-

multaneously by the same lever. So long as the
ti'eadle is depressed, the device is a regularly work-
ing hammer, but when the foot is removed from the
treadle it rises, and stops consequently engage with
the cams and hammer, retaining the latter in aa
elevated position, to be dropped at the will of the
operator.

Claim:—1. The combination, with the hammer, of
an adjustable stop block F, and mechanism for op-
erating the same, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The combination, with the hammer, of the
stop block, for checking its upward movement, the
cams and cam-shaft for operating the hammer, and
the lever e, connected with and arranged to adjust
both the cams and the stop block, substantially in

the manner and for the purposes shown and set forth.

3. The combination, with the adjusting lever, con-
nected with the cam shaft and stop block, as specified
of the stop jiiecc G, or its equivalent, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The stop bar J, and treadle, or equivalent means
for operating the same, in combination with the
hammer-actuating cams, under the arrangement and
for operation as shown and set forth.

5. The combination, with the hammer, and cams
for operating the same, of the stops p and J, con-
nected with and actuated by the treadle H, in the
manner and for the purposes herein shown and
specified.

6. The combination and arrangement, with the
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hammer, its actuating cams, and the stop block for

checking its upward movement, of the mechanisms
herein described for adjusting said cams and stop

block, and for arresting and holding the said cams
and hammer, whereby "^the machine may be used
either as a hammer or as a drop, and the stroke of the

hammer, in either case, may be varied, substantially

as shown and set forth.

78,292.—Henry King, TVaterbury, Conn., as-

siirnor to himself and Francis Staffers, JSTew

York, iSr. Y.—arate Bar.—'Miij 2fi, 1868.—The con-

struction of this grate bar is designed to more
freelv admit air to the burning fuel, and also to pre-

rent'the bar from being injured by fire by bringing
the air into contact therewith at many points.

Claim.—A grate bar, formed in two longitudinal

sections, or in one piece, having spaces a through
the same, wider at the bottom, with apertm-es a'

opening into said spaces a. substantially as shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

yS,293. — John Koffent), Appleton, Wis.—
Plov.K—May 26, 1868.—By raising or lowering the
heel of the adjustable lanilside the direction of the

point is slightly changed, thereby causing the plow
to work at a greater or less depth.

Claim.—The combination of a pivoted, adjusta-

ble, auxiliary landside, with the ordinary landside

of a plow, whether said auxiliary landside be placed

upon the outer or inner side of said ordinary land-

side, substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the pm-pose set forth.

78.294.—Hugh Laird, Mechanicsburg, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—Maj 26, 1868.—The bow ap-

proaches the tines as they ar^ thrust outward from
the stock after the latter has been inserted in the
hay. The hay is thus caught and held between the

bow and the "tines, and the bow recedes from the
tines as they are drawn into the stack to discharge
the load.

Claim.—The combination of the compressing and
retaining bar or bow D, with the elevating tines or
prongs C C, operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

78,295.—William Lehman, I^ewville, Pa.—
Composition to he Applied to Leather.—May 26. 1868.

—A "composition consisting of whale oil, beef tal-

low, hog's lard, lampblack, beeswax, and indigo.

Claim.—The application of the composition herein
described to boots, shoes, harness, straps, bellows,

and leather manufactiu'cd articles generally, b,y

which the same will become water-proof, and' wear
one hundred per cent, longer.

78,296.—Edwin Leigh, St. Louis, Mo.—System
of Pronouncing Orthography.—May 26, 1868 ; ante-

dated May 19, 1868.—This system consists in giving
to common letters of the alphabet peculiar sounds,

by peculiarities in the form or construction of said
le'tters, without departing from the established or-

thography ; in giving to combinations of letters a
pronunciation dependent upon the peculiar forms
and style or character of the common alphabetic let-

terc- of which the word is composed ; in employing
light-faced letters, (skeleton, hair-line, outline, \lot-

tecl or broken-lined, iihantom or other light-faced

letters,) of otherwise the same general form, size,

upright position, and same general character as the
rest of the letters ; in employing the same, or a like

phonic sign in diflfcn-ent alphabetic letters to denote
the same'sound ; and in inserting or inclosing, when
desirable, a phonic sign in the skeleton or outline of
an alphabetic letter.

Claim.—1. The use of a skeleton outline, or light

form of an alphabetic letter, with a phonic sign in-

cluded within it, or constituting a part of it, to indi-

cate a particular sound of that letter.

2. The use, in cases where several alphabetic let-

ters must be employed for the same sound, of phonic
signs closely resem'bling each other, so as to be sub-
stantially tlie same phonic sign, though used as the
whole or" parts of ditferent letters.

3. The employment of light-faced letters, (as skele-

ton, hair-line, outline, or in any way made of lighter

color,) of otherwise the same general form, size, up-
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right position, and character as the rest of the font,

for silent letters, in combination with phonic letters,

in order to indicate the pronunciation of words
without changing the common orthography and
familiar outline of the word or word picture.

4. The employment of phonic vowel and conso-
nant letters, (or'peculiarly constructed forms of the
alphabetic letters,) in combination with any peculiar
class of letters for the silent letters, in order to indi-
cate the pronunciation of words without changing
the common or established orthography, substan-
tially as described.

78,297.—Alexander Lisk, Philadelphia, Pa.,
and Adam "Woolever, Allentown, Pa.

—

Convert-
ing Cast Iron into Wrought Iron and Steel.—May
26, 1868.—The iron is melted in a puddling furnace,
and the following substances are then "intimately
mixed and stirred into the iron, namely: marble-
dust, nitrate of soda, borax, litharge, yellow prus-
siate of potash, common salt, saltpetre, and black
oxide of manganese.

Claim.—The process of manufacture, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,298.—James R. Logan, Eolla, Mo.—Saioing
Machi7ic.—Maj 26, 1868 ; antedated May 18, 1868.—
The carrying wheels are so applied that they may
be turned from their normal position at right angles
to the axle, and held or fixed in a position parallel
with the axle, so that the machine may be moved
laterally in order to transfer the saw from the point
at which the log has been sawed to the next point
at which it is to be sawed. The socket and spring
catch sustain the saw in an elevated state when not
in use.

Claim.—1. Moving a Bawing machine in the man-
ner described, by means of the wheels C C attached
to the axle F, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The socket / attached to the cross-bar J on the
front part of the frame A, and provided with the
catch K, subs-tantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

78,299.—ISTardo F. Loi, j^ew York, IT. Y.—
Pipe Wrench.—May 26, 1868.—Various devices can
be applied to the ends of the levers for the purpose
of adapting the instrument to grasp or clamp differ-

ent objects.
Claim.—1. The fixed handle A, when its head a

is perforated at right angles to the handle to re-

ceive the screw shank of the adjustable jaw c, which
is placed above and parallel with the jaw b of the
handle C, as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The construction, arrangement, and operation
of the handle C, having the perforated jaw b, the
pivoted nut B, screw-threaded handle A, head a,

and adjustable jaw c, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

3. The jaws d, e, f, when adjiisted in the arm b of
the lever C, by means of the notches and transverse
pin (/, as herein described for the purjjose specified.

78,300.-Nelson Long, Watertown, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Rolling Dough.—May 26, 1868.

—

Two methods of graduating the distance between
the dough roller and dough board are shown, the ob-
ject being to roU the dough into sheets of any de-
sired thickness. In one instance the adjustment is

effected by providing the auxiliary roller with elon-

gated bearings and set-screws, and in the other in-

stance by raising or lowering the side bars which
form the bearings of the sliding frame.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the board or

receptacle for holding the dough or other material,
of the dough roller,"" and the sliding or transverse
frame for supporting the same, hinged or pivoted in
the manner described, so as to be adjustable to dif-

fei-ent heights above the said board or receptacle,

substantially in the manner and for the purposes
shown and specified.

2. In an apparatus, such as described, the combi-
nation, with the auxiliary roll and the elongated
1)earings formed for its 'reception in the sliding

frame,"bf adjusting or set screws or equivalent means
for regulating the position of the journals of the roll
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in their bearings, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes shown and set forth.

3. The combination T/ith the side boards, which
form the bearings for the sliding frame, of the top
plates provided with inclined projections c, as de-
scribed, and the correspondingly notched sliding

bars, and its adjusting screws for raising and lower-
ing said top plates, under the arrangement and for

operation as herein shown and set forth.

78,301.—WiLUAM R. Manlet, I^ew York, N.
Y.—Paddle Wheel.—Maj 26, 1868.—The crank con-
nection between the controlling frame and guard
beam permits the bearing of the controlling frame
to change its position in relation to the guard beam
whenever the guard beam changes its position in
relation to the main wheel. In consequence of the
diagonal arrangement of said connection the con-
ti'oiling frame is moved to the least extent by move-
ments of the paddle guard in vertical and horizontal
directions. The arrangement of the paddle cranks
is intended to equally divide the weight of the con-
trolling frame between the paddle wheel and the
paddle-wheel guard. The link connection relieves
the shafts, on which the paddles turn, of the weight
of the controlling frame.

Claim.—1. The combination of the controlling
frame E of the paddles with the guai-d beam F and
crank arm G-, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

2. The arrangement of the crank arm G- diago-
nally to vertical and horizontal directions in which
the guard beam may be moved by strains upon the
vessel, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

3. The arrangement of the paddlo-crauk arms D
and the crank arm G at equal angles to a vertical
line, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

4. The combination of the controlling frame E,
guard beam E, crank arm G, link IST, and main shaft
B, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

78,303.—T. F. Mantey, ]Srev\' Orleans, La.—
Extension Ladder.—May 26, 1868.—The chair is ele-

vated by an extensible ladder or lazy-tongs, and the
parts recited in the claim are for anchoring the ap-
paratus and turning and steadying the ladder when
elevated.
Claim.—1. The winches v, in combination with

the extension lattice A and chains h, for the purpose
of adjusting the lattice, when elevated by the screw
G, at any desii'ed angle, as herein shown and de-

scriljed.

2. The crank screw J and bar E, in combination
with the frame T and extension lattice A, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the x>intle base E, exten-
sion lattice A, adjustable plate Q, having the pio-
jectiou q, bearing the pin r and tongue M, all ar-

ranged and operating as described for the purpose
specified.

78,303.-Era'nkun W. Markiott, Eichwood,
' Oliio.— Corn and Seed Planter.—May 26, 1868.—This
. implement is guided by hand, and the seed is dropped
at intervals by the action of a toothed wheel on the
axle vipon a slide beneath the hopper, said slide being
returned after each impulse by a spring.

Claim.—A seed planter, constructed and operated
in the manner substantially as shown and described.

78,304.-Mark M. Martin, Cochran, Ind.—
Railivay Car Seat.—M.aj 26, 1868.—The object of
these improvements is to make the car seat suscepti-
ble of a greater number of changes than the ordi-
nary sleeping chairs, so as to render it comfortable
to all classes of the traveling community.

Claim.—1. In combination witli the seat body A,
hinged at a to the frame B, the knuckle joint £ E',
arranged and adapted to operate in the manner
stated.

2. The combination of the car seat A B, leg-sup-
porting flap J, and elastic thong K, for the object
explained.

3. The combination of the foot rest, consisting of
the Aviugs L L', inclined board N, and hinged leaf O,
with the neck bar E, and stud S, for the purpose ex-
plained.

4. The combination of the rail D, hooks d cl', and

flap J, adapted to receive and enable the ready re-
moval of the mattress E, in the manner herein de-
scribed and set forth.

78,305.—S. F. Mathews, Mechanicsburg, Pa.—
Gas Eegulator.—May 26, 1868.—The position of the
adjustable thimble is regulated by the pressure of the
gas, and determines the quantity which is allowed
to flow through to the burners.
Claim.—1. The nipple-tube B and the thimble E,

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the pm-poses described, in comlj^ination
with a gas pipe.

2. The body of the governor A, the case C, tube
B, thimble E, and spring h, in combination, forming
a gas regulator, substantially as shown -and de-
scribed.

78,306.—John C. McClamroch, Edina^ Mo.—
Animal Trap.—Maj 26, 1868.—The moving of the
bait-hook lever by the animal withdraws the spring
catch from the free end of the weighted trap door,
which then falls and deposits the animal in tbe main
box of tbe trap. The hinged gate prevents, the re-

turn of tbe rat from the detachable cage.
Claim.— 1. The described arrangement of the bait

hook H, U-shaped lever I, connecting rod J, bell

crank levers K IST, and adjustable spring catch M,
with relation to the pivoted trap door C, ail con-
structed and combined to operate in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as set forth.

2. The detachable receptacle S, provided with par-
titions §1 and slides s^ §3^ and having a grated top,
when said receptacle is adapted to be connected with
the box A by means of the adjustable passage Q, in
which the gate E is hinged, all constructed,j.and aj-
ranged as and for the purpose set forth.

78,307.—James McCleish, Few York, jST. Y.,
assignor to himself and E. V. Haughwout & Co.—Gas Ap2Jaratus.—May 26, 1868.—A gas apparatus
for lighting steamboats, railway cars and other con-
veyances and movable structures. The devices
shown are chiefly designed to maintain an equable
pressure upon the gas in the holder.
Claim.—1. The constracting of the gas holder B

with rigid or inflexible top and bottom plates a b,

and flexible gas-tight sides, the latter being folded
or crimped, substantially in the manner as herein
shown and described.

2. The pressure arms C D, arranged and applied
substantially as set forth, and used in connection
witb springs or equivalent weights for the pinpose
of exerting a uniform pressure on the gas holder,
substantially as set forth.

3. The windlass drum «?., provided or arranged
with a coil or barrel spring, and used in connection
with suitable cords, for the purpose of raising or as-

sisting in raising the gas holder during the process
of the filling of the same, substantially as set forth.

4. The elevating of the arms C D through the me-
dium of the windlass G- and cords k k I, arranged and
applied substantially as set forth.

5. The drum s, provided with an internal coil spring
t and a fusee, %o, on its extei'ior, in combination with
the cords a' a", c', d', arranged as shown, or in an
equivalent way, for compressing the gas holder and
exerting an equal or uniform pressure on the same.

6. The cords/, Jc k, and I, in combination with the
windlass H, all arranged to operate substantially aa
and for the pmqwse si^eeified.

7. The receiver X, with the pipes J, L, and M
communicating therewith, and provided with stop
cocks, and all arranged substantially as shownand
described.

8. The rollers h', on the top plate a of the gas
holder, in combination with the vertical guide rods
i', arranged substantially as shown and described,
for the purpose of retaining the holder in proper
position.

9. Bracing or staying the holder B by means of the
straps ax, extending around the interior of the holder
and transvcrsly across it, as shown and described.

78,308.-Martin IMEYERS,"Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.—Refrigerator.—May 26, 1808.—TIic hinged doors
are attached to the front of the sliding drawers which
contain the shelves whereon the articles arc sup-
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jjorted within the refrigerator. The hinged doors
afford access to the interior of the refrigerator and
constitute in themselves, shelves whereon the articles

may be placed when withdrawn fi-om the refi-ig-

erator.

Claim.—^In refrigerators, the construction of the
sliding drawer shelves E, with swinging doors C,
and with a space, D, between their backs and the
inner wall of the case, and the tubes g, communicat-
ing with the atmosphere, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

78,309.—Chakles G-. Miller, Brattleboro, Yt.,

assiffnor to S. M. Spencer & Co., same place.

—

Bench Drill—May 26, 1868.—The drill is rotated by
the depression of the right angular lever and collar,

which causes the pin "projecting from said lever
through the slotted tube to engage with the screw
shaft,"below which the pin is carried in its down-
ward motion. AV'hen the pin is raised preparatory
to another downward or elFeetive motion, it is dis-

engaged from the screw shaft, but the motion of the
drill is continued in the meantime, by the balance
wheel.

Claim.—1. The sleeve M, fixed slotted tube I,

screw shaft J, i^in i, and right angular lever IST g, or
its equivalent, when said parts are applied to and
used in connection with a dr-ill, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The movable bed H, arranged and operated
substantially as shown, the slotted tube I, screw shaft

J, balance wheel K, and the adjustable pin i, operated
as shown, or in an equivalent way, all combined and
airanged for operating the drillL, substantially as
described„

rS,310.—D. K. Miller, Eeading, Ta.—Permu-
tation Lock.—May 26, 1868.—After the peripheral
spaces of the rings or disks have been brought into
line by the turning of the handle, the handle is flushed
inward and then turned until the projection and
shoulder on the inner disk are brought directly be-

neath the tumbler, when the latter will fall into the
spaces of the loose disks and the projection on the
inner disk will enter the recess of the tumbler and
the projection of the tumbler pass to one side of the
inner disk. The obstructing tumbler being thus re-

moved, the bolt may be retracted. The split rings
embrace the grooved peripheries of the loose disks,

and the spaces into which the tumbler falls occur
between the ends of said rings, which, ends are ser-

rated to adapt them to gripe as well as tm-n upon
the disks.

Claim.—1. The disk. E with, its projection p and
shoulder c, and secured to a shaft, D, in combination
with disks E, or their equivalents, and with a tum-
bler, Gr, having a recess and a projection adai)ted to

the projection" and recess of the disk E, the whole
being constructed and arranged within a casing. A,
and operating substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

2. The serrations or teeth upon the ends of the
split ring t, for the purpose described.

78,311.—JoHx P. Miller, Somerset, Ta.—Cur-
tain Fixture.—iSLaj 26, 1868.—The curtain is held at
the point to which' it is raised by the spring tongue,
which binds the cord against a loop or buckle frame
attached to the stirrup.

Claim.—The stirrup C and its cramp E G-, the cord
D, and the pulley E, combined, arranged, and op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose set

foith.

78,312.—George Moebs, Detroit, Mich.—Cigar
Header.—May 26, 1868.—The cigar is headed by a
dexterous turn in the cup, and is then left standing
in the cup, in order that the gum employed in past-

ing the leaf may be dried by means of the hot water
in the vessel in which the cup is set.

Claim.—The metal cup A, for heading cigars, con-
structed and operating substantially as "described.

78,313.—Edward L. Molixeux, Xew York, X.
Y.—Bluing.—yL?ij 26, 18G8.—The preforated box is

intended to alTord'a means of transporting, retaining,

and using soluble laundry bluing. In ur^e it is im-
mersed in water or other hquid, and being then

raised the water filters through the holes and colors
the water.

Claim.—Packing laundry bluing, when in lump or
pressed, 'for transportation and use, in perforated
boxes, substantially as described.

78,314.—Mary E. Mott, Eonse's Point, IST. Y.— Corpse Preserver.—May 26, 1868.— The sack is
filled with ice and laid upon the abdomen of the
corpse, and the tube conducts the water from the
sack to a suitable i-eceptacle.

Claim.—The flat rubber sack a, having a slit and
lacing, as shown, and the discharge tube &, all sub-
stantially as shown and described, and for the pui'-

pose set forth.

78,315.—B. I^EWBURT, Cossackie, K". Y.—Cool-
ing Stove.—Maj 26, 1868.—The function of the arm
and set screw is to adjust the attaching plate to a
horizontal position, and that of the pivoted brace
arm is to support the shelf and permit it to be tiu-ned
down at the rear side of the stove Avhen not required
for use.

Claim.—1. The combination of a hinged shelf, E,
T\-ith the Teas: part of the stove, whether said shelf is

hinged dii'ectly to the stove or to a removable plate
attached to said stove, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose'set forth.

2. The combination of the removable plate A and
removable yoke B with the hinged shelf E, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the arm C and set screw D
with the' plate A, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the pivoted brace arm F
vrith the hinged shelfE, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,316.—Moses Higbt IsTichols, Hancock, N.
Y.—Ship2)ing Case.—May 26, 1868.—The cushions
form an elastic support for the jar containing the
butter or honey. The jar is surrounded with a close
chamber containing aii- which is designed to insulate
the contents of the jar and preserve them from the
efifects of the atmosphere.

Claim.— The combination of the slides B, oc-
tagonal cover E, and elastic cushions C, with each
other, and with the case A and jar D, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

78,317.—Alfred ISTobel, Hamburg, Germanv,
assignor to Julius Baxdjiaxn', San Francisco, Cal.—Exx)losive Compound.—May 26, 1868.—The exi)Io-
sive substance nitro-glyeerine, and an inexplosive,
porous substance (such as silieious earth) are brought
together to form a composition which, without losing
the great ex])losive power of nitro-glycerine, is very
different as to its explosive and other properties, ancl
more safe and convenient for transportation, storage,
and use.

Claim.—The composition of matter, made substan-
tially of the ingredients and in the manner and for
the pm-poses set forth.

78,318.—B. S. L^ORRis, Eipley, Ohio.—P;-e55.—
May 26, 1868.

—
"When the pressor is to be raised

both pawls are held away fi'om the presser step by
hooking the links on the proper pins on the post, and
when the presser is to be operated both pawls are al-

lowed to be faced against the rack on the stem, the
lower pawl giving the x^resser its effective movement
and the upper pawl preventing the retrogression of
the presser.

Claim. — The combination, with the frame A, of
the presser B, hand lever C, spring pawls a and c,

and the weight D, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

78.319.—John B. Osier, Osrdensburg, Js^. Y.—
Device for Cutting Sheet Iron.—May 26, 1868.—The
angular knife is depressed by the treadle, and in pass-
ing the lower straight knife commences to cut at
each outside edge of the sheet iron or tin and finishes

at the middle.
Claim.—The construction and an-angement of the

frames A A vrith the perpendicular guides C C, an-
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gular knife, and cross-bars D and E, with the spring
H, and sliding guide F, and treadle I, all arranged
and connected for the purpose set forth.

78,320.—John A. Owens, Little Falls, M". T.—
Starch Tray.—May 26, 1868.—The metallic bottom is

designed as a substitute for the common wooden bot-
tom, which being constantly wet is roughened by the
shovel used to take up the starch, thereby inducing
eddies and deposits of the refuse with the starch.
Likewise the curves at the connected ends of each
pair of trays are employed in lieu of the common
square end divisions which induce the refuse to set-

tle in the corners. The partitions are situated near
the poiut where the stock enters, and collect and re-

tain the sand and dirt, and prevent the same from
settling with the starch.

Claim.—1. Forming the bottoms of the trays of
galvanized iron.

2. Forming the connected ends of each pair of
trays with a curve, substantially as described, and
for the uses and purposes mentioned.

3. The partitions E and F, one or both, for the uses
and pm-poses mentioned.

78,331.—Thomas Percival, Augusta, Me.—
Corn Husker.—Maj 26, 18G8.—The bottom of the
hopper permits but one ear of corn to descend through
it at a time, and each ear thus delivered from the
hopper takes position in a groove and in front of the
plunger, by which.it is advanced to the stripping de-
vice.

Claim.—1. The use of the expanding stripper I,

composed of the several stripping tools, as described,
so arranged that the pressure of the ear will cause
them to open to receive it, whether the closing of tlie

same be eflfected by means of a single elastic rub-
ber spring, or by other means, and whether their
cutting edges be straight or toothed, the whole op-
erating in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

2. The butting knife H, formed of a plate of steel,

having through it a round or oval hole or holes, with
beveled cutting edges, operating in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described.

3. The hollow ended plunger C, constructed and
operating in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

4. The combination and arrangement of parts of a
machine for husking corn, when constructed and op-
erating in the manner substantially as described.

78,322.-Eugene Pertuiset, Auguste Mun-
DEL, and Jean Etienne Armide de Fli?;ron, Paris,
France.

—

Igniting Explosive Projectiles.—May 26,
1868.—The object is to produce a projectile which,
without the usual percussion or friction priming
or fuse, will esplode when it reaches the terminus
of itG flight ; and the specified mixture or fulminating
compound consists of chlorate of potash, sulphur,
hunting powder, and animal black. The bullet or
ball may be exploded without the use of a fuse.

Claim..—1. An explosive projectile, composed of
a tube or equivalent hollow metallic body, filled with
a detonating or fulminating compound, which will

be ignited or inflamed by the action of the heat
developed by the impact or iienetration of the pro-
jectile, substantially as herein shown and set forth.

2. The fulminating mixture or composition, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

3. The percussion fuse, for containing the fulmin-
ating compound, made substantially as and for the
purposes herein shown and set forth.

78,323.-Louis Victor Piguet, ISTcw York, IST.

T.— Watch.—May 26, 1868.—A pin, serving as a
pendant winder and setter, fits through the pendant
and has at its inner end a crown" wlieel which
gear into a pinion which is fitted in the move-
ment. This pinion is made to gear with two other i)in-

ions, one of which is mounted upon a swinging bar
and gears into the barrel ratchet, Awhile the otlicr is

upon an oscillating shifting bar, and can, by a push
piece, be brought to gear into the common pinion,
and thus complete the setting apparatus.

Claim.—1. The combination of the knob7^, spring
plate L, and lever E, operating as herein described,
whereby the pressure upon the knob h throws the

setting mechanism in gear and the winding mechan-
ism out of gear, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The arrangement in the watch case of the key
C, having pinion b, wheel D, spring lever E, wheels
F Gr, shifter plate L, knob h, pinions K, J, g, H,
and I, all constructed and operating as described,
for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the key C, wheel D, spring
lever E, pivoted upon the pin c of said wheel, and
bearing the wheel F, and the wheel G-, aU operating
as described, in such a manner that by turning the
key C in one direction the wheel Fis bound between
the Avheels D G- to wind the watch, and turning the
key in the opposite direction releases the wheel F
and prevents the winding of the watch, as herein
shown and described.

4. The key C, having the crown gear wheel b, in
combination with the wheelsD F G-, spring lever E,
spring arm L, pinion K, wheels J 13. g hi, as herein
described, whereby the Avatch is wound and set by
the same key, independently of each other, as herein
shown and described.

78,324.—M. H. Pope, Susquehanna Depot, Pa.
—Horse Hay Fork.—Maj 26, 1868.—The pivoted,
bifurcated arm, when turned to a horizontal position,

so as to inclose the shank in its slot, causes the lower
shoulder of the shank to engage the edge of the
opening in the cap of the case, if the shank be
raised ; but when tlie shank is depressed the pivoted
end of the arm engages the upper shoulder thereon,
thereby retaining the tines in a horizontal position.

The lever is turned upward to lock the arm in its

horizontal jjosition.

Claim.—The slotted arm h, lever/, both pivoted
to the cap E of the case B of hay harpoon, all sub-
stantially as shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

78,325.— J. "W. Rand, Charlestown, Mass.—
Pattern for Clotting out Shirts.—Maj 26, 1868.—The
object of this system of cutting shirts or shirt pat-

terns is to enable persons unskilled in the art to
readily lay out a pattern of any orrlinary size.

Claim.—1. My improved system of cutting shirts

or shirt patterns, the same consisting in the employ-
ment or combination of a front plate or pattern, O,
a series of yoke plates or patterns, A A^, &c., a back-
side plate, S, a front-side plate, R, a sleeve pattern,

Q, and a bosom pattern, H, the whole being con-
structed substantially in manner as set forth, and to

be used together, as and for the purpose described.
2. The combination therewith of the series of

plates 1 1', &c., for cutting out the neck portion of a
bosom, as set forth.

3. The combination ofthe front plate O with one or
more yoke plates. A, &c., each of such parts being
provided with a scale of measurements or division

so combined or arranged that the corresponding
figures on each indicate the width, respectively, for

cutting the front and back parts of shirts or shirt

patterns of any ordinary size.

4. A yoke formed with a series of measurements
or scale of divisions arranged near each end of it,

in manner as set forth.

5. The froni plate O, provided not only with a
scale of divisions, arranged as set forth, but formed
with a rectangular bosom space, A B C D, as ex-

plained.

78,326.—L. T. Richardson, Clayville, IST. Y.—
Manufacture, of Hoes.—Mc\j 26, 1868.—The blank or
pattern as it is cut from the cast-steel bar is formed
with the shank or neck dropped below the ears of

the hoe, the object being to facilitate the finishing

I)rocess.

Claim.—Tho cavities or recesses d d, in the blank
or pattern of the hoc, in tlie process of manufacture,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

78,327.—James L. Rowland, Milwaukee, "Wis.

—Mamifactnre of Artificial Stone.—IsLaj 26, 1868.—
The pulverized sand, rock, or other mineral, and
dry, fiucly-powdered liydraulic cement, and some
one or more of the native earths and oxides of met-
als (also finely pulverized) are mixed together by
means of sieves or otherwise, and the mass is
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eprinkied with, water or a solution of salt. During
tlie process of moistening the ingredients are thor-

oughly mixed ; and after being molded into the de-

sired shape the material is subjected to external

pressure, and it is finally indurated in tanks by car-

bonic acid applied alone or in connection with water,

heat, or steam.
Claim.—1. The use of the various kinds of sands,

rocks, scorias, and other hard mineral substances,

crushed ajid otherAvise treated, as described, and
6'ombiued with a cement, or a cement and a salt,

prepared substantially as set forth.

2. The use of sand in its natm-al state, or when it

is deprived of its coarser gi-ains, in combination
with the improved cement, and with water alone,

or with a solution of one or more of the salts herein

specified.

3. The use of native earths, metallic oxides, or

othier like substances, prepared and combined, sub-

stantially as described, for the purpose of coloring

the stone.
4. The methods of treating and preparing hy-

draulic cement for the manufacture of stone, sub-

stantially as described.

5. The use of carbonic acid in the process of hard-

ening manufactured stone, or other ai'ticles having
lime for its base, substantially as described.

6. The use of steam in combination with carbonic

acid gas, substantially as described.

78,328.—Moses Kubel, Chicago, HI.— Cutlery-

—May 26, 1868.—The handle pieces may be of wood.
They'are secured to the shank by having the me-
tallic tips cast upon the beveled ends and upon the
shank. The metal of each tip is united through a
hole in the shank, and the uniting metal also fiUs

notches in the ends of the side pieces preventing
their lateral displacement.

Claim.— The beveled side pieces B B, having
notches in their ends and held in place by the cast

metal C ODD, having lugs F fitting in said notches,

sulistantially as set forth.

78,329.—EiCHARD Samuel, Walden, N. Y.—
Portable Fence.—Mav 26, 1868.—This fence is made
up of a series of hurdle frames which are connected
together by the post or tie bar and its appurtenances,
the ohject'being to adapt the kind of fence in ques-

tion to various formations of laud.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
my hurdles, when used in connection with the tie-

t)ar D D, slats E E, tie bolt E, and standards H and
I, with tlie bar M, all as shown and set forth.

2. The construction ofmy brace, having standards
H and I, of uneven leugth, when used in connection
with the hui-dles and tie bar, arranged and con-
structed as shown and described.

rS,330.—John J. Saxders, Jr., ]Srew York, 1^.

Y.— Miitering Machine.—May 26, 1868.—Planing
knives are combined with the circular saws in such
a manner that the edges of the moldings which ai'e

being sawed may, at the same time, be planed.
Claim.—1. The block C, attached to the saw D,

for the purpose of holding the planing knives E,
all constructed, arranged, and operating as de-
Bcribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The adjustment of the planing knives E in the
block C, by means of the inclined grooves c, nut E,
and screw bolt d, all coastriicted, arranged, opera-
ting as described, for the pui'pose specified.

78,331.-William G. Sanford, Union City, X.
Y.—2Iail Car and Mail Bag Receiver.—M.a.j 26,
1868.—The rod attached to the car strikes the sus-
pended maU bag and draws it from the hook when it

falls upon the hinged incline and is delivered into
the car. In this way the mail is received by a car
while under full headway, and simultaueously mail
is delivered from the car by means of the trap door.

Claim.—1. In combination with a car. A, a slid-

ing section, B, and trap door C, for delivering the
mail, Avheu said door is disengaged by an arm, D,
actuated by a post on the side of the track, and so
arranged that in falling it shall form a chute, to di-

rect the bags in falling away u-om the track, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the slid-

ing section B, the trap door C, and slide E, for si-

multaneously discharging and receiving the mail,
substantially as described.

78,332.—Hiram H. Scoville, Chicago, HI.—
Stone Breaker.—May 26, 1868.—Power is so applied to
the hopper that each revolution of the driving shaft
causes the ends of the hopper io approach and re-

cede from the central fixed column, the effect being
that of a double-acting breaker.

Claim.—The fixed central column C, with its cor-

rugated faces in combination with the corrugated
faces on the oscillating hopper D, the arm K, the
shaft H, with its eccentric or crank, all arranged
and operating substantially as herein described.

78,333.—BEiRAii M. Shaw and George G. Ten-
dall, Fremont, Ohio.

—

Windmill.—May 26, 1868.

—

The weight of the water elevated by the windwheel
is made to suspend the operation of said wheel when
the trough is tilled. The tilting of the trough Avhen
fuU actuates the parts whereby the wings are tm-ned
into theu' inoperative position.

Claim.—1. The rods /, when provided at their
outer ends with the cross h, in combmation with the
disk H and weighted arm g, whereby, as the disk is

raised the cross h is changed from a vertical to a
horizontal position to render the sails inoperative,
as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the pivoted trough J, rod
m, disk H, Aveighted arms g, eye E, rods/, cross h,

and hinged sails A, aU arranged as described, for
the pm-pose specified.

78,334.—John Shimer, Bronson, Mich.—Otomjp
for Holding Leather to the Currier's Bench.—M.aj
26, 1868.—This instrument clamps the hide to the
bench or block upon which it is placed for working
and dressing, a spring catch and ratchet being em-
ployed to maintain the jaws in theh' clamping posi-

tion and permit the hide to be readily liberated.

Claim.—1. The clamp pincers B B, as constructed,
having a spring catch, D, for holding them, and the
hide or leather E on the bench C or block, for man-
ipulating, substantially as herein described.

2. The stirrup or rack barE and lever pawl/ when
applied to clamps, for tanners' and cm'riers' use,
substantially as set forth.

78,335.—Ariel B. Sprout, Hughesville, Pa.—
Sorse Hay Fork.—May 26, 1868.—A hay-elevating
fork, consisting of two rods or bars, armed with
barbs or prongs, and hinged together near the center,
and spread out or contracted by means of a jointed
lever.

Claim.—1. A hay-elevating fork, proAided Avith

a penetrating point, and with rigid barbs, hooks, or
sjjurs, operating substantially as described.

2. A hay-elcA'ating fork, having barbs, hooks, or
spurs, which are thrust into and withdrawn from the
hay, or equivalent material to be raised, by a lateral

movement, relative to each other, of the bars to
Avhich said barbs or hooks are attached.

3. A hay fork, provided with rigid barbs or hooks,
which are covered when the fork is to be inserted
into or released from the hay, and uncovered .after

the fork has been inserted, for raising the hay.
4. A hay fork, composed of bars having a' lateral

or shear blade movement relative to each other, a
penetrating point, barbs or hooks, and a mechanism
or device for operating the bars and hooks, to cause
them to seize and hold or release the load, as de-

sii-ed.

5. Giving to the holding hooks or spurs a lateral

and upAvard movement or thrust, by means of toggle
links or levers connected therewith, for the purpose
of operating said hooks substantially as described.

78,336.—Anson P. Stephens, Brooklyn, IST. Y.
—CompositePipe.—May 26, 1868.—Hydraulic cement
is the material cited as the non-metallic lining. The
corrugated metal opposes a bm'sting as weU as a
compi'essing force, and prevents the endwise move-
ment of the non-metallic material.

Claim.—1. The combination of a thin corrugated
metallic sleeve Avith a non-metaUic lining, substan-
tially as before set forth.

2. The combination of a thin corrugated metallic
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sleeve with a non-metallic covering, substantially aa

before set forth.

3. The combination of a thin corrugated metallic

sleeve with both a non-metallic lining- and a non-

metallic covering, substantially as before set forth.

78,337.—'William Tibbals, South Coventry,

Cona.—Priming Metallic Cartridges.—May 26, 1868.

—A copper case is first formed in the usual manner.

The metallic disk or anvil is then made, it being of

the same diameter as the case, iuto which it is

dropped: the case is then drawn down to the di-

ameter of the bore of the fire-arm for which it is in-

tended, leaving the anvil secm-ely locked ia the

flange thus formed at the base.

OZaijn.—Seeming the anvil B by drawing or form-

ing the shell A down over it, in the manner shown
and described.

78,338.—Daniel Tiernet, l^eyv York, I^. T.

—

Tailors' Square.—Maj 26, 1868.—This improvement
is designed to facilitate the draAving of outlines upon
cloth, in conformity with measurements.
Claim.—A. tailors' T-squaro, consisting of the

cross-piece A, to which the bar or ruler B ia pivoted,

the bar having suitable graduated scales a b c, and
a pointer (Z, or its equivalents, and the cross-piece

being provided with marks e, or their equivalents,

on its surface, and with marks /on its front edge,

all arranged as set forth, for the pm'pose specified.

78,339.—G-AJBRIEL TJtley, Chapel Hill, ^N". C—
pZo'ty.—May 26, 1868.—The object is to secure the

parts in such a manner that they shall not be

weakened by having bolt holes in them, and may be
readily detached.

Claim.—1. Securing the moldboai-d E to the

plow by means of the dovetailed tongue e', formed
upon its inner side, fitting iuto a dovetaUed groove
formed in the forward side of the arm G-, cast solid

upon tlie side of the standard C, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the pm-pose set

forth.

2. Securing the point P to the plow by means of

the dovetailed tongue 6', formed upon its under side,

and fitting into a dovetailed gi-oove formed in the

forward side of the arm H, cast solid upon the side

of the lower part of the standard C, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

3. Connecting the moldboard E and point E to

each other by means of the pin I, passing through
the lower part of the said moldboard E, and
through the extended end of the tongue b', substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and for the

purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the tongued point E,

tongued moldboard E, grooved arms K and G-, and
standard C, with each other, substantially as herein

shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,340.—Jaivies D. Van Hoevenbergh, Kings-
ton, ]Sr. Y.—Carriage.—May 26, 1868.—The notched
side plates and hool*s are so arranged that on slightly

raising the seat, the hooks are released from the
notches, permitting the seat to be freely moved back-

ward or forward, it being securely fastened in any
desired position. The object of the straps under the

springs is to hold up the carriage body in case the
springs break. When the wagon is descending a

hill, the tongue slides back and forces the brake
blocks against the wheels, but in backing a coupling
piu prevents the sliding of the tongue.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the notched side plates D D, and inclined hooks H
H, for fastening movable scats, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. The India-rubber straps C C, under the springs

B B, secured thereto, and arranged in combination
therewith, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

3. The break blocks P P, balanced by the counter
weights li Pt, in combination with the double whillle-

tree break bar N, and sliding tongue L, substantially

as and for the purpose herein specified.

78,341 A. J. Tan Ornum, Hartford, Vt

—

Wood 'Turning Lathe.—M&j 26, .1868.—The mandrel

is provided with a sliding sleeve having a square
socket in one end, which, in conjunction with the
spurs on the end of the mandrel, serves to hold the
shaft of wood while it is being turned li-om the other
end, until the sliding turning tool comes in contact
with the end of said sleeve, Avhen the latter is pushed
back by the tool. Thus the whole length of the
shaft of wood may be turned.
Claim.—The, sleeve B, having a square socket B',

and adapted to rotate with and be moved longitu-
dinally upon the center A, substantially as and for
the pmpose herein set forth.

78,343.-^0HN B. T. Van Patten, Sing Sing,
N. Y.—Globe Valve.—Viixj 26, 1868.—By screwing
down the spindle, the valve is closed as in the ordi-
nary globe valve, if the pressure be on its under side.

When the spindle is raised, and the valve left free,

it acts as a check valve, as pressure upon its upper
side will close it. The valve is guided to its seat by
reason of the stem being in the tubular spindle xmd
bottom ifiece.

Claim.—The construction of valve C and hollow
spindle K, and their arrangement with reference to
wheel H and spindle E, substantially as desc^bed
and set forth.

78,343.—Lewis M. Van Sickle, Woodbridee,
I^. J.—Brick Machine.—M.a.j 26, 1868.—The clay is

forced outward from the rectangular mud bos
through slots or openings in opposite sides of said
box and near the bottom thereof, and received bv
molds, in each sei'ies of which the clay is pressed
by a plunger deriving a vertical, reciprocating mo-
tion from the vertical, central shaft. The plungers
are caused to alternately rise and fall, and the hori-
zontally reciprocating frames—through the medium
of which motion is communicated from the shaft to
the plungers—carry bars or dischargers, correspond-
ing in number and divisional spaces with the molds.
The vertically sliding gates are opened and closed
alternately by the action of the sweep upon pivoted
frames.

Claim.—1, The operating of the plungers E from
the vertical shaft C, through the medium of the
slotted arms J J, the reciprocating frame H, bars G-

E, connected with the bars i, fitted in the fi-amiug
B, and having the plungers E attached to them,
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The gates K K, operated as shown, in combina-
tion with the discharges m, and the plungers E, all

arranged so as to be operated from the shaft C. in
the manner substantially as and for the pm'pose
specified.

78,344.—John Van Winkle, l^ewTork, K T.—Wood Cleaver.—Maj 26, 1868.—The pendent bar is

designed to protect the edge by preventing it from
striking the earth or stones when in use. It is also
intended to protect the fingers of the operator and
the floor.

Claim..—A hatchet or cleaver A, formed or pro-
vided with a pendent bar, D, at its forward end, said
bar extending below the cutting edge of the tool, and
guarding the same from injmy when in use, substan-
tially as'described.

78,345.-George Vowles, ISTew Hudson, Mich.
—Potato nigger.—May 26, 1868.—The rake which
follows the knife and fingers is intended to throw to
the surface any potatoes which may escape said
fingers.

Claim.—1. The knife C, constructed with fingei"S

C^, and bowed armsC\ by which it is adjustably at-

tached to the handles B, and connected also there-
with by the braces F, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the knife, the adjustable
spring E, for regulating the depth of the cut sub-
stantially as described.

3. In combination with the knife and fingers, the
rake D, substantially as described.

4. The arrangomcnt of the tongue A, handles B,
and cross brace^B', and knife C, substantially as set

forth.

78,346.—John E. Williamson, Betlilehem, X.
J.—Fruit Can.—Ma^y 26, 1868.—The " cam '4s a biir
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extenciiiig entirely across the lid and havinf^ eccen-
tric g-udgeons upon its ends. The bar is ai^plied and
secured by fitting the gudgeons into the ends of the
grooves and -working them doAvu iu the grooA'es till

they reach the bottom of the same. The handle is

then bent down upon the cover, •whereby the gudge-
ons are brought above the axis of the bar.

Claim.—l.'The cam D, having the handle d, and
working in grooves b. that are provided in the sides
of the can, vrhen said cam is operating, substan-
tially as described, to hold down the cover of a fruit
can.' as set forth.

2. The combination of the can A, -which has the
flange a and grooves b, -R-ith the cover B, elastic C,
and cam D, all made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

78.347.—'WiLLiAJi D. TViLSOX. TTaterto-wn, X"
Y.—Horse Hay i^oj7j.—May 26, 186S.—The plug is

forced do-wnward by hand, causing the prongs to
emerge from the case and enter the hay ; the down-
ward movement is continued tiU the spring-actuated
lever passes below the tripping lever, -when the stop
is forced through a slot in the tube, and the parts are
thereby held in the relative position -which enables
the prongs to sustain the load. A pull upon the trip-

ping cord disengages the two levers and the spiral

spring then withdraws the prongs within the case
and so discharges the load.

Claim.—1. The levers k I, in combination with the
ping e, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

sr The levers Jc I, in combination with the arm I"

and screw I'", in manner described.

yS,34S.—John S. Wood, Hartford, assignor to
himself and Elizabeth P. SEYiiouu. TTest Hart-
ford, Conn.—Brick Machine.—Uaj 26, 1868.—The
rock shaft is connected by vertical rods with the
horizontal reciprocating roll which carries the pres-

ser. The rock shaft and, consequently, the presser
derive a variable motion from the main shaft thi-ough
the medium of a lever whose lugs or tappets act al-

ternately upon the loose arm and fixed crank which
are attached to the rock shaft, and which may be
adjusted with respect to each other by means of the
notched pivoted bar. The front end of the grate
8-wings upward to permit the passage of such ob-
struc'tions as may project from the molds, and the
grate and gate move simultaneously.

Claim.—1. The notched bar H, hinged to the loose
arm h upon the shaft Gr, and serving to connect said
ai"m with the crank/, substantially as described, for

the purpose specified.

2. The lever i, having lugs, I m, fitted loosely upon
the rock shaft G. and connected with the main driv-

ing shaft, in combination with the loose arm/?, crank
/, and hinged rack bar H, for the purpose of giving
motion to the rock shaft G, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. The swinging grate M, in combination with the
sliding gate X'an'd the pins ?i, all made and operate-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.

78,349.— J. F. Zachaeias, Leesburg, Va.—
Bailroad Station Indicator.—'Maj 26, 1868.— The
supplemental roller or shaft may be acted upon by
springs to cause the apron to bind properly upon the
rolls. The pressure rollers press the apron against
India-rubber straps or bands upon the central driv-

ing roUer.
Claim.—1. The combination of the apron or band

E, rollers F ¥', cord G, and operating roller L, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with the foregoing, the supple-
mental roller or shaft E, substantiallv as described.

3. The an-angement, with the elements in the fore-

going first clause, of the pressure rollers P P, sub-
stantially as described.

78,350.—C. E. Anthoxt, Chicago, HI., assignor
to himself and John Charters.—Hassock Machine.
—May 26, 18G8.—This instrument is for stuffing and ,

shaping carpet hassocks. The bottom part holds
I

the covering and gives shape thereto while being 1

stuffed, and the top part holds the stuifing material. ,

Claim.—The three-part hoop A B E. whose top, 1

A, is removable, and the lower part B E hinged at
!

the bottom, and having a rim, C C, with projecting
1

brads a a, &c., for holding a hassock cover^ sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,351.— William Areouquier, TTorcester,
:!dAss.— Clothes X>n'er.—May 26, 1868.—This clothes
drier is passed out through a window and supported
thereat iu the manner shown. The lines upon which
the clothes are hung may be moved upon theii- pul-
leys so as to bring any part thereof or any of the sus-
pended clothes within reach of the person inside tiie

building.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the side pieces

I) D and end pieces E E, of the eyes b b, endless
bands or cords m. pulley supporting pieces F, and
ear pieces/, substantially as and for the pm-poses
set forth.

2. The combination, with the hinged and folding
clothes-drying frame, of cords B, or their equivalents,
for supporting the same upou the exterior of the
-window, substantially as and for the pm-poses set

forth.

3. The combination, with the frame C, ears/, and
eyes b b, of the supporting wires or cords B B, and
the fastenings h, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

4. The combination, with the frame C, and ears/,
of the buttons n, substantially as and tor the pui--

poses set forth.

78,352.-Daniel Ash-o'-orth and Egbert B.
Eaton, TTobarn, Mass.

—

Apparatus for Concen-
trating Sulphuric Acid.—May 26, 1868.—The retorts
through which the acids pass in the process of con-
densation are made wholly or partially of platinum
to prevent breakage and waste. The steam or
vapor fr'om the retorts is conducted to the oil of
-vitriol chamber so as to dispense with steam from a
separate boiler. A reservoir or vessel, ibrmed with
a double casing, is so arranged that the oil of vitriol

wMl pass through the space formed by the double
casing previous to its concentration, and thus be-

come heated by the concentrated acid in the inner
portion of saidVessel, the concentrated acid being
in an equal degi'ee cooled by contact with the inner
casing of the vessel.

Claim.—1. Conducting the steam or vapors from
the retorts to the oil of vitriol chamber, for the pur-
pose and in the manner substantially as described.

2. Cooling the concentrated oil of vitriol and
heating the vitriol before its concentration, by pass-
ing the same around or through a vessel, I, con-
structed as described.

3. Constructing the pan c, with tubes or flues d,

for the purpose specified.

4. Conducting the acid ft-om one retort to the other,

by means of siphons or tubes, as described.
'5. Constructing the retorts of platinum, or partly

of platinum and partly of glass, when the same are
an-anged in a series* and commuuicare with each
other, as set forth.

78,353.—James Ball, Xew York, IST. Y.—En-
velope Machinc.—'M.aj 26, 1868.-By the devices
named in the claims the machine is rendered capable
of gumming the seal flaps as well as the lower or end
flaps, and of performing the several other functions
which arenecessary in order to the completion of the
envelope.
Claim,.—1. The arrangement of a revolving gum-

mer, G, having a different velocity fr-om the table

which supports the blanks, in combination with the

reciprocating table C, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. Giving to the revolving gummer a positive com-
pouud rising and falling an"d 'revolving motion, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The cam u. stop m', and weight or spring «*, in

combination with the pinions r r^ on the shaft of the

gummer G, substantially as and for the puipose set

forth.

4. The selfadjusting clamp x to act on the pile of

blanks, substantially as and for the purpose described.

5. Giving to the pile of blanks a motion under the

gummer G'aud picker H, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

6. Tlie arrangement of an automatic stop-motion,

composed of thlj latch rf, and notch in the frame A.
in combination with the gimimer and picker, and
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vnth the platform D supporting the blanks, substan-
tially as aud lor the piu'pose described.

7. The arrang-emeut of distinct strips IST, catching
over the edges of the lower creasing box, and at-

tached thereto by set screws, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

8. The heels ty^ attached to the folding wings v^v^*,
by one or more set screws, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

9. The spiral carriers O, to carry the envelopes
along, and retain them free from pressm*e until the
gum has dried, when arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

10. The combination of two or more sets of spiral
carriers O O', running in opposite directions, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

11. Increasing the pitch of the screw threads at
the receiving cuds of the spiral carriers O 0', sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose described.

12. The separator c^, in combination with the
spiral cai-riers, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

13. The reciprocating conveyer d^, in combination
with the spiral conveyers 0', constructed and oper-
ating substantially as aud for the purpose described.

14. The arrangement of a transparent panel or
pane, J^, in the receiving table P of the envelope ma-
chine, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,354.

—

Jajies Baoier, Brooklyn, IS". T., as-

signor to liimself and Williaji G-iieexleaf, same
place.

—

Self Clinching Spike.—May 2b', 18G8.

Claim.—A spike split or divided longitudinally,
and having its split parts so beveled or inclined that
when driven into the wood the jjortious on opposite
sides of the split or cleft will diverge in opposite di-

rections parallel with the split or cleft, substantially
as herein described.

78,355.—Charles "W. Barnes, Janesville, Wis.
—Spring Catch and Stop for Z)oors.—May 26, 1868

;

antedated May 19, 1868.—The knob fastened to the
base board or' wall of a room, is provided with a
spring catch to receive a staple or loop in the door
and thus hold tlie door open, a slight pull being-

sufficient to detach the loop and permit the door to

be closed. The rubber seat keeps the spring in
place aud serves as an ansiliary thereto.

Claim-.—Knob A, metallic springs C, rubber seat
E, and staple D, connected to a door, when the
whole are constructed aud used substantially as and
for the purposes described.

78,356.—Simeon L. Barinds, St. Joseph, Mo.—
Pejyetual Calendar.—May 2G, 1868.—This invoition
has reference to a device by means of which the day
of the week may be readily ascertained when the
year, month, and day of the month are given.

Claivi.—1. The combination of the. card-board E
and dials D B, having letters and figures marked on
them, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of screw wheels F Gr, screws
H L and dials D B. substantially as set forth.

78,357.- Erancis Bates, ISTiles, Mich.—Saiv
Set.—May 26, 1868.—The jaws aud tlie set screws
therein permit the set to be freely moved along the
saw blade, and yet the latter is sufhciently braced
thereby in a lateral direction while each tooth is

being bent by the lever. The lever is adjustable
vertically by its attaching screw, aud the degreS of

its vibration is limited by the screws in the frame of
the set.

Claim.—A saw set, consisting of the frame A,
provided with the jaws B, and set screws b, for

holding the saw, and having the lever E ari'angcd

to operate therein, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

78,358.—Thomas L. Baylies, Richmond, Ind.—
Inking Apparatus for Printing Presses.—May 26,

IgfiS.—This apparatus is employed in connection
with a printing press for the purpose of adapting the

same to print in different colors at a single oper-

ation.
Claim.—1. The inking slats e, e', and e", hinged

and so arranged in sets as to all occupy the same
horizontal plane, aud also to admit of theii* being-

separated and brought in contact with the different
colored inking rollers, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The grooves t, t', t", in the sides of the frames, in
combination with the inking slat frames, or their
equivalents, by which said inking slats are directed
against the surfaces of their respective inking rollers,

substantially as described and for the pmpose set
forth.

78,359.—William Bellairs and Henry De
MOTT, Atkinson, 111— Windoiu Blind.—May 26, 1868.
—The purpose of one cord is to adjust the slats, and
that of the other to raise the whole blind, the latter
being counterbalanced, when raised, by the weighted
tassels.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slats A A and
folding bar B in casing C, arranged either outside or
inside of the window, and operating by:meansof the
cords D and E and loaded tassels E and Gr, substan-
tially as and for the purposes above set forth.

78,360.—IsTiCHOLAS H. Bokgfeldt and Fred-
erick W. EiTTERHOFF, ':^ew York, IsT. Y.—2Iachina
for Gramdating and Finishing Tobacco.—Ma.j 26,
1868.—A machine to facilitate the mauufactm'e of
kiilikinickaud cigarette tobacco. The tobacco scraps
from which such tobacco is manufactured are
thrown into a hopper, whence they i^ass into the
upper sieve, througli wliich the tobacco which is

broken up by the spiral brush is forced, while that
portion which is not broken up is carried out at the
end of the sieve together with whatever pieces of
wood aud other hard substances may have been in-

troduced Avith the scraps. The hue particles of
tobacco and dust pass into aud arc separated by a
lower sieve containing an agitatiug screw.

Claim:—In a device for granulating and finishing
tobacco, the arrangement of the spiral brushes, cyl-

indrical sieve B, conveyer sci'ew E, cylindrical sieve
D, and the discharges F G, when constructed and
operating as herein described.

78,361.—Robert J. Clay, Flushing, ]Sr. T—
Alphabet To?/.—May 26, 1868.—The pictorial illus-

trations with their representative letters are suc-
cessively brought behind the transpai'ent i)ortion of
the front, and the advent of each is announced by a
stroke upon the bell, thus securing attention.

Claim.—1. A traveling alphabet, preferably of
pictorial character, operated automatically, by means
of clock work, within a stand or case, by causing the
same to wind and unwind intermittently on and off

drums, aud so as to expose but a letter at a time,
substantially as specified.

2. In combination with an intermittently traveling
alphabet apron, operated automatically as described,
the bell E, struck to indicate the changes made in
the exposm-e of the letters, essentially as herein
set forth.

3. The combination of the alphabet apron C, drums
D E, spoke driving wheels F G, bellE, with its ham-
mer e, and clock or watch work, all arranged within
a stand or case, having a partially transparent front,

for operation as described.

78,362.—Robert F. Cooke, Newark, i^. J.—
Cotton Picker.—May 26, 1868.—The shaking device
operates against the' lower part of the stem of the
plant in such a way as to 0])en the bolls and allow
the cotton to separate itself therefrom. A blast of
air blows the sepai-atcd cotton into a receptacle or
conveyer.
Claim.—1. Opening the bolls of cotton plants and

disengaging the cotton from the bolls by means of
knocking or shaking the cotton plant, as set forth
and specified.

2. TJie ai'rangcment of flails d at the lower end of
a revolving shaft operating the cotton plant, in the
manner aud for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

3. In combination with a shaking device which
loosens the cotton from the boll, the use of a blast of
air to blow the thus loosened cotton into a receiver,

substantially as described.
4. The blast opening J, in combination with the

screen or receiver F, said opening and receiver ex-

tending neai-ly from the top to the bottom of the cot-
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ton plant, iu the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

5. The trough G, proviclccl with an endless con-
veyer belt, L, to convey the cotton from the re-

ceiver F to the after part, or to any other desired
part of the machine, constructed and operated sub-

stantially as set forth.

6. The guides V and W, or their equivalent, ar-

i~anged and constructed so as to lift up the lower
branches of the cotton plant, and to guide the plant,

iu the manner and for the pm'pose substantially as
set forth and described.

78,363.—William De Camp, ]Srewark, IST. J.,

assignor to himself and A. K. E. Falck, same place.—Faring Knife for Boots and Shoes.—May 26, 1868.

—When the instrument is in use, the edge of the
guide piece is inserted between the sole and the
"upper leather in the joint, and being pressed to the
bottom guides and regulates the cutting. It will be
seen that the guide piece is between the point of the
knife and the upper leather.

Claim.—The handle A, guide piece y, adjuster V,
wedge C, knife E, and the screw S, all combined,
constructed aud arranged substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified aud shown.

78,364.—Petek S. Crawfoed, Kockford, HI.—
Harness Buckle—M.aj 26, 1 868.—The object in taper-

ijig the tongues from the mid-length to the extremity
is to give them greater strength and facilitate the
buckling and unbuckling of the straps.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the circular

frame A, having tongue, B, of tapering form, hinged
t« bars C C, D or D £>, substantially as shown and
set forth.

78,365.— John A. Evarts, West Meriden,
Conn., assignor to Bradley & Hubbard, same
place.— Chandelier.—May 26, 1868.—The base or
body of the chandelier, as well as the base of the
pulley arms, is so constructed that the arms are
locked therein by bolting the parts of the body
together. A bolt holds together the two parts of the
hollow case, admitting of the removal of one part, in
oi'der that weights may be added or removed, ac-

cording as the chandelier is heavier or lightei".

Claim.—1. The flange A, combined with the parts
B and C, and constructed so as to receive and hold
the arms E, substantially in the manner described.

2. The aiTaugement of the pulleys & upon their

arms G, v.hen the said arms are secured in the base
E, substantially in the manner and for the pui-pose

set forth.

3. The weight, consisting of the two parts of the
case, H and I, secured together by the bolt L and
nut is", and provided with adjusting weights P, sub-
stantially in the manner herein set forth.

78,366.—William A. Eenn, West Meriden,
Comi.—Covered Dish.—Maj 26, 1868.—The spring
secm'es the sleeve in its position within the bearing,
but when it is desired to remove the cover the sleeve
may be drav.-n out of the bearing, thus permitting
the trunnion to be lifted through the slot in the
bearing.
Claim.—The arrangement of the sleeve d upon

the trmmion C, and combined with a bearing, a,

which said bearing is provided with an open slot,

tlie whole constructed and arranged to operate in the
manner set forth.

78,367.—M. Isadora Fint)LEY, ISTew York, IST.

Y.— Waist Belt or Girdle.—'Maj 26, 1868 ; antedated
May 15, 1868.—A metallic waist belt for ladies and
children ; a loose sliding buckle being made to en-

gage with apertures arranged in a series, so as to
adapt the belt to waists of different size.

Claim.—The detached buckle B, with its knob or
button-shaped projections d, in combination with the
perforated cuds of t^e belt, for use essentially as
shovni and described".

7S,36S.—Isaac IT. Frost, Peoria, Til.—Churn.
—ilay 26, 1868.—The dashers are semi-circular plates
which pass each other as they are moved up and
down ; their rods are attached to a compound crank
and ax.e permitted lateral movement by slots in the

lid, which slots are always closed by the sliding
plates.

Claim.—1. The dashers G G, propelled by a crank,
in connection with the sliding plate through which
they pass, substantially as shown.

2. The sliding plate A A, to close the slot in the
top, as shown.

3. The slot, covered with a movable plate, through
which the dasher may pass, substantially as shown.

78,369.—Frederick Gerfen, West Hempfield
Township, 'Pa.—Hay Cutter.—May 26, 1868.—This
hay cutter is used in cutting hay from the mow. The
mode of operation is to introduce the point into the
mass and apply the proper pressure to the handle.
The central rest is to afibrd a leverage, but is not
essentially a part of the instrument. When the sup-
plemental handle is grasped, the handle proper and
the shaft serve as a guard to protect the handle.

Claim.—The "hay cutter," constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

78,370.— George William Hawksley and
Matthew Wild, Sheffield, 'England.—Combination
of a Fuddling Furnace with a Steam Generator.—
May 26, 1868.—The object is to so combine a furnace
with a boiler, or water jacket, as to render the heat
simultaneously available for boiling or heating metals
or other materials, and for generating steam.

Claim.—The furnace e and boiler a, constructed
as described, the former being located within the
latter, in such manner as to be wholly surrounded by
water, the arrangement being such that the heat of
the furnace generates the steam of the boiler, as
shown and described.

78,371.—Michael Hexdersox, Detroit, Mich.—Car Brake and Starter.—May 26, 1868.—The power
of the momentum is stored in the springs when the
cars are stopping, and this power is utilized in over-
coming the inertia of the cars iu starting.
Claim.—1. The longitudinal bars K, shafts D and

O, when connected with the bar G, and operated by
the lines or chains L, secured by ratchets and pawls
X, substantially as aud for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the above-named parts with
the parallel longitudinal rods H, provided with spiral
springs 6, sleeves J, and connecting bar T, the line
or chain I, cylinder E, and shifting bar G, -when
arranged and operating substantially as herein set
forth.

78,373.—John Herold and Mercer Brown,
Frederick, M.d.—Folishfor Leather.—Maj 26, 1868.
—A compoimd, including spirits of wine, Venice
tiu'peutine, lamjD-black, resin, gum turpentine, India-
rubber, neats-foot oil, oil of lavender, and gum
shellac.

Claim.—The within described mixture, when com-
pounded and used substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

7S,373.—ELiJAn Holmes, Lynn, Mass.— F^je-
tahle and Fruit Slicer.—'Maj 26, 1868.—The bars to
which the knives are riveted are pivoted at both
ends, aud Irom their inner ends rigidly project
crooked arms, whose terminal points are pressed
upon by the broad flange of the adjusting nut, which
on being turned depresses or relieves the crooked
arms, aud thus produces a simultaneous and uniform
adjustment of all the knives, each crooked ai-m being
pressed against the nut by a spring fastened to the
back of the wheel.

Claim.—1. The combination of the knife H, the
bar F, the arm I, the nut J, and the spring d, or their
mechanical equivalents.

2. The 3ombination of the several parts, as above
described, so that several knives sliall be controlled
and adjusted by a single screw or nut, for the pur-
poses and in the manner substantially as above set

forth.

78,374.—F. Hull, Birmingham, Conn.—Skirt
Former.—May 26, 1868.—The form upon which the
hoop skirt is made is provided with an expanding or
adjusting apparatus, which is piA'oted to the front
arms, and so connected to the others that the ex-
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pansion gradually increases from the front to tlie

rear.
Claim.—The arrangement of the adjusting bar G-,

pivoted to the front arms, and provided with the bars
H, I, and L, corresponding to the other arms of the
form, the whole constructed so as to be adjusted by
the raising or lowering of the bar G-, substantially as
and for the pm'pose specified.

78,375.—A. G. Hunter, Flint, Great Britain.—Manufacture of Soda and Potash.—May 26, 1868.

—The alkaline silicate is mixed with a solution of
bicarbonate of lime, whereby silicate of Ume and
alkaline bicarbonate are produced.

Claim.—The process of converting silicate of soda
or silicate of potash into the corresponding carbon-
ate, by double . decomposition with bicarbonate of
lime, as substantially described herein.

78,376.—Jerry A. Hunter, New London, Ya.—Machinefor Straightening Tobacco.—May 26, 1868.

—The tobacco first passes through the brush to be
cleaned, it being guided thence by the upright plain
rollers to the grooves of the horizontal rotating roll-

ers, which straighten the tobacco and press the
bundles to a proper size for prizing.

Claim.—The funnel-shaped brush, and upright
self-acting rollers attached.

78,377.—P. F. Eessler and John Carlisle,
Dayton, Ohio.—Steam Seater.—Mnj 26, 1868.—This
hea'ter is made up of radiating shells each of which
is traversed transversely by short tubes separated by
division plates, and arranged in parallel series so as
to form corresponding steam channels. The induc-
tion steam pipe communicates by lateral apertures
with each of the shells, the steam passing from one
channel to another ; and the projections of the inter-

posed plates, cause a more effective impingement of
the air against the heated surfaces.

Claim.—1. The metallic plates D and the case E,
in combination with the shells A in radiators, as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the shells A A, pipes & &,

partitions a a, nipples B B, steam pipe C, and case
E, when the several parts are constructed and
operate substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

78,378.—Thomas Langston, Meriden, Conn.,
assignor to E.Miller and Co., same place.—ia?i-
tern.—May 26, 1868.—The object is to construct the
lantern so that by the removal of the lamp socket
the globe may be taken from within the guards for

the purpose of cleaning, and be replaced when
broken. The guard flange is large enough to permit
the globe to be withdrawn through it.

Claim..—The combination of the lamp socket A
•with the lower guard flange C, when the said guard
flange is provided with one or more internal projec-

tions, /, and the set screw G, so as to secure the said
socket to the flange, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

78,379.-Canceled.

78,380.—Patrick Lennox, Hiram H. Bobbins,
and Edward Hayes, Lynn, Mass.

—

Machine for
Beaming Hides.—Maj 26, 1868.—The effect of the
brake is to enable the whole hide to be beamed at one
operation, thereby avoiding the necessity of remov-
ing it from the machine and turning it about end for

end. The beaming tool has the necessary elasticity

imparted to it by the bracket and springs. The ar-

rangement oi" the cranks, shafts, &c., is designed to

conduce to strength of parts, and secure an equable,

steadv motion.
Claim.—I. In a machine for beaming hides or

dressing leather, a device so constructed and applied
thereto as to automatically press upon or clamp the
hide to its supporting table, and hold it in position
under the action of the beaming tool, in order to
mahipulate the hide at one operation.

2. As a device for accomplishing the above result,

the combination and arrangement of the brake bar
g Avith the vibrating levers s s, such levers being piv-

oted to tlie guides b b, and actuated by the wipers u
u, and operating in connection with the beaming- tool

essentially in manner and for the purpose as herein
shown and described.

3. The mode of suspending the beaming tool from
the sliding carriage c, that is, by means of the plate
or bracket j, posts i i, and springs k, &c., substan-
tially in manner and for the purpose as herein shOAvn
and described.

4. The arrangement or disposition of the twin
cranks e e, as supported by the shafts//, and carry-
ing between them the two rods d and n, and ec-
centric, p. essentially as herein set forth and ex-
plained

78,381.—Alexander Leverty, Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Running Cornice.—May 26, 1868.—JBy the
use of two corresponding instruments or mokTs the
molding is run upon the wall, and the angle formed
at the same operation. The first mold is run upon
one wall to the angle, then the mold is held in po-
sition and the angle dressed off by the surface of the
mold. The molding upon the other w^oll is then run
to the angle, meeting and intersecting with the
first.

Claim.—Molds or forms for running stucco cornices
constructed in the manner herein described, so as to
form, complete, the molding into the internal angles,
substantially as set forth.

78,382.—William Lindon, ISTew Haven. Conn.—Watch Key.—May 26, 1868.—The sheath prevents
the filling up of the tube of the key.

Claim.—A key, provided with "a sheath, B, tho
upper end of which is slitted so as to form springs
to secure the sheath to the key, substantially as set
forth.

78,383.-W. A. Long and J. E. Layey, Ply-
mouth, Ind.

—

Grain Car.—May 26, 1868.—The boxes
are hinged together at their adjacent ends. By
means of the rack bars, cog wheels, and shafts the
ends of the boxes may be raised so as to incline their

bottoms toward the intermediate revolving gate
through which the grain is discharged into'the
trough suspended beneath the car.

Claim.—The arrangement of the boxes A A, with
the revolving gate C between, and rack-bars D D,
shafts g, and cogwheels operated by the levers j, and
placed at the outer ends of the boxes, substantially

as and for the pm-poses specified.

78,384.—PwOBERT 0. LowREY, Salem, l!T. T.—
Shoe.—May 26, 1868.—The water-proofing process
referred to is described in letters patent granted to

the same party on the 10th day of December, 1866.

Claim.—A water-proof shoe or covering for the
foot, when manufactured of cloth, paper, or leather,

made water proof by my patented process hereia
mentioned, or either' of these materials, or of any
combination of the same, substantially as herein de-

scribed, as a ne"iv article of manufacture.

78,385.— ISTiCHOLAS Lumsden, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Boot and Shoe.—May 26, 1868.—Tliis invention
relates to a macliine for making screwed boots and
shoes upon unplated lasts, the object being to pro-

vide a gauge by which the length of the screw and
the dep1;h to wliich it penetrates shall be regulated,

so as to avoid the necessity of plating the last with
metal to stop the screw. A clamp is employed to

secure the wire firmly while the screw is being cut,

said clamp being readily discr.gaged when desired.

The last is provided witli a movable support which
can be operated by the foot, to Avithdraw the last

from the machine, while, by means of a slide and a
series of adjustable turning joints, the last is easily

moved and turned into any position for receiving thi)

screws.
Claim.—1. The regulating guide, consisting of the

sliding-rod L and its adjustable nut M, together with
the screw plate I and the wire-liolding clamp, the

whole constructed and oiicrating subbtantially as

and for the purpose describecL
2. The adjustable last standard, constructed and

operating substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. The device, consisting of the spring TV, rod V,

cvlindei- g, and barrel h, for obtaining a perpendic-

ular motion of the last, and a pressure against the

I
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screw plate, substantially as and for the purpose de-

Bcribed.

7S,3S6. — Bkkjamin K. Maltbt, Cincinnati,

OMo, assignor to TnoMAS N. Drake, same place.

—

Coffee Hoast'^r.—Maj 26, 18G8.—In operation the
end wings throw the coffee toward the middle of the
concave^bed. the central double wing returning it to

the ends. The wings are attached to the rotary
shaft and carry elastic plates to adapt the stirrer,

accommodate itself to any irregidarities that may
exist in the bed, and to tit closely thereto without
undue fi-iction.

Claim.—A coffee roaster, provided with an axle or
shaft, to which paddles, acting as inclined planes,

and combined with elastic plates, are attached, and
which revolves within a stationary semi-cyMnclrical

bed, the v>-hole being constructe'd, arranged, and
operated substantially in the manner and for the pm--
pose described.

7S,3S7.—Joseph P. Manton, ProTidence, E.I.
—Holder for Lathe Planer.—M.aj 26, 1868.—Two
bars of metal, seciu*ed together side by side, consti-

tute the tool-holder. The bars are riveted together
at their rear ends and a portion of the surfaces in

juxtaposition are cut away at the front end to enable
that end to yield to the strain of a clamp-uut which
binds the tool in the mortise, half of which latter is

made in each of the bai-s.

Claim.—A tool-holder, constructed substantially

as herein described.

7S,38S.—Ja^fes McISTaiiaea, Buffalo, assignor
to himself and C. D. Page, Eochester, X. Y.—3/a-

cMnefor Dresainrj Brick.—ilay 26, 1868; antedated
May IS, lcG8.—The brick to be dressed is supported
upon one of the plates of the endless carrier, and is

brought to rest in a position to have its five remain-
ing sides acted upon by plates or platens, of which
those whereby the sides of the brick are pressed are
hinged so as'to be closed upon or against the brick
by the downward movement of a sliding fi-ame, and
then opened or tm-ned into a horizontal position to

allow the finished brick to be conveyed away and a
new one brought into position for treatment.

Claim.—1. "Alternately arresting and releasing the
endless carrier S, by means of the lever J, winch, and
arm q r, spring «, and wedge t, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as set forth.

2. "The hinged plates f/ ry and springs;^', in com-
bination with a vertically-sliding frame for operating
them, substantially in the manner and for the pm*-

pose specified.

3. In combination therewith, the end plates m m,
rods n n, and springs 2> P, arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the plates or platens g g, m
m, and u\ for dressing brick by simultaneously
pressing it on aU sides, when operated substantially
in the manner specified.

5. Themachiue, as a whole, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as described.

7S,3S9.—Levi Miller, Johnsville, Ohio.—Gafe.
—May 26, 1868.—The gate is made in two parts, the
lower of which is sustained at any height by means
of a pin, the object being to effect the elevation of
the lower part of the gate when necessary, as in case
of snow or other obstruction, without raising the en-
tire gate.

Claim.—The construction of a farm gate in the
manner as herein described and represented.

rS,390—H. "Walker Xeal, Sidnev, Ohio.—
PZoic—May 26, 1868.—One of the wheels of the plow
is mounted upon a supplemental axle, attached to a
lever pivoted upon the main axle, and provided with
proper devices for holding it in position, said wheel
being thus adapted for hill-side plowing. The mode
of attaching the plow-beam maintains its parallelism
with the tongue when lowered or raised.

Claim.—I. The lever E, when pivoted upon the
main axle, as set forth, for raising and lowering the
wheel A'

2. The combination of the levers E and E . notched
flange e^, and spring c^. for the purpose of holding
the wheel A' in desired position

3. The combination of the tongue B, lever G-,

clevis H, and plow-beam C, an-anged and operating
as and for the purpose set forth.

78,391.-G.VIUS L. Parker, Coventryville. X.
Y.

—

Boilerfor Making Maple Sugar.—May 26, 1863.

—The bottom of the boiler foi-nis an areh which is

open at both ends. The boiler may be placed upon
the gTOund and fij-e built in the arch. The material
to be heated is brought into contact with the top as
well as the sides of the arch.

Claim.—The cast-iron heads B B, with narrow
fianges extending outward, so that the sheet metal
A may be bent or stamped to conform to the shape
of the heads, and thereto be riveted to the flanges,
aU constructed and used as specified.

7S,392.—Harrison C. Pearsoxs, Ferrysbiu-g,
Mich.-,S't4/i i>t«Z.—May 26, 1868.—The binge joiiit

renders the dial adjustable, so as to make the angle
between the horizon and the axis of the dial equal 'to

the latitude of the place where the dial is to be used,
by means of the graduated arc attached to the
gnomon. The instrument is thus adapted for use in
any part of the world.

Claim.—The combination of the polar dial A and
the equatorial dial B with the semi-cybuder C, when
employed instead of a plane surface for the equatorial
dial.

78,393.—'TOKN H. Ehodes, Brooklvn, IST. Y.—
Fire Plug.—:Sliij 26, 1868.—The hydrant yields later-

ally under the impulse occasioned by the unequal
flow of water in the hose connecting the same with
the fixe-engiue, and the destructive janing incident
to the ordinary hydrant from such impulse is avoided.

Claim.—The hydrant, having its lovrer end work-
ing on a universal joint communicating with the
water-main, and its upper end sustained by saitable
springs, substantially as and for the pui-pose'specified.

78,394.—H. Schuyler Eoss, Buffalo, IJ". Y., as-

signor to Charles G. Eoss, Xew York, X. Y.—
Baggage Check.—May 26, 1868.—All or a portion of
the names of places on any route are stamped or en-
graved upon the plate, and holes or beveled slots are
formed in the i)late at or opposite each name, to re-

ceive the lugs of an index or pointer showing the
destination of the baggage. Another pointer may
be employed to show whence the baggage came.
Claim'—1. The combination of a baggage check,

containing many names and perforations, with a
separate and de'tachable pointer or indicator, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

2. A detachable metallic index or pointer, so con-
structed as to securely retain a given position upon
a baggage check, containing many names and per-
forations, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

78,395.—H. Schuyler Eoss, Is^ew York, ]S^. Y.,
assignor to Charles G-. Eoss and Henry B Eells.
Steam Water Ejector.—May 26, 1868; antedated
May 14, 1868.—The auxiliary suction pipe is so ar-

ranged relatively to the suiToimding steam way or
nozzle that the steam employed for forcing the water
acts upon the water in a surrounding pipe or reser-

voii- as well as upon the water rising in the auxiliary
suction pipe.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the water pipe or
conductor E, in such relation to the steam pipe or
jet C, that the discharge end of such water pipe shall

open or discharge within the steam pipe or jet, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

2. The arrangement of the water pipe or conductor
E, so that by a longitudinal movement of the said
water pipe or conductor, the flow of steam from the
steam pipes or jet C, may be entirely shut off or reg-
ulated, substantially as herein specified.

78,396 ^E. W. S.^^DERSON and W. A. Shat-
TUCK, Hillsboro County, X. H., assignors to them-
selves, Bex.tahin Whiting, and H. J. Miller.—
Hand Seed-Sower.—May 26, 1868.—The strap is ad
justable and regulates the amount of seed which
passes into the delivery groove of the cylinder. The
plow yields, when opposed by immovable obstacles.

1
Claim.—L The cylinder A with grooves and
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straps D, macle and arranged and operating with
screw F, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the plow G- with spring H,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes above set forth.

78,397.—AlvAH L. Sawyer and "Wilson Bald-
win, Detroit, Mich.—Spring Bed Bottom.—May 26,

18G8.—Two rectangular frames, to the upper of

which the slats are attached, are connected by a cen-

tral transverse spring and by blocks interposed be-

tween the frames at points between the ends of the
spring and the ends of the frame.

Claim.—The combination of the transverse bars
A A and F F, the longitudinal bars B B and E E,
with the fulcrum blocks C C C C, the crotched trans-

verse spring D, and the slats H HH, &c., when con-

structed, ai'ranged, and operating substantially as

hei-ein set forth and shown.

78,398.—Augustus Schuffert and G-eokge
Cooper, Wyandott, Mich.—(7/mrn.—May 26, 1868.

—The vertical shaft to which the dasher is attached
derives motion through gearing from the horizontal
shaft.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
shafts B and E, together with the wheels C and D,
and the dasher, operating as and for the pm-pose
above described.

78,399.—Caleb L. Shotwell, Allamnchy, jST.

J.

—

Apparatus for Measuring Cloth.—May 26, 1868.

—The device is used by inserting the tubular nose
between the folds of the goods to be measured, the
end of the cord being held fast at the point of inser-

tion and running the same around between the folds

until the end is reached. The number of yards are
indicated on the large dial and i)iQ fractions on the
small dial.

Claim.—1. The combination, with an apparatus,
constructed substantially as described, for measuring
cloth in the roll or piece, of a dial or indicator,

substantially as described.
2. The combination with a cloth-measuring de-

vice, of a reel, cord, and dial, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The measuring apparatus, constructed as de-

scribed and shown by the drawings.

.78,400.— Philander H. STA>rDisH, Martinez,
Cal.

—

Mounting the Cutters of Kotary Plows.—May
26, 1868.—A number of horizontal arms are attached
to the bottom of a vertical driving shaft and carry
stout iron hubs turning on horizontal axes. Through
these hubs the cutters pass vertically, and, for use
in soil which contains but few stones, they are
braced by pieces of cast iron which is strong enough
for ordinary work but whicli breaks off if the cut-

ter strikes a stone, thus allowing the hub to revolve
until the cutter has passed over the stone, when a
new supporting piece is attached. In land where
stones are abundant a stiff spring is employed in lieu

of the cast-iron piece.

Claim.—1. The revolving hubs E E and the sup-

porters F F, constructed and operating substantially

iis and for the purpose described.
2. A flexible or yielding arm, having the spring

G-, or its equivalent, together with the rotary cut-

tei', substantially as and for the purpose described.

78,401.—Anson P. Thayer, Syracuse, 17. T.—
Machine for Grinding the Cutters of Mowing Ma-
chines.—May 26, 1868.—This machine grinds the cut-

ters without detaching them from the harvester.
The cutter bar is first moved so as to bring one
edge of all the cutters centrally between the fingers,

and the foot of the end post is then placed upon the
cutter bar and the legs upon the ground, care being
taken to have the sliding frame parallel with the
edge to be acted upon. The grinding stone being
then adjusted in an angular plane to suit the beveled
edge of the cutter, the operato*', while sitting upon
the bench, turns the cranks with both hands, the
effect being to rotate the grinding wheel and
at the same time cause it to move along and
grind the edge of the cutter. The machine is shifted
from one cutter to another, and all the edges at one

side being thus consecutively ground, the grinding
wheel, as also the machine itself, is changed in posi-

tion so as to grind the opposite edges of the cutters.
Claim.—1. A portable grinding mechanism for

grinding the cutters of mowin,^ machines, provided
Avith a bench forming a seat for the operator, sub-
stantially as and fbr the purpose described.

2. A mowing machine grinding wheel provided
with means for pressing it upon the cutter blades
with a yielding pressm-e, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
3. The combination of the vertical extensions C^

and C^ of the frame C with the bench, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

4. The mechanism of a portable cutter-grinding
machine, constructed substantially as described, in
combination with driving mechanism arranged for

the application of both hands of the operator to the
driving shaft, substantially as and for the pui-pose
described.

5. The combination, with the frame C and the
swinging frame D, of the screwed sleeveH provided
with a swivel joint, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

6. The combination of the oscillating frame D
with the feeding screw E arranged within the
frame, and serving as the axial support of the same,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

7. The rotating feeding screw, in combination
with the sliding frame, grinding wheel, and its op-
erative mechanism arranged with the screw, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

8. The combination of the frame C with the ad-
justable sleeves a^ and a^, posts B^ and B^, and the
bench A, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

9. The combination of the frame C with the sleeve
a-, post B2, provided with the spiral spring Z>^ and
adjustable rings b and &\ substantially as and for the
purpose described.

10. The combination, with the frame C, of the
crank shaft C^, vertical shaft I, and screw shaft E,
provided with the connecting-gear wheels, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.

78,402.—EWING W. TiBBELS, Chester, Pa.—
Stump Extractor.—Maj 26, 1868.—The stump is

wrenched upon its vertical axis and loosened and
torn from the earth, the draught animal moving in
a circle around the stump and applying the po'wer
to the extremity of the lever.

Claim.—The combination of the wheeled draught
axle A, the draught bar D, and the lever E, with the
chain and the dog attached thereto, for operation,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

78,403 L. E. Truesdell, Chicago, TH.—Loclc
Bar for Bridges.—May 26, 1S68.—A method of splic-

ing iron bars. Bolt holes in the ends of the bars are
dispensed with, the object being to obviate weaken-
ing the same.

Claim.—The corrugated ends of two or more bars
of iron, A and A^, B and B^, when firmly held to-

gether within the compressible sides of fluted clamp
plates C, D, andE, as and for the pui'pose specified.

78,404.-Z. B. 'Wakeman, Eockford, TW.—FmH-
road Rail.—May 26, 1868.—The block is fitted iu be-

tween the adjacent ends of two opposite rail sec-

tions, and a key or wedge is passed througli the ap-
ertures in the rails and the opening in the middle
of the block, thereby secm'ing the three parts to-

gether.
Claim.—The combination of the hollow-shell niil

A, with its interior notclies, and the block B, T\-bea

connected thereto hj the wedge-shaped key C, all

constructed as specihed.

78,405.— "William P. "WEN-nvoRxn, Detroit,
Mich., assignor to himself and Thomas S. Spuague,
same ^l^ce.-Stake Holder for Cars.—May 26, 1868

;

antedated May 16, 1868.—The object of this holding
device is to sustain the stake in a vertical position
under heavy lateral pressure, and permit the same
to be readily released so as to be turned down.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
stake A, the cjp or socket B, the strap C, the hinge
joint E, the button F, the slot G, the pins H and I,
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and the bevel K, arranged as described, or any other
substantially the same, for the pui-pose designed.

78,406.—L. r. Wheatox, Madison, Conn.—
Dmt Pan.—May 26, 1668.—The object is to avoid
stooping, the points serving to hold the pan firmly

in the required position while the dirt is swept
thereon.

Claim.—A dust pan, having the points a arranged
near its handle edge so as to elevate and hold the
pan, substantially in the manner and for the purjwse
described.

78,407.- CAE3.n Wightjian, Batavia, HI.—
Wool Boz.—Maj 26, 1868.—A device for packing
and tying wool. " The four leaves are raised by the
treadle in order that they may open and form an ex-

tended horizontal surface upon which the fleece is

placed. They are raised by hand and settle down
within the frame in the form of a bos. The fleece

being thus made compact is tied by cords which
were airanged upon the leaves before placing the
fleece thereon.
Claim.—The leaves C C, D D, bed I, frame A B,

guides F F, cross piece ]Sr, in combination with
lever K, pulley P, and cord M, the whole being con-
structed and a'lTauged to raise and lower said leaves,
substantially as set forth.

78,408.—Simon Wixg, Boston, Mass.— Photo-
graphic Camera.—May 26. 1868.—A spring main-
tains the contact of the partition with the diaphragm

;

a uniform and simultaneous shut-off is provided for

the lenses, and thT handle of the shut-oif is remova-
ble so as to be inserted through the box and attached
after the lens block has been introduced.

Claim.—1. The self-adjusting partition C, so act-

ing as to be in contact with the diaphragm in all

positions of the lenses, without interfering with the
adjustment of the latter, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with a sliding shut-oflf, the
handle G, constructed and operated in the manner
and for the pui*pose set forth.

78,409.—HEXErETTA T. Wood. San Francisco,
CaL—Ointment—Maj 26, 1868.—Lard, mutton tal-

low, beeswax, arnica montana, and stramonium
leaves or flowers.

Claim.—The above-described composition for oint-

ment, made of the ingredients enumerated, mixed
or compounded in about the proportions specified.

78,410.—BoBERT Andrews and Edward Arm-
STiJONG, Alleghany, Pa.

—

Governor Valve.—June 2,

1868 : antedated May 12, 1868.—Avalveis suspended
by means of a spring' and so arranged with relation to
the cylinder and piston and the boiler as to regulate
the supply of steam to the cylinder in proportion to
the increase or decrease in the pressure of steam in
the boiler or in the travel of the piston.

Claim.—The arrangement of the valve B, stem C,
spring D, adjustable suspension bar g, and column/,
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as herein described and for the purpose set forth.

78.411.—Dexter Avert, TVestfield, Mass.—
Carrier for Braiding Machine.—Jnue 2, 1863.—The
spring encircles the hook rod. to which the thread is

attached, and works in a tubular holder. At the
side of the tubular holder is a rod upon which slides
a slotted tube from which an arm projects and rests
upon the ratchet end of the bobbin, preventing the
latter from turning. As the hook rises it raises the
arm and liberates the bobbin.

Claim.— The hollow spindle A, spring D, and
hook rod C, in combination with the rod e, sleeve E,
and arm h, all made and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

78,412—George C. Barxey, Chicago, HI.—
Filling for Beds, Cushions, c6c.—June 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, abed
or mattress filled with paper cut into small pieces,
as herein shown and described.

2. The use of paper cut into small pieces, for fill-

ing beds, mattresses, cushions, (fcc, as herein shown
and described.

78.413.-D. "W. Bashore, Palmyra, 'Pa.—Lamp
Shade.—Jime 2, 1868 ; antedated May 22, 1868.—
The shade is cut through on one side, so that the
size of the same may be varied to adapt it to chim-
neys of difi'erent sizes. Openings are made near the
top to allow the air to pass through freely.

Claim.—1. An adjustable shade or lamp shade,
constructed and arranged substantially as described.

2. In combination with a lamp shade, constructed
as described, the openings in the same, at or near
where it comes in contact with the chimney, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purposes set forth.

78,414.—A^^)REW F. Baum, Xew York, N. T.,
assignor to L. H. Eockwell.—Catamenial Sack.—
June 2, 1868 ; antedated May 22, 1868.—The edges
of the sack are rolled into a solid bead or rib and
curved with soluble rubber, to make a strong and
elastic binding.
Claim.—An India-rubber catamenial sack, formed

with roUed edges a a, substantially as described.

78,415.—Bobert Bell, East Saginaw, Mich.-
Feathering Paddle Wheels.—June 2, 1868.—An ec-
centric rim attached to a circular plate, which latter
is secured to a loose eccentric on the main shaft, in
connection with eccentrics at one end of the buckets,
causes the buckets, as the wheel rotates, to turn or
"feather," so that they will enter and leave the water
"\vith their faces in a vertical position.

Claim.—1. The combination of the circular plate
F, eccentric E, rim G, eccentric H, eyes I, and
double buckets D, all constracted and arranged as
described for theptn-pose specified.

2. Constructing the buckets with two pieces or
faces, a a, and fitting the same loosely on fixed
axles, C, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

3. The eccentrics H of the double buckets D, con-
nected with the feathering-rim G by means of eyes,
I, fitted upon the eccentrics, and bolted to the sides
ofthe rim, the latter being firmly secured to the plate
F, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

4. Having the end plates b b of the bucket slotted
from their centers outTs-ard, with plates Ix bolted to
the inner surfaces of the end plates, over the slots,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,416.—J"A5rES W. Bickxell, ISTew York, IT.

Y.—Thill and Pole for Carriages.—June 2, 1868.
Claim.—Thills, or shafts, or poles, of vehicles,

made, in whole or In part, of tubular metal, substan-
tiaUj as herein specified.

78,417.—A. E. Blood, A. Hathatv^at, and T.
B. Beach, Independence, Iowa.

—

Cultivator.—T\iq
foot piece rests on the arms of the teeth, so that the
latter can be easily pressed into the ground, and are
raised by means of a cam lever pivoted to the hind
end of the tongue.
Claim.—1. The foot piece M, arranged as de-

scribed, for pressing the teeth in the ground, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The seed box F, furnished with diamond-shaped
holes, in combination with slide c, likewise furnished
with diamond-shaped holes, and arranged to operate
as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the above, the cam lever I,

foot piece M, and arms G G, to which are secured
the teeth J J, all arranged as and for the purpose set
forth.

78,418.- WiLLiAil BOTD, Hartford, X. Y,—
Machine for Bending Circles.—June 2, 1868.—For
bending irons known as caniage circles or fifth

wheels. A table is formed with a succession of cir-

cular faces decreasing in diameter upward ; two
wheels are arranged with their planes at right angles
to each other, and a third wheel is on the opposite
side ; a jointed lever is used to raise the wheels to
get the rod or bar under them.

Claim.—The wheels H I L, table A, and jointed
lever C B E, set screws b b, and circular faces a a a,

all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose shown, and described.

78,419.—Wesley Bradley, Vienna, Me.—Cart
Body.—June 2, 1868.—The rod for seciu-ing the tail-
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board is bent at different an^^les, and fastened by a
spring catch.
Cldim.—The bent rod C, provided with the handle,

in combination with the pin for fastening, as shown,
for the purpose herein described and set forth.

78,420.—James M. Bktax, Penningtonrille,
Pa.

—

Tire Bending and Punching Machine.—-June

2, 1868.—An unequal armed lever pivoted to a stand,
bears with its short arm against the lo^g arm of a
similar lever, which is piyo'ted to links or stiiTups.

A rest extends across 'the bedplate beneath the
mandrel, and is provided with bearings which cany
cylindrical rollers or formers. The bending die is

secured to the lower end of the mandrel.
Claim.—1. The arrangement, herein described

and shown, of the levers B and C, supports B' and
D', and stirrups C and d, for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement, herein described, of the rest

E, rollers F E, adjustable die tZ^, and mandi-el D, for

the purposes set forth.

78,431.—Daxiel Budd, Talatia, Xew York.—
Machine for Cleaning and Ee-iiovating Feathers.—
Jane 2, 18G8.

Claim.—1. An apparatus for cleansing and drying
feathers, consisting of a feather-holding vessel,

heated by means of steam, admitted either into the
vessel or into a jacket or jackets applied thereto, and
combined witli beaters or agitators, for stirring the
feathers within said vessel, substantially as and for

the purposes shown and set forth.

2. The combination; with the feather-holding ves-

sel, of the steam-jackets or chambers upon the exterior

of the same, one of said chambers being perforated
so as to allow steam to pass into the interior of said

vessel, and the branch pipes and cock for supplying
the steam to said chambers, under the arrangement
and for operation, as set forth.

3. The combination, with the jacketed feather-

holding vessel, as described, of the rotary beaters
or arm's, and spindle and crank with which they are
connected, mounted in the said vessel, substantially

in the manner and for the piu'poses herein shown
and set forth.

78,422.—Albert G. Buzbt, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Eailroad Jiail.—June 2, 18G8.—A thin plate of steel

or iron covers the adjacent ends of two rails, which
are recessed on their treads ; it is bent beneath their

flanges, to prevent the jar to the wheels in passing
the ends of the rails.

Claim.—A clip composed of a thin flexible plate of

steel or tough iron, bent and applied to a rail or rails,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

78,423.—Daniel Caixe, Battle Creek, Mich.—
Machine for Voicing Fertilizers and Seeds.—June 2,

18G8.—A revolving stirrer, a reciprocating ser-

rated clearer and "feeding roller are so arranged as

to mix evenly the fertilizing material and seed iu a
single hopper while being sown.
Claim.—Tha hopper A, in combination with the

stirrer E, clearer E, and feeding roller K, aiTanged
relatively with each otlier, and with an axle. D, and
wheels AV, and constructed and operated substan-
tiaHy in the manner and for the purpose as set forth.

78,424.-Alex. Campbell, Oxford, Ind.—Com
Cultivator.—JwnG 2,1808.—The standards are secured
in mortises in the frames at any desu'ed ande, by
means of wedges and stay rods, so as to admit of
theii' being changed and adjusted as required.

Claim.—T)i(i attaching of the upper cuds of the
standards B to the frame A, by i»voting the former
in mortises h in the latter, in connection witli the
rods d and the adjustable bar e attached to the draught
pole, all arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

78,425. — "Wesley B. Campbell, Abing-ton,
Iowa, assignor to lumselfand Haurisox Smith, same
place.

—

Rotary Steam Engine.—June 2, 1868.—The
wheel runs in a cliamber in the steam chest. The
floats are attached to the hub of the wheel only at

their middle portion, the emls extending over tlie

hub, leaving a space between the floats and the hub
sufBLcientto receive theflangeof theside pieces of the

steam chest, so that the steam shall act on the floats,

and not press on the hub of the wheel.
Claim.—1. The arrangement ofthe wheel B, floats

B', the ends b, flanges c, side plates C. and steam
chest A, whereby to relieve the hub from the pressure
of the steam, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the wheel B, the valves E,
arms G-, rods H, and cams I, substantially as set forth.

78,426.— E". L. Cakpenter, Natchez, ]!kriss.—

Steam Boiler Furnace.—June 2, 1868.—Vertical weUs
or recesses are sunk in the brick work beneath the
boiler, into which recesses project deflecting plates
attached to the boiler. Iseav the bridge-wall is ar-

ranged a perforated ttibe for the admission of air to
aid combustion.

Claim.—1. In combination with a steam boiler,

the wells or recesses D, E, and F, (more or less in
number,) and the deflecting-plates G, arranged sub-
stantially as and for the pxuposes herein shown and
described.

2. In combination with the wells D, E, and F, and
plates Gr, tlie perforated air-tube H, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

78,427.—William T. Carroll, Medway, Mass.—Rings for Spinning Machine.— dune 2, 1868.

—

Extending from the toji surface of the ring sup-
porter is a flange, or there may be three short posts,
through wliich pass adjusting screv.s. by which the
ring may be readily adjusted with reference to the
spindle.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the flange c, or the posts / and the adjusting
screws e, with the ring A, and the supporter B
thereof, to be placed on and within the ring rail, as
specified.

78,428.—A. "W. Case, South Manchester, Conn.—Thrust Bearing.— June 2, 1868.—One or more
wheels are formed upon or attached to the shaft, and
two friction wheels are placed upon each side of the
shaft and parallel Avith it. A i)iece of candlewick
passes through holes in the blocks, under grooves in
the under side of the journal, into au oil cup.

Claim.—1. Au improved thrust bearing, formed
by the combination of the wheels E, one or both, and
friction wheels D, with each other and with the shaft

B, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The oiling device, formed by passing a piece of
candlevrick, or other suitable fibrous conductor,
through holes in the blocks C, and along grooves in
the uuder side of the journals of the friction wheels
D, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the pm-pose set forth.

78,429.—B:E^^lY S. CHAPES^ Delhi, Ohio.—Jf?ffli7-

road Frog.—June 2, 1863.—An arrangement of chairs
and rails at the intersection of two '"tracks, the rails

being made in short lengths or sections at the ends
most subjected to weai", so as to be readily removed
for repairs.

Claim.—The chairs A, constructed substantially as
set forth in the described combination with the 'sec-

tions or pieces of rails B C D E. arranged as de-

scribed, and for the purpose specified.

78,430.—Hexry C. Clark and Bobert B. Lit-
tle, Providence, E. I.

—

Ai)paratus for Conveying
and Dumping Coal.—June 2, 1868.—The bucket is

constructed with a hinged gate provided with a i^in

or stop, which, strikiu"; against an obstacle, causes
the gate to open and discharge the contents. The
carriage Ibr holding the bail rests on the inclined
track fn such a manner that it can be moved up by
the loaded bucket while the same is being dumped,
to prevent the abrupt stoppage of the bucket and
injury to the working gear.
Claim.—I. The construction of a convoying and

dumping apparatus or bucket, A, with a hinged front

gate, B, and stop a attached thereto, and operating
substantially as herein sliown and described.

2. The clasp F, for securing the rope C to the truck
D, said clasp consisting of two plates, c and d,

hinged and locked together, substantially as herein
shoA^'u and described.

3. The adjnstal)le carriage Gr, running on the outer
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edge of the track E. and holding the dumping bail

H.'suspended by a chain or cord, n, the said carnage
being free to Ix? moved upward on the track, sub-

stantially as and for the pui-pose herein shown and
described.

4. A coal-conveying and dumping apparatus, con-

sisting of the bucket A, having the hinged front B,
with the stop a of the rope C, clasp F, truck D, car-

riage G, and bail H. all combined with each other,

nnd made and operating substantially aa herein
shown and described.

7S,43] .—S. P. Cole, JanesriHe, Wis.—Uterine
Supporter.—June ?. 18(!8.—Designed as an improve-
ment upon patents Xos. 41.607 and 64.644. The cup
is of hard rubber, surmounted by a soft-nibber ring
of elliptical form, in which is secured a diaphragm
composed of a thin sheet of soft rubber.

Claim.— The uterine supporter, formed by the
combination of the soft-rubber cushion A, of ellipti-

cal form, the cup B. soft-rubber ring E, and soft-

rubber diaphragm d. substantially as herein, shown.
and described,"for the purpose specified.

yS.lS'iJ TTiLLiAM Hexkt Cox, Portland, Me.—Sand Throwing Machine.—June 2, 1S6S.—Toa cy]-

indi-ical, hollow handle is attached a V-shaped body.
the end of which is provided with a slot, having a lip

extending somewhat below the same, so that the sand
mav be thrown out by using one hand only.

Claim.— The sand-thi'owing machine or device,
constructed as herein set forth and for the purposes
specified.

rS,433.—'^n.LTAM E. Craxdall, Deansville.
H". Y.

—

Hop Box.—June 2, li6S.—A cubical bos or
frame is divided into four compartments, in wMeli
are fitted bottomless boxes, over which the sacks for
containing the hops ai-e slipped. "When the boxes
are filled they are di-a-R-n out, leaving the hops in the
sacks.

Claim.—The hop boxes a a a a, and bottomless
compartment boxes d d d d, substantially as shown
and described, constructed and employed together.
all as and for the pm-pose set forth.

78,434.—LT3IAN B. Crtttexdex. Pittsburg, Pa.—Press for Finii^hiug Brick.—June 2, lS6S."^By
means of the gasket and sub-plunger any excess of
material is pi-essed upward into the chamber under
the plunger, and if the material be deficient the gas-
ket or sub-plunger forces the material outward trom
the center to the edges of t^e brick, for the pm*pose
of insuring solidity and uniformity. The sliding
frame operates on a slider or cross-bar, acting as a
feeder, and caiTies one or more brick trays.

Claim.—1. In a machine for pressing* brick, the
construction and use, either singlv or in'gangs. of a
plunger, in, chambered on its under faceV and fitted
with'a sub-plunger of any elastic or non-elastic ma-
terial, such sub-plunger being supported by or rest-
ing against a spring or a cushion of condensed aii',

or other equivalent device, substantially as and for
the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

2. The use of T.edge-shaped guides i. in connection
with a cross-bar, h, or its equivalent, for regulating
the position of the bricks on each platen or tray F. so
that they shall be fed dii-ectly under the pressing de-
vices, substantrally as alx>ve set forth.

3. The boxes I and pluugers m , with suitable devices
for imparting to them the motions described, in com-
bination with a feeding device consisting of a sliding
fi'ame, D. cross-bar, A, and guides, i. thewhole being
constructed and opei-ated substantially in the manner
and for the purposes hereinbefore set'forth.

rS,435—G. B. CCBBEKLY. Milwaukee, "Wis.—
File.—June 2, ISCS : antedated May 20. 1868.—The
object is to produce a file which can"be sharpened on
a common grindstone, which is effected by removing
the handles'and '-rid blocks to grind the teeth on the
sides. To grind the edges, the side key is removed.
Claim.—Stock A. end blocks B, side key C. and

teeth D. in combination, substantially as and for the
pm-pose describod.

rs,436. — JA:.rKS M. Cltken-dall, Metomen.
'Wis.—^orse Shoe.—June 2, 1808.—A wedge-shape

dovetail is secured to the upper surface of the calks,

said dovetail fitting in grooves on the under side of
the shoe. A screw in the side of the shoe prevents
backward motion of the calk, and the latter can l)e

readily inseited or removed.
Cla'im.—1. Inserting the screws D into the side

of the shoe directly beneath the calks, in such a man-
ner that the lieads of the screws bind upon the calks
and secure them in place, substantially as hereia
shown and described.

2. The grooves c in the center of the tenon a' of
the toe calk C, in combination with the tenon d in
the groove b', and with the screw D, all made and
arranged substantially as and for the pm'poses hereia
shown and described.'

78,437.— O. E. Doolittle, Boston, Mass.—
Fruit Preserving Pox.—June 2, 1868.—The absorbent
substance deposited between the bulkheads is de-
signed to absorb the moisture evaporatinsr fr-om the
fr'uit. and the large body of aii* contained between
the inner and outer boxes assists in. the preservation
of the fruit.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
two or more boxes, the inner one being the contain-
ing box, and the space between fiUed'with air. and

]

communicating with the inside of the contaiiiiug

I

box by the help of slats or apertures, when the same
is used in combination -with a moisture-absorbing

]

substance contained within the limits of the inner
box, for the pm-pose of preserving fruit, all substaa-

! tiaUy as described.
: 2. In boxes for preservin"' or containing fruit, the

j

placing of a moisture-absorljing substance or sub-

i
stances in communication with the atmosphere
around the fruit, all substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

78,438.-P. H. DoEX, Port Henry, X. T., as-

signor to himself and I. J. Greexe, same place.

—

Boot Crimping Machine.—June 2, 1868.—Upon a
suitable bench a shde is made to move forward and
back by a pinion gearing in a rack, on which rack
is caiTied a series of right-angled formers. These
formers pass between two clamping jaws provided

j

with smoothing rollers, which bear against that pait
of the leather which is crimped in the angle of the
formers, producing a smoothing or rubbing'action.

Claim.—1. The shde B. provided with the crimping
foi-mers h', in combination with the clamping sliding
jaws c c, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The shde B, provided with the crimping forma

h'. in combination with the clamping shding jaws c c,

provided with the rigid plates D, substantially as
and for the pm-pose described.

3. The combination with the plates cc, slide B, and
crimping forms of the smoothing roUc-rs, substanti-
ahy as and for the purpose desci-ibed.

78,439.—George Douglass, Bridgeport, Conn.—Carriage Spring.—June 2, ltf68.—Th'e object is to
prevent jars or concussion fr-om being transmitted
fr-om the seat to the spring, and to allow to the lat-

ter a gi-eater yielding movernent or play.

Claim.—The insertion of India-rubber sti-ips b b
in chambers or recesses a a, in the cast metal socket
or seat A of the spring, substantially in the manner

: as and for the purpose"herein set" forth.

i 78,440.—XoAH Drew, HoweU, Mich.— TT^i^A-

j

ing Machine.—Jime 2, 1868.—A series of yiekling

I

and adjustable plunger heads are attached to a ro-

tary crank shaft, and act successively against the
clothes.

Claim.—A connecting rod constructed in two
parts, r^ r*, in combination with the tube t, spii-al or
equivalent spring s, and adjustable plunger heads p,
substantially as and for the pm-pose herein described.

>

78,441.- "Warrex W. Dltcher, Hopedale,
Mass.

—

Temple for Loom^.—June 2, 1868.—A mode
of fastening the spiudle of the temple roUer in place,

the object being to dispense with the screw hereto-
fore cut on the spindle J«r that pm-pose.

Claim.—"She temple, constructed substantially as
described, the trough standard, and the inner end of
the overhanging cap, being provided with sockets,
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closed at their outer ends, such sockets being to re-

ceive and hold the roller spindle in place, in manner
as set forth.

yS,442.—Harmon P. Eckles, Catsldll, N. T.—
Combined Cultivator and Hoe.—June 2, 1868.—The
frame in which the shafts of the cultivating paddles
have their bearings is loosely attached to the axle,

and the frame carrying the cultivator teeth has piv-
otal attachment to the forward part of the main
frame, and both frames are adjustable vertically by a
lever.

Claim.—1. The fans or paddles//, when attached
to shafts K K, and operated substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the shafts A and K K, gear
wheels I I, and H H, and frame S, when arranged
substantially as described, and for the purpose of
operating the paddles or plates //, as herein spe-

cified.

3. The combination of the cultivator frame L with
its teeth M M, secured to the frame C, as described,

with the shafts K K, frame S, and paddles//, for the
purpose of cultivating or pulverizing the earth, and
ridging or hilling the same, at one and the same time,

as herein set forth.

78,443.— Augustus R. Ehlers, Tannersville,
Vix.—Saw Mill.—June 2, 1868.—The saw advances
and increases the bite of the teeth during the down
stroke, and recedes during the up stroke.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
oscillating slide c, the oscillating guide rods e e, the
rock shafts g g', and the eccentric k on the driving
shaft B, for producing a forward and backwai'd
movement of the saw below its upper end, which
moves in the same vertical plane, as herein shown
and described.

78,444.-Lucius H. Emmoxs, IToblesville, Ind.
—Mop ITead.—June 2, 1868.—The rotation of the

screw attached to the handle causes the clamping
piece to move toward or recede from the hooks, and
thus the mop cloth may be grasped or released with-
out manipulation.
Claim.—The piece A, furnished with the hooks D.

and the piece E, arranged in relation thereto, and
operated by means of the screw B, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

78,445.—John S. Everitt, Oshkosh, "Wis.—J.d-
justment of Gearing for Horse Powers.—June 2,

1868.—An adjustable clutch is placed upon the shafts

carrying the master pinions of the horse-power,
which pinions may be thereby slightly rotated and
adjusted upon their shafts, for the purpose of insur-

ing the proper relative positions of all parts of the
gearing and equalizing the strain upon the teeth.

Claim.—The clutch, with inclined' faces, for the

purpose of adjusting the gearing of the horse-power,

as set forth-

78,446.—August Eessler. Vienna, Austria,
assignor to Joseph R. Von Wessely, New York,
'N.Y.—Hand Stamp.—Jnne 2, 1868.—The handle
slides upon the tubular ink reservoir, and is con-

nected by a yoke, with a stamp suspended on trun-

nions, which pass through vertical slots in the sta-

tionary frame. The handle is held in its elevated
position by the spring, and the stamp, when at rest,

has its face turned upward and held in contact with
the inking pad. "Wlien th.o handle is depressed the
projection on the stamp i)asses between pins on the

frame, causing the stamp to turn so as to present its

type side downward. The stamp is likewise reversed
during its ascent.
Claim.—1. The large air-tight tubular reservoir,

constructed and aiTangcd as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The combination of the open frame, the tubular

reservoir, the tubular handle, the yoke, the stamp,
and the reversing devices, these parts being an'anged
as described, for joint operation,

7S,447._E,iCHARD C. Fleming, Philadelphia,

Ta.— Vent for Barrels.—Jnne 2, 18G8.—The expan-
fiible bag is supplied with air so as to increase its

bulk, and thus fill the apace produced by drawing off

the contents of the barrel, vidthout permitting the air
to come in direct contact with the contents.

Claim.—1. The combination of the screw ring A
with the tube C, tubular rod E, and bag D, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. The bellows F, in combination with the device
set forth in the foregoing clause.

78,448.—ANDREvy French, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for Grinding the Cutter of Mowing Ma-
c/iines.—June 2, 1868.—The grinding surface of the
grindstone or emery wheel is made to traverse in a
plane or any required curvature, to grind the edge of
the cutting tool. The device is designed for dres'sing
the edges of harvester cutters and other tools, and
may be made to give the bevel back of the cutting
edge the required slant.

Claim.—1. The swinging or vibrating frame G,
hinged at the end opposite tho grindstone or emery
wheel, consisting of the i)Ost i, arm k, and continu-
ation V of the said arm k, in combination with the
lowering and raising adjustments, made in the man-
ner and"for the purpose described.

2. The guide plate B, made in the manner and for
the purpose described.

3. The slide D and set screw e, in combination
with the guide plate B, swinging or vibrating frame
Gr, and sliding slot U, as described, and made in the
manner and for the purpose indicated.

4. The wheels or pulleys M and IST; svringing or
vibrating frame G, slide' D, set screw e, and emery
wheel or grindstone C, in combination with the guide
plate B, made in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

78,449.—James E. A. Gibbs, Steele's Tavern,
Va.

—

Door Lock.—June 2, 1868.—The two bars or
bolts extending outward at either side of the key
hole, have attached to their inner ends rack bars,
which engage with a gear wheel on the inner end of
the cylinder. When the cylinder is revolved the
beveled ends of the guards slide along the face of
the cylinder, and do not interfere with its movement,
but in case an improper key is used the ends of the
guards drop into the slot of the cylinder and prevent
its movement.
Claim.—1. The combination ofthe series of guards

or wards N with the slotted cylinder E, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. Forming the keyK in such a manner that it may
fill up the slot in the cylinder E, and so that its face
may correspond Avith the face of said cylinder, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the tumbler L with the
slotted cylinder E, and with the guards or wards N,
substantially as herein shown ana described, and for
the purpose set forth.

78.450.—Alfred Goodrich. Burnt Prairie. HI.
—Stump Extractor.—June 2. 1868.—The windlass
shaft is turned by vibrating the lever.the link ofwhich
engages and releases the teeth of the larger ratchet
wheel successively. The pawl and smaller ratchet
wheel maintain the acquired tension while the link

is moving from one tooth to another.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

pyramidal frame P upon the ninners R. shaft S,

ratchet wheels ii w, of unequal diameters, pawl h.

standard S', pivoted lever L, and linki, as herein de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

78,451.—Thomas Grist. Philadelphia, Ta.—Re-
flecting Gas Burner.—June 2, 1868 ; antedated May
19, 1868.—The burner surmounting the reflector is

designed to illuminate the upper part of the room.
The holes in tho reflector for the admission of tho
pipe being larger than the latter, the air has free pas-
sage through the burner and keeps it cool.

Claim,.—1. The arrangement of the burner e, on the
top of the reflector F, as'and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of tlic distributor B, pipe E,
passing through the reflector, and the burner e.

3. The perforated washers h and i, in combination
with tho pipe E, tho reflector F, and the openings in

the latter.
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rS,452.—WiLLiAJi C. Hooker, Abington, 111.—

Gatf.—June 2, 1SC)8.—^lien the gate is in position to
close the road\raT the pivoted frame to Avhich the
gate is piroted at top leans orer the gate.
Claim.—Tho gate B B B, swnng between the

STTiugiug frames D D, substantially in combination
nith cords E E. or their Cixiii\-alent. the uprights
A A. and weights J J, all as and for the purpose set
forth.

7S.4o3.—C. H. Hovv-AHD. Lewiston. lie., as-

signor by mesne assignment to himselfand Horace
Xr JORDAX, same place.

—

Warpinj Frame.—June 2,

1868.—A device for carrying the slack oi the yarns
above the -R-arpcr frame when, by reason of a l5reak-

age. the yarn be:nn is suddenly stopped.
^Claim.—The combiuation' with the stationary

guide rolls, or rods o, of the weighted rising rod, bar,
or roll, so ai-ranged as. in its ascent, to take up the
slack, substantially as set forth.

78,454.—Henut Howard, Springfield, Mass.-
Yalve Gearfor Steam Heating Apparatus.—June 2,

18G8.—The induction and educiiou valves are in one
case. 1x)th being opened and closed simultaneously
by the turning of the same wheel. The screvr-
threaded pipe connecting the double valve case and
heater is provided with a partition, and that part of
the pipe which communicates with the induction
valve is extended to facilitate the egress of water
from the heater during the ingress of steam.

Claim.—1. The double case E, in combiuation
with valves j g'. substantially as herein set forth.

2. The partitioned pipe G, formed on the double
valve case F. as herein specified.

3. The prolongation I, formed on pipe G-, as herein
specified.

4. The valve g and stem e, in combination with
the valve g' and stem e', bar D, screw E, and case E,
substantially as herein specified.

78,455.-Asa Hott, Chicago, m.—Pavement
for Streets aiid Walks.—June 2, 1863.

Claim.— 1. The use of gas-house lime in com-
pounding street pavements, when mixed and ap-
plied substantially as specified, and for the pui'poses
set forth.

2. A pavement compounded as specified, that is, of
small stone and gravel, coal or pine tar, sand, cement,
and gas-house ifme.

3. The use of alum water at the time of laying, as
specified.

78,456—Edwaed P. Hudson, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Furnace for lioasting Ores.—June 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. Eorcing heated air or oxygen, in ad-
dition to the product^ of combustion, through ores,

for the pm-pose of removing sulphur, phosphorus,
and similar injurious substances therefrom, substan-
tially as herein specified.

2. 'The chamber or reservofr «, below the bottom
of the fire chambers or flues, with a passage or pas-
sages ft. at or neai- the base thereof, through which
air is forced and heated by the roasted ores therein,
and in tm-n cools the said'ores ready for withdrawal,
substantially as herein specified.

3. Introducing afr, in excess of that required for
combustion, but regulated in quantity, into the ores,
through the fire chambers, over the fires, so as to bs
heated thereby, before passing through the ores, sub-
stantially as lierein specified."

4. The arrangement of one fire chamber higher
than the other, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

78,457.-SA5IUEL HrxcERT, Ogdensburg, X. Y.—Plo'ic.—June 2. 1868.—The severafparts of the plow
are connected togeth.er by keys driven between pro-
jecting surfaces, and forming", in conjunction there-
with, a dovetail coupling, the object being to dis-

pense with bolts.

Claim.—The improved manner of fastening the
plow and cultivator together, separately and con-
nectedly, in manner and for the pm-poses as herein
described and constructed.

78,458.—Edwaed Jewett, Eindge, X. H.—
Ycncer Cicttiny Machine.—June 2, ISCS"; antedated

7 P—YOL. II

May IS, 18GS.—The bolt from \rhich the veneer is cut
is held upon the carriage by means of dovetailed ribs
projecting from the face ofthe carriage and entering
corresponding grooves in the bolt, which may bo
prepared to receive the ribs before being subjected
to the heating and steaming process which thewood
undergoes, to fit it for the action of the cutters.

Claim.—1. Attaching and securing the '"bolt "" to
the carriage A by means of dovetailed ribs D D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable ribs D D. moving in grooves cut
in the cari'iage A, and secured by set "screws, or
their equivalent, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The vertically adjustable clamping rib. (Eig. 7,)

substantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

78,459.-Geo. Kirtlaxd, Xew Haven. Conn.,
assignor to S. SjaxH, same place.

—

Lightning Pod.
—June 2, 1868.—The coupling for joining the tubular
sections consists of a central cylindrical part, and
two tapering plugs projecting from the respective
ends of the central portion. The plugs are forced
into the adjacent ends of the tubes, the surface of
the cylindrical part being coincident -with the periph-
ery of the rod when the coupling is completed.

Claim.—1. The internal connection for tubular
lightning rods, constructed substantially in the man-
ner herein set forth.

2. The socket E, provided with an India-rnbber
packing, in combination with the rod E, so as to op-
erate substantially as specified.

78,460.—Moses Lewis, Odell, JR.—Harvester
Cutter.—Jnne 2, 1868.—For cutting grass, a guard
facing is placed in recesses in the fijig^ers, said guard
facing consisting of a bar having teeth which coin-
cide in position with and projcct'slightly at each side-

of the fingers. The grass is cnt betv.-een the teeth
of the guard facing and of the cutter bar.

Claim.—The removable bars D E, adapted to be
substituted, one for the other, in the same finger bar,
for reaping or mowing, as herein shown aitd de-
scribed

78,461.—TH05LVS E. Maekiltje, "Winchester,
m.

—

Tightening WJieel Tires.—Jims 2, 1868; ante-
dated May 27. 1863.—The contiguous ends of the tire

are upset and formed into heads tapped to receive a
right and left screw by which the tfre is tightened
oi'loosened. Covering the screw is a cap forming a
continuation of the curve of the tire, and provided
with side walls. On the inside is a metal shoe ad-
justable with the cap.

Claim.—The cap E, with side walls thickened at
e, for the purpose described, the plates c c. the shoe
E, and bolts d, arranged as described, combined with
the tire B and feUoes A, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

78,462.—Carlo Margutti, Milan, Italy.—i?ai7-
icay.—June 2, 1868.—Eelates to a mode of coustmet-
ing locomotive engines and the tracks over which
they run. so as to increase the friction or traction be-
tween the engine and the track, for ascending in-

clined planes, and passing arotmd curves of short
radii.

Cla im.—1. A locomotive, provided with the eccen-
tric segments E', which act upon a coiTugated or
wave-shaped rail M. in the manner substantially as
shown and described.

2. Operating the eccentric segments E' by means
of the reciprocating bars D D' and the attached bear-
ings E of the same, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the reciprocating bars D D'
with the stcam-di-iving cylinders P^ substantially as
shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement of the bars D D', connected
together substantially in the manner showjj and de-

scribed, so that the movements of the bars D D' on
one side, and its attachments, wiU produce a move-
ment in the opposite direction of the other bars D D'
and their attachments.

5. The combination of the reversing pulleys E
with the eccentric segments E', substantially as

herein shown and described.

6. The springs a in combiuation with the eccentric
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segments ¥', substantially as shown and described,
and for the purposes set forth.

7. The slots a^ in the eccentric segments F', as and
for the purposes shown and described.

8. In combination with the eccentric segments E'
and pulleys F, the buttons e, for holding said seg-
ments F' against the pulleys F, substantially as
shown and described.

9. In combination with the eccentric segments F',

the rail M, constructed and arranged substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

10 The propulsion of railway cars by means of
corL agated or worm-shaped r.ils M, and a locomotive
mechanism in conjunction with said rails, substan-
tially as shown and described, and for the pm'poses
set forth.

78,463.—"William Mason, Taunton, Mass.—
Mounting Picker Staffs.—June 2, 1868.—The under
surface of the rocker is V-shaped in cross section
and fits in a corresponding concave of the bed. An
open link consisting of two cylindrical journals
keeps the rocker in its right place on the bed, the
form of which latter prevents sidewise motion in the
picker staff".

Claim.—The bed, formed with a V-shaped groove,
and the rocker, with its under surface of the corres-

ponding form, in combination with the open link, by
which tlie rocker is kept in place on the bed, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,464.—Don Carlos Matteson, Stockton, Cal.

—Gang Plotu.—JmiQ 2, 1868.—To the Iront ends of
two parallel beams of unequal length are secured two
metal bars extending downward and provided with
a perforated bar that carries an adjustable plate hav-
ing a ring to which the doubletree is attached. The
arbor that carries the caster wheel at its side is pro-

vided with a scraper extending from it at right
angles.

Claim.—1. The bars E F, attached to the front
ends of the beams A B, with the perforated drauglit-

bar Gr attached thereto, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The attaching of the caster wheel J" to a single

arbor, K, provided with a scraper,/, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

78,465.—Hiram S. Maxim and John F. Lock-
wood, New York, N. Y.

—

Gas Machine.—June 2,

1868.—This machine is intended more particularly

for use on railroad cars. Hydrocarbon in a reser-

voir is heated by a flame produced from the contents
of the reservoir, the gas thus produced operating a
valve, Avhich, when closed, prevents the further es-

cai)e of liquid to the flame. When the heat is too
high, it will cause the gas in the reservoir to expand
and close the valVfi. The fire Avill then go out until

so much of tne gas' has escaped that the valve will

again open, when the flje will at once be started

again. The heat is thus governed and controlled by
the state of the contents of the tank.

Claim.—1. In an apparatus for making carburet-
, ted air, controlling the heat used for evaporating the
hydrocarbon liquid by the pressure of the contents
of the vessel in which the said liquid is held, as set

forth.

2. Constructing the tank A with an elastic head,
side, or bottom, &, by Avhich the position of the valve
E is controlled, as set forth.

3. Drawing the air to be carburetted into the pipes
tlu-ough which the hydrocarbon vapor is conducted
by means of the escaping force of the vapor, as set

forth.
4. The manner herein described of heating or boil-

ing hydrocarbon liquid with a flame of its own gas,

said flame being increased or diminished by the pres-

sure of the vapor so generated, as set forth.

5. TIio tank A, valve B, pipes c, d. /, and g, ar-

ranged and operated as set forth, to cause the heat-

ing of the contents of the tank, as set forth.

6. The above, in combination with the clastic head
&. made as set forth.

7. Arranging an independent burner, I, in the pipe
T), substantially as set forth, for the pm'pose of ignit-

ing the burners g g_, as specified.

8. The jet pipe j, arranged in the tube E, for the
pm-poso of causing the escaping vapors to draw air

into the tube E, and to have such air carburetted, as
set forth.

9. The outer case G, in combination with the gas
apparatus, as set forth, said case being provided
witli apertures or valves.

10. A gas machine, made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and consisting
of the tank A, elastic head b, valve rod C, valve B,
pipes c, d, /, and g, discharge pipes D and E, jets h
and j, burner I, and splashing board n, all made as
set forth.

78,466.—Patrick J. McGuiness, 'Now York,
N. Y.—Bridle Bit.—June 2, 1868.—The bit is com-
posed of two pieces hinged or pivoted together in the
middle, one end of each piece being connected with
the reins, while the other end carries a step which is

near to the end of the other bar, and which when
on the rear side of the bar prevents the two bars
from turning independently around their pivot, and
when tlie step is in front of the other bar, the tv\-o

bars will be turned when pulled by the reins, thus
acting as a curb bit.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a curb
and driving bit, consisting of the bars A B, provided
with rings h, stops c, and sliding check j)ieces d,

when said bars are each curved in opposite directions
from the center, all constructed, arranged, and op-
erating as set forth.

78,467.—James Montgomery, Croton, ]Sr. Y.—
Car Axle and Wheel.—JxmQ 2, 1868 ; antedated May
16, 1868.—-Intermediate bars of double-headed shape
in their transverse section are combined with seg-
mental bars arranged to resemble the double frustum
of a cone and welded together at the ends of the axlo
for the length of the sockets. The outer ring and
central brace or stay are cast in one piece, and have
orifices through which the segmental bars are passed,
to prevent slipping of the ring. The eyes or hubs to
the wheels and bearings to the same are cast on the
ends of the axle.

Claim.—1. In reversely conical-shaped axles, made
up of segmental bars, as described, the insertion, be-
tween the latter, and welding with them at their
ends, of I -shaped bars, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, Avith a reversely conical-
shaped axle, composed of segmental or separate bars,

arranged as specified, of the outer ring and interior

central brace B, cast in one piece, and through
which the bars are run or passed, as herein set forth.

3. The combination, with the axle made ofwrought
metal, of the wheel hubs or central portions cast
thereon, together with their bearings or jom-uals,

tially as specified.

78,468.— EOBERT C. Morton, West Lubeck,
Me.-— Ore S''.parator.—June 2, 1868.—This invention
relates to the separation of metallic ores by the pul-

sation or undulation of water and consists of a series

of plunger levers vibrating above a series of water
cells, the plunger levers and cells being arranged to

pulsate the water with diff'erent degrees of force.

Claim.—1. The series of lever or hinged plungers
C C C" C", (fcc, acting upon the series of cells D
D' D" D'", substantially as shown and described, in
combination with the corresponding compartment
tray H, all as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable bars s, substantially as shown
and described, in combination with the rollers d and
cams e of the shaft h, all as and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The lever cocks 7;, substantially as shown and
described, in combination with the box Gr, slide E,
and plungers, all substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The bar A, rubber springs j, plates/, and lever
plungers, all constructed and operating substantially
as shown and described, and for the pm-pose set

forth.

5. Tray H, having partitions uuu, substantially
as shown and described, in combination with a scries

of j)luugers and a series of cells D D' D'' D'", all as
and for the purpose set forth.

78,469.—Crawford Munns, Xew York, N. T.
—Stump Extractor.—Juno 2, 1868.—The triangular
frame is pivoted to the platform by a pintle bolt so
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that it can be readily moved to front in any direction.

Ttie platform is composed of hinged leaves attached
to a middle part whicli enables it to be readily
adapted for transportation.
Claim.—1. The pintle d, in combination "with a

stump extractor and its base or platform, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

2. "The triangular frames AA of a stump extractor,

an-anged substantially as shown and described, and
secured to the base 33 by means of the pintle bolt

d, or its equivalent, for the purpose set forth.

3. The hinged leaves B' E' and base B, in combin-
ation with a stump exti'actor, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as shown and
described for the purpose set forth.

4. The platform B, substantially as shown and
described, when combined with the pintle bolt cZ of a
stump-extracting machine, all as set forth.

78,470.—Charles Murdock, EUenville, jST. Y.—Machine for Crozing and Chamfering Barrels.—
June 2, ISO'S ; antedated May IS, iSGS.—The cutter
blades are caused to move forward toward the bar-

rel, and actiug upon the inner surface of the same,
produce the necessary chamfer tbereof, and crozes
or grooves therein to receive the barrel heads, the
cutters, after such operation has been completed, be-

ing withdrawn from the barrel, when it can be re-

moved and another inserted in its place.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sliding frames
E E, upon each side of the main frame, and bearing
the crozing and chamfering cutters J K, with tbe
barrel-holding frame g, all operating as described,
whereby both ends of the barrel are chamfered and
crozed at the same time, as herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. The arrangement of the sliding frames E E, in

which the cutter-head shafts are hung and turn, con-
necting-rods V V, and lever arm T, in combination
with the sector-shaped arm li, all arranged together
and operating as and for the purpose specified"

3. The arrangement of the sliding sleeve Y, having
wedge-shaped arms, of the cutter-head shafts, con-
necting levers W TV, lever arm TJ, and sector-shaped
arm S, all connected together and operating as and
for the purpose specifieci.

4. The barrel-holding frame g, having spring jaws
for grasping and holding the barrel while being op-
erated upon by the croze and chamfer cutters, ar-

ranged so as to be raised or lowered, substantially
in the. manner described and for the purpose speci-

fied.

78,471.—TViLLiAM H. Myers, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to Sylvester Mathias, same place.—
Tuuerc.—June 2, 186S.—Across the top plate are two
ridges provided with slots penetrating to the air

chamber, and serving as outlets for the air from the
bellows. The escape pipe passes down from the
center of the fire bed through the bottom of the air

cliamber.
Claim.—1. An escape pipe D, or its equivalent,

independent of the duct which conveys the blast to
the fire, descending from the center of the tuyere, to
convey away ashes, dust, &c., from the bottom of
the fire, and 'to admit a direct draught when the bel-

lows is not in operation, substantially as set forth.

2. A tuyere, constructed with the air chamber B,
outlets C C, and the escape pipe D, substantitdly as
described.

78,472.—Eriedrich :^rEUHAUS, Belleville, El.—
Tailor's Scat.—JxmG 2, 1868.—The seat is provided
with a fixed or a hinged back, and with a vertical
backward and forward as well as a laterally adjusta-
ble elevated knee support, so as to enable "the occu-
pant to sit with his legs comfortably supported, and
Avithout interrupting the circulation of blood in the
same.

Claim.—1. A tailor's seat, provided with aback,
B, and an adjustable knee support, E, substantially
as herein shown and described.

2. The devices herein sliown and described of at-

taching the cushion E to the seat A. said devices
consisting of the eye ft, rods C, D, and E, all made
as described, and operating so as to allow the back-
ward and forward, up and down, and lateral adjust-

ment of the cushion, as set forth.

78,473—H. B. ]^orton, Rochester, N. Y.—Po-
tato Bigger.—June 2, 1868.

Claiin.—1. The combination of the loose frame C,
carrying the operating apparatus, with the axle and
driving wheels, when said frame is capable of being
elevated by the joint action of the team and operator,
as herein set foi'th.

2. The combination of the folding bars L L with
the lever K and frame C, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

3. The arched axle B, when employed in combina-
tion with the driving wheels A and endless apron I,

whereby the edge of the wheels may be reduced to
the minimum, and a free passage for vines is left

over the apron, as herein set forth.

4. The shares .D D, set angularly and with the
land sides inward, in combination with the scraper
H. whereby the sides of the row are first ploAved
off and then scooped up, as herein set forth.

5. Adjusting the shares D D centrally, irrespective
of the • scraper, both at the top and bottom, by the
slots b h', as herein described.

6. The construction and arrangement of the bear-
ings t, rollers s s', and angular caps u, as herein
specified.

7. The combination of the inclosed and alternating
agitator W with the endless apron I, as herein set
forth.

8. The combination of the side guards E E with
the endless apron I, as herein specified.

9. The construction and arrangement of the end-
less apron, the same consisting of the flexible sides v
V, the /\-shaped or half circular slats vj, and the stay
pieces vj', united by rivets, the whole operating in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

10. The combination of the tension rods e with the
plow standards a and endless apron I, whereby the
plows, scraper, and apron are drawn forward at
pleasure, to make them taut, as herein set forth.

11. The combination and arrangement ofthe offsets

or notches h', and the springs z, with the curved
slots h. in the manner and for the purpose specified.

12. The combination of the door r and lever q with
the open receptacle M, arranged and operating as
herein set forth.

13. The employment of two bearing rollers s s, on
opposite sides, for sustaining the front end of the
apron without a connecting shaft, as herein set forth.

78,474—H. B. :e^orton, Eochester, K. Y.—
Fnnt Jar.—June 2, 1868.—A cover having concen-
tric flauges projecting downwardly to form a groove
for the was, and also to serve as a guide in applying
the same and to prevent intrusion of the -svax, is

combined with an externally beveled jar mouth.
Claim.—In combination with the concentric rims

b b', projecting vertically from the cover B, the ex-
ternally beveled mouth d of the jar, for compressing
the packing substance against the outer flange, to
prevent its entering and commingling with the con-
tents of the jar, substantially as set forth.

78,475.— EiCHARD O. Briex, Dalton, Ohio.—
Railroad Car Stove.—June 2, 1868.—The stove is so
arranged as to maintain a vertical position in case
the car should be overturned. A detachable bed
plate, having a concavity in the center of its upper
side, fits loosely on a cross bar of the frame and re-

ceives the lower end of the stove to i)revent any slight
motion from the inclinations of the car.

Claim.—1. The combination of the arm H and
weight I with the spindle D of the pivoted frame 0,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set ibrth.

2. The detachable bed plate M, in combination
with the pivoted frame C and swinging stove A, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the i)urpose set forth.

3. An improved railroad car stove, forracd by the
combination of the swinging stove A, pivoted frame
C, supporting frame E, weighted arm H I, and de-

tachable bed plate M, with each other, said parts
being constructed and arranged sxibstantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

78,476.—G. TV. Packer, Toulon, 'm.—Exten-
sion Step Ladder.—June 2, 1868.—The sides of the
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lower part are connected at both ends and slightly

curved between. The npper part is like an ordinary
ladder. To a bolt in rear of the hinge is attached a
truss over which a chain connecting- the two parts
passes.

Claim.—An extension step ladder, consisting of

the hinged parts B C, truss E, and chains Gr, con-

structed and arranged substantially as herein de-

scribed.

78,477.—James Park, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.—
Manufacture of Plates of Combined Steel and Iron.
—June 2, 1868.—The object is to produce plates or
sheets of metal which shall combine the hardness
and susceptibility to polish and tempering qualities

of high-tempered steel, with the toughness, strength,

and susceptibility to formative action of dies or
swages possessed by wrought iron and other soft,

fibrous metals.
Claim.—Giving a welding heat to the iron or

fibrous metal side only of the ingots, in the manner
hereinbefore describell. and then uniting these sur-

faces by welding them together, either with or with-
out an' interposed layer of wrought iron or other
fibrous and malleable metal, substantially as herein-

before set forth.

78,478.-Milton E. Phillips, Lena, HI., as-

signor to himself, Paul Wetzel, and George Wet-
zel, same place.

—

Table and Quilting Frame.—June
2, 18d8.—The parts are so constructed as to consti-

tute either a table or a quilting frame as desired, by
a simple change of arrangement.

Claim.— The combination, substantially as set

forth, with a centrally-divided leg, a centrally-di-

vided hinged tnble top, pivoted supports, and spring
detents, of horizontal frame pieces, ratchets, and a
horizontal brace, for the purposes specified.

78,479.—Isaac A. Pinnell, Boonville, Mo.—
Nail E.x.tractor.—June 2, 1868.—The pressure upon
the curved fulcrum through the lever handle will

cause the jaws to clamp firmly the head of tlie nail

and retain it while the nail is being withdrawn.
Claim.—The lever handle A, fulcrum bar C, hav-

ing the curved fulcrum b, the claw levers D and E,
having the claws a a, all pivoted together, con-
structed to operate substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set "fortli.

78,480.-Henry Poth, Pittsburg, Va.—Wieel.
—June 2, 1868.—The hub flanges are formed with
corresponding wedge-shaped feathers or projections,

which, when the said plates are I)rought togetlier,

slide upon each other and form the mortises of the
hub, and provide the means by which the tenons of
the spokes are wedged or clamped in place.

Claim.—The hub flanges a a, provided with cor-

responding wedge feathers b b, when adapted to be
drawn together by means of the differential screw-
box d e, on wliich the screw caps g are fitted, the
tenons of the spokes being protected by elastic ma-
terial k, all constructed and arranged as and for the
purpose described.

78,481.—John C. Eaymond and Francis T.
Allyn, Brooklyn, IST. Y., assignors to F. T. Allyn.—Loto Water Indicator.—June 2, 1868.—Upon turn-
ing the connecting nut which surrounds the expan-
sible tube upon the connecting rod attached to tlie

moving end of the tube in one direction the whistle
will be made to blow, tlms allowing the adjustment
to be such tliat a very sraaU cxpausion of the tube
will blo\\' the whistle. If the nut is turned the other
way to stop the whistle when the tube is expanded
by being filled witli steam, the indicator will show
that it has been tampered witli.

Claim.—The stop q, in combination with the lever
k, rod 0, nut p, expanding tube c, and with the
valve stem i of the whistle, all as shown and de-

scribed.

78,482.—George Eector, Scdus, Mich.—Har-
vester.—June 2, 1868.—The arms to which the sickles
are connected project from the rock shaft on oppo-
site sides and thus cause tlie sickles to move in op-
posite directions, and, l)y means of a series of holes
in the crank of llie rock shaft, the stroke of tlic

sickles may be increased or decreased at will. The
cutting apparatus is hinged to a vertical U-shaped
frame upon the side of the machine and is readily
adjusted vertically.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the rock shaft a,
aud the two sickle bars d and h, the latter being lo-

cated in line with the tread of the wheels, "and
hinged to the adjustable yoke D, substantially as
described.

2. The U-shaped frame D, with the horizontally
projecting arm to which the finger bar is hinged,
and having the projecting brace bar G arranged to
bear against the rear side of the fiager bar ; said
frame D being adjustable vertically, all constructed
and arranged'to operate as herein described.

3. The combination of the driving gear L, crank
shaft t, with its sliding gear m, pitman n, and rock
shaft a, when said parts are constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as aud for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the two sickle bars d and
h, pitman i, aud rock shaft a, provided with its two
arms, and crank r, having a series of holes for ad-
justing the stroke, as herein set forth.

78,483.—Alexander K. Eider, Nazareth^ Pa.,
assignor to himself, C. H. Delameter, and G. H.
Eeynolds.— Valve for Steam Engines.—June 2,

1868.—Designed more particularly for steam pump-
ing engines, steam hammers, and the like, in which
no cranks or working parts are employed. The
master valves are provided with passages by which
ultimately the main valve is thrown by the action of
the steam without any mechanical connection.

Claim.—The master valves D^ D^, operated by
and controlling in turn the action of the steam in
throwing the main valve G, substantially as and for
the pm'poses herein set forth,

78,484.—J. S. EowELL and Ira Eowell, Bea-
ver Dam, Wi^.—Elevator for Cidtivator Bars.—
June 2, 1868.—Two roller stands or bearings are ar-
ranged on the top of the frame over the cylinder
rod and under the hopper, extending upward and
to the rear to receive the end of a roller which is

provided with suital^le sheaves to receive the chains
which elevate the bars.

Claim.—1. The roller stands or bearings, con-
structed and arranged as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The sheaves D D', provided with the inclined
catch d and loop c, in combination with the ratchet b.

3. Pivoting the jaw, as described, out of line with
the groove in the sheave, so as to form an automatic
locking and unlocking device, as set forth.

4. The combination of the sheaves D D', bearings
B B', and roller C, as arranged, and operating in the
manner and for the purposes set forth,

78,485.—J. S. Sands, St. Joseph, Mo.—Appa-
ratus for Curing Hops.—June 2, 1868.—The object
is to lU'ovide for easy and perfect ventilation of the
apparatus and to enai:)le the hops, while curing, to

be thoroughly stirred from the outside of the liouse,

which is effected by means of a traveling shaft and
arms. /

Claim.J-1. The ventilatorsH H', lever S, ropes e e'

and g, pulley p, and wheel P of a hop-curing house,
all arranged, in relation to each other, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

2, The racks b b', shaft B , -with its pinions c c^,

di'iving wheel C, with its radial arms d d^ cZ^, Sec.,

h h^ h^, &c., pulley D, wheel E, aud endless rope m,
of a hop-curing house, all arranged relatively to
each other, substantially as aud for the purpose speci-
fied.

3. A hop-curing house, combining the above speci-

fied devices, all arranged substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

78,486.—"William Serviss, Sidney, Ohio, as-

signor to Jason McFay and Jason S. Gary.-ITa-
chinefor Grooving Sheet Metal.—-Tune 2, 1868.—The
offset consists of a tapering metallic bar placed in a
tapering spline in the side of one of t-\^o parallel

arms ui)on Avliich is guided a rack, supported at one
end by the seaming wheel. A gauge extends the
eutirelength of the arm.
Claim.—I. The offset F. substantially as shown
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and described, in combination "witb rack D, wiieel

Gr, and arm B. as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The gaug-e E. constructed and operating sub-

stantially as "and for tlie piu-pose shown aud de-

scribed, in combination with the arms C and B, and
•wheel G-, all as set forth.

yS,4S7.—Carl Setler, Cleveland. Ohio.— ri??e

Trellis.—June 2, 1SG8.—A device for tightening up
the wires of trellises, so that they be readily and at

all times kept strained and properly secure for the
trailing of the vine.

Claim.—The plug or shaft D, studs a', and ring
F. as arranged, in combination with the arms A, for

the pui'pose and in the manner substantially as set

forth.

7S,4SS.—Albert B. Shepard. Sand Bank, Jf.

Y.—Floating Water Power.-^\mQ 2. 1868.— De-
signed for utiliziug" and economizing the power of
running waters upon rivers or streams which are
liable to great and sudden changes in depth. A ro-

tating motion is communicated to the vrheels by the
current, and the same is communicated to shafting
on the shore : the rocking of the frame permitting
the float to rise or fall A\-ithout moving the cross-bar
on the shore.

Claim.—The arrangement, upon the floats AA A,
of the wheels C, keyed upon the shaft D. having the
^ear wheel E. the shaft E having the beveled pinion
& and pulley K, the liing'ed fi-ame H supporting the
pulley shaftV; and attached to the shore by the shaft

H', as herein described, for the purpose specified.

78,489.—Harvey Silver. Lowell, ilass.—FZier
for Spinning JiLachine.—Antedated May 23, 1868.

—

To opposite sides of the flier arms is secured a sad-

dle of hardened metal, at the top of which is a pro-
jecting portion tm-ned or bent over to form a spring,

through the middle poition of which is a hole oppo-
site aliole in the saddle ; in the latter is inserted a
guide pin ; the object being to prevent the arms or
sides from being worn or cut by the yarn, and to
facilitate the removal and renewal of the worn
guide ijins.

Claim.—1. The spring portion, shown and de-

scribed, when combined with the saddle, and con-
structed and arranged for the removal and replacing
of the guide pin e, tor the purpose and substantially
as described.

2. The guide pin e, when constructed as described,
and applied to the spring poition and the saddle c,

as and for the purpose described.
3. The combination of the saddle, spring portion,

and pin with the flier arm or arms, for the pm'pose
and substantially as described.

78,490.-LOREXZO T>. Sxook, Barrington, X. Y.—Harvester.—June 2, 1868.—In this machine cog
wheels are dispensed with, and motion is imparted
to the cutters by means of a cam wheel within the
feUoe of one of the supporting Avheels, and a vibrat-
ing leyer connected to the cutter bar by a rod.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the lever E, provided with the anti-friction wheels
and ann, with the plate F, and forked Avedge-shaped
lever G-, when applied and actuated as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

•2. The laterally adjustable coupling E, in combi-
nation v.-ith the connection H, when made and used
as and for the purpose .specified.

3. The hook L, when made and applied to keep
the cutter bar in place, substantially as specified.

78,491.—"WiLLiAii "W. Spexcer, Pittsburg. Pa.
—SelfFastening Buckle.—June 2, 1868.—The object
is to dispense with sewing, riveting, or pimching of
holes in the leather to which the buckle is fastened.

Claim.—A buckle provided at each end with two
transverse bars cc, aiTanged as described, for facili-

tating the casting process, in combination with
transverse bars F and G-, as and for the pui-pose set
forth.

78,492.—C. Ph. Steixmetz. Madison. "Wis.—
Ploi':.—June 2, 1668.—The j)lowshare is attached to
a viljrating upright shaft by which it is rendered re-

versible by means of a lever or handle, so as to turn

a furrow to the same side in crossing and recrossing
the field on adjoining firrrows. Stops are employed
to keep the lever in place. A cultivator may be used
interchangeably with the plowshare.

Claim.—1. The swivel clevis a, as constructed,
arranged, and fully described and shown.

2. The combination of the reversible plowshare
A or cidtivator share E, with the vibrating upright
shaft B. lever D. and stop C, as shown and described.

3. The swivel clevis a, reversible plowshare A or
cultivator share E, vibrating shaft B. lever D, stop
C, notched bar or standard "e, with wheel G. key /,
and plates F. aU constructed and arranged in com-
bination with a plow frame, as shown anci described.

78,493.—Thomas H. Stilt^-ell, M. D., Xew
York, 2Sr. Y.—Ear Trumpet.—June 2, 1868: ante-
dated May 18, 1868.—T-^\-o trumpet-shaped tubes are
inserted one in each ear to support the drum, and
are connected together by a copper or other wire to
establish an electrical current between the tubes.
A coiled wire is inserted in each tube to increase the
vibrations.

Claim.—The tubular trumpets A A. connected by
means of a -wixe rod B, and having vibrating wires
C arranged within them, substantially as and for the
ptirpose specified.

78,494.—WiLLLiM P. TovTLES, Baltimore. Md.—Siapender.—Jime 2, 1S68.—The suspenders are so
formed that the strain shall act on a common center,
and also serve as a brace to the shoulders, being
adapted to any form of the same.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of th.e

adjustable non-elastic shoulder straps "C, center A,
elastic strap D, rings E. and button-hole straps B,
substantially as and for the pm'pose herein shown
and described.

78,495.—CR05IWELL Fleetwood Tarlet. Lon-
don, Bng.—Telegraphing.—June 2, 1868.—The ob-
jects of this invention are to cut off the disturbance
arising from earth cniTcnts, to obtain a high speed
of signalling through long circuits, and, should the
conductor become partially exposed, to preserve it

from being eaten away by electrolytic action.
Claim.—1. So arranging telegraphic apparatus as

to work by the variation of the increment and decre-
ment of electric potential, and not by the direct ac-
tion of the electric current itself, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The use of an induction coil at the receiving
end of the cable, one of its wires being connected
between the cable and the ground, and'the other or
secondary wire connected with the receiving instru-
ment, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The use of a condenser or condensers between.
the receiving end of the cable and the earth, with or
«ithout resistance coils between the cable and the
earth, as and for the pm-poses set forth.

4. The use of a condenser at the sending end of the
cable, with or without resistance coils connecting its

two armatures, as and for the pm'poses set forth.

5. The use of a condenser at each end of the cable,
the cable being connected with the gTound through,
a resistanqe coil and a battery, so as to keep the cable
always negatively electrified,' as and for the purposes
set forth.

78,496.—George 'Warner, Cleveland. Ohio.—
Cap for Marine Stove Pipie.—June 2. 1868.—The top
shield is attached to the cap above the opening and
made to press upon the top of the flexible side shields

so as to retain them in any desired position ; the ob-
ject being to prevent the stove fi'om smoking.

CZfa'???.—The top shield C and the two flexible side
shields B B, in combination with the cap A. as de-
scribed, and when used in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

78,497.- William H. TTatrous, Hartford,
Conn.

—

Electro Plating Frame.—-June 2. 1868.—Two
jaws jointed together \\ith an adjusting screw at the
top for opening and closing the same : for holding
articles .suspended in electro plating fluid.

Claim.—The holding frame A. con.strnctcd sub-
stantirdly as and for the pmposes herein shown and
described.
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78,498.—Alexander Webster, Seneca Falls,

U", Y.—Apparatus for Distilling.—June 2, 18G6.—

A

perforated steam pipe is combined with a perforated
cjliuder, through which the steam or vapor passes

fi-om the still to the coil, in connection with which is

a cap for collecting the lighter portion of the vapor,
whereby two qualities of liquor are obtained.

Clai)n.—The cap C, combined with the cylinderA
and the tube B, substantially as and for the purposes
described, sepai-atiug the lighter and more refined

portion of the vapor which rises fi'om a still in the

process of distillation from tlie heavier portions, for

the pm-pose of obtaining two or more qualities of

liquor, substantially as described.

'^SjdQO.—Alfred "Weed, Boston, Mass.—Self-
Boring Stop Cock.—June 2, 1868.—The thread is cut

at a considerable distance from the entering end so as

to bring the induction end of the faucet to the pro-

per position within the cask.

Claim.—A faucet, provided with a screw thread,

/, on its barrel, for tlae purpose set foith, its entering
end provided with a closed boring tool, d, and the

blank or smooth surface o, bet^n-een the screw thread
and the boring tool, in which blank surface are the

inlets c, communicating with the passage through
the faucet, and also provided with handles e, by
which the borer is turned, the smooth surface pushed
into the tap hole, and the faucet tui-ned as it is

screwed into the tap hole.

78,500.—"William Wharton, Jr., Philadelphia,
Ta.—Raihvaij Switch.—June 2, 1868.—The object is

to prevent the rails from yielding to the lateral strain

occasioned by the passing cars when the force is only
applied, as usual, to one point in moving the SAvitch

rails.

Claim.—Switch rails, arranged to move laterally

from a fixed i)oiut, in combination with a shaft

having two or more graduated cranks, or their

equivalents, for serving the twofold purpose of op-

erating and laterally steadying at difi'erent points the
said switch rails, substantially as set forth.

78,501.—William Wiiiteley, Springfield, Ohio.
—Ploiv.—June 2, 1868.—The object of this inveiition

is to so construct the plowshare or mold-board that
in turning the sod it will produce a great number of
minute fractures upon the earth side of the furrow
slice, the said fractures being evenly distributed, and
are caused by the elongation of the furrow slice whUe
being inverted.
Ctaim.—1. The construction and use of plows,

when the shapes of those parts which cut and invert

the furrow slice are determined and obtained by the
herein described rule, substantially as set forth.

2. The method of obtaining modified forms of the
plow shape, substantially as herein described.

3. In combination with the draught bolt J, the
stirrup G, or its eqnivaleut, which surrounds both
bolt and beam, and binds them firmly together, with-

out perforating or otherwise weakening said beam.
4. In combination with the post, to which the

mold-board is connected, the bolt J, or its equiva-
lent, for the purpose of connecting the draught rod
at a rigid point in front of tho plow post.

.5. In combination with the post C and beam D,
the notched flange E, for the jiurposc of shifting the
position of the said beam in relation to the post C,

so that a team of two or three horses may bo used at

pleasure.
6. In combination with the clevis L, or its equiva-

lent, the eye bolt M and washers 1^, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

7. In combination witli the front projection at the
top of the plow post and the laud side of share, the
colter Q, or its equivalent, secured to said piojec-

tion, or its equivalent, in fi^ont of the clamping stir-

rup, in order to equalize the upward pressure, sub-

stantially as set forth.

8. The brace S, in combination with the post C
and stirrup G, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

9. The stirrup G, constructed with the horizontal
portion ft, to enable the beam to be adjusted side-

ways, as described and for the purpose set forth.

10. The share B, con.structcd with the land-side

bar li, substantially in the manner shown.

78,502.—HosEA WiLLARD, Vergennes, Yt.—
Butter Worker.—June 2, 1868.—One of the wings is
rigidly attached to the spindle while the other may
be revolved, in connection with a shallow pan in
which the butter is to be placed.

Claim.—The rod or spindle B, with the wings C
and D connected therewith, in combination with a
tray or trough, and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

78,503.—Leavis S. Wiswell, Utica, IST. Y.—
Machine for Fastening Lacing Hooks to Gaiters.—
June 2, 18G8.—A series of devices for automatically
feeding the hooks to the leather, driving them
through the same, bending the points, and clinching
them by a single simple motion.

Claim.—1. The slides G and H, constructed sub-
stantially as described.

2. The punch D, with recess for holding the hooks,
constructed substantially as described, in combina-
tion with the said slides."

3. The arms L, pin F^, and spring L', constructed
and operating in combination, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The cam F, lever C, and punch D, in combina-
tion, substantially as described.

5. The agitator, constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

6. * The ways K K', constructed and operating sub-
stantially as 'described, in combination Avith the arms

78,504.—Jonathan Wolfrom, York, Pa.—
Morse Hay Fork.—June 2, 1868.—The frame slides

up and down within the tines and projecting points
are pivoted to the end of each, so that when the frame
is raised the points are brought to a horizontal posi-
tion to raise the hay. The descent of a central tine
aids in discharging the hay.

Claim.—The tines A and frame D, substantially
as shown and described, in combination with the
points E, middle tine G, latch lever d, and slot i, or the
equivalent thereof, all as and for the purpose set forth.

78,505.—Wendell Wright, Bloomfield, L^. J.—
Clas2} for Fa.stening Garments.—June 2, 1868.

—

Three hinged plates held open or closed by spidngs,
the central plate being provided with slits and the
two outer ones with spurs or points to hold together
the edges of any textile fabric.

Claim.—The plates A, B B, connected together
by joints or hinges, provided with springs hb, the
plates B being j)rovided with spurs or points, all

constructed and arranged substantially in the man-
ner as and for the purpose set forth.

78,506.—Walter Aiken, Franklin, N. H.—
Needle for Knitting Machine.—June 2, 1868.—The
corrugations are designed to take the place of the
double shank as usually made.

Claim.—The improved knitting machine needle,
made with a series of flexures or corrugations, a a a,

in its shank, substantially as represented in Fig. 1 of

the aforesaid drawings, and as hereinbefore specified.

78,507. — Adam Baierle, Fredereck Hart-
MANN, and Freidrich Eeese, Chicago, 111. — /ce
House for Brewers and Butchers.—June 2. 1868.

Claim.—A building for preserving meats, beer,
and similar articles, consisting of the ice chamber B
and cooling vault A, provided with one or more ven-
tilators I, all constructed and ai'rauged substantially
as shown and described.

78,508.—David H. Ball, Sinnaraahoning, Pa.
—Shingle Machine.—June 2, 1868.—Across the up-
per face of the carriage on which the block is phiced
are bolted metal plates upon which dogs, attached to
the head block, are made to rest and slide, and by
Avhich they are prevented from springing. On one
end of a set rod is a square block or nut against
which rests a spring attached to the block carriage.

Claim.—1. The plates o o, when arranged in rela-

tion to the head block p, and the dogp'j?;', said dogs
being constructed to rest or slide on the plates, as
and for the purpose specified.

2. The l)lock s and spring s', constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.
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78,509.-0. T. Belbix, Baltimore, :sLd.—Oyster

Dredge.—June 2, 18(i8.—A method of attacliiug the
draught rods to the rake head, the object being to

Srevent the teeth from catching as the iustrumentis
rawu over the roller on the gunwale of the vessel.

Claim.—The combination of the two bolts ni and
n, with the lag o, the rods A and B, and the head C,

when all said parts are combined and arranged so as

to operate together, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

78,51 ©.JOSEPH H. BODIXE, and TuuiiAN A.
Hill, Mount Morris, 2<r. Y.—Device for ojjerating

Water Wheel Gate.-^xme 2, 18C8.—The gate is a
cii'cular plate with apertures through it which cor-

respond iu number with the water ways between the
chutes of the shell.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pivoted sector

m, piuiou P, and hand wheel S, and pivoted connect-
ing rod «, with relation to the circular register gate
G, whereby said gate is operated horizontally to

open and close all the water ways at once, as herein

shown and described.

78,511.—Alexander H. Braixerd, Eome, IST.

Y.—Churn Dasher.—June 2, 1668.—The dasher is

so constructed and ai^plied that it rotates as the

staff is reciprocated vertically.

Claim..—1. The head B, pivoted upon the recipro-

cating staff A, and provided with spiral flanges F,
substantially as described.

2. In combination with the above, the beveled floats

E E', substantially as and for the purposes speci-

78,512.—JA5IES BuRXS, ISTew Tort, :isr. Y., as-

signor to himself, PacHARD McCullougii, and Johx
Faxxikg.—Machine for Shaving Screws.— June 2,

1868. —delates to the shaver, which is that portion of

the machinery employed for turning off the head of
the screw blank. The oscillating and reciprocating
carriage carries a griping holder up to the spring
guide, (into which the screw blank is led by its own
gravity,) and seizing the screw blank carries the
same up to a stationary tool and holds it during the
opei'ation of shaving the head, and then discharges
the shaved blank.
Claim.—I. In combination with the stationary

tool b and spring guide Y, the forked lever U, cam
M, and griping holders E. R, for taking the screw
blank from the spring guide, holding, bringing up,

and rotating same against the stationary tool during
the operation of shaving the blank head, and dis-

charging the blank without the aid of a punch, for

either feed or discharge of the screw blank, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the oscillating and recipro-

cating griping-holder carriage J, cams K K' N, and
spring O, arranged substantially as and for the pui'-

poses set forth and described.

78,513.— Elljah Buttox, Annapolis, Md.—
Cork Extractor.—JxmQ 2, 1868.—The extractor is in-

serted into the bottle and pushed against the bottom
with a force suflicient to expand the springs, when
the cork is inclosed between the springs and with-
dra:wn.
Claim.—The cork extractor, consisting of springs,

having their lower ends adapted to turn on the ring h,

aU operating as described, whereby the cork is caged
lengthwise in the bottle, without turning the latter

upside down, as herein shown and described.

78,514.—

J

A3IES Calkixs, Xew York, jST. Y.—
Preserving Wood.—June 2, 1868.—Steam, together
with the products of combustion from the furnace of

the steam generator, is admitted to the chamber con-
taining the wood, and the wood, having been by this

means deprived of its contained moisture, is" sub-

jected to the action of the vapors of oil, carbolic
acid, or other antiseptic before cooling or exposure
to the atmosphere. The apparatus is such that the
successive processes and entire treatment are com-
pleted without removing the wood from the treating
chamber.
Claim.—1. The employment of steam, in combi-

nation with the gases of combustion, generated as

desciibed, admitted together into the treating cham-

ber, for the drying of wood and other materials,
substantially as set forth.

2. The process of preparing and treating wood or
other material by means of steam, and of super-
heated steam and carbonic oxide, or the gases of
combustion, and subsequently treating with tlie hot
oleaginous vapors under pressure, while in a highly
heated condition from the previous treatment, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The described apparatus, consisting essentially

of the generator A and its appurtenances, the treat-

ing chamber or chambers Y and K'^, tanks M andL.
with their several systems of pipes and cocks, ar-

ranged, combined, and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

4. In combination with the treating chamber or

chambers and the generator, the water gauge or reg-
ulator, contained within the dome M^, or its equiva-
lent, for regulating the pressure of the steam or va-
pors employed, operating substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of the pipe U with the fire cham-
ber D and generating chamber C, whereby the gases
of combustion may be directly admitte"d into the
steam space, substantially as set forth.

78,515.—Thomas J. Christy, Olney, JR.—Har-
vester Cutter.—JuuG 2, 1868 ; antedated May 25,

1868.—A cutting apparatus for reaping and mowing
machines, in which the cutting teeth go to make up
an endless chain Avhich has a continuous circulating
movement upon the flnger beam.

Claim.— The combination of the chain sections
b, formed with projecting heels b', for both driving
and guiding the blades a and links c bolted to the sec-

tions b ; the pinion d driving the chain through the
medium of the projecting heels b'; the central bar
g with ledges g' g', forming guide ways for the heels
b ; the finger beam c, with the iipturned flanges e',

and the cap plate/, when the said parts are con-
structed, arranged, and employed in the manner and
for the purpose'specified.

78,516.—Francis DiLTOX, Auburn, N". Y.—Hal-
ter Buckle.—June 2, 1868.—This improvement has
reference to the manufacture of what is known
among harness makers as the " five-ringed halter."

Claim.—1. In combination with the three-tongued
buclde, the loop S for securing the ends of the
straps, substantially as described.

2. The application and use of the said buckle in
the manufacture of halters, Avhen the same is con-
structed and used in the manner above specified.

78,517.—Wm. Doyle, Albany, liT. Y.— Cooking
Stove.—Juue 2, 1868.—The center of the incandes-
cent fuel is immediately under the vessel to be heated.
The products of combustion pass from the fire box
down the front flue and front corner flues to the
lower front or cross flue, whence they are con-
ducted by the extension flue into the direct draught
flue and thence to the outlet.

Claim.—1. T..J construction and arrangement of

extension flue C, in combination with a revertible or
return flue. F, under the oven of a cooking stove,

substantially as shown and described.
2. Flue stopper B', in combination with flue plates

a of extension flue C, when constructed as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The construction and arrangement of front-de-

scending flues A A, in combination with extengion
flue C, substantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement and combination of front-de-

scending flues A A, cross or connecting flue H, ex-

tension flue C, and revertible flue F, substantially

as shown and described.
5. The construction and arrangement of a front

descending and direct flue or flues, A A, and cross

flue, H, united by extension flue, C, with a revertible £,

flue, F, under the oven of a cooking stove, when all r
of said flues are operated and controlled by one
damper, P, substantially as set forth.

78,518.— GrUSTAV L. Exggrex, Brooklyn, IT. Y.
—Valvefor Steam Engine.—June 2, 1868 ; antedated
May 27, 1868—The oscillating valve controlling the
eng-ine ports are in constant or positive gear with the
stem of the subsidiary valve or piston ."which latter

caiTies the independent valve or slide which deter-
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mines automatically the cushioning effect at the ter-

minus of the stroke of said piston in both direc-

tions of its travel.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the valve or pis-

ton D, having a passage, li, thi'ough it, and aperture
s, in communication vrith the exhaust passage H, or
its equivalent, of a valve or slide, L, constructed and
operating, by the throw of said piston, to effect or
regulate t\\<i cushioning of the piston at or toward
the close of its stroke, but allowing of a free escape
for vapor or air on the forward side of said piston,
in the early portion of its action, in either direction,

essentially as herein set forth.

2. The "combination of the piston D with its inde-

pendent valve or slide L, operating in connection
with exhaust passages, as described, and valves J J',

constructed and arranged for action together, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

78,519.— Francis H. Escherich, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—June 2, 1868.

—

Means for opening and closing a breech-loading fire-

arm, in wliich the barrel itself is hinged and moved
for loading.

Claivi.—1. The construction of the angular pins g
g', of the forwardly-projecting part g, and the down-
wardly-projecting part gr', and operated by the hook
I of the lever F, substantially as herein described and
for the purpose specified.

2. The cam E, provided with projections g h i, and
bulging part j, in combination with the lever F, pro-
vided with hook I and arm Ic, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
3. The cam E and lever F, constructed as described,

in combination with the hook n, provided with re-

cess 0, and the hollowed recess m, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

4. The cam E, lever F, and hook n, constructed as
described, in combination with the pin q, provided
with a downward projection q', and secured to the
spring r, and with the hold p in the breech, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

78,520.—Charles H. Fowler, Eoxburv, Mass.
—Lathe Tool Holder.—June 2, 1868.—The'ialug or
double-tapering tube is split at each end after the
manner of small drill chucks, so that when it is com-
pressed within and between the bores of the bar and
hollow nut it firmly gripes the cutting tool.

Claim.—As an improved tool-holding device for
metal-turning lathes, &c., the combination and ar-

rangement of the bar A, screw sleeve or hollow nut
c, and double-tapering tube d, the whole being ar-

ranged and operating as herein shown and described.

78,521.—Samuel W. Gear, Whitestone, I^. T.—Door and Windovj Catches.—June 2, 1868.—When
the door or shutter is closed one curved spring will
fit into and be elapsed by the other with sufficient

force to hold the door in a closed position.
Claiyn.—The two springs b c, constriicted to lock

one within the other, as shown and described, and ar-

ranged in relation with each other upon the door and
frame, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

78,522.—Job Harrison, Whitewater, Wis., as-

signor to himself, George W. Esterly, and C. C,
Lewis, same place.

—

Attachment to Cooking-Stove
Fire Chamber.—June 2, 1868.—The arch is designed
to concentrate the heat below the front stove holes
and to conduce to a more perfect combustion of the
the gases.
Claim.—1. So applying the arch D to the fire cham-

ber of the stove that the air chambers .v t are formed,
r one between the arch and oven, and the other both
back of and above said arch, all in the manner sub-
stantially as liereiu described and shown.

2. The arch D, or its equivalent, constructed sub-
stantially as described, and applied to a stove for the
pm-pose set forth.

78,523. — Richmond Hathaway, Chicopeo,
Mass., assignor to himself and Levi O. Allen,

• Gardiner, Mo.

—

Cloth and Clothes Pin. — Juno 2,

1868.—A single spring wire is bent around so as to
form a coil spring in the center, two jaws at one end
which are operated by levers at the otlicr end.

Claim,—As an article of manufacture, the clothes

pin constructed as described, viz., with the central
coil a, the levers d d, the central depressions to ad-
mit the line, and the pointed and ring jaws, all as
set forth.

78,524.—Lawrence Holms, Paterson, IjT. J.—
Filter.—Jime 2, 1868.—The valves are reversed in
order that the water may be forced through the filter-

ing beds in a direction contrary to its course during
the filtering operation, so as to carry back and dis-
cliarge any accumulations of matter which may have
been deposited upon the wii'C gauze or gratings or in
the chambers.
Claim.—The arrangement of the valves G H,

passages c def, openings a b a' b', water spaces i k,

and filtering beds m x, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

78,525.—Charles Kaestner, Chicago, El., as-
signor to himself and Joseph Becker, same place.—Barbers' Chair.—June 2, 1868.—The locking bolts
are at right angles with the journals upon which the
reversible seat is mounted, and are thrown into and
withdrawn from sockets on the frame by the handle
thi-ough the medium of the pivoted levers.

Claim.—A reversible holJow spring seat, provided
with the locking bolts d, levers G, and handle T>,

when constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.

78,526.—Joseph Kepler, Crawfordsville, Ind.
—CMirn.—June 2, 1868.—The concave breast is

studded with tooth-like projections, and the cream is

forced over it by the dasher. The cream, impelled
by the dasher, passes through an opening in one end
ot the longitudinal partition and is then conducted
to the opposite end of the box whence it flows into
the dasher chamber to be again forced over the con-
cave breast. The scroll top is i)laced above the
daslier to prevent undue splasliing.

Claim.—The device of a single concave breast,
with metal j)oints, the convex-concave bottom B de-
scending from the elevated breast C, through the
openings F F, Figs. 1 and 2, in combination with
perforated top M, in Fig. 4, dash. Fig, 3, and scroll

top. Fig. 6, inclosed in a box, substantially as hereiu
set forth.

78,527.—EmilLaass, Syracuse, 'N.Y.—Arch of
of Furnace for Evaporating Kettles, <&c.—June 2,

1868.

Claim'.—The arch made in sections, A A, jointed
at the crown by the cylindrical keystone B, and rest-

ing at the spring loosely upon the ways a a, the
whole so arranged that the arch, or either section
thereof, can be adjusted bodily in or out without ele-

vating, and can be readily taken apart, as herein set
forth.

78,528.-James Lee, New York, IST. Y.—Lamp-
Chimney Cleaner.—June 2, 1868 ; antedated May 22,

1868.—The leather washer protects the rubber disks
from the scrcnv head.

Claim.—The lamp-chimney cleaner, constructed
as described, consisting of the elastic disks B, se-

cured to the end of the handle A, at right angles to
its axis, by means of the scr&w C, and provided with
the flexible washer D, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

78,529.—Joseph F. Light, Worcester, Mass.—
Shaft Coiipling.—June 2, 1868.—The shafts are held
together by the clasps or threaded collars, which are
tightened upon the shafts by tlie nuts, and retained
in tlieir relative position by pins or keys.

Claim.—1. The combination of the' ends of the
shafts, when shaped or cut a\\ay and applied to each
otlier, substantially as shown iii Figs. 2 and 3 of the
draAvings, so as to prevent the independent longitu-
dinal movement of the one shaft with respect to the
other, with holding nuts for encircling and coupling
said shafts in the manner liereiu sliown and specified.

2. The combination, with tlie clasps B B, of the
guide-pieces or pins 2 2, or either, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth,

78,530—0. E. Loomis, Elleubm-g, :^.Y.—Soap.
—June 2, 1868.—The ingredients are water, lime, sal-
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sotia, fisli-oil, starch, resin, saltpeter, alcohol, and
white kaolin.

claim.—A soap compoundeci of the ingredients
and in the manner herein set forth.

7S,531.—^. J. Ludlow, Clercland, Ohio.—
Seat/or Harvester.—June 2, 1868.—The seat is sus-

pended from and has pirotal attachment to the spring
support which is rigidly attached to the machine, so

that the lateral motion' incident to such machines is

not communicated to the seat.

Claim.—A seat for harvesters, mowing machines,
and horse rakes, suspended so as to swing laterally,

constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the pmi^ose herein set forth.

78,532.-Louis A. Matos, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Balance.—June 2, 1868.—An improrement in the
balance, for which United States letters patent Xo.
39,145 were granted to Sandy Harris, July 7, 1863.

Under the present improvement the vial is iirst

placed in the pan, and the balance weight is then
adjusted on the bar until the scale is in equilibrium.
The index finger is then placed at that paii: of the
vernier indicating the weight required and the fluid

is ponred into the vial until the scale is again in
equilibrium.

Claim.—The adjusting or sliding balance weight
L, in combination with the vernier or graduated arc,

and the vibrating weight, which is suspended on an
arm which is pivoted'to the chord of the arc, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

78,533.—JOHX McKiLLOP, Brooklyn. X, T., as-

signor to AXDREW Mackey and John TVard. Jr.,

same place.— Safety Bridle.—Jwae 2, 1868.— The
lever jaws are suspended by the ring from the throat
latch of the bridle and provided with a rein by which
they may be forcibly brought together to compress the
horse's windwipe and thus choke the animal into
submission. The spring retains the jaws away from
the throat of the animal when the device is not in
requisition.

Claim.—1. The choking apparatus, composed of
the two lever jaws, constructed and combined for

operation, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The combination of the spring / with the two
lever jaws A of the choking apparatus, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

78,534.—JUDAH Moses, Hartford, Conn.—GaZ-
vanic Spectacle.—June 2, 1S68.—A voltaic pHe is

secured to the end of each temple or bow, the design
being to create an electrical current by the contact
of the moisture or perspiration of the head with said
piles, and thereby obtain the therapeutic effects due
to the apijlication of electricity to the nerves of the
head.

Claim.— The combination with the temples or
front of a pair of spectacles, of an electric battery
or batteries, so arranged and connected therewith
that an electrical current may be caused to pass
through the same, substantially as and for the pm'-
poses herein specified.

78,535.—Charles Mudler, Cleveland. Ohio.—
Button.—JmiQ 2, 1868; antedated May 22. 1868.—
This mode of constructing the button is intended to
obviate the cutting away of the attaching thread by
the edge of the button hole of the suspender.

Claim.—The button, constmcted of two plates or
disks, A B, having a rigid connection by means of
the shank or pin C, and the lower disk being shoiol-

dored or grooved out. so as to form a circular de-
pression, in which the thread used for sewing on the
button is buried below the plane of the said disk,
the whole combined in the manner as and for the
purpose set forth, as a new article of manulac-
ttire.

78,536.— E. P. Xeedham, Xew Tork. X. Y.—
Becd Musical Instrument.—-June 2, 1868.—The front
of the exhaust chamber of the melodeon. or other
analogous reed instrument, is made of India-rubber,
or other elastic material, impervious to air, said
front being attached to rock shafts and to the lower
front edge of the reed boards, and provided with

apertures, through which wind is admitted to the
reed openings.

Claim.—The flexible front c of the exhaust cham-
ber A. in combination with the movable reed boards,
whereby the requisite movement of the said reed
boards 'is allowed, substantially as herein set forth.

78,537.—SA3IUEL A. 0ns. Boston, Mass.—iJatZ-
loay-track Scraper.—June 2, 1668.—The scrapers are
applied and adjusted so as to be capable of automatic
adjustment to stiit the varying gauge of tracks.
The levers, link, and rock shaft are employed to
raise and lower the scrapers.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the shoes B B, sleeves Q Q, rod M, and fork O,
siibstantiaUy as described and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination with the lever G-, in a track-
scrapLiig machine, of the foot lever G' G-". substan-
tially as" described and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the lever
L, the link E, and the rocker shaft D, made substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set Ibrth.

78,538.—Joros B. Perkks and Ai Colbuen,
HoUis, X. H.

—

Seed-sowing Machine.—June 2, 1868.

—The seed drum is attached to the axle and occupies
the bottom of the hopper, and the axle also carries
pins, which actuate the larca, whereby the seeds are
stirred. The spring attached to the pivoted plow
beam restores the same to its operating position after
it has oven-idden an obstruction.

Claim.—1. The vibrating plow beam C, held by
the spring E, in combination with the coverer V, ar
ranged substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The agitator K', arranged and operated sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

78,539.—TTillia-M Eobes-sox. Brooklyn, X. T.—Lamp Burner.—.Jtine2, 1868.—The trough arotmd
the space between the wick tube and the bottom of
the burner sectu'es the return to the body of the lamp
of the surplus oil which is drawn up the wick tube.
The detachable external trough prevents the con-
densed vapors from dripping over the external stir-

face of the lamp.
Claim.—1. The trough /, arranged in relation with

the openings &, at the'sides of the wick tube, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The annular trough D, made detachable, and
constructed with the internal fianch, whereby it may
be fitted between the burner and the lamp, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

78,540.—JA3IES Koss, Xorth Cambridge, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Ferdin"A2;d Pairb.-Txks, Xew
Tork. X. T.

—

Lubricator for Steam Engines.—June
2, 1868.—This lubricator is of the kind in which the
cock shuts off the steam passage and opens commu-
nication with the feed inlet when the lubricator is to
be charged with oU, but which, on being tm-ned,
reverses the open and closed conditions of the pas-
sages for the purpose of establishing an equilibrium of
pressure above and below the oU-lo secure its flow,

its passage from the cup being effected in conse-
quence of its disj^lacement by the water resulting
from the condensation of the steam admitted to said
cup from the steam cylinder. The turning of the
cock in the present instance varies the altitude at

which the steam is admitted to the cup, and likewise
the condensing sui'face thereof.

Claim.—The construction, in a lubricator of the
character herein specified, of the cock C and its seat

D, with theu' openings aiTanged sub.stantially as de-

scribed, whereby provision is" made for vai-ying the
extent of steam-condensing surface in the oil cup or
reservoir of the lubricator, and thereby regulating

the flow of oil or grease, essentially as herein set forth.

78.541.— JOHX Eoss, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Feed
Regulator for Mills.—JwvlQ 2. 1868: antedated May
25, 1868.—The regulator is adjustable longitudinally

on the shaft by means of a yoke, clasp, and lever.

The wings act as a screw to urge forward the grain,

and, by centrifugal force, they throw it between the
stones'.

Claim.—I. The tise of the feed regulator A, B, and
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J, to close partially or wholly the throat of a conical
mill, in the manner described.

2. The combination of the cone J with its wings
T, to direct the grain into the tliroat of the mill.

'5'S,542.—EOGER Sandifoud, Joliet, Til.—Plow
Clevis.—June 2, 18G8.—The dou!)le, segmental clevis

has a row of holes in order that the reversible, trans-

verse clevis may be regulated as to height by the
bolt passing through the said double clevis. The de-

vice enables the depth of penetration to be varied,

and also aifords facilities for changing the lateral di-

rection of the plow.
Claim.—1. Tlie double, segmental clevis a, when

constructed, operating, and arranged as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The transverse, oscillating clevis e, when con-
structed and arranged as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
3. The combination and arrangement of the seg-

mental clevis a and transverse, oscillating clevis e,

when arranged, constructed, and operating as and
for the pu.rpbses set forth.

78,543. — Peter G. Schlossee, Middletown,
Md., assignor to himself and A. P. Baer, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Composition for Depilating Hides.—June 2,

1866.—For the depilation of dry or imported hides,

the ingredients arc spent tan liquor, nitrate of po-
tassa, chloride of sodium, sulphuric acid_, tartaric
acid or vinegar, and wheat bran. In treating green
hides the nitrate of potassa, chloride of sodium, and
wheat bran are omitted.

Claim.—1. The composition, substantially as above
described, for depilating dry hides.

2. The composition, substantially as above de-
sci'ibed, for depilating green hides.

78,544.—John See, Philadelphia, Vpi.—Compo
sition for Covering Eoofs, Pavements, Walls, c£-c.—
June 2, 1868.—Hydraulic cement, sand, and salt,

together with iron ore, turnings, borings, or filings,

are mixed together in water, the mass forming a
mortar, to be applied with a trowel.

Claim. —A composition of ingredients, herein
named, substantially as and for the purposes spe-
cified.

78,545.-GriDEON 0. Spence, Titusville, Pa., as-

signor to himself, A. R.Williams, and J. S. Lathrop,
same place.

—

Process of Treating Petroleum for the
Ma7iufacture of linbricating Oils.—.June 2, 1868.

—

The ingredients referred to are enumerated as fol-

lows: first, chloride of sodium, or any of the haloid
salts; second, hydrated potassa, or any alkali of the
same or analogous chemical and electrical action;
third, muriate of ammonia, or any of the hydro-salts

;

fourth, spirits of turpentine, linseed oil, or oil of like
solvent ])ropcrty ; fifth, flour of sulphur.

Claim.—1. The use of the first chemical ingredient,
herti)i specified, in the manufacture of lubricating
oil from petroleum or coal oil, or their products, for
the purpose specified.

2. The use of the second chemical ingredient,
herein specified, in the manufacture of lubricating
oil from petroleum or coal oil, or their products, for
the purpose specified.

3. The use of the third chemical ingredient, herein
specified, in the manufacture of lubricating oil from
petroleum or coal oil, or their products, for the pur-
pose specified.

4. The use of the fourth chemical ingredient, here-
in specified, in the manufacture of lubricating oil

from petroleum or coal oil, or their products, for the
purpose specified.

5. The use of the fifth chemical ingredient, herein
specified, in the manufacture of lubricating oil from
l^etroleum or coal oil, or their products, for the pur-
pose specified.

6. The use of the second and third chemical ingre-
dients, herein specified, in combination, in the man-
ufacture of lubricating oil from peti'oleum or coal oil,

or their products, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

7. , The use of the five chemical ingredients, herein
specified, in combination, in tlie maimfaoture of lu-

bricating oil from petroleum or coal oil, or tluur \no-

ducts, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

78,546

—

Eli F. Stacy, Gloucester, Mass.—
Fisherman''s Nipper.—Jmie 2, 1868.—A device used
by fishermen as a protection to their hands against
the rubbing action of the lines.

Claim.—As anew article of manufacture, a molded
elastic gum " nii^per," as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

78,547.-Joseph B. Stearns, Boston, Mass.—
Telegraph Apparatus.—June 2, 1868.—A means for
transmitting messages simultaneously over a single
Avire in opposite directions. The keys or other circuit
breakers, and the electro-magnets, are so constructed
and arranged that the current from the battery of the
home station will be divided so as to pass around the
coi'es of the magnet in opposite directions, one portion
passing over the line to the distant station, and the
other portion passing through a rheostat to the
ground ; the one portion thus iieutralizing the eff"ect

of the otlier portion, and producing no magnetism in
the cores or effect upon the armature, while at the
same time a current from the distant battery may
pass through one-half of the wire, or one set of wires
on each helix, to the key or circuit breaker, and
thence through the battery to the ground, if the cir-

cuit breaker is in contact with the front stop, or
through a rheostat to the ground if in contact with
the back stop, or through all the wire on each helix
and a larger rheostat to the ground, if between the
two stops and in contact with neither.

Claim.—1. In an electro-magnet coil constructed
of two opposing or neutralizing conductors, making
each of the conductors of the same length, and giv-
ing them each an equal number of turns, as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. A key or other circuit breaker, the back stop of
which is connected wdth the ground by a wire, in
which is placed a rheostat or other resistance, and
for the ijurpose set forth.

3. Combining an electro-magnet, constructed as
described, or in any other manner, to produce eitlier

complete or partial neutralization of its cores, A\ith

a key or circuit breaker having a coimection between
the back stop, or its equivalent, and the ground
through a rheostat or other resistance, as and "for the
purpose described.

4. Combining an electro-magnet, constructed as
described, or in any other manner by which either a
complete or partial neutralization of its cores is pro-

duced, with a key of circuit breaker having no con-
nection between' its back stop and the ground, as
specified.

5. In combination with an electro-magnet, con-
structed substantially as described, tlie key A, the
key or circuit breaker C, local battery B, and rheostat
F, all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

78,548.—Joseph B. Stearns, Boston, Mass.—
Telegraph Apparatus.—Jime 2, 1868.—The purpose
of the two electro-magnets acting upon the armature
post in opposite directions is to enable two mes-
sages to be sent simultaneously over the same
wire in opposite directions. The several parts
of the apparatus are so arranged as to maintain
an equable resistance to the current of the bat-

tery or batteries, and enable the finer adjustments
to "prevent the movement of the armature to be
efi'ected hj the movement of the electro-magnet
toward or from the armature, without changing the
resistance of the rheostat. In connection with the
relay, composed of a plurality of magnets operating
upon the same armature in opposite directions, a key
is employed to close one circuit before or at the same
time that it opens another.

Claim.—1. The combination of a relay, consisting
of two clectro-magiK^ts, so arranged as to act upon
the same armature post in opposite directions, Avith

a key that shall close one circuit before or at the
same time that it opens another, when the same £ire

constructed and made to operate substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the relay, constructed sub-

stantially as described, the sounder key S, and
rheostat'E, when the whole are connected and made
to operate substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the rheostat W, tlie double
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relay. Tvlieii tlie latter is so constructed as to eifect

the liner adjustments of the forces acting upon the
armatoi-e or armatures, as set forth.

4. So arranging the several parts of the apparatus
that the resistance offered to the current from the
battery at either end of the line is always the same,
whatever may be the position of the tey at the op-
posite end.

5. In combination Tvith the key S. constructed as
described, the rheostat K', inserted between the key
and the ground, substantially as and for the pui'pose
described.

78,549.—Aldex S. Stevexs, Attica, ]^. T.—
Fruit Picker.—June 2, 1868.—The stems of the fi-uit

are severed by the cutting teeth of the cylinder, into
Avhich the friiit falls, to be conducted thence to the
ground by the tubular cloth attachment.

Claim.'—The combination of the hollow cylinder
A, open at both ends, and provided Tvith cutting
teeth o^ at its upper edge, with the conducting ba^
Y attached to its lower edge, and manipulating rod
or pole C. connected to its side, as and for the^ pur-
pose set forth.

78,530.-BEXJAiiixD. Stevexs, Deeorah, Iowa.—Axe Handle.—June 2, 18GS ; antedated May 18.

1868.—The rubber reduces the effect of the rebound
upon the handle. The point of the wedge enters the
handle, and after the latter is inserted into the eye
of the axe or hammer, the flange of the -wedge is

flattened down to secm-e the handle in the eye.

Claim.—l. Inserting India-rubber, or * similar
elastic substance, in the eye of axes, hammers, and
analogous tools, when placed iu the position for the
pm-pose substantially as described.

2. The v^'edge C,'when constructed and used as
and for the purpose set forth.

78,551.—James Sutheelaxd Brooklyn, 17. Y.
—Liquid JLfefer.-June 2, 1868.—The object is to
afford abundance of time for the cylinders to fill and
discharge. The valves are operated successively by
the independent piston or pistons adjacent to that or
those which they control : and being operated sud-
denly, and while the pistons which operate them are
at or about midway of their stroke, the desired ob-
ject is attained.

Claim.—1. A liquid meter, composed of two or
more cylinders, fitted with independent pistons,
when these latter are controlled by valves, operated
so that either one piston or connected pair or set of
pistons is or are made to actuate the valve whicb
controls the other piston or connected pair or set of
pLstons. substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the cylinders C C andD D',
T\ith their pistons and valves' so arranged and oper-
ating as that either one set of pistonslo said cylin-
ders are reversed in their action by the motion of the
valves which control them, when, the other set of
pistons are midway of their stroke, or thereabouts,
essentially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the cylinders C C andD D',
with their pistons, yokes H H', tappets L L', arms
MM', and valves J J', for operation together, and
in connection with suitable inlet and outlet passages,
substantially as shown and described,

78,552—Geo. W. Thootsox, Xew York, 2s".T.

—Wagon for Advertising.—-J\m.e 2, 1868 ; antedated
May 25, 1868.—Transparent signs for advertising are
placed upon the periphery of a reel mounted upon a
wagon platform, and revolving upon a vertical axis.

Claim.—1. The employment of the vertically ar-
ranged revolving drum of advertisements or signs,
substantially as and for the purposes herein shown.

2. The arrangement of the pulley J, with the guide
pulleys L L. and the pulley I, for transmitting motion
to the axle F, substantially as and for the pm-pose
stated.

78,553.-^AME3 K. Tho:mpsox-, Chicago, HI.,
assignor to himself and William B. HowAirD, same
place.

—

Turn Table.—Jane 2, 1868.—The frame is

motmted upon bearing wheels, and moves around
the pivot of an ordinai-y spider : said fi*ame consist-
ing of a bearing circle made up of boiler iron
and angle iron, and strengthened by cross beams

sui-motmted by trussed beams, upon which the draw-
bridge rests.

Claim.—The bearing frame G, consisting of bear-
ing circle H, cross beams k k, and trussed bearing
beamsM ^I. each of the above said parts constructed
as described, and the whole arranged, and operating
substantially as and in the manner herein set forth
and specified.

78,554.-Xathaxeel X. Tomlixsox, Xew York,
X. Y.

—

ilachine for Making Treenails.— June 2,
1868.—The stick out of which the treenail is to be
made, is inserted in the flaring opening in which the
knife and gauge rest are adjustable, to suit the vary-
ing diameters of the treenails, by means of their
respective screw and cog wheel connections ; the
cog wheel pertaining to the knife screw having mo-
tion parallel to the elongated cogs of the wheel per-
taining to the gauge rest sere-w as the two wheels
rotate together. The diameter to which the rest
and knife conform, is indicated by the gauge disk.
Claim.—The combination of the slotted slide &,

holding the adjustable knife a, the movable gauge
rest g, its connecting rods i i. sliding screw h, the
two screw wheels c and s, with the gauge disk k,

constructed and arranged substantially ashereinbe-
fore described.

78,555.—JOHXB. Tboxell, Hancock, Md., as-

signor to himself and Sa^i'l H. Davis, same place.

—

Sausage Stuffer.— June 2, 1868.—The sausage meat
is ejected forcibly from the cylinders into the skin or
casing, which is held upon a tube inserted in an
opening between the journaled ends of the cyiiaders.
By placing both cylinders in communication with
the single discharge opening and providing the in-
tervening valve, the contents of both cylinders may
be ejected at one filling.

Claim.—The single discharge-opening for the cyl-

inders A A, valve E, and hoUow journals a a^. com-
bined and operating substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

78,556.-George Tep.rt, Xorwich, Conn., as-

signor, to himself and 0. G. Graves, same place.—
Talve and Steam Passage.—June 2, 1868.—The live
steam entering the cylinder through the steam port
at one end has access at the saine time to a space
directly beneath the corresponding end of the valve,
and the exhaust steam passing through the port at
the opposite end has access to a space at that end
of the valve, the object being to relieve the valve of
pressure. By tn.rning the plugs, they open or close,

or vary the effective" area of the steam ports, and
hence they serve to stop, start, or change the speed
of the eng'ine.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the receiving and
exhaust ports B B', C C, and cut-offplugs E E^ sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The recesses A A', in combination with the
ports B B', C C, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

78,557.—Wm.W. YiRDDf, Baltimore. Md.—T/cZe

Motor.—June 2, 1868.—The object is to obtain suf-

ficient power and motion, from the ebb and flow of
tides through bayous or the mouth of inlets, to raise
water to a proper height for fiu-nishing a supply of
the same at distances remote from "the point at
which it is raised, also, to obtain power for driving
macliinery.
Claim.—l. A floating vessel or buoy, B, con-

structed with water passages through it, and pro-
vided with a cut-off, B', and a water wheel, D. said
buoy being arranged in a suitable passage way for
water, in 'such manner that the wheel D ^^•ill be
caused to turn both by the ebb and flow of the tide,

substantially as described.
2. The buoy B B', constructed with bulkhead

apartments, s'ubstantiaUy in the manner and for the
purposes described.

3. The chamber or chambers J', in combination
with a buoy B, having an aperture or apertures, i i,

and constructed substantially as described, for the
pm'pose ofreceiving water to be raised by the elevator
J, substantially as descriljed.

4. The endless chain of double-chambered buckets,
in combination with a perforated drum G, h i. sub-
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stantially in the manner and for the purposes de-
scribed.

7S,55S—Jasies Walton, Suufisli, Ohio.—Cider
and Wine Mill.—June 2, 1868.—In making cider the
apples are fed through the right-hand liopper, and
being' reduced to pomace by the corrugated rolls,

fail upon the apron -vvhich carries the pomace be-
tween secondary rolls, which express the juice
therefrom. The juice runs down the incline, and
dropping through the perforations falls upon a
strainer. In making wine the grapes are passed
through the left-hand hopper, so that they are not
acted upon by the corrugated rolls.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hoppers P Q,
grinding rolls B B', apron F, rolls G- G' G-" 1 1', in-

cline M, concaves N and O, and receiver K, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,559.—Miles "Waterhouse, Passaic, N. J.—
Apparatus for Dyeing.—June 2, 1868.—Steam is dis-

charged from nozzles below the supplemental per-
forated bottom, and acts after the manner of an
ejection pump upon the liquid below the same, forcing
it upward through the vomiting tubes, whose nozzles
discharge it upon the exposed surface of the material
to be dyed, such material being packed in the A^at

above the supplemental bottom. A partial vacuum
is produced by the displacement of the liquid dye-
stuffs at the 'bottom, and when the liquid is dis-
charged at the top it is forced downward through the
goods by atmospheric pressure, a circulation of the
liquid being thus maintained so long as steam is

admitted.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

several parts, substantially as and for the purposes
shown and described.

78,560.-William C. Wells, Philadelphia, Pa.—Ice Creeper.—June 2, 1868.—The creeper is secured
by buckle straps to the shoe, and prevents the wearer
from slipping upon the ice.

Claim.—A "creeper," composed of a piece of
leather or other soft material, with metal "spurs"
fastened thereon by means of metal "washers," and
by riveting, when said piece of leather, with spurs
thereon, is constructed separate from the shoe, and
is intended to be worn beneath the sole of the shoe,
and is attachable to and detachable from the shoe,
substantially as shown and described.

78,561.-Isaac IST. Wood, Fall Eiver, Mass—
Hoe.—June 2, 1868.—The inner edges of the tubular
blade and nose are sharpened. The implement is

moi'o particularly intended for weeding and stirring
the soil.

Claim:—The improved hoe as made with the short,
open, tubular blade, combined or provided with an
angular nose, arranged with respect to such blade
ancl its shank, substantially as specified.

78,562.— Howell Wright, Taunton, Mass.,
assignor to Reed & Barton, same place.

—

Mamifac-
ture of Tahle Tr«rc.—June 2, 1868.—This alloy is

composed of nickel and copper melted together, and
run into bars to be rolled and worked into the desired
form.
Claim.—\. The within described alloy of nickel

and copper, or any other substantially the same, all

as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The improved table ware, made substantially as
described.

78,563.—John H. Adams, Portland, Maine.—
Carriage Seat.—June 2, 1808.—Devices to in'cveut

the seat from being jolted out of place ; also, to pre-

vent it from sliding backward and forward in con-
sequence of the motion of the carriage.
Claim.—1. The swinging hinged or pivoted bar b,

eitlier with or without the studs /t, in combination
witli the projection e, the said bar b being attached,
as set forth, to the carriage sides, and capable of
being itistcncd tliereto, as set forth, and the projec-

tion c to the carriage seat as and for the purposes
described.

2. The clamp I, in combination with the projection
e on the seat, as and for the purposes described, the
said clamp I being secured as herein set forth.

78,564.—William Austin, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and William Opdyke, same
place.

—

Construction of Sheet Metal Conductor Pipes.
—June 2, 1868.—Designed for conducting water from
the roofs of buddings.

Claim.—A water conductor or pipe, made of cor-
rugated sheets of metal, so as to yield to the internal
pressure caused by the freezing of the Avater therein,
substantially as described.

78,565.— QuiMBY S. Backus, Winchendon,
Mass.

—

Vise.—June 2, 1868.—The parts of the sec-
tional tube which cover the screw shaft are adapted
to slide one within the other, this provision conducing
to compactness in such vises as have the screw shaft
protected from shavings and filings.

.

Claim.—The method ofprotecting the screw shafts
of vises with the sectional tubes h, i, k, arranged
and operating substantially as described.

78,566.—Addison Barker, Comanche, Iowa.—
Hay Loader.—June 2, 1868.—As the wagon moves
forward, the elevating rope attached to the fork is

wound upon the hub, and the weight is thus raised
to the desired height ; the crane is then turned so as
to bring the hay over the wagon, into which the hay
is deposited when the hand releases that end of the
rope which engages the stop.

Claim.—The drum F, arranged outside of the
wheel Gr, in combination with the sheaves C and O
and stop L, for taking in the slack of the rope B,
essentially as shown and described.

78,567.—John H. Barnes, Troy, N. Y.—Toy.—
June 2, 1868.—The object is to combine in the ordi-
nary box whistle, which is blown by the mouth, flared
flanches,and a strong cord tied to a loop, so that when
the toy is whirled rapidly around, the wind, acting
upon the flanches, will produce a fluttering noise, and
at the same time the air passing through the holes
will produce a shrill and continuous whistling.

Claim.—The combination, in a toy whistle, of the
flanches a' and a", with a cord and ring fastened by
a loop or equivalent, substantially as described, and
for the pm'pose specified.

78,568.—Alma Bedford, Coldwater, Mich.—
Harness Buclde.—June 2. 1868.—The loop receives
the end of the strap through which the tongue of the
buckle passes, and it also serves to cover and protect
the cross bar around which the strap is passed.

Claim.—A harness buckle, provided with the cross
bar E and loop D, when constrncted as herein de-

scribed, as a new article of manufactui'e.

78,569.—Benjajiin Best, Dayton, Ohio.—Com-
position for Destroying Insects in Fruit Trees.—
June 2, 1868.—The tree or shrub is surrounded, at a
short distance above the ground, with a band of cot-

ton, wool, or straw, saturated with a composition
consisting of sperm or whale oil, pine tar, carbonate
of ammonia, potash, and coal tar.

Claim.—The mode of protecting trees, by the ap-

plication of the hereinbetbre-described composition
to bands of fibrous material surrounding the trees,

substantially as described.

78,570.—W.M. :N". Bragg, Eichmond. Va., as-

signor to himself, W. H. Traixiiam, and J. B.
Winston, same place.

—

Car Seat and Chair.—June
2, 1868.—The occupant of the chair can adjust the
back to any desired angle by means of a hand lever,

which, on being released, allows the pawl to drop
into the nearest notch in the plate and hold the seat

stationarily in the desu-ed position.

Claim.—1. The combination of the arm A with the
bars Ai and A^, and rock shaft a^, and the bell crank
C^ and rod c, to operate the pawlC, substantially as
and for the j)urpose specified.

2. The combination of the above parts, A, A^ A^,
a^, G\ c, and C, with the hook b of the leg, with the
notched plates d^, for the pm-pose specified, and as
substantially described.

78,571.—Levi Bronson, Buffiilo, N". T., assignor
to himself and Jajies Braylev, same place.^>S7;a/«

Coupling.—June 2, ] 868.—The headless bolts are held

against endwise movement in one direction by the
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guard flanges, aud iii the other dkection by the
keys.
Claim.—The gi;ard flang-os C C of the ring A, in

combination with tlie forlccd shafting E, headless
bolts I) 1), held by keys pp, the whole arranged as

deseribed, and operating in the manner aud "ifor the
purpose set forth.

78,572.—Henry S. Brooks and Jacob S. Leh-
man, Marlickville, Ta.—3Iocle of Constructing Iron
Posts for Hail Fence.—June 2, 1868.—The fence rails

are inserted into the spaces between the iron rods
and cast-iron .supportiiig plates.

Claim.—The intervening rail supports c, with their
perforated flanges x, in combination with the two
round iron sides A A', top and bottom plates d d',

and bed plate E, all arranged and applied in the man-
ner aud for the purpose specified.

78,573.—"Walter G. Brownson, Wellsvillo,
Oliio.

—

TelegrapJdc Ilcpeater.—June 2, 1868.—In this
invention, tlie various instruments in an electro-
magnetic telegraph system arc so constructed and
coml)incd that the main circuit is kept constantly
closed by the key or circuit breaker wlicn at rest;
and the movements of said key in writing produce,
announce, and repeat, in tlie u.sual manner, and witli-

out reversal, the customary signals upon the sound-
ers, registers, and repeaters of the apparatus, by
oponing- instead of closing the main circuit.

Claim.—1. So combining the local circuit, influ-

encing and operating a registering, repeating, or
signal instrument, in an electro-magnetic telegraph
ttystem,with a receiving or relay instrument on a main
circuit in said system, as that said local circuit shall

stand open when the main circuit is closed, and vice
versa, all substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. An electro-magnetic telegraph relay or receiv-

ing instrument, so constructed as that the contact of
its armature lever with a suitable connecting con-
ducting point to close a local circuit, shall be broken,
and the local circuit thereby opened when the re-

ceiving magnet becomes excited, all substantially

in the maimer and for the iiurpose herein set forth.
3. Tlie combination and arrangement of the arma-

ture lever of a telegraphic repeating instrument Avith
the wires of the local circuit, aud a connecting and
conducting post in said circuit, so as that the local
circuit shall be closed through said lever and post
when the magnet attracting said lever is inactive,
all substantially in the manner aud for the purpose
herein set forth.

4. So com1)ining the connecting device in a repeat-
ing instrument whereby the main circuit is closed,
with an insulated pin upon the armature lever thereof,
as that said main circuit shall be opened when tlie

magnet of the instrument is excited, all substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

5._ The improved connecting and conducting post
M, in my repeating instrument, when constructed
with a horipiontal arm, 6', carrying an adjusting screw
and connecting pin r, and combined with an elastic
metallic strip p, from a second conducting post, L,
to open and close an electrical circuit, all substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein set
forth.

6. The telegraphic switch P, constructed of an in-
sulated pivoted plate, provided with metallic strips,
each so disposed thereon as that, by a proper align-
ment thereof, a connection may be formed thereby
between any two detached jjins'or points beneath the
plate communicating with the wires of electro-mag-
netic batteries, to be broken by turning the plate
'.:pon its pivot, so as to change t'iie alignment, all sub-
st.intially in the manner and for the puriiose herein
set forth.

_

7. My improved key or circuit breaker, so con-
structed as that, when at rest, the main circuit con-
nected therewitli shall be closed thereby through its
lever, its base plate, and an insulated anvil, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

78,574.—.James Bursox, Tates, HV—Paddle
Wheel.—S-ane 2, 18G8 ; antedated May 23, 1868.—The
carriers or angular frames arc supported upon the
same axes as the paddles, and each caiTier is pro-

|

vided with four pins or guide rods projecting from
the angles. These guide pins successively enter and
traverse different Vi^aya as the wheel revolves, and the
feathering of tlie paddles is thereby eifected.

Claim^—1. The plates or carriers h, for holding
the guide rods D E in four angular positions, in
combination with the ways L IsT U W and JK Y M,
all arranged and operating substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination of four guide rods to either
bucket, with separate rails or tracks to either pair
of said rods, for operation together, substantially

as and for the purpose or purposes heroin set forth.

78,575.—J. M. Butters, ISTorth Fryeburg, Me.
—Clothes Drier.—June 2, 1868.—The bars are hung
in semi-circular brackets so as to extend radially

therefrom, and are attached by a continuous pivot
around each bracket. The bars are sustained, when
extended, by being set back under the ledges on the
brackets.

Claim.—The combination of the bars D D' with
brackets A and A', pivots d d, and projections a a,

aud back B, the whole constructed as described, and
operating as set forth.

78,576.—A. B. Candee, Hamden, and L. S. Tay-
lor, Southington, Conn., assignors to ^tna Nut
Company.—Die for Making Axle Nuts.—June 2,

1868.—Machine for manufacturing nuts which are
used upon the end of carriage axles, for securing the
wheel thereon. A pair of dies cut off the blank tiom
tlie bar of heated metal, and transfer the blank to a
position opposite the punches, Avhich form the nut
in the same die which transfers the blank.

Claim.—The combination of the cut-off block It,

griping dies F and II, die L, and punch a, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner
substantially as described.

78,577.—William C. Cleveland, Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Spool Guard.—June 2, 1868.—The spring
guard prevents the thread from unwinding li'om the
spool, unless required to do, but allows it to do so
freely when required. The thread is cut by beiiig

drawn against the edges of the niche in the guard.
The guard prevents the spool from rolling when
laid down or when it falls.

Claim. — The spool guard C, i)rovided with
projections a, so constructed as to clamp the spool
between them, and to serve as axles for the spool
to rotate upon, substantially as herein set forth.

78,578 Seth L. Cole, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Gas
Burner.—June 2, 1868.—As the gas is turned off to a
small flow the cap is raised to protect the diminished
flame from the action of the wind.
Claim.—Adjusting the cap A upon the jet or burner

by means of the cogged bar c and ratchet wheel d,

or a section thereof, or by any device that will cause
the cap to move up or down, by simply turning the
stop cock B, which regulates the flow of gas to the
jet or burner, for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed and shown in the drawings.

78,579.—Monroe M. Copp, Albion, N". T.—
Thill Coupling for Carriage.—June 2, 1868.—The
clamp hook or convex-headed cap is situated between
the branches of the forked thill iron, and forms part
of a bolt which is secured in the jack by a nut.
Claim.—The convex-headed cap C, provided with

the square shoulder b and screw nut k, said head be-
ing recessed to receive one-half of the draw bolt h,

and form, with the recess of the bar A, a complete
eye, and a shield to exclude dust from the same, in
combination with the forked thill iron B and jack A,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

78,580. — Coleman Depries, London, Great
Britain.—i^oo« Light for Theaters.—June 2, 16C8.—

The burners occupy difi"erent elevations in front of a
reflectiug surface, so as to produce a favorable dis-

position of the light. A glass front protects the

dress of the players from the flames. The vitiated

air passes off into tlie chambers of the iron framing,

and thence to a flue, a special flame being employed
to induce the passage of the vitiated air into said flue.
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The ebaiii ^"liieh carries the colored glass may be re-

volved by a crank in the hand of the prompter, so as
to present the glass before the burners and thus throw
a colored light across the stage.
Claim.—The exclusive use of an improved foot-

light, constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described, and shown on the accompanying
sheet of drawing, whether the mechanism for rais-

ing and lowering colored mediums be or be not ap-
plied thereto.

7S,5S1.—Thomas DooLEY, South Boston, Mass.
—Manufacture of Toe Calks and Blanks for the
Same.—Jime 2, 1868.—These toe calks are, by Aveld-

iug. made integral with the shoes. The surface
welded to the shoe is of wrought iron, and the sur-

face which comes in contact with the ground is of
steel.

Claim.—A calk or calk blank having a relative
disposition of iron and steel, produced and shaped
substantially as described.

78,582. — JOHX DucHESXE, Lacon, 111.—/Side
Gear for Threshing Machines.—June 2, 1868.—When
the position of the separator is to be changed, the
swiveling post with which the horse-power Is con-
nected is unlocked by withdrawing the spring bar
from that one of the depressions of the foot plate in
which it may rest at the time, and the separator is

swung round upon the swiveling post as a pivot.
Claim.—1. The swiveling post Ic, for the purpose

of rendering the connection between a horse-power
and separator adjustable, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the swiveling post A;, spring
arm m, and notched foot plate h, as and for the pm--
pose set forth.

3. The combination of the swiveling post Jc with
the gearing lied, and shaft e, as and for the pui'pose
sot forth.

4. Tiio cap n, in combination with the gearing c d,

as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The slotted case o, in combination with the
gearing I i and swiveling post k, as and for the pui'-

pose set forth.

7S, -583.—Abraham Dyson, St. Louis, Mo.—
Street Scraper.—June 2, 1868.—The scrapers rest

upon the ground as the machine advances, and all

the refuse matter between the forward scrapers is

gathered together and carried along by the rear
scrapers until the cam, by acting upon'the arm of the
lever raises said rear scrapers, whicli dropping as

soon as the cam and arm disengage, leave thedii't
collected in a heap. The driver by keeping the lever
iu a depressed state may hold up the rear scrapers so
as to make a continuous line of scrapings.

Claim.—1. The wheels //' and i^, blocks e e' e" e'",

shafts d d', and frame D, with their connecting
chords X x' and elastic bauds 1 1' I" I'", of a street
scraping machine, all aiTauged relativel}'^ to each
other and the rest of the machine, substantially as
and for the purpose shown and described.

2. The lever with its arm v, link s, frame D, and
cam r of a street scraping machine, all arranged
relatively to each other and the remaining parts of
the machine, substantially as and for the piu'pose
shown and specified.

3. The combination of the scrapers 12 3 4, &c.,
and ]i h', with the frames D, E, and F, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose shown and specified.

4. A street scraping machiue, combining the de-

vices above mentioned, when constructed, arranged,
and operating sul:)stantially as and for the pui"pose

shown and specified.

78,584.—Charles F. Espick, Plymouth, Ind.—
Chimney Clas^J.—Jimo^, 1868.—Designed as a means
of protecting house chimneys from the weather ; also

to ornament the same and bind the material together.

The upper flanges of the sections lie upon the top of
the chimney, leaving the flue free. The vertical

flanges fit s^nugly against the outside of the chim-
ney.""

Claim.—The sections A and B. constructed sub-

stantially in the manner specified, of any required
size, and' bound together around the upper end of a
chimney, as and for the purpose set forth

78,585.—Caleb Foster, "Wappinger's Falls, IN".

Y., assignor to Elias Brown, same place.—Die for
Catting the Teeth of Metallic Combs.—June 2, 1868.—The male and female cutting dies and follower are
aiTanged to operate in such a manner that two combs
will be formed simultaneously out of one piece ol
metal plate, the teeth of one comb being formed by
the metal which was included in the spaces between
the teeth of the other, and the teeth of both combs
being pointed by the same operation.

_
Claim.—The combination of the male and female

dies A B, follower or plunger D, spring E, or its
equivalent, and the cutting'lips & & on the male die,
all arranged for joint operation, substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose specified.

78,586.—John Frisch, Albany, IT. Y.—Bread
Knife.—June 2, 1868.—The two rollers are applied to
a common table knife and constitute a gauge to secure
a uniform thickness of slices which on beiiig cut pass
between the blade and the gauge. The lower roller
held below the edge of the knife by the spring, pro-
tects the table from damage when the knife has
passed through the loaf.

Claim.—I. The employment of roller H, when ar-
ranged to regulate the thickness of the slice-, and also
to yield to tlie pressure of the knife, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

2. In combination with the above, spring w, bars
B C, slides g g, and roller h, all arranged substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

78,587—Chauncey W. Fuller. Earlville, 111.—
Culinary Vessel.—June 2, 1868.—The steam rises
through the inner vessels and parses through the
upper perforated plate to the cove^, upon the under-
side of which it gradually condenses, and running
down the surface of the cover or falling in drips
upon the upper perforated plate, it runs to the lower
edge thereof and falls along the side of the boiler to
the water below and not upon the ai'ticles contained
in the vessels.

Claim.—In combination with the boiler A, dia-

phragm B, and cover D, the vessel C C and perforated
plate"E, when so constructed and arranged that tlie

drip from the condensed steam shall fall outside of
and not into the vessels, substantially as described.

78,588.—James M.Gale and Irving M.Avery,
Isew York, 1^. Y.

—

Cooking Apparatus.—June 2,

1868.—An apparatus for cooking several kinds ot

food by steam at the same time. The condensed
steam dripping through the holes of the upper plate
of the diaphragm is conducted by the lower plate to
the sides of the vessel, which it 'follows to the bot-

tom, thus avoiding all the food upon the partitions.

The upper chamber contains divisions for hot water,
tea, and coffee.

Claim.—1. The construction of the diaphragm C,
consisting of the concave aud conical disks c/lilter-
nately perforated, aud connected as described, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the removable diaphragm
or diaphragms C with the cylinder A and lugs i i,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

78.589. — A. E. Gillilan, Marion, Iowa.—
Churn.—June 2, 1868.—The dashers are reciprocat-
ed vertically at opposite sides of the vertical slotted
board or partition in the churn. The dashers are
connected to and operated by the same crank shaft,

and each dasher has two bevel-edged slats pivoted
between the end pieces of the dasher.
Claim.—The dashers E E and adjustable slotted

board B, as constructed in combination with arms
//i U 0^ fii^^^ crank shaft D, when all are arranged
aud operated as and for the purpose set forth.

78.590. — Lewis Graham, Plymouth, III.—
Wagon Seat.—June 2, 1868.—A spring scat for

vehicles, secured to the wagon body by'the levers
which are hinged at their inner ends to the middle
of the seat.

Claim.—The levers B B, slotted and hinged at

their inner ends to the wagon seat A, with the
stationary headed bolts E E and tubular rubber
springs D D. arranged and used as and for the pur-

poses set forth.
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7S.591.—C. Watson Guerraxt, LeaksviUe, ]^.

C.

—

Comhined Square and Calipers.—Juue 2. I8(i8.

—An instrument for cai-penters and machinists.
The device is designed to be used either as inside
calipers, outside calipers, try-square, bevel gauge,
compasses or rule.

Claim.—The combination of the bars A and B,
and slotted arm C, arranged and operating as de-
scribed, for the purposes set forth.

78,592.—NewtoxB. Hall and HerbertJones,
Branford, Conn., assignors to Thomas Kexxedt,
same place.

—

Cement for Fastening Door Knobs and
for Other Purposes.—June 2, IStiS.—A cement for

securing mineral or porcelain door knobs to their
metallic necks : alum, sand, and sulphate of zinc,
pulverized and mixed in water.

Claim.—The cement, produced by the combina-
tion of materials and in the proportions herein fully

set forth and described.

78,593.— Sakford V. Hall, McGrawville. K".
Y.—Washi7ig MacJiine.—June 2, 1868.— The cap
piece prevents the Tvater from being thro-wn up-
wai-d by the roller, the spiral springs moderate the
pressure of the fluted roller upon the clothes, and
the metallic side gauges attached to the machine and
standards, adapt the latter, together with the wash-
ing roller, to be adjusted vertic'ally to suit the bulk of
the clothes to be washed.

Claim.—The spii'al springs g g, the gi'ooved side
gauges h Ji, and the cap piece/, in combination with
the "fluted roller e and rub board a, all constructed
and operated substantially as described.

78,594.—Timothy HoLLA^^) and John T. Cody,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Lii.hricator.—June 2, 1868.—The
amount of oil which flows fi-om the giol^e may be
regulated, as occasion may require, by elevating or
depressing the valve so as to increase or diminish
the area between it and its seat, the rotation of the
valve effecting the desired change in its position.

Claim.—The combination and ai'rangement, sub-
stantially as described, of the globe A a. socket B,
tubular stem C cl D, chamber H/i, and valve F 6-^7,

as and for the pm-pose set forth.

78,595.—H. L. Hotchkiss, Xew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to L. Caxdeeaxd Compa^'y, same place.

—

Over-shoe.—June 2, 18G8.—Over-shoes in which a
portion of the upper is formed of cloth joined to a
rubber foxing. The lower edge of the fabric is pro-
tected, so as to obviate the traying thereof, by ap-
plying a narrow strip of unvulcanizcd rubber which
lies partially on the foxing, with the remainder upon
the fabric at its lower edge. The process of a-u1-

canization whereby the shoe is completed, also se-

cures this binding to the shoe and fabric.

Claim.—The application of the binding a to the
shoe, and so as to protect the edge of the faljric, in the
manner and for the pui-pose substantiallv as speci-
fied.

78,596.—GoTTLOB E1\iser, Xew York, :N\ T.,
assignor to himself and Tossxack and Steixs. same
place.—,SYi7J /or ^Si^in^s.—June 2, 1868.—The de-
phlegmator receives the vapors from the rectifier,

and delivers them, free from refuse, to the condenser,
and consists in a horizontal worm pipe, placed in a
vessel filled with water of a certain temperature.
The lowest poiuts of the worm are provided with
return pipes leading to the different compartments
in the rectifying column. The less refined spirits

are returned', to lower the more refined, and the
fusel oil is returned to higher compartments. The
ma.sh heater is provided with perforated steam pipes,
whereby the mash is stirred and mixed and pre-
vented from adhering to the sides and bottom.
Claim.—1. The within-described combination of

two stills, with the mash heater, and rectifier, and
column, and defecator, and a condenser, connected
and arranged for joint operation, substantially as
and for the pur])oscs herein set forth.

2. In connection with the above, introducing the
mash into the mash heater ^adualiy or by small in-

crements, so as to maintain a uniform or nearly uni-
form temperature in the heating vessel, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

3. In a mash-heating vessel, B, constructed and
an-anged substantially as herein specified, the within
described provision for agitating the contents, by
the injection of steam into the same, in the manner
and vfith the advantages herein set forth.

4. Cooling the dephlegmator with water from the
condenser % means of connections and cocks, ar-

ranged as shown, so that the cold water is econo-
mized, and the cooling ofthe dephlegmator is gradual
and uniform, all as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

78,597.-Michael Laltexburge, Two Eocks,
Cal.

—

Shoefor Separators.—June 2, 1868.—The sieves
arc placed at an inclination to each other and are
connected by rods to a horizontal driving shaft by
which the sieves are driven to and fro in ways. Be-
neath the shaft is a horizontal screw which conveys
the tailings to the elevator.

Claim.—The combination of the screw I with the
two inclined sieves C and C, vibrating in alterna-

tion, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
hereiu described.

78,598.—JOHX Lee, Massillon, Ohio.—Gate.—
June 2, 1868 ; antedated May 27, 1868.—By raising
either. of the laterally projecting hand levers the
hinged fulcrum is caused to bGar\lown upon the top
rail, and the catch being simultaneously retracted,
the gate is thrown into a vertical position, opening
the roadway. By the depression of the lever the
gate is thrown doVn and locked.

Claim.—1. The blocks or revolving fulcra d' d',

and hinged fulcrum b. attached to top rail B of gate,
and the hand levers d d, when used in combination
with the same, constructed and operating as de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The sliding latch F and inclined plane I, and
roije a, for locking and unlocking the gate, con-
structed as described, and operating as set forth.

3. The weight box attached to rail B, and oper-
ating in slot /. on pivot bolt e, constructed as de-
scribed, and operating as set forth,

4. The sliding pivot and guide blocks i i, for
keeping the gate in a vertical line while being oper-
ated, constructed as described, and for the pm-poses
set forth.

5. The levers a' a', with slots m, and concave or
convex ends, and convex or concave in post A, to
correspond, constructed and operating as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

78,599.—Tho3L\.s Maitlaxd. Williamsport, Pa.
—Tooth Brush.—June 2, 1868.—The hollow rubber
head is provided with teeth or projections which,
being of the same material, form the brush for the
teeth. The tenon on the end of the handle is fitted

into the hoUow head.
Claim.—The hollow head B and its bristles, made

of India-rubber, and combined with the handle A,
having a tenon on its end, all constructed and nsed
substantially as specified.

78,600.—BOBERT J. Malcolm, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Apparatus for Generating Gas.— June 2,

1868.—The cylinder is divided into three depart-
ments. Fluid being poured into the uppermost de-
partment runs through one of the valve-guarded
pipes into the lowest one, forcing the accumulated
gas into the middle department and thence out
through a conducting pipe, for use. "When the fluid

has escaped fi'om the uppermost department the ap-
paratus is revolved so as to reverse the position of

the upper and lower chambers.
Claim.— 1. Carburetting air by reversing the

vessels or chambers x and z, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The combination of vessels or chambers x and

z, so that as the compound vessel is revolved or re-

versed, air is tk-awn in and forced out alternately,

as described.
3. The valves f f, g g', h h', i i', in combination

with theu- respective pines, when used as set forth.

4. The floats d d', and cross bar C, or its equiva-
lent, as specified.

5. The combination of the cylinder A, frame B,
and floats d d', when operating as and for the pm"-
pose specified.
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78,601.—Isaac Marsh, Jr., Miltou, Fa.— Corn-
position Tile or Slab for Floors, cf-c—June 2, 18o8.

—

The supporting frame is made to constitute a part
of the tile or slab, in order to obviate the bending
or variation in shape to which a resinous composi-
tion tile or slab has a tendency.

Claim.—A composition tile or slab for pavements,
&c.. consisting of the composition surrounding and
supported or strengthened by an interior platform
or framework, substantially as described.

78,603.—Claburn S. McMahan, Centerville,
Ind.

—

Pump.—June 2, 18G8.— The lower valve is

opened by the rod which extends downward at the
outside o'f the pump stoct, passes through an elon-
gated apertiire in the stock and thence "upward to
the valve. The object is to obviate the freezing of
water in the pump. The piston is tapered, and its

leather covering secured by a band, the object being
to dispense with the employment of tacks and such,
other means of securing the leather covering as in-

jure the inside of the pump by frictional contact
there-\vith.

Claim.—The piston P, in combination with valves
C and d, when the latter are provided with hoisting
appendages, as described, and tlie whole arranged
and operating substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

78,603.—Samuel :N"orris, Springfield, Mass.,
and "WiLiiELM Mauser, and Paul Mauser, Obern-
dorf, Wurtemburg, assignors to Samuel ISToruis.—
Breech Loading Fira^Arm.— 3\mQ 2, 1868.—The
breech block has a catch or projection extending
from its surface, and is turned upon its axis to close
the breech. In opening the breech the catch is

turned into line with a longitudinal aperture. The
firing pin passes through the cylindrical block and
is driven forward by a, spring" which is held by a
catch and released by means of an ordinary ti'ig-

ger.

Claim.—1. The combination of a main spring Tc,

formed substantially as herein described, with the
handle of the breech block C, and arranged to propel
the firing pin or other striking device of a breech
loading lire arm, substantially as and for the pui"-

pose herein set forth.

2. The sliding block C, handle j, spring Tc, and
catch m, of a breech-loading gun, constructed, com-
bined, and operating in such manner that the piece
is cocked by turning the said handle, substantially
as herein set forth.

3. Securing the breech block C by means of the
recess k'^ and catch in, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

78,604.—John K. O'IIvTeil, Kingston, l^T. T.—
Weighing Scoop.—Jime 2, 1868.—A catch holds the
balance in position, so that the two constitute a
handle of suitable shape and size. When anything
is to be weighed in the scoop the balance is turned
up Avith the bail ; the indexes on the balance deter-
mining the weight of the article.

Claim.—1. The hollow handle B to the scoop, for
the purpose of receiving the balance D, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. 'Securing the balance to the handle Avhen not in
use for weighing, substantially as specified.

.3. So shaping the balance that it will form a coun-
terpart to the handle, and compose part of it when
brought down thereto, substantially as described.

4. Tlie arrangement of the notches c c, or their
equivalent, upon the scoop, in relation to the bail

and balance, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

5. Attaching the balance to the scoop bail by the
extension of the balance spring itself, as herein
specified.

6. The combination and arrangementof the weigh-
ing rack t, swivel shaft r, pin s, and the balance
spring, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

7. The elastic washer n around the index pivot,
and pressing upon the index, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

8. The combinatiou of the adjustable dial and ad-
justable index, to be used together, for making
doul)le or successive adjustments, as specified.

78,605.-Jacob Pfau, Cincinnati, Ohio.—lf«w-
ufacturing Fruit Cans.—June 2, 1868.—An edge is

first tiu?ned on the sheet of tin and a semi-cylindrical
shape is then imparted to the sheet by dies. The
semi-cylinder is then placed in a drop press, by
which'the tin is forced into a die so as to produce a
shoulder or ledge which projects outwardly from the
cylinder. The cyhnder is placed within a drop press
which fonns the crease around its open mouth.

Claim.—1. The mode of manufacture of a creased
and open mouthed fruit can body in one piece, sub-
stantially as described.

2. An open mouthed and creased fruit can, whose
body and the shoulder for receiving the wax are
formed of one piece, in the manner set forth.

78,606.-Enoch Piper, Camden, Me.—Refrige-
rator.—June 2, 1868.—The upper piu"t of the recepta-
cle for the freezing mixture serves as a receiving
pan to guide the mixture into the lower part. Arti-
cles to be frozen are placed upon the shelves, which
are packed in the smaller chamber. Designed as an
improvement upon his patent of August 5, 1862.

Claim.—1. A refi'igeratory apparatus, one or more
of the inner walls of which are deep, narrow vessels
of thin metal, to receive the freezing mixture, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The employment, in a refiigeratory apparatus,
of one or more receptacles B D, for the freezing mix-
ture, constructed of thin metal, in the form and pro-
portions substantially as shown and described, to
serve as partitions between the sides, as constructed.

3. The combination of shelves F F, open at the
sides and top, and having a bar across the top, sub-
stantially as described, with a refrigeratory cham-
ber, C, fonned substantially as described.

78,607.-Anson H. Platt, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Lamp Burner.—June 2, 1868.—Two distinct wicks,
of equal and unitbrm width and thickness, are in-

serted between the tubes, so that while the circular
space at the top of the tubes is completely filled by
the wicks, triangular spaces are formed below.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
concentric wick tubes or plates 2 3, with open spaces
h h therein, the movable wick regulator 4, perforated
plate Ic, and apron a, substantially as and for the pm'-
poses herein specified.

78,608.—John Eichards, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Sanger for Shafting.— June 2, 1868.-The box,
mounted on tiie hanger, vibrates in a horizontal

l)lane and vertically in the line of the shaft, and is

also capable of vertical and lateral adjustment inde-

peudeutlv of the hanger frame.
Claim".—\. The stem C, formed to receive the

lugs d, substantially as shown.
2. The combination of the adjusting screws h h

and eye bolt E, when used substantially as herein
shown and for the piu'poses specified.

3. The cylindrical screw piece o, for adjusting the

box, when'formed to receive the bolt E, in the man-
ner and for the purposes described.

4. The screws h h, in combination with the stem
piece C, for adjusting the box S, as herein shown,
and for the purposes specified.

5. The stem liiece C, screw piece o, eye bolt E,
and screws h h, combined and operating substan-

tially in the manner and for the pm-poses specified.

78,609.—Benjamin Eobinson, Tliomaston, Me,
—Carriage Thill—Jime 2, 1868.—The bolt which
connects the forks at the end of the thill is rigidly

attached to the thill during the process of manufac-
ture. The bolt is prevented from rattling in its

bearing, and the thihs are sustained when the horse
is withdrawn therefrom.
Claim.—Tlio arrangement of the cap e upon the

projection a, the said "cap being secured by bolts 1

and 2, in conjunction with the rul)bcr piece /", the

rigid bolt of tlie shaft, the sides 3 of the forked end
of the shaft, the projection h, and either with the
elastic strip, for the two purposes of rendering the
shaft holder adjustable and the shaft self-supporting,

as described,

78,610.—Max Rosenthal, Philadelphia, Pa.—
. Comx)Osition for Preparing PapeiK for Transferring
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Stamps and other Printed Matter.—Jxme 2, 1868.—
A mixture of starch, washing soap, rock cauclv,

and glycerine is applied to one side of unsized paper
and allowed to dry ; it is then coated with another
mixture of gum arable and rock candy.
Claim.—A chemical compound, composed of the

ingredients, mixed in the proportions and quanti-

ties, and applied to unsized paper, as herein de-

Bcribed, and for the purpose set forth.

78,611.—Cyrus W. Saladee, ISTewark, Ohio,

and John S. Hall, Pittsburg, Pa.—Soe.—June 2,

lgG8.—The lips are formed by making incisions in

the hoe blade and then turning up the metal in the

manner shown. The brace is formed of sepai-ate

cast or stamped metal and riveted to the blade.

Claim.—The lips w, x, and y, when formed sub-

stantially as described, as part of the hoe blade, in

combina'tion with the brace B, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

78,612.—Ctrus W. Saladee, Ifewark, OMo,
and John S. Hall, Pittsburg, IPa.—Grater and
iSlicer.—June 2, ISiiS.—The table may have either a
grater or a sKciug blade secured to its upper surface.

The fruit is place'd iu the holder above the table and
pressed downward while the crank is turned. The
hollow plug is inserted in the holder when a small
fi'uit or vegetable is to be acted upon.

Claim:—1. The fi-ame A, table JB, and crank D,
substantially as described, iu combination with the
grater G, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The frame A, table B, and crank D, substan-
tially as described, in combination with the sUcer S,

subs'tantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The hbUow plug e, in combination with the
holder E, in the manner and for the pm'pose substan-
tially as shown and described.

78,613.—Jacob Sheller, "Wilmington, Del.—
Compositionfor Filling the Fores of Wood for Tar7i-

ishinrj.—June 2, 1868.—Liuseed oil, Japan varnish,
turpentine, sugar of lead, and an'owroot.
Claim.—T\xQ combination of the within-named in-

gTedients, when mixed in the several quantities and
proportions as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth.

78,614 ^Brtan Smith, Falkland, IN". C— Cot-

ton-Seed Flanter.—June 2, 1868.—The cylinder is ro-

tated by the contact of its arms with the earth. As
the cylinder revolves the pins pass throngh slots in

the hopper and carry the cottou seed to the ground.
The plow prepares the earth to receive the seed, and
the coverers smooth the earth and cover the seed.

Claim.—1. The cylinder B, constructed with arms
C and pins E, substantially as and for the pm-poses
set forth.

2. In combination with cylinder B, the coverer
K. constructed and operating substantially as speci-

fied.

3. A cotton planter, having cylinder B, coverer
K, and plow G, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses described.

78,615.—John Spear and John A. Hull, Car-
bondale. IU.

—

Pruning Shears and Knife.—June 2,

1863.—The longer cutting blade has two cutting
edges, the concave edge being intended for use as a
knife, and the forward end of said blade projects be-
yond the end of the other blade so as to be used as a
chisel. The two-part clasp is secured to the handle
and has a socket to receive the end of a pole.

Claim.—1. The shears, consisting of the double-
curved blade C. the blade B, with the projecting
thrust cutting edge or chisel G-, and the curved edge
D, arranged as described.

2. In combination with the pruning shears herein
described, the clasp. Pigs. 3 and 4, constructed and
operating substantially as specified.

78,616. — Albert T. Stearns, Dorchester,
Mass.

—

Cutter Head for Planing JiTachine.—June 2.

Ig68.—The two sets of cutters on each side of each
center or main cutter are confined by a single bolt,

through which they project like bolt keys. Each cut-

ter or set of cutters is supported laterally directly

8 P—YOL. U

against a cheek or cheeks on the stock, and the main
cutter is placed in a plane of attachment on the head
beyond the plane of attachment of the side cutters.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slotted screw
bolt with the cutter head and side cutters, constructed
and arranged substantially as set forth.

2. The cutter head, constructed with the side cut-
ters, aiTanged relatively to the center cutters, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

78,617.—WilliajiStine. Elmore, Ohio.—Eaves
Trough.—-June 2, 1868.—The cross-bar is made fast
to the trough by the wire, which is secured to the
bar along its upper edge, bent around the trough and
bent or twisted together at the ends.
Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the bars e and /, and cross-bar a, for holding an
eaves trough, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the above, the wire b b, as
and for the purpose set forth.

78,618.—Daniel J. Stont;, Warwick, E. I.—
Mop Wringer.—June 2, 1868.—T"he end of the mop
is fastened to an apron which passes out between the
rolls with the mop and thence passes upward around
the back roller and under the plate which acts as a
floor scraper, said apron bebig attached to a pulley
cord which is attached to the slide in fi'ont.

Claim.—1. The combination of the roUs, apron,
and rod for operating the same, when arranged as
herein set forth, and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the rolls C F and plates x,

as hereiu set forth, and for the purpose specified.

78,619.—L. C. Stuart, I^ew York, ]S\ T.—
Electro-Magnetic Engine.—June 2, 1868.—The sec-
ondary cuiTcnt induced by withdrawing the electric
cm-rent from one set of magnets is utilized by di-

recting it into the cuiTent supplying the other set of
magnets. The coils of the magnets are supplied with
the electric current throngh the medium of the disks
whose faces run in contact with the couductors, each
of the disks being made of three distinct, insulated
parts.

Claim..—1. In the employment of a series ofrotary
magnets, arranged in pau"s, and so connected that
the magnetization of one set of magnets is eifected
before the demagnetization of the other, substan-
tially as and for the purpose as described, in combi-
nation with a series of stationary magnets, when ar-

ranged and operating in the manner substantially as
hereinbefore described, for the purpose set forth.

2. Alternately energizing and demagnetizing the
electro-magnets, without breaking the connection
between the poles of the battery, in the manner here-
inbefore described.

3. Conveying the induced or secondary current
fi'om the magnets as they are demagnetized, along
with the current running to supply another set of
magnets, substantially in the manner herein de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

4. The employment of a series of adjustable con-
ductors, substantially as described, whereby the
speed and draught of the engine may be governed at
pleasure, as hereinbefore set forth.

5. The combination of the disks a and b, and the
conductors e, /, g, and A, when arranged and oper-
ating substantially as described,

78,620 Samuel Swan, 'New York, 2s^. Y—
Bench Hook for Carpenter's Bench.—June 2, 1868.

—

The spring raises the free end of the tongue to the
extent permitted by the position of the screw bolt in.

relation to the lower threaded socket in which it is

held.

Claim.—The bed plate E, constructed substan-
tially as described, and fitted with a hinged tongue,
actuated by a spring, as set forth.

78,621.—Hosier Tuller, Ash Grove, Hi..—Bee
Hive.—June 2, 1868.—The bees have access to the
honey boxes through the slatted bottoms of said
boxes, which rest upon the slatted bottom of the hive.

Cliim.—1. The box or hive A, constructed sub-
stantially as described, when used in combination
with honey boxes B, as and for the purpose specified.

2. The honey boxes B, having the top side made of
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glass, and a series of slats at the bottom and one end,

hinged in the manner substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

78,622.—IZAAC Van Kersen, Kalamazoo, Mich.
—Mode of Constructing Loose Frairie Fences.—
June 2, 1868.—The intention is to connect together

ten or twenty sections or lengths of fence and draw
them to the place Avhere the fence is to be situated.

Claim.—Constructing a fence with wheels and
axles permanently attached to one end of each panel,

while the other ond is connected by hooks and eyes,

and the panels supported by braces D D, the whole
constructed, arranged, and operated substantially as

and for the purpose sot forth.

78,623.—Smith D. TVackman, Auburn, IT. T.
—Machine for Grinding the Cutters of Mowing Ma-
chines.—Jm\Q 2, 1868.— The cutters, while being
sharpened, are held in a clamp frame suspended fi'om

overhanging arms in such a manner that the emitters

can be presented to the gTindstone at any desii-ed

ajigle.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set

forth, with a grindstone, of an oscillating adjustable

clamping frame, suspended from overhanging arms,

for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the frame A, of the vertical detachable turning
posts Gr, the overhanging slotted brackets H, the

journals, the swiveling suspension rods, and the

clamp bar, for the purposes specified.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

a supporting frame, a bed plate turning on a pivot

on said frame, a grindstone mounted on and tui-ning

with said bed plate, an adjustable overhead support-

ing frame, and a suspended oscillating clamping
frame, for the purposes specified.

78,624.—AwsBERT H. Wagner, Staunton, Ya.
—Grinding Mill.—3\m& 2, 1868.—The spider and
screw rod change the position of the rollers on the

inclined planes to raise or lower the bed stone and
thus adjust it to the upper stone.

Claim.—T\xQ spider V, the rollers U W, the in-

clines X X, the rod Y, and nut a, when arranged
and operating in the manner and for the purposes
specified.

78,625.—Alvah Walker, Oswego, IT. Y.—
Water Elevator.—J\mQ 2, 1868.—A person approach-

ing the well takes hold of the ring attached to the end
of the elevating rope, which he draws as he walks,

tlius raising the bucket of water to the top of the

well by the'time he reaches it.

Claim.—Tha cwh C, pulley G-, pulley or pulleys H,
and cord F, arranged horizontallY, Vv^ith tlie fasten-

ing I, all combined and arranged substantially as

and for the purposes described and shown.

78,626.— William Walton, East Palestine,

Ohio.—Cultivator.— Sxme 2, 1868. — Designed for

adapting the hoes to various widths of furrow and
preventing contact between the handles and the
plants.

Claim.—Attaching the handles D du-ectly to the

"vrings B, and providing an adjustable brace iu the
curved bars H, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as herein set forth.

78,627.—Herman C. Weihe, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Counter Shafting.— Jimo 2, 1 868.—A shifting

mechanism for accelerating the back travel of the

slide rest of a scrow-cutting or other slide lathe.

Claim.—1. The parallel counter-shafting B B',

sliding spur wheel JI, fixed pinion I, and the loose

cone puUcv E, when combined and aiTangcd sub-

stantially as shown and described.

2. The parallel counter-shafting B B', fixed pulley

G-, loose pulley F, sliding feather a. collar b, shifting

lever K, and the loose cone pulley E, when combined
apd arranged substantially as shown and described.

3. The parallel counter-shafting B B', loose pulley

F, fixed pulley G, sliiling feather a, loose cone pulley

E, feather c, sliding gear H, and the pinion I, when
combined and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

4. The main shafting A, parallel couutor-shafting

B B', pulley C, pulley D, loose cone pulley E, feather
a, loose pulley F, and the fixed pulley G, when com-
bined and arranged as herein shown and described.

78,628.—George M. White and Charles S.

Meeker, New Haven, Conn.

—

Curtain Fixture.—
June 2, 1868.—Upon raising the curtain by drawing
down the cord, the lever is drawn into a depressed
position in which it allows the cord to pass freely
through it.

Claim.—The lever K, consti'ucted so as to receive
the cord, and permit its free passage therethrough
while in a depressed position, or hold the cord, "as

the case may be, substantially as herein sot forth.

78,629.-William Wickersham, Boston, Mass.—Electro-Magnetic Engine.— June 2, 1868.—Mag-
netic power is applied through the medium of chains
mounted upon rotating wheels and shafts and made
up of magnetic and non-magnetic links, the motion
of said chains being effected by the attractive force
of helices arranged as stated in the claims.
Claim.—1. In electro-magnetic engines, the ar-

rangement of the magnetic bars in an endless chain,
having alternate magnetic bars and links of non-
magnetic metal, the chain being so arranged in the
engine that all the magnetic bars can pass succes-
sively through the same helix or column of helices,

substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

2. In electro-magnetic engines, the constrnction
of two chain gears on parallel shafts, of suitable form
and distance apart to receive the electro-magnetic
chain, all arranged in such manner that the gears
and chain can revolve together, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In electro-magnetic engines, the arrangement
of two or any desirable number of chain gears on the
same shaft, with the corresponding number of elec-

tro-magnetic chains, all working concurrently
together and communicating their power to the
same shafts, substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

4. In electro-magnetic engines, out of a thin rib-

bon-shaped strip of metal, the formation of two or
more helices, as described, and so arranging them
in the engine, in columns or otherwise, that each
shall receive a different series of magnetic bars
through it, and so further ari'anging them that when
the circuit is closed through one helix, it shall be
closed through all of the scries thus fonned of said
strip, substantially as described.

5. The circuit cylinder, with its spiral conductors
so formed and in such connection with the helices,

that it shall continue the same relation between the
closed circuits and the position of the magnetic bar,
or as near as may be, as it advances through the
column of helices.

6. Such disposition of these spiral conductors
around said circuit cylinder, that one of them will

13erlbrm the same function for each magnetic bar as
it enters a column of helices, or for all the magnetic
bars of a scries which enter a series of said columns
at the same time, substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth.

7. Such an arrangement of the spiral conductors
e e <j, on the sides of the cylinder, in combination
with its movable arrangement on its shaft, as will

close tlie circuits in such manner in its middle posi-

tion that there will be no tendency of the magnetic
bars to move in either du-ection, and as will open
the circuits in sucli manner in its upper and lower
positions as will give motion to the magnetic bars,
but in diverse directions, tlio upper position in one
direction, and the lower position in the opposite di-

rection, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

8. In combination with the cylinder, the device,
consisting of the sliding bar o and the spring q, for

moving the circuit cylinder to and holding it in any
jiosition needful to stop the engine or running it in
either direction, as described.

9. Making each alternate helix, of those formed of
the same strip of metal, coil around in a diverse di-

rection from the others, in such manner that when
an electric current passing through a line of helices,

so formed of the same strip of metal, produces a north
polarity in one end of a magnetic bar, placed iu any
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one of said helices, a sotitli polarity ttiU be prodneed
in the same end of a magnetic bar placed in eitber

of the adjoining helices of the same line, the electric

cnrrent flowing in the same direction tbrongh ail the

helices in the s'ame column, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
10. Such an an-angement ofthe columns of helices on

the opposite sides of the engine that through any two
columns, one on the back and the other on the front

of the engine, through which the same electro-mag-
netic chain passes, the electric current shall flow in

diverse directions, giving north polarity to the upper
end of a magnetic "bar in one, while it gives south
polarity to the upper end of the magnetic bars in the
other, and vue versa, all substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

7S,630.—"William TTiCKERSHAM, Boston, Mass.
Baihcay Rail Chair.—June 2, 1S68.—The " screw
cylinders" clamp the flanges of the rails to the chair,

and their upper ends constitute spiral inclines whicli
abut against corresponding surfaces on the chaii', so

that the partial rotation of said cylinders causes
them to move downward and firmly'clamp the rails

to the chair as often as the readjustment of the clamp
is necessitated by the wear of the parts.

Claim.—1. In a railway rail chair, the screw cylin-

ders a a, when constructed to work or operate auto-

matically, substantially for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the screw cylinders, the
springs d d, as described and for the purpose set forth.

3. The construction of the screw cylinders a' a',

with the spaces/and wedge g. in combination with
the chaii-. substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. In combination with the screw cylinders, the
metallic strips i i, as described and for 'the purpose
set forth.

78,631.—Jesse "^Vilkixson, Urbana, JR., as-

signor to Horace Ballard Wilkinsox. same place.
—Herding and Securing Cattle.—Jtme 2, 1868.—The
halters of the cattle are attached to a sheave which
rims upon a taut rope, so that they may feed or graze
within limits determined by adjustable stops upon
said rope.
Claim.— The combination of the Avindlass for

sti'ctching the rope D, the said rope, the post C,_and
trusses B^B, resting upon the ground, together with
the traversing block and pulley E, and adjustable
stops G, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

78,632.—Charles A. Wdoj, Lockhaven, El.-
Bride Machine.—June 2, 1868.—The steam-engine
forms part of the machine and supplies iwwer to op-
erate the blades or arms which temper the clay in
the pug mill : and it also forms a means for introduc-
ing steam, heat, and hot water to the mUl. in foither-
an'ce of the tempering and reducing process.

Claim.—1. A complete and portal)le brick machine,
composed of the steam boiler A, cylinder C, clay
mill D, constructed as described, combined and ai'-

ranged in one portable apparatus in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The formation of the annular chamber e of the
clay mill D, with the elevated chambers g g, the
spii'al steam tube G-, as connected with the boiler,

and arranged in the annular chamber E, and the
stationary perforated steam pipes H H, passing
directly from the boiler through the clay mUl, hori-
zontally, all combined in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth and described.

78,633.-Valextixe Wood, Richmond, Ind.—
Flood Fence.—June 2. 1868.—A fence to be located
on creek bottoms and such places as are liable to
overflow. The fence yields to the water and is

prostrated but not liable to be swept away.
Claim.—The fence panel A, the lower bar B of

which is pivoted to posts C, and wliich is supported
in an inclined x»osition by braces D. Avhen arranged
in relation to the embankment E, to operate subst'an-

tiaUy as described.

78.634.— Charles D. TVrightixgton-. Fair
Haven, and BEXJAiiix P. Eider, Chelsea, Mass.—
Brick Machine.—June 2. 18o8.—The arm on the
upper shaft, actuated by a cam ledge, gives a partial

rotation to the feeding screws and causes them to fill

the molds while the mold wheel is in motion, and
smooth the upper sm-face of the clay in the spaces
between the blades in the bottom of the hopper.
The molds being filled, the mold wheel makes one-
fourth of a revolution and comes to rest, whereupon
a table is brought up against the under side of "the
mold wheel to sustain the pressure which is applied
to the clay in the molds by the descending followers.
The table' descends with the pressed bricks upon it,

they being transferred therefrom to an off-bearing
device by an oscillating board attached to swinging
arms.
Claim.—1. The secondary motion given to the

screws by the cam ledge H and the arm K, in addi-
tion to their primary motion for feeding down the
clay into the forming tube by the gear wheels, for the
purpose of smoothing the clay and finishing out the
filling of the tube, substantially as described.

2. "in combination with the mold wheel P and
pressing followers 9, 10. 11, 12, the rising and falling
table Y, under the mold wheel, and the delivering
apparatus s. t, ii, v, when arranged and timed in their
morions and periods of rest," to operate together,
substantially as described.

78,635.—Arcalous "Wyckoft, Elmira, X. T.—
Pavement.—June 2, 1868.—The saw dust or tan bark
absorbs part of the coal tar which is spread upon the
flooring, and prevents the superimposed sand and
gravel fi-om working under the ends of the blocks.

Claim.—1. A pavement, formed of blocks of wood
of irregular forms and uniform length, resting upon
a plank floor, and having the intermediate spaces
filled with a fibrous material and gravel or sand and
coal tar, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement and method of forming
foundations between the blocks of -wooden pave-
ments, by forming a base of saw dust, tan bai-k, or
analogous fibrous material, and placing thereupon
gravel or sand, to fill up such spaces, in"the manner
and for the purpose herein described.

78,636.—William Mlxlallt, Boston, Mass.—
Apparatus for Extinguishing Fire.—Jxme 2, 1868.

—

In case of fire, the apparatus is inverted, which has
the effect of misiiag dry acid on the foraminous shelf
with the water already charged with the opposite
acid, thus producing and charging the water with
carbonic acid gas, which, upon the opening of the
cock, forcibly discharges the -water from the vessel.
Claim.—1. Am apparatus for extinguishing fires,

composed of the vessel A, the foraminous shelf e or
its equivalent, and the escape cock /, the vessel A
being provided with a filhug aperture', and the whole
being constructed, adjusted, and operating essen-
tially in the manner and for the purpose as herein
shown and described.

2. The employment of the foraminous shelf, or its
equivalent, as before set forth and explained.

78,637—Lewis J. Atwood. Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor to himself andHoL5EES, Booth Sc Hatdexs,
same place.

—

Lamp Burner.—June 9, 1868.—The
cone and chimney holder are formed of one x^iece of
metal, or permanently connected, and are hinged to
the burner shell so that the chimney holder and cone
can be moved simultaneoush".
Claim.—1. A cone or deflector, with a circular

range of springs to form the chimney holder, in com-
bination with a perforated burner' shell, to which
said deflector and chimney holder are hinged, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. A ring n. formed around the edge of the burner
shed by the sheet metal turned overj'in the manner
and for the purposes set forth-

78,638 G. C. Avert. Waldron. Ind.—PZoio
and Planter.—June 9, 15G8.— The standards are
jointed to arms auached to rock shafts, which latter

being partially rotated in a backward direcrion,
raise the plows, seed boxes, <fcc., to the position in
which they are held when not in use.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rock shafts C
C, standards d d, and seed boxes H H, aiTanged and
open- ting substantially as described.

2. The'combination'of the rake g, and seed box H,
with the standard d. as set forth.
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7S,639.—Pierre Joseph Badoux, New York,
]^. Y.—Evaporator.—June 9, 1868.—Hollow boxes,
situated one at either side of the partition, commu-
nicate with the interior of the shaft and are perfora-
ted to receive the ends of spiral pipes which receive
the heating fluid from the hollow shaft at one side of
the partition, and conduct it again into the shaft of
the other side of said partition.

Claim.—The construction of the within-described
rotary evaporator, for evaporating all fluids at a low
or high temperature, by means of the hollow spirals

or serpentines, with any number thereof, substan-
tially as described and set forth.

78,640.—AiSTNA E. Baldwin, IsTewark, N. J.—
Process of Treating Milk to obtain Useful Products.
—June 9, 1868.—The cream is used as a substitute for

animal mari-ow in making pomatum, ointments, &c.,

the refuse being employed as soap grease. The
curd from the milk is used for feeding or cheese
making, and cordial or vinegar is made from the
whey.

Claim.—The improved methods of obtaining pro-
ducts from milk, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein described.

78,641.— Edmund Bennet, i!^ankin, Mich.—
Potato Digger.—June 9, 1868.—The vines and pota-
toes are taken up by the slatted scoop and forced
upward until they reach the curved teeth upon the
upper endless chain which tear off and separate the
vines, while the potatoes drop under the teeth of
the lower belt and are thereby conveyed to the
shaker.
Claim.—1. The method of separating the vines

from the potatoes, by the curved teeth in the endless
chain K, and endless belt L, and_ shield j^, arranged
substantially as described and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The combination of the above with the frame
or box A, the wheels B, the axles C, the cog wheels
D and O, the pinions E, H, and P, the shafts G- and
I, the shaker M, the wheels X, the slatted scoop J,

the lever E, the cord or chain S, and the fulcrum T,
when constructed substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

78,643.—M. G. Briggs, Boston, Mass.—Folding
or Ironing Table.—June 9, 1868

—
"When the table

in an extended form is to employed as a " press
board," the cross frame and supporting legs at one
end are detached in order that the dress may be
drawn over and extended about the leaf. The auxil-

iary leaf supports a flat iron, starch bowl, or other
utensil.

Claim.—1. The apparatus or device above de-
scribed, consisting of the leaves A A', twin cross
frames or legs c c' d d', and auxiliary leaf or shelf g,
the legs being pivoted to each other and to the leaves,
and provided with the stops/ or/, and the whole
operating together in manner and for the purpose as
herein shown and described.

2. Applying one pair of cross frames or supports
to the leaf by meiins of the bar h and pin j, or its

equivalent, essentially in manner and for the purpose
as explained.

78,643.-L. Chapin, Antwerp, IST. Y.—Cheese
Hoop.—June 9, 1868.—The sheet iron exterior is

lined with tin, either end of the device answering
for top or bottom.

Claim.—The within-described cheese hoop, com-
posed of sheet ii'on and tin, and formed in the man-
nei' specified.

78,644.—S. E. Chase, Boston, Masn.—MaJcing
Horseshoe Nails.—June 9, 18G8.—The nails are suc-

cessively acted upon by dies, the first of which gives
the nail its proper curve and the bevel at tlie point
end, whUe the second acts to force the nail through
a hole in the bed, thereby cutting oft' the superfluous
metal at the point and rectifying defects in the
shape of the nail.

Claim.—In finishing nails, the process of curving
their bodies and beveling their points, and after-

wai'ds forcing them through an open die to shear oif

superfluous metal, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

78,645.—George U. Clark, N"ew York, N". Y.—Hoisting Machine.— June 9, 1868.—The device
may be used as an ordinary crank and windlass, but
the wheels can be variously disposed with reference
to each other to enable the power to be increased in
being transmitted from the crank to the windlass.

Claim.—1. Primary wheels 32 and 33, pinion wheels
16 and 15, in combination with revolving case C.

2. Revolving case C, crank D, and collar O, when
constructed, arranged, and operated substantially as
herein set forth.

78,646—George E. Clark, N"ew York,K". Y.—Elevator.—June 9, 1868.—A revolving wheel is

applied under the platform or table and provided
with anti-friction rollers above and below, the lower
ones meshing with a screw thread lever whose oper-
ation is controlled by a lever and clutch, the entire
power being transmitted by means of a crank shaft,

wheel, and endless belt.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the hollow and revolving table and worm, parallel
guides, rollers, and their supporting brackets, whed
the whole is operated by means of pulleys and enn-
less belt, substantially as described.
2. The endless belt t, when the same is used in combi-

nation with the table or platform p, anti-friction rol-

lers h b, and screw-thread ai'm t', when the whole is

so constructed as to operate substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the lever r, the guide bar
E, and the clutches q and q', the stop lever H, and
the stop pin 1/j', when the same aroused and operated
in the manner substantially as described.

78,647.—John C. Cline, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Henry C. King, same place.—Bedstead.—June 9, 1868.—The slots in the slats, and
the journaled head and foot bars constitute a yield-

ing attachment for the slats and allow the full play
of the springs under super-imposed weight.

Claim.—The bed bottom, composed of the slats c,

attached at head and foot to the bars e and/respect-
ively, said bars being free to turn on end bearings
or journals, in combination with springs k and sprmg
bar h, these several parts being constructed and ar-

ranged and operating substantially as shown and
described.

78,648.-1. Fremont Colby, Washington, D.
C, assignor to himself and Daniel C. Colby, same
place.

—

Coffee Mill.—June 9, 1868.—The supply res-

ervou- contains the cofi"ee to be ground, the smaller
chamber constitutes a hopper, and the chamber be-
low receives the ground coffee.

Claim.—Providing the coffee mill with a supply
reservoir, B, in combination with the smaller cham-
ber C, and chamber E, all ai-ranged for the purposes
specified and set forth.

78,649.—Isaac Cole, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Fasten-
ing for Gloves.—June 9, 1868.—Two buttons are con-
nected by a chain which is fastened by one end to
one of the buttons, and rove through the other but-
ton, the free end of the chain being pro-\ided with a
knob which prevents it from becoming detached.

Claim.—The glove fastening, consisting of but-
tons a and b and chain d, the head of one button be-

ing hollow or partly hollow, and within which is

placed eccentrically a vertical post, e, and having on
its periphery opeuings h k, and a contracted slot /,
leading into the hollow head, whereby the chain en-
ters through one opening, tlien around the eccentric
post aud o"ut through the other opening, both in fas-

tening and unfastening the glove, substantially as
described.

78,650.—Lewis Cosler, Yellow Springs, Ohio.—Thresher for Grain, Clover,. Flax, tfic—Juno 9,

1868.— The conveying aprons are tightened and
slackened by the adjustable arms. The extension
sieve catclies the grain or seed which may be blown
beyond the shoe "by the fan. The inclined throat
directs the grain to the shoe. The cleaned seed
and the refuse matter are respectively dischai-ged by
tlio two horizontal conveying rollers.

Claim.—1. The adjustable arms M, as herein act
forth.
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2. The extension sieve U. for the purpose set forth.

3. The constraetion of the inclined-shaped throat

L, when located at the top of the apron K, as herein

described and for the purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement ot the two couTeyers E, and
5, when located and operating with the 'sieve T, as

described and set forth.

rS,651.-jroHN- O. Couch, Middlefield, Conn.—
Clothes Pi'/i.—June 9, 1S68.—The rubber band causes

the arms to spriufr tocrether, prevents them from
passing each other'by keeping them approximately
in liuerand prevents the pin from being thrust down
too far upon the clothes line.

Claim.—The employment of a rubber or elastic

compound in combination with a metallic clothes

pin, made as herein described, and adapted to op-

erate therewith, as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

rS,652.— John W. Craig. KnosviUe, lU.—
Brace for Bit.—June 9, 18'3S.— "VThen the spring
catch is raised the lever is thrown outward by the

spring and acts with a short pm'chase to raise the

bit and thus liberate it from its socket.

Claim.—The device for holding bits in braces,

consisting of the pivoted spring lever C, formed
with tbe toe b, which engages with the bit, the free

end of said lever adapted to catch under the spring
catch D. secured upon the end of the brace, and pro-

vided with a round hole for the passage of the bit,

all constructed and arranged to operate as herein
shown and described.

rS,6.53.—Patrick Doxoughe. Loretto, Pa.—
Mode of Attaching Handles to Cross-cut Sazos.—
June 9," 1868 ; antedated Mav 19, 1863.—The shank
can be raised or lowered in the opening of the handle
so as to adapt the two parts to suit saws of different

width. The washer allows the handle to tmm readily

when it is being secm-ed on the Sciw.

Claim.—The'arraugement of the handle or, ferrule

6, washer c, rod cZ, and nut e, the whole being con-

structed, aiTan^ed, and operating substantially as

herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,654.—J'OHN C. DuRBORROW, Ellieotfs City,

:iitd.—Harvester Ralce.—June 9, 1868.—The inclined
jointed driving shaft passes through the fixed gear
wheel and the incline of the standard, and has a short
shaft attached to its end at right angles to its axis.

Claim.—The incUned shaft" C, jointed at G, and
provided ^\-ith the fixed gear wheel B, in combination
with the revolving gear'wheel E. and inclined rake
and reel arms, aU constructed and operated in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

78,655.—H. G. Eastmax, Poughkeepsie, X. T.
— Penholder. — June 9, 1866.—Assists the learner

to acquire a correct style of penmanship. The ring
fits upon the fore-finger near its junction Avith the
hand, and the thumb and middle finger rest upon the
supports at the lower end of the penholder. The
"form," in conjunction with the above-mentioned
parts, is made to keep the hand in the desired posi-

tion.

Claim.—1. The combination of the egg-shaped
hand support or "form" A with a penholder, by
means of the swivel joint, or equivalent therefor,

substantially as hereinbefore described.
2. In combination with a penholder, the ring E,

as hereinbefore set forth.

78,656.—JoHs- S. EvERiTT and Ossiak Cook,
Oshkosh, 'V^i<.—Steam,-Engine Oscillating Valve.
June 9. 1868.—The opposite boles are respectively
provided v.ith inclined planes, which are slotted to

receive adjusting bolts, and attached to arms that
may slide upon the valve stem, the object being
to reset the parts when frictional wear would other-

wise render them imperfect in operation.
Claim.—1. The valve boles S S of the valve H.

constructed with inclines n n. slots x x, an-auged
relatively to the arms ni m, and valve stem C, as a
means of adjustment in compensating- for wear.

2. The valve case A A. when constructed as de-

scribed, and arranged relatively to the oscillating-

balance valve H, as^herein set forth.

78,657.—JOHX EiLKixs, Sandwich, Til.— Mop
Wrii^ger.—June 9, 1868.—The mop is placed between
the rollers, the treadle forced down by the foot, and
the crank tmmed by hand, a pail being set beneath
to catch the water expressed from the mop.

Claim.—The combination of the standards C C,
D D. rollers P E. springs Z Z, levers J J, having

Srejections L, and treadle O, substantially as herein
escribed.

78,658.-W. G. Ereeman, Pdchmond. Ta.

—

Petticoat Pipe for Locomotive.—June 9, 1868.—The
smoke and gases passing out of the mouths of the
tubes, strike "again St the cone, which causes them to
converge toward the center of its smaller opening,
through which they pass and find exit through the
petticoat pipe into the stack.

Claim.—The combination of the cone or converg-
ing sheet E with a petticoat pipe, D, closed at its

lower end, when arranged and operating as de-

scribed, for the ijurpose'of equalizing the draught
through the tubes by converging the escaping prod-
ucts of combustion toward the mouths or nozzles of
the exhaust pipes.

78,659.—Gerhard Eucns and Joseph Lui-
GART, Logausport, Ind.

—

Beer Cooler.—June 9, 1868.

—A stream of water is forced upward through the
vertical pipes, and cools the beer as it descends in
contact with said pipes. The beer is received by the

San situated immediately under said pipes, and'con-
ucted thence into the tortuous pipe in the ice box,

from one end of which it is drawn ofi".

Claim.—The pan H and ice pan K, provided with
a tortuous pipe. J, through which the beer is passed
and cooled, substantially in the manner specified,

and arranged under the pipes B B as herein de-
scribed, all'operating for the purposes set forth.

78,660.—Ernst Gessxer, Aue, Saxonj.—Full-
ing Mill.—June 9, 18G8.—A spring or weight forces
the tub up to the beaters with a "yielding pressure,
rendering the tub capable of adjusting itself to a
larger or smaller quantity of goods. The beaters
are arranged in pairs, each pair being connected
together by springs and acted upon by a common
eccentric.

'

Claim.—1. The toothed segments c, gearing in
pinions e, in combination with the beaters and tub
or tubs of a fulling mill, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The springs v or /, in combination with the tub
or tubs of a fulling mill, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The springs k and adjusting screws Jc', in com-
bination with the eccentrics L and beaters B of a
fulling mill, substantially as and for the purj)ose set
forth.

78,661.—Amos W. Griffith, Boston, Mass.

—

Clothes Drier.—June 9, 1868.—By means of cords
attached to the outer end of the side-pieces, and
passed over pulleys on the outer end of the fi*ame,

the clothes-line containing the clothes may be di-awn
out of the window by a person standing inside the
room. The clothes and line are di-awn'in again by
means of the flexible side-pieces.

Claim.—1. The supports B B, constructed with a
recess and openings, in combination Avith the flexible

frame D and the fastenings d, as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The flexible sliding frame D D E, as and for the
j)urpose specified.

3. The fiexible side-pieces D D, in combination
with the cord E and adjustable end-piece D' D', as
and for the purpose set forth.

78.662.—Eeuben S. Hall, Hamburg, Mich.—
Fruit Gatherer.—June 9, 1868.—The fruit i"s detached
by means of the wire or rim, the latter aff'ording at-

tachment for the bag, which conducts the fruit to
the ground.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
semi-circular wires C, the outwardly projecting rim
B, and the bag or conductor, as herein represented.

78,663.— Joseph F. Hahcoukt, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Tackle Block.—June 9, 1868.—An improve-
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ment in inside iron-strapped tackle blocks, intended
to effectually support the pin or axle without reduc-

ing the strength of the partitions.

Claim:—A two or more sheave tackle block, whose
partitions, C, extend from side to side in one piece,

and are formed with grooves, G', in their sides for

the reception of the inner, forked straps D', all as
herein described, for the purpose specified,

78,664.—WiLLiAsi IT. Harrison and John J.

Harrison, Hornby, N. T.

—

Corn Planter.—-June 9,

1868.—The tubes are adapted to rise or fall with the
surface of the soil. The covering rollers are held
to their work by the springs, but permitted to yield

vertically to obstructions by reason of their attach-

ment to the hinged arms. The seed cells of one se-

ries are farther apart than those of the other series,

and the partition or "slide" enables either to be
brought into requisition.

Claim.—The slide tubes J J, attached to cross-bar

j, the covering rollers K K, connected with hinged
arms m m, and springs L L, and the double sets of

seed holes //', with shifting slide i, the whole ar-

ranged as described, and operating in the manner
and'for the pm'pose specified.

78,665.—Jacob D. Hatnte, ]S"ew Antioch, Ohio.—Corn Coverer.—June 9, 1868.—The two series of
tines rake the large clods, grass, &c., away from the
furrows, the shares throw the loose earth upon the
corn, the weighted roller pulverizes the remaining
clods and produces a level surface, and, by the ad-

justment of the clevis, the shares may be made to
penetrate the earth to a greater or less depth.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, substantially as de-

scribed, of the two series of rearwardly diverging
tines P E', adjustable shares G- G', g g', H, and rol-

ler I, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the described elements F
F', G- G-', g g', H, and I of the preceding clause, the
adjustable clevis 1,1, M. m, for the object explained.

78,666.-AsAHEL Hats, Guy's Mill, 'Pdi.—Seed
Planter.—June 9, 1868.—The droppers are connected
to the slide, which is actuated by cams on the for-

ward gear wheel, the latter being thrown into and
out of gear by a lever.

Claim.—1. The slide P and the droppers 1 1 and
H H, when operated as described, for the purposes
set forth.

2. The whole seed planter, when constructed as
described, for the purposes set forth.

78,667.—EUDOLPH Herr, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Seelsfor Boots, cgc—June 9, 1868.—The hollow heel
is made of metal, or any suitable hard substance, and
combines and contains, in parts or in one solid piece,
the yoke or counter, the sole, and the heel proper.

Claim.—The combination of the above-described
yoke, sole, spurs, tap hole, and heel, with its filling

and cross-bar, as within described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

78,668.-Fleury Huot and Coxbtakt Bau-
DOUIN, ]Srcw York, oS". Y.—iTat—June 9, 1868; an-
tedated May 22, 1868.—Imparts an embellishing lus-

ter to the surface.
Claim.—A bonnet, having metallic foU or leaf

pressed upon its surface, for the pm-poses and as
specified.

78,669.— David Hutchison, San Traucisco,
Csl.—Plate for Artificial Teeth.—Jnno 9, 1868.—De-
signed to insure the retention of the plate in its

proper position, and to avoid irritating the palate,
especially when tlie tissues of the alveolar and pala-
tine arches are of unequal hardness.

Claim.—A flexible cavity plate, having, in part or
in whole, tlie palatine portion of the plate made of
flexible material, D, in connection with a compound
cavity or scries of cavities, united, or otherwise,
with a cavity on the center or palatine portion of the
plate, and upon the internal or external (or both)
borders of the alveolar ridge, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

cause the gate to rise, so as to avoid obstructions,
while it is being opened by means of the shaft, lever,
and connecting link.

Claim.—The links B B', gate A, links F, shaft
H, and lever G, as arranged, in the manner as and
for the pm'pose set forth.

78,671.—William C. Jones, Orangeville, Ohio.
—Sheep-Shearing Table.—Jnno 9, 1868.—The table
is tilted, the sheep backed upon it, and the table
then restored to its horizontal position. The sheep
is held by straps and rests upon the cm-ved block
while under the operation of the shears. The spring-
supporting rests sustain the leaves in the several po-
sitions they are made to assume in turning the sheep.

Claim-.-l. The tilting table B, with the folding
legM.

2. The spring-supporting rests E E, in connection
with the notches J, in the legs C C.

3. The bed B, provided with leaves A A, secured
in position by the hook G and staple H.

4. The block D, in combination with the straps I
and F F, all operating in the manner described, and
for the pm'poses set forth,

78,672.—Eli Keith, Wabash, Ind., and Alfred
A. Eylar, Pontiac, HI.

—

Composition for Tanning.
—June 9, 1868. — Either terra-japonica, gambler,
cutch, or bark may constitute one ingredient, to be
used in connection with lye, common salt, and liquor
aluminie compositur.

Claim.—The tanning composition and process,
substantially as herein specified.

78,673.—Zeno Kelley, ISavr Bedford, Mass.—
Bomb Lance for Killing Whales.—June 9, 1868.

—

The head is charged with powder, and when the
harpoon penetrates the fish, the bar which is pivoted
obliqiTcly in the head serves to release the spring-
actuated hammer which exj)lodes the caj).

Claim.—The hammer V, spring h, rod^', pin i, and
bar g, in combination with head E, aU arranged as
and for the purpose set forth.

78,674 Charles T. Mason, Sumter, S. C—
Electric Fan for Lamps.—June 9, 1868.—Increasing
the draught of au' to an illumiuatmg flame by means
of a fan operated by electricity as a prime motor.
Claim.—1. The application of electricity, to cause

the revolution of a fan for the production of a draught
of air, substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the electric coil A and fan
F, and their respective equivalents, in manner sub-
stantially as and for the pui'poses described.

78,675.— J. Taughn Merrick andWilliam H.
Merrick, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Hoisting Apparatus.
—June 9, 1868.—The weight is connected to the cam
levers in such a manner that in the event of the
breaking of the hoisting rope the cage wfil be
promptly arrested.

Claim.—The combination, with a hoisting cage,
of a weight, arranged to move m a contrary direction
to the said cage, when the said weight is attached
to arresting cams, levers, or their equivalents, all

substantially as and for the i^urpose herein set forth.

78,676.—E, H. Merrill and H. E. Merrill,
Akron, Ohio.

—

Apx>aratas for Making Bottles of
Clay.—June 9, 1868.—The bar and eccentric roller

serve to lock the hiuged sections of the mold
when closed. A spiral grooved core is forced into
the mold, and the bottom, consisting of a circular
slab of clay, is then inserted in the large open end of
the bottle. The disk is then slidden up until it cov-
ers the opening of the mold and the bottom of the
bottle, against which it is pressed and rotated,
thereby uniting the bottom to the bottle.

Claim:—1, The combination of the bar G, adjust-
ing stays a, roller F, and bottle mold, in the manner
substantially as described.

2. The disk C, provided with curved or radial
arms or grooves D', terminatiu.!? Avithiu a short dis-

tance of the mar"in of the disk, leaving a rim around
the entire edge, for the purpose set forth.

78,670.—Timothy ,W, Johnson, Granger, Ohio. 78,677.— Martin Metcalf, Grand Eapids,
•Farm Oate.—Juno 9, 1868,—The parallel links Mich.

—

Machine for Grooving and Swaging Sheet
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Metal.—June 9, 18G8.—The function of this machine
is to lock and finish a joint of pipe or other seam.
The length of pipe being first ])repare(I by having
its locks'turncd, is dra\rn into the machine by two
rollers of the small frame, it being grooved 'as it

passes in, and beaded and swaged in afits small end

;

in passing out of the machine the seam is turned
down and'finished.
Claim.—1. The peculiar aiTangement and con-

struction of the small frame C C C C, with the rollers

1 2, and the oscillating shaft d, Fig. 2, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

2. The construction and arrangement of the small
frame C C C C, with the rollers 1 2, and the shaft d,

in connection with the small lever &, slot /, and stop
pin 71, substantiaDy as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the parts constituting the
small fi-ame, with its shaft d, rollers 1 and 2, cog
wheels 1' 2' 3, lever b, and thumb screw ft, with the
large frame A A, the stationary roUer 4, and swage
rollers B B, and eccentric lever D, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

78,678.—Adolph A. Meyexdorff, Isew York,
N. Y.—I)istillinfjAp2)aratiis.—June 9, 1868.—The ob-
jects of this invention are to prevent loss of the
alcoholic contents of the mash, separate the spirits

according to their degree of purity, and decompose
the condensed liquid in the rectificator so as to cause
it to give ofl" any alcohol it may contain.

Claim.—1. Arranging in oiie distilling apparatus
two stills, and connecting them by means of pipes,
in such manner that the vapors of one can be forced
through the mash in the other, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose of completely
extractiug the alcoholic contents of the mash, as set
forth.

2. Arranging, in combination with the double still

A B, a testing apparatus, consisting of a tub, /, and
worm c, and so operating that the strength of the
mash can be ascertained" dii-ectly fi'om the still, as
set forth.

3. The vapor collector G, arranged between the
still and rectificator H of a distilling apparatus, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose of condensing the weakest and most impm'C
contents of the vapor, as set forth.

4. The rectificator H, when provided with false

bottoms g and /i, between which detaining devices I

I ai-e arranged, and, when so arranged, that aU
liquidS;Condensed above the lower false bottom g are,

by means of pipe j and K, orj alone, separated from
the low wines in the lower compartment of the rectifi-

cator, substantially as herein shown and described.
5. The vessel L, containing decomposing or flavor-

ing ingredients, when arranged iu combination and
connection « ith the rectificator of a distilling appa-
ratus, substantially as herein sho-wn and described.

6. A distilling apparatus, co)isisting of two boilers
A B of a vapor collector, Gr, rectificator H, column I,

and final condenser J, and of a vessel, L, containing
decomposing or flavoring inei-edients, all made and
operating substantially as an^ for the purpose herein
shown and described.

78,679.—Henry M. Mters, Alleghany City, Pa.—Manufacture of Shovels.—June 9, f868 ; aute'dated
June 5, 1868.—The blank is so formed that it may be
di-awn or " plated"' out by passing it backward and
forward between suitable rolls, the"drawing action of
which is always in a line parallel to the longitudinal
plane of the blade and handle straps of the shovel.

Claim.—A blank, for the manufacture of shovel
blades, made of steel or iron, of the form, and with
the tang portion split, substantially as herein de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

78,680.—Thomas Newman, "Sew Orleans, La.—
Switch for City liailroads.—June 9, 1868.—The sup-
plemental bars ai-e designed for use upon those city
roads that, beginning with one, run into two tracks.
It necessitates the use of difterently constructed
wheels upon the two sets of cars.

Claim.—The supplemental short bars B, in com-
bination with an ordinary switch, C, at the point at
which a single track city railroad runs into two
tracks, when" constructed'as shown and described,
for the purpose set forth.

78,681.—"William T. ISTicholson, Providence,
E. I., assignor to The Nicholson File Company,
same place.

—

Machine for Cutting Files.—June 9,

1868; antedated June 5, 1868.—The cutting edge of
the tool is much longer thaii the cut Avhich it is re-
quired to make, but "the whole length of the cutting
edge is made use of progressively during the process
of cutting the blank from tip to heel.

Claim.—In a file-cutting machine, a "rollmgbed,"
whose longiiudiual axis is set angidarly with the line
of motion of the carriage, or of the cutting chisel if

the former be stationary and the latter movable, in
combination with such cutting chisel, substantially
as described, for the purposes specified.

*

78,682.—M. L. Nickels, Dunlapsville, Ind.—
Grain Drill.—June 9, 1868.—The reciprocating mo-
tion of the seed slide is derived from the ground
wheel, the connection being made by the slotted
arms and curved pitman.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slotted aiTus C
C, pitman D. slides F F, and plates H H, with the
frame A, and its hoppers I, when the several j)art3

are constructed and operating substantially as and
for the pm-poses set foi-th.

78,683.- J. E. Nolan, Chicago, JR.— Shot
Brush.—June 9, 1868.—The small brush is so applied
that it may revolve and be made to wear evenly.
Claim.—The combination of the brush B with the

piece b, projection d, the connecting piece a, the
screw c, and brush A, as specified.

78,684.—William W. Norton, Dundee, HI.—
Machine for Threading Thimble Skeins.—June 9,

1868.—The adjustable slide supports a head and has
fixed to it a detachable device for holdinp; the larger
end of the skein in position Trtheu the screw threads
are being cut ; an adjustable lever is arranged to slide

on a rod attached to the bed plate and is employed to
operate the adjustable slide, and the dies which cut
the screw are operated by a lever pivoted to the bed
plate.

Claim.—1. The improved machine fof threading
thimble skeins, consistmg of the i^arts herein speci-
fied and shown, all constructed and arranged as de-

scribed.
2. The device G-, with the lug H thereon, the slide

A' having a head. B, the rod C, slide D, lever E, and
hook F, all constructed and ai'rauged substantially
in the manner set forth-

78,685 D.1NIEL E. Paris, Troy, N. Y.—Grate
and Ash Sifter in Cooking Stoves.-^mie 9, 1863.

—

The grate is operated from the outside of the stove
and is designed as an improvement on the one for
which a patent was granted to the same party De-
cember 31, 1867.

Claim.—1. A fire grate made in two parts, having
journals eccentrically attached, and ai-ranged to
dump or discharge its contents from the center of
the fii-e box, whenever the two parts are moved oflf

theu' supports and allowed to fall down perpendicu-
larly, substantially as described.

2.' The elongated points o o, on the shaker E, or
stops on the side plate of the stove for the shaker to
strike against, or an equivalent therefor, which shall

prevent"the shaker from driving either part of the
grate iu too far when in use, and so as to prevent it

from dumping while in operation.
3. The support bars c c, placed over and in com-

bination with a vibrating fire grate, for the pm-pose
herein described and set forth.

4. A sifting pan, situated below or in front of a
fire grate, having attached to its bottom, sides, or
ends, two or more open movable sifting grates or
sieves, and arranged to vibrate inside of the stove,

by means of a pronged or double shaker, operated
from the outside of the stove, substantiaUy as herein
described and set forth.

5. The lifting and sifting grate G- H, or equiv-
alent, in the hearth of a cooking stove, provided
with journals 1 1, projecting through the hearth, and
adapted to be shaken or vibrated from the outside,
substantially as shown and described.

6. A bail,' attached to a sifting pan, or to its mov-
able bottom grate or grates, and so arrange^ as to
move the grate or grates backward and forward, by
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raising said bail up perpendicularly and letting it

down horizontally, substantially as herein shown and
described.

78,686.—Daniel E. Pakis, Troy, N. Y.—Water
Reservoir Attachment to Cooking Stove.—June 9,

1868.—The extension piece or reservoir seat is pro-
jected backward beyond the back of the water reser-

voir sufficiently to form a covering to a warming
closet or hot oven attached to and suppm-ted by said
extension piece.
Claim.—1. A cooking stove, constructed to be used

with or without a water reservoir, by means of an
opening through the back of tlie stove, through
which the flue passes when used with a reservoir,

and which is closed by a movable piece, or by a "pipe
collar bag," when used as a plain top stove, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

2. A pipe collar, or a flue opening, through the
rear part of the top plate of a cooking stove or range,
arranged to receive a smoke pipe, also an opening-
through the back iilate of the stove, arranged to re-

ceive a reservoir seat or flue chamber, so that either
opening may be used separately or alternately as an
exit passage, substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

3. A reservoir or water tank, having the whole or
a part of the bottom surface eleva*,ed sufficiently far

to sit over an ordinaiy pipe collar, and so that the
outer edges of the reservoir will set down level on
the stove top, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

4. The extension piece or reservoir seat D, serving
both as a sunken pit or flue chamber, underneath the
reservoir, and also as a top covering to a warming
closet, when said piece or seat is fitted to and com-
bined with an ordinary stove top, and so arranged
that the stove can be used with or without said piece,

substantially as herein described and set forth.

78,687.—Daniel E. Paris, Troy, IsT. Y.—Oven
of Cooking Stove.—June 9, 1868.—Admits of direct
radiation from the fire box into the oven thi-ough the
back fire plate and the front oven plate for roast-
ing or broiling, but this direct radiation is shut oif

when the oven is used for baking.
Claim.—1. The heating of the oven of a cooking

stove by direct radiation from the tire box through
the plates intervening betAveen the two, when said
plates are constructed with bars and damper, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The broiling pan, and rack P and E, constructed
and located as and for the purpose desot'lbed.

3. The self-supporting oven slide I, constructed
and arranged as herein shown and described.

4. A. sliie or rack, placed at or near the bottom
plate of the oven, either over or under it, and made
self-supporting when partly or mostly drawn out,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

5. A movable self-supporting roasting spit or rack,
arranged with hoolvs, or appliances for holding meat
while roasting, placed at or near the top part of the
oven of a cooking stove or range, in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

6. A movable oven crane or rack, made to swing
in or out of the oven of a cooking stove or range,
placed at or near the bottom, or at the top of the
same, or attached to tlie back oven plate, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein described.

7. For stove ovens, a movable self-supporting rack
or spit,for holding meat while roasting, in combina-
tion with a movable self-supporting oven slide or
crane, made for holding a dripping pan, and placed
underneath said spit or rack,

78,688.— Daniel E. Paris and Charles S.

Davis, Troy, IsT. T., assignors to D. E. Paris, same
place, and Clement Oliiaber, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Hot Water Tank on Cooking Stoves.—Svnid 9, 18()8.—

A hot water reservoir, designed for attachment to

any common stove top.

Claim.—I. The horizontal flue in or under the
bottom of the reservoir, formed by elevating a part
or the whole of the bottom above the outer lower
edges of the reservoir sufficiently high to allow the
products of combustion to pass rearward under the
same into the exit-pipe, substantially as described.

2. The base slide or bottom piece g g, or its equiv-
alent, made either permanent or movable, and form-
ing the rear part of the bottom to said horizontal
flue, and connecting both with the reservoir and tho
back flue piece Gr or its equivalent, substantially as
herein described and set forth.

3. The self-mounting cover or covers C C, to-

gether with the back piece D, formed with the con-
cave prongs IsT N, the convex half rounds O O, the
crooked hooks L, and the elongated slot M, or their
equivalents, so arranged and hung that the drip of
the cover shall fall back into the reservoir.

4. The attaching, fastening, or supporting a res-

ervoir to or by a stove top, by means of bolts, pins,

bars, hooks or lugs, inserted in or through the ordi-

nary pipe collar or exit passage opening of the top
plate of the stove.

78,689.—A. B. Parsons, Dunton, HI., assignor
to himself and Edward Redhead, La Crosse, Wis.
—Tube Well—June 9, 1868.—The tube is grooved
vertically and has a coil of wire around it, and is

covered by a cylindrical screen ; the object being to
obtain a protected space to insm'e the entering of
the water into the tubes.

Claim.—The combination of the tube B, provided
with -grooves and holes, the spirally arranged wii'e

coil E, and the gauze screen F, arranged and ope-
rating in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

78,690.—John W. Pugh, Grand P.apids, Mich.— Caster.—June 9, 1868.—The edges of the slot in
the sliding plate engage the grooves in the caster
shank aucl hold the latter in place.

Claim.—The disk A, with a square opening in its

center, and provided with a space A\'ithin which
works a slotted metal plate, C, when used in combi-
nation with the caster, having a shank, B, with
grooves on three sides, as herein set forth, all con-
structed and operating substantially as specified.

78,691.-Amos D. Purinton, Dover, Mass.

—

Composition for Setting Posts, Timber, djc.—June
9, 1868.—Composed of water, clay, and pyroligneous
acid, and is run into the hole prepared in the earth
for the post or timber.

Claim.—The above-described argillaceous compo-
sition, as v/ell as the employment or use of it, sub-
stantially in manner, and under ch-cumstances, and
for the purposes, as described.

78,692 Julio H. Hae, Syracuse, IS^. Y.—Lum-
ber Drier.—June 9, 1868.—The water resulting from
the condensation of the vapor eliminated from the
material to be dried is allowed to flow out through
the gutters and traps, but the latter prevent the es-

cape of heat. The vapor rising from the water con-
tained in the wells supplies the requisite quantity of
moisture to prevent the checking or cracMng of the
lumber.
Claim.—A kiln. A, for drying lumber, peat, or

other materials, containing tho following combina-
tion, to wit, a corrugated metallic roof and metal
lining, r a, gutters d e, traps h, and wells F, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

78,693.-0. P. Rice and J. H. Gerrt, Spring-
field, Mass.

—

Stem Winding and Setting Watch.—
June 9, 18(!8.—By withdrawing the winding arbor
from the stem of the watch the winding gear is dis-

engaged and the gear for setting the hands en-
gaged.

Claim.—The reciprocating arbor K, having the
incline d and annular groove e, in combination with
the segment x, spring lever </', when constructed
and operating substantially as herein described and
set forth.

78,694.—.John Shellarerger, Shane's Cross-
ings, Mo.

—

Tile Cutting ilachine.—June 9, 1868.

—

Tlie clay tube is cut into lengths by wires attached
to pivoted carriers. When the latter are operated
independently the cutting wires move in a circular
path, giving a corresponding convex and concave
sliape to tho cut ends of tho pipe. The frame and
cutting Avires can be operated in a vertical plane so
as to cut in a direct line across the tube.

Claim.—1. The pivoted cutters CEDE, con-
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structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The hiufred frame B, in combination with the
cutters C D E F. for the purpose of adapting them
to cut in a vertical plane, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

78,695.—"William C. Smith, Warrensbnrg, Mo.
—Sugar Evaporator.—Jxxnc 9, 18G8.—The upper
pans are filled with juice containing the defecating
agent, and the flue dampers are adjusted so as to

direct the entire heat under one of said pans, and
subsequently under the other pan. As the contents
of the pan 'in front of the driver are reduced by
evaporation they are kept at the desii-ed depth by an
occasional movement of the crank. The series of

dampers check the boiling at the finishing end of

the pan.
Claim.—1. The pan A A, as aiTanged on the body

R of the device, and in connection with the flues

formed by the partition D and the dampers m m,
and the pan B B, divided by the partition r, having
a gate, h, when used in connection with the movable
frame F, carrying the skimmer i, and a driver, J,

moving upon the cogs L by means of the cog wheels
c, operated by the cranks n n, and used substan-
tially as described, and for the pui-poses set forth.

2. 'The dampers g g g g, with the connecting bar
G, and the ash pit S, when applied to a sugar evap-
orator, substantially as and for the purpose'specified.

78,696 Caleb S. Stearns, Marlboro. Mass.,
assignor to himself, Charles F. Davis, and Thomas
CoREr, same place.

—

Machine for Cutting Leather.
—June 9, 1868.—An improvement on his patent of
September 2-5, 1866. The presser block employed in

the previously patented machine is dispensed with,
the cutter being depressed by a mechanism attached
difectly to the frame, and thrown into action at the
required time by a clutch.
Claim.—I. Attaching the cutter or die to a mova-

ble frame, so that it can be brought over any por-
tion of the table B, in combination with a mechan-
ism attached directly to the frame and moving
therewith, for depressing the cutter, substantially
as described.

2. The frame U, in combination with the movable
frame C and the clutch for throwing the mechanism
into action, which operates the cutter, substantially
as set forth.

78,697.—Caleb S. Stearxs, Marlboro, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Thomas Corey, same place.
Machine for SiHitting and Rolling Leather.—-Tune
9, 1868.—The leather, having been split, is led down
between the carrying cylinder of the splitting ma-
chine and a roller, which is brought up thereto and
made to press it upon the surface of the cylinder.
A spring presser bar is provided with independently
acting blocks to insure the feeding of the leather to
the knife and insure a strip of uniform thickness.
The knife, instead of the cari-ying cylinder, is ad-
iusted in order to regulate the thickness of the
leather to be split.

Claim.—1. The roller S, for rolling leather, in
combination with the carrying cylinder C, when the
roller S is acted on by levers T, or their equivalent,
all constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The blocks M, with the springs K", acting inde-
pendently of each other, and constructed substan-
tially as described.

3." The screws Q and plates E. in combination
with the knife E, substantiallv as set forth.

4. The roller D, for feeding'the split leather out of
the machine, when used in combination with the
carrying cylinder C, and arranged substantially as
and for the pui-pose set forth.

78,69s.—AjfBROSE Tower, Xew York, ]^. Y.—Pm and Pencil Holder.—June 9, 1868.—The stamped
plate is formed into a pen slide, which is fittecf to
move within the pen barrel. An ordinary lead-pen-
cil is likewise fitted to slide in the barrel and serves
as the penholder. The pencil may be slid out of
and retracted within the barrel independently of the
pen. andvice versa.
Claim.—A pencil-point protector, having barrel i

and slot s, in combination with the stamped plate,

Fig. 1&, constructed and operating substantially as
specified, and all equivalents of the same.

78,699.—'James Ttzick, St. John, Xew Bruns-
wick.

—

Xail Extractor.—.June 9, 1868.—A pin pre-

vents the clasp of the fulcrum from sliding oflF the
bar. The respective functions and conjoint opera-
tions of the three parts are obvious.

Claim.—The combination of the lever A, sliding
fulcrum D, and hook or griper E, the whole con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
specified.

78,700.—JOHX Uxderwood, Muscatine, Iowa.
—Harvester Hake.—June 9, 1868.—The grain, as it

is felled by the cutters, is moved backward and up-
ward and' delivered upon a platform, upon which it

is moved laterally toward the inner side to a position
where it may be'convenieutly bound by hand.

Claim.—L The combination of a revolving rake
and gatherer, a concave grain receiver, B, a rear
elevated platform, C, a reciprocating follower, P,
and a binder's support, K or D, operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes described.

2. The revolving rake and gatherer, with its teeth
applied to a rocking bar, in"combination with the
devices described and shown for causing the teeth
to assume in their circuit the different positions re-

quired, and with a concave grain receiver, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
S.'The binder's support K, which is attaclied to

the finger-bar, in combination with the elevated
platform C and reciprocating follower P, substan-
tially as described.

78,701.—Arzt Emoxs Van Gibson, l^ewark,
X. J., administrator of the estate of Amzi H. Van
GiEsox, deceased, assignor to Newark Patent
Leather Company.—Knife for Splitting Leather.—
June 9, 1868.—The knives are of great length, the
blade is made in pieces of convenient length for
tempering, such pieces being secured together by
clamps or otherwise.

Claim.—The construction of a knife for splitting
leather, in sections, forming together a continuous
knife, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

78,702.—Abraham V. "W. Van Vechten, iN'ew
York, X. Y.

—

Head and Shoulder Rest.—June 9,

1868.—The main strap is suspended from the ceiling
or side of a room, over a bed or chair, or from the
roof or side of a car, over a car seat, the occupant
of the seat or bed being thereby enabled to support
his head and body in a comfortable position.

Claim.—A head and shoulder rest, composed of
the main strap A, branches B, loops D, and head
rest E, aU as shown and described.

78,703.—SA3ruEL"WEHRLY, San Francisco, Cal.,

assignor to himself and E. V. Sutter, same place.

—

Spiir.—J-ane 9, 1863 ; antedated May 4, 1868.-The
cm'ved steel dog is inserted between the top of the
heel and the counter of the boot. The strap attached
to the plates which slide upon the main band is ad-
justed snugly against the front part of the boot heel,

the springs force the arms against the racks, and
thus the spur is held firmly upon the heel.

Claim.—A spur, having the dog o, the rack m,
and arm d, together with the spring c and slotted
plate b. the whole constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

78,704.—Is-^c P. Wen-dell, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lubricating Journal of Car Shaft.—June 9, 1868

;

antedated May 23, 1868. —An air chamber, an oil

distributing plate, and a tube are so combined that
the pressm-e of the air in said chamber assists the
tubes in supplying the journals with oil ; the cham-
ber being designed as an additional improvement
upon the" invention set forth in a United States
patent granted the same party January 1, 1867.

Claim.—1. The combination of the air chamberD
with the oil-distributing plate B and supply tube C,
arranged in the oil box A, or other oil reservoir,
substantially in the manner above described, and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The box A, having a division plate, a, and oil
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chamber, &, benoath it, in combinatiou with the dis-

tributiug phite B, substantially as described and for

the purposes specified.

3. The construction of the distributing plate B,
with inclines and scrapers, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

78,705.—John L. "Whipple, Detroit, Mich.—
Spring Seat—June 9, 1863.

Claim.—The spring seat herein described, the
same formed by the combination with the frame A
of the series of double-coil springs D on the four
sides thereof, and liaving their loops or bights point-

ing inwardly, and connected by the transverse and
longitudinal interlaced webbing, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

78,706.—MELr^^N TVoob, Babe's Corners, Mich.—Churn.—June 9, ISfiS.—The dashers are operated
in a cream chamber situated in a bos for containing
hot water.

Claim.—The combination of the box A, posts B B,
double crank C. the connecting rods D D, the oscil-

lating dashers E E, the cover E, the false bottom G-,

the openings H I J, and the balance wheel K, and
water spaces L L, when arranged and operating for

the purposes herein set forth.

78,707.-William P. Yeomax, Waukegan, HI.—Machine for Edging Wall Paper.—,June 9, 18C3.

—

An adjustable table supports the paper and guides it

between the rolls, Avhich are covered with cloth and
provided with circular knives, and a spring for
keeping them in position for trimming the edges of
the paper.

Claim.— 1. The combination of rollers J K,
spring P, knives S S, cloth m m, and rings N O,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the table D with rollers

J K, substantially as herein specified.

78,708.—G. W. l^f. Tost, Corry, Pa., assignor
to Corry Machine Company, same place.—^«r-
vester.—June 9, 18G8.—When the driver depresses
the lever the caster wheel constitutes a fulcrum
therefor, and the point at which the bar carrying
said wheel is pivoted to the shoe being thereby
raised, the whole shoe, together with the cutter bar
ajid lower part of the frame, is raised at the same
time.

Claim.—1, The frame A of a mowing machine,
when constructed of a single bar, a, approximating
in form to a horseshoe, and a transverse strengthen-
ing bar, b, when the extremities of the bar a are
bent down for the attachment of the shoe E, and
finger-bar, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the above, the main wheel
C, when arranged between the di'iver's seat and the
transverse bar b, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The wheel J on the hinged bar I, in combina-
tion with the slotted shoe E and with the lever /,
all made and operating so that the finger bar can be
easily raised by means of the lever /, "as set forth.

78,709.-a. W.]S\ Yost, Corry, Pa., assignor to
Corry Machine Company, same -^lace.—Harvester.
—June 9, 18()8.—On the platform is a seat for the per-
son Avho binds the grain. To adapt the quantity of
grain cut to the ability or skill of the binder, one of
the shoes at the end of the finger bar is adjustable so
that the width of tlie swath may be varieu.

Claim.—The movable adjustable shoe G, when ar-

ranged substantially as described, so as to adjust tlie

width of the swath"to tho capacity of the binder, as

set forth.

78,710.—G-. W.iT. Yost, Corry, Pa., assignor to
Corry Machine Company, same place.

—

llarvc-^ter.

—June 9 1868.—The finger beam is hinged to a bar
or holder, which is pivoted to tho frame and con-
nected at its free end to a rope operated by a lever

which may be locked in a ratchet plate so as to hold
the finger beam at any desired height. Tho guide
posts braco the bar or holder against horizontal
strain.

Claim.— Tha described combination with each

other of the finger bar G, finger-bar holder F, pivot
a, posts J and J', cord or chain b, and lever E, all

made and operating substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

78,711.—G. TV". N. Yost, Corrv, Pa., lissicrnor to
Corry Machdce Company, same hlacG.—Harvester
Itcel.—June 9, 1868.-The reel is adapted to grain of
diiferent heights, and is so constructed that it shall
not thresh out the grain while bciU'ing it to the action
of the cutters.

Claim.—1. Making the sweeps of harvester reels of
flexible bands or straps, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. Making the arms by which the sweeps of a har-
vester reel are connected with the shaft A of spriug
metal, so that they can be folded against the shaft
when the sweeps are taken ofi", as set forth.

3. A harvester reel, when composed of the shaft
A, spring-bars B, and bands or straps C, the latter
being adjustable on the bars B, and all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and do-
scribed.

78,713.—G. TT. I?". Yost, Corry, Pa., assignor to
Corry Machine Company, same j^lace.— Mowing
Machine.-^Juno 9, 18G8.

Claim:—1. Hanging or pivoting the vibratory lift-

ing bar Q upon the crank shaft, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the vibratory or lifting ba-
Q, the stationary segment, traveling pinion and
hand lever, or its equivalent, by means of which tho
said bar Q may be readily manipulated by the driver,

which at the same time it is free to move, as required,
when not controlled by him, substantially as de-
scribed.

78,713 ITicholas E. Yost, Corry, Ta.—Ifoael,
Scraper.—June 9, 1868.—The coupling bolt at the
converging ends may be withdrawn and the opposite
ends of the timbers brought together and held by
said bolt.

Claim.—1. The reversible timbers A A', pivoted
tipon a center brace, when constructed and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The timber A, in combination with the two
plow points, B B', 'constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The timber A', in combination with the two
castings C C, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The extension brace E E', in combination with
mortise e, tongues/, bolt g, and castings D D', con-
structed and 'operating substantially as and for tho
purposes set forth.

5. The tongue I and cross-bar J, when secured to

the scraper l)y means of bolts c and g, and in combi-
nation with the timbers A A', constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

78,714.—J. C. ZnniERMAN, Eberly's Mill, Pa.—
Corn Sheller.—June 9, 1868.—The inclosing case of

the sheller is made in sections which are permitted
by the springs to expand and contract according to

the size of the corn to be shelled.

Claim.—The combination of the casing B, its

springs x x and sheller E, with the sieves S R, fans
h h, conveyer P, operated, the shafts D H and their

cogs, the whole constructed as and for the pm-poses
specified.

78,715.—William Armour, Belfast, Ireland.—
Paper Box.—Juno 9, 1868.—Tho two main parts,

which arc joined bv the flexible connection, are of
pasteboard covered by thin or ornamental paper, and
each is provided with' a cover. The box is held in a
closed position by an elastic band made last to one
of the main parts.

Claim.—1. A paper box, composed of the two
covered boxes A"A, united by the hinge a, in the
manner described.

2. Tho elastic fastening C to the hinged boxes A
A, as described.

78,716.—Benjajiin Arnold, East Greenwich,
n.l.—Xet for Fishing.—Juno 9, 1868.—This not is

mado'of a 'single strand of small twine, tho object
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lioing to expedite and clieapeii the manufacture of
the article, bv obviating the frequent filling of shut-

tles and the doubling and twisting operations here-

tofore reguii'ed.

Claim.—1. The method herein described of inter-

looping, twisting, and forming a net of a continuous
length of cord, substantially as described.

2. Xetting constructed as herein described, as a

new article of mauufaetvire.

rS,7ir.—JOH^-BI^•^-s. Oskaloosa, Iowa.—J7u<;
Block.—June 9, 1868.—The block encircles the stove
pipe where it passes through a partition or flooring.

It is molded of clay and then baked to form a mate-
rial like common brick or fire brick.

Claim.—The combination of the hollow cylindrical
block A. having an outer shoulder a, the outer cylin-

drical block C, having internal shoulders b under its

upper end. to form a" square chamber, the core B.
sections e, and perforated cap E. all constructed and
arranged as shoA\n and described, for the pm-pose
Specified.

rS,yi8.—TTiluamBlat, Helena. Montana Ter-
ritory.

—

Pick Handle.—June 9, 1868 ; antedated June
4. 1868.—The strap passes across the end of the han-
dle and down irs opposite sides, to which it is riv-

eted. It strengthens the handle and permits the
ready attachment and detachment of the pick.

Claim.—The metallic strap B, constructed and ap-
plied to the pick handle, as shown, and adapted to
be pressed through the eye of the pick, and secured
therein by means' of a key m, as described and rej)-

resented.

7S,yi9

—

Walter Brittox, Abingdon, HI.—
Tire Shrinking a7id Punching 2fachine.—June 9,

1868.—The heated tire is placed in the lugs and keyed
fast, and the cam levers being actuated backward
the tire is compressed or shrimk. TThen the ma-
chine is to be used for punching holes, a rest plate
or stirrup having clamp edges is set on the fi-ame,
and a plate having a punching point is keyed to the
plate which is actuated by the cam levers.
Claim.—1. The plate 1), beai-iug slotted lugs a a,

the cam levers E E, spring b, in combination with
the frame plate G. slotted"lugs e e, all constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as shown and
described, and for the pui"pose set forth.

2. The plate and punch M and ?i, and stirrup L,
for joint use with the subject-matter of the preceding
claim, in the manner and for the purpose described.

7S,7tJ0. — Edouaed Chatelaes", St. Imier,
Switzerland, assignor to Ernest Frajnxillox, .same
place.

—

Watch.—June 9, 1868.

—

A. mechanism for
winding and setting watches by means of the stem,
a longitudinal motion of the same throwing it into
gear with the barrel or with the minute wheel.
Claim.~l. The sliding stem carrying the loose

wheel B, and the sliding clutch C, in combination
with the oscillating levers D and E, which operate
60 that tlie clutch will, by them, be moved in an
opposite direction to the sliding motion given to the
stem, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
shown and described.

2. The above in combination with the spring F,
made and operating as described.

3. The loose bevel-irear wheel B, which is onlv
tm-ned when conncctecl with the slicliug clutch C, in
combination with the bevel-gear wheel H, by means
of which motion is imparted to the wheel which
"Winds up the spring, as set forth.

yS,r21.—A^^)REW Clark, Lafavette, Jnd.—Ap-
ple Parer. Corcr, and Slicer.—June'9, 1868.—An ap-
ple is placed on the fork and pared by turning the
crank. Another apple is then placed .ibove, iiTcon-
tact with the first, and the treadle pressed upon
causing the cross-piece to bear the second apple and
the fork downward, when the pared apple encounters
the coring tube and the radial cutters wheiebv the
apple is severed into a number of parts.

Claim.—1. The cam plate K and its dependent
mechanism, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose of paring apples and other similai' Iruit, all as
set forth.

2. A sash. D// C, and a yielding fork, 0, Avith its

proper mechanism, substantially as described, in
combination with the radial cutters c, coring tube d,

and cvlinder V. all as set forth.

3. The cam plate R, wheel T, plate S, and arm F.
all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

4. The arrangement of the several parts of the ma-
chine, substantially as shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

78,723.-E. Det^viler, Milwaukee. VTis.—Spit-
toon.—June 9. 1868.—The cover is raised by pressure
upon the treadle, and falls back to its place, closing
the spittoon, when the pressure is removed.

Claim.—A spittoon, constructed with outside
shell A. with cover B. with inside curb C, with recep-
tacle D, lever E. with treadle F, and connecting-
rod H, secm-ed together with springs I I, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified,

7S,723.— Rudolph D'Heureuse, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Friction Paihoay Brake.—June, 9. 1868.
—TThen the cars arc to be stopped the wheels are
loAvered upon the rails, and the brake blocks pressed
into their gi-ooves from above.

Claim.—The double-flanged or grooved wheels for
brakes on railway cars applied and operated substan-
tially as herein described and represented.

78,724.—JosiAH Dodge. Grass Tallev, Cal.—
Hoc.—Jmuq 9. 1868.—The forks of the shank brace
the pick and hoe blade respectively, the pick being
intended to fulfill the requirement's of deep cultiva-
tion, and T\ork the ground where a plow could not
be conveniently used.

Claim.—In combination with a hoe. the pick B
and the forked shank D, substantially as and for the
pm-poses herein shown and described.

78,725.-Luther H. Dodge. Oshkosh, TTis.-
Shingle Machine.—June 9, 1868.—The carriage hold-
ing the shingle block is movod back fi'om the'saw by
the positive action of a revolving arm and stud, the
object being to dispense with the use of the objec-
tionable spring commonly employed for the purpose
in question.

Claim.—The combination of theshaftP, sleeve7n,
bevel wlieels M X Q L, the arms a 6, arm D, and
plate E of the carriage, substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

78,726.—Patrick y^T. Dolax, Jersey City, X. J.—Tailors' Pule.—Jtme 9, 1868.—The head-piece is

placed in the crotch, and the rule extended to a point
as near the floor as may be desirable. The remaining
measurements are taken with the tape, and noted iu
the usual manner.

Claim.—1. The rule, consisting of the parts A C,
gi'ooved in each edge, to receive the ends of the
clasps D E, the latter being provided Avith a set
screw, G, all constructed and arranged to operate in
the manner and for the purpose "substantially as
herein set forth.

2. In combination with the adjustable rule A C,
the head-piece F, having a cm'ved'npper sm-face. and
the pivoted tape H, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The adjustable ruleA C,provided with the head-
piece F, shaped substantially as shown, and the tape
measm-e H, the whole ai-ranged substantially as de-
scribed, for the pm"pose specified.

78,727.—John F. T7. Dormax, Baltimore Md.—Brush.—June 9, 1868.—The packages of bristioa

are designed to be made and sold independently of
the handle, a device being provided to enable them
to l)e readily attached and detached.
Claim.—The combination of the package A, when

constmcted as described, with the handle B, having
a male screw on its lower end, and the tapering fer-

rule D, having at its upper end a female screw, to re-

ceive and hold the handle, the several paits being
constructed to operate la the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

78,728

—

Frank Dol;gla5, Norwich. Conn.—
Planing Machine for 1» oorf.—June 9. 1868.—A
method of adjusting the cutters iu the head, adapt-
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ing them to be held, more firmly, and enabling two
single or cap cutters to be emploj^ed ; also, a pecu-
liar form of spindle and method of attaching it to the
shaft, whereby it may be instantly and accurately
adjusted ; also, a method of adjusting the spindle
shaft, enabling it to be readily adjusted and oiled.

Claim.—1. The braces e e, when constructed in
the double inclined form, and used in connection with
the plug or wedge F, in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

2. The fixed guide G-, when employed in connec-
tion with the cutter head C, and the table E, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the tapering spindle B,
having a cylindrical screw on its lower end, with the
tapering socket, having its lower end cyliudrifonn,

and cut into a female screw to receive the screw on
the lower end of the spindle, when said parts are
constructed to operate in the manner described, and
employed for the purpose of attaching a cutter head
to its shaft.

4. The combination of the taper-bearing box n
with the oil cup m, when made so as to slide one on
to the other, to adjust shaft A to its proper bearing,
and to compensate for the wear of said parts in the
manner specified.

78,729.—G-EORGE A. FAiRFiELD,B[artford,Conn.—Sewing Machine.—June 9, 1868.—In this machine
novel means are employed for lubricating the bear-
ing sm'faces of the needle bar, the journal of the
thread conductor, and the needle bar actuating link

;

also for regulating the feed and the tension of the
thread, adjusting the pressure of the foot, and pre-

venting rattling of the shuttle during operation.
Claim.—'1. The combination, with the oil hole

above the needle bar, of the crossing distributing
passages in the top of the needle bar, whereby all the
sides or faces of the bar may be oUed at the same
time from a single orifice and from the outside of the
casing.

2. The combination, with the oil grooves in the
needle bar, of the orifice for conducting oil to the
axis or pivot of the thread conductor, substantially

as shown and described.
3. The combination, with the devices last above

claimed, of an oil passage, for lubricating the link
which actuates the needle bar.

4. The tension device described, the same consist-

ing of a flanged roller, and a rigid curved yoke span-
ning part of its periphery, and adjustable, as to its

pressure, by a spring.

5. As a means for varying the feed, the employ-
ment of an adjustable rod, having a pin or projection
thereon, movable within a slotted sleeve, upon the
rock shaft, that imparts motion to the feed bar, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

6. The combination, with the lever q, and its plate,

of the rod, sleeve, and rock shaft, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

7. The spring E, for imparting adjustable pressure
to the pressor foot, when constructed, arranged, and
operating as described.

8. A shuttle race, slightly inclined to the line of
traverse of the shuttle driver, as and for the purpose
Bet forth.

9. A shuttle race and shuttle driver race, cast in
one piece, when the same are in lines which approach
each other.

78,730.—Levi S. Tales, New York, N. T.—
Manufacture of Fertilizers.—Jxmo. 9, 1868. — The
nitrogeuized material is placed m a tank and sub-

jected to the action of steam, generated from the
waste ammoniacal water of gas factories and waste
acid from oil refineries. The mass is thus dissolved
to a pasty consistency, and being afterwai-d allowed
to cool, ussuraes the form of fine powder. A prepa-
ration of blood and sulphuiic acid, diluted with
water, is added to the powdery mass, and the whole
incorporated with peat or sea sand.

Claim.— ]. The within-described process of pre-

paring the bones or equivalent highly-uitrogcnized
substances, previous to their admixture with other
materials, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The manure composed of the several materials
set forth, combined in the manner and iu about the
proportions herein specified.

78,731.—"William T. Fry, N"ew York, 1^. Y.—
Breast Pump.—June 9, 1868.—The purpose of the
breast shield is to relieve the nipple ox pressm-e dur-
ing the operation of the pump.

Claim,.—A breast pump, in combination with an
India-rubber breast shield, when the latter is applied
directly to the milk receptacle of the former, and aU
arranged substantially in the manner as and for the
purpose set forth.

78,732.—E. GiBBS and 0. "W. Gibbs, Richland
Center, ^^i^.— Bed Bottom.—June 9, 1868.— The
upper slats, which are mounted upon springs, are
confined at the ends within wire loops fastened to
cross-bars fixed to the head and foot boards, said
loops being covered with cloth to prevent the slats

from making a noise when they move.
Claim.—An improved spring bed bottom, formed

by the combination of the cross slats D, staples F,
longitudinal spring slats E, coiled wire spring J.

longitudinal spring slats G, wire loops H wound
with cloth, or its equivalent, and cross-slats I, with
each other and with the side-rails B and end-rails C,
of the bedstead, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,733.—Theodore A. Goff, San Fi-anciseo,
Cal.

—

Apparatus for Turning Wrist Pins, Crank
Pins, die.— June 9, 1868.—The several parts are
readily detached and rejoined in order to bring the
cutters into proper position to turn off a cross head
wrist pin or erank j)in in place. The cutters are ad-
justably secured to a two-part ring worked by an
eccentric pawl and ratchet, and having a sliding, as
well as rotary, motion.

Claim.—The arrangement of the several parts of
the machine as herein recited, whereby it may be
used to turn off a wrist pin or a crank pin in place,
as set forth.

78,734.—George H. Goldsmith, Waverly, IU.—Sheet Metal Folding Machine.—June 9, 1868.—By
turning the crank a cam on the internal surface of the
barrel is brought in contact with a stud pin, where-
upon the arm attached to the break bar rises to a
vertical position, carrying the break bar -^vith it

;

and, at the same time, a flute of the revolvtiig roller

is brought against the projecting end of the metal,
and as said roUer revolves the lap is formed. By
continuing the turning of the erank the cam is dis-

engaged from the stud pin, allowing the break bax
to fall to its primary position.

Claim.—1. The cog-wheel E, bearing cam blocks
h, or other equivalent device, substantially as shown
and described, for the purpose of operating the break
bar F, aU as set forth.

2. The arm i and stud k, or the equivalent thereof,

substantially as shown and described, in combina-
tion with the break bar F and cog-wheel E, all as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The fluted roller A, substantially as shown and
described, in combination with the blade bar I, break
bar F, and cog-wheel E, aU. as and lor the purposes
set forth.

4. The channel I of the blade bar I, substantially

as shown and described, and for the purpose specifiecL

5. The pinion D and cog wheel E, substantially as
shown and described, iu combination witli the roller

A, break bar F, and blade bar I, all as and for the
purpose set forth.

78,735.—E. R. Hall, Utica, IT. Y., assignor to
himself, D. M. Golden, and B. G. Eaton.—^orse
Hay Hake.—June 9, 18G8.—By pressing on the main
lever the pivoted lever is raised from the rear pro-
jection, allowing the rake to revolve and discharge
the hay, back action of the rake being prevented by
the spring stop. An adjustable shaft is provided
with cleaners which pass between the teeth of the
rake and scatter the hay.

Claim,—1. Levers m and n, in combination with
the stop h, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied, i

2. Main lever H, constructed and operating in coti-

nection Avith rake shaft F, substantially as set forth.

3. The corabiuatiou of levers m and n with lever
H, substantially as described.

4. The employment, iu a horso hay rake, of foot
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lerer T, in combination with pawl S, and connect-

ing rod P, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

78,736.—LydiA Hats,Ames, Iowa.—Pad Billet.

June 9, 1868.—The billet is formed of metal and has

a series of holes to receive the ends of thumb screws
passing through the leather strap of the harness sad-

dle, by which means the billet may bo made longer

or shorter as required. Tlie lower end of the billet

fonns a loop to receive the buckle, Avhich is kept in

place bv a plate scie\^'ed to the loop.

Claim.—A metallic pad billet, B, having the buckle

E attached, as sho^vn, and secured to the leather

strap A by tho screws C C, substantially as shown
and described.

78,737.-Chesteh Heald, Marshalltown, Iowa.
-Sleigh.—June 9, 18C8.

Claim.—A wrouglit or malleable iron sleigh knee
a ab, when Avclded'to a cast iron runner, so as to

form braces, and to eciualize the weight of load on all

parts of the runner, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, in combination with a cross beam plate, II,

runners A, cross beams ~D J), all substantially as

shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,738.—Henry Henley, :N"ew Garden, Ind.—
Press.—June 9, 1868.—One end of the beam is kept
In place by an adjustable stirrup, while the other is

attached by means of a piece, rectangular at its lower
end, which fits into a mortise, and is secured by a
pin on which it hinges, while tho top of the piece

being round forms a swivel.

Claim.—I. The beam b, hinged at n y, and secured
in an adjustable manner to npright d by means of

stirrup r, (or its equivalent.) substantially as set forth

and for the purpose specified.

2. The flexible rods e and c', in combination with
the uprights d and d', and beam b, substantially as

set forth, and for the purpose specified.

78,739.—D. H. Heten, 'Sew Tort, N". Y.—Pro-
peller.—June 9, 1868.—The ball-joint allows the pro-

peller wheel shaft to be moved laterally. In navi-

gating canals by steam, especially when there is a
side wind, or in turning short curves, this device
enables the bow of the boat to be moved laterally,

either with or without headway.
Claim.—1. The combination of the propeller wheel

C and shaft D, when adjustable laterally upon the
central pivot E, slotted segmental plate T, support
G-, pinion h, upon the upright shaft J, engine shaft

O, pulley P, and pulley R, aU ai'ranged as described
for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the propeller C, shaft D,
having the ball-joint E, slotted segment F, and pinion
h, npon the shaft J, all constructed and operating as

and for the pm'pose specified.

78,740. — John C. Hofeu, Bell Air, Ohio.—
Coopers'' Croze.—June 9, 1868.—tVhen the two parts
are brought together, they form a V-shaped cutting
edge, and the manner of attachment adapts the bits

to be placed nearer to the edge of the guide, so as to

bring the cutting edges against the staves in the
most favorable position for action.

Claim.—The bit A, foi-med in two parts, having
tho alternate corners of their forward ends beveled
or ground off, said parts secured to each other and
to the guide B by the slotted clamping bolt C, as

herein described, for the purpose specified.

78,741.—Francis H. Holton, Brooklyn, IT.Y.—
2^nrsi7ig NipjAc.—June 9, 1868.—The stop flanch pre-
vents the nursing nipple from passing too fai- into
the infant's mouth.
Claim.— 1. The India rubber-nipple, having the

annular or cu-cumferential stop-flauch, constructed
in one piece therewith, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The hollow flanch &, for attaching the nipple to

the tube, by means of the perforated button B, sub-
etantially as shown and described.

78,742.—C. S. Hunt. Parish of Terrebonne, La.—Seating Device for Chairs, <£c.—June 9, 1868.

—

Designed to keep the human body warm through the

medium of a chair, stool, or the like, under circum-
stances in which stoves or other ordinary means of
heating are not available.

Claim.—A chair constructed substantially as herein
described, that is to say, provided with the metal
bottom, and the combus'tion chamber, adapted to
receive a gas jet or its equivalent, substantially as
and for the pm-pose described.

78,743.—GrASPAR HuNziKER, Summit, Miss.—
Apparatus for Distilling Wood.— June 9, 1868.

—

Provision is made for the admission of hot aii- and
steam, and for the escape of hot air and gas ; also,

for condensation. The apparatus has an interior
railway track, so that the wood or other substance
to be distilled may be conveniently conveyed iuto
the oven.

Claim.—The oven A, constructed as described,
having the rounded lower edges, and the central
longitudinal inclined trough G, whose inclined wings,
a, support the vertical strips and rails e, for the car-
riages C, tho inclined plates «.', above the wings a,

the cold-air pipes y, beneath said inclined wings,
and between the flues F, the top of said oven pro-
vided with the condensing dome T, aU arranged as
described for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the furnaces K, inclined
flues F, trough G-, cold air pipes y, draught pipes h,

steam pipes t, hot air chambers M, and carriage-
supporting rails e, as herein described, for the pm'-
pose specified.

3. The door P, provided with a track upon its inner
side, whereby, when it is swung down in a horizontal
position, it receives the carriages C, which are rolled
out upon it to discharge their loads, as herein shown
and described.

4. The furnace flues F, when arranged to pass be-
neath the curved bottom of the oven A, upon each
side of the projecting trough G, and curving outward,
extend in an inclined du-ection upon each side of
said oven to the front thereof over the furnaces, to
unite in the chimney S, as herein described for the
purpose specified.

78,744.—LymanjENOTNGS.Winchendon, Mass.—
Shingle Machine.—June 9, 1868.— The cutters are
moved by cog wheels, which gear with a rake on the
top of the back plate, and the shingle block is raised
and pressed against the cutters by pinions on the
ends of the shaft, which actuates the cog wheels, and
which gear with the racks on the lifting uprights.
Claim.—The combination ofthe horizontally sliding

cutters g g g and the rack c with the wheels 1 1,
pinions d d, racks k k, for operating the sliding block
rest D, as described.

78,745.—Chester L. Johnson, TTtica, IT. T.—
Top.—June 9, 1868.—The top may be made to run
within the casing while held in the hand, but if

thrown upon the floor, the two will whirl together,
by reason of the contact of the upper shoulder of the
top with the casing.

Claim.—The top A and casing C, constructed
substantially as described.

78,746.—T. B. Johnson, De "Witt, lovra.— Vise.

—June 9, 1868.—The vise adapts itselfto the shape of
the object to be held, whether the same be straight-

sided or tapering.
Claim.—1. The elbow shank C, and movable jaw

E, constructed and arranged substantially as herein
shown and described, in combination with each
other, and with the stationary jaw A, and clamping
screw D. as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the spring F with the elbow
shank C, and with the movable jaw E and screw D,
arranged substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

78,747.

—

John Johnson, Boston, assignor to

himself and N. A. Brickett, Quiucy, Mass.

—

Ma-
chine for Enameling Molding. — June 9, 1868.

—

For enameling moldings preparatory to gilding the
same. The invention includes means for warming
the preparation, distributing the same evenly on tho
molding, smoothing it, and scraping off" the surplus.

Claim.—1. The brushes G, mounted upon the ver-
tical shafts E, one of which is adjusted laterally by
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the screw F, and both bearing' beneath the brashes
the disks H, arranged in relation with the vertically
adjustable brush L, as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The combination of the farnace P, feed rollers

B U, brushes G G L, and laterally-adjustable scraper
]Sr, all arranged and combined to operate in the man-
ner substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

3. The combination of the furnace P, brushes G G
L, elastic roller B, feed roller TJ, scraper N, and
guides T V, all arranged as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

78,748.—Joel F, Ejeeler, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Hollow-Headed Scale Beam.—June 9, 1868.—The
scalebeam is constructed in such a manner that -vrhile

the weight and the fulcrum are brought near to each
other, they are kept on separate pivots, held firmly
in their respective places. The fulcra of the main
beams rest on fixed bearings, while the weight is

suspended on platform bearings that oscillate, or
vice versa.

Claim.—^1. Adapting hollow-headed scale beams,
of any known construction, to use as primary levers
in the construction ofcompound lever platforni scales,

substantially as herein described.
2. The use of the combined link-bearer/' and link

/, in the constraction and operation of platform
scales, substantially as described.

78,749.—J. DwiGHT Kellogg, Jr., Northamp-
ton, Mass.—Churn Dasher.—June 9, 1868.—The
dasher is rotated in one direction to make the butter,
and ia the opposite direction to gather it.

Claim.—A churn dasher, constructed with spiral

rows of arms, a a^, a^, &c., and strips M M' N IST',

attached to the arms, and arranged in combination
with each other and with the shaft A and the rows
ofarms, in the manner described, and for the purposes
specified.

78,750.—FrederickW. Mansfield, Fitchburg,
Mass., assignor to himself and H. C. Hitchcock,
same place.

—

Saw-horse.—June 9, 1868.—Two curved
levers, serrated on their upper inner sides, are so
arranged upon a saw-horse that by pressing upon the
lower'end of one of the levers, the jaws will fii-mly

hold the wood while being sawed.
Claim.—The construction of the curved serrated

levers A C, composing the clamp attachment, when
arranged and adapted to be applied to a saw-horse,
in the'manner and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

78,751.—John McCloskey, :New Tork,]Sr.T.,
assignor to Hexry McGuckix, same place.

—

Cook-
ing "Range.—June 9, 1868.—A chamber communicat-
ing with the fire chamber retards the products of
combustion sufficiently to burn the escajiing gases.

When either of the broilers are slidden into position
for use, the shifting of a plate or damper throws the
fire-chamber into communication with the ovens,
and though them T^ith an air space under the cover
of the range, whence the odors and vapors are con-
ducted into the exit pipe. The diy isions of the water
back have separate induction and eduction pipes,

which supply fresh water from, and conduct heated
water to, independent cylinders separated by an an-
nular chamber, which has inlet and outlet pipes, and
in used as a means of supplying heated air.

Claim.— 1. Forming an air chamber across the
back of the range in communication -svith both the
ovens of the range substantially as described, so as
to form a continuous oven and hot-aii* space along
three sides of the tiro chamber.

2. The gas-combustion chamber, placed above the
air chamber and beueath the smoke-exit pipe, sub-
^tantiflly as described.

3. The broilers I, one or more, arranged over the
ovens, so that they can be projected over the fii-e

chambti', substantially as described.
4. The bottom grate, when made in the form here

shown, supported by journals at its ends, so that it

may be taken out and turned upside down, tluis en-

abling one to use it as a concave or a convex grate,

substantially as described.
5. Separating the divisionsQ Q of the water-backs,

by an aii* space, so that the temperature of the water

in one vrill not affect the temperature of the water
in the other, substantially as described.

6. The inlet and outlet air pipes in the annular air
chamber, that is placed between the water cylinders,
substantially as described.

7. Conducting the hot water pipe that leads from
the water back to the inner cylinder Y, through the
outer cylinder U, and across the annular space "W,
substantially as described.

8. Providing a range with staples a, or their equiv-
alents, for the purpose ofsuspending it from a ceijing,
as board, substantially as described.

78,752,—Thomas Miijs^er, Houston, Texas.

—

Circular Saw Guide.—June 9, 1868.—The movable
jaw supports one of the plugs which are set up against
the saw near its periphery, to steady the same in
operation. The guide rods, flange, and shoulder
serve to steady and guide the jaw as it is moved by
the scr(*w bolt. The flange also excludes dirt from
the screw threads.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the bolt C within
the plate A, the rods r r, working in the holes o o,

acting in combination to operate the movable ja-srJK,
as and for the purpose specified.

2. The flange P and shoulder s, constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for th^pup-
poses shown and described.

78,753.—Thomas B. Moore and Garret De
Bow, Bridesburg, Pa.—iJecZ Bottom,.—June 9, 1868^

Claim.—1. The slats B of abed bottom, joined to-

gether by a continuous webbing, C, which also serves
as the covering for the padding, substantially a&and
for the purpose described.

2. The covering for the slats of bed bottoms, so-

cured to the slats by means of. the grooves in the
edges of the slats, and the strips fastened therain,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The rails of abed bottom frame joined together
by means of the metallic plate D, having the several
lips and flanges described, and tlie button a, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

4. The combination with the slats B and springs
F, of the saddle E, substantially as and for the pm'pose
described.

5. The combination, with the springs and the rails,

of the rod upon which the springs axe wound, pro-
vided with the movable brackets G, and arranged in
the said combination, substantially as and for tji^jhip-

pose described.

78,754.—SmTH Morton, Valparaiso, Ind.—A«-
tachment for Bake Oven Doors.—June 9, 1868.

—

When the temperatiu-e of the oven reaches a point
at which the contents may bm*n, the metal will fyse
and the door open, and give an alarm.

Claim,.—The application to the doors of ovens of
a latch or catch held immoveable by the within-de-
scribed metal or metallic alloy while it is unfused,
but which, when the said metal is fused, turns and
imfastens itself, in combination with a weight or
spring, to open the door, and the fusible metal and
alarm on the inside of the oven, substantially; as
shown and described.

78,755.— Gustav Muller, ISTewark, IST. J.—
Dobcreincr Self Lighting Lamp.—June 9. 1868; an-
tedated June 4, 1868.—The main vessel contains
dilute sulphtu-ic acid, and a piece of suspended zinc
is situated within the lower part of the intermil
flask ; when the cock is oi^ened the air in the flask is

displaced and hydrogen is evolved by the contact of
the zinc with the acid. This gas is ilirected against
the platinum, combining with the oxygen condensed
within the same so as to form water.' The heat thus
liberated ignites the platinum to inflame the, _ga8
whiv'h subsequently issues from tiie jet.

Claim.—1. Providing an inflammable lamp with a
vertical or inclined channel, o, substantially as do-
scribed, for the purpose of preventing the accumula-
tion of sulphuric acid in the channel, as set forth,

2. Secm-iug the spongy platinum of an iuflammar
ble lamp Avithin a bell, G, for the purpose of p^
tccting the same, as set forth.

3. A self-lighting lamp, when provided with a ver-
tical or inclined channel c, and with a beU, G, sus-

pended above the outlet of the channel, all made
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and operating substantiallr as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

7S,ro6.-J"onx B. Muxsox. Bailcv Hollow, Pa.— Bed Clothes Holder.— Jnv.e 9. ISb'S.—The bed
clothes are clamped at each side by a lonor bar at-

tached to arms connected with the" side rails of the
bed. the bar beincr operated by means of a cord,
pnlley, and crank from the head"of the bed.
Claim.—In combination with the cross bar F, ge-

cared to arms D d'. which arc hinp-ed to staples E.
fixed in the rail B, the cord H. pnlley J, drum K.
crank L. ratchet wheel X, and jmwl M". all arranged
to operate as and for the pnrpose herein set forth.

7S.757.—Thomas Xewjiax. Xew Orleans, La.
—Eope Trace.—Jxme 9. 1868.—The end of the rope
which is used for a trace is provided with a leather
coverms: and metal clips so a.s to form a ready means
of attachment to t!ie harness and hames.
Claim.—In combination with the rone trace A,

the leather coverings, metal clips B. Cx;.'and E. and
the chain D, aU arranged as described for the pur-
pose specified.

7S,7oS.— Maxlt Packard.— IS'orth Easton,
Mass.—,S'o?€ Edge Plane.-^Jwie 9. 1868.—The shank
of the throat piece is pivoted to the stock so as to
enable it to be tamed and adjusted in relation to the
knife, as desired.

Claim.—1. As my invention or improvement in
the sole edge plane,'the knife C. the throat piece D,
and stock A, as constmcred in separate pieces, and
arranged together and combined by means substan-
tially as described, so as to enable" the knife to be
adjusted with respect to the throat piece, and such
throat piece to be moved relatively to the knife, all

&s and for the purpose or purposes" as explained,
2. The arrangement and combination of the abut-

ment or supporting projection c, the stock A. the ad-
justable knife C. and the throat piece D, movable
relatively to the knife, as and for the purpose here-
inbefore"described.

78, 759. — TTiLLiAii T. Parsoxs. ThomasviUe,
Ga.— Car Brake.— June 9. 18G8.—Prudent shoes
are employed in connection with mechanism whereby
they are let down under the wheels so as to partially
receive the weight of the latter and act as a chock
to stop their revolution.

Claim.—^1. The combination of the flanged shoes
S, pivoted to the lower ends of the bars D D', which
are himg from the frame A, by means of pivots e e',

with the shaft g. bearing grooved pulleys P P' P,
ropes or chains m m'. drum d' and spring"E, all con-
structed and arranged to operate in the manner and
for the purpose herein set fonh.

2. The device for retaining the shoes S in an ele-

vated position, away from the wheels, said device
consisting of the beveled pin 6 fixed in the shaft g,
centrally-pivoted lever L. having projecting pin i

and spring u. all constructed and arranged to operate
in the manner substantially as herein set forth.

3. The flanged shoe S","hung to the lower end of
the single bar D", which is connected to the pivoted
lever L' by a yieldingjoint, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the slotted shoe S. pivoted
bar D'", lever I. pivoted at g, and springs v v". all

constrHCted and arranged to operate in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as herein specified

78,760.-^1. D. Pereec and Joseph SArsDER.?,
Brooklyn. X. T..

—

Retort for Concentrating Sul-
phuric Acid.—Tune 8. 1868.—At the upper part of
each retort is arranged a spout or pipe leading into
a funnel on the upper end of a pipe which extends
nearly to the 1>ottom of the next retort.

Claim.—Providing a retort with a projecting pipe
or spout, a. and with a pipe, B. substantially as de-
scribed, so that communication between various re-
torts can be established, as herein specified-

78,761.—Amos H. Ehodes, Fall Pdver, Mass.—
Gib.—•June 9. 1868.—A recess is formed in the '• gib,"
in which is fitted a metallic block secured by bolts,
screws, or shoulders so as to admit of the ready
removal of the "gib"' when necessary.

Claim,— The construction and arrangement of

" gib" A', removable block B'. and bolts D* and E^
operating substantially as and for the purpose ^Qi
forth ancf described-

78,762.-PODXET EiCE, Pittsfield, Tt., assignor
to himself and J. H. Spauldixg.—Wagon and Car-
riage Brake.—June 9, 1868.—Upon the depression of
the treadle the inner ends of the brake levers are
drawn forward and the brakes applied through the
medium of the jointed levers and connecting rods.

Cl^im.—1. The treadle e, levers b h, and links a a',

in combinarion with the brake levers F F*, arranged
and operating substantially as described.

2. The brake levers F F*. provided at their inner
ends with interlocking hooks, /, working in the
loop G-, substantially as and for the purpose de^
scribed.

3. The independently-hinged brake levers F F^, con-
nectexl centrally by aslidingor hook joint, and operar
ted by means *of'levers and connecting links, ar-

ranged substantially as described.

78,763. — Thomas H. Savert, TVilmington.
Del.

—

Expanding Pulley.—June 9, 1858.—The seo^

tional rims of the expanding pulley are moved in
and out radially by means of a spiral or scrf^ slot

in the face of a disk, which latter revolves on the
shaft of the pulley and is engaged by corresponding
teeth on the face of the arms which form part of
the sectional rims composing the rim of the pulley.

Claim.—The expanding rims C of a pulley, op-
erated by means of a hand wheel, E. and scroll disk,
A, both'workiag on the pulley .shaft D, and con-
nected by any suitable train of gear wheels, sub-
stantiallv as shown and described.

78,764.— Austin Seelt. Alton, TR.—Valve
Gear for Steam-Engine.— June 9, 18o8.—Designed
as an improvement upon the patent granted to B. F.
Day in 18.S4.

Claim-

.

—1. The additional throttles T, arranged
with reference to both cylinders, substantially as
shown, for the purpose of operating the engines, and
controlling and modifying the expansion of the
steam usei, all as set forth.

2. The expansion of cylinder B, in combination
with the additional throt"tle T', substantially as and
for the purpose shown and described.

3. The additional throttle valves T' T", arranged
in the pipe connections, substaatiaily as shown, and
for the purpose specified.

78,765.-David Smith, Xewburyport, Mass.—
Brick ^Machine.—June 9, 1868.—A series of presses
moves in a circular track, and has a corresponding
intermittent movement ; each press coming to rest
directly against and simultaneously with one of the
molds ;" at'the same moment the follower has a mot e-

ment from a point within the track of the molds to-

ward one of the presses, moving the brick from the
mold into the press, and properly pressing it.

Claim.—1. The annular seri'es of open molds I,

operaring in combination with arms j it, substan-
rially as described.

2. 'The intermittent rotary series of presses m o,

constructed and operating, "in combination with the
follower n. substantially a's described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the an-
nular series of molds I, and the ihtennittent rotary
series of presses ra o. constructed and operatiug
substantially as described.

78,766 ^ToHX P. Smith. ClaTeract. X. T.-
Shakerfor Thrashing Machine.—Tune 9, 1868.—The
upper part of the carrier, whereby the straw is con-
veyed from a thrashing machine, is alternately lifted

and dropped by the sh'aking arms.
Claim.—1. The rotating' shaking arms/, in com-

bination with the endless carrier or shaker B, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the shaking arms/, trans-

verse shaft e, endless carrier or shaker B, and frame
lag A^ substantially as and for the purpose speci-

78,767.—Edward Spauldin-g. Brooklyn, X. T,—2lo*:qvHo Screen.—June 9. 1868.—Belates to mo*
quito screens for closing door or window openings,
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and wliich, when not required for use, are wound
upon a roller by the force of a coiled spring.

Claim.—So constructing and an-anging the spring
H with the roller F and screw bearing o, that the
uncoiling force of said spring is exerted to tighten
the bearings, and the contractile force to keep the
screen in place, and permit its removal when re-

quii'ed, substantially as described.

78,768.—Hedges L. Spencer, Social Circle,

Ga.—MilMone Dress.—Jvmq 9, 1868.—The furrows
are so arranged as to cause the stoues to move rap-

idly and thoroughly comminute the grain.

Claim.—The improved millstone dress, composed
of the furrows abed, made and arranged as herein
shown and described.

78,769.—Jajtes Swan, Se«jTnour, Conn.—Ifan-
ufacture of Augers and Bits.—June 9, 1868.—The
upper surfaces of the holding dies are grooved to

conform to the desired shape^'of the cutters, and the
parts are so arranged as to reduce the lips and bring
them to a knife-like edge at their cutting parts.

Claim.—1. The rising and falling and partially-

rotating arbor H, provided with the swaying and
drawing dies J J, in combination with the holding-

dies B B, all arranged substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cam N", bevel wheels K
L, pins d e, arbor H, and the spring I, all arranged
to operate the ai-bor in the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

78,770.—H. a. Taylor, Port Hope, Canada
"West.

—

Combined Square and Bevel.—June 9, 1868.

—One part of the stock and the blade always preserve
their relative positions, and constitute the square.
The other paxt of the stock and the blade form the
bevel, the two parts being held against casual move-
ment by means of the screw and nut.

Claim.—A combined square and bevel, composed
of a stock formed of two parts, A A', connected by
a screw and nut, B, and a blade, C, fitted between
said parts, and connected with paii; A, all arro^nged
substantially as shown and described.

78,771.—Augustus Thayer, Albany, N". T.—
Implement for Sharpening Cutlery.—June 9, 1868.

—The peculiar construction of the "cutters" fur-

nishes a variety of grooves in which to sharpen cut-

lery. The " cutters" are, when not in use, covered
by a movable tube. A polygonal collar upon the
neck of the steel prevents the device from rolling
when laid upon a table.

Claim.—1. The cutters C, tAVO or more, constructed
as shown, with beveled ends, and fitted in a slot in

a tang, II, and secured thei-ein by a screw or wedge,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The grooves d in the ends of the cutters, for
burnishing or hardening the cutting edges, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The beveled shoulders c, in combination with
the cutters C, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

4. The sliding or adjustable tube E, either with or
without the polygonal plate T, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

78,772.—Ealph Thomas, TVaterbury, Conn.,
assignor to himself and E. Parker, same place.

—

Sasli Fastener.—.June 9, 1868.—The spring bolt and
the hinge cap are respectively secured to the sashes,
which they serve to lock together.

Claim.—A sash fastening, consisting of the case
A and spring bolt C, in combination with the hinged
cap D, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

78,773.—G. J. Thorn, Pecatonica, J\\.—Wind-
mill.—June 9, 18G8.—Under any direction of the
wind the wings on one side of the shaft will be at

right angles to said direction, when the sleeve is

down, and when any wing i)asses to the other side

of the shaft by the revolution thereof the same will

be thrown down "into the wind," while the oppo-
site wing will be thrown up before the wind. When
the tank is filled the float rises and gives a corre-
sponding movement to the sleeve to stop the mill.

Claim.—1. The windmill, having each of its arms
B provided at opposite ends with wings C, placed at
right angles to each other, said arms passing in dif-

ferent vertical planes through the vertical shaft A,
and through openings aUnthe sleeve E, all arranged
as described for the purpose specified.

2. The sleeve E, suspended upon the shaft Aby tho
rods F, attached to the arms of the ";overnor, and
provided with a series of openings, c?, in different
vertical lines, for the passage of the arms B, and for
tho operation of the cams a^, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

3. The device for changing the position of the
wings C, consisting of the V-shaped cranks a^^pon
arms B, and the V-shaped openings a^ in sleeve E,
substantially as shown and described.

78,774.— Eusha Wiard Walton, Stockton,
Cal., assignor to himself and William H..Derrick,
same place.

—

Horse Hoe.—-June 9, 1868.—A braco
between the handles enables either handle to be set
in line with the beam. The shares are made with
two sharp edges, so as to be reversible and self-sharp-
ening, and are provided with a point having a mor-
tise for the reception of the lower ends of the stand-
ards.

Claim.—1. The regulating brace m, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose above shown.

2. The standard E E of a horse hoe, constructed
substantially as above described.

3. The reversible hoe point D, with its slot or
mortise X, constructed and operated substantially
as above shown.

4. The reversible shares A, and also their two
sharp-cutting edges, constructed and operated sub-
stantially as above shown.

5. The mold-board B, in combination with the shai-e

A, substantially as above shown.
6. The wedge L, with its screw and nut, constructed

and used substantially as and for the piupose above
described.

7. A horse hoe, with or without the mold-board B,
constructed and operating substantially as above
described.

78,775.—Thomas P. Warren, ISTorfolk, Ta,,
assignor to D. W. Warren—Clevis Iron.—Juna 9,

1868.—A plate provided with holes is attached to a
bent rod or bar, which forms the clevis, so that by
placing the plate in a horizontal or a vertical posi-

tion, and adjusting the attachment of the same, the
plow may be made to cut a deep or shallow furrow,
or be made to take more or less land, at pleasure.

Claim.—1. The combination of the perforated
plate D with the bent rod C, when tho said parts are
constructed to operate in the manner set forth.

2. In combination with a perforated di'aught plate
D and a rod or link, C, for attaching it to the plow
beam, the scrcAV nuts n n, by which the plate can bo
adjusted back and forth on the rods or link, so as to
cause the plow to run more or less to land, in the
manner described.

78,776.—WILLI.VM Werts, Pana, IB..—Car-axle
Cap.—June 9, 1868.—The door is secured to the bos
by means of bolts on either side, iilaced within cham-
bers and surrounded each by a spiral spring. By
adjusting a nut at the bottom of the bolts the tension
of tho springs may be regulated to hold tho door
closed with any desired power.

Claim.—1. The combination of the eye bolt D,
coiled spring F, and chamber E, with each other,

with the door B, and with the cap or box A, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cross-head bolt G, coiled

sprmg I, and chamber H, with each other, with tho
notched or grooved slotted projection b^, formed
upon the door B, and with tho cap or box A, sub
stantially as herein shown and described, and for

tlie purp"ose set forth.

78,777.—Warren W. White and Martin
King, LowviUe, N. T.

—

llcfrigerating Milk Can.—
June 9, 1868.—By means of' this can a cooling liquid

is accommodated in chambers so arranged as to

present a cool surface to the inclosed milk all around.
Claim:—The combination of the jacket A B and
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cylinder D, together witli tlic hollow lid H, the ren-
tilatiug tube J, and the counecting tube E, substan-

tially as speciiied, and for the purposes thereiu set

forth.

78,778.—CiiAULES I. WiLMANS and Wesley J.

Wolfe, Ohiey, III— Doufjh Kneacler.—JmiQ 9, 1808.

—The thre,^ compiirtuieuts contain respectively the

flour, tlic risinir dough, and the kneading and rolling

apparatus. The adjustable rollers roll out the dough
to any desired thickness, for crackers, cakes, pastry,

<fce. 'The removable sectional cover forms, in con-

nection with an extensil)le ft-ame beneath the bos, a
table to receive the dough as it comes from the
roller.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted knead-
er M 111 P, the stationary kneading board P' and
curved bottom H, all constructed, arranged, and
operating as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The adjustable roller Q Q', arranged and oper-
ating in combination with the kneader P, substan-
tially as specified.

3. "The removable covers L L', in combination with
the sliding frame "W and hooks X, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

4. The removable kneading board P', in combina-
tion with tlie grooves «3, roller Q Q', and kneader M
P, for the purpose set forth.

5. The relative arrangement of the compartments
C D E, removable partition F, stationary partition

G. bottom II I, and cover K, substantially as and for

the pm'pose set forth.

78,779.— MoRiTZ Wolf, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Jacquardfor Looms.—June 9, 1868.—The invention
relates to a new arrangement of the jacquard attach-
ment of a carpet loom, and consists in the use of a
double set of needles, by which the harness is oper-
ated.

Claim.—1. Operating the cylinder A by means of
the cylinder F, needles o, strings I, slotted extension
n of the lifter D', the frame K, all made and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

•2. Two or more independently-acting cylinders, in
combination with the vertical needles, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

78,780.—Davtd Wright, Boston, Mass.—Com-
position for Gilding Moldings.—June 9, 1808.—Com-
posed of China chalk, borax, gum arable, and glue,
dissolved in water.
Claim.—The preparation or compound for prepar-

ing frames, moldiugs, ceilings, and all sm-faces for

gilding in gold and silver, substantially as set forth
and described.

78,781.-Thojias P. Akers, ISTew York, N. Y.—Steam and Water Indicator for Boilers.—-June 9,

18o8.—WJien steam takes the place of water in the
tube it expands, and imjiarts motion to a system of
levers and rods, and thereby opens the valve of the
whistle, giving an alarm. The inverted valve, under
excessive pressure of steam, yields, and in conse-
quence thereof the valve of tlie whistle is operatec|^
upon in a reverse direction, allowing the steam to
escape, and giving an alarm as before.
Claim.—1. A low-water and high-iiressnre indi-

cator, in which tliC adjusting parts are so constructed
and arranged as to be locked in their adjusted posi-
tion independent of any covering or other surrounding
devices, substantially in the manner shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the expansible tube A with
the levers I and K, tlie jointed lever L, and the part
M. together with tlieir connections and fastenings,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The com'oination of the inverted valve Y', the
valve stem Y, the nut X, the cap G-, the spiral spring
W, and the whistle E, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The tube A, and the levers I, K, and L, with
their connections and fastenings, when combined
with the inverted valve Y', the valve stem Y, the
nut X. the cap G, and the spiral spring W, whereby
to produce the doul)le effect of indicating low water
and excessive pressure of steam, substanlially as
herein set forth.

9 p—VOL. n

78,783.- William Bellis, Pichroond, Ind.—
Governor.—June 9, 1868.—Designed to close auto-
matically in the event of the snapping or running off

of the governor belt, or the sudden suspension of
governor action from any cause. A device is em-
ployed for holding said governor valve open when
the* throttle is shut, so as to enable the engine to be
started by the opening of the throttle.

Claim. — 1. The construction of the triple-disk
valve I J K i j fc, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The diaphragm D c? E F/G IT, constructed as
described, when arranged in relation to the triple-

disk valve I J K, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified. »

3. The combination of the adjustable bracket S,

weighted prop or latch R r, and weighted lever Pj?,
with the governor valveUK and governor K, all

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the pm-pose described.

78,783.-Louis W. Bosart, St. Marie, ID.—
Portable Fence.—June 9, 1868.—Arms project from
the gate post between the vertical j)anels, which
connect the horizontal fence rails, pins being passed
through said arms in order to secure the fciice section
to tlie'gate post. The fence is sustained by trestles

introduced between the sections.
Claim.—1. In combination with the panels, the

gate posts D, constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The trestles C, with slots and notches c", and
projections c', in combination.with the panels A and
A', substantially as described.

78,784.—PuRMORT Bradford, ISTew Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent & Co., same place.

—

Cast Metal Bracket.—JnnQ 9, 18G8.—The parts are
so formed that they may be locked and held together
without the use of rivets.

Claim.—The base A, shelf B, and brace C, con-
structed so as to be united and locked together by
hooks or projections on one part, and corresponding
mortises or recesses in the other, so tliat when the
three parts are set together, they will be locked and
held in place, substantially as set forth.

78,785.—Charles Brown andLEONiDAS Gerth,
Peoria, 111.—PZotw.—June 9, 1868.—The knives pre-

cede tlie plows, cutting the sod into strips in order to
render the action of the i)lows more perfect. The
plow frame may be replaced by a cultivator frame,
and the knives dispensed with when desired. The
levers regulate the position of the frames vertically.

Claim.—A combined plowing and cultivating ma-
chine, having levers B and F, Avith ratchets thereto,

rodC, chains D, knives G, frames H, P, and O, and
swinging bars M, constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating substantially as specified.

78,786.—Edward L. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Process of Combining Wrought and Cast Metal.
—June 9, 1868.

,

Claim.—1. Preparing wrought metal for com-
bining it with cast metal for castings of all descrip-
tions, where great strength of any kind is required/

by first thoroughly coating it, by galvanic action or
other process,'with nickel, or any other metal or
metals, alloys of metals, or metallic or mineral sub-

stances, or their alloys, not easily oxidizable and
very difficult to fuse, and which only melt, or whose
point of fusion is at a higher degree 'of heat than the
molten cast metal to be poured about it, the whole
substantially as above described.

2. The prednction of castings, strengthened by
the introduction of Avrought metal coated with a
metal, alloy of metals, or substance less fusible than
the cast metal, substantially as above set forth.

78,787.

—

Wiixiston Conner, PensselaerviUe,

:N", Y.—Hop Pole.—Jnne 9, 1868.—Small, accessory
poles are applied to the main pole by moans of iron

collars placed one above the othel" and having rings
or sockets to hold the small poles. The teeth of the
collars prevent them from turning on the pole.

Claim.—The combination of the large and small
rings B B', constructed as described; that is to say,

each having three openiugs a on the cater pai-ts, and
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one central opening with teeth, and used with the
poles A and C C C, as and for the purposes specified.

78,788.— Alpiionso "W. Cook and Eobert
Dempster, Buffalo, N. T., assift-nors to themselves
and J. S. Semon, same place.

—

Hydrocarbon Burner.
—June 9, 18t)8.—In using the lighter products of
petroleum, the coil serves to convert the fluid into
vapor before it issues into the retort. When a
heavier quality of petroleum is used, the coil is de-

tached from the feed pipe, and a dripping pan ap-
plied in the place thereof, the fluid being caught in
said pan, and the sediment discharged through the
pipe thereof.

Claim.—1. The coil of pipe G, in combination
with the feed pipe F and retort A, arranged and op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The dripping pan H and discharge pipe /i^, in
combination with the feed pipe E and retort A, for
the purpose and substantially as described.

3. The plate C, having openings C^ and C^, in
combination with the furnace B, draught flue E, and
retort A, constructed and arranged substantially as
herein set forth.

4. The removable bottom plate M, in combination
with the retort A, for the purpose and substantially
as herein described.

5. The annular air chamber n and outlet n^, in
eombiuation with the retort A, for the purpose and
su])stantially as herein described.

G. The chamber I, plugs or bushings i', and
strainer J, in combination with the feed pipe F, for

tiie purpose and substantially as herein described.
7. The combination of the force pump P, feed

pipe F, and blow-off pipe L, for the purpose of clean-
ing the inside of the retort A, substantially as de-
scribed.

8. The application and use of the apparatus herein
described, for generating steam, in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as herein set forth.

78,789.—William Corson, Camden, Ohio.—
Portable Fence.—Juug 9, 18G8.—The "flexible bar "

is depressed, and the matched ends of the rails fitted

together to unite the panels.

Claim.—The flexible bar D, in combination with
bar C and notch c, substantially as described.

78,790.—Japheth Cross, Adrian, Mich.—
Weather Strip.—June 9, 1868.—By the closing of
the door the strips are made to protrude from the
grooves in the edges of the door, wherein they are
imbedded, against the jambs and sills of the door
frame, the sti-ips being drawn back again into the
grooves upon the opening of the door.

Claim.—1. The combination of the strips a, b, c,

and d, with the bed pieces / and h, to be used in

doors and windows, all constructed in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the spring catch k with the
levers I and strip b', constructed and operating in
the manner set forth.

78,791.—Samuel T. Cuutiss, El Paso, HI., as-

signor to himself and Lyman P. Thompkixs, same
place.

—

Churn.—June 9, 1868.—The dasher has ver-

tical, angular projections, with intervening spaces
presenting wide mouths for the entrauce of the
cream, but having small terminal throats through
which the cream must pass, with great friction, as
the dasher revolves.

Claim.—The dasher F, constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein set forth.

78,792.-Daniel L. Dickson, Durham, Dl.—
Grain Drill.—June 9, 1868.—The grooved wheels
deliver the seed from the hopper to tlie discharge

spouts. The flanges of the ground roller run in the

seed furrows to pack the earth over the seed at the

bottom of the furrows.
Claim.—Tho arrafiigement of the shaft F in the

box J, and provided with a scries of Avheels with
circumferential grooves, in combination with tlio

hinged fluke-bars O O, that extend under the hopper
to the flanged roller C, the various parts being con-

structed and operating substantially us specified.

78,793.—James B. Eads, St. Louis, llo.—Stib-
aqueous Foundation.—June 9, 1868.—A caisson,
open at both ends, is first sunk, from which the sand
and light subsoil is removed. A platform to sustain
the masonry is guided by upright posts, and around
the platform is arranged an interior caisson for ex-
cluding the water.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

outer caisson, its ribs or posts E B'. Avith the in-
ternal caisson C, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as herein set forth.

78,794.—Henry A. Ellis and C. Frederick
Gladding, ISTorwich, Conn.

—

Haivser Clamp.—June
9, 1868.—The lever is recessed so as to form a flaug-e
which acts as a cam upon a pin for the purpose of
raising the guide Avith the movable jaw. The guide
has a rib running in a slot in the upright bracket to
which it is bolted.

Claim:—The double cam-shaped lever I, in com-
bination with the moving jaw C, when operating
through the guide G and pin p, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

78,795.—Henry Flad, St. Louis, "^o.—Water
Meter.—June 9, 1868.—The revolutions are counted
by a magnetic needle, placed outside ofthe apparatus,
and actuated by a soft iron l)ar attached to the pis-

ton rod and inclosed within the piston chamber.
The upper part of the i^iston chamber is filled with
compressed air, while the liquid floAvs through the
bottom portion.
Claim.—1. The air check in the chambers A, C,

and D, to prevent the flow of liquid in any direction
but that of the line of traverse of the piston, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the magnet E, the soft bar
e, and the revolving piston B', when acting substan-
tially as set forth.

78,796.—James Flood, Ifew Haven, Conn., as
signer to "William Sanderson, New York City.—
Attaching Handles to Cutlery.—Juno 9, 1868.—The
taug is round or cylindrical near the bolster, and
twisted at the end, while the intermediate portion is

flat.

Claim.—The employment of the twisted tang, in
combination with the composition handle molded
around, all substantially as described for the pur-
pose set forth.

78,797. — John Foreman, Pottstown, Pa.

—

Truss Framed Bridge.—June 9, 1868.—The posts of
the respective halves of the bridge are inclined in
opposite directions. The arrangement of tlie posts,
braces, and suspending bolts, obviates the employ-
ment of the usual heavy vertical posts and counter-
braces.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement, substantially as de-
scribed, of the inclined posts, suspension rods, and
diagonids, for the purpose specified.

78,798.-ElliottE. Furney^ Chicopee, Mass.—Caster for Furniture.—June 9, 1868.—A circular
lever on being turned inward upon its pivot acts as
a break upon the roller, and locks together the two
pkvtcs of the caster in order to render the latter in-

operative.
Claim.—1. The lower plate (7 of a caster, when

constructed with the elongated cm'ved projection
g' thereon, and having the projection or bearing m,
said plate g being used in connection Avith the spindle
B and roller D, Avhen constructed and oj)eratiug sub-
stantially as described, and for the purposes herein
specified.

2. The combination of the plate 17, having a spindle
B, Avitli the circular IcA-er d, said lever d operating
in conjunction either Avith the plate b or Avith the
furniture to Avhich tlic caster may be attached, all

constructed and operating substantially as herein
described and for the purposes specified.

78,799.—George Garrett, Elkhart City, 111.—
Cultivator.—June 9, 1868.—The fender shields the
young plant.s from tho clods thrown toward 1 kera by
the shovels. Tlie brace beams allow tlie shovels to
pass obstructions Avithout injury.

Claim.— Providing a double cultivator with a
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fender, F, baving Ijearing chains. //. when the same
are united and combined""with the beams Band C C,

and the -nholc is so coustvueted and arranged as to

operate substantially as described and for the pur-

pose specified.

7S,S00.— "William F. Goodwin, East New
York, X. T., assig-nor to himself and Chakles E.
Squire, jSTcw York, N. Y.

—

Harvester.—June !»,

1SG8.—The pinion to which the cam is attached ter-

minates a system of speed-multiplying gear mounted
u])on the main axle, and from which motion is com-
municated to the cutter through the medium of a

yoke surrounding the cam. a pitman rod, crank lever,

(fcc. The cutter'bar may be turned tip vertically or

over the tongue in passing obstructions, without
su.spending tlie motion of the knife.

Claim .—1. The employment of a cam or eccentric,

in combination with tlie multiplying gear, shown
and described, for the purpose set forth.

•2. The camA attached to the pinion A^, or a sleeve

projecting from the latter, and working on and ro-

tating round the shaft H of a harvester, in the man-
ner aiid for the purpose substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of the hoisting apparatus of a
harvester, whereby the cutter bar may be drawn up
and turned over on the tongue, in combination with
the retracting spring E, arranged and operated in

the manner and for the pm-pose' substantially as de-

scribed.

7S,S01.—C. ]^. Goss, Claremont, IT. 'R.—Horse
Bake.—June 9, 18G8.—The yielding stock or pressure
bar resists the independent movement of the tootli

bars Avithout interfering with their vibration upon a
common center for discharging the load or passing
an obstruction. The levers enable the bars and
teeth to be raised or held down to their work by the
driver. Safety springs are applied to the teeth indi-

vidually.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the two pivots or
centers D d. upon which the tooth bars turn in the de-

scribed relation to each other and to the shafts or
thills, for the purpose set forth.

2. The ai-raugement of the stop bar I relative to

the tooth bar pivots D d, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the rock shaft D, substan-
tially as described, whereby it is made to constitute
the 'rest or support of the independently pivoted
tooth bars, as well as the common center upon which
said tooth bars are vibrated to discharge the gathered
load.

4. The levers H and L, in combination with the
Sivoted tooth bars and stop bar I, substantially as
escribed, whereby the driver is enabled to hold'the

teeth down to their work, and to raise the same for
discharging the load, or for passing an obstruction,
as set forth.

5. The coil spring G, applied to and operating in
combination with the rake bars and pivoted rake
teeth, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,802.—Isaac C. Hatch, Camden, IT. J.—
Brick Drying Aj^paratus.—-Tune 9, 1868.—The fan
blast is heated by contact with the pipes, pervades
the masses of wet bricks on the cars, and carries olf
through perforations in the roof and sides of the kiln
the moisture emanating therefrom.

Claim.—One or more kUns, buUt as herein de-
scribed, and provided with hot air or steam pipes P
P'. in combination with fans F within the rear end
of each kiln, all constructed, arranged, and operating
as and for the purpose hereiu set toilh.

78,803.—C. Hopkins, Philadelphia, Ta.—Tool
for licjeiveling Watches.—June 9, 16(J8.—The part
to be jeweled is clamped to a bed having an opening
in which rests a centering screw with a depression
in its point to receive the centering needle of the
reaming tool. The ends of tlie reamer being intro-
duced into the jewel hole, the instrument is rotated
on tlie centering needle, and the upper flange of the
socket bent up so as to admit the jewel.

Claim.—1. The bed A. having the clamp a and
the centering screw J, substantially as and for the
purpose above described.

2. Forming the ends of the reaming instrument.

as shown nt'm m'^ ')tv, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The reaming tool above described, composed
essentially of the bent spring arms G G, having the
cutting edges «i. in'^ m^, and the exterior screw
threads, with the adjusting centering needle I, and
the screw nut F, working up and down upon the
arms G G, in the manner described, all said parts
being constructed and arranged to operate together
substantially as specified.

78,804.—Cornelius A. Howard, l^ew Haven,
Conn., assignor to himself and Eiciiard McCloy,
same place.

—

Compression Cock.—June 9. ISO'S.—The
valve is operated by a screw upon the plug so as to
close the valve down upon the inlet when turned in
one direction, and close the end of the plug when
turned in the opposite direction, and so as to open
fi'om the inlet to the plug when in an intermediate
position.

Claim.—The valve C, constructed with the pass-
age a, and arranged within the chamber B, and com-
bined with the plug D, when the said plug D is

arranged so as to operate the said valve to close the
inlet at one extreme and the plug at the other, and
open at intermediate positions, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

78,805.—George Jones, ISTew Haven, Conn.—
Sprinkler and Dredge.—June 9, 1868.—Designed as
an improvement on the patent of Keep & Duiumer,
granted July 3, 1866. A ball joint is formed on
the spindle within the cup, so as to allow the cover
to be more fully opened.

Claim

.

—The arrangement of the ball joint between
the spindle D and plunger C, and comlnned witli the
cover B and cup A, so that the cover may be turned
from the cup, substantially as herein set forth.

78,806.—JofinAllcock Jones, Middlesborough,
Enffland.

—

Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—June 9,

1868.

Claim.—The preparation of iron and the produc-
tion of cast steel, by firstly submitting cast or pig
iron to the process of puddling, boiling, and balling
and then subjecting the balls so obtained, either
whole or in fragments, to fusion in separate crucibles
or receptacles.

78,807.—John Kerr and Dayton C. Kerr,
Ames, Iowa, assignors to themselves and S. H. Mil-
ler, same place.— »S'h"dc Snap for Harness.—June 9,

1868.—To adapt the harness for horses of diifcrent

sizes, an adjustable slide snap hook is applied to the
saddle pad. to regulate the distance between the sad-

dle and thills.

Claim.—The adjustable snap hook D, in combina-
tion with the metal plate A and socket B, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein de-

scribed for being attached to the pad of the saddle
of a harness, as set forth.

78,808.-r-WALTERKiNG, Eichmond, lilo.—Horse-
Pou-er.—Jnne 9, 18G8 ; antedated May 27, 1868.—
When the machine is to be used as a locomotive
horse-power, the housing and its attachments only
are brought into requisition ; the peripheries of the
driving wheels are drawn over the ground and their

effective rotation is insured by the projections on
their peripheries. This locomotive horse-power may
be readily adapted for use in connection with sta-

tionary rnachinery.
Claim.—1. A locomotive horse-power A C D. in

combination Avith a stationary machine B B^ B^,

substantially in the manner shown and described.

2. The housing A, when combined with the driv-

ing shafts C Di and the wheels C» C^, substantially

as shown and desci'ibed.

3. The wheels C^ C*, the bosses c', and spring
clutches c2 when constnicted and an-anged as de-

scribed and set forth.

4. The pole E, when formed of two pieces e e', and
applied to the bousing A, so as to form a one-horso
or a two-horse machine, as described and shown.

78,809.—J. J. McLane, Sagetown, JW.—Churn.
—-lune 9, 1868.—The temperature of the cream may
be regulated by water in the chambered bottom of
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the churn. The agitating arms maybe set at any-

desired angles with each otiier, and so held by
clamping their thimbles or collars tightly together
upon the common asia.

Claim.—The arrangement of the box A, -ndth the
metal bottom B C, two cross-shafts D D, having-
movable arms H H, and adjustable by the journals j/

and bearings /i, the several parts being constructed
and operating substantially as sjjecified.

78,810.—Abraham S. Miller, Bluffton, Ind.—
Machine for SciitcJiing Flax.—June 9, 1868 ; ante-

dated June 5, 1868.—Four obtuse-angled liiiives are
attached to revolving arms on a shaft driven by belt

and pulley. The broken flax is fed upon a knit'e se-

cured to an upright Avhich vibrates at its base upon
journals to accommodate itself to large or small
quantities, the upright being governed and held in
place by a bow spring.
Claiin.~ThQ knives O, upright C E, base D, and

spring bar F, all combined, constructed, and ar-

ranged as and for the purpose herein set forth.

78,811 .—Abraham S. Mhxer, Bluffton, Ind.—
Machine for Breaking Flax.—June 9, 1868 ; ante-
dated June 5, 1868.—A i)itmaii and accessory de-

vices are attached to an ordinary hand break, so that
the latter may be driven by horse or steam power.

Claim.—The guide H, in combination with the
break I, constructed and arranged as and for the
purpose set forth.

78,813.—Samuel Mills, Clinton, 111.—Churn.—^Juue 9, 1868.—The box is set in a pail or vessel
containing the cream, and a reciprocating motion
given to the dasher, by the action of which the cream
is drawn m, forced through the perforations in the
dasher and side of the box, and thus convei-ted into
butter.
Claim.—1. The box A B, constructed as described,

and used while partially submerged in the cream, in
combination with the --.vire gauze or perforated plate

2. The dasher b c, provided with flaps e e, in com-
bination with the box A B, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

78,813.—Freeman Moore, Carrollton, assignor
to liimsolf and J. H. Tressel, Carroll County, Ohio.
—Bee Hive.—June 9, 1868.

Claim.—1. The movable bottom board D, provided
witli a slide r, in combination with the wedges t, or
their equivalent, when constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The slotted honey board I, in combination with
perforated pasteboard and fancy honey receptacles
Ji, when constructed and used substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The cover R, when provided with a queen cage
i S, and slide p, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

4. Suspending the movable frames/ and the divi-

ders <£• by means of metallic hooks thereon, and the
horizontal wire rods and braces g, as and for the
purpose lierein set fiu'th.

5. The air chambers m, and the double ventilators
and 71, in combination witli the slides u, when ar-

ranged and used as and for the x)m"pose herein set
fortli.

6. The comb guides H, when consti-ucted and used
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

7. The dividers &, when constructed and used in
manner and for the purpose set forth.

8. Tlie combination of the lioney box N, as con-
structed, with the pasteboard separator, and ar-

ranged in the hive, as and for the purposes set

forth.

78,814—John P. Moork, Morning View, Ky.—Grinding Mill.— June 9, 186S. — Tlie bed stone
yields to any hard substajico that may enter with
the grain, and the parts are thus preserved from
injury.

Claim.—Supporting the lower edge of the bed
stone F by means of the screw rod H, nut II"-', and
spring I, arranged as herein described, for tlie pur-
pose of giving elasticity to the bed stone in its rela-

tion to the runner.

78,815.—Henry Muller, Korth Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Machine for Stuffing Leather.—June 9, 1868.
—The wheel is formed with a close circumference,
a close skirting adjoining the circumference to pre-
vent the escape of oil, ond the sides of the wheel are
formed with arms or spokes, so as to admit of the
free circulation of air through the wheel.

Claim.—1. In the process of stuffing leathea-, the
employment, subsequent to treating the leather with
oil in a warm close drum or wheel, of a wheel or
drum, so constructed so as to admit free acess of the
air to the leather, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The wheel with the close circumference a, and
sku'ting b, the door c, and cross-bars d, when made
open at the heads or sides of the wheel or drum, as
and for the purpose described.

78,816.—Harvey D. Palmer, Leonidas, Mich.,
assignor to S. O. Kaempfer, David G. Williams,
and William C. Wilson, Elkhart, Ind.—Horse Hay
Fork.—Jnne 9, 1868 ; antedated June 4, 1868.—The
prongs assume a vertical position by their own
gravity, and in so doing close together and grasp
the hay. The prongs are expanded by means of a
rope connected thereto through the medium of links
and rods.

Claim:—The movable head-piece F, to which the
prongs D are pivoted, in combination with the
standard A, link c', and rods d', and E, substantially
as and lor the purpose set forth.

78,817.—Charles Parham, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sewing Machine.—June 9, 1868.—The object is to
apply to machines constructed upon the Howe prin-
ciple the devices for carrying and guiding the shut-
tle patented by same party November 21, 18.54.

Claim.—The combination with the brack(?t, of the
carrier, driver bar, groove, and feed wheel, as de-

scribed, for the purposes set forth.

78,818.—Charles Parham, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sewing Machine.—Juno 9, 1868.—The shuttle face
plate or guide is so constructed that while it serves
as a guide for the shuttle upon the open or face side,

there may be imparted to it a reciprocating and in-

termittent motion parallel to the shuttle time of mo-
tion, the shuttle face plate not being permanently
fixed to any part of the machine, but loosely fitted

in the proper position for the effsctual performance
of its double duties.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shuttle carrier
T, the guide V, the cam slotted down, hanging arm
S', directly attached to the carrier and the crank M,
the whole constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

2. A shuttle driver or carrier S having a down-
wardly hanging arm S', in combination with a guide
V and groove W, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described.

3. A reciprocating shuttle face plate having feed
teeth on its upper edge, gubstantially as described.

4. A reciprocating shuttle face plate, liaving feed
teeth on its upper edge, in combination with movable
stripper plate O, substantially as described.

5. A reciprocating shuttle 'face plate having feed
teeth on its upper edge, in combination with a mov-
able stripper plate O, and needle shield E, substan-
tially as described.

C. Tlie comliination of a reciprocating shuttle face
plate, having feed teeth on its upper edge, a movable
stripper O, and a reciprocating cam or wedge on the
upper surface of the shuttle carrier or di'iver, for the
purpose of operating the feed stripper, substantially

as described.

78,819.-Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. T., as-

signor to BURDETT, Paris & Co., same place.

—

Hot
Water Tank on Cooking Stove.—June 9, 1668.—The
several features of this invention may be understood
if considered in connection with patents heretofore
granted same party, said patents covering the inven-
tions which the present improvements are intended
to simplify.
Claim.—1. For the purpose of heating the reser-

voir only, a double flue between the oven and the
reservoir, so arranged as to conduct the products of
combustion downward in front of the back plate of
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a cookiug stove, and up-R-ard in the rear of it, sub-

etantially as here shown and described.
2. A double-acting damper, sitnated below or un-

derneath the pipe collar of a cooking stove, having
its base at or near the back plate of the stove, while
its top part shall move from side to side of said pipe
collar, in combination with the reservoir in rear of,

and the double flue below, said damper, substantially
as herein shown and described.

3. The back of a cooking stove as a division plate
for an upward and downward flue, or a double flue

at the rear end of the same, in combination with a
water reservoir, when situated substantially as
herein shown and described.

4. A pipe collar to a cooking stove, situated at one
side or end of the stove, and over or nearly over a
double smoke flue, and so placed that it shall receive
the currents from either flue, as the damper below is

shifted from side to side of said pipe collar, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

5. 'in combination with a water reservoir, two flue

dampers, both situated at one side or end of a cook-
ing stove or range, and aiTanged or capable of pro-
ducing the results substantially as herein shown and
specified.

6. The upright flue E, situated in rear of the back
plate of a cooking stove, connected and in combina-
tion with the flue chamber K and the pipe collar G,
three sides of which flue are formed by the concave
shape of the reservoir, substantially as here shown
and described.

7. The rearwardly and upwardly projecting flue

seat K, or its equivalent, when used to conduct the
smoke or products of combustion from the rear flue

or flues of the stove into the flue E, or into a similar

flue formed in or near the center of the reservoir,

substantially as herein shown and described.

78,820.—Edward M. Pakkeu, Zion, Md.—
Horse Hay i^ori.—June 9, 1868.—The fork being
thrust into the hay the curved tine is revolved by
the crank arm, to gather and compress the hay
within the fork, which is thus made to take up a
large quantity at each operation.

Claim.—A'hay fork or elevator, when the same is

provided with two straight tines, in combination
Avith a center tine, of curved formation, the latter

being controlled by a crank lever with a suitable
bearing pin.

78,821.—Rurus H. Peabodt, Chelsea, Mass.—
Button-Hole Stitching Machine.—-Tune 9, 1868.—De-
signed as an improvement upon the clamp used for

holding, spreading, moving, and guiding the button
hole under the needle in the process of stitching, and
consists in a new mode of spreading the jaws of said
clamp.
Claim.— 1. The combination, with a clamp sub-

stantially as described, of a spreader lever project-
ing backward from the hub d, and constructed and
opL-rating as and for the purposes described.

2. In combination with clamp and lever g, the de-
vice for securing said lever in any desired position
within the range of its movement, for the purposes
described, consisting of the teeth n and stationaiy
pawl 7/1, or their equivalent.

78,822.— Hexry Pease, Brockport, jST. T.—
Coal Cook Stove.—-June 9, 1868.—The object is to
economize and preserve uniformity of heat.

Claim.—Tlie combination and anangement, with
the oven B and central fire pot E, of the hot-air flue

a, suiTounding the oven, and the cold-air flue i, sur-

rounding the fire pot, the elFect being to equalize the
temperature of the oven by shielding from overheat
and cold, as herein set forth.

78,823.-H. H. Pember, :N-ew York, If. T.—
Boiling Kettle.—June 9, 1868.—This device prevents
the water which boils over from falling on the stove.

Claim.—A vessel, provided with a channel, B,
around its upjier edge, which communicates with
the interior of the vessel by means of apertures E,
as described, and for the purpose specified.

78,824.—LoREXzo D. Pexxixgtox and John G.
TVOODFILL, Vernoa, Ind.

—

Horse Rake.— June 9,

1868.—The depression of the right handle of the rake

allows the rake head to revolve, while the reverse
operation stops it at the desired moment.
Claim.—I. The bail C, rod g, and bolts K and m,

with the slot c, in the continuation of the band n, or
their equivalents, Avhen arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. In combination with the bail C, rod g, bolts K
and m, and slot c, the spring D and studs a a, all ar-
ranged to operate in the manner and for the pur-

as set forth.

78,825.—Nelsox Peterson and George W.
Jones, Antioch, Cal.

—

Forging Apparatus.—June 9,

1868.—Devices are provided for increasing or dimin-
ishing the tension of the spring by which the ham-
mer is raised, the hammer being depressed with the
requisite force by means of a treadle.

Claim.—1. The bar H, with its slotted lever N,
screw P, and sirring I, in combination with the link
J and handle B, substantially as described.

2. The bearings E, having the recesses a a a for
supporting the axle D, so as to allow the hammer to
be used on any part of the anvH, substantially as de-
scribed.

78,826.—George T. Pillings, Leicester, Eng-
land, assignor to himself and John "W. Massey.—
Shade Fixture.—June 9, 1868.—A circular rack, piv-
oted to the frame, has attached to its arm a pin on
o'hich a loose pidley for the curtain cord works. By
turning the worm the arm is thrown around until the
proper tension of the eord is attained.
Claim—The combination and arrangement of the

frame B, provided with eyes e and e', worm W, cir-

cular rack E, and pulley L", so as to operate substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

78,827.—T. "W. Porter, Boston, Mass.—Shaft
Coupling.— June 9, 1868.—The torsion and end
thrust are received by the key and knobs, while the
bolts and plane bearings are especially concerned in
keeping the shaft in line.

Claim.—1. A shafting coupling, divided longitud-
inally in halves, as shown at A and A, and secured
together by bolts passing outside the shaft, as shown
at i i', and with the spline or key a, or its equivalent,
formed upon or inserted in the coupling, substan-
tially as described and shown.

2. The plane bearings h, formed in alongitudinaUy-
divided coupling, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

78,828—D. "Webster Eanke, Limestoneville,
Pa.—Gas Generator.—June 9, 1868 ; antedated June
4, 1868.—The gas tube is protected from the heat of
the flames. The retort has^heat radiated upon it from
a covering plate or "deflector.'' The apparatus is

for generating gas from spirits or hydrocarbon oils.

Claim.—The gas generator, constructed as de-
scribed, consisting of the annular reservoir A, in the
inner side of which the curved pipe c is secured, its

base extending within the reservoir, above the level
of the oil. and the burner upon its end extending to
the central opening in the reservoir A, and provided
with the protector E, the perforated deflector B,
above the reservoir, and the supply pipe D, aU ar-

ranged as described for the puri^ose specified.

78,829.—Henry J. Eeed'y, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Hoisting Machine.—June 9. 1868.—The platform is

supported on the mid-length of a single rope, whose
ends, after passing upward and over two sheaves,
are attached to weights, which not only counterbal-
ance the platform but cause the rope to hug the
sheaves.
Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as de-

scribed, with a hoisting platform, of the suspending
rope E, weights H H', rollers d, sheaves F F', and
shaft G, or their mechanical equivalents, by which
the platform is both balanced and enal}led to be ele-

vated and depressed in the manner explained.
2. The an-angement, sul)stantially as descriljed, of

the shaft P, ratchet wheol E, rubber S, lever T, and
pawl U V, or tlieir mechanical equivalents, for the
purpose set forth.

78,830. — 3!7athan Eichardson, Gloucester,
Mass., assignor to ''The Eichardson Mjll Com-
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PAJsY," same place.

—

Ice Crusher.—June 9, 1868.

—

The sjiikes split the larger pieces of ice, so that the
teeth of the crusher may grapple them, said crusher
beiug of the kind described in Patent IsTo. 35,472,

granted to aame party, June 3, 18G2.

Claim.—In an ice-crushing mill, the yibrating
teeth or spikes M M M, &c., operated by the cams
D D', or tlieir mechanical equivalents, in combina-
tion with the toothed crushing wheels, substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

7S,S31.—Louis Edwaed Eivot, Paris, France,
assignor to Jacques Gaillaudsox, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Process of Treating Gold and Silver Ores.—
June 9, 18h'8.—This invention relates to the process
of treating ores for which a patent was granted to

same party May.31, 1864, and January 28, 1868, and
consists in mixing gold and silver ores, before being-

submitted to the action of superheated steam, with
oxide of iron, in lieu of pyrites.

Claim.—1. The roasting, by means of superheated
steam, of auriferous and argentiferous ores, v^'hen

f)reviously combined or mixed with oxide of iron,

substantially as set forth.

2. The roasting of auriferous and argentiferous
ores by mixing therewith oxide of iron, combined
with ii-on or roasted pyrites, and then submitting the
whole to the action of superheated steam, substan-
tially as set forth.

78,832.—Jajvies T. Eobixett, Petersburg, Va.,
assignor to himself and G.* W. Goodwyn, same
place.

—

Journal Box.—June 9, 1868.—The tubes lead
from the lubricant reservoir to the face of the jour-

nal. "When the parts are put together the tubes are
cyliudric, but their outer ends are afterward upset
or turned outward against the walls of the expanded
outer ends of the socket, thereby firmly seeming the

two plates together.
Claim.—The method of attaching the brass plate

C to the iron piece A, as herein set forth.

78,833.—J. S. RoAVELL and Ira Eowei.l, Beayer
Dam, Wis.

—

Seeder and Cultivator.—June 9, 1868.

—

The hollow axle of each ground wheel is combined
with the casting which unites the ends of the frame
pieces, so as to finish oif the end of the frame, and
afford a bearing for the ground wheel, as weU as for

the spindle of the gear, which drives the seeding
wheels, and receives'the linchpin.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hollow axle
and end-piece of frame, arranged as set forth, to form
a bearing and end-piece.

2. The spindle D, secured firmly in the hub of the
driving wheel, to form a double bearing for same.

78,834.—William S^vnderson, New Tork, K".

Y. — Construction of Handles of Table Cutlery.—
June 9, 1868.—It is proposed to employ any compo-
sition that may be compressed while in a soft state,

and which will securely embrace the metallic tang,
and afterward become hard and inflexible.

Claim.—Forming the haiidles by molding a suita-

ble composition, under pressure, around the tang or
metallic portion of the instrument, substantially as
hereinbefore set forth.

78,835.—Joseph W. ScnAYEn, Boston, Mass.—
Machine for Stuffing Leather.—June 9, 1863.—Au
auxiliary chamber outside the stuffing wheel supplies
heated air to the stuffing chamber, so as to prevent
the contact of the leather with heated snrfaces.

Claim.—1. In combination with a stiiffmg wheel,
a heating ai)paratus placed in a chamber, A, auxiliary

to and opening into the stuffing wheel, but separated
therefrom by an open work or perforated partition,

m, substant'ially as described.

2. Combining with a rotary stuffing wheel an axial

pipe, tlirough which oil may be thrown into tho
stulling chamber while the wheel is in rotation, sub-
stantially as described.

78,836.-Eliphalet S. Scripture, Brooklyn,
N. Y.—Carnage Top.—SxmQ 9, 1868.—Tho joints of
the liow braces, as well as those which join the main
bow to the seat, comprise opi)osiug counterpart sur-

faces, which being held together with great force.

by means of thumb screws or screvr uuts, ai'e made

incapable of rotation, and the bows or the whole top
arc consequently retained in the desired position.

Claim.—What I claim as new, and desiie to secure
by letters patent, is not the circular corrugated wedge
friction surfaces as when made by themselves, us the
same has been made by me, and described in my pat-
ent,dated January 7,1868, for compasses,calipers,&c.,
but I wish to claim their application, as described,
when combined with a carriage seat and top. substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

78,837.— Georg Sebold, Durlach, Germany,
assignor to John F. Zisemann and Heixore Eash-
col, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Machine for Placing Friction
Matches in Frames for Dipping.—June 9, 1868.—
This machine receives the splints in large quantities,
sets them properly in frames, where they are secured
for simultaneous dipping.

Claim.—1. The receiving or feed box I, arranged
with longitudinal plate ridges i^, having transyerse
projecting- slats i^, substantially as set tbrth.

2. The pressure slide K, actuated by ropes and
weights, in combination with the feed box I, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The guide tube box F, and its tubes /-^, the sieve
G, and check sieve H, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. The boxes I and F, in combination with the
axle/^ the shaking lever Is", and pivot n^, substan-
tially as set forth.

5. The guide slat frame E, having longitudinal
slats e', in combination with the splint frame D,
having transverse slats d^, and the channel plate
E, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. The splint frame D, arranged with slats d*,

chamfered at ends, substantially as set forth.

7. The spaces c, in combination with the slats d^,

of the frame D, constructed and operating substan-
tially as set forth.

8. The compresser device Q, acting upon the slats

of the frame D, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

9. The supporting bar L, in combination with the
shaking leverM and shaking wheel m^, acting sub-
stantially as set forth.

78,838.-1. Shellabarger, Decatur, 1\\.—Ap-
paratus for Dampening Grain.—June 9, 1868.

—

Water is introduced into an inclined graiu chute to
moisten the graiu just as it enters the rotating cyl-

inder.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

cylinder A, grain chute B, and water pipe c', when
the whole is constructed so as to operate substan-
tially as described.

78,839.—John Anderson Simpson, Liverpool,
England.

—

Umbrella and Parasol.—June 9, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an um-
brella, constructed as herein described, the joints

or junction of the ribs and stretchers being covered,
and protected from injuring the covering by rubber
shields, as and for the pm'poses herein set forth.

78,840.—G. W. Slagle, J. L. Miltjlr, and H.
C. Hoy, Washington, D. C—Soap.—June 9, 1868.—
Composed of resin soap, alcohol, borax, dissolved in

solution of ammonia, aqua-ammonia, beef gall, and
pumice stone.

Claim.—The mode of manufacturing soap from the
ingredients, and substantially in the manner set foi-th.

78,841.—»Ta5ies Harvey S>nLEY, Caroline, N.
Y.—Wagon Brake.—June 9, 1868.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, con-
sisting of the slide C, the cord or cords F, levers G
and II, and springs P, and pulleys, and rollers, and
plates, as described, making a brake sliding out and
against the wheels, and retracting out of sight, sub-
stantially as set forth,

78,842.—Alfred Starr and William M. Wel-
ling, KewTork, N. Y., assignors to Williasi M.
VfiZLXASG.—Artificial Ivory.—Jnno 9,1868; ante-

dated June 2, 18()8.—Composed of shellac, gum copal,

gum camphor, and talc.

Claim.—Tho compound herein specified, prepared
as set forth.
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78,S43—LOKRNZO P. Teed, Lcwisburg, Pa.—
Combined Threshincf Machine and Grain Separator.
—Juno 9, 18f;S.—The tlivoshed material passes be-

tweeu the apron, -whose strips prevent the rotnrn of

loose pieces of straw without iiVterfering with the

free passage of the straw rearward, said strips

adapting themselves to the quantity ofmaterial pass-

ing beneath them. The slats of the upper sieve of

the shoe may l)e adjusted so as to vary tlie width of

the spaees between them, in order to 'suit the size of

the grain that is to pass through the same.
Claim.—1. The apron F, consisting of a number

of sheet metal strips, suspended above the sliaker

frame D, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose herein set forth.'

2. The slats y, having wires y^ at theii* edges and
adjustable ni)ou a frame, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. A plate or plates, fci, so hung, adjacent to an
opening in the case of a fan, G', that the passage of

air into the said case will cause the plate to be
adjusted, substantially as and lor the purpose de-

scribed.
4. The an-angement of the shaker frame D, plat-

forms H and K. bands g and w^, with their bars or
scrapers, and the sieves 1 1^, all substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

78,844.—EusHA H. Toby, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to himself and A. E. Hale, same place.

—

Device for liaising and Lowering Windoivs.—-June

9, 1868.—A metal socket, provided with an inwardly
projecting flange, is inserted in the upper sash, so

that the latter cau be lowered and raised by a
hooked rod.

Claim.—An an article of manufacture, the socket
A, constructed with the internal flanges or rim a,

and with or without the flush plate B, and so as to

be applied to the sash, substantially as set forth.

78,845.—Cromwell Fleetwood Varley, Lon-
don, England.

—

Electro-Pnewmatic Apparatus for
Transmitting Dispatches.—Svaie 9, ISfiS.—A mechau-
ism is employed for introduciug into the message
pipe the compressed air, by which the message car-
riers or pistons are transmitted in one direction

;

another mechanism for opening communication be-

tween the said pipe and the air exhaust, by means
of which the carriers are drawn in the opposite di-

rection ; and another for cutting off communication
at any moment with both the compressed air and
the exhaust chambers of the apparatus.

Claim.—1. Operating the pistons and valves ofthe
main compressed air and exhaust pipes o and n, by
means of a series of auxiliary valves and pistons,

and pipes connecting the exhaust and compressed
air chaiUbcrs Avith the cylinder, and ai-ranged to be
operated by the keys or buttons, substantially in the
mauner and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the valve rods M and Z,

and their detents, of the sliding rod 4, arm 3, and
piston rod of the cut-off cylinder V, substantially as
herein shown and described.

3. The combination, with the cylinder Y and its

piston, of the cut-off mechanism herein described,
arranged in such manner that either the depression
of the stop or key a', or the arrival of the carrier at
the distant end of the message pipe, shall connect
the said cylinder with the exhaust, substantially as
aud for the purposes herein shown and sei forth.

4. Tlie use of the valves x y, arranged in chest N,
80 as to Ije operated by the movement of tlie arm 3,

for the purpose of destroying the vacuum in the chest
and message tube, as set"forth.

5. The combination, with the message tube, and
mechanism for connecting the same with the air-

compre.ssing apparatus of the cylinder F, and piston
and slide valve aixanged to cut off communication
between the message tube and receiving chamber,
substantially as herein shown and set forth.

6. Coimecting the slide valve, cylinder F, with
both the compressed air and the cut-off mechanism,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
specified.

7. The combination, with the message tube, of the
herein-described median isra for connecting the same
with either tlie compressed air or exhaust apparatus,
and for cutting off the said connections, under the

an-angement described, so that all the operative
parts of such mechanisms shall be actuated by means
of the button A, a, and a', in the manner aud for the
purposes set forth.

78,846.-LUTHEI^ R. Wallace, Adrian, Mich.,
assignor to liimself, Eichaud B. Eoisbixs, and In el-

son B. Fassett, same place.

—

Seeder, Drill and
Roller.—.June 9, 1868,—As the cylinder revolves tlie

seed is discliargcd into cither the drill tui)es or t)ie

broadcast sowing tubes by means of a shifting

handle.
Claim.—\. The employment of one hopper and

one cylinder, or their e([uivalent, to supply l)oth drill

and broadcast sower with the seed to be sown, the
whole arranged in front of the rollers B B, substau-
tially as set forth and described.

'J.' The hollow adjustable seed cylinder E, in com-
bination with the concave "W, broadcast tubes L,
and drill tubes N, substantially as set forth and de-

scribed.

78,847.—D. B. AVesson, Springfield, Mass., as-

signor to Mason Fire Arms Company, same place.
—Breecli-loading Fire-artn.—June 9, 1868.— The
devices which lock and unlock the breech are made
to resist and prevent any forward movement of the
breech, relative to the frame or stock, as well as any
upward movement of the same. The tumljlers and
movable block co-operate to raise the hammers to

the half cock at the same time that the end of the
barrel is disengaged from the movable block. The
usual trigger spring is dispensed with.

Claim\—1. The metallic block &, and the recessed
projection E, upon the breech or loading end of the
barrel or barrels, wlien constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The described construction and arrangement,
in reference to each other, of the block b and tumbler
/, whereby the hammers shall be raised to the half

cock in the operation of releasing the breech from
the frame, substantially as described.

3. The projection i, upon the sear h, in combina-
natiou with the opening i', in the plate j' of the
trigger j, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

78,848.—John 'Whitlock, Birmingham, Conn.
—Shackle Jack.—June 9, 1868.—Facilitates the in-

sertion of the bolt which couples the thills and shack-
les by forcing backward the shackle eye and com-
pressing the rubber packing sufficiently to bring in

line the bolt holes of the two parts of the shaclcle.

Claim.—The combination of tlie hoolc frame H
H' with the slide F' and the screw G, or theii' eiiuiv-

alents, for the purposes above desciibed.

78,849.—John "Wiaru, New Britain, Conn.—
Cattle Tie.—June 9, 1868.—The tie is placed around
the animal's neck or horns, the socket properly ad-

justed and clamped to the rope, and the hook passed
into the hole in the adjacent end of the thumb screw.

Claim. — 1. The socket B, combined with the
thumb screw C, when the said thumb screw is pro-

vided with a head, having a perforation at one or
both ends, so far to one side from the center or axis
of the scrcAV as that, when the tie is secm'ed, the
screw will l)e prevented from turning, su])stantially

as herein set forth.

2. The hook G, formed upon the base, F, con-

structed with the lug I and the seat L, and provided
with an eye, E, or its equivalent, and combined with
the snap P, Avhen the said snap is attached to its

seat L, and supported by the lug I, substantially as

herein set forth.

78,850.— Lewis 'Wilkinson, Boston. Mass.—
Ball 6'«.s-<er.—June 9, 1868.—Extensions retain the

ball in the socket so that it cannot drop out by grav-

ity when the caster is raised, while by slight strain

or pressure the ball may be readily di-awn from or
pressed into the socket.

Claim.— 1. A furniture caster, having a ball, /,

secured in a cup or socket, a, by extensions, g, sub-

sidutially as shown and described.
2. In combination with socket a and extensions g,

the pins or projections e, against which the sui'faoe
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of the ball bears and rotates, substantially as shown
and described.

3. In combination with the ball-containing cnp or
socket, the flanged plate or disk c, and screw spindle

d, cast integral with the socket piece, substantially

as described.

78,851.—PRANCis H. "Williams, Syracuse, IST.

Y.—Construction of Safes.—JmiQ 9, 1868.—The door
must be moved outward and at right angles to the
adjoining wall of the safe before it can be swung
open upbu its hinges. By withdrawing the hinge
pintlOj the leaves of the hinge may be made to lie

closely against the safe.

Claim.—1. So constructing and hinging the safe

door A, and fitting it into the frame 1), that this

door shall be allowed to move bodily and squarely up
to and from its s.eat without being rotated within
the door casing, substantially as described.

2. fitting the door A to its frame D, by means of

acute-angular stepped faces h h' i i', substantially as

described.
3. Providing the double-leafed hinges b b with a

removable pintle, c, when such hinges are applied

upon the door of a safe or vault, substantially as and
for the pui'poses described.

TSjSSS.-Frederick "Wittram, San Francisco,
Cah—Anchor.—June 9, 1868.—This construction is

designed to insure the catching or imbedding of one
or both of the arms or flukes, whatever may be the
position of the anchor in falling to the bottom.

Claim.—An anchor, having the shank A, with the
opening B and C, and the two arms or flukes D and
E, moving freely, through the shank, to either side,

the whole constructed and operating substantially

as and for the uses and purposes herein specified.

78,853.-Devolson "Wood and Stillman W.
Robinson, Ann Arbor, Mich.— Steain-Engine.—
June 9, 1868 ; antedated March 31, 1868.—A single
piece constitutes the piston, piston rod, and tool-

holder ; a two-part cylindrical annulus is fitted to

the cylinder and rod so as to serve as a head. The
follower may bo in two parts like a coupling nut,

and the piston packed in the usual way.
Claim.—The segmental pieces A A, to serve as a

cylinder head, substantially as described.

78,854.—William Adair, Liverpool, England.—Pump. — June 16, 1868. Patented in England
April 5, 1807. —A closed cylinder containing a
plunger, together with an open cylinder and a feed
pipe inserted at the bottom of the cylinders and car-

ried up either between them or outside, and having
communication with the open cylinder at the bottom
and with the closed one near its top.

Claim.—The combination of the open and closed
cylinders, the later provided with a valve cover and
plunger, the two operating by means of valves, and
a feed pipe, and a branch thereof, substantially as
described.

78,855.-Edward L. Balch, Boston, Mass.—
Music Type.—Juno 16, 1868 ; antedated June 4, ]8()8.

—Ilelates to piintiug music charts with ligneous
type for use in schools, &c., the object being to pro-
vide thick and heavy lines for the musical staff and
stems of the notes to enable them to be read at a dis-

tance.
Claim.—The wooden type for printing musical

charts, provided Avith right-angular slioulders B,
overlapping each other, whereby continuous and un-
broken lines for the musical staif and notes are
formed, as herein shown and described.

78,85<i.— Leonard W. Beal, Dison, 111., as-

signor to himself and A. D. DuEW, same place.

—

Floiv.— June 16, 1868.— The plow is formed of a
single plate with rounded points so as to be revers-
ible, and is secured to a standard attached to a frame
so as to be adjusted to difi'crent heights.
Claim.— I. A plow plate A, constructed substan-

tially as described, so as to dispense with a land-
side and sci)arate point, and operating as specified
and described.

2. Tlio plow plate A, when constructed in the
curved form, symmetrically before aud behind its

point of attachment to its standard, so as to operate
and be reversible, substantially as described and
shown.

3. The combination of one or more plows, A, con-
structed substantially as described, with a frame, C,
and Avheels W, substantially as set forth.

4. Securing the axle E to the frame C in such a
manner as to be adjusted at pleasure, to vary its di-

rection across the frame, substantially as herein
set forth and described.

78,857.—Samuel S. Bent, Port Chester, X.T.—
Hens' Nest.—-June 16, 1868.—A shelf is provided for
the hen to light upon, and a rib to serve as a foot-

hold in stepping into the nest. Object of the inven-
tion is to avoid vermin, and enable the nest to be in-

spected and the eggs readily removed.
Claim.—1. A metallic hens' nest, formed with

rounded corners, and with the rib g at the front end.
as and for the purposes specified.

2. The lighting shelf p, in combination with the
metallic hens' nest, formed as aforesaid.

3. The side partitions h, combined with the metal-
lic hens' nest, to separate one nest from another, aa
and for the purposes set forth.

4. A movable door or window, ^, in combination
with the frame and hens' nest, to give access to the
same from outside the coop, substantially as set forth.

78,858.-James Bounds, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Pepper Box Top Fastener.—Jimo 16, 1868.

Claiin.—Forming- a single piece of spring wire,
U -shape, and securing one end of it to the under side
center of a box or bottle top so arranged that said
lid will rest upon the top of the bottle, as and for

the purpose set forth.

78,859

—

Thomas Boyd, Alleghany City. Pa.—
neating Buildings.—June 16, ]S68.

—

Aji ordinary
fire chamber and its smoke flue are surrounded with
an air chamber which terminates in the fireplace of
an upper room, the smoke pipe passing up into and
out of the fireplace of said upijer chamber into a
side fiue.

Claim.—The arrangement of the flues 1, 2, 2', and
4, fireplaces m and n, air chamber 3, and valve o. the
whole being constructed, arranged, and operating as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,860.—George E. Bramhall, Chicago, III.—
2lcthod of Lowering Cylinders.— June 16, 1868.—
For sinking sections of a tube beneath water where
said sections are to be secured aud bolted together
and gradually lowered ; when the lowering is com-
pleted the inclined ways are separated from the plat-

form, aud the cylinder or tube brought to a vertical

position.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the inclined way D, hinged at the bottom, as shown,
and the hinged adjustable platform 1)', with its

means of elevation aud depression, substantially in

the manner and for the purposes specified.

2. In combination with the above, the clamps F/,
operating in the manner and for the pm'poses set

forth.

3. In combination with the hinged platform D'
and ways D, thre linked rods h, arranged to operate
as aud for the purposes described.

4. The frame L, Avith its movable bars M IST, in

combination Avith the Avays D and frame I, arranged
in the manner aud for the purposes described.

78,861.-Daniel W. Colrurn, Loami, 111.-

Wrench.—J imo 16, 1868.—One jaw is made longer
than the other and has a slightly concaA'o surface so

as to obviate the necessity of removing the Avrench

to get a fresh grasp.
Claim.—This improved construction of the jaAvs

A aud B, in tho manner herein specified, and for

the purposes set forth.

7S,86^.—JosiAii Copley, Jr., Alleghany City,

Pa.

—

Forging Machine.—June 16, 1868 ; antedated
June 4, ].868.—The forging and Avoiding dies. Avhilo

in action, may be opened and closed to any desired
degree, and their force gradually increased or dimin-
ished and adjusted to the Avork required of them.

Clai)ii.—i. Operating the dies J and K by means
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of the slotted lever C, arm D, and cam P, constructed
aud arranged substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the treadle I, connecting?
I'od n, and shifting guides m, when used in connec-
tion with the cam P, arm D, and lever C, as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The guides i, when used in combination with
the dies J and K, as herein described aud set forth.

7S,S63.—M. G. Ckonk, Auburn, N. T., assignor
to himself and W. Boynton, same place.

—

Machine
for Grinding Knives of Moioing Machine.—June 16,

18u8.—A series of devices for holding and adjusting
the cutters in proper position in relation to the griud-
gtone.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plates D and E,
arranged to operate as and for the purpose specified.

2. Lever G, rod i, and spring I, all combined aud
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purposes set foi-th.

3. The combination of lever G-, screw in, aud spring
h, arranged aud operated substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

4. The combination of lever G, bolt P, bars L and
M, arranged and operating substantially for the pui'-

pose set forth.

78,864.—David Cummixg, Jr., New York, IST.

Y.—Method ofLocking Nuts.—June 16, 1868.—When
the nut is screwed up to its place the portion of the
soft metal key outside of the nut is to be riveted up
against the nut, destroying the thread on that por-
tion, and preventing the nut from coming off.

Claim.—The key, of lead or other similar soft

metal, when constructed and applied substantially as
herein described and for the pm-pose set forth.

rS,S65

—

Jose F. De :N"avarro, New York, N'
Y., assignor to Ejiery Eotaky Machine Company.—Device for Attaching Fumi)s to Barrels.—June 16,
18(;8.—Designed to obviate the necessity of adjustiug
a separate clamping screw, the device being made
to automatically accommodate itself to different sizes
of pipe aud diameters of bung hole.

Claim.—The clamping sleeve A, of two or more
parts, doweled together, and of conical exterior,
with internal griping ribs, or projections, for clamp-
ing the suction pipe of the pump, substantially as
shown aud described, for iTue purpose set forth.

78,866

—

James Dodd, Providence, E. I., as-

signor to himself aud Geouge Brown, same place.—Composition for Preparing Sizing.—June 16, 1868.
—For six hundred pounds of starch or sizing are
used one ounce of carbonate of soda, sixteen ounces
of common hard soap, and two ounces of borax.

Claim.—The above-described composition, as well
as its combination with starch or sizing, for warps.

7S,S67.^James Duff, Peoria, HI—Drop Press.—June 16, 1868.—The drop press is provided with a
secondary or following hammer, and a cushion be-
tween the two hammers so arranged as to prevent
the rebound.

Claim.—The following hammer B, air chamber b,

air passage and stop cock d, and plunger a, iu com-
bination with the hammer A, when arranged in the
manner aud operating as and for the purpose herein
described.

78,868.—Charles K. Ei.mer, Bridgeton, N. J.—
Single-Tree Brace.—Jimc 1(5, 1868.-Tlie single-tree
is hooked to the chaiu at a point equal in distance
from the clevis to the widtli of the furrow, so as to
enable the liorse to walk in the fmTow instead of on
the landside.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

chain C and brace E with the beam A and single-
tree F, su))stantially upon the principle above de-
scribed, aud for the purpose set forth.

78,860.—Charles M. French, Eochester, Pa,—Ploiv.—June 16, 1868.
Claim.—So constructing a plow, as that the joint

between the share aud mold-ljoard shall be about on
a line at right angles to the iilaue of the share bar or
landside of the plow, said joint being so arranged,

with relation to the share and mold-board, as to give
depth and strength to the forward part of tlie share
bar, and also, so" that the several parts may be dupli-

cated, the whole being constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein deseriljed, aud for

the purpose set forth.

78,870.—George P. Ganster, New York, N.
Y.

—

Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—June 16,

1868.—Air is forced into one end of the outer drum
through any suitable porous capillary material satu-

rated with carbon and placed in tlie space between
the drums, and thence through tiie otlier end of the
inner drum out into the gas-holder. The capiUary
material is kept wet by the revolution of the drums.

Claim.—1. In an apparatus for carburetting air,

the arrangement of the inner aud outer drums D and
F, through whicli the air passes from the pump A.

2. The combination and arrangement of the car-

buretting apparatus shown and described, with the
air-forcing apparatus in the same case or cylinder,

substantially in the manner set forth.

78,871.-Samuel Gardiner, Jr., New York, N.
Y.

—

Gas Biirncr.—JuViO 16, 1868.—A coil of platinum
wire is arranged in the upper end of a hood placed
over the burner, which retains sufficient heat to re-

ignite the gas after it has been extinguished. A suf-

ficient quantity of gas passes through a very small
groove made iu the key, when the main supply is

shut ofl", to keep the platinum hot enough to ag-ain

light the gas.
Claim.—1. The combination of the coil C with a

key, D, formed with one or more notches, apertures,
or grooves, as at d, so as to permit a slight leakage
of gas when the main supply is turned oif, as shown
and described.

2. The combination of the coil c, or its equivalent,

with the hood or cap B, substantially as and for the
pm'poses specified.

78,872.-Alexander TVimuish Harris, New
York, N. Y.— Suspender.—June 16, 1808.

Claim.—1. A suspender or brace, substantially such
as described, consisting of a single piece of webbing,
leather, cloth, or other equivalent material, passed
through and sliding freely in two button strap loops,

and tiie two ends connected by a buckle or equiva-
lent means, by which the length cau Ijc adjusted at
pleasure, as and for the purpose described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a suspender or
brace consisting of a single piece of -webbing or
other equivalent material, constructed substantially

as described, in combination with a slide to secure
an adjustable crossing of the webbing or other ma-
terial, substantially as described.

78,873.—J. H. G. Hawes, Newark, N. J.—Co7n-
hined Influx and Vent Valve.—June 16, 1868.—The
valves are separated and so arranged as to prevent
collapse in boilers aud also siphonic action through
the supply pipes.

Claim.—The arrangement with the pipe A D of
the two valves C E, separate and independent of
each other, adapted to operate substantially as aud
for the purpose described.

78,874.—Thomas Hawks. Eochester, N. Y.—
Composition for the Manufacture of Beer, Ale,
Porter, <£-c.-^uue 16, 1868.—The olyect of the in-

vention is to reduce by evaporation ihe infusion of
malt and hops, commonly called wort, to a state iu
which the condensed product is of much less bulk
than the original ingredients and is a portable and
merchantable commodity.

Claim.—As a new product, the extract of malt
and hops, or, as I term it, concentrated wort, pre-

pared iu suitable proportions for the manufacture of

ale, beer, and other malt liquors or beverages, when
condensed to a sirup or substance of thick consist-

ency, substantially as herein described, either with
or without the addition of gelatine, or with or with-
out the addition of cane sugar, substantially in the
manner aud for the purpose hereiu set forth."

78,875 Thomas Hawks, Eochester, N. Y.—
Concentrated Malt Extract.—-June 16. ]8i;8.

Clai)n.—As a new product or composition ofmatter
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the extract of malt, or, as I term it, concentrated malt,
o-heii condensed to a sirup or substance of thick con-
sistency, substantially as herein described, either
with or without the addition of cane sugar, or with
or witliout the addition of gelatine, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

T8,S76.—WiNFORD E. S. Hunter, Blackberry
Station, 111., assignor to himself and H. T. EocK-
WK\A..—Bed Bottom.—June 16, 1868.

Claim.— Tlie combination of the cross sill A,
springs a a, slats B, blocks D, slats C with the slots

c, and elastic strap b, all arranged in the manner and
far the purposes set forth and shown.

7S,877.—1!\ A. Jewett, Shrewsbury, Mass.—
Churn.—June 16, 18G8.—Stationary arms or floats

are secured to a stationary shaft, and the cylinder
rotates orouiul the same, carrying the milk around
upon the inner periphery until it comes in contact with
the floats. A ventilating hole passes tlirough one
end of the stationary sliaft and up through one of
the stationary arms or floats, which is covered with
a cap, to permit ingress and egress of air.

Claim:—1. Tlie combination, with the cylinder I,

of the stationary arms or floats N, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of tlie stationary arms IST with
the stationary shaft K, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the cylinder I, of the
stationary shaft or spindle K, and stationary arms
Is", or their equivalouts, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with the stationary shaft K
and one of the arms IT, of the air or vent hole/, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The combination of the caj) g with the vent
arm N, substantially as set forth.

6. The combination, with the cylinder I and spin-
dle or shaft K, of the flanged or hub pieces b c, sub-
stantially us and for the purposes set forth.

7. Tbe combination and arrangement, with the
cylinder I, of the arms R R, spring bar P, screws to

u\ and cover 0, substantially as aud for the pm-poses
set forth.

8. The combination, with the cylinder I, of the
holding-screw pad 17, substantially as set forth.

9. The combination, with the trout frame pieces
A A and brace E, or its equivalent, of the swing
table or shelf G, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

7S,S7S.—Arthur Kirk, Alleghany City, Pa.—
Di.ytlUin'j Petroleum.— June 1(5,' 1868; antedated
February 10, 1808.—The diflferent products of distil-

lation are designed to be comi)letely separated ac-

cording to tlieir gravity. A float attached to an
index lever indicates the amount of residual oil re-

maining in the still during an exhaustive distillation

of the oil.

Claim.—1. Effecting a continuous distillation of

jwtroleum, or otlier distillable substances, by causing
it or them to flow through a succession of stills,

giving oft" in eacdi still the "more volatile ingredients,
the stills being connected by trap pipes x y z, &c.,
so as to prevent the backward flow of the substance
to be distilled, substantially as above set forth.

2. A nest or battery of stills, for purposes of dis-

tillation, two or more in number, connected together
by pipes, each pipe leading from tlie upper part'of one
still to the lower part of another still, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes above set forth.

3. In couiK'ction with a still, for distilling petro-
leum, and other distillable substances, the use of a
float s, with suitable index lever I, arranged and op-
erated substantially as and for the purposes herciu-

bcfore set forth.

78,879.- TiiOMA.s Leffel, Springfield, Ohio,
assignor to liiinself and Henry C. Baijnett, same
place.— ir-'^^er Wheel.—Jimo 16, 18(i8.—The floats are
formed with paraholic curves on their edges. Eacli
has a central longitudinal ridge or lia fitting into a
corresponding groove on the peripliery of a support-
ing ring. The water is discharged both above aud
below the ring into the center of the wheel.

Claim.—i. A wheel, formed of u series of single

floats, the faces of which are constructed in the form
described, and which are centrally attached to a ring,
K", and arranged to receive aud discharge the water,
substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The combination of the floats L and ring K",
when respectively constructed and connected, sub-
stantially as set forth.

78,880.—John Lemman, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to J. A. Fay & Co., same place.

—

Guide for
Bmid Saws.—June 16, 1868.—A cambination of anti-

friction rollers aud fixed guides ; the first to support
tlie back of the saw, aud to have a lateral adjustment.
The fixed guides serve as a laterrd support and are
made to accommodate saws of ditfereut widths.
Claim.—The combination of the roller h with fixed

lateral guides c c c, one or more, arranged and op-
erating substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

78,881.—H. TV. LiBBEY, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.— Nursing Bottle. — June 16, 1868. — Two concave
disks form a chamber for holding the lacteous fluid.

The disks are secured together and provided with
an elastic covering and with central and marginal
openings to allow access to the chamber. The" elas-

tic covering is inflated by means of a tube sm-rounded
by a shell or mouth piece.

' Claim.—1. The disk A B, jirovided with central
and marginal openings C D, for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie elastic covering E, iu combination Avith the
disks A B, for the purpose set forth.

3. The tube H, shell G, valve &', and elastic tube
I, all constructed aud arranged to operate in the
manner aud for the purpose substantially as set forth.

7'8,882.— Henry Martin, Galveston, Ind.—
Machine for Cutting Staves.—Jmie 16, 1808.—Two
knives or cutters are so arranged as to chamfer the
ends of the staves simultaneously with the cutting of

them from the block and make them all of equal
length.

Claim.—The cutters E E, constructed as described,
attached to the fingers C of the stave machine, ex-
tending above their tipper ends, and having an incli-

nationlnward and obliquely over the top edge of the
stave, thereby bevelling or chamfering its ends, as
herein shown and described.

78,883.—John S. Millikan, Thorntown, Ind.—
Truck for Movinq Houses. — June 16,1868. — The
upper bolster moves ou a pivot so as to give the de-

sired change of the object to be hauled to any desired
position.

Claim.—A truck for moving buildings, having
transverse bars c c, bolts, d d d d, f f, and g, and
bolsters e e, constructed, combined, and arranged
substantially as herein specified.

78,884.—Mortimer Birdsill Mills. De Witt,
Iowa.

—

Saving Horse.—June 16, 1868.—The feeding
slide is attached to the inside of the upper end of the
stationary jaw. and is operated by a rod attached at

its upper end to a crank, the lower end extending
through the seat.

Claim.—1. The feeding slide, aud the manner in
which it is worked.

2. The mode and operation of punching the holes.

78,885.—William Moore, Kokomo. Ind.—
^Yater Indicator for Steam Generator.—June 16,

1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hollow valve Y,
with its side apertures S. tlie sleeve o o, connecting
rod R, lever D, aud the float and its rod B, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially in

the manner herein specified.

7S,886.—Duncan Morrison, Portland, Me.—
Staging.— June 16, 1868. — An arrangement of de-

vices by which a staging can be elevated and lowered
by a person standing on the platform, and held iu
any d(>t>ired po.'^ition.

Clai)n.—l. Tiie combination, with the center
standard.s of the lovers c and spring catches d, con-
nected witli the platform B', iu the manner and for

the purpose lieiviu set forth.

2. hi combination witii platform B', the erank
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o, pulley p, cord v, shaft q, aud cords t u, as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

3. The combiuatiou of cranks Jc, cords A;', and
springs i, connected with the cranks A-, as described,

aud for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the bars m with the clamps
n and springs /; h on the platform, to release the said

springs, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The combination aud arrangement of the stag-

ing, so that it may be folded, as herein described, in

the manner aud for the purposes set forth.

78,887. — William A. Morse and John G.
Powell, Pliiladelphia, Pa.

—

Eraser.—June 16, 1868.

Claim.—An eraser blade made from thin sheet

metal, -when the same is stiifened by corrugations as

sho\rn aud described, for the purpose set forth.

78,888. — Henry L. C. Mlller, Bridgeport-
Conn.

—

Shoe Lacing Device.—June 16, 1868; ante-

dated June 2, 1868.—"Designed for fastening the upper
ends of shoe strings to obviate the necessity of tying
the same. Tlie string is laid under and around the

book and clamped between the springs.
Claim.—A string holder, D, for shoe lacings, made

and operating subs'tantially as herein shown aud de-

scribed.

78,889.—John T. jSTorris, Tiffin, Ohio.—Jffffr-

vester Cutter.—June 16, 1868.—Tlie cutters are fas-

tened to the cutter bar by pins passed through the
sides of the bar, aud slots and lugs on the base of the
cutters, so as to enable the cutters to be easily taken
out. replaced, aud ground. The knives are held
closely together by means of a wedge.

Cla'im.—l. The' knife B, provided with slot h and
lug d, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. The combination of the knife B, as constructed,
"vvlth the bar A, provided with pins a a, set screws
e and/, and Avedge C, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

78,890.— DANrcL E. Paris, Troy, N. Y.—
Warmi7iff Closet on CooJcing Stove.—June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. A warming oven to a cooking stove,

situated underneath and suppoited by the bottom of

the same, situated between and in combination with
the supporting legs of the stove, when made in frame-
work and constructed substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. In combination with the warming rack below,
and the reservoir seat above, a hot oven or closet,

made in framework, the dificrent parts being put to-

gether by mcms of bolts, locks, or lugs, and'witbout
tiie use of solder or other adhesive material, when
constructed substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

3. A warndng rack, situated below a warming
closet, haA'ii]g its rear side partly or wholly supported
by pendent bars, or their equivalent, attached both
to the rack and the closet above, for the purpose aud
su1)6tantially in the manner herein shown and de-
scribed.

4. The slide il, or its equivalent, placed in baking
ovens or warming closets, aud made to be self-sup-
poiting, when drawn out of said oven or closet, for
the pm-pose herein described and set forth.

78,891.—Daniel E. P;\ris, Troy, IN". Y.—Hearth
avd Aah Sifter in Cooking Stove.—June 16, 1868.

Claim. — 1. A movable siftiug grate or grates,
placed permanently within the health or ash pit of
a stove, aud made to vibrate l)y means of a handle
or shaker, operated from the outside of the stove, in
combination with the surrounding walls of said
hearth, or their equivalent, which act as the sides of
a pan, to hold the ashes and coals on said sifting
grates as they fall from tlie fire grate above.

2. A covered sifting chamber, the sides of Avhich
are formed by the hearth or ash pit of the stove, and
by the slide or conducting plate below the fire gTate,
the bottom of which is formed by an open or per-
forated sifting .arate or grates, and the top by a mova-
ble cover to said hearth, in combination with an ash
pan or ash chamber, situated just below said grate
or grates.

3. A sifting grate or grates thus situated, cou-

structed to dump or discharge its contents into a
cliamber or movable pan below, and in combination
therewith, substantially as here shown and described.

4. An opening at the lower front of tlie hearth or
ash pit of a stove, of suflicient capacity to remove
the ashes or an ash pan from the chamlier below the
silting grate or grates, and in combination Avith
said grate or grates, when the latter are constructed
substantially as herein shown, or are placed perma-
nently within the health or upper part of the ash pit
of a stove.

5. The closing of said opening at the lower front of
the hearth by a drop door or falling plate, having its

lower edge or ends attached to the hearth or asirpit,

and so constructed that, when it is let down at or
near a level with the bottom of said hearth, it will thus
remain, for the pm-pose ofsupporting,and in combina-
tion with, the ash pan, when the latter is made to be
drawn out, in the manner and substantially as herein
shown aud described.

78,892.-Charles H. Perkins, Providence, R.
I.

—

Construction of Toe Calks for Horseshoes.—June
16, 1868.—An improvement on his patent of April 9,

1861. The object is to give additional strength to the
welded joint between the calkin and the shoe.

Claim.—A toe calkin for horseshoes, furnished
with chisel-edged tenons or spurs b b, set opposite to
each other, and with their faces parallel with each
other and Avith the longitudinal axis of the calkin,

substantially as described, for the pm'poses specified.

78,893.

—

George Willis Pierce, Boston, Mass.—VmhreUa.—June 16, lS(i8.—Clamps provided Avith

prongs are employed to secure the coverings of um-
brellas to their frames, instead of thread.

Claim.—1. The clamii 1, (represented by Pigs. 2
and 3.) provided with one or more prongs a a, for

the piu'pose sijecified, the whole made aud operating
substantially as described, Euidforthe pm-pose speci-

fied.

2. The clamp 5, in combination with the ring 4,

(represented by Fig. 4.) when made, combined, and
oper;;ting sid)stantially as described aud for the pm'-
pose specified.

78,894

—

William Potts, HandsAvorth, Eng-
lar.il.— 1 entilatiiuj Apparatus.—June l(i. 1868.—

A

suir.cioiit draught is established in the vertical tubes
by means of gas flames at or near the lower ends of
tne said tubes.
Claim.—1. The improved method, herein described,

of ventilating rooms aud buildings, by constructing
and arranging, at the highest couvenient part of the
room or building, two independent or separate clian-

nels, extending at different levels along one or more
sides of the room or buildings, and provided through-
out their length Avith ornamental or other perfora-

tions, or wire gauze, through which the vitiated air

is draAvn into "the upper channel, and the fresh air

passes from the loAver channel in the manner speci-

fied, whereby the room may be ventilated without
creating a perceptilile or inj'urious draught.

2. The arrangement, in the cornices of rooms or
buildiugs, of two independent aud separate ventilat-

ing channels, and the ornamental or other perfora-

tions or Avire gauze v.ith which the same are pro-

vided, for dividing and distributing the air drawn
from and discharged into the place to be ventilated,

in the manuer and for the pui-poses shown and set

forth.

78,895 BENJA3nN H. Eeynolds. Canterbury,
and John Bacheldek. Xorn-ich, Conn.

—

Lubricdt
inj Device.—Jm-ie 16, 1868.—Wipers made of flexible

cords, or equivalents, are draAvn diagonally across

the shaft, with an inclination toward the lubricating

wheel in the direction it is running. The lu!)ricat-

iug Avheel is made to revolve by means of a pin set

in the shaft.

Claim.—1. The wipers j^'.

2. The an-angement of the pin e and groove in the
hub of the lubricating wheel d, to provide for expan-
sion and contraction.

78,896.-Edavard PlOrerts, Philadelpbia. Pa.
—Apparatus for Cutting the Teeth of Wheels.—June
16, 1868.—Two cutting disks are arranged parallel
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with each other on the same rotary shaft, and equi-

distant from an 'imaginary straiglit line passing
through the center of the wheel which is to be cut.

Claim.—The combination of the spindle, collar,

and clamping nut, for supporting and clamping tlie

wheel, witli the device, consisting of the two cutter
disks, stretcher, tightening nut, and adjustable shaft
or arbor, all arranged substantially as described.

78,897.—Alfred Rookeb, London, England.

—

Faucet.—JwnQ lU, 1808 ;
patented iu England, Sep-

tember 25, 18G7.—The inner edge of the stem of the
tap is made hollow to receive the cylinder of cork,
and with an annulai' cutting edge. A'stop is placed in
the stem to ])revent the cork cylinder from reaching
and closing the holes in the stem.

Claim.—1. The annular cutting edge & and the hol-

low pai't B, appli-ed to a tap having perforations
therein, and acting substantially as herein described.

2. The cutting edge b of the hollow part 13 of the
stem, which receives the excised plug, in combina-
tion with the stop C, all substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

78,898.—S. P. Shipley, Olena, Ohio.—J?ee Hive.
—June 10", 1808.—The hive is provided with trans-

verse bars, and made in two parts, so that when full

one part can be readily removed and an empty sec-

tion suljstituted.

Claim.—The parts A andB, constructed with slot-

ted top, combined with each other and with the cap
D, as and for the pui'pose substantially as set forth.

78,899.—A. D. Smith, Grafton, Ohio. — Lock
Nut.—J\mQ 10, 1868.—A small part of the inner
diameter of the nut is set into the concave or fiat sides
of the screw provided for the imrpose, so that the nut
mav be secured at any point.

dlaim.—The mode herein shown and described of
securing nnts from turning, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

78,900.—Justin E. Smith and MarkH. Dasen-
BROOK, Warrenville, 111.— TFeffif/ier Strip.—JxxaQ 10,
1808.—The lower edge of the strip passes beneath a
roller and is gradually forced dovs'n as the door con-
tinues to close, so as to effectually close the space
beneath the door.

Claim.—The combination ofthe stripsD B, spring
S, an-anged in a recess, as shown, when said spring
is operated by the rod s and arm &, iu the manner and
for the purposes specified,

78,901.—W. "W. Stevens, Portland, M.e.—Tea
Pot—rTune 10, 1808.—The bottom plate of the tea pot
has a downwardly,projecting edge which rests on the
stove or other heating apparatus so as to prevent
contact with the entire bottom of the tea pot.

Claim.—The improvement in the construction of
pots liable to melt from the influence of heat, con-
sisting of the bottom as herein shown, and applied
as illustrated, for the pm-poses set forth.

78,902.—HiciiARD B. Stillman, Almond, I^. Y.—Clothes Drier.—June 16, 1808.—A series of bars
are hinged to movable hubs so as to admit of their
being turned or swiveled round to radiate from the
frame, to widen the space at the ends, when letdown,
and supported in a horizontal position for hanging-
clothes.

Claim.—The scries of swivel hubs or studs, dddd,
hinged slats or bars bbbb, as constructed and ar-

ranged, in combination with the frame for holding
and folding up the bars, substantially as and for the
pui'poses herein set forth.

78,90:?.-TlEBECCA "Weaver, Washington City,

D.C.

—

Fasteningfor Buttons.—June 10, 1808.—Studs
provided witli eyes through wliicli is passi'd a cliain

having a bodkin at one end, for attaching and secur-

ing the same to wearing apparel.

Claim.—1. The button or stud constructed with
heads e and /, connected together by posts i i, be-

tween Avliicli'are one or more eyes, substantially as
and for the pui-poses specified.

2. Tlie chain c c, fastening slide or slides jj. and
bodkin /», ai-rangcd and ajiplied for faste;iing buttons,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

78,904.—Thomas Welch, Churehville, N. T.—
Harvester.—June 10, 1808.—Two gear wheels and a
pinion sm-round the main axle, one of the wheels be-
ing permanently fixed to the axles. A flexible coun-
ter-shalt is supported in tv.-o bearings in the frame
and is provided with two pinions ancl a gear wheel,
one of the pinions being fixed to the said shaft, all so
arranged that fast or slow motion may be transmit-
ted to the knife, and the motion and register of the
latter will always remain the same, regardless of the
change of position of the finger bar or vibrating
frame.

Claim.—1. A vibrating gear and finger-bar frame
in harvesters, in combination with a jointed counter-
shaft, B', for the pm-pose set forth.

2. With a two-wheeled jointed-bar harvesting ma-
chine, counter-shaft B', in combiimtion Avith two
frames, one being rigid and the other vibrating, said
Shalt running across, and having journals in each
frame, in which it works freely in all variations of
either frame, as set forth.

3. In a two-wheeled jointed-bar harvesting ma-
chine, a triple geai-, mounted upon two shafts, and
meshing together, the wheels H, J, and ZsT, with their
pinions M,"l, and L, representing said gear, the
whole operating in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

78,905.—William P. Welch, Boston, Mass.—
Gtdde for Band Sato.—June 16, 1808.—Elastic frie-

tional rollers direct the band saw to the rigid guide-
way in which the saw is guided to the Mood to be
sawed.
Claim.—The adjustable guide block C D, having

the elastic guide rollers, L, L', and L", arranged in
relation to each other and cheeks A B, all con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.

78.906.— Hiram B. Wellman, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Construction of Oil Cans.—June Ki, 1808.—
The water in the outer chambers acts as a cut-ofi
between the oil in the can and that in the spout, to
protect the same against explosion.
Claim.—The use of water-chambers, so combined

with an oil can that the oil from said can must pass
through the water in its passage to the spout, as and
for the pm'pose set forth.

78.907.— George Wilcox, l^eenah. Wis.—
Grain Chaffing Mill.—June 16, 1868.—The shoe is of
concave form, and is made narrow at the rear end.
Guides on the rim of the sieve keep it balanced di-

rectly over the rollers. The propelling shaft is pro-
vided with friction I'ollers, and is supported in a
forked brace attached at each end to the shoe.

Claim.—1. The shoe a, which encases the sieve,

and compresses the blast upon the rear i)art of
sieve.

2. The attaching of the shoe a to levers c c, and
holes / and r/, whereby the whole may be raised or
lowered at will when attached to the threshing
machine.

3. Tlie guides to front and rear end of sieve.

4. Tlie arranging of the conical sieve within the
shoe a, as set forth.

5. The brace B, as attached to shoe a.

6. The arranging of shaft 8 Avitli rollers 2 and 3,

and pulley 1, for propeling the sieve.

7. The machine herein described, Avhen its several
parts are arranged and combined, as set forth.

78,908,—Charles 0. Yale, Eorae, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Theodore W. Mahler, same
place.

—

Corn Husker.—June 10, 18(i8.—Two rollers

of the same or different diameters are arranged over
a reel, and operated by endless cords arranged over
pulleys. A conveyori^ having intermittent motion,
carries up the ears singly from tlie hopper to the
husking rolls. Over the husking rolls is a series of
rings toothed on the inside anil outside. Between
the conveyor and husking rolls is a plate over Avhich
is an arm Avhicli pushes the ear toward the rolls.

Claim.—1. The rolls C ami D, iu eitlier form as
described, in combination with the reel F, or its

eciuivalent, for the puri)oses mentioned.
2. Tlio pulleys C, 1)^ D^ and 1)^, endless cord

D'^, and spring D^, constructed and arranged sub-
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stantially as described, and for the purposes men-
tioned.

3. The conrcTer H and arms H* and H', con-
stnictod and arranged substantially as «lescnbcd. and
for the uses and purposes mentioned.

4. The conveyer H and huskin.c: rolls L and L',
constructed and arranged substantially as described,
and for tlie u^<'s and purposes mentioned.

5. The rinus M M, conetrncted and arranged sub-
stantially as described, and for the uses and pm'poses
mentioned.

6. The plate K and the arm P, constructed and
an-anged substantially as- described, and for the uses
and purposes mentioned.

7. The table B and reel F, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described, in combination,
for the uses and purposes mentioned.

78,909.—George P. York and Willi.vm H.
"Wilson, ^Testfield, aJJ". Y.—Machine for Grinding
the Cutters of Mnicing Machines.—June 16, ISiiS.

—

The grindstone is provided "«-itli mechanism for com-
municating a lateral motion of the same to and from
the cutter "bar. in connection with a table also pro-
vided \\ ith means for moving to or from the stone.
Posts are secm-ed to the table in a manner to be
adjusted to or from the side of the stone, the upper
extension of the said posts being suitably inclined
toward the face of the stone, and provided with
wood or soft metal facings, to prevent injmy to the
edges of the cutters.

Claim.—1, The combination, with a table provided
with means ifor holding a cutter bar, as described, of
a grinding wheel, arranged to slide laterally, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination, with the posts L and L^, of
the gauges AI', substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3. The combination, with cutter-gi-indiug appa-
ratus, of the posts and gauges, provided with the
fiieiugs of wood or other "soft material, substantially
as for the purpose described.

4. The combination, with a grinding stone provided
with means for effecting a lateral movement thereof,
of the guides and posts, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

rS,910 Canceled.

78,911.—James U. Adams, Eichfield, Mich.—
Packing for Piston Head.—June 16, 18liS.—Com-
posed of a series of rings, surmounted by springs,
and sawed vertically to the center from" opposite
directions, allowing a space between, in which is

insei-ted a plate of copper.
Claim.—1. The .springs E and rings D in combi-

nation with the pistoii head B, substantially as
described.

2. The copper, H, qt other metal, inserted in the
manner described, and for the pm'poses specified.

78,912.—Jonx Adams. Transfer, Pa.—Hay
Pakcr and Loader.—-Jmie 16, 1868.—The teeth are
attached to a cross-bar, which is connected to the
machine by means of arms, one end of which is se-

cured to the cross-bar, and the other ends hook and
ride upon the journals of the lower roller. The lower
end of the rails of the frame rides upon the journals
of the lower roller, and the upper end is adjustably
supported by hooked arms.

Claim.—1. The rake, constructed as described, of
the curved teetli I, attached at theu" upper ends to
the head H. and the cm-ved bars J attached at their
outer ends to said head, and adapted to turn freclv
upon the afle of the roller B, by being hooked over
the same, as h.ercin shown and described.

2. The adjustable frame D, canwin^ the rollers
and endless belt of hooks, vvhen receVscd at its lower
end, to rest upon the axle of the roller B. to which
it is held by tlie tension of the endless belt G-, as
heitjiu shou 11 and described.

78,913.—TosEPir F. Applegate, Xew Albauv,
Ind.— li'(/^.in.—June 1(5, 1868.—The rear end of tlie

perch pole is received in a metallic case or sheath
Dcncalh the rear founds. Stops projecting down-
ward from the ui.der side of the bodv prevent the
rear axle frum moving cither forward or back be-

yond them. The king bolt is extended from the
bolster to a point above the top of the body.

Claim.—1. The jierch pole C, used in combination
with the case or sheath of the rear hounds, subst;in-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.
2. 'The body G, provided A\ith the stops I and J,

and used in combination with the rollers a a, and
the extension perch pole C, as and for the pm-posc
S3t forth.

3. The extended king bolt H, in combination with
the body G and the perch pole C, as and for the pm'-
pose set forth.

78,914.—James C. Arms, Xorthampton, Mass.—Fastening for Pocket Books, cCc.^Tune 16, 18(i8.

—

A raised surface is formed near each end of a rect-

angular plate, upon which a strap is to be clasped
anil held by a sUde.
Claim.—The clasp, consisting of the stationary

piece B, and the slide c, when said parts are con-
structed and united, substantially as shown ajid
described.

78,915.—Elias C. Atkins, Indianapohs. Ind.

—

Machine for Polishing Metal Plates.—June 16. 1868.

—Designed as an improvement on Eeuben Cave's
patent of Februaiy 1, 1859. The object is to provide
a means for regulating or controlling the movement
of the metal plate during the process of grinding
and polishing, by elevating and clepressing the rollers
in the same ratio as the upper grinder.

Claim.—The combination of the stone, Q. running
adjustably upon the yoke R, adjustable plates S, at-

tached to the latter,' and the rollers M and X, and
spring bearings therefor, attached to tiic plates S,

said parts being arranged in relation to each other,
substantially as and foi- the purpose set forth.

78,916 Eli H. Babcock, Canandaia-ua, X. Y.
—Drill Chuck.—Jm\e 16, 18G8.—The drill is secured
in an elastic conical jaw, with a screw tlu-ead thereon,
and a conical nut which engages therewith, and also
an elastic redueer, so as to hold di-ills of different
sizes.

Claim.—In combination with the chuck A, the
nut B, and the reducer C, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

78,917.—H. J.Bailey, Pittsburg, Pa.—Hydrant.
—June 16, 1868.—The operating parts are so arranged
as to be readily removed from the casing when "de-

sirable, without the necessity of digging up the
hydi-ant or distm'bing its connection vC'ith the supply
pipe.

Claim.—1. The construction of the tube E, valve h,

removable seat F, and plate I, arranged to operate
in connection with the valve «, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The hollow valve tube E, the nut m, the plate I,

and the valve seat F, constructed, an-anged. and
operating substantially as and for the purposes
described.

78,918—TnoMAS S. Bell, Wapello, Iowa, as-

signor to himself, G. R. Eeed, and J. S. Andrews,
Louisa County, Iowa.

—

Pruning Shears.—June 16,

1868.—The beveled sides of the blades are serrated
near their cutting edges, to keep them from slipping
on tlie wood while cutting. The outer end of one of
the blades is connected by a bar to one of the
handles, so as to act as a compound lever.

Claim.—ThQ blades A and B, serrated on their

beveled sides, and connected at their rear ends,
and operated by means of the handles C and D and
bar E, substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

78,919.—Albert P. C.Bonte, Cincinnati, Ohio.
— Wood Turning Lathe.—June 16, 1868.—Invention
relates to that class of lathes employed in turning
elliptical forms, and consists in the provision of a
counterpoise to prevent the sway or lurching motion
to which such lathes are subject'

Claim.—The adjustable counterpoise H I, con-
structed substantially as described, and aiTanged
relatively to the chuck E F of an eccentric or ellip-

tical turning lathe, to operate in the manner and for

j the purpose specified.
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ySjfJSO.—Joiix Gr. BoYER, Sprins^field, assignor
to Moses Wiant and George Gorr, Lehigh County,
Vd.—Stump Extractor.—June 16, 1S68; antedated
March 27, 1868.—The chain is provided with movable
hooks, to enable it to be conveniently hitched to the
object to be moved.
Claim.—The portable power, consisting of the

mechanism arranged substantially as described, and
provided with the chain j, having movable hooks I

and the stationary hook m, all mounted on the frame
A, constructed as set forth.

78,921.—J. Tobias Braun, Randolph Centre,

'Wis.—Wind Wheel.—June 16, 1868.—This invention
consists chiefly in a device for transferring motion
from the horizontal wing-shaft to tiie horizontal

di'iving-shaft, by which the machine to be operated
is set in motion. The said device is so arranged
that tlie horizontal wing axle can turn freely around
its own axis when revolved by the wind, and also

around an imaginary vertical axis when set by rhe
wind.

Claim.—1. The device for connecting tlie crank &

of the axle B with the cranks h h on the spindle of a
windmdl, said device cousistiugof the jointed bifur-

cated rod J and annular plate >«, in combination
with the jointed rods J', n, and j)late o, all made and
operating substantially as described.

2. Tlie jointed swivel rod I, connecting the axle B
with the spindle of a windmill, in combination with
the jointed rod J, J, annular plate vi, plate o, and
jointed rods J' n, all. made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

78,922.—GustavusV.Brecht, St. Louis, Mo.—
Clamp of Hub-Boring Machine.—June 16, 1868.^

—

The clamps are provided with slots or mortises
through them for the rccei>tion of A\rought iron or
steel nuts for the screws to work in, so tliat the
threads may be renewed when necessary without
requiring entirely new clamps.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a clamp
A, for a hub-boring machine, cast or formed with
slots, for the reception of nuts, and provided with
projections a, and serrated edges, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

78,923.—Henry H. Browne, Mount Vernon,
X. Y.

—

Advertising Device.—Jimo 16, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the de-

vice herein described, the same consisting of tlie

business card b, and the mirror a, which are retained
together by the rim c, whose periphery is perforated,

and the parts thereby form a combined busiiiess

card, mii-ror, and pin cushion, substantially as spe-

cified.

78,924.-IToRMAN BURDICK, Albany-, IT. T., as-

signor to himself, Jacob n. Shear, and Joseph
Packard, same place.

—

Cupiola Furnace.—June 16,

1S()8.—Invention relates to the dischar"-ing and con-
fining the products or refuse coal, cinders, &c., left

in the bottom of tlie cupola after the melted iron has
been drawn therefrom, so as to compel the smoke,
heated air, and noxious gases to escape through the
cupola into the outer air, instead of iuto the building.

Claim.—1. The use of a sliding bottom to a cupola
furnace, constructed substantially in the manner and
for the purpose al)ove described.

2. The in-laying of such bottom with some non-
fusible substance, substantiallv in the manner and
for the purpose above described, in combination with
the chamber of a cupola furnace.

3. The cam levers b b, in combination with the
bottom B B, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose above dcscriljed.

4. The form of the pit, in combination with the
cupola furnace, constructed substantially in the
manner and for the purpose above described.

5. The bottom B B, the wheel and axle D and E,
the chain y ?/, the truck wheels aaaa, the cam lever

b b, the guides li 11, in combination with the cupola
of a melting furnace, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose above described.

78,925.—George Caulton Cassard, Baltimore,
Md., assignor to himself and L. <fe J. L. Cassard,
eame place.

—

Lard Cooler.—June 16,1868.—The in-

ner vessel containing the lard is surrounded by a
space, to be filled with cold water passed in and 'out

through i)ropcr pipes. Air is forced through a tubu-
lar shaft into the inner vessel. Wooden scrapers
prevent the cooled lard from accumulating on the
sides of the vessel. Movable wooden slats pass be-
tween fixed ones to agitate the liquid contents of the
inner vessel.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the wooden tank B, having the inclined walls, Avith
the metallic vessel C, having the upright walls and
funnel-shaped bottom, the central discharge pipe D,
and the filling and reg-ulating pipes G H, Avheu said
parts are constructed and arranged in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the vessel C with the ver-
tical tubular shaft I and the hollow arms I' I', having
the outlet holes a a a, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the scrapers r r, springs ss,

and the shaft I, having arms P P to support the
scrapers and springs, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the shaft I, the fixed slats

n n, and the movable slats m m, supported by and
rotated with the shaft and its arms, and meshing
between the fixed slats, when said parts are em-
ployed in connection with the vessel C and tank D,
having the space P between them, as described.

78,926.—Egbert Cawthorne, Lyons, Iowa.

—

Tire Setter.—June 16, 1868.—Upon a tub of water is

arranged an adjustable circular platform, supported
upon ""rests fitted so as to turn easily on bolts. An
adjustable nut on the screw standard and platform
serves to reguMe the dish of the wheel.

Claim.—1. The rests c c c c, for the purpose spe-
cified.

2. The arrangement and combination of the rests
c c c c with the tub A, step H, standard E, platform
J, nuts D and O. when operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth and specifie'd.

78,927.—John Christiansen, N"ew York, N.Y.
assignor to himself and B. Kreischer. same place.
Hoisting Apparatus. — June 16, 1868.—A double-
armed lever is placed loosely on the driving shaft,

and carries two pinions which mesh into gears
mounted on said driving shaft, and one of which also
meshes into a stationary internal gear, while the
other mcslies into cogs on the inner surface of the
dram, to which the hoisting rope is attached.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lever D, car-

rying the pinions b b', with the shaft A, gears a a',

internal gears d d', stationary rim /, and dram E',

substantially as and for the piu-pose described.
2. The combination of tlie stationary rim / sup-

porting the friction rollers e, with the hoisting drum
E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

78,028.—David C. Collier, Samuel Cushman,
and Newell E. Parrell, Central City, Colorado
Territory.

—

Ore Boasting Furnace.—June 16. 1868.

—The cylinder being made to rotate slowly, the al-

ternate elevation and depression of each end of the
same causes the ore to be carried from end to end,
and falling upon and being retained a short time at

each semi-rotation of tlie cylinder, i)asses entirely

around the partition in the same, thus subjecting
evory particle of the ore to the great heat fiom the
fire box.

Claim.—1. An apparatus for roasting and chlo-

ridizing ores, composed of a cylinder. A, rotating
on an axis inclined to the true axis of the cylinder,
within which, in the lino of the rotating axis, is a
partial partition for receiving and retaining the ore
for a short time at each semi-rotation of the said

cylinder A, in combination with a fire box, J, and
flue K, substantially as shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The A\l?cels B, in combination with a rotating
cylinder. A, substantially as shown and described,
and for the ])urposcs set "forth.

3. The partial partition in a plane in the center of

the rotation of the cylinder A, and placed at right
angles to a line drawn from the man-Iiolo n or I to
sai"d partition, or its equivalent, and in combination
therewith, and with any fire box, J, substantially

as shown and described, and for the purposes set

forth.
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78,929.—.Jajies S. Coxlix, Xe^r York, IsT. T.—
Shooting Gallery.—June IG, 18G8.—The object of this

inTcntion is to construct shooting galleries so as to

make them convenient for use, easily operated, and
entirely safe.

Claim.—1. The -n-eighted ball-proof door M, so ar-

ranged bet-n-een the tunnel G- and pi;<tol target J that
when the door is unfastened it Tvill swing open to

protect the attendant at the target from balls inad-

vertently discharged, substantially as set forth.

2. Forming the targets J and A'Vith holes through
their centers'for the bull's eye, and with drop plates

or blocks K and B', which arc connected with the
front of the gallery by means of cords and bells, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

3. Pivoting or hinging the pistol target J to the
partition I, so that it'may be swung back out of the
way. substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the puvpo'sc set foith.

4. The pistol target J, when connected to the fi'ont

of the galleiy by means of a cord. 7, so that it may
be swung to'its'place fi-om the said fi-ont of the gal-

lery, substantially as set forth.

5. The aiTauge'mcjit in front of the rifle target A'
of the partition 11, formed with an opening, S. and
provided with a sliding ball-proof plate, T, which
latter is so connected, by means of a cord, V. to the
door U, that when said door is opened the opening
S is covered by the plate T, to protect the attendant,
substantially as described.

6. The combination of the weiglited door TJ and
sliding ball-proof plate T with each other and with the
partition R and rifle target A', substantially as herein
shown and desciibed, and for the purpose set forth.

7. The combination of the plate or block E', hav-
ing three or more arms projecting from it, shaft D',

ratchet wheel F', weight I', and stop arm K', with
each other, with the drop plate or block B' and
target A', substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

8. The combination of the adjustable rest Q', shaft

T', ratcliet wheel W. pawl V, and rod X', with each
other, and with the forward part of the gallery, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

9. An improved shooting gallery, constructed and
arranged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

78,930.—Geokge Cooper, Xew York, X. Y.,
assignor to Victor E. Mauger, same place.

—

Lith-
ographic Press.—June 16, 1868.—A water reservoir
is provided with a slotted bottom, in which felt,

blanket, or other porous fabric is clamped, so as to

conduct the water below the reservoir with the
requisite slowness. The lithographic stone is se-

cured upon a movable cari'iage. upon which is fixed
another stone or slab to transfer the moisture to the
printing stone. A series ofrevolving porous Avipers
or rollers transfer the moisture from the surface and
edges of the slab to those of the printing stone.
Claim.—1. Wetting a lithographic stone by moist-

ening the sm-face of another stone, and transferring
the moisture fi-om the same to the printing stone, as
described.

2. "Wetting a lithographic stone by means of a
moist roller or rollers, F, and wipers H H G, under
and bet-n-een which the stone passes, substantially
as described.

3. The water-containing vessel A, when provided
with an adjustable slot that is filled with absorbing
material or fabric, B, substantially as herein shown
and described.

4. The up-and-down, adjustable elastic plate I,

when aiTanged as set forth, for the purpose of equally
distributing the moisture over the slab E, in the man-
ner specified.

5. Securing the wipers H H to adju-stable bars or
springs d d. for the purpose of adapting the machine
to stones of greater or less width and'thickness, as
specified.

6. The combination of the slotted vessel A, cloth
B, sercAvs, or their equivalents, a. carriage C, stones
E, Avipers F, G, and H, and di.^tributer I, with each
other and with the stone D. all made and operatiiig
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

78.931.—John Daxxer, Canton, Ohio.—Pencil
Sheath.—June 16, 1868.

Claim.—A pencil case or socket, Avith a rubber or
other flexil>le or elastic lining, c, contained in an en-
larged chamber, b, in the inside tliereof, which ra]>
bcr Avill, by its friction, hold a pencil inserted therein
and protect its point, and be itself held in the cham-
ber by the recessed shoulders thereof, substantially
as described.

78,932.—WiLLiAJi Davis, Detroit, Mich.— Pre-
serving Meat, die.—June 16, 1868.—The spaces be-
tween the compartments are designed to be filled

with four conductors of heat. A goose-neck trap be-
low lets the water escape without admitting the air.

Claim.—1. The construction of a car body, room,
box, or chest, provided with compartments' ABC,
ice receptacle 1), chimneys or fannels E, and hatches
G, when arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. Thie goose-neck trap F, or equivalent, in com-
bination witli the receptacle D and compartments A
B C, Avhen arranged substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

78,933.— DA^^D Davy, Sheffield. England.—
Piston Valve for Steam Hammers.—June 16, 1868.

—The steam or other fluid is admitted into the valve
chest between the tA\-o pistons, and the exhaust steam
passes into the valve chest from the cylinder at each
end of the valve chest, and from thence into the ex-
haust pipe. The pistons or valves are hollow, and
around their circumference are po.sts corresponding
with and opposite, or nearly so, to other posts in the
valve casing, so that communication is established
between the top and bottom of the cylinder.

Claim.—The hollow piston valve, provided at the
top and bottom with the valves c c, between Avhich
the annular space h is formed, arranged to operate
in relation with the ports d g in the cylinder, the in-

duction port a, and exhaust H, as herein descri'oed,

for the pm-pose specified,

78,934.—Gaius S. Deane. Grand Eapids, Mich.
—Gauge Wheelfor Ploiv.—Jmxe 16, 1868.—When the
hollow axle becomes worn the bolt which secures it

to the standard may be loosened and tlie axle turned
half around, so that the wear will come on the other
side. The false hub, when it becomes too loose, may
be easily removed, and replaced by a new one.
Claim.—1. The combination of a false hub, E,

with the hub of a cast-iron plow wheel, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The hollow axle C, secured to the standardA by a
bolt, D, substantially as herein shown and described,
and fur the pin-pose 'set forth.

3. The combination of the recessed standard A,
bolt D, holloAV axle C. cap F, removable false hub E,
and cast-iron wheel B, Avith each other, said parts
being constructed and arranged substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

78,935.—D. A. DiCKixsox, Baltimore, Md.—
Ventilating and Drying Corn and Grain.—June 16,

1868.—Between the sides or ends of the crib or bin,

in Avliicli are bored holes, and to the inner surface of
each side or end, are secured inverted V-shaped
covers, to provide for the needed cii-culatiou of air,

and also for distributing the corn or grain in bulk.
Claim.—Ventilating and drying corn and grain by

means of the inverted V-shaped covers and holes in

the siding or walls, as herein recited.

78,936.—Hexry H. Dickixsox, West Xorth-
field, Mass.—I«iJ Clasp for Milkers.—June 16, 18G8,

—A clasp or spring is attached to the leg of a cow
while being milked, and is so constructed that the
tail of the coav may be firmly grasped and held dur-
ing the operation o'f milkiug'to prevent the tail being
whisked in the face of the operator.

Claim.—A tail clasp, for milkers' use, when con-
structed and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed and for tlie purposes specified.

78,937.—FnAXzDiEiJOLii, Boston, Mass.—Was^
Bench.—June 16, 1868.—Three bai's of Avood are so
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constructed that -n-hcn nnited they Trill form conTen-
ieut supports for two Avash tubs, or two of them may
be united to form a suppoi't for one wasli tub.
Claim.—The combination and aiTangemcnt of the

bars A, B, and C, with the pins D, aiid the neces-
saiy legs, for the purposes specified.

78,93S.— "William Donaldson, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Mncldne for Making Bungnfor Casks.—June
16, 1868: antedated January 3, 1868.—This invention
relates to a combination of parts by which the cir-

cular and lateral feed is effected, and also by which
the timber is held steady while being operated upon
by the knives, and released wjaile being cut off by
the saw.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cam H', piv-

oted guide plate S', pin /', block Y', claws G', spring
H', pawls or claws 1', spring J', and cylindrical
clutch C with each other, suljstantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the center M' and adjusta-
ble slotted plate X' with each other and with the cyl-

indrical clutch C, as herein shown and described,
for the purpose specified.

78,939.—John P. Dorman, Galesburg, HI.—
Sleigh.—June 16, 1868.— The sleigh or sled is con-
structed of malleable iron and zinc in such a manner
that it may be readily taken apart and stowed away
when the season of fts use is over.

Claim.—Tlie construction and arrangemen't r'\ a
sleigh or sled of malleable iron and zinc, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose as herein
set forth.

78,940.-William M. Doty, ISTew York, N. T.,
assignor to himself, Ezra P. Doty, and Ellis Doty,
Janesville, Wis.— Washina Machine.^^uue 16, 1868.

This machine is desiguecl for beating, squeezing,
rubbing, soaping, and' washing garments, &c., and
can be adapted to either process separately.
Claim.—1. The mode of connecting the legs with

the suds bos by fitting the upper L-shaped parts of
the legs around flanges projecting from the box, and
by connecting and holding together the same by
means of ties or rods, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The combination, with a suitable concave or
rubbing board of a swinging or oscillating wash
board, formed in two parts, hung independently of
each other upon the same axis, the one being rigidly
connected to the said axis or shaft, and the other
loosely mounted thereon, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The oscillating and divided wash board, com-
posed of two parts or jaws, as herein described, in
combination vcith a device for clamping and holding
together said parts, substantially as and for the pur
poses liereiu shovv-n and specified.

4. The comljinatiou, with the jaws of the divided
wash board, of the eccentric clampinij roll D, and
the arms or links by wliich the same is held to the
wash board, substantially as herein shown and set
forth.

5. The combination, with the divided wash board
and its clamping device, of the shaft C and pendent
arras, by which the said board is connected with
the shaft, substantially as herein shown and set
forth.

6. The oscillating and divided wash board, and its

clamping device, in combination with the movable
stop m, arranged and operating as herein shown
and set forth.

7. The plates h and i, in combination with the slot-

ted end board b of the suds box, all made and opera-
ting substantially as descriljed, .so as to form a closed
up-and-down movable bearing for the sliaft C.

8. The combination, with the jaws of the divided
wash board, of a lieating frame, G, all arranged in

one swinging frame, as described.
9. The i)eater frame, when hinged or made mova-

ble within the sAvinging frajne, snl)stautially as and
for the purpose herein sliown and described.

10. The manner of arranging the slats in the
beater or pressor frame so that the turning of gar-
ments is iH'omoted. as set forth.

11. Th('l)eatcr frame, when arranged as descrilied,

in comljination with the boai'ds g and n, and slat

frame I, under the arrangement and for operation
substantially as herein shown and described.

12. The combination, Avith the shaft, for operating
the Avash board, of a handle or lever mounted upon
said shaft, substantially in the manner described,
so that it may be set or adjusted to various heights.

13. The toothed disk J, in combination with the
lever E and shaft C, the whole being arranged for
operation substantially as herein shoAvn and de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

14. The valve M, when arranged as described, and
when provided with a stop, p, working on an in-

clined plane, in combination with a sucis box, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

15. In a washing machine in which the suds box
is divided into two compartments, as described,
the combination, with the larger compartment, con-
taining the clothes-Avashing apparatus, of the small-
er compartment and the tube or conduit therein for
admitting water from the exterior into the said box,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein shown and specified.

16. The combination, Avith the divided suds box
and the tube or conduit o, of the trough H, under
the arrangement and for operation as herein shown
and set forth.

78,941.—William E. Dr.^f.r, Hopedale, Mass.—Loom.—June 16, 1868.—Tlie object of this inven-
tion is to prevent the formation in the cloth of thick
and thin places occasioned by the continued opera-
tion of either the take-up or let-offmechanisms after
the breaking or running out of a fiUiug and the shift-

ing of the driving l)elt.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the arm J, and its shoulder, i, or the equiA'alent of
the latter, with the arm H and its actuating mech-
anism, the slide rod d, and its actuating mechan-
ism, (inclusive of the vibratory whip roller, or any
equivalent therefor, placed over the yarn beam,) and
the lever h and other mechanism tbr setting back
the impelling pawl, n, of the ratchet o, the Avhole
being substantially as explained.

2. The comlnuation of tlie spring catch/, or its

equivalent, with the stop motion and the mechanism
for actuating the retaining pawl of the cloth beam
ratchet.

3. The combination of the slider N, or its equiva-
lent, with the stop motion and the spring catch/',
applied to the slider T thereof, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

78,942.—Jean Marie Drouyer, Carondelet,
Mo.

—

Meat Mincer.—June 16, 1868.—Three cylinders
are arranged one over the other, the two upper ones
being provided with cutters fixed in shafts. The
cutters on the I <'o shafts rotate in opposite direc-

tions. The meat *s conveyed from the first to the
second cylinder by drivers and dropped into the low-
est cylinder, Avheuce it is ejected by a piston.

Claim.—1, The combination of the cutters m,
drivers r, shafts i i', cylinders b b' b", all constructed
and arranged substantially in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The piston T, spring T", and cam V, con
structed, arranged, and operating together, substan
tially as specified.

3. The combination of tho different parts herein
specified, ai-ranged substantially as described and for

the pm-pose setforth.

78,943.—JON.VTiiAN G. Dyer, Chicago, 111.-

Coffce Pot.—^June 16, 18()8.—An imperforate plate is

arrajiged near the bottom of the coffee pot and is

provided witli a hinged valve beloAv the spont. In
the imperforate plate is a central opening Avhich re
ceives a strainer containing the coffee.

Claim.—1. In a coffee or tea pot, the combination
of the imperforate division plate b, tho vessel or re-

ceptacle B, with the handle c, and the snppcn-ting and
guiding Avires, ail constructed and arranged substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. The valve d, in combination with the division
plate b, as and for the pm-poso set forth.

78,944.—Xri.son B. Eveland, Hartford, Conn.
—Shuttle for Sewing Machine.—J\\a.Q 16, 186S.—The
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springs, or other derice usually added to the shuttle

for givin.c: the requisite degree of tension, is dis-

pensed ^ith, and a simple slot, curved at the end
neai-est the heel is used instead.

Claijn.—The slot iu the shuttle, formed as de-

scribed, Tvith a long portion, c, and an abruptly
curved cud, d, and for the purpose set forth.

78,945.—Matthew Taloox, M. D., Blooming-
ton, 111.

—

Truss.—June IG, 186t'.—A divided pad is

provided ^vith a wheel fastened to a movable head
Tvhich is pivoted on a large spring so that the parts
of a rupture can be drawn together, and the head be
easily moved to either side.

Claim.—1. The divided pad A, working by means
of one or more spiral or elliptic springs, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. 'The combination of movable adjusting bar D,
with wheel d, and spring /, arranged and operating
substantially as and for tlie purposes herein seL forth.

3. The m'ovable head e, arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

78,946.—Matthew Faloox, M. D., Blooming-
ton, 111.

—

Abdominal Supporter.—June 16, 1868.

—

The pads are provided each with a spring set against
a cogged wheel by means of which they can be set

to suit any form of the abdomen either iu a preg-
nant or unpregnant state.

Claim.—1. The arrangements of two pads, B,
made of any suitable material, and arranged in front

on a supporter, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein set forth.

2. The springs a and wheel b, foinning the adjust-

ing attachment C, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the pui-poses herein set forth.

78,947.—Luther H. Tarxsworth, Hudson,
:hlass.—A2vl Haft.—June 16, 1868.—The shanks of
the jaws are connected together by a pin near their
lower ends ; upon a screw extending from the socket
are placed disks of leather cemented or glued to-

gether to form the handle.
Claim.—1. The jawsA A, as made with the conical

and screwed shanks, and the socket head B. as made
witli a conical mouth and a screw arranged therein
to receive the screwed shanks of the jaws, the whole
being substantially as and to operate as specified.

2. The combination of the screw U with the head
B. and the series of disks D D', of leather or other
pi'oper material, screwed on such screw, as described.

3. The arrangement of the connection rivet or pin
&, viz, within the conical shanks, and transversely
tiirough their screw, and with respect to the jaws
A A as represented.

78,948.—An'drew C. Flixt, Boston, Mass.—
Mosquito Bar for Windovj.—June 16, 1868.—The
parts are so constructed and arranged as to adapt
the device to openings of diiferent widths, and to fit

closely against the parts of a window sash.
Claim.— 1. A mosquito bar, made with rigid

clamping uprights and elastic bauds, and with net -

ting clamped by the uprights and stitched to the
bauds, substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the two elastic bands b and
7?i with the uprights, when the bands are arranged
in planes at angles to each other, substantially as
aiul for the purpose specified.

3. The projecting arrangement of the lower band
c, with reference to the lower ends of the uprights,
for tlie purpose specified.

4. The wires i, iu combination with the elastic
bauds and sockets iu the uprights, substantially as
and for the pui"pose specified.

78,949.-Charles Folsoji, Xew York. X. Y.—
Ash Sifter.—-lune 16, 1SC8.—In operation, the ashes,
<fcc., are placed in the lower box and the whole ap-
paratus is turned upside down, when the ashes will
pass through the sieve into the pail or vessel below,
assisted bv the partitions o" flanges.

Claim.—1. The sitting box B, having a wire gauze
bottom, F, semi-circular flanges E. and flanged open-
ing C, over vrhich the pail d is fitted, said bos B be-
ing adapted to fit over the box A, as herein shown
and described.

i. The combination and an-angemcnt of the sifting
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box B, having open bottom F, flanges E, and flanged
opening C, the pail d, provided with a rounded bot-
tom, and the pan A, all constructed to operate in
the manner and forthe purpose herein shown and
described.

78,950.—Henry D. Forbes, Cambridge, Mass.—Mosquito Killer.—June 16, 1868.—The head-piece
is made of riiin board covered Avith cloth of a loose
nap, and connected to a handle by a piece of flexible
rubber.

Claim.—A mosquito kUler, having a head block,
F, flexible joint D, and handle C, substantially as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,951.—Oscar C. Fox, Georgetown, D. C—
Ga.i Heater.—June 16, 1868.—The generating pipe
is made in sections, so that the parts directly acred
on by the heat may be removed and new ones sub-
stituted. The burner is constructed with a cup
to receive all waste oil, which latter is readily
burned.

Claim.—1. A petroleum stove, having the detach-
able pipe L, burner B, cup C, and cylinder E, the
upper edges of which are notched, all constructed
and arranged substantially as shown and described.

2. A stove, having two or more compartments.
px"ovided with iiulependent bui-ners, and having an
adjustable slide, for separating said compartments,
whereby either may be heated and used independently
of the other, -^rhen constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

78,952.—"WilliA3I H. Furjiax, Maspeth, X. Y.—Pisciculture.—June 16, 1868.—An artificially con-
structed spawning receptacle and receiver are jjre-

pared for the young fish, with a proper run of water
through the receiver from a head or spring, the
water being made to percolate through a properly
graveled bottom, provided with a cover made to open
and close at pleasure. The receiver is made to ad-
mit of the old fish from down the stream up through
it to the spawning receptacle.

Claim.—1. The method, substantially as herein
described, of breeding fish, by means of' a structure
composed of a spawuing chamber or receptacle and
receiver for the young tish, with the water introduced
thereto, iu an upwardly dii'cction, through the grav-
elly bed or bottom, to the spawning chamber of the
structure, and caused to flow or pass through the
receiver, essentially as herein set forth.

2. The brook shanty or structure A, composed of
a spawning chamber, C, and receiver, D, with flood
gates B E and guard F. or their equivalents, and
having the Avater introduced through the gravelly bed
or bottom to the spawning chamber, to establish a
stream or current through the structure, substan-
tially as specified.

78,953.— EiCHARD J. Gatlixg, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Priming Metallic Cartridges.—June 16, 1868.

—The priming or fulminate is placed within a small
metallic cup, fitting within a recess or depression in
the head of a cup, inserted in the shell of the cart-
ridge to prevent the escape of gas through the back
of the cartridge.

Cla im.—The struck up metallic cup B,fitted within
the shell A, without contact with the fianges of the
latter, and recessed to form the anvil a, and to re-

ceive the cup C, fitting in close contact with the sides

of said recess, for the purpose of preventing the es-

cape of gas between the shell A and cup B, as herein
shown and described.

78,954 John GiBBOXS,West Troy.X.Y.—TooZ
for Turning Cylinder Rings for Cotton Gins.—June
l(i, 1868.—The object of this invention is to make the
opposite edges of the rings of cotton gins perfectly

parallel with each other, so that they Avill fit to-

gether and complete the cylinder without secondary
adjustment.
Claim.—The chuck A, with its projecting face

a a, and arbor k, and recess for gauge rings, in com-
bination with gauge rings E, and with the cutter
head B, its cutter C, ring e, its recess, supporting
rings ?2, and spiral springs //, and rings g and t,

suljstantially as described, and for the pui'poses set
forth.
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78,955. — D. A. Gilbert, Morristown, Yt.—
Butter Tub.—June 16, 1868.—The cover is placed on
the tub and partially rotated, when the inclined por-
tion of the rim catches under the hooks and secures
the cover firmly upon the tub.

Claim.—The hooks C C upon the tub, when used
in combination with the cover, provided with slots

D D and the inclined surfaces, from a to a, as and
for the purpose set forth.

78,956.—Lewis Graxger, Memphis, Mich.—
Spring Bed Bottom.—JvlmqIQ, 1868.—By shifting the
position of the transverse bars, greater or less elas-

ticity may be imparted to the head, center, or foot
portions, as desired.
Claim.—Tha combination and an-angement of the

slats D and E, and blocks F, with the transverse bar
C, in connection with any proper bedstead, and op-
erating substantially as described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

78,957.—JoHX A. Green, ISTorth Waterford,
Me.

—

Horse Povjer.—June 16, 1868.—Jointed arms
are connected to a sliding ring, which moves up and
down on the post, to allow the socketed arms to con-
tract or expand for convenience in transporting the
machine.

Claim.—1. The removable, portable, and collaps-

ible wheel, composed of the arms c, set in sockets h

on the post B, having ring e and arms d, all as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the said wheel, composed of
arms c, with the shaft k, wheel o, and saw shaft p,
by means of cords or bands / and v, as herein set

forth.

3. The adjustable pulleys or friction rolls j and w,

as and for the described purposes.
4. The combination, in the mannerherein set forth,

of the different parts described, in the manner and
for the purpose of constituting a portable horse power
sawing machine, capable of oeing taken apart and
put together, as set forth.

78,958.—Edward Guillod, Titusville, Pa., as-

signor to Bryan, Dillingham & Co., same place.—
Construction of Drilling Jars.—June 16, 1868.—The
head or portion of the link which gives and receives
the blow is made of solid steel ; all the other parts
of the link, which are subjected to a tensile strain,

are made of wrought iron.

Claim.—The within-described drilling jars, con-
structed of wrought iron and steel, combined and
applied substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

78,959.—Stinson Hagaman, "Weissport, Pa.—
Machine for Rounding Slate Frames.—June 16, 1868.

—A lever and two revolving bolts or centers consti-

tute a press for holding the corner of the slate frame
firmly, while it is gently turned from left to right,

causing the frame to come in contact with the re-

volving cutter.

Claim.—The bolts or centers and lever E, in

combination with the rocking tree H, connecting rod
I, and lever J, all operating substantially as de-

sci'ibed, and for the purpose specified.

78,960.—James E. Hanger, Staimton, assignor
to himself and J. E. A. Gibbs, Eockbridgc County,
Va.

—

Cross-Bar Lock for Doors, d-c.—Juno 16, 1868.

—The curved rack is rigidly attached to the cross-

bar and meshes with a pinion wheel by which the
cross bar is operated. Tlie latter is guided by a pin
attached to the same, and moving through a curved
slot in the outer plate.

Claim.—1. The combination of the curved rack II,

constructed substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, with the cross bar E, and pinion wheel I, as

and for the pui'pose set forth.

2. Giving to the cross bar E a longitudinal and
S"vvinging movement, by means of the pin M project-

ing from tho cross bar, and working in the curved
slot N of tho case F, fastened substantially as

herein shown and described, and for tho purpose set

forth.

78,961.—David H;ARRiNGTON,'Worcester,Mnss.,
assignor to himself and J. S. Wheeler &. Co., same

Ytlace.—Friction Clutch Pulley.—June 16, 18C8.—
When tlie shaft is to be driven, one of the hubs is
forced toward the driving pulley, therebv turning
the screw shafts through the instrumentalities of the
hinged connecting arms and crank arms, thus forc-
ing out the friction pads against the inner surface of
the rim of the pulley sufficiently to clamp the arms
and pidley together.

Claim.—l.'The combination, with the rim D of
the pulley, hub F, and arms G G, of the screw shaftsK K and friction pads J J, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the screw shafts K K
and hub M, of the crank arms I I and connections
N ]Sr, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The combination, with the hub M, of the pro-
jections g g, substantially as shown and described.

4. The combination and relative arrangement,
with the loose pulley A and shaft E, of the hub F,
arms G G, with the projections H H, and steady
pins a a, and screw shafts K K, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

78,962.—EicHARD C. Harrington, ISTewark, IS".

J.—Door Lock.—June 16, 1868.—The lock is pro-
vided with two key holes, and is so constructed that
it cannot be unlocked from the side opposite to which
it has been locked.
Claim.—The cam G, sliding plate H, and lug g,

in combination with the bolt D, tumbler E, and the
partition c, all made and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

78,963.—Aaron B. Harris, Morrisville, Vt.,
assignor to himself, H. D. Bryant, and H. H. Gates,
Lamoille County, Yt.—Butter Tub.—Jnnc 16, 1868.—
The lower edges of the hoops on the cover are bent
inward and spring over notched and beveled flanges
secured to the tub.

Claim.—The metal spring hooks a a, in combina-
tion with the flanged ratch-plates b b, for the pur-
pose of fastening the cover to the tub, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

78,964.—Joseph T. Haskins, Rockport, Mass.,
assignor to himself and E. Rowe, same place.—
Warping Chuck.—June 16, 1868.—Friction rollers
prevent wear of the rope caused by tlie motion of the
vessel. The lower journals of the rollers work in
sockets formed in a plate fitting in a recess in the
bottom of tlie chuck.

Claim.—The friction rollers A, when inserted in
the chuck by being passed through the bottom, and
secured in place by the plate C, in combination with
the recesses in the jaws of the cluick, and in the
plate C, as herein shown and described.

78,965.—Augustus E. Hobbs, Elizabeth, N. J.—Fanning Attachment for Hocking Chairs.—Jixne
16, 1868.—The rocking motion of the chair communi-
cates a rotating motion to fans so arranged as to fan
the occupant.
Claim.—1. The grooved rod B, in combination

with the shaft D and any fans G, substantially as
shown and descriljed, an'd for the purposes set
forth.

2. The tube A and grooved rod B, or its equiva-
lent, and spring I, by means of Avhich a recipro-
cating rectilinear motion of the rod B is changed to
a reciprocating rotarj motion of the shaft D, and any
fans, G, in combination -nith any rocking chair, JSl,

substantially as shown and described.
3. The device for holding the shaft D in proper

position with respect to the rod B, substantially as
shown and described.

4. The collar K, in combination with the tube A,
made in two parts, for adjusting the position of tho
fans G, sulistantially as shown and descrilied.

5. A fanning attachment to rocking chairs, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

78,966.—Isaac Hodgson, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Construction of Prisons.—June 16, 18(>8.—This in-

vention relates to a mode of securing the cell and
other interior doors of prisons by which the jailor ia

enabled to unfasten one or more doors at pleasure.

Claim.—1. The hollow door post M, furnished
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•with the hooded shutters E, the cord waTS L, and
vertical tnbe or U-iron. a, substantiallv as'set forth.

2. The hasp X and eye g, bolt o. and cords e, and
stops r and t, constructed and arranged substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

78,967.—Joel S. Hood and Jons H, Hood,
TVashintrton City, D. C.—Perpetual Register.—June
16, 1868 V anteda'ted June G, 1868.—This device con-

sists of a changeable register and is designed for

showing the number of articles of each kind sent to

the -wash, the price of each article on a bill of fare,

or for other like purposes.
Claim.—1. The slides m, constructed -with rear-

•wardly projecting spurs s at one end, and knobs n
on tbe front side of their opposite ends, arranged in

combination with the slotted plates or cards A B
for operation together, as shown and for the pur-

poses described.

"

2. The disks D. in combination with the slotted

plates A B and slides m, all arranged substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

78,968.—AjfBROSE L. Houghtalin-g, Phjlmont.
2s". Y., assignor to George TV. Philip, same place.
—Drawingand Ticisting Head for Spinning.—J\mc
16, 1668.—The improTcment consists in mechanism
connected with a revolving tube or hollow shaft

placed in a stationary frame, -w hereby the operation
of di-awing the roving is continuous, and independent
of spindles, which may be placed also in the same
stationaiT frame to receive the roving, and spin a
continuous thread or yarn.

Claim.—1. The combination of the independently
adjustable drawing rollers m m. having straight

parallel sides with the twisting tulje c, to the axis of
which they are always maintained in central re-

lation, as and for the purposes herein described.

2. The combination of the drawing rollers m m,
having straight parallel sides and adjustable inde-

pendently on'opposite sides of the axial line of the
twisting'tube c, with the positive gears J: k and the
tube, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The pair of adjustable sliding bearings -s- s, con-
nected by the springs t t respectively, and fitted in
the opposite recessesp p. in the box n n. in combina-
tion with the drawing rollers ra m, having straight
parallel sides, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

4. The combination of the adjustable take-up rollers

6 fci i/2, or thetr equivalents, with the adjustable
drawing rollers m ra, and the twisting tube c, ar-

ranged and operating in connection therewith, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

78,969.—Jonathan- Hl^n-sbergek. TTorcester
Township, Va..—Horse Rake.—lxma 16, 1868.—

A

foot lever and sliding toothed rack are combined
with a cog wheel and spiiug clutches attached to the
ends of the parts of the axle and with the levers by
which the sliding rack is connected to the rake head
so that the driver by a movement of the foot lever
can cause the rake to rise and discharge the hay.

Claim.—1. Operating the rake teeth to discharge
the collected hay, by means of a toothed rack and
cog wheel connected with the axle of the machine,
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the foot lever L. toothed
rack G. cog wheel D, sliding spring clutches E, and
levers H and X, with ea-ch other, and with the axle
A, frame C, and pivoted bar E. substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the arms K and blocks J
witli flanges gr', formed upon the side edges of the
toothed rack G, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for tbe purpose set forth.

78,970.—^JoiiN MoRRisox HL-XTER.Morristown,
X. J.

—

Soles for Boot^, &c.—June 16, 1868.
Claim.—\. The sheet metal outer sole A A*, B,

constructed with spurs or lips, a b, around its edge,
for attachment to the lxK)t or shoe, in the manner
substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the sheet metal sole A B.
constructed as described, the cork tread and heel
filling/ D, and leather strips E C*, with the welt of
the boot or shoe, all arranged substantially as shown
and specified.

78,971 .—Louis HEiXE.PhUadelphia.Pa—««am
Bath.—June 16, 1868; antedated June 13. 1868.—

A

gauze double bottom bed is combined with a steam-
tight frame provided with a perlbrated cylinder, and
an air-tight cover, for steaming invalids with steam
fraji herbs.
Claim.—The frame or bedstead A A, in combina-

tion with the gauze bottoms C and D, cylinder B, and
cover E, constructed substantially as "describetl, op-
erating as and for the purposes set forth.

78,972.—Charles Kes'g, Xew York, X. Y.—
Time Piece.—June 16, 1868.—The movement and the
hand are made to revolve round a pivot by the action
of a balance weight which revolves round' the central
shaft of the movement, so that by the action of a
very small movement a hand of any desirable size

can be made to revolve, and a time piece is obtained
which shows the time at a con.sidcrabie distance.

Claim.—The balance weight c, attached either to

the arbor of the minute hand or to that of the horn-

hand of a watch movement A, and operating in com-
bination with said movement, and with the index C,
substantially in the manner and for the pui-pose set

forth.

78,973.—Leopold Klee, Pittsburg. Pa., as-

signor to himself and Charles T. Hekro.see. same
place.

—

Mash Tub.—June 16, 1868.—This apparatus
is composed of two vessels one within the other,
having a space between the two, and provided with
a cover common to both, the latter so arranored as to
hermetically seal the interior of the tub and the space
between the two parts. Steam or other heating
medium is introduced to the interior and to the space
between the two parts for heating the mash.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tubA with the
tub B, when constructed and arranged, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the tubs A and B, of a
cover, when arranged to hermetically close the
openings to bot*a tubs, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The combination, with the tubs A and B, of the
heating pipe E. when arranged substantially as and
for the purpose described.

4. The combination, with a hermetically closed
mash tub. substantially such as herein described, of
a means for compressing the air therein, as and for

the purpose described.
5. The combination, with the mash tubs A and B,

of a hinged cover D, when arranged to be hermeti-
cally secured to the tubs, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

6. The combination, with the mash tubs A and B,
of the cover, when arranged to hermetically close
the same, as shown in Fig. 3, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

7. The combination, with the tubs A and B, of
the man-hole appliances F, pipes G and H. Avhen all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purpose described.

78,974.—C. M. Laxe, Cincinnati, Ohio., as-

signor to himself and Charles GoocH, same place.— Combination Tool for Pleasuring and Marking.—
June 16, 1868.—The tool combines a pair of outside
and inside calipers^ dividers, a square, a centering
square, and rule.

Claim.—The combination of the graduated and
pointed legs B, having curved arms E, right angular
arm F, and graduated arc G, said leg-.s B being
pivoted together by a thumb screw, C, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

78,975.—Moses LEAvrxrand Azariah Foster,
Ottawa, HI.

—

Washing and Wringing 2[achi7ie.—
June 16, 1868.—The smooth roller is used both in the
operation of washing and also for wringing the
clothes. The hinged slats serve to press the clothes
against the roller.

Claim.—1. The smooth roller /, in combination
with the bucket roller g, the arras d d, the springs

j j, and the springs k k, substantially as described.
2. The hinged slats n n n and the springs q, in

combination with the elastic board F, substantially

as and for the purixjse described in the foregoing
speciQcation.
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'5'8,976.—Leander Lehman, Harrisbm-o:, Pa.—
Bottle Lock.—June 16, 1868.—A raetal top is locked
upon tlie neck of the bottle by a band provided with
a screw bolt to be operated by a key.

Claim.—1. A self-locking bottle stopper, when the
cover is secured by means of a spring lock and hasp,
substantially as described.

2. Securing the same to the bottle by means of the
band a, the ends of which are fastened together by
the protected screw bolt g, in the manner described.

78,9^7.—Franklin Leonard, Cleveland, Ohio.—Die for Forging Eye Bolts.—June 16, 1868.—The
form of the eye of th'> bolt ring is sunk one-half the
thickness in the face of each die, the two forming a
matrix in which the ring is shaped.

Claim.:—The dies B C, when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner as and for the pur-
pose specified.

78,978.-Henry M. TVyatt, Somerville, Mass.
—Lamp Burner.—JunG 16, 1868.—The upper bend
of each supporter constitutes a eatch to enter holes
in the deflector, and the lower lip serves to hold the
chimney in place.

Claim.—The chimney and air-deflector elastic sup-

porters D D, made substantially as described and
represented, that is, with the operative bends, the
lips and tlie deflector rests arranged and formed in

manner aa represented and described.

78,979.

—

John Leonard, Basil, Ohio.—Porta,
hie Fence.—June 16, i868.

Claim.—1. Securing the panels A and B to each
other, and in an erect position, by the inclined
braces C and G, short-notched posts or stakes E,
and wedges 'F and D, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described, and for the pm-poso set

forth.

2. Strengthening the panels A and B in position

by the inclined braces H, short-notched post or
stakes J, and wedges J, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

78,980.—J. E. LiNDSLEY, Goshen, Ind.— TTeaiZier

Strip.—June 16, 1868.—Designed as an improve-
ment on a patent to same inventor, J*ne 19, 1866.

The metal strip or cap is set over the sill and is al-

lowed to rise and fall to a certain extent being
forced by the lever against the lower edge of the
door when the latter is closed.

Claim.—The metal plate E, applied to the outer
portion or tread D of the sill, in combination ^vith

the metal strip or cap F and lever G, all arranged
substantially as and for the piu'pose set forth.

78,981.—J"osEPH H. LiTTLEFiELD, Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Combined Press and Strainer.—JvaiG 16,

1868.—A strainer rests upon a grating in the bot-

tom of a casing, and articles are pressed by a fol-

lower operated by a lever.

Claim.—The metal frame A, with grates a a and
feet B B, in combination Avith the strainer O and
bottomless case C, with standard D, lever E, bar G,
and follower E, the several parts being constructed,
aiTanged, and used substantially in the manner
specified.

78,982. — Emile Louiseau and Charles F.
Begi;in, Nashville, Tenn,

—

Artificial Fuel.—June
16, 1868.—Ccjuposed of coal dust, clay, saleratus, shel-

lac, made into a paste, formed in molds, and dried.

Claim.—A composition for fuel, consisting of the
ingredients herein shown and described.

78,983.—-James G. Lucas, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to himself and Aretus L. Sawin.—Machine
for Bending Wood.—June 16, 1868 ; antedated June
4, 1868.— Designed for shaping the tops of trunks.

A longitudinally recessed former is so combined
with a'prcsser die that the central parts of u trunk
top may bo pressed to the required shape. Side-

prcsscr 'stays are emplojed to bring tlie lateral por-
tions of the tops upon the surface of the former.
Claim.—I. The longitudinally-recessed former, in

combination with the presscr die, constructed to
operate substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The side-presser stays, in combination with the

former, constructed to operate substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

78,984.—"W. S. Mackintosh, Pittsbm-g, Pa.—
Axle Holler.—June 16, 1868.—A pair of rollers, hav-
ing grooves cut in their faces, of such form as to im-
part the proper shape to the heated iron when passed
between the rollers.

Claim.—The rollers D, having grooves thereon,
constructed and arranged substantially as shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

78,985.—Joseph Marengo and Alexander
Marengo, Burlington, Vt.

—

Machine for Making
Cigars and Cigarettes.—June 16, 1868.—The wrap-
per containing the filling is i^laced in a depression
in an endless band surrounding roughened rollers.

The endless bands are tightened by depressing the
sliding frame. The motion of the rollers serves to
shape the cigarette.

Claim.—A machine for manufacturing cigars and
cigarettes, constructed and operating substantially
as shown and described ; that is to say, with the
rougheped rollers / /, the stands D D, and the arms
E E, the sliding frame H, with the roller K, with
their belts and connections, when arranged substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

78,986.—John Young, Jr., Sunapee, N. H., ad-
ministrator of the estate of Dellavan D. Marsh,
deceased.

—

Invalid Bedstead.—June 16, 1868.—This
invention consists in mechanism attached to the
floor or a platform on which the bedstead may be
firmly secured, and against which the mechanism
rests, by which an invalid may be raised either at
the head or feet, or on either side, to any desired
position, or removed from one bed to another.

Claim.—1. The combination of the resting bars
' g (/' g" and sockets d d\ &c-, the supporting lever D,
the supporting arms E E' E", the pulleys F F^, the
pulley frame I, and pulleys G G' G", and circular
revolving plate F^, tlie bed plate B, the king bolt C,
the supporting bars A A', the bed pieces IJ TJ', the
cords Z Z', the ratchet wheels K K' K", and cranks
L L' L", the cords J J', &c., and the axles a a', and
crank R, combined, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes above described.

2. The combination of the resting bars g g' g" and
sockets d d', the supporting lever i>, the suijporting

arms E E' E", and the pulleys F F^, the pulley
frame I, and pulleys G G' G", the circular revolving
plate F^, the bed plate B, the king bolt C, the sup-

ix>rting bars A A', the bed pieces IT U', the cords
Z Z', tiie i-atchet wheelsK K' K", and cranks L L' L",
arranged and operating substantially as above de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the resting bars g g' g" and

sockets d d', the supporting lever D, the supporting
arms E E' E", the x>iilleys F F', the pulley frame L
and pulley G, the circular revolving plate F^, and
bed plate B, the king bolt C, the supporting bars
A A', the bed pieces U U', the cords J J', the axles
a a', and crank R, arranged and operating substan-
tially as above described.

78,987.-Patrick J. McElroy, East Cam-
bridge, Mass.—Nt(7-sing Bottle.—June 16, 1868.

—

Designed to be adapted for use both as a breast
pump and a nursing bottle.

Claim.—The milk receiving and delivering bottle

a, when combined with a breast-nipple tube, d, and
having an outlet, o, flexible pi])e g, mouth and nip-
ple-attaching tube h, and artificial nipple i, all ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.

7S,9SS.

—

Albert C. McKendree, Conncaut.
Ohio.

—

Ladder.—June 16, 1868.—A frame containing
a shaft and rollers is arranged to be fitted to tlie

lower end of one side of the ladder, so that by i-aising

the other side of the ladder the whole may be tmn-
dled to any desired place.
Claim.—The shaft O, roller o*. and slotted bar o',

when combined and arranged with the ladder A', as
and for tlie purpose set forth.

78,989.—Peter H. Mellon, St. Louis, Mo.—
Qinlting Frame.—June 16, 18()8.—Metallic plates,

slotted to receive the roller journals, arc attached to
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the inner sides of the ends of the side bars of the

fi^me. and between the two are sliding keys to pre-

vent the rollers from working out of place".

CZflijn.—Securing the rollers E in the ends of the

bars B by means ofthe slotted metallic plates D and
slotted sliding plates F, as herein shown and de-

Bcribei-

7S.990.—Albert C. Mikxe. Philadelphia, Pa.,

aseiirnor to himself and James Guild, Washington.
D. 'C.~Eailroad Car Heater.—June 16, 186S.—

A

steam box extends the entire length of the ear floor

anil is provided with suitable pipes and stop-cocks

or valves for regulating the supply of steam.
CZaim.—The"steam box E', having its upper face

corrugated, and forming the floor of the car E. in

combination with the pipes B B^ B^, and valves C C',

when constructed and operating as herein, repre-

sented and described.

7S,991.—Charles Mossa>t, BonrgDu Peage,
France.

—

Felting Ma<^hine.— June 16. 1866.—De-
signed for the felting of hat forms or cones by the
eo'mbination of a rolling motion and a to-and-fro. or
progressive and retrogressive longitudinal, motion.
The progressive will be in excess'of the retrogres-

sive motion, whereby the cone or web wiU pass
through and be delivered out of the machine, to be
again'entered at the point from whence it started,

to tmdergo a second or third time the felting action
of the machine.

Claim.— 1. The hollow bed a', in combination
with the reciprocating platen, having vertically-

sliding plates, I, and the endless chains x, bearing
the cone rollers /, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The felting plates h. having attached thereto,

by springs it, the laterally-yielding felting strips j.

substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose specified.

3. The roller-carrying chains, constructed as de-

scribed, with open links for the purpose of provid-
ing bearings for the cone rollers, substantially as

herein set forth.

4. Imparting a to-and-fro travel to the rubbing
plate^ the cone rollers /. and. hoUow chains x, with
t proportionately small excess of forward progi-es-

sion of the roller chains, by means of the eccentrics
P Q K, and their connecting rods, the crank shaft
I', and connecting rods yL. the friction lever, and the
pawl lever o, pawl v, and ratchet wheel X. all com-
bined and arranged to operate in the manner herein
shown and described.

78,992.—Gebeit T. Oetox, Cincinnati. Ohio.—
Hangerfor Shafting.—June 16, 1868.—On the lower
half of the box or bearing is formed a spherical ex-

tension to fit into a corresponding socket in a sup-
porting stem, the latter having a thread on its exte-
rior, so that it can Ije revolved for adjusting the
shaft in a vertical line. The box is retained in its

seat by a through bolt.

Claim.—1. The convex projection a, in combina-
tion vrith the bolt c, for retaining the box in its seat,

substantially as described.
2. The threaded stem b. when arranged to adjust

the box by its ov>-n rotation, as herein set forth and
described.

3. The screw bolt c, for retaining the box in
its seat, in the manner and for the purposes speci-
fied-

4. The combination and arrangement of the con-
vex extension a, rerolving screw stem 6, and screw
lx)lt c, arranged and operated substantially as set
forth and si)ecified-

7S,993.—Geoege T. Paoiee, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Bottom for Boiler.—June 16, 1868: antedated
June C. 1868.—A perforated plate or false bottom is

placed on the bottom of a culinary boiler pot to pre-
vent articles from being burned when boiled.
Claim.—A. perforated plate, a 6, with a depressed

rim and handle, c. made substantially in the manner
shown, and for the purpose set forth.

7S,99-1.—Elias C. Pattebbox, Puxihester, X.
T.—Eailroad Car J'acit.—June 16, 1868.—A jointed
brace to be attached to the coupling pin of a car and

operated by means of a lever, whereby one man can
move cars on the track.
Claim.—The jointed brace B and C, operated by

lever A, substantially as described.

7S.995.—BEXJAJnx P. Pent>exter. Minot, as-

signor to himself and George W. Holxee. Me-
chanics" Falls. Maine.

—

Machine for Sharpening
Saics.—June 16, 1868.—The annular file is rebated
out upon one of its inner edges, to receive the flange
of an annular metallic washer upon the hub of the
shaft. The upper met<illic portion of the bearing of
the opposite end of the shaft is provided with an
upwardly projecting anvil to receive the teeth of the
saw.

Claim.—^1. The annular file a secured to the flanged
wheel A, upon the arbor C, by means of the flanged
washers H, as herein described for the purpose
spe^iified-

2. The anvil e, for the saw set, formed upon and
with the journal box of the arbor C, as herein shown
and described.

3. In combination with the anvil e formed with
the journal box. the pivoted hammer arm S. operated
by the toe a^, and spring S^ as herein described for

the purpose specified.

78,996.—L. H. Pfleegor, Milton, Ta.—Safety
Hook.—June 16. 1868.—The long shank of the hook
locks under a point of the lever, and the hook can be
readily unlocked, if necessary, without slacking the
draught.
Claim.—The combined construction and arrange-

ment of the stock A, hook B, and lock lever "C,
substantiaUv as and for the purpose herein speci-

fied.

78,997.—TT. E. Phelps, Ehnwood, El.—Corn
Marker.—June 16, 18o8.—A frame provided with
three wheels so an-anged that, as the machine is

drawn along, thi-ee farrows wiU be made, the wheels
j
being allowed to conform to the inequalities of the
surface.
Claim.— The frame A. provided with the two

wheels C C, one at each end, in combination with the
bar D. connected to the rear of frame A by a joint c,

and provided with a wheel E, all constiucted and
arranged substantially in the manner as and for the

' purpose set forth.

78,998.- D.A.VID B. Platt, Madison, Ind.—
Combined Harrow, DriU, Planter, and Boiler.—
June 16. 1868.—A combined harrow, driE. planter,
and roller so constructed and arranged that the drill

and roller or planter and roller may"l>e used together,
or the roller and harrow may each be used alone.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rollers I Avith

the removable seed box C. drill shaft E. avheels F,
adjustable plows B, and frame A. all constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as described,

2. The combination of the removable seed box S,

shaft T, planting rollers U, pinion "VT, toothed rack
S, and lever T, with the adjustable plows B and
frame A. all constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as set forth.

3. The combinarion of the pivoted tongue L, bar
M, connecting rod X, pivoted lever O. perforated
standards P E, and frame A, substantially as de-

j
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

4. The combinarion of the slides G, plates H, re-

movable seed box C, roller E, and wheels F, sub-
stantially as described,

5. The frame K. when its front and rear cross bars,

K^ K^ are provided with teeth, in combination with
the removable toothed cross bar 'K?, substantially as

set forth,

78,999.—Feedeeick Post, Piano, VL—Scraper.

—June 16, ] 868.—The scraper being lowered to con-

tact -vrith the snnace of the ground.lthe disconnected
earth is forced back, by the movement of the ma-
chine, into the cavity o"f the scraper, which latter,

when filled, is elevated, and the load carried awaj
and emptied.

Claim.—The combination of the scraper A, chains
E. rollers M, ratchet wheel H, ratchet I, spur wheel
F. pinion G. and crank D, all constructed substan-
tially as described, and operating as specified.
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79,000.—George Eaft, Erie. Ta.—Device for
Fitting Wrist Pin.—June 16, 1868.—A tool shaft

bearing a cog wheel, and having a long bearing in

the frame plate of the machine, bores out the eye for

the wrist pin, while the crank shaft is still on the
centers of the lathe.

Claim.—The improved device herein described for

boring out the eyes for wrist pins.

79,001.—Samuel Eeep, Eising Sun, Md.—CwZ-
tivator.—JmiQ 16, 1868.—The pointed or rudder teeth

may be readily inclined to one or the other side by
means of the long lever.

Claim.—1. The combination of the forked draught
bar I, curved notched bar J, and sliding catch K, or
their substantial equivalents, with each other and with
the frame A of the cultivator, substantially as herein
shown aud described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The pointed or rudder teeth C, removably at-

tached to the pivoted shanks D, for the purpose of

pivoting the said teeth to the frame A, substantially

as herein shown and described.
3. The combination of the long lever !F, short

slotted levers E, pivoted shanks D, and pointed or
rudder teeth C, with each other, and with the culti-

vator frame A, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the lever catch G-, with the
long lever E, and Avith the curved and notched rack
H, attached to the cultivator fi-ame A, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

79,003.

—

Christian C. Eeese, Attica, Ind.—
Churn.—June 16, 1868.—The dashers are so formed
that when rotated in one direction the cream will be
thorougbly agitated, and when rotated in the o]ipo-

site direction they serve to gather the butter.

Claim.—1. A churn dasher, consisting of the ver-

tical shaft E, radial arms G H, dashers I i, J j, and
gatherers K L. the whole being arranged and operat-

ing substantially as herein described and set forth.

2. In combination with the elements E, G, H, I,

i, J, j, K, and L, of the preceding clause, the pinion
I), spur wheel E, and winches e e', for tho purpose
specified.

79,003. — Christian Reinhart, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Escapement for Clock.—June 16, 1868.—The
crown wheel is made double, having two rims on
which the teeth incline to each face. The verge
collet is fitted on a vertical shaft to which a forked
lever is secured. Above the verge collet is placed a
stop plate provided with an open si>ace through
which the teeth of the crown wheel escape as the
lever vibrates.

Claim.—1. The double-tooth crown wheel A, as

constructed, in combination Avith the verge collet B
and atop collet E, operating substantially as and for

the purposes herein specified.

2. Tlie verge collet B, stop plate E, as constructed
and arranged, in combiuation with the forked lever

D, pin h, arm k, and balance wheel H, as set forth.

3. The forked lever D, with its open space m, stop
pin or stud n, when the lever is balanced on the
verge shaft C, so as to distance the motion of tlie

collet B and stop plate E, to allow the points a a to

escape through tho incliue openings e e aud oi^eniug

/, as herein described.

79,004.—E. A. Rich and H. W. Bassett, Wal-
lingford, Conn., assignors to IIall, Elton & Co.,

same place.

—

Die for Cutting Upoon Blank.—
June 16, 1868.—A cutter on the die is so arranged as

to divide the blanks upon one edge, while the die

proper cuts a series of blanks from the other edge,

the blanks on the opposite edge being formed by tho

space between the blanks upon the edge Avhere tho
die operates.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cutter G on the
one part, and the corresponding edge a on the other
part, aud combined with the die C and punch E, and
in such relative position thereto that the wliole wiU
operate in the manner substantially as set forth.

79,005.—George Eichards, Eiehland Centre,

"Wis.— Wagon Bolster.—June 16, 1868.—Tho ends of

tho bolsters are provided with journals having metal

caps provided with sockets for holding the stakes.
The caps are held in an upright position by springs,
and can be turned down out of the way when desired.

Claim.—The combination, with the bolster A, of
the cap B, spring d, and lug C, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

79,096.—E. H. Ripley, l!forth Chelmsford, Mass.—Machine for Planing Moldings.—June 16, 1868.

—

The machine is so constructed and an-anged that by
very simple adjustments the same cutter may be
used for cutting moldings of many different de-
signs.
Claim.—1. Pivoting or hinging the feed box J' to

the plate E', attached to the upper end of the verti-

cal shaft D', substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

2. The eccentric plate or frame V, constructed
substantially as herein shown and described, in com-
bination with the vertical shaft D', as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the adjustable connecting
rod U, and weighted or balanced lever Q, with the
cam O and pivoted eccentric plate or frame V, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the slotted
lever E, centrally pivoted to the vertically adjustable
support X Y, the rod Z and step A', with relation to
the cam P and vertical shaft D', all constructed and
arranged to operate in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as herein shown and described.

5. The combination of the adjustable arm Y' and
slotted rigid arm XT' with the vertical shaft D' and
pivoted collar E', through which said shaft passes,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

79,007.—William Egberts, Earnham, K". T.,
assignor to himself, Austin Egberts, and Welcome
Sprague, same place.

—

Corn Sheller.—June 16, 1868.

The roller journals are supported upon blocks and
springs placed in recesses in the side of the frame to

admit of the roller yielding upwardly and horizon-

tally.

OZaiw.—Supporting the journals a' of the 1f|othed

roller A within the slots or recesses &', in combina-
tion with the blocks C and springs C, or their equiva-

lents, when these parts are constructed and operating
in the manner substantially as herein described.

79,008.—James H. Egwk, Port "Wayne, Ind.—
0/i«rn.—June 16, 1868; antedated June 6, 1868.—The
beatei's are beveled and chamfered so that in passing
through the milk to be agitated, converging and di-

verging- currents are alternately formed without the
tentleucy of throwing the milk into a spray.

Claim.—A churn dasher, constructed in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein specified and described
as an article of manufactm-e.

79,009.—"William F. Eundell, Genoa, I^". T.—
Harvester Reel.—June 16, 1868.—Eelates to an im-
provement upon a patent granted to the same inven-

tor December 31, 1867, and consists in a modification
of the elbows by which the beaters are secured to

the arms, so tliat they may be tightened in the event
of becoming loose by shrinkage.

Claim..—The constructing of the elbows E of two
longitudinal pai'ts, with bolts passing transversclj'

through the two parts, and also through tho arms
and beaters, substantially in tho manner as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

79,010.— Erederick M. Euschhaupt, ISTcw

York, K. Y.—Explosive Poiyder.—June 16, 1868

;

antedated June 4, 1868.—Consists in the mixture of

chlorate of potassa and naphthaline, the latter being
purified by i)ressiiig and sublimation and pulverized,

and to wh'ich is added a compound varuish.

C/rtiw.—Tlie use of naphthaline, in a manner as

described, and for the purpose set forth.

79,011 Daniel Sager, New York, IST. Y.—
Corn-Husking 2Iachine.—Jnne 16, 1868.—The picker

is provided with a series of cutting edges running in

a direction of its lengtli, aud formed on one side by
straight radial lines aud on the other by curved lines.
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The luisking rollers are provided -with grooves and
rotate in opposite directions.

Claim.—1. The picker B, when formed as herein
described, and for the purposes specified.

2. The husking rollers D D, -with their grooves d
dd, as and for the pm-poses set forth.

79,012.— N. C. Sakford, Meriden, Conn.—
Auger.—June 16, 1868.—The auger is formed with
two or more cutting lips so aiTanged that the paths
of the several lips Avill be different and distinct.

Claim.—Tavo or more cutting lips, ab c, of differ-

ent radial distance from the axial center of the auger,

and in different liorizontal planes, all constructed to

operate substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose as set forth.

79,013.—Elhax.\n TV. Sargext, Lowell, Mass.—Mechanical Movement—Juug 16, 1868.—For con-
verting reciprocating into continuous rotarv motion.
A cross-bead is ai-ranaed to slide upon guide rods in

sleeve bearings secured to the back plate of the cross-

head. Pivoted nippers armed with needle points en-

gage with an endless belt and move the latter as the
cross-head is reciprocated.

Claim.—1. The cross-head K, constructed as de-

scribed, and provided with nippers n, and combined
with the guide rods g and belt H, in the manner and
for the piii-pose substantially as described.

2. The combination of all the ojjerativc parts speci-

fied, arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

79,014.—John W. Schreiber, Few York, N.
Y.

—

Lamp Burner.—June 16, 1868.—The chimney
is supported upon springs projecting from the base
of the burner so as to leave an open space forthe aii-

below the chimney. An outer wick tube extends
above the upper end of the main wick tube, and rests

on springs so that a horizontal circular plate project-

ing fi-oin it is held against a contracted portion of
the chimney.
Claim.—1. The secondary tube D, arranged around

the main Avick tube B of a bm'uer, and projecting
above the same, when said secondary tube is, by
means of springs a a, that fit under aplate, E, pro-
jecting from the tube, held up, and adjusted up and
down, as set forth.

2. Closing the chimney of a lamp burner by means
of a perforated plate, E, which is held up against a
contracted portion of the chimney by means of
springs a a, as described, so that all the air Avill have
to pass to the flame through the said plate E.

3. A lamp burner, consisting of the body A, tube
B, and base plate C. in comWuation Avith the second-
ary' tube D, perforated plate E, springs a, cap G,
and spring holders F F, or their equivalents, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

79,015.—Otto A.Schulz, Chicago, IH—Tongv^;
Depresser and Atomizer.—June 16, 1868.—The atom-
izing tubes pass through the tongue-depressing lioider

to Avhich are secured wires for the support of the
bottle holder and the attachment of a handle. The
guard prevents the ends of the tubes from coming in

contact Avith the membranes of the mouth and
pharynx.

Claim.—^The combination of the atomizer and
tongue depresser, provided with atomizing tube
holder B, guard C. and bottle holder D, arranged
and operating in the manner as lieroin described
and specified, or in any other maimer producing
substantially the same result.

79,016.—TVilltamFishley Serjeant, St. Louis,
llo.—Railroad Rail Tie.—June 16, 1868 ; antedated
June 4, 1868.—Tlie ties are slipped upon the rail sec-

tions previously to securing the latter in place.
Claim.—1. The employment of a holding-down

cross-tie, which is constructed with jaAvs upon its

ends, which will embrace the rails, when said tic is se-

cured to, or adapted for being secured to, the Avoodeu
bed of the track, by means substantially as described.

2. A metallic cross-He, constructed of one piece of
metal, Avith jaws, a a, upon its extremities, and with
transverse perforations thi'ough it, as herein de-

scribed and showJO-

79,017.—S. SiCHEL and S. Feust, IJ'ew York,
]Sr. Y.—Ticket Register.—June 16, 1868.—The tickets
are arranged in a continuous roll and are Avith-

drawn by rollers, one ticket at each rcA-olution,

so as to protrude beyond the converging edges of
the plates. The delivery of a ticket is indicated by
a bell.

Claim.—The combination of the rollers J, i^lates g,
cam I, crank L, spool D, bell G, hammer H, with any
suitable train of Avheel work, connecting the rollers
with the dials of any suitable registering apparatus,
all substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

79,018 F. L. A. M. Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Oven Rack for Ship Stoves.—June 16, 1868 ; ante-
dated June 4, 1868.—A device to be placed in the
ovens of ships stoves or cabooses so as to retain the
dish, containing the article to be cooked, iu a hori-
zontal position under the rolUng of the vessel.

Claim.—1. The adjustable box E, containing a
meat pan, F, suspended on journals a, to uprights A
A, all constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as described.

2. The grooved uprights or standards A A, pro-
vided with a series of holes, through which a remov-
able pin, c, is passed, for sustaining the journals or
trunnions a a, of box E, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The application of the bars D to the fi'ame in
which the box E is suspeiided, to prevent the tilting
or tipping over of the frame within the oven, sub-
stantially as set forth.

79,019.—EGBERT D. O. Smith, TTashington, D.
C.

—

Connecting Rod Adjustment.—June 16, 1868.

—

By tm-uiug the screw sleeve the distance between
the ends of the rod may be increased or diminished
without detaching either end from its wrist con-
nections.

Claim.—1. A connecting rod orpitman constructed
in two parts, and united by the sleeve D with right
and left screws, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. A washer provided with an inward projecting
tongue, M, to be placed between a main and check
nut, in connection Avith a spline, !N", cut in the screw,
substantially as and for the jDurpose set forth.

79,020.— Sidney Sihth, "Worcester, Mass.—
Hot Air Furnace.—June 16, 1868.—The radiating
surface of the furnace is formed with a series of cor-

rugations, against which the moving cui-rents of air
are brought by means of deflecting plates.
Claim.—1. The shell A, corrugated horizontally,

as described, in combination with the deflecting
plates C C, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The flues E, constructed with corrugated walls
e, and hollow cones/, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The deflecting plates C C, or their equivalents,
to deflect the upward currents of air against the
radiating surfaces of the fm-nace.

79,021.—John Souther, Boston. Mass.—.S'feam

Fire Extinguisher.— Jnna 16, 1868.—The Aveiglit that
operates the lever attached to the steam valve is sus-
pended from a line leading over a pulley and across a
room or vessel. When the line is severed by a fire, the
whistle is sounded and the escaping steam or other
fluid serves to extinguish the flame.

Claim.—1. A self-operating fii-e alann and extin-
guisher, consisting of the pipes A and H, Avliistle B,
valve C, lever F, and weight E, or their eijuivalents,
all constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as herein described.

2. Tlie pipes A and H, fusible plugs I and J, and
valve stem K, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

79,022 Jacob D. Spang, Dayton, Ohio—Gas
Stove.—June 16, 1868.—Tlie burner is constructed of
two pieces, the one being screwed to the pipe and
provided with a single hole at the center, and upon
the end of Avhich is screwed the other piece, provided
Avith several holes arranged to throw jets of gas at
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different inclinations from the vertical jet in the
center.
Claim.—The burner, consisting essentially of the

parts m n, constructed as described, and operating
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

79,023.—A. Steward, Piano, in.—Thread Show
Case.—June 16, 1868.—Spools of thread are placed on
shelves inclining from front to rear, and are \}ve-

vented from rolling out by a cleat or stop in front.

When a spool is removed its place is supplied suc-

cessively by those in the rear.

Claim.—The show case for containing spools of
thread, consisting of the ends A, top B, partitions D,
stops E, and inclined planes G, substantially as speci-

fied.

79,024.—Eugene Sullivan, ISTew York, IST. T.,
assignor to the Amekican Horse Collar Company,
Boston, Mass.

—

Fabric for Covering Horse Collars.

—June 16, 1868.—The combination of some elastic

fibrous fabric with a layer of vulcanized rubber or
other elastic water proof substance.

Claim.— The within-described improved elastic

water-proof covering for the bearing surfaces of
horse collars.

79,025.—Abner Taylor, ISew Hartford, Conn.—Farm Gate.—June 16, 1868.—The gate when un-
latched assumes a vertical position, the rear portion
of the extended upper rail being weighted.
Claim.—The gate A, posts B B', rail C, bar d, and

rod e, the Avhole being constructed and arranged as
and for the purpose described.

79,026.—William A..Terry, Bristol, Conn.—
Calendar Clock.—JmiQ 16, 1868.—The wheel C, to
which the disk is attached, is provided with a num-
ber of pins placed in such positions that, at the end of
each month before one having less than thirty-one
days, one end of the pawl when released will fall

against the proper pin to regulate the position of the
pawl, so as to be taken up by the pin at the proper
Time to give the right number of days in the follow-
ing month.

Claim..—1. The use of thirty-two teeth in the month
wheel, instead of thirty-one, substantially as herein
specified.

2. The use of the month wheel with a year wheel,
or four years' wheel, revolving together upon a com-
mon axis, and so arranged that the year wheel, or
four years' wheel, shall change its relative position
to the month wheel one tooth or division at a certain
point in each revolution, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the disk A with the wheel
C, the pawl a a', the wheel D, and the pinion g, or
its equivalent, constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

4. The disk A, in combination with the pointer B,
so arranged that the same pointer shall indicate the
month and the day of the month, substantially as
described.

79,027.—Augustus Thayer, Albany, :N". T^.
Implement.—June 16, 1868.

Claim.—The implement, consisting ofthe parts A
A', having the head B, tack holder D, roughened
surfaces h b', c c', d, e,f, notches j I, holes k m, cut-

ters i i, grooves o, projections n, saw set p, screw-
driver /i, and claw g, all constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as and for the pm'poses herein
shown and described.

79,028.—Marx Thode, Mattoon, HI.—Subter-
ranean Wall.—June 16, 1868.

Claim.—In the formation of subterranean struct-

ures, the em])loyment of double walls e g, with the
space between them fihed with pitch, tn, or asphaltum
or other impervious material, to bo melted and
poured therein, as the walls are built up, and a bot-
tom, formed by the layers h d, with a layer of pitch
or asphaltum m between them, all constructed and
arranged as described for the pm-pose specified.

79,029.—TV. E. Thomas, Catasaqua, Pa.— Car
Wheel.—June 16, 1868.—A hollow enlargement sur-

rounds the hub and commimicates with hollow arms

having between them a thin webbing of metal also
connecting with the rim and the said enlargement.

Claim.—^A cast-metal car wheel, provided with,
the hollow enlargement A, hollow arms B communi-
cating with the same, and the inturning thin metal
webbing, all constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose described,

79,030.—tTohn a. Thompson, Auburn, K. Y.—
Machine for Grinding Mowing Machine Knives.—
Juno 16, 1868.—Improvement upon a machine pat-
ented to same inventor, March 17, 1868. The in-
vention relates to certain details in the construction
and means of adjusting the same.
Claim.—1. Providing the bar C with the rollers L,

and the clamps K provided with the rollers J, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with the bars C and C', con-
nected by the iointed links &, the plates A and D,
constructed ana arranged to operate as set forth.

3. The bar C, connected to the index plate A by
the jointed links b, and the levers E and E', substan-
tially as represented in Eigs. 7 and 8.

4. In combination with the apparatus, constructed
as last above described, arranging the bar C to slide
longitudinally *>"iteon, for the purpose of moving the
sickle along without changing the position of the
frame, as set forth.

5. The auxiliary stone E, when arranged to be ad-
justed on either end of the shaft, for use in connec-
tion with the main stone P, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

79,031.—John A. Thompson, Bucyrus, Ohio.—Machine for Cleaning the Intestines of Slaugh-
tered Animals.—June 16", 1868.
Claim.—1. The cleaning of the intestines of ani-

mals by revolving brushes, substantially as herein
described.

2. The cleaning of the intestines of animals by ma-
chinery, which operates to draw the intestines
through betfi^een contiguous revolving brushes, by
means of contiguous rollers, substantially as herein
described.

3. The driving wheel a., pinion d, grooved or
flanged roller c, geai- wheel e, gum roller 7i, fluted
roller i, and brashes A A, when arranged, combined,
and operated substantially in the manner herein
shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

79,032.—Dennis H. Tierney, New York, ]^. Y.—Bevel and Tapering Gauge.—June Ifi, 1868.—An
angular bar and a slide bar, each furnished at one
end with an adjustable blade, are combined Avith an
adjustable slide fitted on the angular bar. An ad-
justable arm is so combined with the sliding l)ar as
to readily adapt the gauge to the beveled portion of
a cavity.
Claim.—1. The combination of the slide B, angu-

lar bar A, adjustable slide bar C, and adjustable
blades c e, all arranged substantig,lly as and for the
purpose specified.

2. In combination with the subject-matter of the
foregoing clause, the adjustable arm g, arranged
substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

3. The arrangement of the graduated scale plate
m, adjustable blade c, and bar A, substantially as
and for the purpose specifiad.

79,033 Canceled.

79,034.—Eichard TJren and John Walker,
Houghton, Mich., assignors to themselves and John
Uhen, same place.

—

St%mp Mill.—June 16, 1868.

—

Supplementary cylinders and pistons are provided
at each end of the main cylinder, to act as cushions,
against which the force of the stamp piston may be
expended without damage whenever the piston "may
be forced against the ends of the steam cylinder.

Claim.—1. The supplementary cylinders H K' and
pistons J J', in combination with the cylinder (>. pis^
ton F, stamp (', and coupling D, substautiaKy as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

2. The supplementary pistons J and J', in combi
nation with the yokes K K' L, stamp C, and ccuip-

ling D, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

3. The rook shaft A, adjustable cams i, fixed cam
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X, and arm y, in combination witli the coupling D
and stamp C. substantially as described for the pur-

pose specified.

4. The crank shaft S, cam p, connecting rods W
"W', and valves O 0',in combination -n-ith the rock
shaft h, cams i x, coupling- D, and stamp C, substau-

tMly as described for the purpose specified.
5. 'The bracket E,', lover j, and floats ?, in combi-

nation with tlio cam i, stamp C, and coupling D, sub-

stantially as described for the purpose specified.

6. The horizontal shaft a, cam 6, valve 2', and
valve-rod d, in combination with the coupling D,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

7. The combination of the spring bed 23, rod m,
spring n, spring catch o'^, tappet p, arms Y u, and
spring t, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

79,035.—W. H. and L. Waddell, Churchville,
Va.—C/i7trH.—June 16, 18()8.—The rotation of the
Tvhe«l imparts a reciprocating motion to the beam to
which the dasher-rod is attached.

Claim.—The combination of the wheel, roller, and
lever beam, as above described, for the purpose of
operating the common churn.

79,036.—William "Wallace, Ansonia, Conn.—
Machine for Forming Lamp Tubes.—Jnne 16, 1868.

—By forcing apart the bars the tube is spread and
stretched into proper form.

Claim.—The an-angement of the two bars a and
b, their outer edges parallel to each other, or nearly
so, so as to receive the cylindrical tube, and com-
bined with a device to force the said bars, so as to
flatten and form the tube substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

79,037.-ExosWaterbury, Stamford, Conn.—
Seicing Machine.—June 16, 1868.—Beneath the path
of the shuttle and near to the needle is a vibrating
hook, which enters between the needle and its thread,
after the former lias receded a short distance from its

lowest position, so as to hold the loop and push aside
or spread it open to allow the point of the shuttle to
enter.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoted right-
angular arm M, pin J, slotted carriage G, and shut-
tle\Mver K, substantially as described for the pm--
pose specified.

79,038.—Jacob Weaver, Jr., Elizabethville.
Pa.—Corn Planter and Seed Drill—June 16, 1868.—
The ratchet wheel is made to engage with a toothed
lever under control of the driver, tolock the axle and
prevent its rotation when necessary.

Claim.—1. 'I'he seed tubes and cultivator bar or
frame 1, provided with tlie teeth J, in combination
with the frame A, lifting lever L, and seed wheels or
rings E, all arranged and operating as described.

2. The arrangement of the rag wheel or ratchet b
on the axle, in combination witirthe toothed lever or
brake b', operating as described.

79,039.—Alfred M. AFeekes, Xew York, N.
Y.—Lamp Shade.—June 16, 1868.—The elongated
pi-ojectious serve to shade the eyes on one side.

Claim.—Providing the lamp shade with one or
more elongated projections, a a, substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein shown and described.

79,040.—Franz RuDOLni Wegjiax, Saxony, as-
signor to himself and Tobias IvOMX, Hartford, Conn.— Wire Spring MattreiiS.—.Tune 16, 1868.—Patented
in S:ixony Marcli 6, 1863.—Tlie mattress is stretched
in the frame by inserting struts which rest against
the upper corners of the frame.

Claim.—1. A mattress or cushion, composed of
spiral wire springs, braided or linked together in two
or more series, so as to form one connected web of
woven wire, substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of"the struts H H with a mat-
tress of wii-e springs, substantially as described, for
the purpose ot stretching it and "rendering it more
elastic.

79,041.—D. A. White, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.—
Stove Pipe Damper.—June 16, 186S.—^Deflectors are
formed on the edges of the disk so as to allow the

smoke to escape and throw the heat against tlie sides
of the pipe.

Claim.—The herein-described stove damper, con-
sisting of the convex disk A and deflectors B, con-
structed and arranged in the manner as and for the
purpose specified.

79,042.— F. R. WiLLSON, Columbus, Ohio.—
Harrow.—June 16, 1868.—Designed as an improve-
ment on a patent of the same inventor, of September
24, 1867. On the under sides of the inner and outer
rails is a series of blocks formed Mith grooves in
which are secured metal plates that constitute the
harrow teeth.

Claim.—The arrangement of the outer rails A A
and inner rails B B, and the grooved teeth-holding
blocks K K, pivoted in the manner described, auid
the perforated bars D D, when the several parts are
constructed and operated substantially as specified.

79,043.—George W. Wood, Eichmond, Ind.,
assignor to himself and James W. Slater, same
place.

—

Inking Apparatusfor Color Prin ting.—June
16, 1868.—Designed for printing in more than one
color. Adjustable inking tablets are arranged in
sets parallel with one another, each set receiving one
color nad disposed upon corresponding lines of type.
In traversing the ways, each roller is brought in
contact with the face of its own table, without touch-
ing the others.

Claim.—1. The combination of the reciprocating
bed B, ways C, adjustable tablets D D^ D^, and roll-

ers G Gi G^, substantially as described.
2. The combination of the reciprocating bed B and

roller frame F, so connected by intermediate mech-
anism that the movement of the former shall com-
municate motion to the latter in an opposite direction,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,044.—S. W. Wood, Cornwall, INT. Y.—Pneu-
matic Grain Elevator.—June 16, 1868.—The grain is

drawn into and conveyed in a pipe or passage to the
apparatus by atmospheric pressure produced by the
continued partial exhaustion of the air therefrom,
and then discharged.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the atmospheric conveying pipe or passage A, ex-
haust chamber B, and pump or blower C,' substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. In combination Avith the foregoing, the self-

acting discharge valve D, operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The additional chamber H, and discharge valve
\

I, alternating with the valve D, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

4. The contracted apei-ture o of the receiving noz-
zle, for the purpose specified.

5. The combination of a pneumatic pipe or pas-
sage, for conveying grain, with a mechanical grain,

elevator, as herein specified.

6. The curved or bent discharge nozzle g, arranged
in combination with the discharge pipe or spout, so
as to distribute the grain by its own gravity, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

79,045.—Charles Wulstex, Lafayette, Ind.—
Printers' Ink.—June 16, 1868.

Claim.—An ink, for all the purposes for which print-

ers' ink is used, in wiiich the silicate of alumina,
white clay, or Jersey clay, or kaolin, prepared with
sulphate of zinc, audVith or without dilute sulphuric
acid, is partially substituted for lamp black, bine,

green, or other coloring matters, -witli drying mate-
rials and varnish, prepared as and in the proportions
substantially as shown and described, and for the
purposes set forth.

79,046.—Fraxcis Zell, Louisville, l^j.—Sash
Fastener.—June 16, 1868.—When the sashes are
closed the gravitating movement of the handle
causes the projection to take into an aperture in the
case to prevent tlie bolt from being operated from
the outside.
Claim.—I. The spring D, so attached to the spring

bolt B, that when the latter is retracted it shall be
retained in its retracted position, but be partially
projected from its casing by the movement of the
sasiti, so as to be brought against a projection, re-
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leased, and thrown into the socket when the sash is

closed, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The pivoted handle F, provided with a projection
or finger,/, for locking the bolt, and operating in

the manner and for the purpose explained.

79,047.—Francis Zell, Louisville, 'Kj.—Shut-
ter Fastening.—June 16, 1868.—The shouldered head
enters a recess and is secured in place by a partial
tui-n. Two slotted and matched retaining plates are
applied to the shank of the fastening device from op-
posite directions, and secured to the frame to pre-
vent displacement by an outward or inward move-
ment.

Claim.—1. The fastening device, consisting of the
successive cylindrical portions C C^ C^, the thumb
piece C^, and shouldered head C'*, in combination
with two matched retaining plates, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The plates D D, constructed Avith slots having
diverging sides, and with corresponding projec-
tions d d, substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

79,048.—Hexrt C. Appleby, Conneaut, Ohio.—Carbureter.—June 23, 1868.—The arms being rap-
idly rotated with the tube create a partial vacuum,
inducing a current of air which descends through
the vertical tube and is discharged into the hydro-
carbon liciuid by the horizontal arms. The air
ascends through the liquid and escapes into the gas-
ometer. The valve prevents the escape of vapor
through tlwj tube. A horizontal serrated disk is

placed above the arms in the tank to moderate the
rotary motion of the liquid.

Claim.—1. Discharging a current or currents of
air into hydrocarbon liquid by centrifugal force, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. In combination with a carbureting apparatus,
the valve i, operated by the weighted lever J, and
the serrated disk H, substantially as and for the pui--

pose described.

79,049.—Daniel W. AyErs, Sheldon, HI.—De-
rice /or Grinding Tools.—June 23, 1868.—The instru-

ment when in use may be held Like an ordinary bit

stock, the main wheel beiu"; turned by hand. The
device is especially designed for grinding sickle cut-

ters but may be clamped to a table for general use,
the tool being applied to either the cii'cukr grinding
wheel or the conical grinding wheel, as occasion may
require.

Claim.—An implement for grinding or sharpening
tools, composed of a stock, gearing and grinding
wheels, one or more, arranged to operate in the man-
ner substantially as shown and described.

79,050.—Lewis H. Baker, Tan-ytown, IST. T.—
Lounge.—June 23, 1868.—Provision is made for form-
ing a double bed, with space for the bed clothing
when not used as a bed, and also for the addition of
an adjustable washstaud and drawer.

Claim.—In combination with a furniture lounge,
an extension or folding washstand, arranged and
operated substantially as described.

79,051—E. H. Benjamin, Oak Hill, N. Y., as-

signor to GiFFORD, Potter and Company.—^e(/'-

Locking Shutter Hinge.—June 2S, 1868.—The eye of
that part of the hinge which is attached to the shut-

ter fits upon a i)intle on the other part, which is

attached to the casing, and the contiguous surfaces
of the two parts of the hinge are so formed that when
the shutter is opened to the full extent, it descends
to a limit(^d degree carrying its part of the hinge
downward and "thus causing a hole in the shutter
part of the hinge to catch over a vertical stud on the
other part so as to hold the shutter open. When the
blind is to be closed it is necessary to raise it. The
parts of the hinge arc adapted to be used at cither

part of the shutter.
Claim.—1. The reversible pintle plate P, provided

with a curved recess, the pintle l , and pin /, and
adapted to be secured to the arm b of the right an-

gular plate B by means of the tongue i and screw k,

all constructed and arranged as described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The perforated projection G cast upon the plate

A, and provided with the notched rib z and semi-cir-
cular extension r, in combination with the recessed
pintle plate P and the right-angular plate B, having
the stops S S', all constructed and arranged as de-
scribed, to produce a reversible shutter hinge, as
herein set forth.

3. The semi-circular rib q, or its equivalent, sub-
stantially as shown and described, in combination
with the screw k and pintle plate P, for the purpose
of holding the latter firmly, all as set forth.

4. The tongue i of the pintle plate P, or its equiv-
alent, substantially as shown and described, in com-
bination with the slotted projection b, for the pur-
pose of permitting the firm attachment of the pintle
plate, all as set forth.

79,052.—A. H. Blaisdell, Isewton Corners,
Mass.— Carpenters' Gauge.—June 23, 18G8.—The ex-
tremities of the fingers being moved along in con-
tact with the curved edge of a board, adjust them-
selves by moving upon their pivot pins, so as to cause
the marking point to move in a line corresponding
with the edge of the board.

Claim.—The fingers E E, pivoted on the sliding
block C, and operating so that their four ends will

always remain in contact with a curved or straight
edge, substantially as herein shown and described.

79,053.—T. W. M. Castle and J. B. Conner,
Adriance, lud.

—

Printing Press Frisket.—June 23,

1868.—The frisket is operated by the raising and
lowering of the tympan, the parts of the frisket being
closed upon the tympan, so as to grasp the sheet, by
the action of spiral springs, and turned outward, to
permit the printed sheet to be removed and a blank
sheet placed in position, by the contact of levers
pivoted to the tympan with 'prongs attached to the
rear end of the bed.

Claim.—Constructing the frisket of the parts D D,
attached to the tympan A, substantially as shown,
in combination with the pulleys or semi-pulleys F,
springs E, levers G G, and the prongs e e, all ar-

ranged and applied to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

79,054.—John G. Cross, Brattleboro, Vt.—
Pailioay.—Jxxne 23, 1868.—The outer lip of the chair
may be extended up to the top of the rails, or a sep-

arate piece may be applied so as to form a sub-rail

for the car wheels to roll upon in passing from one
rail to another, the object being to make a continu-
ous rail.

Claim-.— 1. The rails A, formed with rounded
heads and branched or arched bases, and having their

ends halved vertically to overlap and fit upon each
other, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination the two-tie chair B, having a
sub-rail, C, formed upon or attached to it, with the
overlapped ends of the contiguous rails A, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The sub-rail C, made solid with and upon the
chair B, substantially as herein shown anddesciibed,
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The detachable sub-rail C, secured to the chair

B by means of the lug b^, formed upon the outer lip

?>2 of said chair, and entering a notch or opening in

the lower edge of said suo-rail, substantially as
herein shown "and described.

5. The cuds of the main rail A, having its ends
secured to the sub-rail C and to the chair B by the

bolts D and wedge keys E, substantially in the man-
ner herein shown anddescribcd, and for the purpose
set forth.

79,055.—Isaac Davis, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Con-
nection for Soft Metal Pipes.—June 23, 1868.—The
object is to dispense with the use of solder in con-

necting the ends oflead pipes. The ends of the pipes

are spread out to form flanges, and a washer being
placed between the two ends of the pipe, the caps
are screwed together until the washer is firmly

clamped between the flanges.

Claim.—A lead-pipe connection, consisting of tho

screw clamps C D, applied over flanges a a, and
packing, aU substautiallv as and for the pui-pose set

forth.
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79,056.— Clayton Dess, Frankford, Pa.—
Gridiron.—June 23, 166S.—The detachable cover of
the gridiron mar be used as a cake griddle, by tum-
in^f It bottom si'de up and placing it over the stove
hole. The gridiron proper is depressed at the part
adjacent the handle, inducing the gravy to flow into

the handle, Tvhere it is saved for use. ' For broiling

small articles, such as oysters, a wire gridiron is

placed within the main griddle.

Claim.—I. The gridiron A, constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. 'The combination, with the gridiron A, of the
cover F, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the gridirons A and L, and

the cover F, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

79,057.—B:e>-et F. "SV. Deteeddvg, Alton, HI.—Harve^ster Rake.—June 23. 1868.—A variable mo-
tion is transmitted from the axle through gearing
and shafts, to a chain which is reciprocated across
the platform and gives a similar motion to the rake.
The platform is slotted in a direction pai-allel with
its front edge to admit of the rake teeth passing up
through it and travei-sing its whole length, irom
right "to left. In moving inward to discharge the
grain, the rake teeth are held in a vertical position
by the action of the spring fitted upon the end of the
rake bead, and in moving outward the teeth are de-

pressed so as not to interfere with the falling of the
grain upon the platform.
Claim.—1. The wheel I, rack J, gearing c KL,

and the shafts M Q, all arranged and applied as
shown, or in an equivalent way, for the purpose of
operating the endless chain V and rake, substan-
tiallv in" the manner as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The pivoted plate X and spring n, in connection
with the recesses o q. in the inner edge of the plate
of the metallic framing Q', and the bent rake tooth
Ax of the rising and falling rake, all arranged to op-
erate with the"" slotted platform S, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

3. The coiled spring .7, in combination with the
rak» head i and socket W. whereby the rake teeth h
are held in a vertical position, as "herein described,
for the purpose specified.

79,058.—Hexiit L. Dcajnt:, Green Oak, Mich.—Horse Hay Fork.—June 23, 18G8.—The operator
holding the hinged tines in an extended position
thrusts the fixed^tines into the hav, whereupon the
hinged tines aie forced down to bring the corres-
ponding jwints of each pair of tines in contact, and
thereby inclose the quantity of hay to be elevated.
Claim.—1. The swinging tines E E G. constructed

of one piece ofmetid, wh<in"the parts E E are crossed.
as shown, whereby their points are brought obliquely
across the points of the fixed tines, as "and for the
purpose herein set foith.

2. The two pairs of tines A A, B B, each formed
on one continuous rod or bar of metal, and hinged
together by the cross part G and bent eyes a a,^ail
substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose set'forth.

79,059.—Jacob Ebekhardt, Xewark, X. J.—
Hat Blocking Machi7ie.—June 23, 1868.—As thedies
are brought together to shape the hat body, the brim
is held upon a yielding surface and hence' preserves
its shape.

Claim.—The brim preserver, consisting of the
elastic annular plate E. between the metallic annular
plate D and frame B. in combination with the elas-

tic male die A, and metallic female die C, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

79,060.- JOELN" Enbight, Louisville, Kv., as-
signor to himself and Jajies R. Del Vecchio", same
place.

—

Passenger Eegister.— June 23, 1868.— The
mechanism by which motion is transmitted from the
turnstile to the recording apparatus, is so constructed
and appUed that the register is not affected by the
exit of a passenger.

Claim.—1. The combination of the doors or bars
F, shaft B, radial arms G, having stop pins ^'.or their
equivalent, attached to them, spring pawl J, and

j bent lever L, with each other when placed at the

j

entrance of a car, boat, room, or other place, sub-
i stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose "set forth.

i

2. In combination with the above and -with each
other, the toothed wheel V attached to a shaft. S.

having a single tooth or cog E', formed upon it, and
carrying an index finger G\ the toothed segment or
wheel ^', carrying an index finger, I', the dial plate
H', lever or arm E, pawls "VT and A', connection P,
lever O, rod J, and gong K', all arranged and oper-
ating as set forth for th"e purpose specified.

79,061.—E. H. Fisher, 'West ileriden, Conn.,
assiirnor to BEA^EK Falls Cutlery Cojipaxy,
Beaver Falls. Pa.—Cm«€?-i/.—June 23. 1868.—The
bifurcated tang is formed at the end of the blade,
and the edges of the prongs are flush with the sides
of the handle, while their ends are bent in so as to
take a firm hold in the handle. The bolster is fitted

into recesses in the edges of the tang so as to be
flush with the surfaces^of the handle and tang.
Claim.—1. The bifurcated tang B, provided with

hooks c c. fitting into the recesses in the handle C,
and secured in position by means of the bolster D,
fitting into the recesses b'b and over the end of the
handfe. as herein shown and described.

2. Securing the bifurcated tang B to the handle
C. by compressing the arms a, and slipping the
bolster D into the Vecesses 6, as herein shownTand
described.

3. Securing the bolster D to the handle by means
of the rivet d. passing through the handle between
the arms a a of the tang, substantially as herein
shown and described.

79,062.—^. T. FiSHEH, Lenoir's, TeTm.—Berel
Square.—June 23. 1868.—The object is to combine
within a single instrument several tools, which are
generally used separately, namely, a bevel square,

j
right-an'gle square, plumb, and "level. The iiistru-

I

ment is also designed to be used for determining
angles and measuring distances.
Claim.—1. The arrangement ofthe fix;ed index, G,

and movable index. H, with relation to each other,
and the stock A, graduated blade B, and slotted pro-
tractor D. whereby the required angle of the blade
with the stock is determined, as herein shown and
described.

2. The described arrangement of the slotted stock
A, graduated blade B. slotted protractor D, fi^ed
index finger G, movable index finger H, and set
screws E F, aU operating as described, for the pur-
poses specified.

79,063.—Thojlas J. Flagg, Xew York. X. T.—XeckTieand Watch Guard Comoined.—June 23,

1868.—The band or ribbon is passed round the neck,
and the knot or bow is sUpped up to its place under
the chin. The elastic loop attached to the bow is

passed over the front button of the shirt neck band
to prevent the bow from slipping down. The guard
ring of the watch may be permanently attached to
the extremities of the" neck band, or it may be at-

tached by a snap, or otherwise.
Claim'.—As a new article of manufacture, the com-

bined neck-tie and watch guard A. consisting of the
widened part a^. and the" narrow parts a'^a^. the
latter being adapted to receive the slide a^ which is

secured to the button of the shirt by its loop a*,

thereby holding the neck tie in proper positicoi on
the neck of the wearer, the ends a^ being also pro-

vided with a suitable means for attaching to the
watch, the whole constructed and arranged as herein
set forth.

79,064.—Martin Gayhaet. Touns: America,
Wis.—Trace Buckle.—JvJit 23. 1868.—The buckle is

made in two parts, pivoted together by a rod. and
having corrugated surfaces between wliich the trace
is pinched when strain is applied to the two parts.

the object being to relieve the tongue of a portion of
its dutv.
Claim.—The parts AAA' A" and B B B B', piv-

oted together by a rod. a. and provided with a rigid
i tongue, e, comigated cross piece A' and B'. all con-
I structed and operating substantially as sho^vn and
I described, and for the purpose set forth.
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79,065.— Jacob GiNTHER, Mier, TH. — Horse
Bake.—Jnno 23, 18C8.—The rake is attached to the
axle by hinged bars, and revolves to discharge the
load when its forward ends are made to encounter
the ground. When the hay is to be discharged the
rake is raised, together with its suspending frame,
in order that the forward euds of the teeth may be'

depressed by the superincumbent weight, and the
foot is lifted, at the same time, from the two central
teeth upon wliich it rests to keep the rake from re-

volving, until a sufficient quantity ofhay is collected.

The trip stick has a pivoted stop rod, the lower end
of which is in contact with a short stop tooth when
the rake is gathering hay, the stop rod yielding when
encountered by an opposite stop tooth at each semi-
revolution of the rake. The rake may be sustained
in an elevated position by the ratchet rack.

Claim.—1. The described arrangement of the trip

stick d, having a ratchet handle, g, foot b, pivoted
stop rode, and spring brace/, with relation to the
hinged bars I, carrying the rake A, said bars I being
adapted to be elevated and lowered by means of the
cord a, drum o, and leverj, all as and for the purposes
herein shown and specified.

2. The combination of the ratchet rack and trip

stick, substantially as described.

79,066.—J. H. Goodwin, Scotland 15"eck, IST. C.—Hammer.—June 23, 1868.—A screw driver is fixed
in the end of the graduated handle, the head of the
latter serving as a lever in using the screw driver.

The groove in the inner side of the hammer head is

intended to receive a nail, as shown, so that the nail

may, preparatory to driving it, be thrust into the
board. One of the prongs of the nail claAV is notched
to serve as a brad or tack claw.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
the tool, consisting of the combination of a hammer
with graduated handle and tack claw with a screw
driver, constructed as described,

79,067.— James Gray, Newark, IST. J.— Sad-
iron.—June 23, 1868 ; antedated June 13, 1868.—The
cover is hinged or removable, and the perforated five

bed is fixed stationarily in the lower part of the
hollow sad-iron. The interior communicates with
the outside air by a hole in the side of the iron.

Claim.—1. The cover D, constructed as described,
consisting of the plates b c, forming a cold air cham-
ber, the upper plate being slotted for the passage of
the arm e of the catch damper G, as herein shown
and described.

2. The adjustable sliding damper G,when arranged
below or near the mouth of the smoke pipe C of a
hollow self-heating smoothing iron, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

3. A self-heating smoothing iron, when provided
with a perforated cap fixed in the interior of the
hollow iron, with a double cover, D, and with an
adjustable damper, G, all made and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

79,068.—William HACHEXBURG,"W"hite Pigeon,
Mich.— Washi7ig Machine.— June 23, 1868. — The
rubber is operated by a lever pivoted to an arm pro-
jecting from the upper part ot the tub. Tho spring-

lever is attached to a shaft carrying arms, which
pass between the ends of the rubber and the side
walls of the box, and which may, by pressure ap-
plied to the spring lever, be made to bear down upon
the journals of the rubber to exert the desired pres-
sure upon the clothes.

Claim.—The combination of the curved sides B,
bearing the rollers C, segmental rubber E, Avhose
journals e^ are hung in vertical slots, slotted bar F,
connecting bar G, lever handle 11, shelf I, shaft J,

bars K, and spring lever L, all arranged as described
for the purpose specified.

79,069.—C. O.Hansen. Memphis, Tenn.—Bevel
Square.—June 23, 1868.—Tho slotted plate has a
scale on which the sliding head of the set screw may
be set, by tightening up tho said screw, at certain
points, to mark tho proper angles for figures having
various numbers of sides.

Claim.— The bevel square, constructed as de-
scribed, and consisting of the graduated plate B,

longitudinally slotted, the pivoted arms A, links C,
and sliding clamp nut D, all arranged to operate
substantially as herein shown and described.

79,070.—James T. Harris, Swampscott. Mass.
—Leather Boiler.—June 23, 1868.—When the wet
leather adheres to the rollers it is detached l)y mov-
ing the guard or guards upon the pivoting points.
The guards also stop the hand of the operator at a
safe point as it moves forward with the leather.
Claim.—The guards D and E, either or both, and

whether made separate or in one piece, in combiua-
tion with the rollers of a leather-rolling machine,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the pm'poses set forth.

79,071.—Dexter Head, Medusa, N. Y.—Hoist-
ing Apjyaratus.—June 23, 1868.—The weight to be
hoisted is attached to the lazy tongs, which are de-
signed to accelerate the operation.

Claim.—The lazy tongs C, arranged to operate
in connection with the derrick A, slotted frame B, the
puUoys, cord e, and windlass, /, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

79,072.—Sidney Holt, Baraboo, Wis.— ^ffoj?

Stripper.—June 23, 1868.—The fixed and sliding bars
have two series of teeth, a spring holding the mov-
able bar in such position that its teeth occupy corre-
sponding positions with those of the fixed bar ; but
the movable bar may be slidden laterally to remove
the corresponding fingers from each other, and per-
mit the vines to be inserted between the teeth of the
different series, which beine: done, the handle is re-

leased and the bar restoreil to its normal position
by the spring. The vines being then drawn outward
from between the fingers,the hops are stripped offand
fall upon the endless apron. The fine hops pass be-

neath the roller mounted above the apron, but clus-

ters are caught by the curved fingers of the roller,

and, being canied over the latter, are torn asunder
by the action of said fingers and those fixed above
them.

Claim.—1. Tke comli^ation and arrangement,
upon the frame A, of the ttxed and sliding bars^E F
respectively, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination and arrangement, with re-

lation to the toothed cylinder J, of the endless car-

rier D, rollers B, and vertically adjustable hangers
C, as herein shown and described, for the pm'pose
specified.

3. The toothed bar L, in combination Avith the
toothed roller J, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

4. The described arrangement upon one frame A
of the hop-stripping device, consisting of the parts
E, F, G, H, I, the breaking device J K L M N, and
the endless carrier D, passing around adjustable rol-

lers B, all constructed and combined to operate in
the manner and for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

79,073.—George E. Hutchinson, Cleveland,
Ohio, assiernor to himself and J. B. BuowN, Peeks-
kill, N. Y.—Toy Cannon.—June 23, 1868.—The slid-

ing barrel, in the enlargement at the rear of the bore,

is retained in its retracted position, to keep the
spring compressed, by the gravitating pin, Avhich
falls in front of said barrel when the latter is pushed
back by a ramrod. An arrow or bolt is inserted in

the bore to be discharged by the forward impulse of

the barrel when the detaining pin is raised by tho
lever.

Claim.—A toy cannon, having an enlarged
chamber, r, at the rear end of the bore, and having
the front end of the spring confined in a sliding bar-

rel, E, in combination with the lever F and pin d.

all made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

79,074.—Joseph H. Kleppinger, Cherryville,
Va.— Horse-Power.— Juue 23, 1868.—The pawl is

pivoted to a disk to which the sweeps are attached.
As the horses move forward the pawl catches against
one of tho teeth of the ratchet wheel and carries the
shaft around. The fly wheel acquires momentum
which is sufficient to continue the motion of the shaft
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in case the progress of the horses be interrupted.

When the duty devolrosupon the fly wheel the pawl
slips over the teeth of the ratchet.

Claim.—The wheel E, with the toothed face, and
the loose Avhoel F, witli the pawls b, all arranged as

described, in comlnuation with the shafts of a liorse-

power, and with the fly wheel H mounted on one of

them, as specified.

r9,0>5.—William H. Lee and Charles M.
Hahdenbergh, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Hot Air Fur-
nace.—-June 23, 18G8.—The air enters from below
into the spaces within the annular drums and passes

thence upwai-d through the vertical tubes in the
upper fire drum. By opening the damper the heat

is allowed to escape directly into the discharge flue.

Ey closing the damper the "heat is compelled to pass
down into the annular drums and tlience upward
through the pipes which conduct it into the chimney
above^tlie damper. The lower drums have partition

plates which retard the products of combustion pass-

ing through the di'ums.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of

the furnace drum A, (with the vertical air tubes a.)

the annular flue drums C, the smoke flues U and E,
and the chimney flues F and J, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purposes set forth.

2. The partition plates H and damper G, in com-
bination with the lurnace drum A, annular flue

drums C, smoke flues D E, and chimney flues F J,

as herein shown and described.

79,076.—E. O. Leeemo, Gold Hill, ISTevada.—
Safety Guard for Alining Shafts.—Jnne 23, 1868.

—

A contrivance to be applied to the top of mining
shafts to prevent the trucks from being accidentally

run into them when the cage is not in proper posi-

tion to receive the trucks.
Claim.—1. The combination, with a railroad track

and the cage of a mining shaft, of the automatic
safety-guard attachment, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination of the spring buffer H, spring
lever E, and slide D, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

79,077.—Carl Millar. Sandoval, 111. — 5'?ntti

Machine.—June 23, 18(i8.—The grain is fed to the
upper screen to I'cmove the straw and coarse mate-
rial ; thence it is delivered within the outer shell of
the conical smutting device, which has at its base a
fan ; thence the grain is passed to the conical brush-
ing apparatus, which also has a fan at its base ; and
finally it passes over a vibrating screen to the hop-
per for grinding.

Claim.—Thesmut machine C, with its screen B
and blower E, in combination with the brusher G,
blower H. and screen K, when constructed and ar-

ranged in the manner and to operate substantially as
described.

79,078.-Ira Page. Adams, N. Y.-Mamtfac-
turing Butter from Whey.—J\v:iQ 23, 1868.—The
whey remains in vats for twenty-four hours, and
then the cream is skimmed off. Saltpeter is added
to this cream and the cream is churned. The butter
thns produced is washed and worked, and then salt

and white sugar are added to it, after which it is

again worked to render it fit for use.

^Claim.—The improved mode of manufacturing
butter from wliey, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

79,079.—George H. Pierce and Martin T.
Glimsetal, Mineral Point. Wis.

—

Extension Trestle.—.June 23. 18G8.—A portable trestle horse for scaf-
folding and other purposes, the same being capable
of vertical and longitudinal extension and contrac-
tion.

Claim.—1. The traveling boards B B', consti-
tuting the platform of trestle or horse, substantially
as shown and described, in combination with the
braces a a a' and their respective bolts r r r', all as
and for the purpo.-^f^s set forth.

2. Tlie screws G, in combination with the cross
bar i and the hooks /, substantially as shown and
described, and for tiie purpose specified.

3. The slotted girders D D', in combination with

the legs A; platforms B B', and bolt r', substantially
as shown and described, and for the purpose specified.

4. The plates ?», substantially as shown and de-
scribed, in combination with the braces h and the
slotted girders D 1)', all as and for the purpose set
forth.

5. The cross bars i, substantially as sliown^and
described, in combination with the legs A, braces h,

and slotted girders D and D', all as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

6. The cross bars i, substantially as shown and
described, in combination with the screw G and legs
A', all as and for the pui'pose set forth.

7. The brace a', when combined with a guide a",
and bolt r', all constructed and operating substan-
tially as shown and described, and for the purpose
specified.

8. The hooked and hinged cross bar i', substan-
tially as shown and described, in combination with
the legs A, slotted girders D D', and iflatform B B',

all as and for the purpose set forth.

9. The chains (?, in combination with the bolts r
and legs A, nil substantially as and for the j)m'pose
shown and described.

10. The notches i)i the legs A*, in combination with
a corresponding notch on the girders, and the screws
G, all substantially as shown and described, and for
the purpose specified.

11. The clamp device, consisting of tlie metallic
strap k, and eccentric roller v, sitbstantially as sliown
and described, in combination with the legs A' and
supplementary legs A", and strips p, all as and for
the purpose set forth.

12. The tongue and its groove e', in combination
with the girders D D', substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose specified.

79,080.— William T. Porter, Wilmington,
Del.

—

Device for Stopping and Starting Calender
VeoZZs.-June23, 1868.—Wlien the roll is to be started
the clutch is drawn in contact with the friction

flange by turningthc hand wheel at the opposite end
of the roll. When the roll is to be stopped, the liand
wheel is seized and held, and the continued motion
of the roll throws off the clutch from the friction,

flange, whereupon the roll ceases to revolve.
Claim.—The rod E, passing through the roll A,

and connected atone end to the shaft D of the roller

and friction disk, by a swivel joint, its other ex-
tremity fitting within the hi\b block H, provided
with the hand wheel G, all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose hei-eiu

set forth.

79,081.—A. C. Eand, New York, :N". Y.—Gas
Burner.—June 23, 1868.—The gas issues through a
narrow opening which is adjustable in width for the
purpose of varying the size of the jet.

Claim.—A gas burner, in which a movable cheek
is adjustable toward or away from the stationary
cheek, as herein described for the i^urpose specified.

79,082. — Isaac Eoush and John W. Truby,
Otto, N. Y.—Organ. — June 23, 1868.—The block
moving in the grooves is attached to a jointed lever
which is connected with a treadle and which operates
n stop of the organ by moving with its end in con-
tact with the curved surface of a pivoted plate.

Claim.—The grooves R, in a surface, in combina-
tion with a block moving in such grooves, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

79,083. — William Sinnott and John Mc-
Naughton, Brooklyn, N. Y.— Tailors' Measure.—
June 23, 1868.—Designed to aid tailors in taking
correct measurements for gentlemen's coats.

Claim.—The adjustable quadrangular frame, com-
posed of the metal bars, on each of which a trradu-

ated scale is marked, in combination Mith the

vertical bar d, sliding upon the lower bar b of the
quadrangular frame, and carrying the adjustable

tape measm-e C, as herein described, for the pui'pose

specified.

79,084.—JosErii S.mallwood, St. John, I?"ew

Brunswick. -Portofe^c Stove.—Jnne 23, 1868. —A
portable, diminutive stove for workmen and others,

whereby they may heat their coffee and tea and
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warm their dinnei's. "WTien in use, the boiler is

withdrawn, inverted and set upon the flange inside
and near the top of the furuace.

Claim.—The furnace or part A, and the boiler or
part B, when constructed so that they will slide or
ibid together, as seen iu Fig. 2, and when used for
the purposes set forth, or In combination -nith a
lamp, substantially as described.

79,085.—S. L. Stockstill and H. H. Dille,
Medway, Ohio.—Meat CiUter.—June 23, 1868.—The
cutters and arms are set spirally around their re-

spective rollers, so as to feed the cut meat toward
one end of the machine, -where, at a point below the
cutters, it is discharged. Such pieces of meat as are
not retained by the spikes or arms fall upon the
slotted plate, arid are thereon cut up into such small
particles that they can fall through the slots.

Claim.—1. The inclined slotted plate E, attached
to opposite sides of the shell A, below the spikes a,

•whereby, as the two halves of the shell are brought
together, the inner edges of the plates fit against
each other, to form a partition, as herein described,

for the purpose specified.

2. A meat cutter, consisting of two rollers, B and
C, carrying spikes and cutters respectively, and
n'^orking -within a case A, that is, by means of a
slotted partition, E, divided into two compartments,
as set forth.

79,0S6.—Martin Streeter, l^e-wHaven , Conn.

,

assignor to himself and Artell Austin, Jersey City,

]Sr. J.— Shutter Operator.— Jnne 23, 18G8. — The
pivoted lever is held rigidly by clamping it to the
guard plate, the blind being thus retained in any
desired position.

Claim.—Securing the blind C in any desired posi-

tion, by means of the screvr handle G, upon the
screw shank of the lever D, acting upon the curved
edge of the plate E, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

79,087.—Peter TH05IPS0N, Sardis, Ohio.—Shoe
Lanter.—Jane 23, 1868.—The supplemental jaws
close upon the outside of the main jaws. When the
handles are pressed together, the movement forces
the springs against the tails of the supplemental
jaws, so that the four jaws close simultaneously.

Claim.—In combination -with tlie pincers or parts
A A', the jaws C C and springs//, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as shown and
described.

79,088.—James P. Thorp, Southintrton, Conn.
—Thill Coupling.—June 23. 1868.—The "hook holds
the thill iu the event of the breaking or casual with-
drawal of the thill bolt.

Claim.—The hook F, applied to the thill coupling,
and passing through a hole in the thill wire, to op-
erate in tiie manner substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

79,089.—Robert Tyrrell, Sumner, IW.—Tire
Bending Machine.—June 23, 1868.—The revolving-
disk is operated by the lever, the tire being drawn be-

tween the peripheries of the disk and roller bent and
around the disk. The disk has two circular siTrfaces,

suitable for the tires of fore and hind wheels. The
roller is set up to the smaller circle of the disk when
that circle is being used.

Claim,.—The combination of the rotary disk A,
having the two diameters ef, and provided witli the
lever B and clamping device g h, with the horizon-
tally and vertically adjustable roller C, slotted arm 1)

25, blocks n o, heatled rod /i, provided with the nut j
and gudgeon k, all constructed and arranged to op-

erate substantially as herein set forth.

79,090.—R. A. "Webster, Sandisfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself, John Down, and R. J. Dowu,
Lee, Mass.

—

Inner Soles for Boots and Shoes.—Jane
23, 1868.—An insole consisting of five layers of dif-

ferent material cemented together and arrauged in

the following order: cloth, gutta percha, or India-

rubber, wood veneer, gutta percha or rubber, and
cloth or paper.
Claim.—The inner sole A, constructed substan-

.jnllyas described, for the purposes set forth.

79,091.— J. M. Wilson, Lexington, Miss
Plow.—Jnne 23, 1868.—A plow for workinjr ground
containing young cotton plants. The point is shaped
like an arrow head and is secured to the standard or
formed as a part of it.

Claim.—1. A plow, consisting of the combination
of the arrow C with the scraper D, all made and op-
erating substantially as herein shown and described,

2. Providing the scraper D with notches a b, to
facilitate its fastening to the standard A and arro-w
C, substantially as herein shown and described.

79,092.—Kenelm John Winslo-w, Montpelier
Row, Twickenham, England,

—

Apparatus for Con-
verting Motion.—June 23, 1868.— Communicating
rotary motion to axles, especially applicable to sew-
ing machines. The machine bemg put in motion,
alternate action is given to the pawls, which, work-
ing on the ratchet wheels within the drums, impart
continuous rotation to the axle. The pawls are sus-
pended inside of hollow drums upon which the
treadle bands act. Each pawl is kept in operative
position by means of a link attached by a pin to the
end of the pawl, the other end of the link being fast-
ened to a ring or pulley working loosely upon the
axle or bearings of the drum. Friction retards the
movement of the ring. When the drum is moved
backward the link, acting on the pawl, lifts it free
of the ratchet. A cord from a pulley placed beside
and attached to one of the drams is passed over the
upi)er pulleys to a pulley attached to the other drum.
Claim.—1. The combination of the loose hollow

drums C, hinged pawls D, link connections E E G-,

friction pulley H, fixed ratchet wheel B, and shaft A,
all constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. In combination with the above, the retarding
rings K and spring L, and also the cord O and pulleys

Q, all constructed and arranged to operate in the
manner and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

79,093.—C. A. Woodbury, Woodstock, Vt.—
Thread Cutter.—June 23, 1868.—Springs pi'oject axi-
ally from the center of the shield, which is attached
to "the cutter by inserting the springs in the eye ol

the cutter and' bending the teeth of the shield 'ovei
the edge of the cutter. The cutter, thus completed,
is attached to the spool by inserting the springs iu
the axial hole thereof.

Claim.—The thread cutter, consisting of the disk
A, having a sharp edge, the notched shield B, and
spi'ings a, substantially as herein set forth.

79,094.—John Armstrong, New Orleans, La.—Steam Generator.— June 23, 1868.—The inclined
connectin"- flues conduct any deposit of sediment
that may be made therein into the vertical tubes,
from which it passes into the clearing pipes to be
discharged by the blow-off valves or cocks.

Claim.—The central line or set of vertical tubes
A, in combination Avith the outer lines or sets ol

tubes, and with the system of oppositely-inclined
connecting flues B, arranged in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

79,095.—Alpha A. Atherton, Waterbury, Vt,
Washing Machine.—-June 23, 1868.—The lower wash-
board consists of rollers, iu each of which a number
of holes are bored at right angles to the axis upon
which the roller turns.

Claim.—The combination of the board D with the
knuckles, and the board E with rollers containing
holes, Avhich allow the water to flow freely through
them, as and for the purpose specified.

79,096.—Alfred M. Bailey, Middlcfield, Conn.,
assignor to Metropolitan Washing Machine
Company, same place.— irrtnf/cr.—June 23. 1868.—
The peculiar manner of arranging the bearings oi

the spring is designed to prevent the tilting or ris-

ing of the roller at one end, when the clothes to be
wrung are inserted near such end.

Claim.— 1. In clothes wringers, a»d other ma-
chines in which two rolls arc required to operate
at varying distances from each other, the employ-
ment of a spring, whoso ends extend beyond the
bearings of the upper or driven roll, in the' mannei
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described, so that the ends of said roll shall bear
against the spring, at points intermediate bet^reen
the bearing points of said spring, as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. In combination n'ith a spring whose bearing
points are located with relation to the points where
It is in contact with the upper or driven roll, in the
manner specified, the employment of screws, or
equivalent devices, tor regulating the pressure of the
spring, arranged immediately above the points where
the upper roll bears against the said spring, as
shown and set forth.

3. The herein-described combination and arrange-
ment of the spring with the upper roll, the frame,
and the regulating screws, so that the said spring
may be readily applied to or removed from the ma-
chine.

79,097.—Xelsom Baker, Algansee, Mich.

—

Cultivating Hops.—Jnuc 23, 1868.—The smudge of
saw dust, leaves, straw, weeds, pennyroyal, or other
vegetable snbstance is prepared by mixing or moist-
ening it with a diluted solution ofsulphuric or muri-
atic acid, parafBue, coal, gas, or other tar. The
smudge licing set on fire, the smoke and fumes are
blown among the vines, destroying the insects.

Claim.—The herein-describe'd method of destroy-
ing insects upon Jiop-vines in the open fields by sub-
jecting the vines to the action of pyroligncous, sul-

phurous, hydrocarbon, or other similar vapors, in

the manner specified.

79,098.—Joseph P. Ball, Lebanon, Ini.—Med-
icine for Hog Cholera.—June 23, 1868.—The ingre-

dients of the composition are rosin, saltpeter, sul-

phur, ginger, bayberry, cayenne pepper, galls, flax

seed, gentian, cream tartar, and anise seed.

Claim. — The improved and newly-discovered
medicine, for the cure and prevention of hog chol-

era, compounded and prepared of the materials and
substances in the manner and proportions and ad-
ministered as herein set forth.

79,099.—Samuel Barry, Dayton, Ohio.—Saw.
—June 23. 1868.—The teeth have an angular groove
in their sides into which the sides of tlie aperture in

the saw blade enter as the teeth are driven into posi-

tion. As the teeth are being forced in, the projec-
tions which proceed from the base of the said aper-
ture bend the forked parts outward and thereby se-

cure the teeth in the blade.
Claim.—The mode of attaching the teeth B and

C to the saw plate A, substantially as shown and
described.

79,100.—B, r. Bean, Schuylkill, Va.—Imple-
ment.—June 23, 1868.—A device intended to perform
the functions of a i)air of tongs and a monkey
wrench.

Claim. — The combined implement herein de-
scribed, consisting of the tongs B C and screw wrench
C D E, the movable jaw of the latter being made
adjustable upon the arm or handle C by a nut, H,
which i.s fitted to a screw thread cut upon the arm
C, the whole constructed and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

79,101.—Edward E. Brewster, Cleveland,
Ohio. — Washing Machine.—June 23, 1868.— The
clothes are rubbed between the corrugated boards
and the brush. The soap drawers being under the
perforated washboard, the water mixes with the
soap and forms suds which reach the clothes through
the perforations.

Claim.—1. The soap drawers J, in combination
with the perforated washboard B, for the purpose
specified.

2. In combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the frame D, brush H, and standards C, all

arranged to operate in the manner as and for the
purpose specified.

79,102.—Davit) S. Brown, Jr., Ifew York, ]S^.

T.

—

Machine for Cutting Soap.—June 23, 1868.—

A

slab of soap is placed upon the bench and in front
of the transverse bar of the rack frame, which be-
ing moved foru-ard presses the soap through a frame
of parallel, vertical wires, cutting the soap into bars.

The bars, thus formed, pass under the stamps, wWch
ai'C depressed by a lever and raised by a spring.

Claim,.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the bar B', arms B B, racks C, wheels D, shaft E,
wire frame H, and bench A, the whole being made
and operated as shown and described.

2. The arrangement, on the frame I, of the stamp-
ing bar d, stamps c c c, toggle-jointed bar e, and
lever /i, for the purpose of stamping a number of
bars of soap simultaneously, the wliole being made
as shown and described. * •

3. The combination and arrangement of the soap
cutting and stamping devices herein sho-vvn and de-

scribed.

79,103.— Moses Calvert, Marshall, Ohio.——Churn.—June 23, 1868.—The frame in which the
driving mechanism is mounted is supported by in-

clined braces. The dasher has a vertical reciprocat-
ing motion imparted to it by the pulley and crank
wheels, and is shown detached in the engraving.
Claim.—The construction and combination of the

frame, gearing, and dasher, wh«n arranged and op-

erating as herein described, and for the purposes set

forth.

79,104.—Hexry T. Carter, Portland, Me.—
Car Truck for Changing Gaxige.—June 23, 1868.

—

The wheels of the car tmck are mounted upon tele-

scopic axles so that they may be moved laterally

toward or away from each other. At the station
where the car is to be transferred from a broad to a
narrow gauge track, the truck is run upon an adjust-
ing table consisting of two beams, each having
guard rails in addition to the ordinary rails so as to
retain the wheels upon the latter during the adjust-
ment. One of the beams, with its rails, is adjusta-
ble in relation to the other, it being supported upon
roller trucks and moved by a screw. The shoulders
on the friction plate of' the bolster preserve the
proper relative position of the truck and bolster.

Claim.—1. The four shoulders d, d', d", and d'",

constructed on the bolster B, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the shoulders d, d', d", and
d'", with the transverse rods, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The lateral-moving rail o' with its guardrail h',

in combination with the fixed rail and guard rail o
and h, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

4. The combination of the lateral-moving rail o'

and guard rail h', with their bed or beam, and fric-

tion rollers or trucks, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

79,105.— George P. Tew, Cranston, adminis-
trator of Charles "W. Clewlet, deceased, assignor
to American Eyelet Company, Providence, II. I.

—

Eyelet Machine.—June 23, 1868.—The two subjects
of invention for which letters patent of the United
States, numbered 25,318 aud 28,737, and dated Sep-
tember 6, 18.39, and June 19, 1860. for improvement
in machines for making watch rims, and improve-
ment in devices for making the rims of ^\ ateh and
locket cases, respectively, were granted to the above-
mentioned Charles W.'Clewley, are incorporated
under the present invention in a'machine for making
eyelets, together with certain additions whereby the
combined devices are adapted for the purpose stated.

Claim.—1. The compound instrument B, com-
posed of a male cutter, c, a die, a, and a female cut-

ter b, in combination, constituting the moving instru-

ments in the foi-mation of an eyelet, substantially as
described.

2. The combination of the above-described com-
pound instrument B, with the stationary female cut-

ter d, " former," e, male cutter h, and coUar/, sub-

stantially as described..
3. The piston H, in combination with the die a, ar-

ranged and operated substantially as described, for
the purposes specified.

79,106. — "William S. Coffman, Coldwater,
Mich.—ITorse Hay Fork.—June 23, 1868.—The bolt

is held in its highest position, to lock the two parts
of the fork together, by the spherical rubber spring

;

and the tripping cord, which is pulled in order to
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discharge the load, is attached to a hook or ring at
the lower part of the bolt.

Claim.—In combination with the two parts A E
of the horse hay fork, hinged together as shown, the
spherical rubber spring G and bolt k upon one part,
and the keeper or recess a on the other part, the two
acting together, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

79,107.—Edward A. Cooper, Buffalo, N. Y.—
.Harness Snap.—June 23, 1868.—The sides of the
hollow chamber in which the spring is centrally
hinged are formed respectively of the main shank of
the snap hook and the tongue or catch plate.

Claim.—The arrangement with the main body of
the hook, constructed with a flat plate and inwardly
projecting lug g, and an outwardly projecting thumb
piece, h, and a flat spring, E, one end of which is

secured to the lug, which receives the screw in the
main body, and the other end bears against the lug
g, and having an entirely closed chamber for the
spring, as herein described.

79,108.—David B. Cox, Troy, IST. Y.—Exte7i-
sion King for Base of Cooking Stoves.—June 23,
1868.—The extension ring rests upon the base, and
receives upon it the body or upper part of the stove

;

said ring being removable and changeable in order
to adapt stove bodies of different size to one base, or
to bases of one size.

Claim.—An extension ring. A, applied between
the base B and body C of a stove, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

79,109.—Jonathan David, East Enterprise,
Ind.—-Farm Gaee.—June 23, 1868.—When the gate
is to be opened the lever is moved forward, so as to
draw the bolt from its socket, and at the same time
raise the front stile and the forward ends of the rails

suflicieutly to clear obstructions, svich as snow and
freezing clods of earth. The cam in revolving acts
against a pin in the post to which the gate is hinged.
The gate and post when thus raised are sustained by
check pins passing through the cam into the main
post, the object being to allow small domestic ani-

mals to pass under the gate.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the forked lever

E and sheave c with the articulation of the said lever
on the bar a. by means of which the front stile C is

lifted simultaneously with the drawing back of the
bolt G, in the manner and for the purposes substan-
tially as described.

2. Hoisting the gate by means of the earn J and
pin b\ through the medium of the slotted supplemen-
tary post B and guide bolts or screws n n, or their
equivalents, when used substantially in the manner
and for the purposes as set forth.

3. The articulated arrangement of the bars a a^
a^ a^ in the stiles C and C on the pins 1234678 9,

by means of which the forward end of the gate may
be lifted, and kept up by a pin inserted in the hole 5,

over the upper bar D, in the manner as specified.

79,110.—George B. Eield, Is'ew York, IST. Y.—
Steam Generator.—Juue 23, 1868.—The cast-iron sec-

tions are eacli analogous in form to a wheel having
hollow hub, spokes, and rim. The enlargement in

the water spaces of the arms and rim causes a drain-
age therefrom into the central cylinder formed by the
succession of hubs, from which tlie sedimentary mat-
ter descends into the reservoir below the grate, said
reservoir having a waste pipe and cock, whereby the
contents ofthe reservoir and generator may be drawn
off. The feed pipe extends into the hub of the cen-
tral section and discharges the cold water in the cen-
ter of the mass of hot water, and also within a central
cylinder, the effect of either provision being to pre-

vent the cold water from being discharged against
the surface of the generator. The annular enlarge-
ment in tlie central cylinder of the generator serves
to deflect the heated water rising at the sides of the
generator toward the center of the descending col-

umn of cold Avater. The orifice of the safety valve
is designed to afford the greatest space for steam
escape.

Claim.—1. A steam generator, constructed of cast
ii m or other cast metal, with a hollow cylindrical
hub, radiating hollow anns, and n hollow rim con-

necting the outer ends of said arms, substantially as
set forth.

2. Constructing a cast-metal steam generator, as
above described, with a continuous enlargement of
the water space from a point between the arms,
through the same, to the central hub, as described
and shown.

3. The cylinder C, arranged as shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the sections A of a steam
generator, such as described, a reservoir, E, stand-
ing under the main cylinder of said generator, and
beneath the fire grate, as described.

5. In connection with the central cylinder or hub
of a steam generator, such as described, and the in-

closed cylinder C, the annular enlargement N, for
the purpose and with the effect set forth.

6. In combination with a steam generator, com-
posed of one or more sections, as herein described,
the safety valve M, having an orifice as large as the
interior diameter of the cylindrical hub or largest
tube of the generator, as set forth and described.

7. The arrangement of the feed pipe B, in connec-
tion with the central cylinder or hub of the steam
generator described, so that the feed water shall be
discharged at the center of the descending cun-ent,
as set forth and described.

8. A steam generator, composed of sections A, in
the form of hollow rings, with hollow radiating arms
connecting said rings with a central cylinder or hub,
said sections being placed one above another, and
so arranged as to fill the space within the chimney
without being imbedded in the same, and with the
radial arms so disposed as break joint with each
other, all as set forth and described.

9. The tubular rods J J, arranged to secure the
sections A to each other, and located oiitside of said
sections, so as to increase the circulation and steam
surface, as described.

79,111.—Lawrence E. Erazee, Jersey City,
N. J.—Life J?oa«.—June 23, 1868.—The boat consists
of two hollow metallic semi-cylinders, connected to-

gether by intermediate framework, and divided into

water-tight compartments, into which the provisions
are stowed. When the boat is thrown overboard
either side is liable to be uppermost when she rights,

and the hollow sheet-metal bow and stern are there-

fore so applied that after the boat reaches the Avater
they may be drawn up by small chains and secured
in the position favorable to the passage of the boat
over the waves, through the surf, &c.
Claim.—^1. The combination of a buoyant and ad-

justable bow and stern, so arranged that whichever
side of the boat floats uppermost the desired form may
be given to the ends tliereof.

2. The adjustable bottom, so aiTanged that which-
ever side of the boat is uppermost it may be secured
as low as possible, to give room to the feet and legs
of the persons carried.

3. Connecting the adjustable bottom to the adjust-

able bow and stern in such a manner that when the
latter are secured in the desired position the former
is also fixed as required.

4. The provision for stowing bread and water in
such a manner that whichever side of the boat comes
uppermost it is all readily accessible to those on
board, all for the purpose and in the manner sub-
stantially as described.

79,112.—George B. Garlinghouse and Cyrus
B. Garlinghouse, North Madison, Ind.

—

Harvester
Fitman.—June 23, 1868.—The pitman pivot enters

a seat or socket in one side of the heel of the cutter

bar, the opposite side of the heel having a socket to

receive one end of the clamp, Avhich, at its other end,

is held to the pitman by a set screw.
Claim.—1. In the pitman connection with the cutter

of a harvesting machine the single conical or conoi-

dal pivot or point on the pitman, entering into a cor-

responding hole in one side of the knife licel, in

combination with the clamp, or its equivalent, ar-

ranged to work on the opposite side of the lieel, on
a center coincident with tlie point of the pitman, for

the purpose of affording free movement in turning
on the centers, and to take up the slack caused by
wear in working the machine.

2. In combination with the pitman and cutter bar
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of a harresting machine the separate, detachable
holding device or clamp D. constrncted as described,
for the purpose of keeping the pitman in proper po-
sition with the knife heel, and to be easily removed^

79,113 "^. B. GCERXSET. Xew York, X. Y.—
Box.—June 23. 1868.—The cylindrical box is repre-
sented as composed of two" counterparts, each of
which has its body cemented in an annular groove
in a head or endpiece. One part fits within the
other, the box being designed to hold butter and
other produce.
Claim

.

—The improved box. made ofveneer,with its

sides fitted and cemented into perpendicular grooves
in the heads thereof, as a new aiticle of manuiacture.

79,114.—TTiLLiAMirAGEETT, Monongahcla, Pa.—Hull of Steamboats.—June 23. 18o3.—The recess
in the stem of the hidl for the reception of a bal-

anced rudder is constructed upon strictly geometri-
cal principles, the object being to enable the timbers
to be worked out in the yard 'and put up in a frame
without the necessity of "cutting them to the proper
shape after lieing in "place.

Claim.—The geometrical system or rule as illus-

trated in Fig. 1 of the drawings for draughting the
cross timbers so as to form a segment of fTconoid in

the hulls of vessels, substantially as set forth and de-
scribed.

79,11.5.—Martial Haixque, San Francisco.
Cal.. assignor to himself and John Lowth. same
place.

—

Drill Stock.— June 23, 1SG8.—The gib is a
metallic block, whose concave side rests aeraiust the
drill stock, while its straight side is actefi upon by
the lever. The lever being turned upon its fulcmm
binds the gib against the drill stock, which binding
prevents the further revolution of the lever aroimd
the drill stock, and causes the latter to turn with the
lever as the motion thereof is continued.
Claim.—The combination of the drill stockA with

the lever D, the plain or cormgated gib C, and the
sleeve B. the said paits being'constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described.

79,116.—David E. Hall. Detroit. ISIicK-^Toint
Clamp.-^Juue 23. 1868.—A thin plate of steel is

bent as shown and has stnick-up barbs. The clamp
is used for staying the corner joints of boxes, pic-

ture frames, 6ch.

Claim.— The herein-described metallic clamp,
when constructed in the manner as and for the pur-
pose set lorth.

79,117.—Bernaed Havaxagh. Xew York, X.
Y.—Wash Boiin Overflow and Discharge Pipe.—
June 23, 1808 ; antedated June 13, 1868.—The drip
pan receives any leakage consequent upon the coup-
ling of either cock becoming loose, and a pipe cou-
Tcys it from the pan to a sewer. A box, constitut-
ing a stench trap, is formed on the under side of the
drip pan. said box being the chamber of communica-
tion between the hollow column supporting the ba-
sin and the sewer pipe.

Claim.—The trap e and pipe/ below the drip pan
d. in combination with the hollow column g, sup-
porting the basin, and arranged to receive its dis-

charge and overflow, as and for the purposes set foith.

79,11S.—As-DREW B. Hester, Xorth Yemon.
Ind.

—

Sash Balance.—June 23, 1868.—An improve-
ment on the sash balance for which patent Xo.
44.866 was granted to same party Xovember 1, 1S64.
The object, in the present case, "is to have the parts
of the sash-suspending cord move in parallel lines,

to avoid fiiction.

Claim.—The sash balance, consisting of the plate
A, with the pulleys 1 2 3 as arranged thereon, the
pulley B, the cord K. the cap C, and the lever F,
the whole constituted and arranged substantially as
described.

79,119.-^Ju5TrN- H. Hill, Clinton, ja.— Culti-
vator.—June 23. 1868.—The inner frame is pivoted
at its forward end to the forward end of the main
frame, and is raised when the front end of the main
frame is lifted by depressing the foot levers. The
plows are thns raised clear of the ground. The
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shovel handles are attached to arms upon which
they swing laterally, and a\ hich are connected by a
strap joint to the pivoted frame so as to have ver-

tical play. The handles are connected together by
an adjQs"table link or bar, whereby the relative posi-

tion of the shovels may be varied.
Claim.—1. The frames A and C, and the lever F,

combined and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The shovel handles G, arms H, "and connecting
bar I, arranged substantially as described, in com-
bination wit'h the frame C and its adjuncts, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,120 JcsTTN- H. Hill and Jonx T. Ham-
mond, Clinton, HI.

—

Corn Planter.—June 23, 1668.

—

By the movement of the slide the tongue is made to

cl"os9 the side of the chuie into which the seed is

dropped, and to open the opposite side of the chute
to permit the escape of seed deposited therein by
the previous movement of the slide.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
slides H H and plates a a, with the tongue h, chute
F, and plow E, as set forth.

79,121.—"VT. D. Hillis, Elgin, IDl.—Fence. -

June 2.3, 1868.—The picket is fixed in position by
securing the flattened pait of the rail in the corre-

s^wnding part of the picket slot by driving a pin in
the enlargement above or below it. The flattened
and headed ends of the rails are passed up through
a vertical slot in the plate, and the strain upon the
rails draws their heads into recesses in the plate.

The plate is secured to the post by a screw passing
between the ends of the rails.

Claim.—1. The combination of wire rails E E^,

constructed as above-described, with the slotted

pickets F F and the pins c' c', substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The metiillic plates D D. when constructed
with the slots and recesses above described, and
with the enlarged space m m. and used in combina-
tion with the screw a and the wfre rails E E\ sub
stantially a.': and for the purpose specified.

79,122.—C. HocHBRL-xx, Xew York, X. Y.-
Floicer Frame.—June 23. 1868.—A frame represent
ing an anchor, wreath, heart, star, or other object,

is made by winding wire arotmdmoss, and strength,
ened by stay rods. The frame is embeUistied bjr.

flowers'or plants.
Claim.—The frame for flower ornaments, con

structed and arranged as herein shown and. de-
scribed.

79.123.—Amos Holbrook, Jr., Lynn, Mass-rr-
Book' Binding.^Jxme 23, 1868.—The different, sig.

natures are united by passing a parallel, thread
-H ithiu the fold of each, said thread passing frcni

signature to signature at or near the end, and being
connected at regular intervals by a single or double
cliain stitch. The object is to adapt tae work to the
operation of a book-sewing machine.

Claim.—1. Connecting two or more signatures of
a book by a parallel thread passing within the fold

of each signature, and through the slit in the end to

the next signature, sabstantially as described, and
for the ptixpose set forth.

2. Combining with the parallel thread, arranged
as set forth in the first claim, a series of chain
stitches, substantially as described, and for the pur
pose set foith.

79,124 J. F. Hollister. Piano. Vl.—Globe
Joint.—June 23. 1568.—The pitman is attached.by
straps to the shanks of the globe, so that the axis

of the latter is perpendicular to the line of motion
of the pitman. An opening is made in the bar to
receive the two-part box, "whose concave surfaces

are made to fadge upon the globe when the parts are

put together. The fissure in the bar enables th.e

prongs of the bar and the parts of the box to be
drawn together by a screw bolt. The lips on . the
outer comers of the box bind the prongs of the bar
and serve to secure the box in position.

Claim.—1. The mode of. connecting the ^lobe C,

by means of straps on its .poles, or their equivalent,

substantially as set forth.

2. The co"ncaves K K, and vibrating bar B, com-
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bined -v^-itli the globe C, and pitman A, the -whole
constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The lips L L L L, for tlie purposes set forth.

4. The fissure M in bar B, for the purpose set
forth.

79,125.—Samuel W. Huntington, Augusta,
Me.—Door Spring.—June 23, 1868.

Claim.—A spring for closing doors, &c., consist-

ing of a strip or cylinder of vulcanized India-nib-
ber, and sockets, m m, iu which the ends of the
same are held, constructed and arranged as do-

scribed, and applied to the edge of the door and
jamb, to which the door is hinged, in the manner set
forth.

79,126.—AtFREB Fauvin Jaloureau, Paris,
France.

—

Machine for Manufacturing Telegraphic
Cables.—S\m.e 23, 1868.

Claim.—1. The improved method of forming tele-

graphic cables by the application of successive lay-

ers of bitumen, separated and maintained by spiral

bands of bitumenized paper, and consolidated by
coils of bitumiuized twine or yarn, the whole pro-

tected, when necessary, by an outer covering of me-
tallic wire, substantially as above specified.

2. The improved combination of machinery, by
aid of which the manufacture of the said cable may
be effected with facility, certainty, and economy,
substantially as herein set fortii, and shown in the
figures of the accompanying drawings.

79,127.—H. C. JOKN'SON, Delavan, Wis., as-

signor to himself and C. H. JoH^'SO^^ same place.—
Stove Pipe Shelf.—June 23, 1868.-Articles placed
ou the shelf are kept warm by the heat of the stove-
pipe.
Claim, —i. A stove-pipe shelf, when made in

pieces B and B', with leaves C and C, secured to a
stovepipe, substantially as described.

2. Loops D and E, in combination with hooks F,
to secure leaves C and C to the center shelf B and
B', constructed as described, one loop being wide,
and the other narrow, on each piece B, to provide
tor the parts B and B' being adjusted.

3. Fonning hooks F straight on top, and with the
semicircle projection on tlie bottom, as described,
for the pm'pose of easiug down the leaf and holding
it in place.

79, 128.—William H. Jones, Boston, Mass.—
Quarter Boot for Morses. -.Tune 23, 1868.—A device
to prevent injury of tlie fore foot of a horse from
overreaching. The back rest supports the boot on
the top of the heel, and the internal projection fits

into the hollow of the heel to prevent the boot from
turning or risiug on the hoof. The boot is grooved
to receive the fasteniug strap, whose outer sui-face

is consequently flush with that of the boot. The
.
groove holds the strap iu place and prevents it from
being torn ofi" by the rear foot. The canvass pre-
vents the quarters from being torn by the strap
rivets.

Claim.—1. The quarter boot, as made with one
or more grooves, arranged sa described, in its outer
sarface, and especially about its heel, such being to
receive the fastening strap or straps, as set forth.

2. The arraugemeut of the fastening strap within
a groove going around t>Jio heel and tlirough either
or both the sides or quarters of the boot, in manner
substantially as specilicd.

3. The boot, as made with a heel projection, a,

and the back rest /j, arranged as specified.

4. The arrangement of the canvass quarter fac-

ings ^'ith the shoo and the strap rivets, in manner
as described.

79,329.—GiLMAN JosLix, Boston, Mass.—^ie-
vator.—Junc 23, 1868.—A series of carriages are
hung upon two endless cimins running upon sepa-

a'ato sprocket wheels, between which the carriages
pass. Tlie guide near tlie top of the elevator assists

in maintaining the vertical position of the carriage
in ])assiug between the upper sprocket wheels.
The bottom, bevel of the eiu'riage act.s in conjunction
with tlie partition to guide the carriage into the de-

Eceudiug well room. The trap door opens upwai'd

if any part of the person of the passenger comes in
contact with it. The guides which inclose the
chain prevent it from falling in the event of break-
ing.

Claim.—1 . The arrangement of the upper sprocket
wheels and independent journals, leaving the space
between the two wheels open for the passage of the
carriages, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The guide S, operating in combination witb the
carriage, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. Beveling the bottom of a chain-elevator car-
riage and arranging the top of the partition Y, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The narrow trap door X, arranged and work-
ing substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

5. The endless chain or band inclosed within
gtudes, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

79,130.—Hexry Keck, Canaan, Ohio.—Grain
and Hay Elevator.—June 23, 1868.—The two wind-
lasses are employed to raise the platform with the
hay or grain thereon. The load being elevated to
the desired height, the ropes proceeding from the
windlasses are passed under tlie double pulley and
then tied to a hook. The rake is then operated by a
crank, to clear the platform.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

windlasses B B, platform C, ptdley and crank c,

block and tackle E E, rake F, and double pulley g,
when used in a barn, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose as herein shown and set
forth.

79,131.—Jonas Kendall, South Framingfiam,
and Addison Hathaway, Lenox, assignors to An-
drew T. Serven, Lenox, M.a.?,?.. — Machine for
Grinding Glass Plates, cfic—June 23, 1868.—The
plate to be ground is held upoa the reciprocating
table under the rotary grinders, whose supporting
frame is capable of vertical movement in guide-
ways, an automatic downward movement being im-
parted to tlie grinders at the end of each movement
of the carriage by the action of gearing upon the
screws ou which said frame is hung.
Claim.—1. In combination with the series of disks

or grinders, I'otating around a common axis and
over a reciprocating table, giving to each disk or
grinder a positive rotary motion on its own axis,

substantially as described.
2. In combination with the rotary grinding disks,

the mechanism for automatically efleeting their

downward movement as the grinding progresses,
substantially as described.

79,132.—Jonas Kendall, South Framingham,
and Addison Hathaway, Lenox, assignors to An-
drew T. Serven, Lenox, Mass.

—

Machine for Pol-
ishing Glass.—June 23, 1868.—The plate to be pol-

ished is held upon a horizontal table, having a
longitudinal reciprocating movement under a" later-

ally traversing or reciprocating carriage, upon wMch
is mounted a series of vertical rotary shafts, at the
lower end of whichis a polishing tool, fixed to audi^o-

tated by the shalt. the several polishers being pressed
down to the surface of the glass by springs. Each
polishing disk is connected to its shaft by a universal
joint, permitting the polishing surface to rock freely

iu accordance with the unevenness or ii'regulaiity of
the surface of the plate.

Claim.—]. The combination of the horizontally
reciprocating tabic c, the laterally reciprocating car-

riage I, the rotary shafts m, and the polishers n,

when arranged to operate substantially as described.
2. Giving to each polisher a capability of upward

yielding movement by meaus of a spring, z, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. Giving to each polisher a capability of rocking
movemeut,"substautially as described.

79,133.—Alexander Kirkpatrick, ISTewark,

N. J.

—

Implement for Shielding Plantsfrom a Hoe.
—-June 23, 1868.—The lower edge of the shield may
be seiTated for crusty earth, "and plain for sandy
ground. The handles project below the shield, steady-
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ing and supporting the same Trhen forced into the
ground alongside of the row of plants.

Claim.—The shield, single or double, for protecting
plants fi'om injury by the hoe, constructed in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

79,134.—Egbert H. Leckt, Allegheny City,

Va.—Lathe Doj.—Jmic 23, 1868 : antedated June 6,

1868.—The object is to adapt the lathe dog to the
different diameters of the various aiticles to be held
in a fixed position in the turuing lathe. The groove
which receives the poiut of the screw gradually in-

creases in depth, forming an incline, which causes
the screw to increase its hold on the cam when any
back movement of the latter occurs.
C7aim.—The body A. cam B, thumb-screw/, and

groove X, constructed, arranged, and operating sub-

stantially as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth.

79,135.—Abraham "W. Lozier, I^Tew York, IST.

Y.—Hay Loader.—Tuns 23, 1868.—The "clevises"
are bolted to the felloes, and are cast with projections

•which enable the wheel to obtain purchase on the
ground, and they are also provided with the pins
which adapt the wheel to act as a drum in raising the
load as the wagon moves forward. The end of the
hoisting rope is attached to one of the clevis pins by
a hook, which is jerked from the pin when the ascent
of the load is to be arrested, at which time the ele-

vated position of the load is maintained by a spring
catch operated by a rope.

Claim.—1. The detachable pin clevises k k, &c.,

in combination with the wheel E, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
clevises, the derrick, and the elevating forks, the
whole constructed and operating as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

79,136.—JoHN^W. Lydee and Henry Sheete.
Alliance, Ohio.

—

2fode of Splicing Belting.—June
23. 1868.—The ends of the belt are clamped between
two plates ; screws pass through the ends of the inner
plate, thence through the belt, and thence into ridges
on the outer plate. Prongs between the screws also
project from the inner plate thi-ough the belt, and
into the outer ridges.

Claim.—The four-lipped metallic belt fastener A,
provided with the ridge c on its upper or outer side,

and with or without the hiu^e C, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

79,137.—C. K. Marshall, New Orleans, La.—
Metallic Horse Collar.—June 13, 1868 ; antedated
June 6, 1868.-The metallic plates are of a shape
suited to the neck and shoulders of the animal, and
thoy may be cast or formed of sheet metal, and united
by riveting, brazing, soldering, or otherwise. The
coliar is tubular, and internal brace pieces are intro-
duced at different points. The rein eyes and trace
clips are attached directly to the collar, in order to
dispense with hames.
Claim.—I. A metallic horse collar, constructed

substantially as described and for the purpose spe-
cified.

2. Bracing the metallic plates of which the horse
collar is formed, substantially as described, and for
the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the plates A A, " rein eyes"
c c. and trace clips d d, when the same are constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

79,13S—•John- E. Marshall and Jacob "W.
ScimoEDER, Baltimore, J!d.d.—Hoisting Apparatus.—^June 23, 1868.—A horse turns the sweep on the
shaft of the master gear-wheel, and the movable
chitches are alternately locked upon the drum or
spool shaft to cause it to reverse its motion, the
buckets attached to the two ropes being in motion
simultaneously—one ascending while the other is

descending.
Claim.—1. The revolving cranes E E. in connec-

tion with the rope a and spool C, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes above
set forth.

2. The combination of the beveled gear e, beveled
pinions c c, clutches g g and b b, spool C, with brake
h revolving on the shaft d, and the rope ff . revolving
cranes E E, braces F F, and buckets G G, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
above set forth.

79,139.—.Tames E. McBeth. Xew Orleans, La.—Pocket Knife.—-June 23, 1368.—One- of the flanges
being inserted under the naU, prevents the carting
of the flesh or quick in paring. The concave adapts
the blade to the shape of the end of the finger.

Claim.—The blade B. with the upper part a only
sharpened, flanges C and concave c, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

79,140.—JosiAH McFarla>-d, Clinton, HI.—
Fire Kindler.—June 23, 1868.—The bowl is filled

with sawdust, plaster, or other porous material,

which is saturated with benzine or petroleum, poured
through the burner. The kindler is lighted by ap-
plying a match to the burner.
'Claiin.—The within-described fire kindler or torch,

having a hollow bowl. A, filled with porous material,
and a perforated burner, B, as set forth.

79,141.—^ILLLVJI McFarlix, Jackson, HI.—
Fence for Crosaing Streams.—June 23, 1868.—The
fence is hinged to the foundation post, and held up-
right by a breakable pin above the pivot. The force
of'the water or drifting matter breaks the pin, and
prostrates the fence, but the pivotal attachments
hold the fence to its moorings.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

devices described, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

79,142.— Charles E. Miller, Indianapolis,
Ind.— Trrt«7i^oi7er.—June23, 1868.—The pits enter
the boiler openings of a stove, and the directinar plates
cause the heated water to ascend in the conliuits at
the sides of the boiler, from which conduits the water
is discharged upon the clothes through the adjustable
spouts. A vacuum is induced below the perforated
bottom, and the heated water consequently forced
downward thi'ough the clothes by atmospheric
pressure.

Claim.—A portable wash boiler, having the ele-

vated and perforated bottom B, from which depend
pits C, having the oblique and perforated directing
plates D, in combination with pipe E and adjustable
spout or spouts F, substantially as set forth.

79,143.—George F. XuirrN-G, Eandolph, Tt—
Pump.—June 23, 1868.—The lower end of the barrel

is immersed in a bucket or cistern, and the suction
pipe conducts water from a well. The piston is at-

tached to a cage which strad'Hes the barrel, and is

suspended from the operating lever.

Claim.—The combination of the open-bottomed
barrel A, plunger B, upper removable part, contain-
ing the valve chamber H, eduction pipe G suction
pipe I, and valve d, all arranged in the manner and
for the purpose hereia described and represeuted.

79,144.—Charles T. Palmier, Norwich, Conn.
—Spice Can.—-June 23, 1868.—In preparing the cans
for transportation, the perforations in the cover ai'e

closed by a disk of tin, over which a strip of paper
is securc'd to hold the disk in place.

Claim.—A spice can or powder box, as not only
made with holes or perforations a a a in its cover,

but as having a cavity, b, and an annular bead, c,

arranged therewith, and with the peripheiy d d of
the top of the cover, substantially in manner as ex-

plained, and for the jiurpose of receiving a disk or
plate to cover the perforations, the whole being sub-

stantially as specified.

79,145.—A. E. KOBERTS, Des Moines. Iowa.

—

School Scat and Desk.—June 23, 18G8.—The lid has
a slate surface on top, and a portfolio underneath,
and is slidden down in grooves in the inside of the
frame when not in use. Behind the grooves on the
frame are pins entering grooves in slats fastened to

the desk lid, which is steadied thereby. The notched
ends of the slats and flange on the top strip serve to
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make a close joint betAveen said strip and the lid,

and aid in supporting the latter -when in use. The
seat is for two scholars, and has a bos for books
standing upright between them.
Claim.—The arrangement of the slate-surfaced

folding lid E, with its notched and grooved slats I,

in combination with the grooved frame P, its flanges

n, stationary seat A, and book-holdiug partition B,

the several parts being constructed and used substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

79,146.—Albert H. Eussell, Adrian, Mich.—
Stock Ficmp.—June 23, 18G8.—The animal seeking
water steps upon the pivoted platform, at either side,

and by depressing the same raises the pump rod, to-

gether with the bottom board of the bellows. Water
is thus forced into the tub from which animals drink.

The flow continues until the bellows is depleted or

the animal steps ofl" the platform ; in the latter case,

the platform being raised by the weight, and the

bottom board sinking so as to again fill the bellows.

Claim.—A stock pump, in which are combined and
arranged the rod TJ, running through the bore of the
pxmip^og A, the hydrostatic bellows Z, and the piv-

oted platforms C, B, and D, substantially as described.

79,147.—JOHX J. Eymal, Eochester, Minn.—
Automatic Swing.—JvLne 23, 1863.-A child"s swing
to be supported on the floor, screwed to the ceiling,

or hung upon wall brackets. The connection be-

tween the driving clock mechanism and the rock
shaft which vibrates the swing is adjustable in order
to vary the sweep or degree of oscillation.

Claim.—1. The projecting flanges C C on top of
case A, whereby it can be attached to the ceiling,

substantially as'^and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The angle and curve E in the bottom of case A,
forming bearings, to hang it on brackets attached to

a Avail, "substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The adjustable legs T>, to set it up or take it

down at will, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

4. The adjustable connecting rod I, attached to

shaft G- by means of hook J, and which can be lifted

ofl" and oil at pleasure, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

5. The movable arm d on the bottom on lever E,
fastened by means of the thumb screw e, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

6. The combination of lever E, arranged on the
side of case A and cam wheel B, producing a noise-

less vibrating motion, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

79,148.— LucRETiA E. Sallee, Peoria, El.—
Leather- Work Ornaments.—June 23, 1868.—Leather,
gntta percha, or analogous flexible material is

pressed in molds so as to receive the form of doll

heads, carved work, flowers, &c. The material thus
molded is supplied with a coating of dissolved isin-

glass and shellac, thickened with pulverized sand,
which upon hardening gives a fixed or rigid charac-
ter to the form of the object.

Claim.—The combination of the cement with the
leather, untanned hide, gutta percha, and other flex-

ible material, when formed substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes as herein described.

79,149. — Ambrose H. Sassaman, Lebanon,
Pa.—Car Brake.—June 23, 1868.—A brake designed
to check the speed of cars when in descending
grades they crowd toward the locomotive. The con-
ductor pulls the bellroi^e, and withdraws the lock
from its shoulder on a bumper-bar, which is then
forced forward while an adjacent bumper is forced
rearward, the combined action of the two, in con-
junction with the levers, arms, chains, and pulleys,

serving to force the wedges against the brakes and
the brakes against the car wheels.
Claim.—A brake for railway cars, having lock E,

wedges V, arms Gr and 11, levers K K and L L,
chains D E, h h, o o, and Y, and rods P, M, and O,
constructed, combined, and arranged, substantially
as specified.

79,150.—AxDUEW H. SciiOLFiELD audDE Witt
C. Steruy, Worcester, 'M.ass.—Putnp.—Jnnc 23,

1868. — Upon disengaging a pawl from a ratchet
Avheel, the weight of the lower tube devolves upon
the diaphragru, causing the water to pass upward
through the pipe. The diaphragm is restored to its

normal position by turning the ratchet wheel.
Claim.—The diaphragm pump, having a hollow rod

with telescopic connections, and operating substan-
tially as described.

79,151.—Peter Seebald, Xew York, N. Y.—
Compound for Destroying Bed Bugs and other
Vermin.— June 23, 1868.—A compound of water,
potash, lime, lard, and mercury.
Claim.—1. In preventive for bed bugs, a com-

pound, which is used as a whitewash for walls, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The compound, composed of the ingredients
herein described, or substantially the same, and for
the pm-pose herein shown.

79,152.—Lorenzo Sibert, Mt. Solon, Va.—
Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—June 23, 1868.—

A

compound of manganese and common salt is em-
ployed in connection with the usual lime flux. Ep-
som salts are stirred into the molten metal in the
crucible. They are employed as a purifying agent.
As a means of securing uniformity in the metal pro-
duced, the blast is increased or diminished without
changing the binder of the furnace.
Claim.—1. The use of manganese, in combination

with common salt, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The use of Epsom salts in the treatment of iron
in the furnace, for the purpose of purifying the iron.

3. The method of treatment herein described for
reducing and purifying the ores and the metal, and
for securing uniformity in the quantity of the metal
produced.

79,153.—William Smead, Eochester, X. Y.—
Universal Joint Coupling.—June 23, 1868.—The piv-
oting points enter recesses cast in the clamping iron,

which is made in two parts, held together by a bolt.

Claim.—The pivoting points C, cast on the jaws
of an ordinary universal-joint couphng, in combina-
tion with the clamping iron B, constructed substan-
tially as herein described, and for the purposes set
forth.

79, 154.—Greenville Carter Stamper, Pella,

Iowa.

—

Animal and Bird Trap.—June 23, 1868.—
The animal being pushed into the trap by the revolv-
ing Avlieel is dumped through a trap door into a box
and drowned. A modification renders the trap suit-

able for catching birds. A weighted, graduated
lever adapts the trigger to heavy and light game,
The pull upon the bait aids to spring the trap if the
weight of the animal be insufiieient.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the fixed part A, and removable half A', of the case
or shell of the trap, with the wheel B and platform
C, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The box E, when constructed with foraminous
top. trap-door bottom, and trap guard/', and used in
connection with the chamber D, in which the ani-

mal is caught, and the box G, in which he is drowned,
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

3. The employment of the underground box G, in
connection with the bottomless chamber D, and for

the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the platform C and bait hook
c', with the lever N and beam 0, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

5. The combination of the platform C and weighted
lever M, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

79,155.—G. Carter Stamper, Pella, Iowa.—
Wagon.—Jimc 23, 1868.—The force of the springs
may be made to rotate the wheels, in order to afford

assistance to the team when upon a grade. Provision
is made for sti-engtheuing the axles, and reducing
friction upon the parts of the running gear.

Claim.—1. The springs B, when attached direct-

ly to, and arranged to act directly upon, the wheels
of a wagon or other carnage, substantially as and
for the purposes specified and set forth.

2. The anti-friction rollers s s', when arranged
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upon the connecting rods 0, substantially as and
to operate as described. '

3. The spring brace ???, as combined with the rear
axle and the spring braces n and n\ for the front,

substantially in the manner illustrated, and for the
purposes set forth.

79,156.—AxDREWSxusrp, Bodega, Cal., assignor
to himself and Charles Colby.—O/mni.—June 23.

1868 ; antedated June C, 18G8.—The box revolves
npon spindles at either end. and a shaft, arranged
asially, carries the beating arras, and is turned in a
direction opposite that of the motion of the box, but
held by the clasp against independent motion when
the butter is formed, the box being then revolved so
as to mass the particles.

Claim.—In combination with the revolving bos
A, tlie interior revolviug shaft F and arms c c.

together with the clasp H and pin I, the whole con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

79,157.—John M. Sturgeon, 13"ew York, X. Y.
—Postage Stamp.—June 23, 1868; antedated June
10, 1868.—The stamp is attached to the paper by a
mucilage composed of glue, saccharine matter, and
acetic acid. The colorless ink is composed of tannic
acid, sulphate of ii'on, gallic acid, starch, and balsam
Ftiga. The colored vegetable printing ink is adapted
for printing stamps to which the colorless ink is ap-
plied, and consists of scarlet, crimson, or other lake,

sap green, indigo, or other coloring-matter, flour,

starch, and balsam copaiba.
Claim.—1. Attaching stamps to papers or other

surfaces by means of an insoluble mucilage or cement,
prepared 'substantially as herein described, for the
purpose set forth.

2. Printing upon the face or back of the stamp
with the colorless and invisible ink above described,
or its equivalent, any canceling mark or device,
whicli will become visible on being dampened by
water or steam, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. As an article of manufacture, the insoluble mu-
cilage or cement above described.

4. As an article of manufacture, a stamp coated
with the insoluble mucilage or cement above de-
scribed.

5. As an article of manufacture, a stamp having
a canceling device printed upon its face or back iu
the above-described colorless ink, or its equivalent,
as and for the purpose described.

6. As a new manufacture, the colored vegetable
printing ink, prepared substantially as described.

79,158.—Peter Sweeney and JohnBradburn,
5few York, N. Y

—

Platform for Rock Drills.—Jnne
23, 1868.—The platform is adjusted to a level position
by means of its screw-threaded supporting legs. The
lower ends of the tubular guides are brought to bear
npon the surface to be acted upon, and enable the
drills which work through them to accurately strike
the points to which they are directed.

Claim.—In a drill stand, rendered adjustable by
means substantially as shown, the adjustable guides
C C. constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

79,159.—Jerosie B. Sweetland, Pontiac, Mich.
—iToot.—June 23, 1868.—A chamber in one hook ad-
mits the other hook at the point where the two are
pivoted together. The instrument may be used as a
rafter hook or as an ice hook, under an obvious mode
of adaptation.
Claim.—1. The hooks A A, when cast witb a

chamber and with pins, a and h b, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The triangular plate B, provided with hook D
and slots c c and d, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

3. The combination of the hooks A A, triangular
slotted plate B, ring C, and hook D, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pui-poses herein
set forth.

79,160.—Derk a. Ter Hoeven, Philadelphia
V&.—21anufacture of Fertilizers.—Juuq 23, 1868.—
The horns and hoofs are placed in a chamber and
steamed ; they are then transfciTcd to the floor of a

drying kiln, and npon reaching a brittle state are
placed in a grinding pan and reduced to a powder.

Claim,.—The process of making horn dust as a fer-

tilizer, by the combination of steaming, drying, and
crushing', as a whole operation, in the manner sub-
stantially as described.

79,161.—Elbert Terril, Cold Water, Mich.——Cultivator.—June 23, 1868.—The handles, by which
the implement is guided, serve as shanks for the outer
cultivator blades, whicli are held in their normal
working position by the lateral pressm*e of the
springs upon the handles, which may be vibrated lat-

erallyin order to guide the outer blades without mov-
ing the beam or inner cultivator blades.

"Claim.—1. The arrangement, herein described, for

connecting the handles C C aud cultivator blades F
F -uith the beam A and stationary cultivator points
E E, so that the whole may be operated substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The round pieces D D, with their shoulders c c

and springs //, iJi combination with the handles C
C, for controlling the action of the outside cultivat-

ors, as herein specified.

79,162.—Lancaster Thomas. Philadelphia, Pa.
—Bottle IToZd.—June 23, 1868.—The mold has an
opening into which is inserted a plug whose inner
face conforms to the interior of the mold and bears
the design or stamp. It is connected to the mold by a
hinge. "Different designs or stamps can thus be used
without necessitating the construction of nev,- molds.

Claim.—The application of a plug or die of any
device to bottle molds, when the same is arranged in

the manner and for the pm-pose above set forth and
described.

79, 163.—Samuel C. Thornton, Moorestown,
X. J.—Bailwaij Signal—June 23, 1868.—The racks
are respectively provided with projecting arms,
against whicli a yielding bumper on the cow-catcher
strikes, an appropriate interval occurring between
the times at which the respective arms are acted
upon. The effect is to move the racks in opposite
directions so as to lower the signal curtain, and then
reverse the motion of the racks in order to raise the
curtain.

Claivi.—1. Frame, composed of C P, P, and P',

rollci- C R, and curtain C, bevel-geared wheels B V,
B V, arm A. shaft S, arm A', bevel-geared wheels
B V" andB V'", arm A", shaft S', pinionP X, arm A'"
racks E, and H', all constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating in the manner as above set forth and described.

2. Racks E, and F', with their arms D and D',

said racks arranged with or without bearings, and
operating in the manner and for the purpose above
set forth.

3. Bumper H, with its toggle joint and spring S
P, arranged and operating on arms D aud D', in the
manner as above set forth and described.

4. A railway signal, composed of the above-de-

scribed parts, all combined, constructed, and operat-

ing in the manner as above set forth and shown.

79,164.— H. M. YiETS, Carlisle, Ohio.-MaUng
Cheese Hoops.—June 23, 1868.— A. piece of cloth

large enough to cover the bottom and periphery of

the cheese Is placed upon and snugly adjusted within

a hoop, the edges of the cloth lapping over the out-

side of the hoop. Another hoop is then forced over
the first, binding the cloth thereto. The curd is put

in the hoop and on the cloth and pressed, after which
the cheese is removed, the edge of the cloth folded

down upon the upper side thereof and the naked
face of the cheese covered by a disk of cloth.

Claim.—The hoop C,'in co&bination with the

hoop A B, in the manner as and for the purpose
specified.

79,165.—Smth D. TVackman, Auburn, N. Y.
—Axle for Vehicles.—June 23, 1868.—The ends of

the plate forming the trough-like axle are bent in

the form of tubes to constitute the journals. The
latter are shown as having oil ducts.

Claim.—1. A trough-shaped axle for vehicles, sub-

stantiallv as set forth.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, with
a ti-ough-shaped axle, of tubular bearings.
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79,166.—H-Warriner and J. H. Baker, Sara-
toga Springs, IT. Y.

—

Corn HusJcer, Straw and Stalk
Cutter.—June 23, 1868.—The rollers strip the husks
from the ear after it has been broken from the stalk,

the wool brushes serving to keep them clean and
prevent their clogging with the silk or husks of the
corn. The rotary brushes operate to turn and agitate

the ear when it is passed down upon said rollers.

Claim.—] . The arrangement of the brushes E E
upon the sides of the leather-covered rollers D D, in

the manner and operating as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The brushes T T in the plate m, on the under
side of the lid S, to operate upon and with the rollers

D D, as specified.

79,167.— Gardner "Waters, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Lubricator.—June 23, 18G8 ; antedated March 31,

1868.—The metallic socket protects and strengthens
the reservoir at the opening therein, and connects
the same with the conducting tube.

Claim.—An automatic lubricator, the glass bulb
of which is provided with a soft metal socket or
guard, cast not only around but also within the
lower j)ortion of said bulb or reservoir, so that the
metal shall form a button against the enlarged or
bulging part of the reservoir, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

79,168.— Setii Wheeler, Albany, IJ". T.—
Shaft Coupling.—June 23, 1868.—Shafts which de-

viate from a right line and which are required to ro-

tate, are coupled by means of a spherical enlarge-
ment fitted into a socket and connected thereto by a
rolling driving pin, so applied as to allow the shaft's

free articulation.

Claim.—1. A ball-and-socket, or other analogous
closed coupling, having an anti-friction pin, stud, or
roller applied to it, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. Constructing the socket C with recesses in or
through it, adapted for receiving a pin, a, which is

applied to an enlargement, D, of a spherical or other
shape, substantially as described.

3. Fitting the driving pin a into a flaring hole b,

made through an enlargement, which works in a
socket, C, and covered by means of caps c c, or their

equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. An articulating coupling, with a pin, stud, or
roller, which is free to roll on its impinging surfaces,

and also to vibrate, substantial!}^ as described.
5. The combination of the flaring or oblong pin-

hole or slot in the ball of the coupling with the ob-

long slots of the socket, substantially as described.

79,169.—William O. Wheeler, Deposit, IS"". Y.—Street Lamp.—June 23, 1868.—A lighting torch is

admitted to the lantern through an opeuiug, to un-
cover which the torch is pressed against a lug to

move a valve having pivotal attachment to the
burner and being connected to a sleeve upon the
burner, which sleeve, upon being turned with the
valve, opens the gas vent of the burner. An addi-
tional valve is provided for closing the lantern open-
ing when the gas is lighted.

Claim.—1.- A tube of a street lamp, of the de-

scribed construction, when provided with a dia-

phragm and openings, and having communication
effected or cut off by means of an inclosing sleeve,

all as described, anct for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above devices, the
valves, constructed and operated as described, and
for the purpose set fortli.

3. A street lamp, so constructed that the gas may
be turned on or off l)y moving the valve which
closes the orifices of the lamp, substantially for the
pm-pose set forth.

79,170.—William N. Whiteley, Springfield,
Ohio.

—

Harvester Rake.—June 23, 1868.—The rako is

of the kind wliich have independent arms jointed to a
revolving shaft head, and guided by a cam-way
having a switch so arranged that when said switch
is not opened the rake or reel arms pass above the
platform at such distance that the cut grain is not
removed therefrom. The guide frame has an opening
which obviates the accimiulation of clogging matter

and the consequent impeding of the switch in its op-
eration.

Claim.—A guide frame B, constructed with an
orifice, H, over which the switch D, or its equiva-
lent, must move in opening and closing, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

79,171.—William ]Sr. Whiteley and Thomas
Harding, Springfield, Ohio.— Harvester Driving
Wheel—June 23, 1868.—The spindle of the driving
gear wheel is adjustable upon a center, eccentric to
said spindle, so that by turning the spindle upon
said center the axis of the spindle may be changed
in position, and the mesh of the gear wheel with its

pinion adjusted accordingly.
Claim.—The eccentric hollow axle C, provided

with the stud I, or its equivalent, and the notched
flange E, in connection with a pin, H, socketed
coupling arm E, and bolt D, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

79,172.—Egbert Wilde, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam Generator.—June 23, 1868.—The longitudinal
partition plates of the boiler are perforated to afford
steam and water communication between the several
divisions. The transverse partition plates prevent
surging of the contained water. The lower boiler
is fed by overflows from the upper boiler. The float

shifts a band from a fast to a loose pulley to turn the
feeding cylinder.

Claim.—1. In a steam boiler or generator, the
perforated dividing partition plates a" or b", sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with a steam boiler or generator,
the vertical transverse partition plates a'" or b'", the
same being constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose described.

3. The vertical overflow pipes G G, constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

4. In combination with two or more steam boilers

or generators A and B, arranged Avith one directly

above another, and connected together by means 6l

the open vertical overflow pipes G G, as described,
the employment of the float I in the lower boiler, and
the feeding cylinder C, with its case D, on the upper
boiler, the same being connected together by the
lever K, pulleys H H', and any suitable moving
"band," and the whole being arranged to operate
together, sabstantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

79,173.—ITexdersgn Willard, Grand Uapids,
Mich.-Horse Hay For/c—June 23, 18G8.—The lower
cross bar being movable is forced down as the screw
is turned, and forms a biuder at the top of the hay.
By pulling upon the trip lever when the hay is raised
to the desired point, the handle is released and the
screw turned by the weight of the hay, which is

thereby detachell from the fork.

Claim.—The arrangement of the horizontal bars
A and C, and tines B B, with the worm screw D,
levers g and h, and cords / and j, when used as and
for the purpose herein fully set forth.

79,174.—TORWALD Winter, Boston, Mass.—
Recumbent Chair.—June 23, 1868.—The parts of the
chair move with the person so tliat the whole length
of the body is supported, whether leaning back or
lying in a nearly liorizontal position. The chair is

likewise adapted for an erect posture.
Claim.—1. The combination of the stationary

base and seat frame a, tipping back h, jointed arms
c, levers d, leg rest i, spring rack bar n, and its foot

piece g, when all are arranged to operate together,

substantially as shown and described. .

2. In com'l)ination with the above, the foot piece
k, arranged to swing down against or uj) from the
arms I, substantially as shown aud described.

79,175.—W. S. Winterrottom, Pliiladclphia,

'Pa.—Combined Square and Miter.—June 23, 1868.—
The angular extension, in connection with the square
stoclv, forms a suitable instrument wherewith to

mark miter lines.

Claim.—The angular continuation b, of the blade
of a square, bej-ouu the rear edge of the stock, ibr

the purpose specified.
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79,176.—Saxford Adams, Boston, Mass.—ITn-
chine for Malii^g ^Yi)e Screen^:, dc.—June 23, 16o8.

—The jaTvs hold the screen •u"hile being laced. The
lacing wire is coiled about the transferse wires to

fasten the longitutlinal -n-ires thereto at the points of
intersection. The jaws, when brought together,
force the longitudinal wires into notches on the
guides, in order to hold the wires in place while be-

ing laced and rolled. The lacing wire, after being
applied, is bent down between the longitudinal wires
bv the crimper, whose teeth depress the coils, while
the spurs pass between the wires to guide the teeth.

Claim.—1. The reTolring crimper G, provided
•with teeth n n n, either with or without spiu'S x x.

when arranged and operated substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2, The.jaw.s B and C, when arranged to hold the
parallel wires into the guides F F',"substantially as
aescribed and set forth.

3. Connecting the guides F F' together by the
connecting pieces 1 1, to keep them in position sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,177—TFiLLTAM Adamson, Philadelphia, Pa.—Manttfacture of Leather.—June 23, 1SG8. — The
hides are treated with dilute phosphoric acid for the
purpose of " abating "' them, or rendering them soft

and iKjrous after they hare been depilated and
fleshed.

Claim.—The treatment of hides or skins with the
material and in the manner described for the pur-
pose specified.

79,178.-"WiLLi.A^i Adamsox, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Preparation of Glue Stock.—June 23, 18bS.—This
invention consists in treating raw hide clippings, for

the purpose of producing glue therefrom, with the
dilute phosphoric acid which remains after the treat-

ment of bones and horn pith in the manufacture of
glue from the last mentioned materials.
Claim.—The treatment of raw hide with the ma-

terial and in the manner substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

79,179.—J. K.Alttood, Delta. Ohio.—2rachine
for Shearing Sheep.—June 23, lbC8.—The movable
member of the shears is operated by the rotating
wheel Avithin the shear case, said wheel being driven
by a cord from a pendent cone pulley mounted upon
bars suspended from a universal swivel joint, through
the thimble of which works the cord, whereby motion
is communicated fi-om an elevated driving wheel to
the suspended pulley, so that the shears, while being
operated, may be moved forward or backward or
Tibrated in any desired plane. The upper driving
wheel is operated by a treadle.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the pendant wheel F with the tension rods H, bai's G-,

hook bars X, spring d, screw p, and cylindiical boxes,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

2. The slotted vibrating arm W in the shear case
S, when operated by the cord g g' and wheel Y, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

3. The universal swivel joint E, constructed as de-
scribed, of the hinged joint ring a, spiral spring d.

encircling the central tube, the bar n, and slide swivel
c, as herein setfoi-th.

4. The construction of the swivel holders or
guides D, as herein described for the pui'pose speci-
fied.

5. The combination of the universal thimble joints
E, tension rods H. bars G, pulleys B F, and 'shear
case S, substantially as described, for the pui-pose
specified.

6. The portable sheep-shearing device, operated
by means of the treadle t, pivoted to the rod I of the
driving mechanism as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

79,189.—R. B. AxDERSOX, Oneida, IW.—Seciir-
ing Buckles and liings toHarness.—June 23, 1868.

—

The end of the strap is passed through the ring or
buckle and reflexed. The tapering box is then slipped
over the strap, thus doubled, and pressed toward the
ring or buckle tiU it fits tightly ; screws or rivets are
then passed through the bos and strap to hold the
parts together.

Claim.—Securing buckles or rings to leather straps

by means of a tapering metallic box, B, secured by
screws d d, Avhereby the end of strap is inclosed, as
specified.

79,181.—Frederick T. Ax-drews, Charlottes-
ville, Va.

—

Instrumentfor Testing Shoe Soles.—June
23, 1668.—An instrument for detecting paper filling

in shoes ; the same consisting of a stock having a
screw and cutter at one end, whereby a hole may be
cut in the inner sole and the core removed. The
core is returned to its place, it being secured by
paste and smoothed down by a hammer.

Claim.— The instrument for testing boots and
shoes, constructed substantially as herein shown and
described, as a new article of "manufacture.

79,182.—E. H. AsHCROFT, Lynn, Mass.—Steam
Safety Talve.—June 23, 1868.—The auxiliaiy valve
closes the lower valve seat and prevents the' escape
of steam in the event of the breaking of the spring
of the primary valve. The diaphragm overcomes
the tendency of the valve to draw or lift a quantity
of water when suddenly opened, "^ater of conden-
sation collects in the lower groove of the main valve
and serves as a packing. The ledge upon the valve
forms an inclosure within which steam accumulates
until it acquires power to raise the valve. The ledge
of the valve seat prevents undue lateral spreading
of the escaping steam.

Claim.—1. The combination of the diaphragm c,

valve <?, valve g, stem d, with the base b, and spring
i, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The construction of the valves g and e. and the
arrangement of the recesses n and m, ledges k and I,

valve e. opening /, spring i, and diaphragm c, sub-
stantially as herein set foitlu

79,183.- PlOBERT Atkin, Brooklyn, ]Sr. Y.—
Propeller.—June 23, 1868.—Screw propellers are ap-
plied to the sides of a sailing vessel, and raised and
lowered from the bulwarks by a lifting chain au.^

windlass. The frames of the propellers aie field by
supporting chains from the bulwarks, the lifting

chains beuig hung fi-om the davits. The propellers
are driven by endless chain.^; passing through the sides
of the vessel and worked by steam power.

Claim.—The ai)i)lication of the helical propellers
B B to the sides of a vessel, by means of a hinged
frame C C, in combination with a suitable mechanism
for actuating said propellers, the latter having no
connection with the vessel below the water line, and
the entire apparatus being made capable of being
elevated and turned up against the side of the vessel,

and out of water when not reqnii-ed for use, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

79,184.—John G. Baker, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to Henry Disston, same place.

—

Swage for
C^ircular Saics.—June 23, 1868.—The forked foot of
the adjustable bar rests upon the edge of the central
washer or collar of the circular saw. The tooth is

set by giving the swage several blows with a ham-
mer. The swage is hung loosely to the bar, and its

independent movement is limited by a pin entering
a hole in the bar. The plate resting against the face
of the saw blade prevents lateral twisting of the bar.

Claim.—1. A bar, A, adapted at its loVer end to

or arranged to embrace the coUai-, washer, or spinfUe
of a circular saw, in combination with the swage D,
hung loosely to the said bar. but having its move-
ment on the same limited, aU substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

2. In combination with the said bar, a plate, n, for

fitting against the face of the saw blade, as de-

scribed.

7 9, 18.5.—John Gulick BAKER.Philade]phia,Pa.,
assignor to himself and Henry Disston, same place,

—.vau'.—June 23, 1868.—The object is to avoid the
straining and warping of the saw, which result from
the use of rivets.

Claim.—A hard metal block, adapted to an open-
ing formed in the blade of a saw. and having pro-

jections which fit notches in the detachable tooth, in
combination with a soft metal packing, fitting the
said opening at one side of the block, and maintain-
ing the latter in its place, all being constructed and
operating in the manner substantially as described.
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79,180.—T7ILLIAM Ballard, Lapeer, IST. T.—
Carriage Brake.—June 23, 1868.—TVheu tlie veliicle

crowds' toward the team the rod is turned axially,

and the brakes are forced against the wheels. The
consequent rearward movement of the sliding plates

upon the reach forces the pendent brake against the
ground.
Claim.—1. The bent hound bolt or crank, as de-

scribed, and fastened to hounds and tongues by means
of iron straps j j and o ,- also the said manner of

fastenirg, as herein described, and for the purposes
set fortli.

2. Tlie rod /, connected witli the slides k k, (slots

or slides,) and with rod I and brake m, in four parts,

m, t, p, and r, with slides, slots, and spiral coil

si^rings, in combination with crank-hound bolt g,

and other parts herein mentioned and claimed, sub-

stantially in the jmanuer and for the purposes herein
describe'd and set forth.

79,187.—Stephen J. Batchelder, Manchester,
N. Y.—Lamp Extinguisher.—June 23, 18(J8.— The
flanged cap is constructed to fit closely upon the
wick and vapor tubes, to prevent the escape of va-

por and gas. The flat spring, by pressing upon the
spindle crank, keeps the cover firmly in place when
closed over the tubes.

Claivi.—The flanged cap or extinguisher A, so

constructed as to cover the wick and vapor tubes F
and G, in combination with the flat .spiing or band
C, embracing the wick tube ¥, and operating in con-
nection with the spindle crank B.

79,188. — Joseph Beaumont, Chambcrsburg,
Tn.— Mangle. —JxMiG 23, 18(J8.—A cloth is tacked
along one edge to the surface of the middle cylinder.

This cloth being spread upon the surface of a table

hinged to the frame, the fabric to be smoothed is laid

thereon, and rotation given to the central cylinder,

so as to draw the attached cloth together, with the
fabric between the lower and middle cylinder, and
wind them around the latter.

Claim.—The rollers a c c', in combination with the
enveloping cloth e, table A, adjustable brackets d d',

and springs c" c'", as and for the purpose described.

79,180.—Sanford Beckwith, Oshkosh, Wis.—
Seeding Machine.—June 23, 1868.—The shaft, rotat-

ing in the bottom of the hopper, has at certain in-

tervals delivery screws, directly beneath which are

cups, from which the seed falls' into the conducting
or scattering tubes. Above the screws are semi-

cylindrical caps, attached to a sliding frame, where-
by the discharge of seed may be regulated or entirely

cnt off. The vertical adjustment of the movable part

of the conducting tube contracts or enlai-ges the dis-

charge ope' 'Lug thereof.

Claim.—1. The screw cylinder d, cup m, and ad-

justable cap e, arranged relatively one to the other
for joint action, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The screw cylinder d, in combination wi^ih cup
TO, as herein described, for the purposes sot forth.

3. The semi-elliptical tube or scatterer k I, as and
for the purposes set forth.

4. Tlic slots nn, as, a means of adjusting tho part
I relative to the part /c, as and for the purposes set

forth.

79,190.—John Benson, Yonkers, 1^.Y.—Basin
Faucet.—June 23, 1868.—The object is to render the

coupling between the cock and water pipe easily

accessible, for the purpose of being repaired, or for

the removal of obstructions Avithout involving tlie

necessity of first takin.2; away the basin slab. The
shell incloses the coupling and imparts a symmetri-
cal appearance to the faucet.

Claim.—1. The combination of the coupling tube
A, having nuts b above and below tho slab, v/ith the

stock C of the cock and locking nut 1), all arranged
and operating substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination witli "the above, the cap or shell

E attached to the stock C, and inclosing the coupling
joints, substantially as shown and described.

79,191.—Georg Bergner, TVashington, Mo.—
Shears.—''Ixmo. 23, 1868.—A projection in tho under
blade enters an apertiu-e in the bolt, tho latter being

secured by a nut when in place. The coil spring is
passed through an opening in the head and wound
around the same, its outer end acting against a pro-
jection on one of the blades, so as to hold tho shears
open.

Claim,.—The slotted bolt h, with its cap e, spring
0, shoulder n, all in combination, Avhen arranged in
relation to each other and the blades of tho shears,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

79,193.—E. W. Bingham, Williamsport, Pa.-
Brick Drying Kiln.—June 23, 1868.—The furnaces
are situated at the ends of a kiln divided into longi-
tudinal apai'tmeuts, having arched entrances which
are closed by vertically sliding gates after tlie bricks
are introduced. The "flues of the furnaces run along-
side of the entrances and communicate with the
apartments of the kiln through laterally-branching
flues guarded by valves. The main flues at points
between the entrances may be closed by valves to
cause the heat to traverse t"he flues successively.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
drying kiln A with its apartments, arched entrances
a a, gates h b, side flues d d, and the valves e e, and the
furnaces B B, with flues C C and valves c c, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

79,193.—Charles Bishop, Trumbull, Conn.—:
Shears.—June 23, 1868.—The flange and recess, fit-

ting together, form the bearing for the two blades,
while the screw or rivet which passes through the
two has only to hold the two blades together, it being
thus relieved from strain.

Claim.—Shears, the joint of which is constructed
in the manner described, that is to say, the one blade
constructed with a circular flange, d,"the internal di-

ameter of which is less than the rivet or screw, the
other blade with a recess corresponding to the said
flange d, and so that a portion of the recessed blade
ViiM enter, fill, and fit the space within the circular
flange on the other blade, and through the center of
which a screw or rivet, i, is placed to secure the two
blades together, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

79,194.—Charles C. Blai^more, "Washington
Court-House, assignor to George C. Eobinson and
llENUY A. Manning, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Card or
Ticket Case.—June 23, lbo8.—The spring, when the
ease is filled and closed, presses the pack against the
cover of the case. The lips close up the ends of the
case when the cover is down, and only give way
when a card is pressed out at either end by the fingers
of the operator, to admit which an opening is made
in the lid.

Claim.—The case A, hinged open faced cover C,
rectangular spring D, and clastic lips B, combined,
arranged, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

79,195

—

Edmond Bosdevex, Philadelphia, Pa.—Grate.—June 23, 1868.—Tho space for containing
the fuel may be enlarged or contracted, so that the
upper surtace of the fuel may be always maintained
in close proximity to the ctd'iuary vessels above the
fireplacy.

Claim.—The combination of a permanent grate,

B, and a grate, D, hung to the rear side of a fire-

place, and capable of such adjustment that its front

edge may be brought to any desired position on the
grate B, for the purpose described.

79,190 H. W. Bradley, Binghamton, N. Y.—Paint Compound.—June 23, 1868.—The materials
enumerated arc arsenic powder, sulpiiide of zinc,

vinegar, litharge, boras, acetate or nitrate of lead,

glue, tannin, or a decoction of v.'hitc-oak bark, lin-

seed or other oil, and turpentine.
Claim.—A paint, produced by combining the oxide

of lead or zinc, or other pigment or pigments, with
the materials hereinbefore named, mixetl and treated
in or about the proportions and substantially in tho

manner described, for the purpose specified.

79,197.—Joseph ^Y. Bradly and George H.
JoiiDAN, Roclieport, Mo.—Churn.—June 23, 18C8.

—

Tlia agitator or dasher attached to the rotary shaft

has perforations, in which are secured knives for the
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purpose of cutting the cuticle -nhich confines the

cream. The butter is removed from the churn by
means of the strainer.

Claim.—I. The perforated agitator D, -when pro-

vided with knives x, and operated as and for the

purpose specified.

2. The strainer E, when used in combination with
a churn, and constructed as and for the purpose here-

in set forth.

79,198.—JoHX Brewer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
'Expanding Mandrel.—June 23, 1868.—An expand-
ing tap, especially intended for the manufacture of

gas and steam fittings. The cutters move radially

within slots at the lower end of the tubular stock, and
are arranged in grooves of the conical head or holder,

(shown by detached plan view.) which is connected
with the swivel and slotted stock, and serves to con-

tract and expand the cutters by an ascending and
descending movement within said stock.

Claim.—T\xe cutter head E, in combination with
the screw rod D, cap C, swivel B, slotted stock A,
and the rod G, as shown.

79,199.—Jesse Brow>-, San Francisco, Cal.—
Seicer.—June 23, 1868.—A mode of draining privy
vaults by the use of a protective cap. to prevent sew-
ers from' clogging up, and a substitute for the grates
or screens generally used for the purpose.

Claim.—The protective cap, when constructed and
arranged as described, so as to secure the upper and
lower'drains of privies, as set forth.

79,200.—Thomas Browx, Alleghany City, Pa.—
Hydrant—June 23, 1868.—By turning the spout the
valve is partially rotated and elevated, whereupon the
water passes from the lower inlet pipe into the reser-

voir, whence it passes into the hollow valve and as-

cends in the vertical eduction tube leading to the
spout.

Claim.—1. The spout D and pipe E, with the in-

clined slot B and movable cap C, combined, arranged,
and operating substantially as described.

2. The hollow valve H and hollow-screwed stem Gr,

with the nut L. pipe E, and spout D, combined, ar-

ranired, and operating as and for the purpose set

forth.

79,201.—JoHX A. BuRCHARD andPLiCHARD Tat-
TEKSHALL, Beloit, Wis.—Gate.—Juno 23. 1868 : ante-
dated February 12, 1868.—A downward pull upon one
of the cords causes the pawl on the double pulley to
engage with the ratchet on the shaft, and turn" the
latter. The cranks and pitmen being actuated raise
the ends of the inclined planes, thus sliding the gates
upward, freeing them of the latches and winding up
the weight. The gates then freely open. On refeas-

ing the cord the weight rotates the pulley to its nor-
mal position.

Claim.—1. Broadly, the employment of the double
pulley D fZ, pawl E, ratchet e, weight G, and cords
h h, when constructed, arranged, and operated for
the purpose of operating a gate or gates.

2. Broadly, the circular inclined plane J, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein set
fortk and described tor the purpose specified.

3. The latches n n and stops p p, in combination
with the inclined planes J J. shaft C C, cranks c c,

pulley D d, cords h h, weight G, gate standards B B,
rods b' fc', and rollers I I, when the whole is con-
stracted and arranged to operate substantially as
herein described.

79,202.—W. TT. BuRsox and Johx Xelsox,
Eockford, HI—Knitting Machine.—June 23. 1868

;

antedated June 12, 1868.—A continuous tubular
fabric is knit on two straight parallel rows of loop
supporters, whose stock or earner slides in the lon-
j^itudinal guideway of a horizontal frame to which
IS joined the vertical frame which affords attach-
ment and support for the yarn earner, loopers, &c.,
which parts derive motion from a vertical recipro-
cating gate operated by a crank.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement,
with the supporting frames A D, of the gat'e E, vi-

brating yai-a carrier H, and plates B B, provided
with loop can-iers ee e e, and feed rack X, the whole
operating as and for the pm-pose set forth.

2. The two parallel plates B B, carrying the loop
earners e e e c. constructed and arranged to move in

the groove C, substantially as described.
3."The combination of yarn carrier H, with looper

bearer K. groove n. and pin m. constructed and op-
erating sut5stautially as set forth.

4. The combination of yarn carrier H. constructed
in two parts as described, with releasing lever P,
loopers a a', and loop hooks e e, arranged to knit
iiTegular work, as set forth.

5."The reversing crank L. in combination with the
looper bearer K.operating substantially as described.

6. The combination of the stop blocks t t', re-

versing rods 0, and loop hooks e e e, when con-
structed and operating substantially as specified.

7. The combination and arrangement of reversing
rods 0, cams s «', and trip plate T. when con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

8. The combination and arrangement of the feed
lever M. toothed rack X, and cam opening Y, con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

9. The combination^and arrangement of spring T,
feed bar M, and crank L, operating substantially as
set forth.

10. The combination and arrangement of releasing
lever P. looper beai-er K, and crank L. when con-
structed and operating substantially a.s described.

11. Constructing and arranging a knitting mech-
anism, substantially such as herein" described, so that
the reciprocating motion of the gate E shall impart
the proper mot'.ons to the different parts, substan-
tially as set forth.

79.203.—F. BuxTOX and George Crosby. Lake
Village, X. H.—Edge Plane for Boot^. <6c\—0"une
23, 1868.—The edare of the guard plate projects be-

yond the face of the plane and protects the upper of
the boot or shoe from injury by contact of the cutter

;

it also bears against the cutter to keep it in place.

The purpose of the bolster, against which a portion
of the hand rests, is to allow the hand to be as near
the cutter as possible in operating the instrument.

Claim.—1. The adjustable guard plate E, con-
structed substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described and set forth.

2. Constructing edge planes with a bolster or part,

L, substantially as de'scribed and for the purpose set

forth.

79,204,—Isaac Churcft, Jr.,Xorwalk. Conn.—
Operating Slide Valves.—Jmie 23, 1S68.—The piston
operates directly upon the stems of the supplemental
valves which admit the steam whereby the main
valve is operated, an interior valve-operating ar-

rangement being thus provided.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the puppet valves IP

with relation to main valve D, steam passage H, and
piston B. in such manner as to dispense with all

outer connection therewith, substantially as shown
and described.

79.205.—James B. Clark. Plantsville, Conn.—
WhiMetree Plate.—J\me 23. 1866.-The device for

attaching the whifiietree to the bar consists of three
separate" plates of cast metal, the first being pro-
vided with a circular bearing upon which is fitted

the second which is held in place by the third.

Claim.—A whifiietree plate, with its shaft B,
tenon C, bearings E and F, and third plate G, aU
constructed andoperating substantially as described.

79,206.—LvjiAX Clark, Pine Island, :mnn.—
Car Brake.—June 23. 1868.—When the friction rolls

are lowered or brought in contact with the revolving
truck wheels, the shafts to which the rolls are at-

tached are rotated, thereby winding up the rope or
chain and di-awing the brakes in contact with the car
wheels.
Claim.—The friction wheels or rolls C and shaft

F, combined with the wheels of a railroad car, and
with the brakes controlling the same, when operated
by a chain or cord -n-inding upon a horizontal rod or
shaft beneath the car, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.'

79,207.—Abram Clow. Port Byron. X. Y.—
Thread-Guiding Plate/or Filling Tatting Shuttles.—
June 23, 1868.—The metal disk is provided with slots
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to receive the points of one side of the shuttle, and
presents a suitable face for guiding the thread be-
tween the points as it is wound upon the shuttle.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the guide
plate A, constructed and slotted as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

70,208.—Augustus Cooke, Orange, IST. J.—Toy
Head for Caries.—June 23, 1868.—The head of the
cane is hollow and has the form of the head of a bird
or animal, the eyes, tongue, and jaw being moved
and a bell sonnded by pressing the fingers upon
knobs in the cane.

Claim.—1. Forming the top of a cane in the shape
of an animal's or bird's head, the features of which
can be moved by pressing upon knobs in the cane.

2. The combination of the wii'es b, g, and d with
the eyeball plate a', tongue e, lower jaw/, and springs
a', /', and c', when arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

79,209.—Charles Corliss, Haverhill, Mass.—
Instrument for Adding Figures.—June 23, 1868.

—

A secondary pawl engages with a ratchet connected
with the hand that designates tlie imits and is so ar-

ranged in relation to the gearing operating the in-

dicators which register the amounts added, that by
releasing the said pawl, the spring which is wound
up in the act of adding, is also released, causing the
indicators to return to their original j)osition.

Claim.—1. Operating the indicator that designates
the figure or number to be added, by means of a
sliding rod or bar,, in such a manner that the said
indicator will return to its original position upon
each retraction of the rod or bar to its projected
position.

2. The simultaneous resetting of the several indi-

cators, substantially as specifiea.

79,210—Abel J. Cross, Greenport, If. Y.—
Clasp for Hoop Shirts.—June 23, 1868.—The clasp
is a zig-zag strip of sheet metal, the points being-

bent so as to secure the hoops to the tapes.
Claim.—A clasp for uniting the tapes to the hoops

in skeleton skirts, the same being foi'med of a series

of alternate diagonal metallic bars, extending fi'om

the penetrating points on one side to the penetrating
points on the other side of the clasp, as specified,

79,211.—Christian Custer, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Charles K. Bullock, same
place.

—

Flour Packer.—June 23, 1868.—As the pack-
ing progresses, the cylinder and the rotary shaft and
pi'opellers rise, and when the barrel is j)acked the
strap-bar is actuated so as to throw the driving belt

from the fast to the loose pulley m order to arrest
the movement of the shaft and propellers, the cylin-

der being prevented from descending by depressing
the retaining pawl. An empty barrel being mounted
for filling, the paivl is raised and the cylinder and
propellers permitted to descend. The uj)i)er p]'opel-

ler collects the loose flour as it descends from the
liopperaud forces it below the^ross bar to the lower
propeller, which packs it into the barrel.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination in a fiour-packing
machine of a stationary cylinder, G-, with a sliding
cylinder, H, within which operate the devices for pro-
peUiug and packing the flour.

2. The within-described propelling device, con-
sisting of two i)ropellers, / and J', attached to a shaft,

I, one on each side of a cross-bur c', ha\ing incliuetl

arms, the whole being combined with tlie sliding
cylinder H, substantially as specified.

3. The sliding cylinder H and strap bar N, so con-
nected that the said bar will be operated by the
movement of the cylinder, substantially as described.

79,212.—D. "W. Cutting, Cambridge, Vt.—
Stove Drum.—June 23, 1868.—Cold air enters and
traverses tiie drum and is discharged in u heated
condition. The pipes are adjustable in order that
tlie air may be heated to a greater or less degree. .

Claim.—T\m arrangement of the drum C over the
fire box of a cooking or box stove, wnen said drum is

provided with an opening near each side, from
which project two pipes B 13, that lie parallel to each
other ill tlie stove, and are provided Avitli elbows,
that pass through openings in the side of the stove,

opposite to each other, for receiving and transmit-
ting air, as and for the purposes set forth.

79,213.—Henry Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Device for Holding Rotary Cutters While Being
Ground.—June 23, 1868.—This device has bearings
in which the spindle of a rotaiy cutter is mounted
so as to be properly held while being applied to the
grindstone. The teeth are ground successively,
and the cutter is held against rotation, while under
the action of the grindstone, by an elastic plate
catching against one of the teeth.

*

Clairn.-^ThG frame A, arranged for the reception
of the spindle of a rotary cutter, as set forth, in com-
bination with the rear rollers /, and the vertically
adjustable roller c, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

79,214—D. Frank Dodge, LowvUle, l!T. T.—
Mail Bag.—June 23, 1868.

—
"When the jaws are

brought together, projections on one jaw enter open-
ings in a shield attached to the other jaw, and in-

closing a bolt, which being moved longitudinally
causes locking tongues to enter apertures in the
above-mentioned projections ; a loop on the end of
the bolt is by the same movement passed through
the two contiguous end flanges of the jaws and a
padlock is applied to this loop to secure the fastening.

Claim.—The construction of the mouth frameA B,
with its several parts, as herein constructed and set
forth.

79,215.—Edward Dunscomb, Boston, Mass.—
Steam Generator.—June 23, 1868 ; antedated May 7,

1868.—The generator is shown as duplicated. Each
consists of an external shell, containing water, and
an internal drum, having large perforated and small
imperforate disks united by a range of vertical water
pipes and giving a circuitous route to the Leaf and
products of combustion which are admitted at the
lower and discharged at the upper end of the drum.

Claim.—A steam generator, constructed and ar-

ranged as shown and described.

79,216.—John E. Earle, Kew Haven, Conn.—
Corkscrew.—June 23, 1868.—The handles by which
the coi'kscrew is operated may also serve as handles
to cutters for cutting the wire which secures the cork.

Claim.—The combination of the two handles B
and D with the corkscrew E, pivoted togethci' so as
to operate in the manner shown and described, and
with or without the cutters A and C.

79,217.—Charles F. Eastlack, Mantua, N.J.—Pump.—June 23, 1868.—The weight of an animal
upon the platform depresses the plunger and forces
water up into the drinking trough, the platform and
plunger being restored to theii" elevated position by
the lever and weight.
Claim.—A pump, having cylinder A, plunger B,

piston C, pipe D, platform E, lever G-, trough K,
constructed, combined, and arranged substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

79,218.-John T. Ewan and JamEs H. Glenn,
Hillsboro, Iti.—Smut Mill—Juno 23, 18fi8.—The
grain is distributed between the inside jacket and
steel files and is scoured. It is then acted upon by
wire polishing brushes, the wheat being delivereil

into the lower ends of the suction legs, the light mat-
ter leaves it, and passes upward. The chaff strikes

and descends from the check board and is discharged,
the other light matter passes around the board and
out through the air trunk and drum. The dust de-

scends into a chamber whence it is carried by spouts
into the upper part of the suction legs.

Claim.—The arrangement, upon the frame A, in
the manner described, of the suction legs K K,
chanil)ers M M, check boards L L, air trunk D, and
its valves li li, dust chamber O, and spouts S 8, with
the cylinder E, its wire brushes J, staves I, plates G
11, fan 1*, and shaft C, with their various parts, all

constructed ami operating substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

79,219.—Robert EarieS/ Indianapolis, Ind.—
Sux)plemental Jaw for ^yrenchcs.—June 23, 1868.

—

The supplemental jaw is tapered and curved in the
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direction of its length and has teeth to raalce it take
an effective hold upon the pipe or other round object

to be wrenched. It may be compelled to keep com-
pany with the wrench by a chain attaching it to the
stationary jaw.
Claim.—The appliable wrench jaw, when made

substantially as described, as an article of manulac-
tui"e.

79,220.—Jajies B. Forsvth, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John H. Cheever, iS''ew York.—Lining Flexible and other Hose and Tubes with
India-rubber, die.—June 23, 18(38.—A lining- of vul-

canized rubber is applied to the hose by means of a
coating of gum, interposed between the two, steam,
hot air, or hot water being introduced within the
tubular lining for the pm-posc of softening the gum
and forcing the same into the meshes or interstices
of the article to be lined.

Claim.—1. "Water-proof hose or tubing, composed
of a tube of woven fabric, or other material, and a
vulcanized India-rubber lining, the tAvo being held
and cemented together by interposed non-vulcaniza-
ble gum, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The method of lining hose, or other tubular
articles, by inserting in the article to be lined the
vulcanized rubber, or equivalent lining, with its

coating or exterior layer of nnvulcanizable gum, and
then expanding said lining, and forcing the said gum
or cementing material into the meshes or pores of
the article to be lined, by means of steam, hot
water, or hot aii" introduced' within the lining, as set
forth.

3. A lining for hose, and other tubular articles,

composed of a tube of vulcanized rubber, with an ex-
terior coaMng or layer of nnvulcanizable gum or
cement, with or without one or more plies of cloth
or other fabric, combined and united with the lining,
as herein set forth.

4. The method herein described of coating the
hose or tubing with vulcanized rubber, both inter-
nally and externally, as and for the purposes set
forth.

79,221. — Edwatid A. Galbraith, Boston,
Mass., assignor to himself and Paul P. Todd, same
place.—Lamp Burner.—June 23, 1868.—The wick is

divided at top by a tube or a pari" of plates so arranged
as to admit the combined aii' and vapor to the inte-
rior of the flame.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the conduit for

supplying air to the flame, of a vapor-conducting
pipe, leading from the fluid reservoir of the lamp,
and communicating with the said air conduit, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'poses herein shown and
set forth,

2. A lamp burner in which the divided wict tube
with its double wick, the air-supplying pipe or con-
duit, and the vapor conduit are combined and ar-
ranged for joint operation in the manner herein
shown and described.

79,222.—Charles P. Gorely, Boston, Mass.—
Letter Box.—lxma 23, 1868.—An improvement on
tlie letter box for whirJi the same party received
United States Letters Patent, December 17, 1867.
In the present invention the pivoted bars serve not
only to ring the bell when the lid is opened, without
interfering with the operation of the ordinary bell-
pull, but operate to hold the lid firmly open when
raised to a certain height, and to keep it securely
closed when shut.

Claim..—1. The combination and arrangement of
- the lid B, bars D, E, F, wire or chain Gr, and spring
^ S, all constructed and operating substantially in the

manner and for the purpose specified.
2. The introduction of the chains H and G- into the

length of the bell wires, for the purpose of allowing
either of two modes specified to be used in ringing
the beU, Avithout interfering with the other, as set
forth.

79,223.—Jacob Harding, Schoolcraft, Mich.,
assignor to Henry I. Allen <fc Co., same place.

—

Hamcs Fastener.— June 23, 1868.— The metallic
straps connect the ends of the hames and are con-
nected by a lever Avliich, being turned horizontally
to a position the reverse of that in v.hich it is shown,

draws the hanies together and acts as a spring catch
to hold the parts in the desired position.

Claim.—1. The straps A and B, connected by the
lever C, as and for the pui-poses set forth.

2. The projecting feather E and groove 3, when
operated in connection Avith lever arm C and strap
B, substantially as described and for the purposes
specified.

79,224.—George W. Heckart, Columbiana,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Christian Kramer,
same place.

—

Hames Coupling.—June 23, 1868.—The
ends of the hames are attached to the hooks on the
case and ratchet bar sliding therein. The finger
pieces are pressed together and the ratchet bar forced
into the case, to draw the hames into the desired
position, in which the parts are retained by the en-
gagement of the spring pawls with the ratchet bar.
Claim.—A hames coupling, constructed, arranged,

and operating substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

79,225.—H. Heine, ISTcav York, "E.Y.—Steam
Generator.—June 23, 1868.—The boiler is formed of
tA^•o distinct parts, one inside ofthe other. The steam
dome of the inner part extends upward through the
center of the outer annular water space, and the
water and steam spaces of both parts, respectively,
communicate with each other through pipes. In
the combustion chamber the draught is downward,
so that the fire corner in contact AA'lth the outer sur-
face of tlie Avater jacket surrounding the fire box as
w^ell as with the inner surface thereof. Water pipes
situated in the combustion chamber connect at their
lower ends with the lower part of the water space of
the central part and from their top ends siphons
extend into the water legs. The heated gases pass
from the combustion chamber through tubes in the
annular water space.

Claim.—1. A steam generator, composed of an
internal main or central part, M, and of an outer an-
nular water space, G, said internal pait being pro-
vided with a water space, D, and fire flues, a, and
communicating with the outer annular water space
by pipes e and q, all as shown and described.
'2. The steam dome E, rising through the center of

the bonnet I, which covers up the annular Avater
space G, said Avater space and steam dome being
connected by pipes g, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The water pipes H, situated in the combustion
chamber E, between the central part and the annular
water space, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

4. The siphons &, connecting the pipes H and the
water legs C, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

79,226.—William Highton, Maiden, assignor
to Moses Pond & Co., Boston, Mass.

—

Hot^'Air
Register.—June 23, 1S68.—The auxiliary journals of
the shutters of the register enters slots in a slide bar
Avhose motion, produced by the turning of a Avheel,

effects the opening and closing of the register. The
recesses in the projecting ribs at the ends of the
frame serve as guides for the location of holes for
receiving the screws by which the grate is fastened
to the frame.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the wheel with the grate, the sliders, and the series
of shutters apjilied to the frame A, as set forth.

2. The combination of the frame A and the ribs F
with theii" recesses r r, as and for the pui'posc speci-
fied.

79,227.—A. L. Hill, Decatur, m.—Fastening
Check Hooks and Terrcts.—Juno 23, 1868.—The
check hook and ferrets are secured to, or have cast
on tliem, loops whicli fit over and embrace the saddle
strap. The loop of the check hook has a slot through
Avhich passes the back strap, Avhich is thereby secured
to the saddle strap.

Claim.—Providing the ten-ets B B and check
hook A Avith loops h h, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

79,228—Alfred Houghton, Seville, Ohio.—
Horse Hay Fork.—June 23, 1868.—The chocks con-
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stitute abutmeuts for the pin on the slide, in the
open and closed conditions of the fork.

Claim.—The checks E F, springs G, in combina-
tion with the slide C, in the manner as and for the
purpose specified.

79,229.—William H. Jackson, Salem, Mass.—
Manufacture of Gunpowder.—June 23, 1868.—This
mode of manufacture is by solution and evaporation
instead of grinding and pressing.

Claim.—The manufacture of gunpowder by mix-
ing a solution of nitrate of potash, or a known equiv-
alent thereof, with a soluble vegetable extract, such
as extract of logwood, or with other soluble orgaoic
matter, and by subsequently evaporating to dry-
ness, with or without the addition of sulphur or of
pulverized chai-coal, substantially as hereinabove
described.

79,230.—William Jones, Chelsea, Mass.—Gas
neater.—June 23, 18Gd.—The invention is shown as
applied to the heatiug of a calender roll, within
wMch the burner is situated. The gas Hows into
the chamber of the plug in fine streams and mingles
with the atmospheric air present in said chamber.
As the mixture, which is lighter than air, moves into
the pipe to supply the flame, a new supply of air
enters the chamber of the cock.
Claim.—1. For the purpose of mixing air and gas

to be burned, a plug cock, having a long, open,
chambered plug, with inlets /.; Ic and outletj, arranged
to operate substantially as described.

2. In connection with a burner, arranged within a
confined space, provision substantially as shown and
described, for supplying fresh unvitiated atmospheric
air, to be mingled Avith the gas passing to the flame,
as set forth.

79,231.—Benjamin Joseph, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and William McjSTiece, same
place.

—

Pessary.—June 23, 1868.—The oval body of
the instrument is introduced into the rectum after

the prolapsed portion of the anus has been returned
to its normal position. The short end of the base is

placed toward the coccyx, while the long end occu-
pies the periuEeum and j)revents the body of the in-

strument from ascending above the proper point of
support.
Claim.—1. The hollow yertical shaft c, in com-

bination with the body A, as and for the above de-
scribed purpose.

2. The combinrttion of the bas6 B, shaft c, and
universal joint d, as and for the above-described pur-
pose.

79,232.—EOBEKT James Kellett, San Fran-
cisco, Col.—Ticket Punch.—Jwwg 23, 1868.—The in-

strument cuts a coupon from the ticket and punches
the same at one operation, and the improvement is

represented as applied to the ticket punch for which
United States letters patent were granted to the
same party May 28, 1867.

Claim.—A small auxiliary punch, so arranged as
to punch a hole in the coupon or portion so removed,
at the same operation which removes or punches the
W)upon or portion of the ticket, thus providing a con-
venient means for stringing said coupons or portions
for preservation and reference, as described.

79,233

—

Isaac Kling, Seymour, Ixid.—Billiard
Begister.—June 23, 1868.—Two slides, inclosed in a
case, are operated by the rod which carries the points,

and an index rod, furnished with dies numbered to
record the games, is so arranged that the movements
of the slides cause a die to t)e protruded from the
case for every game that is played.

Claim.—1. Operating the index rod, which shows
the number of games played, by the movement of the
points to mark the games, as set forth.

2. The combination of the slotted slides B and C,
doors 1 1, index rod D, and spring c, with the bar E
and wire E', when arrangol and operating substan-
tially as described,

3. 'The ])i voted plates d^, and sjiring d^, in com-
bination with tiie notches H, for preventing the
index rod from being raised from the outside of the
case.

4. The spring b^ and inclined plane B^, for operat-

ing the connection and disconnection of the slider
and bar E, as set forth.

5. The checkmg points e^, provided with springs
e^, and latches e^ in combination with the notch e'''

and depression f^, for preventing the points from
being moved back\A'ard and re-marked without count-
ing a game, as set forth.

79,234.—Frederick A. Craft, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Zincing Iron.—June 23, 1868.—The iron vessel
to contain the molten zinc is lined with copper, or
equivalent material, for preventing the formation of
a dross from the ii'on and zinc.

Claim.—A zincin"- bath, composed of an outer
casing of iron, containing an inner lining or casing
of copper, or its equivalent, as set forth.

79,235

—

Ezra B. Lake, Bridgeport, IST. J.—
Ships' Fender.—June 23, 1868.—The interposition of
one or more of these fenders between a wharf and
vessel prevents injury to either when the vessel
surges, as either the vertical or transverse rollers re-

volve freely according to the direction in which the
vessel moves.

Claim.—The within-described fender, composed
of a strip of wood and of vertical and transverse
rollers, the whole being constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

79,236.—Charles L. Lee, Fitchvllle, Ohio.—
Combined Cultivator and Planter.—June 23, 1868.

—

The frame is suspended from the axle by screw bolts
whereby it may be adjusted vertically. A lever is

provided to enable the operator to control the work-
ing depth of the shovels, and another lever is em-
ployed to reciprocate the laterally-moving seed slide.

When the machine is used as a planter only, the
shovels are detached.
Claim.—1. The adjustable frame A, platform K,

lever B', axletree B, and wheels D, all constructed
and arranged to operate in the manner substantially
as set forth.

2. The slide boxes J, groove a, slide G, and lever
H, as constructed and aiTanged to operate, in the
manner and for the pm-pose specified.

79,237.—William J. Lewis and HenryW. Oli-
ver, Jr., Pittsbm-g, Pa.

—

Manufacturing Bolster
Plates.— June 23, "l868. — A continuous series of
wrought-iron blanks wherewith to make bolster plates
for wagons, are produced by rolling.

Claim.—A new article of manufacture, viz, iron
bars rolled to the shape of a connected series o
blanks tor bolster plates, substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

79,238.-1. Stone Lister, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Axle Box.—June 23, 1868.—On removing the screw
plug the reservoir may be supplied with oil through
the opening occupied'by said plug. A screw in the
plug serves as a valve, to wholly or pai'tially open or
close the air passages at their point of communica-
tion, in order to control the flow of oil from the
reservoir.

Claim.—1. A bearing, arranged within an axle
box above a journal, and having a chamber and
channels leading from the same, through which oil

may flow by its own gravity to the journal, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the said chambered bearing
with the oil reservoir G.

3. The plug I, with its air passages p and p', and
regulating valve q, in combination with the reser-

voii" G.

79,239.—Thomas Salem Livermore, Leicester,
Mass.

—

Belt Coupling.—June 23, 1868.—The outside
of both head and nut is designed to be flush, or nearly
so, with the surface of the belt when the screw is in-

serted and secui-ed. If the point of the screw pro-
ject, it is filed otf to the face of the head.

Claim.—The above described coupling, consisting
of the screw, with its conical head, in combination
with a nut, of similar form, capable of being drawn
into the belt, when con.structcd and operating in the
manner and for the purposes above set forth and
described.
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79,240.—William S. Loughborough, Eoches-

ter, I^. Y.—Water-Proof Leather Cement.—JxmQ 22,

18G8.—Gutta pcrcha is reduced to the consistency of

cream by benzine or bisulphuret of carbon ; sweet
oil is then added to it. A small (luantity of musk or

rosemary is added for the purpose of counteracting

the odor of the gutta percha. Isinglass glue may be
employed in connection with the above for cement-
ing materials other than rubber.
Claim.—The. compound composed of the ingre-

dients above set forth.

79,241 .—John Mabret, Jefferson City, Mo.—
Fever and Ague Medicine. — June 23, 1868.—Com-
})Osed of chinoidlne, cider vinegar, Orleans molasses,

emon oil, and oil of peppermint.
Claim. —A remedy for the fever and ague, and

other bilious diseases, compounded of the ingredi-

ents, in the proportions and in the manner herein

specified, substantially as described.

79,242.-11. M.Mansur, Angnsta, M.e.—Carpet
Stretcher and Tack Holder.— Jnne 23, 1868. — The
plate lias notches for extracting tacks, and slits for

holding tacks to be driven when the carpet has been
pushed into place by the instrument. The rubber
bands holdtlio tacks upright in the slits.

Claim. — The construction of the three-pronged
plate, with the elastic rubber rings F F, as a tool for

the purposes set forth and herein described.

79.243.— Jacob McDonald, Buffalo, Ohio.

—

Bee Hive.—June 23, 1868.—The hive is primarily a
double hive, consisting of two similar parts, resting

one upon the other. It rests upon the alighting

board, causing the bees to enter at two sides only.

To divide or colonize the bees the top section is

placed on the alighting board by the side of the bot-

tom section. The bottom section is then provided
with a cap and a small boai-d placed between the

sections to cut off communication between them.
Claim..—The guiding board A, with the side strips

g g, the two sections C C, and the cross board i, for

the use and purpose as specified and herein set forth.

79,244.—James H. Monce, Hopkinsville, Ohio-
—Churn.—June 23, 1868.—By means of the spring
and gearing the verge, with its adjusting and regu-

lating ann, together with the pitman balance wheel
and churn dasher, are operated.
Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of

the adjustable arm K, pitman L, and reversible bal-

ance wheel M, as herein described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The combination of the pitman L and reversible

wheel M. when constructed and operated as herein
described, for the purposes set forth.

79,245.—Benjamix Moxroe, Bristol, K. I., as-

signor to himself, William E. Chadwick and N"a-

THAN N. Cole, same place.

—

Car Coupling.—June
23, 1868.—The device is self-operating in coupling
A pin and a shoulder limit the upward and down-
ward movements of the draw pin.

Claiyn.—1. The combination ofthe draw pin B, con-
structed as described, with the slotted draw head H,
having an inclined or funnel-shaped orifice, aa do-
scribed.

2. The combination of the head H, pin B, and link

L, all constructed and operating as and for the pur-

pose specified.

79,246.—Melvix M. Morse and M. V. Col-
lins, Buffalo, X. Y.

—

Shears Sliarpener.—June 23,

1868.— The blade of the shears to be sharpened is

passed under the pressure roller, with the edge
against the stons. The spring presses against the
back ofthe blade to keep it engaged with the grind-
ing wheel.
Claim.—\. The adjustable gauge plate D, provided

witli stops c e. arranged and operating with the
grinding wheel B, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination therewith, the self-adjusting

pressure roller F. substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The spring /»., arranged with a pressnre roller

F, and gauge stops e. substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

79,247.— Johx M. Moter, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Brick Drier. — June 23, 1868 ; antedated December
23, 1867.—The turn-table is situated above a furnace
in a drying liouse, and has a number of radiating
tracks to receive cars loaded Avith bricks to be dried.

Each car has a set of supporting leaves which are
capable of being raised and lowered upon hinges for

convenience in loading and unloading. The cara
are transferred from the brick machine to the dry-

ing house and thence to the kiln, by the endless
chain.
Claim.—\ . The turn table, with ear tracks, with

heater beneath, in combination with the grooved
pulley wheels, aiTanged and operating substantially

as and for the purpose herein described.
2. The car, with upright center plate, and hinged

folding leaves, constructed and operating in manner
and form as described, to and for the purpose in-

tended.

79,248.—Henry I^orth, New Britain, Conn.—
Sash Fastener.—June 23, 1868.—This device not only
prevents the opening ofthe sashes from the outside,

but holds them in any desired position in the Avindow
frame when open. By turning the key so as to make
the bit point upward, the bolt may be moved entirely
away from the sash.

Claim..—1. The combination of the bolt D, pivoted
at/, with the shoulder k and the leaf or bit t, for the
purpose of locking the sash down when the lock is

placed in the easing, or locking the sash up when the
lock is placed in the sash, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

2. The spring G, operating in combination with
the bolt D, to press tlie sash laterally against the
casing and prevent rattling when the bolt is locked
into the recess L, substantially as described.

3. So constructing and arranging the several pai'ts

of the lock described, that the bolt D, which locks
into the recess L to secure the sash in the manner
described, Avhen closed, shall turn upward when the
sash is opened, and act as a pawl or stop, under the
influence ofthe spring E, to hold the sash in any de-

sired position, and which can be raised to release
the sash by the same leaf or bit i which locks it

down, substantially as herein specified,

79,249.—GerritV. Ortox andJohn Eichards,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Mortising Machine. — June 23,

1868.—The frictional device, by offering a steady
resistance to the rotation, in either direction, of the
shaft to which it is applied, prevents vibration in
the radial links when the chisel bar is operating-, or
being thrown into operation. The table for sup-
porting the piece to be operated upon has adjust-
ments which admit of what is known as "hand
feed" or " carriage feed." The bent stops keep the
stuff down upon the table, and prevent it rising by
the action of the chisel. A clamp screw passes
through a radial swinging nut piece and is adjustable
by moving the nut piece, so that it can be made to
bear in the center of a large or small piece, placed
upon the table, to be mortised. The clamp piece
swings on a screw, carrying with it the table sup-
port and table.

Claim.—1. The fractional device p and q, for con-
trolling the action ofthe treadle and chisel bar, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. Adjusting the table support a' laterally upon
the stud h', in the manner and for the purposes'shown.

3. The bent stops n' n', when arranged to swing
and adjust to different points on the stuff, in the man-
ner herein set forth and shown.

4. The adjustable nut ])iece /i', arranged with a
clamping screw, to act on stuff of different thickness,
in the manner and for the object as specified.

5. The rotating clamp piece i, for adjusting and
holding the table support a in different positions,

as shown, and for the objects described.

79,250.—Edwix A. Palmer, Clayville, IST. T.—
Cheese Card liake.—Jxmc 23, 1868 ; antedated June
12, 1868.—The rake is used to stir the cheese curd
while it is scalding and being prepared for the press;
also to raise the curd after it is checked.

Claim.—The upper head C, and the braces D D,
or their equivalent, for the purpose therein described
and set forth.
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79,251.—Hiram Parker, Salem, assignor to H.
"W. Peksing, Marion County, lU.—Wagon Box.—
June 23, 18G8.—The side boards are hinged to the
bottom, so that when the end gates are removed,
after disengaging the hooks extending from the ec-

centrics on the end gates, the side boards may be
turned iuward and made to rest upon the bottom.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of
the eccentric a, working on the studs /, the rods h b,

working in the staples d d, the pawl y, attached to
the handle of the eccentric a, so as to work in the
ratchet g, substantially in the manner shown and
described, and for the pm-poses above set forth.

79,252.—William P. Parrott, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to N". F. Bryant, same place.

—

liailioay
Truck.—June 23, 1868.—The wheels arc rendered
capable of relativb lateral movement by the teles-

copic construction of their axles or otherwise, in

order to be transferred from a narrow to a broad
gauge, or vice versa.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of a
car track with laterally moving wheels, as described.

79,253.—Frederic Passy, Paris, France.—
Andiron and Fireplace.—June 23, 18G8.—Eegisters
may be placed at the points where the air enters the
anflirons and where it leaves them, and an urn, or
other receptacle for water, may be placed at the up-
per end of the andiron, so that the air, before leav-

ing the andiron, shall heat its contents.
Claim.—1. An andiron, having channels or pas-

sages, arranged substantially as described, so that a
current of air from the lower portion of the apart-
ment in whicli the andiron is placed shall pass into

and through the andiron, and be discharged into the
apartmenfin a heated state, as specified.

2. The combination of the above and a water re-

ceptacle, arranged upon the upper end of the and-
ii'ou, as and for the pm-pose described.

79,254.—Abram Perrin, Cleveland, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, Charles L. IIowand, George
S.'Seldex, and Marjiaduke Moore, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Car Coupling.—June 23, 1868.—The arrow-
head of the draw bar has a tvsist, which causes it to

turn and enter when brought into contact with the
bumper, after which it is turned to its original posi-

tion by the attached weight so as to be retained
within the draw head. The other end of the draw
bar draws against a vertical abutment, has a lug
entering a groove to prevent the bar from rotating,
and is retained within the draw head by a pin closing
the lateral opening.

Claim-.—The construction of the draw head A,
with its open side, and pin h, and having stops c^ c^,

and c3, of the form shown, in combination with the
link or connecting irons D and H, the former being
l^rovided Avith a head, d^, and lug 2, and weight G,
all substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

79,255.—Amzi P. Plant and Amos Shepard,
Plantsvillc, Conn.

—

Machine for Forging Nuts.—
June 23, 1868.—A machine for feeding the nut blank
from the cut-otF mechanism to the dies for basiling
its corners, puucliing the hole, and swaging the
edges. The blanks, as they are cut off, are conveyed
one to the right and one to the left, in alternate
succession, the machine being of a duplex character,
but having only one cut-off.

Claim.—1. Tlie right and left hand conveyer u,

whoi so constructed as to convey a nut blank from
the cut-oft mechanism, whether moving from the
right or left, and slotted plate A, in combination
with tlie cut-oft" device, and a forging meclumism on
the riglit and left of it, substantially as described.

2. The swinging conveyers u'^ u^ ti^, in combination
with the forging, puncliing, and finishing mechan-
ism, all constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
Btantially as described.

79,256.—Canceled.

79,257.—Albert Eakestraw, Peoria, 111.—
Cherry ,^toner.^uno 23, 1868.—The movement of

the slide delivers the cherries, one at a time, into the
chamber traversed by a fork which carries a cherry
forward to an opening through which the stone is

forced, the pulp remaining in the fork until the lat-

ter is retracted to an opening whose shoulders dis-
engage the j)ulp.

Claim.—A cherry stoner, having sliding beam D,
openings B, C, E, JS, and K, fork O, and block Q,
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as herein specified.

79,258.—T. C. E.ICE, "Worcester, Mass.—Ihibu-
lar A-xZe.-June 23, 18G8 ; antedated June 9, 1868.—
The clips are bolted to oifsets, which are brazed or
otherwise secured to the axle, the object being to
firmly secure the axle to its wooden bed.

Claim.—The square-shooldered offsets C C, on the
axle A, for securing it to the wooden bed B, with
the clips a a, which fit over such shoulder, as herein
shown and described.

79,259.—Jesse B. Eumsey, Sturgis, Mich.—
Coat Hack.—June 23, 1868.—The frames may be
opened outward, away from the partition, and 'held
at any desired angle for use. They lie folded against
the wall, so as to be out of the way when not in
use.

Claim.—1. The form or construction of the but-
terfly-Aviug frames A A, with their series of over-
hanging coat hooks a a a a, as arranged and com-
bined with the socket chairs B B', substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the connecting bar D, and
the chairs B B', with one or more hinged frames,
having each a series of overhanging coat or clothes
hooks, to be placed and secured in any desired posi-

tion, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

79,260.—D. Savalle, Paris, Frajiee.-Appara-
tus for Distilling.—June 23, 1868.—The crude li-

quor is placed in the lower compartment of the
heater, steam is admitted thereto, and the resulting
vapor rises to the upper apartment of the heater
through the column of perforated partitions and
passes thence to the condenser. The vapor being
condeiised, floAVS back into the column, over the
plates of which it passes successively until it falls

into the upper apartment of the heater, where it is

brought into contact with the vapors from the lower
apartment, which are thus partially condensed be-

fore entering the column. The non-condensed va-
por passes from the condenser to a cooler, Avhere it

is condensed and from which it is drawn off. By
graduating the openings and the length of the tubes
a rapid passage of the liquid throu"H the column is

effected. The throttle valve and float, together
with the pipes and casing communicating with the
heater, are employed to maintain a uniform steam
pressure and temperature.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the column B,
of a casing. A, divided into two compartments, A' B',

the lower containing a heating pipe, m, and the up-
per a perforated pipe, a, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. Graduating the size of the openings in the per-

forated plates ol" the column, and the length of the
tubes which extend above said plates, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

3. The casing O. communicating with the heater
A, or with its column, in combination with the cas-

ing O', its tube s, and float o, connected to the throt-

tle valve m'^, the whole being arranged and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The arrangement, in respect to the heater A
and column B, of a cooler, F, consisting of a casing
divided by partitions and pipes into two compart-
ments, one communicating with the column, and the
other with the A\ater pipe c\ as set forth.

79,261 .—Charles A. Seely, New York, N.Y.—
Solidified Collodion.—June 23, 1868.—The purpose
of th(; nitro-glucosc, which is dissolved in the liquid
collodion and left incorporated with the hardened
collodion after the evaporation of tiie solvent, is to
increase the flexibility and toughness and counter-
act the brittlencss of the ordinary hardened collo-

dion .

Claim.—The compound of collodion and nitro-

Slucose, ]ircpared and compounded substantially as
escribed.
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79.262.—Joseph Shalkexback, Chicago, Dl.—
Sad Iron.—June 23, 18(i8. —The iron may be turned

and held so that the operative face shall be either

curved, flat, or angular, to suit the work to be done.

Claim.—The revolving sad iron A, constructed

Avitli flat and curved faces, as described, and ad-

justed in its handle, F, by means of the spring latch

G- and the disk S, in which are the notches K, ar-

ranged to correspond with the desired position of

the sad iron, substantially as set forth.

79,263.—Hexry F. Shaw, West Pvoxbnry, as-

signor to jAiiEs A. WooDBUUY and Solomon S.

Gray, Boston, :sLass.—Steermg Apparatus.—Jmuq
23. 18G8.—The rudder being turned in cither dii'cc-

tion is firmlv held in position without the necessity

of holding on to the wheel, regardless of any force

that may be brought to bear upon the rudder or post

below the operative parts. Springs are attached to

the ends of the chains or rods fastened to the arm of

the oscillating internal gear wheel, for the purpose of

avoiding undue strain upon the gears and rudder post.

Claivi.—1. The combination, Avith the rudder post

C, of the sleeve G. provided with the eccentric g, and
the gears D and E, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

2. The combination of a spring with the arm of

the oscillating gear E, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

79,264.—Hexry F. Shaw, "West Roxbmy, as-

signor to James A. Woodbury and Solomox S.

Gray, Boston, M.ass.—Pullei/BlocJc.^Jnne 23, 1868.

—The differential gear, descriljed in United States

patent Xo. 75.304, granted to same party March 10,

1868, is here applied in the construction of a pulley

block, the object being to render it capable of sus-

taining a weight at any desii'ed height, and to dis-

pense with a lower or secondary sheave.
Claim.—The combination, m a pulley block, of

the winding wheel D, the differcjitial gear, pulleys

E F. and an eccentric sleeve, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

79,265.—C. Latham Sholes, Carlos Glidden,
and Samuel "W. Soule, Milwaukee, Wis.—Type-
^Vriting Machine.— June 23, 1868.—By means of
this invention, writing an ordinary communication,
for example, is effected by mechanically-operated
types instead of by hand. The types are^ arranged
in. a radiating series, and are pivoted to a disk, at

whose center each type is made to act upon the paper
through an opening,'against a platen, under which an
inking ribbon is automatically impelled. The paper
to be written upon is confined upon a duplex frame,
which has a regular intermittent feed motion, under
an impulse derived from the operating keys, in order
to properly space the consecutive letters upon the
pap'cr. One part of tlie carriage has an independent
motion, in order that the posifiou of the paper may
be changed so as to space the lines.

Claim.—1. The key levers L, vibrating on the ful-

crum M, with the inner ends or fingers u reaching
under the type bars, so that the keys will act directly
on the types, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The spacer or ratchet I, combined with the
bifurcated lever H, connected with the bar T, piv-
oted at s, and resting on and across the arms of the
keys L, behind the fulcrum M, so that striking the
faces ofthe keys will work the teeth ofthe forks of the
lever up and down and into the notches of the si)acer,
and give a certain uniform and regular space move-
ment to the paper cariiago. in line of the types, wlien
made substantially as described.

3. The pins e, fastened to the table A', combined
with the pawl ft, and the spring I', to give the paper
carriage a certain and regular cross-line movement
at a right angle to the space movement, from line to
line when made substantially as described.

4. The clasps or springs b, attached to the bars
C and C, on a line through the middle of the platen
G, combined with the springs a, attached to the bar
E, to hold the paper to the carriage, and press it

down smooth and tight, in passing under the platen,
when made substantially as described.

5. The spools m, combined with the gudgeon s',

the skaft I, the pulleys k and K, the band c', the cord

V, the weight W, the ratchet-wheel V, the pawl t,

and the bar P, pivoted to the back of the case A^, to

feed a fresh part of the inking ribbon under the
platen, to each type successively, when made sub-

stantially as described.

79,266.—J. D. Sibley, Middletown, Conn.—
Sjyirit Level.—June 23, 1868.—Movable sights arc

attached to the ends of a common spirit-level tVarae,

which revolves upon a pivot in the center of a disk,

whose periphery is marked to indicate degrees of

angles. The piVot is hollow, in order that a plum-
met line may be suspended therefrom.
Claim .—The combination of the revolving sighted

level with the disk A, when arranged, and operating

as herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

79,267 Sidney Skillman, Jersev City, o^. J.—
Car Truck.—June 23, 1868 ; antedated June 16, 1868.

—The boiler and the end of the car are mounted upon
the truck in such a manner as to admit of a reason-
able degree of oscillation in every direction, as in

passing over obstacles or uneven parts of the road.

The hole in the roof is somewhat larger than the
stack, and the hooks of the braces are strong enough
to sustain the stack under ordinary jars and concus-
sions, but when, on account of an unusual occurrence
the stack is struck against the roof with such force

as to be deflected, the hooks break or straighten to

permit the deflection of the stack Avithout other
injury.

Claim.—1. The SAviveling of the truck on a center
coincident with the center of the boiler, by means of

the swiveling ring H, arranged substantially as
herein described.

2. In connection with the above, the tilting ring
G, turning on the centers <;' g^ and h^ h^, airanged
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

3. In combination with the boiler D, located at or
forward of the center of the truck, the employment
of a bearing, I, in rear of the center of the truck, so
arranged as to support or aid in supporting the weight
of the car in such manner us to throw more of its

weight upon the rear than upon the front axle of the
truck, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

4. The Avithin-described arrangement of the hole
P, stack d, boiler D, and weak braces M, or their

equivalent, adapte-d to operate together in the man-
ner herein specified.

79,268.—H. Julius Smtth, Boston, Mass.—Elec-
tric Fuse.—June 23, 1868.—Designed to obviate the
objections to such fuses as have two wires separately
insulated, and not continued into the cap, but soldered
to wires Avhich proceed therefi-om. The salt used as a
flux in soldering attracts moisture, Avhich interferes

with the operation of the fuse.

Claim.—An electric fuse, in which the end of a
single insulating cord,containing two insulated wires,
is introduced directly into the cap containing the
fulminate to be fired, in the manner described.

79,269.—William Sjhth, New York, ]^. Y.—
Book Binding.—June23, 1868.—Through each of two
slits, punched at or near the back edge of the leaves,

are passed tAvo tapes, between the loose ends of
which the cover boards are placed, and which are
secured to said covers.
Claim.—A book when it has its covers secured to

its leaves by tapes, or their equivalents, that are
passed through the leaves, and then their loose ends
fastened to both the outer and inner sides of the
covers, substantially as described.

79,270 George B. Sxoav and Theodore G.
Leavis, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automatic Dental Plugging
Instrument.—June 23, 1868.—The operator presses

the plugging tool against the filling of the tooth,

causing the tool holder to pass within the case, and
the lifting bar to pass over the incline of a wedge and
release its hold upon a catch ;

whereupon the hammer
is driven down by the force of its spring, and strikes

a blow upon the head of the tool holder.

Claim.—A plugging instrument, having all its

automatic operating parts contained Avithin the case
forming the handle of the instrument, substantially

I as described.
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79,271—P. A. Sparre, Stocliholm, Sweden.—
Transmitting Signals.—June 23, 1868.—Signals are
transmitted by means of acolnmn of air, acting upon
a disk or diaphragm. The air is contained in a pipe,
and is compressed and forced against the diaphragm
by means of a cylinder of caontchouc, or other clastic

substance. At each compression the elastic dia-

phragm of the receiving apparatus is raised, and it

reassumes its former shape on the cessation of the
pressure. It is this alternate elevation and depres-
sion of the diaphragm which is here made available
as a means of transmitting signals.

Claim.—1. The disk d, in combination with the
stop e, stand/, and bolt g, as described.

2. The rack i, in combination with the pinion j,

connected with the gear Jc, by means of the ratchet
wheel I, in connection with the catch m, escapement
n, and spring o, as described.

3. The plate i;i, affixed to the cylinder p^ in com-
bination with the lever q, spring r, hook s, and spring
s^, as described.

4. The plate t, hinged to its case, as shown at t^,

in combination with the rack i, square u, pin w^,

and spring w^, as described.
5. The stop ?;, mounted on the disk d', in combina-

tion with the inclined planes v^, v^, v^. hook s. and
spring S'l, as described, to operate substantially as
herein set forth.

79,272.~Net.son Spofford and Charles Cor-
liss, Haverhill, Mass., assignors to Charles Cor-
liss. — Instrument for Adding and JRegistering
Numbers.—June 23, 1868.—By pressing in" the pro-
jecting end of the graduated bar, the line or mark
denoting the figure on the bar that coincides with
the end of the casing will be indicated and regis-

tered on the dial.

Claim.—1. The graduated sliding spring bax &,

when applied and operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The sliding- graduated bar b, in combination with
ratchet/, and toothed-wheel e, as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination with the bar &, and spring d. of
the system of gearing, and the indicators, as setlbrth.

4. The combination of graduated bar 6, casing a,

and head c, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

5. The method of adding a series of figures or num-
bers, by means of a sliding bar, operating a system of
gearing or watch work, substantially as set forth.

79,273.—Edward L. Stevens, Houlton, Me.,
assignor to Isaac Barker, same place.

—

Sled.—
June 23, 1868.—The sled is guided by means of the
cords or ribbons attached to the rudder. The slotted
bar allows the rudder to move back and forth, and
is, together with the spring, designed to aid in steer-

ing, and facilitate tlie passage of the sled over ob-
structions and uneven places.

Claim.—1. The slotted bar G, in combination with
the spring D, when constructed and operating sub-
stantiaUy as and ibr the purposes described.

2. A coasting sled, having rudder A, bell holder
and bell C, spring E, slot ll, chains K, ribbons O,
and stirrups S, constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as specified.

79,274.—David Stoddart, San Francisco, Cal.—Eeciprocating Steam Engine.—June 23, 1868.—The
arrangement of the passages and small pistons is

such that the latter are acted upon by escape steam
from the cylinder, and effect the reversal of the valve.
The auxiliary passages prevent a change of valve
while the piston is passing across either of the main
openings.

Claim.—1. The an-angeraent of the pistons B', B^,

small pistons D', D^ valve C, and the passages Hi,

H^, communicating to the cylinder, substtuitially as
described.

2. The aiTangemcnt of the auxiliary passages K'
K^, substantially as described.

79,275.—David Stuart and Lewis Bridge,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Stuart, Pltickson &
Co., same lAaca.— Base Burning Fireplace Stoves —
June 23, 1868.—The ol)jcct is to provide a stove of
comparatively small dimensions, which shall present

an extended heating surface for the air admitted
thereto.
Claim.—I. The base of the stove, inclosing the

passages E, E, and G, arranged and communicating
with the pipes P and P', substantially as described.

2. Two or more pipes P and P', arranged within
the outer casing of a fireplace stove, for conveying
the products of combustion to the chimney, an(l for
heating the air admitted to the space within the said
outer casing, aU substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. The pipes P and P', in combination with the
compartments k and k', and the valved partition be-
tween the same.

4. The double cover, consisting of plates 2 and 3,

one for fitting to the top of the stove and the other
to the top of the feeder, and so arranged that pro-
ducts of combustion can pass between them.

79,270.—Edward Sullivan, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Reamer.—June 23, ] 868 ; antedated June 6, 1868.

—

The cutters can be adjusted so as to bore holes of dif-

ferent diameters.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

cutters and blank head C, collar e, sleeve D, cone /,
rod A, and the cutters and blanks, the whole being
constructed, arranged, combined, and operating sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth.

79,277.—Michael Sweeney, "Wheeling, "W. Ya.
—Lamp Chimney.—J imG 23, 1868.—The lens-like
portion of the chimney is designed to concentrate
the rays of light, and produce a more complete illu-

minating effect.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a lamp-
chimney, constructed with an oval bulge, regular in
form, and with a unifonn curvature, except as to the
rounded lens-formed projection B on the sides, sub-
stantially as set forth.

79,278.—B. B. Taggart and C. W. Brown,
Watertown, N. Y.—Hat.—June 23, 1868.—The pa-
per is rendered soft and pliable by moistening, after
which it is shaped upon a form or block and allowed
to dry ; it is then placed upon a block and pressed
into the form which it ultimately preserves.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, abator
bonnet-body, molded or pressed from a continuous
sheet of formed paper, substantially as and for the
purposes herein shown and specified.

79,279.—Hiram Taylor, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Lubricator.—June 23, 1868.—The cast-metal band or
collar is designed to constitute an air-tight and
strong attachment for the supporting stem. The
rod is made somewhat smaller than the aperture in
the stem, or is formed with a flat t^ide to allow the oU
to flo-\v from the reservoir to the shaft to be lubricated.

Claim.—1. A metallic band or collar, I, cast
around and within the neck of the reservoir G, for
the pm-pose of attaching the supporting stem E
thereto, as specified.

2. In combination with the band or collar I, of soft

or fusible metal, applied as set forth, the threaded
tube or bushing E, of harder metal, for the recep-
tion of a screw on the upper end of the stem E.

3. The rod D, formed with a projection or enlarg-
mcnt, d, on its upper end, to support it out of con-
tact with the journal, substantially as described.

79,280.—B. D. Taylor, Granville Center, Pa.—Combined Land Holler, Fertilizer, and Seed Sotver.

June 23, 1868.
—
"When the machine is in motion the

two-part main roller sev^es to give motion to the
friction or crank wheels which operate the elbow
levers througli the medium of pitman rods and
thereby reciprocate the perforated plates of the hop-
pers.

Claim.—The combination of the front and rear
hoppers 1 1, and their respective plates K K, pitmen
P r, levers L L, rollers M M, and cylinders A A,
all constructed and operating substantially as spec-

ified.

79,281.—Daniel G. Terrell, "Wakefield, Pa.—
Brake for IIorsc-Foiccr Machines.—June 23, 1868.

—

A long lever carrying n brake is sustained while the
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machine is in operation by a latch attached to a piv-

oted arm camins a tightening drum which rests
upon the belt." Should the belt" break or slip oflF a
pulley or -n-heel. the tightening drum falls, liberates

the brake lever from the latchTthrows the upperend
of the pivoted arm against the brake, and thereby
apphes the brake to "the driving wheel with suflB.-

cient force to stop its revolution.
Claim.—The arrangemeutin horse-powers, of the

mechanism herein described, whereby the brake will

be self-acting when the belt breaks or flies off, and
also serves the purpose of a hand brake to stop
the machine when the belt is on in running order,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

79,2S2 Daniel .T. Tittle. Albany. X. Y., as-

signor to Albi il. Tittle, same place.— Horse-
Power.—June 23. ISGS.—The outside rows of cogs
work on the front and rear carrying wheels. A gear
wheel on the front carrying wheel shaft works into
a geai' wheel fixed to the axle of the drive wheels,
and is adjus*'".ble laterally so as to be thrown into
and out of geur. The center cogs work directly on
the drive wheels when held in gear therewith by a
lever operating one or more rollers beneath the
tread apron which press said cogs into the drive
wheel gear. Holding clamps, having set bolts and
nuts, retain the tread apron at the required degree
of inclination. The pan receives the animal excre-
ment.

Claim.—1. The endless tread, composed of the
pieces ee. and furnished with the links//, outer cogs
g, and middle cogs h h h, and ad in combination
with the said tJ-ead pieces e e, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth and described.

2. The gear wheel K. working on t.he shaft of the
carrying wheels c, in combination with the levers i

and 71. and connecting bar o, or their equivalents.
as and for the purpose set forth and described.

3. The gear wheel M, in combination with the
drive wheel D. or its equivalent, and the gear wheel
K, substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth and
described.

4. The rollers r r, with their supporting bars 1

1

or their equivalents, in combination witli the lever
S and its link iv and connecting ear i\ or their equiv-
alents, as and for the pm'pose set forth and described.

5. The holding clamps x x', and binding bolt and
nut y, or its equivalent, as and for the purpose set
forth and described.

6. The pan Z. arranged as and for the purpose set
forth and described.

79,283—E. R. 'Whitney, Plattsburg, X. T.—
Car Coupling.—June 23, 18(i8.—When the coupler
enters the chamber it strikes the lower vertical arm
of the cross and moves it backward, the rear liori-

zontal arm lifting the dog until it becomes the upper
vertical arm. when the do^ falls and locks the cross.
By raising the handle and placing the pawl in the
notch, the cross may be revolved freely in either di-

rection.
Claim.— The arrangement of a four-armed cross

or wheel B, dog oi- lever C, with spring D, pawl E,
handle F. and notch a. all made and aiTanged in tlie

coupling box A, and operating substantially as and
for the purposes above set forth.

79,284.—Frank TVicks, Upper Sandusky, Ohio.—Horse Hake.—June 23, 18d8.—Li order to discharge
the gathered hay from tlie rake, the operator, ha\-
ing hold of the upper round of the handles, sliglitly

lifts the heel of the gatherer ; t^.iis causes tiie i)oint's

of the teeth to catch in the gi-ound when the icetli

and bandies are turned over. Tlie teeth and liandles
are restored to the former position by the catching
of the handle dogs in the ground.

Claim.—1. The runiters E E. constructed substan-
tially as described, with the curved part extending
from the front extremity to the rear of the line of
the points of the teeth P P, for the pm-pose set forth.

2. Locating the post G. or its equivalent, back of
the points of the teeth P P, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specihed.

3. The construction and arrangement of the rods
or braces N O, with the handles and cross bar I, and
nuts 1 1, for the purpose of bracing the handles to the
cross bar I, substantially in the manner described.
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79,285.—XEW^EL J. "Willis. Boston. Mass., as-
signor to the Boston- Spring Bed Company, same
\Ance.—Spring Bed Bottom.—June 23. 1868.—Each
of the slats has two transverse notclies or grooves
to receive the middle straight portion of the bent
wire springs, across which are turned the fastening
buttons.

Claim.—1. The improved spring bed bottom, as
composed of the frame B. the two i-bmd bars A, the
two series of springs C, (of thekind described.) and
the series of slats D. arranged and applied together
substantially as described.

2. The construction and an-angement of the two
buttons with the grooved slats and their springs, ar-

ranged and applied to such slats and round, bai's in
manner substantially as explained.

79,286.-PUTXAM Wilson, Newport, assignor
to E. M. Mansl'r, Augusta. Me.

—

Cheese Press.—
June 23, 1668.—The bed piece upon which the cheese
rests is made to rise by the force exerted upon the
levers by the vv heel and axle, the force being com-
municated to the bed piece by the loose end bars.
Under this arrangement there 'is an upwai'd as well
as a downward pressure.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

levers E E, uprights D D. movable bottom B, up-
right standard F. and follower G, all operated by the
rope I. drum J, and lever K, substantially as herein
set forth.

79,287.— George F. '^'^ight and William
Orr, Jr., Clinton, Mass.—Tar/.-June 23, 1868 ; an-
tedated June 5, 1868.—The thickness of the piece of
pasteboard corresponds with the diameter of the
string, so that when the string is looped around
it and the two pasted between the tag and its

heading piece a smooth external surface is pre-
sented.
Claim.—The use of a circular or otherwise-shaped

piece of pasteboai-d, or its equivalent, when inserted
between the two thicknesses of the tag or label,

around which the string, or its equivalent, is looped,
in the manner substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

79,288.—John Haktzell Zin-n. Harrisburg, as-

sicrnor to himself and T. B. Weakley. DauxDhin
County, 'Pa.—Line Holder.—Jnnc 23, 1868.—The
tops of the ai-ms of the lever are grooved out so that
wlien a rope is placed in the depressions and imder
the flange it can be stretched away at any desired
angle without slipping off its holding points.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever D. with
central arm a, pivoted on tiie frame A, and arm C,
in connection with the arch-shaped flange B, aU
made of iron, brass, or other suitable material, for

the holding of rope or wii-e, substantially as herein
set forth and described.

79,289.—S. G. MONCE, Marathon, Ohio.—Ap-
paratus for Motive Power.— Jiuie 23, 1868.—The
main spring, being wound up, impels a train of
wheels, including the verge wheel, which, acting
upon the verge, oscillates the lever which imparts
motion to the shaft can-ying the fly wheel.
Claim.—The combination of the verge g, arm or

lever i. connecting rod k, and fly wheel o, all as

shown and described.

79,290. — Charles Benjamin Willoughby,
Uhricksville, Ohio, assignor to himself and W. A.
Bovev, same place.

—

Carburetter.—June 23. IStJS.

—

Gas is produced l)y forcing air into the oil in the oil

tank. from, which the gas passes to the gas chamber
to be conikicted thence through a pipe into the water
in the tank. The gas rises through tlie water into

the gasometer, the wei-ht of Axhich forces it into

the pipe which supplies the burner.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the oil tank B, gas

chamber D. pipes and valves d, all as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose specitied.

2. The combination of the gas chamber D, gas
pipe E, and valves/, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and lor the purpose specified.

3. The corahination of the oil chamber B. the air-

supply pipe C. and valve c, substantially as showa
and debcribed, and for the pm-pose set forth.
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79,291.— "William Morgexstekx, Hartford,
Conn., assignor to Herman Funke.—Breech Load-
ing Fire Arm.—June 23, 1868.—The hammer and
lock mechanism are contained in and move with the
swinging breech piece. The cam at the under side
of the breech, actuated by a spring, throws the car-

tridge case clear of the gun, by a sndden movement,
after said case has been retracted by an ordinary
extractor on the forward end of the breech piece.

Claiw,.—1. In combination with a hinged breech-
block, the firing pin, main spring, and sere, arranged
within said block, substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

2. Making the firing pin and dog, or handle, all in

one piece, substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

3. In combination with a swinging breech and
firing pin or hammer, the projecting portion E, the
whole arranged to accomplish the locking down of
the breech, substantially as described.

4. The employment, in combination with an ex-

tractor, of an ejector, composed of a spring cam or
flipper, such as herein described.

79,292.—James H. Lament and D. A. Lament,
Troy, ^Q,.—Fruit Picker.—June 23, 1868.—The fruit

is detached by the fingers and is caught by the re-

ceptacle below.
Claim.—The combination, in a fruit picker, of the

vessel A and fingers a a a a, all substantially as

shown and described.

79,293.—Patrick Adte, of the Strand, Eng-
land.

—

Machine for Clipping Horses' Hair.—June
30, 1868.—A number of cutters are so arranged on a
comb that the length of hair left, in clipping, may
be regulated, and the cutters are guarded by said
comb so that the skin of the animal cannot be in-

jured.
Claim.—The combination of the teethed plates A

and B, screws I and I, handle A H, with handle or
lever L K D H, the whole constructed and operated
in the manner and for the purpose above set forth

and described.

79,294.—James Albee, Boston, Mass., assignor
to Moses Pond and Co., same place.

—

Hot Air Fur-
nace.—June 30, 1868.—The air heating pipes are ar-

ranged in a nearly vertical series. Two pipes, lead-

ing downward into a flue resting upon the throat of
the ash chamber, conduct the products of combus-
tion to said flue, when the direct draught is closed,

in order to heat the contents of a pan which rests

upon said flue, the pan being introduced and with-
drawn through a throat in the case between the two
pipes. The draught through the two pipes to the
escape flue is equalized by a damper or perforated
partition.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the flue N with either or both the pipes M, the fire

pot A, the drum E, the conduit/, the escape pipe O,
or its branch pipe h', ]5rovided with a damper, as de-

scribed, the case I being furnished with a throat or
opening for the passage of the evaporating pan P to
and from the toj) of the flue N, as set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the de-

flector H with the case I, the fire pot A, the drum F,
the series of pipes G, and their extensions G', ar-

ranged with the di'um and the fire pot, as speci-

fied.

3. The combination of the damper, or the parti-

tion n, having a liole, o, as described, with the two
pipes M M, and the flue N, arranged with the fire

pot, the drum, and the case, and combined with the
conduit / and the escape pipe O, as set fortli.

4. The arrangement of the evaporating pan and
its throat Avith the flue N and the fire pot.

79,295.—J. S. Allen and A. P. Wilkins, Al-
len's Grove, Wis.—Key Board for Pianos, &c.—
June 30, 1868.—Two or more rows of short keys are
placed immediately behind the longer, ordinary
keys, in the same plane therewith. By means of

said short keys a tone, an octave higher or lower
than the key directly in front of it, may l)e sounded.

Claim:—A key board to a piano forte or other

musical instrument, in which additional keys,

whether one or more series, are employed and ar-

ranged for operation upon the ordinary keys of the
key board, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

79,296.—A. Q. Allis, Dayton, 0\i\o.—Treadle
for Shewing Machines.—June 30, 1868.—A coil spring
is applied to the sewing machine as the moving
power, for ordinary domestic use. A friction roller
and a brake, governed by a foot lever, are employed
to adapt the motion of the machine to the work.
Claim.—The arrangement, upon the frame A, of

the spring E on shaft b, the ratchet wheel c, pawl d,
and gear wheels e g, e^ g\ e^ g^, driving shaft B, pul-
ley E, fly wheel D, friction pulley h', brake h, rod k,
spring m, treadle n, and rack p, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

79,297.—Robert Atherton and George Sin-
gleton, Paterson, N. J.

—

Spinning Machinery.—
June 30, 1868 ; antedated June 19, 1868.—The bob-
bin receives motion from an endless cord on the pul-
ley, and as the silk is unwound from the bobbin it

receives the proper degree of torsion from the re-
tarding eff'ect ot the traveler of the thimble cap.
The object in imparting motion to the bobbin alone
is to enable the same to be run at a higher degree of
speed than usual.

Claim.—In silk spinning machinery, the combina-
tion of the stationary pin B, stationary thimble cap
K, and thread-guide traveler W, with the movable
tube E, and bobbin H, constructed and aiTanged
substantially in the manner described and for the
purpose set forth.

79,298.-J. S. Atterbury and T. B. Attek-
BURY, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Manufacture of Glass Ware
ivith Handles.—June 30, 1868.—By successive opera-
tions in the same mold the body of the article is

blown and the handle produced and permanently
attached thereto.

Claim.—A glass lamp, or other article in glass,
having a molded or cast handle, and a blown body,
produced substantially as described.

79,299.—Dexter Avery, Westfield, Mass.—
TT/iip.—June 30, 1868.—The threads of the covering
of the whip are interwoven like regular fabric, in-

stead of being braided as usual.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a whip
having its covering woven with a weft and warp,
as herein described, for the purpose specified.

79,300.—Darius Babcock, Warsaw, HI.—Har-
vester.—June 30, 1868.—Motion from the carrying
wheels of the machine is communicated through
the gearing inclosed in the dome-like frame to the
cutters in the flexible bar, which is raised by a lever
and prevented from rolling over by a hook.
Claim.—1. The dome-shaped frame A', in combi-

nation with the dome A, and in combination with
any mowing and reaping machinery, substantially
as shown and described, and for the pm'poses set
forth.

2. The anm:lar frame P, in combination with the
frame A' and the axle M, substantially as shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the axle M, gear wheel D,
pinion C, shaft B, crown wheel a, pinion E, and
shaft H, with the frame P, all constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

4. The frame /, in combination with the lever L',

and chain, and arm i, substantially as shown and
descril)ed, and for the purposes set forth.

5. The hook g, in comljination with the arm i, and
any flexible bar R, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

79,301.—Alfred B. Beaumont, Grand Rapids,
Mich.—Broadcast Sower.—June 30, 1868.—The cone
guides the seed to the openings of plates situated at

the bottom of tlie hopper and made adjustable to

regulate tlie flow of seed. Through these i)latC8 the
grain is delivered to the interior of a rotating m heel,

consisting of two disks, separated byTriiis, and from
which the grain is discharged at the rear of the ma-
chine by centrifugal action.

Clai7n.—l. The adjustable disks k" k'", for regu-
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lating the discharge of the grain. snbstantiallT as

and for the purposes shown and described.
2. The stop S'. in combination wiih the disk k"',

sobstantiallv as and for the purpose shown and de-

scribed.
3. Arm m", substantiallv as and for the purposes

shown and described.
4. Arm m'", substantially as and for the purposes

shown and described.
5. The slot V on the arm m'", substantially as and

i

for the purposes shown and described.
6. The spring c' ou the arm m'", substantially as

and for the purposes shown and described.
7. Operating the disk i-" by means of a rod. M.

spring S', lever P. and hook t. or other equivalent
devices, substantially as and for the purposes shown
and described.

8. The guiding cone K. substantially as and for
the purposes hereinbefore shown and described.

9. The arms m and n of the cone and hopper, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes shown and de-

scribed.
*

10. Constructing a scattering wheel, i, with a cen-
tral opening, i-, and channels o, whereby the grain
can pass into a portion of its said channels, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified and shown.

ll". The cylindrical slides p of the disk k", for the
purpose of retaining the latter in the throat of the
hopper, whereby the said disk is permitted to par-
tially rotate, substantially as and for the purposes
hereinbefore described.

1-2. The bevel wheel F oh the axle x, and con-
nected with an independent ratchet disk /", substan-
tially as and for the purposes hereinbefore shown
and "described.

13, The hollow pulley H, with its bevel wheel G
within it. in combination with a grain sowing ma-
chine, substantially as and for the purpose shown
and described.

14, The coupling devices /" b\ in combination
with a grain sowing machine, substantially as and
for the objects shown and described.

15, The disk k' attached to the cone K, and pro-
vided with openings for dropping the grain or plas-
ter, substantially as and for the purposes shown and
described.

79,302.—Hen-rt Betrodt. Ix)tusville, Ky.

—

Bed Spring.—June 30, 1868.—The lower end of*the
cylinder containing the spring is pointed, so that it

may be secured in"position by'pressnre upon projec-
tions of the bedstead rails. A frame, traversed by
strips of webbing, rests upon the " pressers," which
project from either side of their respective cylinders.
and move vertically in the slots, while they'bear di-

rectly upon the springs. Each cylinder has at top
a perforated ear, whereby it is secured to the rail.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
outer cylinder, Xo, 3. the spiral spring and its cover-
ing, No. 4. and the presser, Xo. 6. constructed and
operated in the manner as shown and described, and
for the puri>ose set forth.

79,303.—-J. B. BlaiPv, Philadelphia, Vol.—Gilding
and Ornamenting Glass Signs.—June 33. 1868.

—

This invention consists in the adaptation of the pro-
cess of chromo-gelatin photography to the execution
of ornamental gUding and "painting, especially as
applied to the manufacture of glass signs which re-
quire a number of duplications.

Claim.—The production of duplicates in plain or
ornamental gilding or painting, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

79,304.—A. Pv. Blood, A. BL\thawat. and V.
H. Beach. Independence. Iowa.—CuZf/cator.—June
30, 1868.—Devices for elevating and depressing the
t*eth, and regulating the quantity of seed to be sown.

Claim.—1. The levers J J, strips a a. barL, and
pivoted frame I, when all are arranged and operating
substantiallv in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The set screw H. seed slide l/, levers J J, strips
a a, bar L H, pivoted frame I. all combined and ar-
ranged as and for the purpose described.

79,305.—A. E. BowE>\ Baltimore. ^A.—Crutch.
—June 30, 1868.—The crutch can be adjusted to suit

|

the height of the person using it. A piece of rubber,
covered with cloth, is sectired over the arm-piece by
screwed metallic plates. The movement of the
yielding plug at the lower end of the crutch is limited
by a pin traversing a slot.

'Claim.—1. An adjustable crutch, constructed in
the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The combination of the legs A A and B B, the
thumb screws i i. the elastic top or arm-rest, and the
elac-tic bottom of the crutch.

79,396.—"William Bjiadshatv and Charles
Ltox. Delphi. Ind.— Wrench.—June 30. 1868.-The
movable jaw does not encompass the shank, but is

hinged by its arm to the sliding saddle and held
against the shank by a spring. "U'hen the wrench is

turned in the effective direction, the law takes a
firm hold upon the nut. but when turned in the con-
trary direction, the jaw is thrast out. permitting the
wrench to be turned on the nut. and obviating the
necessity of removing the wrench at each turn.

CZai7?j.—The open-backed jaw E. in combination
with the links & and shanks C. substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

79,307.—J. B. BREATHTTT.Cooper County, Mo.—
Xail Extractor.—June 30. 1868.

Claim.—The fulcrum. B, of the nail extractor A,
when pointed at its lower end, and adapted to be
adjusted longitudinally of the extractor A. to increase
or decrease the leverage of the latter, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpos^e specified.

79,30S.—Asa T. Brooks, Xew Britain. Conn.—
Boor Bell.—June 30. 1868.—The object of this ar-

rangement is to produce a double and accelerated
action of the hammer at each puU or vibration of the
spindle.

Claim.—1. An oscillating arm i-' and vibratory
cam u. secured and oscillating both upon the same
stud-pin n, in combination with the arms d h, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In "combination with the a'bove, the angle-
lever r, oscillating upon the pin v' all arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

79,309—R. M. Brooks, Griflan. Ga^—Eailroad

I

Bail.—June 30, 1868.-The object is to add strength
to the rail by corrugating the flanges ofthe hollow bar

I

or cap. and"adapting the same to^similar notches or

j

corrugations in the flanges of the bottom part.
Claim.—The combination of the railroad rails A

I
and B. provided with corrugated flanges a a and b b,

I

and fitting together, substantially as and for the
purpose sel forth.

79,310.— Stevex Brrs-iTZKT. St. Petersburs,
Eussia.— "n ai/i ^oiZer. — Jane 30, 1868.—As the
clothes are raised by the accumulation of steam
within their folds, the plate also rises and lilts

the cover from the sides of the boiler, so as to admit
cold air.

Claim.—A loose plate C, provided with the guides
E. or their equivalents, substantially as described,
to be placed on the top of the clothes in the wash
boUer, for the purposes set forth.

79,311.—Matthew M. Carr, Eingwood, HI.,

assignor to himself and TnoiiAS S. Carr, same
place.— TTa^rort Body.—June 30, 1868.—The hinged
sections constituting the bottom may be swung down
to dump the load.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged sections
of the bottom C D E. the bars F. piv'bted. as de-

scribed, at H, the springs J, latches I, levers K,
cords or chains G and X. and levers L and M, all

arranged and operating in the manner set forth.

79,312.

—

GarddvER Chilsox, Boston, Mass.—
Stove Grate.—June 30. 1868.—The peculiar arching
of the grate and the truss form of its side bars are
designed to render it so strong as to prevent sag-

ginsr in the middle when the grate is overheated.
The elbow on the arm is to carry the latter out of the
way of the drawer or ash pan.

Claim.—1. The square or rectangular grate as
arched or curved, both longitudinally and laterally,
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and having its side bars trussed or made deeper at
their middles than at their ends, as represented.

2. The combination and arrangement of the elbow
of the g-rate arm, with such arm and the grate, con-
structed and disposed relatively to each other, sub-
stantially as specified.

79,313.—Thomas J. Chubb, 'WilUamsburg, N.
T.

—

Apparatus and Process for Making Steel.—-June
30, 18fc)8 ; antedated December 30, 1867.

Claim.—1. The construction of a series of deoxi-
dizing and carbonizing retorts or chambers, AAA,
arranged so as to prevent the gases from the heat-
producing fuel from coming in contact with the ore
or the materials in the retort, in combination with a
melting chamber, for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the melting chamber B B'
"With openings and doors at both ends, in such a man-
ner as to facilitate the manipulation of the ore or
metal under treatment from both ends, substantially
as described.

3. Making provision for feeding loose ore and me-
tallic and other substances in at one end of the melt-
ing chamber or furnace B', and tapping the molten
metal at the other end, substantially as described.

-f. Making provision for conducting heated air and
g^MCS over the ore or molten metal, said air and gases
entering at one side or end of the said melting cham-
ber or furnace, and passing out at the sides or other
end thereof, for the purpose of reducing said ore,
metal, or metallic substances therein into a liquid or
molten mass, substantially as described.

5. Making provision for shielding the ore, metal,
and other substances from the direct action of the
gases of the fuel by arches T.

6. Making provision for shielding and protecting
the molten metal in a melting chamber from the di-

rect action of the air, flame, and gases of the fuel by
floating shields, or an equivalent refractory sub-
stance or substances floating on the top of the metal,
as described.

7. Making provision for skimming off the surface
of molten metal by floating scrapers, or their equiv-
alent, substantially as described.

8. Effecting a separation of the cinder or upper
layer of substances floating on molten metal, by the
means herein specifled and described.

9. The construction of a vessel or melting chamber
of a furnace, so arranged as it may be sufficiently

heated solely from above, by which means the metal
therein becomes fully melted into a liquid state pre-
vious to skimming, tapping, and drawing off the
same, substantially as lierein described.

10. Making provisions for and effecting the melt-
ing of metals by heat applied solely from above the
metal, when said heat is derived from a gas-regener-
ative apparatus or furnace.

11. Tlie arrangement of a furnace or of a vessel or
vessels in a furnace for melting metals therein, in
combination with and heated by the flame produced
by the mingling together of tiie air and gas rising
from and having passed tlirough an air-heating and
gas-iieating or reheating furnace, chamber, or appa-
ratus, in separate cuiTcnts.

12. Providing for keeping the under side of the
melting chamber, or chambers in which the melting
cluimber or vessel is placed, cool, or from melting or
leaking, by the arrangement of a cold-air chamber or
space below the same, C.

13. The employment of slabs or arch pieces T T,
for the purpose set forth.

14. The employment of scrapers or skimmers S S,

or their equivalent, for the purpose set forth.

15. The emplaymeut of floating tire shields and
heat conductors S S, for the purpose set forth.

16. Constructing slabs, arches, and shields with an
uneven or iriegular .surface on one or both sides

thereof, for the purpose set fortli.

17. Tlie method or process of refining metals and
separating the dross and other extraneous matter
from the surface of melted metal by mechanical
power and appliances, or of inseiting of refractive

or infusible colder substances than the dross and
scum, cooling and congealing them, that theymiy
be skimmed or I'emoved from off the surface of the
molten metal, substantially as set forth.

18. Making provisions in the construction of a
melting chamber of a furnace for reducing iron into ,

such a liquid state by igneous fusion that highly-car-
bonized iron ore or pig iron, cast iron, or steel, and
natured iron ore, or wrought iron, may fuse and mix
with each other, and that impurities and surplus car-
bon, silicon, and other matter that is not essential to
the production of good cast steel, may be flooded and
removed from tlie surface of the molten steel, refin-
ing and rnuuing the same iiito vessels or molds, sub-
stantially as described.

19. Obtaining cast steel or products of any degree
of malleability or ductility by melting together in a
vessel or chamber in a furnace, combinations of pig
iron and wrought iron, or of natured or partly na-
tured iron and cast iron, and fusing, mixing, refining,
and running the same into molds, substantially as
described.

20. The production of cast steel by melting together,
in a fixed or stationary melting vessel, chamber, or
furnace, cast iron and iron ore, when such iron ore
has been previously reduced, or natured, or partly
natured, or carbonized in a separate vessel, retort,
or furnace, and when mixed with manganese or ti-

tanium, or the ores or compounds thereof, and fusing,
mixing, and running the same into molds.

21. The production of cast steel by first melting
the iron or metal containing the most carbon in a
stationary vessel, and adding the metal or ore con-
taining the least carbon to the molten metal, and,
when the whole is reduced to the proper consistency
of cast steeh running the same into molds.

22. Effecting a continuous process of reducing or
melting and refining ores and metals by mechanical
appliances, and at one heating, and in one furnace
chamber, substantially as described.

23. Effecting a continuous process of making cast
steel from iron ore by submerging it into a bath of
molten cast iron or h'ighly-carbontzed iron, whereby
the whole will be liquefied and brought to the con-
sistency of cast steel, and refijied and run into
molds.

79,334.-—Thomas J". Chubb, TVilliamsburg, IN".

Y.

—

Making Steel Direct from the Ore.—June 30,
1868 ; antedated January 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The ari-angement and employment of
fuel supporters a a and d d' a, for the purpose set
forth.

2. The arrangement and employment of stirrers
and conveyors hhh, for the purpose set forth.

3. The process of decomposing mineral substances
by cm'rents of heated gas or gases passing through
and among finely-divided particles of the same,
substantially as described and herein shown, and for
the purpose set fortii.

4. The carbonization of iron or iron sponge, or the
metallic particles therein, by a current or currents
of heated gas or gases, as herein described, passing
through and among finely-divided particles of the
same, substantially as described.

5. The steel-melting chamber C, in combination
with a heat-reclaiming apparatus, or a gas-regener-
ative, or an air and gas-heating apparatus or fuimace.

6. The process of making cast steel, in combina-
tion with a heat-reclaiming and regenerative appa-
ratus or furnace.

7. The emi)loyment of aluminous substances, such
as fire-clay crucibles, as a substitute for plumbago
crucibles, for making or melting steel therein, in
combination with a gas-generative fui'nace and a
heat-reclaiming apparatus.

8. The employment of a stationary melting cham-
ber, vessel, or furnace, in combination with the ap-

purtenances employed in the process of decomposing
or deoxidizing iron ore, and carbonizing the metallic
particles thereof.

9. The employment of a stationary melting cham-
ber, vessel, or furnace, in combination with the pro-

cess or processes of decomposing or deoxidizing iron
ore, and carbonizing the metallic particles thereof.

10. The process, herein described, of decomposing
or deoxidizing iron ore and carbonizing the metallic
particles tliereof.

11. The p''ocess, herein described, of making cast
steel direct from the ore.

12. Tiie erapli)yment of coal tar, rosin, petroleum
oil, or the gas or gases thereof, for the purpose set

forth.

13. The employment, in the deoxidizing chamber, in
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combination witli carbon, of ammonia or some ammo-
niacal compound, or of fusible compounds of cran-
ogeu. or the eras or gases therefi'om, to facilitate the
conrersion of iron ore. or iron or steel sponges, into
molten or cast steel, substantially as described.

14. The employment of the chamber A A' in the
manner described, and the appurtenances and pro
cess employed therewith, for the purpose set forth.

15. Deoxidizing and carbonizing iron ores in a
chamber separate from and previous to melting the
same in a cupola or a blast furuace. substantially as
described.

16. The combination of the process or processes
of deoxidizing and carbonizing iron ores with the
process of reducing and melting the metallic parti-
cles thereof, in a cupola or a blast furnace.

17. The arrangement of a melting or reraelting
and retuiing chamber, as described, in combination
with a cupola or a blast furnace. (Figs. 3 and 4.)

18. The combination of the process of reducinpr
iron ores, and melting the metallic particles thereof
in a cupola or *a blast furnace, with the process of
melting or remoltiug and refining, substantially such
as herein described."

19. Producing refined iron or steel by the process
of deoxidizing and carbonizing the ore "in a separate
chamber, and melting the metallic pitrricles thereof
in a cupola or a blast furnace, substantially as de-
scribed and shown. (Fisrsl 4 and 6.)

20. Producing refined iron or steel by the process
of reducing the ore. and melting the metallic parti-
cles thereof in a cupola or a blast furnace, and re-

heating and refining the same in a melting or re-

melting and refining" chamber, substantiallysuch as
is herein described."

21. The arrangement or employment of an air-

heating and gas-heating or reheating apparatus, in
combination with a cupola or blast furnace, for the
purpose set forth.

22. The arrangement or employment of an air-

heating and a gas-heating or reheating apparatus,
in the process or processes of deoxidizing and car-
bonizing iron ore. substantially as described.

23. The emplorment of the chamber C, in the
manner described, and the appurtenances and pro-
cess employed therewith, for the pm-pose set forth.

79.315.—Egbert Clarke. Mount Vernon. Ohio.
Car Standard.—June 30. ISiiS.—The slot, through
which the attaching bolt passes, adapts the standard
to be raised out of its box or socket in order that it

may be turned to a horizontal position so aS to be out
of the way in unloading.
Claim.—The box A."proTided with the side sup-

ports G G, and confined to the car by means of the
stirrup B and the pin E. when used i'n combination

j

•with the standard I), which is provided with a slot. !

a. through which the pin E passes, as and for the pur- I

pose set forth. i

79,316.—Hexky M. Close. Chariton. Iowa.— i

Implementfor Sharpening the Calks of Horse Shoe.^. I

—June 30, 1668.—By this Instrument the calks mav !

be shari>ened without detaching them. "
|

Claim.—\. The jaw D. with the block E and the
'

upright F substantially as specified.
I

2. The combination of the cutter H, block or rest
E. and set screw G, substantiallv as and for the pur- !

pose described.
*

|

7S,317—L. O. CoLvix. Xew York, X. Y.—Coic-
|

Milhinrf Machine.—Jxme 30. 1868.—The part of the I

apparatus (not here shown) to be applied to the teats
is connected to the pipes leading fiom the cylinder, i

which has a variable oscillating motion in order that I

the udder may be afl'ected vigorously when requu'ed.
|

The invention provides means to tacilitate the plac-
ing of the cows in position, and prevent the apparatus

!

from being injured or detached from the teats by
'

the motion"s of the animal.
Claim.—1. A pump cylinder, for actuating a cow-

mUking apparatus, having a vaiiable oscillating
movem"ent imparted to it, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination, with a pump having a variable
oscillating movement, substantially as and for the
purpose describeil. of the tubes E "and E*. for sup-
porting the milker, and communicating the various

motions to the same, as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the tubes E and E^ «f the
caps d and d^ bracket a', set screw d*. and pin nut,
when constructed and aiTanged substantially as and
for the purpose described.

4. The combination, with a pump piston-rojl. of
the bent arm c. pivoted to the end of a bent hand
lever. D. and oscillating joint a, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

5. The stall, constructed as described, in combina-
tion with the cow-mUking device, as herein set forth
and for the purpose specified.

6. The combination, with the oscillating cylinder
A. of the pipe E. Avhen jointed to the same" in the
manner described, as and for the purpose described.

7. A pump cylinder for cow-milking apparatus, to
which the same is connected, as described, provided
with a svrivel joint, d. whereby the cylinder may be
susceptible of oscillation on its axis, substantially as
and for the pariwse described.

79,318—George Coxrox. Xew York. X. Y.—
Water Closet Automatic Supply Regulator.—June
30, 1868.—A float ball is placed withiii a water cham-
ber which communicates with the discharge pipe of
the water closet bowl, the float ball being connected
with the supply-pipe valve by means of a lever, and
so arrancred that when the water from the bowl is

drawn oft' by lifting its proper valve, the water in the
chamber will, in subsiding, lower the float ball, and
bring its weight upon the lever, thereby relieving
the supply vatve. permitting it to rise and admit a
quantity of water for cleansing the bowl audits con-
nection's.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, with
relation to the bowl A and dischai-ge pipes B L, of
the chambers E. C. h. valve G. float D. lever a. rod
ft c. valve d. and box I, having the shoulder j and
openings e/ adapted to commuiucate Avith the supply
pipes J K. substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, for the purposes specified.

79,319. — EiCHAKD Crocker, Marshalltown,
Iowa.

—

Horse Shoe Calk Sharpener.—June 30. 1868.
—A device for sharpening the calks of iron-shod an-
imals while the shoe remains secured upon the hoof.
By moving the lever up and down a thin shaving is

ciit from the calk.
Claim.—The device consisting of the lever B. pro-

vided with the cutting edge a, the lever D. provided
with the abutment cimd face b. said lever B. with
cutting edge a. lever D. with abutment c and face b,

being combined, operating as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

79.3'20.—Stephex H. Cuhmixgs. Xorway. Me.—Sadiron Handle.—June 30, 1868.—The object is

to have such a length of rod or wire that the heat
cannot be conducted through it to the hand piece.

Claim. — As a new article of manufacture, the
handle B, formed of a single piece of wii-e. which is

bent and coiled to form vertical columns, the hori-
zontal central portion being left plain, for the appli-
cation of the part C. said handle being also provided
with the shield D. oil as herein shown and described
for the purpose set forth.

79,3vJl.—C. X. Cltter, TTorcester, Mass.. as-

signor to Davis. Hill & CoiiPAXr, same place.

—

Me-
tallic Heed for JIu.yical Instruments.—June 30. 1868.

—An elastic packing is inserted between the attached
part of the tongue and the frame, for the purpose of
obviating the imi>erfect sound commonly incident to

such reeds as have the tongue attached tUrectly to

the frame, owing to the escape of air between said
parts.

Claim.—A metallic reed for musical instruments,
in which the tongue of the reed and frame, or part
to which the same is attached, are combined with an
interposed rubber or other elastic packing, substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses shown and set forth.

79,3'22—C. X. Cutter, Worcester. Mass., as-

signor to DA^^s, Hill & Coju'axy, same place.

—

Metallic Reed for Mu-iical Instrumental.—June 30,

1868 —The projections of the clasp are passed through
holes in the frame of the i-eed and are clinched at
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the lower side. The clasp holds the base of the
tongue to the bridge of the frame, and forms a box
or cover, preventing dust and air from passing be-

tween the contiguous parts at the point of attach-
ment.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the base a, of
the tongue B and the main or frame part A, of a
holding staple, clasp, or loop, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the tongue B and frame
or base A, of the clasp C, having projections b b and
shoulders d d, substantially as and lot the purposes
set forth.

79,323.—John Henry Dallsieyer, Middlesex
Couutj,'Engla.n(\..—Co7vpound Lensfor Photographic
Use.—^une 30, 1868; patented in England, September
27, 1868.—The denser or higher refractory medium,
i. e., the flint-glass lens, occupies the exterior position

in both combinations, that is to say, the convex sur-

face of the flint part of the front com'bination is expos-
ed to the view or landscape, and that of the back or
posterior combination to the screen of the camera.
The posterior combination is also of smaller diameter
than the anterior.

Claim.—1. The double combination lens, composed
of two positive achromatic or actinic combinations,
each having the higher refracting denser material at

the exterior.

2. The construction of the double combination
lens, with the denser higher refracting material at

the exterior, and with the posterior achromatic com-
bination of smaller diameter than the anterior com-
bination.

79,324.—P. Davis, Newport ISTews, Ya.—Letter
Pouch.— June 30, 1868. —An oblong paper bag,
closed at the end by a flap, and having its exterior
surface ruled off for addresses and numbers. The
letters placed in the pouch correspond with the ad-

dresses, and as the letters of each address are taken
from the pouch the corresponding address on the
pouch is obliterated.

Claim.—A letter pouch, having its exterior lined

or ruled off, with addresses printed or written
thereon, substantially as shown and described.

79,325.—Eees Da^^s, Utica, IT. Y.—Car Pe-
placer. —June 30, 1868.—TTood is combined with
iron in order to associate lightness "n ith strength

;

the difference in the length of the frogs is desigued
to insure the replacement of the cars by preventing
them from running to the opposite side of the track
in the act of replacing, and a toe or projection on
the forward end of each frog is pressed into the tie

by the weight of the car, the frogs being thereby
held in place.

Claim.—A railroad car replacer, constructed of
•wood and iron, with the frogs of different lengths,
arranged and adapted to the rails, substantially

as described, and for the uses and pm-poses men-
tioned.

\79,326.—Lucius A Dodge, Keeseville, X. Y.—
Lubricator for Kail Machines.—June 30, 1868.—

A

means for lubricating a forging roller, which is ar-

ranged to move rapidly around an axial support, and
which, when in contact with the iron to be wrought,
is also caused to rotate rapidly upon its own axis.

The centrifugal action tends' to create an undue
flow of oil through the wicking of the lubricator,

but set screws are forced against the wicking to

limit the flow.

Claim.—The stock A. provided with the chamber
C, the wick chambers C and C, passages d d, and
the set screws a a, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

79,327.—X. B. Douglass, Cornwall, Yt—Hay
Loader.—-June 30, 1868.—The discharger consists of

a series of inclined plates with intermediate spaces
to admit of the passage of the teeth. The hay,

being disengaged from tlie teeth, falls into the

wagon. On freeing the springs from the stops, the

rake may be turned backward and upward, out of

the way".

Claim.—1. The removable frame G, attached to a
frame, F, hung on the rear axle of the \\agon, in

combination with the toothed belts o, and the dis-
charger Ax, all arranged to operate in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The rake head s, hung to the frame G in such a
manner that by freeing the springs u upon the head,
from the stops 7V upon the frame, the rake J can bo
turned up and rendered inoperative, as herein shown
and described.

79,328.—James Drinkwater, Adams, Ohio.—
Horse Hay Foi-k.—Jwie 30, 1868.—The elevating
teeth, when inserted into the hay, are turned to a
horizontal position by raising the handle and thereby
the sliding frame and rods to which said teeth are
attached. By pulling the trigger the latch is pressed
from a notch, whereupon the sliding frame falls and
the teeth close so as to drop the hay.
Claim.—The combination of the' handle G, latch

H, spring I. notch L, and trigger K, with the hay
fork, as herein described, for operating substantially
as set forth.

79,329—Stafford A. Du Bois, Chicago, Bl.-
Skate.— June 3:), 1863. — The two-part skate is

screwed to the boot in the manner shown, the larger
diagram being an under side view of a boot with
the skate applied.

Claim.—1. A skate, made in two separate and
distinct parts, one to be attached to the heel of the
boot, and one to the sole thereof, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. In combination with the plates H and F of the
skate, the flanges M and I, and the thumb screws L,
when constructed and operating substantiallj' as de-
scribed.

79,330.—Charles Durant, Jersey City, X. J.,

assignor to George F. Durant, sam'e place.

—

lie-

lay Magnet.—June 30, 1868.—The machine rests
upon elastic supports, which prevent the jarring
and vibration of the table or desk, due to the opera-
tion of the sounder, from being comnniuicated to
the relay magnet. Tlie shield is merely intended to
cover and protect the conducting wire.'

Claim.—1. The application of a spring or springs,
a cushion or cushions, or other elastic substance, to
the electro-magnetic relay machine, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The shield or protector S, for the conducting
wire I, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

79,331.—Charles Duraxt, Jersey City, IT. J.,

assignor to George F. Durant, sam'e place.

—

Re-
lay Magnet.—-June 30, 1868.—The fork of the arma-
ture serves to move the shifting bolt through the
bent post for the piupose of opening and closing the
local circuit. The jaw of the post insures steadiness
by affording wide bearings for the bolt in its move-
ments. The weight applies friction to the sliding

post in order to secure firm writing.
Claim.—1. The jaws or fork in the armature or

armature lever of an electro-magnetic relay machine,
substantially as and for the pm'pose herein shown
and described.

2. The jaws or fork in the post B, substantially
as and for the ptu-pose herein shown and described.

3. The weight T, ap])lied substantially as and for

the purpose herein shown and described.

79,332.—George Esterly, Whitewater, Wis.
—Broadcast Seeder and Cultivator.—June 30, 1868.

—A shaft, carrying the seed cylinder, derives mo-
tion from the axle, tlu-ough gearing which may bo
tlirown into and out of gear by means of a clutch
lever ; and said shaft is also provided with a lever
whei'oby it may be moved longitudinally for the pur-

pose of'regulating or stoi)ping the flow' of seed.

Claim:— 1. The construction of the cap F, with
an upwardly-flaring throat, d, with a hollow projec-

tion, d'^, for receiving a packing, /, and also with a
discharge passage, /'•, substantially as described.

2. The construction of the bearing G with dis-

charge openings /i and/'- through its bottom, and
with a recess cin one side of it, over openiug h, for

receiving the circular flange S, said bearing^ being
applied to the cap F, and adapted to serve, in cou-
juuctio.< therewith, as a receptacle for the rotary
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distributor J and cylindrical cut-oflf J', substantially
as described.

3. The flange S, vrith segmental projections S',

in combination with the distributor J aod cut-olf J',

arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

4. Applying- the distributor J and cut-oflF J' loosely
upon its shaft K, in combination with the cap F and
bearing G, substantially as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

5. Constructing conical scatterers I for seed-dis-
charging tubes, with circular ribs or corrugations
upon their surfaces, substantially aa described.

6. The combination of the driving wheel N, pinion
K', clutch n n', and lever P, with the device K^ K^,
for regulating the discharge of seed, substantially as
described.

7. The construction of the plate E, with the lat-

eral offset c, serving as an end-bearing for the rod
D2, for carrying drag-bars D, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

8. The adiustable clamp stops, pivoted to hoe
standards D', when such stops are so constructed
as to resist ordinary backward pressure against the
hoes, and also to allow the standards to slip back-
ward when subjected to an extraordinary pressui'e,

substantially as described.

79,333.—Maxdaxa D. Fexner, Rochester, IST.

Y.— Famp for Oil Wells.— June 30, 1868.— The
downward pressure of the liquid in the auxiliary
tube assists in raising that within the main tulie.

An agitation is produced in the bottom of the well
by the working of the plunger, and the crevices are
thereby kept clear.

Claim.—An apparatus for washing or producing
an agitation in a well, consisting of a tube opening
directly into the liquid of the well, and having a
solid plunger, in combination with an elevating tube,
having a valvular piston, when the plunger and pis-

ton have an inequality of leverage, substantially as
described.

79.334. — E. R. Ferry, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Bridle.—Jnnc 30, 18G8.—On drawing the reins gently,
the check strap is pressed against the jaw by the
action of the levers. The springs and stops prevent
sudden action upon the check strap, and cause the
latter to quickly relieve the jaw when the reins are
slackened. The pulley arrangement enables the bit
to be actuated with great power.
Claim.—I. The levers //, fitted loosely on or per-

manently attached to the bar e of the bit, and having
a curb strap or cliain, j, attached to their upper ends,
in connection with the reins D D, passing through
the outer ends of the levers /, and passing over
pulleys c at the upper part of the bridle, and down
to the bit, all arranged to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the piu-pose set forth.

2. The springs E E and stops k, applied to the
reins D D, in connection with the levers / / and
pulleys c c on the bridle, all arranged substantially
as and for tlie purpose specified.

3. The application of the pulleys c, with or without
the pulleys h, in connection with the reins D D, ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79.335. — Charles C. Foote, "West Meriden,
Conn., assignor to Meridex Britaxxia Compaxy,
same Yilaec.—Enameled Metallic Ice Pitcher.—June
30, 18t)8.—The enamel, being very hard, prevents tlie

ice from injuring the metal of the pitcher, and obvi-
ates coiTosion.

Claim.—Coating the inside of metallic ice pitchers
with enamel, by applying the enamel in a liqiwd state
to the metallic inner sui'faces, substantially as herein
shown and described.

79,336.—Hexry Forxcrook, F. J. Shepperd,
and AXDKEW Gartox, Watertown, Wis.— ZTop
Ficker.—June 30, 18ti8.—The branches are stripped
from the vines and passed uito the machine between
the feed rollers, when they encounter the teeth of the
picker, which detach tlie hops from the vines and
pass both through the trough into the screen, where-
ii'om the hops drop into the shaker, whence they are
conveyed by the elevator to sacks.
Claim.— 1. The manner of adjusting the incline of

the bolt F, by means of the movable strip a"^, in com-
bination with the jack g'^, suspended to the frame by
one screw upon each side, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the picker
B, cleaner D, bolt F, shaker H, and feed rollers O O
and P, in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as heieiu set forth.

3. In comlnnation with the above, the elevator M,
arranged substantially as herein specified.

79,337.—ISr. A. Fraxk, Chicago, Til.—Composi-
tion for Calcimining WalU, tCc—June 30, 18G8.

—

In addition to the materials ordinarily used in the
preparation of calcimine, this composition embodies
tallow, lye, whiting, plaster of Paris, and glycerine.

Claim.—A calcimine, composed of the ingredients
herein napaed, and compounded substantially aa
specified.

79,338.—"William E. Gorge, "Wrentham,Mass.
— Machine for Fressing Hats. — June 30, 1868.—
Under this invention a variety of hats may be pro-

duced by the use of one steam chest and pressing
mechanism and a plurality of molds ; the effect being
to avoid the expense involved in providing pressing
macliinery for each form of hat.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the socket piece m, the head G, the diaphragm k, the
elastic covering I, and flanged ring q of the die, the
said socket piece m and flanged ring q being con-
nected, substantially as described.

2. And for use with the steam chest C, when com-
bined with a mold and die, and mechanism for forc-

ing the die into the mold for the pui'pose of pressing
a hat, I claim the combination, substantially as
described, for fastening a mold, B, to the mouth of
the steam chest, the same consisting of the flange a,

the annulus F, the clamp ring E, the screws g, the
projections e, (of the flange d,) and notches / of the
said ring, the whole being arranged in manner and
to operate substantially as described.

3. The combination of tlie pressor or elastic die

with the head G, by the tenons s, their pins and holes,

the same being so arranged as to enable the said
presser or die to be readily removed from the head
G, without disturbing the connection of the dia-

phi"agm and the elastic covering of the presser.

79,339.— P. S. Gerhart, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Register for Railroad Cars. — June 30, 1868.— The
arms of the turnstile are attached to its head by
liorizontal hinges or pivots, a circular rib on the
tm'ustilo always causing one or another of said arms
to extend across the entrance horizontally, while the
other or others hang down.

Claim. — The combination of a turnstile, with
pending arms, with any car or other vehicle, the
whole coustructed, arranged, and operated in the
manner as and for the purpose above set tbrth and
described.

79,340.—Edmund "W. Gillman, Hunter's Point,
iST. Y.

—

Mode of Repairing Barrels.—June 30, 1868.
—Device for binding and preserving the integrity
of the barrel when the hoops.are removed, in order
to replace a broken or decayed stave, without re-

moving the contents.
Claim.—The hoop B, slotted to receive the adjust-

able gi'ipes C D, and provided with lugs adapted to
be drau n together l)y means of the screw E, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,341. — AxTOX Haeupel and Johx Eeix-
HARDT, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Locomotive Steam En-
gine.—June 30, 1868.—The stroke of tlie valve is

made variable by means of a wheel which is mounted
upon the driving shaft, actuates the connections
through which motion is imparted to the valve rods,

and may be turned to any degree of obliquity in re-

lation to said shaft ; it Ijeing locked, released, and
adjusted by a lever and trigger operated by the
engineer.

Claim.—1. A valve-regulating wheel or disk, M,
in combination with the sh'ift D, having notches d',

movable collars P Q, key S, and bar T, all arranged
and operating substantially as herein set fortii.

2. The combination, with the movable collars PQ,
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of ,the releasing tricrger 0, lever jST, and forks n o,

•with tlieir described connections, substantially as
herein set forth.

3. The slides L L, friction rollers L2 L^, and vi-

brating levers K K, in combination with tlie wheel
M, for communicating motion to the valves, substan-
tially as described.

79,342.—TViLLTAM S. Haight, "Waterford, K. T.—Apparatiis for Hopping Beer.—June 30, 18»)8.

—

The hops to be treated are placed upon the false

bottom, and the liquor is them introduced, and steam
let into the lower compartment. Pipes are provided
for drawing oif the liquid, preventing its overflow,
and conducting the aroma. The stirring device
is removable to allow the false bottom to be taken
ont.

Claim.—1. An'a'nging a rotary stirrer, F /, in a
hopping apparatus, between two' perforated shelves
D and E, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. Tlie arrangement, in a beer-hopping apparatus,

of the discharge pipe H and overflow pipe L, both
arranged substantially in the manner herein shown
and described, tlie overflow pipe entering the dis-

charge beyond the tap g in the latter, as set forth.

3. A beer-hopping apparatus, consisting of the box
A, air-tight cover B, perforated false bottom D, and
perforated false cover E of the stirrer F/, discharge
pipe H, overflow pipe I, and ai'oma conductor J, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

4. Making the stirrer shaft F removable, by sus-
pending one end upon the pin or arbor c of the driv-
ing crank or pulley, substantially as herein shown
and described.

5. The application of the plug L, or its equivalent,
through the real and false bottoms of the box A, for

the purpose of facilitating the discharge of the spent
hops, as set forth.

79,343.—William Hamilton, Chieopee, Mass.—Hose Coupling.—June 30, 1868.—When the parts
are put together the lip of each fits over the rim of
the other, and thus a locking is effected, which pre-

vents the parts being forced asunder in the same
line. The parts are clamped in this position by the
slotted pins, so as to secure the joint.

Claim,.—Tlie combination of the two parts of the
coupling, each having a lip B, and rim A, with the
fastening pin D, with spiral slot H and eccentric
face J, the parts being constructed and ai-ranged
together substantially as herein given.

79,344. — Major E. Haxover and David D.
Bailey, Lamoille, 111.

—

Cultivator.—June 30, 1868.

—

The middle part of the axle is elevated and the frame
so constructed that the machine may pass over the
plants without injuring the same. The relative
positions of the forward part of the frame and the
hounds may be changed to regulate the working
depth of the plows. Provision is made for equalizing
the draught and removing the downward pressure
from the necks of the horses.
Claim.—I. The frame C, constructed and arranged

substantially as herein shown and described, in com-
bination with the axle B, as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the pivoted
oblique beams P. connecting bars U, levers V, and
connecting rods W, with each other, and with the
frame C and hounds D, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose sot ibrth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the hounds
D, frame C, lever hooks or catches E, coiled or
equivalent spring F, and operating rod G, with each
other, substantially as lierein shown and described,
and for the purpos'e sot fortli.

4. The coml)ination of the angular or bent bracqjjars

T with tlie pivoted plow beam P, axle B, and frame C,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose .set forth.

5. The bent levers A', pivoted at their angle points
to the axlo B. in combination with the connecting
rod B' in roar of the axle B, drnug'.it rods C, liori-

zontal bar E', iiouiuls D, and slotted vertical arms
D', all operating ars described for the purpose speci-

fied.

79,345. — Alfred Hathaway, Charlestown,
Mass.—Faper Shears.—June 30, 1868.—The function
of this device is to prepare sheets of blank checks for
being torn on straight lines between the checks, by
means of row.s of perforations.

Claim.—1. The mechanism for securing the cutting
action of the blade E, by means of wrist pins, acting
in slots F and Gr, shaped as set forth, and located in
arms attached to the lever D, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. Shear blades, when one or both are denticulated
upon the edge, and they are united by self-adjusting
fidcra, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The combination of the stationary block B and
lever D, with adjustable blocks C C, and levers d d,

the latter being so connected with the lever D, by
intermediate levers and rods, that they may be oper-
ated simultaneously with tlie latter by a single
movement, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

4. The combination of the leverD and denticidated
shearing blade E, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

79,346 Peter C. Havely and William TV.
COGGSHALL, EensselaerviUc, JS". Y.

—

Hatiimer.—
June 30, 1868.—The nail-holder is a recess in which
a nail may be placed, in order to be started in by a
slight tap of the hammer, after which it is driven
home in the usual way. By means of the notches and
the set screw the jaw'maybe retained at any desired
point, said jaw in conjunction with the hammer-
head constituting a wrench.
Claim.—The implement herein described, consist-

ing of the hammer B, adze E. nail-holder a, claw F,
movable jaw G, notched socket C, graduated handle
A, and removable screw-driver D, all constructed
and arranged to operate in the manner as herein set
forth.

79,347.—Daniel Hayes, Cambridge, Mass.—
Clasp Hook.—June 30, 1868.—The clasp or bar is

passed over the point or nose of the hook, and there
secured by the spring catch.
CZaim.—The application to ii-on hooks of a clasp

or bar, attached to said hook as aforesaid, and a spring
attaclied to the outside of aforesaid hook, in the man-
ner above set forth.

79,348.

—

Harvey Herrick, Dixon, Hi.

—

Com-
bined Stove Pipe, Ooen, and Water Heater.—Juno
30, 1868.—This device is connected with a stove pipe,

and may be used as an oven or a warming closet, or,

under a' simple change, as a boiler or water heater,
the oven or boiler, as the case may be, forming apart
of the heat-flue.

Claim.—1. Constructing a heater, C, without an
inner wall, so that the oven or boiler forming the
inner wall thereofmay be exposed to tlie direct action
of the heat in the flue, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein specified and shown.

2. In combination with a heater, constructed sub-
stantially as dosciibod, an oven, D, arranged to
operate as and lor the purposes set forth.

3. In combination with a heater, constructed as
described, a boiler, F, constructed so as to form the
inner wall of the heater, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

79,349.—Charles Higley, Port Byron, K Y.—
Churn and Ice Cream. Freezer.—June'30. 1868.—The
curved spout is suspended in such a ]iosition as to

take the cream as it rises along the sides of the re-

ceptacle, and discharge it upon the bottom tiiereof.

The aiiparatus has a rapid rotary motion.
Claim.—The receptacle F, constructed as de-

scribed, with double walls and bottom, ibrming a
water or ice chamber, H, having no communication
with the interior of the rocej)tac!e. and closed at the
top by means of the annular flange I, beneath which,
within the receptacle, upon one side, the curved spout
L is snspeuded, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

79,350.—Theodore Himes, ITew Albany, Ind.—
Dre.^s Protector.—June 30, 1868.—A water-proof cov-
ering or dross for ladies, in which the lower portion
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of the ordinary dress and skirts may be inclosed and
protected a.iraiust mud and water.

Claim.—The dress protector, consisting of the
drawers D, legirings E, double covering, A B, at-

tached to the'drawers. and skirt I, all held up and
suspended by straps from waistbands / g, substan-

tially as aud'for the purposes set forth.

79.351. — MirxEii J. HiXE, Equality, HI.—
Shingle Machine.—.Tune 30. 18oS.—The cii-cular car-

riage runs upon a track on the circular bed-plate. A
cogged rim fixed to the under side of the carriage is

acted upon by a pinion deriving motion, through a
pawl, ratchet" andshalt, from the main driving shaft.

The curved saws are attached to the arms of a rock
shaft, and act upon the bolt as it is fed to their action

by a screw, turned by a winch or handle.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cii'cular toothed
wheel F, pinion wheel G, vertical shaft H. ratchet
wheel P, pawl O, arm X, rock shaft M, arm L, con-

necting bar K, and crank wheel J, with each other,

and with the carriage D and driving shaft I, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the swiveled screwB ', and
sliding bed-plate C. with the carria^-e D and blocks
A' suljstantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose" set forth.

79,352.-A. J. HOBBS, Van Wirt, Qa.—Medical
Compound.—.June 30, 18(38.—A remedy for venereal
and other disorders. A strong decoction of the fol-

lowing roots and barks is obtained by boiling equal
weighl; quantities, and adding thereto"rum or whisky
in the proportion of one part of the latter to three
parts of the decoction ; the roots are white ash, thorn
ash, red shank, sumach, sarsaparilla, silk weed,
blackberry briar, shoe string, sassafras, may apple,
sweet shrub ; and the bark's are chen-y tree, dog-
wood, and butterfly.

Claim.—The medicinal compound, substantially as

above set forth.

79,353.—Alfred Hott, l^ew York, IST. Y.—
Match Safe.—June 30, 18b'8,—As the top of the box
is drawn forward or opened, as shown, the pawl is

drawn back over one or more teeth of the ratchet

;

and when the box is returned to its case the ratchet
and cylinder are turned by the pawl, and thus a new
surface on the cylinder is presented, on which to rub
a match every time the box is opened.

Claim.—A'match safe, formed of the parts A, B,
and C, constructed, arranged, a^nd operating sub-
stantially as herein shown a"nd described.

79,354.—J"0SEPH Gr. Humes, Gravios Mills, Mo.
—Flour Bolt.—JuneSO, 1868.—The function of this
device is to stretch the bolting cloth uniformly at the
inner sides of the ribs of the reel, and the e"ffect of
the arrangement is that the interior of the bolting
cloth presents an unobstructed sm'face. so that the
meal is sifted through, but not lifted and di'opped by
the ribs.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
radial arms 6, affixed to tjie bosses a, the adjustable
screw bolts B, and adjustable eye bolts c, whereby
the bolting cloth is strained radially and longitudi-
nally, as herein described, for the" purpose speci-
fied.

79,355.—D. P. JoKDAX, Chicago, HI—Letter
Box.—June 30, 186R.—The letter box is situated in-
side of the main bos, which is a receptacle for news-
papers, the latter being introduced over the letter
oos, and removable without di.sturbing the letters.
The letter box is hinged to the bottom of the main
box, 'and provided with a lock.
Claim.—The letter box C, in combination with

the box A. when constructed and operating substan-
tially as shown and described for the purposes set
forth.

79,356.— JoHX B. Jordox, Aurora, "Wis.—
Cleaning a7id Boring Device—June 30, 1868.—An
apparatus for boring and cleaning out wells, con-
sisting of an iron cylinder placed upon a shaft which
is provided with contrivances for boring and loosen-

ing the earth, and allowing the same to enter the
cylinder, so that it may be readily removed from the
well.

Claim.—1. An apparatus for boring and cleaning
wells, consisting of the metallic cylinder A, shaft D,
with auger-lips E,provided with flanges F and valves
c. constructed and aiTanged to operate substantially
as herein described.

2. In combination with the cylinder A, shaft D,
with the anger-lips E, provided "with flanges F and
valves c, the'scraper G, with its adjustable wings or
curved ai'ms e, when constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as herein described.

73,357.—F. L. Kathax and E. D. Bummer,
Eoscoe, 111— Boot Crimp.— Jane 30, 1868.—The
gripers hold the leatlier iu place upon the crimper,
while drying. The crimper is composed of three
sections, the front and back being united by a hinge
at top. By turning the screw so as to retract the
tapering griper through which it passes, the sections
are forced apart and the leather drawn tightly to the
crimper.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged crimp A
A A, block and screw D, with the gripes C C C,
when arranged, constructed, and operating as herein
described, and for the pui'poses as set forth, as an
article of manufactm*e.

79,35S.—JoHX Lawrence Kleix, I^ew York,
X. Y.

—

Making Soap.—June 30, 1868.—This process
involves the use of three different kinds of lye,

together with tallow, grease, palm oil, potash, salt,

rosin, and cocoa oil. In lixiviating the water em-
ployed in making the lye, the materials for producing
the" several kinds are, "respectively, barilla, with uu-
slacked lime ; caustic soda ; and sal soda, with un-
slacked lime.

Claim.—A new and improved process for making
soap, as herein described, using for that purpose the
aforesaid ingredients or compositions of matter, or
any other substantially the same, and which will pro-
du'ce the intended effe'ct.

79,359.—AzEL Lan-e, Addison, Is". Y.—Machine
for Dressing Millstoyiea.—Jxme 30, 1868.—The pick
handle is arranged to slide loosely on the shaft upon
which it vibrates, and is operated by the hand of the
operator applied to the shank of t"he pick. WhUe
one hand is employed to vibrate the pick and move
it laterally, the otner hand rotates the shaft to draw
the pick over the face of the stone in the opposite
direction.

Claim.—The combination, with the platform A,
provided with the rack bars B, of the shaft C', pro-
vided with the sliding blocks C C and pinions F,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,360—William H. Leach, Uxbridge, Mass.,
assignor to Bradford Stetson, same place.

—

Ma-
chinefor Boiling Leather.—June 30, 1868.—The jour-
nals of the lower or pressure roller are mounted in a
movable lever frame, which is provided on the under
side of either end with projections resting upon
joints which are supported upon the central portion
of a cross-piece in the main frame, in such manner
as to operate, with the lever frame like a toggle
joint, in addition to the usual compound lever em-
ployed for moving the pressure roller.

Claim.—1. The aiTaugement of the lever frame C,
provided with the projections c, and the compound
lever C, D. T, when the parts ai-e constructed and
made to operate the roller B', as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The flanges d d on the bearings b of the lever
frame C, as aud for the purpose set forth.

79,361.—PvOBERT H. Lecky, Allegheny City,
Pa.

—

Pipe Wrench.—June 30, 1868 ; antedate"d June
13, r868.—The instrument is converted from a pipe
wrench into a pipe cutter by detaching the tongue
or clamp aud substituting the cutter therefor. The
diagram shows the instrument as adapted for cutting,
with the serrated clamp detached.

Claim.—A pipe wrench and cutter combined in
one instrument, constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating substantially as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.
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79,362.—William O. Leslie, Philadelphia, Pa.—Brick Machine.—June 30, 1868.—The brick molds
are in a horizontally rotatinp^ wheel, and the novel
devices employed are for feeding the prepared clay
from the hopper to the molds, and for pressing the
clay into the molds.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hopper having
the inclined bottom, with the screw E located
therein, with the spout P and box I, all constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as shown, and
described.

2. In combination with the box I, the plunger R
and shaft J, liaving the cam K and wheel P mounted
thereon, for rotating the mold wheel continuously,
and operating the plunger intermittently, substan-
tially as herein described.

79,383.— Homer Lewis, Bennington, Tt.—
Spirit Level. —Juno 30, 1868.—A spirit level and
plumb level are combined in one instrument, both
being readily readjusted when deranged by shrink-
age or other cause.
Claim.—1. Making a level vial adjustable in its

block by securing one end of the box C, in which the
vial is held, to a spring, D, and the other end, by
means of a screw, b, to a plate, E, or its equivalent,
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. An adjustable plumb vial, F, when secured in a
box, G-, which is by means of screws c c connected
with a plate, H, or its equivalent, all being arranged
within a slot, cut through the block A, the ends of
the slot being covered by means of plates d d, as
set forth.

79,364 H. L. Lowman, Xew York, :N'. T.—
Machine for Forming Eyes of Pickaxes.—June 30,

1868.—Improvement on the dies described in United
States letters patent granted same party iSTovember
27, 1866. Under the mode of operation here claimed,
the blank when delivered from the first pair of dies
is but partially formed, the principal object of this

part of the operation being to give the required pro-
jection to the eye of the tool. The function of the
second pair of dies, in combination with the internal
swage with its cutting edge, is to complete the form
of the die, both inside and outside.

Claim.—1. The second set of dies and inside
swage, in combination with the first set of dies and
inside swage, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. Forming the second pair of dies with that part
of the cavity toward the inside swage with an out-

ward bevel or curve, substantially as lierein d escribed,
in combination with the inside swage, the forward
end of which is wedge-shaped, and with a cutting
edge, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

79,365.—.Tames Macadam, Little Falls, ]Sr. Y.
—Curd Mill.—J\mQ 30, 1868 ; antedated February 28,

1868.—Portions of curd being placed in the hopper
and the crank turned, the teeth on the revolving
cylinder tear off pieces of the same, carrying them
down through the grate beneath, the bars of which
aid in breaking up the curd and comminutiug it to
the degree retiuired.

Claim.—The ooinbination and arrangement of the
hopper, provided with a grate of straij^ht bars be-

neath, and tlie toothed cylinder turning in said hop-
per, and having its teeth to pass down between said
bars, substantially as described, and for the purposes
set forth.

79,366.-0. C. Mactilett, St. Paul, Minn.—
Lathing Machine.—June 30, 1868,—An instrument
to facilitate and expedite the attachment of laths to

the studs or joists.

Claim.—1. The combination of the frame A, cross
head or hook pins B, short levers C, and vertical bars
D, witli each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The coral)ination of the adjustable sliding blocks
F and pivoted dogs G with each other, and witli the
top bar of the frame A, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for tlie ])urpose"set fortli.

3. The combination of tlie frame II and adjustable
sliding gauge I with the frame A, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

79,367.—P. M. Mansur, Augusta, Me.— TFa.s7i-

hoard.—June 30, 1868.—The projections and cam
fasten the washboard to the tub, and the prop sup-
ports the lower end thereof.

Claim.—The comliination, with the washboard B,
constructed as described, of the pivoted props I, the
projections O and cam H, arranged and adai)ted to
operate as herein represented and described, and
for the purpose specified.

79,368.—Eli J. Manville, Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor to Blake & Johnson, same place.

—

Stop-
Motion for Revolving Shafts.—June 30, 1868.-

A

latch stop is fitted so as to be slidden laterally and
parallel with the revolving shaft, and employed in
connection with a clutch-key passing crosswise of
the shaft, and connecting the same with the pulley
or other motor, so that when the latch stop is moved,
its end operates upon the key to disconnect the same
from the pulley, and the latch becomes a stop to pre-
vent the turning of the shaft by momentum after the
power is disconnected.

Claim.—1. The key (i, sliding across the shaft to
be moved, to couple or uncouple the same, with the
motor, substantially as set forth, in combination
with a latch stop, moved laterally, substantially as
specified, to operate upon said key and stop the rev-
olution of the shaft, as set forth.

2. The latch stop g, mounted upon a hollow axis,

in coml)ination with the cam lever n and key d, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

79,369.—George A. Mason, Chelsea, Mass.—
Lamp Burner.—June 30, 1868.—The object of the
arrangement of the spriug-caiTying ring is to pre-
vent it from becoming heated suddenly. The guide
piece and socket enable the wick tube to be readi'j
inserted without bringing the wick in contact with
any part of the burner.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a chimney sus-

taining spring intermediately between the deflector
or cone C and the base. A, of the lamp top, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a burner having an elevated deflector, the
guide piece G- and socket D, in combination with the
base plate A, and wick tube B, when said guide
piece and socket are constructed as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

79,370.—Samuel Mason, Beaver Falls, Pa., as-

signor to the Beaver Falls Clttlery Cojipany,
same place.

—

Cutlery.—June 30, 1868.—Each of the
bolster pieces is attached to the tine by its own pin,

and for each pin a liole is made in the tine. Tiie pin
is a projection fi-om and forms part of the bolster
piece.

Claim.—Attaching each bolster piece to the tine
of knives and other articles of cutlery by means of a
pin or pins on tlie bolster jiiece, upset into the coun-
tersink of the pin hole in the tine, in the manner here-
inbefore described, and lor the purpose set forth.

79,371.—William Charles Mason, Beaver
Falls, Pa.

—

Cutlery.—June 30, 1868.—The scales are
attached to the handle by means of the bolster pieces,

no rivets, pins, or other fastenings being passed
throui^h the scales.

Claim.— Securing the scale to knives, forks, and
other articles of cutlery, by beveling and indenting
the edges of the bolster pieces, and fitting the edges
of the scale into such bevels and indentations, the
bolsters being attaclied to the handles by rivets in
the ordinary manner, substantially as described.

79,372.—Thomas C. Mathews, Yates City, El.—Hedge Trimmer.—June 30, 1868.—The bent linger
bar is designed for cutting one side and half the top
of a hedge at the same time, and any inclination of
the sickle bar may be obtained by sliding the boot
or sleeve in or out on the axle, by means of a lever
attached to the cross-beam, and securing the boot in.

any position by a stop.
Claiin.—1. The curved arm d, to support finger

bar and carry crank pinion, substantially as shown,
as and for the uses and purposes herein set forth.

Tlie sleeve I, connected so as to support the finger
bar, the stop n, the mortise to admit stop, the
grooves in axles 6, and the levers m and o, all ar-
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ranged and in combination substantially as sliOTrn,

as and for the uses and purposes herein set forth.

3. The attachment straps r r, fastened to finger

bar, and pivoted to arm d. near crank pinion.

4. The arrangement of the crank-connecting rods

j and k, the sickles and bent finger bar, substantially

as shown and described.
5. The construction of a finger bar, bent in or

near the middle, at any desired angle, and carrying a

short sickle bar in each end, substantially as shown.

79,373.—John G. Mattingly andBEXJAMix F.
Mattixgly, Louisville, Ky.— Whisky Still.—June
23, 1868.

Claim.—The water jacket, and the use of water
around the boiler, in order to prevent the beer from
burning or incriisting on the bottom of the boiler,

when used for distilling purposes, when arranged,
constructed, and operating as set forth.

79,374 D. C. McjSTeil, Osceola, Mo.—Sympa-
thetic Ink.—Jnne 30, 1868.—Sulphuric acid, water,
and sugar.
Claim.—An ink composed of the ingredients and

in about the proportions, substantially as herein
named and described.

79,375.—-Jahes McPhersox, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Steam Engine Cut-off.—June 30, 1868.—Devices for

connecting the variable cut-off of steam engines
with the governor, whereby an automatic adjust-

ment of the cut-off is effected whenever the pressure
of steam goes above or below the desired degree.
Claim.—I. The arrangement and combination,

with each other, of the rotating wheels F, (fitted

around the tubes or loose axles e.) and of the spin-

dles j, connected eccentrically with the axles e, and
also "with the wheels F, and with the cut-off slides

D and E, substantially as herein shown and de-
Bcribed.

2. The movable sleeve I of the governor, levers
ih, and rack g, with the tubes or axles e e, arranged
substantially as herein shown and described, whereby
to varv the cut-off with the motion of the engine, as
set forth.

3. The construction and arrangement of the ec-

centric spindle j, whereby to convert the rotary mo-
tion of the wheel F into the reciprocating motion of
the cut-off, and which is adjustable in and by the
axle e of the wheel F, that turns loose in the wheel,
as set forth.

79,376.—EDJtUNT) H. Meigs, East Berlin, Conn.,
assignor to Hoys and Wilcox Company.—i'm-
smiths' Stake.—June 30, 1868.—The use or purpose
of this stake is similar to that of an anvil, sheet
metal being formed or worked upon it. The inven-
tion con.sists in casting the stake hollow, so as to
render the instrument hght and convenient to
handle.

Claim.—As a new, improved article of manufac-
ture, a tinsmith's stake, constructed substantially as
and for the purpose described.

79,377.—John D. Murphy, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to Julius S. Bohreu & Co., same place.

—

Jleversihle Ordnance.—June 30, 1868.—An additional
chamber or bore is situated in the rear of the main
bore, and communicates with it by a vent, said
bores being mutually capable of use as the recipient
of the charge, and the one not thus employed serv-
ing to contain a body of air, which, on bein" ex-
panded by the explosion of the charge, is made to
fill the bore, and thus prevent the occurrence of a
vacuum, and the consequent recoil of the gun.

Claim.—A gun, having two communicating bores,
B C. of different calibers, arranged as represented
and described, and adapted to be mutually employed
as the charge and air chamber, by removable plugs
or tompions D E, substantially as set forth.

79,378.-C. E. Murray, Sugar Yallev, Pa.—
Horse Rake.—Tune 30, 1868.—Contrivances for hold-
ing the rake and revolving the same at proper inter-

vals, to discharge the load ; also a pi'ovision for ver-
tical play of the teeth, to permit them to conform to
irregularities in the surface over which they pass.

Claim-.—1. The rake, provided Avith two sets of

teeth, E E', and hung at the rear of the axle A, as
shown, in combination with the ratchet F. pawl G,
rod H, arm I on shaft J, spring /t, and the rod N,
and slotted plate M, all arranged to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The resting of the front end of the foot board
K on spiral springs /, which rest on the thills L L,
substantiidly in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

79,379

—

David Myers, Chicago, JR. — Car
Brake.—June 30, 1868.—The power which operates
the brakes is a spring inclosed in a drum, the inven-
tion having reference to the class of brakes known
as safety brakes, and the devices being attached to
each car in such a manner that while the brakes
may be appUed in the usual way they can all be ope-
rated to apply the brakes simuftaneously.

Claim.—l.'The combined lever and pawl Y, and
pawl and pawls g and T, in combination with the
drum H and spring F, when constructed and ope-
rated substantially as set forth.

2. The shafts D and J, and tumbling rod o, when
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes above described.

3. The lever P and bevel wheel I, in combination
with the pawl N and ratchet wheel L, when ar-

ranged and operating substantially as herem set
forth and described.

4. The bar Z, in combination with the lever P,
provided with the pointed arm S, for the purpose of
releasing tlie dog T, when constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purposes herein de-
scribed and' specified.

79,380.— Barnum B. ISTeavell, Centerville,
Mich.

—

Capstan for Grubbing Machines.—Sxine, 30,
1868.—The intention is to stake the machine in a
given spot and cause the capstan rope to operate
upon small stumps, &c., within a radius of several
hundred feet. The diameter of the cylinder may
be increased by setting a series of staves in its

grooved bottom" flange and securing them at top by
a band or strap.

Claim.—The construction of a capstan, combin-
ing the frame A, center plate B, cross tie C, shaft D,
sweep E, cylinder F, loosely sleeved upon the shaft
D. flange and groove C, lever and clutch H, ratchet
clutch I, ratchet teeth J, upon the top of the cyl-
inder F, when arranged, constructed, and operating
substantially as herein described.

79,381.—Cyrus ISTewhall, Hinsdale, :tf. H—
Tool Rest for Engine Lathes.—June 30, 1868.—The
object is to easily adjust the cutting tool of au en-
gine lathe to the work, and to compensate for the
wear of the working parts of the tool rest.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, of the slide plate E with the rocking block
F, rocking on a central hinge du'ectly underneath
and parallel with the slot in which the tool j)ost trav-
erses, for the purposes specified.

2. The comtjiuation, substantially as set forth, of
the shde plate E and rocking block, with the ad-
justing screw J and its pivoted sockets i i'.

3. The combination, as set forth, of the slide plate
E, the rocking block, the bearing e, the hinge e', the
eye bolts, and the jam nuts, whereby the wear of the
joints is compensated.

4. The combination, with the brackets F' E', of
the tapering spindles 1 1', constructed, arranged, and
operating as described.

5. The combination of the adjusting screw J with
the swivelling spindles I P, wedge blocks k and
pmch screws k', all constructed and arranged for

joint operation, as described.

79,382.—Joseph IS^ixon, Altoona, Ta.—Flang-
ing Forge and Furnace for Boiler Heads.—June 30,

1R68.—A forge for flanging metallic sheets, and
which may be used also for blacksmith's work. The
tubular hearth is filled with water, and for the passage
of the blast there are numerous openings which can
be closed by plugs so that the blast may be distributed
over the whole or any desired portion of the sheet to

be flanged.
Claim.—The tubular and chambered hearth A, in
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combination -with air chamber C and water and air

orifices, all constructed and arranged substantially

in the manner and for the pm'pose set forth.

y9,3S3.—ExosPage, Streetsboro, 0\iio.—Sheep
Table, <£c.—June 30, 18G8.—A shearing table in which
the legs are adapted to be folded up to afford conve-
nience in transportation and storage.

CZrtim.—Hinging the legs B and E to the table or
top A, in the inauner as and for the purpose set

forth.

79,384.—Samuel Page, McAllisteryille, Pa.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—June 30, 18fc)8.—The cross bar
falls with the tines and assists in detaching the hay
from the fork ; it also serves as a brace for the two
outer or side tine.s.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cross bar J with
the tines F F and D, the clip A, and the bar B, pro-

vided with teeth c c, constructed and used as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

79,385.—Horatio O. Perry, Buffalo, N". Y.—
Feed Water Heater for Boilers.—June 30, 1868; an-

tedated June 1(3, 1868.—The heater is an upright ves-

sel, having a vertical axial flue. Cold water is in-

troduced into the annular water space of the heater,

near the bottom, and the water, after it is heated, is

forced by the feed pump into the boiler. A pipe
conveys to the steam dome the steam generated in
the heater.

Claim.—The heater C, constructed and arranged
within the smoke box and chimney, substantially as
shown and described.

79,386.—J. B. Peterson, Brooklyn, 1^. Y.—Ma-
chine for Mixing Flour, etc.—June 30, 1868.— The
flour, or other material to be mixed, is fed to the hop-
per and falls upon the grate whereon it is stirred by
the arms and whence it passes to the rotating disk,

from Avhich it is thrown oif in minute quantities by
centrifugal force.

Claim.—A mixing machine, consisting of the ro-

tary shaft B', on which the arms e and the disk g are
mounted, the arms working over a perforated sta-

tionary plate, /, or its equivalent, and the disk throw-
ing the particles to be mixed off, substantially as de-

scribed, all working in a case or box, A, in the man-
ner specified.

79,387.—Edward Phiter, Trenton, IST. J.—
Cultivator.—Jnwe 30, 1868 ; antedated June 16, 1868.

—The devices here claimed arc concerned in varying
the distance between the wheels as well as the width
of the space cultivated, and in regulating the di-aught

of, and turning and guiding, the macliiue.
Claim.—I. The skeleton frame E G, constructed

as described.
2. The .combination, substantially as described,

with a tongue pivoted by a king bolt to the axle of
a rock shaft, arranged parallel with the axle, to which
it is connected by sectors.

3. The combination, substantially as described,
with the tongue pivoted to the main axle by a king bolt,

of a transversely-slotted plate bolted to the skeleton
frame, wliereby'the tongue can turn laterally with-
out moving the frame.

4. The combination, substantially as described,
with a tongue pivoted to the main axle, of the rock
shaft or skeleton frame, the treadles J, and the dri-

ver's seat, for the pm-pose of steering the machine,
as set forth.

5. The combination, substantially as described, of
the tongue and driver's seat with the detent lever C
and tlie slotted plate e, wliereby the driver can release

the tongue or hold it rigidly as required.

6. The crank arms G, constructed and arranged
for joint operation, as described.

7. The combination, with the crank arms, of the
drag bars and removable sleeves h h^, for the pur-
pose set forth.

8. The combination, with the crank arms and
sleeves, of the adjustable coupling arms G', for the
purpose set foitli.

9. The coml)ination, with the sleeves h h'^, of the
looped drag bars H, and adjusting clamps I, for the
purpose set forth.

10. The combination, with the skeleton frame E

G and adjustable drag bars H, of the adjustable link
bars L and slotted cross bars M on the lifting levers,
for the purpose set forth.

11. The combination, with the tongue of the whif-
fle-trees, connected directly with the cranks G, as
and for the purposes set forth.

12. The combination, with a tongue pivoted to tho
axle by a king bolt, of a skeleton frame carrying
plows adjustable in pairs, with the wheels also ad-
justable on the axle, substantially as described.

79,388.- Oliver E. Pillard, New Britain,
Conn., assignor to Frederic H. North, same place.—Fermutation Lock.—-June 30, 1868.—The object is

to prevent any indication of the position of the in-

terior parts by a movement of the knob or spindle in
any direction, and thus render it impossible to tell,

by feeling, when the relative positions of the parts
are such as to admit of the opening of the lock.

Claim.—1. The incline n at the inner end of the
spindle, with an irregular surface, in combination
with the dog /, and series of tumblers e, as and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The ring n fitted loosely upon the inner end
of the spindle, so that it roi'.y be stopped by con-
tact with the dog /, as and "for the purposes set
forth.

3. The disk x, with an irregular periphery, in
combination with the spindle c and incline n, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

79,389. — Z.V. PuRDY, Washington, D. C.

—

Horse Shoe.—June 30, 1868.—The beveling of the
calk and shoe is designed to give the shoe a tendency
to expand, and spread the hoof, in order to prevent
such hoof diseases as result from contraction. The
position of the calks throws a preponderance of the
horse's weight upon the center and forward part of
the hoof.

Claim.—1. Beveling the inner side of the calks B
B and the upper side of the heel of the shoe A, as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. Placing the calks B B upon the shoe at a point
beneath the forward portion of the quarter of the foot,

for relievijig and protecting the same, substantially
as herein specified.

79,390.—Alonzo C. Eaxd, New York, N. Y.—
Coal Stove.—June 30, 1868.—This invention is es-

pecially applicable to stoves and furnaces wherein
bituminous fuel is used, its effect being to check or
retard combustion, and maintain only sufficient heat
in the fire box to produce decomposition of the fuel,

thereby liberating the gases, which, before being ig-

nited, are united with air in order to make the com-
bustion perfect.

Claim.— 1. In stoves, grates, or furnaces, the cone
A, when used alone, or in combination with the air

passages D D, or an equivalent device or means of
retaining, supplying, or mixing air with the inflam-

mable gases before final combustion of the fuel takes
place in such stoves, grates, or furnaces, substan-
tially as herein described and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. In combination with the cone A and passages
D D, the slide or slides B and E, for regulating the
admission of air, the decomposition of the fuel, and
conseciuent production of gas according to the
amount of heat required, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

79,391.—Charles S. PvAXKIX, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Fireplace Grate.—June 30, 1868.—The purpose of
the arrangement of the grate bars is to more effectu-

ally support the fuel, and, at the same time, iucrease
the racliatiou of heat by presenting a larger incan-

descent surface. The summer tront aud blower,
Avhen uot desired for use in either of its capacities,

may be folded up aud laid aside.

Claim.— 1. A grate, constructed with two series

of " front" bars, one arranged alternately with and
in the rear of the other, substantially as clescribed,

2. The hinged and perforated summer front aud
blower, sub*ttautially as set forth.

79,392.—Wii.LlASi PtESOR, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Stove Door.—Juue 30, 1868.—The enamel protects

the metallic surface from dirt and oxidation, and is
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a comparatively poor conclucting substance, per-

mitting: the knob to be bandied.
Claim.—A stove door liaving an enameled iron

knob or handle, for the purpose set forth.

79,393.—Hexuy Eeyxolds, Bristol, 'R.T.—Seio-

ing Machine for Button Holes.—June 30, 18b"8.—In
this machine an upper and a lower needle are em-
ployed ; both have slotted or open eyes, and the up-

per needle only goes through the cloth. The thread
employed is of the lenirth required for the button
hole, not being fed from a spool as usual. The func-

tion of the devices is to Avork a button hole similar

to that ordinarily produced by baud. The several
operations cannot be briefly explained.
Claim.—1, The adjustable fi-ame L, carrying the

reciprocating needle bars, in combination with the
lever P, and cam upon the shaft A, substantially as

described for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the lower needle bar with
the right angular spring arm a and cam C, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

3. "The combination of the lower needle bar, arm
a. pinion 6, rack D. spring arm E, and cam F, sub-
stantially as described for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the cam G, rod H, arm J,

upper needle bar, having the curved slot, and pin a',

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

5. The cam wheel S and hook t', in combination
witb the spring sbde v, spring hook t, and upper and
lower rotating needles, substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

6. The slide v, adapted to raise and hold the thread
in a button-hole sewing machine during the forma-
tion of the stitch, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

7. The method herein described of threading the
needle, by means of the spring hook and the move-
ment of the cloth.

79,394.—Albert W. Egberts, Hartford, Conn.
— Device for Securing Eye Glasses.—June 30, 18G8.

—

When the glasses are not in use the tape or cord is

taken up, to prevent the glasses from dangling about
the person.

Claim.—The combination of the case and pin E
B', spring and ratchet Avheel L F, pawl and tape M
H, or their mechanical equivalents, for fastening eye
glasses to a garment, substantially as described.

79,395.—E. L. Roberts. IS^ew York, K T.—
Yentilator.—June 30, 1868.

—
"Whatever may be the

condition of the atmosphere without, the forced ex-
haust secures a copious flow of fresh air througliout
the room. The fresh air is admitted at the upper
part of the room, and the vitiated air is allowed
to pass oflf through the floor, or its discbarge in a
downward direction from the apartment is induced
or accelerated by a heater in the exhaust flue.

Claim.—1. In combination with means lor effect-
ing a distributed exhaust, as above described, means
for effecting a forced exhaust, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. Mixing heated air, for heating rooms, with the
inflowing distributed supply of fresh air, at or near
the top of the room, by means substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The combination with the supply passages F or
F', at or near the top of the room, of the vertical
tube D. substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribr-d.

4. The combination with the tube D, of the tube
E, substantially as and for the pui-pose described.

5. The combination, with the supply passages
through the ceiling, or near the same, and the verti-
cal supply tube D, of the exhaust passages through
the floor, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

6. The combination, with a floor arranged as de-
scribed, for effecting a distributed exhaust, of the
•flue H, provided with a heater, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

79,396.—Edward T. Robixson, Nashua, N.H.—Valve Gear.—June 30, 1868.—For reversing steam-
engines and regulating the cut-off of steam from the
cylinder with great accuiacy, and providing a means
by which the steam is entirely bhut off from the cyl-

inder and the engine stopped by the reversing Jevcr,

in case the throttle valve should become inopera-
tive.

C'Zaim.—Connecting both the valve rod a and the
lifting rod d to the sliding block c, and the arrange-
ment of the rock shaft D, arm j, and eccentric k, for
giving an equalized motion to the link C, when said
parts are combined with the tumble shaft G, rod F,
and lever E, substantially as and for the purx)oses
herein set forth.

79,397.—JuxTUS Eogers. Sterling, 111., assignor
to himself and Frederick W. Pratt, Chicago"; 111.—Lock Nut.—June 30, 1868.—One side of the face of
the nut has a projection, or one side or corner is

made thicker than the other portions, so that when
the nut is turned up against the surface which it is

to hold, the thicker part or projection binds against
said surface and warps the nut upon the bolt, pre-
venting loosening or accidental detachment.
Claim.—A self-locking nut, constructed and op-

erating substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

79,398.-Gustave H. Koth. Boston, Mass.—
Hand Coal Sifter.—June 30, 1868.—In using this
invention, a pair of the .sifters are employed, one for

each hand, the hand being passed through the loop,

witli the fingers and palm resting against the guard.
By scooping up the ashes with both sifters, and
giving them quick lateral reciprocating motions, the
finer parts of the mass are silted through the spaces
between the teeth.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
hand loop B, the guard C, and the scoop A, made
and provided with teeth, the whole being substan-
tially as and for the pui-pose described.

79,399.—Robert Eowax, Parnassus, Pa.—
Scaffold and Ladder.—rJnne 30, 1868.—The ladder
may be moved laterally, either way, from the middle
of the bar, the apparatus beiug employed to facili-

tate the painting of buildings and other similai- op-
erations.
Claim.—The bar A and the traversing frame D,

in combination with a ladder or scaffokl, when ar-

r£inged and operated substantially as aud for the
pm'poses herein shown and described.

79,400.—A. J. Salisbury, San Buenaventura,
Cal., assignor to himself and Thomas II. Bard,
same place.

—

Reamer for Wells.—The branches of
the well reamer are expanded by a positive down-
ward thrust ofthe superincumbent shafting hy which
the reamer is actuated in the operation of reaming.

Claim.—The combination of the branches A, cross
bar B, toggle bars D, shank C, and spring S, sub-
stantially as aud for the purpose set forth.

79,401

—

Thomas H. B. Saxtjers, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Rocking Siving.—June 30, 1868.—The uprights
afford a means of suspending a swing when the de-
vice is not used as a rocker. One of the seats is re-

moved from its usual position to the upper ends of
the uprights, aud from this seat depends the rope,
while the other seat is used as a swing sent. The
seat backs of the rocker are hinged, so that they
may be folded down out of the way of the feet of the
swinger.

Claim.—The arrangement of the uprights z and z',

their stays T and T' and X and X', movable seats S
and S', their swinging backs S B and S' B', rope w,
with a rocker, A A', of any size or shape, the whole
constructed and operated in the manner and for the
purpose above set forth aud described.

79,402.

—

Horace Sargext. Chelsea, Mass.

—

Machine for Cutting Soap.—Jnne 30, 1868,—Form-
ing soap into bars after it has been run into boxes.
The carriage is advanced by a feed screw or other
device, and the cutter plates arc driven through the
block of soap, the strippers serving to retain the soap
as the blades are withdrawn.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a box support-
ing frame, of a cutter carriage, provided with a
series of parallel cutting blades, to operate substan-
tially as described.

2. 'Combining with the blades i the plates g h, for
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supporting the blades and cutting the soap at the
side surfaces of the box, substantially as described.

3. lu combination with the blades i, the stationary
strippers n, substantially as set forth.

4. Cutting soap in boxes by sliding a cutter car-

riage successively into the box, the box being
changed in position relatively to the carriage after

the first operation of the cutters, the operation first

cutting the soap iuto slabs and from two sides of the
box, and then subdividing the slabs and cutting the

soap from the adjacent sides of the box, substan-
tially as described.

79,403.~AxDREW H. Smith, Charlton, 1^. Y.—
Compensating Fbj- Wheel.—June 30, 1868.—The ob-

ject is to employ the surplus power of a reciprocating
engine, when the crank is in a position at right

angles to the center, to elevate a weight, which de-

scends as the crank approaches the centers and thus
aids it to pass those jjoints.

Claim.—1. The compensating weight P, arranged
to make two revolutions to every revolution of the
crank F, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The pivoted or swinging arm L, in combination
with the compensating weight P, for reversing it

from side to side.

3, Providing the compensating weight P with
radial adjustment, to vary its effect as required,

substantially as herein described.

79,404.—WILLA.RD H. Smith, ISTewTork, N. T.
— Vapor Burner.—JuJie 30, 1868.—The receptacle

below the junction of the oil pipe with the burner,

aiTCSts impurities and solid matter, and prevents
them from clogging the passages. The small pas-

sages in the air tube emit gas jets, wnich, being ig-

nited, supply extra heat, which is conducted down-
ward by the flanges, and causes a more thorough
evaporation of oil.

Claim.—1. In burners for light oil, the receptacle

C, connected with the feed-pipe and burner, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. Providing the air tube E, between the air-pas-

sages F F and the base of the flame, with heaters con-

sisting of the passages a; a;, on a heat-conducting
flange or flanges K K, substantially as and for the
purpose herein stated.

79,405.—Alfred W. Stephenson, Kensington,
Conn. — Balancing Polishing Wheels. —June 30,

1868.—The plate has pins which protrude through
openings in the cap, and enable the plate to be ad-

justed in such a manner as to readily balance the
wheel.
Claim.—The adjustable balance-plate i, or its me-

chanical equivalent, in combination with the cap h,

and flange hub b, and nut d, constructed and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purpose described.

79,406.—W. W. Stevens and John Patchen,
Jr., Fontogany, Ohio.—iTorse Hay Fork.—June 30,

1868.—The rod being drawn up, the point of the fork
is thrust into the hay, which movement depresses the
rod and extends the tines, and enables the bent end of

the spring to catch the top of the rod ; the tines are
thus held until the load is raised, when, by drawing
on the cord, the spring is pressed back by the bell

crank, and the load discharged.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

stem A, rod B, tines C, spring D, bell crank E,
and cord F, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

79,407.—Alfred A. Stimson, Boston, Mass.—
Bung for Casks.—June 30, 1868.—The tiilic and its

appendages allow the gases to escape when the con-

tents of the barrel are in a state of fermentation, and
prevent insects and dirt from entering the barrel.

Claim.—The bung A, constructed with tube D, cup
C, reservoir B, for lidding water, all constructed to

operate substantially in the manner described, and for

the purposes set forth.

79,408,-M. W. St. John, Lconardsville. N. Y.
—Ball and Socket Joint.—June 30, 1868; antedated
June 18, 1868.—The cap is secured on to the top of

the socket, and presses down the elastic piece, which

keeps the joint ti^ht and clean, and adapts the parts
to work freely and noiselessly.

Claim.—The combination of the socket a, ball E,
concave plate b. rubber d, and cap F, when con-
nected to the parts, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

79,409.—Samuel S. Stokes—Westboro, Ohio.—Chwrn.—June 30. 1868.—The tAvo distinct series of
triangular slats, with their accompanying arms and
shafts, are rotated by the gearing in opposite di-

rections.

Claim.—1. The outer dasher, consisting of blades
N N, annulus n, and shafts M, connected at the bot-

tom to the central shaft J, in combination with the
inner dasher, consisting of blades P P mounted upon
arms O O, deriving rotation from the hollow shaft L
and sleeve I, all substantially as herein described,

2. In combination with the described elements of
the preceding clause, the detachable tripod frame
C C D, c c' d, and screw E, for the object explained.

3. The triangular construction of the dashers N
and P, when said dashers are applied and employed
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

79,410.—Thomas Stone, Plainfield, Ind., as-

signor to himself and Yirgil H. Lyon, same place.

—

Cars, Wagons, and other Vehicles.—-June 30, 1868.

—

The object is to facilitate the dumping of sand, coal,

&c. The bottom of the box is formed of transverse
shuters or leaves, journaled in the sides of the wagon
box, and connected together, and with the leaves
that actuate them, by a rod and staples and rings,

the mode of operation being similar to that ofwindow
blinds.

Claim.—1. A wagon box. A, having the pivoted
leaves a a a, &c., in combination with the rods e e,

and rod 6, cleats p p p, and lever devices for oper-
ating the said rods and leaves, all substantially as
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The levers j c c, rods e e, links k k, substantially
as shown and described, in combination with the
loaves a a a, and box A, all substantially as and for

the purpose shown and described.
3. The levers j j, in combination with the rod b,

leaves a a a, and box A, substantially as and for the
purpose shown and described.

79,411.—CoE Swarthwout, Joliet, J]l.—Salve.

—June 30, 1868.—Extract of bittersweet, turpentine,
salt butter, beeswax, and balsam of fir.

Claim.—1. The use of the ingredients, in the pro-

portions and manner described, as and for the uses
and purposesset forth.

2. The said salve, as a new article of manufacturo.

79,412.— Oliver C. Saveet, Albany, 2Sr. Y.—
Machine for Drying Tubular Fabrics.—June 30,

1868 ; antedated June 19, 18(;8.—Machine for drying,
stretching, brushing, heating, and calendering knit-

ted or other tubular fabric. The fabric is completely
finislied and wound upon a roller, after having passed
through the machine, provision being made for re-

taining the meshes in straight lines, and preventing
the fabric from being twisted spirally.

Claim.—I. The heating devices, consisting of the
chambers c d, and spiral chamber e, passage p, and
tube F, in combiimtion with the brushing and press-

ing appai'atus, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

2. The spreader G, when consisting of the parts
s, t, u, V, and w, all made and operating substantially

as herein shown and described.
3. The vertical tube F and adjustable cap I, as de-

scribed, in combination with the spreader G, made
as set forth.

4. The arrangement of the revolving platform B,
hinged arras C, annidar cloth support S, and tube F,
as herein described for the purpose specified.

5. The heating cylinders 1) and E, constructed and
arranged as described, the spiral chambers e, cloth

support S, tube F, spreader G, heating and ironing
rollers q and r, and brushes L, all made and operat-

ing substantially as and for the puiposo herein
shown and described.

79,413.—Henry Taylor, Middletown, Wis.—
Rop Press.—Juno 30, 1868.—The posts are provided
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R-ith removable side planks, and are jointed to the

bed plate or beam in such a manner as to allow them
to be spread out after the bale has been formed, to

facilitate the removal of the same.
Claim.—The pr^s, consisting of the posts B B',

bedplate A, upper cross-beam A', screws F, follower,

G, keys I, side rails C. and side planking h, all con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially as

herein shown and described, for the purpose spe-

cified.

79,414.—Edward Truslow, Xew York, X. Y.
—Bag Tie.—Jwne 30, 1868.—A tie or fastening for

bales, &c., consisting of a rectangular plate with its

corners bent toward the center, so as to form points
of attacliment for the band or rope.

Claim.—ThQ lock or bale tie, formed by bending
the corners of the plate A over, as shown at a a^ a'^

a^, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,415.—Peter B. Turner. Quincv. Mass.—
Bracket for Shingle i?oo/5.—June 30, 1868.—The
sharp end of the wedge block is pushed underneath
the shingles which have been fastened to the roof,

and the wedge-like head of the bar i.s then driven
against the upper surface of the shingle, so as to

ci'amp about a third of the length of the shingle be-

tween the bar and the wedge block. Spurs are then
forced into the shingle for fui'ther protection against
slipping.

Claim.—1. The block E, constructed as described,
in combination with the adjustable bar A. as set forth.

2. The combination of the block E, adjustable bar
A, bar B, standards C C, and movable bar D, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,416.—Thomas Edward Yickers, Sheffield,

England.

—

Machine for liolling Tires.—Jmie 30,

1868.—The hoop to be rolled or the work to be acted
upon may be placed and confined between collars or
flanches, of which only one is upon each roll, and
which flanch, from its position, may pass, if requii'cd,

up to or beyond the center of the other roll.

Claim.—Ho arranging a rolling mill that the parts
of the rolls between which the work is performed
shall overhang their bearing, and the remaining parts
of the rolls be extended in opposite directions, as de-
scribed, when the rolls are ]jrovided with flanches,
the whole constructed to operate as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

79,417.—George D. TValcott, Jackson, Mich.—Machine for Making Horse-Shoe Nails.—June 30,

1868.—The machine fonns the nails complete from
rods, the introduction of which constitutes the only
handwork involved in the operation. The heater or
furnace is simply a metallic box provided with a fire

grate, and having apertures in it, through which the
nail rod passes into the machine. The furnace ad-
mits of the nail rod bein^ kept in a properly heated
state during the whole of the operation.
Claim.—1. The combination of the tongs P and

supplemental gripers r t with the furnace, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

2. The tongs P, constructed and arranged as
shown, when said tongs are placed in such a relation
with a heater or furnace, Cx, that they will grasp
the nail rod between the fii-e and the working parts
of the machine.

3. The supplemental gripers or jaws r <, in com-
bination with the gi'ipers n n of the tongs P, all con-
structed and aiTanged substantially as described.

4. The plate I, to which the tongs P are attached,
when said plate is operated in a A^ertical and longi-
tudinal direction, for the ptirpose of actuating or
moving the nail rod during the formation of the nails,
in the manner and by means substantially as shown
and described.

5. The cam ring Q on wheel E, roller p, and spring
q, in combination with plate I and lever V, spring ax,
arm TV on shaft w, and the arm T on shaft B, all ar-
ranged as shown, for the purpose of operating the
plate I, as set forth.

6. The pendent anvil D, fitted in an overhanging
block, C, and the devices for lifting and holding the
nail blank thereto, in combination with the adjust-
able rollers /, so arranged that the nail rod will be

operated upon at the under side of the anvil, as
shown and described.

7. The rollers /, fitted in adjustable arms F ap-
plied to the wheel E, substantially as shown, in com-
bination with the anvU D, all an-anged substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

8. Tlie edgers G G, fitted in pendent, oscillating
bars H, hung on the anvil block C, combined and ar-

ranged to operate in connection with the rollers /
and anvU D, substantiaUv as and for the purpose set
forth.

9. The edgers G G- each provided with two dies,

h^ Axx^ constructed and arranged substantially as
shown and described, so that the upper dies /ix -n-ill

serve as working dies, and the lower ones, /i-^x, as
bumpers, to prevent the upper dies coming in contact.

10. The cam wheels K K', in combination with
the bell-crank lever, rollers, anns, and other devices
for giving motion to the edges, substantially as shown
and described.

11. The two cntters c-^/x, applied respectively to a
swinging bar, V', and a verticaUy-sliding bar, TV,
connected with the bars X Y, the former of which
is on the rock shaft J, and all arranged so that the
two cutters will be operated by a single cam or arm,
U, on driving shaft B, and the finished nail cut off

at the spot where it was made, substantially as shown
and described.

12. The combination of the cam Z, lever Y, and
plate I. arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

13. The spreader S, in combination with the wheel
E, tongs P, and gripers n n, all arranged in the
manner substantially as and for the piirpose spe-
cified.

14. The combination of the wheel E, provided
with the rollers /, the anril D, plate I, with tongs P
attached, and the edgers G, all arranged and oper-
ated in the manner substantially as and for the par-
pose set forth.

1.5. The combination of the two cam wheels with
varying radii, one the counterpart of the other, with
the beU-crank lever, the rollers attached thereto, and
other devices, or their equivalents, as shown and de-
scribed.

16. The cam Z, lever Ax, and graduated bar Bx,
in combination with the lever Y, and the other parts
necessary for adjusting the feed of the nail rod, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

17. The lever E. having jaw r, the fixed jaw t in
the bearing s, and the pin u upon the wheel E, in
combination with the gripers n n, aU arranged sub-
stantially as described.

18. The combination of the cutters cx /x ^vith the
cam wheels K K' and edgers G G, with their inter-

mediate mechanism, whereby the force of the blows
of the edgers is increased for the first blow upon
the nail, and the time required for such increase of
force made available for the operation of the cutters,

substantially as herein shown and described.

79,418.—Francis H. TValker, Boston, Mass.—
Button-Hole Cutter.—Jnne 30, 1868.—The anvil is

constructed with a number of steps, beyond the
ed.^es of which the knife cannot cut the fabric. The
object is to so construct the anvil that it shall

present surfaces of different lengths on both sides
upon which to cut. The anvil is held in place upon
one of the jaws of the jointed levers, by means of a
thumb screw and a fixed center pin, "about which
latter the anvil can be adjusted when released from
the set screw.

Claim.— 1. A stepped anvil or cutter bed G,
adapted for use in conjunction with a knife, E, for

cutting button holes, substantially as described.
2. A reversible stepped anvil or cutting bed, G,

combined with retaining pivot pin c, set screw A, and
cutter E, substantially as described.

3. A reversible stepped anvil or cutting bed, G,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

79,419.—C. T. TTarren, Linden, iN". J.—2Ios-
quito Bar for Windows.—-June 30, 1868.—The cords
are attached to screws fixed to the ca.siug, and are
passed once around the pulleys, so that the act of
raising or lowering the sash revolves the roller and
rolls up or unrolls the bar or netting.

Claim.— 1. Eolling and unrolling the mosquito
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netting by the rjovemeut of the sash carrying the
roller d upon the cord i, substantially as described,

for the pui-pose specified.

2. The inosciuito bar or netting, operated as de-

scribed, by means of the rollers attached to the
sashes, the pulleys a, cords i, and screws.?', substan-

tially as described,"for the purpose specified,

79,420.—XehrjiiAH Waterman and Alfred
T. Perktxs, Toledo, Ohio.—Pamper Cap.—June 30,

18G8.—This cap is made of paper, paper parchment,
or paper and cloth combined, and may have a lining

of oil skin and be rendered impervious to water by
a coating of water-proof varnish. It has also a
strengthening band of stiif paper.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the pa-

per cap or hat herein described, formed of paper or
analogous material, with a number of sectors, a a a,

secured at the center by a seal, E.

79,421.— Elisha Waters and George A.
Waters, Troy, IST. Y.—J?oa«.—June 30, 1863.

Claim.—ThQ building of the entire shell or skin,

and the decks, (where used,) of paper, as hereinbe-
fore set forth, and thus forming a new axticle of
manufacture.

79,422.—JEREinah M. Watsox, Sharon, Mass.,
assignor to himself aud William B. Wickes, same
y,\^ce—Plant Protector.—June 30, 1868.—Tlie stake
is driven into the ground, close to the plant, deep
enough to admit of the hoop being pressed to nearly
its depth into the earth, about the plant. The gauze
prevents access of bugs, insects, bii-ds, and worms,
to the plants or planted seed.

Claim.—A plant protector, in which a screen, of
gauze, netting, or equivalent, woven and pliable

fabric, is combined with the hoop or ring A and the
supporting stake D, in the manner and for the pur-
poses shown and set forth.

79,423.—Arxel Weeks, Syracuse, ]Sr. Y.—Ma-
chine for Making Cigars.—June 30, 1868.—A filling

long enough to form two cigars is placed between the
fixed rollers, and the compressing roller is lowered
upon it, the edge of the binder is then placed be-

tween the front and upper roller, and the machine is

started. The binder being applied, the operator in-

serts the edge of the wrapper, which is, like the
binder, applied by the continued rotation of the roll-

ers, after which the compressing roller is raised and
the cigar removed. The operator presents first one
end and then the otlier of the double cigar to the
heading dies which finish the ends.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a cigar machine,
of the three peculiarly formed elastic rollers C E F,
mounted in rigid bearings, and di-iveu by a band,
with the similarly formed elastic compressing roller

G, mounted in the vertically vibrating frame H, and
rotated by frictional contact merely with the other
rollers, whereby I am enabled to apply both the bind-
ers and wrappers to two cigars simultaneously by
one continuous operation of the same, machine, as
set forth.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the di'iviug roller C, of the heading dies D, ar-

ranged at a distance apart greater than the length of
the two finished cigars, whereby one end of each
cigar may be finished by its respective die.

3. The combination of the peculiarly shaped roll-

ers, the flanges/, and the interposed fixed head blocks
J, these parts being arranged, as set forth, for joint

operation.

79,424.—William S. Wilder, New York, N.
Y.—Paper-Ruling Machine.—JunG 30, 1SG8.—Bythe
conjoint operation of the cylinder, rollers, endless
apron, ancf guide bands, the paper is conducted over
the cylinder, whereon it is ruled by the pens. In
feeding the paper to the machine, it is pushed for-

ward against a stop, but the rear edge of the feed

Elate being raised, the forward edge of the paper is

fted above the stop and grasped between the feed

rollers.

Claim.—\. The wheel N, having the adjustable

and removable cam P, for operating the pivoted feed

plate Z through the medium of the pivoted lever V,
carrying the friction roll W, the connecting-rod X,

and pivoted lever V. all constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as herein shown and described.

2. Tlie combination of the wheel X, having one or
more adjustable and removable cams or lifters, O P,
attached to it, and projecting from each side, the
friction wheel T and lever K wifa each other and
with the cylinder B and pen beam S, whether said
lever R is connected witli the front or rear edge of
the said pen beam S, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the pur])ose set forth.

3. The extension belt D', adapted for the applica-
tion to it of the lifters O P, in combination with the
adjustable roller E and levers V R, by means of
which a sheet may be ruled with lines which are not
continuous, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

79,425.—A SHBEL B. Winegar, San Francisco,
Cal.-Machine for Kiln Drying.—Jime 30, 1868.—
Over the furnace is placed a drying bed or disk, sur-
rounded by a rim with the necessary discharge open-
ing. A vertical driving shaft, having its step in the
center of the disk, is suspended by framework above
the furnace, and serves to rotate a series of radial
arms and stirring hoes. A feeding hopper is at-

tached to the frame above the disk.
Claim.—1. A machine for drying salt and other

substances, composed of the furnace A, pan or disk
B, the radial arms G G, spindles H H, with the hoes
or stirrers III attached to them, with the movable
bar J, for turning them in difi'erent directions, so as
to continually stir and turn the salt in the pan or dis-

charge it at wHl from the periphery, the whole con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
herein described.

2. The sliding board or plate O, at the bottom of
the hopper, operated by the spring P, cords S, lever
T, and beveled pinion "U, substanti/iUy as and for the
purpose specified.

79,426.—Hexrt M. Woodford, Kensington,
Conn.—2[atch Safe.—June 30, 18G8.—This article is

composed of three pieces or castings ofmetal adapted
to each other by lid hinge pins and bearing depres-
sions, and .secured together by heading down the
fastening rivet. It has a match receptacle, a waste
box, and a roughened match-igniting surface.
Claim.—A match safe, constructed substantially

as shown and described, as an article of manufacture..

79,427.—Howell W. Wright, Taunton, Mass.—Electro-plating and Plated Ware.—June 3 i, 1868.

—Based upon the discovery that white metal (com-
monly called Britannia) may be easily polished be-

fore electro-plating, and that the silver deposited on
the surface so polished is in a very fine state of di-

vision, so that when the ware is taken out of the
plating bath, it retains its original brilliant surface,

and maybe finished on a cotton buflf, the use of a
burnisher being obviated. The article thus finished.

is improved by a second plating of pure silver.

Claim.—1. The art of electro-plating polish-ware
at once, without dipping in acids or other dips that
affect the polished surface.

2. As ray invention, the process of electro-silver-

plating the previously polished electro-plated article,,

with a protective transparent layer of pure silver, all

substantially as aud for the piu'poses set forth.

79,42S.—JOHX A. Wright, Keene, N. H.—
Combined Mop and Wringer.—June 30, 1868.—The
handle is revolved so as to liberate its locking pin
from the lower jaw, when the handle is allowed to

slide down uutil its lugs are brought against the bight
of the cloth ; then, by applying slight pressure and
revolving the handle, the clolh is twisted aud the
water expelled therefrom.

Claim.—The sliding and revolving handle A, with
the device for locking it in place, and the device for

catching the mop cloth, in combination with the
jaws B C, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

79,429.—Eliphalet H. Adams, Detroit, as-

signor to himself and Charles F. Gardner. Pipes-
town, Vi\c\\.—Fifth Wheel for Carriages.—JnuG 30,

1868.—The renewable filling, in the channels in which,
the V-shaped flange of the filth Avhecl works, is de-
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signed to reduce friction, render oiling unnecessary,

and adapt the main parts to remain intact under
constant use.

Claim.—ThQ construction of a circle or "fifth

wheel ' for land carriages, as above described, with
the ring C i^orkiug in Babbit metal, or other suitable

material, coutintd in the circular channelnd disk A.
when arrauixed and operating substantiallj' as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

79,430.—FjiiAXCisARXOi.D,Haddam:N'eck,Conn.—Wagon Jack.—June 30, 1SG8.—The collar is fixed

to the post l)v a set-SGrew or otherwise, and its mova-
ble tongue and lever are employed to raise wagon
axles.

Claim.—1. The adjustable collar B, with hole to

fit post A. and provided with journals a a and lugs

6 h. arranged substanually as and for the purposes
herein set"forth.

2. The movable tongue C, with corrugations on
its upper side, and the rims d d on its lower side,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

8. The combination of the adjustable collar 13,

movable tongue C, and movable lever D, an*anged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
her^iia set foith.

79,431.—Jearum Atkecs, "Washington, D. C.
—Low Water Alarm for Boilers.—June 30, 166S.

—

In this apparatus the limited jwwer of a float, de-

pendent for its operation upon the quantity of water
in the boiler, is employed merely to unlock, as it

were, the mechanism whicli is afterward put in mo-
tion by steam at boiler pressure, to turn a cock
and thereby cause the steam whistle to sound an
alarm.
Claim.—1. The combination of the following de-

vices in a low water alarm for steam generators,
Tiz, the bos H. j)assages I and T, each with a cock,

float £, valve 8. port R, cylinder &. piston F, con-
nected to the lever of the alarm cock, a discharge
port from cylinder G. closed or opened by cock 17,

discharge port L, and detachable cover 'a, or the
equivalents of these parts.

i. The construction of the cock J, with the ports
I and L, as described, in combination with the box
H. substantiaUy as set forth.

3. The tabular piston rod T with the cock IT, sub-

stantially as set forth.

79,43*2.—Fea>T)S T. Bakker, Chicago, 111.—
Fluid for Exciting Galvanic Chains.—June 30, 1868.

—The fluid includes water, sulphuric acid, vinegar,
and salt; and is employed to saturate the flannel of
the links of a portable galvanic chain, wherewith to
produce physical reaction.

C'Zairn.—-The fluid, consisting of herein stated in-

gredients, mixed in proportions as described, to be
used, in combination with galvanic chains, in treat-
ing diseases by galvanism.

79,433.—EDWDf L. Barxett, El Dorado, Ark—Cotton Planter.—June 30, 1868.—While the plow
breaks the ground,the forward ^4-heel makf^s a furrow,
into which the seed drops through the shield or fun-
nel, from the hopper, in quantities regulated by the
cogged wheel. The furrow is covered with loose
ground by the teeth at the rear.
Claim.—The cotton planter, consisting ofthe main

frame A, standards D. handles E, breaking plow B,
furrowing wheel K, cogged wheel I, hopper G, pro-
vided with a shield, g'. and teeth b, all arranged,
combined, and constructed substantially as de-
scribed.

79,434.—Thomas Barrett. Charlestown. Mass.—Machine for Forming Jiingi on Carboys and Bot-
tles.—'June SiX 1868.—The bottle or carboy is placed
over the plug or center and held in contact with the
face of the frame. The expanding fingers fill the
opening, and retain the bottle in its concentric posi-
tion. The bottle is rotated on the plug while melted
glass is placed thereon, and when sufiicient has
Ijeen applied, the rolls are brought into contact with
the bottle and so held until the proper form is im-
parted.

Claim.—1. The rolls, of anv desired shape, having
a simuitaneous motion toward a centra^lug.whether

13 p~voL. n

operated by the mechanism herein descril>ed, or any
other substantially the same, for shaping or forjoiiig

the rings of carboys or bottles.

2. The expansive plug C. constructed and operat-
ing substantially in the manner and for the pu^pgae
herein specifiedl

79,435.—George F, Bearsdley. Ithaca. X. T.—Curtain Fixture.—.June 30. 1868.—The cord or tape
is attached to the cylinder within the case, and ex-
tends thence to a spool on the end of the curtain
roller. The knob on the operating crank, aided by
the friction on the cylinder bearings, sustains JhJe
curtain at any degree'of elevation.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
described parts, viz, the winding cylinder F, crank
D. weighted knob E, and case or frame B, support-
ing and holding the same, so as to make a fastening
or fixture for the cord or tap© of curtains, substan-
tially as set forth.

79,436—W, H. Bechtel, Philadelphia, Pa
Steam Safety Valve.—June 30, 1868.—This valve is

constructed with a view of dispensing with the
usual weighted lever» and employing a weight bear-
ing directly upon the valve ; the" said v"alve and
weitrht being so effectively guided that they can be
used on locomotive and marine boilers without lia-

bility of derangement and injury in consequence of
agitation and j'arring. The spindle enables the en--
gineer to raise the tube at pleasure.
Claim.—1. The weighted tube D, with its two

valves, e and h. in combination with the base A. its

chamber a, hoUow cross-piece d, the within described
_

valve seats /, and the casing B, the whole being
constructed and arranged as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The webs or ribs on the tube D. adapted to the
opening b of the casing B, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. In combination with the tubular valve D, the
spindle G. rod I, and the arms H and X, for the
purpose specified.

79,437.—Samuel S. Best, Port Chester, K". Y—Apparatus to Prevent Horses Cribbing.^Tune 30,
1668.—This device is designed to frustrate attempts,
at cribbing by preventing the horse from obtaining
a satisfactory hold with his teeth, or reijulsiug him
by the eflTect of a ribbed surface upon the month.

' Claim

.

—The metallic roll for the edges of feeding
troughs or mangers, formed substantially as speci- -

fied. for preventing horses biting or cribbing, as set

forth.

79,438.—M. L. Best, Canton, Ohio, assignor to.
himself and J. F. Hess xsd Brother, MassUlon,
Ohio.

—

Machine for Forming Bread Pans.—-June
30, 1868.—The forming plates are hung on suitable
axes, and so combined with each other that the
turning up of the principal plate causes a simulta-

.

neons turning up of all the other plates, these plates
turning up the several sides of the pau at the same
time, while the sheet metal of which the pan is

formed is held in position by clamps.
Claim.—1. The plate A, with oam face n and

connections m o. when constructed and used in
connection with the plate C. substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The peculiar arrangement and combination of

the principal plate B with cam faces k k and work-
ing lever L, the plates A A. with cam faces n. the
plate C, the block D, and die clamp E, the several
parts being constructed and arranged substantially

in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

3. The peculiar arrangement and combination of
the frame K with block D and arms a and c, the
die clamp E. with arms F and G, and the clamp
lever H. with slot I, the several parts being ar-

ranged in the manner and for the purpose he.iain

specified-

79,439 JOHX TV. Blodgett, Three Eivers,
Wioh.—Potato Dinger.—Ixxne^. 1868.—The eugrav-.
ing is an underside view. The potatoes are taken
from the hill by the shovel and pass thence on to the
endless belt, whereby they are transferred to the vi-

brating sieve. The'earth being separated from the
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potatoes, the latter are deposited upon the ground
at the rear end of the machine.

Claim.—1. The entlless belt G, constructed as
shown and described.

2. The sieve M, in combination with the disk a,

shown and described, arm O, elbow lever P, stand-
ard S, and connecting rods R and L, all constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as specified.

79,440.—Edmund Blunt, Jr., Bay Ridge, N. Y.—Electro-Magnetic Burglar and Fire Alarm.—
June 30, 1868.—In carrying out this invention, if an
attempt be made to open the door or window of the
building in which the apparatus is employed, a con-
nection is made between a battery, an alarm, and
an amiunciator. In case of fire breaking out in the
room in which the fire alarm is placed, the air con-
tained in the hollow drum expands and moves Wie
corrugated surface of the drum into contact with
the spindle of the disk ; a cii'cuit is thus established
between the alarm battery and fire indicator, and
an alarm is sounded. The annunciator is also em-
ployed in connection with the fire alarm, its function
being to indicate the point oi' danger.

Claim.—1. Combining with the armature F the
springs G, substantially as and for the pm'pose
specified.

2. The circuit breakers J, formed of one or more
strips of metal, secured substantially as described.

3. Combining with the slab, provided with the
openings and screw cups 6 and 7, the arms 11, arma-
tures 10, coils 8,. switch 12, and buttons 13 and 14,

wheu the same shall be combined and operate sub-
. stentially as shown, for the purposes indicated.

4. Combining with the door the spring 2, plate of
; metal 3, and regulating screw 4, connected and ope-
. rating substantaally as described.

5. Combining with the drum 15 the disk 18, when
. the same shall be combined, constructed, and ope-
rate substantially as described.

6. In combination with the subject-matter of the
.third claim, the door ag^ alarm, when the same
shall be combined and operate substantially as and

. for the purpose specified.

7. In combination with the subject-matter of the
. third clause of claim, the window and alarm, when
.the same shall be combined and operate substan-
• tially as and for the purpose specified.

8. In combination with the subject-matter of the
third clause of claim, the drum 15 and disk 18, when

• the same shall be combined and operate substan-
. tiallj as described.

79,441.—John W. Boughto*, Iy[ewTork, K". Y.—Paper File.—June 30, 1868.—Incisions extending
from the edge to the elongated holes which receive
.the bands, enable the latter to be readily applied
• and detached by bending the portions between the
: holes and the eiige. The small elastic bands shown
are employed to separate different papers in the

• same file.

Claim.—A paper file, consisting of one or more
pieces of pasteboard or other suitable material, hav-

; ing notches or recesses cut in its edge for the recep-
tion of ordinary elastic bands, with the bands ap-

,
plied thereto, all substantially as described.

79,442.—James D. Bryson and Alonzo Pot-
ter, New Castle, 'Pa.—Spike Machine.—Jxiao 30,
;1868.—In this machine a peculiar device is employed
for cutting off the rod before the point of the spike
;i8 formed, and an attachment is used to autom-
. atically guide and carry the end of the rod to the
die. '

Claim.—1. The sliding plate K, when provided
'with the arms m and n, or their equivalents, in com-
bination with cutter F and guide O, all arranged
.,and operating in the manner and for the purpose
: set forth.

2. A slide or sliding arm n, arranged on the bed
of the machine, as described, in combination with
its operative mechanism, for the purpose of moving
:lhGJ:od to position, substantially as described.

79,443.— Erastus Buck, Vincennes, Ind.—
^elt Shipper.—June 30, 18(58.—The shipper has in-

jclined arms with friction rollers, together with a
.projection which actuates a lever whereby the loose

EuUey is pressed against the fixed one, while the
elt is being shifted.

Claim.—The combination of the shipper H, piv-
oted lever G, and pulleys D' E, when arranged and
operating substantially as described.

79,444.—C. ?Churston Chase, Albany, F. Y.—
Inkstand.—June 30, 1868.—A small opening only is

exposed for dipping, and this is covered by a pivoted
cap when not in use ; but the cover closing the large
opening may be readily removed for the purpose of
filling or cleaning the reservoir.

Claim.—In combination with an ink well, having
a rim D, and catch d, the piA-^oted cover E, when
constructed, attached, and operated substantially in
the manner and for the purposes specified.

79,445.—William Chisholm, Cleveland, Ohio.
—Dumping Car.—June 30, 1868.—The car is secured
to the tilting track by chains, and by turning a Avind-
lass the car and track are turned as upon a horizon-
tal, longitudinal axis so as to dump the car load en
masse. When the apparatus is at the end of a
side track, the tilting track can be tm'ued around
by means of the turn table so as to bring the side of
the car transversely to the track and thus discharge
at the end of the road. The platform on which the
turn table stands being provided with rollers, the
whole apparatus may be transferred from one side
track to another.

Claim.—1. The construction and aiTangement of
a section of a railroad track by means of tnmnions
or bearings to support the track, and thereby allow
a longitudinal and transverse tilting and vibrating
of the same, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The segments J K, in combination with the
section of a track A and trunnions or bearings, as
described.

3. The combination of the sectional tilting track
A with the turn table L, for the piu-poses set forth,

4. The combination of the sectional tilting track
A, turn table L, with a transfer table M, in the man-
ner as and for the purpose described.

79,446.—John B. Christian, Mount Carroll,
HI.—Fish Hook.—June 30, 1868.—The ends of the
gi-ooved plate are bent in opposite directions so that
the plate, together with the hooks, shall revolve as
it is drawn through the water.

Claim.—The revolving grooved plate B, the arti-

ficial worm A, the hooks c c c, and the wire D, as
arranged in relation to each other, substantially as
herein described.

79,447.—William H. Cole, Quincy, Mich.—
Tucking Device for Sewing Machine.—June 30, 1868.
—An adjustable device attached to the sewing ma-
chine foot for folding the goods in form for tucking
before being sewn.

Claim.—The combination, with the foot A., of
plates C, E, and G, the latter provided with stop F,
slotted arm B, screw 2, indicator D, and screw H,
all constructed, arranged, and operating as herein de-
scribed and shown.

79,448.—Dewiit C. Cregier, Chicago, 111.—
Dredging Machine.—June 30, 1868.—This apparatus
is especially adapted for dredging in contracted
spaces and to definite points, as in preparimg the
foundations for piers for bridges, sinking shafts in a
soft or diversified bottom, dredging iu angles of
docks, and the like.

Claim.—1. The guides d and screws /with the
shaft K and beveled pinion k and their connections,
iu combination with the vertical frame work E and
its connections, adapted to transmit the power at
auv elevation, as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

2. The inclined frame work E', mounted on the
upright frame E, as represented, and adapted to be
adjusted in the several directions, and operating the
dredging mechanism H h in an inclined position,
while the rising and lowering motion may be verni-

cal, as and for the purposes herein specified.

3. The guides m, formed and arranged as repre-
sented on the revolving parts G', G'^ and adapted
to guide the pitch chains H, and consequently to con-
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trol very exactly the "n-orkingr paths of the backets h,

or their eqniYolbuts, as audlbr the purposes herein
specij5.c(i.

79,449.—Samuel Darlixg, Bangor, 'SLo.—Fail-

road Car Heating and Ventilating Apparatus.—
June 30, ISoS.—A positive motion is imparted to the
fan wheel, as, for instance, by a gear connection
Tvitli the ear axle ; the function of the fan being to

impel the hot air forward and insni'e a steady circu-

lation. The construction of the heating apparatus is

such that the fire is extinguished and the smoke pipe
closed in the event of the'upsetting of the cars.

Claim.—1. In combination with" an endless pipe
for conveying a heated fluid, a blower, operated sub-
stantially as clescribcd, to cause a continuous circu-

lation of the fluid in the pipe.

2. The combination, in a stove or furnace, and
beneath the fire chamber, of a water vessel, and an
intermediate non-conducting chamber, having a ball

valve, or its equivalent, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The combination, with the smoke pipe, of a
conical chamber and a ball valve, or its equivalent,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

79,450.—JOHX H. Da%-et, Eockford, UL— Culti-
vator.—June 30, 1868.—The frame carrying the cul-

tivator teeth is connected to the axle by a chain, and
adjustably attached to the rear end of the main frame
by pins p'assing through holes in the standards. The
tooth-bearing fi-arae may also be raised and lowered
by a lever and chain.
'Claim.—The frames B and C, the standards D D,

pins E. the chains F F, the lever K, the chain K',
all constructed, combined, and operating substanti-
ally in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

79,451—DaxielDeax. Brighton, liLich.—Cul-
tivator Tooth.— June 30, 1S68.—By loosening the
screw bolt which attaches the tootli to the standard
the tooth may be reversed in position, it having two
points and a broad and a narrow side, either ofwhich
may be presented to the corn, according as it is

young, requiring the formation of small hills, or old,

requiring large hills to be upturned.
Claim.—The reversible cultivator tooth A, when

constructed substantially as shown and for the pur-
poses described.

79,45'2.—Charles Dextox, Decatur, lU., as-
signor to ''Ames Plow Compaxy," Boston, Mass.
—Harvester.—Tune 30, 18G3.— Eelates to reaping

I

machines of the class known as headers, in which
i

the tops only of the grain stalks are cut with the
,

grain heads' leaving the remainder of the stalks '

standing, to be plowed in. The improvements have
j

reference principally to the construction of the in-
clined spout, through which the conveyor tra-\-e!s to

'

discharge the cut grain into a wagon 'running with ',

the header ; also to' the aiTangement of the mechan-
ism for driving the sickle bai\

Claim.—1. Fulcruming the lever which actuates
the sickle bar at or near its center, by means of a
movable lever, and driving it bv a link, connected
at the rear of the frame with the driving mechanism,
which is located outside of the frame.

2. Pivoting the sickle-bar lever to a laterallv-mov-
able or vibrating lever, substantiallv as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the floored oflfset k^ and its
side board iS with the auxiliarv belt and main belt
of the spout.

4. Combining with the conveyor rolls o^ the clear-
ers sS substantially as set forth.

5. Combining with the reel i the truss wires at-
tached to a central ring, and to disks or hubs at the
opposite ends of the axle, substantially as set forth.

6. Combining with the frame or carnage lever Jt"^,

and with the post P, the box m*, with its spring
bolt ©2. springing into the holes n^ of the post l'^, and
withdrawn therefrom, substantially as described.

79,453.—TiTOMAS W. Dre.sser. San Jos6, Cal.
—Furnace and Condenser for Reducing Quicksilver
and other Ores.—June 30. ItHS.—A furnace for treat-
ing ores containing volatile substances. The upright
furnace has a vapor-tight hopper and a continuous-

of the hive may be lifted out at the top when t;i€

cover of the hive is taken off, and the base of the

discharging opening, with a suction pump or pumps
leading from it for drawing the vapor from the heated
ore, and forcing or drawing it imder water, where it
may be condensed and saved.

Claim.—1. The vapor-tight hopper J and siphons
U U, in combination with this or other smeltina: fur-
naces, substantially as described.

2. The division 'plate H H, and the endless car-
riage F, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose described.

3. In combination with a vapor-tight furnace. A.
provided with a hopper, J, either of the pumps Q Pt

S, substantiallr as and for the purpose specified.

79,454.—William J. El^tx, ^Torth Madison.
Ind.—2><?e Hive.—June 30, 18G8.—The brood boxes

le

the
hive is constructed in the form of a trough, Avith an
opening at ';he bottom throughout its length, for the
purpose of allowing dead bees or refuse to fall out.

Claim.—The bee hive herein described, when its
several parts are constructed, combined, and ar-
ranged as set forth.

79,455.—Ealph Evaxs, Brant. X. Y.—Fniit
Picker.—JunG 30, 1868.—The edges 'of the flange
around the notch are sharpened, the better to cut the.
stem and detach the frait ; and the band or casting
has a stem or projection, by which it is attached at
an angle to the handle.
Claim.—The metallic casting B, having a flange

on its under side, and slotted so as to form a knife,
and provided with an angular stem, as and for the
purposes set forth.

79,456.—A. L. Chubb, Grand Eapids, Mich.—
Field Holler.—J\me 30, 1868.—The feet of the weight
box, one in front and the other in rear, are confined
to "he yoke by means of the straps, which are fast-
ened to the legs of the weight box, and embrace pro-
jections on the yokes.

Claim.—The yokes B B, cast with projections for
sustaining the weight box or driver's seat, in com-
bination with straps e e, all arranged as herein de-
scribed.

79,457.—ArsTix E. Clemext, "Wapakonetta.
Ohio.—Chimney Cowl.—Jxme 30, 1868.—When the
wind blows against one of the win^s. it forces the
lower portion thereof against the end of the cylinder,
preventing the wind from entering, and the' smoke
escapes fi'om the opposite end of the cylinder, as well
as at the top of the wing against which the wind
acts. The spring restores the wing to its pei-pendi-
cular position when the wiifd ceases. The bolts de-
tei-mine the degree of motion of the wings.
Claim.—Hanging the wings C C' by the bent

springs D D', in the manner and for the purpose set
Ibrth, in combination with the cylinder B, 'bolts E
E', and pipe A, substantially as d'escribed.

79,458—Canceled.

79,459.—Charles L. Dattox, Xorth Buffalo.
X. Y.-Eovj Lock.—June 30, 1868.—The oar is pro-
vided with a pivoted block or eye, mounted in a yoke.
The eye fits over a pin in the"gunwale of the 'boat,

and is'supported by a shoulder on said pin. The oar
turns on the pivots of the eye in dipping and rising,
and ai-ound the pin in making the strokes.

Claim.—The combination of the yoke A, bed-
plate C, pivoted eye D, and pin E,' all employed
and operating in the manner described, for the pur-
pose specifleu.

79,460.—C. H. Dexisox, Springfield, Mass., as-
signor to himself, J.W. Eay, and T. X. Taylor, same
place.

—

Machine for Applying Cloth Patches to Pa-
per Collars.—June 30. 1868.—^A machine for apply-
ing cloth patches to the button holes of paper collar's.

Cloth, such as is commonly used, is prepared by ap-
plying an adhesive coating to one side, and then'drv-
in'g it. The prepared cloth is cut into long strips of
suitable width, to be made into patches as it passes
through the machine. A resume of the main opera-
tion is given in the last clause of the claim.
Claim.—I. The combination of the plunger or pla;«
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D'', -vritli the bar F^ attached thereto, the stamps e,

and sponge tubes d^, all constructed and operating
substantially as herein described and for the purposes
set forth.

•2. The combination of the plunger or plate C^ with
the bar F^ attached thereto, the stamps e, the sponge
tubes d^, and the Tvater-pipe g^, and box g, when con-
structed and operating substantially as described and
for the purposes specified.

3. The stamps e, having the dies e*, counter-dies
x^. and passage x therein, all constructed substan-
tially as herein described and specified.

4. 'The combination of the stamps e, haying the
flies e*, counter-dies x^, and the passage x therein,

with the platen a;*, when constructed and operating
substantially as described and in the manner set

forth.

5. The combination of the wheel a^ with the pro-

jection i thereon, vibrating arm a^, rock shaft a^,

lever a^, rod a^, arm a^, ratchet wheel and pawl c^, i^,

and rolls h^ h^, for the purpose of moving the strips

under the dies c*, substantially as described.
6. The bar F^, having the slot F-^ therein, in com-

bination with the stamps e, having the projection 6^,

thereon, all constructed and arranged substantially
as herein described and set forth.

7. The sponge tubes d^, in combintition with the
water pipe gr', having outlets g^ therein, all con-
structed and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed, and in the manner specified.

8. The combination of the sponge tubes d^, ad-

justable rod 0^, and valve and valve arm m*, when
constructed substantially sis described, and operating
in the manner set forth.

9. The sponge tubes d^, having the side pans d''

thereon, and the adjusting projection o^ and its nut
o^ all constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed and in the manner set forth.

10. Applying cloth patches to paper or paper col-

lars, as herein described, that is to say, by first

dampening the paper or collar at the places where
the patches ai-e to be applied, and then pressing said
patches thereon by means of a punch or die, which,
in its descent, cuts the patch from the cloth which has
been previously made adhesive itpon one side by a
suitable preparation, and then dried, said prepared
clotli being fed or moved automatically to or under
the dies, all substantially as described.

79,461.—Major H. Fisher, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Machine for MaJdng Rasps.—June 30, 1868.—The
cutter is so applied to the holder that while it is held
firmly it is allowed to turnup at its point as it enters
the steel, so as to throw up the tooth of the rasp.

The arrangement is such that the cutter is nearer
the supporting shaft of the holder at the terminus of
its movement than at the time or starting, but as it

is desirable that the line of teeth be at right angles
to the edge of the rasp, provision is made for giving
the blank such a movement relatively to that of the
cutter as will secure the object stated.

Claim.—1. Attaching the cutter D to the holder B,
by means of the stirrup E and ^ring /, when the
said stirrup is arranged to support the cutter, and at
the same time to allow the point to turn ui), substan-
tially iu the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2/ln combination with the holder B, arranged and
operated as above, the blank holder G, and mechan-
ism, substantially as described, for imparting to the
said holder a movement relatively to the movement
of the cutter across the blank, so that the teeth cut
in each row shall l)e at right angles to the edge
of the rasp, substantially as herein set forth.

79,463.—J. L. Fountain, l^ew Milford, III—
jffo<?.—June 30, 1868.—The shank is made sharp-
edged, to prevent the dirt from collecting on and
about the same.
Claim.—1. Forming the curved shank B, on its

inner side or curve V -shaped or sharp-edged, as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. Tiie forward projecting curved shank B, having
an acute angle on its inner side C, in combination
witli the blatle, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

79,463.—Joseph Fowleu, Allegan, Mich.—
TItrce-IIorse Clevis.—June 30. 1868.—Under this ar-

rangement, should the two horses attached to the
lever draw more tban their proportion, the lever would
elevate the outer end of the parallel bars, by acting
on the friction wheel and thereby compel 'the one
horse attached to the bars to perform his share of the
work.
Claim.—1. The bars D and friction wheel F, or its

equivalent, in connection with any suitable clevis A,
when attached and operating su'bstantiaUy as and
for the purpose sspecified,

2. The bar or lever E, when attached to the upper
end ofthe clevis A, and provided with any suitable de-
vice G, to which to attach a team, when constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the clevis
A, the bars D D, the lever E, the friction roller F,
hook H, and ring G-, or their equivalent, when con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
piu^poses herein described.

79,464.—Horace P. Gale, 'Washington, Vt.—
Manufacture of Sugar.—June 30, 1868.—A longitudi-
nal partition divides the main flue, so as to cause the
products of combustion to traverse in opposite direc-
tions beneath the evaporating pan before pb,ssingoff
at the front smoke stack. The evaporating pan has a
series ofshort pipes and a series of long pipes, which
are also traversed by the products of combustion.
The saccharine liquid' is drawn from the evaporating

San into a graining pan, and the arrangement of
ampersis such that the heat may be diverted from

the main flue and made to pass directly through the
flue of the grainer and out at the smoke stack at the
rear.

Claim.—The peculiar construction of the inside of
my arch, arrangement of smoke stacks, the applica-
tion of flues in my pan, and the combination of
dampers and stop cocks, to produce the advantages
herein set forth.

79,465.—C. L. GiLPATRiCK, Boston, Mass.—
Meat Chopper.—June 30, 1868.—The hollow shaft
attached to the top of the supporting standard ex-
tends to a point above the center of the rotaiw tray
which contains the meat, and is there provided with
arms, having guide-ways for the vertically recipro-
cating frame which carries the cutter.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cutting or chop-
ping knife K in the frame I, and working in the
arms H H, by means of wheels G-, E, and D, and a
shaft through a hollow shaft F, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

79,466i— Francis Greene, Troy, Ta.—Door
Key.—J\me 30, 1868.—When the key 'is introduced
into the key hole, with the guard, it will turn freely
therein, while the guard remains stationary. Hence
if the key be turned so as to place its wing out of
coincidoncG with the guard, it cannot be forced
out of the lock and no picking instrument can be in-

troduced.
Claim.—The guard C, in combination vsdth the

arm/, for closing the key hole, constructed and at-
tached to the key, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

79,467.— George W. Greer and Frank F.
Landis, Lancaster, Ta—Grain Thresher and Sep-
arator.—June 30, 1868.— This arrangement is de-
signed to not only free the c-rain from chafl', &c., but
prevent the unthreshed heads or poi'tions of the same
from falling down with the grain and lodging in the
meshes of the sieve. The rakes in conveying the
straw from the machine thoroughly agitate it so as
to shake out the grain.

Claim.—1. The double-chambered fan casing or
flues /I and f'^, made substantially in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the double shoe s^ s^, in
combination with the regulating board B, made sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the regulating board E,
and inclined board r, the appendage of the wire rack
?• r to the same, made substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

4. The raking device, when constructed with par-
allel beams m and toothed slats or rakes m, revolving
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over each other in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

79,468.—Charles F. Harlow, Bostou, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Dexter S. King.—Machine
for Catting and Trimming Bristles, Felt, Fur, Wool,
die.—.June 30, 1868.—The uutrimmed brush is ad-
iusted between the ja\vs or curved bars, with the
back of the bi-ush between said jaws and the feed
shaft. The machine being put in motion, the action
of the teeth or projections upon the back of the brush
moves the latter along in line with the curved bars
or jaws, and thereby feeds the bristles up to the ver-
tically reciprocating cutters.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the stationary
toothed knife g and movable toothed knife g, with
the guide S and slide E, Avhen constructed to operate
as set forth.

2. The combination of the sliding table E, guide
S, slide and cutters g g, with the slotted arm of the
beam D and table A, for the purpose of adjusting the
cutters g g at any desired distance from the jaws or
bars X X. as specified.

3. The feed shaft;:), adjusted in the slotted bars,
and held by the springs q, in combinatiaa with the
cutters g g, arranged upon the sliding table R, to
operate aabstantially as set forth.

4. The curved or bent horizontal bars X X, when
made adjustable on the posts C C, and arranged as
and for the pm'pgse specified.

.79,469.—Theodore HEERiL4NS. Pleasant Hill,

Mo.

—

Coffte Boaster.—June 30, 1868.— The outer
cylinder is provided with a window, through which
the progress of the roasting may be witnessed from
without.

Claim.—The wire cloth or perforated cylinder E,
when arranged eccentrically within the outer cylin-

der D, as described and for the pm'pose set forth.

79,470.—Warren Hill, Springfield, Mass.—
Ticket Bunch.—June 30, 1868 ; antedated May 5,

1868.—The spiral spring, which is placed under the
projection of the die spindle, forces said spindle out
of tbe female die, and said spring may be of sufficient
strength to force the levers apai-t.

Claim.—The construction and aiTangement of the
spindle C. projection e, and the spiral spring /, in
combination with the lever A, recessed at c', and the
slotted lever B, substantially as described.

79,471.—James S. Hootox, Xew Carlisle, Ind.—Bee Hive.—June 30, 1868.—The objects are to ren-
der aU parts of the hive easdy accessible, effectually
regulate ventilation during warm and cold seasons,
prevent molestation of bees or honey by the miller or
vermiH, and enable persons to remove honey from
any part of the hive, in small quantities, without in-

terfering with other portions of the hive.
Claim.—1. The device for entrapping the worms,

as specified.

2. Supporting the racks by the metal staples S, as
shown and specified.

3. Supporting and holding to their places the racks
by means of the metal pins X", as specified.

4. Supporting the racks solely upon metal bear-
ings, by means of the pins X and staples S, as set
forth.

5. The hive R, when its several pairts are con-
structed, combined, and arranged as set forth.

C. Board B, when constructed as specified.
7. The combination of the metal strip I", the screw

Z, the aperture V, openings V and T through the
board B, with the wire cloth, as set forth, and for the
purposes specified.

79,472.—Carleton B. Hutchins, Ann Arbor,
'il\Q\x.—Compound for Covering Boofs and other
Structures.—June 30, 1868.—Rosin, leached ashes,
whiting, salt, red lead, and linseed oil.

Claim.—The compounding of ingredients, as herein
described, to make a composition for roofing, and
for various other purposes, as before described

79,473.—Moses Johxson, Three Rivers, Mich,—BotatQ Digger.—June 30, 1868.—The tops or vines
of the potatoes are removed by a device which ope-
rates ia advance of the shoveL The shpvei scoops

up the potatoes and causes them to fall upon the
endless apron which sifts the earth from the potatoes
and deposits them into a box at the rear. The box
has a hinged bottom which may be opened by a lever
to permit the potatoes to fall in a heap.

Claim.—A potato digger having wheel A, grooved
wheel B. roller D, arms C, shovel E, arms F, belt (t,

box H, lever K, bar M, spring O, and pulley S, con-
structed, combined, arranged, and operating sub-

stantially as set forth.

79,474.—William Johnson, Appletou, Wis.—
Clothes Drier.—June 30, 1868.—The pivoted arms
being of different length, suitable spaces are left be-

tween the clothes-suspending bars when dropped*
forward to a horizontal position to receive the clothes
to be dried.

Claim.—1. The movable metallic arms H, folding
into each other and oscillating upon a common ful-

crum, operating in the manner described and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
bracket, sides A A, and the frame ro'd B C, with the
fulcrum rod F, the metallic movable arms H, and the
bars E E E E, with the slot I and rivet J, when
operating in the manner specified and for tie pur-
poses set forth.

79,475.—Horace K. Jones, Kensington, Conn.— Balancing Bolishing Wheels. — June 30, 1868.

—

When, from any cause, the wheel becomes heavier
upon one side of its axis than upon the other, the
weights are moved toward the light side until the
wheel is balanced.

Claim.—1. The use, for the purpose of balancing
wheels, of two or more weights, swinging upon
pivots located between the axis and periphery, and
capable of being fixed at any point upon the side of
the wheels, within the limit of their motion, by a
screw or other suitable means.

2. The combination of the movable weights B B
with the fixed weights D, for the purpose specified.

79.476.— Isaac Keller, Randolph. Ohio.

—

Horse Bower.—June 30, 1868.—All of the multiply-
ing gear is placed in a solid metallic box, which pro-
tects the gear ii-om dii-t when the power is placed
upon the ground. The gears are prevented from
binding during any rocking of the frame, by being
mounted upon the two axles which run in boxes on
the sides of the solid box. The lipped iron maiutar.is
the engagement of the master wheel and the first

wheel.
Claim.—1. The solid metallic box G. with hole g

therein, when used to contain the speeding gear P J
K of a horse-power, substantially in the manner and
for the i^urpose set forth.

2. The iron, N, with lip n, when used in combina-
tion with the box G, with its gear P J K, and the
master wheel A B B, substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

3. The peculiar arrangement and cwnbiuation of
the box G-, axles H and I, with gear wlieels P. -J.

and K thereon, iron X, with lip 7i, and master wheel
A B, the several parts being arranged in the manner
and for the purpose herein specified.

79.477.— a. H. Kidney, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Washing Machine.—June 30, 1868.—The clothes are
placed in the open or gi-ated cylinder which rotates
within the boiler. Perforated tubes traverse the
cylinder longitudinally, and are supplied with water
by the cups which dip it from the boiler. As the
cylinder rotates, streams of hot water from the tubes
fall upon the agitated clothes.
Claim.—1. The cups H, perforated tubes G. cyl-

inder C, and boiler arranged and operating in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The rotary cylinder C, provided with interior
perforated tubes G, in combiuation with tiie cups,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

79.478.— William N. Kington, BoAvensbur?,',
HI.

—

Saiv Clamp.—June 30, 1868.—The hooks are
attached to a bench or other stationary object, and
the saw being placed in the clamp, the operator
stands on the'platform or sits ou the scaftola to per-
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form the necessary maBipulation. The weight of

the operator is thus made to hold the saw firmly iu
position.

Claim.—A saw clamp, having clamps A, jaws B,
scaffold C, upright bars D, platform J, plank H, and
hooks G-, constructed, combined, and ai-ranged sub-

stantially as specified.

79,479.—Canceled.

79,480.— James Knight, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Indicator for Street Eaihvay Cars.—June 30, 1868.

—

An indicator operated partly by clock work and
partly by the revolving wheel or axle of the street

'railway car, to which it is applied. The said indi-

cator determines at the end of a trip whether the

car has been running regularly, and, if not, at what
points on the ' road Improper stoppages have been
made, or wliere the speed of the car has been in-

creased or retarded.

Claim.—1. The minute hand G- and its pin, j,

turned by clock work, as desca-ibed, and moved to-

ward or irom the dial plate by a cam wheel H, in

combination with loose indicating hands h, which
arc turned by the minute hand, and released at cer-

tai!i determined points on the dial plate, all substan-

tially- in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The wheel J, having adjustable blocks r', and
being operated through the medium of the gearing
described by a wire I, connected with the wheel or
axle of the street rtdlway car.

3. The above, in combination with the arms s', t,

and u. of a spindle K, and with the arm w of a spin-

dle, L, for starting and arresting the motion of the

cam wheel H, as described.
4. The cam wheel H, operated by a coiled spring

g. or its equivalent, for imparting a longitudinal

sliding motion to the portion c of the spindle F, for

the purpose specified.

;3. The manner, substantially as herein described,

of securing the indicating hands h to the stem b, so

that they may be turned either separately or together
upon the said stem.

79,481.—Pri.KxoBLOCK, T7yandott, Kansas.—
Car Coupling.—June 30, 1868.—The levers are piv-

oted to the movable jaw and serve to raise the same
when turned so as to act at their lower ends upon
inclines on the sides of the draw head. The slotted

frame is raised with the upper jaw in order to release

the coupling pin from the shoulder of the stationary
jaw.

Claim.—A car coupler, having jaws A and B,
slotted frame K, cross bar H, with cord attached as
described, levers G-, and hook M, constructed, com-
bined, and arranged substantially as specified.

79,482.-A. Koivnp, JTew York, IST. Y.—Eyelet-
ing llacliine.—June 30, 1868.—The guide pin within
the punch takes the eyelets from the mouth of the
feeding chute, said pin being subjected to the action
of a spring having a tendency to force it out of the
punch. When pushed in, the guide pin is re-

tained by a spring catch which is automatically re-

leased as often as the punch reaches its highest po-
sition. The friction spring retains the eyelets on the
guide pin till the punch forces them off. The anvil
has a projecting point and is surrounded by an elastic

tubular bed. so that the material to be eyeleted, on
being forced over the point, is pierced, and then sup-
ported by the elastic bed, Avhich offers sutficient resist-

ance to permit the eyelet to be forced through the hole.

Claim.—1. The triction spring n, on tlie guide pin
e in the punch D, substantially as and for the pur-
pt)se descriljed.

i:. The self-acting dog h and cam t, in combination
with the guide pin e and punch D, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The yielding rest J, in combination with the
anvil I and punch D, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

79,483.—Perley Laflin, Warren, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John J. ^frxgviz.—Shuttle.—
June 30, 1868.—The projecting lip facilitates tlio

threading of the shuttle, and prevents tlic thread from
flying out during the operation of weaving.

ClaiTT^.—The combination, with the shuttle, of a

threading and guide piece or lip, constructed as de-
scribed and for the purposes set forth,

79,484.—Dennis Lane, Montpelier, Yt.—Bead
Blockfor Saw Mills.—June30, 1868.—The wheels or
rollers can be raised from or lowered onto the car-
riage, according as the head block is to remain sta-
tionary or be run from one position to another. The
head blocks are automatically moved back upon the
carriage during the gig-back motion of the latter.

Claim.—1. The rollers or wheels C, supporting the
head block, and mounted on shafts eccentric to them,
by which the wheels are forced upon the carriage or
released from bearing thereon, constructed and op-
erated as described.

2. The scrapers H, hinged to the head block, for
the purpose o:' clearing the face of the cari'iage side
from saw dust, constructed and operated substan-
tially as described.

3. The chain connection E', attached to the up-
right supports, and operated by means of a friction
pidley, G=^, upon a bar, I-*, through a treadle, M*, by
which, as the carriage is gigged back, the supports
will be drawn back on the carriage, constructed and
operating substantially as described.

79,485.—C. B. Loveless, Syracuse, N. T.—
Vapor Bitrner.—June 30, 1868.—The cup below the
burner holds alcohol or other fluid, which is burned
in order to initiate the formation of gas from the oil.

The retort receives oil from a supply pipe, and con-
verts it into vapor, which is conveyed through a pipe
to the argand burner, whose flame'heats said retort.

The jacket and deflector concentrate the heat upon
the retort and hold in position the upper part of the
chimney.

Claim.—The pipe a, retort m, cap j, jacket k, gas
pipe c, burner g, and chimney h, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

79,486.— Hammond Marshall, Atlanta, Ga.,
assignor to himself and T. W. Chandler, Pulton
County, Ga.—Plow.—June 30, 1868.—The wings,
shovels, and mold boards may be of any desired style,

but are all adapted to fit the same shank, so that they
may be easily substituted for each other.

Claim.—1; The shank A, constructed as described,
with a sharp cutting edge, d d, at the top, curved at
the bottom, and provided with slotted projections
B B, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

2. The slotted and flanged projectior^s B B on the
shank A, in combination with the lugs i i and grooves
h h on the wings, for the purpose of fastening the
same together.'substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

3. The pin h, on the point C, in combination with
the liole c, on the shank A, for the purpose of fasten-
ing the same together, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

79,487.—Patrick McElroy, Cambridge, Mass.—Medicine Dropper.—June 30, 1868.—The tube is to
be attached to the bottle cork or stopper ; it is closed
at top and contracted at bottom, and has a minute
air hole through its side near the top. The tube be-
ing withdrawn from the bottle and held over a spoon
or cup, the liquid escapes from its lower orifice i«i

drops.
Claim.—A tube, for dropping medicine or other

liquid, constructed substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

79,488.—RuFUS S. Merrill, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and William Carleton, same
Slace.

—

Lamp Burner.—June 30, 1868.—To the air-

istributing plate of the upper section is secured a
sleeve, of such shape and form as to fit loosely ai-ound
the bearing of the lower section ; upon the sleeve
are formed guides, corrcspondiJig in position to the
guides on tlie bearing, so that wlicn the sleeve is

pressed down over the cap, the sections will be ad-
justed and maintained in theii* proper relation to
each other. l;^

Claim.—I. In a burner, in which the upper section,

consisting of the deflector, air-distributmg plate, and
chimney holder, with its chimney, is removable from
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the lower section, composed of the base and wick
tube, a sleeve united with the air-distributing plate,

and shaped in the maimer herein described, so that,

while entirely removed from contact with the wick
tube, it shall fit the cap of the lower section and
maintain the upper or removable section in posi-

tion, substantiollv as and for the purpose specified.

•2. In combination with the parts arranged as

claimed in the preceding clause, gtudes, or their

mechanical equivalents, formed upon the cap and the

sleeve, as described, so that the upper section of the

bm'ner may be readily adjusted upon the lower sec-

tion, as set forth.

79,489.—Elisha Mets. Rochester. X. Y., as-

signor to himself and A. Cka^i.—Wood Bending
Machine.—^Tune 30, 1SG8.—The wood to be bent into

a table rim is forced between the concave and inner
circle by rollers, and the follower liberates and ex-

pels the*bent rim.
Claim.—I. The combination of the annular rolled

concave B with the inner circle D. and the feed roll-

ers II and E', for the purposes herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. The arrangement of the follower G. with the

inner and outer circles B and D, constructed and
operating substantiaUv in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

79,490.—James A. Metcalf. Lawrence. Mass.
—Shuttle.—June 30. 1S68.—The upright guide wire
placed within the cavity at the delivery end of the
shuttle is so shaped as" to enable the'operator to
readily guide the thread to a narrow slit in the side

of the "shuttle, and thence to the eye.

Claim.—I. A threading guide or guide wire, con-

structed and disposed relatively to the walls of the
shuttle, so as to guide the thread directly to the slit,

substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the threading guide, con-

structed substantially as shown and described, with
a shuttle having a slotted eye.

3. A thi-ead" guide, substantially as described,
which performs "the double duty 'of guiding the
thread to the eye when " threading'' the shuttle, and
also of insui-ing the proper Une of'' draught from the
bobbin.

79,491.—David S. Miller, TTest Alexandria,
0\no.—Churn Dasher.—June 30. ie6S.— The dasher
is reversible upon its handle, so that the external
inclined surfaces may be presented either downward
or upward.

Claim.—The reversible dasher, a b c d, in combi-
nation with the deflector board g, when the parts are
cousti-ucted. arranged, and operated in the manner
and for the purposes described.

79,493 Seniox Minges, Rochester. X. T.—
Wear Plate for Boots and Shoes.—June 30, 1868.—
The cross-connections and dovetailed bearing are
fitted between the soles, and secured there toehold
the wear plate in place. The wear plate has a down-
ward projecting rim for covering and inclosing the
sole, and an upward projecting shield for protecting
the upper leather at the toe.

Claim.—1. The combination, in the wear plate B. of
the rim a. covering or inclosing the sole, and the
shield X protecting the upper, as'herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the wear plate B. of the
curved cross-connections b' b', for expanding the rim.
and the dovetailed bearing or bearings b, lor shield-

ing the toe. as herein set tbrth.

79,493—HiRA>i B. Mourisox. Le Bov. X. T.—
Revolving Rose Xozzle.—June 30. ISGS.—The rotary
motion of the nozzle adapts it to more effectuaU'y
deluge a room when inserted through an opening in
the wall. The tightening nut. in connection with
the adjusting ring, holds the wings in position against
the varying pressure of the water.
Claim.—I. The arrangement, inside the bent nozzle

D, of the spiral wings F F. adjustable to different
positions across the Avater-way. and capable of being
fixed in place, and operating to impart a rotary mo-
tion to the nozzle by the cuiTcnt passing through, in
the manner and for t^e pm-pose specified.

2. The araangement, iu connection with the spiral

wings F. of the elbow-arms d i. resting in the turoing
ring L which is tightened in position by nut n, the
whole as herein set forth.

79,494'. — T. B.Morse. Xew Haven. Conn.—
Carriage Shackle.—June 30. ISti?.—This invention is

designed to admit of the employment of a rubber
block packing of greater thickness than usual, thn
object being "to obviate the cracking of said block
The web in the angles seiwes to hold the block in
place, so that it is not liable to drop out when the
shafts are removed.

Claim.— 1. A shackle, constructed with the re-

cesses a a in each of the internal angles, so as to re- .

ceive the block H, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The block H. formed from India rubber, and
with projections d upon each angle, corresponding
to the recesses a a in the shackle, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

79,495.—Ja>ies Xevisox and Thojias Xeti-
SOX. jr.. Morgan. Ohio.

—

Carriage Wheel.—Jtme 30,

1868.—The sp'bkes are double, each extending from
the hub to the felloe, and thence back to the hub

:

and their ends are bent, so as to form a hook or lip

which adapts them to be secured in the mortises of
the hubs by keys. The spring leaf, placed upon the
spoke at it.s junction with the" felloe, is designed to
impart strength and elasticity.

Claim

.

—1. The return or hook b. and spring spokes
B. in combination with the key F, and hub C. sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. Spring leaves E. bolted to and in combination
with the spring spoke, substantially as set forth.

79,496.—JoHX Oliphaxt. Springhill Furnace,
Ta.—A£etaUic Hub.—June 30, 1868.—The object is to
so construct metallic hubs that one or more spokes
maybe removed from the wheel and replaced without
reinoving the tire or felloe, or displacing any of the
other spokes. The boxes may be driven from the
hub. and their places suppUed'with new ones when
desired.

Claim.—1. The combination of the disk I. divided
into the sectors or caps J J J', the annular groove L.
the projections M M M^. and the recesses X X^ X^.
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The bevels H H and T T, as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the boxes B B. tube A. mud-
bands C C, and screwsD D, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

79,497.—Elias C. Pattersox. Bochester. X.Y.—Grain Separator.—June 30. 1865.—The positions
of the pivots and eccentric, relative to the extrem-
ities of the arms, effects the desired inequality as to
the extent of the motion of the two sieves. The
wedge on each side of the lower sieve gives the latter

a side motion, in addition to its longitudinal move-
ment.

Claim.—1. The arms E, upon pivots F. operated
by eccentric G. and operatinir upper and lower
sieves, substantially as described,

2. The wedge H" on the lower sieve, for the pur-

pose set forth.

79,498.-TTiLLLOi J. Phelps. Springfield.Mass.—Ticket Punch.—June 30. 1868.—The punch, in gen-
eral construction, is simUar to that for which letters

patent were granted to same party September 17,.

1867. The die here claimed is designed to cancel
tickets or paper, without cutting ouf or destroying
the lepbility of the letters, characters, or figures.

Claim.—in a ticket punch, a die and counter-die.,

consisting of a group or series of projections o o. and
corresponding perforations o' o', said group or series

of projections and perforations being formed into
any desired letter, figtire, or character, all corb-

stractcd and operating substantially as described,
and for the purposes herein specified.

79,499.—Julius Pollock. Morrisania. X. T.—
Purifiiinn Wood Spirits.—June 30, 1868.—The crude
spirit is cliluted with water and agitated so as to
disengage the fixed oils, which rise" to the surface
and may be removed by skimming. The spirit is
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then filtered thw ngli charcoal and concentrated by
distillation.

Claim.—The process of pnrifyincf pyroxylic spirit,

substantially as herein described.

79,500.—AmosEaxk, Salem, Ohio.

—

Harvester.
—June 30, 1868.—A method of combining- -n-ith a
harvester a cut-off rod for separating the cut and
falling grain from the gavel being discharged from
the platform.

Claim.—1. A vertically adjustable separating rod
or cut-off, vibrating in a cLfCular horizontal path,

substantially as set forth.

2. A separating rod or cut-off vibrating horizon-

tally in a curved path, and adjustable horizontally

relativelv to the finger beam, substantially as set

forth.

3. A separating rod or cut-off, vibrating horizon-

tally, and capable of adiustment at an angle to the

fiuger beam, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

a reel -with a separatsiug rod, vibrating horizontally

over the platform.
5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

a dropping platform with a separating rod, vibrating
horizontaily over the platform.

6. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

an overhung reel, a dropping slatted platform, and
a horizontally vibrating separating rod.

7. The combination of a horizontally vibrating
separating rod, supported at one end only with a
finger beam hinged to the main frame.

8. The combination, in a harvester, of a laterally

projecting hinged finger beam, a reel, a platform,

and a horizontally vibrating cut-off, when the three
latter are mounted on the finger beam and shoe
only.

9. The combination of a dropping platform with a
horizontally vibrating cut-off, when so arranged that

the dropping of the platform interposes the cut-off,

and the raising of the platform withdraws it,

79,501.—James Richey, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

lubricator.—June 30, 1868; antedated AprillO, 1868.

—A device for lubricating jom-nal bearings. The
glass windows enable the amount of oil in the reser-

voir to be ascertained at a glance.

Claim.—A lubricator, with its oil reservoir A cast

in one piece with the stem B, and furnished with
windows C C, all substantially in the manner herein
described and for the purposes specified.

79,502.—John G. Eotii, New York, N. Y.—
Clothes Pin.—June 30, 1868.—The quadrangular
form of the rubber spring block serves the purpose
of maintaining the two levers parallel -«'ith each
other, both when the spring is compressed in action
and when at rest. The recesses in the jaws di-

minish from the diameter of a large clothes-line to

that of the smallest line which may l)e employed, the
shoulders enabling the clothing to be held upon a
small line, aud preventing the line from slipping be-

tween the jaws of the clamp.
Claim.—1. In a clothes-lino clamp formed of two

jointed levers, provided with parallel or nearly par-

allel contiguous bearing planes, the quadrangular
self-retaining rubber spring block, arranged and op-

erating substantially as aud for the purposes set

forth.

2. In a clothes-line clamp formed of two jointed
levers A A, the abruptly terminating jaw recesses
a^a'^, arranged and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

79,503.—James See, Mitchell, lud.—Mechani-
cal Movement—June 30, 1868.—The power, applied
to the main shaft, is transmitted through the associ-

ated gearing to operative machinery, the object of
this interposed movement being to readily control
and regulate, and largely augment the power before

its ultimate ajjplication.

Claim.—Tba apparatus above described, consist-

ing essentially of the shaft C, wheel E, shaft F,

wheels / G. sliaft U, wheels h 1 1, cord or chain J,

pulleys K M, levers L N, Aveiglits W W, dogs Q C^',

ratchet wheels O P, and shaft D, Avhen the several

parts are constructed and coml)ined as above de-

. ecribcd, and for the pui-pose set forth.

79,504.—John Cabuixgton Sellars, Birkin-
head, England.

—

Metal-Founders' Blacking.—June
30, 1868.—In preparing the residue or coke for the
intended use it is reduced to a finely divided state.
It is designed as a substitute for the powdery sub-
stance known as blacking, and used for coati:i» the
inner siu:faces of molds to contain liquid iron.

"

Claim.—Utilizing tbe residue or coke left from
mineral oils and otlaer like substances in stills, after
the distillatory process, by employing it for metal-
founders' blacking, substantially iii the manner here-
inbefore described.

79,505.—S. B. Sexton, Baltimore, M.(!i.—Base
Burning Stove.—June 30, 1868.—The coal magazine
is exposed, or not inclosed by a casing or jacket

;

heat is consequently radiated therefrom.
Claim,.—1. The exposed cylindrical coal magazine

D, sustained upon the jacket A by means of an illu-

minating ring, C, in combination with a fire pot
which is inclosed within the jacket, so as to leave a
space aroimd it for the descent of the products of
combustion on their way to the escape flue, substan-
tially as described.

2. 'An exposed coal magazine, D, an illuminating
ring, C, an annular flue chamber, A', and a hollow
base, B, arranged and combined substantially as do-
scribed.

3. The combination of a cyliudro-conic coal-sup-
ply magazine, the cylindric portion being exposed,
an inclined illumination ring, C, furnished with mica
or other transparent windows or doors, and a fire

pot, all in the manner and for the purpose described,
4. An escape pipe, leading into the flue K from an

exposed magazine, D, when this magazine is ar-

ranged over a fire pot ssrrounded by a descending
fine, and supported upon a hollow base, B, substan-
tially as described.

79,506.—E. B. Smith, Marietta, Ohio.—Animal
Trap.— Jxme 30, 1868.—The box-like platform is

raised by a weight to prevent the escape of the an-
imal by 'the way of entrance, and agaiu depressed
by the animal in making its way to the final impris-
oning receptacle.

Claim.—The box A A', with platforms B C, con-
structed as described, spring catchesD E, flat spring
e', passage/, and trap door/', the whole being com-
bined and arranged substantially as described.

79,507.- Edgar M. Smith, I^ew York, I^. Y.,
assignor to Mitchell, Vance and Company, same
place.

—

Harvester Bake.—June 30, 1868.—These im-
provements relate to the method of adapting the
rake to sweep a platform that is not merely an arc
of a circle but much longer than such, so that the
grain is delivered behind the machine ; also to the
manner in which the rakes are caused to roll in their
bearings to pass the ground wheel and put them-
selves in position to act as beaters, or to roll back
and become rakes to clear the platform.
Claim.—1. In revolving, rising, falling, and roll-

ing rakes, the elongating and shortening of said
rakes by sliding them in their bearings, so that they
will sweep an irregular-s^iaped platform, substan-
tially as described.

2. Locking and unlocking and moving of the
rakes out and in by devices, substantially as herein
described, that are self-acting and require no atten-

tion on the part of tbe operator, substantially as
described.

3. The combination of the trigger i and sliding
lever k. for moting the rake out, so that it can roll

iu its bearings and thus become a rake instead of
a beater at the will of the operator, substantially as
described.

79,508. —Edwin C. Smith, Brandon, Vt.—
Stove Polish.—Juno 30,1868.—Boasted and ground
wheat, dissolved glue, gum tragacanth, finely-sifted

iron filings, roasted and ground coffee, and alcohoL
Claim.— A stove polish, composed of the ingre

dients set forth substantially as described.

79,509.— Norman Smith. Hartford, Conn.—
Guide for Screws.—Jnno 30, 1868.—The short tube
has interior side springs whicli clasp the shank of

the screw aud hold it iu place while the tube is sup-
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Eortcd by the screAV driver, the -n-hole being' thus
eld together with sufficicot firmness to admit of

the screw being tm-ned into the wood without other
support.

Claim.—The combination of the tube A B and
two or more springs E, for the purpose of a guide
for starting screwsj'substantiallj as herein specified.

79,510.— James Spear, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Cooking Stove and lianje.—June 30, 18(33.—The in-

ner doors above the grate may be withdrawn and
the fire thus supplied with a greater quantity of air

for the purpose of consuming the gasses. In hand-
ling or shipping, the stove rests upon the knobs
which thus piofect the edges of the top and bottom
plate.

Claim.—1. The application of double doors to a
cooking stove or range, above the fire grate, con-
structed in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as herein described.

2. The application of raised or ornamental knobs
on the back plate of a cooking stove, for the pur-
pose substantially as herein described.

79,511.—A. C. Spexcer, Bridgeport. Conn., as-

signor to himself, E. B. JoxES, and William H.
Fkexch. same place,

—

Combination of Wood and
Paper for Cabinet Purposes.—June 30, 1863.—Seve-
ral sheets or layers of paper or pasteboard are glued,
gummed, or otherwise secured together and covered
witli wood veneer. The invention is particularly
applicable in the manufacture of sewing machine
table tops, which are finished by gluing wood mold-
ings to the edges.

Claim.—The herein described process for com-
bining wood and paper for cabinet and other pur-
poses.

79,512.—George H. Strough, Watertown, N.
Y.—Horse Hay J^or/:.—June 30, 1868.—The mode
of locking the tines in position for supporting the
load is designed to relieve the actuating rod of un-
due upward pressui'e. The springs within the point
retract the tines and at the same time force upward
the actuating rod, so as to release the load from the
fork. The latch and releasing devices are protected
and guided in such manner that they are not liable

to become casually disengaged while the load is

being elevated.
Claim.—I. The tines G G', constructed substan-

tially as described, arranged to work in a recess, V,
constructed as described, within the sheath or case
constituting the body of a pointed fork, and attached
to the central rod F by means of pivoted links t t',

all substantially as herein described.
•2. The manner of locking the shanks of the tines

G Gr' between lips v v and shoulders u, substantially
as described.

3. Effecting the retraction of the tines by means
of a spring or springs, applied within the 'pointed
portion D of the fork, substantially as described.

4. Th3 arrangement of the pivoted spring catch c,

noso e, tripping latch b, and cross head E, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

79,513.—D. Sturgis, Byron, Mich., assignor to
Wmself and M. Thatcher, Shiawassee, Mich.

—

Straw Cutter.—June 30, 1868.—The cutters extend
diagonally along the cylinder, being secured at their
ends to the rims of the" cylinder heads. A sheet iron
band forms the periphery of the cylinder.
Claim.—The arrangement of the cylinder, as con-

structed with the frame A. box J, and feed rollers
K and K, connected together and operating as and
for the pirrpose set forth.

79,514—Frederick Sulter, St. Paul, Minn.—
Steam Boiler Furnace.—.JxmG 30, 1868.—The con-
tracted passage conducts the products of combus-
tion along the under side of the boiler and dis-

charges the same into a chamber at the rear,
whence they pass into the boiler flues, and in which
the sparks' and cinders are deposited. The open-
ings in the side of the passage admit air to effect
the consumption of the gases.

Claim.—The construction of the inclined and
horizontal surfaces of the semicircular liearth D.
with its side air passages C C, and spark and

draught chamber E, when arringed and combined
as hereiu described, and for the purposes set forth.

79,515.—Ja^ies H. Swett, Birmingham, Pa.

—

Railway Joint.—June 30, 1868.

Claim.—In combination with the abutting ends
of two railroad rails, the divided jaws B, and the
divided clamp C C ; said clamp being drawn up
tight against the jaws, and the jaws against the
rails, by a through-bolt and nut. for the purpose of
streugtheniug the joint, substantially as described.

79,516.—J'ames H. Swett, Birmingham, Pa.—
Machine for Making Pivets.—June 30, 1868.—The
plunger, after shearing the blank from the rod, fol-

lowslt to the bottom of the box and holds it firmly
while the advancing rod pushes it from under the
plunger into the die in the die wheel. The blank is

thus fed to the die in a direct line.

Claim.—1. The combination of the header, die,

and rod c, all arranged and operated substantially as
described.

2. In combination with the header, die, and rod c,

the holder T, for keeping the blank straight while
being pushed up to the header, substantially as de-
scribed.

79,517.—Egbert Stmes, St. Charles, Mo.—De-
rice f»r Ventilating Millstones.—June 30, 1868.

—

The mill being put in motion, the natural suction of
the runner is assisted by the blower, which sends a
blast of cold air through the dress of the runner,
and out into the "meal-hoop," whence it passes up
a pipe into the condenser, taking with it the hot air

and dust, which last is deposited in the condenser
and removed therefrom through hand holes.

Claim.—The blower M, cold blast tube h, fans
c c' e" e'", tube D, and condenser E, all arranged
substantially as shown and specified.

79,518.—C. P. Tabek and J. Oscar Taber,
Salem, Ohio.— Harvester.—June 30, 1868.—These
dcA'ices are concerned in changing the vertical posi-

tion of the cutting apparatus and drag plate, in

order that the machine may be adapted for cutting
either grain or grass ; also in raising the drag bax
to avoid obstacles.

Claim. —1. The arrangement of the lever D',
shaft E', and arm F", in combination with the stay
J and drag plate I, for the purpose set forth.

2. The lever P, check lever L', and jointed arm C,
all constructed and arranged to operate as and for

the purpose specified.

79,519.—Spexcer P. Taylor, Oxford, Ohio.—
Harness Buckle.—June 30, 1868 ; antedated Jtme 24,

1868.—The object is to equally divide the strain of
the strap between the tongue and spur.

Claim.—The buckle E, constructed with bridgeA
and spur d, in combination with tongue C, whea
said tongue is formed in the manner specified.

79,520.—Carl C. T. Thomas and Frederick
A. S. RAYMOXD.Beverly, Mass.—iadder.—June 30,
1868.—The foot enables the limb of the ladder to bo
lengthened, thereby adapting the ladder to uneven
or sloping ground.

Claim.—The movable foot B, constructed and at-

tached to the side of the ladder, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

79,521.—Samuel B. H. Vaxce and Edgar M.
SiHTH, Xew York, X. Y., assignors to Mitchell,
Yaxce axd Compaxt, same ]^\ace.— Composition
Clock Case.—June 30, 1868.—The composition may
be made in imitation of marble of various colors ; it

consistsof sulphate of lime, alumina, carbon, potassa,
and silicic acid, hygroscopic water and water in

chemical combination.
Claim,—1. A clock frame, made of the composi-

tion herein described, made plastic by diluted alum,
and colored and molded into shape or form, as herein
described and represented.

2. In combination with a composition clock case,

made in imitation of marble, a metallic ring, em-
bedded or cemeuted thereto, which ring serves as a
seat for the clock gear and other attachable or re-

movable parts, as described and represented.
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79,523.—Ethan P. Vaux, Washington City,

D. C—Metallic Eoofing.—June 30, 1868.

Claim.—A corrugated metal roof that -will allow
of expansion and contraction in all directions, when
the same is constructed and arranged substantially

as herein described.

79,523.— A. H. Walker, Oswego, IS". T.—
Water Heater for Steam Boilers.—June 30, 18G8.—
The internal water space of the drum is connected
by pipes with the steam boiler, and also with the
reservoir, so that the water from tlie reservoir can
be repeatedly passed through the water chamber,
which is heated by exhaust steam from the boiler.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pipes C, C, and
C, chambers h h, partitions a, annular chamber b,

drum A, and pipes E and D, substantially as herein
set forth.

79,524.—J. R. "WATKINS, Maine Prairie, Minn.
— Clothes Brier. —June 30, 18G8.— The plate is

screwed to a wall, and the rod supports the radiating
arms upon which the clothes are hung.

Claim.—1. The plate A, having the concave rear
side, and provided with the cruciform slot C, screw
holes D D, and the lug B, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the screw rod
G, nut H, and lug E, having the head m and shank
n, substantially as described.

79,525.—John E". "Watrous, "West Meriden,
Conn.

—

Sash Supporter.—June 30, 1868.—By turning
the armed hub in one direction, the spring of the
lower sasb will be drawn in, and made to relieve

said sash, and by turning the hub in the opposite
direction the spring of the upper sash will be drawn
in, iu like manner.

Claim.—The two spring framesA and B, combined
in a single case, provided respectively with springs
A^ and'B', and bolts A^ and B'-^, the^yoke of each
bolt extending back to the follower or armed hub D,
which has its bearings in the side projections C and
C, and operating by the rotation of the spindle H,
so as to withdraw either of the bolts, substantially

in the manner herein set forth,

79,526.—GustAV Wedekind, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lamp Shade.—June 30, 1868.

Claim.—A lamp shade clasp, stamped out in a disk
form, in one piece, and with radial arms, which are
bent into position to hold the shade to itself, and
itself to the glass chimney, substantially as herein
described and represented.

79,527.—James Wilson, Chester, Pa., assignor
to A. H. Simon, Philadelphia, 1^a.— Check Valve.-
June 30, 1868.—The valve has a projecting arm, ter-

minating in a sphere, which rests in a socket formed
by two projections cast in and constituting a part of

the casing.
Claim.—The valve B, hung to projections h, in

the casing, confined thereto by the screw cap d, and
arranged for introduction into and withdrawal from
the said casing, all substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

79,528.— Samuel Benson, Centralia, HI., as-

signor to himself, James Benson, and John E. Ben-
son, same place.

—

Regulating Device of Millstones.—
June 30, 1868.—The springs are contracted by the
action of the motive power when it exerts its great-

est force iu the more rapid revolutions of the driving
shaft, and are expanded while the engine is passing
the dead centers, thus applying the accumulated
force to the propulsion of the spindle, when the speed
of the driving shaft is slacked.

Claim.—The combination of the springs E E, the
disk sections 13 D', the pinion C, antt the spindle A,
arranged and operating substantially as and for tho
pm'pose herein described.

79,529.—Ira N. Bevans, Thomaston, Conn., as-

signor to himself, John II. Alcott, and George G.
Griswold, Plymouth, Conn.

—

Car Starter.— June
30, 1868.—The draught bar acts upon a ratchet wheel
keyed on tlie axle, to which tlie carrying wheels are
made fast, the starting of the car being thus facili-

tated. A spring catch, movable by the driver's foot,

secures the fixedness of tlie draught rod after the ve-
hicle has started.
Claim—The lever B', so constructed and applied

as to act directly upou tlie ratchet wheel D, and em-
Sloyed in eoml3ination with the lugs E, sliding
raught rod or bar H, chain F, pulley G, and catch

m, arranged and operating in themanner and for the
purpose explained.

70,530.—John B. Van Horn, Trenton, IST. J.—
Clamp for Wood Bending Machines.—June 30, 1868.

—The wedge is forced by hand or driven under the
flanges so as to clamp and hold the ends of can-iago
bows or felloes. The straight side of the wedge lies

contiguous to the article to be bent.
Claim.— The clamp A. having angular flanges

e e, in combination with the wedge B, when the same
is constructed as described, and the whole operated
substantially as described and for the purpose speci-
fied.

79,531—G. W. WALTERS,Tiffin,Ohio.—CTofTies

Sprinkler.—3VLUQ 30, 1868.—When it is desired to fill

the sprinkler the drum is immersed in water, and
the rod pressed on in order to open the valve and
allow the air to retire before the water entering at
the holes in the bead.
Claim.—As a new article ofmanufacture, a clothes

sprinkler, constructed as described, and consisting
of a vessel A, having a perforated head, and pro-
vided with a hollow handle B, valve c, stem E h,

and springs s, all arranged and operating as set
forth.

79,532.—Charles Williajis, Jackson, Miss.

—

Attaching Handles to Mold Boards of Plows.—June
30, 1868.—The lugs are cast upon the mold board,
and are either cast around wrought-iron rods, which
are threaded to receive the nuts, or cast solidly and
drilled to receive bolts.

Claim.—The lugs a a, bolts d d, nuts e c, and
handle e, the whole combined, arranged, and oper-
ated substantially in the manner herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

79,533.—George Allen, Winchester, Mass.,
assignor to B. W. Conroy, Port Huron, Mich.

—

Spoke and Felloe Connection.—June 30, 1868.—The
pin or tenon relieves the felloe of the pressure of the
tire at the point where said pin extends through the
tire from the metallic connecting device.

Claim.—The within described device, consisting
of the tubular socket A, the transversely concava
seat or rest B, the attaching arms C C, and the tenon
or projection J), the latter being formed or cast with
the metallic connectien, and extending entirely

through the felloe, in order to cause the tire to be
supported by the said tenon D, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

79,534.—George H. Mellen, Chicago, Ili.—
Baby Jumpen' and Cradle.— June 30, 1868. — Tho
doors of the bottom openings may be turned down
so as to form a seat for the infant. When the doors
are turned up and fastened the cradle is in condition
to receive bedding.
Claim.—1. The cradle A, provided with the open-

ings in the bottom a a', made substantially in tho
manner and form and for the purposes described.

2. The cradle A, provided with openings in tho
bottom a a', in combination with the adjustable
slides e e', and spring or springs B, constructed and
made in the manner and form and for the purposes
described.

3. The cradle A. ^nd openings a a', combined with
the slides and adjustable spring or springs B, and
movable platform C, constructed and made in the
mannci' and form and for the purposes described.

79,535.—Henry A. Alden, Matteawan, N. Y.,
assiguor to the IS^EW York Rubuer Company, Xew
York City.

—

Manufacture of Vulcanized India-Hub-
ber Balls.—July 7, 1868.—A shot is imbedded in one
of the sections" of the ball before i)utting them to-

gether, and pressed into the material from tlie inside.

The shot is then covered by a piece of India-rubber
on the inside. When the whole is vulcanized the
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shot is cut out and a slit made in the piece of rubber
uuderneath.
Claim.—1. The method of forming: the valve for

the admissiou and discharge of air into and from
rubber balls, or other lioUovr articles requiriug to be

distended by inflation, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described.

2. A vulcanized India-rubber ball, or other like

hollow article, the aperture or opening in which, for

the passage of air, is closed by an elastic valve piece,

provided with a slit or valve opening d, and applied

to the interior surface of the ball, substantially as

herein set forth.

3. The employment, in connection with the chana-

ber or opening'formed in the ball, and the elastic

valve piece, for closing said chamber, of a shot, or

its equivalent, inserted in said chamber, so as to

close the valve tightly, and prevent the enti-ance of

dirt, as set forth.

79.536.-^0SEPn Bell Alexa^tdek, TTashiug-
ton, D. C.

—

Bottle Stopper.—July 7, 16G8.—Improve-
ment on his patent of June 18,' 1867. The staflF is

solidly vulcanized into the body of the stopper, the

disk being firmly fixed at the top, and the hooks are
so imbedded as to prevent the turning of the staff.

Claim.—1. The combination of the staff A and
disk D with the rubber body F, when united by the
process of vulcanization, substantially as described,

and for the purpose set forth.

2. In comljination with the above, the device com-
posed of the button G and the string H, for attach-

ing the stopper to the neck of the bottle, substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

79,537.—Thomas Alsop, Elkhart, III.—Mill
S2nndle Spring.—-July 7, 1868.—A pinion wheel is

united to the spindle by means of a coil spring, one
end of the same being held by a stump or projecting
pin on the u]jper face of the pinion, and the other by
a removable bolt passing througli the spindle, the
object being to prevent injury from the "back-
lasli."

Claim.—The spindle C and pinion D, in combina-
tion with the spriug C, when the same is connected
with the spindle ami pinion by means of the project-

ing pin c' and removable bolt c", and the whole is

constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

79,538.—JOHX R. AXDERSOX, Brooklyn, JT. Y.—Fog Alarm.—July 7, 18G3.—A trumpet 'arranged
within a liollow cylinder is acted upon by compressed
air by means of a'hollow plunger operated by a crank
and pitman.

Claim.—The arrangement of the trumpet or hora
B and hollow plunger C, relatively to each other and
with the cyliuder A, substantially as herein described
and for th'e purpose set forth.

79,539.— Chaules J. Aelin-gton, Auburn, N.
Y.—Harvester Rake.^Jniy 7, 18G8.

Claim.— I. In a combined "'reel rake," the arms
of which are hinged to a head, moving around an
axis nearly perpendicular to the platform, the rake
heads so hinged to their arms, and combined with
springs, that their teeth shall be retained in a position
nearly parallel to the platform in reeling, in combi-
nation with mechanism under the control of the op-
erator, so that he can bring their teeth to a vertical
position at pleasure, for the purpose of raking, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination, substantially as described, of
a continuous, fixed cam way for guiding the rake and
reel arms, and a second movable cam, which, when
raised by the attendant, forms a guide way outside
the first 'track for controlling the rakes.

3. The spring L, in combination with the arms I,

for the purpose of keeping the wings M in proper
working position, substantially as described.

4. The spring P, as combine'd with the rake N and
wing M, for the purpose of keeping the rake out of
the way of the grain in the process of reeling, sub-
stantia''ly as described.

79,540.—Jajies Armstrong, Bucyrus, Ohio.—
Garden Implement.—Tu\\ 7, 18C8.—The handle en-
tei-d an eye in the frame and is held by a wedge, and

when used as a rake the handle is placed through the
eye in the frame, so as to lock the lower roller.
* Claim.—The sliding of the handle A through the
eye of the frame B, so as to lock the lower roller C,
by coming in contact with the teeth of said lower
roller, in combination with all the other devices
aforesaid, as herein described for the purposes set

forth.

79,511. — G. "W. E. Bayley amd Jonx Mc-
Cluskey, Algiers, La.

—

Railroad Car Ventilator.

—July 7, 18G8.—For opening or adjusting at any
desired angle, or closing, by one motion, all the
raised roof windows of railroad cars, Szc.

Claim.—The arrangement of the connecting rods
D and D^ with the connecting rods F and F^, form-
ing a series of operating mechanism for opening and
closing the windows, in the manner and for the pur-

poses described.

79,542.—S. Besser, Dorchester, 111., assignor to
himself and James Draper, St. Louis. l^o.—Chum.—^Tuly 7, 1808.—The spiral groove, in connection
with the guiding pin, imparts a combined rotary and
reciprocating motion to the dasher.

Claim.—The dasher rod C, when pro-^ided with a
spiral groove, c', and combined with the wheel A
and connecting rod B, and engaged by the pin c^, so

as to produce a combined motion, as set forth.

79,543.—Theodore F. Bigeloav, Boston, Mass.—Vegetable Server.—July 7, 1868.—A stand for hold-

ing dishes, and capable of being rotated.

Claim.—The apparatus above described, consist-

ing of the base A, the top B, the rollers C, and a
journal, arranged and operating substantially as de-

scribed, when the same is made portable so as to be
used on an ordinary table.

79,544. — WILLIA3I Braxagax, Burlington,
Iowa.

—

Steam Generator.—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. The fire chamber A, terminating in a
gas chamber A', and with a curved top plate, in com-
bination with the horizontal flues a a, and with the
bent or angular water pipes D, and with the outer
case or water jacket C, the said pipes D being in-

serted into the jacket by horizontal branches at
points below the gas chamber and below the first

horizontal flue o, and the several parts being con-
structed and arranged together, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The angular water pipes D, arranged directly in

line with the flues a a, and inserted into the outer
case or jacket C. and applied in the space G all around
the case C, and below the crown sheet A' of the fire

box or chamber, all substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

3. A double-wall air-heating jactet, E, applied to
a steam boiler, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

79,545.—J. S. Bridgman and Edwin G. TTell-
JIAX, Brockport, X. Y.

—

Gas Burner.—July 7, 1868.

—The several currents of air are caused to' impinge
on each other, and concentrate so as to expand lat-

erally at right angles to the plane of the nipples in a
broad thin sheet.

Claim.—The branched burnerA A, provided with
the vertical nipples a a, and horizontal nipples a' a',

arranged as described, and operating in the manner
and for the pm-pose specified.

79,546.—Edwin G. Bulgix.—Vienna, X. J.—
Cheese Safe, Gauge, and Cutter.—July 7, 1868.—

A

device for the use of retail dealers, to 'facilitate the
cutting up of the cheese and estimating more accu-
rately the iveight of the piece to be cut off.

Claim.—1. The sliding doors G and H as arranged
and combined with a rotary bottom and a cutting
apparatus, for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the cut-

ting knife K, hand lever d, regulating .screw/, with
a cheese safe, as described, for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The graduated scale or index plate L, the sliding
plate M, with its index finger e and the marker i, as
connected with a cheese safe, for the purpose set
forth.
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79,547.—"William D. Burgess and George W.
Zeigleu, Maumee, Ohio.—Pioto.—July 7, 1868.—
The standard is hollow, and provided with side

flanges on the top to receive the beam, and an eye in

front for attaching the draught rod, and also with a
tapering point for receiving and holdii>g a shovel
blade and two laterally projecting wings.
Claim.—1. The standard C, constructed with a

draught eye, c, parallel flanges c', lugs g g, and a point

C, adapted for receiving and having secured to it

the shovel plate J, and laterally projecting hilling

wings G G, substantially as described.
2. The clevis E, constructed with an eye e, upon

its front end, and also with a flanged slotted seg-

mental portion i, upon its rear end, substantially as
described.

3. The stand K, constructed with a slotted foot-

piece, and a segmental elevation, the Jatter having
recessed flanges formed upon it, substantially as
described.

4. Securing the handle-support K to the beam A
by means of the screw or bolt o, which is used for se-

curing the standard to said beam, substantially as

described.

79,548.—S. E. Chubbuck, Boston, Mass.. as-

signor to J. H. Chadwick, same place.

—

Machine
/or Making Tin-Lined Lead Pipe.—July 7, 1868 —
An annular partition made stationary with reference
to the cylinder, divides the space within the cylinder
and around the mandrel proportionately to the re-

quired relative thickness of the two metals to com-
pose the pipe. The two parts of the ram or follower
are firmly secured to each other while the partition
is secured to the cylinder.
Claim.—1. The combination of the annular fixed

partition D with the cylinder, ram, and die, when aU
are arranged in relation one to another, as and so as
to operate in the manner described.

2. The construction and adaptation, one to the
other, and to the mandrel, of the ram and annular
partition D, as shown and described.

79,549.—S.E. Chubbuck and J. H.Chadwick,
Boston, Mass., assignors to J. H. Chadwick.—Ma-
chine for Making Tin-Lined Lead Pipe.—July 7,

1868.—The fused metal for the exterior of the pipe is

poured into the cylinder, and forms around the
casing ; the latter is then drawn out and the metal
for the interior of the pipe is poured in, after which
pressure is applied.

CZaim.—The combination of the annular recipro-

cating casing d, with the ram, cylinder, and die, when
all are arranged, relative one to the other, as and so
as to operate in the manner described.

79,550.—E. C. Cochrane, Bufi'alo, IST. T., as-

signor to himself and J. B. White, same place.

—

Guard Fastener for Doors.—Julj 7, 1868.—Attached
to the door, and engaging with a rod or bar hinged
to the jamb, is a bracket arm so arranged that when
the arm shall have traversed the length of the bar,

the same wSl act as a stop to prevent the further
opening of the door.

C laim.—1. The combination of a hinged bar at-

tached to the jamb, and an arm attached to the door
for engagement with each other, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The slot c, of the hinged bar, enlarged at its

inner end, to permit the disengagement of the arm
fi'om the rod only when the door is closed.

79,551.—John F. Coddington, Bound Brook,
N. J.—Harvester.—,7u]y 7, 1868.—The sickle-driving

system of gearing is arranged Avholly in front of the

axle, for greater compactness and efflcieDcy m ope-

rating the sickle. The sickle is prevented from slip-

ping longitudinally from the finger bar when the lat-

ter is in a vertical position by a transverse sliding

piece in a guide at the inner end of the finger bar.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of shaft c', carry-

ing the bevel-pinion c*, and spur-wheel d, and the
shaft/, furnished with the spur-pinion d*, and crank

/ at that part of the main frame in front of axle, and
between the wheels B*, and operating in connection
with the bevel-wheel c, on the axle, and the pitman

f* of the sickle, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The elbow-lever m, constructed with a spring
or yielding arm, m*, for operating the sliding-clutch
wheel d, substantially as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the elbow lever m, circum-
ferentially-grooved hub i, of the bevel-wheel c, lever
r, and standard s, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

4. The transverse sliding piece z, arranged at the
inner end of the finger-bar c*, and in relation with
the sickle C, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

79,552.—Mrs. Lois A. Collard, Plainview,
Minn.

—

Quilting Frame.—July 7, 1868.—The sides
and legs of the frame are provided with hinges to
enable it to be compactly folded when not in use.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged sides A
A and their cogs with the four hinged legs B B,
having two staples on each, through which passes
a pin, as and for the purposes set forth.

79,553.—Benjajiin P. Crandall, ITew York,
ISr. Y.— Velocipede.—July 7, 1868.—Designed as an
improvement on patent of Crandall and Conover,
dated April 2, 1861. The tubular supports are se-
cured to the seat by a flange. The lever is hung on
the support, so as to be free from wearing or rub-
bing. The handles are held in position by a screw
passing through the tubular support.
Claim.—1. In velocipedes, the combination, with

the operating lever J, of the tubular support K, con-
structed of a hollow tube, K, having flanges K and
the independent screw L, as applied to the seat I, in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. As an improvement in the mode of operating
the steering apparatus of velocipedes, the parallel
rods E, having one end pivoted to the axle of the
forward wheels D, and the other end to the yoke F,
whereby the said yoke and axle always move paral-
lel to each other, substantially as described.

79,554.—Charles M. Cresson, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Preserving Wood.—July 7, 1868.
Claim.—] . The employment of heated air or other

heated fixed gas, for the purpose of volatilizing or ass-
isting in the volatilization of coal-tar, resin, or other
oleaginous or volatile substances, or of carrying or
transferring the vapors of coal-tar, I'csin, or other
oleaginous or volatile substances, when thus or other-
wise produced, to a chamber or receptacle, in order
to be used therein in expelling the moisture from
timber or wood, or seasoning the same, or in satur-
ating the same with vapors as a preservative against
%.'c;;y or rot, substantially in the"manner and for the
purposes above set forth.

2. The seasoning or preparatoiT treatment of wood
or timber by tlie method above described, in which
the temperature of the vapors is elevated to a point
above the temperatureof the chamber containing the
wood or timber, and the temperature of the wood or
timber is, in cooling, allowed to fall more rapidly
than that of the vapors, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes hereinabove mentioned.

3. The treatment of railroad-ties, piles, and other
timbers, by vapors, as above mentioned, in com-
bination with tlie subsequent application of a hot
bath of carbolic acid, or of petroleum oils, or of
parafline or other protecting substance, or as a pre-
paratory treatment for the application of metallic or
earthy solutions, substantially in the manner above
described.

4. The arrangement and combination of the coil,

distilling-vcssel, and wood-chamber above men-
tioned, the whole being constructed and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
aforesaid.

79,555.—Rowland Cromeliex, Washington,
D. C.—Car Axle.—July 7, 1868.—The axle is made
in two parts, which inclose a bolt or rod secured by
nuts on the inside, the bolt being surrounded by a
spring, so as to admit of the Avheels running around
sharp curves.

Claim.—The construction of the swelled axles A
A' when made hollow, and with inner shoulders and
nuts a a', and inclosing the bolt D, with its spring
E E, all as arranged, and combined with the outer
clamps as and for the purpose set forth.
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79,556.—Alex.\nder H. Damon and James
"WniTAKKR, Lowell, ]Srass., assignors to Eaton &
Ayeu, Nashua, N. B..—Shuttle for Looms.—July 7,

18G8.—Tlie top of the shuttle around the cavity is

countersunk to receire the curved plate, sufficient

room being left to allow the passage of the tilling

thread, and leaving a space for the projecting arm
of the forked stud. The bushing allows the ciirved

plate to lie turned to adjust the stud for regulating

the tension on the filling without raising or lowering
the plate.

. Claim.—1. The forked stud, constmcted substan-

tiallv as described, and combined with a plate, a, and
applied to the slotted-ejed shuttle, for the purpose
set forth.

2. The slotted curved plate a, in combination with
the screw 10, the forked stud, the bushing v, and the

shuttle, for the purpose and substantially as de-

scribed.

79,557,—Alexander M. Damon and James
Whitaker, Lowell, Mass., assignors to Eaton &
Ayer, Nashua, N. H.

—

Shuttle for iooms.—July 7,

1368.—The eccentric stud audits plate are to be used
when ch.^nges in the tension on tbe filling are re-

quired. The plate is slotted on a curve, and with the
eccentric stud connected may be turned round a
gi'eater or less part of a revolution, and by the ec-

centricity of the stud the line of draught is changed
to increase or diminish the tension on the filling.

Claim.—1. In combination with the guide pins at

the sides of the eye of the shuttle, the concentric
plate, supporting stud b. and plate a, which covers
the slot c in the side of the shuttle, in the manner
and for the purpose described.

2. The plate a and eccentric supporting stud b,

when arranged and combined with the slotted-eyed

shuttle for"the purpose and substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The combination, with the slotted-eyed shuttle,

of the plate a, the plate being arranged over and
serving as a cover for the slot.

79,558.-Albert Ludwig Georg Dehne,
Halle-on-Saale, T?rnssia.—Machine for Filtering and
lietining Sugar.—July 7, 1868.—A combination of

devices whereby the juice or semi-fluid is made to

enter the chauibers of the filtering press at their
lowest parts by means of a canal formed by pockets
and apertm-es 'in the frame. A canal iu the lower
part of the frames serves to introduce the juice and
also to draw off what remains of the latter when fil-

tration ceases.
Claim.— 1. The combination, with the filtering

chambers or spaces formed by and between the
frames C C, of the inlet-pipe A, arranged by or in

connection with pockets B and canal r, formed by
apertures, a, in the sides of the pockets and holes in

the frames, to introduce the juice or fluid at or to
the lower parts of the chambers m, substaatially as
specified.

•2. The swinging or movable pockets B, having ap-
ertures, a, through their sides, in combination with
the frames C C, having holes therein to form a con-
tinuous channel, r, essentially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. The canal r, in the lower part of the frame of a
filtering apparatus, formed by the pockets and holes
in the fi-amo as described, in combination with the
cocks/' to the spaces e of the frames, cock g, water-
cock h, canal i', with its branches ^•, substantially
as and for the purpose or purposes herein set forth.

4. The combination to form a filtering cloth be-
tween the frames of the press, of adjacent sheets or
I'lvers of cotton cloth axu linen trellis, as herein set
forth.

79,559.— WiLLiAJi B. Durant, Cambridge,
Mass.— TFfTfer Jfcfer.—July 7, 1868.—The inventor
says: "The principle on which my invention is

•ba^ed consists first in dividing the water, so as to
obtain a certain L*quot portion of the whole, and
next measuring that part. The part taken for meas-
urement we will consider to be one-sixteenth of the
whole which may pass through the meter."

Claim.— 1. The combination of the receiving
chamber B, provided with a series of discharging
tubes, b, as described, the pan C, the chamber F. the

discharging tube h, the receiver E provided with a
pipe to discharge into the chamber F, and one or
more tilting vessels, H, placed underneath or below
the tube, and to operate as described.

2. The combination of the above, and mechanism,
substantially as described, for effecting the inter-

mittent rotary motion of the receiver E, as and for

the purpose described, such mechanism being the
projections p q, the shaft I, 'scape-wheel m, escape-
ment n, and arm r, the whole being substantially as
specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the box I,

provided with an orifice, s, with tilting vessels H
and K, combined and to operate with the cham-
ber B, its tube b, the pan C, the chamber F, and the
receiver E, in manner substantially as described.

3. The combination and ari'angement of the auxil-

iary tilting vessel G- and its induction tube g, with
the vessel H, the pan C, the space or chamber E, the
receiver E, and the chamber B provided with the
series of discharge tubes b, lK) operate as described,
the vessels G and H being fastened together, so as
to move simultaneously and in the same manner, as
and for the purpose explained.

79,560.—George W. Emerson, Chicago, HL—
Temporary Binder.—July 7, 1868.—A strip of steel-

tempered hoop-skirt wire is attached to the back
edge of each lid of a common music port folio, and
pressed upon the papers by means of a needle and
cord.

Claim.—The steel-tempered hoop-skirt wire C, or
other suitable material, in combination with the
fastenings D, one or more, or equivalent, the needles
E, and the cords E, one or more, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

79.561.— J.A.MES Emerson, Lowell, Mass.—
Dynamometer.—JxHj 7, 1868.—The rim of the pulley
is connected to the indicating arm by means of chains,
a collar and screws. The chains pass over sheaves
or the end of a spider which is rigidly secured to the
shaft and acts as a fulcrum for the connection of the
rim of the pulley to the indicating arm. A piece
above the index is made to swing out to hold up the
ball when necessary. A spring at the lower end of
the index prevents the arm from passing by unless
pressed back. The amount of power used is obtained
by multiplying the amount sho-\vii by the indicator
by the speed of the pulley, to give the foot-pounds
per minute.

Claim.— 1. Connecting the rim of the pulley C to
the automatic indicating arm h, when constructed
substantially as described for the purpose named.

2. The arrangement of the stop o, in connection
with the forked ends of the spider E, so that the pul-
ley C will be clutched to the spider when the arm h
is* raised as described, for the purpose of taking the
end pressm-e from the shaft, and to save the dyna-
mometer from useless wear.

3. Making the collar d oval in form, to prevent its

resting on the neck of the collar/,- also chambering
it as shown, to hold packing for the purpose of con-
stantly lubricating the neck of the collar/.

4. The arrangement of the screws j j and x with
nuts, each side of the eye bolt k, and the holders t.

that the connecting chains may be properly adjusted
in length.

5. The spring v, for the purpose named.
6. Pivoting the eye bolt k in the arm J. in the man-

ner and for the purpose substantially as described.

79.562.— James Emerson, Lowell, Mass.—
Dynamometer.—July 7, 1868.—The invention con-
sists in applying the" principle of the platform scale
to the driving pulley of a machine in such a way as
to enable any one to weigh the power used thereby,
the pulley beiug the platform ; the power used, the
load.

Claim.—1. Connecting the rim of the driving pul-
ley C, placed loosely upon the shaft E, to the weigh-
ing scale, in the manner and for the purpose as set
forth.

2. Supporting the driving pulley C upon the shaft
by means of the screws d d, as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The connecting links I, supported upon the
knife edges i i, as and for the purpose as set forth.
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4. The spring t. connecting the fulcrum bar -with,

the driving pulley, when used as and for the purpose
described.

5. In combination with the driving pulley C, ful-

crum barD and weighing scale, when connected and
operating as and for the purpose described.

79,563.—Harrie Evektt, New York, K. Y.—
Hydrocarbon Burner.—July 7, 1868 ; antedated Feb-
ruary 8, 1868.—The upper segment of the combustion
chamber forms a hollow longitudinal chamber into
which is conducted either steam or atmospheric aii',

which, becoming superheated, is discharged through
openings into the burning mass below. The burner
plate is formed with corrugations or hollow ribs,

open wider at the bottom than the top so as to serve
as air channels and alternate burner grooves.

Claim.—1. A liquid-fuel furnace, constructed sub-

stantially as described, and as and for the purposes
specifled.

2. The combustion chamber B, in the form of an
elongated semicircle, constructed of fire-proof mate-
rial, and supplied with the rarefying chamber h and
the pipe or pipes c, for admitting air or steam thereto,

the whole forming the upper portion of a liquid-fuel

furnace, in combination with the corrugated and
sltoted burner plate A, forming the base thereof, the
whole arranged substantially as and for the purposes
specified".

3. The refractor e, for dividing and distributing
the jets of steam or currents of air, arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The mode, herein described, of admitting and
employing liquid fuel, air, and steam through and
upon the burner plate A, together with superheated
air or steam admitted through the rarefying cham-
ber b, for the purpose of facilitating the coinbustion
of said fuel, the whole arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

79,564.—Michael G. Fagan, Troy, K". Y.—
Construction of Sheet Metal Coal Hods.—July 7,

1868.—The sides of the hod taper to the front in

somewhat a wedge form, and the rear end is circular.

A separate opening is made in the top to fill the hod.
Claim.—A coal hod or scuttle, made in the manner

and for the purpose set forth in this specification.

79,565.—Orlaxdo "V". Flora, Madison, assignor
to himself, George Shannon, and D. C. Robin-
son, Jefferson County, Ind.

—

Carpenters' Vise.—July
7, 1868.—The enlarged vertical opening in the rear
of the brace permits the ready engagement and dis-

engagement of the ratchets. The brace is pivoted
to the saddle piece and attached also to the lower
end of the movable jaw.

Claim.—The combination of the saddle piece G
with the short ratchet on the end of the brace H,
having the vertically slotted opening in the said

ratchet brace, thus rendering the disengagement of

the ratchets c and d automatic, when the article

clampe'd is released, substantially as specified.

79,566.—Orlando V. Flora, Madison, assignor
to himself, George Shannon, and D. C. Kobinson,
Jefferson County, Ind.—Tisc.-^uly 7, 1868.—The
screw passes loosely through a Avasher supported on
journals in the loose jaw and turns in a box or nut
in the fast jaw. The" lugs or journals on the lower
end of the loose jaw admit of the ready adjustment
of the latter to pieces with either parallel or beveled
sides.

Claim.—1. The combination of the jaw B, vibrat-

ing washer E, and screw D, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantiallv as described.

2. The jaw B, with lugs G, on the lower end of its

shank, in" coml)ination with the supports F and gib
n, all coustructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

79,567.—Alfred C. Gaukatt, Boston, Mass.—
Galvanic Battery.—July 7, 1868.—The frames of two
or more series of bars are hinged together, and the

two series are connected by a chain, so as to enable
the whole to be easily folded for transportation.

Clai7n.—\. The said battery as constructed with
the bars so arranged that there shall be a narrow
open space, as described, on each side of every bar.

and with the bars of each pair of dissimilar metals
insulated by means as described, and the several
pairs connected by metallic connections at their ends,
the whole being substantially as hereinbefore ex-
plained.

2. The formation of one of the bars of each pair,
with projections or abutments extended from it at or
near its ends, such being substantially as and for the
purpose described,

3. The combination of two batteries by hinges
and a chain, or its equivalent, as described, the whole
being as and for the purpose specified.

79,568,—Benjamin F. Graves, Groton, Mass.—
Teat Cup for Milking.—July 7, 1868.—The upper por-
tion of the teat cup, embracing the udder, and the
under portion of the same, are made of some inelastic
material, while the middle portion, embracing the
teat, is of an elastic or compressible material.

Claim,.—A teat cup, to be used in milking cows,
constructed and operating substantially as above
described.

79,569.—Elias J. Hale, Foxcroft, Maine.—
Lantern.—July 7, 1868.—The lantern case is made
with two doors, one above the other, the chimney or
the air deflector being supported on the inside of the
upper one.
Claim.—1. The combination of the glass chimney

and a:r deflector, or either, with the door, so as to be
capable of being moved with and by it, with respect
to the lamp, in manner as described, when such
lamp is in the case.

2. The lamp as made quadrantal in form, and
hinged at its radial centre to the lantern case, as set
forth.

3. TVith the lamp and its chimney, applied to
separate doors of the lantern case, the arrangement
of either door so as when closed to lap on and keep
the other closed, as specified.

79,570.—William Harvey,Volga City. Iowa.—
Sulky Cultivator.—July 7, 1868.—An arrangement
of parts by which the shovels are capable of being
dodged, elevated, and adjusted by the driver while in
his seat, the inner shovels being adapted to throw
the dirt either toward or away from the plants.

Claim.—I. The combined arrangement ofthe shov-
els F F', supporting chains 1 1', perforated straps J
J', and wooden pins J, the rock bar K k k^, elevating
chains L L', and treadle M m', and the dodging
chains O, and treadles N, all as represented and" de-

scribed, for the pui"pose set forth.

2. The hooks P P' employed, in combination with
the inner shovels F F, to adjust said shovels rela-

tively to the row, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

79,571.—John W. Hewitt and George R.
Lynch, Alleghany City, Pa.

—

Furniture Caster.—
July 7, 1863.—Caster wheels attached to supports
passing through fixed guides attached to the legs of
the frame are raised by cams operated by levers and
connecting links to raise the frame from the floor.

Claim.—The combination of the eccentric cams G
and connecting links I with the supports D, puides
E, wheels C, and frame legs S, when arrangeil and
operating as and for the purpose set forth.

79,572.—Alonzo Hitchcock, New York, N.
Y.—Treadle for Machinery.—Julj 7, 1868,

Claim.—1. The use of two connecting rods, for

driving sewing machines or analogous raacliines,

when the two connection rods form the two logs of
a triangle, the crank pin being the apex of said tri-

angle, and when the two other ends of the connection
rods that form the legs of the triangle unite with two
separate treadles or levers, to operate substantially

as set forth.

2. The nse of two independent treadles or levers to
revolve a crank shaft or wheel, Avhen the two treadles

arc connected to the same crank pin by two con-
nection rods, substantially as herein set forth.

79,573.—George W. Ilgenfritz and Michael
SCHALL, New York, N. Y.—Oil Tank Car July 7,

1868.—The car bed which receives the oil reservoir
is so arranged that the Avcight of the liquid will bo
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bronght in close proximity to the road in order to

lessen the danger of the car running off from the

track.
Claim.—1. A metallic tank B for railroad oil cars,

formed by bellying a cyliudric tube midway between
its ends "and on its lowest side, and furnishing this

tube with heads, a sm^ll filling gauge, passage^ or

passages, a safety dome and discharge passa":e.Tvhich

latter is at the convergent point of the beUying or

lowest portion of the tank, all substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

2. The construction of the car bed or platform, so

as to receive the tank or reservoir B between its sills

G and upon chairs g g, which are located below the

top of said bed or platform, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. A railroad oil tank car bed, having a depressed

tank B upon it. and inclined brace and stay pieces

C C applied to its ends, substantially as described.

79.574.—C. A. JoHXSOX, Des Moines, Iowa.—
Culinary Vessel.—July 7, 1SG8.—Steam is conducted
from the lower pot to "the top of vegetables or other
articles in the upper.
Cl^im.—The pots A and B, fitted together, and

connected by means of the spout F, pipe E, and cov-

ers C and 1)* when used substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

79.575.—Sajiuel Johxstox, Syracuse, IT. T.—
Harvester.—July 7, 1868.—Eelates to a mode of ad-

justing and sustaining the platform of reaping ma-
chines for different heights of cut.

Claim.—1. The comoiuation of the grain -wheel,

bracket, ratchet, and spring pawl, for raising and
lowering the outer end of the platform.

2. Theeombinationofthe bent lever, slotted wedge,
and hinged tongue, for tilting the platform and cut-

ting app'aratus."
3. The combination of an adjustable grain wheel, a

platform, and gear frame, movable perpendicularly

up and down on the main axle plate, and a hinged
tongue and lever for tilting the platform and cutting
apparatus.

4. The employment of a double cam -way or track
Erovided with a movable switch, adapted to be moved
y the i-evolving rake and reel arm for changing the

path of said arm.
5. The eccentric lever x, or its equivalent, for

operating the movable cam way, substantially as de-

scribed.

79,576.— Harris Keexet. Danville, and
Charles H. See. Xew Florence, Mo.

—

Com Planter.
—July 7, 1868.— The holes in the bottom of the
hopper are opened and closed by the reciprocating
motion of a sliding bar operated by means of a
lever, spring, and lugs, the latter being attached to
one of the wheels. The caster -wheel serves to reg-
ulate the depth of the plows.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the devices DD' d d^ d^ d^. for dropping the seeds,
tsubstantially in the manner herein sho-wn and de-
scriljed.

2. The caster wheel B*, the lever F, and rack /,
when arranged -with reference to each other and to
the frame A, as herein described, for the purpose
of turning and elevating the front end of the ma-
chine.

79,577.—Joseph Kohler, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Animal Trap.—July 7, 1868.—The trap is elevated
when set and imprisons the animal when it falls.

The improvement relates to devices for maintaining
the trap in its elevated position and allowing it to
fall readily.

Claim.—The arrangfment of the base or foot A
and shaft B. with the sliding cage E, slotted sleeve
D d. bearing point G, bait hook H h. and pivot I.

or their equivalents, substantially as herein de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

79,57S.—"VTuxiAM Kroeger, Alleghany Citv,
Pa.

—

Spring.—July 7. 1868 ; antedated June 24, 1868.
—A flat bar of steel, having its ends welded together
and formed into two equal arcs of equal circles, con-
nected at their extremities by two pai-allels.

Claim.—A spring, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as herein described, and for the purpose
set foith.

79,579.—Hexry P. Lamson, Lowell, Mass.—
Seicing Machine.—July 7, 1868.—Relates to an im-
provement upon a machine lor which a patent -was
granted to H. J. Hancock August 6, 1867. A spring
guide is secured to the under side of the cloth bed
and serves to hold the thread and properly direct it,

and also to close the hook upon the threa'd so as to
prevent its point from catching in the cloth as the
needle ascends.

Claim.—1. The guide piece p, formed with a
spring thread-cruide to yield against the pressure of
the needle, and then to carry the thread athwart its

path, and also with another" guide piece serving to
govern the path of the thread as -well as to close the
needle barb.

2. The spring guide p, in combination with the
cloth table of a'sewing machine, and with a flexible

barbed needle, operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

79,580.—J. D. Leach. Penobscot, and E. S.

Waedwell. Bucksport, Me.

—

Cloak and Coat Sus-
pcnder.—July 7, 1868.—The device is of a shape to
conform to that of the upper part of the human
shoulders.
Claim.—The coat and cloak suspender E. when

constructed of iron or other suitable material, and
formed -with its upper convexity of line, its back-
-ward horizontal curve from the ends to the center,
its vertical curve, and the hook or loop e, formed
relative to the body of the suspender, so that the
center of gravity of the suspender and the garment
hung thereon shall coincide, aU substantially as de-
scribed and shown.

79,581.-Alpheus Le^vis, Virginia City, Mon-
tana.

—

Quartz Mill.—July 7, ]S68.—The stamps are
designed to be revolved' at the instant of impact
•with the ore, so as more effectually to triturate and
comminute the latter.

Claim.—The train of gear -wheels E E E, in com-
bination with tbe serits of stamps D D D, -whose
stems, C C C. pass up through the eyes of the gear
vrheels E, and derive a constant rotation therefrom,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

79,582.-Hiram G. Looms, Hartford. Conn.—
Level.—July 7, 1868.—The level is provided -with

sights at the ends of the frame, one of which can be
raised and lowered, so that the sights -will look in a
line at a given inclination to a level line.

Claim.—A carpenters' or masons' level, having a
folding leaf. A, furnished with a sight, m, at one
end of the frame, and at the other a graduated slide,

B. furnished with a sight, n, Bliding vertically in
grooves, to adjust it to different elevations, substan-
tially as herein described.

79,583—C. C. LTiLVN', Edinboro, Va.—Scale.—
July 7, 1868.—Designed for weighing one half of
each car of a train separately on a short platform
while in motion, and registering the same auto-
matically, whereby the entire weight of the train
is obtained -without the necessity'of stopping the
same.

Claim.—1. The short platform B, when so ar-

ranged in relation to the weighing apparatus and
car that the scale w;ill be at rest and free -when the
wheels are not upon the platform, and so operating
that each end of a car will be weighted and recis-
tered automatically while in motion over the ptafc-

form. substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The series "of counter weights I and lifting

shaft J. in combination with the beam D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. "The lifting shaft J, slide and block X, in com-
bination with the loops a and b. arranged and ope-
rating substantially as and for the puri)ose set forth-

4. The index wheels H G and lug wheel I. in com-
bination with the cheek or lock A', arranged in re-

lation to each other, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The loops «' b, in combination -with the index
-wheels G H, slide block X, and lifting .shaft J, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-posc set forth.
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79,584.-James E,. Madison and Milan Thomas,
Oneida, 1\\.—Wagon Poie.—July 7, 1868; antedated
June 30, 1868.—In an opening in tlie outer end of the
ferrule is pivoted a ball into which passes a bolt

through the center of the neck joke, by which means
the latter is made susceptible of several motions.

Claim.—1. Connecting the neck yoke E to the fer-

rule by means of the bolt H and the ball G-, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the ferrule B, with its hook
C, yoke E, ball Gr, and nut H, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

79,585.—Seth W. Maksh, Rochester, IST. T.—
Water-Wheel.—July 7, 1868.—The chutes of the case
are so arranged as to render the sides elastic, in order
to prevent their breaking ; and the expansion and
contraction of the chutes are I'egular, being in such
proportion as best to concentrate the water upon the
Duckets.
Claim.—The partitions C, attached to the case B,

and the portions D of the gate C, forming the verti-

cal sides of the chutes k, when both are flexible, and
free to yield at their inner ends, to allow the escape
of obstructions, substantially as set forth.

79,586.—A. J. Martin, Catskill, o^. Y.—Hay
and Manure Fork.—July 7, 1868.—The shank at-

tached to the tines is inserted in the handle in two
or more detached parts. A screw thread is cut
on the shanks so as to hold the fork finnly in the
handle.

Claim.—The combination of the handle A, ferrule

B, adjustable tines C C, screw o, and nut a, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth,

79,587.—Ira W. Mead, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Edwin W. Haneord, same
place.

—

Spike Drawer.—July 7, 1868.—The parts are
so arranged that the purchase or power is greatest
at the beginning, and gradually diminishes, the
length of motion being largely increased to expedite
the drawing of the spike.

Claim.—The lever A, with the lifter B, the pah- of
levers C, and the spring b, constructed to operate
substantially as herein described and set forth.

79,588.—Henry Mitchell. Osborn, Ohio.—
Corn Flanter.—July 7, 1868.—Within the corn box
or hopper is an endless belt revolving vertically on
rollers, having elevators for picking; up the corn in
any desired amount or number of grains, and a valve
for compelling the elevators to discharge the corn
through the tube beneath. Provision is made for
regulating the operation of dropping the corn, and
of the plows and roller.

Claim.—1. The construction of the belt H, eleva-
tors Gr Gr, rollers J and Q, and valve K, when ar-

ranged, combined, and operating as herein described
and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlje shape and construction of the corn box A,
with its chainber, B, in front, and discharge pipe C
at the bottom of the chamber, substantially as set
forth.

3. The rollers P, TJ, and S, belt E, shifting lever
T, rollers Q and J, when arranged and operated as
herein described and for the purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement of the plow V, with its ad-
justable lever W, brace chain X, scraper T, and
roller Z, when regulated and operated on the under
side of the machine, as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

79,589.—George Mohler, Yates City, El.—
Sieve.—July 7, 1868.—The feeder consists of a piece
of hoop iron, or other similar material, attached at

tlio lower ends to the sides of tlie box, the upper ends
forming a point which projects into the bottom of
the hopper to act as a feeder and regulator.

Claim.—The combination of the swinging and ad-
justable sieve H, and the conical-shaped leeder P,
whose apex extends up into the slotted bottom of
the hopper J, and operates with the box H' in the
manner set forth.

79,590.—Eli Moneuse and Louis Duparquet,
New York. N. Y.—Stove Orate.—Jnlj 7, 1868.—

A

locked lover is made to operate tbo catch that holds

up the grate, in order to prevent the grate from fall-

ing in the operation of raking the fire.

Claim.—The lever h and catch L, applied sub-
stantially as specified, for sustaining the swinginjf
grate.

79,591.—G:fe0RGE W. Neill, Boston, Mass
Piano Forte.—July 7, 1868.—Tlie object of the inven-
tion is to so construct the metallic frames for sup-
porting the strings that the bars may not come be-
tween them, to interfere with any desirable arraogo
ment of them, and also to cover from view the main
portion or bars of the iron frame.
Claim.—The combination of the wooden back

frame B, the sounding-board C, and flanged plate J),

with a separate metallic frame, A, arranged be-
tween the back frame and sounding-boai-d, and made
with flanges, to support the latter, and having no
metallic bars or auxiliary frame to extend between
the strings, the whole being substantially as de-
scribed-

79,592.—W. H. Paige, Springfield, Mass,, as
signer to himself and L. O. Hanson, same place.

—

Device for Connecting Dissimilar Hose Couplings.—
July 7, 1868.—Eelates more particularly to a coupling
for which patents were granted to Perkins and Ho-
vey, September 30, and December 31, 1867.

Claim.—A connection for hose couplings, said
connection consisting of a tube, terminating at its

ends in devices corresponding with and adapted for
attachment to dissimilar hose couplings or connect-
ing devices, substantially as described.

79,793.—OsKER S. Perkins and John E. Eich-
ARDS, Mount Joy, Pa., assignors to themselves and
Joseph H. Ferguson.—Clothes-Line Holder.—July
7, 1868.—The rim of the pulley wheel is formed into
hooks, by taking circular or angular sections from it,

and is used in connection with a notched eccentric.
Claim.—1. A pulley wheel, with hooks formed of

its outer rim, or equivalent, in the manner shown,
andfor the purpose specified.

2. A hooked pulley wheel, all eombined and ar-

ranged in the manner shown and specified, and for

the purpose set forth.

79,594.—John S. Perry, Albany, N. Y., as-

signor to John S. Perry, trustee and executor, and
Nathan B. Perry, same place.

—

Base Burning
Stove. — July 7, 1868. -^ An enlarged chamber is

formed which will allow of any requii-ed amount of
draught, and an increased capacity of coal magazine
with a compai-atively narrow flue space surround-
ing said magazine. A portion of the heated pro-
ducts may be made to pass through and across the
oven to the escape flue when desired.

Clai'tn.—1. In a base burning magazine stove,
wherein the products of combustion are carried di-

rectly upward from the fire pot, the flue chamber N,
extending partly around and beyond the body of the
casing I, substantially as described.

2. The laterally projecting flue chamber N, con-
structed with side divisions p' p', bottom division^,
and deflecting plates s', and applied to a stove which
is constructed upon the principle herein described.

3. An elevated oven, S, applied on top of the coal
magazine H, in combination with a flue chamber, N,
which projects beyond the body of the casing I, sub-
stantially as described.

4. Providing for exposing the outer portion of the
bottom of the elevated oven S to the heated pro-
ducts of combustion, in combination with an ex-
tended flue chamber, N, and in a stove constructed
substantially as described.

5. Providing an oven, S, with a register, r', and
opening r, when employed in combination with an
extended flue chamber, N, arranged as described.

79,595.— Fielder Power, St. Louis, Mc—
Brick Kiln.—Ji\]y 7, 1868.—A series of long narrow
chambers, arched over the top with brick walls and
floored with iron plates, beneath which are smoke
passages in all but one compartment, which is to be
used as the kiln proper, while the others are only
drying chambers. Turn tables are arranged to pass
the platforms from one chamber to another.
CUum.—l. The kiln A, and drying chambeFS A*
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A^ A3, vrhen combined and arranged as herein shown
and described.

'

•2. The turn tables F F' F^, when combined -with
j

the drying chambers and kiln, as described and set

forth.

79,596.—William H.Peoutt, Hanson, Mass.

—

Combined Card and Brush.—JxHy 7, 1868.—An or-

dinary Hmsh with one-half of the bristles removed
and metal teeth or card in place of the same, for

grooming and cleaning animals.
Claii7i.—The combination of the card or comb and

brnsh in one icstrument. to be used together at the
same time, for the pm-poses specified.

79,597.—Silas S. Putn'am. Dorchester, Mass.—Attaching Door Knobs to their Spindles.—Jnlj 7,

1S68.—A screw passes through the outer end of each
knob into the end of the spindle, serving to unite
the knobs together, and also to adapt the same to
the thickness" uf the door.

Claim.—The regxilating screw 6, in combination
with the knob A aiid spindle B, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

79.598-X. A. Ea,\d. TVinslow, JR.—Cultivator.
July 7, lSt;8.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pivoted bars C C

inward upon the screw, so that the parts will be
rigidly held together.
^Cla'im.—Constructing the joints which connect

the legs with the stock, so as to yield in the direc-

tion toward and from each other, in combination
with the geared sectors, the worm or rack, and the
clamping rod, spring, or other suitable means for
clamping the parts together, substantially as de-
scribed.

79,604.—ArsTix D. Shaver, Belleville. X. Y.—
Biding Attachment to Harrow.—July 1. l&GS.—Ke-
lates to a mode of attaching a sulky to han-ows by
which it is rendered adjustable, so" as to accommo-
date it to harrows of different sizes, and by which
the bearing on the harrow can be regulated.

"

C?au».—A riding attachment for" harrows, made
with adjustable seat H and pole B, curved down-
ward at the forward end. and secured to harrow by
swivel link a, and to frame by bolt and thumb screw
d. and ropes E, friction rollers i i i i. with counter
rollers beneath, as combined, arranged, and attached,
for the use and purpose as specified and herein set

forth.

79,605. — Aldex Siblet, Pawtucket. E. I.—
Gearing.—July 7, 1S68.—Designed for use in a calico

printing machine, provided with a series of printing
(that connect with the cultivator beams DD) and the

;
cylinders each of which is to have placed on its shaft

movable seat bar K. between the axle and the frame ' one of the pinions or a screw sleeve, to receive the
piece I, whereby the operator can shift the shovels
by the action of his feet, the several parts being
obnstructed to operate substantially as set forth.

79,599

—

Tons Peakirt. Philadelphia. Pa., as-

signor to himself. Daniel Pheean-ek. and Tiirox
Eeakirt, same place.—P?/ttn?a vp Alkalies.—-July

7. 1868—The inner surface of the jar or case and
the disk or plate is glazed. The cement is composed
of beeswax, rosin!" powdered brick, and Gennan
Burgundy pitch.

Claim'—Packing caustic alkalies in a glazed jar
or case. A, having a shoulder or flange, a, to sup-
],x>rt the disk or plate B. when the whole is hermet-
ically sealed with the cement herein named, substan-
rially as described, and for the purpose specified.

haft. By means of adjusting screws and nuts the
pinion may be moved laterally with respect to the
gear, in order to prevent " back-lash," as the teeth
wear away.
Claim.—1. The pinion B and its gear A, as made

with tapering teeth, as described, "in combination
with the pinion and its cylinder shaft, and means by
which the pinion may be'movcd and adjusted length-
wise of the said shaft, and with respect to the fellow
gear A, as and for the purpose of preventing " back-

j

lash," as specified.

j

2. The arrangement and combination of the end-

I

less screw / and the worm gear e with the pinion B
j

and its shaft.

j

3. The combination of the sleeveD with the pinion
' B. and the adjusting screw or screws m n and nuts

I

k I thereof, for moving said pinion longitudinally of

79,600.-CHRISTIA^-F.EILET,Philadelphia,Pa. !

the sleeve, as set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the pinion
B, the Shalt C, the sleeve D, the'adjusting screws m
n. and nuts k I. and the wonm / and its gear e, the
whole being substantiallv as described.

79,606.—Egbert A. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Railroad Track Cleaner.—July 7, 1868.—The cone on
the foot of the king bolt serves to operate and give
more or less mold to the plow. A pinion standard

assignor to himself and Jacob P. DA^^D, same
plac«.

—

Track Clearer for Railroads.—July 7. 1868.

Claim.—A life and limb protecting track clearer
for railway cars, consisting of a footT A, and leg a',

constructed and applied in front of the wheels, so as
to move upward and downward in the vertical di-

rection described, from any unevenness of the track
during the forward motion of the car, and so
that its forward end may imderrun and turn aside
the limbs or body of a person fallen or lying upon

J

is applied to the axle, its'upper end being kept in
the track, substantially in the manner described. ! position by guides, so as to conform to the springs of

I

the car. Side guards are so arranged as to prevent
79,601.

—

Frederick O. Eogers. Xiles. Mich.—
|
snow, dirt, or ice from being thrown on the opposite

Preserving Composition Roofs.—Jidy 7. 1S68.—A
\
track or upon passing vehicles.

ledge or barrier is formed on the outer edge of the
|

Claim.—I. The combination of an adjustable main
roof containing the composition, and roof and com-

,

plow, composed of parts P and P', and the mechan-
positioa are then covered with some porous material

i

ism for operating the same, so that the snow, dirt,

saturated with water. or ice can be thrown to the right and left by one op-
Claim.—The within-described method of preserv- eration, or thrown entirely to the right or to the left,

ing cement and composition roofs, substantially as I as occasion may require.
'

set forth.

79,60-2

—

Theodore Saloegxe. St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to Jacob "Woodburn".- TTa^o/i and Car-
riage Wheel.—.July 7, 1868.—Screw wires, of an tin-

changing diametefthroughout their length, are passed
through the felloe at either side of the' spoke to pre-
vent the felloe from splitting when the spokes are in-

serted into the mortises.
Claim.—The felloe, perforated transversely at one

or both sides of each spoke mortise, and the" screw-
j

protecting wires inserted in these perforations, when '

constructed as herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

79,653.—SYLVA^^78 Sawyer, Fitchborg, Mass.—Callipers.—Julv 7, 1868.—^Improvement upon his
patent dated April 9, 1867. The joints of the legs
are so constructed as to be slightly yielding toward
and from each other, and the sector gears are forced

14 p—VOL. n

_. The king bolt K B and cone C, arranged sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. Arranging on the foot and back of the parts P
and P', constructed and operating as described, a
series of brooms M M, with a forward inclination of
the beard, for the purpose specified.

4. In combination with the brooms MM. arranged
as set forth, the application of the springs S. for the
purpose of keeping the broom beard constantly in

position.

5. The arrangemtnt of the standard Z and the
guides G D, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

6. The mode of fastening the broom beard to the
stay board S B of the broom cylinder, by means of a
continuous hollow strap S I. as described.

7. The side guards S G and S G', with their rods r,

ri, r2, and r^, for the purpofee as described and rep-
resented.

8. The within railroad track cleaner, composed of

r
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the above described parts, all combined, constiiicted,
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

79,607.—Ambrose Spitzmiller, Buffalo, N.T.,
assignor to John S. Perry, trustee and executor,
and Nathan B. Terry.—Oven in Base Burning
Stoves.—July 7, 1868.—An oven is constructed over
the coal magazine so that a portion of the bottom as
weU as the side wall of the oven shall be exposed to
the action of the heated products of combustion on
their way to the escape pipe. The oven is provided
with openings through its side walls, one of which
has a damper applied to it to conduct a portion of
the heated products of combustion through the oven
when desired.
Claim.—1. -In a base burning stove, having an

oven arranged over the coal magazine, providing for
exposing a portion of the bottom of such oven to the
action of ascending currents of heat, substantial!j as
described.

2. An oven S, in combination with ascending Hue
/, and a coal magazine having its upper end con-
tracted, substantially as described.

3. An oven S, in combination with the flue/, when
used as a drum or dead chamber, and a coal maga-
zine having its upper end contracted, substanti^y
as described.

4. Providing the elevated oven S of a base burn-
ing stove with openings through its side wall, one of
which openings has applied to it a damper h', sub-
stantially as described.

79.608. — Sidney Stanton, Syracuse, N. T. —
Machine for Sawing Stone.—July 7, 1868.—A hollow
standard is provided with a chamber in which is a
beveled pinion. In the standard is a shaft having a
universal joint at its lower end for connecting with
a rubbing disk or a circular saw. The machine is

pushed over the face of the stone as the work pro-
gresses, the operator turning the crank with one hand.

Claim.—The frame A, hollow standard B b k,

gears E e, C c, shaft F/^, water boxL, and chute n,

all constructed, arranged, and operating in the man-
ner shown, and for the purpose described.

79.609.— ITathan Stonecipher, Cambridge
City, Ind.

—

Track Clearer for Harvester.—July 7,

1868.—Attached to the back of the dividing point is

,a crooked arm provided with a socket and cone-
shaped tail piece, having at its small end a projection
which fits into recesses at the front end of the sockets.
The dividing point is also provided with an upright
knife for cutting the tangled grass.

Claim.—The combination of the revolving coneD
and socket C, when used as a track clearer, in com-
bination witli a grain or grass cutter, the whole being
constructed, arranged, and operated substantially as
above described.

79,610.—John Blake Tarr, Fair Haven, Mass.—Machine for Polishing Spherical Shot and Shell.—
July 7, 1868.—The balls are retained, with emery or
other suitable polishing substance, between cups
which are applied to vertical shafts whose axes coin-
cide and which revolve at different rates of speed,
so that the balls will receive in-egular or oscillating
motions about their axes.

Claim.—1. The within described machine, which
is adapted for polishing spherical shot and shells,

substantially in the manner described.
2. The cupped polishing and centering devices G

G', constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as described.

79,611.—.John Blake Tarr, Fair Haven, Mass.
—Cast-iron Car Wheel—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a car
wheel, made of cast iron, condensed by pressure
while in a molten state withiu a mold, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

79,612.—E. P. Taylor, St. Louis, Mo.—Appa-
ratus for Hardening Sto7ie.—July 7, 1868.— The
mixture of sand and silicate composing artificial

Btone is placed in a strong air-tig-lit vessel, from
which the air is then exhausted. The cylinder is

then charged with the impregnating fluid, and to

effect more perfect penetration a force pump is after-

wards applied.

^ Claim.—The force pump D, with weighted piston
d', in combination with cylinder A, air pump B, and
tank C, the whole being operated in the manner de-
scribed.

79,613.—J. C. Thayer, Duuton, HI— Milk
Cooler.—July 7, 1868.—A series of tanks are ar-

ranged one within the other, the inner one having
openings communicating with the outer and inner
tanks. The inner tank Is made removable for clean-
ing. The pipe which conveys the milk to the can
is closed by means of a drop valve, operated bj'' a
lever, in connection with a float attached to a stem.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tanks ABC,
the latter tank being removable, and having a pipe,
F, for the stem of the valve G to operate in, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the valve G, pipes F and P,
lever H, and float K L, substantially as herein set
forth and shown.

3. Tlie combination of the tanks ABC, pipes F
P, valves G, lever H, and floatKL, constructed and
arranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

79,614.—'\ViLLiA3i Tripps, Epsom, l>r. H.—Wood
Saw Horse.—July 7, 1868.—An adjustable clamp arm
is secured to its bar by means of notches fitting on a
pin, and by a wedge. A pressure on the treadle causes
the arm to hold the log securely while being sawed.
Claim.—1. The adjustable clamp arm i, as applied

to the bar h by means of the notches I, fitting on th^e

pin m, and as' secured by the wedge n, substantially
in the manner described.

2. The combination of the treadle g, rock shaft k,

bar h, and arm i, constructed to operate as and for

the purposes set forth.

79,615.— Joseph Vale, Beloit, Wis.— Bake
Oven.—July 7, 1868.—The hearth is rotated by means
of a spike or poker inserted in perforations adapted
for the purpose.

Claim.—1. The rotating disk or hearth H, secured
to and turning upon the shaft H, and the mode
herein described of rotating the same, whereby ex-
pensive gear and pinions are dispensed with.

2. The crown plate or disk E, in combination with
the fire grates C C, covers b d, flues b 6, regulating
damper g, flue or chimney a a, and ash boxes D D,
when the whole are constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein set fortn and described, to oper-
ate as specified.

79,616.—W. P. Valentine, Buffalo, i^. T.—
Refining and Purifying Spirituous Liquors.—July
7, 1868.—Currents of cold and hot air are forced alter-

nately through the liquor, so as to subject the same
to agitation and to changes of temperature, the ob-

ject oeing to obtain the advantages supposed to re-

sult from a sea voyage to spirituous liquors.

Claim.—1. The process of ripening, mellowing,
and purifying spirituous liquors by the use of hot
and cold air alternately, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. The apparatus consisting of the tubs A and B,
the chamber D, with pipe I, blower C, and pipe F,
with its connecting or brancli pipe G, for heating
air, and pipes c and e, with concave disks d and /,

for delivering air, whether hot or cold, near the bot-

tom of tlie tubs A and B, the whole constructed and
arranged to operated substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

79,617.—Lemuel T. TVells, St. Louis, Mo.—
Printing Press.—Jvilj 7, 1868.—Eelates to an im-
provement upon his patent dated March 20, 185.5,

and consists in adding a set of balancing springs to

the movable platen, in order to counterbalance its

increased weight, and so adapt the machine to lai-go

as well as small presses.
Claim.—The springs D, when arranged upon a

rocking bar, d, and combined with the platen A', as
herein described, and lor the purpose set forth.

79,618.—Martin "Wells, New York, N. T.-
Pointed Bracket for Lightning Eod.—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—The new article of manufacture of brack-
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ets, by combiniBg' the dischar^g point Trith the
bracket which secures the roa to the building, so
that the dischar^Df: point is continuous with the
bracket, substantially as described.

79,619.—Mn-Tox TToollet. Brooklyn. X. T.—
Cooking Stove.—July 7, 1568.—The oven is divided
into two compartmefits which can be made to com-
municate with each other or the commtmications be
closed, according to the different operations of cook-
ing to be performed. Provision is also made for

warming apartments adjacent to that in which the
stove is located.

Claim.—1. The flue casing B C, provided with a
direct draught damper, i. and inclosing oven cham-
bers, which are separated bv a horizontal plate, E.
having a furnace. D. and valve openings appUed to
it. sul^stantially as described.

2. Oven chambers, which are inclosed by a flue

casing. B C. and doors C^ C*, and provided" with a
furnace, D, valves e e, and means for conducting off

the vapors and gases rising in said oven chambers,
substantially as described.

3. The outer jacket A. in combination with a fur-

nace, D. and division plate E. arranged with a
double wall flue casing, substantially as described.

4. The water heater d. applied within a foxnace,
D, which is sustained by a division plate, E, within
a doable wall flue casing, B C, substantially as de-

scribed.

79,620.—"WILLIA3I E. TTtche and ToryG P.
DlCKsOX. Brookville. X. C—Hopper Shoe for Grisi^

Mills.—Juij 7, IStS.—Two vibrating sieves of dif-

ferent textures hung above an inclined apron, for
cleaning the grain before it passes to the millstones.

Claim.—The shoe D, formed of two sieves m and
n. in combination with the apron E, substantially as
shown and described, and for the purpose specified,

79,621.—Albert A. Touxg. Boston. Mass., as-

signor to himself and Feaxcis McLacghlts*, same
place.

—

Brush and Comb Cojnbined.—Jxilj 7, 1868.
Claim.—1. A hair brush, having a space in its stock

and handle, or either of them, for a comb, the comb
being detachable from the stock and handle when in
use, and said space opening at the extremity of the
handle or the end of the stalk, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination and arrangement of the brush
A and the comb B. whereby the comb is protected
in the stalk of the brush when not in use, substan-
tially as described.

79,622.—"W. H. ToL-XGand L. TouxG. Boston,
Msiss.—Cabinet Bedstead.—J-alj 7, 1868.—The spring
bed frame is made in three parts, and different por^
tions of the case are made to serve for ornament
when closed, and for use when opened.

Claim.—1. The turn-down legs a a, serving the
purpose of moldings and fastenings to the closed cab-
inet, and legs to the bedstead,"together with the
method of fastening the same, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

2. The foot board B, as combined and arranged
with the case A and the bed frame, substantiaUv as
described.

3. The combination and arrangement ofthe spring
bed frame and the several parts thereof, viz. the
parts/, g, and j. together with the method for fast-
ening the slats to the cross supports. substantiaUv
as described.

4. The combinition and arrangement of the imi-
tation drawer c with the springs e* e' e' e', <fcc., and
their supports, whereby, when the drawer is turned
down, the parts of the spring frame gj are elevated,
toerether with the method of elevating the same,
substantially as described.

79,623.— E. H. Ashcboft.-Boston, Mass.—
Ih-ier.-^Julj 7, 1868.— Eelates to machines for dry-
ing various articles, chiefly wool, and to means for
extinguishing fire which iniay accidentally take place
in such machine from spontaneous coinbustion or
other catise.

Claim.—1. In combination with the machine for
drying variotis materials or substances, a tank of
water, when the discharge of water from such tank

is effected by the action of fire accidentally taking
place in such machine, for the purpose substantially
as before described.

2. Operating the valve and opening the discharg-
ing orifice of "the water tank, or of regulating the
flow of water to the structure, by means of a fusible

plug connected therewith by any suitable means
whfch accomplish the desired* result.

3. The combination and arrangement, with the
structure I) and water tank H, of the discharging
orifice I. valve 6, rods c and e, and fusible plug/,
the whole being combined, arranged, and operating
as before descrbed.

4. A rod pipe, or its equivalent, combined with
the discharging orifice I and valve b, in such manner
that upon expansion of such rod, or its equivalent,

by reason of fire within the structure, the valve shaU
recede from and open the orifice to the discharge of
water to the structure, essentially as hereinbefore
described.

5. The general combination and arrangement of
the blower A, air chamber C, with the structure D,
and its perforated or foraminous floors E and G-, and
steam coU or pipe F, the water tank H, and the ap-

paratus for discharcing water therefrom, the whole
being arranged and operating sutetantially as here-
inbefore described.

79,624.—John Augspuegeb, Trenton, Ohio.—
Portable Fence.—July 7. 18r5.—A reversible porta-
ble board fence so constructed as to enable it to be
tised upon undulating grotmd or upon side bills.

Claim.—The clanTping cleats ef, screw bolt and
nut n, in combination with the adjustable panels I
or 1 1, constructed and tised in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as described.

79,62-5,-BEXJAMrs- F. Ateeill, Dunkirk, :S'. T.—Weather Strip.—July 7. 1868.—A movable plate
is provided with mechknism by which it is made to
shut downward and close the' space between the
door and sill, and to rise again when the door is

opened.
Claim.—1. The weather strip constructed as de-

scribed, of the strip C, fluted along its upper edge to
work under and in contact with the reversely-fluted
plate D, secured to the door, the plate C being htmg
upon the headed pins a, affixed to the levers E E' be-
neath the plate, which levers are pivoted to the door
at b b'. and held up at their inner ends by the springs

/ f. all arranged as described for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The arrangement of the screw d, projection n
upon the lever E, the pivoting pin jy upon the lever
E', the arm g and the incline h, all operating as de-

scribed, to depress the fluted plate C againstlhe ten-

sion «f the springs/, as herein described for the pur-
pose sj)ecified.

79,626.— Isaac Bax-istee, Newark. X. J.—
Buckle.—Jjilj 7. IStS.—Improvement upon his pat-
ent dated November 8. 1S64. A wire loop is attached
to the holding barto aUow the buckle to oscillate when
fastened to the shoe, so as to prevent chafing of the
strap.

Claim.—The tubular bar B. in connection with the
oscillating loop C, when used in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

79,627.— Lafayette Baenth. Bridgeport.
Conn., assignor to himself. Levi Baexum. ana
Chahles H. ExsiGX, same -place.—Machine for Cut-
ting and Dreeing Stone.—-Jxdj 7, 1368.—A sliding

bed moves on a platform fitted on two ways to feed the
stone to the cutters ; near each comer of the platform,
and centrally on each side, are standards which hold
two adjustable frames and contain aU the cams, ham-
mers, cutters. <fcc. Two ormore shapes of cutters are
tised for rough cutting on flat surfaces, wedge-
shaped for smoothing, serrated. &.c.

Claim.—1. The combination of the adjustable
frames with the cams, hammers, cutters, and feeding
apparatus, when the whole is constructed, arrangea
and fltted to operate substantially as herein described
and set forth.

2. The apparatus for feeding the stone longitudi-
nally, with the method or swinging it on its center,

I so as to form a curvilinear edge, and the edge cut-
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ters, -when constructed, aiTanged, and fitted to op-
erate substantially as herein described and set forth.

3. The combination of the double-edged cutters
(Fig. 3) -with the rotary hammers, when they are con-
structed and used substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein described and set forth.

79,628.—Adam Bauerschmitt, Kochester, IST.

Y.—Bridle.—Jvdj 7, 1868.—By pulling hard upon the
reins, the nose piece will be drawn tightly over the
horse's nose, and the bit drawn back into the horse's
mouth. When slackened up all the parts readily ad-

just themselves to their proper places.

Claim.—The India-rubber strap c, short round e,

short strap /, and pulley ring d, when constructed
and operated in connection with a bridle, as herein
described and. set forth.

79,629.—Benjamin S. Benson, Baltimore, Md.
—Machine for Making Cores.—July 7, 18C8.—Kelates
to the manufacture of cores for casting metallic pipe,

and consists in a device by which such cores are
held and rotated while receiving their outer coating
of loam, and are then dropped gently upon elastic re-

ceivers in such a manner as to leave the surface of
the core perfectly smooth.

Claim.—1. Kotating the core or core spindle E by
means of two shafts I) D', between which it is held
in the manner described, and by which it is applied
to a blade, K, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The sockets d d, by which the core is held while
applied to the scraper, when connected by a rod I,

ana levers H H^, so constructed and operating that
the sockets are caused to approach or recede from
each other simultaneously, for the purpose specified.

3. Operating the shafts D T>' by means of arms F
F', slides G- G-, rod I, levers H H.^, and spring J, in
connection with pawls n m, substantially as and for

the purpose specmed.

79,630.—Jajies Bingham and Egbert Coward,
Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Bock Crusher and Tempering Ma-
chine.—July 7, 1868.—Below two fluted rollers are
two smooth-faced rollers of different diameters. Un-
derneath the above is a spout leading to a sludge
pan supported by a hollow annular cylinder. To a
vertical shaft are attached three or more sets of
knives placed at right angles to each other and which
revolve with the cylinder.

Claim.—The two pairs of rollers J and Jj and K
L, the spout M, the sludge pan X, the spider Y, hav-
ing knives Z, the annular cylinder AA, and their op-
erative mechanisms, when constructed, combined,
and arranged as described, and to operate in the
manner substantially as set forth.

79,631. — Henry Briner and Emil Briner,
Manhattanville, N. T.

—

Steel Shank for Boots and
Shoes.—July 7, 1868.—The steel shank is tipped with
some material which shall not spring with the steel,

but accommodate itself to the form of the pieces of
leather between which it is confined.
Claim.—An improved article of manufacture, the

steel shank for boots and shoes, when its free end is

I)rovided with an elastic case C, for the purpose of
preventing injury to the sole of the boot or shoe by
the longitudiuar motion produced by the action of
the spring, as herein shown and described.

79,632.-0. Brown and T. F. Berry, Capron,
HI.

—

Carpenters' Gauge.—July 7, 1868.—A polygonal
stem has fitted in one side a mortise gauge provided
with two metallic slides arranged to be set lor gaug-
ing any common mortise without moving the head.
Claim.—T\xQ combination of the s'ades D C, head

A, and stem B, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein set forth.

79,633.— RuFUS Campbell and Albion P.
Campbell, Hillsdale, Mich..—Brick Machine.—July
7, 1868.—The clay, as it passes from the mill, falls

directly into the jack mold, and upon whicli the
weight is made to fall by treading upon the lever,

which will bring the weight down upon the clay,

forcing it down through the jack mold, into the
mold immediately below.

Oiaim.— The wheels M, chain N, lever J, and

beam H, constructed and arranged to operate in
combination with the weight F, in the manner as
and for the purpose set forth.

79,634.— E. S. Capen, "Worcester, Mass., as-
signor to himself and P. Blaisdell, same place.—
Loose Pulley.— Jnlj 7, 1868.—A diamond-shaped
opening is cut or cored out through the bearing part
of the pulley so that the oil will be forced from both
ends toward the center of the hub.

Claim.—In a pulley, having the hub combined
with a lubricating chamber, as described, providing
the said chamber with an opening b, extending the
length of the hub, and shaped in the manner herein
specified, so that the oil discharged from the cham-
ber upon the journal shall be forced from the ends to-

ward the center of the hub, as set forth.

79,635.—George J. Capewell, "West Cheshire,
Conn.

—

Glass-Pressing Machine.—July 7, 1868.—To
the back part of the plunger or upper die is attached
a crooked lever. A grooved arm also extends back
from the lower die. In this groove moves a slide

that carries the pin, which latter is kept across the
face of the die by a spiral spring, one end being at-

tached to a lever, the other to a plunger.
Claim.—1. The lever j, in combination with the

arms h and I, the spring n, and slide t, the whole
producing the automatic movement of the pin i, as
and for the purposes specified.

2. Forming glass beads or ornaments with the de-
sired openings or holes, made by pressing the glass
around the pin and nipple, the nipple serving as a
support for the pins forming said holes, substantially
as described.

79,636.—LUMAN B. Clark, Bainbridge, N". Y.—Hop Pole.—July 7, 1868.—A tapered post of scant-
ling is driven into the ground and forms a base, to
which the poles may be attached or readily de-
tached.

Claim.—The hop pole, consisting of the wedge A,
lateral staples B, and poles C, all constructed as de-

scribed, whereby it can be driven into the ground,
and reset, when loosened by the frost, or from other
causes, without distm-bing the vines, as herein shown
and described.

79,637.—James E. Connor, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Press.—July 7, 1868.—Designed to be used in the
manufacture of tin ware. The bed is attached to the
plate or arms in such a manner as to admit of its

being rotated, and the lower die perfectly acyusted
to the upper die, so as to insure smooth cutting and
swaging.
Claim.—The arrangement of the bed a upon the

plate b of the machine, and the mandrel h in the
upper and lower heads, with the levers for operating
tbe mandrel as herein set forth.

79,638.—William Cooper, Jr., and William
D. Eu^nsEY, Howe'I, Mich.—/Snap S^oo*.—July 7,

1868.

Claim.—The snap hook A, when provided with
the opening B and pin D, having a shoulder F, a
spring E, a thimble G, and a head I, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
described.

79,639.—Gustavus A. Davison, San Leandro,
Cal.—Gang Plou\—Ju\j 7, 1868.—The axle isjointed

near one end and provi'ded with a socket in which
the opposite end is placed, the same being bent at

righ*, angles where it is held .ind regulated by a screw.
The ai-rangement of the rigid arms and lovor admits
of great leverage power in operating the plows.
Claim.—1. Eegula-'ing the level of the maohino by

the device O 0', and set screw P, or their equivalents,
substantially as set forth.

2. Tlie rigid arms H H' and G, attached to the

axle, and connecting the lever or sweep J, etthor di-

rectly to the arm G, or by the link I, substantially

as aiid for the purpose specified.

79,640.—George Dryden, WorccBtcr,
Machine for Boring TFood.- July 7, 1868.—The
mechanism that drives the auger is pivoted to a plate

or frame sliding \)n the base of the maohine, aid is
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operated by a rack and pinion to adjust it for boring
the different holes successively.
Claim.—1. The connecting of the driving and car-

rying mechanism to a sliding plate or frame moving
on the base by means of a rack and pinion, for the
purpose of boring the holes of mortises successively,

as above set forth.

2. The central elevating gear, ^vhen permanently
in mesh with a stationary rack atteched to a stand-
ard, and operated by a sliding clutch, substantially

as set forth and described.

79,641 .—"William M. Du Bois, Poughkeepsie,
X. Y.—Cathartic Lozenge.—July 7, 1868.—Aqueous"
extract of the Cortex frangula saturated in gum
tragacauth.

Claim.—The medicinal compound, composed of

the ini-Tcdients in the manner and proportions herein
described.

79,642.—James M. EvARTS,Xew Haven, Conn.—Fipe Tongs.—-July 7, 18G8.—The walls or sides of
the elongated slot are inclined on each side and ser-

rated, and a stud fitted to the axial pin is also pro-

vided with corresponding angular seiTated sides,

and with a rectangular portion^'to fit into the rect-

auffular portion of the slot.

ijlalm.—The jaw A, provided with the elongated
slot B. having tapered and serrated walls, in combi-
nation with the nut D. provided with corresponding
inclined and serrated faces, the jaw C, nut E,
and the axial pin E, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

79,643.—James M. Everhart. Pittston, Pa.—
Car Coupling.—July 7, 18^8.—The outer euds of the
connecting rods are connected by a right and left

screw coupling, so that no play or slackness is al-

lowed between the two frames."
Claim.—The right and left screw-threaded coup-

ling F, in combination with the spring rods D, as

herein described for the ptirpose specified.

79,644. — E. J. Fexx, Medina. Ohio.—Horse
Hay Fork.—Jnly 7, 1868.—The lower end of the
central bar is provided with teeth which engage
with teeth on the inner ends of the tines. The
pressure of the right angular lever upon a projec-
tion of the central bar serves to open the tines.

Claim.—The arrangement of the right angular
lever D, adapted to press at its angle point upon the
projection b' formed upon the central rack bar B, to
spread the tines D, and, upon being raised by the
cord F, permitting the hay to discharge itself from the
tines H by gravity, as herein shown and described.

79,645.—Lorenzo D. Fergusox, Dansville, K".

T.

—

Eoofing Compound.—July 7, 1868.—Composed
of quicklime, plumbago, oxide of iron, plaster of
Paris, powdered sulphur, and common sand, mixed
with coal tar, with the addition of resin.

Claim. — The combination of the ingredients
herein specified, when used in the maimer and for
the purpose set forth.

79,646—B. G. Fitzhugh, EUicott City, Md.—
Car Platform Bridge.—July 7, 1863.
Claim.—A safety bridge for the platforms of rail-

road cars, which is made of a plank or board, or of
a single piece of metal, and which is supported on
and elevated by its ends slightly above the plat-
forms, and united thereto at oiie or both ends by a
flexible or yielding connection that will prevent it

from slipping off endwise, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

79,647.—La\txia H. Foy, ITewton Centre,
Mass.—Corset.—July 7, 1868.—Two gores only are
inserted, the other pieces being cut to fit the person.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a corset,
in which the hip gores or pieces E are combined
with the front, back, and side pieces of the corset,
cut in the form and united in the manner described
and illustrated in the drawings, so as to fit the person
without the insertion of further gores.

79,648.—Peter J. Fuller, Clarksville, X. T.—
Hop Yi7ie Support.—Jtily 7, 186'8.—A short pole is

provided with a series of arms pivoted to its upper
part, which arms can be secured in an upright posi-

tion, or SAvung down for the removal of the vines.

Claim. — 1. A hop-vine protector, consisting of
the post A, and of the arms B, which are pivoted
thereto, so that tliey can be swung up or down at

will, substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The swinging arms B, when pivoted to a post,

A, and when fastened in their upright position by
means of hooks b c, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

79,649.—Samuel Garber, Beaver, Va.—Lock
Kut.—J-aly 7, 1868.—A lock piece or bolt is placed
between the nuts to be locked and held iu place by
a rivet-headed nail or screw passing through said
block, and a piece or plate behind it.

Claivi.—The lock block E, placed between two
adjacent nuts, D, outside the fish plates, and held in
position by means of the perforated or recessed fish

plates B, or metal strip G, and the reversed bolt and
hut F, all an-anged and operating as described, for

the purpose specified.

79,650 S. W. GiBBS, Albany, X. Y.—Base
Burning Stove.—July 7, 1868.—The feeding cylinder
extends from the top of the stove downward in an
inclined position and rests on the top of the fire pot.

The perforations allow the gas to escape into the
combustion chamber. The lower end of the feeder
is surrounded by a circular perforated tube.

Claim.—1. In combination with a stove, the reser-

voir or feeder D. constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described, for the purposes set forth.

2. 'The circular tube G, in combination with the
feeder D, aiTanged substantially as and for the ptu"-

poses described.

79,651.—John Greenwood, Eochester, X. Y.—
Machine for Cutting Staves. — July 7, 1868.—

A

double set of rollers is combined with the curved
ribs in such a manner as to sustain the stave bolt

without coming iu contact Avith the ribs themselves,
thereby li.^'^ug a narrow space between the said
bolt and ribs to allow chips and splinters to pass
through without displacing the bolt.

Claim.—The alternate arrangement, on the face
of ribs a a, of the double set of rollers g h, operating
relatively with the swing bed B and cutter C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

79,652.—Joseph H. Greer, Piochester, Pa.—
Cooking Stove.—July 7, 1868.—The object of the in-

vention is to economize the consumption of fuel, by
concentrating the heat to the desired heating sur-

face, and also to insure perfect uniformity in the
temperature of the oven.

Claim.—The reverberating flues A A, chamber B,
reverberating flues C C, C C, C" C", damper D, reg-

ister E, in combination with orifices or perforations
Z, grate L, rack J, door knob M, sliding door knob
P, Lift hole X, all constructed as herein set forth, or
in any other manner essentially the same, and for

the purposes as specified.

79,653.—Jesse E. Gustdc, Ehnira, X. Y.—Self
Detaching Pulley.—July 7, 1868.—The pulley is at-

tached to a frame, one side of which is jointed, the
jointed part being held in position by a spring.

Claim.—The pulley B, so arrange'd in a, frame or
block by joints and hinges that it is made self-

detacbing, substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

79,654.—George Hanlon, "William Hanlon,
Alfred Hanlon, Edward Hanlon, and Freder-
ick Hanlon, Xew York, X. Y.-Velocijjede.—Jxily
7, 1868.—The seat is made adjustable on the inclined

perch, and the foot rests on the front axle are also

adjustable lengthwise, so that the apparatus may be
used by either'large or small persons. The rear axle
is so arranged in the forked rear end of the perch
that either one or two wheels may be hung upon it.

Claim.— 1. The seat E, when secured upon the end
of a spring, I, and wlien adjustable on the perch C,
substantially as described for the pui-pose set forth.

2. The extension crank C, on the front axle A, of
the velocipede, when arranged as described, for the
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purpose of making the velocipede adjustable, as set

forth.

3. Providing the perch or connecting frame C with
a forked rear end, for the purpose of allowing the use
of the wheel G- within, or of two wheels H H with-
out, the fork, as specified.

4. A velocipede, consisting of the bifurcated perch
C, carrying the axles A B. of the front wheel D, and
rear wheel G-, or wheels H, of the adjustable spring
seat E, and of the extension cranks c, on the front
axle, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

79,655.—William Hannah, Middlefield Cen-
tre, ]Sr. Y.—Horse Hay Forlc.—Svlj 7, 1868.—At-
tached to a cross-bar are tines moving up and down
within two metallic tubes. To the inside of the arms
of the tines are pivoted two or more curved hooks to
each tine, said hooks passing through slots in the
tubes so that by moving the tines upward in, the
hooks will be drawn wholly within the tubes.

Claim.—1. The tripping plate H, substantially as
shown and described, in combination with the rigid
cross-bar A', of the tines a, and the hook h, afllxed
to the cross-l3ar D of the tubes C C, all as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The discharge orifice I, substantially as shown
and described, in combination with the tubes C of a
two-tined hay fork for the purpose of permitting the
escape of the dust or hay seed, all as set forth.

79,656.— Edson Hartwell, Hubbardstown,
Mass.

—

Boclcing Chair.—July 7, 1868.—The curved
projections on the lower ends of the standards pre-
vent the latter from being displaced from the plates.
The curved side pieces serve for back legs as well
as top pieces for the chair frame.
Claim.—1. The combination of the arms or stand-

ards E, having curved projections & b with the slot-

ted plates E, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The combination, with the lower ends of the
standards E, of the plates E and G, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the seat supports or
standai"ds E and chair frame, of the curved pieces D,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the seat A with the springs

g g, standards E, and chair frame, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

79,657.—HOBERT Hl'Nter, 'New York, N". Y.—
Propeller.—July 7, 1868.—A hollow tapering bucket
so made as to oner the least possible resistance to the
water while moving in the line of the vessel's motion,
and the greatest possible resistance when moved by
a lever in the opposite direction.

Claim. — The propelling apparatus herein de-
scribed, consisting of a hollow tapering bucket, C,
vibrated by a lever, B, under the stern or run of the
vessel, substantially as specified.

79,658.— Samuel "W. Huntington, Augusta,
Me.

—

Scissors and Shears.—July 7, 1868.—Eor cut-
ting a piece of whalebone, wire, or other hard sub-
stance.
Claim.—The formation of auxiliary shear-blades,

/, upon the inner and opposite edges of that portion
of the arms or blades of scissors and shears between
the pivoti and handle, or in rear of the pivot, as
shown and set forth.

79,659.—Isaac Jennings, Eairfield, Conn.—
Paper Making Machine.—July 7, 1868.—A dove-
tailed tapering groove is formed in the side of each
of the rollers, in which are fitted wedge-shaped
blocks. The rollers are journaled in the slotted
ai-ms of a frame, and take the place of the single
roller that receives the pulp upon the ordinary ma-
chine.
Claim—1. Diminishing the size of the roller after

the paper has been formed in any convenient man-
ner, so as to admit of the papers being removed
without cutting, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth and described.

2. The system of rollers B, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown and described,
when used in connection with the other parts of a

paper machine, in place of the ordinary single roller,

as and for the purpose set forth.

79,660.—Clark Jillson, Worcester, Mass.—
Mold for Making Strawberry Ripeners.—July 7,

1868.—Molten glass is placed in the matrix of the
lower portion of the mold, when the piston is de-
pressed and the proper form is made. The glass
ripener is elevated by the movable cams ascending
the inclined faces of the stationary cams so as to
loosen it from the stem.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the base A,
stem C, and series of cams D, of the concaved and
perforated part B, and series of cams E, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the parts lettered A, B,
C, D, and E, of the convex and recessed piston E,
said parts being constructed and arranged for opera-
tion substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

79,661.—Richard P. Johnson and Eli J. Sum- A
ner, Wabash, Ind.—iwm&er Drier.—July 7, 1868.— ^
Improvement upon a patent granted to the same in-

ventors on July 9, 1867. The furnace is constructed
in two chambers, so that fire made in the upper one
will generate steam, and when made only in the
lower one hot air only will be created. The curtain
causes the hot air to pass under the same so as to
maintain the same temperature near the floor as at
the top.

Claim.—1. The double furnace A and B, separated
by a horizontal partition, and provided with a com-
mon escape flue, in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The providing the cars with curtains, or like
device, in the manner and for the purposes as set
forth.

79,663.—John Lamb, JeflFersonville, N". Y.—
Washing Machine.—July 7, 1868.—Strips of India-
rubber are secured longitudinally and endwise in
the cylinder and used in connection with a vibrating
beating-rod.
Claim.—The cylin(i<)^B,when provided with strips

of India-rubber, in the manner set forth, in combi-
nation with the fluted vibratory rod i, arranged and
operated as and for the purpose set forth.

79,663.—Henry A. Lee, Worcester, Mass.—
Molding Machine.—July 7, 1868.—The upper feed
rolls are so arranged that both rise and fall indepen-
dently of each other, while at the same time their
gears continue to mesh with the gears of the station-

ary central shaft. The cylinder or cutter liead is

supported in bearings which are fitted to slide up
and down on the faces of the stands, and combined
with the said bearings are two adjusting screw
shafts supported at their lower ends in boxes and
having shoulders which rest on the flanges of the
stands, by which the cutter cylinder can be readily
adjusted.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the lower feed

rolls B, the upper feed rolls B', the adjustable pieces
D, and their concentric slotted arms C, and the cen-
tral shaft C, of gears 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, and 12, and
links 8, 9, constructed and arranged for joint opera-
tion, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the stands E and the
sliding bearings E, held to said stands by bolts n of
the elevating and depressing shafts G, ^-itli their
shoulders 23, the parts being constructed and ar-

ranged with relation to each other as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the presser bar H, arras
I, and screw rods p, of the peculiarly constructed
holding and swivel bolts o, the parts being con-
structed and arranged with relation to each other as
and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with the upper end of each or
either of the shafts K, and the slotted bar N', of the
peculiarl j constructed bearing piece IST, in the man-
ner and lor the purposes shown and set forth.

79,664.—Louis J. Lecocq, Argenteuil, France.
Car Coupling.—July 7, 1868.—The locking bolt is

operated by a bent lever, the handle of which is held
in position by means of a spring. Tlie free end of

the spring is provided witJi a knife edge which
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presses against the angle of the lever. Safety chains
attached to the coupling eyes by hooks are employed
to hold the cars together in case the coupling should
break.
Claim.—1. The parts B and C and the locking bolt

D, the spring H, and angle g' on the bearing part G-,

aU constructed, combined, and operated substan-
tially as described, as and for the purposes specified.

2. 'The compound eyes I J, connected to and
o^iened and closed by the motion of the locking bolt

D of the coupling, so as to confine the salety chains
K so long as the coupling is connected, and to liber-

ate the safety chains simultaneously with the attach-

ment of the coupling, substantially as and for the
purposes herein specified.

79,665.—John Madden, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Wrench.—Julj 7, 1868.—The pallet is fitted in the
roof of the supplementary jaw, and is made slanting
on the lower side from 'the inner end outward,
so that in pulling the wrench in one dii*ection, a
stronger grip will be had upon a pipe to which it

may be applied.
Claim.—The pallet E, supplementary jaw B, as

arranged in combination with a wrench, in the man-
nee and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

79,666.—Frank TV. Marvin, Sacramento, Cal.
—Marking Can.—July 7, 1868.—The marking ink is

kept in the reservoir which surrounds the can, and is

discharged into the can through a valve, as required
for use. The reservoir is supplied through the tubu-
lar handle.

Claim.—1. In combination with a marking can,
the reservoir C, substantially as and ibr the purpose
set forth.

2. The valve D and tubular handle G, in combina-
tion with a marking can or pot, arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

79,667 Williaai Marot Marshall, Phila-
delphia, Pa.—^ir Carbureter.—July 7, 1868.—The
carbureter is connected with a blower, by means of

a coiled metal tube of a conical or other form so as to
present a large heating surface to a flame of carbu-
reted air burning within its folds, A globular cham-
ber with sufiicient fluid for one feeding and provided
with stop-cocks and a funnel, may be attached to
the carbureter.
Claim.—1. The coiled copper or other metallic

pipe E. substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The coiled pipe E, in combination with pipe F
and flame S, and with the blower A and carbureter
B C, when connecting the blower with the carbu-
reter, substantiallv as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The feeder E'O, with its chamber O, funnel R,
stop-cocks N and T, and its pipe, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

79,668—C. E. Mason and G. F. Bell, Welling-
ton, Ohio.

—

Feather Renovator.—July 7, 1868.—

A

cylinder of wire gauze or netting is hung within a bos,
in the bottom of v bich latter and below the cylinder
are arranged steam pipes.

Claim.—1. A cylinder, constructed of wire gauze or
netting, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The cylinder B", in combination with the bos A,
in the manner as and for the purpose described.

3. The pipes D E, as arranged in relation to the cyl-
inder B and box A, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

79,669.-HENRYMATTHES,Cambridgeport,Mass.
—Steam Gauge.—July 7, 1868.—The disk is made of
an alloy composed of 5 parts of eighteen carat gold,
4 parts silver, and one part of copper. The center
oi' the disk presses against a rod which operates the
indicating mechanism.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cap B, the
disk A, and washer «, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. A flexible disk for steam gauges, when con-
structed of the materials and in the proportions sub-
stantially as described.

79,670 S. T. McDoueALL. Brooklyn, :N". Y.—
Partitioned Steamer.—July 7, 1868.—Designed for

boiling and steaming a number of different sorts of
food with the same vessel simultaneously.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a boiler
divided into several compartments by vertical par-
titions, and provided with a depression in the bottom
of each compartment, in combination with a steam
cooking vessel on one or each comi^artment, con-
structed and arranged in the manner and for the
pm-pose herein described.

79,671.—S. T. McDouGALL, Brooklyn, ]S^. T.—
Clothes Pounder.—July 7, 1868.—The pushers are so
aiTan";ed as to crowd forward the clothes to be
pounded, and so that they shall be brought beneath
the pounder just before the descent of the latter.

Claim.—1. The pushers M, connected to the arms
K, and operated substantially as described, for the
purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the same, the pounder E,
when the same shall be constructed and operated
substantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

79,672.—David McFarland, ]^ew York, N. Y.
—Loiv- Water Indicator and Steam-Pressure Alarm.
—July 7, 1868.—The filling of hemp or other fibrous
material is designed to prevent any space for the re-

ception and expansion of steam therein.
Claim.—1. The float D, constructed of a hollow

cylinder, filled with hemp or other suitable fibrous
material, substantially as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

2. The float D, in combination with the weighted
lever G, valve I, and pipe e, substantially as herein
shown and described.

79,673.—DavidMcFarland, New York, IST. Y.
assignor to John Johnston, same place.

—

Low-
Water Detector and Steam-Pressure Alarm.—July
7, 1868.—When the lower orifice of the more elevated
pipe is below the water level in the boiler, the lower
compartment will be filled with nater, owing to the
pressure of the steam on the surface of the water in
the boiler, and the tilting box being in a state of equi-

poise, the alarm valve will be kept closed. When
t^e water in the boiler descends below the lower ori-

fice of the said pipe, the steam will rush into the
compartment, and the water in the same will de-
scend, passing through the lower pipe into the boiler,

until the water level in the same is reached. The
box will then tilt and cause the valve to open and
sound the alarm.
Claim.—1. The tilting box G, fitted within a com-

partment, B, which communicates with the steam
boiler below the water level by pipes E F, and is con-
nected with the valve J of a steam Avhistle or alarm,
K, all arranged to operate in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. 'The safety valve M, connected with the valve
J of the steam Avhistle or alarm by means of the lever
and the stem d of valve J, arranged with a steam

compartment, C, as shown, to admit of a movement
of said valve independent of the rod I and box G,
and the simtiltaneous opening of the safety valve M
and whistle or alarm valve J,Vhen the steam within
the boiler exceeds a certain desired pressure.

79,674.—Duncan McKenzie, Kew York, N. Y.—Wooden Pavement.—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—The wooden pavement, constructed, as

described, of the blocks A, secured togetherby means
of the beveled strips attached to the opposite sides

of said blocks A, in the manner substantially as
herein shown and described.

79,675.—Joseph H. McPheeters and Philip
P. Gross, Palmyra, Mo.

—

Corn Sheller.—Jn]j 7,

1868.—The cars of corn in passing between the re-

volving cylinder and the bars are turned over by the

points on the cylinder, and the grain is taken off by
contact with the edges of the bars, while the cob is

carried forward by the cylinder points and thrown
out.

Claim.—1. Making the shelling bars flattened,

with rounded edges or flat oval in a cross section,

substantially as described.

2. Making the shelling bars with corresponding
opposite edges, and arranging them in such a man-
ner that the edge of any bar presented toward the
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cylinder, or the place of the bar in the bar frame,
mav be readily changed, substantially as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

3. Making the bar frame adjustable in its position
relatively to the cylinder D, substantially in the mode
and for the purposes described.

4. In combination with the cylinder D and adjust-
able bar frame J J, the endless apron or cob car-
rier H.

5. The guides T T, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

79,676.—Andrew J. Moore, Samuel Bleis-
TEiN, and Samuel S. Shirk, Lebanon, Pa.

—

Method
of Cutting Boots.—July 7, 1868.—An adjustable pat-
tern, with scales of figures marked upon it corre-
sponding to the several measures required to be
taken to fit a boot to the foot, so that the pattern can
be adjusted and set for marking off and cutting from
one piece of leather the entire upper and leg of a
boot.

Claim.—1. The pattern, composed of the several
parts herein shown, said parts being constructed and
arranged and operating as herein described, for pro-
ducing the upper and leg of a boot in the form shown
in Fig. 2 of the di-awings, or in an equivalent form, as
set forth.

2. The piece G-, in combination with the pieces D
P of the pattern, substantially as described.

3. A boot upper and leg, T T', V V^ V^, made in
one piece, produced as described.

79,677.—William Morgey, Wilmington, Del.
—Bending Fifth Wheel.—3u\j 7, 1868.—The heated
clip is placed on the turn-table against the forming
plate, when tlie sizing and lining lever is forced
down in the clip. The " moon-shaped" lever is then
drawn up, and the circle is forced against the form-
ing plate, when a binding ring is slipped upon the
levers to form a firm handle. The clip is then ham-
mered up to the sizing lever.

Claim.—The combination of the turn-table d, lev-

eling plate &, circle plate e, the levers m, F, g. h,

and 0, rollers i and j, and slotted slide k, constructed
and arranged as hereinbefore described, as a circle

or elliptic bending machine, for bending fifth wheels
and clip circles of carriages, and sizing and lining
clips.

79,678.—Henry Obrecht, Mahanoy City, Pa.,
assic:nnr to SaiMUEl Reinhart and Jonk C. Knapp,
same j^lace.

—

Meat Cutter.—July 7, 1868.—The cut-
ters have a vertical reciprocating motion and at the
same timp a slow rotary motion.

Claim.—The bar D, when swiveled to the up and
down reciprocating bar or plate C, and when passing
through and connected with the revolving wheel or
disk G, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

79,679.—Ralph G. Packard, Brooklyn, IsT. Y.—Globe Valve.—July 7, 1868.—A pin projecting on
each side at the end of the valve stem fits within a
cavity in the valve proper, so that the valve is Iree

to turn with the stem or rest on the material below
without turning, but is compelled to rise with the
stem. The packing piece and chamber above are
made many sided to prevent the valve from turning.

Claim.—1. The within described mode of connect-
ing the valve proper with the valve stem C, that is

to say, bv the employment of the pin c and cavity e,

arranged relatively to each other, and to the other
parts, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

3. The elastic packing piece G, arranged, as rep-
resented, relatively to the stem C and top casing D=^,

to prevent the escape of steam or other fluid around
the stem C, being packed or fitted with increased
tightness in proportion as the pressure of the fluid is

increased,substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

79,680.—"WE8LEY Pearce, McLean County,
HI.

—

Sponge and Dough Raiser.—-Jaly 7, 1BG8.

Claim.—The introduction of stoam'in coils of pipe,
between a sponge trough and outer box, for the pur-

pose of raising the sponge and dough before baking,
substantially as described.

79,681.—John Player, New York, N". Y.—
Manufacture of Ironfrom Titaniferous Iron Ore.—
July 7, 1868.

Claim.—The smelting of titaniferous iron ores with
blast furnace slag, or scoria, or basalt rock, as a flux,

or other equivalent, in the manner and substantially
as herein described.

79,682.—Frank J. Plummer,Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to E. Ball & Co.

—

Circular Saw Mill.—
July 7, 1868.—The construction of the machine is

such that after one roll has been moved to the desired
position by a screw shaft the cams can be discon-
nected, when one feed roll will remain in a fixed po-
sition, while all the varying movements caused by
the inequalities of the material being fed in will bJe

indicated by the other roll. AYhen the cams are con-
nected the motion of the feed rolls will be uniform
in both directions, whereby the cut will be central
throughout.

Claim.—1. The combination with the shafts B B,
or either, of the cams 8 8, or either, and friction rings
6 6, constructed to operate substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The combination with the shaftsB B of the cams
8 8, friction rings 6 6, and balls d d, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination with the adjustable feed rolls,

the lower ends of whose shafts are received in balls

d d, mounted in the machine as described, of the
sliding gears for driving said rolls, and the balk m
and stem n, for connecting the gears with the shafts
of the rolls, under the arrangement and for operation
as herein shown and set forth.

4. In combination with the parts claimed in the
preceding clause, the dogs c, collars p, wings 4, and
pins 5, mounted upon the hubs of the gear wheel;?
and feed roll shafts, in the manner and for the pur-
poses shown and specified

5. The combination with the cams 8 8 ofthe handle
or arm J and fastening screws 1], for the purpose of
allowing one to be operated independently of tlie

other, substantially as and for the purposes set forth

79,683.—J. Morton Poole, Wilmington, Del.,

assignor to himself, William T. Porter, and
Thomas S. Poole, same i^lace.—Machine for Turn-
ing Cylinders.—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—An arrangement of one or more pairs of
cutting or grinding tools, or one or more pairs com-
posed respectively of a cuttin^^- or grinding tool and
a rest, upon a frame which is iree to move laterallv

or transversely to the object W"hich is being turned
or groun-1, the tools constituting a pair being capable
of adjustment and fixation thereon, in relation to
one another, and dependent for their movements to
and from the surface of the object placed between
them to be turned or ground by their contact with
the surface or surfaces of said object at opposite
points thereof, substantially as herein described.

79,684.—William Pratt, Providence, E. I.—
Tool Holder.—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—A tool holder, carrying an independent
cutter, for engine lathes and planing machines, in

which the bar or stock A is slotted transversely to

the vertical line of the cutter, dividing the mortised
end of the bar A into an upper and lower limb, and
the fastening of the cutter by drawing these limbs
together with a screw bolt and nut, or oy spreading
them apart by means of a set screw passing through
one limb and abutting against the other, all made
and operating substantiaKy as described, or their
mechanical equivalents.

79,685.-Daniel E. Prindell, East Bethanv,
N. Y.—Agricultural Boiler.—Jn'i^ 7, 18()8.— The
cover is made ofwood and is kept immersed in water
to prevent it from slirinking. The elbow connecting
the steam discharge pipe with the flexible pipe is

screwed upon tlie former so as to enable it to be
turned in any direction. A small groove around the
barrel of the'elbow, in connection witli a clip, serves
to attach the flexible pipe to the elbow.

Claim.—1. The combination of the caldron A and
cover B, so constructed as to enable the cover to be
kept immersed in water, substanlaally as and for the
purpose herein specified.
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2. The revolving elbow II, in combination with the
Btationaiy steam pipe G, and flexible shifting pipe I,

for the purpose set fortli.

3. The mode of attaehing the flexible pipe to the
elbow H, substantially as herein specified.

4. The metallic band d, on the edge of the wooden
corer, in combination with the fastening clamps,
for the purpose set forth.

^9,686.—Saiiuel S. Eain, Lowville, N. T.—
Animal T/PV.— Jvily 7, 1868; antedated June 27,
1868.—The cage is held suspended by a coiled spring
and catcli upon a standard. The bait hook is ar-

rang:ed to disengage the catch and the spring, by its

recoil, draws dowu the cage and entraps tlie animal.
Claim.—The use of the within described combi-

nation of devices for the object and purpose here set
forth.

79,687—TV. H. Eamsdell, Lowell, Mass., as-
signor to himself and H. J. Sawyeh, same place.—
Bobbin.—a \\\\' 7, 1868.—From the two bearings of
the bobbin, to the ends of the same, the hole is en-
larged sufliciently to allow of a thick piece of felt

doth to encircle'tlie spindle between the bearings
and two metallic rings, which latter are cut open to
render them elastic.

Claim.—A bol)bin, constructed as described, in
combination with the spring rings E, and felt or
suitable absorbent packing, as and for the purpose
described.

79,688.—Cakouxe M. Eolfe, Laconia, N. H.,
administratrix of the estate of Charles F. Eolfe,
deceased.—^0,7 Trough.—July 7, 18G8.—The cover
is arranged to be adjusted so as to expose the trough
at the outer or inner side of the frame. The frame
is held in place by means of cleats and keys.
Claim.—1. The detachable frame B, provided with

the trough C and cover D, constructed and arranged
snbstantiahy in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The securing ofthe frame in the side of the pen
or sty by meanr, of the cleats b d, and keys E, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

76,689.—Antonio Eottanzi, M. D., San Fran-
cisco, Ca\.—Cup for Effervescing Brinks.—J vdj 7,
1868.—The cup is divided into two separate com-
partments to contain the difi'crent powders which
effervesce on being poured out in solution simulta-
neously. A series of stops in the spout cause the
mixture to become more fully incorporated.
Claim.—In combination w'ith the partition B, the

stops or gates a be, or equivalent device, and the lid
oi- cover E, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-
Bcribed.

79,690.—George Eowe and S. W. ]S"elson,
Worcester, Mans.—Cutter Head.—July 7, 1868.—
Attached to the moldsng cutter is a clamping piece
whicli is recessed upon the under side, leaving two
flanges, one of which fits into a recess in projections
on the cutter head while the other rests upon the
outer surfaces of the said projections.

Claim.—The combiuatiou of tlie cutter holding or
damping piece B, haviiig flanges C and D, with the
head part A, and its projections b c, and bolt I, sub-
tantially as and for the purposes set forth.

79,691—Eeuben V. Sallada and George A.
Peaijson, Philadelphia, 'Pa.—Carriage and Hiding
Whip.—Jaly 7, 1868.—The whip is made in two parts
80 constructed as to be readily convertible into a
riding whip and walking cane if desirable.
Claim.—The construction and combination of a

carriage whip, when made and arranged in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified, as a new article of
manufacture.

79,692.— Thomas Scantlix and James M.
Scantlin, Evansville, Ind.—Coal Scuttle.—July 7,
1868.—The horizontal fluting assists the lapped e'dge
to hold the bottom firmly affixed to the body. The
logs are a continuation of the bottom flange, and di-
agonal ribs are cast on the bottom.
Claim.—A coal scuttle having the body A fonned

with a fluting c, and the edge or border just below

this fluting lapped over a conical flange of the bot-
tom B, the said bottom being formed with legs aaa
a, b, and ribs e e e e, all substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

79,693.—David W. Shaw, Baltimore, Md.—
Milk Can.—July 7, 1868.—Designed for making the
cover air tight and locking the same.

Claim.—The combination of the anchor C, having
stem B and radial arms d, tlie follower c, lever screw
nut/ and packing g h, when the upper portion of the
stem B is provided with an opening, o, to receive a
lock, whereby cover J may be secured, as herein
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

79,694.—Alba F. Smith and John H. Vickers,
jSTorwich, Conn., assignors to Norwich Lock Com-
pany, same place.

—

Padlock.—July 7, 1868.—The in-

clined projection on the rear face "of the front plate

throws the key backward in the lock, at the proper
position to depress the catches, and the inclined pro-

jection or the back plate of the casing throws the
key forward again as soon as it has tm'ued the disk
to a sufliicient extent to liberate the shackle.

,Claim.—1. The incline a^ arranged as herein
specified, and adapted to throw the key forward oQt
of the holes c so soon us the unlocking movement is

completed, substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

2. The within described inclined projection a'*, on
the back face of the front plate A^, arranged as rep-

resented relatively to the key E e and catches d, for

for the pm'pose herein specified.

79,695.—William Spalding, Port Clinton,Ohio.—Application of Steam to a Propeller.—July 7, 1868

;

antedated June 18, 1868.—Steam being forced into

the water reservoir causes a vacuum to be formed
therein, and the water is forced into and through the
propeller blades thus causing the latter to rotate.

A valve within the tubular shaft provided with spiral

grooves serves to reverse the rotation of the pro-
peller.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the water reser-

voir B, perforated rotating shaft E, water supply
pipe D, steam pipe C, valve rod H, reversing lever
I, valve G, having spiral grooves d, and propeller F,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

2. The valve G, when constructed as described,
with spiral grooves d d, as herein shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

79,696.^rAMES Spear, Philadelphia, Ta.—Base
Burning Stove.—July 7, 1868.—The grate is arranged
to be dumped without opening the base of the stove,
thus preventing the escape of dust. The reservoir
is constructed in three sections, by which it is made
lighter for transportation and as durable as if wholly
of cast iron. Above the mica windows is a register
for the pm-pose of admitting air to the fire.

Claim.—1. The revolving gi-ate S, in combination
with the dumping apparatus, consisting of the pivot
bar T, arms W "W", lever r, rod t^, so constructed
that it can be dumped without opening the stove.

2. The reservoir N, constructed -\^ith a lower cast-
iron ring n^, sheet-iron section n"^, upper cast-iron
rings n^ n^, so connected as to form a reservoir for
the purpose shown and described.

3. ThG register H, for the purpose of admitting air
between the outer section G and reservoir ik, in
combination with the revolving windows d"^, ar-
ranged and operating substantially as shown and
described.

4. The combination and aiTangement of the re-

volving and dumping grate S, with the fire pot B, re-

volving windows d'^, reservoir N, register H, and
swinging urn M, substantially as described.

79,697.—Herman Spiro, Knoxville, Tenn.—
Elevator.—July 7, 1868.—The object of this invention
is to elevate bricks and mortar for building purposes
and to present the same in a position conveniently
accessible to the builders upon the sciflfolding.

Claim.—1. The drums A A, belt g g g, fff, boxes
I and J, and hooks a b, all substantially as shown
and descril)ed, in combination with the uprights B,
all as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The links d, having rollers i i, and eyes, sub-
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stantially as described, in combLnation mtli the di-um
A and its belt of boxes, all as and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The ropes K, pulleys I, links 'N, and windlass
S, substantially as described, in combination with
the uprights B, drums A A, and belt of boxes all as

set forth.

4. The shoulders P, substantially as described, in
combination with the uprights B, links d, drums A,
and belt of boxes, all as and for the purpose set

forth.

79,698.—Chaeles W. Sproull, Eome, Ga.—
Panel Fence.—July 7. 1668.—The ends of the hori-

zontal boards project beyond the outer uprights of
each panel and lap alternately in a contrary direction

so as to bear against each other and be held in place
by friction.

Claim.—The combination of the projecting ends b'

Off fence panel, the triangular uprights a, and feet h,

all substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose shown and described.

'79,699—"William Standing, Cairo, HI.—Grain
i>rier.—July 7, 1868.—The apparatus consists o^ a
steam chamber containing grain cylinders thi'ough
which the grain is passed, and around which cylin-

der is a steam space. In the lower openings of the
cylinders ai'e valves for regulating the passage of the
grain. Air passes through perforated tubes within
the grain cylinders to assist in drying the grain, and
bear away the moisture expelled from the same.

Claim.—1. A grain drier composed of a series of
cylinders for the passage of the grain, each surround-
ing a central perforated air tube, and all inclosed by
a metallic case, forming a close steam chamber, sub-
stantially as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The grain drier constructed as described, of the
annular chamber B, inclosed between the beads a b,

and each containing a central perforated tube c, sup-
ported by radial arms d, and extended in imperforate
pipes i. above the head d, for conducting the mois-
ture to the chamber G E, the cylinders B being sur-

rounded by the case A, to form the steam chamber,
all constructed and arranged as described, and sup-

ported upon the perforated conical base ^N", as herein
set forth, for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the valves h, supported upon
the ring K, and adjusted by means of the bifm'cated
plate I, pivoted lever L, screw rod S, and burr K, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the close steam chamber,
the grain cyi uders B, and the perforated air tubes
C, having extended imperforate ends i, whereby the
gTaln is heated by steam around the cylinders B, and
the moisture discharged through the centre of said
cylinders by the tubes C, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

79,700.—John Stark, Thomasville, Ga.—Prun-
ing Hook.—July 7, 1868.—The hook is formedintwo
parts, secured together by screws, so that they may
be sepai'ated for grinding or sharpening.

Claim.—1. A harvesting or pruning hook, formed
of two or more cutting edges, when the same are
united and arranged substantially as described for

the purposes set forth.

2, Attaching the hook D and bladeA together, as
described, whereby they are rendered detachable for

sharpening, as herein shown and described.

79,701.—Chase A. Stevens, New York, N.Y.—
Treating Ores, Metals, and Minerals.—July 7, 1868.

—

The ores are treated by smelting in a crucible or
furnace with the application, as a flux, of the resi-

duum obtained from the manufacture of soda and
other chemicals from tlie mineral cryolite.

Claim.—The within described process of treating
auriferous and argentiferous, and other ores, clays,

earths, and metallic iron, by the application of the
residuum obtained from cryolite, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

79,702.—G. R. Stevens, Chicago, HI.—O/mrn.—
July 7, lb68.—An inverted frustum of a cone forming
a part of the dasher rod causes the cream, when
forced tlirough diagonal holes in the hinged dashers,

against the said cone as the rod is pressed down-
ward, to pass outward against the sides of the
churn.

Claim.—The cone E, in combination with the rod
D and winged dasherB C, the latterhaving holes d d,
made diagonally through it, substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

79,703.—George E. Stewart, East Saginaw,
Mich.—Corn Husker.—July 7, 1868.—Designed to
protect the»hand in breaking an ear of corn from its

stalk, and consists of two plates, having each a sharp
edge, pivoted together at one end and applied to tbe
hand by means of curved hooks and straps.

Claim.—The protecting device described, consist-
ing of the pivoted metallic plates A B, seciu-edtothe
index finger and thumb of the wearer by means of
the curved strips D G I, and straps E F, all con-
structed and operating as herein described, for the
purpose

79,704.—Anthony B. Sweetland, Eitchburg,
Mass., assignor to himself and Jajies Daley, same
iplace.-Eefrigerator.—Jxilj 7, 1868.—The refrigera-
tor is formed of in outer cylindi-ical casing, which is
made in two parts, the upper part containing the ice,
and the lower portion inclosing a revolving frame
provided with a grated partition and a grated
bottom.

Claim.—1. The ice shelfB, carrying, by the central
pivot d, the pendant metaUic disk C, and supported
by the curved strips/ from the lugs e upon the interior
of the upper removable part A', all arranged above
the inclined flange G, which forms the channel k,

and supports the vertical tube i, as herein described,
for the pui'pose specified.

2. The construction of the ice shelf B, supporting
strips/, pendent disk C, and inclined flange G, form-
ing the channel h, and supporting the pipe i, all ar-
ranged asdescribedintheuppercase A', and adapted
to be removed with said part from the lower case A,
bearing the revolving frame J, as herein described,
for the purpose specified,

3. The combination of the ice shel fB, pendent disk
C, supporting strips/, inclined flange G, pipei, with
the cases A A',and revolving frame J, all constructed,
arranged, and operating as herein described, for the
pm'pose specified.

79,705.—Salmon E. Tyler, Beloit, Wis., as
signer to himself and Wm. S. Stephens, same place.—Spring Bed Bottom.—July 7, 1808.—The clamps,
in connection with the eccentrics, serve to hold rub-
ber springs firmly to the ends of the slats. The rubber
springs are secured to the head and foot boards by a
clasp and screws.
Claim.—The clamps B and corrugated eccentrics

b, as and for the purpose herein set forth and
described.

79,706.—Theophilus A. "WAiNWRiGnT,"Wilson,
X. C, assignor to himself and Albert Farmer, same
place.

—

Cotton Ploiv.—July 7, 1868.—The frame is

cast in one piece, ready to receive the double mold-
board and the point, each of the same being secured
to the upright by a single bolt.

Claim.—The construction of the frame A B C, it

being cast from one pattern complete, and the manner
of securing thereto all ofthe necessary parts, as above
described, by a single bolt or key each, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

79,707.-^7. P. Walling, Swartz Creek, Mich.
— Water Elevator.—Jvilj 7, 1863.—An arrangement
of devices for conveying water from a spring or brook
to any convenient distant point. The l)ucket is filled

and carried by means of a rope and pulleys to a point

over a water receiver where a valve in the bottom of

the bucket is automatically opened, and the water
discharged.
Claim.—1. The projection Cx, in combination with

the ring C. rope P, pulley b, and cai' C, us herein
described, for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie bucket K, provided with the discharge
spout a'^ in its bottom, and containing the angular
valve lever c', the valve e of wliich is lield closed by
the spiral spring, and opened to discharge the water
by means of the projection N upon post A, fitting
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beneath the arm a' of said lever, as herein shown and
and described.

3. The angular piroted valve lever, in combination
with the coiled spring, bucket K, car C, and projec-

tion N, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

4. The grooved vibrating link I, in combination
with the slotted car C, curved bar H, curved arras 6',

and bucket K, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

79,708.— Charles S. "Watson, Philadelphia,

'S&.—Iiow Water Indicator.—JvHj 7, 1868.—An os-

cillating vessel divided into two parts by a central

partition, is placed within a stationary spherical re-

ceiver that is provided with a whistle, and has an
open communication with the water in *he boiler, so

that the water runs out of the pipe and the receiver,

and steam takes its place when the water in the boUer
descends below the end of the pipe.

Claim.—1. The combination of the oscillating ves-

sel C, constructed substantially as described, with
the receiver A, lever D, and valve E, substantially

in the manner above set forth, and for the purpose
specified.

2. The construction of the part 2 of the oscillating

vessel C with the valve F, to provide for the escape
oi air from the same, so that water may ascend into

and fill it, as above described.
3. The combination and aiTangement of the valve

G with the part 1 of the vessel C and the bar H, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,709.—George "Weare, Fitchburg, Mass.—
Surface File Handle.—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. A surface file handle, composed of the
bent or curved handle A F I, in combination with a
clamping deA'ice for grasping the file shank in the
manner described, so that the bent part I of the
handle shall rest or bear upon the file in front of the
point at which the hand^le is attached to the file, as

and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combiuation of the base F, of the curved
handle, and the clamp and its adjusting or tightening
screw and nut held in said base, and covered by the
horn or projection C, the said parts being constructed
and arrana-ed to operate as herein shown and speci-

fied.

79,710.—Samuel K. "Welljian, ITashua, N. H.
—Hydraulic Crane.—July 7, 1868.—At the base of
the revolving crane post is a projection, to the top of
which is fitted a cylinder provided with a piston,

which is fastened to the husk case or shell. The husk
case is fitted to slide up and down the crane post.

"When the crane arm is to be used, water is pumped
into the cylinder, thereby forcing up the piston, to-

gether with the husk case, crane arms, and the
mass or bar of metal supported by the windlass.

Claim.—1. The combiuation, with the revolving
post c, of the projec^-.ion 6, and the cylinder c, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The combination, with the crane post and its

husk case or sheD, of the piston H and cylinder c,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combiuation, with the tube B, attached to
the lower end of the crane post, of the nuts 1, 4, knee
a, and leather packing 5, said parts being arranged
in relation to each other substantially as described,
and as shown iu Fig. 4 of the accompanying draw-
ings, and for the pm-poses set forth.

4. The combination, with the part 11 of the car-
riage n and windlass S, of the cushion 0', as shown
aJid described.

79,711. — E. I. "White, Locke, N. Y.—Horse
Hay Fork.—J\ilj 7, 1868.

Claim.—The construction of the shank A. con-
sisting of the cross bar a^, whose reduced ends are
fitted rigidly iu the tines D, and turn freely in the
tines E, and whose arc, a^ is provided with a slotted
extension, a^, corrjing the hoisting and tripping
pulleys B C, all arranged as described for the purpose
specified,

79,712.—Joh5: H. "William, Essex, Conn., as-

signor to himself, Tho^ias X. Dickinson, and "Wil-
LLA.M E. Beamf.s.—Manufacture of Floor Cloth.—
July 7, 1868.—The cloth after passing beneath the

roll is drawn between two sets of spring plates suc-
cessively, the one set for scraping and evenly dis-

tributing the paint, while the other set seiwes to
smooth and finish the surface.
Claim.—1. The spring plates C C, or their equiv-

alents, for distributing the paint evenly over the sur-
face of the cloth, and also remove the extra amount
of the same, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

2. The spring plates D D, or their equivalents, as
a smoothing device, for the purpose of finishing the
cloth, substantially as herein described.

3. The pecidiar cuiwe of the plites herein de- '

scribed, when in operation, constructed of springs,
or their equivalents, to give the smooth and polished
sm-face to the cloth as it passes through the machine,
in the manner described and for the pui'pose specified.

79,713.—Dexter B. "Wingate, !N"atick, assignor
to Needham C. Millett, Salem, M.a.ss.—Apparatus
for Printing on Glass.—July 7, 1868.—A movable
type block made of some firm elastic material is com-
bined with suitable mechanical devices for printing
upon unyielding irregular surfaces.

Claim..—Forming a type block of an elastic yield-
ing material, and its use in combination with the
adjustable ways H, adjustable gauge E, and lever L,
operating in connection with the movable support C,
for the purpose substantially as described and set
forth.

79,714.— AuRiN "Wood, "Worcester, Mass.—
Machine for Threading Bolts.—Jnlj 7, 1868.—The
invention does not admit of a brief description.

Claim..—1. The arrangement, with the spindle B,
head B', and case F, of the cam ring G, arms G i,

locking pieces I, and dies H, the parts being con-
structed and operating in connection with each other,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The notched stop or flanged collars d e, in com-
bination with the cam ring D and arms i and G, the
said parts being constructed and arranged iu the
manner set forth, to open and close threading dies,
substantially as described.

3. The combiuation of the rod o with weighted
lever t, arm 5, cam 29, and lever P, provided with
arms x and 30, said parts being arranged for opera-
tion to stop and release the notched or flanged col-
lars d e, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

4. The cam 23, on the wheel 24, and the rod 22
working in the sleeve P", in combination with the
spring stop, said parts being arranged to throw back
the blank carriage after the threading dies are opened,
substantially as described.

5. The rod o, weighted lever t, arms 5, cam 29, and
lever P, with its arms x and 30, in combination with
the connection P', sleeve P", and notches or flanged
collars d c, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

6. The combination of the spring 27, lever E, R',
wheel X, with rack, piuion, and the blank carriage,
said parts being constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the piu-poses set forth.

79,715.— Daniel S. Yeakel, Dillingersville,
Pa., assignor to Henry Deer and Solomon Deer,
same place.

—

Grain Separator.—July 7, 1868.—To
supports at the discharge end of the iraming are at-

tached a horizontal and a vertical spring, the upper
end of the vertical spring being connected by a rod
to the bottom of the screen.

Claim.— The swinging screen C, hung or sus-
pended as shown, in combination with the sprincrs
D-"^ Ex, all arranged and applied in the manner suD-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,716.—John H. Yocum, Ashland, 'Pa.—Stove
Grate.—July 7, 1868.—An aperture is made iu the
front edge of the grate, of suflicient size to admit of
the passage througli it of slag, slate, (tc. Coal is

prevented from falling tlu'ough the apeiture by means
of a shield adapted to the purpose. Over the aper-
ture is arranged a tube or flue to carry off the dust.

Claim.—1. The provision, in a flat or horizontal
grate, or in a grate bottom, of one or more apertures
c, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the aforesaid aperture or
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apertures c, of one or more sMelds F, as and for the

purpose specified.

3. Constructing a grate having one or more aper-

tures c, with bars converging toward said aperture

or apertua-es, for the purpose described.
4. In combiuation with a grate having one or more

slag apertures c, the dust flue D, arranged and em-
ployed substantially as and for the purpose specified.

79,717.—Peter Zimmerman, Delaware Water
Gap, Pa.

—

Dsvice/or Hanging Mill Stones.—July 7,

1868.—To the bail^ which is secured in the usual man-
ner to tlie stone, is pivoted an auxiliary bail provided
with bent arms having set screws at their lower ex-

tremities, by which the amount of oscillation on the

main bail may be adjusted.

Claim.—The improved adjustable miU-stone hang-
ing device, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

79,718.— F. S. ZUMSTEIN, Evansville, Ind.—
Heating Stove.—Jxilj 7, 1868.

Claim.—An improved stove or heater, formed by
the combination of the outer case A, having a close-

fitting cover, B, upon its upper end, and an ingress
draught opening in its bottom, air pipes E, interior

furnace F, having a close-fitting cover, H, with an
egress draught opening in it upon its upper end, and
ingress di-aught openings, at its lower end, the egress-

draught pipes M, L, and N, or their equivalent, and
the water receiver, 0, with each other, said parts
being constructed and operating substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

79,719 Henry A. Alden, Matteawan, IST. Y.,

assignor to the New York Rubber Company, New
York City.—India-Rubber Base Ball.—Jwlj 7, 1868.

Claim.— I. A base ball or other like baU having a
center or core consisting of one piece, or of several

pieces of cork, cemented together, said core being
surrounded with the compound substantially such as

is described in letters patent of the United States,

No. 72,355, and the whole being united and vulcan-
ized as set forth, the said baU being either provided
or not with a cover of suitable material.

2. In a base ball formed of a vulcanized compound
such as heieiu specified, the use of a wire-bound or
twine or cord--n rapped cork core, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with a cork and rubber com-
pound base ball, of a rubber covering or coating,

united and vulcanized with the body of the ball, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

79,720.—William Baldwin, Plymouth, Conn.,
assignor to himself, Joel Blakeslee, of Plymouth,
and E. Blakeslee, New Haven, Conn.

—

Grain Hake
—July 7, 1868.—A series of teeth, combined with a
clamp, collect the grain in bundles so that the rake
may be inverted, and the grain be put in a convenient
position lor binding.
Claim.—The combination of several teeth, C, and

prongs (j, arranged so as to gather the grain, with
the supports E, extending above said teeth, the whole
constructetl and arranged so as to operate substan-
tially as specified.

79,721.—T. D. Bassett, Charlestown, Mass.—
Lathe for Screw Cutting.—July 7, 1868.—To the end
of the arbor which carries the burr cutter is coui^led,

by means of a universal joint, a splined shaft sup-

ported in bearings in a i)iece Avhich is capable of
yielding to the amount required by the movements
and position of the cutter arbor. Tiie cutter arbor
has its bearings in a pivoted piece so as to give the
proper incliuatioii to correspond Avith the angle of

the pitch of the screw threads to be cut.

Claim.—I. The combination of the jointed shaft

h, burr cutter e, and its swinging frame/.
2. The combination of the elements last above

mentioned \Aith the weighted and sliding tool i-est.

3. Arranging the dead center in the edge of the tail

stock in the manner and for the purpose described.

79,722.—Thomas L. Bayliss, Richmond, Ind.,

assignor to The Ajierican Patent Chromatic
Printing Press Comi'any.—Inking Apparatus for

Printing Presses.—July 7, 1868.—Supply rollers at-
tached to oscillating bars are an-anged to be moved
so as to permit the proper intermediate inking rollers
to be brought into contact with their own supply
roller, each one receiving its own peculiar color to
be transferred to its own set of color strips, from
which the colors are taken in bands upon a type-ink-
ing roller and transferred to a single form from which
the job is printed at a single impression.
Claim.—In combination with the oscillating slot-

ted arms F, roUers BCD, springs e, and tripping
collars I I', ihe rollers B' D', upright bars N, pro-
jections u, and spring e', arranged in relation to one
ano^.her, so as to operate substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

79,723.— Edgar B. Beach, West Meriden,
Conn.

—

Oil Can Tube.—July 7, 1868.—A valve is so
arranged as to close the tube when the can is not
employed for pouring the oil, in order to prevent
evaporation.

Claiin.—The herein-described tube, as an article
of manufacture, consisting of the tube A, spout B,
valve C with the head E, the said valve arranged in
the tube A, in such relative position to the spout B
as to open and close the spout, and all constructed
and arranged in the manner set forth.

79,724.—James E. Brown, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to E. H. Ashcroft, same place.

—

Pipe Tongs.
—July 7, 1868.—An improvement upon his patent of
Nov. 30, 1858. The tooth-jaw lever extends through
a slot in the hook-jaw lever and abuts against the
adjusting screw, and is provided with one or two
shoulders to rest against the book-jaw lever, a center
pin for the tooth lever being dispensed with.

Claim.— The aiTangement and combination of
the hook-jaw lever A and the tooth-jaw lever B,
when constructed as shown and described, and the
latter is controlled by its shoulders d, the pin/, and
the screw C.

7 9,725.—George H. Buckius, Canton, Oliio.,

assignor to himself, C. Aultman, A. C. Tonnee,
and P. H. Sowers, same place.

—

Harness Ping.—
July 7, 1868.—The arms are designed to be sewed in
between the rows of stitches at the sides of the
leather, to which the ring is attached to prevent slid-

ing of the leather around the ring.
Claim.—A ring, A, having one or more arms B

arranged on its periphery, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

79,726.—Henry Bullard, Middletown, Conn.
—Handle for Tea and Coffee Pot.—July 7, 1868.—
The handles are so formed that the tips'may be at-

tached thereto without the intervention of any other
material.
Otoim.—Handles for tea and coffee pots, formed

from hard rubber or similar material, and so as to be
attached to the tips B and C, substantially in the
manner herein set forth, as a new article of man-
ufacture.

79,727.—Wm. L. Burlingame, Leslie, Mich.—Ladder.—July 7, 1868.—Tavo ladders of ordinary
construction are hinged at their upper ends so as to
be convertible into a long extension ladder. A plat-

form is so connected with the two parts as to admit
of adjustment of the ladder to any required angle.

Claim.—1. The ladders B C, so' arranged in rela-

tion to each other as to be able to be formed into
one continuous ladder, by means of the I'ounds 2
and hooks 3, in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the removable
platform A, when provided Avith hooked projection
E, slots 4, and locking button D, all ai'ranged and
operating substantially as set forth.

79,728.—William S. Carr, New York, N. Y.—
Water Closet.—July 7, 1868.—The construction al-

lows of a broader seat for the flange of the basin,
and also for the introduction or removal of the
swinging pan, whereby one joint is dispensed with,
and the putty or packing needs to bo applied only
below the flange of the basin.
Claim.—1. The hopper or container a, contracted
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at its upper end and adapted to receive the flange of
the basiu. in combiuatiou Tvitli the movable ring that
forms a siifficientlj wide bearing- for the said basin
flange, and allows for the introduction or removal
of the swinging pan of tho closet, substantially as
set forth.

2. The ring / and hopper a, in combination vrith

the swinging pan d and lug 7 upon said hopper a,

and below tho ring /, as specified, so that the con-
cussion of the pan d in closing vrill be taken on said
lug 7 and the ling / relieved, as and for the pur-
poses specified.

79,729.-^UDS0N A. Cleavelaot), La Payette,
Ind.

—

Tool for Turning Shafting, c6c.—July 7, 1868.—^Improvement upon a screw-cutting tool, for which
a patent was granted to G. H. WeUs, April 2, 1867,

and consists in the adaptation of the stock to ordi-

nary lathes either for cutting screws or turning
shafting, each of tho cutters being provided with set

screws which, acting independently, may be used for

adjusting the cutters separately, while the whole are
fed simultaneously by a screw acting upon the rest.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rest D, stock
B, and jaw C, the cutters G, and the set screws I,

and lugs I', by which the eut-ters may be independ-
ently regulated in relation to one another, while the
rest'is adjustable, so as to move all the cutters si-

multaneously, substantially as described.
2. The stock B, when constructed as described, in

combiaation with the rest D, adjusting screw E,
and a series of cutters, G- G, su.bstantially as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

79,730.—EdvTAkd E. Cole and HEiniY S. Cole,
Pawtucket, E. I.

—

Steam Fire Engine.—July 7,

1868.—The piston forma a movable partition be-

tween the top, bottom, and one side of the interior

of the main cylinder, and the bottom and opposite
side of the same. The suction or supply pipe is

constructed in one piece with the eduction pipe be-

tween the air chamber and the pump. The suction
pipe is elevated above the pump and continued so as
to form a siphon, by which means the pump, after
being started, is contannally charged, and "pound-
ing" is prevented.
Claim.—1. The pump cylinder A, constructed

sub?tantially as described, forming the chambers
A A* and A A2 by the interposition of plunger B.

2. The elevated induction pipe D D and eduction
pipe C, connected substantially as described, for the
purposes specified.

3. The arrangement of the siphon-formed induc-
tion pipe D D^ in relation to the air chamber C C,
water way D D, and operative parts A B and A A^
andB B, all subatantialiy aa shown and described.

79,731 J, M. Cook, Lake YlUage, X. H.—
Water W7i^L—July 7, 1868.
Claim.—The water wheel B, having independent

buckets L L, secured to the upper plate by inclined
flanches p p, and formed with inwardly-curved dis-

charge edges I I, downwardly-curved discharge
edges m m, and curved connecting edges, substan-
tially aa and for the purpose herein specified.

79,732.—Fraotcles- A. CtmTis, East Saginaw,
Mich.— Water and Fire-Trroof Boofing Compound.—
July 7, 1868.

Claim.—The roofing compound, when composed
of coal tar, wheat or rye flour, water-lime, and sand,
mised in a, cold state, as herein described.

79,733.—HTEjrET T. Dagget, South Braintree,
Mass.

—

Siding Boots and Shoes.—July 7, 1868.—

A

sliding gauge is combined with mechanism for
throwing it back while the sewing is progressing to
a determined distance, corresponding to the dijffer-

ence between the distance at which the stitches on
the counter should bo ran and that at which it is

desirable to place the stitches between tho top of
the boot-leg and the counter.

Claim.—The combination of tho gauge /with the
mechanism for changing its position, substantially
as and for the purpose set fortii.

79,734.—OwEF Davis, Newton, Iowa.—Bee
Hivc^viy 7, 1868.—Orer the inner box are ar-

ranged two "surplus" honey boxes. The larger
comb frame is provided with pins or flanges on its

sides to prevent tlie bees from mixing them together.
Claim.—1. The combination of the boxes A and

D, boxes 1 1, and comb frames K, when the several
parts are constructed and used as herein specified.

2. A comb frame whose sides are provided with
vertical grooves, Avithin which are inserted small
frames L, that are provided with comb guides e and
braces c c, substantially as shown and described.

79,735.—Erederick S. De Witt, Rochester, N.
T.

—

Swaging Machine.—July 7, 1868.—On the inside
of the dies are placed two rings, the lower one of
wliich is beveled on its inner edge to contract or in-

crease the size of the edge of the pipe. The other
ring has a rim on its inner edge beveled to corre-
spond with the bevel of the other ring. A transverse
adjustable guide is placed between the swaging
rings and the frame.

Claim.—The beveling sections D and D' of the
swaging rollers C of tinners' tools, in connection
with a gauge, H, arranged and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein
shown and described.

79,736.—Andrew Dietz, ]^ew York, N. T.—
Process of Treating Glue.—July 7, 1868.—The object
of the invention is to render the cheaper and infe-

rior kinds and qualities of glue equal to the better
and higher grades or qualities.

Claim.—1. Treating glue with rosin orother proper
resinous subst'ance and petroleum or hydrocarbon or
fixed oils, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. Combining with glue, so treated and prepared,
carbolic or wood acid, substantially as and fer the
pui-poses set forth.

79,737.—Hiram Dillaway, Sandwich, Mass.—
Glassware Mold.—July 7, 1868.—A hook piece on
each section of the mold acts on the pipe to keep
the bottom of the mold in a central position rela-

tively to the side sections when they are fuUy opened.
Claim:—1. A sectional glassware mold-body, when

constructed with a hollow hinge pin, so that water
can flow from one section to another through said
pin, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the bottom and side sec-

tions of a mold body, the hooks i, arranged to ope-
rate substantially as described.

79,738.-Hiram Dillaway,Sandwich, Mass.—
Cooling Glassware Molds.—July 7, 1868.—The wa-
ter reservoir is attached to the body of the mold in
such a manner that iDoth -n'ill move together to and
from the press, and so that the mold and reservoir
may together be inverted without causing the water
immediately to leave the reservoir.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a glassware
mold body, of a water reservoir, in such a manner
that the reservoir loims a part ofthe mold body, and
moves therewith, without making and breaking the
connection between the reservoir and the mold body
at each impi'ession obtained from the mold, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination, with a glass mold body, of a
close reservoir, made Avith the coiled air tube, sub-
stantially as described.

3. A mold body, made with drilled passages edo,
connected by the trough-like passage c, substan-
tially as described.

79,739.— George H. Dow, Ereeport, HI.—
Churn.—^vAj 8, 1868.—Angular beaters axe so ar-

ranged as to throw the cream upward and down-
ward, as they revolve. A saucer placed below the
pinion serves to catch the dirt falling from the gear-
ing.

Claim.—The beaters D as arranged, in combina-
tion with the shaft B, saucer J, and case, in the
manner as and for the puiposc set forth.

79,740.—Joseph J. Duchesne, Lacon, III.—
Harvester.—July 7, 1868.—A curved slotted bar is

an-anged between a screw head and the end of the
ferrule on the draught-pole, which may be clamjjed
at any point to compensate for any lateral strain
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upon the animals. A chain attached to the tongue
may be employed for attaching a second pair of ani-
mals.

Claim.—1. The screw a', in combination with the
ferrule a and the slotted bar 6, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The chain c, in combination with the bar h and
tongue A, as and for the purpose described,

79,741.—Benjajon F. Edmands, Boston, and
James Hamblet, Jr., Charlestown, Mass.—^scape-
ment for Dial Telegraph Instrument.—Jiily 7, 1868.

—Eelates to a particular construction and arrange-
ment of double escapement wheels actuated by suit-

able rigid and resilient pallets, in connection with
an armature, so that the resilient pallets are relicTcd
from strain, and the rigid pallets supersede the ne-

cessity of independent pavrls or detents. The de-

vice is designed more particularly as an indicator
for electro-magnetic telegraphs.

Claim.—1. An escapement, consisting of an es-

cape wheel, having two rows or series of teeth, as
described, and an arbor, which carries also an index
impelled by a double set of pallets, one set being
rigid and the other set resilient,or their equivalents,
substantially as described.

2. The double pallet anchor, or its equivalent, with
its suspension arbor, its attached pallets and arma-
ture or lever, as described.

3. The combination of the anchor pallets and pawl
pallets, with the double escape wheel, as described.

4. The combination of an escapement, constructed
as herein described, with a magne*o-electric ma-
chine, or an electro-magnetic apparatus, or other
motor, having the effect of causing a vibratory mo-
tion of the armature or lever M, substantially as
herein set forth.

79,743.—Matthew Faloon, M. D., Blooming-
ton, lU.

—

Syringe.—Julj 7, 1868—The inner end of
the permanent nozzle is beveled and provided with
a barb shoulder, which catches against and behind
a shoulder formed in the elastic bulb.
Claim.—The piece B, made convex on its inner

end, forming a shoulder, x, and provided with a
flange on the outer part, which covers the neck of
the bulb A, when arranged and used substantially as
specified.

79,743.—Addison C, Fletcher, l^ew York, !N'.

Y.—Grate Bar.—Julj 7, 1868.—The upper edges of
the grate bar are constructed with points or rests
by means of transverse recesses or air ducts com-
municating at their base with channels or ways of a
reversely-tapering or diminishing form in the sides of
the bars.
Claim.—1. The reduction of the fuel-bearing por-

tions a of a grate bar by the formation of air ducts,

/, therethrough, having communication with the
main ducts b for the more thorough cooling and
equalizing of the expansion of such portions, and in-

creasing the air-heating surfaces, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The combination of the passages /, the chan-
nels or ways e, and air ducts 6, with the fuel points
or rests a, aU arranged substantially as shown and
described.

79,744.—A. L. Fleurt, ]S"ew York, 1^, Y.—
Apparatus for Dissolving Quartz and Extracting
Metals.—July 7, 1868.—The liquefier consists of an
iron vessel mounted on a furnace and provided with
a stirring apparatus, operated by a shaft and gear-
ing. A steam electric appai-atus is connected by its

negative pole with the shell of the liquefier, and by
its positive pole with the liquid and materials in the
liquefier. The resulting gases escape by a pipe
into an absorbing apparatus.

Claim.—1. The above-described appai-atus for dis-

solving quartz or silicates, consisting of the furnace
A, liquefier K, electric apparatus Z, tanks//, and
absorber V, arranged and operating as described.

2. The furnace A, with its fireplace B, furnace P,
and trap D, when used for the purposes specified.

3. The liquefier K, as above specified.
4. The combination of the electric machine Z and

the liquefier K, in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

79,745.—Orlando V. Flora, Madison, Ind.,
assignor to himself, J. E. "Witwer, and J. S. Boyle.
—Single Harness.—Jvlj 7, 1868 ; antedated June 28,
1868.—For attaching single harness to the thills of a
vehicle and releasing the same in a simple and rapid
manner. The attachment to the thills is made at or
near the point where the hold-back strap is usually
fastened, thus getting two bearings on the thills.

Claim.—1. So arranging the circular opening in
the draught plate E, with a notch, extending for-

ward at an angle of about forty-five degrees, that
the draugiht bolt C may be passed through by rotat-
ing the plate vertically, and, when passed through,
will form a fastening, for the purpose and in the
manner as set forth.

2. Placing the draught plate E at or near the point
where the hold-back strap is usually fastened, so as
to allow an elastic bearing at that point on the shaft,

whUe the other bearing of the shaft is arranged in
the usual manner, for the purposes as described.

79,746.—M. B. Foote, IS^orthampton, Mass.—
Fastening for Gloves.—July 7, 1868.—A metal chain
is attached to buttons, springs, and screws for fast-

ening gloves to the wrist, and aiTanged in such a
manner that the whole can be taken off one pair of
gloves and applied to another.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the button B,
spring C, and screw D, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the buttons B B, metal
chain E, and lever F, when the several parts are
constructed, arranged, and used substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

79,747.—Caleb Foster, TVappinger's Falls, N.
Y.—EnameUd Metal Comb.—Jnlj 7, 1868.—The ob-
ject is to provide, for the requii-ements of trade, a
cheaper article, "which, though not so serviceable,
still answers a purpose of commerce."

Claim.—A comb, of any other sheet metal than
steel, and enamelled all over, so as to represent or
imitate a materiEd of which it is made, but of which
combs generally are made, as herein described and
represented.

79,748.—George Geer, Galesburg, JR.—Cher-
ry Stoner.—July 7, 1868.—An octagonal, rotating
carrier receives the cherries in a single row from a
trough, whence they are canied under a fork, a
stripper holding the cherry in the recess until the
fork rises out of it. The stones are pushed through
holes in recesses of the receiver, and di'op into a box.
Claim.—1. The rotating octagon carrier or re-

ceiver D, made and arranged and operating eubstan-
tiallv as and for the purposes above set forth.

2. The stripper L, arranged with the cross piece
M, and operating substantially as and for the pur-
poses above set forth.

3. The arrangement of the spring G, receiver D,
and stone canier F, with the fork E, when con-
structed and operating as specified.

4. The arrangement of the cross piece M, fork E,
and latch H, when constructed and operating as set

forth.

79,749.—A. B. Glover, Birmingham, Conn.—
Nut Machine.—July 7, 1868.—A combined forming
and punching die cuts the blank from the bar,
punches and partially forms the same, and combined
with a crowner, operating independently of the
punching dies, automatic fingers being employed to
transfer the partiaUy-formeu nut to the crowner,
whence it is transferred to combined rollers, which,
as the nut is passed between, rolls all the edges, and
is thence transferred by similar fingers to another
crowner, which completes the nut.
Claim.—1. In combination with the hollow punch

/, punch h, and die a, the crowner g, and the trans-
fer finger e, all arranged and operating in the man-
ner described.

2. In combination with the above, two or more
rolls, m and n, with the follower L and guide pin I,

an-anged with the transfer finger i, so as to operate
in the manner described.

3. In combination with the above, the crowner g',

arranged with the transfer finger r, so as to operate
substantially as described.
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4. In combination with the transfer finders eir,
the holding fingers 12 3, when constructed and ar-

ranged so as to transfer and hold the blanks, sub-

stantially as heroin set forth.

79,750.—William W. Goff, Eagle Harbor,
Mich.—Channel Buoy.—July 7, 1868.—Convex re-

flectors are placed upon the tops of buoys, which re-

flect the head fight of a vessel passing into or out of
a harbor.
Claim.—Tho reflectors B, when attached and op-

ca-ating substantially as and for the purposes herein
described and shown.

79,751.-11. M. IlALL and Geoege W. Espey,
Moore's Ilill, Ind.

—

Printing Press.—July 7, 1868.

—

A movable clamp is connected with the platen in
such a manner as to present the paper to the type
and withdraw it when printed. A cam shaft, ex-
tending across the box, engages with hooks attached
to the platen, to elfect the pressing movement.

Claiin.—1. The movable paper clamp G, Avhen ar-

ranged as described, so as to receive the necessary
movement from the raising and lowering of the
platen.

2. The combination of the clamp G and fingers H,
when arranged as described, for the purpose of hold-
ing the paper.

3. Tlie combination of the cam shaft E and hooks
E', for giving the impression to the paper, as set
forth.

4. The combination of the clamp G, rod li', and
standard L, with the slotted hinged platen B, when
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

79,752.—David Hakiungtox, 'Worcester, as-

signor to himself and S. A. Woods, Boston, Mass.

—

Lubricating Pulley.—July 7, 1868.
Claim.—1. In combination with the hub of a loose

pulley, an annular chamber, extending continuously
ai-ouud the hub, and opening all around into the
bearing surface thereof, this chamber being cored
wit in casting, and being narrow at the bearing
surface, and enlarging back therefrom, substantially
as shown and described.

2. In combination with "the oil chamber c, the
lateral ducts, made shallow at their outer ends, and
deepening and widening toward and into the main
cdiamber c, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the main annular chamber
c and the lateral duct or ducts, and end groove h,

connecting with the lateral duct or ducts, substan-
tially as shown and described.

79,753.-Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, IS".

Y.—Elevated Bailroad.—Jnlj 7, 1868.—The track is
supported on a column composed of two or more cyl-
inders or tubes, by moans of a frame fastened by
draw bolts and keys, the ends of the transverse por-
tion of the frame being turned up to clasp the rails.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement and
adjustment of a supporting column, composed of two
or more independent cylinders or tubes, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the several cylinders or
tubes of the combined column, the frame J, in which
the track rests, and the bolts or keys that connect
said tubes and frame together, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The method of connection of the cylinders or
tubes of the combined column to the base plate, by
means of bolts or keys, substantially as described.

4. The construction and arrangement of the ends
of the fi-ame J upward or over the flanges of the
track, to serve as a guard to confine the latter in
place, with or without the wooden keys M, substan-
tially as described.

79,754.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, N.
T. — Elevated Railroad.— Jnlv 7, 1868. —A frame
composed of iron beams is placed below the sidewalk,
(or embedded in the same,) the outer ends being
deflected so as to pass under the curb stone, the ob-
ject being to provide a support for the columns of
elevated railroads over vaults, cellars, &c.

Claim.—The combination of a supporting column
of an elevated railroad with beams E, to which it is

secured, and with the pavement or cover D, in such
a manner that the column is supported above or over
vault A, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

79,755.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, N.
T.

—

Mode of Propulsion and Construction of Ele-
vated Railways.—July 7, 1868.—The periphery of the
driving drum is composed of a series of compressing
cams hinged to the solid portion of the drum, the
adjacent parts of the said cams overlapping each
other, and so constructed to form a groove for the
cable.

Claim.—1. The consti'uction and arrangement of
a driving drum having elastic ribs across its face,
in combination with a propelling cable.

2. The construction and arrangement of a driving
drum having compressing cams, incombinatiouwith
a propelling cable operated by any stationary motor
for railway or analogous purposes, substantially as
described.

3. The construction of a driving drum with a cen-
tral elastic cushion for receiving the impact of and
imparting motion to a propelling cable for railway
or canal transportation purposes, substantially as
described.

4. The construction of the opposing surfaces of the
compressing cams B with a series of corrugations or
depressions for obtaining greater adhesion, substan-
tially as described.

5. In combination with a driving drum for railway
or analogous purposes, the construction and ar-

rangement of intermediate adjustable frictional at-

tachments to the stationary motor, substantially as
described.

6. The open cable guide Q, substantially as de-

scribed.
7. The arrangement of cable guides, and combiuing

the same with a double track of a railway and a driv-
ing drum in such manner that an endless cable run-
ning therein will propel cars in opposite dii'ections

on the diff"erent tracks, substantially as described.
8. The construction and arrangement of anti-frio-

tion pulleys or rollers in the sides of a cable guide at
points where the cable diverges from a straight line,

substantially as described.
9. The flanges H, on the periphery of a driving

drum, substantially as and for the purposes above
mentioned.

79,756.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, N.
Y.—Railroad Car.—July 7, 1868.— The car body is

supported directly upon girders which are connected
by saddle bars at each end of the truck frames, so as
to allow the car body to be supported between the
trucks instead of above them. A coupling arm is

hinged to a collar which slides upon the coupling
shaft, so as to yield when the car is pushed back-
ward, but is prevented from swinging the other way
by a shoulder.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the coupling arm
V of a car in such a manner that it will be automat-
ically disengaged from the cable when the arm is

moved beyond a certain point, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The construction and arrangement of car trucks

or running gear of a car in such a manner as will

admit of the placing or hanging of tho car body be-
tween the trucks, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the girders, saddle bars H,
and trucks, substantiaUy as described and shown.

4. Hinging the coupling arm V in such a manner
that it will swing upward, and allow the car to be
moved in a reverse direction to the motion of a pFo-

pelling cable, substantially as shown.

79,757.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, N.
Y. — Car Wheel— July 7, 1868.—A series of radial
wooden blocks is arranged around the hub, the whole
being held together by a flange projecting from the
hub. The blocks are connected to each other and to

the flange by means of bolts.

Claim.—1. The combination, with tho wooden
central body of a car wheel, of a removable metallic
flange or flanges, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the above, the removable
metallic tire i, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the central body of a car
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wheel, as described, and the removable metallic tire

i, with the elastic packing k, as and for the purposes
set forth.

79,758.—-TosEPH Healey, Jr., Detroit, Mich.—
Stove Pipe Damper.—July 7, 1868.—The damper is

constructed with a central plate provided with side
openings, by which the heat is impelled against the
walls of the pipe to increase radiation.

Claim.—^As a new article of manufacture, the
stove pipe damper herein described, the same con-
sisting of the central open plate A, the disks F,
having an annular space G, and the columns H, when
the parts are cast in one piece, substantially as speci-

79,759.—John Hibell, Ifechells, England. —
An7iealing Pot and Saucer.—JxAj 7, 1868.—The ob-

ject of the invention is to avoid the production of
scale on the surface of articles during the process of
annealing, and also to heat the annealiiig pot rapidly
and uniformly.

Claim.—1. The improvements in annealing pots
for annealing iron and steel wire, sheet metal, and
other articles hereinbefore described, and illustrated

in the accompanying drawing ; that is to say, mak-
ing the said annealing pots of two concentric hollow
cylinders, of different diameters, the space between
the said hollow cylinders constituting an annular
chamber in which the ai'ticles to be annealed are
placed, the said annular chamber being exposed to

the fire and heat, both on its outer and inner sides,

substantially as described and illustrated.

2. The improvement or improvements in the sau-

cers nsed for supporting annealing pots in the fur-

naces or mufQes in which they are heated, herein-

before described, and illustrated in the accompanying
drawing ; that is to say, making the said saucers
with a double flange, by means of which the bottom
of the annealing pot is protected from the injurious

action of the fire, substantiallv as described and
represented.

79,760.—Lewis G. Hoffman, Albany, N. Y.—
Parlor Ice Creeper.—July 7, 1868.—Made detachable
so as to be easily removed on entering the house, to

avoid injuring carpets, floors, &c.
Claim.—^A detachable spur for an ice creeper, in

combination with the plate A, or its equivalents,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
above described.

79,761.—David B. Howell, ISTew York, l!T. Y.—Means for Hanging Sivords.—Jvij 7, 1868.—The
tubular slide, to which the sword plate is pivoted,

moves freely upon the suspending chain, and allows
adjustment'of the sword and scabbard to the motions
of the body.

Claim.—The tubular slide C, pivoted to the frog
or plate D, in combination with the suspending chain
B, substantially as shown and described, for the pur-

pose specified.

79,762.—William W. Hubbell, Philadelphia,

Ta.—Quartz Mill.—Julj 7, 1868.—The pot, sections,

and revolving nuts are so constructed as to adapt
them to prepare and supply the hard quartz of gold
and silver for two sets of reducing stones ; the ob-

ject being to economize the wear and expense of the
material in the pot, in its reduction of the quartz by
sections and increasing velocities.

Claim..—1. The opposite apertui'cs gg and revolv-

ing arms i' operating in the lower pai-t of the pot e,

containing the nuts c c', d d', and plates kj, in com-
bination with the two sets of stones aa, bb, and
the opposite inclined conduits p p, elevators s s, vv,
r r, hoppers y y, sM constructed and arranged one
with the other, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the grinding plates kj, with
concave interiors and angular exteriors, ribbed or

thickened backs, and the pot c, when so secured to-

gether, by means of the saddles I and bolt I', as to

leave the angular spaces x, substantially aa herein
descsribod.

79,763.—EOBEET H. Joiras, San Francisco, Cal.

—Fireman's Extension Ladder.—S\Ay 7, 1868.—Con-
sist»afa aeries offramiMi ilidin; yertioally one within

the other, each frame being provided with a section
of ladder. At the center of the frames is a series of
vertical metallic telescopic tubes, the lower one of
which is connected with a reservoir to be supplied
with water from hydrants. IJpou the upper plat-
form is a rotating platform, so that anv portion of the
same maj^ be brought in front of a window ; to this
platform is attached a metallic sliding drawbridge.
Claim.—1. The combination, in a fireman's exten-

sion ladder, of the sliding frames A A^ A^, with the
sliding telescopic tube 1 1^ I2, substantially as above
described.

2. In combination with the extension tube 1 1^ I2,

the reservoir J, provided with several supply pipesM M M, substantially as and for the purpos'es spe-
cified.

3. The rotating platform N, when used in connec-
tion with a fireman's extension ladder, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

4. The sliding bridge V, operated by the wheels
T Y, when used in combination with a revolving
platform IST, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

5. Tlie combination of the carriage c with the
screws z z, by which it is adjusted to a level when
standing upon inclined ground, substantially in the
manner described.

79,764.—Henry Keaut, St. Louis, M.O.—Appa-
ratusfor Atomizing Liquids.—July 7, 1868.—Inside
of a metallic vessel two tubes are arranged in such a
manner that the pointed and pierced cuds meet at
right angles.

Claim.—The arrangement of the tubes B and C
inside of the vessel D , so as to be protected from all

external influences.

79,765.—HobertM. Laffeety, Three Elvers,
Mich., assignor to himself, J. E. Prutzman, and J.

P. Prutzman, same place.

—

Preparing Cotton Seed
for Planting.—

J

vlIj 7, 18C8.—The furze of the cotton
seed is removed by instantaneous combustion ef-

fected by the ignition of gunpowder, or other similar
explosive preparation, sprinkled among the cotton
seed confined in any suitable vessel, after which the
seed may be coated with any proper glutinous solu-

tion.

Claim.—The method of cleaning and preparing
cotton seed for planting, substantially as hereinbe-
fore described.

79,766.—Charles T. Lamphere, Greenfield,

Mass.

—

Uye Protector or Chip Arresterfor Lathes^.—
July 7, 1868.—A glass secured in a metal frame, ar-

ranged to turn in any direction, is attached to the
lathe in such a manner that the chips cut from the
metal will be prevented from flying into the lace of

the operator.
Claim.—An apparatus, constructed and arranged

for use substantially as described, for iirotecting the
eyes from chips or metal shavings and similar sub-
stances.

79,767.—J. P. Theodore Lang, Washington,
D. C, assignor to himself, E. H. Asiicroft. Boston,
Mass., and S. S. Eahnestock, Washington, D. C—
Screiu Cutting Lathe.—July 7, 1868.—Fastened to the
carriage and gearing into the feed screw is a worm
wheel connected by a stud with the governor. A
slotted lever is pivoted to the carriage, having a
hooked end which catches into notches in the gov-
ernor, by which means mistakes in chasing over the
same thread, and at the same operation, and also

accidents, are prevented.
Claim.—The lever L, governor plate H, and worm

wheel G, in combination with the feed screw E, aa
and for the purpose set forth.

79,768.-C. K. Marshall, New Orleans, La.—
Braio Bridge.—J-alj 7, 1868.—Movable cai"s or plat-

forms are suspended by rods and form traveling

trucks, which run upon rails laid on tlie top of metid
tubes supported upon pillars, and Avhich serve also

as viaducts, by wliich means the crossing of streams
is afforded to tniffic and travel. The tubes are to be
elevated sufficiently to aUow vessels to pass under
the same.
Ctoim.—The construction and arrangement of the
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travoliug trucks a a, -with suspended platforms E E,

when the same are supported, braced, and guided,

as herein described, aud combined with the tubular
bridges A A, the -nhole supported on piers, in the
manner and lor the purpose herein described.

79,769.—John H. McGo'R'-ax, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—Tobacco Press.— July 7, 1868.—The baud which
surrounds the box casing is secured at its ends by a
hinged bolt -which passes into slotted ears, and is se-

cured bv a wedge-shaped key.
Claim.—TYiG ears D D, provided with the slots e e,

in combination with the swing bolt E and key I, or

swing bolt F and collar H, couuected, arranged, aud
operating substantially as described.

79,770.—Benjamin E. Miller, Xew York, X.Y.
—Pavement.—Ju\j 7, 18C8.—Prismatic sleepers arc

laid with their angles forming ridges, between which
the lines of blocks are placed, so that each block may
hare a bearing upon two sleepers.

Claim.—The prismatic sills, laid as specified, and
receiving tbe block superstructure, substantially as

set forth.

79,771.—WiLLi.v3r S. Oborne, Marion, Ohio.—
Cider Jilill.—.July 7, 1868.—The plunger rods are
connected to a press beam Avhich is raised and low-
ered by means of screw posts operated by suitable

gearing, together with appliances for elevating the
platens, end gates, and sleepers.

Claim.—The press beam D, plunger rods 6', screw
posts E, screws E^, and swivel nuts D', aU arranged
aud operated substantially as herein set forth.

79,772 William M. Palmer, Middlebnsh,
X. J.—Water JElevator.-^ulj 7, 1868.—The lower
cylinders are loose upon the shaft and ai-e made to turn
alternately with it by means of a shifting clutch, so
that by turning the winch continuously in one direc-

tion and shifting the clutch from one cylinder to the
other, the buckets wiU be drawn alternately to the
top of the well.

Claim.—The combination of the cylinders D and
D', the shaft G, and clutch H, with the cylinders E
and E', and shaft L, and clutch K, and ropes F and
F', for alternately raising aud lowering tbe buckets
E through a distance that may be adjusted as re-

quired, by the continuous revolution of the shaft in

one direction, substantially as set forth.

79,773.—Philip Penington, TTnion City, Ind.—Churn.—July 7, 1868.—^Two horizontal arms hav-
ing upright staves with horizontal semi-cii'cular

dashes attached to them are made to revolve in oppo-
site directions, and are arranged to be taken out
and put in at pleasure.

Claim.—The combination of the dashers E F on
the movable arms D D, having recesses c c, and
slides e e, for securing to the journals d d iu the
churn A, to operate as set forth.

79,774:.—T>. H. Priest and H. S. TVolcott,
Boston, Mass.

—

Fastening the Lining to Soles of
Boots and Shoes.—July 7, 1868.—Upon the outer
surface of the last at the edge of the sole is a yield-
ing facing or rim supported by springs or other-
wise. Attached to the side brace is a lever provided
with an adjustable gauge so that when brought
down upon the rim the latter is pressed down even
with the surface of the sole.

Claim.—1. The automatic facing or rim c, oper-
ated by tbe springs d, e. and//, or their equivalents,
in combination with the last b, for the purpose of
protecting the lining, substantially in the manner
specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the lever
gr, with, its adjustable plate j, and the parts i A, and
B, for the purpose of operating upon the rim c, sub-
stantially in the manner specified.

79,775.— Edml-nd W. Quinct, Lacon, IU.—
Com iSarvester.—July 7, 1868.—Consists ofa mechan-
ism for gathering ears of corn from stalks in the
field, and shucking the same at one operation.

Claim.—1. The brace board k, applied to a corn-
harvesting machine, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
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2. The elevating and gathering apparatus, con-
structed as described, when applied in combination
with the brace board k to a corn-harvesting machine,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the shucking with the gath-
ering apparatus, the former consisting of the spout
m with its endless apron, said apron having prongs
m', and the plate u, with its stripping orifice n', said
orifice being made capable of accommodating itself to
ears of different sizes, as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The buckets h, when constructed with their
front sides higher than their rear sides, as and for

the purpose described.
5. The vertical rollers I, in combination with the

brace boards, as and for the pm-pose described.

79,776.—A. C. Rand, Westfield, Mass.—W/dp
Holder.—July 7, 1868.—A base of wood or other ma
terial is provided with bows of whalebone or other
elastic material so arranged as to grasp and secm-ely
hold the lash of a whip when struck against the same.
Claim.— The combination of the base vrith the

springs bent in the form of bows, as described and
secured therein, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described, and for the purposes herein
set forth.

79,777.— JosiAH M. Eeed, Boston, Mass.—
Boot Crimper.—July 7, 1868.—^Designed as an im-
provement upon a device patented to J . Copeland,
January 20, 1644. The sides of the pyi-amidal block
are formed with teeth instead of making such teeth
upon the clasp, in order to prevent injury to the
leather.

Claim.—A boot crimper, composed of the jawed
clasp, the screw, and the pyramidal block, vrith tho
retaining teeth foimed upon the latter, essentially

as herein shown and described.

79,778.—Almon PvOFF, Sonthport, Conn.—.Ad-
justable Spring.—July 7, 1868.—To increase or di-

minish the tension of the spring, a central pin and
bolt are moved through a partial revolution, and the.

spring is held by ratchet and dog under greater or
less tension as may be desired.

Claim.—The adjustable spring A, provided with
a ratchet and dog, for increasing or diminishing its

tension, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

79,779.—Isaac Eoraback, South Bend, Ind.—
Harness Buckle.—July 7, 1868.—The tongue is se-

cured between the sides by a roller, the sides being
connected to each other by cross plates, upon which
latter is introduced a filling which serves to clamp
the tug and trace more tightly.

Claim.—The sides D, provided with inclined slats

E, cross plate F, and filling C, as arranged, in com-
bination with the tongue G-, and roller 11, in the
manner as and for the purpose specified, as a new
article of manufacture.

79,780.-Lewis Eoth, 2i3"ewart, IST. J.—JTm-
irella. — July 7, 1868 ; antedated July 2, 1868.—An
additional brace is arranged above the usual irace
for additional strength.

Claim.— The arrangement of the brace B, ex-
tending from the thimble E to the arm A, above the
regular brace I, in the manner and for the purpose
named.

79,781.—Stephen P. Euggles, Boston, Mass.
—Rotary Fluid Elevator.—July 7, 1868.—Tbe float

wheels are so arranged that one of the floats of one
of the series shall act as a cut-ofi" at or iu the space
between the float wheels, so that no communication
is had between the under and upper portion of the
box or case, except what is had by the floats them-
selves.

Claim.—The combination, in one case or box, of
two float wheels that move one before the other and
then both together, for the purpose of passing air,

gas, or water through the case in one direction only,

and prevent it from flowing back, substantially in

the manner and for the ptirpose set forth.

79,782.—Eotly S. Eussell, Plymouth, Massl-
Toy Hotise.—July 7, 18G8.—A doll may be slid, le-
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tTveen the sheets, and by means of a wive or a strip of
card attached to it may be made to move from room
to room.

Claim.—A toy house, made of two thin sheets of
material secm-ed together, the outer sheet having
swinging doors and blinds, concealing or disclosing
representations of apartments on the inner sheet,
and the space between the sheets being adapted to
the movements of a doll, n, substantially as de-
scribed.

79,^83.—James M. Seymour, :N"ewark, IST. J.,

assignor to himself and Daxiel Whetlock, same
place.

—

Mitering Machine.—-Inly 7, 18G8.—Attached
to the frame are two additional arms projecting back
of and parallel to the knives. A doul)le clasp'slidcs

upon the arms, through which passes the stern of an
adjustable support, the foot of which is adjusted to

the under side of tlie rebate of the molding, and on
a line with the knife.

Claim.—1. The adjustable foot b, stem H, double
clamp G, and the arms ¥ F, when combined with a
miter machine in the manner and for the pm'pose
specified.

2. The adjustable foot b, when constructed to move
on the line of the edge of the knives, and close

thereto, as specified and shown.

79,784.—Edward Snyder, Slatington, Pa.—
Machinefor Polishing Slate.—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. The smoothing machine herein de-

scribed, having two or more pairs of polishing
wlieels, revolving in opposite directions, and mount-
ed one above the other, so that the slates may feed
through the series by gravity, all substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In such machine, automatically inci'easing and
diminishing the distances apart of the polishing sur-

faces, so that the machine is self-adjusting for each
thickness of slates, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

79,785.—G-EORGE B. Stevens, Pluckemin, IST.

J.

—

Sleigh Brake.—July 7, 1868.—Two pieces of iron
fitting over the cross brace are turned up in front
to form sockets, in which the rod that holds the drag
bar turns. Metal plates are secured to the uprights
and side pieces, against which the bar bears when
the brake is in operation.
Claim.— 1. The combination, with the turning

rod D, of the open bearings, constructed and ap-
plied to the cross brace B, as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the open bearings, the
flanged turning brake rod, and the plates G- beneath
the side pieces, as described.

79,786.—Michael Sweeney, Wheeling, 'W
Va., assignor to Sweeney, Bell & Company, same
place.

—

Class Pressing. Machine.—July 7, 1868.

—

Stong blasts of air are applied to the plunger, and
also to the surface of the molds, for the purpose of
keeping them at a uniform temperature, preventing
the formation of a shell, and efl^ecting the easy deliv-

ery of the glass.

Claim.—1. The combination of a machine for

pressing glass and a pressure blast, the tubes lead-

ing from wliich are so arrauged that cold-air cur-

rents, generated by the blast, shall be directed
against the surfaces of the pressing mechanism, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. So arranging the pipes M and IST, leading frora

the pressure blast I, as to direct tlie currents of
air to the mold Gr, and against the plunger C, sub-

stantially in the mauncr set forth.

79,787.—Otis A. Teppt, Plattsburg, assignor
to Joseph Frazier, Clinton County, N. Y.

—

Sharp-
ening Saios.—July 7, 1868.—The device is composed
of two frames, one oscillating upon trunnions, and
the other adjustably connected to it, so tluit it may
bo partially rotated backward and forward, the
latter frame being provided with a grindstone or
polishing Avheel.

Clai)ii.—The rod or shaft M, provided with crank

Q iwid spiral spring X, in combination witli bar P
aacf frames B and (x, all constructed and arranged to

operate as described, and for the purposes spooilicd.

79,788.- E. Lawrence Tevis, Pliiladelphia,
^a.—Shoe Hook.— July 7, 1868.—For buttoning
shoes. A bifurcated jaw takes hold of the button
underneath, and lifts it through the button.hole with-
out exerting any strain upon the button hole or the
button itself.

Claim.—A shoe hook, constructed and operated
for the purpose and in the manner above described
and set forth.

79,789

—

Orison Tvvombly, Holderness, IST. H.,
and William Noyks, Jr., Newburyport, Mass.—
Knitting Machine.—July 7, 1868.—The needle cyl-
inder is provided at its base with a screw thread fit-

ting within the bed plate, and on the inner side of
the shell gear is a cam so arranged that by screwing
tlie needle cylinder in and out from the bed plate, the
former will be raised or lowered, causing the needles
to form longer or shorter stitches in the work as de-
sired.

Claim.—1. The needle cylinder D, provided with
a screw thread, D', in combination with the cam C,
screw S', and bed plate A, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. "The needle cylinder D, provided with a screw
thread, D', in combination with the reversible cam C,
slotted thread-guide E, screw S', and bed plate A,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,790.—George W. Waitt, Philadelphia, Pa.—Alanvfacture of Desiccated Cocoa-Nut.—July 7,

1868.—Designed as an improvement on the process
of Maltby and Smith, patented June 25, 1866. The
rasped or grated kernel of the cocoa-nut is first de-
pi'ived of its moisture and the heated granules are
then coated with i)alverized white sugar.

Claim.—The improvements in the mode of dessic-
cating and preparing the meat of the cocoa-nut, sub-
stantially as described, and for the pm-poses set
forth.

79,791.—E.Ward, Edinburg, Ind.—S7nut Mill.—^July 7, 1868.—A triple suction separator is com-
bined with a smut mill and riddle, by which the sep-
arated grain passes through one suction pipe into the
smut mill, thence through a second and third suction
pipe, and out of the machine.
Claim.—The smut mill, with drum L, constructed

as described, with chamber M, suction pipes K" and
0, and the fan in the drum R, with their various
parts, all constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

79,793.—Thomas Watson, Brooklyn, 'N. Y.—
Device for Operating Shutters.—July 7, 1868.—

A

sliding lever with one end inside of the v/indowis
pivoted in a circular block fitted in a recess in the
window, and connected with a vibrating lever piv-

oted to the window sill, the said latter "lever being
attached to a rod or guide on the shutter, so that
the shutter may be readily opened or closed from
the inside of the window.
Claim.—1. Tlie combination of the sliding lever d,

the turning socket c, locking pin/, and the vibrating
lever c, with tlie guide b on the shutter and windo-w
sill, all arranged and operating substantially as shown
and described, and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination v/ith a window shutter or
blind, of the stop-pin/, with the sliding lever d, and
the turnini^- socket e, substantially as and for the pur-
pose s]3ecified.

79,793.—Samuel Wehrly, San Francisco, Cal.—Spier.—July 7, 1868.—Attached to the sides of the
band Avhich encircles the heel and holds the spur is

a sliding plate provided with a slot. By means of
graduated holes and a pin attached to the end of a
spring, the spur may bo readily adjusted to the boot
of the rider.

Claim.—The graduated holes bbb, or their equiv-
alents, in the sides of the band A, and the pin c near
the end of tlio spring E, for adjusting the spur to the
heel, substantially as described.

79,794,—Samuel Whitmarsh, Northampton,
Mnas.

—

Composition for Forming Molded and Coated
Articles.—-KwioA'AiQA J\ine 27, 1868.

Clmm.—1. The combiuutiou of blood with asbes-
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tos, for the production of a composition applicable

either in a liquid or solid form, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. A composition, made up of blood and mineral or

eai'thy matter, mixed or .cround together, and after-

ward' exposed to a temperature of 3o0° Fahrenheit,
or thereabouts, to give to it a hard and water-proof
character, essentially as herein set forth.

rOj'TOS.—H. B. "WiLLOUGHBT, Ottawa, III.—
Mop Wri7iger.—Jn\y 7, 1868.—The levers arc so ar-

ranired that the rollers of tho wrinirer may be opened
sufficiently to remo\e the vessel from between them.
The wasli vessel is held in a hoop a short distance
from the floor.

Claim.—The combination of the levers J K E,
braces H G, supports F F, treadle D. frame A, hoop
B, with rollers L L', the If^tter being arranged to

open and close over the top of a wash vessel, as and
for the pm'iJose herein shown.

79,796.—Elias Woodward, Broolclyn. N. Y.—
Fasteningfor Xeck-Tie—July 1, ]868.—A detachable
fastening for a bow, &c.. is ibrmcd with penetrating
points that hook into the material of Avhich the bow
is formed, in combination with an elastic connection
between such a hook and a hook that is adapted to
connect the scarf to the collar.

Claim.—The detachable fastening for a bow or
scarf, foi-mcd with penetrating points o, elastic con-
nection d, and hook C, combined and arranged as
described.

79,797.—TViLLiAM Yates, Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to C. AULTMAN. A. C. TONXER, P. H. SOW-
ERS, and George H. Buckius, same place.

—

Har-
ness liinfj.—July 7, 1868.—The base is designed for

rendering the ring ornamental, and the arms pre-
vent the" straps, which are attached to the ring,
from slipping around.

Claim.—A ring, A, having a base, B, arranged in
its interior by means of one or more arms, C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

79,798.—W. H. YouxG and L. Young, Boston,
Mass.—Casterfor Trunk.—July 7, 1868.

Claim.—The revolving shank c, with its head d,

the shoulder e, and the "roller /, combined and ar-

ranged Avith socket b, the screw g, and the strip h,

substantially in the manner and for the jjurpose
above set forth.

79,799.—Joseph I. Beaumoxt, St. Paul. Minn.—Air Escape Funnel.—July 7, 1868.—A small funnel
is arranged within a large/one and a space left be-
tween the two, closed at'the top of the iimer funnel.
Small holes are made in tho outer funnel above and
below, to permit the escape of air from the vessel be-
ing filled.

C^fTiTO.—The combination of the inner funnel B,
having thereon the wire rods &, with the outer fun-
nel A, containing the apertures c and d, the whole
being constructed and arranged in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as herein described
and set forth.

79,800.—Andrew A. Abbot. Boston, Mass.—
Fastening for Boots.—July 14, 186S.—The shoe or
farment to Avhich tlie spring button and eyeleted
ntton-hole are aiiplied may be readilv fastened or

unfastened, as the button vields to permit the eyelet
to pass over it, and expands to retain the eyelet.
Claim.—The within-described fastening, consist-

ing of the spring button C, iu combination v/ith an
eyelet, B, or its equivalent, substantially as de-
scribed.

79,801.—Aloxzo Wiiitxey Adams, ISTew York,
In". Y.—Self-Locking Bolt for Meter Safes.—July 14,
1868.—This bolt, with its expanding catches, is in-
tended to afford a means of securing the meter within
the safe, and prevent it from being tampered with,
until the proper authorities shall render it accessible
by opening the safe, which is done by the employ-
ment of the necessary violence, y
Claim.—1. The bolt A and the devices attached

thereto, or equivalents, as shown and ckfsrribed.
2. The safe or guard casing, Ayfth its devices

thereto attached, or equivalents, as shown and de-
scribed.

3. Tho combination of the bolt A with the safe or
guard casing, as represented in the specifications
and in Fig. 4 of the drawings, or any equivalent for
the same.

79,802.—WilliamAtwood, Cape Elizabeth. Me.—Machine for Separating Light from Heavy Parti-
cles of Litharge, Paint, tfc—July 14, 1868.—The hol-
lov/ rotating drum is somewhat inclined, so that while
the ligh*- particles are blown through the opening near
the feed spout, the heavy particles are discharged
thi'ough a second spout at the lower end of the drum.

Claim.—1. The combination of the fan Avheel /,
tube g. and rotating di'um b, as and for the specified
purposes.

2. The combination of the spout a with the rotat-
ing drum b, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. In combina,tion with the Ian wheel/, tubeg', and
drum ft, all operating as described, the deposit cham-
ber h, for the purposes described.

4. Separating the finer from the coarser particles
of litharge, &c., by means of a current of air forced
through a rotating drum, &c., and carrying the said
finer particles into a deposit chamber, substantially
as described.

79,803

—

John S. Barden, Providence, E. I.,

assignor to himself and Daniel IsT. Pickering, Bos-
ton, Mass.—notary Steam-Enginc.—July_ 14, 1868.

—

A semi-rotative engine, the shaft of Avhich has an
axially-reciprocating movement, so as to work the
two pistons of a double-acting pump. The stems of
the valves extend down into the sectoral chambers,
so as to be raised alternately by the oscillating pis-

tons, for the purpose of opening and closing the in-

ductiou and eduction passages and reversing the
movement of the parts. The purpose of the faucet
and its branch passages is to free the piston cham-
bers of the water resulting from the condensation of
steam.

_
Claim.—1. As my invention, the combination con-

sisting of the two sectoral chambers c c, the oscillat-

ing pistons C D, the shaft D, the cylinder d, the
reciprocating valve-piston G, its cylinder F, and
tapped or stemmed valves h^ b^, arranged, and pro-
vided with steam passages of induction and eduction,
the whole being substantially as and so as to operate
as described.

2. The arrangement of the steam passages/ g with
the pistons C D, the cylinder d, and the shaft B.

3. The arrangement and combination of the faucet
E, and its branch passages k k, with the steam cham-
bers c c.

4. The aiTangement of the valves &', the rods o^

thereof, and their passages a^ b^, so as to efi"ect

"cushioning" of the valve piston G by tho steam,
under circumstances as set forth.

5. The valve piston G. constructed of the shell r
and body part q, made and arranged together as set
lorth.

79,804.—John L. Beers, McAlistervllle, Pa.—
Scroll for Water Wheels.—July 14. 1868.—By means
of the tongue the throat may be made larger or
smaller, according to the amount of water required.
In shutting off the water the gate is first closed,
thereby relieving the tongue of pressure, so that the
inner bar may be closed.
Claim.—The arrangement of the gate D and bar

C with the adjust»able tongue B and the throat A, as
and for the purpose specified.

79,805 "Wm. p. Blades. Baltimore, Md.—Car
Brake.—July 14, 1868.-;-This mode of suspending the
brake is designed to cause the entire breaking sur-

face of the shoe to press equally upon the wheel.
Claim.—The brake block B,' constructed with the

slotted cavitj-, in combination with the supporting
bolt D, made Avith a neck or bolt to pass through
brake bar, and when pivoted to the block by the
same link which supports the whole, substantially

as described.

79,806.—George W. Boavlsby, Monroe, Mich—lievenue Stamp.—July 14. 18()8.—The stamp is
divided up into sections of diflerent colors, and for
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different purposes, raore or loss related to each other,
and used v.t diflferent times and places, by diflferent

persons, for the collection of revenue on commodities,
said sections of the ditierent colors and other varying
features (though used at different times and places)
I)eing used upon the same individual parcel, cask, or
package.

Claim.—1. A blank stamp, having no fixed value
"While in the hands of the government, until the in-

spector has estimated the tax, through the proper
means, and has entered the amount upon the face of
the stamp, for a specific package, the value of the
stamp depending mostly upon said estimate, and
partly upon the class name of the stamp.

2. A stamp made, and the value fixed by the gov-
ernment, for a particular individual package, as
shoTvn in Tigs. 2, 3, 4, 5.

3. A stamp made in separate and independent sec-

tions, mechanically, substantially as described, for
the purposes named, or for other similar purposes.

4. A stamp, the mechanically independent sections
of which are of different colors, for the purposes
named.

5. Making the different sections or portions, as
described, of the same stamp vehicles for the neces-
sary entries of inspection and reinspection, and con-
tinuing and carrying a history on their face of the
movements, ownership, duty, pj-oof, weight, meas-
ure, and (or) other matters of .euord pertaiuing to
the article taxed, as an ever present means of detec-
tion, an auxiliary in reinspection, and also a partial
cancellation.

6. A stamp whose sections have duplicate and cor-

responding entries upon their faces, to be separated,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

7. The numbering of the different stamps, and also
the sections of the same stamp, by various series, for

further means of detection, reference, cancellation,
record, and identification.

8. The entry of official countersignatures upon the
face of the stamp and its sections in successive series,

or by intermediate steps, for the pm-poses named.
9. "^The continuous cancellation of the stamp by the

process described.
10. The final resumption of the stamp coupons,

and then of the stamps proper, by the government.
11. A stamp whose face history is connected with

aji ofiicial book record at the home office, and also

with the inspectors or assessors' book, for the pur-
poses specified.

yOjSOy.—Albert Brown, Troy, IT. Y.—Hot
Water Tank on Cooking Stoves.—Jidy 14, 1868.—The
division plate in the horizontal flue of the reservoir
has a damper, the closing of which diverts the direct
draught in a downward direction through the de-

scending flue of the reservoir, whicn has also an
ascending flue leading to the exit.

Claim.—1. A hot water reservoir, having a de-

scending or driving flue therein, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. The projecting horizontal flue E, for forming a
connection between the stove and reservoir flues

and exit pipe thereof, substantially as set forth.

3. The suspension of the reservoir by the stove-
pipe projection or thimble, substantially as described
and as represented in Fig- 1.

4. The boiler hole or holes g over the flue space E,
in combination with the hot water reservoir, sub-
stantially as set forth.

79,808.-11. H. Bryant, Boston, Mass.—Fire-
proof Safe.—July 14, 18C8.—Water or other liquid is

employed within the door and walls of the safe for

the purpose of preventing the place of deposit from
becoming heated to such a degree as to injure any-
thing contained therein. The improvements pro-

nile for the escape of steam, under a certain pres-

sure, to obviate explosion ; also for the entrance of
air to prevent a vacuum.
Claim.—I. The combination of one or more ves-

sels, adapted for containing a liquid suitable for gen-
crating steam, with a safe which has its chamber of
deposit made steam-tight against the steam which is

generated from the water in said vessels, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

2. The arrangement of water or fluid vessels with
&teain valves, applied either within the door of the

safe, or immediately around the receptacle E, or
both within the door and around said receptacle,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. Providing the water vessels with air valvea,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The combination of both air and steam valves
with the water vessels applied to a safe, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

5. The arrangement of the valves in or on the wa-
ter A'cssels or chambers in such a manner that some
of the valves will operate, in whatever position the
safe may assume during a fire, substantially a^ de-
scribed.

6. The combination of water or other fluid with a
solid absorbent substance, as a filling for a vessel or
a chamber mod in a safe or other similar fire-proof
structure, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

79,809.—Hezekiah H. Bryant, Boston, Mass.
—Fire-proof Structure.—Jn]j 14, 18(S8.—The pipes
are so arranged as to conduct off the steam from the
liquid receptacle, be the latter in any position what-
soever.

Claim.—In combination with a safe or other struc-
ture of a similar nature, the use of one or more ves-
sels or chambers, used as steam or vapor generators,
that are provided with a suitable number of pipes,
a, arranged substantiallv as and for the purpose set
forth.

79,810.—Albert Carter, Eorrestville, Conn.—Machine for Attaching Spangles to Hoops of
Skirts.—July 14, 1868.—Conductor for supplying ma-
chines which apply to tapes the small clasps or span-
gles whereby the tapes' are held to the hoops of
skeleton skirts. The devices claimed efi'ect the sep-
aration of the clasps, which may be presented in the
wrong position, from those which are properly pre-
sented, and thus obviate ojjstructions to the opera-
tion of the machine.

Claim.— The swinging gate c, with its end in-

clined upward, in combination with the inclined
assorting plate a, opening e, and fence b, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

79,811.—Benjamin I. Crew, Philadelphia, Pa.—Mustard Plaster.—July 14, 1868.—By the prepara-
tory removal of the fixed oil, the active principle of
the mustard is retained in a condition which does
not induce fermentation and rotting. Prior to ap-
plication the plaster is steeped in water to develop
the active proj)erties of the mustard.
Claim.—A plaster, composed of mustard deprived

of its fixed oUs, and mixed with a solution of India-
rubber, or other material insoluble in water, as set
forth.

79,812.—James Dampman.—Lebanon, Pa.—
Railroad Switch.—July 14, 1868.—Under this con-
struction and arrangement the switch cannot en-
danger a train passing over it, whether it be ad-
justed for the main track or siding.

Claim.—1. The bent switch-rail C^ C^, and straight
rail C, in combination, when the former has theta-
pering section N" applied to it by means of rods//
and springs e e, and the latter has the frog P' and
pointed rail extension P applied to it, all substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.
2.*The frog P', and pointed rail extension P, con-

structed and adanted to serve the purposes substan-
tially as described.

3. The SAvitch rod &, constructed with removable
shoulders j j, and with removable griping-jaws j',

and screw threads and retaining nuts, substantially
as described and shown.

79,813.—Levis H. Davis, ISTewark, Del., as-

signor to Casiio & Company, same place.

—

Grain
Separator.—July 14, 1868.—The shaking screen in
its backward movement descends closely to the
grain board, thus causing the rakes to tlraw the
grain forward to the opening, through which it is

discharged into the shoe. The heavy and hght grain,

respectively, pass into the two troughs to' bo con-
ducted into separate receptacles.

Claim.—1. The longitudinally vibrating stair-
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Bliapecl screen F, provided witli rectangular perfora-

tions/in the riser of the stair, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The combination, as set forth, of the longitiidi-

nally vibrating, stair-shaped, rectangularly-perfor-
ated screen, witb the rachet ribs c, -whereby the
straw escapes backward and the grain forward.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the stair-shaped perforated screen with reciprocating
rakes G, which return the gi-aiu to the front of the
machine after passing through the screen.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the threshing cylinder, lon.::;itudinaily vibrating, ris-

ing and falling stair-shaped perforated screen, and
reciprocatingl'akes, with the fan and second lougi-

tudiiiaUv vibrating shaking shoe, for the pm-poses
specified.

5. The combination, as described, with the fan, of
the shoe H, troughs k^ k'-, and adjustable back board
K, for the purposes set forth.

79,814.— George Dicicerson, Harveysburg.
Ohio.—Cor/i Plantcr.~Ju\y 14. 1868.—The seed-
dropping mechanism is operated by one of the wheels
of the machine, and the invention has reference
to the devices for actuating the seed-slide, and to

the means by which the covering shares, cover-
ing roller, ajoid seed tube are properly secured and
adjusted.

Claim.—1. The general arrangement of the brac-
ing and adjusting bolts Pee' and S, sheath B, tube
K. coverors D D, and roller E, all constructed and
employed as described.

2. In combination with the above parts, the rela-

tive arrangement of the horizontal trigger L, re-

tracting spring X, and cam-wheel H h h\ when con-
structed as specified.

79.815.—Edward P. Dickie, Momstown, IT. J.
—Picks and Pick Axes.—July 14, 1868.—The point of
the pick is twisted, that its effect in loosening the
earth may be increased.
Claim.—The twist-pointed pick or pickaxe herein

described.

79,816.—Horace M. Edsox, Mount Vernon,
Ohio.

—

Closing Vulcanizing Flasks.—July 14, 18G8.
Claim. — The screw, of brass or other suitable

metal, which screwed down through a nut in the top
of a vulcauizer. will close the flasks inside of the
vulcanizer. as above described, and the steam-tight
packing box around the screw, to prevent the steam
from escaping from the vulcanizer dui-ing the process
of vulcanizing.

79.81 7.— Levi S. Exos, Almond, :N'. Y.—Stove
Pipe Damper.—Jnlr 14, 18G8.—The serrated latch,
by engagement with the plate through" rhich it passes,
holds the oval plate damper in position as desii-ed.

Claim.—The serrated latch C, as constructed and
arranged, in combination with the oval plate damper
E, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

79.818.— Samuel Farre.vburg, Taylorsville,
Ind.

—

Tool Sharpener. — July 14, 1868.—The move-
ment of tlie cranks and pitman rods gives to the grind-
stones a horizontal reciprocating niotion upon metal-
lic, bed plates.

Claim.—1. The arrangement ofthe wheel E. cranks
E F. pitmen G G. stones U II, slides 1 1, rests L L.
and binders M M, upon the table A, and operating
as set forth.

2. The adjustable rest L and binder M. for support-
ing the tool to be sharpened, substantially as and for
the purposes above set forth.

3. The rest X, against which the person working
the machine may lean, substantially as and for the
pm-poses above set forth.

79,819 A. L. Eleury, New York, ]S\ T.—
Electric Machine.—July 14. 1868.—In this apparatus
a cuiTcnt of steam rushes upward tlirough the holes
in the plates and impinges upon the ])oints. The par-
ticles of water resulting from condensation descend
and collect oi^ the points, where the friction, occa-
sioned by the rushing of steam in opposite directions
against said particles of water, develops electricity.

which is collected by the points and conveyed by
proper conductors to' the place where the effect is

Qesired.
Claim.—1. The above-described electric machine,

composed of the non-conductor casing A, isolated,

plates C and D, and battery of plates ////, &c.,
arranged substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The battery of plates ////, with perforations
and exciting points g g g g, connected together, or
any other perforated plates, wire cloth, or equivalent,
when arranged together and operating in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

79,820.— J. W. Ford, San Francisco, Cal.—
Chimney Co7vl—Ju\y 14. 1868.—This device, while
affording ventilation for ships, buildings, cars, &:c., is

designed to prevent the entrance of the rain through
the ventilator.

Claim.—The ventilator, composed essentially of
the pipe A and cowl C, united by the connection-pipe
B, the cowl having the expanded end c, to receive
the air to create the current, and the elongated cylin-
drical or parallelopipcdon discharge-end c', for the
purpose described, all the said x^arts being con-
structed and arranged to operate together, substan-
tially in the manner specified.

79,821—J. C. Gilbert, Galesburg, HI—Churn.
—July 16, 1868.

Claim. — The revolving box B, with perforated
dashers H H K, and smalllid F on the main lid, when
the several parts are constructed, arranged, and used
to operate substantially as shown and described.

79,822.—George D. Gillett, Meriden, X. T.—
Attaching Pad Hooks to Pads.—July 14, 1868.—The
shank of the harness-pad hook has a system of
shoulders and hooks for embracing the pad, so that
but little other fastening is required.

Claim.—In combination with the pad hook B, the
hook c and shoulder b', with or without the shoulders
b b, as herein shown, and for the purpose described.

79,823. —Frederic Newton Giseorne and
Herbert ALLMAX,London, Bngland.-Lamp Chim-
ney Attachment.—.Julvl4, 1868.—The movement of
the valve, to regulate the admission of atmospheric
air to the flame, is produced by the action of the heat
of the flame upon a compound bar attached to the
ring or some portion of the valve.

Claim.— 1. Our improved apparatus for regulating
the supply of air to the flame of a lamp or burner,
when constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described and set forth.

2. The combination of a disk or button, F, with
an opening or valve placed above it, substantially as
described and herein set forth.

3. The combination of the compound bar d, the
hinged valve c, and perforated rim a, the whole used
in connection with a lamp or gas chimney, sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purposes
specified.

79,824.—Hubbard S. Goff and Franklin M.
GOFF, Middletown, Conn.—Dish Cover.—-July 14,
1868.—The springs sustain the cover when it is un-
locked, but when'the cover is forced down it is so
held by the figiu-e on its top, said figure springing
imder the top cross wire, which rests"in a notch iu
the head of the figure.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cover B of the
dish, upon one or more vertical pieces A, so tliat it

slides up or down, and can be fastened up or down
upon the dish at pleasure, substantially in the man-
ner described and shown.

2. Tlie aiTangement of the figure hinged at the
top of the cover, and operated by the spring G, so
as to form a lock, substantially as shown.

79,825.- A. D. Goodell, Florence North
Hampton, Mass.—i?ii Stock.—Jn\y 14,1868; ante-
dated July 3, 1868.—Has reference to the method of
holding the bit in the brace, and attaching the head
of the brace to the shaft of the crank.

Claim.—1. A bit brace, in which the clamp iS
formed of the two pieces D and D', operated by a
collar B, arranged and constructed substantially' as
shown.
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2. The adjustable socket C, operated by the collar
A, substantially as shown.

3. The device for attaching the head, consisting
of the split screw E, set around a neck formed in the
journal, and screwing into the head, substantially as
shown.

79,826.—Charles C. Hall, Portland, Me.—
Steam Heating Apparatus.—July 14, 18G8.—Water
is supplied in limited quantity to'the receptacle at
the bottom of the apparatus, and is converted into
steam by the heat applied thereto. The steam rises

in the central pipe and passes into the radiators,
whose foramiuated tops permit sufficient steam to
escape thereat to impart humidity to the atmosphere.
Hot-air conductors are also employed.

Claim.—1. The open boiler b, constructed and
operating as herein set forth and for the purposes
described.

2. Combining the air and steam heat within the
boiler, by the means of the pipe n, as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

3. The minute perforations i in the tops of the
radiators, as and for the purposes described,

4. The arrangement of the radiators e and con-
necting tubes/, for the purpose of distributing the
steam therein, as described.

5. The steam heating apparatus,as herein described,
in which the liability to accident or explosion is obvi-
ated, by the prevention of steam pressure, as herein
described.

6. The steam heating apparatus, as herein de-
scribed, which is automatic, that is, when the supply
of water and the pressure of steam are regulated by
the apparatus itself, without the necessity of any
care, as herein described, by means of outlet /i, reg-
ulatory, pipe c, and waste pipe m.

79,827.-0. Court Hamiltox andHARVEvMc-
KiNNEY, Turtle Creek, Pa.

—

Fruit Gatherer.—July
14, 1868.—The jaws are held open by the spring
which encircles the handle, but may be closed by
means of the pull cord, so as to cut or pull the fruit

from the tree. The edges of the jaws have knives
secured to them.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set

foi'th, with a partly open box, of jaws, hinged near
the edges of the opening, which jaws, when closed,

complete the box, and thus prevent the spilling of
the fruit.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, with
the receptacle and jaws, of the rounded internal
strips, to prevent the crushing of the fruit or the
clogging of the jaws.

79,828.—Caleb Harrison, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Botary Steam Engine. — July 14, 1868; antedated
June 27, 1868.—T'he two ports in conjunction with
the valve, adapt the notched wheel to be turned in

either direction, as the steam, issuing from said ports,

•acts directly upon the wheel to impart motion thereto.

The worm and cog w^heel leduce the velocity suffi-

ciently to admit of the application of the power to
useful purposes.

Claim.—An engine, consisting of the serrated disk
B, mounted in a case provided with the two steam
passages L L, and valve H, and having the shaft D,
provitled with the endless sci'ew P, engaging in the
wheel F, all constructed and arranged to operate as
shown and described.

79,829.—Anthony Hochstein, Williamsville,

N. Y.

—

Harrow.—July 14, 1868.—The cross beams
are adjustable by means of set screws, so that tlie

teeth may be used at different degrees of inclination.

Claim.—The combination of tlie adjustable teeth

-

supporting beams B, independent of each other, aud
the set screws b' b', substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

79,830.-11. H. Hooper, WcstKoxbury, Mass.
— Working the Pedals of Piano Fortes, die.—July 14.

1868.—A device to be attached to tlie lyre or pedal
standard to enable short-limbed persons to control the
pedals.

Claim.—1. The pedal levers and treadles, when
constructed substantially as shov/n, and used with
the pedals of a piano, or other similar musical in-

strument, all substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The pedal levers and treadles, in combination
with the fixed foot stool A, all constructed and used
substantially as described.

3. The pedal levers and treadles, in combination
with the stool bar B, when constructed and used
substantially as described.

79,831.—Jacob W. Horst, Annvillo, Pa.—
Manure Fork.—July 14, 1868.—The operator having
thrust the tines into a heap of manure, draws back
the handle aud at the same time forces the catch bar
forward until it engages the shoulder of the handle,
which operation raises the load and elevates the
points of the tines above the ground, so that the
combined sled and fork may, without obstruction,
be drawn to the place where the manure is to be
discharged.
Claim.—I. The fork D G- E, pivoted to runners

A A, and provided with latching bar C, substan-
tially as described.

2. The use of sled runners A A, constructed sub-
stantially as described, and adapted for sustaining a
fork, and also a latching bar, C, which passes
through the handle of the fork, substantially as sot
forth.

79,832.—Adolphus Ho-ward, Wellsville, IS".

T., and G-eorge E. Howard, Chicago, 111., as-
signors to George E. Howard.—Machine for
Washing Leather.—July 14, 1868.—These improve-
ments, having reference to the use of splint brooms,
and to the manner of applying them to a rotary
shaft, are designed to be applied to the leather-
washing machine for which letters-patent were
granted same parties May 28, 1867.
Claim.—1. In a machine for -washing leather, tho

application and use of splint brooms, substantially
as and for tlae purposes herein described.

2. In a machine for washing leather, the clamps
D D', or their equivalent, in combination with tho
radial arms or disks C upon the shaft G-, for the j)ui*-

pose and substantially as described.

79,833.—William H. Hoyt, Bethel, Conn., as-
signor to himself and Nathan Seeley, same place.—Machine for Sizing Hat Bodies.—July 14, 1868.

—

The elastic support of the corrugated bed sustains
the lower end of the latter above the surface of tho
liquid, so that the roll of hats may be adjusted upon
the bed without exposing the hancls to the hot water.
The handle, pivotal shaft, and impelling springs
enable the machine to be operated by hand when
power cannot be conveniently applied.

Claiin.—1. The combination of the vibrating or
swinging segment D, and the correspondingly-
formed bed a a, hinged or pivoted at N, it being
clastically supported "by the spring 0, substantially
as herein described, and for tlie purpose set forth.

2. The handle K, shaft E, springs S S, and swing-
ing segment D, when arranged as described, and
for the pm'pose specified.

79,834.-Abram C. Jacques, Leavenworth,
Kansas.—Z-'^oiy.—July 14, 1868.—The roller and its

frame are attached to the plow beam by a brace.
The roller, by moving in the furrow last made,
serves to guide the plow in making the next furrow.

Claim.—1. The adjustable frame E and roller G,
to determine and guide the width of the fuiTow,
substantially as herein described.

2. The projecting horizontal blade E and the ver-
tical spur cutter d on the plow point, as aud for the
purposes herein set forth.

79,835.—James Gray Jewell, Washington,
T). C—Windoiv Sash Stop.—J\x\j 14, 18(i8.—Tho
disk sustains tho sash at any height, and locks it

when closed.
Claim.— 1. The combination of tho metallic socket

nail g with the tooth F, tho socket uail to be mado
witli a sharp point where it penetrates the wood, so
that it may be driven into its proper place like a
nail or tack, having an angular groove in its head,
in wliich tho tooth F rests when tho window is

locked down.
2. The corrugated groove i in the disk or wheel A,
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in combination -vrith the rubber ring- or band B, so

as to prevent the rubber from slipping when in use.

79,836.—Joiix JoH^-sox, Atkinson, HI.—Stove
Pipe Damper.—Jn\j 14, 18G>?.—The damper when
closed alFords ventilation and prevents the collection

of soot, but does not admit of the ascent of fire and
sparks in the i)ipe.

Claim.—A stove damper, consisting of one center
plate A, made of a circular rim, a, and fine wire
sieve b. with arms c c, and two outside perforated
plates B and C, of oval shape, arranged and fast-

ened together as described, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

79,837.-0. P. Kimball, Portland, l^o.—Car
Seat.—July 14, 1803.—The rack and pinion turn
gears rigidly attached to the revolving posts of the
chairs, which are consequently reversed by being
turned in horizontal planes.

Claim.—1. Locking or securing the seats of cars
so that tlicy cannot" be turned or reversed, either

separately or all together, without operating the
lever or brake c, in the manner and by the means
substantially as set forth.

2. Operating or reversing in horizontal planes the
seats of cars by means of a rack and lever, or brake
and gears, substantially as and for the piu'poses

herein set forth.

3. Reversing all the seats on one side of a car sim-

ultaneously by one lever or brake, as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. Arranging the seats of cars so that each one of
the separate chairs or seats will turn independent of
the other, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein set forth.

79,838.—Francis L. King, "Worcester, Mass.—
Machine for Dressing Stone.—July 14, 1868.—The
invention has reference to the arrangement for ad-

justing the stones to be dressed so as to hold them
steadily in the proper relative position to insure a
perfectly plane sm-face; the method of supplying
sand and water ; a peculiarly-shaped scroll grinder

;

a self-adjusting frame, and manner of raising and
lowering the same at will ; and an arrangement for

relieving the grinders of all weight in excess of that
required for grinding purposes.

Claim.—1. The arrangements of the grinder
blocks TJ IT, so as to leave a hollow space in the
center, and the conveyance of sand and water to

the hollow space left by this arrangement of the
stone in the grinder boxes by means of the upright
hollow shafts D D and their hoppers M M, or their
ecj uivalent.

2. The collars O O, or their equivalent.
3. The slots in the shafts D D, with the set screws

in the gears C. or their eciuivalent, Avhen com-
bined with the shafts D D, gears 0, self-adjusting
frame L, rotary giinder boxes N iST, and reciprocat-
ing carnage I.

4. The sectional grinder boxes 1^" If, the inner
frames g g', the knobs d d', the set screw c', or its

equivalent, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

5. The cutters c c', combined with the rotary
grinder boxes ST X and the carriage I, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

6. The self-adjusting frame I, the shafting Pv, R,
the gears S S and T T, racks P P, the slide bearings
6 b\ arranged and operating substantially as and for
the purpose described.

7. The hoisting chains X X, pulleys, shaft T,
ratchet wheel W, intermediate gears p x>'. pawl r',

arranged and operating substantially as described,
when combined with the grinder boxes N N, self-

adjusting frame L. collars O, and shafts D D.
8. The chains i' i', pulleys Jc' k', weights in' r>j/.

used for the purpose described, when combined wltn
the self-adjusting frame L, grinder boxes N X, col-

lars O O, and shafts D D.
9. The scroll grinder, with its hollow cone in the

center, as represented in Figs. 6, 7, and 9, made and
operating substantially as described.

79,839.—B. F. Kingman and M. V. B. Shep-
AB.D, Chicago, 111.

—

Spring Bed Bottom.—Julj 14,

18()8.—The metallic strap is long enough to extend
around the slat, and hence the fastener may be
readily adjusted at any part of the slat by passing it

over the end thereof, or opening it and "securing it

around or upon the same.
Claim.—A bed spring fastening, consisting of tho

metal strap C and loop^D, the former having a nil),

E, for holding the spring in place, and a slot, H,
through which said loop passes, and the latter hav-
ing projecting flanges F G fastened to the end of the
strap C', and bearing against the inside of the same,
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

79,840.—Alexander M. Knowlson. Troy, IST.

T.

—

Suppository Machine.—.July 14, 1868.—This de-

vice forms or shapes tho suppository while the ma-
terial is in a cold, solid state, and the medical agent
equally distributed throughout said material.

Claim.—1. The mode or manner herein contained,
described, and set forth, for the manufactnro or
formation of suppositories from the medicated ma-
terial, while in a cold or solid state or condition, sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

2. The combination of the plunger B with the sup-

pository molds a and G', each being arranged with
tho supply tube or cylinder A, in the marxuer and
for the purposes substantially as herein described
and set forth.

3. The employment of the frame H, having com-
bined therewith the mold or die G', the supply
channel c, and tlie cap I, containing the vent e, each
being arranged in the manner and for the pm-poses
substantially as herein described and set forth.

4. The arrangement and combination of the die or
mold a with the cap E, in the manner and for the

purposes substantially as herein described and set

forth.

79,841.—J. A. Lakin, Thompsonyille, Oonn.—
Radiator.—Jidy 14, 1868.—These radiators rest upon
the small ledges of the stove holes, where they are
placed in order to adapt an ordinary cooking stove
to subserve tlie purnoses of an air heater.

Claim.—The peculiarly shaped radiators herein
shown, open at the lower ends, and connected ia

pairs by means of the pipes B and B', substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein
shown.

79,843.—George G. Lobdell, Wilmington,
J)g\.— Cast Iron Car Wheel.—July 14, 1868.—The
flanged side of tbe hollow rim is straight, instead of
curved or depressed, and continued beyond the in-

ternal strengthening ribs, at right angles to the lat-

ter, so as tolncrease the strength of the hollow rim
and facilitate the casting of the same with the
strengthening rib.

Claim.—A cast-iron car wheel, having a hollow
rim with transverse strenghtheued ribs a, where the
flanged side of the said hollow rim is made straight,

and at right angles, or nearly so, to the said internal

ribs, as set forth, for the purpose specified.

79,843.—"William A. Loder, Rochester, N".

Y.—Fruit Jar.—July 14, 1868.

Claim.—A sealing ring for fruit jars formed from
a strip or strips of paper, or other flexible material,
coated on the inside with gum or wax, for covering
the joint between the cover and jar, as hej-eiri set

forth.

79,844.-0. K. Marshall, N^ew Orleans, La.—
Hot Air Flues in Stoves,—7xi\y 14, 18G8 ; antedated
July 4, 1868.—The internal fire-clay pipe is acted
upon directly by the flr-e. Its lower"elbow pipe sup-

plies it with air, which, being heated, is discharged
by the upper elbow pipe, which may have an exten-
sion pipe to conduct the air to the point where it ia

to be made available. The contraction of the heat-

ing pipe at top prevents the too rapid transit of the
air through the same.

Claim.—1. Constructing the pirf D of fire-clay,

soapstone, or otlier Uke material, with a tapering
flue, substantially as described, and for the purpose
specified.

2. Constructing the stove A with openings a b,

in combination with the pipe, having elbows d and
cJ', when the same are constructed of fire-clay, soap.
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stooe, or other like material, aud arrang-ed so as to
operate substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose specified.

79,845.—C. K. Marshall, ]Srew Orleans, La.—
Coal Grate and Stove.—July 14, 1868; antedated
June 27, 1868.—The supply pipes and grooves are
for supplying the iuterior of the rear tile of the grate
Tfith fresh air, which, being heated, is discharged
into the room. The damper enables the course of
the air to be changed, so that it may be directed into

the flue instead of into the room. The triangular tile

also serves as an air heater.

Claim. 1 . The tile C, with its internal grooves c c,

in combination with the pipes E and F, or their

equivalents, aud the grate B, when the same are
constructed and arranged substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The tile C, witli its internal grooves c c, in com-
bination A^'ith the pipes E and F, and damper G-,

when the same are constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described aud tor the pui'pose set forth.

3. Arranging, in the bottom of an open fire grate,

a hollow triangular tile D, when the same is connected
with openings in the side of the grate, substantially
as described.

79,8-16.—WlLLiAJi Marot Marshall, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor to himself and J. B. Alex-
ander, "Washington, D. C.—July 14, 1868.—Glass
tubing is prepared by silvering, gilding, or painting
the inside surface and filling it with piaster or other
suitable substance to strengthen it, and combined
with open work metallic coverings, and ornamental
mountings of metal, wood, or plaster, in relief, to be
employed as stair rods, mountings for sash, &.c.

Claim.—1. The use of glass tubing, wheu supported
by metal or other casing, mountings in relief, of
metal or other material, or the rabetted supports, of
metal or other material, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The filling of silvered or gilded glass tubes with
plaster, cement, or thei requivalents, combined with
wood or metal rods, substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

79,847.-Benjamin K. Maltbt, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to Charles R. Eosdick, same place.—JSye Cup.—July 14, 1868.—By this device it is de-

signed that the eye shall be called into healthful ex-

ercise instead of being inactive aud kept in darkuess
while the compression, by exhausting the air around
it, is going on.

Claim.—The use of tubes that serve as receiv-

ers for exhausting the air around the eye, in com-
bination with spectacles, with or without magnifying
power, designed to elongate the eye, and by proper
use to prevent and also to cure long sightedness.

79,848.—James P. McLean, ISTew York, N. T.—
Refining and Smelting Ores.—July 14, 1868; antedated
July 3, 1868.—By this process pure, dry liydrogen is

introduced into the ore chamber in a free state.

Coming in contact with the decomposing ore it

unites with the oxygen and operates to desulphurize
and precipitate the"^metal and assist combustion.

Claim.—1. The dry gas or gases, prepared and
applied to smelting or refining ores, substantially as

above set forth, or otherwise prepared, to suit' the
exigencies of the time and place.

2. The retort B, cleanser C. drier D, gas chamber
E, neck V. with i)ipes G- G' G", and cocks ')n, n, o,

P, M, and X, prepared and aiTangcd in the manner
and for the purpose set forth aud shown in tuo
drawings or otherwise arranged, substantially as de-

scribed.

79,849.^roHN Meyer. Portland, Me.—Ifac/iinc

for Separating Iron from Sugar.—July 14, 18()8.

—

The bars of the sieve are magnetized" iron, and so

arranged that the charcoal introduced at the top of

the vat must come in contact with them. The par-

ticles of iron adhere to said bars, and hence the
charcoal is freed therefrom before passing into the
vat.

Claim:—As an improvement in the process of
filtering sirup in manufacturing sugar, the improved
filtrator herein shown and described, having the me-

tallic sieve, for the purpose of ehminating the parti-
cles of iron which have become mixed with the
charcoal in the process of preparing the same.

79,850.—George Munro, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Instrument for Stretching Boots and Shoes.—July
14, 1868.—By turning the handle the two sections
may be drawn together, so as to adapt the instru-
ment to be readily inserted in the boot or shoe.
Thev are likewise forced apart to stretch the toe.
Claim.—1. The combination of the sections A B,

block C, screw spindle D', nut G, bevel wheels h and
h', and spindle D, the whole being- arranged and op-
erating substantially as and for "the pm'pose herein
set forth.

2. The block C, consisting of two parts, e and e',

secured together by screws //, and arranged for the
reception of the bevel wheels h and h' and spindles D
and D'. as described.

79,851.—Patrick O'Connor and Morris Col-
lins, Decatur, 111.

—

Ditchinq Machine.—July 14,

1868.—When it is desired to increase the working
depth of the ditching apparatus, the pin fastening the
mold-boards and the pins holding the several braces
are removed, the screw turned to a lower position,
and said pins inserted into higher holes.

Claim.—In combination with the beam A and the
plow C, the mold-boards D, knives K aud L, screw
G, and guides I, so that the whole may be moved
aud adjusted by said screw, substantially as speci-
fied and for the purpose set forth.

79,852.- George Oerllein, Utica, Minn.—
Horse Poiver.—July 14, 1868.—The horse power is
mounted and put in operation upon the wheels,
which are used for moving it from place to place.
Power can be applied from both sides and both ends
at the same time, or from either jjoint alone, as de-
sired.

Claim.—1. A horse power, arranged on wheels,
substantially as described.

2. Master wheel C, supporting frame Q, step R,
arms S, center shaft T, and draught levers TJ, in
combination, substantially as described.

3. Draught levers TJ, chains V, toothed wheels,
shafts, and dogs, "W, in combination with master
wheel C, substantially as described.

4. Tumbling-rod shafts O, M, andK, arranged and
combined substantially as described.

5. Wheels D aud G and master Avheel C, with their
connections, arranged and combined substantially as
described.

6. Braces X and T, in combination with frame A,
substantially as and for the pm'pose described.

79,853.—John W. Pattee, Thornton, N. H.,
assignor to himself and Ephraim Elliott, Lowell,
Mas^s.

—

Painter's Hook.—July 14. 1868.—This hook
is for suspending painters' buckets, aud may be used
in three different ways, which will readily suggest
themselves in practice.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
arms c and d, with their projections e aud /, eyo
hook g, or its equivalent, aud main hook i, with or
Avithout the projection or barbs, wheu arranged sub-
stantially as described, aud for the purposes iully set

forth.

79,854.-Elias C. Patterson, Eoehester, ]Sr.

Y.— ^Yire and Picket Fence.—Jn\j 14, 1868.

Claim.—A wire and picket fence, in which each
picket is provided with two or more pairs of oblique
slots or notches for wires, at different heights, the
notches of each pair in the same picket being also at
diflercnt heights on opposite sides, aud inclined, tlie

one upward and the other downward, the pickets
being so arrauged that each wire of a pair shall al-

ternate from a high to a low notch ruid vice versa, in
the successive pickets, and the two wires of each pair
being- tightened by being seized together at their

crossings, substantially as described.

79,855.—David Philips, Cordova, 111.

—

Wagon
Brake.—July 14, 1868.—The handle being seized and
drawn backward, the chains are wound upon the
roller bar, and, inasmuch as the chains are attached
to the axle or other fixed part, the roller bar is con-
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sequently moved backward, and the shoes applied
to the wheels.
Claim.—The brake, consisting of the roller bar B,

having the blocks d pivoted thereon, with the lever
D. supports C. and chains F, when said parts are
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
described.

79,856.—Hiram PLUjnrER, Brooklyn, assignor
to himself and WiLU.vii E. Doubleday'& Co., Xew
York City, X. Y.—Scicinrj Machine.—July 14, 1863.

—This machine is especially adapted to the sewing
of straw and other braids for bonnets and hats. The
8trip of material that is to be sewed is made to lap
upon the bodv of the material, the positions of the
parts being determined by gauges, and both thick-
nesses pass beneath the folder, so tha•^ the needle will
pass through the two thicknesses while held down by
the folder, and, as the needle recedes, a loop of needfe
thread remains in the hole, in consequence of the
shuttle with its thread having previously passed
through tlie loop of needle thread. The raising of
the folder relieves the material, which is moved
along and again crimped by the folder into form for
the needle to pass through it again.

Claim.—1. The combination of a reciprocating
perforating needle with the folder o, constructed an^
operating substantially as described, and shuttle »-,

or its equivalent, for the pm-poses and as set forth.

2. A feeding mechanism, acting in the direction of
the needle's length, in combination with a folder and
reciprocating perforating needle, substantially as
specified.

3. A perforating needle, reciprocating in a plane
parallel to that on which the fabric to be sewed is

placed, in combination with a shuttle moved in a
race way in the bed, and with mechanism for pre-
senting the material to the needle in a folded con-
dition, substantially as set forth.

4. The swinging plate I, carrying the folder o, in
combination with the feeding point s and mechanism,
substantially as specified, for giving motion to the
parts.

79,857.— Jerome Potter, Pierceton, Ind.—
Gate.—JxHj 14, 1868.—The bar over the roadwav
may be removed to permit high loads to pass.

Claim.—A .sliding gate, having a long stile, I. and
a short stOe, J, in combination with a stationary bar.
D. and movable bar, E. the whole being constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose set
forth,

79,858—PtEUBEN Eamsdell. Eindge, X. H.—
Machinefor Making Wooden Boxes.—J\Ax 14, 1868.—
An in.strument to be used in the manufacture of fig
and other similar wooden boxes. Tlie wood is wound
around and directly against the metallic surface of
the former-block whose grooves serve to deflect the
points of the nails, which are driven into the box,
across the grain. The jaw piece is for gi'iping the
end of the stock and holding it securelv against a
spring, while the band of wood is drawn around both
blocks and lapped. The jaw is moved by a treacUe
and its motion is limited by the adjusting screw.

Claim.—1. In combination with the former-block
or its equivalent, the groove or grooves d. for turn-
ing the nail points, substantiallv as set forth.

2. In combination with the block c, the jaw block
e, with its clamping or griping jaw g and the spring
h, substantially as set forth.

3. Combining with the jaw e and the block c the
adjusting screw k, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

79,859.—DA^^D E. P.\xdall, Chicopee, Mass —
Padlock.—^Jn\\ 14, 1868.—The opening for the key
extends through the solid lock body at right angles to
the key socket. The lockconsistsbf six parts, to wit,
the body, bolt, spring, shackle, pivotal pin of latter,
and small screw constituting detent.
Claim.—\. The an-angement of the detent O in

the curved depression beneath the heel of the sliackle.
so that the detent cannot be removed Avithout de-
taching the shackle fi-om the body of the padlock, as
set forth.

2. The combination of the padlock bodv, formed as
described, slotted and serrated bolt B, spring H, de-

tent 0, and shackle C, with the elongated andridged
key shank T, the whole constructed and operating
substantially as described.

79,860 Ezra Pipley, Troy.X. T.. assignor to

himself and "W. C. Davis axd"Comp.vxy, Cincin-
nati. Ohio.—Tea Kettle.-^\Wj 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. A tea kettle of other culinary vessel,

having a hinged bail and an edgewise swinging
cover.'so hinged or pivoted, and "made flat, or so

shaped on top, that the cover forms a convenient
shelf for supporting and warming other culinary
vessels of larger diameter than the "cover.

2. In combination with a cover formed and hinged
as specified in the preceding clause, so constructing
and applying the bail or lifting handle and the rear
bail lug, that when the bail is turned down, it will

permitthe cover to swing over it, as described.

3. In connection with a^flat topped swinging cover,

the lug or handle G-. projecting horizontally, in such
a manner as to ofi"er no obstruction to placing a
vessel upon said cover.

79,861.-SylvesterH. Popfr. Poxbury,irass.,
assignor to the Eoper Repeatixg-Pifle Company,
Amherst, Mass.

—

Detachable Muzzle for Shot G-uns.

—July 14, 1868.— The detachable " muzzle being
slightly contracted at its forward end. has the efi'ect,

when attached to the gun, of adapting the latter to

throw the shot in an aggregated instead of a scat-

tered state.

Claim.—A contracted ring or ferrule, substantially

as described, attachable to and detachable from the
muzzle of a shot gim by means of a screw joint, for

the purpose of diminishing or increasing the scatter

of the shot, substantially as shown and described.

79,862 0. C. Poss, Penfield, X. Y.—Door
Straightener.—Ji^j 14, 1868.—The lugs are first fixed

in position above a^nd below the warp, and the sec-

tions are then applied so as to form a toggle, where-
upon the screw at the junction draws the door into
form and clamps the parts firmly in contact.

Claim.—The device for straightening doors, con-
sisting of sections D D, connecting intermediately
at I), and engaging at the extremities with lugs C C,
by means of angles fg, and ribs and slots hi, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

79,863.—W. G. Savage, Knoxville, Iowa.—
Steam Engine.—JxAj 14, 1868.—The shaft, which is

parallel with the cylinder and derives motion from
the piston, has a groove in which is secured a smaU
spring, which catches in a notch in the eye of the
cog wheel to cause the latter to turn with the shaft.

A lever secured to the head holds the spring out of
the notch long enough to allow tlie sliaft to turn half
way round without the wheel, whereupon the spring
catches in another groove in the opposite side of the
wheel and starts it forward, so as to give motion to
the valve and reverse the engine.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the lever S and

spring X with the shaft F and wheel G, by which
means the motion of the engine is reversed, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. "The combination of the valve C with the head
A, having a hub, 6, and the cylinderD with its steam
spaces B a, constructed and 'operating substantially
as specified.

79,864.—Charles Sayward. Gloucester, Mass.—Gudgeon for Booms.—July 14, 1868.—A method of
attaching the boom to the rnast, so that it can move
fi-eely in any direction about its attachment.
Claim.—The arrangement of the swivel, hinge,

yoke, and bolt, the swivel intervening between the
boom and the hinge, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

79,865.—Hexry Shaw and William D. Lea-
viTT, Xew Orleans, La.

—

Grinding Plate for Grist
Mills.—rjuly 14, 1868.—The thinness of the grinding
plate, together with the non-conducting packing,
prevents the accumulation of enough heat to operate
injuriously upon the meal.

Claim-.—The combination and arrangement of the
cast-iron grinding plate B, having diamond-shaped
projections A, the unyielding, non-conducting paper
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packing C, and back plate D, all constructed and se-

cured together iu the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

79,866.—TViLLiAM Shea and L. D. Harvey,
Harvey, Mich.

—

Furnace for Meltimj Metals.—July
14, 1368.—The plates contain pipes which receive and
discharge water, to protect the jambs and cool the
brick-work around the crucible. The hearth is pro-
tected in like manner.

Claim.—The putting of pipes into east-iron plates,

substantially as and for the purposes above set
forth.

79,867.—William Sherburne, Charlestowu,
Mass.

—

Journal Box.—July 14, 1868.—The object of
this arrangenaent is to facilitate the removal of the
bearing from the journal of the axle, for the inspec-
tion of the journal, or the rencTval of the bearing,
while the oil box remains in its place. Also to so com-
bine the oil box with the axle and jaw, that the oil

box may be easily removed therefrom, for the pur-
pose of renewing the packing in the rear end, &c.
Claim.—1. The bolt E, constructed as and for the

purposes above described.
2. The bolt E, in combination with the jaw m and

oil box B, substantially and for the purpose above
specified.

79,868.—C. Latham Sholes, Carlos Gliduen,
and Samuel "W. Soule, Milwaukee, Wis.—Type
Writing Machine.—July 14, 1868.—The disk has a
peripheral groove to hold, vsupport, and guide the
pivots of the type bars, which are worked by rods,
levers, and keys. Provision is made for moving the
paper carriage vertically and laterally, the paper to

be written upon being held fast to the carriage by
rods and clamps.

Claim.—1. A circular annular disk C, with radial
grooves and slots, or grooves alone, to receive and
guide the type bars or hammers, so that they inevi-
tably and necessarily will strike the central point
with perfect accuracy, when made and operated for
the pui-pose, and as described.

2. The combination of a circular, annular, radially-

slotted or grooved disk, with type bars fitted therein,
and pivoted thereto, when made and operated for the
purpose, and as described.

3. The combination of a ratchet, of regular and
equi-distant teeth or cogs, with rods and levers to the
keys, so that the paper carriage will be moved a cer-
tain and exact distance every time a key is struck,
when made and operated for the purpose, and as
described.

4. The clamp or rod «, in combination with the
hinges h, and the catches or buttons tn, for holding
the paper securely down on the carriage, when made
and operated for the purpose, and as -described.

79,869. — J. R. Smith, Springfield, Mass.—
Bridge Block.—July 14, 1868.—This arrangement of
the l)lock and lock of tlie ^^•rought-irou chords, en-
ables the latter to be connected firmly together with-
out reducing their sectional area, as is commonly
done by bolt holes.
Claim.—\\\ combination with the wrought-iron

locks D D, connecting the heads a a of the chords,
the cast-iron block, filling in closely around the
joints, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

79,870.—Hervey D. Snow, Bennington, Vt.—
Water Wheel Regulator.—July 14, 18G8.—The device
remains inoperative while the speed is normal, but
is brought into action by a change of speed, to admit
more or less water to the wheel. Adjustable stops
are applied, to prevent the supply of water being
entirely shut off, or the gate opened too wide.

Claim.—The adjustable stops g g\ iu combination
with the pawls r s, ratchet wheel /, and fiauge t,

moved by a connection to the governor, substantially

as set forth.

79,871.—Welcome Sprague, Earnham, N. Y.,

assignor to himself and Beunakd H. MuehlE.-
JSarvester.—Ju\j 14, 18()8 ; antedated June 30, 1868.

—The grain being twisted into the shape of a con-

tinuous rope, is left iu the track of the reaping ma-

chine, supported on the stubble, where it may be
allowed to dry.

Claim.—So constructing a reaping machine that
the grain, after it is cut by the knives or cuttei's,

will be collected and formed into a rope, or equiva-
lent, and in that shape be left, in the rear of the ma-
chine, upon the ground.

79,872.—Joseph M. Stone, North Andover,
Mass., assignor to himself, Geouge L. Davis, and
John A. Wiley, same place.

—

Card Cylinder.—July
14, 1868.

Claim.—A card cylinder, formed of a thin shell,

with three or more spiders or sets of arms in the
same, all cast iu one piece, substantially as described,
as a new manufacture.

79,873. — George Stowe, Bracevillc, Ohio.—
Hoisting Grate.—July 14, 1868.—One of the support-
ing bars is slotted so as to give play to the trunnion
of the grate, and allow that end of the grate to be
hoisted. The grooves in the ends of the fire box
receive the trunnions and constitute guides for the
grate during its vertical movements.

Claim.—1. The supporting bars B and C, con-
structed with a slot, and operating substantially as
described and specified.

2. The grooves D and E, in the ends of the fire

box, constructed and operating as herein described.
3. The bottom grate H, provided with a nib or

guide I, or its equivalent, for the pm-pose of guiding
the grate, and constructed and so arranged as to be
hoisted and dumped, substantially as shown and
described.

79,874.—W. H. Taylor, Baldwins ville, N. Y.—Harness Buckle.—July 14, 1868.—The frame of the
buckle constitutes the loop.

Claim.—The combination of buckle and loop, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

79,875.—Enoch Thomas, Craigsville, Va.— Oi7,

Tobacco, and other Presses.—July 14, 1868.— Under
this arrangement the toggle levers are made alter-

nately to exert their power upon the follower.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
th" double-acting toggle levers E E' and E F' with
the follower frame I) and the reciprocating frame I,

substantially in the manner herein described, and
for the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the sec-

tors J J and J' J', rocking shafts H H', shaft K, and
eccentric wheels L L, in relation to each other and
to the reciprocating frame I, toggle levers E E' and
E E', substantially as herein described, and for tho
purpose specified.

79.876.— James H. Thomas, Lynn, Mass.—
Weather Strip.—July 14, 1868.—The roll, being made
in sections, is free to bend, and thus accommodate
itself to irregularities of the threshold.

Claim.—The combination of the flexible elastic

roll D, with the short cylinders K K' K", &c., and
the spindle H, arranged substantially as described,

and foi the pui"pose set forth.

79.877. — William Thompson, Worcester,
Mass.—iaf/ie Best.—J\\\j 14, 1868.—The object in

attaching the nut to the block through the side of
the rest instead of through tlie top, as is usually

done, is to obviate the accumulation of trash and
chips \vithiu the screw chamber.

Claim.—Connecting the nut E to the poppet block
C by means of a screw passing through a slot in tho
side of the rest B, in the manner herein described.

79,878.-Thom as E. Thurston, Newark, N. J.,

assignor to himselfand James Kearney, same place.

—File Cutting Machine.—JwU 14, 18()8.—These im-
provements are designed to be embodied in the con-
struction of various parts of file-cutting machines
of tho kind for which a patent was granted E. O.
Potter, November 8, 1864.

Claim.—I. Plate A, having the part e cast or
forged therewith, in combination with parts a 6, and
B and E, all combined and arranged in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The improved adjustable stem D, the improved
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parts E and F, the improred part G, and the adjosi-

able roIleT u, when arran;^ and nsed in a filCHint-

tinir machine, which has thereon the improved part
e. aJl constrocted substantially as hereinabore set
forth.

79,S79 George TTashbubs. Xew Tort X. T.
—Lotk BolL—JxAj 14, 186S; antedated June 27,

1866.—This locking mechanism for a slide bolt en-
ables the bolt to be operated bj a key from the outer
die of the door.
Claim.—!. The combination :md arrangement of

the slide bolt C, provided with the rack E, the case
G, pinion F, and shaft H, provided witii the bolt/
and collar «, all operating as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The key J, provided with the thumb lever I,

having tiie pino attached, in combination with the
shaft or arborH ofthe pinion F, said shaft having the
hole/, snbstantially as and for the purpose specified.

79.SS0.—James T. Watkixs, Santa Clara, CaL—Gang Plow.—Jvlj 1-t, 18®.
Claim.—1. The plows H H, in combination with

the blocks E E'. the holding screws I L, by which
the plows are adjusted, and the wedges a a, con-
structed and arranged snbstantially as described.

2. The blocks E £', mounted upon the axles C C^
and the bent arms J J', with the set screws K K',
for regulating the depth of the furrows, snbstantially
as described.

3. The bent arm X, and connecting rod O, with
the handleM and the catch P, for disengaging the
]dom. substantially as described.

4. The bent axle E, with the nutW and the screw
Si, for raising and depresang the farrow wheel, sub-
stantially as described.

79.S81-—CykexusWheklek, Jr.,Anbnm,X. Y.
—Harvester Bake.—Jviy 14, 18^—Selates to the
means for mounting, r^nlating the movements o^
and driving the revolving rake and reel arms.
Claim.—1. The constmction and arrangement of

the chain sheave or puller, whereby it is suoapted to
serve as the rotating hea^ to whichthe rake and reel
arms are pivoted.

2. Th« arrangement of the endless chain asii the
driving and guide pulleys, for driving the rake, ar-

ranged on one side of the drive wheel, from a pulley
or sheaveon the opposite side of said wheel, substan-
tinlly as described.

3. The rake cam or track, made in one piece with
the base plate or yoke, and attached to the rake
stand, substantially as described.

4. Mounting the*Mction rollers that traverse the
guiding cam in detachaUe boxes or stands, located
in recesses or chambers formed in the rake and red
arms.

5. Linking the rake and reel arms together in
pairs, in soch manner that the angle of relation of
said arms may be varied by adjusting the point of
connection of the links therewith at either end.

6. The rake uid reel arms, provided with lugs or
ears, having set screws for adjusting the height of
said arms in passing over the platform.

7. The guiding sheave or pnUeys in &ont of the
drive wheel, around which the rake-driving chain
passes, made adjustable for the purpose set forth.

8. The main &ame, or arm A' thereof, extended
in the rear of the drive wheel, and afibrding a point of
support for the seat bar, snbstantially as de^nibed.

79,882.— H. K. Whtib. Conneant Township.
Pa-— Washing Compound.—Jjilr 14,1868.—Dissolved
vellovr bar soap, sal-soda, saleratus, borax, and salt-

peter.
Claim.— The above described composition, for

washing and cleansing clothing and other goods,
compounded in about the proportions specified,

79,883.— Chaeles ^hittakeb, Milwaukee,
"Wis.

—

Apparatusfor Jloving Heavy Bodies.—Jnlv
14, 1868.—As the screws are turned the supporting
beams are raised, together with the straps which
pass beneath the weight or load ; the latter being
thus raised and supported may be wheeled by the
same apparatus to any desired point.

Claim.—The portable hoisting apparatus, consist-

ing of afirame. A, moj:.:: "i :- - Lc-els. rdth a series
of vertical screws E, -nitL the birs F, and stirraps
G, arranged to be operated bv bevel gear al^uiched
to the horizontal shafts H, ab substantially as de-
scribed.

79,884.—Hexet ATiLtAED. Eipon, "Wis.—Por-
tabU Fence.—Julj 14. 1668.
Claim.—The adjustable braces C G, the mortised

posts A. the hook, D, and the pin B, the whole ar-
ranged and combined with the fence, in the manner
substantially as and for the purposes shown and de-
scribed.

79,885.- George L. Woods. JTewburvport,
Mass.—TTimaa**.—J^uly 14, 1863.—The object' is to
produce a continuoas motion of the windlass. The
turning of the caftan causes the revolution of two
wheels, upon which are cranks, connected by links
with ratchets, which actuate the windlass. The
cranks are upon independent wheels, so arranged
that both the links cannot, during the iteration, be
simultaneously at rest.

Claim.—The arrangement of the capstan e, shaft
d, gears //', and the bevel gears ghh',jji connec-
tion with the windlass r, when ooustmcted and op-
erated as and for the purpose setfortiL

79,886. — MoBGAX TToEKMAX, Washington
Township, Ohio.—Feed Baek.—JulLj 14, 18^.—The
troughs are secured to the main standards by tongue-
and-groove joints, so as to be readily slid 'into and
out of place. The hinged covers exclude filth while
the aninialg are not feeding. t
Cltum.—In the construction of a feed rack, the

arrangement of the removable troughs B. andhinged
covers h, snbstantially in the mannerand for 13a& pur-
pose as hereiu shown and described.

79,887.—FERDrsTASD Adt, Wolcottville, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Eusha ToRiirER, same
plaok

—

Lamp.—July 14, 1868.—^A plurality of wicks
and wick tubes is employed The deflectore are
slotted, dome-like plates, which direct the air to the
base of the flames. The air tube supplies air to the
upper part ofthe flames. The reflectors are vertical
j^aiss, polished on both sides and situated between
the flames.
Claim.—^A reflects- placed between two or more

deflectors, and within the chinmey. so as to reflect

the lightfromthe flames, inthemanner si>ecified : and
in combination with such deflectors and reflectors,

the air tube /, for the purposes set forth.

7^,888.—Thomas I,. Batues, Eiehmond, Ind.,
assignor by mesne assignment to the Ameeicax
Patent CHEOiiATic-PEixiiKG-PKESS Cojcpaxt.—
Inking Apparatus for Color Printing.—July 14,

IS®.— The arms, to which are pivoted the 'bars,

whereby the inking bars are held, are firmly se-
cured in position at the ends of the cylinder by
screws ana lugs. The interposed rubber compen-
sates for any variation that may occur as to the
length of the inking bars. The cams actuate the
inlnlng roller ftames, bringing the roller in cont^ict
with the set of bars of corresponding color, while
holding off the roller of different color.
Claim.—\. The combination of the central hub B,

a series of adjustable inkiTig bars, D E, and a clamp
for securing the bars at the ends -w-ithout the inter-

vention of any intermediate lateral snpports, sab-
stantiaDy as set forth.

2. Interposing rubber, or other yielding material,
between the inner surfece of the hoo^s or tars D and
E and their point of contact with cylinder B and
fongitndinal bars e and «', for the pnqxxse set forth.

3. The c^ns b and &', in combination with bars I
andr and rollersC and C, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

79,889

—

Chaeles Beckee, Joex A. Boss, and
Jacob Steueexagel, Alleghany City, Pa.—Fruit
Can—July 14, 1868.—The recess receives the sealing
cement.
Claim.—The arrangement of the corrugated lip D,

shoulder o, flange t, and recess «, constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating as herein described, and for
the purpose set forth.
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79,890.—Charles Becker, John A. Ross, and
Jacob Steuernagkl, Alleghany City, :Pa.—Manu-
facture of Fruit Can..—July 14, 1868.—The inner
flange is for supporting the lid, and is formed upon
the can by means of grooving or swaging tools.

Claim.—The method herein described for forming
and providing fruit cans with an inner flange, for

the purpose set forth.

79,89.1. — Henry M. Beecher, Plants ville.

Conn., assignor to H. D. Smith, & Co., same place.
—Thill Coupling.—Jnlj 14, ISfa'S.—The lips or lateral

projections receive the screws, whereby the base of
the coupling is secured to the carriage.

Claim.—The improved shaft connection, as made
with the lips a a to its base, and in other respects,
substantially as desciibed and represented.

79,893.—Li?;oN B6melmans and Laurent De
Give, Atlanta, Ga.

—

Manufacture of Glass.—July
14, 18(58.—In this machine the melted glass is spread
by pressiire until it reaches the sides of a frame,
which determines the size of the plate thus formed.

Claim.—1. The process, broadly, of manufacturing
window and mirror glasses, of whatever thickness
and size, by pressing the melted glass between two
parallel and polished plates, whatever may be the
mode of pressing employed.

2. The machine to carry said process in operation,
called window and mirror glasses manufacturing
machine, heretofore described, or any other substan-
tially the same, and which will produce the intended
eflfect.

79,893.—L60N B6MELMANS and Laurent De
Give, Atlanta, Ga.

—

Manufacture of Glass.—July
14, 1868.—The melted glass is spread within a limited
space under the influence of its own ^\'eight, as well
as by pressure applied to the inclosing plates.

Claim.—A machine, called window and mirror
glasses moldingmacliine, heretofore described, or any
other substantially the same, and which will produce
the intended efi'ect.

79,894. — William J. Biggar and John C.
Blood, Conneaut, Ohio.

—

Circuit Closer.—July 14,

1868.—This device is actuated by the heat of a fire

that may occur at the place where it is situated, and
gives aiai-m through the agency of the magnetic
signal.

Claim.—The combination of the board A, the brass
and iron strips m n, tlie sliding bolt c, the spring
lever c, and the posts b b', with the insulated wires
a a', arranged and operating substantially as and for

the purpose herein described.

79,895.—William J. Biggar, John C. Blood,
and Del M. Griswold, Conneaut, Ohio.—Electro-
Magnetic Bicrglar Alarm.—July 14, 1868.—Copper
wires running through the house are connected with
a battery, and have circuit connections attached to
the doors and windows, so that when a door or win-
dow is opened the armature is released from the
magnets, and causes a bell to strike, and lights a
fluid lamp or candle.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
magnets B B, armature C, pivoted frame D, wheel
E, provided with pins d, and catch r, hinged lever-

catch b, bell K, hammer H, handle m, spiral springs
s e, catch p, swinging holder N, rubber O, stand M,
lamp L, weight F, cord j, shaft G. wires g, and cir-

cuit connections and breakers, all substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

79,896.—Samuel C. Bishop and William W.
Marks, New York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Insulat-

ing TelegraphWires.—July 14,1868.—By this arrange-
ment a plurality of wires may be simultaneously
coated and insulated, within the same core, witliout

any tendancy on the part of the incoming insulating
material to bring the wires in contact.

Claim:—ThG combination of the dies B C with the
feed orifice a, when the back or male die B is perfor-

ated for the passage, in a separated manner, of du-

plicate wires, and so arranged, relatively to the feed

of the insulating material through theorifice a, as
that the wires, in their passage to and through the
front die C, are caused to travel iu a piano which is

transverse or at right angles to the feed orifice a,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

79,897.-Charles W. Blakeslee, Watertown,
Conn., Ebenezer B. Beecher, Westville, and An-
thony G. Davis, Watertown, Conn.—Knitting Ma-
chine.—Jn\j 14, 1868.—Relates to the class of knitting
machines in which two straight roAVS of needles are
used, the same yarn or thread being delivered first to
one row and then to the other, for knitting tubular
goods. The arm which is combined with the cam-
operating belt or chain, reciprocates the yarn-deliv-
ering guide. One of the ways or guides which
supports the traveling cam, also servos to keep the
needles in position within the grooves in which they
reciprocate. The narrowing and widening stops
perform the additional duty of intermittently con-
necting and disconnecting the thread guide and "its

actuating arm. The thread guide, spool and stops,
with their supporting bar, may be removed without
disturbing other parts of the mechanism, so as to
give access to the needles in setting up the work.
A removable attachment automically lessens, stitch
by stitch, the length of the courses in knitting a
stocking heel, or similar portion of Avork.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the needle-ac-

tuating cam, of an endless belt or chain for driving
it, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with an endless chain or
belt, of an arm, which, whether revolving continu-
ously or rcA'ersing its miwements around the ma-
chine, substantially as set forth, will impart a recip-
rocating motion to the thread guide.

3. The combination of the traveling needle-oper-
ating cam with the guide bars M M, with which it

engages and disengages, substantially as set forth.
4. The narrowing and widening stops, constructed

with cam surfaces, as described, for insuring the con-
nection of the thread guide with its driver, and its

disconnection therefrom, substantially asset forth.

5. The cembination of the thread guide, spool, and
stops AA'ith the remoA'able bar wliich supports them,
constructed substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

6. The combination, with a knitting machine, of a
detachable automatic traveler for naiTOAA'ing and
widening, actuated bv a traversing finger or projec-

tion substantially as described.
7. A narrowing and widening device, constructed

and operating substantially as set forth.

79,898.—Erastus S. Clapp, Montague. Mass.,
assignorto himself and Isaac Chenery, same place.—Spectacles.—July 14, 1868.—A supplemental frame,

with glasses, is attached to a main frame Avhich has
no glasses, so that the glasses may be raised above the
eyes without removing the main frame from the nose.

Claim.—In combination with a spectacle frame,
the rod D, Avith glass rings and glasses attached
thereto, and made adjustable, substantially as and for

the purposes herein shoAvn and described,

79,899.—N'athan E. Clark, Lawrence, Mass.,
assignor to himself and George H. Cook, same
place.

—

Machine for Making Roving.—July 14, 1868.

—An anti-friction tube of'^ brass encompasses the
spindle, and extends through the bolster. It supports
the bobbin gear on the bolster, and serves as a bear-
ing for the spindle, while giving support to the bob-
bin, and preventing the latter from being worn by
the spindle.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangeraent of
the tube F and bobbin-rest D, constructed as de-

scribed, Avith the bolster A, the tube F, having the
oil passages b and c, for conveying the oil to the sur-

face of the spindle and to the interior of tlio bolster,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

79,900 Richard Coluurn and George W.
Gould, Norwich, Conn.

—

Journal Box.—Tuly 14,

]8()8.—Designed as a means for uniformly lubricat-

ing the entire bearing part of the shaft.

Claim.—I. The combination, witii the bottom A,
and top B, of the box, of the end grooves C C, lon-

gitudinal grooves bg, cross groA'cs c c, and the wicks
m h, Avitir or Avithout grooves 4 4, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the parts A and B, of
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the cad groores C C. longitudinal groore b, cross
grooves c c'. and wick m, substantiallras and for the
purposes herein set foith.

3. The combination, Tvith the metal part e and
groove b of the box. of the groove covering and Bab-
l3it supporting plate 1, substantially as and for the
purposes set fonh.

79,903 .—Jacob Eixhorx, I^s'ew Tort, If. T.,
assignor to himself and Jacob Eugster. same
place.

—

Embroidering ^[acliine.— July 14, 1868.

—

The machine is for embroidering gauze, or other
suitable labric. the devices by which the stitches are
made being fitted in a swinging frame, and the fab-

ric to be embroidered being stretched on a sliding

carriage, so that the stitches"can be made to follow
any desired pattern. The invention refers also to

the arrangement of the needle and hook whicli pro-

duce the stitches, and the devices for operating and
adjusting the same.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of embroidering me-
chanism, substantially as described, in a jointed
swinging horizontal frame. D E, so that ornamental
designs may he produced without moving the fabric
after each s'titch, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The longitudinally adjustable frame B, in which
the fabric is held, in combination with the jointed
swinging needle frame D E. made as set forth.

3. The' rotating cam AT, rod k, and lever I and
hook L. in combination with the tube J. and with a
spring on or within the same, all made and operating
substantially a.s ];erein shown and described.

4. The oscillating lever n o. in combination with
the crank shaft I and reciprocating holder X, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described, for the purpose of operating the nee-
dle in the manner specified.

5. The longitudinally adjustable oscillating lever
n, in combination with the levers PP and the spring
catch Q or its equivalent, all made and operating so
as to allow the needle to be easily thrown in or out
of gear.

6^ The application of the hook L and needle O.
operated by the mechanism described for working a
chain stitch, for the purpose specified.

79,902.-0. A. Foster, Eitchburg, Mass.. as-
signor to himself snd Harlax P. Derby.—Meat
Cutter.—July 14, 18G8.—By this arrangement the
turning of tlie crank imparts to the knife'the desired
concomitant motions, to wit, forward, upward, back-
ward, and downward.

Claim.—1. The combination of the chopping knife,
its slotted arm H, and sliding blocks 4, with the
grooved wheel, in which said blocks move, and the
pin, upon which the said arm is hung, substantially
as and for the purposes shown and set forth.

2. The combination of the chopping knife, its vi-
bratory arm. and the grooved or slotted wheel for
actuating the same, with their supporting frame
arranged to overhang or extend across the revolving
meat tub, substantially in the manner and for the
pui-poses shown and described.

3. The combination with the cross-piece C and
stands B B', and F, of shaft B, wheel G, stand D.
stud c, and arm H, substantiaEv as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

79,903.—Charles Gaudix, Zoe Graxter, and
Jules Graxier, San Francisco. Cal.—i^iVe Kind-
hng.^Jnly 14. 1S68.—A ball of sawdust, mixed and
saturated with inflammable materials, is rolled or
formed upon the end of a wick impregnated with
campliene.
Ctau«.—Forming a fire-kindling ball upon the end

of an inflammable wick for the purpose of ready ig-
nition, as herein shown and described.

79,904.—William Hayward and Johx Lees
Danville, Vn.—Fagot or Pile for Manufacturinn
Railroad i?a'(7s.—July 14, 1868.

Claim.—The 'pileV" as represented in the draw-
ing, either with or v»ithout the part A, substantially
as shown, and for the purposes set forth.

79,905.—Emil T. Hertle andEiCHARD Thomp-
sox, Xew York, X. Y.—Machine for MaJang Wire

Hcddles.—July 14, 1868.— The cylinders and jaws,
which grasp the heddle at each side of the pincers
that form the warp eye. are caused to move toward
the pincers while the operation of twisting the wires
and forming the eye is going on, the object being to
avoid subjecting the wires to longitudinal strain.

Claim.— 1. Arranging the head stocks b' b'. which
support the inner or adjacent ends of the cylinders a
a^. in the manner described and for the i^urposc set
forth.

2. The combination of the movable cylinders a a',

the rods i i\ bars h h', and cam pieces g g', sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

79,906.—Leander Hotchkiss, Torrington, as-

signor to Elisha Turxer. Wolcottville. Conn.—
Fruit Picker.—Jxilj 14, 1868.—This device is de-

signed to dispense with the pull-wii-e or cord of fi-uit

pickers.
Claim.—A fruit gatherer formed of a jointed seg-

mental ring, that closes upon the fruit in the act of
pulling or cutting the same off, substantiallv as set

forth.

79,907.—George A. Huggixs, Mannsville, X.
Y., assignor to himself and H. TV. Shepard, same
place.— JTi'a- Ca-/K—.July 14. 1668.

Claim.—The sheet metal body A. and cast or mal-
eable bottom B, when the latter is grooved so as to
form a seat for the former, and at the same time
furnish an outer rim for the protection of its lower
edge, when the same are combined and attached,
substantially as described as and for the purpose
specified.

79,908.—JOHX P. Hl^iastox, Xew York. X.
Y., assignor to himself and Hamiltox E. Towle.
same place.— Loom.—July 14, 1868.— The shuttle
ean-iers are operated about a verticTal axis, having a
central position in relation to the curve of the shuttle
race. The jogs come in contact with each other,
and promptlystart the receiving carrier by an im-
pulse from the delivering carrier.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lay and the
pivoted and vibratory shuttle carriers with connect-
ing rods and levers." recei-\-ing and imparting their
movement from a single revolving cam shaft directly
to said lay and shuttle carriers, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The construction of the two shuttle carriers,

vibrating on an axis common to both, when the same
are provided with shoulders or jogs, acting in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

79,909.—Almox Hl-xt and C. C. Chapmax,
Macomb. HI.—Wagon Seat.—JtjIj 14, 1868.—The
hooks of the lower springs rest upon the sides of the
wagon. The upper springs are fastened to the cross
pieces of the seat by the headed pins, whose upper
ends are threaded, tb receive fastening nuts.

Claim.—The springs B B^, cross pieces b c, hooks
&^ pins d, and seat C, the whole being combined
and arranged as described.

79,910.—Joshua Hl-xt, Eichmond, Ind.. as-

signor by mesne assignments, to the Americax Pat-
EXT Chro5L\tic Pkixtixg-Press CoyiPA:sY.—Inking
Apparatus for Color Printing.—.July 14. 1863.

Claim.—The combination of the type bed B. the
two forms, and the type-inking rollers E' G', and the
adjustable cam tracks 1 1', when so constructed and
arranged in relation to the ink-distributing rollers,

that different colored inks, first disposedln bands
on the type-inking roUer, or on part thereof, shaU be
transfeiTcd simultaneously to the lines of type, and
a single color be also transferred to the other*form, so
that by two impressions, the sheet or the form being
reversed, two completed jobs may be printed in which
the letter press is printed in more than two colors,

and the border in one color, substantially as set
forth.

79,911.—Thomas S. Huxtixgtox andA. Ful-
TOX, BeUefontaine, Ohio.— Passenger Eegister.—
July 14, 1868.—The levers are raised by their inner
ends coming in contact with the fixe'd cam, each
lever being held up by it until moved fax enough to
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allow a person to pass in, when it falls and assumes
the position of the other levers. Devices are em-
ployed to register the movements of the levers, and
cause a hammer to strike a bell.

Claim.—1. The hinged or pivoted levers or arms
D, when used for operating a rep;ister or indicator,

in connection with the rotating disk C, and cams d
d\ substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the revolving disk C, the
fixed cam F, and the levers or arms D, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the cap E, and the fixed

cam r, for the purpose of operating the arms D, in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the cams d and the disk C,

for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the levers JK L, the spring
M, and the register, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

6. The register ring gr, with its cylinder Z; and
slot I, when constructed in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

7. The combination of the register rings, the
slot I, and the pa^vls g' k' i', in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

8. The arms D, when constructed and operated by
means of the fixed cam F on the cylinder E, in the
manner and for the purpose specifiecl.

9. The register rings, so constructed that, on
their outer surfaces, figures, letters, &c., may be
placed, and on their inside a ratchet and flange, as
and for the purpose herein described.

10. In combination with the rotating rings, the
reciprocating shaft I, and pawls g' h' i', when con-
structed and operated substantially as described.

79,912.—Michael A. Lanagan, Brooklyn, IST.

Y., assignor to himself, John Dailey, Egbert Eus-
BELL, and Andrew Mercien.—Machine for Punch-
ing and Shearing.—July 14, 1868.—For punching
and trimming the edges of boiler plates. The plate

is intermittently fed forward along with the bed to

which it is clamped, and made to pass under the
punch ; subsequently, as it moves forward, the edge
of the plate is trimmed by a pair of shears working
in connection with the punch.

Claim.—1. In combination with the punch C, the
plate-carrying bed A, arranged to slide crosswise of

the punch, .and provided with racks or teeth i Jon
opposite edges of it, reverse pawls g h, connected by
arms g^ h^ with a vibrating shaft H, slotted levers g"^

h^, in connection with said pawls, and beam lever g^

for throwing either pawl in gear with the bed, or

disconnecting both therefrom, to reverse or stop the

motion of the bed without changing or arresting the

movement of tlie punch, essentially as specified.

2. The combination, with the .punch C, of the in-

termitently-fed bed A and shears M JST, arranged, as

described," for operation together automatically to

punch the plate in a regular or uniform manner, and
to trim or dress its edge as it is passed through the
machine, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination, with the shears M !>]' and in-

termittently-fed bed A, of the double pawl m^ and
accompanying mechanism for giving a reverse action

to the bed, or arresting its motion without changing
or stopping the shears, essentially as specified.

79,913.—Samuel Lewis, Brooklyn, IST. Y., as-

signor toWilliam H. Cammeyer, same place.—S'^oty
P'low.—Jnlj 14, 18G8; antedated July 6, 1868.—Appa-
ratus for clearing snow from the surface of skating

ponds and ice lakes. The device is drawn by a horse,

and the handle and axle enable the driver to' raise the

body so as to deposit the gathered snow in a pile.

Claim.—The combination of the lever 9, axle 10,

gearing 7 8, chains 11, 12, 13, pulleys 6 G (5 fi (i, legs

14 14 15, and guides 17 18 19, as set forth, to tlic body
of a "snow plow," as ordinarily constructed, all as

explained and specified.

79,914.—John G. McCormick. Louisville, Ky.,

assignor to himself and M. "W. Ykrgvbo^.—Appa-
ratus for Feeding Fuel to Furnaces.—July 14, 1868

;

antedated July 3, 1868.—An apparatus lor carrying

coal, saw-dust' and other fuel from a bunker to the

furnace, and feeding it regularly and evenly uiwn the

grate under the boilers. It is worked by the engine.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the double-acting

screw c" within cylinder C, when constructed and
used substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the concaves e' e' and
wheels e e -within the spout E, through which fuel is
fed to a furnace, substantially as and for the purposes
indicated.

3. The arrangement of the bifurcated spouts E E
astride of the boilers A A, substantially as and for
the purposes described.

4. The instrument i, when used in a feeding spout
for the purpose of directing the fuel to its proper des-
tination, and constructed and operated as above
described.

5. The vibrating plates m m, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

6. The arrangement of the vibrating grate G- with
the horizontal boilers A A A, in such a position that
it vibrates back and forth transversely under them,
for the purpose of levelling the fuel beneath them,
substantially as described.

79,93 5.—G-ABRIEL jSTatcher, Sidney, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and I. Marks & Co.—Ji'ailroad
Telegraph Alarm.—July 14, 1868.—The spring guards
cover and protect the tappets. The train not only
sounds the gongs in passing the posts having signal
boxes, but compels the hand on the indicator to move
one degree, thereby indicating to the attendants at
the station the location of the train.

Claim.—1. A telegraplnc alarm for railroads, which
is capable of indicating at each station the progress
of the train along the track, and also of giving a
suitable alarm along the entire track both" in front
and rear of said train, by means of the signal boxes
F, gongs G. hammers H, levers J, tappets K K', and
rods 0, or their mechanical equivalents, the whole
being arranged and operating substantially as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the elements F, G, H, K,
K', and of the preceding clause, the spring guard
L, for the object set forth.

3. In combination with the elements F, G, H, J,

K, K', and O of the first clause, the indicator P, for

the purpose herein described.

79,91 6.—Benjamin M. Pearne and Leroy Co-
viLLE, Oxford, N. Y.—Axle Pox.—July 14, 1868.—
The bands are of leather or otiier material suitable

to prevent noise and avoid friction.

Claim.—The combination of the metallic box B
and bands C C with the axle A, when said box has
a central depression, and is enlarged at each end for

the bands, as set forth.

79,5J17.—John F. Porter and Alonzo iSTor-

TON, Tidioute, Fa.—Gang Plmv.—Julj 14, 1868.—
The colters of the adjustable plows serve to sever
roots, weeds, &c., and afford points of attachment
for the draught chains.

Claim.—1. The hinged colter I, attached to the

plow, and operating as described.

2. A plow so constructed and operating that the
draught is mainly or wholly upon the point, as

herein set forth.

3. The combination of the hinged standards K K'
with the plow D, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the rack n, socket S, cam o,

lever p, standard K, and plow D, substantially as

described, and for the purpose set forth.

79,918.—Augustus Pototsky, ITew York, ^^r.

Y., assignor to FiSK, Clark and Flagg, same
place—Buckle for Suspenders.—July 14, 1868.—The
pantaloons mav be disconnected from the shoulder

strap of the suspenders without unbuttoning tho

short straps or tags. The device also ailbrds a ready
means of varying the eff'ectivo length of the shoulder

strap.

Claim.—1. Tho combination, in a buckle, of tho

two members tlicreof with a spring stud upon ono
member, and ^\'ith the slotted stop plate upon tho

other member thereof, substantially as before set

forth.

2. The combination of the stock of tho buckle,

constructed v.ith a toothed slot, Avith a turning bar
clamp, substantially as before set forth.
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79,919.—Peter Rink aud James Docherty,
"Wertsville, N. J.

—

AdjvMable Barrel Head.—July
14, 1868.—The head may be secured in a l)arrel and
removed therefrom -without disturbin/]^ the hoops,
and in case of shriukag-e the head may be expanded.
Claim.—The beveled vredp:c C, grooved upon each

side to receive tlie edges of the parts a b of the bar-

rel head, the short beveled -wcclge D, rebated upon
its under side to fit between the said parts and rest

upon their upper sides, both -wedges secured to-

gether and tightened in tlie head iiy means ("f the
beveled -wedge E, all constructed, 'arranged, and
operating as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

79,920.^roHN K. Sax and George W. Kear,
Kingston, Pa.

—

Railroad Car Stove.—July 14, 1808.

—This construction of the stove is intended to pre-

vent the egress of fire therefrom in case of accident.
Provision is made for readily discharging the ashes.

Claim.—1. The door M, provided -with the eccen-
tric spring latch O, and sunk in from the surface to

protect it from brealcing in time of accident, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes above set forth.

2. The combination of the base A, pan B and its

ralve, revolving grate F and its co"- gearing, per-

forated cylinder C, and its perforated dome IST, and
the door M, all constructed and forming a cylindrical
stove for railroad cars, and operating as specified.

79,931.—Bernard Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to American Burial Case Company, same
jAace.—Co£in.—July, 14, 1868.—The upper part of
the body is set in so that the flange by which the
body and lid are united shall not project out-ward
farther than the sides of the body, compactness and
durability being the purposes thus subserved.

Claim.—Constructing a burial case substantially
in the manner herein described, with the outer edge
of the flange D flush, or nearly so, with the sides
B B' of a body. A, whose upper portion is set in, as
and for the objects designated.

79,922.—E. J. Sjiitii and E. B. Perkins, Chi-
cago, 111., assignors to E. J. Smith.—Scoop and
Sifter.—July 14. 18G8.—The sifter is moved in one
direction by means of the rod and retracted by a
metallic spring.

Claim.—The combination of the sifter J, rod E,
coil spring H, and curved rod G, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

79,92.3.—John C. Smith, Chicopee, assignor to
himself and L. D. Hills, Amherst, Mass.—ioom
for Weaving Palm Leaf.—July 14, 18G8.—The leaf
is first split and cut into thin strips, of uniform
width, thickness, and length, those composing the
woof being of length equal to the width of the web
to be woven. This machine obviates the placing of
said strips in the shed by hand, provision being
made for introducing them automatically.

Claim.—1. In combination with a reciprocating
weft carrier, the feed trough and oscillating box,
constructed substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. In combination with the feed trough and oscil-
lating box, the sliding weights D', substantially as
and for the pui-poso descriljed.

3. In combination with the feed trough and weft
earner, the hooks e e, operating substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

4. In combination with the feed trough, weft car-
rier, and hooks e e, or their equivalents, the sliding
bar f, substantially as and for the purpo.se set forth.

5. The mechanism, substantially as described, for
causing the cloth beam and harness to stop when
the pincers fail to make a successful pick.

a. The slotted arm y, attached to the lav to re-
ceive the strip of palm leaf, and prevent it from
turning or twisting, substantially as described.

7. The lever X, so arranged that it will bear
again.st the lower side of the strip of woof while
the same is being drawn into the shed, and thereby
tend to xirevent it from twisting or turning.

79,924.—David M. Smith, Orange, :sr. J., as-
signor to Benjamin F. Small, Xcw Yorli Citv.—
Lamp.—July 14, 1868.—The tube is wound into a

conical coil, one of the ends being turned up in the
interior, to form the wick chamber and receive the
burner. The object is to retain contents when over-
turned, i)resent a large surface to be cooled by the
air. and secure sfiperior strength.

Claim.—The safety lamp body, formed of a tube,
and constructed substantially as hereinbefore set
forth.

79,925.—Charles E. Stone, Amesbury, and
Alfred Herbert, Salisbury, Mass.

—

Tool for Fit-

ting Bands on Hubs —July 14, 1868.—A clamping
lever is combined with the ordinary tool in such a
manner that a continuous shaving maybe pared from
the hub by turning the wheel on its axle and holding
the instrument properly upon the hub.

Claim.—The handle B, curved at c c c, and adjust-

ably pivoted to the extension C of the liandlc A, by
means of the set screw a fitted into either one of a
series of holes, b b b, formed in said arm C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-

scribed.

79,926.—Hiram Vaughn, Thomas Chad-well,
E. H. Childress, and G. A. Webber, jSTashville,

Tenn.

—

Apparatus for the 2fanufacture of Whisky.
—July 14, 1868; antedated July 2, 1868.—This ar-

rangement of stills, pipes, pumps, hydrometers, <fcc.,

has been devised with a view to enable the distiller

to regulate the quality of the whisky or spirits manu-
factured, without infringing the restriction -which
renders the same inaccessible in order that the quan-
tity manufactured may be ascertained by govern-
ment officers.

Claim.—1. The process hereinbefore described of
manufacturing whisky, or any kind of spirit what-
ever, by the employnieut of pipes, pumps, hydro-
meters, gauges, padlocks, substantially as described.

2. The manner herein described of employing
pipes, pumps, hydrometers, gauges, padlocks, as set

forth.

3. The method of working said pumps, pipes, hy-
drometers, either by steam or other power whatever,
and using them in combination with gauges and pad-
locks, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

79,927.—Charles F. West, Boston, assignor
to J. F. Tapley & Co., Springfield. Mass.—Pa_25er
Ruling Machine.—Jul}'- 14, 1668.—Mechanism for

determining the length of lines ruled upon the paper,
by automatically moving the pens into aud out of
contact with the sm-face of the paper at proper
times.

Claim.-:-!. Combining, with a ruling mechanism,
the wheel o, provided wi-th lifter surfaces or pieces,

for effecting the rise of the pens at the proper times,
when the wheel is arranged in relation to the ruling
cylinder, substantially as described.

2. Making the lifter pieces w adjustable within
the circular grooves v, when held in position, sub-
stantially as set forth.

?>. Arranging the wheel o with its axis at right

angles to that of the ruling cylinder or bed, so as to

be driven by frietional contact therewith, substan-
tially as set'forth.

4. 'Combining, with the wheel o and cylinder 6, ar-

ranged in relation to each other, substantially as de-

scribed, mechanism for arresting the rotation of the
Avheel, and for effecting its release, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

79,928.—.John B. Wilder, Mannsville, ]Sr. T.,
assic:nor to himself. H. W. Shepard, and George
A. flUGGiNS, same place.

—

Clinching Nippers.—July
14, 1868.—The cutters and jaws are respectively em-
ployed for cutting off and clinching the ends of nails,

bolts, or rivets ; and the instrument is particularly

serviceable in shoeing horses.

Claim.—1. The cutters b and 6^ when the same
are so applied to a pair of clinching nippers that they
can be operated substantially as described, as and
for the purpose specified.

2. The cutters b and b^. jaws a and a', and shoulder
e, when the same are arranged substantially as de-

scribed, as and for the purpose specified.

79,929.-Charles Winterburn and William
Kent, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Electrical Bath.—July 14,
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1868.—The object in exhausting the air is to induce
energetic capillary action.
Claim.—The application of electricity to the human

body Tvhile the latter is in vacuo.

79,930.—A. B. Woodward, Alfred Centre, ]S^.

Y., and Samuel A. Woodwakd, Hornellsville, N.
Y., assignors to themselves and Orson Mosher,
Hornellsville, ISJ". Y.

—

Hames Fastener.—July 14,

1868.—The bodies of the hooks or straps which con-
nect the euds of tlie hames are formed with apertures
to receive the locking catches, provision being made
for maintaining the relative positions of the parts
when locked.

Claim.—An improved hame fastener, formed by
the combination of the strap A, strap B, lever catch
D, lever catch C, and spring E, or equivalent, with
each other,. said parts being constructed and ar-

ranged substantiaUy in the manner herein shown and
described.

79,931.—John Agate, Pittsford, "N.Y.—Beer
Cooler.—July 14, 1868.—The beer flowing through
the tanks successively is cooled by water flowing
through the apartments in an opposite direction.

Claim.—Box B, divided into several compart-
ments H, in combination with the tanks C, and con-
necting pipes /, operating conjointly, substantially

as and'for the purposes shown and described.

79,932.—C. M. Alexander. Washington,!). C.—Check and Driving Line.—July 14, 1868.—The bit

pertaining to the driving rein is drawn backward
thereby, but the reining rein, which is a continua-
tion of'the other, draws in a direction at about right
angles to the driving rein and may have a special bit,

so that two bits may be made to act simultaneously.
Claim.—The check lines A and A', made con-

tinuous, and connected to or forming a part of the
driving line B, and operating upon the mouth of the
animal with one or two bits, substantially as speci-

fied.

79,933.—George M. Allerton, I?"ew York, IST.

Y.—Inflated Rubber Goods.—July 14, 1868.—The
covering supports the rubber, and sustains the same
against the internal, inflating pressure.

Claim.—The separate covering of cloth, felt, or
similar material, in combination with the inclosed

India-rubber article, as and for the purposes set forth.

79,934.—G-EORGE M. Allerton, Hew York, K".

Y.

—

Life Preserver.—July 14, 1868.—A tubular, an-

nular, elastic life preserver, which being put on over
the head and shoulders, clasps the person suflB.ciently

to retain its place.
Claim.—An annular inflatable elastic rubber life

preserver, substantially as specified.

79,935.—J. E. Andrews, Coeyman's Hollow, IST.

Y.— Machine for Washing Paper Stock.— July 14,

1868.—The stock is drawn into the water from the
hopper by the floats of the agitating wheel, and then
delivered to the elevating apparatus. Means are
provided for supplying fresh water and discharging
foul water, without carrying oft' the stock. A screen
is employetl to separate grain, gravel, &c., from the
stock.

' Claim.—1. The combination, with the tank A, of
the wheel C, provided with the floats C, screen C^,

and hub a\ substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The combination, with the tank A, of the chute

E, cylinders D and D', and endless chains, provided
with the rakes, substantiaUy as and for the purpose
described.

3. The combination, with the endless chains, pro-

vided witli rakes, of the guides or ways F, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

4. The combination, Avith the water tank A, chute
E, and rakes b, of tlie screen G, substantially as and
for the pui-pose described.

79,936.—William H. Andrews, Ifew Haven,
Con-a.-Rose for Door Knobs.—July 14, 1868.—Ee-
lates to the plate upon which the neck of the knob
rests, and -u rach is commonly called the "rose."
Claim.—The combination of the plate d, con-

structed with the flange a, with the plate A, formed
from tin, or similar hard metal, as described, and
when the flange a extends up through the central
perforation of the plate A, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

79,937.— B. T. Babbitt, IfTew York, 1^. Y.—
Propelling Vessels.—July 14, 1868.—The expanding
air or gas in rushing out of the jet orifices of !.'io

smaller tubes drives the body of water in the larger
tiibes toward and out of one end of the latter, and
establishes a suction or draught from the opposite
open end thereof. The effect of this action in the
longitudinal tubes is to propel the vessel, while that
in the transverse tubes is to steer or turn the same.
Claim.—The combination of the tubes c b, open

at both ends, with the jet tubes d, arranged to pro-
ject within the former intermediately of their length,
and with their jet orifices facing either open end of
said larger tubes, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

79,938. — B. T. Babbitt, l^ew York, ]^. Y.—
Gas Explosive Enginefor Condensing Air.—Julv 14,

1868.

Claim.—1. A motor orpower generator, operating
to compress or force air or gas by the reciprocating
action, in an automatic manner, of a weighty and
independent piston or projectile, fi-ee from constant
connection with outside working parts, the same
being started or set in motion by any suitable explo-

sive force or expansion of gas or vapor under heavy
pressin-e, within a tube or cylinder provided with
suitable openings for producing the necessary explo-

sion or starting'impetus to the piston, and for recep-
tion and discharge of the fluid which it serves to

compress, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of intermittently revolving or
other equivalently operating many-chambered maga-
zines at opposite ends of the tube or cylinder A,
suitable powder-feeding vessels or chambers thereto,

and wires or conductoi-s s s', for operation in connec-
tion with the wire or wires from a battery, to explode
the charges at opposite ends of the cylinder alter-

nately, es'sentially as and for the piu-pose or purposes
herein set forth.

3. The combination, with the loose or independent
piston E, operating as described, of rods 1 1, or their

equivalents, and suitable mechanism for giving in
an automatic manner, or by the action of said piston,

the necessary impetus to "the latter at starting, by
gaseous expansion or explosion, substantially as
specified.

79,939.— B. T. Babbitt, K'ew York, 17. Y. —
Gas Explosive Engine for Condensing Air.—July
14, 1868.—On the closing of the abutment a spring-

actuated pawl urges a ratchet wheel forward so as to

temporai'ily open a valve for the admission of the
impelling fluid or gas, or rotate a cylinder, having
powder chambers, thus bringing one of the latter

opposite the inlet passage, in which position it is

fired by an electic current, or otherwise.
Claim.—1. A motor or power generator, operating

to compress air or gas by the rotary travel or action,

within a cylinder or annular chamber, provided with
one or more abutments and suitable inlet and outlet

passages, of a loose or detached and independent
piston, having imparted to it at intervals power to

establish and continue its momentum by any suitable

explosive force or expansion of gas or vapor, sub-

stantially as specified.

2. The combination of a loose or independent pis-

ton operating within a cylinder or annular chamber,
substantially as describe'd, with a sliding abutment
or abutments in such manner, and said parts or de-

vices being so constructed, as that the piston in its

rotation is caused to open and operate the abutment
or abutments by contact with the same, essentially

as and for the purpose or purposes herein set forth.

79,940.—Gilbert L. Bailey, Portland, Me.—
Sivitch for Street Railroads. — Juiy 14, 1868. — In
passing from one track to another, the friction roll-

ers and levers act in conjuncticn with the car wheel
and a guide rail, said levers being depressed by the

foot of the driver.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
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spring S, levers 7 and 8, friction rollers 5 and 6, and
treadle 11, ah substantially as and for the purposes
described.

79,941.—AUGUST Bertram. Xew Albany, Ind.—Boot and Shoe Shank.—July 14, 1868.—The piece
of hickory or other clastic Avood imparts the desired
curve to the shauk. It does not blunt the awl dur-
ing: the process of manufacture.

Claim.—The riirht aud left shoe shanks A B, of
the form shown, when the same are made entirely of
"wood, and are inserted between the wpper and lower
surface of the sole, so as to be embedded in the
leather, substantially as herein described and for the
purpose specified.

79,942.—Bexoit Block, Soultz, Franco.-J.)n'-

line Z)?/c.—July 14. 1868. — Aniline oil aud arsenic
acid are mixed and boiled, after which the mixture is

purified by adding muriatic acid, and again boiling,

then filtering and'washing in water ; the di-y mixture
is then dissolved in alcohol and sulphuric acid, boiled
in a water bath and passed through a filter.

Claim. — A dye, composed ol" the ingredients
herein named, aiid treated in the manner substan-
tially as set forth.

79,943.—Bex.tamix Boardmax, Maiden. Mass-
—Coffee Pof.—July 14, 1868.-When the coffee has
nearly reached tiie boiling point, the surmounting
chamber is filled -nith cold water, so as to condense
the vapor and save the aroma.

Claim.—The cup or condensing chamber D, con-
structed and applied to an ordinary coffee pot A, in
the manner substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

79,944.—TTiLLiAii H. Bouser, Paris, 'm.—Snap
Hook.—July 14, 1868.—A leather shield is applied to
the snap to 'protect the spring. The thumb piece,
which is a part of the shield, enables the spring to be
readily bent backward.

Claim.—A snap hook for harness, having hook A,
spring B, shield D, and thumb piece E, constructed,
combined, arranged, and operating substantially as
specified.

79,945.—James Bragdon, Boston, Mass.—G^iwe
Po?.- July 14, 1868.—The object is to adapt the
glue pot to the use of kerosene and similar oils,

it being impracticable to use the same under the
common construction of glue pots on account of the
smoke, and the heating of the cap of the lamp from
confinement of the blaze, and consequent drawing
up of the oil, causing it to overflow andinflame upon
the top and sides of"the lamp.
Claim.—I. In combination with the glue pan or

vessel d, the water-containing vessel c, made T\'ith

the conical bottom i, aud the steam chamber j, and
having beneath it the inclined flue I, for escape of
the smoke from the lamp, all substantially as shown
and described.

2. In combination with the conical bottom i and
flue I, the vertical flue m, substantially as shown and
described.

3. In combination with the conical bottom i, and
flue I, the lamp b, having a packed tube, g, substan-
tially as described.

79,946.—James L. Brax.sox, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Hand Loom.—July 14. 1868.—As the batten is
ilrawn forward the dog falls and the latch drops be-
low a tooth in the ratchet wheel. As the batten is
thrown back the outer end of the dog is raised, the
ratchet wheel moved and one of the trips brought in
contact with the trigger on that side of the batten,
thus releasing the picker The wire operates to throw
back the picker block as the picker is retracted.
Claim.—1. The swinging dog E, in combination

with the ratchet wheel aud trips, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The rigid connecting wire S, combined with
the strap 0, and picker block T, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

79,947.—Isaac ]Sr. Bunker, Weymouth, Mass.—
Steering-Wheel Stop. — July 14, 1868.—When the
bracket is thrown against the wheel its notch fits
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around one of the spokes, and thus the wheel is

locked. The springs hold the bracket to the post
when not required to lock the wheel.

Claim.—1. Arranging a notched, hinged bracket
D, in combination Avitb the steering wheel A, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
dcscribecl.

2. Providing the bracket D, when the same is

made and operating as described, with springs c c,

substantiallv as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

3. The bracket D, when provided with a lip, d,

substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

79,948.—Edwix L. Bushxell. Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.—Harvester-Cutter Sharpener.-July 14, 1868.

—Differs from the ordinary riflle or whetstone in

that the sides meet one another at acute angles.

Claim.—As a new and improved article of mann-
iacture. the rhomboidal-shaped cutter sharpener,
substantially as described, and for the purposes set

-orth.

79,949.—W. P. Callahax, Dayton, Ohio.—-Force
Pump for Hydraulic Presses.—July 14, 1868.—

A

small pump is provided for each press and a large
one for all, so that a number of presses mav be used
at the same time. The water can be forced from the
large pump to any one of the presses under the check
valves of the other presses, while the pressure is on
them.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pumps, as
shown, with check blocks and valves, arranged to op-
erate in connection with hydraulic presses, substan-
tially in the manner set forth.

2. The pumj) E, in combination with the pumps D
and E, the stop valve J, and the check valves P P',
substantially as and for the purposes described.

79,950.—JAMES H. Carkeet, Montgomery, Ala.—Double-Acting Hinge.—Jidy 14, 1868.—The bar or
arm may be raised and lowered and the clutches
clasp the respective wings to the plate and prevent
the unfolding thereof when required.

Claim.—The pivoted arm h, provided with two
clutches, J J, so arranged that either one side or
the other of the hinge may be clasped, while the op-
posite side is free to operate, thus allowing the door
or shutter to swing in or out as may be desired, sub-
stantially as described.

79,951.—A. H. Castle, Ann Arbor, Mich.—
Insulator.^July 14, 1868.—The projections of the
notch prevent the rain from running doAvn on to the
hook which supports the wire.

Claim.—The insulating bracket A, with a core,

E, formed solidly, with said bracket, and the angular
transverse notch B. by which the hook is covered by
the projections C D, in the manner as and for the
purpose specified.

79,952.—Robert A. Chesebrough, l^ewTork,
]Sr. Y.—Elevated Railway.—July 14, 1868.—The car
is raised from the foot of one inclined plane to the
head of the next, and progresses under the sole in-

fluence of gravity.
Claim.—An elevated railway, composed ofinclined

planes or sections, an-anged substantially as de-

scribed, in combination with the elevating platforms
at the junctions of the sections, and operated by
stationary motive power to establish continuity of
the sections, as herein set forth.

79,953.—William Clixe, Boston, Mass.

—

liug-
gcpje Supporter for Saddles.—July 14, 1868.—An arm
is attached to the bow of the saddle tree, and adapted
by a folding joint or otherwise, to be contained within
convenient compass when not in use. Packs may
be so secured to said supporting arm that they shall

not touch the horse's back or neck.
Claim.—In combination with a saddle, an adjust-

able supporting arm, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

79,954.—John A. Collins. Virginia City, ITe-

vada.

—

Ore Crusher, Chrinder, and Amalgamutor.—
July 14, 1868.—The ore is crushed in the annular
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trough of the bed plate by the wheels which encircle
the barrels or cylinders, into which the crushed ore,
after passing tkrough screens, is introduced, for the
purpose of being ground and amalgamated by the
action of the rollers therein.

Claim.—1, The combination and arrangement of
the cylinders C, crushing wheels D, axle E, and
central plate F, with arms projecting downward,
and supporting said axle, substantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the driv-
ing plate G, on the shaft H, the friction rollers N,
on the arms of the revolving plate L, and the
stationary plate K, above it, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination and arrangement of larger
rollers S with smaller S', within the cylinders C, the
former rolling upon the latter and upon the cylinder,
but the latter or smaller rubbing and grinding against
the cylinder, as described.

79,955.—Elizabeth A. Combs, Monroe, Wis.—
Bleaching Apparatus.—July 14, 1868.—Brimstone is

introduced tlii'ough a cap guarded tube, and a pipe
carries off the vapors from the close box containing
the articles to be bleached, the object being to pre-
yent the diffusion of the noxious fumes.

Claim.—The fire pot or furnace D, in combination
with the box described, all constructed substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

79,956.—G-EORGE "W. Cook, Macon, 111.— Culti-
vator.—JvlIj 14, 1868.—An arrangement whereby the
attendant may ride or walk while operating the
shovels and managing the team.
Claim.—The connecting of the standards F F of

the plow beams E E, by cross bars c c, as shown, in
combination with the crank shafts I I, chains d,

pulleys/, and treadles H H, all arranged and applied
to mounted frame A, anthstantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

79,957.—John CowELL,Ansonia,Conn.—Too«7zed
Wheei.—S\\\j 14, 1868.—The teeth are inserted after
the wheel is'cast. The key firmly secures the tooth
in the mortise.

Claim.—1. The combination of a detachable tooth
with the corresponding mortises in the rim of the
wheel, when constructed with a recess in one face of
the tooth, so as to lock on to the corresponding face
of the mortise,and secured by the key d, substantially
as set forth.

2. The combination of the plate C and its set screw
/ with the key or keys d, so as to secure the keys,
substantially in the manner herein set forth,

79,958.—Robert E. Crosby, Boston, Mass.—
Lamp Chimney.—July 14, 1868.—The enlargement
of the chimney produces an expanded flame, and
causes the light to shine downwai'd around the
cone.
Claim.—The abrupt or nearly right-angled en-

largement of the chimney, as represented in Fig 3,

arranged in relation to the lamp burner, substanti-
ally as aud for the purpose herein specified.

79,959.—RuFUS "W. Crouse, "Westminster, Md.—Pump.—JxAj 14, 18G8.—A double-acting cylinder
pump, having an arrangement of valves designed to
economize available power and simplify construc-
tion.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cylinder A, plunger D, in-iuction I, and eduction E,
when connected by the apartments C C^ C^ C^ and the
passages F F', provided with the valves c c' c" c'",

all the said parts being constructed, arranged and
operating together, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

79,960.—James P. Cummings, Newport, E.y.—
Fire Plug.—July 14, 1868.—The valve has four legs

connected at top by a ring. It is depressed and
opened by turning the nut at the top of the stock.

The stuffing box, guide, &.C., maintain the rod in

vertical position and prevent it from turning. The
stop and waste liole at the bottom admit of the es-

cape of the water remaining in the stock after the
valve has been cloeed, bift prevent the escape of water
at the waste hole while the valve is open.

Claim.—1. The stuffing bos, guide, and stop Tc, in
combination with the block ri and rod g, substantially
as described.

2. The stop d and waste hole e, formed in one of
the legs of the valve in the manner explained, and
arranged relatively to the waste opening / in the
stock, and the valve seat &, to operate in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

3. The stuffing bos, guide, and stop k, and block
?i, as arranged in relation to the valve c, substantially
as described.

79,961.—Milton Day, Baltimore, Md.—Com
Sheller.—3vi\\ 14, 1868.—The palms ai-e ribbed 7ne-
tallic plates between which the ear of corn is intro-
duced while the device is rotating.
Claim.—The combination, in a corn sheller, of

two palms, B B, each having three or more fingers
or tines, h b, to embrace the cob, with the springs C
C and shanks d d, when the latter are permanently
secured to the rim, aU constructed and arranged
substantially as described, and for the pm'pose
specified,

79,963.—Milton Day, Baltimore, Md.—Corn
Sheller.—Jn\j 14, 1868.—The ribs of the expanding
and collapsing plates constitute, in their combined
relation, a screw, whose action is to feed the ear of
corn through the device as well as to detach the
grains from the cob.
Claim.—A corn sheller, having a series of palms,

B B, each having feeding threads, b'^ b'^, on their
inside, when the same are so arranged that they
afford projecting tines, b b, to receive the cob, and
are in combination with the fingers and springs C,
and the whole are made to operate substantially as
described,

79,963.—Jacob J, Detwiller, Greenville, N,
J.

—

Bocket Signal Device.—July 14, 1868.—The cups
are constructed so as to be interchangeable at will,

for exhibiting various colored lights in any consecu-
tive order desired.

Claim.—1. A metallic signal cup, A^ grooved
spirally for attachment to a staff or suspension cup,
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of two or more cups, A' A^
A3, tapered aud grooved, as herein described,to make
them relatively interchangeable, for the pm-poses
specified.

3. The spiral socket C, constructed and adapted
to receive and hold the cups A', as and for the pur-
poses described.

79,964.—Isaac Estell, St. Louis, Michigan.—
Saw Set.—July 14, 1868.—Attachable, removable,
and adjustable' parts adapt the instrument for set-

ting saws of diiferent sizes, whether straight or cir-

cular.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slotted bottom
plate A, arm H, screws I and G, gauge D, and rod e,

constructed as described, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth,

79,965.—Alvin J. Fellows, New Haven, Conn.
—Tape Measure.— J\x\j 14, 1868.— Relates to the
manner of fitting the s'pring click which holds the
main or primary spring to the central part of the
main-spring bai'rel, so as to hold the tape at any de-

sired point.

Claim.—The combination of the case A with the
plate h', click spring d d', and the arm e, and knob/,
when the whole is constructed, arranged, and fitted

for use, substantially as herein descriljed,

79,966.—Richard Flynn, West Brookficld,
Mass.—/Ste«A;J/aA7ie/-.—July 14, 1868.—The top roll

tends to roll the steak in one direction, while tlie

other roll acts upon it in like manner in the opposite
direction ; the fibers are thus twisted and rolled

wliile being mashed.
Claim.—Tho employment, in a steak-mashing

macliiue, of the rolls A A, the teeth of wliich are
arranged so as to form a continuous spiral from one
end to the other of each roll, tlio said rolls being
geared together so as to move in opposite directions,

while their spirals run in the same direction, as
shown and set forth.
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79,967.—James S. Fowler, Davenport, lova.
—Disckarjing Apparatus for Harceiter.—July 14,

1868.—As the grain is cat by the reaper it falls

upon the slatted gates until snflficient has accumu-
lated to form a gavel, when by the action of a slid-

ing bar it is thrown upon the rack, wlience it is de-

livered upon the stubble so as to be out of the way
ot the reaper in makiner the ensuing trip.

Claim.—I. The slatted gates G G- G, constructed
and oiHjrating substautlally as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the slatted gates G G G,
the rack H, sliding bar K, and levers F and I, con-

Btmcted and operating sub.stantially as specified.

79,968.—Marshall "S. Frederick, Elgin, 111.'

a-ssignor to himself and Charles S. Moselv, same
Elace.— Watch.—.July 14, 1668.—The stud or post is

eld bv means of a screw, the end of f.hich is so

.Rhape<l that when it is screwed into the stud, it draws
it down and tightens the drive wheel. The double,

auxiliary wheel, which gears with the drive wheel,
i.s also geared by its finer set of cogs with the wheel
that tui-Ds the baud post. The hollow spindle of the
spur wheel receives the stem key. and is mounted in

such a manner that when the box is removed from the
post plate, the spur wheel can be lilted out of said box.
Claim.—1. The stud or jjost B, having a bearing

through the plate C and box D, thereby holding the
drive wheel A firm and steady, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the stud or post B and
drive wheel A, the screw T, constructed substantially
aa described.

3. The double wheel K, in combination with the
wheels A J, and the vibrating bar E. provided with
spindles b, arranged to operate substantially as spe-
cified, and for the purposes set forth.

4. The spur wheel H, in combination with the box
D and post plate C, when arranged feo that the bear-
ing of the spur wheel is partly in the box and partly
in the plate, substantially as set forth.

5. The plate R, in combination with the wheel L
and main-spring arbor, when arranged substantially
as specified.

79,969.—Frank H. Fuller. South Boston,
Ma.ss.

—

Lamp JBurtier.—July 14, 1868.—By connect-
ing the cap with the perforated ring, jets of air are
caused to pa.s3 upward around the flame, affording
an extra supply of oxygen.

Claim.—1. The wick tube D made in two sections,
when the upper section is fitted over the lower, as at
i, whereby the separation of the parts of the burner
lor cleaning is facilitated, as herein set forth.

2. The lamp burner, constructed as described, and
consisting of the perforated conical ring B, and cap
A, snppoited on stands C, projecting from the up-
per section of the wick tube, and the concave per-
forated disk F, rim E, and part G attached to the
lower section of the wick tuoe, all arranged as herein
shown and described, for the pm-pose specified.

^79,970.—TViLLL\M Walker Gibson, Edinburg,
North Britain.

—

Apparatus for Decorticating and
Cleaning Cereals.— J\i\y 14, 1^68.-As the grain
passes between the surface of the drum and wire
gauze casing, the triturating action to which it is sub-
jected decorticates and cleans it, the husks and
cleanings being blown out through the meshes of the
ganze.

C'iaiw.—The employment of a revolving drum for
decorticating cereals, upon the surl'aceor periphery
of which strips or blades of glass, porcelain, or like
material are fixed and arranged, substantiallv in the
manner shown and set forth.

79,971.—Ezra Gould, Xewark, X. :j.—Scre%o
Threading Machine.—Jnlj 14, 1868.—The bolt to be
cut, or the nut to be tapped, is secured in a sliding
head, which is forced toward the chuck containing
the dies or the tap by a clutch lever. The two con°-
centric spindles are caused to turn together by the
engagement of their respective projections, but the
inner synndle is allowed a limited independent mo-
tion, in order that the dies may be thereby gradually
forced toward the common axial center of the spin-
dles or moTcd outward therefrom.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, herein described, of
the driving wheel F. concentric spindles G C, and
projections a b. for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the lever K and slide L, se-

cured one to the other by a pivot, h, which moves in
a slot, I. with the lever jaw m, frame A. and head
block J. all constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as and for the purpose described.

79,973.—.John H. Guest, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Electro-Magnetic Temperature Alarrii.— July 14,

1868.—The spring axis throws the armature off of
the electro-magnet when the circuit is broken. The
cii-cuit breaker is adjustable to suit the length of the
current. The thermometer closes the current and
causes an alarm to be sounded when the temperature
rises to a certain extent.

Claim.—1. The spring axis, on which the arma-
ture swings, in combination with the hammer and
bell, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The spring circuit breaker i and adjusting
screw n, yjrovided with a head or button, in combi-
nation with the armature and spring axis h, for the
purposes and as set forth.

3. The alarm thermometer, formed with the hori-

zontal circuit closer and its adjusting arm, in com-
bination with the case inclosing the adju.stable parts,

as set forth.

79,973.—.John H. Gl^st, Brooklyn, IS. Y.—
Electro-Magnetic Burglar and Fire Alarm.—.July

14, 1868.—The apparatus is aiTanged upon the gen-
eral plan of giving an alarm by a bell whenever'the
circuit of a galvanic battery is closed, by the move-
ment of anything that should remain stationary,
thus indicating the occurrence of a fire or a burglari-

ous attempt.
Claim.—1. A pair of magnets and armatures, ar-

ranged and acting in the manner specified, in com-
bination with a hammer and bell, the former being
attached to the lever of the armature, for tlie pur-
poses and as set forth.

2. An expansive, corrugated disk and hinged arm,
forming a thermal circuit closer, substantially as set

forth.

3. The adjusting screw 7, in combination with the
thermal circuit closer, as and for the purposes set

forth.

4. The pendulum and spring, in combination with
the circuit wires and notched sash or slide, to close

the circuit, as specified.

5. The two springs 13 14, connected with the cir-

cuit wires, in oombination with the pusher q, for the
purposes and as set forth.

6. The plates r, screw studs «, and nuts i, con-
structed substantially as specified, in coml)ination
with the cii-cuit wires, to form a designating or dis-

connecting apparatus in a fire or burglar alarm, sub-
stantially as tset fort,h.

79,974.—Jacob "W, Haskell, Boston, Mass.—
Tool Holder.—J\x\\ 14, 1868.—The boxes which fit up-
on the tool holder are clamped by a screw in the rect-

angular hole of a lathe slide. The spline and feather
prevent the tube from turning in the boxes. The
boring arbor can be set with the cutting tool pro-
jecting as far from the post on the lathe slide as may
be required.
Claim.—The combination of the tube c, bearing

the mortise-headed bolt d, with half boxes h i, when
the tube and boxes are connected with a feather and
spline, and are otherwise arranged, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

79,975.— Charles E. Hendrick, Chicopee,
'iAa.iiS.—Feather Renovator.^Juij 14, 1868.— The
valves are opened by turning the nut on the connect-
ing rod, when steam is admitted to the box contain-
ing the feathers. "When the valves are closed the
steam receiver radiates heat to dry the feathers.

The valves may be modified.
Claim.—1. Three or more valves D D D D, rod E,

nut X. in combination with the receiver C, the whole
arranged and operated substantially in the manner
herein' shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The swinging valve D, with the spiral spring t,

substantiallv ais described and for the purpose set
forth.
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79,976.—LeviHeyWOOD, Gardner, Mass.—Ifa-
cMne for Shaving Rattan.—July 14, 1868.—A kuife
or scraper planes down the joint portion of the rat-

tan after it has been cut into strips. Knives are also

employed for shaving the strip on the inner side,

together with a pair of knives against which the
edges of the strip are brought after being shaved on
the under side.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the knife M, con-
structed and operated substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the knives d, in combina-
tion with the presser rolls 1 1" and operating screws
A, all constructed and operating substantially as set

forth and for the purpose stated.

79,977,— A. L. Hill, Decatur, JW.— Breast
iS«rop.—Julyl4, 1868.—A breast strap is attached to

the hames of each collar, the hooks being fitted in
the harness rings, and the ring of the neck yoke en-

circling the metallic plate which connects the leather

straps. The ribs sink into the leather and relieve

the rivets of strain.

Claim.—1. The breast strap, constructed as de-

scribed, and consisting of the strap C, to which the
plate D, having ribs d, is rigidly secui*ed, when said
strap is provided at each end with a hook, B b, all

arranged and operating as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The ribs d on the exterior surface of the bar D,

when used in combination with and applied to the
strap or straps C, for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

79,978.—Henry Hise, Chicago, Hh— Trace
Buckle.—Jxilj 14, 1868.—Employed to attach traces
to harness, oiie part being secured to the end of the
trace, and the other fixed adjustably upon a strap
eonnected with the hames or passing around the
breast of the horse. The device dispenses with the
loops commonly employed to retain the hanging ends
of the trace.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plate B, pro-

vided with one or more inclines, a, with a clasp, C,
arranged and operating substantially as set forth,

and for the purposes specified.

2. A plate, B, when constructed so as to be se-

cured upon a trace, and provided with one or more
inclines a, in the manner described.

79,979.—Charles W. Hubbard, Pittsburg,
Ta.—Sazo Handle.—JxHj 14, 1868.—The back end of
the saw blade is fitted in a groove in the forward
part of the handle. The bolt is made to occupy a
slot of the saw blade, and the nut is turned so as to

cause the bolt to di-aw and hold the handle and blade
firmly together.
Claim.—A new article of manufacture, to wit, a

saw handle, consisting of the part J, provided with
a recess, /, for the nut of the bolt B, and with a
gi'oove adapted to the end of the saw blade, said
handle and its part J being made substantially in the
form herein described and represented.

79,980.—Charles "W. Hubbard, Pittsburg, Pa.—Machine for Grinding Saws.—July 14, 1868.—The
metallic apron, in connection with the teed rollers,

moves the saw blade to the action of the grindstone
with a force that does not exceed the griuding ca-

pacity thereof. The flange or collar at the eye of the
grindstone may be set in position, or at an inclination
corresponding with that of the side of the grindstone.
Claim.—1. Providing a saw-grinding machine

with an unjoined thin metallic belt or endless apron,
substantially as herein described and for the pui-pose

set forth.

2. Pivoting the bearing roller A' so that it can be
deflected to correspond to the desired taper of the
saw blade, substantially as herein described and for

the purpose set forth.

3. Providing the shaft of a grindstone with a flanjre

provided witli a socket joint, substantially as herein
described and for the pui'pose set forth.

79,981.—P»vunders Hubbell, Jr., "West Silem,
Ohio.

—

Catch for Money Drawers.—July 14, 1868.

—

The outer lever being depressed by tho foot lowers
the remote end of the inner lever, which carries

with it the vertical rod, and thereby disengages a

catch from the money drawer. The spring on said
rod throws the latch to fasten the drawer.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of tho
levers A and B, the fulcrum support C, and spring
m, or its equivalent, in the manner substantially as
described and for the purpose specified.

79,982.—Frederick A. Hull, Belvidere, HI.—
Car Coupling.—July 14, 1868.—The draw bars are
tubular, and inclose springs to the inner end of
which the forward draught of the car is applied.
When the cars are backed said springs act as buffers.

Auxiliary links may be employed.
Claim.—The combination of tho tubular draught-

iron B, the bars D E, the spring S, and the link I,

and pin b, arranged and operating substantially as
specified and shown.

79,983.—GrEORGE M. Isbell, Torrington, Conn.—Needle for Sewing Machines.—Ju\j 14, 1868 ; an-
tedated July 3, 1868.—A needle for use in machines
for sewing 'boots and shoes. The object of the im-
provement being to so shape the needle that it shall,

while possessing the needed strength, pierce as small
a hole as possible.

Claim.—A sewing machine needle, formed as
specified, with the flattened body, the circular edge
to the hook, the lengthened opening in the hook, and
the curvature or swell at the back of the hook, as and
for the pui*poses set forth.

79,984.—Horace K .Jones, Kensington, Conn.—Attachmentfor Balancing Polishing Wheels.—July
14, 1868.—The weights nre movable and may be
fastened at any desired uoiut in a groove which is at
the side of the'wheel and concentric with the latter.

Claim.—The combination of the ring A and
weights a, constructed and arranged as herein de-
scribed, with a polishing wheel, for the purpose of
balancing it, substantially as specified.

79,985.—William J. Keim, l^ew York, N. Y.—Spiral or Windiiig Stairs.—July 14, 1868.—The
steps are perforated "at the center and secured upon
a central post, so that the respective ends of the
steps belong to separate adjacent staircases, at oppo-
site sides of said central post.

Claim.—An arrangement of winding steps, con-
structed in such a manner as to give two or more
flights within the same space, substantially as de-

scribed.

79,986.—L. J. Knowles, Warren, Mass.—^eZf
Shipper for Looms.—Jnlj 14, 1868.—These devices
adapt the loom to be conveniently started and stopped
by the attendant while standing at either end of the
same.
Claim.—1. The combination with the shipping lever

D, applied to one end of the shipping rod C, of the
inclined guide rod c, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

2. The combination with the shipping lever, and
slotted and notched guide piece in which it moves,
of the dog and ears for actuating said lever, and the
rotating and longitudinally sliding rod upon which
the same are mounted, together with the spring f and
lever D, the said parts being arranged for' joint

operation, as herein specified, so that the movement
ot the lever D shall cause the shipping lever to be
drawn in either direcion, as required.

79,987.-A. T. Latta, Camden, S. C.—A7iimal
and Bird Trap.—July 14, 1868.—The weiffhted door
and hinged platform are nearly balanced, and con-
nected by a cord passing over a pulley. The animal's
weight springs the trap, and peculiar resetting de-

vices are applied.
Claim.—I. Tlie weighted and pivoted door e, cord

d, pulley c, platform a, and catch /, all constructed
as dei-cribed, and combined and operated in the man-
ner set forth.

2. In combination with the above, barrel g, arm h,

bent lever and catch/, the Avhole being operated in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

79,988.—Charles H. Lawrence, ITew York,
assignor to himself and N. P. Tyler, Barrytown, N.
Y.—Printers' Galley.—July 14, 1868.—The wooden
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frame is cut alonff the center from the inner side, to

receive the metallic tonfrue, which is soldered to the

lining. The screws wiiich secure the bottom pass

through the tousrue. The object is to prevent the
galley from shrinking.
Claim.—The lining o, having the metal tongue b,

in combination with the frame a, bottom d, and
screw e. applied in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as herein shown and described.

79,f)S9 H. Y. Lazear, Xew York, ]!T. Y.—
Gajt Heater.—July 14, 1868.—The double-walled up-

right cylinder is arranged over a gas stove contain-

ing a wire contrivance for supporting the steak. The
heated air or gas ascends in the inner chamber,
passes through the upper orifices into the annular
chamber, descending in which it escapes at the lower
orifices.

Claim.—1. The V-shaped trougli E and the filling

E'. by which the flame is divided, and the grease
protected from burning, and smoke thereby pre-

vented, substantially as described, in combination
with a gas steak broiler.

2. Tlie annular space B and the orifices h and i,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. An apparatus for broilug steak by gas, whereby
the steak is broiled or cooked simultaneously on both
sides, or where the sides are equally exposed to the
flame and heat, substantially as shown and described.

79,990.— Philip Leonard, Sharon, 'Pa.—Ma-
chine for Dressinrj Grindstones, Minerals, d:c.—
July 14, 1868.—The tool stock may be moved in a
direction parallel with the axis of the stone to be
dressed, as well as toward and away from the stone.

Claivi.—The adjustable frame B, fitted in a frame,
A, as shown, in combination with the sliding frame
C. provided with the tool stock C, arranged for a
lateral movement, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

79,991.— Thomas J. Lixdley, Medora, Ind.—
Trw-ss Pad.—July 14, 1868.—The central prominent
part of the pad is of lead, and hence may be of
greater or less diameter to suit the size of the rupture.
Claim.—The wooden pressure pad B, having an

inseited lead center, C, and attached to the strap A,
all arranged substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

79,992.—.James C. Loup, Galveston, Ind.—
Stove Pipe.—July 14, 1868.—A plate of cast iron or
other fire-proof rnaterial is suspended from the raft-

ers and forms a base upon which to build the flue,

and supports the appliances for connecting the stove
pipe therewith.

Claivi.—The sliding pipe B, for making connec-
tion of stove pipes to the flue, and shutter H, for
closing the aperture in the rest, when the pipe is not
in use below the rest, as described.

79,993.—Elijah Lucas, Winslow, Indi.—Grain
Separator.—J\i[j 14, 1868.—A fan and smut cleaners
revolve inside of the sieve. The grain can be dis-
charged at either side of the machine by means of
the reversible chute. The metallic strips act as a
fan to blow cockle, cheat, <fcc., through the wire
sides. The rows of wire projecting at right angles
from the shaft operate in conjunction wUh similar
-ft-ires on the adjacent slats to remove the smut.
Claim.—1. Polygonal-shaped wire sieve B, pro-

vided with shafts d d. metal strips e e. and wires i i,

constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purposes herein set foi-th.

2. The reversible chute E, in combination with
the rod /and the lever G-, substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

79,994.— TTiLLiAM J. Lyman, East Hampton,
Mass.

—

Portable Chamber Closet.—July 14, 1868.

—

Designed as improvements on the chamber closet
for which letters patent Xo. 74558 were granted
same party February 18, 1868.

Claim.—The an-ahgement and combination, with
each other, of the box A, cover B, seat C, platform
E, vessel E, additional seat H, and receptacles I, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

79,995.— James M. Mayhew, Providence, E.
1.—Chafing Roller for Wagons.—July 14, 1868.-The
concave" iron roller constitutes a means for protect-

ing the sides of wagons from chafing or wearing
when the front wheels are turned.

Claim.—The construction of the concave chafing
roller C upon the longitudinal rod a, having its

bearings in the endsC of the side pieces A, which are
recessed to i-eceive the elastic cushions c c, bearing
against the ends of said roller, aU oi^erating as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

79,966.—John W. Mayhew, San Erancisco.
Csd.—ShacJde Bearer.—July 14, 1868.—The object is

to aiford a rest whereby to relieve a criminal of the
constant weight of his gyves.
Claim.—The manner of supporting and bracing

the bearer ring A, by means of the back brace C,

formed and shaped as herein described, and secured
to the tread of the shoe in the manner set forth, in
combination with the side braces D, of the particu-

lar shape and construction described, having forked-
shaped ends.

79,997.—S. B. McCorkle, GreenviUe, Tenn.—
Horse Collar Stuffing Machine.—July 14, 18G8.—This
machine places the straw in the collar in such man-
ner that its elasticity is preserved and utilized.

Claim.—1. A machine for stutfing horse collars,

so constructed and operating that as the plunger
enters the collars, its fork, a. will have its prongs in
a horizontal plane, for the purpose described.

2. A machine for stufiing horse coDars, so con-
structed and operating that the plunger partially

rotates as it moves back and forth, in order that its

prongs, a, may lie in a vertical plane as it catches
the straw, and in a horizontal plane as it delivers the
straw into the collars, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the plunger A, having the
fork a, with the arm e, and bent guide rod H, when
the several parts are constructed to operate in the
manner described.

79,998.—WilliamMcLucAS, Eeinersville, Ohio.—Double Corn Planter.— July 34, 1868.— The seed-
dropping mechanism within the hopper consists of a
tube and an inclosed arm or roller having a lever
actuated by projections on the driving wheel. By
depressing a lever the hind part of the machine is

raised and the weight thrown upon casters to facili-

tate turning.
Claim.—1. The tube H, when the same is con-

structed with angular openings and supplied with a
plug h, in such manner that the same can be actuated
by the driving wheel D', or controlled by the upright
lever or needle h'.

2. The foot lever Gr', when in combination with
suitable mechanism, and the universal casters/'/',
when the same is so constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

79,999—:??•. H. Mead, Waterport, l^". Y.—Tire
Frame Attachment.—July 14, 1868.—The wheel may
be detached and turned readily, and reclamped upon
the frame before the tire can cool.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoted lever C,
adjustable toothed bar E, slotted cap plate F, and
toothed bar Gf, with each other and with the frame
A, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

80,000.-Gyrus Milner, Des Moines, Iowa.—
Washing Machine.—July 14, 1868.—A screw adjusts
the pivoted, corrugated board, to vary the space
between it and the roller, in conformity with the
bulk of material to be washed.

Claim.—The box A, cylinder D. and adjustable
board E, when said cylinder is provided with a series
of corrugated staves and brushes, as described, and
the board E with corresponding brushes, to operate
substantially as set forth.

80,001.—DaVXD Morris, Bartlett, Ohio.—Chum
Motion. — July 14, 1868. — The dasher plunges and
rises twice at each revolution of the wheel.

Claim.—The fi'ame, consisting of the upright A,
foot B, and screw-threaded stem a, the latter serving
the double purpose of a guide for the dasher shaft,
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and means of attachment of the frame to the lid of
the churn vessel, in combination with the grooved
wheel G, slides g g', pitman F, and dasher shaft
D, the whole arranged and operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

80,002. — C. E. Murray, Sugar Valley, Pa.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—Jvlj 14, 1868.—When the pivoted
teeth are turned inward and upward, they are made_^
to sustain the load by turning upward the arm of*

the eccentric, which is also pulled down by the trip

cord when the load is to be discharged.
Claim.— The frame, composed of the diverging

prongs a a and head &, in combination with the
pivoted or jointed teeth e e, rods / /, and eccentric
h. an arranged for joint operation, substantially ia
the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

80,003.-BexjaminW. Ogburn, Whittle's Mills,

Va. — Calculating Balance. — July 14, 1868. —Indi-

cates either the weight of an article or its gross price,

and may be made to indicate how many pounds, at
any given price, it will take to amount to any given
sum.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding fulcrum
M and pea L, when working upon a graduated beam
I, in connection with a balance frame B, the parts
being constructed and arranged as described, so as
to operate together in the manner and tor the pur-
pose set forth.

80,004.—Paul A. Oliver, ISTew York, IT. T.—
Powder for Blasting and other Ptirposes.—July 14,

1868.—The blasting powder is made of common peat,
instead of charcoal, combined with saltpeter, sul-

phur, and chlorate of potash. The gunpowder is

made of peat, sulphur, and saltpeter or nitrate of
soda.

Claim.—1. The use of peat in the manufacture of
gun. and blasting powder, substantially as set forth.

2. As an improved article of manufacture, the
powder, made substantially as herein described.

80,005.—Thomas Payne, Detroit, Mich.—Bail-
road Station Indicator.—July 14, 1868.—These de-
vices are for indicating to passengers the names and
distances of stations, and the movement of the parts,

necessary to effect the changes in the position of an
indicating ribbon or drum, is caused by the projecting
arm on the car coming in contact with an arm on a
post which is planted a little beyond each station.

Claim.—1. The arms N N, arranged as described,
on the roof of a car, and provided with ears r r, to
guide them along the circular rods s s, in combina-
tion with the spiral springs h h, on said rods, to pre-

vent any wabbling or lost motion, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The slotted bars E E, forming a frame, and

Slaced on the shaft a, on each side of the circular
isk B, in combination with the shoes b b and levers
E E, for the purpose of turning the shaft ia either
direction, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

3. The arms I I, pivoted at one end, one having a
weight or spring, L, attached to the other end, and
the other attached to a bell or alarm, M, by means
of a spring, c, and both provided with adjustable
corrugated clamps K K, in combination with the
cog wheels c c, when arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

4. The slotted staysH and T, when arranged so as
to regulate the movement of the cog wheels c c, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. A drum, constructed as described, for the pur-

pose of indicating names, figures, or characters, sus-

pended in a car, and operating substantially as set

forth.

6. The cylinder d and roller o, in combination with
the spring p and ribbon e, when arranged as do-

scribed, so that when said cvlinder is revolving in

one direction, the spring wincls up the ribbon on the
roller, and when revolving in the opposite direction,

the ribbon unwinds from the roller and winds up the

spring, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

7. The arms S S, when attached to the posts R R.

in the manner described, with spring n n, to soften

or lessen the blow, and used for the purpose of mak-

ing the station indicator self-operating from any
station or direction, substantially as herein set
forth.

8. The arrangement of the circular disk B and its

cog wheel C, the bars I D, lever E, bars E E, and
shoes b b, when constructed and operating substan-
tially as set forth.

9. The arrangement of the arms N IST, and their
springs, when operated by the arms S S upon the
posts E, E, substantially as specified.

80,006.—C. C. Peirson and George E. Peirson,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Condensation of
Vapors in Lard Boiling, d:c.—July 14, 1868.—A con-
stant shower, through the shower pipes, is pro-
duced whenever the process of boiling is going on,
and hence offensive vapors from the substance boil-

ing become condensed and united with the water
that passes off through conduits.

Claim. — 1. The shower pipes E and S, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. A condensing and deodorizing apparatus, hav-
ing cover B, condensing boxes D and E, shower
pipes E and S, chimney K, and conduit pipes, as de-
scribed, constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as described.

80,007.—Samuel Pierce, Boston, Mass.—Base-
Burning Stove.—July 14, 1868.—The drum forming
the lower part of the radiating drum constitutes a
receptacle for any ashes, dust, &c., that may be
brought over from the furnace and deposited.

Claim.— 1. In base-burning stoves, making the
walls, which divide the coal receptacle fi'om the igni-
tion chamber, double, and inclosing water, said
water serving to preserve the said walls, and also for
heating purposes.

2. The combiuation of the radiating drum C with
the ash receptacle D, arranged and operating as de-

scribed.

80,008.-IsTathaniel E. Potter, Providence,
E. l.—Clay Mill.—Jxily 14, 1868.—The connection
between the driving shaft and the mechanism which
causes the wheel to traverse its axle, may be readily
thrown into or out of gear, and when the disconnec-
tion is made the tempering wheel contiuues to travel
in one track so as not to interfere with the scraper.
Means are emj)loyed for connecting the main line of
shafting with the special machinery for tempering
the clay, whereby the latter may be started gradually.
Claim.—1. Combining the rack and pinion mech-

anism k b (for giving a radial movement on its axle
to the tempering wlieel) with its driving gear, L, by
means of the adjusting screw c, or equivalent device,
for breaking the connection between the two at
pleasure, substantially as herein described.

2. Combining the driving shaft, D', of a tempering
mill with the driving gearing by means of the fric-

tion strap P, applied and operating in the manner
substantially as shown and described.

80,009.—L. A. Powers, Meriden, Conn.—Table
Fork.—Jnlj 14, 1868.

Claim.- Making the socket for the guard of a
carving fork solid with the bolster, or with a portion
of said bolster, and independent of the tang or body
of the fork, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

89,010.—David E. Eeed, Tekonsha, Mich.—
Apple Corer and Slicer.—Jxi\j 14, 1868.—The apples
are successively placed on the cutters and cored and
quartered by depressing the hand lever, the quarters
falling into a pan, and the cores being forced through
the tube into the box.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
flange coring-tube, C, pressor P, hand lever D, arm
E, witli the receiving box A, substantially in the
manner and for the pui-pose specified.

80,011.—Thomas Eeese, St. Louis, M.O.—Steam
Engine.—Jiilj 14, 1868.—An arrangement for sup-

porting the cross head and pitman of horizontal
engines, and producing a parallel motion without
employing the ordinary guides or ways.

Claim.—The cross head G suspended by links J
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from a rock shaft I mounted in pivoted standards K,
said standards being so connected with the recipro-
cating cross head as to receive an oscillating motion
therefrom, in the manner and by the means substan-
tially as herein described, for the purpose specified

80,012.— Hexry Seymour Eobbtxs, Xewton
Falls, Ohio.

—

Device for Strawberry Culture.—July
14, 186;^.—These plates form an earthen covering or
pavement for the strawberry bed, obviate weeding
and prevent creepers from taking root. Holes are
jirovided for the upward passage of the plant and
for ventilation, and the projections support the plate
above the gi'ound.

Claim.—A plate for strawberry culture, con-
structed in the form herein shown and described,
and having apertures B and C, and projections D,
combined and arranged substantially as specified.

S0,013.—"WiLLiAsr H. EuDEHEAVER, Miamis-
burg, Ohio.

—

Machine for Dressing Felloes.—July 14,

18(;8.—The inside of the felloe is dressed as it is fed
along over the convex rest.

Claim.—The convex and flanged rest or bed V,
adjustable in height in the manner described, in
combination with'the cutter head D and adjustable
feed and pressm-e rollers P, or their mechanical
equivalents, the whole being arranged and adapted
to operate substantially as set forth.

80,014.—Isaac Eogeks, TTest Chehalem, Ore-
gon.

—

Apple Carer and Sheer.—July 14, 1868.—The
apple is placed upon the fork, the coring apparatus
is forced forward by the foot bar, the tube perfo-
rates the apple, the knives are forced about hall-way
through the same, and the coring device is then
withdrawn, carrying the apple with it. Another
apple being then* placed upon the fork, the coring
apparatus is advanced, the first apple is divided by
the pressure of the second, into which latter the
knives are forced.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slide bars F,
cross-bar H, tube M, knives N, and rim O, with
each other and with the guides or slides G- andparer
fork Q. substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose" set forth.

•2. The combination of the adjustable guide P
with the rim O and slide bars F, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The combiaation of the ^oss or foot bar J and
levers I with the bottom board A and cross-bar H
of the sliding bars F, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,015.—A. P. EOUTT, Liberty Mills, Ya..— Cul-
tivator.—July 14, 1868.—A device attached to the
plow standards for the purpose of eradicatiug weeds
and grass between the rows.

Claim.—1. The instrument, consisting essentially
of the standard M, loop .§, point m, and blades n n,
having shar^ front cutting edges, when the several

Sarts thereof are constructed and arranged as above
escribed, and for the purpose set forth.
2. The combination of said instrument with the

Slow standard B B and wedge W, substantially as
escribed.

80,016.-Abraham K. Saxders. Brooklvn, 2^.

Y.—Base Burning Stove.—July 14, 1868.—The ob-
ject is to have a circulating current of air warmed
upon one side of nearly every plate and pipe, with
the other side of whicli the products of combustion
ai'e in contact, insiu-ing the warniing of the air and
cooling of the products before ultimate escape.

Claim.—1. The descending smoke flue between
the casing m, opening into the base of the heater,
in combination with the air flues 3, 5. and 6, ar-
ranged and acting substantially as specified, so that
the air to be heated comes in contact with one side
of the flue plates or tubes, and the products of com-
bustion on the other side, as sot forth.

2. The magazine g, supported by the cylinder f
and top plate"/, in combination with the fire pot a
and combustion chamber formed between the said
magazine g and the easing e. in Avhich chamber are
the air heating pipes 5, as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

3. The doors 8, between the plates d and n, and
at the end of the air flue 5, for the purposes and
substantially as set forth.

4. The doors 9, between the cylinder /, top plate

/, and grate or mantel frame t, and opening into the
hot air inclosure, for the purposes and as set forth.

5. The descending flue in, conveying the products
of combustion fi'om the fire chamber to the base of
the heater, in combination with the air flue 3 5, that
exposes the air to be heated to the wall of the ash
pit, the fire pot, and said descending flue m, sub-
stantially as specified.

6. A fireplace heater, in which the magazine for

the fuel extends to the top of the heater, and is pro-
vided with an opening in front of the mantel frame
for the introduction of fuel, substantially as set forth.

80,017.—Aaron C. Sanford, Plymouth, Conn.—JRenovating and Dressing Feathers.—July 14, 1868.

—When the feathers within the cylinder have been
washed and cleansed by the direct flow of the steam
fi'om the inner tube, the valve is shifted, cutting off

steam fi'om the inner tube and admitting it to the
outer, its action within the latter being "to dry the
feathers.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
outer tube D with the inner tube E and respective
openings / and g, provided with the valve d, and
having tubes a leading from the inner tube into the
cylinder, and constructed so as to operate in the
manner and for the purpose herein specified.

80,018.-Christian ScHinxz, Philadelphia, Pa,—Machine for Stretching and Softening Skins.—
Jtily 14, 1868.—The hide is laid upon the edges of
the blades and stretched by depressing the rollers

between said blades while the ends of the skin are
held.

Claim.—1. An instrument having a set of parallel,

or nearly parallel, stationary blades or supports, and
a set of parallel rollers, operated by a lever or other-
wise, for the purpose of stretching leather, as set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the blades D D D upon
the supporting head C, so as to adapt them for ad-
justment by means of the set screws c, substantially
as set forth.

80,019.—Joseph Sea^ian, Chicago, JR.—Man-
gle and Ironing Machine.—July 14, 1S68.—A device
for actuating the lower roller upward to exert the
requisite pressure upon the clothes between it and
the upper roller.

CloAm.—The combination of the rollers A A',
levers D, eccentric disks E, pillow block wheels F,
and weight W, or their equivalent devices, substan-
tially as shown and described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

80,020.-JOHN "W. Shaeffer, EedWing, Minn.—Furnace for Roasting and Smelting Gold and
other Ores.—July 14, 1868.—The furnace is provided
with lofty domes, into which the gases ascend, and
which prevent them from again uniting with the
matrix, so that the formation of a sulphuret is ob-
viated.
Claim.—A furnace for smelting and reducing

gold, silver, copper, and other ores, constructed
substantially as herein shown and described.

80,021.—Eugene F. Shaw, Wyoming, Mich.—
Churn.—Jx^Y 14, 1868.—The wotmd-up weight and
the gearing constitute a power for swinging the
churn back'and forth.

Claim.—The oscillating vessel D, provided with
the cross-bar E and dasher F, in combination with
the gear wheels K M O, and their shafts and nin-

ions, and the spool I, cord G, and weight W, all ar-

ranged and operating substantially in the manner
specified.

80,022.— George V. Sheffield, Worcester,
Mass.

—

Manufacturing Screws.—July 14, 1868.—By
the operation of this machine the screw thread is

gradually formed by a drawing process, in contra-
distinction to cutting the raetaJ out to form the
thread, as in the common mode.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the reciprocat-
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ing rods H H, the frame marked I, J, and K of the
shafts L L, and wheels 5 and 6, pins 8 8, and arms
M, for operating the same, as and for the purposes
stated.

2. The combination, with the reciprocating frameUK and shafts L, of the sliding boxes of the wheels
5 and 6, hinged connections /, arms M, and pins 8,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the stationary frame A,
tubular shaft B, spindle F, and jaws b of the recip-
rocating frame, the rods H, cross piece G-, wheels 5,

6, connections /, arms M, and pins 8, the said parts
being arranged for joint operation, as and for the
purposes set forth.

80,023.—Thomas J. Sloan, IvTew York, iST. T.
—Mode of Operating Shutters.—July 14, 1868.—The
geared hinged sectors, together with the sliding and
rotating spring shaft and the button and rim, form
a means of operating the shutters from within, and
retaining them in the desii-ed .position. A mechan-
ism is also employed for locking the shutters at their
point of juncture when closed.

Claim.—1. The bevel gears K H, in combination
with the spring shaft F, retaining button i, and rim
m, when the said shaft is arranged to drive the gear
K, and slide longitudinally through it, as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The employment, in connection with a mechan-
ism for ojpening and closing blinds from the inside
of the window, of a positive lock mechanism, com-
posed of the locking shaft O r and spring-retaining
mechanism q'Rs t, aU as specified.

80,024—H. K. Smith, Norwich, Corm.—Fric-
tion Clutch Pulley.—July 14, 1868.—The pin and nut
are made to raise the end of the lever and force out-
ward and in opposite directions the segmental ends
of the friction pieces, thus causing them to bear
firmly against the inner periphery ot the pulley rim,
and effect the simultaneous rotation of the pulley and
shaft.

Claim.—1. The pin E and nut J, in connection
with the levers D.

2. The friction pulley, constructed and arranged
substantially as described and for the purpose spe-

cified.

80,025.—Samuel Stanton, ISTewburg, 1^. T.—
Cut-Off Valve Gear.—July 14, 1868.—When the fly-

wheel shaft increases its speed by reason of a dimi-
nution of duty, or from other cause, the governor
arms are thrown out, and the flange and ring turned
so as to cause the valves to be more quickly closed,
and the speed reduced to the standard.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bent levers H
H, rollers upon the pins j, and the cams g g', for
opening and closing the valves, as herein shown and
described.

2. The sleeve G, wheel F, flange c, and ring e, in
connection with the governor and the valve levers
H H, all arranged to operate in the manner as and
for the purpotse set forth.

80,026.—D. M. Steward, Dayton, Ohio.—Car
Coupling. — July 14, 1868. — The tongue of the
T-shaped pin falls into a slotted bar, and engages
the coupling link.

Claim.—The pin C, with handle D, fastened by the
eye bolts a a, in combination with the slotted bar B,
which forms the coupling chamber, all constructed
and arranged substantially as desci'ibed and for the
purposes specified.

80,027.—James Swan, Seymour, Conn.—SLanu-
facture of Auger Bits.—July^l4, 1868.—The forma-
tion of the point, lips, and spnis is accomplished by
means of a pair of dies, an ordinary drop press being
used. One of the dies is formed with recesses or
cavities, Avhich preserve the material of wliich the
spurs are formed, and leave the blank, when pressed,

with the lip and the cutting edge between the latter

and the screw point.

Claim.— I. As my iinproveraent of the dies B and
C, the cavities e e, for preserving the material for

the spurs c c. as desc; ibed.

2. As my iniiu'ovomont in anrer blanks, tlie pro-

jecting i)ortiou« b c d' of metal, of wJiioli to form the

lip and spur of the form, and arranged relative to the
screw point and cutting bit, as described.

80,028.—W. H. Teal, Weyauwega, Wis.—Ma-
chine for Forming Sheet-Metal Pans.-—July 14, 1868.
—The dies grasp the metal plate, and the formers
bend it so as to form square corners. A single move-
ment of the apparatus produces a square metal pan.

Claim.—A machine for forming sheet metal pans,
consisting of an upper die, H, hinged to a lower die,

E, provided with formers g, so that both dies may be
firmly locked together, and the whole operated
simultaneously with the lever B and actuating guides
D C, substantially as herein deicribed.

80,029.—H. M. Teasdale, Dansville, N. Y.—
Compound for Roofing.—July 14, 1868.—Coal tar,
sand, ashes, plaster of Paris, white lead, and salt.

Claim.—The combination of the within-specified
ingredients, when compounded in or about the pro-
portions described, for the purpose set forth.

80,030.—WiLLL\M H. Thomas, Catasauqua, Pa.—Steam Pump.—July 14, 1868.—An arrangement
whereby the steam is made to actuate the valve
without the intervention of valve gear.

Claim.—The arrangement of the ports e e', with
relation to the cylinder A, the chambers a a', valve
Gr, induction ports h b', and the eduction ports d d',

all operating as described, for the purpose specified.

80,031.—I^Tathan Thompson, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Cutting Nippers.—July 14, 1868.—The supporting
pieces applied to the jaws, which efi:ect the double
connection between the jaws and the handle, and
enable wire to be cut without twisting or fracturing
the nippers.

Claim.—Constructing cutting nippers, so that the
cutting edges thereof shall be as close as possible to
the knuckle which surrounds the pivot on which the
jaws turn, or shall be even closer to the pivot, with
the knuckle projecting between the divided edges,
as described, and so also that there shall be a double
connection between the jaws and the handles, one
part of each connection being embraced by the parts
of the other, in the manner substantially as herein
described.

80,032.—Charles Titus, TJnion, M.Q.—Dressing
Barrels.—July 14, 1868.—This machine is intended
to chamfer and cro;^ at one operation, an entire set
of staves, when set up and hooped to form a barrel.
The series of staves is placed endwise in the guide
ring, to be acted upon successively by the chainfer-
ing, hollowing, and crozing- cutters.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
separate levers or treadles r s, the collars p q, and
bent levers n n', with one another and the shaft B,
the cutter head A, and the ciatter carrier E G, such
head and carriers being provided with cutting and
a guide ring, D, as set forth. ,

80,033.—.John S. Toan, King's Feriy, IST. Y.—
Horseshoe.—July 14, 1868.—The rubber sole relieves

the horse from the shocks and discomfort commonly
experienced in traveling upon pavements. It also

prevents slipping. One of the walls of the groove
may be removable to facilitate the removing and re-

placing of the sole.

Claim.— 1. A horseshoe, provided with a nail
flange, D, and an India-rubber sole, substantially as
described.

2. The clamps F F, for the purpose of readily se-

curing and removing the India-rubber sole E, sub-
stantially as described.

80,034.—A. ]sr. TOWNE, Chicago, Bl—Lock Nut.
—July ]4, 1868.—The contiguous faces of the nut
and washer are corrugated, to prevent tlie nut from
being turned off by jars, concussions, or vibrations.

Claim.—ThG coiTugated nut D and washer E,
constructed as described, when used in combination
Avitli an elastic packing or washer.

80,035.—A. J. Truxell, Salem, Yn.— Lard
Press and Saumge Staffer. -July 14. 1868.—The
latch fastens the cup to tlie bench. The sausage
moat is forced liy the foHowor through tlie strainer
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and into the skin or sack which is drawn over the

spout.
Claim.—The combination of the removable cup E

formed with a concaved bottom and spout F, and
provided with a perforated plate, C . with the bench
A. lever C. follower D. and pivoted latch H, all con-

structed and operating as set forth.

80,036.-11. J. Tryon, La Crosse, Wis.—Com-
pound for Welding.— Jviij 14, 1868.—Bc'.'ax, sal-

ammoniac, black oxide of manganese, prussiate of
j

potash and red oxide of iron.

Claim.—The welding flux or compound, substan-

tially as described.

80,037.—B.VKER VAX AUSDALL, Keokuk, Iowa.
—Bf>ot Sole.—July 14, 1868 : antedated July 6, 1S68.

Claim.—As a new article of manufactui-e, a flexi-

ble wooden boot sole and heel, formed of independent
sections of wood riveted to the leather inner sole, as

herein described, for the pm-pose specified.

80,038—Achilles J. Tawter, Indianapolis,

Ind.—Office Bed.—July 14, ISm ; antedated July 10,

1868.—The construction of the hinge permits the
shutter to be readily detached from "the case when
desired. The legs or supports for the outer ends of

the shutter, when turned down, also serve to fasten

it when closed.

Claim.—The case A, having a front, B, which is

hinged at the bottom in the manner specified, the
inner face of said front being provided with a bed,

C. which is supported either in a horizontal or

vertical manner, by means of the legs I I, the

various parts being constructed and operating as

specified.

80,039.-George TTharton, Jersewille. El.—
Gang Plou'.—Jnlj 14, 1S(;8.—Devices to facilitate the
raising and lowering of the plows, and adapt the
machine to uudidations and sloping surfaces.

Claim.—1. Constructing the axle of two parts,

H I, connected by a joint, c, in combination with the
two levers J J',* all arranged and applied substan-
tially in the manner as and for the purpose set

forth.
•2. The foot lever M, connected with one of the

beams A, and to the post h of the axle, as shown, in

combination with the shaft Lx, secured to the axle,

and having the front ends of the beam A fitted

loosely to it, all arranged to operate substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

3. The treadle platform D, draught poleE, and the
lever F, connected to the draught" pole by chain 6,

all combined and arranged substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

80,040.— AxDREW TVhelden, South Dennis,
Mass.

—

Lantern.—July 14. 1368.—The gas burns at
the edge of the deflector. The base has a register to
regulate the admission of air, and the burner is in-

closed within a jacket having a perforated top sur-
monnted by the deflector. The arrangement reduces
liability of casual extinguishment of tiie flame.

Claim.—The perforated base B and band F, in
connection with the jacket D. provided with a per-
forated top, a, and the plate or deflector E. all being
constructed, arranged, and applied to a lantern, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,041.— Albert M. White, Thompsonville,
Conn.— Railway Car Seat. — July 14, 1868.—The
grooves of the end frames or standards, and the pins
on the ends of the back enable the back to be readily
reversed.

Claim.—The studs a a' and grooves //and g g,
in combination with a car seat, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes herein set forth.

80,042—Hexry G. Williams. Providence, E.
I.

—

JOie and Plunger.—.July 14, 1868.—A method of
forming tin and other metallic boxes, and covers for
the same.

Claim.—The die A, when its upper inside edge
fluted or serrated as described, whereby the tin or,

other metal to be struck up is crimped evenly to pre
'

vent the uneven lapping and consequent breaking
of the metal as herein .set forth.

80,043.—Thomas Wilsox, Birmingham, Eng-
land.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arms.— July 14, 1868.

—The rotating handle or coUar is employed for lock-
ing the closing plug prior to the discharge of the
gun. The join'ted catch or sere holds the hamiuer
in cocked position.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the breech shoe
or shoe cap, of the breech plug, and a spring-locking
collar or handle, attached to but having a rotary
movement independent of said plug, together with
the self-engaging lugs, or their equivalents, for hold-
ing the collar to the breech shoe in the manner spe-

cified, so that when the breech plug is pushed up to
close the breech, the said collar shall be first partially
rotated in one direction by the action of the said lugs
in entering the openings or recesses in which they
are held, and then, by the action of its spring, ro-

tated in the opposite direction, to effect the engage-
ment of the lugs, and the consequent interlocking
of the collar and breech shoe, substantially as set
forth.

2. The rotating locking collar, with its lugs and in-

closed spring, constructed and combined "with the
breech plug, upon which it is mounted in the manner
specified, and arranged to operate in connection with
the rear of the breech shoe or shoe cap and the bev-
eled openings and annular space formed in said shoe
for the reception of the lugs, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the breech plug and slid-

ing hammer, of a spring stop and guide, h^. for
guiding the said plug and hammer and for holding
and releasing said hammer, substantially as shown
and set forth.

4. The combination, with the slotted tubular breech,
plug and the spring stop and guide, h^, of the in-

closed sliding hammer and its jointed, catch and
sere, both the said stop and the catch or sere being
arranged so as to lie partly witliin the slot in the
tubular breech plug, substantially as herein shown
and set forth.

5. The safety slide or bolt v under the breech shoe
or shoe cap, for preventing the accidental retraction
of the detent or stop h'^, constructed and arranged
to operate i# connection with the locking handle or
collar, in the manner shown and specified.

6. The combination and arrangement, with the ro-
tating locking handle or collar, of the locking check
bolt tor preventing the movement of the trigger un-
til the collar and the breech plug are securely fixed
or locked in their places, substantially in the man-
ner set forth.

7. The combination of the Vigger check bolt, and
the safety slide for locking the detent, with the slid-

ing breech plug and its rotating locking handle or
collar, under the arrangement and for operation as
set forth.

80,044.—Peter WixxecxARD, Coldwater, Mich.— Device for Sharpening Horseshoe Calks.— July
14, 1868.—The square projection of the block is in-

serted in the hole of a common anvil, and the oblique
opening receives the horseshoe whose calk is ham-
mered upon the block.

Claim.—The block A, constructed substantially
in the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

80,045.—Charles Wright, l^ewark, K". J.—
Friction Clutch Pulley.—Jtily 14, 1868.—In the act
of adjusting the set screw the eccentric is turned so
as to bring the line of pressure between its pin and
the screw to the point which best enables the ready
and efl'ective action of the combined leverage, thus
maintaining the most favorable distance which would
otherwise be constantly varying from wear.

Claim.—1. The set screw' X, when employed in a
friction clutch, substantially in the manner and for

the piu-poses specified, the nut being in the stem of
the block C.

2. The sUding arm E, link w, and eccentric, D, in
combination with the adjustable block C, when con-
structed, combined, and aiTanged in the manner and
for the purpose hereinabove set forth.

80,046.—Henry W. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa.—
iln.—July 21, ]8f)>'.—This invention consists of a

coveted air-tight kiln in which a powerful draught
is produced by moans of a jet of steam made to
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draw alike from all parts of the kiln, together with
a means of introducing large or small quantities of
air and steam into the fireplaces so as to premote
perfect combustion and impart a uniform degree of
heat to all parts of the kiln.

Claim.—1. The peculiar arrangement of the nu-
merous and narrow heat-distributing flues ?/, at right
angles to and in combination with the covered fire-

places C C, for recei%"ing, dividing, and conveying
theii' heat uuderneaththe entire bottom of the bricks,
when set in the kiln to be burned, substantially as
described.

2. The air flues H HD D, in combination with the
openings G- G F F into the fireplaces C, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

3. 'The steam pipes E, S T T in Fig. 1, and pas-
sages F F and flues E E in Fig. 2, in combination
wi'th the fireplaces C C, for the objects indicated,
and substantially in the manner sho^\n.

4. The arrangement of the iDipes p o^ o^, o^ o^, o^,

and 0, in combination with a covered brick kiln, for

exhausting the smoke and gaseous products of com-
bustion and superheated steam, in an equal and
uniform method, from all parts of the kiln, for the
objects described, and substantially as represented.

5. The use of a jet of steam to create a draught at

the top or end of the brick kiln, substantially as
shown and for the ends proposed.

6. The combination and arrangement of the ex-
haust pipe 0, when supplied with a jet of steam, the
fireplaces C C, and with the air flues H H D D, and
with the openings G G F F, and Avith the steam
pipes E E in Fig. 2, when they severally supply
those vehicles of heat to the bottom of the kUn, which
the steam jet, issuing from o, pumps from its top, as
herein substantially shown and described.

7. The construction and operation of the brick
kiln, substantially as shown and explained, and for
the purposes set forth.

80,047.—James Albertsox and Sample C.
Byeks, Eichmond, Ind., assignors to James L. Ha-
ven and James L. Branson, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Hand Loom.—July 21, 1868.—Outside the forward
sprocket wheel is a compound crank to the v^Tist of
one portion of which is connected a pitman having
its opposite end pivoted to the batten. On the shaft
which carries the rear sprocket wheel is a series of
cams so arranged as to operate the treadles in regu-
lar order or in any order desired, so as to produce a
variety of cloths.

Claim.—The combination of the driving shaft,

having the sprocket Avheel B mounted thereon, and
haviug the batten connected thereto by pitmen E,
with the cam shaft, having the sprocket wheel C and
the cams n secured thereto, when said parts are all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as

described.

80,048.—Stephen M. Allen, Woburn, Mass.—
Artificial Leather Belting.—July 21, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The attaching, cementing, gluing,
stitching, or uniting together of sheets for artiflcial

leather belting or banding made from pulped animal
fiber, tanned or imtanned, used alone or in combina-
tion with other vegetable fiber, or with other further
combination Avith resinous or gelatinous substances.

2. Attaching, cementing, gluing, riveting,or stitch-

ing sheets or strips of artrticial leather paper for belt-

ing, made from pulped animal fiber, tanned or un-
tanned, alone or mixed in further combination with
other pulped vegetable fiber, to sheets of common
leather for belting, whether the sheets of leather are
laid upon either one or both sides, or between sheets
of artificial leather.

3. The combination of sheets of artificial leather

for belting, with sheets of leather, canvas, cloth,

wood, yarn, iron, or wire, when properly attached
together for the purpose, by gluing, cementing, riv-

eting, or stitching the same.
4. The overlapping and strengthening of joints in

leather, artificial leatiier, or other belting, by the use
of artificial leather sheets, set on and over the laps

or joints in belting, by cementing, gluing, riveting, or
stitcliing the same, substantially as within dcscribeil.

5. A belting made of pulped artificial leather, as

described, by combining sheets made of the same to

the other substances named, or any of them, as de-

scribed, such as leather, canvas, cloth, wood, yam,
iron, or wire, properly set together in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as described.

6. The application of artificial leather paper to
veneer and increase the thickness and strength of
leather belting by applying the same to the softer
and thinner parts of leather belting, making them
of uniform thickness, and nearly non-elastic either
when applied outside or between strips of leather,
and confined substantially as herein described.

80,049.—"William B. Allyn, Boston, Mass.—
Key Board for Telegraph Listrument.—Julj 21, 18()8.

—A separate key is provided for every character
used, each key being so constructed that one de-
pression will produce its respective letter or char-
acter complete.

Claim.—1. The wheels E, the uprights D D, one
or two to each key, the roller H, when constructed
and operating as herein shown and described,

2. The rod M, in combination with the arms Nor
their equivalents, substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

80,050.—Truman S. Angel, "Watertown, IST. T.—Machine for Sharpening Hop Poles.—Jn\j 21,
1868.

Claim-.—A tool for sharpening sticks, stakes, and
poles, consisting of a hollow frustum of a cone, hav-
ing inserted longitudinally in its shell conical rollers,

and an adjustable oblique cutting knife, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as de-
scribed.

80,051.—Philipp Bantel, New York, N. Y.—
Chronometer.—July 21, ]8(i8.—The propelling part
of the gearing is so arranged as to obtain a very
slow, steady, and constant initiatory movement, the
instrument iDcing designed to keep correct time for
years, without adjustment, or regulating, or even
winding up.

Claim:—1. The combination of the shafts B and O,
one or both, and large gear wheel D, said parts being
constructed., as described, with the ordinary clock-
work of a chronometer, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the self-adjusting screw
pulley Gr and stationary screw H with cord C and
shaft B, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The swiveled pulleys I and K in combination
with the cord C, weight bar J, and pulley L, or its

equivalent, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

80,052.—Benjames^ F. Brattain, Noblesville,
Ind.—Portable Fence.—Jnlj 21, 1868.—The yoke is

so constructed as to serve' at once as a key and a
hinge, and admits of each panel of the fence being
used as a gate.

Claim.—The yoke herein described, when the same
is constructed as aforesaid, in combination with a
panel of fence, the rails of which are notched, as de-

scribed and for the pm-pose specified.

80,053.—Joseph Brett, Geneva, Ohio.—Afode
of Mulching Stratvberry Beds.—July 21, 1868.

—

Mulch is grown upon the ground in the fall, and when
winter-killed, will fall upon and protect the plants,

and serve as a covering for the earth during the
spring.

Claim.—The mode of mulching strawberry beds \^
sowing thereon the seeds of plants, the stalks or
blades of which are intended to serve as a mulch
therefor, substantially as set forth.

80,054.—R. W. Brockway and Henry Fred-
erick, Akron, Ohio.—^'ence.—July 21, 1868.—Two
uprights are fastened to a bed piece and between the
uprights the ends of the rails are fastened. The up-
per ends of braces fit under cross-ties in the uprights.

Claim.—1. A crooked or angular rail fence, the
joint of which rests upon a bed piece. A, with the
uprights C C fastened at or near one end of the bed
l)iece, while the long end of the bed piece projects

into the hollow of the angle of the fence, substantially

as shown and described.
2. The combination of the bed pieces A, uprights
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C C, braces G H, and stubs or legsB B, substantially
as and for the purposes set l'orth7

80,055. — Edmund D. Buowx, Battle Creek,
Mich.—Pole for rehides.^July 21, 18t6.—Tlie bow
is made elastic, and so connected to the arm braces
as to be readily adjusted to correspond with the
comiling clips of any vehicle.

Claim.—'J'he an'ang-ement and combination of the
spring bow C and slotted arm braces B with each
other, and with an ordinary vehicle pole, A, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose of adjusta-

'bilitV, as set forth.

SO,056.—John Dickinson Brunton, London,
England.

—

Machine for Siiikiag Shafts.—July 21,

1868; patented in England January 5, 1867.—The
parts are so arranged as to combine orbital andplan-
etary motions, together with another spiral motion,
which cause the cutters, as they revolve, to cut or
split the face of the rock into a spiral form, having a
pitch or angle of progress dependent, in some de-

gree, on the nature of the rock acted on.

Claim.—The construction and application of ma-
chinery or apparatus for sinking shafts and pits, and
for driving or excavating timnels, galleries, or adits,

wherein one or more cutting disks are caused to re-

volve on their own axis or a,xes, such axis or axes
revolving round a center, which also revolves round
another fixed center, substantially as hereinbefore
described.

80,057.—Louis Cheistoph, Paris, Erance,WiL-
LlAM Hankswortii, Gai'tuess, Korth Britain, and
GusTAVUs Palmer Harding, Chiswick, England.—
Apparatus for Braioing Metals.—July 21, 1868

;
pat-

ented in England, April 10, 1862.—This invention
consists in the employment of a hydrostatic or hy-
draulic cylinder and ram, the griper bars being se-

cured to the end of the ram, while the draw plates
are fitted into a suitable support or flange cast on
the cylinder.

Claim.—The combination of the hydraulic or hy-
drostatic press, the collars or flanges K G thereof,
and di-awing apparatus, substantially as hereinbefore
described.

80,058.-Zachariah T. Clagett, Washington,
D. C.—Com Plajiter.^Jnlj 21, 1868.

Claim.—1. The diagonal shaft E and scraper E^,

in connection with the cog wheel E, constructed as
described, the lever O, spring 0', slide A^, axle D,
wheels D^, H', D\ C and H, and also the bar B, con-
structed as specified, Also, in. connection with the
wheels H' and H, I claim the support I, with lever
K and catch K', and spring T attached, working in
the manner and for the purpose described. Oper-
ating together with slide A^ I claim slide H and
lever S, arranged as and for the puri)ose set forth.

Ju connection with the scraper E^, the bow V, for
the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the arms L, constructed
with wheels L^, bars L^, wheels M, and cranks M^
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The levers Q, with cords or chains, as described,
in connection with the drill-teeth P', tube P^, and
corn-coverersP^ joined to bars P by a joint, as shown
in drawings, and supports U, substantially as and for
purposes set forth. In combination with lever 0, the
catches Q', arranged for the purpose set forth.

« 80,059.-A. M. CoNNEiT, Madison, Ind.—Bor-
ing Machine.—July 21, 1868.—The lower bar of the
brace is formed with a rectangular soction, and is

connected with the crank at right angles, so that
cutters or bits may be attached thereto, for cutting
large circles in wood, &c.

Claim.—The locking-sleeve B, having the inner
face of its under side beveled, to receive a bit D, in
combination with the arm of a bit- stock, constructed
to operate substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

80,060.—Giles Ccamtox and Pratt A. Spicer,
Marshall. Mich.

—

Th7-ee Horse Equalizer.—Jn\y 21,
1868.—The sheave is so constructed that when it is

vibrating back and forth, by reason of the single
horse in the middle, or the team of two outside get-

ting alternately a little ahead, the relative leverage
is constantly maintained.

Claim.—Providing the sheave A with a polygonal
or other suitably shaped shifting eye plug, said plug
to be inserted in a position either concentric or ec-

centric, with the equalizing rims of the sheave, and
perforated with either one or all of the pivot holes i

m n, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

80,061.—"William Crandell, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Shaft Coupling.—July 21, 1868.—By arranging the
bars or links nearer to the shaft than the screws or
bolts, the latter can be tightened by a comparatively
slight force.

Claim.—1. A coupling, composed of two halves,

connected together on one side of the shaft by bars
or links B an(i B', or their equivalents, and on the op-

posite side of the shaft by set screws or bolts, aU sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. Arranging the said bars or links, or their equiv-
alents, nearer to the shaft than the said screws or
bolts, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The bars B and B', imbedded in the coupling
during the process of casting the same, as specified.

4. in combination with a griping coupling, set

screws E, applied to prevent the end play of the
shafts, as set forth.

80,062.—Edwin Day, Chicago, m.—Cutlery.—
July 21, 1868.—The tan^ is inserted in the handle and
molten metal is poured in and fiUs the recesses left

in the mold and handle, thus forming in a solid piece
the bolster straps and the tie.

Claim.—The handle B, with the tang a inserted
therein, and having the locking recess e, or its equiv-
alent, with the m Men metal cast on them, so as to
form the bolster! m, straps n, and the cross-bar or
tie I, of greater diameter than the slit in which the
tang is inserted, all at one operation, substantially as
described.

80,063.-Egbert Seelet Egbert, Colfax, Cal.—Manufacture of Ice.—July 21, 1868.—A water pipe
or pipes pierced with small holes, extend through a
proper inclosure, through which perforations water
di-ops in the form of spray, congealing as it falls.

Claim.—Eorming artificial ice in houses or recep-
tacles by spray, sprinkling or dropping water
through a pipe or pipes, C, or vessels, pierced with
holes a a a, or their equivalents, substantially as
described.

80,064.—W. C. Gault, Euggles, Ohio.—^focfc
Cruard Gate.—July 21, 1868.—As the water rises

during a flood, the wooden weight will be elevated,
and force a hook from a catch, when the gate wiU be
released and fall down in the direction of the stream,
to allow of the passage of drift wood, &c. As the
flood subsides, the gate will be drawn back to a ver-
tical position.

Claim.—The weight or float H, rope or chain G,
lever F, and hook I, as arranged in combination with
the gate A, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

80,065.—Egbert George, Mineral Point, Wis.—Furnace for Boasting and Treating Ore.—July 21,

1868.

Claim.—1. An oxidizing, desulphurizing, chlorify-

ing, and disintegrating furnace, as shown in the
drawings, and detailed m the specification.

2. A stirring machiae, with all its parts, as illus-

trated and specified.

3. A water and heating apparatus, as illustrated,

and for the purpose described.
4. The substitution of fire clay or porcelain tubes,

or their equivalents, for the purpose of converting
water into steam, and superheating the same.

5. The cooling of the stirring machine by air,

steam or water, used separately or combined, in the
manner and for the pm-pose as described and set
forth.

80,066.—John B. Gibson, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Valve Cock.—Jnlx 21, 1866.—The valve stem is fitted

in a screw-threaded cap, and terminates in a grooved
collar encircled by a rubber band or ring. An upper
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and lower collar on the valve is encircled by a rubber
Ting. A rubber disk is placed in a cavity in the
bottom of the valve, and the latter is secured to the
stem by a recessed screw.

Claim.—1. The rubber rings G and J, as arranged,
in combination with the valve H, stem E, and cap
D, as explained.

2. The arrangement of stem E, valve H, recessed
screw N, and rubber disk L, as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

80,067.— Hexry T. Goodling, York, Pa.—
Hoisting Machine.—July 21, 1868.—Designed more
particularly for hoisting and loading logs.

Claim.—Tho construction of a hoisting machine,
arranged with a central post B, turning cross head
K, provided with pulleys I, windlass, and a pivoted
side lever, L, to base of post B, combined substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose speci-
fied.

80,088.—Matthew Gormley, Wilna, N". Y,—
Machine for Cutting off Nails.—July 21, 1868; ante-
dated July 7, 1868.—Designed more particulaiiy for

cutting off the heads of horseshoe nails. The shank
or bar is clamped in the jaws of a vise and provided
with uprights bent over flanges, between which a
cutting tool is arranged to sUde across the opening
in the said bar.

Claim.—The shank B, having arms H H, flanges
C C, and opening E, in combination with the sliding
cutter D, rods G G, and springs, all constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

80,069.—Thomas J. Harrisox, l^ew York, IsT.

Y., assignor to himself and George Allin, same
place.

—

Machine for Bending Pipe.—July 21, 1868.

—

A pair of bifurcated hand levers are pivoted upon
stationary formers, and are provided with rollers in
their forked ends, both formers and roUers being
formed with semicircular recesses corresponding to
the contour of the pipe to be bent.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described of the
formers C C, rollers E E, and biiurcated levers D D
on the platform A, in the manner substantially as
and for the purposes described and set forth,

80,070.—MiCHEAL Hexderson, Detroit, Mich.—Potato Bigger.—July 21, 1868.—The scoop is se-

cured to the front ends of longitudinal bars provided
with transverse runners placed underneath the same.
A series of brooms attached to endless chains clean
the potatoes and caiTy them to the rear end of the
apparatus.

Claim,.—1. The scoop A, connected with the bars
J and B, provided with transverse runners O, and
openings 4, when arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for thepm-poses set forl/'n.

2. The cylinders H, bars K, and belts I, when op-
erated by belts F from pulleys D, substantially as
described, and for the purposes specified.

3. The combination of the above named parts with
frame G, bars K, brooms or brushes 3, secured to end-
less belts I, axle jST, and wheels D, when constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

80,071.—EOBERT Hexeage. Buffalo, ]S". Y., as-

signor to himself and Ira E.. Amsden.—Insole for
Boots and Shoes.—July 21, 1868.—The air cushion
consists of a flat India-rubber or flexible bag over-
lying the whole length and Avidth of the stiffener,

which latter forms a support or base, and is perfo-

rated to make it lighter and to render it easily at-

tachable by means of cement to the cushion.
Claim.— 1. An insole for boots and shoes, attached

or otherwise, consisting of an air cushion or chamber
with suitable attachments, as a new article of manu-
facture. ,

2. Constructing the sole with a perforated base
plate or stiffener, a, an overlying air cushion b, and
an outer covering c, the cushion being united wi/h
the plate by cement or glue that passes through the
perforations and holds on the opposite side, the
whole arranged as described, and operating sub-
stantially in the manner aud for the purpose speci-

fied.

80,072.—Michael Henxast, Crawford, IT. J.,

assignor to himself and Joiix Adams, same place.

—

Claw Bar.—July 21, 1868.—To an orclinary claw bar
is attached a shoVt claw bar by means of lips pivoted
to a pin. On the opposite is a projection serving as

a fulcrum.
Claim.—The claw bar B and fulcrum E, in com-

bination with the claw bar A, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

80,073.— Hiram Herrick, Boston, Mass.

—

Piano Forte.—July 21, 1868.—The iron frame, sound-
ing board, wrest-pin block, strings, and action ai-e

arranged in two separate cases, hinged together so

as to enable the said frame, sounding board, and
strings to be turned up or off the action in order to
gain ready access to either of the same. "With each
string and its tuning pin are combined one or more
auxiliary adjusters, to enable the string to be turned
to a nicer degree than by its tuning pins.

Claim.— 1. The improved arrangement of the
sounding board, the "wrest-pin" block, ^nd the
bridges with respect to the iron frame and the strings,

such sound boards, strings, wrest-pin block, and
bridges, under such an arrangement, being placed
underneath the iron frame and above the strings.

2. The combination of the two separate cases A
B, hinged together, as described, with the action ar-

ranged on the lower one, aud the sounding board
and strings placed in the upper one, as set forth.

3. The combination of the auxiliary adjuster with
the string, the tuning pin, and bridge.

4. The improved arrangement of the tuning pins
with the strings and the -RTest-pin block, or the
same and the iron frame, the tuning pin, under
such arrangement, having its head to extend from
one side of the said block, and having the string
applied to the part which projects from the other
side of the block, the whole being substantially as
set forth.

80,074.—JOHX A. Heyl. Boston, Mass., assignor
to himself and Johx H. "Wiggixs, same place.

—

jfforsesAoe.—July 21, 1868.—The connector consists

of two jaws which clasp tho sides of the hoof and
are provided with four catches, two of which are
hinged together and extend under inclined edges in

the recess of the toe, the other two catching in th«
heel recesses of the shoe. The catches are secured
to the connector by a screw.

Claim.—1. The connector B, as described, that ia,

as consisting of the jaws and toe and heel catches, ar-

ranged, constructed, and combined substantially in
manner and to operate with a hoof and with a shoe,

constructed essentially as set forth.

2. The shoe as macle or provided with toe and
heel catch recesses to receive the catches of the jaws
of the connector B, constructed as described.

3. The combination and aiTangement of the stand-

ard / and its screw g with the shoe, provided with
toe and heel recesses to receive the connector B,
made substantially as described.

4. The combination of the standard/ and its screw
g with the shoe A and the connector B, made in
manner and so as to operate together substantially

as specified.

80,075.—James Maze Kilner, Chester, "Eng-

land.—Apparatus for Towing Vessels.—July 21, 1868;

patented in England April 4, 1867.—A cleaver trunk
extends down tlirough the vessel from its upper deck
through its bottom, the cleaver bein^ suspended in

the same by means of ropes, so that it may project

beyond the'keel, and serve to keep the tow cliain free

from contact with tho keel and lower part of the
hull.

Claim.—I. The combination and arrangement of

the cleaver and its trunk with the hull of a vessel,

so that the cleaver may be operated as described.

2. The cleaver, constructed as represented in Fig.

6, and as hereinbefore described.
3. The arrangement of the tow chain, viz, so as to

be fastened to a vessel near or below its keel, as set

forth.

4. The combination and aiTangement of the tow
chain and the cleaver of a vessel to be towed, such
chain being passed through and out of the cleaver,

as set forth.
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80,076.—J. A. Lakes', Thompsonville, Conn.—
Stove Pipe Drum.—July 21, 1868.—A series of cylin-

drical conically-capped chambers are connected to

the main flue by means of pipes -which conduct the
smoke and heat to the upper portion of said chambers,
the smoke, (fcc, escaping through pipes opening near
the bottom of the chambers a'gain to the main flue.

Claim.—The arrangement of a number of radiat-

ing chambers A, connected to the main pipe by
means of the pipes B and C, and operated by means o'f

a damper D. the paits being combined and arranged
together in the manner herein shown, and for the
purpose set forth.

80,077.—Clement Littlefield, Kennebnnk,
Me.

—

Measuring Lum,ber.—July 21, 1868.—The in-

vention consists in adapting logarithms to a circular
movable form or disk rotating around an iron disk.

Claim.—The application of logarithms to" a circu-
lar movable form, with a double radius mathemati-
cally divided, so that one part works in conjunction
with the other, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

80,078.—MiLTOx Love. Corry, Pa.—Ifacftme
for Saving Cream tvhile Churning!—Jnlj 21, 1868.

—

To the underside of the lid of the churn is attached
a cylindrical piece of metal, perforated at the top.
To the bottom of this is attached a ring having on
its inside an inverted tunnel and with another ring
at the bottom of the same.

Clai'm.—The combination of the air chamber a a
and h h with the inverted tunnel d d d d, and the ring

g g, for the pm-poses herein mentioned.

80,079.—Frederick S. Mack, Galesbnrg, m.
Floor Clamp.—July 21, 1868.—The spring and slide

are so arranged that the flooring may be clamped by
the slide being forced against the flooring by the
pressure of the lever on tlie roller, the spring forcing
the slide back when the clutch is released.
Claim.—The an-angement of the coiled spring H,

for forcing the slide or driver G back, and the roller

g, for relieving the driver of friction when operated
upon by the lever F in clamping the flooring, in the
manner as herein shown and set forth.

80,080.—John Martin, PMladelphia, Pa., as-
signor to himself and Jacob Jamisox, same place.—liefrigerator.—July 21, 1868.—A longitudinal V-
shaped trough holds the ice, and the water is con-
ducted to a closed vessel below. Boxes or dishes
placed under the ventilators contain substances or
chemicals for purifying or impregnating the air with

Claim.—The ice box or refrigerator A, having the
ice trough B arranged along its center, with an open
space on each side, with the drip spout D located
thereunder, and both connected with the reservoir Gr,

and having the receptacles C, all ai-rauged substan-
tially as shown and described.

80,081.—John Matheis, Ottawa, IW.—Machine
for Punching Leather Straps for Fly Nets.—JnW 21,
1868.—The pulley or drum is composed of cast Iron
covered with a rim ofsheet brass, upon wliich the strap
is placed. Holes are made- in the strap by hollow
punches attached to a reciprocating head or frame.
Claim.—I. The pulley D, and brass rim E, the

hollow punches M M, the rod L, the pitman J, and
the crank I, when combined Avith each other in a
machine for punching sti-aps for flv-nets. and con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed in the foregoing specification.

2. The ratchet wheel O, the pawl P, the lever Q,
the rod E, the crank H. the pawl S, and the eccentric
T, when combined with each other in a machine for
punching leather straps for fly-nets, substantially as
and for the purpose described in the foregoing speci-
fication.

3. The elastic guide V, when applied to the ma-
chine for punching leather straps for fly-nets, sub-
stantially as and lor the purpose described.

80,082.—Frederick B. Miles, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to Be.mext & Dougherty, same place.
— Valve Gearfor Steam Rammers.—Ju\j 21, 1868.—
The parts are so arranged that such variable differ-

ential movements may be Imparted to the valve from
the lever that the valve will be operated quickly at
each end of the stroke, and mo% slowly at the mid-
dle of the same, and that the quantity of steam used
wiU be proportionate to the work required.

Claim.—The slotted lever 6, arranged to slide and
vibrate on an adjustable fulcrum, and constructed
and operating in connection with the ram of a steam
hammer, or with the piston-rod, or other recipro-

cating part of a steam hammer or engine, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,083.—S. A. Millard, Clayville, N. Y.—Ma-
chinefor Boiling Hoe Blanks.—Juij 21, 1868.—The
rolls are provided with funnel-shaped dies into which
the tongs are placed, and which serve as guides to
adjust the blank laterally, so as to insm-e the passage
of the shank properly betweeji the dies.

Claim.—1. The construction of the projecting dies

0,together with their arrangement on the projecting

portions of the revolving rolls B C, as described, said

dies being for the purpose of spreading the blank
laterally in the manner described.

2. The construction of the projecting dies ff, to-

gether with their ai-rangement on the projecting por-

tions of the revolving rolls B C, as described, said
dies being for the purpose of spreading the blank
laterally and giving form to the rib on the sm-face of
the hoe in the manner described.

3. The construction of the projecting dies 1 1, to-

gether with their arrangement on the revolving roUs
B C, as described, said dies being for the purpose
of spreading the metal to form the ears of the hoe, in
the direction and in the manner described.

4. In combination with the rotary roUs B C, a
set of plating dies m m^, constructed as specified,

the whole arranged to operate as described, for the
purpose set forth.

5. The employment, in combination with a set of
rotary dies, of adjusting guides, arranged on the face

of the roll, and operating to effect the adjustment
and retention of the blank, substtwitially as herein-

before described.

80,084.—John A. Moore, Providence, E. I.

—

Roofing Cement—Jvdy 21, 1868.

Claim.—The manufacture of a roofing cement,
by mixing with coal tar, or other similar substance,
alumina, plumbago, asbestos, carbon, sihca, iron,

lime, and magnesia, in the proportions substantially

as described, in the manner and for the purposes speci-

fied, whether found in nature or prepared by art.

80,085.—Maurice O'Coxxell, Boston, Mass.
—Apparatus for Checking Horses Attached to Ye-
hicles.—Jwlj 21, 1868.—An arrangement of gearing,
in connection with a shaft, by which a check rein
attached to the horse is brought into operation by
means of a lever, to prevent a horse from running
away.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
two gears 1 1, the two pinions 2 2, the shaft 4, the
bfirrel 3, tke yoke 5, and the slide 6, as applied to the
two wheels and theu" axle, and as provided with a
chain and hook, the whole being as and for the pur-
pose specified.

80,086.—Bartholojiew Oertly and Xavier
Fexdkicii. "Washington, D. C.

—

Composition for
Coating Metals, d-c—July 21, 1868.

Claim.—A composition for coating stone, brick,

iron, or wood, or for floor tiles, or similar articles,

composed of soluble glass and marble dust, substan-
tially as described.

80,087.—James T. Page, Eochester, ]^. Y.—
Scoops, Shovels, tf-c—Julv 21, 1868.—The scoop or
shovel is made from a single piece of sheet metal, and
formed by dies, so that the rear end constitutes a
stifteued handle or a socket for the insertion of a.

wooden handle.
Claim.—The scoop A, or equivalent, made from a

single sheet of metal, and combining with the blade
a the tubular socket b, at the rear, constinicted and
arranged as described and for the pmpose specified,

80,088.—James H. Prentice, Ashtabula, Ohio.—Lamp Extinguisher.—July 21, 1868.—A cap or ex-
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tinguishcr is so arranged and connected witli a
weighted rod, that iu the event of the lamp being
tipped or turned to aiie side, the cap will be forced
by a spring upon the tube and extinguish the flame.

Claim.—1. The pendulum E, disk b, in combina-
tion with the stem a, yoke D, and extinguisher C,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie screw pendulum E, stem a, and lever K, in
combination with the yoke D, extinguisher C, spring
I, and tube B, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

80,089.—William Ealph, Utica, N. Y.—Gurd
Mill.—iTuly 21, 1868.—The cui'd is forced between
the ribs or grate bars by the teeth on the cylinder,

without grinding it or reducing it to paste.

Claim.—The box A. cylinder B, armed with teeth,

as described, and semi-eircular grate bars C, »o ar-

ranged as to form the bottom of the bos A, all in
combination, as specified.

80,090.— George Rehfuss, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to America>" Button Hole Oveuseaming
and Sewing Machine Company.—July 21, 18d8.—
The under side of a bent and slotted plate is cut away
to form a recess, and at one end of the same is a spring-

so arranged as to fold the edge of the fabric for hem-
ming the same.

Claim.—The within-described hemming device,

cons^ting of the plate A and the spring d, con-
structed as shown, and arranged and operating
substantially a$ and for the purpose herein set forth.

80,091.—S.B. Eeplogle, Martinsburg, Pa.—
Bee Hive.—July 21, 1868.—The triangular form en-
ables the hive to be used with different sides up at
different seasons of the year, so that the bees will be
concentrated in the upper or narrower portion of
the hive when the honey has been eaten from the
center.

Claim:—1. A bee hive, consisting of a triangular
box, having one «side removable at pleasm'e, and
otherwise constructed, substantially as" described.

2. In combination with the above-described hive,
the triangidar comb frame B, made of bars having
their inner edges beveled from each side to the
center, as shown at Fig. 3.

80,09'2.—W. Eeynolus SELFRiDGE,Greensburg,
Ind.

—

Ditching Machine.—July 21, 1868.—The oper-
ative portions are connected to a frame suspended
npon windlasses in front and rear, so as to admit of
the scoop, &c., being adjusted centrally or at either
end. The waUower consists of a horizontal wheel
having spades attached to its periphery.

Claim.—1. In combination with the excavator E,
the wallower or earth remover H, substantially as
set forth.

2. The combined arrangement of the gravitating
frame D, excavator E, conducting scoop G-, wallower
H, and screen O, with the frame A and windlasses
K K', substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

80,093.—Patrick M. Shea, Chicopee, Mass.—
Attachment for Lamp Chimney.—July 21, 1868.—

A

band of thin sheet metal is provided at one end with
a slot, in which is fitted a stud having a thumb nut
in the other end, by which the diameter of the band
can be varied. Outwardly-projecting fingers are at-

tached to the upper edges of the attachment as sup-

ports for a vessel to be heated.
Claim-.—1. The combination and aiTangement of

the continuous band A, slotted at a, and having the
stud s and thumb nut s', fingers / extending out-

ward, aiM small fingers f extending radially in-

ward, sul?stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. An attachment for the tops of lamp chimneys,
composed of two or more jointed sections B, ar-

ranged so as to be adjustable in diameter, and hav-
ing projecting fingers /, and the small fingers /',

extending radially inward, substantially as set forth.

80,094.—J. IE. Skelly, Aroma, El., assignor to
himself and J. C. Danforth, same place.

—

Culti-

vator.—July 21, 1868.— The forward ends of the
shovel beams are attached to arms at the top of the
main frame by means of pivot rods and braces, the

object being to prevent the shovels fi-om rising out
of the gi'ound when moved sidewise.

Claim.—1. The beam C, in combination with the
pivot rod E, brace F, and arm D, the latter being ar-

ranged to swing with the beam C, and to travel on
the track ]^ by means of the roUer M, substantially
as shown and set forth.

2. The combination of the be*«i C. chain c, arm D,
and the elbow lever H I, the latter being pivoted to
the arm, and having a projecting nib for locking
against its top, substantially as and for the pm-posc
set forth.

80,095—Asa T. Soule Savannah, :N". Y.—Hay
Rack.—July 21, 1868.-The rack is constructed of
straiglit beams or cross pieces, and secm-ed to an
ordinaiy Avagon box by means of curved fingers and
eye bolts.

Claim.—The crooked bolts c c and pins c', in con-
nection with the eye bolts d, box A, and rack B 6,

substantiallv as and for the purpose described.

89,096.*— Joseph H. Springer, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself, John M. He.ss, and Smith
BoWEN.

—

Steam, Engine Governor.—July 21, 1868.

—

The receiver is pivoted with a movable cover, and
also with an outlet having an adjustable valve, ap-
plied to it, for regulating the escape of fluid that is

forced into the receiver by a supply pump, the parts
being so cou'Structed and connected withJhe throttle
valve, and also with the slide valve rod, that, should
the speed of the engine exceed or fall short of^ the
prescribed limit, the fluid will be forced into the re-

ceiver faster, in one case, and slower iu the other,
than it escapes, and thus operate upon the throttle
valve.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the regulating dis-

charge valve K, intermediate between the reservoir
G and the receiver A, and in the relation specified to
the supply pipes E of the force pump F, whereby the
fluid or air which flows into the receiver is made to
escape therefrom faster or slower than the supply, as
the case may require, and pass back into the reser-
voir, to be used repeatedly, all substantially in the
manner lierein described.

*

2. The arrangement of the receiver A with refer-

ence to the connections of the throttle valve of the
engine, central hollow column D H, intermediate
valve K. pipes E E, valves j j, and force pump F,
substantially as set forth.

80,097.—Charles Starrett, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to himself and Edward Prescott, same
place.

—

Horse Bake.—July 21, 1868.—Designed as an
improvement upon the patent of A. H. Chaplin, of
November 25, 1862. Solid wooden blocks are at-

tached to the forward end of flat springs which are
firmly fastened to the handles, by Avhich the cutting
or chafing of the teeth is prevented.

Claim-.—The springs E E, applied as shown, in
combination with solid nooden blocks D D, having
each a rigid inclined face, the whole constructed and
arranged to operate as and for the pm-pose set forth.

80,098.-llEinBEN C. Turner, Mendon, Mich.—
Macldne for Cutting Leather Filling and for other
Purposes. — July 21, 1868.—A series of concave
knives of different sizes ai-e attached to a plate and
used in connection with a roller, held in place by a
spring, over which roller the leather to be operated
upon passes.
Claim.—1. The roller E, when attached to the

frame F, in counection Avith the concave knives C,
plate D, screws B, frame A, the rod G, the set screws
H, and the lugs I, when an-anged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The spring J, when operating as and for the
purposes specified.

80,099.-Alfred John Wale, Philadelphia,
Va.—Knitting Machine.—July 21, 1868.—The thread
guides and cams are so arranged in counection with
a circular knitting machine, in which some of the
needles project outwardly beyond the others, so that
a supplementary thread or threads may be imbedded
in the fabric to decrease its transverse elasticity
and increase its density.

Olaim The cylinder E, with its slides and its
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needles, some of which project outward beyond the

others, in combination with supplementary thread
guides F and cams d, the whole being construuted,

arranged, and operating substantially as and for the

purpose described.

80,100.—JAJIES T. Walker, Albany, K". Y.—
Dish Cloth Holder.—July 21, 1868.—The cloth is

drawn through the ring 'by the sliding hook and
held secm-ely, the object of the device being to

clean the ius"ide of a jar, pitcher, &c.
Claim.—The three rods c c c, the ring B, and

grooved handle A, in combination with the sliding

rod C, with the hook D, and loop E, the whole
formed substantially as and in the manner shown
and described, for tiic purpose set forth.

80,101.—Sajiuel Guy Wallis. "Waterford, Pa.
—Balm.—July 21, 1868.—To a proper quantity of

alcohol, containing capsicum, is added oil hemlock,
oil cedar, oil sassafras, oil fireweed, oil pennyroyal,
oil amber, oil rosemary, spirits terebinth, and tinc-

tures of the following: camphor, opium, g;um-

guaiacum, myiTh, colcliicum, blood root, iodine

;

also, aqua amiaonia and chloroform.
Claim.—The improvo^l magic balm, when com-

posed of the above ingredients in the proportions

above mentioned, for the purposes set forth.

80,102.—Isaac Welty, Olney, Til.—Sulky Cul-

tivator.—July 2i, 18G8.—An arrangement of devices
for adjusting the plows for different depths and
widths of rows.

Claim.—1. In combination with the outer shovels

cr plows H J, the lateral braces H', rendered ad-

iustable by means of the slots h^ and bolts h^, in the
manner shown and described, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combined arrangement, with the inner
shovels G I S, of the perforations e e', lor the recep-
tion of their attaching eye bolts g, the pulleys n n',

for the reception of their elevating ropes or chains
K, and the perforated bars T U IJ, as and for the
purpose specified.

80,103.-^oiiN Westover, Taylor, III.—Eleva-
tor.—July 21, 1866.—The apparatus is designed for

raising a wagon box or hay rack filled with grain,

hay, &c., in the field, for building stacks, and for
raising hay to the level of the bays, the whole being
provided with adjustable wheels for ready trans-
portation.

Claim.—^1. The extension arms E.^ and K^, in con-
nection with any suitable hay rack or wagon box,
when used for the purposes herein described and set

forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the frame
A, platform B, standards C, provided with sheaves
D and guide pulleys 0, the side timbers E, pedestal
K, wheels J, aud ])xas L, the shaft E, drum G, pawl
H, stop I, horizontal bars M, guides N, elevator
ropes P, and drag ropes Q, in connection with the
extension arms K^ and R^, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as described,
and for the purposes hereia set forth.

80,104.—James G. Wilbur, Kilburn City, Wis.—Hop Pole.—July 21, 1868.—Two or more poles are
attached to a stationary post so that they may be
easily removed and replaced. The diverging tops
allow of exposure to the sun and air.

Claim.—1. A hop pole, consisting of a stationary
post. A, with removable diverging poies B, mounted
in foot staples a, and held in position by cross-
boards E and pins / and g, substantially as herein
described.

2. A hop pole, consisting of a stationary post, A,
with removable diverging poles B, and removable
upright pole D, mounted in toot staples a b, the
former held in place by the cross-boards E, pins /
and g, and staple c, substantially as herein described.

80,105.—JA5IES M. WiLLCOX, Glen Mills, Pa.—
lilanufacture of Paper for Collars.—July 21, 18G8.

Claim. — 1. The employment of strips, B, of
stronger material, applied' to the paper after it is

couched and while it is soft, and imbedded therein
by subsequent pressm-e, at proper distances asunder,

to impart greater strength to the required parts of
the articles to be cut from the sheets or rolls.

2. Locally strengthening paper for collars by ap-
plying, either in the sheet or roll, strips of strong
material, in such positions as to protect the ends of
the fold.

80,106.—L. C. Abbott. S. D. Tuttle, and M.
L. Holt, Eaton, Ohio.

—

School Seat and Desk.—
July 21, 1868.—The seats and desks are attached to
grooved standards by means of bolts, &c., in such a
manner as to enable the parts to be put together
without nails and screws, and readily taken apart.

Claim.— The standards A A, provided with
grooves, substantially as described, arranged in com-
bination with seat 'C, desk E, and shelf D, with
these projections, opei'atiug as and for the purpose
set forth.

80,107.-OxoFRio Abbruzzo, St. Margherita,
Italy.

—

Aerial Car.—July 21, 1868 ; antedated July
15, 1868.—The body of the balloon is of the form of
a spindle or " cigar shaped," and has a reservoir pro-
vided with two pumps attached at one side. Under
the body are suspended wings or paddles provided
with valves which are made to open when the wings
make a forward motion and close when the wings
return.

Claim.—1. The reserwir B and pumps a 6, ar-
ranged in relation to the body A, so as to increase or 'v
decrease the pressure of gas therein, all substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. In arrangement with the car and safety-rocket
discharge, the propeller D mounted on crank shaft e
and applied to the body A, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

3. In combination Avith the balloon, a breech-load-
ing rocket chamber attachment, with safety guard,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The wings or oars E, having valves g, operated
by the engine, all substantially as desciibed, for the
pm-pose described.

5. The combination of the conical or acutely-
formed body A, propeller D, rocket chamber H, and
wings E, substantially as described, for the pm-pose
specified.

6. An inclined parachute, arranged to co-operate
with the screw or rocket, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

80,108.—Edwin R. Addison, Wheeling, W. Va.
—Machine for Making Nuts.—July 21, 1868.—The
dies in this machine are arranged circumferentially
of the table or bed, which Ititter consists of a large
hollow or chambered roller mounted horizontally in
the frame, the punches being arranged radially
above the table. The dies are provided with perfor-
ated bottoms actuated by suitable mechanism to dis-
charge the finished nuts from the dies previous to
their immersion, and are connected with the inte-
rior of the table by suitable perforations to allow of
the discharge of the punchings.

Claim.—1. The combination of the several punches
herein described, and the dies on the periphery of
the wheel B with the cavity B', for the discharge of
the punchings, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

§. 'The arrangement, in a die wheel or shaft, which
rotates in a vertical plane of the cavity B^, passages
b, and dies C c c^, all substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the disk O, having a cam
periphery, o^, and a fi-iction roller, o, the radial arms
P, notched disk Q, and pawl R, with the table B,
substantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

80,109.—Benjamin E. Allen and J. R. Ey-
ERSON, St. Albans, Me.

—

Fastening for Boots and
Shoes.—July 21, 1868.—The heel is hollow and made of
metal with an opening on the front side. The ad-
justable bottom is secured by a staple driven through
flanges in the inside of the heel.

Claim.—The heel, consisting of the drum C, the
adjustable bottom K, with the staple d, for fastening
on the heel, all constructed substantially in the man-
ner described.

80,110.—Thomas G. Arnold, Xew York, IN". Y.
—Malt Kiln Tile. -July 21, 1868.—The tiles are made
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of malleable cast iron, strengtliened on their under
side by ribs crossing eacli other at right angles and
uniting with a marginal ledge surrounding them, so

as to be bolted together to form the floor.

Claim.—The cast-iron, malleable malt-kiln tiles,

haying a marginal ledge, and cross bars or ribs on
their under sides, as a new article of mauuiacture,
constructed substantially as hereinbefore set forth

and for the purposes described.

80,111.—Lewis J. Atwood, Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Holmes, Booth and Hay-
DEKS, same place.— Lamp. — July 21, 1868.— The
draught plate is arranged within the lower end of

the glass chimney and is provided with a flame slot

and springs, with a foraminous inclosure below the

draught plate and within the chimney.
Claim.—1. The draught plate e, formed with a

flame slot and springs around its edges, in combina-
tion with a foraminous casing, that extends from
said draught plate to the coupling g or ratchet cap d,

substantially as set forth.

2. The coupling g, removable from the wick tube
b, and ratchet cap d, in combination with the foram-
inous casing/, draught plate e, spring i and chimney
holder I, substantially as set forth, whereby the en-

tire draught regulator and chimney can be removed
from the wick tube or ratchet cap, and replaced, as
specifled.

3. The coupling g, concave clips 5, and notch 4, in
combination with the wick tube b, and ratchet cap d,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The spring hooks I, (Figs. 1 and 2,) receiving
and sustaining the chimney, and clamping said chim-
ney both inside and outside, in combination with the
draught plate e and spring i, as and for the purposes
specified.

80,112.—Ephraim Ball and Milton Ball,
Canton, Ohio, assignor to John F. Seiberling,—
Dropping Platform for Harvester.—July 21, 1868.

Claim.—Combining a bail or rod with a tilting

platform of a reaping machine, in such manner that

when the front edge of the platform is elevated above
the plane ot the finger beam, said bail will simulta-

neously become elevated above the finger beam and
platform, for the double purpose of arresting the fall-

ing grain and facilitating the discharge of the gavel,

substantially as described.

80,113.—Philip Ballard, Texas, Ohio.—I>min
Plow.— July 21, 1868.— Adjustable wings are at-

tached to the rear of the share so that they may be
moved up after each cut and so as to push the ground
raised by the plow back from the edge of the drain.

The gauge wheels are arranged to be conveniently
adjusted so that the plow may be run at any desired
depth.

Claim.—1. The cutters C and D, share B, and ad-

justable wings F, constructed and arranged substan-

tially as herein shown and described, in combination
with the beam A, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the gauge wheels F, curved
arms G, lever H, support I, aud curved adjusting arm
or bar J, with each other, and with the beam A, sul)-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for the

purpose set forth.

80,114.— Silas Barker, Hartford, Conn.

—

Washing Machine.—July 21, 1868.—A central parti-

tion divides the box into two water-tight compart-
ments, in each of which is a washboard, the two be-

ing connected together at the top by means of bars.

Claim.—The double washboard G G, connected
over the top of the partition E, when constructed
and operating substantially as described.

80,115.—David J. Barnett, Albion, Ind.—^SaT^;-

Gumming Device. — July 21, 1868. —A sliding die

Eost is provided unth removable dies, and is operated

y a cam, the saw being held between removable
{nates so that a circular or straight saw may be readi-

y gummed by merely chan^-ing the die and plates.

Claim.—The saw-^umming device consisting of

bed plate A, bed B, slide C, die block D, removable
dies E, removable slotted plates H I, screw plates

F G, and cam J, constructed, arranjjed, and oper-

ating substantially as represented and described.

80,116.-Henry H. Barstow, Chicago, HI.— 1

1

Nutmeg Grater.—July 21, 1868.—The grater is sup- 11
ported upon springs* and the nutmeg. Avhen to be I
grated, is attached to the end of a stem passing I
through a vertical slot in the case.

'

Claim.—1. Supporting an abrading or grating
plate. A, upon one or more springs, 6, substantially
as shown and described, in cornbination with the
case B, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The stem or wire m, or other equivalent device^
for holding the nutmeg or article to be grated, sub-
stantially as shown and described, in combination
with grater A, springs 6, all as and for the purpose
set forth.

80,117.- David S. Seals, Adrian, Mich., as- 11
signor to himself and John J. Young, same place.—
Car Coxipling.—July 21, 1868.—The couplings con-
sist of spring clutches provided with barbed ends
so arranged that the cars will couple automatically
when brought together. The clutches are opened by
means of cams attached to vertical shafts.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hinged jaws
or bars G G', H H', the spring draw bars I J,
springs K L, and cams M, all constructed, arranged,
and operating as described, for the purposes specified,

2. The combination, with the cams M, for operat-
ing the spring couplings G G' and H H', the arms n
n', for holding said cams in their difl"erent positions,
and the pins Q E,, and cam arms S, for returning the
couplings to their closed position, as the cars sepa-
rate, all arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The buffers D, stems d d', thimbles C, springs
E, and rods F, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described, and employed in combination
Avith a self-lockiug car coupling, for the purpose set
forth.

80,118.—Henry T. Beam, Palestine, HI—Plow. ,

—July 21, 1868.—The sheth or post is made of cast
iron so formed as to allow of the convenient attach- M
ment thereto ofthe mold-board, share, landside, beam, '

and handle, at the same time aUowin.^ of the chilling
of the same, where it is most exposed to wear. The
cast-iron head on the front of the beam is so formed
as to allow of any desired change from one side to
the other of the point of draught, for vertical or lat-

eral adjustment.
Claim.—1. The cast-iron sheth, made as shown

and described, with scarfs formed thereon for the
reception of the bar of the share and the landside,
as seen at C and D, Fig. 1, and the mold board, as
seen at Fig. 3, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth and specified.

2. The share, as constructed by turuirg up a small
triangular piece to the anterior pait thereof, as seen
at Ffg. 7, which is an end view of the share at I,

Fig. 2, which piece forms a support for the mold
board B, and also welding on a small triangular piece
on the top of the share, as seen at r. Fig's. 1 and 3,

which protects the anterior part of the sheth, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes shown and de-
scribed.

"

3. The landside, formed of the part D of the share,
and the cast iron anterior part C, all constructed and
attached, as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, and described,
and for the purpose specified.

4. The cast-iron head on the front end of the beam,
with its pins m, key n, clevis o, aud groove t all as
shown and described, and for the purposes specified.

80.119.— C. Beatty and G. Beatty, Ports-
mo ith, Ya.

—

Apparatus for Cutting 7ce.—July 21,

1868.—A reciprocating plane moves under a hopper
in which is a olock provided with a rod for pushing
the ice against the plane. Under the hopper and be-

low the plane is a spring for holding a tumbler into
which the cut ice falls.

Claim.—The case A, plane B, spring C, hopper D
with cover d, block E with rod e, the whole being
combined and arranged substantially as described.

80.120.— "William Berner, Pottsvillo, Pa.—
Manufacture of Tile for Flooring, c£r.—July 21. 1868.
— The ingredients in the white composition are
calcined pebbles, alum clay, white potters' clay, china
clay, and of the black composition, manganese,
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calcined copper, and red potters' clay, all ground,
pulverized, uud thoroughly mixed.

C'lainu— 1. The mosaic inlaying of the tile, of

whatever color or design they may be, eacli of the

different parts being cast into a mol'd or molds at the

proper time, so as to xmitc and form into a solid

mass, substautiallv as aud for the purposes above
set forth.

2. The composition, botli white and black, or
whatever color may liereafter be given to it, one of

which, v.-heu burned, partakes of the hardness of iron,

substantially as and for the purposes above set forth

80,121.—Daxa Bickfohd, Boston, Mass.—Knit-
ting Machine.—J\x\\ 2\, 18o8.—The cam groove by
which the needles are actuated is so arranged that
the machine may be rotated in either direction, in

connection with which is a cam or cams which may
be made to slide for the purjiose of adjustment.

Clai)ti.—1. A longitudinally-grooved needle cylin-

der, in combination with a rotary cylinder, having
an endless cam gi-oove with two equal and similar

bends, and two sliding cam pieces, one for each bend,
aud each supported in sic>.i bearings or walls, so that
proper adjustments may be made to tighten or loosen
the stitches, and yet which will permit the revolution
of the machine in either direction, to knit either a
tubulnr or straight fabric at will.

2. The combination, with the needle cylinder, of a
ring nut and detents or projections d, for raising or
lowering and sustaining in position the needle cylin-

der relatively to the cam cylinder, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

8. The combination, in the same machine, of de-
vices snbstfintially such as described, for varying the
cam gi-oove, with devices substantially such as de-

scribed for raising or lowering the needle cylinder.

80,122.—Dana Bickforu, Boston, Mass.—
Affihan.—Julj 21, 1868.

(^laiin.—An afghan, blanket, or similar article,

compoL^cd of tubular knitted strips, united together
edge to edge, and with the seam concealed by a knit-
ted or othe"r cord or welt, and the whole finished with
a border or fringe, suisst^intially as shown and de-
scribed.

80,123.—Samuel T. Bond, Edenton, X. C—
Compound for Destroying Pain.—July 21, 1868.

—

Tlie compound consists of chloroform, sulphate ether,
spirits camphor, spirits ammonia, and oil origanum.

Claim.—The combining the ingredients named in
the specification, substantially as'therein described,
or in any similar proportion to produce the same
results.

80,124.—Olpha Bonnet, Jr., San Francisco,
Cal—Harvester.—Jnlj 21, 1668.—A device to be at-
tached to a harvestcr'for elevating the grain stalks
which have been forced down upon or toward the
ground by the Avind or rain.

Claim.'^—l. A helper, of substantially a triangular
form, having the upper inclined edge c and ribs d,
for elov;iting the grain or stalks, as herein recited.

2. T!;o v. heel j, adjustable bar k, and box I, for the
purpose set forth.

80,125.—Stu-estek Bowers, Penn Tan. IST. T.
—Broiler.—Jvly 21, 1868.—An annular dish-shaped
rim, open at the bottom, is arranged within a metal
band or hoop, and upon the same rests a grate. In-
side the cover is a reflector.

Clai7n.—Thc hoop A, the annular rim B, the grate
D, and the reflector E, all constructed and arranged
substantially as herein shown and described aud for
the purpose set forth.

80,126

—

George TT. Bradford, Brooklyn, 3^".

T.

—

iitove Pipe Suspender.—July 21, 18G8.—Desicncd
to supersede the use of pieces of wire for supportiu"-
stove pipes.

°

Claim.—The flexible band A, provided at its ends
with the slot and set screw, or other equivalent fast-
ening, for securing the band on the stove pipe, and
also provided with loops or eyes //, at opposite
sides, to receive wires, by which the stove pipe is
suspended from the ceiling or other fixture, substan-
tially as shown and described.

17 p—VOL. n

80,127. — Selah S. Brewster, Manchester,
Mich. — Apparatus for Removing Boxes from
Wagons.—3\\\j 21, 1868.

claim.—The described arrangement, in the frame
of a building, of the shaft D, drums C E, and cords
D F, all as herein shown for the purpose set forth.

80,128.-R. M. Brooks, GriflSn, Gsl.—Scrubbing
Brush.—.July 21. 1858.—A water chamber and a sand
chamber are'so combined with a scrubbing brush that
the water and sand will be discharged and sprinkled,

over the floor by the movement of the brush.
Claim.—The'head A, of abnish when constructed

as described, so as to foi-m two chambers, a and &,

for the purpose of holding sand and water, and a re-

cess, d, for inserting the brush, substantially as and
for the pm-poses herein set forth.

80,129.—A^^)RE•w J. Broaa^', l^ew Castle, Del.
—Combined Wash Stand and Water Closet—Svlj
21, 1868.

Claim.—The box C, divided into separate apart-

ments, each having its appropriate lid or cover, with
the central stool-pan H, having conical sides h. neck
/i', flaring saucer top /i^, stopper h^, constructed and
arranged with the washstand A, having slide grooves
and doors, all substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed and shown.

80,130.—George M. Bull, ISTew Baltimore, N.
Y.—Tobacco Box.—S-aly 21, 1868.—A hinge strap has
its ends soldered to the swaged edge of the cover
and passes around a pivoting wire in the concavity
of the swage in the hoop or 'body of the box.
Claim.—The hingeD E, constructed and connected

with the swaged hoop C and cover B, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the pui'pose
set forth.

80,131.—Thomas L. Burk, Greensbnrg, Ind.—
J'e;?ce.—July 21, 18G8.—The posts are beveled on one
side to receive the ends of the rails, which latter are
also locked by nailing strips on the panels. A wire
is fastened to the top of each panel.

Claim.—The arrangement of the notched raUs E,
strips F, beveled posts A, and wire G, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the pui'poses set forth.

80,132.—Henrt a. Burr, Brooklyn, ]Sr. T.—
Table for Compresses.—-July 21, 1868.—The table or
platen of a compress is so constructed that with it

cotton and other goods that have been previously
pressed or put up in bales, can be again compressed
without removing the hoops or bands from the bales.
Claim.—T1\\G combination of the bottom piece A.

having the inclines a a a, with the bearing pieces C
C C, having the inclines e c c, when the parts are
constructed to operate substaijtially in. the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

80,133.—Charles TV. Cahoon, Portland, Me.—
Xcf7np.—July 21, 1868.—At a point on the interior of
the chimney" where the deflector meets the same, is

an interior shoulder, which is so formed as to re-
ceive and securely hold the outer edge of the de-
flector.

Claim.—1. In combination with a lamp burner, to
which the chimney is held by interior chimney fast-

enings, a chimney having an interior shoulder, sub-
stantially as and'for the purposes described.

2. In combination with a lamp btu-ner, to which
the chimney is secured by means of an interior
shoulder, the horizontal joint 7i, as and for the pur-
poses described.

3. A lamp chimney, as described, with an interior
shoulder in the same' for the purpose of fastening it

to the burner, substantially as set forth.

80,134.—William Canter, Xew York, assignor
to Samuel Bernstein and Alenander Bernstein,
Brooklyn, X. Y.

—

Machine for Manufacturing Che-
nille.—-JuW 21, 1868.—A circular knife is mounted
on a shaft having movable bearings, so as to be
raised and lov.ered at regular intervals. By shift-

ing the endless belt or cord from one to another of
the pulleys, a proper draught or tension may be
maintained on the chenHle as it is delivered, and it
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is also dra-wn aTray and twisted uniformly. A por-

tion of the coils of the sUk, for a certain length, at

intervals, is left uncut.
Claim.—1. In chenille machines the alternate rais-

ing; and sinking motion of the knife Or cutter G-,

substantially as herein specified.

2. In chenille machines, the traversing twister
hereiji described, having the belt or cord t running
on the change pulleys E^^ E^, &c., arranged to impart
both the rotatory motion and the requisite draught
or tension under all conditions, substantially as herein
specified.

3. The alternate cut and uncut cheniUe Y Z, con-
structed substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

80,135.—Joseph P. Cariioll, South Boston,
Mass.—-Arfisis' Stretching Frame.—Jnlj 21, 1868.—
A right and left-hand screw is api>lied to each of the
corners of the frame, so as to move the sides simul-

taneously.
Claim.—Spreading or expanding artists' frames

by a right and left-hand screw, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described.

80,13S.—D. W. Case, Garden City, Minn., as-

signor to himself and J ohn Stilley Sjiitit.— TTafer
Wheel.-^Ji^lj 21, 1868.—The gates are held open in

any desired position by means of a pinion gearing in

the teeth on the outer ring, to which the gates are
attached.

Claim.—The fixed rim D, composed of a series of
sockets or chambers, d, in combination with the
gates E, provided with flanges/, and attached to the
ring F, all arranged to operate in connection with
the wheel B, pinion g, and the teeth h of the ring,

substantially as shown and described.

80,137.—L. Chaa'dor. St. Petersburg, Eussia,
assignor to Cassius M. Clay.— iam/p.—July 21,

1868^—Attached to a reservoir is a tube, in wliich is

inserted an interior slotted tube, filled with cotton
or other similar substance, and tdso inserting in the
interior tube a tubular burner filled with cotton, for

burning gasoline and other hydrocarbon fluids.

Claim.—1. In combination with the reserA'oir A,
the tubes B, C, and G-, constructed and arranged
substantially as shown and described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The coupling g, removable from the wick tube
6, and ratchet cap d, in combication with the foram-
inous casing/, draught plate e, spring i, and chimney
holder I, substantially as set forth, whereby the entire

draught regulator and chimney can be removed from
the wick tube or ratchet cap,* and replaced, as spe-

cified.

3. The coupling g, concave clips 5, and notch 4, in

combination with the wick tube& and ratchet cap d,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The spring hooks I, (Figs. 1 and 2,) receiving
and'Sustaining the chimney, and clamping said chim-
ney both inside and outside, in combination with the
di-aught plate e and spring i, as and for the purposes
specified.

S©,138.—Joseph Chase, Eipley, Ohio.— Bee
Hive.—July 21, 1868.—Designed for keeping the hive

at a uniform temperature, and admitting the interior

to be seen.
Claim.—A bee hive constructed with a douWc case,

the extcriorone beiugproA'idcd with a door, C, at each
side, and the interior one being provided at each side

Avith a glass. plate, D, ail being constructed and ar-

ranged in the manner substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

SO^JSS.— E. W. Clark, Tallahassee, Fla.—
Double BucJcle.—July -21, 1868.—Two pieces form
the bows and the ends of the buckle, and the other

two the tongues, which arc bent so as to form bear-

ings for the ends of the bow.
Claim.—A double l;)uckle, with double tongues for

each end, formed of four pieces, arranged substan-

tially as herein shown and described.

80,140.— William E. Clarke, Attlebor^ugh,
assiunor to Henry F. Marsh, Boston, Mass.—Z^cu
Eack.—Juiy 21, 1868.—A pen rack is attached to a

clasp made to spring on the neck of an ordinary ink-
stand.

Claim.—The device B, or its equivalent, for an ad-
justable pen rack, as and for the purposes specified.

80,141.—Hymen Clendenbn, Beverly, Ohio.—
Saw-Filing Machine.—July 21, 1868.—Abo^'Cthe piv-
oted frame is a horizontal guide way, provided with
a pendent bar, so as to be adjusted vertically and at
an incliiiation. On the guide way is fitted a slide
provided with a plate, to which is attached an ad-
justable bar for keeping the file in a proper relati\-e

position with the saw teeth.

Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable piv-
oted frame C, clamp base A, adjustable way G,
slide K, plate L, and bars M, for holding the file,

all constructed to operate in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as herein set forth and
shown.

80,142—C. H. Clevelaat), Selma, A\s..—Sus-
pendcr. — July 21, 1868. — To each of the shoulder
straps is applied a metallic slide, on one of which is

a snap catch, and on the other a hook, for increas-
ing the bracing properties of the suspenders when
necessary.

Claim.—A suspender or shoulder brace, composed
of two single straps B B, each passing from the at-

taching strap on the side over the shoulder to the
attaching strap on the reverse side of the body, when
the shoulder straps are provided with the slides C
and C, having a catch and hook c and c', substantially
as described, and for the purpose. specified.

80,143.-Zebulon E. Coffin, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Boston Machine Company.-ZT^/cirani.

—July 21, 1868.—The valve is made to close the
water way at a point on a level with the top of the
pipe, so that the water may bo drawn, when the
hydrant is not in use, much lower than when the
common hydrant bend is used, thereby rendering the
hydrant le'ss liable to injury by frost.

"

Clairn.—1. The combina'tiohof the base or bottom
of the hydrant with the body of the hydrant, hook
belts, waste pip© or pipes, and waste valves, hydrant
valves, and outside case, all constructed in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hook bolts L L, in combination with the
body A and bowl C, having an annular projection,

a, vrhen the parts are constructed substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The nut G, in connection with the rod or valve
stem K and body A, when the parts are constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as described.

80,144.—Henry S. Cole, Pawtucket. E. I.—
Steam Generator. — July 21, 1868. — Designed more
particularly for boilers in which saline waters are
used. Small jets of water are thrown through the
perforated pipes upon the surface of the water to
check the foam.
Claim.—The perforated pipe F, at or near the

water line, substantially as described, for the pur-
poses specified.

80,145.—J. L. Coles and D. H. Coles, :N"ew
York, ]Sr. Y.— Pencil Sharpener. —Jiily'2l, 1868.—
The side of the sharpener opposite to the cutter is

rendered yielding, and is couuected to a button so
that by pressing the latter, the point of the pencil
can be gradually worked down to the required sharp-
ness.

Claim.—l.'The arrangement, with the sh.ai-pening

tube A, of the jaws d, at the receiving end thereof,

and communicating Avith each other so as to act as
a support and guide for the pencil Avhile it is being
sharpened, and also form a holder to protect its

point AA'hile being can'ied, as set forth.

2. The button b, in combination Avith the movable
side of the tube A, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

80,146.—John C. Conklin, Yorktown, IS". Y.—
Pick Axe.—July 21, 1868.—A socket is provided for

the insertion of the handle of pick axes.

Claim.—A pick axe D E, having a socket A, and
shank C, substantially as described, and lor the pur-

pose set forth.
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80,147.—C. M. COONET, Washington, D. C.

—

Perforated Bake Pan—July 21, 1868.

Claim.—A pan or vessel,* perforated in its lower
pfirt or bottom -vritb holes, and open or perforated
with holes in its upper parts or sides, in combination
with a smaller pan or vessel, substantially as and for

the uses and purposes herein described.

SO,14S.—Frederick C. Cuuie, Lancaster, Pa.—
Manufacture of Steel, and in Converting Iron Arti-
cles into Steel.— J\\\j 21, 1868. — Cast malleable or
malleableized iron is packed in a wrought-iron box
in which is placed a compound consisting- of pulver-
ized charcoal, soda or soda ash, and rock salt. The
ai'ticles to be converted are then sprinkled with
prussiate of potash. The box being- filled with al-

ternate layers of the compound, antl articles to be
converted^ is then hermetically sealed and placed in
a furnace which is also sealed.'

Claim.—Converting cast malleable or malleable-
ized iron into steel by the process substantially as
described.

80,149.—J. P. D^vKE, Salem, Ohio.—Apparatus
for Evaporating Liquids.—July 21, 1868.—A close
cover is fitted upon an evaporating ]3au, so as to
admit little or no air to the surface of tho liquid,
excejjt through heated chambers or pipes arranged
ai-oiiud or within the fire box, so as to obtain a strong-
current of dry heated air.

Claim.—1. The movable and close fitting cover A,
when used upon the evaporating pan, tank, or kettle

G, in combination with the hot-air chambers C 1> E,
and tlie elevated flue or chimney F, as set forth and
described.

2. The hot-air chambers C D E, when used in

combination with the evaporating pan G, and the
close fitting cover A, in the manner and for the pui--

poses set forth and described.

80,150.—F. DA^^S0N. Ilichmond,Ya.—A""fii3 Ma-
chine.—July 21, 1868.— The machine is provided
with an oscillating feeding apparatus, by which tlie

plate, from which'the nails are cut, feeds itself, and
by its vibrating motion gives a proper taper to the
nail, and also to tlie punch for making the head of
the naU.

Claim-.— 1. Tho combination of the channeled
plate holder M, slotted angular barE, and vibrating
arms X X, all constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

2. The combination of the sliding inclines X X,
adjusting screws//, vibrating arms ]Sr X, and an-
gular bar E, to adjust the plate at dilBferent angles,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

3. The combination of tho channeled plate holder
il. slotted angular bar E, vibrating arms jST X, and
knives C c, to produce a wedge-shaped blank, in the
manner specified.

80,151.-A. A. Dexxett, Xew Brunswick, IST. J.
-Fishing Tackle.—Jnlj 21,1868.—The socket block is

provided with a shank, which is pivoted to the bar
that supports the hook, the latter being secured to
the block by a screw, so that it can be readily at-
taclied at any time.
Claim.—1. The socket block D and the screw g in

combination with the fishing tackle, substantiallv as
shovvn and described.

2. Fastening or adjusting the hook in the fishing
tackle represented, by a screw instead of a rivet,
substantially as shown and described.

80,152.—LT3IAX Derby, Xcw York. X. T.—
Thill Coupling.— July 21, 1SG8.—An elastic strap
packing is combined with tho thill iron and jack, so
as to prevent accidental separation of the thill, and
also to prevent rattling.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the elastic safety
strap n with the clip A and thill iron F, substan-
tially as described, and operating as hereinbefore
set forth.

S0,153.—AlexaxdeuDicicsox, MeadviUe, Pa.
Uterine Supporter.—July 21, 1868.

Claim.:—A uterine supporter, constructed in five

parts, the same being joined together by the elastic

bands C C C C, in combination with the pads B B
and A, constructed as described for the purposes set

forth.

80,154.— Jacob Dobbixs, Litchfield, Mich.—
Machine for Cutting Hoops for Barrels.—July 21,
1868.—Two knives, inclined in opposite directions,
cut a corner from each end of the board from whicli
the hoops are cut before it reaches the knives for

cutting the hoops. A beveled flange on the lo\^-er

feed roller serves to bring the outer end of the board
in contact with the cutter on tho standard, to cut
the bevel.
Claim.—The arrangement of the inclined knives

I J and the flange /of the feed roller F, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

80,155.— E. B. Driskell, Paris, 111.- Boad
Scraper.—Jnlj 21, 1868.—The scraper is elevated
from the ground, or brought in contact with the
same, by bringing the bent arms of the axle to a
vertical position, or depressing them through the
agency of the handles.

Claim..—The combination of the axle F, having
the bent arms 1 1, with the wheels H H, tho handles
J J, the pivoted draught pole A, and the scraper
B, when said parts are constructed and connected,
so as to operate together substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

80,156

—

James K. Dugdale, White Water,
Ind.— Washing Machine.—July 21, 1868 ; antedated
July 15, 1863.—By turning the knob the pins are
moved back, the spring" pressing them out and
fastening the wash board to its position. A movaljle
fluted board is held down upon the clothes by means
of a spring bolt fitting in notches in the rod attached
to the said board.
Claim.—1. The knob K and vrire c, in combination

with pins a and spring &, as and for the purpose
specified.

2. TJie bolt g, in combination with spring i, notches
/, and clothes holder L, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

80,157.— Pierre Du Eieux and Edouard
Roettger, LiUe, France.— Cylindrical Filtering
Press.—July 21, 1868.—The filtering chambers con-
sist of a circular rim, the central portion of which is

provided with a series of bars cast with the rim, so as
to form two series of chambers, the one composed of
gratings and the other of hollow spaces between the
gratings. On each side of the gratings are attached
perforated metal plates over which is a filtering me-
dium. Channels through the rims of the cii'cular

frames communicate with each other throughout the
machine, and also with the spaces within and be-
tween the said frames.
Claim,—1. The construction and an-angement of

the grated circular frames and end plates, and the
mode of introducing the semi-liquid substance to the
filtering chambers, through apertures made in the
rims of each frame, the said apertures forming a con-
tinuous channel througliout the length of the press,
in communication with each filtering chamber, sub*//

stantially as described and represented. f
2. In combination with the removable frames B

and movable head A^, the pivoted block D^ and cen-
tral screw d, all constructed and arranged to operate
m the manner and for the pm-pose substantially as
herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of cocks H M, the latter hav-
ing removable plug M', at the opposite ends of tho
channel foi-med by the spaces I^ in the frames B,
as herein shown a'nd described, for the purpose spe-

cified.

4. The provision of each frame B with a channel,
X, having a cock, G G^ at its outer end, and a mov-
able plug, Xi, at its opposite extremity, substan-
tially as described.

5. 'The side supports C C fmd cross bars D D^, ar-

ranged as described, with relation to the stationary
end piece A^ movable piece A^, and removable cir-

cular gpatings B, substantially as represented.

80,158.—MiLTOxB. Eraser, Steuben, N. T.—
Cheese Press.—July 21, 1S6S.—A series of cheese
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hoops, eacli furuislied with a pressing follo\rer, is ar-

ranged between an adjustable foot block and a screw,
by which a large number of cheeses are pressed at
one operation.

Claim.—1. The employment of a series of sepa-
rated hoops, in combination with a series of remov-
able bottoms J J^ J2 J3 J'l, a series of removable
followers, K K^ K^ K^ K^, and a screw or other
press, the devices named being applied witldu and
upon a frame. A, B B B', or any er[ui"f^^ent frame,
all substantiaMy as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of an adjustable piece, C, with
said cheese hoops, their bottoms and their followers,
and with the screw or other well known pressing
device, and with a suitable frame, A, B B B', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the adjustable nut G, with
the cheese hoops, their bottoms, their followers, and
with tlic screw F, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

80,159.—Adolph Taller, DSfew York, IST. Y.—
Lounge, Bureau, and Table.—July 21, 1868.

Claim,.—The combined lounge, table, and bureau
specified, the same being formed with the inclined
cushioned end c against the bureau liortiou, with the
table e above the bureau, and with di-aws in and be-
low such lounge, substantially as set forth.

80,160.—E. A. FiLKiNS, N'orth Adams, Mass.—
Steam Engine Globe Valve.—Jvlj 21, 1868.—The
valve is made in two sections fitted around a down-
wardly tapering stem, and of two fingers, pivoted
between the sections. The fingers catch under a
shoulder of the stem, but when the A-alve is on its

seat, they release the stem, and allow it to bo forced
down between the sections so as to spread them
apart.

Claim.—1. A sectional valve, E, fitted around a
stem, C, and provided with pivoted fingers, d d, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, all made
and operating as specified.

2. The valve E, when made in sections, as de-
scribed, and when provided with swinging fingers, d,

which work in grooves, e e, in combination with the
conical reciprocating stem C, carrying the head c,

all made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

80,161.—William T. Fisher, Eoane County,
Tem\.—Shoemakers' TooL—Sulj 21, 1858.—The jaws
of a plier are provided on either side with projections
for holding a punch, eyelet set, hammer, and nail
cutter.

Claim..—Constructing the sides A A with jaws or
projections, b h' and d d', for the purpose of combin-
ing Avith the pliers any suitable tool or device, sub-
stantially as described.

80,162.—Lorenzo Fultox. Edinburg, Ind.—
Loiu Water IndicMor for Steam Generator.—July 21,

1868.—In addition to indicating the height of the
water in the boiler by this d'evice, the careen-
ing of the boat will also be indicated, and, be-
sides sounding an alarm at the time, v.-il\ correctly
record the same by means of a dial, index, and mark-
ing pencil.

Claim:—1. The combination, with a low water indi-

cator or any eriuivalent therefor, of a marker, of any
suitable form, and recording plate, or its eiiuivalent,

when all combined and arranged together, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the dial J, index K, pencil

p, pawl «, and ratchet vrlieel m, Avhereby to register
successively the occurrence of an inadequate amount
of water in the steam generator, substantially as set

forth.

3. The combination of the pipes A and B with the
valve b, water space C, pipe D, vessel E, piston F,
rod G-, lever H, pawl n, ratchet wheel m, index K,
and dial -T, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the vessel E, having the
ledge L, -and the glass walls e e, with the piston F,
substantially as described.

80,163.-C. R. GORGAS, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Pes-
sary.—July 21, 1868.—An India-rubber bag or cap is

provided with a rubber tube, which is to be distended

by a flat spiral spring, and inserted into the vagina
by means of a peculiarly-formed instrument.

Claim.—1. The herein-described improved pessary,
consisting of the wrapper A, provided with the tubu-
lar portion B and the spring C, substantiahy as and
for the purpose described.

2. The improved inserting instrument, consisting
of the parts b and c, provided with the pins a and a',

ratchet d, spring paA^l e, and recess d, and otherwise
arranged substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the spring C with the in-

serting instrument D, substantially as described for
the purpose specified.

4. The method herein described of inserting the
spring C within the pessary, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

80,164.—Michael G. GROFF,Vogansville, Pa.—
Horse Power.—July 21, 1868.— The parts are de-
signed to be so arranged that the horse in pulling on
one lever arm, also pushes, so that the same force
applied to move the one pinion in pul]!ing, exerts the
same leverage on the other end of tlie shaft and pin-
ion by pushing.

Claim.—1. The peculiar anangement of the main
wheel A and jack O, with the holrizontal or inchned
shafts T B, having each two pinions, the gear con-
nected by the shaft M, which is provided Avith uni-
versal joints, substantially combined in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with my arrangement in the gear-
ing aforesaid, the stationary platform, supported
substantially in the manner specified.

2. Attaching the spokes or arms z on the outer
circumference of a wheel O, which wheel has cogs
on both sides, when said spokes or arms are so
curved as to admit the free action of a pinion t, on
each side of the face of said wheel, in the manner
shown and for the pm-pose-specified,

80,165.-George Gut, Bay City, Mich.—Steam
Generator.—July 21, 1868.—A valve and seat are
arranged on the crown sheet of the fire box and in the
steam space of the boiler, and are operated by a
weight. "When the water falls to a dangerous point,
the valves will be opened, one of which will dischai'ge
steam into the fire box, and the other vs'ill discharge
steam into the atmosphere.
Claim.—1. The aperture i in the crown sheet n,

and the valve J, when ai-ranged and operated sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the valve J, arranged as
described, the valve k, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

80,166.—Ephrahvi Hackett, Concord, K". H.,
assignor to himselfand E. West, same place.

—

Chafe
Iron.—Juij 21, 1868.

Claim.—A chilled iron chafe-iron for vehicles, sub-
stantially as set forth.

80,167.—Emons Hamlin, Winchester, Mass.,
assignor to the Mason & Hamlin Organ Co., Bos-
ton,"Mass.

—

Melodeori.—July 21, 1868.— Tlie regula-
tor-valve or gate is operated by the bellows, and
causes the orifice for the entrance of air to enlarge as
the stress or intensity of the bellows spring decreases,
thus effecting a uniform action in the tremolo.

Claim.—In combination with a tremolo attach-
ment and an exhaust bellows, a regulator valve or
gate, operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

80,168.—Henry S. Hannen, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Manufacture of White Lead.—J\x\j 21, 1868.—De-
signed to avoid the inconveniences resulting from
the use of heating coils within the chamber, and to
bring the gas more intimately in contact v.'ith the
lead.

Claim.—I. Subjecting metallic lead, after it has
been treated in a chamber with acetic acid, to the
action of carbonic acid gas, introduced near the bot-

tom of the chamber, and at such a temperature that
tlic proper degree of heat is maintained within the
chamber without the use of heating apparatus.

2. Subjecting mctidlic lead, during the process of

its conversion into carbonate of lead, to the action
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of solutions of chloride of soda and carbonate of soda,
substantially as and for tlie purpose described.

80.169.—Saxdt Harris, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Weighing Scale.—July 21, 1868.—The Treightcd plat-

form rests ou projections on a curved beam, through
•u-hich latter extends a pointer. To the under side

of the platform is fastened a rod having a hooked
end which catches in a recess in a swinging frame
below.

Claim.—1. The beam D, constructed substantially

as described, in combination with the platform E.
2. The platform E, provided with the connecting

rod j, in combination with the swinging frame or
bail J, operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The pedestal A, constructed substantially as
and for the purpose described.

4. The platform E, beam D, pointer F, weight G,
connecting rod j, frame or bail J, pedestal A, neck
B, and plate L, all combined for the purpose of form-
ing a responding scale.

80,170.—T^ILLIAM 0. Haruisox, Chittenden,
Yt.—Harvester.—Jn\x 21, 1868.—As the shaft is re-

volved, the cutter bar will receive reciprocating mo-
tion, so as to work easily in any jiosition of the fin-

ger bai- without exerting' any strain on the connect-
ing rod.

Claim.—The arrangement of the gear wheel G-,

constructed as described, hinged block g, extension
i. bearing h. pinion/, and shaft H, pivoting the fin-

ger bar to the machine, all constructed and operat-
ing as herein described.

80,171.—AXDREW C. Haetsock, Douglas, HI.
—Millstone Dress.—Jidy 21, 1868.—The di-css con-
sists of peculiarly-formed teeth, so that the grain
will be cut and gi-ound on the sides and edges of the
same, instead of upon plain surfaces and straight or
circular cutting edges.
Claim.—The millstone dress, composed of the dis-

ti'ibuting teeth A, grinding teeth E, circle furrows
a, and short angular furrows b, constructed and ar-

ranged in relation to each other, in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described.

80,172.- Moses M. Hatch, Portland, Me.—
Apple Corer.—^Tulj 21, 18G8 ; antedated July 8, 1868.
—A scoop-shaped jjiece of metal is attached to the
back of an ordinary knife.
Claim.—The corer 6, when attached to the knife

a, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

80,173— John W. Hai-es, Eltterv, Me., as-
signor to himself and JoHX G. Crockett, Ports-
mouth, :N'. TL.—Governor.—July 21, 1868.—The throt-
tle valve is operated by means of a sleeve on the
governor spindle, the sleeve having inclined i)lanes
and wings, and being free to revolve with the spin-
dle within a cylindrical cup.

Claim.—1. In combination with a governor spin-
dle, the sleeve K, when constructed with the in-
clined planes m m and wings o o, substantially as
described.

2. The interior cylinder E, with its inclined bot-
tom and the balls p p, arranged substantially as de-
scribed, in combination with tlie sleeve K.

3. The transverse bar i on the spindle C, in com-
bination with the inclined planes m m, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

80,174—T^iLLLVM H. Hexdehsox, West Point,
assignor to William H. Sxideu, Lena, III.—Churn.
—July 21. 1868.—Hiaged leaves are made to oscil-
lato on a horizontal axis, and are provided with per-
forations on tlieir outer edges for the escape of air,
T.-hich enters below the leaves on the upward stroke
of tlie dasher, and is forced through the cream on
the downward stroke.

Claim.—The combination of the vertically recip-
rocating cross liead F. and end boards /, with the
oscillating perforated dasher leaves and stops g', all
these parts being constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating as described.

80,175.—S. B. HiLES and J. A. D^vx-xer, Sal-
tilloville, lad.—Straw Cutter.—July 21, 1868,—As

the frame which holds the cutters is raised and low-
ered, the rake is caused at the same time to di-ag
the straw forward to the cutters.

Claim.—The combuiation of the obliquely-placed
serrated knives E E in the sliding frame D, with the
horizontal stationary knife I, in the frame A, and the
rake F, all constructed and operating as shown and
described.

80.170.-Philip Hixkle, San Francisco, Cal.—
Bed Bottom.—July 21, 1868.—Each slat is attached
at its end by a hook to an elastic band secured to
the end frames. A bridge or truss under the center
of each slat rests on an elastic connection between
two supporting wires.

Claim.—The combination of the rod m in the re-

cess, bands I and Jc, suspenders j, bridge b, wires h,

and slats e, as herein set forth.

80,177.—Fraxklix G. Hollaxd, "Washington,
D. C—Metallic Paint—July 21, 1868; antedated
July 8, 1868.—The ingredients consist of hydraulic
cement, poco metallic paint, gum asphaltum, and
Japan varnish, mixed in boiled linseed oil.

Claim.—The combination of the within-named
ingredients, mixed in the several proportions as
herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

80,17S.—Fraxklin Hott and Aarox Dexio,
Montpelier, Vt.— TTaier WheeL-^Inly 21, 7868.—The
inlet and outlet chutes are applied to the periphery
of the wheel in reversed positions ; the portion be-
tween the two chutes being nearly in coEtact with
the wheel. Vent holes, with a regulating cover,
admit air to, or free the same from, the buckets.

Claim.—The adjustable inlet chute B and the
extended outlet chute C, provided with regulating
vents k g, and arranged in relation to each other
and to the wheel A, substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

80,179.-Charles E. L. Holmes, "Waterbury,
Conu.^—Machine for Drying and Scouri'^.g Sheet
Mctal.-^July 21, 1868.—A series of rollers, covered
with some elastic or fibrous material for holding
sand, is so arranged as to pass the sheet metal alter-

nately aboye and below a roller. A vibrating mo-
tion is given to two of the under rollers by •;ionuect-

ing rods attached to crank pins peculiarly arranged
on pulleys. A pivoted brush is made to reciprocate
across the under surface of the sheet metal.
Claim.—1. The arrangement, in a machine for

grinding, scouring, and drving sheet metal, of the
rollers / h, revolving in a direction opposite to the
direction of the passing sheet metal being operated
upon, and rollers g i, ha^-ing a vibratory motion,
and all the rollers acting upou the surface of the
metal while in a curved position, substantially in
the manner described.

2. Ojierating the reciprocating brush I' by means
of the lever m, cord 13, spring 14, and pivoted lever
I, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

80,180.—"WiLLLAM HoRKOCKS; Poughkecpsie,
^N". Y.

—

Mode of Attaching Carriage Top**.-July 2li
1868.—The slat irons are each secured to the body
or rail of a carriage by a separate pin or pivot, in-

stead of by one common pivot, as in the usual
manner.

Claim.—Securing the slat irons of a carriage top
to the supporting pin A by means of the separate
pivots a a, formed upon either of the disks b c,

wiiich fit over the pin A, both disks being clamped
together upon the slat irons by means of the nut d,

as herein described, for the purpose specified.

80,181.— Samuel Howard, Luton, TJnited
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

—

Machine
for Pressing Hats.—July 21, 1868.—When pressure
is required in the bag or iliaphragm to press tlie luii;

or bonnet body, a tap, between the bag and upper
cistern, is opened, and the downward pressure of
the water rapidly fills the bag. To increase the
pressure to the required extent, this tap is closed
and water is injected from the lower cistern, and at
the same time a second small pump is actuated by
the same lever, forcing the same amount of water
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Tvbicli was Oiscbarged from the bag into the upper
cistern, thus dispeiasing with the usual air vessel or
reservoir.

Claim.—The pump h, acting directly xipon the
diaphragm g of the dome e, and pump I, which fills

the cistern a, in combination with cisterns a b, and
their connecting pipes, the whole being arranged in
the manner and for the purpose described.

80,182.—Daxdsl W. Hurst, Petersbm-g, Pa.—
Fill Net for Horses.—J\\\j 21, 1868.

Claim.—Connecting the ribs of a fly net by lashes,

each of Avhich passes twice through one hole in
each of the ribs, and forms two loops on the central
rib, and one on each of the others, substantially as
described.

80,183.-George Jelley, Eoxbury, assignor to
Charles W. Griffiths, Boston, lA.ixiis.—Knitted
Fabric.—July 21, 1868.—Each of the ground yarns
is run in a zigzag across three others of such ground
yarns. At each angle of the zigzag there is a loop
in tlie yarn.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
series of ground yarns, ah c, and the series of stripe
yarns, eee,m the manner substantially as described,
so as to produce a knit fabric, on which the stripe
yarns will appear on one side of the fabric, in right
line parallel ranges, as set forth.

80,184.-AUGUK JUDSON, JSTewark, ]^. J.—
Sleeping JBertJi for Railroad Gar.—July 21, 1868.

—

A series of devices for suspending upper berths
from the roof, so that they can be readily let down,
lifted up, and locked in x>iace.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the lower plate
M and its guide, of the upper plate and its guide,
substantially in the manner and for the pm'pose
.herein described.

2. The combination, with the berths, of the fised
hanging pieces E, having an opening, /, to receive
the Lolts which lock the berths to place.

3. The aiu-angement, substantially as described,
of windlass, cords, and pulleys, in combination with
the berths, whereby the latter may be raised and
lov,-ered.

4. The arrangement, substantially as described,
of springs within the berths, when supported and
held in position by the plates C C and M M.

5. The combination, Avith a car berth, of a 'folding

case or closet, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

G. The combination, Avith a car "berth, of a hinged
or i)ivoted curtaiu frame, and self-acting sjDrings or
catches to hold it in position for use, substantially
as set forth.

80,185.—William Keil, Hastings, Minn.—
Game Table.—July 21, 1868.—A central hollow stud
is provided with a plunger, o]:)erated by levers, ar-

ranged radially in tlio table. A ball, placed on the
said stud, is knocked off by the action of any one
of the levers, and rolls down into a sectional groove,
being deflected by pins in the table. Balls are also
placed on the said pins to be knocked off by that
from the central stud. •

Claim.—The improved game table herein de-

scribed, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,186.—"William Kennedy, ISTew London, Pa.
—Water Wlicel.—Svlj 21, 1868.—The upper rim is

em'ved inwardly toAvard the axis, from the top
dowin\'ard, so as to contract its diameter at the bot-

tom, and make it considerably less than the top di-

ameter of the lower rim, in order that the water
from both sets of buckets may be discharged down-
ward.
Claim.—Th.Q. above-described water wheel, liav-

iug an upper and lower rim. and two sets of buckets,
arranged in relation to each other substantially as
described.

80,187.—"Williasi Knowles, Eockvillc, Ind.—
Sliaivl Pm.—July 21, 1868.—Three arms are united
at the center by a band, and form sharpened hooks
at each end.
Claim.—A. shawl piu, oousti-ucted of the bent

arms A, B, and C, attached to the band D, substan-
tially as described.

80,188.-Israel Lancaster, Baltimore, Md.—
Harvester Rake.—July 21, 1868.—The invention re-
lates to a side-delivery harvester rake, applied to the
platform of a reaping machine, and which discharges
tlie grain in gavels suitable for binding. Motion is

communicated from the driving wheel to the rake in
such a manner as to regulate its speed to suit hea\-y
or light grain.
Claim.— 1. The spring O, rake head m, pin n, and

strip T, acting in combination, when used to regu-
late the movement of the rake head when passing-
over the cutter bar, and when constructed and oper-
ating substantially as described.

2. The arm g., provided with the pin h, in combi-
nation with the pin Ic and block i, which supports
the rake m, constructed and operating substantially
as described and for the purpose mentioned.

3. The arm g provided with the pin ft, the block i

provided with the pin k, and the guide bar S, acting
in combination, when used to effect the purpose
mentioned, and when constructed substantially as
described.

80,189.—John Lane, Chicago, T\l.—Plow.—
July 21, 1868 ; antedated March 31, 1868.—The point
of the share is so constructed as to be capable of
being renewed at small expense, and the share, laud-
side, and point are secured together Avithout welding.

Claim.—1. Porming a dove-tail, tapering, open-
groove matrix on the side of a removable slip plow
point, substantially as described and for the purpose
shown.

2. The particular form and construction of the
slip point, as arranged and described, and for the
purpose shown.

3. Porming and constructing a slip point, as
shown and described and claimed above, with a fin

cutter, as arranged and shown.
4. The particular arrangement of the share C,

flange E, and landside D, as shown, in combination
with the above-described and above-claimed slip

point, either Avith or without the fin cutter, as de-
scribed and for the purpose shown.

80,100.—John W. Latcher, Albanv, IST. T.—
Curry Com&.—July 21, 1868; antedatecl July 18,

1868.—The teeth are formed from one block, which
constitutes the back or blank, fi'cm which the said
teeth are sawed.

Claim.— Forming a series of rows of teeth, &,

from one block, substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose specified.

80,191.—John P. Lipps, ^Newark, K". J., as-

signor to himself and Henry Guyer, same place.

—

Car Eeplacer or Guide Rail.—July 21, 1868.—The
guides arc not connected tog'cther, and the forward
end of each is so constructed as to clasp the flanged
edge of the rail. The rear ends of the guides are
secured to a cross-tie.

Claim.—A railway guide rail or car replacer, con-
structed with a portion which embraces and clings
to the rail, a groove for the car Avhcel, and a pin or
pins for securing the dcAice to the cross-tic, substan-
tially as shown and described.

80,192.—Henry C. Lloyd, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Still.—Jiilj 21, 1868.—The main still consists of a
series of heating chambers or boilers placed one
over the other and surmounted by a tank or reser-

voir, communicating Avith each other and Avith a
doubler by pipes. Prom the first, communication is

had to a second doubler, and to condensers, for ef-

fecting the continuous distillation of alcohol Avithout

the us'e of vats, pumps, &c.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of chambered still

A, B, C, and D, doublcrs'O and Q, condenser U TJ',

and vapor pipes jST, P, H, and E, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The condenser U U', or its equivalent, having
the discharge cockX into the doubler below the inlets

of the escape pipe V, as and for the purpose ex-

I)lained.

3. The provision of exhaust and livo-yteam injec-

tion pipes, I and J, in the lowest chamber of seiles
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A, B. C. aud D, \rith their described or equivalent

accessories, as set forth.

S0,193«—Lt>'Ci"L'S M. Lull and Philander C.

BovTEX. Altoona. Jll.— Washi7ig Machi7ie.—J\iiy 21,

1368.—To the frame is connected a concave l)ottom,

and is provided with rollers, the frame being hung

on spii-al springs. A grooved cylinder has its beai'-

ings in the" sides of the frame.

Claihi.—The arrangement of the open frame A,

provided with the screw bolt B, to which is con-

nected the block C, with the frame E, concave bot-

tom F, rollers G- G, arms H H wliich are provided

with pins K K, and spiral springs I I, the whole

being used vrith the cylinder D, as and for the pur-

poseherein set forth.

80,194.

—

Johx^Magee, Chelsea, Mass., assignor

to Magee Furnace Cojitaxy.—CooH?25f Stove.—

July 21, 1868.—Designed for keeping cooked articles

of food warm.
Claim.—1. A warming closet, B, placed under the

hearth of a high-hearth stove, substantially as and
for the purpotc set forth.

2. The warming closet B, the top of which is pro-

vided with a movable lid or door, in the manner and
for the purpoee described.

80,135.—Edward C. Mati.ot, Eochester, X.
Y.—Skate Faistemi^g.—Jxilx 21, 18uS.

Claim.—1. A clamp made with a flange on the

upper edge, turned inward, and adjustable to any
thickness of sole bv means of the screw, or its equiv-

alent, so that the flange will press tightly upon the

upper edge of the sole. ^
2. The"combination of the segmental arms with

the T-headed bolt t, and clamp slide b with the

thumb nut, constituting the sliding bar, by which
nil the clamps are adjusted and tightened at the

same time, as shown in Fig. 2, or the two T-headed
bolts shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and thumb nut, con-

stitutinc: a sliding bar, and connecting the segment-

al arms^by which all the clamps are adjusted and
tightened as before.

3. Forming a sliding bar, connecting the seg-

mental arms by means of a belt and nuts, as shown
in Fig. 5.

80,196.-George McFaddex, Thomaston, as-

siemor to himself and Eichard Austln', Plymouth,
Coma.—Dress and Satchel Holder Combined.—Svlj
21, 1668.—Metallic holders attached to a gii'dle, cord,

or belt are made to grasp the di-ess, and are held in

place by a sliding clasp or band.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a com-

bined dress and satchel holder, consisting of the

hook G. eyes D, spring arms a, rings b, and sliding

clasp E, all arranged and operating as set forth,

when all said parts, excepting the slide E, are made
of one piece of metaL

S0,19r.—Lewis H. Mealey, Alpha, Ohio.—Pa-
per- Sack Knife.—July 21, 1868.—The handle on
which the cord is wound, serves to receive the ten-

sion of the cord in tying up packages. After the
knot is tied, the cord" is severed without waste, by
the knife.

Claim.—The within-described device, consisting
of a bobbin or spool-formed handle, C, upon which
tlie cord is wound, in combination with a cutting
blade, B, operating in the manner desciibed.

80,198.-TTiLLiAJi MEL\nLLE, Paterson, X. J.

—Machincfor Ileadlng Bolts.—3\Ay 21, 18G8.—The
swinging holders cause the cutter to produce a di'aw-

ing cut, and are made to move simultaneously with
the die toward the bar, when the front end of the
blank is cut off. The separated blank is then held

bj the holders and its rear end is within the dies,

when the punch moves forward and heads the same.
The holders and dies are then simultaneously drawn
apart, and the finished bolt is released.

Claim.—The improved bolt and rivet-heading ma-
chine, consisting of the oscillating holder L L, car-

rying the cutter X of the stationary die G aud recip-

rocating die E, and of the reciprocating punch I, JiU

made and arranged substantially as herein shown
and described, and combined with the t^\o cam shafts

B and C and springs g, F, and e, respectively, in the

manner set forth.

80,199.-George B. Milligan, Baltimore, Md.,
assiirnor to T. Poultxey, same jjlaee.

—

Horseshoe.

—July 21. 1868.—The false shoe is fonned of two
parts'hinged together and provided with calks and
projecting shanks,which latter are screwed together,

by which" the false shoe is secui-ed to the ordinary

shoe.
Claim.—1. An expanding false shoe, provided with

interlocking projections, adapted to suitable depres-

sions in the permanent shoe, or the equivalents there-

of, for the purpose of firmly securing the roughing or

false shoe and the permanent shoe together, as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The employment of an interlocking lip or hook.

s, in combination with the false shoe, and adapted

to operate in the manner and for the purposes sub-

stantially as described-

80,200.—AxTOXio L. Mora, Xew York, X. T.
—Bureau Trunk.—July 21, 1868.

Claim.—The bureau trunk, constructed as de-

scribed, its top, A, being hinged at its back to the

body of the trunk, and provided Avith interior com-
partments and a flange around its lower edge, vrhen
the doors B, which cover the drawers, are hinged to

the front sides of the ends of the trunk, and are held

closed by the flange of the cover, which said cover
is locked at two points by means of one lock, aU ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose specified.

80,201,—William B. Morgan and J. H. Ter-
rell, Antioch, Ind.

—

Wagon Brake.—July 21. 1863.

—Designed more especially for wagons loaded A^-ith

logs, hay, or other aiticle' that would prevent the
brake from being operated in the ordinary manner.
Claim.—1. The combination ofthe arm or leverM,

connecting bar X. and pivoted lever O, with the rock
bar J, substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the stationary bar D, short

levers F, rock bar J, arms or levers K I M L, con-

necting rod X, and pivoted lever O with each other,

sabstantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purposes set forth.

80,202.—F. B. Morse, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Stump Joint for Carriages.—Jvlj 21, 1868.—A re-

cess is formed in the meeting ends of the joint, in

which is placed a link or hinge gate, so that when
open or closed, the plate and parts come to a firm

bearing.
Claim.—1. A stump joint, consisting of the two

parts A and B, joined by the plate C aud pivots d d,

when the said plate C is arranged and fitted into the

paits A and B, so as to operate in the manner speci-

fied.

2. In combination with a stump joint, the buttons
or plates D D, arranged upon opposite sides of the

joints, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

80,203.—Orrix Morse, Eochester, 'N. Y., as-

si"-uor to C. H. Mokse and Company, same place.

—Coal Scuttle.—July 21, 1868.

Claim.—A coal scuttle, having the bonnet cut

away on both sides, in such a manner and to such a

degree as to enable the devices to pack and to dis-

charge coal properly in a side opening, as specified.

80,204.—Charles Muller, Albany, X". Y.-~
C?i?arjrac7ir?i(?.—^uly21,1868.-ThefiUingorpreparea
tobacco is placed in a drum or receptacle, by revolv

iug which the filhng is caused to pass through open-

ings in its circumference, and, dropping upon a

poised scale, which, when filled, empties its contents

into a hopper placed below it and thence into a

trough, where it is farther manipulated, in combina-

tion with a series of levers, a cord and weight, and
a ratchet wheel and its detent pawls.

Claim.—1. The combination of trough O with the

cm-ved metallic plate W, or its equivalent, substan-

tiallv as and for the purpose set forth.
2. " The scoop S. in combination with the trough

and curved plate W.
3. The combination of dram A, hoppers D D', P

P', and E E', scale pan E, ratchet wheel B, leversH
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and I, M, and If, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

4. In combiuation with the subject-matter of my
third claim, the trough O, metallic curved plate w

,

and cord/ and -sveight g, substantially as shown and
described.

5. The within-described process of manufacturing
cigars, substantially as shown and in the manner set
forth.

80,205.— George W. Otis, Lynn, Mass.—
Lightning Rod.— July 21, 18G8.— The rope is de-
signed to form a continuous conductor, and obviates
the necessity of joints.

Claim.—The "lightning conductor described, con-
sisting of scA-eral strands of angular metallic wire
laid into a rope, all as and for the purpose described.

80,206.—OSCAK D. Padkick, Shelbyville, Ind.—
Self-Propelling Vehicle.— Jxilj 21, 1868. The pro-
pelling mechanism is so constructed as to be readily
applied to and removed from any common vehicle.
A winding-up device applied to the springs, which
afford the motive power, is so located that the oc-
cupant can wind up the springs when necessary
without leaving his seat.

Claim.—1. The application of springs S, spring
cases Gr, spur wheels g', and spur wheels h to shafts
n, which are supported upon standards P upon the
axle C, in combination with spur wheels applied to
the hubs of wheels B', and with means for -^'inding

up said springs S, substantially as described.
2. The arrangement of propelling devices, which I

aave deseiibed, on both sides of the center of the
rear axle C, upon standards P, which can be readily
removed from said axle, in combination with the
winding-up rod E, applied to and supported by a re-

movable plate F, substantially as described.
3. In combination with driving spurs h h and the

devices which operate these spurs, brakes 1 1, applied
so that they can be caused to act upon said spurs at
pleasure, for stopping and starting the vehicle, and
regulating the speed thereof, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The lever a^ a^, applied to the rod a, on the front
axle C, and arranged as described, in combination
with a catch plate E, and a vehicle Avhich is adapted
for being propelled, substantially as described.

80,207.— Alfred Parap, ISTew York, X T.—
Manufacture of Waterproof Textile Fabrics.—July
21, 1868.

Claim.—The asphalt cloth hereinbefore described,
consisting of the combination of a textile fabric with
albuminized asphaltum, substantially as before set
forth.

80,208.-Andrew Parker, ISTewTork, IT. T.—
Bureaiv Bedstead.—July 21, 1868.—A flap is hinged
to the head piece of the bedstead, and provided with
V-sliaped grooves in its under surface, so that the
same, when folded down, wiU catch over V-shaped
projections on the foot piece and retain the same in
position.

Claim.—A bureau bedstead, composed of a head
piece A, and foot piece C, united by a hinged
frame D, and provided with a hinged flap B, which,
when tblded up, is retained by lips a on the head
piece, and which, when folded down, catches over
V-shaped projections e on the foot piece, as shown
and described.

80,209.—J. V. D. PATcn, Brownvillo, ISTebraska.—Escapement.—July 21, 1868.—Two pallets are so
attached to the pendulum rod as to act laterally on
the verge wheel instead of on the top of the-eame. ' Be-
tween the pallets is a spring afiixeil to the pendulum
rod, to facilitate the action of the palh^ts.

Claim.— The laterally-acting pallets a and 6,

epring d, and pendulum rod A, all substantially as

lihowu and described, in combination with the verge
ivheels B and pendulum C of a clock, all as and for

the purpose set forth.

80,210.—John Periiam, Ptoekton, HI. —iS'^orc-

Pt^c/SVi^?/.- July 21, 1868.— A stovc-pii)e shelf of
peculiar shape, and made open atone side, is attached
to a double adjustable collar, upon which it moves

loosely, by means of slides, slots, or grooves, so that
the shelf may be extended on one side of the stove
pipe.

Claim.—!. An improved metallic extension stove-
pipe shelf A A, constructed and arranged Avith the
extension device, as shown, made in one or more
parts, to operate substantially as described.

2. An improved metallic stove-pipe shelf, provided
with and operating by means of grooved or sliding
Avays, to alloAV of an extension of the size of the shelr
by elongation or lateral enlargement.

3. The peculiar shaped adjustable grooved or
slotted collarBB C c, in two parts, when constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as set forth,
for the purpose described.

4. In combination with the foregoing, the scrcAvs
or bolts and nuts D D, and radial arms and circular
ribs, substantially as shoAvn, with guard stops o o of
the shelf A A, Avhen the whole is constructed and
ai-ranged substantially as herein set forth and de-
scribed, to operate as specified.

80,211.—John Phillits, Jr., Georgetown. Mo.— Washing Machine.— Svly 21, 1868.— The zigzag
groove in the wheel, as the latter rotates, imparts an
up-and-down movement to the rubber, and the pres-
sure on the clothes is graduated by the sbding table.
Claim.—ThG zigzag groove a in the wheel B, and

the pin c of the arm C, to which the rubber is at-
tached, fitting in said groove, in combination with
the sliding table E, all arranged to operate in the man-
ner substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

80,212.— LeiAian F. Pitcher, Salina, iS^. T.—
Shafting.—July 21, 1868.— The shaft is stationary
and supports a'hollow revolving cylmder, having an
open feeding hole in the head, and"is bent so that the
said head shall be kept nearly free and open Avhiie
feeding the cylinder.

Claim.—The non-revolving bent shaft S, when
made and applied for the purpose aforesaid, substan-
tially in the manner above described.

80,213.—Isaac R.Potter, Dartmouth, Mass.—
Horse ^Aoe. — July 21, 1868.— The shoe is formed
with raised edges and studs, and with movable calks
so that, Avhen applied, the bearing edge will be flush
with the "wall" of the hoof. The calks may be
made whole or in parts, with the edge continuous
or indented.

Claim.—1. The shoe A, as described, with raised
edge C and studs E^.

2. The removable calks B^ B', made in sections or
continuous, with edge continuous or indented.

3. Forming and applying the calks so that the
bearing edge will be flush Avith the wall of the hoof.

4. Curving the calks at the heel and toe, as sliown.

80,214.—Isaac E. Potter, Dartmouth, Mass.
—Thill Coupling.—3\x\j 21, 1868.—One jaw of the
clip is provided with a slot and a projection on tho
end, and tho thill iron with a projection on the under
side, and an arbor secured to the end, said arbor fit-

ting in corresponding holes in each jaw of the clip.

OZafTO.—Making the clip C AA'ith projection c', and
slot g^ on and in one jaw of same, and the thill iron
D^AA'ith tho projection a^ and arbor d-, made ami
operating substantially as and for the pm-poso fpeci-
fied.

80,215.—l!fiEi>s PouLSON, "Washington, D. C—
Movable Windoiv Blind.—Jnlj21, 1868.—The blinds
are constructed in such a manner that, Avhcn not in
use, tliey may be drawn up and kept in a hollow
space above the window frame, out of sight. When
the cross tics are drawn up they form several rows
by the side of each other.
Claim.—1. The pivoted bars or links A A'^, for el-

evating or lowering a pivot slat blind, and permit-
ting the tilting of tho slats B, Avhen lowered, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of tA^o or more slats, B, on
each of the bars A, to adapt tho blind to fold Avithin

a smaller vertical space, as explained.
3. The combination of tlie hinged bars A A'.

pivoted slats B, connecting bars I, and tilting cords,
chainp, or rods K K' K'-^, substantially as described.

4. Tho combination of tho inclosed elovatiug
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cord or chain L, hanger X, guide pins F', vertical

grooves G. and fastenings C P O, with the bars A A=^

and slats B B, lor the purpose of raising and lower-

ing the blind, and locking it securely in its extended
or closed position.

o. The plate E, in combination with the hinged
bars A A-. and with the bos or recess for inclosing

the folded blind out of sight, as described.

80,216.—Joseph M. Puset, Lea Pusey, and
Epwakd Pusev, Wilmington, t>e\.—Spinning Ma-
chine.—July 21, 1808.—A spring att.\chcd to an ad-

justable support is made to bear against the spindle

at two points, in order to prevent the same from
trembling or vibrating when running at a liigh speed.

A division plate, attached to the ring i-ail between
the spindles, prevents the threads fi-om coming in

collision when in rapid motion.
Claim.—1. The combination with the spindle of

the spring bearing on the spindle, to hold and steady
the same, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

«. The combination of the spring G, the connect-
ing rod F. the adjustable support" L, the division

plate I, and the brake H, with a ring spinning frame,
substantially as described.

80,217 JOHX EDV7IN Race, Chicago, 111.—
Earth Boring Machine.—July 21, 1868.—The auger
and gearing are attached to a rocking beam, so that
the position of the auger can be changed without
changing the relative position of the operative parts.

To the rocking beam is also attached a vertical post,

•which passes through a slot in a bar pivoted to the
top of the auger shaft, to aid, in connection with a
rope and shaft, in forcing the auger into soft soil.

Claim.—1. The bar H, in combination with the
rod or post I. rope g, and shaft C, when constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

i>. The combination and arrangement of the gear
wheels F and G, shaft E, and lever L, with the rock-
ing beam K, substantially as specified-

80,218.^A>rES S. Eamsey, Baltimore, assignor
to himself and "William G. IIillman. Lonaconing.
Md.—ioci Label Holder.—Jnlx 21. 1868.—A device
to be used by travelers to secure the address to bag-
gage, so that the address may be changed as often
and as rapidly as desirable, without the liability of
becoming detached or obliterated.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bolt D, staple
B, and side fastening C, aiTanged and operating
substantially as described.
8. The compaitmeut E, containing address labels,

which are protected by a slieet of mica, isinglass,

thin horn, or similar substance, in combination''with
a side fastening, which closes the opening through
which the same are introduced, and which is locked
by a bolt within the case, as set forth.

80,21 f>.—BEXJA>rCN- D. RAXDLEMAX.Port Louisa,
lovra.—Clasp for Joining Belts.—Jvlj 21, 1SG8.—

A

combination of forked and straight links with a pair
of hinged plates, the links forming a flexible con-
nection for the hinged plates, to secure the ends of
a belt.

Claim.—A belt clasp, composed of straight and
forked links d and a, and hinged plates C and D, all

substantially as and for the purpose shown and
described.

80,220.—Hexry Pv. Paub, Pymatuning, Pa.—
Gate.—.July 21. 1868.—The lower portion of the gate
is made to 1)C raised up to allow it to swing over
snow and other obstructions, and permit the passage
of sheep and other small stock.
Claim.—1. The combination of the sliding part E,

and the stationary part C of the gate with each
other, substantially in the manner herein shown and
described, and for'the purpose set forth.

-2. The combination of the lever F mid connecting
bar G witli the stationary part C and sliding part E
of the gate, substantially" as herein shown and de-
scx-ibed, and for the purpose set forth.

80,221.- Samuel J. Reed, Camden, Ohio.—
Sulky Plow.—Jnlj 21, 1863.—The caster wheels are

so arranged that the di'iver can readilv guide the
plov,' by'pressing upon a foot piece, or they may be
operated by a lever from the rear. The rear ends of
the plow beams may be elevated by means of a lever
attached to a double crank.
Claim.—1. The beam A, pole A', caster wheels B

B, arms b b, cross bar b^, lever C, and foot i)iece C,
tlie whole being combined and arranged substan-
tially as described.

2. The plon- beams E E, constructed and ar-
ranged as described, in combination with lever F,
crank/, and grades /', as and for the puriiose set
forth.

80,222.—F. M. Eetxolds, Mile Strip, X. Y.—
Hay Loader.—July 21, 1868.—The parts are so ar-

ranged that the driver, by a simple manipulation,
may transfer at once the draught jjower of the team
from the wagon to the derrick tackle and brake, to
prevent the wagon from moving during the opera-
tion of loading.
Claim.— 1. The slide S of the draught pole, ap-

plied to the permanent or fixed part P thereof, sub-
stantially as shown, in combination with the bolt Q
connected with tlie cord K of the brake lever L, all

arranged to operate in the manner substantiaUy as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The spring W applied to the bolt Q, when said
bolt is used in connection with the slide of the
draught pole, and connected with the brake actuat-
ing mechanism, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the lever L, adjustable rod
M, rope K, pendant bar Bx, and rear brake shoe A^,
as herein described, for the purpose specified.

4. The connecting of the front brake bar Bx to the
slide S of the draught pole through the medium of
the lever G and the tackle rope C-"^, arranged in
the manner substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

5. The sheavesR R', in combination with the lever
G, sliding pole S, rope Cx, front and rear brake shoes
Ax Bx, and derrick, whereby the wagon is stopped
and the load elevated at one operation, as herein
shown and described.

6. Constructing the derrick B with a jointed stand-
ard, the two parts a^ a^^, each of which have ob-
lique abutting ends, connected by a strap hinge or
joint, pro .-ided with a socket, and having the arm D
of said derrick connected to the standard by a metal
strap, b^, and supported or braced by a bar, d, the
lower end of which is attached to the lower end of
the upper part, a^x, of the standard, substantially
as shown and described.

80,223.—James C Rhodes, Stillwater, Minn.—
Damper.—July 21, 1868.—A device to be attached
to the draught orifice of a stove, furnace, (fcc, to
prevent the sparks from passing out and setting fire

to the carpet or floor.

Claim.—1. The spark arrester, constructed, as de-
scribed, of the pivoted plate B, ha-\'ing openings, and
closing against the lug a' upon the plate A, the plate
C, having'the gauze-covered openings D, and pivoted
centrally to the plate B, and movmg witii it upon
the plate A, all arranged and operating as described,
for the pm-pose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the plate
A, the swinging plate B, Avire gauze D, and pivoted
plate C, as herein shown and described, and for tho
purpose set forth.

80,224.—Ezra Ripley, Troy, X. Y.—Button
Fastener.—Jvilj 21, 1868.—The eye of the button is

passed through a slot in the garment, and then
through the slot in the fastener. The tongiie is then
passed through the eye of the button, thus securing
it without the use of thread.

Claim.—A new and improved button fastener,

consisting of a suitably-shaped piece of leather, or
otlier suitable material" A. having a tongue. B, and
slot C, constructed and arranged substaiifially in tho
manner and for the purposes herein fully described
and set forth.

80,225.—J.uiEsRoBKRTSOX, Glasgow. Scotland.—Excavating 2[achine.—'July 21. 1868.—T!:is inven-
tion consists of an apparatus embodying a combiua-
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tion of conduits and mouth pieces for excavating,
dredgiug, and transmitting eaitby and other loose
matter, by means of cuiTcnts ot Trater, steam, or
ail-, singly or combined, being forced through the
said apparatus.

Claim.—1. The mouth piece B, forcing pipe Ai
A?, ice, and exhausting pipe C^ C^, &c., incombiUj^.
tion v.-ith a pump for forcing a strong current o
water tiirough the apparatus, as and for the purposes
herein specified.

2. In combination with the above, the rotating
spike cylinder E^, arranged to operate therewith, as
and for the pm'poses herein specified.

3. Tlic mouth piece B, witJi a pump forcing pipe
and exhausting pipe, substantially as specified, con-
nected to and arranged to operate from the floating
structure H, as and for the purposes herein specified.

S0,22G.—Edwakd S. ScoriELD, Eochester, ]Sr.

Y.

—

(Jarvi)ig Fork and Knife Sharpener Combined.
—July 21, 18(;8.—The end of the guard is beveled,
and fits, when the same is closed, between the tines
of the fork, and the knife is sharpened by drawing
the edges of the same across the said beveled edges.

Claim.—The peculiar construction and arrange-
ment of the guard a, when in connection with a fork,

in the manner and for the pui'pose specified and de-
scribed.

80.227.— ED\VEsr E. Sherman, Chicopee, as-

signor to himself and^ A. W. Kellogg, Pittsfield

Mass.—Belt ifoot.— duly 21, 1868.—A device for

seeming firmly together the ends of the belting.

Clai'm.— The four hooks a i i a, all connected
longitudinally, by means of the central bar e and the
two end bars c c, the whole constituting a belt hook,
and constructed substantially as herein described,
and for the pm-poses specified.

80.228.—Andkew Sotth, Dayton, Oregon.—
Horse Power.—Jtily 21, 1868.—Designed for use in a
machine where belts are employed instead of gear-

ing, the parts being so constructed and arranged as

to"admit of being readily put up and taken down.
Claim.—The shaft d, in the frame E, arranged so

as to be capable of being adjusted in two different

directions by means of the pcrews J G, connected
respectively with the slides H and bearings e, as in-

dicated by the arrows 1 2. in combination with tlie

frame A. containing the driving belt D and rollers

c c, and the belt K", with the shaft K in frame E, all

arranged for ioint operation, substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose set forth.

80,229.—A. F. SiiiTH, Ellsworth, Me., assignor
to himself and Lewis Friend, same place.

—

Spark
Arrester.—July 21, 1868.—The two parts are con-
nected Irr a hiiige in the lower one of which is an in-

verted shell having perforations covered with wire
netting. Over this shell is a cap attached to the up-

per portion and sm-mounted by a wire-gauze chamber,
and also a dish-shaped plate having a hole in the
center. The wire gauze prevents the escape of cin-

ders but allows the passage of smoke, and the cinders
ai-e ulcio deflected by the plates.

Claim.—]. The two parts A B, the shell C, cap E,
and the Avire-gauze chamber F, Avith the openings b

in shell C, and the openings cj in the upper part B,
covered with wire cloth, all combined and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The draught tubes D, placed in the lower part,

A, of the device, and the openings b in the shell,

ai'ranged to operate substantially as and for the pm'-

pose specified.

3. Tlie shield I, attached to the vane H, and ar-

ranged in relation with the wire-gauze chamber F,
substantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

80,230.—Charles "W. Sinrn, Hornellsville, N".

Y.—Cooking Stove.— July 21, ]868. —A shallow,

square fire box is arranged at one end of u cook
stove for burning small wood, chips, &c., and having
a large fiat heating top extending over a cylindrical

coal-burning fire box in the other end, so that the

apparatus iiiay be used for a large fire in winter and
in summer to liave as little heat as possible.

Claim.—The. base A, cylinder coal fire box E at

one cud, aud a wood fire box, F, elevated ou ai-ches

h h, at the other, as construrted and arranged, in
combination with the top H H, dampers J J, and
oven X, operating in the manner as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

80,231.-Feaxcis H. Sjiith, Baltimore, Md.—
Brick Machine.— Jnlj 21, 1868.—Designed as an im-
provement on a machine patented to the same in-
ventor, Oct. 3, 1854. The invention consists in so
arranging the bed plate in relation to the mold car-
rier as to admit ot a very nice adjustment of the
parts in molding the clay."

Claim.—The adjustable bed plate Z, when verti-
cally adjusted by means of the set screws e, the mold
carrier 0, provided with its open mold and lugs d,

and the jointed lever ai'ms M I, and wooden arnis J,
all arranged together and operated as and for the
pm-pose herein set forth.

80,232

—

John C. Smith, Troy. 'N. Y.—Bock
Drilling Machine.—July 21, 1868.—The crank shaft
works between jaws, two of which are placed above
and one below the said shaft, the jaws being joined
at their rear ends to a head piece which moves up
and down on an upright stationaiy rod placed at the
frame so as to guide the head piece and jaws in their
vertical movement.

Claim.—1. The jaws J J', and K, constructed as
described, and joined to ths head piece L, in combi-
nation with the crank shaft c and stationary rod M,
for the puriDose of giving an up-and-down motion to
the drill shaft X, substantially as and for the piu--

poses herein set forth.

2. The wheel R, constructed as described, with
lugs m m, workijig in the screw threads ou the shaft
C, and connected by means of rods k k with tlie

fianged collar O, in combination with ths lever h and
lug 0, on said collar, and the groove p, on the drill

shaft N, for the pm'pose of giving said drill shaft a
rotary motion, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the driving wheel G, pin-

ion H, crank sliaft c, and fly wheels 1 1, when con-
structed as described, aud used, in combination with
the jaws J, J', and K, for the purpose of giving mo-
tion to a drill shaft, in drilling rock substantially as
herein set forth.

80,233.—John C. Smith, Troy, H". T., assignor
to "Wager, Fales and Co.—Stove Grate.—July 21,

1 868.—A headed pin in the grate fits in a fork cii

the shoulders of an arm extending through one side

of the stove, so that when the arm is di-awn out the
grate cannot be turned. By pushing in the arm the
grate wiU partially revolve so that the grate can be
tm-ned.
Ctoim.—The arrangement of the bridge C and arm

D, when constructed as described, aud used in com-
bination with the grate B, which is provided v/ith

pins, c, d, and e, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

80,234.-HiR.oi Stone, Cleveland, Ohio.—jPtoi^
Jar.—July 21, 1868.—Air is exhausted from the main
jar and the stopper is inserted in the cover of the
same by means of a stem provided with a cup-shapetl

socket arranged within a removable auxiliary jar.

Claim.—1. The stem I and spring A', as arranged,
in combination with the auxiliary jar D, in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The stem I and auxiliary jar D, in combination
with the jar A, for the ptu-pose and in the manner
substantially as set forth.

80,235.—David Stuart and Alexander We-
MYss, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Stuart, Peter-
son AND Co., same i^lacc.-Stove Ptote.—July 21,

1868.—A series of projections consisting of sections

of hollow spheres, and serving as heat deflectors,

are united by any desired ornamental tracery and so

arranged as to leave open spaces between the same.
Claim.—A guard plate, having deflecting shields

and open spaces, arranged substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm'pose set forth.

80,236.—George J. Sturdy and S. W. Young,
Providence, E. l.-Jajmnning Metal.—July 21, 1868,

Claim.—I. The use ofplumbiigo, or its ciiuivalent.
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—

Thomas TTceeu and Ajstdeew Hutch-
IN"?. Amanda, Oiio.

—

Corn and Cob Mill—July 21,
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ClairrL— Tie nppex end and lorrex cixcles oi

toothed stares forming tie grinding SLtrfaess of both
tie xeTolving cone and tie enxxonBding ease, tie
nppex eixcle of boti reTolriag cone and tie case be-

ing composed of pexibxated stares, -R-hici axe eapsr
ble of being applied to eitiex said cone ox case, the
Triole banded togetiex at top and bottom, and at tie
jnnction of tie nppex and Iottci parts of tbe mil!,

snbstan.tially as and fox tie ptixpose desenbed.

S0,'245.—William W. TTstick, l.a Cxosse, Wis,
— Apparatns for Cutting and Miterlng Frintens'
Mules.—JtHj 2L 1866.—Tie enttex of tie miteTing
tool is formed Tvitli bereled edges having file teetii,

tie edges being at xigit angles to eaei otiex. Tie
enttex of tie squaring tool is similarly formed except
that its file edge is at an aente angleVith the sides
of tie stock and of tie cnttei.
Claim.—1. Tie combination of tie file-formed

enttex & iriti tie stoei B, Trien arranged to operate
snbstantially as described and fox tie pnxpose set
foxti.

2. Tie impnoved appaxatHS iexein descxibed, Trien
its serfiial pants are oonstmcted and arranged vitli

xelatioiEi lto <eseM other, in tie maniier and fox 13i©

pnxpose set -ioartJa.

3. Taae eoniciMimitaoiB of tiefile-formed cpttex e -with

the ^jock By, i^bbh ©ooastnieted as and fox tie pnr-
pose speeifiofl.

80,346.—A. Vast Fleet, Asiibm. IK—Horge-
Oollar Fastening.—JtiIx 21, 186a—A donble-detaei-
able loop is foxmed of a single piece of -uixe and ee

cnxed pexmanently to one paxt of tie collai, by
m^ins of a slit in*tie leatiex tixwngli wiici a fold

of tie 'uixe is inserted, and two ioles also in tie
lea^thex into Triich tie ends of tie "wixe axe inserted,

in connection witi adjnstable ioots.
Claim.—Tie iexein descxibed doable loop B, ap-

plied to tie oolax, substaniiaUx as de.ii«:'ribe(i in
c«»mbination with adjnttable boots, as and fox the
piQxpose set forti.

80,347.

—

AeteuiiTa:!C Xohkan', Detxoit. Miei.
—Potato Birjgcr.—Jniy 21, 1608.—A xecipxocating
cutt.ex clears 'off tie -n-ceds, -\.±nes. <fce., in front of
tie scoop, -vriiei lattex taikes up tie earti and pota-
toes, vrience tiey axe carried to and tixougi tie
xotating screen.

CkfiiTL.—^1. Tie rotating scxeen G. pxori<^.ed Tvitli

tie internal flange or screw J, in com bination vrixix

tie recipxoeating enttex P. all arranged substantially

as and for tie purpose specified.

2. The scoop K, "vriti tie apron or beaiing-pieoe
; zr. -:r:.'/.4]i it. in combination Trrth tie screen G

r all applied to tie frame- F, and arraa'ged
. . tic manner substantialr as and lor the

Le shaft h by a xod /. to a cxank a
.-Lntially ai-'sioun and (ieseribeiL

••endeiing the sexeen and tie
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operatire and inoperative simultaneously with the
rising and lowering of the scoop and cutter.

80,248.—Christian Wahl, Chicago, JR.—Ap-
paratus for Drying Glue.—Jxilj 21, 1868.—A series
of circular plates or disks, composed of enameled
iron, are attached, by means of arms, to an endless
belt, and in theii* descending motion are exposed to
a current of warm dry air. The glue is dried on the
said disks in a thin coat, which cracks, and readily
drops off. Projections of rubber on the inside of the
casing serve to partiaMy turn the disks, and also to
deflect the currents of air.

Claim.—1. The employment of earthy surfaces
npon which to expose tbe glue, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the revolving disks B, with
the endless belt A, or its equivalent, for transporting
ihem for a considerable period through a drying
current of air, substantially as and for the pui-posell
herein set forth.

3. Tlie adjustable pulley C, arranged as repre-
sented relatively to the endless belt A, and to the
glue-exposing surfaces B, carried thereon, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

4. The deflectors F, arranged as represented, rela-
tively to the current of dry air, impelled as repre-
sented, and to plates or glue-iiresenting surfaces B,
fvhich are transported past them, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

80,249

—

Christian Wahl, Chicago, 111—Ma-
sJiine for Drying Glue.—JqIj 21, 18G8.—An addi-
tional or intermediate pulley or drum is arranged be-
tween the two supporting pulleys, to deflect the
endless chain and its plates against rotating disks
carrying brushes, which latter remove the glue from
the plates. During their descending motion, the
plates are exposed to air chemically dried.

Claim.—1. Removing the thin glue adhering to
the surfaces B by means of a brush, E,, against which
the surfaces are presented after drj^ing, and before
being again immersed in the glue, for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. Eevolviug the brush or clearing-device E., so as
to actively rub the surfaces of the drjang plates, how-
ever slowly they may be moving, substantiallv as
herein set foi'th.

3. The deflecting pulley C^ arranged to cause the
carrying chain to turn partially around it in its de-
Bcent, substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

-L The employment of rigid links A, polygonal
pulleys C C^ C^, tank or caldron D, and means for
impelling dry currents of air in connection there-
with, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The gauze chamber J j, arranged, as repre-
sented, relatively to the air currents and to the trav-
eling plates B, carrying the glue to be di-ied, sub-
stantiallv as herein set forth.

6. In connection with mechanism for drying glue,
as specified, chemically drying the air previously to
its introduction to the apparatus, substantially as and
for the pui-poses herein set forth.

80,250. — CHRISTIA2J TVaiil.—Chicago, 111.—
Machine for Drying Glue.—July 21, 18G8.—A series
of plates which carry the glue are attached to a large
wheel, which rotates slowly, and the glue is sub-
jected first to a current of cold air, and then to air
specially prepared to increase the drying effect.

Between the disks are arranged partial partitions,
and projecting inwardly from the casing arc inclined
flexible deflectors for effecting a complete circulation
of air.

Claim.—1. The within-described combination and
an-angement of the passages in a glue-drying appa-
ratus, so that the glue-drying surfaces shall be i)re-

sontcd to the warm or chemically cWed air for a
longer period than to the cold air, for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. Ecvolving the disks B, or their equivalents, two
or more times when the glue is being received
thereon, and chilling the glue at eacli revolution,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3, Actively revolving the disks B, I)y means of the
pulleys X. or their equivalents, at tlic period when
the glue is being removed, as herein specified.

4. The partial partitions T, arranged as repre-
sented, and adapted to serve the double pm-poses of
deflecting the air cuiTcnts and retaining the glue,
substantially as herein set forth.

5. The combination of the partial partitions F and
T, arranged as represented relatively to each other
and to the glue-exposing surfaces B,"and to the cur-
rents of air traversing the same, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein specified.

6. The combination of the revolving disks B with
the wheel A, for -transpoiiiug them through diying
currents of air, substantially as and for the purp'oses
herein set forth.

80,251.—H. M. Wait, IVoodstock, III.—Bund
Puller.—Julj 21, 1868.—A lever is provided with a
pivoted hook for removing the bands from iwles after
the latter have been driven to their place.

Claim.—The lever A, with curved end, and face
A', in combrration with hook B, the wlole being
constructed as described, and combined and operated
as and for the purpose set forth.

80,252.—A. F. Ward, Marietta, Ohio, assignor
to "W. S. Bachelder and Company, Pittsburg, Pa.—Combined Plumb, Square, and Level.—July 21,

1668.—The main portion of the frame is provided
with conical sockets, and the swinging frame has
corresponding conical projections fitted to the said
sockets, in connection with a bolt and thumb riut, to
secure a reliable and durable axial joint. A lip

formed on the protractor, to work on the edge of the
fi-ame, serves to more readily adjust the same.

Claim.^—l. The swinging frame B, provided with
the conical projections b b, and jointed to the framo
A, provided with the conical sockets a a, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The part d^, provided with the flange cZ^, and the
part d, provided with lugs, as described, and both
parts otherwise constructed as and for the purpose
described.

3. The protractor c, provided with the lip e, and
connected to the frame A, siibstantially as and for

the purpose described.

80,253. —Eli "Wangaman, Blairsville, Pa,

—

Cider Mill and Press.—-luly 21, 1868.—An arrange-
ment of devices for grinding and pressing apples and
other fruit in the same machine.

Claim.—1. The rollers a, b b, perforated sheet E,
box G-, chutes E E and H, arranged substantially

as shown and described, within a frame, A A A,
&c., and operated in the manner substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The arrangement herein shown and described,
upon the frame A, and with relation to the grinding
and pressing mechanism, of the drive wheel B, shafts

PS, M D N V, and belts C L O, aU as herein
set forth.

80,254. — Herman-n "VVendt, Elizabeth, X. J.,

assignor to Henry Seymour and Eobert II. Sey-
mour, Brooldyn, N. Y.—aS/j!ears.—July 21, 1868.

Claim.—Casting the circular recess' i in the shear
blade, for the purpose of preventing a drop hammer
from compressing or hardening the metal at the
point where the rivet hole is to be made, whereby
the metal within the recess is left soft, in order that
the rivet hole may be formed by punching, as herein
shown and described.

80,255.—Hermann Wendt, Elizabeth, IS". J.,

assignor to Henry Seymour and Company, Xew
York Ciij.—Sheep Shears.—JxAj 21, 1868.—The iron
and steel ears or " stops" are welded together at the
same time with the blade plates.

Claim.—The combination of the projection or ears
a a', formed respectively at the inner ends of the
iron and steel plates C t> of the blades, and AA'elded

together to constitute the stops of sheep shears, sub-
stantially a^ herein set forth^

80,256.—Benjamin F. Wheeler, Calais. Vt—
Sleigh Brake.—July 21, 1868.—The brake is so ar-

ranged that the team, in holding back, may apply
brake with a force proportioned to the forward pres-
sure of the load.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bent-lev cr doga
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K. equal-armed lever I, chains J, parallel side bar.s

E, slidiiiiT reach H. aud rear bob E, all arranged as

drscribecl, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the short chains J Tvith the
equal-armed lever I aud side l)ars E or bolster D, as

herein shown and described, and fort he purpose set

forth.
'3. The combination of the cam lever L, with the

connecting bar or reach H and with the rear bolster

T>, as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set foath.
-4. The arrangement of the slotted bolster C D,

Sarallel side bars E, sliding reach H, metallic plate

r, equal-armed lever I, chains J, and bent-lever

dogs K, aU operating as described, for the pui'pose

specified.

S0,2o7.—Jouyi B. Wheeler, jSTcville, Ohio.—
Envelope.—flulv 21, 18G8.—A spring catch is so ap-

plied to the folding flat and the portion underneath,
as to prevent the '"envelope fi-om being opened with-
out cutting or teai'ing the same.

Claim.—1. The piece or device A with its mortise
c, and notch or catch e in same, in combination
•with the piece B and its spring g, subst.antially as
sho\j-n and described.

2. The manner of fastening the pieces A and B to

the envelope, and securing the same from being
opened without mutilation, substantially as sbown
and described.

S0,2.5S.—WiLLLUi iS". WniTELEY, Springfield,
Ohio.~Harvester.—Ji\[j 21, 1SG8.—The axle on
wMch the gi'ain wheel runs is so constructed that
tire diameter of its bearing sm-face sliall decrease
toward the arm from which the said aslc i)rojects.

Claim.—1. The loose sleeve I, in combination with
spindle H, fastened permanently to the arm E, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Uevcrsing the taper of the bearing of the grain-
wheel, substantially as herein described, so that,

while the arm which supports the wheel is on the
outer side of said wheel, the large end of the bearing
on wl;ich the wheel turns will be nest to tlie di-

vider.
3. The sleeve I, made with a chambered head K,

whicli will pai'tially inclose one end of the hub, to re-

tain tlie same in place, and to exclude dust and dirt
from the frietional surfaces, in connection with a cor-

responding chambermade in the armE or spindle H,
to inclose the other end of the hub.

80,2.59.—G. W. WniTSON, Ashville, IsT. C—
Self-Loading Cart.—July 21, 18G8.—To the lower
end of an ann attached to the axle is pivoted a stand-
ard which carries a plow of such a form and so ar-

ranged as to throw the dirt turned up by a forward
plow, into the recesses or buckets ou the inner side
of the wheels. The dirt is earned up by the rotation
of the wheels and dropped into the body of the
cart.
Claim.—1. The combination of the plowP, stand-

ard E. support S, axle B, toggle bar TJ, lever V, and
false shafts J, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The combination of the toggle bars TT and lever
"V with the plow standard E and false shafts J, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth,

3. The combination of the plows L, standards "!\f

arms or supports X, and draught and adjusting chain
O, with the false shafts J and wheels C, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the pm-pose
set forth.

4. The combination of the cam levers K with the
shaft bar H and false shafts J, substantially as
hereia shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

80,260.—J. W. WiLLUMS, Xew York, If. T.—
Pavement.—July 21, 18G8.—The blocks are provided
with locking keys made rectangular in their cross-
section, so that the blocks may be supported
against downward pressure, and so as to be readily
detached from each other.

Claim.—The arrangement and formation of spaces
d, between and around the bloclcs A, by means of
grooves b and keys B, in combination with the

rabbeted sides a of said blocks, substantiallv as set
forth.

S0,2S1.—C. Williams, Is'ew York, X. Y.—Pave-
ment.—July 21. 18G8.—The blocks are secured to-

gether by "wedge-shaped keys, and rest upon an
elastic or yielding bed, supported upon a bed of as-
phaltum or other concrete.

Claim.—1. The inverted wedge-shaped keys a or
a*, in combination with the blocks A, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The intermediate elastic bed C, in combination
with the "sub-bed" B, and the blocks A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,262.-H. B. WiLLCox, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Carriage Thill Coupling.—July 21, 18G8.—In a metal
block which is secured to the axle of the carriage, or
to the clip of the same, is a circular opening, having
•a recess in the rear for the reception of a block of
rubber against which a pin on the bent arm of the
shaft bears.

Claim.—1. The block B, with its recesses d e, andcc,

and the block / of rubber, fitting the recess x, in

combination with the barA audits projection b, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.
2. The combination of the above, the flap Jc, and

disk i, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

80,263.—Henry Hatward, Xew York, IST. Y.
—Felted Fabric.—Jn\j 21, 1868.

Claim.—The within-described felted fabric, com-
pounded of the two layers of felt A and C, with a
layer or partial layer of open-worked horse-haircloth
inclosed between, the whole being firmly confined
together by the interlaced fibres a and c of the felted

material, substantially as and for the pui'poses herein
set forth.

80,264.—Eaksom Allex, Salem, Mich.—]:^eedle

for Knitting Machines.—July 28, 1868.—By provid-
ing the needles with movable shanks, any number of
them may be rendered inoperative without removing
the yarn or loops therefrom.

Claim.—The movable shank &, attached to the
body of a knitting-machine needle, and operated sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein described.

80,265.—Jonathan Amory, "West Eosbury,
Mass.— Steam Generator.— July 28, 1868. — The
curved chamber is so constructed as to introduce and
mix with the gases arising from the fuel the amount
of hot ail- necessary to complete combustion. The
air to supply the heating curve is taken from the
conical cham'ber at the front end of the locomotive.

Claim.—1. The combination of the heating curve
and its pipe or pipes for receiving air, with the fire

box of the boiler, arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the heating curve and its

pipe or pipes for receiving air, with an air chamber,
K, arranged and operating substantially as de-

scribed.

80,266.—Williaji Lewis Barntes, Irvington,
1^. Y.

—

Shutter and Windoio Fastening.—Julv 28,

1868 ; antedated July 31, 1868.—When the bliud"is to
be fastened (closed) the hasp is placed over the staple,

the sasli lowered over it and bolted, and thus the
fastening of both shutter and sash effected.

Claim.—The bolt F, constructed as described, and
secured to the inner side of the sash A, ai-ranged in
relation with the blind hasp a and staple, the blind
being held closed when the sash is raised, and locked
by the bolt E passing through the staple, above the
hasp rt, when the sash is lowered, which movement
also locks the sash, as herein shown and described.

80,267.—HenryM. Beecher, Plantsville,Conn.,

assignor to H. D. Smith a.nd Company, same place.

—Manufacture of Carriage Shaft Couplings.—July
28, 1868.—At the termination of -this process the
coupling is ready to be finished or further shaped by
dies, in a drop press.

Claim.—1. The above-described process or method
of making the shaft connection blank, the same con-
sisting in forming it Avith the head i^art A and the
shank B, and subsequently cutting it through on the
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lines e e, and finally bending the portions//around
into right or neai'ly right angles with the shank
part B.

2. The machine, substantially as described, for
creasing or cutting the blank, and bending the por-
tions./"/ of it around into or nearly into right angles
with the shank, such machine being composed of the
bed plate and standard, the two levers, the follower,
and the tAvo pairs of creasers or cutters, the whole
being an-auged for use in manner as specified.

S0,26S.—Aloxzo T. Boox and Albert D.
Perky, G-alesburg, 111.

—

Apparatus for Carbureting
Gao and Air.—July 83, 1868.—The carbureted air
passes through the emery to bo carbonized, while the
float automatically regulates the valve which admits
gasoline to the gasometer.

Claim.—The emery receptacle F, when combined
and arranged with float h, screw rod H, valve on,

jaipe X, and pipe a, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as herein shown and described.

80,209.—Edward Bostock, Albany, IST. T.—
Shock Creaser for Sewing^ Machines.—July 28, 18G8.

—Eelates to the class of insti'uments in which the
creasing or mai-king apparatus is arranged for ad-
justment in relation to the needle and to a gauge
plate which is attachable to the bed plate of a sewing
machine.
Claim.—1 A tuck-creasing device, constructed

substantially as described, in combination with the
plate A. and gauge plate D, both constructed and
arranged substantially as described, and the plate
D serving to confine A to the bed plate, as set forth.

2. A gauge plate or guide for a sewing machine,
when provided with an adjustable piece, I, having a
slot, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The gauge plate H; slide I, and creasing device
combined, to admit of adjusting the apparatus in
any desired position relatively lo the needle and
feeding device of different machines by means of a
single screw.

4. The tuck creaser and gauge plate, for use with
or without a sewing machine, when the whole is con-
structed as described.

80,270.—Edward Bostock, Albany, I:^. T.—
Tuck Creaser for Sewing Machines.—July 28,1808.

—

Eelates to the class of instruments whose office is to
indent a well-defined crease in fabrics, preparatory
to folding down and stitching tlie same, in the forma-
tion of tucks, and is intended for either hand or ma-
chine sewing.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the tuek-creas-

ing devices, of a sliding wedge, eccentric, or a slide

and fixed inclined plane, on the base plate, substan-
tially as and for the purpose shown and described.

2. In combination, the spring arm, audits creasing
and pressure-adjusting devices, and the fixed stand
or yoke E, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The tuck creaser audits gauge plate, constructed
with their coinciding slots at an angle to the creas-

ing arm and line of stitching, as described, so that,

when aflixed to a machine "by means of tlie thumb
scrcAV and screw hole, and moved in a slanting di-

rection for adjustment, the parallelism of the line of
creasing with the line of feed may always be pre-

served.
4. The devices herein described, the same consti-

tuting the tuck creaser, constructed as specified.

80,271.—Charles T. Burchardt, ISTew York,
K". Y.—Car Coupling.—July 2S, 1SG8.—The obliquity

of the tension on the coupling, in the event of a car
iTinning off the track, pulls the spring frame and its

connections to one side, the effect being to allow the
hook to turn and release the link. Tlie beveled bear-

ings on the spring frame condaco to, or may be made
to effect the liolding of the spring frame and its con-

nections in the central line of the car with sufficient

force under ordinary circumstances.
Claim.—1. The car coupling, composed of the

hook El, bearing piece II, links G, and the spring
frame B, when connected with tlie mainspring C,

all substantially as herein described and for the pur-

poses specified.

2. The beveled or double-inclined bearings a^ ^3,

aiTanged relatively to the mainspring C and spring
frame B and its connections, as and for the pur-
poses herein specified.

80,272.—Henry K. Burnett, Pouchkeepsie,
iST. Y.—Harvester.—Jnlr 28, 18G8.—The shoo at the
inner end of the finger bar runs upon a wheel, and
the finger bar is liinged to the same in such a man-
ner tliat said finger bar may be turned over and lie
parallel, or nearly so, to the face of the wheel.

Claim.—1. The cams D D, rotated by the gearing
B C, in combination with the arm U, roller E, and
jointed pitman G-, connecting the arm U to the cut-
ter bar h, substantially as set forth.

2, The bar K, at the end of the finger bar H, and
jointed at Q to the shoe E' and arm X, as and for the
purposes sot forth.

3. The shoe E', jointed to the arm X, in combina-
tion with the slotted brace I, finger bar H, and cut-
ters i, arranged and operating as and for the pm-poses
set forth.

80,273.—Thomas Cabourg, Paris, France.—
Boot-Soling 2[achine.^ July 28, 18C8.— The wire,
when uncoiled from the pulley, passes through a
hollow axle, which rotates it in a plane perpendicu-
lar to its course when unwound. It thus receives a
progressive spiral motion, and in this way enters a
tap and is threaded. From the tap it is "guided so
as to enter the leather to be united, and after pene-
trating to a suflScient depth >t is cut by a pair of
knives, which leave a point upon the 'succeeding
part of the wire to adapt it to readily penetrate.
Claim.—1. The construction and use of the pul-

ley A, on which is wound the wire to be tapped,
substantially as herein described.

2. The construction of the tapping plate, substan-
tially as described.

3. 'The construction, disposition, and simultaneous
action of the knives, substantially as described, and
more fully shown in the drawings.

80,274.—John Collides, Ecorse, Mich.—Fish-
ing Seine.—Jnlj 28, 1868 ; antedated July 18. 1868.—
The braces are designed to prevent the seine from be-
coming entangled, fouled, or caught upon projections.
Claim.—The application of the braces marked A

A, as above, to a seine or net, substantially as and
for the purposes herein described.

80,275.

—

John Cooper, Dublin, Ind., assignor
to liimsclf and Bennett F. De Witt, Indianapolis,
Ind.—Coal Stove.—July 28, 1868.—The object is to
secure, in connection with direct radiation, an effi-

cient mode of supplying fresh, warm air to the room
and conducting impure air from it.

Claim.—Tha addition D, separated from the fire

chamber by the partition G, and subdivided • into
compartments 11 J by the partition I, as sot forth,

and, in combination therewith, the induction pipeE,
eduction pipe F, and chamber L, arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

80,276.—John Dable, Chicacro, JR.—Machine
for Unloading Railroad Cars.—Jvly28, 1868.—The
object is to prevent the rope to which the scoops or
shovels are attached from slipping off the pulleys

;

also to avoid the cloggiiig of the pulleys by the grain.
Claim.—1. A swing Irame of a car-unlbadiug ma-

chine, provided with head plates B B, having convex
surfaces presented to the sides of pulleys C C, which
are perforated and otherwise coustructetl, substan-
tiiilly as described.

2. 'Projections h, adapted to serve as guards or
fenders for pulleys applied to the swinging frame of
an unloading machine, substantially as dosoribed.

3. Perforated guards h, perforated pulleys C C, and
convex surface head plates BB, applied to tlie swing
frame of an unloading machine, substantially as de-

scribed.

80,277.-Elon Denio, Baldwinsvillo. X. Y., and
Elon C. Denio, New Hartford, X. Y.—IIop Hook.
—July 28, 1868.—In the cultivation of hops the hoe,

as combined with the knife, enables one to loosen the
earth, bare the roots, and separate them, together
with tlio surplus sprouts or vines.

Claim.—1. The hop cultivator, formed of the hoe
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or hoot, combined with the knife, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

2. The ferrulo. with tlie raised projections or ears,

and slot, or their equiralents. for securing the knife
in place, in combinatiou with the hoe or hook, of one
or more tines, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

S0,27S.—Jacob Edsox. Boston. :^aB6.— Stops
/or Fore-and-Aft Sails.—JuIt '2S, 1SGS,—Thc ehisric

boom stop is to be arrangt:d' on the deck athwart-
ships through and under "the boom, and a rope con-
nects the b^m with the ring, so that when the boom
sways, cither to port or starboard, it is checked by
the elastic stop.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the saddle D with the springs II H, their rods A, and
the sliders F F, connected with the ring E.

2. The arrangement and combination of the arched
and nnnnlar links G G 6 & and the arms a' a' with
the ring E, and the sliders F and springs H, applied
to the rod or bar A. extending between and from
abutments B B, as set fortL

S0.279.—SAircEL H. Folsom. Winchester, Maes.
—Furnace for Treating Orcs.—Jvlj 28. 1868.—The
products of combustion pass from the fire box over
and in contact with tl'.e ore upon the rcvolviag
tables to the vertical tiue. through a hopper at the
top of which the pulTcrized ore is introduced, so that
it passes downward under the action of the heat
within the flue, and is thus subjected to a prelimi-

nary roasting. The ore is retair-ed in the flae, bnt
delivered to the furnace therefrom at appropriate in-

tervals by the intermittently rotating cylinders.
Claim'—1. A series of 'two or more revolving

tables place<l within a furnace. A, and operating
gubstantiallv as described for the purpose herein set

forth.

2. The revolving cylinders m n o, with their in-

clined guides, in combination with the flue G, ope-
rating substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

3. A central deflector, O, applied to a table, C or
D, for the purpose of more thoroughly distributing
the fiame over its surface, substantially as set forth.

4. The inelinc-d stationary stirrers a' b", in com-
bination with a revolving table, C or D, substan-
tially as described.

5. 'The scrapers/', on the imder smface of a table,

C or D, in combination with a projecting edge or
shelf e'. beneath the table, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth-

80,280.— BAETHOLOsrETSv GoirNCEXGiKGEii and
Charles "W. TBOTTEn, Eochester X. Y.—Stove and
Furnace Grate.—July 28, 186c.—An opening is left

at the front of the grate, by dropping the'middle
bars, and admits a poker to piy or push off clinkers,
&c.. from the grate. Said opening is closed by a
movable ring having a notch corresponding in size
with the opening.
Claim.—-1. The grate a, when constructed and

operated in the manner and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. In combination with the grate a, the sliding
rin^ e. when constructed and optrated in the manner
and for the purpose specified-

80,281.—PacHARD GORSLIXE. Eochester. X. Y.—
Lamp Burner.—July 28, 1868.—The removable frame
for holding the chimney and its attachments to the
lamp, is provided with a glass bottom plate to trans-
mit the light downward.

Claim.—The combination of the open frame D
and transparent bottom plate G. when arranged in
connection with the removable cone H and fixed rim
C, the whole as herein set forth.

80,282.—JoKN- Gracie. Pittsburg, and Egbert
H. B0Y1>, Hulton Station, Pa.

—

Lamp Chimney.—
July 28. 1868.—^TThen tho chimney is placed on the
lamp top. and turned, the projection of the lamp-top
flange binds upon the wide portion of the chimnev
flange.

claim.— 1. Providing a lamp chinmey with an
elliptical flange, substantially as herein do'scribed.

2. In combination with the above, a lamp top pro-

vided with a flarge. xwrtions of which project inward
for the purpose of catching, grasping, and holding
the chimney in position , the contour of said flange
corresponding to the form of the flange of the lamp
chimney, substantially as herein described, and for

the purpose set forth.'

80,283 Septdius Hasla3I, Jr.. Xew Britain,

Conn., assignor to himself and JOHX B. Talcott.—
Machine for Producing a Reciprocating Motion in
Knitting'Machines, dc—Svly 28. 1808'.—An inde-

pendent attachment for straight-knitting n::aehines,

the object being to produce a positive and reliable

reciprocating movement which may be suspended at
the required intervals. If the shipper l>e pressed
back, the drawing-across motion wiU be susi)ended
during one or nibrc revolutions of the shaft, and
whilethe narrowing ofieration is being performed,
after which the spiral spring couples the parts and
the entire machine is put in motion.

Claim.—1. The combination with the shaft b of
the sleeve d, carrying the clutch and wheels//', and
the collar I: and collar 1, on the shaft, and clutch m,
or its equivalent, substantiaDv as described.

2. The gears //', arranged upon the sleeve d. in
combination with the clutch e, plate q, upon the ship-

per p, and spring s, or their mechanical equivalents,

with the gears 3 4 51. and chain v, for the purpose
substantially as described.

80,284.—Frederick Lewis Hilbright, New-
ark. X. J., assignor to himself and Charles E.
Vrooi'iiAX. Boston. Mass.

—

Cigar.—July 28, 1863.

—

The cap, which protects the end of the cigar against
breakage, may be stamped with a trade mark for the
cigar. It is composed ofiaflammable or fusible mate-
rial so that it win bum or melt away.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
foraminous ferrule or cap with a cigar, the same
being substantially as explained and represented-

80,2S5.—He^7bi Julie:«:, Ottawa, Canada.—Ad-
dress Printing Machine.—July 28, 1868.—The form
or galley containing the names and places of resi-

dence, set up in type, is caused to pass with an in-

termitting motion under a vertically reciprocatiag
press, and on said galley the folded papers lie to be
forced down by the press to receive the impression.
An arrangement of mechanism is embodied in the
machine to effect the operations automatically.

Claim.—1. The combination with the vertically-

sliding press A of the rack B, pinion C, shaft J),

spring tj, and the mechanism for operating the shaft
l3. substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination with the pawl P and connect-
ing rod E of the mechanism for coimecting them
and disconnecting them with the parts to which they
communicate motion, substantially as and for the
pmrpose described.

80,286.—Francis L. Ktsg, Worcester, Mass.—
Machine for Dressing Stone.—July 28, 1;68.—The
stones are. ty the machinery, made to rub each other
to a smooth surface. The curb protects the bearings
of the machinery under the rotary carriage from tne
sand and waterfaUiag from above.

Claim.—1. The peculiar construction of the self-

adjnstiag frame, with its shaft, gears, grooved racks,
and set screw B, when constructed and operating
suljstantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The carriage A, spindle B, or its equivalent,
apron H, constrncted and operating substantially as
and for the purpose specifieo.

3. The trucks C C. disk E, and curb I, constructed
and operating substantially as and foV the purpose
specified-

4. Gears F and L, shaft K, constructed and ope-
rating substantiallv as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

5. The peculiar relative positions or adjustment of
the carriage A and grinders M upon different cen-
ters, whereby the irrecrular or eccentric motion is

produced, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

6. The combination of the hopper R, hollow shaft
X. the grinder box M with the carriage A. with its

various bearings, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.
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S0,2Sr.—"William C. KNEELAiTD, Brooklyn, N".

Y.

—

Manufacture of Cigars..—July 28, 1868.—Con-
sists iu maldng the '"filler " of a cigar of cut, gi'ound,

or g-ranulated tobacco, instead of forming it in the
usual manner of leaf or scrap tobacco.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a cigar
made T^ith a cut-tol^acco filler, substantially as de-

scribed.

80,2SS.—John A. Knight, Dirrham, Me.—Fruit
Picker.—Jxilj 28, 1868.—The fruit detached by the
toothed edge drops into the conductor and falls upon
a. rest, Avhen, separating the divided sides thereof, it

falls through onto the next rest, and so on, till it drops
gently into the bag at the bottom.
Claim.—The fruit gatherer, as described, combin-

ing the removable had a, edge or teeth j, handle
or pole a', jointed conductor i, attached, as described,

to the pole, and having the peculiarly-formed chucks
p, as and for the purposes described!

80,289.—David S. Leavitt, Grand Eapids,
MlGh.—Tahles, Benches, c6c.—July 28, 1868.—The
wedges hold the legs or supports rigidly in position,

but may be readily detached when desired ; the ob-

ject being to render portable and of ready adapta-
tion to various purposes, such articles as tables,

trestles, benches, chairs, and staging.
Claim.—The combination of the dove-tail fasten-

ing B, hinged legs C, wedges or pins, and rods, when
applied and used in the manner and for the purposes
shown and described.

80,290.-SamuelM. Lee, ]!^ew London, Iowa.—
Car Brake.—July 28, 1868.—Steam being admitted
into the cylinder the piston is forced back against
the brake' bar of the tender, one of the forks of which
acts on the bar of the adjacent car and through that
upon the other bars, so that the brakes are supplied
simultaneously.

Claim.—In combination "R'ith an independent pis-

ton, d, the arrangement of a forked bar, h, with the
tender, and a single bar, c, with the car, for operat-
ing said bar c at either end, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

80,291.—John Letzkus, Alleghany City, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Eichard Brown, Youngs-
tOAvn, Ohio.—Teei/i for Gear Wheels.—SxAj 28, 1868.

—The teeth engage evenly throughout their length,

avoid jarring, and possess great strength.
Claim.—Curved gear teeth for wheels and pin-

ions, the upper and lower edges of which are arcs of
curves of etjual radius, having their centers in the
same right line, constructed substantially as and for

the purpose hereinbefore described.

80,292.—Thomas Lippiatt, ITew York, N. Y.—
Rose Engine Lathe.—July 28, 1868 ; antedated July
11, 1868.—As the die or pattern slides up and down,
the tracing pin is thrown in and out of the depres-

sions of the design and moves the swinging frame,
which iu turn throws backward the tool box and
graver, thus engraving upon the cup or napkin ring
a fac simile of the pattern. Certain modifications
as to the arrangement of the pattern are specified.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of tlie swinging
frame H, carrying a tracing pin, e, or an equivalent
device, the vertically sliding die or pattern J, man-
drel K, and engraving tool d, operating substan-
tially as herein specified.

2. The arrangement of the revolving die or pat-

tern ]Sr, the swinging frame and tool box F, oper-

ating substantially as herein described.

3. Tlie combination of the screw rod S and shaft

L with the sleeve M and die N, substantially as
herein specified, for giving a lateral progressive
movernout to the said d.ie N.

4. The an-angement of the revolving die or pat-

tern P on the mandrel shaft i, the swinging Irame
H, and tool bos P, operating substantially as herein

specified.

80,293.—George Little, Hudson City, N, J.—
Telegraph Instrument—3\x\j 2d, 1868.—The pen con-

sists of either a body capable of being magnetized by
induction, or one or more permanent magnets, and a
marking point, and it is placed in a telegraph instru-

ment in such relation to a coil or coils that the clos-

ing and breaking of an electric current tlirough the
coil, or the change of direction of a circuit, will cause
the pen to vibrate and make marks upon paper.

Claim.—1. The combination of a pen with a res-

ervoir.
2. The combination of a pen, reservoir, and coil.

3. The combination of a pen, reservoir, and coil,

with paper properly actuated.
4. The combination of a pen, reservoir, and prop-

erly-moved paper.
5. The combination of a pen, float, and reservoir,

and all of these in combination with coil, and all of
these also in combination with properly-actuated
paper.

6. The combination of a pen and a reservoir, hav-
ing an opening therein for the protrusion of the pen,
with a regulating tube, and all of these in combina-
tion, first, with a float, second, with a coil, and third,

with properly-actuated paper.
7. The combination of a pen with a reservoir of

fluid and a permanent magnet properly located, and
all of these in combination, first, with a float, and
second, with a coil, and thirdly, with both a coil and
float.

8. The combination of a pen, a reservoir, and a
coil, when the reservoir is vertical, and provided
with an opening at the bottom thereof, and the pen
passes through the opening, and the coil surrounds
the vertical reservoir, and these parts thus relati-s'ely

arranged in combination with a regulating tube.

9. The combination of a pen, a vertical reservoir,

open at bottom, a coil surrounding the reservoir, and
a permanent magnet, located above tlie reservoir,

and all these parts thus relatively arranged, in com-
bination with a permanent magnet, located below the
reservoir and pen.

10. The combination of the following parts, viz, a
pen, a float, a reservoir of fluid, a regulating tube,
a coil, and paper properly actuated, and these in
combination with a permanent magnet, so located as
to influence the pen, all these combinations, and, the
parts or elements making up the combinations, be-
ing substantially such as herein specified and set

forth.

80,294.—Charles Lockhart and John Gra-
CIE, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Still for Hydrocarbons.—July
28, 1868.—The smoke, dust, and products of combus-
tion which pass from the fire chambers are di-awn
into the space around the bottom of the flue, into
which they pass through lateral openings. The scrap-

ers which further the process of distillation and pre-

vent the incrustation of the still bottom, are attached
to a wheel rotating in a groove of the flue. Provis-
ion is made for carrying ofl' the vapors at different

heights.
Claim.—1. The chimney D, combined with a s^

ries of fire chambers, x, and smoke chamber m', con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.-

2. Making the chimney D the axis of the wheel 7,

used for rotating the scrapers, in the manner sub-

stantially as herein described, and for the purpoa3
set forth.

3. The an-angement of the column e, pipes g and
/3, openings 10, and valve a;^, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantiaDy as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

4. Providing a still for hydrocarbons with a valve,
wliich will act from an internal or external in'cssure,

substantially as herein described, and for the pui-pose

set forth.

80,295.—Benjamin E. Lotridge, New York,
IST. Y.— Bolt.—J\\\j 28, 1868.—When the bolt is

thrown forward the tongue piece is brought directly

beneath the transverse opening in the case, and
then forced into the latter by the spring, thus firmly
securing the bolt. The set screw may be made to
raise tlie tongue piece into the opening whenever
the spring may have lost its resilience, and when
the bolt is to Ijo released the tongue piece is de-
pressed by the set screw.
Claim.—1\\ combination with the slotted case B,

the bolt C, tongue piece G, set screw II, and spring-

D, wlien the same shall be constructed and operated,

substantially as described, for the purposes specified.
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S0,29G.—WiLLL\M W. Ltmax, West Meriden,
Cona.—Fruit Jar.^JiTlr 28, 1303.—The cover of the

preserve jar is secured in position by a yoke which
is pivoted to the cover, and whoso gripe 'may be in-

creased as the preserves cool, thereby causing the
cover to be more eflfectively clamped upon the
gasket.
Claun.—1. The combination of flange cap /, hav-

ing incline or wedge elevations upon its outer edge,

g. with a gasket seat, d, gasket e, yoke /i, and ring

6, substantially as and for tbe purpose described.
•2. The com'bination of the flange e!>p /, eleva-

tions a. yoke and pin h i. witb the gasket and scat

e d, substantially as and for the purpose described.

80,297.—TViLLiAM W. LT3IAX. West Meriden,
Conn., assicrnor to Meriden Britaxxia Compaxy.
—Butter Dish.—Jaly -2$, 1863.—When it is desii-abie

to detach the cover "from tbe dish it is only neces-
sary to back out the screws by tm-ning them in the
direction the cover takes in turning off from the
dish.

Claim.—The right and left hand screw-actuating
fulcrum, in combination with the cover a" and body
a, constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose described.

80,298—George H. Mallart, Xew York, X.
Y.—Machinery for Making Paper Bags.—July 28.

1863.—As the continuous sheet of paper is fed to
the machine the several devices perform their re-

spective functions of delivering the paper to a knife
which cuts off a piece of suitable length for a bag,
drawing such piece into the folders which produce
the side laps, pressing the end lap against the past-
ing roller and at the same time turning it upward
over the edge of the folding blade, and then moving
the bag forward between pressure rollers, which
join the pasted edges of the laps to the bag.

Claim.—1. The clamp, formed of the bar L, the
shaft K with its lags t, when combined with the
supporting bars u. substantially as set forth.

2. The clamp, formed of the" slides W and T, and
the jaw 31, when combined with the folders 6 6' and
the cams 5 5', substantially as described.

3. The cross-head Z, the folding blade 15, and the
pasting roUer 13. when combined and arranged sub-
stantially as descj-ibed.

4. The levers D and E. the crank e c. the clamp
formed of the bar L, and the shaft K with its lags t,

and the clamp formed of the sUdes W and T and
the jaw 31, all combined and operating substan-
tially as described.

80,299.—George W. Martix, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and J. W. Haskixs, same place.—Mamtfacture of Articles of Soft Rubber.—July 23,

18ti3.—The object is to produce a screw joint which
shall effectively obstruct the passage of fluids and
liquids.

Claim.—An elastic screw thi'ead, substantially as
described.

80,300.—George W. Marttx, Boston, Mass.,
assiirnor to himself and J. W. Haskixs. same place.
—Cane ,S'faf.—J'uly28. 1868.—The .seat is detachable
and wUl fit within the frame whether one or another
of its sides be turned to the front.

Claim. —A movable cane seat, having sunken
bearings g, as specified, and so constructed as to be
reversible, and present each side to the front, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

80,301.-Thaddeus Muxsox, Canandaiirua, N.
Y.—Portable Roofs for Hay Stacks, cC-c—July 28,
1863.—Cross-ties or cleats at the top brace the" sec-
tions of the roof together, and the cords and stakes
bind the roof to the stack.

Claim.—The combination, with the sectionsA A',
connected by hooks a a^ a- of the bracing cleats c c

at the top, and the cords g g' at the bottom, passing
loosely through the rings d d. and attached to the
bars / / and stakes 7i, the whole arranged as de-

scribed, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

80,:»02.—Persox:N'otes. Lowell, Mass.—Xamp. 80,307.—Thaddeus S. Eeeve, Chicago. HI.

-

—July 23, 1868 ; antedated July 11, 1868.—The outer Measuring Faucet.—J\A\ 28, 1863.—The piston bcinj

18 p—VOL. n

jacket regulates the flame, and the cap or stopple
prevents the escape of offensive odors from the
chan-cd end of the wick.
Claim.—Tha use and application of a cap or stop-

ple, a, to the top end of the wick tube of a laraj)

which has an outer jacket, sleeve, or other similar
or analogous device, when said cap or stopple; is

constructed and arranged to operate subst.'uitially

as and for the purpose set forth.

80,303.—WILUA5I W. S. Orbetox, Bradford,
Mass.

—

Culinary Apparatus.—July 23, 1868.—The
purpose of this apparatus is to hold a charge of char-

coal in a state of combustion, and support over the
same an article to bo cooked or a vessel to be heated,
and supply to the fuel an upward and downward
cuiTcnt of ;iir to secure energetic combustion. The
apparatus may be placed for use in one of the boUcr
openings of a' stove.

Claim.—1. The improved brazier, as constructed
with the main air-supply openings a a, &c., the aux-
iliary air-inducts B 13. &c., and "the eduction opon-
ings'e e, aiTanged and combined together substan-
tially in manner and so as to operate as set forth.

2. "In combination therewith the annular register-

supporting plate C, as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the main and auxiliary air

inducts a B. the discharge openings c, tlie fire-iiot

cover D, the annular register and supporting plate

C, the latter having a dome or cover applied to it in
manner and for the purpose as explained.

4. The combination of the hoop or band F with a
brazier or cooking apparatus constructed in other
respects substantially as set forth, the same being
for the purposes explained.

80,304 Jesse S. Perkixs, Lake Village, I^.

H.

—

Machine for Maldng Knitting-Machine Xcedle
Shanks.—July 28, 1868.—This machine produces
from a coil of wire a succession of blanks, which,
however, have to be flattened, slitted, pointed,
notched, bored, and bent by other mechanism before
they assume a proper form to receive the latch or
ton"gue for closing the hook on the front end of the
blank.

Claim.—The combination of friction jaws d e, or
the equivalent thereof, and the dies and cutters

f g n p. arranged and provided with mechanism
substantially as described, for operating them in
manner and for the purpose as specified.

80,305.—Peter Easar and D. J. Mayes, lUi-

opolis, HI.—Hanging for Gates.—July 28, 18G8.

—

The gate may be opened in either direction, caused
to remain open by giving it an additional impulse,
or allowed to close of itself.

Claim.—The rollers d d', plate c, and vokc k of a
self-closing gate, when arranged in relation to each
other andthe rest of the gate substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

80,300.- EicHARD Eedfield A^^D James H.
Eedfield, Salem, Irni.—Smut Mill.—July 28, 1868.

—The spirally-an'anged slots compel the gram to
pass rapidly Ixom one end to the other of the smut
mill case, and the machine is otherwise so con-
structed as to direct the grain thrown again.st the
shell toward its discharging end, wliile allowing the
dust and foreign substances to escape. The perfor-
ated shell is inclosed within a dust box communica-
ting with the fan case and with a discharge spout.
The dust box has a trap which receives and auto-
matically discliarges heavy foreign substances.

Claim.—1. The arrange"mento'f the horizontal fan
J', blast spent B B^ branch spout B^, partition S',

vibrating trough C jr, and horizontal spirally slotted

case E y, and horizontal beater E j, substiintially as
and for the pm-pose described,

2. The relative arrangement of the blast spent B
B' B"^ S', hopper A, box d d', vibrating roughcr.cd
surface trough C, openings //, spout D, hopper P,
horizontal case E y. horizontal beater F^', passage
T. inclined spout T^, vertical spout T^, cap H, aiid

inclined receiver H', substantially as descrilx;d.
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raised by means of its rod is followed by liquid from
the cask, and when the desired quantity, as indicated

by the gauge, is thus drawn, the stop is closed, the
gate opened, the piston depressed, and the liquid

discharged.
Claim.—A measuring faucet, consisting of screw

A, stop B, gate D, cylinder E, piston F, and gauge
H, arranged substantially as described.

80,308.—M. A. Richardson, Sherman, IST. T.—
JJorse Pother.—July 28, 1868.—An automatic friction

device is applied to the operating parts of a horse

power in such a manner that when undue resistance

is offered, the said device runs independently of the

power, preventing breakage or injury.

Claivi.—L The friction brake D and nut d applied

to the operating parts of a horse power, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the driv-

ing wheel 1 with the friction device D d, in such a
manner as to be removable from the bed, either sep-

arately or together, by the removal of the nut d, as
explained.

80,309.—Marvin S. Egberts, Eacine, "Wis.—
Feat Machine—Jnlj 28, 1868 ; antedated July 14,

1868.—The apparatus is carried on a boat which is

di-awn forward on watery bogs by means of a cap-
stan, a rope, and a stake driven at an advanced point.

A diggiug apparatus delivers the peat to a small
conveyor Avhich transfers it to a grinder having a
hoop whereby the peat is conducted to a large con-
veyor which carries it to the shore and spreads it

thereon.
Claim.—1. The digging apparatus D, consisting

of box E, plunger E, and endless chain G, with
buckets H H, combined and operating as described,
and the whole secured to the boat A, and provided
with continuous automatic movement along the
semicircular curve A', by means substantially as de-

scribed, or other equivalent means.
2. The mode of automatically regulating the semi-

cu'cular to-and-fro movement of the diggiug appa-,

ratus D along the curve A', by means of double wheel
m, lever P', and stops Q, substantially as herein set

forth and specified.

3. The perforated buckets H, provided with the
hinged bottom/ and spring catch e', in combination
with the guides h", when arranged to operate as de-

scribed.
4. The segmental gear A' and A", arranged as do-

scribed, in combination with the digging apparatus,
and the mechanism for operating the same, substan-
tially as herein describecl.

5. The cutting flange T of the outer pulley S of
the flange E, to cut peat in the bed, and to thus
facilitate the operation of the buckets, substantially

as set forth.

6. The grinder Z, consisting of revolving toothed
and furrowed plate B', provided with spurs D' D',

and constructed as described, and of stationary fur-

rowed concave C, provided Avith toothed arms o' o',

and operating by means of set screwsp'p', the whole
arranged and operating substantially as set forth,

for the purpose of crushing, working up, and pulping
peat, as described and specified.

7. In combination with the grinder Z, the parti-

ally revolving hoop E', provided with bag F', con-

structed as described, and secured to tho groat
conveyer G'.

8. The boat A, constructed as described, in com-
bination with digging apparatus D and grinder Z,

to be used on watery peat bogs, substantially as

herein described.

80,310.—Clark Robinson, Fox Lake, Wis.—
Thill C(m2)lin(j.—Ju]y 28, 1868.-Tho notch in tho

pivot of the socket joint permits the pivot to be de-

tached when the thills are raised. Tho stop, pivoted

to the strap, holds the pivot in placo when in use.

Claim.—Tho socket D I), in combination witlithc

nvot K, having a notch M, tho strap A, and stop
'i, substantially as set forth and shown.i
8Q»,33 1.—GustAVE H. Roth, Boston, Mass.—

Sad- Iron 7/oWer.—-July 28, 1868.—Tho body of tlic

guard is a flat shield having tho general f(n-m of a
flat iron body, and it ia employed to protect the hand

of a person, while grasping the handle of a flat iron,
from the heat radiated from the iron.

Claim.—1. The guard, aa made with tho lateral
passages e e arranged in it, and with latches D D
to embrace the parts d d of ithe handle, and cover the
passages e e.

2. The combination and arrangement of the mov-
able covers G G with the guard, made with the slots e
e, and provided with latches thereto, as set fortli.

80, 31ti. — Isaac IS". Sheets, West Jefferson,
Ohio.—Bed Bottom.—Julj 28, 1868.—The levers have
pivotal fulcra and are of tho first order. The outer
ends of the levers are connected to the bedstead by
hinges, and the inner ends of the same are attached
to the bed bottom by rubber springs.

Claim.—The combination of the coiled springs G,
the tension rubber springs N, and the hinged lovers
I, substantially as set forth.

80,313.—William S. Sinclair, Baltimore, Md.
—Boiler Flue Flug.—Jnlj 28, 1868.—The plug is in-

serted in the end of a leaky tube and then the wedges
are introduced, expanding the plug and causing it to
fit tightly in the flue. The plug is then driven home,
compressing the packing around the end of the flue.

Claim,.—The flanged tubular plug C, constructed
with a longitudinal slot or slots,/, between the lugs
e, at its inner end, and a circumferential slot or slots

g, about in line with the end of the slots/, for use in
combination with the wedge or wedges d, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,314.—Daniel Smith, Cedar Falls, Iowa.—
Floiv.—Jnlj 28, 1868.—The object is to form mold
boards for plows of a substance more dm-able than
metal, and which shall glide with less resistance
through the earth.

Claim.—1. A mold board for plows, which is made
entirely of glass, substantially as described.

2. The combination of a glass mold board and a
metal share, substantially as described.

3. Securing a glass mold board to a plow frame, by
means of clamps a 6, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as described.

4. The construction of the side clamps a h with
curved overhanging lips a' b', substantially as de-

scribed.

80,315.—YOLNEY M. Thomas, Brandon, Vt.—
Culinary Apparatus.—July 28, 1868.—Formed so as

to fit into an open tea kettle, and conduct the steam
therefrom to the articles to be steamed which are
supported upon the grate.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of t)ie

steam chamber A, conducting pipe D, and grate G,
when constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

80,31«.— L. B. Waterman, Chicago, HI.—
Clothes Drier.—July 28, 1868.

Claim.—A detachable clothes drier, consisting of
tho hinged bands A, having the bars B pivoted
thereto, and arranged to be secured to a stove pipe
by means of the brace or pawl b, and the ratchet, or
its equivalent, of rubber, as herein described.

80,317.—Edwin Watrous, Mystic River, Conn.— Cojjee Mill.—July 28, 1868.—The position of the
attaching flange relative to the axis affords convoni-
cnco in manipulating the adjusting screw and op-
crating the handle. The invention also refers to the
structure, the object being to facilitate manufacture.

Claim.—1. The grinding mill, in which the flange
or attaching device is placed at an inclination to the
axis of the mill, for tho purposes and substantially as
set forth.

2. The hollow clamping washer 7, in combination
with the lug 8, on the flange /i. for attaching the mill

when the parts are slipped behind the screw heads,
substantially as shown.

3. The flanges ], 2, aiul 3, constructed and applied,

as shown, to tho shell b c, in combination with the
hopper for attaching the latter, in the manner herein
set forth.

80,318.—Thomas W. Welch and George B.
Starbird, Mechanicsburg, Pa.— Foundation for
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Fenct^.—July 25. 186S.—This metallic support or
foundation, which is to be inserted in the earth, is

intended to prevent the superposed post from assum-
iiiir an inclined position.
Claim.—The part A A, the parts B B, the parts

C C. the octa-ronal or round top D D. the notched
cross bar E. the conical or pyramidal parts F F FF,
&c., and the bolts and burrs H n. all combined and
operating in the maimer and for the purpose herein
set forth

S0,31 9.—Joseph L. "^ETHF.r.ELL, Attleboro.
Mass.—Pfirf.for Horses' Hcofs.—Jvilx e?. 186S.—The
cushion is applied betTveen "the sole of the hoof and
thr? horseshoe. The flancrcs, by bearing against
the hoof and the shoe, keep the body of tiie cushion
in place.

Claim.—An improved elastic heel cushion, as made
n'itli the two flanges a a. arranged and combined
with its body, and for use, substantially as specified.

S0,320.—"William TViCKERSHAM. Boston. Mass.—liailicai/ Chair.—Julv 28. 1868.—The spring im-
pels the wedge forward and thus compensates for

wear. The invention also refers to a fastening wedge
whiL'h is moved by another wedge operating by
gravity to compensate for wear.

Cla{77i.—1. In railway-rail chairs, the wedge c. in
combination with the spring t and the chair, oper-
ating substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The wedge d. in combination with the wedge c

and the chair, substantially in the manner and'for
the purpose set forth.

80,321.—"William: H. TTilet, Fredonia, X. T.
Method of Supportiiig Chills iii Castii^g.—Jnlj 28.

1868.—The pedestals, on account of the bearing sot-

face they present, are securely maintained in "their

proper i>bsition in the flask, which insures an accurate
support for the clnll iron without liability to derange-
ment.

Claim.—The pedestals C C, constructed and ma-
nipulated with the flask and pattern, and supporting
the chill iron D, substantially as and for the pm'pose
set forth.

83,322.—George H. C. TTilllams, Chicago, HI.—Ottoman Lounge.—July 25, 1868.—By raising the
cover of the upholstered "bos which constitutes an
ttoman. the section which is extended to fonn a

V'uod may be i-eplaced in said box. There is a recep-
tacle for bedding.

Claim.—The ottoman lounge, consisting of the
'.in body A, extension section A", hinged to end

board J. and provided with foot piece F and head
board E, rod I. hinges 2 4 3. and i-eceptacle H. when
combined, constructed. aiTanged, and operating as
herein shown and described.

S>yz.V bo;

80,323.—"WiLLi.VMATiL^nxGTOX. Toledo, Oliio.—
Car WJied.—.July 28. 1S6S.—The forcing outward of
the chill-hardening melted iron, first poured into the
mold, by the melted softer iron immediately after
poured into the same, causes an intermingling and
perfect uuion of the two at and near their circle of
contact. The chill-hardening iron forms the rim,
while the softer and tougler iron forms the hub and
plate or plates.

Claim.—TJic within-described cast-iron car wheel,
the said wheel being produced by tiie use of two
qualities of iron, and oy substantially the iirocess
Lerciu described.

80,324.—Geouge TV. "Wilson, Concord, X. H..
assignor to Joiix "W. Litile, same place.

—

Cane and
Telescope Combined.—July 28, 18r^.—By detaching
the iH)int and handle the cane is converted into a tel-

escope, adjustable to focus by means of an internal
tube. By detaching the head' of the cane and remov-
ing its cap an opera glass is afforded thereby.

Claim.—A cane Avith the telescope and opera gla.ss.

either or lx>th, combined and adjusted substantially
as described.

80,325.—Xelsox "Woodbury, Chelsea, Mass.,
assignor to "Willlym "Woodbury, same place.

—

Penda7it^ for Sheets of Fore and Aft Sails.—ifuiy 28,

1868.—By attaching the sheet to a pendant con-
nected with a spring, the shock and consequent wear
and strain of the p;irts is preventc«l.

Claim.—The combination of a spring, a pendant,
and an eye through which the pendant passes, or
their eqiuvalents, all substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

80,326.—F. S. "Wm.vs-, Chicago, Dl. — Can
Opener.—July 28. 1868.— Square and longitudinal
openings may be made in fruit cans with the same
instrument that is employed to make round holes.

Claim.—The knife C, "rigidly attached to the ad-

justable plate F of a " circular can opener," and con-
structed to operate substantially as herein set ibrth.

80.327.—Eex.tamix F. Bee, Harwich. Mass..
assignor to the Xew York Tap and Die Company.
Xew York City.

—

Centcrinrj Jbathe.—July 28. 1SG8.

—Designed for"adjusting the ends of articles in line

with the bit of the lathe" so that center holes may be
properlv drilled in said ends in order that they may
be fitted centi-ally in a tm-ning lathe.

Claim.—The two slides H I. provided respectively
with the jaws M L. in connection with top plate K
connecteil with the treadle X and the springs d d'.

all arranged and applied to a centering lathe "to ope-
rate in the manner substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

80,328 ^EOEERT BESRYArAN, Philadelphia. Pa.—Indicatorfor Steam Generators.—July 28. 18o8.

—

Two valves' are arranged in tlie upper" pai-t of the
cylinder, one of whicb is raised by excessive pressure
o"f steam and acts as an ordinary safety valve, while
the other is lowered by a weight when either the
pressin-e of steam or qn;intity of water is reducing
to a certain extent. "When e'ither of the valves is

opened a whistle is blown.
Claijn.—The arrnngenient ofthe vessel A. spindle

C. guide g, valve d. "adjustable float F, whistle B,
lever E, weight D, safety valve C weighted lever
H, and whistle I, as herein described, for the piii'-

pose specified.

80,329.—FjcEDEricii ML4.X Bode. Vienna. Aus-
tria, assignor to C. B. MrELiJ:K, Hanover, Prussia.—Cofee ^Boaster.—July 28, 18t;8.—The cover for the
neck is attached to a rod that passes through or is

braced by the upright portion of the stationary han-
dle. Sai\l rod is a"part of the operating era"nk or
handle. "When the cover is held against the mouth
of the neck and the handle turnedrthe engagement
of the lugs causes the shell to ttirn.

Claim".^!. AiTangiug the month of the shell A so
that it projects thixjuglT the jaeiiet B, as described.
so that the contents "of the shell can be easily in-

spected during operation, without requiring the re-

moval of the a"pparatus from the stove.
2. A revolving coff'ee roaster which turns on an in-

clined axis, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

3. The cover D of the revolving spherical vessel
A, when so arranged that it serves at once as a cover
and as a clutch for connecting the said vessel with
Its crank handle, as specified."

4. The construction and combination with each
other of the spherical vessel A. having the cylindri-
cal neck a, and the pin h of the jacket B, with its

flange c. and of the handle C. cover D. and handle
E. all made and operating substantially as herein
shov.n and described.

80,330—^B. F. Burgess, Jr., Boston. Mass.—
Window Scntbt)er.—July 28, 18(18.

—
"When the wiping

cloth rolls onto one rod' it unrolls fi-om the other : i"t

covers one side of the revolving frame, while a
wash cloth, suitably attached, covers the other side.

Claim.—A window wiper, constructed substan-
tially as described, that is, by the combination of the
supporting frame B and the rotating frame C. ar-

ranged substantially as shown, whereby the cloth is

attached to the frame, and operated a"s and for the
jiarposes described.

80,331.—John Callaghan, St. Louis, Mo., as-
sisrnor to himself and Job Xewton, same place.

—

Track Clearer for r.ailroads.-^Jnly 28. 18(38.—The
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roller supports the scraper at the desired distance
from the rail, and the spring catch is for sustaining
tlie scraper, &c., in an elevated position when not in
use.

Claim.—The track clearer, constructed as de-
scribed, consisting of the curved bifurcated beam A,
bearing upon its arms a a' the scraper G, with roller

J" and the brush S, said beam extending upward in a
forward dii'ection, through the slotted plate D, hav-
ing the spring catch I, and pivoted between the
plates H, secured to the under side of the track
frame B, all arranged and operating as described, for

the purpose specified,

80,332.—John V. Chambeelin, Cincinnati, as-

signor to himself, S. D. Patekson, and John V.
road Switches.—July 28, 1868.—The cam is turned

.
Chambeelin, Delhi, Ohio.—Loch for Securing Jiail-

by a key, so as to raise the slide and bolt and ijermit
the switch iever to be moved. The device is self-

locking, the parts gravitating to the position of en-
gagement with the switch stand.

Claim.—A switch lock, composed of the bolt D,
slide E, and the cam ¥, all arranged Avithin a suita-

ble case. A, attached to the switch bar B, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

80,333.—Sylvestee Chaenley, Portage City.
Wis.—Oil Cup.—Jnlj 28, 1868.—The cup is screwed
into the connecting rod of an engine, over the jour-
nal, and is thus moved up and down, causing the
Talve to open and close and discharge the oil as rap-
idly as the speed of the engine may demand.

Claim.—The valve D, having a triangidar stem,
(as shown in Pig. 3,) the regulating screw E, valve
P, spring g, and cage B, when arranged in an oil

cup. substantially as described, for the purposes set

forth.

80,334.—WiLLL:\.M Clayton, Bristol, Conn.—
Table Cutlery.—Jnlj 28,1868.

Claim.—Securing the bolster of a knife or fork to
the handle and shank of the same by means of a
metal block, D, which is cast through a slot, b, and
around the bolster and scales or handle, substantially
as herein shown aud described.

80,335.-Paschal Colvin, Pecatonica, HI.—
Cheese Vat—Jnlj 28, 1868.—The stirring frame,
mounted in the place of the cutting frame, is cm-
ployed dm'mg the operation of scalding, salting, and
cooling. The cutting frame separates tlic curd into
cakes of suitable size to pennit the elimination of the
whey. The curd is extruded through the spout and
the whey allowed to escape through tlie plug thereof.

The circulating pij)e merges into a coil and diffuses

the heat throughout the water space. The eccentric
wheels serve to lilt the vat.

Claim.—1. The semicircular cheese vat, composed
of the shells I and J, having shaft bearings 1 1, fur-

nace D, and spout Q, substantially as shown and
described, aud for the jDurpose set forth.

2. The cutting frame B, composed of longitudinal
and transverse cutters ct a a and bbb, respectively,
or their equivalent, and the shaft A and crank B, in
secombation with a semicircular cheese vat, sub-
ostntially as shown and described, and for the pur
npa set forth.

.3. The stirring frame, constructed, as described,
of the curved paddles N, attached to the arms P,
curved in opposite directions upon the shaft A, the
outer ends of one series of paddles being inclined in

a reverse direction to tlie inclination given the ends
of the other series, as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

4. The circulating pipe iii, substantially as shown
and described, in combination with the semicircular
cheese vat and furnace D, all substantially as shown
and descril)ed, and for the piu'pose set forth.

5. The shaft r, bearing eccentric wheels q q, in

combination with a cheese vat, substantially as shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,336.—PniLiEP Cjjajiee, Providence, R. I.—
Clothes Wrinqer.—'Jxdj 28, 1868.—Above the lowest
roller an elastic roller is fitted loosely between rollers

attached to the respective frames, and when the
clotnes are passed between the two lower rollers, the

tendency of said elastic roller is to force apart the
upper ends of said frames, causing their lower ends
to firmly clamp the edge of the tub.

Clairn.—1. The combination of the frames A T>,

rollers B, C, E, and F, and rods c c, with each other,
all made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

2. The elastic scraper j, to clear the surface of the
roller C, when arranged in combination with a
wringer, made as set forth.

80,337.—William P. Cuttee, Chelsea, Mass.—
Level.—Julj 28, 1868.—A method of fitting the pen-
dulum in the wooden stock, whereby to guard against
breakage, but facilitate repair if injury sliould occur.

Claim.—The level, constructed as described, of
the two flanged rings, B, inserted in the stock A,
from opposite sides, and each provided, near their

inner ends, with cross bars C, whose points of inter-

section furnish bearino's for the pivots of the
weighted angular pendulum D, as herein shown and
described.

80,338.-Heney A. Daniels, Thomaston, Conn.
—Sawing Machine.—July 28, 1868.—Eelates lD im-
provement of the sawing'machine patented by same
party ISTovember 6, 1866. By placing the bearings of
the crank shaft in the slide of the saw frame, the
distance between the workiug and SAvinging centers
is maintained, aud a regular motion produced.

Claim.—Hanging the shaft C, by which the saw
frame E is oscillated, in the slide B, to Avhich said
saw frame is pivoted, as herein described, for the
puriDOse specified.

80,339.—Phylandee Daniels, Jackson, Mich.
—Dumping Car.—July 28, 1868.—The platform is

provided vfith racks and pinions, so that the turn-

ing of a crank carries the platform to the edge of
the car, wliero it tilts to dump the load ; hooks and
staples engage and form pivots for the platform to
tilt upoii and serve to prevent it from sliding off.

Claim.—A car-dumping bed, provided with means
for actviating it, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

80,340.

—

"William Dill, Houma, La.

—

Appa-
ratus for Clarifying Sugar Juice.—July 28. 18fiS.

—

The centrifugal tbrce generated by the rapid rotation
of tlie strainer causes the juice to flow up to and
discharge through the perforations aromid its upper
edge, whereby it is effectively brought in contact
with the gas which pervades the curb. The jets of
juice are met by currents of gas, produced by the
vanes.

Claim.—1. The combination with the cm"b A
of the rotating strainer G, when constructed sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination with the strainer G- of the
vanes K, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. The rotary strainer G, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
4. The combination of the strainer P with the

cui'b A and rotary strainer G, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

80,341. —Geoege E. Eastman, Washington
Mills, ISr. Y.—Pail JEar.—July 28, 1868.—An inter-

mediate stay or thin plate connects the main ])i;itc

with the branching stay, strenp;theus the main plate,

and secures it against injurious lateral strain.

Claim. —A pail ear, constructed substantially
as and for the purposes herein shown and described.

80,342.— N". EviNGEE, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Evaporator.—.July 28, 1868.—The juice having been
sloA^-ly boiled in tlie deep lioiler or pan is drawn off

into one of the finishing pans through a cock, whose
orifice is guarded by a strainer attached to a re-

movable gate. The semi-tubular cover is used to

keep back or retain the matter that would retai'd

granulation. A hand hook is employed for shiftiiig

the finishing pans upon the furnace, and draw iug
them upon a rack or frame where the pans are tilted

to pour out the syrup.
Claim.—I. The furnace A, constructed in three
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parts, a' a^ a^, and arranged substantially aa herein
shown and desci'ibed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the three pans or boilers C
H and I, constructed as described, with each other
and with the parts a' a^ a^ of the furnace A, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The straining device, constructed as described,
of the sliding: ^ate G, caiTyin.c; the semi-conical
strainer F, inclosed by the scrui-tubulur cover E,
all arranged in relation with tlio faucet D and side

of the pan C, as herein described, for the pui'pose

specified.

4. The combination of the frame or rack J with
the parts a'^ and a^ of the furnace A, and with the
pans n I, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The hand hook K, constructed substantially
as herein shown and described, when used in con-
nection with the pans II I, as and for the purpose
set forth.

80,343.—Louis Felliieimeu, ISTew York, IST. T.
—Clasp for Hoop Skirts.—July 28, 1868.—A mode of
fastening the tapes to the steel springs of hoop
skirts.

Claiin.—1. Fastening the steel. A, to the eyelet

C, bearing the tape B, by passing the same through
holes bored transversclj' through each side of the
eyelet, and then crushing down the inner ends of
said eyelet upon the steel,"" as herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. Boring holes transversely througli the sides of

the eyelet C for the passage of the steel A, whereby
said steel is secured to the eyelet inside the tape B,
as and for the purpose specified.

80,344.—Edwin Fernald, Turner, Mc.

—

Device
for Holding T ools Against Grindstones.—July 28,

18G8.—The tool to be ground is secured in the ixout
end of the shoe, by the movement of which on the
horizontal rod the'toolis drawn across the periphery
of the gTindstone. Provision is made for raising and
lowering the front end of the shoe to adapt the device
to the work in hand.
Claim.—The vertically adjustable jointed bar H,

bearing the wheel.?, in combination with the guide
G and horizontally-traveling shoe F, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

80,345.- Stephen Fkencii, Orange, Mass.

—

Sewing Machine.—July 28, 18G8.—Eelates to an os-

cillating shuttle driver and a double cam feed motion,
the length of the feed and of the stitch being deter-
mined by an adjustable stop and lug.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cams II, i, j,

upon shaft E ; the pivoted lever G-, having wings /i ;

the shuttle slide/, spring k, feed I, having lug I,

and adjustable stop m, all constructed to operate
in the manner and for the purposes substantially
as herein set forth and shown, for the purposes spe-
cified,

80,346.—jr. "W. Glover, William B. Orner,
and B. E. Ouxer, Martinsville, Ind.—Scaffolding.

—

July 28, 18f;8.—Tlie metallic saddles, witli their pins
for the ratchet tectli to catch upon, are fixed to the
tipper tie beam of the frame to be raised. Tlic cen-
tral ratcliet shore is actuated by a lever to raise the
frarae by successive impulses, tlie attained elevation
being maintained by tlio gravitating ratchet props.
Claim.—The employment of ratchet shores, sad-

dles, and levers as a device or devices for raising the
frames of houses, aU substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

80,347—E. A. GOODES, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to himself, E. L. Miller, and AY. II. Moii-
roRD, same place.

—

Kutraeg Grater.—July 28, 18G8.
—A plunger is provided for forcing the vegetables
against the cylinder, and another plunger clears out
the particles which collect in the grating cylinder.

Claim. — The grater, consisting of the grating
cylinder B, provided with crank handle E and
plunger a, having rod c, and the nlunger C G, witli
its handle D, all constructed and arrunijcd within
the case A, to operate as herein shown and described,
for the purpose specified.

80,348.—Joseph M. Grove and Henry Hen-
DRICK, Anderson, Ind.

—

Machine for Banding Sheet
Metal.—Julj 28, 1868.—Machine for bendiug sheets
into oval form for making wash boilers, Sec. A cam
is combined with the movable roller of an ordinary
bending machine, so as to govern the form of the shee't

which is bent by the rolls.

Claim.— Tho combination with the rollers of a
bending machine of the cam t, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

80,349. —J. D. HiGGiNS, Greenville, Conn.

—

Hand Punch.—July 28, 1868.—The puncli is guided
so as to be brought perpendicularly against the die
or lower jaw, thereby securing direct and effective

action.
Claim.—The detached tubular punch G, in com-

bination with the guide box F, formed upon the jaw
D, the slotted spring H, and operating jaw C, all ar-

ranged and operating as described, for the purpose
specified.

80,350.-James Hoffman, Belvidero, IST. J.—
Tanner's Hoo/c—July 28, 1868.—An instrument to
facilitate the manipulation of hides in the vat.

Claim.— 1. Pivoting a lever hook, C, to the
shank of a tanner's hook, B, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the lever hook C. cor.nect-
ing rod D, sliding ring E, sliding rods F, one or
more sliding rings G, and the coiled spring IT, with
each other and with the hook B and handle A, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

80,351.-Henry Howe, Oneonta, K Y.—BoU
Cutter.—July 28, 1868.— Eeciprocating motion is

imparted to 'the cutter by means of the cam and
spring catch. To facilitate the^cfifective motion of
the cutter its end is provided with an arm, against
which the initial impulse of the cam is received.
Claim.—The combination of the slotted plate B,

cam D, spring catch b, and projecting arm c, all

made and operating substantially as herein sliovru
and described.

80,352.-M. G. IMBACH and I. WeidExNMan,
Hartford, Conn.—F«^cr C'«p.—July 28, 1868.—The
and band are distinct parts, so that the former crown
may be renewed or replaced.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a paper

cap, liaving its crown formed by cutting from a rec-
tangular sheet of paper a series of gores, or triaiigles,

leaving them united at their bases, and having fheir
vertices united at a common center, by means of the
button C, said crown being secured to the baud D,
as herein described, for the purpose specified.

80,353,-HiCHARD Jonas, l^ew York, N. Y.—
Ointment for Horses, Cattle, cCc.—-July 28,1868.

—

Mutton suet, beef suet, hogs' lard, Yenice turpentine,
white turpentine, beeswax, honey, balsam of fir, cas-
tile soap, and verdigris.

Claim.—An ointment compo.sed of the above-
mentioned ingredients in about tho proportions
named and tor the purposes set forth.

80,354.—Peter Ke.vdrick, Trenton, IST. J.—
Machine for Flattening and Bending Chain Links.—
July 28, i8(;8.—The links required i'or the manufac-
ture of eacli chai;i are of two sizes, and this invention
provides for the flattening and bendiug, in one ma-
chine, of the rods of which tlie two kinds are formed.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of theiilungers J J',

rolls M M', guides K K', I I', cross lieads H H',
connecting rods O G, shafts C T>, eccentrics P F,
crank N, dies Q S, and guide li, with r(;lation to the
bed A, substantially as herein shown and de.scribed,

for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of tho grooved dies Q S, ar-

ranged as described, with the bending mechanism,
all substantially as set forth.

80,355.—J. F. Leslie and Edwin A. Tibdetts,
Woburn, 'Mass.- Nurscrij Cup.— July 28, 1868.

—

The lid is adapted to contain alcohol and support the
cup over the same when burning.
Claim.—The niu'sery cup, when its cover B is pro
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videcl with the stays E, and ring, wherehy it is

adapted to l)e reversed to support said cup and form
a heater, as herein shown and described.

8©,356.—J. C. Leonard and J. J. Gobar, Clin-
ton, Mo.—Subsoil Attachment for Plows.—Jnlj 28,
1868.—The auxiliary plow is attached to the ordinary
plow by a hook, fastened to the beam of the former
and catching upon a bar extending from the land-
side to the share of the latter.

Claim.—The subsoil plow A, constructed substan-
tially as described, in combination with the sod or
other plow C, all as set forth.

80,357.— Enoch Lockhart and Frank Hob-
ERTS, Louisville, Ky., and Henry Knight, Brook-
Ijm, N. Y.—Branch Cement Fipe.— Jiilj 28, 1868.-
A method of molding the branch pipe with the main
pipe. \Ylienthe mold is filled with the cement the
keys and the branch core are removed and the mold
(with the pipe) is lifted oif the main core.
Claim.—1. The cores D and C, the collars G- and

J, the core pin E, with the key E, arranged substan-
tially as described, for the purposes set forth.

2. "The key E, in combination with the cores C D,
as herein described, for the purpose specified.

80,358.-Thomas J. Lowry, Conneautville, Pa.
—Mold for Building Blocks.—Jnlj 28, 1868.—These
molds form blocks with dovetailed grooves in their
euds or sides, designed to receive cement for secur-
ing tlie blocks together in forming a wall. The mold-
ing apparatus is mounted as upon a wheelbarrow.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
improved mold for building blocks, operated as herein
described.

80,359.—LaEayette Lyons, Bennington,Vt.—
Wafer Wheel.—3\x\j 28, 1868.—The water acts upon
the buckets perpendicularly,and is discharged tlirough
openings in the cover into a circular chamber from
whicii lateral tubes conduct it away through the curb.

Claim.—A water wheel, having a cylindrical or
conical core, A, provided with the curved buckets
C, and arranged in a curb, D, provided wiih the
supply and discharge passages K, GI-, and H, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

80,360.-ThomasMcCreary, Matteawan, IvT.T.,

assignor to Ifimself, GtEOrge M. Sullivan, and John
McC;;eauy, same place.— Carriage Clip.—July 28,
1'6'66.—The pivot is secured to the end of the thill

iron and ]U)t to the clip, as is usual. It is hung
loosuly iu t!ie cars of the clip and locked to the same
by the spring catch.

^ Claim.— i. A carriage clip, in which the pivot C
is swi^oled in thes haft, and inserted from above, into

the slotted ears of the clip, and fastened to the latter

by means of a spring catch. E, or its equivalent.
2. The strap i), when rigitUy secured to the pivot

pin C of a carriage clip, for holding the spring catch
E, and for preventing the i)iu from turning, as set

forth.

3. A carriage-thill coupling, consisting of the clip

A, shaft B, pin C, strap D, and catch E, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

80,361 .—E. McLane, Young America, 111.—
Smut Machine.—July 28, 1868.—The cleansed grain
falls through the spout, into the passage iu the blast

spout, wiuire it is subjected to a second blast. The
suction of the fan draws the smut and light matter
from tlie scouring cylinder into the upper compart-
ment oT the casing, and the valve in the blast cham-
ber regulates the amount of grain drawn into said
compartment.
Claim.— T\\Q passage/, in the blast spout H, pro-

Tid(^d with the valve g, when arj'anged in relation

with the spout G, and fan B, to operate substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

S0,3fi'^.

—

Amzi C. Mills, Oaktown, Ind.

—

Corn
Sheller.—Jn\y 28, 1868.—The oar of corn is pressed
forvvard by hand against the curved knives wliich

remove tlie kernels from one side of the ear at each
operation.

Claim.—An improved corn shcllcr, formed by the

combination of the cmwed slats or knives with tlie

frame or conductor A, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,363.-William E. Mosser, Allentown, Pa.
—Machine for Dressing Slate Frames.—Julj 28,
1868.—Each slat is automatically fed from a pile, has
its corners rounded otf and its edges dressed, and is

then fed cornerwise to the revolving planers, by
which both sides of the frame are dressed.

Claim.—1. The sliding frames T, which carry the
cutter shafts M and cutters W, in combination with
the revolving table L, when constructed and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arms S', operated by the cam IT' through
the arm Y', to spread the cutter frames Y, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

3. Holding the cutters up to their work by means
of the bar E', acting upon the strap A' tliat drives
them, arranged substantially as herein described and
shown.

4. The pressor or holder Q, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described,
in combination with the revolving table L, as and
for the purpose set forth.

5. The angular, pivoted stop I', in combination
with the angular pusher J', substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

6. The pushers E and J', operated as described,
adapted to move the slats to tue cutters W and Q'
re.'spectively, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed,

80,364.—Isaac J. Parker, Buffalo Grove, Iowa.
—Fence-Post Driver.—JxHj 28, 1868.—The rollers
hold the stakes while they are being driven. The
sliding bar is moved into engagement with the notch
of the hammer, and after the hammer has been raised
by the windlass the bar is retracted, to permit the
hammer to fall upon the stakes.

Claim.—1. Tlie hammer shaft D, in combination
with the sliding bar E and the windlass I, the former
being connected to the latter by a roiDe, H, passing
over'a pulley, a, and all arranged to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The fixed and adjustable rollers J J', in com-
bination Avith the hammer shaft D and the bar E,
substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

80,365.—HobART D. Pennoyer, Athens, N". Y.—Aziger Handle.—July 28, 1868.—The top piece fits

on the upper end of the auger shank and receives the
handle. When there is not room to turn the handle
entirely around tlie spring catch may be disengaged
from the lower part, when the boring may be per-
formed by giving the handle a reciprocating motion.

Claim.—The auger top, constructed, as described,
of tlie parts a b, secured together by the bolt c, and
provided respectively with the spring pawls h and
ratchet teeth i, the upper part a having the loop /,
and spring catch B, and the lower part recessed to
receive the shank of the auger, all arranged and
operating as described, for the purpose specified.

80,366.—William Smith, Whiteliall, Brides-
burg, I'a.—Boots and Shoes.—July 2g, 1868.—The
inserted strips protect the sole from wear, and are
renewable.

Claim.—1. The application to the soles of boots
and shoes of strips, B, of wood, metal, or other suit-

able material, liaving beveled sides, and fitted in

grooves in the sole, the grooves having dovetail

sides, to correspond to the sides of the strips.

2. Cutting transversely the inner suri'accs of said

strips B, in order to render them yielding or flexible,

substantially as shown and described.

80,367.—John A. Smith, Lacon, JW.—Extension
Ladder.—July 28, 18()8.— Stop bolts or adjusting
screws are actuated by springs so a.s to lock tiio sec-

tions together in the desired relative jjositioiis. A
partial rotation causes the bolts to be detained when
retracted from their locking position When the
ladder is extended the braces rest against the wall

of the builiiing to support the middle part.

Claim.—Tho extension ladder, constructed as de-
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scribed, ofthe three sections ABC, sliding in pi'ooves

one within the other, and provided with the adjusting-

screws E F and the adjustable braces G, composed
of the rods fj^

g^ g^, all arranged as described, for the

purpose specified.

80,368.— Haurisok S. Sxow and Edgar J.

HuxKlNS, Macon, Mo.—Cement for Roofing, d-c—
July 28, 18G8.—Sand, "Eosedale cement," iron turn-

ings, calcined fire clay, reduced slate, salt, sal-ammo-
niac, and yellow ochre,Venition red or other ifigmcnt.

Claim.'—A fire and water-proof cement, composed
of the ingredients and in the manner and propor-

tions substantially as herein described.

80,369.—John G. Spathelf, Sandusky, Ohio.—
Door Lock.—July 28, 1868. — The end of the key
spindle is wedge-shaped, so that it will force the two
plates apart and admit of the insertion of the key.

Claim.—The sliding plates F E. when arranged
on the inner side of"the covering plate of a lock

case, and when forced together by means of springs

e e, substantially as described, so' as to close the key
hole, as set forth.

80,370.—TVakd Sprague, Sandy Creek, N. T.
—Liquid Measure.—July 28, 1868.—Designed to fa-

cilitate the measuring and pouring out of viscid
liquids, such as molasses and sirup, especially dunng
cold weather. AVarm Avater in the surrounding
chamber increases the fluidity of the contests of the

measure.
Claim.—The liquid measure, constructed with the

walls a a and fluid chamber c, all constructed as and
for the purpose described.

80,371.—A. Steward, Piano, m.—Rtiffling At-
tachment for Seiving Machines.—July 28, 1868.

—

Prominences or friction points incline the edge of the
cloth to run in contact with the body of the guide, but
not enough to disturb the proper feeding; lienccthe
draught of the feeding apparatus, in connection
with the friction, keeps the cloth properly in the
guide, without being fingered by the operator.

Claim.—In combination with the presser foot and
the rufliing attachment, the guide A, having the lips,

tongue, and friction points, substantially as de-

scribed.

80,372.—Barnett Taylor, Eorestville, Minn.
—Grain Register.—July 28, 1868.—The box is pro-

vided with a yielding top which is actuated down-
ward by the weight of a measure of grain, said top
being connected with mechanism to register the
number of times it is depressed.

Claim.—1. The hinged top B or its equivalent, in

combination with a shaft, D, pointer a, ratchet
wheel Q, and sliding upright M, and one or more
pawls, all .substantially as shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The hinged top B or its equivalent, in combina-
tion with the sliding upright M, with one or more
pawls or their equivalent, the screw shaft D and nut
E, all substantially as and for the pm'posc shown and
described.

3. The closed box, having a hinged top, B, the
vibrating of which actuates the interior registering
machine of the said box, by means of a sliding up-
right, M, all substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose of registering measures of grain
by the v.'ciglit of the same, all as set forth.

4. Tlie bell plate L, clapper Z, lever Y, toothed
wheel C, and sliding upright and ratchet wheel, all

substantially as shown and described, in combina-
tion with tlie yielding top B, all as and for the pur-
pose set i'ovth.

.5. The graduated cii'cle U and scale b, substan-
tially as shown and described, in combination witli

the pointers a and c, screw shaft D, and nut E, all

as and for the purposs set forth.

6. Shdiug upright M, spring J, and hinged top B
of a closed box coutaining any registering mechan-
ism, all sub.stantially as shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

7. The pcrew shaft D, nut E, pointer c, scale 6,

pointer a on the f;aid shaft, and graduated circle U,
all constructed and operating substantially as shown
and described and for the pui-pose set forth.

80,373

—

Charles Wack, Evansville, Ind.. as-

signor to himself, Charles Miller, and A. Stein-
bach, same ^lacc—Back-Band Hook.—July 28, 1868.
—The strap passes over the horse's back and the
hooks hang at each side, to support the draught
chains, used in plovvung, &c.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
back-band hook, constructed as described, of the
plate B, cast or formed with the hook A, whose
upper portion is bent in at e f, said plate being
adapted for riveting to the strap (J, as herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

80,374

—

ZeraTVaters, Bloomington, lil.—Hat
Holder.—July 28, 1868.—A number of such hat hold-
ers may be arranged in a rack, each having its par-
ticular key, and when a hotel guest, or person
attending any public place, wishes to secure his hat,
he places it on one of these, shuts down the rod, and
takes away the key.

Claim.—1. A rod, B 6, having any suitable lock
joint, substantially as described, in combination with
tlie hat rest A a, all as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The lock mechanism, substantially as described,
in combination with a rod, B b, and rest A a, all as
and for the purpose set forth.

80,375.— Marcus Brown Westhead, Man-
chester, Bnglana.—Ribboii-Roll Clip.—July 28,1868.
—The clip clamps the end of narrow textile fabrics
when coiled into a roll, and permits any part of the
tape to be withdrawn or pulled out, while the tape
is held in the usual manner.

Claim. The flanged clip or slide, substantially as
herein set forth, for the purpose of putting up tape or
ribbon roUs.

80,376 Cyrus B. White, Port Eichmond. IST.

Y.—Gib and Self-Oiler.—July 28, 1868.—The object
is to avoid the waste of oil by the motion of the cross
head, and at the same time secure the efi"ective bear-
ing of the friction roller against the guide. It is a
self-lubricating gib for steam engines, and designed
as an improvement on the device patented by Wil-
liam A. Devon, November 19, 1867.

Claim.—1. The partition plate e in the cup C, for
the purpose of separating the oil from the roller D,
and preventing the former being discharged from
the cup under the reciprocating motion of the cross
liead and gib.

2. In combination with the above, the roller slide

/ h, an-anged in grooves g, in the sides of the com-
partment d, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the roller D, wick E, and
the cup C, divided into two compartments by the
partition plate e, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

80,377.—Job Whitehead, Ames Station, Iowa.
—Carriage.—July 28, 1868.—The coiled springs upon
the framework of the body of the vehicle may be
wound up by a crank and made to transmit motion
to the axle of the hind wheels through the medium
of belts.

Claim.—The combination of the springs I, shafts,

H, ratchets E, pawls M, pulleys K, with the cross,

piece E and framing, and with the puUeys O and
axles B, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

80,378 Eurus Wright, 'Sew York, N. Y., a.s-

signor to liimself and J. B. Chadwick, Xcw Haven,
Conn.

—

Crayon Holder.—July 28, 1868.—The crayon
when placed in the holder is pressed at foui' points,

and being held by the screw nut cannot work loose.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
a crayon holder, having its split ends made angular,
and provided with screw threads at opposite an-
gles for the reception of the screw nuts C, as herein

,

shown and described.

80,379.—William Young, Jr., Franklin, Mass.,

.

assignor to himself and Charles Lowell, same •

place.—-Door Mat—July 2.S, ISfiS.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture, a ,

door mat, having two uncut wiping sui'facos, com-.-
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loosed of the rope C , wound spirally around tlie lon-

^citndiual vi-oodeu bars A, and rounded bars D se-

cured to the top and bottom of said bars A, all

clamped together by the transverse rods and nuts,

us herein shown and described.

80,380.—Akson Atwood, K'ew York, IT. T.—
(ktr Wheel.—Jwlj 28, 18C8.—The internal curves of

the renewable rim and the external curves of the
interior or nave part of the wheel constitute corre-
sj^onding eccentrics, so that when the corresponding
parts are placed together and turned in opposite di-

rections, they are firmly united. The contiguous
carved pai'ts are also beveled to hold them against
lateral separation in one direction, while headed
bolts and washers, or flanges or brackets, are cm-
ploj'cd to hold the parts against relative movement
in the opposite direction.

Claim.—1. The construction of the exterior part
of the car wheel with the ordinary chilled rim, or the
rim with a part of the plate attached, having the
interior edge thereof with introeessious and projec-

tions formed by eccentric cm-ves, as and for the
purpose before described.

2. The exterior and interior partsof the wheel in

combination, constructed and fitted to one another
in either of the modes above specified, forming the
entire wheel, with the manner of putting the two
parts together, and keeping them in place while in

use, as and for the piu'pose before described.

80,381.—Haydn M. Baker, Harlem, IT. Y.—
Cleaning Cotton TTas^e.—July 28, 18(j8.—The satu-

rated cotton waste is placed in a vessel with sufficient

benzole or naphtha to effect a solution of the oils con-
tained therein. The solution runs off into a still to

disengage the benzole or naphtha for further use.
Claim.—The use of coal-tar benzole or coal-tar

naphtha, or mixtures of same, and their equivalents,
for removing oils from cotton waste, (or other fiber

used for similar purposes,) and also the separation
and recovery of the oils and solvents by distillatiou.

80,3S*-i.

—

Henry Barber, G-reenfield, Mass.

—

Machine for Making Wooden Trays.—July 26, .18G8.

—For making oval trays or bowls of wood. The
block to be cut into trays being secured to the car-

riage when in a horizontal position, .the lever is

placed against the wheel so that one of the pins
thereon will catch it as the wheel revolves. As the
pin strikes the lever, the carriage is started, and
guided by the ends ot the guide pin in guide-way
grooves. The block is tua'ued through an arc against
the saws, after passing which the carriage is discon-

Eccted by the lever and let-off.

Claim.—1. The carriage J, mounted upon the free

rotating shaft G-, in combination with the guide
plates H H' and guide piji I, .or .the .equivalents of

these parts, to give the said carriage u combined
Totary and rectilincfw movement, isiabstantially as

uiid tor the pui-pose described.
2. In comuiuatioa with the carriage J, constructed

and operated substantially as described., ihc .concen-

tric saws C C, fi-sed upon a single vibratjug head
blo.ck, D., and placed, the one directly under .the

othcT, so that the bolt may move to the saws in a
: currcdline, without causing the saws to cramp each
. other,

X In combination with the free shaft G, g"uido

])lates H U'., and guide pin I, or thcu- equivalents^

! the vrheel L. provided with the pin^ e c, and the le-

ver M and let-off /, substantially sus and for the pm-
;
pose dcascribed.

80,383—- William H. Barton, 01»w, IJi—
J.Horse Hake -July 28, 1808.—The rake is pivoted in

. a pair of runners, suppleraentaj t,'* tlie maui sled or
^. ,vehix-le, so as te allow it to conform to irregularities

ju idee surface of the ground. Pevjces, operated by
-, the ti?ct of the /lriver,'ai-o employed for holding aud
, fa.eJJitAt!ng the im-ning of t\i(i I'uke, and adapting it

{ to override obstructions.

C'teim.-^l. In coml)inatix)n with the main sled or

V .vehicle A, and Tcvolving rake Jl, th« supplemental

:. ibiuged.rmanevs D D, employed and operating in the

i> I I'lnner and for the purpose set forth.

• 2. Th© SMfingitg frame F, /, G, arranged and em-
'lt4i'^ijed.6DlxstauJti&ily asomJ forJhep.uriwse described.

3. The combination, with the supplemental run-
ners D and rake E, of the straps 1 1, pulleys H H,
rock shaft F, and treadle /, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

4. The presser bar K, provided with the spring L
and treadle k', and arranged and employed, in com-
bination with the rake E and swinging frame G-,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,384.—John Birkenhead, Canton, Mass.—
Driving Wheel for Locomotives.—July 28, 18G8.

—

When the Avheel would be likely to stop or not turn
effectively upon the rail, the spurs, by entering the
ice or snoV alongside of the rail, cause the wheel to
propel the engine.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of
traction spurs with the tread and the flange of the
driving wheel of a locomotive engine, to be used on
the rails of a railway, the whole being substantially
as and for the purpose as specified.

80,385.—James Brierly, Worcester, assignor
to himself and James Brierly, Millbury, Mass.

—

Operating Shuttle Boxes in Looms.—J \\\y 2^, 1868.

—

Ilclates to the changing of the shuttle' boxes, and
designed to give complete control of them through
the medium of the pattern chain.

Claim.—1. The combiuation of slides 0, con-
trolled by pattern mechanism, with a carrier, as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the lifters, slides O 0', and
carrier H, for operating the boxes, substantially as
described.

3. The combination of a sliding spring catch, L,
pendant R, and notched box rod K, substantially as
set forth.

4. The combination of the cast-off lever P, having
a pendant R, with the tripping arm S, and its ope-
rative mechanism, substantially as described.

5. The combination of the cast-off and raising ap-
paratus, consisting of the lifters, slides, carrier, and
their connections, as described, whereby I can
change the boxes at will, on one or both ends of the
loom, substantially as set forth,

80,386.—Charles Burleigh, Fitchburg, Mass.
—Brill Holder.—Jnlj 28, 1868.—After the drill is-

placed in the socket, a slight endwise movement of
the plug, occasioned by turning the nut, binds the
drill shank so firmly as to prevent its removed under
the concussions it receives when used in a stone-
drilling machine.

Claim.—A drill-holding chuck, constructed with'a
transverse plug crossing the socket hole for the drill

butt, having a portion ofthe transverse plug, corres-
ponding with the perimeter of the socket hole, re-

moved, and liaving a screw and nut, or equivalent
means, for giving endwise movement to the plug, all

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,387.—Charles Burleigh, Fitchburg, Mass.—Drilling Machitie Carriage.—.Jidy 28, 18i!8.—This
invention has reference to the arrangement of the
cross-bars which carry the several series of drills,

and to the construction of the framework of the car-
.riage, with a view to the removal of the rock thrown
down by the blast, and to allow the drill carriage to
be advanced over the debris up to the breast.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of one or of a series
of horizontal drill-macliino bars or holders, substan-
tially as described, so that any of the bars or liolders,

and especially the loM-er one, or tlio lower series,

may be cleva'ted to allow the passage of the cai'-

riage to the breast ^^hen the track rails only arc
cleared from debris, and to allow passage of a car
(through the carriage and under the lower bar or bars
up to the breast.

2. A drill-machiue carriage, so constructed that a
(Car maj' run up through the carriage, substantially
as set forth.

80,388 Oscar F. Burton, Jersey City, N. J.
—Truck.—July 28, 18G8.—Especially applicable to
the method of raising and lowering tlie ladders of
a liooknnd ladder truck, described in patent granted
to O. F. Burton and M. H. Uovey, August 7, 1860.

The two trucks are connected by metallic tubes, and
may be closed together or di'awn apai-t, so aa to
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raise and lower the ladders. Provision is made for

ci"ampinc: the tracks in running around curves, and
for establishing a wide and"secm-e base by the
-wheels when turned askew to support the elevated
ladders.

Claim.—1. The combination herein described, for

cramping tlic truck of the bar k. leve/s t. and veiti-

cal shafts k. the latter being tu-ranged to freely turn
in the truck frame, on opposite sides or ends thereof,

and canying lateral projections, forming axles or
shafts to" the v^heels of the truck, subst^tiaUy as
shown and described.

2. The combination, with adjacent or separate
trucks, of an extension perch, formed of metallic

tubes, fitted together in a telescopic manner, essen-

tially as and for the purpose or purposes herein set

forth.

S0,3S9.—Charles Christian. Shebovgan, TTis.

—Whip Socket.—Jniy 28, ISGS.—The springs sepa-

rate to permit the whip to be forced between them.
Claim.—A whip holder, constrncted witli the

socket B. in connection with the springs D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described^

80,390.—Jonx K. Ct.akk. Mount Pleasant,
Iowa, assignor to himself. Chakles F>. Clark, and
Hexry RrCLAKK. Buffalo. X. Y.—Door Holder.—
July 28. lSf>S.—A spring arm is pivoted to the door,
near the bottom thereof and carries at its free end a
roller, which is caused to run upon the floor with a
spring pressure and engage with a stop attachment
secured to the floor, so as to hold the door in an
open position.

Claim.—The pivoted arm A, provided with roller

h, in combination with the In^lia-mbber spring d
and stop attachment E. the whole constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as shown and described.

80,391.—James A. Clark. Xev.- York, X. Y.—
Fern/ Bridnc.—July 28, 1868.—The lunged piece or
guaril is situated at the end of the floating bridge,

and is lowered into place by the action of the chain
in di-awing the boat into dock.
Claim.—The method of lowering the guard on

the bridge, by means of the chain / that draws in
and fastens the boat to the bridge, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

80,393.—:Mjltox W. Clark. TTorcestcr. Mass..
assignor to E. Ball A^-D Qoyiv.K^sX.—Blind Slat
Tenoninj Machine.—July 28, 18C8.—As the disks
rotate they carry around the cutter heads, whereby
a tenon is'cut upon each end of the blank slat. As
soon as the blank is inserted, the operator, by means
of a clutch, causes the cutter heads to revolve en-

tirely around the ends of the slat, wheji tliey arc ar-

rested until the finished blank is removed and a new
blank inserted. The cutter heads may be set toward
or away from the center of the disk shafts in order
to cut larger or smaller tenons.
Claim.— 1. The combination, with the cutter

head, disks, and mechanism for imparting to them
a rotary motion, of tlie cutter heads and their shafts.

mounted eccentrically in said disks, together with
mechanism for revoMng tlie cutter heads in the
manner described, so tiiat the said cutter heads
shall not only have a rotary movement upon tlieir

own axes, but shall also revolve ai'ound the axes of
their supporting disks, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the disks G' and shafts

G. impiuting motion to the eccentric cutter heads,
and running loosely in said disks, of the bearing
supports 2 and annular disk supports P, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3.'The combination, with the disks G' and cutter-
head shafts, of the adjustable quill bearings for sup-
porting said shafts, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set fortli.

4. The combination, with one of the annular disk
supports, P. and gear E'. of clasp or guide i)iece b,

mounted loosely upon the hub of said gear, substan-
tially as and for the pm'poses set forth.

5." The combinatio!!. with oiie of the gears. J. and
the sliipper or sUdo. of a hooked spring, constructed
and operating in connection v.nth the said gear and
shipper, in tho manner set forth.

80,393.-M. J. Clark, Xew Richmond. Ohio.—
Railroad Car .Sfore.—July 28, 18C8.—The object is

to guard the stove in such a manner as to prevent
the communication of fire to surrounding olijects,

even in the event of forcible and destructive col-

lisions.

Claim.—1. A railroad car stove, composed of up-
per and lower bases J and C, connected by fenders
P and B, substantially as described.

2. The cap A and' fenders B. combined and ar-

ranged as herein shown and described.
3." The door and pan lock, consisting of a bolt and

screw key. substantially as described."
4. Tik;' fender door I and screw fastening E, as

specified.

80.394.—Isaiah B. Conklln", Baltimore. Md.—
Stubble Cutter.—JnW 28. 1868.—The swords cut up
and so reduce the stubble and roots that they may
be tm-ncd in to rot by the sub.'^equent use of a plow.

Claim.—1. Curved or inclined catting swords T,
arranged and applied to the frame of a carriage,
and adapted for cutting corn stubble, substantially
as described.

2. Cutting swords T. applied to a vertically-adjus-

table tri-angular frame, E. which is supported by
draught frame D, substantially as described.

80.395 S.\3n,-EL Cuplix, Iowa Palls. Iowa.—
Bee Hive—Jnlv 28. 1868.—The objects are to render
the hive easily accessible, afi'ord protection to and
ventilation for the bees, and a ready means of
cleansing the hive and feeding the inmates.
Claim^—1. Providing the hive with an adjustable

inclined bottom. C, when constructed as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The dish or pan d, famished with the float H,
in combination with the funnel-shaped device /,
when aiTanged in connection with a bee hive, sub-
stantially as"and for the purpose set forth.

3. The employment of one or more sliding fi-ames,

j, constructed substantially as described.

80,396.—J'OHN Davls. Wilkesbarre. 'Pa.—Steam,
Heater.—-July 28, 1868.—The series of pipes are so
combined with a stove and boiler that the apparatus
may be used both as a stove for heating and as a
steam generator.

ClaCm.—The combination and arrangement of the
pipes B and D, imbedded in the cast iron sides of
the fire box. the pipes C forming the grate, the con-
necting pipes B' and C, feed pipe A, boiler I, and
communicating pipes A' and E, all connected and
operating substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

80,397.-D. A. Daxforth, Elkhart, Ind:. as-

signor to himself and Isaac Ayers, same place.

—

JSp.i<h Boiler.—.Inly 28. 1868.—The heat maintains a
circulation of water throughout the inner and outer
boilers. The flange deflects tlie water toward the
center as it enters the inner boiler, at the top thereof,

and also prevents the clothes from rising around the
edges.

Claim.—The inner boiler B, having its bottom
slotted, and provided with flange E. arranged to tit

within and operate in connection with the boiler A,
substantially as and for the ptu-pose set forth.

80,398.-WiLLL\3i T. DL'^•ALL. Georgetown. D.
C, assignor to the Duvall Patext Pump. Dredg-
ixo. and Gold "Washing Co>epany.—Apparatu.^ for
Collecting and Separating Mineral atid Metallic
Substances.—July 28. 1868.—Aijplicable to the recov-
eiy of gold or other metallic deposit.s found in the
beds of streams : also adapted for the removal of
sand bars, or similar- obstructions to navigation.
The invention embraces a novel arrangement
of passages containing mercury for the retention of
the metfUlic deposits; a mode of applying tlie prin-

ciple of exhaustion for the purpose of raising the
deposits: and a construction of tlie vanes and other
parts of the pump to adapt it to ])ass solid, heavy
substances, and deliver the same readily from its

periphery.
C7«j7«!—1. The arrangement of the separating

chambers m in such manner that the flow is caused
to pass through the body of the mercm-y therein, and
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is sprcLid or deflected by the perforated plate r, es-

sentially as shown and described.
2. The application of artificial currents of air or

Tvater for the purpose of raising or removing solid

matter, in the manner and by means substantially

as herein set forth.

3. A suction pipe of a pump, so applied as to be
capable of rertical, oscillating, ribrating, or rotary
motion, substantially as and for the purposes spe-

cified.

4. The elongated foot piece of the suction pipe,

substantially as represented in Pigs. 6 and 7, for

operation, as set forth.

5. The wheel B, constructed with one or more
curved vanes, a, attached to the disk e, Avhen said

vanes are made tapering from the periphery of the
disk, and vanishing, or nearly so, at its axis, as de-

scribed.
6. The projection of the vanes a, in semicircular

or other form, beyond the periphery of the disk, sub-

stantially as and "for the purpose specified.

80,399. — Theodor G. Eiswald, Providence,
E. I.—L0W Water Indicator.—Jn\j 28, 1868.—The
outermost valve forms a try-cock, and the upright

f)ipe,
with its fusible plug, and its whistle, forms a

ow water indicator.

Claim.—The arrangement ofthe horizontal pipe B,
vertical whistle and fusible plug tube C, plug valve E
chambered screw cap G, and the valve H, with its

stem I and handle K, as herein shown and described

80,400.-TheodorG. Eisw^ald, Providence, E.
l.—Low Water Indicator.—July 28, 1868.—Provision
is made for cleaning the interior of the indicator by
blowing the accumulated sediment therefrom. The
device also fulfills the purpose of a try-cock.

Claim.—The arrangement of the horizontal pipes

A, vertical pipes C, branch pipe M, stop cock m, cap
c, having fusible plugs a a, valve v, having the loose

face plate I, vertical stem T, and hand wheel W,
substantially as shown and described.

80,401.—T. M. FURGUSON, Eainsborough, Ohio.
—Apparatus for Sealing Fruit Cans.—July 28, 1868.

—The small quantity of air remaining after heating
the cans, and before sealing, is expelled by pressing
the elastic cover of the j.ar down upon the contents
of the can, and holding it there until the operation
of sealing is completed.

Claim:—The press blocks D, thumb screws E, and
frame A, when used for producing a vacuum in fruit

cans, as and for the purpose described*

80,402.-William Gates, ISTew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and George W. Homan, same
place.— Apparatus for Electro-Plating.—July 28,

1808.—A sponge or washer, and a connection to

maintain the electric circuit, are combined with a
zinc socket, the instrument being designed chiefly

for re-coating spots or worn parts on electro-plated

work.
Claivi.—As anew article ofmanufacture, the instru-

ment, consisting of the zinc socket, with its sponge
01' brush C, and connecting wire D, with or Avithout

the holder E, so as to operate in the manner sub-

stantially as specified.

80,403.—J. E. Gillespie, Hartford, Conn., as-

signor to himself and George S. Lincoln & Co.,

same place.

—

Governor.—July 28, 1868.—For impart-

ing motion in a direct manner to the gates of a water
wheel, or valves of an engine, and correctly commu-
nicating the action of the governing device to the

same.
Claim.—1. The clutch F, with its arm F", in com-

bination with the leverG and stand D, substantially

as specified, for the purpose set forth.

2. The shaft I and sliding portion of clutch E, in

combination with the arm of the clutch F and the

lever G, substantially as set fortli.

3. Siiaft J, with its crank 2, in combination with
the fixed gear or toothed circle C", disk II, lever G,
and revolving fulcrum F", substantially as specified,

for the purpose set forth.

4. The screw rack K and its wonn pinion, in com-
bination with the gear S and shield disk H a, sub-

Btantially as specified, for the purpose set forth.

80,404.—David M.Graham, Evansville, Ind.—
Gas Machine.—Julj 28, 1868.—Air is admitted to the
aerometer chamber through its valve, and by the
pressure of the aerometer is forced through pipes
into the condenser, from which it passes into the
rarefier, whence it is distributed into the gasoline.
The gas passes from the oil chamber into the gas-
ometer which is raised until it is filled, whereupon
the combinod pressure of the gasometer and aerome-
ter forces the gas back into the oil chamtjer and
thence into the gas pipe. The concave rim prevents
the escape of water at the first water joint. The
heaters are serviceable in cold weather, the one
generating steam to heat the water, and the other
expanding the gas as it is delivered from the appa-
ratus.

Claim.—1. The construction of the rarefier I with
an air tight condenser L, in combination with the
air pipe M, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose as herein described.

2. The construction of the cylinder A with the
concave rim B, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

3. The rarefier I, condenser L, air pipes M, I:^ N,
and T T, gas pipe O, aerometer cylinder E with
valve a and pulleys TJ TJ, cylinder C with movable
cap D, oil chamber cylinder F with opening G, pro-
vided with flanges, and gasometer cylinder K, all

combined and operating in the one cylinder A, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose as de-
scribed.

4. The combination and arrangement of the heat-
ers Q R, substantially in the manner and for the
pm-pose as herein described.

80,405.-Smith Graham, Fennimore, Wis.—
Gang Plow.—July 28, 1868.—By depressing the roav
end of the lever the beams, together with the plows,
may be raised.

Claim.—The hinged frame beams g g', bar i, leyev
k, link j, and metal strip or bar s, all combined and
arranged substantially as and for tlie purpose de-

scribed.

80,406.—William Hall. Jr., JSTorth Adams,
Mass.—DriZi Holder.—Jn\j 28, 1868.—The removal
of the material of the holder in making the slot con-
verts the bifurcated part of the holder into stiff

springs, which may be drawn toward each other by
turning the nuts on the bolts, and thereby made
powerfully to gripe the drill shank.

Claim.—The drill holder, made substantially as

described, not only with a longitudinal shank bore,

and with a slot extending about the length of the
bore, but with the faces of the slot parallel with the
surfaces of the holder on which the heads and nuts
of the bolts c c bear.

80,407.—L. W. Hanson and Samuel Bush,
Springfield, Mass.—Hose Co^qMng.—Jn\J 28, 1868.

—The two parts are slid together and the pins enter
their respective grooves at the opposite sides ; the
handle is then turned and the cam head locks the
parts together.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the two parts A and B, having pin F and notch H on
one side, and cam lock K and notch L on the other,

substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the above, the rubber pack-
ing C, arranged in and held by the groove M, sub-

stantially as shown.

80,408.—Joseph G. Harrison, New York, IST.

Y.—Soap Cup.—July 28, 1868.—One side of tlie cup
is curved inward to correspond with tlie curve of the

exterior of the wash tub upon which it is suspended
bv the hooks. The ribs support the soap above and
prevent it being dissolved by the water whicli drains
from it.

Claim.—A new article of manufacture, consisting
of the cast metal soap cup A, constructed with a
hollow curved side B, a hook or hooks D, and ribs d,

substantially as shown and described.

80,409.—Abram Heaton, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assitrnor to himself and Bijaduury and Goodsell,
same place. — Water Meter. — July 28, 18()8. — The
water flowing through the meter produces a recipro-
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eating movement of the pistons, Trhich vibrate the
lever projecting- between two of said pistons and thns
actuates mechanism whereby the number of such
movements are recorded and' the quantity of water
ascertained accordingly.
Claim.—The arrang-'ement of the two pistons or

series of pistons, each piston or series of pistons upon
its independent i*ocl, and operating in its respective
cylinders and the said cylinders "connected bv pas-

sages in the manner described, and provided with
iniet and outlet connections, so that the pistons op-

erate in their respective cylinders substantially in
the manner herein set forth.'

80,410.—EOBEUT Hexeage. Buffalo. X. T.. as-

signor to Bheed 6c Co.. same place.—<Stofe Frame.
—July 28. 18'JS.—The India-rubber cushions serve as
binders to hold the parts of the frame together.

Claim.—The rubber mats D D, provided with the
catches b b and nipples c c. in combination with the
rounding corners c e of the slate frame, having the
notches a a. the whole arranged as described, and
operating in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

S0.411.—M. T. Hitchcock. Springfield. Mass.— liailroad Car Ventilator. — July 28. 1868. — The
cars being in motion the air rushes through the space
between the shell and the exhaust tube, closiug the
valves of the tube at the entering end, and having
the effect to withdraw the air fi*om the car through
the opposite end of said tube.

Claim.—1. The T-shaped exhaust tube, having
inclined ends, and valves a b attached thereto, for

the purpose of adjusting the action of the ventilator
to the direction of the motion of the car, and inclosed
within the sheU C, which is rigidly attached to the
car, in such a manner as to form an aii- passage be-

tween the exhaust tube and shell, the whole con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
set forth.

2. An exhausting ventilator, rigidly attached to the
bottom of a railway car, and so arranged as to ex-

haust equally well," whether said car moves in one
direction or the other, substantially as set forth, and
to discharge the air from the car directly beneath
the same, as specified.

80,412.—De La>-cy Kexxedt. Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Hay Spreader.—July 28. 1868.—A mode of vary-
ing the effective length of the tedder, and securing
the tines to the same.

Claim.—1. An adjustable journal box B. in com-
bination with the fork of a hay tedder, whereby the
said fork may be set to operate nearer to or fuither
from the ground, subijtantialiy as herein described.

2. The buttons D D, in combination with the ex-
tended and bent portions of the tines C C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

80,413.—S.oruEL P. Legg, Springfield Mass.—
Hydrocarbon Burner. — July 28. 1868. — When the
liquid is admitted into the conductor it diffuses itself

over the bowl thereof, and over the fuunel. and. being
ignited, heats the conductor and funnel and the con-
tained liquid, which thus becomes more inflammable.
The liquid, thus ignited and heated, passes through
the openings in the fmmel and falls upou the bottom
of the fire box. Avhere it is entirely consumed.

Claim.—1. A fire box for biu-ning liquid fuel in a
steam boiler, having the bottom plate A elevated
above the bottom of the boiler, for the pm'pose speci-
fied, and ail- fines F F, closed by valves, and so ar-

ranged that the di-aught is cntii'cly supplied through
the "air flues, in combination with the reservoir "E
and supply pipe P, having a contracted noz;!lc o\
and so inserted in the fire box as to prevent heating
the liquid fuel until it leaves the pipe P, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of perforated
conductor I. perforated funnel J, and the pipe P,
having a contracted opening, o. applied to tlic fire

box of a steam boiler substantially as described.

80,414.—Carl Lehxert, Boston, Mass., as-

signor* to Joseph M. Weilhart, same place.

—

Openinj and Closing Shutters.—July 28. 1868.—De-
vices for holding and locking the shutters, whether

open or closed, and for adjusting them vertically
when they do not hang properly.
Claim.—1. The combination of the cam sm'face

and catch or projection c on the cam segment I, with
the spttrs 6 b. on the segment gear H, for holding the
blind or shutter open or closed, substantially ae de-

scribed and specified.

2. The wedge e and adjusting devices, in combina-
tion with the segmentsH I, and cam surfaces thereon,
substantially as described and specified.

,

80,415.—MiTCHEL Lepp, Albany, X. Y.—Carrf
Bad:—.Tuly 28, 1868.-"When the cards are placed in

the notches, their bottom edges rest upon the iftcady-

ing slats, at their corners, and are held at an angle,

soas to be readily distinguished and withdrawn.
Claim.—The steadying slat a, in combination witli

the holding slat b, and the rack frame cc' and e, con-
structed substantially as set forth, for the purpose
herein described.

80,416.—J. W. Lo-svREr, Dayton, Ohio.—Cook
Stove.—July 28, 1868.—The cast iron partition, with
its valves and slide, is placed in the fire chamber of
cooking stoves for the purpose of concentrating or
distributing the heat, as desii-ed, and rendering'tho
stove air-tight.

Claim.—The inner chamber A, to be inserted into
the stove as shown, together with its regulating
valves and slide M. X. and O, and adjustable end-
pieces P and Q. substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified and described,

80,417 EOBERT M. Marchant, Wellington,
Xew Zealand.—Railroad RaiL—Julj 28, 1868.—The
tread portion is of steel or wrought iron, in lengths
or sections exceeding, by two-thirds, more or less,

the length of the cast-iron seat.

Claim.—In the constmction of railways, the ar-

rangement of the rails A, with a continuous sub-

stru'ctm-e B or H, either with or without the wooden
foundation D or iron plates I, the whole secured or
bolted together, in the manner and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

80,41S.—George Marshall, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Pump.—Jifly 28, 1868.—A combination of suction
pipe witji twolarge and free water passages, both
aixanged at the s^me side of the pump, and having
inlet and delivery valves, covered by doors, which
open directly over them, and which are fastened by
clamps sliding to their place on a locking incline or
wedge. This mode of securing the lids or doors to

the valve chambers renders the valves readUv accessi-

ble.

Claim.—The combination of the water-ways F F'
on one and the same side of the pump, suction pipe
C, valves E G-, and valve chambers H J. with their

lids or doors L L', aiTanged substautiallv as de-

scribed, loose clamping bars M M', and fixedinclines
or wedges i i', esseutially as specified.

80,419.—S.uiUEL McCajibridge, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Car Brake.—July 28, 1868.—A macliine lor

operating the brake levers of a train of cars is com-
bined with one of the axles of the engine, and Avith

a chain which runs over a series of sheaves for actu-
ating the brake levers after the manner described in
patent granted same party February 5, 1867. A
spring-seated slide, connected to the rear end of the
aoove-meutioncd chain, gives elasticity to the ten-

sion upon said chain and thus prevent it fiom break-
ing wheri tiie last car spreads from the train.

Claim.—The combination of the shafts G, M, and
X, co?-wheels Q and Q', cams 11 II, friction-wheels

S S, belt P, and pulleys O and 0', with the .shaft B of
the engine, and the whacl Y and tightening strap U,
when "the several jiarts are constructed. aiTanged,
and operated in relation to each other substantially
in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

2. The combination and arruugdmcut of the lever
W, connecting rod n, tiglitcuing strap U, and wheel
Y. with the chain shaft^G, for holding the chain F
tight when the machine H is thrown out of gear with
the engine, substantially iu the manner described.

3. Tiie combination and arrangement of the spriug-
seated slide J with the last triick E and chain F,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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SO, 4*20.—Samuel McCambrtdge and Edwaud
G-. Martin. Philadelphia, Pa.—Car Brake.—July
28, 1868.—Br this contrivance the slack of the cou-
tinuous chain is taken up under the rear car first,

and then under the other car^s in succession until tlie

first car is reached, the effect being to prevent the
bumping- of the cars.

Claim.—The arrangement of the continuous chain
C and its described connecting rods, when the same
is fastened at one end to the front car or truck, and
operates in combination with a fixed sheave or pul-

ley, on the rear truck, tlirongh a rod or chain con-
necting directly witli the actuating devices on the
engine, all as and Ibr the purpose set forth.

80,421.~CnuiSTiiVX Gotthold, Meixiiaud, A1-
tooua, assignor to himself and Benjamin B. Bell,
Antlstowu, Pa.

—

Propeller. — July 28, IBdS.—On
being retracted, the valve, acted upon by the water,
swings backward, so that the horizontally recipro-
cating propelling rod may be di-awn inward without
resistance, the water passing freely through the
ring.
Claim.—1. The propellers, consisting of the ringj,

rim F, valve H, bars i V i^. on the piston rod r,

guide braces g f/' g-, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. Eeversing the steamboat, by means of overturn-
ing the valve H, in the manner and substantially as
described.

SO,422.—George R. Meneely, West Trov, N".

Y.—Attaching Bells to their Yokes.—Jnlj 28, 1868.—
Wlicnever tlie bell and cap plate are loosened,
turned, and re-fastened in tlie yoke, to present a dif-

ferent part of the surface of the bell to the blows of
the clapper, the center bolt, which liolds the clapper,
may be readily released from the cap plate, turned
into the position wliere the clapper will swing in or
nearly in the same plane as that in which the bell

swings in ringing, and tlien re-secured to the cap
plate so as to maintain said position.

Claim..—Securing the center bolt, which holds the
clapper to the cap plate, which turns the bell and
supports it in various positions in the yoke by means
of a toothed or indented waslier attached to the cen-
ter bolt, in combination with an adjustable clutch
attached to the cap plate, substantially as herein set

forth.

80,423.—A. B.Murray, Henderson, Pa.—/S/iow

Gate.—July 28, 1868.—In the event of a snow fall the
gate may be supported in an elevated position, so as
to swing above the snow in being opened and
closed.
Claim.—I. The friction rollers H H', substantially

as and for the purpose described.
2. The combination and arrangement of the lever

K, bar I, diagonal brace 1), witli holes m and pin ?i,

sul)stantially as and for the pm'pose set fortli.

:j. The construction and arrangement of the bat-
tciis C and E, substantially in the manner and tor

the purpose specified.

4. The short stake P, with notch p, for holding the
gate when closed.

80,434.—Charles E. Palmer, Newburyport,
Mass.

—

Fastening for Shirt Collars.—July 28, 1868.

—

The pivoted button is thrust through the button
holes of the nock band of the shirt. The collar being-

then passed around the neck, the oblong, detachable
head is turned into such position upon the stem as to

be parallel with the button holes in the ends of the
collar. In this position the head is passed through
both button holes of the collar, after which it "is

turncHl and locked in a position at right angles to the
button holes.

Claim.—The pivoted button B, in combination
with the shank a, fixed disk A thereon, and detach-
able head C, all constructed and arranged as shown
and described.

80,425.—Harvey A. Reynolds, Brooklyn, N.
Y.— Velocipede.—SnU 28, 1808.—The front pair of
Avhccls ar(! rotated by the feet apiilied to stirrups and
cranks. The hind wheels are turned by the action
of a lever, which ia connected to the axle of said

wheels by rods. When the levor is vcitical the vc- i

locipede will move in a straight line, but when the
lever is moved forward or backward the velocipede
will be steered either to the right or left.

Claim.—Tha lever m, with the rods?!. n> connected,
respectively, above and below the fulcrum, in com-
bination with the wheels d d and axle e, to which the
other ends of the rods n n' are connected on opposite
sides of the king bolt i, so as to steer the velocipede
by the movement of one lever, as set torth.

80,426.—Levi Scott and Paul Trimmer, Bur-
gettstown, Pa.

—

Car Coupling.—July 28, 18G8.—As
the inner end of the lever is depressed by the per-
pendicular rod, its curved end is caught in'the offset
of the latch, which holds it securely in that position,
and as the coupling link is withdrawn it c;itches upon
the pivoted arm, which, through the connecting rod,
forces back the latch, when the coupling key drops
into position for recoupling.

Claim.—The pivoted lever F, latch J, spring M,
and pivoted arm K, in combination with the perpen-
dicular rod G, coupling key D, and connecting rod
L, when arranged and" operated as herein described,
for the purpose set forth.

80,427.- Benjamin Slusser, Sidney, Ohio.

—

Sulk}/ Plow.—July 28, 1868.—The shoulder of the
lever rests against the square end of the projection
Avhen the lever handle is thrown down, and thus
forces the same down with the lever, and throws the
crank pin up, elevating the rear end of the pole and
raising the plow out of the ground.

Claim,—1. The combination of the lever L, hav-
ing the shouldern, with the crank c, having the pro-
jection m. and supporting the standard to which the
plow is attached, when the several parts are con-
nected and arranged so as to operate together, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose snecified.

2. The combination of the crank c, standards g g,
seat G, rod H, and liinged post I, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3. Supporting the plow upon two standards, E F,
bent in the form and attached to the rear side of the
plow in the manner described.

80,428.-J"osiAH M. Smth, Warren, K J.—
Mortising Chisel. — July 28, 1868; antedated July
18, 1868.—The chisel is a double one, each limb hav-
ing two lips, adapting the tool to cut both sides of
the mortise.
Claim.—A tenoning chisel, constructed to oper-

ate in the manner as herein set forth.

80,429.—YkrlinG. Tansey, Indianapolis, Ind.,
assignor to himself and Jamks W. Simpson, same
place.

—

Fire Kindlcr.—July 28, 1868.—The burner is

to be placed under the grate, and is attached to a
plate that closes the opening and excludes the air
from the front and bottom of the grate. The man-
ner of sui)plyiiig the air to the burner insures ener-
getic combustion and the speedy ignition of the coals.

Claim.—The burner A. enlarged tube c, filled with
the packing E, and furnished with the defiecting
plate i, and supplied Avitli oil from the fountain B by
the tube f,', Kul;stantially as shown, in combination
w\t\\ the air ducts D vi, through which air is sup-
plied to tlie burner, whfiu the draught opening is

closed by the plate C, all arranged and operating
substantially as set forth.

80,430. — Edwin P. Taylor, T^"ew Bedford,
^Iass.—Buft07i Boot.—July 28, 1868.—The purpose
is to obviate the formation of seams in the manu-
facture of the boot, and thus render it neater and
more durable.
Claim.—A button boot in v.-hich the whole upper

and leg front a and flap / are mado in one piece,
crimped to the proper form, substantially as shown
and described.

80,431.—William R. Taylor and JAJfEs F.
Sloat, Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y.—Steam. Generator.—
July 28, ]8()8.—^This arrangement is desi'.rnc'd to con-
stitute an ascending and clescending flue and super-
heater, all within the compass of a oyli.idrical shell,

the superheater occupying the upper part of s;ud
shell.

Claim.—Making a vertical tubular steam boiler
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substantially as described, and with the tubes, water
spaces, steam drum, and sUperhcater arranged there-

in in relation to each other as set forth.

80,432.—Augustus Thayer, Albany, IT. Y.—
Scissors and J^hears.—July 2i?, 1868.—Wires, cords,

<fce., may be readily severed in the clipping notches.

The other nofchcs arc for holding or pulling needles,

wires, and the like.

Claim.—]. The clipping notches o o' o" or c c, or
their eiiuivalents, placed forward or back of the pivot

p, or ill the outer edges of the blades to one side, in

combination with the blades A A^, and the said

notches so jjlaced as to give a sliding cut, as and for

the purpose set lorth and described.
2. The holding notches c c. in one or more sets,

placed in the heels of the blades, as and for the pur-

poses set forth and described.

S0,433.—JoTix ITmjjacii, Kankakee, HI.—Oon-
structinj Back Fads to Harness.—July 28, 18G8.

—

The object is to admit of the introduction of the fill-

ing before the pad is stitched. The pocket or under
side of the pad is first pressed or shaped by means of
blocks, then the pocket is placed in a similarly formed
cup, and the filling is introduced, after which the top
part of the pad is applied. The parts being held to-

gether by a band are ready to be placed in tlic clamps
for stitching.

Claim.—The use and application of the molding
or cup in the filling, and stitching the cushion or under
part of the back pad to harness.

80,434. — James W. "Wadsavortii, Durham,
Conn.

—

Rein Holder.—July 28, 18(i8.—The reins are
respectively drawn under "and held by the springs,
which are attached to the dash board of the car-

riage.

Claim,.—The construction and arrangement of the
springs B C upon the bar A and dash b'oard, so as to

be a part of the same, and operate in the manner
set forth.

80,435.

—

.John A. "Way, Bristol. Conn., assignor
to the Dakuow Maxufactltjxct Company, .same
place.— Washer.—July 28, 1868.—These washers are
produced by a peculiar method, involving the use of
die.-i and pu'uches.
Claim.— Xs a new article of manufacture, an

axle washer, made of rav.^ hide, substantially as de-
scribed.

80,436.-Charles A. Wilsox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Thermostat.—July 28, 1868.—The set screw being
located so that its pressure is directed toward the
surface on which the thci'mostat plates arc fastened,
there is less liability of straining or cracking the steel

plate than when the set screw is at the opposite
side.

Claim.—Tho adjusting and stop valve screw H,
located on the opposite side of the thermostat plates
to the valve seat E, as described, andforthepui-pose
specified.

80,437.-Jearum Atkixs, 'Washington, D. C—
Smoke-Stack for Locomotives.—.July 28, 1868.—The
escaping steam from the cylinders of the engine is

injected into the annular smoke stack through a pipe,
whose mouth]iiece or nozzle is so arranged that the
steam is distributed equally over the circumference
of the smoke stack, and thus made to elfectually in-
crease the draught of the furnace.

Claim.—1. The combination of the annular ex-
haust nozzle, or its equivalent, and the annular smoke
passage, sul;.'itantially as herein described.

2. The arrangement of the annular- smoke passage
and the annular deflecting plate P, substantially as
set forth.

3. In combination with the annular passage G,
and annular deflector P, the central recept.~.cle H,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

80,438.—JoHX A.Bassett and Oliver C. Smith,
Salem, Mass.

—

Method of Itcinoving Carbon from
Gas Retorts.—July 28. 1868.—A small, direct-acting
fan and steam blower is attached directly to the re-

tort lid, ^-hich is made with an opening and appli-
ances to receive It. A strong cun-cnt of mingled air

and steam is injected into the retort, decomposing
and disintegrating the carbonaceous deposit, loosen-
ing it from the wall, and clearing it out.

Claim.—1. The ijpparatus shown and set forth,
having the various parts constructed and operating
substantially as specified, and used for the purpose
described.

'

2. Combining an air-forcing apparatus with a re-

tort lid having an opening for the purpose of admit-
ting air to the interior of the retort.

3. Tlie combination of the pipe H, and retort lid

G- with the air-forcing apparatus F, when used for

the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the flexible steam tube E
with the main C, and blower F, for the purpose set

forth.

80,439.— George W. Blackwell, Lebanon,
Ind.—Farm Gate.—Ju]j 28, 1868.

Claim.—The action of the gate in ot)ening and
shutting on the wheels B B, and supported between
the upright posts P P, on the wheels C, and also on
the latch, as shown in Fig. 5, the catch being sus-

tained by K, and forced into the catch on post by
the spring y.

80,440.—Lewis T. Blake, New Haven, Conn.
—Erjg Beater.—Jv.\j 28, 1868.—The beating blade is

perforated so that as it is vibrated laterally the sub-
stance of the eggs passes through it.

ClaiVI.—The combination of the case or vessel A
A with the beating blade B and double crank c d,

when the whole is constructed, arranged, and fitted

for use, substantially as herein described and set
forth.

80,441.—Charles Albert Blessixg, Philadel-
phia, Ta.—Sheet Metal Linijig for Bath Tubs.—JvAj
28, 1868.—The main part of the lining is made of a
single piece, and the end pieces are soldered thereto.

Claim.—A bath-tub lining made of sheets of hard
metal, such as copper or zinc, consisting of the parts
B C C, when the same are constructed and arranged
as described.

80,442.—George W. Bowlsby. Monroe, Mich.—Horse Hay Fork.—July 28, 1868.—Using the upper
parts of the tines as handles, the fork is thrust into
the hay, when the curved form of the tines causes
them to be forced outward. The sound of the fall

of the toggle upon the supporting posts indicates
that it is set, whereupon the fork is elevated to the
point where the hay is to be discharged by a pull
upon the toggle cord.
Claim.—i. The projecting posts I, secured at an

angle to the tines a a at their pivot c, in coml)ination
therewith, and with the toggle lever e, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the swing-
ing tines a, enlarged as described at c, bail cZ, toggle
e, clevis j, extended bolts k, guards m, supporting
bar h, and projecting posts I, substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

80,443.-Miles D. Bradley, Spa, IST. Y.—Ma-
chine for Cutting and Assorting Broom Coryi.—-July

28, 1868.—The function of this machine is to cut and
assort the different lengths of broom corn, and other
similar substances which require cutting and assort-

ing previous to being wrought up into articles of
use, such as rushes, flag, horse hair, reeds, and
rattan.

Claim..—1. The perpendicular drum A, the difi'er-

ent sized rollers e^ e^ e-\ &c., and belts n^ n^ n^, <tc.,

whether tlie said belts be flat or round, all constructed
and operating together substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The cutters vvvv, sliaft E, pinion J, and toothed
rim I, M'hether the said rim be toothed externally or
internally, and drum A, all constructed and operatin.t^

togethei', substantially as shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The chutes K K K, &c., in combination with
the drum A, rollers e* e^ e^, &c., and belts n^ n"^. n\
&c., all substantially as and for the purpose shown
and described.

4. The adjustable step-bearing h, in combination
with the drum A, rollers e' e^ ^s^ &,c., belts n' n'^n^,
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&c., all substantially as shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

5. The bevel gearing r n and pulley G, substan-
tially as shown and described, in combination with
the drnm A and its belts and rollers, ail as and for
the purpose set forth.

6. Adjustable step-bearing k, in combination with
the shaft E, cutter wheel D, dram A and its rollers

and belts, aU substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

80,444.—William Braidwood, New York, IST.

Y.—Printing Press.—July 28, 1868.—The motion of
the roller carriage is independent of that of the platen
and the two motions may be regulated independently,
to suit circumstances. The sfots in the connecting
rods which impart motion to the platen, permit the
platen, when the press is worked rapidly, to dwell suf-

ficiently to admit of the adjustment of the sheets
thereon ; and the yielding bearings in said slots pre-

vents shocks and concussions. When the platen
moves forward the card drop is held in close contact
therewith by the action of the spring arm , and as
the platen recedes, after the impression has been
taken, the card drop is raised, and the printed card
permitted to slide off, and then the card drop is re-

turned to the surface of the platen, ready to receive
a new card.
Claim.—1. The levers c, hung independent of the

platen, operated as described, in combination with
the rods/ g, crank pins d, and roller carriage B,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The stots I, in the connection rods i, provided
with bearings m, springs n, and adjusting screws o,

to operate in combination with the platen D of a
printing press, in the manner and for the purpose
described.

3. The spring arm x, in combination with the bell-

crank lever u v, and card drop p', substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

80,445.-PiiiLiPP Brand, Springfield, Tll.—Ul-
cfator.—July 28, 1868.—Water or steam being forced
into the pipes from below.the pipes extend themselves
one above another, and take with them, in their as-

cent, the platform, which movement opens thejointed
framework.

Claim.—This combination of the jointed frame-
work B, platform C, pipes D, and steadying arms
F, as herein set forth and for the purposes described.

80,446.—F. MakkhamBriggs, Livonia, Mich.—Lamp for Destroying Insects in Trees.—July 28,

1868.—The series of wick tubes heat the pan suffi-

ciently to destroy the insects that fall into it from
the nests, as the'latter are burned by the main or
central flame.

Claim.—The construction of a lamp, A, provided
with any suitable pan, C, and arranged to be heated
by means of wick tubes D, substantially operating
as and for the purposes herein described.

80,447.—G. H. Bristol, Eomeo, l\l.— Water i:i-

evator.—Julj 28, 1868.—When the lever is raised the
pawl engages the teeth of the ratchet wheel and pre-
vents the shaft from turning, but when the lever is de-

pressed the pawl leaves the ratchet wheel, and said
lever beai's against the friction wheel and may be
made to regulate the motion thereof. The spool is

so applied that it becomes more tightly secured to

the shaft as the strain upon the belt increases. The
bucket fills through a bottom valve.

Claim.—The combination of the lever L, its pawl
d, wheel F, spool E, shaft D, bail J, and the bucket
and curb, when all are constructed, arranged, and
used as specified.

80,448.—David Bruce, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Typc
Machine.—July 28, 1868.—This apparatus is attached
to a type-casting machine so as to receive the type
as fast as cast, and break off the jet or stem of metal
adhering thereto by a continuous consecutive oper-
ation. The plug fills the discliarging port in the in-

clined gutter, to form a continuous gutter for the
descent of the type, previous to breaking the jet

thereof. The adjustable plate supports and trips the
hammer for breaking off the jet of metJil. Combined
with the adjusting plate is a bifui'cated cam, or guide

ways, for operating a type-holder weight while the
jet of metal is being broken off, and releasing the
type from the gutter that it may be discharged from
the apparatus. The compound' spring prevents the
escape of the type from the gutter tillits jet is broken
off; it also prevents the rebounding of the type.
The jet is broken off by a reacting spring hammer.
Claim.—1. In combination with the right-angled

lever E, the plug D, substantially as described, and
for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

2. The sliding adjusting plate H and tapis M, in
combination with the right-angled lever E. substan-
tially as described, and for the pui'poses hereinbefore
set forth.

3. In combination with said sliding adjusting
plate, the bifurcated cam Q, substantially as herein-
before described, and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the movable jaw N, with
the inclined gutter B, substantially as hereinbefore
described, and for the purposes set forth.

5. The combination of the compound spring S,
with the inclined gutter B, for the purposes herein-
before set forth, and made and operating substan-
tially as described.

6. The combination of the spring or trip hammer
X, with the inclined gutter and right-angled lever
substantially as hereinbefore described.

80,449.— Martin V. Bryant, is^orth Plains,
Mich.— Spring Punch.— Jvlj 28, 1868.— Designed
to be used by blacksmiths in punching bar iron, and
held in place upon the anvil by the lug, which enters
a hole in the face of the anvil.

Claim.—The square lug G, when used in connec-
tion with the frame A, bifurcations B D, punch C,
pin D, spring E, and die F, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

80,450.—S G. Cabwx, Quincy, HI., assignor to
himself and Peter T. Abell, Atchison, Kansas.

—

Track Clearer for Railroads.—July 28, 1868.

—

The lower end of the cast-ii'on box is foraminated.
Steam admitted to the pipe and box is ejected upon
the rail, blowing therefrom such light impediments
as loose snow, insects, &c. Adhering ice, which
may not be removed by the pipe, is crushed by the
forward wheel and removed by steam from the bos.

Claim.—The arrangement of the steam box A and
pipe B, with the two way cocks c, and rod L, con-
structed substantially as 'and for the purpose herein
set forth.

80,451.—Willard W. Chase, Springfield, X.
H., assignor to himself and Solon W. Abbott,
Sanapee, N. H.—Ash Bin.—Julj 28, 18G8.—A frame
to be inserted in a wall has an opening for a door
which rests and vibrates upon the lower edge of said
opening, and which maintains its open or closed po-
sition by the influence of gravity.
Claim.—A mouth or receiving aperture for ash

bins, and other purposes, as an article of manufac-
ture, constructed and operating substantially as above
set forth.

80,452.—Paul Antoine Marie Chauvassaig-
NES and Jacques Paul Lambrigot, Paris, France—
Telegraph Instrument.—July 28, 1868.—This inven-
tion comprises an instrument for the preliminary
notation or inscribing of the telegrams by means of
certain characters traced on a baiid of tinned paper,
and for the reproduction of these traced bands ; also

an additional instrument for the automatic trans-
mission of the characters traced on the band, and tlio

automatic and electro-chemical reception of the sig-

nals transmitted. The coloring matter for tlie mark-
ing roller is composed of yellow wax, rosin, bitumen
of Judca, and tallow or suet. The chemical bath
for the production of the signals is composed of tiz-

otate of ammonia, distilled water, gallic acid, and
white sugar.

Claim.—1. The combination of the devices herein
described for effecting the notation and automatic
transmission of telegraphic messages, the same being
constructed and arranged to operate in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

2. An insulating ink, composed of the ingredients
herein named, taken in the proportions substantially
as specified.
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3. A decomposable liquid, made of the ingredients
herein named, taken in tbe proportions substantially

as specified.

80,453.—CuARLES B. Clauk. Buffiao, X. T.—
Bru?h Holder.—Jn\j 28, 1868. — A long-handled
clamping device whereby an ordinary scrubbing
brush can be held and operated by a person stand-

ing.
CZaim.—Connecting the thumb nut E with the

movable jaw H, by means of the flange G and slot

K. together -with the mortise L in the screvr shank
F, for the purpose specified.

80,454.—JoHX G. Clifton, IN'orthfield, Ind.—
Biicl-lc—July 28. 1808.—The end of the strap secured
by one of the tongues is passed through the loop
formed by the end bars, while the end of the strap

fastened by the tongue or tongues at the opposite
side of the' hinge is passed through the loop formed
by the hinge and the fixed central bar.

Claim. — The arrangement of the loops of the
frame of the teuckle at one end, and at the center
thereof, between the bars & b and d e, in combination
with the tongues i j. acting upon the opposite sides

of the fi-ame in the manner and for the purpose spe-

cified.

80,455.—William B. Coaxes, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Fireplace.—July 28, 18G8.— The convex grate is

fitted by flanges to the bed plate of the stove'and re-

ceives a reciprocating rotary movement from a pe-

culiar shaker. The sifter is" situated in a cellar or
under the floor of the fireplace, and has two dis-

charge spouts through which escape the coarse par-

ticles and fine ashes "respectively. The body of the
stove rests upon an onset on the top of the cyl-

inder.
Claim.—1. The combination of the vibrating rim

H. with its flange K, and the bed plate J, with its

flange L, and aperture M, the shaker F, with its

ai-m 'G and knob, as herein described and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The construction of the body of the stove, when
combined with the cylinder E, shoulder Y, and rib-

l3ed top B, a.s herein described.
3. In combination with the foregoing, the sifter O,

with funnel-sliaped top, N, grate P, spout q, and re-

ceptacle R. when constructed and operating as herein
described and for the purpose set forth.

80,456.—J". L. Coles and D. H. Coles, Kew
York, K". Y.—Nutmeg Crater.—July 28, 1868.—The
grating is performed by grasping the bos and turn-

ing the handle of the revolving carrier. The supple-
mentary chambers contain a supply of nutmegs.

Claim.—1. A box, A, containing a revolving car-
rier, D, having a series of chambers, with spring
followers, which press the articles to be grated
against the stationary grating surface E, which is

combined with a receiver, F, all as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination, with the cylindrical box A, of
a scries of caiTiers, at angles to each other, so as to
leave supplementary chambers, 6, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

80,457

—

Frank Calligox, Buffalo, Xew York,
X. Y.—Lubricating I>cvice.—-Jnlj 28, 18f)8.—As the
Quantity of oil in the lubricating cup increases or
jminishes, its level changes correspondingly in the

glass indicating tube.
Claim.—The combination of the transparent indi-

cator E with the lubricating cup D, substantially as
end for the puriwses described.

80,458.—Joseph Coreeil, Lind, "Wis.—Potato-
hug Cleaner.—July 28. 18<;8.—As the wings or fans
revolve they knock the bugh from the potato vines,
and, aided by the cmrent of air created by their mo-
tion, they sweep the bugs into the V-sha"ped recep-
tacle.

Claim.—The machine for cleaning vines or vege-
tables of bugs or insects, consisting of a suitable
frame mounted on wheels, and having the central
receptacle C, and the two side revolving fans or
beaters I), all constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as described.

80,459.—James M. Crafts, Boston, Mass.—
Ageing and Puriftjing Spirits.—JvXx 28, 1868.—This
invention is designed to produce artificially, and in

a very short time, the effects or changes which re-

sult from the lapse of time when liquor is allowed to

stand in the usual way.
Claim.—i. The forcing of whisky or a distilled

liquor through air, or a gas charged with ozone or
antozone, or the forcing of air or gas charged with
ozone or antozone through whisky or a distilled li-

quor, or the agitating together of whisky or other
distilled liquor and air or gas charged with ozone or
antozone.

2. In connection therewith, the employment, as

explained, of oak shavings, or other coloring equiva-

lent or material, from which an extract is to be ob-

tained.

3. The treatinc: of air by electricity, so as to ozo-

nize such air, aucl subsequently passing such air in

contact with or through whisky or an alcoholic li-

quor, the same being as and for the purpose or pin--

poses substantially as specified.

4. For the improvement of "^he liquor, confining it

in a close vessel, and subjectLug it while therein to

tli'^ action of the heat.

5. The combination of the same, and the applica-

tion of ozone or antozone to the liquor, by means sub-

stantially as specified.

80,460.— Frederick C. Cvv^xE.-Mamifacture
of Files and Pasps.—Ju]j 28, 1868.—The blank?
being cast and rendered malleable, or cut from
wrought iron, are placed in an iron box and separ-

ated in layers by a mixture of pulverized charcoal,

soda or soda ash and rock salt. The box being filled

and closed is placed in a converting furnace.
Claim.—1. Converting files and rasps, either cast

or made fi-om wrought or cast malleable iron, into
steel, by the process substantially as herein de-

scribed.'
2. The new articles of manufacture, namely, files

and rasps, made by the process substantially as'herein
described.

80,461.-Owen E. Davis, Lewistown, Pa.—
Steam Safety Valve.—Jnlj 28, 1868.—When the small
valve is raised by the i)ressure of the steam, the
steam passes upward through the passage into the
piston chamber and presses the piston "downward,
opening the main valve and allowing the surplus
steam to escape through the same, whence it passes
off through the case or frame.

Claim.—1. The passage i communicating with the
chamber O, in combination with the piston head D,
piston rod E, and valve F, whereby to allow the steam
to force said valve downward, and relieve the boiler

of any imdue pressure of steam that may accumulate
in it, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrauge'ment of the inston head D, piston
rod E, valve F, and case or frame G, whereby to
prevent tampering with the valve when once ar-

ranged for the pressure required, substantially as
herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the chamber 0, passage i,

valve rod d, vaJTve a, vent k, and weight C, substan-
tially as set forth.

80,462.—Thomas B. Deforest, Birmingham,
Comi.

—

Corset.—July 28, 1868.—The corset is'made
of felt, whetlier blown upon an exhausted cone of
the corset shape, or wound upon a suitably shaped
block ia several layers of sliver from tlie' carding
engine, or blocked or stretched from a sheet of felt

upon a former. A cloth stay strengthens the corset
at the waist. Wire stays are also employed.

Claim.—1. A corset formed from a felted material,
substantially as kereiu described.

2. In combination with a corset constructed as
above, the body stav or band A, substantially as set

forth.

3. The arrangement of the stays B B upon the sur-

face of the corset, eitlier inside or outside, without
the fonnation of pockets in the body of the corset,
substantially as 3et forth.

80,463.— Alexander John B. De Morat,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Electro-Magnetic Engine.—Jxdy
28, 1868.—Permanent and electro-magnets arc s'o
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purposes, when operating substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

80,408.—Henry FouNCROOK, Watertown, Wis.
—Ho2)-Pole Cleaner.—Jnlj^ 28, 1868.—The shank of
the semicircular knife is driven into a block of wood
imbedded in the ground, or otherwise held in place.
The stems, knots, and bark are removed by drawing
tlie poles in contact-with the edge of the knife.

Claim.—A hop-pole cleaner, rosser, and trimmer,
constructed in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as herein specified.

80,409.—Henry G. Euhrman^n, Brooklyn, E.
D., N. Y.—Adhtstahle Filter for Fa^icets.—Julj 28,
1868.—One end of the expansible tube is stretched
over the conical spout containing the strainer, while
the other end may be stretched over the mouth-pieoe
or nozzle of a common faucet.
Claim.—A straijiing attachment to faucets, con-

sisting of an elastic tube A and conical spout B
containing a strainer C, as a new article of manu-
facture.

80,470—H. M. Gano and B. S. Miller, Pitts-
burg, Pa.

—

Brick Machine.—Jmy 28, 1868.—A liand
machine foi* re-pressing pressed bricks. The brick
being placed in the mold, the movement of the
main upright lever effects the elevation of the fol-

lower and the compression of the brick ; by then
reversing the movement of the lever the follower
descends, and the cover of the mold is automati-
cally raised. The follower is again raised and tbe
brick removed from the mold by the depression of
a secondary lever.

Claim..—The combination of the follower D d,

lever I, connected to the rock shaft n and the levers
w and L, connected by the rod w Avith the lever H
and lugs v, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,471.—E. F; Gerdon and C. W. Schindler,
Albany, K. T.

—

Lubricating Compound.—Jxily 28,

1868.—Fat or oil, was, rosin, India-rubber, and pot-
ash.
Claim.—A lubricating compound, made of the

ingredients above specified, and mixed together in
about the proportion and substantially in the manner
set forth.

80,473.-Thomas Gibson, Eochester, IST. T.—
Fruit Jar.—Jn\j 28, 1868.—The vertical edge of the
cover rests upon the packing, and the hooks of the
clamps engage below the flange of the jar neck and
within the crease of the cover.

Claim.—The cover C, with the groove h, and the
detachable clamps J3, in combination with the flange
a and packing ring c, all acting conjointly, as herein
shown and for the purpose described.

80,473.-M. G. Gilbert and F. Elberson, Ada,
Ohio.

—

Hanging Eaves Troughs.—July 28, 1868.—

A

clamp and brace for supporting eaves troughs,
adjustably attached to a bracket fixed upon the roof.

Claim.—The combination of the fixed bracket B
with the adjustable clamp C and brace D, when
arranged and operating substantially as described.

80,474.—Adam Good, Jr., and Simon Strouse,
Titusville, Pa.—ya^i'c—July 28, 1868.—Tlie valve
resumes its seat by gravity. The wear of the valve
upon the stem does not tend to produce leakage.
The recesses are designed to produce an "intermit-
ting motion of the valve."
Claim.—T\\Q. valve D, provided with inclined or

sloping recesses i i, in combination with sleeve E,
seat C, and chambers A A', all arranged to operate
substantially as described.

80,475.—John Goodin, Centralia, HI.—Boring
and DrilUna Machine.—Ji\\j 28, 1868.—The cogged
cylinder and the rack bar on the frame, with their
respective cranks and cog-wheels, enable the drill

shaft to be rotated as well as moved vertically.

Claim.—Tho arrangement of the corrugated cylin-

der H, inclined toothed wheel K, rack bar E, cog-
wheel O, and movable frame F, with the standard B,
all constructed to operate as set forth.

arranged with armatures as to admit of a constant
unbroken cui-rent, the object being to obtain in-

creased power and a regular motion from or by
means of the available amount of electric, magnetic,
or galvanic fluid.

Claim.—Th.(i combining and arranging of a series
of magnets, with magnets or armatures having a re-

volving or other motion, which are made to pass
from a sphere of equilibrium into a sphere of attrac-
tion, thereby obtaining a motive ])ower by the mo-
tion produced, resulting from the power of attraction,
when one or more permanent or electro-magnets are
placed angulai'ly against curves or plain surfaces of
any metal possessing magnetic properties, and in

this motion at the same time to bring back the sys-
tem into a neutral limit or sphere of equilibrium, and
in that state to arre.st and carry it beyond the limits
of attraction, (without the necessity of breaking cir-

cuit,) then afterward released for a subsequent ac-

tion, as herein set forth and described, or any other,
substantially the same, which will produce these in-

tended effects.

80,464.—T. B. DooLiTTLE, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to Bridgeport Brass Company, same
place.—Ifc^/iod of Forming Lamp Tubes.- -Under
this mode of manufacture a round, seamless tube,
" drawn out " after the fashion of cartridge tubes, is

flattened out into the required shape for lamp tubes.
The wedges are designed as a most effective means
of transforming the cylindrical tube into a flat one.
CZaim.-Shaping or transforming the stock by

means of wedging mandrels forced longitudinally, in
opposite directions, into the tube, to spread it later-
ally and shape it, substantially as described.

80,465.—Samuel E. Drummer, E"ew York, N".

Y.

—

Packing for Car Axles and Boxes.—July 28,
1868.—The periphery of the packing is grooved so
as to receive a V-shaped lining, Avhieh acts as a
wedge against the grooved sides ofpacking, through
the pressure of an elastic encircling band, whereV
the packing is spread out against the sides of the
lubricating chamber in vrhich the packing is placed,
thus preventing the passage of dust, dirt, &c., to the
lubricating bos.

Claim.— 1. The V-shaped lining G, bearing
against the grooved packing C, and supporting the
partly yielding and non-yielding encircling line J
K, substantially as herein represented and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the grooved sectional pack-
ing C D E, the V-shaped lining G, the encircling
chain J, and its yielding conjiection K, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

80,466.—S. F. Emerson, Seville, 0\x\o.—Fruit
Frame.—July 28, 1868.—In gathering the fruit it

falls or is thro \vn into the frame, the elasticity of the
lining preventing it from being bruised; "it then
rolls down through the tube into the basket. If it

be desired to use the frame for drying fruit, the
clotli is removed and the fruit hung on the cords.

Claim.—1. The covering or bag F and tube I, in
combination with the adjustable armsE, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The standard A, head C, in combination with
the arms D E, dogs G, and cords E', substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

80,467.—Harrison Flint and GeorgeP. Smith,
Danbury, Conn.

—

Machine for Turning Irregular
Forms.—J\}\j 28, 1868.—The cutter is free to follow
the motions of the pattern guide, A\'hile tlio pattern
and block to be turned revolve freely and move
toward or from the cutter, greater facility being thus
attained in the cutting of tlie block. The pattern
guide is secured to an arm which may be set higher
or lower by set .screws, so tliat blocks of different
size may be turned from the same pattern.
Claim.—1. The swinging arm K, carrying tho

cutter and pattern guide, arranged relatively to the
reciprocating carriage B, carrying tho spindles C C
on \vhieh the pattern and the block to be turned
are secured, operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The link w and set screw x, for securing the
pattern guide L to the arm K, and for adjustment
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80,476.—William Hailes, Albany, N. T., as

siu:nor to J. F. Rathbone and Co., same place.

—

Davtper.—^xxlj 28, 18G8.—The air is caused to enter

at the bottom of the fire-bos, and the escape of fire

and ashes thereat prcAcnted.
Claim.—An inclined guard, so applied to the ori-

fices of a sliding- draught apparatus, when located at

or near the bottom of a fire chamber of a stove, as to

prevent the escape of ashes, &c., therefrom, substan-

tially as described.

80,477.—Edwin Hale, Boston, Mass.

—

JIand
Xail Driver for Boots and Shoes.—July 28, 18G8.

—

The point of the instrument is placed at the spot

where the nail is to be driven, the plunger is raised

and a nail dropped through the feed tube ; the plunger
being then allowed to fall drives the nail home.

Claim.—Tbe arrangement of the tube A, the feed

tube B, and plunger C, E, and H, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

80,478.—John S. Hall, Pittsburg, Pa.— 1/a-

chine for Making Bolts and Spikes.—July 28, 1868.

—llelates chiefly to the operation of the header,
which, though worked by a cam, comes against the
end of the bar or blank with sudden force or impact.
Claim.—1. The combination of the headinii ram

and its lever with the griping dies, gauge, and with
the cam D, so that the ram shall have attained great
momentum before it reaches the l^ar, bolt, or blank
in the dies, and thus form the head, substantially as
described.

2. The unobstructed space under or below the dies
and feeding point, so that when the griping ram re-

cedes, after heading or upsetting of the end of along
bar or bolt, said bar or bolt may drop out of the dies,

and thence be drawn out of the machine, substan-
tially as described.

80,479.—James Haruis, Janesville, "Wis.—
Harvester.—July 28, 1868.—An arrangement of de-

vices for harvesters whereby the ends of the cutting
apparatus may be raised separately or simultaneously.

Claim.—l.'Tlie arrangement of the shaft c, oper-
ated by the hand lever M, and having thereon the
crank d, Avith the rod e, crank /, shaft g, and caster
wheel L, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The combination and arrangement of the shaft

g, with the part i and brake rp, either with or with-
out the clutch h, Avhereby the vertical vibration
caused by the torsion of the rod is prevented, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The comlnnation and arrangement of the rod g,
part i, and arm I, the last two forming the caster
arm of the grain wheel L when the part i is attached
directly to the rod g, and is made tlie fulcrum upon
which the caster arm turns, as well as the moving-
lever, by means of which the cutter bar is raised or
lowered, substantially as described.

4. The combination and arrangement of the lever
M, shaft c, crunks d and h', rods b and e, crank /,
shaft g, clutch A, part i, and brake r p, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

80,480.-Andrew J. Harrison, Ptock County,
Wis., assignor to himself, W. W. Dexter, William
M. Undeiuull, and Alonzo K. Cuxxs; and said
L'.NDEiaiiLL, assignor to Samuel C. Burnham, Jr.,— Watch.— July 28, 1868; antedated January 28,
1868.—The band or packing inclosing the movement
may be readily applied and detached. Its function
is to close the space against dirt and dust.

Claim.—A band or hoop, cut open or divided at
one side, so that it may be sprung open and applied
around, or partially around, the works or mechanism
of a watch, betu-een the upper and lower plates, sub-
stantially as described, either wither without a cov-
ering of felt.

80,481. — Edward Hol.mes and Britain
Holmes, Butifalo, ]^. Y.

—

Machine for Crozing and
JJoweling Barrels.—July 28, 1868.—A guide rest is

combined with a cutter head, carrying chamfering,
crozing, and howeling cutters in such a manner that
the action of said cutters is gauged from the eiterior
surface of the cask.

Claim.—The combination of the cutter head H,
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supported by the swinging frame I, with the rest J,

supported by the swinging frame K, oscillating upon
a common axis with the cutter frame, when stiid

frames K and I are provided with a locking mechan-
ism by which the cutter head may be held at a defi-

nite distance from the rest, and thereby made to fol-

low the curvature of the cask, substantially in tho
manner and for the purpose set forth.

80.482. — Edward Holmes and Britain
Holmes, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Machine for Leveling the

Staves in Barrels.—July 28, 1868. — The cask, tho
staves of which have been placed in position, and
aro held together by truss hoops, is rolled between
the head blocks and placed upon rests or pins. The
movable head block being then made to approach
the stationary head block^ the projecting staves aro
forced endwise into line with the others.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
head block A, movable driver B and its operating
screws D D' JD'-*, spur wheels E E' E^, and driving
pinion E, or their equivalents, operating substan-
tially as herein described.

80.483. — Edward Holmes and Britain
Holmes, Buffalo, N.Y.

—

Machinefor Jointing Staves.

—July 28, 1868.—The clamp bars are adapted to hold
staves of different width at different angles, in order
to present tliem to the cutters in a manner to give
them the bevel and bilge appropriate to their width.
The eveners are pressed against the upper clamp
bar by a weighted arm, so as to feed the staves;

evenly to the action of the knives, and make the
ends of the staves of equal width. The frictiou

clutch and its accessories enable the gearing which
operates the clamp to be stopped instantaneously.
The clamp is operated to feed the staves to the
action of the cutters by grasping an arm connected
to a rock sliaft, carrying at its ends pinions or seg-

ments, gearing with stationary racks.
Claim.—1. The flexible hinged ribs k', in combi-

nation with the stationary ribs k, coustrnctcd, ar-

ranged, and operating for the purpose and substan-
tially as described.

2. 'The eveners or feed arms L, for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the friction clutch m,
weighted lever n, and pedal O, arranged and oper-
ating in the manner substantially as described.

4. The combination of the horizontal rack T, pin-

ion or segment S' upon tbe rock shaft S, and arm R,
arranged and operating for the purpose and sub-
stantially as described.

80,484.-Elihu Hosford, Chicago, I[l.—Ra7ige.
—July 28, 1868.—The air to cool the grate is intro-

duced by means of an enhu'gement of the tube
through which passes the spindle supporting the
grate. When the coal is ignited and the damper-
closed, the air to support combustion enters through
the perforated feed door, is drawn down through
the coal into the combustion chamber, and thence,,

with the products of combustion, through the col-

umns and hot-air chamber into the smoke flue.

Claim..—1. The application of a current of cool
air to the under side of the grate, in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as herein described.

2. The oven H, formed by enlarging the air space-

and providing suitable doors, in combination with
the cylinder A, combustion chamber C, columns D,
and hot-air chamber E, substantially as herein spe-

cified.

80,485.—Samuel D. Hovey, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Rubber Head for Pencils.—July 28, 1868.—Two ma-
terials, suitable, respectively, for erasing ink and
lead, form the two parts constituting the head.

Claim.—The pencil and pen head or tip, composed
of the pencil-mark eraser o and the pen-mark eraser

e, combined substantially as described.

80,486.—Henry K. Howe, Hartwick, N. Y.—
Car Coupling.—July 28, 1868.—The lever on being'

depressed draws down the coupling pin and frees the
link, thus uncoupling the cars. At the same time
the spiral spring is allowed to force out the block,
which prevents tlie pin from returning to its place,

while the chain draws down the tongue, leaving the
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mouth of tlie buffer open, so that when the link of a
car to be attached comes inside thereof it will be
guided to the center, and its end striking against the
block, forces it back, whereupon the spring bars raise

the pin through the link.

Claim.—The combination of the buffer A, spring
bars O and K, bent bar P, chain E,, tongue N, block
E. pin T, spring Gr, link I, pin J, set screw S, and
lever L, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described, as and for the purpose specified.

80,487.—Edwin W. Jackson, Brooklyn, IS^. Y.—Rotary Steam Engine.—July 28, 1868.—The main
shaft has an opening from side to side, in which the
pistons slide, and holes pass completely through the
pistons, to allow the steam to escape when one pis-

ton is closing upon the other, and admit steam when
the motion is reversed. The invention has reference
principally to the means for producing the rising and
falling motion of the pistons at the proper times and
conducting the same past the bar of separation.

Claiyn.—The combination of the steam chest T,
.(Plate XXVII,) changeable steam ports, (Plates XIII
and XIV,) main shaft. (Plate I, Fig. A,) the shifting
jpistons perforated completely through, (Plate I B,)
they having projections or shafts on their ends, to

which the four rollers C C (Plate VI) are attached,
tone on each- end, two end pieces, called governor's
guides, (Plates IX and X,) which are placed one at
teach end of the pistons, thick bar, described as the
bar of separation, (Plate XV, x,) placed between the
iiipper and lower steam ports, and back plate O,
(Plate XIII,), to which the bar of separation is at-

l.ached, substantially as and for the purpose set ibrth.

80,488.—GusTAV L. Jae&er, ITew York, E". Y.— Water Meter.—July 28, 1868.—A wheel revolves
in a case and carries an even number of hinged
buckets, connected in pairs by cranks and rods in

such a manner that whenever one of the buckets
strikes the closing edge of the case, said bucket is

.closed, and the bucket which is connected thereto
ithrown open by a positive force. The fluid in its

passage to the measuring wheel is compelled to pass
through the mud cistern and strainer of the faucet.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of mud cistern b and
strainer a in the plug of the stop-cock D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The rods I and cranks Jc, connecting diametri-
•cally-opposite buckets of the wheel B, which runs in
the scroll E, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

80,489.—George W. Janvrin, Great Ealls, IST.

M.—Wagon.—July 28, 1868.—The body of the wagon
may, by the same powar as is exerted in its traction,

be raised and lowered with or without freight there-

on, for convenience in loading and unloading. The
bottom may be inclined, to discharge freight like a
tip-cart.

Claim.—1. A wagon, so constructed and arranged
,as that the body of the same may be raised and low-
^ered at option, by means of screws attached to and
forming part of the wagon, when the said screws are
^acted upon by att^chrnents to the carrying wheels,
isubstantially as described.

2. In combination with wagons, the wheel bevels,

with their corresponding bevel wheels, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as shown and
descri))ed.

3. The device shown, of the shipper slides and their

appended forks, in combination with the upper and
lower bevel wheels J and K, and the wheel bevels,

in connection with the body of a wagon, when con-
etructed substantially as described.

4. The shipper bar clutches shown, when arranged
in combination with the notched plates, the shipi)er

slides, and the body of a wagon, substantially as

above described.
5. When in combination with wagons supported

by more than two wheels, the tip-cart arrangement
of two or more cross bars, U Ux, and the pivoted
bottom, when constrncted substantially as described.

80,490.—Henry Kellogg, New Haven, Conn.
—Hat.—Jn\y 28, 1868 ; antedated July 14, 1868.

Claim.—A hat formed from pulp, having incor-

porated within the material of the body or brim,

during the formation thereof, a wire, reed, or other
stiffening frame or for^a, substantially as described.

80,491.—Dennis Lane, Montpelier, Yt—Head
Block/or Savj Mills.—J\\\y 28,1868.—The head blocks
are moved at right angles'to the sliding frame in con-
sequence of the passage of the oblique bars through
the grooved blocks. Provision is made for readily
reversing the motion of the frame and head blocks.

Claim.—1. The grooved block P and the yielding-
grooved block P2, arranged in line in the same head
block, and successively acted upon by each of the in-

cline bars N, arranged parallel in the reciprocating
frame G, whereby the head block is made to advance
or recede, as desired, all constructed and operating
substantially as described.

2. The sleeve E^, forming an eccentric bushing in
the post W for the pinion wheel B^, by which the
pinion wheel B^ is thrown in or out of gear with the
bevel wheel A^, for the purpose of advancinf: or re-

tracting the carriage, constructed and operating
substantially as described.

80,492.—Samuel Lewis, Brooklyn, N. Y., as-

signor to William H. Cammryer, same place.

—

Portable and Adjustable. Still Water Dam.—July 28,
] 868.—A portable and adjustable apparatus for pro-
ducing still water in which to operate for the blast-
ing and removal of obstructions; especially designed
for continuous use where subaqueous obstructions
produce a throttling or contraction of the water
course, and a consequent acceleration of the current
that debars operation with a view to their removal
(under previously known methods) except during a
limited portion of each day.

Claim,.—1. The construction and arrangement of
a portable and adjustable dam, in sliding or tele-

scopic sections, in the manner and for the purposes
herein described.

2. The combination of the self-anchors 3 with the
dam, in the manner and for the purposes herein do-
scribed.

3. The combination of the boats, supports, or
floats with the dam, as above described, and the ar-

rangement of anchors to hold such boats in position,

in the manner and for the purposes described.
4. The combination and aiTanjjement of Avind-

lasses, chains, and boats with the dam, as above de-

scribed, so that by the construction thereof a series

of drills may be operated witliin and inclosed by the
dam, in the manner and for the purposes herein de-

scribed.

80,493.—J. A. Manning, Ashtabula, Ohio.—Car
Coupling.—July 28, 1868.—The coupling hook on en-

tering the mouth of the buffer head slides up aa in-

cline therein, pushes up the fall and engages a ledge
or shoulder, whereupon the fall descends to secure it.

Claim.—The hooked fall D, as constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated in combination with buffer

head B and link C, for the pm-poso and in the man-
ner as described.

80,494.—James Minipib, Baltimore, Md.—
Lamp J?itrner.—July 28, 1868.—The two cones re-

flect the light from the lower part of the flame down-
ward and outward. The bottom of the chimney rests

upon the lower cone, and the corrngations form
channels all around its lower edge to admit air to the
flame, other currents being admitted to the same
through the perforations.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the two corrugated cones C D, and tube e, substan-
tially as described.

2.' The corrugated cone D, when provided with
the above-described openings along the summits of
the ridges formed by tlie corrugations, substantially

as and for the purpose herein set forth.

80,495.—William Minster, Washington, D.
C—Carpet Stretcher.—July 28, 18()8.—The end of the
ratch bar is placed against the wall and its point
driven into the floor. The carpet being tlien clamped
between the jaws and the crank turned, tlie carpet
is stretched to the desired extent, and held by the
instrument till tacked at the edge.

Claim.—1. The hinged jaws E E, pressed apart

by means of a spring, and bound together by either

J
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a set screw or the headed bolt F and its nut G, for

the purpose of firmly holding the carpet, substan-

tially as herein set forth.

2. In a carpet stretcher, the jaws E E. constrncted

as described, and hinged to the box B, which slides

upon the ratch bar A, and operating as and for the

purposes specified.

80,496.—EiCHARD Xelson", Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Screen for Washstands.Snly 28, 1868.—This sheet-

iron back is designed as a substitute for the marble
slab commonly employed.

Claim.—The back or screen for washstands and
analogous articles of furniture, provided with one or

more shelves, c, substantially as herein described.

80,497.—Erxst Offh.vus, Xewark, K". J.—Pro-
pelling Apparatus.^fnlj 28, 1868.—An arrangement
of mechanism for operating the two pistons of a ro-

tary pump which draws in water from the front part

of the vessel, and forces it out at the rear so as to

propel the vessel thereby.
Claim.—The annular cylinder E*, connected to the

water ways A and B'. and receiving the pistons d
d', in combination with the levers s and t. switch
r. and .stops, acting in the manner and for the pur-

poses specified.

80.498.—X.VTHAN M. Philt-IPS, Xew York, IST.

Y.—Tag Fastening.—Jvlj 28, 1868 ; antedated July
18, 1868.—There is a bend near the free end of the
guard, where the ring is held and prevented from
slipping endwise on the spring when the tag is in use.

Claim.—The within-described hook ABC, bend
or loop D. guard E, and shifting ring IT, combined
and aiTanged for joint operation relatively to the tag
G and to the goods M, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth."

80,499.— Louis Portxer, Chicago, 111. — Jte-

flector.-^Jnly 28, 1868.—This reflector is"intended for

use on the kerosene lamps of chandeliers for illnmin-

atinsi billiard tables. The effect of the peculiar form
of the reflector is that the light of two or more lamps
provided with them may be so reflected as to illumi-

nate the table without having a shadow at the cen-

ter. The wire hook suspends the reflector from the
tin top of the lamp glass.

Claim.—The reflector A, constructed sub-stantially

as and in the manner herein set forth and for the
purpose specified.

80,500.—Daniel J. Pratt, Albany, assignor to

himself and OLn"EU Arey, Brockport, and Oliver
AUEY. assignor to Michael P. Cavort. Albany, ZS^

Y.—Parallel liuler.—JulY 28, 1868.—The gauge plate

is held while the T-square is moved along as far as
permitted by the slotted connection, and then, a line

being first drawn, the rule is held while the gauge is

moved up to it, to permit the rule to be again moved
the determined distance.

Claim.—The construction of a parallel ruler, by
attaching to one of the limbs of a T-square ruler a
gauge plate for regulating the distances between the
lines to be ruled, substantially in manner set forth
in the specification.

80,501.-Phixeas Prentiss, Chester, Mass.—
Washing Machine.-^vXj 28, 1868.—The handle is

moved to and fro horizontally, giving a reciprocating
rotatory motion to the dasher. The height of the han-
dle may be varied lo suit the operator.
Claim.—In combination with the tub, with ribbed

sides and dasher, with gearing, the adjustable socket,
aiTanged so that the handle may be used with com-
parative depression or elevation, substantially as
shown.

80,502.—Hiram Preston, Orfordville, "Wis.—
Cultivator.— July 28, 1668.—An arrangement for

lowering, raising, sustaining, and varying the ope-
rating position of the shovels or cultiva'tor teeth.

Claim.—]. The adjustable V-shaped parts C, in

combination with the rocking shaft B, when con-
structed and operated substantially as described and
set forth.

2. The lever h, provided with the springs i, and
the arm E, in conjunction with the parts C, and

ratchet I; for the purpose of controlling the parts C,
substantially as described.

80,503—William B. Heady, Sacramento, Cal.
—Cultivator Teeth.—July 28, 1868.—The tongue or
point may be let down to compensate for wear until
the larger portion of its material is consumed in
service.

Claim.—1. The groove c in stock a, as a seat for

an adjustable point for a cultivator tooth.

2. The movable tongue d, pierced with holes or
slots Hi i, forming an adjustable point of a culti-

vator tooth.

3. The combination of the grooved stock or sup-
port a with the adjustable tougue d, for the purposes
of a cultivator tooth, substantially as above de-

scribed.

80,504.—Albert Hhoades and John Adams,
Pontiac, Uich.—Deep Well Tube.—Julx 28, 1868.-
When the tubes are driven to the desired depth, the
outer tube is elevated sufficiently to expose the slots

of the tube, which is secured to the barbed point. A
contrivance liaving fingers to clean out the .slots

when clogged, may be coupled by means of its screw
with a rod whereby to work said cleaner up and
down.
Claim.—The arrangement of the removable rod D,

having a female screw, F, to connect to the screw
upon the cleaner E, at the lower portion of the slot-

ted tube B, all constructed to operate substantially
as specified.

80,505.—John Hice, Bloomington, Ind.—Rail-
road Car Heater.—July 23, 1868.—An iron box or
chamber, together with the fire box, is securely at-

tached beneath the car. A central chamber con-
tains water to moisten the air, which is admitted
from below and conducted by pipes through the main
box to the end chambers, from which it may be di-a-^Ti

off by registers. The air may be taken' from said

Eipes at intermediate points, it being heated therein

y the direct action of the heat and by the i^roducts
of combustion in transitu.

Claim.—The heating apparatus A B, constructed
and an-anged as described, that is, having the cham-
ber B', air tubes D in .smoke tubes F, chambers C C,
E E, G G, and registers and discharge pipes, as
shown, the whole being attached to and combined
with a railroad car, and operating substantially in
the manner described, and for the purpose set lorth.

80,506.—Louis S. Eobbins.Xcw York, N. Y,—
Process for Purifying Butter.—July 28, 1863.—The
butter is subjected to such a temperature as \^l11 re-

duce it to a semi-liquid condition, and afterwai'd
washed, first with warm and then with cold water,
so as to remove the buttermilk and other impurities
and solidify the butter to the desired degree.
Claim.— ThQ within-described process for treat-

ing or purifying butter substantially as herein de-

scribed.

80,507. —Austin A. Ross, Horicon, Is"". Y,—
Churn.—July 28, 1868.—The pins or cogs projecting
from the face of the upright driving wheel, engage
the " dash-wheel" or pinion, to which the top of the
dasher is united by a screw. The dasher rotates.

Claim.—The churn dasher E, when constructed as
described, of wire and a tin screw, F, and provided
with a screw in its upper end. in combination with
the dash wheel C, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

80,508.—William F. Eossman, Hudson. IST. Y.
—Kerosene Lamp Boiler.—.Iwly 28, 1868.—The ar-

rangement of the water spaces in relation to the
metallic chimney, induces free convection, and
enables the water to be quickly heated.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
reservoir or kettle A, tube a, boiler C, and aperture
d, when employed in connection with a kerosene
or fluid lamp, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

2. The combination and arrangement of burner B
and chimnej' e with boiler C, Avhen the latter is con-
nected with the reservoir or kettle A, substantially

I in the manner and for the purposes set forth.
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80,509.—HOBERT Sanderson, Cleyeland, Ohio.
Steam Cut-Of Talve.—July 28, 1868.—The notches
admit steam uuder the lower edge of the valve, to

counteract the pressure exerted from above, and
facilitate the opening movement. The impingement
of the rollers occasioned by the reciprocation of the
lever which cai-ries one of them, eJffects the raising
of the valve, its closure being effected by the con-
joint influence of gravity and steam pressure. The
cam regulates the throw of the lever in case of de-
rangement of the governor.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the ports or open-
ings D and notches a, in the manner as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The pivoted lover I and roller H', as arranged
in combination with the roller H and valve D', in

the manner set forth.

3. The cam Gr', as arranged in relation to the lever
I, as specified.

80,510.—Peter Schooxmaker, IS'ew Britain,

Conn.—Bit for Bridles.—July 28, 1868.—The rings
of the bits are lined with German silver, to improve
the appearance and increase the durability thereof.

Claim.—As a new' article of manufacture, a ja-

panned bridle or harness bit, having its rings lined
Tvith metal, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

80,511.—John Schumacher and Henry Up-
JOUN, Ann Arbor, Mich.

—

Machine for Pressing
and ijrooving Seams in Tin Ware.—July 28, 1868.

—

The tin being bent in the usual mannerlor forming
a joint, is placed with its joint upon the arm, beneath
the groove in the roller, the inner edge of the pieces
of tin resting against the gauge. The roller being-

then propelled over the joint, presses the groove in
the seam.

Claim.—The gauge H, used in combination with
the arm C, as and for the purpose set forth.

80,512.—John Shellap.erger, Shane's Cross-
ing, Ohio.—Tile A'Jaehine.-Jnlj 28, IS'iS.-The clay
is tempered by the rotation of the armed shaft in the
pug-mill box, and is expelled by the plunger thi'ough
orifices in one side of the lower chamber.

Claim.—The relative arrangement of the shaft B,
sweeps D D, pitman F, lever G-, and i^lunger H I,

substantially as and for the pm'poses set forth.

80,513.—Henry L. Sheperd, Osborn, Ohio.—
Horse Hay Fork.—July 28, 1868.—Movable arms are
attached to the points, for the purpose of raising and
lowering the same, and hooks, levers, and lugs sus-

tain the points in their horizontal position, and
enable them to be readily lowered for discharging
the load.

Claim.—1. The combination of the side bar A,
connecting bar F, point C, and lever- E, when con-
structed and operating as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the lever E with hook b,

and lever G with lug c, when constructed and oj)er-

ating as and for the purposes herein set forth.

80,514.—Samuel E,. Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to P. P. Lane and Joseph T. Bodley, same
place.—Head Block for Saiv Mills.—July 28, 1868.—
The reciprocating motion of the bar, to which the
pawls are attached, gives a continuous rotary motion
to the I'atchet wheel, and consequently to the screw,
and causes the knee to advance toward tlie saw. By
disconnecting a liand wheel from the ratchet wheel,
the motion of the knee may be reversed. Loose
plates or arms are fitted upoii a shaft, so that when
any one of them is thrown upward it will arrest the
backward movement of the knee. The plates are
numbered, and those of each head block on a carriage
correspond in position ; hence, by turning up plates
of the same number, tlie liead blocks may be moved
back in line with eacli other.
Claim.—1. The ratchet wheel G, containing both

external and annular teeth, the pawls M M'. and re-

ciprocating bar I, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the \vheel Q, worm wheel m,
and tootlied segment P, to operate the dog K, as
hereiu described, for the purpose specified.

3. The plates O, when constructed and operating
in the manner substantifdly as described.

80,515.—August Steinbok, New York, iST. T.—
Boring Tool.—July 28, 1868.—By the combined action
of the auger and gimlets, the w'ood included within
the transverse area of the case is almost entirely re-
moved, so that pressure on the end of the auger
is suflicient to cause the cutting edges of the case to
clean out the corners; a square or polygonal hole
being thus produced.
Claim.—The adjustable frame B, in combination

with the auger D, gimlets E E, and the case A, pro-
vided with cutting edges, constructed and operating
substantially as described.

80,516.—Stephen Stucky, New Albanv, Ind.
—Feed Water Heater.—July 28, 1868.—The series of
partitions in the feed water "heater retard the flow of
water, and the chambers receive and retain such sed-
imentary matter as may be precipitated from the
water.

Claim-.—The drum A, with pipe G, perforated as
described, partitions D F J I, forming chambers C
H E K, with the exterior pipes, as described, and
with the boilers L L, all constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

80,517.— H. S. Thayer, Boston, llass.—Sub-
marine Exploring.—July 28, 1868.—A persou within
the darkened chamber can see beneath the surface
of the water, with or without the aid of lenses, the
invention being based upon the theory of looking
from a dark space into one less dark.

Claim.—The boat A, provided with an opening,
B, through its hull, and over which opening is placed
a dai'kened house C, as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

80,518.—Edwln Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Ventilating Boots and Shoes.—July 28, 1868.—

A

gum-elastic flap valve is fitted to an eyelet-hole in
the upper leather, and grooves are cut in the sole

leather, so that air, designed to form a cushion, can
pass along the grooves and up the counter or heel
piece.

Claim.—1. Ventilating boots and shoes by groov-
ing the inner soles with grooves that are narrow at
the top and wide below, so as to allow the air to
pass along the grooves, as herein described, and for

the purposes set forth.

2. The manufacture of leather for inner soles of

boots and shoes, with grooves of a dove-tail shape,
and a poroua cover, for the pm'poses as specified.

80,519.—William Totheroh, Reading, Pa.—
Lamp.—July 28, 1868.—The object of this arrange-
ment is to deflect the current of air and direct it

against the flame, so as to produce eflfective combus-
tion and a good light.

Claim.—1. The uprights C C, deflectors D D',
ring A, rings or bands F and G, and the arms H,
when combined and arranged as shown and de-

scribed.

2. The uprights C C, deflectors D D', ring A,
base B, filling tube E, wick tube b, and the out-

wardly curving wing or guide c, when combined
aud arranged as shown.

80,520.—Kasimir Vogel, Chelsea, Mass., as-

signor to Ebex "W. Lothrop, same place.

—

Sewing
Machine for Button Holes.—July 28, 1868.—Relates
to a mechanism which is designed to be attached to

and operated in connection with common, plain
sewing machines, for the purpose of stitching but-
ton holes aud other over-edge work and embroidery.
Each tooth and space around the periphery of the
cam or former represents the length of a stitch lat-

erally, so that by varying said teeth the stitches

may be varied accordingly.
Claim.—I. The iiTcgular toothed cam or former E,

whetlier having an intermittent, rotary, rocking, or
reciprocating movement, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
2. The several parts of the described mechanism,

when constructed, combined, and operating sub-
stantially iu the manner aud for the pm-poses de-

scribed.
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80,521..—Andkew 'Walkek, Claremont, N. H.
—Gang Plow.—July 28, 1868.

Claim.—1. A stationary frame, with adjustable

plow beams underneatb, pivoted to the maia frame
at the rear end, and suspended by the ratchet E.

2. In combination, the gear wheel C, gear circle

D, lever F, and spring catch 6, in combination with
the ratchet E, for the purpose of adjusting the depth
of the furrow, and locking or suspending the plows
at any given point, the whole arranged, constructed,

and combined, and used in combination with and
for the purpose set forth.

80,522.—Andrew TValkek, Claremont, N. H.
—Seed Soever and Harrow.—July 28, 1868.—The
harrow is attached to the rear end of a lever which
is pivoted to the maiii axle ; and a lever attachment
is provided for raising and lowering the harrow.
The liarrow is geared to tlie ground wheels so as to

be rotated thereby. The discharge of seed is regu-
lated by raising or lowering the gauge rod and
valve attached thereto.

Claim.—1. The ratchet lever C, in combination
with the haiTOW G', the gear-gauge wheel I, lever

K, and circular ratchet o, with the spring stop a in

lever K.
2. The valves b b', attached to the seed box B,

and gauge rod c, in combination with the fluted

roller d, the whole combined, arranged, and used as

and for the purpose set forth.

80,523—Egbert "Warnock and Charles Ab-
bey, 2d. Eidgeville, Olno.-Graiii Hake.—July 28,

1868.—The rake is pushed forward by its handles
and gathers the grain from the swath. When suffi-

cient for a bundle has been gathered, the handles
are dropped, thereby elevating the rake from the
CTOund. The cross-bar in front of the axle is then
depressed by the foot of the operator, compressing
the grain between the rake and the arms, in. which
condition it is tied.

Claim.—The rake F, guards H, arms A', handles
C, and wheels A, all constructed, and combined tc
operate in the manner as and for the purpose set forth,

80,524.^1AMES T. "Watson and Henry E.
Robinson, Eichmond, Ind.—Straw Cutter.—July 28,

1868.—The knife has a longitudinal as well as a ver-

tical motion, the spring aiding to produce the effect-

ive stroke.

Claim.—The combination of the box B, the table

A, the knife C, and the oscillating arm D, and
spring E, substantially as arranged and described,
for the purpose set forth.

80,525.— F. H. Whitman, Harrison, Me.—
Stove for Railroad Car.—July 28, 1868.—These de-

vices close the draught and funnel openings of the
stove in the event of the capsizing thereof.

Claim.—1. The plate e, suspended on plates b b',

so as automatically to close the funnel aperture,
substantially as herein set forth.

2. The self-closing grate or draught, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

80,526.—C. Williams, New York, N. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Cleaning Sexvers.—July 28, 1868.—The
folding scraper and the folding leaves operate like a
valve, closing to eifect the removal of the sediment
Avhen drawn in one direction, but opening, so as to
avoid resistance, during the return movement. The
adjustable bail causes the open end of the bucket to
be inclined downward, to adapt it to more eflfectively

scoop up tlie sediment. The perforations obviate
the raising of water with the non-fluid sediment.
The guide frames cause the buckets to pass properly
up through the man-holes.

Claim.—1. The toggle arms i i, braces j j, and
head D, carrying the sheave g, combined and ope-
rating to hold the pulley, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The guide piece in on the dog D, to facilitate

the introduction of the rope to the sheave g, sub-
stantially as set fortli.

3. The folding scraper c. Fig. 5, constructed and
arranged for clearing pipe sewers, substantially as
shown and described.

4. The automatically folding leaves c c, arranged

in the bucket C, constructed as shown, and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The adjustable bail e,.in combination with the
fixed bail / of the bucket C, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

6. Tlie bucket C, made with perforated sides, as
and for the purposes set forth.

7. The detachable guide frames E, arranged upon
the man-holes of a sewer, in combination with the
draught rope Bx, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

80,52r.—Martin T. B. Young, K'ew York, If.

Y.—Cigar Holder.—July 28, 1868.—The tube ter-

minates at top in a sharp edge which lies parallel

with the axis of the smoker. The cigar is placed
upon the pin and tube, o.nd pressed down closely
against the large, conical tube, the pin and pene-
trating tube holding the cigar in position, and said
penetrating tube also forming a channel of commu-
nication between the mouth piece and the interior
of the cigar. The interior of the conical tube is a
cooling and condensing chamber.
Claim.—1. The weclge-shaped piercing tube G-,

applied to a cigar holder, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the piercing tube G- and
tube A, of the pointed stud or pin F, substantially
as set forth.

80,528—Thomas J. Close, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Settee.—July 28, 1868.—A mode of securing the slats

of a settee to tlie frame, the object being to dispense
with the use of screws.

Claim,.—1. A frame of a settee, with dovetail
mortises and round or oval bosses, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the slats B, having holes
or countersinks, with the bosses c, as described, ou
the frame A, and wedge-shaped keys e, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

h 80,529.—Benjamin A. Bailey, Lewiston, Me.
assignor to himself and William H. Kilvekt, same
place.

—

Tarn Beam for Loom.—August 4, 1868.

—

The beam is provided with movable heads, each of
which is made with a boss in which are mortises for
the reception of metal keys fitting in serrated key
seats. By loosening the keys the heads may be ad-
justed to the desired length of beam.

Claim.—1. The serrated keys and key seats, for
holding the head in position, substantially as set
forth.

2. A yarn beam, having main heads, made movable
and adjustable, in combination with serrated key
seats and adjustable keys, substantially as described.

80,530.—Eli M. Barnum, ISevrYoT^.—JElevated
Railway.—August 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the supporting columns of three plates , two outside
corrugated plates joined upon a third central plate,
arranged substantially as described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the base
block of the columns, substantially in the manner
described, with a bearing in the top and bottom
thereof, the bottom bearing being fitted with keys,
by which the column can be adjusted to a vertical
position after the base or foundation block has been
set, and witliout disturbing the same, the upper bear-
ing acting as a fulcrum, by which the keys in the
bottom bearing bring the tops of the columns to
their proper position, in the manner substantially as
described.

3. In combination with the top of the columns, a
separate cross head T, constructed, applied, and se-

cured, substantially as described.
4. Combining, between the wooden cross tie Q and

the iron cross head T, when constructed, the latter

with a V-shaped top and the former with a V-staped
bottom, the India-rubber bearing pieces i i. inserted
in the recesses cut in the bottom of the cross tie, so
as to shed the water, and avoid the accumniution of
ice and dirt around the rubber.

5. The method and arrangement of securing the
cross tie and lail chair to the cross head, substan-
tially as described.

6. Combining, with the coltmms and rails of an
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elevated railway, a pipe or tube, for the purpose of
supportiug, sustaining', and bracing the same, sub-
stantially as described.

7. In combination with the supporting columns,
the adjustable brackets u, Figs. 5 and 6, for support-
iug tlie awning rods 1 1, and by whicli they can be
moved up or down, or attached to the inside or out-

side of the columns, substantially as described.
8. In combination with an elevated railway, and

as part of the system herein described, the construc-
tion and arrangement of the described signals to

goverji the movements of the cars, substantially as
described.

80,531.—At.lex T. Bkxnett and William O.
Anderson, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Machine for Cutting
Hags.—August 4, 18(J8.—A gang of hook-formed
kni\es projecting spirally from a shaft, are caused to

rotate at a high velocity through corresponding
notches in a bench, upon which tlie rags are drawn
slowly forward by a series of feed wheels, for the
purpose of cutting rags into narrow strips for work-
ing into rag carpets.
Claim.—The combination of the gang of hooked

knives C C^ C^ C^ arranged spirally along the shaft,

so as to reach the material to be acted upon in rapid
and regular succession, the notched bench D, and
yielding feed wlieels E E^ E'-^ E^, all constructed as

'described, the knives working intermediately be-
tween the feed -v^-heels and projections of bench D,
for the purpose set forth.

80,532.—David B. Cox, Troy, N. Y.— Coal
f<toce. — August 4, 1808.— The perforations in the
partition allow the draught to pass down around the
lire pot into the annular flue, by Avhich the draught
becotQ'es heated and causes greater radiation of heat
near the floor.

Claim.—The annular horizontally-circulating flue

b around the base of the fire pot, and separated from
the chamber above by a perforated partition g, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose hei'eiu specified.

80,533.—Christopher G. Cross, Chicago, 111.—
Governor for Steam Engine.—August 4, 18(J8.—The
devices ore so arranged that the action of the gov-
ernor will be direct upon the throttle valve, without
the intervention of a balanced bar or lever. The
movement of the governor is controlled by means of
pumps working in oil or other fluid.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever or crank T,
beam P, and pumps N, with the cylinder D, regulat-
ing stop X y, shaft E, rod H, and case A B, substan-
tially as and for the pm'poses specified.

80,531.—George Draper, Hopedale, Mass.—
Let-off for Loom.—August 4, 1868.—Li this device
the friction strap is connected with the lay by means
of a rod pivoted to the lay, and is -so operated as to

prevent the delivery of the yarn at the beat of the
sley.

Claim:—The combination of the connection rod I',

or the mechanical equivalent thereof, with the lay B,
and the mechanism applied to the whip roller D and
the yarn beam C, sucli irxjchauisra consisting of the
friction strap /, its wheel g, and spring d, and the
operative lever and train of gears, as explained.

80,535.- Virgil Draper, North Attleboro,
Mass., assignor to Edmund J. IIichards. same
•place.

—

Apparatus for Sivaging the Swivel Eyes of
Watch Chains.—August 4, 18fi8.—The supporter has
a dovetailed groove to receive the carrier, upon wbich
latter the swaging die plate is arranged. Tlie blank
is placed over an opening of the said plate and to

this the punch is applied.
Claim.—The combination of the grooved supporter

A, the carrier B, the bed die 1), the swaging die plate

E, and the punch F, such being consructed for usoi
in manner and for the purpose subtstantally as de-

scribed.

80,536. — Sajiuel Driver, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignoi- to IIobert H. Driver, same \-)lacc.—Auto-
matic Boiler Feeder. — August 4, 1868. — Two rc-

ceiver.s or chambers arc ar?aiiged one over the other,

and coniiininicate the one with the other, and with
the feed pipe and boiler, each being opened and closed

alternately by means of revolving valves, whose
shafts are provided with gearing, having an inter-
mittent action, in connection with a central actuat-
ing shaft.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
chambers B and B' and valves G and G', provided
with pinions F' and F^, and operated by means of
the wheel F, on the driving shaft D, substantially in
the manner above described.

80,537.—John H. Eddy, Taunton, Mass.— Cit-

pola Furnace.—August4, 1868.—A pipe leads directly
under the center of the furnace to the interior of the
same, and upon its upper end, within the furnace is

placed an air chamber.
Claim.—1. The air chamber I, when used in con-

nection with cupola furnaces, as above described.
2. The introduction of the blast into cupola fur-

naces, at tlie center thereof, whether the same is

accomplished in the precise method herein described,
or by any other means substantially the same.

80,538.—Thomas S. Fellows, Walnut Lake,
Minn.

—

Weather Strip.—August 4, 1868.

Claim.—A weather strip, composed of the plates
C D, when the former is provided with a lip c', and
the latter with an acute angular groove or recess d',

and the same are so combined and arranged that
they are operated by the natural elasticity of the
metal, substantially as described and for the" purpose
specified.

80,539.-Charles R. Fisher, Chelsea, Mass.—
Reversible Latch.—August 4, 1868.-—The lock is so
constructed as to be readily adjusted to either a
" right" or "left" hand door, as required.
Claim.—1. The slider or saddle F, with the rever-

sible bolt C and its spring e, when combined and ar-

ranged as described, and so as to operate together as
set forth.

2. The combination of the carriage D, the tumbler
E', and the retractile spring E, with the saddle F,
the reversible bolt C, and its spring e, the whole
being arranged and applied to the case A, in man-
ner as described, and so as to operate together aa
set forth.

80,540.—George P. Fuller, Philadelphia, Pa.— Washing and Wringing Machine. — August 4,

1868.

Claim.—1. The guiding rings D D, in combina-
tion with the heads E E and pressing bai'S C, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the slides d with the press-
ing bars C and guiding rings D, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

3. A revolving drum, wliich has around its pe-

riphery a series of squeezing bars, supported by
springs, and having metallic slides on their enda,
which are caused to vibrate in radial grooves in
metallic rings, that are confined to the insides of the
drum heads, when the several parts are constructed
and arranged in relation to each other substantially
as described, and the drum is combined and arranged
with a series of squeezing rollers, substantially inthe
manner antl for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the segmental strips A; with
the dove-tail grooves or recesses I and rollers G, sub-
stantially as and for tiie purpose specified.

.'5. The combination of the ^vl•ingiug apparatus,
consisting of the squeezing roller 1 1', carrying roller

P, and endless apron J and chains K, with the AvasJi-

ing machine, substantially in the manner descril)ed.

6. The combination and arrangement of the sliifter,

consisting of the clutch wheel O, lever P, and hori-

zontal rod Q, with the driving shaft F and wheel L,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,541.—IlEXRY Gill, Mansfield, Ohio. — Jfa-
chine for Threshing and Cleaning Grain.—August
4, 1868.—The straw and grain fall upon a board in
the rear of the feeding cylinder and are cai-ried ])y a
toothed roller over a corrugated horizontal plate,

from whence they are carried by a straw carrier,

consisting of a series of endless belts provided Avitli

projecting pins, l)etween a series of notched bars.

Claim.—1. The picker roll C, in combination with
the parts a and b, when constructed and arranged to
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operate substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The boater or shalcer arms F, in combination
Tvith the roller D, provided with the cams or tappets
c, for more thoroucirhly shaking un the straw and
separating the graiu therefrom, suostantially as de-

scribed.
3. The straw carrier, consisting of the belts E,

provided with spikes or teeth, and the notched bars
K, when arranged to operate substantially as shown
and described. ,

4. The adjustable tail piece G. in combination with
the belts E, substantially as described.

5. The shoe I, when 'located in a threshing ma-
chine, and pivoted, at its front end, in front of the
axis of the threshing cylinder, substantially as set

forth.

6. Providing the shoe I with the adjustable slide

h, for roficulating the delivery of the grain and chaff
to the blast in a thin and exeu shect,"as set forth.

7. The combination of the tloat p and the registers
T, when applied to a fan, and arranged to operate
substantially as described.

8. Operating the screen tc by means of the springs
a', and the arms/ and cams n, when arranged as set

forth.

9. The combination of the shoe I, inclined chute
or grain board H, and operating cams n, when ar-

ranged for joint operation, substantially as described.

80,542.—Ed^vix Gordon, Boston, Mass.—O/icm-
ical Fire Engine.—August 4, 1868.—The fire engine
is divided into two compartments having in each a
chanibor, through tlie center of which passes the rod
of the force pmiip of the engine, having upon it a
series of rings or coue-shaped" disks. Each chamber
is divided into two parts, the upper one of which
has a bottom sloping toward the center, so that the
materials in the same shall slide toward the center
and through an orifice provided for the passage of
the pump rod.

Claim.—i. The combination, in a chemical fire

engine, of chamber A, rod D, supplied with rings or
couieai-shaped disks E, or other cciuivalent measur-
ing or graduating device, suction pump C, compart-
ment 13, sieve F, pipe a, and compartment e, operat-
ing together substantially as and tor the purposes ex-
plained.

•2. The combination, in a chemical fire engine, of
chamber A, rod D, supplied with rings, conical disks,
or other measuring or graduating device, suction
pump C, compartment B, and sieve F, operating to-

gether substantially as above described, and for the
purposes above set'forth.

3. The combination, in a chemical fire engine, of
the upper part of the chamber A, or any equivalent,
for holding chemical substances for generating car-
bonic-acid gas, A\ith the pump rod D, supplied with
rings or disks, or any equivalent, measuring or grad-
uating device, and the suction pump C, or any equiv-
alent, for supplying a graduated quantity 'of pure
water, operating together substantially as above de-
scribed, and for the'purposes therein stated.

4. The rod of a force pump or other expelling
pump of a chemical fire engine, so constructed that
it shall extend above the piston chamber of said
pump, and have upon it a succession of rings or con-
ical disks or other equivalen t measuring or graduating
device, for carrying down from a chamber above,
through which the rod travels, a definite and regular
quantity of some chemical substance or substances,
for generating or assisting in generating carbonic-
acid gas, substantially in the manner above specified.

5. A suction pump, so arranged that it shall fur-

nish a regular measured supply of pure water pro-
portionate to the amount of chemical substances
used, aud varying with the speed with Avhich the en-
gine is worked, for the purpose of dis.solving and
mixing with the ciiemical substances used for gener-
ating carbouic-acid gas in a ciiemical tire engine,
substantially in the manner aud for the purpose spe-
cified above.

SO,543.-^osEPH H.^RUisox, Jr., Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Steam Generator.—August 4, 1868.—Improve-
ment upon his patent of Oct. 4, 1859. The invention
consists in the application to the boiler of compen-
sating units, by which other units, of which the

boiler is composed, are relieved from undue strain

and consequent liability to become fractured.
Claim.—1. Compensating units c, combined siib-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed, with a steam boiler constructed in accord-
ance with that described in the patent granted to me,
Oct. 4, 1859.

2. The combination of plain oast or Avi-ought-iron

pipes with the cast-iron units, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

80,544.-William Hewett, Pimlico, England.—Composition for Preventing Incrustation in Steam
Boilers.—Augast 4, 1868.

Claim.—The use of tannic acid, in combination
with unctuous animal matter, in a solid form, for the
pm'pose of i)reventing incrustation in steam boilers.

80,545.—S. B. Hill, Chicopee, Mass., assignor
to himself, Levi B. Taylor, and Charles B. Lang,
same place.

—

Tassel Fastening.—August 4, 1868 ; an-

tedated July 18, 1868.—The cord is attached to a
spring which is passed into the bobbin and held by
projections against shoulders in the space within the
bobbin.
Claim.—Connecting the bobbin h and cord c by

means of the spring a. substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

80,546.—George W. Hubbard and Scott A.
Smith, Piiiladelphia, Pa., assignors to Cresson aud
Sjiith, same place—Hangers for Shaftirig.—August
4, 1868.—The body of the hanger is made hoUow,
aud cores of different sizes are used in the space so
that one pattern may be used for several sizes of
shafts. A self-oiling* apparatus is combined with a
ball-and-socket hanger so as to bring the reservoir
of oil close to the lower side of the shaft, and at the
same time in the center of the bearing.

Claim.—1. The cored spaces b', in combination
with the enlarged opening B, in a ball-and-socket
hanger, when made for the purpose specified.

2. The combination oi the oil reservoir c", in the
lower adjusting screw ri', with the opening o and the
channel d' in a ball-and-socket hanger, all con-
structed substantially as described, aud for the pm'-

pose specified.

80,547.— T. Eomeyn Huntixgton and Wil-
liam W. Huntington, Minneapolis, 'Miun.—Rail-
road Gate.—August 4, 1868.—The flanges of the car
wheels strike gradually upon flanges of the levers,

causing them to revolve and the gates to open.
When the train has passed the gates will fall by their
own Aveight, aud the levers will be readjusted.
ClainC—l. The revolving lever A, having, from

end to end, a shoulder or groove, partly spiral and
partly rectilinear, and so constructed' that, when
fastened upon the track alongside the rail, such
shoulder or groove will receivo^the flange of tlie

wheel, causing the lever to revolve, all substantially
in the manner described.

2. The combination of the rod and crank I G with
the revolving lever A, by means of short arm J, so
constructed and arranged that the train, passing over
A. shall communicate a lifting force to rod L, all

substantially as described.

80,548.—George B. Jenkinson, ISTewark, IS". J.—Trunk Caster Frame.—August 4, 1868.—The trunk
frame is constructed of an angular form, having the
pin on which the caster rotates secured in diagonal
braces at and within the angle of the same, and' pro-

vided with clamps Avhich embrace the bottom cleat.

CYai?n.—As a new article of manufacture, the
within-described trunk caster frame, formed with
clamps c c, braces b b, aud having the roller placed
in tiie angle of the frame, as and for the purpose set

forth.

80,549.—J. U. Johnson, Springfield, Mass.—
Boot Protector.—August 4, 1868 ; antedated July
24, 1868.—A metallic guard plate is attached to the
boot at the point w here the latter comes in contact
with the ice or snow, and is designed for the use of
boys in coasting or sliding on a sled.

Claim.— ^s an article of manufacture, the boot
protector, constructed and arranged as described.
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80,550.—David Joy, Middlesboro, G-reat Brit-

ain, assignor to Gustav Bunkman, assignor to J.

Vaughan Merrick, W. H. Merrick, and John E.
CorE.

—

Steam Hammer.—August 4, 1868.—The ar-

rangement of openings 'and passages causes blows
to be imparted by the ram in rapid succession, with-
out the aid of any valve, other than that required
to regulate the flow of steam through tho steam
pipe.

Claim.—The employment of the piston or hammer
bar of a steam hammer or hammers, driven by elastic

fluid, as the valve for the hammer, the ports being
formed in the piston, hammer bar, or cylinder, or

among them conjointly, substantially as set forth.

80,551.— J. TV. EJELLEY, Cleveland, Ohio.—
W?n'/^e(ree.—August 4, 1868.—The plate beneath the
whiitietree is provided with segmental dove-tailed

grooves in which fit corresponding ribs on the lower
plate, by which means the whifiietree is secured to

the cross bar.

Claim.—The dove-tailed grooved plate C, in com-
bination with the dove-tailed ribbed plate F, in the
manner as and for the purpose set forth.

80,553.—John Lane, Chicago, Til.—Apparatus
for Welding together the Lay and Landaide of a
PZow.—August 4, 1868.

Claim.—An improved implement for facilitating

the welding together the lay and the landside of a
plow, namely, a vise, the jaws of which are so shaped
as to fit the curved surface of tho lay and the under
edge and inner side of the landside, substantially as

shown and described.

80,553.—Charles B.Long and William A. I^".

Long, Worcester, Mass.

—

Knife liing.—August 4,

1868.—A cutter is secured to a ring and protected by
a cap, and is designed for cutting of threads in sew-
ing, or twine used in tying up packages, &o.

Claim.—The combination of the peculiar-shaped
knife or cutter b with the slotted neck a, cap B, and
part C of the ring, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

80,554.—J. B. Lyon, East Cleveland, Ohio.—
JPntii; Jar.—August 4, 1868.—A screw tube provided
with notches in its lower end to allow the air to pass
out, is fitted over a valve in the top of a jar. The air is

exhausted from the jar by an air pump, and the tube is

screwed down upon the* valve and packing.
Claim.—The screw tube G-, provided with notches

a, as arranged, in combination with the valve seat
D, valve E, elastic band H, and cover B, for the pur-

pose substantially as set forth.

80,555.—George W. Martin, Boston, Mass.—
Boot and Shoe and Clog for the Feet.—August 4,

18G8.—The maiu wearing parts ofthe heel are readily
detached in order that new ones may be readily ap-

plied and adjusted ; the two detachable parts ol" the
two heels may be interchanged when the same have
become irregularly worn away.

Claim.—1. Uniting the two parts A and B of a
boot or shoe heel, by means of tongue and groove h
and g, when provided with self-adjusting retaining
springs c c, either with or without the spring d, for

the puruoses specified.

2. The tongue and groove h and g, when formed
with the receding sides i i, and swelled sides jj,
when constructed and attached, as descriljed, cither

with or without the projection k. and openings p p,
as and for tho purposes set forth.

3. Tho elastic adjustable pieces m and n, in use
cither upon heel or sole of boot or shoe, as specified

and set forth.

4. The tongue h and groove g, in application to

the heel of a boot or shoe, substantially in the man-
ner illustrated, and for tho purposes described and
set forth.

80,556.—BOBERT McCORKELL, Philadelphia,Pa.
—Cultivator.—August 4, 1868; antedated July 1.5,

1868.—Tho plows are operated laterally by means of

a lever pivoted to the tongue, and made to actuate

a rack fastened to a bar which connects the plates

that govern the motion of the drag bars. The stand-

ards arc fastened to the drag bai* by a transverse bolt

secured by a nut, between which and the drag bar is

interposed a lever and a rubber disk or ring.
Claim.—1. The lever H, rack L, and connecting

rod N, in combination with the plates E, for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The lever c, in combination with the drag bars
C, standard n, and rubber spring r.

3. The mode of attaching and securing the head
b of the drag bar C, for the purpose of ac[justing the
angle of the plows.

4. The mode of attaching and securing the
standard x to the bar y, as and for the purpose
set forth.

80,557.—Ered. J. Miller, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Speaking Trumpet.—August 4, 1868.—The trumpet
is composed of a series of telescopic rings or sec-
tions, by which it may be reduced to a small com-
pass to enable it to be carried in the pocket.

Claim.—As a new article of manufactm-e, a pocket
trtimpet, made in substantially the manner described
and sliown, and for the purposes set forth.

80,558.—John Morrison, Birmingham, Eng-
land.

—

Hemm,er for Seiving Machine.—August 4,

1868.—The folder, which is graduated into inches
and parts of inches, is formed at the end of an arm
hinged to the base plate, which is capable of being
turned in a vertical plane. The base plate is jointed
to a connecting piece fixed to the sewing machine
so that it can be turned out of the way of the needle.
Upon the folder arm i.s a spring slide'for regulating
the width of a hem or tuck.

Claim.—1. The hem holder a, in combination with
the graduated jointed arm b and horizontally-swing-
ing base plate c, substantially as and for tlie purposes
herein shown and set forth.

2. The combination, with the graduated arm b and
base plate c, of the spring slide Z/^/^, constructed
and used substantially as herein shown and described.

3. The combination, with the hem folder a, gradu-
ated jointed arm b, and base plate c, of the spring
plate h h^ h^, jointed to the arm b at /^^ substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

80,559.—WiLLiAJM H. Moss, ISTew Eichmond,
Ohio.

—

Oil for Wool.—August 4, 1868.—Consists of
a compound of unslaked lime, water, and lard oU.

Claim.—The preparation of a compound oil, com-
posed of the ingredients and in the proportions, and
made in the way and manner, substantially as set

forth above, for application to the use and manufac-
ture of all kinds of woolen goods, and the greasing,
carding, cleansing, and spinning of all kinds of wool.

80,560.—Augustus E. Nagle, Providence, E.
I.

—

Expanding Mandrel.—August 4, 18G8.—A conl
ical arbor is closely fitted in a slotted shell, on the
outside of which is cut a screw thread correspond-
ing with that in the nuts to be faced.

Claim.—An expanding mandrel, as herein de-
scribed, consisting of the slotted shell B, having
spring iaws B B, and tapering arbor A, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating in manner set

forth.

80,561.—Charles L. Osborn, Xew York, 2?".

Y.

—

Bird Cage.—August 4, 1868; antedated July
20, 1866.—The sills, posts, cross ties, &c., are con-
structed of strips of metal wliose cross section is

iu shape like tho letter L. Glass sides are provided
to prevent particles of food from beiug scattered on
the floor.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a cage, of the sills,

posts, plates, girts, cross ties, &c., constructed as
desci'ibod, with tho glass sides, substantially as
herein specified.

2. The nest or sleeping compartment J, constructed
below the surface of the floor of the cage, substan-

tially as described, when used for tho purpo.so set

forth.

80,562*—Henry II. Palmer, Rockford. 111.—
Spring Seat for Wagons.—August 4, 1868.—Helical
springs are placed between the seat and a base board,

together with yielding cross braces so as to obtain a
lateral as well as vertical motion of tlie springs.

O^aim.—The seat A, bottom B, braces C, and
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straps E, in combination with the spring D, when
arranged to operate substantially in the manner
herein describod.

80,563.— Trederick J. Peabody, Medford,
Mass.

—

Button.—August 4, 18G8.

Claim.—A stud or button, having its back or in-

ner plate B divided on one side into two portions, b c,

which arc bent or curved around in opposite direc-

tions, so as to overlap each other, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

80,564.—E. QciXLAN, Sheboygan Tails, Wis.—
Machine for Polishing Wooden Handles.—August
4, 18r>8.—A hollow mandrel is provided with steel or
other burnishing devices, so arranged that as the
work passes through the mandrel, the burnishers
will press on its surface.

Claim.—A hollow mandrel, A, with the burnishers
D D attached thereto, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

80,565.— George Rayjiond, Pitchburg, Mass.^
assignor to himself and Samuel E. Crocker.—At\
taching Handles to Tools.—August 4, 18()8.

Claim.—The combination, with the handle, its fer-

rule, and the tang or shank of the tool, of a taper-

ing tubular key, passing through both the ferrule and
ha'udle, and encircling and grasping the end of said
shank or tang, under the aiTaugement and for oper-
tion as herein shown and set forth.

80,566.- Isaac S. Eoland, Heading, Pa.—
Water ^Vhecl.—August 4, 1868.—The chute chamber
is supported upon lin upwardly-curving rim which is

secured to the perforated base supporter and is al-

lowed to turn freely on the same so that in case of
any obstruction the chute chamber will rotate with
the' water wheel without injury to either, when the
latter can readily be stopped.

Claim.—1. The movable and self-relieving chute
chamber fj k I, located within the series of water-
wheel buckets c c. and operating therewith, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. 'The arrangement of the movable chute chamber
fj Ic I, and its annular supporter g, with the disk and
buckets of the water wheel, substantially as herein
set forth.

3. The combination of the tubular gate h with said
movable chute chamber, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

80,567.—George F. Sack, Xew York, :N'. T.—
Mold for Casting Letters, (&c.—August 4, 1868.

—

The two parts of the mold are foiTued of sepia, into
which the object to be reproduced is pressed, to form
the pattern.
Claim—X. mold for casting letters and ornaments,

which will retain an accurate impression of the
most delicate lineaments of the pattern, made of
a sepia or cuttle-tish bone, in the manner substan-
tially as herein described, and for the purpose men-
tioned.

80.568.—John Sciioll, Soho, assignor to Sam-
uel S. Bateson, Mayfair, England.— Gas-Burner
Attachment.—August 4, 1868.—The '' improver " is

provided with a metal guard for the purpose of pro-
tecting it from injury. The guard is formed with
fingers, which spring into slots made in the collar of
the improver.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a platinum or
other equivalent gas-light improA er or perfecter, of
a guard or protector, for the purpose hereinbefore
set forth.

2. The peculiar modes of combining a gas-light
impro^•cr or perfecter Avith a gnard or protector,
whereby the former is maintained, through the
agency 'of the latter, in its proper adjusted position,
substantially as hereinbefore described, and illus-

trated by the drawings.

80,56f).—Elijah M. ScoviLLEand Washington
E. Sc oviLLE, Manilas, X. Y.

—

Hoisting Apparatus.
—August 4, 1868.—This invention relates to improve-
ments upon an apparatus previously patented to the
same inventors, and numbered 69,257, and coneists
in devices for adjusting and shifting the article

hoisted to a transit rope, and returning the hoisting
pulley to the position for hoisting.

Claim.—1. The circular discharging wedge J and
roller i, for operating the discharge of transit pulley
A B, substantially as shown and described.

2. The circular catch k' and latch M n, in con-
nection with the transit pulley A B, constructed and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

3. The combination of retaining projections e

with discharging levers E and hooked cheeks a a"
of transit pulley A, as herein shown and described,

80,570.—Edgar M. Smith, ISTew York, K. Y.—
Lighting up Pictiire Galleries.—Auguat 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. A lighter, so constructed with dimmed
plate glass underneath the burners as that all that
portion of a room or gallerv above the line of vision
shall be in bright light, and all that portion below
the ordinary line of vision be in dim or obscured
light, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the dimmed plate glass,

the bent rods and knobs, or their equivalents, for

changing the height of the bright light and the
dimmed light in the room or gallery, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

80,571.—Benjamin B. Snow and Theodore J.
DiCKERSON, Auburn, N. Y.

—

Machine for Grinding
the Cutters of Moiving Machines.—August 4, 1868.

—

The sliding rest enables the teeth to be held in po-
sition to be successively ground. A clamp is piv-
oted to the rest so as to'regulate the angle at which
the teeth are to be ground.

Claim.—1. The sliding rest C, moving in a slot in
the frame, for the purpose of holding the knife clamp,
substantially as described.

2. The rod D, moving longitudinally in the rest C,
for the purpose of successively bringing the sections
of the reaper knife to the stone.

3. The combination of the clamp E and rod B with
the rest C, frame A, and fixed stone B, all arranged
and operating substantially as described.

80,572.—W. A. Stevenson, Athens, Mo.—
Hand-Spinning Machine.— August 4, 1868.— Ex-
tending from one end of the frame to the other is a
rod, upon which is a movable stud provided with a
fixed acrew. Upon this rod is fixed a lever, connected
by a rod to the step, which is pivoted on a jaw in
front of the feeding drum. The said lever has an
arm which engages with another lever connected to
the frame. On the inside of the pulley, which is at-

tached to the extremity of the shaft of the feeding
drum, are arranged two ratchet wheels, one being
attached to the wheel, while the other is moved back
and forth on the shaft bv means of a lever, for
throwing the drum and pulley in and out of gear.

Claim.—1. The rod e, stud in, levers r, v v' and 1 1',

jaws h h', step s, and plate iv of a spinning machine,
all constructed, arranged, and operating in relation
to one another and the other parts of the machine,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The rod e, stud r/i, lever r and its arm 4, levers
n and q, with its connections, ratchets 1 2, of a spin-

ning machine, all constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating relatively to tliemselves and the other parts of
the machine, as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the parts above mentioned
with the frame A, carriage B, drum C, belt D, and
roller/ of a spinning machine, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

80,573.— Joseph Stokes and John Brough,
Trenton, N. J.— Water Boshesfor Puddling Furnace.
—August 4, 1868.—The puddhug furnace is provided
with a hollow bosh so constructed that a current of
water may be maintained -R'ithin the bosh, tlirough,

under, and around the bottom of the furnace.

Claim.—Making the boshes hollow, and the hollow
to extend under the bottom for the passage of a cur-

rent; of water, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth,

80,574.-0. H. Taylor, Brooklyn. K". Y.—Grate
iJar.-August 4. 1868.—The top of the bar is made
of round or oval form, and the sides are serrated at
a suitable angle. A lock is formed on the sides of
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the bars where they rest, and form a bearing against
and support to each other. To the under part of the
bar are cast truss and arch work.

Claim.—1. The grate bar A, provided with serra-

tions or indentions upon the upper slope of said bar,

as herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The key D, in combination with the slots F E,
for the purpose of locking the bars, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The combination of the open truss work with
the bar A, provided with serrations, and interlocked

by an independent key, when constructed as shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

80,575.—David Thomas, Hingham, Mass.—
Friction Nipper.—August 4, 1868.—I)esigned more
particularly as -an improvement upon the windlass
gear known as the " Scotch nipper " and the inven-

tion consists in making a groove, fork, or crotch in

the short arm of the lever and in applying a shoe
which extends across the outer face of the outer
flange of the ring which is secured to th& windlass
body, and upon which the nipper operates.

C'laivi.—In friction nipper feeds, the employment
of a shoe in connection with the notched lever,

cheeks, and flanged ring, so as to operate substan-

tially as described.

80,576 "W. Wagstaff, Millbury, Ohio.—Tea
Kettle, Coffee Pot, <fic.—August 4, 1868.—Pipes com-
municating with the interior of the kettle are ar-

ranged transversely in a chamber or space in the

center of the kettle and open at the bottom.
Claim.—The transverse arrangement of the pipes

C in the chamber B, and in combination Avith the

tea kettle or coff'ee pot A, in the manner as and for

the purpose set forth.

80,577.-Daniel "Wauneb, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself, James T. Bowman, Richard C.

DouGHEKTY, and Daniel, J. ^vcKias,.—Lamp-Wick
Trim?7?«3r-.—August 4, 1868.—A flat tube provided
with slits on opposite sides and with a flange extend-
ing from tlie top of either branch, is slipped on the

wick tube to facilitate the regular trimming of the

wick.
Claim.—Tha clamp gauge, as constructed of the

flat tube slitted at its opposite edges, as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of either or

both the flanges c c, with the flat tube slitted at its

opposite edges as specifled, the whole being for the
purpose or purposes as explained.

80,578.-W. F. TVaterhouse, TVeyauwega,
Wis.—Hop Drier.—August 4, 1868.—The kiln is so

constructed as to cause a current of heated air to be
forced through the mass of hops which are placed on
a movable platform, over which is a reflecting roof

open at its ends to allow the vapor to escape.

Claim.—1. A furnace, with hopper-shaped inte-

rior, in combination with movable roof D, substan-

tially as described.
2. The roof D, hung by hinges at the eaves, so as

to perform the threefold purpose of roof, or protection

against the weather, as shown in Fig. 1, reflectors,

to reflect artificial and solar heat, and to cover the

kiln, to retain the heat when the hops are off, sub-

stantially as described.

80,570.—William "Weiler, Washington, N. J.

—Rock Drill Machine.—KvLsn^X, A, 18G8.—Designed as

an improvement on a machine patented to the same
inventor on March 31, 18G8. The driving shrift is

provided with wheels of eciual diameter, upon which
the machine can be transported from place to place.

A yoke at the top of the frame affords a means of at-

tachment to a rope or chain, for hauling the machine.

Claim.—\. The driving shaft D, carrying at the

opposite ends wheels F and F', and arranged on the

frame of the machine, substantially as and for the

purpose described.
2. The yoke G secured to the top of the frame of

the machine, for the purpose specified.

80,580.—C. Albert WiGGiN, North Sandwich,
K. Vl.—Apple Parer.—August 4, 1868.—The under-

gide of the outer edge of the circular-revolving table

is constructed with a cogged surface for about one-
half of its circumference, into which gears a pinion
having a portion of its teeth cut away, so that when
the knife has traveled its required circuit, the table
will immediately return to its original position.

Claim.—1. The tm"n table B, cogged as described,
and furnished with projection h, in combination with
pinion F, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. Shaft fci, spring D, pinion F, table B, shank g,
knife G, springs g^ and g'^, fork J, shaft j', pinions j,
A, and /i', gear wheel L, and shaft /, all combined
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth,

80,581.—Marvin T. Williams, Milwaukee,
Wis., assignor to himself and John Lund,—Scaf-
folding.—August 4. 1868.—Two sections of a ladder
are connected by bars at each side, so as to form, Vhen
swung open, a frame for a scaffold.

Claim.—The two short ladders A, pivoted to the
bars C, having the spring catches D arranged to en-

gage in the recesses in the ends of bars A, all con-
structed and arranged for use substantially as herein
shown and described.

80,582.-Andrew C. Tawger, IST. J.—Adjusta-
ble Barrel Head.—August 4, 1868.—The two side

pieces of the head are held in place by a central
piece secured by means of a plate and screw, so that
the entire head can be easily inserted and removed
without disturbing the hoops.

Claim.—The pieces A and B, when used in con-
nection with piece C of a barrel head, and held in
place by means of piece F and screw G, all con-
structed and operating substantially as set forth,

80,583.—Isaac Allard, Belfast, Me., assignor
to himself and Frank A. Howard, same place.

—

Screw Driver.—August 4, 1868.—The shank of the
screw driver is made in a spiral form and surrounded
by a spiral spring, is inclosed partially in a tube.

The shank is held by a spring catch, upon releasing
which, the shank will be forced out by the recoil of
the spring and turn the screw to which it is applied.

Claim.—1. The tube A, the spiral shank B, and the
spring C, when the same are constructed, arranged,
and operated substantially as and for the purposes
shown and described.

2. The spring catch F, in combination with the
spiral shank B and tube A, as herein described for

the purpose specified,

80,584.—William S. Anderson, Shelbyville,

Tenn.— Oar Coupling.—August 4, 1868.—The coup-
ling device consists of two blocks connected by a
hinge, and attached at the upper end to a bolt bearer,

the parts being so arranged as to be self-coupling,

and in case of a car being thrown from the track, the
coupling would be readily broken and disengaged.
Claim.—The combination of the " lever C," "bolt

bearer D," "boltE," and "linkF," in connection
witli the " bufl'er A" and "coupling frame B,"
secured to the car by the " bolt H," all constructed
and arranged as described, and for the purpose speci-

fied.

80,585.—Moses Atwood, New Sharon, Iowa.
—Seed Planter.—Augvoit 4, 1868.—The seed dropping
device is attached to a secondary frame connected
by hinged bars to the front end of a truck frame.

By raising the rear part of the secondary frame,

through the medium of a windlass, the furrow and
covering shares are elevated.

Claim.—1. The attaching of the seed distributing

apparatus to a frame, G, placed on the frame A of

the maciiine, and attached thereto by hinges, and
arranged in connection with a windlass, in the man-
ner substantially us shown, to admit of tlio fui'row

and covering shares being raised when necessary, as

set fortli.

2. Operating the seed distributing plates a q,

througli the media of the treadle shaft 11 and beut
levers S S, arranged substantially as set forth.

3. The adjustable bar K. arranged as sliown in

connection with the bars N N, on wliicli tlie seed
boxes M M are secured, for tlie purpose specified,

4. The combination of the frame G with the framo
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A, provided with truck wheels, when said frames
are used in connection with a seed dropping mechan-
ism, as set forth.

80,586.— John Baham, Egbert C. "Wilsox,
and Samuel French, Auburn, N. Y.—Machine for
liemoving Wire TeetfUfrom, Card*.—August 4, 1868.

—The toothed drumr hold and feed up the cards
from which the teeth are to be extracted, by which
the teeth are partially loosened and are then re-

moved by the toothed wkeels, which catch into the

loops ou the back of the card. The knives serve to

clean the face of the leather after the wire has been
drawn out.

Claivi.—1. The toothed drums B' and C, the card
guide upon the bar TJ, aud the adjustable plate x,

provided with the guides y v, combined and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The toothed wheel T', when used in combina-
tion with the drums B' and C, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The knives E' and wheel T', in combination
with tlie drums P, M, and Q, constructed and ope-

rating as and for the purpose set forth.

S0,5Sr.—Zebiah W. Bassett, Fulton, 'N. T.,
administratrix of the estate of N. P. Bassett, de-

ceased.—2>e<j jEfive.—August 4, 1868.—The comb-
frames are secured in the box by screws, and are
pressed against spurs on the opposite side, so as to
prevent them from becoming casually detached.
The entrance to the hive is made sinuous in order
to prevent the advent of the miller.

Claim.—1. The secui'ing of the comb frames G in

the box C by means of the screws q and spurs r,

substantially as shown and described.
2. The exit passage m, in connection with the en-

trance passages h i, and chamber j, all arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

80,588.-Simon E. Bolton, Prescott, Wis.—
Stocking Darner.— August 4, 1868. — Two oval-
shaped pieces of wood of diiferent sizes are con-
nected to the ends of a wooden handle. By detach-
ing one of the heads the handle may be used in
darning the fingers of a glove.

Claim.—A stocking tree, consisting of detachable
heads and shaft, the heads being of different sizes,

and the shaft provided with a cavity for use as a
needle case, all ai-ranged substantially as herein
described.

80,589.—Alonzo T. Boon and James B. Fin-
chuke, Galesburg, HI. — Dentists' and Barbers'
Chair.—August 4, 1868.—An adjustable rest for the
head is combined with a device for holding the back
of the chair securely in an adjustably inclined posi-
ij'ron, so that persons of different sizes may be readily
acconiiuodated in the same.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the head rest F, crank G-, with a grooved cam, b,

and ruljber c, affixed therein, and plate H, with the
back of the chair, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as herein shown and described.

2. The combination and an-angement of the sup-
port A, rod B, spiral spring C, helical screw D, and
rack E, with the seat of the chair, substantially in
the manner and for the pm'pose as herein shown and
described.

80,590.—S. C. Brockington, Groton, Conn.—
ia»ip.—August 4, 1868.—Within a lamp reservoir
is arranged a float, surrounded by a perforated
guard, which float, when it rises to a certain height
in the reservoir, closes a valve and prevents the
further supply of fluid untU necessary. The supply
of fluid may be regulated by a stop-cock in a pipe
connected with a tank.
Claim.—1. The self-acting valve attachment to

lamp reservoirs, consisting of the valvo c, attached
to a float, E, and made and operating substantially
as herein shown and described.

2. The device set forth in the foregoing clause, in
combination with the perforated guard F, arranged
as shown.

3. The combination of the lamp reservoir C with
the guard F, float E, and valvo c, and with the pipe

B, stop-cock D, and tank A, all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

80,591.— Albert C. Brown, Chicago, 111.—

Weather /Strip.-August 4, 1868.—The rubber strip

is folded and its edges are inserted in grooves in

the molding. It is made to press against a stop or
abutment upon the door or sash.

Claim. — The combination of the molding a b

with the stop C, provided with a groove c, arranged
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

80,592.—EOBERT Brown, lS^or^vich, Conn.—
Steam Trap.—August 4, 1868.—Two disk valves are

attached to a rod operating in an exhaust steam
claest provided with perforated partitions, and con-

nected with the cylinder, for the purpose of reliev-

ing the engine cylinder of under pressure at its ex-

haust-end, and also of the water of condensation.
Claim.—The arrangement of the steam-exhaust

chest A, the perforated partitions F G, the disk

valves H I, and their common stem, J, with relation

to each dther and the cylinder, as herein shown and
described.

80,593.- Thomas W. Brown, Cudworth,
Barnsley, England.

—

Cotton Seed Cleaner.—August
4, 1868.—The seeds to be cleaned are passed through
a vertical or nearly vertical tube or funnel, which
is highly heated, from a hopper and spout provided
with feeding rollers. At the bottom of the heating
tube is a reciprocating pan in which the seeds are
agitated for the purpose of cooling the same.
Claim.—1. Eemoving the fiber from the hull of

cotton seed by successively heating and cooling the
same, by means substantially such as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the heater B, of the
feeding rollers E F, hopper D, and spout G, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

3. The combination, with the heater B, of the agi-

tating pan L, substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

80,594.—John Burt, Sturgis, M.ich. —SJcein
Setter for Axles.—Angnst 4, 1868.—The object of

this invention is to give any required taper to the
wooden arm of an axle. The crank is provided
with a square hole in which rest ope end of the
ways and the rocking box, which is pivoted be-

tween the ways. The lower end of the crank is

provided with a slide to regulate the degree of
taper. The knife block slides upon the inclined

wavs.
Claim.— 1. The employment of the slide h in

crank D, for adjusting the arm, substantially as ariB.

for the purpose specified.

2. The ways g g, when hinged or pivoted at both
ends, substantially as set forth, for the purpose of
accommodating them to the set of the arm.

3. Providing the crank D with rocking box a, and
attaching screw shaft b thereto, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. Finally, wheel B, constructed substantially as

set forth, in combination with hinged or pivoted
ways g g, screw shaft b, knife block E, divided, nut e,

and crank D, for thepm'pose described.

80,595.—Daniel Campbell, Elizabeth, N. J.,

assignor to Henry Seymour and Egbert H. Sey-
mour, !New York, N. Y.

—

Pruning Shears.—August
4, 1868. —A holder is so connected to a pruning
shears and operated as that, when a fruit stem is

cut from a branch, the said stem wiU be clamped
and firmly held after being severed, thus combining
a fruit picker with a pruning shears.

Claim.—1. The holder K, in combination with
the movable blade D, and fixed blade B, of a pair of

pruning shears, when said holder is applied or ar-

ranged so as to be operated automatically from the

movable blade D, substantially as and for tho pur-

pose set forth.

2. Operating the movable jaw D through the me-
dium of the cross-arm I attached to the shaft H,
which is provided with the crank G, to which the
spring J and rod F are attached. aU arranged sub-
stantially as shown and described.
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80,596.—Henry J. Case, Auburn, N". T„ as-

signor to Henky Eichardson, same place.

—

Clamp-
ing Knives or Cutters of Mowing Machines while
being Ground.—August 4, 1868.—Attached to the
bar whicli holds the sickle bar, are pivoted a series
of clamps CGunected by rods and operated by a
cam lever pivoted to the roller bar, by which means
the clamps are readily brought tight up against the
sickle, and as readily undamped.

Claim.—In combination "with the clamping and
holding bar A, the series of clamping hooks, act-

uated through a common lever for fastening and re-

leasing the reaper bar or sickle, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

80,597.—]^. H. Cass, Henryville, Ind.—lledical
Compound for Treating Hog Cholera.—August 4,

1868.—The ingredients consist of cochineal, liuseed-

oil cake, sarsapariUa, Venetian red, madder, and
opium.

Claim.—The compound composed of the above-
mentioned iugredieats, in about the proportions
named, substantially as and for the purfloses de-
scribed.

80,598.— G. W. Chapman, Jr., Iowa Falls,
Iowa, assignor to himself and W. A. Plantz, same
place.— Harvester Cutter.—August 4, 1868.—The
sickle bar is formed in two pieces, so as to secure
separate cutters or teetli between them, in order to
admit of the teeth, being easUy removed and re-

placed.
Claim.—The sickle bar, constructed as described,

consisting of the upper bar &', provided with the
inclined slots s, for the passage of the. screws h, the
lower bar 6 having a groove for the reception of the
ribs c of the teeth a, said bars being adjusted to
clamp the teeth by means of the screw e in their
upset ends, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

80,599—:N'ash Cheek, Chapel Hill, 15". C—
Burglar Alarm Lock.—August 4, 1868 ; antedated
July 30, 1868.—An alarm apparatus is so connected
with a lock that, when properly set, the same will be
put in operation and an alarm sounded, in case the
bolt of the lock is improperly moved.

Claim.—1. The lever E*, connected with the bar i,

as shown in combination with the sliding bar F at
the outer side of the lock, and attached to the shutter
or door, and arranged so as to operate an alarm, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The lever G-, pivoted to the bar F, in connection
with the spring k, toothed wheel H, cord J, and
weight K or an equivalent, arms m, on the drum of
the shaft I, shaft M with arm L' and bell hammer N
attached, spring O and bell P, all arranged and
combined to operate in connection with the lock, sub-
stantially as set forth.

80,600.—Alvin B. Clark, Eichmond, Ind.—
Post Driver.—August 4, 1868.—This invention con-
sists in driving or setting posts by the application of
power from the force of gravity, from tlie weight of
a wagon thrown upon thb post by means of lever
clamps, screws, and a hand beetle.

Claim.—1. The device, constructed substantially as
described, and arranged upon a wagon in such a
manner as to throw the weight of the vehicle upon
the post, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of lever clamps B B, center
beam or lever C, screw D, with its lever J, hoisting
screw G, with its base F, and lever H, socket plate
I, all operating substantially as described and for the
pui'pose set forth.

80,601.—James T. Clark and John B. Besler,
Galesburg, El. — Switch. —August 4, 1868.—The
switch rails are so arranged and connected that if

not properly placed the flanges of the car wheels,
entering gradually and Avedge-like into the spaces
between the stationary and the pointed rails, Arillset

the switches to their proper places.
Claim.—The combination of the two short, G G',

and two long H H', pointed movable rails, witli two
stationary rails E E', forming a treble safety switch,
the whole aiTanged and operating substantially as
and in the manner herein uescribed and specified.

80,602.-0. 'W. Clark, Appleton, Wi^.—Eleva-
tor Bucket.—Angvi^t 4. 1868.—The bucket is made
with rounded front corners, and narrower on the
front face than on the back.
O^aiw.—The elevator bucket, constructed in the

form herein shown and described, as and for the pur-
pose set forth. »

80,603.—J. C. CoLFLESH, Delaware, Ohio.—
Back for Feeding ^/leep.—August 4, 1868.—A hop-
per-shaped rack is attached to a shaft and supported
in an upright position, to be filled. When filled, the
lid is closed and fastened, and the rack turned down
by means of a crank, to allow the sheep to feed.

Claim-.—The tapering rack C, supported on the
frame A by means of its shaft B, and provided -v^'ith

a hinged lid, E, pawl c, and ratchet c', and operated
by the crank D, so that it can be revolved to prevent
the sheep from feeding, to allow its being filled with
provender, and prevent the ingress of rain or snow,
as herein set fortb.

80,604.—George TV. Cooper, Ogeechce, Ga.—
Rice Cultivator.—August 4, 1868 ; antedated July
30, 1868.—A horizontal cutter with upturned sides
serves to loosen the earth, and two curved arms with
cutting edges cut the loosened earth and throw it

toward the middle uuder the beam. In rear of the
cutters are toothed disks, which completely break up
the loosened earth.

Claim.—1. The cutterD of a rice cultivator when
arranged as described, T\-ith uptm-ned cutting sides
a a, substantially as set forth.

2. The curved cutters E E, when arranged on the
sides of the cultivator, so as to cut close to the plants,
without injm-ing the same, as set forth.

3. The revolving toothed breakers H H, when ar-
ranged with beveled edges, and when made and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

4. The revolving breakers H H, when made as set
forth, in combination with the washer 6, and cleaners
1 1, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

5. Making the arms F, in which the axle G of the
breakers has its bearings, adjustable on the beam A,
so that thereby the height of the breakers can be
adjusted, as set forth.

6. A rice cultivator, consisting of the beam or
frame A, with the cutters DEE, and breakers
H H, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

80,605.—L. D. CowLES, Eomeo, Mich.—JSucWp.
—August 4, 1868.—Two frames are placed one within
the other, the smaller one being provided with cross
bars and lugs.

Claim.—The lugs C C, on the sides of the frame B,
in combination with the frame A, having inclined
edges, whereby the end bars of the two frames are
made to hold tlie strap, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

80,606.—L. B. Cox, San Francisco, Cal.—Ap-
paratus for Disintegrating Gravel containing Gold,
die.—August 4, 1868.—A rotary rake is operated
within a vessel in the bottom of which are a series
of narrow curved slots. Below the perforated bottom
is a hopper-shaped vessel, provided with a spout.

Claim.—1. The slotted bottom or floor d of the
tub D, when constructed in several independently
removable pieces, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the tub D, slotted floor d,

rake F, shaft G, and receiving vessel B, when the
several parts are constructed to operate substantially
as and for the pm-pose set forth.

80,607.-EiCHARD T. Crane, Chicago, HI.—
Core Bar.^August 4, 1868.—Designed as a support
fo r the core of molds used in casting " return bends"
of steam and gas pipes. Two bars are formed in the
sh ape of scmi-tuues, so that when the same are ar-

ranged together and riveted, a hollow bar will bo
formed, with a narrow space between the parts to
admit of the escape of the gases.

Claim.— The combination of tlie bars A and cross
bar B, when constructed substantially as and for the
purposes specified.
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8G.608.—George Cuompton, "Worcester, Mass.
—ioo?».—August 4, 1868.—The jack plates, forform-
inir the shod, are lifted aud depressed by means of
lifter and depressor bars, which maintain a horizon-
tality duiin<r most of their movements in forming the
shed, but which are thrown into inclined positions to
give the proper inclination to the shed, at the end of
each movement, a corresponding motion being given
to the evcner levers.

Claim.—In combination with the hooted jacks,
the angular lifter and depressor bars or levers, the
inclination of which is eflfected by means substan-
tially as set forth.

2. In combination with lifter and deprosser bars,
the inclination of which is effected as aud by means
substantially as set forth, the evener bars or levers,
conuocted to the lifter and depressor bars by the
slide rods and the links s, sul^stantially as desci'ibed.

3. The rocker wheel or segment I, for imparting
movement to the lifter and depressor bars or levers,
substantially as shown and described.

80,609.—Henry J. Gulp, Goshen, IvA.—Fence.
—August 4, 1868.—The panels are secured together
by pins aud are held iu a vortical position by crossed
stakes, so as to prevent any lateral movement.

Claim.—The panels A, hung upon the pin a, in
combination with the crossed stakes D D, whereby
the lateral movement of said panels is prevented, as
herein shown and described.

80,610.—W. r. Daugherty, Wellington, Ohio,
assignor to himself aud Hiram Elliott, same place,—Feather Renovator.—August 4, 1868.—Pipes, pro-
vided with openings, are secured to the sides of cyl-

inder. Each pipe is supplied with a faucet at the
end for shutting off and admitting steam.

Claim.—The faucets E, in combination with the
pipes h and side pipes D D', for the purpose specified.

80,611.—James P. DA\^S0N, Rome, N. Y.—Po-
tato Digger.—August 4, 1868.—The potatoes are
thrown up by a iieculiarly-shaped share or point and
passing to an endless apron, are deposited on a
series of vibrating arms or fingers.

Claim..—1. The combination of the share or point
N, apmn O, vibrating shaker S S', and clearing fin-

gers A^V^, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purjwse set forth.

2. The endless apron O, consisting of the belt o,

transverse bars o* o'^ o^, and links o'*, employed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

3. The lips or flanges a, in combination with the
cross bars C C', G, beam D, and braces L, substan-
tially as described.

80,612.—Jacob S.Hetrick, San Erancisco, Cal.,
assignor to himself and "William.K. Eckert, same
place.

—

Counting Register.—August 4, 1868.— De-
signed for a pocket instrument for accurately deter-
mining the velocity of shafting, Sec, and consists of
two spur wheels provided, one -nith a hundred and
the otlier with one hundred and one cogs. A detach-
able spindle having a worm screw that meshes with
these cogs, is thrown in and out of gear with the
spur wheels.
Claim.—1. The combination of the lever G, or its

equivalent, with tlie detachable spindle J and the
wheels E I, when the parts are constructed and ar-
ranged so as to operate together, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes indicated.

80,613.—PvOBEiiT F. DoBSON, Goderich, Canada.
—Broom.—AvLgwat 4, 1868.—The free portions of
the broom corn are so fastened as to extend toward
the upper end of the handle, when they are turned
back and secured.
Claim.—1. The turning ring a, affixed to the roll-

ing barrel D by means of the braces B, substantially
as herein shown aud described, for the purpose set
forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a broom in
which the corn is applied and secured as herein
shown and described.

80,614.—Oliver P. Drury, Niles, Widh.—Har-
vester Pifjnen.-August 4, 1868.—For connecting the

end of the pitman with the sickle bar, with as little

wear, and liability to become loose or choked up by
grass, as pos.sible.

Claim.—The described construction of the coup-
ling, consisting of the recessed jaw C, formed upon
the bar A, therecessed jaw B, provided with the ex-

tension J, adapted to be moved between tlie guides
a a by means of the screw bolt E, extending through
the jaw C. all operating as described, the proximate
recesses in the jaws B C receiring the ball G upon
the shank of the pitman D, as herein set forth and
shown.

80,615.— Daniel Eberiiart, New Pittsburg,

Ohio.

—

Spark J. rresfer.—August 4, 1868.—A wire
netting with inclined sides and open at the bottom,
is secured in a metal box attached to the top of a
chimney. Vertical pieces of wire netting surround
the above and the whole is surmounted by a sloping
roof.

Claim. — The within-described spark arrester,

when constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

80,616.—D. A. Fiske, Delavan, Wi^.—Churn.
—August 4, 1868.—The floats are attached to shafts,

so an-anged in the dasher frame as to assume a hori-

zontal position when descending. A sliding bar
made in the shape of a half cylinder, prevents the
cream from escaping through the cover.

Claim.—1. The paddles "or floats G, and shafts F,
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
shown aud described, in combination with each
other and with the dasher frame E, as aud for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The sliding bar M, in combination with the
dasher handle D, cover I, side boards L, and cleats

J, substantially as herein shown aud described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. Forming the chamber K, by inserting the ends
of the side boards L in groovesformed in the inner
sides of the cleats J, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,617.—Patrick Foley, Nineveh, N. T.—
Double-Action Pump.—August 4, 1868.—The valves
are so arranged that when the pump is not to be
used, they can be opened to discharge all the ^ater
from the cylinders, and prevent the freezing of the
same.

Claim-—The arrangement of the lever M with re-

lation to the cylinders A B, chamber I, valves d, and
valves h b, whereby, as the pi.ston C descends, the
valve d is opened, by means of the lever M, to dis-

charge the water from the chamber I into the cylin-

der A, the valves b b being operated to discharge the
water from the cylinders A B into the chamber L by
the alternate strokes of the pistons C D, as herein
described, lor the purpose specified.

80,618.—"William C. Frailey, Ironton, as-

signor to himself and D. T. Woodrow, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Chimney Cowl.—August 4, 1868.—Tlie cowl
or cap is constructed of light, thin, slightly orna-
mented plates of cast iron secured together in sec-

tions, and designed for inclosing the brick work oi

a chimney.
Claim.—The combination of the flanged baseB?>,

sides c c', cap d, lugs efg, aud connecting bolts h, all

constructed and employed substantially as aud for

the purposes set forth.

80,619.-Elnathan G. Ganiard, New York. N.
Y.

—

Ottoman and Hassock Filler.—August 4, 1868.

—

A tube is placed inside the ottoman or hassock and
both are placed in the ring and upon the bottom
piece. As the filling is introduced and pressed down
the tube is gradually withdrawn.
Claim.—The vertical movable tube C, ring B, in

combination with the molding bottom D, all arranged
and acting conjointly as herein shown, and for the
purpose set forth.

80,620.—Carolina Goessling, Jersey City, N.
J.— Water and Damp-Proof Paper for Covering
Walls.—August 4, 1868.—Two thicknesses of paper
are coated with a composition of resin, suet, yellow
wax, and flour of sulphur, and cemented together by
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the composition. The two outer surfaces are then
coated with the same.
Claim.—As an article of manufacture, paper, pre-

pared substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

80,621.—John Goodexough, Jerseyville, HI.—
Blacking Brush Scraper.—August 4, 1868.—The
scraper maybe attached to an ordinary blacking
brush, and is desig-ued for removing the dirt from the

boot or shoe.
Claim..—The scraper B, provided with the hook

cc^, straight and curving edges x x^ x^, and attached
at right angles to the rod B, as shown, the latter

being bent at b b^ 6^ and fastened to handle of brush
A, as shown and described, the rod and scraper
being so operated in couBCction with the handle,

that when needed for use the former is turned for-

ward and firmly held by the notch c, and when not
needed may be turned 'backward and held by the

hook x^, catching in the socket in the handle, as

herein fully set forth.

80,622.-"WiNFiELD S. Goss, Baltimore, Md.—
Screw Driver.—August 4, 1868.—The handle is made
in three pieces, connected by clutches and stops, in

sucli a manner that its lower part can be turned con-
tinuously in either direction, without releasing the
hand from the upper part.

Claim-.—The screw-driver handle, composed of the

parts C C C", provided with holes r r, the bolt D,
spring s, and lock bolt n, the whole being constructed

to operate substantially as described.

80,623.—NiLES Granger, Saratoga, N. T.—
Glass Furnace.—August 4, 1868.—The larger por-

tion of the melting pot is filled with the material for

making glass, and as this melts, it sinks down and
passes" through the passage-way in the bottom into

the smaller portion of the pot, from whence it is

worked.
C'^aim.—The pot B, formed of the parts C and D,

connected by the passsage-way IC, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes described.

80,624.—Samuel L. Hall, "West Salem, Wis.
—Churn and Butter TTor^-er.-August 4, 1868.—The
exterior vessel is designed for holding water by
which the cream in the churn may be kept at any
desired temperature. The frame is held in place by
means of a button, so that the vessels can bereadUA
swung out when necessary.

Claim.—1. The metal churn E, with the exterior

vessel F, both attached to the frame B, suspended
in the frame A, provided with tue locking device o,

all constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the bevel Avheel J and
winch L, the dasher G, with the curved beaters p
and grooved pin h, bevel pinion I, and brake H, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as

herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,625.—William Hall, ^tSTorth Adams, Mass.,
assignor to himself and John W. Pitt, same place.
—Let-off Mechanism for Looms.—Angust 4, 1868.

—

The pivoted bearing and bar serves as a bent lever.

A belt passing over a pulley on the shaft is secured
to the lower end of the bar, and to the front end of the

bearing is connected a spiral spring, which causes
the arin or bar to gradually rise, and the tension of
the warp or web is thus rendered uniform through-
out.
Claim.—The pivoted bearing c, with the bar e at-

tached, in oombination with belt B, pulley g, on shaft

A, and spring i, all constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,626.—Isaac C. Hart, Galesburg. Ill—Thill
Coupling.—August 4, 1868.—Hooks on the ends of

the tongue or thills fit witliin plates attached to the

axle, so that when the shafts arc elevated, they will

be securely held, and when tlie li-ont ends are lowered,
they can be easilv slipped out from the said plates.

Claim.—The ]i\ate H and hook L, constructed and
aiTanged as described, and combined witli the axle

A, clip P, and tongue or thills J, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

80,627.-Levi Heywood, Gardner, Mass.—Ifa-
chinefor Bending Wood.—August 4, 1868.—The tim-
ber to be bent is secured to a pair of blocks or formers
resting on tables which are made to move in slots,

at equal rates of speed toward each other, the said
blocks, when united, constituting the pattern or
former of the shape desired to give the timber.

Claim-.—1. Commencing to bend the wood ft-ora

each end toward its center, instead of commencing
to bend it from the center toward the ends, or from
one end toward its other end, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The formers B B, with the geared tables c c,

working in the rack D, and guided by the slots a a,

in combination with a suitaVle chain, H, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

80,628.— Joseph Hobakt, Boston, Mass.—
Double Volute Spring.—August 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. A double volute spring, composed Of a
single bar of metal, and made by bending said bar
at the middle, doubling it upon itself, and coiling the
same around a mandrel, or otherwise, substantially
as described.

2. In making double volute springs, in the manner
set forth in the foregoing clause, so bending the
limbs that the edges thereof shall describe lines of
unequal curvature, but so that the curvature, com-
mencing at or near the point of junction of said
limbs, shall increase from thence outward toward
the extremities thereof, substantially as described.

3. In making a double volute spring, in the manner
set forth in the first clause, bringing the two free ends
near together, leaving an opening between the limbs,
which narrows toward the end, substantially as
described.

80,629.—Andrew Hunter, San Francisco, Cal.—Machine for Separating and Concentrating Sul-
pMcrets.—August 4, 1868 ; antedated July 25, 1868.

—

Improvement'on his patent ofMay 23, 1865. A table,

having a downward inclination 'from front to rear
for a portion of its length, is suspended at its rear
end in a frame by adjustable hangers, an d is provided
with a sieve and means for imparting a quick, vibra-
tory motion.

Claim-.—1. The formation of the trough m table
B, with or without metallic lining, and alternately
inclining and level, as shown by lines abd, substan-
tially as described, and for the 'uses and purposes as
set forth.

2. The combination, with the table or trough B and
its adjustable hangers, of the cam shaft and spring
X, under the arrangement described, whereby both
the oscillatory motion and percussion of the said table
are effected 'for the purpose of separating tlie sul-

phurets and metals from the lighter particles, as set

forth.

3. The eccentric strap Z. in combination with the
trough B and cam, or equivalent means, for impart-
ing an oscillatory movement to said trough, substan-
tially as and for the puiposes set forth.

4. The combination, with the table B and me-
chanism for imparting to the same an oscillatory
movement, of the rocking trough E, arranged for
operation, substantiullv as and lor the purposes set
forth.

5. The combination, with the oscillatory table or
trough B, of the rotary scraper "W, made of India-
rubber or other suitable material, substantially as
set forth, and for tlie purposes specified.-

6. The combination, witli the table or trough B,
of the inclined screen T, and mechanism for impart-
ing to the same a vibratory motion, under the ar-

rangement and for operation as lierein set forth.
7." The combination, with the oscillating trough

and hanger, by which the reai' end of the trougli is

held, of the wheels or rollers R, for supporting the
front end of said trough, substantially as herein shown
and described.

8. The combination of the table or trough B with
eccentric troughs E and G, hangers D D. spring X,
wheels or rollers R, scraper W, and sieve T, substan-
tially as described, and for the uses and purposes as

hereinbefore set forth.

80,630.—Noah Jackson and A. W. Jackson,
Napoleon, Ohio.

—

Rotary Steam Engine.—Augunt 4,
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1863.~A skeleton rim wheel is provided with flanges

projectincr on each side, between which are secured
one or more partitions, so as to form separate steam-
tigbt chambers, the whole beinp; covered by a casing
and provided with valves, and induction and exhaust
pipes.

Claim.—1. The curved spring a, in combination
•with the L-shaped metal pieces b b, arranged in the
valves F F, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the flanges O, partitions

IN" X. casing B. valres F F, induction spouts G G, and
exhaust pipes H H, substantially as herein set forth.

80,631.—Lewis Jexxings, ^STew York.—Arte-
sian P«??!p.—August 4, 1868; antedated July 23,

18C8.—The packing presents a metallic surface to

the interior of the inain pipe, and is provided with a
cup leather, having its lower edges confined between
collars in the fixed plunger. On the surface of the
plunger is a spiral feather or projection which, in
joiiuection with rateliet rings, causes the plunger to

partially rotate at eacli ascent.
Claim.— I. The within-described construction and

arrangement of the packing D d' E, the same being
composed of the soft and water-retaining cup leather
E. and the hard and expansible exterior D, the latter

being in the form of a ring or hollow cylinder, open
on one side, with one or more offsets, d'\ at the joint,

all these several parts being constructed and ar-

ranged, relatively to each other and to the box Band
barrel A, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. The partial spiral or incline B^, and corre-

sponding ratchet ring G' G* arranged as represented,
the ringG' G^ being allowed to traverse axially
within "the yoke or inclosing ring A^, and to lock
itself in new relations thereon as the bucket B de-

scends, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

80,632. — Xelsox Johxsox, Jasper, IST. T.—
Head Block for Saw Mill.—August i, 1868.—This in-

vention consists in the employment of eccentric lon-

gitudinal rests which support and " dog " the log at

both bottom and top, the entire length of the car-

riage. Provision is made for adjustably mounting the
said rests, and also for operating dogs fitted to sbde
vertically in the head blocks or knees.

Claim'.—1. The eccentric longitudinal rests L L',

either or both, when constructed with a flat fall I and
dogs v. and operating substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

2. The vertical slots t^ when employed in com-
bination with the upper longitudinal rest L, for the
purpose of rendering said'rest adjustable to suit

dififerent sizes and taper of logs, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the lever 3, ratchet rack
4, link 2, and vertically sliding dog 1, with the stand-
ard 5, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

80,633.—JOHX Ejxshaw, Lafayette, Tnd.—
Steam Generator.—August 4, 1868.

—
"Water cham-

bers are made to project from the upper and lower
parts of the boiler into its interior, around which
chambers pass the fire and heat.

Claim.—A zigzag or undulating flue, formed by the
alternately projecting water chambers C C, substan-
tially as herein described.

80,634.-TTiLLiAM Kester, Cherryville, Pa.—
Machine for Grinding and Polishing School Slates.—August 4, 1868.—The slates are supported upon a
car which runs under the grinding stones or wheels,
and alternately raises the slates against or depresses
them from the stones. The cars are caused to rise
and fall gradually, and yet preserve a perfect level,
by means of a .series of inclines.

^ Claim.—1. The track b b', when composed of the
double inclines 1 1', and used in connection with the
cars G G and grinding stones D D, in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the movable bed H, springs
s s, and body of the car G, substantially as and for
the purpose'specified.

80,635.—T. J. KiXDLEBERGER, Eatou, Ohio.—
Water Wheel.—Angnst 4, 1868.—Two series of buck-

ets, arranged one above the other, are held in place
between annular rims and plates, which have an in-

clination for a portion of their surfaces toward the
center. The gates are opened and closed by means
of a pinion and segmental rack pivoted tothe top
plate and connected by a rod to a collar surrounding
the main shaft.

Claim.—1. The water wheel, consisting of the
plate A and rims B and C, with the two tiers of
buckets E and F, all constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The rim C and buckles F, when constructed and
combined as set forth.

3. The combination of the pinion I, segmental rack
H, rod P, and collar G, when arranged,in connection
with the case and vertical gates of a water wheel, as
herein shown and described.

80,636.—"WiLLOUGHBY F. KiSTLER. CMcago,
111., assignor to himself and George W. Gillette.—Cooking Stove.—August 4, 18G8.—The oven doors
are constructed with a chamber or passage, through
which the heat and smoke are caused to pass on their
way to the escape flue.

Claim.—A stove, so constructed that the heat and
smoke may pass through a chamber, space, or flue in
the doors of the oven, substantially as and for the
pui-poses specified.

80,637.-TiiojiasLalor, Toronto, Canada, as-
signor to John Dewe, George Hardixg, and Bar-
tholomew Lalor.—Indicator Lock.—August 4,

1868.—The key. on being inserted, acts first on the
tumblers, so as to free the cylinder and to allow a
slide to be raised, and it then raises the slide so as to
turn the cylinder. The slide bolt is replaced in its

original position by the turning back of the key after
the lock has been opened.

Claim.—1. The cylinder a, arranged in the lock in
such a manner that it will cause the motion of the
indicator, whenever the key is operated, to open the
lock, as set forth.

2. The slide bolt d, by which the cylinder a is

moved, as described.
3. So constructing the tumblers of a lock that they

will lock the cylinder a substantially in the manner
herein shown and described.

4. The guard p', attached to the slide bolt d, for
the purpose of protecting the bolts n, to prevent the
lock from being picked, as set forth.

5. The application of indicator wheels f g h,ov
their equivalents, to a lock, the same being moved
or set, whenever the key is turned in the lock, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose lierein shown and
described.

6. The combination of the indicator wheels with
the locking pin i, which can be protected by a seal,

as set forth.

80,638.-J"0HN Y. Laxfair, Queensbury, IST. Y.— Water TTAee?.—August 4, 1868.—The upper portion
of each bucket is larger than the lower part, and is

in such position as to receive the percussive force of
the water at right anrfes with the direction of the
flow of the same, and both parts are also so inclined
as to receive a power from the water as it escapes
from the wheel Dy reaction.

Claim.—The wheel A, constructed or cast with
buckets J, having two parts b b', arranged as shown
in combination with the curved throats H H, all

arranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

80,639.—Elijah Lixdsley, Neenah. Wis.—
Hinge.—August 4. 1868.—The pivot pin which con-
nects the two portions of the hinge together is encir-

cled at the center by a shoulder, and has two short
beads near the same, so as to form an eccentric
which adjusts itself to place whenever the hinge is

opened or closed either way.
Claim.—The bent pivot 6, in combination with

shoulder « and plates d d, the Avhole forming a right
and left hand, substantially as herein shown and
described.

80,640.—R. O. LowREY, Salem, X. Y.—Mode of
Water-Proofing Paper, Cloth, cC-c-August 4, 1868.—
This invention consists in the application of soap,
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salt, and alum, to the materials of whicli the fabrics

are composed, -while iu the raw state, or to the fabric
or article into which it is made, alter being manufac-
tured.

Claim.—1. The process of making paper, cloth,

and all similar fabrics, as well as leather, compara-
tively water-proof, as herein described.

2. The products resulting from the application of
my process to pulp, paper, cloth, and similar fabrics,

as well as leather, as herein described.

80,641.-11. 0. LOWEEY, Salem, IST. Y.—Arti-
ficial Gumfor Coating and Water-Proofing.—August
4, 1868.—An artificial gum is formed of a combina-
tion of soap with alum and salts, which will unite
with oils, resins, wax, and other similar substances,
to produce a varnish or paint.

Claim.—1. The composition, made by mixing a
solution of salt and alum with a solution of soap, as
herein described, for the pm*pose of producing an
artificial gum.

2. The composition, made by mixing my artificial

gum with oils, resins, grease, gum, wax, fibrous ma-
terials, or their equivalents, substantially as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,642.—William L.Lowrey, Saratoga Springs,
"N. Y.—Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—August
4, 1868.—In a bench ofretorts ofthe usual construction
is placed a pot which is nearly filled with hydrate of
lime. A similar pot is then tilled partially with coal
tar, over which is spread a layer of coke dust, fine

coal, peat, saw-dust, and sand, mixed with a solution
of soap or any suitable gelatinous compound. The
eliminated gas breaks through this covering into the
chamber of the retort and mingles with the hydrogen
from the hydrate of lime.

Claim.--1. The process of distilling illuminating
gas from coal tar, hydrocarbon oils, resins, wax, and
the residuum of petroleum, substantially as herein
described.

2. The use of the hydrate of lime, within the cham-
ber or retort, in the manufactm-e of illuminating gas,

in the ordinary way or by my process, substantially

as herein described.

80,643.—George F. Lynch, Milwaukee, TVis.—
Botary Cultivator.—August 4, 1868.—The invention
consists in defining a rule for determining the shape
of a fixed tooth on a cylinder, so that the whole line

of the tooth will enter the ground at the point where
it first strikes the same. " The teeth are placed on
separate heads, each having an independent move-
ment on the same axle.

Claim.—1. The shape of the tooth and the manner
of finding the curve of the same, to suit any sized

head or cylinder, as herein recited.

2. Having the heads loose on the axle, to prevent
clogging or choking, as herein described, in combina-
tion with the attaching the heads to the truck by
straps, so as to permit each head or cylinder to act
and move over obstructions independently.

80,644.—Philander Macy, Eochester, IST. T.—
Valve Arrangement.—August 4, 1868.—The valve is

so constructed and arranged as to admit of the ports
being opened and closed by the direct action of the
piston head itself, without the use of eccentrics or
other attachments, and also of reversing the engine
while under full motion.

Claim.—1. The construction of the valve K with
openiug d, bars / /, lugs h h, olfset k k, and projec-

tion r, as herein set forth.

2. Tlie combination of the rod M, provided with
the turning hook s and collar t, and the lever L and
spring n, with the valve K and its projection r,

operating substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses specified.

80,645.—A . J. Magoon, Providence, R. J.—Stov4
Grate.—August 4, 1868.—Two circular grates are
pivoted to a horizontal shaft, and so connected to

gearing that when rotated in one direction the coal

will be sifted, and when turned in the opposite di-

rection the grates will be dumped.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

revolving gi-ates C C, horizontal shaft B, lugs e e,

tubular shafts a a, and beveled pinions 6 6, all

operating as described, whereby the grates are re-
volved separately and dumped simultaneously, as set
forth and shown.

80,646.—Peter Martin, Fore'^t Grove, Oregon.—Manufacturing and Purifying Spirits.—August
4, 1868 ; antedated April 4, 1868.—The grain, from
which the liquor is to be made, is soaked in water
and the latter is then drawn off; more water is again
added to the grain to soak the same, and is then
drawn off ana added to the first. After fermenta-
tion the whole is run through a stdl. A part is again
run through the still and a quantity of salt being
added, the whole is again run through the still.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of alcohol, and other
spirits, in the manner substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. The use of saline matter for manufacturing and
purifying spirits, in combination with my said pro-
cess, substantially as described.

80,647.—James A. McClelland, Yernon, Ind.—Device for Feeding Saw Bust, <6c., to Furnace.—
August 4, 1868.—A curved spout is conveniently ar-

ranged to suck up the shavings and dust from a wood
working machine, the shavings, &c., being carried
to the furnace for consumption by a ciDntinuation of
spouts. Yalves and spouts are arranged to convey
the shavings outside of the building if desirable.

Claim.—1. The application of a suction and blast
fan to planing, circular saw, sand belt, or other wood
working machinery, when arpanged iu the manner
shown, or in an equivalent way, to draw the shav-
ings or saw dust from the machine and teed them to
a furnace or discharge them from the building or
shop, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the two fans D D', spouts
G K L F, and the valves I J, to operate substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

3. The air escape pipe H, in combination with the
spouts G K L F, and valves J I, all arranged for
joint operation, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

80,648.— Charles H. Mellor, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Molding Machine.—August 4, 1868.—The man-
drel of the cutter head has two projections, (one at
or near each end.) on one of which the strap runs
when the mandrel rotates in one direction, and on
the other when rotating in an opposite direction.
The top of the frame is elevated or depressed by
means of a screw plate acting on inclined faces on
the sliding frame.

Claim.—The combination of the vertical cutter
bearing mandrel DST, having glands for controlling the
belt with the table T>, made adjustable vertically by
wedges placed on a frame C, controlled by hand
Avheel F and screw/, all constructed and opei'ated
substantially as described.

80,649.—Benjamin F. Merrill, West Lebanon,
N. H.

—

Gauge.—August 4, 1868.—The gauge is in-

serted in a key hole and adjusted to the proper angle
to fit the two inclined sides of the same, and the
parts being secured in position, the gauge is removed
and the proper measurement taken for forming the
key, the object being to provide a gauge for measur-
ing key holes in machinery.

Claim.—An adjustable measure for key holes, con-
sisting of the strips B C, adapted to be forced apart
by the action of springs, and clamped in the desired
position by means of set screws or nuts, substantially
as herein shown and described.

80,650.—Lucius E. Michell, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Curtain Fixture.— August 4, 1868.—The pulley
around which the cord passes is attached to a spring
catch which is pivoted to a frame provided with per-
forations in any one of which the catch may be held
by means of a stud on the rear of the same.

Claim.—The combination, substantially as de-

scribed, of the perforated plate B b, pivoted spring
catch C D, stud d, and pulley B, for the purpose
specified.

80,651.— Charles E. Miller, Indianapolis,
Ind.— TFasft Boiler.—Au^st 4, 1868.—Apertures in
the rim of the pit cover afford a communication from
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the body of the boiler to the spout. A perforated
diaphra^ni extends obliquely across the pit and
tlireets the heated suds into the upright pipe.

Claim.—Tlie an-angemcrit of cover D, Imvingper-
forated rim cV and uuperforatcd top d, oblique and
perforated diaphragm E, pipe G, and nozzles g g',

substantially as set forth.

80,652.—l/:vi Mooke, Baraboo, Wis.— CZcry

Mill.—August'4, 1SG8.—A revolving disk pi-ovided
vith wedge-shaped projections receives the clay
from the hopi)er, and passes it outward over the
peripheiT of tlie disk to the floor below, where it is

further ground. The lumps, sticks, &c., are worked
outward aud discharged through doors, while the
plastic clay is conducted by chutes to the central
opening to' gi'indiug plates below.

Claim.—The disk L, with its projections, in com-
bination witli the grinding plates a and X, the floor

D. having chutes and o'pening O, the horizontal
grinding plates G P, having wedge-shaped projec-
tions, the shaft I, floor H, and doors Q Q, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown, aud de-

scribed.
'

S0,6oJ.—Aakox Morehouse and Alfred R.
He;ath, Danbury, Conn.—Tuck Greaser for Seicing
Machine.—August 4, 1868.—An upright arm attached
to the pressor piston is provided with a tapering slot

curving to one side so as to carry the upper portion
of the tuck out of the way of the needle. An arm or
bar attached to a stud on the said slotted arm has at

one end a curved guide, and on the otlier end a
marker which carries a pencil to mark the line for the
folded edge of the next succeeding tuck.

Claim.—1. The bent arm C, attached to the presser
piston A, when constructed with the slot D, needle
hole B, spring guide J, and guide swell O, substan-
tially as and tor the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the slotted arm C, con-
stnicted as described, with the adjustable bar N,
and spring presser F, as set forth.

3. The combination of the presser piston A, slotted
arm C, spring guide J, guide O. and spring presser
F, with the adjustable guideH or marker I, arranged
to operate substantially as described.

80,654.—Charles TV. Mosher, East Leon, oST.

T.

—

Log Sled.—August 4, 1868.—An angular frame
{Drovided with trunnions at each end of'its base or
ower portion, with bearings in the sides of the sled,

is so connected with a cliain and log hooks, that the
draught fores of the team will act to raise the log and
draw it forward upon the sled.

Claim.—A log sled, having the roller /, chain a,

swinging fi-ame B and its accessory rollers, chain a',

and any log hooks d, all substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,655.—Joseph Xewcomer, Baltimore, Md.—
Composition for Destroying Insects iii Wheat.—
August 4, 16G8. — The wheat, previous to being
planted, is soaked in a solution of salt brine and cop-
peras ; after being sufficiently soaked it is placed on
a floor and slaked lime is sifted over it.

Claim.—The compound of the salt brine and cop-
peras in the proportion, and the mode of treating the
wheat, as hereinbefore fully described.

80,656.—J. XicnoLAi, Boston, Mass.—FoZduigr
Chair.—August 4, 18(;8.—Improvement on his parent
of November 19, 1867. The legs and seat are so
connected that the parts will move simultaneously
in folding and unfolding the chaii*, and the same be
held in position when unfolded, Avithout straps or
arms.

Claim.—1. A folding chair, having its seat C and
legs A A connected by the bar D, rings e e, and
guide rods d d, all arranged substantially in the
manner as aud for the purpose set forth.

2. The lugs or steps//, attached to the seat C,
in combination with the bar I), rings e e, and guide
rods d d, for the purpose specified.

80,657.—JToseph W. Kormax, Eugene, Ind.—
Portable Fence.—August 4, 1868.—The panels are
connected together a'hd to the pickets by hooked
rods aud links so as to allow the whole to' be rolled
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or folded together. The pickets are secured to cast-
ii-on supporting posts by sliding collars.

Claim.—The combination of the pickets A' A',
the rings or collars m m, the posts B B. having the
sockets s s, the rods r r, and the links i i, substan-
tially as described.

80^658. — Josiah Oothoudt, Minneapolis,
Minn., assignor to himself aud Hexry C. Jerauld,
same place.— C7iur?i.—August 4, 1868.—The chm'u
and dasher have each a rotary motion in opposite
directions, being connected respectively to shafts,

one of which is hollow and surrounds the other, and
operated by suitable gearing.

Claim.—The tub C, dasher B, sleeve or casing c,

hollow shaft E, Avheel E, shaft D, and gear e c, when
all are combined and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

80,659.—"W. H. Parker, Memphis, Tenn.—
Smoke Stack.—August 4, 1868.—An extra smoke
stack formed in telescopic sections serves as a fire

jacket to the original stack, and in case the latter is

injured by a shot or accident, the sections of the extra
stack are elevated by means of levers acting upon
latches or pawls engaging in racks on the said sec-

tions, the sections being held in an elevated position
by spring catches.

Claim.—The combination of three sections, E, F,
and G, with the levers AAA, with the latches C C,
the springs D D, the racks B B, the three or more
springs 1 1, the fulcrum g, constructed and operated
substantially as herein set forth.

80,660.—"VT. A. Philips, Perry Center, ^. Y.—
Compound for Destroying Insects in Plants.—
August 4, 1868.—The ingredients are tobacco, lime,

and soft soaji boiled in water and strained.
Claim.—The composition prepared of the ingre-

dients and in the proportions and manner substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

80,661 S. B. Pierce, Homer, ^.Y.—Fence.—
August 4, 1868; antedated July 29, 1868.—The posts,

to which the panels are attached, are secured to each
other by a T-shaped clasp having a screw thread on
its shank.

Claim.—The combination of the fence panels BB,.
clasp C, as constructed, and posts A, for forming a
portable fence, as set forth.

80,662.—Henry E. Pond, Franklin, Mass.

—

Carriage-Curtain Fastener.— August 4, 1868.—

A

metallic plate containing a sliding bolt, shutting
into or through a hollow stud on the carriage top,

is applied to the outer surface of the curtain, and
another plate is attached to the inner surface of the •

curtain.
Claim.— The improved device before described,

for fastening the cm-tains of -uheeled vehicles, con-
sisting of the two perforated plates, a aud b, riveted:

to opposite sides of the curtain, as represented, aud
with the outer one provided with a locking bolt, for
locking into the stud cZ, the whole being in manner,
aud to operate as before described.

80,663

—

Levi "W. Pond, Eau Claire, T7is., as-

signor to himself and Eau Claire LuiiuER Com-
pany, same place.— Device for Sheering Booms.—
August 4, 1868.—The boom is hinged at one end to

a firm support on the shore, ami on the '-down,
stream " side are pivoted rudders, connected to--

gether by rods, so that they will all move simulta-
neously.

Claim.—The combination of the rudders B with
the boom A, whether said boom bo made in one or
more parts or pieces, substautially as herein shown,
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,664.—E. X. Porter and P. P. Egberts,
Morrisville, Yt.—Swift or Pcel.—Angnat 4. 1668.—
The swift is provided with a hook, so that it can be
moved to the side of its support, and be u.sed as a
reel ; and the pivot around which the arms revolve
is provided with a spring, so as to hold them steady
ancl in place.
Claim.—The arrangement of the spiral spring a,

pin E, perforated arms F F, with the block C, hook
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D, and standarcl A, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

80,665.—Edward J. Eeddt, Bayrille, IST. Y.—
Bundling Machine.— August 4, 1868.— Designed
more especially lor bunching or bundling asparagus
and other vegetables. The handle is adjusted iu po-
sition to expand the bands or straps for receiving the
article to be bound, -u-hen it is di-awn down, and, by
a slight turn of the hand piece the machine will be
locked and the bundle be held securely until tied up.

Claim.—The handle C, having the movable hand
piece ci and stop c^, the toothed segment H, shaft B,
and segments E, constructed to operate the flexible

bands E, as herein described, for the purpose spe-

cified.

80,666.—Otis N". Rich, G-eneva, 111., assignor
to himself and William H. 'RovfT&hi..—Grain Sepa-
rator.—August 4, 1868.—A circular disk is secured
to a shaft, and has its under side of a shape to con-
form to a concave perforated plate arranged inde-
pendently of the shaft. Beneath this plate is a fun-
nel-shaped receiver, which discharges into a spout
on one side, while a separate discharge is provided
for the perforated concave.

Claim.—1. The combination of the disk H and
Serforated plate I, with their adjacent faces inclined
ownward,*substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

2. In combination with said diskH and plate I, the
arrangement of a receiver, J, substantially as spe-
cified and shown.

3. The combination of the disk H, perforated plate
I, receiver J, and chiites K I, arranged to operate
substantially in the manner described.

4. The rim M, provided with openings or notches
m, when arranged with respect to the passages n, in
the manner specified.

80,667.-"William D. Richardson, Springfield,
HI.

—

Lead Pipe Connection.— August 4, 1868.—

A

ring of lead is placed over the male part of the pipe,
and the joint is made by crowding the two sections
of pipe together with great force.

6Vaiw.—The improved pipe joint herein described,
the lead E being compressed within the flaring lip D,
by compressing the lengths of pipe tbrcibly together,
and a space, C, being leit around the extreme end of
the male pai"t to allow the parts to be set at a slight
angle without difficulty, all substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

80,668.—Lorenzo "W. Roath, Lexington, Ohio.—Bedstead.—August 4, 1868.—The cords extending
from one section to the other are secured in a cross-

rail at the intersection of the two parts by means of
loops, in order to preserve their tension.

Claim.—The cross-rail K, loops d, as arranged in
combination with the cord F and sections H G-, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,669.—"William "W. Rogers, Hampden Cor-
ner, Me.

—

Dumping Cart and Wagon.—August 4,

1868.—As the cart or wagon body is tipped up to

dump the load, the tail board will be raised auto-
matically, and will drop back again into place and
fasten itself as the said body is "again raised into a
horizontal position.

Claim:—1. The combination of the spring bolts G,
cords or chains n, and pulleys I, with the liiugedtail
board E, stakes J, and body D of the cart or Avagon,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.
'2. The combination of the brace rods K and cross-

bar L with the stakes J and shafts C, substantially
. as licrein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

80,670.—J. P. Sargent, North Turnbridgc, Vt.—Carriage Top.—August 4, 1868.—The pivoted in-

terior rod extends up through the liollow upper part of

the jointed staff, ami to its upper end is attached a
gro()ved disk to which are secured the ribs. A slid-

ing ferrule covers the joint in the staiF. The top is

(•'.esignc^d to be readily attached to or detached from
a carriige seat and com])actly folded.

Claim.—The pivoted iutorior rod D, in combina-

tion with the double-jointed tubular shaft C, slotted
near its center, sliding fen-ule I, grooved and notched
ring flange BE, disk E, braces Gr, and curved radial
ribs E. all constructed and operating as described
for the purpose specified.

80,671.—Peter Schmitt and Peter Jacob
ScHMiTT, "Waterloo, JW.—Grain Drill <S/ioe.—August
4, 1868.—Two couphag links are attached to the
traction rod by a single pivot pin so as to allow of a
vertical play of the parts, and a similar attachment
is made between the back ends of the said links and
a lug on the shoe. A rivet pin in connection with
the segmental slot in the shoe lug permits the latter
to give way Avhen the machine is backed.

Claim.—1. The shoe A. when provided with a
slotted lug, a, and combined with the rod B and links
C, as herein described and shown.

2. The rod B, when provided with adjusting holes
b^, and coupled with the links C, by means of the
joint pin b, and the wooden pin &*.

3. The arrangement of the curved slot a', pin c',

and links C, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described.

80,672.—JoHANN Schnell, ISTew York, 1^. Y.—
Sash and Window Frame.—August 4, 1868.—The
frame which confines the sashes is hung to the win-
dow casing so that it may be turned like a folded
window, for convenience in washing and replacing
broken panes of glass. The end of each sash cord is

secured to the edge of the sasli by means of a spring
catch, so that the cord can be taken oif and replaced
without taking the sash out of the frame.

Claim.—1. The hinged frame B, in which the
sashes C D slide up and down, as specified.

2. The arrangement of the window sashes C D, in
a frame, B, whtch is hinged to the casing A, all con-
structed to operate substantially as herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

3. The bars or plates Gr, when removably secured
to the sashes, and held by means of the catch i g, all

constructed and arranged to operate iu the manner
and for the purpose substantially as herein set forth
and shown.

80,673.—William Sertiss, Sidney, Ohio.—2>«-
vice for Soldering Tin Cans.—August 4, 1868.—

A

tubular holder, having an annular lip near its top,

against which the upper edge of the cylinder to be
soldered rests, is made so as to be capable of being
sprung apart to increase its diameter, and is held in
any desired position by nuts and screws.
Claim.—The tubular holder A, when provided

with the slots C, screws D, and nuts D', arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

80,674.—r. M. Shields, Macon, Miss., assignor

to himself and John "W. Sanders, same place.

—

Yoke.—August 4, 1868.—A hanging and a projecting
hook are attached to a halter upon the neck or head
of an animal, and so arranged as to hook into a
fence, to prevent the animal from jumping the same.

Claim.—1. The combination with a halter of the
yoke herein described, consisting of the strip C and
"hooks D and E, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The improved animal yoke, herein described,

composed of the strip C, hooks D and E, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

80,675.—David Slaughter, West Hempfield
Township, Pa.—Ifcret Ow«er.—August 4, 1868.—

A

series of circular knives attached to a central axis,

revolving on side bearings, are made to traverse to-

and-fro on a rotating block, by means of a crank
and screw gearing, with an adjustable bearing or

weighted pressure on the knives.

Claim.—The arrangement of the circular knives
N and weighted sliding car and box Q, with its slot-

ted arms 1 1', in combination with a revolving block,

L, and crank and screw shaft D S, sul)stautially in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

80,676 George H. SovlA Jersey City, N. J.

—Fastening for iJmceief.—August 4, 1868.—The
bracelet is fastened at or near one end to the device,
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while the other end is left free to slide iu the fastener
]

and may be secured at any desired point by means
of a hinged lever and spring catch.
Claim.—Thc clasp or fastener A, as shown and

described.

SO,err.—John D. Stewart, La Porte, Ind.—
Balance Slide Valve.—August 4, 1808.—In the top of
the chamber of the valve chest, which is recessed for

the purpose, are placed two plates, which are pressed
l)y the steam into longitudinal grooves on the top of
the valve, for the purpose of relieving the valve of
friction and also of preventing the passage of the
steam over the top of the valve.

Clai'in.—In combination with the slide valve B,
valve chest G, and cover G^ and steam chamber F,
the packing plates H, to the back of which steam is

admitted fi-om the steam chamber, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

80,678.—G-EORGE "W. Stouffer, Lewiston, Pa.—SjJoJce Tenon.—August 4, 18G8.—The spoke tenon is

formed with grooves or concavities in some or all of
its sides, for the purpose of facilitating the driving
of the spoke and preserving the fixedness of the
wheel.

Claim.—The provision in a spoke tenon of the
grooves or concavities ft, b^, b^, employed and operat-
ing as described, for the purposes specified.

80,679.—Sedgwick A. Sutton, Dixon, HI., as-

signor to himself, "W. Uhl, andLYSANDER Flagg.-
File Cutting iLachine.—August 4, 1808.—Designed as
an improvement upon a machine patented to Edward
Bucklin, February 27, 1866, and relates to the con-
struction and arrangement of the hammer shaft, and
the chisel by which the latter is prevented, in its

ascent, from cutting off a tooth made by a previous
cut. The pressm-e roller is also so arranged as to
admit of its being always adjusted at a proper dis-

tance from the chisel.

Claim.—1. The combination and aiTangement of
the pivoted guide plate B, slides C and E, and the
convex pressure roller F, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The loaded lever I, arranged or applied sub-
stantially as shown, with the standard J and oblong
slot h, in combination with the slides C E and con-
vex pressure roller F, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The clamp K, composcdof the jaws j,?', leverM,
l)rovided with the pins n o, and the catch' L, applied
to the clamp, and all arranged to operate in the
manner substantially as and tor the purpose speci-
fied.

80,680.—James Stewart, Hoflfman's Ferry, N'.

Y.—Corn and Potato Co2;erer.—August 4, 1868.—The
covering shares are so connected Avith the frame as
to admit of their being readily adjusted to throw more
or less soil over the rows, as desired. The rollers
are mounted in hinged frames at the rear of the ma-
chine and are steadied by means of springs bearing
upon the frames. The 'lead wheel is capable of a
vertical adjustment.

Claim.—1. The covering shares G G', constructed
as represented and described, and provided with the
adjustments g, g^, a, and r/i (/i*, (/•<, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combined arrangement of the adjustable
lead wheel E, shares or scrapers G G', and spring
rollers H H', all substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

3. The .springs J J', in combination with the frames
A I and rollers H H', aiTanged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The combination of the handles C, main frame
A, liinged frame I, rollers H, and wheel E, all ar-
ranged" to operate substantially as herein set forth.

80,681.-Benjamin F. Taft, Groton Junction,
assignor to himself and Daniel Xeedham, Groton,
Mass.—Hay and Cotton Preas.—August 4, 1808.

—

Compressing power is applied through the agency of
nooses in a series of ropes or chains, used for press-
ing hay, and through the agency of ropes, puUeys,
and a follower, for pressing cotton.

Claim.—The within-described portable pressing

apparatus, consisting of the mounted wagon body
A S C D, windlasses E andE, with their connecting
gear, ropes or chains d d d d, (fee, pulleys c c cc, h,

and i, follower S, and cam a, all constructed and
arranged together substantially as herein shown and
described.

80,682.-Spencer P. Taylor, Oxford, Ohio.—
Horse Collar.—August 4, 1868.—Desigiied for the re-

ception of hair or wool in one compartment, to render
the collar easy for the horse's neck, the remaining
two sections to be fiUed with some chePoper ma-
terial.

Claim.—A horse collar, divided by a partition, e,

into compartments for the reception of different ma-
terials, substantially as described.

80,683.—George S. True, Leavenworth, Kan-
sas.

—

Label Holder.—August 4, 1868.—A card holder

is so constructed as to hold blank cards having any
desired direction marked thereon, and secured by
clamps or springs in the said holder.

Claim.—The card-holder, consisting of the parts
D E, the former being hinged to the latter, which is

adapted to be so attached to the trunk as to form a
magazine C, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

80,684.-Washington H. Tucker, Ru7aman,
Ind.— TFaflron ^raA;e.—August 4, 1868.—The brake
blocks are attached to swinging rods operated by a
lever through the medium of rods and straps. A
spring is used to keep the blocks from contact with
the wheels.

Claim.—The blocks E, rods F and P, straps K
and Is", sheave O, rods L M, spring H, and lever J,

all constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

80,685.—T. W. Tyler, Corry, 'Pa.—Chtirn
Daslier.—August 4, 1868.—The knives are secured in
two wheels, and are made to incline in one direction
in one of the wheels, and in the other direction in the
other wheel, so that the two will revolve in opposite
directions, as the dasher is moved up and down.

CtaijJi.—The knife-wheels F E G, constructed and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, in combination with the long tenon D of
the dasher-handle C, as and for the jnu-pose set

forth.

80,686.— Isaac H. Walker, is^ewton. III.—
Combined Plow and Planter.—August 4, 1868.—The
front mold boards break tlie soil, while the rear ones
throw up the clear soil from the bottom of the fur-

row. The seed is then dropped into the ground
which is pulverized and compressed in a convex
ridge over it by the hari'ow and roller.

Claim.—1. The mold boards C C, projecting rear-

wardly and inwardly from the front neold boards B
B, at the same or a greater depth, substantially in
the manner and for the ])urpose specified.

2. The combined nrrungcment of the seed box D
D' d, dropping slide G, crank lever F, and treadle E,
all constructed and employed substantially as and for

the purpose described.
3. The harrow J, constructed as described, and

employed in combination -^vith the plows B C, ajid

planter D I, in the manner and for the purpose spe-

cified.

4. The combined arrangement of the plows B G,

planter D I, harrow J, and roller L, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

5. The hollow colter or drill I, in combinatioji
with the mold boards C C and planter D, a.s and for

the purpose set forth.

80,687.—John "Wajipacii, Shakopee, Minn.—
Tire Cooler.—Angmt 4, 1868.—The oliject is to so

construct the tire fratnc tluit tlie tire, when set. may
be instantly cooled before it can injure the felloes,

and without wasting the water.
Claim.—The combination of the connecting rods

E, lever D, connecting rod G, and lever F, with each
otlier, with the box B, beams C, and frame A, ar-

ranged substantially as lierein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.
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80,688.—JAMES "White, Harrison, Ohio.—Car
Coupling.—August 4, 1868.—The coupling pin is in-

closed -vvitliin a cylinder, and pressed down by a
spiral spring. The pin, when the cars are uncoupled,
rests upon a projection or spring bolt, which is

pressed forward by a spring within a telescopic
casing, and is released by the impingement of the
entering link against the said bolt.

Claim.—1. The pin C, inclosed within the tight
cylinder B P, and operated by a spring E, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

2. In combination with the above, the lugs or pro-
jections J K, telescopic hollow stem j, L, and spring
M, all constructed, arran,^ed, and employed as and
for the purposes specified.

80,689.—KicHARD Whiting and Albert Ham-
ilton, New York, N. Y.—Grate for Stove Range
and Heater.—August 4, 1868.—The back part of the
grate can be raised or lowered to any desired angle
by means of a lever in the center of the stove. The
front half can be raised or lowered vertically, by a
similar device, connected with a lever in a slot in the
side, under the grate bars.

Claim.—An "adjustable grate," so constructed
that the size of the fire space may be readily increased
or diminished, by raising or lowering one section of
the grate perpendicularly, or by inclining the other
section or sections thereof to any required angle, by
means of a cam, lever, or other device, using either
movement separately, or both combined in one stove,
range, furnace, or heater.

80,690. -HiRONiMUS Will, Columbus City
Iowa.

—

Thill CoujMng.—August 4, 1868.—A hook
on the end of the shaft engages with a pin or piece
attached to the cross bar or axle, and is secured by
means of a clutch, which is held in place by a spring.

Claim.—A shaft coupling, having pieces A and
B, clutch D, and spring E, constructed, combined,
arranged and operating substantially as specified.

SO, 693. Isaac Williams, Westfield, Ind.—
Weatlier-Board Gauge and Rest.—August 4, 1868.

—

Designed for gauging the distance apart of the edges
of weather-boards, and at the same time to support
the board while being nailed on, so as to avoid the
necessity of driving in nails to support each board.

Claim.—The combination of the hollow should-
ered part A, having the parts a^ a^, the graduated
adjustable stem B, and the sliding wedge 1), all con-
structed, arranged,and operating as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

80,692. — Isaac Williams, Westfield, Ind.—
Gauge for Weather-Board. —August 4, 1868.—De-
signed for measuring the exact length of the space
between the window frames and other places, so that
the board, when marked and saAved ofi", may exactly
fit into the desired space, without the necessity of
using the piano upon the ends of the board.

Claim.—The bars A, provided each at its outer
end with an adjustable pi^-otcd blade, B, and sock-
eted at their inner ends for the reception of the
sliding connection D, which is adaj^ted to be clamped
in the desired position ; said bars A being provided
Avith flanges a, all constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating sul^stantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth and shown.

S0,693.~W. WiNBOES, Fond Du Lac, Wis.—
Tanning.—August 4, 1868.—The skins are first fer-

mentetl in a compound of brown sugar and Avheat
bran in water. A tanning liquor is then applied,
composed of an a(iueous solution of alum, saltpeter,

common salt, yolks of eggs, and wheat flour.

Claim.—1. The employment of a sugar and bran
dump, in combination with the usual tanning pro-
cess, all substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The alum and saltpeter tanning liquor, in com-
bination witlithe preceding process, or other equiv-
alent processes, all substantially as set forth.

80,694.-C. W. Witt and B. E. Witt, Indian-
apolis, Ind., assignors to B. E.Witt.—Harvester.—
August 4, 1868.—The tipping rake consists of a bar
pivoted to the side of the body next to the platlorm,

and having rigidly attached to it a series of rods,
the ends o± which engage under the lower edge oi
the apron. Across the center of the box is a bar
which serves as a seat or rest for the operator, and
against which the sheaf of grain is held so as to al-

low it to be bound.
Claim.—1. The tipping rake, when constructed

and arranged to receive the grain as it is cut, and
deliver it to the binder, substantially as described.

2. The box A, with the seat or binding table d, in
combination with the tipping rake, substantially as
described.

3. The combination of the reciprocating barw and
plate L, having the grooved rollers o arranged there-
on to form the supports of the bar m, all substantially
as set forth.

80,695.—John S. Wood, Lausing, Mich.—Car
Brake and Starter.—Ansnst 4, 1868.—A metallic
cylindrical case, open at one end, is attached by ra-
dial arms at the other end to a hub, through which
the axle passes loosely. Within the cylinder are
spiral springs attached in duplicate sets to the sleeve
of a wheel at the open end of the cylinder. By means
of clutches and levers the springs are wound up to
aid in stopping the car, and the accumulated power
is employed to start the car.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cylinder B,
wheel D, clutches E and E, and flanges Gr, when
constructed and arranged substantially as described.

2. The combination of the levers H, flanges G, and
clutches E and E, when so arranged that as the
flanges are disengaged from the arm, the clutch on
the same side will be engaged with the teeth on the
hub, substantially as set' forth.

3. The combination of the cylinder B and wheel D
with the flanges G, when, respectively, so constructed
that a projection from the flanges may be made to
engage the arms B^ or D', and prevent the revolution
of the wheel or cylinder, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

80,696.—Charles E. Woodruff, ISTcwbern,
Tenn.

—

Excavator.—August 4, 1868.—The bottom of
the excavator is composed of two plates hinged at
one edge, so that as the body is rotated, the plates
will drop upon the lower round and form a box into
which the excavated dii-t is received. The instru-
ment is held in position, by means of a ratchet and
pawl, which arc released by a lever when neces-
sary.

Claim.—1. In a revolving scraper or excavator,
the combination of the swinging plates E E' and the
rounds d d?, or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the lever M, having the
handle m and the hook n, with the pawl p, ratchet
10, and body B, when the parts are constructed to
operate substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

80,697.—William H. Abel, Greenville, E. I
—Sleeve of Knitted Garment.—August 4, 1868 ; ante-
dated July 27, 1668.—The object is to so unite the
selvage edges as to avoid the "bulgy " seam when
the sleeve and body of the garment and cuit", or
border, are connecte'd. The gussets of sleeves m'ade
with selvage edges are formed by folding over the
ends or corners.

Claim:—1. Making the short sleeves of under-
shirts, vests, and similar garments, of tapes or strips

which have selvage edges, and in which the courses
of stitches or loops run in the same direction as in
the body of the garment, for the purpose and sub-
stantially as described.

2. Forming the gusset of such sleeves in the man-
ner and for the purpose substantially as described.

80,698.—L. H. Allen and John B. Wilfoud,
Tamaqua, Pa.

—

Steam-Engine Slide Valve.—August
4, 1868.—The bars on the tace of the valve will close

the exhaust ports until the exhaust steam has acted
on the piston and moved the valve.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bars m m with
the exhaust openings L L and passages i i, whereby
to complete the stroke of the valve C, so as to make
tlie maximum opening of the ports, substantially as
set forth.
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80,699.—Henry Axsley, Washington, D. C—
Hutton.—August 4, 1868.—A coil is sccuvecl by a

cress brace to the shank which is fixed to a disk, and
the button is attached to the garment by screwing
it through the button holes.

Claim.—A button or stud, constrncted with the

parts A, B, C, and C, arranged in relation to one
another, substantially as described,

80,700.—John Ashcroft, ISTew York, oST. T.—
Lmo Water Detector for Boiler.—Augnst 4, 18C8.—
When the water descends below the perforations in

the low-water tube the steam will enter and dissolve

the fusible plug and sound the whistle, while an un-

due pressure of steam will raise the weighted valve
and sound the alarm.

Claim.—1. The construction, annrngement, and
combination of the low-water detector tube B and
fusible plug D, with the steam alarm tube F, weight-

ed valve il. and steam whistle I, substantially as

shown and described.
2. The steam connection pipe X and valve O, in

combination with the fusil)le plug D and steam whis-
tle I, substantially as herein shown, described, and
set forth.

80,701.-James F. Babcock, Boston, Mass.—
A'pparatus for Extinguishing Fire.—August 4, 1868.

—The inner tube is provided near its upper part
with an aperture, just above which is a wii-e or open
partitiou, for supporting a charge, by the combustion
of which a gas is evolved, and the pressure of the
same will eject the water from the vessel thi-ough a
suitable aperture or pipe.

Claim.—A liquid-ejecting apparatus, having a
main water or liquid chamber or reservoir, a, and a
gas-generating tube, d, this tube having provision, at

its upper part, for holding the gas-generating com-
position to be burned, and the tube and main cham-
ber being constructed and arranged substantially as

described.

80,702.—PtOBERT J. Barr, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Centrifugal Machine for Filtering, Draining, and
Drying.—August 4, 1868.—A yielding forked bar
partially embraces a suspended vertical shaft and
reduces' an3'' gyration resulting from the suspended
vessel being unevenly loaded, but yielding sufficiently

before the gyration is reduced to prevent the violent

shocks and"vibrations incident to an unyielding bear-

ing.
Claim—1. A forked bar, E, having a yielding

bearing, and arranged adjacent to and bearing with
i^s forked end against the suspended shaft of a cen-

trifugal drying machine, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. The said bar, secured in a frame hinged to the

outer casing or other permanent part of the machine,
for the purpose set forth.

80,703.—Samuel G-. Blackman, TVaterbury,
Conn.

—

Car Seat.— August 4, 1868.—By pressing
down the back the seat is raised so as to form a back
facing in the other direction, while what was before
the back becomes the seat.

C7ra/«,.—A reversible or adjustable seat, constructed
in the manner described ; that is to say, the two
parts which form the back and seat, according to
the position in which the seat is adjusted, are piv-

oted upon a common center, so that both are turned
to reverse the seat, substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

80,704.—Sanford O.Blam>ixg, Smitbfield, R.I.
— Union Valve CoujAing.— August 4, 1868.— Be-
tvreen the faces of the coupling is interposed a
circular disk of leather with a segmental piece taken
out so as to leave a central circular portion attached
to one side which forms a stop valve, the concentric
portion of the same forming a packing.

Claim.—A combined counUng antT check valve,

constrncted and arranged substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

80,705.-Henry H. Boucher, DoylOotown, Pa.
Larn]).—August 4. 1868.—The lamp is provided with
a reservoir and adjustable regulator for the supply
of oil, and also with a safety attachment to allow any

gas which may be generated in the closed reservoir
to pass off.

Claim..—1. The combination, with a lamp, and a
separate oil reservoir communicating thcre\vith, of
the tubular level regulator E, two-way cock G-, and
tube F, arranged and operating subst'antially as de-
scribed.

2. The tube F, in combination with an oil reser-

voir and an escape cock, substantially as described.

80,706.—George W. Burling, Trenton, N". J.
—Stove Leg.—August 4, 1868.—A dove-tailed lip

cast on the upper portion of the leg fits within cir-

cular slots in the bottom of the stove and secures the
leg in place.

Claim.—The circular slot A, when combined with
the grooved recess a a, and the dove-tailed lip C, or
their equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

80,707.—Eemus D. Burr, Kingsborough, N. Y.
—Glove.—Avigns,t 4. 1868.

Claim.—1. Cutting the front of the hand, thumb,
and all the fingers, joined in one and the same piece
of material, substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the front, cut in one piece,
as above claimed, cutting the whole or three sides of
the fore-finger, also joinecl in said piece, substantially
as described.

3. Cutting the back of the hand and thumb, and
the back and sides of the middle and little fingers,
all joined in one and the same piece of stuff, substan-
tially as described.

4. 'Cutting the back of the hand, with the back and
sides of the middle and little fingers, aU in one piece,
as shown and described.

5. In combination with the back of the hand and
the middle and little fingers, cut as above claimed,
the back and sides of the ring finger, cut in one
piece and sewed to the back, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. In combination with the elements of the first

claim, cutting tlie back of the thumb separate from
the back of the hand, and joining it thereto by a
seam.

7. In combination with the elements of the third
and fourth claims, cutting the front of the thumb
separate from the front of the hand, and joining it

thereto by a seam.
8. In combination with the front of a mitten, cut

as claimed in the first claim, cutting the back of a
mitten with the back of the thumb in one piece, sub-
stantially as described.

80,708—William S. Carr, K"ew York, N". Y.
—Water Closet—August 4, 1868.—The hopper is

formed of one piece or casting, and the pan can be
readily withdrawn for repairs without distm-bingthe
hopper, the pan being mounted on an axis formed of
two parts so as to allow of its being introduced. An
adjustable slotted link is arranged between the pull
and lever to allow for variations in the position of
the pull.

Claim.—1. A water-closet hopper or container,
having the inward flange e at the upper end, in com-
bination with the pan d, the parts being formed sub-
stantially as specified, so that the pan can be intro-
duced or withdrawn through the opening in said
flange e, and the pan, when in place, shall set up
against the under side of said flange, as set forth.

'2. The divided axis 7c m, formed as sliown, in com-
bination with the pan d and socket o, as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The slotted adjustable link u. in combination
with the lever r and pull w v, as and for the purposes
set forth.

80,709.—James Chalmers, London, England,
assignor to James Chalmers, Jr., same place.—
jVon- Conductor of Heat.—August 4. 1868.—Designed
to prevent the radiation of heat from steam-engine
boilers, pipes, &c ; also to protect water pipes, cis-
terns, conduits, &c.

Claim.—The mixture, in the proportions above
described, of glutinous and silicious clay, as the
basis of a non-conducting compound, the calcination
or lialf-charring of saw dust, in the manner pro-
posed, so as to in^eserve its fibrous nature and non-
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conducting qualities, and the use of \rood, and other
pulp or fiber, and lioofs, prepared as above, for bind-
ing and consolidating the non-conductor compound,
and for adding to its non-conducting qualities.

80,710.—George D. Clark, Plainville, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Clark & Cowles, same
place.

—

Fastening for Button.—August 4, 18U8.—

A

plate or washer is formed with a central slot having
its edges tui'ued up. The eye of the button is passed
through the cloth and into the slot, when the raised
portion is struck down and thus secures the eye.

Claim.—The herein described button fastener, as

an article of manufactui-e, consisting of the plate A,
with the slot a, and one or more projections, d, sub-
stantially as set forth.

80,711.—James J. De Barry, Brooklyn, IST. T.—Changeable Stencil Plate.—August 4, 1868.—The
slots, through which the numbered or lettered strips

are passed, are arranged alternately nearer to and
farther from the central hole, so as to hold the strips

in contact with each other and firmly in place.

Claim.—The within-described slots C 1) E F, ar-

ranged relatively to the opening a and the strips B,
the whole being adapted to form an adjustable stencil

lolate, possessing the advantages aud characteristics
herein set forth.

80,713.—T. Parsons Dickerman, ISTew Haven,
Conn.

—

Base Burning Stove.—August 4, 1868.—

A

slide or cut-ofi"is arranged in the base of the feeding-

reservoir to cut oif the supply of coal in case the fire

is extinguished.
Claim.—In combination with the reservoir or cyl-

inder B of a base-burning stove, the slide or cut-off
D, arranged and applied substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

80,713.—Edwin A. Duer, Decatur, lU., assignor
to Gi-EORGE W. Patterson, same i^lace.

—

Hominy
and Pearling Mill.—August 4, 1868.—A longitudinal
recess on the interior of the cylinder serves to arrest
the grain as it is carried round by the beatei-s, and a
diaphragm near one end prevents a too rapid passage
of tlie grain from the cylinder.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

cylinder B, having recess D, diaphragm I, passage
it, and slotted sliding gate M, rotary shaft C, pro-
vided with beaters a, rotary screen Q, fan blower IST,

deflector O, chutes H /t P, hopper E, vibrating shoe
F, and conveyer on shaft C, all substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purposes
specified.

80,714.—A. B. EDJiONDS,Meli'ose,Hass.— TFaier
J/e^cr.—August 4, 1868.

Claim. —A water meter or motor, made with
valve blades or flaps, hinged to and swinging against
and from an axial drum, such blades being rotated
by pressure of the water entering the meter case
through the eduction pipe, and each valve blade being
thrown out from the drum, as its outer edge passes
the abutment or wall, substantially as set forth.

80,715

—

John Fisher, Middletown, Va.—Plow.
—August 4, 1868.—An adjustable wing is secured to
the same post with the subsoil plow, so that the
operator may regulate the amount or quantity of the
subsoil turned or brought up to the surface.

Claim.—The adjustable Aviug C, when used in
combination Avith a subsoil plow, B, and con-
structed and arranged as and for the pui'pose herein
fully set forth.

80,716.- Samuel P. Foroy, Allensvillc, Ky.—
Bee Rive.—August 4, 1868.—Tl)e plate closes tlie en-

trance to the hive and is so pivoted, at an inclina-
tion, that the weight of the bee, in crawling up the
plate, will depress the same sufliciently to permit an
(iutrance, and in coming out tlie bee Avill raise the
lower edge, tlie plate being self-closing.

CTotm.—The api)lication, to the box or frame, of
the selfadjusting transparent light on pivots, A\'hich

will, at a given or proper time, allow the bco both
ingress and egress, ashci'cin ile.scribed, using for that
pui'poso any transparent sub.stanco which will pro-
duce the intended effect.

80,717.—William S. Freeman, West Union,
Qihio.—Hand Loom.—August 4, 1868.—The driving
shaft, at the front end of the machine, is provided at
its middle with a crank, so as to enable the weaver to
use both hands when required, and also to reach any
broken thread in the warp. A feed pawl attached
to a fly-wheel on the driving shaft operates a ratchet
wheel on a rearward shaft, provided with tappets
which depress in succession the treadles. The picker
staff projects from a shaft jourualed vertically to the
batten, and on this shaft is a strap, the ends of which
are divided and secured to the alternate treadles.
Claim.—1. The driving shaft M, pawl P, ratchet

wheel Q, shaft K, with tappets S, and treadles C, all

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the elements ofclaim first,

the picker staffU u and strap V.

80,718.—Emil Frese, San Francisco, Cal.—
Medicine.—August 4, 1868.—Composed of Alexan-
dria senna, manna, coriander seed, lavender flowers,
and tartaric acid, designed for a cathartic.

Claim.— The above described composition for
cathartic tea, made of the ingredients enumerated,
mixed and compounded in about the proportions
specified.

80,719,—John F. Fryb, Lowell, Mass.—F^iei-
Zator.-August 4, 1868.

Claim.—ThQ combination of a metallic chimney
with an adjoining heat-conducting tift)e or box, in
which the air is heated by the chimney, and con-
veyedto rooms above the level of the fire, said tube
or box being controlled by valves at both ends, so
that it may be used as a ventilator in the warm
season.

80,720.—Edward A. Galbraith, Boston, Mass.—Compound for Extinguishing Fires.—August 4,

1868.—The solutions or fire extinguishing substances
are designed to be projected upon fire by pressure or
force from a suitable machine.

Claim.—1. A solution of salt cake of commerce in
water, for extinguishing fires.

2. A solution of chloride of magnesium and silicate

of soda, in combination with salt cake of commerce,
or its eqtuvalent, for use in extinguishing fires, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. A solution of any soluble silicate, Epsom salts,

and bicarbonate of soda, in combination with salt

cake, or sal-nixon, or their equivalents, for the pui--

pose set forth.

.4. A solution of chloride of calcium, and soluble
silicate, any bicarbonate of soda, in combination
with salt cake of commerce, or its eqtuvalent, for use
in extinguishing fires,

80,721.—Charles H. Gardner, Eochester, IST.

Y.

—

Tuck Folder for Sewing Machine.—August 4,

1868.—The device is made in two parts orpieces, one
of which consists of a plate raised at the outer end
with a half-round conicallj'-shaped channel ; the
other consists of a slotted horizontal plate having a
flaring raised lip, a presser, and a spring lip having
an open-eyed slot, for the purpose of keeping the
material in a perfect fold, until after the needle has
made the stitch, the open eyelet allowing the formed
stitch to pass out.

Claim.—1. The piece B. constructed as described,
and consisting of the parts L m H, spring a, -v^ith

open eyelet e, all constructed as ar.d for the piu-poses
set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the part A, con-
sisting of the raised block c and adjustable plate H',
all constructed as described, and operating together
for the purpose set forth.

80,732.-0. H. Gardner, Fulton, N. Y.—Yise.
—August 4, 1868.—A ball on the lower end of the
shank of the movable jaw fits in a socket in tho
outer part of a cylindrical slide bar, in which latter

is a spring that servos to hold the movable jaw open.
A sliding'dog on the movable jaw is made to overlap
the upper edges of the slide bar, to prevent tho move-
ment of the shank upon the socket joint when the
movable jaw is to bi? lield parallel with the station-

ary jaw. By means of a flanged and a slotted plate
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the shank of the rear jaw may be adjusted to any
desired horizontal angle with the bench.

Claim.—1. The combination of the spring J with
the ball H, formed upon the lower end of the shank
g', and with the cylindrical slide bar I, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the sliding dog O with the

ehank g' of the front jaw G, and with the outer end of

the cylindrical sliding bar I, substantially as herein

shown and described, and for the pui-pose set forth.

3. The combination of the spring catch P with
the shank g', and with the sliding dog O, substan-
tially as herein s!io\\ti and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. The described construction of the flanged plate
D, and the recessed ajid slotted plate E, the former
being attached to the shank of the jaw B by a screw,
in order to be removable, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

80,'723.—Elias Giu., ISTew York, 1?". Y.—Ex-
tension Wardrobe Frame.—August 4, 1808.—The
four posts of the frame are connected longitudinally

and transversely. Avith toggle levers or slotted ex-

tension bars, so that the wardrobe can be readily
adjusted to any desired size.

Claim. — l.'An extension skeleton frame, for

portable wardrobes, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as described, so that it can be lon^itudi-

liaUy and laterally extended and contracted and
folded together, as set forth.

2. The posts A A, B B, when connected and com-
bined with the grooved bars C C, and with the ex-

tension baib D I), E E, and with the jointed levers

H H, or their respective equivalents, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

80,724.—Darius Goff, Pawtucket, R. l.—Ma-
chinery Jor Picking and Separating Cotton Waste.
—August 4, 1668.—The claw-hooked teetli upon the

rapidly revolving cylinder, catch and disentangle
the bunches of spun yai-n and thread which are
wound upon the cylinder, while the unspuu portion
of the waste is separated and thrown off from the
cylinder through an opening provided with a door
ill the casing. A toothed feed-roll, in connection
with a retaining bar, are so arranged as to cause
the portion of yarns and tln-ead caught by the re-

volving teeth to be drawn out from the mass and
wound'paraUel upon the cylinder instead of break-
ing and tearing the same asunder.

Claim.— 1. A cylinder, B, armed with claw-
Looked teeth L, so constructed that when set, their

points shall aU travel foremost as the cylinder re-

volves, substantially in a line concentric with the
surface of the cylinder, in combination with the
feed roller G, or other siutable feeding mechanism,
ae described.

2. The combination of the cylinder B, as de-

scribed, with a casing or jacket, m, constructed
with a suitable opening, H, and a door for closing the
same, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the cylinder B, as de-

scribed, with the feed roller G and retaining bar R,
or other suitable mechanism for delivering and re-

taining hold of the material, subst*itially as de-

scribed, while it is subjected to the action of the
cylinder, as specified.

80,725.—A. G. Gray, St. John, New Bruns-
wick, assignor to himself and James T. Magee,
same place. — 2IacJiiae for Cutting and Folding
Sheet J/efaL—August 4, 1868.—The knife is so ar-

ranged as to have a vertical reciprocating motion in

advance of a pressure bar of thin recessed section,

and with a reciprocating and rocking lower knife
and folder, in order to cut and fold bj^ one operation
sheets of metal. Provision is also made for cutting
and folding in separate operations.

Claim.—1. The rectilinear reciprocating cutter-

head E and knife B, as aiTanged with an independ-
ent pressure bar. F, of the cross-section shown, and
a rectilinear reciprocating and rocking lower knife
and folder, substantially as described.

2. The connecting rod i. having its opening about
shaft M elongated vertically, as arranged Avith trun-

nion blocks Ti, coupling screw n, lifting and depres-
sion screws m and o, and cams x> '^^d q, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3.'T]ie pressure barF, having notched standards/,
as arranged Avith cutter head E, spring (/, and cams
c, as and for the purpose described.

4. The arrangement of the pressm-e bar F as de-
scribed, in combination witli the rectilinear recip-
rocating and rocking folder N", carrying knife C,
substantially as described.

SO,72G.—Harrison Hoag, Bernville, Pa., as-

signor to George "W. Yager, Reading. Pa.

—

2La-
chine for Making Wheels.—August 4, 1868.—A tool,

operated by a suitable handle, is arranged to slide

longitudinally in bearings secured to the face of a
disk, which may be so adjusted as to hold the tool at

any desired angle. A sliding cross-piece is provided
with two arms Avhich ai'C adjusted to hold the felloe

in position Avlnle being bored by a set screw having
a handle.
Claim.—1. A disk, J, adjustable, as described, on

a standard, I, and canning a tool, k, to which both
a longitudinal and a rotary motion may be imparted
for the purpose set forth.

2. The cross-head G, with its arms v v and scrcAV
rods Hand x, sliding on the A"ertical standards F F',

so that when in an elevated position it will serve to
retain a hub, and when depressed will hold a felloe,

all as and for the pui-pose specified.

80,727.-Alexander W. Hall, Xew York, :N".

Y.

—

Wash Boiler.—August 4, 1868.—A circulatiug
chamber is arranged within the space between the
bottom of an inner shell and tlie bottom of the
boiler, and having suitable communications with the
shell and boiler.

Claim. — The combination of the circulatiug
chamber C, attached to the shell B, Avith the boiler

A, provided with apertures communicating with
each, all constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

80,728.—Joseph L. Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Fire-Proof Safe.—August 4, 18G8.—The stoppers of
the imbedded vessels are perforated, and the perfo-
rations are closed Avith glue or mucilage, and the
steam from the heated contents passes through per-
forations in the inner lining of the safe. Angle-irons
are placed over metal strips or bars on the external
corners of the safe.

Claim.—1. Arranging a series of jars or other
anti-corrosive vessels, C, containing water or other
suitable liquid, when the same are imbedded in con-
crete, hydraulic, or other cement, between the inner
and outer casings B andA respectively, of fire-proof
safes, substantially as and for the purpose shoAA'u and
specified.

2. The combination, in the construction of safes,

of the case A, bars a, and the angle ii-ons L, when
ai-rauged as described.

3. The perforated lining B, to permit the escape
of the steam to the interior of the safe, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

§0,729.—George H. Hammond. Davenport, ^.
Y.— Clothes i)ncr.—August 4, 1868.—On a central
staff are fixed tAvo hubs, formed with jaAvs, in
which are pivoted folding arms. A jointed brace
holds the arras rigidly extended.

Claim:—A clothes rack, haAdng folding radial
arms, b, ropes, /, and jointed braces, d e, in combi-
nation with two hubs fixed rigidly on a central
staff, A, all substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

80,730.—Clinton R. Hardy, Lexington. Ind.

—

Car Co»j?Zmg.—August 4, 1868.—A pivoted blocli:

is arranged Avithin a slotted coupling bar, provided
with a spring in the rear part. The ends of tlio

said block are received and held in mortised springs,

from which the block is readily released in ease the
cars are thrown from the track.
Claim.—The slotted coupling bar A, pivoted

block B, spring C. and mortised spring bars D, with
each other ancl with the draught bars of the cars,

substantially as heroin shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.
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SOj'ySl.—D. Hattan, Zanesville, Ohio.—Fire-
place.—August 4, 1868.—A horizontal sliding plate

is arranged in the back of a fireplace, below which
is placed an air tube for the purpose of supplying
air to aid in the consumption of the gases.

Claim.—In combination with a fireplace back,
provided with a sliding plate, C, one or more air

tubes, E, arranged in and through the back, beneath
the plate, substantially as set forth.

80,732 C. M. HaWES, 'New York, :N". Y.—
Pattern for Trimming Hat Brim.—August 4, 1868.

—The pattern is attached to a revolving frame so
constructed and arranged as to admit of one pattern
being readily detached'from the frame, and another,
of a different size, readily applied to it.

Claim.—The revolving plate C, with upright
springs or elastic bars i' attached, provided with
pins a, at their upper ends, to fit in holes in the pat-

tern Gr, all arranged substantially in the manner as
and for the purpose set forth.

80,733.—George H. Haavkins, ISTew York, N.
Y.

—

Machine for Blocking and Stretching Hats.—
August 4, 1868.—A cast-iron block is held and ad-

justed within a concentric base by set screws.
wSapported on the base rim is a curved upper rim
encompassed by a perforated gas tube.

Claim.—The combiuation of a block or former, to

form the crown and body from the inside, and a rim
or former, to form the brim from the upper side,

with a base rim, to aid in holding the material while
it is being molded or formed, substantially as de-

scribed.

80,734.—Eben Hesteb, Suffield, Conjx.—Belt
Punch.—August 4, 1868.—A square shauk set in a
handle is provided with two punches for cutting
holes in the belt, and two punches having concave
points for heading rivets. It is also provided with
a fiat lacing awl.

Claim.—A belt tool, constructed substantially as
and for the purpose described.

80,735.—Omer Hewes, Kankakee, HI.—Car
CoiqoUng.—August 4, 1868.—The coupling pin is se-

cured between jaws which are attached to springs,

that hold the pin when the cars are coupled. The
springs are forced apart, to release the coupling pin,

by means of a cam.
' Claim..—The lever jaws E, pivoted in the angle

between the bumper head B and the side bars C,

and attaclied at their inner ends to the slotted springs
E, in combination with the cam G-, whereby the
coupling pin D is released from the lever jaws by the
action of the cam upon the springs, as herein shown
and described.

80,730.—George Higgixson, IsTewark, IST. J.—
Support for Car Seat Back.—August 4, 1868.—Blocks
or bolts secured to the sides of the seat are made to

rest upon spring or other elastic bearings upon which
tlie arms to which the back is secured are supported,
so as to prevent injury in case the back is reversed
and allowed to fall.

Claim.—1. The elastic bearings, consisting of the
spring E and sliding blocks C C, for ear and other
seat backs, made and operating substantially as

herein shown and described.

2. The blocks C C, when combined with the springs

E and cases D, and when having pins c, that fit into

the slotted or grooved cases, substantially as herein
shown and described.

80,737.—Wilhelm Holdman, ISTew York, IST.

Y.

—

Method of Separating Fibers from Mulberry
Trees.—August 4, 1868.—The bark of branches taken
from the mulberry tree is steeped in potash lye, and
tlicn washed first in warm water and afterAvard in

cold water. The resulting fibrous material is then
steeped in an alum solution, and again washed in

T\'arm and cold water.
Claim..—'H\\(i method herein described of produc-

ing silk from mulberry trees.

80,738.-WilliamD. Hooker, San Francisco,
()i%\.— Valve for Steam Engine.—August 4, 18()8.

—

llcccsses in the engine piston are kept at the bottom

of the engine cylinder, and opposite the small ports,
by any suitable connection made to the piston rod
outside of the engine cylinder. Steam admitted to
the said recesses forms a cushion for the piston and
insures a steam-tight joint between the piston and
small ports. The valve chamber and ports through
the same are so arranged in relation to the valve,
that the steam ' shall be allowed to escape freely
before the valve has arrived at the end of its stroke,
and also allowing the valve to cushion on the air or
steam pent up at the end of the valve chsunber.

Claim.—1. The recesses o o' in the piston h, ar-
ranged with reference to the ports h h', substantially
as herein set forth and shown.

2. The arrangement, witli relation to the cylinder
a, valve chamber c, and the additional puppet valve
chamber of the valve d d', with its recesses u tt',

supply port /, ports g g', h h', i i', e e', vents q q',

eshaust ports j j', ports s s', and puppet valves r r',

substantially as herein described and shown.

80,739.—Alfred Horn, Silver City, Nevada.—
Amalgamator.—August 4, 1868.—Around the inner
periphery of the bottom of the pan, and the conical
center, are annular channels or grooves, and beneath
the dies between the said grooves, and connecting
witli the same, in the bottom of the pan are other
grooves which allow the mercury to pass from one
to the other. Projections on the ends of the shoes
serve to take up tlie mercury and distribute it through
the pulp. Curved wings arrest the rotary cm'rent
of the pulp toward the rim of the pan.
Claim.— 1. In combination ^fith the annular

chambers B andB', the connecting groove or grooves
D D, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The incline projection or scrapers E F, cast at
the end of the shoe, conforming to the natiu-al wear
of the shoes and dies vv'ithout adjustment, substan-
tially as described.

3. Attaching the wings G G by the beveled slots

H H and lugs H' H', substantially as described.

80,740.—Clark S. Hutchinson, Burlington, H^.

J.

—

Apparatus for Distilling Spirits.—August 4
1868.—To each of the sides of a fiat upright con-
denser are secured inclined shelves, the same being
a little higher on one side than the other, so as to
alternately overlap each other. At the bottom of
the shelves are pools connecting with pipes on the
exterior of the condenser for the extraction of the
fusel oil, and a pipe and doubler lead from the still

to the condenser, so that liquors of different qualities

can be produced, and also a superior quality at on.e

distillation.

Claim.—1. The flat upright condenser C, having
arranged within it the shelves cZ* d'^, overlapi^ing each
other, and shaped as described, with outlets for the
escape of spirits of different grades, substtmtially as
shown and described.

2. The pools n', either inside or outside of the con-
denser C, in combination with the outlet pipes g g\
arranged and operating substantially as described.

3. The doubler M, constructed as described, be-
tween the still and the condenser, having the two
pipes m} m'^, intermediate valve p, and inlet pipe
E,, and operating substantially as shOAvn and do-
scribed.

4. The arrangement and combination of the con-
denser with its shelves d' d'^, the pool n, with its exit

pipes g g' and the doubler M, connected and operating
in conjunction, as described.

80,741.—Thomas Jacors, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself, James E. Kexxedy, and John
H. Kennedy, same place.

—

Passenger Register.—
August 4, 1868.—On the passage of each passenger
through the entrance, a gate is turned the requisite
distance around to cause a vertical rod to operate
suitable mechanism to turn the dial hand of a register.

A lever under control of the conductor prevents the
reversal of the gate by the passengers passing out.

Claim.—I. The combination of the check leverW
with the gate C, arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

2. 'The combination and arrangement of the ratchet
wheel U and spring pawl V, with the rod U and gate

C, substantially in the manner described and for the
purpose specified.
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80,742.—P. IST. Jacobus, Flat Brookville, '^. J.

—S'crezo.—August 4, 1868.

Claim.—The screw A, having its head prorided
Tvith the triangular notches b. extending entirelv

through the same, longitudinally of the screT\-, and
adapted to receive the jaws of 'the screw driver in

such a manner that said jaws shall complete the
beveled circumference of the head, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

80,743.—JOHX Janewat. Indianapolis, Ind.—
Bedstead Fastener.—Avigust 4, 1868.—The plate is

set into a dovetailed groove cut in the post, and
fastened without the aid of screws, in connection
with a wedge.
Claim.—The plate B, consisting of the cuiwed and

beveled edges A, and secured by the wedge K,
fastening the same in the post, when made, con-
structed^ and operated substantially as set forth.

80,744.-"VTiLLiAM H. Johxson', Philadelphia,

Va.—Socket for Tool Handle.—August 4. 1868.—The
screw socket is cast with open spaces between the
threads, except at the connection of the longitudinal
ribs with the bases of the ribs, the object being to
decrease the weight of the screw socket.
Claim.—A cast screw socket, B, for tool handles,

when the screw threads a have open spaces b be-

tween them, lormed by means of a sand or composi-
tion core H, substantially as and for the pm'poses
herein set forth.

,L.,.S0,S45.—"WiLr-iAjr H. H. Joxes and Edtvakd
S. Haekis, Harrison, HI.—Terrct—August 4. 1868.

—The hinged section is pressed outwardly by a
spring, and yields to a pressure from without, so as

to permit the line to be passed into the eye of the
ten-et on one side of the same.

Claim.—A ten-et, in which the spring D acts upon
the hinged section C, and the latter and the section
B are fitted into one another at "the ends, said parts
being constructed and arranged in relation to one
anotb^- - 'ibstantially as described.

S^, y46.—John F. Klixglesjiith, Hardin Conn-
fy. Kx.—Hand Corn Planter.—August 4, 1868.—Un
the end of a cylinder in the bottom of the seed liop-

per is a crank' so connected with the lower section
of the stalf that, by liftiug the upper section, the
gravity of the lower section will cause the cylinder
to make a semi-revolution, and carry a seed' recep-
tacle, on its periphery, from au upright position in
the bottom of the hopper to an inverted position over
the hollow of the staff, to discharge the seed.
Claim.—A rocking cylinder, F. and seed recep-

tacles S therein, placed i'n the bottom of the hopper
E. over a delivery tube in a divided shaft, A A', when
combined by means of a crank, G, and pivoted con-
necting link H. with a slotted guide plate, B, secured
in the lower section A' of said'shaft A A', the whole
being constructed, an-anged, and made to operate
suljstantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

80,747.—S. E. Krom. Xew York, 'is.Y.—Appa-
rahis for Concentrating Ores and Minerals.— An-
gust 4, 1868.—The ore bed is composed of tubes or
hollow, bar-like divisions, arranged witliin a frame so
as to run in the dii-ection of the length of the bed,
and at a short distance apart. The tubes are made
of wire gauze or other perforated material, and open
at one end.
Claim.—1. An ore bed, composed of tubes or hol-

low bars, constructed and arranged to admit of the
passages within and through, or out of them, of a
cufrcjit or currents of air or water, in such manner
as that said air or water in escaping therefrom will
meet in the center and cross the ore passages or open-
ings in the bed, substantially as specified.

2. An ore bed made up of tubes of a reticulated
character, having an air or water inlent or opening
at their end or ends, and made either with or withoitt
bottoms, d, essentially as and for the purpose or pur-
poses herein set forth.

80,748.—Thomas Leach, Taunton, Mass., as-
signor to Peed and Bartox.—Zee Pitcher.—August
4, 1868.—The interior lining is confined within the

pitcher by means of a metal ring provided with a
flange projecting downward inside. Under a lip which
covers the nose of the pitcher is a filter, having a lid
or valve, which opens upward, the whole being con-
nected together and secured in place by mean's of a
screw rod.
Claim.—1. The combination of a detachable and

removable glass, earthenware, or china^va^e lining,
or interior pitcher with the metallic pitcher A, and
a ring, plate, or other equivalent device for holding
the pitcher aud lining together, and yet permitting
the lining to be removed when necessary.

2. The ring G, having the rim or flange g, when
used in connection with' the walls A and the lining
F, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the ring G, filter H, and
valve J, forming a neat attachable and removable
apparatus for ice pitchers, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the apparatus above re-

ferred to with the wall A and the screw rod r, sub-
stantially as described.

80,749.—William W. Leveres-g. Xew York,
X.Y.— Writing and Drawing Desk.—August 4, 1868.
—On the top plate of the table part of the desk is ar-
ranged a slate, and on the front of the folding lid is

a removable plate of ground glass. A stationary
blackboard is placed on the back of the desk, and a
drawer is so arranged as to be drawn out, half in
front and half in the rear, as desired.

Claim.—1. The described arrangement of the
slate G in the part F, the sliding frame and remov-
able ground-glass plate J in the hinged portion D of
the desk, the blackboard L on the back of the upper
desk, and the drawer E, having the partition c and
stop or stops d, all constructed to ojiorate in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein
set forth and shown.

2. The within-described combination of writing
desk, blackboard, drawing slate, and T\riting slate,

as set forth.

80,750

—

TtAVis, E. Long, Pawtucket. E. I.—
Curtain Fixture.—August 4, 1868.—Two plates pro-
vided with spurs are "attached to the stick in the
lower part of the curtain. In a recess in each plate
are received the bent ends of a bent piece of iron,
forming a spring, in the lower end of which is an
eye for the tassel cord to pass through.
Claim.—The. plates C C, withtlie spurs a attached,

in combination with the spring D, all constructed,
aiTanged, and applied in the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

80,751.—M. W. Long, Bangor, IsLq. — Stove
Oven.—August 4, 1868.—Acii'cular grate is provided
with projections on Its under side, which fit in in-
clined recesses in a disk below the grate, so arranged
that as the grate is rotated it will be gi-adually rais'ed,

and thus allow of au air passage beneath it, in order
to diminish the heat when desirable.

Claim.—1. The grate/, when constructed and op-
erated substantially in the manner specified.

2. In combination with the grate/, the disk a, fit-

ted to revolve, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. The device for raising the grate, consisting of
pins k, upon the under side of the grate, and the in-
clines i in the disk, whereby the grate is raised or
lowered at will by revolving it relatively to the disk,
substantially as and for the pm-poses sp'ecified.

80,752—-J. TF. LORAiNE, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hanger for Shafting.—August 4, 1868.—The perma-
nent portion of the hanger is provided with a plum-
met, which is suspended over a projection in the said
portion. The lower portion of the hanger, which
cairies the upi^er and lower bearings, is so connected
with the permanent portion as to admit of the bear-
ings being properly adjusted at any time.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a hanger, of a
pltmimet, B, and projection m, the latter being ar-
ranged in respect to the center of the bearing and
the point of suspension of the plummet, as set forth,
for the purpose specified.

2. The within-described hanger, composed of the
permanent portion A. with its plummet B and pro-
jection m, and the adjustable portion D, carrying
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the bearings E and E', the Trhole being combined
and an-anged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3. The cap F, arranged to confine the bearings E
and E', secured in front to the portion D of the
hanger by a bolt or screw, and fitting at the rear in

a recess in the said portion D, all substantially as
and for the puriDose herein set forth.

80,753.—William Marot Marshall, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor to himself and Joseph B.
Alexan'Dek, Washington, D. C.— Foot Muff. —
August 4, 186"8.—Consists of a covering for the front

of the foot, and reaching *,o the top of the instep
;

to be made of cloth or other suitable material, and
secured to the foot by a strap passing round the
heel.

Claim.—Ae an article of manufacture, a foot muff,

as and for the purposes and in the manner as herein
described.

80,754—William Marot Marshall, Phiadel-
phia. Pa., assignor to himself and Joseph B. Alex-
ander, Washington, D. C.

—

Gilding and Silvering
Mica and Glass.—August 4, 1868.—Consists in gild-

ing or silvering mica or glass by means of the or-

dinary chemical solutions of gold and silver when
rocked together in a peculiarly constructed pan under
the action of moist or steam heat at a low pressure.

Claim.—The method of gilding or silvering mica
and glass, in the manner and for the purposes sub-
stantially as described and set forth,

80,755.—James E. McBeth, New Orleans, La.
—Thimble.—August 4, 1868.

Claim-.—A thimble, whose body is provided with
a series of openings, at the lower end of which is a
circumferential projecting rim, a, and whose lower
part, A, is suitably indented, all as herein shown
and described.

80,756.—George W. Miller, West Meriden,
Conn.

—

Tool for Mending Belts.—August 4, 1868.

—

.

The knife and tool are so constructed as to combine
in one handle the different articles generally used
for mending belts. A bolt is so ai-ranged in the
handle as to secure any one article in an open or
closed position.

Claim.—1. The bolt m, with spring t, in combi-
nation with the punch e, and awl d of a belt-mend-
ing implement, for the blades of pocket cutlery,

when constructed and operating substantially as
herein described, and for the purposes specified.

2. The punch e, blade c, and awl d, or any two of
them, when secured in one handle for pocket use,

substantially as herein described and for the pm-poses
specified.

3. A belt punch, having the sharp edge/ and cut-

ting point /' at one end, and the shoulder and heel
0, at the other end, and secured in a handle by means
of a pivot, i, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

80,757.—J. D. Miller, Enon, Ohio.

—

Same
Fastener.—August 4, 1868.—The hook is so con-
structed as to be readily attached and detached with-
out liability of becoming tinfastened in use, and
when broken can be easily replaced.

Claim.—1. The lever D, constructed with the
shoulder F, and a recess behind it, in which to re-

ceive the ring B, when in working position, substan-
tially as described.

2. The hook D, with the point returned within the
fold of the hook as desci'ibed, in combination Avith a
link, proportioned so that, while naked, it may be
passed over the point of the hook, but not where the
strap C is present, substantially as set forth.

3. The lever D and crooked link E. constructed so

as to operate in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

80,758.—JohnW.Morrett and Hiram Watts,
Shepherdstown, Pa.

—

Holler ^Vagon Skein.—August
4, 1868.—The rollers turn the friction of the hub
upon the axle from sliding to rolling friction.

Claim..—The rectangular metallic bar a, embedded
in the axle h, and curving at x, in an ai-c along the
axletrce g, and fastened thereto by the screw/, the

rollers d and e resting their axles in the ends of the
trapezoidal block b, and c. which slide and are ad-
justed in the trapezoidal gutter in the skein, all con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

80,759.—IcHABOD H. MULFORD, Orange, IST. J.
—Shaft Coupling for TTar/on.-August 4, 1868.

—

Open or hook-shaped jaws are made" to receive the
shaft irons with a rubber block forming a backing
or packing and provided with an adjusting or tight-
ening screw, which latter serves to admit of the de-
tachment of the shafts without separately removing
the shaft pins forming the trunnioas.

Claim.—1. The ax-rangement and combination of
the set screw E, passing through the clip a and axle
bed B, with the rubber-carrying plate e, substantially
as shown and described.

2. The rubber-supporting plate e, or its equivalent,
in combination with the hook-shaped jaws A, when
so applied as to be capable of removal for detach-
ment of the thill or whiffletree without detachment
of screws or nuts, substantially as set forth.

3. A thill or whiffletree coupling, so constructed
that by the operation of a set screw alone, on an in-

termediate block, the thills may be secured to the
axle or detached therefrom, substantially as shown
and described.

80,760.—S. H. ITesbit, Monmouth, HI., assignor
to himself and James Nesbit, same place.

—

Quilting
Frame.—August 4, 1868.—Two rollers are journaleu
in the front ends of the frame and one in the reai'.

On the outer front roller is wound the otitside portion
of the article to be quilted, and on the inner roller is

wound the lining. The part quilted is wound on the
rear roUer.
Claim.—ThQ rollers E F H, pttUeys z, and cord TJ,

and pawl n, in combination with the frame A D G-

I, constructed and arranged as described, and for
the pm'pose set forth.

80,761.—S. W. Palmer and J. F. Palmer, Au-
burn, ISr. Y., assignor toE. G. Storke, S. IT. BKlmer,
and Clara M. JPalmer, same place.

—

Machine for
Grpidinq Cutters of Mowing Machines.—August 4,

1868.—Motion is imparted to the grinding wheel by
means of beveled gearing, so arranged as to throw
the crank out of the way of the woT'k. The grind-
ing wheel is supported in conical bearings which can
be moved toward or away from the center so as to
insure a proper meshing of the gears. The table
upon which the article to be ground is held is adapted
to move laterally across the wheel.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the grinding
wheel, and the conical adjustable bearinp in Avhich
it is hung, of the beveled gearing and crank for

driving said wheel, under the arrangement and for

the operation as set forth.

2. The construction of the water trough, stuffing

box, and frame or bearings, in which the grinding
mechanism is supported, ni one piece, substantially
as herein and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the frame of the ma-
chine, of the adjustable rod and treadle, for holding
and steadying the same while in use, as herein shown
and specified.

4. The adjustable swivel clamp, for holding the
machine in position without the use of legs or other
like supports, constructed and operated substantially
as herein described.

5. The cutter bar, supporting table P, when con-
structed and hinged to frame of the machine, in the
manner described, so that it may be adjusted both
laterally and toward and a\\'ay from the grinding
wheel, as and for the purposes set forth.

6. In combination with the parts claimed in the
preceding clause, the pivoted slotted bar, having its

s^'inging end held in a segmental slot formed in said
table, and the cutter-bar clamp, with or without the
angle plate S, the said parts being arranged and op-
erated substantially as shown and specified.

7. The employment, iu connection with the mech-
anism herein described, or its equivalent, for hold-

ing and adjusting the position of reaper sections and
nice articles to bo grouiid, of a grinding wheel, the
surface or rim of Avhich has a double beveled form,

so that both edges of the section may be ground
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without materially changing the position of the cut-

ter bar, as herein'shown and set forth.

8. The combination, Tvith the arms n^, their cen-
tral supporting pin, the hollow post or socket forre-
ceiying said pin, and the adjusting scrcTT for hold-
ing the same, of the knife or cutter-bar clamp, its

supporting plate, and the horizontal rod upon which
the same are mounted and slide, the said rod being
prorided with a radial ann, curved rod and spring,
as described, and the whole beinc,- aiTanged to op-
crate in connection with the grindaug wheel, as and
for the pui-poses set forth.

80,762.— Jesse Paxxabacker, Eagle Mills,

Diu'lach. Pa.

—

Mode of Dressinr/ Milhtones.—August
4, 18G8.—The invention consists in drilling or cutting
deep, isolated ca-v-ities into the face or landsides ol'

the stones.
Claim.—The millstone dress, with the furrows a,

the landsides or rubbing sm'faces b, having deep
holes or cells formed therein, iu^the manner and for

the purpose substantially as described.

80,763.—Stephex T. Pearce, Xew York, X.
T.

—

Machine for Separating Ores and Other Mate-
rials:—August 4, 18C8.—The g-rauulated and sized
substance to be acted upon is discharged upon the
surface of a cone of polished metal, by the rotary mo-
tion of which the said substance will fall into vari-

ous receptacles, aiTanged with reference to the
various positions in which the particles will fall, to
separate them in the order of their falling.

Claim.—1. A mechanism, arranged to separate
the paiticles of pulverized ore or other granular sub-
stance, by impelling it, by the joint action of gravity
and centrifugal force, over a metallic or other pol-

ished sm-face, which will modity, by the fi-ictional

contact of the same, the direction imparted to the
particles of such substance, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with rotating cone A, of the
receptacle D, divided into compartments, substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose described.

80,764.—Stephen T. Pearce, ISTew York, X.
Y.—Machine for Separating Ores and Other Gran-
ular Substances.—August 4, 18G8.—The pidverized
ore is fed by any suitable means to a vertical, hollow,
rotating cylinder, provided with lateral discharging
tubes lioar the bottom, through which the ore is im-
pelled by the centrifugal force due to the rotation of
the cylinder, the substance being dischai-ged into
graduated annular receptacles under the said cyUn-
der.

Claim.—1. The employment ofmeans for impelling
ores and other g-rauular substances by centrifugal
force, in combination wfth graduated receptacles for
separating them, either in the atmosphere or in
vacuo, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the adjustable tube A, pro-
vided with the lateral tubes E, or their equivalent,
with the receptacles F, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

80,765. — J. H. QuACKEXBUSH, Springfield,
Mass., assignor to himself and J. H. Eiley, same
glace.—Harness Round Knife.—August 4, 1868.—
The blade is made movable in its handle or socket,
so that each corner of the blade may be more readily
adjusted for certain operations in cutting out differ-
ent kinds of work.

Claim.— The blade A, having the curved slot e

therein, and hung in the slot i of the socket b by
means of the pivot c, and secured in position in said
slot i by means of the screw d passing through, or
partially through, the socket b, and throug-h the
curved slot e, the whole forming a harness knife, and
constructed and operating substantially as herein
described, and for the pm-poses specified.

80,766.—Joseph H. PvACEy, Jr., Xew York. X.
Y.

—

liefrigerating Chamber.—A.ugu%t 4, 18Li8.—The
rent pipe allows the escape of cool air or gases gen-
erated therein, into the body of the stmcture, which
causes a circulation, and 'expels the warmer air
through the inverted cone vent.

Claim.—1. The pockets H, constmcted of a scries

of flutes or corrugations, connected in a tight man-
ner at their upper ends with the chamber E, and at
their lower ends with the trough I. said trough being-
provided with a waste pipe J, and vent pipe K, so
arranged that the water from the melting ice shall

accunridate in the trough, and prevent the circula-

tion of air through the refrigerant contained in said
pockets, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the vent pipe K with the
inverted cone vent a, arranged and operating essen-
tially as shown and described.

80,767.^roHX B. Eeith. Xew York, X. Y.—
Sofa and Bed.—August 4, 1668.—The lower section
of the seat of the sofa is hung on journals, and is

connected to the back section by means of a rod at-

tached to pins or -^Tists, so that when one of the sec-

tions moves, it also causes the other to move.
Claim.— The sections C and D, in combination

with section B and frame A, substauti.aUy as herein
shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

80,768.-Samuel Eice, ^estford, YL—lYagon
Jack.—August 4, 1868.—A cast-u'on rack is let into
the inner side of each of two posts between which
the lever is fitted, so that the weight of the lever may
be readily adjusted without being detached from the
supporting fiame.

Claim.— The cast-iron racks D D. constructed
substantially as described, and inserted in and held
by the posts B B, as set forth.

80,769.—Charles F. Eitchell, Chicago, HI.—
Serial Crank.—August 4, 1868.—The crank consists

of inclined shatts having arms or pins at either end
and in the same parallel plane. The arms to which
the boring tools are attached pass through a station-

ary plate'or frame, while those at the opposite end
are passed through a movable plate which is rotated
by ordinary crank pins, by wliich means a series of
boring or drilling tools are simultaneously operated.

Claim.—1. The combination of a series of obtuse
angled or incluied cranks, A A, constructed and ar-

ranged as described, and operating simultaneously,
for the purpose of performing boring, di-Uling, or
some other useful mechanical operation, substan-
tially as herein set forth and specified.

2. "In combination with the above, the stationaiy
plate C and the movable plate D. frames or fixtures,

to retain in position and to operate cranks A A. sub-

stantially as and in the manner herein described and
specified.

80,770.—J. "W. EussELL, Springfield, Mass.—
Lathe Dog.—August 4, 1868.—Designed for holding
nicely-finished work sulficiently firm so as to operate
upon'it in a lathe without injury by abrasion.

Claim..—The combination of the screw-holt h,

having the annular gi-oove o thereon, the threaded
clamp d, the hollow shank a, and the arm b, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described, and for the pm-poses specified.

80,771.—Amazlah G-. Shackeord, Maiden,
Mass.

—

Lithographic Printing Prcss.—August 4,

1868.—Does not admit of a brief description.
Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of

the thimble or counterbearing TJ, and arm 3, with the
cog-wheels J L, and racks H M and S, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The swinging tooth 4, pin 7. spring 6, cog
wheels Q, fiange wheels E, shaft P, lever 31, shaft 32,

crank 33, arranged and operating in combination
with the cam c' d', substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.
3. The truncated flange wheels E E, in combina-

tion with the carnage X, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

4. Operating the tympan and nippers from the
shaft P, by means of cam 18, and rod U, and gears
W X Y Z, substantially as described.

5. The endless cloth X", combined and arranged
with water trough r, and damping roll z, and the
squeezing- roUs w w", substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

80,772.—T. H. Shreeves, Greenbush. IH.-ZTorse
Hake.—August 4, 1868.—The rake is kept from re-
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volving: by a pawl wlucli is released by means of a
series of rods and levers. Hooks attached to the for-

•ward thills serve to hold the fi-ame up off the ground.
Claim.—1. The pawl X. in combination v\-ith device

d, e, F, G-, H, and S, substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The hooks y y, substantially as described, and
n combination with the main frame, as set forth.

80,773.—William Skiff, Camanche, Iowa.—
Well Boring Apparatus.—August 4, 1868.—An auger
is provided with adjustable extensible lips, operated
by means of an extensible shaft, whereby earth may
be taken from under a cui'bing or stone wall, and re-

moved from the well. A drilling device may be sub-
stituted for the auger and operated upon any rock
found in digging a well.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the drums m and
b, with the arras B B, points L L, and inclines v v,

lor purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the auger with the adjusta-

ble lips K" N, with shaft E., all constructed as herein
set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the driU

y, rope x, lever w, lever /, and inclines on drum b,

tor the purposes herein described.

80,774.—Joseph Sladdin, Lawrence, Mass.,
assignor to himself and John Lord, same place.

—

Machinefor Making Harness for Loom.—August 4,

1868.—The object of the invention is to form.'by an
automatically operating machine, the heddle-eyes, and
at the same time firmly secure the yai-n to the rig-

bands.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the twister d, of

the means, substantially as described, for operating
the same, as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the spoon " hookers " f/ .f/

with the hooker fingers c^ c^ and the needles i i, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. Tlie combination of the lapper cylinders, hav-
ing guide eyes, as described, with the spoon-shaped
hook g g and needles i i, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
4. The combination, with the needle guide and

support j j. of the prcsser ^^heels pp, when arranged
and operating as and for the purpose specified.

5. The combination with the devices for forming
the loops, substantially as described, of the devices
for knitting the heddles onto the rig-bands, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

6. The combination, with the knitting devices
herein described, of the lifting guide-bars k k, as and
for the purpose described.

80,775.—AxTOX Julius Smidth, Copenhagen,
Denmark.

—

Conveying Live Fish.—August 4, 1868.

Claim.—Pumping or otherwise forcing and mix-
ing air with sea water, contained in tanks, in which
salt-water fish are placed, for the purpose of keeping
such fish alive, substantially as above described.

80,776.-—James Smith, St. Louis, 'Ko.—Stop
Boxes for Cocks or Valves of Water and Gas Pipes.
—August 4, 1868.—The stop box is composed of two
tubes, fitting one within the other, and provided each
nith caps. On the outer surface of the inner portion
are formed screw threads in which fit a pin at-

tached to the inner side of the outer part, so that by
turning the inner portion the top of the stop box
may be readily adjusted to the surface of the ground.

Claim.—1. "An extensible stop box, constructed of
the two parts A and B, and so arranged as to permit
adjustment by means of screw threads or rings, sub-

stantially as herein described.
2. In combination witli the above, the caps a and

C, when constructed and applied as and for the pur-

pose described.

80,777.—tTames P. Smith, Oshawa, Canada, as-

signor to himself and FiiANCis W. Glexx, same
place.—PnZZe?/.—August 4, 1868.—Cast metal pulleys

ai'c formed with grooves or recesses in their periph-

eries to receive pieces or strips of wood, to which
leather, rubljcr, or other suitable facing may be se-

cured, so that the same may readily be applied and
rimoved.
Claim.—1. A metal pulley provided with grooves

or recesses in its periphery, for the purpose set
forth.

2. A grooved or recessed metal pulley in combi-
nation with the strips or pieces b and the facing C,

.

substantially as described.

80,778.—Lemuel A. Sshth, Pekin, HI—Horse-
shoe.—August 4, 1868.—The rearmost clips are ad-
justed toward and from each other by means of
slotted braces secured to the shoe by screws, to

suit the desired size of the hoof.

Claim.—The braces E E, constructed and regu-
lated as described, for the pm-pose of moving the
clips D D in or out, as may be desired, substantially
as herein set forth.

80,779.—Simox Sxtder, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Tanning.—August 4, 1868.—The hides or skins are
smoothly stretched or folded in an air-tight vat, and
stratifie'd with bark or matting interposed, so that
they can be reversed and adjusted at will by manual
power, or at set times by mechanism. The position
of the vat is then varioiisly changed.

Claim.—The method of tanning, substantially as
hereinbefore described.

80,780.—L. E. Stanbish, Springfield, Mass.—
Pen and Pencil Case.—August 4, 18(JS.—A knife
blade and a pen or other convenient tool are attached
to the opposite ends of a slide within a slotted tube,
and are moved in either direction by a pin projecting
through the slot.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted handle A,
with the slide B, having the knife blade H at one
end, and a pen or other convenient tool at the other,

and operated by the pin D working in the slot E,
substantially as shown.

80,781.- Ira H. Stockwell and Lizzie C.
Goodwin, "Worcester, Mass.— Tatting Shuttle. —
August 4, 1868.—The shuttle is formed with a sta-

tionary point, and with an elongated stud or stand,
compo'sed of a curved piece of metal with round or
semicircular ends.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a tat-

ting shuttle, having one of the ends of one of its

sides sharpened to or provided with a point, substan-

tially as and for the pm-pose specified.

80,782.-Albert Strasser and B. M. Lewt,
Montgomery, Ala.— Stand for Mosquito Kcts. —

•

August 4, 1868.—A frame bearing a mosquito net is

supported on the top of an adjustable support at-

tached to a table or stand, and so constructed as to
be susceptible of adjustment either to a vertical or
inclined position. ^

Claim.—1. The stand A, provided with the slide

C, braces K. Link E, and extension F, constructed
and arranged as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination Avith the same of the skeleton
frame I, or other equivalent means for supporting a
mosquito net, substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

80,783.—James S. Streeter, Providence, R. L,
assignor to himself and City M^vchixe Co.— Fly-
Frame Flier.—August 4, 1868.—The tube of the
fly-frame flier is formed up, without drilling or ream-
ing, and the top or back ear is roUed or wound
over.

Claim.—Constructing fly-frame fliers of malleable

or annealed cast iron, Avith one or both legs cast with
a groove upon a core, or its equivalent, and with an
oar, the flanges of said legs and the ear being rolled

down, to form the grooved tube a, as herein shown
and described.

80,784.-Robert K. Tomlixsox, Brownsburg,
Pa. — Washing and Wringing Machine.—August 4,

1868.—The clothes are tlunly spread l)Ctwecn two
rub])ing surfaces, to which la'ttcr are given a quick
and short alternately reciprocating motion.
Claim.—1. Imparting an alternate reciprocating

motion to each series of upper and lower rollers A
A' by means of the cams D, and a rotary motion to

each roller by the double series of cords i. when the

cords of the upper series arc driven from the upper
wringer roll and the cords of the lower series from

II
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the lower wringer roll, as herein described, for the

purpose specified.

2. The cam wheels D D, in combination with the

mbbiag surfaces A A. by which the reciprocal mo-
tion to these surfaces is imparted.

3. The combiuation of the upper and lower series

of rollers A A', cams D, levers P, bar K, double se-

ries of cords i, and wringing rolls J, arranged and
operating as described, for the purpose specified.

80,785.— William F. Tuuneu, Philadelphia,

Ta.—Umbrella.—August 4,1868. —Designed as an
improvement on his patent of October 29, 1867. A
hollow cane is provided with a detachable ferrule,

head and cap, so as to be convertible into an um-
brella when desired, the ribs, stretchers, and runner
of the umbrella portion being inclosed in the hoUow
cane.
Claim.— 1. The notches in the permanently at-

tached thimble D, or the ferrule end of the cane,

wherein to hook or attach the ends of the ribs, as
herein described and represented.

2. The notched runner, Figs. 5 and 11, provided
with the spring L, having a detaining pin, the slide

M, and the encircling ring 0, and adapted to occupy
the detachable head of the walking stick, as herein
described and represented.

80,786.— Louis D. Valetton", Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor to Hexsel, PtiCHEUx, "Wolff <fc CoM-
PAXY.

—

Loom for Weaving Fringe.—August 4, 1868.

—This invention consists in providing a loom for

weaving fringes with such additional machinery
as is capable of weaving and completing twist fringe
of any description.

Claim.—1. The slotted shuttle G-, constructed with
a hook, g\ and applied to operate in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2. The twisting hook H, having an intermittent
rotary and vertical and horizontal motion, and ar-

ranged to operate in conjunction with the shuttle Gr,

substantially as and for tiie pm-pose set forth.

3. The spools IST and X', attached to a bar, N^
having a vertical movement within the frame, and
being connected with the lever N^ through the me-
dium of the rods n n^ n'^ and levers N^ and X^, all as
herein described and for the purpose set forth.

4. Tiie pin P, applied and operating substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

80,787.—Friederich Wagxer, Danville, Pa.—
Cock for Hacking off Beer.—August 4, 18G8.—The
cock is arranged to convey beer or other liquids from
hogsheads, or other large reservoirs, into smaller
ban-els or vessels, so that the said liquor may be kept
constantly flowing after having once been staited.

Claim.—For the purpose specified, the arrange-
ment in a T-shaped tube of a cock, E, in the main
part of the tube, so constructed as to be capable of
.shutting off the whole flow, and a deflecting cock,
(;, at the junction of the cross-tube with the main
tube, so constructed that by turning it at difi"erent

angles the fluid coming from the main tube can be
deflected totally or partially into either arm of the
cross tube, without tlie possibility of arresting in
any degTee the flow of the liquid through the main
tube, the several parts of the apparatus being con-
structed and operating in the manner herein set forth.

80,788.-SvLVESTER G. Walker, Crovdon, N.
H., assignor to himself, William C. Allex, and
Abijah Po^VKiiS.—Adjustable Ox Yoke.—August 4,

1868.—The neck pieces are liung to the beam by
means of bolts and cap pieces in place of the iron
bands commonly used. Levers are attached each at
one end to the neck pieces by bolts, and at the other
end to the advantage ring bv screws, on which they
partially turn as the ring revolves in one or the
other direction.

Claim.— 1. The method of hanging the neck
pieces B B' to the beam A by means of the bolts a
a' a" a'", the guide blocks 1) 1)'. the slots M M', mid
the cap pieces C C, as above described.

2. The metliod of making the neck pieces B B'
stationary at nny given points, equidistant or not
equidistant from "the center block F, within the lim-
it.? of the reciprocating motions of the said neck
pieces, by removing the blocks K K.' from the slots

|

M M', and screwing down tightly the cap pieces C
C upon the beam A, as above described.

80,789.—Daniel Weaa'er, Guilderland, IST. T.
—Sewing Afachiyie.—August 4, 1868.— The hook-
needle is provided with a latch, which recedes as

the needle rises, so that the hook will catch the

thread presented to it, and, forming a loop, carry it

down through the material, the loop of the thread
being retaiiied in the hook by a latch, -U'hich also

prevents the hook, in its descent, from catching in

the material. As the needle rises again, the loop is

released fi'om the hook.
Claim.—1. The spring/ and tappet arm g, in com-

bination with the latch c and hook needle 7i, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The stop h, in combination with the spring /,

latch e, and hook-needle n, which is secured in a bar

attached to the -vsTist pin a, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
3. The spring q and bracket m, sliding on the

shank of the fork-feeder, and compressing the spring

as the needle rises, in combination with said fork-

feeder and needle, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The slide u and hinged bracket I, in combina-
tion with the needle-bar G, feed fork k, and lever

K, or its equivalent, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

80,790.—William Westlahe, Chicago, Dl.—
Strainer.—August 4, 1868.—A piece of wire gauze is

secured within a continuous band of metal, so that

it can be readily inserted in and removed from a
pail or other vessel.

Claim.—The removable strainer A, when con-

structed and attached substantially as specified.

80,791.—Eloxzo S. Wheeler, Westport, Conn.
—liivet.—August 4, 1868.—A tube, provided with a
head, is passed through two pieces of leather, or

other article, to be united together. The end of the
said tube passes into another head, and by pressure

the ends of tlie tube are spread and secured within
the said head.

Claim.—A rivet, consisting of a tube. A, with its

head B formed or attached thereon, substantially as
described, Avith its corresponding head C, con-

structed so as to be attached thereto, as herein set

forth, as a new article of manufactm-e.

80,792.—Hexry F. Wheeler, Boston, Mass.—
Xut Squaring Chuck.—August 4, 1868.—One end of
the chuck is threaded so as to screw into the re-

volving spindle ; the other end of the chuck is made
with screw threads and mortised through, and a
movable shoulder is pivoted in the mortise, against
which shoulder one end of each nut bears, while the
other is subjected to the operation of the cutting tool.

Claim.—A chuck, for the purpose described, as

made with the screw-threaded end c, provided with
a movable shoulder, d, arranged to operate substan-

tially as set forth.

80,793.—William H. Woods, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Curtain Fixture.-August 4, 1868.—A shade
bracket is provided with a barrel in which are in-

serted a shaft and a coiled spring, so arranged as to

hold the shade in any desired position.

Claim. —The combination and arrangement of
barrel B with coiled spring S, plate D, and shaft T,
for the purpose herein set forth.

80,794.—Elijah Youngs, Tuscarora. 1^. T.—
Mop and Clothe.'^ Wringer.—August 4, 1868.—Two
rollers are journaled in slotted cars attached to

each side of a pail, and to one of the rollers is con-

nected a bent lever, operated by the foot to move
the same to or from the other roller. The ears are
secured to the pail by means of a socket plate and
cam button.

Claim.—1. The ear B, provided with the slot F,
cm'ved as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cars B B, provided
with slots F F, curveel as described, with the rollers

C C', and the lever E, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The socket plate G, provided with a cam but-
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ton, H, 01' its equivalent, in combination with the
ear B, subFtantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,795.—Henry Cowing, NeTr Orleans, La.—
Agricultural Machine.—August 4, 1868.—A combi-
nation of plows, harrows, seeders, and markers, with
steering apparatus, elevating and depressing de-

vices, draught attachment and adjusting apparatus,
by which the plows, &c., can be used in different

combinations for different agricultural purposes.
Claim: —1. The application and combination of

the double block system of equalizing draught, as
above set forth.

2. The application and combination of the single
block system, in combination with the double block
system.
'3. The quadruple whiflletree.

4. The application and combination of the cross-
bar H^ with the tongue, for the purposes specified.

5. The slotted slide bar for the whifiietrees to
slide upon, as set forth.

6. The joint in the tongue, as and for the purposes
set forth.

7. The rotary grooved cylinder, as and for the
purposes specified.

8. The adjustable thumb screw I, in combination
with a slide valve for regulating the quantity of
grain sown.

9. The application of a steering apparatus to
agricultural machines, composed of the wheels I,

cross-bar K, sheaves i i', standards I', rope or chain
J, stirrups j j, crOss-bar I, and the levers L and L'.

10. The standards I' and the adjustable cross-
beam K.

11. The standards D^ D^ of the canopy, the cross-
bars provided with screws d d, for the purposes set
forth.

12. The curved standards e^ and box straps e\ for
the purposes specified.

1.3. The semicii'cular rack-lever E, and handle and
stop-lever spring/, for the purposes herein set forth.

14. The tripping lever p and cord or chain p', for
the purpose herein set forth.

15. The application of horse or other power that
may be employed to draw the machine, for raising
the plows and instruments out of, and from the
ground, as set forth.

16. The application and combination of a scraper
and presser to a gang of plows, for the purposes
herein set forth.

17. The cross-bars A' A^, for the purpose herein
specified.

18. The construction of an axle, so that the wheels
can be moved further apart or nearer together, to
suit the widths of rows, as above specified.

19. In combination with a gang of plows, the dig-

ging wheel K.
20. The digging wheel, in combination with the

arrangement for raising- and lowering it. as set forth.

21. The three-toothed harrow G, or its equivalent,
as and for the purpose set forth.

22. Making the shares and colter in one piece, as
and for the purposes above specified.

23. Tlie application and combination of a canopy
to a gang of plows or hai-vesting machines, for the
purposes above specified.

24. The manner of making canopies with an ex-

pansive cord, as and for the purpose above specified.

25. The tube on which the main wheels revolve,
for the purposes herein specified,

26. The curved plow standards and the springs,
for the purpose above specified,

27. The constructing of a plow so that in raking
a root or stone it will be thrown out and forced im-
mediately back, as above specified.

28. The nest of cups in the cylinder, for the pm'-
pose herein set forth.

29. The combination, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2, for

the purpose of planting or sowing, as above speci-

fied.

30. The application and combination of the cross-

bar H' with the tongue H, Fig. 3, for the purposes
herein set forth.

31. The combination, as seen in Figs. 4 and 5, and
the particular shape of the third plow with the in-

cline for raising up the soil before turning over, as
above set forth.

32. The mole plow, in combination with the

beams seen in Fig. 15, wheel-raising apparatus,
quadruple trees and their arrangement, for the pur-
poses herein specified.

33. The opening of the mold at different depths,
and taking olf the front molds and using their
standards only, and using them all at once or sep-
arately, as above set forth.

34. The application and combination, as seen in
Fig. 8, with its modifications, for the purposes
herein set forth.

35. The application and combination, as seen in
Figs. 10 and 11, of the gangs of plows, and the tines
in the center, or before or behind the plows, as above
set forth.

36. The stubble lowerer Q, and the arrangement
herein set forth, for opening a deep furrow and turn-
ing the stubble into it, and the an-angement and
combination of the plows, as seen in Fig. 12, or their
equivalent, as set forth.

37. The arrangement and combination, as seen in
Fig. 13. for covering the caves, as set forth.

38. The single-hinged arm, for the purpose herein
set forth.

39. The arrangement for ditching, as set forth,
and under-draining by the mold plow, as set forth.

*^ 80,796.—Charles E.Abbot, Maiden, Mass.—
Extinguisher for Lamp.—August 11, 1868.—Extin-
guishes the flame without creating smoke and un-
pleasant odor.

Claim.—The lid a, so hinged and supported that
when the wick C is lowered, the lid will fall over it

and close the mouth of the wick tube B, substantially
as set forth.

80,797.—Joseph Adams, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Wash Boiler.—Awgv&t 11, 1868.—The base has a
cover of cloth, or wire gauze, and openings, ar-
ranged in such relation to a central upright wire
frame, that the water on being heated will circulate
through the clothes which are supported upon said
base aind around the frame.

Claim.—1. The open frame or rack F, in combina-
tion with the removable base B and boiler, all con-
structed and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The apron G and base B, in combination with
the rack or frame F, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

80,798.—John F. Alexander, Shelby, 2^. C,
assignor to himself and Peter S. Michie.—Process
of desulphurizing Ores.—August 11, 1868.—The
ores are mixed with carbonaceous material, such as
graphite, or plumbago, or charcoal, and heated, in a
sealed retort, to the required temperature.
Claim.—The method herein described of desul-

phurizing ores, by exposing them to heat, in a closed
vessel or retort, in contact with charcoal, graphite,
or other carbonaceous materials.

80,799.—James H. Barker, "Washington, D. C,
assignor to himself and D. R. B. Xevixs, same place.—Shutter Operator.—August 11, IStiS.—When the
crank is turned the screw shaft moves the nut out-

ward or inward, and the nut carries with it the
jointed bar; the shutter being thereby opened or
closed and held in any desired position.

Clairi%.—T\\Q jointed bar Gr, constructed in the
form herein set forth, and applied to the window
blind and casing, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

SO,SOO.--Tames A. Bennet, Millerton, l^T. T.—
Milk C«H.—August 11, 1868.—The can is formed
with two sheet 'metal jackets, one near the top and
the other near the bottom of the outside of the can,
leaving the intermediate portion exposed. The can
is thus adapted to protect the milk from the heat
of the sun, and yet allow the new milk to cool. After
the milk has cooled a removable band is applied to
the exposed portion of the can.

Claim.—1. A milk can, made with the hollow
sheet-metal jackets g h, forming nou-coiiductng air

chambers, between which jackets the can is exposed,
for the purposes and as set forth.

2. Tiie removable band m, in combination with the
jackets g h, for covering the can between said jackets,
as specified.
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80,801.—A. E. Blood, J. B. Blood, and F. TT.
Pope, Iiynn, Mass.—Couch or Cradle.—Aua;xist 11,

1868 ; antedated July 29, 1868.—The alternate com-
pression and relaxation of the bows contained in the
couch body are designed to produce an effect similar
to tossing'the child fn the arms.

Claim.—1. In constructing an infant's couch, the
combination of tlie sides A A, in combination with
the bows B B, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. Suspending a couch by elastic or spring hang-
ings, so that it may be capable of vertical recipro-
cating movements, and also admit of being swung
laterally, substantially as described.

3. Arranging the treadle bar G, in such relation to
the couch that it can be raised to connect with and
operate the same, and, when not in use, to drop
clear of the couch, and allow it to be swung laterally,

substantiallx.as described.

80,802.—Charles Brada, Charlestown, Mass.—Reclining Chair.—August 11, 1868.—By bringing
the weight of the bodj- to bear on the forward'por-
tion of the seat, the latter is depressed and the foot-
rest elevated for the accommodation of the lower
limbs, while the back at^justs itself to a reclining
position of the body. The rear portion of the seal
is disconnected from the back, and the latter is self-

adjustable in consequence of the sliding movement
of the seat.

Claim.—1. The seat 6-ame 6, resting loosely on the
rear of the main frame, and connected with the foot-
rest c, when constructed and operating substantially
as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the piv-
oted back frame fg, the sliding seat frame &, and the
foot-rest c, when constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

80,803.—Charles S. Bboavn, Pittston, Me.—
Supporting Attachmentfor Sail.—Angiistll, 1868.—
The object is to hold the sail extended'and taut, and
properly sustain it at its corner, so that the strain
shall devolve upon tlie bolt rope thereof.
Claim.—The combination of the adjustable hook

E, and its runner D, with the yard A, such being to
operate in manner and for the purpose specified.

80,804.—OR.iJyrus TV. Burxham, Hillsborough,
and HexryF. Buknham, Acworth, N. H.—Elevator
for Sirup Pan.—August 11, 1868; antedated March
9, 1868.—The pan is attached to a crane and may be
raised and lowered by a lever and otherwise moved
toward and away li-om the arch or fui'uace.
Claim.—1. The evener N, rods h h h h, cross H,

in combination with arm C, and brace I), lever L,
and standard B, arranged substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

2. The pan G, in combination with the hooks k k
k k, cross H, substantiaDy as and for the purpose
specified.

80,805.—ExsiGN A. Bushxell, Horicon, Wis.
—Machine for Sharpening Horseahoe Calks.—Au-
gust 11, 1868

; antedated Julv 18, 1868.—A cap, car-
rying the burr, is attached to the end of the main
stock by means of a slot and set screw, rendering it
adjustable to varying lengths of calks. A guide fits
upon the spring and is adjusted by a set screw.
Claim.—The slotted adjustable gauge R, and loop

D, Avith the screw bolt and set screw, in combination
with the solid spring B, main stock and burr E, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

80,806.—Alexander H. Caryl. Groton, Mass.
V —3ay Spreader.—August 11, 1868—The shaft, to

which the spreading teeth are attached, is driven bv
gears fixed to the ground wheel, and the connections
between said spreader shaft and tlie rock shaft en-
able the spreader to be raised and lowered by the
hand lever.

Claim.—The combination of the rock shaft G,
provided with arms F, hand lever H, links E, levers
C, and spreader shaft B, an-anged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

SO,SOr.— Ethax R. Chexey, South Boston,
llms.—Die for Making Toe Calks for Horseshoes.—

August 11, 1868.—The bar is of I -form in transverse
section, and is cut by these dies, at one or more op-
erations, into the desired form of calk, two being
simultaneously produced from each length.
Claim:—The dies B B' and C C, or their equiva-

lent, constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

80,808.-Henry F. Clark, LoweU, Wieh.-Bed
Spring.—August 11, 1668.—The springs are attached
to the under side of transverse bars which are firmly
secured to the head and foot boards or rails. The
lower slats are fastened to said springs and support
the cross pieces to which the upper slats are se-

cui-ed.

Claim.—The bed bottom, consistiug of the double
set of slats F D, when combined and arranged be-
tween the blocks A, and operating with the inde-
pendent cross pieces E and spriugs'C, in the manner
and for the purposes described.

80,S09.-^0HK TV. Cobb, Melrose, and Edwin
A. Hill, Quincy, Mass.

—

Manufacture of Rubber
and other Coated Cloth and Fabrics.—August 11,
1868.—The rubber or caoutchouc is placed in the
space between the main cylinder and the uppermost
of the two small, hollow cylinders, which has an ac-
celerated motion, in order to grind the material and
lay or spread it on the main cylinder. The sheet
of cloth is run in upon the lower small cylinder, and
thence between the main cylinder and the steam
jacket and under the guide roller, being led off in an
up ward direction. Steam may be admitted to all the
hollow cylinders.
Claim.—1. The combination of mechanism for

spreading rubber or a vulcanizable material on a sur-
face or cylinder, and applying the coating to cloth,
in manner as set forth, with mechanism for vul-
canizing the coating of rubber or vulcanizable ma-
terial, while it with the cloth may be passing about
the sm'face or cylinder on which the rubber or said
material may be spread.

2. The combination and arrangement of the steam
jacket or heater K, with the steam heating cylinder
A, and the two cylinders E H, arranged and con-
nected so as to operate as and for the purpooes
specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the air
protective space r, the steam chamber q, and the
steam cylinders A E H, arranged and connected so
as to oijerate substantially in manner and for the
purposes as specified.

4. Our process of applying rubber or caoutchouc
or a vulcanizable material to cloth, and vulcanizing
such rubber or material after such application of it,

the same consisting in spreading the rubber or vul-
canizable material on a cylinder, and forcing a sheet
of cloth in contact with the coating so spread, and
vulcanizing it while on the cloth, and while the latter
with the rubber or vulcanizable material may be •

passed about the cylinder, such vulcanizing ot the
rubber or its equivalent being effected by heat ap-
plied to the cylinder or cylind'ers used in the process
of spreading the rubber, as set forth, or to them and
a steam jacket, as described.

5. The proces.j of making a sheet of rubber or vul-
canizable materia], and vulcanizing it, the same con-
sistiug in spreading the rubber or material on a cyl-

inder by means as described, and vulcanizing the
rubber while on such cylinder by heat produced
therein, by means of steam let into it, as set forth,

or into it and a steam jacket arranged with it as
specified.

80,810.—George Crojiptox, "Worcester, Mass.
—ioom.—August 11, 1868.—The improvement con-
sists in making each lifter, depresser, and evener bar
as a bent lever, or with a vertical arm projecting
from the lever proper, the vertical arm carrying a
pin which slidCo in or against a groove or incline as
the levers rise or fall, the inclination of the groove
imparting a lateral movement to the arm, which
produces a corresponding movement of the lever or
bar. and thereby effects the required inclination of
the lifter, depresser, or evener.

Claim.—1. In combination with the harness levers
operated by hooked jacks, angular lifter, and de-

presser levers, the inclination in which is effected
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by pins or projections from arms I, n'orkin^ in or
against inclines n, substantiall3- as described.

2. The eveners, in combination with tlie inclines,

constructed substantially as described, for producing
the inclination of the evener levers.

3. The adjustable inclines for varying the extent of
inclination of the levers, substantially as described.

80,811.—Andrew J. Cuutis, Monroe, Me.—
Meat Chopper.—August 11, 1868.—The lever bearing
the knife A,vhich cuts the meat in the tub is raised by
the cams and depressed by the spring. Attached to

the knife lever is the impe'Uing pavrl which actuates
the ratchet to give an intermitted rotary movement
to the tub holding the meat.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the impelling
pawl ]Sr, the arm O. the ratchet P, the spring 1, the
knife lever D, xind the cams d E', as applied to the
knife or knives, and the tub, as set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the de-

pressing spring I, its abutment K, and adjusting
screw L, with the knife lever D, and the series of
cams E', for operating it, as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the studs d' h & and the
holes /(/flf, with the tub B and the ratchet P, ar-

ranged therewith in manner and so as to be operated
by an impelling pawl driven by the knife lever, as
set forth.

80,812.—Charles M. Daboll, ITew London,
Coww.—Drill ^ioc^•.—August 11, 18G8.—The operator
grasps the handle ofthe main non-rotating stock, and,
holding the rest against his breast or front, turns the
bit by means of the gearing and its handle. The
plug of the tool pocket is fitted in a countersink in

order that the breast of the operator shall not be
subjected to injury or discomfort thereby.

Claim.—The arrangement of the several parts, as
herein described, the rest B, pocket ^^ and flanged
plug m, being included in said arrangement.

80,813.—James Devaraux, Marshall, Mich.—
Rotary Excavator.—August 11, 1868.—An appara-
tus for the sinking of wells and shafts, and raismg
the earth excavated by the same to the surface and
there dumping it.

Claim.—An excavator, composed of the stand-
ards A, table B, disk 7, sheave blocks E and E,
sweep Z, frame K, buttons O, pins P, stirrups L,
hinges IST, excavator buckets M, bearing wheels Q,
chains W, ropes X, the vertical rotating shaft D,
metallic point C, horizontal armsGr, adjustable guide
wheels H, dogs S, springs T, pulleys V, cord U, and
capstan Y, when arranged and operating substan-
tially as described and for the purpose specified.

80,814.—AndrewDickey, Albany, N. Y.—Sad-
iron Support for /Stove.-August 11, 1868. — The
bracket is adapted for attachment to the side of a
stove plate section to admit of the sad-irons being

E
laced in front of the illuminating openings of a
ase-burning stove in the best position for heating

them. To remove the bracket lift it slightly and
withdraw its arm from the opening through the stove
plate.

Claim.—A removable sad-iron bracket B, con-
structed and adapted for being applied to a stove,

substantially as described.

80,815.—A. H. Enholm, St. Louis, M.o.—Motive
Power for Sewing Machine.—August 11, 1868.—The
invention has reference to the means for winding up
the springs to the peculiar system of gearing through
which motion is transmitted to the point where the
connection v»'ith the sewing machine is to be made,
and to the mode of regulatiug the speed by changing
the position of fan wings in relation to their support-

ing shaft.

Claim.—1. The drums and springs, when the

same are operated by the lever and intermediate
pinion wheel, substantially as described, as and for

the purpose specilied.

2, The drums L L', with their springs, when the
same communicate their power to the main driving
shaft of the machine, tiirough a system of its iuter-

mediato gearing, and tlie Avhole is' so combined and
arranged as to operate substantially as described, as

and for the purpose specified.

3. Eegulating the speed of the machine by means
of the sleeve E, lever G-, and fan blades F F, when
the same are constructed and arranged so as to op-
erate substantially as described.

80,816.—JeffersonE. Evarts, Madison, Conn.
—C'oj^Ji.—August 11, 1868.

Claim.—The application of the substance known
as papier-mache, to be used in the construction and
manufactm-e of coffins, substantially as and for the
purpose above specified.

80,817.—Canceled.

80,818.—Joseph Fletcher.—Providence, E. I.—Making jBraiti.—August 11, 1868.—A single strand
yarn is employed on eacli of the bobbins of the racers
of the braiding machine, and while half or neaiiy
half of the yarns are twisted in one direction, the
others are twisted in the opposite direction ; the
effect being to counteract the tendency of a portion
of the yarns to twist the finished braid in one direc-
tion by the tendency of the remainder to twist it in
the opposite direction. Hence, braid thus formed
does not twist, but will lie flat.

Claim.— The improved mode, substantially as
herein described, of making braid by a braiding ma-
chine, such involving the making it of single strand
yarns, and the arrangement of the twists of a por-
tion of them in directions opposite to those of the
rest, the same being as and for the purpose specified.

80,819.- Addison L. Folger and A. Smith
FoLGEU, Sumner, and Henry Henshaw, Quaker-
town, Ind., assignors to A. L. Folger.—Manufac-
ture ofSiigarfrom Sorghum Juice.—August 11, 1868.
—The sirup is subjected, first, to purification in the
filter's ; secondly, to precipitation in the troughs

;

thirdly, to further purification in the hot filter after
it has passed through the first pan ; and, fourthly,
to a further treatment by cold water used in the
evaporating pans. A transparent box is employed
for granulating, under the influence of solar light,

the sugar placed therein.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a consecutive se-

ries of filters, A C, and a consecutive series of pre-
cipitating troughs and connecting pipes, and of a
series of evaporating pans, two, at least, of which
are connecter! thi'ough a hot filter, substantially as
set forth.

2. In combination with a series of evaporating
pans, a water cistern, jST, and a series of pipes for
conducting the water into the pans, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. A transparent granulator, O, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

80,820.—Loren B. Forester, Clyde, Mich.—
Hose Coupling.—August 11, 1868.—The sections of
pipe may be readily uncoupled by sliding the ring
so as to free the ends of the levers, tlie latter being
then swung back so as to release the shoulders ; by
engagement with the latter the coupling is effected
by the levers when clamped against the sides of the
pipe by the ring.

Claim.—1. The pipe B, attached to and surround-
ing the pipe A, the packing C, the ears D, the dog
levers E, provided with shoulders F, and catches ]^,

to form that part of the coupling attached to the
pipe A, when operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.

2. The coupling pipe H. j)rovided with shoulder!,
ring J, pin K, slot L, spring M, in connection with
pipe Gr, when constructed and operating to foi'm the
other part of the coupling.

3. The combination and arrangement of all the
above-named parts to form the two parts of a coup-
ling, when constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

80,821.—Jerome B. Gardner and Charles H.
Swain, New York, N. Y.

—

Steam Boiler Furnace.
—Au"-ust 11, 1868.—Air, received from below, is ad-
mitted to the fire at a point above the grate, and the
perforated pipe, through which the air is so admit-
ted, is protected from iieat by fire bricks.

Claim..—1. The combination of the feed chambers
for the furnaces of steam boilers, with the perfor-
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ated pipes or conductors, E, -vrhich are protected by
suitable covcriucrs, as described and set forth.

2. The arran,£^ement of the grate bars F F, upon
a concave frame, causing the fuel to fall to the cen-

ter, in combination with the feed chambers and air

pipes and conductors, as described and set forth.

80,822.—.Jethro J.Griffith, Philadelphia, Pa.

—Artificial Teeth.—August 11, 1868.—The depres-

sions in the mold to form'the backs ofthe teeth are first

partially tilled witli the mineral substance, which is

made to form shoulders to support the pins in an up-

rijrht position while the filling of the depression is

completed.
Claim.—The above-described mode of effecting

the attachment of pins to artificial teeth in the pro-

cess of molding.

80,823.-EuFUs HAS! and Joseph Durgin, Ban-
gor, ISle.—Dumping Car^-August 11, 1868.—The
rocker is secured to the spindle "bolt in the head of

the post, so as to turn readily upon the same, and is

connected to the cart body by hinges. Suitable fast-

enings arc employed to secure tlve body in a horizon-

tal position. In turning the cart body to dump the
load at either side, the trundles travel upon the cir-

cular plate and thus steady and support the load.

Claim.—The spindle-headed post E and the plate

or circle F, in combination with the rocker II and
the trundles I. P, and P', constructed and operating
substantially in the manner and for the pui-poses as

shown and described.

80,824.-Martin Hillabold, Syracuse, Ind.—
Saw ir?7Z.—August 11. 1S68; antedated August 1,

1868.—When tlie head blocks are mounted on'top of

the rails, their inner ends extend a considerable dis-

tance further in toward the saw than when they are
mounted on the graduated steps of said rails. The
construction of the side rails enables the blocks to be
so operated that very large logs may be slabbed with
a comparatively small saw.

Claim.—The' side rails g g of the saw carriage E,
constructed in the manner and for the purposes sub-

stantially as described and set forth.

80,825.—Horace C. Joxes, Dowagiac, Mich.—
Basket.—August 11. 1868.—The two thicknesses of
splints are secured between and held in place by
loops applied to the inside and outside of the same.

Claim.—1. Constructing a basket of two thick-

nesses of staves or splints, the outer thickness or
covering being composed of splints which extend
from side to side of the basket, beneath its bottom,
and the inner thickness or lining being composed of

splints which extend from the center of the bottom
of the basket to its top edge, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The cap h. and rivet g, fastening the tapering

points of the lining splints b down to the splints a,

lorraiug the outer thickness of the basket, substan-
tially as desci-ibed.

80,826.—JoHX Kershaw, Paterson, ]Sr. J.—Jfa-
chi7ie for Cleaning Cotton.—August 11, 1868.—The
cotton is introduced at the smaller end of the casing,
and has a progressive movement toward the dis-

charge opening while being scutched against the
grating by the beater blades. The fan operates to
draw through the screen such foreign matter as does
not fall tlirough the grating. The traveling a\)Yon
receives the cleaned cotton and discharges it into
bins or upon the floor.

.Claim..—I. The shaft C, with its disk plates H
and beater blades I, in combination with the conic-
^Uy disposed grating B, covering E, openingsK and
^,'aud the outlet or discharge pipe L, all constructed
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The fan P, screen O. and apron X, when com-
» bined together, and with the conically-disposed grat-

ing B, of angular section, the cover E, the feed
opening K, air opening F, outlet pipe L, shaft C,
disks H, and beater blades I, or their equivalents, all

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein shown and set forth.

80,827.—Israel Kixxey, Detroit, Mich., as-

signor to Edward McGivekx and John "Webber,
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Hamilton, Canada.

—

Wagon Seat—August 11, 18C8.

—The sides and back of the seat arc of metal, cast
or stamped into shape, and provided witli a flange, to

which a wooden seat may be attached, and with lugs
for the attachment of a top.

Claim.—The ribs or lugs E, when constructed and
connected as herein set forth.

80,828.-Hichard C. Lambert, Eaynham, as-

signor to David TVhittemore, Xorth Bridgewater,
Mass.

—

Machine for Trimming the Edges of Boots
and Shoes.—August 11, 1868.—Vertical, endwise,
and rotary movements are imparted to the jack in

which the shoe is clamped. Tlie gauge runs be-

tween the sole and upper leather of the shoe, and
prevents the paring knife from cutting into the up-

per leather. The cutter frame or head rests upon the
periphery of the pattern which governs the depth of
cut.

Claim..—The combination of the jack or shoe-hold-

ing carriage B, the pattern, the stop bolts n n, and
the cutter'carrier If, i^rovided with mechanism for

operating them, substantially as specified, such car-

rier being provided with a gauge, y, a paring knife,

X, or the same and another tool or implement for

smoothing or finishing the edge of a sole of a shoe.

80,829.—Patrick Lexxox, Lynn, Mass.—Jfa-
chinefor Beaming Hides.—August 11, 1868.—These
improvements have reference to the mode of eftect-

ing the reciprocating, rectiliuear movements of the
beaming tool can-ier, and raising it above the sm'-

face of the operating bed ; also to the mode of sup-
porting and producing the vertical movements of
the operating tablet ; and , further, to an elastic cush-
ion or bed piece to prevent the hide from slipping
about upon the tal)lct under the action of the beaming
tool.

Claim.—1. In a machine for beaming hides, or-

sleeking or dressing leather, actuating the move-
ments of the \^orkiug tool by means of the connect-
ing rod g and ecceutrio rod h, the former being
pivoted at one end of the sliding carriage, and the
latter to the beaming tool carrier, and "both being
connected with the balance wheel by the means
above described, the whole being arranged and ope-
rating as before described.

2. The application of the elastic apron to the re-

volving tablet, in manner and for the purposes as
hereinbefore explained.

3. Applying the revolving tablet to the car truck
frame in such manner as to be enabled to adjust its

vertical positions, essentially as herein shown and.
described.

4. The means for accomplishing this vertical ad-
justment of the revolving tablet, the same consisting
of the cross frame o and treadle p, combined and ar-

ranged and operating as before explained.
5. The inclination of the outer end of the horizon-

tal beam or guide for elevating the beaming tool,.

substautitdly as before explained.

80,830.—Sebeus C. Maixe, Boston, Mass.—
Folding Mosquito Frame.—August 11, 1868.—This
frame is supported by a strip or cornice, and when
extended the clotli and netting attached thereto in-

closes the space about a table or bed and excludes
flies and mosquitoes therefrom. The weight or rod
confines the cloth to the top of the frame so that no
apertures may exist.

Claim.—The folding frame B, with cloth C and
netting D attached, in comlnnation with roller A
and weight E, the whole operating substantially in
the manner and for the purposes specified.

80,831.—C. H. Mock, Quincy, 111., assignor to
himself and Israel Dixox, same place.

—

Gridiron.
—August 11, 1868. — The juices eliminated in the
form of vapor being retained within the spider by
the closely-fitting cover, are condensed by the air

eutei'iug at the openings in the handle.
Claim.—"IhQ spider A, cover B, projection and

staple b, ail- passage C, and openings c c, for the
puiTiose substantially as herein shown and described.

80,832,—Fraxcis D. Pastorius, Philadelphia,
Va.—Stove-Pipe Damper.—August 11, 1868.—As the
draught increases it closes the valve, and when it
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decreases the valve opens by its o-wn -w^eighti Tlie

valve seat 1ms a number of holes, to maintain com-
bustion and permit tlie gaseous products of combus-
tion to escape when the damper is closed.

Claim.—1.—A valve seat and gas escape, in com-
bination witli an automatic or self-acting valve, for

the purpose specified.

2. A valve seat and gas escape, in combination
with the automatic or self-acting valve D, and the

stove pipe, flue, or other suitable receptacle, A, as

shown.
3. A valve seat and gas escape, B, in combination

vrith the rod C, valve D, and the counterpoise E, as

shown.

80.833.— Leonce Picot, Hoboken, L^. J.—
Comi.—August 11, 1868.

Claim.—A double comb, formed by coupling two
combs together at their backs by a sliding coupling,

so that tliey may be detached from each other at

pleasure by sliding them apart and used as single

combs, substantially as hereinbefore described.

80.834.— Eliza "W. Prussia, Marlboro, Mass;
—Clasp for Boots and Shoes, Belts for Ladies^
Dresses, tCc—August 11, 18G8.—The disk of the clasp

contains a spiral groove, in which work the ends of
hooks attached to the two ends of a lady's belt, or to

the two sides of a shoe, for example. By turning
the disk the hooks and the parts attached thereto

may be drawn together, A modification as to the
form of the clasp and its cover is proposed.

Claim.—1. The device of a spiral groove in a
clasp, in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The attachment of a cover to the clasp, sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

80,835.— Fekdinand Eenz, Poughkeepsie, IST.

Y., assignor to himself and John A. Bayly, same
place.

—

Process of Mamifactitring Sulplturic Ether.
—August 11, 18i)8. — The steam genei'ated in the
mash tub escapes into a receiver containing beated
sulphuric acid, which is consequently converted into
sulpho-vinic acid. The vapor of this product passes
to a heated water bath or washer, whence it escapes
to a receiver containing highly-heated sulphuric acid,

the sulpho-viuio acid gas being thereby converted
into sulphuric ether and water. The "^subsequent
treatment is for removing impurities and excess of
acid, aiid obtaining the ether in a pure condition.

Claim.— The method or process of making sul-

phuric ether direct from the steam of boiling mashes
• of corn, barley, or other grains, or molasses or sugar,
. substantially as hereinbefore described.

80,836.— Erederick K. Seymour, TValcott-
ville, assignor to himself and E. Miller & CoM-
PAXY, Mericlen, Conn. — Machine for Burnishing
and /Spinning Metals.—August 11, 1868.—This mech-
anism is designed for holding a roll or burnisher with
a yielding or elastic power against the revolving-
sheet metal and former. By thus mechanically

. adapting the tool to yield to the curvatures of the
former or chuck, the skilled hand labor heretofore
involved in holding the tool is dispensed with.

Claim.—1. A revolving chuck or former, in com-
bination with a tool fitted to yield and moved auto-
matically, in spinning or burnishing articles of sheet
metal upon said chuck or former, substantially as
formed.

2. The lever w, in combination with the tool t, stock
t', and spring for withdi'awing said tool from the
work, as set forth.

3. The roll t and set screw 8, for converting said
roll into a burnisher, as and for the purposes set

forth.

4. The arrangement of the tool-holding slide s, nut
r', screw r, and slide rest q, and screws 10 10 10, for

the purposes and as set forth.

5. The tool-holding slide s, tool t, spring v, lever
w, slide rest q, secondary bed J, bed k, and hand
wheel ^:), arranged and ap])lied substantially iis spe-

'Cified, for spinning or burnishing articles of sheet
metal upon a revolving chuck or former, as set forth.

80,83y.—A. R. Silver, Salem, Ohio, assignor
to himself and JoHX Deuxing, same place.—7/»6-
.Boring Machine.—August 11, 1868; antedated July

25, 1868.—The jaws of the chuck are adjustable si-

multaneously toward and from a common center,
and serve to rigidly gripe and hold a hub in proper
position for being bored and shouldered. The in-
vention provides for readily withdrawing the man-
drel, which carries the boring tool, after the oper-
ation is completed ; also for preventing a progres-
sive movement of the mandrel during the formation
of the shoulders in the hub ; also a gauge for regu-
lating the depth of boring, the said gauge having a
thread on one side and an adjustable jib at the op-
posite side, whereby the gauge may be adjusted
upon its mandrel without turning or screwing.

Claim.—1. The combination of the radinlly-
grooved chuck plate, sliding griping jaws J, ad-
justing scrcAvs H', pinions H, and center spur wheel
G, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.

2. The sections h h of the feed nut, fitted in
slotted bed g' applied to a turning bo:^ or cap D, and
constructed with a neck, g, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the expansible nut h, bed
g', neck e, set screw e', and stock E, substantially as
described.

4. The construction of the gauge plate C, with an
oblong opening, d, through it, one side of which is

screw-cut to tit the mandrel, and the other side is

provided with an adjustable screw-cut jib, C, and a
set screw, c', substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

80,838.-Andrew Smith and William P. Wat-
son, Portland, Oregon, assignors to William P.
Watson and T. J. Cakter.—Gang Floiv.—August
11, 18G8.—The vertical rod screws through a plate
or bearing, so that when it is turned it raises or
lowers the hinge plate, and the forward ends of the
plow beams attached thereto. The plows may be
elevated out of contact Avith the soil by means of
the ratchet, rollers, and cord. The foot lever is for
disengaging the pawl, to allow the plows to fall and
assume their working position. The position of the
tongue may be changed, for taking more or less
land.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rod K, plate
J, through which the rod K screws, and which is

attached to the hinge joint I, hinge plate I, plow
beams E F, and standards and plows G- H, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the hinged beams 'F¥, cord
c, rollers M and N, ratchet m, pawljj, and foot lever
r, substantially as described.

3. Attaching the rear end of the tongue to the.

axle by means of a clevis, t, and a series of holes ar-

ranged as described, by Avhich the draught can be
adjusted, substantially as above set forth.

80,839.—Anthony Smith, Schellsburg, Pa.—
Horse Hay i^oj'A;.—August 11, 1868.—The teeth, in
lifting the load, are automatically locked without
the agency of springs. Before raising the load the
pins or skewers are inserted crosswise into the hay,
and being suspended by a cord from the shank, their
upper ends are drawn together and their lower ends
made to compress the hay as the fork ascends.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a horse hay fork,
of the shank, the pivoted teeth, the sliding bar, the
vibrating locking-lever, and the loop, the combina-
tion being and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the shanli, the locking
IcA^er, and the sliding loop, Avith the slide bar, haA'-

iug a lateral projection on its foot working in the
slot of the shank, and pivoted to the teeth by links,

for the purposes specified.
3. The combination, as set forth, of the rectangu-

lar slotted shank, the diagonally-arranged spear
head, the oscillating teeth, the slide bar, the loop,
and the locking lever, for the i>urposcs specified.

4. The combination, in a horse hay fork, of a
shank, a self-locking lever pivoted on and vibrating
parallel Avith the shank, and a loop sliding on the
shank and embracing the shank and locking lever,

and operating the latter by its ascent, as set forth.

5. The combination, siibstantially as set Ibrth,

Avith a horse hay fork, of pins or skewers, to be in-

serted crosswise into the load, to bind together and
compress the hay.
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S0,840 TixzExz Sinxii, Middlebury, Ohio.—
Screio Cutting Machine.—August 11. 1SG8. — The
socket -R-hich is fitted on the'shtift. turned by the

hand wheel, holds either the screw-cutting dies to

thread the bolt, or a tap for threading nuts. The
standard, which holds the bolt or nut to be thi-eaded.

is free to advance towaixl the socket, so as to feed

the bolt or juit to threading device.

Claim.—Modifying the structui-e of the parts of

said combination, and combining Avith said combi-
nation the several devices, in virtue of which the
apparatus may be used as a drilling machine, as well

as a bolt and nut-threading machine, all substan-

tially as described and shown.

S0.841 "WiLLlAil Stakk, TThite Pigeon. Alien.

—Potato Digger.—XvLiX-ast 11, 1S63.—The devices at

the front of the machine gather the vines, sever

them, and remove them to one side. The devices

which then come into operation scoop up the pota-

toes from the earth, sift the dirt therefrom, and
transfer the potatoes to an elevator, which delivers

them to receptacles.

Claiiii.—1. The angular transverse frame U, in

combination with bars T, hangers Y, connecting
bar i? 2, eniUess chain P. and arms Q. when operat-

ing for the purpose set forth.

2. Grated section X. in combination with grated
scoop 5. bos Y, escapement W, ratchet S, all ope-

rating as and for the purposes specified.

3. The combination of the above-named parts

with elevator E. sickle bar K, pitman J, crank shaft

r. reel I, rollers H, plate L, provided witli angular
projecting arms 6, when constructed, arranged, and
operating^ substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

S0,S4'2.—^Toirs" Star. Grand Eapids. ilich.—
Garden Sand PZozc—August 11. 18(58.—The hand
plow is made double, and consti-ucted in such a
manner that, by being reversed or turned over, it

may be made to turn the fm-row in either direc-

tion.

Claim.—A double hand plow, when constructed

substantially as and for any or all of the pui-poses

specified.

S0,S4r3.—Edwix J. TooF, Madison, Iowa.

—

Lamp Burmr.—Xngust 11. 18fi8.—The hinged con-

nection of the support being formed within the pe-

riphery of the air screen, the effect is that when the
;

chimnev is turned aside to trim the lamp, the outer
,

portion' of the clamping spring bears against the

flantre of said screen, causing the chimney to be
griped with great firmness, so that it cannor Ijecome

,

casuallv detached from the holder. The expanding
|

vapor within the reservoir has free escape ; but on
j

the occurrence of a paitial vacuum within the re- i

servoir, the valve closes and cuts oil communication
between the flame and the interior.

Claim.— I. The springs F, which are so con-
|

sti-ncted as not only to act as a support to the ele- i

vated cone E, but' at the same time, to serve to
j

ciamp the chimney, whether the same be hinged to
j

or have spring snap connection with the foraminons
'

air-screen A, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
!

2. The hinge joint, formed by the bend of the
,

spring support F, in connection \\'ith an apertm-e or
i

depression in the disk A, or any attachment thereto,
j

substantially as shown and described.
I

3. The spring catch a, formed by the extension of

the spring support F, and arranged in relation to

the cone E. and locking into the central elevated

portion of the air screen, or other convenient at-

tachtn^-nt to the burner, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The spring clamps F. constructed with variable

widths or thicknesses, for the distribution of the

spring and holding parts, substantially as set forth.

5. The clamps F, constructed of one continuous

strip of metal, and serving to support the cone
within the chimnev. and to support and connect

both with the forainiuous screen, substantially as

described.
6. The application of the valve e to the vapor

tube of a lamp burner, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

80,S-M.—Jorix Yandercar, Brooklyn. X. Y..
assignor to L. B. Tltper. Xew York, X. Y.

—

Fire
Grate.—August 11, 18G8.—The object is to atford
fi-ee expansion and contraction both transversely
and longitudinally.

Claim.—A furnace grate bar. provided with a cen-
tnil longitudinal bar. A, and two series of cross-
bars, d, the latter running diagonally from tlie fi-ame
B to the said central bar A, and the bars of each se-
ries adjoining the said central bar at alternate
points, thereby breaking joints with each other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

S0,§45.—Elbertsox TT. T7aite. Xew Haven.
Conn.

—

Carriage Prop Joint.—August 11. 1S68.

—

The prop is made with a double joint and link, doing
away with the prominence of the ordinary joint and
making it less difiicult to finish up the joint exter-
nally.

Claim.—The carriage prop, made with the link c

attached by the pins or screws d d to the bars a and
b, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

80,846

—

Charles "Wexdell, Albany, X. Y.—
Slate Frame.—August 11, 1868.—The rubber rings
are confined in place by the edge of the slate in tiie

act of secm'ing the slate and frame together.
Claim.—The application of cushion'rings C to the

frame of a slate or wi-iting tablet, substantially in
the manner and for the pm-pose described.

80,847 Orrex L. TTheeler. Lewiston, Me.—
Measuring Faucet.—August 11, 1868.—The chamber
being in a position to form communication between
the vessel to be drav\"n fi'om and the interior of the
flexible tube, the disk is raised so as to draw liquid
into said tube—the discharge end of the faucet
being, in the mean time, closed. The chamber is

then turned so as to reverse the direction of the
tube's communication with the faucet, and the disk
being then depressed the measm-ed liquid is ejected
fi-om^the tube through the outer end of the faucet.

Claim.—The measuring faucet, as described, hav-
ing the chamber B, with vent hole o, gauged stock i,

disk t, collapsable tube ?«., projection" «, Vith open-
ing 2, in combination with the nozzle C. having the
socket h to receive the projection a. all as and to
operate for the purposes herein set forth.

89,848.—Samuel TYoodhull. Linden. Mich.—
Apparatus for Setting Axle of Wheel.—August 11,
1868.—By adjusting the graduated ai'ms of' the in-

strument in accordance with the dish and height of
the wheel, the pitch of the axle arm may be readily
determined ; the object being to avoid the geometri-
cal calculations usually invoiVed.

Claim. — The arms K, in an axle gauge, con-
structed as herein described and shown.

80,849.—JOHX AsHWORTH, Xorth Andover,
Mass., assignor to George L. DA^^s, Johx A.
WiLEV, and"^ .Joseph M. Stoxe, same place.

—

Bing
Spinning jpraj/i<?.—August 11. 1868.—The ring is

seciued to the rail by means of a clamping screw
and two set screws, bV the joint action of which it

may be moved a short'distance in any direction par-
alle"l to the plane of revolution of the" spindle, so that
each ring may be made concentric with the spindle
independently of the other.

CZ«('r/i.—The ring, secm-edtothe rail, and adjust-
able to the spindle by the clamping screw and two
set screws, substantially as described.

80,850.-Theodore Barker, Mexico, X. Y.,
assia-nor to Japhet Lixgexfelter. same place.

—

Brick Machine.—Xugnst 11, 18P8.—A belt is em-
ployed for transmitting motion from the main driv-
ing shaft of the pug niiU to the followers, in order
to guard against breakage or derangement in the
event of the machine being clogged by foreign sub-
stances in the clay. A tension regulating device is

applied to said belt. The empty mold boxes are fed
from a receiving table to a point beneath the press
box. and. beiitg filled, are moved up^n a delivery
table in front of the press box. The plunger, which
forces the clay from the press box into the mold
boxes, receives a vertical reciprocatinsr motion, b'lt

has intervals of rest to aUow^the fiUed mold to b<
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pushed out and an empty mold cell to be moved in
liue with the press box. An elevator supplies the
clay to the pug- mill at the upper part thereof.
Claim.—1. Combining with the two tables F and

E, arranged at right angles to each other, and the
two followers S and G, the connecting rod I, vibrat-
ing lever J, and slotted device J, arranged and oper-
ating sul)stautially in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

2. The arrangement of the slotted side table F,
ledges V v, follower s, suspending guide ways I, and
the suspended follower G-, in a brick machine, sub-
stantially in tlie manner shoAvn and described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the guide
rods e e, applied to the plunger E^, and provided
with stops /' /', the cross-head /, its connections
with the driving shaft, the adjusting screw g, and
tubular socket or sleeve g'^, all substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

4. The lielt K, with its necessary adjuncts be-

tAveen the spur-geared driving power of the pu<j

mill and press, and the mechanism, constructed and
arranged substantially as described, for bringing
the mold 1)oxes into proper position, in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

5. The combination and arrangement of the de-

vices set forth for automatically feeding, elevating,
and discharging clay into the jiug mill, in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purposes described.

80,851.—John Barson, Epiteaim Daniels, and
Joanna Farrell,- 'Sc^y York, N. Y.—Lamp.—A\\-
gust 11, 1868.—The movable roller is adjusted, by
means of its screw, to such a position with respect
to the opposite roller as to compress the intervening
wick sufiicientjy to cause it to be moved upward or
downward upon rotating the feed roller.

Claim.—In combination witli the ordinary sta-

tionary roller D, the roller D', mounted on a sliding

box, Gr, operated by the swivel screw K, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

80,852.—Oscar B.Blake and Ormond E. Col-
ony, Keene, ISf. H.

—

Measuring Faucet.—August
11, 1868.—Designed more particularly for drawing
oils into small cans or oilers for lubricating ma-
chinery, only a sufficient quantity to fill such can or
oiler l)eing allowed to escape at each draught.
Claim.—The inclined tube or induction pipe A,

and converging measuring receptacle B, in connec-
tion with the faucet, having an outer casing, C, with
orifices, D, E, and E, and a semi-rotating plug C,
having chambers H and I. and stop pin L, arranged
so as to form alternately the induction and eduction
passages for the supply'and discharge of the liquids
to and from the measuring receptacle B, the same
being provided with, passages M and N, or their
equivalents, for the admission of air to supply the
place of the liquids as they are drawn from the can
or reservoir ; the whole being constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown and described.

80,853. — Charles W. Blakeslee and An-
thony G. Davis, Watertown, and Ebenezer B.
Beecher, TVestville, Conn.

—

Knitting Machine.—
August 11, 1868.—Relates to the manner of mount-
ing and operating a traveling thread-carrying arm,
and to a means for varying its length of circuit of
travel, for widening and narrowing, without arrest-

ing its movements, in a continuous course. Tliese,

together Avith the other features of the invention,
are particularly applicable to such machines as have
two parallel roA\'s of reciprocating needles, and a
single thread guide or eye which delivers yarn first

to one and then to the other, in order to kuit tubu-
lar goods.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a tlircad-caiTy-

ing arm or bar, of a swiveling support, substan-
tially cs described, which is arranged to slide upon
said" arm to admit of its being held, in proper place
while going around the end of the machine.

2. Tlio combination, with such arm and a swiv-
eling support, of an adjustable rod or rods, for ar-

resting the ]-angc of travel of tlio j-arn-delivering

eye, and causing the arm to turn around the end of
the machine.

3. The combination, with such thread-carrying
arm, of an automatic locking and releasing device,

operating substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

4. The combination, with such thread-carrying
arm, of a tubular eye, constructed to serve as a pin
or pivoting center for the thread-carrying arm, as
well as to perform its duty of supplying; yarn to all

the needles which are brought into action for knit-
ting.

80,854.—Joseph Bogan and John B.McCray,
Clarksville, Ohio.

—

Ointment.—August 11, 1868.

—

Sulphate of iron, yolk of egg, saltpeter, salt, and lard.
Claim:—The within-described compound, when

mixed and used substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

80,855.-George F. H. Brown, Leominster,
Mass., assignor to the Union Comb Company, same
place.

—

Machine for Sawing Combs.—August 11,
1868.—The carrier, with the stock from which the
comb is produced, receives a succession of move-
ments, each advancing the comb the distance of a
tooth's width. The saws enter and recede in unison
with these movements, and the pointers cut nicks as
starting points for the saws, which act subsequently.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft F, hav-
ing tlie cams or eccentrics G and G' on it, and the
two saw frames H and H', with saws A and A', for
the purpose of cutting both sides of a comb at the
same time, the parts being constructed and ai-ranged
substantially as shown.

2. In combination with the saws A and A', the
automatic arrangement of the pointers D and D',
substantially as and for the puri)ose shown.

80,850.—Philip Caduc, San Francisco, and W.
H. De Yalin, Sacramento, Cal.-^Street Favenient—
August 11, 1868.—Asphaltum, sulphur, sand, and
gravel or broken stone form a compound which may
be spread upon a cobble-stone pavement, or moldeS.
into blocks. The blocks have the form of truncated,
square-based pyramids, and are laid with their
smaller faces upward, the interstices being filled

with a composition of the same kind.
Claim.—1. The application, to a cobble-stone pave-

ment or walk, of the herein-described composition,
substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The tapering or incliued-sided blocks, molded
and formed from the composition herein described,
in the manner set forth.

3. A pavement or walk made ofcomposition blocks,
molded aud formed as set forth, and united or ce-
mented together after being laid or placed in position,
in the manner specified.

80,857.—John Decker, Sparat, IST. J., assignor
to J. B. Boss and C. C. Clarke.—PZaf/orm Scale.—
August 11, 1868.—The bow or curved part of the
yoke-shaped lever is supported by the hooked rod of
a spring balance, while the two ends of the lever
rest upon stationary supports. The object of the
curved plates and elastic straps is to keep the weight
at an unvarying distance from the fulcral supports
of the lever.

Claim.—1. A combined platform and spring bal-
ance scale, made and operating substantially as
herein sliown and described.

2. The yoke-shaped lever, when pivoted at its end
to stationary uprights, while its middle portion is

suspended from a spring, the weighing platform be-
ing suspended from the lever, between the supported
and suspended part of the same, substantially as
herein shown and described.

3. Tlic combination of the elastic straps b b with
the curved plates c c, for the purpose of suspending
the platform from tlie yoke-shaped lever, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

4. Tlic arrangement and combination with each
other of the platform D, straps b &, plates c c, lever
A, uprights B, and spring balance C, all made aud
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

80,858.—J. H. Densmore, Boston, Mass., as-

sicnor to himself and IIiuam Fuller, Ilallowell,

Mc.—Car Truclc—August 11, 1868.—If the axle
should break, the sleeve would afford a bearing for the
stump of the axle, and the wheel continue to run
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upon the rail -n-itli sufficient steadiness for the time
bein£^.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of
safety sleeve H,substantiallj as sliowuaud described,
in combination with the axles and wheels of car or
tender trucks, when the said sleeves are made in two
parts and affixed to safety beams//, all as set forth.

80,859.—John G. Fetzer. Bnmswick, assift-nor

to Fetzer & Woodsox, St. Louis, 'Mo.—Plow.—
August 11. 1868.—The landsidc has a triangular at-

tachment by means of whieli the said landside, the
mold board and sliare are coupled together.
Claim.—The landside D, when constructed with

the assembling bars d and d', the Avhole being ar-

ranged as herein shown and described.

80,860.—'William Hutson Ford, J. Dicksox
Brcxs, and L. C. Clarke, Xew Orleans, La.

—

Dis-
tillinj Spirit'i from Grain.—August 11, 1808.—In
the preliminary process of saccharificatiou and fer-

mentation of the grain or other farinaceous substance,
the latter is boiled in dilute acid, either sulphuric,
hydi'ochloric or othei- that will produce like effects,

in order to convert all the starch into glucose. The
acid is neutralized by milk of chalk, carbonate of
lime or any chemicarequivalent thereof which will
not affect the fermentation injuriously. "When this
is done the Tujuid represents a solution of glucose, in
whicli remains the glutinous matter on which the
fermentation deisends, and which, therefore, after be-
ing evolved, is ready for the admission of yeast. In
distilling, fermentation is begun at a lower tempera-
ture than usual, and the temperature is maintained
by means of cold water circulating through the mass
ill pipes.

Claim.—The proce'Ss of neutralizing the acid and
controlling the fermentation of mash from gi-ain, or
other farinaceous substance, which has been boiled
or otherwise treated with acids for tlie purpose of
effecting a more complete sacchai-itication, whereby
the usual loss of alcoliol is obviated, by the means
and in the manner substantially as set forth.

80,861.—George H. Fox and Joseph Hub-
bard, Boston, Mass.

—

Sewing Machine.—August 11,

18(58.—The general characteristics of this machine
are illustrated in United States letters patent, Xo.
67,535. The improvements consist in the arrange-
ment of a screw and nut so as to clamp both the
needle guide and the stripper plate, and in combin-
ing therewith a spring so disposed as to prevent the
slipping of either the guide or stripper -R-hen the
screw is loosened.
Claim.—1. In combination with the adjustable

fulcrum and guide plate m, and the adjustable strip-

per plate j. the screw and nut. arranged to hold both
plates in position, substantially as'shown and de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the two platesm and j, and
the screw and nut, the friction spring q-, arranged
to operate substantially as shown and described.

80,862.-Fred E. Frey, Bucvimis, Ohio, as-
signor to himself. D. J. Suekler. and James M.
Keleey.—i?/-ic/: Machine.—A-W^nat 11, 1868.— The
cams at tlie top of the shaft operate two levers, one
of which acts in conjunction with an adjustable pit-

man and press lioard. to press tlie clav from the press
box into the brick molds, while the other acts through
suitable attachments, to push the brick molds, when
filled, from under tlic press box on an adjustable plat-
form, and replace them with empty ones.
Claim.— I. The lever j, compressible pitman X,

sirring L, nut M. lever O, tlie rack shaft A. and pin-
ions q q. rack P P, and press lioard G. when cou-
strncted, combined and arranged iu the manner and
to operate substantially as described.

2. In combination witli the rack shaft A. pinions

q q, and racks P P, the adjustable plate y, friction
rollers e e, and set screws / /, when combined and
arranged as described, and to operate in the manner
and for the purposes set forth;

80,863—-Tames E. Hooper. Woodburv. Md.,
and Bexjamix Aitxoi.D. East Greenwich, 'R. I.—
Spinning Machine.—Angu.st 11, 18G8. — These de-
vices are applied to a spinning or twisting frame for

the purpose of " doffing " the bobbins, that is to say,
removing the bobbins of yarn when full, and supply-
ing their places with empty bobbins.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bar o, or its

mechanical equivalent, with the ring rail, for the
purpose of throwing off the empty bobbins, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination, with a spinning machine,
substantially as described, of the notched bar and
sUdiug thread separator.

3. The rail k, and the mechanism for operating it,

all constructed substantially as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

80,864.—N. G. Hughes, "Waynesburg, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Thomas Brauex, same place.
—Fruit Picker.—August 11, 1868.—The instrument
being raised so as to place the ring just beneath the
fruit, the cord is pulled and the cover brought down.
The fruit is thereby detached and made to fall into
the hose.

Claim.—The lid or cover D, spring E, ring B,
hose F, and cord G, constructed and arrangecl as
described, for the pmrpose specified.

80,863.—J. M. Joxes, Palmyra, X. Y., assignor
to himself, Hexuy Johxson, and George" M.
Jiow}.iAy.— Printing Presses.—August 11, 1868.—
Special devices are made to bring the platen nearly
up to the form, and there leave it, to be taken by
arms that interlock therewith, and move it against
the form to effect the impression. The disengage-
ment of said arms from the platen is effected by the
rocker arms. Said impression arms may be so* held
by a hooked lever or levers that they cannot connect
with the platen as the machine is running. By vi-

brating a lever, the hook that grasps the upper edge
of the chase may be raised and lowered to release the
form from, or attach it to, the bed. A lever is so ar-

ranged in connection with the frame for carrying the
ink roller over the form that the ink roller may be de-

tained upon the ink cylinder, for distributing the ink
or for other purpose. The frame carrying the platen
has a box for the printed matter to fall into, said box
constituting a counterbalance to the jjlatcn.

Claim.—1. The arm or arms iST, or its or their
equivalents, in combination with the platen Q, or its

equivalent, "^'hen arranged to engage with the said
platen, and to draw it against the form to which it

has been previously raised, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

2. The rocker arm or arms Q^, or its or their equiv-
alents, arranged for operation upon the arm or arms
X, or equivalent therefor, substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

3. The lever or levers M^, or equivalent therefor,

when arranged for operation upon the rocker arm or
arms Q'^ of the lifting device to the impression arms
N, substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. A movable hook or clasp for holding the chase
to the bed of the press, when operated by lever d,

and arranged for operation substantially as specified.

5. The fever G^. or its equivalent, in combination
with the frame carrying the ink rollers to the press,

when arranged for operation therewith, substantially

as and for the purpose described.
6. A box or receptacle, in combination -nith the

frame carrying the platen, when arranged thereon
for operation, ""substantially as and for tlie pm-posc
set forth.

80,866.-Sajiuel Larkix, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to Bridgeport Kxittixg Cojipaxy, same
i:)lacQ.—Knitting Machine.—August 11, ISCjS.— The
object is to knit in stripes with two colors, that is,

to make alternate stitches with different-colored

threads. The lever holds the thread away Irom and
so as to pass alternate needles, and hence the same
color is brought continually to the same needle.

Claim.—The finger d, constructed and operated
as described, so as to carry the threads over any
given numl)er of needles, to form the stitches in the
relative position to each other, substantially as set

forth.

80,867.- JOHX Magee, Chelsea, Mass., as-

siffiior to Magee Furxace Compaxy,— C'oo/aHj

Stove.—August 11, 1868.—The front of the fire box
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consists of a series of grate bars, between which
the lieat is directly conveyed into the roasting
closet.

Claim.—A. roasting closet, C, with a movable lid

at its top, when said roasting closet is placed over
or above a vrarming closet, F, and in front of the
fire chamber of a cooking stove, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

S©,S6S.—Edmond H. Meigs, East Berlin, Conn.,
assignor to EoYs, Wilcox a\d Company, same place.
Hand J-.tc—August 11, 3 868.—The body of the axe
is cast upon the cast steel piece, which forms the
cutting edge. In casting, a surplus amount of iron
is supplied at the point where the iion and steel

iiniue, to prevent too sudden chilling of the ad-
hering surfaces.

Claim.—A hand axe, produced substantially as
described, as an improved article of manufactm-e.

80,869.— Christian Gotthold llEiNHAitDT,
Altoona, assignor to himself and Benjamin E. Bell,
Antistown, Pa.

—

Ship's Davit.—August 11, 1868.

—

The vertical, axial support of the davit frame is se-

cured to the railing and deck of the vessel by means
of the hook, pointed foot, turn buckle, and screw.
In using this davit for lowering boats, persons may
get into the boat on the deck of the vessel, and be
hoisted, swung round, and lowered with the boat.

Claim.—The ca!<ing B, in one end, which swings
the davit A, provided witli a caster, g-, swinging
around the bar G, wliich is secured by the three-
pointed foot g^ and hook H, and operated by the
sleeve I, substantially as and for the pm-poses de-
scribed.

80,870.—Wm. a. Middleton and John A.
Haller, Harrisburg, Ta.—Horse Hitch.—August
11, 1868.—This device comprises three parts or cast-
ings, namely : the frame, the lloor piece, and the
journaled tongue or holder, which binds the strap
against the floor. The trunnions of the holder rest
upon ears formed upon the tloor-piece, and as said
ears occupy recesses in the sides of the frame, the
latter, when screwed to its fixture, holds tlie floor-

piece and tongue in place. The strap is passed
thi'ough the upper slot of the frame, around the
tongue, and out again at the bottom of the frame.

Claim..—1. So forming the slot K in the top of the
frame O O', as to serve the several purposes, sub-
stantially in the manner as herein set forth.

2. The adjustable floor Z Z', provided with the
trunnion rests n n', and the serrated part 1, 2, 3, <fcc.,

iu combination with the frame W W, substantially
as herein set forth.

3. The holder S, when made with the equidistant
wings a a', and the thumb piece 11, in combination
with the frame O 0', W W, and floor Z Z', for the
purpose specified.

80,871.-TV. B. Xoyes and C. S. Baker, Man-
chester, i^. H.

—

Satv Set and Gauge.—Augustll,18G8.
—The end to which the screws are applied may be
used as a wrench. The semicircidar elevation at
the middle of the bar, with its opening, is employed
after tlie manner of a common saw set. The teetli

are passed successively between the screws, in order
to be adjusted in line if they shall have been set ir-

regularly.
Claim.—The within-described device for gauging

and setting the teeth of saws, substantially as de-
scribed.

80,87'2.—Horace Palmer and Asa K". Case,
Kingsville, Ohio.— DotiMetree.—August 11, 1868.

—

Tlio resistance offered to the power applied to the
ends of the wooden bar is sustained at the center
thereof by the iron brace rod.

CTftiwV-^^rhe brace rod D, whose ends enter re-

cesses in the rear edge of the wooden bar A, and are
connected therein to the devices B, wlieii said i-od

is adjusted nearer to or further from the bur by tlio

eye bolt E, embracing its center, as herein shown
and described.

80,873.—Isaac Pardee, Buena Yista, I*?". J.,

assignor to himself and Orson IIeeb, same place.—
Stuinp Machine.—August 11, 1868.—The main levers,

when vibrated, act through the links upon the wind-
las, and wind the pulling chain tliereon. Levers are
employed to disengage the pawls and links from the
toothed wheels, and handles, by which the machine
may be carried, are pivoted to ithe legs, so that they
may be folded out of the way when not iu use.

Claim.—1. The machine, consisting of the frame
A, having the shaft B, with the wheels C mounted
thereon, with the levers E F, stirrups I, and pawls c,

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
described.

2. In combination with the levers E and stirrups
I, the levers c, arranged as described, for raising the
stirrups from the wheels C.

3. The pivoted handles II, provided with the stop
rod I, and arranged to operate as set forth.

4. The hinged bars h, for supporting the levers E,
when arranged as shown and described.

80,874—0. M. Pike, iS^ortb Leverett, Mass.,
assignor to himself and S. S. Graves, same place.

—

Water Wheel—August 11, 1868.-The periphery of
the drum completely closes the end of the case, "and
joining the chute through which the water enters the
case, prevents water from passing out of the case at
that point. All the water that enters the case is thus
compelled to act upon the buckets. The slots through
the drum allow the buckets to pass.

Claim.—The rotary slotted drum or cylinder J,
in combination with the wheel B and case C, all

constructed and arranged to operate in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,875,—Edwin A. Platt, Bristol, and George
Platt, East Hartford, assignors to themselves and
and Linus "Wilcox, Middletown, Conn.— Well Tube.
—August 11, 1868.—The object is to secure a free

flow of water, and prevent dirt from packing at the
lower end of the tube.
Claim.—A well tube, having lateral perforations

and pebbles caged in the lower section, when so ar-

ranged that the pebbles shall be moved in their posi-

tion by the action of the pump, all substantially .is

and for the purpose described.

80,876.—Osgood Plummer and James Scho-
FiELD, Worcester, Mass.

—

Mechanism' for Operating
Harness in Looms.—August 11, 1868.—The double-
slotted cam-piece, which imparts motion to the har-
ness actuating mechanism, derives motion from a
shaft traversing the lower part of the frame longitu-

dinally. The various featm-es cannot be briefly de-

scribed.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the double-slot-

ted cam piece F, of the slotted arm/, and connection
H, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the arms D D, of the
plates E E', or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the arms D and plates

E E', for lifting and depressing the bars L, of the
pieces C and B, with which the front ends of said
arms are connected, sitbstautially as and for the pui'-

poses set forth.

4. The combination, witb the bars L, or their
equiralents, of the lifting and depressing plates E
E', and arms D, substantially as and tor thepiu-poses
set forth.

5. The combination, with the bars L, of the roll N,
or its eqiuvalent, substantially as and for the pm'-
poses set forth.

6. The combination, with the mechanism which
works against the pattern wheel or chain of a fancy
loom, of mechanism for freeing tiie pattern Avhecl or
chain from contact with said mechanism, for the
pu]-poses set forth.

7. The jacks J, provided with the slots 12 and 13,

substantially as and for the purposes set fortii.

8. The combination, iu a fancy loom, having ele-

vating and depressing arms, Avorking on fixed fulcra

forward of the clotli-maluug point, of a scries of

jacks, constructed substantially as described, com-
bined with a series of harnesses'by means of cords, or
mechanical equivalents, passing over a i-oll or rolls,

L", so as to give to the harnesses a greater tiu-owor
motion than is imparted to the lifting and depress-

ing arms, for the purposes set forth.

0. The combination, with a jack, J, and bar con-

I
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structed as described, of a spring, 15, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

10. The combination, with a knee jack. J J', of a
bar L, having two front projections, i and j. and a
rear projection, k, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

80,877.—Georoe TV. Eaavsox, Cambridgeport,
Mass., assignor to himself and Michael HiraNGEK.—Hydraulic Press.—August 11, 1868.—Used iu the
manufacture of lard oil. The lard, contained in bags,
is pressed between the platform and a plate secured
to the under side of the press floor.

Claim.—The combination of the platform G-, hy-
draulic press C D, rods o, and plate H, arranged to

operate substantially as described, for the purpose set

forth.

80,878.—John Saxbt and John Stinson Far-
JfER, Kilburn, England.

—

Stvitch and Signal.—Au-
gust 11, 1868.—The effect of this an-angementis, that
after the adjustment of a switch, the switchman is

not required to exercise his judgment as to what sig-

nals should be displayed, his duty being merely to
draw back such levers as he finds to be movable.
when the proper signals cannot fail to be exhib-
ited.

Claim.—A scries of levers, and the within-de-
scribed slides or tlicir equivalents, combined witli
the switches and signals of a railway junction, sub-
stantially as set forth, the whole being arranged and
so operating that, after a change in the position of a
switch, the levers, connected to signals properly dis-

played to indicate the condition'of the road, are
locked in their positions, while the remaining levers
may be adjusted so as to change the position of the
signals or switches which are imijroperly arranged,
all substantially as specified.

80,879.-Frank Schurger and Nicholas All-
statteij, Hamilton, Ohio.

—

Harvester Rake.—Au-
gust 11, 1868.—The rake has intervals of rest while
the reel continues to operate. The apparatus is

needed only iu light grain, where, at a single revo-
lution of the reel,"enough grain is not cut to form a
sheaf.

Claim.—1. The combination of the catch L, slid-

ing bearing I, and frame or quadrant K, with each
other and with the stop U, rake shaft 11, and shaft
C, substantially as herein shown and described, for
the purpose of preventing any motion of the said
shaft II but one revolution on its axis while the rake
head is sweeping over the platform.

2. The comI)ination of the curved racks P and E
w^th each other and with the frame K and rake shaft
H. suljstantially as herein shown and described,
for the purpose of partially rotating the shaft H,
and causing the rake head to sweep over the plat-
form.

3. The combination of the fingers ^ST and M with
each other and with the shaft H and catch L, sub-
stantially as hereiu shown and described, for the pur-
pose of releasing the catch L from the stop U at the
proper time.

4. The combination of the clutch T, lever A', and
arm B', witli each other and with the shaft C, collar
or sleeve "W, and frame or quadrant K, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

80,880.— Jasper X. Sjnxn and T7illiam O.
Buckley. Washington, IW.—Machine for Cutting
Open Ditches.—August 11, 1868.—The slides and
knives are bolted to tlie nose, so that their rear ends
may be set nearer to or further from each other, to
adapt the maoliine for cutting a wider or narrower
ditch.

Claim.—1. The hanging the ditcher in a frame, as
shown in the drawings, thus avoiding the use of a
beam, and avoiding ail clogging under the beam in
machines wliich make use of it.

2. The movable slides A A, in connection with the
movable knives B B, so constructed as to carry out
a greater or less width of eai-th as the machine is
cutting.*

3. The form of the rear of the nose, that is, the rear
carried up, as sliown, to avoid friction, and expanded,
as shown, to support the slides.

80,881.—Julius Smith and Isaac E. Hall,
Logan, Ohio.

—

Cooking Utensil.—August 11, 18C8.

—

The vessels upon the interior stand contain the arti-

cles to be cooked. The spaces between the cover
and lining and betAveen the casing and reservoir pro-
tect the apparatus from the cool air, thus preventing
condensation.

Claim.— 1. Confining the lid of a steamer by
means of spiral springs, whereby all danger from ex-
cessive pressure of steam is avoided, subslantiaHy as
herein set forth.

2. The cooking apparatus, composed of the reser-

voir A, cover B, lining C, shell D, stand E, vessels
F, and strings G, when constructed in the manner
and for the purx)ose substantially as herein specified.

80,88-2.—Joseph Stabler, Detroit, and George
M. Strong, Plymouth, Mich.

—

Churn.—August 11,

1868.—The shifting wings may be made fo ofl'cr

greater or less resistance to the whirling contents of
the churn.

Claim.—1. The vessel A, in combination with the
rotating dasher shaft F, and revolving dasher wings
or boards //', and the shifting wings a, substantially
as shown and described, and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The shifting wings c, in combination Avith the
vessel A, substantially as shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

80,883.—"William Steffe, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and James Peynolus, same
place.

—

Radiator.—August 11, 1868.—Eelates to the
class of drums or radiators which are used in the air
chambers of heaters, and through which the products
of combustion pass. This drum, unlike those in
common use, is a permanent fixture, having door-
guarded openings or pipes rendering the interior ac-

cessible for cleaning purposes. The mode of dis-

posing the plates or partitions of the drum is intended
to enlarge the radiating surface.

Claim.—A permanent wrought-iron drum or radi-

ator, constructed substantially as herein specified,

80,884.—^D. S. Stevens andLAsrsERT Snedecor,
Eed Bank, IsT. J.

—

Securing Masts of Vessels.—Au-
gust 11, 1868.—The mast, having elastic supports,
yields under the sudden and excessive force of wind,
"and is thus relieved of undue strain until the vessel
responds to the impelling power.

Claim.—Snppoiting the masts of vessels in flexi-

ble and elastic partners and steps, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

80,885.—John J. Switzer, Eoxbury, assignor
to himself andEdwin H. Fittz, Xorthboroagh, Mass.—Stop Motion for Loom..—August 11, 1S68.—Con-
sists in the use of a series of pivoted wings, from
which warp-supporting rods or threads are sus-

pended. So long as the warp-supporting rods or
threads are kept tense by the warp thread, they hold
the Afings in sucj ;i [position that the same do not in-

terfere with the motion of a rising and falling flat

board ; but as soon as a warp thread breaks, it will
cause the release of a warp-supporting rod or cord,
whereupon the wing from which the same is sus-
pendedVill swing upon its pivot, so as to arrest the
downward motion of the flat board. The stopping
of the flat board causes a vertically moving shaft to
oscillate and thus impart motion to a lever, which,
by means of cords, a sliding frame, a stop and bell-

crank lever, is connected with a sliding rod which
operates the belt-shifting lever. As soon as the rod
is released by the withdrawal of the stop, it is moved
by the actioiii of a spring, so as to sliift the belt to a
loose pulley and thus stop the loom, the batten being
simultaneously arrested by a stop on said rod.

Claim.—1. The wings TL K, constructed substan-
tially as described, and in-ovided with the warp-sup-
porting cords or rods, in combination with the rising

and faUing board, as and for the puipose set forth.

2. The flat board H, the vertically movable frame
F, and the wings K, as and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The vertically movable frame F, carrying the
flat board H and the shaft G, substantially as herein
shown and described.

4. The lugs r, projecting from the flat board, in
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combination vrith the ln£?s p, projecting from the
rock shaft G-, all made and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

5. The slide J, connected with the shifting lever
I, spring c', and elbow crank IsT, substantially as
herein shown and described.

6. The devices, herein shown and described, for

transferring motion from the rock shaft Gr to the
elbow crank N, said devices consisting of the lever
M, cord t, pin v, hook z, frame o, and string y, all

made and operating substantially as herein 'shown
and described, in combination with the vibrating
lever E and block S, made as set forth.

7. A thread dctedtor, consisting of the wingsK K,
threads m, frame ¥, sliaft G, flat board H, lugs p, r,

cam d', lever M, string t, pin v, hook z, frame o, cord

y, elbow IST, slide J, and shifting lever I, all made
and operating Substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
8. The swinging arm M, cord t, pin v, and block

w, in combination with the hook z, having the inner

Erojection «' and hinged in tlie frame o, and com-
ined with the slide S, all made as set forth.

80,886.—Merritt L. Thojitson, Flemington,
JT. J., assignor to himself and John P. Eittenhouse,
same place.

—

Head for Barrel.—August 11, 18(58.

—

A turning button inside the head is operated from
the outside, and serves to hold or release a movable
section.
Claim.—1. A movable head for barrels or casks,

formed in sections, with the last section tliat is in-

troduced resting upon rebates, or the l^eveled edges
of those previously introduced, and held down by a
turning button, or equivalent clamp, substantially as

set forth.

2. A turning button, applied to the inner side of a
sectional head, and fitted substantially as specified,

so as to be turned from the outside of said head and
secure the sections in place, substantially as set

forth.

80,887.— James TValdie, Ipswich, Mass., as-

signor to himself and George Kexjs'EDY, same place.—Knitting Machine.—August 11, 1868.— The per-

iphery of the cam is provided with notches, the dis-

tance between vv^hich is sucli that, as the cam is re-

volved by the action of the driver upon the ratchet
wheel, a sliding bar continues its connection with
any bar, carrying the thread guides, sufiicieutly long
to admit of it being slid back and forth to weave the
desired number of courses of that color of yarn.

The ratchet disk, Avith itsllauges and levers, is de-

signed as a sabstitutc for the above devices.

Claim.—1. A ratchet wheel, G, with a single cam
or eccentric H, operated by a single driver, F, for

weaving any even numbers of courses of three or
four colors, substantially as set forth.

2. A ratchet wheel or disk, P, provided with three
or more flanges, constructed as described, in com-
bination with a corresponding number of levers, R
B, and operated by two drivers, B, for weaving odd
or even courses of three or more colors, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

80,888.—Toel D. Weaver, Troy, K". T., as-

signor to himself, C. A. Sheuwood, and L. S. Bv^s-

NELL, same place.

—

Spirit Meter.—August 11, 18G3.

—The valve is circular and oscillates in a horizontal

plane to change the relation of its ports with the in-

let and outlet ports. As the piston moves toward
the left, the spring in tlie right hand end of the tube
is compressed in cons(H|uencc of the resistance op-

posed thereto V)ythe arm projecting from the valve

stem, but wlien'tho piston has nearly completed its

stroke, said arm is freed and actuated by the com-
pressed spring so as to suddenly i-cverse the valve.

The springs being duplicated, tlie operation is the

same under the opposite movement of tlie piston.

Claim.—1. The improved valve-actuating mechiui-

ism, substantially siicli as herein shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

2. The impro\ed \alve K, in combination with the

valve chest I, provided with ports, arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the sliding rod E, valve

stem c, and spring-actuated arm /, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

4. The combination, with the arm /. of the tube
G, provided with the springs K and K'. and actu-
ated by the slide E, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

80,889.—WiLLiAJi C. WiLL5iARTH,Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to W. B. Lacy & Co., same place.

—

Setving Machine.—August 11, 18S8.—The revolving-
disk and arm impart a vibrating as ^'ell as a verti-
cally-reciprocating motion to the needle, so as to ef-

fect the feed thereby. The machine forms an ordi-
nary chain stitch, the devices below the work plate
serving to detain the loop which is left by the needle,
and turn the same into such position that the needle
penetrates it on descending. By raising or lowering
the adjustable slotted plate the extent of the needles'
vibration may be varied.

Claim.—Tlie revolving disk k, arm L, carrying a
detachable needle, n, and the adjustable slotted plate
P, in combination with the vibrating lever o, its plate

Q, projection q, and the adjustable stop t, the whole
being constructed and operating as and for the pur-
pose described.

80,890.—Philip jST. Woliston, Springfield,Ohio,
assignor to himself and Fkrrell, LuuLOW & EoD-
GERS.— BricA; Machine.—August 11, lye's.—The clay
is pressed through the tubular die in a continuous
piece, to be afterward cut into bricks. The rods term-
inate near the mouth of the die, and the clay, in being
forced through the same, is retarded in the center
and thus made to pass out uniformly. Such form is

given to the mouth of the die that the corners of the
i:)rism of clay shall first emerge from the die, and
thus avoid the distortion which would otherwise
arise from the increased friction and retardation of
the corners of the clay in the die.

Claim.—1. The die A, in combination with rods
D, arranged in relation thereto, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. Forming the mouth of the die with projections
in the middle of the sides at A', substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

80,891 .—Gorham D. Abbott, New York,K T.—Globe.—August 11, 1868.—The printed sections of
the flexible material are sewed together and made up
in the globe form, or they may be cemented to some
firm material, such as canvas,' leather, or felt, made
up in the globe form in sections, or, in the case of
felt, made without seams, like hat bodies.

Claim.—A globe, constructed of flexible material,
and distended by means of an elastic inflatable rub-
ber bag, or with cork, hair, sponge, or other light

elastic substance, substantially as described.

80,893.—Henry Ackermax, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Corn Planter.—August 11,1868.—Means are afforded
to allow the carriage to pass over irregular surfaces,

and to raise and lower the drills as occTision requires.

The marker is applied to the rotating spindle so that
its ends shall enter the ground alternately, and leave
marks which indicate the intervals at which the seed
is dropped.

Claim.—1. Supporting the rear of the planter by
a single wheel, B, mounted on a rigid frame, in com-
bination with the side wheels O, mounted on hinged
frames, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The cultivators m', secured at their upper ends
to the angular levers m, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The removable T-shaped marker, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

80,893.—Ezra, Ale, Clearfield, Ta.—Secretary.
—August 11, 1868.—The pulleys are actuated by a
crank on the lower shaft, and the interior receptacles
moved so as to be accessible through an opening in
the case.

Claim.—The combination, witli a secretary or book
case, of the movable shelves or cases 11. belts G, and
pulleys E and F, substautiaUy as and for the purpose
described.

80,894.-Andrew Anderson, Madison, "Wis.

—

Clamp.—August 11, 1868.—Upon swinging the up-

per' end of the lever forward and backward the effect
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is to impart au opening and closing movement to

each end of the jaws, and to reciprocate the plunger.
The jaws have spikes which penetrate the joist and
prevent the ja^'s from slipping when the plunger is

used to press a floor plank to its place.
Claim.—The combination of the cams C C, the

jaws A A, the lever E, the yokeH IT, and the plunger
F, all constructed, arranged, and operating as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

S0,S95.—Carl F. Austel, IsTcw York, :N'. T.—
Machine for Frinting Yarn.—August 11. 18fi8.—The
yarn is stretched on the t\\-o rollers of the movable
carriage, which, being reciprocated, carries the yarn
between the printing rollers.

Claim.— Tlie movable carriage B, carrying two
rollers, a, and a rack, c, in combination with printing
rollers ef, suspended in the standard r;, substautiallv
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

80,896.— Alexander T. Ballaxtixe, Titus-
ville, Vii.—torpedoes for Oil Veils.— August 11,

18()8.—The plunger is hrst submerged, and then by
pulling the lowering wire till the plunger strikes

the bail, and suddenly releasing the wire, the plunger
will be violenth' shot down by the pressure of the
water upon its top and a corresponding area of the
bottom of the body, the elFeet being to explode the
percussion cap or pellet against the bottom of the
pocket.

Claim.— 1. The hollow and loaded exploding
plunger E. acting by the pressure of the water on its

end, to ig]iite the charge, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the hollo^v and loaded ex-

S'oding plunger E, with the close cylinder or pocket
, arranged to project down within the body or

magazine A, said plunger and pocket being so con-
structed as that the latter forms an anvil, and the
former carries a percussion cap or pellet, for opera-
tion together, to fire the charge in the plunger, and
through the bursting of the latter and its pocket, also

the charge in the body or magazine A, essentially as
herein set forth.

3. The combination of the free or independent ex-

ploding plunger E with the body A, audits bail C, in

such manner as that the torpedo is or may be sus-

pended through a loop made in the lowering wire or
rope, directly by said plunger, and indirectlv by
or through its bail, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

80,897.—Gilbert W. Barxes, Mount Vernon,
X. Y.—Safety Bridle.—Awgu&t 11, ] 868.—The sup-
plemental straps are united at one end to the sides of
the check straps, and each is provided at that end
with a buckle whieli holds the other end of said strap.
In the loop thus formed the bit is suspended. On
pulling the reins the check strap is drawn through
the bit rings.

Claim.—The supplementary straps E, detachable
and adjustable, as applied and combined with the
single check strap A of the safety bridle, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

80,899.—Elias Becker, Pittsburg, TPa.—Table,
Beak, cCr.—Angust 11, 1868.—The v^•riting attach-
ment i.s inclosed within the table when not in use.

Claim.— T:\vi combination, with tables, desks,
or other similar articles, of the sliding frame B, pro-
vided with the tablet U and spring E, substantially
as and for the pm-pose described.

80,899.—Hexky Blake. East Pepperell, Mass.,
assignor to himself, Geouge W. Blake,Otis Blake,
and James Blake, same place.—Jicii Knife.—Au-
gust 11, 1868.—Tiie shape of tlie blade is adapted to
form tlie elongated perforations necessary for in-
serting tlie belt fastenings patented by G. TV". Blake,
March •;26, ] 861. The blade may be forced through
the ijelt either by liand or by a mallet.

Claim.—The improved belt-punching knife, herein
described, as a new article of manufacture.

80,900.—FtOiJERT Blake. Scranton. Va..—Ma-
chine for Funchin'j Axe Polls.—August 11, 1868.

—

Tlie former or foimers, made upon the dies, or
operating in connection with them, pnn-ent the ne-
cessity of trimming the bit end by giving the required

shape to the bit end at the same time that the poll is

punched. The edging dies gives the required out-

line to the edges of the poll in the act of cutting the
same from the bar.

Claim..—1. In a machine for punching axe polls and
other tools, the combination with the'punching pin
and squeezing dies of a bit-end former or die, con-
structed as herein specified, and applied to the end
of the dies in which the bit end of the poll is received
or shapen in the manner described : that is to say, so
that when the squeezing dies are brought together,

the said "former" shall completely close the said
end of the dies, substantially as herein shoAvn and
set forth.

2. The combination with the shears of the edging
dies or formers operating in connection therewith, in
the manner described, so that the poll shall simul-

taneously be " edged" and severed from the stock,
substantially as lierein shown and set forth.

3. The combination of the shears and edging dies

with the cross-head, which carries the squeezing-dies,
under the arrangement and for operation as herein
shown and specified.

4. The combination, in amachine such as described,
of the squeezing dies, "bit-end" former, shears and
edging dies, when the same are operated simultane-
ously from a single cross-head, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes shown and set forth.

80,901.—Augustus O. Bourx, Cranston, E. I.—Elbozo Support for Flexible Hose.—August 11,
1868.—The rings are placed within the hose to pre-
vent the same from collapsing under the action of the
pumps. The ribs of each ring project into the spaces
of the adjacent ring, and form eyes through which a
wii'C is roved. The eyes permit sufficient movement
of the rings to afi"ord"thc necessary flexibility to the
hose.

Claim.—The improved hose-rings A A, con
structed and held in connection, substantially as de
scribed for the pm'poses specified.

80,903.—JOHX StrickerBradford, ISTew York,
N. Y.

—

Ferry Bridge.—August 11, ] 868.—Persons or
objects falling upon the surface of the platform slide

toward the bridge, the raised edge of the platform
preventing them from sliding off into deep water. It
is a safeguard against the loss of life by drowning in
the event of a person falling overboard, either from
the end of the boat or bridge.

Claim.—A platform or grating, attached to a ferry
bridge, whether submerged, or at or above the sur-

face of the water, constructed substantially as herein
described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

80,903.—Jajies Briggs. Lyons, Ohio.—Sevji7ig
Machine.—Angust 11, 1868.—By means of the shift-

ing sleeve clutch and gear arrangement, the roller

upon which the log rests may be rotated in either
direction, for the purpose of adjusting the log end-
wise. A A^'inch is also provided for raising and low-
ering the slotted, pivoted ways in which the saw
pitman slides, so as to cause the saw to rest properly
upon the log.

Claim.—1. The shaft B, with gear wheel 6,

sleeve clutch b^. loose gear wheels b'^, the spring E,
lever E, shaft G, with gear Avheel g, and pinion g',

the shaft H, with gear-wheels h and roller h', the
whole being combined and operated in the manner
and for the purpose described.

2. The standard C C, shaft D, Avhecl d, pitman I,

ways J, and stays J', in combination with standard
K, shaft Jc, and strap i', when operated in the manner
and for the purpose herein described.

80,904.—Jacob Brobst, Fort Wayne, Ind.—
Metallic Heel Pa(to-».—August 11, 1868.—This ad-
justable heel pattern is for marking boot heels of
dittci'ent size. The device is set at the desired size,

and the form is marked off the same as by solid pat-

terns. The point of an awl is inserted tlirough cor-

responding holes at the sides of the pattern, and a
line drawn from these punctured points of the leather
gives the front of the heel.

Claim.—1. Segments A A', hinged and operated
in tlie manner and for the purposes described and
set forth.

2. The combination of the hinged segments and
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curved slotted arm and stud, aud set screw, the
same being constructed in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

3. Perforatious a a' on the edge of sections A A',
for the purpose of admitting the point of a sharp in-

strument, as described and for the purposes set
forth.

80,905.

—

John Bhockexshire. Oswego, l!f. Y.
—Fump.—Aiv;^nsit 11, 18G8.—The chamber situated
between the liarrels receives the elevated water at a
point somewhat al)ove the lo'sv-er stationary valves,
so that such water, on its way to the exit nozzle, shall

be compelled to descend in said chamber, and pro-
duce a vacuum around the suction pipe therein, and
thus aid the plungers in elevating the water.
Claim .—1. The internal chamberE E, in conjunction

witli the suction pipe D, as arranged relatively with
the barrels A A, plungers B B, valves C C, and dis-

charge outlet P, substantially as herein described
and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the parts above, the
opening in the i)artitiou G, said opening being in
line witli the suction pipe D, as aud for the purpose
described.

80,906..—Nathaniel "W. Broome, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Apparatus for Cutting Tobacco.—Aiigust 11,

1868.—The apparatus is placed in a curing room, and
the heated air, as ^\cIl as the smoke and products of
combustion of the burning fuel therein, ascend and
pass through and around the tobacco.
Claim.—The arrangement of escape pipes and de-

flectors on the shell or jacket of the heater, so that
the rising up of the heated air shall be passed out-

ward and through the escaping products of combus-
tion, and the former aid the latter in being uniformly
disseminated throughout the curing apartment, sub-
stantially as described.

80,907,—A. Pv. Byrkit and C. S. Birket, Tair-
field, Iowa.

—

Sciving Machine.—August 11, 18o8.

—

The oblique action of the shuttle obviates the "twill"
which is characteristic of machines of this class, by
reason of the peculiarity of the stitch or passage of
the locking thread in opposite directions from the
double-pointed shuttle through the successive loops
of the needle thread, first, in the direction of the feed
and then reversely tlioreto. The heart-shaped cam
admits of the machine being reversed at any time
R-ithout missing a stitch.

1. The combination, with the shuttle face-plate,
arranged obliquely to the feed movement, of the
obliquely-moving vibrating earner and double-
pointed shuttle, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the heart-shaped cam IST

with the feeding mechanism described, for operating
the feed, in whichever direction the machme is run.
essentially as herein set forth.

80,908.-Juuus CALLAN, Bridgeport. Conn.—
Needle-SharpeninjAttachment/or tieiving Machines.
—August 11. 18H8.—The needle may be repointedor
sharpened by the grinding wheel.
Claim.— "t'hc. combination with the bobbin winder

of a sewing machine, a grinding wheel H, arranged
upon the revolving mandrel, substantially in the man-
ner and for the ])urpose set forth.

80,909.—"William Carletox, Boston, Mass.—
Lamp Burner.—August 11, 18(58.—This invention
relates to that class of burners in which the chimney,
resting upon a seat formed below the elevated de-

flector, is sustained in position by means of springs
bearing outwardly against its inner surface ; and the
improvements have reference principally to llie

method of supporting the deflector in its elevated
position, and of forming the chimnev-holding springs.

Claim.—1. Foi ming the elevated deflector aiul tlie

supporting stand.'U'tls upon its periphery in one con-
tinuous piece of metal, substantially as aud for the
purpose set forth.

2. Forming the elevated deflector, it.3 supporting
standards, and the chimnej-holding springs in one
continuous piece, substantuUly as herein shown and
set foi-th.

3. The aiTangemcnts of the standards and chim-

ney-supporting springs in alternate order upon the
periphery of the deflector, in the manner shown and
described.

4. The combination with the air distributor and
the elevated deflector, with its cliimney-holding
springs and standards, of a bent-over ring for hold-
ing the deflector to the air distributor, A\hetlier the
said ring be formed in one piece with said standards
or separately therefrom, as and for the purposes set
fortli.

5. The combination of the elevated deflector and
its downwardly-extending peripheral springs with
the chimney aiid chimney seat and shoulder formed
on said seat or the air distributor to prevent the ex-
cessive yielding of said springs, as herein shown aud
set forth.

6. The combination with the base and wick tube
of a sleeve for supporting the deflector and air dis-

tributor, held upon the base and « ick tube in the
manuer described, and provided near its lower end
with perforations or openings for the supply of air
directly to the flame, as set forth.

80,910.-^. H. Carpenter, New York, I^r.

Y.—Form Block for Basket. — August 11, 1868.—
Designed to facilitate the removal of"finished baskets
from the block or former upon which they are placed
in the process of manufacture.

Claim.—The combination of the expanding or
movable sections E, the supporting ring D, and the
conical wedge B. substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

80,911.—John C. Carroll, Litchfield, HI,—Oi?
Cup for Steam Engines.—Augiist 11, 1808.—The
measuring chamber allows a fixed quantity of the lu-

bricant to pass down to the cylinder at each open-
ing of the valves. The valves are raised and low-
ered by turning the lever and screw cap.
Claim.—1. The oil cu]} A, when provided with

double valves B^ B"-, aud an interveuing measuring-
chamber, fti, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination and arrangement of the scrcAV-

cap A.\ lever A^ and valve rods B b\ substantially
as described and set forth.

80,912.—Edmund Castle, Lincolnton, liT. C—
Quartz Crusher.—August 11. 18b'8.—The grooves in

the housing plates enable the sides of the housing
frame, the inclined tables, and the covering to be
joined by water-tight joints without bolts or other
fastenings. The swinging gate and adjustable table
govern the delivery of the pulverized ore from the
mill.

Claim.—1. The end housing plates C C of a quartz-
crushing mill, provided with the grooves for holding
the side portions, and the inclined tables D E, and
the bottom of the hopper, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

2. The combination, with a qnartz mill, of the
swinging gate I, provided with a metal plate, the in-

clined table D, and the adjustable plate /, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

80,913.—George W.Chipman, Boston, Mass.—
Carpet Lining.—August 11, 1868.—The sheets of
paper and of soft, fibrous filling are secured together
or from relative lateral displacement by spots or
lines of cement distributed over the contiguous ser-

faces at such intervals as to permit the lining to pre-
serve fullness and elasticity.

Claim.—A carpet lining, the wadding and paper
sheets of which ai-e confiaed together i)y the lines or
spots of cemeut, substantially as set forth.

80,914,—Patrick G. Claney, Augusta, Mo.—
Slicej) Shears.—August 11, 18()8.—The under side of
the central blade is beveled off in order to prevent
the skin from being cut, audits extremity is rounded
and reduced that it may readily penetrate the wool.

Claim.—The employment of the center blade C,
constructed with parallel cutting edges, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

80,915.—Leander Colt, NiagaraFalls. iST. Y.—
Auger.—August 11, 16C8.—This attachment may be
slipped on a bit, auger, or gimlet, aud fastened tliere-
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on for the purjiose of boring a plug hole and scre-n-

hole in -vvootl at the same time ; and said attachment
maj be reversed and used for cutting- plugs of wood
of the proper size to fill the plug holes and cover the
screws in the screw holes.

Claim.—The reversible attachment B B. con-
structed as described, that is. having a bit at one
end. and lioUow auger at the other, when operated
in connection with the gauge c* and auger A, as and
for the purpose described.

"

80,916 Thomas Colv\-ell, Troy, X. Y.—
Cooking Stove.—Augnst 11. 16G8.—The rake is at-

tached \o the grate at either the upper or under side

thereof and vibrated horizontally to shake down the
ashes.
Claim.—I. The employment of the rake C, con-

structed and aiTangcd with zigzag bars «, substan-
tially as shown at Fig. 6 of accompanying drawings,
in combination with the stationary grate B, and with
the ash pan or drawer A, the whole being arranged
in the manner substantially as herein contained, de-

scribed, and set forth.

2. The rake C. so arranged and con.structed with
zigzag bars a. substantially as shown at Fig. (5 of
the accompaning drawings, and in the manner and
foi- the purposes substantially as herein contained,
described, and set forth.

3. The employment of the handle or lever J. in

combination with the rake C and with the hearth of
the stove, so that the rake C may be vibrated in a
horizontal plane, when used in connection with the

grate B and ash pan or drawer A, in the man-
ner substantially as herein described and set forth.

S0,9ir Charles O. Cook, Eockford, 111.—
Coopers' Croze.—August 11, }8f;8.—The iron is at-

tached to the screw by pushing it forcibly against
the sprins: and shoulder, in which case the spring
yields sufficiently to permit the head of the screw
to pass by the shoulder and rest in the socket. To
detach the iron its free end must be pulled up from
the croze (the holding screw having been loosened)
far enough to force the spring open, whereupon the
head of the screw is permitted to slip out.

Claim.—The arm b, shoulder h\, and spring b^ of
cutting iron B. when combined and operated in con-
nectiou with the head of screw C, as and for the
pm'pose described.

SO,91S.—Matthias P. Cooxs, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Carbureter.—AuOTSt 11.1668.—Air or gas is dis-

charged into the distributor, rises thence through
the pumice stone and through the pores of the brick,
and being thus amalgamated with the hydro-carbon
liquid is 'taken off at" the top of the retort, for con-
sumption. Crude oil may be filtered prior to intro-
duction to the retort, and" the temperature of the re-

tort may be regulated by a steam coil or by a lamp
or burner beneath the base.

Claim.—1. Saturating the pitmice stone and the
series of corrugated porous bricks D. contained in
the case A. with hydrocarbon liquid, and drawing
off the surplus liquid by means of the siphon pipe 1,

communicating with the distributor G, as herein de-
scribed for the ptn-pose specified.

2. The perforated distributor G, arranged in the
bottom of the case, l)cneath the pumice stone and
porous bricks D, and above the coiled steam pipe
B, as herein described for the purpose specified.

3. The constraetion and arrangement of the
closed case, filled with i)uraice stone, and the series
of corrugated i)or(ms bricks D, the distributor G,
coiled steam pipe B, siphon pipe I. the aii- pipe F,
extending through the centers of the porous bricks
D, the discharge pipe K. the air vessel A. all operat-
ing as described, whereby no accumtdatiou of gas
is effected as herein set forth.

80,919.—David Cox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Rock-
ing and Jieclininrj Chair.—August 11, 18U8.

—
"When

the chair is used as a rocker, the leaf, foot rest, and
ai-ms are folded under the seat. To place the chair
in a condition to accommodate the body in a recum-
bent position, it is thrown back until the studs meet
the hooks, after which the foot rest is unfolded.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as de-
scribed, of the chair A, rockers B B', trestle's C C c

c', flexible straps E E' e e', stops / /. leaf G a, foot
rest I, and slotted arms J J' K K' k, or their me-
chanical equivalents, for the jjurpose set forth.

2. In combination with the elements A. B B', C C
c c', E E' c e'. ff, G (7, I, and J J' K K' A-, the studs
L and fixed hooks M, for the object stated.

80,920.—David B. Cox, Troy, isT. Y.—Damper.
—August 11. 1868.—If the stove pipe extend upward
from tlie outlet or thimble, the check damper is ap-
plied so that the air shall ascend in joining the
draught, and vice versa.

Claim.—The reversible ventilating check^^lamper,
consisting of a damper, F, attached to an extension,
c, of the stovepipe C. i)rojecting in a direction 'oppo-

site to or different from the said pipe, and reversible
with it, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

80,921.—Hexry a. Cbaxce. Lewisburg. Pa.—
Churn Dasher.—August 11, 18C8.—Air is imprisoned
by the cones as they descend into tlic cream, and the
cream is agitated by said air as it escapes upward.

Claim.—The attaching of the cones C C C C to
the arms of a churn dasher, in the manner and sub-
stantially as described.

80,922 Moses G. Craxe, Xcwton, Mass.—
Electro-Magnetic Alarm. — August 11, 1868.—Con-
sists in combining with the magnet and the locking
and releasing mechanism, through which, by the
vibration of the armature, the bell hammer is alter-
nately released to be thrown against the- bell, and
locked after giving its blow, a counterbalanced ham-
mer s<» arranged that it is thrown with a slight force
to effect a quick and impulsive blow.

Claim.—1. In combination with the electro-magnet
and its armature, the balanced hammer, connected
with the armature mechanism, and aiTanged to be
operated substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the striking mechanism,
the stops X y. and finger a^, or an equivalent locking
and disengagiag mechanism, substantially as de-
scribed.

80,923.—Hexky Crcs-Sley. Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Lubricator.—August 11, 1868.—The upper valve is

provided with a soft metal seat, and the screw of the
cover answers the double purpose of secviring the
cover and tightening the valve joint.

Claim.—The oil cup, having "its upper valve com-
bined with the cover, applied to the cup, all substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the
purposes set forth.

80,924.—William Cummings, Sacramento, Cal.—Belt Buckle.—August 11, 1S68.—The shoulders or
rings limit the penetration of the points, which are
pressed into the sockets of the plate by a back lever,
to which the end of the belt is attached, said lever
pressing against the points in consequence of the
tension of the belt and the direct pressm-e of the
body against the same.

Claim.—1. The points, provided with shoulders or
rings near the end.

2. The lever, so aiTanged as to press said points
through the belt and against the plate, substantially
as set forth and described.

80,925.—Samltil G. Dare, Xew York. N. Y.—
Carpet Stretcher.—August 11. 1868.—One set of teeth
are presented to the planks of the floor and consti-
titte a fulcrum upon which the plate is vibrated by
the detachable handle. The other set of teeth are
presented in the opposite direction, and, rising, they
grasp the carpet, and then carry it, in the'act of
descending, toward the point where it is to be tacked.
The operator uses his weight to maintain, during the
backward movements of the lever, Vihat is gained by
the forward movements thereof.

Claim.—A carpet stretcher, having its teeth a and
b, and movable handle c, arranged substantially as
described, whereby it is caused to act upon the under
side of the carpet,' substantially as herein described.

80,926—Dr. W. E. Darrah, Baltimore, Md.—
Vapor Burner.—August 11, 1868.—The detachable
burner being applied to the wick tube is heated by a
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match so as to generate vapor from the -u-ick. This
vapor escaping at the jets, and being ignited, pro-
duces the illuminating flame, and the heat of the
burner being maintained and increased thereby, said
burner continues to generate the vapor.

Claim.—The burner, composed essentially of the
pai'ts A A' and a. having the jets c c, wlien con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose specified.

80,927.—S. L.Dexney, Christiana, V^.— Casing
for Raihoay Car Stove.—August 11, 1868; antedated
July 30, 1868.—The base is secured to the floor, the
stove sik, iu tlie base and secured thereto, and the
cylinder then placed over the stove and secured also

to the base. In the event of the upsetting of the
cars the stove will be retained in position, while the
sveighted arm will fall into jaws and prevent tlie

escape of fire through the pipe hole. As the strength-
euiugribsof the cylinder intervene, the stove cauuot
rest against the cylinder.

Claim.—1. The casing A, provided with ribs i i,

in combination with a railroad car stove, substan-
tially for the purpose set forth.

S.The combination of base B with casing A, as
and for the purpose described.

3. The weighted arm or lever h, operating in the
manner and tor the purpose specified.

80,928.—J. S. Detkick, San Francisco, Cal.—
Lathe Chuck.—August 11, 1868.—The chuck is at-

tached to a back plate upon which it is made to slide

with the work which it contains, so that the work
may be moved from the center for boring or turning
without removing the chuck from the lathe.

Claim.—The back plate D, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the sliding chuck and
adjusting screw C, all substantially as set forth.

80,929.—Charles Disstox, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Hexky Disston, same place.

—

Sato.—
August 11, 1868.—The tooth being forcibly driven into
place, is held without the aid of fastening appliances.
Claim.—A detachable sawtooth, having a circular

elastic base, adapted to a circular recess in the blade,
when there is on the edge of the said base or recess,
and from the circular line which defines the same,
such a projection or protuberance that the elastic base
will yield on fitting t)ie tooth to its base, aU as herein
set forth for the purpose specified.

80,930.—W. F. DURFEE, ISTew Bedford, Mass.—
Po7Vcr Crane.—August 11, 1868.—The object sus-

pended by the hook may be raised and lowered by
the rotation of the upright screw, the latter being
turned in either direction by a clutch and pulley ar-

rangement. The elevating hook being an appenclage
of the carriage, the raised object may be drawn in-

ward on the rails by turning the shaft provided for

that purpose.
Claim.—1. The screw B, with the nnt e' and pul-

leys D D attached, in connection Avith the chains E
E^md carriage H, all arranged and applied to the
crane, to operate in the manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The lever F, in combination with the chains E
E, for the purpose of compensating for any inequality
of ten.sion between the two chains, as herein set forth
and shown.

3. The spirally grooved pulley M on the shaft L,
rope or chain Q". and the shaft L, operated by the
screw gear, all airanged for moving the carriage H
ou the bars b b, sul)stautially as set forth.

4. The bevel wheel h. on the screw B, and pinion c'

on shaft A', arranged substantially as sliown and de-

scribed, for turning or adjusting the crane.

80,931 .—Wright Duryra, Glen Cove, N. T.—
Door Spring.—August 11. 1868.—The cliief object is

to so construct the liinge that it shall not present the
bulky ai)pearance o^' such as have the closing spri-'g

confiViCd Avithin a tubular joint. The spring, though
lying within the jamb, is, together with operating
gear, made to form part of the liingo pi'opcr. The
invention includes a swinging crano arranged as a
free attachment to the liinge, and operated by the
chain and door to give a more effective angle for the
pull of the chain on the door.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the hingo proper.

of the drum H, chain or band L, spindle G, spring J,
worm wheel I. and screw K. for operation together,
essentially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement, substantially as described, of
the screw K, relatively to the working mechanism
of the hinge, and whereby the tension of the spring
may be adjusted from tlie exterior of the jamb, as
specified.

3. In combination with a self-closing hinge, the
swinging crane M. arranged for operaticm by the
chain aiid door, as described, and serving to give a
more effective angle for the pull of tlie chain on the
door, as herein set forth.

80,932.—P. S. DusoucHET, Xew Orleans, La.—
Switching Ap2)aratus for Street Railway Car.—
August 11, 1868.—The rock arm articulates upon the
front axle of the car, midway between the Avlieels,

and between two fixed collars thereon, and is op-
erated by the driver, through the medium of chains
and a lever. The guide arm, bearing against the
short, curved bar or rail, midway between the rails,

at the point of intersection, forces the car fi-om one
into another track.

Claim.—The rocker arm A, when provided with
the radiating guide arm B and the weighted arm B',
in combination with the lever C and chains d e f,
the whole being constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing conjointly, substantially as herein described for
the purpose set forth.

80,933.—Charles F. EsricK, Plymouth, as-
signor to himself and Joseph and John Stough,
Marshall County, Ind.

—

Tuyere Iron.—August 11,
1868.—The position of the plate may be changed, and
the draught regulated accordingly, by means of the
screw.

Claim.—The an-angement of the screw D, plate C,
and hinged bottom E, with the tuyere box, con-
structed and operating as set forth.

80,934. — Louis Desire Jeandrox-Ferry,
Paris, France.

—

Shoe for Bathing and other Pur-
pose.:^:—August 11, 18G8.—The wire gauze prevents
tlie entrance througli tlie water outlet perforations
of gravels and such" other particles as Avould injure
the'feet.

Claim.—1. A shoe, constructed with a perforated
sole, through which, on the bather emerging from
the water, egress is provided for the water from the
interior of the shoe, substantially as herein described.

2. The metallic gauze, in combination with the
perforated sole, substantially as and for the i)urpose
hLrein specified.

80,935.—Giles F. Filley, St. Louis, Mo.—Coal
Stove.—August 11, 1868.—Air iiasscs tlirough the
open casing of the fire pot and through the space
between tlie cones, -nhen it mingles Aviththe ignited
gas to enhance combustion.
Claim.—Forming the fire pot of a coal stove of two

cones B and D, having an opening or air streak, s,

betu een their bases, for the admission of atmospheric
air, when the same are arranged, constructed, and
operated substantially as herein set forth.

80,936.—Daxiel Fitzgerald. Xew York, N.
Y.

—

Fire and Burglar Proof Safe. — August 11,
1868.—Several shells are placed one within the other
and one or more thereof are corrugated, for strength
to withstand the bloA\s of a sledge, or the like, and
one or more are made in sections and hardened, to
resist the operation of drills.

Claim.—1 . In the construction of safes for security,

the employment of the corrugated case or cjdinder.
2. In combination therewith, the outer cylinder or

case, as described.
3. The inner cylinder or case in longitudinal sec-

tions, in combination with a case or cylinder to sur-
I'ound the same and hold it in place.

4. Tlie inner cylinder or case in transverse sec-

tions, in combination with a suitable surrounding
cylinder or case to hold said sections in place.

'
n. The inserted metallic head, substantially as de-

scribed.
6. In combination Avjth a coiTugatcd case or cyl-

inder, and the (mter casing thereto or the inner case,

the filling in of the space formed under the arches of
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said cormgations and other interstices, witli a fire-

proofiug- material, substantially as set forth.

80,937.—Walter Forsiiee and Jesse L. Judd,
Marathon, N. Y.

—

Machine for Tinners' Use.—
August 11, 18G8.—This machine is especially desigued
for cutting out flaring work, such as the sides of
pans, pails, and basins. The dies are adjustable to

suit the size of the work. The sectional construc-
tion of the cutting part of the die enables the knives
to be readily detached for sharpening.

Claivi.—\. Forming the knives or cutting parts P
of the die X in four or more pieces, separate from
and adjustably secured to the bodyN of the die, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. Making the grooves O, which receive the dies

N, adjustable, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the bed
plate A, standard B, braces C, curved horizontal
guide D, dies L M and N P, rod E, hooked lever G,
spring Iv, connecting rod I, and treadle or foot lever
J, with each other, "substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

80,938.—A. Frost, Seymour, Inil.—Apple Corer
and Cutter.—August 11, 1868.—The slides are, by
means of the lever, advanced toward the tube on
which the apple is fised, and as soon as the core is

cut out, the cutter slide comes to rest, while the
other slide continues to advance, causing the annulus
to force the apple against the (piartering knives and
pushing the (luarters through au opening in the
board.

Claim.—1. The slide C, provided with rod d.head
G-, and knives e e, in combination with tube h, in the
center of the circular hole on the board D, all con-
structed substantially as described, for the purpose
of cutting the core' out of apples, as herein set

forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the grooved
head piece A, board D, lever H, slides B and C, knives
a a and e e, and annular disk F, all constructed as
described, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein sot forth.

80,939.-William T. Fry, Iifew York, IS^. Y.—
jPtosA-orJSo«Ze.—August 11, 1868.—The papier-mache
or other covering is protected against the action of
water or alcoholic liquid by the japan varnish.

Claim.—A covering for dram flasks, or other glass

bottles, composed of papier-mache, or an analogous
substance, or a textile or felted fabric, fitted on tlie

flask or bottle, and coated with japan or other water-
proof varnish, substantially as shown and described.

80,940.—J. M. Gattman, New York, :N'. Y.—
Manufacture of Carbonate and other Salts of Soda.
—Aagustll, 1868.—Accordingto this process, (which
cannot be briefly described.) the sulphuric acid, as
well as the lime incident to the common process, is

entirely done away with ; and the loss of costly ma-
terial and the accumulation of an obnoxious residue
ai"e prevented.

Claim.—The manufacture of chromate of soda and
the carbonate of soda, by the process substantially
as described.

80,941 .—Hexry a. Gilbertsox, New York,
N. Y.—Ho.^e Tender.—August 11, 1868.—The cov-
ering for the wheels protects the fireman from con-
tact therewith. The fireman may ride on seats
mounted upon said covering.

Claim.—A hose tejider or carriage having cover-
ings or protectors b b, seats c c c c, and brace d, in
substantially the manner described and shown, and
for the pm'pose set forth.

80,942.—PvOscoe E. J. Gould, Newark. N, J.
—Dovetailinfj Machine.—August II, 1868.—Pelates
to improvements in the class of dovetailing ma-
chines in which two sets of saws are employed, one
set for producing the tenons and the other the mor-
tises or grooves. The invention consists chiefly in
cutting dovetails from the bottoms of the grooves
in such a manner that the tlistance between said
bottoms shall be uniform and true, notwithstanding

the non-parallelism of the opposite edges of the
board.

Claim.—1. The within-described method of cut-
ting dovetails, by working from the bottoms of the
grooves, or of the spaces between the "tenons,"
consisting of the adjustable stops e, in the slides of
the upright gauges F J, or aiiy equivalent means
which will produce the same result.

2. The adjustable stops e, extending doAvn into
the " grooves'' or spaces between the tenons, and
secured in the slides c, which are movable up and
down on the upright gauges F J, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The slotted bracket h, in combination with the
fulcrum pin g of the swinging abutment I', substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

4. The combination of an abutment, I or I', with
an upright gauge, F or J, movable in one direction,

and provided with a slide, c, which is movable in n
direction at right angles to the motion of the gauge,
substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

5. The double-acting vertically-movable slides c

in the upright gauges J J', substantially as and for

the purpose described.
6. The arrangement of two abutments, I P, ex-

tending across the carriageH in diff"erent directions,

and at angles which are supplements to each other,

said abutments being provided with upright hori-

zontally-adjustable gauges J J', and vertically-ad-
justable slides c, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

80,943.—Henry Greenfield, New York, N.
Y. — Mode of Canceling Postage and Revenue
Stamps.—August 11, 1868.—By printing or stamp-
ing with a soliition of sulphate of ammonia, each
single stamp may be canceled; and by applying
fumes of sulphur in a gaseous form, a large number
of stamps may be canceled simultaneously, to admit
of which latter process the letters or papers, to
which the stamps are affixed, are inclosed in a box.

Claim.—1. A postage or revenue stamp, prepared
with acetate of lead, or other chemical, so that it

can be canceled by the action of sulphate of ammo-
nia, or other chemical, as a new article of manu-
facture.

2. The within-described process of canceling post-
age or revenue stamps simultaneously in quantities,

by exposing them to the action of fumes of sulphur,
or of other chemicals, in a gaseous form, substan-
tially as set forth.

80,944.—Benjamn Gregg, Bennington, Yt.—
Bed Bottom.—August 11, 1868.—The spring yields
or responds to a weight until the end of the slat it-

self rests upon the spring, near the point of attach-
ment to the bedstead, the spring being then relieved
of further strain.

Claim.—The bed bottom, formed of plate springe,
attached to the frame b by the clamping pieces d,

and formed with the croches or saddles e, at their
moving ends, receiving the slats g g, as and for the
purposes specified.

80,945.—Emil Haass and Max A. F. Haass,
Mendota. 111.—Liqxiid Cooler.—August 11, 1868.

—

The ale is conducted from the vat into the upper
end of the trough, through which it runs, in a shal-

low stream, over the cool water, which passes in an
opposite direction in the pipe below, the ale and
water being separated only by a tiiin sheet of metal.
The cooling etfect is increased by the fans which
throw currents of air downward upon the trough.

Claim.—The trough B and pipe B', constructed
and arranged as described, in corabinatiou with fans
E' E', arranged as described, the whole being ope-
rated in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

80,946.—John S. Hall, Pittsburg, 'Pa..—Nut
Machine.—August 11, 1868.—Under this arrange-
ment of mechanism the nut is made by blows, in-

stead of positive, limited pressure.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the holing punch

F, cutting-out swaging punch D, ram C, and half-

toggles ^ E, T, with the weighted levers V W, all

constructed and operated substantially in the man-
ner described.

2. The arrangement of the perforated follower I,
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matrix box II, and holder J, with slotted lever M
and weighted crank lever P Q, the whole con-
structed and operated as herein shown and described.

3. The improved machine, as described and shown,
for making- nuts from hot bars of iron, in the man-
ner specified.

80,947.—vToHN Hammond, La.ttisburg, Ohio.—
Machine for Handling Hides.—August 11, 18fi8.

—

The frame on which the hides are hung is placed
inside of the vat and has rollers which run on the
cleats, so that the frame may be easily raised or
lowered.
Claim.—The frame C, provided with the rollers

a a, in combination with the cleats B B on the sides

of a vat, for the purpose of easier handling the
hides, substan.ially as herein set forth and described.

80,948.— David Harrington, Worcester, as-

signor to himself and S. A. Woods, Boston, Mass.

—

Loose Pulley.—August 11, 1868.—The oil chamber
and oil passages are so constructed thai the journal
is kept free from excess of oil by centrifugal action
when the wheel is rotating, while, at whatever
point it stops, some one or more of the oil passages
will be in position to cause the oil to be carried by
capillary attx'action to the shaft.

Claim.—1. In combination with the bushing b,

(and oil passages loading through it,) and the sur-

rounding oil chamber c, the enlargement of such
chamber from its ends toward its center, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the enlarging chamber c,

the bridges g, for keeping the oil toward the center of
the chamber, substantially as shown and described.

3. The flaring oil passages d e f, substantially as
shown and described.

4. The collar i, placed npon the shaft, and leading
into chamber c, substantially as shown and described.

80,949.—Charles J. Harris, Warren, E. I.—
Spinniiig Machine.—August 11, 1868.—The object
of these improvements is to obtain, in the same ma-
chine, the capacity of the flier-frame spinning ma-
chine to manufacture fine and evenly t\^-isted yarns
of high number and grade, with the rapidity of pro-
duction which characterizes the ring-spinning-
frame.
Claim.—1. A cylindrical flier, a, with a thread-

guiding arm, b, hinged thereto, constructed sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The arrangement of the flier a b, constructed
as descrfbed, with the spindle A, to which it apper-
tains, so' that the relation of the two shall remain
unchanged, by causing both to remain in fixed
planes during the spinning operation, and the wind-
ing up of thellTObbin, substantially as herein set fortii.

3. The combination of the flier a &,.the independ-
ent traverse arin d, the block e, all constructed as
described, with a suitably operated traverse rail, E,
substantially as described.

80,950.—George W. Heath, Burlington, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fort. —August 11, 1868.—When the
lever is lov/ered the points of the arms are carried
inward, and the shoulders are thus placed in posi-

tion to support the hay. The points, below the
shoulders,, ai'e sliarpened, in order that the fork may
penetrate the hay readily.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the bars A A and
their points a a, bars J) D, pivoted as shown, and
witli points b b, connecting bars F ¥, and lever E,
all constructed and operating as set forth.

80,951.—G. E. Hegerman, Brooklyn, IST. T.—
Tin Can.—August 11, 1868.—The sides of the can
are joined by solder, at the corners wliere they
come together, and the edges of the bont plates are
also united by solder, thus forming a double joint.

Claim.—So bending the edges of the plates that
form the sides of a sheet-metal can tliat tliere may
be two rows, c d, of solder at the junction of cveiy
tn'o adjoining plates, substantially us herein shown
and described.

80,952.—Charles H. Helms, Poughkoepsie, X.
Y.

—

Machine for Scarfing Leather.—August J
1

, 1868.

—The horizontal cutter, opposed to the space be-

tween the rollers, cuts the leather obliquely as it

passes through the same.
Claim.—The combinatioii of the stationary hori-

zontal cutter with the rollers c and E, or either of
them, having their edges or peripheries beveled ob-
liquely to the edge of the cutter, substantially as
hereinbefore described and for the purposes set forth.

80,953.—Charles H. Helms, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.

—

Heel Trim-mcr.—August 11, 1863.—The col-

lar limits the depth of cut made by the burr. The
adjustable table board adapts the Ijurr cutter to the
varying depths of tlie boot heels, and the stud or
roller steadies and supports the heel while being
trimmed.

Claim.—1. The spindle F, in combination with
the burr cutter G, a collar or shoulder of metal, J,

at its base, substantially as hereinbefore described.
2. The combination of the stand or frame A with

the adjustable table board D and spindle F, substan-
tially as hereinbefore set forth.

3. In combination with the adjustable table board
D, the stud or guide roller K, substantially as here-
inbefore set forth.

4. Tlie combination of the adjustable table board
D with tlie burr cutter G and collar J, substantially
as hereinbefore set forth and for the purposes de-
scribed.

80,954.—E. C. Henderson and R. A. Hexder-
SON, Albia, Iowa.

—

Millstone Machine.—August 11,

1868.—The crank handle is turned alternately in op-
posite directions, the eifect being to move the lever
back and forth in the same line, and simultaneously
vibrate it in a vertical plane, thus imparting' a suc-
cession of blows by the picking plates, at diflerent
spots.

Claitn.—1. The sliding bearing blocks B, oper-
ated by means of the rack and pinion I J, for giving
to the pick of a millstone-dressing macliine a liori-

zontal motion, substantially as shown and described.
2. The shafts C D, connected by gearing K L. and

proAuded with the pinions I and eccentric O. when
said sliafts have their bearings in the sliding blocks
B, and are arranged witli relation to the rack J and
frame A, substantially as herein described.

3. The pick lever E, when fitted at one end to turn
upon the shaft C, and formed with an elongated eye,

P, adapted to receive the eccentric O on shaft D,
said lever being arranged to be operated botli verti-

cally and horizontally within the frame A, in the
manner and by the means herein shown and de-
scribed.

80,955.—John George Hirzel, Wilmington,
Del.

—

Meat Ghoijper.—August 11, 1868.—Tlie knives
do not strike imtil after the rotating rim has. liy its

arm or Aving, moved the meat sliglitly, a difterent

liart of the surface being thus presentett to the blades
at each stroke.

Claim.—The combination of any convenient num-
ber of knives or blades with the intermittent rotary
knife block /i, the block 1% its toothed rotating me-
tallic rim I, and arm or wing m, and the pa\vls n
and 0, and guide, all arrangetl and oi)erating as de-
scribed.

80,956.— Thomas Holt, Trieste, Austria.—
Steam Generator.—August 11, 1868; patented in
England, June 10, 1867.—The tubes or chambers arc
set parallel to each otlier, and in such relative posi-

tions as to afford easy access to the rivets, which
connect the tubes together; and the surfaces of the
tubes, by contracting and expanding under varia-
tions of temp(^rature, tcjid to prevent the adhesion
of scale or deposit. A hollow water bridge or dia-
phragm, forming tlie roof of tlie front part of the
fireplace, extends to the bridge or division in the
flue chamber, and the' flame and gases are thus
caused to pass into the chambers and burn over the
divisions therein, and escape on the other side of the
bridge to the up-taivC flue.

Claim.—1. The combination of the inclined flues
E, dividing plate E', and tiie removable diaphragm
I in the marine boiler, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The combination of the flattened tube E, com-
posed of metallic plates, having expanded ends and
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braced iuternally by the balls or bars, said tubes
being riveted together at their ends to leave Tvater
passages bet^\'cen their adjacent sides, as herein de-

Bcribed, for the purpose specified.

80,957.—J". G. C. HORTOX, Gillespie, in.— Water
Elevator.—August 11, 18G8.—The crab is a semicir-
cular trough, ailfordiug bearings lor the lower wheel.
Its short legs settle into the'ground and hold the
device firmly in place. The perforations admit
water to the" buckets.

Claim.— 1. The eudless chain of buckets A a', and
the stationary crab B, wlien combined and ai-ranged
as described," and for the purpose set forth.

2. The crab B, when provided with short logs, b.

and side apertures, h'. and otherwise coiastructed and
arranged as described aud shown.

SO,95S.—"William W. Hubbard, Manchester,
IX. H.

—

Scroll-Sawinj Machine.—August 11, 1868.

—

The yoke is of a yielding character, having a lateral

motion corresponding with the strokes of the saw,
to prevent the beating of the slides. The trusses

ai'e adjustable to suit tiae varying lengths of saws.
Claim.—1. The double yoke A B, "supporting the

slide C, operating in com'biuation with the boxes
KK.

2. The mode of adjusting the trusses J J by means
of beariugs E E. or their equivalent, in combination
with the hollow beams D D, substantially as aud for
the purpose set forth.

80,959.—Alfred Huff^tagle, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Keij-Hole GimccZ.—August 11, 1868.—When the
key is to 1)? used from the inside, the iuuer escutcheon
is pushed to one side, opening the inside and closing
outside keyhole, when, upon being released, tlie side
of the escatcheou is pressed into a notch in the stem
of the key. Access to the lock from the outside is

then prevented by the other escutcheon, through
which the end of the key nearly passes.

Claim.—1. The escutcheons' E aadF, stud C, and
spring D, when constructed and used in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as herein set forth.

2. The manner of retaining the key in the lock by
the escutcheon E fitting into a grooVe in the shauk
of the key, against which it is pressed by a spring,
substantially as herein specified.

80,960

—

Egbert Hu.vter. :N^ew York. X. N.—
Propeller.—August 11, 1868.—The pivoted blades or
wings feather and close by self-action as the pro-
peller is moved forwai-d and backward in the line of
the vessel's course.

Claim.—The oscillating lever g, adapted to be
turned upon its axis for "reversing, in combination
with a pivot-float propeller, substantially as and for
the pui'poses stated.

80,961.—E. W. IXGLE. New Orleans, J.fi.—Guide
and Marker for Sewing Macliinc.—August 11, 1868.—The rough surface of the roller holds the fabric as
it moves along or is fed up to the needle, which, every
time it descends, brings tlie arm of the rock shaft
down upon the edge, and marks the intervening
fttbric upon the line at which the next fold or tuck is

to be made.
Claim.—I. The rock shaft D, when constructed

substantially as described, and provided with a
spring c, in combination with the slotted arm C, when
constructed and operating as set forth, for the purpose
described.

2. Tiie combination of the plate A with the roller
B, springs la and n. guide plate E, rock shaft D arm
C, and edge 6-, when tliese several parts are construc-
ted and conjointly operate substantially as herein
described for the purpose set forth.

80,96vJ.—.J. D. Israel, Utica, Iowa.—Pe?!ce
Po^t Driver.—August 11, 1868.—When the hammer
is sufficiently elevated, a lever is moved so as to dis-
engage the hand Avhocl from the brace upon which
said wheel is mounted, thus permitting the hammer
to ffill on the bead of the post.

Claim.—The combination of the tripod, the ham-
mer, the rope, the sleeve, the hand-wheel, aud the
lever, constructed and aiTanged substantially as de-
scribed. ',

80.963.-Thomas Eichard Johnson, Montreal,
Canada.— Ventilating Hat.—August 11, 1868.- -De-
signed to afford ventilation and "protection agaitist

sunstroke.
Claim.—A hat formed in three sections, B, C, E,

and F, with theii- fastenings D, and appertures G, H,
aud J, combined and arranged as herein described,
and for the purposes set forth.

80,964.-"VTiLLLur J. Johnson, New Orleans,
La.—Car Brake and Startc}'.—August 11, 1868.—The
sudden depression of the angular lever, which is done
by the driver upon the platform, partially turns for-

ward the car wheels. If, after sneh depression, the
lever be instantly relieved fi'om pressure, the vil)rat-

ing movement of the lever aids in starting the car;
but, if, when the actuating lever is thus depressed,
it be so retained, it causes the spring band to act as
a brake.

Claim.—The combination of the angular lever h i,

the elastic metallic baud j, the hinged block k, and
the counter-spring I, with each other and -with the car-

axle pulley <7, substantially in the manner and for the
pm-poses herein set forth.

80,965.—George Johnstone, Philadelphia, Pa.—Knitting Machine.—August 11, 1868; antedated
August It 1868.—This machine produces a tubular
fabric of any desired pattern. A series of bearded
needles are so arranged and made to operate in con-
junction with a series of fingers that the loops of
yarn may be transferred from auy of the needles to

"others : the said fingers being capable of such ad-
justment that any of the loops'may be retained upou
or discharged from them at any time desired, v>-hile

any of the'fingers may be thrown out of action with
the needles at any time, without interfering with the
operations of the fingers in action. By means of a
presser wheel, constructed with movable plates, the
beard of auy ueedle may be depressed, when desired.
Combined with above ttevices are pattern wheels, or
chains, or jacquard apparatus, so that the operations
of auy of the same may be suspended, resumed, or
varied, as may be required to produce any desired
pattern.

Claim.—1. In a circular knitting macMne,a series
of bearded needles, aiTauged and operating in con-
junction with a series of fingers, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. Fingers, substantially such as described, hung
to sections admitting of separate aud independent
movements in the arc of a circle, substantially as
set forth for the purpose specified.

3. Fingers, substantially such as described, project-
ing from or forming a pail of jacks, to which move-
ments may be imparted by the devices herein de-
scribed, or any equivalent to the same, that some of
the needles may be covered by the fiugers to a greater
extent than others, for the purpose set forth.

4. The adjustable jacks, in combination with the
guide bars C* C^, the plate C, and the slides I- I^,

or equivalent devices, whereby the jacks may be
brought under the control of one or other of the'said
bars,"the whole being coustructedand operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

5. The combination of jacks, a bar or plate C^
and the slides 1 1\ or their equivalents.

6. Jacks, substantially such as described, in com-
bination with a jacquard apparatus, pattern chain or
pattern wheel l)y which the jacks are controlled
through the medium of the devices herein described,
or auy equivalent to the same.

7. The sections E, with their jacks, in combination
with a jacquard apparatus, pattern wheel, or chain,
operating on the said sections througli the medium
ot the levers F and adjustable To\[i:rs'~2yp^p^, or their
equivalents.

8. A presser wbeel, having movable plates, se-

cured to or forming a part of the same, so that the
said plates may be controlled in the manner and for

the purpose described.
9. The fingers r, operating in combination with

needles of different lengths, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

80,966.—Mrs. J. D. Jones, Jersey City, N. J.—
Sieve.—August 11, 1868.—The flanged cylindricfil

straining vessel receives a rotai'y reciprocatiug mo-
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tion and incloses the stationary scrapers and presser,
whose function it is to gaither the material within
the pan and squeeze it against the wire cloth. The
cross bars beneath llie wire cloth prevent it from
sagging and scrape adhering matter therefrom.
Claim.—1. The dish or pan A, or equivalent ves-

sel, hoop B, annular plate C, flanged cylindrical ves-
sel D, wire cloth E, and detachable hoop F, having
cross bars G-, attached to it, in combination with
each other,said parts being constructed and arranged
substantially as lierein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The presser and scrapersUK L M, constructed
substantially as herein shown and described, in com-
bination with the devices A B C D E F G-, as and
for the purposes set forth.

80,967.—ISTORMAN C. Jones, ]!7ew York, ^.Y.—
Bale Label.—August 11, 1868.—Two parallel slits

are made in the metallic tag, and the intervening
portion of metal is bent up so as to form an opening
through which to pass the bale rope or hoop, the tag
being thereby secured to the bale.

Claim.—The metallic tag A, when constructed
and used substantially as and for the purposes here-
in shown and described.

80,968.—W. O. Jones, Portland, Me.—Hoisting
Gear.—August 11, 1868.—By means of this arrange-
ment of clutch and Avheels, power may be applied
from the driving wheel to the internal gear wheel,
and transmitted thence through power-multiplying
gears, to the drum shaft ; or the power may be applied
directly from the driving wheel to the shaft, so that
the drum and driving wheel shall have the same speed.

Claim-.—1. The combination of the geared wheel
/with the gears c and e, having shafts k and m on
the face plate F, and when the clutch h is inserted
at tlie recesses in./, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The combination of the clutch h i, on shaft C,
with the gears abode, and gear/, as and for the
purnose set forth.

3. The combination of the small gears ab c d e,

both fixed and free, when serving in connection with
/, not only as levers to revolve the face plate F, as
is the case with the gears having shafts, but also as
friction rollers for the shaft C, substantially as here-
in set forth.

80,969.—MuNSON F. Kent, "West Fnion, Iowa.
—Gate.—Axignst 11, 1868.—The post to which the
flexible gate i's attached may be rotated so as to wind
the gate thereon, and thus open the roadway, and said
post may also be raised, together with the gate and
a frame sliding upon the stationary post, the object
being to render the gate j^eely operative when its

usual field of motion is blockaded by snow or other-
wise.

Claim.—1, The vertical slats a, connected by the
chain h to the post C, all constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes here-
in set forth.

2. TJie gate post A, in combination with axle F
and cord K, by means of which said gate is raised,
substantially as shown and described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The vertical post C, in combination with the
cord a' and weight iv, by means of which said gate
is opened, substantially as shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

80,970.—TnoMAS Kere, York, Ta.—Fanning
and Rocking Chair.—August 11, 1868.—Motion is

transmitted from the chair to the fan, the vibrating
motion of the former being converted into a rotary
motion as applied to the latter.

Claim.—The combination of the platform AAA
A, the projecting pins n n n, the upright O O, witli

lever B B, straps H H, strap F F, pulley B, sLaft C
C, and fan A A, as described.

80,97J .—tToiiN n. Keyser, New York, N. Y.—
Coyribined Foot Jiest, Grate, and Fire Brick Base.—
August 11, 1868.—Tlie design of this invention is to

combine Avith a circular flange foot rest for a stove,

a means of supporting and kcci)ing in place the fire

brick lining and the tilting grate.

Claim..—1. Constructing a circular flango or foot
rest for a stove, Avith a recei)tacle for a lii-e brick
lining, substantially as described.

2. Constructing a circular flange or foot rest for a
stove with grate bearings, substantially as described.

3. The combination of flange A, collars c d g. and
depressions a a', substantiallly as and for the pur-
poses described.

80,972.—L. W. Kimball, Pittsford, Yt—Door
Panel.—August 11, 1868.—The panel is made of two
thicknesses of paper board separated by a chamber
in which paper board is placed so as to brace the
two layers. The ends of the layers are joined to-
gether to form the tenon of the panel.

Claim.—The panel A, constructed with side pieces
b and chambers B, with braces, arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

80,973.—Francis A. Kington, Mendon, ni.—
Wago7i ioc/c—August 11, 1868.—To apply the brake,
the driver, on the load, merely draws tlie" ratchet to
the rear ; to release it, he raises the ratchet from the
beveled part of the staple.

Claim.—A break for wagons, adapted for opera-
tion by an operator on a high load, and having lever
Gr, block H, ratchet K, staple S, and posts O O, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
specified.

80,974,—Jacob Kinzek, Pittsburg, Ta.-Eeve}'-
sihle Latch.—August 11, 1868.—Provision is made
for reversing the latch bolt so as to present its bevel
to either side, according to the direction in which
the door opens. In order to accomplish this, without
disturbing other of the working parts of the lock, the
casing plate is made in two parts, the upper part,
when detached, exposing only the latch bolt and its

follower.

Claim.—Constructing the plate A of a reversible
lock in two pieces, in the manner shown and de-
scribed, and operating in combination with the latch
bolt C, and spring B, which latter is confined in the
lower part of the casing of the lock, in the manner
shown and for the purpose set forth.

80,973. —Richard Kitson, Lowell, Mass.—
Screen for Machines for Treating Cotton.—August
11, 1868.—The objects are to prevent the A^ires from
spreading apart or from wearing or cutting each
other, and to more securely connect the ends of the
screen to the heads thereof.

Claim.—A wire screen cylinder constructed as
described, with wires soldered together at their
crossings and at their abutting ends, and tlie cuds
of the screen soldered to the heads or ends of the
cylinder.

80,976.—J. A. Lafler, Albion, N. Y.—Brick
Machine.—August 11, 1868.—The crank above the
grinding mill is clutched to its shaft during that part
of its revolution in which it acts to raise the press,
but is afterward automatically disengaged from its

shaft, that it may offer no re'sistauce to the quick,
falling or opening movement of the press. The ob-
ject of the slide, which works through the slotted
press box, is to close the upper side of the latter
when pressure is applied in making pressed bricks.
The slide is thrown out of action when the machine
is employed for making common bricks.

Claim.—1. Theself-releasingcranki, for operating
the swinging in-ess H, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The method of securing the scrapers and knives
S s, in the shaft E, namely, the liooked tangs v, in
connection with keys t and mortised hollow shaft E,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the swinging press frame
n, telescopic press box F A, slide 1>, and driving
devices d 1) c C, working from the foot of the grind
shaft E, all constructed and operating in the manner
shown, and for the pm'pose described.

80,977.- W. 0. Leslie, Philadelpliia, Pa.—
Brick Press.—August 11, ]8()8.—The nn-iprocating
table has a mold in it, in which the briclc is (tarried

under a stationary plate, tlie brick being t hen pressed,

cai-ried from under the plate, and automatically re-
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moved from the mold. The machine is for re-

pressing.
Claim.—1. The tilting rack I, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.

2. The combination of the stationary plate C, slid-

ing table B, with the mechanism for operating the

same, and the cams G and H, Tvhcn arranged for

joint operation, substantially as set forth.

80,978.—Xelsox LE^^^s, Troy, 'N.Y.—Spider.
—August 11, 1S6S.—The stops limit the movement of

the cover in opening, and the ventilator affords a
means of egress for the vapor aiisiug from the con-

tents of the spider.

Claim.—1. The employment of the hinged joint D,
containing the stops E.the same being constructed

and arranged upon the said spider A and cover B,

respeetivc^ly, and so combined as to allow or permit
the said cover to swing or turn upon the upper edge
of said spider, in the manner substantiallj- as herein

described and set forth.

2. The damper or ventilator c, in combination with
the spider A and cover or lid B, substantially as and
for the purposes herein described and set forth.

80,979.—La Fatette Louis, Boston, Mass.—
Tremolo.—August 11, lS6t<.—Eelates.to the construc-

tion of melodeons, or simdar musical instruments.
Consists mainly in the employment, in connection
with the mechanism which controls the supply of au-

to the wind chest, of a mechanism which starts the
tremolo-actuating wind wheel when the air is shut
off from the entrance to the wind chest, excepting
through the tremolo wind pipe or passages, and
whicli operates as a break to arrest the motion of

such tremolo wheel when the air is supplied to the

wind chest through the main wind passages.
Claim.—1. In combination with a wind-actuated

wheel for driving a tremolo valve or wheel, a finger,

or equivalent me'chanism, for starting the wheel, sub-

stantially as described.
2. The employment of a finger, or equivalent de-

vice, for arresting the motion of the valve driving
wheel, and for hofding it stationary, substantially as
described.

3. The valve and wheel-containing cylinder, hav-
ing a wind pipe and valve openings, arranged sub-
stantially as described.

4. Combining with the wind pipe a;, a screw or
other device for contracting the pipe, substantially

as set forth.

5. In combination with the -nind wheel t and valve
containing case o, the wings or guards c- arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

6. In combination with the wind chest and main
and tremolo valve passages, the auxiliary air pas-
sage I, substantially as described.

80,980.-Da^td H, Lowe, Boston, Mass.—S^/-
drocarhon Burner.—August 11, 18CS.—Consists in
combining with a petroleum stove an apparatus for
generating gas for illumiuatiug iDm'poses ; the said
apparatus being provided with a meter for receiv-
ing the gas as it is produced from the uaplitha or
gasoline employed as fuel to heat the stove. In order
to light the apartment containing the stove, a lamp
bm-ncr may be applied to the top of the od reservoii*

Claim.— 1. The within-described apparatus, for
producing gas for iUnminating purposes, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. 'The coml)ination of a lamp burner with the res-
ervoir D, for containing the naphtha or gasoline, sub-
stantially as described.

80,981.-HiRAii Lucas, Eowsburg, Ohio.—JL^-
jmratus for Tanning ica^/icr.—August 11, 1S6S.

—

The hides are suspended upon the cross rails of the
movable frame. The hides may be raised out of the
ooze without being removed from the vat, but they
may be further elevated by raising the frame till its

gudgeons rest in tlie u]>per notch of the cleats.

Claim.—The adjustable rack frame B and cleats
or bearings I, upon which the frame is pivoted when
in operation, in combination with the vat, the said
frame being raised or lo'i^'cred with its load of skins
by means of tlie Avindiass, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

22 p—VOL. n

80,982.—James Ltall, jS^ew York, N". T.—
Loom.—August 11, 1868.—These improvements have
reference to the manner of constructing the shuttle
and shuttle driver, and of supporting them in the
lay, and giving motion to the shuttle driver, to the
eiid that "the shuttle shall be operated upon or im-
pelled by a continuously applied power dm'iug its

entire passage across the fabric being woven.
Claim.—1. A vibrating lay and a reciprocating

shuttle, adapted to passing, either end first, between
the warps, in combination with a carrier, provided
with actuating rollers that are moved across the
vibrating lay on the other side of the warps, and to

which an independent rotary motion is communi-
cated in the same dii'ection that the rollers would be
rotated by contact with the warps, substantially as
and for the ptu-poses specified.

2. In combination with the reciprocating shuttle

and lay, a shuttle driver, provided with rollers, sub-
stantially as described, so that the rollers that come
in contact with the warps are rotated by contact
with the rollers that support the shuttle driver, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. The reed and lay, having a raceway, I, and a

shuttle rail, u>, substantially as set forth, in combi-
nation with the reciprocatiug shuttle driver and the
shuttle that is actuated by said driver, substantially
as set forth.

4. A vibrating lay, in combination with a recipro-
cating shuttle, and' a shuttle driver, that operates
upon the shuttle during its entire reciprocation, the
warps intervening, substantially as set forth.

5. Two or more'moviug pulleys, combined with the
said shuttle driver and connections to the same, sub-
stantially as set forth, so as to multiply the move-
ment in operating on the shuttle driver, as specified.

6. The cams, operating substantially as specified,

to stop and start the shuttle gradually, and o\)e-

rate while the lay is stationary, in combination with
the cams for operating the lay while the shuttle is

stationary, substantially as set forth.

7. The cam vj', formed of a flange, in combination
with the two rollers that ai'c connected with the lay,

one of which is yielding, and between which said
flange moves, substantially as set forth.

8. The shuttle driver, substantially as specified, in

combination with cords, or their equivalents, that
pass off on opposite sides, and are connected to the
actuating mechanism at or near the line of the axis
or fulcrum of the lay, 'substantially as specified.

80,983.—Thomas Lyons, Hartford, Conn.-
Door ^e^L—August 11, 1868.—'Wlien the spindle is

pulled outwai-d by the knob the incline pushes aside
the arm, leaving the hammer free to be thi-own against
the gong by its impelling spring. The hammer
gravitates to its resting place.

Claim.—The arm (7, in combination with the in-

cline elevation i', on head i, and hammers ri, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
pm'pose described.

80,984.—L. J. Marcy, Ifewport, E. l.—Lamp
Burner.—August 11, 1868.—The shoulders of the
cone deflect the upward current of air so as to di-

rect the air between the flames from both sides
thereof.

Claim.—1. The arched perforated plate &, arranged
between the wick tubes, whereby the upward cur-

rent of air from the chamber B'is broken, to pre-

vent the formation of eddies when it encounters the
lateral current which enters through the perfora-
tions in the upper chamber A, as herein shown and
described.

2. The cap or cone C, when formed with two ab-
rupt lateral shoulders, g g, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

80,985.—James E.McBeth, Xew Orleans, La.
— Breech-loading Fire-arm.— August 11, 1868.—
The breech is opened by half cocking the i-iece.

When tlie lock bos is swung down upon its pivots it

may be entirely detached for the purpose of clean-
ing or rendering the piece useless ; but a spring bolt
prevents it from disengaging itself casually." The
shell of the discharged cartridge is ejected by the
opening of the lock box.
Claim.—1. The bolts C C,. center piece D, and
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spring E, in combination with tlie projections d and
e and spring H, for the purpose of opening the
breech by the half eoclving of the piece, substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth and described.
2. The elongated slots Ic k and holes 1 1, in combi-

nation with the pivots i i and spring bolt »?-, for the
purpose of removing the lock bos from the piece, and
preventing it from falling out at random, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

3. The cartridge ejector J, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the cam o on the front

pivot i, for the purpose of ejecting the shell of

the old cartridge, substantially as herein set forth

and described.

80,986.—E. P. McCekey, Washington, D. C—
File Fastener.^AMgw^t 11, 1868.—This is a paper
file in which the documents are held tightly by a
cord, the free end of \\'hicb is clamped to a frame
by a lever. A handle is hinged to the lever so that

it may lie flat thereon when not in use, but on turn-

ing the handle to an angle of forty-five degrees with
the lever and then pushing it, the lever is opened or
raised and the cord liberated.

Claim.—Hinging a handle to the lever of a file

fastener, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein described,

80,987.-D. C. McN'Eiix, De "Witt, lo^?i.—Camp
Stove and Oven.—August H, 1868 ; antedated Au-
gust 1, 1868.—The plates composing the stove body,
oven, and chimney are adapted to be folded together
for convenience of transportation.

Claim.—1. The folding stove, when Its sides are
hinged together at the angles by the vertical rods C,

extending below the stove at a, for the purpose of

being inserted into the ground, wliereby the ground
is made to form the bottom of the stove, upon which
the fire is built, as herein shown and described.

2. In combination with the folding stove, having
the open bottom, the chimney L, when composed of
sections hinged together, and adapted to fold doAvn
upon the top plate G, as herein shown and described.

3. The radiating oven F, constructed as described,

its top and sides hinged together at the angles, and
secured to the back H, and to the back plate of the
stove, by the extended pintles of the hinges C c, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

80,988 John McNevin, New York, N. T.—
Comet, Abdominal and Skirt Supporter.—August
11, 1868.—The sections of the corset extend below
_the ^^aist so as to constitute an abdominal svipporter.

The springs of the corset are of the usual length, as

they could not be extended as low as the sections

without producing inconvenience. The stifi"ened sec-

tion forms a bustle and skirt supporter, and is con-
nected with the corset by lacing or otherwise.

Claim..— The corset and skirt-supporter, con-
structed as described, of the sections A B C D,
cat out upon the hips, and extended in front to com-
pletely cover the abdomen, and the stifteued section
E, removably attached at its ends to the extended por-

tion of the section next the hips, substantiaby as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

80,989.—John H. Mouse, Peoria, Til.—Spring
and Buster for TTrtic/i.—August 11, 1868.—The me-
tallic bar, fitting within the watch case, prevents
dust from entering at the liole through whicli the
tongue of the lid spring passes.

Claim.—The metal case D, with its steel spring
F, to be used as a "lift spring "and "duster" for

watch cases, in the manner and for the purpose spe-

cified.

80,990.—HezekiahMuxroe, Fall Eiver,Mass.,
assignor to Alheut F. Muxuge, same place.— Crts-

tcr for Furniture.—August 11, 1868.—The spindle

plays freely in cither direction, the friction roll pre-

venting the binding thereof.

Claim.—The arrangement, in tlio horizontal i-e-

cess formed in the side of the spindle B, of tlie

horizontal friction roll C, bearing against the inner
surface of the chamber g, formed at the lower end
of the case E, said spindle being held within the
case by the flange e, and shoulder /, all constructed
as described for the purpose specified.

80,991.—Frederich ^NTeuhaus, Belleville, HI.—Tatlors' Seat.—August 11, 1868.—Improvements
on the tailors' seat for which letters patent were
granted to same party, June 2, 1868. The leg
cusliion is so applied as to be yielding as well as
vertically adjustable. Provision is also made for
regulating and limiting the inclination of the yield-
ing back support.

Claim.—1. The combination of the leg cushion F
with the bar E. socket e, rod D, pipe G, socket c,

and spring H, all made and operating substantially
as herein shown and described, for the purpose of
making the said cushion at once elastic and ad-
justable.

2. The combination of the seat A and hinged seat
back B with the spring j, arm g, and gauge screw i,

all operating substantially as herein sho\\"n and de-

scribed.

80,992.—E. Nicholson, Eockport, Ohio.—i?oad
Gate.—August 11, 1868.—A carriage approaching
the gate depresses a starting bar with its wheels,
the efi"ect being to raise the gate, so as to disengage
it from its fastening catch, and then swing it open.
The gate is held back by a catch until the wheals
strike another starting bar, liberating the gate and
causing it to swing to closed position.

Claiui.—Pivoting the gate at o, and to the arm G-,

in combination with the shaft F and arm E, oper-
ated by means of the starting bars and rods, as and
for the purpose set forth.

80,993.—William T. Nicholson, Providence,
H. I.

—

Machine for Cutting Rasps.— August 11,

1868.—The first movement of the bed is in the di-

rection of its transverse axis, and is clFected by the
eccentric shaft. This shaft, being corrugated, con-
stitutes, in eff"ect_, a series of eccentric wheels, no
two of which in juxtaposition are of the same di-

ameter, and consequently the file bed at the com-
mencement of each new transverse movement, as it

is moved along, occupies a new position relatively

to the axis of said shaft, and the several rows o'f

teeth will of necessity stand as much out of line

with eacli other as there is difference between the
elevations and depressions of the surface of said

shaft. The file bed is made to follow the surface of

the eccentric shaft as the latter revolves, by a rock-
ing, yielding pressure frame, whose straig'ht-edged

bar rests against the edge of the bed. If the pe-
ripheral contour of the disk plate be circular, the
several rows of teeth on the face of the blank will

stand in straight lines, but if it be eccentric the rows
of teeth will arrange themselves in the arc of a circle.

Claim:—1. In combination with a file bed and cut-

ter, the eccentric, irregular-surfaced, rotating pat-

tern shaft G, operating through any proper devices
for maintaining the file bed or cutter in contact with
such pattern shaft, to govern the movements of the
former, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the disk plate O with the
mechanism for giving movement to the file bed in

the direction of its length, substantially in the man-
ner described, whereby the character of the lines in
which the teeth shall stand across the face of the
rack may be determined.

3. The combination and arrangement of the ec-

centric, rotating pattern shaft G, the file bed F, and
the yielding, straight-edged bar L, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified,

80,994.— S. R. NiLES, Rawsonville, Mich,—
Bean PwZZer.-August 11, 1868.—This imjilement is

designed to expeditiously scrape up or pull field beans
and other similar plants,'and, being drawn by a horse,

operates upon two roAvs at a time.
Claim..—The combination of the shafts B B, shear

cutters A. having fingers a a a, &c., and the ad-

justable frame I) C I, all operating substantially as
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth,

80,995.-Andrew O'Neill, Portsmouth, Ohio.
— IFrt.sVi Boiler.— August 11, 1868.—A removable
boiler, of peculiar construction, is adapted to be
placed within a common boiler, to induce an active
and forcible circulation of water under the influence
of heat.
Claim.—T\\G removable inner boiler B, provided
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with a packing or gasket, C, and adapted for appl
cation to an outer boilei- of common construction, to

constitute an automatic wash boiler, as explained.

80,996.—Webster Park, Norwich, Conn.-
Fiuid Meter.—August 11, 1868.—The fluid being ad
mitted at top presses down the upper piston, whose
valve in the mean time remains closed, and the down-
ward movement of the upper piston draws upward
the lower piston, through the open valve of which
the fluid passes and is discharged into the exit pipe
until the arm of tlie piston rod reaches the bottom
of the channel, whereupon the spring throws the

arm in a transverse direction, partially rotating the
piston rods, and closing the lower piston valve and
opening the upper piston valve, the efi"ect of which
is to admit fluid through the upper piston, and raise

the same simultaneously with the depression of the
lower piston. Wliile the upper piston is moving
downward the guide arm communicates motion to

the registering apparatus, but while passing back,
the spring retracts the aim, and the latter has no
effect upon tlie register.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement,, in

a fluid meter, of two or more loose pistons, resting
on their respective valves, with their rods connected
by the chain T and the pulley H, or their equivalents,

and the spring n, or its equivalent, all arranged and
operated within the cylinder A, and so placed that
all may be removed together, substantially as set

forth.

2. The double-acting spring n. Fig. 8, in connec-
tion Avith the channel E, or their equivalents, con-
structed for operating the valve rods and indicator
of a fluid meter, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of two or more piston rods of
a fluid meter, rotating together, also acting as valve
rods, with their valves, the guide with the groove, in
which it traverses, and the spring or springs, or their

equivalents, constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the arm p, of the piston
rod, in connection with the spur or ratchet wheel,
for moving suitably-registering mechanism, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

80,997.—"William Pearson, "Windsor Locks,
Conn.—Clamp Nut.—August 11,1868.—By turning
the nut to one position, the screw thread on its in-

terior is brought concentric with the screw and into
gear therewith, so that it works like a screw in an
ordinary nut, but by turning the nut to another po-
sition its internal, unthreaded cavity is brought con-
centric with the screw, which latter may then pass
freely through the nut without the hinderance of ro-

tation.

Claim.—The eccentric, mutilated nut C, and ec-
centric bearing, in combination with a screw, sub-
stantiaUy as herein described.

80,998.—George W. Phelps, Conneaut, Ohio.
—Bolt Holder.—August 11, 1868.—This device is lor
holding a bolt firmly while turning a nut on or off.

When in use the detachable wedge rests upon the
head of the bolt, and the semicircle admits of the
application of a wrench or other instrument.
Claim.—The bolt holder, consisting of the lever A,

wedge b', button c, levpr D, bar D', and bar E, con-
structed and arranged as herein described.

80,999.—Elam 0. Potter, Chicopee, Mass.—
Method of Forming Stockings.—August 11, 1868.

—

The sewing together of the knitted parts of the
stocking is performed by a single-thread sewing
machine, which in threaded with yarn of the same
kind as that of which the web is formed. In knit-
ting, a correspondence of the edges to be sewed is

attained either by the transfer o^ the finished parts
to machinery suitable for knitting the remaining
parts or by adjusting machinery to the different pat-
terns of the consecutively-produced portions.
Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a stocking

formed substantially as described, and having the
side seams m c e machine-sewed, substantially as
described.

81,000.—JOHX Pratt, Greenville, Ala. —Ife-
chanical TypoQrapher.—Ansnst 11, 1868.—This in-

vention has reference to novel devices, that cannot
be briefly described, for performing, in proper con-
secutive order, the operations involved in type-
writing, namely : 1. The bringing of a number of
type, in arbitrary succession, to one common point

;

2. The making of legible impressions at that point

;

3. The feediug or moving of the paper across said
common point, so as to make the proper intervals
between letters and words ; and 5. The bringing of
the paper back to its starting point, and, at the same
time, moving it in a direction at right angles with
the lines, so as to make the necessary spacing of the
latter.

Claim.—1. The oscillating rods H I, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The adjusting screws x, substantially as ar-
ranged, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The rod G, the bell-crank lever K, links o »i,

and India-rubber joints p, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as described.

4. The rod g^ and oscillating rod M, tongue g^
and spring d^, constructed, operated, and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The rod R, escapement wheel T, crutch U, link
c^, and arm d^, rod M, and pulley S, arranged and
constructed sulostantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

6. The pinion o, lever a'^, and attached curved
rack b^, spring u^, bell-crank lever r^, and rod q"^,

frame P, and clamp o, constructed, arranged, com-
bined, and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

7. The frame Q, sliding in grooves m^, rack v^, the
lever t"^, link rod s^, pawl u"^, and lever W, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

8. The lever k'^, spring n^, link j"^, bell-crank lever
X, link i^, arm h^, and lever W, or their equivalents,
arranged, combined, and operating substantially as
described,

81,001.— Seymour Clesson Pratt, Boston,
Mass.

—

Furniture Caster.—August 11, 1868.—The
entire surface of the larger ball is made available in
fulfilling the functions of a roller. The friction is
small, as the large ball bears against only a portion
of the glass ring, and has contact at a point only
with the small ring against which it bears at top
when forced upward.

Claim.—1. In combination with the ball-contain-
ing socket piece a, the glass-bearing ring c, against
which the slide of the caster ball rotates, substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with such socket ring and baU,
the minor socket and ball h i, arranged substan-
tially as shown and described.

81,002.—H. M. Preston, TJnionville, Conn.—
Journal Box.—August 11, 1868. —The bearing is

made in three parts, movable toward a common cen-
ter, to compensate for wear.

Claim,.—The combination of the boxes c' & c,

fledges d d, or their mechanical equivalent, head a,
and tightening screws, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

81,003.—William Read, Vernon, Ind.—Horse
i?aA;e.—August 11, 1868.—After releasing the teeth
by the depression of the lever frame, the operator,
if he wish the rake to make but a half revolution,
removes the pressure from said frame, to allow the
tips of the draw spring to project laterally, as at
first, to act as a stop for the teeth.

Claim.—1. The device for releasing the teeth k k,

composed of the draw spring n, or its equivalent,
operating in connection with the lever frame de-
scribed, or other similar device, all arranged sub-
stantially as described, and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The arrangement of the springs G G, with
suitable catches, and wipes m m, together with the
backing and sustaining springs g g, for the purpose
of preventing a back revolution of the rake when
operating, substantially in the manner as described.

81,004.—William T. B. Read, Chicago, HI.—
Ice Elevator.—August 11, 1868.—An apparatus for
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elevating ice in the process of filling ice houses, and
handling blocks of ice in other situations Avhere its

elevation is involved.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement, sub-

stantially as shown and desci'ibcd, of the endless
chain G, the pulleys E, (with their guards F,) hooks
J, and frame A, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

81,00f5.—Michael Kice, Upland, Pa.—Loom-
Actuating Shuttle Box. — AvLgnst 11, 1868.—The
shuttle boxes are suspended on the outer ends of
levers pivoted to the lay, and from the inner ends
of which balancing weights are suspended. A vi-

brating, wedge-shaped lever, operated by a tappet
wheel, deriving motion from a pawl actuated by the
driving shaft, alternately raises and lowers the outer
ends ot' said shuttle-box levers.

Claim.—The shuttle-box actuating mechanism,
combined and arranged substantially as herein
shown and described.

81,006.— F. T. RiEGEL, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Pressure Indicator.—August 11, 1868.—The steam
chamber communicates with the boiler, and the
valve is held to its place by a variable weight ap-

plied to the yoke by means of the scre\v hook.
Claim.—1. The chamber B, the valve-seat tube D,

the conical valve C, cone g, and screw F, con-
structed and arranged substantially as described,
for the purpose set forth.

2. The yoke E, the screw h, and tlie weighted
screw hook J, in combination with the chamber and
valve, as above mentioned, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

81,007.—Thomas J. Eockwood, St. Johnsbury,
Yt.

—

Machine for Milling the Knife Edges of Scales.

—August 11, 1868.—This machine finishes the knife
edges after they are permanently secured in their
places in the lever, treats the metal with precision
by means of milling tools, carried on firmly-sup-
ported, delicately adjustable shafts, and presents
the same to the milling tool in such a manner and
under such adjustments that the proper relative posi-

tion of the knife edge is secured, and a greater or
less degTce of acuteness may be given to the same.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the table and
holding device with the four milling tools P P^ P P^,
when all are adjustable as herein set forth.

2. The laterally-adjustable cross-piece F, the
knife-edge supports /, adjustable to a greater or less
distance apart by means of the screws /' and the
table D, in combination with the milling tools P P^,
all arranged substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein .specified.

3. The adjustable vertical stop X and screw shaft
X, in combination with the levers C C, carriage B,
table D, and the milling tools P P^, as and for the
IJurposes herein set forth.

4. The gauges IST, their holders L, and fixed knife
edges V on the carriage B, and the table D, in com-
bination with the milling tools, or their equivalents,
as and for the purposes hereiji set forth.

5. The arrangement of the milling tools P P^ P P2,
the carriage B, the table D, and the several devices
connected there^vith, so as to allow the confining of
levers of different sizes, and of dilFerent proportions
and Avidths, and the ready changing of the ICA^ers

and of all the several parts, substantially in the man-
ner herein described.

81,008.— J. ROEMHELD, Chicago, JM.—Eye
Water.—August 11, 1868.—In carrying out this in-

vention a sheet or sheets of writing paper may be
burned in a porcelain or other enameled dish. Tlie
oily matter separated from the paper by combustion
and remaining on the plate, is dissolved in Rhine
wine. Distilled Avater, cloves, and sulphate of zinc
are then added, and the liquid is filtered.

Claim.—A medical comDOund, consisting of the
ingredients in about the proportions set forth.

81,009.—P. H. Roots and F. M. Roots, Cou-
nersville, Ind.

—

Rotary Blower.—August 11, 1868.

—

An improved construction of the abutments of the
class of rotaiy blowers or engines, in wliich the cir-

cular portions or peripheries form arcs of circles of

different diameters. The center cylinder, being of
plastic material, is cast in its exact dimensions.
Claim.—1. The co-operating abutments A B, con-

structed with skeleton instons, having their external
circular peripheries connected by longitudinal ai-ms
to the center cylinders, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. The abutments A B, having their center cylin-
ders made of plaster of Paris, or other plastic or
molten material, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The abutments A B, having the arcs of their
pistons so constructed as to become simultaneously
disconnected from their respective center cylinders
at certain portions of their revolutions, as herein de-
scribed.

81,010.—P. H. Roots and F. M. Roots, Con-
nersville, Ind.

—

Case for Rotary I'umps.—August
11, 1868.—The object is to obviate boring out the in-

terior concave surface of the shell or case, and the
facing or planing of the end or head plates thereof.

Claim.—1 A rotary blower case, the interior of
which is rendered true and accurate by means of
plastic or molten materials, substantially as set forte.

2. A rotary blower, the ends or heads of which are
rendered true and accurate by means of plastic or
molten materials, substantially as herein shown and
specified.

3. A rotary blower, the concave or arcs of circles
of which, and the ends or heads of which, are ren-
dered true and accurate by the use of plaster of Paris,
or other plastic material, or of molten metal, as de-
scribed.

81,011.—"William Ross, Paducah, Kj.—Try
Square.—August 11, 1868.—For squaring lumber
and timber in house-joining, &c. The shape of the
piece of timber, whether square or not, is indicated
by the top of the blades of the square. The second-
ary blade, which slides back and forth on the main
blade and hangs loosely thereon, may be used as a
bevel.

Claim.—The plate C, having the slot E, when
held to the fixed blade by means of a clamping screw,

/, passing through the transverse slot E and the
longitudinal slot I), whereby the plate C is made ad-
justable, both longitudinally and vertically, and is

rendered equally useful in dressing lumber, either to
a level or bevel, as herein shown and described for

the purpose specified.

81,012.—GusTAV Schleicher, Mount Vernon,
'N.Y.—Stringed Musical Instrument.—August 11,

1868.—The tongue, projecting with a downward in-

clination from the under surface of the sounding
board, is designed to increase the power of the tone.

The ribs enable the sounding board to sustain the
strain of the strings. The notches in the sounding-
board bridge are aiTanged in such relation to tlie

hitch pins that each string, in its course from the
hitch pin to the turning pin, is deviated from a right
line to avoid jar and preserve the full effect of the
string's vibration.

Claim.—1. The tongue B, attached to the lower or
inner surface of the sounding board A, substantially
as and lor the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of ribs/ (7 h at the under sur-

face of the sounding board A, in combination with
the bridges a b and tongue B, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

81,013.— Herman Schlotter, Kostritz, near
Gera, Germany.

—

Apparatus for Raising Water.—
August 11, 1868.—Water is elevated through the
tubes by giving the tubes a rapid, vertical, rccijiro-

eating motion, they being immersed at their lower
ends and provided" at their upper ends with valves
wliich open and close with the rising and falling

motion of the tubes.
Claim.—The combination, substantially as shown

and described, of tubes I) D', in any desired number,
with tlie roclciug beams C, in such manner, or so ar-

ranged in relation thereto, as to produce a counter-
balancing action or cfi'ect, said tubes being fitted

with upper A'alves, and operating, Avhcn immersed at

their lower ends, and reciprocating, as described, to
eleA-ato water or other liquid, as herein set foith.
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81,014.—Justin Schmitt, ISTew Albany, Ind.—
Slwc iasf.—August 11, 1868.—The screws are for

adjusting the two parts of the last with relation to

each other. The detachable plates are applied so as

to enlarge the last at the points corresponding with
corns or bunions.
Claim.—The, combination of the part B with the

last A, when said last is provided with the screws x
X on its under side, and with the plates C C, all con-
structed and used substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

81.015 Leavis Sexaur, ISTew York, IST. T.—
Water Meter.—An^wst 11, 1868—Eelates to ihe ar-

rangement of a diaphragm or piston in combination
with the levers and slide which impart motion to the
valve, said diaphragm or piston being exposed to the
direct action of the fluid, in such a manner that the
valve is chaugcd thereby without the aid of springs.

The piston has a certain dead motion on its rod to
aflbrd time lor changing the valve.

Claim..—1. The diaphragm or supplementary pis-

ton ?, communicating with the supply pipe D, and
with the valve chaniber, in combination wi».h the
toggle arms n I, piston rod B, slide e, and valve F,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The stops «' h' on the pistou rod, in combination
with the projection c' on the slide e, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. Giving to the piston a dead motion on its rod, so
as to gain time for the projection c' to clear the stops
a' b', as set forth.

4. The stops d' on the piston rod, in combination
•with the projection e' and platform i, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

81,016.-1. Shellabarger, Decatur, HI.—Ap-
paratus for Dampening Grain.—August 11, 186r*.

—

Prevents the steam from escaping upward, its con-
densation being effected by reason of the obstruction
presented by the bases of the inclines.

Claim.—The spout A, having inclines B B, ar-

ranged as shown, when the same is in combination
with the steam chamber or pipe, and is used for con-
veying grain from the pipe E, or its equivalent, to
the grinding apparatus, substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

81,017.—Hexry S. Shisler, Manheim Town-
ship, 'Pa.—Farm Gate.—August 11, 1868.—The drop
bar is so connected with the latch, that by raising it,

it retracts the bolt or latch ; it drops of itself to thrust
the bolt out a^ain. The loop slips over a wedge
piece connected with the diagonal rail.

Claim.—The sclt^acting drop bar B, connecting
lever C to the latch bolt B, in combination with the
sliding wedge bar G- operated by the diagonal bar F,
and the movable clamp E, all arranged and operat-
ing in the manner and for the purpose specified.

81,018.—J. A. Shone, Holly Springs, Miss.—
Cotton Bale Tie.-August 11, 1868.

Claim.—The bale tie, formed upon the band A by
notching one of its ends upon the under side at c,

and passiug the same through a diagonal slot, a,

formed in the folded opposite end, as herein shown
and described.

81,019.—John Shoeey, Lowell, Mass.—Curtain
Fixture.—August 11, 1868.—The flange of the adjust-
able bearing sustains the end of the roller and holds
it against lateral displacement. The end of the cur-
tain is put into the straight slot, and the wedge being
then driven into the other slot, the curtain is secured
to the roller.

Claim.—1. The adjustable bearing 2, with the pro-
jecting flange for holding the end of the roller, as
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in connection with the
bracket B, as shown in Fig. 2, as shown and de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The pulley e, with the rubber packing 4, in con-
nection with the friction pulley 5, when made and
operated substantially as and for the purposes set
forth and described.

3. The combination of the roller, slotted at 6 and 8,

and wedge y, for the purpose of fastening the cur-

tain to the roller, as and for the purposes set forth
and described. i

81,020.—Glaus Sjoberg, Chicago, lU.—Tobacco
Pipe.—August 11, 1868.—In use, the lower section
is removed and the chamber tilled with tobacco,
after lighting which the section is replaced. The
construction of the pipe prevents fire being com-
municated therefrom to surrounding objects.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the elongated cap A, provided with the passage a
and perforated plate b, with the tobacco chamber D,
so that the pipe may operate, when inverted, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the cham-
bei" D, provided with the tube c, projecting into the
enlarged stem or section C, with the passage E, an-
nular oil chamber d, substantially as specified.

3. The combination and ai'rangemeut of the sec-

tions ABC, plates b and h, and perforated tube c,

with the stem / and mouthpiece g, substantially as
specified.

81,021 .—Henry Skidmore, Mount Vernon, N.
Y.

—

Machine for Ciitting Paper.—August 11, 1868.

—

This invention provides for a variable relative ve-
locity of the feed and cutter to change the length of
sheet cut, without of necessity altering the character
or shape of the cut; and it consists chiefly in a com-
bination of an oblique or helically-shaped revolving
cutter with a stationary knife, both carried by a
swinging or other suitable frame, adjustable in an
angular direction across the material being fed.

Claim.—1. The combination of an oblique or heli-

cally-shaped revolving cutter with a stationary knife,

when both are so suspended or carried in an adjust-
able frame as that their angular position, relatively
to the path traveled by the said material between
them, may be varied, substantially as and for the
purpose or purposes specified.

2. The combination, with a constant or continuous
feed to the strip or material in sheet form to be
cut, as established by drawing rollers, or their equiva-
lents, of a continuously-revolving cutter, acting in
concert with a stationary knife, essentially as herein
set forth.

3. The knife J, beveled, as shown and described,
on its cutting edge, relatively to the passage of the
material over or against it, for operation, in combi-
nation with a traveling or rotary cutter, substan-
tially as specified.

4. The knives or cutters I and J', when beveled
on their cutting edges relatively to each other, and
to the travel or passage of the" material to be cut,

essentially as shown and described.
5. In combination with a rotary cutter, a station-

ary knife or cutter, adjustable toward or from it,

and pressed forward by a spring, or its equivalent,
so as to slightly project into the path traveled by the
advanced edge of the rotary cutter, and so that said
stationary cutter is pressed or urged backward by
the rotary one in passiug it, as specified.

6. The arrangement of the cutters I J, interme^
diately between the drawing rollers C and the de-
livering rollers F, for operation, substantially as
specified.

7. The combination of the feed rollers C D, de-
livery rollers F G, and cutters I J, whereby paper,
cloth, foil, or other like material may be fed iu a con-
tinuous manner, and cut up into sheets at right or
other required angles, to or across the feed or edges
of the strip, all being arranged and operating essen-
tially as specified.

81,022—John T. Smelser, "Williamsburg, Ind.
—Saddle Tree.—August 11, 1868.-The upper frame
plays vertically on springs, and the upright, confined
in the loop or box pla^e, steadies the frame and holds
it in proper relative position.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged frame &,

upright e, and plate t, with frame c and bow a, when
constructed as described.

81,023.—Oscar E. Smith, Elgin, Mich.—Am-
mal Trap.—August 11, 18G8.—Intended principally

to entrap such animals as buiTow the earth. Tlie

jaws catch the animal round the body, as the trap
can be sprung only when the animal has passed
partly through the opening defined by the jaws.

Claim.—1. The combination of the spring vS with
the frames F F', the catch P, the trigger D, and the
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jaws O O', all arranged to operate substantially in
the manner set forth.

2. The semi-circular shape of the jaws O O',
whereby they fit the burrow of an animal when the
trap is set.

81,024.—"W. Smith, San Francisco, Ca\.—Yalve
for Water Closet.—August 11, 1868.—A plunger is

employed in combination with a spindle and tubular
receiver controlled by springs, compressed by the
weight of a person on the seat, and so arranged as to
prevent the ^vash water from flowing till the Aveight
is removed.
Claim.—1. The tube D, applied to the face of a

self suspending water closet valve, with water way
at its base, substantially as shown and described,
for the purposes specified.

2. In combination with the tube D, the spindle E,
with the disk and packing h, and the packing L,
compressed by the spring 11, substantially as shown,
and for the purposes set forth.

81,025.—H. W. SouTHWORTH, Mittineague,
Mass.

—

Pad for Horses^ Hoofs.—August 11, 1868.—
The cushion is secured between the hoof and shoe.
Eaw hide is employed as a substitute for rubber,
leather, &c.

Claim.—The raw hide cushion for horses' shoes,
constructed substantially as herein described, and
for the purposes specified.

81,026.—"William E. Sparks, New Haven
Conn.

—

Snap Hook.—August 11, 1868.—Pressure
from the outside upon the tongue cannot effect its

release.

Claim.—The arrangement of a divided tongue in
two parts, a and d, pivoted so that each may turn
independent of the other, and so that one opens out-
ward and the other inward, each bearing upon the
end of the hook A, and provided respectively with
projections h and I, or other equivalent means, for
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

81,027.—Francis Stebbins, Hinsdale, IST. H.—
Gauge Code.—August 11, 1868.

—
"When the piston is

pushed inward, a port is exposed for the escape of
the steam into the chamber in the piston, and tlience
out of the gauge cock through the jet pipe. "When
the piston is retracted the steam cannot escape, so
that neither steam nor water can have access to the
ports or channels of the cock, escept during the
short interval when the steam is rushing through to
escape ; hence the working parts are preserved free
from sediment or deposits.

Claim.—The combination of the shell S, packing
P P', perforated sleeve D, and packing nut B, with
the cylindrical piston A, having ports G- G' and
steam passage C formed therein, tJie whole arranged
and operating substantially as described.

81,028.—"William J. Stow^ell, Baltimore, Md.
—Railway Switch.—AvLgMst 11, 1868.—This device
is intended as a substitute for railroad frogs, and
pel-forms the function of the same in automatically
guiding the wlieels of a locomotive from one track to
and upon another.

Claim,.—1. Employing, in combination with a con-
tinuous rail track A, and a sliding C, a laterally

vibrating inclined and curved guard rail C^ and an
inclined switch section C^, constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as described.

2. The guard rail D, with curved extremities,
connected by jointed levers and rods to the rail sec-

tions C C^, substantially as described.

81,029.—William J. Stowell, Baltimore, Md.—Eailway Switch.—August 11, 1868.—The vibrating
switch rails all move at the same time in being ad-
justed for the main track or turnout. A lever is

pivoted to the overhanging portion of the standard,
so as t-o vibrate in a horizontal plane, and facilitate

the drawing back and holding of the switcli lover.

The hook or fastening retains the auxiliary lever in

place Avliile holding back the switch lever.

Claim-—1. In combination of vibrating switch
rails B' B^ of the siding Avith the vibrating switch
rail A*, forming part of the main track, said rail sec-

tions being arranged and connected together sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The auxiliary lever E, with its fastening j, ap-
plied to the standard C of the switch lever D, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

81,030.—William J. Stowell, Baltimore, Md.
—Lock iV^wt-August 11. 1868.—When the nut is
screwed up tightly upon its bolt, and one or more
edges of the washer plate are turned up against the
nut, the latter cannot be casually rotated, as the
Avasher plate is seated in a recess of'the object against
which the nut is set.

Claim.—The locking plate g, having plane sur-
faces, in combination with a grooved seat c, both
constructed substantially as described, and serving
the purpose of fastening nuts upon bolts, as set
forth.

81,031.-0. G. Stratton, Greenfield, Mass.—
Bit ^toc/c—August 11, 1868.—Consists in applying
to a bit stock or brace a de\ace for holding the shank
of the bit in its socket, said device being operated by
a cam and thumb piece. The action of the locking
device is not only to hold the shank securely in the
socket, but also to exert a slight draught to'draAv it

into the socket in the operation of locking, and to
produce a slight thrust when it is released'^ so as to
start it from the stock.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the yoke or thumb-piece FF', shaft G, cam C, pivot
g, and recessed and slotted lever A with a bit brace
or stock, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. A conical shank s, of a bit or other tool used in
a bit stock, having a recess, k', therein, to receive a
feather or projection in the socket, in combination
with a socket in the bit-stock, which is conical in
longitudinal section, as described.

81,032.—Eugene L. Tarbox, Nashville, Tenn.
—Stencil PZate.-August 11, 1868.—The letters and
figures of the stencil being arranged in the circular
rotary plate may be brought singly under the open-
ings of the shield, which covers the adjacent letters
and figures and prevents them from constituting a
hindrance or check to the marking of the letters in
use.
Ctoim.—The plate B, the shield C, and the handle

A, constructed and arranged with regard to the let-

ters and figures, and to each other, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

81,033.—Louis Tassius, Norwalk, Ohio.—Ar^i-
jlcial Leg.—August 11, 1868.—The slin"^ is applied to
the exterior of the casing which incloses tlie me-
chanism whereby the forward impulse is given to the
second segment of the leg and the heel piece made
to co-operate in giving the initial movement to raise
the foot from the ground. The sling passes over the
shoulder of the Avcarcr.

Claim.—The herein -described artificial leg, con-
sisting of the heel plate K, stirrup P, springs H L,
links Q K, and sling A, all constructed and arranged
to operate, in combination Avith the articulated loot
T and leg T', in the manner substantially as set
forth.

81,034.—Barnett Taylor, Forcstville, Minn
—Hand Cultivator.—AM^\\?,i 11, 1868.—For cutting-

weeds and stirring the ground betAveen \ lauts. The
shovel plow is secured in place by the snme Avedge
that secures the cutters to the beam, and is brought
into requisition in case of large plants or wh(?]i the
ground requires to be stirred more thoroughly than
can be done by tlie cutters.

Claim.—The combination of the cutters H, st;i-

tionary upright I, pivoted uprights J, block D, ad-

justable block or bar E, supporting bar F, shovol-
ploAV M N, and wedge L, Avith each otlier, and with
the slotted beam A and wheel B, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

81,035.—Joseph Temple, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Saw-Filihg Machine.—Axv^nHt 11, 1868.—A mode of

combining and arranging several uio\able and ad-

justable plates and framesJ constituting a device
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whereby saws may he accuratefy filed, and any de-

sired shape given to the teeth.
Claim.—The arrangement of the bed plate A, sad-

dle piece B, and frame C, in combination with the
file holder in which the file is placed, when all the
parts are constructed and operated in the manner
and by the means described, so as to be adjustable
for the purpose of giving- any depth or pitch to the
teeth of a sau' that may'be desired, substantially as
herein set forth.

81,OSG.—Charles H. F. TuiEiiE, Xorth Yernou,
Ind.

—

Priming for Xeedle Gun.—August 11, 18ii8.

—

This priming, except as to the base.'does not differ

from the ordinary compositions which form a fuhni-
natc to be ignited by the penetration of a pointed in-

strument. The hyposulphite gives the fulminate the
property of refusing to ignite by concussion, and of
resisting the destructive evaporation to -nhich the
essential constituents of the ordinary preparations
are subject.

Claim.—An explosive or igniting composition,
having hyxjosulphite of any metal as a base, substan-
tially SIS set forth.

81,037.—Thomas J". Thurston, Lewiston, Me.—Ash Screen and Coal Hod Combiiied.—August 11,

1868.—The cranii shaft is rigidly attached" to the
sifter, which has a shouldered lip fitting into the
hod, and the shaft occupies the hole and slot of the
hod, the hook serving to hold together the hod and
sifter Avhen in use.
Claim.—The combination, with the hod A, having

the hole c, slot d, and staple A:, of the sifter B, having
the crank shaft a, the combination to operate as
herein set forth, and for the purposes described.

81.038.—TTiLLiAii TuxsTiLL. Paterson, X. J".—
Braiding Machine.—August 11, 18S8.—This stop-mo-
tion is made to operate by the breaking of any of the
threads, the same consisting of a ring which surrounds
the slotted plate in which the bobbin carriers are
moved to operate the warp threads, and which is

acted upon by eitlier of the weights on the warp or
weft carriers".

Ctoim.—The ring 17, applied in the manner speci-
fied, to receive motion from the Avcight in case a
thread breaks, in combination with the stop-motion
lever 23, and coupling or clutch, substantiallv as set
forth.

81,039—XiCHOLAS S. Vedder, Troy, ISL T.—
Cooking Stove.—Xugnsi 11. 1863.—Eelates to the
construction of a flue chamber on what are termed
" long top cooking stoves," by means of the top plate
and a casting of pecKliar form, and the adaptation of
said flue to a hot-water reservoir as well as to cook-
ing purposes.
Claim.—\. The flue chamber B, when formed by

the top plate xV of the stove, and the part C, substan-
tially as herein shown, and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The stove-pipe hole S, when formed on the part
C, in the rear of the opening covered bvthe plate D,
in combination with flue chamber B.'substantially
as herein described and shown.

3. The part C. when constructed and arranged in
combination with the top plate A of a cooking stove,
cither lor a reservoir, E, or boiler-hole plate," D, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

81,01-0.—Marcus Buowx "Westhead. Man-
chester, Great Britain.—Tui-ie i>oa;.—August il, 1868.—The pi-otruding end of any coil may be drawn so
as to obtain any desired length of the narrow fabric
witliout disturliing tlie other coils.

Claim.—As a new article of manufactm-e, a tai>3
holder, consisting of the slitted box «, containing a
series of loose tlisks, e, to separate the rolls of tape,
substantially as described.

81,041.—JOHX H. Whtssemore, Mansfield,
Ohio.— Z/rtr/iC5-.s- rrec—August 11, 16G8.—The metal-
lic tree has raised flauges or lips along its inner
edges to form a groove for the reception of the ordi-
naiy harness-tree pad, said flanges extending sutii-

?ient]y beyond the upper frame to form openings for
vhe introduction of tug straps.

Claim.—The harness tree A and plate h', when
the same are provided with lips or flauges. and so
combined and arranged as to form the opening c, and
a continuous groove, a b, lor the pad and tug strap,
said groove extending in both directions beyoutl the
plateof the tree, .as described, and for the purpose
specified.

81,0-12.—John H. White, Lima, Peru.—Kice
Pounding Machine.—August 11, 1868.—The pointed
elevations within the mortars in'cvent the pestles
from crushing the particles of rice, and also cause
tliem to spread from under tlie pestles, thereby pro-
ducing an agitation and mutual friction of the "parti-

cles. The object is to whiten the rice by an expedi-
tious pounding process.

Claim..—The mortars a, with bottoms 6, in com-
bination Avith the spring pestles c c, operating in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as shown
and described.

81,043.-William H. Whitehead, Chicago,
lU.

—

Combustion Chamber in Coal Stove.—August
11, 1868.—The air chamber supplies air to the com-
bustion chamber for the puri)ose of eft'ecting the con-
sumption of the gaseous products of combustion.
The sinuous character of the space through which
air passes into the combustion chamber, causes the
air to be injected at dilferent altitudes and angles,
and thus instires its thorough commiugling with the
gases.

Claim..—1. The air chamber, composed of the
plates or disks A and B, provided with the flauges or
supports b and c, and the interior projections c and/,
arianged so as to admit a continuous thin sheet of
air, substautially as specified.

2. The application of the fire brick or protector D
to the under surface of the air chamber, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

3. 'The combination and arrangement of the plates
A, B, and C, with the fire brick or protector D, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses specified.

81,044.—William jST. Whiteley, Springfield,
Ohio.—Harvester Cutter.—August 11, 1868.—The
spiral spring coiled about the bolt performs the double
function of pressing the branches asunder, so as to
insure their constant pressure against the face of
the nut, and of engaging with the ratchet teeth of
said nut to hold it in place. The heel of the cutter
bar is bent forward, so as to bring the pitman joijit

as nearly as i)ossible into the real line of action and
resistance of the cutter bar.

Claim.—1. The cutter bar E, bent forward at its

inner end, substantially as and for the puriiose set
forth.

2. A spring, located between the branches of the
pitman, and with one of its ends extending through
one of said branches so as to engage with the ratcliet
of the nut G, substantially as set ibrth.

3. A spring, located between the branches of the
pitman, and shaped and secured so as to press the
said branches asunder, and at the saiae time pene-
trate through the proper hole in one of said branches,
and engage with the ratchet of the. nut G, substan-
tially as set forth.

81,045.-William If. Whiteley, Springfield,
Ohio.—Harvester Rake.—August 11, 1868.—These
improvements in reaping machines have reference,
spccihcally, to the manner ofmounting and adjusting
the rake stand upon the coupliug arm, to the ar-

rangement and construction of the gearing, and the
means for retaining the joint bolts in place.

Claim.—1. Conducting the rake stand to the coup-
ling arm, by the pivot bolts J' J', on a line parallel

with and above the crank shaft.

2. The adjusting biace K', or its equivalent, con-
necting the rake "stand to tlie main shoe, substau-
tially as set forth, so that the position of the rake
stand may be adjusted in refereuce to the plane of
the cutting apparatus.

3. The supplemental gearwheels k' V in' driven by
the pinion It.', on the main pinion shaft, and arranged
at the outer front corner of the i>latforin, iu connec-
tion n'ith the chain 'p' '^^id chain wheels M' W, to
communicate motion to the reel aud rake shaft.

4. The combination box t, cast in one piece, to
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support the pivot pins of the supplemental gears k'

V m', as and for the purpose set forth.
5. The stop g' interposed between the heads ofthe

joint bolts o' o', to retain them in place, substan-
tially as set forth.

6. 'The tripper c', constructed with a shank ex-
tending- through the head, so as to be readily se-

cured with a screw nut, for the purpose of easy re-

moval, as set forth.

7. An adjustable guide frame I', substantially as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

81,046.—William IST. Whiteley, Springfield,

Ohio.

—

Harvester.—August 11, 1868.—The pipe box
is cast with a lug projecting upward from its forward
end, for attachment of the draw rod, which connects
the upper end of said lug and the front bar of the
main frame, and transmits the draught strain di-

rectly to the coupling arm and cuttino- apparatus.
When the machine is to be ri-ansported from place
to place, as from barn to field, the outer end of tlie

cutting apparatus is raised until the bridge can be
secured to the frame by the hook attached thereto.

Claiin.—1. The pipe box U, combined with the
bars of the main frame A, in the manner shown, so
that the said box forms the brace connecting the
rear bars A A of the frame and the bearings for the
crank sliaft.

2. Tlie draw rod W, combined with the solid pipe
box U, in the manner shown, and connecting said
box to the front bar of the main frame, as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The bridge piece/, connected to the inner shoe
and to the hand lever k, in the manner shown, for
the purpose of enabling the attendan*: to raise the
cutting apparatus, as described.

4. The hook m, in combination with the bridge
piece/, as and for the purpose set forth.

81,047. — Caleb "Whitmore, lITorth Vernon,
Tnd.—llock Drill—August 11, 1868.~The diagonal
grooves of the cylinder travel on the stationary guide
pin, as the drill and its stock are reciprocated. De-
vices are employed to prevent the drill stock from
turning backward, and lower the carriage gradually
as the hole is deepened.

Claim.—1. The grooved cylinder S, made substan-
tially as described, with the points of the upper in-

clined guides between the points of those below, in
combination with the stationary guide pm T, for the
purpose of turning the drill automatically as it is

traversed.
2. And in combination with the cylinder and

guide pin thus constructed for turning the drill, the
ratchet K and pawl U, for the purpose specified.

3. And in combination with the devices for turn-
ing the drill, tlie ratchet a and pawl b, and their
connections, for traversing the carriage and feeding
the drill.

81,048.— Aaron Warren Whitney, Wood-
stock, Vt.

—

Tinsmith's Stake.—August 11, 18G8.

—

The stake may be readily detached when not re-

quired for use, and replaced by a tool of another form,
so that only one standard is required for an indefinite
number of stakes.

Claim.—1. The socket or head C, having two or
more socket arms, E, formed upon its sides, in com-
bination with the upright or standard B, wliether
said socket or head C is formed solidly upon or is

detachably and adjustalily screwed to said upright
or standard B, substantially as lierein shown aud
descril)ed, and for the inin)ose set forth.

2. Forming the stakes F without shanks, aud with
tenons upon their inner ends, to adapt tliem to tlie

socket arms E of the socket or head C, substantially

as herein shown and described.

81,049.—S. Lloyd Wiegand, Philadelphia, Pa.—Screw Cutting Machine.—xVugust 11, 18()8.—The
invention has reference to the mode of controlling

screw cutting machinery of the class in which it is

desirable to pass the cutting tool more than once in

the same path upon the screw in course of produc-
tion, so as to render it impossible to engage the nut
into the leading or guiding screw, except at such
time as the different parts 'ire in their proper rela-

tive positions.

Claim.—1. The gear, constantly engaged in the
leading screw, and the cam and the detent or pawl,
combined and used therewith, substantially as shown
and described, for preventing the re-engagement of
the nut, or segment of a nut, in imiJroper positions in
the leading screw.

2. The gear, constantly engaged in the leading
screw, in combination with the cam and detent, as
described and shown, to pi'event the re-engagement
of the cutting tool in the work when in improper
positions.

81,050.—A. Gr. WiLKUfs, Cooperstown, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—August 11, 1868.—The tub is

supported by standards and cross bars, so that it

may swing freely, and is provided with two parallel
rows of pounders upon its bottom, arranged so that
the pounders of one row are opposite the spaces be-
tween the pounders of the other row. Combined with
above, are two iDarallel rows of stationary arms, ar-

ranged so that wjien the tub is rocked they will be
alternately struck by the aforesaid pounders.

Claim.—1. A rocking tub A, which is provided
with transverse rows of beaters or pounders G-, ar-

ranged as described, in combination with the station-
ary"resisting arms F, arranged in two parallel rows,
and adapted to operate substantially as described.

2. Arranging the beaters Gr G so that their edges
e' e' overhang the bottom of the tub at the point
where the squeezing of the clothes is performed, in
combination Avith the pendants F F, e c, and the slats

H H, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.

81,051.—K Bangs Williams, Providence, R I.

—Oil Cwp.—August 11, 18G8.—The bolt holds the
cover against rotation, so that jars and concussions
cannot loosen it, nor violent motion throw it ofi".

Claim-.—1. The spring bolt D in the screw cover
of an oil cup, made and operating substantially as
described.

2. The combination of the bolt D and the screw E
with the cover of an oil cup.

3. The regulating screw F, made with the tapering
slot c, the spring point d, and the broad disk-like
head, all made as described.

4. The packing of an oil cup with fibrous disks,
when these are not encased in a tube or chamber,
and where they are threaded upon a slotted screw,
which at the same time forms the compressing agent
for the fibrous disks, and a graduating duct, for ad-
mitting the oil into the duet on the stem of the cup,
by screwing into the same, all made and operating
substantially as set forth and described, or theii* me-
chanical equi\^aleuts.

81,052.— William Wilson, Galesburg, 111.—

Steam Piston Packing.—August 11, 1868.—The rings
are set out by steam, and adjust themselves to the
interior of the cylinder, whether or not the same be
perfectly round or true.

Claim.—The arrangement of the rings C C with
the pieces D D, skeleton B, and the follower A, as
herein set forth.

81,053.—George 0. Woodcock, Claremont, 'N.

H.—Coal Stove.—August 11, 1868.—The detachable
flue is widely expanded at front, where the convex
top of the back plate meets it, said back plate di-

recting the products of combustion into the mouth
of the flue. The object is to attain an effective

draught. Air is admitted to the lower part of the
chamber between the outer casing and the fire box,

and being heated ])y contact with the back plate and
fine, is discharged at the upper part of the stove.

Claim.—1. The flue B, when constructed and made
detachable, and arranc' ed within the chamber J, and
combined with the back plate E, substantially as aud
for the puri)oses specified and set forth.

2. The back E, Avhcn made convex frontward, as
and for the purposes specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the air

chamber J. the spaces I I, the convex back E, and
the flue D, substantially as described and set forth.

81,054. — Lewis E. Wright.—Troy, IsT. Y.—
Cultivator and Plow Combined.—August 11, 1868.

—

All the parts may be aggregated to form the com-
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ponnd irnplement—plow and cultivator—but the
teeth and standards are readily detachable, in order
that the plow may be used aloiie, and vice ven^a.
Claim.—I. The double mold board B and C, so

hin.eed and connected together that the main part of
said mold board B may be elevated or depressed at
will, according to the height of furrow desired to cut,

substantially as fully hereinbefore described and set
forth.

2. The hinging of the sections of the mold board
C and C to the center standard E', whereby a late-

ral motion may be given to the mold boards B and
B', to regulate'tlie width of furrow to be cut, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes more fully

hereinbefore described and set forth.
3. TJie slotted arms, or their equivalents. D D, in

combiuation with the mold boards B and B' substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein
described and set forth.

4. The upright or tooth shoe E, in combination
with the brace F, or its equivalent, all cast in one
solid piece, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein fully described and set forth.

5. The curved reversible tooth H. iu combination
with the tooth shoe E and brace F, each being con-
structed and operated substantially iu the manner
and for the pm-poses hereinbefore described and set
forth.

81,055.^1. H. TTrcKOFF and W. K. T^Tvckoff,
Eipon, Wis.

—

Photographic Camera.— August 11,

1868.—At or near- the lower end of the peiidant a
transverse recess is cut, for one or more removable
scales, which are notched upon their edges to re-
ceive a pin or spring, to indicate the lateral move-
ments necessary in bringing the prepared plate

Sroperly across "the opening and behind the lenses,
n the pendant is marked a scale, indicating the

proper elevation and depression that the sliding rod
or bar should have in order to briag the prepared
plate to its proper point transversely across the
opening behind the lens tube.

Claim.—1. The adjustable, pivoted pendant D,
with its sliding bar or rod E, and the frame F, for
holding the dark .slide or plate holder ; and, further,
the special and particular method with a pivoted
pendant made adjustable upward and downward,
and with a to-and-fro or a lateral transverse oscil-

lating movement on the arc of a circle, carrying a
chemically-prepared plate across the opening behind
the lens tube or tubes iu making sun pictures, sub-
stantially as set forth and described.

2. The combiuation and aiTangement of these va-
rious parts, making the apparatois or device com-
plete.

81,056.—Charles E. ZiiDtERMAX, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—C/it<m.—August 11, 1868.—The dashers may
be removed as soon as the butter forms, and the
cream chamber then revolved alone for the purpose
of gathering the butter.

Claim.— Tlie arrangement, substantially as de-
scribed, of the cream chauiber A, bearings B B' C
C, removable frame H. with its shaft I k and dash-
ers J, crank shaft L M' il, apertures X 7i, and
swinging brackets li R', or devices substantially
equivalent, for the purpose set forth.

81,057.— Bethel Burtox, Brooklyn, IST. T.—
Manufacture of Water-Froof Percussion Caps, d;c.

—August 11, 1868.

Claim.—The use of shellac, or other gum resin,
mixed with alcohol or otlier readily-evaporable
liquid solvent, iu compounding fulminating matter.
wMch serves the purpose of rendering it impervious
to damp or wet. and indestructible by coming in
contact with oil or grease, aud which will preserve
it from the action of the atmosphere in all climates,
and for use in all purposes where ignition by friction,
percussion, or coucussion is required, as specified.

81,058—Bethel Burtox, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Priming Metallic Cartridges. — August 11, 1868.

—

"When the charge is exploded the pressure of gas
withia the cap forcibly presses it outward against
the internal surface of"the cup, forming a gas-tight
joint. In preparing the priming, pieces of paper or
cloth are coated with gum or glue ; one is sprinkled

with amorphus phosphorus, and the other vrith chlor-
ide of potash. When dry they are cut to the requii-ed
size. aud. being separated by an annular washer, are
ready to be applied within the caitridge.

Claim.—1. The firing pin /i, when "made with fi

piston on its rear end. working in the cylindrical cap
/, Avhich cap also works iu the cylindrical cup a, all

as shown and described, and for the purpose spe-
cified.

2. The application and an-angement of the pre-
pared fulminate on paper, cloth, or other suitable
materials, which may be separately cut with safety,
aud combined for use in cartridges, substantiaUy as
set forth.

3. The mode of separating the two prepared disks
or wafers by means of an annular washer, substan-
tially as set forth.

81,059.—Bethel Burton, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.—August 11, 1868.—These
improvements have reference to certain details in
the construction of fire-arms, having the same chief
characteristic as the invention patented by the same
party, December 20, 1859.

Claim.—1. The construction of the breech or cyl-

inder, with the opening for the slide e to pass under
the ring c, by which means the opening is entirely
closed from access of sand or dirt, when the breech
is closed.

2. The recoil block q. steady-pin i, and slide e,

combined with the breech pin/ aud sectional screws
or cam. which enters the recess at o, for combining
or coupling the same without the use of a screw or
other fastening.

3. The manner of combining the extractor q with
the slide e. by moans of the slot or recess y, dispens-
ing with scrcivs or other fastenings.

4. The combination and arrangement of the spring
hammer I with the sliding breech, so that by one and
the same motion the said breech is opened to receive
a cartridge and the empty cartridge shell ejected
from the chamber by the pressm^e of the hammer,
substantially as set forth.

5. The hook-ended finger h upon the trigger k,

the slot aud lip in breech'pin /, the safety bolt. Fig.
31, for keeping the breech pin locked, "and as set

forth.

81,060.—E. H. ASHCROFT, Lynn, Mass.—De-
i/ice for Ventilating and Desiccating.—August 18,

1868.—In one horizontal arm or portion of a T-
shaped pipe is disposed a blast pipe terminating at
or about the center of communication of the hori-

zontal and upright portions of the T.
(7tei>?i.—The" combination of the T-shaped pipe

A and the inner horizontal one, d. constructed and
operated in the manner substantially as shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

81 ,061.—Alexander Joseph Basset, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Soles for Boots and Shoes.—August 18.

1868.—On the under side of the sole is a series of
conical air chambers, by pressing upon which a suc-
tion is produced to hold the sole iu contact with
icy or slippery sm-faces.
Claim.—A sole for boots and shoes, arranged sub-

stantially in the manner and for the pui'pose specified.

81,062.—Edward J. Bu=:der5L\x, Brooklyn,
X. Y.—Sugar Packer—August 18, 1868.—The bar-
rel, to contain the sugar, re.sts in a cavity in the
platform, and by means of a forked bar with a screw
clamp on each fork end, the upper rim of the barrel,

with the filling bag, is tis,-htly clamped, Avhile the
single opposite end" of the forked bar is fitted to a
crank from which it receives and imparts to the
barrel a reciprocating motion.
Claim.—In devices for packing barrels with sugar

and other substances, the combiuation of tlie forked
bar F with clamps G O and screws H H, the crank
shaft D and platform A, an-anged and operating
substantially as aud for the purpose herein set forth.

81,063.—Walter J. Brassdcgtox, Brooklyn,
X. Y.—Gas Burner.—Xngnat 18, 1868.—A movable
internal valve is placed in the ordinary gas burner
and operated so as to cut off the gas to quantity
necessary to supply a small flame for the piu"pose of
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producing a perpetual light, and dispensing with
the oi'diuary supply cock.
CAaim.—i. The valve A, placed inside of the or-

dinary gas burner, and operated so as to cut oil" the
force of the gas to the desired quantity necessary
to supply a miniature flame, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The valve seat I H I, formed by the under side
of the tip in the ordinary gas burner, against which
the valve A seats itself, for the purposes specified.

3. The application of the spiral spring B, in com-
bination with the valve A, for the purposes herein
specified.

4. The movablejacketM or casing, Avith the slot IST,

in combination with the band W, for the purpose of
receiving the movable glass protector or hood E, sub-
stantially as dcsci'ibed.

5. The combination of the internal movable valve
A, with the elastic packing F and plate G- and
screw D, or their equivalents, substantially as
shown and described, for the purposes set Ibrth.

6. The application and use of the spring point P,
attached to the movable jacket M or casing, and the
notch K, to receive the same, for the purpose of se-

curing the aforesaid movable jacket M or casing in
its proper position, when it is raised to protect the
small flame U, or drawn down to permit a full flame
at T, as h(;rein specified.

7. A pnl! or handle O, or other suitable device, at-

tached to the movable jacket M or casing, for the
purpose of operating the same, either up or down,
substantially as described and herein set forth.

81,064.—James Beown, Pawtucket, E. I.—
Hearing for Fliers in Spinning Machine. —August
18, 18G8.—The flier bearing consists of a tube hav-
ing an annular channel for the reception of oil, and
a male screw cut on its upper half to screw up into
the rail. The rail serves as a cap to the oil trough
and is also provided with an oil supply and air-exit
holes.

Glaiin.—1. The within-described arrangement of
the confining screws a b, the tube c, the rail A, and
the oil trough d, placed underneath the rail, the
screws by such arrangement being within the rail, and
the oil trough being below, and covered by it, in
manner as specified.

2. The arrangement of the confining screws a b,

the tube c, the rail A, provided Avith oil and air ducts
e f, the oil trough d, and the oil duct i, substan-
tially as described.

81,065.—William Buown, Worcester, Mass.—
Sofa Bed.—August 18, 1868.—Plates lu,stened to the
ends of the hinged back portion arc so arranged
that Avhen the back is raised the upper ends of the
I)lates will pass upon the inner sides of loops pro-
jecting from the rear of tlie stationary arms, and the
back will l)e held upright by the bent ends of spring
arms at the ends of the lyame.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the sofa bed, of
the pieces d d and loops, a a', or either, and the
spring a rms g g, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The combination, with the hinged legs G Gand
loops a a', of the pieces or legs H and arms, g, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combined head -boards and detachable legs

H, substantially as described.

81,068.—Jarvis Case, Lafayette, Ind.—Corn
Planter.—August 18. 1868.—A platform is connected
to the tongue by means of a flexible metallic strap,

and the runners are Iicld in a raised position l)y

means of a catch engaging with a pin on a bar rig-

idly attached to the under side of tlie bed. Tlie seat

is arranged to l)e sliifted so as to bring the driver's

weiglit over the bed to force the runners into the
eartli when necessary.
Claim.— I. Connecting the front and rear frames

of the machine by means of the flexible plate t,

when said parts are combined substantially as de-

scribed.
2. Tiio catch n, pivoted to the rear frame, and ar-

ranged to engage with the bar U, for locking the

fj'out and rear frames rigidly together, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The scattering device, arranged in the lower

end of the seed tubes, when constructed substan-
tially as described.

4. The seat T, when arranged to be adjusted in
rear of the axle, or over the front part of the plat-
form, substantially as described.

5. The combination of the valve/, pivoted cam g,
and sliding arm i, attached to the seed slides, con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
shown and describecl.

6. The removable hopper, C, having the cut-oiF c

attached thereto, when constructed and arranged
substantially as shown and described.

81,067.—Edward W. Chadwick, Edgartown,
Mass., assignor to himself and William P. Chad-
wick, same place.

—

Gar Coupling.—August 18, 1868.

—In the top of the draw bar is arranged a cap pro-
vided with a spring receiving chamber, the spring
serving to depress and hold the catch lever within
the catch recess.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
chambered cap C with the chambered draw bar A,
the spring h, and the lever catch B, made as de-
scribed.

81,068.—John Walter Clark, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Artificial Teeth.—August 18, 1868.—Slots are
cut in the dies, through which the shank of the
notched pin passes so as to secure the pins in a ver-
tical position. When the dies are placed in position
the bolts are inserted and tightened up by a thumb
scrcAV.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the double
notched pin P, and the manner of securing the same
in proper position by means of notches in dies 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, and 6, and slide D
2. The manner of arranging the dies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and

6, and drawing them out from the sides of the molds
;

also, the arrangement of bolts B and thumb screw S,

for securing said dies firmly in place.

81,069.—Eansom Cook, Saratoga Springs, N.
Y.—Bit for Boring IFrtOcZ.-August 11, 1868.—At
the lower end of the pod which is lorged in the usual
manner, is formed a projection to be shaped into a
center. The pod and center are subsequently' formed
Avith swages or dies.

Claim.—The improved spoon bit, constructed sub-
stantially as hereinbefore set forth.

8J ,070.—George Crompton, Worcester, Mass.—Loom.—August 18, 1868.—Combined with the hor-

izontal harness levers, jointed directly to the jacks,

and Avith angular eveuer levers operating directly

upon the harness levers to bring them into line, and
with the slide rods Avhich operate the evener levers,

are rocker links, for connecting the evener levers to

the slide rods.
Claim.—1. In combination with angular cA'cner

levers and horizontal harness levers, operated upon
by such evcners, (to bring the jack hooks into lino,)

tne rocker links t, whicli connect such eveners with
the slide rods, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination Avith jacks operating upon hori-

zontal harness levers, and Avith angular lifter and
depresser levers operating such jacks, the angular
lifter and depresser levers, connected to the slide

rods by Avhich they are operated, by the rocker links

71, substantitilly as described.

81,071.—PitANQOis Louis DeGeubetii. Dalston,
Eugland, assignor to Thomas S. G. Kiukpatkick.—
Mamhfacture^of Compound Oils.—August 18, 1868;

patented in England November 11, 1867.-The ap-

paratus consists of a battery often cells, each contain-
ing plates of zinc and platinized silver, and the bat-

tery is excited by sulphuric acid diluted Avitl: water.
Claim.— I. The production of an oil resembling

linseed oil, and applicable to painting and varnish-

making, from a mixture of petroleum or coal oil, or
such like hydrocarbon and resin oil, such oils being
tr(;ated Avitii oxidizing agents, ozonized air, galvanic
electricity, and driers, as herein described.

2. The'tre.'iting petroleum, coal oil, or other simi-

lar hydrocarbon oil Avith oxidizing agents, and gal-

vanic electricity, so as to improve the color, as herein

described.
3. The production of a spirit similar to turpentine.

I
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from a mixture of light petroleum or coal oil, or other
similar light hydrocarbon oil or spirit, and light resin

toil or spirit, such oils or spirits being treated with
oxidizing agents, ozonized air, and galvanic electri-

city, as herein described.
4. The apparatus hereinbefore described, for the

treatment of oils and spirits by means of ozonized
air.

81,072.—J. L. DicKixsox Dubuque, Iowa.—
Governorfor Steam Engine.—August 18, 1868.—The
upper ends of the ball-supporting arms are bent and
jom-naled in adjustable boxes, so that when the mo-
tion of the governor is suddenly checked, the momen-
tum of the balls carries tliem ahead of tlae governor,
thereby acting through the crank ends of the arms
upon the valve quick'er than by the fall of the balls

alone.
Claim.—The crank form of the upper end of the

ball arms, in combination with the adjustable boxes,
giving both lateral and vertical motion to the balls,

for the purpose and in the manner substantially as
herein described.

81,073.—Edwakd Doran, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for Making Fringe.—August 18, 1868.—Ap-
plied to a fringe loom is a series of devices whereby
the twists recpiired in the loops of the fringe are au-
tomatically produced as the fringe is being woven in
the loom.

Claim.—1. The pulley L, with its ratchet tooth or
notch, in combination with the pawl O, and the
arbor with its arms V. the said parts being con-
structed, arranged, and operated by the cord jJ".

pulleys P and Q, cord q\ Aveight 5", 'and the lay B,
as and for the purposes described.

2. The slotted plate M, stem m', spring m", bar k",

and lever K, the said parts being arranged and sup-
ported so as to be operated together, by means of
the said spring m", trigger k', and the projection r

on the lay, or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

81,074—John Du Bois, Williamsport, Pa.—
Lumber Drier.—August 18, 1868.—A series of girts
having a ribljed edge on the inside, for the purpose
of supporting strips, are arranged within a suitable
building, the'strips serving to hold l)oai-ds or lumber
on end. The drying sheds are built double with a
space between for an elevated railroad truck and car,
the latter having a swivel platform.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of drying sheds, pro-
vided witli grated or open floors for sticking lumber
standing on end, it being held upright by series of
strips or stickers, e e e, resting on the girts 6 6 on
plates d d, substantially in the manner as described
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The rib or raised portion on the inner edge of
the girts, in combination with the cleats i i on the
ends of the strips or stickers e e e, substantially as
and for the purposes herein specified.

3. The application of the car C with the turn-table
frame thereon, and elevated track B, when used in
combination with the di'ying sheds, constructed as
herein set forth.

81,075.-^OHN Du Bois, Williamsport, Pa.—
Device for Moving Ve.^sels to and from Wharves on
Docks to TTaf^r.—August 18, 1668.—A framework,
consisting of horizontal and vertical timbers properly
braced for supporting a vessel, is placed upon two
floats or lighters provided with water-tight compart-
ments and arranged to pass on either side of a wharf,
so that the vessel can be raised and floated upon and
off the wharf.
Claim.—The floats E E, constructed and arranged

as herein described, in comljination with the trans-
rersible, detachable, and adjustable framework a e d
g. in the manner and for the purpose herein set
forth.

^, S1.07G—-JOHX Du Bois, 'Williamsport, Pa.—
Dredging Machine.—August 18, 1868.—A vertically-
sliding frame is arranged within an opening in suit-
able frames. A scries of scoops or buckets ai-c at-
tached to an endless chain and also hooked prongs
for loosening the earth in advance of the scoop.
Grouser boats, formed with water-tight compart-

ments and having a longitudinal vertical space cen-
trally from one end to the other, serve to move the
apparatus and secure it in pioper position.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the sliding frame
E, with its elevators G G, and hook prongs Hi, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The adjustable sliding frame E, in combination
with the rail-track frame N, for the raising .and dis-

posing of the mud, eai'th, or gravel, as herein speci-

fied.

3. The construction and arrangement of the grous-
er boats A' A', with their i)latform counections, in
combination with a di'cdge boat or scow, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. 'The mode by which the dredging scow A is

moved forward and guided, while in the act of ope-
ration, substantially as herein set forth.

5. Tlie constructio]! and arrangement of the car
track P P, with its adjustable supporting legs E. E.,

in combination with the mud or earth-moving vessel

B, as herein described, for the purposes set forth.

81,077.—Elias Eastox, Prairiesville, Mich.—
Farm Gate.—August 18, 1868.—The gate may be ad-

justed to any desii'ed elevation to allow the passage
of small animals. By an arrangement of cords and
levers, the latch can' be raised upon pulling a cord,

and the gate will open in the forward dii'cction of a
rider, without the necessity of dismounting from a
horse or carriage.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rear gate post
B, when provided with perforations, as described,
with the clasp hinges c c, and an ordinary gate, for

the purpose of adjusting said gate at any desired ele-

vation, as herein fully set forth.

2. The combination of the levers F and H with the
cords j j and side posts M and pitman I, when ar-

ranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

81,078.—Michael Ehret, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.
—Roofing.—August 18, 1868.

Claim.—Rooting consisting of granulated slag,

scoria, or cinder applied to a cement surface, as set

forth.

81,079.—John Elmire, Martic Township, Pa.—Axle.—August 18, 1868.—A slot is formed in a
stout metallic bed plate through which the bearings
enter, and rest agaiust shoulders, for the pui-pose of
giving the greatest amount of resistance to the pres-
siu-e of the hub against the under side of the wheel.
Claim.—The arrangement of a stout bed plate A,

in combination ^^-ith the prolonged shouldered bear-
ings B B, inserted through the bed plates A, and
secured by a nut on a screw end, in the manner
shown, when combined with a cylintMcal roller C,
and inserted in the manner and for the pm-pose
specified.

81,080.-Harry C. Goodrich, Chicago, IU.—
Tension Device for Sewing Machines.—August 18,
1868.—The thread passes between two plates secured
to the pressure-foot arm, one of which plates is op-
erated by means of a spring acting as a lever, by
which the tension is rendered self-adjusting accord-
ing to the thickness of the cloth.

Claim.—The plates A and C, in combination with
the pivoted spring or lever D, and set screw i, con-
structed and arranged to operate with the pressure
shank, substantially as specified.

81,081.-X. S. Greex, TJtica, (Welaunee Post
Ofiiee,) Wis.—S-noiv Plow.—Auguat 18, 1868.-The
upper edges of the mold boards are curved outward
and downward, and their side edg'cs are inclined
upward and curved outward and upward so as to
throw the snow at a considerable distance from the
track.
Claim.—The aiTangemeut of the mold boards C

C upon a V-shaped skeleton frame, when said boards
are provided with scrolls F F upon their entire upper
edges, and with beveled fronts, to the rear of which
are formed vertical flanges G G, all as herein shown,
and described.

81,082.—William H. Halsey, Hoboken, X. J.—Molding Watch Cases and Lockets from Hard
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Ruhher.—August 18, 1868.—CaAaties are ffi-med in
the die iu which the case is molded, so that a hinge
or other device made of metal can be securely at-

tached to the article molded, without the necessity
of rivets or fastenings being applied after the article

is removed from the molds.
Claim.—\. The dies, constructed with the cavities

3 3 3', when made in the form described and shown,
for the purpose of molding watch cases and lockets
of hard rubber, substantially as herein set forth.

2. As a new manufacture, watch cases and lockets,

when made of hard rubber, by means of the herein
described dies.

81,083.—Thomas C. Hargrave, Boston, Mass.—Wheel and Axle for Railroad Car.—August 18,

1868.—Each pair of wheels is connected together
by a hollow axle through which passes a solid axle
having attached at each end a circular plate provided
with a flange, Avhich fits over a flange of smaller
diameter on the outer side of the wheel, so that the
one flange will bear upon the other only at one point.
Claim.—The within-described car wheel, with its

plate and axles, constructed and operating substan-
tially as set forth.

81,084.-Joseph Hatthorn and Charles E.
Price, Thomsonville, Conn,

—

Alarm for Carding
Machine.—August 18, 1868.—Spring posts, arranged
between two pairs of rollers in rear of the feed rolls,

and through which . the strand passes, are made to
operate a bell, through a cord and lever, in the event
of the breaking of a strand.

Claim.—The combination of the roUs B and C,
spring posts h b, cord F, with bolt G, and lever H,
with its bell, all arranged substantially as described,
and applied to a cai-ding machine, for the pui-pose
set forth.

81,085.—Samuel E. Horner, Shiloh, N". J.—
Thill Coupli7ig.—AngVLSt 18, 1868.—The end of the
thill forms a snap hook so as to be readily attached
to the thill bolt. Between the jaws of the clip is in-

serted a rubber block hollowed out to fit the snap
hook.

Claim.—The clip A, thill D, snap hook E, and the
gum block F, when combined as shown and described.

81,086.—C. B. HoRTON, Sand Bank, ]Sr. T.—
Flour Bolt.—August 18, 1868.—xliris conducted by
spouts or tubes to the interior of the bolt chest, and
delivered tlirough a slot so as to strike the sm'face
of the bolt obliquely, so that, while the passage of
air is allowed, the escape of flour wUl be prevented.
The nipper consists of a hammer secured to a shaft
from which projects a rigid arm that serves to raise
a tappet, as the cylinder revolves, to release the
liammer.

Claim.—1. The combination of the blast apparatus
D E e, for supplying air to the interior of the bolt
chest, with ventilators F, constructed of any suitable
cloth, and arranged substantially as herein set forth,
for the purposes stated.

2. The arrangement of spring rappers H 1 1' J,
mounted transversely upon the exterior of the bolt
chest, and operating iu the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

81,087.—A. J. F. Howard, Milford, Mass., as-

signor to himself and E. Mann, same place.

—

Boot
Crimper.—August 18, 1868.—The sides of the mov-
able jaws are made to converge as they approach the
shank, for the purpose of preventing the edges of the
corner of the "upper" from being bruised or injuri-

ously spread.
Claim.—As my invention, the improved construc-

tion of the movable jaw of a boot crinipci' as made
of a tapering or frusto-conical form, in manner and
for the purpose as herein explained and shown.

81,0SS.-^ToiiN C. Howe. "Worcester, Mass., as-

signor to liiniself and Thomas Gates.—ALeat Cutter.
—August 18, 1S68.— The stationary bed is combined
with tiie frame of the machine in such a manner as
to admit of its being readily adjusted as the top of
the bed is worn away by the action of the cutters.
The bevel gears on the horizontal shaft are smaller
than the cutters, so us to cause the latter to be

driven more rapidly, and thus produce a drawing and
compound cutting motion.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement, in
a meat-cutting machine, substantially as described,
of the vertical cutters c and horizontal cutter shafts^
in the manner set forth, whereby the said cutters,
while revolving around a vertical axis, shall have an
independent rotary movement in a vertical plane
upon their own axes, so as to produce the compound
di-awing cutting motion, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with a cutting bed, and a
receptacle for meat or other material, of the central
shaft N, horizontal shaft or shafts H, having cutters,
c, of greater diameter than the gears I 1, and ar-

ranged for joint operation, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

3. The combination with the base A and cutting-
table or bed G of tlie disk F and adjusting screws 6,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the parts
A, F, G, and D, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

5. The combination with the parts A, B, D, and
E, of the operating shafts and cutting mechanism, *

substantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

81,089.—Henry C. Hulbert and Alonzo Fol-
lett, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Hat—August 18, 1868.—

A

body of stockinet or looped fabric, of the form of
the required head covering, is combined with a pli-

able coating, the two being consolidated by pressure
between dies. An embossed coating, contaluing
rubber, may be combined with the body to render
the same water-proof.

Claim.—1. The combination of a body of stock-
inet, of the form of the head covering required,
with a pliable coating ; the said combination being
consolidated by pressure between dies, substantially
as before set forth,

2. The combination of a cloth body, of the form of
the head covering required, Avith an embossed coat-
ing of India-rubber, substantially as before set forth.

81,090.—Stephen Hull, Poughkeepsie, IST. T.—Harvester Bake.—August 18, 1868.—This inven-
tion relates to improvements on the single driving-
wheel and rigid finger-bar harvesters, having a re-

volving raking and reeling attachment.
Claim.—1. The intermediate platform E, placed

between the grain platform and draught frame, and
having mounted upon it the rake and reel post F,
substantially as described.

2. The cam plate H, the spur wheel G, and the
adjustable journal box C^ applied upon the post F,
in combination with the pinion shaft D and driving
wheel B, substantially as described.

3. The closed cam plate H, constructed to operate
upon the reel and rake arms, as described, and ex-
tended to or nearly to the inner surface of the cam
rail K, so as to serve as a top shield for the rake and
reel gearing.

4. The cam projection j', arranged as described,
in combiuation with the projections j upon the piv-

oted reel arm hinging portions H^, substantially as
described.

5. The construction of the cam rail K, inner di-

vider L, and the device K', so that these pai-ts unite
and form conjointly a continuous closed shield at
the inner front corner ard inner edge of the plat-

form, as shown, and thus serve for keeping the loose
straw and other obstacles from getting under the
cam plate H, as set forth.

6. The combination of the side shield L and the
extended closed cam plate H, the same "being con-
structed and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

7. The removable apron N applied to the bearing
B' and cam rail K, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

8. Shaft d, supported at one end by a sliding bear-
ing c^, on post F, and connected at the other end to
the axle of the wheel B by a coupling box, h, iu com-
bination with the pinion e, and a clutching device,
substantiallv as described.

9. 'I'he slotted and pivoted extended brace s', ap-

l)lied on the side of the tongue or pole M, and serv-

ing to brace the same, and also serving as a means
for raising and lowering the same, iu combination
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with the vibrating latching-lever T and segment K
the whole substantially as herein described.

10. A combined revolving reel and i-ake, mounted
on a suppoi't, which is on the intermediate platform
E of a harvester, such combined reel and rake hav-
ing its arms hinged to one head, which revolves in-

dependently of the support, and also has its arms
guided and controlled by a cam, or cam and guide
rail, ill their movements over the grain platform,

and turned up at intervals to nearly an upright po-

sition in rear of their support or axis ; the shaft or
axis of said reel and rake being vertical, or nearly
so, substantially as and for the purpose described.

11. The combination of a vertical shaft, which has
its support on platform E of tbe harvester, a cam
guide way and reel and rake arms combined, which
revolve independently of the vertical shaft, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

12. The construction of a seat standard, A^, of a
strip or piece of spring metal twisted, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

81,091.—Aaron Huff, Swedesboro, N. J".—
Tentilator. — August 18, 1868. —A vertically and
horizontally adjustable and removable funnel is at-

tached to an outlet pipe, and is so arranged that it

may be swung into position for use, and also may
have its opening closed by merely changing the jio-

sition of its parts.

Claim.—1. A ventilator, having a swinging foul-

air pipe, combined with an outlet or discharge pipe,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
2. The above, in combination with an adjustable

funnel, substantially as and for the purpose described.

81,092.—Nathaniel Irish, Eochester, Minn.—
Attachmg Pole Straps to Neck Yokes.—August 18,

1868.—The pole straps pass through rings in the
hames of the harness and slot in the end of metallic
loops, which latter engage with a catch on the end
of the neck yoke.
Claim.—The pole straps C C and metallic loops

B B, when constructed, arranged, and used substan-
lially in the manner set forth.

81,093.—John A. Kestler, Chicago, 111.—iw-
bricating Oil.—August 18, 1868. — Composed of
crude petroleum, saleratus or sal soda, and brim-
stone. After the above is boiled and strained, kero-
sene is added. •

Claim.—The oil composed of the ingredients,
and manufactured as herein described.

81,094.-William O. Leslie, Philadelphia, Pa.—Apparatus for Drying Bricks.—August 18, 1868.

—A series of drying chambers are separated from
each other by iron folding doors, through which
chambers a railroad track is laid. Under one end
of the strnctm'e is a furnace, and hot air, of increas-
ing degrees of temperature, is introduced suc-
cessively into the separate chambers.

_
Claim.—The drying house above described, con-

sisting of the brick building A, having the compart-
ments Ai A2 A3, the furnace E, the hot-air pipes
H HI, the registers h^ h^ h^, the valve doors a a a,

the doors B B and D D, and the railroad E, R, all

constructed, combined, and arranged substantially
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

81,095.—"WiLLiAJSi P. Letchworth, Buffalo,
jS'. Y.—Machine for Bending Wood.—August 18,
1868.—A frame or former is provided with a groove
or channel made to conform, or nearly so. -^rith the
inner beveled edge of the hames, in which frame
the hame is retained while being bent. A thin strip
of metal is placed on the back of the hames to i)re-
vcnt the wood from breaking or slivering at the
edge while being bent.

Claim:—The herein-described device for bending
hames, consisting of the former, A, notched at one
end, and provided with a hook at the other, and
employed in connection with the strip /, all con-
structed and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

81,096.—Elbridge Manx and A. J, F. How-
^RD, Milford, Mass.—Soo« Crimp.—An^n^X 18, 1868.
—The teeth of the movable jaw are made of a

curved or sectoral shape instead of straight, in order
to prevent lateral displacement of the leather be-
tween the clasp and movable jaws.

Claim.—The construction of the movable jaw a,

as having its teeth of a curved or irregular shape,
in manner and for the purpose as before described.

81,097.-C. K. Marshall, IS^ew Orleans, La.—
Station Indicator.—August 18, 1868 ; antedated Au-
gust 6, 1868.—A series of tags, bearing the name of
a street or station, is arranged on independent rods,
having their bearings at regular intervals in ratchet
chains, which pass over rollers in the ends of a rect-
angular box ; the whole being operated by means
of a sliding bar, spring, and pawl ; the latter engag-
ing, with suitable projections, in an endless chain.

Claim.—1. The endless chain C, when the same is

composed of metal plates D and E, so united and ar-

ranged as to form the T-shaped ratchet bearing,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the endless chains C C and
tags F F, when the same are constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described.
3. The combination of the chains C C, plate G,

pawl I, and spring H, when the same are con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

81,098.—Joseph McDonald, Oshkosh, Wis.—
Cant ZToo/c—August 18, 1868.—The hook is provided
near its pivoted end with projections which act as
stoppers, to prevent the hook from falling too far
down toward the handle. The stoppers strike against
a metal bar secured between the cars of the retaining
band.
Claim.—The combination of the hook B and its

stoppers E E with band D, bar F, and the handle A,
the several parts beino; constructed to operate sub-
stantially as described.

81,099.—William C. McGowan and J. Madi-
son Hale, Georgia Plains,Vt.-J'ZyiVet/or Window.
—Au";ustl8, 1868.—A bag of tapering form is at-

tached to rods affixed to brackets on the outside of
a window. The mouth of the bag is placed in the
open part of a window and flies are driven into the
same. A flap hanging below the mouth of the bag
is made to close the same and thus secure the flies in
the bag.

Claim.—A bag of netting, B, extended over the
frame h b, &c., over the upper portion of a window,
and provided with the flap C, for closing the mouth,
as and for the purpose described.

81,100—Joe V. Meigs, Washington, D. C—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.—August 18, 1868 ; ante-
dated August 5, 1868.—Designed as an improvement
on ]]is patent of May 22, 1866. The breech block
slides loosely in an otlong slot in front of the breech
plug, and is'controlled by a bent lever pivoted to the
guard plate. A hook on the upper end of the link
serves to extract the ca]-tridge. A sliding guard is

connected with the breech block and lever, and the
gun is loaded by two simple movements.

Claim.—1. The loose breech block D, constructed,
arranged, and operating as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

2. The bent lever or link E, constructed, arranged,
and operating as and for the purpose described.

3. The hook e^, constructed as described, and vi-

brating in a vertical plane, to push in the cartridge
as the breech is closed, and hooking over the edge of
the cartridge shell as the breech is opened.

4. A cartridge inserting and extracting lever, hav-
ing three movable fulcra or working pivots, substan-
tially as described.

5. 'The combination of the sliding guard, the vi-

brating lever E, and the breech block, all con-
structed and arranged for joint operation as de-
scribed.

6. The combination of a vertically-sliding hori-

zontally-slotted breech block, with a vibrating lever,
having a pin Avorking in the slot of the breech block,
whereby the block is held up to close the breech se-

curely AVithout strain on the lever.

7, The combination, as described, with the hammer
of the vertically-moving loose breech block, con-
structed as described, whereby the block can be used
as a fii-ing pin.
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81,3 01.—"William M. ITewton, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and John E. Armexdt, same
place. — Brush. — August 18, 1868. — Relates to
trenches or pencils used for painting the seams in

hulls of vessels, for the white striping of brick walls,

(tc. This construction admits of readily replacing
the bristles when worn.

Claim.—The improved trencher brush, consisting
of the combined handle and frame A, made of a single
piece of metal, and the plate B secured thereto, as
herein shown and described.

81,102.—James Ohlen, Columbus, Ohio.—Ai-
taching Handle to Saw.—August 18, 18G8.—Remov-
able handle attachment for large cross-cut or log
saws, wliei'eby-the socket which receives the handle
is secured to the saw in a more substantial manner.

Claim.—1. The construction of the socket B, jaws
Bi, and slotted or split screw bolt B^ in one piece,

substantially as shown and described.
2. The slotted washer E, in combination witli the

nut D, bolt B2, ja^-s B^, and socket B, substantially

as described.

81,103.—Gerrit V. Orton, and "William H.
DOANE, Cinciuuati, Ohio.

—

Machine for Wiring
Window Blind.—August 13, 1868.-The outer end of
the feed arm is depressed by the action of the driver
after discharging a staple, and, upon being relieved

by raising the driver, is thrown upward iuto a suffi-

ciently inclined position to allow the staples to move
downward by gravity preparatory to the succeeding
action of the driver.

Claim.—The feed bar d, when so pivoted and ar-

ranged that it will be depressed by the action of the

driver b, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.

81,104.—J. B. PATTERSON", Portage City, Ohio,
—Compound for Preserving Eggs.—August 18. 1868.

—The eggs are covered with a solution of potash,

sal-soda', sugar, vinegar, and oil.

Claim.—The herein-described compound,composed
of the ingredients substantially as set forth, for the
purpose specified.

81,105.-Henry F.Phillips and Henry "W.
Leonard, Auburn, !N". Y.

—

Machine for Grinding
the Cutter of Mowing Macldne.—August 18, 1868.—
The stone is fed up to the sections while the cutter

bar sections are rigidly held, or the sections are

pi'esented to the stone Avhile the stone is rigidly held.

The frame is susceptible of a rocking or rolling mo-
tion, for adjusting the dip or inclination of the stone,

and of a sliding motion to fix the position of the
stone.

Claim.—1. In combination -n'itli the curved or

hollowed out block B, the rocking and adjustable

bearer c, for adjusting the shaft of the grindstone,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the shaft D and its stone
E, the collar e and arm g, so that the stone may be
fed and licld up to the sections by a positive and un-

yielding feed, or be held rigid by said arm, substan-
tially as and ifbr the purpose described.

3. The coml)inati()n of the table or arcs 1 1', with
the holder G, for guiding, holding, and gauging the

inclination of said liolder, by devices connected
therewith, sul)stantially as described.

4. In combination with a fixed position of ro-

tation of the stone, the screw q, as a feeding screw,

to feed the section to the stone and rigidly hold it

against jar or motion, and thus prevent the stone

from wearing out of round, substantially as de-

scribed.

81 ,1 06.—Joel Putnam, Danvers, Mass.—Shoe.
—Auirust IS, 1868.—The two flaps prevent extrane-

ous inatt(,'r from working into the shoe at either side

of the lacing slit.

Claim.—As ray invention, the new or improved
manufacture or shoe as made with two flies applied

and fastened along the sides of its lacing slit, and
formed so as to overlap one another under circura-

stauces as specified.

81,107. — Georoe p. Rkei), Boston, Mass.—
Fafc/t.—August 18, 1868.—Affords ready access to

the spring and click of the winding ratchet, for the
purpose of letting down the main spring, preparatory
to taking the watch apart.
CZawn.-Forming an orifice in the top on stop

works plate of a watch, and partially or wholly sur-
rounding the winding arbor thereof, such orifice be-
ing disposed above or opposite the main wheel and
winding ratchet, and the spring and click of the lat-

ter, essentially in manner and to operate as herein
shown and described.

81,108.—Jacob Reichard, Fayetteville, Pa.—
Cultivator.—August 18, 1868.—The cultivator teeth
are attached to a frame whose front cross bar is

gi-asped by a bifurcated arm projecting from a roller,

which latter may be partially rotated by a lever, so
as to throw upward the front and depress the rear of
tlie frame, and thereby bury the teeth in the ground,
any position of the lever being maintained by notched
stationary plates.

Claim.—An improved cultivator, arranged, con-
structed, and operating substantially in the man-
ner as shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

81 , 109.—Edward Sabint: Renwick, jSTcw York,
l>r. Y.

—

Grate for Hot-Air Furnace.—August 18,
1868.

Claim.—The combination of the following instru-
mentalities, viz, the fire box, two gangs of grate
bars, the members of one of which are reciprocat-
able longitudinally relatively to those of the other, a
rock shaft, with w'hich the grate bars are connected,
so that they may be tipped, and a grate-bar mover,
connected with one gang of grate bars in the vicinity
of the axis of the rock shaft, all operating substan-
tially as before set forth.

2. The combination of the following instrumen-
talities, viz, the fire box, two gangs of grate bars,
having the relationship aforesaid, the rock shaft, on
which the grate may be tipped, the grate-bar mover,
connected ^\•ith one gang of grate bars in the vicinity
of the axis of the rock shaft, and a lever handle, ar-
ranged at the exterior of the ash pit, substantially as
before set forth.

81,110.—Charles F. Richers, ISTew York, IST.

Y.—Harness Rosette.—August 18, 1868.—The fringe
holder being inserted in the rosette, springs to the
position which insures its retention.

Claim.—The employment of the detachable fringe
holder D, in combination with the rosette, provided
with the spring G, substantially as aiid for tbe pur-
pose herein stated.

81,111.— Ezra Ripley, Troy, ]S^. Y.— Screw
Handle Attachment.—August 18, 1868.—The conical
shank is firmly secured to the bowl of the spoon or
dipper, by soldering or otherwise.
CZaim.—The conical shank B, or its equivalent,

having the screw C on one end thereof, for the
purposes of connecting wooden or other handles to
spoons, bowls, or other culinary vessels, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein de-
scribed and set forth.

81,112.—Henry J. Ruggles, Poultney, Vt—
Slate Trimming Machine.—August 18, 1868.—This
invention is based upon the discovery that by bring-
ing an additional cutting edge into operation before
tlie first-applied cutting edge has passed entirely
through, so as to cause the two cuts to meet at some
distance from the edge, no liability to chip or break
off the corners is incurred.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cutting edges /
and g of the moving knife, so as to cut from both
opposite edges of the slate, and cause the cut to ter-

minate at a distance from either edge, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

81,113.—John Salsbury, Central Falls, R. I.—
Loom.—August 18, 1868.—The object is to lessen the
shock and strain which the various parts of tlie loom
receive whenever the shipping mechanism is brought
into instant use by reason of the loom failing to per-

form its functions^ in a proper manner.
Claim.—1. The protecting pin a, coustrncted as

described, with a rubber packing, 6, or spiral spring,
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and slide or pin c, substantially as and for tlie pur-
poses specified.

2. The combination of the barrel C, Fig. 3, rubber

Eackinp: I), and piston E, in combination -VTitb the
reast beam, iu the manner and for the purposes

specified.

3. The combination of the rod Y, cylinder H, and
spiral spring or rubber packing, constructed and
arranged substantially as described, for the purposes
specified.

4. The combination of the device shown in Fig. 3,

the frog or shoe L, and the breast beam, in the man-
ner described, and for the purposes specified.

81,114.—Amos Sargext, Brewer, Mq.—Steer-

ing Apparatus.—August 18, 18G8.—The elastic guard
constitutes a track for the pinion, so that -when the
apparatus is in motion any obstacles which may be
lying upon the deck are easily overridden in conse-
quence of the vertical movement of which said guard
is susceptible.

Claim.—The curved and elastic guard / applied
to the rack d and pinion c', as and for the purpose
set forth.

81,115.—Geouge F. Smith, Plantsville, Conn.—Carriage-Axle Coupling.—August 18, 1868.—The
cylindrical enlargement of the king bolt at its base,
in connection Avith the socket piece or cup of the
upper bed plate, is designed to afford additional
strength at the center of the axle.

Claim.—T\xQ. combination of the bed plate c, with
clips ff a joined to it, so as to embrace the axle at its

middle.
2. The bed plate c, the king bolt E, and the mid-

dle clips a a, as joined together iu one piece.
3. The arrangement of the ends of the bed plate

within the clips d d of each pair of the sweep clips,

when such bed plate, the middle clips, and the king
bolt are joined together in one piece, as set forth.

4. The king bolt, its cylindrical cup base, the bed
plate, and middle clips, as joined together and ap-
plied to the axle, as set forth.

81,116.—Chart.es F. Spexcer, Eochester, IST.

T.

—

Fruit Jar.—August 18, 1868.—The stopper is

held in forcible contact with the gasket by means of
the cross yoke bearing upon the mouth of the jar. 'Bj
thus sealing the jar from the inside, the stopper can
be easily removed by loosening tiae clamp, when the
stopper is forced down by the" pressure of the atmo-
sphere, and may be readily withdrawn.
Claim.—The combination of the annular recess C,

provided with shoulders a d and stopper B, formed
with its upper edge beveled or cone-shai^ed, and
central lug e, or its equivalent, with the cross rod g,
inclined bearings i i, and gasket &, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

81,117,—Edwix E. Stilwell, Davton, Ohio.—
Feed Water Heater/or Boiler.s.-A\\g\i&tl8, 1868.-The
disk causes the water to descend in a tliin sheet, but
before it reaches the first or upper shelf the steam
issuing from the top of the steam pipe dashes it in
the form of spray toward the walls of the case.
The water falls from shelf to shelf through openings
near the pipe, andraeetingafreshcurrent of steamat
each opening it is separated into spray, and heated
and freed from lime and other matter which are de-
posited upon the slielves.

Claim.-—1 . A distributing disk, located above the
series of shelves, to receive and distribute the water
from tlie induction water pipe, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A series of shelves to check the flow and re-
ceive the impurities of water, in combination with
a steam pipe or pipes, arranged substantially as de-
scribed, and provided with a series of orifices for in-
troducing the steam at different levels, so as to bring
several cui-rents of steam into fresh and simultane-
ous action upon the water, substantially as descril)ed.

3. The induction steam pipe H, entering, below
tie scries of shelves, and provided with a series of
openings for the escape of steam, substantially as
described.

4. The dripping troughs h h, arrange(J substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

81,118.—Jacob Stone, Belvidere, K". J., as-

signor to himself and Abraji F. Randolph, Wash-
ington, D. C.

—

Grate of Railroad Car Stove.—An-
giist 18, 18G8.—A horizontal lever is connected with
the grate post beneath the ash chamber, and re-

ceives a liandle by which the grate may be rotated
reciprocally in a horizontal plane to shake down the
ashes, or turned far enough to be allowed to tilt, to
discharge the contents of the fire box.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a car stove
grate, of a central post arranged to be turned iu its

bearings, and to A\-hich the grate is centrally hinged,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the grate with the central
post, when the latter extends downwards through
the ash chamber, and beyond its bottom plate, and is

supported in the latter, so that the grate may be
agitated or upset, substantially in the manner set

forth.

81,119.—Isaac Vaxderslice, Philadelphia, Pa.—mile Can.—August 18, 3868.—This invention is in-

tended to provide a strong bottom, and enable the
can to be rolled upon its lower edge without being
bent or otherwise injured.
Claim.—The cast-iron milk-can bottom B, haying

the upward and downward projecting flanges b^ b^,

the latter having an external beveled surface, to
form a thread upon which to roll the can, as set forth.

81,120.—-Joseph Scott Vanhorn and Wil-
liabi H. Pack, Jersey City, N. J.

—

Spring Slat Bed
Bottom.—August 18, 1868.—The end pieces may be
shifted toward or away from the extremities of the
bed bottom for the purpose of adapting the slats to
sustain more or less weight. The slats rest upon the
springs, and the springs are free to yield and descend
under pressure.

Claim.—1. The spring a, constructed substan-
tially as shown and applied as a central bearing for
a bed slat, in the crown of its arch, substantially as
set forth.

2. The combination, with the springs a and the
arched slats, of the adjustable pieces //, arranged to
be shifted in the side pieces, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

3. The combination of the rods c and hooks or
clasps k, with the slat and Its central supporting
spring, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

81,121.—William H. "Whiterow, New Al-
bany, assignor to himself and William Detrick,
Greencastle, Ind.

—

Corn Sheller.—August 18, 1868.
—The bars at the rear of the upright are forced to-
gether by springs and have projecting fingers which
hold the ear and i^revent it from turning as it is

slielled and fed through the sheller.

Claim.—1. The shelling lips c and spiral feeding
edge^ d, the pivoted bars H H, and the wheel G, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

2. Tlie bars J J, at the rear of the upright A, in
connection with the bars H, provided with the shel-
ling lips and feeding edges, all arranged sabstau-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The tube F, in combination with the bars J J,
bars H H, and the wheels E G, all arranged and
eomlnncd to operate in the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

81,122.—Charles Hexry Whitemore, Lewis-
ton, Me.

—

Medical Compound.—August 18, 1868.

—

A liniment for rheumatism. Essential oil of turpen-
tine, linseed oil, saleratus, tincture of lobelia, and
tincture of balm of Gilead.

Claim.—The combination of the three ingredients
herein first named, also their combination with
either or both of the others.

81,123.—William L. Williams, New York,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Splitting Kindling ^Yood.—Au-
gust 18, 1868.—Tlie feeding rollers act upon the ends
of the pieces of wood to move them forward in a
trough at the time when the splitting knives are
raised above the wood, thereby causing'the feed and
the knives to alternate in their action. The steady-
ing bars hold up the pieces of wood as they afo
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split, but yield to the -wood as it is spread by tlic

entering- of the knives.
Glaim.—1. A jjair of feeding rollers, m n, moved

progressively when the splitting knives are out of
the wood, in combination with the said splitting
knives, and trough in which the wood is inoved
along by said rollers, and supported while being
split, substantially as specified.

2. The spring steadying bars n', in combination
with the feed rollers m n, and splitting knives /, as
and for the purposes specified.

81,124.—Albert A. Young, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Francis McLaughlin,
same place.—A^^ree^ Car Lantern.—A\xgVi?,t 18, 1868.

Claim.—1 The construction and arrangement of
the lantern B, adjusted upon the roof of the car A,
by suitable fastenings, whereby the light from a sin-

gle lamp, reflected as described, will both light the car
and indicate its destination, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the sig-

nal light c, inserted in the lantern B, at each end,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed. )

3 .The ventilators h h, as constructed and ar-

ranged, with wire netting, or its equivalent, upon
the sides of the lantern B, substantially as described.

4. Lighting street cars from the center of thereof
of the ear by means of a lamp or other light, hung
in a lantern px-ovided with reflecting surfaces, said
lantern being raised above and fastened upon the
roof of the car, substantially as described.

81,125.—Enoch J". Allen, Eondout, N. Y.—
Scow.—August 18, 18G8.—A method of construct-
ing scows with a view to strengthen the same, and
enable them to sustain heavier loads.
Claim.—The combination of the cross keelsons

and beams H I, transverse trestles J, and longitu-
dinal trestles G, arranged, as described, in a scow,
whereby the cross keelsons support the transverse
trestles, and the latter support the longitudinal tres-

tles, as herein shown and described.

81,126.—Emanuel Andrev/s, "Williamsport,
Pa.

—

Saiv- Grinding Machine.—August 18, 18G8.

—

The blade is placed in position upon the reciprocat-
ing ])ed and beneath the rollers, the force of the lev-

ers being then exerted to arise the bed and cause
the blade to bear against the rotating grindstone.
The rollers confine the blade and its supporting
plate to the bed.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sliding bedE,
grindstone Q, and two rollers 4 4, when the latter

are geared to and their circumferences are caused to
traverse at the same speed as the bed; substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the traversing bed, the
fiame E, and the system of levers herein described,
or the equivalent to the same, whereby a yielding
upward pressure is applied to elevate the said frame
and bed.

3. Tlie combination of the said traversing bed,
the frame E, the system of levers herein described,
or their equivalents, and the set screw m, or its

equivalent, whereby the extent of the upward move-
ment of the said bed may be limited without pre-

venting the bed from yielding Avhen necessary.
4. The combination of the traversing bed, the

grindstone spindle, and its bearings, when the latter

admit of separate vertical adjustment as described.

5. The combination of the grindstone spindle, the
operating screw P, and the devices or their equiva-
lents connftcted therewith, for the purpose of im-
parting a lateral motion to said grindstone.

81 ,127.—Edwin R. Baker, Eairhaven, assignor
to himself and John P. Linton, New Bedford, Mass.
—Wagon Hub.—August 18, 1808.—The butts of the
spokes are in contact with each other, and hence
completely fill the annular space between the two
parts of the hub.
Claim.—I. The metallic hub, cast in two hollow

parts, with the part B cast upon the box D, both
pai'ts being fitted together as described, tfd clasp the
ends of the spokes C between them, as s-et forth.

2. The metallic hub, when its hollow shell B is

cast upon and with the box D, as herein described
for the purpose specified.

81,128.—Philander Baker, Chicago, HI.—
Lamp Burner

.

—August 18, 1868 ; antedated August
5, 1868.—In one side of the tube which is screwed
into the reservoir is an opening through which oil

may be poured into the lamp, upon renioving, with
the burner, the tube which closes said aperture.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tubes B I), and
the sectional or divided wick tube C C, arranged
and operating as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination of the tubesB D, plate E, stand-
ards c, or their equivalent, and the perforated plate
E, substantially as specified and shown.

3. The combination of the tubes B D, divided wick
tube C C, plate E, standards c, and perforated plate
F, arranged and operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

81,129.—Andrew B. Barnard, Sherman E.
ISTye, and Richard L. Hewett, "West Eitchburg,
Mass.— Harvester.—August 18, 1868.—The com-
pound lever is connected by a chain to another cam
which is operated by a lever under control of the
driver to raise the cutters.

Claim..—The combination of the compound lever
ef, the cam lever (/, with the cam lever i, and foot
lever I, or their equivalents, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

81,130.—James B. Bowen, Cleanthus A.
Peed, and Charles A. Whelan, Madison, Wis.—
Harvester Rake.—August 18,1868.—The rake is recip-
rocated by means of the grooved wheel and vibrating
lever. As the rake moves in one direction, it lies

horizontally upon the platform to sweep off tlie grain

;

but, in finishing this movement, the heel of the rake
is depressed by a spring, and made to enter a groove
in which it traverses during the return movement of
the rake, the effect being to hold the rake out of con-
tact with the platform.

Claim:—1. The rake E, mounted on the rod G-, in
combination with the guide board L, having the
groove P formed therein, and the spring H, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
described.

^
2. The combination of the wheel A, having the

groove B formed therein, as described, with the lever
I), pivoted to the standard M, having the arm T
attached, for operating the rake, substantially as set

forth.

81,131.—Thomas H. Bowerman and C'VL'stn

J. Dart, Cold "Water, Mich.— Saah Fastening.—
August 18, 1868.—The catch plate vibrates upon a
pivot, and the spring acts constantly to project it

through the slotted plate and hold it in engagement
with the notched sash. By means of the sliding pin
and knob the catch plate may be drawn back flush

with the slotted plate to permit the sash to be
moved freely.

Claim.—The window-fastener, as constructed,
with the slotted plate A, catch B, spring D, and arm
c, as arranged in combination with the sliding pin e

and knob C, for operating the same, substantially in

the manner as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,132.—"William a. Brickill, New York, N.
Y.

—

Feed Water Heater for Steam Fire Engines'.—
August 18, 1868.—A water heater is combined with
a st^am fire engine in such a manner that water has
to pass through the same and become heated on its

way to the boiler, the object being to exp*jdite the
production of steam.

Claim.—The combination with a steam fire en-

gine of a heating apparatus, constructed substan-
tially as descril)ed, and ibr the purposes fully set

forth.

81,133.—Leonard C. Briggs, Boston, Mass,—
Lcft-Off for iooTO.—August 18, 1868.—The disk re-

volves upon and traverses the fixed screw in such a
manner as to cause a spring, which it acts against,

to react upon the spindle of the beam, and thus to

produce friction and check the revolution of the
beam.
Claim.—1. The combination and ai-rangcment of
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the wheel L, the scre-w arm D, the spring S, and
fi-ictio!i disk F, working substantially as described,
and tor the purpose set forth.

2. The coinbijiation and arrangement of its pinion
P, spur wheel O, shaft I, barrel pinion K, wheel L,
the screw arm D, spring S, and friction disk F,
working substantially as described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

81,134.—Paul M. Burxs, Preetown, Mass.—
Wash-Boiler.—August 18, 18G8.—The arms prevent
the clothes from rising as the water is showered
upon them.

Claim.—The cylindi-ical sprinMer C, applied to

a wash boiler, and provided with holes a' on the
lower half of its surface, and arms D', for holding
down the clothes, the whole arranged and operating
substantially as described.

81,135.-Xelsox G. Burk, Homer, N. T.—
Carriage Top.—August 18, 1SC8.—By moving the
handle toward the center of the carriage body, both
catches may be released at once, to let the top down
to the position in which the bow or standards rest

upon the back rail.

Claim.—1. Supporting the top of a carriage with
a single bow or paii* of standards, substantially as

described.
2. In combination with a single bow supporting the

top of the carriage, the stands to which the bow is

pivoted, so as to be raised or lowered.
3. Hanging the single bow or pair of standards

which support the top of the carriage on pivots, so
that it may be raised or lowered as desired.

4. Extending the ends of the bow beyond the pivots
on which it swings, to serve as a means of locking
the bow below the pivot when the top is raised, sub-

stantially as described.
5. The spring catches for locking the bow or stand-

ards of the top in position when it is raised.

6. In combination with the spring catches K K,
the lever or handle and the link Q, which connects
the catches, so as to release them both at once by
moving the lever or handle P.

7. In combination with the single bow supporting
the top, the bars 1 1 and ribs J, which support the
covering, substantially as described.

81,136. — Car Carpenter, Buffalo, :N'. Y.—
Method of Generating Gasfrom Petroleum.—August
18, 1863.—A condenser is used iu connection Avith

the boiler for collecting surplus vapor and condensing
it into its original form, in case vapor is generated
in the boiler tiuicker than the retorts can convert it

into gas, in consequence of the occasional variation
of the heat required for the respective processes.
Claim.—1. The method herein described of gener-

ating illuminating gas from crude petroleum or other
impure liquid hydrocarbons, consisting in, first,

vaporizing the same, by subjecting a body thereof to
a low boiling heat in a boiler, and then 'converting
said vapor into a fixed gas, by subjecting it to a high
heat in a separate retort, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the boiler A, constructed
and operating as described, a condenser, E, substan-
tially as and for the i^urpose described.

3. In combination with the boUer A, constructed
and operating as described, the steam or vapor gauge
a', substantiallv as and for the purpose specified.

81,137.—Car Carpenter, Buffalo, X. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Keating Railroad Cars.—August 18,

1868.—When tlie cars are in motion, the steam pipe
is closed, or nearly so, and the fan set in operation,
to force air through the fiu-nace-pipe and register
into the different cars. Tlie air may be moistened
by the admission of a small amount of steam. In case
of a detention of the cars, the air pipe near the fan is

closed by a valve, the other air valves are closed, and,
the steam valve being opened, steam is forced
through the coil in the heater, and into the radi-

ators.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

steam pipe K, fan E, valve S, furnace B, conducting
pipe F, branches H H', provided with valves j j',

and register and radiator 1 1', adapted for the use of
steam and hot air alternately or together in heating
a train of cars, substantially in the mtmner set forth.

23 P—VOL. II

81,138.—William Carpenter, Fairbury, HI.—
Braiding Attachonent for Sewing Machines

.

— Au-
gust 18, 1868.—The braid is so guided that it may be
sewed to the cloth in the middle or at either edge,
and twisting and kinking ofthe braid is avoided; the
view of the marks on the cloth is unobstructed by the
braid, as it is fed to the machine.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a sewing ma-
chine, of tlie braiding attachment herein described,
consisting of the braid reel, liraid foot, and pivoted
guide fingers, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The combination, with a sewing machine, of the
braid foot and pivoted guide fingers, substtmtiaUy as
herein shown and described.

3. The combination, with the braid foot, of the
guide fingers H H and guide rod I, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

81,139.—William Caven, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Stove Grate.—August 18, 1868.—The grate may be
shaken horizontally about its axis, to precipitate the
ashes, or, by a slight change of location, it may be
tilted into a vertical position for the purpose Ijf

dumping the spent fuel into the ash pit.

Claim.—1. The combination of the grate D, pro-
vided with a central soehet E, handle G-, and pivot
H, the bar C, provided with the central stud F and
extension c, and the slots or recesses I 6', all arranged
and employed substantially as described for the pur-
poses specified.

2. In combination with the elements of the pre-
ceding clause, the stop J, for the purpose explained.

81,140.—William E. Clark, Boston, Mass.—
Cutting Printers' Leads.—August 18, 1868.—When
the movable cutter descends and commences to sever
a lead, said cutter presses the lead against the guide *

for the purpose of effecting an accurate cut. The
shelf supports that portion of a lead which is to be
severed from a main stock, preventing it from being
bent by its own weight or other cause, when pro-
jected forward between and beyond the movable and
stationary cutters.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the guide &, shelf

n, a movable and stationary cutter, and slot E, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of the graduated scale I, the
adjustable gauge H, the movable and stationary
cutter, and a guide b, when constructed and operated
as and for the purpose set forth.

8 1,141.—Charles Clarke, Coral, 10..— Carriage
Wheel.—August 18, 1868.—Designed as an effective
means of securing the spoke to the hub, and bracing
the wheel against dishing.
Claim.—The braec C, having the shoulder d and

spur/, all constructed as described, and applied to a
wheel, substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

81,142.—JoHiJlSr. Clarke, Cmcinnati, Ohio.—
Horseshoe.—August 18, 1868.—The device is suscep-
tible of adjustment, so that it may be applied to shoes
of various sizes.

Claim.—The detachable calk for horseshoes, con-
sisting ofthe inwardly-curved bars B C, calks b b' c

c', retaining screw 1), and clips E either with or
without the spurs e, substantially as herein described
and set forth.

81,143.—Porter Cook, Baltimore, M.(L—Sheet

,

Metal Can.—August 18, 1868.

Claim.—An angular sheet metal can, having some
or all of its sides provided with depressions a a', of
increasing depth, forming inward convexities, for

the pm'pose of preventing the bulging outward of
said parts by pressure within the can, substantially
as described.

81,144.—William F. Cornell, Adrian, Mich.—Surface Gauge.— August 18. 1868.—A surface
gauge for machinists, so constructed that by the em-
plovment of a single adjustable screw, the surface
and scribing points may be held in any desired posi-
tion.

Claim.—1. The T-headed arbor H, having a semi-
cylindrical head, and semi-spherical staple o, iu com-
bination with the T-ended coUai- N, with its concave
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and SGtni-cylinclrical end, for tlio purpose of forming
a clasp, all conBtructod in the manner and for the
purpose set forth and described.

2. The conical-shaped washer b, and feather c, in

combination with the clasp E, nut D, and T-headed
arbor 11, constructed in the manner set forth and
described.

81,145.—WilliA3I E. Cornell, Adrian, Mich.,
assignor to himself and Silas Hurlbut, same place.—Hatchet Brace.—August 18, 1868.—A ratchet brace
for drilling, countersinking, and counterboring, to
be used by machinists, boiler makers, and others.
By the use of one screw-ring cap and pinch screw
cither the ratchet-drill shaft or ratchct-countcrsink
shaft can be secured in the ratchet brace.

Claim.—1. The combination of the socketed arm
B, ratcliet wheel J, and shaft C, and feed screw I,

substantially as antl for the purpose set fortli.

2. The combination of the screw-ring cap E with
the cylindrical socket A, and ratchet'shaft C, sub-
stantially as and foi' the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the countcrbore K or count-
ersink M with ratchet shaft C, wlieel J, the cylin-

drical socket X, shank V, feather c, and seat i, for
the purpose as set forth and described.

4. The combination of the thumb nuts n and o

with spindle L, constructed in the manner and for

the pui-pose as set forth ajid described.

81,14G.—L. TT. CusiinfG and Stillman White,
Waltham, Mass.—Fane.—August 18, 1 868.—Con-
sists in making a casting whicii constitutes a strong
fi-ameto Avhich the other parts may be attached, and
contains the contour or distinguishing features of
the design. The convex side-pieces, to give liillness

to the ligm'e, are attaclicd to said outline casting.

Claiin.—In the construction of vanes, the cast-

metal outline, in coml)iaation with the plates form-
ing the sides, substantially as described and for the
ptupose set forth.

81,147.— Isaac W. Dean, Franklin, Conn.—
Mode o/Preseroing the Roofs of Buildingn.—Ansnst
18, 1868.—Tlie roof is saturated with the i)res{!rving

matCTial A\-henever it rains, the water percolating
thi'ougli tlio preserving substance and carrying the
soluble part thereof with it as it runs down upon the
roof.

C'toim.—Saturating the roofs of buildings with
preserving material by moans of a receptacle, or its

equivalent, i)laced at or near the top of the roof, said

receptacle containing the preserving material, sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose speciiied.

81,148.—J. n. DiCKSOX, Alford, lm\.—Plow.—
August 18, 1868.—The ends of the plate are bent up
and slotted, and secured to tlie beam by bolts, so

tliat it may be adjusted to change the depth of pene-
tration of the clod-eutting knives.

Claim.—The adjustable plate C, and the curved
knives D D, when "used in combination with a shovel
or otlici- plow, li, and its l)eam A, the sc'S'eral i)aits

being constnicted and arranged substantially as and
for the pm-posc herein set forth.

81,149.—AuRATTAM D. Dttmars, Lancaster, Pa.
Mode of Preparing Coal DuHtfoi' Fuel.—August 18,

1868.—^A proper [n-ojioitiou of tlour of sulphur is in-

corporateil with the coal dust, and suUicieut water is

added to give the mass the consistency of mortar.
Claim.—Vvii\YM:'m^ coiU dust for fuel, substantially

as herein shown aucTdescribed, and for the purposes
set forth.

81,15©.—Charles Dixon, Wecdsport, N". Y.—
Fastener for Vehicle /i'eit.—August 18, 1868.—The ef-

fect of moving the eccentric lover downward is to

throw the tower end of the hook lever outward and
upward, theniby clamping the bar or cleat of the box
and securing Mie seat in place.

Claim.—'Dm cam ov eccentric D, lever E, lover

Look F, and cars C, constructed and combined with
each other, .substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

C 81,151.—Gkougr Dorn, Albany, N. Y.— Egg
J Corrier.—August 18, 18C3. — Cages to rcocivo the

eggs, hold them upright, and keep them out of con-
tact with each other, are foj-med by cord, twine, or
rubber strips, rove through the cuds and sides of the
frame, and traversing tho interior of the same lu
opposite directions.
Claim-.—T\\o cords c' c" c'", of twine, rublxir, or

their equivalents, as described, woven and ari-anged
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

81,152

—

Eacitel Feibklman, Columbus, Ind.—Compound for Curing Felons and Similar Dis-
eases. — August 18, 1868.—A mixture of lye, decoc-
tion of camomile and alcohol.
Claim.—Tho composition of matter compounded

from tlie ingredients, and substantially in tho man-
ner set forth.

81,153.—William G-. GtOODale, Centralia, HI.
Fruit Crate.—August 18, 1868.—Tiie object is to ad-
rait air freely to the fruit, and enable the latter to
be transported over rough roads without being
bruised.

Claim-.— The fruit crate above described, con-
sisting of tho box A B, loose plates C G, springs D
S, and boxes F F' F^, constructed and arranged in
the manner described.

81,154.—Charles Feickert, New York, N. Y.—Machine for Covering Molds for Tassels.—August
18, 1868.—The spools and guides may be readily ad-

justed to con-espond to the taper of the mold to ho
covered. The wires pass through the guide hooks,
and the threads slide over the outer surtace>s of the
barbs of tlie hooks, in such a manner tliat tho
threads are deposited on the wires before the samo
reach the mokl.

Claim.—1. The movable bracket G, in combina-
tion with the flier F, carrying the spools E and
guides i, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The hooks t, fonning guides for the wires c, on
their passage to tho spindle C, and also for tho
threads, as the samo aro deposited on tho wires,
substantially in the manner herein shown and do-

scri bed.
3. Depositing the thi-cads on the wires c bcforo

the same reach the mold, substantially as and for

the pm-posc set forth.

81,155.—Addison C. Fletcher, New York, T^.

Y.—Grate 7>ars.— August 18, 1868. — Tho spaces
between tho fuel points admit air to tlie incandes-
cent fuel, and afford an escape for dust and ashes
from the lire bed. Frovision is made for economi-
cally renewing the fuel points, and the construction
is sucli as to afford a proixjr grate surface, with a
copious supply of air.

Claim.— I. A grate bar, constructed or provided
with separated fuel points of a detacluiblc! cliaractci-,

and so that tlie same may be readily fitted to and
retained liy t-lie main portion or body of the bar at

suitable fixed distances apart, leaving air ducts or
spaces between them, substantially as specified.

2. Tn combination with the niaiii portion or body
A of tlie l)ar, the loose or detacliable points B, Avhen
constructed so as to leave air spaces of an enlarged
or enlarging capacity in a downward direction
between tliem, essentially as herein set foJth.

3. 'J'lie comliination, with tlio l)ody jiortion of tho
bar, of detacliable separated fuel pouits, having air

ducts or passages thi-ough them, substantially as

specified.

81,156.—P. G. Floyd and E, A. Floit), Ma-
coml), 1\]. — Stirrer for Seed ^'owers.-August 18,

1868.—Insures the regular delivery of tho gi'uiii to

the discharge aperture by preventing clogging and
packing.
Claim.—Tho i-otating arm D, attached to the shaft

C, a.s shown and described, and arranged to revolve
within the hopper B, for tlie purpose set forth.

81 ,157..—Norman Fountain, New Yorlc, N. Y.
—Means for Stopping Uorses.—August 18,1868.

—

Tlu! pressure of tiic pads upon tlio nostrils causes
the horse to ojieu Jiis moutli (o breathe, and thereby
loose tlic hold of the bit with his teeth. When the

rciii is i-clcascd tho spring itjliovos tho horse's nose

e /r&s
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from the action of the pads. The lever, when the
reins arc liitclied to it, swings so as to place one of
its ends bet vrcen the wheel spokes.

Claim.—1. The spring c, canying the pads g, and
adopted to passing across the horse's nose, in com-
bination Avith the metallic slides d, introduced in the
headstall, and with the rein /, attached at the back
ends of said sprhig, the parts operating in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The lever h, fitted as specified, in combination
with the reins, for the purposes set forth.

81,15S.—Herbert E. Fowler, North Branford,
assignor to himself, J. "W. Bishop, D. P. Calhoun,
and L. Cowles, New Haven, Conn.

—

Harvester.—
August 18, 18()8.—The cutters are operated by a tog-
gle'joint actuated from the driving shaft. A single
revolution of tlie shaft, or one full movement of the
toggle joint, imparts two movements to the cutter.

Claim.—The arrangement of the eccentric M, or
its equivalent, upon the driving shaft, in combi-
nation with the toggle joint O and P, lever R, arm
C, and bell crank S, so as to operate substantially in
the manner herein set forth.

81,150—D. A. T. Gale. Ponghkeepsie, N. T.—lioaHer for Nuts.—August 18, 18(J8.—Arotarv cyl-

inder is confined in a hot air case, and provided with
gas burners. A warming apparatus, to wliicli the
tube that supplies gas to the roasting apparatus is

connected for supplying heat thereto, is so arranged
that, alter the nuts have been roasted and placed in
the said warming apparatus, the flow to the roasting
burner may be stopped, while that to the warming
apparatus continues.

Claim.—1. The described arrangement of the per-
forated case A, liaving the hinged cover B, the ro-

tating cylindrical heater C, gas pijx} G I, provided
with burners, case K, heating chamber L, and hot
ail" chamber M, as herein desciibed for the pm-poses
specified.

2. The arrangement of the gas pipe G I, having
the burners and cocks, with relation to the roasting
cylinder C and warming apparatus K, whereby heat
is applied to C K simultaneously or alternately, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

81,160.—Ha«ry C. Goodrich, Chicago, HI.—
Tuck Creaser for Hewing Machine.—August 18, 1868.

—The notch is ma<le to alway.s engage properly with
the jioint or spur, the notch* and point maintaining
the same relative positions whether naiTow or wide
tucks are being made.

Claim.—The spring E, when provided with a per-
manently attaclied notch/, which is always iji posi-
tion in relation to tlie point or blade &, whatever the
position of llic plate A may be, in combination with
the spring arm D, all constructed and operating sub-
Btsmtially as specified.

81,3 6J.—Jonx "W. Griswold and Edgar L.
Thomson, Philadelphia, Vix.—Grate l?ar.—August
18, 180'8.—A non-conducting material, such as plum-
bago, fireclay, or gypsum, is employed as a fixed core
upon which the iron grate bar i.s cast. The conical
holes form air passages to keep the bar cool and heat
the air prior to admission to the fuel, thus promoting
combustion.

C7«i?A/.—Perforating tlie bar A B, constructed as
descriljcd, Avith vertical conical holes D, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

81,162.—George GRi)r,EL, New Orleans, La.—
Tap and i>te.—August 18, 18(i8.

Claim.—As my improvement of screw cutting
dies and taps whose threads are divided transversely,
so as to present two or more salient cutting points,
omitting every alternate thread, and arranging those
that remain in alternation, so that the sections of
cutting thread following one another shall succes-
sively cut and give shape to opposite sides of the
thicad in the nut or on tlie bolt whicli is being
threaded or tapped, substantially as described.

81,163.—Olu-er B. Hale, Malono, N, Y.—
Portable. Cuoldng Stove.—Aw^iat 18, 1808.-A bed
plate has a central depression fonning au aah cham-

ber having a door open downward, and ft-om the bed
plate rise a number of brackets, supporting a top
plate, and grooved to receive the side sections.

Claim.—1. A portable stove, whose sides are com-
posed entirely of distinct sections E, fitted to slide

in vertical grooves, formed in the opposite sides of
posts D, substantially as herein shown and described,
for the purpose specified.

2. A stove provided with the vertical grooved
ways or guides D, and with boilers or vessels E, ar-

ranged to slide in the said ways, to be brought into
or moved out of contact Avith the fire, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the sections E, of the
springs G and guide rods H, substantially as and for

the purpose desciibed.
4. The sections E, provided with the pins or hooks

b, for susi>ending a boiler or other simUar apparatus
oA-er the fire, substantially as and for the pm'pose
described.

5. Perforatin g the sections E at or near their upper
edges, so that Avhen said sections are shoved down
foftlie attachment of a cooking vessel, the draughts
of air will be directed through the fire, or above the
fire, when the sections are fidly up to their places,

substantially as herein described and represciited.

G. The comjjination, with a stove, arranged as do-

scribed, of the ash door B, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

81,164—B.H. Harjiox and D. B. Sturdevaxt,
Clifton Sprmgs, N. Y.

—

Method of Removing Tin
and other Coating from Slieet Metal.—August 18,

18G8.

Claim.—1. The process of removing coatings from
sheet metal or other materials, by confining the latter

in a closed retort, and subjecting it to a current of
hot air, as herein set forth.

2. Imparting to the basket containing the scraps
a jan'ing or vibrating action, for the purpose^ of
liberating the melted material, as herein set forth.

3. Coustructiu'^ the basket holding tlie scraps Avith

an open or gi-ated bottom, and Avith jiei-forated sides,

in the manner and for the pui-pose specified.

81,165.—BexJiUriN F. Haugh, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Boltfor Prison Doors.—August 18, 18G8.—An
anangement of dc I'ices for securing the several doors
of the prison within a compartment that is inacces-
sible from the interior, but Avkich is conA^enient of
access to the jailor or tui'iikey.

Claim.— 1. The doors B and E, hinged hasp L,
bolts V, and bar w, in combination Avitb compartment
F, all an-anged as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hasp H and hooks O, for securing the door
D, in combination Avith corai)artmeut F, airanged
as and for the purpose set forth,

81,166.—J. A. Heald, Columbus, Miss.—Coni-
bined Fork, Shovel, and iZoe.-August 18, 1868.—By
this method of fastening, the haifdlc is adapted for

use in connection Avith a A'arictj' of imiilcments.
Claim.—The tubular handle A, the hook .shank B,

and the Avasher E, Avhen the same arc constructed,
arranged, and combined, substantially as shoAvnaud
described, for the purposes set forth.

81,167.—Hexry "W. Heavet. New York, N. Y.
—Steam Safety "TrtZye.-August 18, 1868.-The an-

nular groove betAveen the inner and outer margins
of the face of the valve is of greater area in cross

section than that of the ports in the vah"e seat, thus
presenting a larger .surface to the action of the steam
and effecting a reaction on the uncovei-cd portion
of the seat.

Claim.—!. The arrangement of the steam ports 6,

in the center or thereabouts ofthe A-ah'e seat, Avhether

said seat be a concave or convex cone, or both com-
bined, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the double seat n n, on tho
same plane, one on either side of the ports 6, sub-

stantiallv as shown and described.

3. Tlie'arrangemcntof an annular cavity or groove,
centrally or nearly so, in the face of the valve, and
of greater Avidth than that of the ports b in the seat,

so as to span said ports, substantially as and for tUo
pur[;<)«es set forth.

4. The arrangement of tbo case //, in combina-
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tion with the spring e, yalve C, collar D, and locking
cap G, substantially as shown and described for the
purpose set forth.

81,168.—'William D. Hooker, Sau Francisco,
Cal.

—

Direct-Acting Engine.—August 18, 1868.—By
means of two valves, one main and one auxiliary,
the steam is caused to act on each end of the piston
in the cylinder, alternately, without the use of ec-

centrics, cams, or tappets, wMle, by the use of a
system of ports opening at diflferent parts of the cyl-

inder and valve chamber, the valve and piston are
cushioned at each end of their stroke, so as to allow
a very_ high rate of speed.

Claim.—1. The auxiliary ports m m', together
with the main ports i i', in combination with the
main valve /, piston c, and auxiliaiy valve q, of a
direct-acting engine, constructed substantially as
described.

2. The arrangement of the auxiliary valve q, ports

p p' and nn', in combination with the main valve/,
and piston c, of a direct-acting engine, constructed
substantially as described.

3. In combination with the main valve /, supply
ports i i', exhaust ports j j', auxiliary valve q, and
ports p p', the small ports 1 1' and k k', substantially
as herein described.

81,169.—:N". Hotz, Greenpoint, ."N". Y.—Cofee
Pot—August 18, 1868 ; antedated August 5, 1868.—
The condenser is provided with a vent in order to
prevent the upper vessel being raised by the pressure
of the steam in the lower portion of the coffee pot.

Claim.—The condenser C within the chamber B,
having its one end open to the boiler A, audits other
open to the atmosphere, by an orifice in the side of
said condenser, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

81,170.-George C. Howard, Philadelphia, Pa.—MacMnefor Finishing Cloth.—August 18, 1868.

—

liotaiy shears are employed for finishing both sides
of the material, the latter being held in contact with
said shears by means of rests, as required.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cylinders Y v,

placed on opposite sides of web W, and the rests x
and handle Z, arranged and operated substantially
as described.

2. The combination of the rolls B b, shaft F, and
rolls D d, with the lever J, racks G, pinions H, and
friction I, the rolls B b turning the shaft F, and
through it, or the roll of material E, also turniug
the rolls D d, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the shaft F, provided with
points N if, the threaded end and notch m, with the
catch K and sleeve Z, substantially as described.

4. A stop-motion with the clutches S S and curved
arms Q Q, in combination with the clutch E., bar O,
slotted arms P P, pins K K, and guides//, substan-
tially as described.

81,in.—Peter ]Sr. Jacobus, Flatbrookville, IST.

J.—Screw-Driver and Cou7itersink.—Augnstl8, 1868.

—The screw-driver is so constructed tliat it shall

grasp the screw by the head, and hold it fij-mly while
iuserting it into the wood or removing it therefrom,
and that shall, while inserting the screw, ream away
the wood around it to form, a countersink for the
head.

Claim.—1. A screw-driver, provided with sliding
jaws, so operating that as they are slid inward tliey

converge, and grasp the head' of the screw firmly,
and as they are slid out again, they diverge and re-

lease it.

2. The combination of the part A, having the
fixed ring R, the sliding ring S, the movable jaws J
J J, and the metallia piece B, substantially as de-

scribed.

81,172.—BARTHOLOi^rEW A. Jeager, Bowers
Station, Pa.

—

Compound for Preserving Wood.—
August 18, 1868.—The wood is impregnated with
oxicle of zinc and sulphate of copper.

Claim.—A composition for preserving wood, con-
sisting of the ingredients herein set forth.

81,17.3.—Aaron Jennings, "West Cairo, Ohio.—
Shovel Plow.—Augmt 18, 1868.—The device operates

to uproot and cover weeds and grass close to the
cultivated plants, provision being made to prevent
the clods from falling upon the plants.
Claim.—The plow, provided with the side pro-

jection a, and with the upright guard b, on which
the fingers c are secured substantially as herein
shown and described.

81,174.—Frederick Judson, Castleton, N. Y.—Wash Boiler.—August 18, 1868.—Articles to be
cleansed are placed in the boiler with water. The
steam chamber is so constructed that when heat is

applied to its bottom, a rapid ascent and descent of
the water through the clothes is produced by the al-

ternate pressure and condensation of steam in said
chamber.
Claim.—The combination of the steam chamber

B, with its top a, sides b, tubes D, and cross-bars E,
with the wash boiler A, provided with the shoulders
F, rack C, and supports G, in the manner and for
the purposes herein described.

81,175.- George Kenny, Nashua, N". H.—
Carriage TF/ieeL—August 18, 1868.—The socket flange
assists in holding the spokes which are tenoned into
the hub. The double tenons on the end of the spokes
fit corresponding mortises in the felloe.

Claim.— 1. The metallic flanged ring or casing B,
provided with sockets E E, and screw threads on
the inside of its inner end, when used in combination
with the spokes C C, which are provided with a tenon
on their ends, fitting into the mortises on the hub A,
and its shoulders resting on the outside periphery of
the hub, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. Uniting the spoke and felloe by tenon, when
said tenon consists of two members, H H', substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

81,176.—John H. Keyser, NewTork, N. Y.—Mode of Attaching Mica to Stove Plates.—August
18, 1868.—The mica is confined in position by frames
which fit around the opening of the stove plate, and
are secm-ed to the same by a tongue and eye fasten-

ing.

Claim,.—Providing for securing transparent plates

over openings made through stove plates or doors,

by means of a self-fastening frame, substantially as

described.

81,177.—George W. Kinzer, Linden Station,

Ohio.

—

Combined Planter and Cultivator.—August
18, 1868.—When the machine is employed as a culti-

vator, the seed box and its accessory apparatus, the
markers, &c., may be removed, and the cultivator

plows attached to the machine in lieu of the planter

plows.
Claim..— 1. The combination of the plow Y",

beam Y, and standard Y', hinged at z, substantially

as described.
2. The combination of the distributing apparatus

G H I with the valve a, arm J, sliding bar L, and
cam wheel /i, substantially as described.

3. The combination of tlie markers T T with the
springs u u', the shaft T', gearing t V, and spur e,

substantially as described.
4. The combination of the slide Q with the geai-*-

ing r r', foot rest r", and plow standards / / or Y',
substantially as described.

81,178.—FRiEDERicn Kramer, St. Louis, Mo.—
Sash Fastener.—AngVL^t 18, 1868.—One of the inside

stops or wooden strips, usually employed to hold the

sash in tlie frame, is dispensed with. The locking
device, pivoted to the face plate, is turned out over
the bottom sash when it is down, so as to lock it in

that position.

Claim.—L The face plate B, provided with me-
tallic tongues 6, for the purpose of holding and guid-

ing the sashes, when applied to the window frame
A, as and for the purpose licrein set forth.

2. In combination with the face plate B, and its

tongues b, the pivot b', for socui'ing and locking the

sashes, substautiaUy as set forth.

81,179.—Daniel P. Lacey, Orfordville, Wis.,

assignor to Robert R. Ball.—Sash Holder.—Au-
gust 18, 1868.—An improvement on patent granted
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to Lacey and Bartlett, Septem"ber 4, 1866. The end
of the bolt or dog is enlarged to increase its bearing
snrface, and a notch or recess is made in the face of
the lock to receive said enlarged portion when the
bolt is retracted.
Claim.— The combination of the -n-idened point

B', notches or depressions A^, pivoted bolt or tum-
bler B, lock bolt C, and springs E E', all arranged
and employed substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

81,180.—Joseph Leatherman, Xapoleon, Ohio.
—Flood Gate.—August 18, 1868.—The hanging bars
constituting the flood gate may rise and fall with
the water, and allow drifting objects to pass
through.

Claim.—1. An improved flood gate, formed by the
combination of the posts A. auxiliai-y posts B, cross-

bars C inclined bars D. and hanging bars E with
each other, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The inclined bars D, upon which the hanging
bars E move up and down with the rise and fall of
the water, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and tor the purpose set forth.

81,181.—A. V. Lee, Clayton, Ala.—Medicine
for Fever and Ague.—August 18, 1868.— Quinine,
sulphate of iron, phosphate of iron, sulphate of zinc,

peperiue, and extract of gentian.
Claim.—A medical compound, composed of the

above-mentioned iugTcdients in about the propor-
tions named, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

81,182.-William J. Lixtox, Detroit, Mich.—
Tool Holder.—August 18, 1868.—The hole through the
jaw is for the reception of the shank of a cutting
tool, which may be applied to adapt the instrument
for use as a pipe cutter. The hole in the stock, at

right angles to that in the jaw, enables said cutting
tool to be driven out.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the stock A, of
the jaws P and E, when the jaw P is provided with
the longitudinal opening e, extending entirely
through it, and communicating with the hole / in
the stock A, all substantially as herein shown and
described, for the purpose sj)ecified.

2. The spring lever b, pivoted in a slot in the
screw handle C, and adapted for operation as herein
set forth.

81,183.—William J. Llnton. Detroit, Mich.—
Tool Holder.—August 18, 1868.—The device is for
planing key seats in wheel hubs, and working upon
large metallic objects which cannot pass uncter the
cross-plate or between the posts of the planing ma-
chine.
Claim.—1. The bracket A, provided with the slot

b in the front, and having the shoulder /, in combi-
nation -nith the slotted holder C, constructed and
pivot(>d thereto, substantially as and for the purpose
descril)ed.

2. The combination of the tool holder, as above
described, with the tool slide of a planing machine,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

81,184.—E. H. Long, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor
to himself and E. T. Trall, Xew York, N. T.—
Window Ventilator.—August 18, 1868.—Yentilation
is effected by cutting away a portion of one of the
panes of glass in a window sash, and inserting in
the rails surrounding said panes a supplementary
frame containing a piece of glass of sufficient size
to fill the opening formed by cutting a^\-ay the fixed
pane.
Claim.—1. The side grooves C, applied to a sash

frame surrounding a single pane of glass, in combi-
nation with the moval)le supplementary frame E,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified!

2. The shaft H, applied to the supplementary sash
frame F, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

81,185.—Okazio Lugo, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to David Lyman, Eoss C. Buowxing, and
Masox C. Weld.—Process of Preserving Animal
BuUtances.—August 18, 18G8.—The animal is placed

in a large receiver connected with a retort contain-
ing carbolic acid, the Vapors of which being diffused
into the receiver, the animal soon dies. The flesh

will resist putrefying influences for a considerable
length of time.

Claim. — 1. Introducing phenol, or any of its

equiA^alents, into the system of a living animal or
animals until death takes place, for the pm-pose sub-
stantially as herein specified.

2. Introducing or 'diffusing phenol, or any of its

equivalents, into the system of a living animal or
animals just before bleeding or killing the said ani-

mals, for the purpose substantially as herein specified.

3. The within-described method of introducing
phenol, (carbolic acid,) or its homologues, into the
system of living animals, for the purpose substan-
tially as herein described.

81,186.—E. B. MAX^^XG, Middletown, Conn.—
Tea and Coffee Po«.—August 18, 1868.

Claim:—A tea or coffee pot constructed with a
hard metal or iron body, the inner side coated with
porcelain or similar material, and the outer with soft
metal, after tht lining has been baked, substantially
in the manner herein set forth.

81,187 T. E. Makable, Petersburg, Ya., as-

signor to himself and S. A. Plummer, same place.

—

Cutter Attachment for Plows.—August 13, 1868.

—

While the mold board runs under ground, the edges
of the cutter graze the surface. li may be set up
or down to adapt it to the depth of furrow.

Claim.—1. The cutter F, when constructed and
arranged, in connection with a plow, so as to scrape
the surface of the ground in front of the mold board
and the whole wi'dth of the furrow, cutting the
weeds, grass, &c., therefrom, and casting them out
of the way of the plow, on the side opposite to the
mold board.

2. The combination of the plow B, beam A, cuHer
F, shank G-, and box strap H, substantially as de-

scribed.

81,188.—B. F. McCoLLESTER, California, Mo.—
Shovel Ploiv.—August 18, 1868.—The shovel plows
are so attached to their standards as to be adjusted
at any inclination, and, when worn out or injured,
reversed with facility.

Claim.—The combination of the double-pointed
shovel plow B with the standard A, plate C, having
lugs c c, block D, bolts E E, and screw nuts e e,

substantially as and for the purpose above set forth.

81,189.—Jacob Meyer, Bloom Township. Ohio.
—Shovel Plozc-August 18, 1868.—The outer plow
standards vibrate upon pivots so that the movable
plows may be placed nearer to or further from the
central stationary plow, the desired relative position
being maintained by means of the spring catches
and the rigid, notched bar.

Claim.—The upright center bar A, provided with
the notched cross-bar L, in combination with the
springs d d, and the lugs e e, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

81,190.—A. Meyer-berck, Frankfort-on-the-
Maine, Prussia, assignor to Alfred Mellor and
H. :N'. Eittexhouse, Philadelphia, Pa

—

Article of
Foodfor the ,S'icfc.—August 18, 1868.

Claim.—The employment or use of the serum of
beeves' blood, as a constituent in the production of a
nutritive sirup for the sick and delicate, substan-
tially as described.

81,191.-iS'iCHOLAS Meyers, Buffalo, ISJ". Y., as-

signor to E. L. Chamberlayxe and E. C. Pomeroy,
same place.

—

SevAng Machine.—August 18, 1868.

—

The feeding device is attached to the shuttle-carrier

so that at separate device for operating the former is

dispensed with.
Claim.—1. The plate k. provided with the wedge-

shaped and inclined part ^", in combination with the
pivoted triangular-shaped piece I. and the plate m,
the latter being provided with the triangular- shaped
slot m'" and the feed plate o, all operating together
to produce the feed motion, substantially as de-
scribed-

2. The shaft A, in combination with the vibrating
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ai'm I, the connecting rod e, and the carrier h, bear-
ins upon one side the shuttle, and upon the other
side the feeding mechanism, substantially as de-
scribed.

81,192—(i. L. Miller, De Witt, 1^. Y.—Car
Brake.—August 18, 1868.—When the friction wheel
is forced into contact with the wheel of the tender
axle, the pinion is made to engage with the rack bar
and move the same in the proper direction to apply
the brakes. The rack bar springs upward, to throw
the friction wheels out of contact when the pressm-c
is withdrawn.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the central bar G, having the rack H aud lags e,

pivoted levers E, connected to the brakes C by the
links b b', the adjustable pinion I, and friction wlieels

J K, as herein descril)ed for the purpose specified.

2. The spring rack bar G-, when provided with the
central lugs e, in combination with the pivoted levers
E and brakes C, as herein described for the pm'pose
specified.

3. The pinion I upon the shaft/, when such shaft
is hung in bearijigs adjusted vertically by the bar i

and lever M, and when provided with the friction

wheel J, engaging Avitb the wheel K, upon the axle
L of the tender, as herein described tor the pm-pose
specified.

81,193.—r. B. Morse, New Haven, Conn.—
Stump Joint for Carriages.—August 18, 18fi8.—Im-
provement on his patent of July 28, 1868.—Notches
are formed upon the meeting end of one stump aud a
coiTCsponding sm'face upon the contiguous end of
the other stump, thus effecting an interlocking or
engagement of the parts, when open, whereby to
prevent jogging.

Claim.—A stump joint, consisting of the two parts
A aud B, hinged together by a connection C, pivoted
toipach of the parts, forming the meeting ends of the
joint, of irregular form, the one corresponding to the
other, so as to operate substantially in the nianner
specified.

81,194.—William NEUMAirar, St. Louis, Mo.—
Adjustable Car Step.—August 18, 18G8.—The step is

hinged to a vertically-sliding section, which, being
raised, turns the step upward, edgewise, the two
then constituting a guard to i)revent passengers from
getting on or off at the front platform.
Claim:—The car-step B, when constructed so as

to be convertible at pleasure into a step or guard,
substantially as herein described and set forth.

2. The construction of the step B, riser b, sliding
rods a, and platform A, when arranged as and for the
purpose herein set forth, and described.

81,195.—Daxiel Newton, Soiithington, Conn.—Friction Brake for Sewing Machine.—August 18,

1868.—The cylinder is retained against the fly-wheel
by its own gravity. Casual reverse motion "is pre-
vented by the wedging of thie cylinder xmder the
wheel when the wheel takes the initiative of such
motion.
Claim.—The loosely-inclosed cylinder C, of suit-

able material, within the trough B, the latter being
securely held to plate A, and is adjustable by means
of screw and slots, the whole arranged and applied
substantiallv as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

81,196.—William E. Nichols, Baldwin, Mo.—
Gate.—August 18, 1868.—An arrangement of cords
and pulleys to enable a rider to open a road or farm
gate without dismounting.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the gate A, pro-

vided with the arm D, of the latch rod H and cords
I and K, suspended as described, for opening and
closing the same, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination, with the cords I and K, of the
cords O and N, suspended as descilbed, for opening
aud closing the gate, the same substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

81,197.—B. Oertly and Xavier Fexdrich,
Washington, D. C.—Coal ^toi'e.-August 18, 1868.—

Claim.—A stove, made in whole or in part of an

iron or other metal frame work, coated or imbedded
in a composition or mass of soluble glass and minera
matter that will be fire-proof, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

81,198.-F. W. Ofeldt and a. W. Almqvist,
New York, N. Y., assignors to themselves and
Thomas Fitzsimmoxs, same i>]ace.—Apparatus forfljiM
the Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—August 11,^ !j
1868.—A retort, an oil reservoir, a cooler, and oxy-

| Q
genating chambers or drums are combined with a
gas holder. The mechanism is actuated, to supply
the necessary amount of air, by the expansive force
of the gas, if being thus self-regulating.
Claim.—1. The upright conical or spheric;d re-

tort A, the reservoir B, aud the cooler J, ar-

ranged substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

2. The tube E, the valve rod F, and the float valve
H, in combination with the retort and reservoir, ar-
ranged tint! operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

3. The method, herein shown and described, of
uniting and securing together the retort and reser-
voii- by the flanges C C and swinging bolts d d, aa
set forth.

4. The method of oxygenating the gas, or the drums
O and P revolving in the large drum or case M, con-
structed and operating substantitdly as shown and
described.

5. The method of securing the gasometer to the
head and bottom, by grooves and rings, substantiaDy
as described.

6. The method of securing the gasometer against
the force of the gas, by means of hoops C suspended
by cords, as shown and described.

7. The safety pipe V, with its valve d, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
described, in combination with the gasometer T.

8. An arrangement of means for supplying air

for oxygenating gas, by the expansive action of
the gas, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

81,199.-J"0SEPH J. Ott, Washington, D. C—
Preparing Paper for the Manufacture of Floor Cov-
erings, Belting, Windoiv Shades, and tlie like.—Au-
gust ] 8, 1868.—The paper is passed thi'ough a solu-

tion of sulphmic acid.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the com-
bination of two or more sheets of paper, when pre-

pared by passing through a solution of acid, and con-
nected together by puncturing with a toothed
roller, substantially as herein described, for use
as carpeting, belting, and other pm-poses, as set

forth.

81,200.—George T. Palmer, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and Philo P. Bush, New Haveu, Conn.

—

Machine
for Cutting Soap into <S7a&s.—August 18, 1868.—The
machine and cutting frames are so arranged that a
mass of soap can be cut into bars, and the machine
passed off from the cut soap, leaving it free and clear

of obstruction to the workmen when the bars are
being stamped and racked, and without the necessity
of making a back draw of the wires.

Claim.—1. The open-bottomed frame A, made in
such manner that it may be passed euth'cly over a
mass of soap, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

2. The reciprocating carrier frame C, when made
separate from the cutting wire li'amc N, for the pur-
pose shown and described.

3. The combination aud arrangement, in relation

to each otiier, of the carrier frame C, and removable
cutting wire frame N, substantially as aud for the .

purpose set forth.

4. The horizontally moving, open bottomed or in-

verted U-shaped carrier frame B, for the purpose
herein shown and described, said frame moving
independently of and disconnected from fi-ames C
aud N.

5. The open bottomed or inverted U-shaped cut-

ting wire frame D, for the purpose of cutting masses
of soap, said frame being independent of and discon-

nected from frames C and N.
6. The combination and arrangement, in relation

to each other, of the carrier frame B, and removable
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cutter wire frame D, sabstantially as and for tlie pur-
I>ose shovrn and set fortli.

7. The Ariudlass F, aiTanged across the end of the
frame of the machine, for the purpose shown and
described.

8. The removable or shifting braces M M, or their
equivalents, for the purpose herein shown and set

forth.

9. Operating the cutting wire frames of a soap-
cutting machine with chains and pulleys, and such
suitable gearing and means of proiiulsion as may be
rcq.uired therefor, substantially as herein shown and
set foith.

10. A soap-cutting machine, composed of frame A,
indepeudcnt vertically moving cutting frame X, and
independent horizontally moving cutting frame D,
when combined with suitable gear or means for

operating the cutting frames, substantially as herein
described.

81,201. — Sasiuel L. Pattee, Northbridsre,
lJ.ass.—Spindle Step.—August 18, 1868.—The grit

and other deposit is let out of the step at the lowest
point of the spindle, whUe it holds securely a large
iraount of oil, and in such a way that when the
spindle is raised for dojOQing and suddenly dropped,
the oil does not splatter or flow out between the step
and si)indle.

Claim. —A spindle stop, having the upper oU
chamber, g, partly covered by a flange, which en-

circles the spindle, the lower oil chamber c, the pas-
sage d, at the bottom of the spindle socket, and axial
therewith, the passagesj/exteuding from the cham-
ber c to the edge of tlie beveled base of the socket,
and passages i i extending from the upper to the
lower chamber, the whole constructed and arranged
substantially as described.

81,202.- Samuel Pattox, Chatsworth, lU.—
Corn Harvester.—August 18, 18i68.—The rollers con-
sist of long pointed spindles, arranged pai'allel to
each othei'aud provided with one or more longitu-
dinal ribs for freeing the husks from the stalks, the
latter being drawn to the rollers by means of wheels
provided with teeth, and guided by cmwed i^rojecting
norns in front of the frame.

Claim.—1. The rollers m in, arranged as described,
out of contact with each other, and provided with
longitudinal ribs n, all operating in the manner and
for the pin-pose specifled.

2. The curved projecting hornsp'^', upon the front
of the frame h, arranged in relation with the wheels
n n and roUers m m, for the purpose of prevent-
ing the accumulation of refuse matter beneath said
wheels, and furnishing bearings for the forward ends
of the rollers m in, as herein shown and described.

81,203.-0. S. Pease, Xenia, 0\a.o.—Seal Lock.
—August 18, 1868.

Claim.—A lock, which will be secured by means
of one or more cartridges when inserted through the
casing A and tumbler d, and which can be unlocked
only by the explosion of the cai'tridges, in the manner
substantially as described.

81,204—0. S. Pease, Xenia, Ohio.—Seal Loclc.
—August 18, 1668.—A cartridge is secured in holes
in the lower part of the escutcheon and the pad lock,
so that in order to disengage the escutcheon to insert
the key, it will be necessai-y to explode the cartridge,
and thus give warning in burglarious attempts.

Claim.—The escutcheon or guard B, in combina-
tion with lock A, when both are so constructed and
arranged tliat they can be bolted together with cart-
ridges, employed substantially as and for the purpose
described.

81,203.- E. F. Percr'al and X. S. True,
Hammouton. X. J.

—

Fruit Basket.—August 18, 1868.
Claim.— As an article of manufacture, a fruit

basket, or other hollow wooden ware, when the slats
or staves composing the same are connected at the
top with a continuous band, forming both inside and
outside hoop, the whole constructed substantially as
herein set forth.

81,206.—T. F. Pool, Monroe. ^\s.—Bce Hive.
—August 18, 18G8.—The hive is provided with an

inner and outer -wall, to the space between which
air is admitted through gauze-covered holes. Ven-
tilating holes are also pro\-ided in the upper portion
of the sides of the inner and outer walls.

Claim.—The hive, constructed with walls a a',

hinged bottom C, ventilating holes B B' F F', and
opening or entrance D, all arranged substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

81,207.- WiLLi.ui EA^^)ALL, May, Mich.—
Sash Supporter.—August 18, 1868.—The weights
elevate both sashes when they are free to move.
Claim.—1. The upright h, pulley Z, cord j, and

weight c, in combination with the upper sash B and
part of the window frame, all constructed and op
crating together, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, and for the pm-pose set forth.

2. The slotted tubular upriglit b, cord a, arm i,

rod d, and weight c, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, in combination with the lower sash A and
part n of the window frame, as and for the purpose
set forth.

81 ,208.-Amos Rank, Salem, Ohio.—Harvester
Hake.—August 18, 1868.

—
"When a gavel has accu-

mulated upon the platforia, the driver, from his seat
on the main frame, depresses the walking wheel, and
thus puts the endless apron in motion to discharge
the gavel.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a harvester, sub-
stantially as set forth, ofan endless discharging apron
with a wheel on a vertically vibratable arm, for the
purposes specified.

2. The combination, in a harvester, substantially
as set forth, of an endless discharging apron and a
propelling wheel, on a vibratable arm, with devices
operated by the driver for raising or lowering the
wheel to stop or start the discharging apron.

3. The combination, in a harvester, substantially
as set forth, of an endless apron with a cut-off, vi-

brating horizontally in a circular path, for the pur-
poses specified.

4. The combination, in a hart'ester, substantially
as set forth, of a discharging apron, a propelling
wheel to move the apron, and a cut-ofi", with a de-
vice operated by the driver, which simultaneously
starts the discharging apron and interposes the
cut-oif.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth,

of a reel, an apron, a walking wheel, and a cut-off.

81,209.— Peter PvAsar and D. J. Mates,
Bliopolis, 111.—Gate Latch.—August 18, 1868.

Claim.—A gate fastening, composed of the latch
h and double spring d, constructed and arranged
relatively to each other and the rest of the gate,
substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

81,210—HiRAii A. Eeib, Beaver Dam, Wis.—
Sheep Shearing Machine.—August 18, 1868.— The
shearing comb is suspended from a crane by means
of a flexible shaft, rotated by a hand wheel and belt,

and descending in fine with the axis of the main
wheel of the shearing comb, to which it imparts mo-
tion, and from which the cutters of the comb are
actuated.

Claim.—The arrangement of the wheel J", slotted
rod K, cutting wheel V, pinion M, slotted bar X,
and hooked plate Q. all operating as described,
whereby a rotary motion is imparted to the wheel
V, and a prehensile movement given to the hooked
teeth r, as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

81,211.—E. Pv. PvOiiERTS, Xew York, X. Y.—
Apparatus for Heating and Ventilating Railroad
Cars.—August 18, 1868.—The fresh air received at

the front of the cars is distributed through the coaches
by means of the surmounting conducting tubes and
their branch pipes, and ventilation is secured by the
exhaust tubes into whicli the air enters from the top
of the car. The air-supply tubes may be inclosed
throughout the length of a single car by a steam
heating pipe.

Claim.—1. The combination, with railroad cars, of
the exhaust tubes E. provided with valves, an'anged
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the supply tubes A, of
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the steam or air heater G-, and heating tube H, and
the pipe connecting the heater to the heating tube,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

81,212.—Egbert E. Rogers, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Steam Genorator.—A\xgv&i 18, 1868.—The capacity
of the boiler to sustain pressure depends upon the
strength of the individual sections of which it is

made up.
Claim.— 1. The boiler, composed of separate

elongated sections or staves, connected at bottom,
for the interpassage of water, and at top for the in-

terpassage of steam, one or more of such sections
being provided with circulation tubes on the side
next the fire, each being set on end, and aU the sec-

tions being arranged around a common fire, so as to
form the fire chamber or furnace flue, substantially
as shown and described.

2. The combination of the blank sections or staves
with those having circulation tubes, substantially as
described.

81,213.—BoziL S. Egy, Lowell, Mass., assignor
to himself and Henry S. Mgrse, same place-
Card Grinder.—August 18, 1868.—An endless chain,
aiTanged upon chain wheels and inclosed within a
longitudinally-divided shaft, is connected with a
grinding wheel by means of a link, and operated by
a bevel geai', which rotates with the said shaft, and
engages with a stationary gear secured to the end of
the frame or to a stand, which may form the support
for one end of the shaft.

Claim.—The endless chain A and wheels B and C,
and the radial shaft a, gears G- and H, and the con-
necting link r, combined with the shaft D and the
grinding wheel E, and aU aiTanged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

81,214.— Erederick M. Euschhaupt, liTew

York, and G-ustavus Burhenne, "Williamsburg, I^.

T.

—

Brewing Ale, Porter, d:c.—August 18, 1868.

—

Eor brewing lager beer, the inventors employ malt,
(barley.) kiln-dried Indian corn, bran of wheat and
bran of oats, (bran of rye may be substituted for

either,) phosphate of potassa or of soda, phosphate
of magnesia, and glycerine-phosphate of lime.

Claim.—The use of bran of wheat, bran of oats,

or bran of rye. together with meal of kiln-dried
Indian corn, and with a certain amount of malt,
either alone or with the addition of the herein-
named and specified phosphates, for the purpose set

forth and herein fully specified.

81,215.—Isaac S. Eussell, New Market, Md.,
and Henry E. Eussell, Woodbury, ]N". 3.—Har-
vester.—August 18, 1868.—Designed 'as an improve-
ment on his patent of August 20, 1867. The object
is to prevent the di-ag of the supporting wheel ih.

turning corners.
Claim.—1. The coupling plate D, fonned with a

twist, so as to assume a vertical position where at-

tached to the axis of the wheel, and an outward in-

clination at its hinge-pin connection with the ma-
chine, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the couijling plate D, con-
structed and hinged to the machine as described,
with the pivoted axis of the wheel G, substantially
as set fortli.

3. A supporting wheel, which is so constructed
and applied to a harvester that the horizontal axle
about which it tunis, and also the arm to which said
axle is applied, shall be free to vibrate and allow the
wheel to conform to the circular movements of the
machine while turning, in the manner substantially
as specified.

81,216.—Samuel Seitz and L. D. Arnold,
Melmore, Ohio.— Wagron.—August 18, 1868.— Tlie
end boards, while securely held in place, may be
readily detached and reapplied.

Claim.—1. The springs F, in combination with
the side boards C and end boards E, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the puiposc set
forth.

2. Securing the end boards E to the side boards C,
by means of the springs F, catches G, projections
d' of the cleats I), and the notches or recesses e'

formed in the said end bosivd E. snbstantiallv as

herein shown and described and for the pirrpose set
forth.

81,217.—C. M. Sexton, Aurora, TO..—Running
Gear for TFagrons.—August 18, 1868.—In turning
short about with this wagon the front axle maintains
a radial relation to the circle described, and the inner
ends of the two halves of the rear axle are respect-
ively pushed backward and drawn forward by their
connections with the front axle.

Claiin.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the divided axle C, double gnidc h, rods I, braces K,
and slotted plates L, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The hangers o, strap P, pulleys Q, equalizer
E, and springs H, when constructed and used for
the purpose substantially as herein specified.

81.218. — Albert P. Seymour, Jr., Hecla
TForks, and W. Eiley Ggourich, Whitestown, N.
Y., assignors to Hecla Works Comfa:sy.—Sash
Pullej/.—Angnst 18, 1868.

Claim.—1. The construction of the cheeks B B
with projections, locking in a dovetailed or hooked
manner within or through the face plate A, and se-

cured by a rivet, e, holding the said cheeks together
by the lugs or ears /, at their outer edge, substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. Forming the pivot or pivots, on which the pul-
ley C turns, by a projection or projections, h, cast on
or to the inside of the cheek or cheeks B of the frame,
substantially as described.

81.219. — Elisha Shiver, Columbia, S. C—
Serving Machine Motor.—August 18, 1868.—Both
springs are wound up at one operation, and when
theii' force is thrown upon the machinery the drum
from which the driving band of a sewing machine
derives motion is rotated. The balance wheel, by
means of its adjustable wings, insures uniform
motion. In case of breakage of the thread the catch
is permitted to fall upon the fly wheel, thus instantly
stopping the motive mechanism.
Claim.—1. A sewing-machine motor, when con-

structed with the double springs and shafts a and a',

gearing, drums, and brake n. and adapted to be
placed under the ordinary sewing machine, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. 'in connection with the motor so constructed, a
balance wheel, when provided with wings, con-
structed and arranged as and for the purpose set

forth.

3. In combination with balance wheel of such a
motor, the catch h. with its cord and hook, all ar-

ranged to operate as and for the pm-pose set forth.

81,220.—Andrew Simmons, Fairfield, Iowa.—
Trellis for Propagating iJecs.-August 18, 1868.—At
the aijpi'oach of the cold season, the external shell

of the hive is removed from tlic base board, and the
working frame, to which tlie honey combs are fixed,

is covered with a fabric suitable to' maintain warmth
aud preserve the inclosed bees.

Claim.—The protecting of bees during winter by
means of a cloth or other textile covering substan-
tially in the manner and form as above described,
rendering other protection, as housing, placing in

cellars, wrapping hives with straw, <fcc., unnecessary.

81,221.—Elisha W. Skinner, Madison, Wis.
—Harvester.—Xw^u^i 18, 1868.—The cast plate and
box in conjunction with the timbers are designed to

form a strong and durable main frame. The position

of the reel may l)e changed to cause it to stand par-

allel with or obliquelv to the sickle hax.

Claim.—1. The plate A, provided with the pro-

jections or flanges tor attaching the parts to, and
otherwise cou.strueted, as sbown and described.

2. The main frame, consisting of tlie plate A, bars
B and C, and the iron box I), all constructed and
arranged substantially as sot forth.

3. Tlie tubular reel support I. attached at its outer
end to the adjustable post n, and resting .".t its inner
end upon tlie bar r in such a manner as to permit
the inner end of the reel to be adjusted forward or

backward, as described.

81,222.— Sidney Smith, Worce.ster, Mass.—
Steam, Boiler Fvmncr.—A ngunt 18. I8ti8.—Designed
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to produce intense combustion, upon the principle ex-

plained iu letters patent granted to same party July
31, 18t)6. The ash pit being tightly closed, air to

support combustion is admitted only through the air

space behind t]ie jacket plates, and"reaches the inte-

rior of the fire chaml)er through perforations in the
plates and in the Avails themselves. The quantity
of air admitted to the air spaces is fegulated by
dampers. The method of binding the parts together
by plates and tie rods facilitates^the removal of in-

dividual blocks.
Claim.—1. A fire chamber, with Avails of perfor

ated blocks, A\-ith perforated sheet -metal jackets be
hind said blocks, and said blocks and jackets secured
betAveen plates, substantially like plates C H I, by
the rods J, so that the fire chamber may be set up and
its parts secnred before the construction of the encas-
ing Avail.

2. The blocks G G-', made in the form and perfor-

ated as shown, to adapt them to the construction of
a fire chamber such as described.

2. The plates C and I, ceustructed as described, in
combination with perforated fire bricks, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

81,223 W. G. Smoot, Washington, D. C, as-

signor to himself and Axtonio Pelletier, same
place.

—

Registering Fare Receiver.—August 18, 18G8.

—The ticket or fare is placed in an opening at the
top of the case and passes down one of the semi-
circular tubes which terminate at the bottom at op-
posite sides of a concave table forming the top of a
cylindrical tilting device which is actuated by means
of a strap so as to deposit the fare in the loAver part
of the care.

Claim.—1. The registering apparatus, consisting
of the stationary dial B, with the index E, operated
by the tilting table G and the rotating dial wheel
II, all constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.

2. 'The combination of the registering apparatus,
as above described, with the case A, haA'iug the
tubes / and the tilting table G arranged therein,
substantially as set forth.

81,224.—JamesHervey Steenbergh, Eeading,
Va..—Making iVitfi.—August 18, 1868.—The top of
the knee-shaped lever will be forced backward and
the short arm of the weighted lever depressed, when
the pressure in the die box preponderates, room be-
ing thus made in the box for the extra amount of
metal.

Claim.—1. The combination of the weighted lever
• (or levers) P W with cross-head H H, crowuer L,
and cam n on shaft B, for the purpose of throAAing
the finished nut or washer out of the die box at the
time and in the manner specified.

2. The combination of the crowner L, with
weighted lever P W and gauge T, for the purpose
of graduating the space iu the die box between the
punch D and croAvner L to diiferent thicknesses
of iron, without unnecessary waste of time, substan-
tially as described.

81,225.—JAiiES SuTLiFF. East Boston, Mass.—
Steam Generator.—August 18, 1868.—Steam is gen-
erated within the bridge and walls, as well as in the
boiler, and pipes are employed to convey steam from
the walls to the drum.

Claim.—The combination of the bridge Avail B,
hollow sides C C, pipes c c, dium D, boiler A, pipes
b, d, and a, all constructed, arranged, and operating
as herein set forth.

gl,226.—John- Thielemann, Xewark, X. J.—
Piano ioct.—August 13, 1868.—The action of the
cams upon the intermediate stud produces a deflec-
tion of the hook bolts, when actuated by the key,
which enables them to engage v\ith and release the
locking plate.

Claim.—The hook bolts C O', connected together
by a lug and stud, and proAidcd with cams e e', in
combination with a stud, d, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

81,227.-8311X11 TncoiiD, Amesbury, Mass.—
Carriage.—August 18, 1868.—The movable rails or
slides may be removed with the top : the seat is

then placed upon and supported by the fixed rails of
the wagon body.

Claim.—1. The construction of a carriage body
with fixed and movable seat slides, the movable
slides having a carnage top attached thereto, and
combined as described, so that the carriage and the
same seat or seats may be used with or without
the top.

2. The combination of the plates E E, cc. and G G
with flanges d d and thumb screws F E, with the fixed
and movable seat slides of a carriage, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose as herein de-
scribed.

81,228 E. S. TORRT, :N'ew York, :N'. Y.—
Weather Strip.—August 18, 1868.—The object is to
provide for the application of rubber to two faces of
the molding without Aveakening the same, as is usu-
ally done, by the formation of two saw kerfs or deep,
narroAV grooves,
Claim.—As an article ofmanufacture, the construc-

tion of a weather strip, on one side of which is in-

serted, in a doTetaU groove, c, a piece of India-rub-
ber, or other elastic material, as described, and on
the other side of Avhich is inserted a straight strip
of India-rubber, or other elastic material, b, as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

81,229.—Charles L. Tucker, Chicago, HI.—
Cementing and Strengthening Boxes for Packing
Lard and" other Substances.—August 18, 18G8.—De-
signed to strengthen the box where the scorings are
made in the box, and to render the same tight by
filling the depressions and correcting the inequali-
ties of the Avood.

Claim.—1. Pilling the score openings of angular
boxes with cement, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

2. Eilling the interstices or openings caused by
imperfect construction or material in thin wood
boxes with an insoluble cement, so that the boxes,
are strengthened and made tight at the same time,
substantially as specified.

3. As a neAV article of manufacture, tight or non-
leaking angular boxes, when the sides a are made
of veneers of thin Avood, and cemented, substan-
tially as described.

81,230.—BenJAirDf D. Yanderveer and Dakiel
BiDDEL, Freehold, IST. J.

—

Potato Digger.—August
18, 1868.—The potatoes being unearthed by the
plow, slide backward over the wings of the same
andupon the shakers, Avhich are formed of Avire prongs
fastened to upright bai-s wluch are jointed to the
plow standard.

Claim.—1. In combination with a plow or plow-
share of any construction, when used for the pur-
pose described, the shakers J J and the vine clearers
or bars k k, arrano;ed substantially as described, for
the pjxrposes specified.

2. in combination with the shakers J, the double
crank shaft D, connecting rods O, and gearing,
whereby motion is communicated from the axle to
the crank shaft, all aiTanged to operate substantially
as herein shown and described.

3. The lever P, AAhen connected directly with the
pole E, by means of the chain t, and provided with the
spring p', adapted to rest upon the hounds, to pre-
vent the lever P from falling forward, all constructed
and arranged to operate as herein shown and de-

scribetl.

81,231.—Michel Yander Weide, St. Peters-
burg, Eussia, assignor to Cassius M. Clat.—Sub-
marine Lantern.—August 18, 1868.—The channels
communicate respectively with flexil)le tubes Avhich
extend above the water when the lantern is sub-
merged, and v>-hich admit aii- to supply the flame and
carry off the emanations from the same.
Claim.—The submarine lantern, having the semi-

ch-cular channels B C, formed concentrically in the
body of the cylinder, the former being closed at the
top and opening into the cylinder at the bottom,
and the latter closed at the bottom and opening
into the cylinder at the top, said chambers communi-
cating, respectively. Avith the supply and exhaust
tul)es F G upon c-ich side of the burner, as herein de-
scriijcd, lor the purnosesrx^o^fiw!
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81,232.—P. H. Yantder Weyde, M. D., New
York, N. Y., assignor to Alfred Phillips and
John MacDougall, same place.

—

Apparatusfor the

Manufacture of lUuininating Gas.—August IS,

1868.—A series of revolviug, metallic disks, cov-

ered with flannel or similar material, and dipping
into the hydrocarbon liquid. The flannel is thus

kept saturated and presents a large evaporating sur-

face to the air passing between the disks, such air

being compelled to pass from center to circumference
and vice versa, by stationary deflecting disks.

Claim.—1. The rotating carbonizer, consisting in

a revolving disk or disks, operating in connection
with shaft or puUeys and chain, as herein described
and for the purpos'es specified.

2. The detachable carbonizer h h and d d d, with
its compartments a, 6, c, and e e, and valve v, as

herein shown and described, and for the purposes
specified.

3. The gas regulator k, with its buoyant chambers
m m and interior valve, as shown and described and
for the purposes specified.

81,233.—Willard B. Walters, Lock Haven,
Pa.— Composition for Cleaning and Henovating
Brick Wali.^.—August 18, IBtlB.—The mixture con-
sists of lime water, refined petroleum, benzine and
Indian red, and is applied with a whitewash brush.

Claim.—The combination of the ingredients above
mentioned and described, and the application of the
same to brick buildings, using for that purpose the
aforesaid compound, or any other substantially the
same, and which will produce the intended eflect.

81,234.—C. W. "Warxer, jS'ew Haven, Vt.—
Horse Hay J^a^•e.—August IS, 1SG8.—A lever pro-

jects from the rake head to a poiiit convenient to the
driver's hand, and a single movement of the same
withdraws the locking bolt and imparts an initial

movement to the rake head in the direction of its ro-

tation. The rake may be swung upward and made
to rest upon the carriage frame for transportation.

Claim.—In combination with the lever H, caniage
frame A, and revolving rake C, the bolt P, link K,
and lever L, or their equivalents, to operate substan-

tially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

81,235.—Horace J. Wickham, Manchester,
Conn., assignor to himself and Milton Keexey,
same place.

—

Jack for Knitting Needle.—Au.^ust 18,

1868.—The back of the jack is cut away sufiiciently

to admit the shank of the needle, and a transverse
notch receives the bent end of the needle. The
rebate is somewhat inclined, to allow of a slight play
of the needle.

Claim.—A knitting needle jack, constructed with
an inclined rebate, d, and slot e, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

81,236.—Da^td Wolf, Easton, Kansas.—J>rwm
ZJzjaporator.—August 18, 1868.—The drawers may
be di-awn out for filling and also for regulating the

draught ; when they are closed they form a zigzag
flue to increase the radiation and arrest si)arks, the

atmosphere being tempered by vapor from the water
in the drawers.
Claim.—A safety boiler, as constructed, when the

same is provided with two or more pans or troughs
for holding water, so arranged as to be drawn out,

one from either side of the "di-um or case, whereby
the treble function of tempering the atmosphere in

the room, arresting the sparks, and regulating the

draught is accomplished, substantiaUy as and for the

purposes set forth.

81,237.—Ira Wood, Woodstock, Yt.—Compo-
sition for Tanning.—Axxgwat 18, 1868.

Claim.—A. tanning liquid, made from the leaves

of the oak and the maple, or of the willow, or of the

three combined, or by the addition of the leaves of

the beech, in about equal proportions, when com-
bined with alum, Glauber's salt, and nitric acid, in

about the proportions specified, for the purpose and
in tiie manner set forth.

81 ,238.—Henry Woodward, Loudon, England.
—Apparatus for Carbureting.—August 18, 1868.—
A vessel of cylindrical form is divided by a horizon-

tal partition into two chambers, the lower one of
which contains benzole or other carbureting fluid.

In the upper chamber is a series of curved concentric
diaphragms upon each of which is spread wicking ex-
tending at each end into the liquid chamber. Pipes
are suitably arranged for the entrance of air and the
exit of the gas.
Claim.— 1. The aiTangement, in a cylindrical car-

bureting vessel, of a partition dividing said vessel
into an upper and lower chamber, in combination
with concentric perforated bridges or diaphragms
in the upper chamber, as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

2. In combination with the arrangement ofcham-
bers and concentric bridges, ds claimed under the
preceding clause, wicking passing over said bridges,
through the partition and into the lower chamber,
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with the bridges and dividing
partition, of plates arranged tangentially or nearly
so to said bridges, and forming with the wicking a
packing joint, as and for the purposes set forth.

4. In combination with the arrangement of cham-
bers and concentric bridges, as claimed in the pre-
ceding clauses, an air inlet pipe, opening into the
annular space formed by the casing and the outer-
most bridge, and a gas eduction pipe leading from
the space between the dividing partition and the in-

nermost bridge out of the carbureter, as and for the
purposes set forth.

5. The carbureting vessel and float contained
therein, in combination with the wicking or equiva-
lent material, and curved bridges or diaphragms,
upon which the same is spread and held, under the
arranffcment and for operation as herein shown and
specified.

6. The combination, with a carbureter, substan-
tially as herein described, of an inlet tube for cai-bu-

reting lic^uid, arranged to traverse both the ui^per
and lower cliambers, and terminating at or near the
bottom of tlie latter, as shown and set forth.

81,239.—John Woody, Mount Yernon, Ind.—
Rotary Steam Engine.—.XVi'^ViSt 18, 1868.—Upon a
horizontal shaft is placed a wheel, each side of which
is recessed out so as to form abutments which are
arranged in reversed positions, so that the wheel may
be driven in opposite directions. The induction
pipes are arranged obliquely on opposite sides of
the wheel, so that the motion of the engine can be
changed at will.

Claim.—The arrangement of the ingress steam
pipes E E, exhaust pij^es E F, abutments i i, and
casing B B, substantially as described.

81,240.--Ja^ies M. Wynx, Scipio, Ind.—Wagon
Coupling.—August 18, 1868.—A plate is affixed to
the front end of the rear hounds so as to hold the
same rigidly and form a recess in which the jwle
rests. A bolt passes through the reach polo and
hounds and is held in place'by a spring button, by
which the rear axle is coupled to the reach pole.

Claim.—The coupling device a a a, e e, b, f, g. all

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

81,241.-George W. IST, Yost, Corry, Pa., as-

signor to the Corry Machine Co., same place—
Harvester.—August 18, 1868.—A device for encasing
and protecting the gearing of grass or grain cutting
machines.

Claim.—The two cases, A and A', combined with
the main axle G, when the axle is put transversely
through the middle of the cases, so that the body may
be evenly balanced thereon, and combined with and
fastened together by the axle bolt H, when the axle
bolt is put through the cases, parallel with the main
axle, midway between the middle and hind end, and
also combined with the support bolt I, when the sup-
port bolt is put through the cases parallel with the
main axle, midway between the main axle and the
fore end.

81 ,242.—Francis S. Babbitt, Taunton, Mass.
Nozzle for Pipe.—August 18, 1868.—A hollow screw-
plug, provided with ports, is arranged within a taper-

ing hollow tube, having two archetl chambers, so that

by turning a milled nut on the end of the screw plug
the issuing stream may bo of the full st'.e of the bore.
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or assnmo the form of spray, or of a hollow cone, as
desired.
Claim.—An improved hose-pipe nozzle, consistinf^

of the body A, the hollow screw plu{? B, the milled
nut D, anil the check nut E, the whole being con-
Btnicted and made to operate together, substantially
as above set forth.

2. Tlie screw plug B, as made with the chamber
or recess /, the same operatiug in conjunction with
the stud or projection h disposed on the inner pe-
riphery of the body A, in the manner and for the pm'-
posc set forth.

83 ,243.—Chuistian Baury, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Air Tight Can.—August 18, 1868.~The flaring end
of the can, in connection with the depression of the
cover, enables the tool to be applied externally.

Claim.—A cylindrical can, having ends flaring
from the direct liue of the body, and the lid or cover
lor the top or bottom of which is swaged or depressed
and bent at tke edge so as to overlap the flaring end
of the can, to which it is secured, substantially in
the manner herein described and represented.

81,244.—"W. J. Bexedict and John Wylie,
South Norwallc, Conn.

—

Felting Machine.—August
18, 1868.—A fold of cloth is attached at one end to
the upper part of a vertically-reciprocating steam-
tight box, and passing down under a roller upon
which the hat cones are placed, is secured at the
other end to a x)late which may be readily adjusted
during the process of felting.

Claim.—1. In a hat felting and napping machine,
the combination of the reciprocating steam box L,
the bight or loop of cloth H, roller K, and adjustable
plate M, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The racks J J, box L, and bight or loop of cloth
H, constructed and ai'ranged substantially as set
forth, and for the purpose specified

3. Tlie arrangement of the shaft D, crank E, rod
E, box L, uprights B, and looped cloth H, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and de-
scribed.

4. The screw K, in combination with the plate M
and looped cloth H, arranged substantially as shown
for the purpose set forth.

81,245

—

Silas E. Boardman, Fort Wayne, Ind.
—IVatcr Elevator.—AvigVL^t 18, 1868.—A long bucket
of conical shape is provided with a disk below its

bottom for conducting off the water, which latter
escapes through a valve that is opened by a tilting
rod and stop when the bucket is elevated from the
lower apartment.

_
Claim.—The bucket A, the bottom valve a, the

tDting rod d, the stop s, the disk 6, in combination
with the cylinder C, the same being constructed in
the manner and for the pm'pose substantially as set
forth and described.

81,246.-C. E. BoswoRTH, Milford, Conn.—At-
taching Wire to Brim of ^afs.-August 18, 1868.

_
Ciaun,.-Attaching the wire to hat brims by a con-

tinuous or direct line of stitches parallel with the
•wire, the said stitches alternately crossing the wire,
so as to secure the wire to the brim, substantially in
the manner specified.

81,24f.—Elias Brock and Judson Shultz,
Ellenville, N. Y., assignors to Judson Siiultz.—
Machine for JJnhairing iZ'ide6-.—August 18, 1868.—
Designed as an improvement upon patents to E.
Brock and to J. Shultz, each dated June 2.5, 1867.
Claim.—\. So arrangingthe operating mechanism

of the feed of an unhaiiing machine that the said
feed may move in the same du'cetion witli or in an
opposite direction from the movement of the knife
cylinder, at the will of the operator, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

^

2. Connecting the knife-cvlindcr B with the main
feed roller H, by means of the gear wheels D E I J
G, and lever E, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein shown and described, andfortho pur-
poses set forth.

3. The combination of the roller T, ratchet wheel
U, and pawl V, with the pivoted frame E,, for the

purpose of adjusting the tfension of the apron S, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

4. The combination of the rollers L M Q, and
finger gear wheels NOP, with each other, and with
the rollers H, substantially as herein sliown and de-
scribed, for the purpose of holding the hide and con-
trolling its movement.

5. So arranging the operating mechanism of the
feed of an unhairing machine, as to ease or diminish
the shock caused by reversing the feed, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

G. The combination of the crank arm K with the
journal of the feed roller H, and with the slotted gear
wheel G, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

81,'.^48.—Arthur W. Browne, Brooklyn, and
"William E. Goodwin, East New York, N. Y.—
Mechanical Movement.—August 18, 1868.—Keyed to
a shaft and rjuning loosely upon it, is a series of cog
wheels, between which is a series of pinions car-
rying arms, on the extremities of which are a pair
of geared pinions, one of the same meshing with the
driving cog Avheel, around which they are carried
by an arm, while the other is cast or attached to a
cog wheel of larger diameter than itself, which gears
with the next loose pinion on the shaft.

Claim.—1. Any number of revolving arms E F^
E2, each carnarg a train of wheels, rotated by the
wheels D D^ D^, in the manner herein described, to
communicate motion with multiplied speed or
power,

2. The intermediate pinions G G^ G^, employed in
combination with the wheels D H I, substantially as
and for the purposes explained.

81,249.—Manly T. Campbell, Lima, Pa.—
Clothes Drier.—August 18, 1868.—Horizontal racks
are attached to a main or central post and to outer
hinged legs, and held by means of bolts, so thatwhen
not in use, the device may be compactly folded.

Claim.—The hinged legs E, applied to the racks
C I) of the main stand A, in the manner described,
and held in supporting position by the bolts E, or
their equivalent, for the purpose set forth.

81,250.—Edward Card, North Providence, R.I.
—(S/ioeZ>wtto?ier.—August 18, 1868 ; antedated August
7, 1868.—The button being held by the lower slotted
jaw, the descending hook of the other jaw catches
into the button hole and draws it upon the button,
the pressor performing the function necessary to
complete the operation.
Claim.—The use of a jointed arm D, furnished

with a hook a and presser 6, operating substantially
as described.

2. The combination of the opening c, hook a, and
presser 6, to insert a button in a button hole, sub-
stantially as described.

81,251.-^OHN Casho, Newark, Del., assignor
to Casho and Company, same place.—imA;/«r End-
less Chain for Horse Powers.—August 18, 1868.

—

The construction is designed to prevent the links
from spreading apart, the same being held by the
througli bolts or welded shanks, so as not to yield
vertically, the longitudinal rib, at the same time,
preventing any torsion of the through bolts.

Claim.—1. The combination of the grooved and
slotted plank with ribbed journal-beariug brackets,
geared links, friction rollers, and through bolts, all

arranged as set forth for joint operation.
2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

the grooved and slotted plank with ribbed journal-
bearing brackets, each carrying geared links and
friction rollers, and secured to the plank by a shank
connecting the brackets, for the purpose set forth.

81,252.—Angelo Cattaneo, Newark, N. J.

—

F:lting Machine.— August 18, 1868. — The upper
rollers while revolving in one direction receive an
endwise motion, so as to combine a squeezing and ia

rubbing effect.

Claim.—A felting apparatus, formed oftwo ranges
of rollers, arranged in pairs, and driven by the worm
pinions and gears, as represented, in combination
with the frame g, caiTying the upper range of rollers,
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to Trhich frame and rollers aYeciprocating motion is

given iu the manner and for the purposes specified.

81,253.—"William E. Clough, Cambridge,
Mass.—Paper PiZe.-August 18, 1868.—The saddle
pieces in the base of the device, to "u-hich the pivoted
links are attached, serve to hold the cap in any de-
sired position.
Claim.—1. Combining, Tvith the cap C, the two

links E E' and D D' vrith the base A B, arranged
and operating substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. Combining, with the links E E' and D D', the
saddlesN IN"', arranged and operating substantially as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

81,254.—Chakles S. Corsett, Middleville,
Mioh— Water T7/ieeL—August 18, 1868.—The upper
face of the wheel is made concave and the lower face
convex, so as to cause the water to pass to the buckets
of the lower section and be dischai'gsd at the center,
and thence to the upper section.

Claim.—The wheel A, composed of sections C and
D, when the upper and lower surfaces of the same
are concave and convex in form, and the whole is

constructed and arranged substantially as described,
as and for the purposes specified.

81,255.—tTohn p. Courtxey and Charles
Eedmatxe, Brooklyn, K". Y.

—

Device for Applying
Cloth Patches to Paper Collars.—August 18, 1868.

—

A paste receptacle is formed with a space in its bot-
tom part, the surrounding portion of the base being
provided with perforations by which the paste is con-
lined to the portion required for the patch.

Claim.—1. The receptacle a, for paste, formed
with a perforated bottom, of the size and shape re-

quired, for pasting the surface of the collar for the
cloth lining or patch, substantially as set forth.

2. The tube /, applied in the bottom of the paste
receptacle a, in combination with the peg e, that acts
as a guide to the button hole of the collar, the patch,
and the paste receptacle, substantially as set forth.

81,256.—William "W. Crapster, Mechanics-
burg, Pa.

—

Hoisting Apparatus.—August 18, 1868.

—

The drum is placed loosely on the shaft and is made
to rotate with the same by means of a clutch or dog
passing through the shaft, so as to engage with the
drum when required to turn the latter. A rope pass-
ing round the drum is operated by a connecting bar
and bell crank to act as a brake.
Claim.—1 . The combination of the drum D, shaft

B, clutch or dog E, rod F, and lever G, for attaching
the drum to the shaft, and detaching it therefrom,
substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the above named elements,
the connecting bar I. bell crank I', and the belt or
chain K, arranged substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

81,257.—Jaides a. Cushman, Seneca Falls, N".

Y.—Sose Pipe Nozzle.—August 18, 1868.—Four me-
tallic segments are so arranged as to form a con-
tinuous ring when lapped together, and by simply
turning the cap the orifice of the nozzle is contracted
or expanded at pleasure.

Claim.—The overlapping segments E, operated
through the medium of the pins F, fixed radial slots

i in tiae parts C, and the curved movable slots K in

the section H, whereby, as the nozzle is contracted
and expanded, the overlapping segments form a con-
tinuous metallic ring, as herein shown and described,
for the pm'pose specified.

81,258.—Jacob David, ISTew York, N. Y.—Cur-
tain Fixture.—An^inst 18, ] 868.—The roller is so

placed that one end of the curtain can be drawn up
and the other down as required.

Claim.—The Avith in-described method of hanging
and operating a curtain, by securing the same to its

roller at or about the middle of its length, said roller

being fastened to the window frame at the middle
thereof, and the curtain being operated substantially

as set forth.

81,259.—Anthony G. Davis, 'Watertowu, Conn.
—Umbrella.—August 18, 1868.-An improvement on

his patent of March 10, 1868. The cap consists of
a flanged ring cut away at regular intervals so as to
leave projections which are bent at right angles to
the ring.

Claim.—The cap a, constructed as explained, in
combination with runner A, substantially as and for
the pm-pose described.

81,260.—S. W. Davis, Wilmington, Del—Bit
Stock.—August 18, 1868.—A movable case or sleeve
provided with a shoulder fits upon the shank, and
slides freely upon the same against the tension of a
spring, which latter serves to bear the free end of a
pawl in a notch in the bit.

Claim.—The combination of the shank D, and
spring e coiled thereon, the movable sleeve C, pawl
a, and projection b, in a bit stock H G, all substan-
tially as shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

81,261.—John S. Davison and Nicholas Lor-
TON. Cranberry, I^. J.—Cover for Chambers and
other Vessels.—August 18, 1868.—The edge of the
cu'cular sheet of caoutchouc incloses the wire hoop,
and is secured thereto by cement, in order to prevent
the ingress of air or the'escape of offensive odor.

Claim.—The formation of an air-tight cover, by
means of caoutchouc or India-rubber, when stretched
over a hoop as herein desciibed, the whole being aj>
ranged as and for the purpose above set forth.

81,262.—Eobert Bleloch Duncan, West Eox-
bury, Mass.

—

Bustle Attachinent for Skirt.—August
18, 1868.—A supporting frame formed with a pro-
jecting piece is secured to the waistband behind, and
serves to maintain the hoop skirt in proper position
and prevent its bulging out in front.

Claim.—A bustle frame or hoop shirt supporter,
constructed and adapted to be used as and for the
purposes set forth.

81,263.—Job Dyson, Ifew Britain, Conn.—
Frame for Stretching Drawers.—August 18, 1868.

—

The stretcher boards are designed to shape the draw-
ers in conformity with the natural contour of the
Umbs, and the bar, which retains the boards in their
expanded condition, affords a ready means of sus-

pending the instrument on a frame.
Claim.—A board or frame for stretching drawers,

constructed substantially as described, with its hinge
a arranged in direction of the width of the boards A
A, at their upper or body ends, and they shaped on
their edges & c to conform to the profile* of the log,

and provided with a stretcher, B, at their opposite
ends, substantially as specified.

81,264.—William Emmett, Paterson, ]Sr. J., as-

signor to himself and S. E. Horton, Windsor Locks,
Conu.—Lathe J>o<7.—August 18, 1868.—The dog is

hung in the lathe plate by the pinion shank. The
object to be dogged is grasped between the angular
faces of the dog frame and sliding frame, and under
this arrangement the faces of the sliding frame may
be passed entirely beyond those of the dog frame

;

hence very small objects may be held.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
dog frame B, having angular sides D, pinion shank
E and groove O, the set screw C, sliding frame F,
consisting of plates G H with inclined sides I, stud
or projection J, extension arras M, and lug N, and
operating substantially as and for the puT-pose de
scribed.

81,265.—Samuel F. Estell, Eichmond, Ind.—
Animal IVap—August 18, 1868.—The platform being
depressed by the weight of the game is caught by the

latch and closes the entrance.
Claim.—I. The lever, as formed by the end of latch

e, extending beneath platform B, by which the plat-

form is raised by the action of gate P, substantially

as specified.

2. The latch e, for holding the platform in its re-

versed position when operated by means of gate P,

subatandally as described, in combination with the

lever c' tliat raises the platfonn simultaneously with
the opening of the gate.

3. The lock H, for securing the gate when operated

by the platform, as set forth.
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81,366.—JohnA. PdvTs^egan, Charlestown, Mass.

—Self-Adjusting Curb for Hydrant—August 18,

1868.—Eelative changes between the mouth of the

curb and the surface are prevented by the broad

flange supporting the curb, inasmuch as the curb

cannot settle materially by its weight, and any sub-

sidence or upheaval of'the surface earth is attended

with a corresponding movement of the flange and
curb. ^ ,

Claim:—A curb made with a flange, and arranged

relatively to the pipe or well, substaniiaDy as and for

the purpose specified.

81,267.—John F. Foljier, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and A. J. Ejelly, same place.—
Circular Saw.—August 18, 1868.—Designed to avoid

the tedious manipulation required in gumming the

saw as ordinarily done, the sharpening being effected

by cutting away the beveled ends of the teeth.

Claim.—A circular saw, the blade of which is

composed of any desired number of straight sides,

the continuation of each of which forms the back of

one tooth, the front of the latter being parallel, or

nearly so, with the back, as set forth, for the purpose

specified.

81,268 M. D. Fowler. Yincennes, Ind.—Eat
Trap.—Augast 18, 1BG8.—A pivoted drop in the bot-

tom of the trap is so connected with tripping devices

that, upon the bait being touched, the animal will

fall into a receptacle below.
Claim.—The arrangement herein shown and de-

scribed with relation "to the catch-arm E and lever

catch F, of the crank shaft M, connection N, angular

lifting lever 0, all arranged within the trap A G- H,
to operate as set forth, for the purpose specified.

81,269.— Charles Gooch, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Skate.—August 18, 1868 ; antedated August 8, 1868.—
The skate is secured to the boot sole by turning the

thumb-nut which causes the toe clamp and movable
heel to clamp the sole. The toe and heel clamp can
be readily adjusted to boots of different sii,es by
changing thek relative positions on the screw rod.

Claim.—The sliding toe clamp C, sliding heel

clamp M, fixed heel clamp I, screw rod G, and thumb
nut K, all constructed as described, whereby said

clamps are adapted to bear only upon the sole and
heel of the boot or shoe, without touching tfie uppers,

as herein shown and described.

81,270.—Adam Good, Jr., and Simon Steouse,
TitusviUe, Pa.

—

Connection for Wooden Rod.—Au-
gust 18, 1868.—The tapering tube is driven over the

wooden section of the rod to compress the wood
upon the tongue piece, the latter being connected to

the tube thi-ough the medium of the adjusting screw.
The union coupling joins the adjacent tubes.

Claim.—As combined with the union joint A, the
socketed connection, consisting of the tapering tube
B, the tongue C, with its enlargements, and the
adjusting screw D, ail substantially as shown and
described.

81,271.-"William F. Goodwin', EastXew York,
N. Y.

—

Mechanical ALovcment.—August 18, 1868.

—

An aiTangemenc of gearing within a series of pulleys,

upon which the driving belt may be shitted to increase
the power or speed of the drum.

Claim.—1. The drum F, with its ratchet b and
pawl c, in combinatiou with two or more of the series

of pulleys G, all substantially as shown and described.
2. The combination of two or more of the series of

pulleys G with their circles of internal cogs g, ex-
ternal pinion A;, and intermediate pinions i andj', and
arm I, substantially as shown and described.

3. The arm I, carrying the pinions i and j, in
combination with the shaft D, both so constructed
that the said arm will move freely on the said shaft
longitudinally, but wiU not revolve upon it, substan-
tially as and "for the purposes shown and described.

4. "The combination of two or more of the series of
pulleys G with the non-revolving shaft D and armor
armsl, all as shown and described.

81,272.—Christopher jUllmanx, Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y.—Mop Head ano Wringer.—August 18,

1868.—The mop may be compressed forcibly between

the stationary cup and the block attached to the mop
head, the handle of the mop-head forming the lever,

and the hooks of the stationary cup the fulcrum.
Claim.—1. The combination of the hinged jaws B

D, convex block C, handle A, and sleeve b, as shown
and described.

2. The hooks c, on the stationary cup E, in com-
bination with the jaws B D, block C, and handle A,
as and for the pui-pose set forth.

81,273.—"Wilhelm Hoeft, Fountain City,"Wis.
— Washing Machine.—August 18, 1868.—The parts
which act dii'ectly upon the clothes are made to ap-

proach and recede from each other by the vibration
of the arms to which they are attached, said arms re-

ceiving motion from a central crank shaft through
the me'dium of yielding connections.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted frames
E, beaters F, connecting rods G, and double cranks
c', formed upon the driving shaft C, with each other
and with the tub B, when ari'anged so that the
double beaters approach and leave each other, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the hinged parts b' of the
sides of the tub B, end boards of said tub, and re-

movable top K with each other and with the pro-
jecting ends of the frame A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

81,274. — Edward Holmes and Britain
Holmes, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Power Windlass for Mak-
ing Casks.—August 18, 1868.—This invention com-
bines in a windlass, a friction di'iving pulley, to pre-
vent injurious strain upon the truss rope or wind-
lass, and a clutch-coupling to the windlass di-um,
whereby said di'um may be readily disengaged and
reversed to unwind the'truss rope "therefrom.
Claim.—The combination of the driving pulley E,

provided with a friction clutch, the screw shaft D',
worm D, worm wheel C, clutch H, and windlass
drum B, operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

81,275 S. A. Holt and C. H. Williams,
Hudson, Mass.

—

Peg Feed Stop for Pegging Ma-
chinery.—August 18, 1868.

—
"When the shoe is re-

moved from the machine, the peg-feeding pawl is

thrown out of gear, and no more pegs are supplied
for the time being.

Claim.—The lever C C, or its equivalent, for

actuating the pawl a a', substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

81,276.—Eravin T. Hope, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Elevator.—August 18, 1868.— To elevate the car-

riage, the tubes are extended by introducing water
at the bottom of the lower stationary tube. The
carriage moves an arm iirojecting into its path, and
thereby closes the cock and arrests the ascent at the
proper moment.

Claiyn.—1. The combination, with the telescopic
tubes of a carriage H, and ways K, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, Avith the telescopic tubes, of
the rods E and cushions L, substantially as and for

the piu'pose described.
3. The combination of the telescopic tubes, pro-

Tided with cushions L and stuffing-boxes D, and con-
nected by rods E, the grooved ways K, carriageH I,

three-way cock N, and rod M, having arms, as de-
scribed, all substantially as herein set forth and
shown, for the purposes specified.

81,277.—A. S. KiLBY, Huntington, Ind.—Ap-
paratus for Printing Photographs. —August 18,
1868.—The grouping of the heads or other pictures
is accomplished by moving the slider to obtain a
lateral arrangement of the impressions ; the longi-
tudinal arrangement being attained by winding up
the paper on the roller.

Claim.—The leaves D E, slider G, case A, roller

B, any suitable clamps / /', all substantially as de-
scribed, when contributing to form an apparatus for
printing photographic pictm'cs, all as set forth.

81,278.—G. W. King, Saratoga Springs, :N'. Y.
—Yagina Injector.—August 18, 1868.—Desig-ned to
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take the place of the female syringe in common
nse.

Claim.—1. An improved vagina injector, formed
by the combination of the bowl or cup A and tube
B, said parts being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. Forming a partial cover, C, npon the top or
moutli of the cup or bowl A of the injector, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

81,279.—M. M. Knowles, Elmira, K". Y.—Ex-
tension Ladder.—August 18, 1868.—This contri-

vance is made t^o serve either as an ordinary house
ladder or as a step ladder.
Claim.—The combination of ladders A and B,

adjustable brace D F, and pin J, all constructed and
arranged substantially as described, as and for the
purpose speciiied.

81,280.—J. D. Legg, Long Eddy, N". Y.—Cur-
tain Fixture.—August 18, 1868.—Improvement on
the curtain fixture patented to J. D. and J. TV. Legg,
May 5, 1868. AVhcn the curtain is hooked at bot-

tom to the sill, the pulling of the cord will roll up
the curtain from the top and lower it, the cord being
fastened to a bracket to hold the cui-tain in the de-
sired position.
Claiin.—The coil springs .T, inclosed concentri-

cally within the cylindrical boxes G, and attached
to the shafts or axes I, and the periplieries of the
boxes G, in combination with the pawls e, ratchet?
d^, and curtain A, all being arranged substantially
in the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

81,281.—.Tasox B. Loomis, Chelsea, Mass.—
Bustle.—August 18, 1868.—A series of bowed springs
provided with end pockets, and connected at their
centers by a bow spring having a hook at its lower
end, whicli connects with an cyeletotl baud, so as to
increase or diminish the curvature of the connect-
ing spring.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of bow springs b

(connected as described) witli the bow spring e, the
hook /, or its equivalent, and the adjusting strap g,
the whole l)eing applied to a waistband, as set forth.

2. Tiie combination and aiTangemcut of the shibld

or abutment k with the bustle made and provided
with the sin-ing e, as set forth.

81,282. — DuMONT Makeau, Hubbardstown,
Mass.

—

Easjj Chair.—August 18. 1868.—The chair
seat rocks upon its elastic su])ports.

Claim.—The springs E, arranged as described, in

combination witJi the seat A, rails C, links F, and
hooks

(J,
substantially as set forth, for the purpose

specified.

8J ,283.—JonN Meulett, Bound Brook, 1:^. J.,

assignor to himself and John Smalley, same place.— Breccli-loadimj Fire-arm.—Angust 18, 1868; ante-
dated August 7* 1868.—The recess, at the forward
cud of the breech piece, permits the same to swing
laterally, and is covered by a plate to exclude dirt,

&c. Tlic breech piece being released by tlie retrac-
tion of the liammcr, is acted upon by a spring which
throws it into position to receive the cartridge.

Claim, — 1. The laterallj'-swinging cliarabcred
breech piece C, attached to the barrel by tlie semi-
circular joint c, and arranged in relation with the
spi'ing A*, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
set foith.

2. The sliding plato or apron e, arranged in rela-

tion Avith tlie joint c, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

81,284.—Antitoxy Nut.sex, Eugen Haueisex,
and A1.15ERT Wagxeu, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors
to A. Nui.sE.\ & Co.—Brick Machine.—August 18,

18()«.—Tl'.e result of the rotation aiul approximation
of the rolls i.s to both feed down and gradually tem-
per and i-.onipress thechiy, and to force the same into
the molds with the retiuisite impetus to produce com-
pact and homogeneous bricks.
Claim.—'Vhe relative anangement of the endless

carrier A, hoi)]>cr G, case F, rolls B C D E, and
throat 11, constructed to operato us dc3cribo<L

81,285.—Samuhl Patton, Chntsworth, 111.—
Belt Tighten'iT.—Augmt 18, 1868.—The belt is kept
in contact with the face of its pulleys, so that unin-
terrupted motion shall be transmitted from one shaft
to another, even though one side of the belt should
hang slack.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the drums D D',
in connection with the oelt C and pulleys B B', in
such a manner that the drums press the belt directly
against the surface of the puUeys, substantially as
described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the belt

C, drums D D', pulleys B B', spriug bearings E E'.

and adjusting screws, or their equivalent, F F*, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

81,286.—Joseph A. Peabody, Philadelphia,
Va,.—Mortising Machine.—August 18, 18C8.—Circu-
lar plates provided with rectangular slots are made
to fit in flanged rings set in the side of the movable
table, and, by turning the plates so that the slots

will assume the required position, a right or left-

hand mortise of the desired angle may be made.
Claim.—The regulators, composed of rings K, and

II', plates P and 1", with slots S and S', bolts b, b^,

b'^, and b^, screws C and C, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

81,287.—AxDEUSOX H. Pilaxd and AXDRK'vr
H. TUKXEU, Indianapolis, Ind.—Stock Pump.—
August 18, 1868.—Water is forced from a sul)merged
barrel into a trough by the cattle stepping on a plat-

form, which operates a i>iston.

Claim.—1. The foundation framework, consisting
of the elements A B C F G, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hinged platform E E' E", supported on tho
timbers J and by tho braces K L M, strutting from
the sliding post D, and attached to the post F by the
straps I I', as set forth, in combination with tho
lever N, eduction pipe V, and pump, all arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The cone-shajwd piston T, packed as described,
in combination with tlie valve chamber and valve X,
and eduction pii>e V, attached to the vibrating plat-

form, all arranged and oi)erating substantially as set

forth. •

81,288.—J. F. Pool, Monroe, 'Wis.— Grain
Separator.—August 18, 1868.—Imjn-ovement on his

patent of January 14, 1868 ; designed to save the
grass seed and effect the sepai'ation of a third grade
of wheat.
Claim.—I. The spouts i i, iilaced one on each side

of the frame A, and emptying into tlie conductors
O O, substantially as and lor tho pm-poses herein set

forth.

2. The box 7i, placed under the slide g, so that
when said slide is removed the grass see(l will drop
into the same, substantially as liercin set forth.

3. Tho adjustable and movable screens d d, when
constructed as described and operating as and for

the purposes herein set fortli.

4. The cross-screen ?h
,
placed between the series

of screens c c and screens d d, substantially as hei-cin

set forth.

81,289.-Geougr H. PwEYXOI-ds, New Torlr, N.
T., assignor to himself and CouxKUUS II. Dela-
MA'iEU, same place.

—

Hoisting Machina.—August 18,

1868.

Claim.—1. In a svstem of hoisting machines, pro-

viding for end play l)y the employment of the feather

b, or its equivalent, in combination witli the V-shall,
friction gear whe(!ls B' C, substantially as and for

the puTpo.'=5es herein set forth.

2. In combination with the shaft C and friction

wheels B' C, tho movublo box M', links m\ and
eccentric pins O, mounted relatively to the shaft P
and handle p, so that the pins o shall come nearly on
their dead points when the friction wheels 15' C aro
properly connected, as and for the purposes hcrcia

set forth.

3. Connecting tho shaft C and the winding drum
15 in a hoisting machine by tho peculiarly-constnicted

and arranged paila C^ C^ and E* E-», as and for tlio

pui'iMwes berein sot foiUu
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4. The lx;arin^ m^ for snpportmrr the drnm E and
its Gonuoctious, inrlcpondently of the concentric
shaft B, as an.d for the purposes' herein set forth.

5. The binders H h^ h'\ constructed and arranged
to serve relatively to the shafts B C. and their several
connections, so as to support the fi-ame A and aid in

preventing any spring or displacement of the parts
under the strains and vibrations to which they are
Bubjocted, as herein set forth.

81,290.—C. B. RicnAKDS, Hartford, Conn.—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.—August 18, 1668.

Claim.—So shaping and connecting the breech
plug a and a yielding hooked extractor, that the fi'ee

end of the extractor will be locked to the breech
plug by the relative movement of the two in the act
of retJ action, substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore set forth.

S1,29J .—Thomas Eichards, Medford, Mass.,
assignor to Edwaud D. Manxi.ng, same place.

—

Machine for ManHfacturinj Fiise.—August 18,

18(38.—The powder descends through a vertical, ro-

tating shaft, from which it is delivered at a point
where strands of thread arc twisted about it, a con-
tinuous fuse being thereby formed. The fuse, pur-
suing a downward course, is overlaid with threads
supplied from spools on a rotating frame. These
overlaying strands are passed through open slots in
a hollow, rotating shaft, after which'a ring is fitted
over it, and secui'ed for the purpose of keeping the
strands in place.
Claim.—The hollow shaft M, having open ^lots s

at its upper end, in combination with the ring t,

substantially as described, for the purpose herein
set forth.

81,292.—Charles L. Ridgwat, Boston, Mass.
—Corkscreio. —August 18, 1868.—The hinged ful-

crum is provided \\ith a notch, which fits upou a
shoulder on the screw portion, for the purjiosc of
preventing the screw from being bout wlien in use.
Claim.—Tho. stud or fulcrum F, provided with the

notch X, working in combination with the shoidder
E, substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

81,293.—Alva Eittexhouse, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Clamp for Holding Leather.—August 18, 1868.-
On depressing the lever with the foot, the lower
ends of tlie jaws are spread apart, and their upper
cuds made to firmly clamp the leather to l>e stitched.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the jaws J and J',

hinge H, and lever L, substantially in the mauner
and for the purpose specified.

81,294.—HiRAsr H. Eobbixs, Lvnn, Mass.—
Feather Reixovators.-August 18, 1868—Two closed
cylinders, one placed within tlic other, ai-e i)rovided
with a steam pipe and a tubular valve, and a series
of steam [wrts so an-anged as to allow tlie steam to
enter the inner cylinder to dampen the feathers, and
then to cut off the steam from tlie inner cylinder and
allow it to circidate about its exterior.

Claim.—The above-described device for restoring
feathers, consisting of tlie two cvlinders A and B,
constructed and arranged as described, in combina-
tion with the steam conduits//, &c., and the ports
g g, &.C., such conduits and i>orts being regulated bv
the tubular valve /t, and the vvholo operating in man-
ner and for the purpose as before explained.

81,295—L. C. ROBixsox, Shcpardsville, Mich
—Suiugle Jfnc/u/ic.—August 18, 18(;8.—Tlie saw gate
is provided witli two sashes and twoseis of saws, one
of the latter being moved within the other, by means
of a bell crank, connectiugrod and feed roller. Abut-
ting saw is secured to a mandrel i)rovidcd with a
sliding ratchet bar and pawl, l)y which the action of
a coiled spring is restrained until the saw has swung
back from the shingles.

Claim.— 1. The combination with the sash C, of
the laterally moving sash b, having its saws hinged,
as described, and operated by the feed rollei-^ d^,
through the medium of tlic l>eU crank d and connect-
ing rod d\ substantially as and for the ixirix)sc si>cc-
ificd.

2. The cut-off saw D, in combinntiMi with the

sliding mandrel, spilng/, ratchet bar/', and pawl./^,

operating in the manner described, with relation to

the hinged saws a a', as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

81,296.—F. EOHRCACHER and F. Hormaxn,
Philadelphia, Pa.—Pruii Jar.—August 18, 18(38.

Claim.—A jar, having, at the inside of the neck,
inclined recesses b, and vertical recesses c, open at

the top, and above the said recesses a flanged i)rojec-

tion, the upper edge of which is an unbroken circle, in
combination witli a cap, B, rubber ring i, and lugs a,

arranged as specified.

81,297.— WiLLiAjr M. Eussell and D. E.
HOLHES, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Bailroad Car Veiitila-

tor.—August 18, 1868.—The deflector is fastened in

a slot formed in a block which is inserted in the sido

of the window frame, and held in place by means of
projecting pins entering the sash and the lower sash
frame.

Claim..—The deflector D E, when the same is pro-

vided with projecting pins e c', in combination with
the angular base, b, and sash C, and the whole is so
constructed and an-anged to operate substantially

as described and for the purpose specified.

81,298.-"William Sailer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Clamps.—August 18, 1868.—When the clamp is

turned laterally by pressure at one end, the seiTated
projections will bite into the opposite sides of the
joist and firmly hold the clamp.

Claim.—1. A clamp, consisting of a bar, a, upon,
wliich are projections, b d, serrated at their edges,
and lugs//, the said clamp being adapted for use in
connection with a wedge, y, substantially as do-

scribed.
2. The clamp A, consisting of a bar, a, upon which

are lugs//, and projections d b, serrated at their
inner edges, the said lugs and projections being ar-

ranged as and for the purpose described.

81,299 George Scott, Louisville, Kj.—Ele-
vator.—August 18, 1868.—The rope that sustains the
platform passes over a scries of pulleys and is se-

cured at both ends to the upper portion of the frame.
A balance weight on the rope serves to maintain a
continuous tension of the bame. The hoisting rope
passing through " bulls'-eyes" in the corners of the
platfor^ enables a person standing on the platform
to operate the same.

Claim.—1. The combination of the wheel G, rope
/, axle Q, wheels Q' and P, and the clutch O, sub-
stantially as and for the puri)Ose set forth.

2. The pulley E, when constructed Avith a double
beveled groove, and used in combination with a rope,

b, fixed at both ends, and operating substantially as
described.

3. The aiTangement of the rope b, fixed at 1x)th

ends, at B B, tlie platform F, the pulleys E, L, D,
and C, the latter being placed in a balance weight,
M, substantially as descril)ed.

4. The aiTangement of the rope/, passing tln-ongh
bulls'-eyes in the platform F, substantially as and
for the pmiwse set forth.

81,300

—

Thomas S. Sedgwick. Onargo, 111.—
Faatcner for Buttons, Studs, d-c-August 18, 18C8.

Claim. —An auxiliary attachment for securing
buttons and studs, consisting of an elastic loop pass-

ing through or united to the fabric near to the but-

ton-hole or eyelet, aU substantially as described.

81.301.—Jacob Shearman, Fayettevillc, Pa.—
Machine for Turning Boot Leg.—Augu&t 18, 18(>8.—

The boot leg when seamed up is slipped upon the

cylinder and the straps of the leg.s placed on liooks

attached to a rod passsing through the cylinder.

A ring, surrounding the cylinder, and rising simul-

taneously as the hooks descend, actuates tlie leg up-

ward on'the cylinder, thus turning it right side out.

Claim.—\. Tiie cylinder E, table B C C, wheels c,

racks d d, rod /, hooks jr, shaft a. and crank j, all

aiTaiiged and operating substantially as and for tho
purpose sliown and described.

2. Tlie racks b, jmd ring t, substantially as d©-

scrilxjd, in combination with the accessory mcchan*
ism, all q;* sot forth-
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81,303.—Egbert Side, Union Street, Borough,
England.

—

Machine for Obtaining Motive Power.—
August 18. 1868.—As the cranks rotate one -within the
other in opposite directions in each pair of cranks,
the lowermost crank -will lift one end of the beam and
the other crank will depress the opposite end of the
said beam, and when that end of the beam which is

being lifted has passed a horizontal line the opposite
end of the beam will move downward, thereby length-
ening this end of the beam and cause it to descend
with a force equal to the difference between the long
and short weighted levers of the beam thus brought
into action.

Claim.—The cranks, working in pairs, one within
tlie other, in opposite directions, for imparting rock-
ing motion to weighted beams, having no fixed axis
of motion, but so constructed that the crank pins
move in slots in the said beams, substantially as above
described.

81,303.—Franz G-. Siemers, Winona, Minn.—
Ice Cutter.—August 18, 1868.—To a vertically re-

ciprocating frame is attached a series of knives or
pickers against which a piece of ice is forced by
means of a follower suitably operated.

Claim,.—1. The reciprocating frame D, having the
series of pickers a a', arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with the ice-cutting frame D,
the follower L, arranged and operated substantially
as described, for feeding the ice to the pickers as it

is cut.

3. The combined ice cutter and refrigerator, when
constructed and arranged for use, as shown and de-

scribed.

81,304.—Thomas P. Sink, Fairton, IST. S.—Oys-
ter Dredge.—August 18, 1868.—Each end of the dredge
rake is connected by bolts or pivots to the frame, so

that the rake can be adjusted and set to any desired
pitch, where it is held by a clevis or ratchet.

Claim.—1. The construction of an oyster dredge
with an adjustable rake, as herein described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The clevis or ratchet, or its equivalent, in com-
bination with an oyster djredge, for the purpose of
setting and keeping a dredge rake to the proper
pitch, as herein described, and for the purpose set

forth.

81,305.—David P. SmxH, Salem, IST. J.—Faucet.
—August 18, 1868.—A washer or jam nut, having a
broad face and provided with an elastic packing, is

placed on the faucet, and when the latter is inserted
in a vessel, the washer is screwed against the face
of the said vessel.

Claim.—The washer or jam nut B, in combina-
tion Avlth the clastic packing C and the screw cut
cylindrical portion a' a'" of the barrel A, the said
parts being constructed and arranged to operate to-

gether, when applied to the wooden vessel, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

81,306.—Theodore Steinway, K'ew York, K",

Y.—Piano i^orte.—August 18, 1868.—The metallic
hangers or standards are provided with holes to re-

ceive the metallic traverses, so that the derange-
ment of the action due to expansion and contraction
of the wooden rail is avoided. Flanged metallic
rods, forming traverses, connect the metallic hangers
of the action frame so as to form a firm connection
for the same. The ends of the standard of the action
frame are formed with segments or spheres, so that
the ends can roll in their steps while the hangers are
being adjusted by the set screws.

Claim.—1. A metallic action frame for piano
fortes, said frame being secured to the wrest-plank,
and composed of metallic hangers or standards A,
provided with holes to receive the metallic traverses,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The flanged ti'averses B, constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth,

3. The intermediate plates C, provided with holes
to receive the flanged traverses B, substantially as
and for the i)urpose described.

4. The adjusting screw E, provided with a square
end n, and jam nut o, in combination with the hang-

ers or standards A, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

5. The segmental or spherical ends, p, of the
hangers, fitting into corresponding steps, and op-
erating in combination with the screws E, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

81,307.-Charles 0. Stevens, Auburn, Me.—
Horse Shoe.—August 18, 1868.—The shoe is con-
structed with a cap to fit over and about the hoof.
It is jointed at the sides, and fastened to the hoof by
means of a screw in the rear.

Claim.—The top piece B, and rear piece C, joined
by the pivot G, secured to the hoof by means of the
screw cross bar e, substantially as herein set forth,
and for the purposes herein mentioned.

81,308.—James Stewart, St. Cloud, Minn.—
Fastening Handles to Axes, Picks, c£-c.—August 18,
1868.—A tongue is inserted into and forms a part of
the handle, and is so constructed that wlien the
handle is inserted in the eye of the tool the wood wiU
press firmly on either side of the said tongue.

Claim.—The metal tongue C, constructed as de-
scribed, and provided with a circular projection, i,

on its lower end, and one or more bolts, a, on its

upper end, when used for the purpose of fastening
handles to tools, substantially as herein set forth.

81,309.—Squire Teal, Kochester, IST. Y.—Fn-
gine Lathe.—August 18, 1868.—The guide bar is

made in two parts to render it adjustable. Upon
one part is a movable guiding pin which works in a
groove of a pattern plate bolted upon a bracket, the
object being to tm'u shafts in a tapering or an irreg-
ular form, without changing the center of the taS-
block of common engine lathes.

Claim.—1. The combination of the adjustable
bracket H, the pattern plate attached thereto, and
the jointed guide bar B, with the tool holder, when
arranged and operating substantially as described.

2. The combination of the sleeve r, set screw v,

and screw/, with the tool holder, in the manner de-

scribed, for the purpose of permitting or prohibiting
to the tool holder, as may be found necessary, inde-
pendent transverse movement.

3. Arranging the bracket which supports the
pattern on the tail stock of the machine, and con-
necting the tool holder with the pattern by a jointed
lever, in the manner substantially as herein de-

scribed.

81,31©.—Erancis W. Tilton and Moses C.
SwiFT,]Srew Bedford,Mass.

—

Clothes Line Supporter.
—August 18, 1868; antedated August 12, 1868.—
Within a slotted tubular stand is arranged a sliding

pole, having a cross piece or rod at its lower end,

which rests in notches in the said stand, so as to

adjust the pole at any desired height.

Claim..—1. The tubulai' slotted stand A, with the
hooked notches h therein, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
2. In combination with the stand A, the pole E,

with the rod G- and hook E, arranged substantially

as and for the pm-poses set forth.

81,311.—John Way, Waterbury, Conn.—/Simp
Holding Z)c?jice.—August 18, 1868.—The cam being
free to turn upon its pivot bites the strap and holds
it firmly when it is pulled upon in either dii-ection.

By holding the cam in an obvious position the strap

mav be inserted or withdrawn.
(Jlairh.—A holding device, composed of a double^

acting cam or eccentric button, in combination with
a suitable bearing surface, the Avhole operating sub-

stantially in the manner described for the purpose
set forth.

81,312.— TiiEonnLUS Weaver, Ilarrisbnrg,

'Pa.—Clothes Hook and Line Holder Combined.—
August 18, 1868.—A pivoted lever is provided with
two arms upon the ends of which are posts, between
Avhich, and stationary posts upon a metal disk, a
cord or line is held, the lino acting upon one of the
lever posts to press the opposite one upon the

portion of the line between it and the stationaiy

post.

Claim.—The combination of the hook S, lever L,
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aiiLl tbu posts aba' b'. substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

81,313.—Dakius 'WELLiXGToy, Boston, Mass.—Brick Machine — Aiimisi If^, l^'68: antedated Au-
gust 6, 18{i8.—The crude clay is fed from the ])iig mill

into molds, automatically and successively brought
uuder aud fed from the mill, and is soliditied in the
molds and ejected fi'om them, the sarface of the mold,
aftei- being- filleil, being passed uuder a cutter which
cuts off the clay iu the mold from that above it, and
then under a throat piece which presses the loose clay
into any unfilled parts of the mold, and then under a
scriiper which smooths tlie surfaces of the bricks and
scrapes off all projecting pieces or edges.

Claim.—1. In combination with' the follower,
(wliich intermittently feeds forward the series of
molds,) and with tlie rotating pulverizing blades d.

and feed screw A-, (which break np the clay and force
it into the molds,) the scraper bar i', the throat piece
M, and the "doctor" j/. each airanged to operate
substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the reducing and feeding
mill b, and with the mold-feeding mechanism, the
sclidifyiug plunger v, and expelling plunger w,
wh.en arranged to operate substantially as described.

3. The aiTangement of tLie bevel gear /, at the
bottom of tlie pulverizing aud mold-filling mill 6, to
be driven by a pinion a. on the driving shaft, just
above the bed a, substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the crank and cam Avheel s,

connecting rod'r, slides q, lever d' and slide plates «',

for driving the follower o and plungers v w, substan-
tially as described.

81,314.—Darius "WELLrs-GTOX. Boston, Mass.—
Machinefor Separating iStones from. Clay.—August
18, 1868.—The part of the pocket where the stones
collect is provided with bars, placed at distances
apart about equal to the spaces between the grates,
so that any clay which is carried forward with the
stones may escape past the bars. The bars are mov-
able, so that when a considerable quantity of stoues
has collected within the pocket they may be taken
out.

Claim.—In a clay mill, the' an-angement of the
parts, sub.stantially as herein described ; that is to
say, aiTangiug the delivery grate c?, beyond the shaft
6, aud these in relation to the incline e, so that the
blades ou said shaft shall cause a movement of the
mass of clay over the grate aud under the incline e,

by which m'overaent the clay is forced through the
grate, aud the stones move'd forward thereof., and
into the pocket A, which pocket is provided with
movable bars g, or their equivalents.

81,315.—J. Burks West, Genesee, If. Y., as-
signor to Samuel Fiklev.—Zaf/te.s- for Turning
Balls.—AuguHt 18, 18C8.—The block from which the
ball is turned is supported at one end only. The
chucks are peribrated aud the tool is mounted in a
swing rest having a vertical, lateral, and a loneitud-
inal adjustment in its socket, and also a horizontal
swinging movement across the axis of the mandrel.
Claim.—I. The swing rest, constructed and ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose of rounding one
end and the sides of the block from which the ball is
cut, by a single traverse of the tool across the axis
of the mandrel, as set forth.

2. The combination, with tho swing rest, of the
fixed notched tool holders, aud swinging locking
clamps O, all these parts being constructed and op-
erating as described, so as to hold tho tool either
korizontally or at an angle, as set forth.

3. The combination, with the swing rest and
locking clamps, of the tv.isted gouge L, and stop
block or gauge k, these parts being constructed and
an-anged as described, for joint operation.

4. The combination of the perforated chuck and
mandrel with the pushing rod sliding through them,
and with the vibrating hammer to knock out tho fin-
ished balls, these parts being constructed, arranrxed,
and operating as described.

5. The coml)ination, as described, -with the chuck
supportin;^- the block from which the ball is to be cut
at one end only, of the swing rest, which carries the
tool across the axis of the mandrel, as set forth.

6. The metho.i, herein described, of finishing a
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portion of the ball somewhat greater tlian its lieir.i-

sphere, by a tool SAviaging transversely across tho.

axis of rotation of the ball, (which is sustained at

one end oulv,) and then inserting the finished end in

a perforated concave chuck, and completing the re-

mainder of the sphere by a repetition of tho former
swinging movement of the tool.

7. The combination, as described, with the chuck
and swing rest, of the marking spring 0', constructed
and arranged as set forth.

81,316—George Willett, Richburg, N. T.—
Turning Logs in Saiv Mill—August 18, 1868.—
"Wheels mounted on a horizontal shaft in the frame
receive the weight of the log, when the latter has
been partly turned by the ordinary cant hook, and
cariy~the same to its' position on 'the carriage, ad-
justing it, and letting it down without jar or shock.

Claim.—The descriljed arrangement of the wheels
E E, relatively with the head blocks, operating in

connection with the cant hook to turn the log, as
herein shown and described.

81,317.-C. WiLLiAMS,Xew York,lSr. Y.—Crane.
—August 18, 18GS.—The clamping brake retains the
load at any desired height. In raising very heavy
weights the foot piece prevents the oversetting o'f

the apparatus. Provision is made for holding "the
crane in a fixed position dmuug the operation of
moving the weight vertically.

Claim.—1. The clamping brake, arranged ^vith
reference to the crane, aud the lifting rope thereof,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The brace, constructed with the swinging post
E, in combination with the standard B of the
crane, substantially as and lor the purpose specified.

3. The detachable foot piece L, in combination
with the base. A, of tlie crane, substantially as and
for the pui'pose specified.

4. The pawl K, arranged in relation with the
notched collar of the turning standard B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

5. The collar B", and its sustaining braces c, in
combins^tion with the turning standard B, and the
base, A, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

81,318.—H. C. WissEL, Indiana, Pa., assignor
to himself aud H. E. Shryock, same place.

—

Buckle.
—August 18, 1868.—The frame of the buckle is pro-
vided with a loop near each end, with a tongue in
the center, so as to connect two straps together and
secure itself to the straps wdthout being sewed or
stitched to either.

Cla im.—A buckle, composed of a plate, a, pi*o-

vided with loops b b, and a tongue, B, aU constructed
and arranged to operate in the manner substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

81,319.-Alexander K. Youxg, Boston, Mass.—Hoop Skirt and Bustle Combined.—August 18,
1868.

Claim.—1. The an-angement of the hoop bustle on
the outside of the main skirt, and with tho ends of
the hoops of the bustle connected with the hoops of
the skirt, as set forth.

2. The combination of an expansive hoop btistle,

as described, with a hoop skirt, it being an-anged on
the outside of aud fixed to the hoops of the said skirt,

substantially as set forth.

81,320.-E. G. Allex, Boston, llass.-Steam
Safety Valve.—August 2.5, 1868.—The mode of ap-
plying the spring insures its even pressure upon the
valve, together with an unfailing aud precise action
when the working pressure is exceeded. The per-
forations iu the let-off pipe afford free egress to tho
steam, but preclude "tampering with the valve
through said pipe.

Claim.—1. The combination of a spring, g, sleeve
d, and stem c, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. Constructing the let-offpipe with the perforations
* s s, as and for "the purpose described.

3. So arranging a whistle, with reference to tiio

safety valve, that at the first escape of the steam
from said valve the Avhistle "n-ill be sounded, and
will continue to sound so long as the steam con-
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tinues to escape, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

81,321.—John Allen, IsTew York, IS". Y.—
Lamp Burner.—August 25, 1868 ; antedated August
12, 1868.—WJien the draught needs to be increased
the regulator is unscrewed to widen the space be-
tween the lamp body and the regulator.

Claim.—The adjustable draught or air regulator
A, arranged, constructed, and operated on the center
extension screw B, substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth.

81,322 Ira R. Amsden, Buffalo, 17. Y.—Rail-
road Car Heater.—August 25, 1868.—An independ-
ent car, not intended for purposes of transportation,
has an air inducting, forcing, and heating apparatus,
which is convertible at will into a refrigerating ap-
paratus, and from which the air, either heated or
cooled, is conveyed to and distributed in the cars of
the train.

Claim.—1. Constructing a furnace car, with a
furnace or furnaces, C C, and surrounding chamber,
K, provided with transverse or intermediate parti-

tions a a, having suifcoble apertures for tlie passage
of air, substantially ae shown, and for the purpose
described.

2. The combination of the furnace or furnaces C,
spaceK, and partitions a a, constructed substantially
as described, with a receivin.g chamber J, and tan
blower I, the whole constituting the furnace car, as
herein set forth.

3. As a whole, the construction of furnaces C C,
surrounding chamber K, alternating partitions a a,

receiving chamber J, fan I, driven from the axle or
car wheels, and conducting pipes G F, with flexible

connections H, for distributing the heated aii-, the
whole arranged as described, and operating in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

81,323.—Theophilus Arndt, Mount Joy, Pa.,
assignor to himself, Chfjstian H. Nissley, and
Israel L. Landis.—Car Coupling.— August 25,
1868.—A swinging support is provided for holding
the bolt, and an interior hinged device holds the link
horizontally. These features, in connection with the
central prolongation of the link, produce an auto-
matic coupling.

Claim.—The combination of the pin supporter E,
link holder C, pin E, and link M, all arranged and
constructed substantially as described, and for the
pui'pose specified.

81,324.—William Ascough, Buffalo, N". Y.—
Lamp Bracket—Angust 25, 1868.—The guard is se-

cured to the bracket ring by elastic connections,
which are especially advantageous on shipboard and
in similar situations, where the movement has a ten-
dency to displace the lamp.
Claim.—Securing lamps in brackets by means of

an upper guard ling, C, and connections d, for attach-
ing to the supporting ring, substantially in the man-
ner and fur the purpose set forth.

81,325.—E. H. AsHCEOFT and J. E. Brown,
Boston, Mass., assignors to E. H. AsilcnOFT.—Ele-
vator.—August 25, 1868.—]N"ot less than two of the
screw bosses are in engagement ^vith the screw plate
at any one time, and a greater number may be main-
tained in engagement with said plates, to afford
greater power.

Claim.—1. The shafts I, having a series of screws
or bosses, R, arranged therein, substantiidly as and
for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the shafts I, having the
bosses II, secured thereon, the plates J, having the
semicircular grooves with screw-threads cut therein,
said parts being arranged tor joint operation, sub-
stantially as described.

3. An' elevator, consisting of a cage or iilatform,

having the screw jilates J and the guide rollers a
attached, and the shafts I, with the bosses li, mount-
ed in a suitable frame, and arranged to operate
substantially as herein described..

81,320.—John Asiicroft, Xcw York, N. Y.—
Stea in Safety Valve.—August 25,1868.—Steam has
constant access to the face of the valvo, from the

subjacent chamber of the valve seat, which chamber
communicates with the steam dome. As the valve
opens, under excessive pressure, the steam escapes
through its open body and through the spaces be-
tween the valve guides.

Claim.—]. The construction of the valve M, and
its seat, F, with guides m, and openings I, as herein
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the dome A, case B, and
valve seat F, as herein set forth.

81,327.— Calvin Atherton, "Wales, Mich.—
Wagon Spring.—Angust 25, 1868.—The elastic jacks
project from bars which are secured to the rear axle
and bolster, respectively.

Claim.—The arrangement of the semi-elliptic
springs A audC, in connection with the jacks Band
D, and tlie running g-ear of any wagon or carriage,
substantially as herein set forth.

81,328.-Robert Barclay, Buffalo, 17. Y—
Sewing Machine.—August 25, 1868.—The cam acts
upon the lever, Arhich actuates the upper arm which
projects throiigh a slot in the front plate of the
machine, said arm having a spring bearing upon it.

The arm constitutes the take-up, and the arm below
operates as a yielding regulator to i^revent the break-
ing of the thread by undue tension.

Claim.—The cam P and lever E, in combination
with the sju'iiig arms S and V, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

81,329.—John S. Barden, Providence, E. I.—
Mechanical Moveynent.—August 25, 1868.—An ex-
ternal and internal gear are combined with a rotat-
ing cam or eccentric in such a manner that a rotary
motion is imparted to one of the gears, while the
other is held in such a way as to be allowed a limited
oscillating movement.

Claim.—The combination of an external and an
internal gear with an eccentric, substantially as
set forth.

81,330.—Charles Bean, East Douglass, Mass.—Steam Oenerator.-rAugust 25, 1868.—The boiler
is made up of a number of sections secured together,
each section consisting of two outer upright tubes
and a plurality of inner tubes, the whole cast in one
piece, with apertures affording intercommunication
throughout. Fire flues are secured within the tubes
of the sections.

Claim.—The construction and combination of the
section, formed of the tubes A B, and the flues D,
with the apertures C, substantially as herein shown
and described.

81,331.—George M. Beardsley, Fenton, Mich,—Belt Fastener.—August 25,1868 ; antedated Angust
7, 1868.—The pin which connects the interlocking
edges of the plates has a series of notches or depres-
sions which occur tilternately at opposite sides of
said hinge pin, and correspond with the loops or eyes
of the interlocking parts, which latter arc held en-
gaged with the notches of the pin, so as to prevent
the casual lateral displacement of said pin.

Claim.—The adjustable plates B, turning pin C,
staple key E, to be fastened to belt A, all combined
and arranged substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

81,332.—Peter S. Beidler, South Easton, Pa.—Saiving Machine.—August 25, 1868.—Consists of
an arrangement of devices capable of ready adjust-

ment for sawing felloes of various sizes, and by which
the feed may be automatically varied and stopped.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the adjustable

carriage D, of the adjustable feeding apparatus, con-
sisting of the trip-catch /t, pendent bar (/, weighted
lover/, slotted bare, connecting rod c, rock shaft d,

feed shaft and pinion I, and swinging frame K, ar-

ranged as described for the purpose specified.

2. The combination, with the feeding shaft and
pinion I, arranged upon the swinging frame, of tlie

means for changing the Iced, when arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

81,333.—Cornelius Berninger, Mier, 111., as-

signor to himself, Williaii Friend, and George
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L. Baii.ey, same place.

—

Soil Pulverizer.—August
25. 18()8.—The teeth of the rotary cylinder break the
ciods upon the surface, -while the harrow teeth oper-

ate at a greater depth to pulverize the soil.

ClainK—The liarrow teeth d and toothed cylinder
F, provided with the wheels G G, -when said parts
are applied or attached to a frame, E, suspended to a
mounted frame. A, and all arranged substantially in

the mauuer as and for the purpose set forth.

81,334.—Hiram Browx, Lowell, Mass.—^:rcfi-
vator.—August 25, 18G8—The excavator is made in

two parts, each part in the form of a scoop, and
opening at the bottom, the opening being cftccted

by means of lips on the upper cdgeof eacli portion,
engaging with tlie curved ends of hangers attached
to girts,'above which is awheel bearing a chain that
is connected with a sliaft or with a yoke, attached
to arms pivoted to the scoop.

Claim.—The scoops A B, with the lips n, in com-
bination with the arms G and yoke E, when used
in connection with the movable carriage, with hang-
ers S and wheel P, ratchet 3 and pawl d, all coii-

Btractcd and arranged substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

81,335.—George Buckel, Detroit, Mich.

—

FZrtnc—August 25, 1868.—The penetration of the
plane bit may be regulated either by a rigid adjust-
ment or by the pressure of the hand.
Claim.—A. plane stock, constructed of the parts

A and C, pivoted together, and provided with a
spring, E, and set screT\', F, substantially as and for

the pui'pose set forth.

81,336.-George H. Buckius, Canton, Ohio,
assignor to himself, Cornelius Aultman, A. C.
ToxxER, and P. S. Sowers, same -place—Harness
Saddle.—August 25, 1868.—The iun-'r portion of the
crupper piece sets up against the Inner top surface
of the tree, \vhile the b^nt i:)ortion extends around
the flange of the tree, and holds the crupper loop up
opposite the center of the tree flange.

Claim.—The crupper piece I, constructed as herein
described, when used in cotnbination with the tree
A and water hook C, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

81,337.—A. L. Butler, Eipon, 'Wis.—Farm
Gate.—August 25, 1868.—The gate is constructed in
two sections of unequal length, the shorter section
being hinged to the post, and the longer one being
operated % means of a lever, through the medium
of a system of bell cranks, levers, and rack gears.

Claim.—1. Making this gate into two sections,
substantially as described, and the manner in which
it folds.

2. The bar or lever J, extending from the gate to
either one of the standards of the framework, this
lever being pivoted at each end.

3. The whole of the device, comprising levers,
bell cranks, latch, rack gear, andi3inion, substantially
as described and for the purposes specified.

81,338.—"WiLSOX TV". Caret, Lowell. Mass., as-
signor to himself and George W. Harris, same
place.- rooi for Turninf/ 2[oldings.—August 25,
18G8.—The block secures a precise adjustment of
the cutter, and enables diff"ereut cutters, in each
tool, to l)c so adjusted that the moldings may be
made to match the work previously finished.
Claim.—The adjustable cutter block c, when ar-

ranged as described, and for the purposes fullv set
forth.

81,339.-Elijah M. Carrixgtox, :N'ew York.
N. Y . — Self-cementing Band for Holding Banlc
Notes, Papers, rf-t-.-August 25, 1868.— Strips of
paper or other material are provided with an adhe-
sive coathig at each end, so as to be mnited by simple
pi'essm-e.

Claim.—The band herein described, as anew article
of manufacture, liaving a body of paper, with the
ends made adhesive by rubber cement, so as to serve
in the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

81 ,340.—John S. Carson, Erookhaven. Miss.—
Churn J)a.vfte--/-.—August 25, 18C8.—Tlie dasher con-

sists of two thin, metallic cross-plates, the ends of
which form wings of peculiar construction, and is

attached to the lo-wer extremity of the spindle.
The pinion or bevel gear AvJiecl, v iiich operates the
shaft gear, is attached to a hinged frame.
Claim.—1. A churn dasher, when composed of the

plates A and C, and these plates constitute four
wings, as herein described, when these wings are
constructed and relatively placed witli respect to
each other, and are held together, and on the spindle
of the cliurn. by the collar B, substantially as herein
described, for the purpose set fortii.

2. The above-described dasher, in combination
with the hinged cross-table F, when the latter sup-
ports the shaft L and its appliances, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

81,341.—John S. Carson, Erookhaven, Miss.—Churn.—August 25, 1868.—The four parts of each
sectional hcjix are so arranged as to leave a narrow
opening nt the point whcro'they overlap each other
by curved extremities, so as to allow the milk to pass
between them, and at the same time deflect the
same in diverse directions.

Claim.—1. The sectional helix dasher A B, when
the same is composed of the sections or parts 12 3
4, constructed and relatively arranged as described,
for the purpose set forth.

2. The sectional helix dasher A B, when con-
structed as described, in combination Avitb the pulley
C, the driving wheel E, the band or cord F, and the
cra:ik H, the whole being arranged for conjoint op-
eration, substantially as" shown" and described, for
the purpose set forth.

81,342—BENJAJnN F. Carter, Manville, E. I.—Let-off Mechanism for Loom.—August 25, 1868.—
Designed to provide means wliereby the warp yarns
shall be held rigidly against the action of the lay
while beating up—which is essential in weaving
heavy goods—and at the same time permit the ten-
sion of the yarn to effect the delivery of the same
after the lay has beaten up the weft.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cam block a
on the wheel B witli the lever C, spring-actuated
rod D, escapement lever Y, wheel n, and whip roll b,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
2. The combination of the whip roll b, lever C,

rod D, springs X and j, escapeiiient lever Y, and
wheel n, substantially as and for the pm'pose de-
scribed.

3. In combination with the above, slide g, formed
with a socket for the reception of the head of the
set screw K, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

81,343.—EiCHARD Dover Chatterton, Bath,
England.

—

Snoiu Clearer.—August 25, 1868.—The
circumferential A-elocity of the bucket wheel being
greater than that of the wheels of the carriage, the
snow is raised and removed from the track faster
than the car can be propelled. The .shield and
scrapers clear off any snow whicli the buckets may
fail to raise.

Claim.—The combination of tl'C wheel C, shield
D, and spring scrapers E, arranged and operating
substantially as described.

81,344.—Augustus D. Clark, "Wilkinsonrille,
lilass.—Shuttle for Loom..—August 25, 1868.—To
introduce or remove a bobbin, the spindle is turned
outward upon its fulcrum, and during this move-
ment the pin meets an abutment, and then offers a
positive resistance to the movement of the spring
catch in the direction of the spindle's movement

;

the effect being to increase the distance betT^ecn
said spring catch and the spindle head, and permit
the insertion or withdrawal of the bobbin head. A
spring restores the parts to Avorking position.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the pin h, plate /, and bent spring q, constructed
substantially as herein described.

2. The bent spring q, formed as shown, for the
purpose of actuating both the spindle head and the
pia h, substantially as herein siiecified.

81 ,345.—Alonzo p. Cook, Collins Center. X.
Y., assignor to himself and Svlva2<us B. Cook,
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same place.—Jlui- Can.—August 25, 18G8.—The bot-
tom is composed of n eirculai' plate having a down-
wardly-projecting flange, surrounded by a packing
ring. Within the flange is a disk of Avood acting as a
foUoAYCr; below which is an adjustable cross-bar,

and through the latter passes a set screw for retain-

ing the bottom in place.
Claim.—1. The removable bottom C, having a

flange c', in combination with the packiiig ling D,
follower E, adjustable cross-bar F, and set screw H,
ail parts being constructed, arranged, and operating
substautiallj' as herein described.

2. Making the sides of a metallic receptacle for

milk or other fluid beveled or flaring near its lower
end, in combination with the removable bottom C,
substantially as herein described.

81,346.—John Craxdell, Chicopee, Mass., as-

signor to Lam)} Knitting Machine Manufactuu-
ING CoMPANi'.

—

Treadle Attachment for iicioing Ma-
chine.—August 25. 1868 ; antedated August 17, 1868.

—The lower or treadle end of the connectiu'^ rod
forms a ball joint and the socket is composed of two
parts lunged together at one end, and having a
spring at the other end which passes the soeket end
of the cap upon the ball, so as to compensate for

wear of tlie joint.

Claim.—A treadle attachment, consisting of the
piece E and cap A hinged thereto, spring d, the
socket formed in A and B, and the ball m formed
upon the connecting rod C, or upon the crank G,
the 'v\'hole arranged and operating substantially as
described.

81,347.—G-EORGE CRoarPTON, Worcester, Mass.—Loom.—August 25, 18(;8.—Relates to the jack me-
chanism of the class of fancy looms which liavo an-

gular levers operating upon upright jacks to form
the shed, anil upon liorizontul harness levers (to

which the jacks are jointed) to return the jacks to
their normal position for i-etlistribution by the pat-

tern chain or cylinder.
Claim. — 1. In combination with tho upright

hooked jacks, the angular litter, depresser, or evener
lever or levers, connected to the actuating slide rod
by means of the gear rack flsed to tlie slide rod, and
the segment gear on the lever, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In combination with jacks and slide rods, a
lever or levers adjustable in length by means of a
sliding piece or pieces, substantially as shown and
described.

81 ,348.—j^atiian E. Davis, Freetown, Mass.—
Attaching Gun Barrels to Stocks.—^August 25, 1868.

—At the front end of the lock ease is a dovetailed
socket to receive two notched tenons projecting
from the breeches of tho barrels, and in the lower
part of the socket is a pivoted tongue having an
inclined plane on its upper edge, against which
a clamp screw presses to secure tho tongue in
place.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the tongue and clamp screw with the tenon socket
of the stock or its lock case, such being to operate
with tho tenon or tenons of the barrel or barrels, as
specified.

2. Tho combination of the inclined plane with the
tongue and the clamp screw, arranged with respect
to and com])iucd with tho socket for receiving the
tenon or tenons of the barrel or bai-rels, as de-

scribed.

81,349.—B. F. Day, East Freedom, Va,.—Auto-
matic Fly Brush.—Augnst 25, 1868.—This machine
is for actuating pendent brushes, with a horizontal

reciprocating motion, the motive power being fur-

liiahed by a spring and train of wheel work.
Claim.—T.h(i rods b, carrying brushes d, when

pivoted at ono end eccentrically to the wlieel a,

wiiich are adapted to be rotated automatically, said

rods working in guides g, all substantially as lierein

shown and described, whereby botli liorizontal ami
vertical reciprocating motion is imparted to tlie

brush carriers, as set forth.

81,350.—John M. Deitz, Borne, N-. Y., as-

signor to himself, C. T. Busii, and Sanfouu &

SiSSON.—J3ricA; Wall.—Augmt 25, 1868..—The wall
is composed of layers of brick, inclosing a quantity
of conci'ete, which latter is held in place, on the in-
ner side, until set, by a guide board, sustained by
stanchions and braces.

Claim.—In the construction of walls, composed
of brick and concrete, tlio combination and arrange-
ment of the bricks B B and H H, concrete C, stan-
chions P P P', braces b b b, cleats W W and s, and
guide board D, substantially as and for the purposes
hereiu set forth.

81,351.-George E. Dobbins, Lowell, Mass.—
Boiler Flue Cleaner.—August 2.5, 1868.—This device
is connected to a steam pipe, and its larger cylin-
drical part is inserted in the flue to be cleaned out by
blowing steam through the same. The spreader
concentrates the steam upon the sides of tho flue.

Claim.—Tho arrangement of the spreader c, flue

end <?, pipe a, flange b, and rib d, when constructed
as herein set forth.

81,352.—Otis Earl, Hermon, IsT. Y.—Milking
Stool.—August 25, 1868,—The cow's tail is thus held
to prevent her from switching or lashing with tlie

same during the milking operation.
Claim.—The combination, with a milking stool,

or a tail-clamping attachment, arranged to be act-
uated by tho weight of the milker, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

81,353.—George F. Evans, Chelsea, Mass., as-
signor to himself and GEOiiGE P. Eh.ey, same place.—Fanning Machine.—August 25, 1868.—A strong
watch spring furnishes tho motive pov/er to drive
the mechanism which vibrates the lever to which.
the fan is attached.

Claim.—The fan D, operating as described, in
combination with arm 7i, connecting rod e, pinion
wheel i, crank piu t, large wheel K, pinion S. barrel
Avheelm, spring d. fan wheel W, thumb screw &, and
crank a, for winding, all arranged and operating
relatively to each other, substautiafly as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

81,354.—Charles Faas, Xorth Attleboro, Mass.— Watch- Chain Hook.— August 25, 1868.— If tlie

springs be pressed inward, so as to allow the baud
to be slidden upon tho hook, the hook may be turned
upon its swivel into a position admitting of the re-

moval of tho eye from tJie button Iiole.

Claim.—1. The eye A, in combination with the
swiveling hook a, the sliding band 6, and tho springs
b' b', as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The divided link c, in combination with the
bcind b, substantially as described.

81,355.—Eeuben Fink and Jacob B. Heks-
llOCK, Lancaster, Pa.

—

Thill Coupling.—August 25,
1868.—When tho shafts are turned upward so as to
be out of the way, the coiled sjjriug causes the
hinged piece to interlock with the slotted extension
of tiie clip, and by this means the shafts are sustaiucd
in their elevated position.

Claim.—1. The combination of tho hinged pieces
A B, arranged and entering the slotted prolongation
of tho bed plate c, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the piece A, hinged at a
to tho notched piece B, the betl plate c, when pro-
longed and furnished with a slot, H, and coiled
spring D, arranged and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

81,356.-John Frey, Osnaburg, and John M.
Eiciiholtz, Canton, Ohio.

—

Sawing Machine.—Au-
gust 25, 1868.—The imdn frame of tho machine, with
the saw and its immediate connections, may bo moved
along tho side of the log to be sawed without chang-
ing the position of the motive power.

Claim.—The driving shaft 8 T, composed of the
tube S, with journal .s', and shaft t T T', with collar

t', Avhen used in combination with the driving pul-

ley P of a sawing machine, said pulley being maiu-
ta'ined in its relative position to tho machine, by
means of arms Y Y, the extended ends of which
form tho boxes of the driving pulley P, substantially
as and for tho purpo.so specified.
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Si,357.—Jim B. Fcller, l^orwicli, Conn.—
Machine for Drmcing and Spinning Cotton.—Au-
gu8t25, 1868.—The peculiar bearing enables tlie back
top roller to be adjusted to suit the length of the

fibers without changing the position of the stirrup,

weights. 01- saddle.
" The " middle top roller " may

be placed so close to the drawing rollers as to bear

ui)on and straighten, the shortest fibers being drawn
without holding or breaking the long ones.

Claiju.—1. The bearing d. or its equivalent, con-

structed as described, so that by turning it in differ-

ent po.sitions the roller D may be adjusted to the

length of cotton being drawn,' substantially as and
for'the piu-pose specified.

2. The saddle, the back part of which is cut out,

as described, so that in moving the back top roller

forward or back the position of the saddle stirrup

and weight or spring is not altered, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

3. In a drawing or spinning frame, where two top
rollers rest on only one bottom roller, and where tbe

sliver is drawn partially around the said bottom roller,

the middle top roller 0', constructed and operated as

shown and described, in combination with the rol-

ler D and C and bearing d, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

4. The rollers C C D and the bearing d, combined
and an'anged substantially as and for the pui'pose

set forth.

5. The rollers B', C, and D, in combination with the
saddle a, substantially- as and lor the purpose herein
specified.

81,358 Eu K. Gauretson, Ottawa, m.—Ex-
patiding Bottom for Beds, Seats, &c.—August 25,

18o8.—The weight upo'i the mattress or cushion de-

volves chiefly iipon the central longitudinal bar, the
perpedicular'supj-orts of which, resting on the bolts

at the intersection of the cross legs, extend the legs
and tighten the sacking.

C'^fli?/i.—The constniction of a cot, bed, or seat,

with a flexible bar, D, in combination with legs A
B, stretchers C C, supports c c, bolts G G, and fric-

tion rollers i i. the bottom of the cot being of can-

vas or other suitable materials, and secured by
means of cords fastened to the edges, Avith rods
h h and stretchers C C, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes described.

81,359.—"WiLHELji August Gexsii, XcwTork.
X. Y.

—

Lamp in'cA-.—August 2.5, lbu8.—The animal
fiber may be hare's hair oi-"lamb's wool, and the veg-
etable fiber cotton, the two being united in a com-
pact mass by a felting or pulling process. The im-
mediate charring of tiie animal fiber on igniting the
wick produces an incrustation which prevents the
wick from expanding and thus secuies a steady
flame. The fiber, before felting, is ti'eated with a so-

lution of mcrcui-y, arsenic, copper and nitric acid.

The felted raatciial is steeped in a mixture of zinc,

saltpeter, and analine, dissolved in sulphuric acid.
Claim.—The lamp wick composed of animal and

TCgetable fiber, and steeped in tlie composition com-
posed of the ingredients herein set forth, in the
maimer and for the j)urpose specified.

81,360.—Isaac H. Gildeusleeve, Whitewater.
"Wis.—I>t?;iC Barning <S'tofc.—August 25, 18G&.—The
grate is made in two parts with opening.s in its sev-
eral arms and rings for air to pass through. The
periphery of t'le grate is serrated to relieve'the same
when co::l or chiukers get between the grate and
bot:om of the fire pot.

Claim.—1. A stove, consisting of base A, outer
shell B, inner shell C, pot K, magazine L, gi-ate M,
and pipes N X, substantially as described.

2. Grate M. when made with air spaces for air to
pass through, for the purpose of consumiug the gases
from the coal, and to keep the grate from bm-ning
©nt, suhstantially as described.

3. Grate M, with a serrated rim, substantially as
described.

S0,3Gl—F. D. Gheex, "Williamsport. Pa., as-
signor to himself and GEOftGE Zimjieu & Co., same
place.

—

Machine for Cutting Panels.—August 25,
18(;8.—The cutting part of the teeth is inclined for-

ward, and the cutting edge is made overhanging,

and on the outer edge is formed a tooth having a cut-

ting edge on its outer end, so as to leave the edge of
the raised part of tbe panels square and finished.

Claim.—The tooth or cutter B C, constructed and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, "in connection with the cutter head A, as
and for the purpose set forth.

81,362 ^TViLLiAM A. Greene, Troy, X. Y.—
Heater A'augrc—August 25, 18(i8.—The range is so
constructed as to be' used in v.-arm weather without
consuming more fuel than will suffice for cooking
purposes,^d produce no surplus heat, and also be
used for heating and cooking when desirable.

Claim.—1. The removable contracting or dividing
plate H, lined with tire brick or soapstone, and com-
bined with the boiler-hole top plate C, fire box G,
and exit flues J E J E therefrom, all in manner
substantially as shown, auA fully described hereinbe-
fore, for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the lire box G, boiler-hole

top plate C, the dumping lire grate Y, the contract-

ing plate H, and the stationary fire grate X. which
forms a fixed support for the foot or bottom part of
said plate H. all in manner substantially as shown
and described herein, for the pm-poses specified.

3. In combination with a boiler hole q, of top
plate C, the curve c, in the upper part of a removable
contracting plate, constructed so as to fit or corre-
spond with the said boiler hole, substantially as set

forth herein.
4. The relative an-angement of the deflecting

plates I I, in the boiler-holo flues u u, when em-
ployed in combination with the removable contract-
ing' plate H, with its curved lecess c, boiler hole top
plate C, fire box G, and flues J J, in manner sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

5. The deflecting cover plate L, when constructed
with closed sides and open ends, and inclined so that
there may be a greater current to'n'ard the front,

and combined with the direct flue F and oven plate

M, substantially as herein shown and described.

81,363.—Charles TV. Greter, Three Rivers,
Mich.

—

Coupling for Vehicles.—August 25, 1868.

—

An ari'angemeut of devices for accomplishing the
abrupt or sharp turning of the front wheels ofVehi-
cles, without jointing the coupling or reach-pole of
the same.

Claim.—1. A coupling device for vehicles, con-
structed and arranged substantially as described and
for the piu'poses set forth.

2. The curved plate m with notch i, braces j j
with curved slot E thereon, and cross-plate I with
nib g, substantially as described, when constituting

the prominent features of a vehicle coupling, all as
set forth.

81,364.—William C. Griswold, Brooklyn, X.
Y., Augustus Peli.-;se, Xewark. IST. J., and Albert
H. Hook, New York. N. Y.

—

Machine for Blocking
ifafc-.—August 25. 18G8.—The expansable block con-
sists of two side pieces hinged to a cross-head at-

tached to the upper end of a sliding hollow vertical

rod. Surrounding a hole in the table ai'e two annu-
lar plates, the lower one being stationary and the

ui^pcr one hung on a swinging forked lever. From
another forked lever is suspended a band ring having
a lower sharp edge for stretching the side crown of
the hat and breaking the band.

Claim.—1. An expansible block, in combination
with the brim plates b and h', constructed, ari'anged,

and operating substantially as herein specified.

2. The combination of the band ring r, holding
plates b b', and expansible block, substantially as and
for the purposes herein specified.

81,365.—John S. Hall, Jeffersonville, Ind,—
Machine for Bending TFoorf.—August 25, 18G8.—The
snath sticks are turned to the form and size required,
and steamed, after \\hich the straps are applied to

them and they are bent to the mold by means of a
rope, crank and levers, and a clamp, applied to the
small end to hold it to the mold until it is dried or set.

Claim.—The flexible strap, provided with the
sockets C and D, in combination with the mold or
former P, constructed and lUTauged to operate as

I set forth.
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Sa,366.—Francis H. Hawks, St. Louis, Mo.—
Attaching Soles to Boots and Shoes.—August 25, 1868.—^The screws being fully inserted, their lieads rest
upou the broad rim of the eyelet or washer, and the
rubber or other water-i)roof material is thus pre-
vented fi-om closing over or imbedding the screw
head.

Claim.—The new applicatiou and use of screws,
together withwasliers or eyelets, as herein described,
for the purpose of attaching water-proof half soles

and heel taps to boots aud shoes.

81,367.—William B. Haydex, Columbus, Ohio.—Wire Stretcher for Fence.—August 2.5, 1868.—Tlie
lever is moved along from tooth to tooth of the lower
scries, aud, finding u fulcrum npon each, it is vibrated
so as to move the sliding pawl in the direction to

stretch the wires.
Claim.—1. A hooked ratchet bar C, constructed with

teeth h I, and a hook, c, in combination with a hooked
sliding pawl, said parts being adapted to operate
substantially in the manner and for the purposes de-
scribed. .

2. A hooked ratchet bar, C, and a hooked sliding
pawl adapted for receiving a lever, G, for effecting
the tightening and loosening of wire iu fences and
Tine frames, substantially as described.

81,368.-JamesL.Helmer, Rome, IST. Y.—Gate
for Water TF/ieeL—xVugust 25, IBtiS.—A portion of
the guide is hinged and has an arm at each end, the
parta being so arranged tliat by moving the said por-

tion to aud fro, tlio width of the passage to the
wheel maj be enlarged or diminished at pleasure.

Claim.—Th.c movable part C of the guide, iu com-
bination with the ai>ms C^ and C^.

81,369.—Chakles E. Hendrick, Chicopee,
M.ass.— Feather lienovator.—August 25, IBtiri.

—

Steam is introduced through oue set of valves into
annular valve chambers and passes through a con-
veyor provided with branches iuto the feathers ; and
by* closing said valves aud opening another set, the
steam passes into a drier and dries the feathers.

Claim.—The annular chambers P P, in combina-
tion with the valves 0m n, and conveyer F, jjro-

vided with branches i i, drier E, and feather box E,
AThe.Ji constructed, arranged, and operated substan-
tially in the manner shown and described, for the
pmpose set forth.

81,370.—Joseph E. Hexdricks, Waterbury,
Conn., assignor to BiiOAVX and Brothers.—Lamp.—
August 25, i8u8.—The base of the burner is formed
witli a series of radial spring leaves which bear
against the internal surface of the chimney, aud
operate in connection with springs ou the outside of
the chimney.

Claim.—The sustaining and clasping springs /,
adapted to support the base of the chimney below the
base of the burner, iu combiuation Avith the internal
spring holder, formed on the rim of tlie base, tlic

-whole arranged to operate substantially as shown
and described for the purposes set forth.

81,371.—Charles P. Hoffman, New Orleans,
La.

—

Combined Fotato Planter and Cultivator.—
August 25, 18G8.—This raacliine makes the lidges,

carries the potatoes, cuts the potatoes into pieces,

and drops the pieces at intervals into furrows or
trenches which it makes in the tops of the ridges, the
plantings being covered by the falling in of the sides

of the trenches.
Claim.— 1. The eccentric T. when provided with

wire fingers or cups d, and otherwise constructed,

as described, in combination with the box U and the
feeding trough V, when these several parts r.re ar-

ranged and operate substantially as described for

the pui'pose set forth.

2. The cutting box M, when provided with a knife,

N, that is constructed and operates substantially as

described for the purpose set forth.

;3. Tlie eccentric T, in combination with the

trough V, the cutting box M, and the knife N, when
these several parts are constructed and arranged
with respect to each other, and operate substantially

as herein described for the purpose sot forth.

4. The eccentric T, the cutting box M, and the

knife N, in combination with the plows G G"' G" G'
and the planting "shoes" E, when these several
parts are constructed, arranged, and conjointly op-
erate substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

5. The eccentric T, and its equivalent, Avhen pro-
vided with the wire fingers d. in combination with
the box u, when these parts are arranged for cou-
joint operation substantially as herein described.

81,372.—Samuel P. Hopkins, Port Deposit,
Md.

—

Churn Dasher and Lid.—August 25, 18(J8.

—

The dasher is formed of a series of wedge-shaped
projections placed oue above the other aud alternat-
ing with spaces above and below . The cover is lormed.
in two parts with a space between the two, to pre-
vent the milk or cream from escaping over the churn.

Claim.—1. The star dasher, constructed and ar-
ranged substantially in the manner as herein de-
scribed, for the purposes specified.

2. The double lid or covers i) E, for daalier churns,
when constructed in the manner herein described.

3. The combination of the star daslier and double
cover, as and for the j^urposes set forth.

81,373.—Frank A. Howard, Belfast, Me.—
Machine for entering.—August 25, 18b8.—The mold-
ing is moved transversely to the path of the cutters,
in being placed iu position to bo acted upon thereby.
The molaiug, when under the action of the cutters,
is sustained by the notched rest plate, which permits
the passage through it of the cutters at the maxi-
mum angle of inclination at v.'hich they may be ad-
justed. The joint is cut by successive movements,
after each of which, the cutters and rest plate ai'e

simultaneously moved downward.
Claim.—1. The movable V-shaped cutters E, af-

fixed to plates G, in combination with the notched
rest plate I, operated in the manner described, for
the purpose specified.

2. The cutters E E, affixed to plates G G, which
are hinged together atH, and provided with rods, n,
passing through ai-ched slots, m, in the vertically ad-
justable holder U, whereby the .said cuttei's are ad-
justed to the desired angle and there retained, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose speoitied.

o. Adjusting the plate I and tne cutters E E simul-
taneously, by means of the screw shaft Q /, nut.s e

i, shaft il, beveled gearing JS" O L ^y, substantially
as herein described, for the purpose specified.

4. A V-shaped cutter, E E, when arranged to ap-
proach the A\ood to be mitered with a horizontal
movement, aud also provided with a vertical move-
ment, substantially as shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

81,374.—"William M. Irvine, Montgomery,
Ala., assignor to himself aud Alfred H. Moses, of
same phxcc.—Bale Fastening.—August 25, 1868.—
The end of the fastening plate is doubled over or
thickened to afford a sufiicient bearing for that end
of the band which passes but once through the plate.

Claim.—lieiniorciug one end of the i^late J3, and
confining the ends of the straj) or band, iu the man-
ner herein set tbrth and shown.

81,375.—George F. Johnson, Marshall, Iowa,—Corn Shellcr.—August 25, Ic-ciS.—A rotating wheel
having a central opening, is provided with a series
of hooked shcUers having gauges ^^ilich press upon
the cob, and provided also with radial stocks which
slide in grooves in the rotating wheel, andsmTOundod
by a spring wliich beiu's them toward the ceuter of
the roiary wheel.

Claim.—1. The radially-expanding shellcrs, pro-
vided with the curved plates e e aud e' e', in combi-
nation with the wheel G and spring i), substantially
as and for the pui'posc described.

2. The arraugemeut, with relation to the drawing
rollers E E and siielliug wheel C, having the toothed
rim C' of the drive shaft S, main wheel F, pinion
G, and connecting gearing, as herein shown and do-
scribed, upou the frame A B B', for the purpose
specified.

81,376.—L. A. Johnson, New York, IST. Y.—
Guide for Scroll Saw.—August 25, 18u8.—The roller

stifieua the saw aud effectually holds the same to its
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TTork, prcveuting it from springing backward, while
the stulFii fed toward it, and also holding- it against
lateral movement.

Claim.—The grooved guide roller D, fitted in the
pressnre clamp A to receive the saw E, substantially

in the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

81,377.—S.M. Johnson, Lockport, 'N.Y.—Sad-
iron Heater.—August 25, 18G8.—An improvement
on his patent dated December 10, 1867. A rod
which passes through the pipe forming the axis of

the heater, has a conical end titting in a correspond-
ing opening to form a valve, so as to be operated
from the end outside. Vertical slots are made in the
burner to allow of free admission of air to escaping
Taper. Eadial corrngations are formed on the inner
surfaces of the smoothing ii'ous in order to equalize
the heat in the same.

Claim.—1. The valve I m, arranged with the
burner F and hollow rod G, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The bnrner F, consisting of the tube x, provided
with slots s s, and radiating wire o, in combination
with the vaporizing chamber e, arranged as and for

the purpose specified.

3. The radial corrugations u u, arranged with the
burner F, substantially as shown and described.

81,378.—Joseph L. Joyce, New Haven, Conn.—Button Boot.—August 25, 1S68.—The object is to

prevent wrinkling at the upper instep and over the
ankle.

Claim.—Cutting or dividing the fly at or near the
ankle-joint line, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.

81 ,379.—Carl Kihn, New York, IST. Y.—Treadle
for Sewing Machine.—August 25, 1808.—The foot-

rest of the treadle is made of roughened glass held
in a east luigle-iron frame to serve aa a non-conductor
of electricity. Spring clutches connect the frame
to the shaft so as to allow it to move laterally if de-
8ii-ed.

Claim.—The sewing machine treadle, composed
of a plate, A, of roughened glass, supported in and
elevated above the frame B, carrying a standard, 1),

or its equivalent, and the open clutclies C, the whole
being constructed, applied, and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

81,380.—tJacob Kritcii, Cleveland, Ohio.—Die
for Making Clevis Blanks.—August 25, 1868.—The
two-part dies are employed for forging or swaging
the clevis, instead of doing tlie work by hand. One
part of the die is Used to the head of a "trip hammer,
while the otlier rests upon an anvil.

Claim.—The dies as herein described for the pur-
pose set forth.

81,381.—JacobKuNEMAN, Canton, Ohio.—J'om-
er*' Clamp.—August 25, 1868.—The clamp is used
in gluing up doors and other wide objects, and the
purpose is to adapt it to fold into a small compass
when not in use.
Claim.—A joiners' clamp, composed of a clamp-

lever, A, with pawl a, ratchet bar B with ratchet
teeth b, and clamping-head block F, and bar C D,
with holes c c, connecting bolts /„• k, and clamping-
head l)lock E, Avhen said ratchet bar B is pivoted to
the lever A, between the bar C D and the ratchet a,
and the whole clamp is so arranged as to fold up in
the form sliown, substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

81,382.- F. D. Ladenbergeu, Glenbenlah, Wis.
—Wagon Brake.—Au^nat 25, 1868.—As the sway-
bar iron is brought in contact with a roller hung un-
der the reach, the said roller takes a portion of the
draught strain.and the lengths of the slots in the cross-
bar plate are so ai-ranged that the draught strain
will be proportionately distributed upon them all in-
stead of being sustained by the king bolt.

Claim.—I. The combination, in a wagon brake,
of the cross bar A, loose sway bar B, connected by
any suitable rods i i, and kept back to the extent of
their play by a spring e, of any suitable form or ar-
rangement, with brake shoes, jj, suspended by stir-

rups or links, k k, connected with the asletroe by rods,

h h, all arranged to operate as brakes by being con-
nected Avith the double tree m, by the plates a and b,

all substantially as shown and described.
2. The combination, in a Avagon brake, of the con-

cave iron I on the sway bar B with the friction roller

11, the slotted plate b, slotted tongue, and doubletree
bolt, all arranged to take the draft strain propor-
tionately v/hen the SAvay bar and cross bar arc drawn
forward to the extent of their forward movement,
all substantially as herein shown and described,

81,383.-John Lehmann, Crown Point, Ind.—
Bridge Guard or Barrier.—August 25, 1868.—

A

combination of racks, ratchet wheels and a pawl,
so arranged that, with the opening of a drawbridge,
a ban-ier is raised up to guard persons from acci-

dents.
Claim.—The combination of co^ segment A,

ratchets B B, pinions C C, racks U I), pawl L, and
catch levers P P', all arranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein set forth, for the purpose of oper-
ating a bridge barrier.

81,381.-WiLUAM J. Linton, Detroit, Mich.—
Device for Lucking Loose Fnllegs.—August 25,
1868.—The sleeve is scrcAved into a collar on u shaft
or into a fast Avheel, and the pin is pushed forward
into a hole in a loose wheel running adjacent to the
collar or fast wheel, to lock tliera together, or drawn
back to allow the pulley to run loose, the said pin be-

ing locked in either position by the ispring, and pre-

vented from turning in the sleeve by the screw which
passes through the slot and into the pin.

Claim.—The improved locking device herein de-

scribed, consisting of the sleeve, sliding pin, station-
ary pin, spring, and stud, all arranged substantially
as set forth.

81,385.—Charles S. Lockwood, Newburg, K
Y.—Z>3r/-ic/c.—August 25, 1868.—The weight, de-
scending as the bucket ascends with its freight, as-

sists the elevating power. The bucket descends of
itself, having sulfieiont preponderance over the
weight to raise the latter.

Claim.—The counter-weight to balance the bucket
on a derrick, in the Avay as shown and described,
and for the puri>ose as si:)ecified.

81,386.-William C. Long and Harvey A.
LowxsBBRY, Lockport, N. Y.

—

Filter.—August 25,

1868.—The diaphragms give a zigzag course to tlie

water in its passage through the filtering medium.
The ribs serve to stilfen and stay the filter as it io

handled by the pipe.

Claim.—The arrangement, in connection with
the galvanized iron filter A, of the diaphragms a \
dividing the packing chamber, and the ribs g g,
strengthening the water chamber, the whole opera-
ting ijr the manner and for the purpose specified.

81,387.—Charles Lyne, Padstow, England.—
Perambulator. — August 25, 1868. —An arrange-
ment whereby the front wheels may be controllod
and gnidcd.

Claim.—The an'angeraent of the aslo A, cross
piece C P, bolt b, plate P, rod 11, guides G and G',
and springs S and S', in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth and described.

81,388 H. Maranville, Akron, OKw.—Steel-

yard.—August 25, 1868.—For ordinary use, the beam
is suspended near the center by the loop or head in tho
upturned parts of which tho beam is fitted so that it

may slide, in order to bring the point of susjionsion
of the beam nearer its end when tho balance is tQ bo
adapted for weighing articles which are heavier than
the ordinary maximum.

Claim.—The loop or head C, spring b, as arranged,
in combination with the yokes G D and beam A,, foj,"

the i)urpose and in tho manner set foith.

81,389.—G. H. McElevey, Newcastle, Pa.-^
Fireplace.—August 2.5, 1868.—The fuel is supplit^l
with air at the back and ends, as well as at tho front
and under side of the grate. Air-heating chambers
are employed in connection therewith, so as to more
fully control and utilize the heat.

Claim.—I. The desciibed arrangement of thQ air'
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heating clinmbers G- H I and tlieir connecting flues,

tlic S"apply flue P, the lire and smoke flue, J, and the
exposed grate E, as herein described for the purpose
specified.

2. The arrangement of the slide damper m and
damper K Tvith relation to the air-heating flues, G,
H, and I, vrhereby the products of combustion are
cither directed to the flue J, between the chamber
G, and fire grate, or over the chamber G, betu'een
the same and the chamber H, or over the chamber I,

or over the chamber G, and downward around the
chamber I, as herein described for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

81,3S©.—WiLLiAJt J. McLea, Leroy, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Fijank Ladd.—Bail Ear for
Pail.—August 25, 1868.—Two tips are cut or stamped
Avith the bail ear, the lower of which extends under
the upper hoop of the vessel, or is bent inward
through the side and turned up, (the latter being the
case with tin vessels,) while the other tip is bent in-

ward over the upper edge of the vessel. Rivets are
thus dispensed with.

Claim.—Attaching bail ears to pails and other
vessels by means of the tips d d', in the manner set

forth.

81,391.—Thomas McMullin, Osgood, Tnd., as-

signor to himself and Miles Mendemiall, same
place.

—

Coupling Belt.—August 25, 18(i8.—To each
end of the belt is attached a plate on which an ec-

centric roller is pivoted, having grooves formed in

it immediately above prongs upon the plate, the end
of the belt being clamped between the grooves and
prongs when the roller is rotated.

Claim.—The eombi:iation of the eccentric rollers

a, furnished with V-shaped grooves 6, with the
plates A A' and prongs c, -when arranged and op-

erating as and for the purpose set forth.

81,392.—W. S. McNeil and O. S. Cadwell,
Jr., Springfield, Mass.

—

Railroad Car Heater.—
August 25, 18G8.—Air is purified, heated, and dis-

charged into the car. There is no way of escape for

the burning fuel in case of accident.
Olaim.—l. The described arrangement of the case

H, fire box A, combustion chamber D, hot air cham-
bers E J, fire opening B, pipes K L m, perforated
pipe F, screen d, water chamber z, air-purifying

chamber X, and air supply tube and double funnel
W P, as herein described for the purpose specified.

2. The hot air pipe L n, and the cap o, in combi-
nation with the perfox-ated pipe E and liot air cham-
bers J E, as herein described for the piu'pose speci-

fied.

3. The arrangement of the air-purifying chamber
X, lined with absorbent material, and containing the
curved deflectors, Avith relation to the water cham-
ber z, air-supplying pipe W, and hot air chamber E,
whereby the motion of the car splashe.^ the water
through the perforated bottom of the air chamber,
and saturates the absorbent material for the collec-

tion of dust and cinders, as herein shown and de-

scribed-

81,393.—Daxiel S. Meuritt, Mount Morris,
Mich.

—

Mechanical Movement.—August 25, 1868.

—

Tiirough the medium of these devices, each quarter
revolution of the crank is made to impart a full stroke
to the saw ])itraan.

Claim.—TlxG combination and arrangement of the

four levers 13, the pitmen C and 11, and the levers J,

Avhen attached to any suitable frame. A, and con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

81 ,394 Ciiaules H. Miller, Buffalo, N. Y.—
TraM JBuc^•^e.—August 25, 1868.—The cam presses

tiio trace against the cross bars of the buckle, and
ficcurely holds the same ; holes in the trace are dis-

pensed with.
Claim.—The hinged pressure cam F, constructed

and operating as specified.

81,395.—Charles II. Miller, Buffalo, N. Y

—

Bridle i?i«.—August 25, 1868.—Th(^ guide levers en-

able the mouth piece to be actnutod more forcibly

than a bit having direct attachment to the reius.

The guide levers are cast in an amplified compass,
so that by the subsequent permanent contraction of
its sides, its appendages may be secured in position.

Claim.—The bar or mouth i)iece A, and slotted
lever guides B, when constructed, and the latter cast
distended, to permit the insertion of the bar A and
tongue m, in the manner described.

81,396

—

John B. Mitchell, Portland, Me., as-

signor to himself and Perez B. Burnham, same
place.

—

Hose Nozzle.—August 25, 1868.—To attticli

the nozzle, the ring is tunicd off the end of the hose
tube ; tjie nozzle is then passed up through the ring,

a partial rotation effecting the coupling of the two.
The ring and nozzle being then turned into position
over the tube, the nozzle is clamped to the tube by
screwing down the collar couuected to the pivotal
extremities of the arms.

Claim..—1. A hose nozzle, having the adjustable
tube B, ling A, arms 6, and ring i, arranged to op-
erate as and for the pm'pose desciibed.

2. In combination with the above, the belt d, as
and for the j)urposes set forth.

81,397.—Leonard Monzert, I^few York, N. Y.—Car Coupling.—August 25, 1868.—A ring fitted

around the coupling box upon being turned serves
to lock the jaws together, or to release them, to aUow
them to open, as desired.

Claim,.—The pivoted ring C, arranged with rela-

tion to the jaws B B, provided with concentric de-

pressions d, all operating as set forth, whereby the
ring is swung back over the depressions, to permit
the opening of the jaws, and swung forward to se-

curely lock and hold them in place, as herein de-

scribed and shown.

81,398.—Hiram Moon and DbWitt C. Tur-
ner, lied Creek, X. Y.

—

Surplus Honey Bo?: in Bee
iTtvc—August 25, 1868 ; antedated August 21, 1868.

—The inner adjustable case is provided with strings,

by which it can be raised and held in an elevated
position, Avheii filled with honey, so as to provide
additional space for more honey "to be made below.

Claim.—1. The adjustable honey case C, when
constructed as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The case C, in combination with adjustable box
B and hive A, when constructed substantially as de-

scribed.

81,399.— Charles A. Moore, "Westbrook,
Coim.—Knife and Fork Handle.—August 25, 1868.—
This mode admits of a variety of changes in form
and effect. For example, the handle may be of

ivory, associated Avitli either pearl, metal, wood, or
other material. Variety in respect to color, quality,

and shape may also be embodied.
Claim.—The making of knife and fork handles in

sections or pieces, substantially as herein specified,

and for the objects set forth.

81,400.—M. P. XOEL, St. Cloud, ^mn.—Sawing
Machine.—August 25, 1868.—T lie invention consists

in the arrangement of a sliding log-holding frame
and means for communicating reciprocating motion
to the saw by power applied to the driving shaft.

Claim.—1. The oscillating log-holding frame F,
when pivoted to the oscillating saw-guide frame E,
controlled l)y the lever h and hook h', whereby the
holding dogs g clamp the log upon each side of the
saw-holding frame, and saw-guide frame, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating as herein shown
and described.

2. The log frame B, operated in the transverse
guides a by"the lever C only, whereby the log is set

to the saw by one movement of the lever, as herein
set forth.

81,401.—Dudley L. Page, Lowell, Mass.

—

Con-
fection.—Auguf^t 25, 18t)8.—The mi'.ple syrup or maple
sugar syrup being inspissated, kneaded, and indu-
rated, is melted and molded and coated with choco-
late to produce confections.

Claim.—A new and improved combination maple-
chocolate cream, as hei'cin described, using for that
purpu.so the aforesaid ingredients or composition of

matter, as a new article of confection, substantially

as and for the pui-poso described.
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81,402.—John Peace, Camden, X. J.—Pipe
Cutter.—Augiibt 25, 18fi8.—The tube aud its bushiug
are made to oncirclo tho pipe, and the cutter is forced
into the side of the pipe by turning tlie screw. The
pipe is then severed oy turning the instrument around
upon it.

Claim.—T]]o improved pipe cutter herein dc-

sci-ibed, consiistiug of the threaded handle C, tubu-
hir holder B. having female screv/ therein, knife g,
cylinders A aud D, and set screw F, all constructed,
arranged, and operating as described.

81,403.—Thaddeus Peck, Stratford, Conn.—
Trace Fastener.—August 25, 1868.—Tlie shanlv of tlie

key is inserted in the recess in the whiffletrec and
turned partiallv round so as to be secured by the
projections, anil, when attached, is prevented from
turning by a staple passing through notches in the
shank of the key.

Claivi.—The'kcyC, whose ,shank is formed with
projections c-, when adapted to bo tittcd into recesses
formed in the ends of the whiflietree, and prevented
from turning therein by means of the staple D, passed
transversely through said recess, and resting in

notches formed in "the sides of the shank c'-, all as
herein shown aud described, for tho purpose speci-
fied.

81,404.—Elijah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn.—
Apparatus for Feeding Screw Blanks.—August 25,

18(id.—The roller, acted upon by the belt, shakes the
feeding apparatus, to cause the' screw blanks to pass
from the hopper to the trough and thence onward.

Claim.—The combination of the roller C and belt
D with the hopper and trough A B, when constructed
and arranged substantially as herein described.

81,405.—Benjamin Porter, Jackson, Mich.,
assignor to himself, John George, Thomas E.
LusK, Alfred E. Vandercook, and Oscar Vax-
DERCOOK, same place.

—

Brick Mold Safety Guard.—
August 25, 1868.—The front faces of jack molds l^r

brick machines are provided with proper doors and
springs, to act as safety guards for the molds, so as
to allow stones or other obstacles to pass out from the
molds.

Claim.—The springs D, when provided with hinge
joints H aud braces E, whicli latter move in tlie re-

cesses G of doors C, all operating and arranged sub-
s^ntially as described and for the pm-poses set forth.

81,406.—Andrew J. Post, Hudson City, IST. J.—Bridge.—August 25, 1868.—The strut is composed
of four plates of rolled iron, united along tlie edges
by flanges and rivets. The cast-iron end pieces are
adapted to accomodate the diagonal braces or other
parts to whicli the struts are to be bolted.

Claim.—In combination with a wrought-iron strut,
the employment of end pieces of cast iron, fitted into
and between the parts of the wrought iron, and re-

ceiving a through bolt througji both the wrought and
cast-ii-on parts, all sab^tantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth.

81,407.^0HN EiCHARDS, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Mortising Jfac/ii?ie.—August 25, 1868.—The screw
which impels the chisel bar has reverse tlireads, and
gearing and devices for operating said screw are em-
Eloycd m connection with a friction clutch actuated
y tho lU'iviug power. The graduated resistance of

t!ic weight which returns tho chisel bar after the
mortise is completed enables the operator to stop the
chisel at any point of its downward stroke.

Claim.—1. The right-and-left threaded screw m,
nud fixed and niovablc nuts k and I, when used to
operate the cliisel bar of a mortising machine, as
herein set forth and described.

2. The shaft p and bevel gears n' and n, when
used in combination with the ram or cai-rier a, and
as a means of rotating tho reverse-threaded screw
m, substantially as spc'cihed and shown.

3. The shaft p and bevel gears n' and n, for rotat-
ing the screw m, as specified and shown.

4. The belt q and pulley r, wlicn used in combi-
nation with the ram or carrier a, and as a means of
operating tlie reverse-threaded screw m, for feeding
tho chisel bar down, substantially as set forth aud
shown.

5. The friction clutch, consisting of the plate o,

pulley r, in combination with tlie reverse-threaded
screw m and carrier a, for producing a graduated
feed of the chisel bar h, for the pm-poses and in the
manner sho^rn.

6. The weight u and belt t, when arranged to op-
erate as a gi'aduated resistance to the rotation of the
screw m. and as a means of returning the chisel bar
to its up stroke, arranged and operating as herein
described.

7. The screw W, when formed with a compound
or right-and-left-hand, thread, and used as a means
of adjusting tho table bracket M, arranged and op-
erating as set forth and specified.

81,408 Charles H. Riggs, Warwick, IST. T.—Liquid Meter. — August 25, 1868; antedated Au-
gust 17, I860.—The meter tank is filled and emptied
by the action of siphons, and the influx of water
through the receiving pipe is automatically con-
trolled by floats, which are indirectly the means of
opening and closing the inlet gate.

Claim.—1. An automatic liquid meter, having its

receiviug pipe C opened and closed by the buoyancy
and weight of a float, I, the said float being con-
trolled in its action by the floats G and H, and the
whole in combination with tiie siphon F, all substan-
tially as shown and described, aud for the purpose
set forth.

2. The receiving cistern D, substantially as shown
and described, in comlnnation with the meter tank
B, floats 1, G, and H, the siphons E and F, as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The springs vi and I, or other equivalent device,
substantially as shown aud described, in comlunation
with the float I, pins e aud il and levers /; and g, all

as and for the pui-pose set forth.

4. The levers q and b, operated by the float I, sub-
stantially as shown aud described, in combination
with the gate d. pipe C, and tank B, and siphon E,
all arranged as shown and described, aud for the
purpose set forth.

5. The ratchet / and pawl «, substantially as
shown aud described, or the equivalent thereof, for
the purpose of operating the registering dial J of a
meter, when in combination v\-ith the float I, rod i,

meter tank B, and floats G and H, all as set forth.

6. The reservoir M, substantially as shov.-u and
described, in combination with the siplion F, floats

I, G, and H, and meter tank B, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

81,409.—A. H. EoBBiNS, Copenhagen, N. Y.—
Horse Hake.—August 25, 1868.—Tho lever is at-

tached to a carriage, whereon the attendant may
ride, and from wliich a lever is made to act for rais-

ing the rake bodily from the ground. The rake may
be readily detached from the'carriage, when it is de-
sired to manage it, in the ordinary way.

Claim.—1. The bars O O, attached to tho handle
shafts M M, aud provided with oblong slots g,
through which scrcvrs /( pass into tho shafts K K,
for the purpose of admitting of the proper operation
of the stop e, as set forth.

2. Tho connecting or suspending of the rake to
the cart or sulky by means of the rods Q Q, arras R
K, shaft S, and lever T, all arranged substantially in
the manner as and for the purpose set forth,

81,410.-Henry Eodes, Clarence Centre, jST.

Y.—Plaster <S'o«er.—August 25, 1868.—The loops on
the rotating shaft act to stir up and prevent the
packing of the plaster, and the raised edges arrest
the plaster aud cause it to be forced out of the hop-
per.

Claim.—1. Tho arrangement, in connection with
the intermediate brush G, of the lifter E, provided
with the spiral loops c e situated above, and the
raised edges h h of the discharge openings, situated
below said brush, the whole operating in the manner
aud for the purpose specified.

2. The hinged arm D with holding band p and
elevating toggle r, and serving, with gear 6, to give
motion to the parts in the hopper, as set forth.

81,411.-Franklin Eoot, Boston, Mass.—O^r
J?ratc.—August 25, 1868. — The lever brakes are
made to clasp sheaves on the axles with their short
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anus, the long arras being operated by pressure ex-

erted by the driver. A sliding incline, connected
with one of the brakes, is made to aid in starting the
car, by being released from a forward position, to

which it is carried when the brake is applied.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the lever brakes

B and C, pins r and n, ajid sheaves E, substantially
OS aiid for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the sliding inclined plane
D with lever brakes 13 and C, clasping sheaves upon
an axle, when constructed substantially as described,
and for the puipose specified.

3. The lever-clutch brakes C and B, with remov-
able shoes, when each shoe clasps one-half the cir-

cumference of a sheave, in combination with sheaves
having V-shaped grooves, into Avhich the shoes fit,

when constructed substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

81,412.—Sarah Ruth, Philadelphia, V&.—Sun
Shade for Horses.— Angn^t 25, ] 868.—The device
consists of a canopy and articulated, adjustable sup-
porting frames, whereby the animal may be shielded
from either vertical or oblique rays of the sun in hot
weather.

Claim.—The canopy A and the supporting frames
B and C, the said parts being constructed, applied,
and operated substantially as and for the purpose set
forth and described.

81,413.—David Sattler, Mifflin, Ohio.—Saw.
—August 25, 1868.—The several forms of teeth tire

so arranged as to cut oat the sides of the cusp, plane
out the center, and carry out from the same the saw-
dust not removed by the planing teeth.

Claim.—The peculiuT arrangement and combina-
tion of the knife teeth D F, planing teetli B B,
gauge tooth C, and clearing tooth E, on the saw
blade A, when the several parts are constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

81,414.-S. TT. T. ScHiMONSKY, Cheyenne,
Dak. Ter. — Oar Brake.—A.\\gu%t 2.5, 1868. -The
shoes are attached to a sliding frame, and made to
act as wedges when brought in contact with the
wheels.

Claim.—The brake shoes G-, rigidly attached to
the frame D, sliding through the Avheels E upon the
guides F, and attached to the lever I, all operating
as described, whereby the shoes G are alternately
wedged upon each side of the wheel, between the
same and the guide F, as the lever is operated in
either dii'ection, as herein shown and described.

81,415.—Alexander Selkirk, Albany, IST. Y.,
assignor to JOHX Gibson, Jr., same. place.

—

Hand
Stamp.—August 25, 1868.—The instrument is inked
by applying the type end to an ink pad and is used
after the manner of a mallet, striking the paper or
letter with suliicient force to not only print the outer
name, but cause tlie needle-pointed type to pene-
trate the paper, the latter result being insured by
the momentum of the plunger.

Claim.—1. The loaded plunger B, with its slot e,

set screw d, the dovetail or T-shaped terminus of
the plunger B, in combination Avith the type blocks
/i /i, with their recesses s s, or their equivalents, sub-
stantially for the purpose set forth and described,

2. The socket b, or its equivalent, and the handle
c, in combination with the outer cylinder A, for the
purposes set forth and described.

3. In combination, the cylinder A, with its print-

ing-type end, the loaded plunger B, as described, the
elastic spring /, the perforating type h h, handle
socket b, or its equivalent, and the handle c, all

in combination, substantially for the purpose set

forth.

81,416.—W. A. Sharp and John A. Shannon,
Tama City, Iowa.

—

Horse-Collar Fafttening.— Au-
gust 25, 18(;8.—The collar is severed at the part
which rests under the neck of the horse, and the
parts are joined and disj()in(Kl at this point by means
of a dovetail fastening designed to facilitate putting
on and taking off the collar.

Claim.—The described construction of the me-
tallic sockets d d, secui'ed to the ends B C of the

collar, and provided respectively with the longitu-
dinally-beveled recess c and tenon/, arranged as de-
scribed for the pm-pose specified.

81,417.—Jehyleman Shaw, Bridgeport, Conn.
—Pamp.—August 25, 1868.—The power is applied
to a pipe extending upward from one of the tubu-
lar piston rods. Cords and a pulley connect the
piston rods and cause them to move simultaneously
in opposite directions. Operates as a force pump.
Claim.—The two lifting pumps C^ C^, fitted

within the external case A, provided with a valve,
C, at its bottom, and all constructed and arranged
to operate in the manner substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

81,418.-Pius Lee Shepi.er, TVhitehouse, Ohio.—Sawing Machine.—August 25, ]8()8.—On either
side of a spool placed upon a shaft, which is made to
couple Avith the main shaft, is loosely sleeved a
drum, each revolving independently of the other,
and upon Avhich the log rests so that the carriage
can be draAvu back without moving the log. A
curved lever Avorking in a slotted rest serves to ele-

vate and depress the log.

Claim.—1. The combination of the drums M", shaft
G", spool I", chain J", and carriage K", all arranged
to operate as herein described and shown.

2. The rest Z, when provided Avith a slot, B", and
operated by means of the cuiwed and bent lever C",
all as and for the purpose described and shown.

81,419.—William Shields, PhUadelphia, Pa.—Die for Making Square-headed Bolts.—August 25,

1868.—Designed as an improvement on his patent
of Feb. 18, 1868. Combined Avith the three support-
ing walls and plunger is a bottom opening for pre-
venting the "fin" from causing the bolt aud head-
ing plunger to bind in the final operation of the lat-

ter.

Claim.—The narroAV ledge e, at the bottom of the
die, in combination with the side walls thereof and
the plunger, as and for the purpose herein described.

Sl,4'-i©.—M. M. SiiUR, Delaware, Ohio.—Device
for Soldering Cans.—August 25, 1868.—A scries of
expanding staves are combined Avitli a holloAV box,
Avithin Avhich latter is a sliding stafl', so that the
staves can be inserted Avithin a can and pressed
against the interior. Spiral flanges, in conjiection
Avath studs and operated by the handle, cause the
staves to impinge more firmly against tlie can.
Claim:—1. The arms B, having slots i, and pivoted

within the slots d, and the pins a fixed in the slota

b, all Constructed, arranged, and operating as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination Avith the staves A and arms B,
bearing pins I, the cage slats k, as and for the pur-
pose described.

3. In combination Avith the parts D C G, the collar

H, Avhen proA'ided Avith inclined surfaces w, and the
loose handle E, having pins A, .'dl constructed and
operating as and for the purpose specified.

81,421.-Franz G. Siejiers, "Winona, Minn.—
Meat 0««er.—August 25, 186S.—The rotation of the
chopping block presents a ucav pait of tlie meat to

each stroke of the knives. The chopping block is

constructed with a view to prevent splitting and
remedy shrinkage. For convenience in removing
the meat from the chopping block, or in cleaning or
repairiugthe same, the cm-b is adapted for ready de-

tachment.
Claim.—1. The meat-cutting machine, consisting

of the frame A B, Avith the tables C D, the recipro-

cating frame /i, Avitli the series of knives attaclied

tliereto, and the rotating chopping block K operated
by the shaft G, the rock shait q, and paAA'ls t and w,
ail constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as herein described.
2. The chopping block K, consisting of a series ol

pieces set endwise and bound together Avitli a bund
and set screws p, and provided Avith the remov*ible

curb M, constructed and arranged as herein de-

scribed.

3. Tlio arrangeracit of the tables C D, in combi-
nation Avith tlie meat-cutting apparatus, Avhen coa
structed as herein set forth.
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81,42-2.—Phila^T)ER SijSSOX, Brant, X. T.—
Spring Bed Bttoms.—August 25, 18(38.—Bet-^-een
t-xo parallel sluts are placed short inclined slats act-

ing as spring's to support the upper slat.

Claim.—Supporting the slat A on the ends of the
inclined epriug levers B B, when arranged sulistan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

81,423.-Amos Smith, Vienna Cross Eoads,
0;:io.

—

Harvester.—August -25, ISciS.—By anarrange-
mjnt of bars which are connected with the shoe of
the finger bar. the latter may be adjusted higher or
lower as desire J. To one "of the said bars is ful-

crumed a lever by which the outer end of the finger
bai- may be raised.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bars K L, at tbe
junction of which the cutter bai- is pivoted, upon the
outer end of the axle of the machine and the bearing
of the pitman shaft respectively, when said bars :ire

adjustable as described, and the" bar K provided with
the pivot i, of the lever O and the slotted standard
P, for raising the outer end of tbe cutter bar. all

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as set forth.

81,424.—Chaules A. Smith, Xew York. X. Y.—Lifting JacJc—August '25. 1S6?.—The safety wheel,
together with the band and lever, aid the "pawl in
holding the cog wheel stationary upon its axis,
when the weight to bo sustained by the rack bar is

greater than usual.
Claim.—The combination of the lever H, ratchet

wheel D. cogged wheel E, slide B, ratchbar C, with
the safety wheel F, and brake or safety baud i, all

constructed as described, and operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,425.—F. Smith and I. CArvPE>-TER, Lancas-
t-er. Pa.

—

Plan^.—August OS. 18dS.—The guard rises
with a gentle curve fi-om the wedge ; it prevents the
shavings from catching upon the screw. The wedge
is metal and serves, in conjunction with the clamp-
ing screws, as a substitute for the tightening wedges
ana tapered notches of the ordinary stocks.
Claim.—1. The adjusta'ole cap, p"roviJed with the

guard in front of the set screw b, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

'.2. The set screws a^ in the lugs a*, arranged to
cLimp upon the adjustable wedge C. as herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

81,426—YoirxGS W. SinTH, Bristol, X. Y.—
Svp Vine Trellis.—Aucrv^t -25, ISoS.

. Claim.—The improved hop trellis, formed of the
elevated parallel supporting wires a a and standards
A A. in combination with stakes B B, and diagonal
net work of twine, alternating from row to row, and
stake to stake, over tlie intermediate supporting
wires a a', arranged substantially as set forth.

81,427.—James D. Soles. Lvnn Township, 111.

—Bread Cwfter.—August 25. 1S68.—The handle of a
hinged cutter plays in a slotted arched frame : an
adjustable guide is" adapted to the size of the loaf, and
a gauge determines the thickness ofthe slice to be cut.

Claim.— The combination of the arched standard
A, its guide plate B. and flange i, and bed plate ;??,

the gauge E, tlie guide F, the spring S, the lever and
knife C and D, all as and for the pm-poses described.

SI,42S.—Henry Sta>xet, St. Johnsburv, Tt.—
Smut JLfacAi?!*.—August 25, 1S68.—The case"3 which
surround the fans are curved in the form of scrolls,
which are perforated at their sides, and into one of
which the groin is admitted, and from which it is
forced, by the blast of air around the scroll, to the
mouth, into a spout communicating with tbe next fan
chamber, and from thence to the mouth of the scroll,
where it is subjected to the blast from another fan.

Claim.—The grain-cleaning machine, composed of
one or a series of perforated scroll cases, surround-
ing one or more fans, the spouts E G, and the fan I,
arranged substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

81,429—JAiiES H. Ston-e. TTashington. B.C.—Fan for Sewing Ma^hin^.—August 2oT 1863.
Claim.—Operating the rotary fan to a sewing ma-

chine directly from the driving shaft A, through the
medium of the beveled gearing B F. as described,
for the purpose specified.

81,430.-T. J. StTLLTS-AN-, Albany, X. Y.—Per-
mutation Lock.—August 25, 1SC&.—Attached to the
disk containing the combination wheels are circuhir

springs, each being provided with a detent piu for

detainiug the combination wheels at any desii'ed

point.
1

Claim.—The tumblers constructed as described, of
the perforated annular plate p. grooved disk G. and
divided annular spring b. having the pin i, all ar-

ranged and operated as described for the purpose
specified.

81,431.—Charles D. Sutton, Tarrytown. X.
Y.

—

Spring for Vehicles. — August 25, ISoS.—The
cross sprinsrs are fitted at their centers by laying tbe
leaves upside down upori a level surface", the leaves
being laid and fitted alternately, first a leaf of one
spring and then a leaf of the ot"her. The leaves ai-e

brought together at the points where the fifth wheel
rests. After the centers ai-e fitted, the leaves arc
marked and numbered. They are then taken apart,

turned light side up. and bent to the desired shape.
Claiiii.—An improved platform spring, formed by

the combkiation of the cross springs C, constructed,

substantially as described, and forming a fiat sap-

port for the"fifth wheel, with the side springs B and
shackles D, as and for the purpose set forth.

81,432.—Esau Tarrant, Muskegon, Mich.—
Machine for Turning Logs in Saio Mills.—August
25. 186d.—The toothed bar is pivoted to two shding
blocks, and so aiTanged as to enable it to move back
and forth to adjust ifself to the size of the log, The
hoisting chain is so arranged as to force the upper
end of the bar forward, causing the teeth to take
lirm hold of the log. A cam shaft is made to raise
or lower the bridge-tree, to which the bearings of
one end of the actuating shaft are attached, so as to
bring the fiietion pulleys into or out of contact with
each" other.

Claim.—1. The toothed bar C, pivoted at its lower
end between the blocks E, which ai-e adapted to slido

in vertical grooves formed in the posts D, wberel-.y
the said bar C is rendered vertically movable, ar.cl

capable of adjustment to suit logs of"different sizes,

substantially as herein set forth and shown.
?. The combination with, and the an-angement with

relation to, the bar C, of the cord or chain F, puller
G, shaft J, di'um I, niction pulleys K L, and adjust-
able shaft M, all as set forth and shown.

3. The aiTangement of the pivoted brake E. con-
nection S, and pivoted bridge-tree O, (in which is

formed the outer bearingforshaftM.) substantially as
herein shown and described, whereby the pulley L is

removed from contact with pulley F[, and'the Drake
brought into conract with the latter, and vice versa,
simuitaneously. as herein set forth.

4. The ai-ra"ngement of the cam and shaft P Q and
weighted arm T with relation to the connected brake
and bridge-tree, to operate as and for the purpose
described.

81,433.—Edwin Taylor, Tecumseh, Mich.—
Steam Gen-erator. — August 25, 18C3. — Inclosed
within a fire box or furnace is a boUer connected
with a counter-balance on a notched lever, so that
when the boiler rises by the evaporation of its con-
tents, the end of the "lever wiU be depressed and
cause the opening of a valve in a tank above to sup-
ply water to the boiler.

Claim.—The arrangement of the suspended coun-
terbalanced boiler B within the fii-e box or chamber
A. aud the elevated tank or reservoir I, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

81,434.—George Thompson. Xashua, X. H.—
Belt Saic. — August 25. ISGS.—The belt saw is

steadied by a number of small adjustable pulleys, and
runs upona main pulley which is driven bya"beltso
aiTanged upon several other pulleys as to hug tho
main "driviug pulley for half its circumference, aud
transmit motion to it by friction.

Claim.—Tbe arrangement, substnntiiiUy as herein
shown and described, of the pulleys d, e"ach adjust-
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able iudepentleutlj of tliG others, with rckition to the
pulley A aud saw a, as set forth.

81,435.—Thomas Tiioiirsox, Buffalo, IT. Y.—
Shingle Bolt Machine.—August 25, 18GS.—The mcch-
auism Avhich supports and feeds the sav/ cousists
of a couutcrbalauced swinging frame, carrying the
bolting saw, aud a reversing frietion apparatus,
wliercby the saw frame may be raised aud lowered
as required. A step lever, v/ith a pivot arm extend-
ing through a stationary table, serves to present the
different sides of tlie block to the action of tlie saw
in dividing it into bolts.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the rack bars H,
pinions G', friction wheels I and J'*, and sliiftiag

rod and levei^K K', with the counterbalanced swing-
ing saw fi-ame C, as a means of raising aud lowering
the same, as set forth.

2. The step lever M' and piA'ot arm M, in combi-
nation vv'ith the stationary table F, provided with a
slit in one side for the passage of tlie saw, arranged
and operatmg in the manner for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

81,430.—Thomas Tompson, Jr., ITew York, N".

Y.—Fire iiJA-ca^e.—August 25, 1868.—Designed for
permanent attachment to the outer sides of build-
ings, ami forming a convenient mode of escape in
case of fire.

Claim.—The, ladder D, constinicted substantially
as herein shown and described, that is to say, Aril h
two side bars at each side, to which the flanged
ends of the broad steps are pivoted, in combination
with the balcony B, permanently attached to the
outer wall of the buikling, iu the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

81,437.—Franz Tester, Newark, IsT. J.—Bu-
rial Case.—August 25, 18o8.—A means of deliver-
ance from interment for resuscitated persons.

Claim.—1. The application of the tube C aud lad-
der H to a burial case or coffin, sul)stantially as aud
for the purposes described and set forth.

2. In combination with the tube C and ladder H,
the cord X aud bell I, for the purposes substantially
as set forth and described.

81,438.—ADOLrii Wagner, jS'ew York, :N'. Y.
assignor to Sajiuel Beinstein, same place.

—

Loom
for Circular Weaving.—August 25, 1868.—A cir-

cular machine for weaving petticoats and hoop
skirts. The fabric is woven around a block sus-

lieuded between the warp carriers aud the track of
the shuttles, said block being movable vertically anil

laterally, in order that it may be adjusted centrally.
The shuttlec move on a circular, or other endless
track, and deposit their woof threads alternately
above aud below a warp thread around the block.
The warp carriers receive an alternate vertical re-

ciprocating motion from a cam on a revolving drum,
from which the shuttles also derive their motion.

Claim.—1. A circular weaving machine, in -»\'hich

the core or block II is vertically as well as horizon-
tallj' adjustable, substantially as described, so that
tubular, as well as irregular-shaped, fabric may be
produced, as set forth.

2. The device lierein shown and described, for

imparting reciprocating motion, in opposite direc-

tions, to the two sets of carriers, E or E', which
compose a group, said device consisting of the pin p,
cam on the drum B, and pinion m, in combination
with the toothed carrier stems, substantially as and
for tlie purpose liereiJi shown and described.

3. Tiie carriers E' E', when arranged iu combina-
tion with the upriglit bars 1 1 and sliding blocks o o,

the bars I I beingdivided in the middle, as set forth,

to idlow tlie passage of the woof threads, as speci-

fied.

4. The carriers E E, when provided with diverg-

ing horizontal arms, substantially as set forth, for

the purpose of distributing the warp threads, and of
allowing the grouping of the carriers between the
pinions e e, as herein described.

5. Tlie carriers E or E', when aiTangcd and ope-
rating as described, the siiuttles L L, when made as

described, aud the up-and-down as well as horizon-

tally ailjnstable block IT, all in combination with
each other and with the rotary drum B, aud all made

and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

6. The sliding pins p, in combination with the car-
rier stems, substantially as and lor the purpose
shown and described.

81,439—P. H. Wait, Sandy Hill, :N". Y.—Curl)
for Water TF/iccL—August 25, 18G8.—Water wheels
of this class arc secured on a vertical shaft, and ro-
tate in a horizontal plane at the lower end of a cy-
lindrical case, under chutes or water guides. By
means of this curb, the water may be admitted into
the case at either side by reversing the gate and
curb, and a right or left hand wheel may thus be
obtained at will.

Claim.—1. The portion E of the curb, constructed
as described, of the top and bottom plates g g', the
latter provided with a pendent fiauge, /t, forming a
portion of the case A, the side aud end bars i j,
adapted to receive the gate D and door G, all ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The curved gate D, coiistructed as described,
with a flange, /, adapted to work against the verti-
cal central bar d iu the frame E, said frame being
provided Vv'ith the ledges c g, out; of line with each
other, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

81,440.—Daniel E. Waixace, Ripley, Ohio.—
Quilting Frame.— August 25, 18;;8.—Movable posts,
which hold the rollers, are set in base pieces or rests,

and are held in position by rods, so that the rollers

can be moved toward or aAvay from each other.
Claim.—A quilting frame, constructed v>ith rests

D D, movable posts a a a a, rollers A B, braces E E,
and nuts b b b b, as combined and arranged for the
use aud pui'iiose as specified and herein set forth.

81,441 Elisiia Waters, Troy, IT. Y.—Vessel
for Holding Petroleum and other Liquids.—August
25, lb(i8.—It is proposed to coat, size, or cement the
continuous inner surface of the vessel, or permeate
the whole fiber of the paper with any varnish or
substance insoluble in and suited to I'csist the action
aud prevent the leakage of the liquid the vessel is to
contain.
Claim.—1. A closed cylindrical tank-like or barrel-

shaped vessel, formed essentially or mainly from pa-
per pulp, paper in sheets, or paper oi- straw board,
of any suitable ciuality, and supported intei'ually by
disks or hoops at the ends, or an extended wooden
shell, substantially as described herein.

2. A closed cylindrical tank-like or barrel-shaped
vessel, formed essentially or mainly from paper pulp,

paper iu sheets, or paper or straw boards v>'ith or
without internal end hoops, or an inner wooden
shell, substantially as described, in combination
with an exterior protecting case formed of wooden
staves aud heading, and fitted or secured to the pa-
per vessel, substantially as set forth, so that the"

paper vessel shall not turn within the wooden case,

and yet shall be free or separable thereii'om along
the joints of the staves.

81,44'2.—W. B. Weaver, Eeading Centre, N.
Y.

—

Saiv iict.—August 25, 18u8.—To one side of the
bar that bears tlie stationary jaw is attached an ad-
justable plate, formed with a grooved projection, in
uiiich groove is a strip of leather. The said projec-
tion serves as a gauge for setting fine or coarse saw
teeth.

Ciaim.—The combination of the leather packing I

aud adjustable plate E with the jaws / aud /', us

herein described, for the purpose specified.

81,443.—WiluamWkild, Manchester, England,
assignor to Eltas S. IIiOGixt;, New York, N. Y.

—

Mechanism for Operating File Wlrej in Looms.—Au-
gust25. 18G8.—Ilelatcs to mechanism for actuating
the wires iu that class of looms lor weaving pile

fabrics where the teriy loop ibrming tlie pile is ob-
tained l)y iusertiug wires in a shed formed between
the L'ody warp and pile warp, wliicli vvires are woven
in the fabric to be again withdra-\\'n in succession
when n sufficient number of wires have been woven
in the jabric to secure the loops or wovcni pile against
the strain produced iu the process of weaving.
Claim.—1. Wij-e motions,where the head of the wire

only is guided during its insertion and withdrawal,
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and the point is supported and transferred from the
point of withdrawal to the point of insertion by a
trough or bar d, oscillating on a fulcrum or joint, sub-

stantially as liereinbel'ore described.
2. The combination of wires, with heads of tlio

shape shovru in Figs. 4 and 4 a, with an oscillating

grooved trough d, substantially as hereinbefore de-

scribed.
3. The spring pieces d^, or their equivalents, in

combiuatiou with the oscillating grooved trough d,

substantially i.'i the manner described.
4. The slide b, provided with a projection b^, for

pushing directly against the head of the wire, when
combined with an oscillating trough, substantially as

herein before described.
5. The combination and arrangement of the me-

chanism of the wire motion shown by Eigs. 1, 2, 3, 4,

and 4a, and hereinbefore described.

81,444.—Daxiel S. TVeise, Brecknocl: Town-
ship, assignor to himself, Jacob H. Bingaman', and
JosKlMi W. GosiiERT. Durlock, Pa.

—

Itailroad Gate.

—August 2.5, 1868.—A i-ocker shaft is so connected
with a short rail placed adjacent to one of the rails

of the track, as to be actuated by the tread of tlie car
wheel, and cause the elevation of a gate to a vertical

position, through the medium of a crank arm, con-
necting rod and bracket.
Claim.— Th.i' combined arrangementofmy notched

rocker T, adjoining the rail, pivoted bars L. rocker
shaft B. and'levcr t; also the crank arm c, couneet-
iug rod D, stirrup bracket E, and gate F G H, all ar-

ranged and operated sul)stantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

81,445.—C. iST. "White, Batesville, Miss,, as-

signor to himself, W. S. Haukis, and T. P. Eolaxd,
same place.

—

Chvrn.—August 25, 1868.—Means are
provided for readily dismounting the churn from its

pivotal supports. The "dasher" is made up of
wings, extending fi-om end to end as well as from
side to side of the churn. The churn is turned around
upon its pivots by handles fixed to its sides, and the
wings and chmm move simultaneously in the same
direction.
Claim.—1. The combination ofthe dasher plates E,

block F, plate G, and cover H, with each other, and
with the churn body D, said parts being constructed
and arranged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed an'd for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, and with the
frame ABC, the fixed center j and crank screw L,
all ai-ranged and operating substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

81,446.—Samuel E. Wottlow, Eoseficld, El.—
Cough Mixture.—August 25, 1868.-Composed of
bayberry bark, Solomon seed root, sarsaparilla, Sen-
eca snake root, red bark, (Peruvian.) black cherry
bark, prickly ash bark, spikenai'd root, maideuhair
root, blackljerry root, oil of wintergreen, pine tar,

skunk cabbage," lobelia, ginseng root, corafrey root,

elecampane root, hoai-hound leaves, wafer-asli bark,
white sa^ar, and Avater. "When boded down, Jamaica
ram is added.

Claim.—The compound coudi mixture, prepared
and compounded, aud to be used substantially as de-
scribed.

81,447.—n5N-iiYC.WiLDER,Ashby,Mass.—J5aiZ-
making J/ao/a/ic—August 25, .1.668 ; antedated Au-
gust 13, 18i;8.—The wire is drawn from a reel,

guided through the bail wood, (the latter being held,

in the meantime, by the spring supports,) gauged and
cut off in proper length to form the bail, then bent
to the curve of a bail and hooked at the ends.

Claim.—1. The spring supports E E so arranged
with formers V V and vibrating arms XX', or their
eqiiividents, as to receive the pressure of the wire at
the ends of the bail wooil, while being bent, as de-
sciibed, and for the purpose specified.

2. The vibrating shaft J, the lever g, aud the har-
dened steel die F, with the guide thereto, combined
and operating as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The opening tunnel H, so an-anged with otlier

necessary parts as to guide the l)ail wire through the
bail wootl, iu combination with the stationary slotted

tunnel S, constructed substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

4. Tlic lirrangement and combination of the bent
lever B with the pivot v. the spring x, the spring top
C. the incline t. the adjustable gauge a, and the set
screw b, constructed and operating substantially as
described, and for the purpose set loi-th.

5. The arrangement and combination of the spur-
gears P P', the washer and screw ii n', the couiiec-
tions A A, the catch r, the spring W, and the ratchet
wheel Q, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

G. The ai'rangemeut aud combination of the shaft
D D, the gears mn, the pins j.;, or their equivalent,
with the lever g, and vibrating shaft J, operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

7. The arrangement and combination of the lever

g, the springp,~the arras c i, t!ie spring h, the .shaft

J, and the spring W, operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

8. T!io arrangement and combination of the ad-
justable cutter plate D, the hardened steel ring G, the
hardened steel cutter d, the lever C C, the pin E,
and tlic spring K, operating substantially as aud for
the purpose set forth.

9. Tlie arrangement and combination of the crank
z, the grooved rolls O O', the pivoted lever Z, or its

equivalent, aud the adjusting screw L, operating
sub.stantially as and for the piii-pose set forth.

10. The plate having thereon the guide ?/, and tflO

incline s, iu combination with the vibrating shaft J,
having the steel die F thereon, operating as and for
the purpose set forth.

11. The construction, combination, and ariange-
meiit of all the parts, substantially as described, and
for the purpose specified.

81,448.—Miles D.'Williams, Lawton, Mich.—
Grain Separator.—August 25, 1868.—The upper
screens, iiistead of being confined to a certain posi-
tion by supporting gTOoves, are provided with jaws
upon their upper inner corners that engage with the
shoe, while the outer ends may be inclined to any de-
sired degree, and held by tightening the sides oi
the screen case against them, by means of the bolt
aud nut.

Claim.—1. The upper screens L, provided with the
jaws M, in connection with the shoe B, screen case
A, bolt C, and nut E, operating in the manner de-
scribed and for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the above-named parts with
the grain separator, constructed and arrauged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

81,449.—Thomas "Wilson, Garten, England.—
Lubricating Hubs and Axles.—August 25, 1868.

—

A cam nut attached to the axle serves to operate
valves, through which oil passes from a proper re-

ceutaeie to conductors, and thence through spiral
grooves upon the whole length of the bearing.

Claim.—1. The cam nut v, when arranged "to oper-
ate substantially as described and set forth.

2. The oil receptacle j. iu combination with the
conductors n n, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3. The pistons 1 1, with their valves m m, when
operated upon by a cam nut v, substantiahy as herein
described aud set forth.

4. The sand guard g and waste box t, in combina-
tion with the box c and bearing 2?, when aiTanged
substantially as described and set forth.

5. The arrangement and combination of the oil re-

ceiver j, pistons 1 1, with valves m m, conductors n
n, box c, with its nuts d and c, bearing^, with spiral
groove q, waste box t, sand guard g, shell /and /',

and hub a, all when arranged substantially as de-
scribed and for the pm-poses fuUy set forth.

81,450.—Alois "Wirschixg, Brooklyn, oST. T.,
assignor to himself and Albert AVild, same place.

—

Watchraakcrs' Drill.—Angnst 25, 1868.—By pull-

ing the string a rapid rotary motion is imparted to
the drill shaft, a]id the spring is wound up or con-
tracted ; upon relieving the tension upou the string,

the spring rotates the "drill shaft in a reverse direc-
tion aud winds the string upon the drum for a con-
tinuance of the operation.
Claim.—ThQ thill shaft B, fitted within the tube A,
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in connection with the spring E, arranged or applied,
as Phown, or in an equivalent way, anil the string F
attached to a drum or pulley on the drill shaft, all

constructed to operate in the manner substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

81,451.—John Wood, Franklin, Ta.^—Pump
Piston.—August 25, 1868.—The packing is kept
tight by the pressure of the water inside the same.
The ribs constitute the cage of the valve and pei-mit
the water to pass upward "as the piston descends.

Claim.—The movable sections ABC, thepacking
P, the ball valve V, aud ribs e, arranged as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

81,452-.—Edmuxd Teiser, Sheridan, Pa.—i^(Tf/i

Wheel for Carriages.—August 25, 1868.—The fifth

wheel or perch i>late bears against curved guides
secured to the axle, so that thelongue can be readily
turned in either direction around the connecting
pin, for conveniently changing the line of draught.

Claim.—The perch plate B, as constructed, in com-
bination with pin g, guides C C, axle D, bar A', and
supports H H, arranged substantially as set forth.

81,453.—Charles H. Touncx, Eiver Point, P.
I.

—

Let-off Machaidsm for Looms. — August 25,
1868.—When an extra strain is put upon the web by
reason of the shuttles getting caught in the shed,
the device allows such an extra amount of warp to
be drawn off,' by the action of the lathe, as may be
necessary to prevent damage to the web by the
shuttle.

Claim.—The combination of the wheel D with the
escapement J, arranged so that the projections o o

on the arms shall move clear of the projections r r
on the wheel D, when any extra strain is thrown
upon the warp, substantially as herein described and
for the purpose set forth.

81,454.—Levi O. Allen, Gardiner, M.q.— Cas-
ter for Sewing Machine.—August 25, 1868.—Cas-
ters are placed upon tlie ends of adjustable legs piv-
oted to the table frame so that their slotted inner
ends cross each other and form a lap over the treadle
shaft. The device is operated by a foot lever.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pivoted legs A
A with slots c and c, in combination with the link F,
slotted clutch G-, and lever D, substantially in the
manner as herein shown and for the purpose specified.

81,455.—Thomas Alsop, Elkhart, TW.—Oov-
ernor for Steam Engine.—August 25, 1868.—The
arrangement of the parts, and the consequent oper-
ation, are such that if the belt slips or an accident
happens to the machinery, the governor will cut ofi'

the steam and stop the engine, in addition to per-

forming its functions as a steam regulator at otlier

times.
Claim,.—1. The arrangement of the independent

rod J, restinjj upon the rod or stem &, and having
its upper end held against the rod I by means of a
lever, L, or its C(|uivalent, whereby the ingress of
steam is controlled or ai-rested, substantially as here-

in set forth.

2. The combination of the parts C C, clutch m n
and rods I and J, substantially as described.

3. Tlie weighted lever L, ox" its equivalent, in com-
bination with the valve stem b and steam governor
apparatus, in such a way that, Avhen tlie motion of

the belt shaft is retardetl, as coniparcd with that of

the governor balls, the weight will be dropped, and
the cut-off valve thereby closed, substantially as

described.

81,456,—Thomas Alsop, Elkhart City, HI.—
Mode of Attaching Springs to Mill Spindle.—Au-
gust 2.5, 1868.—The object is to prevent the jar or

backlash generally incident to tlu; operation of mill-

gearing. The pinion being moved in the proper di-

rection, comraunicates motion to the spindle through
the spring, the elasticity of which serves to C(inali>5e

the motion. The pinion may l)o readily disconnected

from its driving wheel by raising it, together with
the spring and sleeve, upon the spindle.

Claim.—The combination of case E, pinion D,
Shalt A, and spring m, with its outer end utt ached
to the case E, and the inner cud attached to the

spindle by the sleeve e, arranged substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

81,457.—Egbert Andrews, Milwaukee, Wis.
—Boots and /S/ioes.-August 25, 1868: antedated
August 7, 1868.

Claim.—The method of making boots and shoes
water-proof, by putting the hair side or grained sur-
faces of two pieces of leather together, and putting
between them some lubricating material, to prevent
abrasion and injury from attrition, as herein de-
scribed, using for the purpose of lubrication any
material composed by me, or any oilv substance
which will produce the intended effect, and using
any and all kinds of leather which may be used to
make boots and shoes made of any and" all kinds of
skins.

81,458.-Daniel Bacon, Brewersville, Ind.—
Corn Sheller.—August 25, 1868.—Attached to the
upper ends of upwardly inclined springs are four
teeth which receive tlie end of an ear of corn. The
ear is pressed downward between the teeth by a fol-
lower attached to a lever by which the corn is
shelled from tlie ear.

Claim,.—The lever/, plunger d, teeth b b, springs
a a, and platform A, constructed and operated sub-
stantially as shown and described for the purposes
set forth.

81,459.—A. P. Bailey, Elmore Yt—Butter
Twi.—August 25, 1868.—The object of the interior
cover is to press the brine and salt close upon the
butter, preventing the butter from working and be-
coming rancid.

Claim.—In combination with a butter tub, having
the usual cover, aud provided with angular grooves
b &, on the inner side, near the top, the additional
interior cover B, having journals a a, for fitting into
the grooves b b, as and lor the pm'poses specified.

81,460.—Alexander E.Eall and William M.
Phelps, Marshall, Mich.— TFa-s/i Boiler.—August
25, 1868.— As soon as ebullition commences, the
water below the false bottom rises through the open-
ing at the highest part of the incline, and, permeat-
ing" the immersed clothes, is drawn rapidly through
the same to the space at the lowest part of the in-
cline, through which it is retarned to supply the dis-
placement at the opposite cnc4. When the inclina-
tion of the false bottom is reversed, the direction of
the boiling current is reversed also.

Claim.—1. The inclined false bottom, B, in com-
bination with a wash boiler, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

2. Providing said inclined false bottom E, with
side flanges C, or other equivalent means for revers-
ing its incline, when employed in combination with
a wash boiler, substantially in the manner aud for
the use set forth.

81,461.—Thomas Bardon, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Engravers' Plate.—August 25, 1 8()8.—The lines are
produced by cutting the soft-coating metal down to
the surface of the plate, aud the softer metal is cut
with ease without spreading under the tool or break-
ing off.

Claim.—An engraving surface, formed of type
metal, or its equivalent, fused upon the surface of a
harder metallic plate, sucli as brass or steel, for the
purposes aud substantially as set forth.

81,462.- ALI5ERT B. Beaumont, Austerlitz,
Wich.—Steam Machine for Extracting Stumps.—
August 25, ] 868.—The wire ropes and tackle are con-
nected to suitable fastenings about the stump, where-
upon steam is applied and'thc .stump drawn out.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement,
witli the derrick A A, mounted upon wheels B B, of
the steam-engine D E g, witli staclc I and the reser-
voir Z, tlie whole being in portable form, whereby
the macliine may be moved over a stump, and the
steam applied for extracting it, as herein set forth.

2. Tlie combination and arrangement of the con-
necting rods I I, jointed ai-ms <T J, pawls h h, Avith

the ratchet wheel i, whereby the forward turning
of the ratchet is produced .'it both strckes, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.
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3. The combination, witli the pawls 7i h, of the
cam plate y, having camsjj, rods KK, and lerer L,
for throwing said pawls out of gear, as herein set

forth.

4. The arrangement of the wire ropes s s, passing
through slots t t, and retained bj a rod passing
through the loops, as set forth.

.5. The arrangement of the brake Q, connecting
cord or rod E, and lever S, with the brake wheel P,
as herein described.

6. The combination and arrangement, with the
wheels B 15, of the swing or sustaining bars C C and
the rope or chains c c, pulleys a b, and holding de-

vices z z, as herein set forth"
7. The arrangement, as a whole, consisting of the

derrick A, steam-engine D E (/. connecting rods 1 1,

anns J J with pawls /i, ratchet wheel i, rollerX with
wii'c cords or chains s s s, tuid adjusting wheels B B,
all as herein set forth.

81,463.—Jacoi? Brchtel, Hoxbury, Ta.—Boot
Tree and Utrctcher.—August 25, 186S.—The screw
being turned and consefiuently depressed by means
of a crank, actuates the blocks* which serve as levers
to force the parts of the tree asunder.

Claim.—1. A boot tree, when made in two parts,

one of which is provided with blocks and rollers

worked by a screw, for the purpose of pressing
them outward, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein set forth,

2, The last C, constructed as described, in two
parts, adjusted by screws, and provided with a
tongue fitting into a slot on the lower end of the
front part ot'the boot tree, substantially as and for

the pm-poses herein set forth.

81,464.—Alma Bedford, Coldwater, Mich.—
Tool for Cutting Holes in Cloth or Leather for
BucJde Tongues.—August 25, 1868.—A lock plate is

pivoted by its shank within the jaw of the punch
and is operated by a key-like handle so that it may
be made to hold and release different cutting tools.

The folded end of the strap is operated upon"by the
cutter, and an oblong opening is formed thereby.
Claim.—A tool for cutting holes in leather or cloth,

to receive buckle tongues, consisting of the cutting
tool J and locking device G, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein described.

81,465.—Alma Bedford, Coldwater, Mich.—
Botary p!/?;c/!.—August 25, 1868.—The tubular cut-
ters differ in size, and either of them may be readily
brought into requisition. It is designed* to protrac"t
the dulling of the cutters, by substituting a wooden
bed for the ordinaiy metallic one.

Claim.—A rotary punch, having attached to its

upper jaw E, by means of a set screw B, an adjustable
plate, A, rotating parallel with it. provided with a
series of punches C, and having its lower jaw E pro-
vided with a removable wooden or other bed D, all

constructed and arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed.

81 ,466.—Charles Benedict and O. E. ErLER,
Wolcottville, Conn.—Guide for Seiving Machine.—
August 25, 18G8.—The gauge is formed at one end
with a curved guiding edge or face having a groove
in or through which the edge of the eloth passes. A
flange above the groove retains the edge of the cloth
in the groove.
Claim.—The gauge, constructed with a curved

groove and flanged face, substautiallv as herein de-
scribed.

81,467.—Jacob Eerxheisel, Sr., Green Park,
Ta.—Lever Jac/:.—August 25, 1868.-The slide, ac-
tuated by the spring, engages the teeth of the rack.
to maintain the position of the same while the lever
is undergoing its ineffective vibration.
Claim.—Tho coiled spring H. the slide K, and the

curved oval slot D, in which the pivot G of the lever
C works, when arranged, constructed, and operating
as herein described and for the pm-pose set forth.

81,468.-George E. Bl.vxchard, Baltimore,
lild.—EaihL-ay Stock Car.—August 25, 1868.—The
deck consists of two sections, hinged, respectively,
to the opposite sides of the car. When raised into

a horizontal position, they meet at the center, and
are sustained by a beam or beams inserted in sockets
beneath, to form a platform.

Claivi.—l. A car, for the transportation of animals
and other lands of freight on railroads, convertible
from a double to a single deck or platform ear. and
vice versa, by means of a swinging or dropping deck
or platfor.m "attached to the sides of said car, snl>-

stantially as shown and described.
2. The removable section D^, which occupies the

central position between the sections A^ A- A^ A^,
substantially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of devices, substantially such
as are shown and described, for receiving and carry-
ing the central portion of the deck when not ixL posi-

tion for use.

4. The arrangement of the beams, and their rests
or supports, with reference to the platforms or sec-

tions of the upper deck and the framework of the
car, substantially as shown and described.

81,469.-Thomas G. Brooks, Oneida, Pa.—
B'flme.—August 25, 1868.—The connecting ring
passes around both hames, and is held in place by
the movable spring, covering the notches with wioieh
the ring engages.

Claim.—The hame A, when provided with a
notched plate b, in combination with the slotted
spring D. constructed as de.'^cjibed, for the purpose
of attaching the hames together by means of the ring
B, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

81,470.—X. B. Brown, Antwerp, X. Y.—Wind-
lass.—August 25, 1868; antedated August 17, 1868.-
While the crank is being turned forward to wind up
the windlass rope, the end of the brake merely slides
upon the peripheral surface of the ratchet wheel
flange ; but when the crank is turned backward the
clutch catches the end of the brake and forces it

against the said flange to control the windlass while
a weight is being lowered.

Claim.—1. The brake j, in combination with a
ratchet wheel E and clutch fj, the several parts being
constructed and operated substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the shaft B, wheel E, and
crank E, with the clutch G, pawl K, and brake j,
when the various parts are constructed and operated
as and for the purpose herein fully set forth.

81,471.—THOiiAS E. Bro%vx, Jr., Concord. X.
B:.—Skein Holder.—August 25, 1868.—The holder is

contracted lengthwise, to be introduced into the
skein ; it is then extended by its spring so as to
stretch and hold the skein.

Claim.—The combination of the platesA B, slitted
and notched, as described, with their connections
and operative spring, arranged and applied to them
substantially as specified, the whole being for the
purpose as explained.

81,472.—TnojfAS S. Brown, Poughkeepsie. :!?.

T.

—

Harvester.—August 25, 1868.—A device for
throwing the cutters into and out of action. When
the wheel is in gear the pressure of the spring is ex-
erted against the wheel and the pin, leaving the fork
loose in the groove ; the pressure being exerted
against the fork, the wheel is at rest, and there is no
friction between the parts.

Claim.—1. The shipping lever, provided with a
cam or eccentric slot and notch, to receive the pin
on the sliding fork, when consti'ucted and operating
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the slotted and notched
lever with the spii-al spnng and the sliding fork,
when constructed and operating substantially as set
forth.

3. The combination of the slotted and notched
lever with the spiral spring, the sliding fork, and
the wheel having a grooved and ratcheted hub,
when constructed and operating substantially as set
forth.

81,473.—Thomas S. Broavn, Poutrhkeepsie, X.
Y.—Harvester Hake.—August 25, 1868.—An ar-
rangement of mechanism for controlling the arms of
a revolving rake and reel, so that the same will con-
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form to all the movements of the liiugod platform
aud cutting apparatus.

Claim.—1, A smnging gear frame or box mounted
upon and vibrating horizontally about the vertical
ralce aud reel shaft, substantially as described.

2. Tl;e horizontal driving shaft mounted in a sv^'ing-

ing gear frame, whose axis of vibration is the verti-
cal rake shalt..

3. The combination of a svringing gear fraine with
its gearing and a double-jointect tumbling shaft, by
the use of which the usual extensible tumbling shaft
is dispensed with, substantially as described.

4. The vertically adjustable' switch lever for the
purpose described".

5. The adjustable switch lever, in combination
with an adjustable hook or spur on the revolving
rake arm or rake head, for actuating said switch
lever, as described.

6. A movable switch lever, in combination with
means for removing said lever out of the way of the
actuating hooks or spurs on the rake arms or rake
head.

7. Operating the SAviteh lever by means of a spring
or equivalent device, and a hand or foot lever within
reach of the driver on his seat on the machine, so
that said switch lever may be made to engage the
hooks or spurs on the rake "arms or not, at pleasm'e.

8. The combination of the switch lever, spring, or
weighted lever, and foot or hand lever, substantially
as described.

9. Attaching the adjustable hook or stop to the
iron roller cheek or elbow, so that an adjustment of
the angle of the rake arm relative thereto will not
disturb' the relation of said hook to the switch lever.

10. The arrangement of tlie pulley 11, over Avhich
the cord for actuating the switch lever passes, in the
same or neaily the same plane with the joints Avhich
connect the platform Avitli the machine.

11. Giving to the switch lever an inclination back-
ward from its shaft, substantially as described, so
that in case of a backward movement of the rake
arms, the hooks or stops thereon will press said lever
downward, and pass over it without injury thereto.

12. The foot lever, provided with the' stops or
shoulders aud spring, operating substantially as and
for the pm'pose described.

81,474.—'Tames D. Bryson and John H. Habt-
SUFP, IS^ewcastle, Pa. — Curb for Water Wheel.—
August 25, 1868.—The upper casing of the water
wheel is provided with gates and sliding plates to
regulate the flow of water between the chutes on the
lower casing, said chutes being connected at their
inner corners by a band or ring, on which the upper
casing rests and revolves.

Claim.—The curved plates F F, loosely attached
to the ends of the gates E E, and sliding on the chutes
B B, all operating substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set tbrth.

81,475.—WiLTXVM G. BULGIK, Vienna. 'N. J.—
Machine for Sawing Lath.—Angusf. 25, 18G8.—The
\arger gciuing effects the gig back motion of the
carriage without loss of time.'

Claim.—The arrangement of the two sets of bevel
gear, k in and h n, placed centrally in the machine,
to be operated by the hand lever G, for revcrsnig the
motion of the log carriage, and moving it forward
and back, alternately, at a ditfercnt rate of speed,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,476.—John W. H, Cheney, Hartford, Conn.
—Gutting Frinters>' ic«ds.—August 25, 18G8.—The
strip of lead is fed up to the gauge by successive
movements, Avhicli are continued until 'the strip is

reduced to leads of uniform length by the cutter.

Claim.—The arrangement of tlie hand cutter F,
and the parts by which it is operated, with the sta-

tionary cutter a, bed C, and aajustablc gauges D and
E, when constructed as described and for the pur-
pose specified.

81,477.—PiTiLLH^ Cohen, Cliicago, J\\.—Trunk
Lid Supporter.—Avia;mt 25, 1868.-Holds tlie lid

open at any desired angle, preventing it falling

either backward or forward.
Claim.— ] Stud 1?, spring F, hook arm G, all

operating substantially us described aud act forth.

2. Quadrant bar A, provided with perforatioiia 2,

when operating in connection with caseD, substan-
tially as set forth and Bhown._^

81,478.— James F. Cranston, Springfield,
Mass., assignor to the American Trauino Com-
RANY.

—

Construction of Cartridge Shells.—August
25, 18G8.—A groove is rnn around the shell in wliich
groove the metal is upset, thus forming a liango at
the same time that the sliell is tapered by the dies.

Claim.—Forming the flange p, on the" inside of the
shell, by means of the dies E and F, at the same
operation in which the shell is tapered, substantially
as shown.

81,479.—Elizabeth L. Daniels, Boston, Mass.—Supporter for Stockings.—August 25, 1868.—Slid-

ing straps, with buckles at the sides, arc adapted to
SQj)port the stockings without interfering with the
case aud movement of the limbs. Pendent straps in
front and behind support a diaper, or its equivalent,
during tlie period of the menses.

Claim-.—The combination of a stocking and diaper
supjiorter, in the manner and for the purpose herein
described, when the same consists of the band A,
supports i), B, and C, and buckles e, substantially as
and for the i)uri3ose set forth.

81,480. — George P. Darrow, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to James L. Haven and Company,
same place.

—

Cast Nat.—August 25, 18G8.—The nuts
are cast with clianncls at those opposite portions of
their threaded surface corresponding to the scam er
parting of the core, whereby any fault, step, or want
of continuity, incident to the use of a worn or other-
wise imperfect core box, is ])laccd out of contact
with the thread of the bolt or axle, the said channels
also permitting the escape of dirt.

Claim.—A cast screw nut, whose threads ai-e

interrupted at the parting seam, as set forth.

81,481.- Clark D. Day, Chatham, Conn.—
Blacking Brush.—August 25, 1868.—The dipping
part of the brush—which is worn out sooner than
the polishing part—is planted in a detachable base
piece, and hence when unfit for use it may be re-

placed, the instrument proper being thus saved and
renovated.

Claim.—The combination of the smaller brush a,

fitting into the socket b, with the strap c and set

screw d.

81,483.— Alice M. Eaton, Boston, Mass.—
Shoulder Brace and Suspender Combined.—August
25, 1868.

Claim.—The within-described shoulder brace and
suspender, consisting of the waist band B, with its

buckle, elastic straps A and C C, and those, e e and
g g, with their buckles and button holes, the whole
combined, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

81,483.- Theouor G. Eiswald and James
Barbour, Providence, E. I., assignors to T. G. Eis-
wald.—Lo7o Water Indicator.—Angast 25, 1868.

—

So constructed that the fusible plug when melr.ed

sliall not be blown into the whistle, but forced into

the cup below.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cup E, fusible

plug P, tube or stem B, and openings or side pieces

e e, or their equivalents, when constructed to operate
in the manner described.

2. The arrangement of the above-described appa-
ratus within the hollow globe, cylinder, or expanded
pipe A, substantially as shown and describetf.

81,484.—John Fahrney, Boonsborough, Md.
—Coal *SYo(;c.—August 25, 1868.—A detachable rim,

to be applied to upright cylindriform stoves, for the
purpose of supporting aroiind the stove, dishes, &c.,

to be warmed by heat radiated therefrom. Slides

render the rim extensible.

Claim.—1. An attachable and detachable rim B,
when used in connection with base-burning or reser-

voir stoves, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The sliding plates C C, when employed in com-
bination with the rim B, for the pui-pose described.
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81.485.—Moses G-. Farmer, Salem. Mass.—
Magnetic Telegra2)h.—August 25. 1868.—For sending
messages simultaneously, in opposite directions upon
a single line of telegraph. Upon the receiving mag-
net is a single set of coils, and the key makes two
contacts at the down stroke, closing the branch cir-

cuit through tlie receiving magnet, and the branch
through the rheostat, both at the same time, and, at

tlie same time disconnecting the receiving magnet
from the direct ground, and connecting with the

ground tlirough the battery. The rheostat branch
circuit is broken, at the key, at its upward stroke.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

rheostat-receiving magnet and two-point key, or their

eciuivalents, substantially as described.

81,486.—A. J. Feugusox. Sharon, Ta.—Com-
position for Curing Corns, Bunions, (£c.—August 25,

18G8.—The compound consists of spirits of turpen-
tine, spirits of camphor, hartshorn, and olive oil.

Claim.—The within-described process of treating
corns and bunions, consisting, first, in loathing the
corn or bunion with muriatic acid, and then applying
the compound, prepai'cd as herein specified.

81,487.— Levi Feugusox, Lowell, Mass.

—

Loom for Weaving Pile Fabric.—August 25, 1868.

—

The purpose ofthis mechanism is to draw from a series

of wires, each of them in succession, and move it

laterally and then forward, into the space between the

decussated warps of a loom, in order that sucli wire
may be woven with the weft into the warps, so as to

form jjile loops in the fabric.

Claim.—1. The combination of the steadying box
I with tlie lever catch H. and the auxiliary caiTiage
or wire transfeiTcr G-, provided with mechanism for

operating it, substanriidly as described.
2. The combination of the steadying finger L

(provided with mechanism for operating it as de-

scribed) with the withdrawing caiTiage E, its abut-
ment K, and the transferrer G-.

3. The combination of the withdrawing carriage
E, the heel plate transferrer G, the lever M. and its

notched plate N, such being for supporting and trans-

ferring the wire, in the manner as specified.

4. The combination of the auxiliary arm to and its

cam X with the lever M. the studs s and d^, the car-

riage E, and the transferrer G, arranged to operate
us specified.

5. The combination of the ti-ipping catch 0, its

operative rail P, and abutment Q, with, the lever M
and its notched plate X.

6. The arrangement and combination of the cam
or inclined plan'e II with the withdrawing carriage
E, the transieiTcr G, and the lever catch H, to
operate as specified.

81,488.—TnEOPHiLUB Fravel, TTestville. Ind.—Vacuum Apparatus.—August 25, 1868.—The cape
is composed of India-rubber cloth and made to fit

closely about the neck, and is secured to flanged rim
in the upper portion of the cover, where the head
passes through. Below the seat is an aperture and
suitable connections for exhausting the air from the
apparatus.
Claim.—I. The construction of the cape H, and

the manner of fa-stening it to the door or cover of
the apparatus, substantially as shov.-n and described.

2. The construction and an-angement of the pit A,
seat D, door G, with its aperture for the neck, and
exhaust aperture I, aU substantially as shown and
described.

81,489.—Jim B. Fuller, Is'oi-wich, Conn., as-
signor to himself, James P. Upham, and Edwix T.
ItlCE.

—

Draicing Fibrous Substances.—August 25,
18C8.—Bearing upon the surface of a roller is a band!
80 anvanged in relation to the drawing rollers, that
the sliver or roving of fibers of uneven length may
be drawn with uniformity and evenness from between
tlie said band and the roller, by the usual drawing
rollers.

C7ai?n.—The roller C, the band d'. and drawing
rollers E F, adjusted and arranged substantially as
described, and for the pm-poses specified.

81,490.—John Gibsox, Jr., Albany, N. T.—
Fuel Size Indicator.—August 25, 1868.—This inven-
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tion consists in affixing to a stove or heater, by cast-

ing or otherwise, any representation of the size of
fuel proper to be used in such stove or heater.

Claim.—1. The size representations, a a a, of fuel,

fac similes in form and size, or outline size represen-
tations bb b, OT measurement size representation c,

or any fuel-size representations equivalent thereto,
cast solid with or attached to any stove, heater, fur-

nace, or the like, or cast with or attached to any part
or appendage of such stove or heater, as and for the
purpose set forth and described.

2. The fuel-size representations or indications a, b,

or c, or their equivalents, attached permanently to
any stove or heater, or when made detachable, either
with or without the words d d, or their equivalents,
and fo r the purpose set forth and described.

3. The words d d, or their equivalents, in one or
more languages, when used on any stove or heater
of on any appendage thereof, in connection with a
fuel-size representation, a, b, or c, or their equivalent
fuel-size representations, as and for the purpose set

forth and described.

81,491.—William F. GooDWix,East:N'ewTort,
N. Y.

—

Automatic Toy.—August 25, 1868.—As the
toy is moved over a fioor, by hand or otherwise, the
legs alternately actuate each other, the one in con-
tact with the floor throwing the other forward.

Claim.—1. In the construction of the leg of a toy,

adapted to imitate the movements of the natural leg,

the attachment of the bar B-^ to the lower end of the
bar B', and to the foot, at a point in advance of the
point of attachment of bar B-' to said foot, substan-
tially as and for the purpose shown and described.

2.* The frame or hip plate D, to which the legs are
attached, and by means of which said legs are con-
nected with the'body of the toy, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The construction of the legs or movable parts

of the toy, substantially as described, whereby, when
the toy is moved over the floor, the said parts are
caused to imitate the movements of the correspond-
ing parts of the natural limb which it is designed to
represent, substantially as set forth.

4. The legs of a toy, made of one or more pieces,
connected with cranks, or the equivalents thereof,
and operated or made to walk by contact of the feet

or lower extremities with the surface over which the
toy is propelled or drawn.

81,492.—C.B. Gregory, Beverly, N. Y.—Hot
Air Furnace.—August 25, 1868.—Eelates to a cham-
ber artanged above the fiieplace of a furnace and
liaving tubes open at each end and extending across
it. for" the passage of air to be heated ; also to per
forated gas plates which may be raised simultane-
ously above tJie fireplace to afford a more extended
opening for the admission of air to the interior.

Claim.—1. The an-angement of the fireplace, cham-
ber H, with its tubes "p- chamber x', and the flue

E, as and for the purpose specified.

2. Perforated plates, arrau"-ed above the sides of a

flre-pot, so that their lower edges may be raised from
contact with the fire-pot, for the purpose set forth.

81,493.—Hentiy Gross, Tiffin, Ohio.— TTincZo?/;

Sash.—August 25, 1868.—The stiles of the window
frame are grooved to receive the sides of the sashes,

and the latter are grooved at one side to receive the
tongues, which, being acted upon by the springs, sus-

tairrthe sashes in any jjosition.

Claim.—The tongue C, spring D, set screw gr, bar
h, and pins j j. arranged in combination with the
sash B, to operate as set forth.

81,494.—Josepu Gruey, Kendallville, Ind.—
Water Elevator.—August 25, 18C8.—These devices
are employed to cause the alternate ascent and de-

scent of the buckets under a continuous rotation of

the crank in one direction.

Claim.—The water elevator described, consisting
of curb A, shifting shaft B with bar and pins h*,

loose spools C C' Avith gear wheels c'. and cylinder c

having the face wheels c^, standard D, adjustable
shaft d with gear wheel d^, lever E, clevis II and
spring h, Avith wheel h\ the whole being combined,
arranged, and operated iu the manner and for the
purposes set forth.
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81,495.—Stuart Gwynn, ISTew York, IST. T., as-

signor to Spencek M. Clark, Washington, D. C—
Preparing Oils.—August 25, 1868.—Tlie process of
preparing oil is divided into live operations, viz,

oxidizing, neutralizing, steaming, evaporation of
aqueous and other volatile matters foreign to the oil,

and, finally, sun-bleaching.
Claim.—Oils prepared and pmified in the manner

which I have herein set forth.

81,496.—Stuart Gwyxn, ISTew York, N. Y.,
and Spenxer M. Clark, Washington, D. C, as-

signors to Spexcer M. Clark, Washington, D. C.—Apparatus for the Purification of Oils.—August
25, 1868.—An arrangement of tanks for carrying
out successively the operations of oxidizing, neutral-
izing, steaming and heating for evaporation, oils to be
purified ; and of special devices to be employed in con-
nection with one or more of the tanks for the addition
of oxidizing and neutralizing chemicals to the oils,

for stirring and agitating the same, and for indicat-
ing the condition of the contents of the several tanks.

Claim.—1. The within-described combination and
arrangement, in successively lower planes, of an ox-
idizing tank. A, provided with a detacliable stirring
shaft, H, and dift'using sieve P ; a neutralizing tank,
B, with sieve P' at top, and steam or hot-air pipes
Q within the same; a steaming tank, C, containing
suitable steam jet pipes K, and an evaporating tank
or vessel, D, the whole being adapted and made to
operate for the refinement of oils, as has been herein
set forth.

2. In combination with the tanks A, B, C, and D
of om" apparatus, outer vertical glass indicating tubes
S, communicating with the bottoms of said tanks,
and operating as herein described.

3. The within-described combination of inclined
or cam surfaces and suitable notches, formed upon a
revolving sieve, P, with pins supporting the same,
when arranged and operating to lift and drop the
sieve in its revolutions, substantially as herein set
forth.

81,497.—H. H. Hall, Tioga, Pa.—-Boa; Opener.
—August 25, 1868.—The spring holds the lower hook
in convenient position to have its point forced into
the side of the box ; this having been done the wedge
is forced under the lid, which is grasped by the up-
per hook to prevent the wedge from receding when
the lever is vibrated to pry olf the lid.

Claim.—The lever or stock A, hooks d and J,

spring c, and wedge d, all combined, constructed,
and arranged substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

81,49S William Hamilton, Philadelphia, Pa.—Pan Folding Machine.—August 25, 1868.—The ma-
chine has a folding plate with four hinged sides,

whereby to fold the sides and ends of a pan or box
at one operation. The die, folding plate, and ad-

justing rollers may be changed to adapt the machine
for making pans of different dimensions.

Claim.—1 . The hinged folding plate, with grooved
edges, or its equivalent, the nietal projections on
their sides and ends, or their equivalent, and the ap-

plication of the rollers and movable slides, as sub-

stantially set forth herein, l\y the combined action
of Avhicli tlie operator is enabled to fold a pan or box
at one motion, and of any required form or size.

2. The prepared metal'lic sheet 15 E, Fig. 5, as de-

scribed, and for the uses and purposes herein set

forth.

81,499.—Gbouge W. Harris and George El-
liot, Aurora, Ind.

—

Car Spring.—August 25, 1863.

—

The spring is composed of a series of steel plates or
leaves beiit into a curved form, tapering in width
from the center towai'd each cud, and liaving up-

turned edges or flanges which taper toward the ends,

all secured together oy a stepped straj), bolt and nut.

Claim.—1. A spring co;ii])osed of one or move
leaves, Avhich taper from mid-length endn'ard, and
the upturned margins of which likewise taper end-
ward.

2. A spring, composed of a series of nested leaves,

ABC, which, with their uptnrned margins, taper
in width cndward, and are secured by means of a
central band or strap, substantially as set forth.

3. The pack of flanged tapering and nested leaves
ABC, in combination with the stepped .strap E e, 1

2, 1' 2', bolt F, and nut G, substantially as and for
the pm-pose set forth.

81,500.—Benjamin Haviland, Hudson, N". Y.— (7/iitci-.—August 25, 1868.—In a circular plate aro
three radial arms which are operated concentrically
by means of three cams, arranged in a plane, and
within a circle of the same dimensions as the face
or arm plate, in combination with the same numljer
of radial set screws in the back plate to adjust these
arms eccentrically.
Claim.— I. The general construction and arrange-

ment of the several parts, which, taken together,
constitute the chuck herein described, whereby the
same may serve as a screw-cutting die, or a uni-
versal chuck, all as set forth.

2. Eotating the cam plate cc c, and retaining it in
position by means of the rack plate, detent a, and
stub e, substantially in the manner specified.

81,501.—Henry A. Henderson, Avoca, IST. Y.
-Gaie.—August 25, 1868.—The pulleys upon which
tlie sliding gate is supported have' two difi'erent

bearings to adapt them to the position of the gate
when raised, for winter, as well as when occupying
its normal position.

Claim.—The adjustable pulley h, running in the
slot c, and on the' rail E, in combination with the
movable pulley a on the gate post, for the purpose
of allowing the gate to be slid backward and for-

ward as well Avhen raised as when in its proper po-
sition, substantially as herein set forth and de-
scribed.

81,502.—Albert E. Herrington and John D.
KiCHAKDS, Big Prairie Konde, Mich.—Corn Planter.
—August 25, 1868.—Devices are employed to raise
and lower the teeth and regulate the depth of the
farrow. In order to facilitate the " setting" of the
machine, in stsrtiug, to plant rows, a lever and
standard are made to partially elevate the ma-
chine.

Claim.—1. The combination of the collars M, on
the axle B, with tlie shields P, provided with open-
ings and slides, which latter are operated by levers
R S, all arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of lever H and arras F F'
with the vibrating bars G and teeth D', arranged to

operate substautiallv as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. In combination with the above, the lever T,
hinged at U, and provided with standard V, to ope-
rate the frame C, substantially as and for the pm'-

pose set forth.

81,503.—LuciAN Hill, ISTorth Brookfield, as-

signor to Lawson Hill, North Brookfield, Mass.

—

Crimping Clamp.—August 25, 1868.—Upon a screw
spindle is a nut beveled so as to fit against the
curved inner surfaces of tAvo outer jaws pivoted to
a central javv'-piece. Between the nut and the shoul-

ders of the central jaw-piece is a spiral spring,

which forces the hinged jaws against the inclined
sides of the nut.

Cl&im.—l. The combination, with the jaw partC,
spindle A, and nut a, of the spiral spring, substan-
tially as and for the purposes s«t forth.

2. The combination, Avith the jaw part C, screw
spindle A, and hinged jaws B B, of the spiral

spring / and nut a, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The combination, with the jaw part C and nut
n, of the hinged jaws B B, substantially as and for

the purposes "set forth.

81,504.-Lewis F. Hobbs, Quincy, Mass.—De-
vice /or Holding Spools of Thread.—August 25, 18G8.

—A piece of wire is bent so as to form the several

specified memliers and bring them into the desired

relative position.
Claim.—A spool holder formed of wire, and pro-

vided with the axle c, holder b. thread guide c, re-

taining pin a, and socket or eye d, the whole ar-

ranged and operating substantially as herein set

forth.
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81,505.— Daniel M. Holmes, Williamsburg,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Makmg Ginger Snaps, <f-c.

—

August 25, 18G8.—The douoh is forced out by a fol-

lower through holes in the bottom of the dough box,

and at the proper time to form snaps of the desired

size. The protruding dough is cut off in slices by
sliding knives.
Claim.—1. The combination of the follo-ster C,

cross-bar E, and screws F, with the dough bos A,
frame B, and driving shaft I, substantially as herein

shown and desci'ibed, and for the pua-pose set forth.

2. Tlie knife frame S, adapted to slide in dovetail

gi'ooves formed in the bottom of the dougb box A,
upon each side the perforations, whereby the knives

E are adajited to be fastened upon the under side of

said frame, and work in contact with the perfora-

tions, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

3. Operating the slidiug-knifc frame S from the

shaft M, by means of the cam wheel T and gear
wheels V and X, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpo&'e set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the gear
wheels L J N O K and sliding clutch Q, with each
other and witli the shafts M and I, for the purpose
of operating the follower C, substantially as herein
shown and tlescribed.

81,506. — "William H. Hovey, Springfield,

Mass.—^>-?c/^ JJfflc/iinc—August 2.5, 1868.—The ma-
chine is composed of two iron rolls of different di-

ameters and revolving at different rates of speed, in

connection with a table containing a set of metallic

molds, and having a reciprocating rectilinear mo-
tion beneath the rolls. Two straight-edged steel

bars are so arranged as to act as scrapers in connec-
tion with a curved sheet of metal for finisbiug the
upper side of the brick.

Claim.—1. The rolls A and B, of different diame-
ters, and in combination with the scrapers J J' and
the vibrating table, having a reeiprocaMng rectili-

near motion, with or without the curved plate C,
when operating substantially as described.

2. In combination with a table, having a recipro-

cating rectilinear motion, as described, a gate, L,
for preventing the return of the molded brick into
the machine, and for depositing tbe same upon the
carrying board b, substantially as specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the mold
bed P' and vibrating tablp having a reciprocating
rectilinear motion, rolls A and B, scrapers -J and 3'

and plate C. plungers P and tracks T, and the gate
L, the whole arranged and operating substantially
as described.

81,507.—Liverus Hull, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Manujacture of Whips from India rubber.—August
25, 1868.—The'body of the whip is formed by rolling
into taper form a piece of cloth covered with
caoutchouc or gutta-percha in tlie sticky state ; this
roll, being bound by a retaining thread, is vul-
canized, after which it is sheathed in thread or
leather.

Claim.—1. The whip stock or body as composed
not only of clotli, covered A\'ith a vulcanizablc com-
position, and rolled up as set forth, but of a retainer
or retaining covering of thread, either braided or
wound thereon, for the purpose of supporting the
roll during the process of vulcanizing it by heat.

2. A whip, as composed of the stock oV body so
made, and one or more coverings of thread" or
leatiier, or other suitable ma< erial or materials, either
wound, braided, or otherwise properly fixed on such
body.

81,508—A. T. Hyde, Ptochester, Minn.—i?if-

teri-.— August 25, 1868.—Composed of "alcohol, au-
rantii amar. cortex, gentiana, junipertis, sassafras,
prunus Airginiana, myristica, xanthoxylum. cinna-
moraura, caryophyllus,'tiuct. oleum gaultheria, san-
tnlum," mixed in a sirup of dissolved " saccharum
album."

Claim.—The within described compound for me-
dicinal bitters, as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

81,509.—Silas T.Ives, Mcriden, Conn.—Cheese
Press.—August 25, 1868.—The lower platen is fixed
to a vertically sliding frame, and carries drams and

pinions which are rotated during the movement of
the frame by engagement with statioTftiry racks, and
which wind up or unwind bands extending to a drum
on the upper platen.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the two platens,
M and E, combined with the drums G and bauds L,
so as to operate, by the descent of the platens, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. In combination with the above, the drum M, op-
erating as described.

3. In combination with the subject-matter of the
first clause, the bauds S and drum T, arranged so as
to operate substantially as specified.

81,510.—A. r. Jennings, Sherman, N. Y.—Ab-
dominal Supporter.—August 25, 1868 ; antedated
August 15, 1868.—An elastic band and a check-strap
areso combined with a body belt, that Avhile aijroper
expansion is obtained, the check-strap will prevent
any overstrain. A central elevation and an outer
rim on the pad serve to draw the walls of the rup-
ture together.
Claim.—I. The combination of the interposed

elastic band C and the check-strap D with the body
belt A and pad E, arranged and operating in man-
ner and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The formation of the pad with the central ele-

vation c, raised rim d, and intermediate annular de-
pression /, in the manner and for the purpose spe-
cified.

81,511.— Phillip H. Kells, Adrian, Mich.—
Brick Machine. — August 25, 1868.—The columns
which support the bed plate are provided at their

lower ends with screw threads that fit in correspond-
ing sockets. The bed plate is provided with two
op'enings, separated by a wedge-shaped center piece,

so as to present its inclined face to the mold wheel.
Rings are secured to the under side of the mold wheel
through the opening between which the arms of the
follower pass.

Claim.—1. The annular wrought iron rings K K',
in combination with the mold wheel I and followers
i^, substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The provision, in the bed plate B, of the open-
ings b 6, and wedge-shaped center piece b', substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The adjustable columns A' A', constructed and
arranged as described, in combination with the bed
plate B and pug-mill C, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

81,512.—Albert E. Kroger, ISTorwalk, Conn.—Horse Shoe.—August 25, 1868.—Hollow calks, hav-
ing a filling of felt, are attached to the shoe by means
of studs or tenons fitting in mortises in the shoe.

Claim.—The arrangement and attachment of the
hollow calks to the shoo, by means of the studs D
and mortises C, or their equivalent, in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose described.

81,513.-ABKAHAMLAPHAM,rarmington, Mich.—Fence.—August 25, 1868.—The inclined uprights
afford a broad'base to support the rails, the ends of
which are beveled alternately in opposite directions
so as to place the contiguous rails in line, and cause
them to interlock and sustain each other laterally.

Claim.—The portable fence, consisting of the bars
B and D, pivoted together near their "top, the bars
B. provided with cross bars A, the ends of which
are beveled, and the bars D, provided with the bars
E, similarly beveled, all constructed, arranged, and
operating as herein described.

81,514.—"WiLLiAjr Leach and Joseph Leach,
New Harmony, Ind.— Winding Frame for Carding
Engine. — August 25, 1868.—Upon a smooth iron
roller are placed a number of thin movable flanges,

so arranged as to keep each sliver or roping separate
while winding, so as to produce separate rolls, for

packing, &c. Above the said roller is arranged a
pressing roller.

Claim.—The smoothrodor roller A, provided with
movable flanges B B, in combination with a series of
drums, D D, above, and another series of drums, C
C, below the same, all constructed as described, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.
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81,515.—Andrew M. Leonard and Belmont
Perkins, Ann Arhor,M.ieh.—Chalk Holder for BU-
liard Table.—August 25, 1868.—The box containing
chalk is designed to be fastened by a chain to a bil-

liard table. The circular box upon one side covers
a spring lever for locking the box -when necessary.

Claim.—The construction of a box, B, provided
"with a hinged bottom, C, and cliain L, in connection
with circular box D, lever E, fulcrum screw F, spring
G, and key I, when arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,516.—James S. Lester andPERRiN H. Card-
well, Kuosville, Tcnn.—»S7ioc.—August 25, 18(i8.—
The quarters are leu open above the counter at the
back, and at' this part of the shoe, the fticing, buckle,
button, or other fastening is applied.

Claim.—The front piece A and side pieces B and
C, formed in the manner described, for tlie purpose
of forming a shoe, substantially as and for the pui'-

poses herein set forth.

81,517. — Charles E. Lins, Ashland, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—August 25, 1868.—A pair ofjaws,
composed of a plurality of tines, is attached to a
handle or stock, -the one by a rigid, and the other by
a hinge joint. The hinged jaw is connected, by a
rod or brace, to a slide or roller working iu a recess
in the face of the stock, and engaged by a catch to
lock the jaws in a closed position.

Claim.—1. The combination with the movable jaw
D of the slide G, connecting rod E, and latch H,
arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combined arrangement of the stock A,
rigid and hinged jaAvs C D, brace E, rod or brace E,
slide G, and latch H, aU substantially as described,
for the purposes specified.

81,518.—Deloss L. Main, Brooklyn, Mich.—
Churn.—August 25, 1868.—The effect of this combi-
nation is to impart a rapid vibrating motion to the
wings of the dasher.

Claim-.—The combination of the churn A, dasher
shaft B, perforated wings D, crank E, bearing E,
standard G, driving wheel H, pinion I, crank wheel
J, connecting rod K, and hand crank L, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,519.—S'. E. Mallett, CoiTy, Ta.—Cream
Saver.—August 25, 1868.—The device is made of
metal, in the form of a truncated hollow coie, with
a ring at its lower end united to the body by connec-
tions, having openings between them, and fitted in
the head of a churn around the dasher rod.

Claim.—The cream saver A, constructed and op-
erating substantially as and for the purposes herein
described, with or without the openings o.

81,520.—J. C. McAfee, West Alexander, Pa.—
Composition for Gririding and Polishing Marble
and other Substances.—August 25, 1868.—Tlio com-
position consists of pulverized flint and gum shellac,

made into a paste and hardened.
Claim.—The composition above described, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

81,531.—William McGuire, Cliess Springs,
Pa.—i^arm Ga^e.-August 25, 1868.—By turning the
nut the effect is either to give a relative rigidity to

the parts composing the gate, or to relax the same,
so as to adapt tlieni for parallel motion and enable
the gate to be turned \\\) endwise.

Claim.—The paling D', provided witli the slot E,
in combination with the bolt or pivot/ and nut/',
substaiitially as and for the purpose herein speci-

fied.

81,522.—David II. Merriam. Fitchbnrg, Mass.—Stone Cutting Machine.—August 25, 1868.—A se-

ries of cuttei's are ari-anged upon a hollo«- revolving
cylinder, which latter is provided with small pcn--

forations, ojjcning near each cutter, and also with
a ritulJiiig box and pipe, through which hot or cold
water,(pr steam, may be conducted to the stone.

Claim.—The cutter cylinder, provided witl) cutters
and apertures, and supplied with water or steam, for

dressing stone or other material, substantially as
described.

81,523.—Joseph S. Moody, Saco, M.^.—Lathe
Chuck.—August 25, 1868 ; antedated July 23, 18r;8.—
The gear in tliis device is placed at the center of tiie

chuck instead of at the periphery, and pinions are
arranged at or near the inner end of the driving
screws. The gear hub is retained in place by a set
screw made to play in a groove in the gear hub.
Scales on the face plate serve as guider in setting
an eccentric, and also in adjusting the jaws at the
right point.

Claim.—1. The gear hub A and gear B, having
the set screw E to play in the groove E, to operate
as herein set forth, and for the described purposes.

2. The arrangement of the scales 8, 10, 12, on the
face plate, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the center shaft or gear
hub A, when operated as herein set forth, the knob
D or its equivalent, as and for the purposes specified.

4. The combination aud arrangement of a univer-
sal chuck with a chuck for eccentrics, when con-
structed substantially as shown and described.

81,524.—GEORGEMooNEY,Providence,E, L, as-

signor to himself, James Smaw, Jr., andJob Arnold,
—Gas Burner.—August 25, 1868.—The apertures for

the flow of gas are drilled at right angles with face
or " tip " so as to cause the gas to flow in radiating
jets from the burner. An adjustable check is so ar-
rnnged that by turning the' burner iu one or the
other direction the flow of gas will be enlarged or
diminished as desired.

Claim-.—1. In an argandgas burner, a beveled tip,

drilled or punched at right angles with its face, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the base, A provided with
shoulders A A aud adju.stable check C C, "v^'ith or
u-ithout the gTooves C C C, with the surbase B and
stop screw B B, constructed aud arranged to oper-
ate substantially as herein shown and described, for

the purpose set'fortlL

3. A chimney holder for an argand gas burner,
with the peculiar construction of the outer edge,
with the modifications thereof, as described for the
purposes specified.

81,525.

—

George B. Montgomery, "Winslow,
Ind.

—

Saw.—August 25, l^iiS.—These teeth are de-

signed to clear the dust from the center of the log
each way.
Claim.—The combination of the teeth ab c, the

tootli c being shorter than the teeth a and b, and
formed with'the peculiar curved point, and all the dif-

ferent-formed teeth being alternately arranged as
herein shown and described.

81,526.—John A. Montgomery, Crawford, K
J.

—

Grinding Mill.—August 25, 1868 ; antedated Au-
gust 15, 1863.—The ears of the carriage clip are pro-

vided with grooves or key seats, and between the
ears is a rubber packing. Tlie end of the thill

iron is made eccentric so as to press at its rear
against the rubber packing.

Claim.—A grinding mill, consisting of the shell

A and runner K, provided with shafts H and M,
pinions E and E, and crank G, for the purpose of
imparting to said runner a reciprocating rotary mo-
tion, as shown and described.

81,527.—Eli M. Morrison and James K. Koss,
Xoblesville, Ind.

—

Thill Coupling.—August 25, 18iy8.

—A concavo-convex sliell attached to a shaft is

placed within an outer shell, and the shaft is so ar-

ranged as to impart to the inner shell or runner a re-

ciprocating rotary motion.
Claim.—The eccentrically-shaped thill iron E, iu

combination Avitli the carriage clip A, rubber pack-
ing C, and l)olt I), ccjnstructed as described, and op-

erating substantially as and for the purposes heroin

set forth.

81,528.-Edward B. Nock, Cleveland, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, O. B. Perdue, Charles E.Math-
ews, and John Long, same place.

—

Jlanufactiire of
Sheet Iron.—Augnat 25. 1868.—Consists in the super-

ficial application of tin to the ii-on, during the process
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of manufacture, giving the iron the quality of resist-

ing the corrodiug iuflueuces of acids and gases.

Claim.—The application of tin to the surface of

the iron, by cither of the methods herein described,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

81,529.—"W. A. C. Oaks, Reading, Pa., assignor
to "W. M. GrascOM, same place.

—

Reversible Knob
Latch.—August 25, 1868.

Claim.—i. The follower E, or its arms c c', con-

structed substantially as described, iu combination
with the steps c on tile yoke projections//', or their

equivalents, arranged in such manner as that the

back raovemeut of the latch bolt is effected for a

given distance only by the follower, and so restricted

by the gear of the follower, with the bolt or yoke,

without" however, preventing the bolt frora_ being
moved further back by direct appUcation of force to

it, essentially as herein set forth.

2. So constructing the follower arms and bolt or

yoke, against which they act to draw back the bolt,

as that when the latter is pushed back beyond its un-

latching position, as described, and the follower

slightly further turned, said arm or arms are disen-

gaged'from gear with the bolt or its yoke to allow
of the protrusion of the bolt sufficiently beyond the

front edge of the case to admit of its reversal sub-

stantially as specified.

SI,530.—Thomas M. Patterson, Tarr Earm,
Ta.—Tool Extractor for TFeiis.—August 25, 1868.—
Designed for removing tools that have become fast at

the libttom of an artesian well which is being bored.

Claim.—The within-described apparatus for grap-

pling tools, consisting substantially of the hollow
die or screw sockt-t rt,"iu combination with the iron

poles c c. when said die socket and poles are pro-

vided with and connected by means of left-hand

screw threads, or threads cut in an opposite direc-

tion from the threads upon the tools, substantially as

and for the purpose herein set forth.

81,531.—Geokge B. Perkins, TJtica, IN". T.—
Floor CZaj«p.—August 25, 16C8.—The groove in the

end of the lever accommodates the tongue of the
board, and when the opposite end of the lever is

raised the dog bites the joint and becomes the ful-

crum from winch the lever acts to force the board up
to a tight joint.

Claim.—A clamp for laying matched boards, con-

sisting of the lever A, dog B, groove C, and brace
E, all constructed to operate substantially as de-

scribed.

81,532.—Charles "W. Perry, Providence, P.I.
AWcll CurhinQ.—Aw^xvBt 25, 1868.—A series ofcases
are fitted to shdc one" within the other simiku- to a
telescope.

Claim.—In the construction of wells, the combi-
nation and arrangement of a series of tubes or
cases, sliding within each other, capable of exten-
sion and contraction, when applied in the manner
and for the pm-poses specified.

81,533.—William Pomeroy, Brooklyn, IST. Y.
—Hernia Pad.—August 2.5, 1868; antedated August
15, 1868.—The pad is formed with a central trans-
verse ioint or hinge, provided with an eccentric on
one side to work against a coiTugated shoulder on
the other side of the joint, so as to bend the pad like

a finger joint, to adjust the bearing upon a ruptiu-e.
Claim.—The spring plate B hinged to the plate C,

and the milled eccentric D, working against the
shoulder E, combined with the pad A, constructed
and operating substantially as herein described.

81,534—n. Poole, Eichmond, Ind.—Owfinary
Fcs.'?f;L—August 25, 1868.

Claim.—The steamer A. divided into compart-
ments by one or more partitions, in which the boiler
is separate from the cooking chambers, and the steam
is admitted to the latter at pleasure, as set forth.

81,535 Frederick Post, Piano, m.—Water
Wheel.—August 25, 1868.—The minor or lower and
smaller wheel is attached to a sleeve upon the main
shaft so that the said wheel can be moved up within
a flange of the major or upper wheel, and any de-

sired or requisite quantity of water may be used iu
relation to the power required.

,

Claim.—1. The combination of the major wheel
B and the minor wheel E, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The sleeve'U, iu combination with the wheels
B and F, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

81,536.—Henry A. Y. Post, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Spring.—August 25, 1868.—Thespringis composed
of two plates, of eUptical form, deflected into three-

qiiai'ter circuliu- bends or loops at their outer ends,
and continued across, so that the end of each will

bear against the inner loop of the other side.

Claim:—1. The pair of folded and iuterlapped
plates A and B, having the prolonged inner limbs
a" and b", constructed, arranged, and adapted to

operate as set forth.

2. The pair of folded and interlocked plates A B,
adapted to both slide upon and mutually support
each other in the described combination with one or
more pairs of stationary outer plates, G H.

81,537.- Joseph K. Priest and TVilliam
Earl, Jr., Xashua, ]Sr. H.

—

Belt Lacer.—August 25,

1868.—A movable jaw is pivoted to one of tlie'levers,

so as to be turned directly against the cutting end
of the punch in order to seize the lacing and draw
it iu place. A hook projects from the end of oue of
the levers, and a knife is also pivoted to the lever,

so as to be turned into, aud out of, working position.
Claim.—1. The combination of the movable jaw

Tc with the crossed lever punch A.
2. The combination and arrangement of the hook

?« with the crossed lever punch A.
3. The arrangement of the hook so as to extend

from the piercer.

4. The combination and arrangement of the ro-

taiy knife n with the crossed lever punch.

81,538—W. G. QUEAL, Otego, 1^. Y.—Shield
for Carriage-Curtain Button Holes.—August 25,

1868.—This device fulfills the purpose of a metallic
binding, preserving the button hole intact.
Claim. — The above-described combination of

shields A and B with flexible or metallic back, at-

tached to the button holes of carriage cmtains for

their preservation, and for security of fastening, in
the manner and for the purpose as substantially set

forth and described.

81,539.

—

James H. Eeynerson, Pleasant Plain,
Iowa.

—

Rotating Fan. — August 25, 1868. — The
spring, when allowed to press with full force against
the pinion shaft, ai-rests the motion of the appai-atus,

but its pressure may be reduced and regulated by the
thumb screw.

Claim.—1. The combination of the spring D and
thumb screw running through the piece O, as de-
scribed.

2. The arrangement of the support B between the
mains])ring C and driving wheel, and the general
construction of the whole machine, for the uses and
pm-poses described.

81,540.—William D. Eichardson, Springfield,
T[\.—Wooden Pavement.—AnQ:nst 25, 1868. — Tlie
stringers are laid across the street from curb to curb,
aud break joints with each other. The form being
that of an arch, any superimposed weight tends to
press the blocks and stringers closer together.
Claim. —A wooden pavement, constructed of

transverse-arching beams, either whole or the parts
of which break joints, and which support the
shoifldered blocks of described shape, the interstices

being filled with concrete, which concrete rests upon
the transverse beams, all substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

81,541.—George M. Eobinson, NewWilniing-
ton, Pa.—iirt?/ i-^o)-^-.— .Vugust 25. 1868.—When the
center bar is depressed the cutters are vertical,

terming a heart-shaped head, adapted to readily
penetrate the hay. The center bar being raised, the
cutters assume a horizontal position, to support the
hay as the fork is elevated.

Claim.—The ring F, formed on the upper end of
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the slotted center bar B, in combination with the
handle E, constructed as described, by the side bar
D beini? extended and bent over, substantially as
herein set forth.

81,542.—Egbert Ross, Bethlehem, Tn.—Oil or

Suet Cup.—August 25, 1868.—To the upper portion
of the cup is hinged a yoke, proyided with a screw
rod, arranged to hold" a valve spindle in its seat

against a pressure of steam. The valve spiudle is

ground to its seat and to a passage in the upper por-

tion of the cup, so as to prevent the escape of steam
between a second spindle and the passage and
seat.

Claim.—An oil cup, constructed and operating as
herein set-forth.

81,543.—J. Q. A. Sargent, Manchester, I^. H.—Steam Generator.—August 25, 1868.—lielates to

the construction of vertical steam boilers having
submerged smoke boxes.

Claim.—A boiler, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

81,544.—TTenry Shaw; ISTew Orleans, La.—
Mode of Connecting the Draught Lever to Horse-
Poiver Machines.—August 25, 1868.—Two springs
are arranged in a groove in the driving wheel in such
relation to the actuating or draught lever as to allow
of a yielding movement of the lever in starting, and
during the operation of the machine.

Claim.—The springs d e, in combination with the
lever B, when the latter is pivoted to the driving-

wheel A, and the several parts are arranged, con-
structed, and conjointly operated substantially as

herein described, for the purpose set tbrth.

81,545.—Jacob T. Shimek, Easton, Pa.— Car-
o'iage Wheel.—August 25, 1868.—The inner ends of
the spokes are screwed into a cast-iron hub malle-
ableized, and near their outer ends are washers,
which serve as bearings or sockets for the rim of
the wheel, which latter is secured to the outer ends
of the spokes by screws.

Claim.—The combination of the wrought-iron
spokes B B, threaded at each end, with the cast-iron

hub A, having screw-thread perforations, and the
wooden rim C, angular plates c, and screws d, all

arranged together in the manner set forth.

81,546.—TViLLiAJi Hamilton Shoenberger,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Spike Machine.—August 25, 1868.

—Each movement of the machine cuts the bar into

blanks and heads up and points the same.
Clai')n.—1. The herein described series of dies a',

cutters a b, and headers k, all arranged, relatively to

tho other parts of the machine, substantially as

shown, and adapted to malie more than one spike at

each operation from a single bar or rod.

2. The arrangement, in the cutter head B, of the
head block K, headers k k, and cutters b b, substan-
tially in the manner set forth.

3. 'The arrangement of the sliding block U, links

vj w, head V, ejecting rods x x x, lever W, and cam
X, as described.

S1,547.^AC0B n. Svretner, Camp Hill. Pa.—
Grain Drill.—August 25, 1868.—An inverted hollow
frustum, open at both ends, is placed near tho lower
end of tho conreyiug pipe, and forms a contractor,

from which the grain falls upon a bell-shaped dis-

tributer below.
Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of tho

boot A, with the contractor B and distributer C,

when said distributer is sustained in position, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

81,548.—T. H. Smith, Clyde, IT. Y.—Seed Plant-

er August 25, 1868.—The machine is so constructed

that the seed planted thereby may be cultivated

transversely as well as longitndinally, thus affording

better drainage on undulating ground.
Claim.—1. The combination of frame A, wheels

B. gear Avheels H I, hand wheel K, Avheel MS shaft

M, wheels M^ M'-*, and markers P P, all arranged and
operated substantially as and for tho purpose set

forth.

2. The seed boxes C C, in combination with the

slides N, rods N', and cams m, constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating as described.

3. The regulating hand wheel K and wheel M', in
combination with the shaft M, wheels M^ M-, and
mariccrs P P, arranged and operating in the manner
and for the purpose explained.

81,549.—John P. Spangle, Canandaigua, as-
signor to himself and Chauncey Speau. Hopewell,
Is''. Y.—Snoiv Shovel—August 25, 1868.—The rear
portion of the shovel is turned upwardly and the
sides and rear edge ai'c provided with a bead for
additional strength.
Claim.—A snow shovel, composed of the blade A,

provided -with the upturned rear end «, and marginal
beads a^ a^, the handle B, bail C, and bracket 1), all

substantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

81,550.-T. M. Stansbury and A. E. Stans-
BUKY, Canton, 111.—Tire Dender.—August 25, ]S<)S.—The tin is passed between friction rollers and a
drive roller, so arranged as to give the tin the desired
diameter. The drive roller is journaled in sliding
posts operated by a lever below.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described and
shown of the devices, viz, the posts d d, rollers e and
c. lever /i, spring i, segment ratchet bar k, and frame
a, for the uses and purposes herein set forth.

81,551.—Harvey B. Steele, Winsted, Conn.—
Car Coupling.—August 25, 1868.—The appendages
of the draw head are made to hold the link in a hori-
zontal position to effect its automatic coupling.
Claim.—The construction of the bumper A with

its spiral spring G, head block E with its dog D, and
the dog E with its spring H, all arranged, combined,
and operating the square end link B, as herein de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

81,553.—Christlajst Adolph Steixbruecke,
Louisville, 111.—Halter.—August 25, 1868.—The side
bars of the main buckle are joined by a plate, to
which an ordinary tongue is hinged and trom which
a supplemental tongue projects rigidly. On this
buckle is also formed one of the metallic joint coup-
lings which connect the different straps, and adapt
the halter to conform to the head of the animal.
The hitching strap is attached to the metallic brace.
Claim.—1. The br.ckle, constructed with a plate

extending across from one side bar to the other, and
forming a portion of the metallic joint, substantially
as shown and described.

2. The metallic joints, constructed as described,
and as shown in Fig. 2, in combination with the
leather straps composing portions of the halter.

3. The metallic brace G-, constructed substantially
as shown and described.

81,553.—Charles H. Stevens and Wilson
Gauuison, Syracuse, N. Y.

—

Breast Strap Slide.—
August 25, 1868.—A'detachable tongue or pin made
with a double point and a flange at the center, engages
with the breast strap when the slide is to be' held
fixedly on the strap, and is removed when desirable
that the slide should yield or play on the breast strap.
Claim.—The combination of the form h, inclined

ribs a a, and loops d, with the detachable pin C, as
herein shown, and for the purpose set forth.

81,554.—Charles Stiiore, Montana, Iowa, as-

signor to himself and Levi Heious.—Mold for Caxt-
ing Sleigh Shoes.—August 25, 18f)8.—For casting the
iron sole of sleigh runners. The hinged lid and tho
bottom of the mold have coiTCsponding holes to re-

ceive steel pins, which are withdrawn after the metal
has cooled, thus leaving the bolt holes.

Claim.—The flask or metallic mold for castinj^

sleigh shoes, constructed and arranged as showu una
described.

Si,555.—Alfred F. Summers, Peoria, 111., as-

signor to himself, Chauncey Nye, and Tiio-mas A.
Slack.—Posi Hole J>o?-c)-.—August 25, 18()H.—An
adjusting slide and standards which support tho
boring apparatus, arc so arranged that any devia-

tion from a straight lino may be readily corrected by
moving the slide" to the light or left. The auger is

tmncd to bore the hole and is raised from the holo
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TvitL-out turning, the dirt which is raised falling upon
a concave plate.

C"ai)n.—1. The adjustinc: slide B B. and the stand-
ards b b b b, the uui\ers;il axle C, containing the
spnei ical nut, the screw D, the swivel joint e, and
the measuring wheel n, as described, arranged, and
opei-atcd. in combination with a carriage and auger,
substantially in the manner and for the pui'poses as
herein set forth.

2. The auger E F, and adjustable concave plate
G. in combiiTation Avith the swivel joint e and screw
B, as described, and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set fbi'th.

3. Tiie carriage A a a, as described, in combina-
tion with the auger E F and its operating devices,
substantially in fhe manner and for the piorpose set

forth.

SI .556.—J. B. SwEETLAifD and Silas T. Penn,
Pontiac, Midi.— IFas/i -Bofier.—August 25, 1868.—
From tiie center of a double bottom^extends a pipe
Tipwai-dly having curved spouts at the upper ends
and a pipe projecting from the center at right angles.
by which steam and' hot suds are forced from the top
and from one side upon the clothes.

Claim.—The combination of the double bottom B,
pipe C, spouts D D, side pipe E, braces a «, and rack
F, all constructed as described, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

81,557.—Leonard S. Swett and James Gra-
ham, Vassar, Mich.

—

Gate for Turbine Water Wheel.
—August 25, 18l>8.—A series of gates are so con-
nected to a circidar slotted plate, that by means of a
cog wheel operating a ratcliet on the' said guide
plate, the gates can be opened so as to admit the
water directly to the buckets.

Claim.—A combined gate and guide for water
wheels, having gate E, guide G, guido plate A, slots

C, guide pins D, lugs cccc, ratchet H, cog wheel K,
and shafts L and B. constructed, arrange'd, and op-
erating substantially as specified.

S1,55S.—LovEL F. Ta>;ner, Milan, Ind.—Farm
Gafe.—August 25, 18G8.—A diagonal brace is so ar-

jranged that the front portion of the gate can be ad-
justably elevated so as to take out the " sag." A rod
on which the gate turns is provided with holes, in
which a pin may be inserted to hold the gate in an
elevated position.

Cl»im.—1. The combination of the removable lock-
ing pin H with the thrusting braces or struts E E',

studs G, and gate ABC, substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

2. The arrangement, substantially as described, of
the eyes 1 1', perforated rod J;', staples h k', and pin
L, for the object explained.

81,559—A. E. Taylor, Xew Britain, Conn.—
Letter File.—August 25. 1868.—The two plates form
an extendible tile, the catch of one engaging the
notches of the other to hold the parts in anv desired
relative position.

Claira.—The combination of the bent metal plates
A B, plate B being provided with a ratchet slot d, on
each side, and plate A provided with a catch, c, for
said slot and ratchet, all operating m set forth.

81,560.—Alfred A. Torpey, Chicago, lU.—
JBrick Prcs-s.—August 25, 1868.—The Iwttomsof the
molds form the faces of movable plungers which are
moved by means of two cams. Another cam gives a
con-esponding sliding motion to a slide bar, covering
plates and receiving box, so that while the molds are
being filled on one .side of the machine, the clay is
pressed on tlie other.

CVaij/ii.-The employment or use of the cams D, E,
and F, pallets 4, slide bar Q, arms O and P, rock shaft
N, when coTubined whh plates J, counectiug rods
L, and box K, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

81,561.—C[iARLEsTRUEsuAi.E,Cincinnati,Ohio,
assiguor to himself and William IJesor <S: Co.,
same pliico.—Cupola and Blast i'«r/i(ice.—August
25, 1868.-The sectional structure of the iron 'cas-
ing and the mode of securing the tuyeres admits of
the ready detachment and replacement of the tuyeres.

The inward prolongation of the tuyeres protects the
throat from the change of etfective area, to which
the tuyere woidd othtu'wise be subjected by the burn-
ing oft' or clogging up of the end.

Claim.—1. A cupola or blast furnace, having its

blast formed by a multitudinous number of tuyeres
on different levels, and of small individual area, and
adapted to deliver a diminished blast upward in the
series, substautially as herein described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. A cupola or blast furnace, whose tuyeres and
fire-brick lining are supported upon an iron back or
casing composed of staves or sections, F, substau-
tially as set forth.

3. The mode of fastening the tuyeres upon the in-

ner surface of the air chamber by means of a dove-
tail or its equivalent.

4. A tuyere, whose inner or discharging end pro-
jects beyond the opening which regulates the amount
of blast "discharged through the same, for the purpose
set forth.

5. A tuyere, whose regulating throat or more con-
tracted portion is protected by a prolongation, which
inclines more or less downward to the interior of the
cupola or furnace, substantially as and for the pur-
pose stated.

6. The slotted tuyere K, so arranged as to discharge
a greater volume below than above, for the pui'po'se

set forth.

81, 56'3.—James C. TJxderwood, Sun-ey Court
House, Va.

—

Machine for Picking and Cleaning Fca
Xuts.—The vines are held by the root end until the
nuts are separated by the cylinder teeth ; the nuts
then pass from the upper to the lower apron, by
which, after being separated from the stems and uu-
souud nuts, they are conducted to the front of the
machine to be deposited in sacks.

Claim.—A machine having a cylinder, D, provided
with rows of teeth, c ccc c,ia combination with the
fan C. aprous L and M, and caj) IS", substantially in.

the manner and for the purpose as herein described.

81,563.—C. C. E. Van Alstixe, Xew Haven,
Conn.

—

Casting Chains.—August2.5. 13GS.—The flask

is divided longitudinally in quarters and arranged so
as to receive a mold-board between each of thefoiu'
quarters, and allow the links to be molded one
nithin the other to form a succession of links.

Claim.—The herein-described process for casting
metallic chains, bv the emplovmeut of a four-pai't

flask A B C D, with mold-boards^FG H, upon which
the pattern is arranged in the manner specified.

81,564.-Edouard Wexger, Eichmond, Ind.,
assignor to himself and Joseph Mautischaxg.—
Compoidtion for Pavement.—August 25, 18G8.—Com-
posed of prepared coal tar, sifted sand, and burnt
clay applied to a foundation of gravel and lime.

Claim.— 1. Compounding an asphaltie composition
with the materials above described, in the manner
and with the proportions set forth.

2. Laying the same on a fotmdation of gravel and
lime.

81,565—J. D. Westcott, TTaterford, Pa.—
Pump Piston.—August 25, 1868.—A hollow piston
head is made to play between two cup-shaped shotxl-

ders secured to a liollow piston rod, so as to admit
water alternately on opposite sides. The hollow pis-

ton liead incloses an induction opening of the pipe
at all times and in all positions.

Claim.—The lioUow piston head C, inclosing the
induction opening b in all positions, and the cup-
shaped stops B li, acting in connection therewith,
the whole aiTanged as described, and operating in
the manner and lor the purpose specified.

81,566 S. Lloyd WiEGAXD, Phnadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Walter J. Budd, same place.

—

Steam
Generator.—August 25, 1868 ; antedated August 13,
1868.—Belates to a mode of constructing, and to ccr-
taiJi modifications of engines constructed upon the
general plan tlescribed in patent No.67.621, heretofore
granted to same party ; it i^eing designed to make
the same convenieiitly portable, to more eff'ectually

burn the fuel and utilize the heat.
Claim.—1. A steam generator, constructed with
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double tubes in several sections, wlier the steam and
water connections thereof are both applied to the up-
per vessel or tank C.

2. The arrangement of the sections, so constructed
that the tubes will repeatedly intercept and break
the currents of flame and gas passing to the flue, in
combination with the furnaceA and a chamber below
the lower ends of the tubes.

3. The furnace, either entirely or partially pro-
jecting beyond the steam generator, In combination
with the chamber below the tubes B.

4. The perforated plates, with conical depressions
around the tubes, in combination with the tubes and
tanks C.

5. A steam generator, constructed substantially
as shown and described, in combination with a fui*-

nace, liaving the regulatable apparatus for admitting
and heating'air above the fuel, and with the chamber
below the tubes, substantially as shown and de-

scribed,
6. The hand-hole plate, constructed substantially

as described,

81,507.—J. H. H. WiSEPiEART, Shawneetown,
111.

—

Grain Screen.—August 25, 1868.

Claim,—1. The arrangement of the sieve I, with
the hopper C, conveyer D, and screen B, substan-
tially as described.

2. 'The arrangement of the hopper C, sieve I, screw
conveyer D, screen B, incline J, and spoutsE and F,
substantially as described.

81,56S.—Thomas C. Woods, Marion County,
Ky.—C«r JBrafe.—August 25, 1868.—The brakes or
rubbers may be dropped upon the rails, in front of
the wheels, so as to pass under the wheels, and oper-
ate as a sliding stop, preventing the wheels from
turning, and stopping the train.

Claim.—The brakes D, constntcted as described,
when connected by the bar L, and held in place by
the bolts T and spring W, and when operated and
applied by the arrangement of catches and disengag-
ing apparatus, all substantially as and for the pur-
pose set tbrth.

81,509.—GrEORGE W. IsT. Tost, Corry, Pa., as-

signor to Corry MAcniNK "Co., same place.

—

Har-
vester.—August 25, 1868.—The cases which compose
the body of the machine are held together by a bolt,

which is depressed in the middle so as to receive and
support a box for the gudgeon of the bevel iiiuion.

Claim.—The support bolt I, wlien used to fasten
together the cases A and A'.'^rming the body, and
also to support the gudgeon box of the bevel-pinion
shaft N within the body, as described, for grass and
grain cutting machines.

81,570.—Charles B. Xing, G-allatin, Tenn.—
Potato Slicer.—August 25, 1868.—The knife and
gauge plate are so arranged in the frame that the
distance between the two can be adjusted to the de-

sired width of the slices to be cut.

Claim.—The gate frame E, when the same is pro-

vided with a knife, E, and gauge plate G-, and is used
in combination with the table H, and the whole is so

constructed and arranged as to operate substantially
as described.

81,571.—Alexander Tail, Henry, JW.—Ploio.
—August 25, 1868.—The beam which supports the
plow IS made literally adjustable so as to enable the
plow to take more or less land. A slide is so ar-

ranged as to enable tlie plow to be lifted out of the
ground at any moment. Two hounds hinged to the

axletrcc support upright arms on which is a lever for

operating the plow beam.
Claim.—1. The beam C, supporting the plow D,

and rigidly secured to tlie axle A, in combination
with the driver's seat S, the hinged hounds E E',

and tongue F, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set fortli.

2. TIic slide K, arranged to operate in connection
Tvitli the beam, hounds, and tongue, substantially as
and for tlie purpose described.

3. The hinged hounds E E', in combination with
a plow sasi)ondcd from a l^eam, rigidly secured to

the axle, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the beam C, plow D, hinged

hounds E E', tongue E, lever I, axle A, and driver's
seat S, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

»' 81,572.—Squire Ainsworth, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Flexible Pipe Joint Coupling.—September 1, 1868.

—

A chain is so attached to a spring-hinged coupling
that when the cars are too far apart it uncouples the
pipes.

Claim.—1. A pipe connection, consisting of a
conical recess in the end of one pipe, and a frustum
of a cone at the termination of the end of the other,
said pipes being so held together by a clamp or
other adequate means of support as to permit the
rotary movement of one or both of the said pipes
without variation from the plane of said movement,
all as and for the purpose heretofore described.

2. In combination witb the foregoing, the spring-
hinged coupling nut C, constructed substantially
in the manner described, for the purpose specified.

3. The chain Gr, in combination with the spring-
coupling C, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

81,573.—Samuel T. Alexander, Pittsburg, Pa.—Railway Chair.—September 1, 1868.—Clamping
pieces are so constructed as to act as levers to hold
the rails when pressure is applied.

Claim.—A railroad chair, composed of a bed plate

A, and movable clamping pieces, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

81.574.— Edwin Alsop, New York, IST. T.—
Hand Mill.—September 1, 1868.—Simply an arrange-
ment of devices the combination of which and the
several features are disclaimed.
C laim.—The aiTangement herein described, of the

vertical shaft E, removable griudiu"- cone H, taper-
ing cylinder I, corrugated vertically on its inside,

hopper J, scraper L, chamber K, with dischai'ge

orifice Jc', wronght-iron frame A, screw plug G, shaft

C, fly wheel B, and bevel gearing D E, for the pm--
pose'set forth.

81.575.— Saxton J. Arnold and Amos E.
Clark, Raymondsville, IsT. Y., assignors to Saxton
J.Arnold, siimG\)lace.—Machine for Making Bar-
rels.—September 1, 1868.—Hollow cone-shaped hubs
are secured to a shaft having a right and left hand
screw chased on it. Pins held down by springs play
in slots in flanges on the outer ends of the hubs. The
inner ends of the pins bear against cone-shaped nuts
whicli force the pins outward'against the barrel.

Claivi.—T'hQ adjustable flanged cone-shaped hubs
C, when provided with the sliding pins F and spiings

/ in the flange E, in combination with the cone-
shaped nuts Gr, and screw shaft A, as herein shown
and described.

81,576.—E. H. AsHCROFT, Boston, Mass.—2Von-
Corrosive Valve Seat.—September 1, 1868.—Metals
that will not corrode by the action of water.

Claim.—1. An alloy of nickel and copper, in any
proportions, as set forth, Ibr the construction of valves

or valve seats for steam, &e.
2. An alloy of gold or silver, in any desired pro-

portions, for the construction of valves or valve seats

for steam, for the purpose set forth.

3. An alloy of aluminum, or aluminum alone, for

the construction of valves or valve seats for steam,

for the purpose set forth.

81,577.—John BACiiELDi^.R, Norwich, Conn.—
Machinefor Covering Oord.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The miter gears a' a c, central shaft C,

supports A' A2, bobbin gears d\ covering cord car-

riers F, guide J, and gears I L, in combination, and
operating so that each thread of a strand is covered
with finishing material, and the several strands thus

covered, twisted, the finishing material being laid in

a converse direction to tlie twist imparted to the re-

spective strands, all substantially as set forth.

2. The shaft b, gears a' a, shaft C, sleeve c', and
pinions c d, stationary support A', geared spool-car-

rying plates d', support A^, gear .1), covering-cord

carriers F and guide J, combined and operating

substantially as and foi" the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the above, the winding
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and twisting flier, constructed and operating as de-

scribed.

81,578.—Edward Baggett, Fall Eiver, Mass.
—Shuttle for Loom.—Scittcmher 1, 1868.—Designed
to lessen the weariup: action of the spring upon the
shouUTer of the spindle.

Claim.—The combination, -svith the spring A and
shoulder C, of the spindle of the secondary spring
15, notched, slotted, and sliding, substautiallj as and
for the purpose described.

88,579 Joseph V^. Bailey, jSTe-sr Orleans, La.—Marking Weather Boarding.—September 1,1808.

—The boards are marked to show the required lap of

each board in putting on weather boarding.
Claim.—The marking of weather boards, in the

manner herein described, during the operation of
manufacturing them in tlie saw mill, or afterward,
during the process of dressing them in the planing
macliiue, as and for the purpose set forth.

81,580.—David Baker, Boston, Mass.— TTcZ?

Tif^e^—September 1, 1868.-Thecouutersiuks around
the holes in the bottom of a well tube are provided
with double strainers and lilterers, to prevent the
sand from entering the tube.

Claim.—1. The dolouble strainer D, with intervening
filtering material, arranged and operating in com-
bination with or in continuation of a well tube, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The point B, coupling C, tube A, and strainer
D, all constructed, arranged, and operating, substan-
tially as and for the purposes above set forth.

81,581—David Baker, Boston, Mass.— T7eZZ

Twic—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. A conical point F. formed with per-

pendicular sides, and with slioulders between, the
apex being formed with one or more drill edges, the
sides a being elongated more or less, whereby the
earth may be forced at right angles from said point
in penetrating the ground, all substantially as shown
and described.

'2. The combination of the interior perforated tube
A, and the exterior screen H, when a chamber is

formed betAveen said tube and strainer, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The airangement of the i)ointr, in combination
with the tube E and holes therein, strainer or screen
n. and the chamber or space formed between the
strainer and tube, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,582.-David Baker, Boston, Mass.— Tr<?Zi

Tube.-September 1, 1868.—The slide forms a part of
the well tube and covers a strainer while the tube is

driven. On raising the tnbe the slide uncovers the
wire strainer, which is secured to the point.
Claim.—I. The slide J, whether placed on the in-

side or outside of a strainer, in a well tube, so ar-
ranged and secured to the point, and operating as
to leave the woven wire as the only tube near the
lower part of the well, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of slide J with strainer K,
well tube I, and coupling L, with screw point M,
made, arranged, and operating substantially as and
or the purposes herein set forth.

81 ,583.—MvROx J. Baucai.o. Mount Morris, iSi".

Y.—AIoj) ir>-ui^<!r.—September 1.18G8.—The l)earing
of th'' skeleton all around the intei-ior of the pail gives
steadiness to the Avringer, which it retains in place.
The pivoted arms allovi- the pressing rollers to assume
the most etFcctivc positions upon the larger rollers.

Claim.— I. Tiie skeleton frame B, made up of the
hoops b b and standards c c' c^. and liaving combined
tlieicwith tlio rollers C D D', and bail of treadle E,
the whole being so arranged as to be applied to the
inside of an ordinary pail, as hei'cin set forth.

2, The combination witli the stationary roller C,
of the pressing rollers D D', mounted upon tiie arms
//, aiTangcd as described, and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

81,584.—Lewis F. BErrs. Chicago, 111.—irt?i.
tern. —September 1, 18G8; antedated August 20,

1868.—The upper end of the globe is secured in the
cap by a scries of springs or a spring baud. The
main portion of the base is constritcted in sections
provided with flanges A\hieh are secured by eyelets.

The guard is supported by ledges at its base so as to

leave an open space between the guard ring and base
of the lantern. The lamp pot is "secured to the base
by means of inclined edges or cams.
'Claim.—1. The spring band C, for securing the

upper end of the glolje, substantially as specified.

2. Constructing a lantern base of two or more sec-

tions D. provided with flauches F, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. Securing the flanches and forming the carrying
holes for tbeVnard by means of eyelets at d, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The brackets or ledges F, for supporting and
carrying the guard at a distance from the main por-
tions of the base, substantially as specified.

5. The rod or ring J, for strengthening the base
and supporting the'brackets or ledges without ma-
terially obstructing the light, substantially as speci-

fied.

6. The extended guard rods N, when such extended
Sortion e is used for a hook or catch, substantially as
escribed.
7. The combination and arrangement of the guard,

provid&d with hooks e with the brackets F, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

8. "The spring stop K, in combiuation with the
hooks e and bracket F, for preventing the detach-
ment of the guard, substantially as si^ecified.

9. The inclines or cams &, for securing and tight-

ening the lamp, in combination v/ith the pins c, sub-
stantially as siDCcified.

81,585.-Le^vis F. Betts, Chicago, 111.—C«n
Top.-September 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The inclines or cams a, when burred
or turned down so as to form the cam on the edge of
the metal of which the breast or permanent portion
of the top is constructed, and operating substantially
as specified.

2. The handle/, when projecting through the re-

removable top or cover B, so that its ends will form
the lugs or pins d, substantially as described.

3. The permanent portion of the top or l)reast A,
provided with the cams or inclines a, in combination
with the removable portion or cover B, and lugs or
pins d, substantiallv as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

81,586.- A. T. Bl.EYLEY, Conception, Mo.—
Ciiurn Dasher.—September 1, 1868.—The fitunel-

sliaped body carries air down into tlie milk where it

is forced out, producing agitation as it rises. The
flange is an adjunct of the funnel in forming the but-
ter. The wings gather the butter when the dasher
is rotated.

Claim.— As a new article of manufacture, the
churn dasher, consisting of the inverted funnel-
shaped tube A B, dish-shapod perforated flange C,
and radial wings D, all constructed and arranged to
operate as herein shovv^n and described, for the piu'-

pose specified.

81,587.-Georges Bossieke, Paris, France.—
Decolorizing Tan)iin Liquid.—September 1, 1868.

—

Scraps or clippings cut from the skin during its

treatment are freed from lime and dissolved by heat
in such a quantity of Mater that the solution", after
cooling, will remain liquid and limpid. The mucil-
age thus obtained, or other suitable gelatine glue, is

mixed with the tannin liquid for the purpose of de-
colorizing the same.
Claim—I. The use ofthe herein-named substance,

for decolorizing tannin juices, substantially in the
manner described.

2. The method of decolorizing tannin, by mixing-
with it the ingredients herein named, or either of
them, in the proportions substantially as specified.

81,588.-Edwix D. Braixard, Albany, X. Y.—
Refrigerator. — September 1, 1668.— "Dead air"
ciiambors constitute the walls of the refrigerator,
the object being to secure n spacious and'readily
portable structm-e.

Claim.—The employment of independent metiiUio
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chambers, closely sealed and secured together by
clamps, in the construction of refrigerators, substan-
tially in the manner and tor the ijurposes above de-

scribed.

81,589.—Victor M. R. Branch, Eichmond, Ya.—Chur7i.—September 1, 18(J8.

Claim.—1. The combination of the external dasher
B with the internal dasher B', when constructed as
shown and described, and revolving in opposite
directions, as specified, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the dasher B, hollow spindle
D, and pinion F, with the dasher B', spindle C, and
pinion G-, all as and for the purpose specified.

81,590.

—

Arthur Brin, Paris, Franco—J.p^a-
ratm for Carbureting Air and Ax)plyii>g the Same.
—September 1, 1868.—The principal feature consists
in the means for effecting the continuous and gradu-
ated feed or supply of tlie carbureting fluid 'to the
chamber wherein the gas is formed.
Claim.—1. In apparatus, such as described, the

combination, with the fluid reservoir and carburet-
ing chamber, of an interposed feeding vessel, con-
nected with both the reservoir and the carbureting
chamber, in the manner described, aiid communi-
cating v/itli the latter by means of wicking, which
supplies the quantity of fluid required to charge the
air in said chamber, as set forth.

2. The combination, with the feeding vessel, and
trough formed therein for receiving the liquid from
the reservoir, of a sei'ies of siphons, of graduated
length, and racks, and pinions, and shaft for elevat-

ing or lowering said siphons, and thus regulating the
flow of the liquid to the carbureter, in the manner
tjhown and specified.

3. The employment, in connection with an appa-
ratus such as described, of a blowpipe, to which
airfrom the blower, and carbureted air from the gas,
generating chamber, are supplied, substantially in
the manner described, and illustrated in Fig. 5.

4. The combination, with a tubular boiler, of two
series of nozzles, arranj^d with relation to each
other and the boiler flues, as represented in Fig. 6,

the one series communicating with a blower or aii'-

supply apparatus, and the other with the gas-gener-
ating chamber of the carbureting apparatus, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,591.—George H. Brock, Huntington, N.
Y.—Organ Pipe.—September 1, 1868.—A series of
the curved plates and intermediate disks make up
the organ pipe. Air forced through the perforations
in the bottom of the wind-blast is directed against
the sounding edge of the pipe by the plate, whose
pendent portion "precludes the movement of the air

backward toward the sounding edge.
Claim.—1. Constructing an organ pipe of a curved

plate. A, held betv\'eeu the disks B, as set forth.

2. The plate D, for guiding the wind Irora the
wind chest against the mouth of a curved organ pipe,

as specified.

3. The pendent arrester cZ, arranged in the curved
organ pipe, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

81,592

—

William P. Browiv\ Watertowu, IS^.

Y.

—

Advertinng Show Frame.—September 1, 1868.

—The several appliances of the frame admit of tlie

convenient insertion or removal of a number of ad-

vertisiug cards. The shutters protect the glass from
breakage during the night.

Claim.—The bulletin frame, as constructed of the
outer frame A and inner frame cZ, the latter divided

by sash strips a. and provided with panes of glass

and removable backs B. the frasne A liaving mold-
ings and fastening devices, adapted to secure the

shutters n, all ai'ran'ged substantially as licreiu shown
and described, for the purposes specified.

81,593.—AiJNER H. Bryant, Wilmington, Del.
—Safety Attachment for Egg Carrier.—September
1, 1868.—The interposition of these frames,with their

cloth bottoms, prevents the eggs from being jostled

out of the pockets of the trays.

Claim.—The frame, with its cloth bottom ar-

ranged and constructed, as shown, as a safety at-

tachment for the suspension egg-carrier hereinbe-
fore mentioned.

81,594.—J. W. BuRKHART, Cameron, Mo.—
Hand Spinning Machine.—September 1, 1868.—An
arrangement for tightening the belts.

Claim.—TliQ combination of the pulley B, tighten-
ing pulley/, provided with its adjustable support e,

pulley b, and multiplying wheel C, spindle arm D,
and adjustable support E of the same, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose described.

81,595.—A. Harvey Calhoun and George W.
Collins, West Lebanon, Pa.

—

Spoke Tenoning Ma-
chine.—September 1, 1868.—The cutters are arranged
so as to form the sides and shoulders of the teiion

simultaneously.
Claim.—The cutters I n, attached to the adjustable

straight bars m and the curved braces O, all sus-

pended from the upper crossbar a of the sasli frame,
and constructed, arranged, and operating as herein
shown and described.

81,59S.

—

Alexander Campdell, Oxford, Ind.—Animal Trap.—September 1, 1868.—When either
of the hinged plates is depressed by the weight of the
animal, the latch is raised from the notch in the catch,

and the platform tilts.

Claim.—The hitch E and hinged plates F, having
tongues rt, adapted to swing with the centrally-piv-

oted platform A, and arranged with relation to the
notched plate fixed to frame D, as herein shown and
described.

81,597.—S. O. Campbell, Leavenworth, Kan-
sas.—Corn PZanier.—September 1, 1868.—Projec-
tions on the grouud wheels actuate a frame and
thereby retract'the seed slide, bringing the cell in lino

with the discharge orifice in the shoe. The spring
gives the slide its return movement. A clutch com-
pels the two parts of the axle to rotate together when
desired.

Claim..—1. The seed boxes F F. arranged in com-
bination with the shoes 1 1, slidesK K, frames L, and
springs M, with the projections m on the wheels,
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The clutch, composed of the two notched plates

D D', on the axles C C, and the sliding or adjustable

plate E, provided with the arms c, and placed on the
axle C, all arranged substantially as and for the
purpose sjDecificd.

81,598.—Thomas L. Canary, Brownsburg, Ind.
—Base Ball Tally Jjonrd.—September 1, 1868.—Blu9
and black balls opposite the players' names indicate,

respectively, "runs " and " outs." Green and black
balls placed on the extra rows of pins at tlie right

and left are used to keep an account of the " fly
"

balls caught.
Claim.—I. The use of the wire pins and variously-

colored balls, as represented at D D and C,for keep-
ing game in base-ball playing, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The use of movable or adjustable pins for keep-

ing a game, and the method of clearing the balls

from the pins, substantially as described.
3. Tlie arrangement of tiic pins on the board, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The slate or other marking surface, in combi-
nation with the pins and ball, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth and described.

81,599. -IT. P. Chaney, Potsdam. N. Y.—
0/mr?!,.—September 1, 1868.—A downward flow of
airthrough the tubular beaters, to agitate the cream,
is induced by the peculiar form of the lo^\•er cross-

b;ir. The scrai)ers remove the cream that adheres
to the under side of the lid.

Claim.—The combination, Avith the tubular beat-

ers D, of the arm B, provided with the scrapers b b,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

81,600. — Joseph L. Chapman, Philadel])hia,

T?a.—Rolling jl/iii.-September 1, 1868.- 'ilio i)ilo to

bo compres.sed into a rod is advanced through tlio

longitudinal space bet\\'een the rollers, the latter
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being so formed and arranged as to feed the pUe and
compress it at the same time.

Claim.—1. The arranfjement of three smooth coni-

cal rollers, rotating in diiferent planes, and operating

in the manner descriljed, to form and feed the rod
simultaneously, as above specified.

2. Tlie adjustment of the rollers C C, to form rods

of different sizes, by means of bad and socket joints

at one end, and set screws and journal boxes at the

other end, substantially iu the manner shown and
set forth.

81,601.—Edwin Chesteeman, Boston, Mass.—
Interfering Strap for ifo?\sei'.—September 1, 1868.—
The rubber guards are attached to the padded strap

\vliich is buckled upon the horse's leg, the object

being to rectify "interfering."
OZaim.—Letither interfering straps, in combina-

tion Tvith rubber guards or projections, as herein

shown, for the purpose specified.

81,602.—IiiA CHOATE, Exeter, N. H., assignor to

himself and Daniel Lee, Boston, Mass.—Locomo-
tive Spark Arrester.—September 1, ]8(j8.—The tube
and its adjuncts are employed to convey the smoke,
steam, and sparks from the smoke-stacks of locomo-
tive engines to tlie rear of the trains. Novel appli-

ances facilitate the making up of the train. A cover
is removed to enable the draught to be maintained
iu the ordinary manner when the engine is stand-

ing.
Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the tube A, smoke stack E, cover D, and air apertures

a a a a a a, substantially as shown and described.

2. The coupling C B, cord or band d, and guides
c c, substantially as shown and described.

3. The coupling C B, constructed as described.

4. The arrangement of the cord d and guides c c,

Bubstantially as described.

81,603.—Andrew Christian, ISTew York, IST.Y.

— Velocipede.—September 1, 1868.—The two oper-

ating levers are connected with the connecting rod
•f the crank in such a manner that the dead point of

the one will be overcome by the movement of the
other.

Claim.—The operating device of a velocipede,

consisting of the bell crank levers G H, one having
a verticatand the other a horizontal lower end, and
of the rods m i, and crank b, all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

81^604.—James Cline, Easton, Ohio, assignor

to John Walls, same place.

—

Cloth Guiding Attach-

ment for Sewing Machines.—Septemberl, 18G8.—To
be used in sewing circidar and ornamental work.
The cloth being adjusted upon the machine, the pin is

set at the center of the circle to be sewed, and the
points of the holder settle into the cloth and prevent
it from puckering or drawing.

Claim.—The revolving holder D, constructed as

desciibed, in combination with pin B, standard A,
and spring C, as and for the pui'pose described.

81,605.—John C. Cookson, Lancaster, Pa.—
Distilling Apparatus for Spirits. — September 1,

18(i8.—An extra vessel is divided into three cham-
bers ; the vapor cs])ands and parts with the heavier
particles of oil in the lower chamber ; it is then con-
ducted through a perforated bottom into a chamber
supplied with charcoal which purifies it, thence into
a funnel shaped chamber, from which it escapes
thi-ongh the apes into a condenser.
Claim.—I. An extra vessel. III, with its chamber

A, in combination with the chamber B and its per-
forated bottom, and an upper chamber, C, with its

conic head and central pipe 9, pipes 7 and 6, issuing
from their respective departments, in the manner
shown and specified, for the purpose set foith.

2. Ill combination with said extra A-essel III, with
its chambers A, B, and C, the still D, with its pipe
10, sleeve 8, faucet funnel d, mounted and arranged
Bubstantially as shown and described.

.3. The chamber F, when combined with the worm
of the condensing vessel and the extra vessel III, by
means of the several pipes 6, 7, 8, and 9, substan-
tially arranged in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

81,606.—CordialCrane, Boston, Mass.—Drier.
—September 1, 1868.—Designed as an article of fur-

niture, which shall conceal'the clothes while drying,
and which, when not so used, may serve as a Avard-
robe, stand, table, or cupboard.
Claim.—As anew article ofmanufacture, a clothes-

drying closet, constructed with doors and pivoted
racks, and provided Avith inlet passages to receive
heated air from register pipes, and with outlets for
the escape of heated air saturated with moisture, all

substantially as and for the purpose described.

81,607.—Peter Cunningham, Ecklcj'-, Pa.

—

Slotting Auger.—September 1, 1868,—The Avood is

fed laterally to the auger while the latter is rcA-olving

in a mortising or slotting machine.
Claim.—A mortising or slotting auger, having roAVS

of gouge or chisel lips foimed on the edge of the
twist, substantially as described, for the purpose set

forth.

81, 60S.

—

Jonas P. Curtiss, ISTew Britain, Conn.—Machine for Grinding Metal Articles.—September
1, 1868.—A series of clamping jaws hold the arti-

cles to be ground. A quick automatic motioa is

imparted to the holder transversely to the grinding
surface of the stone. An intermittent forward mo-
tion is given to the holder by means of an arm on
the latter placing in and out of gear a beA'el wheel
actuating a screw which Avorks in a nut in the
holder.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a series of clamp-
ing jaws, a, in the holder A, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The holder A, made in two parts, one part being
fitted into the carriage C, and retained by the screw
spindle k, while the second part is connected to th©
first part, so that it can be readily removed, all as
and for the pui-pose described.

3. The combination, with the holder A, of the pit-

man e, crank motion d e, and screw spindle If, ope-
ratinu,' substantiuUy as described.

4. The sliding wheel i, the wheel j, forked arm I,

and screw spindle k, iu combination with the recip-

rocating holder Aj substantially as described.

81,609.—Henry S. Decker, ISTew York, IT, Y.—Chimney Coivl.—September 1, 1868.—The wind or
current of air which enters the flaring mouth be-
comes a vigorous blast in escaping through the nar-
row orifice between the cone and the adjacent pipe,
and thus induces a very active flow of air out of the
parts communicating with the flue.

Claim.—The ventilator herein described, having
an interior cone inclosed within the exterior walls
of the ventUator, so as to provide an anuidar space
between its exterior and the interior of the inclos-
ing shell, Avhich may be extended by a cylindrical
attachment to the inner cone, as represented, the
several parts being combined and arranged rela-

tively to each other, and to the passage or pipe for
distributing fresh air by the force of the wind upon
the cone, substantially as shown and described, for
the purposes set forth.

81,610.-Henry E. Doster, Bethlehem, Pa.—
Cigar Pipe.—September 1, 1868.—The pipe is formed
of an inner metallic tube, which is covered with a
Avooden tube, the latter being coA'cred Avith paper, iu
imitation of the Avrapper of a cigar. A perforated
mouth piece is inserted in one end and a piece of

porcelain, in imitation of the ashes of a cigar, in tlie

other.
Claim.—A cigar pipe, formed of the parts A, B,

C, D, and E, arranged substantially as shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

81,611.—Joseph "W. Douglas, Middletown,
Conn., assignor to TV. Douglas and B. Douglas,
same place.

—

Grindstone Frame.—September 1,

1868.—A standard, to which the tool rest is secured,
can be adjusted longitudinally on guides, and is se-

cured in position by a set screw. The shaft has a
scrcAv thread on it where it passes through the stone,

and is provided Avith a slot in which projections on
the washers which hold the stone fit, said Avashers
being held by nuts.

Claim.—1. The adjustable support or standard H,
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with tool rest J applied to it, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

2. The providing the shaft E with a screw thread,

g, having a slot or groove, h, made longitudinally in

it, in couuection witli the washers Q Q, furnished
with lips or projections t, to fit in the slot or groove
h, and the nuts E. E, on the screw thread g, all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

81,612.—Dangerfield Dunn, Lewisport, Ky.,
assignor to himself and William B. Milleu, same
place.—Baling Press.— September 1, 1868.—The
platen rod is attached to the slide by a pin, upon
withdvavring which the platen may be used as a
beater.

Claim.-^The detachable platen Gr, in combination
with the toggles C C and slide D, all arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

81,613.—Lewis B. Ecker, Union Bridge, Md,
—Machine for Jointing Staves.—September i, 1868.

—A plane, provided with bits facing both ways, is

arranged upon jointed adjustable guide rods, which
give the plane any desired obliquity. The plane
and rods are arranged on a gate which can be raised

or lowered. The stave is secured to a swinging bed
moved by hand and having stops behind the bed to
regulate the width of the staves.

Oiaim.—The combination of the plane B, ar-

ranged in the adjustable gate or frame L as de-

scribed, with the swinging cari'iage bed I and the
stops O, substantially as set forth.

81,614.—Jacob Erdle, Sonth Bristol, 1^. Y.—
Cheese Press.—September 1, 1868.—A screw works
in the upper bar of a sliding frame. A weighted
lever has its fulcram ou a standard secured to the

main frame of the machine, so that when the screw
is turned down the lever with the weight is raised,

thus creating an even pressure.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
screw D, cross-bars E E rods a a, crank shaft G,
and weighted lever H, (Operating substantially as

and for the pm'pose set Ibrth.

81,615.—John Eassauer, "Wheeling, Iowa.—
Churn.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—The dasher, constructed as described,
and consisting of the radial arms H H', c d, c' d\
and A-ertical connecting slats e, perforated at /, all

arranged upon the vertical shaft B, to operate as

herein set forth.

81,616.—H. T. EOGG, San Paulo, BTazil.—Han-
dle for Dental and Surgical Instruments.—Se'ptem-
ber 1, 1868.—The instruments are made with short
handles, provided with wedge-shaped dovetails on
their ends, which fit in a recess in a handle, thus
adapting one handle to a set of instruments.

Claim.—Adjustable handles for dental and other
surgical instruments, constructed substantially in

the manner and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

81,617.—Elias T. Eord, Stillwater, IST. Y.—
Friction Clutch.—September 1, 1868.—A sleeve, se-

cured to the axle, has a conical recess into which a
conically-shaped collar fits, the latter being provided
with cams which engage with cams on the hub of

the wheel, when a forward motion is given, thus ro-

tating the axle, but on backing, the cone is relieved

from the recess and the axle remains stationary.

Claim.—The friction clutch, constructed and ar-

ranged with the drive wlieels A A, and being com-
posed of the cone D, with its corresponding hollow
sleeve, E, the cam 2 D on its end, and the corres-

ponding cam 3 D on the drive hub C, arresting and
relieving the motion or movement of tlie main axle

B in its forward and backward motions, in tho man-
ner and for tho pui^pose described.

81,618.—Thomas 31. Eox, Hanover,Va.-TTafer
TF/iccL-September 1, 1868.—The upper wheel re-

volves around tho penstock, and a wheel rotating

beneath the penstock has its circumferential rim
connected to the upper wheel by means of brackets,

which admit of a ready disconnection when it is

desired to run tho lower wheel alono.

Claim.—1. A vertical penstock, which is provided
with lateral passages through its side, and vertical
passages through its bottom, adapted for supplying
two water wheels, arranged and supported substan-
tially as described.

2. The arrangement, consisting of the cylindric
penstock B' d, frame A A, stay or suspension rods
N ]Sr, shaft F, gate C, wheel D D e, the said parts
being constructed as described, and so combined
that'the wheel D jD c is suspended on its shaft by
the top of the penstock, as shown and described.

3. The regulator J, constructed as described, and
arranged upon the bottom C of the penstock, in
combination with passages g\ a wheel, L L' g, and
a wheel, D D e, substantially as described.

4. A cylindrical penstock, which is constructed
with lateral and vertical passages through it, and a
chute, Gr, leading into its upper end, in combination
with two water wheels and their regulators, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.
5. The upper revolving water wheel, connected to

and supported by the lower water wheel and vertical
shaft E, said upper wheel being detachable from tho
lower wheel, substantially as described.

81,619

—

Frank Fuller, N'cw York, ]S^. Y.—
Garden Implement.—September 1, 1868 ; antedated
May 5, 1868.

Claim.—1» A universal garden implement, hav-
ing one extremity provided with a chisel-shaped,
bifurcated, or other pruning edge or edges, and the
other extremity provided with a forked, spoon-
shaped, or other diggei-, dibble, drill, spade, and
flower and fruit gatherer, the whole constructed sub-
stantially as described.

2. Pi'oviding said universal garden implement, or
any implement of similar construction, or designed
for similar uses, with one or more pruning loops, b,

arranged between the two extremities of said imple-
ment, substantially as described.

3. Providing a garden implement with a shield or
protector for such portion of the hand as may be
most liable to be soiled or injured, said shield being
constructed of India rubber, leather, cloth, metal, or
any other suitable material.

81,620.--JosErH GtALLI, San Francisco, Cal.—
Machine for Manufacture of Screwed Boots.—Sep-
tember 1, 1868.—The screw is formed on the wire as
it comes from the reel and immediately before it en-

ters the sole, the knife completing the oper:ition by
severing the wire. The jaws admit of changing
the tap to suit wires of different sizes.

Claim.—1. The rigid jaw B, and movable jaw C,
operated from below, attached perpendiculiirly to

tho plate A, and carrying the screw plate a b at

their outer end, the whole constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

2. The cutter F, working close to the sole, to-

gether with its operating lever Gr, link d, and arm H,
constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed.

81,621.—<S. S. Garth, Mill Hall, 'P&.—Wagon
Accie.—September 1, 1868.—The object is to lessen
the friction of the hub on the axle-arm, and to

strcngtheu the latter at the shoulder.
Claim..—1. An axle, provided with collars a b, of

anti-friction metal, the latter (b) being cast onto a
dovetailed collar, e, which is formed on or fitted to

the axle, as herein shown and described, when tho
raised portions of the band b and shoulder / arc en-

circled by a strengthening band, d, as set forth, for

the purpose specified.

2. The strengthening band d, encircling the raised

portions of the" band Z> and shoulder/, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
specified.

81,622.—Samuel H. Oilman, Galveston, Texas. ,

—Cotton Picker and CZcrt ncr.—September 1, 1868.—
The rotary fan blades impel the locks of cotton from
one point to another, and their teeth beat and tear
the fibers asunder. Extraneous matter thus sepa-

rated from the cotton is blown through the slats,

which aro arranged with a view to prevent tho lodg-

ment of refuse upon their tops. As the cotton pro-
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ceetls through the machine the blows of the fan
beaters increase in vigror.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the tapering
trunk. liaTiug a flat slatted bottom, and segmental
caps J J. and the combing fan blades, the extremi-
ties of which run at difterent speeds, substantially
as an<l for the pm-pose described.

2. Tlie pivoted, oscillating, tapering, and obliquelv
set slats, constructed as described, of bottom A-, ap-
plied so as to present a flat surfaced grated bottom
and inclined chutes, when the slats are in one posi-

tion, and to present an iiTCgidar bottom when the
slats are in another position.'as shown in red in Fig.
5. the said slats being connected to reciprocating
bars, all substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The combing fan blades s s. the extremities of
which run with cliffcrential speeds, in combination
witii a trunk or tunnel, which is tapering in form,
and has its bottom formed of vibrating "slats, con-
structed substantially as and for the "pm-pose de-
scribed

81,623 .JOHX Pv. Grace, Brooklyn. X. T.—
Life Boat.—September 1, 1S68.—Designed as an
improvement on his patent of March 6^1860. Two
cylindrical partitioned air chambers extend along
the sides of the bottom of the boat and form keels.
Air cliambers also extend along the upper pait of
the sides of the boat.

Claim.—1. The partitioned cylindrical air cham-
bers B B, arranged as described^ forming fixed parts
of the bottom C, and extending below the same, to
form one or more keels, as herein described, for the
purpose .specitied,

2. The described arrangement of the air cham-
bers E E and cylinders B B, with relation to each
other, the walls of the boat, and the bottom, C, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

81,624.—DUBY Greex, Xew York. X. Y.—Dis-
tilling ApparatvA for Spirit>>.—September 1, 18G8.

—

The communicating chambers of the boiling appa-
ratus all produce vaix>rs from the mash contained in
them ; the lowest chambers, which hold the weakest
mash, receiving the greatest amount of heat, and
the highest the least. The stirring chamber is
heated ijy vapor from the boiling apparatus, instead
of by direct steam. The concentrating vessel is

divided into several chambers, so as to bring the
vapors in contact with a ku-ge cooling sm-faee.

Claim.—1. The boiler A^of a stiil, when subdi-
vided into a series of chambers, one above the other,
these ciiambers being respectively connected with
each other by means of the pipes B and C, and i^ro-
vided with slides e. as set forth.

2. Connecting the valves g, that are in the dis-
charge pipes / of the boiler A, all by one rod, E, as
described, for the purpose specified.

3. Providing the stirrer with two revolving disks,H H. made as described.
4. The arrangement and combination of the ves-

sels G, T. Y, which contain the sci.rers H, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

5. Conveying the vapors from the boiler A to the
stirring apparatus, so that no steam is requii-ed in
the latter, as specified.

(). The dephlegmator O. when composed of a se-
ries of separate parts or vessels, p, q, r. each having
two compartments, iv and x, and ail connected with
each otlier by means of pipes P, all made aud ope-

. rating substantially as herein shown and described.
7. The ;irraugement aud combination, in one dis-

tilling apparatus, of the boiler A, stirring vessel
G T, stirrers H. rectificators J, L, X. dephlegmator
O, and cooler S, all made 'and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

81,625.—S. A. Greex. Lexington, lad.—Com-
hined Latch and iocA.— September 1, 18t;8.—To
liberate the bolts the tumbler bar is raised from the
outside by a key aud from the inside by a knob, after
which the rack bolt is thrown back bv its key or
knob, and the latcii bolt by one of its knobs. The
pivoted spring-acLuated bar causes the tumbler to
engage both bolts when the lower is thrown outward,
but if the lower bolt be allowed to remain in its

retracted position the latch bolt becomes operatire
alone.

Claim.—Tho two bolts C and D, the V-shaped
tumbler bar. with its projections b and d. the pivo.;

bar D, springs E and lEt. and the arm F, all con-
structed and" operating substantially as shown and
described, in combination with the "rack vi and pin-
ion k, branches //and g g, all as set forth.

Sl,6v;6 Hexry P. Gregg. Cincinnati. Ohio.—
Bruah Holder and Mop ifefid.—September I, 1868.

—The brush is held by the hook bolt and spur alone,
but the bent wire and casting and hook bolt co-
operate in holding the mop.

Claim.—1. Tlie hook bolt E, operated by the
thumb nut F. with the head A, and spur G, for the
puriwse of holding a brush, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The hook bolt E, in combination with the bent
wire D and head A, for the purpose of holding a mop,
as set forth.

3. Combining a brush holder and mop head of the
hook bolt E, thumb nut F, wire D, spur G, and
head A, substantially as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

81,627.—Jo.=;epii H.vas. El Paso, IW.—Seeding
Machine.—September 1. 15G8.—The caster wheel
serves as a rear support to obviate a tendency of the
machine to tilt upward at front. The driving rod of
the seed slide is unshipped by the lever. The spring
maintains the engagement oi' the rod with the crank
wlieel dm'ing operation.

Claim.—1. The placing of the seed box E upon
the frame A, behind the wheels B, when the lower
part of said frame is supported by a caster wheel. C,
applied to a bar. D, secured to the imder side of the
frame A. and all arranged substantially in the man-
ner as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrange-oieut of the lever J and spring K,
and the connecting rod H, substantially as shown
and described, for the purpose of discoiiiecting the
rod n from the crank pulley, Avhen necessairy or
desired.

81,62S.-^0HX C. Hall, Monroe, Wis.—Har-
vester Sake.—September 1. 1868.—The lower part of
the reel staff may rotate, and as the reel revolves,
the connections between the reel shaft and rake.staff,
together with the cam guide, cause the rake head to
sweep over the platform and afterward assume a
position to constitute one of the beaters of the reel.

Claim.—1. The lake staff, constructed ia two
parts, G and H, carrying the rake M. and pivoted
directly to the reel shaftK, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The jointed arm X, when its outer end is

rigidly fixed to the rake staff H, for the pm-pose set
forth.

81,629.—.lOHX S. Hall, Pittsburg, Ta.—Safety
Harness Saddle Tre^.— September 1, 1868.— The
keeper prevents the check rein from being casually
detached from the bearing hook.

Claim.— The keeper" C, when arranged and
operated substantially in the manner and for the
pui-pose described.

81,630.—Joseph L. Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Combination Padlock.—September 1, 1868.—In clos-

ing the hasp its shank acts against the lock bolt and
interlocks with the latter wliile withih-awing its dog
from the gateways of the tumblers ; hence, in order
to lock the hasp it is only necessary to break up the
combination by turning a thumb screw.

Claim.—1. The combination of a series of rotating
tumblers with a rocking lock bolt, operated by the
hasp only, aud inclosed in a case having no key-hole,

substantially as described.
2. The combination of a series of rotating tumblers,

C, the rocking lock bolt D, and the tripping lever E,
or its equivalent, all constructed aud ai-raaged to

operate substantially as described.

81,631.—JoHX M. Hartxett, Waukegan, as-

signor to Koheut L. Fabi.vx, Lake Forest, 111.

—

Corn
Husker.—September 1. 1868.—The ear, dropping from
the stalk-stripping rolls, is directed by the cimte be-
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neath the hinged top and upon the inclined rotating
hnsking rolls, the members of each pair of which re-

volve toward each other, grasp and detach the h usk
and silk, and discharge them underneath the ma-
chine, the ear being delivered at the end. The spurred
peripheral rings of the rolls act as cutting guards to
prevent the end of ear from getting between tiie rolls.

Claim.—1. The hopper 'or chute h h, with the
metal extension m m, as and for the purposes hSreiu
specified.

2. The hinged door i i, with the pendant or
fastening q, as and for the purposes herein specified.

3. The rolls j j and n n, varying in size, working
together, the combination of iron and wood, and the
covering with alternate rings of metal and rubber,
and of spurred and plain metal, as herein fully speci-

fied, and for the purposes set forth.

81, 6:?2.—Joseph Hathaway, "Woodstock, Vt.
Water Wheel— September 1, 1868. — The annular
gate, when in one position, holds the gates open
against the pressure of the Avater; in another posi-

tion it leaves the gates free to be closed by the water.
The spindle relieves the lower step of the wheel, and
the bridge-tree is connected to a shaft whereby the
wheel may be raised or lowered.

Claim.—1. Tlie chutes C, in combination with the
gates D, pivoted, as shown, and connected to the
annular plate E, all arranged to operate in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the spindle H, resting on
the bridge-tree I, in connection with the tubular part
G of the wheel shaft, which turns on H, and rests
upon a fixed cone ax, and the part G' of the wheel
shaft, whicli rests on the fixed spindle H, all arranged
to operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

81,633.—P. P. Hemstreet, Galesburg, HI., as-

signor to himself and David Gudtneu, same place.—Tire iTeafer.—September 1, 1868.—Doors are raised
by means of a pivoted lever to permit the tire to be
dropped between the stationary rims and upon tlie

cross rods connecting said rims. The heat is regu-
lated by a chimney damper and by dampers operated
by pivoted levers passing out from beneath the bot-
tom plate.

Claim.—1. The outer rim A, bottom B, lids Q,
chimney Z, lever U, rods S, baud X, bars N o, and
inner rim B, all constructed, arranged, and combined
as described and for the purpose set forth,

2. The dampers D, rods T and S", and lever F,
with rods L and H, and rim C, constructed and ar-

ranged as described, and combined with rim B and
A and bottom B, substantially as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

81,634.—John A. Heyl, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Joseph G. Lohing, and Johx H.
WlGGiN, same place.

—

Hailway Switch.—September
1, 1868.—An arm is fastened at one end to one of the
rails, at the other to a crank on a shaft provided with
a pinion which is actuated by a segmental rack re-

ceiving motion through rods in the same manner as
his patent of April 16, 1867. The crank is on center
when tlie switch is in position, thus holding the
switch tirraiy while the train passes over. Arms on
the segmental rack are provided with studs which
fit in slots in a plate so as to stop the rack Avheu the
erank is on center.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement and combination of
the arm /t, the crank g, its shaft/, pinion e, and the
toothed sector d, with the lever K. the switch and
either or both pairs of connecting rods A B, C D,
applied to such lever.

2. The combination and arrangement of the studs
c c and the slotted plate L, with either or both sets of
connecting rods A B, C D, the lever K, the toothed
sector d, the pinion e, the shaft /. the crank g, and
the arm h, the whole being applied to tiie switch and
the road-bed, subsfautially as specified.

81,635.—J. W. Hn/roN and R. W. Green,
Bradford, Pa.—.Ix.—September 1, 1868.—The cleav-

ing edge of the ax is formed upon a separate piece,

attached to the poll by dowels, so as to be readily
replaced.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a chop-

ping axe, having a removable edge, when the two
parts A and B, composing said ax, are constructed
substantially as and for the purpose shown and de-
scribed, and secured together by removable dowels d
d, all as set forth.

81,636.—HexHT P. Hinz, Dunton, HI.—Potato
Digger.—SQptembGT 1, 1868.—The potatoes are un-
earthed by the forward shovel and are carried
through the machine upon aprons, whereby the soil
and vines are separated from thera. The' cleaning
of the potatoes is completed by a screen, whence
they pass into a chute, and thence to an elevator,
which deposits them in bags.
Claim—1. The combination of the shovel H, the

conveyers N and P, and the screen Q, arranged to
operate substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The combination of the shovel H and the frames
F F, supporting the conveyer IsT, when constructed
and arranged in sucli a manner as to be adjustable
vertically, so as to make the shovel run at different
depths, as herein specified.

3. In combination wifn the said shovel, the ar-
rangement of the arras G G, cross-bar J, arm K, and
lever L, to operate in the manner specified.

4. The arrangement of the apron t below the con-
veyer and over the chute E,, for the purposes spe-
cified.

5. The arrangement of the chute R with the
screen Q, when used in combination with a con-
veyer, P, above the same, substantially as specified.

6. In combination with the conveyers >J" P and
screen Q and its side chute, the arrangement of a,n

elevator, U, so as to operate in the manner set forth.
7. The arrangement of a tipping platform, Z, below

and to the rear of the discharge of the elevator, to
sustain the sack, in the manner described.

8. Providing the said platform with one or more
rollers, to facilitate the removal of the sacks when
full, substantially as herein set forth.

81,637.-S.R. Holt, Worthington, Ohio.-Pro-
cess of Making Vinegar.—September 1, 1868.—Apple
pomace is employed as the acetifying agent, the
same being contained in a vessel whose loVer part
holds a filtering medium, through which the vinegar
is draAvn off from the pomace.

Claim.—Making vinegar from cider, beer, sorgho-
juice, alcoholic and saccliarine mixtures, by the here-
in-described process for acetifying and clarifying the
same, by allowing the fluid or wash to stand upon
the pomace, and then filtering or drasving off tke
same, substantially as set forth.

81,638.—James Howard and Edward Ten-
NEY BoiiSFiELD, Bedford, England.—,S«crt)??. Gener-
ator.—September 1, 1868.—Access is afforded to the
main horizontal flues at their front ends when the
boiler can be approached only at that point. Cur-
rents in the inner circulating tubes are prevented
from interfering with each other, said tubes being
adapted to admit of the passage of a scraper along
the bottoms of the main tubes below.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the vertical tubes B and their inner tubes'with the
horizontal tubes or pipes C and A, whereby access
is gained to the pipes A through the feed pipe, as
above explained, for cleaning the boiler.

2. The construction of the horizontal pipes A, ar-

ranged with the feed pipe, having covered oiu'uings,
whereby to gain access to the interior of the boiler,

for cleaning out the same.
3. The interiml tubes, constructed with lateral

openings at bottom, as described, whereby to keep
up the circulation of the )vater in the boiler, and the
arrangement of the tubes, as described.

4. The heating sections G, for heating the feed
water, arrangecl in combination with the larger
boiler sections, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

81,639.

—

-John C. Hunt and Joseph Temple,
Terre Haute, Ind.—Tool for Laying off Furrows for
Millstone Drc.s'si////.—September 1, 1868.—By means
of an adjustable clamp the instrument -may bo cen-
tered upon spindles of different sizes, or secured to

a support resting in a centering step, to be arranged
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in the evo of the stone. The arm of the sliding
scale iuclicntes the position for the fnrvow, -which,

beinp: marked ont npou the faco of the stone, the in-

strument is rotated so as to brius^ the gauge arm to

the place where the next furrow is to be" laid off.

The gauge arm is expansible laterally, to lay off fur-

rows of different widths.
Claim.—1. The combination of tlio graduated

slide D and furrow-marking arm E with a suitable
holder, C, which may be secured to the stone cen-
trally, so as to revolve freely as desired, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2.'The combiuation of the adjustable bar F with
the arm E, slide D, and holder C. substantially in
the manner and for the purposes described.

3. In combination with the arm E, slide D, and
holder C, the anuular plate A and cam plate B, with
the arms a and nibs c, all arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the plate A, the plate B
pi-ovided with eccentric recesses d, the arms a, nibs
c, and springs s, arranged in the manner and oper-
ating as specified.

81,610.—.Jaspeu S. Jewett, Ottawa, HI.—Fence
Gate.—September 1, 1868.—The gate is balanced by
the two weights, so that when released from the
spring catch it opens automatically by turning up-
ward eudwise.

Claim.—The obliqne rails //, the top rail g, the
horizontal rails i i i. tlie rope or chain L. the staple
I, and the weight M, in combiuation with the post
A, the pulley K, the casing X, the spring O, and the
rock shaft Q, substantially as and for the purpose
described in the foregoing'specification.

81,641.—Henry TV. Johns, Xew York, X. Y.—Fabric for Roofing and Other Purpose-^.— Sep-
tember 1, 1868.—Designed as a tire-proof sheathing,
and formed by combining asbestos with the pulp
Tised for the manufacture'of coarse felt goods, or
other pulps, such as paper pulp, and pressing this
pulp into a sheet or web in a manner well known to
felt manufacturers.

Claim.—The combiuation of asbestos witb felted
or pulped matter, to form roofing and sheathing
sheets, all substantially as described.

81,642.—Alfred S. Johnson, TVaupnn, "Wis.,
ai5siguor to himself and Enoch Van TTie, same
place.

—

Carriage Coupling.—Saptemher 1, 1868.

—

That part of the thill coupling rigidly connected
with the axle turns on a pivot, while the part at-
tached to the thills fits into a space with ribs or
curved threads, gains and recesses, and as the ribs
engage with each other the thUls work up and down
from the pivot, as a center of motion.
Claim.—A thill coupling, formed of the parts A

and B. constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as shown and described, for the purpose
set forth.

81,643—ThomasW. Johnson, :N'ew York,lSr.Y.
—Apparatus for Concentrating Extracts.—'St^ptcm-
ber 1, 1868.—The liciuid extract heated to 170= or
160= is kept uniformly mixed and free from sediment
by an agitator, and the disengatred vapors rise and
strike the convex top of the receiver, cooled bv a jet
of Avater, and are condensed and collected in'a gut-
ter in which the top terminates.
CUixm.-Tha receiver A, provided with a convex

top, B, gutter C, and cold water pipe d, in combina-
tion with the agitator F and heating chamber E,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

81,644.—Charles W. Johnston, Xepon.set, 111.— Tinners' Fire Pof.- September 1, 1868.- The
draught from the tool-holding tubes, inserted just
above the perforated gi-ate in front of the fire pot,
acting on the fuel, all concentrates at the lower end
of the chimney, producing there an intense heat.
Claim.—The arrangement of the draught tube B,

and the tool-holding-tubes D, in a fire pot A, con-
Btmcted and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,645.—Anson Judson, Brooklyn, K Y.—
iaynj?.—September 1, 1868.—Upon the wick tube,

cast with the burner, on which the chimney is cen-
tralized by two bearings, are secured wheels or
ratchets, a shaft being driven into tlie tube and tho
cone or deflector fixed ou the burner ; all communi-
cation between the wick tube and the air chamber
being cut off except at the upper end of the wick tube.

Claim.—1. The combiuatian of the shell B of tho
burner, the ribs F F, and the screw G or its equiva-
lent, substantially as and for the purpose hereinbe-
fore set forth.

2. The combination of the ratchet shaft C, wheels
d. and tube e, substantially as aud to the effect here-
inbefore set forth.

3. The combination of the cone H, shell B, and
adjusting screws D D, substantially as aud to the
effect hereinbefore set forth.

4. The combination of the burner B, projections
c c, flange «, notches 6 b, and right and left inclines
/and (7,"in such a manner that by inserting the pro-
jections c c througli the notches b b, and turning the
burner in either direction, said burner may be se-

cured to the lamp ctip, substantially as set lorth.

5. The cone or deflector, made of cast iron, with
an enameled surface, as hereinbefore set fortli.

6. The formation of the burner B in one piece with
tbe wick tube, and in the manner hereiubefore de-
scribed, by which the wheels for elevating the wick
are received into the lower end of the wick tube, and
all connection between the fountain and the interior
of the burner, except through the length of the wick
tube, is cut off, substantially as hereinabove set
forth.

81,646.-Frederick Judson, Castleton, N. Y.—Machine for Grinding Reaper Knives.—September
1, 1868.—An adjustable carriage is so arranged and
combined with guide rods, springs, and plates, that
when the siokle bar with its knives is secured upon
it diagonally to one of the plates, and brought under
the grindstone, the blade of the knife will be effect-

ively and properly ground.
Claim.—1. The sliding carriage U, so arranged as

to have the side brought to the grindstone adjusta-
ble vertically, substantially as herein set forth and
specified.

2. The stop P, arranged and connected with i)late

0, substantially as above described, and for the pur-
pose specified.

3. In combination with the above, the bar Q, guide
rods K K', standard B, arm C, screw H, and set
screw I, the whole arranged and operating substan-
tially as set forth.

4. A yielding support for the knives, so constructed
as to compensate for irregularities in the surface of
the knives when passing" under the stone, substan-
tially as described.

81,647

—

Daniel Kane, Tivoli, lo^a.—Thrash-
ing J/ac/u'ne.—September 1, 1868.—Two blasts of air
are directed upward, one of which goes through a
space between the upper end of a grain and straw
elevating belt and the lower end of a straw carrier

;

proper means for extending or shortening them being
provided, so tliat as the grain and trash fall from
the belt through the space, nearly all the trash lighter
than tlie grain is blown on the straw carrier ; the
other blast passes through the separatiug shoe, so
that the screens may not clog, and tlie light chaff
and impurities are wholly separated from "the good
grain, the driving shaft aud gearing by which the
thrashing drum is moved being beneath"the feeding
board and thus protected from injury, or being in
tbe way of the operator.
Claim.—1. The combination of two fanning de-

vices with a screening shoe. F, a grain-elevating
belt, and a straw carrier, said fanning devices being
arranged in the manner described, so as to operate
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. In com'bination with a thrashing drum, an ele-

vating grain belt and a straw carrier, arranged as
described, the revolving beater I and the tossing and
shaking blades E, all being arranged over fanning
devices and a screening shoe, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The reversible or tilting bottom ilT to the later-
ally discharging clean grain trough M, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

4. The arrangement of the pulley ; with sliaft k
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and gearing I m, beneath the feeding board H', so

that the cylinder is driven by a belt or other device,

Tvhich runs parallel, or nearly so, with the cylinder,

substantially as herein described.
5. The rolling di'ums a^ a\ for the upper part of

the straw carrier, applied to studs upon adjustable

slides, a a, in combination with retaining racks S'

and pawls Y, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

6. Providing for regulating the tension of the grain
belt Gr by means of adjustable bearing blocks i, of
drum shaft h and bolts p', said blocks being con-
structed and apj)licd to bars A^ substantially as de-

scribed.

81,648.—William H. Keep, Stockton, Cal.—
P'um^?.—September 1, 1868.—The lower or suction
valve seat rests on a flange forming a water-tight
joint, and having around its upper edge a shoulder
'into which is received a ring connected by a skele-

ton frame or bars to the tipper valve seat, while
around on its outside is a flange forming a water-
tight joint, on the shoulder of the valve chamber,
thus compelling the water, when passing from the
cylinder, to raise the discharge or upper valve be-

fore it can pass thereto.

Claim.—The bail J, in combination with the ring
I, the valve seat H, the frame P, the ring Gr, and the
valve seat F, as and for the purpose set forth,

81,649.—Abraham Kipp, Jr., Sing Sing, K Y.—Steam and Fire Regulator.—September 1, 1868.

—

The pressure of steam in boilers is regulated by
means of a device for automatically controlling the
fires, a slide valve in connection with an elastic disk,

a pendant, lever arm, beam, and weiglit forming a
mechanism that resists the pressure of the steam and
opens or closes the damper, as may be required.

Claim.—The slide valve F, in connection with the
elastic disks DDK, compartments G C in chamber
A, arm E, and beam M, and the lever 0, or its equiv-
alent, all arranged to operate in connection with a
fire damper, substantially in the manner as and for

the purpose set forth.

81,650.—John Koch and David Seachrist,
Columbiana, Ohio.

—

Hames Fastener.—September 1,

1868.—A spiral spring hid in a recess in a pawl con-
taining a pivot, on which it vibrates with its tooth,

acts upon the teeth of a ratchet rack joined with
a plate, an end of both of which is hook-shaped and
catches into the eyes of the lower end of the hames.

Claim.—Tlie pawl D, when its tooth a is held
against the ratchet bar C by means of the coiled

spring Z), wliich is protected from injury by being
concealed in a recess in the pawl around the pivot d,

as herein shown and described.

81,651.— Luis Kruse, Sabula, Iowa.—B'oM
Back.—September 1, 1868.—On the front end of the
tongue is a spring latch which prevents the neck
yoke from coining oft" and the tongue dropping down,
in case a tug or trace gets loose or becomes detached
from the vehicle.

Claim.—Tlie application, to the tongues of wagons
and other vehicles, of the spring latch, arranged as
hereinbefore set forth, which will secure the neck
yoke in its place, and which may yet be removed
when desirecf.

81,65*2.—John Langham, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.—Tool for Slitting -Z>oard.y.— September 1, 1868.

—

The board is cut into thin slices by being passed
under a cutter arranged vertically to a hinge holder
on a sliding stock moving on ways at each end and
having a retracting spring.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding stock C,
provided with a cutter, with the ways A and sup-

porting pieces B, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

81,653.—HUFUS Lapham, Boston, Mass.—J2?-
JJarffl(«s/or7!,'x^u^(7M^^s7a7l(7i''^re«.—September 1,1868;
antedated August 'JO, 1868.*—A reservoir statiouary
or portable, and which may be made to rotate, for

chemical fire extinguishers, is connected with supply
retorts and conducting pipes, the latter having
branches leading to dificrent compartments.

Claim.—1. A placed reservoir, containing and
holding a chemical fire-extinguishing agent, or ma-
terials for readily generating such, whea provided
with pipes leading to one or more buildings, for the
purposes specified.

2. The application of pipes to connect said reser-

voir wi6h one or more buildings and the various
rooms of buildings, for the purposes set forth.

3. The auxiliary gas-generating retorts S, one or
more, used in connection with the placed reservoir
R, for the purposes specified.

81,654.—Robert G. Loftus, Ch^sea, assignor
to himself and Alonzo Farrar and Company, Bos-
ton, Mass.

—

Process of Treating Petroleum to lie-

inove the more Volatile Portions.—September 1, 1868.

—The petroleum discharged by a pump into an upper
tank with a foraminous bottom falls through the air

into the reservoir below, and thus the dangerous
element is separated from it.

Claim.—The separation of the petroleum into fine

streams, and causing the same to pass through the
atmosphere, so as to enable the latter to vaporize
and dissipate the inflammable elements thereof.

81,655.—Charles R. Long, Louisville, Ky.—
Boring_ Machine.—September 1, 1868.—Sliding beds,
on which rest the auger shafts, are regulated by
screws in the frame, so that several holes may be
bored at once with precision in chair stuff which is

held in an apron moved up to the bits by guides and
set at the required angle by a pivoted staff.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of tlie sliding beds B
B, adjusted with relation to the fixed central shaft b'

and its pulley, from oiiposite ends of tlie frame A, by
means of the screws m, constructed to operate as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. The stafi'p, constructed and operating substan-
tially as shown and described, in combination with
the apron M of a boring machine, all as and for the
purpose set forth.

81,656.—Edvtin Lowe, Burrows, In^.—Hand
Loom.—September 1, 1868.—Intermittent rotary mo-
tion is given to a tappet shaft, which operates the
treadles'and picker staffs by means of pawls and rods
connected to the lay, and wliich is also provided with
tappets for actuating levers pivoted to the loom
frame and having belts at opposite ends working
over a pulley.

Claim.—The arrangement, with relation to the
treadles D and levers H, of the tappet shafts B E,
connected by gearing, the pawls a a' and rods C C,
connected to the lay A, all constructed to operate as
herein shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

81,657.—John Lynch, Columbia,S. C—Adhe-
sive P^asier.—September 1, 1868.—Springs or flexible

bars are attached to the backs of plasters to prevent
wrinkling and give better support to the muscles.

Claim'.—1. Tlie springs or stays C, or their equiv-
alents, in combination with aii adhesive plaster,

substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.

2. Attaching one or more springs or flexible stays,

rods, or bars to adhesive plasters, fbr the pm-poses
described.

81,658.—A. F. Marston, Clinton, La.— C«^i-

nary Vessel.—September 1, 1868.—Separate vessels
with tubes in their covers are placed on the perfor-

ated bottom of a large vessel, by means of which
different kinds of fbocl may be cooked separately in
one general boiler.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement, within the vessel A,
upon the perlbrated bottom B thereof, of the vessels

C, whose covers D are formed with tubes E, having
perforated upper ends, whereby a communiciUion is

formed between the said vessels and the removable
steamers Gr, supported upon internal lugs /i, said

steamers having partitions and a perforated bottom,
all as herein shown and described for the purpose set

forth.

81,659.—M. K. Maximilian, KowYork, N.Y.—Sofa Bedstead.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—A sofa bedstead, composed of the two
parts A B, kaving thcu" upholstered pai-ts, a c, con-
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nectecl together by webbing d, and having arms C C,

constructed as shown, attached to A, and connected
to B, wlien degired, in the manner set forth.

81,660.—Alexander McCreight, Tranquility,

Ohio.—Corn PZot«.—September 1, 1868.—The drag
bars, in pairs with their shovels, are connected in

front, and, being bent at right angles, and fixed to

the beam, swing"freely, or are raised by levers having
their fulcrum on a cross beam pivoted on the pole, so

as in turning to throw one of the elbows of the bars
forward and the other backward, the plows being
thus swung out of line or kept stationary at will.

Claim.—1. The drag bars B B\ arranged as de-

scribed, when operated by means of a "tised and
movable attachment, substantially in the manner set

forth.

2. Operating drag bars by means of leyers having
movable fulcrum, substantially as described.

3. The drag bars B B^, as described, as in combina-
tion with ICA-ers D and cross bar C, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

81,661.—William McDonalp, Calais. Me.—
Hanging Circular *Sa?^.—September 1, 1868.—The
combination of the screw pins with the saw and with
a lixed and a movable collar fitted on the saw shaft

holds the saw firmly upon it.

Claim.—The fixed collar B, provided with the

series of pins «, adapted to pass through the saw C
and into the loose collar D, said saw and collar D
being clamped firmly to the fixed collar by the screw
nut JE, as herein shown and described.

81,662.-jr. H. McKxiGHT, Oakwood, Mich.—
Ga<e.—September 1, 1868.—Horizontal bars ai-e con-

nected at their forward ends by two short bars
pivoted to each other, the center bar extending
beyond the reai- post and supporting a freight with
levers, rope, and chain. A diagonal bar is pivoted

to the front and retir ends of the horizontal bars, and
thus, when the gate is raised, the horizontal bars

fold in toward the center bai- and allow smiill stock
to pass under it.

Claim.—1. The gate C. formed by the combina-
tion of the horizontal bars c^, piyoted connecting bars

c^ and c^ pivoted diagonal bar c^, and weight boxD,
with each other and with the gate post B, said gate
C being constructed and operating substantially as
herein shown and descril^ed.

2. The combination of the levers F and cord or

chain G- with the weighted pivoted gate C, substan
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The weighted catch J, in combination with the

gate C, post B, and levers F, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

81,663.—George S. Meikle, Sterling, HI.—
Shellac Varnish.—September 1, 1868.—Carbonate of
ammonia boiled in water is used as a solvent for
the shellac.

Claim.—A varnish formed of gum shellac, com-
bined with the ingredient herein named, and sub-
stantially as described.

S1,664.-^ames C. Millerd, Eiyer Point, K. I.—Expanding Mandrel or Boring Tool.—September
1. ^StiS.—Two stud cutters or boring plates mortised
in tlie end of a metal sliank are fixed at right angles
to the axis of the latter so that, when set out or in

by a .screw, the plates will pass in contact with each
other.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a boring tool, of
the boring plates B B, right and left-handed screw
a, and block 6. when operating together within a
mortise or eye in the shank A, all substantially as
shown and described, and for the pui-pose set forth.

2. The set screw D, arranged to operate in com-
bination with the above claimed parts, substantially
as herein described.

81,665.—Thomas Mills and George M. Mills,
Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Machinefor Making Candy Toys,
d-c.—September 1. 1868.—The candy passes between
geared rolls in which are dies or molds and haying
a slight space between their outer faces ; side rolls

aro also employed for giving uniform speed, and the
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molded figures pass out on endless bands driven in
opposite directions, both sides of the figures being
thus set or chilled.

Claim.—1. The die rolls A A, with the molds dis-

posed tlicreon, as described, and operating in combi-
nation with the side rolls C C, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

2. In combination -with a pair of die rolls, the de-
scribed system of endless bands I and N, when ar-

ranged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

81,666.—KiCHARD Montgomery and Mart J.
Montgomery, New York, N. T.

—

Bridge.—Septem-
ber 1, 1868.—A plain longitudinal binding is inserted
between the faces of double Ion gitudinally-coiTugated
plates, thus forming beams and columns. Diagonal
stays and braces also pass through them, the folds

of "the plates being increased where the greatest
strength needs it.

Claim..—1. The combination, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth, of an intermediate
binding plate, D, with the doubly corrugated plates
A A, forming the double comigated "beams and
columns herein described.

2. In tlie consti'uction of bridges, roofs, and sim-
ilar structures, with double cofnigated beams and
columns, tlie combination of diagonal stays and
braces with said beams and columns, by passing the
stays or braces between the opposite 'plates of the
beams and columns, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

81,667.-Ferdinand Moore and George Has-
TlE, Florence, Ind.

—

Apparahisfor Handling Steam-
boat Stages.—September 1, 1868.—The stage .on be-
ing launched, is hooked to the falls and hoisted free of
the deck by the operation of the windlass, wheel, and
hand-rope. A pressure then causes the carrier beam
to roll in its guides till stopped by check-pins when
it is lowered." A reverse operation hauls it in.

Claim.—The rolling earner beam D, provided with
the rollers s s, fall and tackle F, wheel E, windlass H,
hand-rope p. journal m, pins aa, and guides n n, or
their equivalents, when used in connection with the
guides C C, in the manner substantially as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

81,668— "William Moses, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Steam Generator.—September 1,1863.—An induction
pipe and eduction orifice pass through the shank of
auxiliary generating vessels, and, being attached to
the crown sheet or boiler sides of a furnace, com-
municate with the water space, whereby the effective
heating surface is greatly increased, \steam being
most rapidly generated by means of the large sur-
face exposed to the fire" and the small volume of
water.

Claim..—The auxiliary steam generating vessels,-

when constructed with contracted shanks, and in-

duction and eduction orifices, and applied to the
crown sheet and sides of a boiler, substantially as
herein set forth.

81,669.—George A. Mosher. Champlain, Is".

Y.—Draft Equalizer.—September 1, 18G8.—The sin-

gletrees are attached to clevises pivoted at different
points by pins to the cross heads, which are braced
at right angles to the doubletree and form its elong-
ated heads.
Claim.—The clevises D, constracted as describ(>d,

and provided with a series of holes, b, adapted for

the passage of a pin, a, whereby said clevises are
pivoted to the cross pieces C of the centrally-pivoted
doubletree A, so as to be longitudinally a'^djustable

thereon, as set forth.

81,670.—GusTAv Adolph H^eumeyer, Alten-
burg, Saxe-Altenburg, assignor to Augl'st Klein,
Leipzig, Germany. — Manufacture of Gunpowder
andBlasting Powder.—September 1,1868 ; antedated
August 2.5, 1868.—Flowers of sulphur, instead of iu
sticks, and brown coal, or together with charcoal,
are used. These being mixed and dried, are
placed on an iron dish, on which two cast-iron cyl-
inders revolve. Water is then duly mixed in when
it is grained and dried.

Claim.—An explosive powder, for blasting and for
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fire-arms, -u-lien made of the ingredients and in the
manner and proportions herein set forth.

81,671.—Eugene W. ISTohl, Chicago, El., as-

signor to Chahles M. Guay, same place.

—

Furnace
for Smelting Ores of Gold, Silver, <&e.—September 1,

18(58.—The fire chamber heats the smelting chamber,
itud the hearth on wliich rests an inclined ore table,

with a cupel at its lowest end, is kept intensely hot
by the flues at its ends and nnderneatli, air being
also admitted by an inclined opening at the top of
the furnace to mis and direct the burning products
in a stream upon the ore.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the smelting chamber, with the cupel and diving
flue, for heating the same, substantially as specified.

2. The opening K through the top of the furnace,
and above the gas flue or passage, for the purpose of

admitting, and mixing with the burning products,
atmospheric air to intensify the combustion, and
direct the flame on the oi'C bed or table, and into
the cupel, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

3. The flues underneath the ore bed or table and
the cupel, as and for the purpose described.

81,673.—Ou^viER B. Oaklet and Hiram Eose-
KKANS, San Francisco, Cal

—

Door Bell.—September
1, 1868.—The end of the lever, attached by a wire to

the bell pull, strikes a spur on the cam, one end of
which, as it turns, forces down a bar attached by a
bent wire to the hammer till tlie spur being released,

the rebound causes the gong to be struck.
Claim.—The hammer bar Gr, the cam F, and the

two arms a and b, together with the knob I, operat-
ing by horizontal or straight pull, either near the bell

gong "or at a distance, substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

81,673.—John Orii, Paducali, Ky.

—

Circular-
Saw ITiZ?.—September 1, 1868.—One of the truck
frames is bolted and the other adjustably secured to

the rack by whicli tlie carriage is moved, and as it is

fed toward the saw or back, the flanges of the wheels
press against the side of the inner or outer rail, ad-

justing it to the length of the log.

Claim.—Adjustably connecting one or more of the
truck frames t> to the toothed rack F, by means of

the coupling G-, as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

81,674.—Joseph Osterhout, E,ock Island, HI.

^Washing Machine.—September 1, 1868.—The apron
passing between and around the rollers is kept
stretched by holders or lips secured to each side by a
cord, the lower rollers fitted between bars with
grooves and pins, yielding to the varying thickness of

the clothes acted on by the rollers in alternately

different directions.

Claim.—Tha bolders J J, secured to the inner side

of the suds box, and applied to the band or apron I,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

81,675—Louis J. Parsons, ISTew Bedford, Mass.,
assignor to himself. John R. Linton, and O. E. Lin-
ton, same place.— IF/iijj *S'ocA-eL—September 1, 1868.

A strip of sheet metal, inserted between the points

of the inside of tlie metal fastening, is clampeil over
the seam of the leather tube outside by tlio points

being turned down. The leather lip at the bottom
of the metal socket is secured by an eyelet in its cen-

ter.

Claim.—1. Uniting the edges of a leather whip
socket by means of a metal fastening, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

2. The l3ottom of the whip socket, constructed and
imited to the tubular portion of tlie same, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

81,676.—James Dillon Patrick, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.—7?«M A?%,—September 1, 1868; ante-

dated August 2.5, 1868.—The pins are set up by
means of cords with weights, reaching to and over
a bar at the playing end, and wlien the cords are

di-awn the pins are free to fall, springs beneath serv-

ing to lessen the tension ; the balls roll back in in-

. clined ways on the sides of the alley.

Claim.—1. The springs 1 1, attached to the spring

board P, the holes E in the pins, through which the
cords pass , and the weights J J, in combination
with the cords, substantially as described.

2. Constructing the ways C C, so that the balls that
roll from the sides of the alley will not come in con-
tact with those that are thrown again.st the bank or
end of the alley, substantially as herein set forth.

81,677

—

John W. Pearce, Suisun, Cal.—Car
and Track for Elevating on Inclined Planes.—Sep-
tember 1, 1868.—The inclined frame and tracks are
so made as to assume a horizontal position at the
upper end, while the car with a shortened forward
axle and having the rear wheels fianged also main-
tains such position in asoenduig or descending the
incline.

Claim.—In combination with the double-inclined
track, of the described construction, a store or
freight truck, having one axle shorter than the other,
to adapt it to run on said track, and keep a horizon-
tal position while passing up or down the same, sub-
stantially as descrilied.

81,678. — G-EORGE R. Peckham, Worcester,
Mass.— Wheel far Animal Cage.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—A wheel lor animal traps or cages, with
the bars y, formed by cutting slots x in a sheet of
metal, as described and for the purposes set forth.

81,679.—"William CrellinPickersgill, Prov-
idence, R. I.

—

Boiler Feeder.—Se-ptemher 1, 1868.—
The float jiresses upon a rod carrying down a lever,
and thus admits tlie steam by the valve into the cyl-
inder and the piston-movinglevers. The cocks con-
necting the water chamber, supply tank and boiler
at water level, are alternately opened and closed.

Claim.—The combination of the float B, rod C,
lever D, with the steam valve F, steam cylinder G
and cocks H and I, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

81,680.—RoswELL Plummer, Brooklyn, IsT. Y.
—Quartz IfiZi.—September 1, 1868.— The material
passes all around tlie shaft of two upper disks, the
surfaces of which conform to the partially-conical
surfaces of two reversible disks below, there being
a small cavity, where it comes in contact with the
working surface, by which the material is gradually
reduced, and then passing outward is ground into
a fine powder.

Claim.—The within-described mill for grinding
quartz, consisting of the reversible metallic disks C
D and E F, constructed, arranged, and operating as
and for the purpose set foi*th.

81,681.—John Poppe, Green Point, jS". T.—
Pumj).—September 1, 18G8.—An improvement on
his patent of Dec. 5, 1867.— The valve is carried round
to the valve plate, the stem of which passes up
through the discharge chamber working at its upper
end in a water socket, and the valve plate being
raised by an inclined arm attached to the valve and
wheel, allows the valve to pass the plate.

Claim.—The combination of the inclined arm C,
with the valve H, wheel B, and valve plate L, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

81,682.—William B. Porter, Plattsmonth,]S"o-
braska.

—

Iron Ficr.—September 1, 1868.—The pier
is composed of a shell of iron made in sections, the
lower one l)eing bell-shaped for the base, and the up-
per one of inverted bcll-.shape, which, M'ith the cen-
tral section of uniform diameter, are held tigiitly to-

gether l)y rods in tubes fastened to bars underneath,
and also'liy recesses into which fit the edges of the
central section. The piers are filled in with conci*ete.

Claim.—An iron pier, composed of a series of
tubes encompassed or inclosed by a shell filled in

Avith concrete, and all secured together in the man-
ner substantially as herein shown and described.

81,683.— E. K. Pray. Ilolderne.ss, N". H.—
Knitting Machine.—September 1, 1868.—A segment
of a ring liolds the needles in place, while the de-

tachable part of the ring to which the cams are se

cured is removed.
Claim.—1. The ring A, constructed with that part
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to Tvtiicli the cams are secured, detachable, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2.'The combinatiou -n-ith the riucr A, havinp: the

detachable part B. of the sograeut'C, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

S1,6S4.—Gkorge W. Prentice, ProTidence,
R. l.—Eiielet.—Septexnber 1. ISfiS ; antedated Au-
gust 15, 1868.—The eyelet is made of a composition

of tin, autimony, and arsenic, in various propor-

tions.

Claim.—The article of an eyelet, of the composi-

tion of material herein set forth, as a new manufuc-
facture.

81,6S5.—K. H. C. Preston. Manlius, 1^. T..

assie:nor to himself, Stephen Cheney, and M. B.

SsooK.—HarvesterRake—Sei^ti^mhcv 1, 1808.—The
crants of the rakes and beaters coming in contact,

n-hile the wheel rotates, with the conical friction

roller on the outer end of the arm which is secured
on the upper part of tlie standard, will be turned
down, and the rake teeth will descend in front of the

sickle, so that the grain will be presented to it ; the
teeth ))eiug turned"upward by springs as the cranks
pass the roller.

Claim.—1. The combination of the crank arms d
of the beaters F. the spiral springs c, revolving wheel
D, conical roller G, and arm g', all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as described for the purpose
specified.

2. The arm g', attached to the inner end of the
rake E, in combination with the projection h at-

tached to the arm g, all arranged substantially^ as

described, for the purpose of keeping said rake down
or near the platform, while traveling over the same.

S1,6S6.—K. H. C. Preston, Manlius. l^.Y., as-

signorto himself. STErnENCHEXET.aud M. B. Snook.
—Harvester.—SeiitovabcY 1. 18o8.—The beveled slid-

ing collars on an asle near the ratchets fit into forked
levers connected to a cross-head at the lower end of
a vertical shaft turned by a lever on its upper end.
The pawls also have projections under which the col-

lars catch and raise them fi*om the ratchets as the ma-
chine moves forward ; thus disconnecting the wheels
from the axle, as required.

Claim.—1. The joint L, when the screw-bolts,
carrying the boxes an, are provided Avith eyes inni,

to re'ceive the journals of the cross-head R upon the
connecting rod K, as herein described, for the pur-

pose specified.

2. The projections /on the pawls F on the wheels
B, in connection with tlie beveled sliding collars H
H on the axle E. all arranged to operateln connec-
tion with the ratchet G, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

81,687.—Eliza PuTNA^r, Boston, J^ass.—Book-
case Bedstead.—September 1, 1868.—The removable
dividing piece is to give a finish to the case when
the bed is shut in.

Claim.—The combination, with a case and bed-
stead, of a removable dividing piece, k, substantially
as and lor the purposes described.

«

81 ,6SS.—TViLLTAJiRoss andJames M.Adasison,
Day's Store, Va.— Washing Jr«c/i?»c.—September 1,

18C8 ; antedated August 28. 18G8.—The clothes, held
in the clamp by pressure on its handles, are brought
down on the rubber by means of a treadle connected
by a pivoted upright and rod to an arm jointed to the
clamp.

Claim.—1. A washing machine, for washing cloth-
ing, composed of the tub A, and rubber B. and a
clamp C, for holding the clothing, operated by a
handle upon the same, said clothing being held down
upon the rubber B by a treadle, G, substantially as
shown and described, "and for the purposes set forth.

2. The clamp C. composed of two parts or jaws,
connected to the arm J) by a universal joint, substan-
tially as shown and described, and for the pm'poses
set forth.

3. The arm D. and connecting rod F, and upright
E, and treadle G, in combination Avith each other
and with the clamp C, and washing tub A. and rub-
ber B, .substantially as shown and described, and
for the purposes set' forth.

81,689.-Alfred Sanders. Penn Yan, iST. T.—
Car Coupling.—September 1, 1868.—The coupling is

made by means of a spring lever, pivoted in the draw-
head, with a groove for a cam rod, its horizontal shaft
eniling in a crank, which on being turned forward,
allows the link pin of the di-aw-head to pass through
into the lugs. A reversed action uncouples the ears.
Claim.—The combination of the side lugs i ?', ob-

long opening k k. and pins I. with the spring lever
C, and cam rod d g h, the whole so arranged a.s to
form a double fastening, and allow the strain to be
transferred from the pin to the lever, as herein set
forth.

81,690.—iliCHAEL E. Savoy, Corinth, I:^. Y.—
Counter and Shank for Boots and Shoes.—September
1, 1868; antedated August 29, 1868.—A metallic
shank is connected to a metal counter provided with
arms having a uiunber of holes, so as to admit of
being adjust'ed to tit the heels of boots and shoes of
dilFerent sizes.

Claim.—The curved metallic shank A, and coun-
ter B, when the latter is provided with the adjusta-
ble arms a, for securing said counter at its forward
end to the shank A, constructed and arranged as
herein shown and described, when stamped from one
piece of metal.

81,691.-"WiLLLAM H. SCHWALJ3E, Xew York,
X. Y.—Sofa and i'crf.-September 1. 1868.—The
arms"of tlie seat being separate ^om the back, can
be fastened to it by thumb screws, and when the
seat is let down, serve as legs ; the back also being
hinged inside of the lower section of the seat can be
let down and supported by adjustable legs ; a boai'd
lunged inside of the upper section, swung upright,
resfs on its upper edge, serves as a footboard.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of
screw-bolts K, back I. arms H, bed A C DT and foot-

board L, as herein represented and described.

81,692.—Conrad Seimel, Greenpoint, 17. T.,
assignor to Charles Pratt, New York City.—
Sheet-Metal Can.-September 1, 1868.—The curved
projections expanding under the heat of the molten
solder will not spread apart, but remain so close as
to form a tight joint when the solder cools.

Claim.—The square or rectangular sheet-metal
can, constructed, as described, of the two pieces A
A, bent to have the sides a aaX right angles to each
other, and having formed at the angles the semi-cyl-
indrical projections h. the ends of said parts a a be-
ing rolled to form projections c, lapping within and
over each other, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

81,693.—Jasies Shepard, Bristol, Conn.—Pro-
tccting riants, d-c.—September 1, 1868.—A strip of
thin wood or veneer is scored and bent till the ends
lap, and a ring is tormed, which is placed over the
plant and pressed half-way into the ground.

Claim.—As a new article of mauufactiu'C, a plant
protector, when constructed and aiTanged specially

as and for the purpose described.

81,69-4.-Charles Sinclair, 'Ne^ York. X. Y.—Hatchet Drill.—The spindle with its drill is sup-

plied with two handles, one of which is bifui'cated

and connected with a ratchet wheel, a spring pawl
and a fixed pawl, so that one of the pawls will act

on its wheel and the diill be continuously revolved,

in wliicli ever way the handle may be turned.
Claim.—1. The' combination of"the spindle A. re-

taining hantUe D, and operating handle E with the

pawl G and ratchet wheel F, and with the ratchet
wheel or disk C, having internal gear with the piuioa
c, toothed wheel I, and spring bolt J, all made and
operating substantiallv as herein shown and de-

scribed, the toothed wheel I having ratchet teeth
formed on its inner edge, as set forth.

2. The combinatiou of fhe drill spindle A, pinion
T. and spring bolt J, v.hen constructed and arranged
as described", as an adjunct to the other mechanism
for communicating rotary motion to the drill, sub-

stantially as described.

81,695.—Hector Sinclair, XewYork, X, Y.—Hot-Air Register Attachment.—September 1, 1868.
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—The attachment to the wall in front of the register
contains a water reservoir, fan bloAver, and a dust
box above ; the fan is set in motion by the heated air,

and is so revolved as to throw up the dust into the
box, away from the room, while the vapor from the
reservoir mixes with the air and passes into the room.

Claim.—1. An attachment for hot-air registers,

provided Avith a hollow dust-separating mechanism,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with a hot-air register, of
the casing F, fan blower D, and dust-pan E, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with a hot-air register, of the
casing F, reservoir C, and fan blower D, substau-
tiaEy as and for the purpose described.

I 4. In combination with a hot-air register, a fan-
' blower, dust receptacle, and water reservoir, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

81,696 Thomas Smith, California, 'Mo.—Self-
acting Wagon Brake.—September 1, 1868; antedated
August 29, 1868.—To the ends of a spring extending
from one wheel to the other in the middle to a bar
which connects braces that support the brakes, are
fixed friction blocks adjiisted to the rims of the
wheels, the said blocks being connected by rods from
near their ends to a rod which extends along the
tongue to the neck yoke, and thus Avhen the yoke is

thrown back the rod is drawn forward and the'brakes
are applied.

Claim.—The self-acting wagon brake, composed
of the block e, pivoted to the adjustable slide G,which
is itself directly attached to the spring E, and
operated by the rods h and I and yoke J, when the
parts referred to arQ constructed as described, and
combined and arranged in the manner and for the
pm'poses specified.

81,697.—Thomas Smith, California, Mo.—Com-
pound Tool for Cutting and Shearing Bolts.—Sep-
tember 1, 1868; antedated August 21, 1868.—Two
arms are connected to a standard, one being fixed,

the other hinged or pivoted ; a pair of lugs project
from the former toward the latter and support the
end of a movable jaw with a cutter working betu'een
the posts of the standard and forced dovrn by a pro-

jection on the arm so as to act on another cutter be-

low.
Claim.—The improved bolt-cutting and sheariag

tool herein described,

81,698.—Hiram F. Snow and James H. Dav^s,
Dover, N. H.

—

Composition for Faveinents.—Sep-
tember 1, 1868.—The residuum of coal tar, after the
water and gas has been distilled olf, is mixed with
tan bark or saw dust and gravel or mineral matters
with a quantity of sulphuric acid.

Claim.—The combination of wood saw dust, or
comminuted wood or bark, with the tarry risiduum,
and a mineral matter or matters and an acid, as
specified.

81,699.—Lewis A. Spickler, Clear Spring, Md.
—/Sietfl^/i.—September 1, 1868.—The raves or fenders
are attached to the upturned pait of the runners by
iron plates with bifurcations by which they are
fii-mly fastened, and sockets for the eyes of the shaft
irons'.

Claim.—In a sleigh, adapted to be drawn by power
applied in front, locating the point of attachment of
the shafts behind the upturned part D, upon the rave
C or bifurcated iron A. as herein shown and described
for the purpose specified.

81,700.—P. H. Standish, Martinez, Cal., as-

signor to himself and Oliver C. Coffin.—Gang
PiottJ.—September 1, 1868.—The plows are raised or
lowered by a lever and pawls attached to the axle,

which has a toothed Avhcel and has a crank near the
hub for receiving the axle of the furrow wheel, the
tongue also being adjusted for the line of drauglit by
a bolt through the clevis and made fast to its rear
end. The crank-shaped plow standards provided
with a slot, and set screw which passes tlu'ough tlic

boss and rests on the bed, are pivoted on bolts
passing through a liolc in the turn of the standard.

Claim.—1. The Avhcel E, lever M, with pawl I and
foot pawl N, and manner of arrangement theieof.

2. The tongue- adjusting rod J, clevis E, plate P \,

as arranged, and secured to the bed or beam B.
3. The construction and arrangement of the bed

B, and the manner of attaching the standards
thereto, in combination with the tongue adjusting
rod J, clevis R, and plate P I, as shown and de-
scribed.

4. The crank-shaped standards, with slotted end
and set screw, substantially as set forth.

81,701.—A. E. Stanley and Henry TV. Ensign,
Shullsburg, Wi^.-Sulky FZoif;.-September 1, 1868.—To raise the plow out of the ground the ratchet is

relieved of the pawl which catches into the retain
shaft, and the upper end of the lever connected with
the shaft is drawn back, while the eccentric moving
forward the catch relieves the front end of the plow
beam.

Claiin.—1. The pivoted plow beam N, spring
catch O, and eccentric, H, arranged to operate in
the manner substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the lever G- attached to the
eccentric H, the shaft F, pinion E', rack D, and
spring catch O fitting over the end of the plow beam
1^, substantially as described for the purposes speci-
fied.

81,702.—TVerner Staufen, Paris, France.—
Vegetable Fiber as Substitute for Hair.—September
1, 1868.

Claim.—The manufacture, substantially as above
set forth, of a species of vegetable hair from the
fibrous material which grows through and proceeds
from the bark situated near the foot of the palm
known as the Levistonia Chinensis lioxb., orLatania
Chinensis, Tacq.

81,703.—W. C. Stickney and James McGee,
Steubenville, Ohio.

—

Ventilating Sash Adjuster.—
September 1, 1868.—The upper end of the sliding rod
is pivoted to the inner arm of the three-armed plate
by a pin and slot, a coiled spring, with a friction
block, holding it in place.

Claim..—The com Innation of the three-armed plate
C and sliding rod E with the coiled spring G, friction
block H, and'thirable F, substantially as herein shown
and described.

81,704.—Brush Sutherland, Chicago, HI.—
Water TF/ieei.—September 1, 1868.—On the inner
surface of the gate a ring or stop-water tits on the
top of the wheel to prevent leakage, the top "being
also protected by a dome from the pressure of the
water, and preventing its escape through the center;
a vertical circular flange with ground edge fitting

on the flange of the wheel forms a water-tight joint,

while the dome is secured to the upper flange by
wide arms and the spaces between them permit ac-
cess to the stop water for adjustment.

Claitn.—1. The combination of a stop-water, c,

with the flange of the wheel and the gate C, arranged
to operate in the manner and for the purposes shown
and described.

2. The dome G, provided with a vertical rim H,
and supporting arms I, arranged in relation to the
flange F, substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The combination of an adjustable stop-water, h,

witli the rim H, and the flange of the wheel, in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

81,705.—Newton Tallman, West New Brigh-
ton, N.Y.

—

Oilerfor Machinery.—September 1, 1868.

—The perforated inner cylinder, having an outlet
through the nozzle, strains the oil and is held in place
by a spring, an adjusting screw and nut bearing on
tlie bottom of the can.

Claim.—1. The perforated inner chamber a and
spring F, in combination with each other, and with
the nozzle and bottom of an oil can, substantially as
and tor the purposes herein set forth.

2. Tlie adjusting screw b and nut c, in combination
with the spring E and the cylinder or chamber a,

substantially as and for tlie purpose lierein specified.

81,706.-Benjamin C. Taylor, Dayton, Ohio.—
Horse Hay ii'oA:^.—September 1, 1868.-^The pieces
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fixed in the rails are of thin metal, made semicircular

in form, transversely at the middle, and are cut away
at the ends to support the spiral spriujr and guide the
tooth, and serve as a stay for the bars, vrhich ai'o

drawn up firmly against their ends by the bolts.

CZaiHf.—The pieces E E, and their arrangement
with reference to the bars A and B, the spring F,
and bolts C C, in the manner substantially as de-

scribed, and for the pui'poses specified.

81,707.—S. D. Tripp, Lynn, 'Masf^.—Reversing
Cutting Machine.—Seirtember 1, 18tiS; antedated
August 21, 1868.—The stock to which the cutters are
attaclied is so arranged that by means of bars in-

clined to each other, the position of the cutters may
be reversed, and reversed curves be cut consecu-
tively.

Claim.—1. The means employed for operating the
cutter shaft B, to wit. the bars" g h i, pivoted guide
L, and the pivoted bar M on plate H, in connection
with the cross-head G on tlie journal of shaft E,
provided with the pins e e, all arranged to operate
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose
set foi'th.

2. Attaching of the plate H to the framing A, in
such manner as to admit of the same having a re-

ciprocating movement imparted to it, substantially
as shown and described.

SI,70S—John Uhl, Brooklyn, 1^. Y.—Saw Set.

—September 1, 1868.—The saw block has an adjusta-
ble rest, with a sliding adjustable abutting plate, the
length of tooth to be "set being regulated by a screw
with a conical head, or guide for narrow saws, with
a removable anvil and with a punch which has a
series of projecting ribs of widths corresponding to
the tooth. The punch rests on, and is upheld by, a
spring which, when the punch has been brought
down on the anvU, automatically raises it clear of the
ribs.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of
block A, swinging table B, screw G, "adjustable
plat« D, anvil E, punch d, holding device e, spring/,
sul)Stantially as herein described and for the purpose
specified.

Sl,709.—Adolphe Piekre Viol and Claire
Pierre Duflo, Jr., Paris, France.

—

Bleaching and
Dyeing Feathers.—September 1, 1868.—The feathers
are dipped in a weak solution of iiitric acid mixed
with chromate or bichromate of potash, after which
they may be dyed in the usual way.

Claim.—The within-described process of treating
black, grey, brown, or otherwise tawny-colored
feathers, by first subjecting them to a bleaching, and
afterward to a dyeing operation, substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

81,710.—X. A. VURGASOX, Brooklyn, ^. Y.—
Lamp-Chiinney Cleaner.—September 1, 1668.

Claim.—A lamp-chimney cleaner, having four
brushes, B B, C C, afiixed on the arms b b, in com-
biiintion with the staff A and spring band a, of
rubber or other suitable material, all substantially
as and for the purpose shown and described.

81,711.-Garrett Van Wagexex, Ptacine,Wis.
—Medical Compoundfor Treating Horses, Cattle, cf-c.

—September 1, 18G8.—To meUed beeswax are added
pine and Barbadoes tar, also Strait's oil, haematoxvl-
ine, red lead mixed into a paint with Strait's oil, and
chloride of zinc.

Claim.—The remedial compound, composed of the
above-mentioned ingredients, and prepared in the
manner described.

81,712.—F. F. Wagxer, Harrisburg, Pa.—Car
iS'eaf.—Septeml)er 1, 16GS.—Improvement on Wag-
ner and Dickinson's patent of June 21, 18o9.
Projecting lugs attached on the side of each axle
opposite the swinging arms, which hold the chair
backs, secure them to the seat frame, so that on
turning down the arms the lugs project above the
axle, raise the seat on their folding side, and, turn-
ing on central pivots, always keep it higher in front.
On the lower part of tlie seat frame is also a foot-
stool, hinged to an inclined frame, for persons on the
other scats, a pin fitting through the seat iramc and

one of the toothed wheals connecting the arms being
substituted for the notched lever.

Claim.—1. Providing the projecting lugs / on the
axles or pins B, by which the swinging arras C D are
pivoted to the seat frame for the purpose of elevating
the front end of the seat, so as to have the seat in-

cline back^\-ard in whatever position the arms may
stand, as specified.

2. Tlic pin or bolt a, for locking the swinging arms
C D in any desired position, when said pin is fitted

into one of the toothed wheels or segments by which
the arms are connected for the purpose of having
them move simultaneously, as set forth.

81,713.—C. W. TVailey, l^^ew Orleans, La., as-

signor to Xew Orleans Pneujcatic Propelling
Company.—Paper lieservoir for Conipressed Air.—
September 1, 18G8.—A cylinder made by wrapping
wetted paper around a former, and applying a thin
coating of glue or varnish for the joints, is dried and
then closed by a metallic head, having an annular
groove and held in place by rods, screw threads, and
nuts.

Claim.—The paper air tank A, when closed at its

extremities with metallic heads B, and otherwise
constiTicted in the manner and by the use of the
means herein described, for the purpose set forth.

81,714.—George S. Walker, Erie, Va..—Stove-
pipe Drum.—September 1, 1868.—Two vertical, tri-

angular flues are arranged in the drum with a hori-

zontal dividing plate, so"that the lower flue receives
tlie products of combustion, deflects them to the
back of the drum, and causes them to pass succes-
sively into the spaces and over the points of the
plate in contact with the outsides of the upper and
lower flues.

Claim.—The arrangement within the drum BT,

and with relation to each other, of the curved fii'o

plates F F', to dii-ect the products of combustion in
the described manner herein set forth and shown.

81,715.—M. S. Watkins, Mansfield, Texas.—
^at.—September 1, 1868.—The bands of the metallic
lining are bent in fi'ont to form enlargements in the
crown and rim, for relieving the pressure on the
temporal arteries, smaU holes also giving passage to
the air into them.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a hat
formed with radial indentations in the crown and
aim, as described, and provided with a lining, per-

forated opposite the said indentations, the metallic
baud of the lining being bent at the front of the hat,

as and for the pm-poses'herein set forth.

81,716 Joseph Watts, Brazil, Ind.—Churn.
—September 1, 1868.—As the paddles move down
through the cream a vacuum is created, and the air,

rushing in through the valved pipe, is caiTied by the
paddles down into the cream, and rises through the
cream and escapes by the pipe at the top, the cream
being thrown by the paddles upon the screen, where
it is drained.

Claim.—1. The suspended screen R and hinged
lid O. in combination with the body A of the churn,
and with the revolving paddles L, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the crank shaft C, arms J,

and paddles L, with each other and with the bodyA
and screen R of the chm-n, said parts being con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein shown
and described and for the pui-pose'set forth.

81,717.-David M. Weston, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Greene, Tweed & Co., Brooklyn, JST. Y.
—Belt Pitnc/i.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—The belt punch, having its lower jaw A
slotted at C, for the passage of the cutter B of the
upper jaw, and provided with the gauge D. carrying
the slotted guard E, all operating as described, the

jaAvs being opened by the tension of the rubber
spring F, held in sockets or recesses of the handles,

as herein set forth and shown.

81,718.— Gerhart Wiesler, Chicago, El.—
Tumbler 7?r».s7i.—September 1, 1868.—The brush
head is formed of a single piece with the handle,
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having' iu its central bore a cjlinclrical plug, tbrougli
vrhicli passes the Avire that secures the end tuft of
the bristles, and forming a shoulder on which the
tuft may rest, so that the wire can be drawn tight
while the tuft is kept in place, without being di'awn
in too far.

Claim.—The combination of the cylindrical head
E. provided with the bore D and the cylindrical filler

or plug C, arranft-ed. within the bore, as and for the
purposes specified.

81,719.—Fraxcis H. Williams, Syracuse, N".

T.

—

Stench IVap.—September 1, 1868.—The spring
which holds the valve to its seat is inclosed iu an in-

verted cup, the valve provided with water packing
to keep out noxious gases, being allowed to open for

the discharge of contents when the pressure or
weight is too great for tlie spring, a collar serving
as a valve seat and bridge holder, for keeping the
valve stem iu its place.

Claim.—1. A valve chamber, 2^, which is con-
structed with a tubular valve seat, B, and a pipe-
eonuecting collar, C, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2. The construction of valve chamber N, of sec-

tions A A, one of which has an internally and ex-

ternally-projecting collar, B, and the other an ex-

ternally-projecting collar, C, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
3. Valve I, applied to the iuner end of collar B,

and held up to its seat by a spring, g, which rests

upon a bridge, h, applied to the upper end of said
collar, in combination with the chamber N, substan-
tially as described.

4. The inverted cup /, applied over the upper end
of valve stem e, so as to protect the spring g, sub-
stantially as described.

5. A crowning or convex vnlve I, which is sus-

j)ended by a spring, g, and applied to a collar, B, of
the chamber ]&, substantially as described.

81,720.—Isaac 'Williams, Westerfield, Ind.—
Adjustable Measuring Bide.—September 1, 18(58.

—

As the angle is varied by varying the tongue, the
slotted end of the brace 'slide's up or down on the
graduated part, and is fixed as desii'ed by a screw
and thumb nut.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoted adjustable
brace J, slotted at i with the graduated part B, and its

slotted extension G-, and with the graduated part A,
and its slotted extension D, all constructed as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

81,721.—Hexky F. Wilson, Tort Wayne, Ind.,
assignor to Jacob J. Ka3DL same ^lacG.^Faint
Compound.— September 1, 1868.—To a solution of
carbonate of soda, borate of soda, and a saturated
solution of hydrate of lime, is added white lead or
other metallic pigment, and linseed oil.

Claim.—The combination of the above specified

ingredients, as and for the purpose specified.

81,722. —Haxsox H. Adams, ISTewburyport,
Mass.

—

Machine for Carving Wood.—September 1,

1868.—Strips of wood are secured to the upper sur-

face of the sliding carnage, parallel to the pattern,

and in alignment with the revolving cutters. On
turning the crank, the lever pivoted to the cross bar
of the frame and to the slidiug portion of the cutter
head, depresses the cutter head, Avhich, being brought
iu contact with the pattern, the cutters will cut or
carve counterparts.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the vertical ad-

justable frame j, of the vibrating frames or supports
n, and laterall3--sliding or adjustable cutter head and
its ctttters, tijider the arrangement and for the opera-

tion as herein shown and specified.

2. The combination, with the frame j, laterally ad-

justable cutter head, and vibrating truss frames, by
which the cutter head is supported, of the lever z aiul

spring o', or its equivalent, constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

81,723.—Garret D. Anderson, Montrose, X.
Y.—Liquid A'a/c-September 1. 1868.—A metallic

tank is made of a strip of metal bent and jointed
tightly to plates,.and has its bottom inclined from

two sides to the center, a groove being there formed
increasing in depth to the faucet ; and between the
tank and inclosing case of wood or metal is a fire-

proof lining or filling, to protect it from being burned
or heated.

Claim.—1. An oil or liquid tank, constructed with-
out any joint at either or all of the points lettered
h i ki in the drawing, substantially as herein speci-

fied.

2. An oil or liqttid tank, provided with a bottom
composed of two inclined surfaces, and provided
with a depression at about the central point, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The' combination, with a tank constructed in
either of the above specified ways, of an inclosing
case, of wood or other material, substantially as
herein specified.

4. The combination, with said tank for containing
oil or other inflammable liquid, of some suitable fire-

proof material, substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

81,724.—.JAiiEs H. Andrews, Benicia, Cal.—
Gang Ploiv.—September 1, 1868.—The plows are at-

tached to the rear end of the pole by a peculiar frame
connection, so that the plow points can be elevated
or depressed by raising or lowering the end of the
pole. The standards are clipped to the frame and
the braces are slotted and provided with bolts, so as
to adjust the plows to the desired depth.

Claim.—1. Pivoting the pole C to the hounds D D
by a rod. E, and linking the rear end of the pole to

the arm G. of the shaft F, or eqtiivalent device for

raising and lowering the plows without lifting other
parts of the frame, substantially as described.

2. The double-jointed frame I, having an apron, J,

attached and arranged to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The manner of connecting the plows to the
frame by the clips M M, slots N 2^, Avith bolts and
nuts, substantially as described.

81,725.—George IT. Annan, Buffalo, IS^. Y.—
Grinding Ifi^L—September 1, 1868.—Slidiug blocks
in the heads of the casiug rest against the journals
on -nhich the bed is hung, and by means of screws
press outward against the jom'uals. Screws also pass
through the casing and bear on the bed, pressing op-

positely to the blocks, the bed, while adju.stable, being
held in a fixed position, the axes or journals likewise
being adjustable and adapting the opening of the
cylinder and bed to grain of different degrees of
fineness.

Claim.—1. The combfimtion of the blocks c c,

pressing outward upon the journals of the bed, and
the screws// and g g, pressing inward upon the four
corners of "the bed, thus opposing each other, the
whole arranged as described, and operating in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. Connecting the heads 1) to the ends of the case
by the two locks c I, in addition to the ordinary screws
whereby the great strain is removed fi'Oia the screws,
as herein set forth.

81,726.—Charles S. Ambrl'ster, Woodstown,
X. J., assignor to himselfand Charles H. IJichmax,
same place.

—

Hay Fork.—September 1, 1868.—The
plate being drawn up brings the arms and shanks
together, the tines approach each other and grasp
the hay, which being raised is released by disconnect-
ing the block and plate, the weight of hay and fork
being transferred from the plate to the block.

Claim.—1. The combination ofplate C, hookr, stop
m, spring n, trigger o, and rope or chain r, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. 'The combination of the tripping attachment,
above described, with the arms a a, shanks .? s, tines

t t, block I, and connecting cords, chains, or rods,

e e', substantially as and forthe purposes si)ecified.

81,727.—James C. Arms, Northampton, Mass.
—Pajjer CZa.s^;.—September 1, 1868.—A htrip of stiff

paper, as wide and three times as long as the width of
a roll of tape or ribbon, having one side of it gummed
one-third of its length, the tape wouud twice around
the roll, and over'the strip, and the gummed end
bent over adheres to the other end.

Claim.—The paper slide B, constructed and ap-
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plied to rolls of tape, ribbon, Sec, substantially as

described.

SI,72S.—Jacob Autexeieth, Pliiladelpliia, Pa.
—Cork I^xtractor.—Scptemhev 1, 18t)8.—The link or
band larger than the cork, goes round its top sides

and bottom, and when driven into the bottom, the

lower part of it presses against the bottom of the cork
while the iipper pai't forms a loop for drawing the

cork.
Claim.—The application to a cork of an endless

flat strip or loop of non-elastic metal, in tlie manner
and for the pm-pose herein described, and repre-

sented.

81,729 D. S. Baker, "West Bloomfield, ]^. Y.
—Brake for Machinenj. — September 1, 1868.—

A

fi-ame. consisting of two metallic cheeks, is sup-

ported by a spring, and provided with a friction roller

which bears upon a rubber band on the periphery
of a wheel, so as to prevent a reverse motion of the
wheel beyond a limited extent.

Claim.—A fi-iction brake, constracted and operated
in the manner as shown and described.

87,730.—Jonx Ball, Canton. Ohio.-Plotv.-
September 1. lSti8.—The double points admit ot the
'•fashion'" piece being tm'ued when desired. The cor-

ragated beam and handles admit of the latter being
adjusted to the height of the operator.

Claim.—1. The double point I, when constructed
as described, and operating subtantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

2. The corrugated beam D, in combination with
the corrugated handles E E, when arranged so as to

be adjustable, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

81,731.—John Ball, Canton, Ohio.— CTeuis /or
PZstt'.—September 1, 1868.—The clevis is made yield-

ing, and 60 arranged with a spring as to prevent
injmy to the plow or team in case of an obstruc-
tion.

Claim.—1. The clevis C, constructed as described,
in combination with the adjustable loops D D. for

the purpose of raising or lowering the front end of
the clevis, substantially as herein set forth.

2. TJie levers B B, pivoted to tbe sides of the plow
beam A, and their lower ends pivoted to the rear
ends of the clevis C, in combination with the rod F
and sjiring G. constructed as described, and operat-
ijig substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

81,732.—Joseph B. BA^-CROFT, Milford, Mass.
Spindle Step.—September 1, 1868.—The cap fitting

close to the step also sm-rounds the spindle, being
held stationary by friction as the spindle revolves,
keeping out from between them a ring or flange
which extends from the spindle neai'ly to the inside
of the cap.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

ring or flange D with'the spindle, its step, and cap,
the whole being substantially in manner and for the
l^nrpose or objects as specified.

81,733.—Arthuu Barbarix, Xew Orleans, La.—Gas Uurncr.—September 1, 1868.
Claim.—I. The method, herein described, of let-

ting ou the gas to the bm-ner or shutting it off there-
from, by the employment, in connection with the
pipe or coudtut for supplying gas to one or more
burners, of a reservoir of ciuic'ksilver, glycerine, oils,

or other non-freezing liquid in whicli the end of said
conduit is immersed, the pressure of the gas in such
conduit being regulated in the manner specified, so
that, so long as tlie pressure does not exceed a cer-
tain limit, the gas will be retained in its conduit bv
the resistance of the said lifjuid. without the use of
stop cocks or other means ordinarily employed, but
whenever tiie pressure is increased s'o as to' exceed
the said limit, the gas will overcome the resistance
of the liquid, and pass fi'om its conduit to the burner,
as set forth.

2. Tlie use and application, for the purposes speci-
fied in the i)receding clause, of naphtha or other hy-
drocarbon liquid, substantially in the manner de-
scribed, so that the said liquid 'shall not only consti-

ttite the stop cock of the gas conduit, but shall also
carburet the gas when the latter is forced through it

by the presence of the gas in said conduit.
3. The combination, with a reservoir containing

quicksilver or other suitable liquid, and can-yingthe
gas burner, of the bent end of the gas induction pipe.
held within the reservoir, and arranged as describetl,

so as to be adjusted to a greater or less depth in the
liquid in whicli it is immersed, the said liquid oper-
ating, in connection with the presstu-e of gas in said
pipe, to shut off and let on the gas to the burner, as
set forth.

4. The combination, with a burner to which the
flow of gas is regulated by means of quicksilver, oil.s,

or other'liquids, in connection with the pressure of
gas in the gas conduit, as described, of a gas-igniting
device, composed of spongy or finely-divided plati-

num, arranged above the orifice of the burner, so as
to be brought in contact with the gas issuing thera-
from, as and for the pm'poses set forth.

81,734.- Arthur Barbaetx, ITew Orleans, La.—Self-lighting Gas Burner.—September 1. 1868.

—

The elongated ring upon the burner has on its sides
two armssupporting fine platinum wires bent over
at the top. between which is a spongy platinum with
wii'es at the bottom to determine the instant ignition
of the gas from the jet of the burner.

Claim.—A gas lighting device, consisting of
spongy or finely divided platinum, combined with
fine projecting platinum wire and fine projecting wire
points or ends, in the manner herein specified, the
said device being applied to a gas burner, and ar-

ranged to operate in connection'theyewith, substun-
tiali'y as shown and set forth.

81,735.—Arthur Barbarix, Xew Orleans, La.—Apparatus for Lighting Gas.—September i, 1868.

Claim.—1. The application and use of clock work,
or equivalent mechanism; in combination with th3
armatiu-e of an electro-magnet, to let on or shut off
the gas, and control at the same time the oi)era-

tion of the illuminating agent, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the rotary valves for sup-
plying gas to the burners, and the mechanisui tor
operaUng and stopping the same, witli the armature
of an electro-magnet, under such an arrangement
that the motion of the said armatm-e toward its mag-
net shall leave the said valves tree to revolve, substan-
tiallj- as set forth.

3. Tlie arrangement relatively to each other of the
valves for supplying the hydrogen and illuminating
gases to their respective burners, so that the hydro-
gen gas shall be supplied to its biu-uers before the
opening of the valve tlirough which the illuminating
gas passes, substautiallv as shown and described.

4. Tbe method of transmitting a current of elec-

tricity from a main battery to the magnets of one or
moreValve-operating apparatus, by means of an ap-
paratus arranged and operating so as to effect the
momentary closing of the circiiit between the said
battery and magnets, substantially as shown, and
for the" purposes described.

5. The circuit-closing apparatus herein described,
the same consisting of'the combination of a revolv-
ing needle, and its actuating and stopping mechan-
ism, witli the armatiu-e of an electro-magnet, the
whole being constructed and arranged so" that the
momentary passage of a current of electricity

througli the SJiid magnet shall so move its armature
as to effect the revolution of the needle, substantially
as set foith.

6. The combination, with the said circuit-closing
needle, of a plate or disk, in and to which are secured
the iusulatetl wires of one or more apparatois for op-
erating the valves which supply the gas to the
burners, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
7. The method of closing the circuit of the local

battery, by which tbe circuit-closing apparatus is

actuated, by connecting the same with the operative
works of a'clock or other time-piece, under the ar-

rangement herein described, so that the said circuit
may be closed at any desired hotu*.

8". The construction and aiTangement of the mech-
anism for closftug and breaking the circuit between
the operative works of the clock and the baltery
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connected with the magnet of the circuit-closing
apparatus, substantially as shown and described.

9. The combinatiou, Vitli the operative mechanism
of a clock or other time-piece, of the gas-lighting
and circuit-closing apparatus herein described, the
whole being constructed and arranged so as to
cause the simultaneons ignition of any number of
gas jets at any desired hour, substantially as set

forth.

81,736.—John Allen Bassett, Salem, Mass.

—

Process and Material for Carbureting Gases.—Sep-
tember 1, 1868.—The case incloses a wheel, divided
int ocompartments, into which tbe material is closely
packed and is saturated, as the wheel revolves, by
the hydrocarbon which passes through it.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of absorbent mate-
rials having different capillary powers, for the pur-
pose of holding hydrocarbon liquids in suspension
in carbonizing air and gases.

2. Carbureting air or gases by the combined ca-
pillary materials described and shown.

'

3. The apparatus, shown and described, charged
with the materials specified, and used for the purpose
set forth.

81,737.—Augustus Bean, Fairview Tillage,
Tn.—Shaft for Fc/iicZcs.—September 1, 1868.—Two
short shafts ai'o secured on the axle, the cart bed rest-

ing on them being hinged to one and stapled to the
other. The draw shafts are connected by a cross
bar and one of them is hinged to one of the short
shafts, the other has a curved extension at the rear,

sliding in a guard on the inside of the other short
shaft, thus permitting the cart to be turned one side

by the horse.
Claim.—1. The shaft H, provided with a curved

extension, I, sliding under the bed of a cart in the
guard J on the inner side of one of the short sliafts

C, and held in position by means of a spring, K,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The shaft F, hinged to one of the short shafts,

C, and connected, by means of across bar, Gr, to the
shaft H, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The combinatiou of the shafts F and H, when
constructed and attached to a cart in tlie manner de-

scribed, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

81,738. — Cornelius Berkian, Clinton City,

Iowa.

—

Machine for Pressing i?/'ic/i;.—September 1,

1868.—By one motion of the Avorking lever the brick
is pressed, the opposite motion causing the discharge
of the brick. The same movement opens the mold
to receive new clay.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of cap
B, shafts IST and K, pitman F, rods S S, arm L, and
traveling fulci'um J, when constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

81,739.—Edwin Berkenshaw, Ashuelot, IST. H.—TeasUng Machine.—September 1, 1868.—The gig
slats have pi'ojeetions wliich slide and catch under
hooks on the cylinder, to which a spring provided
with a lip is secured under one end of the slats,

catching and holding them in place. On pressing
down the spring the slats slide out from the hooks
and are detached.
Claim.—ThG spring D and hooks C C for holding

or attaching the gig slats B, the teasling gig cylin-

der A, when constructed and arranged substantially

as herein specified.

81 ,74#.—Adolptius F. Bishop, John H. Aiken,
Norwalk, Conn., and John M. Pendleton, New
York, N. Y.

—

Fiber and G^im Fabric.—September
1, 1868.—A she(!t of felt is saturated with rubber and
contains a quantity of sulphur or litliarge. It is

then vulcanized and cut or molded into the required
shape.

Claim.—The within-described compound of fiber

and rubber cement, formed in the proper shapes, and
vulcanized, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,741.—Thomas H. Bomar, Atlanta, C-a.-
Car Coupling.—SeT^temher I, 18()8.—The coupling

link entering the draw-head slides on an incline plane
and drops behind a shoulder and rests above an an-
gular elevating link. A pivoted bar drops against
the shoulder and prevents the link from unfastening.
On raising the angular elevating link the block rises

and the connecting link is released from the shoulder.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the pivoted arm

D, angular elevating link C, stops E E. inclined
plane A, and pin B in the draw-head G-, all con-
structed and used substantially as specified.

81,742.— C. W. Briggs, Springfield, Mass.—
Charcoal Furnace.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. A charcoal furnace, surrounded by the
flange F, and having a smoke flue, C, opening be-

neath the flange, ancl an air flue formed by the plate
B, prolonged as described, for the purpose of deliver-

ing the air supply at a point near the line of the diam-
eter of the furnace, substantially as specified.

2. In combination with the plate C, forming the
smoke flue, the flanged vessel A, having the side G
below the flange flattened, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

81,743.—Amos Broadnax, Mont Clair, I^T. J.—
Apparatus for Rendering Lard, Talloxo, <£c.—Sep-
tember ] , 1868.

Claim.—1. Eendering fat or other oleaginous mat-
ter by putting it in a rotating or tumbling chamber,
combined in or with a stationary chamber, to which
the heat can be applied and regulated, substantially
in the manner described.

2. Rendering fat by putting it in a tumbling per-
forated chamber, out of which tlie fat and water can
be drained as fast as the melting proceeds, and in
which the scrap can be dried, when said perforated
tumbling chamber is confined in a chamber which
can be heated to the required temperature.

3. Combining a perfoi'ated rendering vessel, which
can be rotated, and which is confined in a hot cham-
ber, over or in connection with a pan, arranged to
receive tlio fat and water set free in the process.

4. Constructing a covered furnace, with radiating
flues, substantially as described, in the bottom of a
chaml)er, and arranging in said chamber, and over
said furnace, a rendering apparatus, substantially as
set forth.

5. Combining in a chamber to which the heat can
be applied, and the temperature regulated, substan-
tiaUy as described, an open rendering kettle, divided
by a perforated partition plate in such manner as to

form an upper and alower chamber, making the lower
chamber large enough to hold all the grease or oil

which can be extracted from a full charge of fat in

the upper chamber, leaving the scrap, after the pro-

cess is completed, on the plate above the surface of

the rendered fat.

6. Rendering fat by forcing hot air out of a cham-
ber in which the temperature can be regulated into
the digester, by means of a pump, substantially as
described.

7. Rendering fat or other oleaginous matter by
drawing a current of hot air into the digester, or
upon the fat, out of a chamber in which the tempera-
ture can be regulated, by means of a partial or com-
plete vacuum ci'eated in the digester through the
agency of a condenser and pump, or in any of tlie

well-known methods of creating a complete or par-
tial vacuum, substantially as described.

8. Separating the ofl^ensive gases from the con-
dcnsc-A\'ater, a"nd destroying the same by passing
said condense-water, whe"ther out of an open or sur-
face condenser, through a heater combined or con-
nected with the apparatus, by which the gas is driven
out of the water, as it flon's from the condenser, into
the fire, or is otherwise disposed of, substantially in
the manner described.

81 ,744.—Amos Broadnax, Mont Clair, IST. J.—
Eendering and Refining Lards, Oils, d:c.—Septem-
ber 1, 1868.

Claim.—I. The use of a steam superheater, in com-
bination with a steam l)oiler or generator, and a ren-
dering digester or distiller, and in which the temper-
ature can' bo regulated, for the purpose of rendering
fat or distilling oil by sui)erheated steam or air, sub-
stantially us described.

2. lleiidering, I'cfiuing, or distilling fat or other
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olcagiuoas matter by steam or air. superheated in a

sepai-ate superheater, on its way from the boiler or
generator to the dig-ester containing the fat or oil.

3. Superheating steam or air in a raa.2azine or
chamber, E, and carrying said steam or air over into

the digester or distiller liy a blast or current of steam
or ail', substantially as described.

81,745.—Charles Bnowx, Buffalo, X. Y., and
David L. Millkk, Madison, N. -J.

—

Baling Press.—
S-^ptember 1, iS66.—Slots cut in the sides of the press-

box, are covered by metal plates connected to and
moving Avirli the follower so as to prevent the escape
of the hay when being pressed. One side of the bos
is also made movableVto facilitate the removal of the

bale. The descent of the follower is regulated by
friction brakes. A hinged partition is arranged in

the press-bos, so that two small bales may be pressed
at one time.
Claim.—1. The an-angement ofthe covering plates

J, connected to the foUoVer, and moving therewith,
substantially as herein described.

2. The an-angement of the removable side K of the
part B of the press-box, suspended and moving upon
the hinged bars ID K*, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the fric-

tion brakes I with the worm shaft G- and worm
wheels F F, and eccentric rock shaft H and its con-
nections, substantially as described.

4. The hinged partition L, arranged in the part B
of the press-box, as and for the pui'pose set forth.

81,746.—George C. Buxsen, Belleville, HI.—
JDooriToZrfer.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
spring dog or lever H witli the case F, for operating
as a door or window holder, substantiallj as de-

bcribod.

81,747.—Hexrt Burton, Eichview, 111.—JBec
Ifa-e.-September 1, 1868.

Claim.—The hive B, suspended within, but not in

contact with, the base A, upon legs B', which sup-

ports it above the bench, said parts being respect-
ively constructed and an-auged in relation to one
another substantially as and for the j)urpose set

forth.

81,748.—Aloxzo B. Caldvs'ell, Syracuse, IST.

Y., assignor to himself and Jacob Pixkertox, same
place.

—

Journal Box.—Septemljcr 1, 18G8.—Hooks
and shoulders, constituting part of the bronze metal
fi-ame, hold the cast-iron shell which is cast around
the fi-ame ; the latter is provided with arms which
have flanges across theii- ends whieli support the soft
metal and prevent it from being crushed.

Ciaim.—l. The knobs or hooks h h, or their equiv-
alents, as a part of the bronze metal frame B, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The flanges///, upon the ends of the arms b b
b, when made and apj)lied in the manner and for the
purposes described.

3. The cast-iron shell A, when cast around the
heads of the knobs or hooks h h upon the bronze-
metal frame B, in the manner and for the purpose
as above described.

4. The shoulders s s upon the bronze frame B, in
combination with the khobs or nooks h h and holes a
a in the cast-iron frame A, when used to hold more
securely together and strengthen the bronze-metal
and cast-iron portions of the box, in the manner da-
scribed.

5. A journal box, composed of the bronze-metal
portion B, when made with the flanges / / and
shoulders -s *, combined with the cast-iron frame A,
made as aforesaid, with the soft metal portions m m
in flUed in. substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

81,749—Tames Calkixs, New York, IST. Y.—
iaj/jp.—September 1, 1868.—The air space acts as a
non-conductor and prevents the oil in the consuming
chami)er, Avhich lias been cooled by passing through
the coil, from being heated.

Claim.—1. The "divided chamber, consisting of the
reservoir A and cousumption chamber D, in combi-
nation with the duct or coil C, and water chamber B,

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The intervening air space G, between the cham-
bers A and D, as and for the purposes set forth.

81,750.—Dex-xis "W. Carkhuff, Lambertville,
InT. J.

—

Device for Operating ^Yagon Brakes.—Sep-
tember 1, 1868.—A handle, which is secm'ed to the
pawl, extends upward and slides in a guard attached
to the brake lever. It is used to release the pawl
from the ratchet.

Claim.—A slotted lever, ratchet, pawl, spring,
and guard, when made and applied in tjie form and
manner, and for the purposes herein described and
set forth.

81,751.—Joseph B. Cassel, Tforcester Town-
ship, Pa.—Lard Fress and Hausagc >S'" uffer.—Septem-
ber 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The vessel C, rendered detachable
fi-om the base A, having a detachable spout D, and
adapted for the reception of a perforated casing E,
and of plungers I or K, the whole being arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The yoke G, hinged to the vessel C, and its

spindle H'and pinion I, for operating the plunger rod
H', as described.

3. The combination of the perforated casing E and
a funnel-shaped ring, hinged to the casing, as and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The plunger K, attached tdfthe under side of the
plunger I by a dove-tailed proj(S;tion r, or equivalent
fastening, for the pm'pose specified.

81,752 B. F. Cauffmax, Millerstown, Pa.—
Evaporator.—September 1, 1868.—The dampers pre-

vent burning when the substance in the boiler is

ueai'ly evaporated. A side furnace is provided for

convenience in "sugaring off." The lids, which are
raised or lowered by cords, are provided with steam
pipes for carrying 'off the vapors. A car conveys
the coal from the main grate to the side furnace.

Claim.—1. The furnace A, provided with double
dampers c c and dampers gr e m, in combination witli a
small side furnace D, boiler F, and pan H, and the lids

K K. the several parts being constructed, aiTanged,
and used as and for the xmrposc specified.

2. The arrangement of the track d, car E, and
windlass /(, with the grate of the larger furnace A,
with the side furnace D, when operated and used as
and for the purpose set forth.

81,753.—Charles Clark, Dayton, Ky.

—

Rope-
making Machine.—September 1, 18G8.—One bobbin
is journaled in the frame, tlie others are journaled
in a revolving frame with hollow journals. Each
bobbin has a gravitating friction bar over which the
strands pass. A triplet revolves within the frame
and causes the proper twist of the strands.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hollow journaled
revolving frame E, gravitating friction bars R H',
hangers G, eyes L, and orifices K, ti'iplet "W, and
positively-rotated delivery rollers iST X', for the pui'-

pose set forth.

81,754 PiXDAR F. CooLEY, Pittsfield, llass.—
Wliip Hanger.—September 1, 1868.—An annular rim
provided with notclies into which the ends of the
whip fit is suspended by a rod to a swivel.
Claim.—1. The notch n with the upper curvifonn

surface line g, substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth and described.
2. The rim A, constructed circular, square, oval,

or any other form, provided with the notches n n n,

as described, and the supporting rods o (^ o, or their

equivalents, and all in combination with the swivel
C, as and for the purpose set forth and described.

81,755.—Eltott H. Craxe, Burr Oak, Mich.—
Compound for Embalming Dead Bodies.—Septem-
ber 1, 1868.—Xux vomica, alum, chloride of sodium,
muriate of ammonia, arsenic, chloride of mercury,
caraplior, and chloride of zinc, separately pulverized

and mixed.
Claim —1. The discovery, application, and use of

an embalming and mummifying compound for the
lU'cseivation ^f the dead, and for taxidermic pur-
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poses, as preiiared, compoundecl, and applied sub-
stantially in the manner specified and described.

2. The application of this compound, in dry pow-
der, to the mouth, throat, and other natural aper-
tures of the subject, substantially as specified and
described.

81,756.—G-EERT De Bretton, Xe\r Orleans,
La., assignor to himself and Joshua E. Yose. same
place.

—

Traveling Tr.unk.—September 1, 1808.—Tlie
front upper corner of the trunk is hinged to the next
front corner or the trunk body, the lower rear corner
being i-ounded to pass easily over the clothes below,
its top, when open, forming a shelf. The space above
is divided into compartments, an extra cover is over
the whole, and a hasp and lock, with metallic straps
on both sides of them, form the fastening.

Claim.—1. The combination of part D with the
trunk body proper, when these parts are united, con-
structed, and arranged so as to be convertible into a
system of shelves, sui)stantially as herein described
for the purpose set forth.

2. The above combination in combination with the
extra 'cover A, when the several parts are united,
constructed, and arranged for conjoint operation,
substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

V 3. The hasp J and metallic straps C, when sever-
ally constructed as described, in combination with a
trunk provided Avitli a part D, and an extra cover A,
6ul)stantially as herein described for tlie pui'pose set

forth.

81,757.—Sylvenus G. Delano, Grand Blanc,
"Kich..—^Automatic Cradle.—September 1, 1868.—The
cradle is huu^- on a frame by journals attached to ad-

justing plates at each end, and is raised or lowered
by means of screws through slots in the plates ; an-

other plate pivoted to the"adjusting plate, by a fork,

engages with a vibrating lever, and thus motion is

given.
Claim.—1. Tlie adjusting plates C, in connection

with the cradle body A and frame B, substantially
as herein described.

2. The pivoted plate E, in connection with the vi-

brating lever G, when attached and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the above named parts with
any suitable clock movement, Avhen arranged, con-

structed, and operating substantially as described,

and for the pm'poses designated.

81,758.—W. H. De Valin, Sacramento, Cal.—
Wheel for Oar^-iaje.—September 1, 1868.—The spokes
formed of straps of wrought iron are bent and fast-

ened at the center to the rim, diverging to each end
of the elongated hub, where their ends are secured
by bolts, if used for other vehicles than wheelbar-
rows, they are fastened to bearings tbrmed between
the two larger portions of the axle.

Claim.—L Uniting the rim or tii'e to the hub or
axle by means of a series of straps or flat bars of

wrought iron, each bent at the middle, where it is

attached to the rim, and having its diverging ends
extending thejice to the hub or axle, to which they
are united in the manner set forth.

2. The combination, with the elongated hub, and
the axle upon wldch it is mounted, of the rim or tu'c,

and a series of wiought-irou straps or flat bars, for

steadying and bracing the said rim, and for holding
the same to the hub, the whole being arranged in the

manner set forth.

81,759.—George EdmuxdDoxistiiorpe, Leeds,
England.

—

Coal Miniari Apparatus.—September 1,

18G8: patented in England April 28, 1863.—Wheels
on the top of the carriage are pressed against the

roof of tlie mine according to its irrcguhuitics, they

being acted upon directly or through levers on their

axis, by compresseil air in a cylinder -with its piston,

while it is moved along the floor.

Claim.—1. Th(i combination, in mining machinery,

of the traveling carriage that carries tlio mining
mechanism, with a yielding pressure wliccl, which,

while pressing the said carriage upon its track and
preventing its" rise. i)ermits it to be moved forward
Avithoiit ivlaxing the pressure, the combination being
sulistantially as'set forth.

2.*TL'he combination and arrangement of the said

traveling carriage, that carries the mining mech-
anism, with an air cylinder, to apply the pressure
required to hold the said carriage upon its track,
substantially as above set forth.

81,760.—GeorgeEdmund Doxisthorpe, Leeds,
England.— C'oaZ Mining J.p^a/-atus.—September 1,

1868
;
patented in England May 22, 1861.-A cnt-

tino; tool bar is mounted on a carriage running on
and guided by rails, its end having a handle by which
it can be driven up to produce a groove to' be suc-
cessively deepened.
Claim.—ThQ combining with a carriage (capable

of being moved by mechanism slowly along the face
of the coal or mineral) a cutting tool, wliich is so
supported and guided that a reciprocating to-and-fio
motion may be' imparted to it by the power of the
workman, substantially as herein described.

81, 76J .—Frank Douglas, Norwich, Conn.—
Machine for Turning Rods.—September 1, 1868.

—

The knives which reduce the stick to a round rod
are so arranged that one of them scores directly into
the stick, and at the same time feeds it along to the
cutter, while the others shave off the corners of the
rod and round it to the proper size.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the inclined cross-
cutting knife e with the knives e' c", in a tubular
cutter'head, when constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose aboA-e described.

2. The guide F, when constructed with the open-
ings m m, and the notches n n, and operating in
connection with the lock o and the tubular cutter
head, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the grooved rollers ]l R',
at the rear end of the cutter spindle, substantiaUy as
described.

81,762.-Frederick Ernst, San Francisco, Cal.—Revolving Furnace for Boasting Ores.—September
1, 1868.—The heat of the stationary fire gate passes
in an opposite direction to the course of the rotating
hearth and the ore is discharged by scrapers, con-
nected with endless chains, crosswise of the hearth.

Claim.—1. The hearth D, revolving between the
inner and outer walls B C of the furnace, with the
circular rack F and flange G, operating in the
grooves of the rollers H II, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The discharging apparatus, operating trans-
versely across the furnace, above the rotating hearth,
and consisting of the scrapers N IST, attached to the
endless chain N', operated by the wheels, substan-
tially as described.

3. The construction of the hearth D, with the cir-

cular flange E E, so as to retain the ore upon the
surface of the hearth, and the stirrer M, or its equiva-
lent, to turn the ore as the hearth revolves, the whole
constructed and operated substantially as described.

4. The dampers UU', and sliding plate S, arranged
to be operated substantially as and for the pm'poses
described.

5. In revolving furnaces, carrying the ore in one
directiou on the hearth, while the heat, flame, and
g'ases pass in an opiiositc direction, substantially as
described.

81,763.—Xelson B. Fassett, Adrian, JMich.,

assignor to himself and William HUMniREY, same
place.

—

liotarg Steam Engine.—September 1, I'i^'iQ.

Claim.—1. The two steam backers S and S', in

combination Avitli their respective radial pistons P
and P', construetod and operating in the manner
substantially as set forth and descriiied.

2. Tiie circuhir disks j and k, in combination with
the radial wings a, &, c, and d, shaft T, and rings 1

and 1', constructed in the manner set forth and de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the convex-faced bar/ and
concave-faced bar/', for packing against the con-
cave case B' and rotary piston 11 respectively, in the
manner set ibrtii and described.

4. The combination of the slot-wheel L with the
crank arm K, friction roller z, and stop wheel M,
constructed in the manner set forth and described.

5. The steam channel m and m' or m'\ in combi-
nation with rotary piston 11 and center piece G re-

spectively, as set forth and described.
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81,764.—Isaac Fisher, St. Louis, Mo.—Fise.—
September 1, 18G8.—An improvemeut on liis patent
of May 5, 1868. Steel facintrs are fastened by dore-
tailed recesses to the jaws, their ends projec'ting so

as to alloAN' soft-metal clamps to be combined with
the jaws, rectaugtdar corrugated faces and a trian-

gular block pivoted to a removable block serving as

ajaw.
Claim.—1. The combination of the steel facings

h b with the jaws a a of a vise, and the soft-metal

clamps X X, substantially as shown and described.
2. The combination of the rectangular facings c c

with the vise jaws a a, by means of the removable
blocks d d, rig. 2, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the pivot connection of
the triangular block j with the removable block d,

when the said blocks are combined with one of the
jaws a of my improved vise, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

81,765.—Elias T. Ford, StiUwater, IS". Y.—Po-
tato Dijger.—September 1, 18G8.—As the macliine
moves forward, the long A-ines having been cut off by
the knives swiveled upon the axle, the dividers are
forced under the hills so as to raise the dirt with the
potatoes, and I)^ means of the leaning shafts armed
with teeth, discharge the mass to the rear, most of
the dirt falliuu- between the teeth.

Claim.—1. The dividers E E, with the tubes H H,
shafts J J, armed with teeth Q Q Q, arch T, draft

bai-s Y V, in connection with lugs r r, braces L e

L e. the shafts F F hinged to axle B, with tubes (x

G, the adjustment of the dividers E E varying the
line of di-aft with pole section B r, the section b b

hinged to centers d d, the position of the separating
teeth Q Q Q Q underneath the dividers E E, and the
open space W between, substantially as described.

2. The pole section B r, hinged to" the lugs r r un-

derneath, and in rear of the axle B, in combination
with the dividers E E, the lugs / r to be adjustable,

in the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The vine cutter o o, with knives S S, plane or
sickle edge, as hinged with swivel U tmderneath the
pole sections B r substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

81 ,766.—Alexaxdek C^sARFeederickFeaxk-
Lix, Xo. 4, Princes Square, Bayswater, England.

—

Be-
cqyrocating Steam Engine.

—
"September 1, 18o8.—By

means of two stationary cylinders, one open in front

and the other at the back," with pistons and craiiks,

the steam, Avhile driving one piston, operates

through the driving shaft and cranks to cause a re-

turn movement in the otiier.

Claim.—The improved engine, constructed sub-

stantially as described, that is, with each cylinder
open at "one end only to the atmosphere, and with
the cranks of the driving shaft and the connecting
rods of tlie pistons of such engines an-anged to pro-

ject from the shaft in the manner herein described.

81,767.—WiLLiABD M. Fuller, Chicago, El.—
Apparatus for Amalgamating Gold and Silver.—
September 1, 1868 ; antedated August 28, 1868.—The
upper part of the case being turned and cai-ried down
near the bottom of the kettle forms a funnel-shaped
inducton pipe with a shaft and deflector for distribut-

ing the gold-bearing substance through the agent,
a valve being provided to regnlate the flow, through
the inlet. A steam jacket below the kettle has an
induction and eduction pipe for the steam and water
of condensation, the tailings being dischai-ged by a
pipe at the bottom of the case.

Claim.—1. Discharging the tailings of an amal-
gamator tlirough a conduit or outlet, the mouth of
M-iiich is immersed in liquid, so that it will close

such conduit against the admission of air, and at

the same time afford a free and uninteiTupted pas-

sage for tlie tailings, substantially as specilied.

2. The steam jacket J), in combination with the
kettle or vessel C, and shell or case B, substantially

as described.
3. The sliell or case B, when provided with pipes

E, L, and A, so that it can be operated interchange-
ably, either by water or by exhausting the air, sub-

stantially as specified.

4. Placing tlie kettle C within an air-tight case, B,

so as to leave an annular space or flues between
them, and connecting such space or flues with a dis-

charge pipe, E, placed below, substantially as speci-
fied.

81,768.-"'YiLLLA.M F. Gn.BERT. Derby, Conn.—
Carriage Shackle.—September 1, 18b"8.—The coup-
ling is formed by two large cheeks with a corre-
spondingly large head upon the thill iron, through
which latter and between the cheeks is a large de-
tachable bearing secured in place by a bolt.

Claim.—The combination of the sleeve or bear-
ing D, arranged between the cheek A and B. and se-

cured by the bolt E with the head G of the thill iron,

the whole constructed so as to be united substan-
tially as herein set forth.

81,769.-FrankGlassee, Mystic Bridge, Conn,—Drill.—September 1. 1868.—The operating lever is

fixed at one end to the bevel wheel, and connected at
the other to a screw and handle, serving to extend it

and increase, or as a crank to reduce its leverage on
the wheel. It can also be used as a tread drill by
means of ratchets and blocks, a wheel and shaft.

Claim.—The adjustable lever, attached to the drill

stock, as described, and consisting of the pivoted
handle G, screw E, and fixed arm D, all operating as
set forth.

81,770.—E. A. GOODES, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, E. L. Miller, and W. H. Moe-
FORD, same place.

—

Flour Dredgt.—September 1,

1868.—The iierforated distributer is made to slide
within the body of the dredge, and thus is made ad-
justable at will'

Claim.—The flour dredge B C, so constructed that
its perforations may be entirely closed, or a greater
or less number be uncovered, substantially as shown
and described, for the pui"pose set forth.

81,771.-WiLLLiJi S. Geates, Oberlin, Ohio.—
Fence Post Driver.—September 1, 1868.—By means
of the segmental stay and transverse slotted"rail, the
position of the frame may be changed to bring it to
a vertical hue on uneven ground.

Claim.—The segmental stay D and slotted rail E,
as arranged, in combination vrith the ways or guides
b and frame C, for the purpose specified.

81,772.—TTiLLiAM Green, Holley, Mich.—Po-
tato Digger and Separator.—September 1, 1868 ; an-
tedated August 28, 1868.—The shovel being brought
into gear bv lowering the sliding frame, enters the
gi-ound and takes up potatoes, dirt, and vines, which
pass into the conveyor ; the dirt is shaken out and
the vines thrown oif by means of an agitator and
rollers.

Claim.—1. Simultaneously adjusting the plow,
and putting the appsiratus into or out of gear with its

driving wheels, by means of the sliding'frame E E'
and axle D, when operating together for that pur-
pose, substantially as described.

2. The conveyer G, in combination with the shovel
F, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The use of the two rollers H H', for the purpose
of detaching and separating the potatoes from the
vines, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the conveyer G, cords 1 1,
and rollers H H', substantially as "and for the pui--

pose set forth.

81,773.—Canceled.

81,^74.-Stixson Hagasian, "Weissirort, Pa.—
Machinefor Polishing Wood.—September 1, 1868.

—

Under the circidar plane is a sliding shaft, operated
by a treadle, having connected with it an adjustable
sleeve to act as a gauge, and supporting a table with
the slate, the sleeve resting against the thicker or
thinner end of a slide above it, as the one or other
side is to be planed.

Claim.—The loose sleeve i, set screw j, nut k, and
slide I, in combination with the shaft E and treadle
M, operating substantially as described, and for the
purpose specified.

81,775.—Alexaxder Hajiar, Isew York. X.
Y.

—

Making Iron.—September 1, 1668.—Steam or
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hy{iro?:eii is carried around the furnace and into the
stack and boshes at different heights by a main and
branch pipes, with valves and tuj^eres ; the branch
pipes project into the furnace beyond its inner wall
to inject the hydrogen into the charge.

Claim.—1. The method, herein described, of in-

troducing steam, superlieated steam, or hydrogen
into the boshes of a blast furnace above the ordinary
blast tuyeres, for the pm'pose set forth.

2. The method, herein described, of introducing
steam, superheated steam, or hydiogen into the
stack of a blast furnace, for the pur])ose set forth.

3. The method, herein described, of producing
ii-on, suitable for conversion into steel, by the use of

anthracite and a hot blast, in combination with the
introduction of hydrogen or superheated steam into

the furnace at different elevations.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with a blast furnace of tuyeres, aiTanged at different

levels in the boshes and stack, for the purpose set

forth.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the furnace, of the jet pipes intruding into the
interior of the boshes and stack, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

81,776.—S. M. Hamilton, Baltimore, lid.—
Planing Machine.—September 1, 18fa'8.—The guide
surrounds the mandrel and is adjusted by a set screw.
It is made to move up and down by means of a lever

so as to determine the relative bearing of the mate-
rial to the cutters.

Claim.— The vertically-moving guide H, con-

structed and arranged substantially in the manner
and for the piu'pose shown and described.

81,777.—"William E. Hamlix, Jr., Providence,
E. I.

—

Reel Platefor Boots and Shoes.—September
1, 1868.

Claim.—The improved heel plate for boots and
shoes, consisting of a plate made in two parts, A
and B, constructed and fitted to each other so as to

accommodate heels of different sizes in the way sub-

stantially as described.

81,778.—Dexter D. Hakuy, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to Thomas H. Foulds, same place.

—

Sub-
merged Rotary Pm7}129.—September 1, 1868.—Two
pistons with radial flanges interlocking as they ro-

tate, are journaled in the heads of a case, in each
end of which is a recess with a packing block, ad-

justable by screws, and curved to suit the outside of

the pistons, the water, admitted by holes in the side,

being carried between the pistons up into a recess
connected with tlie outlet pipe.

Claim.—A pump, consisting of the case F, with
the pistons G inclosed therein, connected by the pipe
C with the hydrant B, and operated by the rod H,
all substantially as described.

81,779.—JoHX Hardy, 2d, Andover, and Byron
B. Floyd, Lawrence, Mass.—iociinj Latch.—Sep-

tember 1, 1863.—Designed for application to a stove
door to prevent it from being opened, except by
those employed to attend it.

Claim.—A latch, provided with the eccentric but-

ton F, when arranged within the space ft, as illus-

trated, and operated either by removable key or re-

tained knob J, su1)stantially in the manner and' for

the purposes specified.

81,780. — Edward Harrison, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Grinding ILill.—'^ii\)t('mhov 1, 1868.—An im-

provement on liis patent of June 5, 1854. The husk
for the runner 'casing, and also for the bed-stone,

with their parts connected are each cast in one
piece, the hopper having conical studs underneath
fitted closely in the sockets and a rocker arranged
to vibrate and conduct the grain.

Claim.—I. Th(; Imsk or runner case A, constructed

in one and tlie same piece, with dischai-ge spout B,

frame C, connections D, bearings E and F, sockets

LI H, substantially us set forth.

2. Fitting liopper IST into sockets Hin the manner
described, wlien said sockets arc a pai't of one of the

husks of the mill.

3. The rocker P, iiivotcd to the husk, and so as to

be operated by an eccentric or cam, S, on the pulley

or shaft, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

4. A double-faced stone, provided on its edge with
a central flange, L, when the surfaces of the said
flange bear the relative position to the face of the
stone as described, so as to be set and adjusted to
present either face of the stone, in the same relative
position to the grinding surface of the other stone,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

5. Lu com'binatiou with the subject-matter of the
above fourth clause, the runner plate or bed-stone
husk, constructed so as to receive the stone, substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose specified.

81,781—B. E. Hawley, ls"ormal, J\\.—Tuhular
Air Heater.—September 1, 1868.—The perforations
in the diaphragm or rear portion of the top plate of
the fire box allow the flames to pass through to ig-

nite the soot and smoke at that point.
Claim.—The diaphragm B^, when perforated at

62, and otherwise arrang-ed, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

81,782.— T\^iLLiAM H. Herbert, Blissfield,

Mich.—l?iterJ5oa;.—September 1, 1868.—Two slotted
quadrants are connnected with the frame provided
with ears at each end for the rod on which the guards,
quadrants, and attachments oscillate, saw guides,
with flanges on the guards, being adjustable by
screws, and an oscillating bar also being arranged
for the material to rest on.

Claim.—1. The oscillating bar R,when constructed
and- operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. An adjustable miter box, consisting of the two
quadrants D and L, frame C, set screws G, M, and
P, the rod J, guards K, saw guides X, and oscillat-

ing bar R, when arranged and operating substan-
tially as herein describetl.

81,783—J. W. Hodges, Plymouth, HI., assignor
to himself and A. "W. KiXG.

—

Device for Binding
Loads of Hay upon Wagons.—September 1, 1868.

—

The binder works up aud down on the posts by
means of pawls catching into teeth on the posts, ancl

is forced down upon the hay by a forketl lever em-
bracing one of the posts and catching into its teeth,

its fulcrum also catching into a notch in the binder,

which, when down, is held fast by catches or pins.

Claim.—The combination of the t^'O upright rack
bars B B, the horizontal beam C, its pawls g g, with
the lever D, its fulcrum h, with the rack A, all con-
structed and operating as herein set forth.

81,781.-William M.Irvine and Alfred H.
Moses, Montgomery, Ala.— Ventilator for Hat.—
September 1, 1868.-^Screws pass through slots in
the band, which may thus be adjusted or partly re-

moved to suit lieads of various sizes, a space for"ven-

tilation being left in front and behind between the
hat and band.

Claim.—1. A band or ring so constructed and ar-

ranged on the inside of a hat that it may be adjusted
to different-sized heads, substantially as described.

2. The band A, constructed in either one or more
parts, and furnished with tubes e and a, slots C, and
tube E, all arranged in the manner aud lor the pur-
poses set forth.

81,785.—F. Jacoby, St. Louis, Mo.—Apparatus
for Extracting Wort and Similar Liquids.—Scptem-
1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The application of a partial vacuum in

the sub-corapartnicnt of a mash tub, to cause the wort
to accumulate more ([uickly, and to cause its extrac-
tion move thoroughly out of the mash, substantiaUy
as set forth.

2. The combination of the pump E. its connecting
pipe D, with the concentrating head C, aud the drain
nipes B and mash tub A, substantially as aud for the
purpose set forth.

81,783.—Albert TV". Johnson, New York, N.
Y.— W/dp J/oJder.—September I, 1868.-The cud of
the whip is placed in the socket, which being pressed
the shalt is drawn down through the case.' turning
by a pin that acts in the spiral slots of the sleeves,

thus opening the jaws to admit the whip. The press-
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ure being stopped, the ja^vs are acted on by the
spring to close about and hold it.

Claim.—1. A holder for whips, &c.. composed of
jaws B, in combination vrith. a rest, M, or their re-

spective equivalents, connected together so as to be
operated and to operate substantially in the manner
described.

2. The jaws B, sleeves E F, center shaft G, spring
O, and rest M, when all constructed and airanged
together for operation substantially as described.

81,787.—.Jesse F. Jonxsox. Monrovia, Ind.

—

Harness Maker's Clamp.—September 1, 1868.—Ad-
justable notched guide plates are fitted on the inside
of the jaws so as to admit of the strap being drawn
through witliout letting the filling drop. The hold-
ing bar is com^wsed of two horizontal bars connected
by arms, and in actuated by a lever to keep the strap
in place as it is drawn through the jaws.

Claim.—1. The guide plates C attached to the
jaws A A', substantiallv as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The holding bar E, lever G H e, and elastic

strap I, arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The channeling tool L, constructed and applied
substantially as set forth.

81,788.—William A. Jord.vx, Xew Orleans,
La.

—

Harness.—September 1, 166ci.—The end of a
rope enters the socket and is held by a knot in the
yam.

Claim.—A metallic connecting termination or tip,

for certain parts of harness, as herein indicated,
when the same consists of tlic self-fastening annular
tapering socket clamp, A, and a projecting loop,
B, and is othei-wise constructed substantially as
herein described, for the purpose set forth.

81,789.—"William CEjellum, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Escapement.—September 1, 1868.—A crown-
wheel escapement, operated with two rollers on the
balance staff, gives the balance an impulse in each
direction as it vibrates, and by mean.s of a double-
headed screw, in connection with the detent lever,
each tooth of tlic escape wheel is locked twice at each
double vibration of the balance. The detent lever
is so placed as to lock by gravitation or a spring.

Claim.—1. Tlie escape wheel C, having escape
teeth either on the side or rim, and the notched im-
pulse rollers D and D' above and lielow, constructed
and operating substantiaUy as and for the purpose
herein described.

2. The detent lever F, with the adjustable double-
headed screw c c' or its equivalent, locking each tooth
of the escape wlieel t^ice at each revolution, either
by spring or gi-avitation, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

3. The point d on the arm G, and the point e on
the roller D, for unlocking, substantially as herein
described.

81,790.— George King and Ltxdhurst T.
SiiOPE, Frederick City, M.(l.—Seeding Machine.—
September 1, 1868.

C'tafm.—Hinging the lower section of the seed
spouts P V to the tubes or sxwuts R M. as and for the
purpose specified.

81,791.—WAT.SON KiN-G, Springfield, m.—Hay
JZate.-September 1, 1868.—The axle as it revolves is
kept in place by an adjustable lever and collar, and
the teeth being free, the rake can be backed without
raising it, the teeth being caused to turn up. so that
the curve<l part sUdes on the gi-onud, while by revolv-
ing the axle and throwing back the teeth, it inay be
cleared and the hay dumped.
Claim.— I. The rotating of the axle A by means

of the gearing C, B, and D, herein described, whether
spur or beveled, as applied to hay rakes.

2. The lever B C, as shown in'Fig. 2, as applied to
hay rakes.

3. The collar F, in combination with the geared
lever B and (J, as herein arranged and described.
'4. The tooth, aa constructed in Fig. 4, in comM-

nation with the adju.stable brace L and nut M.
5. The adjustable brace L, as herein arranged and

described

81,792.—Charles H. Kxowltox, Camden, X.
J., assignor to Furulsh & Gage, Philadelphia, Pa.—Cam for Operating Shuttle Box.—September 1,

1868. — The cams operating with the respective
ratchets and pawls of the vibrating arm, in con-
nection with the di'op box, which has diff'erent com-
paitments, serve to continually change the compart-
ments as they are alternately 'acted upon, one pawl
being in operation while the others are disengaged.

Claim.—1. In a drop-box loom, the within-de-
scribed sy.stem of ratchet wheels and cams, adapted
to each other, carried by one spiudle, and arranged
to be operated and to operate substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The friction clamps T, in combination with the
cams which operate the diop boxes of looms.

81,793.— Balthasae Krelscher, Xew York,
X. Y.

—

Burning ir?7rt.—September 1, 1868.— The
gases and products of combustion pass off through
the doorways or doable walls and openings connectod
with the lower flue, a top flue connecting the space
between them by means of tubes for canying ofl the
vapor of the green material, there being a double
arch for heating the air on its way to the fireplace,

and returning it. A bottom flue also communicates
oith the kilns and smoke stacks, to prevent the loss

of heat and drawing up of moisture in the kiha.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of passages E F,
controlled by damijers m, substantially as herein de-
scribed, for caiTving off the gases and products of
combustion through the doorways C of the kilns,

and oi^enings e f d, controlled by dampers g and j,
communicating with an adjoining kiln or lower flue,

D, as requii-ed.

2. The top flues F F, in combination with the hol-

low doorways C and connecting tubes or passages
E, essentially as herein described.

3. The double arch G to the kilns, in combination
with the openings or tubes H and chamber or pass-
ages p, made in the side walls of the whole structure
or fire end of either kiln, and connecting with the
grate or firei)laee, as herein set forth.

4. The bottom flue D, arranged below the floor of
the kilns, and transversely to them, in combination
with branches running to or fi-om each kiln, in dh-ec-
tion ofthe length thereof, and connecting, by suitable
openings, the kilns at their ends or doorways C with
either smokestack, and controlled by suitable damp-
ers, substantially as and for the jjurposes specified.

81 ,794.—Stepiiex E. Krom, Xew York, X. Y.—
Machine for Separating Ores.—September 1,1868;
antedated August 5, 1868.—As each projection on the
trip wheel comes in contact with the pin the lever is

thrown back and the beUows cairied down. The pin
being passed, the rubber simng connecting the lever
with another fixed pin carries back the lever and
bellows, repeating the operation for evei^ tooth on
the wheel.

Claim.—1. Introducing the material upon the bed
I in a thin stratum, close to the surface of the bed,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. Traversing the material across the perforated
bed I transversely to the length of the machine, that
is to say, extending the bed I longitndiuaUy of the
length of the framework A, and causing the mate-
rial to traverse across its nan-owest dimensions, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The roller L, an-anged and operating, as repre-
sented, relatively to the discharge passage J, for the
purpo.ses herein set forth.

4. The trip wheel C and lever F G, or their re-

spective equivalents, arranged relatively to the bel-

lows I) and to the perforated bed I and 'its connec-
tions, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

.5. In combination with the perforated bed I, and
with means for introducing and removing the mate-
rial as specified, mounting the bellows J) on a rock-
ing shaft, S. and operating it by an adjustable, vi-

brating motion, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein specified.

6. The gates X and K, so arranged as to allow the
separate or simultaneous changes in the tliickness
and velocity of the strata on the ore bed I, substan-
tially as and for the ])urpo3es herein set forth.

7. 'In combination, the ore bed I, with its feeding
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and discharging devices, the adjustable, oscillating
bellows D, the trip wheel C and its connections, and
the means H Hi 112^ or their equivalents, for varying
the rate of discharge through the passage J, all ar-
ranged for joint operation, substantially as and. for
the purposes herein set forth.

8. The within-described arrangenaent of the oper-
ating parts C F and their connections, at the end of
the maiu framework A, so that they may operate by
a direct connection through the rocking shaft S, with
the bellows D, and that the closed end of the frame
A shaU form one entire side of an inclosing case, to
protect the working mcchauism, all as aud for the
purposes herein set forth.

81,795.—Cakl Kupfer, Madison, "Wis., as-

signor to himself and Kuxd J. Fleischer, same
place.

—

Plane for Cutting Blind Slats.—September
1, 1868.—The edges of the bit cut the bottom and
sides of a slat at one stroke across the stick, leaving
a straight edge to guide the plane in cutting the
next slats.

Claim.—1. The bit A, when constructed with
shai'peued upper and lower edges 1 and 2, leaving
two lips, 3 and 4, said lips to be at right angles with
the upper and lower cuttmg edges, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the bit A , as described and
claimed, with the plane stock, for the use and pur-
poses specified.-

81,786.—Eexjamin Ladd, Ottumwa, Iowa.—
Horseshoe.—September 1, 18G8.—The clips are on
the shoe outside the hoof, aud are turned up and
fastened after the shoe has been fitted on and the
spurs driven into the hoof.
Claim. — 1. Making the inside face of the clip,

where it joins the top face of the shoe, in a line with
or even with the outer edge of said top face, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with clips ari'anged as above
claimed, one or moie spurs on the top of the shoe,
substantially as described.

3. The shoe, as above described, provided with
nail holes, as a means of fastening it on, if the clips,

or some of them, get broken off.

81,797.—George T. Lape, Summit, K". Y.—
Construction of Arches, Tunnels, <£c.—September 1,

1868.

Claim.—1. The construction of sections or vous-
soirs with horizontal, dovetailed tongues and grooves
along their abutting ends, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

2. In combination with said dovetailed tongues and
grooves, constructing said voussoirs or sections with
rel^atcs along their abutting sides, so that tliey will
lap over each other at their joints or points of contact.

3. The construction of' sewers, aqueducts, aud
arches for bridges, culverts, tunnels, <fcc., by com-
bining and abutting or securing to each other a se-

ries of sections or voussoirs, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

81,798—H. S. Lesher, Galesburg, HI.—Am-
mal Trap.—September 1, 1868.—The hinged plat-

form, on whicli the animal ascends for the bait, tilts

and closes the entrance, being held by a hooked rod,

which, with tlie tilting plate, on which he next steps,

is connected with a spring, restoring both to their
places, and preventing escape.

Claim.—1. The tilting platform g, so arranged in

comlnnation with the trigger i and spriug m that
when tlie animal presses the platform down it is re-

tained in position to prevent its escape.

2. The liinged plate K, so arranged in combination
with spring m, trigger i, aiul tilting platform g, tliat

wlien tlie animal seeks escape over the ulate .11, the
tilting platform will be liberated, thus allowing it to

fall to its original position.

81,799.—J. B. Lewis and J. E. Udatx, Con-
cord, 111.— Sullcij Flow.—September 1, 18()8.—The
eccentrics, fastened to the flanges on the ends of the
axle, have wrist pins, on whicli the traction wheels
revolve, and thus the axle is raised or lowered,
together with the plow beam, by the compound lever
euteriug- notches in the quadi-tmt.

Claim.—I. The tianges G, eccentrics I, -RTist pins
J", and pins L, when constrncted, an'anged and oper-
ating substantially as herein describecl, and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The compound lever M, when constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating substantially as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the above-
named parts with the frame A, axle B, bolt H, seat
C, traction wheels K, plow beam D, plow E. and
quadrant N, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

81,809.-Thomas E. Lewis, Pennville, Ind.—
Wagon i>orfies.—September 1, 1868.—The bed pieces
are hinged at their inner edges, and straps fastened
to the under side, so that they can be folded and
lapped, the ends or gates being held by a rod inserted
in eyes.

Claim.—A wagon body constructed and operating
substantially in the manner described.

81,891.—Lorenzo Love.ioy, Maiden, Mass.—
Well I'a&e.—September 1, 1868.—Short perforated,
curved, arched, or pointed tubes, arrauged in the
main tube, are filled with some soluble substance to
in-event the entrance of clay, <S:c., as the main tube
is forced downward, and, on pouring in hot water,
the substance is melted and the water freely passes
into the main tube.

Claim.—The combination, with a well tube, of a
series of curved or bent perforated tubes, when con-
structed, applied, and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

81,803.—Albert Lyman, Troy, IN". Y.—Reser-
voir for Cooking Stove.—September 1, 1868.—Tho
upper edge of the reservoir has ^a shoulder with a
vertical flange, on which respectively slides, either
way, the upper or under cover.

Claim.—A metallic reservoir, constructed in the
manner described, in combination with sliding cov-
ers, all arranged and for the purposes substan-
tially as set forth.

81,803.-Doxald D. Mackay, Whitestone, IT.

Y.

—

Flooring Clamp.—September 1, 1868.—The le-

vers are set astride of a sleeper, at a proper distance
from the boaid, against which rests the pusher
block ; the pointed studs are made to bite into the
sleeper, and the levers being pressed forward, force

up the board, which is further tightened by means
of the toggle brace, and another lever then throws
up the center of tlic toggle, casts off the ring, aud
spreads apart tlie lever, tiius ett'ecting the release.

Claim.—1. The lovers A, pivoted together as at a,

and furnished at their lower ends with adjustable
fulcrum stems c, having spurs c', substantially as
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the -tripping lever m with
Avith tho jiusher block B, the toggle brace g g*, aud
the levers A, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The arrangement of the pivots e of the pusher
block, the slots d in the levers A, and the springs /,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the ring b, at the upper
ends of the lovers A, carrying the pusher block B
and toggle brace g g"-', substantially as and for tho
purpose specified.

81,804.-William R. Maloxe. Mason, W. Va.—Check Valve for Fumps.—Se-gtombeT 1, 1868.

—

The slightly conical valve is prolougetl into an irreg-

ular taper, with side openings into the bore, tho
valve stem, with jamb nuts to regulate tho lift, work-
ing ireely in the scpiare end of the bore.

Claim.—The valve seat for check valves provided
with the conical form from A to B, and the taper
prolongation provided with the opening in tlic side
and with the scpiare termination of the bore D, in
combination Avitli the stem and vah(!, constrncted
and arrauged substantially as ami for the purpose
specified.

81,805.—Thomas D. McCall and Samuel
Busilnell, Walton, N. Y.

—

Hinge.—September 1,

1868.—A roller or cylinder of the same length as
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tho door is fixed to the latter by recessed jointed

clasp hin?:es around it, similar binges being attached
to tlic jamb, so that the door may open either way.
C7«tw.—The clasp hinges s s and n n, with their

joints, a, and the revolving cylinder e, with its

grooves g .7,' when constructed, combined, and ar-

ranged in the manner and to operate substantially

as described.

81,806.—Theodore J. McGowan, Cincinnati,

Ohio.—Pump.— September 1, 1868.—An improve-
ment on his patent of May 2G, 18G3. The " vacuum
chambers " are cast or formed on the valve chest,

instead of being cast in one piece with the chambers
or pockets, as in tlie first device.

Claim.—The " vacuum " cliambers b b', when cast

or otherwise formed upon the valve chest, substan-
tially as herein described, for the purpose specified.

81,807.—D. McI^EELY and C. J. Cady, Spur-
geon, Ind.

—

Cultivator.—Septeml)er 1, 1868. —The
rear plow standard is fixed to the draught beam,
and the forward standards to the cross-beam sup-
ported thereby, the wheel having its bearings below
in plates pressing against the beam, and supporting
the sliaft in their ears, the parts being strengthened
by braces. A detacluible rake is also fastened be-

hind and to the rear standard.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the draft beam A

with plates J J, slots and set screws s s', and wheel
D, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the beam A, handles B B,
wheel T>, plows E E E, standards C C C^, cross-

beam L, braces K o 0' 0", and attachable and de-

tachable rake F, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

81,808.—JamesD. Meabor, Independence, Mo.—Moth Fly Trap for Bee Hives.—September 1,

1868.—A metallic floor has tongues cut in it, which
are bent downward to form openings between their
lower ends and the plane of the floor, below which
is a compartment with a glass or illuminated floor.

"While the bee enters the hive by the covered pass-
age al)ove, the moth descends the inclined tongues
and is imprisoned in the cell below.

Claim.— 1. The tongued floor B, in combination
witli an illuminating floor D, ail arranged and em-
ployed as Jierein described and set forth.

2. The several parts A a, B &, D, and the covered
way c, when constructed and combined as herein
sho'wn and described.

81,809. — Martin Metcalf, Grand E,apids,
Mich.

—

Hot Air Furnace.—September 1, 1868.—Cold
air is carried up by passages between the outer
case and the inner box, into the pipes below the
flange, and in contact with and through the drum
into the chamber alDove.

Claim.—I. The pipes E, or their equivalents,
when arranged with a drum D, and extending down-
ward as described, and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of a case. A, provided with
passages x and a box, B, provided with a projecting
flange,/, and slots x, with the jnpes R and the drum
D, wlien constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

81,810.—JOHX L. MiDDLETDX, Zauesville, Ohio.
—CVmrn.-September 1, 1868.

Claim.—The churn A, having an opening, G^,
constructed as described, in combination with the
metallic lid G, locking bar H, screw g, and handle,
knob, or button, grS substantially as.and for the pur-
pose set forth.

8J ,81 1.—Warren P. Miller, New York, N. Y.—/Sajc;.-September 1, 1868.—A square shoulder is

formed on tlie tootli, abutting against a rest on the
saw plate above the recess that receives its shank,
so that a shortened tooth may have its point turned
down, its shoulder filed, and on being turned back
its ])oint will be projected to the cutting line.

Claim.—1. Tlie shoulder d, on tooth 6, and rest c,

on saw plate A, wlien constructed and arranged to
operate in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

2. A detachable saw tooth, in which is combined

a circular shank adapted to a circular recess in the
saw plate, and having shoulder d, adapted to abut
against rest c, on the saw plate, as described.

81,813.—Warren P. Miller, New York, N. Y.
—^Saw.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—A saw, with the teeth c c in pairs on base
c, having parallel sides, and deep spaces, d, between
the pairs of teeth, constructed and arranged to ope-
rate in the manner and for the purpose described.

81,813.—George Motter, Jr., Henry, HI.—
Sliding Cra^e.—September 1, 1868.—The gate is sup-
ported on a roller at its forward end and near its rear
end by rollei's placed respectively above and below
the supporting rail, so as to sustain the gate when
wholly opened.
Claim.—I. The gate constructed with the triangu-

lar brace at its rear end, and having the rollers d d
applied so as to bear upon opposite sides of the rail a',

and being held thereon by the projections e, in combi-
nation with the posts A and A' Avith tlie roller C, all

arranged to operate substantially as herein set fortli.

2. I'he stationary hooks F and G, constructed and
applied as shown and described.

81,814.-Julius ISTuellens, Torquay, and Mat-
thias Neuiiaus, London, England.— Wine Cooler.—
September 1, 1868

;
patented in England, May 29,

1868.—A tilting case is provided with an elastic
diagpliragm having a hole in its center through which
the neck of a bottle passes, so as to allow the bottle
to he tipped without taking it from the cooler.
Claim.—1. Constructing or providing portable cool-

ers or cooling apparatus with a water-tight cover, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
described and shown.

2. The combination, within the case a, of the
series of divisions c, forming apartments and other-
wise supporting the ring b, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

3. The elastic diaphragm g, with central opening,
h, and overlapping edges, in combination with the
plate i, and suitable fastening devices on said pla,te

and the case a, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

81,815.- Alfred Paraf, New York, N. Y.—
Water-proof OZo^/i.—September 1, 1868.—The Avater-
proof mixture consists of benzole, powdered gra-
hamite, wheat flower, and India-rubber, with which
linseed oil is to be used when applied.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, the
water-proof mixture, compounded and prepared sub-
stantially as before set forth.

2. The manufacture of water-proof fabrics, by ap-
plving the water-proof mixture before described
upon textile fabrics, substantially in the manner be-
fore set forth.

81,816.—Walter Peck, Rockford, 111., assignor
to William Jobes, Seth H. Hills, and Amelia C.
Peck, same place.- "irindmiJ^.-September 1, 1868.

—

A series of devices by which the fans arc automati-
cally feathered or adjusted at a varied angle to tho
direction of the wind, and the speed thus regulated.

Claim.— 1. A bounding piece, arranged to operate
for controlling the speed of a Avindmill, substantially
as described.

2. Tlie combination of a bounding piece, for con-
trolling the speed of a windmill, with a weighted ex-
tensible lever, substantially in the manner described.

3. The collar rri, when supported by the shaft n,

and held by the ratchet and pawl n', and operated by
pulley and cord, or band, and wlien in combination
with the weighted lever K, alias and for the purpose
set forth.

4. The ratchet on arm q, in combination with its

spring pawl, when the pawl moves in guides, and is

held by the drop catch s, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with the latch, connected as de-
scribed, the sliding piece /, with its pin t', moved and
operated substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

81,817.—Andrew J. Post, Hudson City, N. J.
—i'rid^c—September 1, 1868.—The strut is received
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in a hollow in the lower part of the flanged casting,
through which also pass the braces fastened on top
by nuts, the flanges fitting in the timbers which bear
against their edges and the sides of the casting.
The base of the strut rests on a casting through
which, with the braces, it is secured bv a cross-bolt.

Claim.—The castings M tn fitted in the top chord,
as specified, and extending up to the upper surface
thereof, haviug inclined surfaces forming fair bear-
ings for the nuts on the diagonal ties, and recesses
at the base adapted to receive the round ends of the
struts B, all constructed, coml)iued, and arranged
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,818.—John Reixig, Eond Du Lac, Wis.—
Eaves JVo?/.(77i.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—The construction of a hanger, for the pur-
pose described, when constructed of one piece of
metal, bent in such form as to conform to the shape
of the eaves trough, and provided with bolt and nut
Gr, substantially as herein described and set forth.

81,819.—Edwin 0. Eood, Lodi, JR.—Mechan-
ical Movement.—September 1, 1868.—A vibrating
lever is attached to a rock shaft between two rings,

provided with teeth, those of one ring being opposite
the spaces between the teeth on the opposite ring,

so as to act when the rings are rotated alternately
on the vibrating lever, and impart a reciprocating
movement to a cutter bar or other device.

Claim.—The vibrating lever or barH, or its equiv-
alent, applied to a rock shaft, F, in the manner de-

scribed, and employed in conjunction with two cir-

cular series of teeth or projections e, substantialy as
and for the pui'pose set forth.

81,820.—John Eoot, Cass County, Mich.—
Farm Gaic-September 1, 1868.—When "the gate is

opened half way it will nearly balance and may be
swung round, the post and wheel turning with it.

The gate is elevated by the action of the eccentric
wheel when being opened.

Claim.—In combination with the sliding gate B,
the eccentric wheel H and revolving post E, all ar-

ranged and operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

81,821.—Alexander S. Rowley, Hudson, >T.

Y.—Sewing Machine. — September 1, 1868.—The
loopers arranged under the table are operated by
cams at each end of parallel bars, and catch or re-

lease the thread as the needles ascend or descend

;

in case of straw, &c.. an endless api'on takes it from
the spike cylinder and carries it to the table, fingers

acting both as feeders and pressors extending over
the aprons, and also regulating the length of the
stitch.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the two cams C C', the rods c de, and series of
hooks bbb, &c., sulostautially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the an-

gular Ijox or hopper E, the spiked, toothed, or cor-

rugated cylinder F, endless apron 1), and holding
and feeding fingers s s g, &.G., substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

3. In combination Avith the above, a sewing me-
chanism substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

81,822.-Samuel Eue, Jr., Paoli, assignor to

himself, Sajiuei- McCamuiupge, and Edwauu G.
Martin, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Injectorfor Steam Gen-
<?ra<or.—September 1, 1868.—Valves and valve-seats

arc formed on the ends of an iritermediate pipe, be-

tween tlie steam and feed pipes, at one end, and the
supply or discharge pipe, which leads to the boiler,

at the other end, "and on the ends of hollow plugs,

wlucli are combiued with the steam and discharge
pipes.

Claim..—\: The arrangement of the adjustable in-

termediate pipe H with the plugs D and D', when
said parts are provided Avith the valves L and
L', and tlie valve seats a and a', substantially in the
manner hereinbefore described.

2. The arrang(^mout of the adjustable pipe H,
being smaller at its receiving end thtm the front end
of the steam pipe, whereby to increase the pressure

upon the water through the former, substantially as
specified.

3. The diminished bore oV the pipe H, for eflfecting
a greater pressure at its receiving than at its dis-
charging end, whereby to resist the check of the
check valvc!, between the injector and the boiler,
substantially as described.

4. The combination of the air and water chamber
K, with the injector, opposite the feed pipe, whereby
to facilitate the supply of water to the injector at the
commencing of its flow, substantially as described.

81,823.—Thomas Standring, Fort Eichmond,
N. Y.—i?ei(inf7.—September 1, 1868 : antedated Julv
6, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the belt-
ing, consisting of the solid sheet ot steel a' clamped
between the leather parts a e, by the central rivets
E,, and prevented from loosening by being cemented
to such parts, as herein shown anddescribed.

81,824.— SiGMUND RUTSCHMAN, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Meat-chopping Machine.—September 1, 1868.

—

The locking pins through the sliding boxes and
flanges prevent the cross-head from turning, until
desired, when they are withdrawn, a quarter turn
given, and the pins are then reinserted.

Claim.—The combination, with the cross-head and
sliding boxes of a meat-chopping machine, of flanges
a a, permanently secured to the cross-head, and of
the pins / /, ins"erted through the said flanges and
the sliding boxes, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specifled.

81,825.—Albert H. Saunders, IMashua, N. H.
—ieeeZ.-September 1, 1868.-The chambered plates
in the hub connected with the radial arms being ar-
rested by the stops, are brought, by means of the
spring, to right angles witli each other, so that the
reel can be introduced into difi"ereut sized skeins,
and proper tension secured.
Claim.—1. The reel, made with the hub ia two

parts, a' b\ connected by a spring, as described, and
having a pair of arms extending from each of the
said parts a' b'.

2. The reel, as made with the self-adjusting radial
arms, and with the hub formed in two parts, a' b',

connected by a spring, and having a pair of such
arms extended from each of the parts a' b', as spe-
cified.

81,826.—BenJAjnx Saunders, Nashua, N H.,
assignor to himself and Albert H. Saunders.—
Warp Dresser.—September J, 1868.—The lower shaft
in revolving causes the brushes and cranks to acton
the -warps, while they are counterbalanced by
weights applied to the pulleys making one side the
heavier.

Claim-.—In a dresser frame, the combination of
the counterbalance with the brush frame, its opera-
tive cranks and pulleys, as described.

81,827.—Charles C. Savery, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Water Cooler and Refrigerator. — September 1,

1868.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
enameled ice and water tank C C C P and its lid, L,
with the enameled air chamber C" C", and its door
D, constructed substantially as herein specified.

81,828. — George W. Seymour, Whitney's
Point, N. Y.—Carriage Tr/ieeZ.—September 1, 1868.

—The hub is fornied of two movable rings to support
the axle box with its key. The rings are set apai-t

so as to brace the sjiokes, and may be compressed or
loosened, by means of a nut and screw, to regulate
their tension.

Claim. — The combination and an-angement of
the stationary key D Avitli the wheel turning the
axle box E, adjustable thimble nut F, and movable
rings B B, all being constructed substantially as
herein described and represented, for the purpose
set forth.

Sl,S29.^rEREMiAH Sherman, New Oxford, Pa.—Animal Trap.—September 1, 1868.—The gates as
the animal from the bridgeway strikes their inner por-

tions, are tm'ncd on thcii' pivots and cause the animal
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to drop into the cage, whicli is closed by their return,

the side, shield, and overlapping boards being ar-

ranged to prevent his escape.
Ciaim.--Tho combination of the bridgeways m in

the side boards b. tlie inclined side boards c, and
overlapping boards /*, with the passage A*, pivoted

gates C, and cage A, all arranged substantially as

shown and. described.

81,830.—TVixsLOW Shermax, Ilfew York, and
Jacob Russei.l, Erooklyn, assignors to Jacob Rus-
sell, He.nuy T. McCoun, James L. Eomer, and
Thomas T. Buckley, Brooklyn, ]^. Y.—Feeding
Xail Plate.—September 1,1868.—Animpj-ovementou
patent No. 63,655, April 9, 1807.—The teed plate may
be adjusted and swung one side without being de-

tached ; the oscillating bed which carries the cutter,

with the adjusting lever and springs operating auto-

matically, secures'uniforraity in the sizes of the heads
and blanks, the nail plate being held or set loose by
means of a spring clamp.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the feed plate or

frame A. bars B, socket pins a a, or their equiva-
lents, and the frame of the machine, in the manner
so as to admit of the feed plate being swung to one
side and out of the way of the machine without de-

taching it therefrom, substantially as specified. .

2. The combination, -n-ith the frame of the machine
and the feed plate or frame A, of the bar or bars B,

removable socket pins a a, and horizontally and ver-

tically adjustable brackets C C, all for operation
together and in connection with adjusting screws, or
their equivalents, to facilitate the adjustment of the

feed plate or frame in various du-ectious, and to admit
of its being swung to one side or back, essentially as
herein set forth.

3. The combination, with the feed plate or frame
A, and horizontally oscillating bed G,of the nail-plate-

adjustiug levers \l E, stops s s', and springs m m',

operating automatically to insure uniiurmity in the

sizes of the heads to the cut blanks, substantially as

specified.

4. The combination, with the bed plate or frameA
and cutters S S', of the spring clamp T and pin X on
the cross-rocking beam H, operating to hold the nail

plate during the intermissions to its feed, and to

relax hold thereof while being fed, essentially as

specified-

81,831.-H. N. SCHULTZ, Sabillasville, Md.—
Flour ^oZ^-September 1, 1868.—The cams of the

wheel strike on the upper beveled end of the lever

which is fastened below by a pin, ride over it and
let its lower end drop with a shock proportioned to

the height of the lift, thus jtunming the bolt.

Claim.—The combination of the cam wheel B
upon the end of the flour bolt, with the lever C and
adjustable stop m, operating as described, whereby,
as the bolt rotates forward, the stop holds the lever
firmly in place, and as it rotates backward it allows
the lever to swing out of the y\ay, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

81,832.—A B. S^niH, Eochester, Ta-Sar-
vester.—September 1, 1868.—The objects are to dis-

pense -nith weighty appliances, give increased
freedom to the motions of the cutting apparatus in
passing o\ er an uneven sm-face and adapt the shoe
to override such objects as may oppose themselves
diii'ing either a forwai'd or backward movement of
the machine.
Claim.—1. The constructioa of the drag bar of two

light bars, D D, connected by bolts ab c, which also
serve as pivot connections respectively with the
frame A, ' false shoe" E and shoe T, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

2. Pivoting the drag bar to the shoe T, forward of
the finger bar G, the forward end of the shoe being
adjustable in height by the screw/ or its equivalent,
while the rear end has a free sliding movement on
the '-false shoe" E, underthe keeper w, substantially
as herein set forth.

3. The " false shoe" E, constructed and arranged
as set forth, in combination with the drag bar D D,
shoe T, and the finger bar G-, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

4. Tlie spring ti, in combination with the lever E.
vibratory arm S, sliding pinion I, and the clutch
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wheels in n, or their equivalents, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

5. The spring u applied to the coupling bar, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

81,833—A. B. Smith, Eochester, Va.—Endless
Platform for Churn-Power.—September 1, 1868.

—

The cross-steps of the platform are braced and held
in the same plane, under downward pressure, the
object being to iwevent sagging.
Claim.—The metallic braces or cleats C C, applied

to the endless platform, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

81,834.—J. HuKT Smith, Norwich, Conn., Wil-
liam Shedlock, and Alfred Shedlock, New
York, N. Y.—J5;-aifZ.—September 1, 1868

Claim.—The new and improved manufacture
herein described of a triradiate braid, or braid com-
posed of three radial members, united to each other
by interlocking or interbraiding the threads of the
different members with each other, substautially as
herein described.

81,835.—Thomas W. F. Smtten, Brooklyn, N.
Y.

—

Breast-Pin Fastening.— September 1, 1868.—
The bridle or guard allows the tongue to work freely

upon its pivot, but in the event of the latter break-
ing, the guai'd holds the pivotal end of the tongue
in place and thus maintains the security of the
catch.

Claim.—A guard or bridle, embracing the tongue
near tbe joint, in combination with the body and
tongue, substantially as described, whereby the
breast-pin or brooch is securely held, and prevented
from being lost by the weai-er, should the rivet pin of

the joint come out.

81,836.—Jacob Southwick, Brant, N. Y.—
J'cnce—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—A portable board fence, when constructed
as described, the fence postsAA being formed oftwo
pieces, locked together near the top, and spreading
at the bottom, and the panels each consisting of

boards B B, confined together by strips C C, and
hung on the fence posts A A, the whole being se-

cured by pins a a and stakes E E, snbstantially as
herein set forth.

81,837.-E. H. Stearxs, Erie, 'Pa..—Head Block.
—September 1, 1868.—The knees ai-e automatically
retracted, after the log has been sawed, by means of
springs which are wound up in the act of moving
the knees forward, or setting the leg to the saw. The
stops and adjustable segment bars limit the back-
ward movement of the knees according to the size of
the log, and the stops serve as buffers to avoid jars.

Provision is made for moving the dogs out of the
way, Avhen liberated from the sawed log.

Claim.—1. In head blocks for saw mills, the em-
ployment of springs, so applied that when the knees
are released from the setting mechanism, the springs
will automatically bring back the knees to the re-

quired position for the next advancing movement,
substantially as set forth.

2. The se^gment bars L, constructed, arranged,
and applied in the manner shown, or in any equiva-
len t way, for the purpose of limiting the backward
movement of the knees, as set forth.

3. The elastic stops P upon the knees of the
head-block, in combination with the segment bars
L, substantially as described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

4. The flanges T, for the purpose of carrying and
adjusting the dogs, when disengaged from the log or
remnant thereofj^ substantially as described.

81,838.—Benjamin Stephens, Wheeling, W.
YsL.—Composition for iJoo/inj;.—September 1, 1868;

antedated April 3, 1868.—The slag is obtained from
the boiling furnaces of rolling mills.

Claim.—The compound of coal tar and pulverized

slag, as and for the purpose described.

81,839.—Luther Streeter, Chicopee, Mass.,

assignor to himself and Eansom Shepard, same
place.— On rd«?i TZoc- September 1, 1868.— The
forked shank is designed to afford means of attach-
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ment, and. also to retain the original curve of the
blade.

Olaim.—In combination with the blade A D of a
field hoe, which is more or less curved in the direc-

tion of its length, the forked shank terminating in a
angle socket or tang for the handle, and applied to
the blade, as set forth, the whole constructed, and
arranged substantially as described.

81,840.—James TV. Sutton, Detroit, Mich.—
Water Heater for Steain Qcnerator.—September 1,

1868.

Claim.—1. The air space within the jacket G-,

when connected with the annular air space F, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

.

2. The combination of the above-named parts with
the boiler A, water pipes L, cheek valves M. three-
way cocks if, stationary connections O, and escape
pipe P, when arranged, constructed, and operating
substantially as and for the jjurposes herein specified.

81,841.—Thomas Taylor, Washington, D. C.—Machine for Cleaning Feathers.—September 1,

1868.—The inner cylinder has two compartments,
the upper for live steam, the lower one for condensed
steam. By contact with the deflectors the condensed
portion of the entering steam is separated from the
effective steam and caused to drop into the water
receptacle. The outer cylinder contains the feathers,
the perforated one diffuses the steam, and the central
cylinder serves as an axis upon which the others re-

volve. When the steam is to be cut off the motion
of t!ie cylinders is reversed and a cam thereby made
to act to close the valve.

Claim.—1. The combination of cylinder A B C D,
supported and revolving on the center cylinder S S,

in the manner substantially described and set forth.
2. The cylinder S S, constructed as set forth, being

of two compartments, and operating with the valves
X X, in the manner described.

3. The mode of keeping the valves open by the
spring TJ, in connection with the cam or cams t t,

operating substantially as described and set forth.
4. The deflecting tubes i H, t H, for the purposes

substantially described and set forth, and as com-
bined with the portions T T.

5. The mode of shutting the valves x x. Fig. 1, by
the backward motion of the cylinder A 13 C D, as
substantially described and set forth.

81,842.—J. W. Thompson, Bureau Junction,
HI.

—

Churn.—September 1, 1868.—The lever being
vibrated the segment and belt are actuated, and the
dasher is consequently moved up and down as well
as right and left.

Claini.—l. The combination of the lever E, seg-
ment F, belt H, vertical dasher staff B, upright beat-
ers J J, and horizontal beaters K K, when con-
structed and arranged to operate in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The ventilators c c, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

81,843.—John Tingley, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Samuel L. Davis, Camden,
'N". J.

—

Tightening Band for Vessels.—September 1,

1868.—A metal band is fastened to the outside of the
vessel, near the upper edge, by pins passing through
slots, one end of the band being secured to a plate,

and connected with a screw rod and nut on the op-

posite end, by which means it is contracted or set

free, as required.
Claim.—1. The plate G, of a shape to fit the side

•of the vessel, having a projection,/, and secured to

one end of a band, a screw rod at the other end of
which passes through the projection /, as and for the
purpose described.

2. The said band, with screw rod at one end and
projection at the other, in combination with a handled
nut, E, arranged to conform, or nearly conform, to

•the shape of the vessel to which the band is applied,

as set forth.

3. The slots m in the band D, for tho purpose
•specified.

81,444.—Charles Tollner, Pnlaski, N. T.—
'Smoking Pipe.—^e^tembeT 1, 1868.

Claim.—A smoking pipe or bowl, consisting of
clay, which, in the process of manufacture, is suc-
cessively baked, saturated with unctions matter, and
carbonized, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

81,845.—John Turner, liTorwich, Conn.—Jlfa-

chinefor Covering Cord.—September 1, 1868 ; ante-
dated August 25, 1868.—The covering bobbins are
arranged, each with its axis coinciding with that of
the twisting spindle and its yarn bobbins, their cen-
trifugal force being thus reduced, while an increased
velocity being given them, a more perfect winding
round the strand is effected with fewer of them.

Claim.—The covering bobbin F, arranged and
operating in combination with the twisting spindle
C and yarn bobbin D, substantially as shown aiid

described.

81,846.—Oliver Vanorman, Eipon, Wis.—
Spring Seat for Vehicles.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the detachable
seat, consisting of the elevated levers or bars B B,
with hooks and eyes C C. or equivalent devices, to

the parallel bars D D, substantially as described.
2. The arrangement of rubber springs E E, fast-

ened near the lower ends and on the under sides of
the elevated seat bars B B, which rest upon the par-

allel bars or levers D D.

81,847.—James Varley, Hudson City, N. J.—
Wash ^oiJer.—September 1, 1868.—The telescopic

joint in the central tube provides for the removal of
the cover and regulates the ventilation of the perfor-

ated upper chamber, and the distribution of the water
in the boiler, while the perforated false bottom, held
fast by the lips when the steam is on, can be readily
removed.

Claim.—1. The central jointed tube C, perforated
upper chamber D, and false bottom B, in combination
with each other, and with a wash boiler, substantially

as herein described.
2. The telescopic or slidingjoint a, in combination

with the central jointed tube C, for adjustment ofthe
upper chamber D, or removal of the cover, substan-

tiallv as herein set forth.

3. "The combination of the bps p p and notches e e,

for locking in place the false bottom of the wash
boiler, substantially as specilied.

81,848.— Felix Walker, Memphis, Tenn.—
Sash Faste7iing.—Se\)temher 1, 1868.

Claim.—The eccentric duplex balance wheels a a,

pivoted to the sash upon the same pivot, in combina-
tion with the curved keeper e, constructed and op-

erating as described, for the purpose specified.

81,849.—Edwin Want, l^ew Haven, Conn., as-

signor to himself and J. E. Spencer, same place.

—

Eye G^ass.-September 1, 1868.—An improvement
on his patent of January 15, 1867. The spring has
over it a plate for the purpose of strengthening it at

the poiut of attachmeut.
Claim.—In combination with the bows of eye

glasses, constructed and aiTanged upon their spring

E, substantially in the manner described, the appli-

cation of plates H H, at tho point of attachment of

the bows, to the spring E, in the manner and for the

purpose specified.

81,850.—Gardner Warren, Boston, assignor

to William M. Byrnes, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Slid-

ing A'a67t.—September 1, 1868.—A metallic spring of

the same length of the sash, and formed with a
flange and curved portion, is secured to the frame,

the side of the sash fitting in the curved portion, so

that the sash will be held in any desired elevated

position.
Claim.—The metallic spring D with the flange a,

when constructed and applied substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

81,851.— Alexander Watt, Wandsworth,
England.—JJieac/iinf; ^oap.—September 1, 1868.

Claim.—A soap, containing a soluble chloride or

hypochlorite, mixed and compounded with a pre-

viously made soap in a melted state, in tho manner
herein described.
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81 ,852.—TTiLi.iAJi Weeks, Albany, N. Y.—Bie
for Stamping ^Yo(xlcn Uoxes.—September 1, 1868.

—

The block in the upper part of the die beinjr pressed
down upon tlie punch forms the Inside of the bos,

•while the rabbet on top of the sleeve also forms a
rabbet on the box top. and a blow on the ends of the

rods forces up the sleeve and the finished box to the

top of the die.

Claim.—The combination of sleeve D, rods E,
punch 1>. and collar C with a die. A, and plunger G-,

constructed substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

81,853.—Fraxcis Herbeut Wexham, Loudon,
England, assignor to Axdreav Shaxks.—Hot Air
Unginc.—September 1, 'iSGS.—The stroke of the pis-

ton in one diix'ction is produced by heated air from
the furnace, while in the other direction the piston

is impelled by the expansion of the compressed air

above the same. Perforations in the outer portion

of a fire-clay disk placed over the furnace admit jets

of fiame at every stroke of the piston.

Claim.—1. The cylinder a, constructed as herein
set forth, whereby a" portion of air admitted into the
cyhnder is retained and compressed above the pis-

ton at each upward stroke of the same, substantially

as set forth.

2. The aiTangement of the furnace gr, with the hop-
per i and grate h, constructed with reference to the
cylinder a. sulistantially as herein set forth.

'
3. The fire-clay disk 6, constructed and fitted in the

furnace, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

81,854.—Alonzo "Whitcojib, "Worcester, l^Iass.

—Planing Machine.—September 1, 1868.—The cross

head by a single movement of the handle is clamped"
to the uprights by means of levers operated through
a handle, slide, and roller.

Claim.—The combination of the uprights B, cross
head C. and the pivoted levers D, arranged to op-"

erate substantially as described, for the purpose of
readily adjusting the cross head of a planer, and se-

cm-ing- the same in position.

81,855.—tTohxWillard, i^orwich, Conn.—Boo;
O^Jcno-.—September 1, 1868.—Attached to the chisel

point is a hollow stock, within which plays a loaded
plunger, which, being driven against ihe base of the
socket, serves as a hammer.

Claim.—The combination of the chisel point A,
the tubular handle B, and the weighted rod C, con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as

set forth, as an article of manufacture.

81,856.—E. R. WiLLiA^iis, Rochester, :sr. Y.—
J/-(n'<J'ar.—September 1, 1868.-Thestopper, grooved
on one side and inclined on the other, is packed into
the jar by means of an elastic strap which hooks
over lugs, one on the stopper, and the other on the
jar.

Claim.—The construction of the stopper B, with
a groove, a, extending part way around, and grad-
uating into an incline, b, when employed in connec-
tion with the elastic band i, in the manner and for
the pm-posc specified.

81,857.—W. B. WiXTOX, Marion, Iowa.—JffancZ

Ploiv.—September 1, 1868.—The plow beam, pivoted
at the point of connection of the handles, has secured
to It a curved serrated plate working in another plate
in rear of the wheel, and may thus be raised or low-
ered at pleasure.
Claim.—The curved serrated spring-metal bar

or plate D, in combination with the pivoted plow
beam C, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

81,858.—JOHX Worpen, 1^0Tma],Il\.—Lubrica-
tor/or AarZe*'.-September 1, 1868.—The oil is carried
from the tank to the end of the axlo. (througli a
groove,) and by means of a perforated skein flows to
the bearing pait, its weight, when at rest, closing the
holes, and checking the fiow.
CVaiw.-Tlie circumferential reservoir C, con-

nected with the perforated skein B and the axle A,
with its longitudinal groove x, to operate substan-
tially as specified.

81,859.-Edward S. Wright, New York, IsT.

Y., assignor to Samuel Leggett, same place.-CM.^
ter Head.—September 1, 1868.—The wedgi;.< are in-

serted in a slot in the head which carries the knives,
the central one having at its inner end a projection
entering a recess, as a guide to keep it in place, and
also projections on its sides passing into slots on the
inner ones, a screw through the outside of the head
likewise entering a recess in the outer end of the
central wedge to adjust them all.

Claim.—The construction of the wedges B, B^, and
B2, as described, that is, with the elongated slots c

or recesses in the inner surfaces of the outer ones,

and the projections b upon the outer surfaces of the
inner one, for the purpose of guiding said wedges in
their movements, and also for preventing them from
falling out of the cutter head when the center one is

di-iven back for the purpose of releasing the knives

81,860.—John A. Burnap, Albany, ]^. Y.—
PifiZe?/.-September 1, 1868.—One or two sets of roll-

ers form the anti-friction joiu-nal for the pulley.

When two sets are employed a flange separates the
two series and serves as a'guide or an end waU to the
chambers in which the roDers are confined.
Claim.—1. The pulley and block, having the fric-

tion rollers constructed and arranged so as to be sell-

guidiug, in the manner as described.
2. The combination of the pulley A, pulley block

B, and two sets of cylindrical rollers c c c c and
c' c' c c' and flange F', aU constructed and used as
shown and described.

3. The arrangement, in the eye of the pulley B, of
two or more sets of cylindrical rollers, constructed
and kept in position by means sho\i'n and described.

n81,861.—L. J. Adams axd J. H. Esale, Avon,
ill.

—

Grain Iloistener.—September 8, 1868.—The
steam is forced through a perforated plate or shield

and is thrown in jets into wheat as it falls from a
chute. A drip pipe is placed just beneath the perfo-

rated shield and carries off the condensed steam.
Claim.—The combination of the steam pipe or

pipes F, perforated shield G, and drip pipe or pipes
H, -with the hopper A, substantially as herein slio\vii

and described, and for the purposes set forth.

81,863. — Alfred Arnemax'x, Guttenberg,
Iowa.

—

Safety Attachment for Pockets of Apparel.
—September 8, 1668.—A spring catch attached to a
pocket-book prevents its being opened while in the
pocket, and a wii'e clasp fastens it to the article of

wearing apparel.
Claim.—A pocket-book protector, consisting of the

wire clasp A, and of the plate B, spring c, hook d,

and knob/, all arranged and operating substantially

as herein shown and described.

81,863,—E. H. AsHCROFT, Boston, Mass.

—

Steam Safety Valve.—September 8, 1868.—A cylin-

drical jacket envelopes a spiral spring, the upper end
of which jacket is fastened to a cross head, and the
lower end slides over a projection on top of the valve.

Claim.—The arrangement of the projecting jacket
d with the cross head C, with reference to the valve
and spring, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

81,864.—George Ashworth axd Elijah Ash-
WOUTH, Manchester, Great Britain.—Povf/oiio.

—

Patented in England, March 15, 1867.—September
8, 1868.—Bands of leather or caoutchouc are attached

to the inner edges of the sides of the portfolio at each
end, and can be detached on one or both sides.

Wire staples or binders are fastened in the sheets and
through wliich the bands of leather or caoutchouc
are passed and then fastened to the side of the port-

folio.

Claim.—The spring clips or fasteners d, con-

structed and applied to a portfolio substantially as

described, in combination with a band or bauds, c,

of leatlier or other suitable material, and which are

adapted to staples or binders secured to the sheets to

be bound, substantially as specified.

81,865.—John Ashworth, Xorth Andover,
Mass., assignor to George L. Davis, John A,
WiLEV, and Joseph M. Stone, same place.—Oper-
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ating Shuttle Boxes in Looms.—September 8, 1868.

—

A leA'er is -connected by a link to a standard, upon
which latter the shuttle boxes are mounted, and is

operated l»y two cams in such a manner as to raise
or lower the standard upon which the series of shut-
tle boxes is placed, so that any one of the boxes may
be brought to the race from any position at every pick.

The earns are actuated by a pawl and ratchet con-
nected by rods with levers placed in contact with a
revolving pattern chain.
Claim.—1. The combination of the lever E with

the two cam wheels H and I, arranged with and act-

ing on said lever, at different points in its length, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the lever E, the cam H, and
its hook rod or rods for operating the same, and the
cam I and its hook rod or rods for operating the
same, with the vibrating pawl or driver IST, and the
levers P and the pattern chain, and their access-
ories, for controlling the movements ctf the shuttle

boxes, substantially as described.

81,866.—Vincent M. Baker, Preston, Minn.
—Water Wheel.—September 8, 1868.—The chutes
are arranged so as to throw the water against the
radial buckets at right angles, and the amount of
water is regulated by means of gates attached to an
annular ring, which is tmmed by a pinion engaging
with a rack on its periphery.

Claim.—The chutes i^, in combination with the
sliding gates G, operated through the medium of the
ring H and gearing k I, ail arranged substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

81,867.—G-RANT O. Baldwin, Hillsborough,
Ohio.

—

Still.—September 8, 1868.—Steam is forced
through fruit placed in a copper still and is condensed
in a hollow cone placed above the still, over which a
stream of cold water passes, and from which the
condensed steam is conducted.

Claim.—The slide D and condenser E, constructed
as described, when used in combination with the
boiler B and steam pipe C, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

81,868—"W. G. Barette, Canton, Md.—Ap-
paratus for Rectifying Spirits.—September 8, 1868.

—

A vertical cylinder divided into several compart-
ments is placed above the stUl. One of the compart-
ments is used as a refrigerator for condensing the
oils in the other compartments and which are again
returned to the still. A pipe conveys the surplus
water from the re&'igerator to the still. The first

portions of the vapors are condensed and carried to
a receiver placed on the side of the cylinder ; from
there they are conveyed to the still again for redis-

tillation.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the stiH A; of
the cylinder B, provided with the condensing cham-
bers D and E, refrigerator E, and pipes H and I,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
2. The arrangement of the supply pipe G, dis-

charge pipes K and M, the air tube L, and refriger-

ator F, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The receiver O, provided with a pipe, P, com-
municating with the still, for returning the light
wines, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
4. The combination, with the cylinder B, of the

stop-cock K, tubes S, and worm T, substantially as
and for the purpose set fortb.

81,869.-"William H. Barnes, New London,
Conu.

—

Coffee Mill.—September 8, 1868.—A coiled

spring is placed around the arbor of the rotating
grinding plate, and exerts its tension against the
plane face of the shell and the eye of the crank,
which latter is held against the spring by a nut
working on a screw thread on the end of the arbor.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

coiled spring a with the arbor of the runner C, shell

D, and nut o, all operating substantially as shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

81,870.-B. B. Bollinger, Louisville, Ohio.—
Registerfor Knitting Machine.—Septembers, 1868.

—

The periphery of the pattern wheel is provided with

notches corresponding in distance from each other
to agree with the changes required to be made in the
knitted fabric, and receives motion from a pawl con-
nected to some iutermittingly moving part of the
knitting machine ; ;.the periphery of the said notched
wheel causes a hammer to strike a bell as each
notch passes a given projection on the arm of the
bell hammer.

Claim.—1. The knitting-machine register, com-
posed of a pattern wheei, E, a spring hammer, E,
and an alarm bell, substantially as and for the pui--

pose described.
2. In registers for knitting machines, the combi-

nation of the alarm bell, hammer, and mechanism for

moving the pattern wheel, substantially as herein
described.

81,871.—KOBEET Kirk Boyle, New York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and Giuseppe Tagliabue,
same place.

—

Printing Telegraph Instrument.—Sep-
tember 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. Arranging a pair of electro-magnets
on each side of two horseshoe magnets which are
fastened to an oscillating shaft, substantially as
herein shown and described, so that one pole of each
horseshoe shall be attracted by but one electro-mag-
net, for the purpose specified.

2. The application of the adjustable springs d d' to
the stationary part of the apparatus, said springs aid-

ing to repel the horseshoe magnet, and to adjust the
same in the center of forces, substantially as herein
shown and described.

3. The insulated sleeve/, attached to the h»rseshoe
magnet, in combination with the slotted pillar g,
and witli the wires of the local magnet, all made and
operating so that when the oscillations of the horse-
shoe magnet will cease, the connection of the wii's

of the local magUfCt wiU be completed, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

4. Connecting the local magnet F, by means of an
escapement lever, j, with the friction wheel H, sub-
stantially as and ±br the pm-poso herein shown and
described.

5. The lever I, when connected vfith the sleeve m,
in combination with the fi-iction wheel H and spring

p, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

6. The device herein shown and described for

locking the bar n into the toothed disk L, by the
action of the horeshoe and subsequently of the* local

magnet, said device consisting of the sleeve m, lever
I, spring J), and friction wheel H, the latter having
upright pins I, and all made and operating substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose herein shown and de-

scribed.
7. Connecting the friction wheel H with the es-

capement levers j and M, all made and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein sho-\vn

and described.
8. Connecting the sleeve m, which is operated by

the action of the local magnet F, with the sleeve t,

which is moved by the action of the horseshoe mag-
nets E E', substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
9. The device herein shown and described for

winding up the hair spring x, by which the sleeve t

is turned, said device consisting of the cam u, arm
w, forked bar v, arm c' ratchet wheel y, and block ar
pin b', all made and operating substantially as here-

in shown and described.
10. Combining the horeshoe magnet and the local

magnet in such a manner with the type-wheel shaft

that, by the action of the horseshoe magnet, it re-

ceives the required motion, while by the action of
the local magnet, it is instantaneously stopped in the
desired position, substantially as herein shown and
described.

11

.

Tlie ai-m N, when secured to and projecting
from the shaft J, in combination with the arm n,

which projects from the revolving and sliding sleeve

in, and which, by being locked in the stationary disk
L, also locks the shaft J, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

12. The typo wheel O, when provided with a pin,

h', in combination with the tm-uiug cam P, sleeve i',

on shaft li, pin j' on sleeve i', arm T, and spring m',

all made as described, and operating in combination
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with each other, substantially ia- the manner set

forth.

13. The sliding sleeve i', which is moreu when the

trpe wheel shaft is stopped, and which is combi«ed
with the pin S. having the arms M. T. and T7, and
operating the printing cushion V, substantially as

and for tTie purpose herein shown and described.

14. The feed rollers p'^;', when rccei-piug motion
from the friction wheel H, and when combined with
the support I' TJ, and with the printing cushion V,
all made and operating substantially as and for the

purpose herein shown and described.

15. The printing cushion V, when pivoted to an
upright pin. and "when operated by a spring, o',

wliich is secured to oue of the arms of the j)in S,

substantially as herein shown and described, so that

it will be forced with sufficient power against the

edge of the typo wheel, and will still be yielding, as

set forth.

S1,S72.—C. TT. Brewer, Eacine, Wis.—Pia?io
.ffammcr.—September 8. 1S68.—A soft rubber tube
or volute is inserted in the felt portion of the ordinary
hammer head, so as to produce a clear rounded note
instead of a prolonged ringing or bell note.

Claim.—A piano hammer, constructed substan-

tiidly as and for the purpose set forth.

SI,S73.—Hiram ^. Brittox, Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignor to himself and Joel F. Eiciiardsox, same
place.

—

Ifailroad Car Heater.—September 8, 1863
;

antedated March 9. 1868.—The heating apparatus is

placed in a car separate fi*om that of the passengers,

the air being conveyed from said heating apparatus
to the entire train by means of fans, pipes, and flexible

tubes under control of the conductor.
Claim.—The relative an-angement withia the ear

A of the hot-air chamber G-, having double metallic

walls C E, the furnace Dd d, the induction pipes H,
conducting pipes 1 1' M X, and fan J, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

SI,S74.—Henry L. Browx, Mansfield Center,
Conn.—^(7^- Winding Machinery.—September 8,

lSti8.—Oue of the spools revolves on a spiudle at-

tached to the frame of the machine. The other ttums
on a spindle fastened to a vibrating arm so that the
relative parallel position of the spools shall succes-
sively change into a diverging position, first in one
direction and then in the opposite, thus keeping the
silk to be wound from kiuking or breaking.

Claim.—The arrangement of the spools c c', arms
d, and connecting rotTe. in a silk-winding machine,
so as to produce an automatic vibratory change mo-
tion of oue spool, relatively to the other, substan-
tially as described.

81,875.—Joseph K. Bcll, Buckingham, Iowa.
—Grain jBind^r.—September 8, 1868.—the movable
platform is hinged to the rear end of the cross bars
pivoted to the frame of the macliine. A rope con-
nects the lower end of the movable platform with a
crank attached to the reel shaft driving the rake.
A box for receiving the bound groin is" pivoted to
standards, and held in position by a pin inserted in
a catch plate attached to the box."
Claim.—I. The movable platform B, hinged or

pivoted bars C, and cord or chain D, in combination
n-ith the frame A, substantially a.s herein shown and
described, and for the pm-poses set forth.

2. The combination of the seat E, box or trough
G, and pivoted box I. with each other, and with the
movable phatform B and frame A, substantiallv as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

81,876—J. H. Butts, Stroudsburg, Va.—Medi-
cal Compoii7!cZ.—September 6. 1868.—Designed to
cure rheumatism, gout, and kindred diseases. For
rheumatism, smartweed and hops in boiling water are
used. For gout, alum and white-oak bark are added.
Claim.—The compound above described, composed

and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

81,877.—W. F. CHRISMA^^ Trenton, Tenn.—
Pcssanj.—September 8. 186S.—An elastic cylindrical
air vessel, having concave heads, the concavitv of

which is retained by means of an axial conical tube,

the whole being composed of a layer of India-rubbei
interposed between textile materials.

Claim.—A pessary, of the form, construction, and
method of operation substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

81,878.—Gilbert H. Cleiiexs and Everett
CLEiiEXS. Xew York. X. Y.

—

Steam Safety Valve.—
September 8, 1868; antedated August 28, 1868.—
Below the valve seat is a safety valve which is pressed
upward by levers capable of adjustment, having their
fulcra on a plate attached to the valve seat ; the short
ends of said levers engaging with the bottom of the
valve stem and the other ends being weighted. A
chamber is formed below the valve seat for the escape
of steam.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the enclosed cham-
ber/, with reference to'the valve within such cham-
ber, the levers h h, and weight /;, below the same,
substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the levers h h, radially,

whereby their shorter ends act directly upon the
valve stem, and their longer ends sustain'the weight,
substantially as set forth.

81,879.—Alfred H. Cojip, Mount Joy, Pa.—
Plane.—September 8, 1868.—A dovetailed plate is

inserted tiush with the wood in the face of a plane,
before the mouth. A screw operates a slide in the
dovetailed plate to regulate the width of the month.
Claim.—The beveled sliding plate A and beveled

grooved plate B B, with their screw bearings, when
constructed to operate in the manner and for the
pm-pose specified.

81,880.—JAiiES L. Cox, Manchester, X. H.—
Bed Lounge.—September 8, 1868.—The back of the
lounge is hinged to a right-angled piece of iron and
has a ratchet attached "to itslower end. The head
of the loimge is adjustable and is held in position by
a ratchet.

Claim.—The ratchet b and lock x, in combination
with the hinge a, operating back A, ai"m A' with
ratchet m, arm C with ratchet h and joint D, the
several devices operating, relatively to each other, as
described and for the purposes specified.

81,8S1.—Matthew Credge, Allegheny City,
Pa.

—

Hot-bed Sank and Frame.—September 8, 1868.

—Sliding sash bars are gi-ooved to receive the glass,

and tongued to slide in grooves in the sash frame.
A follo-^\'ing bar ia slotted and secured by screws in
the slots.

Claim.—1. In a hot-bed sash, the sliding rails or
bars 6, constructed and used substantially as and for

the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

2. A slotted following sash bar or rail /, which forms
one side of the sash frame, and which holds the other
sash bars and the glass securely in position, substan-
tially as above described.

81,882.—Hugh Davidsox, Xew Salem, HI.—
Wagon Brake.—September 8, 1868.—^An arrange-
ment of devices by which the brake is automatically
adjusted to all positions of the wagon.
Claim.—The arrangement, herein shown and de-

scribed, of the brake bar S, slotted plate P, U-shaped
levers O H, connection X, rod K formed with an eye
at its rear end. bolt G, arms E, slotted plate D formed
with hooks, slotted strap F, rod C having a hook at

each end, and shding sleeve A, all constructed as
described, and arranged with relation to the reach

Q, king bolt M, and pole B, to operate as set forth. *

81,883.—Matt. J. Da'v\^kixs, Brookston, Ind.—
Construction of Wagon and Carriage Wheels.—Sep-
tember 8, 1868.—A thimble has cams on one end and
fits inside of the hub. The thimble being revolved,
the cams force the spokes, which rest against them,
into tapering sockets and radially against the tire,

dispensing with the shrinking of the tire.

Claim.—1. Setting or adjusting the wheel, with
the spokes inserted therein, to the tire, by moans of

cams cast on to a thimble, said cams being located
within the hub, and their faces bearing against the
spokes, substantially as described and set forth.

2. The hub, made of three pai'ts, viz, the back part,
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•with the main box cast in one piece, the front part,

and the thimble, with the cams cast thereon.
3. The step-shaped form on the lower part of the

spoke, which rests against the cams.
4. In combination with the foregoing, the tapering

sockets in the centrally divided hub, substantially as

described.

81,8S4.—Louis Adolphb De Milly, Paris,

France.

—

Alanufacture of Solid Fatty Acids.—Sep-
tember 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. Complete saponification, by means of

sulphuric acid, in the space of three minutes or less,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Saponifying by means of sulphmic acid, with-
out distillation, of the fatty acids, and without
the usual deposit of carbonaceous, insoluble, tarry

matter, which accompanies the existing mode of
using sulphuric acid, as described in the specification.

3. The use of water and white of egg for giving the
brilliant whiteness to the candle stuff, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

4. The due mixture of the palm and animal fat,

substantially as described, for giving the crystalline

structure found in this compound.
5. While I do not claim the use of pressure to sepa-

rate liquid and solid fats treated with the sulphuric
acid, I do claim treating this material with the suc-

cession of hot and cold pressure, substantially in the
manner and for the pui'pose described.

81,SS5.— Edward Ellingen, Mineral Point,
Wis.— Co.ifi/i.—September 8, 1868.—The inside of the
coffin is coated with composition of resin and lard,

to render it impervious.
O^aun.—The cofiin, coated upon the inside with a

composition impervious to moisture, as described,
and rendered air-tight by the India-rubber packing
6. let into the under surface of the lid, and held in

place by the metallic strip B, as herein set forth and
shown.

81,886.—John S. Eenner, Warren, R. I., as-

signor to the INMAN Manufactueing Company,
same place.

—

Machine for Sizing and Polishing
Braid.—September 8, 1868.—The braid is passed
through a pizing trough to pressure rollers, and then
over guide and tension rollers, which hold it obliquely
against the brushes. It is then drawn off by a reel,

which receives intermittent motion from a toothed
wheel actuated by projections on the end of the lower
brush shaft engaging with the teeth.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of driven guide and
feed rollers with a rotary brush or brushes, such rollers

presenting' the braid to the brush or brushes, substan-
tially in the manner shown and described, and so that
the braid in passing through the machine shall be
repeatedly subjected to the action of the brush or
brushes, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of guide and tension rollers

j j', c c', d d', q g' and h h' upon opposite sides of
brush drums C D, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

3. In combination with a dressing and polishing
machine, mechanism, substantially as herein de-
scribed, for communicating an intermittent move-
ment to the braid, while it is being acted upon by
brushes, substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the weighted roller F^, and
the roller F, with a sizing trough and drying and
dressing brushes, as described.

5. The arrangement of the guidt, and tension roll-

ers c d g with the brushes C D, substantially in the
manner described.

G. The combination of the reel E, sizing trough F,
];rushes C B, guide and tension rollers j, c, d, g, and
//., and reel E', all arranged substantially as described

81,887.—Joseph S. Field, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Culinary Apparatus.—September 8, 1868.

Claim,.—1. The apparatus for cooking by steam,
when made to be one complete and inseparable ves-

sel, having distinct compartments, for the reception
of pans or dishes, each compai'tment provided with
a door, and so arranged that they are all supplied
with steam from a common boiler, by moans of a
side flue, having one of its walls perforated, as herein
shown and described.

2. The vessel A, when divided by means of parti-
tions B into compartments, which are connected by
means of the fine F with a boiler, C, each compart-
ment provided with steam-tight doors I, and the flue
F and boiler admitting of the passage pipe G, ar-
ranged as described, for the purpose specified.

81,888.—Colgate Gilbert, Buffalo, assignor
to J. J. Gilbert, Little Falls, IST. Y.—Starch Sepa-
rator.—SeT^tevohev 8, 1868.—A receiver is supported
at one end by legs and at the other by screws, so that
the inclination can be changed. One end of a bolting-
frame slides on the frame of the receiver ; the other
end rests on studs in arms attached to a rock shaft.
The tube conveying the grain is made extensible, so
as to be readily adjusted.
Claim.—I. The method of supporting and vibrat-

ing the bolting frame A of a starch separator, sub-
stantially as shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The method of supporting the bolting cloth B
of a starch separator by longitudinal ribs a a a, &c.,
arranged and combined substantially as shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

3. The extensible and adjustable tube, composed
of the parts S T U VV, when forming part of a
starch separator, and arranged and combined to op-
erate substantially as shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

4. The method of adjusting the incline of a starch
separator by means of screws g, Avhen the same are
arranged in combination with the receiver C, frame
A, and bed G, all substantially as shown and de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

5. An improved starch separator, when constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as shown and
described and for the several purposes set forth.

81,889.-Lucius D. Gould, Newark, N. J".—
Sash Fastener.—September 8, 1868.—A bolt slides in
the side of an eccentric, and is made to impinge on
the window frame when the eccentric is holding up
the sash, thus preventing the window from being
raised.

Claim.—The combination of the bolt e with the
eccentric a, when combined therewith by sliding in
the eccentric, in the manner and for the purpose
shown.

81,890.—W. B. Gould, Boston, and W. H.
Harris, Taunton, Mass.—Anti-slipping Plate.—
September 8, 1868.—To the bottom of a metal plate
is fastened a clamp, which clasps the edge of a table,

and is held in position by a set screw.
Claim.—A plate, provided with a device fqr se-

curing it to a table, substantially as set forth.

81,891.—Joseph B. Greenhut, Chicago, 111.—
Grain Binder.— September 8, 1868.—The grain is

gathered and delivered automatically upon a com-
presser by means of a rake attached to and operated
by an endless chain placed in a slot in the grain
platform. The compressor works in connection
with a regulating device for stopping the rake and
binding machinery until there is as much grain cut
as there is in a sheaf, compressed and held in the
compresser.
Claim.—I. The rake C, constructed as described,

in combination with chain E, guide rail a, plate D',
hook e, i)late D, pin g', and guide F, or their equiv-
alent devices, the whole arranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein set forth and specified.

2. The compresser H, consisting of standard W,
provided with cam y, hook v', and plates u and v,

the compressing arms Y Y, plates Y' Y', and ad-
justable spring lever Z, each part constructed as
described, and all arranged and operating substan-
tially as herein set forth.

3. The regulating device, consisting of segment
M, pawl N, adjustable plate S, bent rod 2, and con-
necting plate q, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as and in the manner herein described and
specified.

4. In combination with the compressor R, the cap
II, provided with opening 1 and flange 1', with its

pawl 2', substantially as and for the purposes set

tbrth.

5. The combination of the knife 3, fork 4, and de-
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vice rv, and cam flanges U', all arranged and oper-
ating substantially as set forth.

G.^The binding device, consisting of case A", shaft

B", rod H", piu'G", spring h", fing-ers K" K", pinion
C", head c", flanges d" d ', yoke e", and forked stand-
ard D", or their equivalents, each and all constructed,
aiTanged. and operating substantially as and in the
manner herein described and specified.

7. Tlie Ijent lever L", brace m"[ case A", and arm
7 of the device lY, in combination with the fingers

K" K", and the mechanism for operating the same,
the whole constructed and arranged substantially as

herein described and for the purpose set forth.

S1.S92 John T. Greenwood, Beloit, Wis.—
Gas i/c<vf(?).—September 8, 1868.—The body of the
stove is made of wood, and has a tin lining, forming
a chamber, into which cold air is admitted. A de-

flector is attaclied to the under side of the top plate.

The wick tubes pass through two reservoirs of water
down into the oil tank.

Claim.—A kerosene stove, herein describo<l, or its

equivalent, when made of wood, in combination with
cold-air drauglits a a. tin liuing E, cold-air cham-
bers e c, (a a,) heat deflector d, cones L L, tank M,
cover M', and cooler I, Avhcn the whole is constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth and described.

81,893.-George D. Hadley, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Gardner Waters, same
place.

—

Globe Valve.—September 8, 16(J8.

Claim.—A globe valve, when constructed with a
blank surface. A, above the screw a in the body or
shell of the valve, and the corresponding blank sur-

face B, above the screw b on the stand D, so that
when the screw b is relieved from the screw a antl

the valve E is bearing upon its seat, the blank sur-

faces A and B shall form a perfect guide for the pur-
pose of grinding the valve to its seat, without being
obliged to remoVe the handle or the packing from its

stuliing box. or the body of the valve from its con-
nections.

81,894.—Joseph Hafenegger, San Fi-ancisco,
Cal.

—

Explosive Oo?ni)ot<?id.—September 8, 1868.—
Compound No. 1 for blasting is composed of chlorate
potash, sulphur, willow charcoal. Compound Iso. 2
is composed of chlorate potaslj, sugar, ferro-prussiate
potash, and is made self-i^nitiug by being saturated
with phosphorus dissolved in bi-sulphuret'of carbon.
Compound Xo. 3 is composed of chlorate of potash,
charcoal, sulphm* or sugai", ferro-prussiate potash.
Compound Xo. 4, for shells and blasting, is composed
of chlorate potash, charcoal sugar, and sugar. Com-
pound No. 5 for exploding by percussion is com-
posed of chlorate of potash and sugar.

Claim.—1. The within-described explosive com-
pounds, consisting of Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, made of the
ingredients enumerated, mixed or compounded in
about the proportions specified.

2. The self-igniting match, compounded of the
liquids or fluids enumerated, whether applied sepa-
rately or mixed, to the explosive compounds or ma-
terials sought to be ignited or exploded, substantially
as described.

81,895.—Edward Hagax, Kew York, ]Sr. T.—
Service Pipe for Buildings.—September 8, 1868.

—

The pipe conveying water from the main is sur-
rounded by a casing forming a chamber around the
pipe. This casing extends to the inside of the build-
ing and lias an aperture for the admission of steam
for thawing the pipes. A wooden casing covers the
pipes and their connections on the inside of the build-
ing, and has doors opposite the union and elbow
joints.

Claim.—T\iQ, casing E, G, and N, inclosing the
service pipes, forming spaces around the latter, the
casings being provided with apertures cZ, for the in-
troduction of steam or hot air to the spaces surround-
ing the service pipes, which latter are connected by
union joints immediately at the point-s ofjunction o'f

the several sections of the casing E G, doors O P Q
II bein^ formed in casing X, opposite the joints of
pipes L J B, all constnicted and arranged in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as shown
and described.

81,896.-Thomas H^vigh, Harrisburg, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Charles M. Lightneb, same
place.

—

Churn.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. Suspending the cubical box between
the posts BB, by attaching the trunnions b dto two
of its diagonally opposite corners, whereby, as the
box is rotated, tlie inclinations of its sides are rapidly
changed, as herein shown and described.

2. The cog-wheels E G, and pulleys D H, and liol-

low trunnion d, all operating together, substantially

as described, in combination with the diagonally sus-

pended box and its dasher, all substantially as shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

81,897.-"Warren Hall, Dennis, Mass.—Cran-
berry Gatherer.—September 8. 18G8.—The front end
of a carriage body is hinged to an axle, having a
chute extending from it whose fi'ont end terminates
in a comb or series of horizontal teeth and vertical

knives. Within the carriage body is a box or re-

ceiver whose front end is hinged so as to be turned
down upon the bottom of the carriage body level with
the rear end of the chute.

Cla im.—1. The arrangement of the joint axle with
respect to the chute, when hinged to the carriage

body, as set fortli, the said axle, under such arrange-
ment, being fastened to the chute.

2. The combination and ai'rangement of the series

of knives k k I, with the chute, its teeth, and caiTiage
combined, as set forth.

3. The combination of the receiver, made as de-

scribed, with the carriage and the chute combined,
and constructed in manner and so as to operate as
specified.

81,898.—S. M. Hasiilton, Baltimore, Md.—
Planing Machine.—September 8, 1868.—An adjusta-

ble guide is made to slide in the top of the table pro-

vided with a circidar aperture in which the cutter

head revolves, the lower part having connected with
it a forked lever for raising and lowering the same,
so as to regulate the work with reference to the
knives in the cutter head.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable guides
D with the cutter head, constructed and operating
substantially as described and shown.

81,899.—Gl^T)ErE. Hajdier, Bochester, Minn.
—Stove Pipe T/ii??ibZe—September 8, 1868.—A part of

one end of the thimble is hinged to obtain access to

the air chamber for cleansing.
Claim.—The stove-pipe safe, as constnicted, ofthe

inner cylinder B, outer cylindrical casing A, and
perforated heads, the lower head beiu"- made in two
parts, one of which is fixed to the cylinders A B, while
the other, E, is hinged to the outer cylinder, and
provided with fastening devices, as herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

81,900.—Charles Harrison, Xew York, IT. Y.
—Cock or jFawcef.-September 8, 1868.—A hollow
piston is made to s.ii'j in a hollow cylinder fastened to

the iDarrel of the cock. The l)ottom of the cylinder

is grooved for the admission of water when the piston
is down, the water being gi-adually expelled as the
piston rises so as to prevent the hammering action
of the valve on its seat.

Claim.—1. The piston h, formed hollow, in com-
bination with the guide m, valve n, and cylinder /,

as and for the purposes specified.

2. The grooves t, within the cylinder /, in combi-
nation with the piston h and valve n, as and for the

purposes set forth.

81 ,901.—Peter Hayden, Pittsburg, ^a.—Brick
Machine.—Sc]}temher 8, 1868.—A rotating shaft pro-

vided with spiral blades carries the clay from the

crushing mill to the press boxes located on the pe-

riphery of a cylinder, the clay being forced into them
by means of a follower and 'plungers operated by a

cam. The cvlinder is rotated by crank arm moving
in slots between the press boxes on its periphery.

The bricks are removed by means of a plunger and
follower.
Claim.—1. The intermittingly rotating cylinder

M, provided with the press boxes L', followers T, re-

cesses d, and teetli i, in connection with the crank
arm / on shaft X, all an'angcd to operate in the
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manner substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. The plunger E, operated substantially as shown
and arranged, in relation with the followers T, for
the purpose of compressing the clay in the press
boxes, substantially as set forth.

3. The plunger U, operated from the plunger E,
tlirough the medium of the lever V, for the purpose
of discharging the bricks from the press boxes L',

substantially as shown and described.
4. The combination of the pressure rollers F I, ro-

tary shaft K, provided with the spiral wings or
blades b and b', the cylinder M, provided with the
press boxes L', with the followers T therein, the
plungers E, U, and the fixed cam X, all arranged to
operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

81,903.—George W. Heckart, Columbiana,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Christian Kramer,
same place.

—

Fifth Wheel Bender.—September 8,

1868.—On a pedestal is a series of forms to which is

secured a clamping screw for holding the iron while
being bent. An adjustable bending device revolves
around the forms, having its axis on the pedestal.
Claim.—A bending machine for "fifth wheels,"

consisting of a series of forms, B, clamping screw,
C, and adjustable bending device, formed of the arm
X, rollers / and h, levers D, 7, 8, 9, and 12, link 11,

and arm 10, the whole being constructed, arranged,
combined, and operating as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

81,903.— C. C. Hinsdale, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Manufacture of Sheet and Plate Iron.—September
8, 1868.—The bars are subjected to an acid bath to
remove the oxide, then washed in clean water, then
coated with a preparation of clay, lampblack, and
prussiate of potash. The bars are then heated and
rblled, and again coated Avith the above preparation,
the process being repeated as often as necessary.

Claim.—1. The herein described compound, and
the manner of using the same, in the process or mode
of making plate or sheet iron, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. Coating the metal with plastic alloy separately,
and in com'bination with lampblack, or its chemical
equivalents, for the purpose set forth in the process
described.

81,904.—Benjamin F. Holbrook and Ebene-
ZER B. EuMRiLL, Bostou, M.ass.—Stove Grate.—Sep-
tember 8, 1868.—The bed plate rests on balls moving
in slots in the base of the stove. A lug extends
down on one side of the bed plate to which one end
of the grate is pivoted Avhile the other is supported
by an arbor in a loop on the opposite side, by which
the bed plate is rotated and grate revolved.

Claim.—1. The movable bed plate B, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A bed plate, B, revolving on balls c c c c, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The movable bearing or loop g. in combination
with the revolving bed lilate B and arbor D of the
revolving grate C, substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

4. The annular ring H, lor protecting the revolv-
ing bed plate and supporting the lining, substantially
.as described.

5. The sliding and removable port cover F, in com-
bination with the port E and aibor D, with its

: spring m, constructed and operating substantially as

: and for the purpose specified.

6. An arbor, I), so pivoted to its grate as to ad-

mit of being readily connected therewith or discon-
nected therefrom, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

81,905.-WiLUAMlIobZliAUSER, BufFalo, N. Y.
— Ventilator.— September 8, 1868.—Air is forced
downwardly in the top of a pipe supplying air to

rooms by means of a revolving wind catcher or an
ordinary fan blower. The supply is regulated by
dampers placed near the top of the building and
registers in the rooms. The impure air escapes
tlirough pipes connected with registers placed in

the top of the room.
ClcUm.—1. The combination, with the system of

pipes B b' F, of a fan blower, C, for the purpose and
substantially as described.

2. The combination with said system of pipes, o«
the revolving wind catcher D, constructed and op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. In combination with the above, the main regu-
lating dampers G- G', and registers H H', arranged
and operating as described.

81,906

—

Gilbert Jessot, Shortsville, N. Y.—
Cotton-Seed PZanter.-September 8, 1868 ; antedated
August 27, 1868.—Two hollow cylinders are joined
on a shaft, one having its edge slotted for the seed
to pass through, the other attached to the frame hav-
ing a rock shaft with an arm attached to force the
seed through the slots. The shaft to which the re-
volving cylinder is secured is capable of end^^'ise ad-
justment.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the revolving cylinder B with its slots J, shaft P in
combination with the stationary cylinder A or its
equivalent, for the purposes herein described.

2. The rock shaft b, arm H, and spring o, in com-
bination with the revolving cylinder B, all acting
conjointly, in the manner and for the purposes shown
and described.

3. The spring G or its equivalent, in combination
with the pins v, for the purposes set forth.

4. The longitudinal adjustment of the shaft P and
cylinder B, in combination with the stationary cyl-
inder A or its equivalent, for the purposes of regu-
lating the quantity of seed being distributed.

81,907.—Frank G. Johnson, Port Eichmond,
ISr. Y.

—

Watch Regulating Adjustment.—September
8, 1868.—The object is to move the regulating hand
of a watch so that it may be adjusted with the
greatest nicety.

Claim.—The fixed screw shaft a, upon which the
grooved nut c carrying the end of the regulating
hand d is rotated, all arranged and operating as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

81,908.-John Allcock Jones, Middlesbor-
ough, England.

—

Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—
September 8, 1868.—After the iron has been puddled
for a short time the temperature is lowered and a
flux of oxide of manganese, salt, nitrate of soda, or
sal ammonia is incorporated with the fliikl metal.
Crude iron is melted in a farnace lined Avith some
oxide of iron, free from phosphorus or sulphur ; the
temperature is lowered and a fiux of the above-
mentioned materials is incorporated ; heat is again
applied until the iron settles to the bottom and the
cinder rises, and is then plunged into water or
pressed.

Claim.—1. The production of iron and steel from
cast or refined iron, by first melting and puddling*
the same, adding thereto purifying agents or fluxes,

then separating as much of the slag as it is practicable
to separate therefrom, and removing the crude iron
or metal resulting to furnaces or crucibles, andmelt-
ing the same, as hereinbefore described.

2. The preparing the crude iron or metal without
the employment of a puddling process, and meltiug
the same into steel, as hercmbefore described.

3. The conversion of cast iron into malleable iron
without the employment of the puddling process, by
allowing the metal to remain for a sufficient period
in the puddling or other furnace, as hereinbefore de-
scribed.

4. The employment of a bath, consisting of slag
or cinder, in which the crude iron resulting from the
processes before referred to is mclteil, so' as to be
converted into steel, as hereinbefore described.

5. The subjecting the crude iron resulting from
either of the" processes hereinbefore described to
pressure, so as to separate a portion of the cinder
or slag therefrom, prior to its being placed in or upon
the steel-melting hearth or furnace.

81,909.—Thomas B. Kellry, Dundee, 111.—
Ice i>oaf.—September 8, 18(!».

Claim.—A uoat, provided with the water-tight
compartment or cas^i B, open at top and bottom,
with the propelling wheel mounted in a sliding ad-

justable frame D, fitted within said case B, for the
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purpose of adapting the boat for use either on the

ic« or water, substantially as set forth.

81,910.—WiLLiAJi C. KellU-M, San Francisco,
Col.

—

Escapement. — September 8. 18G8.—The bal-

ance receives^one impulse at each complete or tlouble

vibration : the detent lever is operated by a liberat-

ing pin attached to the balance staff, and moving al-

ternately above and below a lifting spring which op-
erates the detent. The balance staff moves in a
plane parallel with the plates of the timepiece and
plane of the escape wheel and is locked by a spring
or gravitation.

Claim.—1. The detent F, and the adjusting screw
d, together with the curved arm H and the spring I,

operated by the liberating pin a, or its equivalents,

locking by spring or gravitation, substautially as

and for the pm-pose described.
2. The escape wheel B, moving in a plane parallel

to that of the balance staff and of the plates A A, and
giving impulse to the pallet c, either ft-om the sides

or point of the teeth, in combination with the detent
F, arm H, and spring I, substautially as described.

3. The balance staff C, standing parallel with the
plate A, and the liberating pin a, passing alternately

above and below the lip J at each ^-ibratiou, substaii-

tialjj as described,

81,911.-1. J. KiDD. Young Settlement, Texas.
—Corn Planter.—September 8. 1868 : antedated Au-
gust 28, 1868.—A cii'cular feed wheel fits in a slot in
&ie beam just behind the plow and receives motion
through a band from a roller behind the plow.

Claim.—The arrangement of the feed wheel c, pul-

leys K K, plow beam'B, cords or bands jj. roller I,

spout F, and plows B and H H, the several parts be-

ing constructed and operated substantially as and
or the purpose specified.

Sl,912.-^A5iES KuHN, Motmt Pleasant, Pa.—
Fa-ce Tenter for Jlillsfones.—Septembers, 1868.—The
concentric annular projections are smeared with
color to mark the raised portions.

Claim.—The circular block A, of wood or other
suitable material, provided with concentric annular
projections, a, on its face side, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

81,913.-X. P. Larsex, Chicago, JH.—Burglar
Alarm.—September 8, 1868.—An indicator is con-
nected with the .striking mechanism to show the
alarm is in working order. The key is provided with
a cam to discharge a pistol when the bell rings. A
bobbin of thread is attached to the box inclosing the
alarm machinery and is used to connect the machinery
"with doors, windows, dec.

Claim.—1. The lever D, plate E, with pin /,
spring F, and wire H, all combined and operating as
and in the manner herein described, and for the
purpose specified.

•2. In combination with the above, the pin 6, of
the hammer B, and the bobbiu O, arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

3. 'The key K, when used as described, and pro-
vided with cam L, for the purpose of operatuig the
trigger N, as herein shown and specified.

81,914.—James L. Lixdeemax, Eockford, 111.—
Seeding JLTac/ii/ic.— September 8, 1868.—Partitions
partly inclose the feed wheels and have openings in
the lower and rear parts to allow the seed to flow
down double inclines ; spouts are placed in the front
part of hopper between the partitions into which
the feed wheels deliver the grain. The speed of the
feeding shaft is regtilated by an idle gear wheel on
adjustable bearings.

Claim.—1. The wheels E, provided with seed
channels upon their peripheries, extending rearward
from the .seed cups, and made tapering In form as
shown and described, for the purpose set foith.

^. The wlieels E. constructed as described, in com-
bination with partitions F, constructed and arranged
a« described, double inclines G, and spouts G', the
whole being combined and operated substantially as
and for the'purpose described.
3. The ^JiCel C, shaft c. and slotted bearings c', in

combination with gear wheels B D', and frame A,
as and for the purpose described.

81,915.-E. A. Locke and T7. X. Weebex,
Boston, Mass.

—

Lamp Shade.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—A lamp shade ring made from a strip,

when the abutting ends of the strip are held to-

gether by projections thereon, which are inserted
into a loop formed on one of the spring supports /,
as specified.

81,916.-EOBEET Love, Hoboken, X. J.— Var-
nish for Jletal, Wood, and Paper, or other Fabric.
—September 8, 1668.—Varnish impervious to water
or oil, composed of gum shellac, gum sandarac. gnm
elemi, and gum amber, mixed with boiling alcoh'oL

Claim.—1. An enamel, paint, or varnish, com-
posed substantially as described, for the purposes
specified.

2. Forming or compounding an enamel, paint, or
varnish of the materials specified, substantially as
described.

81,917.—M. IST. Lovel, Erie, Ta.—Lamp-chim-
ney Cleaner.—September 8, 1868.—Curved handles
are provided with clamps for holding slips of paper
or cloth so that the slips may be turned over as they
become foul.

Claim.—1. The handle A of a lamp-chimney
cleaner, provided with the spring clamp h and hook
e, substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The hanclle A of a lamp-chimney cleaner, pro-
vided with the grooved and curved'portion B, in
combination with the clamping spring h and hook e,

stibstantially as and for the purpose described.

81,918.—Charles C. Maxuel, North Troy, Vt.,
assignor to himself, Willia3I G. Elkixs, and O. ^.
Elkixs, same place.

—

Stump Extractor.—September
8, 1868.—A strongly-braced fi'ame is raised by up-
rights above the axletrees of the running gear of a
wagon. A chain passes over a fixed and movable
pulley, one end being fastened to the cross-beam and
the other end is wotmd aroimd a drum actuated by
suitable gearing.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the main timbers
A A and their accessory cross-beam B, braces D
and E, uprights C and H," cross-beams G, bolster J",

when mounted on four wheels, and constituting the
frame of a machine for extracting and removing
stumps and other heavy bodies, aU substantially as
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the chain a and its acces-
sory sheaves or pulleys d e g, and hooks h b' c, and
roUor /, in combination with a frame moimted on
wheels, substantially as described, and any suitable
gearing for actuating the said chain, all as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, in a stump extractor, of the
accessory gearing kj h I m, and rope n, all aiTanged
to operate substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

81,919—JoHX L. llASOX, Xew York, ]tT. Y.—
Garbage Box.—September 8, 1868 ; antedated Au-
gust 27, 1868.—The receptacle is secured by an arm
to a slide provided with a toothed rack; said sUde
moves up and down in a hollow column by means of
a pinion engaging with the rack. The coltunn is

supported on a'post and can be revolved.
Claim.—1. The rising and falling slide S, in com-

bination with the garbage receptacle Pt, constructed
and operated as and for the purpose described.

2. The revolving column P', in combination with
the slide S and receptacle P, constructed and ope-
rated as and for the ptu-pose set forth.

81, 9-:j0.—David P. Mathews, Winthrop, Mass.—Medical Compound for Cattle and other Animals.
—September 6, 1868.— Composed of elecampane,
gentian, paradise seed, fenugreek seed, and cummin
seed.

Claim-.—As my invention the said composition,
composed of the constituents hereinbefore men-
tioned.

81 ,931.-David Max, K'ewton, HI., assignor to
himself and Thomas Waltz, same -place.—Cloth
Measuring Machine.—September 8, 1S68.—An indi-
cator, provided with a scale, is operated by rolls
through which the cloth passes, the roils being
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gauged to pass a given amount of cloth at each rev-

olution. The end of the cloth is secured to the roll

proper by a clamp.
Claim.—1. The indicator, consisting of the shaft

H, worm I, spur wheel F, pointer K, and annular
index G, in combination with the rolls C D, L L',

and friction brakes N X', all arranged and operating
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with a cloth-measuring ma-
chine, substantially as Jierein described, the rolls

L L', composed of 'the roll proper, a, and clamping
piece a', connected by means of the flaring ferrules

or bands &, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

81,922.—HiKAM S. Maxim, New York, N. T.—
Gas Machine.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. A gas machine, in which the produc-
tion of gas is automatically stopped when ita pres

sure as well as when its quantity is excessive, and
as automatically restarted Avhen the difficulty is

overcome, as set forth.

2. The cylinder e, connected with the inclosed
tank D, to show the height and pressure of the con-

tents of the tank, and to convey part of them to the

heating chamber, as specified.

3. The burner tube G-, when provided with a
valve, /i, which is connected with a diaphragm, j, so

as to be closed when the pressure of the gas is too
high, as set forth.

4. The combination with each other of the four

separate vessels A, B, D, and I, the latter having
the elastic diaphragm J stretched across it, substan-

tially as herein shown and described.

5. The device for automatically operating the
valve s which regulates the flow of gas into the gas
holder I, said device consisting of tlie diaphragm J,

pin 0, lever L, lever t, arms ^y, x, and springs y, all

arranged, combined, and operating substantially as

herein sho^^m and described.

6. The pipe M, for conducting the evaporated
gasoline to the gas holder, and for mixing it with
the reqiiired (luantity of air, said tube containing
the perforated partition b', tlie interior tube c', and
the valve e', all made and operating substantially as

herein shown and described.
7. The cam z, for keeping the valve s closed, as

BCt forth.

8. The pipe /', for conducting illuminating gas
from the gas holder I to the heating chamber a, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

SI,923.—A. McDaxiel, Dubuque, Iowa, as-

signor to himself and S. J. Hexion, same place.—
Spring Bed Bottom.—September 8, 1868.—The mat-
tress is placed on inverted spiral springs, supported
by longitudinal rails, the ends of the rails resting on
spiral springs placed upon cross-rails braced by rods
running diagonally.

Claim..—1. The combination and arrangement of

the rails B, rods C, spring D, and rails F, provided
with the upper springs L, aU substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the rails B, rods C, springs
D, and rails F, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

81,924.—Hiram McIlroy, Poplar Ridge, N. Y.—Forward Axle for Carriages.—September 8, 1868.

—A plate having an upright socket ineco at its cen-

ter, and steel circle plates secured to its ends, is at-

tached to the axle. The head block has a plate se-

cured to it provided Avith a pin in the center, which
fits into the socket and has secured to its ends cham-
bered circle plates which embrace the lower circle

plates.

Claim.—1. The central pivot and socket, in com-
bination with the hooks and flanges on the circles

for uniting the head block and axle, substantially as

described.
2. The chambered upper circles and hooks, and

pivot socket, provided with the leather packing,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The upper circle l)ar or plate, provided witli the
chambered circles and hooks, and with the central

Eivot, all cast in one piece, and united to the head
lock in the manner described.

81,925.—Ferdinand Meiirmann, Fountain City,
Wis.

—

Combined Spier and Creeper.—September 8,
1868.—A bow-shaped bar or plate with teeth on one
side is pivoted to the ordinary spur. Said plate can
be turned forward under the sole of the boot to be
used as a creeper, or it can be folded back over the
heel, and locked in either position.

Claim.—A combined si)ur and creeper, made and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

88,926.—Emilie J. Meriman, New York. N.
Y.— Corset.—September 8, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 4, 1868.

CZatm.—Supporting the corsets, and the clothing
depending therefrom, by means of straps I I, the
ends of which are attached, by an adjustable lacing
or other fastening, to the waistband or middle of the
corset, substantially as and for the purposes set forth,

81 ,927 .—John Metiierell, Rockford, Vl\.—Mill-
stone Ventilator.—September 8, 1868,—The drums are
made air-tight except at the eye of the stones ; the
air is exhausted by fans placed in pipes, connecting
with the sides of the drums, and forced into a cool-
ing box, from which it is draAvu off by a large fan.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pipes F, provided
witlto fans, as described, in combination with the
cooling chamber G, central passage H, and fan I, as
and for the purpose set forth.

81,928.—John C. Miller, Bushnell, Hl.—Brich
ilfac/iivie.-September 8, 1868.—A bod is grooved on
each side to admit the molds. A tub sets over the
bed and is open at that part of the bottom over the
grooves. The molds are provided A\'ith racks and
are made to slide in the grooves by means of cog
wheels engaging witli the racks.
Claim.—The tub E and shaft G, in combination

with the frame A, ways c c, cog-wheels H and 1 1,
and molds D D, all constructed as described, and
operating substantially asaudfor thepm'poses herein
set forth.

81,929.—-John H. Miller, Oskaloosa, Iowa.—
Plane for Cutting Blind Slats.—September 8, 1868.

—Two arms slightly curved hold the timber, and are
pivoted to the carriage and have their inner ends
free, the outer ends being pivoted to a rod which
connects them.

Claim.—The pivoted arms G and connecting rod
H upon the carriage F, when constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose specified.

81,930.—Simon Motte, Paris, France, assignor
to Isaac Hyneman.—Bellovjs Pumping Apparatus.
—September 8, 1868.—A pair of bellows pumps are
operated by a single lever, and communicate with
common inlet and outlet ducts provided with valves,
and wliile one pump is receiving the other is dis-

charging. The top of each pump is provided with
a removable cover.

Claim.—1. A bellows pump having a depressed
valve in its stationary base plate, and a removable
cover in its vibrating piston or lid, all substantially
as shown and described.

2. A bellows pump in which the fluid is received
and discharged from near the end opposite the axis
of vibration", by means of the piston B', through con-
fluent pipes, substantially as described.

81,931.—W. T. MUNGER, Branford, assignor to
P. CORiUN and F. CORUIN, New Britain, Conn.

—

Reversible iafc/i.—September 8, 1868.—The pait
of a divided horseshoe slide are hinged together so
tliat the horseshoe can be opened and removed for-

ward to allow tlie square end of tlio latch to be re-

versed, and the latch being pressed into the lock, the
spindle is revolved and the cam thereon latches fast

the swinging portion of the horseslioe.

Claim.—The divided liorsoshoe, formed of the
part i, pivoted to the pcu'tion d, in combination with
the latcli f/ and shank/', attached to the horseshoe,
so that it may be revolved for reversing said latch,

substantially as set forth.

81,932.—Amos Newell, Redwing, Minn., as-

signor to himself, Henry S. Brown, Frederick Ar-
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XOLD, and Alfred Akxold.—Ore and Bone Crusher.
—September 8. 1668.—The ore or bone is thrown into

the top of the ease ami passes down between two
disks, provided with hammers revolving in opposite
diiTctions.

Claim.—Two distinct sets of hammers, so made
and arranged as to revolve in o]iposite directions,

adapted to and in combination with the case A, sub-
stantially as and for the pui'j)ose described.

81,933.—Amos Xe\\'ELL, Eedwing, Minn., as-

signor to liimsclf, IIexky S. Bko^a^", George F.
Auxold, and Alfhed Arnold.—Mill for Pulveriz-
ing Bone, <Cc.—September 8, 1868.—The case is di-

vided into compartments bv disks to which the ham-
mers are attached. An aunnlar space is left be-
tween the inner cii'ciunference of the case and the
disks, forming a passage across the path of the ham-
mers.

Claim.—The case A, hammers B, and partitions

C, combined and arranged substantially as shown
for the purpose herein set forth.

81,934.—Joseph Okey, Indianapolis, Ind., as-

signor to himself and Feudinaxd A. L.Eim.—Wash
Boiler.—September 8, 1868.—A slotted hinged door
sets OA-er chambers in the bottom of the boJJ^r and
is raised for inserting soap.

Claim.—The door m la, when constructed with
slotted sides, in combination with the chambers K
K and pipes rf, e. and/, substantially in the manner
described, and for the purpose set forth.

81,935.—Lucius M. Oldex, Taxia,T\l.—Seeding
Machine.—September 8, 1868.—Eotary colters are
placed in front of the teeth for cutting the way for
the teeth, said colters being applied to a frame
hinged below the main carraige, and provided with
a raising and lowering device. Each of the drill

teeth is provided with an endless feeding device for
compelling the discharge of seed from the channels

;

motion is communicated to this feeding device
through the medium of a shaft driven from the main
axle and stopping when the driU teeth are raised from
the ground.
Claim.—1. The application, to the seed passage of

a drill tooth, of a feeding device, I, or its equivalent,
substantially as described.

2. The combination of feed wheel y, hinged funnel
G^, and a diill tooth, which is constructed with a
feeding device, I, or their respective equivalents,
substantially as described.

3. The vibrating frame C, carrying colters C^,
and suspended bv means of a lifting'chain L. in com-
bination with di-ill teeth, which are suspended from
said frame C, by means of chains L', substantially as
and for the purposes described.

4. The devices, substantially as described, for dis-
engaging wheels T> from their axle D', when frame
C is lifted, in combination with drill teeth, which
have feeding devices applied within them, substan-
tially as described.

81,936—Jonx Park, Joliet, III.—Bedstead and
Quilting Frar/ic—September 8, 1868.-A rod pro-
vided with jom-nals has bearings in movable cross
legs. One of said legs at each end has a ratchet bar
secured to it, and the other has a pawl or brace.
Hollers for holding the material are adjusted in the
top of the legs, to one end of each of which is se-
cured a ratchet wheel which encages with a pawl
pivoted on tlie leg next to it.

Claim .—The arrangement of the shaft A. leers B B
B B. Avitli their pawl D, and rack bar C, and the rollersK K, with their ratchets h and spring pawls g. the
whole combined, adjusted, and operating as herein
set forth.

81,937.-QuiXTix Parker, Xew York, X. Y.—
Steam Oeuerator.—Sc\)tQmber 8, 1868.—A pipe is
suspended from the back end of the deflector and
passes througli the boiler sheet, through wkich jiipe
the accumulated dirt which obstructs the lower flues
is made to pass.
Claim.—The combination of the pipe G with the

boiler sheet A, suspended from the upper plate of the
deflector E, in rear of the flute sheet, substantially
OS herein shown and described.

81,93S Lewis Patric—Short^dlle, X. Y.—
Shaft J'otn-JirtL—September 8, 1868; antedated Au-
gust 27, 1868.—The socket gurigeons are provided
with lugs to receive the clamping screws, said screws
working in an eye I)olt fastened to the shaft.

Claim.—In combination with the socket gudgeons
or jom'uals G and shaft S, the screw or threadeil eye
bolt/ and clamping screw s, as and for the purposes
set forth.

81 ,939 Thomas Patxe, Grand P.apids, Mich.—Meat Chojjper.—September 8, 186ri.—The chopping
box is rotated by a pinion engaging with a circular
rack attached to its under side. Two knives are suit-

ably connected witli each end of a lever, being piv-

oted at the center, and vibrated by suitable mechan-
ism.

Claim.—The combination of the crank shaft I,

gear wheels K and L, shaft M. crank wheel X, pit-

man O, arm P, rack shaft Q, cross head R, short con-
necting rods S. stems T, and knives U, Avith each
other and with the frames B. and revolving chopping
box C, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the pm-pose set forth.

81,940.— Philip Peffer, Milroy, Va..—Shaft
Coupling.—September 8, 1868.—One of the shafts is

pointed and fits into a socket in the end of the other.

They are held together by a spiral spring secured to
the iianges.

Claim.—The combination, with the shaft.s D and
E, when connected together by a point and socket,
of the spring C, substantially as and for the pui'pose
described.

81,941.-G. M. Peters, Lancaster, Ohio.—
Dropper for Harvester.—September 8, 1668.—The
platform is given a reciprocating and tilting move-
ment, so as to be quickly withdrawn from under the
gavel, to allow it to drop in front of platform beliiud

the cutting apparatus.
Claim.—1. Hinging or pivoting the platform to a

bent arm or support, by means of which it is oper-
ated, in such manner as to admit of a reciprocating
and tilting movement, substantially as described.

2. The bent arm or rod to which the platform is

hinged, and by means of which said platform is vi-

brated, in com'biuation with the rod or link for tilting

the platform upon its operating arm.
3. The bent rod or arm J, link J', crank K, con-

necting rod L, and lever M. or their equivalents, in
combination with the platform I, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as described.

81,942.—Darius G. Pickett, Stockton. X.Y.—
Grass Seed Sower.—September 8, 1668.—The hopper
is divided by partitions, the seed being agitated be-
tween them by pins projecting upward from a per-
forated slide.

Claim.— The combination, with the seed slide

B, of the pins//, holes d d, and cross partitions gr (7,

the whole arranged as described, and operated in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

81,943.-Hexry Poth, Pittsburg, Ta.— Wheel
for Vehicle.—September 8, 18^)8.—The tenons of the
spokes are provided with metal plates which cover
tlie end and lateral faces of the spokes, and are in-

dented at an angle to form a notch in which a bev-
eled rino- fits and serves as a key. The axle box is

provideil with a collar against ' which the beveled
I'ing rests. A chamber is formed betv^cen the axle
box and metal hub, and suitably packed to be used as
an oil box.
Claim.—1. The combination, in a vehicle wheel,

of the tenon plates e, beveled ring d, screw box B D,
and metal hub A, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The combination, in a vehicle wheel, of the
screw box B D, packing rings c and /, when ar-

ranged to form an oil-tight space, h, between the
box^B and the metal hub^, and provided with holes
for the screw i, aU substantially as herein shown
and described.

81,944—Charles C. Eams.\y. Chicago, HI.—
Gas Pressure Regulator.—September 8, 1868.—

A

rubber diaphragm, placed in a case through which
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the gas passes, is of such dimensions that by proper
connections with the valve admitting the gas, if un-
due pressure is exerted, will close the valve.
Claim.—The combination of chamber B, having

the diaphragm 6, with the spiral spring H, arranged
as shown, with the valve C resting on the lever E,
connected to the diaphragm by a rod, F, all arranged
to operate substantially as herein set forth.

81,945.—Joseph A. Eand, MorrisviEe, Vt., as-

signor to THOJLA.S A. Mitchell, Washington, D. C.—Clothes Pin.—September 8, 1868 ; antedated Axi-

gust 27, 1868.—The pin is in two pieces pivoted to-

gether, and when closed holds the clothes on the line.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of the
pieces A and B, with the square head C audits aper-

ture D at one end, as herein described and for the
purposes set forth.

81,946.—Daniel Etshek, Jr., Dravosburg, Pa.—Device for Loading Coal.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The mode of loading coal into boats,

flats, or barges, by sliding the coal down a chute into
a hopper liuug to a ear, and thence running it down
an inclined track to the boat, flat, or barge, and dis-

charging it from either end of the hopper into the
boat, flat or barge, substantially as hereinbefore set

forth.

2. The tipping coal hopper g, made -with the bottom
concave or sloping down toward the middle frOm
the discharging ends, substantially as and lor the
purposes hereinbefore set forth.

3. The tipping coal hopper g, connected by bearers
d with a rocking shaft d', mounted on acar or truck,

substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore
set forth.

4. Sliding bars m', carrying a coal hopper, so con-
nected with the bearers d as that, by a slight lon-

gitudinal motion imparted thereto, the center of
gravity of the loaded hopper may bo shifted, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes above set tbrth.

5. A tipping handle, i, attached to the rocking
shaft d' of a coal-loading car, in combination with
tripping devices, constructed and used substantially
as and for the purposes hereinbefore expressed.

81,947.—CiTAKLES F. EiTCHEL, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to himselfand Henky S. Haynes, same place.— Challc and Sand Paper Holder for Billiard Table.

—September 8, 1868.—The iiiterior of two circular

blocks is recessed for the reception of chalk aud sand
paper, the central parts of the outside faces being
cut away to allow the cue to be iascited.

Claim.—An impro\cd chalk and sand-paper holder,

formed by the combination of the recessed blocks A
and B with each other, said blocks being constructed
and arranged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

81,948.-Francis Eoach, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Joseph Zane, same place.

—

Faucet.—September 8, 1868.—The valve is closed by
the expansive ))ower of a spring, and is raised olf its

seat by a rotary tubular key with cams arranged in
line with and constituting part of the faucet neck.
} Claim.—1. The arrangement of the induction and
eduction pipes b c, the valve seat a, tlie valve D, the
case A, tlic spring ]*, the stem C, the cap B, the
neck d, tlie key E, and the cams//and stops (7,(7, the
whole being as and to operate as hereinbefore de-

scribed, aud as represented in the accompanying
drawings.

2. The arrangement and combination of the two
holes h i with the key E and the spindle C, arranged
and coral)ined witli the valve, its spring, aud case,

as specified.

3. The combination of the adjusting screw F and
the annulus k, applied to the si)indle C, as described,

with the key E an-augcd with the spindle C, its valve,

and spring, and the neck d, substantially in manner
and undQi' circumstances as hereinbefore specified.

81,949.—S. R. r^oscOE, Obion County, Tenn.—
Sofa i^ecZ.s'teafZ.—September 8, 1868.—An improve-
ment on liis patent of May 14, 1867. Tlie cushion is

held iu position to form the back of a sofa by liooks

attached to the headboards, aud is steadiinl l)y coup-

lings attached to its lower edge, and the bottom

of the seat. The headboards are hinged to swing
around and form the ends of the sofa and are held
by hooks tittiug in eyes.

Claim.—The combination of the cushions D and
E with the folding headboards A and B, the hooks
d d, the eyes b b, and the couplings m n, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

81,950.—Henry A. Rust and Ludwig Heru
MANN, Chicago, 111. —^ridgrc—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of one or both ends
of the main braces w4ien constructed in a convex or
rounded form, in corresponding concave grooves or
recesses in the blocks B and E, substantially as
specified.

2. The arrangement of the inclined end of the
counter braces in a corresponding inclined recess
in the top block, to operate substantially as set

forth.

81,951.—David Shannon and William Spen-
cer, Winslow, Ind.

—

Grain Separator.—September
8, 1868.—The case is pivoted between the rear arms,
its forward end resting on a bar pivoted to the center
of a lever. On the bottom of the case are metal plates
inclining toward two holes in the bottom, so as to

form fannels. The grain is fed into a drum of wire
gauze from a spout vibrated by projections on the
end of the drum.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cylindrical

drum M, case C, with inclined planes I, openings H,
lever E, strap G, and bar D, aU substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The lever E, pivoted at one end and suspended
at the other by means of a strap G-, in combination
with the pivoted center bar D, when operating for

the purpose of giving proper pitch to the box C,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

3. The bent wires i i, on the end of the cylinder d,

when acting in combination with the spout P, to feed
the grain from the hopper O into the drum M, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

81,953.—Henry F. Shaw, West Eoxbury, as-

signor to James A. Woodbury and Solomon S.

Gray, Boston, Mass.

—

Lathe Head.—September 8,

1868.—An eccentric sleeve on which the smaller gear
cylinder -n'orks, is capable of being so adjusted as to

cause the latter to be thrown into a position eccen-
tric to and in gear, or out of gear, with the larger or
internal gear cylinder.

Claim.—1. The combination of the gears D and E,
the disk P, having the spring pin p>, 'i"(^ eccentric

sleeve c attached thereto, and tlie pulley bloclc C,
provided with the eccentric sleeve d, all arranged
substantially in the manner aud for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of the pulley block C, provided
^'ith the cam-sleeve d, dislc P, and eccentric collar

c, catch S, and gear wheel E, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

81,953.—Henry F. Shaw, West Koxbury, as-

signor to James A. Wcodbury and Solomon S.

Gray, Boston, Mass.

—

Mechanism for Operating
the Bed of Planing Machine.—Sei)tember 8, 1868.

—

A wheel with internal spur gear is secured to tho
shaft that moves the bed of the planer. A toothed
wheel is hung eccentrically upon a sleeve, revolving
on tlie Shalt to which the internal toothed wheel is

secured, and into which it gears.

Claim.— 1 . In combination with the bed ofa planing
machine, the rack c, pinion d, and shaft r/, or their

c(iuivalents, and the internal and external gears/ e,

eccentric sleeve ii', and the fast and loose piUleys,

when arranged and operating substantially as speci-

fied, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement, on the shaft g, of the fast aud
loose pulleys, the eccentric sleeve i i', and th'c inter-

nal aud external gears e e'. substantially in the man-
ner shown and for tho purpose set forth.

81 ,954.—M. M. Smith, liTashville, Tcnn.—Lad-
der or Step for Street Lamp-lighter.—Soi^tcmbor 8,

18(i8.—A shank is provided witJi horns for clas])ing

the tapering part of a lamp post ; one step is alMxou
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to extensions on tke horns, the other to the horizon-

tal part of the shank.
Claim.—A step hidder for lamp posts, constructed

sabstautially as and for the purpose shown and de-

scribed.

81,955.-11. A. Snyder, ShuUsburg, Wis.—
Fanning JLTiiZ.—September 8, 1868.—A hinged board
forming part of the cylinder is connected with gates
for admitting air into the box. A spring presses down
the board, and when the current of au' is too violent,

the board raises and closes the gates, and vice versa.

Claim.—The hinged board B, actuated by spring-
tension acting against the blast of a fanning mill,

and connected with gates or valves H, closing the
ingress aperture I of the fan-wheel box A, all sub-
stantially as shown and described, for the pui-pose
set forth.

81,956.—Michael Joseph Stein, IsTew York,
N". T.

—

Machine for Sewing the Uppers to the Soles

of Boot^ and SJioes.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. In combination with the needle and
the self-a-dapting rest, which is to rest and ride on
the sole of the shoe or boot that is being sewed, and
which is to bear- against the bottom of the inner
channel cut in the leather, to resist the pull of the
needle, a second rest, so formed that it shall rest and
ride on the surface of the sole, that in sewing it may
not interfere with the loop of thread, the two being-

connected, and having a mode of operation in con-
nection with the needle, substantially as herein de-

Bcribed.
2. The curved needle, when made and mounted so

that its inner curved surface is concentric with its

axis of vibration, and eccenti'ic on its outer surface,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The pointed cast off, with its outer sui-face ec-

centric, in combination with the needle, the con-
tiguous surfaces of the two being flat, and both being
mounted, so that they shall work in contact, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. 'Attaching the lamp and its cap, and the flue

through which the thread passes, to the movable
plate which cames the sewing mechanism, substan-
tially aa described, that the means for heating and
guiding the thread may be always in the same rela-

tive positions, as set forth.

5. The feeding pawl, with its projections, working
in cam-formed recesses, or the equivalent thereof,
having a like mode of operation, in combination with
the movable table on which the last holder moves, or
the equivalent thereof, by means of which combina-
tion the feeding pawl spaces the stitches equally,
notwithstanding it acts on the undulating surface of
the sole, as described.

6. The welt guide, substantiaHy such as described,
in combination with the mechanism, or the equiva-
lent thereof, for guiding the sole on the last rela-
tively to the sewing mechanism, as described.

81,957.—"William Stoddard, "Winona, Minn.
—Fanning Mill—September 8, 1868.—An oscillating
feeding bar is placed beneath the mouth of a hopper
and feeds the grain into a curved perforated screen.
A-n endless bolt revolves in close contact with the
screen t» keep the grain flat. After falling through
the screen the grain is carried into rotary screens.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the hopper of a
fanning mill, of the oscillating feeding bar A, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the screen C, of the end-
leas apron or belt D, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

3. The rotary screens L and M, arranged as de-
scribed, in combination with chute G, screen C, and
fan blower, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

81,958.-—Eli Sturgeon, Columbiana, Ohio.—
Safety Bridge for Railroad Car.—September 8, 1868.—Springs are attached to a cross piece of wood under
the center of the bridge, their ends forming hooks
which are attached to tour upright studs secured to
the platform of the car.

Clai7n.—The adjustable bridge A, with spiral
springs b b, attached to the bumpers or platforms of
railroad cars, C, by means of hooks d d on the four

uprights c c c c, in the manner and for the uses and
purposes set forth and herein more fully described.

81,959.—Howard M. Thompson and Charles
W. BURB.VNK, Alfred, Maine, assignors to them-
selves and George H. Knowlton, same place.

—

Tailor's Press Board.—September 8, 1868.—The press
board rests on the top of a standard, its end extend-
ing under a flat arm pivoted to the edge of the
standai'd and held by a screw bolt fastened to the
clamp jaw. The base board to which the standard
is secured is hinged to a clamp jaw fastened to the
under side of the table.

Claim.—1. The press-board supporter, substan-
tially as described, that is, as composed of the base
board D, the standard C, the arm E, and the clamp
jaw F, connected in the manner so as to operate as
explained.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ad-
justing screw e and nut/ with the connection rod c,

the clamp jaw E, the base board D, the standard C,
and the arm E, aiTanged and combined substantially
in manner and for the purpose as specified.

3. The combination of the press board B, and me-
chanism, substantially as described, for supporting
it above, and fixing or clamping it to a table, as
explained, such mechanism consisting of the base
board D, the standard C, the arm E, the clamp jaw
E, and the connection rod c, or their mochanical
equivalents.

81,960.—James K. Thompson, Chicago, HI.,

assignor to himself and William B. Howard, same
place.

—

Bridge.—September 8, 1868.—Improvement
in the wooden chords of the " Howe Truss," consist-

ing of two or more continuous wrought iron bars
placed edgewise and spaced to conform to the width
of the shoes used in the " Howe Truss."

Claim.—The wrought-iron chords A A', each con-
sisting of several bars placed apart and edgewise,
and the plates b b' and stays E E, connecting the
said bars, when used and arranged substantially as
herein described and specified.

81,961.—Anson C. Tichenor, Council Bluflfe,

Iowa.

—

Car Coupling.—September 8, 1868.—The
coupling pin is provided with shoulders which engage
with the shoulder formed by a recess in the draw
head and a shoulder on the pivoted block. The draw-
head has a led^e on its upper face into which a
shoulder on the hinged block is made to slide when
the car starts, for the purpose of locking the pivoted
block.

Claim.—The combination of a draw head A, con
structed substantially as described, and provided
with a transverse locking edge a, with a hinged
block B, constructed with a shoulder c, when said

block is so connected to the draAV head that the for

ward motion of the cars will automatically lock the

shoulder c beneath the ledge a, in the manner and
for the purpose specified,

81,962.—SiGMUND TTllman, New York, N. Y,-
Envelope.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—Securing the eyelet d in the open flap c oi,

the end, by gumming a strip of paper over said eye
let, at the outer side of the flap, as herein shown and
described.

81,963.—SiGMUND Ullman, New York, N. Y.-
Envelope.—'&e\}tevaher 8, 1868.—The rear side of the

envelope is cut obliquely from the double fold out-

ward, the face end is notched out in V-form ; the end
is folded over at each side of its center, one side lap-

ping over the other.
Claim.—An envelope, having its ends cut and

folded in the manner substantiiilly as herein shown
and described.

81,964.—Augustus Van Orsdale, Jasper, N.
Y.—Steam Condenser.—^epiemher 8, 1868.—Hori-
zontal plates are arranged one above the other in the
condenser and have an opening at the end of each
on alternate sides. A pipe admits the steam between
two of the lower i)lates and a deflector is placednear
the end of the pipe to prevent the steam from escap-
ing through the water-discharge pipe.

Claim.—The combination of the exhaust pipe C
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and deflector D -u-itli the plates a a, heater A, and
pipes B B', arranged and operating substantially as
described.

81,965.—Heman Whipple and Elon Denio,
Baldwinsville, N". T.

—

Making Forks.—Septembers,
1808.—An incision is made in a bar of metal to form
the prong of a fork without bending down one part
much below the other. The prong is bent around
into the proper position for shaping, by a plunger
and swinging support.

Claim.— 1."" The cutters e e, formed wider apart
near the stock tlian at the cutting edge, in combina-
tion with the shear h, for the purposes and as set

forth.

2. The rocking support i, in combination with the
cutter e and bed shear h, for the purposes and sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The swinging supports 12, in combination with
the winding, wedge-shaped, bending plunger m, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. The connecting rod b and balll, in combination
with the screw 3, head 4, and hollow plunger c,

carrying the cutting or bending tools, substantially
as set forth.

81,966.—John L. 'Whiting, Boston, Mass.—
Brush.—Sebtember 8, 1868.—An improvement on
his patent of August 4, 1863. A series of cone-shaped
points project from the liandle into the mass of bris-

tles, the same being surrounded by a tapering ferrule.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
series of projections with the other parts of the brush,

as described, the series being productive of new and
useful effects, as specified.

81,967.—John S. Williams, Chicago, HI.—
Double Hatchet Lever Power.—September 8, 1868.

—

A double ratchet pawl terminates in a lever pivoted
to a plate secured to the machine, the lower end of

the lever being connected with a hand lever provided
with a balance weight. The ratchet j)awl is arranged
to operate on both sides of a ratchet pinion which
communicates motion to a toothed driving wheel.

Claim.—1. The combination of the double ratchet
pawl A D, ratchet pinion F, lever E, connecting rod
14, lever. Fig. 4, arm 22, treadle, Fig. 5, and balanc-
ing weiglit, Fig. 6, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the ratchet pinion F and
gear wheel g', as and for the purpose set forth.

81,968.—Arthur Gates Wilson, ISTew York,
N". Y.—OU Tc67i/c.—September 8, 1868.—The wooden
bottom is covered with corrugated material and has
a tube inserted near tlie peripliery of the tank covered
with wire gauze. The head is detachable.

Claim.—1. The bottom F, strainer H, and tube Gr,

all arranged and combined substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The detachable head B, when so arranged within
the cylinder A as to have its upper surface'" fall below
the walls of said cylinder, to operate in connection
with the supplemental cover C, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

81,969.—T. F. Allyn, I^yack, N. Y.—Bow
Spring for Railway Cars.—September 8, 18G8.

Claim.—1. A bow spring, composed of one or more
plates of metal, either square, rhombic, circular, oval,

or any equivalent sliape, bent to the form of a bow,
so as to have two outside bearing surfaces or points
opposite to each other, or nearly so, substantially as
described.

2. The application of the foregoing described plates,

in combination with the bolsters or frames of cars or

carriages, substantially as described, and for tlie

purpose set forth.

81 ,970.—Edgar John Amor, New York, IST. Y.
—Combined Screw Driver and Wrench.—September
8, 1868.—Tlie blade is provided with slots for use as

a wrench on tans, &c. ; also with an oblong slot in

the forward end for the insertion of a fork or other
screw driver.

Claim.—ThQ blade B, provided with a series of
angular-shaped openings, a, near its handle end,

with an oblong slot, b, in combination with a re-

movable or detachable fork screw, driving blade, or
other bit, arranged to stand at right angles to the
blade B, near its forward end, for operation essen-
tially as described.

81,971.—James Armstrong, Bucynis, Ohio.—
Feed- Water Heater and -FiZier.-September 8, 18G8.
—The pans have flanges, and the diameter of the
upper pan is less than the one nest below it. Tlie
larger one has a.n opening in the center, around the
edge of which is a flange. The water, after passing
over the pans, enters a chamber containing filterers.
At the bottom of the chamber containing the pans
is a flanged disk, which can be removed for cleaning.
Ckmn.—l. The pans B B', when constructed and

arranged substantially in the manner shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the steam pipe G, cham-
bers F and F', substantially in the manner shown
and described.

3. The cliambers F F' and the filters e and/, when
constructed substantially in the manner shown and
described.

4. The arrangement of the pans B B' and the disk
B", substantially in the manner described.

81,972.—JA3IES Armstrong, Bucyrus, Ohio.—
Steam Oenerator.—September 8, 1868. —Vertical
tubea are arranged vertically side by side, close to-
gether, their upper and lower ends being connected
by horizontal pipes. The ends of the tubes are
closed hj screw caps, which are removed for clean-
ing. The inner tubes are arranged A\'ith spaces
between for the heat to circulate. The fire box is
made of tubes arranged like the end and sides.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the outer and

inner tubes of tlie boiler, whereby the heat is caused
to circulate around the inner ones, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The construction of the fire box with the sur-
rounding tubes, as herein shown and described.

3. The construction of the hollow screws «, and
the arrangement of them with the tubes B, as herein
shown and described.

81,973.—Joseph H. C. Bachelder, Winstead,
CoTin.—Rolling ITiZ?. — September 8, 1868. — The
taper of the bar is regulated by sectional hin!,''ed

slides, operating under the bearings of the under
roll, and operated by pinions gearing into racks on
the under side of the slides. A gratUiated wedge is

inserted betAveen the sections, which, during the op-
eration of the machine, causes the rolls to rise.

Attached to the frame, in front of the rolls, is a self-

acting tongs, operated by a cam-wheel, connecting
with a lever on the Iower"part of the tongs.
Clavm.—l. The slides J J, with their racks O,

movable bearings H H, graduated wedges K, guards
L, and pinions P P, when arranged, constructed,
and operating as described and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The tongs V, with their lever Z, spiral spring:
X, lever W, and cam wheel U, when arranged, con-
structed, and operating sks described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. Pin b on sliding wedge, in combination with
dog c, shaft d, upright slotted arm e', bell lever /,
horizontal side g, clutch h, movable coupling I,

treadles m and p, rod n, spiral spring lo, loose sleeve
s, arm u, and shoulder v, all arranged and operating
as set forth.

81,974.—John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass.—^.^3-

paratus for the Manufacture of Heating and Illu-
minating Gas.—September 8, 1868.—An air pump
is used similar in construction to a wet meter. At
tlie inlet of this pump a chamber is placed, contain-
ing a series of perforated diaphragms. A reservoir
containing liydro-carbou is placed above the pump,
at the botti-m of which a valve is placed, so con-
nected witli the pump shaft that at oacli revolution
of the shaft a quantity of hydro-carbon passes into
the carbureter.
Claim.—1. The ai-rangement of the valve J, In

connection with a reservoir of hydro-carbon liquid,

for the purpose set foi'th.

2. The combination of the chamber E with the
pump B, the chamber containing a series of forami-
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nous diaphragms or fibrous material, for the purpose
sabstantially as described.

81,975.—Hexry Bf.chtold and John Xcxa-
MACHER. Lancaster County, Pa.

—

Tclloto Wash for
Barm. Buildings. (£c.—September 8, 1868.—Com-
posed of coperas.yelloTr ochre, chrome yellow, alum,
glue, and salt, mixed in hot water.

Claim.—The comi)osition of a yellow wash or paint,

combined substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose specified.

81,976.—Horatio B. Beckman. Ifewbnrg. X.
Y.—Steam Safety Faicc—September 8, 1868.—Up-
right, elliptical spilngs ai-e placed in grooves on top
of the safety valve, their upper ends being kept iu

place by a disk, grooved on its lower smface. The
said disk is made adjustable to regulate the power
ef the springs.

Claim.—The arrangement of the safety valve A,
adjustable elliptical springs «' s^ s^, and plate C, sub-

stantially as herein specified.

81,977.—CH.A.RLES BiRKEXSHA-w, Chicago, IU.
—Seicer Pipe.—September 8, 1868.-The end'of the
pipe connecting with the main sewer is provided
with a valve, hijiged at the top and opening toward
the main sewer, so as to prevent currents of gas
from passing back.

Claim.—The combination of the chamber B. pipes

B B', and valve C, arranged substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

81,978.—Oeorge Blake. ^VTiitby, Canada, as-

signor tohimselt and Thomas Coxxar,' same place.

—

Harvester iioA-e.-September8. 186S.—The inner end
of the rake works in bearings in a bracket attached to

a shaft working in a hollow pedestal. A toothed
segment engages with a pinion atrached to said

shaft and revolves the rake. A finger is secured to

the end of the rake shaft, and by striking a plate on
the pedestal raises or lov.-ers the' rake teeth.

Clmm.—l. The case G and hollow pedestal F, for

containiug and supporting the gearing that operates
the rake, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the connecting rod J, in-

ternally-toothed segment I. gear wheel H, shaft E,
bracke't D. and rake head C, with each other, and
with the hoDow pedestal F, and case G, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the pui-pose

of operating the rake B C.
3. The spring L, attached at one end to the bracket

D, and at the other end to the rake head C. by the
pin M passing through a slot in the journal of the
rake head, in combination with the finger X and
fixed plane O, all an-anged and operating as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the finger X, stop-pin P.
and plane O, with the rake head C'and hollow pedes-
tal F. whether said plane be stationary or adjusta-
ble, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

81,979.—M. S.Brixgier, Ascension Parish, La.—Mode of Purifying Water.—September 8, 18G8.

—

A wall of felt is secured to the inner surface of the
perforated sides of a drum. The felt takes up the
impurities as the water is forced through by the cen-
trifugal force caused by the revolution of the drum.
Claim.—Tha process of filtering water, by pass-

ing it through a vessel, constructed and operating
substantially as described, whereby it is subjected
to the action of centrifugal force, and a more rapid
filtration is effected as set forth.

81,980.-Albert Bl-rhaus, Albany, N Y., as-
signor to himself and Henry H. Burhaus, same
Slacc.— Potato Digger.— September 8. 1868.—A
ouble share with a shoe is attached to a beam simi- \

lar to that of a plow. An inclined scoop runs from I

the back of the share and is slotted, each slot having
rollers provided with projections for breaking the
soil. A vibratory sieve is placed back of the scoop,
and is operated l)y a rod and crank connected with
a toothed wheel on the axle. Two boxes supported

j

on sled runners receive the potatoes from the sieve.
'

Claim.—1. The scoop E, furnished with the lateral

slots e e e. in combination with the rollers r r, or
their equivalents, as and for the purpose set forth and
described,

2. The double share B, in combination with the
land shoe C and the scoop E, as and for the purpose
set forth and described,

3. The sieve J, operated by the rod o, shaker piece
s, rod d, crank c, pinion p. and gear x. and aU in
combination with the wheelsX X', and frame G and
axle F, as and for the purpose set forth, and de-
scribed.

4. The sled runners L L and boxes K K', in com-
bination with the sieve J and its carnage, as and for
the purpose set forth and described.

81,981.—E. K. Chaxdler, Ptutber Glen, Ya.—
Stockiiig Stretcher.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. Constructing a stocking stretcher, with
the hinged sections A B, and the catching device D
arranged at the upper side of the sections, in such a
manner that the stretcher is expansible after the
stocking has been drawn upon it, substantially as
described.

2. Providing for lengthening or shortening the
foot portion of a stocking streFcher, by means of a
longitudinally-adjustable toe section, C,'substantially
as described."

3. Forming notches or serrations, C, upon the
edges of a stocking stretcher, substantially in the
manner and for thepurposes described.

81,982.—Lewis Charles. Clear Springs, Md.—
Far 7/1 Gate.—September 8, 1868.—The gate slides
longitudinally on a supporting bar made in two
pieces, one being secm-ed to a panel and the other
pivoted near its center. They are made beveling

j

where they join ; a spring keeps the pivoted bar in
place.

I

Claim.—1. The combination of the sliding gate

I

A with the pivoted supporting bar d d', substantially
as described.

2. The combination of the spring stop *, bar d d',

panel B, and gate A, substantially as described.

81,983.—Jonathan- M. Clark. Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Steam Generator.—September 8, 1868.—Tubes
are combined with enlarged hoUow heads covered
externally with cap plates and communicating di-

rectly one with the other by orifices in their sides
and edges. Said heads are square and have a rubber
packing between them and are drawn together by
nuts ouTbolts fastened to one of two adjacent heads.

Claim.—The angular hollow head B, constructed
"with passages c for the circulation of water or steam,
seetu-ed together by pin projections g and nuts/, and
with removable covers a, combined with the tubes
A. substantially aa shown and described for the pur-
pose set forth.

81,984.—C. H. Clevelaxb, Selma, Ala.—5'w^-

pender.—September 8, 1868.—The shoulder straps
have a series of eyelets through which a corset lace
is inserted for increasing the bracing property of
the straps.

Claim.—The suspender or shoulder brace, com-
posed of two single straps, B B, each passing from
Its attaching strap at the one side over the shoulder
to the attaching strap on the reverse side of the
body, when shoidder straps are provided with eye-
lets d d and a bracing cord, D, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose specified.

81,985—James M. Cook. Washington, D. C—
Car Coupling.—September 8, 1668.—A spring forces
the end of the lever against a shoulder on the lower
side of a pivoted hnk'and keeps the link elevated
until the draw heads coming in contact, the lever is

released and the Unk drops.
Claim.—The coupling link B, provided with a

shoulder, l>'. the lever C, spring D, and rod F, when
the whole are arranged and combined substantially
as described, as and for the pm-poses specified.

81,986.-John H. Craxe, Charlestown, Mass.— Flexible Abrader and Polishing Fabric. — Sep-
tember 8. 1SG8.—A central web of flexible material
is covered on both sides with the abrading materiaL

Claim.—As a new article of manufacttire, the
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double- surfaced flexible abrader, substantially as
shown and described.

81,987.—William D. Cutler, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Method of Preparing, Desiccating, and Pre-
serving Fish.—September 8, 3868.—The skin and
bones are removecf from the fisL ; it is then put in a
grating machine so as to disintegrate the fiber ; it is

then desiccated by spreading on stone slabs sub-
jected to heat.

Claim.—1. The boned and desiccated fish, as a
new manufacture and commercial article.

» 2. The herein-described processor method of treat-
ment of fish, substantially as set forth and for the
purposes specified.

81,988.—John Dillingham, Turner, Me.—Door
and Safe ioci-.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The peculiar constructed key, hailing
projections or bits ab c, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth and described.

2. The arrangement of the main bolt, in combination
with the plunger m and levers g g, substantially as
described and for the purposes set forth.

3. The form and arrangement of the plunger, iu
combination with the levers g g, acting on the pawls
//, substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the sliding plates, which
effectually close the several key-holes, as and for the
purposes substantially as described.

81,989.—Thomas Button, Port Jervis, IsT. Y.,
assignor to himself and Thomas Maguire, same
place.

—

Low-icater Detector for Boiler.—September
8, 1868.—The plug is made of brass and the holes are
threaded and countersunk to retain the fusible alloy

;

it is bell-mouthed, and the interior forms a fire

chamber above the crown sheet, the top being so far

above it as to melt before the sheet is uncovered by
water.
O^aim.—The construction of the plug a, substan-

tially as herein set forth.

81,990.—I^ATHANIEL EDWARDS, ISTewark, Ohio.—Combined Latch and Lock.—September 8, 1868.

Claim..—1. The manner of connecting and discon-

necting the two knobs, in connection with any open-
ing face plates of locks, by making an indentui-e, G',

in connection mtli either one of the knobs, and a
corresponding projection, G, in the other, substan-
tially as above described.

2. The plate or tumbler bearer E, in Eig. 5, being
a slotted plate, with a projection, P, turned out at

one end to hold the tumblers in i^osition, so that the
bolt may work as latch, and with another projection

y, or iudentm^e in such a position as to enter a cor-

responding indenture y', or projection in the spindle

of the knobs, so as to engage with the same when the
tumblers are dropped,when constructed substantially

as herein shown and described.
3. The lever D, Fig. 7, which has a lifter, p, for

the joint purpose of raising the tumblers and bracing
back the bolt, and in combination with the locking-

projection «, and the stud A, and the projection li,

or its eciuivaleut, on the bolt, for the purpose above
specified, when made and arranged substantially as

above showii and described.

4. The manner of converting the lock from a latch

into a night bolt, by raising the tumblers too high to

be operated upon by the key, and bracing the bolt in

the same operation, by elevating the lifter p of the

lever D, by the assistance of x', with its connections,

and then locking the same in its elevated position,

by causing the stud A to engage with the projection

a by pulling out the tumbler bearer, as above speci-

fied.

81,991.— Jeresiah D. Eggleston, Canaan,
Conn.

—

Means for Securing Springs for Beds and
^ea«.s.— September 8, 1868. — Holes with screw
threads are made in the slats, into which the conical

end of the spiral spring is made to screw.

Claim.—The screw nut A, combined with the

spring B, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

81,992.—C. E. Fox and Maky E. Fox, Gilroy,

Cal.—I>ye /Sfw/.—September 8, 1868.—The roots of

an evergreen shrub "mancineta" are crushed and
pulverized, then boiled to extract the coloring matter.

Claim.—The extract or coloring matter of maiv-
cineta, as anew article of manufactm-e, for its various
uses as herein specified.

81,993.—Kasson Frazer, Syracuse, IST. Y.—
Wedge Buckle for iZarness.—September 8, 1868:
Claim.—1. The wedge "W, when made wit^ the

transverse slot i, hole m, and stop r; the tongue T,
made with the journal o, shank ^, and guard q, each
substantially in the form and for the purposes de-
scribed. --^

2. The same parts, in combination with each other,
when connected by a joint, and forming a wedge
and tongue, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

3. The wedge W and tongue T, when made as
aforesaid, in combination with the buckle frame A,
having an angular box x, as described, all operating
in the manner and for the purposes substantially as
above set forth.

81,994.^J0HN Gardiner, Philadelphia, Pa.^
Malt JLfiZZ.-September 8, 1868.—The rollers work
between vertical cast-iron plates faced with steel
Avhich are bolted to the bed plate that supports the
rollers.

Claim:—The construction of the cheeks D D with
steel plates E E, and the arrangements of the said
cheeks with the mashing rollers B C, substantially in
the manner hereinbefore described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

81,995.—Christian Good, Arcanum, Ohio.—
Smoke House.—September 8, 1868.—A flat roof cov-
ers the house and is provided with a trap door for
ventilation. This roof is covered by a slanting roof
provided with a stationary cap, two sides of which
are open and covered with wire netting.

Claim.—A stationary smoke-house, when con-
structed as described, and provided Avith a fire pot H,
trap door C, in the roof, and with openings in its

sides, said openings being covered with wire netting,
and closed by means of shutters F F, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth. -

81,996.—Charles T. Grimes, Garrard County,
Ky.— PZow.— September 8, 1868. — Two distinct

Slows are connected together by means of adjusta-
le cross-pieces, so that they may be brought to-

gether or placed further apart as required.
Claim.—1. The modes of making handles H and

K, and so arranging them on beams G and J that
they may be used as handles for two turning plows
and as helves for two shovel plows, when the turn-
ing plows and helves V and S and rods T and W
are removed.

2. The mode of combining the handles H and K,
and beams G and J, by means of cross-bars A a
and B b, and rods C c andD d, and rods E e and Z z,

so that the two plows are used by one person.

81,997.—J. P. Grosvenor, Lowell, Mass.—
Molding Ifac/zijzc.-September 8, 1868.—The man-
drel has bearings in a vertically sliding frame, mov-
ing in guides. A screw shaft has fixed bearings in
the guide frame and screws through a lug on the
sliding frame; this screw shaft is "suitably geai-ed

and connected with a hand wheel placed at the side

of the machine. By turning this hand wheel the cut-

ter head is raised or lowered to suit tJie operator.
Claim.—The described arrangement of the hand

wheel J, at the side of the machine, under the edge
of the table A, the beveled gearing h' i, shaft H,
Sinion wheels h G, screw F, vertically-sliding man-
rel frame D, aiul guides E, as herein set forth, for

the purpose specified.

81,998.—William H. Hall and John K. Clif-
ford, Boston, Mass.

—

Anti-Interfering Band, —
September 8, 1868.—The baud is of rubber and is

lined with kersey or felt vulcanized in one process
in a mold by combining the two together.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, an inter-

fering rubber guard, wlien constructed as described,
and attached to kersey, as herein shown, and fotthe
piu-poses set forth.
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SI.999.—George H. Hawkixs. Xew York. X-
T.

—

Coiistruction of Dolls' Heads.—September 8-

1868.

Claim.—A tor figure head, when composed of a
textile fabric. Avhich is previonslr stiffened Trith a
glutinous material, theu pressed in parts between
Seated dies, and afterward having the edires or
seams of such parts joined i)y means of heated dies,
in the maimer substantiaUj as herein described.

S2,000—William H. H. Hixds, Groton, :M:ass.

— Ca/j(fit\*fiV/.-.—September 8, 1868.—A cap, perfo-
rated for the llame^o pa.ss through, is attached to a
slide working on the lower part "of the c;indlestick.
The candle rests on a cap supported by a spring
which can be stiffened by raising the thumb piece
on which the spring rests' and wiuch fits in slots in
the lower part of the candlestick. The snuffers are
operated by mechanism jjlaced on top of the slide.

Claim.—\. The cap a. with its support or sup-
ports n, for the purposes set forth, and substantially
as herein described, and as shown in Figs. 1. -2, and 3.

2- The receptacle g. and the slide or sleeve h. with
the catch p, for the purposes set forth, and substan-
tially as herein described and shown in Figs. 1 and 3.

3. The snuffers / /, supported and operated by
means of the cylinder c and the collar d. substaii-
ti.iljy as herein described, and as shown in Figs. 1
aud 4.

4. The slit o and the notches 12 3 4 5, together
with the thumb pieces, for the pm-pose set "forth,
substantially as herein described and shown in Figs.
6 and 9.

82,001.—S. L. HocKERT, Milwaukee. Wis., as-

signor to Gr. TT. Pekkixe, same -pldiCe.—Abdominal
Supporter.—September 8, 1868.—A metal stud is se-

cxrred to each end of the abdominal pad, and has a
hook in the center to receive the end of the spring
wires.

Claim.—1. Connecting the side springs to the
front pad by hooks, in the manner shown.

2. The side or hip pads D, attached loosely to the
cylindrical side springs B B by staples F.'so that
said pads may be perfectly free to move in any direc-
tion to adapt'themselves to the surface of the body.

3. Securing the cylindrical side springs to the
back pads by screwing the ends of said springs into
the button studs, in tlTe manner shown.

82,002.-William Holsies. ClarksviUe. X. Y.—
Horse Hay ^ai-e.—September 8. 1868.

Claim.—1. The locking bolt AL moving in a guide
way on the axle, and operated by means of thelever
to bold the teeth down. substantiaUv as set forth.

2. The combination, suljstautiaUy as set forth, of
the lerer operated by the foot of the driver, and the
devices for depressing and elevating the rake teeth.

82,003.— George Holtox, Chicago, lU.

—

Smoke 5f«ct.—September 8. 1868.-The lower end
of a wire netting, made in the foi-m of an inverted
fimstum of a cone, rests on a funnel-shaped deflector
for guiding sparks outwardly, its top being attached
to the outside casing.

Claim.—The inverted conical netting D, attached
to the top of the double conical case B, arrancred
with reference to the pipe A and deflector C, the
latter being held in position over the pipe A bv rods
E, and liavin^ a flange, G, at its top, for supponius:
the lower end of said netting, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

82,004—James M. Johxsox and John Herig,
Cleveland. Ohio.—Ifortm?}^; Maddne.—September
8, 1868.—The chisel holders ai-e provided with pro-
jections that lit in a slot in the cross-head, and also
with tongues fitting into grooves on the lower side
of the cross-head. They are held in place by a bolt
passing through the chisel holders and the" slot in
the cross-head', wliich is secured by a thumb screw.

Claim.—The clusel holders F F, constructed as
described, in comlnnation with the cross-head E, to
operate as and for the purpose set forth.

82.005. — Ernest EjvrrjL\x-x and Antoxy
Wei'.er. Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Ekxest
KwrHAXs.—Butter Cooler.—September 8, 1868.—

28 p—VOL. u

!
The drip chamber is made removable and sets on a
ring attached half-way round to the lower part of
the cooler. Slip collars are used for holding the

I

journals or pivots of the cover in place.
i Clai}n.—1. The construction of the part A with
I the ringC. and combining the chamber I) therewith,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
above described.

2. The combination of the slip collars E. journals
a a, and bearings h h. with the part A, and cover B,
and spring C. substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

82,006.—H. A. Krs-G, Xevada, O^o.—Bee Hive.
—September 8, 1868.—Through the top of the lower
honey boxes are slots, at right angles with which
latter ai-e placed the guide combs. Slots are formed
in the upper of the top bars, between which latter

are nailed the comb gvudes.
Claim.—^1. The slots z, in connection with a

double tier of honey boxes with comb foundations,
as specified, and for the purposes set forth.

2. Constructing the close fitting top bars O, with
comb guides U, and slots, as specified, and for the
purposes set forth.

82,007.-ABRAHAii Ejpf, Jr., Sing Sing. X. Y.—Rotary Steam Engine.—Septembei" 8. 1868.—

A

.stationary disk valve occupies a concentric position
to, and l5ears freely against, the inner face of the
dram. A steam opening of segmental fonn is made
through the disk while an exhaust cavity is formed
in it on the opposite side of two segmental blocks.
Across the face of the drum aie radial passages ter-

minating at then- outer ends in parts which com-
municate with the cylinders at the backs of the pis-

tons and at their inner ends in parts covered by the
disk valve.

Claim.— 1. The combination of double cylin-

ders C C and D D, open at their inner ends'to a
steam chamber or space, pistons E E and F F, with
their rods and yoke G and H. crank; I. and valve
controlling the flow of steam to and fi-om the backs
of the pistons, essentially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the double cylinders C C
and D D, arranged, either pair at right angles, or
thereabouts, to each other, and with their inner ends
open, as described, and in communication with a cen-
tral or intermediate steam chamber or space, pistons

i

E E and F F, with their rods bb, cc, and yokes G
i
H. crank I. and valve controlling the admission and
escape of steam to and from the backs of the pistons,

.

substantially as specified.

3. The valve K, when constructed and arranged

.

for operation, in combination with the double cylin-

ders, their pistons and crank, substantially as shown
!
and described.

82,008.-Thomas B. Kirby, Flowerfield. Mich.—Animal Trap.—September 8, 1868.—The trap is

prorided at one end with a bait box pailitioned off

with wire netting. The bottom of the trap is pir.

oted so that the animal will drop into water placed
below.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement in the
rectangular frame A. divided by thepartitions G
and E,''of the valve H. with the perforated bait box.
K, having a hinged cover. F. substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

82,009.—ED^a'XD W. Kittredge, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

—

Paving Roller.—September 8, 1868.—One or
more cressets or fire baskets are suspended within
the roller in snch a way as to preserve their proper
position during the rotation of the roUer.

Claim.—1. The suspension of one or more cressets

to the axle, within the revolving cylinder, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The closing with covers the ends of a revolving
rcUer. within Avhich are suspended one or more cres-

set- for holding fire, substantially as and forthe pur-
pose set forth."

3. The arrangement of cylinder A, revolving on a
fixed av\e, J), from which are suspended one or more
cressets J. and to which are seemed the perforated
heads F I ', as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the elements A. D. J, F, F*,

one or more doors H, for the purpose explained.
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S2,01©.—Peter Lausteu, Allegheny, Pa., as-

signor to Lang & Lauster, same place.

—

Jug Top.
—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The hinge, knob, and lid, made sepa-
rate and distinct from each other, and united to-

gether by making perforations in the hinge and lid,

as described, and casting the knob, to unite with
them by metal used in producing the knob entering
said perforations, to foi-m a rivet, and whereby
solder, to establish the junction of said parts, is

avoided, and, after riveting of the knob, dispensed
, with.

2. The combination, witli the lid, liinged to rotate
from the inside of the body, of the plate or filling b,

connected with the lower part of the interior flange
a of the body, substantially as and for tho purpose
herein set forth.

82,011.—Elijah Lindsley, 'Neenah,Wis.—Fan-
ning Mill.—September 8, 1868.—The sieves are bent
at an angle near the center and elevated at their
rear ends. A short screen is placed under the sieves
and is provided with a spout for carrying the grain.
Claim.—1. The sieves h and c, when bent as de-

scribed, and operating as and for the pm'poses herein
set forth.

2. The screen d, in combination with the sieves h

and c, when constructed and ojierating as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

82,01'2.—John M. Losie, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Spring Bed Bottom.—September 8, 1868.—A piece
of rubber is secured between the corrugated ends of
two slats which are slotted and fastened to the spring-

bed bottom.
Claion.—T\i.e slotted metallic plates E E, con-

structed as described, in combination with the elas-

tic gum H, as and for the purjDose specified.

S2,013.—Henry D. Lyman, Kalamazoo, Mich.—Horsealioe.—September 8, 1868.—Pivoted to the
heels of a shoe arc clips, tlie outsides of which will

come in contact with the inside of the rim of the foot

and adjust themselves to the angle of the hoof for

the pm'pose of spreading it.

Claim.—The attachment of adjustable clips B to

the heel of a horseshoe, when operating with a pivot,

substantially as set forth and shown.

83,014.—Austin Z. Mason and Eichakd B.
KOBBiNS, Adrian, Mich., assignors to Kichard B.
EOBRINS.

—

Vise.—September 8, 1868.—Imi^rovement
on patent of A. Z. Mason, April 28, 1868. The ring
has a short hub to keep it in place on the plate, its

center being concave to admit the opposite sides of

a spherical bulge, said bulge .being provided with
ribs which fit into recesses in the ring for allowing
a swivel movement. The ring is provided with stops

so that it can be turned around a part of the circum-
ference. When used for parallel work a semi-annu-
lar ring is placed over and against the stops.

Claim.—1. In combination with the ring C, con-
structed with the oblique faces x and y, tlie recesses
m' and n, and one or more projecting stops c and e,

to prevent it from turning more than one-fourth of a
circumference, the whole constructed in the manner
substantially as set forth and described.

2. The spherical bUge D, with one or more ribs m
and n, or their equivalents, in combination with tho
ring C, constnicted substantially as set forth and
described.

3. Tho semi-annular ring K, in combination with
tho ring C and washer plate B, substantially as de-

swibed.

82,015.—Morris Mattson, l^ew York, N. T.—
Breast Pump—September 8, 1868.—Tho vacuum
glass is made trumpet-shapal at the end, and is

provided witli a bulb for tlio reception of tho milk.

A bulbous exhauster is uscmI, as in liis patent of

August 13, 1867, and provided with elastic floating

valvos similar to those described in patent of April
4, 1854.

Otoim.—The combination, with n vacuum glass,

constructed substantially as doncribcd, of an ex-

hausting mechanism or instrument, having a double
valvular apparatus operating substantially as and
foi'tbe purposes sot forth.

82,016.—William McEarland and William
H. Butler, Williamsburg, IST. Y.—Fire-proof Safe.
—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The insulation of each section or recess
of the door, in combination with tho air spaces, aa
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The method of forming spaces in the filling of
the safe, by inserting patterns of wood, to be with-
drawn after the filling substance has set, and sup-
plying said spaces with a vaporizing substance, sub-
stantially in the manner as and for the purposes
herein described.

3. The manner of securing the separate sections
of doors by placing supporting blocks, made of ma-
terial which is a non or inferior conductor of heat
between them, so that there is no continuation of
metal or good heat-conducting substance from the
outside covering to the inside- repository, as herein
set forth.

82,017.—William S. McN"EiL,Springfield,Mass.
—Ha^nmer and Mallet.—September 8, 1868.—

A

hammer and mallet are so comoined that the mallet
can be removed when not used. The pene is placed
on the hammer head instead of the opposite end.

Claim.—1. A hammer and mallet combined, in
which tho mallet B fits in a socket, a, constructed in
the piece A, having the head C with pene c, the
parts being combined and arranged substantially as
herein shown.

2. The arrangement of the pene c upon the head,
C, of the hammer, substantially as shown.

82,018.—Henry E. Metzler, ISTew Tort, IST.

Y., assignor to Louisa Metzler, same place.

—

Swing.—SoptemhoT 8, 1868.—Seats are placed on a
platform resting on cross bars, the latter being piv-

oted to the suspended bars and extending beyond
them, having foot boards placed across their ends,
so that the occupant can operate the swing by mov-
ing tho suspended bars.
Claim.—1. The four suspended vibrating rods or

bars, in combination with the pivoted cross bars, for
supporting a seat or seats, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. The four suspended vibrating rods or bars, in

combination with the pivoted cross-bars supporting
a seat or seats, and the lower pivoted cross-bars and
treadle or treadles, substantially as described.

82,019.—Henry Meyer, Richmond,Ind

—

i

pipe i>ntm-.—September 8, 1868.—An arrangement
of flanges within the chamber of the drum, in com-
bination with the damper, divert the ascending
currents, and by causing them to be delayed produce
a greater radiation.

Claim.—The parabolical flues and damper, con-
structed and arranged in relation to each other
and to the casing of the dram, substantially as set

forth.

82,020.—Philip Meyercordt, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to himself and Henry Winter.—Seiver Pipe.
—September 8, 1868.—Charcoal and sawdust are
mixed with clay and sand for the purpose of making
tho pipes porous. After being burned they are
coated with sulphuric acid diluted with water.

Claim.—The ingredients herein named, when
manufactured into pipes, substantially as herein set

forth.

82,021.—Eeuben C. Mighell, Piano, Til—Gate.

—September 8, 1868.—The lower end of tho gate is

pivoted and a weighted lever is hinged to its upper
end to assist in opening it.

Claim.—1. The lever C, constructed and operating
substantially as described.

2. The spring V, in combination with the fulcrum
H, for the purposes specified.

3. The combination of the gate A, lever C, hinge
D, weight E, roller G, and pivot F, all constructed
and operating substantially as described.

82,022.—Willard F. Oliver. Lynn, assignor to

Boston Shoe-Stud and Button Company, Boston,
Mass.—^/toe jDacinj/.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. A shoe, provided with a series of

hooks, or their equivalents, for receiving and hold-
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ins: the string, when arranged sabstantiallv as set

foi-th.

•2. The catch or clamp a, with its arms c pivoted
to the liook D, and arranged for holding the string,

substantially as described.

82,0-23.—Claek D. Page, Rochester, N. Y.—
ii?He^/7;!.—September 8, 1868.—Flues are placed
nest to the inner edge of the wood binders for the
passage of air.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement,
with the gi'ate bars g g. of the cross barsfc i, the first

being fixed, and forming a fulcrum for the leverage
of the urate bars in shaking, and the latter being
hinged, so as to turn up and down to sceiu-e the
grates, or allow them to be shaken, as herein set

forth.

2. The flues 6, constructed as described, next to

the inner edge of the wooden binders a of the kiln,

to operate in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as described.

S'2,024.—Charles T. Palmer, Norwich, Conn.—:Spice Box.—September 8, 1868.—Improvement on
his patent of June 23, 1868.

Claim.—In the spice box or can, as made with a
series of holes in its cover or end, or as having a

disk or cap to cover such holes, the constructing
both the cover or end or he?,d of the box and the disk,

with an annular groove in the one. and a correspond-
ing anuular bead to project from the other, and to fit

to or into such groove, in manner substantially as
described.

82,025.—Stewart B. Palmer, Syracuse, X. Y.—Lozo I^'atcr Alarm for Steam Generator.—Septem-
ber 8, 1868.—The lower ends of metal tubes are con-
nected with a chamber receiving steam from the
generator, their upper ends being closed, and pivoted
thereto are two arms, the other end being pivoted to

a rod connected with a steam whistle.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the chamber B,

tubes C C, with their surmounting chambers D D,
rods E E, links a a, and rod H, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the rod H, lever I, and
spring b, with reference to the whistle J and its

Talve.

82,026.—Charles W. Patton, Exeter, HI.—
THieat 2)/-i7^.—September 8, 1868.—The seed hopper
is divided by a partition having a door at the top.

The discharge is regulated by two concavo-convex
plates placeiT in the bottom of the hopper and pro-

vided with apertures ; the upper plate is stationary,
the lower one having a longitudinal movement, and
actuated by a lever attached to a shaft having anus
which engage with projections on the plate. A pro-
jection on tiie slide comes in contact with a key pro-
vided with notches for graduating the openings.

Claim.—1. The hopper, dividedlnto compartments
by the partition D and door D', substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the perforated plates E
and F, the graduated key G, for regulating the
amount of groin to be sown, substantially as set
forth.

3. The combination of the lever H, shaft H', arms
H2, and the sliding plate E with projection E-,
substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

4. The combination of the sliding plate E, key G,
stop E', and springs I, arranged to operate subs'tan-
tially as described.

5. 'In combination with the cutters O, and drag
bars K, the springs on the rods M, segments NS
shaft X, and lever X^, and cord N^, for raising the
cutters and forcing them into the ground substan-
tially as set forth.

6.'The combiuation of the frame, the drag-bars,
the rear frame, and vertical gtude-rods L, ari'anged
substantially as set forth.

82,027.—Joseph B. Pedrick, LoweU Mills, Ind.,
assignor to himselfand Joseph F. Gent, sam<^ place.—Reciprocating Steam Engine.—Septemher e, 1868.
—The steam chest consists of a lower and upper
chamber, the partition between being provided with
a port at it« center. A valve with aii inclined i^ijen-

ing, having the widest part against the partition and
the narrowest part resting over and equal to the
parts in the valve seat, regidates the admission of
steam to the cylinder.
Claim.—The arrangement of the valve K, valve

boxes G il, and the pipes B A andC D, substantially
as shown and described.

82,028.-George Gilman Perciv.^l, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Apothecaries' Lahels.Se-ptomheY 8, 1868.

—Ordinary bottles are converted into graduated
ones bv means of printed graduated labels pasted on
them.

'

Claim.—The combination of a graduated scale
with an otherwise ordinary paper label, substantially
as above described.

82,029.-Willlim B. Perrie, Horse Head, Md.
— Martingale. — September 8, 1868.—Designed for
fastening the horse without the necessity of unbuck-
ling the rein.

dlaim.—1. The loose ring G, in couneetiou with
the part D, provided with the stud C, as shown in
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. A solid ring martingale, D, with the stud C,
projecting trom its periphery in the direction of its

center, substantially as and for the x^urpose set

forth.

82,030. — OLn-ER E. Pillard, INTcw Britain,
Conn., assignor to Frederic H. Nourn, same
place.

—

AdjvMahle Tumbler for Permutation Lock.
—September 8, 1868.—Improvement on patent Jfo.

71,640. Kelates to that class of locks in which a
series of circular tumblers is mountea on a stud,
each tumbler being provided with an inner disk and
stud for communicating motion to each other in set-

ting them by the dial.

Claim.—The circular tumbler, formed ofthe plates
1 and 2 and flanges 3 and 4, and divided as at 6, in
combiuation with the linlv plate e, and eccentric i,

constructed and applied in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

82,031.—:N'eils Poulson, Washington, D. C—
Windo'i'j Shuiter.—Seinemhev 8, 1868.—Plates of cor-

rugated metal are attached to jointed frames which
consist of bars hinged together in pa.irs. so that when
lowered, a corrugated suifaee will be presented, and
when raised the plates will fit in a small r space.
Claim.—1. The combination of the folding bars A

A2, and corrugated plates B. when said pfates are
attached rigidly to tiie inner bars A, as herein de-

scribed, for'the purposes specified.

2. The sliding plates M, in the described combina-
tion, with the folding shutter A A^ B, to masK or pro-
tect the vertical edges of the said shutter, substan-
tially as explained.

3. The an-angement of the tenons 6' b', ofthe plates
B, alternately on opposite edges of the bars A, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes se*- forth.

82,032.-XeilsPoulson, Washington, D. C—
Auming.—September 8, 1868.—Constructed of plates
of metal or other material, attached to hinged bars,

so as to fold compactly together when not in use,

and when in use, present a continuous sm\ace.
Claim.—1. The folding bais D D', working upon

inclined supports, A, and can-ying plates or"sheets
E, attached to the inner bars D' substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

2. The tubes B, employed in combination with the
awning D E and trough'C, both as a means of sup-
port and for conducting water, as explained.

82,033 Edjiund "W. QtirNCY, Lacon, HI., as-

signor to himself and William H. Copp, same place.
— Wrench.—September 8, 1668.—The jaws, provided
with right and left hand screws, slide over a bar for

the pui-pose of a double leverage, and allowing tlie

handle to slide out of the way of an obstacle in its

rotation.
Claim.—A sliding handle, as a constituent element

of a hand wrench, substantially as described.

82,034. — William L. Keck, Darte County,
Ohio.—Tlie Machine.—September 8, 1868.—Xhefee^
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ing box is provided witla an air aperture closed by a
{fate operated by a pivoted rocking frame, vfhich
atter is actuated' by the snap-bar of the pug-miil, so
as to allow the escape of air from the feeding box.

Claim.—The horizontal rocking frame N, actuated
by the sweep bar J, and operating the gate M, to
open and close alternately the aperture e in the feed-
ing box E of my improved machine, substantially as
herein set forthi.

82,035.—Morgan L. Rich, Sand Bank, IT. Y.—
Bi7i for Sugars, die.—September 8, 1868.—The bins
are arranged around a central core, so that the top
forms a counter for the scales, which may be readily
accessible from all the bins.
Claim.—The bin, constructed as described, con-

sisting of the radial portions C, around the standard
B, all inclosed within the case, having inclined sides
a^ and hinged doors a^, the latter adapted to close
against the edge of the top D, which forms a scale
support, as herein shown and described.

82,036.—James Eobertson, Gosport, Ind.

—

Hay and Cotton Press.—September 8, 1868.—A ver-
tical shaft, to which the platen is secured, has at-

tached to it two tug levers connecting with another
lever operated by tackle for raising and lowering it.

Claim.—The combination of the press beam, A,
rollers B B, connecting beam C C, lever D, winch
and axle G-, and rope connecting the axle, the lever
D, and the beam A, said parts being arranged in
"elation to one another, substantially as described.

83,037.-"William Sangster and John Bretz,
Springfield, 111.—Brick JfoZd.-September 8, 1868.—
Partitions pivoted to a frame work of iron are made
to fit in grooves in the bottom and sides of the brick
mold.

Claim.—The combination of the frame bars B with
the barsD pivoted thereto, supporting the partitions
C, with the slotted mold box A, handles E, and ledges
F, all constructed in the manner described and for
the purposes set forth.

82,038.—Irving "W. Scranton, "West Liberty,
lovra.—Medical Compound.—Sei^tembev 8, 1868.—
Composed of chloroform, Jamaica ginger, pepper-
mint, cinnamon, compound spirits oflavender, spirits
camphor, tinct. opium, sirup and arnica.
Claim.—The above improved compound for the

treatment of cholera in any of its stages.

82,039.—McHOLAS Shock, Baltimore, Md.—
Corn Sheller and Cleaner.—September 8, 1868.—The
corn is fed between the serrated disks and the cob
and grains of corn fall on an endless api'on and are
carried to the upper end of an inclined chute ; the
cob drops off while the grains run down the chute
into a chamber from whence they are carried by an
elevator to a spout.

Clairn.—1. Tlie combination of the serrated disks
E F and feed spout G, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The combination of the toothed disk C, the re-

volving apron m, and chute board n, all as shown
and described.

3. The combination of the chute board n, the ele-

vator, and the spout t, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The combination of toothed disk C and the
chute board n, substantially as shown and described.

82,04©.—Francis Smith, Highgate, Vt.—S^orse
Eake.—September 8, 1868.—A cylindrical bar, having
aprings ])ressing upon the bars of the rake teeth, is

I)ivoted to the rear side of the axletree and is ope-
rated by a lever. Tlio rake teeth arc raised and low-
ered by a strap secured to their rear ends and to a
lever pivoted to the cross brace.
Otoim.—The lever H, belt I, pullojs F and G, bar

b', arms e', and rake teeth t, in combination witli the
pivoted bar L, bar N, and lingers p', all constructed,
arranged, and operated in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

82,041 .-RODERT D. O. Smith, Washington, D.
C.—Bit Stnck.-Sojitemhor 8, 1868.

Claim.—A bit stock, with the jaws T> D, having a

parallel movement, and sleeve C, or the equivalents
of these parts, constructed so as to hold bit truly
centered by seizing it by the cylindrical portion in
front of the head thereof.

82,042.—Norman C. Stiles, Meriden, Conn.—
Device for Turning Shafting.—September 8, 1868.

—

Cutters are mounted on a stand radially and moved
forward and secured by screws. Centering pieces
are pressed outward by springs mounted in a ring
made part of the stand, their outer ends being bev-
eled and made to fit against inclined notches in an-
other ring which is provided with a weighted arm
and fits over the first ring. A milling tool is fitted to
the inner ring for reducing the shaft to an exact size.

Claim.—1. The plate A and cutters Bi B^ B^.
2. The arrangement of the centering device, the

cutters, and the milling tool, substantially as and for

the purpose herein described.

82,043.—Michael Stoll, Conestoga Township,
assignor to himself, Benjamin Snavely, and An-
thony Iske, Lancaster, 'Pa.—Potato PZow.-Sep-
tember 8, 1868.—The shovels are so arranged that
when in one position the soil is thrown outward, and
when reversed the soil is thrown inward.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of my
shovels 1, 2, and 3, with their respective beams, slots,

screw bolts h, and countersunk segment G, and ad-
justable beai'ings E, in combination, with or without
the separate center piece A, Fig. 2, all made in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

82,044.-0. H. Taylor, Brooklyn, N. Y., as-
signor to William E. Parrish, ISTew York City.-
Bit Stock.—September 8, 1868.—The bit stock is pro-
vided with a transversely V-shaped opening to re-

ceive the bit, which is transversely V-shaped in the
longitudinal line of the bit when in position.

Claim.—The socket A, contracted atone side, and
adapted for the reception of a shank of a tool which
may be secured in the stock by a screw, or its equiv-
alent, so applied as to force the shank into the con-
tracted portion of the socket, substantially as de-
scribed.

82,045.—W. S. Thompson and E, Vincent
Love, Montgomery, Ala.

—

Method of Fastening
Hames.—September 8, 1868.—The hook is provided
with edges and held in place by a latch and button.
The curved end of the latch is dovetailed and fits in a
slot in the bar so as to relieve the strain on the rivet.

Claim.—1. The barA, latch B, hook D and button
c, constructed, operating, and arranged substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The dovetail d, in combination with the bar A
and latch B, constructed and arranged substantially

as and for the purpose described.

3. The hook B, when arranged with the eyes///,
and in combination with the bar A and latch B, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

82,046.—Thomas H. W. Upsher, M. D., Nor-
folk, Va.

—

Medical Compound.—September 8, 1868.

—Composed of extract of coffee, opium, mixed with
siipple cerate and hog's lard.

Claim.—A medicine for piles, compounded of the
ingredients, in the manner and substantially of the
proportions herein specified.

82,047.—James H. Van Nortwick, Sturgis,
Mich.

—

Saio Filing Machine.—September 8, 1868.

—

A spring is attached to the file handle in such a man-
ner tliat when the latter moves back the spring raises

the file from the saw. The file makes two strokes in

the same tooth at every revolution of the crank, and
as it goes back the second time the feed screw is

made to revolve by suitable mechanism. The plate
in which the file handle slides can bo set at any re-

quired angle.
Claim.—1. The combination of cam G, secured to

the shaft D, arm H, levers I I, connecting rod d,

pawl /, and spring e, all constructed as described,
and operating for the purpose of turning the feed

screw M, by means of the driving Avhecl K, thereby
moving the carriage N, substantially as herein set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the shaft D, movable collar
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k, wheels O, P, and E, in combination with the pit-

man m and walking- beam u, all constructed as de-

scribed, for the purpose of moving the file handle S
back and forth, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the movable plate T, car-

riage O, and screw TJ, to turn the file at any angle

desii-ed, substantiallv as herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the file handle S, connected
with the walking beam w, and provided with the

spring 2?, constructed and operatiug substantially as

and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The arranjemcut of the frame A, clamps C C,

shaft D, feed screw M. and carriage iST, all with their

different pai-ts constructed as described, and opera-

ing substantially as and for the pm-poses herein set

forth.

,
''-^

" 82,048 Henry P. "^estcott, Seneca Palls,

T^- !'•• assignor to Sexeca Falls Churn Manufac-
'"J ;^' TUuiNG Company, same place.—The cover is held by

i, the battiuc fitting into a socket in the back ear, and
^is fastened to the front ear, (which is recessed to re-

-. /^eive the batting,) by a hasp and staple.
' V— Claim.—The metallic ear C. socketed as described,

.' '^'to contain the bar E, in combination with the said
'" ^bar, and ear B, with inward projections, as de-

,_J^ scribed.

82.049.—David M. Weston, Boston, Mass.—
SeJf Balancing Centrifugal lfac/ii?ie.—September
8, 1668.—Improvement on his re-issued patent of

Januarv 14, 1S68.

Claim.—1. The application of the easily-yielding

spring e, as the sole support of a centrifugal machine
revolving upon an upright shaft resting upon a pivot-

bearing at the base, and in combination with the

shaft and pivot-bearing, substantially as above de-

scribed.
2. The flexible spring e, in combination with the

upright shaft h. made of sufficient length to prevent

the natural oscillation of the machine at an obtuse

angle, substantially as described.

3. The pullev c, affixed to the shaft b, below the

floor or platform i, so that the driving power of the

machine is wholly applied below the floor.

82,050.—William IST. WnixELEY, Springfield,

Ohio.—Harvester Reel and i?«A-e.—September 8,

IgGS.—The cast-iron head is provided with arms, to

which the rake arm is secured, and is made in the

form of a tube, its central part being cored out. A
hollow pendent stud is formed at the'rear of the head
to receive the bolt of the friction roller.

Claim.—1. The rake head H with the arms G G,
and with a long tube bearing for the joint bolt, in

the manner described, independent of the Avooden
arm P.

2. Attaching the friction roller X to the cast rake
bead H, by moans of a wrought bolt, one end of which
forms the' journal or beai'ing of said roller, and the
other penetrates through said head, and is secured
therein by a screw nut, or the equivalent thereof.

3. The pendent stud M, with a tapered socket for

the correspondingly shaped bolt O, which attaches

the friction roller to the head fl, as set forth and de-

scribed.

82,051.—Abel Wuitlock, Danbury, Conn.—
i«)np.—September 8, 18G8.—A reservoir suiTOunds
a chamber containing the wick, and is provided with
a suitable valve for replenishing. A valve in the
bottom of the reservoir admits the oil into the wick
chamber, and is arranged to close when the replen-

ishing valve is opened.
Claim.—A lamp pot, constructed within the inte-

rior chamber B, said chaml^er communicating with
the reservoir A by an orifice, E, which may be closed
with a suitable valve wliile the reservoir is being re-

plenished, in combination with valves G and I, sub-
stantially as shown and set forth.

82,052.—Ephrafm Whitman, Fitchburg. Mass.
—Flower Po^.-Septemlx.-r 8. 18G8.—A wall-inclosed
chamber serves as a non-conducting air space and
fluid reservoir. The top of tlie chamber is covered
by a cap ring having a lip extending down into it.

' Claim.—\. A flower pot. made with inner and
outer walls, a b, and an intervening water space c,

the walls a b being connected or relatively fixed in
position, substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the water chaniber c, the
cap ring i, substantially as shown and described.

82,053.-Eeuben S. Whittier, Dorchester.
Mass.— Window Screen.—September 8, 1868.—The
roll is so arranged within a case that when the bar
to which the end of the wire gauze is secured is

drawn down a spring is wound up in the roll. The
bar is provided with grooved plates, which slide over
projections on the window sill, and is held by them.
The window being lowered the roll rotates by means
of the spring and winds up the gauze. The case is

beveled on its inner edge and coming in contact with
a bevel on the bar, forces it off the projections.

Claim.—1. The combination and aiTangement of

the shaft B, bushings C and D, disk P, and spring
E, with the body A of the roU, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2. The plate a, provided with a concave bearing,
in combination with the square-ended shaft B and
its connections, and with the case G, for the purpose
and substantially as described,

3. The plate b, provided with a slot^, when used
in combination with the roll A, and with the case G
and the screen S, for the purpose and substantially
as described.

4. The curved spring plates d, slotted as shown
and described, in combination with the case G and
the screws c or holding devices, which connect the
case and the roll with the sash, as described.

5. The slotted plates /. constructed as described,
in combination witli the bar H and the screws e, for
the purpose and substantially as described.

6. The combination, with the sash K, of a case, G,
constructed as described, the case serving as a cover
and protection to the roll and the screen, and also as

a device for detaching the bar Hand the screen from
the sill, for the piu'pose and substantially as de-

scribed.
7. The arrangement and combination of the roU,

screen, and case, and the supporting plates, with the
sash, and the bar H with the sill M, so that the
screen shall more perfectly cover the open space pro-
duced by raising the sash, as and for the purpose set

forth.

8. The combination of all the operative parts speci-
fied, arranged to operate substantially as and for the
pui'pose set forth.

82,054 C. P. Woodruff, iS^ewbern, Tenn.—
Spur Wheel.—September 8, 1868.—Improvement on
his patent of May 5. 1868. Cogs are formed with
shotdders so expanded as to bear against each other
all around the rim of the wheel. The outer ends of
the spokes are divided for the insertion of the inner
ends of the cogs.

Claim.—1. The series of cogs M, the rim A,
shoulders m m, and pins e, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described.
2." The spokes K IST, when formed with the trifor-

cated end n n' ?i, substantially as described.
3. The combination of the trifui'cated spokes X N

with the projecting ends R E, of the elongated cogs,
substantially as described.

82,055.—John A. Wright, Keene, IST. H.—ITop.
—September 8, 1868.—Improvement on his patent of
June 30, 1868.—The jaws are screwed on to a pro-
jection on the lower end of a sliding and revolving
handle so as to prevent accidental unlocking.
Claim.—1. A sliding and revolving handle A, with

its projection c and screw thread d, in combination
^vith the jaws B C, one or both of which are provided
with a screw thread, h, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. A mop cloth, sewed substantially as described,
to in.surc the projection c catching into and retaining
the cloth when it is to be twisted for the purpose of
being wrung out-

82,056.—John A. Wuoe, Hagerstown, Md.—
Exercising Chair.—September 8, 1868.

Claim.—X viljratory and exercising chair, wh'^n
the same is constructecl with hollow back, seat, arms,
and foot board, and is so supported upon invots or
rockers that the chair can be readily operated by
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means of springs, or their equivalents, substantially
as described, as and for the purpose specified.

82,057.—David Morrison, New York, 'N. Y.—
Yalve /or Water (7tose«.—September 8, 1868.—The
spindle is hollow and is provided with a valve placed
in it above the plunger. "When the main valve is

opened, the said valve opens, from the pressure of
the water through the hoUow spindle, and ^\hen the
main valve is closed the said valve also closes but
allows the wuser to How back slowly through a
groove iu the hollow spindle, thus preventing sud-
den jai-s of tne main valve on its seat.

Claim.—1. The plunger D, valve J, and hollow
spindle E, with its groove c, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination of the rod K, valvesM and 1^,

double valve seat I, plunger D, and spindle E, when
ai'ranged and operated substantially in the manner
shown and described.

82,058.-Otis Adams and James Hatch, San
Pranciseo, Cal.

—

Mortising Chisel.—September 15,

1868.—The lips are so formed that the chisel, on be-

ing withdrawn, cleai's the mortise of the core or
ohips.

Claim.—Making the lips beveled from the edge to

the main part of the chisel, and with the ends bev-
eled and inclined, as herein set forth.

82,059.—Thomas Adams, Hudson City, 1^. J.,

assignor to himself, James L. Komer, and Henry
T. McCouK, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Lamp Burner.—Sep-
tember 15, 18(;8.—A lifter acting upon a flat wick in

connection with a tube of suitable shape, gives a
tubular form to the wick as it is fed up.

Claim.—1. The flattened cone-shaped wick tube
A, provided with a triangular opening, /, for admis-
sion of air in fi'ont, as it were, of the single wick, to

establish a current through the center of the flame,
and constructed so that in the passage of the single
flat wick thi-ough it in a straight line, or thereabouts,
from belo^v said wick is made to assume an annular
form at its exit from said tube, substantially as speci-

fied.

2. The arrangement of the wick lifter or operating
device E relatively to the straight or enterin.;^ por-
tion e of the tube A, constructed as described, and
for operation in connection with the latter to turn
and convert the wick from a fiat or straight into a
round or annular form, essentially as herein set

forth.

3. The base portion of the burner, of globidar or
enlarged character, as described, and divided, as at

h, (forming a cap, D,) between the collar screw of
the lamp and di-aught opening or openings to the
flame, as and for the purpose herein set forth.

82,060.-A. H. Allison, Charlottesville, Ind.—
Cultivator.-September 15, 1868.—The yoke is com-
posed of a bar, bowed upward at the middle, but
termiuatiug in two straight arms, upon which are
loosely fitted the blocks to which the shovel beams
are adjustably attached.
Claim.—I. The yoke C, secured to the under side

of the tongue, and provided with the adjusting blocks

y g, in combination with the beams G- G, uprights/
/, provided with adjusting holes, double tree c, arms
c c', and braces, connecting the ends of the yoke
with the main frame, all constructed, arranged, and
operated in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The beams G- G, 'hinged to the adjusting blocks

^ g, and provided with the shanks i i and braces h /i,

ki combination with the bails J J and foot pieces Z
Z, all constructed, ai-ranged, and operated as set

forth.

82,061.—Herbert L. Andrews, Chicago, HI.

—School Desk.—Septcmhev 15, 1868.—A simple noise-

less joint is provided, and a guard to prevent the

seat striking against the back, the scat arm being
secured in place without the use of bolts and nuts.

Claim.—1. The standard, composed of two parts,

A B, one provided with the projection a, and axle i,

and tlie other with the flange a. iu combination with
the arm C, the standards being sociu'cd by the screws
and nuts, all substantially as specified.

2. The combination and airaugemout of the recess

&, when flUed with rubber, or other elastic material,
standai'd, B, and projecting heel, h, of the arm C,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

82,062.—Herbert L. Andrews, Chicago, 111.

—

Blackboard.—September 15, 1868.—A blackboard is

provided with arms which can be extended, and
with stationary- and movable pins or hooks, on which
to hang maps and charts.

Claim..—The blackboard A, when provided with
the groove b, arms e, pins or hooks c, and supported,
constructed, and operating substantially as specified.

82,063.—"William E.. Andrews and Eobert
DiNGWELL, Newark, IST. J.

—

Leather Stretching Ma-
chine.—September 15, 1868.—The cross slat resting
upon a friction roller on the beam operates to stretch
the neck in a direction opposite to that of the hide.

Claim,—1. The movable beam B, in combination
with the cross slat C, when constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Operating the movable beam B by means of the
ratchet bars E E and screws D D, when constructed
and arranged as specified, and for the purposes set

forth.

82,064.—TV. T. Armstrong, Treeland, HI.—
Stock Pump.—September 15, 1868.—The compound
hinged platform is so arranged as to operate a rod
connected with a "bellows pump," and cause the
water to be forced up as the animal steps on and ofi

the platform.
Claim.—The bos pump E, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the stationary pipe F,
rod D, and the compound hinged platform B C, afl

constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as shown and described.

82,065.

—

John Aston, Pittsburg, assignor to
William Smith, Allegheny City, Va.— Molding
Pijje.—September 15, 1868.—The nozzle is placed un-
derneath the flask and over one of the flue outlets,

the sliding thimble extending an inch or two into
the flask. Communication is thus formed between
the furnaces and flask, through which latter the heat,

&c., from the fire pass in order to dry the mold.
The stoppers close the unemployed flue outlets.

Claim.—1. The combined arrangement of the flask

G and hinged door Gg, substantially as described.
2. The pit A, furnaces B with their flues C and

outlets Cc, rammiug-up stools D, stoppers E, nozzle
E, and sliding tliimble Ff, the barsK and side plates

L, when combined and arranged substantially as
herein described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

3. Drying pipe molds by means of passing currents
of heated air or gases thi-ough them, Avithout remov-
ing them from the pit in which the operations of

molding and casting are carried on, substantially as
described.

82,066.—John E. Atwood, Mansfield, Conn.,
assignor to himself, A. Sprague, and W. Spragub,
Providence, K. I.

—

Journal Box.— September 8,

1868.—The shields prevent the oil from being thrown
through the joint between the two parts of the
journal box.

Claim.—The annular ribs or collars B*, near each
end of the journal, iu combination with the caps or
shields D* and the chambers C*, provided in the
journal box, all arranged substantially as herein set

forth, for the purpose specified.

82,067.—Ja:mes E. Austin, Oswego, N. Y.—
Shingle lfa<;/ii?ie.—September 15, 1868.—The tilting

table is capable of several adjustments, the chief
pm'pose being to regiflate the tliickness of the shin-

gles. The dogs automatically release the bolts to
allow them to descend to the tilting tables. The
movement of the bolt holders on their frame raises

them sufficiently to pass over the saw without con-
tact.

Claim.—I. The method of operating tho tilting

tables E F. namely, tho projecting arms/, obliquely

slotted slide bars H h, the hooking connecting rods
I i, and crank wheels J, having adjustable wrists or
crank pins, all arranged and operating as herein
shown and described, and for tho purpose set forth.

2. In oonnoction with the tables F, tho laterally-
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adjustable plate and socket block N Z Z M, and ver-

tically-adjustable fulcrum block K L, constructed
and operating as herein shown, and for the purpose
described.

3. The bolt holders C C, having a hoiizontal movG-
ment on frame D, and provided with wedges, & s, for

acting on inclined surfaces of said frame D in such
manner that all sides of the bolt holders are lifted

alike, in connection with tappet lever E and link P,

or other suitable device for obtaining the sliding

movement of bolt holders on frame D, as and for the

purpose described.

82,068.— C. G. Bachelder, Camden, Me.—
Wagon AxZc-September 15, 1868.—The oil is fed to

the wearing surfaces by a wick, which delivers it

through a slot in the cap coinciding with the recess

in the rib.

Claim.—1. The combination, with an axle provided
with an oil recess, ft, of the cap g, arranged oil-tight

therein, and provided with a slot for the wick, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The recess b, provided with the dividing rib c,

having a recess, d, for the wick, communicating with
the recess b by the holes e, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

8*2,069 E. E. Baldwin, Southfield, Mass.—
Wagon Jack.—September 15, 1868.—The rollers pre-

vent the sliding bracket from cramping.
Claim.—The combination, with tfie bracket B and

stand A of the friction rollers a and b, when ai^plied

and ai-rauged as and for the pm-pose set forth.

82,070.-T. C. Ball, Bellows Ealls, Yt—Knob
Latch.—September 15, 1868.—The lock ring is made
to engaae the annular plates, which are respectively
fastened to the door and the knob shank.
Claim.—The combination of the lock ring h, slots

e, and projections k k, with and between the plates

or escutcheon b, and its projections e and c', and the
ring g Avith its slot i, all operating together as and
for the purpose set forth.

82,071.-Edward C. Bancroft, Hekkt M.
Banxkoft, and Edward H. Baxckoft, Syracuse,
N. Y.

—

Enamel for Window Shades.—September
15, 1868.—Copal varnish, linseed oil, and benzine,
are applied to the shades to protect the paint decor-
ations from soap and water in cleaning.

Claim.—The employment of the within compound
in the manufacture of cloth window shades, for the
purpose described, substantially as set forth.

82,072.—John Barron, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Elastic Draft Attachment for Single and Double
Harness.— September 15, 1868.—The draft strain

devolves upon the check strap, or equivalent non-
elastic device, when the elastic attachment has been
extended to its full extent.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
India-rubber draft attachment B, adjustable check
strap, rods or case C, and coupling G-, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

82,073.— THOiiAS L. Batlies and Edwin
Crawley, Eichmond, Ind.—Fise.—September 15,

1868.—The jaw is first advanced with a rapidity ap-
propriate to the preliminary movement, and when it

encounters the object to be clamped, a friction
spring loses its power to compel the sleeve to rotate
with the handle screw, whereupon the rotation of
the sleeve and double screw ceases, and the handle
recedes by reason of its rotation upon the smallest

Sitch thi'cads of the double screw. The sleeve,
uring the progress of the clamping operation, is

held rigidly against rotation by a pawl, which is

thrown out of engagement by the shoulder of the
handle screw, acting upon a trigger, when a forward
movement is given to the latter in releasing the ar-
ticle under pressure.

Claim.—1. The combination of the devices oper-
ating automatically, by which the action is changed
from the adjusting to the compressing screw or
screws, by a continuous turning of lever a in one
dii-ection, and the action of the screws is reversed
by a continuous turning of said lever in the opposite
direction, substantially as set £orth.

2. The combination of the pins c and c' and slots

b and b' with the sleeve G and screws F and E, sub-
stantially in the manner described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The pawl J and trigger H, in combination with
screw E, admsting screw /, and sleeve G-, the latter

being provided with a ratchet, as specified, and all

operating substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

82,074.-Valentin Bitsch, St. Louis, Mo.—
P?a?ie.—September 15, 1868.—The forward bit bev-
els otf the top corners of the slat, which is severed
from the board and beveled off at the bottom cor-

ners by the subsequent action of the open-shank
bit.

Claim.—The combination of the bit a, having its

lower cutting edges to form a re-entering angle,

with the open-shank bit a', having its lower cutting-

edges arranged with beveled corners, acting with
the plane stock A to form blind slats, whose narrow
edges are chamfered, substantially as set forth.

82,075.—Charles S. Bonney, Penn Tan, N. Y.
—Farm Gate.-September 15, 1868.—The hinges are
so made as to admit of the gate being easily raised
and lowered and held at any required height.

Claim.—The hinges D and E, when made and ap-

plied as specified, and used in combination with the
gate C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,076.—Wilson Bray, Stockton, K". J.—Re-
frigerator.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—The fonning or producing of a current of
air within the provision chamber of a refrigerator,

by means of a rotaiy fan or other mechanical device,

so aiTanged as to impel or force the air through an
ice box or water vessel surrounded by a freezing
mixture, and also through a vessel containing char-
coal or other absorbent of moisture and noxious j

substantially as shown and described.

82,077.—John Brett, Memphis, Mioh.-—Ma-
chine for Forming Eaves-troughs.—September 15,

1868.—The metal is swaged into shape by closing
the sectional clamp thereupon. The bead is formed
by placing the edge of the metal in the slot of the
roller, and giving the latter a turn.

Claim.—The eaves-trough former, constructed, as
herein described, of the g-rooved bed plate A, crimp-
ing clamp F, hinged thereto, with its hinged con-
tinuation H I and slotted roller D, all arranged and
constructed as herein shown and described.

82,078.—P. M. Bristol, Ludington, Mich.—
Saw-Sharpening Device.—September 15, 1868.—The
saw teeth are brought within the rest, and between
the latter and the rotaiy shaft carrying the swaging
wheel. The wheel acts in conjunction with a shoul-

der of the rest, to cut off any sm-plus length of the
teeth.

Claim.— The pv,-;i[ring apparatus, consisting of
shaft C, wheel D, aiid rest E, arranged and com-
bined substantially as described.

82,079.—George H. Bronson, ISTew York, IS.

Y.

—

Manufacture of Artificial Fuel.—September 15,

1868.

Claim.—The process of making artificial fuel in
which pitch or other similar material is used to pro-

duce the agglomeration of the particles of the sub-

stance or substances which constitute the basis of the
fuel, by first heating the coal or other substance, and,
while it is heated, introducing among it the pitch or
other similar material in a powdered state, substau-
tially as herein described.

82,080.—John "W. Brown, Wooster, Ohio.—
Apjiaratusfor Domestic Manufacture of Gas.—Sep-
tember 15, 1868.—Gas from the retort is conductotlto
a washer, passing through a body of water in wnich
it is freetl of tar ; thenceit passes through a lime box,
from which it is conducted to u holder Avhich is free

to rise and fall. If an excess of gas be generated the
holder rises and releases a spring-actuated lever,

whereupon a cock is closed to arrest the supply of gas
to the holder, and another cock opened to permit the
surplus gas to be conducted to the fii-e chjimber of
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the retort. The rake is used to clear the retort of
coke.

Claim.—1. The retort D, in combination with a
gavS apparatus, adapted to domestic use, and as de-

scribed, constructed substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement whereby the apparatus is

made self-regulating, by the pressure of the gas in
the gas-holder, sulSstantiaUy as shown and de-

scribed.
3. Using the surplus gas as fuel, either under the

retort for generating gas, or for other purposes, by
the automatic arrangement, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. In combination with a gas apparatus, the

washer and tar receptacle G, and the pmifier K,
when the same are constructed aad arranged sub-
stantially as described.

5. The rake I, in the retort, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

82,081.—E. L. Buckingham, Jefferson, Wis.—
Chair Seat.—September 15, 1868.—Designed as an
improvement on the ordinary plan of passing the
cane strips through vertical holes.

Claim.—The strips &, composing the chaii" bottom,
secured in the railsA by being passed over and under
said rails, the ends being inserted in oblique slots «,
and there retained by the strip C applied to the outer
edge of the rails A, all substantially as herein shown
and described.

82,082.—AzRO BuzzELL, West Eairlee, Vt.—
Carriage Spring.—September 15, 1868.—The two
shorter springs are capable ofvibration longitudinally
with the wagon.
Claim.—My improved arrangement of the three

springs A B C, as described, without any connection
extending from or about from the middle of one
ipring, B, to or about to that of the spring C, the
whole being as shown in the drawings.

82,083.—Calvin Carpenter, Jr., Astoria, N.
Y., assignor to H. H. Wolcott, i^ew York City.—
Lubricating Material.—Se-ptemhev 15, 1868.—Crude
Eetroleum is set on fire in a tank and allowed to
urn until the lighter constituents are separated and

carried off. The residuum constitutes the lubricant.
Claim.—A lubricating material prepared from

2TU.de petroleum, in the manner above set forth.

82,084.—John M. Case, Worthington, Ohio.—
Angular Shaft Coupling.—September 15, 1868.—An
improvement on his patent of March 10, 1868. The
coupling adapts itself to any variation in the angle of
convergance of the shafts.

Claim.—1. Forming the bars D, upon which the
segmental cogs E arc cast solid, substantially as here-
in shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Formiug rims or flanges upon the sides of the
segmental cogs E, for the purpose of preventing
their lateral movement, and relieving the side pres-
sure upon the connecting bars F, as herein shown
and described.

82,085.—Luke Chapman, Collinsvillo, Conn.—
TFrenc/i.—September 15, 1868.-The spring ring con-
stitutes a means of connection between the nut and
the movable jaw.

Claim.—The combination, with the jaw A, pro-
vided with the recess B and annular groove C, of the
nutD and the spring ring E, substantially as and for
^the purpose set forth.

82,086.—W. H. Chtlde, Gainesville, Ala.—Car
Wheel and Frog.—September 15, 1868.—Designed
for uniting the varying gauges or widths of railroad
tracks.

Claim.—Uniting railroads of different gauges by
means of a frog, applied at the junction of two or
more tracks, and constructed as described, and liy

railroad -wheels, constructed with two or more inde-
pendent treads, the said frog and wheels being era-

ployed together, but the former also ])crniitting

wheels with a single tread to pass over it, all sub-

stantially as described.

82,087.-Chaule-s Cuixnock, Brooklyn. IS^. Y.—Measuring i'-wnnei,-September 15, 1868.—When

the stem is released, the valve opens and the contents
pass out.

Claim.—The arrangement within the funnel, of
the stem B, carrying the valve C at its lower end,
whereby the weight of the funnel closes the valve,
when the latter is suspended by the stem for filling,

substantially as herein set forth.

82,088.—Charles Chinnock, Brooklyn, E". Y.,
assignor to J. Little Hyde, New York C\t\.—Feed
-Bag.—September 15, 1868.—The bag is self-adjusting
and maintains its position, with the mouth upward,
so that the feed cannot be wasted by the movements
of the horse.

Claim.—The combination of the endless cord c

and pulleys or slides h with the feed bag A, all

arranged and operating essentially as set forth.

82,089.—Joseph H. Clifton, ITewcastle, Pa.—
Cultivator.—September 15, 1868.—The knives and
spikes break up the soil, and the large wooden teeth
on the cross-bar form drills.

Claim. ~1. The board A, provided with the
knives a, &c., and teeth &, as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The board A, in combination with the bar c and
teeth c', as and for the purpose set forth.

82,090.—j^ATUAN Clough, Lowell, Mass., and
James Baldwin, Manchester, IsT. H.—67«((«e.—Sep-
tember 1.5, 1868.—The tip is inclosed and riveted
with a cylinder of wood, the whole being driven into
an aperture in the end of the shuttle.

Claim.—A shuttle, having its tip shank riveted to
the wooden plug, and the plug secured in the shuttle,

as herem described.

82,091.—James Corey, Wayne, Mloh.—Buckle.
—September 15, 1868.—The buckle is constructed
with two bails and two tongues, so as to hold when
pulled in either a forward or back\^'ard dii-ection.

Claim.—The arrangement of the tongue C and
cross-bar B, in connection with the bails A, in such
a manner that each tongue shall operate on its bail

without any intermediate bar, substantially as and for

the pm-poses set forth.

82,092.—E. D. Cramer, Hackettstown, If. J.—
Seed Coverer.—SeiJtember 15, 1868.—Metal plates
are secured to two sides of the frame converging in
front, and are capable of adjustment vertically.

Claim..—A pointed seed coverer, consisting of a
triangular frame, A B, and of the up-and-down ad-

justable plates D D, aU made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

82,093.—David Davies, Crumlin, England.—
Forging Apparatus.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The steam cylinder and piston, con-
nected with the hammer arm, so as to operate the
same, in combination with tlie horizontal cylinder,

arranged so that it can be turned, and in which the
steam cylinder is mounted, substantially as described,
so that the direction of the blows, relatively to the
face of the anvil, can be changed.

2. The steam cylinder and piston, connected with
the hammer arm, so as to operate the same, and
mounted in the horizontal cylinder, arranged so that
it can be turned, to change tbe direction of the
blows relatively to the face of the anvil, substan-
tially as described, in combination with the hy-
draulic ram, for raising and lowering the same, to
adapt it to articles of various thicknesses or height,
substantially as described.

3. Connecting the horizontal cylinder with its base,
so that it can be turned in a Lorizontal ]ilane, in
combinatioji with the steam cylinder and piston
connected with the hammer, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

82,094.—W. H. Davis, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Moidd'uig i?cZZs.—September 15, 1868.—The project-

ing lips on the outer and inner casing relieve the
loam from all pressure when the casings are brought
together. They also act as guides for the sweeps.
Two bearing points are arranged on tlu; lower guides
of the sweep, to prevent it from tipping over.

Claim.—1. The arrangement on the outer casing
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B of a dowu-wardly-piojecting lip or rim, b, corre-

spondiui? in size and position to the upwardly-pro-
jecting rim or lip a on the inner casing A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of a guide for the sweep D or
D' on the rim of each casing, in addition to the cen-
tral guide pin d, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The arrangement of two bearing points on the
fniide F, subst'antiallv as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The additional guide G, catching over a rim, k,

an the casing, in combination with the guide F, sub-
stantially asand for the purpose described.

5. The shank of the jaw E, fitting into a socket in
the guide F, and allowing said jaw to accommo-
date itself to the position of the sweep, substantially
as described.

S2,095.—Fernando J. Dibble, Chicago, HI.—
Vise.—September 15, 1868.—The rise is supported
in a socket secured to the bench, so that the rise
jaws may be raised or lowered at pleasui'e. The
slide which covers the screw is roof-shaped, so that
the filings will slide off".

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the jaws E D, the standard C, and socket B, pro-
vided with a set screw, or its equivalent, the whole
operating in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The combination of the jaws E D, slide H",

screw F, standard C, and socket B, arranged and
Qljerating in the manner and for the pm-poses de-
scribed.

82,096.—J. Jacob Earley, Fairfield, Ohio.—
Boring and MoHising Machine.— September 15,
1868.—The auger is inclosed by and revolves within
fom' rectangular chisels, which are kept in close
relation with eaclx other. The upper ends of the
chisels are guided by adjustable radial arms, se-

cured to circular stays. The chisels are held up by
spiral springs against cams placed on the lower face
of the wheel driving the auger, and which give a
vertical movement to them.

Claim.—1. The adjustable chisels 1 1, springs X,
cams O, and wheel G-, when arranged and operated
in combination with the auger H, for the purpose
specified.

2. The circular stays L, adjustable, radial arms
M, for expanding and'contracting the shanks of the
chisels, in the manner set forth.

82,097.—Julius Elsox, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Florentine A. Jones, same place.

—

Safety Attachment to TTa^cft.—September 15, 1868.
—A small spring, provided with one or more pro-
jections, is fitted within the baiTel at one side, so
that when the mainspring breaks, the stud is forced
through the hole in the barrel, and stops its mo-
tion.

Claim.—1. The spring D, provided with a stud or
projection, d, one or more, in combination with the
perforated barrel, as and for the pm-pose specified.

2. The spring D, in combination with the main-
spring, for the purpose of equalizing the tension of
the latter, as set forth.

3. The stud or projection d, in combination with
the barrel or mainspring, when used and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

82,098.-Henry English, Wilmington, Del.—
Chimney Top.—September 15, 1868.—The apertures
are sloped upward, causing the wind striking the
flue or chimney top to take an upward com-se, thus
increasing the draught.
Claim.—Thu construction of chimney tops with

one or moi-e apertures at the base and upper portion,
constructed and arranged as hereinbefore described
for the purpose set forth.

82,099.—Enoch S. Farson, Philadelphia, Pa.—Chamber Commode.—September 15, 1868; ante-
dated September 1, 1868.—A plate of steel is bent
to form an arch across the cover, the ends being
bent to catch itndor the rim of the pot. One cad is

riveted to the cover : the other slides freely under a
hasp. A handle pivoted to the cover has'a projec-

tion under the spring, so that when the handle is

down the ends of the spring are free, and when up,
the ends clasp the rim of the pot.

Claim.—The spring-catch bar E, in combination
with the cover D, pot C, and adjusting handle F,
the said spring-catch bar and handle being con-
structed and arranged to operate together, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

82,100.— William Fontleroy.—New Har-
mony, Ind.

—

Machine for Stuffing Horse Collar.—
September 15, 1868.—The collar board is pivoted
centrally on a bench, the leather being stretched
and secured to it, with both ends open. The stuffing
mandrel, operated by a belt and foot lever, is guided
by one hand against the filliiig, Avhich is inserted by
the other hand.

Claim.—1. The combination of the collar board
B, pulley E, collar I, and mandrel K, substantially
as and tor the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the same, of the belt F
and treadle Gr, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

82,101.—Orrin Field, Independence, Iowa.—
Bee £'ii-e.—September 15, 1868.—A fixed comb
frame is placed in the center of the hive. The other
comb frames are connected to one another by hinged
joints and to the fixed frame by detachable joints.

Claim.—The combination, with the central fixed
comb frame B, of the detachable hinged comb
frames C, all arranged substantially as herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

82,102.-PacHAiiD Foley, :New York, I?-. Y.,
assignor to himself and Edwin Ferguson, same
place. — Pavement.— September 15, 1868. — Large
blocks of wood, alternating with theii- strips of
flagstone, secured together by cement, are laid upon
a toundation consisting of a series of boxes filled

with concrete.
Claim.—The combination, in a pavement, of the

foundation boxes a, filled Avith concrete, with the
surface blocks b, and the thin strips of stone c, the
said blocks b and strips c being laid in alternation,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

82,103.-A. W. Fox, Columbiaville, Mich.—
Device for Pressing, Packing, and Weighing Wool.
—Seirtember 15, 1868.—The platform is composed of
leaves hinged to a central piece. The wool is laid
on the leaves, which are then raised and held in po-
sition by notched bai-s until the package is bound,
when they are lowered. A plate, connecting with
a spring balance scale, is placed in the central piece
and raised by a lever until the package of wool rests
upon it.

Claim.—The weighing device, consisting of the
circular plate i, rodp, hinged bar j, tube m, spring Z,

and lever L, in combination with' the hinged parts
B B, C C, and fixed part D of the packer, as herein
described, for the pui-pose specified.

82,104.—Cicero E. C. French, Berkley, Mass.—Permutation Lock.—September 15, 1868.— The
tumblers are so aiTanged as to indicate the combi-
nations of numbers for locking and unlocking by
sound, thus dispensing with any visible marks or
numbers.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with a series of
tumblers and adjustable rings, of an indicating
wheel, O, a click, P, and sliding plate C, whereby,
the bolt being set at half-lock, the required combi-
nation may be formed by turning the tumblers alter-

nately in 'opposite directions, substantially as set
forth.

2. The curved recesses in the bolt B, in combina-
tion Avith the sliding plate C, when operating as and
for the purpose specified.

3. The click or bolt P, provided with the projec-
tion i, in combination with the bolt B, as set forth.

82,105. — Charles A. Geissenhainer and
George W. Geissenhainer, Pittsburg, Pa.—ii-
quid Meter.—September 15, 1868.—A box, through
which the water passes from the main, has a water
wheel so adjusted that when tlie water rises in the
box it presses against the buckets of the Vi'hecl and •
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causes it to revolve, the water passing out at an
opening in the side of the box.

Claim.—Tlie anaiigeraent, in the air-tight glass
chamber A, coa&trueted as horein described, of the
straight bucket vfIu el B, water chamber C, pipes
D E, cog wheels B, and indicating devices g, all

constructed as and for the purposes set forth.

82,106.—Theodore Genxert, InTcw York, N.
Y.

—

Manufacture of Beet Sugar. — September 15,

1868.—The odor of beet-root sugar is removed by
mixing it with molasses at a temperature of 150'^ to
1803 ; it is then separated from the molasses in a
centrifugal machine and then exposed to the action
of water or steam.
Claim.—I. Treating beet sugar with cane sii-up

or cane molasses, substantially as and for the pm--
pose described.

2. Treating beet sugar with cane sirup or cane
molasses, under the a'pplication of heat, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. "Exposing the beet sugar to the action of water
or steam, after the same has been treated with cane
sirup or molasses, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

82,107.—H. H. Gillett, Warsaw, M.o.—Mill
Pick.—September 15. 1868.—A piece of glass is se-

cured in the forward end of the pick for allowing
the operator to see his work and to protect his eyes!

Claim.—A mill pick handle, constructed as de-

scribed, and provided with glass, enabling the ope-

rator to see his work, as well as shielding him from
any jiarticles of rock flying about, as herein set forth.

82,108.—P. D. E. GOEWEY, Albany, N". Y.—
Cupboard Catch.—September 15, 1868.—The pin
connecting the bolt and knob has a square shoulder
near the knob, which slides in a slot in the tumbler.
On tiu-ning" the liuob the tumbler turns and the slot

is placed at right angles, thus locking the bolt.

Claivt.—The latch, composed of the plate A, the
locking tumbler D, in combination with and ope-

rated by the doubly moving knob C, all constructed
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the pui'poses specified.

82,109.—Ernst W. Gram, Negaunee, Mich.,
assignor to himself, Peter Berg, and A. P. Svvixe-
FORD.

—

Eock Drilling Machine.—September 15, J 868.

—The drilling apparatus is attached to an oscillat-

ing frame suspended iu trunnions between posts.

A vertical movement is given to the drill by a lifter

and a rotary movement by a cam and crown wheel.
Claim..—The combination of the stationary frame

A B, oscillating frame C, trunnions D, shaft E, pin-

ions E G H, shaft I, lifters J", rod K, wiper lifter L,
spring ^, drill 0, cam P, plate wheel Q, spring K,
and shoulder S, all constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein described.

82,110.—James H. Gray, Boston, Mass.—Lu-
bricating Pulley.—September 15, 1868 ; antedated
September 8, 1868.—A hollow globe, provided with
an opening for admitting the oil, has a perforated
stem which screws into a hole in the hub of the pul-

ley. A wick feeds the oil to the shaft.

Claim.—An oiiiu": device for loose pulleys, when
constructed, applied, and arranged to operate sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose described.

81,111.—WilliAJi Green, Holly, Mich.—Lift-
ing Jack.—September 15, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 7, 1868.—A circular pedestal has adjusted loosely

in it the circular foot of the post. Catch dogs arc

held against the teeth on the front and sides iu the
post by springs, in such a manner that the dogs act

as fulcrums for the lever alternately.

Claim.—I. The moAable pedestal B, when used
In combination with a "lifting jack," the parts

being constructed and arranged as and for the pur-

pose specified.

2. The arrangement of tho springs m m and j with
the lever C, catch dogs // and h, tho several paits
being used as and forthe purpose herein sot forth.

82,112.—TViLLiAJi W. GuERX, Jr., Jancsvillo,

Wis.—Gate.—September 15, 1868.—Tho upper part

of the gate has a pivot, setting in a washer ; the
lower part is provided with a Y-shaped hinge, bear-
ing against a round post, and having a g'uard se-
cured to the post above this hinge to lieep the gate
from being unhinged.

Claim.—1. The combination of the yoke h ki and
guard g, so as to allow the gate to be removed when
required, and yet prevent it from being removed by
unruly animals, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the elongated rail and cap,
b a, bonnet d, spur e, yoke h k i, wedge n, and
block I', substantially as described.

82,113.—-J. P. Grosvexor, Lowell, Mass.—
Machine for Planing and Molding.—September 15,
1868.—The cutter mandrel is supported in a verti-
cally sliding frame, the latter being supported by a
laterally sliding frame. The pattern has a rebated
periphery) the outer portion of which is smooth, the
inner portion having a rack or an elastic perforated
band which can be removed ; said pattern being
actuated by a pinion, one part of which has teeth
engaging with the rack, the other part being smooth
and iu contact with the outer portion of the pattern.
Guide rolls direct the motion of the pattern.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the swinging

mandrel frame with the vertically-adjustable slide
E and laterally-adjustable slide 1, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie pattern, constructed as described, with a
rebated outer edge, in combination Avith the perfo-
rated rigid or flexible rack r, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

3. The rigid or flexible rack r, constructed as de-
scribed, and adapted to be applied to a pattern to be
used in cutting irregular forms, substantially aa
herein shown and described.

4. A pattern, Q, provided with a rack, r, around
its outer edge to assist the process of feeding the
wood to the cutter head.

5. The feed wheel K. E', when constructed of the
two parts 11 E', so as to operate, iu connection with
a pattern having a rebated outer edge, in the man-
ner described,

82,114.—John Haigney and Frank M. Hed-
MAN, East Boston, Mass.

—

Clothes Pin.—September
15, 1868. — The levers, joined by a Unk, are con-
nected, in recesses, to a brace with a spring, and a
tongue which locks into a catch spring on the oppo-
site side, and thus forms an adjustable'clamp for the
clothes.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the brace D and the catch spring F, with the two
levers A B, connected together in manner and so as
to operate substantially as described.

2. The aiTangement and combination of the aux-
iliary spring E, with the brace D, the catch spring
E, and the two levers A B, aixanged and combinoa
substantially as explained.

82,115.—Erank Hatch, La Cross, "Wis.— TTir*-

dow ^c?-ee'/i.—September 15, 1868.—The frame of .the

screen is made in two parts, which slide laterally by
each other and ai'e connected by an elastic cord or
spring, which holds the outer edges of the frames
against the window; thus adapting the screen to
windows of difiereut widths.
Claim.—The combination of the two sections or

frames A B with a spring d, so an-anged that the
spring will operate to force said sections outward
against the window casing, and retain the screen in
any dcsu'cd position, substantially as and for tlie

purpose specified.

82,116.—Daniel Hess, Blandville, Ky.—Brick
Machine.—September 15, 1868.—Tlio plungers are
pivoted to the lower side of an oscillating beam supr
porting a weighted box, their lower ends being ea-
larged and slotted to admit the ])artitions in the mold
boxes. Cii'cular mold beds revolve by suitable me-
chanism on a solid press bed and are provided with
molds in which the brick is pressed edgewise.

Claim..—1. The arrangement of a centrallv-poised

beam B, with its weighted box A, oscillatcu by the
arms J and connecting rod K, in combination with
the plungers P, substantially iu tho manner and for

tho pm-pose specified.
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2. lu combination with my oscillatino: box A B,

the plungers P, with their enlarged base p p and
slots 1, 'X 3, <fcc., when operated substantially in the
manner set forth.

3. The arrangement of the press bed G and table

E, in combination with the revoMn^ mold tables F
between them, together with the molds/ for pressing

bricks edgewise, when an-anged substantially as set

forth.

4. The an-angement of the table E, with its hopper
openings S, in combination with the revolving mold
beds F and molds 1, -2, 3, arranged in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

82,117.—John Heuermann, Davenport, Iowa.—Coupling.—September 15, 1868.—A hollow cylinder

is .secured to the end of the shaft inside of which on
opposite sides are two slots. At the end of the other
shaft is connected a coupling jaw, through which
passes an oval bolt into and through a double cross-

socket into Avhich latter another oval bolt is secured,

the ends of which enter the slots in the iron cylinder.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
such coupling as is shown in drawings, and described
in the specitications.

2. The construction of slots extending about two-
thirds of the distance from bottom to top or outer
end in coupling case, as shown on drawings.

3. The construction of openings in double cross-

sockets for oval bolts.

82,118.—Arnold Hoerjiann, Xew York, ]Sr. Y.
—Screw CVifinr/Die.—September 15, 1868; antedated
September 4, 1868.—Two or more cutting threads in

full sectional relief are presented to the blank, which
trace the thread on it by cutting out and removing
the metal, like the cutting tool of a planer. A guide
prevents the bolt fi-om springing to one side on enter-

ing the die.

Claim.—1. A screw cutting die, having a recessed
sm'face, so as to present two or more cutting threads
in full sectional relief, as described and shown.

2. The die C, having a recessed surface, so as to
present two or more cutting threads in full sectional

relief, combined with the slot C, set in advance of
the center of the die, all as set forth.

3. The guide M, in combination with a die having
portions of one or more threads entirely removed
from the entering face thereof, the several parts
being constructed and an-anged substantially as and
for the purpose herein set foith.

82,119.-TTiLLiAM Howell, James C. Fikn,
and Charles A. Duy, Philadelphia, 'Pa.—Floor
Covering.—September 15, 1868.—Two thin layers of
veneer laid so that the grain crosses are cemented
on cotton, woolen, jute, or paper.

Claim.—A covering for floors, &c., consisting of
lavers of cloth, paper, and wood, combined as set

forth.

82,120.—Thomas Johxsox, Tewksbury, as-

signor to himself and James S. Hutchixson, Law-
rence, Mass.

—

Corn-position for Sizing or Dressing
TFarp*-.-September 15, 1868.—Raw hide and salt are
dissolved in boiling water, then strained and alum
added.

Claim.—The above described composition as com-
Eosed of the before mentioned ingrecfients, combined
y means of water and heat in manner substantially

as specified.

82,121.—THOiiAS W. JOHXSOX, Xew York, N.
Y.

—

Extracting Tan Bark.—September 15, 1868.
Claim.—1. The within described process of extract-

ing tan bark, by softening the bark in chips, passing
it through rollers into the saturating tank, exposing
it in said tank to the action of beaters, elevating and
passing it through a series of leaches, where it is

washed repeatedly until all the astringent properties
contained therein are taken up by the wash, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. Passing a constantly fresh supply of crushed
bark through the saturating tank, and exposing it

therein to the action of beaters, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. Separating the disintegrated bark from the liquid
absorbed by it while passing through the saturating

tank, by the action of the perforated buckets on the
elevator, and by that of the leacli whicli receives the
bark as the same is discharged from said elevator,

the liquid absorbed by the disintegrated bark being
drained off by the perforated elevator buckets, and
by the perforated bottom of the receiving leach, and
returned to the saturating tank, substantially as set
forth.

82,122.—Mrs. R. L. Jones, Sacramento, Cal.—
Composition for Making Designs upon Fabrics.—
September 15, 18G8 ; antedated May 6, 1868.—Com-
posed of pulverized resin and black soot from pine,
mixed and perfumed.
Claim.—The composition of rosin and soot, per-

fumed as above described, and for the purpose set

forth.

82,123.—John Kate, Louisville, Ky.

—

'Hemp
Brafce.—September 15, 1868.—The heaters are placed
betweeen short bars and are pivoted near their cen-
ters to the frame. Cranks radiating from the center
of the shaft, at different angles, work in slots in tho
ends of the beaters so that the beaters wiU be made
to strike alternately.

Claim,.—The combination of the cranks and
beaters, when constructed and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

82,124.—Peter Kendrick, Trenton, N. J.—
Device for Blocking (7/iai?is.—September 15, 1868.

—

A box, open at its ends and top and mounted on
wheels, is provided with a vertical movable parti-
tion against which screws bear, and holds the chain
while the wooden blocks are driven through the
links. The ends of the long links are supported by
blocks at the end of the box.
Claim.—The box A, provided with the movable

partition C and screws F, in combination vrith the
strips, a a', at the ends of the bottom, a^, of the box,
for supporting the long links D at the ends of the
box, substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

82,125.—Thomas S. Kennard, Exeter, N. H.—
Invalid Rest.—September 15, 1868.—The back of the
^est can be inclined at different angles. Card teeth
are secured to the lower side of the seat to prevent
its sliding when in use.

Claim.—TDxQ combination of the brace A, whieh
supports the back of the rest B at different angles,
and secured by tho thumb screw in the socket C, and
at the lower end by the hinge D, with the card teeth
E E on the under side of the rest, to prevent its slid-

ing or slipping on the bed when in use, in the man-
ner described.

82,126.—Robert J. King, Lancaster City, Pa.— Oscillating Steam Engine.—September 15, 1868.

—

The eccentric is so aiTanged, in connection with the
arm of the rock shaft, that the valve moves four
times as fast when it starts to shut off, until it opens
a full port, as it does the balance of the stroke, thus
getting a fuU exhaust at once.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the connecting

rod A, with its slot C and regulating devices D, E,
and F, with the rock shaft & and eccentric S, as
herein described.

2. The arrangement of the eccentric S, with refer-

ence to the parts A, C, D, E, and F, and the shaft
T, as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the angular pipes M and R
with the steam chest N and the trunnions P, as
herein set forth.

82,127.—M. A. KoON, CatskiU, :N'. Y.—Adjust-
able Carriage Pole.—September 15, 1868.—Improve-
ment on patent of L. C. Miner, of August 4, 1863.
The contiguous faces of the arms of the divided brace
are toothed to prevent sliding when once adjusted,
and are clamped by means of a screw which also at-

taches the extension pole to them.
Claim.—1. Making the extensions, through which

the arms C C of the swinging braces D D' pass,
separate from the pole itself, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The arms C C, constructed as described, and
attached directly in the pole extension, by moaua of
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a horizontal aperture fitted through, and a screw, a,

fitted into the same, as set forth.

3. Making the contiguous surfaces of the arms C
C rough or toothed, as set forth, and forming inden-
tations b b, or their equivalents, on the outer face of
one of them, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein shoAvn and described.

82,128.—Andrew Kriebel, Hereford. Pa.—
Lifting Machine.—September 15, 1868.—Pins are
arranged in perforations in a slotted post, which act
alternately as fulcrums for the lever. A chain is af-

fixed to the end of the lever and connected with one
end of an endless chain horse power so that the lat-

ter can be raised to giA'e a proper inclination, and for
which it is especially designed.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted perforated
post A, two pins B, lever C, and chain D, with each
other, said parts being constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

82,129.—Jean Lambert, Jr., ISTew York, IsT. Y.,
assignor to himself and Charles Rumpff, same
place.

—

Aniline Dye.—September 15, 1868.—It is ob-
tained by the action of bichromate of potash, chloride
of lime, or permanganate of potash when in a solu-

tion upon a sulphate, chlorohydrate, acetate, or any
equivalent salt of analine.
Claim.—I. Xhe new product or coloring material

above described, called by me safiranine red.
2. The process employed by me for producing the

said coloring material, saflfranine red, substantially
as above described.

82,130.—John Lane, Chicago, 111.—Plow and
Cultivator.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—The improvement herein described in the
manufacture of plows and cultivators, that is to say,
the making of them of metal plates, having a central
layer of soft iron or steel, with exterior layers of cast
steel, substantially as and for the purposes described.

82,131—Edwin E. Lazell, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself, Theodore H. Peters, and
Prancis Keyser, same place.

—

Centering Device.—
September 15, 1868.-A hollow conical head is pr*^
vided at its apex with a tubular stem through
which the center punch passes. It is also provided
on its inside M'ith longitudinal ribs which remove
the irregularities from the piece to be centered when
it is rotated.
Claim.—The arrangement, with the concave coni-

cal milling head I), of the centering pin E, project-
ing through the head D, in the manner and for the
purpose herein specified.

82,132.—Joseph S. Lehman, Mount Joy, Pa.—
Bag-holding Device and Truck.—September 15, 1868.

—Improvement on his patent of February 11, 1868.

An extra bend is given to the holder to form a right
angle with beveled sides, in order to slide in a dove-
tailed slot, made on the inner side of the jaws which
embrace the truck.

Claim.—The holder C, constructed as described,
and having a short angle, W, with beveled sides, so
as to ilt into dovetailed slots in the jaws B, all ar-

ranged and operated substantially as specified and
shown.

82,133.—George W. Leighton and C. O. Cole,
Portland, Me.

—

Out-haul for Booms.—September
15, 1868.—The clew of the sail is secured to a loop
attached to a dog, which latter has a paAvl engaging
with a rack on the boom. A ring is secured to the
end of the dog through which a bai- can be inserted
for tightening the sail.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
rack b and vessel's boom, dog B, ring/, and loop e,

or their equivalents, as and for the purposes set

forth.

82,134 John J. Levy, Kew York, N. Y.—
Playing Cards.—September 15, 1868.—The edges of
the cards ai-e beveled for tlie purpose of facilitating

shuffling.

Claim.—As new articles of manufacture, playing
cards provided with beveled edges, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

82,135.—A. W. Lockhaet, Sacramento, Cal.—
Device for Conducting Grain to Threshinn Machines.
—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—The employment or use of a plurality of
endless aprons, H K K, connected with a frame, E,
and an adjustable upright pole, A, all arranged in
such a manner that the aprons may be adjusted at
diff"erent degrees of inclination in order to feed grain
from stacks or wagons to threshing machines^ and
the pole rendered capable of always being adjusted
in a vertical position, even when placed on uneven
or inclined ground, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

82,136.—Shubael K. Luce, Marion, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Charles O. Luce, same place.
—Chimney (Scraper.— September 15, 1868.—The
scraper is arranged to expand and contract, to suit
the size of the chimney.

Claim.—A scraper, composed of the bars 1 1 1 1,
with slots an, the bars H H H H, with bolts hhh
hhhh h, and the corner bolts L L L L, connected
by the expanding springs J J J J J J J J, the collai-s

K K, on the shaft F, the whole being constructed
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
herein described and set forth.

82,137.—John S. Mason, Coal Kun, Ohio.—
Combined Corn Planter and Cultivator.—September
15, 1868.—The plow beams are pivoted to the cross
piece of the frame and are connected by chains to
a shaft provided with a lever for raising and lower-
ing said beams. The rear ends of the beams form
standards to and are provided with covering shares
secured just above the furrow shares.

Claim.—The plow beams K K, attached to the
frame A by joints j, in connection with the stand-
ards h and covering plates i^, crank shaft L, to the
cranks Ic of whicli tlie beams are connected by chains,
and the lever M at one end of the shaft L, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

82,138.—Joshua Mason, Paterson, IST. J.

—

Liquid Jfeier.-September 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, witli the measuring
cylinder A and its reciprocating piston B, of pri-

mary and secondary valvesK and P, when arranged
for opei'ation in relation to the measuring cylin-

der, substantially as shown and described.
2. The primary and secondary valves K and P,

f<;rmed with disks or heads jj',t /;'. and nn', r r',

for operation within valve chambers F F', in combina-
tion with ports and passages//!, i i\ inlet passages

g, branch e, passage way H, ports ^ s', and passage
Gr, with its opening d, essentially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the ports or passages
which control the ingress and egress of liquid

through the secondary valve, and of the passages
in connection therewith, in such manner as that the
flow of the liciuid through the valve acts on the latter

in the same direction as that to which it has been last

shot, and so that said valve is kept shot or thrown
in opposite or reverse positions by the pressure of
the fluid on its opposite heads alternately, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

4. 'The primary valve K, operated by tlie piston of
the measming cylinder, essentially as described, and
having an open tubular stem in open communication
Avith the latter, as and for the purpose specified.

82,139.—George Matthewman, Brooklyn, N.
Y.

—

Press.—September 15, 1868.

CV«im.—Operating the press through the instru-

mentality of two toggles arranged as represented,

that is to say, the arm I operating the arm F through
the link H, presenting the several angular relations

at the diff'erent periods, as specified, and the motion
thus transmitted being conveyed to the press rod b,

and its connections, through tlie medium of the arms
E, and links D, forming a second toggle, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

82,140.-J. II. McConnell. Marengo, Iowa.—
Sulky Pioiy.-September 15, 1868.-A bar projects

at right angles from, the landside of the beam, its
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outer end being bent upward and provided with a
scries of lioles and supported by a -wheel. The
draft pole is pivoted to the upper end of the bar
and serves as a fulcrum for a lever, the forward end
of which is attached to the plow beam ; by means
of the lever the plow is raised or lowered.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the pivoted draft pole K, adjustable side barE, beam
A, and lever L, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The adjustable right-angular bar E, seed bar I,

adjustable bar J, brace Gr, and lever L, in combina-
tion with the beam A, pivoted draft pole K, and
plow C, all arranged as described, for the piirpose

specified.
'3. Tlie adjustable right-angular bar E, adapted to

support the seat and bar H I, the bar J, brace Gr,

and pivoted draft pole K, as herein-described, for

the purpose specified.

Sti,141.—Lea>-deb J. McCoRincK, "Williaji R.
Bakek, and Lambert Erpeldixg, Chicago, 111., as-

signors to C. H. McCORMICK AND BROTHER, Same
place.—HarveMer i?aA-e.—September 15, 1868.—The
dropping platform is connected with a lever actuated

by a cam so that it drops when the lever enters a re-

cess in the cam and discharges the gavel which has
just been swept on it. The cam then lifts the plat-

form and holds it until the nest discharge.
Claim.—1. The combination in a harvester, sub-

stantially as set forth, of a hinged finger beam, a
narrow platform afiixed to the finger beam, and a
di-opping platform hinged to the fixed one, Avith a
series of reel ribs, and a rake revolving over the
platform on a liorizoiital shaft, and mounted on a
support secured on the shoe.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the tripping cam, of the vibrating arm U, and
oscillating dog, for the purposes set forth.

82,143.—Robert R. McDoxald, Syi-acuse. jST.

Y.—Hames Fastener.—Se-ptemher 15, 1868.—The
frame has teeth cut in the upper part and a spring
at the lower pai't. On one end of the tongue are

catches and near the same end a thumb screw. The
tongue being inserted in the frame the catches are
pressed by the spring between the teeth, and on tm-n-

ius- the thumb screw are held rigidly.

'Claim.—The frame A, the teeth BB, the catches
C C, the thumb screw D, the spring E and tongue,
when the parts are constructed, combined, and used
in the manner as set forth and described.

S2,143.—William McKxight, Clearfield, Pa.,

assignor to himself, JOHX H. Fulford, and DA^^lEL
W. McCuRDY, same place.

—

Tenoning Machine.—
September 15, 1868.—The wood to be cut is adjusted
and held in such a manner, that the tenon when cut
will be straight or tapered, or the shoulders of the
same will be straight or niitered, as desii'cd.

Claim.—The arrangement of the guide C, rest

plates a, adjustable rest b, and sliding rest d, upon
the bed, to operate in connection Avith a plane, as
herein shown and described,

82,144.—Robert Megixxity and Joseph Des-
SEXGER, Detroit, Mich.

—

Tobacco Dressing Machine.
—September 15, 1868.—The tobacco is placed on
sieves in a cylinder which is oscillated and caused
to vibrate. A blast of aii- is introduced through a
tuyere into the tobacco, which loosens the ma'tted
fibers, separating the shorts, which fall through the
sieves.

Claim.—1. The loosening of the fibers of fine-cut

tobacco by a blast of air passing through the same.
2. The oscillating cylinder F, provided with the

rock -shaft D, the inclined longitudinal screens O O,
the perforated tuyere plate N, the openings S and P,
the doors Q, bumper springs R, stirrup T, and step
V, when arranged and operating in the manner de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

3. The fan blower B, driving shaft D, pulley C,
crank E, connecting rod Gr, and rocker arm H,"the
air-conducting pipe J, oscillating tuyere K, trunnion
U. and blast pipes M, when arranged and oper-
ating substantially as described, for the purposes
specified.

4. The combination and arrangement of the above-

named parts with the frame 'A, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

82,145.—George Merrill, Xewburyport.Mass.—Carving Machine.—September 15, 1868.—A frame
capable of adjustment vertically has hinged to it two
plates ; a vertical frame is hinged to the front end
of the plates and has sliding in it a plate in which
the cutting mandrel revolves and the guide is se-

cured. The block and pattern are secured to a table
which slides longitudinally, the guide resting on the
pattern.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a machine con-
structed substantially as described, of the laterally-

swinging arms D and the vertically-sliding tool and
guide holder u, when said parts are arranged to op-
erate substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the swinging frame and the
sliding plate or frame u, carrying the cutting tool

and guide, arranged with the sliding table B, to op-
erate in connection therewith, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the adjustable frame H,
hinged bars D, frame T, having the pulley I mounted
thereon, and the sliding plate or frame u, when ar
ranged to operate as set forth.

82,146.—T. H. MiJLLER, New York, ]^. Y.—
Steam Generator.— September 15, 1868.—A dia-

phragm extends longitudinally through each tube for
preventing the steam fi-om accumulafing in the top of
the tube, and allowing a flow of water above the dia-

phragm ; the ends of the diaphragm are provided
with downwardly-projecting flanges to prevent the
steam from obstructing the'downward com'se of the
water.

Claim.—1, The construction of the diaphragms Gr,

extending in a longitudinal direction through the
tubes B, substantially as described.

2. The construction of the flanges b at the ends of
the diaphragms G, substantially as set torth.

82,147,—WiLLiAJiW. 2s"ETTERriELD,Rochester,
N. Y.— Co7'sc«.—September 15, 1868.—Springs are
arranged in such a manner that the contour of the
breasts is formed without pads or stuffing, and the
shoulders and hips are relieved from undue pressure.
Hooks are attached to the corset for suspending the
skirts without binding the waist.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the stiffeners h i k,

springs c c, diagonal slioulder braces 1 1, straps a a,

back stiffeners 6 6, hooks or buckles m m, and side
spring stiffeners//, all as herein described, and for
the pm-pose set forth.

82,148,—l^ELSON :N'EW3rAN, Springfield, 111.—
Corn Harvester.—September 15, 1868.—The fingers
are supported by a bar which is held in position by
springs in such'a manner that if the corn will not
come off the stalk readily, the arms yield and the
stalk comes in contact with the knives.

Claim.—The yielding bars H, applied to the ma-
chine as shown,"or in an equivalent way, to operate
in connection with the teeth or cutters e and fingers
c, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,149.—Thomas A. 1!7izer, Hamilton, Ohio.—
liotary Steam Engine.—Septemher 15, 1868.—The
abutments are raised by inclined planes on the pe-

riphery of the cylinder, and forced down by tlie press-

ure of steam on a piston (connected Avith the abut-

ments) working in a cylinder. The cylinders while
rotating bear only against an adjustable plate.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cylinders k k,

piston J J, steam-pipes L F. lever arrangement and
cock m, double abutments E, and partition plate h,

with relation to each other and the inclined planes
C, as herein shown and described.

2. The adjustable packing plate ?i, adapted to con-
form to the curve O of the inclined planes C, as
herein shown and described.

82,150.—John E. oSToyes, ISTew Albany, Ind.—
Lamp.—September 15, 1868.—An opening regulated

by a screw is made in the hollow shaft for feeding
air to the wick or water into the lamp to elevate the
oil.

Claim -1 The lamp B. provided with tube C.
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hollow shaft/, Tvith opening t, and screw rearilator

gr, substantially as and for the pui-poses set forth.

2. The triangular plate, formed into a wick tube,

F, with the projecting edges of the wick, in the
manner set forth, and used"with the lamp B, as con-

structed, and for the purposes set forth.

82,151

—

John E. ]^oyes, ISTew Albany, Ind.—
UluminatiiKj Oil.—September 15, 18S8.—Composed
of coal oil, oil of rhodium, oil of origanmn, salts of

tartar, salt, and creosote.

C laim.—The within-described burning fluid, com-
pounded and prepoi-ed substantially as set forth.

8*3, 15*2.—James Offineer, Ashland, Ohio.—
Say jr?r'/(3.— September 15, 1868. —A two-edged
knife is attached to the end of a rod, which latter has
secured to its side three oblong knives, of Tinecjual

length, which have a saw-like action when cutting.

Claim.—The knives A, B, C, and B, attached to

the ii'on strip H, when ai'ranged and combined as

herein described, for the purpose set forth.

82,153.—R. F. Osgood, Rochester, N. Y.—Sced
Planter.—September 15, 1868.—The hoppers are ad-

justed to change the width of the rows, by toggle
arms jointed at one end to the hoppers, at the other
to a double-acting lever, moving over a segment
where it is secured by a pin. The operating parts
ai-e mounted on a hinged gate turning vertically un-
der the control of the operator for the purpose of ad-

justing the depth of the drills.

Claim.—1. So combining and arranging the seed-

and drill teeth H, with the shaft I, that the latei'al

adjustment to cliange the width of the rows shall be
effected by simply sliding in the straight continuous
shaft, as herein set forth.

2. Combining with the swinging gate, and with
the seeding apparatus mounted thereon, the adjust-

ing screws" i- k, or eiiuivalent, whereby the depth of
cut of the drill teeth may be increased'or lessened, as

set forth.

3. The combination, with the gear bar L, and the
swinging gate D, of the arm q, so arranged that
the gate'is allowed a range of motion sufficient to

adjust the depth of cut of the driU teeth, before the
gear is raised to be disengaged, as herein set forth.

82,154.— William M. Page and Emil B.
Krausse. St. Louis, Mo.— Process of Preparing
Sulphate of Bari/tes.— September 15, 1868.— The
'' tiff"' is boiled in water, to render it more friable

;

then boiled in an acid solution, to remove impurities

,

then boiled in a solution of silicate of soda ; then
placed in a l^ath of a solution of alum water, to

whiten it ; then agitated in a bath of distilled water.
Claim.—The process, siibstautially as described,

for heating sulphate of baryta, and producing there-

from the refined product known to the trade as " sul-

phate of barytes."

82,155.—George E. Partridge, Adrian, Mich.
—Corn Planter.—September 15, 1868.—The valves
are opened and closed by a bell-crank lever connected
with a lever pivoted to the fi-ame of the machine,
and operated by projections on the w-hcel ; said
wheel can be raised from the gi-ound by means of a
lever pivoted to tlie pole.

Claim.—1. The hopper H, horizontal and perpen-
dicular spout I. slide Iv, valve L, lever N, connect-

ing rod O, bell crank P, arms S, levers T, all beiug
operated by the projections F upon the sides of the

wheel D, wlien constructed and arranged substan-

tially as herein set forth.

2. The lever W, rod X, bars Y, in connection with
the bends Z, pole 3, hounds 4, and rod 5, when oper-

ating substantially as and for the purpose herein

described.
3. The combination and arrangement of the above

named parts witli wheels A and D, axle B, frame C,

parallel bars E, front bar G, standard 6, cultivator

teeth 7. scraper 8, lugs 9, when constructed, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes

herein specified.

82,156.—Everett G. Passmore, Jr., Philadel-

phia, Pa.— iTarve^fe/-. — September 15. 1868.—De-

|

signed for an improvement on his patent of April 10,
1868.

Claim-.—1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, of the main frame, the driving wheelj the fin-
ger beam, an-anged in the same vertical plane as
the main axle, but on a lower level, the vertically-
moving pivoted tongue, the adjusting cr.'ink, and the
liand lever J, whereby the guards may be tipped at
the will of the operator.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the independently-hinged combined reel and rake
ai'ms, the double-tracked cam, and the vertically-ad-
justable guide arms, whereby the beaters are caused
to descend into the standing grain in advance of the
cutters, and to rise before reacliing the cutters, as
set forth.

3. The combination, as set forth, of the rake arm,
guide, and cam way s, with the spring latch u,
which is lowered to lift the rake, and the latch s^,

which falls to guide it back to the track, whereby
the gavel is always removed, unless the rake is lifted

by the latch. x

4. The combination, in a harvester, substantially
as set forth, of a series of independently-hinged ro-

tating rake a nd reel arms with the double-tracked
cam Avay and connecting guides, when so arranged
that the rake descends upon the platform behind
the cutters, to sweep off the gavel, while tlie beaters
descend into the grain in advance of the cutters,

and rise before reaching them, to lift fallen grain.

82,157.— Ezra Peck, Chicago, Jll.—Ploio.—
Septeml)er 15, 1868.—A hollow plow beam is pro-
vided with flanges to keep it trom buckbng and serve
as a means for riveting on strips which enable the
beam to stand a greater cross strain. The inner
face of the colter standai-d is rounded, and its cut-

ting angle is controlled by a clasp which is adjusted
by nuts.

Claim.—1. A hollow sheet metal beam, when con-
structed with the flanges E E, as set forth, and for

the purpose specified.

2. Constructing a hollow plow beam by riveting
or otherwise properly fastening together the two
parts, A and K, or their equivalent, for the purpose
specified.

3. Constructing a hollow plow standard and beam,
curved and bent in one continuous piece, directly

from sheet metal, in the manner and for the piu'pose

specified, as a new article of manufacture.
4. The slotted concave support, in combination

with the beam A, and mold board z, all ai-rauged as

set forth.

5. Rounding or angling the inner bearing or face

of the colter standard u, when used in connection
with the clasp j, in the manner and for the piu-pose

specified.

6. I'he beam A, strip K, flanges E E, slotted sup-

port 0, and mold boai'd z, all constructed and ar-

ranged as set forth.

82,158.—Theodore P. Peck, Savannah, Ga,—
Smoke <S'iac/c.—September 15, 1868.—The cone box
has a perforated upper section and outlets provided
with covers in its lower part. An inverted truncated
cone-shaped sieve is secured to the stacks and opens
into the cone box.

Claim.—1. The cone box B, having perforated up-
per section, with bonneted outlets or port holes c',

substantially as herein described.
2. Tlie inverted truncated cone-shaped sieve F,

arranged within the perforated upper section of the
cone box B, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. The combination of the cone box B, and sieve

F, with each other, and with the other paits of a
smoke stack, substantially as herein specified.

82,159.—Eliab Perkins, Fond du Lac, "Wis.—
Metallic (S/mfto'.-September 15,1868.—Two recessed

plates are riveted together, a chamber being thus

Ibrmed. The upper part of the outside plate is slot-

ted and the lower part of the inside plate is perfo-

rated to allow a current of air to enter from the out-

side. A receptacle for water is placed in the recess,

so that in case of fire the steam escaping from the

openings keeps the wood-work from burning.

Claim.—1. A metal shutter, formed of two plates
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recessed and riveted together, in the manner sub-

stantially as described.
2. A metallic shutter, constructed substantially as

herein described, and provided with a water reser-

voir, substantially as set forth.

82,160.—Edward E. Platle, Great Bend, Pa.
—Furnace/or IMting Steel, Iron, cf-c—September
15, 1868.—The furnace is set on trunnions and is

tipped by a g-ear wheel and pinion.

C'laivi.—The furnace A, when suspendetl pn trun-

nions with power gear attached, for the purpose
herein described.

82,161.—Joshua Regester, Baltimore, Md.—
Stop Coci-.—September 15, 1868.—Both the screw cap
and valve stem are packed with an elastic dia-

phragm.
Claim.—1. The valve F, constructed with a flange,

t, and embraced by an elastic packing, h, which is

applied between the collar and cap of the stop cock,

sub.stautially as described.
2. A right and left screw valve stem D D', a valve

r, and the packing h, combined and adapted to op-

erate substantially as described.

82, 8 62.- James Selby, Peoria, HI.— Corn
Pianfe/-.—September 15, 1868.—The seed slide is

supported at its rear by a roller on a projecting arm,
and operates a cranked rod provided with a valve at

its lower end, so as to close alternately two holes

in the lower part of the tube, separated by a parti-

tion.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the slide C, of

the roller h and arm or support D, when arranged to

operate substantially as described.
2. The lever L, having its lower end resting in a

socket or rest connected to the seed slide, for the
purpose of holding the slide down whUe operating it,

as set forth.

3. The seed tube B, provided with the vertical par-

tition I, and horizontal partition/, with the holes o

therein, substantially as described.
4. The valve rod 6', with the valve n attached

thereto, said rod b' being located in the seed tube B,
and operated by the slide C, substantially as shown
and described.

82,163.—Jacob B. Siegfried, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Howcl and Croze.—September 15, 1868.—The howel
and croze are so combined thatthe work of both may
be done with one tool, the edge of the bit correspond-
ing to the curves of the working faces of the howel,
and the cutters of the croze being so adjusted in a
box in the case of the howeling tool that this latter

may be used without the croze.
Claim.—1. In the case of a howel, or of a howel

and croze, the opposite working faces a a', made
substantially as described, and either with or with-
out the flat face a", for the purposes set forth.

2. A howeling bite, made with two or more curved
edges, o: x\ to correspond to the shape of the work-
ing faces a a' of a howel case, substantially as above
described.

3. The construction of a combined howel and croze,
the cutting bits of the croze being placed at or a
little forward of the center of the working face of
the howel, and the howeling bit just back of the
center, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

4. The frame/, as a box or case for the crozing
chisels, hung in the combined tool by a ball and
socket or hinge joint, or other equivalent device, and
operated substantially as and for the purposes above
set forth.

82,164.—Evan Skelly, Plaquemine, Jja.—Ap-
paratus for Impregnating Cane-juice and other
Liquids with Sulphurous Acid Gas.—September 15,

1868.—The gas is drawn from the furnace by the
wheel with draught nozzles, submerged in the water
chamber, and, having passed through the water,
enters into the juice trough, where it is incorporated
with the juice, which is acted on by a wheel between
pai'tition plates, that throw it against a valve con-
trolling a damper and register. There being no ex-
cess or deficiency, sugar of uniform grade is pro-
duced.

Claim.—1. The register K, and valve J, in con-
nection with the wheel O and pendent valve L, all

arranged as shown, or in an equivalent way, to ad-
mit of the supply of gas to the cane-juice being au-
tomatically regulated by the quantity of juice pass-
ing through the juice trough, substantially as set
forth.

2. The wheel O in the juice trough M, in combina-
tion with the pendent partition plates N jST and re-

cesses e e, all arranged as shown, for the mixing of
the gas with the cane-juice, and the prevention of the
escape of gas from the juice trough, substantially
as shown and described.

3. The wheel F, provided with the draught noz-
zles a, and submerged in the chamber E, in combi-
nation with the pipes B B' B", and furnace A, all

constructed and arranged as shown, for the purpose
of drawing the gas from the chamber thi'ough the
water in E, substantially as set forth.

82,165.-Frederick P. Smith, Petaluma, Cal.—Gang Plow.—September 15, 1868.—The fuiTow and
land wheels are adjusted through the operation of the
caster wheel held by the f#fked arm, v.'ith the nuts,

bolts, and slots of the bar attached to the tongue.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the devices and

means herein recited for raising and lowering the
frame and plows.

2. The bars, with spaces on the end of the beam,
and on the tongue, with the bolts and nuts for the
adjustment of the land wheel axle, and the caster
wheel's arm, as herein set forth.

82,166.—P. P. Smith, Petaluma, Ca\.—Gang
Plow.—September 15, 1868.— The plow beams are
connected by chains to the bent lever resting on a
frame and attached to a rod pivoted to the hand
lever, while their front ends are pivoted to the cranks
of the shaft attached to the axle.

Claim.—The combination of the several means
and devices hereta set forth, for raising and lower-
ing the plows.

82,167.— Henry S>nTH and James Emery,
Buff'alo, N. Y.—Twine .Box.—September 15, 1868.—
The screw-shank portion of the knife, which is at-

tached to the twine box outside, passes through the
box and fastens both the knife and bottom to the
box.

Claim.—1. The adjustable and removable knife B,
having a screw shank, C, and set screw C',in com-
bination with the twine box A, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The extended screw shank C and set screw C,

as a means of connecting and securing both the
knife B and removable bottom D to the main body of
the twine box A, substantially as herein described.

I

82,168.—Isaac B. Smith and Henry C. Burr,
Springfield, Vt.—JETames.-September 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the post A, double
post B, and bolt E, arranged and constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the bolt E, the washers J
and K, arranged upon it, substantially as set forth.

82,169.—Henry D. Snyder, Carbondale, Pa.—
Coal Stove.—September 15, 1868.—The air is supplied
through the fire box and cylinder, and rising into the
inner cylinder is deflected into the burning fuel,

Arhile a radiator at the top of the stove radiates the
heated air into the room.

Claim.—A stove composed essentially of the wall
A, formed of the system of doora as above de-

scribed, the grate D, supported as described, the
cylinders C and G, the upright shaft I, the centering
plate i, and the radiating box J, all the said being
constructed and put together as described.

82,170.—Henry Spendelow and Eobert Hen-
eage, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Grain Brier.—September 15,

1868.—Air is made to pass horizontally through the
cliambers between the disks, instead of vertically.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement, in combination
with the closed chambers, of the disk plates k,

and raised flanges h, in the manner and!' for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the arms I I, of the
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spreaders p pp, arranged as described and operating
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement, in combination -with the dry-
ing floors C, and arms 1 1, of the series of slots m m,
receding in position, so as to leave a closed surface
in the succeeding floor below each slot, as herein set
forth.

82,171.—G. W. Staats, Ne-wcastle, Pa.—Gwitie

for Scroll ^aw;.—September 15, 1868.—The guide
plate is let into the sa^v table, and has an oval part,
inclosing the saw, projecting upward, the pattern
on which the boartl is laid resting on the guide.
For greater curves, the guide is placed Avith its ba&e
upward, and the work passes under it.

Claim.^-1. The guide A a, substantially as de-
scribed, in combination with a scroll saw and a pat-
tern, all as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The auxiliary guide plates h h', links i i, and
suitable accessory plates Jcj k and screw I, for giving
the proper curvature to the plates h h', all substan-
tially as shown and described, in combination with
the guide plate A' a' and a scroll saw, aU as set forth.

83,172. — Frank Stanley, Austin, Texas.—
Joining aiid Fitting Hoof Hooks.—September 15,
1868.

Claim.—The fitting of the hoof hook or cleaner
into the back of the ordinary horse brush, and the
mechanism above described, by which it is confined
in its sheath or thrown out at pleasure, or any similar
arrangement answering the same purpose.

82,173.—Chakles Stoddard and Amos Stod-
dard, Naples, N. Y.— Cooking Stove Ventilator.—
September 15, 1868.—A sliding sleeve on the stove-
pipe has a small pipe connected with an inverted dish
for conveying into the stove pipe the odors and steam
from the stove.

Claim.—The sleeve a, as arranged and combined
with stovepipe A, pipes B and D, and metallic dish
C, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

82,174.—Joseph D. Stratton and Thomas
"Wilson, Mackmaw, III., assignors to Joseph D.
Stratton. — CAeese Press.—September 15, 1868.—
A cam between the pressure rollers serves to impart
a constant and uniform pressure on the lower side of
the substance pressed.

Claim.—A cheese press having attached thereto
the cam H, lever K, rollers E and G-, and sliding
beams P, constructed and arranged substantially as
specified.

82,175.—Hooper B. Straut, Greenleaf, Minn.
Wash jBoard.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—In combination, the construction of the
rubbing board D within frame C, and the mode of
attaching the same thus constructed to a common
washing board, substantially as and for the pm'poses
described.

82,176.—Seneca A. Swalm and Charles C.
ScHMiTT, iSTew York, N. Y.—Fire JS'scape.-Septem-
ber 15, 1868.—The ladder is provided with tubular
rungs screwed in the side ropes, and folds in a box
which has a swinging bottom near its inner edge,
extending out and below the window frame, being up-
held by a latch while attached to the top and inside.

Claim.—1. A fire-escape ladder, attached at the
upper part of the window, inside the building, in
combination with a box oi receptacle for holding
such ladder when folded, and a swinging bottom and
latcli, applied substantially as set fortli, to cause the
ladder to pass outside the building as it is unfolded
for use, as specified.

2. The tubular rungs for the ladder, foi-med with
right and left-liand screws at their ends, in combina-
tion with the links n, that connect with the ropes or
chains, substantially as set forth.

82,177.—George Tanner, Fi-eetown, N. Y.—
Fruit Gai/tero-.-September 15, 1868.—The saw is

detachable, and when not used the hook and back
of the knife serve as clamp upon a branch.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rod C, with its

liook E, and the rod A with its croBS head piece, to

form an adjustable clamp for the uses and purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the saw Y, when
arranged to operate as described.

82,178. — William H. Tappey, "William C.
LuMSDEN, and Alexander Steel, Petersburg, Va*—Cotton Press.—September 15, 1868.—The ratchet
wheel turns the shaft, and bringing the beam and
follow block down on the cotton, it being again raised
by means of the endless chain and the grooved pulley
keyed on the shaft.

Claim.—The shaft G, wheel P, rack B, wheel H,
pawls e and d, double arms Q, rod k, lever M,. and
roller/, all arranged, constructed, and operated sub-
stantially as described, in combination with the
follow block C and beam A of an upright press, as
set forth.

82,179.—John "W. Thompson and Francis M.
Thompson, Greenfield, Mass.—JBi< »S'toct.—Septem-
ber 15, 1868.—The socket piece is slidden longitudi-
nally in the bit-shank by turning a sleeve or tubular
nut, so as to center and secm^e or release the tool
shank by pivoted gripers resting in a concave at the
end of the socket and actuated by the socket piece.

CloAm.—A bit stock or tool holder constructed and
arranged so as to operate substantially as described.

82,180.—Thomas Thorley, Southfield, Mich.—
Cultivator.—September 15, 1868.—The draught is at-

tached to the widest part of the machine. Braces or
"levers" are attached to the forward ends of the
hinged plow beam, and to a rod in a slotted plate, to
admit of the plows being adjusted to a greater or less
width.

Claim.—1. The quadrant I, provided with flanges
J, when attached, and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein described.

2. The levers K, the bolt and hand nut L and the
plate N, provided with the slot N, when arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown.

3. The combination of the beam A, the vertical
standard C, the teeth D and H, the handles E and
ai'ms F, the standards G, the quadrant I, the flanges
J, the levers K, the bolt and hand nut L, the slot M,
and plate IST, when constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth, described and shown.

82,181.—"William M. Tileston, New York, N
Y.

—

Paper Fastener.—September 15, 1868.

Claim. — Corrugating, fluting, or grooving the
points and arms, for punching the holes as described.

82,182.—EicHARD H. Tradenick, Pittsbm-g,
Pa.

—

Lubricator.—September 15, 1868.—The top ot

a column in the oil cup forms a seat for a ball which
is confined by a set screw above. The column is

pierced by an oil passage leading to the crank pin,
and the oil is fed through the same by the play of
the ball when the engine is in motion.
Claim.—The oil cup C, having the column E, oil

passage G, ball F, top K, and set screw L, when
constructed and operating- substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

82,183 John D. Vanduzer, Tyrone, N. Y.—
Sewing Machine.—September 15, 1868.—The cam
wheel connected to the arm actuating the needle bar,

also actuates the shuttle propeller. Tlie crank, and
eccentric wheel fastened to the shaft, the arm bein^
slotted, its position, and that of the connection held
in place by means of the pendulous frame, may be
changed to adjust the throw. The lever for feeding
the cloth being also connected to the frame and the
eccentric, the adjustment of the various parts allow
the distance the needle moves to be increased or
lessened at will.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cam wheel C,

connection D, lever E, and pendulous frame I, when
constructed and operating substantially as «nd for

the purpose set forth.

2. The eccentric H, bar N, and pivoted lever O, in

combination, when constructed as described, and ar-

ranged to give motion to the cloth, substantially as
herein set forth.
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S2,1S4.—C. W. TVAir.EY, Kew Orleans, La., as-

signor to The Xew Okleaxs Pneumatic Puovel-
LIXG COMl-ANY.— C»^o// Valve Gear for Steam En-
gine.—ScyitomhcT 1.5, IrfiiS.—At the end of the piston

stroke the tocrgle is bent from a straight line and
raises the induction valve, while the sliding bar opens

the eduction valves the instant the pistou changes its

motion for the return strokes.

Claim.—^ . Tlie arrangement of the toggle joints

D D' D" D'", with reference to the induction and
eduction valves, when those parts are constructed

substantiallv as herein described.
•2. The arrangement of tlie toggle joints D D' D"

D'" with the bars E and E', substantially as herein

described.

82,185.—Jacob M. Walter and Samuel
Shaxk, Springfield, Ohio.—Po.s« Hole i?orcr.—Sep-

tember 15, Ifei^e.—Pivoted uprights support the

boring and lilting mechanism, and are made to vi-

brate in contact with semi-circular plates affixed to

the bed frame, which serve to adjust the uprights

and auger shaft in a vertical position for boring a
hole on the side of a hill.

Claim.—I. The arrangement, within the frame G
J K. hinged at L to the main frame, of the jointed

shaft//, bearing the auger, the arm q, and beveled
gear wlieel k, adapted to turn with and move lougi-

todinally on siiid shaft, pinion I, on crank shaft H,
windlass I, cords 2>, rateliet wheel n, pawl o, and
crank M, all constructed and arranged to operate in

the manner and for the purpose herein set forth and
shown.

2. The hollow blocks C, fixed to frame A. and
adapted to receive the head, b, of axle «, on which
the wheel B is held by means of nut d, as herein

shown and described, tor the purpose specifi.ed.

82,186 Eli G. Warner. Union Township.
Ohio.—i?ai7 i^cnce.—Septeml)er 15, 18G8.

Claim.—The construction of a fence with a trian-

gular frame, A B C, in which the rails are laid ob-

liquely, in the manner and for the pm-pose as above
stated.

82,187.—Charles S. TTestlaxd and John B.
Allen, Providence, E. I.

—

Kitchen Implement.—
September 15, 1SG8.—A stove plate lifter has a
widened shank provided Avith slots for holding
spoons, knives, (fcc, below which is a chamber for

catching grease from said spoon, &c.
Claim.—A kitchen implement, constructed sub-

stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

82,188.-Margeaxxaii White, Providence, R.
I.

—

Shoe Lacing.—September 15, 1868.—A single

piece of wire having an eye at the center and curved
at each end.

Claim.—The eye A, in connection with its fasten-

ing B and C, when constructed and applied to a shoe,
substantially as set forth and for the purpose speci-

fied.

82,189.—Charles E. Wilson, Palmvra, as-

signor to himself, Putnam Wilson, Jr., and Philip
WILSON, of East Newport, Me.

—

Attachment for
Ploic.—September 15, 18U8.

Claim.—The spring B. adjustable roller head D,
and roller C, as an attachment for a plow, all con-
structed and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purposes shown and described.

82,190

—

Eurman R. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Valve Gear for Steam Engine.—Se-ptemher 1.5.

•'6S.—The cams on the upper piston rod are adjust-
able, so as to cause the steam ports to open at anv
desired length of stroke. A working lever for ope-
rating the valves is provided with a roller on the end
of each arm, and is actuated by the alternate move-
ment of an elliptical and a conical cam, one above
the other, on the same piston rod.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the adjustable
cams C C, composed, as described, with reference
to the screw thread b on the piston rod P, and the
key e and kev slot d. substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose" set forth.

2. Tiie lever O O O, with its two short arms, hav-
ing the rollers h and i arranged with reference to the
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valve rods M M and cams T and S. upon the piston
rod I, substantially as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The cams S and T, being both arranged on one
piston rod, in combination with the lever 0,
substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

82,191.—J. A. WooDvs^ARD, S. S. Woodward,
and Thomas Mason, Sandvrich, 111.

—

Cultivator.—
September 1-5, 1868.—Arms, to which the axles are
secured, are hinged to the frame and balance the same
on the axle. A seat is hinged at the rear, so that

when used for a riding cultivator the Avheels are

thrown back and the seat folded on top. Handles
are pivoted to the standards of the shovels, so that
their upper ends may be adjusted, for tilling the
row.

Claim-.—1. The reversible axle joints H H, pivoted
to the frame A B, and arranged to balance the same,
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the above-described axle
joints with the frame A B and folding seatL, as and
for the purpose herein described.

3. The handles D D, pivoted to the standards E
E, and made adjustable to or from each other by
means of the slotted plates E F and set screws I I,

as described and shown.

82,192.-Linus Yale, Jr., Shelburne Ealls,

Mass.

—

Permutation Lock.—September 15, 1868.

—

Bearing screws at each corner of the lock are turned
until they bear against the door, and bring the lock
in such relation to it that the spindle will work freely.

The lock is then secured by fastening screws
Claim.—1. The method of adjusting the lock to and

connecting it with the door by means of the steady
pins and bearing screws, substantially as described,

in combination with the fastening screws, or the
equivalent fastening, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. In combination with the lock bolt, two sets of

rotating tumblers and their appendages, each set op-
erated by one spindle, which also acts upon the bolt

and the racks connected with the fence of the tum-
blers, and capable of being thrown separately in and
out of gear with the pinion on the lock bolt, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

3. 'The rack, or its equivalent, to stop or liberate

the lock bolt, when combined with the fence of the
tumblers, by means of an interposed spring, or equiv-
alent, substantially as and for the i:)urposc' specified.

4. Combining the eccentric roller, which is acted'
upon by a wheel or equivalent on the spindle, with
the fence of the tumblers by a vibrating lever, or.

equivalent therefor, having 'a spring or equivalent
interposed between it and the fence, substantially as

.

described, and for the purpose set fortli.

5. Balancing the tumblers, or, as the equivalent
thereof, disconcerting the preponderating weight
relatively to the slots for the fence, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

6. A sliding and rotating spindle, which both
shoots the bolt and revolves the tumblers, as de-

scribed, and is provided with a cylindrical cavity, as
specified, in combination with a stationary arbor of

greater length than the space occupied by the pack
of tumblers, and projecting into the cylindrical cav-
ity of the spindle, the combination being substan-
tially such as hereinbefore set forth.

".'Combining with the case which contains the-

tumblers, and which is fitted to the tubular projec-

tion from the lock frame, so that it can be inserted
therein and removed therefrom for the purpose of-

changing the combination, a spring bolt or latch,

controlled by a separate lock, substantially as and

:

for the purpose described.
8. Making the knob hollow and threaded on the

inside to receive the threaded portion of the spindle

to such an extent that it can be fitted to doors of

various thicknesses, and then prevented from turn-

ing, the one on the other, by a feather key, as de-

scribed.

82,193.—James Armstrong, Bucyrus, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Tolling C/rai;)-.-September 1.5, 1868.

—Partitions of glass are placed obliquely across the
box, Avhich distributes the gxaui evenly as it falls-
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upon tbem. A spout narrower than the box is placed
under the end of the lowest partition and is di-

vided, the upper part being hinged and acting as a
gauge.

Claim.—The combination of the bos A with par-

titions or chutes cfg, the spout Ic, and the gauge I,

when constructed and arranged as and for the pur-

pose herein set forth.

72,104.—Haydn M. Baker, Harlem, Is^. T.—
Process of JRefining Cast Iron.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—The use of soluble and fusible insoluble
silicates of soda, potash, and other bases, consisting
of silicate of lime, magnesia, barytes, stroutiau, lead
and-'bismutli, or mixtures of same, for the purpose of
removing- silica, sulphur, carbon and metallic oxides
from iron at very elevated temperatures, in the man-
ner herein described and for the purposes fidly set

forth.

83,195.—"William M. Bartram, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Vapor Condenser for Lard-rendering Kettles.

—September 15, 1868.—Air forced into the cap above
the tire partly condenses the vapor, whicli is then
forced through an inclined condenser and then
through a vertical condenser, from whence the un-
condensed vapor escapes into the chimney.

Claim.—1. The employment of the air tube g,
through which air is forced by a bellows, or other
equivalent uieans, into the cap D, above tlie fire, in
combination with the goose neck E, condensers F
and Gr, and pipe S, leading into the chimney, whereby
a part of the vapor is condensed, and the uucondcnse'd
vapor is carried up the chimney, substantially as set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the kettle C, cap D, air

tube g, condensers F and Gr, pipes IJ IST Jc, conduit
pipe m, discharge pipes 1 1' L, and pipe S, all con-
structed and operated in the mauuer and for the pur-

pose set forth.

83,196.—John Bellerjeau, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lamp.—September 15, 1868.—An annular plate sets

over the burner and has attached to it three pend-
ent springs terminating in rests. The springs ex-
pand when the chimney is placed over them, and
bear against the bulging part of the chimney and
hold it firmly.

Claim.—Pendent springs B, terminating in hooks
or rests C, when attached to the lower side of au an-
nular plate, F, having an annular hole, A, in its cen-
ter, substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

83,197.—P. R. Bennett, Jr., Urbana, Ohio.—
Watch.—September 15, 1868.—The jewel is sus-

pended centrally within a cavity made in the cap,
and has an clastic bearing on every side.

Claim.—Suspending the jewel or bush of a watch
by means of lateral spriugs placed about the same,

. substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

82,198.—AuGUSTE LfiON Bbzy and Isidore Ag-
NAN Desnoyeus, Paris, France.

—

Steam Generator.
—Sej)tember 15, 1868.—The casings being arranged
eccentrically to each other, the water is heated faster

on one side than on the other, thus creating a cur-
rent and preventing any deposit of sediment.

Claim,.—1. Tlie arrangement of the inner and
outer casings of a steam boiler eccentrically to each
other, for the purpose set forth.

2. A boiler, the outer shell of which consists of
two or more flanged sections, constructed and so se-

cui'ed together by sorow bolts us to bo detacliable

from each other, substantially as herein set forth for

the purpose described.

82,199.—n. S. Blood, Jefferson, 'La.—Railway
Safety yl«toc/i?7?eni. -September 15, 18G8.— Two
drums are supported by a frame ujion a revolving
shaft in such a manner that tlicir periraetors may l)e

kept in contact with the perimeters of tlio fore

wheels of the car, and by this means being made to

revolve in an opposite direction, will throw any ob-
stacle off the track.

Claim.—The combination of a railroad car with
i the fender wheels A A, the shaft 1, and the frame B,

|

when these parts are constructed, aiTanged, and op-
erate substantially as herein described for the pur-
pose set forth.

82,200.—Amos Bond, Chicopee, Mass., assignor
to himself and A. D. Moore, same place —Feather
iJenouafor.— September 15, 1868. — A cylindrical
holder provided with perforated partitions, incloses
a steaming apparatus, composed of a drying cylinder
extending lengthwise through the feather holder and
inclosing a steam chest from whicli steam passes into
the holder through pipes covered with sawn caps like
gas burners. Steam is admitted into the steam
chest by suitable rotary valves.
Claim. —1. The combination of the revolving

feather holder A, drier C, steam chest D, tubes
I, valve scat E, two-way valve F, valve seat H,
blow-off pipe Gr, exhaust valve G ', reservoir K, and
pipe J, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The removable partition P, applied to the re-

volving feather holder A, to form compartments
therein, substantially as described.

3. The slotted or sawn caps, applied to the outer
ends of the tubes I, -when the latter are applied to
the steam chest D and drier C, substantiaUy as and
for the purpose set forth.

82,201.—Joseph Bourke, Curraghleagh, Ire-
land.

—

Skate.—September 15, 1868.—The sole clamp
and heel clamp are connected together at any de-
sired distance asunder by means of a hook, secured
to a nut sliding in the heel plate, and a perforated
plate secured to the heel clamp, which latter slides

over the runner.
Claim:—The combination of the perforated plate

C and hooked rod I)' with the movable sole plate B,
lips h' b', and heel plates E E^ all arranged to oper-
ate substantially as and for the pm-pose herein de-
scribed.

82,202.—William K. Boyle, Brookville, Md.—Mamifacture of Artificial Stone.—September 15,

1868; antedated Septeml)cr 7, 1868.—Stone formed
of sand and gravel, combined with soluble silicate

of potash, is submitted to the action of a hot solu-

tion of the nitrate of lime.
Claim.—1. The herein-described process of man-

facturing artificial stone, by means of which the
insoluble silicate of lime is formed, by the double
decomposition of the silicate of potash and nitrate
of lime, substantially as herein set forth and do-

scribed, r

2. As a secondary result, the utilization of the
nitrate of potash, as a waste material, in the manu
facture of artificial stone, as herein set forth and
described.

82,203.—F. A. Bradley, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself, James Gr. English, and E. F.
Mehsick, same place.

—

Top Prop for Carriage.—
September 15, 1868.—A piece of metal covers the
screws, which secure the stud to the bow. The
ends of the braces fit on a sleeve having a flange on
the outer edge. Said sleeve fits over the stud, and
is held against the metal cover by a nut.

Claim.—1. In combination with a stud, A, of
other than cylindrical form, the sleeve F, formed
with the flange a and the nut Gr, arranged so as to
bear against the said flange, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. In combination with the stud A formed upon
the plate B, the covering plate D, with its neck or
projection E, Avhen constructed and arranged so as
to cover the plate B, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

82,204.—H, K. BUGBRE, Williamstown, K. J.

—Portable Platform .ScaZe.-September 15, 1868.—
The platform rests on levers having their fulcra on
])lates secured to racks, which slide in standards rest-

ing on the surface of the ground. The wagon is

placed over the bars, and the racks are raised until

tiio wheels are free.'

Claim..—1. The levers G and H, having their ful-

cruma on plates J, which rest upon adjustable stand-

ards A and A', or directlj^ upon the surface of the
ground or floor, in combination with a graduated
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pcalc beam. a.\v\ tlic witMn-tlcscribed appliances, (or

their equivalents. ( connected therewith, all substan-

tiiillT as and for the purpose set forth.

2/ln combination -n-itb the above, tie bars L or

platform M. for the pm-pose specified.

3. The frame D. ^vitlx its fixed and movable arms

h and h', for the irarpose specified.

82,205.—A. J. Cakver and E. P. HoRX, Green-

hill. Tcnn.—Hog Cholera Jfedicujc—September 1.5-

1g63._ Composed of May-apple root, rhubarb, and
columbo.

Claim.—The aforesaid medicinal compound for

the cm-e and prevention of hoj? cholera.

82,206.—TriixTAM Cheslet, Cincinnati. Ohio.

—Globe TrtZrc-September 15, 186S.—The detach-

able seat is held in position by a bolt. The valve is

made of cast iron, Avitb a groove on its periphery,

and depressions, which hold the brass that is cast

over the portion which comes in contact with the

seat.

Claim—1. The bolt D, screwed into the dist e of

the seat 15. and drawinc^ said seat in the direction of

the pressure of the valve, as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The valve C witb groove G, depressions 1 1,

and lining L, of brass or any other suitable material,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

82.207.— HoTXET IT. Clark, Brewer, ATe.-
Hand JJatc—September lo, 1868.—The operator is

behind the rake, and presses it forward. Tbe wheel
acts as a fulcrum for raising the revolving rake
when it is loaded with hav.

Claim.—The shafts A'B, wheel D. tie C, cross-

beam E. and arms F F F F, in combination witb
the rotating rake G d d d, all constructed and oper-

ating substantially in the maimer and for the pur-

poses shown and described.

82,208.-Paul Coxdat, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Charles F. I^eise^.—Appa-
ratus for Brewing Malt Idquor.—September 15-

1866.
Claim.—An apparatus so constructed that the

steam rising fi-om the brewing boiler during the

Erocess of bi'ewiog may be used for the purpose of

eating and preparing the wort for each succeeding
brewin'g, as described.

82,209.—Thomas B. De Forrest, Birming-
ham. Conn.

—

Bufflc or Stay for Corbet.—September
15. 1868.—The stay is formed of paper, in which is

inserted a flat strip of steel, to give the required
elasticity.

Claim.—^A dress or corset busk of paper, or simi-

lar fibrous material, having inserted longitudinally
therein a motaUic t^pring, substantially as set forth,

as a new article of manufacture.

82,210.—W. B. Farwell, Xew York, assignor
to himself and Charles E. Abbott, Elmira, X. Y.
—Bo.ilroad Car Heater.—September 15, 1868.

Claim

.

—1. The universal joints D D, and tbe pipes
B B and C, applied to the permanent or fixed pipes
Ax of the cars, for the purpose of forming a steam-
tight connection between the pipes of the cars, and
admitting of a free, vertical, lateral, and longitudi-
nal plav or movement of the latter, substantiallv as
set forth.

2. The placing of the coiled or sinuous portion of
the steam pipes Ax in inclined positions, with
water receptacles G, communicating with them at
their connecting points, said receptacles being pro-
vided with valves or siphons, so airanged as to ad-
mit of the discharge of the water of condensation
at proper intervals, without permitting the escape
of steam, substantially as set forth.

82,211.—Saml-el Fawcett, Eochester. X. Y.—
Cutter Head.—September 15. 1868.—The wings are
frooved. and slide over projections on the cutter
ead. and are held by set screws.
Claim.—The rota'ry cutter head, having one or

more wings for holding the knives, made adjustable
longitudinally, constructed to operate substantially
as Qescribed.

82,212.-Hcixr;iCH Fedder. Lancaster. X. Y.—
Liniment.—September 15. 1868.—Composed of but-

ter oil. juniper benies, and beech-nut oil.

Claim.—The liniment, made of the ingredients,
and in the manner substantially as herein described.

82,213.—Horace B. Ferren, Batavia, X. Y.—
Device for Measuring the Feet of Horses.—Septem-
ber 15, 1868. — Slotted slides placed betAveen two
plates radiate from the center in the i)roper direc-

tion to take the requisite measurements, and are held
by a screw. A double slotted slide is placed between
tongues on the plates, and held by a screw passing
through the slots, and is used to ascertain the meas-
uj'e for placing the flanges on a " TyiTell' horseshoe.

Claim.—1. In combination witb a device, as above
described, for taking an accurate measure of the
form of a horse's hoof, the arrangement of the index-
beaded screw E, center screw «, and point e, in a
straight line, so as to certainly adjust the measure
to the center of the foot, as described.

2. In combination with a device for measuring the
hoof of a horse, the slides G. constructed as described,
the index-headed bolt E and wheel F, arranged and
operating as described.

82,214.—Horace B. Ferrex, Batavia, X. Y.-
Hevice for Measuring the Feet of Horses.—Septem-
ber 15. 1868.—Slotted slides are held between two
plates in a proper direction to take measarements by
a screw rod around which they rotate.

Claim.—IxL combination with tbe slides F F, the
adjustable slide C. and the adjustable heel slides D
D, as described, all secured to the one center screw
B, as and for the purpose described.

82,215.—Horace B. Fekrex, Batavia, X. Y.—
Device for Attaching Shoes to Horses' Feet.—Sep-
tember 15, 1868—A •' Tyrrell " horseshoe is secured,

to tbe horse's foot by spring bands.
Claim.—I. In combination with a shoe provided

with an upward projecting flange at tbe heel, as
shown in the patent to Tyrrell, one or more spring
bands, D, fastened by nuts, or their equivalents, to
said flanges, substantially as set forth.

2. The'bars C C, constructed as described, with, a
screw at the lower end to be inserted in a horseshoe,
and a loop, or its equivalent, at the upper end, for

the purpose of holding a band, so that the shoe may
be attached to a horse's foot by the same, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

82,216.— Elliot H. FltsK, Xewark, Ohio.—
Churn Dasher.— September 15, 1868.—Wings are
pivoted between perforated dash boards, whicli are
secured to a cross piece attached to the end of the
dash rod. Two perforated boards are securc-d to the
dasb rod above the boards and incline outwardly, so
as to b'reak the current caused by the wings when
the rod descends. \

Claim.—The pivoted swinging wings g g, in com-
bination with the break boards h h and Qa.sh boards
dd.sHi aiTanged substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

82,217.—George Gabriel. Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Philip Wisen^bekger, same
place.

—

Apparatv^s for Detacldng Horses from Car-
riages.—September 15, 1868.—The singletree and
long trace are dispensed with, the harness being at-

tached to bars which are secured to the shafts in
such a maimer as to be easily disconnected from
them in case of accident.

Claim.—1. The plate C. having the lock E, pin h,

and eyes a a' a", substantially as descril>ed.

2. the combination of the plate C. tbe barsD and
F, constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed.

82,218. — George L. Gerard, Xew Haven,
Conn.— Bed lfotto;n.—September 1.5, 1868.— The'
spring is fa.stened to the lower slat by a pivoted but-

ton and secured to the upper slat by a stationary
strip of metal and a pivoted button.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plate or strip d
and buttons /and g, with the spring C and slats A
and B, the parts being made and used as and for th<

pui^ose specified.
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83,319.—T. P. Gibbons, Baltimore, Md.—Xam^
Feeder.—September .15, 1868.—A valve is placed near
tlie base of the chimney through which the nozzle of
the can is inserted, said nozzle being provided Avith a
pipe in its upper part for conveying off the gas gener-
ated in the lamp.
Claim.—1. The lamp feeder D, when constructed

Avith the tube J extending from the end of the noz-
zle around to the rear side of the body of the can, near
its top, and thence through the wall of the can into
its interior, and operating substantially as described.

2. The combination of the cock IST, having the ori-

fice 0, with the nozzle d^, having the two passages n
n\ by which, at the same time that the liquid is de-

livered from the can D to the lamp A, the gas in the
latter is conveyed to the upper part of the can, with-
out escaping around the nozzle, and in the manner
described.

82,220.—Joseph John Harrison and Edward
Harrison, Broughton, England.—Brake for Tarn
Beam of Looms.—September 15, 1868.—The tension
of the Avarp is regulated by chains, wound around
each end of the drum, one end of the chain being se-

cured to a spiral spring, the other end to a bar con-
nected with a lever which is held down by a spiral
spring, the tension of which can be regulated by a
thumb screw.
Claim.—1. The chains or bands/, bearing on the

ends of the warp roller, and secured to a bar, m, in
combination ATith the "."fithin-described devices, or
their equivalents, for ciiusting the bar, and secur-

ing )': after ac'^jstment, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the above and the springs I,

connected to the baoids or chains/, for the pui'pose
described.

82,221.—Shubael E. Heaves, Albany, N". T.—
Step-ladder Joint.—September 15, 1868.— The ends
of one section are slotted, and are also provided with
buttons. The ends fit over a round and the buttons
in sockets on the other section.

Claim.—The joint, composed of the foot c c, the
round s, the button B B, and the matrix a a, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose above
described.

82,222.—George M. Hopkins, Albion, :N". T.—
Low Water Indicator.—September 15, 1868.—A ves-

sel is suspended in such a position by swivel joints
between two pipes, which connect with the boiler,

the lower one resting on a spring, so as to be full

of water, when the water is at a proper level in the
boiler. The water falling in the boiler empties the
vessel, and the spring raising it opens the feed-water
cock with which it is connected and also operates a
steam whistle.

Claim.—1. The vessel A, in combination with the
pipes B B and C C, and the swivel joints D D, and
E F, operating in the manner substantially as shown
and described.

2. The stop cocks I and 0, having the spring
catches L L, in combination with the vessel A, ar-

i"auged to operate substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. The vesselA in combination with the whistle
P and intermediate devices for giving alarm, and
regulating the supply of water, as above set forth.

82,223.—Charles L. Horn, Jr., and Leonand
Mangy, St. Morgan 111., assignors to Leonard
Mancy.—Gang Plow. — September 15, 1868.—The
furrow wheel is affixed to an adjustable post, so as
to be set at any height for plowing deep or shalloAV

;

it is also arranged so that the plow can be thrown
forward to lessen the draught.

Claim.— 1. The frame A A* A^, the wheels B and
B', adjustable arm h b\ post B^, and brace B^, when
combined and arranged as herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. The ploAV beams C, their posts C, and the frame

t)eam A^, Avhen constructed substantially as herein
aliown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The beams C, post U, and seat D', when con-
sLructed and arranged as herein shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the beams C, rod E. and
le\'-er E', in the manner and for the purpose herein do-

Bcribod and set tbrth.

82,224.—George Howell and William SxAhth.
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to George Hoavell.—
Device for Filling Marshes.—September 15, 1868.

—

Improvement on George Hoavell's patent of March
31, 1868. An iron case is lowered from a scoav by
suitable mechanism until it rests on the bed of the
river. The mud from a dredging scow is dumped
into it and is removed to the land to be reclaimed by
a pump connecting with a perforated pipe placed in
the bottom of the case.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the case B, constructed as described, with the' scow
A,substantially in the manner hereinbefore described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the perforated pipes J with
the case B, substantially as and for the purpose above
described.

82,225.— John Hoyt, Hughsonville, N". T.—
Water TFAeeZ.— September 15, 1868.—The convex
sides of the buckets are vertical, the concave sides
are beveled ; the central portion being cone-shaped,
divides the water centrally, so that the pressure acts
equally on all the beveled wings. The water oper-
ating centrally on the under side of the wheel sup-
ports it, thus dispensing with a step at the bottom.

Claim.—An outward-discharge water wheel, con-
structed as described, namely, having a top plate B,
inverted cone F, buckets d d, and rim D, all con-
structed and arranged in relation to each other, sub-
stantially as herein described.

82,226.—Jenkins Jones and T. G. Eiswald,
Providence, K.I.

—

Baihuay Snoio Plow.—September
15, 1868.—An endless apron receiving motion from the
axle facilitates the passage of the snow up the incline.

A deflector made in the form of a wedge and pivoted
so as to be adjusted, divides the snow and throws it

off equally on both sides.

Claim.—The arrangement of the frame A, con-
structed as above descwbed, with tlie apron G and
the deflector E, substantially as herein set forth.

82,227. — Timothy Kennedy, Mount Carmel,
Conn.

—

Belt Fastening. — September 15, 1868.—

A

plate on the upper side of the belt and two bars im-
bedded on the under side of the belt, are held together
by screws.

Claim.—The springs or bars D D, constructed
with a convex or ridge surface, so as to be embedded
in the surface of the belt, and combined with tlie

plate A upon the opposite side or surface of the belt,

the plate and bars secured together through the belt,

substantially as set forth.

82,228.—John H. Keyser, E"ew York, N. T.—
Illuminating Damper.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. Thedoor A, constructed with openings
h and mica-holding ribs g g', substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The mica-holding jilate D, interposed between

door A and plate B, substantially as described.
3. Providing an illuminating door or window for

a stove Avith fixed mica lights d, and movable mica
lights d', substantially as described and shown.

82,22!)

—

JohnH. King, Smithfield, Ind.—Gate.
—September 15, 1863.—The hinges are placed out of
line so that the front end of the gate raises as it is

opened, and when opened is held in place by a prop.
A bolt held by a spring in a recess in the post, and
operated by a lever, fastens the gate.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination and arrangement of
the pins d^ d'-, plates d, sliding bolt E, concealed
spring F, and the weighted lover G, when constructed
and operating as described.

2. The combination of pins d^ d^, plates d, sliding

bolt E, concealed spring F, weighted lever G, hinged
prop H, and catch g, arranged and operating as de-

scribed.

82,230.— John Klee, Dayton, Ohio.— Bottle

/Stopper.—September 15, 1868.—I'he stopper is made
of wood tapering at both ends, and has a rubber
Avasher affixed by a tack to the end that enters the

bottle.

Claim.—Tha stopper or slug B, made conical or
tapering at both cuds, and provided at one end with
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the rubber pacTiing disk A, arraBged as described,

and secured by a tack, F, all as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

82,231. — Julius Kopp, Hoboken, iST. J.—At-
tachment for Gas Burner.—September 15, 1868.—

A

cap of vi-ive crauze, provided with flanges for holding
it in place, fits over the ordinary burner.

Claim.—An adjustable cap' A. constructed of

woven or perforated metals, with flanges A" A" A",
substantially as and for the purpose set forth, as an
article of manufacture.

82,232.-B. F. Kraft, Reading. 'Pa.—Faucet.—
September 15, 1868.—The valve is held against a tri-

angular block by a spiral spring ; said block is se-

cured to the rod "to which the handle is attached and
turns with it. opening and closing the valve.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
induction passage a. valve b. spring d, handle D,
three-cornered piece E, and eduction passage i, the

whole being constructed and operated as set forth.

82,233.—M. F. Laxxin-g, "White House, N. J.—
Whijle-tree ^icii-ci.-September 15, 1868.—The swivel
maintains its position by its own weight, after the
trace is secured, and prevents the latter from becom-
ing accidently detached.

Claim.—The movable swivel D, constructed as de-

scribed, with one end longer than the other, and piv-

oted to the end of the iron B, for the purpose of at-

taching trace to a whiflae-tree, substantially as herein
set forth.

82,234.—JOHX W. L. Letherbury, Sandoval.
HI—Tree Box.— September 15, 1868.—A series of

slats are united together to form a folding frame capa-
ble of being enlarged or dimiuished m required.

Claim.—A tree wrapper, constructed and operat-

ing substantially as described.

82,235.—Henry Laber, BeUfair Mills, Ta.—
C/iMru.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—The herein-described triangular form of
paddles, arranged in alternate ranks, in opposite po-
sition, as relates to their angles upon the shaft, as
herein shown and described.

82,236.-Miles Mayall, Eoxbury, Mass.. as-

signor, by mesne assignment, to George W. May-
all.—Carpet ii/imj.—September 15, 1868 ; ante-

dated June 27, 1868.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, an under
lining for a carpet, constructed from an elastic fibrous

material, placed between the surfaces, one of paper
and the other of a thin open woven fabric, and hav-
ing perforations thi'ougli the whole, substantially as
described.

82,237.—Josiah F. MELCHER,Bloomington. HI.
—Machine for Bending Wood.—September 15, 1868.

—A table or former of the desired curve is placed
upon a cross beam, and a frame, consisting of two
paraliel bars, is forced down upon the interposed ma-
terial to be bent.

Claita.-Thc construction and arrangement of the
cross beam C. tables F F', and frame D D', substan-
tially as Shown and described.

82,238

—

John G. Moxey, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself, Hexry C. Carey, and Abra-
HAii' Hart, same place.

—

Process of Debranning
Wheat.—September 15, 1868.—Designed as an im-
provement on the process described iu the patent
granted to Saml Bextz, Feb. 11, 1862.

Claim.—The within-described improved process
of debranning wheat, that is to say. subjecting the
grain, without the use of steam, and while in a dry
state, to the action of the blades, in the manner de-
scribed.

82,239 Joseph Xasox, Kew York, N. Y., as-
signor to himself, Charles H. James, and Frank
MiLLV.'ARD,Cincinnati,Ohio.

—

Drop Tube Steam Gen-
erator.—September 15. 1868 —The extension of the
outer tube is designed to provide a,gainst any conflict
of the ascending and descending cmTents at or near
the top of the di-op tubes, and aJso for taking water

into the internal tubes from the spaces between the
tops of the main tubes.
Claim.—1. The within-described extension of the

di-op tube upward above the upper surface of the
tube slieet A, and the provision for allowing a cur-

rent of water to enter through the side of such ex-

tension, and descend through an inclosed passage or
tube, d, combined and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

2. In connection with the above, making the ex-

tended top D' in a separate piece from the niain drop
tube D, and adapted to serve, relatively to the other
parts, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses herein specified.

82,240.-A. M. Xewman, Ten-e Haute, Ind.—
Satv-sharpening Device.—September 15, 1868.—Two
files are placed within an adjustable frame, so ar-

ranged as to accommodate files of different sizes, and
have all the saw teeth filed at the same pitch.

Claim.—1. The adjustable standards B B, provided
with heads C C, and washers e e, for the purpose of

seeming the files, and adapting the machine to dif-

ferent-sized files, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the slotted bar A, standards
B B, handles D D. rod d, and guides i i, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the pm'poses
herein set forth.

82,241.—Xelson B. Xortox, Burlington, Wis.—Four-ivheel Ploic.—September 15,1868.—A lever for

raising and lowering the plow is connected with the
plow beam and pivoted to the frame. The depth of

the plow in the ground is regulated by a rod in the
cap of the parallel posts and is operated by means ol

a nut.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the lever H, jaws I,

and metallic straps K, with the plow beam F, frame
C, post or standaftl L, straps M, and catch h, when
constructed and used as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable rod g, in combination with the
frame C, and plow beam F, when arranged as and for

the purpose specified.

82,242 WxLLiAJi C. Pettuohx, St. Louis, Mo.—Lime Kiln.—September 15, 1868.—The kiln is fed
from the top with stone and fuel, the ashes and refuse
matter is discharged at the bottom ; the burnt stone
is drawn off thi'ough an aperture at the side of the
kiln. The operation is performed continuously.

Claim.—The arrangement of the kiln A, having
the chamber A', grate a, ash pit B, side aperture a',

metallic dome D, constructed in two parts, and hav-
ing the smoke exit d\ all combined substantially
as herein set forth.

82,243.-Seth G. Pitts, Leominster, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Wilford L. Palmer, same
place.

—

Machine for Forming Buttons.—September
15,1868.—Over the space between the two sets of
mandi'els are two ways or rails upon one of which
slides a toothed rack. ' Below the rails are two clamps
which hold the sheet of horn or steel from which the
buttons are cut.

Claim.—The combination of as well as the arrange-
ment of one or two sets of mandrels A B, the toothed
rack or canier L, and its supporting rail K, and the
clamps M M, the whole being provided with mechan-
ism for operating the rack, mandrels, and clamps,
substantially as described,

82,244.—John T. Plass and PvEUbex H.Plass,
Xew York, X. Y.

—

Apparatus for Carbureting Air.
—September 15, 1868.—The liquid is discharged into
a trough which is presented to both chambers ; ori-

fices near the bottom of the trough in the partitions
allow the liquid to flow freely into the chambers but
prevent the air from entering.

Claim.—1. The gate E, in combination with the
fluid trap c^, constructed as described, for regulating
the supply ofhydrocarbon to the evaporating chamber,
and returning" the sm-plus to the reserve chamber,
substantially as set forth.

2. The tubular stem of the hollow cone valve G,
for the insertion of shot or other suitable weights, for

adjusting the pressure in the gasometer, subst'antially

as set forth.
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82,245.—E. B. Pklxdle, Noiunch, i^^. Y.—Blind
Hinge.—September 15, 1868.—The upper leaf lias a
coDical bearing fitting into a seat in thelovrerone ; a
piu is secured to the upper one, wliich fits in a slot iu
the lower one. A shoulder on the lower leaf engages
with a projection on the upper leaf when the shutter
isopeiied; by pushing against the shutter the pin
slides back in the slot ancl tlie projections are disen-

gaged.
Claim.—^ self-locking blind binge, formed by

combining the pin Gr (witb its conical base, and a
corresponding seat in the disk P) with the shoulder
H, engaging the leaf D, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

82,246.—Henry W. Prouty, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Eowaud Tilden, same
place.

—

Animal Trap.—September 1.5, 1868.—Two
arms drawn together by springs are jjivoted to two
sides of a frame and have spears iirojecting across
the end of the frame nearly meeting in front of a
hole in which the bait is placed. They are set by
being opened and their ends placed in contact with
a bent lever catch which connects with the bait.

Claim.—The arrangement of the arms D D, spears
K K, bait rod L, and bait cup C, in combination
with the spring P and catch G-, the whole being con-
structed and arranged upon a block or frame, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

82,247.-Jane C. Putnam, Worcester, Mass.—
I'aZ^Ze.-September 15, 1868.—The sides of the table
are groored and the top tongaed so that it can be
drawn out and used as an ironing board. The body
of the table is provided with drawers and used as a
refrigerator.

Claim.—1. The construction of the top B, the
pieces C C, for supporting the top, in connection
with the slide K, substantially a# set forth and de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the movable legs, leaves,

drawer or drawers, and a fastening mechanism that
holds both drawer and leaves, substantially as set

forth Si\v\ described.

82,248.— S. D. Eadek, Williamsport, Pa.—
Brick Kiln.—September 15, 1868.—A series of fm*-

naces are constructed along the sides of the kiln and
one at each end, provided with proper communication
and air openings.

Clai7n.—The arrangement of the kiln A, end fur-

naces C, and long side furnaces B, composed of a
series of small fireplaces o o o, and provided with
draught holes i i, at the side and ends, all con-
struc1;ed substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

82,249.-John T. Eicit, Philadelphia, Ta.—Gas-
Burning Furnace for Steam Generators.—Septem-
ber 15, 1868 ; antedated July 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. So arranging a furnace that the coal
shall be subjected to distillation before it enters the
fire box, and at the same time so arranging the
draught or blast that the gases thus evolved'shall be
thoroughly mingled with atmospheric air, or air and
steam, AAithin the furnace, but before entering the
fire box or combustion chamber to be consumed,
sul)stantially as described.

2. The chute C extending in the form of a tube
into the tire chamber and serving as a retort, for

the purpose of distilling the coal retained in the tube,

by means of the heat of the fire box, in combination
with a draught pipe F F', substantially as set forth.

3. The steam blast F, so arranged \n relation to

the tube or retort in which the coal is subjected to
distillation, that the wet steam and atmospheric air

shall be mingled with the gaseous products of the
coal before entering the fire box, substantially as set

forth.

4. The arches or diaphx'agras G, when constructed
of a refractory substance, and extended entirelj

across the fire box, and perforated with openings K,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. Double perforated arches or diaphragms G, in

combination with intermediate openings P through
the external walls.

6. The combination of the chute C, extending into

the fire box, to act as a retort in the distillation of
the coals, and arches or diaphragms Gr, so located
within the fire box as to reflect th^ heat upon such
retort, substantially as set forth.

7. The steam blower, constructed with concentric
funnels K", extending successively from the center,
one beyond the otheV, and discharging the currents
passing between them into a tubular extension, F',

of the outer case F, substantially as set forth.

82,230.—M. H. EiPLEY and William N. Tem-
ple, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Combined Corn Sheller
and Apple Grinder.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—The Combination of the tapering and con-
caved-toothed cylinder B, guide F, springs Gr, gears
D E, and frame A, with its spouts I J, when the
several parts are constructed and ai-ranged in the
manner specified.

82,251.—Clemens B. Eose, Sunderland, Mass.—Bit Stock.—September 15, 1868.—The handle is

formed of two pieces, and secui'ed in the stock by
means of ferrules.

Claim.—The handle A, constructed of the two
pieces applied to the stock B, as described, and se-

cured by the ferrules C, all substantially as herein
set forth.

82,252.—John Schuessler and John Kenne-
dy, La Fayette, Ind., assignors to John Schuess-
ler.—Machine for Threading Bolts.—September 15,

1868.—The heads of the cutters fit in converging
grooves in an outside collar Avhich receives a longi-

tudinal movement by means of a lever connected
thereto and moving over a graduated quadrant.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, herein described, of
the hollow-slotted mandrel B, the grooved recipro-

cating bead E, and tlie cutters C.
2. The combination of the devices set forth in the

foregoing clause, with the lever F and graduated
quadrant M, substantially as set forth.

82,253.—Thompson C. Seeking, Milford, Mich.,
assignor to Ira A. Hebbard, of Eoehester, IST. Y.—
Harvester.—September 15, 1868.—The frame is made
in a circular form with a conical or funnel-shaped
bottom, and serves to inclose the gearing and to
form bearings for the same.

Claim.—1. The employment, in grass and grain
harvesters, of a round cast-iron main frame, F, con-
structed substantially in the manner and for the
jjurposes herein shown and described.

2. In combination with the main frame F, the
cover or cap C, substantially as shown and described,

for the purpose of entirely encasing tlie gearing of
the machine, and protecting it from dust and dirt.

3. In combination with the horizontal bevel wheel
"W, the box or step s and adjusting screw v.

4. The annular pawl ^:>, provided with the inclined
plane c, arranged and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein shown and de-

scribed.
5. The arrangement of the spring/, as shown, and

operating in the manner and for the pm'poses de-

scribed.
6. The hand lever T, pivoted to the head H, of the

cutter bar, and operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein shown and de-

seril)ed.

7. Pivoting the rear end h" of the cutter bar head
n in tlie shoe S, with a spherical joint, to permit
any necessary vertical change in the elevation of the
outer end of the cutter bar, and also of the front side,

substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein show'n and described.

8. The adjustable gate r", secured to the standard
J" of the shoe S, arranged to operate as herein de-

scribed.

S2,254.--Jacob Sheller, Wilmington, Del.—
Comiyosition for Stuffing and Filling IFood.-Sep-
tember 15, 181)8.—Comjiosod of starch, concentrated
ammonia, linseed oil, Japan varnish, and sugar of
lead.

67aim.—The combination of the within-named in-

gredients, when mixed in the several quantities and
proportions, as herein described and for the pm'pose
set forth.
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S2,935.—Thomas Simmoxs, Brooklyn, IS'. Y.—
Filter.—September 15, IciGS.—Improvement on his

patent of April 11, 1SG5, and consists in the use of a
single coil in the filter frame, dispensing ^•ith the
jointed sprin"; and double flange. The movable head
and pipes admit of the filter being reversed for

cleansing.
Claim.—1. The case A, provided with a movable

head, and each of its heads being provided with the
pipes D D, upon which screw threads are formed,
so that the filter can be reversed and cleansed, sub-
stantiality as set forth.

2. The frame C. as constructed and combined with
the case A and pipes D D and Gr, when used with
a force pump, as and for the pui'pose set forth.

82,256 Henry L. Stillson, Plattsburg, X. Y.—Combined Clothes Horse.—September 15,"l8G8.

—

The ptirts are so constructed as to admit of being
readily converted into a quilting frame, a clothes
horse, or an ironing table.

Claim.—1. The"" four-armed rollers D D, con-
structed as described, with a series of holes through
one of the arms, and provided with ratchet wheels
E and journals H ?i, which revolve between the side
pieces A A. substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the grooved supports A A
with the top B, and board G, and rails F, when they
are adjustable, and all constructed as ;ind for the
purposes herein set forth.

82,257.—Hira:^ Titompsox, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to E. Hall & Co., same place.

—

Sawing
Machine.—September 15. 1868.—The saw arbors are
supported in revolving disks which are supported by
stationary disks, the purpose being to bring either
saw above the top of tlie table. A binding pulley is

arranged to take up the slack of the belt.

Clciiui.—1. The combination and aiTangement,
with the saw arbors E E. or either, and the station-
ary (.lisks K K, of the movable disks F F, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the binding pulley IT, in
relation to the belt N, pulley O, and saw arbors E E,
substantially as aud for the purposes set forth.

82,258.—F. Alexaxdek Thuer, East Hart-
ford, assignor to Colt'.s Fire-arms Manufactur-
ing Co>[i'ANY. Hartford, Conn.— Revolving Fire-
arm.—September 15, 18(58. —A laterally moving
firing-pin holder is placed between the hammer and
the rotating-ehambered cylinder as a safety device

;

the ejecting mechanism is made to act by blows of
the hammer.

Claim.—1. The laterally-movable piece g, con-
taining the firing pin i, in combination with the
rotating-ehambered breech and the hammer of a re-

volver, substantially as described, and for a safety
device.

2. A laterally-movable plate, located between the
hammer and cylineler of a revolver, and bearing the
shell ejector, substantially as and for the pui-pose
hereinbefore set forth.

3. The combination of a movable jneee, support-
ing both the firing pin and an ejector, with the liam-
mer of a revolver, and with a rotating breech, hav-
ing chambers open at the rear, when arranged to
permit the use at will of the hammer either as a
means of igniting the charges or of expelling the
empty shcUs from the chambers, substantially as
hereinbefore specified.

82,259.—Jo-SIAH "Webb, Spartansburg, Pa.—
Clothes TTz-ni^r^';-.—September 15, 1868.—A square
shaft fits tightly in a corresponding opening in a
wooden cylinder, the periphery of Avhich is corru-
gated. A* strip of rubber is wound spirallj- around
and fastened to the cylinder by a cement ot'^ pitch.

Claim.—Constrncting the rolls B B' of the wooden
cyHnder D, the coating of pitch and sand m, and
the spirally-wound coil of rubber o, arranged in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

82,260.—Demetry Mindeleff. "Washington,
D. C.

—

Mamifacture of Artificial Stone.—September
15, 1868.—The block, after being removed fiom the
mold, is placed in a solution of some metallic salt,

the metal then extracted and deposited in the stone
by magneto-electricity.
Claim.—The herein described improvement in ar-

tificial stone.

82,261.—Charles AVilson, Clinton, 'Pa.—Cider
JLfiH.—September 15, 1868 ; antedated September 4,

18G8.—The endless roller belt moves upon and
against an upright circular frame, and presses the
apples against the revolving bottom.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

endless roller belt C, hopper A, revolving bottom D,
and circular upriglit frame G, when OJustructed,
arranged, combined, and operated as herein de-
scribed, and :^or the purposes set forth.

82,262.— Chkistoph "Wintergerst, Mobile,
Ala.— Vapor Burner.—September 15, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the reservoir A,
curved tube B, burner C, screws G F. ring E, and
plate D, whereby a light is produced and so divided
that a larger and brighter flame is formed, all as
herein specified.

82,263.-J. E. WiNAXTS, Brooklyn, and John
F. Griffex, Xew York, X. Y.—Still for Turpen-
tine.—September 15, 1868.—Conical barrel-support-
ers extend upward from the steam case, tlic heat
from the cones being made to penetrate the contents
of the barrels, which contents being gradually
melted, are discharged into the rotating cylinder.

Claim'. — 1. The process, substantially as de-
scribed, of distilling the crude material and extract-
ing the fumes at a low temperature, and carrying
them off from the lower portion of the still, as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The employment, in combination with the
chamber or case of the still, of a steam-heated ro-
tating agitator cylinder, into and through which
the crude material passes during the process of dis-
tillation, substantially as described.

3. The employment, in combination with the
melting chamber,"" of one or more heated barrel-sup-
porters, F, adapted to hold and melt out the con-
tents of the barrels, substantially as hereinbefore
described.

4. The employment of steam tubes so perforated
as to eject the live steam on to those surfaces which
are reqnii-cd to radiate the greatest quantity of heat,
substantially as herein set forth.

82,264.—C. F. Woodruff, Is^'ewbern, Tenn.—
Water Flevator.Se-ptevaheT 15, 1868.—Designed as
an improvement on his patent of February 4, 1868.

A hollow cylinder is provided with tubular bearings
and revolves on a shaft, one end of which is placed
against a spring in one of the bearings. The shaft
is provided with a clutch which engages with aper-
tures in a partition which is seciu'ed to the cylinder.

Claim.—1. The cylinder C, constructed with the
central partition or wall C, when employed in com-
bination with thf sliding shaft F and the tubular
bearings e e, substantially as described.

2. The arrangemeiit of the spring.s, tubular bear-
ings e e, shaft F, clutch m, partition C, and cylinder,

C, substantially as described and shown.

82,265.—Oscar C. Moore, Corunna, Mich.,
administrator of the estate of Samuel Yarion, de-
ceased.—;SV(r(;i?i<7 ilac/iijie.-September 15, 1868.

—

The saw shaft works on guides forming a part of a
wheel. By turning the wheel the saw is raised or
lowered.

Claim.—The guides &, affixed to or forming part
of a wheel. R. or its equivalent, in combination with
a saw shaft, P, operating substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

82,266.—John B. Mayer, Niagara Falls, IS". Y.
—C7oc/c.—September 15, 1868.—TJie spiu Avheel, pin-
ion, and escapement wheel take the place of the
train of five wheels and four ])inions comprising the
ordiuaiT running gear of clocks.

Claim.—1. The ai-rangeraent of the wheel A, pin-
ion E, escapement wheel D, with the hour, minute,
and second hands upon the axis of said escapemeut
wheel, substantially as herein described.

2. In combination therewith, the ratchet wheels
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k I, revolving tooth i', pin i, and Tt-heel G-, operating-

substantially as and for the purpose described.

82,267.—John B. Mayer, Niagara Falls, as-

signor to himself and Tobias Wither, "Williams-

villc, N. Y.

—

Striking Mechanism for Clocks.—Sep-

tember 15, 18fi8.—The notches and projections on
the locking iJlate of the hour bell actuate a lever

which transfers the action of the pin wheel from
the quarter hammer to the hour hammer at the

instant the quarter bell has sounded the four quar-

ters.

Claim-.—1. The spur wheel D, in combination
with the pins vvv and the pinion ¥', the tumbler
wheel E, the spur wheel F, the pinion and fly wheel
G, in combination with the hammer tails o' p^, in

order to effect the striking of quarters and hours on
separate bells, as set forth.

2. The combination of locking plates B and C and
locking wheel A, for controlling the action of the

hour and quarter-hour hammers on two or more sep-

arate bells.

3. The combination and arrangement of the slid-

ing shafts O and P, lever q, hammer tails o^ and p\
springs o^ and p^, and pin wheel D, for the purpose
and substantially as herein described.

4. The lever E,, in combination with the locking
plate C and sliding-haramer shaft P, for the purpose
of shifting the said hammer shaft, and alternating

the action of the hammers on the bells.

82,268.—Rogers A. Abbott, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Gustavus W. Ingalls,
same place.

—

Reed for Melodeon.—September 22,

1868.—To prevent vibration of the head on the plate

when riveted thereto.

Claim.—The improved reed, as made with an
arched head, as and for the purpose specified.

82,269.—Abel A, Adams, Felchville, assignor
to Russell W. Pinney and Forrest L. Pinney,
Bridgewater, Yt.—Read Block.— September 22,

1868.—By means of the sector with its adjustable

stop, hinged pawl, and the abutment, the vibration
of the lever is regulated so as to effect equal move-
ments of the head block, the gear being operated in

either direction by means of the lever and its work-
ing pawl.

Claim.—The combination of the sector s, its ad-

justable stop u, and hinged stop pawl x, with the
gear o, its operating lever p, -^^'orking pawl q, and
abutment y, the same being applied to the bed and
to the shait of the rack pinion of the main head
block, substantially in manner and for the purpose
or objects as set forth.

-

82,270.—Edward H. Ashcroft, Lynn, Mass.
—Steam Safety FaZwe.— September 22, 1868.—An
alloy of pur'e copper, nickel, and aluminum is used
for the contact parts of the valve and its seat. Alu-
minum alone or alloys of gold and silver may also

be used.
Claim.—The construction of the valve b, with its

alloy t, with reference to its seat s, as an article of

manufacture, substantially as herein set forth.

82,271.—William B. Atkinson, Pittsburg, Pa.
—Clamp for Railroad Rail.—September 22, 1868;

antedated September 9, 18(58.—The bolt passes be-

tween the two rails through a plate below, and bears

, against the lower flanges of the two rails.

Claim.—The T-headed Irolt or pin D, plate C,

; and wedge or key F, combined and applied to the

securing of a guard rail, substantially as herein set

forth.

82,272.—Samuel Ayres, Danville, Ky.—Pencil

.
^/iea«/i.—September 22, 1868.—A sheath for holding

a pencil to bo attached by a pin or Avings to any cou-

Tcnient part of the dre.ss'

Claim.—1. The combination of the slotted fnnnel-
- shaped liolder A, spring C, and friction roller J), iJie

perforated wings E, and tlie adjustabl(>. ])r()t('eting

tube G, having the perforated diaphragm (f all con-

8truct(!d and arranged as described, for the purpose
specified.

2. In combination with the slotted funnel-shaped

Uoldcr A, roller 13, and protecting tube G, the ad-

justable stop F upon the pencil, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the protecting tube G with
the holder A, constructed substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

82,273.-Arthur Barbarin, New Orleans, La.—
Production of Gas, and Illuminating Street and other
Oars.—September 22, 1808.-An air-tight carbureter
has a pipe for the hydrocarbon, its end being im-
mersed in the liquid.' A compressed air pipe, with
perforations at its end, and another for the carbu-
reted air extending to the top and carrying burners
with V-shaped slits, is used in cars or other con-
veyances.

Claim.—1. The method of generating illuminating
gas on railway or street cars, or other conveyances,
by the use, in such conveyances, of one or more res-
ervoirs or tanks of compressed air, operating in con-
nection with a carburreting vessel and burners, for
the consumption of the carbureted air, substantially
in the manner herein set forth.

2. A burner for carbureted air, the slit or opening
in which for the discharge of said air is formed sub-
stantially as shown and described.

82,274.—Thomas J. Barnes, Cambridge, 111.—
Horse Yoke.—September 8, 1868.—An improvement
on his patent of November 5, 1867.

Claim.—1. Connecting the parts A and B of the
yoke to the hames F, by means of the clips G-, con-
structed and attached to said hames, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. Forming holes or slots in the ends of the parts
A and B of tlie yoke, to adajit them to the clips G-,

substantially as herein shown and described.
3. Bending or curving the curved portions of the

parts A and B downward, as they leave the clips G,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

4. Bending or curving the straight portion of the
part A or B, which is below the other, at an an^ie of
said part, and at the point where it leaves the clip G-,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

5. Connecting the short chains C and equalizing
bar D to the eyes of the parts A and B by means of
hooks, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

6. The single draught chain E attached to the cen-
ter of the equalizing bar D, when said chain is used
between the horses, as and for the i>urpose specified,

82,275.—Henry P. Beardsley and George
Wilcox, Corunna, Mich.— Burglar Alarm.—Sep-
tember 22, 1868.—A cylinder provided with perfora-
tions on one portion of its periphery, and containing
water, is arranged to throw a spray of water upon a
person asleep in case a door or window is opened by
a burglar.

Claim.—1. The water cylinder N, provided with
the opening O, and the perforations P, in connection
with the clock-work C.

2. The casing 11, provided with openings S, when
operating with the water clnimber, substantially as
described, for the purposes specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the bed-
plate A, standard B, cord or cords V, loop U, springs
L and M, rod J, cord G, loop I, lever H, rock shaft
D, weighted lever T, dog E and catch F, witli the
clock-work C, water cylinder N, and casings li and
K, all operating in the manner specified, and for tho
purposes set forth.

82,276.—JuLiEN Franqois Belleville, Paris,

France.

—

Regulator for Steam J^ufl'tn^'.—September
22, 1868.—An improvement on his patent of June 18,

1867.-The tube of the cylinder ti-ansmits, through a
fluid from tlie boiler, a pressure beyond that of tho
atmosphere, to the spring disks arranged on the I'od

connected with the object to be operated on, so that
the transmission of movement and reaction of the
springs, causing the valve to open, is in accordance
A\ith the increase or decrease of the steam.

Claim.—The arrangement, in the cylinder F, pro-

vided Avith steam admission and discharging open-
ings, as described, of tho spindle C, and annular
spring disks, A, mounted upon tho said spindle, and
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united or riveted together iu tbo manner specified,

and provided at tbe points where their outer and
inner edges are in contact Tvith a packing, B, as set

forth.

82,277.—Walter C. Ben-x, San Francisco. Cal,
assignor to himself, L. L. Bakeu, and li. IIamiltox,
same place.

—

Spark Arrester for Steam Generator.—
September 22, 18C8.—The curved top of the chimney
causes the sparks to fall into the conical water tank,

which. IS provided with supply and discharge pipes,

while any sparks that may escape in the smoke are

an-ested1jy the cap of the stack moving on standards,
and fall into the trough below.
Claim.— \. The stack or chimney A with the curve

a, as shown, and the water vessel C, together with
the supply and discharge pipes h h and d, the whole
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
deBcril>ed.

2. The secondary bonnet D, and the annular water
trougli E, as aiTanged, for more completely extin-

guishing the sparks, substantially as described.

3. The conical vessel C and bonnet D, movable in

the slides c c', e, for regulating the draught, the whole
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
described.

82,278.—Walter C. Bexx, San Francisco, Cal.,

assignor to himself, Livingston L. Baker, and Kob-
EKT IIamiltox, same place. — Millstone Balance.—
September 22, 18G8.—Weights, placed opposite to the
driving point, and to each other, at the four quarters of
the stone, arc moved ui ways bv set scrcv.'s, oi^eratcd

from the outside on the band, and, being properly
adjusted, the true balance is obtained.

Claim.—The comljinatiou of the adjustable weights
D D, and their ways C C, together with the operating
screws E E, and' the elevating screws b b, or an
equivalent device, when used tor balancing mill-

stones, the whole constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein described.

82,279. — Charles E. Billixgs. Springfield,
Mass.

—

Combined Pistol and Svjord.—September 22,

18(i8.—The barrel and operative parts of a breech-
loader are inclosed within the handle of a sword or
knife, while a sliding piece pushed against a catch
spring lever unlocks it for loading, and another
spring bearing on the barrel swings it out. .

Claim.— i. The construction of the lower guard of
the sword hilt and the pistol barrel in one and the
same piece, and pivoting the same to the extreme
forward end of the bandle, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the main lock spring C of
the pistol with the shank of the knife, Avhen the
former is secured iu a slot in the latter, as and for the
purpfjse described.

3. The aiTangement, with the knife handle and
{)istol hammer, of the trigger lever D, extending the
ength of the handle, and^having a thumb trigger at
its forward end, all substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

82,280. — Jo.siAH B. Blood, Lynn, Mass.

—

Clothes I>mr.—September 22, IfidS
; antedated Sep-

t-ember 12, 18G8.—The six main, side, and wing strips
are so connected and arranged as to form a quadri-
lateral frame moving at the point of junction.

Claim.—The combination of the strips A B. C D,
E F, forming the frames in the manner and fbr the
purpose substantially as above set forth.

82,281.—Bex.tamix Bollixger and George G.
XODLE, Xev,- Berlin. Ohio.—Knittinr/ Machine.—^ap-
tcrabcr 22. 16*J8.—Improvement on Isaac W. Lambs
patents. September lo, 18G3, and October 10, 180.5.—
The spring, with its bent part bearing on the needle,
when in use, works with it to bring it down into a
position to be operated upon by the cams, and to keep
It oat of the way when not in use.

Claim. — The spring K X, constructed as de-
scribed, in combination with a needle of a knitting
machine, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

82,282.—WE.SLEY L. Bower, Joliet, III.—Land
Marker.— September ^, 1628.—The portion of the

frame caiTying each outside wheel is hinged to the
main center pieces, and support the uprights that
carry the driver's seat.

Claim.—The combination of the swing- seat m and
upright frame t with the hinged frame c, all arranged
and operating as and for the pui-poscs set forth.

82,283.-11. G. Brooks, ISTew York, X. Y.—
Steam Generator.—September 22, 18G8.—A pipe sup-
plies water thrown through nozzles in a spray into
the fire-brick perforations to intensify the combus-
tion.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, in the fire box of a
locomotive or other boiler, of perforated fire-brick

walls, extending upwards divergingly from the con-
tracted grate surface to the walls of'the fire box, sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement, in the upper part or mouth of

the combustion chamber or fire box, of arched or
hollow perforated fire-brick, or eastings of fire-cLiy,

communicating v/ith air conduits in the manner de-

scriljed, so that the atmospheric air received through
such conduits may be highly heated within said brick
or castings, and then discharged from the same into

the combustion chamber at the point of contraction
and concentration of the combustible gases evolved
from the fuel iu the fire box.

3. The combination, with the peiforatcd fire-brick,

of a water-supply pine, communicating with the
boiler, and provided with a series of nozzles or
sprayers, arranged partly within the perforations in
the fire brick, substantially as set forth.

82,284.—Charles F. Browx, Warren, E. I.—
Projectile.—September 22, 1808.—When the projec-
tile, on being discharged, strikes an object, the shock
throws forward the plunger and, uncovering the ap-
ertures, the powder falls upon the red-hot wire and
explodes the shell.

Claim.—1. The tube B and plunger C, arranged
within the hollow projectile A, the plunger serving
to separate the powder in the shell from the fuse in
the tube, while the shell is undisturbed in its motion,
as specified.

2. The wire b, formed on the plunger, for the pur-
pose of Ijecoming heated by the ignited fuse, aucl for

igniting the powder or other explosive matter in
the shell, as soon as the latter strikes an obstacle, as
specified.

3. The tube B, fitted into the hollov/ shell A, and
provided with apertures c, with a perforated plug
d, or its equivalent, and v/ith a fuse u, all arranged
ill combination with the plunger C, which carries
the Avire b, and all made and operating substantially
as herein shown and described, for the iiurpose
specified.

4. The perforated cap E, fitted over the rear end
of the tube B, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed. *

o. The combination of the shell A. tube B, plunger
C, and wire b, with the case 1>, cap E, and apcrtui-es
K, all made, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

(). The rod i, in combination with the tube B, plun-
ger C, and wire b, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

82,285.—Arthur W. Buowxe, Brooklyn, IS.

Y., assignor to Charles R. Squire. New York, JJ".

Y.

—

Rotary Steam En^jine.—September 22, 1808.

—

Steam is admitted through one of the cocks on either

side and passes out through the opposite cock and
acts upon the pistons, the" other ends of the piston
being acted upon by steam in the pressure cham-
ber.

Claim.—\. The arrangement of the abutment E
E', pressure chamber C, and the cocks D and D'.

2. The pistons G, when constructed as set forth.

3. The construction of the segment H II', fonning
the chamber through which the pistoii passes while
being acted upon by the steam, as herein set forth.

4. The arrangement in the shell of the rotary en-
gine of the abutments E E', pressure chamber C, and
segments H H', substantially as set forth.

82,286.—Ton.v Daviu Browxe, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Mop i/ead.—September 22, 1868.—The fixed
scixated jaw has ca:st in it a screw-threaded socket
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"witli a nut, which latter is also grooved for the euds
of the sliding jaws to move in.

Claim.—1. The fis:cd jaw A, having the grooves or
recesses c c on the socket B, in combination with the
loose jaw D d d and nut C, substantially as and for

the j)urpose described.
2. In combination with the above, the serrated

edges a, on the jaw A, as set forth.

83,287.—Joiix David Buowxe, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—-Sas/t Pui^e;/.—Sejjtember 22, 1868.—The side

plates are Hxed to the lugs cast on the face jjlate bj
means of rivets in recesses formed by projecrions on
the lugs, and which overhang the slo^t through which
the roller passes.

Claim.—The recessed lugs a of the face plate A,
in combination withtlie holding pins or rivets of the
ease plate B, in the manner substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

S2,2SS.—Stephex Buowxell, Irving, iST. Y.—
Say Back.—September 22, 1868.—The angular cross
pieces, side rails, and center board are laid ont; over
another, and on the bed plates, being fastened by
pins projecting above so as to form stakes to hold
the hay.

Claim.—The combination of the separate bed
plates A, with projecting pins a a secm:ed tliereto,

separate angular cross pieces BB, with projecting
pins h b secured thereto, separate side rails C, and
aeparate center board D, the parts being built up one
over another, and connected together, and adapted
to operate as herein represented and described.

82,389.—BexJAMIN F. Bukgess, K"orvell, Mich.
—/Sftv;.—September 22, 1868. v

(7^rti?«.—Making a saw that is to cut one way
•)nly, with tho cutting teeth B and C, and the clear-

mg' tooth D forward of each section, and the space
G, V7hen constructed and aU ai-ranged as specified.

82,290. — Lawkexce Campbell, Marengo,
Mich.

—

Pruning and Hedge ^'/lears.—September 22,

L868.

C'Zaim.—The cutting blades C and J, the latter

Srovided with cutting hook K, when constructed as

escribed, and operating in combination with the
handles B and E and connecting arm F, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

82,291 .—Fkaxcis Clausex, San Francisco, Cal.

—Belt jBwc/jZc-September 22, 1868.—The belt is held
fast by means of a catch or lip passing thi-ough a
slotted bar turning on a shaft.

Claim.—In a belt buckle, the beveled projecting
lip B, in combination with the slotted bar C, rotat-

ing on its axis, as shown, and operating the lever &,

the whole constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purpose described.

82,292.—William H. Cook, Bridgehampton,
N'. Y.—J2br6-cJ2a/ce.—September 22, 1868.—By lower-
ing the lever, the teeth will be inclined toward the
ground, and on its being pushed back the shoe slips

off tlie ends of the teeth, the rake head revolves, and
the hay is deposited.

Claim.—The combination of the standard H, lever
I, and perforated shoe K, with the rake head F G,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose' set forth.

82,293.—John Cothron, Illiopolis, HI., assignor
to himself and D. J. Mayes, same place.

—

Post-hole
J?orer.—September 22, 18(i8.—AYlien the point of the
shaft and the knife on its lower end enters and
loosens the earth, tlic buckets, on the belt passing
over the spur wheel, carry up the dirt and empty
it on the chute, the borers being raised by tho Avind-

lass and a pawl preventing its falling.

Claim.—Tho. shaft k, knifo M, belt N, with its

buckets, gears o m p, and their shafts, and frame to

which they are attached, wheel a, windlass 6, with
its connecting rope g, frames E and A of a post-hole

borer, all constructed, arranged, and operated sub-

Btantially as and for the purpose specified.

82,294.-William W. Ckane, Philadelphia, Pa.—Door for Furnace.—September 22, 1868.—A rim

on the door plate conforms to the inner surface of a
rim on the door, the top and bottom l)eing so fitted
and arranged as to make the door air tight.

Claim.—The door plate B, rim or elevation A, and
the door C, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose shown and described.

82,295.—AugustusDay, Detroit, Mich.-TFind-
Zasi'.—Septembn- 22, 1868 ; antedated September 16,
1868.—Friction bands pass around the cylinder and
are secured at one end to the rear ends of the pawls.
Dogs, provided with a counterpoise, hold the cyUnder
when the pawl and ratchets have acted to turn them.
Claim.—1. The friction bands G-, in conjunction

with the pawls F, the rod heretofore described, and
the cylinder B, when operating substantially as and
for tile purposes set forth.

2. The dogs H, rod I, and counterpoise J, when
.'\rranged and operating ' substantially as herein de-
scribed.

3. The combination and arrangement of the above
mentioned parts with the frame A, the cylinder B,
the sockets C, the handles or levers D, the ratchets
E, and the chain or rope K, when constructed and
operating substantiaUy as herein specified, set forth,

and described.

82,296.-—Jacob G-. Deshler, Allentown, Pa.—
Macliine for Convertinq Reciprocating into Rotary
jl/ofioji.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—The combination, in a man-power ma-
chine, of the vibrating foot board A, the trnnnious
of which have rectilinear bearings, substantially as
described, with the pitman beams B, pitman D, and
crank shaft b, aU arranged and combined substan-
tially as shown and described for the purpose set
forth.

82,297.—AxTHOXY M. Duburn, Chicago, HI.—
ifMifer?^.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The sheet metal rim A, when formed
in the shape shown and described, and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

2. The whe rim B, when used as a stiffening, in

combination with the sheet metal rim A and corru-
gations or loops cc c c cc.

82,298.-(xEORGE Easox, Lyons, N". Y.—Bee
Jffa-e.^September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The box A, provided with the porch
B, swinging side E, comb frames C, and division

board D, all as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the ventilating passages
]^, L, and b, the latter being covered with a wire
screen, as and for the purpose described.

82,299.—James E. Emeksox, Trenton, N. V.—
Hand A^azy.-September 22, 1868.—The screw bolt

has shoulders on opposite sides of its head, which
take respectively into the sides of the saw plate,

and prevent the bolt from tui'uing, when drawn up
as the nut is turned.
Claim.—A shouldered and headed screw bolt for

holding a saw to its handle, so that said screw bolt

may be held from turning under the action of the
nut, and constructed to operate as and for tho pm*-
pose herein described and represented.

82,300.—James "VV. Evaxs, New York, N. Y.—
Car Spring.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—The spiral spring A, tho elastic tube B,
and the closed air chamber confining the column of
air D, constructed and combined, substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

82,301.— OWEX V. Evaxs, Eipley, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and James IIeyxolds, same place.
— Concrete Block-making Machine.—September 22,

18(i8.—The table revolves in a liorizontal plane, and
receives intermittent motion by means of a seg-

ment, with a pawl and disk attached to its shaft, the

segment being operated by a pmion rod and lever,

while tho slide moves the vertical presses.

Claim..—I. The combination, with the table B, of
the disk O and slide F, oscillating toothed segment
]Sr, i)inion P, and rack Q, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. The combination of tho mechanism for opcrat-
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iug the sliding pistons D, with the mechanism for

rotatinu" tiie table B, vrhcu the same arc arrauged to

operate relatively to each other, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

82,302.—Fredeuick Flaxdei^s, Franklin, N.
B..— Whip Gortd.—September :22, 18G8.

Claim.—The whip stock A, metallic tip B, hollow
screw C, spur c, and screw D, when combined and
arranged as and for the purpose described.

82,303.—M. Pv. Fort, New York, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Felling Tj-ee*-.-September 22, 18G8.—The
augers are connected by means of pinions, cog-

band, and cog-wheel gearing to the shafts on a
frame, which slides on the truck, and the augers
being nearly in contact with each other, when they
are moved up to the tree, cut in it a continuous slot.

Claim.—The frame B, carrying a series of per-

manent and a series of detachable augers, and con-
structed and adapted to the truck A, as and for the

pm-pose described.

82,304.—Frederick A. Geisler, Bristol, E. I.

—Baby Tr«?Z:er.—September 22, 18G8.

Claim.— The oscillating yoke G, made in two
parts, a b, the former pivote'd by the bolt d to the
curved arm F, and provided with a socket, in whicb
the shank of the arm b is adjusted by the set screw
c, as herein described, for the pm-pose speciiied.

82,305.—Charles M. Gilbert, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Bedstead Fastening.—September 22, 18ti8.

—

The movable bolt, screwed to the jjost and con-
nected with a tubehaviug an opening to correspond
with its head, has a slot, in which a flanged wedge
works, while a spring operates to adjust it.

Claim.—The combination of a key or Avedge, 2,

with the bolt 1, tube or barrel 5, spring .3, slotted

rail 4, and post 6, as hereinabove described.

82.306.— TVashington L. Gilroy, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Knife for Cutting Green Corn from the

Cob. — September 22, 1868.—The blade is provided
with transverse cutters, and a cylindrical bar by
which tlie pulp is forced out of the' divided kernels,
leaving the hulls on the cob.

Claim.—1. A green-corn knife for table use, hav-
ing a blade. A, provided v\'ith a series of transverse
cutting edges, a' a', substantially as described.

2. In combination with a blade, A, and cutters a'

a', arranged as described, the bar B, arranged to
operate substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

82.307. — Benjamin H. Goodale, i^ewburv-
port, Mass.— TTinci TT/iecZ.-September 22. 18G8.—
Sails arc suspended from the outer ends of horizon-
tal arms on a Acrtical shaft. Friction brakes are
made to act on projecting rims of drums on the
shaft, and arrest their motion, which causes cords,
carried around by the arms, to wind on the di-ums
and fold the sails.

C^rf /;;i.—The combination, with the hinged wings,
of means, sul)stantially as described, for folding the
sails, as and for the purpose described.

82,308.—John M. Groh, Benevola, Md.—Mat.
—September 22, 1868.—Husks or other material are
fastened to wooden or metal bars and inserted
into a frame, by means of flanges, notched to ad-
mit their ends.

CZfa>«.—The mat, constructed as described, con-
sistinsi; of the wooden block A, having ixn interior
groove adapted to receive the filled bars through the
notch C in the flange of said block, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

82,309. —GU.STAVE A. Hagemann, TS^atrona,

Pa.— Manufacture of Bromine from Bittern.—
September 22. 1868.

Claim.—I. The use, in the manufacture of bro-
mine, of a sandstone trough or vessel, furnished
with a bore, C. for the introduction of steam, so as
to dispense with the insertion into the liquor of
metallic pipes.

2. The use, in the process of extracting bromine
from bittern or mother water, of naked steam, iu-

troduc(Ml into the body of the liquor under treat-

ment, for the pm-pose of combining the mechanical
action of the steam with the physictd effects of its

heat, to produce the desired effect.

82,310.—John W. C. Haskell and Joseph E,
Haskell, Chicago, 111.

—

Trunk Oa^fer.-September
22, 1 868 ; antedated September 11, 18o8.—A plate of
metal bent at right angles has a hole to receive the
ball, and over it is fixed another plate witli a cham-
ber which covers the ball.

Claim.—The plate A a. provided with the hole d,

for the projection of a caster ball, and made angu-
lar, so as to form a guard for the trunk corners, in
combination with the i:)late b c and ball e, substan-
tially as specified.

82,311.—Joseph P. Hayes, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Ea-nge.—September 22, 1868 ; antedated September
8, 18o8.—A passage or '' tunnel '' projecting from the
front lower cud of the fuel cylinder communicates
with the air-heating chamber above and the ash pit

below, and is fitted with a detachable sliding plate

'provided with horizontal and upright grate bars. An
air-heating flue is arranged to conduct pure warm
air into the oven.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the tunnel B, in its relation to the cylinder A and
the air-heating chamber C, whGrel)y the air for the
combustion of the fuel in the cylinder can at any
time be drawn from the air-heating chamber C,
substantially as and for the i)urposes described.

2. The construction and arrangement, in relation

to each other, of the tunnel B, the detachable sliding
grate E, and the adjustable opening c'", in the plate
d, into the ash pit D, substantially as and tor the
purposes described.

3. The construction and arrangement of the air-

heating flue F, in relation to the cylinder A, the air-

heating chamber C, the cold-air space M, and the
oven G, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

82,312.—B. F. Hayward, Nebraska City, Ne-
braska.

—

Hens' Nest—September 22, 18G8.—The nest
box is arranged to close and open automatically as
the hen gets upon or off her nest.

Claim.—The nest box C, pivoted bottom board D,
link &, levers E, and grating d, all constructed and
operating substantially as described, within a box,
A, all as set forth.

82,313.—John Heatley, Etna, Va.—Furnace
for Working Iron.—September 22, 1868.—The air

passes from the rear under the bottom plate to the
ash pit, the dampers admitting it to the fire at any de-

sii-eil point, it also passing through a finely perfora-

ted plate between the fire grate and bottom of the ash
pit, and by means of hot-air flues reaches the fire. '

Claim.—1. An air chamber, g. under the bottom
plate of a heating or puddling or boiling furnace,
provided with such communications as to receive
air from without, heat it, and discharge it into the
furnace, fire space, or ash pit, substantially as and
for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

2. The use of two or more dampers, h i, so ar-

ranged, relatively to the air chamber g and lower
grate c, as to admit heated air either above or below
such grate c, or both above and below, substantially

as and for the purposes above expressed.
3. A perforated plate or finely divided grate, c, at

any desirable point below the fire grate a. and above
the bottom of the ash pit, aiTauged and used sub-

stantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth.

4. The series of flues e e' extending along the face

of or through the lining or walls of a heating, pud-
dling, or boiling furnace, arranged and used substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

5. 'a flre box, o, covering the tap hole n of a fur-

nace, constructed and operated substantially in the
manner and lor the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

82,314,—S. S. Hepworth, Boston, Mass.—Cen-
trifugal Machine.—September 22, 18G8.—This inven-
tion is designed to obviate the injurious effects of
gyrating vibration in centrifugal machines used, in

this instance, in refining sugar. The curb is so sus-
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pended as to partake equally of the gyi'atiuf? motion
and thereby remain concentric with the shaft and
the sugar basket.

Claim.—1. The suspension of the shaft B, and curb
A, of a centrifugal machine, from a sleeve, a, or
other equivalent device, substantially as shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. Supporting- the sleeve a by the spherical sur-

faces a' and I', or surfaces appro'simatiug to a spber-
ical surface, for the purpose of supporting and per-

mitting the vibration or gyration of the basket shaft
B of a centrifugal machine, all as set forth.

3. Supporting the sleeve I, or its equivalent, by a
bolt, d, or the equivalent thereof, substantially as
shown and described, when these said parts conduce
to the support of the basket shaft B of a centrifugal
machine, all as set forth.

4. The bolt d and cam link h, or their equivalent,
in combination with the sleeve I and sleeve m, all

substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose of indirectly supporting the weight of the
basket shaft B of a centrifugal machine, and elevat-

ing the said shaft to produce the contact of the
breaking sm*faces c and m/, all as set forth.

5. Employing the pulley C and lower end of the
sleeve m as friction surfaces, for the purpose of re-

tarding and stoppiug the revolution of the basket,
shaft B of a centrifugal machine, all as set forth.

6. Making the surfaces c and on' spherical, for the
purpose of permitting the gyration of the basket
shaft B, all substantially as shown and described.

7. Two or more rods, E, or the equivalent thereof,

substantially as shown and described, in combina-
tion with arms Gr and curb A, for the purpose of
supporting the curb A, and thereby enabling it to
maintain its concentricity with the shaft B, all as
set forth.

8. The gudgeon b, affixed rigidly to the cross
bar/, or other equivalent bottom part of the curb A,
substantially as shown and described, in combina-
tion with a roller, r, and cup J, or its equivalent, as
and for the purpose set forth.

9. The employment of an elastic roller, r, substan-
tially as sliown and described, in combination with
the fixed gudgeon &, or other equivalent device, and
cup <J, or its equivalent, all as and for the purpose
set forth.

82,315.—George P. B. Hibl, Virginia City,

Nevada.

—

Process of Extracting Precious Metalsfrom
Ores.—September 22, 18u8.—The calcined sulphates
of copper and of iron are separately pulverized, laid

on iron plates over a tire, and mixed Avhile roasting
till finely powdered.

Claim.—The ingredients above enumerated, mixed
or compou.nded and added to the ores, pulp, tailings,

and slimes, in about the proportions herein specLhed
for the purpose set forth.

82,316.—William H. Hiteshew, Perrysburg,
Ind.— Eay Baker and Loader.—September 22, 18G8.

—The rake teeth rest on small wheels jourualed in
projecting arms so that their points may be held a
proper distance above the ground.

Claim.—The teetli D, constructed with arm d'

and wheels E, and operating substantially as lierein

shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

82,317.—Luther W. Holmes, Grand Ledge,
Mich.—Arrangement of Mechanisvifor Operating
Punches.—September 22, 18(;8.—The sliding stirrup

is forced down l)y the cam lever moving upon the
roller to operate the punch.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of
frame or standard A, witli its guide pieces D and E,
sliding stirrup C, witli sliding pin G, cam lever L
II, roller I, and bed plate, in the manner as shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

82,318.—Nicholas IIotz, Green Point, N. T.
—,S7,iii.—September 22, 18G8.—The upper and lower
mash expels feed, one into the other, separating
chambers !)eiug Ix'tween them connected by i)ipes

with the woruis in tlie upper, while an overflow pi[)e

connects the separators and the column connecting
the lower boiler with the worm in the upper vessel.

Claim.—J. Tiic process, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of eflfectiug coutinuoua redistillation witliiu

a still, through, it may be, the action of a single
heater or generator, by causing the vapor rising from
the one distillation to be condensed within the mash
through a worm or worms, or their equivalents ar-
ranged therein, and afterward returned for distilla-
tion over again, thus separating the more from the
less highly volatile portions, and at the same time
beating the mash.

2. The combination of the mash-receiving cham-
ber or vessel A with the mash vessels B, G, and H,
and pipes C, E, and J, provided with suitable plugs
or valves for passage of the mash to each of the
lower vessels in succession, substantiallv as speci-
fied.

3. The combination, with any desired number of
mash chambers or vessels, A, 1), and G, and mash
receiver or generator H, of two or more distilling
chambers or separatoi's, N, K, arranged to connect
by pipes with fl^orms or other condensing devices,
located in the mash vessels A, D, and G, for opera-
tion, essentially as described.

4. The connection of the distilling vessels or sep-
arators N and K, by means of an overflow pipe or
or pipes n and r, substantially as and for the pur-
pose or purposes set torth.

5. The combination, with the mash-boiling vessel
or generator H, of the column L, arranged to con-
nect with a worm, or its equivalent, in an upper
mash vessel, essentially as herein set forth.

82,319.-David Hunt, Jr., Worcester, Mass.

—

Velocipede.—September 22, 18G8.—The seat rests on
standards in a curved frame jourualed on the shaft,
and is connected by a rod with the crank on the
shaft, the ears of a piece fixed to the under side of
the chair being also pivoted to the standards. Mo-
tion is imparted to the wheels by a simple back-and-
forth or rocking movement of the chair seat.

Claijn.—1. The combination of the seat G with
the braces or standards H H and the crank or sup-
porting shaft A, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The peculiarly-constructed frame D, in combi-
nation with the cap E, axle A, and chair G, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the standai\ls H H and
piece P, having ears a a, with the chair seat G and
frame D, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

4. A velocipede, the parts of which are constructed
and combined together substantially as shown and
described.

82,320.-David Woodwell Hunt, San Eran-
cisco, Cal.— Wood Pavement.—September 22, 1868.

—A space is left around each block near its center,
and connected with the surface of the pavement
by means of openings which are filled with asphal-
tum.

Claim.—A pavement, the blocks of which are se-

cured in position by means of cement run into hor-
izontal grooves or recesses cut around each block,
the blocks and grooves being formed and arranged
substantially as described.

82,321.—Edwin HuiiD, Virginia City, Nevada.-
—Oil Oup.—September 22, 18{i8.—The cylinder has
an opening at the top corresponding with one from
the receiving cup wlien in one position, and one at
the bottom, and as it rotates in the frame it is con-
nected witli either, for receiving the oil from the cup
above or letting it flow out below.

Claim:—The arrangement of the frame E, the hol-

low cylinder a, pivoted within it, and having pas-
sages'for the reception of oil, for the escape of air,

and for tlie delivery of the oil through the pivots on
which it tm'us, substantially as described.

82,322.—J. Hiexzi Jenness, Norwich, Conn.—
Heating Apjyaratus.—Se])teinber 22, It'GH.—Tlie ves-

sel or table is made with double partitions, the pans
witii covers being separated by a double jacket, leav-

ing a space for steam to enter and pass around a pipe
in each end at the bottom.

Clai)n.—\. The steam space or spaces D, between
the several chambers and dislies B B, substantially
as described and for the purposes set forth.

2. The vessel or table A, chambers C, and space
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D, with induction and eduction pipes, pans B, and
covers O, when combined and arranged substantially
as described, and for the purposes set forth.

82,323.—Asa Johkson, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—JSfeck
Tie.—September 22, 1868 ; antedated September 11,

1868.

Claim.—A neck tie formed of wire cloth or gauze,
substantially as described, as a new article of man-
ufacture.

82,324.—George Kewtox Jones, Oshkosh,
Wis.—Car .Bra/.-e.-September 22, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the friction

pulleys, of the shaft P, connected from car to car, as
described, and slides L, connected to the sliding pul-

leys by a cord and lever, for actuating them, sub-
stantially as and and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the slides L, actuating
shaft, and means for allowing the slides to pass out
of action, with the shafts, when the brakes are
brought into action, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

3. The combination, with the slide L, of the collar

P, lever a, slide U, and catches C and C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

82,325.—JiJRGEN L. Jurgens, 'New Orleans,
La.—Fire Hscape.—September 22, 1868.—The car
moves up and down, and Irom one window to an-
other, on ways outside of the house, the Avheels and
axles being adjusted nearer or further apart by
means of a screw-threaded shaft.

Claim.—The carriage A, provided with the ad-
justable-grooved pulleys B, and operating shaft D,
in combination with the inclined waysE E, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

82,326.—TViLLiAii Kearney, Union Township,
N. J.—Hydrant—September 22, 1868.—The valve

Sasses over an orifice which is connected with the
ischarge pipe, the water being admitted or shut off

by means of a screw stem attached to the back of
the valve, while a cavity on the lower edge opens a
communication between the discharge and waste
pipes.

Claim.—The arrangement and operation, in the
case A, of the sliding disk valve C, perforated at S,

and the sliding waste pipe J, as herein shown and
described.

82,327.—John H. Keyser, New York, N". Y.—
(S«o?;e.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of sections A and
B, the latter constituting the fire chamber, and the
former an illuminating and heat-retaining top section
for B, substantially as described.

2. The construction of section A with an internal
downwardly-contracted wall, C, with inclined illu-

minating windows d, and with a downwardly-con-
tracted base portion, a, said parts being adapted to
fit upon a fire pot section, B, substantially as de-
scribed.

82,328.—W. A. L. Kirk, Hamilton, Ohio.—
Head Block.—September 22, 1868.—A polygonal in-
dex roller, provided with scales on its faces, over
which an index hand secured to the knee moves, is
attached to the side of the slide.

Claim.—The index roller D, constracted substan-
tially as herein shown and described, in combination
with the head block B C of a sawmill, as and for the
purpose set forth.

82,329—James Kirkley, Chicago, HI., as-
signor to himself and Hugh Gray.—Car Brake At-
tachment.—September 22, 1868.—The pav.'l or other
releasing and aiTesting device is inclosed in a case
or box, and is operated by a treadle, all so arranged
as to prevent accident from exposure of the pawl.
The pawl is automatically aiTCSted and held in a po-
sition free from the ratchet until the brake standard
is turned to Avind up the brake chain.

Claim.—1. A guard box F. adapted for inclosing
the pawl and ratchet of a brake standard, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of a treadle, E, pawl H, and
ratchet wheel D, substantially as described.

3. Fitting the treadle E to the guard box F, sub-
stantially as described.

4. A spring latch g'^, a pawl, H, ratchet wheel D, a
treadle, E, and means, substantially as described,
lor releasing the latch g'^, by the act of turning said
atchet wheel.

82,330.-JesseB. Lewis, Lincoln, Ohio.—>Sf/am-
mer for Sorghum Evaporator.—September 22, 1868.

—A plate attached to the lid inclines upward and is

provided with small holes and pipes so arranged that
the juice, as it rises, flows over the edge, down the
plate, and leaving its scum flows back through the
holes into the pan.

Claim.—1. The automatic skimmer lid B, formed
by attaching the perforated metallic plate &', con-

structed as described, and having pipes b^ inserted

in it to the Avooden frame of said lid, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the automatic skimmer lid

B, constructed as described, with an ordinary evap-
orating pan, A, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

82,331.—Samuel Lockard, Lagrange, Ind.—
Piston Rod Packing.—September 22, 1868.—The
packing rings are surrounded by a follower around
which is a spiral spring bearing against a collar, the
inner ring litting the piston rod, as does the lower
part of the outer one, on which the follower is fitted.

Claim.—The arrangement within the chamber K
of the conical split packing rings e f, flanged fol-

lower g, and spring d, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

82,332.—J. Augustus Lynch and Eeuben K.
HuNTOON, Boston, Mass.

—

Governor for Steam, En-
gine.—September 22, 1868.—In the event of the
breaking of the belt, the Aveight on the arm attached
to the shaft, which is made to operate the rotary
valve, becomes disconnected from and slides off" the

said arm, and being connected by a chain to an
auxiliary arm extending from the rear of the said

weighted arm, will suddenly revolve the shaft and
cause the throttle valve to close.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hydraulic
governor and a mechanism, substantially as ex-

plained, for effecting the closing of the main valvo
of the engine, in case of breakage of the driving
belt of the governor, such mechanism consisting
principally or in substance not merely of the auxil-

iary arm L', the catch m, and chain N', but also of
the slide or disengager w, the spring r, lever catch
,<?, and the arm z, provided with the bolt c'-^, or such
bolt and the spring b^, the whole being applied to the
said arm K^, the governor case, and the weight W,
substantially in manner and so as to operate as spe-

cified.

2. The combination of the hydraulic governor and
the relay or reinforcing engine applied to the main
valve S of the induction pipe of a steam engine, as
set forth, with the described mechanism for effecting

the closing of the said main valve in case of break*
age of the driving belt of the governor,

82,333.—Mahlon E,. Margerum, Trenton, jST.

J.

—

Cojjiyi.—September 22, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 9, 1868.

Claim.—The forming and constructing the side

and rounded head of wooden coffins with two entire

pieces ofwood, and bending the same so as to form the
coffin, substantially as above described and herein
set forth.

82,334.—J. P. McGee, Trenton, Tenn.—iamp
i?urner.—September 22, 1868.—The slotted base of
the burner extends below the cylinder, and has a rib

around it, Avhich is pressed in'when the cylinder is

forced down into the lamp, and thrown out by the
recoil of the tongues, acting as springs.

Claim.—The burner B, having its lower end slitted,

to form a series of springs, g, provided with a head,
h, which is adapted to press in the springs when the
burner is inserted in the cylinder/, the expansion of
said springs forcing the head under the lower edge
of the cylinder, when it has cleared the same, thereby
holdin^'the burner in place, as herein shown and de-

scribed.
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82,335.—John L. McIntosh, Boston, Mnss., as-

signor to himself, James Blenkinsop, and William
H. YAVGBN.—PinJcing Tool.—Septemher 22, 18G8

;

antedated September 7, 1868.

Claim.—A machine or device for pinking leather,

cloth, (fcc, consisting' of a lever, armed at one end
"With a tool and a tool-bearing socket, (the latter so
arranged as that the pinking tool may be changed
at pleasure,) in combination witli the revolving
block, v.iien the same is supported and made adjust-

able by a spring beneath, all substantially as and for

the purpose described.

83,336.—A. W. Meek, Waterloo City, Ind.—
Gate.—September 22, 16(j8.—The gate is drawn back
by means of a rack ])ar -svith a toothed wheel, and
the action of pulleys with their cords and A^'cight.

Claim.—The rack K, i^nlleys d and e, and weight
1, in combination with the gate G, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

83,337.—John C. Miller, Danville, TLy.—Side-
Saddle 2Vee.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a
side-saddle tree, in which the front or pommel c' is

formed at the same time and of a similar material to
the body of the tree, substantially as and for the
purpose specitied.

2. The combined olf horn and pommel C, formed
from wood, -v^-ith the grain lengthwise, by cutting,
steaming, and bending, and attached, substantially

in the manner described.

82,338.—P. H. Mills, Green's Landing, Me.—
Eow i/ocA:.—September 22, 1868.—The pin of the
row lock enters and works in a roller, which is piv-
oted to two cars attached to the gunwale.

Claim.—The row lock I) and roller C, constructed
and operating in combination •nith each other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

82,339.—E. M. Mitchell, Fort Atkinson, Wis.
—Grain /S'iorer.—September 22, 1868.

Claun.—1. The arrangement of the bins A in a
vertical column, said bins being connected by means
of a tube, B, provided with receiving and discharg-
ing orifices E F, respectively, substantially as de-
scribed, for tlic purpose specified.

2. The tube B, passing through the series of bins
A, and provided with receiving and discharge ori-

fices, communicating witli each bin, said orifices

being provided with valves which are adapted to be
operated l)y means of cords D, or their equivalents,
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as
herein set forth.

82,340.—John H. ]SI"ale and John W. Rogers,
Decatur, 111.

—

Spring for Wagon Seat.—September
22, 1868.

Claim.—A spring seat for wagons, composed of
reversible cross-spring braces, supported by, and in
turn supporting, the seat by a bridge piece at or
near their points of crossing, substantially as herein
described and represented.

82,341.—J. S. Nicholson, Anamosa, Iowa.—
Clothes Fress.—September 22, 1868.—A series of
winged or swinging bars is inclosed in a frame pro-
vided with a door, and having a cloth covering in
fi'ont and rear.

Claim,.—In a clothes press, the combination and
arrangement of the frames A and B, uprights 1 and
2, cross piece 3, shelf 4, the coverings 5 and j, the
arms a. b, and c, the bars e, /, and g, and rest h, as
and tor the purpose specified.

82,342.— Charles H. Overton and D. B.
Overton, Dover, N. J.

—

Valve Gearfor Oscillating

^ntrmc-September 22, 1868.—Consists in applying
a slide valve to an oscillating cylinder.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hoop G, recipro-

cating plate E, and guide plate d, with reference to

the trunnion a of an oscillating cylinder, substan-
tially as shown and described.

82,343.- Alvah Pate and Edgar Wilber
Pate, Nankin, Mich.— IKaz/on.—September 22, 18G8.

—The lighter ends of the springs arc fixed to the
axles, and are connected with a semicircular frame,
which moves on a roller journaled in a hanger from
the center sill, and fixed above it is the circle which
supports the fifth Avheel.

Claim.—The construction of a wagon or carriage,
combining the springs D, body E, semicircular frame
H, roller I. hanger J, circle K, " fifth wheel " L, nud
king bolt M, or their equivalents, with any suitable
axles, B, and wheels A, when arranged, connected
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth, shown, and described.

82,344.—David Philips, Cordova, IW.—Wagon
-Brote.—September 22, 1868.—A shaft with rub
blocks revolving on it is connected Avith a lever, at
one end pivoted to a rod screwed to the hind bolster,

and at tlie other to a rod connected by a ring with
a bar pivoted to a plate bolted to the body, thus
forming a toggle joint.

Claim.—A brake, consisting of the shaft D, hav-
ing rub blocks attached, held in by the rods E, and
operated by the lever C and H, connected by the
rod G, all substantially as described.

82,345. — C. H. POAGE, Perry, M.O. — Horse
Hake.—September 22, 1868.—A staple and ring are
used for connecting the flexible draft cliains to the
head of a rake.

Claim..—The combination of the staples e' and
rings e with the rake abed, and the flexible

draft chains or cores or straps g g, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

82,346.—Denis Poulot, Paris, Erance.—Jfa-
chine for Cutting Screiv Threads.— September 22,

1868.—A grooved plate having slide pieces, to which
are pivoted the disk jaws, with corresponding dies
made on their edges, is secured to a hollow sh;ift con-
nected Avith guide rods, on Avhich moves the car-

riage for the cutters, which are adjusted by a hand
Avheel. In front of the frame is a trough for receiv-
ing the oil and shavings.

Claim:—1. The arrangement, herein described, of

the i^erforated, rotating, and sliding jaws D, plate

C, and the hollow shaft B, with mechanism for rotat
ing the same.

2. In combination with the above-specified mech-
anism, the guide rods i and sliding-die carriage H,
constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The arrangement, in the die cai'riage, of the

cutting dies k and sliding blocks I, in combination
Avith the scrcAvs, gearing'shatt, and hand wheel, for

operating the same, so that said dies can be moved
simultaneously either toward or away fr9m each
other, as set forth.

4. The inclined and projecting trough or receptacle,
located beneath the cuttin;4' nn'chanism. andarranged
to receive the shu-\-in,u-,s or cliips antl lubricating oil,

and to conduct the latter to a separate receptacle, as
herein shown and described.

82,347.—E. K. Powers, Grand Eapids, Mich.—Machine for Molding Candy.—September 22, 1868,

—Consists in a means for forming the candy into
sticlcs of proper size, and then compressing the
same.

Claim.—1. The movable molds B, constructed each
of a bottom piece a, and a vertical side strip h,

sharpened at its upper edge, in combination with
the roller G and the mold's receptacle A, all of Avhich
may be constructed of Avood or any other material,

and arranged substantially in the manner as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The press, composed of the bars K 3i', arranged
and operated substantially as shoAvu, in combination
with the plunger or folloAver L, box M, the Klide N
and spring stop O, all arranged for joint operation,
substantially iu the manner as and for the purpose
specitied.

82,348.-J. W. EiST. Eochcstcr, N. Y., assignor
to himself and Ira A. Hehuard, same place.

—

Knitting Machine.—September 22, 16(i8 ; antedated
September 9, 1868—The needle bed is made so as to
be readily detached and replaced by another, and
the yarn carrier, lock, and loop mechanisms arc op-
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eratQd by meclianism so as to adjust the grades of
yarn and length of the stitch.

Claim.—l.^The needle bed, composed of the divi-

sion iilates d and spacing plates t, when connected
together, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein shown and described.

2. The gib G. in combination with the bed A' and
removable needle bed, as and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The arrangement of the locking spring IT, con-
structed as described, attached rigidly to the lock
plate P, and operating upon the \/-shaped cam M,
on the reversing plate'H, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement of the cam Qwith the pivoted
lever E and stud g of the wing cam D, on that end
of the lock, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein shown and described.

5. The arrangement of the cam O upon the revers-
ing slide, in connection with the stud g of the wing
cam, the parts all operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes shoAvn and described.

6. The reactionary spring I, in combination with
the stud g and wing cam D, substantially as shown
and described, and lor the purposes set forth.

7. Tbe combination, with the lock plate P, of the
needle adjuster T, consti'ucted, arranged, and oj)er-

ating substantially in the manner anci for the pur-
poses set forth.

8. The combination, with the lock plate P, of the
cam and needle guides or adjusters E, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

9. In combination withthewing cams D and their
studs g, the cams O and Q and^ latch E, or their
equivalents, Avhereby said cams D are moved upward
simultaneously with the closing of the V-cam C, for
the purposes described.

10. The combination of the plates p and studs g
with the set nut B, index hand y, and scale S', for
the purposes set forth.

11. In combination with the scales S', for gauging
the tension or length of the loop, the pivoted lever
index y, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the pm'poses shown and described.

12. The pivoted yarn carrier Y, in combination
with the friction traveler q and the rod W, all con-
structed, aiTanged, and operating as shown and de-
scribed.

13. The yarn carrier or guide Y, slotted as shown
and described, and for the pm-poses set forth.

82,349.—Alvah Eittenhouse, IT. D., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

—

Female SuringeBed Pan.—September
22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The bed pan or vessel J, capsular vulva
H, right angle suction tube K, substantially as set
forth.

2. The vaginal extension tube X O, metallic valve
tube P, right angle suction tube K, rubber bulb E,
vessel J, capsular vulva H, strainer L, all combined
and arranged substantially in the manner and for
the purpose as herein set forth and described.

82,350.—William Davidson Eobertsox, San
Francisco, Cal. — Track-laying Machine for Rail-
roads.—SeptemheT 22, 1868.—The ties and rails are
loaded on common platform cars, the loads being
hauled forward from one car to another and up to the
rear end of the machine, and the material is passed
from the rear of the machine to its place forward.

Claim.—1. As a new application to construction
trains, for supplying power to carry forv\-ard, from
the rear car to the place of deposit, the rads and tics,

the engines a a, mounted on the central car, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The shaft /, Avith the screw g, actuating the
trucks b b, by the beveled gear k' l',ov their equiva-
lents, substantially as described.

_3. The pulley ti^ on ^le rear truck axle of the en-
gine, for driving the friction rollers, which carry the
ties to the incline trough beneath the boiler of the
engine, substantially as"described.

4. The friction rollers tand u, in combination Avith
the channel or trough v, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

5. The pulleys g' and the belts w and w'", or
equivalent devices, for actuating the cutters, sob-
Btantially as described.

6. Carrying the rails forward at each side of the
boiler, and lowering them to the road bed, by the
davits A A, substantially as described.

7. The rollers q q' r r' s s' s" s'", the endless chains

p 2)', or equivalent device, for pressing down and
holding the ties while the cutters trim them, sub-
stantially as described.

8. The cutters v' v", forleveling and trimming the
ties to receive the rails, constructed and operating
substantially as described.

82,351.-Clark Eobinson, Fox Lake, Wis.—
Miter Box.—September 22, 1868.—Angular plates
are fixed on the bottom of the box, to serve as bear-
ings for the guides, and to hold the molding. At
the under side of the box are a pinion and racks by
which the guides are made to move on trucks and
carry the frames, and thus give the required angle
to the molding.

Claim.—The plates B C D, in combination with
the frames J J, guides H H, having racks F F,
standards L 0, and pinion G, the whole being con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
pm-pose herein specified.

82,352.—Anthony J. Eobrecht, Xewark, JiT.

J.

—

Carpet i>«5r.—September 22. 1SH8.—Partitions
are so arranged as to be instantly detached and re-

placed at pleasure.
Claim.—1. The combination of one or more parti-

tions with a traveling bag, valise, or trunk, pro-
duced by means of hooks and eyes, constructed to be
employed in the manner and for the purpose spe-
cified.

2. The combination of the metallic band / with the
partition e, and also the combination of said band
with hooks or eyes, employed in the manner and for
the purpose specified.

82,353.—S". W. EussELL, Cedar FaUs, Iowa.—
Mold for Casting Sleigh Shoe.—September 22, 1668.

—The upper section is constructed with transverse
bars at intermediate points, and in the lower section
are a number of channels to ibrm molds for the
shoes ; the said channels being covered by tliin metal
strips in preparing the mold for casting, so as to
prevent the sand fi'om filling the channels^

Claim.—1. The sand flask or cope A, and metallic
mold section B, constructed substantially as de-

scribed, when used in combination with each other
for the production of sleigh shoes, as set forth.

2. The covering plates J, in combination with the
channeled metal "section B and sand cope A, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

82,354.—DEN>as Satert, Wheeling, W. Va.—
Device for Holding Cut Xails tvhile being Headed.—
September 22, 1868.—One end of a U-shaped spring
is fixed to the cam end of the griper, its other end
bearing on the side of the cam shaft opposite, thus
holding and actuating the griper against the shaft
as soon as the cam has passed the tappet on the
gTiper.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever C, tappet a,

spring D, plate b. pad e, cam B, and shaft A, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

82,355.—George W. Schermerhorn, East
Limington, Me.— 6'or^• Fuller.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—The instrument for lemoving corks from
bottles, consisting of the handle A, having the stem
B and spring loop U at right angles to each other,
and provided respectively with the sliding disks C
and E, aU constructed and arranged to operate as
described, whereby the cork is first pushed into the
bottle by the stem B, and afterward withdrawn by
the loop'D, the disks C E in both operations serving
to prevent the contents of the bottle from spattering
out, as herein shown and described.

82,356.—Jacob Shaw and W. A. Shaw, Hink-
ley, Ohio.

—

Churn.—September 22, 1868.—A hollow
journal has an enlarged stem forming a valve to let

air in or out of the churn. Tlie lid is secured by a
cross-bar placed beneath inclined curved rods.

Claim.—1. So hanging a rectangular or nearly
rectangular churn box or case that its axis of rota-
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tion sliall be diagonal to its sides, in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as set forth.

2. The curved inclined rods and cross-bar, in com-
bination with the cap and churn, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The hollow^ journal and valve, in combination
with the churn, arranged as and tor the purpose
substantially as herein specified.

83,357.—Edwin Sheppakd, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Automatic Boiler Feeder.—September 22, 1868.—An
arrangement of cylinders and casings applied to a
steam boiler and communicating with each other
and with the interior of the boiler ; the said cylin-

ders being provided with suitable pistons, floats,

and piston rods, so connected with the valve lever
of a water pipe as to regulate the supply of water to

the boiler.

Claim.—An automatic boiler-feeder, consisting of
a cylinder, B, with its float D, cylinder F, with its

pistons i i', operated by the float D, and cylinder Gr,

with its piston m', the cylinder F communicating
with the cylinder G-, and the cylinder B with the cyl-

inder F, and the whole being arranged and applied
to a steam boiler to regulate the flow of water to

the same, substantially as described.

82,358.—Geokge Skinner, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Fire-escape Ladder.—September 22, 1868.—A cross-

bar, secured to the lower part of the ladder, is pro-
vided with extension arms for convenience in hand-
ling the ladder. The upper end of a frame is pivoted
to a brace on the ladder, the lower end is pivoted to
the standard which supports a caster wheel ; a rope,
secured to the lower end of the frame, is attached
to a shaft having bearings in the lower part of the
ladder.

Claim.—1. The peculiar arrangement and combi-
nation of the pivoted frame K, caster wheel M, rope
or chain O, and shaft P, with each other, and with
the ladder C, axle B, and wheels A, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the frame J) and leg d"^

with the ladder C, axle B, and wheels A, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the extension cross-bar E
and e' e' with the ladder C, axle B, and wheels A,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

82,359.—Henby Slatter, Covington, Ky.—
Carbureter.—September 22, 1868.—The air is caused
to traverse a stratum of water below the gasoline
for the purpose of insulating the gas from contact
with the atmosphere and saturating it with aqueous
vapor. The pressure in the tank created by the re-

ceiver operates to elevate a doctor or gasometer
whose pressure in turn maintains the flow of gas for

another change of air.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the water tanks
A and B, principal and auxiliary receivers C and D,
pipes F, H, and H, and tank E, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The tank E, adapted to contain both water and
roline, and provided with the pipes E., H, K, and

,
and cocks L L', as and for the purpose desig-

nated.
3. In combination with the subject-matter of

claims 1 and 2, the auxiliary carbureting chamber
O, or its equivalent.

82,360.—William Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Folding Table.—September 22, 1868,—The legs are
hinged to tlie table and held by braces which are

hinged to slides moving in grooves on tlie lower
side of the table top ; said slides being held by spring
bolts.

Claim.— ThQ combination, sdbstantially as de-

scribed, of the table A, hinged frames a B C D E,
legs F, hinged braces G g d d' e e', slides II, under-
cut grooves 1 i, stops J, and spring bolts or catches

K, or their mechanical equivalents, for the object

explained.

82,361.—James A. Sutherland, Elmwood, 111.

^Horse C'oWar.—September 22, 18C8.—The collar is

made in sections, curved to rest upon the withers
and breast of the horse. An iron strap extends
around the lower section, to one end of which the
upper section is hinged, the other end being slotted
and fitting over a hook on the upper section. The
hames are dispensed with.
Claim.—A horse collar, made of wood, Avhen con-

structed substantially as above described.

82,362.—Samuel Swi.:sEY, Malta, Ohio.—Quartz
IfiZL—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. Suspending the stone C above the bed
stone by means of the swiveled connections F and
screws h, in combination with the shaft I) and stone
C, for the purpose of adjusting the grinding face of
the stone C parallel to the grinding face of the bed
stone B, as herein shown and desciibed, for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The arrangement of the hopper K upon the
yoke E, whereby said hopper is revolved with the
stone C, as herein shown and described, for the pur-
pose specified.

83,363.—James Tallman, Clayton, 111.—^ee-
S'we.—September 22, 1868.—The hives may be placed
in one house and made to communicate with each
other to multiply colonies, or they may be separated
for swarming.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of a
series of hives provided with inclined bottoms, and
resting on inclined bars, », Avithin a frame, in such
a manner that the several hives may be made to
communicate with or cut off from each as may be
desired, substantially as shown and described.

2. The house, composed of the frame A and box
C, the latter being proA^ided with doors, /, and with
a lid or detachable top, F, when said house, thus
constructed, is used in connection with a plurality
of hives, B, adapted to the house or frame, in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,364.—George W. Thompson, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Sweats for S^ffis.-September 22, 1868.—Paper,
made in imitation of leather, rendered water-proof
and then embossed, is used for head lining in hats.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a sweat
band for hats, formed of paper, coated with Japan
or other water-proof compound, and finished by cm-
bossing, substantially as described.

82,365.—John A. Thompson, Auburn, IST. Y.—
Refrigerator and Sideboard.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—ThG construction of refrigerators and
household preservatories of angle Avood, skeleton
frames, with their entire walls of trunk board, or its

equivalent, filled with a concrete of plaster of Paris
and granulated carbon, or other suitable material
securing the same effects, aU as specified and set
forth.

82,366.—Jeptha A. Wagener, ISTew York, IT.

Y.

—

Seiuing Machine. — September 22, 1868.— The
cloth plate, the bracket arm, and all the working
parts of the machine are sustained on the bed frame
))y elastic bearings, to prevent noise Avheu operating.
An opening is made through the cloth plate beneath
the needle bar, and is covered by a l3ridge provided
with an oblong slot through which the needle works.
The feeding bar is provided with two roAvs of pro-
jections Avhich operate on each side of the bridge.
The prcsser foot is provided with slots in which the
projections Avork.

Claim.—1. The feeding device J, furnished with
points on each side of an open slot, and a point or
points in range with said slots, the said feeding points
being applied, arranged, and operating substantially
as described.

2. The combination of the bridge u, plate I, and
feeding device J t f ', the said bridge slotted, and the
feeding device being forked and furnished witli
central and side points, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. Tlie bridge w, when slotted and provided Avith

a forked or V- shape at one cud, and a bevel and
shoulder at the other end, in combination Avith the
recessed removable plate I, substantially as shoAvu,
and so that by one screw the bridge is confined in
position.
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4. The bridge u, coastmcted as showu iu Figs. 13

and 11, for the purpose described.

5. The combination of the looper H, the feed lever

J, with its central and lateral feeding points, slotted

bridge, triple-slotted presser foot, and upper needle,

the said parts being constructed and arranged as de-

scribed, and operated by a cam pulley, constructed

as described.
6. The cam pulleys E F. constructed and arranged

as described, in combination with the levers E'F^
rod K, looper H, looper guide ;?, lever C C^ needle

c, feed arra J, bridge u, and presser foot Y, all con-

structed and arranged and operating as described.

7. The arrangement of a front elastic support, a"^,

for the cloth plate B, forward of and centrally be-

tween the two rear-hinging elastic supports a^ a\
substantially iu the manhei'and for the purpose de-

scribed.
8. The rear elastic sleeve bearings a^, fitted in the

hinging studs a', in combination with the hollow
bearing boxes a", formed in the cloth plate B, in the
manner described.

9. The gimbal joint g, -with the levers E^ F^ applied

to it. as shown in Fig. 15. in combination with the

feeding arm J, looper guide p. and the looper or

lower needle H. all constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating as described.
10. The cloth plate B, cast with a horizontal por-

tion forward of the axis of the needle arm C, and
with a semicirciilai- portion, B', in rear of the hori-

zontal portion, and also with a bracket. B'^ and hol-

;
low bearing boxes a', all substantially in the manner

i
shown and'described and for the purpose set forth.

I 11. The slotted cloth presser V, in combination
i with the elevated bridge u, and feeding points work-

ing on both sides of said bridge, substantially as de-

I described.

82,367.—J0H>- B. "^ATEUiiAX, Summit, Mich.—
Hames and Strap Faste7ie7:—ScptemheT 22, 1868.—
A plate provided with a pawl acts as a guide for an-

other having a rack. A spring holds the latch and
pawl in position.
Claim.—The arrangement, in a hames fastener

constructed as herein described, of the latch D, hav-
ing a forked end, E. and operating in combination
wi'th the spring C and ratchet bar F, all constructed
and operating as herein described and shown.

8'2,368.—G. "SYATER.S, Cincinnati. Ohio.—Lubri-
cator.—September 22, 1868.—The tubular discharge
pipe is provided with a screw having a groove made

]

larger at the bottom than at the top on its outside.

I Claim.—A lubricator, constructed with a CTadu-
I ating screw or plug, in which is formed a gradually-

taperiag slot or groove for regulating and control-

ling the discharge of oil, as described.

82,369.-Samuel "Wesson, Worcester, Mass.—
Corn Husker.—September 22, 1SG8.—The stalks are
drawn through between a roller and revolving bars
which break off the ears, which drop upon an ear guide
constructed to feed them to two pah* of rollers. Ad-
justable auxiliary rolls tapering toward their upper
end. to prevent the husks being caught in a bunch
by the rolls, are placed by the side of the husking
rolls.

Claim,.—1. The hinged guard or separating plate
Z, in combination with the separating roll X' and
bars V, substantially as and for the pm-poses stated.

2. The combination, with the guard or hinged sepa-
rating plate Z, of the adjusting screws 12 12 and
stands 14 14. as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the shield 15 with separat-
ing roll X' and bars V, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. Tlie combination with twoor more sets of husk-
ing rolls, of a hinged ear-covering plate arranged as
described, so as to retain the ears in .proper contact
with the rolls, and provided with one or more divid-
ing pieces or partitions, extending between each two
contiguous or adjoining sets of rolls, in the manner
and for the purposes shown and set forth.

5. The combination with each set of husking rolls

E F, of an auxiliary adjustable roll, H, arranged,
with relation to the' exterior or lower roll E of each
set. in the manner and for the purposes shown and
specified.
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6. The combination, with each set of husking rolls,

of an adjustable auxiliary roll, H, made tapering at

its upper end, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

7. The combination, with two or more sets ofhusk-
ing rolls and adjustable auxiliary rolls, of the remov-
able car-covering plate and guide I M, the ear guide
K, and chutes or ways L, for delivering the eai-s t»
the auxiliary rolls, the whole being arranged to
operate substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses shown and set forth.

8. The combination, with two or more sets of husk-
ing rolls, of a continuous ear cover or shield I, \\it\\

its division piece or pieces M, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

8-2,370.—WiLLiA^i H. "WiLsox, Providence, R.
I.

—

Game.—September 22, 1868.—A revolving index
hand moves over a disk, on which numbers or words
are marked, the said hand having an arm which
is exposed to the action of a ball thrown by the
player.

Claim.—A game, consisting of a combination of
the pointer D^^and plate or disk C, of which one is

movable, and the other stationary, the movable part
being set by means of a ball propelled by the player,

as set forth.

82,371.—Samuel TToodruff and H. B. Beach..
Hartford, Conn.

—

Pump.—September 22, 1868.—De-
signed as an improvement on patent granted to Wil-
liam Wnght, Xov. 15, 1869, and consists in the
substitution of a series of valves for the double bent
valves shown therein.

Claim.—The arrangement of the series of valves
D and E in relation to cylinder B, annular chamber
a, and chamber F, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

82,372.—Valextixe ZiiOlERMAN, Morris, 111.

—

Bee JJu-e.-September 22, 1868.—The slatted parti-

tion is so arranged as to allow it to be withdrawn.
The comb frames are supported at one end by hooks
on the slatted partition, and at the other by pins fit-

ting in holes in the rear of the hive. Slides are pro-
vided to vary the size of the entrance and ai-e securcd.
in position by springs.

Claim.—1." Tue slatted partition E, arranged to
support the frames F and the front ends of the lower
frames G, as herein shown and described.

2. The securing of the lower comb frames G in
position by means of the pins i, and hooks k, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. The slides C C, applied to the box or case, iu

connection with the springs D, in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

82,373.—WiLLL^3r A. Allex, Medina, X. T.—
Car Stove.—September 22. 1S68.—The door is made
of two plates perforated for air, and having a wire
screen inclosed between the plates. A screen is

placed in the flue.

Claim.—The combination of the above-described
double door, having plates, H and B, and screen E,
and provided with a lock, D, with the body of the
stove and the flue, with the screen F therein, all be-

ing constmct<?d and aiTanged substantially in the
manner set forth.

82,374.—JoHX G. Baker and Hexry Asburv,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Bung Borer. — Septemljcr 22,

1868.— Designed as an improvement on English
patent to John Grist, July 25. 1853. The lower part
of the cutting blade is rounded to form a gouging
and boring edge by means of which the boring and
reaming are done at one operation.
Claim.—The combination of the tapering tubular

stock A, its boring edge x, reaming edge x', and
tapering screw b, the whole being constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose herein

set forth.

82,375.—E. H. Bloebal-ji and C. H. Xaglk, St.

Charles, Mo.—Di/iinc^ Ta&Ze.—September 22, 1863.—
An annular rim sustains the plates, and has i-esting

on it a revolving center piece which supports the
viands. The top is made in four pieces, hinged so
as to fold up to fit in a corner of a room. The legs
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are attached to a frame and can also be folded out of
the way.

Claim.—1. The central board A, when composed
of the pieces a a^ a^ a^, and the annular rim B, when
composed of the pieces b h^ b'^ b^, when the said parts
are united and arranged, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the frame J) and legs d d^

d^ d^ d'^ d^ d^, herein shown and described.

82,376.— Albert Boschke, Boston, Mass.—
Dredijing jLfrtc/u'7ic.—September 22, 1868—A hood-
shaped plow loosens the earthy material. An end-
less chain bucket revolves in' said plow and dis-

charges the material.
Claim.—A dredging or excavating machine, in

which are combined a floatin.^ hull, a plow or scoop
a, and elevating buckets, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as set forth.

82,377.—William H. Bradley, ISTew York, IST.

Y.—Angler's i?eeL—September 22, 1868.—The line

is wound up in the annular space between the disks.

The standards are connected at the top by a screw,

so as to regulate the end motion of the reel shaft.

Claim.—1. A fish-line reel, composed of the two an-

nular concaved disks A A, as arranged on the shaft

/, Avith the space g at their peripheries, in combina-
tion with the frame C C, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the disks A A and conical

journals of the shaft /, the frame C C, fixed to the

foot plate B, and provided with the variable con-

necting piece d, for adjusting the bearings to the

shaft, substantially as set forth.

82,378. — C. H. Brexeman, IsTewport. Pa.—
Clothes .Eaci-.-September 22, 1868.—An upright
shaft is provided with hinged arms, which are sup-

ported bv pivoted braces.

Claim'.—The arms G C grooved on their lower
side, and i^rovided with braces E E, pivoted therein,

so that they may lie iu the same, and connected to

the upright, A, "substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

82,379.—Edward Brown, l^ewTork, ]Sr. T.—
Connecting J?o(Z.—September 22, 1868 ; antedated
September 16, 1868.—Spiral inclines on a supple-

mental washer are made to engage with similar in-

clines on the extension rod, so as to nicely adjust

the length of the connecting rod when the screws
arc turned.

Claim.—The combination with the double screw
rod C, of the two inclines b and c, whether the said

inclines be placed on the washer E and the end of

the connecting rod A, or on the two washers D and
E, substantially as herein described.

82,380.—Bexjamin F. Cady, Chittenango, N.
Y.—Sled iiTnee.—September 22, 1868.—A rod passes
through and is made fast to the sleigh runner, its

upper end protruding through the bottom board,
and provided with a nut for tightening. A shield

protects the rod and forms suitable bearings for the
runner and cross-piece.

Claim.—A sleigh knee, having rod A and shield

H, constructed, combined, and arranged substan-

tially as described, as a new article of mauufac-
ture!

82,381.—John Camp, Olney, HI., assignor to

himself and Henry Marshall, same place.

—

Lifting
j^ac/c—September 22, 18G8.—One of the recesses in

which the axle rests is further from th(; fulcrum tliau

the other, so that the axle is raised higher with one
than tlie other.
Claim.—The combination of the reversible lever

B b b'. tlie stand A and fulcrum pin C. relatively ar-

ranged to operate in the manner described, for the

purpose specified.

82,382.-ISTathan Chapman, Milford, Mass.—
May <S;/^rertcZc>-.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—I. Giving the rake teeth, when raking,

a forward and an upward movement, and a back-

ward and a doA^nward morement, in regular suc-

cession, by means, of the toothed wiper wheel G,

traversing bar 1^, wiper seat S, and springs L L,
constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as described.

2. Giving the teeth, when tedding, a forward and
upAvard movement and a downward and a backward
movement in succession, by means of the toothed
wiper wheel G, traversing bar IST, and inclined plane
and groove on the block X, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. Hinging the inclined block X so that the rear
end will rise and let the pin or roller pass under it

as it moves backward, and catch on the top as it

moves forward, substantially as described.

82,383.—Charles B. Clark and E. L. Fer-
guson, Buffalo, K". Y.—Mop jffcacZ.—September 22,
1868.—The collar surrounding the nut is made in
two portions, each provided with an oval opening, to
admit the insertion of the lower part of the nut,
which has a projecting flange on opposite sides.

Both of the portions of the collar are provided with
ledges, in which the flanges fit.

Claim.—The nut C, provided with flanges c c', or
equivalent, in combination with the collai- portions
D D, formed with elongated openings /;, and ledges i,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

82,384.—"William Clifford, Mina, assignor
to A. F. Jennings and Company, Dunkirk, and
Thomas E. Coveney, Mina, I:f. Y.— Wagon Jack.
—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—The swinging bar D, pivoted to stand-
ard B, with its free end resting on the disconnected
lever E, and guided by the straps d, rigidly secured
to the lever, so as to operate in the manner and for

the purpose as described.

82,385.—J. J. Connelly, Chicago, Ti\.—Equal-
izer for Vehicles.—September 22, 1868.—The evener
has a double ijulley at the center and a single pulley
at each end. The draft chains are so arranged on
the pulleys that each chain shall fasten to the out-

side trace of one horse, and to the inside trace of
the other.

Claim-.—A draft equalizer, consisting of an evener
or draft bar, A A, pulley H I G J, and chains O If,

the chain passing over the pulleys H G, and pro-
viding a draft attachment for the outside trace of the
"nigh" horse, and the inside trace of the "off"
horse, and the chain N, passing over the pulleys J I,

and providing draft attachment for the outside trace
of the "off" horse and the inside trace of the "nigh"
horse, substantially as and for the purpose speciied
and shown.

82,386.— Michael Culler, Fredericksburg,
Ohio.—Washing l/ac/iiue.—September 22, 1868.-

A

corrugated cylinder, capable of being raised or
lowered, is hung upon a frame, in which a box, pro-

vided with triangular slats on the bottom, moves
forward and backward.

Claim.—In a washing machine, suspended be-

tween the oblique standards A A, and upon the rods
a a, the adjustable, corrugated cylinder G, hung
upon the frame D, and secured to operate in the
tub, or inserted alcove it, by the clamps i i, all as
herein shown and described.

82,387.—Charles Curtis, Galesburg, 111—Seed
Sozver and Ilarroio Combined —September 22, 18C8.

—A box is placed in slides and operated by a lever,

so that when tlic machine is not sowing it can be
slid under the hopper to catch the grain.

Claim.—The hopper B, drum E, box F, and bar
H, coustructcd and arranged as described, and com-
bined with the adjustable frame L and revolving
harrows Z, substantially as set forth and for the

purpose described.

82.388.—Joseph Davenport, Massillon, Ohio.

—Arched iJnrfsrc-September 22, 1868.—The lever

posts are set against the rear part of the shoes.

Hods are secured at one end to the arch, and at the

other to the lever post. Tension straps are secured
at one end to the cliords, and at the other to the lever,

and act as suspension eliains.

Claim.—I. The rods N N, when used in combi-
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nation with the arch B and posts K K, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

2. The supports O, when used in combination
with the arch 13 and rods N N, substantially as and
lor the purpose specilied.

3. The lever posts K, when constructed of the
side plates K K, bolts or rivets k k, blocks M M,
and cross piece L, and used in combination with the
chord-bolt Avasher iron F, the shoe G, the tension
bolt J, with straps 1 1 attached thereto and to the
chords A, the rods N jST, and the arch B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified,

S2,3S9.—William A. Dejiuth, ISTew York, K".

Y.—Glass iiflr/if.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—A glass light, constructed of solid glass
rods, aiTauged in the manner described.

S2,390.—George Edmund DoxisTHORPE.Leeds,
England, — Coal-mining Machine.—September 22.

lSi'8.—Patented in England, December 5, 1865. The
screw projects beyond the forward end of the ma-
chine, and works in a nut supported by a pillar which
is progressively moved forward.

Claim.—1. The combination of the mining ma-
chine with a screw and nut to move it forward, and
with a removable pillar to sustain the thrust of the
screw, substantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of the mining machine with a
steadying bar, sustained by removable pillars, con-
nected and supported as described, to steady the ma-
chine when at work, and prevent it from getting off

the rails substantially as before set forth.

82,391.—George Edmund DoNisTHORPE,Leeds,
Encrland.— Coal-cutting Machine.— September 22,

1868.—Patented m England, April 21, 1866. The
carriage is moved forward by means of a worm which
works in a cog wheel engaging with a rack ; this
mechanism is supported by a frame which can be
raised or lowered by a screw. The upper end of the
piston rod is hollow to receive the stem of the cutter.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, of the rack on the rail, the geared pinion, the
worm, and the hand wheel, with the lifting screw I,

whereby the feeding devices on the carriage may be
released from the rail.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the carriage, the feeding mechanism, the guiding
mechanism, and the cutting mechanism, for the pui--

pose set forth.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, ot
the carriage, the cylinder, the cutter connected di-

rectly with the cylinder, and the mechanism for con-
trolfing the induction valve of the cylinder, whereby
the valve is not wholly opened unless the cutter
makes a full stroke, and, consequently, the depth of
one cut regulates the force applied on the nest stroke
of the cutters.

4. The combined aiTangement of apparatus herein
described, for cutting grooves or holes into the floor
or roof of a mine.

82,392.—John E. Downs, Lowell, Mass.—S'asTi

raifencr.-September 22, 1868.—The leaf extends
across the shutters so as to be screwed to the side and
end pieces to prevent sagging. The fastener is se-

cured on projections cast on the hiuges.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

hinge ef, and fastener fc, when arranged for the pur-
poses as described, and fully set forth.

82,393.—J. E. Edmundson, Bartlett, Ohio.—
Coffee iJoaster.—September 22, 1868.—A cylinder
having a portion of its circumference cut away is

made to rotate, by means of a crank to which ft is

secured, within a fixed cylinder which is secured to
vertical walls which are attached to the stove cover.

C7aiOT.—The an-augement of the plate A, walls B
B. fixed cylindrical case C, having the door B', ro-
tating interior cylinder D having the opening d in
its side, and crank shaft E, substantially as described
and shovn, and for the purpose specified.

82,394.—Ku'DOLPH EiCKEMEYER, Tonkcrs, N.
Y.—Airparatus for Preserving Beer, Ale, cC-c-Sep-
tember22, 1868.

Claim.—!. The process, substantially as herein

described, of preserving beer or other perishable
liquids or substances, by the connection or combina-
tion of the vessel containing the same with a carbo-
nic acid gas generating apparatus or reservoir, in
such manner as that the contents of said vessel, or
vacant space of the latter, is or are kept constantly
charged with said gas, in a regular and automatic
manner, as rapidly as said contents absoib the gas,

or contents of the vessel are drawn olf, substantially
as specified.

2. The arrangement, in connection with the vessel
containing the liquid or article requiring to be pre-

served, of an upper acid reservoir, B, and lower
gas generator C, for supply, in a regular and auto-

matic manner, of the gas to said vessel, and whereby
the gas is forcibly expelled into the latter by the
superincumbent weight or pressure of the column of
liquid acid, essentially as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the said reservoir B. gas
generator C, and washer D, in an appai-atus for sup-

plying, in an automatic manner, carbonic acid gas
to' the vessel, or its contents requiring to be pre-

served, substantially as shown and described.

82,395.—Primus Emerson, Carondelet, Mo.—
Paddle TT/ieeL-September 22, 1868.—Each of the
pivoting journals has a crank, on the outer side of the
wheel, and these cranks are attached to an annular
cam I'ing held constantly in an eccentric position by
the side of the wheel, by means of fixed sheaves, the
whole operating so as to hold the paddles in a con-
stantly vertical position.

Claim.—The paddles E, when hinged to the outer
rim of the wheel by means of journals e, placed at
their bottom edges, substantially as described and
set forth.

82,396.—John A. Ealconer and Eobert Gra-
ham, Jersey City, j^. J., assignors to Egbert C.
Bradford, James H. Eenick, and Obadiah A.
Clough, l^ew York City, assignors to James H.
'Relicts..—BrickMachine.—September 22,1868.—The
upper end of a bar which gives motion to the pusher
has a hinged hook, with a spring pressing against
it which is held in place by a clasp that can be raised
or lowered to increase or decrease the tension, the
latter being so regulated, that if an obstacle gets in
the way of the pusher, the arm (from which it re-

ceives motion) forces back the hook and passes with-
out moving the arm.
Claim:—1. The hinged hook L, in combination

with the spring S, connecting rod M, and crank pin
k of the crank K, connected with the driving power
of the machine, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. In combination with the hinged hook L, spring
S, connecting rod M, and crank pin k of the crank
K, the adjustable clamp m, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

82,397.—John Fanning, Brooklyn, ]^. Y., as-

signor to John S. Andrews, 2!^ew York City.—Take-
up for Thread in Sewing Machine.—September 22,

1868.

Claim.—The eye h upon the arm &, in combination
with the eye i near the end of the lever e that moves
the needle bar, so arranged as to di-aw upon and
tighten the thread between the eye h and the guide
k on the needle bar, as the needle descends, for the
purposes set forth.

82,398.—Gilbert Gibbs, Fairview, Ind.—i^arm
Gate.-September 22, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The obUque link a, in connection
with the central lever E, when so arranged as to

draw the bolt n fi-om the catch or socket c before
opening the gate, substantially as shown and speci-

fied.

2. In combination with the bolt n, lever B. link a,

and central lever E, the bars S S, and hand leversD
D, all arranged to operate substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes as set forth.

3. Attaching a panel composed of the post G, diag-
onal J, and bars m m m, and sill O, with a gate,

when the panel is so arranged, that, by means of the
notches in the post G, the forward part of the gate
may be raised, as described and shoAvn.
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82,399.—Charles Gilpin and Laurence T,
Dickinson. Cumberland, Md.

—

Rossing Machine.—
September 22, 18{i8.—An idle roller placed between
the upper edges of the lower rollers, facilitates the
passage of the bark. A knife is placed between the
rear edges of the upper and lower rollers and pre-
sents a cutting edge to the bark as it comes from the
rollers.

Claim.—1. The combination and aiTangement,
with a cutting device, of the rollers B B' B^ B^ pro-
vided TPith the teeth e e e, and operated by belting
and gearing in such a manner that they all have an
equal and uniform motion, the two upper ones ro-

tating in one and the same direction, and the two
lower ones in the opposite direction, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the knife K with reference
to the rollers B^ B^, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the idle roller a, in combi-
nation with the rollers, substantially as described.

83,400.—Charles Gilpin and Laurence T.
Dickinson, Cumberland, Md.

—

Bossing Machine.—
September 22, 1868.—Designed as an improvement
on their patent No. 82,399, and consists in substitut-
ing a saw for the knife therein used, when the woody
crust of the bark is hard and dry.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the reciprocating
saw M with relation to the rollers, substantially as
described.

2. The combination of the saw M, pitman H,
spring P, lever R, and cam m, on shaft W, substan-
tially as described, and for the pm'pose specified.

82,401.-0. P. Green and James E. Clark, St.

Louis,Mo.

—

Manvfacture oj Small Beer.—September
22,] 8(i8.—The ingredients designed to cause the neces-
sary fermentation without the use of brewers' yeast,

are sugar, cider sirup, citric acid, and caramel dis-

solved in water.
Claim.—1. The ingredients hereinbefore men-

tioned, or their substantial equivalents, when sub-

jected to the processes substantially as described.
2. The beverage formed from such ingredients, as a

new article of manufacture, substantially as set foith.

82,402.—Jackson Harrington, New London,
Conn., assignor to himself and A. C. Lippitt, same
place.

—

Gear-cutting Tool.—September 22, 1868.—The
ends of the cutters fit into V-shaped sockets in a cir-

cular holder and are held in place by confining plates

screwed upon the circular holder, and by a circular

dog which is held in circular grooves in the cutters

by a nut en the end of the shaft.
.

Claim.—\. The series of cutters A A, in combina-
tion with the circular socket plate or holder E, and
confining plates G G, arranged substantially as and
for the purposes described and set forth.

2. The circular dog I, circular recess J, and brace
nut M, when used iu combination with the cutters

A A and holder E, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

82,403.—Jackson Harrington, New Lon-
don, Conn., assignor to himself and A. C. Lippitt,
same place.

—

Knife for Cutting Green Corn from
the Cob.— September 22, 1868.—The rectangular
shank has on its outer end a concave plate, whose
onter and inner ends form V-shaped cutters; a rib

is formed on the concave side between the cutters

to prevent the knife slipping off the cob.

Claim.—The concave plate C, with V-shnped cut-

ters D D, and guide rib E, in combination with the
rectangular shank B, arranged substantially as and
for the purposes described and set forth.

82,404.—George Harsin and C. T. Sanders,
Kirkville, Iowa.—Machine for Shearing Sheep.—
September 22, 1868.—One of the cutters is stationary

;

the other is made to oscillate by means of a crank
working in a slot in an arm secured to the oscillating

plate. The crank is operated by a belt which is kept
taut by means of a sliding weight.

Claim.— 1. In combination with the cutter C, the

belt B and cord B', running over pulleys and kept
taut by weights, arranged to operate substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, in a sheep-shearing machine,
of a stationary blade K, and the oscillating blade I,

constructed and arranged, in relation to one another,
substantially as set forth,

3. The arrangement of the pulley G, having a
wrist pin G^, slotted arm H, oscillating cutter I, and
stationary knife K, Avithin the hollow case C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,405.— James Haverly and Charles A.
TiBiTTS, La Porte, Ind.—Thill Coupling.—Sei)tem-
ber 22, 1868.—A clasp is provided with a box which
is open at the top and into which a bolt (fastened to
an arm to which the shafts are secured) drops. A
clasp on the bottom of the arm embraces the lower
part of the box and holds the bolt in position.

Claim.—1. The construction of the clasp A with
its box B attached thereto, substantially as sho-wn
and described.

2. The construction of the arm E, and the arrange-
ment thereof with reference to the box B, substan-
tially as set forth.

82,406.—Archabalb T. Heflin, Monmouth, HI.
—0?<Z«it'ator.—September 22, 1868.—The vertical and
horizontal joints which attach the scraper beams to
the frame enables the attendant at the rear to guide
and control said scrapers. An arrangement is pro-
vided for distributing the draft equally upon both
scrapers.

Claim.—1. A two-wheeled elevated draft frame,
with a draft pole, C, secured upon the cross beam
B' of said frame A. swivelling double-tree C, ap-
plied to the draft pole, and connected to links h b,

m combination with levers c and scraper-carry-
ing beams D D, all combined, aiTanged, and operat-
ing substantially as described.

2. The attaching hooks J J, applied to links h,

which are connected to the double-trees C and to
levers c c, said parts being employed in a machine con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

82,40'?'.-C. HoELLER, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Stove-
pipe JSZtow.-September 22, 1868.—The elbow is

made of one piece of sheet metal and has the interior
curved surface corrugated.

Claim.—The elbow for stove pipes, constructed as
herein shown and described.

82,408.— A. S. HOPSON, Plain\iew, Minn.—
Clothes Drier.—September 22, 1868.—The lower end
of the rod on which the arms are placed is secured
to a fixed plate ; the upper end is fastened by a nut
to a plate provided with slots and slide over flanges
on a fixed plate, for the pm'pose of accommodating
the drier to any quantity of clothes that may b^
placed on it.

Claim.—The flanged plate C and slotted sliding
plate D, in combination with the rod a, nut e, arms
B B, and plate A, all constructed as described, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

82,409.—OziAL A. Howe, Jersey City, N. J.—
Machine for Making Horseshoes.—September 22,

1868.—A rotating die, and pressure disk in connection
with an oscillating frame which carries the die, bond
and shape the shoe upon the end of the bar previous
to its being separated from the latter. A presser
cone retains tlie metal in place during the oper-

ation of shaping the shoe.
Claim.—I. The combination of the rotating press-

ure disk G, the rotating die F, and the oscillating

frame B, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The cutting lip or corner ?', so arranged upon
the presser disk'G, and in relation with the shoulder
m of the die E, as to sever tho shoe from the bar,

substantiallv as and for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the rotating presser cone
F* upon tho oblique shaft I, when combined with the
presser disk G and the rotating die F, carried upon
the oscillating frame B, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

4. Tho arrangement of the ^uide notch W, and
wheel c upon the frame B, and in relation with the
rotating die F cai-ried thereby, and the presser disk

G, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
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5. The arrangement of the spring J, \ritli refer-

ence to tlie rotating die F, presser disk G, and
pressor cone ¥*, substantially as and lor the purpose
specified.

6. The combination of the pusher rod u, spring v,

and inclined plane «*, with the shaft C and die F,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

82,410

—

Mopes G. Hubbard, Syracuse, I^. T.
—GeariiKj for Harvester.—Septemljer 22, IB68.—The
external spur cog wheel is heUl in position by a
sliding ratchet clutch so that the main spur driving
gear ulicel will be moved at a diminished speed in

proportion to the difference between the sizes of the
two gear wheels.

Ctdiii. — 1. The combination of the two gear
wheels C and E, of unequal size, with the spur
pinion F and main geai- wheel G, substantially as
described.

2. Tiie employment of two or more concentric gear
wheels, all of wliich may be made to revolve in driv-
ing the cutters, or one or more of which may be held
stationaiy. for varying the speed of the cutters, as
described.

3. Two or more gear wheels, of unequal size, ar-
ranged upon line shafts, or upon a divided axle, in
combination w'ith a shifting clutch, whereby the
speed of the cutters may be varied, as described.

S'2,4 11.—Mopes G. Hqbbard, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Gearing for Harvester.—September 22, 1868.—An
arrangement of gearing for imparting a slow speed
to the cutters according to the nature of the crop,
and a high speed when only absolutely necessary.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the driving gear
wheels E and F, of unequal size, attached perma-
nently to the main cross-shaft, and gearing into the
two corresponding loose gear wheels A and B, with
sliding clutch d, and the lirmly-attached gear wheel
H on the cross auxiliary shalt C, and the straight
pinion and bevel wheel I, revolving loosely on shaft
G, an-anged and operating specifically as described.

2. The triple gear as described, in combination
with the means for changing the speed of the cutters,
arranged and located relative to the main and
counter shafts, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

82,412.—Moses G. Hubbard, Syracuse, IST. Y.,
assignor to Hubbard Mower CoiWAiiY.—Havester.
—September 22, 18G8.

Claim.— 1. Attaching the seat by the two pivoted
springs arranged one in advance of the other, and in
the same plane, for the pm-pose and substantially as
described.

2. The seat plate D, provided with the two sockets
or recesses, aiTanged in line, as described, and
adapted to receive and permit the adjustment of the
seat springs, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. Mounting the driver's seat for a reaping ma-
chine upon springs so arranged as to preserve the
horizontality of the seat, and at the same time to
give it both a forward and downward motion, for the
purpose and substantially as set forth.

82,413.—Moses G. Hubbard, Syracuse, liT. Y.,
assignor to Hubbard Mower Co^ipany. — fi^ar-
vcster.—September 22, 1868.
Claim.—1. Connecting the cutting apparatus to

the main frame by the yielding elastic corner and the
vertically sliding adjusting rod, arranged and oper-
ating as and for the purpose described.

2. The set screw V, in combination with the wear
plate and hinged shoe, arranged substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The lifting aiTangement, consisting of the rais-
ing handle U, cam B, and chain C, combined and
operating as described, whereby, when the cutting
apparatus is raised, said lifting apparatus is auto-
matically locked for holding the cutting apparatus in
its elevated position, as set forth.

82,414.—Moses G. Hubbard, Syracuse, X. Y.,
assignorto Hubbard Mower Co.mpaxy.—Harvester.
—September 22, 1868.—The pole attachment is made
adjustable by being bolted to the "pole extension,"
the latter having holes placed one above the other.

The pole is bolted to one side of the " pole exten-
sion" for mowing, and on the other side for reaping.

Claim.—1. Attaching the pole to the main frame
specifically in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the main frame with the
pole extension piece, attached and arranged as shown
for the purpose described.

82,415.-Moses G. Hubbard. Syracuse, X. Y.,
assignor to Hubbard Mower Company.— Har-
vester.—September 22, 1868.

Claim,.—1. The curved wear plate H, provided
with the expanded perforated ears, "nhereby the
height of the cutting apparatus can be adjusted with-
out" interfering- with the action of the straight pit-

man, substantially as set forth.

2. The independent or detachable sustaining rod,

by means of which the driver in his seat on the ma-
chine is enabled to raise and sustain the cutting ap-
paratus, substantially as described.

82,416.—William C. Hurd, ITew York, IS\ Y.—
Manjfacturenf Paint—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of feldspar with oil

and lead, zinc, or any other suitable material for
paints or colors, substantially as set forth.

2. The addition of dissolved linseed gum or sapon-
aceous oil, mixed with linseed oil in the grinding,
or mixing feldspar with any other suitable materials
for paints or colors, substantially as set forth.

82,417.—John P. Jaotson, New York, K". Y.—
Boots.—September 22, 1868.

Claim..—The aiTangement of the longitudinal seam
or seams a in the boot leg, so as to rise from the hol-

low of the shank, or thereabouts, or (when the latter

is applied to the foot) in front of the ankle bone, the
same also being curved, as at b, to admit of a f.rward
extension of the counter, substantially as and for the
purpose or purposes herein set forth.

82,418.

—

Frederick L. Johnson, WaUingford,
Conn.

—

Combined Latch and Lock.—September 22,

'

1868.—The bolt shank has two sets of projections, the
lower ones for carrying the bolt back and unlook-
ing it, and the other being acted on by the arms of
the tumblers, which serve as a latch.

Claim.—1. The tumbler D, held by spring E, hav-
ing a lateral motion, to enable one bolt to act upon
both as a lock and latch, constructed substantially in.

the manner herein set forth.

2. The bolt B, provided with projections a a and
I b, in combination with the tumbler D. provided with
arms C C, and acted on by the said tumbler, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

3. The catch F, held by the escutcheon, and ar-

ranged to act upon and keep the tumbler from sliding

laterally, constructed in the manner substantially as
herein set forth.

82,419.—John L. Kidwell, Washington, D. C.
—Boofing Cemoi^-September 22, 1868.

Claim.— I. A water and fire-proof composition, for

roofing, flooring, &c., prepared of hydi-aulic cement,
tar, sulphur, and naphthaline, or equivalents, sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

2. The above cement composition, incorporated
with powdered minerals or metallic ingredients, sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

82,420.—George G. Larkin, "West Amesbury,
Mass.—Carriage /SAiOcW?.-September 22, 1868.— A
disk provided with a screw shank works in a hollow
thread cut in the clip, its face being recessed to re-

ceive a leather pad, while it is provided with radial

holes for a rod, to adjust it with more or less pres-

sure against the eye of the shaft.

Claim.—The disk a, provided with radial sockets,

and carrying the pad C, when formed with a screw-
threaded' shank e. adjustable in the front side

of the clip A, as herein described for the purpose
specified.

82,421.—W. H. Lauback, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fire Bxtinguisher.—Se-ptemhev 22, 1868.—A valve,
having its stem fastened to a diaphragm, is connected
with the lower end of the cap, which regulates the
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pressure of the spiral spring on the diaphragm, so
that by screwing or unscrewing it the pressui-e is

increased or lessened, and the valve is closed or
opened according as the pressure of gas on the dia-

phragm is greater or less than that of the spring on
its opposite side.

Claim.—1. The tube C, in combination with the
the diaphragm E and valve D, and vent tube a, op-
erated and constructed substantially as described.

2. The diaphragm E and spiral spring /, con-
structed and operated as described.

3. The cap g, operating on the diaphragm E, con-
structed and operated as described.

82,422.—John L. Leas, York Sulphur Springs,
Pa., assignor to himself and Andrew B. Lerew,
same place.

—

Coi-n Planter.—September 23, 1868.

—

A box or hopper is secm'ed by straps to a man's body,
and has slides so arranged as to discharge corn from
the spout at every alternate step.

Claim.—1. The slide C, in combination with the
sheaves E F and straps H, J, and K, as and for the
purpose described.

2. The pivoted levers M, and straps L, in combina-
tion with the elastic connections I, as and for the
purpose described.

82,423.—M. F. Lowth and T. J. Howe, Owa-
tonna, Minn.

—

Cultivator.—September 22, 1868.

—

The tooth is fastened to the beam in such a manner
as to enable it to yield against an immovable obstacle.

Claim.—In combination with the mortised beam
A and the tooth B, having the shanks b b', and piv-

oted on the bolt c, a stirrup-shaped clamp, E, having
an oblong or semicircular opening, O, the side o of
which, that bears against the shank &', being straight,

and said clamp being confined to the beam A, and
tightened or loosened by means of a screw shank, r,

passing through a slot in the side of the beam, and a
screw nut n, fitting upon it outside of the beam, and
screwing against the side of the beam, or against a
washer, substantially as described.

82,424—R. E. Lowe, Upper Alton, TO..—Plane
for Catting Blind /SZais.—September 22, 1868.—The
shoe lying in a groove ot the stock is adjusted to
it by screws, while the cutter iron, lying across the
sole, on supporting plates screwed 'to the stock, is

kept in place by hooks with shanks passing through
the stock, and nuts on its upper side, the adjustment
of the shoe thus regulating the thickness of the slat

to be cut.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the shoe C, stock
A A', screws c c', cutter iron D, and clamping hooks
and nuts F G-, substantially as described, when the
l^arts are constructed to operate in the manner set
forth.

2. The arrangement of the guards 1 1 with the
knife D, the track C, and the gauge H, constructed
and operating substantially as described.

82,425. — Timothy Lucey, Salem, Mass.—
Driving H'oop.—September 22, 1868.—The hoop has
its sides hinged or jointed, and is locked by tubular
slides and can be folded so as to form a bow.
Claim.—A driving hoop, having a construction

substantially as described.

82,426.—John C. Mack, Bristol, Conn.—Cu^-
hoard and Table.—September 22, 1868.—A table is

arranged to fold inside of the cupboard, out of the
way of the shelves and dra-rt^ers, or of the doors when
closed.

Claim.—The combination of the cupboard A,
shelves F, and doors D, with table B and legs C, ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

82,427.-Harvey McCown and Luther M.
McCowN, Enon Valley, Pa.

—

Hay Elevator.—Sep-
tember 22, 1868.—Designed to be applied to a hay el-

evator, patented to them January 7, 18G8. Two
bowed jaws, pivoted to loops, are so connected with a
disk that when tbey are opened t\\G disk will be drawn
against a catch, which, being released, a wedge will

Sass between the jaws, open them, and release the
isk, when the load will be discharged.
Claim.—The laws I I, in combination with the

disk K and wedge L, or its equivalent, when con-

structed and operated substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

82,428. — Frazee B. McGregor, Pontiac,
Mich., assignor to himself and George A. Hoyt,
same place.—Pirtwo.-September 22, 1868 ; antedated
September 14, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the couplers D D,
horizontal bars C C, placed one above the other, with
the elbows e e and levers d d, so that when the pedal
raises the levers the upper bar is raised against the
couplers, parallel, and raises the coupler against the
keys, coupling them together the entire length of
the key-board, right or left, or both, as herein set
forth.

82,429.—David M. Mefford, ISTorwalk, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Stephen Boalt.—Preserv-
ing i^raif.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. Preserving fruit, by treating or charg-
ing the same with sulphurous acid gas, and then
subjecting it to heat, in the manner set forth.

2. Charging raw fruit with sulphurous acid gas
preparatory to its being heated, by means of air
pumps or bellows, substantially as set forth.

82,430.— George Merrill, ISTewburyport,
Mass., assignor to Samuel Blish, Piscataway, IST.

J.—Carving Machine.—September 22, 1868.—A cut-

ting tool and guide are so arranged with sliding ta-

bles and levers that the size of the latter being cut
can be greater or less than the pattern, to any de-

gree desired.
Claim..—1. The combination of the tables D and

P, connected by links or rodsnm to the lever h, sub-

stantially as described.
2. The shaft I, mounted in the main frame, and

provided with the rigid arms a and b, carrying the
adjustable guide c and the cutter d, and arranged, in
relation to the tables D and P, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The table D provided with the side pieces or

frame H I for supporting the upper table P, and per-

mitting the latter to be moved thereon, as herein de-

scribed.

82,431.—Clark W. Mills and Lewis S. Chi-
chester, Brooklyn, IsT. Y., assignors to themselves
and George H. Nichols, same place.

—

Grain Sepa-
rator.—September 22, 1868 ; antedated September
14, 1868.

Claim.—The adjustable curb i, that can be moved
toward or a^n-ay from the point of delivery of the
grain, in combination with the adjustable blast reg-

ulator k, applied substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

82,432.—Clark "W. Mills and Lewis S. Chi-
chester, Brooklyn, !f>r, Y., assignors to themselves
and George H. Nichols, same place.

—

Grain Drier.
—September 22, 1868 ; antedated September 10, 1868.

Claim:—The series of air tubes b b, open at their

under side, in combination with a hopper deUveriug
the grain upon such series of tubes, in the manner
set forth, so that a current of air shall pass through
the grain as it falls from said hopper, and through
the series of air tubes, and in contact with such grain
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

82,433. —Foster Nevergold and David
Brose, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Boiling Mill.—Septcmher
22, 1868.—A Series of devices for raising iron and
steel plates up and putting them over the rollers.

Claim.—1. The shaft J, crank L, and pitman M,
in coml)ination with the crank N, movable collar P,
and shaft O, all constructed and arranged as de-

scribed, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
set forth.

2. The combination of the table V, arm b. side

pieces X X, arms T T, shaft O, legs TJ U, hinged leaf

Y, slotted arm Z, and the lever d, all constructed
and arranged as described, and operating substan-
tially as licrein set forth.

3." The stay lever r, swiveled pins s s, and perfo-

rated lever rest, in combination with crab lever p,
all constructed and arranged in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as herein set forth.

4. The upright shaft m, and pinion B', in combina-

If
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tiou witli pinion C, sliaft A', pinions F' F', cog
•R-lieels E' E', and regulator G', all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantiaDv as herein set

forth.

S2,434.—TT. H. XiCHOLS, East Hampton, Conn.
—Door i?eZL—September 22, 1868.—The bell rod
hooks into a lug of a lever, and into an opposite lug
hooks a rod, connecting it Tvith a spring, having its

outer end against a center post. Ey di'awing and
letting go the bell rod the hammer makes two strolces

on the bell.

Claim.—The lever H, pivoted to the plate A at one
end, and provided vrith a slot at its other, through
which one end of the hammer wii'e passes, said lever

being provided with lugs d and e, by means of wliich

it is connected to the spring E and to the bell rod IS3"

;

the lug rf, to which the rod'X is attached, being cen-

trally located upon the lever, to facilitate its opera-
tion,' as and for the pm-pose specified.

82,435.—Hexry S. Osborn, Easton, Pa.—i?e-

fining Cast Iron.—September 22, 1868.—The curved
rabble end screws into the steam box, and has a
small iron tube screwed into it which passes into the

box to the supply hole to prevent water from passing
to the bar end.
Claim.—The self- generating steam rabble, or the

rabble in -n-hich the steam is generated by tlie heat
surrounding the rabble, in the manner and for the
pm-poses substantially as above described.

83,436.—Isaac E. Palmer, Hackensack, 'N. J.—Mechanical Movement.—September 22, 1868; an-

tedated September 14, 1868.—The toothed wheel
gears into the female thread in and around a ring,

having its axis transverse to that of the wheel, so

that whichever rotates around the other, a slow,

powerful motion is given the wheel upon its axis.

Claim.—The combination of the toothed wheel A
with the ring C, having a female thread, a, in or
around it, aii'anged relatively to each other for op-

eration together, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

82,437 Francis S. Pease, Buffalo, IsT. Y.—
licoiirrocating Steam Engine.—iie\)temhei' 22, 1868.

—The cylinder heads are so fonned that but one
packing box is needed for both cylinder heads, and
is placed inside of the lower and larger cylinder head
which is also made in two unequal pieces, the smaller
being easily removed to adjust the packing rings, or
repair the box.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the frame, or covers, or cylinder heads of the two
cylinders, the lowest section or surface forming a
cover to the cylinder B, and the upper surface the
cover of cylinder A.

2. The combination of the lower cylinder head H'
witli the section h, whereby to gain access to the cyl-

inder B, as herein set forth.
3. The arrangement of the stuffing box inside the

cylinder and with the cylinder head, so that the bolts
passing through the cylinder head can be reached
from the outside between the two heads.

4. The combination of the two cylinder heads H
H', formed or connected together in the manner
herein described, with sufficient space between them
to give access to the bolts of the stuffing box S.

82,438—John M. Perkins, Plainfield, X. J.,
assignor to R. R. Perkins, same place.

—

Fruit Box.
—September 22, 1868.

Claim.—A box constructed of two strips of ve-
neer in which the top or bottom may be used as bot-
tom or top indiscriminately, and constructed of two
pieces of veneer, in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

82,439.—Jacob S. Pfrimmer, Lanesville, Ind.—
Wagon Brake.—September 22, 1668.—A sliding rod
under the tongue is connected at its rear ends with
levers extending behind the wheel, and operated by
the holding back of the team.

Claim.—The aiTangement, upon the front section
of a vehicle, of the forked rod a, oblique rods c c, le-

vers D D, keepers d d. and spring e, all constructed
and operating as set forth.

82,440.—Alfred Eix. San Francisco. Cal.—
Fastening for i3;«f«o?i.—September 22. 1868.—The
button is fastened to the garment by passing the
head through a hold in tlie same, and putting tlie

washer open on one side over the head and closing
the sides.

Claim.—The headed shank and open waslier for
securing the button to the cloth or garment, con-
structed substantially in the manner and for tlie pui--

pose set forth.

82,441.— Valextix Schreck, Philadelphia,
Pa.— 'Wash Stand and Sick Chair.—September 22,

1868.

Claim.—The described combination of a sick chair
and portable wash stand, when the parts composing
the former are permanently or otherwise attached to
a swinging door, C, and otherwise aiTanged as and
for the purpose specified.

82,442.— Frederick A. Seborn, David E,.

DuxLAP, and JoachdiF. C. Geist, Zanesville, Ohio.—Window Shade Fixture.—September 22, 1868.

—

The curtain, roller, and pulleys are so arranged as to
enable the curtain to be rolled either from the bot-
tom to the top or from the top to the bottom, or in
both directions at the same time.
Claim.—The ai-rangement of the cord C, imlleys

B B, roll A, fixed cord E, and cord F, substantially
as shown and described.

82,443—Seth Shadduck, Elk Eiver Township,
Iowa.

—

Draught Equalizer.—September 22, 1868.
Claim.—The draught bar F, provided with adjust-

ing holes cec, &c., ring K, substantially for the pm--
pose described.

82,444.—William C. Sinclair, l^iQ-w York, N.
Y.—Safety Guard for iocA-s.—September 22, 1863;
antedated September 18, 1868.—In the outside plate
ai"e two separate key holes, for the latch and bolt,

and when the key is used inside, it strikes a stop and
beai's against a projection on the bolt, so that it

cannot be stirred by a key or pick outside.
Claim.—The oscillating plate g, having a project-

ing j)in, i, in combination with the cam slot j on the
latch k, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

82,445.—Henry J. Smith, Boston, assignor to
Joseph C. TTightman, Xewtou, Mass.—J/ode of
Hardening Gas Burner Tips made from Soapstone,
(£c.—September 22, 1 868.

Claim.—The hardening, and rendering impervious
to the action of acids and heat, of gas burners and
gas burner tips, or any part thereof, made from soap-
stone, talc, talcose rocks, or minerals, by heating them
in a vessel containing cai-bon, substantially as above
described.

82,446.—William C. Smith, Yantic, Conn.—
Churn.—September 22, 1868.—An improvement on
his patent of July 9, 1867. The lip is' so arranged
with the shaft that it may freely slide in and out
when turned on one of the flat sides of the shaft,

admitting the locking pin and its attachments to be
drawn out or thrust in as needed.

Claim.—The groove c and recess m on the gear
shaft C, and the lip E^ and arm E^ on the locking pin
E, constructed and adapted for joint operation "^i-ela-

tively to each other, and to the beater shaft A, and
to the gear wheel D, as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

82,447.—Daniel Snell, Springfield, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and J. H. G-ano, same place.

—

Tumbling Shaft for Connecting Potver vAth Ma-
chinery.—September 22, 1868.—Designed to allow the
machine, to which poweris transmitted by a tumbler
shaft, to be removed farther from or nearer to such
power without the necessity of uncoupling the shaft,

for the pm-pose of introducing or taking out separate
pieces.

Claim.—The combination of the collar C with its

interior bearing, c, and the block end, b, of the rod
.shaft B, sliding in the groove D of the part A , for
retaining the shaft in po.sition at any point in the
line of its extension or contraction, as applied in a
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tumbling shaft, for transmission of power by a ro-

tary or revolving motion, the Avhole constructed
substantially as described, as and lor the purpose
sijecified.

8'-i,448.—J. W. SouLE, Boston, Mass,

—

Pegging
Machine.— September 22, 1868.—The peg wood is

held to the feed wheel by a leaf spring and adjusted
by a screw, the feed sliaft having a ratchet wheel
connected with a pawl, and a slide bar working be-

t\\'een guides, and deriving motion from a cam on
tiie driving shaft by a lever and rod, a pin of which
passes into a slot of the lever to regulate the throw
of the slide.

CLaivi.— \ . The arrangement of the peg cutting
mechanism, so that but one peg is cut at the end of
the peg wood, which peg, after being cut, is fed
forward under the driver, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the ratchet driving j^awl m
with a reciprocating slide, n, to which the pawl is

jointed, and by means of which it is actuated, sub-

stantially as described.
3. In combination with the peg feed wheel d, feed

ratchet I, and ratchet-driving pawl tn, the ratchet-
(letaiuing pawd n', substantially as sho\rn and de-

scribed.
4. In combination with the peg wood feed wheel

d, the spring h, pressure of wliichi is adjusted by the
screw k, substantially as set forth.

5. In combination with the slide b^, spring d^, and
lever e-, the adjusting plate h'^, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

6. In combination with the ratchet-driving pawl
m, and the reciprocating slide n, to which the pawl
is jointed, the camp, for driving the slides through
the lever r and connecting rod s, substantially as
shown and described.

82,449.—Samuel B. Stewart, Brush Valley,

Fa.—Coal (Sforc—September 22, 1868.—The lower
section of the stove is made in segments, the joints

of which are covered by concave strips held in place

by the upper section.

Claim.—The lower section A, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the metal plates or
strips d d and upper section C, all arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,450.—John Blake Tarr, Chicago, 111.— C«?--

pentets' Plane.—September 22, 1868 ; antedated Sep-
tember 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the central clamp-
ing and tightening device with the adjustable sup-

ports C D, the said device and the supports being ap-

plied to a plane stock, and in the relation to the plane
iron thereof, substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

2. Making the two supports or abutments C D ad-

justable, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. Applying pressure to a plane iron between two
supports, C D, through a device, E F, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose herein described.

4. Changing the pitch and tightening the plane iron
by the same means and at the same time, the means
employed being constructed aud operated substan-

tially as herein described.

5. The adjusting of the plane iron by means of the

clamping device, composed of the screws C D and E,

nut E, aud plate b, and applied in such manner that

the bit is tightened and the pitch changed at the

same time and by the same means, Avhen con-

sti'ucted to operate substantially in the manner de-

scribed.
6. Arranging the plane iron beneath the heads or

shoulders of two adjustable bearings, C D, and under
a shoulder of a nut, F, so that it may be adjusted by
means of either or both of the bearings C D, and may
he tightened and have its pitch changed by tlie screw
E, all substantially in the manner aud for the pur-

pose described.

82,451.—John J. Thomas, Union Springs, N.
Y.—ITrtrro-it).-September 22, 1868.-Several pieces

of plank, provided with teeth inclining backward,
are hinged together and form a flexible frame to con-

form to undulating ground.
Claim.—A land brush or spiked harrow, con-

structed of pieces of plank, hinged together as de-
scribed, and provided with numerous inclined teeth
pointing backward at such an inclination as to cast
otf or slip over any stalks of weeds, straw, or other
refuse matter, substantially as descriloed.

82,452.-Leopold Thomas, Allegheny City, as-
signor to Andrew Kloman, Lawrenceville, Fa.—
Spike Machine.—September 22, 1868.

Claim.— 1. In a machine for making spikes and
bolts, a sliding carriage, B, which carries the spike
or bolt blank after being severed from its parent bar,
and while firmly griped by pressing dies, in combina-
tion with a header. G-, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set
forth.

2. The pair of swinging and pointing tools a', in
combination with a pair of guiding and pressing
rollei-s H, arranged and operated substantially in
the manner and for the purposes hereinbefore de-
scribed.

3. The cam E, cam lever c, and double parallel

bars 1 1, or their mechanical equivalents, all arranged
with reference to one of a pair of pressing dies in a
spike machine, to secure first a partial and then a
complete closing of the dies on the spike blank, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes above
set forth.

4. In the manufacture ofrailroad spikes, the header
G with a slotted shank, hung and operated, substan-
tially as above described, so that it shall, except at

the completion of the stroke of the machine, have
its face inclined to the direction of the faces of the
pressing dies, forthe purposes hereinbefore specified,

5. In a machine for making spikes, the arrange-
ment of the cams d and e, operating in cam yokes,
substantially as described, so that one cam, d, which
actuates the cutting aud pointing tools a', shall act
a little in advance of the other cam, e, which operates
the sliding carriage B, iu order that such tools, a',

may be partitdly opened and closed in advance of the
beginning ofthe motion of the carriage, substantially

as above described.
6. The combination, in a spike machine, of swing-

ing pointing tools a', pointing rolls H, pressing dies

b b\ and header G, substantially as and for the pur-
poses above set forth.

82.453.—ISTathaniel S. Underkuffler, Norri-
tonville. Pa.

—

Sausage Stuffer and Lard Press.—
September 22, 1868.—The sausage reservoir is fixed

to a block let into a recess of the table, so that it

can be easily slipped out and the lard vessel be sub-

stituted in its place.

Claim.—The combination of the vessels H and J,

constructed as specified, and connected, within the
dovetailed recess in the table, with the standard C,

lever E, and follower E, all as herein shown and
specified.

82,454.—George "William TJpham, Amherst,
N. H.

—

Cement.—September 22, 1868.—Composed of
shellac, sulphur, aud resin, mixed in boiling water.

Claim.—The within-described cement, composed
of the ingredients herein named, and compounded in

or about the proportions set forth.

82,455.—James S. Upton, Battle Creek, Mich.
—Shaft Coupling.—Se-ptemher 22, 1868.—Leather
keys are inserted in the slots ki a safety-coupling
ring to keep the pins from moving out aud catching
in persons' clothes.

Claim.—The sockets B B, provided with gudgeons
C C, and connected to the slotted ring A by menus
of the pins a a secured in the slots a; a; by the leather

keys, all as herein shown and described.

82,456.—Elbertson W. Waite, New Haven,
Conn.—,/oini /or Carnage Top Prop.—September 22,

1868.—The joint pieces have ribs working in seg-

mental grooves in the bars, wliich are held together
by a bolt, a cylinder around it being used to keep
the pieces properly apart, aud the bolt firm.

Claim.—1. A joint, formed by combining segmen-
tal grooves, near the ends of the parts to be united,

with a circular rib upon the joint piece, substantially
as specified.

2. The joint pieces e, with circular ribs d, entering
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Befrmental prrooves c in the bars a h, in combination
with tlie cylinder i and bolt or rivet/, substantially

as specified.

82,457.—^ViLLiAM M. Ward and Peter Bex-
xa(;e. Eureka, 111.—J^edsfeacZ.—September 22, ISGS.

—The bedstead is tighteneit by means of the swivel.
Claim.—A bedstead, having rods C, hooks D,

swivels E, screws G, piu holes a, slats d, strips e,

and blocks b, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

82,458.—Charles "Wehber and Henry Eei-
liAXN, West Merideu, Conn.

—

Lamp.—September
22, i8u8.—A cup fixed in the neck of the oil cistern
surrounds the wick tube in the screw thimble, over
which is fitted a sleeve that supports the burner,

which consists of an open platform, air sieve, and a
cone.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
cup B, recessed thimble D, supporting sleeve c, open
platform E, air sieve F, and cone G, as and for the
purpose described.

82,459.-Henry W. AVeedon, High Point, N.
C.

—

ISoap and Detergent Compound.—September 22,

16G8.—Composed of chalk, sal soda, acjua-ammonia,
terebiuthina, and oleum, mixed and boiled iu water.

Claim.—The particularly-specified combination of
ingredients, and the definite ttuautities of the same,
as set forth.

82,460.—S. Lloyd Wiegand, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Walter J. Budd, same iiiace.

—

Uteam,
Generator.—September 22, 1808 ; antedated Septem-
ber 4, 18(i8.—Spiral wings are arranged between the
two boiler tubes, which latter are cJosed. below by a
cap with a fiuted pyramid reaching into the central

tube, and are inserted above into conical ajutages
of the boiler. The internal tube has mouths directed
toward the rotary current and is covered by a dome
formed of wings curved inward to direct the cur-

rent toward the wings of the tubes.
Claim.— i. The oblique or spiral deflectors or

guides in double-boiler tubes, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The tangential or spiral mouths, as shown, for

conducting a supply of fluid to the descending col-

umns in double-tube boilers, as shown and described.
3. The deflecting caps or domes, or the eciuivaleuts

thereof, substantially as shown and described.
4. The conical ajutages C C, substantially as

showu and described.

82,401.—J. M. Willbur, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Rotary Embossing /-'re&s.-September 22, 1868.

—

Two rollers are provided, the one with movable
stereotype pl»tes, and the other with suitable coun-
ter plates, to be used without ink, and operated by a
lever and an adjustable pawl.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rollers B C,
impression plates D, and counter plates I)', operated
by means of the lever E, througli the medium of the
cog wheels B' and C, tlie whole being constructed
and arranged iu the manner shown and described, as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The lever E, with its adjustable pawl F, in com-
bination with the rollers B C, arranged to operate as
and for the pm-i>ose described.

82,462.—-J. M. Willbur, Cleveland, Ohio.—JnA;
Pad for Hand i'tow^.—September 22, 1868.—The
reservoir and distributing rollers have their bearings
in carriages which move on guide rods each side of
the blocics, the pads being operated by a bar laid
across concavities in the blocks oi)posite the pads.
Claim.—Tho, improved ink pads herein described,

consisting of the blocks A A', provided with the
composition inking surface C, in combination with
the ink reser\ oir U, distributing rollers G- G, mounted
on the carriages D D, the guide rods B B, and
handles K K, all constructed and arranged to op-
erate substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,463.—J. M. Willbur, Cleveland, Ohio.—ilTa-

chine for Forming Stereotype Plates.—September 22,
1868: antedated September 16, 1868.—Tlie edge of
the apron is clamped between the two halves of the

roller, secured together by screws, and the sliding

bed, with beveled guides underneath, has an upright
concave part, which allows space for the apron and
plate to pass and be bent upon the rollers.

Claim..—1. The roller C, having a milled or file cut

circumferential surface, for tlie purpose described, in

combination with the apron 1), arranged and op-

erating as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The sliding bed E, having a head or upright g,

with its curved surface, and the adjusting set screvr

H, in combination with the roller C and apron D, all

constructed and operating as described, and for the

purpose set forth.

82,464.—J. M. Willbur, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Sfereotypers' Putty.—September 22, 1868; antedated
September 17, 1868.—Finely ground potters' clay is

mixed with pure olive oil.

Claim.—The composition hereinabove described,

for the purposes specified.

82,465.—William H. Willson, New York, X
Y.—Hand Brushing and Polishing Appiratas.—
September 22, 18C8.—The apparatus' is ih-si- iicd to

operate automatically, thereby dispensing with
power, as ordinarily applied in similar devices.

Claim.—1. So arranging the coiled spring and the

system of gearing within the cylindrical body fui*-

nished with axial handles, as to secure tlie rotatory

movement of such body, substantially as herein set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the friction brake,within
the cylindrical body furnished with axial liandles,

whereby the rotatory movement of the same may be
stopped, sul)stantially as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the coiled spring, the sys-

tem of gearing, the stem of the handle A*, and the

frame A, with reference to each other and the fric-

tion pinion m, dividing the cylindrical body B, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

82,466.—William Wilmington, Toledo, Ohio.

—Car IF/ice?.-September 22, 1868.

Claim.—I. The witliin described method of cast-

ing car wheels of two qualities of iron, that is to say,

one of said qualities of iron being poured into the

portion of the mold designed to form the hub of the

wheel, and the otlier being poured into that portion

of the mold designed to form the rim of the wheel,

the two currents of iron meeting within the mold,

and there acting upon and mingling with each other,

substantially as set forth.

2. As an improved manufacture, a car wheel pro-

duced of two (lualities of molten iron, by the method
herein set forth.

82,467.—Charles A. Wilson, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—Oil Globe for Steam 0/iesL—September 22, 1868.—
The hub is traversed by a cock pierced witli two
a])ertures passing at angles througli the axis of the

same, and provided with a recess, and an axial chan-

nel communicating with the interior of the hub, all

so constructed and arranged as to enable one cock to

perform the usual functions of three.

Claim.—The arrangement, as described, of the

globe A, hub C, cock E, apertures F G, recess H,
channel I i, passages J j, K, L I, and the channel P,

as herein explained.

82,468.—James P. Wilson, Elmwood, HI., as-

signor to himself and V. E,. Dafoe, same place.—
Composition for Destroying Insects on Potato

Pianos.-September 22, 1868.—Composed of Paris

green and mineral paint.

Claim.—A powder, prepared of the materials and
in the manner specified, to be used for the destruc-

tion of potato bugs.

82,469.—.Tames Wood, Utica, N. Y.— Whiffle-

tree ifoo/c—September 22, 1868.—Dtjsigued to dis-

pense with a spring in fastening the trace.

Claim.—T\\Q cap B, M'ith the hook B' cast or at-

tached to it, both sliaped and constructed as herein

shown, and secured to the whiflietree in th^ manner
and for the purposes herein set forth and described.

82,470.—Oliver W. Yale, Hartford, Conn.—
Making iV^uts.—September 22, 18G8.—The blank nut
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is punched througli the die into the channel below,
the feed bar pushing it doTS-n under the die -which
chamfers its upper edge, while another feed bar, as

the chamfer die rises, pushes the blank under the
round punch and between die bars or edge swages,
and a hole being punched through its center, audits
sides formed, its top is flattened by being j^ushed
under the flattener.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cams c c', cam
grooves T T, and crank shaft G, with the cross bead
D, levers UPS, and toggles E, E, in the manner de-

scribed.
2. The arrangement on the anvil L of the station-

ary die K, slides M O, edge swages 2 2, and stripper

U, in the manner described and for the pui'pose set

forth.

.3. The combination of the punches and face swages
with the edge swages, the transferers and the anvil

block, all constructed, arranged, and operated sub-

stantially as described.

82,471.—George Clark, Jr., Boston, Mass.

—

Apparatus for Extinguishing Fire.—September 22,

1868.—The tank has three compartments, two of
which, for chemical solutions, are larger than the
other, which contains the pump for ejecting the gas
and communicates with both of the former, the main
water pump being in a secoud tank with a suction
pipe, and thus the water from the pump passes into

the chemical solution chambers and is impregnated
and discharged.

(Jlaim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
water tank C, the compartments G and H, and the
pumps J and K, (the latter being disposed within
the intermediate compartments I, and both being-

connected with the air chamber,) the pipes a a and
c fZ, in addition to the ordinary feed and discharge
pipes of the pump.

82,472.—Alfred Sully, TJnited States Army.
—Army IFar/ou.-September 22, 1868.—Designed for

the use of foot soldiers on the plains, and so con-
structed that the men can quickly jump off the seats

when attacked and spring back again at once.

Claim.—1. The body, C, constructed as described,

and provided with seats ¥T F and E, receptacle L,
and railing M, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

2. In combination with the seats F F F, the
hinged dash boards G G G and foot boards HUH,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

3. In a wagon provided with suitable seats and
foot boards, the employment of sectional tent pieces
III, substcutially as and for the. purposes herein
set forth.

4. The combination of the body C seats F F F and
E, railing M. receptacle L, dash boards G G G, foot

boards H H H, and folding tent pieces II I, all as

herein shown and described.

82,473.—H. W. Olney, E. E. Logan, and J. H.
FlsiiEii, Alleghany City, Pa.

—

Loclc Nut and Ti,ght-

c/ie?'.-September 22, 1868.—A spring with one end
inserted iuto a hole in the nut, is coiled around it

and then passing around a screw is fastened to the
I)late.

Claim.—The nut lock and tightener above de-

scribed, cousisting essentially of the coiled spring
M, bent and attached to the nut and the part C, in

the manner shown, and operating in connection
with a screw, d, substantially as described.

82,474.—John "W. Acker, Copenhagen, N. Y.
—Horse 7i'«A:c.—September 29, 1868.—The handle is

dra\\'n back to remove the foot frame from tlio teeth,

and pushed forward again to take hold ot the teeth

when tiic rake load has been discliarged.

Claim.—The foot frame J, when its operating

handle L is adapted to slide in slots formed in the

cuds of the bars G, as herein described, for the pur-

pose specified.

82,475 EouERT Allison, Port Carbon, Pa.—
Pumping Unginc—Sci^tcmhcY 29, 1868.—The ob-

ject is to avoid the destructive jar due to concus-

sions in engines employed for raising water from
deep mines, <fcc. A supplemental steam chest and

auxiliary cylinders and pistons are provided with a
liquid regulating cylinder, whereby the piston of the
engine is cushioned on steam at the terminus of
each stroke.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the sliding bar L,
cam slot q, rods n n, and bell crank E, whereby the
supplementary valve i, is operated, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The valve chambers J', valves K', and reversed
stuffing boxes h', arranged substantially as shown
and described for the purposes set forth.

3. The arraugement of the piston iv, graduating
cock y, and cylinder V, with reference to the rod E,
pistons G G, and main valve C, as herein shown and
described.

82,476.—Daniel Armstrong, Chicago, HI.—
Machine for Pointing Sorse-shoe Nails.—September
29, 1868.—The die is made in two parts with an
opening for the point of the nail. The dies are
cleaned by means of a cam arranged to operate on
top of the die and a lever on the bottom.
Claim.—I. The die cleaner V X, pivoted to the

plate A, and operated by the cam K, in combination
with the two-part die O O, as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of the die cleaner V X, die O
0, guides n, and punch H, substantially as described
and shown.

82,477.—George Babson and John L. Babson,
Eockport, Mass.

—

Weighing Apparatus. -September
29, 1868; antedated September 17, 1868.—A bent
weighted lever, pivoted to the scale-pan supporter,
is provided with a segmental rack Avhich engages
with a pinion actuating the index pointer. The
lower end of the scale supporter has an arm attached
to it to keep the supi)orter in a vertical position
when weighing.

Claim.—The improved arraugement of the scale-

l^an rod C, the arms h and/, and the pendulum B,
combined with the curved rack h, employed with the
pinion i, and its dial conductor m, the whole being
substantially as described.

82,478.—H. D. Ballaru, Findlay, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Isaac Bonham. same place.—
Surgical >S>Zinf.—September 29, 1868.—The splint

is made in two parts joined together to be adjustable
in a longitudinal direction and provided "with springs
to keep the parts extended.

Claim.—The improved splint, composed of the
parts A and A', provided with the spring-extension
joint and with the adhesive straj^s, all substantially
as and for the purpose described.

82,479.—G. H. Baxter, Geneseo, IW.—Com-
pound for Cleaning Silverware, Jewelry, dc.—Sep-
tember 29, 1868.—Composed of borax, sulphate of
soda, sulphate of copper, common salt, cyanuret of
potassium, alcohol, and aromatic spirits of ammonia
mixed Avith water.

Claim.—The aboA'C-described " Yeoman's Mag-
netic Eeuewer and Cleanser," composed and operat-
ing substantially as and for the pm'poses set forth.

82,480.—Edward C. Blakeslee, TTaterbury,
Conn., assignor to Benedict and Burxham Manu-
faj:turing Comi'any, same place.

—

Lamp Burner.
September 29, 1868.—A cone perforated at its upper
part has resting on it a bulb provided with a slot

Avhich is wider than the wick tube. The ascending
flame is spread by the curved surface of the bulb,
and a wide and steady flame is i)roduced.

Claim.—Combining with a perforated base, ]n-o-

vided Avith the vertical strips of metal Faud cone C,
the bulb E and Avick tube B, Avlien the same shall be
constructed and arranged to operate substantiaUy as
sho\An, and for the purposes indicated.

82,481.—Eliphalet W. Bliss, Brooldyn, N. Y.,
assignor to Charles Pratt, of Xew York City.—
Machine for Bending the Tops and Butto)ns of the

Bodies of Tin C'a^is.-September 29, 1868.—A pyra-
midal cam Avorking in guides receives a vertical mo-
tion by meaus of a treadle. Four clamping jaws
are moved forAvard, Avhcn the treadle is depressed,
bv levers which bear against the cam. The can is
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held do-svn by means of a cap connecting Avitli the

treadle.
Claim.—1. The square or pyramidal cam slide, in

combination with the rigid central guide, the cam
levers, and the four clamping jaws, substantially as

set forth.

2. The combination of the cam slide with the

swinging levers M and treadle L, substantially as

set forth.

3. The arrangement and combination of the cap
O, lever P, connecting rod E, and treadle S, substan-

tially as described.

82,482.—Hanxibal S. Blood, Jcflferson, La.—
Scat for liaihcay Oar.—September 29, 18G8.—By
means of a slotted bar with double-slotted cross arms
the back of the scat can be raised, set at various
angles, or laid back horizontally to form a sleeping
couch.
Claim.—The slotted bar B, when provided with

the double-slotted cross arm C, in combination with
the socket pieces D and the pins a, when these sev-

eral parts are constructed, arranged, and oiDcrate sub-

stantially as herein described for the pm-pose set

forth.

82,483.—W. D. Bollinger, Cedar Kapids, Iowa.
—Axle for Carriaf/es.-September 29, 1868.

Claim.—Axles for wagons, cars, and other car-

riages, made in two parts, atA and B, and connected
together, substantially as and for the pm'pose de-

scribed.

82,484.—T. J. Booth, Jefferson Line, Pa—
Stump Extractor.—^e^tcmbQv 29, 1868.—Tlie for-

ward ends of each base beam have a clevis provided
with a roUer pivoted thereto, so that when the ma-
chine is drawn to another location the clevises are
turned in their pivot bolts to bring the rollers under
the base beams.
Claim.—\. The combination, in a stump-extract-

ing machine, of a trestle frame, constructed as de-
scribed, with the tackle, drum, and sweep l)ar, when
arranged and operating substantially as shown and
described.

2. The coupling clutch r r, and its accessoiy mech-
anism, when arranged to operate substantially as de-
scribed, in combination with the di-um, tackle,
sweep bar, and trestle frame, all as set forth.

3. The clevises m, rollers n, and hooks _?; and o,

substantially as described, in combination with the
stump extractor above described, for the purpose set
forth.

82,48.3.—WiLLiAJi D. Brooks, Bethany, Pa—
Horse Hay i^or/c—September 29, 1868.—Two cut-
ters are sharpened at one end and pivoted at the
other, and are attached to two bars, which latter on
being raised open out the cutters to take hold of tlie

hay. The bars are held, when raised, l)y a slotted
lever pivoted within the ring to which the rope is

secured.
Ctetm.—The beveled lever E, pivoted in the ring

r, and slotted at c, to engage with the projections d
upon the levers D, its forward end slotted to work
upon the rib/, in the inner side of the ring P, said
lever E adapted to be raised to receive the levers D,
by means of the angular lever G, also pivoted in the
riugP, as herein described for the purpose speci-
fied.

82,486.—James D. Bryson, New Castle, Pa.—
Casing for Water TFAceZ.-September 29, 1868.—

A

curb provided with apertures for the passage of
water is provided at its lower edge with an external
flange and also with guides passing through the ap-
ertures tangcntially to the curb and supporter ring
eccentric to the ciu-b. Between tlie ring and curb is
passed a cu-cular gate having a rotary and vertical
motion.

Claim.—A casing for water wheels, consisting of
the curb A, the flange B, the ring B', supported upon
the guide plates C, and the gate D, all constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as described.

82,487.-Henry T. Buffington, Jr., Buffalo,
N- Y.—Fagot for J?ea7n.—September 29, 1868.—The
web of sectional plates divides the flange pieces, the

spaces between which latter are filled by longitudi-

nal side-binding plates. The cross-plates are fur-

nished with T-heads at each end which hold the
flanges against the side plates.

Claim.—1. The sectional web plates A, arranged
with their fibers running transversely through the
pile, in combination witli the longitudinal side-bind-
ing plates B, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The cross-clamp plates, provided with the
T-heads E, in combination with the flange pieces C
and side-binding plates B, as and for the purpose set

forth.

82,488.—Jacob BxIhrer, Munich, Bavaria.—
Drying and Burning Kiln.—September 29. 1868;
patented in England, February 28, 1867.—The hot
air escaping from the kiln is used for drying the
brick in drying compartments similar in construc-
tion to those of the kiln.

Claim.—A drying kiln, as shown, consisting of a
series of compartments placed back to back in a
double row, and provided with the openings g. hot-

air supply and escape flues a, b, c, d, e, and /, and
communicating apertures m and n, in combination
with a burning oven, also consisting of a number of
compartments similarly disposed to those of the kiln,

and provided with the openings d' and e' e', all the
parts being constructed and arranged as and for the
pm-poses herein set forth.

82,489.—William G. Bunker, Portage, Wis.—
Trace Buckle.—September 29, 1868.—The tongue is

secured rigidly to a slotted sliding plate, which is

secm-ed to a cross-plate on the frame by a stud slid-

ing in said slot. The trace is not bent when ad-
justed in the buckle.

Claim.—The buckle, consisting of the frame A,
having the cross-plate a, with the sliding plate B
secured thereto by the slot and pin b, and having the
rigid tongue C, all constructed and arranged as
herein described.

82,490.— Thomas Cartwright, Davenport,
lo-wa.—Fish iVei.—September 29, 1868.—The net is

secured to transverse bars by bow cords in such a
manner that it may be set or raised in a tide way.

Claim.—The api^lication of the fyke or net E I) C
to the boat in the manner described, that is to say,
by means of the bow cords d, attached to the trans-
verse bars c, and the stern cord <?, attached to the
bag C, as herein set forth and shown.

82,491.—Erederic Chase, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Zinking or Tinning i?a</i.—September 29, 1868.

—

The sides of the vessel are of fire-clay, molded into
the form of staves, which are tongued and grooved
and bound together by bands.

Claim.—1. A zinking or tinning bath or vessel,
constructed bodily of fire-clay, or its equivalent
earthy substance, substantially as described.

2. Constructing a zinking or tinning bath of fire-

clay, or its equivalent, substantially in the manner
set forth and described.

82,492.—Peter Clark, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Brick J/ac/ime. — September 29, 1868; antedated
September 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a machine for
making bricks, of an endless chain of molds A,
having detachable sliding bottoms a, with a suitable
pug mUl, C, and with compressing and discharging
plungers E E, while said sliding bottoms are suc-
cessively transferred from the charged molds to
those last emptied, to open the one and close the
other, all substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The improved mold frames A, provided with
and closed by sliding bottoms a, and combined in
an endless chain, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The sliding racks s s, operated by toothed sec-

tors R, and arranged to engage with and transfer
the detachable bottoms a of the mold frames A from
charged molds to those last emptied, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

4. The combination of a swinging connecting
beam J, links e. and Avcighted pawls / /, with
ratchets S S on the polygonal wheels B B, and the
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endless chain of moldsA A, arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

82,493.—Adam Colugnon, Closter, IST. J., as-

signor to himself, C. O. Colugnox, and isTicholas
COLLiGNON, same place.

—

Folding Chair.—Septem-
ber 29, 18(i8.—The parts of the chair are so hinged
together as to fold up for convenience in transporta-
tion and storage.
Claim.—The parts A, B, D, and F, constructed,

arranged, and combined substantially as shown and
described, for the purposes set forth.

83.494.—Claudius O. Colligxon and Nicho-
las COLLIGNON, Closter, N. J.

—

Folding Chair.—
September 29, 1868.—A brace is so arranged that,

while it acts as a back to the chair, it serves as a
supporter to the front part of the seat.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
stand A, scat B, back leg C, and brace E, con-
structed substantially as described, and for the pur-

set forth.

82,495.—"William R. Cranna, San Francisco,
Cal.—Lamp iiitr?icr.—September 29, 18()8.—The ob-

iects are to prevent the transmission, of heat to the
base of the burner and to isolate the base of the
wick tube from those parts of the burner which are
in close proximity to the flame.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the base of the
burner and its shortened wick tube, and the elevated
deflector, of a combined air flue and wick holder,
with openings I, as described, and sleeve or cap J
supported upon the upper part of said flue and wick
holder, substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

2. The combination, with the combined air flue

and «'ick holder, and the sleeve or cap J, of the per-
foi'ated casing or jacket by which the same are siu'-

rouuded, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The method of attaching the deflector, and of
securing it in position, by means of ai-ms a fitted

into sockets formed on the burner for their recep-
tion, iu the manuer described.

82,49«».—George Crouch, ISTew York, N. T.—
Tmnk.—September 29, 1868.—In the center of the
tray is an apartment (for a hat) having adoor which
is provided on the inside with a cap piece on which
the hat is secured by means of elastic bauds. A
door is also provided on the back of the tray.

Claim.—1. The combination with a trunk. A, of
a hat or bonnet apartment, constructed as described,
and located in the tray C centrally, as shown, for

the purposes set forth.

2. Giving access to the same, either from the bot-
tom or top of the tray C, as shown.

82,497.—John J". Currier, GloucRster, Mass.—
Chimniey C'oti'J.-September 29, 1868.— The frusta
of the cones are so arranged witli respect to the
cover and tube that whatever may be the direction
of the wind no reversal of the upward current of
the smoke can take place.

Claim:—TJio comliination, as well as the arrange-
ment, of the three frusta BCD. the cover E, and
the tube A, tlie whole being connected so as to ope-
rate substantially as described.

82,498.—Job A. Davis, Watcrtown, N. Y.—
Automatic. Boiler Feeder.—September 29, 1868.—

A

tank, i)laced above the water line of the boiler, has
a supply pipe and is connected to tlie boiler by two
pipes ; all of the pipes are provided witli su'itiible

valves, so arranged that when, by means of suitable

mechanism, the supply-pipe valve is closi'd, the
valves in the pipes connecting with the boiler are
opened and the water in the tank flows into the

boiler by Ibrcc of gravity.
Claim.— \. The combination and arrangement of

the water-sui)ply tank D, the valve pipes E and F,

and inlet tube G, with the valves a, h, and c, sub-

stantially as described.
2. Tiio arrangement of the rod e, and connection

arms///, for simultaneously operating the several

valves connected with the supply tank D, substan-

tially as set forth.

82,499. — Job A. Davis, Watertown, N. Y.—
Shuttle for Sewing Machine.—September 29, 1868.

—

A spring is placed in the bottom of the shuttle under-
neath and resting against the thread in the bobbin,
for the purpose of securing a uniform tension of the
thread.

Claim,.—The combination, with the shuttle and its

bobbin, of the spring C, constructed as described,
fitted loosely in the shuttle case, and adjustable by a
screw, for the purpose set forth.

82,500.—Christian Deyiile, Hartford. Conn.—
Saw Set.—September 29, 18ii8.—A pivoted standard,
regulated in position by a screw and spring, has
sliding on it a movable resv on which the saw holders
are placed. The supporter for the saw is bent at the
top in the form of three chords of arcs of the same
circle, and is adjustable vertically.

Claim-—1. The combination and arrangement of
rack b b, screw d, and spring y, ^-heu used for the
purpose of adjusting the inclination of rack b b, as
desciibed.

2. The supporter o o.

3. The saw holders k and I, when used in combi-
nation with ra,ck b b and supporter o, for the pur-
pose set forth.

82,50J.—William Dobson, Medina, N. Y.—
assignor to himself and John "W. Mount, same
lAciGO.—Scroll Saw.—September 29, 18()8.—The saw
below the table is run between two guide pieces, to
prevent its doubling up when run at a high velocity.
The saw is attached to the cross-head byineuns of a
very thin loop of iron, so as to travel in the space be-
tween the guides with the saw.
Claim.—A sheet-iroa or other saw-holding loop, c,

made very narrow laterally, and with the saw B,
run between guides F, below the table A, substan-
tially as herein shown and for the purpose described,

82,502.—Pierre Antoine Joseph Dujardin,
Lille, France.

—

Electro-magnetic Printing Telegraph.
—September 29, 1868.—One wheel prints letters, and
the other figures ; both rock upon the same axis, so
that either may be readily brought opposite to the
paper strip. The inking tube is filled with cotton
impregnated with ink, which by the action of a piston
is made to ooze through a velvet pad. The tube ia

set by a screw, so tliat the nap only of the pad can
touch the wheels.

Claim.— 1. In a printing telegraph, the construc-
tion and application of cross type wheels, oscillating

on their common axis, and the mechanical means de-

scribed, or other equivalents to produce their oscil-

lating motions.
2. The construction and application of the adjust-

able inking plug, in combination with the double
printing wheels, substantially as described.

82,503.—Albert Friedrich Eckhardt, Ham-
burg, Germany.

—

System, of Seeding and Manuring.
—September 29, 18U8.—The grain is moistened with
a solution of potash and water at each coating, of
the following substances : boue dust, ashes pow-
dered lime, sulpluir, sulphate of magnesia, powdered
plaster, and sulphate of lime ; it is then dried and
moisteued with a solution of ammonia, aud plaster
again applied.
Claim.—Tha covering of artificially manured seed

of all kinds witli a case or capsule, insoluble in water,
as herein described, using for that purpose the afore-

said process aud compound, or any other substan-
tially the same, and which will produce the intended
effect.

82,504. — James H. Estes, Boston,
Miter Machine.—September 29, 1868 ; antedated Sep-
tember, 16, 1868.—A hinged frame is provided with
slots for the passage of the saw, and with a plane rest

by wliicli the bevel sawn is dressed with tiic plane.

Claim.—The hinged frame C, provided witli slots

N for the passage of the saw, and witli a plane rest,

M, by wiiich the bevel is not only sawed with a saw,
but aVtcrward dressed with a plane, all constructed
to operate substantially as described.

82,505.- Charles A. Fisher, Geneseo, HI.—
Hay jK'ji^i?.—September 29, 1868.—At the upper end
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of a shank secured to the blade is a socket which re-

ceives the handle, the latter being bent to protect the

hand of the operator from the hay.

Claim.—ThG socket D. the wooden handle C, the

Ijcnd C. and the blade A, when the same are formed
and combined substantially as shown and described,

for the purposes set forth.

82,506.—"W. P. WiXKLET, Des Moines, Iowa.—
Compodtion for Fire Kindliyig.—September 29, 18G8.

Claim.—The composition of resin, pitch, charcoal,

and bituminous coal, in the proportioas and manner
substantially as herein described, as a new article of

"kindling.'

82.507.—Thomas E. Wood, Knoxrille, Pa.—
Mastic Jioofinj Composition.—Se-ptemher 29, 1868.—

Composed of asphaltum, gas tar, clean sand, plaster,

and common paint.

Claim.—The elastic roofing composition, made of

the ingredients and in the proportions herein spe-

citied,"compounded and applied in the manner set

forth.

82,508 Isaac Fr.v>-ce, Peru, Ind.—Ajyparatus.

for Jointinj Circular Saivs.—September 29, 1868.

—

One end of a strip of wood fits over the saw mandrel

;

the other end projects beyond the cuttiilfe jtointi^of

the teeth and supports a' slide to which a fi4e is se-

cured, said slide being arranged to force tb^ file

against the teeth.

Claiyn.—The slide support A, arranged to be con-

nected to the saw mandrel, and provided with the

support F and slides D and E, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

82,509.—"William A. Garloch and "William
D. KiCHAUDS, Belpre, Ohio.— Ice-cream Freezer.—
Septeml)er 29, 1868.

Claim.—The sleeve K, secured to the cover of the
inner case, and having formed upon its upper end the
pinion J, said sleeve being supported in position to

operate the inner case by the continuous dasher shaft

only, as herein shown and described.

82,510.—E. L. Gaylord, Tenrrille, Conn.—
Carriage 5prirjjr.—September 29, 1868.—The bolt to

which the spring bars are secured is arranged to turn
in the clips which are fastened to the axle.

Claim.—1. A springfor wheel vehicles, composed of

two bars, bent so as to diverge from each other, from
and their central parts outward toward each end,

at the same time have a longitudinal, curved, and
twisted or torsal form, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The attaching of the ends of the springs to the
bolster and axle of the vehicle, by means of the swivel
clips F, constructed substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

82,511.—"William Gilbert, Detroit, Mich.—
Brick Kiln.—September 29, 1868.—Furnaces are ar-

ranged on eacli side of a chamber, in which latter

are rails for the carriages loaded with brick. Doors
are provided at each end of the kUn, so that when
the brick on one carriage is burned the doors are
raised and a carriage of unburned brick is pushed
against the others in the kiln, thus forcing out the
carriage at the other end.
Claim.—A progressive burning and cooling kiln,

composed of the furnace C and cooling room J, in-

closed and separated by the verticaUy-sliding gates
G G' G", and furnished with the inclined track a b,

the fireplaces E. on either side the furnace, and
the chimney H, all arranged with relation to each
other, and 'operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

82,512.—Jacob Gln'Ther, Mier, ni., assignor
to himself, "William Friend, and "Willia3I Seibert,
same plaee.—Combined Roller and Harrow.—Sep-
tember 29, 1868.—The devices are so arranged as to
be used as a harrow, or as a roller alone.

Claim.—The combination of the lever J, connect-
ing rod K, elbow lever H, and connecting rod I,

with the roller frame A and harrow frame E, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, £Uid for
the pui-pose set forth.

82,513.—John GoODDf, Centralia, HI.—Wrench.
—September 29, 1868.—A cam wheel provided with
ratchet teeth on a part of its periphery into which a
pawl held by a spring engages is used'for tightening
the jaws of the wi-ench.
Claim.—The arrangement of the notched cam

wheel F, pawl d. spring e, for the purpose of ad-

justing the movable jaw on a monkey wrench, con-
structed and operating substantially as herein set

forth.

82,514.—Thomas Goodrum, Providence, E. I.

—Caliper.—September 29, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 16, 1868.—A tapering thumb screw is pivoted in

the leg of the caliper, and is held against the ratchet
threads by a spring, so that the screw can be disen-

gaged fro'm the rack for adjusting the calipers.

Claim.—The rod A, in connection with B, and as

fitted to its seat, substantially as described and for

the pui-pose as set forth.

82,515.—"William B. Goodwin, Effingham, 111.

—Corn Ptonter.— September 29. 1868.—A crank,
acting against projections on the rod to which the
di'opper slides are* secured, gives a reciprocating
motion to the slides, which latter are provided with
apertures, acting alternately, as pockets for measur-

• ing the grain. A plate pla'ced in the bottom of the
^lopper prevents the seed from flowing continuously.
Marking rods are actuated by the crank which op-
erates the slides.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a corn-planting
machine, of the marking rods d^, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. Operating the markers d^, from the crank shaft
d^, by means of the connecting rods d^, rocker arm
d-*, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. Operating the dropper slide by means of the
crank shaft d^ acting on the cam projections g g, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The arrangement of the hopper E, plate/, per-
forated ends of the dropper arm d°, and the tubular
plows, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

82,516.—James Granger, Zanesville, Ohio.—
Propelling Apparatus.— September 29, 1868.—

A

traveling bridge supports the chain and prevents it

from sagging.
Claim.—The traveUng bridge A, constructed sub-

stantially as shown and described, in combination
with a chain propelling wheel, and for the purposes
set forth.

82,517.-B. F. Gross, Trenton, Tenn.—Ta?i-
ni7ig Compound.—September 29, 1868.—Composed of
sal soda, alum, glauber salts, saltpeter, sal ammonia,
salt, starch, oil of vitriol, sumac, bark hquor or
liquor of japonica.
Claim.—The tanning compound composed of the

ingredients named above, and in about the propor-
tions given, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

82,518.—Allin Hackett, Pittsfield. Me.—<Sa^#

Jlill.—September 29, 1868.—The lever which moves
the knee is provided with pawls so arranged as t-o

hold the knee rigidly when once set. An upright
attached to the knee rack has an index wheel se-

cured to a pinion, which latter engages with pins
on the side of the head block.

Claim.—1. The gauge device, constructed, as de-
scribed, of the plate S, bearing the roller P, and
jointed at m to the plate E, which is operated in a
recess of the graduated part U by means of the
feed screw o and hand wheel n, all arranged and op-
erating as described for the purpose specified.

2. The described arrangement of the setting-up
mechanism upon the head block, consisting of the
sliding block o, rack c, standards L M, pointer h,

indicator wheel d, having the toothed part e, the
pins e', lever K, bearing the pawls a b, the stand-
ard I, and slotted notched bar J, all operating as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

82,519.—Fra>-(;ois Haeck, Brussels, Belgium.
Apparatus for Distilling Spirits.—September 29.

1868 ; antedated September 16, 1868.—A condensing
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dish is arraugred below the top of the still over the
channels, for freeing the vapor of water and return-
ing it to the evaporating channels.

Claim.—1. A still, having a continuous action, by
causing the liquid to flovr through a series of chan-
nels successively, in such manner that the incoming
liquid is restrained from mixing with the outgoing,
aud so that, in its passage through the still, the evap-
oration is produced by its travel over steam pipes
having independent inlets and outlets, so as to es-

tablish an equality, or thereabouts, of heating action
throughout the several channels of the still, substan-
tially as specified.

2. 'The combination, with the channels of the still,

and arrangement over them, substantially as de-

scribed, of"the condensing plate, surface or vessel T,
essentially as and for the purpose or purposes herein
set forth.

82,520.—J. R. Hall. Salem, Ohio.—>S'team Slide
Valve.—September 29, 1868.—An arrangement of
devices to obviate the inequality of friction in ordi-

nary balance valves due to the full pressure when
the parts are open for the steam, and no pressure
when exhausting.
Claim.—The arrangement of the valve D, with its

chambers h &' h"^, the recessed followers e e^ e'^, and
the pistons d d^ d^, Avith the central passages hh^h^,
and the passages a^ a^ a^, whereby to balance the
pressure of steam upon the valve, substantially as
herein set forth.

82,521.—"William M. Hamilton, "Wenona, HI.
—Bed J5o«OTO.—September 29, 1868.—The straps are
fastened to the slats and are provided with rings
which slide on standards fastened to the bearing
pieces. Diagonal braces are fastened to the ends of
the slats and to the under side of the bearing pieces.
Claim.—1. The straps D, having rings V V at

their ends, in combination with the standards I, slats

H. and diagonal braces c c, substantially as set forth.

2. The standards 1 1', plates J J, springs C, slats

H, straps D, rings V V, and braces c and E, as and
for the pm-pose specified.

82,522.—John Harlin, E"ew York, IST. Y.~
Lubricator.—September 29, 1868.—The plug has a
shoulder against which a collar with packing inter-

posed fits and is held by a cap screwed to the socket
in which the plug is placed.

Claim.—In combination with the plug C of the lu-

bricator, said plug having parallel apertures d e, the
packing h, collar g, and screw cap D, arranged as
described for the purpose specified.

82,523.—David R. P. Hill, Morgantown, W.
Va.

—

Paint Oil.—September 29, 1808.—Composed of
pulverized resin, sugar of lead, and sulphate of zinc,

boiled with petroleum oil and then mixed Avith lime
and linseed oil.

Claim.—An improved paint oil, prepared of the
ingredients, in the proportions and manner substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

82,524.—Andrew J. Holt, Peru, Indi.—Seed
Planter.—September 29, 1868.—Inclined planes on
the wheel produce a lateral movement of the drop-

Sing bar. Adjustable markers are placed at regular
istances on tlie side of the wheel to indent the

ground Avhere the grain is deposited. A rod attached
to the frame is made to fit in holes on the periphery

of the wheel to stop the latter at pleasui-e.

Claim.—1. The Iiinged lever E G, for moving the

horizontal dropping bar D, and its mode of discon-

nection with the wlioel B.

2. In combination Avith the above-named devices,

the mode of applying and using tiie inclined planes

J J, so as to produce the lateral alternate movement
of the dropping bar D, tlirough the medium of the

lever E G.
3. The adjustable markers K K, for the purpose of

showing the point Avhcre the grain is deposited ; and
4. Tlie application of the rod iM, for arresting the

revolution of the wheel B at the point of dropping.

82,525.—Maurice Hermann, Jacobi and Eu-
gene Klein, St. Petersburg, Russia, assignors to

Green, Clay and Co^vx::iX.—Galvano-plastic Pro-

cess for Precipitating Iron on Molds, <fic.—Septem-
ber 29, 1868.—The bath is composed of sulphate of
iron, combined with either of the sulphates of am-
monia, potash, or soda

; gelatine is added to improve
the texture of the iron deposit ; anodes combined
with copper, <fcc., are used for keeping up the con-
centration of the bath. The molds are covered with
a thin film of copper.

Claim.—The process of precipitating iron on
molds, in the manner substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

82,526.—Augustus Jennings and Isaac Jen-
nings, Fairfield, Conn.—Paper Pail, cf-c-Septem-
ber 29, 1868.

Claim.—Secnving the bottom or head E, formed
Avith an outwardly-projecting flange, to the body A
of the vessel, by ineans of the metallic binding C, sub
stantially in the manner herein shown and described.

82,527.-TViLLiAM H. Joeckel, New York, ]Sr.

Y.

—

Reversible Railivay Chair.—September 29, 1868.—"When the back is swung over to reverse the front
of the seat, the seat itself will swing slightly so as to
be lowest near the back.
Claim.—T]xe chair, consisting of the uprights A,

pivoted seat B, swinging back C, and sliding bars
D E, all made, combined, and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

S2',528.—P. C. Johnson and Edwin Froggott,
Central City, Colorado.

—

Construction of Horseshoes.
—September 29, 1868.—The toe and heel calks are
provided with projections which fit into recesses in
the bottom of the shoe, and are held in place by
means of screws.

Claim.—The arms h d, attached to or formed with
the calks, and bent down into holes in the bottom or
under side of the shoe, to form a locking device, in
combination with the screws a, substantially as
shown and described.

82,529.—Joseph A. Jones, Baltimore, Md., as-
signor to himself and John Donaldson, same place.—Roofing Compound.—September 29, 1868.—Com-
posed of coal tar, paraffine varnish, pulverized iron
ore, and ground slate.

Claim.—A compound, consisting of the ingredients
mentioned, and applied to roofs, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

82,530.—J. Blackburn Jones, Sparta, HI.—
Carriage TF/jeeL—September 29, 1368.
Claim.—The metallic hub A, provided Avith a dove-

tail recess, «, extending circumferentially around it

in connection with the wooden spokes B, with metal
sockets at their lower ends, and proAided at their
inner ends with dovetail tenons d fitted in the hub,
substantially as shown and described.

82,531.—Sam'l W. Jones, Bluffton, Ind.—Com
Pirtjiic)-.-September 29, 1868. — The lower end of
the spout is provided with a spring connected with
a bent lever, which latter also operates the slide, so
that Avhen the slide is placed in position to discharge
the seed, tlie spring is pulled back and the seed is

alloAved to drop into the ground.
Claim.—The slide C, fitted in the seed box or hop-

per I), and passing through the staff A, in combina-
tion Avith the bent lever E, connected with the slide
C, the lever B, aud the lower spring or elastic part/
of the spout F, all arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

82,532.—Frank Kaiser, Buffalo, N. Y.—Grind-
ing j]fi7i.—September 29, 1868.—The grain falls from
a hopper, Avhich is provided with a suspended and
oscillating bottom, between a serrated drum and a
corrugated curved plate, this plate being adjusted
by means of set screws having notched heads into
Avhich a pawl fits. An inclined sieve below the
drum is oscillated by means of a rock shaft.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

serrated drum B, adjustable curved plate C, set
screws c' c^ AA'ith notched heads and pawls, d, the
hopper E, oscillating suspended bottom, F, slotted
arm /i^, spout rt^, inclined sieve J, and rock shaft K,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.
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Sti,533.—"WILLIA5I S. Lane, Bearer Dam, X. Y.
—Sheep-shearinrf Dcyice.—September 29, 18G8.

Claim.—A ti-ough for shearing slieep. iu combina-
tion with a frame, so arranged that it may l)e ad-

justed by the foot to suit the operator, and substan-

tially in'the manner herein shown and described.

S2,534.—Victor Laxglois, Cherbourg Dock-
Yard, France. — *'team Generator.— September 29,

18(JS.—One end of a tube fits into a ring which is

screwed into the end plate. The other end of the

tube fits into the end of a cap, which latter is properly

packed to prevent the escape of steam.

Claim.—I. The construction and arrangement of

the tubes a, having the thi-eaded ends b, and exter-

nal capsc, the lead packing/, rings A, and plates P
P', substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The various tools for effecting such work of the

plates and tubes as I have described, and also for

putting up and off the said movable tubes, substan-

tially as described.

82,535.—Christopher Lidrex, Fafayette, Ind.,

assignor to himself and E. Jacksox, same place.—
Harvester.—September 29, 1868.—When the machine
is in motion, the ratchet-clutches are adjusted so as

to connect the hubs of the wheels with the axle, and
cause them to rotate together. The two cams acting

against the rollers give a vibrating movement to the

rock shaft, and communicate a reciprocating move-
ment to the sickle.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hubs &, frame
C, and clutches E, with the shipping lever Ex. all

these parts being arranged and constructed as herein
shown and described.

2. The aiTaugement of the two cams G- Gr', axle

B, forked arm H, box I, rock shaft J, rollers Jx, and
vibrating armK, substantially as and for the pui-pose

set forth.

3. The box I, attached to the arm H, and the rock
shaft J. fitted therein, as shown, whereby proper ad-

justment may be made for the wear and tear of the
rollers Jx, and the journals and boxes of the rock
shaft, substantially as set forth.

4. Constructing 'the rollers Jx with oU chambers
n. and providing them with exterior surfaces of

leather m, or other suitable material, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

82,536.—Charles S. Locke, "Wutertown, as-

signor to JoHX Hall, of same place, Eexsellajeb
TuTE, of Cambridge, and Samuel A. Brackett, of

Boston, Mass.—To?/ (rim.—September 29, 1868; an-

tedated September 17, 1808.—An improvement on
the patent of Charles S. Locke and Johx Hall,
Xovember 19, 1867. The magazine, having a slider

and a spring to actuate it, is placed in rear of the bar-

rel and partly over it, to force forward the ball into

an oblique pa'ssage to the barrel, the discharge being
effected by a helical spring, and an arm catch con-
nected with the trigger driving forward the piston
and ball through the barrel.

Claim.—1. In a toy spring pistol or gun, the ar-

rangement of the magazine within the stock, and so

as to project over and in rear of the barrel, and of

the passage for conveying the balls from the maga-
zine into the barrel, the whole being as represented.

2. The arrangement of the passage c, inclining,
with respect to the barrel and to the magazine, as
and for the purpose specified.

3. The trigger catch, as made with the ball-receiv-

ing and retracting recess, or its equivalent.
4. The combination of the mechanism for advanc-

ing the balls in the magazine, with such magazine,
the barrel and the mechanism for effecting theexpul-
sion of the balls fi'om the latter, as specified.

5. The combination of the sliding cover/ and the
sight g Avith the passage c, opening out of the baiTCl,

and disposed with respect to it and the magazine as
specified.

6. The combination or mechanism for retracting
and releasing the piston in order that it may be ad-
vanced by its spring, such mechanism consisting not
only of the peculiar lever trigger catch and trigger
combined, and provided with a stud or studs, as de-

scribed, but of the tube B. or its equivalent, made
with longitudinal and transverse slots, and provided
with one or two inclined planes and a spring, the

whole being arranged substantially in manner and
so as to operate as specified.

82,537.—M. B. Markham, Grass Lake, Mich.—Gate Fastening.—September 29, 1868. —A three-

armed bar is pivoted to the upper part of a bent bar
attached to the front post, one of which arms is

caught at its end and held by a spring catch on the
gate ; the other arm projects upward and serves as
a handle.
Claim.—An improved gate fastening, formed by

the combination of the pivoting arm or bar D, the
three-armed bar E, and the spring catch F, with
each other, said parts being constructed and operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

82,538.—John Marquis, San Francisco, Cal.,

assignor to himself and Ole Bergersox, same place.—Steam -pro2)eller Plovj and Cultivator.—September
29, 1868 ; antedated September 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The construction and application of

the cutters C C C in form similar to that of a screw,
and having bits bbb, at the ends of the blades, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The attachment of the said cutters or screws,
in a diagonal manner, to the rear portion of the
frame at such an angle as to overcome the side
draft, and impart to the said cutters, in their ro-

tation, a progressive tendency, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The bars or levers 1 1, for raising and lowering
the frame and cutters, and employing the axle as a
fulcrum for that purpose, substantially as described.

82,539.—Charles Martix, Chancery Lane, and
"William Barrett and Thojias Stajijiers Webb,
!N'orton, England.

—

Treatment and Reduction of Ti-

taniferous Iron Ore. — September 29, 1868.— The
charge used is coke, ore, lime, and sUicates of man-
ganese, iron, aliunina, lime or magnesia, either sin-

gle or combined. The purification of the slag from
sulphur is effected by water, hydrochloric acid, nitric

and solutions of chlorine.
Claim.— The methods of treating and reducing

titaniferous iron ores for the maniifacture of iron,

and of applying the slag or cinder produced in such,

processes, substantially as hereinbefore described,

and set forth, or any mere modifications thereof.

82,540.—iT. L. Milburn, St. Louis, '^Lo.—Ele-
vator.—September 29, 1868.—Two platforms are alter-

nately raised and lowered in a frame, by an endless
rope moved to and fro by power applied to a horizon-
tal portion of the rope at the foot of the frame.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the endless rope
h i, with relation to the frame A, sheaves Ic I, pulley g,
shaft e, drum/, and platforms d, whereby the former
is applied in two directions to elevate and lower the
platforms, as herein shown and described.

2. The described construction of the frame A, hav-
ing the corner guides a, and central guide &, for the
platforms, as herein shown and described, for the
piu-pose specified.

82,541.—George Mohler, Yates City, HI.—
Medical Compound.—September 29, 1868.—Designed
for the cure of diseases of the breast and lungs, and
is composed of cannabis indica, extract of caJabr.

licorice, tincture cubobs, tincture of quassia, extract
of sarsaparilla, and salts of tartar, dissolved in water.

Claim.—The compound above described, when
composed and used substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth,

82,542.—James Beall Morrisox, St. Louis,
'^0.— Operating Chair.—September 29, 1868; pat-

ented in England December 7, 1867.

Claim.—1. The combination of a universal joint C,
with slides / extending upward and downward
from said joint, and provided with suitable grooves,
in which suitable pieces n, fast to the body of an
operating chair, are made to slide, constructed
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The application of a universal joint, E, con-

structed in the manner hereinbefore described, to
the head rest of an operating chair, in combination
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witti the slotted bar 2, constructed and arran^^ed and
operating tog-ether in the manner substantially as

specified.

3. A head rest, F, made with two cushions or head
supporters 12 aud 13. in combination with a universal

joint, E, and slotted bar 2, arranged and operating
in the manner substantially as set forth and speci-

fied.

4. The arrangement of the craciformed frames n,

attached to the body of the chair B, the slides /, at-

tached to the universal joint C, in combination with
the racks p and pinions m, for elevating and de-

pressing the body of the chair, when constructed
and combined in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described.

5. Arms I), provided with suitable pieces v, ex-

tending doumward, and fitting between guide pieces
vj, fast on the sides of the chair, and provided with a

pinching screw or other device, to fix the arms in

any desired position, substantially in the manner
and for the pm'pose described.

82,543.—Edgar Murray, New York, N. Y.—
Skate.—September 29, 18G8.—A pair of clam|fe is sus-

tained and made to slide in metal loops, on the under
side of the sole plate, together with a center pin,

connected with a sliding bar, and by which they are
operated, acting in diagonal slots, the pin being sup-

ported and moving on a central loop receiving its

head.
Claim.—The pin i, guided at one end by the bar

or central loop /, and at the other end by the longi-

tudinal slot 2, in combination with the clamps e e

and sliding bar g, as and for the pm-poses set forth.

82,544.—C. J. O'Hara, 'New Orleans, La.—
Name Plate for Street iamp.—September 29, 1868.

Claim.—The mode herein described of marking or
placing the names of streets upon street lamps, by
means of a transverse supplemental "name plate"

C, when the same is provided with an edge frame b,

beveled ends, and oblate hooks c c', and is applied or
placed within the lamp, as herein described for the
purpose set forth.

82,545 Jason B. Pauley, Tiskilv/a, HI., as-

signor to himself and Franklin B. Ives.—Tread-
power Machine.—September 29, 1868.—A spring,
connected by a cord to an arm projecting from the
treadle, aids in retracting the latter after its down-
ward movement.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of the treadle
M, arm M^, connection O, spring N, and shaft I,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

82,546.—William H. Peckham, New York, N.
Y.—Finger i2mgr.—September 29, 1868.

Claim.—As anew article of manufacture, a finger
ring made of cast or rolled metal, with a grooved in-

ner face, and with its edges .slightly widened to form
a bearing surface upon the finger, as herein shown
and described.

82,547.—John C. Pedrick, Washington, D. C.—Com,bined High and Low Pressure Steam, Engine.
—September 29, 1868 ; antedated September 17, 1868.

—The piston rod has two pistons working one at

either side of the central diaphragm in the cylinder,
the latter being open to the atmosphere at both ends.
If high steam be used, and the exliaust pipe sur-

rounded with cold water, the high steam will lift the
flap valve, when the exhaust valve is opened, and

Sass out, while the attenuated steam will be con-
enscd, giving the piston tlie advantage of a vacuum.
Claim.—The arrangement of the valves i and j, aud

pipe k, provided with the flap valve, with reference
to the cylinder, as and for the purpose set forth.

82,548.—George TV. Perry, Shenandoah City,

Pa.

—

Steam Pumping Engine.—September 29, 18G8.

—On a vertical arm, attiiched to the cross head and
moving with it, is an adjustable frame provided Avith

tappets, and from this movement, by means of two
arms, two rock shafts operate the valves respect-
ively, while the inclined surface of the framn, formed
by a strap, in contact with the m-ms, closes the steam
and exhaust ports, the stoppage being eifected by
means of a wheel which has two arms on one side.

and one on the other connected with the plunger of
the dash pot.
Claim.—1. The construction of the cam p, lug o,

wheel i, arms k I, and tappets c c', substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. In combination with the cam p, lug o, wheel i,

arms k I, and tappets c c', the arms //', strap h, rod
A, segments v v', and plunger r of the dash pot, as
herein shown and described.

82,549.—William Platt, Baltimore, Md.—
Shaft Nearer.—September 29, 1868.—A metallic hook
is buckled to the " billet strap" from the saddle, and
has a central opening to receive the end of a strap
which laps over the shaft and is buckled to the belly
band.

Claim.—The shaft bearer A, provided with a
means of attachment to the "billet strap," a hook
for receiving the shaft, and a loop for the attachment
of the securing strap D, substantially as described
and represented.

82,550.—M. M. Ray, Ellsworth, Me.—Boat De-
taching Apparatus.—September 29, 1868.—The tackle
block has a metal strap to which is fixed a hook ex-
tension, the boat ring being held thereon by means
of a lever having on its lower arm a rod, while a band
encircles both lever and rod, and slides up and down
on them, being moved by a rod connected with the
block.

Claim.—The lever D, tine d, rod &, and extension
C c, in combination with a tackle block. A, all sub-
stantially as shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

82,551.—Christopher Eead, Jersey City, N. J.—Key Hole Guard.—September 29, 1868.—A sliding
block is attached to a sliding plate, with which the
tuna bier engages, aud when it is raised the block is

thi'own toward the key hole by a spring, closing it

when the key is taken out.

Claim.—The tnmbler /, the sliding block g, and
the sliding plate d, in combination with a door lock,
operating substantially as shown and described, for
closing and unclosing the key hole, when the door is

locked on the outside.

82,552.—John J. Reicherts, Delaware, Ohio.—
Corpse Preserver.—September 29, 1868.—The two
parts of the case are jointed together and ai-e each
connected with an ice box, and have perforated
bottoms through which, and into empty spaces, the
cold air passes and circulates in the part where the
body is laid.

Claim.—A corpse preserver, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described, that is

to say, with the parts A and B, the ice box F, and
either with or without the ice box G, the air spaces
M, platform D, perforated false bottom L, with the
double glass p p, the whole arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

82,553.—John D. Rice, Cyrus B. Rice, Law-
son N. Rice, and Elisha Briggs, Jr., Detroit, Mich.—Combined Stalk Cutter and Husker.—September
29, 1868.—The reciprocating scrapers ai-e designed
to clear the rollers.

Claim.—The reciprocating scrapers I, the con-
necting rods 8, the crank shaft Y, the pitman Z, and
eccentric X, when operating and constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth,

82,554.-J. W. RiST, Rochester, N. Y., assignor
to himself and Ira A. Hehrard, same place.

—

indi-
cator for Knittina Machine.—September 29, 18()8

;

antedated September 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the box or plate of
a knitting machine indicator and its indicating hand,
vrith a proportion table, substantially as described,
to indicate the number of rounds to be knit, and the
number of needles to be employed to form a knitted
article of any desired form, size, and proportion.

2. In combination Avith the above, the adjustable
pointer G, as and for the purposes set forth.

82,555.-J. W. RiST, Rochester, N.Y., assignor
to himself and John A. Guile ; said John A. Guile
assignor to Ira A. Hebbard, same place.

—

Register
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for Enittiyig Ifaci^uic.—September 29, 1868; ante-
dated September 24, 1868.—The stroke of the dri vino-
spring-, connected with the ratchet wheel to which
the clamping nut and its screw are fixed, is limited
by the U-shaped guard, between the sides and arms
of which a spur from the end of the spring- projects.
Claim.—The arrangement of the driving spring or

latch ft, double stop d, and ratchet wheel \V, in com-
bination with the set nut E and screw a, substan-
tially in the manner and lor the purposes set forth.

82,556.—George J". Robf.hts, Dayton, Ohio.—
Cut-off for Steam i^?ii/i»e.—September 29, 1868.—
The valve seats arc cast with the chest, the cut-off
valves being lifted by a cam which operates on a
slide attached to an arm on the shaft connected with
the governor of the engine by an arm and rod.
Claim.—]. The valves D E and the seats C C, con-

structed as herein set forth.
2. The arrangement of tbe slide IsT, cam m, arm o.

shaft P, arm q, and connecting rod E, as herein set
forth.

• 82,557.—Edward Savage, Chicago, 1\\.—Steam
Cooking Apparatxis.-Qe^tQmhQv 29, 1868.—Three
chambers are arranged one above the other in such a
manner that the steam is produced in one, super-
heated in the next, and acts on the vegetables or
other articles in the thii-d, pipes being" connected
therewith, for conducting the water and steam.

Claim..—1. The superheating chamber C, located
at 01- near the bottom of the cooking apparatus, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the chamber A, water vessel
B, and steam chamber C, connected by the pipes de
/, all arranged to operate substantially' as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the coiled pipe g, super-
heating chamber C, Avater vessel B, and cooking-
chamber A, with the pipes c, f, and d, all ai-rano-ed
for joint operation, substantially as described.

82,558—IT. H. Seelet, Hudson, Mich..—Fan-
ning JfiZi.— September 29, 1868.—The wings, in
two pieces, incline downward and are joined the
ends being higher than the center. The wind board
is formed of two pieces which extend upward, with
the ends lower than the center. Tlie shoe consists
of an upper and lower screen, the latter adjustable
for different grain, and pivoted in the sides of the
shoe, and the toll board below connected to and ban"-
on the frame being also the shoe bottom.

°

Claim.—1. The wind board E, in combination
with the wings D D, when constructed in a reverse
manner from each other, all as herein shown and
specified.

2. The adjustable screen H, pivoted in the sides of
the shoe F, tor the purpose of changing tbe same to
suit any kind of grain, substantially as and lor the
purposes herein set forth.

3 The adjustable toll board I, constructed as de-
scribed, and operating substantiallv as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

82,559.—Geo. H. Sellers, Phcenixvillo, Pa.—
Method of Making Eye Bolts or Links Without
TfeWi/w.—September 29, 1868.— The foi-mers are
pivoted to be swung open and shut, and supported
by steel straps l)olted by bolts on Avhicli the lever
cams turn The bar being placed in the shears the
header is driven against it, and the metal is forced
uito the die. after which it is laid in the -flattening
dies, and as they come together, the metal is driven
from where the eye is to be borediniothe molds and
works round the eye.
Claim.—In makiag weldless links, and otlier simi-

lar articles, subjecting the previouslv swelled up or
enlarged end of the bar to the flattening and bulb
dies, substantially such as described, for the purpose
of transposiug the metal from the place where the
bolt hole IS to be, and driving it toward the perime-
ter, as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

82,560.—Joel S.mith, Leominster, Mass.—Comb
—September 29, 1868.—The back is attaclicd by
means ot a dove-tail groove, fitting in a con-esponcl-mg tenon in the body.
C7ai?».—Attaching a horn back to the body of a
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horn comb, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed and set forth.

82,561.-Eisher A. Spofford and MatthewG
Eaffingtox, Columbus. Ohio.—Tov (?»n.—Septem-
ber 29, 1868.—A spring is secured in the handle ex-
tending into a recess in the rear end of a plunger fitted
into the barrel, which has a chamber near tlie breech
to receive it, and on puUing the triirger it is raised
into the main bore, and forced forward bv the
spring.
CZaim.—Providing the barrel of a tov gun with a

downward extension or chamber, c, for the reception
ol the pluuger, as described, the trigger raisin'-- tlie
plunger out of such chamber, substantially as set
lorth.

82,562—J. C. Stroud, Lockhart, Texas.- C?6?-
^ivafor.-September 29, 1868.
Claim.—1. Adjustably connecting the plow beamsG with each other, by means of the slotted cross-

bar J
,
to which said beams arc bolted, substantially

as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth. '-

2. PivotiDgthe plow beams G to the stationaryframe
D, by means of the pivoting rod K and the p'ivotin"-
crank rod L, substantially as herein shown and de'-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the hand lever O, connect-
ing- rod or bar ^, and lever arm E, -^-ith each otherand with the rods K and L. bv wliich the i)lowbeams G are pivoted to the fram'e D, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purposp
set forth. i' I •

S2,5S3.-LEyi Stuck, Bryan, Ohio.-Method ofObtaxmng Dental ilfoc^eZs.-September 29 1868
Claim.—1. The method of obtaining dental inodel

plates of metal directly from the mouth impression
by casting the metal in a perforated or slitted mouth
impression, B, substantially as described

2. The employment of a slitted or perforated im-
pression cup, C, substantially as described, in com-'
bination with a plaster mouth impression, B. vented
through the raised surface a, substantial^ as de-
scribed. ^

3. As a new article of manufacture, a metallic
dental model plate or die, A, when obtained in themanner substantially as herein described.

82,564.—Olh'er C. Sweet. Albany ]Sr Y

—

Machine for Drying and Stretching Fabrics Sep-"
tember 29, 1868; antedated September 24 1868 —A
horizontal swinging bar is hinged to a wall and con-'
nected with a drying frame of two bars with levers,
hinged oppositely to and crossing each other and
toggle levers meeting at their ends, their ioints
being connected by a bar, while tongs formed of
bars and cords are hung to a beam above, and have
a hook to which the upper bar of the frame is hun"-A stretcher, also, with levers, pulleys, and endless
friction cords, sleeve, and rod being provided for
winding on the fabric.

_ o r-

Claim—l. The adjustable drying frame C G, sus-
pended, by means of removable tojigs D D, from a
suitable stationary bearing, and made cont'ractible
or expansible at will, substantially as herein showM
and described.

2. The hinged adjustable drying frame C G, .ar-
ranged as described, in combination witli the swing-
ing- receiving bar A, substantially as herein shown
and described.

3. Tlie rollers Zand cords m. arranged as describedm combination with the bars a, standard I?', sleeve-
I, and arms h, for the purpose specified.

4. The stretcher frame C G. when arranged as
described,m combination with the tongs D I), bar A
post I, and stretclier K, all made and operatiu'r
substantially as herein shown and described.

82,565.—George Tamkix, Ifewburg, jST. Y.--
Stove-pipe Damper.—September 29. 1868.
Claim.—The composite rod, composed of metallic-

strips B G, of different expansibility, riveted
together, and arranged witli relation to the damper
and stove-pipe, as described,whereby the expansion o+"
said rod causes it to move laterally, and thereby to'
close the damper, as herein ^hown and described"
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83,566.—Gilbert F. Taylor, ISTeTV York, ]Sr. T.—Guard for Carpet-sweeping Machine.—September
29, 1868.—The pad is made as a bag, and has its

ends connected by an elastic substance of such
tension as to hold it on when slipped oyer the case.

Claim.—The placing around the body. A, of a
carpet-sweeping machine, the pad C, connected at

its ends by the elastic strip e, so as to be removable
at pleasure, as herein described.

83,567.—Marshall Turley, Council Bluffs,

Iowa.

—

Steam Generator.—September 29, 1868.

Claiin.—The arrangement of the separate globular
sections C, with the hollow upward inclined screw-
arms D, as herein shown and described.

83,568.—James Tyzick and Hexry "W. Eskild-
sox, New York, N. Y.

—

Nail Extractor.—September
29, 1868.—Two steel griping points, one in the lever
and the other in a shackle hinged to the lower end of
a grooved piece, are connected with the lever, in
which the tongue plays.

Claitn.—An instiiiment for drawing driven nails,

• composed substantially of the lever A and shackle L,
with their griping points J) and F, and hinged or
linked together by the slotted piece E, the whole
constructed to operate in the manner and for the
purpose herein described and represented.

83,569.—Thomas G. Tyler, JSTew York, .N. Y.—Awning.—September 29, 1868.—Front and tapered
side slats slide one within the other, being con-

nected together by plates with headed studs which
work in slotted plates affixed on the adjacent slat.

Claim.—The awning, having its side slats B and
curved top slats A connected together, to form
frames, adapted to slide one within the other, by
means of the slotted jilates /, and the plates having
headed bolts, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

83,570.—Garrett Van Sickle, Auburn, IT. Y.
•

—

Device for Unloading Hay.—September 29, 1868.

—

The elevating rope passes around a pulley, the block
of which is tapering, forked, and slotted, and is con-
nected to one end of a binding rope, Avhich at the
other end is held by a hook pivoted to the block, hav-
.ing also at its upper end an unlocking cord.

Claim.—1. The combination and "arrangement of
the binding rope or device with the elevating rope,
and the co'mbined pulley and hook and its tripping
cord, in the manner herein described, whereby the
hay or other like material, whatever maybe its quan-
tity, is fir>3t drawn and compressed into a compact
bundle, and then elevated and discharged, as herein
shown and set forth.

2. The combination, with the body of the hay
wagon, of uprights ?i and their hooks, for holding
and maintaining in position the hay-binding ropes,
substantially as herein shown and set forth.

3. A combined pulley and hook, constructed as
herein specified and shown in the accompanying
drawings.

83,571.—John R. "Washburn, West Stafford,

Conn.—iaf/ie C/wtc/c.—September 29, 1868.

Claim.—1 . The detached key I), carrying the bev-
eled pinion h, and adapted to tit into a series of ap-

ertures, c. formed through the sides of t]ie case A,
to allow the same pinion and key to be applied at

either side of tlie chuck, whereby the key and pinion
serve to operate aiiy number of chucks, as herein
shown and described.

2. Tlie key D, wlien provided with a pinion, &, at-

taclied to its end, in combination with the perforated

case A, jawsB, and scroll wlieel C of a latlie cluick,

all made and operating as herein shown and de-

scribed.

83,573.—J. C. "Wharton, Nashville, Tenn.—
Tumbler ,S<and.—September 29, 1868.

Claim.—\. The combination, in a tumbler stand,

>of the concave tray A, ])ipe ring B, having cocks i,

witli tlic racks a, or tlieir e(|uivalent, and tlie revolv-

ing scrolls d, all substantially as shown and described,
and for tlie purpose set forth.

2. Tlie descrilied arrangement of the caps 7i, af-

.fiscd to the lower cud of the cui'ved springs pendent

from the outside of the racks a, with relation to the
inclined cocks i upon the pipe B, said spring caps
being operated by the tumblers, in the manner shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

83,573.—A. S. White, Malone, N. Y.—Harrow
and Cultivator.—September 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. A harrow and cultivator, composed of
two sides, A A, constructed each of two parallel

plates, a a, and a plate c, attached to the rear end of
the inner plate of the former at an acute angle, the
plates a a being connected by bolts b, and the teeth
or shares clamped between said plates by tlie bolts,

substantially as shown and described.
2. Connecting the sides A A of the hari'ow and

cultivator to the central plate B by means of the
curved bars or hooks ax passing through it, Avhich
bars or hooks pass through holes in the plates c'. and
the inner plates, a, of the sides, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The pin d, fitted in the central plate B, in
combination with the curved bars or hooks ax, ai'-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

83,574.—Charles Williams, Manchester, N.
B..—Cooking ;S'<07;e.—September 29, 1868.—The " hot
closet " is connected with and surrounded by an air-

heating chamber which is curved and perforated at
the top, and also with the ash chamber. Flues and
dampers are arranged above and in rear of the ovens
and communicate with the space in front.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the hot closet H,
the ash chamber F, the air-heating chamber I, the
fireplace C, the two ovens A B. and their smoke
flues, provided with dampers, as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the aux-
iliary air-heating chamber D, with the fireplace C,
the air-receiving and heating chamber I, the ash
chamber F, and the hot closet H.

3. The arrangement and combination of the air-

heating chambers D I, the hot closet H, the ash
chamber F, the fireplace C, the two ovens A B, and
their flues, provided with dampers, as described.

83,575.-Furman R. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.— YaXve Gearfor Steam Engine.—September 29, 1868.

—The lever has two arms above the fulcrum pin, in-

clining from each other and over the ends of the pis-

ton rods to give the valves the proper motion, and
spreading so that the roller inside of the cam guides
may act thereon, and also an arm below, connected
to the valve rods by its forked ends, and to the ful-

crum pin and plate above.
Claim.—1. The construction of the lover H H H,

in the manner substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the cams G G and lever H
H H, and fulcrum or lug plate J, with reference to
the valve rods E E.

83,576—Henry Aitken, Falkirk, Scotland.—
Treating Iron Ore, d-c—September 29, 1868.—The
platform for the ores has perforations through which
tlie heat and products of combustion are drawn down
into the flues and pass to the condensing pipes con-
nected with vessels to collect them. Above is an
arched covering which is cammed on wheels upon the
rails of the side walls, and beneath which the heaps
are formed.

Claim..—1. Coking iron stone or iron ore upon a
perforated platform, through the openings in which,
and through the mass of "stone or ore, the gaseous
products of the coking operation are drawn doAvn-
ward. for the purpose \lescribed.

2. Utilizing the gaseous products of the coking of
iron stone or ore, substantially as specified.

3. The coking or carbonizing of iron ores or iron
stones, in combination with carbonaceous or hydro-
carbonaceous matter.

4. The employment of crude oil or tar, or oily or
tarry matter, for hardening coked or carbonized iron
ores or iron stones.

83,577.—James C. Arms, JSTorthampton, Mass.
—rocket Book Fastening.—^Q\>io.mhcv 29. 1868.—TIio
plate of sheet metal is fastened by clips to the book,

1 a slide with T-shaped hoies slipping under it, and a
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clip Tritli an inverted T-shaped lip being secured to

the flap to lock into the lioles.

Claim.—The clasp or fastening, consisting of the
plate C. slide D. and clip B. or their equivalents,
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as

and for the purpose herein described.

S2,57S.—John :S'. Arvix and Joseph M.Whit-
moke. Valparaiso, Ind.. assignors to themselves and
Amhi M. Bexxett, Chicago, 111—Corn Planter.—
September HiK 18G8.—The di'ura moves on a shaft in

connection Avith two cup -wheels for dropping the
corn, and also with a lever, the lower end of wliich is

attached to a spring, and its upper end supports a
joiu'ual, on which revolves the wire guide wlieel, and
thus the wire is wound spirally and evenly upon it.

Claim.—The combination o"f drum D, wire L, cup
wheels C C. lever F, spring G, adjustable wire guide
I. arranged to rua on journal J and ratchet /, con-
structed to operate as herein specified.

82,579.—James S. Atterbury and Thomas B.
Atterbury, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Lamp.—September
29, 1868.

Claim.—A glass lamp bowl and a glass stand, uni-

ted together by means of a screw socket piece B, as

a new and improved article of manufacture.

S2.5S0.— Fraxklix Babcock, Middletown,
Qoim.—Sash jffoitfer.—September 29, 1868. — The
thumb catch provided with a spiral spring fits in a
cylindrical ease which has a .sci'ew cut on its periph-

ery for fastening it to the window frame.
Claim.—The combination of the screw socket A.

sliding shoulder B with flange C, stem a, and spring
b, all as and for the pui'poses set forth.

S2,581.—Fraxklix Babcock and Frederick
Babcock, itiddletown. Conn.

—

Door iafc/i.—Sep-
tember 29, 1868.—The cam is provided with a circum-
ferential flange at its center, and is secured in the con-

cave ends of the case, thus dispensing with journals.

Claim.—The revolving flanged cam a, when at-

tached in the concaved ends of the ease A, which is

provided with a screw thread on its exterior, all con-
structed to operate as specified.

S2,5S2.—James F. Babcock, Boston, Mass.—
Gomiiosition for Generating Gases in Fire Extin-
gziishers and for Other Purposes.—September 29,

1868.—Composed of chlorates or nitrates of potassa
or soda, charcoal or sulphur, and silicates of soda or
potassa, in liquid form.

Claim.—A combustible gas-generating composi-
tion, for use in fire-extinguishing and other fluid-

ejecting apparatus, when combined with a vehicle

for arresting rapid combustion, substantially as de-

scribed.

82,583.-QubibyS. Backus, Winchendon, Mass.—Chuck Drill.—September 29, 1868.—The opposite
sides are grooved and inclined toward the cutting
edge to allow the oil to flow freely to the cutting part
and afford an unobstructed passage for chips or
shavings to pass out. The grooves are of such a
shape as to produce a lip on the cutting edge, which
enters the work readily.

Claim.—The within-described " chuck-driE," con-
structed to opei'ate substantially as set forth.

82,584.—James Ballard. Almond, Mich.—
Washing Machine.—September 29, 1868.—The rub-

ber is secured to arms wliich slide in sockets on the
swinging bar. A lever is pivoted on these arms and
secured lo another lever, which is fastened to the
swinging bar.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding bar H and
its stationary rubber F with the swinging bar G,
and^levers L and K and the tub, all constructed to
operate as set forth.

82,585.-C. M. Baxter. Lebanon. N. H.—
Scroll (Sa?t'.—September 29, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 17, 1868.—To relieve the saw of the strain, the
lower end of the standard is moved back in the in-

clined groove, and when retiu'iied to its position the
tension'is renewed.
Claim.—The combination of the short arms E, the

movable standard F, and inclined groove G, with the
screw and crank wheel H, being so arranged thrt the
strain may be thrown off or on the saw by a single
motion, substantially as set forth.

82,586.-Elias Beach, Titusville. Vsl.—Torpedo
for Oil IFcZL—September 29, 1868.—A thin metallic
tube, perforated throughout its whole length, extends
from the lowest primer to the bottom of the torpedo,
so that when the primers are discharged fire is com-
municated along the tube to the explosive material
below.

Claim.—1. The perforated tube G, arranged and
operating substantially as described, for the purpose
of communicating ignition of the explosive material
at the lower part of"the torpedo, as set forth.

2. The primer cord C, safety string, E, and cable
D, in combination with the primers"'&, substantially
as described.

3. The supplementary cord F, connected and oper-
erating as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The rod B. in combination with the primers 6,

and cap A', as set forth.

82,587.—Hiram Berdax, IS^'ew York, N. Y.. as-

signor to The Berdax Fire-arms Maxufactur-
ixXr COMPAXY, same \Aviee.—Metallic Cartridge.—
September 29, 1868.—The re-enforce cup is so se-

cured in the cartridge shell as to prevent the swell-
ing of the rear portion of the shell by the insertion of
such cup.

Claim.—1. Securing the re-enforce cup in the car-
tridge shell by means of a projection on the interior
of the head of the shell, and an opening or cavity in
the bottom of the cup fitting tightly on'the said pro-
jection, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

2. The combination of the patched bullet and the
brass cartridge shell, drawn from sheet metal, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

82,588.—Josife Maria Blaxco y K"uxo, Ha-
vana, Cuba.

—

Preserving Fruit and Vegetables.—
September 29, 1868.—The articles to be preserved
are incased in a coating of paste composed of plaster
of paris mixed with salt and water dissolved.

Claim.—The process of preserving fruits and vege-
tables, substantially as herein described.

82,589. — DA\^D Box*xel, Oswego, IST. Y.—
Grain Drier.—September 29, 1868.—Grain is con
ducted from an inclined drying cylinder to an in

clined screen, open at the top, and agitated in a box.
into which latter a blast of cold air 'is driven.

Claim.—1. The drying cylinder C, supplied with
heated air, in combination v\-ith the cooling screen
D^, supplied with cold air, substantially as described,
for the purposes set forth.

2. And, in combination with the drying cylinder
C and cooling screen D^, the conveyer, supplied
with cold ail", as described, for the purposes" set

forth.

3. And, in combination with the drying cylinder,
cooling screen, and conveyer, arranged as shown
and described, the furnace and fans for supplying
hot and cold air, substantially as described, for the
purposes set forth.

82,590.-Bexjamin S. Boydstox, Eichmond,
Ind.—ia?rti^.—-September 29, 1868.

Claim.—A lamp, provided with a chamber, sepa-
rate from the oil cliamber, for can-yiug a supply of
extinguishing fluid, or other flowing material, and
which is so arranged, by means of tubes or their
equivalents, that when the lamp is overturned the
extinguishing material is brought in contact with
the flame, for the purpose set forth.

82,591.—JohxT.Brigden. Hornellsville, X.Y.
—Machine for Punching Tubes.— September 29.

1868.—Under the die, into which the punch is fitted

to operate by the action of an eccentric lever and
cam, is a sliding wedge for tightening the pipe, and
having an opening in it to liberate the chips from
the pipe, whicli is effected by means of a connecting
rod attached to a vertical lever.

Claim.—1 The die A and sliding wedge B, a-'

constructed and arranged inside of the pipe, fd[
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holding it firmly in place while being punched, and
the rod d and lever C, for operating the same and
removing the chips or punchings, as herein de-
scribed.

2. The hollow tube A', for receiving the pipe F,
in combination with a slotted plug or supporting
piece, placed within said pipe, and the punch P, ec-

centric cam H, and lever (1, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

82,592.—John Burt, Sturgis, Mich.— Potato
Bigger.—September 29, 1868.—Semicircular plates,

provided with adjusting holes, hold at any desired
point a bent .bar, which is hinged to the frame, and
serves to depress or elevate tlie axle and its wheels.
Claim,—1. The combination of bar G, semicircu-

lar plates J', provided with adjusting holes j and
frame A, all arranged as described, for the purpose
of regulating the depth of the shovel.

2. The shaker D, shovel C, slotted arm d, crank/,
pinion F, gear wheel J, and axle E, all combined
and arranged substantially in the mauner and for
the purpose set forth.

82,593.—David Cammerer, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Beer Cooler.—September 29, 1868.—The wort or
other liquor is cooled by dribbling or trickling over
tlie outside of a conduit or receptacle of ice water.
The improvements have reference to the special
formation of the cooler and the surmounting con-
trivance for distributing the liquor.

Glairri.—The combination of the two supporting
flanges 1 1, perforated at i i, the elevated ridge G,
the double trough H H', perforated at h h', and the
vertically-corrugated hollow webs D^ D^, affording
water communication throughout the length of the
chambers C^ C^, or nearly so, the whole being ar-

ranged as and for the imrpbses set forth.

82,594—E. P. H. Capron, Springfield, Ohio.—
iadder.—September 29, 1868.—The two parts of the
ladder are pivoted by a round placed oii the edges
of the side piece, so that they cau be folded flat

upon each other.

Claim,—1. A ladder, consisting of the parts A
and B hinged together by the round b, and having
the side rails of each part notched at their ends, so
as to lock upon the rounds h and /, in the manner
shown and described.

2. Hinging the parts A and B by means of the
x'ound b, secured to the edges of the side rails there-
of, by means of the eyes e and loops o, substantially
as sliown and described.

3. In combination with the parts A and B, hinged
as dcseribed, the platform O, provided with the
slotted side bars D and the series of holes for ad-
jastiag the spread of the parts A and B, substan-
tially as described.

82,595.—William S. Carr, New York, IST. Y.
-Water C'Zoset-September 29, 1868.

Claim.—A water-closet hopper or container, form-
ed at the upper end to receive the basin, and at the
lower end to connect with the soil pipe, and with a
removable section, formed and located so tliat the
swinging pan of the closet can be introduced or re-

moved without necessarily removing the basin from
said hopper, substantially' as set forth.

82,596.-Andrew M. Cheeskman, Trenton, IST.

T., a-ssignor to liimself and John Watson, same
place.— YrtZvc /Sea i. — September 29, 1868. — The
lower part of a rubber valve seat fits in a slot in the
base of the valve chamber, and is secured in place
by a metallic tliimble inside of the rubber ring.

~ Claim.—Tlie rubber valve seat a a, secured to its

position by metallic thimble c, substantially as shown
and described.

82,597.—Samuel Child, Baltimore, Md.—TJe-

/ri^cra^or.-September 29, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pan C, having
the waste pipe D with relation to the provision
chamber H. the ice chamber A and gutter B, as

herein described, for the purpose specified.

82,598.—Rich.AlRD H. Chinn, Washington, D. C.

—Fountain Pe?i.—September 29, 1868.—The cylin-

der is elastic and has elastic points that fit upon the
bevel point of the pen so as to regulate the how of
the ink, the points being adjusted to the pen by a
screw collar.

Claim.—The construction of the pen E, points D,
collar J, on cylinder C, when aiTanged and com-
bined as herein described, and for the purpose set
forth.

82,599.—Frank O. Claflin, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Albro E. Carman, same
T^lacG.—Tmpleinent for Lasting Boots and Shoes.—
September 29, 1868.—The operation of stretching
and tacking or pegging are combined in one meck-
anism.
Claim.—The combination of the mechanism for

stretching and holding the material to be secured,
or the equivalent thereof, with driving mechanism,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

82,600.—WallaceW. Cleveland, Cold Water,
Mich.—Turiiing Wagon Hub.—Septehiber 29, 1868.

—The cutter-head carriage is adjustable, on ways,
toward or away from the hub, and the cutter head
is also adjustable on a line parallel with the axis of
the hub so as to be brought into position for action.

Claim.—The arrangement of tlie revolving cutter
head, carried in the lateral and longitudinal-moving
frame, with the fixed arbor revolving the block of
which the hub is made, all as herein described.

82,601.—N'athan S. Clement, 'New Britain,
Conn.—Fruit J3asA;e?.—September 29, 1868.

Claim.—Extending the two parts Avhich form the
double bottom and sides, so as to be turned over,
and form a top of the box, and so that one of the
parts is detachable, the whole constructed and ar-

ranged for opening, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

82,602.—Daniel C. Colby, Washington, D. C.
—0/iair.—September 29, 1868.—The rest prevents
the cane from being prematurely broken across the
edges of the frame pieces.

Claim.—The application to cane-seat chairs of an
elastic or slightly-yielding rest for the cane strands,
of any suitable material, and for the purposes speci-

fied and set forth.

82,603.—Abel Conant, Lowell, Mass.—Sash
i^as^eue^\—September 29, 1868.—Both bolts lie in the
same case, transversely to the edge of the sashes,

and they are respectively long enough for their lat-

eral projections to engage the racks on the sashes.

Vertical edges separate the sashes sufficiently to al-

low the lug of the longer bolt to be retracted with-
out interfering with the movements of the lower
sash.
Claim.—In a sash lock, such as described, the con-

struction and arrangement of the long and short-

sliding bolts E F, with their inclined lugs or projec-

tions g, and actuating knobs and springs, the said
bolts being applied to the window jamb at the point
where the saslies meet, in the mauner specified, so
that the projecting lugs of such bolts shall move in
planes at right angles to the plane of movement of
the sashes, and opexato in connection with the upper
and lower sash racks, as herein set forth.

82,604.—YiNCENT CoRDiER, Paris, France, as-

signor to John Gatliff and Clement Dietrich.—
Paint OiL- September 29, 1868.—This invention
proposes to render mineral oil siccative, not by di-

rect treatment of the oil itself, but by admixture
therewith of a vegetable oil which has been ren-
dered siccative in excess.
Claim.—The paint oil herein described, composed

in part of mineral oil, and in part of vegetable oil,

and liaving the proper quantity of drying mateifial
incorporated by mixing the litharge or other drier
in excess with the linseed or equivalent vegetable oil,

and afterward adding the petroleum or equivalent
tar oil, as herein specified.

82,605.—Jacob Courtleyow, Chariton, Iowa—
Machine for Setting and Cooling Tire.—September
29, 1868.—The bench may be raised to a perpendicu-
lar position so that the wheel supported on the axis
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may be placed in the Tvater trough for cooling. By
the' slide the axis can be raised or lowered to suit

the size of the wheel.
Claim.—The bench a a a a attached to the trough

F. together with the slide and axis, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated as above desciibed, for the pur-

pose of setting and cooling tire, for the purpose and
in the manner set forth.

82,606.—George Crouch, jSTew York, N. T.—
Shaivl Sfrap.—Scptemhev 29, 1868.—The cross piece
is stiffened by a corrugated metallic plate so as to

preveut it from bending or doubling up.
Claim.—In combination with a rigid cross piece,

A, constructed substantially as described, the handle
B, and straps D, for the purposes indicated.

82,607.—Frederick C. Curie, Lancaster, Pa.
.
—Manuja-cturc of Axes, Hammers, d-c.—September
29, 18(iS.—The cast iron is converted into steel by tlie

use of a mixture of chai'coal, soda, and rock salt,

which is placed in an iron box with the articles to be
converted and subjected to the heat of a furnace.

Claim.—1. Converting hammers, axes, hatchets,

and similar edge tools, either cast, or made from
wrought or cast malleable iron, into steel, by the
process substantially as herein described.

2. The new articles of manufacture, namely, ham-
mers, axes, hatchets, and similar edge tools, made
by the process substantially as herein described.

82,608.—George Edmtind Doxisthorpe,
Leeds, England.— Coal-catting Machine.—Septem-
ber 29, 1868

;
patented in England, January 21, 1864,

The engine is mounted on a truck with the alter,

nately acting picks. Two rollers employed in place
of flanged wheels will run on rails rhether or not
they are laid to a fixed gauge. One rail is laid with
care and guides the truck, a clip, applied at each end
of the truck, fitting over and sliding along the same.
A worm engages "teeth on the guide rail to propel
the truck or"hold it stationary.

Claim.—1. The so an-anging the cutting appara-
tus of machines employed in getting coal and other
mineral that two picks or cutters, or two sets of

picks or cutters, maybe caused by the engine which
actuates them to act alternately, so that one pick or
set of picks may make its forward stroke while the
other pick or set of picks makes its backward stroke,

substantially as herein described.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the guiding rail herein described, of a travel-

ing carriage provided with clips or guards at each
end to hold it to the rail, and a driving worm act-

ing on the rail to propel the carriage, whereby one
only of the rails need be laid with care.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the traveling caiTiage, of a gtude rail, a pro-

pelling worm on the carriage acting on the rail,

on clips the carriage embracing the guide rail, cut-

ting tools mounted on the carriage, and a pressure
ram for holding the carriage to its track when
working, by pressing against the roof of the mine.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with a carriage traveling on ways, and a locking
mechanism for locking the carriage firmly while the
cutters are working, of reciprocating cutters, ar-

ranged on opposite ends of an oscillating arm or
lever vibrating transversely to the line of motion of
the carriage, whereby a blow is made at each move-
ment of the piston of the motor, and one cutter may
deepen the groove made by the preceding one.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the cutting tools, of the clearers'i, for removing
the coal loosened by the cutters.

82,609 -T. J". Doughty, Lake City, Minn.—
Heater and Filter for iJoiier.—September 29, 1868.

—The water flows over the two series of shelves in
sheets and is heated by steam, which causes a de-

position of lime and other objectionable contents of
the water upon the shelves. The water passes
finally through a filter, completing its purification.

Claim.—The arrangement of the horizontal shelves,

with theii- pai-tition pieces, the steam and water ad-

mission and discharge pipes, the lime-depositing
shelves (j. tlic filter /-,'and the doors formed in the

heater and filter case A B, through which access

may be had to said shelves and filter, substantially
as herein shown and described.

82,610.—Thaddeus Fairbanks, St. Johnsbm-y,
Vt., and Henry Fairbanks, Hanover, X. H.—
Charging Scale.—September 29, 1868.—An improve-
ment on the scale for which a patent was granted to
A. B. Davis, July 30, 1867. Designed to distribute
a large portion of the weight on each side of the
center of motion of the beam and avoid the necessity
for the large counterbalance rec[uired in the above-
mentioned macliiue, in which the weight of the bars
is all on one side of the said center of motion, ne-
cessitating a balance poise on the opposite side ca-
pable of balancing the whole of the bars so as to
render ineffective those which are out of use, and
inducing the making of bars so small as to involve
too great delicacy of the structure.

Claim.—1. The within-described arrangement of
the adjustable bars A B, (fee, so that a portion of
the weight of each bar shall be distributed on each
side of the center of motion of the frame M. sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein setfox'th.

2. The stops a b, and balance poise E, arranged
relatively to each other and to the bars A B, &.C.,

and frarne M, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

3. The friction piecesJ J, arranged as represented,
and adapted to induce a constant friction against
the bars A B, &c., substantially as and for the pm"-
poses herein specified.

4. The adjustable bars A B, &c., beam of frame
M m, stops a b, Sec, and pinching screws P, &c.,
when provided with the bearing pieces o, held
loosely between the shoulders 1 and 2, and adapted
to receive the force of the screw in confining the
stops firmly, as herein specified.

82,611.—Charles M. Flint, Hancock, X. H.—
Wagon -Brai-e.-September 29, 1868.—By vibrating
a lever a toggle arm is moved away from an inclined
plane at the rear of the brake bar, and then the brake
may be forced against the wheels by the back pres-
sure of the draught animals or the gravitating power
of the carriage body.

Claim.—The arrangement of the brake arm c, and
the slotted plate g with the king bolt, the front axle
and the front bar of the perch, the whole being sub-
stantially as specified.

82,612.—Orlando V. Flora, Madison. Ind.—
Fise.—September 29, 1868.—The parallel bars are
attached to a vertical mortised post, which latter
slides on a plain smooth locking bar.

Claim.—The combination of the post G and bars
B C with the locking bar J, constructed and operat-
ing in connection with the movable jaw D, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified.

82,613.—James T. Forsyth, Wheeling, W. Va.—Machine for Dressing Barrel Hoops.—September
29, 1868.—The circular revolving bed piece, working
inside of the stationary concentric arc, is constructed
in such a manner as to automatically catch the end
of the piece of stuff to be dressed, draw it under the
dressing knives, and discharge it after being operated
upon.

Claim.—1. The circular revolving bed B, the catch
D, and the spring F, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as described.

2. The concentric arc A, in combination with the
knives H H and K K, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

82,614.—William Frick, Middletown, Pa.—
Steering Apparatus for Sectional Boat.—September
29, 1868.—The boats are fastened together in such a
manner that one boat acts as a rudder for the other,

thus enabling the boats to be turned in curves too
short for another boat having the tonnage of the two
combined.
Claim.—1. The hinged coupling bar B B', when

fastened permanently to one boat, and attacl^cd to

the other by standards C C, in such manner r.s to
permit a free, vertical, longitudinal, and lateral os-

cillation, but to confine, at the same time, the boats
to their relative alignment fore and aft, substauiially
as set forth.
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2. The combination of said liinged coupling bar,

standards, and cross heads C C, connected by springs
B^, arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the M-heel, the tiller rope,
and the hinged bar connecting the two boats,
when arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

S2,615.—John Frisch, Albany, N. Y.—Kitchen
jHipZemene.—September 29, 1868.—The usual position
of the handle is reversed when the stove plate lifter

is called into requisition.

Claim.—The shovel A, furnished with a stove lifter

at its rear end and having its handle, C, pivoted, as
and for the purpose set forth.

82,616.— Peter Geiser, "Waynesboro, Pa.—
Writing Tahle and Chair.—September 29, 1868.

—

The extra leg enlarges the base so that the chair
cannot be up'^set by the weight of the table. The
latter consists of a hinged lid closing a pan-like re-

ceptacle for books, papers, &c., with subdivisions for

small articles. A frame for holding books, or papers
to be copied, slides within the table when not in use.

Claim.—1. The combination of the chair A, socket
C. legB, arms I), and table F F, substantially as
showli and described.

2. The construction of the table, as composed of
the parts E F, substantially as shown and described.

3. The paper and book holder, as constructed,
consisting of parts, G, H, H, I, e, and c', and their

equivalents, substantially as shown and described.
4. The combination of the paper and book holder

with the cover of the table, substantially in the man-
ner shown and described,

5. The arrangement of the locking device K, catcli

a, and stops h, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

82,617.-Peter Geiser, Waynesboro, Pa.—
Horse Poiver.—September 29, 1868.—This device is

to be attached to the tumbling shafts of a horse
power for the purpose of making a belt connection
between the power and the machine to be driven,
and of multiplying the motion.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the frame A and journal box E, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ver-
tical shaft F and the journal box E, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3. In combination with the above, the combination
of the ratchet coupling and the shaft G, substantially

as and for the purpose described.
4. The construction of the frame A, and the ar-

rangement, with reference thereto, of the journal
box""E, shaft F, gear wheels B and C, and pins or
guards b b,

5. The arrangement of the oil passages e, a, /,
and h, substantially as and for the puri^ose set forth.

82,618.—Samuel Glasson, IsTcw York, ]S^. Y.—
Ecamer and Tap.—September 29, 1868.—The longi-

tudinal movement of the grooved plug, produced by
the turning of the screw, sets the cutters outwarcl
or inward, to adapt the instrument to openings of
different sizes.

Claim.—The aiTangement herein described and
shown of the tubular stock A, grooved plug C, cut-

ters B, springs s, and swiveled screw E e, for the
purpose set forth.

82,619.-H. J. Harris, Slireveport, 1,0,.—Pyro-
technic Signal.—Saptomhv.v 29, 1863.

Claim.—The trail matcli or fuse, constructed sub-

stantially as described, that is to say, consisting of
the slow match or fuse, provided with a series of

signal or cannonading balls, pyrotechnic meteors
and streamers, or other equivalent devices connected
with the slow match by short branch quick matches
or fuses, and adapted to be used in connection with
the balloon or other equivalent means for elevating

and sustaining the same in the air while tiring the
same, substantially as described.

82,620.—.Jacob Himmeu, Ilartford, Conn.—
Tool for Gas i-^Wej".—Septcm ber 29, 1868.—A cutter
for cutting off the ends of pipes, a scraper for cleai'-

ing its surface before forming the screw, dies for
cutting the thread, and a cramp for holding the pipe
to turn it, are arranged in a frame or stock fitted

for the j>urpose.

Claim.— An improved combination tool, con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

82,621.-George W. Hubbard, Lowville, 1<(.

Y.—Hammer.—September 29, 1868.—The hammer
holds the nail in giving it the initial thrust.

Claim.—The application, to nail hammers, of a
nail-clamp attachment, using for that purpose the
chamber C, the clamp E, the spring G, the lugs I,

and screw F, constructed to operate substantially as
herein described.

82,622.—John C. Kexnedy, Chicago, HI.—
Soda Fountain.—September 29, 1868.—Air escapes
from the fount through the open air pit while water
is being pumped into the same from the reservoir.

Air is subsequently pumped into the fount under
pressure. In order to utilize the gas which remains
in fountains after the water has been drawn off, a
supplemental fountain is employed, water from
which is supplied to the draw-otf fount by the pump,
and which, after being depleted of water, is x)lacecl

in communication with the draw-off fount in order
that the gas may flow or be pumped into the latter

fount to be absorbed by the water therein.

Claim.—1. The pump B, the three-Avay cock D,
pipes C and V, reservoir A, and air pit F, all ar-

ranged and operated substantially as described.

2. Fountain A, provided Avith an air pit and gauge
tube, as desciibed, pump B, globe check-valve E,
three-way cock D, and fountain II, the whole being
arranged, constructed, and operated in the manue**
and tor the purpose specified.

82,623.—Baxter Lyon, Mount Pleasant, HI.,

assignor to himself and Dana L. Cohembia.—Re-
volving jETarroi^.—September 29, 1868.—The leadino-

pair of toothed wheels has an inclination outward
and downward from the center of the bolsters,

while the rear pair have an inclination inward and
downward. The reach is jointed to the forward
bolster, so that the harrow may be readily turned or

worked in a circle.

Claim.—A revolving harrow, the front and reai'

portions of which, being constructed substantially

as described, are connected to each other by a
jointed or flexible connection, as and for the pur-

pose described.

82,624.— Levi Matthews, Antrim, Ohio.—
Clothes Pin.—September 29, 1808.—When the line

is drawn taut it acts upon the ring, and thereby
draws downward the clothes pin, so as to make i't

take a firm hold of the suspended article.

Claim.—The double self-adjusting clothes pin H,
constructed as described, and provided with a ring,

I, substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

82,625.—Patrick McGee, Nortli Providence,
E. 1.—Let-off Mechanism for Loom.—September
29, 1868.—The speed of the yarn beam is increased
in the ratio of the decrease of the yarn on the beam.

Claim.—The combination, Avith the pad E and
yarn beam B, of the toe «', spring bar c', lever d',

abutment R, and pusher bar i!, receiving motion
from the sword or any other portion of the Ioobi.

and acting through the abutment 11 on the let-off

motion in such manner that the letting off of the
Avarp Avill ha regulated according to the A'ariable

diameter of the beam, substantially as herein spe-

cified.

82,626.—J. C. McKenzie, Adrian, Mich.—Pwgf
ilfiiL-September 29, 1868.—The clay which fills the
supplemental eiiamber partially forms the bottom of
the main tempering chamber, absorbs the Avater
used in soaking, and is a settling place for the stones
and other deposits. Stationary rods in the pug mill

assist the operation of the grinding blades.
Claim.—1. Tlie chamber or reservoir F, arranged

and employed, in connection Avith the chamber E,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. TUo pug mill, constructed as described, with
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the chambers E F, doors I, and aperture e, the hori-

zontal angular rods O, pug shaft K, and blades M
Ml M^, aU arranged to operate substantially in the
manner set forth.

82,627.—George X. Muxger, Xcw Haven,
Conn., assignor to himself and Stillmax Moore,
same ^VAce.—Encjravers' Vise.—September 29, 1868.

—By revolving the upper plate the ja\vs are caused
to travel to-nard or a-^-ay from each other. They
are so foinned and applied'that they may turn to an
angle Tivith each other.
Claim.—The engravers' vise herein described,

consisting of the f-^-o jaws D and E, arranged upon
the threaded plate B, and in the plate C, so as to be
adjusted to grasp the article of regular or irregular
form, substantially as herein set forth.

S2,62S.—Bexja:min E. iS^A^^s, Eort Wayne, Ind.—Bee iTtve.—September 29, 1868.—The hive is made
up of a number of frames placed side by side, and
bound together by an iron rod and nut. Strips,
serving as comb guides, are secured to the inside of
the frames.

Claim.—The frame A, constructed as described,
and secured together by means of the rod x and nut
jc', as shown and described for the pm-pose set fortli.

82,629.—Orwell H. :Ki.edham, Xew York, N.
Y.—Atmospheric ^?io&.—SepLe7nber 29, 1868.—The
knob is made to adhere to the drawer, or other ob-
ject to be taken hold of, by atmus)iheric pressure

;

the knob, as v.-ell as the sucker poitiou, being com-
pressed to form a vacuum.

Claim-.—An atmospheric handle, composed of a
flexible face or sucker portion A, and flexible or
elastic knob or knob part B, having a cavity, b,

within it, in communication, by a passage, c, with
the interior face of the sucker portion or space con-
tained therein, substantially as specified.

82,630.—Ereejian IsTichols, Newport, Kv.—
Hub for Warjon T7/ieeL—September 29, 1868.—The
flare of the mortises permits the spokes to become
more deeply seated within the metallic band as the
tire shrinks, without crippling the spokes, wliUe
the shoulders upon the spoke prevent them from
slipping too far into the hub.
Claim.—The an-angement described, consisting

of the wooden core, with mortises, B, and affording
seats on its periphery for the shoulders G of the
spokes, together Avith band D, having mortises, e e',

the latter or outer portions being more flaring than
the inner, and adapted to form sockets for the taper
portions of the spokes, substantially as described
and represented.

82,631.—Hezekiah B. ISToble, South Windsor,
Conn.—jETorse jRaA-e.—September 29, 1868.-These
devices adjust and hold the rake properly while it is

revolving, and retain it firmly in the desii'cd posi-
tions for use or for rest.

Claim.—'LhQ crank m, plate n, head h, teeth v,

(which constitute the rake head,) in combination
with the bars / /. rack ?i, pawl <?, (for elevating or
depressing the rake head,) arms k, lever p, and
holder g, all an-anged and operatiug substantially as
and for the pm-pose described.

82,632. — Eugexe Theodore IsToualhier,
Paris, Fi-ance. — Chimney Cowl. — September 29,
1868.—The apparatus has a vane which tm'us the
upper portion, so tliat a free exit is provided on the
leeward side The device aids in the exliaustion of
the smoke or foul air from below. Vertical division
plates in the .s[)ace between the tapering, concentric
casings prevent the wind from blowing across, and
compel it to be deflected dii-ectly upward.
Claim.—T\iQ tapering concentric pipes or cases

B and C, arranged as represented, relatively to the
flue A, and adapted to receive the wind and deflect
it upward, as represented, the space between B and
C being divided iu compartments, and the entire
apparatus combined with a rcAolviug hood, substan-
tially as and for the i^m-poses hereiu set forth.

82,633. —Toiix S. Oliver, Xcw York. X. Y.,
assignor to John AV. Cox and Alexaxdeu D.

Shaw, same place.

—

Refining Liquor.—September
29, 1868.—The liquor is fii-st fed to the action of the
upper drum, wlience it passes to the coil chamber
to be heated ; it descends thence to the lower drum
and into the drawing-off chamber. The action of
the drums converts the liquor into spray, and the
gases thus liberated are drawn ofi" by a pump.

Claim.—1. The process of separating from spirit-

uous, hydrocarbon, and other liquids, the fi-ee or non-
condensed gases contained therein, by beating up or
separating the liquid into fine particles or spray
while in vacuo, by the action ttiereon of mechanism
suitable for the purpose, substantially as herein spe-

cified.

2. The drums C D, arranged within a vacuum
chamber. A, and operating in substantially the man-
ner and for the purposes herein specified.

3. The combinafion, with the drums C D, of the
worm F, arranged within the box A, substantially

as and for the purposes herein specified.

4. The combination, with the chamber A, con-
taining tfie drums C D and worm H, of an air pump
an-anged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

pose herein specified.

5. The arrangement of the perforated plates a, b,

c, d, in the box A, substantially as hereiu sho-wn
and described.

82,634.—J. JvT. OUTTEX, Caseyville, Kj.—Bee
Ifu-c-September 29, 1868.—The honey boxes are
placed on a series of steps in the hive, the bees
passing tip the incline beneath. The arrangement
insures the dislodgmeut and fall of the moth.

Claim.—The steps F F, when arranged and used
in combination with the chambers E"E and honey
boxes 1 1, inside of a bee hive, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set fortli.

82,635.— Hexry A. Pease, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to himselfand JeremyW. Bliss, same place.

—Manufacture of 6'oap.—September 29, 1868.—The
distinctive ingredients are cotton-seed stock, stea-

rine or elain, caustic, and starch.
Claim.—A soap compound, of the ingredients, in

greater or lesser proportion, as required, substan-
tially as described.

82,636.—Howard Perkixs, Mansfield, assignor

to himself and Bexjamix S. Leonard, Sharon, Mass.
—Portable Adjustable Elastic ^eaf.—September 29,

1868.—The seat is intended to be folded within such
a small compass that it may be carried in a coat

pocket. It is a ventilating seat, being sustained

above the surface by the elastic feet, and is designed
to be used on cultivators, seed planters, &c.
Claim.—ThQ construction of the elastic supple-

mentary seat, with its hinges C, shields D, and elastic

feet E, combined as herein described, and for the
purposes set forth.

82,637.—Albert J. Eedwat, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Coal Stove.—\'y.]u :m\)Qv 29, 1868.—A smoke-con-
suming device for heating stoves. The reverberating
crown plate is adjustable relative to the cowl, to
vaiy the size of the smoke-throat to suit particular
draughts.

Claim.—The central crown plate D, having per-

forated bars d d, by which it is adjusted relatively to

the annular cowl C, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

82,638.—Albert J. Eedway, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Cooking >Stoue.—September 29, 1868.—The oven
may be surrounded on all sides by a sheet of flame
of the full width of the stove, for baking or other
purposes, the smoke having the most direct issue

practicable, so as to prevent the rapid accumulation
of soot. The oven is readily removable, to render
the flues accessible.
Claim.—1. The removable oven, supported and

sliding on transverse angle pieces, and over a flange,

on one stove plate, and witli a marginal flange

fitting into a rebate on the other stove plate, so as to.

make'a joint with the i)lates at the respective ends
of the said oven, substantially as de.scril)ed.

2. The four-sided oven H, and flue plate D, so
constrneted and arranged as tofonn a non-reverting
and continuous flue around the oven, and to be re-
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movable to expose the flue plates for cleansing, sub-
stantially as described.

82,639.—Lewis H. Reynolds, Goshen, E". Y.—
Self-adjusting Telegrax)hic Belay.— September 29,

18ti8.

Claim.—The double electro-magnet, or two electro-

inaguets, placed in a helix or helices, with their like

poles near each other, and attachment to armature
or armature-bar of common relay, so that tlieir repul-
sion will counteract, or nearly counteract, the attrac-
tion of armature of common relay to its own
magnet.

82,640. --Hexry Eicitaeds and Justus A.
Tkamt, NewBritain.Conu.— Endless jBeJt.—Septem-
ber 29, 1868.—An endless piece of woven fabric con-
stitutes a polishing belt, the object being to avoid
the usual lap joint, which is detrimental in operation,
and liable to come apart when soaking tor recoating.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an end-
less belt, constructed substantially as described.

82,641. —John L. Eipley, Fremont, Ohio.—
Hay Jini/e.—September 29, 1368.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a hand
hay-knife, composed of the pointed blade A with ser-

rations X X on its edge, and connected to the handle
B C, all as herein shown and described.

82,642.—Jacques RH'ES, Paris, France.—Method
of Casting Metals.—September 29, 1868.—Within a
metal vessel placed in a tank containing water, and
provided with a detachable cap or top, is placed a
mold fitted within a perforated casing, between
which latter and the metal vessel is placed char-
coal.

Claim.—The mold L, arranged within a vessel. A,
having a detachable top, B, and between which and
the mold is a body of charcoal, substantially as and
for the pui'pose described.

82,643.—Leverett A. Sanfokd, TVolcott, as-

signor to himself and Albert "Warner, Bristol,

Conn.— Clasp i2i?iflf.—September 29, 1668.

Claim.—A clasp ring, made in one piece of metal,
and secured by one screw, as an improved article of
manufacture, substantially as described.

82,644.—Leverett A. Sanford, Walcott, as-

signor to himself and Albert Warner, Bristol,

Conn.

—

Snap Hook.—September 29, 1868.—By press-
ing the pad into the socket, the angle corner at the
end of the lock surface will drop into the recess and
allow the end of the latch to be pressed back, and on
removing tlie pressure it will re-lock itself.

Claim.—The combination of the hook a, socket c,

springs d, pad k, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

82,645.—James S. Schoonover, Corry, Pa.—
Railway Hail Joint.—September 29, 1868.

Claim.—The jaws B B', provided with the pins or
ribs on their inner surface, engaging Avith the coi--

responding notches on the bases or flanges of the
rails, as shown in Fig. 4, and with the recess d for

preventing the end-play of the clamp C, in combina-
tion with the split wedge E and the clamp C, all con-

structed and arranged substantially as set fortli.

82,646.—George Seibrrt and John Seibert,
Ashley, 111. — Cultivator. -Sci^teinher 29, 1868.—

A

.'comlDiuation of devices for raising and lowering tlie

. frame to accommodate it to irregulaiities of ground,
regulating the distance betMcen tlie plows and mov-

, ing them one side and tlie other.

Claim.—I. The combination of the frame, the

wheels, and two independent axles, F F, with the

levers G, ratchet plates G', and pawls H, substan-
• tially as and for the purpose set fortli.

2. The combination of the driver's seat K, braces

I, and interior beams C" C", so arranged tliat tlie

: latter may be moved laterally by the action of the

.driver, substantiullv in the manner set forth.

3. The combination of the parts last aforesaid with
the lever L, crank ]\I, and connecting rods N, sub-

. Btantially as set fortli.

4. TJic combination of the frame B, the oscillating

beams C" C", and friction rollers 0, ari'anged to
operate substantially as described.

5. The combination of the connecting rods If N,
the oscillating beams C" C", and the eye-bolts 'N',

for regulating the relative position of the plows, sub-
stantially as described. .

6. The arrangement of the tongue A, brace rod A',
and stud screw A^, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

82,647.—Frederick M. Shepard, Ncav York,
"M. Y.—Rubber Jfat-September 29, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of a cellular rubber web,
substantially as described, with a detachable plate or
receptacle, whether the same be flanged or not.

82,648.—John A. Smith, Lacon, HI.—Gate.—
September 29. 1868.—The gate is made to swing on
its pivot until it reaches a point at right angles with
the frame where it is held by a spring, by simply turn-
ing either of the knobs in either direction.
Claim.—A gate, having side posts B, cross bar C,

staples O and c c, spring S, post E, and pivot D, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein specified.

82,649.—Thomas Smith, California, Mo.—SaW'
ing and Boring Machine.—September 29, 1868.—

A

combination of devices by which the various opera-
tions Of sawing, planing, tui-ning, and boring the
material of which wheels and other paits of a carri-

age are constructed, can be performed by a single
machine.

Claim.—1. The pivoted carriage table TJ, pro-
vided with two curved slots s s, and operating in
combination Avith two concavo-convex saws,substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination Avith the above, the inclined
and adjustable table T, pivoted at e. and operating
substantially in the manner and for the pm'poses
specified.

3. The adjustable, attachable, and detachable sup-
port A', for the driving shaft and wheel, when pro-
vided with the swinging leg A'', and so pivoted to
the frame A of the machine that its outer end can be
elevated or depressed at pleasui'e, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

82,650.—Daniel M. Somers, l^ew York, IT. T,—Tumbler TTaiVier.-September 29, 1868.—The side
pressure of the tumbler on the frame and weight of
the latter opens a valve to admit jets of water to the
inside of the tumbler. A turbine Avithin the supply
stem gives a rotary motion to the outside Avasher.

A vase at the top of the central stem forms a valve
for the control of water to the outside sprinkler.

Claim.—1. A tumbler holder, consisting of a
tubular stem, F, with fixed pendent arms G, and a
jointed arm G', connected Avith and operating the
valve H, in an automatic manner, .substantially as
described.

2. The arrangement of a turbine within the supply
stem, and relatively to the discharge orifices of the
outside Avasher, to give a rotary motion to the latter,

substantially as shown and described for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The combination of the vase d, forming a valve,
i, Avith a rotary tumbler sprinkler, substantially as
set forth.

82,651.—Daniel E. Somes, Washington, D. C.—Api)aratus for Cooling and Filtering Liquids.—
September 29, 1868.—The supply pipe, by Avhich the
liciniils are brought to tlie tap from Avhich they arc
draAvii, is connected to a cooler placed in the earth
beneath, and in close proximity to the tap, to the
mouth of wliicli latter is connected a filter.

Claim.— I. The supply pipe B, tAvo-way cock d,

and delivery pipes F B', Avith the cooler D, placed
in the ground beneath a hA'drant or tap, as set

forth.

2. The combination of the su^iply pipcB. cooler D,
delivery pipe B', and filter II, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The supply pipe B, tAvo-Avay cock d, cooler D,

and ice box G, 'substantially as described.

4. A cooler, tapering toward and pointed at its

lo\vc;' cud. as an-aiiged in relation to supply ;ind dis-
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charge pipes, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

82,652.—Edwakd Spain, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cftt/rM.—September 29, 1868.
Claim.—1. A dasher, having: inclined perforated

vanes, arranged at an angle with respect to each
other and to the axis of the dasher, as set forth, for
the purpose spccilied.

2. So perforating the vanes of the dasher that the
jots of cream which pass through the said perfora-
tions shall be caused to cross each other, as described,
for the pui"pose specified.

82,053.-JOHX Spear, Carbondale, El.—iJam-
water Oiii-q/f.—September 29, 1863.—The direction
of the flow is changed by turning the elbow, which
caiTics a wing to indicate the course of the water.

Claim.—A conduit for water, having pipes A and
B, bos C, elbow D, partition E, and indicator Gr,

constructed, aiTangcd, and operating substantially
as specified.

82,654.—Jonx Spear, Carbondale, HI.—Fruit
Drier.—September 29, 1868.—An oven, made iji two
sections, is provided with a hollow rotating shaft
which sei'ves to conduct the heat and smoke. Per-
forated shelves in the upper section are secured to
the hollow shaft, aud in the lower section to a drum
fastened to the shaft and having spiral flanges on the
inside which cause the shaft to revolve by the
draught.
Claim.—A fruit drier, having sections A and D,

shaft C, drum Gr, flanches K, shelves H and d, dam-
pers c and L, doors S and M, aud hook and pin Y,
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
specified.

82,655.—G^REEXLEAF Stackpole, New York,
]Sr. Y.

—

Auxiliary Poxoer for Sewing Machine.—Sep-
tember 29, 1868.—A spring within a drum is con-
nected with a ratchet, stop gear, pinion geared into
a winding wheel and several gear wlieels, aud these
furnish the machinery for a power constituted of a
balance wheel, clutch pinion, aud lever connected
-by the pinion with one of the wheels in the case.

Claim.—The application to the sewing machine of
an auxiliary power, when used in conjunction with
and controlled by the treadle worked in thoordiHary
manner, to assist t!ie operator, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

82,656.-0. E. Stedman, Westfield, N. Y.—
Wash Boiler.—September 29, 1868 ; antedated June
2, 1868.—A concave plate is placed under the mov-
able perforated bottom, for tlae purpose of conduct-
ing the steam generated at the bottom of the boiler
to the tubes.
Claim.—T\\Q. concave plate D, in combination with

the tube or tubes E, and perforated bottom C, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

82,657.-Henry D. Struse, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Oiot/ies Drier.—September 29, 1868.—Frames, pro-
vided with a series of connecting clothes lines, slide
vertically in standards, and are provided with ropes
and pulleys for raising and lowering.
Claim.—The combination of the stretchers C,

having guides c at each end, and carrying the
clothes Hue a, with the corner posts A, pulleys p q r,

and cords g, all arranged for operation, substantially
as shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

82,658. — Philip J, StuhltrXger, Philadel-

Ehia, Pa.— Compound Safe-door Hinge.—S6\Mem-
er 29, 1868.—A double hinge is used, the door be-

ing pulled out until it is released from the recesses
in the safe, and is then swung open.
Claim.—A. compound hinge, constructed and ap-

Slied substantially as and for the purpose herein
escribed.

82,659.-Claude Ludovic Taverdon, Pari.s,
and Jules Moret, Sevres, France.—Pwrn^.-Scp-
tember 29, 1868.—When one of the heads creates a
vacuum behind it, the other forces the liquid for-

ward, and vice versa.

Claim:—The within-described construction and
arrangement of the piston, composed of two valved
heads, connected together by a tulKilar rod or sheath
adapted for the passage of tlie liquid, as specified,

working in a chamber divided into tAvo compart-
ments, S S', by a disk or partition, TJ, all as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

82,660.— Jeremiah C. Tiltox, Sanbornton
Bridge, N. H.

—

Composition for Dressing Hair.—
September 29, 1868.—Composed of precipitate of

sulphur, super-acetate of 'cad, glycerine, boras,
spermaceti, and barbary tallow.
Claim.—The composition of matter made of the

within-named ingredients, in or about the propor-
tion set forth.

82,661.—William TV. Trapp, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to Tobias Kohn, same jjlace.

—

Polishing
Thread.—Seytemhcv 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of two rubber car-

riages, acting in opposite directions on any one or
more threads, substantially as described, with one
or more fliers and reels, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The devices a' c' 2, or their equivalents, for stop-

puig and starting the pair of rubber carriages, work-
ing in opposite directioiis upon one thread, so that
they are stopped and started at the end of the throv,'

of the crank, substantially as described.
3. The machine, constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as described, having sets or series of rub-
ber carriages on opposite sides of the driving shaft,

which move up and down together, those on the
same side having a motion in opposite du-ections,
thereby balancing the reciprocating motions of the
several paats, and causing the least possible jar in
the machine.

4. The two rubber carriages, acting together upon
one or more threads, and having a reciprocating
motion in opposite directions, to divide and balance
the strain upon the thread, substantially as de-
scribed.

82,662.—John W. Tu-ll and George Steven-
son, Zionsville, Ind.

—

Boot and Shoe Heel.—Sep-
tember 29, 1868.—A plate of leather or metal is cutout
in the center the shape of the heel, but smaller, and
the part remaining is perforated. A rubber plate
the shape of the heel is heated, and the perforated
plate pressed over it, causing the rubber to enter the
perforations.

Claim.—The employment of an India-rubber heel
for boots or shoes, Avlien used in combination with
a leather or metal plate, the said heel and plate being
secured together substantially in the manner herein
described.

82,663.-GeorgeWalters and Thomas Shaf-
fer, Phoenisville, Pa.

—

Method of Constructing
Columns, &c.—Septeml^cr 29, 18G8.—The pointed
tip is applied when the column is used as a shaft for
a pile to be driven into the ground.

Claim.—1. In the construction of metallic col-

umns and shafts, confining wrought iron or steel

plates between external cramping bars or washers
h h and internal metallic disks d d, by rivets, upon
or around which said disks have been cast, or wliich
are attached thereto, and headed down upon the
plate while hot, so that the same in shrinking shall

closely draw the plates to the disk, in the manner
substantially as described.

2. In combination with the shaft, constructed in
the manner set forth, the pointed tip /, for the pur-
pose set forth.

82,664.—George AYalters and Thojias Shaf-
fer, Phrenixville, Pa.

—

Method of Constructing Col-

umns. cCc—September 29, 1868.

Claim.—The manner of constructing columns or
shafts of Avronght iron or steel plates, curved or
bent on the line of their width, and attached by
bolts or rivets to internal rings or disks, so shaped,
in relation to said plates, that a space shall be left

between them, in order that the plates may bo
drawn dowji, and their edges brought into close
contact l)y the compression of said rivets or bolts,

substantially as set forth.
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83,665.—Geokge L. Weaver, Hartford, Conn.—Joxirnal Box.—September 29, 1868.—A casing is

provided Aritli annular grooves in which balls of dif-

ferent diameters are placed alternately, so that the
larg-c balls will all tnrn in one direction, and the
small balls will keep the large ones in position.

Claim.—The combination of the journal box, liav-

ing- annular grooves in the heads C and D, and
corresponding grooves on both ends of the shaft

bearings B, with balls of two different sizes, placed
alternately in the annular grooves, the whole ar-

ranged and operating as and for the purpose set

foitli.

82,666.—S. C. Wells, Le Eoy, K". Y.—Panta-
loons Stretching Device.—September 29, 1868.—Two
clamp bars holding the pantaloon legs are provided
with springs to keep said clamps apart, and weights
fastened to the springs to produce the necessary
tension.

Claim.—The combination of bars A A, weights
b b, springs a a, and clamping device c, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

82,667.—John B. "Wickersiiam, Philadelphia,
Pa.—i«&ricator.—September 29, 1868.—The tube is

formed of white metal to obviate the discoloration
of the oil or the gummy consistency, incident to the
use of brass and copper, wliich retards the action of
the siphon. A chamber is placed just above the cock
to receive the oil from the siphon when said cock is

closed.
Claim.—1. The sleeve/, formed with a swell upon

one side for the introduction of a feeder, in combi-
nation with the tube e and reservoir a, for the pm"-
poses and as specified.

2. A lubricator, formed with the tube e, of white
metal, for the purposes and as specified.

3. The combination of the glass reservoir a and
screw neck at its lower end," with the cup c and
washer d, rendered permanently tight by cement, asJk- 82,673.—J. K. Alwood
set forth. l*Shea7'ina Device.—

4. A capillary feeder formed by metal wires or
rods, or a tubular strip of metal inclosed in a filbrous

covering, so as to form a siphon, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

5. The cock h and chamber k, in combination with
a capillary feeder and oU cup, substantially as set

forth.

82,668.—Thomas B. Wickham, Granville, Ohio.—Farm Gate.—September 29, 1'Ses.—Latches or but-
tons are dispensed with on the gate, which is so sup-
ported as to prevent sagging in cither direction.

Claim.—A farm gate, having i)osts A, B, and C,
brace a, clutch c, trundles b and h, gate E, arm g,
and guide slat D, constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing substantially as specified.

82,669.—Charles TVilsox, Clinton, Va.—Meas-
uring Heights and Distances.—September 29, 1868.

—Movable telescopes are attached to circular plates,

one telescope l)eing attached to t!ie compass, and the
other combined with the target ; both being operated
A\'ith a circular movement, and adjusted to either

side by adjustiiole plates and scrcjws underneath the
cii'cular plates that are marked by cross lines.

Claim.—1. The circular cross-lined plates A and
P, with their curved upright bars (J- and U, combined
and operated as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The pivot bars Y, with their adjustable round
and square plates, with regulating screws C and X,
constructed and operated as herein described, and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The adjustable target N, combined and operated
with the telescope Q, as herein described, and for the

ptu-poses set forth.

82,670.—Charles A. Wilsox and William R.
DuxLAi', Cincinnati, Ohio.—Pump.—September 29,

1868.—The sections slope inward on their under side,

and arc thus adapted to limit the ascent of tlic valves

in opening. The protuberances ou the under side

of tlio sections prevent the valves from adhering
thereto.
Claim.—I. The combination of the annular valve

seats abed and annular valves E, when arranged in

a vertical series, one above another, and constructed
as lierein described, so as to act simultaneously
around the entire circumference.

2. In combination with the sections A B C D,
with their described flexible flaps, the annular stops
or flanges G G'.

3. The protuberances F, on the under side of the
sections BCD, for the purpose explained.

82,671.-Erastus Woodward and Josephs.
MiLLETT, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Starting Apparatus
for Bailroad Ca?-.-September 29, 1868.—These de-
vices operate a shoe clamp and levej;, through a con-
nection with the sliding draught bar, for the puri^ose
of applying the tractive force to the peripheral sur-
face of the wheel at the top thereof

;
power being

thus made more effective in overcoming the inertia
of the cai- in starting.

Claim.—The horizontal bar B, levers A and C, and
anti-friction roller R, combined Avith the other de-
scribed parts, all constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

82,672.—JOHX E. Wootten, Reading, Pa.—
Draught Valve in Bailroad Car Stoves.—September
29, 1868.—A casing incloses the fire chamber, and is

surrounded by two casings forming two chambers,
access being' had by doors to the fire chamber and
ash pit, and air is supplied to the inner chamber by
a short pipe between the casings, having at its mouth
a deflector hung to the outer casing, and operated by
means of a rod, pipes connected therewith being ar-

ranged under the seats.

Claim.—A deflector, so combined with the air-

heating space of a railroad-car stove or heater, and
with the delivery pipes or orifices connected there-
with, that when the car is in motion the said deflector
can be made to control the temperature of the car,
substantially in the manner described.

Delta, Ohio.—^/ie<?p
Shearing Device.—October 6, 1868.—A revolving
disk, actuated by suitable mechanism, is provided
with several double-edged blades which project from
its periphery*; these blades pass directly over a set
of fingers arranged in a semicircle around the edge
of the'bottom of the shear case.

Claim.—1. The bladed wheel a a a, with it-s blades
K K K K, substantiaUy as described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The semicirciflar protuberance P of the shear
case S, in front of the dotted line d, with the fingers
V V, substantially as described, for the piu-pose speci-

fied.

3. The combination or connection of the bladed
wheel a a a with the cord wheel Y, so as to receive
motion therefiom.

4. The combination of the several parts described,
for the purpose of forming a cutting device for sheep-
shearing.

82,674.—MarcusM. Ammidown, Boston, Mass.—Mode of Transmitting Jfoiion.—October 6, 1868.

—

A V-shapcd pawl is arranged within a shell, a por-
tion of which is made eccenlric to the shaft, to which
a toothed wheel with which the pawl engages is se-

cured, so that, as the shell is turned upon the shaft
which holds tlie gear wheel, the eccentricity of the
shell will cause the pawl to be engaged or disengaged
from the toothed wheel.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hub a and the
cylindrical shell d, provided v.-ith the eccentric d',

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the eccentric d', of the
pawl e and toothed wheel /, substautijUIy as and for
the purpose specified.

82,675.—JoHx J. Barrett, Chillicothe, Ohio.—
Axle (7rmsc—October 6, 1868.—Composed of saponi-
fied resin, wheat flour middlings, crude petroleum,
and petroleum tar.

Claim.—T\\(i axle grease, compounded substan-
tially as above described.

82,676.—Oscar J. Backus, San Francisco. Cal.
—Nozzle for Hose Pipe.—October 6, 1868.—The
sprinkler and eduction pipe are combined in the
same nozzle, and arc so arranged with a hollow cock
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that, Tvhen the openings in the cock are open for
one, those supplying- the others are closed.

Claim.—The combination -with a nozzle. throTcing
a single stream of water, the sprinkler D, con-
structed and operated with the holes E F G G, in
the stop-cock, and holes C C, leading into the nozzle
chamber, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

83,677.—Arab Barrows, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sad-iroii Handle.—Oetohor 6, 1868.—Wires are in-

serted through the upright portions of the cast-iron
handle to prevent the handle from being broken.

Claim.—The cast sad-iron handle A, including the
wires or rods C C, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described, as a new article of manufac-
ture.

82,678.—William Barton, Troy, N. Y.—Slat
Matting for Cars.—October fi, 1868.—The protuber-
ances are formed by winding the string about itself

and tying it; substitutes are thus formed for the
buttous or washers employed to separate the slats in
the matting, for which letters-patent Avere granted to
same party March 3, 1868.

Claim.—A flexible slat matting, consisting of the
slats A and flexible lines B, the knots or protuber-
ances for keeping the slats apart being formed by the
said lines B, as set forth.

82,679.-W. H. Battelle, Youngstown. Ohio.
—Xail Cutting Machine.—Octoher 6, 1868.—The nail
plate is fed automatically to the action of a vertically
reciprocating cutter, which, receding from the cut
blank, leaves it in the gTasp of a gauge spring to be
acted ui)on by a spring nipper whose function is to
tm'n the blank, causing it to enter a recessed seat in
the stationary jaw, and then sustain the same from
below, while the clamping jaw is advancing for the
purpose of holding the blank while being operated
upon by the laterally-moving holders.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of sliding nipper bar
A, provided with the spring nipper P, the spring C,
camE. adjusting pin e, and retractor C, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement, with the feeding guide N, of
the slide TJ, rod T, weight V, pulleys X Y, rod P,
and cord "W, all substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The arrangement, upon the earners H, of the
headers G, enlargements I, set screws M, and de-
tachable In-ackets K, substantially as described, for
the pm-pose specified.

82,680.-PtUFUS E. Bean, Eranklin, :N'. H.—
Axle Head.—October 6, 1868.—By this contrivance
the head is fij-mly secured to the' axle, it being im-
possible for it to 'come off unless the spring plate be
withdrawn far enough to lose its liold upon the ter-
minal projection of tlie axle.
Claim.—I. An axle, with a projecting cross bar,

in combination Avith a head, the latter having an
opening in its inner face, corresponding with the
cross bar, and also a spring plate, provided A^-ith a
depression or points, by Avhich latter means the cross
bar is prevented from turning when once secured in
l)lace.

2. The head C, plate c, constructed as shown, pro-
jection cK st)ring cK rod c^, and button c^, in combi-
nation Avit'u collar B, Avith opening h, as and for the
purpose described.

3. The head C, constructed as described, in com-
bination Avitli the projection a of axle A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose explained.

82,681.—John Beauregard, Kingsbury, N. Y.
—Hasp iocA;.—October 6, 1868.—The bolt Avlieu sliot
into the staple is locked so that it cannot be with-
drawn, even Avith tlic proper key, witliout first per-
forming an independent operation, in Avhich tlie l)olt

is thrust yet fuilher forward in a direction opposite
to that in which it must be moved to release the
hasp.

Claim.—1, The locMng circle, constnicted with
the internal cogV and the tooth W, in combination
with bolt A ana lever L, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The bolt A, fastened substantially as described,

and provided with the ears or stops O P, as and for

the purposes substantially as described.
3. The piA'oted engaging lever L, Avith tooth I, in

combination with the locking circle D, pin M, and
bolt A, substantially as and for the purpose described

.

82,682.—Hoavaru B. Bond, Houma, 1.0..—Ap-
paratusfur Defecating Cane Juice.—October 6, 1868.

—The liquid to be defecated i.s subjected to the action
of sulphurous acid gas in the cistern . Tlie holes of the
strainer through Avhich the liquid passes to the cis-

tern are formed with a view to prevent clogging and
choking. The fender prevents the escape of gas at

the admission opening for the liquid ; the stufiing

boxes serve a like purpose, and the maji-head per-

mits the ready insertion and withdrawal of the agi-

tator.

Claim.—1. The closed cistern A, provided with
the removable man-head and stuffing boxes, con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the cistern A, of the
agitator herein described, when the latter is con-

structed substantially as set forth, and is provided
with vanes, or the equivalent thereof, arranged in

such manner as to produce a pressure or packing of
the gas inside the cistern, substantially as described.

3. The pipe G, made removable and adjustable,

as described, in such manner that it can be used for

discharging the juice on either side of the cistern A,
as set forth.

4. Perforating the strainer or diaphragm N with
holes, that expand as they pass to the under surface
of the same, for the purpose set forth.

5. The sliding gate or fender V, when constructed
and operating as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

6. The combination of the juice receiver M. when
provided with the perforated strainer i^ and sliding

gate or fender V, with the cistern A and its com-
ponent parts, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

82,683.—Francis Boylston, ISTew York, IS". Y.
—Childrens' Carriage.—Octohev 6, 1863.—The ends
of the front axle are screwed into brackets, Avhich
are provided with extensions to which the ends of the
sills are bolted.
Claim.—The brackets C C, having extensions h b,

bolted to the ends of the sills B, and provided with an
internal screw thread, into which the ends of the
front axle are firmly screwed, as herein set forth for

the purpose specifie'd.

82,684.

—

Lucius Briggs, GrosvenorDale, Conn.,
assignor to himself and George Buntin, same place.

—Temple for ioom.—October 6, 1868.—Enables the
rubbing surfaces of the roller audits center pin to be
easily oiled.

Claim.—1. In a roller temple, the center pin, as
extended beyond the tromrh head, as set forth, and
provided with passages leading into the extension,
and through the pin, substantially as and for the ptu--

pose specified.

2. In a roller temple, the center pin, as made with
an oiling j)assage made through it lengthwise, and
opening out of the side of the pin.

82,685.—Joseph W. Brockway, New York,
N. Y.—Straw Cutter.—October 6, 1868.—The cutters

are placed diagonally on their stock, so as to act
against the bars, which form the end of the trough,
Avith a drawing and shearing cut, and are made to

operate with the feed rollers by means of gear on the
main shaft.

Claim.—I. The cutter n and stock m, in com-
bination with the handle r, applied directly to such
cutter or stock, so that the same can be vibrated by
hand, and swing in contact Avitli tlie bars o o at the
end of the feeding trough, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of gearing h, d, d', k, and I,

in combination with the feed rollers c c, cutter stock
m, and cutters n, as and for the purposes set forth.

82,686.- Anson R. Broavn, M. D., Albion,
Mich.

—

Mold for Making Acupuncture Instruments.
—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—The former, F, having slits or mortises
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east through it, as described, to receive the blades of
of puncturing lancets 1, 2, 3, &c., in combination
with a mold for casting the plungers E B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

82,687.—George A. Bkown, Kalamazoo, Mich-
—Spring Bed Bottom .—Octohev 6, ] 868.

'

Claim.—The application of spiral springs M M,
combined with cords R K. and tlieir r.ttaehment
P P, and pidlcys K L, and pins N ]Sr, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein set
forth and described.

82,688.—William H.BUELL, ITmonCity, Mich—Mode of /Securing Horse Foiver to the Ground.—
October 6, 1868.—The outer end of the stay has a
hinge shoe stop made of a strap bent around it and
ears into which is fastened the stake of the outer
ends of the rods, the latter being jointed by a pivot
bolt to the shoe stop through its ears, while the inner
ends hook into eye bolts in the frame.
Claim.—In combination with each other, and with

a horse-power frame, the stays C, rods D, and stakes
S, when said parts are an-auged relatively with each
other, and with said frame, and constructed and con-
nected substantially as and for the purpose specified.

82,689.—John Burnhabi, Batavia, l\\.~Truss.
—October 6, 1868.—The socket is made with a con-
cave in each of its two parts, for the ball, both parts
being made to press against it by means of screws,
the ball having an arm from which a lever projects
to which the pad is attached.

Claim.—The attaching of the pad lever C of the
truss to the spring, in the band or strap thereof, by
means of a ball and socket joint, substantially as
shown and described.

82,690.—John G. Buzzell, Lynn, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Charles Cummings, Hollis,
Mq.—Carriage TF/iceZ.—October 6, 1868.—The hub
has chambers around tlie outside ]iear ito ends, and
a cap fixed on each end, the spokes fitting through
the rims of the chambers, and fastened by nuts. The
outer ends are passed through the felloe, and are
fastened to elliptic springs in recesses formed in the
outer edge of the felloes.

Claim.—In the carriage wlieel, consisting of the
hub A, liaving the chambers a a and the caps B B of
the spokes C C, bent in the manner specified, the
springs E inserted in the felloe D, all arranged and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

82,691.—Chauncey Carrier, Columbus, K". T.
To^vel and Clothes Hack.—Oetohev 6, 1868.—The ends
of the bar rest in lugs, and project into the cups, a
pin passing through them and the bottom of the cnp,
and through the top and bottom plates of a bracket
to hold them together.

Claim.—The graduated cups B B, provided with
lugs a o, to form a seat fortlie end of the bar, and so
arranged that the bottom of each cup (except the low-
est) may fit into and turn in the top of the one next
below it, substantially as described.

82,692.—Charles Carter, Auburn, N". T.—
Mortising Machine.— October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. The tool-carrying slide G G, guidesH
H, and spreading wedge J, combined and adapted
for lateral adjustment of the tools g, substantially aa
described.

2. The combination, with the tilting table, the
right and left screws S, and wheels s .'?^, "arranged for
operating both screws in same direction, and thereby
operate clamps E. R, substantially as described.

3. The adjustable stop Z, in combination Ax-ith the
rack and pinion i j, wedge J, and spreading tool

slide, and guides G H, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

4. The combination and arrangement of the spread-
ing head or slide G H, wedge J, rack and pinion ij,

stop Z, tal)le L, clamp R, and saw TJ, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

82,693.—William Chaitell, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Chimney Cap.—October 6, 1868.—The wheel has

spiral vanes overlapping each other, and formed so
as to'shed off water.
Claim.—The arrangement of the wheel D, over

the mouth of a flue or chimney, when made in
diameter larger than the outlet, and provided with.
overlapping spiral vanes E E, so as to protect the
mouth of the flue, as herein set forth.

82,694—G. W. Dana, Racine, V^is.—Padlock.
—October 6, 1868.—Two bent levers, moved by a key
with two bits, act against the two levers at the outer
side of the plate, and behind it respectively throw
back the annular bolts, which work in grooves. The
ends of the bolts are halved, and overlap each other,
their edges being beveled in reverse directions.

Claim.—The two bolts C C, halved or recessed at
one end, and lapped, one over the other, and beveled
at their outer edges, in connection with the bent
levers D D', plate E, and spring E, all arranged,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,695

—

Samuel E. Day, Ballston Spa, N. Y.—
Telegraphic Instrument. — October 6, 1868. — The
sounder is operated by making a continuous circuit
around it through a resistance coil of greater len^jth
than that of the magnets attached to the soundei',
the bulk of the current being transferred through
the sounder by means of a rotary instrument con-
nected to it fin- that purpose.
Claim.—1. The combination ofa relay and sounder,

and the resistance coil O, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as and to the effect hereinbefore set forth.

2. The arrangement of parts lierein described, or
its equivalent, by which the sounder, while controlled
by the relay, is also made to work the main line as a
repeater, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the magnets D D, shafts Q
Q, clamping pieces S and T, and adjusting screw U,
or their equivalent, substantially as set forth.

82,696.—A. M. Dennen, Eolsom City, Cal.—
Linimentfor Ehcumatism.—October 6. 1868.—Com-
posed of the oils of wormwood, cassia, hemlock, tansy,
lavender, anise, cloves, origanum, tar, and of tar bal-
sam, gum opii, and gum myrrh, mixed with alcohol.

Claim.—The medical compound, substantially as
herein described.

82,697.—John S. Dutton, Jaffrey,lN^. JL.—Screio
Plate.—October 6, 1868.—A gauge collar movable on
the screw closes the dies, and is provided with a set
screw to affix it at any point on the said scre\v, so
as to limit the movement of the latter in closing the
d'cs. Suitable mai-ks are engraved on the collar and
on the proximate reduced end of the sci-ew ])lato

against which the collar is stojjped in closing the
dies.

Claim.—\\\ combination with a screw die plate
and the screw liandlc C, the indexed collar a and the
indexed shoulders h and/, arranged substantially as
described.

82,698.—John A. Edwards, Waterford, Pa.—
Milk Tat.—October (>, 1868.—The agitators are ac-

tuated by a hand lever, causing the water to circulate
under the pans, wliile a bulkhead provided Avith a

fate is arranged to shut off the flow of Avater when
esircd.

Claim.—Tbe, described arrangemSit,* within the
milk vat, of the agitators C C, lever D, bulkhead F,
gate G, and furnace B, as herein described, for tho
purpose specified.

82,699.-W. G. Farmer, Burlington, \t.— Cut-
ter Z/cad.—October 6. 1868.—In tho center of the cir-

cular plate is a collar, in which is the shaft for the
matclier head, the upper side of the plate having three
straight grooves forming a triangle, and in them arc
placed tlie knives, similar ones "in the upper mova-
ble, circular block, with a hold to slip around tlie col-

lar, holding them in place, Avhile other knives with
sluu']) cutting edges and a groove are used for cut-
ting the tongue.

Claim.—The circular gi-ooved plate A, provided
with a collai-, B. and movable grooved plate E, in
combination with tho knives D D and 11 n, all con-
structed as described, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein setfortli.
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82.700.—Joseph H. Ferreira, ]S"evrark,.X. J.

—Floor Clamp.—Octoher G, 18G8.—In a bed piece,

whicli rests on a beam and is held in jDlace bv a shackle,

each side, slides a bolt, reacted on by a spring vrhich

is throvrn forvrard by a lever and cam, against the
work.

Claim.—The combination, in a clamping device,

of cam Gr, plunger D, spring E, and shackle C, or

pins H, operating substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

82,701.—James S. Fowler, Eacine, Wis.

—

Brake for Sewing Ifa^/iiJic—October 6, 1868.—

A

box provided with a rubber block has at its rear edge
tlie end of a spring, the other end resting against

and passing through a staple under the table and
holding the'block in contact with the balance wheel,
wliile the roar end of a rod rests against the front

edge of the box, and its other end passes through the
table, by which means the action of the brake may
be controlled.

Ciaim.—l. The an-angement of the spring F, the
pivoted box or holder E. and rubber block t), with
the table and fly-wheel, as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

g. The combination of the sliding rod G with the
pivoted box or holder E and rubber block D, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
pm-pose sot forth.

82,702.— Joseph Funkhousek, Eockingham
Countv, Va.— Abdominal Supporter.— October 6,

18<)3.

Glaim.—ThQ iron padded brace or support ABC,
the sack E, the bands, and the manner of attaching
the same, substantially and for the purposes above
described, using therefor the metal and material
aforesaid, or any other substantially the same.

82,703.—Joseph P. G-ates, Lincoln, III.—Shaft
Couplin//.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. The disks D and C, secured to proper
shafts, with the slide or shuttle key E, in relation to

the channels S and J, and recess Q, or their equiva-
lents, when constructed and operating substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The disk C, having its shaft, K, protruding in-

wardly, in combination with the disk D. having an
opening in its inner face, which opening forms a
bearing for shaft K, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The shuttle key or slide E, with its studs F and
G, or their equivalents, for the purposes shown.

4. The spring X, in connection with the oscillat-

ing stud O and slide E, or their equivalents, when
operating substantially for the purposes set forth.

5. The cam L, witli its semiannular channel J,

arm I. lever V, head TJ, or their equivalents, when
arranged and oi>emting substantially as and for the
pui'poses shown.

(). The combination of all the above-mentioned
parts and their attachments, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth and described.

82,704.—Albert Gerdes and Julius Eeich]^>
New York. N. Y.— Barbers' Chair.— Octohev 6^

1868.—The seat shaft is connected Avith an upright
shaft by bevel gear wheels acted on by a pinion wlieel
kept oiit of gear by a spring which keeps a shaft
locked, to which a grooved collar is keyed, levers
and bolts Ijeing an-anged and operated in connection
with another gi'ooved collar and knob, so as to re-

verse the seat and back, while the head rest witli its

stem in a split tube is clamped by a ferrule on the
upright shaft.

Claim.—I. A barbers' chair, whose seat, back,
and head rest arc upliolstcred on both sides, the same
being so connected by such mechanism that the said
seat,"'back, and head rest may be reversed simulta-
neously, in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tiallv as licrein shown and described.

2.
' The split tube and taper fen-ule r, for the purpose

of adjusting and holding tlic head rest, substantially
as sliown and descril)cd.

82,705.—Samuel Gibson, Safe Harbor, Pa.—
Scrubbing Brush.—0'. tober 6, 1868.—Strips of rubber

are inserted between the holder and clamp, and fas-

tened by screws, while on tlie upper side of the clamp
is attached an ordinary bristle brush held by the
same screws.

Claim.—The arrangement of the shouldered plate
A and flanged keeper E inclosing the strips of rub-
ber D, upon the forward part of the bristle brush G,
all as herein shown and described.

82,706.— E. H. GiLLMAN, Montpelier, Yt.—
Sleigh.—Octohev 6, 1868.—The draw rods pass
through the runners, which are screwed by nuts at
the back of the sleigh, and in front, ending with a
hook or eye, throusih which is a rod on which are
fixed the shafts.

Claim.—The draw rods D D for sleighs, for the
purposes and in the manner and form set'forth.

82,707.-31. C. Glasgow, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Car Coupling.—October 6, 1868.—The coupling box
is movable backward and forward,and is so arranged
and connected with the car body and coupling pin
that the link can be jrat, from above or below, even
when the cars are close together, and so prevent the
pin from being drawn out in case the link from an
opposite car enters the box.
Claim.—\. The quadrangular metallic box B, di

vided into two or more spaces by the horizontal par-
titions g, and provided Avith flanges e e, to which the
bent bars / / are pivoted, embracing the chafing
timbers c c, whereby the box is held'betwcen and
guided upon said timbers, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. The coupling box B, with or without the block
C, in combination with the block D, follower E,
links i and k, spring F and stop I or m, all made a.nd

operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

"

3. So ai-rauging the top and bottom plates n ando
of a coupling box, by perforating the same, that the
coupling link can be inserted from the rear, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

82,708.-H. C. Glasgow, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Car Cou2}ling.—Oeto'oev 6. 1868.—The sliding and
detachable coupling box is arranged between two
beams or bumpers and is connected A\ith the frame
of the cai" by rods fastened to it by pins, and which
pass over the springs in rear of the transom, a block
pressing against a spring between it and the tran-
som, so that thus the connection of the cars is formed
and maintained.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the floor beams
A' A', when they project through a sill, B, con-
structed to receive them, and serve as bumpers, and
to carry the sliding coupling box. substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The manner herein showTi and described of
fastening the two ends of each U-shaped draught
bar e to the couplnig box by means of one pin, /, sub-
stantially as herein'shown and described.

3. The ai'rangement and combination with each
other of the coupling box G, block I, spring g, tran-
som b, spring H, and draught bars e, all rnade and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

"

82,709.—William W. Gordon and Dexter
Pettexgill, Delhi, X. Y.—Trace Buckle—Octoher
6. 1868.—The clamping plate has a tongue fitted to
the holes in the trace, its front end being placed
under the front bar and its rear end raised over and
fixed to the center bar of the frame, by means of the
ends of the standard bent around it.

Claim.—The combination and peculiar arrange-
ment of the frame A, tongue plate C, and tug strap
E. in the manner and for the purposes set forth in
the above specifications.

82,710.-FRAX(;oisGREXiER,Beroserac.rrance,
assignor to G. H. Mercer and A. E. MoxoD, New
York Citx.—Dough Jrixer.—October 6, 1868.—The
rotating annular trough has two pairs of beaters to
which are attached sci-apers for its bottom, while
the sides are cleared by stationary ones, and on th.3

shafts tu-e rods having screw blades reaching near
to the bottom to raise up and knead the dough.

Claim.—1. The rotating sniral blades J J]^ and the
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rotating beaters H H, arranged in pairs, eacli pair
having a bottom scraper, b, in combination with the
frame A, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

2. The dough-mixing machine, consisting of the
rotating annular trougii C, rotating beaters H H, ro-

tating screws J J, and fixed scrapers 1 1, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

82,711.—Eeuben C. Grover, ISTewton, Mass.—
Manufacture of Edge Tools.—October 6, 1868.—The
face of the stock is cut away, so as to leave a longi-
tudinal groove for the steel cutting edge plate which
is fitted for insertion therein.

Claim.—The knife A b, constructed as described,
and as a new article of manufacture.

82,712.—Theodore Grundmann, Cleveland,
Ohio.

—

Apparatus for the Manufacture of Vinegar.
—October 6, 1868.—An automatic distributer has two
compartments, and as the liquid, passing through
the perforated plates of the filter, fills one of them,
its Aveight swings the bos on its pivot and brings
the other under the supply pipe, straw braids being
arranged beneath, along which it flows in small
streams.

Claim.—1. The braided strands T> D, when used
in a vinegar apparatus, for spreading the mash, and
exposing it to the air, as set forth.

2. The self-regulating swinging mash-distributing
box G, arranged substantially as herein, shown, and
described.

3. The box A, when composed of a series of de-

tachable plates, as set forth, so that the suspended
braids D may be exposed to the air to be dried.

4. A vinegar apparatus, consisting of the box A,
vessel B, frame C, braided pendants D, distrilmting
box G, and supply and discharge pipes/ and j, all

made and operating substantially as herein sliowh
and described.

5. The device set forth in the foregoing clause, in
combination with the filter H, in which the two per-

forated plates I and 'in arc arranged, as set forth.

t). The distributing sheet E, arranged between the
swinging box G, and the braided pendants D, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

82,713.—J. A. Hammer and Thomas Chad-
wick, Newton, Iowa.—Wash Boiler.—October 6,

1868.—The perforated bottom of the inner boiler has
a flauge fitting to the outer boiler, the space be-

tween the two forming a clothes chamber, to which
the lower ends of two curved tubes are connected,
and coming up at the tops into the' reservoir which
forms the outer chamber, in which are valves
worked from the top, a safety valve being also in
the lid.

Claim.—1. A clothes washer, so constructed as to

form one lower or boiling chamber, one clothes
chamber, and one or more reservoirs for supplying
clean hot water, substantially as herein set forth.

2. A clothes washer, constructed as described,
with one or more reservoirs, connected by valves to

the boiling chamber below, which valves can be
opened and closed at will from the top of the boiler,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

3. Passing the steam-conducting tubes of a wash
boiler, constructed as specified, through the water
reservoirs, for the purpose of heating the Avater con-

tained tlierein, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

4. In a clotlies washer, the combination of a
clothes chamber, boiling chamber C, one or more
reserAoirs E, tubes F F, perforated mouth pieces G
G, perforated bottom D, and valves &, d, and c, all

arranged as described, and operating substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

82,714.—A. O. n. Hardexstein, Clinton, Miss.,

assignor to himself and Marcellus A. Foutk, New
Orleans, lua.—Explosive Projectile.—October 0, 1868.

—A rod with a percussion cap on its front end is in-

serted into a tube bearing the fuse, the roar end being
fixed to a disk, Avhich being of equal diameter with
the shell, keeps it secure till the gun is fixed, wlicu,

as it is driven forward, the cap is exploded, the bars

moving in the grooves of the bore pi-eventing tho
escape of gas, and giving a spiral motion to the pro-
jectile.

Claim.—1. The combination of the disk N and
rod M with a projectile, substantially as herein de-
scribed, when these parts are constructed and op-
erate substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The wedge-formed bars A, in combination with
a projectile, substantially as herein described, when
the same are constructed and operated substantially
as herein described, for the purpose set fortli.

3. The bars A., in combination with the disk N,
when these several parts are constructed and oper-
ate as herein described, in connection witii a pro-
jectile, substantially as herein described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

82,715.—George W. Herrick, Stuyvesant, N.
Y., assignor to himself and H. H. Gibbs, same
place.

—

Device for Casting Lugs and Dovetails.—
October 6, 1868.

Claim.—I. The hand tool B, for forming the mold
in which the spur b is cast upon the lug aoi a stove
top, consisting of the hollow and slotted cone C,
bearing the lever/, hung upon the transverse shaft
e, the projection g, npon the lower end of said lever
being held through the side of the cone by tlie spring
i, upon the upright d, all aiTanged and operating as
described for the purpose specified.

2. The tool H, for forming the mold in which
the spurs k k are cast upon pin j, consisting of tho
cylinder I, whose lower end is slotted upon opposite
sides at r r, the rod I, having the projecting foot m,
and hung loosely upon tlie shaft n, which works in
the slots of the cylinder I, said projecting foot
being held above the slots r by means of the spring
p bearing against the shaft n, all arranged and op-
erating as described for the purpose specified.

3. The tool M, for casting the beveled lugs ^v %o w
upon the stove plate J, consisting of the plate a',

having the slides b' b' provided with projections c' c',

which are kept within the projection d' by means of
the spiral springs e' e', all arranged and operating as
described for the purpose specified.

82,716.—MiCAH HoBBS, Natick, Mass.—^^o^e

Cutting Machine.—October 6, 1868.—The bed is

moved by means of springs, racks and gears con-
nected with raclvs attached to tho ears of the frame,
while the sole cutter revolves and is raised or low-
ered, through its journals.

Claim.—The combination of the bed B and its

meclianism for operating or moving it, as described,
with the rotary cutter A, and mechanism for elevat-

ing and depressing and revolving it, in manner sub-
stantially as specified, the bed being arranged over
the rotary cutter, as explained.

82,717.—H. HOCKEMEYER, Tolcdo, Ohio.—Butt
Hinge. — Oetobor 6, 1868.— The collar is formed
around the licad of a pin, a lip on tho edge of tho
wing projecting over it, and has two slots, one of
which incloses the upper edge of the wing, and both
wing and pin thus move together.

Claim.—In combination with a loose pin butt
hinge, the collar d, the lip e, and the slots / and (7,

constructed and arranged substantially as shown and
described for the purposes set forth.

82,718.—James Holmes, Belfast, yLc—Stave
Machine.—October 0, 1868.—Pinions arc attached to
each end of a shaft v/hich gear into racks sliding on
guides; at the end of the bolt carriage another par-
allel shaft, having on one end a ratchet witli a pawl
connected to a lever which is fitted loosely on its

other end ; a third sliaft, likewise parallel, being also
fitted on the bolt carriage, and operating by pawls
witli arras, and the pinion gear.
Claim.—The pinions/ and shaft H, arranged with

reference to tlio racks g of the bolt carriage, tho
shal't L, pinions I, shaft N, pawl 0. and lever P,
whereby the bolt carriage is moved evenly toward
the saw, as herein described for the purpose speci-

fied.

82,719.—J. Burrows Hvde, New York. N. Y.
—Mode of Preserving Meats, Vegetables, and other
Perishable Substances.—Octohev 6, 1868.—The edible
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substances are packed in or surrounded by dry pul-

verized peat.

Ciaim.—The material described, for the purposes

Bet tbrtli.

S2,720.—Ebent.zeu Jexxixgs, Jr., Xew York,
N. Y.—Siispend-er and Shoulder Brace Combined.—
October 6, 186S.

Claim.—1. A combined shoulder brace and sus-

pender, provided -with the loop C. on one end of eacb
of the main straps, adapted to receive the reverse
ends of the opposite straps, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with a combined shoulder brace
and suspender, provided with the loop C, on one
end of each of the main straps, as and for the purpose
descrilied. the button-hole tags B, as and for the pur-

pose specified.

3. In combication with the subject-matter of each
of the said first and second claims, an adjustable
slide, through which both of the main straps pass,

crossing each other, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

82,721.—LoLiN r. JOHXSON, Buffalo, K". T.—
Furnace Door.—October 6, 1868.—The bricks are re-

bated and fit over the lianges of the cast-iron frame
supporting them, the object being to prevent said
flanges from being burned.

Claim.—The rebated fire bricks B, so arranged
within the cast-iron frame, as to overlap the flanges
a' thereof, and protect the same, substantially as de-

scribed.

82,722.—JoHX Stafford Kellet, Xew York,
K. Y.— Washing Machine—October 6, 1S68.—The
fluctuation of the water, clothes, and rubbers pro-
duces an action similai" to hand rubbing, and delicate
fabrics are not injured.

Claim.—The combination, in a washing machine,
of an oscillating drum, barrel, or bos, A, with a
number of floating rubbers, composed of pliant
sleeves, containing'buoyant balls. aiTanged in a row,
all substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

82,723—JOHX H. Keyser. Xew York, X. Y.—
Drum for Hot Air Furnace.—October 6, 1868.—De-
signed as an improvement on his patent ofMarch 19,

1867. The upper drum is constructed with a central
opening which is surrounded by a collar for receiving
a direct draught pipe, said opening allowing ready
access to the upper drum for cleaning.

Claim.—The radiating attachment herein de-
scribed, constructed with an opening through the
top of its drum A, substantially as specified.

82,724.-J0HX L. Lay, Buffalo, X. Y.—Toy
H^oop.—October 6. 1868.
Claim.—The relatively stationary hoop B, support-

ing an image or images, in combination Avith an
outer concentric and rotating hoop, A, provided with
roUers c e. or then- equivalent, which gives motion
to the image through intermediate levers h and con-
necting rods i, or theh- equivalent, substantiallv as
set forth.

83,725.—WiLLiAJi J. Lews and Henry W. Ol-
iver, Jr., Pittsbm-g, 'Pa..—Strap Bolt.—Octohcr 6,
1868.—The round bar is passed throuarh rolls which
give it the form and size desired for the strap bolts.
Claim.—A new article of manufacture, iron rolled

to constitnte a series of blanks, in bars, for strap bolts,
of the form herein described.

82,726.—JosL\H R. Locke, San Francisco. Gal.
—Carriage Spring.—October 6, 1868.—The front
springs arc continuous and bent around the bolster
and secured to the reaches by shackles. The rear
springs are of C-form connected to the side sprincrs
and secured to the reaches. A reach in the center
of the frame is fastened to the bolster by a strap, jjc-

neatli wliich is i)laccd a cushion held by a'rod attached
to tlic rear side springs.
Claim.—1. The box -J, elastic packing or spring K,

and t]ic extension braces or rods L L. attached to
the side springs G- G, substantially as and for the
pm-pose specified.

2. The combination of the side springs G G with
the C -spring I, by the shackle connection H, the
C-springs extencting around the axle bed and at
tached to the reaches, substantially as described.

3. The springs E E, crossing the*^ upper ends of the
springs G G, and passing over the bolster, and at-

tached to the forward ends of the outside reaches,
substantially as described.

82,727—JosiAii Pt. Locke, San Francisco, Cal.—Carriage Springs.—October 6, 1868.—Two springs
at each side of the wagon attached to the bottom of
the bolster at one end and the axle bed at the other,
separate in opposite directions by a goose-neck
curve, and are bolted to the side rail. A double-act-
ing spring is placed back of the springs, the upper
portion being attached to the raU, and the lower por-
tion working in a slide.

Claim.—1. In combination with the wood and
steel springs A A, the goose-neck springs D D, con-
structed substantially as described.

2. The double-acting springs F F and the siides
E E. in which the lower ends move, or equivalent
device, the whole constructed to operate substan
tially as described.

82,728—^Kellogg H. Loomis, Xew York, X.
Y.—Anti-friction Steam Engine Valve.—October 6,
1868.—A conical valve provided with steam ports,
(the solid portions between each of which taper up-
ward and form ribs which prevent the valve from
springing.) fits into a correspondingly-shaped seat
with suitable ports. The valve is seciired to a stem
provided with a yoke by which it is rotated : the up-
per end of the stem rests in a cross piece wliich is
adjusted by means of a set screw.

Claim.—1. An oscillating steam valve, suspended
from and having its bearing and turning upon an ad-
justable center point above its seat, in the line of its
axis, substantially as described.

2. In combination, the valve stem, support E, yoke
F, and set screw H, all constructed and arranged
substantially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the ribs b' between the
ports, extending from the base to the outer surface
and apex of the cone, substantially as set forth.

82,729.—Jeremiah A. ]UL\rden-, Boston. ::^ass.,
assignor to Augustu.s Lyn'ch and Reuben K. Hux-
TOOX, same place.—Got-erner/or Steam Engine.—
October 6, 1868.—A tubular shaft extends through
the cover of the vessel and has secured to it a disk
which supports a rocker sliaft to which the float is
attached. The lower part of a stem rests against
an ann on the rocker shaft and the upper end against
a lever so connected to a weighted bar operating the
valve that should the steam ports be opened too far
the bar drops and is disengaged from the lever oper-
atmg it by cams placed oiTit coming in contact v.-ith

a standard.
Claim.—I. The arrangement and combination of

the float D. its arm e, the tubnlar shaft C, the spin-
dle/, vessel A, and its cover B. as specified.

2. The artaugement of the said float D, arm e,

.spindle/, tubiflai- shaft C, lever E, and its hanger
H. as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the compensating arm M,
and weight X, valve arm I, hanger H, lever E, spin-
dle/, tubular shaft C, float D, arm e, and the vessel
A, substantially as specified.

4. The combination of the cam n, slotted arm m.,
and the movable standard o, with the hanger H,
lever E, spindle/, tubnlar shaft C, float D, arm c, and
the vessel A, substantially as set forth.

82,730.—George A. Mariner and Julien
KuNE, Chicago, 111.

—

Amalgamator.—October 6,
1868.—Tlie outer cyUnder is closed at the bottom by
a conical iflate in which the rotating agitator has
bearings, said agitator consisting of a perforated
plate provided with arms which extend upward and
revolve around rods secured to the lower side of a
perforated diaphragm. An inclined partition re-
ceives the spent ore which is carried off by a pipe
through a fm-nacc. the mercury adhering to'the ore
being subUmized and earned" off bv a condensing
pipe.

Claim.—1. The cylinder a c, provided with the
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conical plate or bottom b, in combination with the
cylinder d /, supported above the bottom, substan-
tially as shovrn.

2. The annular plate or diaphragm e, to regulate
the dispersion of the ores, when provided by the rods
w, substantially as specified.

3. The perforated annular plate r, when i)rovided
with the rods, substantially aa and for the pm-poses
described. ^

4. The inclined partition or chute B, constructed
and operating in combination with the discharge
spout V, substantially as specified,

5. The tube or pipe h, when made to pass through
the furnace w^ in combination with the escape or
condensing pipe G, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

6. The extension feed pipe I g, whether used with
or without a screw carrier, substantially as specified^

82,731.—A. H. Marret, T^ater T7orks, Ky.—
Manufacture of Artificial Stone.—October 6, 1868.

—Sand and hydraulic cement are mixed and molded,
then dried, pfaced in water, and saturated with a so-

lution of silicate of potash or soda.
Claim.—The process of manufactaring block, sub-

stantially, for all building purposes, as herein de-
scribed.

83,732.—James Garth Marshall, Leeds,
England.

—

Apparatusfor Washing, Bleaching, and
Cleansing Yarns, Bobbins and other Materials.—Oc-
tober 6, 1868.— The yarns, &c., are wound around
perforated bobbins which rest over nozzles proceed-
ing from a chamber. The cieansing or bleaching so-

lution is forced into the chamber and then through
the bobbins into the material wound thereon. "Wo-
ven fabrics are wound with an open web of slats be-
tween folds, and treated in the same manner.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the vessel A,
of the supply pipe D, opening into a chamber, C, one
or more sets of spool-holding studs e and h, and an
exhaust pipe ]^, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The employment of the open web S, in combi-
nation with a closed vessel, A, substantially as and
for tlie purpose described.

82,733.— jSTathan Maxson, Wilmington, Ohio.—Fence.—October 6, 1868.—Cement is placed in sec-

tions over a ridge of earth which latter has grooves
running down its sides into which the cement runs
and forms ribs.

Claim.—The fence AEG, constructed as de-

scribed, that is, having the foundation A, interior B,
and covering C, the latter being laid on in sections,

with beveling edges, and being strengthened, at reg-
ular intervals, by bar.s, formed in the manner de-

scribed, the whole being combined and arranged as
and for the purposes set forth.

82,734.—Fr.\JsK Melville, :N'ewYork, :N". Y.—
School Slate.—Octohev 6, 1868.—The ends of a thin
strip of wood or metal containing the copy are in-

serted through notches into the grooves in the side
of the frame. The strip is then moved to the top of
the slate and held by a spring.

Claim.—The notches a a, in the inner edge of
the frame B of the slate, in connection with the
spring b and the removable copy C, all arranged
substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

82,735.—Helem Merrill, 'New York, N. Y.—
Filter for Saccharine and other Liquids.—October 6,

1868; antedated September 30, 1868.—A filtering

cloth forms an endless belt, a portion of whicli passes
over a hollow cylinder with slotted sides ; the other
portion is led out of the top of the filter over guide
rollers to a washing tank, where it can be cleansed.

The object being to clean the cloth as fast as its ac-

tion is retarded by feculent matter.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the filtering mate-

rial, partly inside and partly outside the filter.

2. Operating a sheet of filtering material so that it

passes in and out of a filter, either continuously or at

intervals, as may be required.
3. Supporting and securing a traveling apron by

means of endless belts, substantially as described.

83,736.—James Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Rotary Bloxuer.—Ociobcv 6, 1868.—An auxiliary air
passage is located Avithin the fan case to receive and
conduct the blast from the wings at that part of their
rotation where, without such passage, they would
be ineflfective.

Claim.—The combination of the direct tangential
discharge port H, rotary fan D, eccentric casing A,
and concentric partition E, all constructed and ar-
ranged as herein represented and described, for the
purpose specified.

82,737.—George E. Moore, Lyons, Iowa.—
Water Meter.—Octohev 6, 1868.—The cylinder is di-

vided into three compartments by a vertical and hor-
izontal plate. Eour Avater ways made in the vertical
plate, two above and two beloV the horizontal plate,
are opened and closed by a valve which is rotated by
a forcing plate placed above the horizontal plate ancl
operated by the water ; said forcing plate is pro-
vided with springs Avhich come in contact Avith reg-
ulating screws on bent levers, which latter actuate
the rotary valre.
Claim.—1. The water ways o o o o through the

plate A, iu the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. The forcing plate C, upon its journals/, oper-
ated by the water, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The springs d d, used in operating the value B,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

4. The levers a a and regulating screws g g, sub-
stantially in the maimer and for the purpose lierein

set forth.

5. The dividing plate, e, substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

82,738.—James M. Morehead, Brooklyn, IsT. Y.—Clamp for Iron Structure.—October 6, 1868.—The
four plates are provided with bolts at each corner

;

two of them are formed with cii'cular recesses for
clamping the vertical rods, and the other two with
semicircular recesses for clamping the horizontal
rods.

Claim.—The four plates A, B, C, and D, formed
and combined substantially as shown and described,
for the purpose of clamjjing crossed rods, all as set
forth.

82,739.—Charles H. Mosely, Winchester,
Mass.

—

Machine for Desiccating Leached Tan and
other Substances.—October 6, 1868.—An endless
apron passing through a hopper i)laced over the
leaching trough carries t\^ leached bark t« anotber
hopper, the latter feeding it between two hollow-
heated rollers whicli express the liquid.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, as well as the com-
bination of the endless apron or conveyer B, the hop-
per C, through Avhich it passes, the aiixiliary hopper
M, and the pair of heating and expressing rollers K
L, such being provided with mechanism for operat-
ing them, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the leach-
ing vat A, the endless apron B, tlic hoppers C M,
aiulthe pair of expressing rollers K L, the whole be-
ing disposed within a frame, as set forth.

3. The combination of the elevator X with the ex-
pressing rollers K L, the two hoppers C M, and the
endless apron B, or the latter and the leaching vat
A, the whole being arranged in a frame, and pro-
vided with mechanism for operating them, substan-
tially in manner and for the purpose or object as
hereinbefore specified.

82,740.-^A>iES H. Myers. New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and C. T. EiCE, same place.

—

Pattern for Cutting out Shirt.—October 6, 18ti8.

—

The several parts of the pattern are so shaped and
graduated that on the neck, chest, and waist, meas-
urements being determined, the proper shape of the
different parts is ascertained by the graduated l)ound-
ary lines delineated upon said patterns.
Claim.—The diagram for cutting shirts, consist-

ing of the back, yoke, front, bosom, neck band, and
sleeve patterns, of the configuration shown, having
graduated measurements delineated thereon, sub-
stantially as shown, for the purpose specified.
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8*2,741.—John Xairn. Milton, Ind., assignorto
himself and Matthew Pfafflix, same place.—
Feeding and Cocdirig Device for Orain Mill.—Octo-
ber 6, 1868.—A vessel secm-ed to the top of the bail

of a running stone is provided vrith two tubes which
convey the grain to the stone. A tube fixed to the
mouth of the hopper extends nearly to the bottom of

the vessel and is provided with arms which scrape the
grain into the two tubes when the vessel is rotated.

Ciaim.—The arrangement of the vessel A, tubes
BBC, and curved lat^eral tubes E E, and scraper D,
when combined and operated substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein described.

82,742.-Eldi Osborx, Economy, Ind., as-

signor to himself and Hexuy Beard, same place.

—

Rotary Steam Engine.—October 6. 1868.—A revolv-
ing disk valve is keyed to the main shaft and regu-
lates the admission of steam fi'om the chest to the
induction pipes of the engine.

Claim.—1. The combination of the revolving disk-

plate valve h, steam chest T>, and shaft A, substan-
tially as set foi-th.

2." The arrangement of the steam pipes E E,
steam chest D, and apertures m. with reference to

the shaft A and wheel B, substantially as described.

82,743,—Adolphe Achille Pathi, Paris,

France.—Cigar Pipe.-October 6, 1868.

Claim.—A tobacco pipe, having a lid, b, provided
with a prolongation, d, terminating at the outer end
in a form resembling a burning cigar, and perfora-
ted for the admission of aii* to support the combus-
tion of the tobacco, substantially as and lor the pur-
pose described.

82,744.—E. G. Patterson, Pithole City, Pa.—
Rmhvay Rail ,/oirtf.—October 6, 1868.

Claira.—1. The chair D, made with the inner sides

of its jaws inclined or wedge-shaped, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The clamps F, constructed as described, and
provided with bolts G and nuts H, in combination
with the fish plates C, by which they are supported,
and with the wooden bar or bars E, which thev
support, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the pni-pose 'set forth.

3. Tlie combination of the fish plates C and chair
D with each other and with the ends A and B of the
rails, substantially as herein shown and described, to

form a rigid support for the said ends of the said rails.

4. The combination of the fish plates C, chair D,
wooden bar or bars E, and clamps E with each
other and with the ends A and B of the rails, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

82,745.—JOHK Pattisox. Xevada, Cal—Quick-
silver Feeder for Quartz J/i7Z.—October 6. 1863.—In
a vertical opening of the fountain is a pipe, fitting

closely to the horizontal shaft below. Another pipe
also beneath leads to the battery, a set screw being
placed in an opening of the shaft of only half its di-

ameter, the rest being formed into a cup for receiv-
ing and discharging the quicksilver into the battery
pipe, while the slotted ring couples the two parts of
the shaft, on which rotates a toothed wheel oper-
ated by a cam, lever, and pawl.

Claim.—1. The quicksilver fountain C, with the
vertical pipes D and F, above and below the hori-
zontal shaft, substantially as described.

2. The cup G', in the horizontal shaft E, graduated
by the set screw G. or their equivalents, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3. Coupling the shaft E together by the slotted
ring H and keys H' H'. and operating* the machine
by the lever K, pawl K'. and toothed wheel J. the
whole consti'ucted and arranged to operate sub.stan-
tially as described.

82,746.—Tethro Peckha.m and Johx Peck-
ham. Middletown. K. I.—Fenfiintor.-October 6,

lSr^8.—The ridge cover rests on vertically- sliding
posts, a windlass being used for raising or lowering
it to open or clo.se the air passage.

C7ai/n.—The combination, with the ridge cover A,
supported on the A'crtically-sliding studs B, of the
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winding shaft C and cords D, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

82,747.—Hexry Pesibektox, Allegheny C^fcy,

Pa.—Porous J. Zu??i.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
sulphate of alumina, prepared in a porous or vesicu-

lar state, whether in lump or ground to a coarse or
fine powder, substantially as described.

82,748;— Starr Polley, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Machine for Stretching and Blocking Mats.—Octo-
ber 6, 1868.—An improvement on his patent of April
2, 1867. The block is raised into contact with the
stretched top of the hat, and then puslied up by
means of a lever, so as to draw it up. The rubber
band fits on the body, and holds itwhen the stretcher

levers are separated' at their upper ends.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the flat, elastic

ring or band T, of rubber, over or outside of the
hat'body /, as shown and described, in combination
with the stretching device B, when ai-ranged to op-

erate relatively thereto during the stretching oper-
ation, substantially as and for the pm-poses herein.

set forth.

2. The elastic band T, in combination with a hat
body, and with the block O and stretching device B,
so as to perform the double function of clamping or
holding the hat body in place upon the stretching
machine in the act of stretching the tip. and also of
holding the body upon the block during the subse-

quent operation, substantially as herein described.

82,749.—Peter Prescott, BooneviUe, IST. T.,
assignor to Isaac Hall, Willl^m J. Hall, and C.
M. Prescott, same place.

—

Horse Hay Rake.—
October 6, 1868.—The ends of the rod are attached
to the shaft, and are inserted in the vertical plates
affixed to the rake frame, several holes being formed
in the plates for adjusting the shafts, and the arms,
which are attached to the rake shaft, ai-e also hinged
to the rod.

Claim.—The plates a a, rods i, arms 6 &, arranged
substantially as described, for the purpose of lessen-

ing the pres'sm-e of the shafts or tongue of a revolv-
ing horse rake, all as set forth.

82,750.—George "W. Putxam, Boston, Mass.
—Lantern.—October 6, 1868 ; antedated September
26, 1868.—The ca.se in which is the magazine is

fitted to slide within the lantern case, and when the
magazine is removed and hooked on the side, the
lantern may be put in and used.
Claim.—The employment or use, with a portable

lantern, of a movable magazine, when all are con-
structed and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

82,751.—George W. Rawsox. Cambridgeport,
assignor to himself and Mich.vel Hittixger, Som-
erville, Mass.

—

Cut-off for Steam Engine.—October
6, 1868.—An improvement on the patent of George
"W". Bawson and Michael Hittinger, November 12,

1867. Slide valves are used instead of cut-olf valves,

and are moved in one direction and stopped in
another by two chairs, and by an arrangement con-
nected therewith, a steam 'balance of' the cut-off

valves, prior to the relative movement of the slide

valves, is effected.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the stopping chains with the steam chest, the slidin^',

main, and cut-off valves, the springs k k. the rods

g g. the pawls or catches m in. and the tripper p, to

l)e applied to a governor, the whole being to operate
in manner as described.

2. The arrangement of the valve-seat projectioiiS

c'. or the equivalents thereof, in relation to the steam
chest A, the main and cut-off slide valves Bee, the
stopping chains, the springs k k, the cut-off valve
rods g g. the pawls m m, and the tripper p. the
whole beinsr as specified, the valve-seat projections

enabling the steam to effect the balancing of the
cut-off valves, as explained.

82,752.- Hiram Richmoxd, West Meridea,
Conn., assignor to Charles Parker, same place.—
Match Safe.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—The match safe, constructed as described.
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of the back plate A, the box B, having the vertical
opening b for the thumb and finger, and the inclined
hinged lid C, having the opening c corresponding to
opening b in the bos, all arranged as described, for

the purpose specified.

82,753.—William Eodgers, Linnville, Ind.—
Cxdtivator.—October 6, 18G8.—The rake is Imng on
the end of the beam, behind and under wnich is the
steadying wheel, and a rod, attached near its center,
with its top passing through the end of the beam, is

adjusted by means of a screw on top, the rake being
also braced by rods movably pivoted at its ends, pro-

jecting towai-d the main beam, thus allowing it mo-
tion, its teeth being slightly inclined inwardly.

Claim.—The rake K, supported and braced as de-

scribed by the vertical and lateral rods, and having
itself vertical teeth, in combination with the culti-

vator, provided with tlie steadying wheel H, all

constructed and arranged as and'for the purpose set

forth.

83,754.—Chables C. Schmitt and Rudolph
WODKICH, New York, N. Y.—Folding Easy Chair.
—October 6, 1868.—The upper ends of' the chair ai'c

connected by means of an apron, which has one
side wound around a roller, by means of which it is

kept stretched, and the seat is pivoted to the rear
section, while its front end rests on the I'ail con-
necting the upiper ends of the stays to the front sec-

tion.

Claim.—1. The application to the roller F, aroimd
which the band G- is wound, of the spring c, ratchet
wheel «, and spring pawl b, all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose of locking the chair automatically in any
desired position, as set forth.

2. The cam J, arranged in connection with the
spring pawl &, for the purpose of allowing the band
to be unwound and the seat to be lowered, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

3.' Pivoting the seat I to one set of supports only,

of an X-shaped chair frame, when said frame is

provided with a self-acting band, Gr, and roller F,
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

4. The rod K and lugs g, when arranged on an
X-shaped stool frame, to prevent extreme expan-
sion of the same, as set forth.

83,755.—Charles C. Schmitt and Rudolph
WoDRiCH, :N"ew York, IST. Y.—Folding Chair.—Oc-
tober 6, 1868.—The legs of the chair are pivoted to
the seat, and connected with braces by bands or
staples, so as to allow it to be folded up as desired.

Claim.—The folding chair, consisting of the com-
bination of the scat A, which is pivoted or hinged
to the legs B C, with the rods ab d e, bands or sta-

ples c f, rod h, slotted arms E, lunged to the legs B,
pins A-, and band i, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

83,756.—Charles H. Seawell, St. Louis. Mo.,
assignor to George F. Lewis, same place.—^a;-
press Signal.—October 6, 1868; antedated Septem-
ber 24, 1868.—A series of double signs are so ar-

ranged that the lettered sides may be thrown to-

gether and the blank sides also when a call is de-

sired.

Claim.—The signs c and c', placed in pairs on a
pivot wire, b, and arranged \\ith calUug signs on
one lace, but blank on the reverse, so that the call

shows on both sides when it shows at all, as de-

scribed.

83,757.—Thomas Shields, Hillsboro, Ohio.—
Bee ifiye.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. The two series of removable honey
frames, of difi"ercnt widths, arranged the one above
the other, between upper and lower ventilating
air-chambers, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The glaiiing of the outermost of the lower se-

ries of honey frames in the hive, when the said

glazed honey frames are located opposite to the re-

movable sections B B of the side casings of the hive,

.substantially as herein set forth.

3. The glass face of tlio alighting board ft, when
be said alighting board is arranged with the other

parts of the hive, substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

83,758.—James P. Sibley and Arthur "Walsh,
Bennington, Vt.— Governor for Engine, Water
Wheel, cC-c-October 6, 1868.—The slide has a recip-
rocating motion by means of an arm and an eccen-
tric keyed to the lower part of the tubulai' shaft,

two pawls operating with the under side of a ratchet
wheel, and a collar, with a gi-oove, for the pin of a
lever fixed to a shaft, with its bearing on the fram-
ing, while a shell laps over the ratchet wheel to
throw its pawls out of gear.
Claim-—1. The arrangement of the eccentric L

on shaft B, for operating slide N, and the collar
I, fitted on shaft B, and connected by shaft K, and
levers J T, and arm S, for the purpose of operating
the shell E. substantially as specified.

2. The slide IST, provided with the pawls O', in
connection with the wheel P, all arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The metallic strap W, attached to the spool X,
on shaft Q, connected with the shafts V and K, all

arranged as specified.

4. The slide A', when arranged or placed in rela-

tion with slide JS" and wheel P, substantially as spe-
cified.

83,759—L. T. Smart, Ossipee, I^. B^.—Saiv Set.

—October 6, 1868.—The bed die and the movable die
have corresponding facets with varying inclina-
tions, the latter being provided with a projecting
stem fastened by a nut, and a spiral spring to keep
it in its place and at a proper distance from the bed
die.

Claim.—The die A, adjusted in the holder B by
the screw F, and provided upon its upper face with
facets of varying inclinations, corresponding to the
inclinations of the facets upon the under side of the
movable die D, all constructed, arranged, and ope-
rating as herein described and shown, for the pur-
pose specified.

83,760.—Charles B. Smith, Springfield, 111.,

assignor to himself and Quixcey A. FisK, same
place.

—

Spring Seat.—October 6, 1868.—The main
portion of the seat is made of thin strips of metal
laid crosswise of each other, the ends formed with
ears hooked into loops which project from double
coiled springs seciu-ed to rods connected with the
seat frame.

Claim.—The improved spring-seat bottoms, com-
posed of the hooked strips A, riveted together as
described, in combination with tlie double-coiled
springs, supported on the frame, and provided with
the loops B, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

83,761.—Charles D. F. Smith, Geneva, HI.—
Stove DrMJH.—October 6, 1868.—Tlie spiral inclined
plane, arranged within the annular space between
the cylinder and air chamber, is made up of a series

of graduated sections having at each end projecting
lugs, and connected by a rod, and they may be Jiil

turned so as to form a circuitous flue.

Claim.—Con.structing the inclined plane, fonning
the spiral flue, around a central drum, cylinder, or
reservoir, wholly or in part in sections, susceptible
of being adjusted to form a continuous circuitous
spiral flue, or to open vertically and permit a direct
vertical draught, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth and described.

83,763.—H. P. Stafford andH. H. Stafford,
Decatur, 1\\.— Water Gauge.—October 6, 1868.—The
metallic section is connected to the float by a shank
and threaded sleeve, and has a pointer pivoted to it,

which is struck by the short pin of the float point-er

vibrating by motion of the float attached to the
shank outside of the section.

Claim.—1. The employment of an independent
registering pointer, R, in'combination with the float

pointer P,- substantially as and for the objects herein
described.

2. Operating the registering pointer R by means
of the float pointer P, substantially as and for the
purposes shown and described.

3. Having the registering pointer R pivoted upon
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the sector, substantially as and for the purpose here-

inbefore shown and described.

83,763.—George A. Starkweather, Way-
mart, Pa.—Process of Tanning Rides.—October 6,

1868.

Claim.—1. The process of tanning" bides or skins

into leather, by the use of urine, alkali, fermented
wheat bran, and decoction made from plants, salt,

oil of Aitriol, and tan liquor, as set forth.

2. The use of plants in laying away hides or

leather.

82,764.-David Stewart, Corinna, Ma.— Clevis

for PZozt'.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—In combination with the spiral shaft D
and link E, the slotted plate F, clamp bolt C, and
nut on the stirrup G, for adjusting the side draught,

as herein set forth.

82,765.—G. A. Stewart, Des Moines, Iowa.—
Besk and Smt—October 6 ; antedated September 26,

1868.
Claim.—A combination of the standards A A,

folding seat C. bars D D, blocks E E, folding deskF,
shelf (>, box H, and slide I, all arranged and operat-

ing as herein set forth.

82,766 John H. Stone, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sheet Metal Can.—October 6, 1868; antedated Sep-

tember 26, 1868.—The end plates are secured to the

side plates by means of an inside bead with a broad
lap joint of three thicknesses, compressed and bent
to form a right-angled flange, a sliding cover being
made by a plate with a hole less than the mouth of

the can, over which it is secured, so as to form laps

for a slide.

Claim.—1. In combination with the internal bead
a', a lap joint, consisting of three thicknesses of the

sheet metal pressed closely together, and the upper
half of the same then bent inward to a right angle,

so as to produce the annular flange d aroimd on the

inner side of the chime of the vessel, and parallel

with the end plate of the same, substantiahy as set

Ibrth and described, for the purposes specified.

2. The sliding stopper or cover E F, constructed
and operated as set forth, for the purpose of closing

the mouths of sheet-metal vessels, as described.

82,767.—George W. Talcott, Buffalo, N. Y.,

assignor to himself and Isaac D. Voak, same place.
—Combined Floating Fire Engine and Wrecking
Pitmp.—October G, 1868.—A supply pipe through
the bottom of the vessel, with a shnt-otf valve, has
a branch pipe, also with a shut-off valve, extending
up through the deck floor, and communicating with
the wreck, the discharge pipe of the pump having
branches which terminate in nozzles connected with
the hose pipes.

Claim.—1. The pipes C D, provided with valve c,

and valve/, or cap, and uniting and connecting with
a force pump, B, arranged in the hold of a vessel,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination and arrangement, within a
vessel, of the pump B, pipes C, D, G G', and nozzle
chamber I, forming a combined floating fire engine
and wrecking pump, in the manner described.

82,768.—Samuel A. Tenny, Muskego, "Wis.—
Buckle.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—A clamp or buckle, consisting of the
fpime A, having inclined grooves, E, made in the
side pieces D. and the block B provided witli inclined

flanges, F, and the loop G, all substantially as de-

scribed.

82,769.—Justus A. TRAi:T,Xew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to the Stanley Kule and Level Com-
pany, same \}\ace.—Adjusting Spirit Level.—Octo-
ber 6, 1868.

Claim.—I. Suspending the vial case c within the
stock 6, and adjusting the same to its relative posi-

tion with the stock b, by means of the plate c', screw
or screws e, and springs d, substantially as and for

the pm-pose described.
2. The spirit vial case B, constructed as described,

with tho springs k, screws n, operated through

orifices in the plate i, substantially as and for th-e

purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the adjusting plate or nuts
g, springs k, and screws n', substantially as and for
the pui'pose described.

82,770.—Lester Underwood, Ottawa, El.—
Hay Baker and Loader.—October 6, 1868.—The
parts are so arranged that the machine can be oper-
ated without the attendant being required to come
down to disengage or lift the rakes. The revolving
teeth and elevator may be removed so as to obtain a
simple horse rake when desired.
Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the ropes 1 1 and u

u, in combination with the standards h h and braces
V V, substantially as described, and for the purpose
of enabling the "machine to be used from the wagon.

2. The clevis D, and pin c', with rope attached, in
combination with the loop b', substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The peculiar arrangement of the shaft e',

grooved pulleys d' d', wheel/', lever h\ and stirrup k\
in combination with the rakes C C C, substantially

as and for the pm-pose described in the foregoing
specification,

82,771.—Isaac Van Hagen, Chicago, in.—Bie
for Stamping Stove Pipe Dampers.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—A die, A G, the movable part. A, of which
has a V-shaped projection, C, fitting in a corres-

ponding depression, E, in the stationary part G, and
the stationary part G having V-shaped projections
D F, fitting in depressions B B in the movable pai't

A, as and for the purpose described.

82,772.—]S". A. VURGASON, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Skirt Supporter.—October 6, 1868.—The zone with a
leather margin has hooks covered by a leather fillet

and a hinge, the point of the spring catch fastening
into holes,"and the skirt being attached to the hooks
by means of loops.

Claim.—The skirt supporter, constructed as de-

scribed, of the hinged metallic zone A A, whose ends
are secured together by the overlapping spring catch
D, and whose outer surface is pi'ovided with the
hooks a a, covered and protected by the flap or fillet

B, said zone being attached at its lower edge to the
inner curtain or flap G, all arranged as described,
for the purpose specified.

82,773.—TViLLiAM "Webster, Morrisania, N. Y.—Loom for Weaving Pile Fabric.—October 6, 1868

;

antedated August 24, 1868. The vibrating lever has
two grooves, the inner walls of which are formed by
the edges of the oscillating guide, and so arranged
in connection with the sliding block and pusher that
when the latter Is drawn back the end of the lever
with the Avire is carried forward ; the oscillating

block having inclined planes, and working with its

pin an oscillating lever and sliding rod to hold and
liberate the wire.

Claim.—1. The guide C, pusher G, and sliding
block B, in combination, when constructed, arrai%ed,
and operating substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The vibrating lever D, having grooves E E',

and oscillating guide F, or its equivalent, in combi-
nation with the pusher G, or its equivalent, for the
purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the vibrating lever D, with
or -without the grooves E E', and oscillating guide
F, the oscillating lever H, oscillating block I, having
incline jjlancs, and sliding rod J, substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

82,774.—Andrew J. "Weed, Hardwick, Yt—
Sugar Pan Dernek.—October 6, 1868.—The frame
has on its cross beam friction rollers for the circular
track, while between them and on its slide bars rests
and slides a frame, to which are pivoted three shafts
connected by ropes, each of them having a drum,
and the central one also an endless rope, a ratchet
wheel and pawl.
Claim.—1. The pivoted or hinged frame A, con-

structed substantially as described, in combination
with the circular track C, as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combinatiou of the adjustable sliding frame
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D, shaft E, drum e', shafts F F, cross bar I, adjusta-

ble vertical bar H, and pivoted bar G, with each
other, and with the pivoted frame A, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

82,775,—N. W. Wheeler, Kipon, Wis.—Oom-
Mned Harrow and Cultivator.—October C>, 1868.—On
the upper part of the forward cross bar of an ordi-

nary harrow is a series of oblique drag bars, held in

place by removable iron rods. In each of the drag
bars is secured an iron bar, to the lower end of which
is fastened the cultivator tooth.

C'lahn.—The combination, and mode of attach-

ment, of a harrow and cultivator, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purposes specified.

83,776.—Otis C. White, Hopkinton, Mass., and
Austin T. Ashmead, Hartford, Conn.

—

Dentists'"

Chair.— October 6, 1868.—The seat frame is upheld
by a bar jointed to its ends that swivels on the upper
part of a vertical spindle, on which rests a friction

collar, against which latter and from the frame pro-

ects an arched and slotted bar.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
jthe slotted arched bar H', the swivel bar G-, the clamp
screw I, and the friction collar g, applied to the spin-

die and the seat frame, as specified.

2. The arrangement of the metallic seat frame D,
(made with the foot and arm holes, as described,)
the foot-rest supporting frame E, and the elevating-

screws, and their operative shaft and gears, as es-

plaified.

3. The combination, applied to the stand and the
seat Irame for eflfecting the adjustment of the latter

in vertical and horizontal planes, as set forth, sucli

consisting of the spindle, the feather connection, the
rack, the scroU cam, (with its cranked shaft,) the
collar g, the clamp screw I, the arched bar H', and
the swivel bar G, arranged as specified and repre-
sented.

82,777.—B. H. Wilcox, Petroleum Center, Pa.—Horse Poiver.—October 6, 1868.—A cam table is

turned by a sweep bar, the cams of the table vibrat-
ing a roller lever as the table revolves. A connect-
ing rod connects the lever with a saw or other mech-
anism.

Claim.—The combination of the table A, having
cam profiles C, and mounted upon the cross timber
and plate J I, the pivoted lever D, rollers a a, con-
necting rod E, dovetailed slide H, and bed (x, all con-
structed and arranged to operate as described, for

the purpose specified.

83,778.—Frederick Wittram, San Francisco,
Cal.—JBw«o».—October 6, 1868.—The movable sec-

tion is depressed, the edge or point of the disk is in-

serted in the button hole, and the stud turned so as
to vpork itself through the hole. The movable sec-

tion being then released, the spring recloses it.

Claim.—1. A button or stud, having an opening in

its feisteniug disk or plate, closed by a movable seg-

ment or piece, substantially as shown and described.
2. In combination therewith, a closing or retain-

ing spring, substantially as set forth.

83,779.—Walter D. Woods, Bennington, N.
H.. assignor to himself and Ebe.vezer F. Woods,
same place.

—

Cutlery.—Qctohav 6, 1868.—The tang
of the knife or fork connected to the handle and the
bolsters, foi*med at the same time, by casting metal
into and on the handle and tang while both are in a
mold.

Claim.—1. The handle B, made tubular throughout
its length, and haviu"- tlie connection piece E of the

two bolsters arranged in tlie bore of such handle, as
specified.

2. The handle, as made with the tang-socket cham-
ber g, arranged in it in manner, and to open out of

its upper end, and with a passage,/, extended from
such cliamber to the rear of the handle, as set forth.

3. In combination Avith the chamber or socket

mold (7, formed in the handle, as set forth, the me-
tallic bolster C, and tang supporter p, cast in one
piece in and against the handle, and on the tang, as

set forth.

4. The combination of the rivet-projection passage

h of the handle B with the bore f g thereof, as set
forth.

5. In combination with the handle B and its metal-
lic bolsters C D, and their connection E, Avhcn cast
in one piece in the handle, as described, the rivet-
projecting molding passage of the handle, and the
metal o cast therein, and in one piece with the con-
nection E, as specified.

6. The combination of the rear tang hole Zwith the
metallic extension n, the rivet projection o, and its

molding passage h of the handle B, as set forth. .

7. The handle as formed tubular throughout, or
from end to end, and with the two bolsters and their
metallic connection cast in one piece with respect to
such handle, and upon the tang of the blade, the
whole being substantially as described.

83,780.—Horace B. Wooster, Waterbury,
Conn., assignor to Waterbury Brass Company.—
Machine for Scouring Sheet Metal.—October 0, 1868

;

antedated April 6, 3868.—For cleaning sheet brass
and other metal after annealing. The metal being
drawn through the machine is lield against the wire
brushes by the riders, and it is thus scoui'cd and pol-
ished.

Claim.—1. The described arrangement of the re-
volving brushes B C, guide roller F, winding-up
roller D, gearing E, and adjustable riders b c, all op-
erating as described, to polish thin elastic strips of
sheet metal, as herein set forth.

2. The revolving.brushes B and C, in combination
with the adjustable riders h and c, all made and oper-
ating substantially as herein sliown and described.

3. The described arrangement of the cylinder D
with relation to the revolving brushes B C, and ad-
justable riders h c, for winding and unwinding the
sheet metal, in the manner herein set forth and
shown.

83,781.—John Wykoff, Grant City, Mo.—
Compound Doubletree.—October 6, 1868.—The draft
may be equally apportioned among the three horses
if they are of equal energy and strength, but either
of the outside horses may be favored by shifting the
pivot bolt of its doubletree.

Claim.—The doubletrees D D, tongues A A, sin-

gletrees E G E, chains b b, or their equivalent, all

constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purpose shown and described,

83,783.-George W. N. Yost, Corry, Pa., as-

.signor to Corry Machine Company, same place.

—

Harvester.—October 6, 1868.—The finger beam is

attached to the forward outer corner of the floating-

bar, through the medium of which the attachment of
the cutting apparatus to the machine is made at the
middle of the main frame thereof.

,

Claim.—The elastic floating |)ar S, rigidly at-

tached to the main frame or body A and A', with
the end I fastened to the middle of the hind end of
the body, and with end k fastened to the middle of
the fore end of the body, as described, for grass and
grain cutting machines.

83,783.—Anson T. Adams, Indianapolis, Ind.—Furniture Caster.—October 6, 1868.—A spherical
ball made of any non-conductor of electricity rests

in a spherical metal socket which is made in halves
and held together by a nut.

Claim:—The combination of the spherical socket
of the halves B C with the hexagonal edge, held to-

gether by the nut d and the conical screw e, as and
for the purpose specified.

83,784.-Dr. T. H. Ashton, Defiance, Ohio.—
Clod Crusher.—October 6, 1868.—The rollers break
and crush the large clods, rendering the soil fit for

the action of the harrow.
Claim.—The double harrows A A and rollers D D,

when the same are so combined and arranged as to

operate substantially as described, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

83,785.—Harison W. Austin, Portage, Mich.
—Equalizing Whijletrce.—October 6, 1868.—This
device relieves the middle horse of a part of the re-

actionary check wluch is occasioned by the sudden
starting ahead of one of the outside horses.
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Claim.—1. The arrangement of the equalizing

eveners E with both of the doubletree strips A,
fCrooved pulley p, chain Y, and wliiffletrees D and
1)', all coustructed and operating substantially as

and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the eveners E E in such re-

lation to the whifHetree D', by means of the pulley

P, and chain F, that Tvheu an outside horse starts,

the reaction will be divided between the other horses,

in the manner substantially as described.

82,786.—X W. Bancroft, Worcester, Mass.—
Gas Machine.—Octohcv 6, 1868.—This invention re-

lates to machines in which the atmospheric air is

carbm-eted hj passing it thi'ough the more volatile

hydrocarbon oils.

Claim.—1. The pump or fan, consisting of the cyl-

indrical case F, with the curved partitions b, and hav-
ing the inlet openings e, and exit holes o, arranged
substantiallv as described.

2. The air chamber C, ha\ing the partition h, with
the valve t, and pipes p, arranged to operate as set

forth.

3. The reservoir B, with the flexible diaphragm /,

and the gas pipe X with its regulating valve Z. con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially as

described.
4. The copper plate K, located under the chamber

J, for the purpose of conducting and equalizing the
application of heat to the fluid, as set forth.

5. The circulating chamber, formed by the appli-

cation of the plate C, with its opening m arranged
within the chamber J, substantially as described.

6. The use of the cement, herein described, for pre-

paring the flexible diaphragm and other paits of the

machine, as set forth.

82,787.—E. S. Bauxes, ISTebraska City, Ne-
braska.

—

Propelling Apparatus.—October G, 1868.

—

The paddles are connected to sliding heads, and ai-e

caused to simultaneously approach and recede from
the central joint pin of the lazy tongs arrangement,
which connects them, devices being provided
whereby the backward-moving paddle is made to act
upon the water while the forward-moving one is

feathered.
Claim.—1. The cogged sectors C C^ in combina-

tion with the paddle D, when arranged and operated
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the reversing sectors E E'
and their operating bar E^, when acting to operate
the bar C^ and rack c^, for feathering the paddles at

either end of stroke, and reversing the same, sub-

stantially as set forth.

82,788.-Stephen Barnes, Xew Haven, Conn.
—Composition Clock i>iaL—October 6, 1868.—The
depressions in the die representing the letters and
ornamental designs are fiUed first with a composition,
colored black or othei'wise, tlien the body of the die
is filled with the white or other composition forming
the main part of the dial, and a homogeneous charac-
t-er is given to the mass by fusion, A perforated
plate imparts strength to the' dial.

Claim.—1. A composition clock face or dial, formed
from a plastic composition, substantially in the man-
ner described.

2. A composition clock dial, in which the raised
letters or ornamentations, while made in one piece
with the body of the dial, are formed of a composi-
tion diff'ering in color from that of which the body is

composed.
3. The application, to a composition clock dial, of

a pertbrated plate, or its equivalent, pressed into the
dial while the latter is in a plastic state, substantially
as set forth.

82,789.—Frederick Bauschtliker, Washing-
ton, D. C, assignor to himselfand Frederick Gent-
nek, same place.

—

Saw for Felling Trees.—October
6, 1868.—A pair of saws is pivoted to a reciprocating
frame and fed into tlie tree by a ratchet Avheel at-

tached to a right and left haiid screw, which latter
works in the ends of the saws.

Claim.—The double-bladed saws J J, screw X,
ratchet P, and movable frame G, when aiTanged,
combined, and operated as herein described, and for
the purpose set forth.

82,790.—Thomas Blake, Stockton, Ci±—Bush-
ing for Wheels.—October 6, 1868.—When the eye of
the bushing l)ecomes worn by the friction upon its

axle, the bushing can be driven out and replaced by
a new one.
Claim.—The bushing C, provided with the cylin-

drical bore D, and having its external surface poly-
gonal, as and for the purpose described.

82,791.—Peter Born, Xew York, N". Y.—Fold-
ing Chair.—October 6, 1868.—The arms and front legs
are connected by a cross bar and are hinged to the
back, so that they can be folded closely. The seat
is hinged to the Jjack and supported by the cross bar
when in use.

Claim.—1. The pai*t C, composing the arm pieces
and front legs, when constructed in one piece, at-

tached to the back, B, by pivots, a, and arranged to
fold up in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed,

2. The parts B and C, when constructed as de-
scribed, in combination with the hinged seat D, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The stops d and cross bare, in combination with
the part C, seat D, and part B of a chair, all con-
structed and operating as and for the jiurpose set
forth.

82,792. — T. J. BowDLE, S. R. Lawder, and
F. E. Johnston, Piqua, Ohio.—Machine for Tenon-
ing Blind Slats.—October 6, 1868.—The "movement
of the T-shaped lever actuates the shoulder-cutting
bits and the tubular rotary tenon-former simultane-
ously.

Claim.—1. A T-shaped vibrating lever P, in com-
bination with toggle joint levers N IST, suitable con-
necting links MM, and with sliding carriages C C,
carrying the shoulder-cutting bits a a of a slat-ten-

oning machine, aU arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. In combination with the foregoing devices, com-
bining with one ann p', of said vibrating lever P, a
connecting link li, pivoted to a collar, G, embracing
the tubular center bit F of the machine for the pur-
pose of operating the same, aU substantially as is

herein specified.

82,793.—John Brewer, New Vienna, Ohio.—
Combined Land Roller and Clod Pulverizer.—Octo-
ber 6, 1868.—Designed to break up the ground and
cover the seed at the same time.

Claiin.—The drums B B, provided with knives C
C, in combination with the cultivator E, when con
structed and operating substantially as and for the
piu'poses herein set forth.

82,794.—Jas. H. Brown, Mitchell, Ind.—Peac/i
Parer.—October 6, 1868.—The fork has two prongs,
one stationaiy, the other, pivoted to the fork shaft,

has a handle resting over a spring, so that the fork
can be adjusted to any sized truit.

Claim.—The curved prong a, pivoted in its center
to the arm H, above the stationary prong b, and its

rear end resting on a spring, rf, in combination with
the knife-supporting shaft I, pivoted at its lower end,
and workinrf in a slot in the frame A, all as herein
shown and described.

82,795.—Smith S. Bro\to, Woonsocket, E. I.—
Cheese Cutter and Poa;.—October 6, 1868.—The cheese
rests on nins at the center and near the periphery of
a rotating table, Avhich latter is provided with radial
slots on which a wire is made to slide to cut the
cheese.

Claim.—A cheese box and cutter, having tables

D and E, pivot d, pin e, cover A, cutting wire H,
and guide g, constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as specified.

82,796.—Smith S. Brown, Woonsocket, E. 1.—
Curtain Fixture.—Oatohav 6, 1868.—Designed to fa-

cilitate the mounting of the curtain roller, and to
tighten the elevating cord.

Claim.—A fixture for window curtains, having
roller B, slotted plates C, D, and G, with their re-

spective thumb screws, head plate E, swinging plate

O, pulley Y. and cord V, constructed, combined, and
arranged substantially as herein specified.
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82,797.—William Bkown, Dimcannon, Pa.—
Sash Fastening.—October 6, 1868.—The slotted plates

operntc as dogs to sustain the respective sashes by
engageineut with the notches on the edges thereof.

They also serve as shackles to lock the sashes by
catching over the blocks.

Claim.—The device, composed essentially of the
angular plate D, with the shafts E and F,'bearing
the slotted plates H H, and the weighted handles G
G, when used in combination with the notches n n,

and block I, upon a sash or door, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

82,798.—B. Q. Budding, Worcester, Mass.—
Boot and SJioe Heel-polishing Machine.—October 6,

1868.—Improvement on the subject of his patent of

May 3, 1864. When the shoe is being jacked or
clamped, pressure upon a treadle forces the jack away
from the polisher. This pressure being withdrawn
the spring carries the lieel up to the polisher, and the
edge of the heel against the polisher flange, which
prevents the outer lift fi'om spreading away at its

edge while the jack is being rocked to bring the
whole edge of the heel under the action of the sta-

tionary polisher.

Claim.—1. In combination Avith the jack support-
ing bearing or bracket, a jack, held up toward the
polishing tool by a spring, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the jack plate r, the heel-

clamping mechanism, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

82,799.-1". P. Canfield, Brighton, Mass.—
Hoisting Apparatus.—Octohev 6, 1868.—The rope
barrel is suspended upon levers so arranged that the
weight on the barrel shall apply sufficient friction

to the brake wheel to hold it, and enable the machine
to sustain the suspended weight. Levers combined
with the brake device are connected with the pull-

rope, by means of which the friction may be taken
from the brake wheel.
Claim.—1. The hoisting barrel C, when supported

independently of the fixed bearings K K', arranged
and operating substantially as shown, and for the

purpose set forth.

2. The levers L L', when so arranged, in relation

to the winding barrel C, as to convey a portion of

the weight suspended therefrom to act upon the

brake device, substantially as described, and for the

purpose set forth.

3. The general arrangement of the levers Q Q',

bar li, and guide rollers S S', when acted upon by
the laterial motion of the pull rope T, substantially

as described, and for the y^m-pose set forth.

82,800.

—

John Christie, Lowell, Mich.—Bed
Bottom.—Octohev 6, 1868. — The, short removable
portion of the bottom, which is to be elevated for in-

valids, is supported by the cross bars and held in the

desired position by tightening the thumb screw.
Claim.—In a bed bottom, composed of the springs

A A, connected and constructed as described, the
arrangement of the short bars C C, cross bar E, and
slotted diagonal bars F F, and screw G, the whole
operating as specified.

82,801.—John J. Clakk and Thomas Clark,
Elgin, 111.

—

Blind Slat Tenoning Machine.—October

6, 1868.—The slat is held in slots in the gear wheels

by springs ; the gear wheels are revolved to bring

IJie slat in position to have the tenon and shoulders

of the same cut, by means of cutters and saws on a

rotating cylinder.

Otow?i.—Cylinder P, provided with saws e and e",

knives 1, 2, and 3, in combination with wheels W
and W", constructed and arranged to operate to-

gether substantially as and for the purpose set forth^

82,802.—Lyman S. Coli5UEN, Obcrlin, Ohio.—
Slat Machine.—Ovidbav 6, 1868.-Thd heads hold the

slats to be operated upon, and the work is so pre-

sented to the machine that the ends are first sawed
off, and the pivots or tenons formed by rotating it

against the cutters. A staple-inserting mechanism
is operated automatically and in concert withtho cut-

ting and tenoning mechanism, devices being em-

l>loyed to support the stufl;" against the lateral force of

the staple driver.

Claim.—\. The revolving heads I, constructed
with apertures therethrough, corresponding with the
form of the cross section of the slat, for its insertion
therein endwise, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the armsH H', carrying tlie

revolving heads I, the wheel X, segmental rack J,
and notched hub/, all supported on the rock shaft G,
for operation, substantially as described.

3. The arrangement and combination of the slid-

ing bar M and head N with the holding block W,
operating together by means of the wrist t, toe r,

and springs x x\ substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

4. The staple-holder, supported on the sliding head
]Sr, consisting of two vertical standards p' p", pro-
vided with a lower outlet at right angles to their po-
sition, for the passage of and to guide a single staple,

when propelled by the driver o, substantially as set
forth.

82,803.-Lyman S. Colburn, Oberlin, Ohio.—
Machine for Boring Window Blinds.—October 6,

1868.—For boring the sides to prepare tkem to re-

ceive the pivots of the slats, and marking the position
for the mortises for the insertion of the cross-bars.
The mechanism marks both stiles at a time, and si-

multaneously with tlie boring operation.
Claim.—1. The marker m, arranged and operating

in combination with the notches e, in the under side
•of the feed strip N, the pawl g, and reciprocating
frame F, essentially as specified.

2. The feed-strip N", pawl w, pitman t, and wrist s,

ai-ranged and operating substantially as shown and
described.

3. The combination of the reciprocating spindle
frame F, the eecentiuc pin k, and wrist s, on the re-

volving head J, and the pitman t and pawl w, when
said pin and wrist are so arranged as to raise the bits
i into the wood as soon as the pawl w has finished
each feed-motion of the stuff, substantially as set
forth.

82,804.—Henry ]sr. Conklin, Indianapolis, Ind.—Door and Gate Closer.—October 6, 1868.—A cliain

fastened to the gate is secured to the upper end of a
freighted lever, pivoted in such a manner as to close
the gate.

Claim.—A gate or door-closing device, liaving
lever a, pivot &, and chain d, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein specified.

82,805. — Jules Converse, Paris, France.—
Mating Crank Shaft.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—The improved method, herein described,
of making crank axles, by forging them first, as
usually done, in one solid piece, then boring the
shouldered parts thereof, and strengthening the same
by introducing separate pins, D, of steel or other
strong material, embraced entirely within the metal,
as and for the purposes herein set'forth.

82,806.—William J. Cowan, Cortland, N. Y.—
Potato Bigger.—October 6, 1868.—Tho share enters
and passes under the hill dirt and potatoes being
forced over the curved rods which separate tho dirt

by means of the jar of tho machine. The potatoes
are fed over the apron on to the ground, which has
been smoothed by the apron.

Claim.—The combination of the sides b b, the point
or share a, and tho curved rods c c, with the apron rf,

when constructed substantially as above described,
and for tlie uses and purposes set forth.

82,807.-R. A. CowELL, Cleveland, Ohio.—Rail-
way Car Coupling.—October 6, 1868.—A bolt is piv-

otccl to rods, (which sbdo vertically in the draw-head,)
and is held in position by a spring, so that when the
coupling enters tho bolt rotates until tho end of said
coupling passes, when tho bolt drops.

Claim.—1. The connecting bolt or pin C, con-

structed with the pivots a and ai'ms x, and operating
in comlnnation with the spring/ and slot b, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

2. In a railway car draw-head, ai-ranging the cham-
ber D with the" superior recess or apartment E, in

combination with a connecting bolt or pin, as C,
having a rotaiy and vertical action, all constructed
and operated substantially as herein described.
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S2,S0S.—Charles B. Curtis. Jordan, X. Y.—
Machi)ic for Grinding Cutters of lowing Machine.
—October C, 1868.

Claim.—i. A frame for supporting a cutter-bar

upon the frame ofan ordiujvrv grindstone, constructed
with an adjustable slotted l)ed piece, A. and clamp
hooks B, and an oscillating support for the clutches,

by which the cutter bar is secured, substantiallv as
described.

2. The combination of the bed piece A, so con-

structed that it may be adjustably attached to the
grindstone frame, the side pieces E, attached to the
bed piece, so as to be rertically adjustable, and the
clutches, for holding the cutter bai", substantially as

described.
3. The clutches H, attached to the frame by crank

rods, so arranged that the knives may be set at any
required angle, substantially as set forth.

4. In combination uith the end clutches, an inter-

mediate clutch, attached to an adjustable standard,
aiid sliding upon the cross bar G, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

82,809.—S. T. Dexise. Ked Bank, X. T.—Plow.
—October 6, 1868. — The colter is provided Avith a
sharp inclined front edge, and its top is so bent that
the weeds, sticks, (fcc'n'liich may be forced to its top,

will be dropped on the mold-boaVd side of the plow,
and not catch under the beam.
Claim.—1. The colter, when terminating at its lower

cndiu the point A, and its upper end in the bent lip.C,

between which is the sharp cutting edge c, the whole
being constructed substantially as described.

2. "The brace rod F, Avhen constructed of a single

piece, uniting the beam and both handles, substan-
tially as andlbr the purpose specified.

82.810. — Is.VAC Dripps, Fort TTayne, Ind.—
Rmlroad Car Heater.—October 6, ]868.-^A cm-rent
of air from the top of the car is carried through or
o^er a body of water, then passed around a stove or
he^ater. theii into the car through registers in the floor.

Claim.—An apparatus for heating and ventilating
railroad cars, combining the following elements, viz,

a double fuuneled hood, A. with a centrally sus-

pended oscillating valve, T. pipe, B, water tank. C,
heater. D, with inclosing casing, arranged as de-

scribed, a pipe. E. and registers. R. and a" ventilator

so constructed as to create an outward draught, sub-

stantially as described.

82,811.- J. B. Driscole, Xew York, X. Y.—
Sot Air Furnace for Heater. — October G, 1868.

—

The fire box is provided with a lateral extension, in

which is placed a supply of fresh fuel ready to be
delivered into the fire.

Claim.—The fire pot A, with a horizontal exten-
sion, G, of pyramidal or conical form, constructed
and operated" substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

82,812.—ErxestMarie DuBoTS. Paris, France.
—Liquid Metcr.-Oetdbev 6. 1868 ; antedated May 9.

ISOi.—The interior of the gaugina: vessel is divided
iato two compartments by a movaole diaphi-agm. A
distributing cock puts one of the compartments in
communication with the entrance pipe, and the op-
posite pipe with the delivery pipe, said cock being
operated by suitable mechanism connecting with the
diaphragm'.

Claim.—In combination with the shallow gauging
vessel, divided into two compartments by an elastic

diaphragm, which moves to and fro therein, by the
pressure of the liquid on one side and then on the
other side thereof, a mechanism constructed and
operated substantially as herein described, for put-
ting the compartments in alternate communication
with the entrance and exit pipes or passages, as and
for the purpose herein described-

82,813.—WiT.TjAM Duncan. Vinton, Iowa.—
Horseshoe Calk Sharpener.—October 6, 1868.—The
cuttiug wheel fits in the end of a spring, which latter
is secured to a bar exi)anded and sharpened near the
cutting wheel.

Claim.—The shank or bar A, spring?), and cutting
wheel B, all combined and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

82,814.—Daniel S. Early, Hummelstown, Pa.
—Cultivator.—October 6, 1868.—A central beam has
pivoted to it two side beams which fit in clasps
attached to a cross-bar which slides over the central
beam, thus regulating the width of the rows, and is

held in position by a bolt passing through it and one
of a series of holes in the beam.

Claim.—1. The sliding bar E, in combination with
the central beam A, the hinged side beams D D', and
the fastening _p, substantially as described and for
the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the beams A, D D', slide
E, clevis F. wheel B, handles C C, and plows or
teeth P P P, in the manner shown and described.

82,815.—Albert Gr. Eaton, Governeur, X". Y,—Apparatus for Tanning Hides.—October 6. 1868.
Claim.—1. In combination with vats for tanning

hides, a series of lifting pumps, arranged in and oper-
ated at the bottom of the vat, for raising the heavier
and stronger liquids from the bottom to the top of the
vat, and thus by mixing render it of more uniform
strength throughout, substantially as described.

2. in tanning hides, the thi-owing of the tanning
liquid against the hides, suspended in the air, by a
force pump, or in a forced column or spray or jet,

substantially as described.
3. In combination with a series of pumps, arranged

in and operated at the bottom of the vat for raising
the liquid in the bottom of the vat to the surface, an
agitating- or circulating pump, also arranged in and
operated at the bottom of the vat, for keeping the
liquid mixed there, and of uniform strength," sub-
stantially as described.

4. In combination with a series of hides suspended
in a vat, and at times dipped into the liquid and
then raised therefrom and suspended in the air, a
circulating and a lifting pump, or two more of each,
operated by or with the vibrating frame, carrying
said hides, substantially as described.

82,816

—

Jacob Felber, St. Louis, Mo.—Jfa-
chinefor Mortising, Slotting, and Dovetailing.—Oc-
tober 6. 1668.—One of the rotating arbors carries the
tool at one end and has a rotary m'otion about its axis
and a pendulous motion of its'tool end, which latter
motion is for the purpose ofgiving the required length
to the mortise ; the line of this motion may be
straight in a vertical, horizontal, or angular plane,
or it may be a curved line of any desired radius.

Claim.—The combination of the arbor B. pivoted
by baU-and-socket bearing at D^, and guided by ball-

and-socket bearing in the sliding head D. with said
head D, the segmental plate D^, pedulum D^. its slot

cZ^, and the pivot pin d^, when operating substantially
as and for the pui-pose set forth.

82,Sir George Fenn, Boston, Mass.— TTas^
Boiler.—Octohev 6, 1868.—An additional boiler pro
vided with a perforated bottom and cover, is so ar-

ranged within the main boiler as to leave a space
around the sides and bottom of the inner boiler to
allow the water to pass up and over the perforated
cover and down through the inner boiler.

Claim.—The combination, with the external boiler
a. of an internal boiler, b, provided with a perforated
bottom, c, cover d, and springs i, and surrounded at
the bottom and sides with a space, /i, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

82,818.

—

Joseph B, Fleming and Daniel J.
Flemlng. Xenia, Ohio.

—

Construction of Poioder
Keas.—Octoher 6, 1368.

Cla 1 771.—1. The process ofmaking sheet-metal kegs,
cans. &c., as above described, the essential feature
of which process consists in leaving a large opening.
E E, in the head that is last attached, through which
opening a mandrel is inserted, upon which to form
the joint around the edges or chimes, after the re-

moval of which the opening is closed up by means of
a piece soldered over it.

2. A keg or can, constructed as above set forth.

82,819.—Valentine Fogerty, Roxbury, Mass.—Magazine Fire-arm.—October 6. 1868'—Designed
as improvements on his patents of February 21, 1S6.5,

and October -23. 1866.

Claim.—1. In combination with the magazine,
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the rocking finger i, for throwing the cartridge
laterally from line with the mag;a2;iue into line with
the barrel, substantially as set forth.

2. Thi-owing the finger i laterally forward by the
rear movement of the guard lover against the arm I

on the finger journal or rock shaft, substantially as
described.

3. Throwing the finger back to its former position
by the forward movement of the broech pin, directly
against it, substantially as described.

4. Combining with the bree<}h block a notch, I', for

receiving the cartridge flange and for preventing
undue movement of the cartridge moving forward at

the side thereof, when the same, in its retrograde
motion, releases one cartridge and takes the next iu
rotation, substantially as described.

5. The lever q, with its tongue v and tip w, con-
structed substantially as shown, and operating in
conjunction with spring t, to withdraw and expel the
cartridge shell and to guide the cartridge into the
barrel,substantially as set forth.

6. The combination, with lever q, having projec-
tions y and c' thereon, of the studs or pins a' and d',

for tripping the lever in its forward and back move-
ments, upward and downward, by positive action
in both dii'cctions.

.7. Connecting the lever q with the breech block e

by the link r by means of a pin, h-, projecting into a
groove c2, in tlie block, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

8. Combining with the magazine slide and tl^e

breech block the pin /' and its notched spring, for

arresting positively the feed of the cartridges, sub-
stantially as described.

8iJ,S20.—Charles G-. Foote, Indianapolis, Ind.
—JRotary Engine.—October 6, 18G8 ; antedated Sep-
tember 21, 1868.—The piston is provided with an
eccentric abutment which operates the slide valve,
the latter being attached to a piston working in a
cylinder in such a manner that the pressure of the
steam prevents the valve from falling rapidly, and
thus pounding or jolting.

Claim:—1. The valve C D E, constructed substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The combination of all the parts described in
one device, constructed in the manner and for the
pm-pose substantially as set forth.

82,821.—Mervi^rt Fowler, Wolcottville. Conn.—Buckle.—October 6, 1868.—The tongue and loop are
formed in one piece by bending the wii-e around
the end of the frame.

Claim.—A buckle, consisting of the frame A, the
loop B, and tongues C C, the said loop and tongues
being formed in one piece, and hinged to the frame,
so as to be retained iu their proper relative position,

substantially as herein sot forth.

82,822.—C. 0. Gardiner, Springfield, Ohio, as-

signor to J. H. Thomas and P. P. Mast, same place.
—Grain Drill.—Octohar 6, 1868.—The cup is made
of a thin shell of cast iron in two parts, bolted or
riveted together, and is provided with flanges by
which it is secured to the hopper. A flange pro-
jects inwardly around the apertures in which the
shaft is inserted, forming a bearing for the cyl-

inders.
Claim.—1. The cup A, formed substantially as de-

scribed, with the inwardly-projecting flanges e onthe
inner face of its sides, as set forth.

2. In combination with the cup A, the cylinder B,
so constructed as to leave a space between its ribs o

and the sides of the cup, to prevent the crushing of
the grain, as described.

82,823. — W. C. Garretson and Elwood
Draper, assignors to "W. C. Garretsox, Oskaloosa,
Iowa.

—

Branding Stamp.—October G, 1868.—The
stamp composed of some good conductor of heat is

secured to l)cnt wire which is attached to a shaft,

which latter is provided with a handle and a spiral

spring to draw the stamp back into the flame of a
lamp. The post mark is ourued into the letter and
the stamp is cancelled by burning.
Claim.—The device herein described and set forth,

consisting of the lamp c, the stamp a, actuating
Ipvot I) with suitable l)ase j, arranged substantially

and to operate as described and set forth, for the pur-
poses specified,

82,824.—Amos F. Gerald, Kendall's Mills,
Me., assig^nor to B. B. Belcher, Chicopee, Mass.—
Curtain Fixture.—October 6, 1868.—A spiral spring
secured to a disk sets in a hollow cup-shaped head of
a bracket; the disk resting and pressing against the
end of the roll causes the curtain to remain in posi-
tion. A tongue on the other bracket prevents the
cord from escaping from the spool.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

cup-shaped bracket C, and the conical spiral spring
B, contained within it, and having the disk A rigidly
attached to its smaller end, in combination with roll

R and bracket C, having ijrojection J and tongue
D', all arranged, constructed, and operating as
herein described and shown, substantially as de-
scribed.

82,825.—TVm. E. Goodekough, IS'ewark, :N". J.
—Saw ^'e«.—October 6, 1868.—The hammer is oper-
ated in the manner similar to the hammer of a pistol.

A guide secured to the stock supports the sides of
the saw teeth when being set; an adjustable arm se-

cured to the guide has friction rollers which act as
guides to the upper edgo of the teeth. Anotlier
roller on the end of an adjustable arm projecting
from the frame, guides to the blado and regulates
the set.

Claim.—1. The combination of the guide bar m
and adjustable frame p, caiTying the guide rollers n
n, with the stock A, hammer B, and adjustable guide
roller "W, all arranged and operating substantially as
shown and described.

2. The spring c havinga projection h, and notch i,

attached to the sector I), in combination with tbe
stud a on the trigger, and adjustable stud e, for opera-
tion together, substantially as set forth.

82,826

—

D.W.Gould, Fostoria, Ohio.—Sled.—
October 6, 1868.

Claim,.—The cast-iron bob sled, when each side,

including runners, knees, and fender, is cast entire
in one piece, as herein set forth and described.

82,827.—Patrick E. Griffin, Albany, IST. Y.—
Key for Hydrant Cock.—October 6, 1868.—Tlie key
is composed of an oblong hollow block fitted to })ass

freely over the faucet handle ; the upper pai-t has a
tapering socket to receive the end of the lower part
of the rod.

Claim-.—As an article of manufacture, the cast-

metal socket C, constructed substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

82,828.—Stinson Hagaman, Weissport, Pa.—
Machine for Grinding and Polishing School Skctes.

—October 6, 1868.—The slate carriages, fastened vo
an endless belt, are mounted on four friction rollers

(which run on rails on the frame) by two springs,

which liold the slates against the rubbing Avhecls.

The beds of the carriages are guided hy shoulders
when passing under the rubbing wheels.

Claim.—1. In combination with one or more hori-

zontally rotating rubbing wheels, an endless belt,

with slate carriages mounted thereon, for the pur-

pose of carrying the slates under the rubbibg whe^l
or wheels, substantially as described.

2. In comI)ination 'with one or more rubbing
wheels, as described, and an endless belt, for tlie

purpose of carrying the slates, as set forth, the slat-e

carriages II, with their friction wheels and springs,

as described.
3. In combination with the endless belt, and slat«

carriages mounted thereon, as described, the ledges
or tracks I and shoulders t, on the rails of the ma-
chine, for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the driving shaft G. the
pulley wheels E, F, and F', with the endless belt E',

for rotating the rubbing wheels, and the pinion I,

worm .sci"ew J, and pulley wheels C and C, for car-

i-ying tlic endless belt D, all arranged and operating
substantiaily as described.

82,829.—Henry J. Hale, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Bed Bottom.—Octohov 6, 1868.—Lateral motion is

prevented by attaching friction rollers to the under
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side at the corners of the upper frame and allowing

tliem to run in vertical guide pieces.

Claim.—The corner guide pieces C, in combina-
tion with the friction roller.s 1), hung in adjustable

bearings c, attached to the upper metallic frame,

Bobstantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,830.—A. F. Hammel, St. Louis. M.(i.—Breast

YoU for JDotiblc Harness.—Oetohcr 6, 18G8.—The
breast yoke is jointed and attached to the breast col-

lar, the forwiU'd part being divided for the reception

of the swivel wliich has a "lateral motio'h on its pivot.

The s-nivel has a loop for the reception of the pole

strap, said loop having a vertical motion.

Claim.—1. Tlie collar A and yoke B, jointed at &

and &', when combined and arranged substantially

as described.
2. The swivel C c, in combination with the breast

yoke B, as and for the purpose set forth.

82,831.—Elaji Hauteu, Dowagiae, Mich.—
Automatic (?a(e.—October (5, 1868.—The wheels of a
vehicle, in passing upon the platform, depress an
ai-m from which a system of levers is actuoted to

v.'ithdraw tlic spring catch that locks the gate.

Claim—I. The combination of the gate, truck

wheels, inclined bars or rails, and vibrating plat-

form, with the levers and chains, (or equivalents of

the latter,) by means of which, pressure upon the

platform causes the gates to run asunder on the in-

clined rails, substantially as described.

2. The mechanism, herein described, for locking

and unlocking the gate, substantially as shown and
described.

82,832.—William H. Hawley, Tltica, IT. Y.—
Grappling Jj-o?j..—October 6, 1868.—A hooked bar
suspends a pullev from a grappling iron of the kind
described in letters-patent No. 69,992, to same in-

ventor, October 27. 1867.

Claim.—The combination of the pulleyA with the

grappcl, constructed and operating substantially as

doscribed, and for the uses and purposes mentioned.

82,833.—Charles H. Heksey, Boston, Mass.—
Rotary Fump.—October (i, 1868.—Has reference to

the situation of the ingress and egress passages and
to a construction by v^-liich the fluid is prevented
from choking and retarding the pump at certain

jKwitions of the pivoted piston piece.

Claim.—1. The pump, constructed as described,

with semi-spherical .shell or body, conical diaphragm,
and flat-surfaced head, when "the inlet and outlet

passages are located and arranged as and for the
purpose set forth.

g. In combination with the parts last above named,
the construction shown at 5, for the purpose specified.

82,834.—W. O. HiCKOK, Hamsburg, Pa.—
Paper-ruling AZachine. — October 6, 1868. — The
beam which holds the pens may be adjusted with
accuracy, to suit any ineciuality in the paper passing
under them, without binding" or straining ; this is

due to the provision for the exact longitudinal and
yertical adjustment of the pen beam.

Claim.—1. Suspending the pen beam of a paper-
ruling machine by means of the ball joints D and D',

in combination with sliding standards B and B', op-

erating together, substantially as and for the pur-

jigse described.
*2. The ball joint D', consisting of the socket h*

and the perforated ball therein, in combination with
the stem a'" on the end of the pen beam, the said

parts operating together substantially in the manner
described.

8. In combination with the pen beam A and slid-

ing ball joint D', the solid ball joint D, consisting of

the spherical cavity within the clamp a' a" on tlie

ond of the pen beam A, and the solici ball ,9'' on the

end of the screw g", the said parts being constructed

and arranged to operate substantially as and for the

purpose described.
4. In combination with a pen beam. A, suspended

upon the ball joints D and D', as described, the slid-

ing standards B and B', operated by means of their

respective .screws c'" c'", substantially as and for the

purpose described.

5. In combination with the pen beam of a ruling

machine, the stem a'", constructed and applied sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

82,835.—P. V. HIXON, Tioga, Ta.—Harrow
Teeth.—October 6, 1868.—The teeth of the harrow
can be withdrawn and turned so as to present now
cutting edges toward the front.

Claim.—The gib A, provided with projections a,

in combination with the shank B, provided with cor-
responding indentations in all of its four faces, and
tightening key D, all constructed and operated in
tlio manner and for the purpose set forth.

82,836.—B. H. Hobakd and D. C. Lampman,
Troy, Pa.

—

Fastening Horse Collar.—October 6,

1868.

Claim.—Tlie hollow end piece B, provided with a
spring-actuated catch concealed within the same,
when secured to one side of the horse collar S, and
made to fit into a socket, A, secured to the other side,

the whole constituting an improved fastening for the
collar, substantially as herein set forth.

82,837.—Asa Hockett and Albert C. Hock-
ETT, Plaiufield, Ind.

—

Tile Machine. — October 6,

1868.—The clay, being fed to the front of the follower
from the tub, is forced tlirough the screen, and^vhen
the space between the screen and die is filled by the
continued reciprocations of the follower, the latter

presses the clay through the die, thus forming the tile.

Claim.—T]iQ arrangement of the frame or box A,
tub B, sliding frame H, follower G, gravel screen L,
and die M, all constructed as described, and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes herein s^t
forth.

82,838.-Alfred Hosmer, Watertown, Mass.—
Stall for Horses.—October 6, 1868.—The gutters i-e-

ceivc and discharge the liquid excrement v/hich
passes through the interstices of the stall floor. The
space under the manger may be closed and a current
of air admitted thereto to dry the bedding.
Claim.—1. The animal stall A, when constructcil

and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The gutter B, provided, by means of its position
or form, with an inclined groove, having one or more
outlets, and applied to a double or single floor, for

the purpose of draining the same, suljstautially as
described.

82,839.—Joseph Howe, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—Brace for Carriage.—October 6, 1868.—The braces
prevent the carriage body from swaying or pitching
longitudinally. The ring turns to allow the braces
to conform to the vertical motions of the body.

Claim.—The ring a, ball and socket joints cand d,

and plate h, in combination with braces C, attached
to the body of a carriage, as descril^ed, and operat-
ing as and'for the purposes set forth.

82,840.—LiVEHUS Hull, Charlestown, Mass.—
Whip Handle.—Octobcv 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. The improved whip handle or manu-
facture, as having one or more knit, woven, or braided
bands, laid in one or more helices, about and ce-

mented to a braided or wound covering of thread,
previously laid or formed on the stock of the handle.

2. The combination and arrangement of tlic
" Tm-ks' heads,'" or theii- equivalents, the body cov-
ering of thread, and the helical bands, laid on and
cemented to such body covering, as set forth.

82,841.-Hosea H. Huntley, Quincey, El.—
Steam Boiler Furnace.—October 6, 1868.—Co'ld air is

passed into the apertures and through the passages
and tubes, and is drawn from the chambers con-
nected therewith, in a heated condition, to the fire.

The air is thus converted into inflammable gas, in-

creasing combustion and obviating smoke.
Claim.—A furnace, having grate l)ars C, -n-ith ap-

ertures D, passage G, tubes and K, and chambers
B, H, L, and M, constructed, arranged, and operat-

ing substantially as specified.

82,842.—A. B. Hurd, Watkins, N. Y.—Com-
bined Measure and Weigher.—October 6, 1868.

—

Combined with a suitable receptacle is a hinged
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handle that serves as a balance or scale, and also a
hook by \rhich solids are attached.

Olaim.—1. The combination of the hook I with re-

ceptacle A, and hinged balance handle 6, in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

2. The combined arrangement of the receptacle A,
stiff arm a, hinged handle h, with balance/, and the
hook t, the said receptacle answering the double
purpose of weighing and measuring, and the bal-

ance being adjustable by nut /c, the whole as described,
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
^ecified.

82,843.—Charles F. Jauriet, Aurora, assignor
to himself and A. J. Ambler, Chicago, 111:

—

Steam
Generator.—October 6, 1868.—Consists in flanging
out both tl:c inner lining and outer jacket of the fire

box, and riveting the two flanges together, thus
fonning a door frame and a wall for the water space
around'the door way.

Claim.—The construction of the inner lining C and
outer jacket of the door way B, riveted together at

the outside of the fire box, whereby a single sheet of
metal forms the lining for the water space around the
door way, and another single sheet the frame for the
door, as herein set forth.

82,844.—ISTathaniel Jenkins, Boston, Mass.—
Steam Globe Valve.—October 6, 1868.—In the event
of the destruction or weakening of the elastic pack-
ing, the metallic portions of the joint come in contact
and effect a tight closure of the same.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bearing surface
I of the valve head and the elastic packing, lield in
an annular recess in the valve head, as described,
with the valve seat f and the raised seat /, in the
manner as shown and specified.

82,845.-Abijah Johnson, "West jSTewton, Ind.—Saw Set.—Ociohcv 6, 1868.—The stock has guide
jaws and plates adjustable to the thickness of the
blade and size of the teeth ; a reciprocating setting
bar actuated by cams in a disk rotated by a crank,
and a mechanism which feeds one tooth at a time to
the action of the setter.

Claim.—I. The reciprocating bar B, furnished
with the adjustable setting nibs C C, and, in cem-
bination therewith, the adjustable guides D and P,
all aiTanged and operating substantially as set forth.

2. Actuating the bar B by means of the disk P,
furnished with the ij^ims r and s, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as set forth,

3. The feed mechanism, consisting of the lever G,
bent lever H, catch l!f, set screw I, spiral springs X
and M, cam J, and pins f, all arranged and operating
substantially as set forth.

82,846.-Isaac B. Jones, Xenia, Ohio.—i>i;^c7j-

ing and Boring Machine.—October 6, 1868.—The
rotation of the gears may be changed by means of a
shifting lever, in order that the machine may be
moved forward or backward by the movement of the
sweep. The auger, backed or followed up by the
sheath, uplieaves the earth dming its rotary and pro-
gressive movement, the mold board preventing the
earth from falling back into the ditch. The auger is

made to penetrate the earth by a screw shaft and
cr{j.nk.

Claim.—1. In combination with a ditching ma-
chine, the auger H, constructed as described, in
whole or in sections, with a cutting edge at the lower
end, and the edge along its pod, turned up and
sharpened, substantiaUy as and for the purposes
hei-ein set forth.

2. The combination of the cogged hub of the mas-
ter wlieel E, feed wheel Y, and miter wheel "W, for

the purpose of communicating motion to the wheels
35 B, substantially as lierein set forth,

3. In a combined boring and ditching machine,
the shaft Y, miter wheels X X, pinion b, and wheel
c, in combination with the lover Z, and notched latch

a, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The combination of the auger H, sheath T, and
mold board U, all constructed as described, and op-

erating substantially as and for the purposes herein
sot forth.

5. The screw rod d, provided with a crank, e, at

one end, and attached to the axle of the hind wheels,

for the purpose of turning the machine to the right
or left, substantially as herein set forth.

6. The arrangem'ent of the movable cross head S.
provided Avith a shaft and pinions, as described, and
operating on rack bars and slides on each side of
the auger H, substantially as and fo r the purposes
herein set forth.

82,847.—Henry H. Kelley, Philadelphia,Pa,—
Sash Fastener.—October 6, 1868.—The wedge on the
sash and roller on the frame co-operate to tighten the
sash in its normal position, thus .preventing rattling.
Claim.—ThG arrangement of the elastic roller C,

and wedge E, and operating substantially as hewjin
represented and described,

82,848.—John C, Kennedy, Chicago, HI.—
Stove-pipe Damper.—October G, 1868.—Consists in
the employment, instead of anoi-dinary damper, of a
truncated hollow cone, open at both ends, and of
smaller diameter than the stove-pipe within Avhich
it is fitted and which has a co-operating register.
Claim.—A cone, B, or its equivalent, applied to a

stove-pipe, substantially as described, and employed
in conjunction with a register, in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

82,849.—John E. H. King, Port Richmond. X.
Y.—Signal Flagfor Vessels.—October 6, 1868; ante-
dated September 25, 1868. — The signal flag is

held in an extended position, so that the figures
thereon may be easily and distinctly read from a
passing vessel.

Claim.—The constructing and combining the two
frame pieces a h and the check chain or cord g with
the halyards, for displaying or folding a signal flag,
the whole arranged and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purposes described.

82,850

—

George Kneip, New York, N. Y.—
Fountain Pen.—October 6, 1868.—The centnd vent-
age tube insures the flow of ink to the pen when the
valve is open, by pressure upon a button on the end of
the valve lever. The situation of said tube does not ad-
mit of the escape of ink through the ventages. Thei-e
are latei'al openings for inspection of the reservoir.
Claim.—1. The ink cistern B, provided with a

central tube, d, in its receiving end,and with a valve,

/, at the discharging end, in combination Avith the
pen holder A,constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described

2. The opening c iit the sides of the pen holder,
in combination with the transparent ink cistern B,
substantially as and for the purpose described,

82,851.—Jotham R, Lawrence and Isaac G.
Johnson, Cutler, M.C.—Boring Faucet.—October 6,

1868.—The ends of the clamp, together with the
screw, bear upon the gate, and the screw passes (*n-

tirely through the lever. The effect is to hold the
gate'close against the face of the faucet, and rigid
upon the lever.

Claim.—A faucet, having boring" tool C, core
chamber B, clamp E, thumb screw G, lever E, gate
H, pin I, and cleats o, constructed, combined, and
operating substautiallj' as specified.

82,852.—Charles Leroy, Mexico, N, Y.—Ap-
paratus for Attaching Horses to Vehicles.—Octolxir
6, 1868.—The springs and rods take the place of traces
and obviatejerks and sudden strains upon the draught
bar in stopping or rotating.

Claiyn.—l. The clips C C, constructed as described,
and secured to the shafts of the vehicle as and for
the purpose described.

2. Draught bar A, rods or traces B B, spiral
springs D D, and clips C C, all combined, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth,

82,853.—M. E, Lowth and Thomas J. Howe,
Owatonna, Minn.

—

Grain Drill.—October 6, 1868.

—

A cylinder, provided with grooves extending part of
the way across its face, rotates under the mouth of
the hopper, and is made to slide horizontally so as to
present the AA-hole or part of the grooves to the mouth
of the hopper by moans of a lever, one end of which
is attached thereto, the other sliding over a gradu-
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ated arc wliich indicatea the number of bushels to be
sown to the acre.

Claim.—1. The device, consisting essentially of
the shaft G, pinion H, bearing J, sleeve L, and cyl-

inder M, having the groovesm vi, when constructed
and operating together, as described, and in connec-
tion with a driving shaft F, seed hopper D, and a
lever, K, for moving the shaft back and forth, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the graduated plate If, in-

dex lever K, and clamp o , for confining the lever at

auv point of the plate when employed in connection
with the apparatus above described, and for the
purpose set forth.

83,854.—Amos B. Lovell, Pomfret, K". Y.—
Elastic Apron for Paper Machine.—October 6, 1868.

—The tension of an endless rubber belt passing be-

tween the couching rollers is regulated by a tighten-
ing roller o^er which the belt passes.

C'lai)ii.—The combination of a rubber or gutta-
percha apron with the couching press rolls of a paper
machine, when the same is provided with a tension
roller, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

82,855.—Ellis Luther, West Troy, X. T.—
Horse Hake.—October 6, 1868.—The rake is kept
from revolving, ^'hen in position to gather hay, by
a foot resting against one of the teeth and seciu'ed

to a screw rod, and when the rake is raised the rod
turns the foot around, which releases the rake, at the
same time the slack in the chain supporting the rake
is taken up by a windlass actuated by a rubber
spring.
Claim.—1. The screw or twisted bar E, with

the foot D, substautiallv as described and set fortii.

2. The said bar E and foot D, in combination with
the transverse bar L, and aperture a, substantially
as herein specified.

3. The said bar E and foot D, in combination
with the tooth, t, of the rake, substantially as spe-
cified.

4. The windlass Jf, in combination with the chain
M and the head. A, of the rake, substantially as
herein shown and specified.

5. The wheel I, in combination with the chain
M and windlass N, substantially as specified
herein.

6. The ratchet and pawl o, combined with the
windlass X and chain M, substantially as herein set
forth.

7. The cord 6, attached to the chain M, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified and
set forth.

82,856.—Andrew J, Marls, Xew York, N. Y.,
afisignor to himself and William H. Bukx.U'. same
place.

—

Indicatorfor Steam Boiler.—October 6, 1868.

—The expansion tube is so connected to the gauge
cock that the trying of the latter keeps the expansion
tube free from sediment, and induces a circulation
which draws away the accumidated air or gas.
Claim.—The expansion tube, alarm, and gauge

cock, arranged in substantially the manner set forth.

82,857.-Leslie Marmaduke, Arrow Eock.
and Si-D-NEr T. Bruce, Marshall, Mo.—JLTode of At-
tachiyig and Detaching Shafts and Poles of Carriages.
—October 6, 1868.—A rock shaft dttached to the front
Off the vehicle has secured to each end a cylindrical
head piece recessed to fit over a cylindrical block se-
cured to the vehicle. Xotches are made in the bot-
tom side of both cylinders for the reception of a coup-
ling block to which the shafts are secured. The
rock shaft is tm-ned by a lever and spring, and the
head revolving covers the coupling block.

Claim.—1. The coupling heads D a^ and the coup-
ling block E, when arranged and operated substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

2. The arrangement of the axle piece A, traction
rods a a^, rod B, lever C, and coupling heads I) a^
E, substantially in the manner shown and described.

82,858.—Daniel Mater, Bellmore, Ind.—Ploio.
—October 6, 1868.— The coulter is attached to a
lapped hanger which regulates the distance the
ootdter shall run from the shovel. The standards to

which the shovels are secured are braced by rods
extending from the beam and secured to the stand-
ards by clamps.

Claim.—1. The an'angement of the transversely
adjustable coulter or cutter F, with reference to
the beam of the plow and shovel C, substantially as
shown and described.

2. In combination with the beam and standards,
the brace rods H, clamps I, and nuts I', arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,859.—Hugh McQuaid. Canyon City, Oregon.—Preventing Incrustation in Steam Boilers.—^oto-
ber (), 1868.—The sediment remains free by reason
of the contraction of the mercurial siuface upon
cooling.
Claim.—The application in steam boilers of an

amalgamated surface to the parts liable to incrusta-
tion : the ii'on plated with copper being coated with
quicksilver, and being a liquid on the surface of the
copper, expands, as herein set forth, using for that
purpose the aforesaid metals, or any other sub-
stantially the same, which will produce the intended
eflfect.

82,860.-George E. Metten, Cleveland. Ohio.
-Mechanical Movement.—October 6, 16G8.—Eotary
motion is given to the balance wheel by the vibra-
tion of a treadle acting through the ineLlinm of vi-

brating arms and pawls, which latter operate noise-
lessly upon a friction band applied to the hub of the
balance wheel.

Claim.—A balance wheel, B, constructed with a
flanged hub, having a friction band, p, applied there-
to, in combination with a treadle motion and vibrat-
ing pawls c c, arranged to operate substantially as
described.

82,861.—James W. Milroy and John Cook,
Galveston, Ind.

—

Machine for Making Drain Tiles.

—October 6, 1308.—A longitudinal box provided with
suitable molds at the ends, has sliding in it a bos
resting on friction rollers above and below, which,
being reciprocated by ratchet gearing, forces the clay
which is introduced at openings at either side of the
block into either end of the box, making the lower
and upper tile alternately. Knives are arranged at
each end to cut off the tiles as they are formed.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

bos A, sliding block B, shaft C, cog wheel b, ratchet
plate c, friction rollers d d, and friction roller D,
molds E and F, knives G G, and table G', substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes as herein
set forth.

82,862.-W. H. Mitchell and J. F. Mitchell,
Macomb, 111.

—

Broadcast Seed Soioer.—October 6,

1868.—Two wires passing through and into the hop-
per are actuated by a crank, and stir up the seed in
front of the slides. The scatterer has two wings
tapering toward their outer ends and forming tubu-
lar spouts. The slides are arranged so that each
will cover half of the opening.

Claim.—1. The stirrers c, operated by the com-
pound crank K, when aiTanged to ojierate substan-
tially as described.

2. 'The distributer I, constructed and aiTanged to
operate substantially as set forth.

3. The two slides h and/, arranged to be operated
independently or jointly, as herein described.

82,863.-Edward W. Muxsox and William
P. Thomas, Waterbtiry, Conn.— Windoiv Sjiring.—
October 6, 1868.—A rod is secured to the 1)olt so that
on withdrawing the latter from the sash a shoulder
on the rod engages with the side of a rose and holds
tlie bolt back, allowing both hands to be used in

raising or loAvering the Avindow.
Claim.—The case A, within which is arranged

the boltC, and combined with the rod D, constructed
with a shoulder, a, and with a rose, F, the whole con-
structed and arranged so as to operate in the man-
ner substantially as specified.

82,864.—George D. Xeal, Mt. Vernon, Oliio.

—Horse Hake.—October 6, 1S68.—The frame sup-
porting the rake is provided with double-hinged
platforms to allow it to support a load. A standard
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supporting the rake, slides through a mortise in the
central beam, and is provided with notches on the
real- side into which a rod provided with a spiral
spring is forced for holding the rake in position.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the trap doors on
the described frame, in combination with any suit-

able holding devices, as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The central standard E, connected to the rake
beam and sliding through the mortise of central
beam and in comoination with the outer standards
and arms, substantially as shown and described.

3. In combiaation with sucli standard, the spring
detent, Avith its catch, all constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,865.^A. M. Olds, New York, N. Y.—Port-
able Folding Fence.—October 6, 1868 ; antedated Sep-
tember 26, 166S.—The cuds of the boards are con-
nected together by wires passing through them, serv-
ing as hiuges when folded for transportation. Braces
secured to horizontal pieces are provided with notches
in which the boards rest.

Claim.—The herein-described combination, con-
sisting of a fence constructed in pivoted panels, and
supported by clamping braces, substantially as de-
scriljed, and for the purposes set forth.

82,866.—Joel A. Otis and Thomas Baeber,
Watertown, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Treating Milk
—October 6, 1868.—The furnace is snrrounded by a
jacket and the space filled with water. A horizon-
tal flue extends the length of the boiler and is bent
around and returns, terminating at a smoke-stack.
The boiler resting over this flue receives a uniform
heat and transmits it to the milk.

Claim:—The arrangement of the double-walled
furnace A, with the boiler B and flue C C, when the
furnace is made a part or extension of the boiler, and
the flues are convoluted or bent back and forth, as
shown, all the said parts being constructed, com-
bined, and arranged in the manner described.

82,867.—OscAU Paddock, Watertown, 1^. Y.
—Horse Say i^orA:.—October 6, 18G8.
Claim.—The combination, with the center or claw-

operating bar in a fork, such as described, of a vi-

bratory locking-lever arm, arranged to catch over
and press upon the head or upper end of the center
bar, when the latter is depressed, and connected
with a tripping cord, or other suitable means for
effecting its disengagement from the said center bar,
substantially in the manner herein shown and set
forth.

82,868.—BENJAMtff M. Parks, St. Louis, as-

signor to himself, A. C. Robixsox, and William
Seymour, Louisiana, Mo.

—

Pruning Hook.—October
6, 1868.—A pair of pruning shears attached to the
upper end of a rod is operated by a sliding handle
which is so connected with the shears as to regulate
the opening for different-sized branches.

Claim.—The hand slide D, when operating by the
rods d and c, the lever C, rod b, lever B. the lower
knife a', against the pressure of the spring E, and
aiTanged in combination with the rod A, and the
hook knife a, substantially as herein set forth.

82,869.—Julia W. D, Pattex, New York, N.
Y.

—

Ice Preserver.—October 6, 1868.—The walls are
made of a non-conductor of lieat, to prevent the
melting of ice or the decomposition of food.

Claiin.—An ice preserver, consisting of a box or
cover, having an outside Avall of paper or jiasteboard,

lined with mica on the inside, substantially as de-

scribed.

82,870 Benjamix F. Peukixs, Holyoke, Mass.
—Globe Valve for Steam Engines.—October 6, 1808.

—A lock nut prevents the packing nut from turning
when the spindlo is rotated to open the valve.

Claim.—Tha combination and arrangement of the
lock nut D with the stand A and packing nut C, of ;i

globe (U" angle valve, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

82,871 .—Dr. M. Perl, Houston, Texas.—Jforf^
of Preserving Meat.—Octohev G, 1868.-The meat is

sewn up in a bag which is rendered air-tight by sat-
uration in a compound including tar, linseed oii, yel-
low ochre, and rock lime.

Claim.—Covering meat with a flexible material,
when said covering is saturated with a compound
prepared substantially as herein set forth.

82,872.—D. J. Powers, Madison, Wis.—Har-
vester i^afce.—October 6, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 28, 1868.—The gaveler sweeps across the plat-
form as the swingiu"- apron is pressed up to me<^t
the gaveler at the end of the platform, thus collect-

ing the grain in bundles ready to be bound.
Claim.—1. The combination of a hinged, pivoted,

or yielding platform, located in the rear of the cut-
ter" bar, with a gaveler or rake, operating substan-
tially in the manner tor the purpose described.

2. The combination of lever a, cam p, and sweep
lever g, operating substantially as specified.

3. The combination of the lever a, yielding plat-

form B, and spring c, so ai-ranged that the driver,
while in his seat, may adjust the spring and regu-
late the size of the gaveler, substantially in the
manner and for the pui-pose set forth.

4. The combination of gaveler D with swinging-
apron G, when said apron and gaveler are arranged
to be operated by means of cord y and sweep lever

g, all being arranged and operated in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

82,873.—John Eamsburgh, Sr., New Madrid,
Mo.

—

Medical Compound.—October 6, 1868.—Rem-
edy for pulmonary affections. Spikenard, elecam-
pane, comfrey, and Indian turnip, mixed with honey
and whisky.

Claim.—The improved medicine, prepai-ed of the
materials and substances as set forth.

82,874.—John H. Randall and Charles E,
Randall, Boston, Mass.

—

Steam-engine Governor,
—October 6, 1868.—The fluid is forced from a pump
connecting with the engine into a cylinder provided
with a waste pipe and cock and with a piston con-
necting with the throttle valve. The cock is

opened to allow part of the water to escape, but if

the speed of the engine increases, the piston is

raised and the throttle valve closed, and vice versa.

Claim.—1. The combination of the double-acting
force pump -with the pipe h", cylinder i, and with
the throttle valve m and waste pipe n, as herein
specified.

2. The arrangement of the cockp with the waste
pipe h, cylinder i, pipe h", and double-acting force
pump, substantially as herein set forth.

82,875. — Simon B. Reeder, Meacham, 111.—
Corn Planter.—October 6, 1868.—A roller placed be-

neath the hopper contains two or more boxes, which
are provided with spring levers to drop the corn.
Two cam catchers, immediately over the ends of tljc

spring levers, are so arranged that when the boxes
are immediately over the mouth ©f a funnel reaching
to the ground, they press upon the spring levers, thus
opening the boxes and allowing the corn to enter
the funnel.

Claim.—A corn planter, when the same is pro-
vided with a roller, C, having in it two or more
dropping boxes a, with springs b attached, which
springs are operated upon by a cam catch, c, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

82,876.—Jacob Reese, Pittsburg, Ta..—Ma-
chine for Working Iron.—October 6, 1868 : ante-
dated October 2, 1868.—The object is to reduce
blooms to "muck bars" by means of compression,
as distinguished from the rolling process. The
compressing dies are of such shape and so com-
bined with onerating cams that the balls or blooms,
when placecl in the machine, are fed tlirough,

worked, and reduced to the required size and shape,
and then discharged ; the length of the bar thus
formed being limited, not by the size of any single
ball, but by the quantity of iron fed into the ma-
chine.

Claim.—1. The combination of a pair of recipro-

cating and compressing die blocks (or jaws) with
one or a pair of non-reciprocating compressing die

blocks, (or cheek plates,) acting perpendicularly
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thereto and alternately therewith, Bubstantially as
described.

2. An arrangement of meclianism for imparting
to one or both^of a pair of compressing die blocks
a reciprocating movement simultaneously or alter-

nately with a movement of approach toward or re-

cession from each other, substantially as described.
3. In combination with one or more compressing

die blocks, a pair of reciprocating and compressing
die blocks, the coacting faces of which are, in their
normal condition, more widely separated from one
another at the point where the metal is introduced
between them than at the point where the metal is

Cixtruded from them, substantially as described.
4. In combination with one or more compressing

die blocks, a pair of reciprocating compressing die
blocks, the coacting surfaces of which, one or both,
are curved, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose, in part, of permitting and aiding to produce a
more or less retrograde or backward movement of
the metal "while the same is being acted on alter-

nately with the general forwai'd movement of the
same, substautiany as hereinbefore set forth.

5. In combination with a pair of reciprocating
and compressing die blocks, operating substantially
in the manner described, an inclined feeding trough,
for guiding and facilitating the forward movement
of the bloom or puddle ball to and between said die
blocks, substantially as herein described.

6. As a whole, the improved machine, consisting
of the several parts, constructed and combined sub-
stantiallj as and for the purpose described.

82,877. —William H. Remington, Boston,
Mass., assignor to himself, Sauaii A. T. JPeabody,
and Geokge D. Allen.—Process of Electroplating
with Nickel.—Octohev 6, 1868.—A solution is ]»'e-

pai'ed by dissolving refined nickel in nitric acid,
then precipitating the nickel by the addition of car-
bonate of potash, washing tlie percipitate with
water, and dissolvingit in a solution of sal-ammoniac,
after which it is filtered.

Claim.—1. Suspending or .supporting or holding
a mass of the particles of nickel within the solution,
so as to present an extended surface, and connect-
ing them with the positive pole of the battery by
means of i^latinmn, or other suitable conductor of
electricity, not materially affected by the electric
cuiTcnt or the solution employed, substantially as
described.

2. A po.'iitive electrode, composed of a plate of
metal, carbon, or other conductor of electricity,
upon which a coat of nickel of sufficient thick-
ness shall have been deposited, substantially as set
forth.

3. The within-described solution, prepared of the
ingredients and in a manner substantially as de-
scribed.

4. A substance coated or plated with nickel, as
herein set forth, as a new ai'ticle of manufacture.

S2,S7S.—David M. Eeynolds, Port Deposit,
Md.—Lubricator.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—The employment, in combination with
the oil vessel, having arranged in the bottom thereof
an internal chamber or receptacle, so that the sedi-
ment or other impurities of the oil shall collect
around said chamber, of a fibrous or other suitable
filtering sul)stance, together with a disk, wliether
perforated or Jiot, l)ut provided with a regulating
screw, the whole being so arranged within said in-
ternal chamber that the filtering medium may bo
more or less compressed, thereby regulating both
the supply of the oil and the density of the filtering
medium, substantially as herein set" forth.

82,879.—Charles H. L. Roheuts and William
C. Dudley, Morrison, 111— Collar Fastening.—
October 6, 186S.— Tlie buckles arc made of bent
wire, the ends catcliiug on hooks in the side of the
collar. Elastic straps pass through holes on one
side of the collar and through tiic hooks on the
other, and are lield by loops. 'A slotted housing is

secured by a hook. A pad protects the horse from
this fastening.
Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable straps

D D. looped wires jj and 1 1, with the collar A, pro-
vided with the pad B, loop g, and slotted housing C,

all constructed and used as and for the purposes set
forth.

82,880.—George C. Schneider, Adrian, Mich.
—Bee Hive.—October 6, 1868.—The bottom of the
feed bos forms the top of the hive, which is com-
posed of sections, one above the other, and between
this bottom and the cap is an opening, the passage
between which and the inside of the hive is covered
by a small, movable lid, which may be set aside to
allow the bees to go through it.

Claim:—A bee hive, constructed of three or mora
similar interchangeable sections, D, D', and D", &c.,
in combination with the hollow cap A, feed-bos B,
opening S, and small movable lid h, the whole con-
structed and operating in the manner and for tho
pm-poses set forth and described.

82,881.—Edwin E,. Shepard, Scranton, Pa,—
Railroad Bail.—October 6, 1868.—The two sections

of the rail are secured together by bolts, the in-

clined heads of which conform to the inclined side
of the rib of the lower section, fitting tightly into it,

and serving also to keep the upper section down to
its lower bearing, without interfering with tho
downward movement of the rail.

Claim.—1. A rail, consisting of two sections, A
B, the former having an inclined bearing below the
head, adapted to the inclined edge of a rib on the
lower section, and" the latter having at the base an
inclined bearing for the rib on the upper section,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The lower section B, with its rib d, the upper
section A, with its slotted rib h inclined at tho outer
side, and the bolt D, with its head bearing against
the inclined side of the rib h, the whole being con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

81,882.- Samuel Shepherd and Ammi M.
George, Nashua, jST. H., assignors to Samuel
Shepherd and Joseph Greeley, same place.

—

Ma-
chine for Polishing Paper.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. Tho combination with any number of
burnishing rolls, B, operating substantiidly as de-

scribed, of a revolving annular bed, C, supported at
or near its periphery, and of open character or con-
struction at its center, or within its interior periph-
ery, for operation relatively to each other, essen-
tially as and for the purpose or purposes herein set

forth.

2. The combination, with a circular traveling bed,
C, of a reducing emery, or other equivalent roll, D,
having a rotary and longitudinal reciiprocating ac-

tion on or against, and in contact with said bed,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

82,883. — Samuel Shepherd and Ammi M.
George, Nashua, N. H., assignors to Samuel Shep-
herd and Joseph Greeley, same place.

—

Bur-
nisher for Enameled Paper.—October 6, 1868.—Cal-
cined and powdered flint and feldspar are mixed
with potter's clay and water, worked till sufficiently

fine and solid, molded, dried for eight or nine days,
then put into a furnace and intensely heated for fifty

hours, allowed to cool two or three days, then fitted

and ground to present a smooth burnishing surface.
Claim.—A polishing surface or device made of

stone ware, substantially as specified.

82,884.-John Siddons, Rochester, IST. Y.—
Fruit-jar Cover.— October 6, 1868 ; antedated Sep-
tember 26, 1868.—A corrugation, forming a shoulder
on one of two disks joined together, is made to fit

the inside of tho corrugations of tho other.

CTfa?^,.—Providing fruit-jar covers, consisting of
two metal disks, a b, with a corrugation, c, or its

equivalent, for tho purposes herein set forth.

82,885.—Thomas Smith and John O. Reilley, .

Baltimore, Md.

—

Bailroad-Car Heating Apparatus.
October 6, 1868.—Tlie air from tlie pump is forced
into a receiver, within which is a furnace, and
thence by pipes, connected by a coupling and
knuckle joint, onto the reservoir in the car, which
has also 'a pipe guarded by a check valve opening
upward, and h(>ld so by a clutch screw, and in case
the heat in the reservoir is not enough, a cock allows
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the air to escape into pipes under the seats and dis-

charge it into the cars.

Claim.—1. The compressed-air reservoirs and ra-

diators H, located in the passenger cars, in combi-
nation with a heating apparatus'located outside of
said cars, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the air pump A, compressed
air receiver B, and furnace C, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the pipe coupling F and

conducting knuckle joint G, as and for the purpose
set forth.

4. The combination of the elastic conducting
pipes D E E', air-forcing and heating apparatus A
B C, and reservoii' H, substantially as described.

5. The construction and arrangement of the valve
mechanism I J K, in combination with the pipes E'
and reservoirs H, for the purposes explained.

6. The air-conducting and discharging pipesM H",

in combination with the reservoirs H, and cocks or
valves L, as and for the object specified,

S2,SS6.—Theodore Sxell and TVilliaji Tuck-
er, Philadelphia, Pa,

—

Apparatus for Cutting Me-
tallic Bars.—October 6, 1868.—A pair of die stocks
into which the dies are mounted in a frame, one of
them turning on the other, from which projects a
pair of rigid arms, while a segment lever with ratchet
teeth projects up from the turning die, and a pair of
arms turn concentrically on both of the die stocks.
A screw of unequal threads fits into nuts mounted
on trunnions in the ends of the ditferent arms, which
have pawls attached to them engaging with the
ratchet of the lever.

Claim.—1. Locating the two cutting dies in their
respective die stocks, so that a bar placed within
them to be cut shall extend in tlie dii-ection, and oc-
cupy the position, of the axis of rotation of one or
both of said cutting dies, substantially in the manner
described.

2. In arotary shears, constructed as specified in the
preceding clause, the diesK L, made each in two pai ts

and pressed together by screws C", for the purpose
of clamping the metal bars between them, as ex-
plained.

3. The differential screw H H', in combination with
the levers B' E, die stocks B and C, and supporting
frame A, substantially as described.

4. The pawl J and toothed segment lever D d, in
combination with tiSe arm E and the stock C, for the
purpose stated.

82,887.—Daniel E. Somes, Washington, D. C.—Canal Boats and Otkei- Vessels for the Transpor-
tation of Grain.—October 6, 1868.— The vessel or
car is provided with a perforated lining at the bot-
tom and walls of the grain chamber with an air
space around it, in which are inclined pai'titions

forming flues, air tubes connected with nil- ducts
opening above the deck, and pipes by means of which
steam may be applied to heat the grain.

Claim.—1. A canal boat or other vessel or vehicle,
having a perforated lining or casing, with spaces for
the circulation of air between it and the AvaUs of the
vessel or vehicle, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. A canal boat or other vessel or vehicle, with a
perforated false floor, with air space between it and
the bottom of the vessel or vehicle, substantially as
set forth.

3. Heating apparatus, in combination with ventil-

ating tubes ti-, perforated tubes E, and hoods/, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. Perforated lining B, ventilating tubes G, hoods
/, openings c, guards c* c^, substantially as described.

5. A canal boat or other vessel or vehicle, having
a perforated casing or lining, inclosing air flues and
a heating apparatus, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set fortli.

6. The perforated lining B, perforated tubes E,
and air ducts F, or their equivalents, substantially

as described.
7. The perforated lining, with inclined partitions,

forming flues between it and the walls or bottom of
the vessel, or both, substantially as described.

8. The heating apparatus, in combination with the
perforated lining and vontilatiug tubes G, as set

forth.

9. The air tube E, in combination with the ventil-
ating tubes G, as set forth.

82,888.-Henry Stanley, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to G. and W. Todd & Co., same place.— OtZ
C'«p.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the oil cup A, stop-
per a', wooden end piece B, slotted at b^, and capped
by the metallic cap C, having the minute perforation
c, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

82,889.—Edward J. Stephens, JS'orth Provi-
dence, II. I.

—

Machinery for Printing Yarn.—Octo-
ber 6, 1868.

Claim.—The contrivance and arrangement of the
color earners, EF, as shown in the drawings, and
their combination with the color rollers E E and the
fluted or ribbed rollers A A, so as to put different
colors upon different flutes or ribs of the rollers A A,
and thus to print the yarn with difiereut colors, with
distinct intervals or spaces between.

82,890.— Lyman B. Stilson, Woodland, as-

signor to himself and August Leich, St. Anthony,
Minn. — Harvester.— October 6, 1868.—The cutter
bar is attached in front of the main axle by cross
pieces, which are hinged at right angles from the
bar to the axle, the heavy end of the b"or being sus-

tained by an arm and caster wheel, and the light end
sliding on the gi'ound.

Claim.—The arrangement, in a front draught ma-
chine, of the finger bar A and bars B B, the latter

hinged to the axle of the machine and connected
with the bar A, as shown and described, and con-
structed and operating substantially as set forth.

82,891.—Thomas Taylor, Washington, D. C.
— Mode of Preparing Plaster Casts.— October 6,

1868.

Claim.—1. The use of silicate of soda or other solu-

ble silicate, Avith or without glycerine, as a vai-nish,

for the purposes as substantially set forth and de-
scribed herein.

2. The use of alkalies, or their equivalents, when
used as solvents of silicates, when used substantially
as in the manner herein set forth and described.

82,892.—Morgan H. Thomas, Dansvillc. N. Y.
—Churn Basher.—October 6, 18C8.

Claim.—The cone-shaped top, A, perforated with
holes a a, as described, and dasher rod B, in combi-
nation with the cross bars C C, wlien the latter are
liinged to the lower part of the top, A, on one side,

and fastened to the opposite side of said top. A, by
a clasp, all arranged, constructed, and operated in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

82,893.-0. F. Trill, Baltimore, Md.—Steam
Generator.—October 6, 1868.—The boiler is wound
tightly around by wire, the shell Ijeing divided into
three chambers, the lower one of whicli has a supply
pipe and branches, with burners, while the central
and longest one, is provided with vertical pipes rest-

ing on tlie floor, over the burners, the upper ends be-

ing fixed to an upper partition, so that the products
of combustion pass into the upper chamber, which
has also steam pipes, and thence to tlie open air.

Claim.—1. The combination of the boiler A with
the layer or layers of wire a a, wound around it, as
described.

2. The arrangement, within the steam generator
A, of the chambers E F G, with the pipes D J K and
burners ii, ubstantially as described.

82,894.— S. N. Trump, Baltimore, Md.—Tea
Tray.— October G, 1868.— Neai-ly around the upper
edge of the wooden body, made single or in panels,
extends a metallic rail supported on short posts, the
Avhole resting on legs.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a tea
tray, composed of the wooden bodv A. metallic rail

B, standards C C, and feet D D, substautialiy as de-

scribed.

82,895.—Albert M. TJtley, H. N. Kimball,
and WiLLLAM Reynoldh, Watertown, N. Y.—Box-
ing. Bandaging, and Preparing Cheese.—October (i,

18t58.—Strips of paper, of a hoop-shape form, arc
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secured at their ends by metal fasteners bent over
and clasped, flaps being" attached at top and bottom,
and over the top and bottom of the cheese, so pre-

pared, are fitted paper covers for transportation.
Claim.—1. The nse, in connection with covers

for the top and bottom of the cheese, of a paper
bandage, encircling and permanently united, during
the process of curing, with the sides of the cheese,
substantifUIy in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.
'2. The combination, with the paper bandage for

encircling and holding the sides of the cheese, of
t.<jp and bottom flaps of cotton or other suitable fab-

ric, applied and used in the manner specified.

83,S96»—Meddeks Vakderpool, Polk County,
Oregon.

—

Grain Harvester.—October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the spiral screw
A with the right head board of the concave 20,

whereby the standing grain is conducted to said

head board without being pulled from the ground,
as herein shown anil described.

2. The combination of the obliquely-ribbed drums
O, ribbed concaves 20, and spiked drums 2 2, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

3. So constructing and arranging the rod D D,
provided with tapering spurs, that the standing
straw is forced to the rear, to deposit the threshed
grain upon the bed X. before said straw is drawn
out of the machine, substantially as herein shown
and described.

4. The combination of the ribbed drums O O,
spurred wheels 2 2, ribbed concaves 20, and troughs
40. substantially as described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

82,897.—McH@LAS S. Yeduer, Trov. X. T.—
Cooking ^Sto re.— October 6, 1868.—Two upright
pieces and a cross-piece form a three-sided hollow
piece under the ash guide slides, and connected by a
channel with the air chamber formed hy a rear, a
sliding, and a bottom plate of the stove.
Claim.—1. The piece F, when constructed as and

for the purposes herein described.
2. The plate C. forming the air chamber E, when

made sliding, as herein shown and described.

82,898.—J. C. TVagoxer, St. Louis, ^o.—Smxd
JIfiM.—October 6, 1668.—A feed shoe, with inclined
floors, is connected by a blast pipe with a pocket,
whence the grain, by means of distributors, is thrown
upon beaters, and by the discharging wings it es-

capes into the upcast blast tube.
Claim.—1. The feed shoe F, arranged with two

short inclined floors, /, upon which the falling grain
shall strike and Irom which it shall be precipitated
in a " shower" upon the pocket G^, and in combina-
tion with the superpoised blast tube G, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The discharging wings H, in combination with
the curved beaters C, acting substantiallv as set
forth.

3. The blast tul)es G- and K, and their ducts, G^
K^ the regulating slides L and L', and the fan E, all

acting substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

82,899.—F. F. Wagner, Harrisburg, Pa.—
Raihcay Car ,Sfeaf.—October 6, 1868.—The bodv is

held on its supporting rail by clips, its end being
joined by rails pai-allel to the seat. At each end of
the seat are two arms, one being pivoted to the mid-
dle of the ai-m seat, and the other to the center of
the base of the rails and connected to the back.
The seat is moved and the sliding body locked by a
pin traversing a cam.
Claim.—1. The curved body frame K K', con-

nected to the arc rails x of the 'support by means of
the clips P, and with the sliding seat by means of
the cams S, pins n, and the fulcnim rods B O n, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

2. The slotted connecting rods N A, in combina-
tion with the fulcrum rods B h, when arranged on
the sides of the sliding frame N K K', to eff'ect re-
version in the manner as herein expressed.

82,900.—R. K. Walton, Clarington, Ohio.—
^a-c—Octo1>er 6, 1868.

Claim.—A spike, formed with an opening, o,

through it, and a guide groove, leading from its up-
per end to the opening, substantiallv as above set
forth.

82,901.-Mrs. Ruth AxN :N". Atwood Ward,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Brace and Skirt Sv.ju^orter Com-
bined.—October 6, 1868.—Three lines of bracing are
connected by means of straps ; the first for the np-
lier part of the bodj-. the second to throAV back th.e

shoulders, and the third to balance the others and
support the back.

Claim.—The improved brace and supporter, con-
sisting of pieces a, straps of belting b, d, e, f, and?,
buckle straps i and m, and elastic straps g h'k,Mlien
arranged to operate for bracing and supporting, sub-
stantially as described.

82,902

—

William Ward, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Metallic Roofing.—October 6, 1868.—On each side of
the plate, near the end, is cnt a small slit, below
which the metal is turned up, oppositely for the two,
to form a flange. The end is also turned up and
flanged ; the portion of the plate at the sides without
flange is then bent down and forms a return, the
flanges overlapping and interlocking together.

Claim:—The metal roofing, composed of sheets of
metal cut and bent, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, hav-
ing flanges or lips turned thereon, as described, and
used with strips T> to form the roof, all constructed
and arranged in the manner and for the purpose as
described.

82,903.—WiXTHROP Ward, Mystic Bridge,
Conn.— Windou'-strip Attachment.—October 6,1868.
—A spring expanding pin is attched to the window
sti-ip and engages with a tubular socket inserted in
the frame.

Claim.—The provision, on a window strip, of
spring pins, adapted to slip into tubular sockets in
the window frame, for the purpose of attaching said
strip, substantially as described and represented.

82,904.—John T. Waring, Yonkers, ]Sr. Y.—
Felted Fabric.—Octoher 6, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 28, 1868.—The jiggeriug table has a steam box
in the middle, with a perforated top plate, and a
jiggering board held down by a vibrating standard
pivoted in the cross-fi'ame, and a crank shaft and
connecting rod, by wliich motion is given to the
board.

Claim.—1. The new maufacture of a tufted fabric,
having tufts of wool or other fibrous materials and
a felt body whoUy of wool or other suitaljle felting
material, or of mixed felting and non-felring mate-
rials, the body and tufts being made into a fabric by
the process of felting in the manufacture of the fab-
ric, substantially as hereinbefore described.

2. The perforated tuft holders, or their eciuivalent,
in combination with the jigger board and steam box,
substantially as herein described.

82,905.—E. K. Warren, Rochester, I^. Y.—
Tank for Fermenting Ale, Beer, &e.—October 6,

1868.—An improvement on patent Xo. 03,994. The
pontoon has a conical top connected with a chamber
into which the concentrated yeast is discharged,
while a double coil of pipe is so arranged that the
water first cools the fermenting mas's, and then
passes to the upper surface of the top to condense
the liquid, which is brought back to the pontoon bj
means of pipes.
Claim.—1. The employment of the conical or in-

clined top C, in comoiuation with ])ontoon A, for

concentrating the veast and facilitatmg its escape,
as herein described.

2. The combination and arrangement, with the
pontoon A, and conical top, B, of the two coils. E E',

of water pipe, the water passing first into E and
then upwaid into E'. the whole as described, and for

the purpose specified.

82,906.—Fayette M. Weller, Chicago, HI.—
Trace Fastener.—Octoher 6, 1868; antedated Sep-
tember 24, 1868.—An improvement on his patent of
January 17, 1864.

Claim.—1. The curved hook A', to be placed on
the whiffletrce, in the manner as represented by
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rigs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, is the improvement which 1 desire
to secure by letters patent ; hence

—

2. The curved hook A', constructed and arrans^ed
substantially as and for the pui'poses herein set forth
and described..

82,907.—Christopher C. Welsh, Pleasant Val-
ley, Pa.

—

Machinef07- Converting Eotary into Recip-
rocating Motion.—Octob&v 6, 18G8.—The wheels, pin-
ions, shafts, -weights, cords, and sleeves are so ar-
ranged with an arm and a rocking lever pivoted to
a rod connecting with a swinging lever, that as the
shaft connected with the crank Avheel rotates it, a vi-
brating motion is given to the arm and thereby a
swinging np-and-down motion to the arms of the
rock shaft.

Claim.—In combination with the single set of
gearing, the arrangement of the swinging lever V,
vertical connecting rod U, rocking lever K S, verti-
cal arm T, and crank O, when constructed and op-
perating substantially as herein represented and de-
scribed.

82,908.—Daniel Werner, St. Louis, Mo.—
Breech-loading PisioL—October 6, 1868.
Claini.—Thc barrels B, of the described pistol,

provided with the catch/, located as shown and de-
scribed, and having the studs c c, sliding upon the
rod rf, and operated in connection with the spring o,

as described, when said barrels are combined Avith
the stock and locks of an ordinary pistol, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

82,909.—Minna Wesselhceft, Baltimore, Md.—Extract of Barley Malt—October 6, 1868.
Claim.—A. new of article of manufacture for di-

etetic and remedial pui'poses, a concentrated extract
of malt, prepared in the manner described.

82,910

—

ErastusD. Weston, Taunton, Mass.—Cooking Stove.—October 6, 1868.—Each of the sec-
tional plates which is connected with the top of the
plate by its circumscribing flange has a flange which
overlaps the next one, the two inner lateral sec-

tional plates having also flanges extending up to the
plate.

Claim.—1. The bottom plate of the air flue, as
made of the five sections cdef g, having their joints
arranged transversely and longitudinally of the top
plate, and provided i^ith overlapping flanges, h, as
described, in order that the lateral and longitudinal
expansion of the top plate may freely take place.

2. When the series of partition plates of the air
flue is extended partially across the space under-
neath the top plate, the combination of the end
flanges m m with such, plates, and the extension of
the jambs and end plates of the stove body up
against the said flanges, the partition and top plates,

and these latter with the partition and top plfites,

beyond the jambs and end plates or body of the
stove, in the manner as represented.

3. The said end flanges m m, as constructed with
notches or openings o o, for the exit of air from the
ail" flue into the smoke flue over the oven.

82,911.—KuDOLPH White, ISTewport, Pa.—
Clothes Line Adjuster.—Octoher 6, 1868.—The hook
has a swivel joint connected with a spring and pul-

ley within the bearings and turns so that when the
clothes line is slipped bctAveen the spring and the
open bearing it is held in the groove of the pulley
and can be fitted to any angle.

Claim.—The arrangement of tho spring D, in com-
bination with the swivel hook A, and bearings B B',

in the manner and for the pm-poso set forth.

82,912.—John C. Wilmartii and Avery Foues,
St. Louis, 'Alo.—Knife Eing.—Octohcv 6, 1868.-The
knife blade is secured to a stud on the back of a
finger ring, overlapping the front edge of the blade,

and. though partly covered by a shield, can be
adapted for cutting the strings of packages.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

ring A, having tho stud a, knife a>, and shield a^, as
and for the purpose described and set forth.

82,913.—George D. Allen, New York, N. Y. 82,920.—Charles B. Clark, Bufi'alo, N. Y.—
—Bel Fot.—Oetoher 13, 1868.—A perforated fuuuel of Blind Ilinge.—Octohav 13, 18C8.—The pintle of the

India nibber with a contracted mouth is forced over
the mouth of the basket and by contracting holds it-

self. Needles pointing towarcl the neck of the fjin-
nel prevent the retreat of the animal.

Claim..—1. The eel-pot funnel, of Lidia rubber,
and perforated substantially as above set forth.

2. The eel-pot funnel, formed of India rubber, with
a contracted mouth, substantially as before set forth.

3. The combination of tho eel-pot funnel with
needles pointing toward its neck, substantially ^aa
before set Ibrth.

4. The eel-pot funnel, ha-^ing the two characteris-
tics of perforation and a contracted mouth, substan-
tially as before set forth.

5. The combination of the body of the trap with a
funnel of India rubber, substantially as before set
forth.

82,914.—Christian Barry, Philadelphia, Pa,

—

Alkali Ca7i.—October 13, 1868.—Clay is introduced
between the covers and body of the can for making
a tight joint capable of resisting the penetrating
action of the alkali.

'Claim.—An alkali can, in which clay is used for
producing a tight joint, substantially in" the manner
described.

82,915.—Elias Blaib, Bucyrus, Ohio.—Com
Hmking Pin.—October 13, 1868.—An eye is made
through the body of the husker between two blades
for the insertion of the finger, tho instrument being
adapted to be used by either the left or right haad-

Claim.—An instrument for husking corn, con-
structed substantially in tho manner shown and de-
scribed.

82,916.—Charles J. Bouch6, Louisville, Ky.—
Pen Rack.— OcidbGv 13, 1868.— Four plates are
hinged at their vertical edges and maintained in a
rectangular form by a rod. Two hinged plates form
the roof. The ends of the stand are provided with
pen racks, and lips are placed on the margin of the
side plates for the reception of cards.

Claim.—A pen rack, composed of the sides A B
C D, connected by hinge joints, as shown, the hinged
roof H I, brace £\ and racks M, all constructed and
arranged substantiaHy as described, and provided
with calendars O P Q and lips S, for the reception
of cards, substantially as set forth.

82,917.—George W. Brooks, Clinton, Mass.—Centering Square.—October 13, 1868.—The angle of
90° in a centering squai-e is divided equally by a mov-
able tongne secured to the square by a bolt and
thumb nut.

Claim.—In combination with the square, the ad-
justable slotted bar &, when constructed as and for
the pm'posc substantially as described.

82,918.—John A. Burchard, Beloit, Wis.—
Corn Planter.—October 13, 1868.—The dcAdce is so
arranged that the operator has in view the several
cells containing seed for successive hills, and is ena-
bled to discover any failure to plant correctly.

Claim.—1. Broadly, the employment of the drop-
ping device D, when constructed and firranged sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth, and used
for the purpose of enabling the operator to know by
ocular demonstration whether the machine is drop-
ping the seed -with certainty and accuracy.

2. In combination with the device D, the pawl K
and stop latches g and Z, when used for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the sev-
eral parts of the planter herein described, when used
for the purpose set forth.

82,919.—T. A. Cambensy, Chicago, 111.—^ToZ-
low Windo%o Cross Bar of Sheet Iron.—October 13,

1868.—A strip of sheet iron of the proper dimensions
is bout and placed on a suitably-formed bar of iron
or lead and passed through suitably-formed rollers.

Claim.—As anew article of manufacture, the hollow
sheet-metal window bars, constructed substantially
as shown and described.
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lower hinge has a longitudinal angular recess on one
side. The socket to receive the pintle is notched to

form a projecting catch. When the shutter is

opened a positive lock is produced, but in nil other
positions the pintle forms a close joint with the eye
and prevents rattling.

Claim.—Forming the cylindrical pintle a, with
the depressed slot V and the circular eye c, with out-

side catch (1, the whole combined and arranged as

described, and operating in the manner and lor the
purpose specitied.

82,921.—John L. Cooper, Preston, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Joshua E. FKUi^oyvs.—Metal-
lic Coiinter Brace.—October 13, 18(i8.—The spur is

pccured to a gutta-percha counter brace which is at

tached to the counter of the boot or slioe.

Claim.—The new article of manufacture of a spur
socket, in coml)ination witli a counter brace, when
made and applied substantially as hereiu described.

82,922.—"William Cooper, Paris, Me.—Ox
rote.—Octol)er 13, 18(i8.—A slotted plate, to which
is fastened the ring which attaches the yoke to tlic

shaft of the cart, is secured to the yoke by two sta-

ples and can be adjusted to regulate the leverage of

the yoke of a pair of oxen.
claim.—The sliding slotted plate a, held by sta-

ples h b', and adjusting nuts c c', and carrying the

shaft ring/, as and for the purposes set forth.

82,923.—Andrew J. Craig, Ashraore Station,

HI.— Z/a /vo?';.- October 13, 18()8.—The teeth are

bent over forward and riveted together at the point
where they are bent so as to form two sides of a tri-

angle.
Claim.—The bent teeth A A, pivoted together as

described, so as to form a harrow with flexible sides,

substantially as and for the purposes hereiu set

forth.

82,924.—Charles H. Cramer, Rutland, ]^. T.
— Washing Machine.—October 13, 18U8.—A corru-
gated roller has bearings in a hinged frame wliich is

raised and lowered l)y a treadle connecting there-

with. Screws are provided at the end of the frame
for regulating the pressure of the roller on the
clothes.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable frame
B, and the treadle; I for raising the same, and the
screws II for regulating its pressure, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose described.

82,925.—Sutton Edward Crow, Stratford,

England.

—

Hydrocarbon Burner.—October 13, 18G8

;

patented in England June 14, 18G7,—The object is to
adapt steam boiler and other furnaces for burning
creosote and other comlnistible liquids.

Claim.—The arranging the aj^paratus in such
manner that a jet or jets of steam, under pressure,
(or, it may be, of air,) issues into the furnace in u
direction parallel, or nearly parallel, to a pipe or pas-
sage by Avhich combustible li(iuid is led into the fur-

nace, such jet being immediately in rear of and be-
low the mouth of such pipe or passage, substantially
as described.

82,926.— Franklix A. Deland and Luke
Phillips, Memphis, Mich.

—

Mortising Machine.—
October 13, 18(J8.—A collar is rigidly attached to the
spindle and revolves in a guide which is ])rovided
with jaws fitting over a perforated phite secured to
the frame. The back rest is liinged and can be set
at any angle by means of a slotted lever to which it

is secured, and which is provid(!d with a pin fitting in
a series of holes in the side of the bed.

Claim.—1. The combination of the vertical guide
C, bed C, slotted lever 1)', and pin E', substantially
aa and for the purposes lierein set forth.

2. The independent perforated guide plate O, in
combination with the law guide N and vertical bar
E, when constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

82,927.—William L. Denio, Rochester, N. Y.,
assignor to him.self and Irwin Davis, same place.

—

Attaching Jioaettes to Ilarncnn.—October 13. 1808.

—
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The screw loop is secured to the head stall, and, be-
ing a fixture, facilitates the application and detach-
ment of the rosette.

Claim.—Tlie rosette A, provided with the screw
socket or nut b, in combination with the screw loop
Baud attaching straps fjr /t, the whole un-anged as
described, and operating in the manner and for the
pm-pose specified.

82,928.-Charles H. De Vine, Buffalo, N. T.,
assignor to De Vine Brothers.— Fiano Forte
Bridge.—October 13, 1868.—The ivory bridge cap
aids in holding the cut-off pins firmly in the wood,
and permits the strings to slide freely in tuning.

Claim.—The curved bridge A' composed of
veneers a a a and b, liaving the ivory or equivalent
top plate E attached, as hereiu described.

82,929.—David Ducharne, Mechanicsville, N.
Y.

—

Airparatus for Setting Axlea to Wagons.—Octo-
ber 13, 18G8.—The guide serves to indicate when the
crooked or bent axle is set or straightened under the
action of the screw jack.

Claim.—1. The hook or jack B C, and the upright
fulcrums or studs E and E', in combination with the
horizontal cioss bar F, each being constructed and
operated substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses lierein described and set forth.

2. The triangular-shaped guide U, in combination
with the jack B, studs E and E', and cross ])ar F,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein described and set forth.

82,930.-Charles 1^. Dunham, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

2lountlng Spectacle and Eye Glasses.—October
13, 1808.—The pieces to wliich the nose spring is

fixed and those whicli hold the glasses togetlier when
folded up, are cemented instead of beiiJg riveted to
the glass.

Claim:—The glasses A A, having the pieces B B,
D D, cemented to them, as a new article of manu-
facture.

82,931.—John Enright, Louisville, Ky., as-

signor to himself, William Wall, and Thomas
Enright, same place.— Core Bar for Casting Pipes.
—October 13, 1808.—Longitudinal bars and levers

are actuated by means of screw nut.s so as to expand
and contract the segments. Iron pipe are cast upon
the cylindrical coating of clay, which is applied to

tlie cylinder, and when the iron begins to cool and
set the segments are allowed to contract.
Claim.—The collapsable metallic core rod or- cyl-

inder, having four longitudinal segments A, so con-
structed and" arranged'as to be operated independ-
ently of each other, as herein shown and described,

82,932—RuFUs B. Ferris, Holland, Mich.—
Stump Extractor.—October 13, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the lever H, sheave
F, chain I, rope J, sheave blocks 3 and 4, sills A,
post B, tie beams C, standards D, i)ulley E, and hal-

yard K, -Rhen constructed, arranged, and operating
sul)stantially as described, and for the iiurposes set

forth.

82,933.—E. B. Foster and John G. Witt, EI-

mira, X. Y.

—

Adjustable Square and Bevel.—Ontohov
13, 1808.—The wings, in conjunction with the ruler

of the T-scjuare, inay be used after the manner of
the common center square, and they are also set at

any angle by means of the screw, so as to servo as a
bevel.

Claim.—The combination, with a try or T-square,
of the wings D D, and the screw F, for adjusting

the angle of the same, substantially as described.

82,934.—Andrew Friberg, Moline, 111.—Piow.
—6ctol)er 13, 1808.—The interposed plate supports
the attaclied end of the handle in a position suffi-

ciently removed inwai-d from the landside to avoid
friction v^ith the land and the conseciucnt wear.

Claim.—The plate C constructed and applied be-

tween the landside; A and the handle B of the plow,
substantially as described.

82,935.- Joel Garfield, Groton, Mass.—
Ratchet and Fawl Mechanism.—Octahcr 13, 1808.—
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By adjustment of the screw pin the paA\i may be
fixed out of engagement with the ratchet teeth.

Claim.—1. In combination with the ratchet wheel
and pawl, arranged substantially as shown and de-

scribed, the loose collar or disk h, having an inclined
slot, into which the pawl pin projects, rotation of
the pawl plate in one direction forcing the pawl up
into engagement with the ratchet teeth, and its

rotation in the opposite direction carrying it out
of engagement therewith, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the ratchet wheel and pawl
and the loose collar, the stud I, and adjustable screw
or pin n, operating substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

82,936.—Richard Gornall, Baltimore, Md.—
Steam Engine Piston Valve.—October 13, 1868.—An
extra valve extends longitudinally through the main
valve. When the piston is upou'the point of termi-
nating its stroke, steam from the cylinder enters a
chamber in the end of the extra valve, and, acting
thence against the end of the steam chest, moves
the extra valve until its flanges come in contact
with the main valve ; thereupon more direct commu-
nication is established between the extra valve and
the steam cylinder, and the steam from the cylinder
acts with great force to slide both valves to the re-

mote end of the steam chest and thus reverse the
piston. The auxiliary steam ports prevent the in-

duction steam from being shut off by the valve
when it is midway between the ends of the steam
chest.

Claim.—1. The combination of the main valve C
with the interior sliding valve D, having the
flanges e e, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2. In combination with the valve C and the inte-

rior sliding valve D, the auxiliaiy steam ports n n.',

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

83,937.—JosiAH Gray, Chicago, 111.—Railway
Frog. — October 13, 1868.— In the passage of the
wheels over the frog the flange traverses the shield
and raises the wheel, thus preventing undue wear of
the "point."

Claim-.—1. The shield H, constructed substantially
as described, in combination with the poi it C and
guard bars B, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the chairs E, bars F. guard
bars B, shield H, ar9;l point C, all operating substan-
tially as set forth and shown.

82,938.—B. F. Guy and J. Y. Guy, Macomb,
Til.—Cultivator PZo?,t;.—October 13, 1868.—The for-

ward end of each plow beam is jointed to a rod fitted

to turn in the forward cross bar of the frame. Upon
the rod is mounted a shoe Avhich holds horizontally
a spring bar connected to the plow beam by a chain
to regulate the depth of plowing. A transverse rod
or rack is raised upon its pivoted arms to elevate
both plow beams and sustain them.

Claim.—1. In combination with plows thus hung
in a frame, the spring bars and connecting chains or
cords, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the plows, their bifnrc:ited
rods, and spring bars, the shoes e e, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3. In combination witli sirring bars and plows of
described cultivator, tlie rack i with its handle i', as
and for the purpose described.

4. The cultivator plow, when constructed of the
several parts, all an-auged to operate substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

82,939.-Earl Guyer. Wolcott, Yt.—Butter
Tm6.—October 1.3, 1868.— Tlie cross bar and the keys
serve as alternative means for holding the cover "in

order to keep the butter down in the brine. The
cross bar is only serviceable when the cover is at the
top.

Claim.—The combination of the butter tub A,
cover B, keys C C, cross bar D. and bent metal bars
E E, or their equivalents, substantially as and for

the purposes lierein set forth.

82,940.—John W. Hakherley, South Maiden,
Mass.—Anc/ior.—October 13, 1868.

Claim.—An anchor, when constructed ofthe shank

A of wrought iron, inserted into the cast hub B,
which latter is provided Avith sockets for the recep-
tion of the square inner ends of the flukes D, which
are secured by pins or keys, substantially as de-
scribed.

82,941.-Thomas C. Hargrave, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself, William B. Charlton, and H.
K. MooKE.

—

Device for Changing the Speed of Ma-
chinery.—October 13, 18es._The speed of the shaft
to be driven is determined by the action of the
driving belt upon one or the other of the pulleys, but
owing to their constant gear connection with said
shaft the pulleys revolve simultaneously, though at
different speeds.
Claim.—The pulleys B C, secured to independent

shafts d L, revolving one within the other, and con-
nected, by means of gears I K and g M, to the
driving shaft of the machine, the pulley A and belt
sliipper E, by means of which the rate of speed may
be expeditiously changed, the Avhole combined and
arranged substantially as described.

82,942.—David M. Harkrader, Chili, Ill-
Combined Harro2v aiid Cultivator.—October 13, 1868.—The tAvo frames united together, with all theii' ap-
purtenances, constitute a harrow, but the detachable
inner frame may be used alone as a cultivator.
Claim.—1. The knives or cutters Q Q, combined

with the frame pieces B, 0, D, and E, and the shov-
els PP, teeth O O, handles K K, cross pieces K R,
bows S S", and hitching device T T U, constructed
and arranged as described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the frameA F, substantially
as described, Avith the frame B, C, D, and E, con-
structed and arranged as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

82,943

—

William T. Harvey, Jr., Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to himself and Peter Grimes,
same T^lace.-Saiv Handle.—October 13, 1868.—The
two screws which secure the fastening pin pass
through the plates and the pin, and into the wood of
the handle.
Claim.—The combination of the handle A, metal-

lic plate M', with lug L, for fitting into the notch I^T,

plates M M. pin P, confined by scrcAvs S S, for re-
taining a saw blade, the Avhole constructed to oper-
ate in the manner and for the purpose set forth and
described.

82,944.—JOHX Haskix, Boston, Mass.—Elastic
Goring for Boots and Shoes.—October 13, 1868.—The
attaching stays and the rubber goring are saturated
Avith an elastic varnish which protects them against
the rotting effect of oil from the leather.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a goring

for boots and shoes, made of perforated rubber
sheets, with stays B B. saturated v/ith an elastic
varnish, as and for the pm-poses described and speci-
fied.

82,945—A. J. Hasavell, Circlcville, Ohio.—
Heating Stove and Fireplace.—October 13, 1868;
antedated October 6, 1868.—The smoke and gases
pass over the top of the back wall of the fire chamber
.and thence descend in order to reach the exit flue
throu<^h an opening in the diA'ision plate. Air is

heated Avhile passing Irom the exterior of the stove
to the combustion chaml)er through the tubes and
orifices of the diA-ision plate.

Claim.—1. The division plate b, applied in con-
nection witli the stove A in tlie rear of the fire plate
a, to produce the passages h and i, in the manner and
for the purpose explained.

2. The division plate b, provided with the tubes b'

b", and the orifices d, substantially as described.

82,946.—Cyrus Hay, Stoncham, Mass.—Boot
and Shoe Botto7ni7ig.—October 13, 1868.—xVny suit-

able binding or covering textiu'C is made to encase
tiie sole or simply embrace the edges. Tlic covering
is applied to such soles as are uiifit for exposure or
incapable of receiving the proper finish, as, for ex-
ample middle soles.

Claim.— A shoe "bottoming," made substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.
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S2,947—Mahtin Heliker and Orsamus A.
"White, IN'orwalk, Ohio, assignors to themselres and
J. W. BosTWiCK, same place.

—

Churn Dasher.—
October 13, 1868.

Claim.—The concontric circles or coils of wire C,

as arranged in eoml)inatiou with the radial arms B,

for the purpose specified.

82,948.—John I. Hess, PhiladelpUa, Ya.—Hot-
air Furnace.—Oetohev 13, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 26, 1868.—The products of combustion, on their

way to the discharge pipe, are checked by passing
through winding passages in the drums, in order to

utilize the heat. The grate rests upon a turn-table

supi)orted beneath the bed plate of the stove. An
annular water bos or erax^orator surrounds the base
of the fire chamber.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

bed plate B P, fire chamber F C, heating drams HD
and II D', and C D and C D', with their spirals, con-

necting pipes P, Pi, P2, P3, P4, ps, pe, and P^ tm-n-

table, composed of parts LP and T P, water bosW
B, for the purpose specified.

2. The application of the within described turn-

table to stoves or other heating apparatus, for the
purpose specified.

82,949.—Lucius C. Hetlus", Philadelphia, Pa.—
Compartment Cane.—Octohcv 13, 1868.

Claim.—A cane arranged as herein described,

whereby one portion thereof is adapted to be used as

a pipe, the handle of which is contained in a com-
partment formed in the same, and other portions of

the body of the cane being provided with receptacles

for cigiu-s, tobacco, and matches, the whole con-

structed as herein described.

82,950.—D. K. HicKOK. MorrisTille, Yt.—Po-
tato TTos/ier.—October 13, 1868 ; antedated Septem-
ber 30, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the arm D and shaft

C with the vessel B, when provided with a lid and
feet and perforations, as described, the several parts

being constructed and used as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

82.951.—Benjamx Hitchings, Lynn, Mass.—
ia.vf.—October 13, 1868.

ciaMH.—Attaching the block of a last to the body
of the same by means of a continuous dovetail-

formed bead C JD', said bead being curved longitu-

dinally, forming an arc of a circle, which fits into

corresponding dovetailed groove C D, formed in the

body of the last, substantially as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

82,952.—Horace B. Hooker, P^ochester, :N". Y.
—-S/v-aee.—October 13, 18G8 ; antedated October 6,

1868.—The toe is bent back in front, being held to

the plate by means of a depression between two
holes, and a clamp on each side of it, the lieel plate
being supported by three posts, having a flange in

front with spurs, and from the ends of which is a bail

running back, part of it being a spiral spring, and
with a cam on its rear portion.

Claim.—1. A skate, having- a heel plate, H, with
its flange q and spm-s d. in combination with the bail

D and cam v, all acting conjointly, as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The tripod heel-plate support, composed of the
post F, as herein described.

3. The adjustable toe plate B, in combination Avith

the self-adjusting clamps G, as and for the pm-poses
shown.

82,953 Horace B. Hooxer, Eochoster, 1^. Y.
—/?A:««e.—October 13, 1868 ; antedated September 28,

1868.

Claim.—A skate, having a heel plate. D, with its

flansre a and spurs b. in combination with the ad-

justable clamp G- and jam nut C, all acting con-
jointlv, as herein shown, and for the purpose set

forth.'

82,954.—.ToHX Huohes, Xewark, 1^. J.—Gig
Saddle.—Ocioher 13, 1868; antedated October 3, 1868.

Claim.—1. The seat A, witliihe recesses B and E,
the piece C, and back piece B:

2. The crupper loop !F, arranged with the recess,
and piece of leather I.

3. The plate L, with the pins M, or their equiva-
lents, in combination with the frame G-.

4. The construction of the jockey P by encasing
the extra plate L, and fitting the upper end of the
jockey to the shape of the seat A, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

5. The whole in combination, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

82,955.—James Ingram, Troy, IT. Y.—Folding
Camp Stool.—Octoher 13, 1868.—To the upper part
of the center piece are hinged arms, and at the lower
end legs, to Avhich the springs are attached to keep
them apart for sitting, the whole being so arranged
that they can be readily folded.

Claim.—The arms D D', legs E E', hinged to the
center piece A, and the springs F F', each and all

being constructed, arranged, combined, and operated
as a whole, in the manner and for the piu-poses sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth,

82,956.—TV. A. Ives, New Haven, Conn.—^a;-
pansivc Bit for Wood Boring.—October 13, 1868.

—

The stock has a groove in which the upper edge of
the cutter is received, held, and forced back bymeans
of a wedging screw in the slot of the cutter.

Claim.—1. The mode of holding in place the ad-
justable cutter C by its upper edge, by means of the
groove B, the wedging screw a, and slot b in the
cutter C. and set screw d, constructed and arranged
substantially in the manner as above specified.

2. The adjustable cutter, when constructed in such
a manner as that all the wood is removed without
the necessity of the ordinary fixed central cutters
upon the stock, substantially as set forth.

82,957.-W. A. Ives, l^ew Haven, Conn.—JEToZ-

low Auger.—October 13, 1868.—The circular stock
has a slot into which are fitted two movable dies or
knife holders with grooves, and into one side is in-

serted a screw which is held by a collar in the center.
Claim..—The combination of the circular stock A,

slot B, and screw E, and two movable jaws or knife
holders C C, constructed and operated substantially
for the purposes and manner as above specified.

82,958.—Daniel L. Johnson, Yorkville, Mich.—Flnvr Dispenser.—October 13, 1868.

Claim..—The construction and arrangement of the
hopper A, tube B, and vertically-adjustable spindle
D, having disk F and wing iv attached thereto, with
the casing C and guard L, all combined and operated
substantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

82,959.-George TV. Keeler, New Haven,
Ohio.—Plow.— OGtohov 13, 1868.—The standard is

fixed to a metallic plate to which are hinged wings
or mold boards, connected to each other by adjusting
segments or braces secured by a pin, and also to a
plate AA'hich has a shoe bolted to it.

Claim.—1. The wings F, Avhen hinged to the plate
D and standard B, so as to allow of their being con-
tracted or expanded, in the manner as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The plate I, as arranged in combination with
the plate 1) and wings F, tor the purpose set forth.

82,960. —J. B. Kelley and N. P. Kingslet,
Brandon, Yt. — Spring Bed Bottom. — October 13,

1868.—The springs of three pieces of wood placed
crosswise, and at each end of the bedstead, rest on
blocks, the two lower ones being fastened in the
middle by a clamp screw with two blocks between
them, and the upper one also, supporting tlie top
spring, having on it slats held in place by ropes.

Claim..—1. The combination and an-angeraent of
the springs c' c", blocks B P>. and clamp screw s, sub-
stantially'as and for the jiurposes set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the springs
c' c", blocks B 13, and clamp screw s, with tlie spring
c. blocks b b, and slats a a a, substantially as and for
the pui-poses set forth.

82,961.—Jacob F. Knoor, Orange, N. J., as-

signor to Frank K. Hipple, Philadelphia, Pa.—jffar-
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ness Saddle-tree.—Oatobev 13, 1868 ; antedated Oc-
tober 3, 1868.—The saddle-tree lias tubular openings
for the crupper loop, saddle hook, and back band, the
burrs or nuts being carried tlu-ongh an opening also

in the lower end of the jockio, and fixed to the end of
a back-band, to receive the screw end of the ferrets.

Claim.—1. A loop or bridge spanning the avenue
through which the back-band, crupper-loop, and sad-

dle-hook pass, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The aflB.xing the buiTS or nuts of the ferrets to

the back-band, and conveying it beneath the bridge,

to receive the screw end of the terrets, substantially

as described, and for the purpose set forth.

82,963. — E. J. Letburn, Lexington, Ya.—
Wrench.—October 13, 1868.—On one end of a tubular
hub in the eye-piece is formed a ratchet wheel, and
on the other' is an enlargement from which extend
arms, to which are fixed adjustable jaws, while on
the handle is pivoted a pawl which engages in the
ratchet wheel, by which it is turned.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the arms E E and
jawsEF, in relation to the unbroken ratchet, (which
ratchet is capable of being tui'ued through a com-
plete circle,) so that said jaws are adjustable fovlai'ge

and small nuts, within the capacity of the wrench,
without a corresponding enlargement of the ratchet
•wheel being necessary, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the pivoted right-and-left
pawl a a with the arms E E and adjustable jaws E E,
substantiallv as and for the purpose described.

3. The jaw-holding portion D\ E E, hub D2, rat-

chet-wheel D, adjustable jaws E E, handle A, and
pawl C,a a, all combined and arranged substantially
as described.

82,963.—Conrad Locher, Oroville, Ca\.—Agri-
cultural Locomotive, with Spading Apparatus.—Oc-
tober 13, 1868.

Claim.—1. The application of equalizing gears be-
tween the axles of a wagon, so, in turning a curve,
each wheel adopts the speed which the curve requires,
and receives its propelling motion from the engines,
by means of gearing, or their equivalent.

2. The gearing and connection through the king
bolts.

3. The spaders, so constructed that they enter the
soil like a pick, (negu'ly vertical,) cutofi'a slice like

a spade, and turn it over like a plow.
4. Turning the spaders in the same direction as the

wagon, thereby assisting locomotion.
5. The combination of the whole, in the way and

manner herein set forth.

82,964—John J. P. LYO\,Tpsilanti, Mich.—^p-
paratus for Producing Reciprocating Motion.—Octo-
ber 13. 1868.

Claim.—The wheel A, support B, lever C, connect-
ing rods D, and counterpoise-weight F, w^hen used
in connection with pump rods E and weights G,
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein described.

82,965. — William S. McIntosh, Alleghany
City. Va.—Grate 5ar.—October 13, 1868.

Claim:—Grate bars having a broad upper face,

with sides tapering downward, when made hollow,
for tlie passage of water through them, substantially
as and for the purpose hereinbefore described.

82,966.—Samuel Madden, Eureka South, Cal.—Car Coupling.—Octol)er 13, 1868.

Claim.—The above-described combination and ar-

rangement of devices to form an automatic car-coup-
ling" consisting of the sliding bumper E, with tlie

slots G and G', opening J, and spring F, the pin I,

with collars H and 11', and the guiding plate K, with
or without the rollers D at the end of the link, sub-
stantially as specified.

82,967. — John Maslin and David Eirdsall,
Jersey City, N. J.

—

Water-Level Detector for Boilers.

—October 'l3, 1868.—On the outer cud of the plug is

a two-horned cam, wliich, by tlie action of the float

on the plug, serves to depress a disk connected with
the valve of a steam whistle, a spring around its stem
keeping it closed before the steam is on.

Claim.—The combination, with the stem or plug
D, of the cam K, disk L, the valve d of the whistle
with its stem, and the spring /, as described.

82,968.-Elisha Matteson, Brooklyn, N.T.,
assignor to himself and James M. Tm.WE.—Buoyant
Propeller.—OaiiSber 13, 1868.
Claim.—'n\Q cylinder A, air tight, and provided

with independent air-tight V-shaped buckets C, ar-
ranged on the exterior of said cylinder, and within a
suitable frame, B, to operate substantially as set forth

82,969.—La Fayette H. Mayott, Springfield.
Mass.—Gawfire.-October 13, 1868.—The gauge has a
screw-nut which turns upon a thread cut in its beam,
and is so connected with the slide as to carry it with
it when it turns.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
graduated beam A, having a thread cut thereon, in
combination with the sliding arm B, and nut C en-
gaging tliereAvith, set screw and stationary arm, tlie

whole constituting an adjustable sUde gauge, sub-
stantially as described.

82,970.—Alexander McCreight. Tranquillity,
Ohio.

—

Saw Mill.—October 13,1868.—A moving fraine
held on the fixed frame, by guides which slide in
grooves, carries two ratchet bars, which gear into
ratchet Avheels, on a bar, having its bearings in the
fixed frame, while an upper wheel gears into and is

revolved by a cog wheel, on the shaft to which the
power is applied, and an under wheel is revolved by
a worm screw on the same.

Claim.—1. The ratchet bars g g, ratchet wheels
h h, and bar K, when combined with the fixed frame
b b b' b', moving frame d d d' d', and operated sub-
stantially as descril)ed.

2. The shaft C, of the described mill, in combina-
tion with the shafts H and H', with their connections
of gearing upon the shaft C, and bearings in the
levers m on', and connecting bands with roller M, all

as and for the objects described.

82,971.—Peter B. McKelvey, Albany, K". T.
—Machine for Cutting Soap.—October 13, 1868.

—

Stationary wires are placed in notches in the plates,
and tightened by nuts and screws, and the soap on a
carriage moved up against them and cut into bars.

Claim.—1. The carriage I, constructed and oper-
ated substantially as heicinbefore specified and set
forth.

2. The said carriage, when combined with station-
ary wires, in the maimer and for the purposes above
described and set forth.

3. The combination of the stationary wires with
the notched plates B and C, the screws G, and nuts
F, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
hereinbefore specified and set forth.

82,972,—G. M. L. McMillen, Davton, Ohio.—
Uorse Je«A-8.—October 13, 1868.—The lug bolted to
the axle has a hollow, and a flat, wide, slotted arm,
and is connected with another sliding lug, tln-ough
which extends the hollow arm, and is adjusted by a
screw bolt througli the slotted arm, thus forming a
joint, from which each tooth passes over a spring bar
and through a slotted guide standard, having a spring
with a head to keep it in place.
Claim.—1. The adjustable fastening for the rake

teeth, consisting essentially of the lugs D and G, and
screw bolt and nut II, the lugs being constructed
-n-ith the flanges and arms as described, and the
Avhole operating together in the manner and for tlie

purpose set forth.

2. The guide standards J J, when constructed with
the head.;, and the slot i, extending about half way
from the spring bar to the head j, and when made
adjustable in relation to the spring bar by mean's of the
screw thread and nut, or any eqiuvalent device, and
operating in connection with the spring K and the
rake teeth, substantially as described.

82,973.-Franklin S. Miles, Pliiladelphia, Pa.
—Bolt Head.—OctohQT 13, 1868.—The under part of
the shoulder of the bolt is riveted into the under part
oi'the washer into which it is forced.

Claim.—As anew article of manufactm-e, a bolt

1 head constructed as above described.
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82,974.—William Moore, Kokomo. Ind.—Low
Water Indicator.—Ociohev 13, 1868.—An improve-
ment on Ms pateut of June 5, 186G.

Claim.—Tha combination and arrangement of the

chamber A, index lever, and scale, with the water
regnlator, all for the jmrposes and substantially as

herein describtd ana set forth.

82,975.-Albert G. Morey, Chicago, El.—
Mattress.—Oi^tohGV 13, 1868 ; antedated September
30, 1868.

Claim.—1. A mattress or cushion composed of al-

ternate lavers of elastic sponge and some semi-elas-

tic material, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

2. Supportiug one or more layers of elastic sponge
with some less elastic substance in the construction

of mattresses or cushions, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes described.

82,976 Charles G. Murch, Chicago, HI.—
Coffee and Tea Steamer.—October 13, 1868.—Vessels
with double walls extending nearly to the bottom are

placed in the boiler so as to allow the water to jpass

all around them, while upon them set vessels with
perforated bottoms and containing each a strainer

in which the coffee is placed.

Claim.—In a coffee or tea apparatus, the inner
vessels A A G, with the stop-cocks and the upper
vessels B B. pipes E, and strainer C, the whole com-
bined and arranged substantially as and for the pur-

poses shown.

82,977.—"WilliASi H. ISTobles, St. Paul, Minn.
—Railway ^ror/.—October 13, 1868 ; antedated Octo-

ber 10, 1868.—Across the rails are ordinary flange

grooves, which cut one rail so as to leave a piece, the
facings being so bent and arranged that the bent
ends lie parallel with the rails, leaving between them
space enough for the flanges of the wheels.
Claim.—^X railway frog, when constructed with

the rails B B, with their iiange grooves and facings

C C, all arranged as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

82,978.—"William H. Nobles, St. Paul, Minn.
—Car IF/iceZ.—October 13, 1868 ; antedated October
10, 1668.

Claim.—T\iQ. constniction of the wheel A with two
flanges B B and three tlireads C C C, as shown and
described and for the purposes set forth.

82,979.—JOHX K. O'Neil, Kingston, IST. Y.—
—Horse Hay ForAr.-October 13, 1868.—To a strong
iron lever is pivoted a sliort one, each having a half
hook beak at one end which are held together by a
detent hinged to the long lever and with a catch for

the heel of the other, and acted on by a spring, the
forks being connected therewith and operated by
means of rods, arms, and cords.

Claim,.—The two levers A B, with their beaks a 6,

and spring detent c, connected and operating in
combination with the prongs G G of the fork, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

82,980

—

Oscar Paddock, "Watertown, IST. Y.—
Blind Shutter Fastening.—October 13, 1868.—A seg-
ment of a crown wheel is secured to one of the blind
slats. A worm mounted in bearings formed in the
blind frame engages with the segment, and upon said
worm lieing rotated the blind slats are opened or
closed without raising the window.

Claim,.—1. A device for opening or closing and
fastening blind slats, composed of the herein-de-
scribed toothed segment and endless screw for oper-
ating the same, the. said pails being applied to the
blind slats and shutter or blind frame, respectively,
and combined for operation in the manner shown
and specified.

2. The combination, with the hollow plunger, or
sliding rod and set screw, or equivalent cTcviee,

upon the same, of an auxiliary adiustal)le rod, sup-
ported in said plunger, and providetl with a follower,
for engaging with the blind-slat fastener, substantial-
ly as described, for the purposes shown and specified.

82,981.—Henry Palmer, Evanston, III— Vol-
taic Battery.—October 13, 1868.—The positive and

negative elements are so connected by means of
wires, which are concealed and protected from the
corrosive action of the solution used in moistening
the cloth as to prevent deposits on such connections.

Claim.—The combination of the plates B and the
positive and negative elements, when arranged to
operate in the manner and for the purposes specified.

82,982.—"William Patton, Springfield, Mass.—Apparatus for Dyeing ifatr—October 13, 1868.

Claim,.—1. In combination with a comb A, or other
suitable device for applying them to the hair, beard,
or moustache, simultaneously, for the purpose of col-

oring either, alternate coats of nitrate of silver and
gallic acid, conveyed and attached to such comb, or
other device, by means of suitable vehicle, such as
gum ai'abic, gum tragaoauth or caoutchouc, substan-
tially in the manner herein described.

2. The combination of the nitrate of silver with
the gum arable, or other suitable gelatinous vehicle
for the purpose, prepared and applied substantially
in the manner described.

3. The arrangement of the comb A with two rows
of opposite teeth, one row prepared with nitrate of
silver and the other with gallic acid, in the manner
described.

82,983.—John P. Pears, Birmingham, Pa>—
Manufacture of Glass Ware.—October 13, 1868.

Claim.—A mold for making footed or footed and
stemmed glass ware, whereof"that part in which the
body, stem, and foot are formed is in a single piece,

without part or division, in combination with the bot-
tom plate having a projecting core, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

82,984.—Edward Prevear, Leominster, Mass,
—Meridian Time Indicator.—October 13, 1868.—

A

fixed bed plate formed with bearings to receive a
swinging meridian arm is supported, so that the
bearings for the arm stand east and west. A lens is

attached to the top of the arm and an index plate di-

vided into minutes to the sides of the nonius at the
bottom.
Claim.—The meridian arm g, fitted to swing, in

combination with the lens i and index k, substantially

as specified.

82,985.—Elijah K. Purdy, Schoolcraft, Mich.
—Clamp.—October 13, 1868.—The short arms of the
clamps are pointed and engage with the boards, the
long arms, being forced apart by the lever, press the
boards together. A brace secures the clamp at any
angle.

Ckiim.—1. The floor clamp, consisting of the
clamps A, hinged together at B, and provided with
prongs C, the curved lever D, and slotted lever E,
witli holes E, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the brace A,
provided at its lower end with a sharp serrated edge
and hole, I, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

82,986.—WiLLiAiM K. Eairigh, Eural Valley,
Pa.

—

Clamp for Saddlers, (£c.—October 13, 1868.

—A shaft, journaled in the rigid jaw of the clamp,
has secured to one end a ratchet wheel which re-

volves in a chamber in the end of the clamp, and is

provided with a pawl, the end of which projects be-

yond the cliamber. A strap secured to the movable
jaw and to the shaft closes the jaws when the shaft is

rotated.
Claim—The shaft B, with its ratchet D, the cham-

ber C
,
pawl e, and spring g, when arranged upon

and made to oi^erate the jaws of a clamp, subst.aa-

tially as and for the purposes specified.

82,987.—Amos E-ank and Joshua H. Cox, Sa-
lem, Ohio.—Harvester.—October 13, 1868.—An over-

hung reel, made adjustable vertically, is driven by a
pinion made to slide on a shaft having bearings in

brackets on the reel post. The teeth of the wheel
secured to the reel shaft and also of the pinion driv-

ing it are cut tangentially so as to mesh without
having a common center.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set

forth, in a two-wheeled hinge-joint harvester, of aa
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overhung reel, adjustable vertically on a single post
mounted on the shoe, with a driving shaft mounted
on the reel post, and carrying a sliding pinion, for
the purposes specified.

2. The combination, as set forth, with the reel and
reel post of the clasp I, bracket i^ pinion m, wheel
M_, and driving shaft L', whereby the reel can be
raised or lowered without deranging the gearing.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth,

of the reel shaft and its driving shaft, with tangen-
tially-toothed gearing, for the purpose specified.

83,988.—Louis Ransom, Lansing-furg, 1^. T.,
assignor by mesne assignment to Louis Ransom
and Eugene Hyatt, same place.

—

Clasp for Trunk,
f&c.—October 13, 1668.—Each of the two parts is pro-

vided with a longitudinal slot in which fits a tongue
pivoted to the upper part. When the tongue is shut
down its outer surface is flush with the two parts,

and its head fits into a recess in the lower part, and
is held by a spring.

Claim.—A trunk clasp, consisting of the two parts
A and B, the clasp-tongue c, and spring d, constructed,
combined, and operating substantially as described.

82,989.—P. IST. RECKERand Joseph Recker,
Dayton, Ohio.

—

Grain Separator.—October 13, 1868.

—The grain is cleaned by several distinct currents
of air which can be regulated at pleasure. A valve
in the bottom, of the feeding tube regulates the quan-
tity of grain to be fed. The discharge tube is also

provided with a valve.
Claim.—1. The triangular shaped horizontal bars

im, m, and perpendicular bars 7i n, constructed as de-

scribed, and forming a frame, to be covered with
wire netting, for the purpose of scouring grain, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The wii'e nettin;^ N, when constructed in sec-

tions, or otherwise, of square wire, and used substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the valve a, rod b, slotted

bar c, and screw d, for the purpose of regulating the
discharge of grain out of a tube, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the chamber D with valve
e and valve g, covering the entrance to the chamber
G, constructed as described, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The arrangemaut of the hopper H, passage I,

and valve h, constructed as described, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

6. The arrangement of the passage Q, chamber R,
with its valve zt;, and the valve i/, covering the en-

trance to the chamber S, constructed as described,
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

7. The arrangement of the chambers C, D, G-, Q,
R, and S, passage I, and the hopper H, carrying the
diff'erent currents of air through the chamber E, and
into the drum F, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

83,990.—Francis Reese, Elyton, Ala.—Ploiv.—
October 13, 1868.—A guide plate secured to the main
frame runs near the ground and prevents the scraper
from breaking the ground that the plant stands on,

and also the hilling plow from covering the plaut.

Claim.—The guide plate, and the combination of
the scraper, hilliug plow, and other parts, as de-

scribed.

82,991.—Thabdeus S. Reeve and Charles D.
Smith, Cliicago, 111., assignors to themselves and
"William Schwartz, same place.

—

Harvester Hake.
—October 13. 18()8.—The reel and apparatus are ar-

raiiged to gather the grain at any angle. The reel

is provided with sliding sections which descend and
deliver the grain at the rear of the machine.
Claim.—I. The adjustable plate C, in combination

with the standard I), sleeve J, and lever H, for sup-
porting the reel, as fully set forth and shown.

2. The boxed sleeve J, oscillating on the standard
D, in combination Avith the adjustable lever H, piu

A", or its equivalent, and slotted standard E, sub-
stantially as set fortli.

3. The sliding section of the reel M, sHde N, and
lever G, as fully set forth and shown.

82,992.—Charles Rich, Poughkeepsie, N". T.,
assignor to Sarah A. Rich, same ]^lace.—Baby
Jumper.—Octohev 13,1868.—A spring can be adjusted
on the rock,er so that its resilient power will agree
with the weight of the child. The seat rail is hinged
under the saddle and can be swimg up to allow the
child to mount and dismount.

Claim.—1. The rocking yoke C, pivoted to the
base. A, supporting the seat bar D, and connected
with the up-and-down adjustable spring E, all made,
arranged, and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The post B, which carries the spring E, when
arranged in combination with the base A, yoke C,
and seat bar D, allmade and operating substantially
as herein shown and described.

3. The bow-shaped swinging railing E, when at-

tached to a standard, /, which is pivoted to the under
side of the seat, and when fastened with its ends to
the fixed horn d e, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

4. The projecting lugs h, and the pin i, in combi-
nation with the swinging standard/ and rail E, for
locking the same, substantially as set forth.

5. A baby jumper, consisting of the base A, post
B, swinging yoke C, spring E, seat bar D, saddle G-,

horn d e, and swinging rail E, all made, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein shown and
described.

6. The sliding foot rest H, in combination with the
wedge j and seat bar D of a baby jumper, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein shown and de-
scribed.

82,993.—William T. Richards, Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Punching Machine.—October 13, ISl-iS.—

A

vertical slide provided with two inclined grooves re-

ceives motion from a crooked lever secm-ed to the
punch slide. The ends of two levers pivoted to a
supplemental frame on the bed plate fit in the inclined
grooves, while the opposite ends of the levers carry
guides which insure the central position of the plate
to be punched.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein described, of
the gauge levers k and I, slotted plate H, lever I, and
the punch stock or gate c, as and lor the purpose set
forth.

82,994.-Edwin P. Russell, Manlius, E". Y.—
TF")'(2».c7i.—October 13, 1868.—One of two levers is

provided with a tongue over which slides a jaw pro-
vided with a pin which fits in a slot and is actuated
by the other lever.

Claim.—Thejaw C, when operated upon the tongue
c, by means of the lever B, the pin p\ and the slot s.

82.995. — Larkin S. Safford, Hope, Me.—
Stanchion for Fastening Cattle.—October 13, 1868.

—

The upright parts of the stanchions hang loosely in

the top of the frame. A yoke connecting their lower
ends is secured to the floor by a link.

Claim.—1. The manner of hanging the pieces D
E loosely in the top piece A.

2. The yoke L.
3. T]ie combination of the link T, the yoke L, the

pieces D E, and the top piece A, substantiaUy as
and for the purpose set forth.

82.996.— Abisha Scofield, Starkey, IST. T.—
Grape TreZZis.—October 13, 1868.—A socket attached
to a stake in the ground supports a standard to
which arms are secured that support the bars. A
screw in tlio socket secures the standard in position,

and when loosened, allows the trellis to be rotated
or removed.

Claim.—In combination, the post A, socket B.
set screw O, standard C, arms F E', and biU's D, ar-

ranged as and for the i)urpose set forth.

82,997.—Matthew Scrannage, Boston, Mass.—Tumbler Washer.—October 13, 18()8.—The tumbler
pliiced on arms attached to a swivel is rotated by jets

of \^'ater flowing tangentially from a rose.

Claim.—1. The swivel K U H H on the stem E,
arranged and operating substautially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The rose 1), when provided with tangentiaUy
discharging orifices d d', &c., operating in combiua-
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tion with the swivel K H H H, arranged substan
tially as described, and lor the pui-pose set forth.

82,998.—Geokge A. Seavek, ISTew York, N. Y.—Swing.—October 13, 1868.—An additional pair of
ropes is attached to the upper part of the frame,
sligiitly in advance of the points of suspension of the
swing, and also attached to handles sliding on the
suspension ropes, so that the swing can be operated
witliout being pushed.
Claim.—ThQ combination of the propelling rope or

ropes with tlic movable handles or sliding sockets,
substantially as described.

8'3,999.—N. Mendal Shaeer, IS^ew York, N'. Y.— WashingMachine.—Octohev 13, 1868.—The clothes
and soap are placed between two wire boxes, the
lower one of which is stationary, while the upper one
is connected to the pump handle and has a vertical
motion. Water is forced through the lower box into
tlie clothes by a pump, Avhile the upper box squeezes
the suds tlirough them.
Claim.—The method of squeezing the suds through

the clothes, \)j means of unresisting Avire boxes B
and L, or their equivalent, in combination with the
pump H E and D, as herein described and set
forth.

83,000.—George C. Shaler, Gilboa, and Hakry
Baklow, Herbert, N. Y.—Horse Bake.—Octobev 13,

1868.

Claim.—The platform a, rigidly attached to the
revolving axle &, in which the curved teetli are fixed,
and the platform c hung between the projections d d
of the axle-tree, and carrying the clearers e, as herein
shown and described, Avhereby, as the driver steps
from a to c, the latter is depressed, the axle partially
turned, and the teeth and clearers operated as set
forth and shown.

83,001

—

Jacob J. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Bed Bottom.—Octohei- 13, 1868 ; antedated October
1, 1868.—The cord is Avound or tightened ou a
cylinder which is provided with a ratchet and paAvl.

Claim.—1. An elastic bed bottom, consisting of a
series of separate Avooden slats E B, arranged
Earallel Avith each other and Avitli the side rails of the
edstead, and ha\'iug a round knob &', fixed near

each end, in tlie middle of the width of the under
side of each slat, B, and the said slats suspended by
means of two siugle cords, C and C, which respec-
tively pass in a strained or stretched manner from
the knobs h' of the slats to like knobs a", fixed in
the head and the foot rails A A', in the zigzagged or
laced manner shown and described, for the purpose
specified.

2. In combination with the mechanical devices
claimed in the preceding clause, the Aviuding appa-
ratus D, arranged to operate substantially as and for
the purpose described.

83,002.-^OHx B. Smith, l^CAvton, assignor to
himself, James B. Stevexs, and TJ. G. Stevens,
Jasper County, lil—Horse Rake.—OctohGr 13, 1868.
—The inner sides of the hubs of the wheels are
formed with ratchet teeth which engage with slides
on the rake shaft and revolve the rake. The slides
ai-e operated by crank arms engaging with the ends
of levers Avhich connect Avith the slide.
Claim.—The levers D D. in connection Avith the

slides// and clutches Dx, oblique arms h at the front
ends of the levers, the crank ends i of shaft Ex, aud
the projections on the slides / aud thills, all ui-ranged
to operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

83,003.—George Pv. Sxeath and C. H. Sxeath,
Wilmington. J)d.—Dumping Wagon.—October 13,
1868.—Tiie wagon body i,s arranged to tip backward
on a trunnion sJinft Avliich has bearings in the bed
frame. Bolts attached to a crank shaft release or
secure the Avagon body on the frame. The bed frame
is braced and provided with dcA-ices for relieving the
trunnion shaft from the Aveight of the wagon body
when the latter is in a horizontal position.
Claim.—I. The combination, in a dumping wagon,

of the box A, hung on trunnions, Avith bed frame
timbers h h, cross-bar t, bent axle-tree s, all operating

substantially as shown and described, .ind for the
purpose set forth.

2. The crank shaft v' and hinged bolts v v, ar-

ranged to operate as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

3. The bed frame of a dumping wagon, Avhen com-
posed of the parts h h, t, iii, u u, and^', arranged as
herein described.

4. The arrangement of the frame Z I o with the
fifth wheel k and springs vi n n, substantially as
described, Avhen forming part of the running gear
of a damping wagon, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

83,004.—Greenleaf Stackpole, New York,
:N'. Y.—Toy Fistol.—Octohcv 13, 1868.—A slot is

made in the bottom of the pistol in which a screAv

fastened to the plunger slides. A rubber band tits

over this screw aud is secured to tlie front of the
barrel. A spring trigger is arranged to hold the
screw which, on being released, discharges the
pistol.

Claim.—A pistol or gun. having the spring trigger
E and slot A, in combination Avith the rui^ber band
B and plunger E, when the parts are constructed and
operated substantially as set forth.

83,005.—jSToAH SwiCKARD, Galva, HI—Wagon
and Car Unloader.—October 13, 1868.—The Avheels
of the wagon rest on bars pivoted in slots in the plat-

form. The burs are connected together at one end
by a plank which rests on spring toggle keys. AVheu
the keys are draAvn back the platform drops and the
wagon is prevented from moving by dogs i)ivoted to
the bars.

Claim.—1. The slotted platform A, in combination,
with the pivoted balance bars B B, board C, end
bars 1 1, and stops H H, all constructed and opera-
ting substantially as and for the purj)oses herein set

forth.

2. The pivoted balance bars B B, provided with
one or more self-acting dogs, G, in combination Avith

the spring toggle keys E E, and key F, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the slotted platform A, bal-

ance bars B B, and lid D to the hopper, substantially
for the purposes set forth.

83,OOG.—-Joseph Takey and John H. Brown,
Bangor, Me.

—

Raihvay Car Bumper.—October 13,

1868.—A rubber spring is inserted in the head of the
draw beam, which glA^es additional elasticity to the
draAv bar, and prevents the breaking of the transient
beam or center jiin.

Claim.—The rubber spring D, AvLen constructed
as described, and inserted into the draAV head C,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

83,007.—ISTelson C. Thomas and Jacob H. Coe,
Brighton, Mich.— ZTa?/ Elevator.—OciobQv 13, 1868.

—Tlie conveyor slides on a tight rope and is held in
position while the hay is being elevated by a lever
oiDcrating a catch which engages Avith a stop secured
to the rope. The lever disengages the catch Avhen a
projection on the elevating rope near the hay comes
in contact with the lever.

Claim.—The conveyor H, when constructed as
described, traveling on the rope D, provided with
stop E, having pivoted in it the lever jST, and oper-
ating in combination AA'ith the ropes S and J, screw
bolts A, Avith hand nuts E and blocks C G, all ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.

83,008.-W. O. Troavbridge, ISTcAvton Corner,
assignor to "Mason <fc Hamun Okgan CoMrANY,"
Boston,Mass.

—

School Desk and Musical Instrument.
—October 13, 1868.—The case containing the reeds
and key board, is arranged to slide on Avays under
the desk and can be drawn out Avhen used as a
musical instrument, or pushed back and concealed
by a lid hinged to the front edge of the key board,
A\'hen used as a desk.

Claim.—In combination with a desk, a keyed mu-
sical instrument, so arranged that its keys may be
concealed from aIcav, or may be brought into positiou
for playing, substantially as set forth.
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83,009.—Jesse Tucker and Abel B. Palmer,
Adrian, Mich.

—

Water Wheel.—October 13, 1868.—
The wheel is provided with an upper side issue, a
bottom issue, and an auxiliary series of buckets pro-
jecting outwardly over the* lower part or bottom
issue.

Claim.—A water wheel, having three series of
buckets C, d, and e, constructed as shown, and ar-

ranged in relation to each other, substantially as
and for the pui-poses set forth.

83,010.—Peter Walrath and Jesse Walrath,
Chittenango, N. Y.—Brick Machine.—October 13,
1868.—An endless chain of molds, hinged together
and running over two sprocket wheels, are provided
with movable bottoms, which are acted upon to
press the contents of the mold and also to force the
brick out of the mold at the proper time.

Claim.—The grind mill and crowding devices a h
c, endless chain of molds D D, with movable bot-
toms d, delivering wheel L m, press I H, Avith the
intermittent operating devices F/^ G-'^, and ratchet
e, with throwing devices F/G, all constructed and
operating as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth,

83,011,—Arthur L. "WARUfa, Coshocton, Ohio.—Animal Trap.—October 13, 1868.—The cover is

composed of fom- square sections pivoted to the sides
of the box. A diaphragm with spikes on its uuder
side and an opening in the center is placed beneath
the cover.

Claim.—The described trap, consisting of the box
A, having the hinged covers bhhh, arranged as de-

scribed, and diaphragm B with points x x arranged
as described, the whole being combined as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

83,012.—John "W. Wetherbee, Charlestown,
assignor to himself and Eicharu Rowse, Chelsea,
Mass.

—

Reclining Chair.—October 13, 1868.—The
front and back pieces are hinged to the main frame
and connected together by a bar which is provided
with notches in which a latch is dropped when the
back is in the proper position.

Claim.—1. In combination with the stationary seat
frame and stationary arms, the swinging back e, and
foot-and-leg frame/, pivoted to the side frame, and
jointed together by links k, and moved from vertical

to inclined or horizoofcal position, or vice versa, (one
frame by the other,) substantially as described.

2. In combination, with the adjustable back and
foot piece and stationary seat, the links k, the notches
m, and latch n, arranged to operate substantially as
set forth.

83,013.—John H. Widgeon and Fred. E. Erey,
Bucyrus, Ohio.

—

Automatic Boiler Feeder.—October
13, 1868 ; antedated September 26, 1868.—A hollow
cylinder revolves in and has its seat on the bottom of
a case provided with four pipes. It is provided
with two parts diametrically opposite, wliich al-

ternately allow the steam from the boiler to enter
the chamber while the water escapes into the boiler,

and the steam to escape from the chamber as the
water enters.

Claim..—The combination of the case Q with the
chamber A, having ports I m, and with the seat B
provided with holes d e f g, substantially as herein
described.

83,014.—John E. TViggin, Stoneham, Mass.—
Automatic Punching Machine.—October 13, 1868;
antedated September 26, 1868.—Designed for punch-
ing holes in material of boots and shoes, for the in-

sertion of eyelets.

Claim.—1 . In combination with a punching device,

an automatic intermittent moving feed, to which the
material to be punched is aflixed, substantially as

and for the purpose described.
2. The combination of the coupling i k with the

work-feeding device through the piece x, the rocker
w, lever 1 1', latch pull o, and spring ?i, or their equiva-

lents, substantially as described.
3. The combination of the brake m with the lever

1 1\ spring 71, and fixed part k of the coupling.

4. The combination of a segmental rack with clamp-
ing jaws, substantially as described.

5. The combination of the piece h' with the pull
0, for throwing the pawl w out of gear with the
rack.

6. The employment of a friction-applying device
arranged to operate on rack « to steady its movement,
and to prevent it from moving be.yond the distance
intended, substantially as described.

83,015.—Samuel Yates, Marshall, Mo.—Churn
Dasher.—Oetohev 13, 1868.—A tubular churn-dasher
shaft has an air chamber at the lower end which is
provided with a valve opening downward. The air
is conducted into the cream by air tubes on top of
the dasher connecting with the air chamber.

Claim.—The combination of the hollow or tubular
shaft A with air chamber B, valve C, dasher D, and
air tubes E, as constructed and arranged, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

83,016.—V. D. Anderson, Milton, Wis.—Steam
Generator.—October 13, 1868.—The boiler consists of
two cylindrical parts, each provided with water
spaces, said parts being placed one within the other
and secured together with a communication between
them. The steam is superlieated in a pipe coiled in
the furnace and leading from the reservoir.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the parts A and
B, when constructed and joined together, substan-
tially as set forth,

2. The arrangement of the boilers A and B and
the reservoir of the superheater Q, substantially as
described.

83,017—W. H. H. Babbitt, Hqw Corner, Ind.
—Gaiter Boot.—OotoheT 13, 1868.—A slotted plate
secured to the outer edge of the leg of the gaiter by
a folding leather, fits over a lip on a plate attached
to the other edge of the leg of the gaiter.
Claim.—1. In combination with a gaiter, the plates

A and E, and the folding leather 1), arranged sub-
stantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

2. The flap Gr, in combination witli the plates A
and E, arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed, for the purposes set forth.

83,018.—Joseph Backus, Green Vale, HI.— Z>i%

vicefor Unloading Hay.—October 13, 1868.—A beam
over which the elevating cliain passes is hinged by
a universal joint to the top of the derrick. The front
end of the chain is provided with a hook which en-
gages with one end of the strap encircling the hay;
the other end of the strap is provided Avith a latch
hook w]]ich is fastened to the chain. The haj- and
end of the derrick are raised by the chain.
Claim.—Tho denick A B C, in combination with

the beam D, chain rf, and hooks e and E, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose of unloading hay from
wagons, as set forth,

83,019.-Thomas Baggott, Baltimore, Md.—
Wire Cloth.—Oetobcv 13, ^868.—The warp is formed
by winding spiral cords of wire, one inclining to the
right the other toAvard the left; tliese coils placed
side by side are filled with wires bent like a staple.

Claim.—The production of wire cloth, constructed
as herein described, whether the ends of the Avebs
are joined together or not, as an article of manu-
facture,

83,020.-"William Banzett, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Leach Tub.—October 13, 1868.—An elastic packing
strip is interposed between the edge of the tub and
the coA'cr. A series of hooks i^ivoted to the tub se-

curely clamp the cover.
Claim,.—A leach tub, constructed as described,

namely, with the cover C, battened around its edges
on top, and having the hinged portion c, and held by
the clamps B, having beveled forward ends, said
clamps being hinged to the ears «, which are secured
to the sides of the tub, all arranged as herein sliown,
for the purpose specified,

83,021.—Arthur Barbarin, New Orleans, La,—Combined Uatchct, Haminer, and Scraper.—Octo-
ber 13, 1868.—A scraper projects laterally from one
side of the head.
Claim.—As a ugav article of manufacture, a com-
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bined hammer head, nail puller, hatchet blade, and
scraper, formed of one piece of metal, substantially

as herein shown and described.

83,022.—AuTHUR Earbarin, 'New Orleans, La.
—Box Opener.—Octoher 13, 18G8.—A circular flange

formed on a metal shank serves the purpose of a ham-
mer. A blade with its edge rounded is formed be-

yond the shank so as to be'readily inserted between
the parts of the box to be separated.

Claim.—The herein-described tool for opening ci-

gar boxes ana other articles, as a new article of man-
ufacture.

83,023.—Arthur Barbarin, New Orleans, La.
—Shoemakers' Imj^lement.—October 13, 18«8.—Com-
bines in one implement, such devices, as a shoe-

maker requires most in cutting out, fitting, and se-

curing together the diii'erent pieces of which a shoe
or boot is made.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a tool,

the shank and handle of which are combined with
the hammer head, claws, and rotary-cutting disk,

with or without the screw-driver, in the manner and
for the pm'poses set forth.

83,024.—Arthur Barbarin. New Orleans, La.
—Liquid Sampler.—Octoher 13, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the induction tube
of a siphon with a disciiarge pipe provided with a
throat for receiving said induction tube, a vacuum-
creating rubber bulb, and stop-cocks c d", located,

one on each side of the said throat, with or without the
reservoir C between them, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes shown and set forth.

2. The receiving chamber or reservoir C, arranged
between the induction end of the pipe and the rubber
bulb, substantially in the manner herein shown, and
for the purposes described.

3. Providing the liquid-receiving chamber or reser-

voir of the siphon or liquid sami3lerv.-ith a discharge
tube and cock, as show^n in Tig. 4 of the accompany-
ing drawings, by means of whicli the liquid in said

chamber call be' drawn oif, sabstantially as and for

the purposes specified.

4. The combination, with the screw-threaded end
of the siphon, of a nut, grooved and provided with
pins by which the said siphon may be held to the
vessel to which it is applied, substantially in the
manner herein shown and set forth.

5. A liquid sampler, consisting of a hollow rubber
bulb in combination with a tapering tube provided
with a stop-cock at or near the point where it is

united with the said bulb, with or without a reser-

voir of glass or other suitable material interposed be-

tween the said stop-cock and the open end of the
said tube, substantially as and for the purposes here-
in shown and specified.

83,025.—William P. Barclay, Chicago, HI.—
Sofa Bedstead.—Octohev 13, 1868.—The back of the
sofa is turned forward on the seat and forms a bed
Avithout using the seat. Hinged end pieces serve a^
head and foot boards when open, and when closed
keep the bedding in place. The ends of the sofa have
hinged arms which when open serve as legs for the
bedstead.

Claim.—1. Constructing the back of a sofa so that
the same forms a complete bed, substantially as spe-
cified.

2. The frame C C, D D', in combination with the
seat and ends of the sofa, and forming the back
thereof, and pivoted to the ends, so as to turn for-

ward, substantially as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

3. The folding head and foot boards herein de-

scribed, in combination with the frame C C, D D',
and ends and scat of a sofa, substantially as and for

the pvu'poses specified.

4. The supporter/, in combination with the bead-
board herein described, and frame of the back of the
sofa, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The jointed arm I J, constructed substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

6. The pieces C C, in combination with the end
pieces E of a sofa, and .«lats a, when so constnicted as
to form both tbe back of a sofa and also a complete
bed, substantiiUly as described.

83,026.—John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass.— (tas

Generator.—October 13, 1868.—An ordinary wet
meter is used in connection with a chamber contain-
ing hydrocarbon. The air passes through the cham-
ber and enters successively the compartments in the
chamber of the wheel, by the revolution of which the
evaporation of the hydrocarbon is secured.
Claim.—An apparatus for charging air with hy-

di'ocarbon vapor,- automatically revolved by the
weight of the column of vapor, and used in com-
bination with the chamber C, substantially as set

forth.

83,027.-William D. Baxtkr, New York, 1!^.

Y.

—

Pump.—October 13, 1868.—The air vessel forms
the fulcrum for the lever, the ends of which latter

are provided with rollers which slide in yokes se-

cured to the top of each piston rod. A water way
is provided above the pumps.

Claim.—The pistons e and yoke pieces _p, actuated
by the rollers o and lever I, in combination with the
pumps d d, and water way/, provided with stuffing

boxes for the piston rods n, and an air vessel, k, the
parts being arranged and constructed substantially
as specified.

83,028.—Benjamin S. Benson, Baltimore, Md.—Pipe Molding Machine.—October 13, 1868.—The
flask is revolved and the screw packer is not re-

volved, but rises as the flask becomes packed.
Claim.—In combination with a revolving flask, a

non-revolving but rising and falling screw packer,
which rests upon and rises with the sand packed in
the flask, and is guided in its rising, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

83,029.—BEJAivnN S. Benson, Baltimore, Md.—
Packerfor Packing Sand in Molders' Flasks.—Octo-
ber 13, 1868.—Two-thirds of the length of the screw
is made of zinc, the other third of steel plates.

Claim.—1. The packin": instrument, with a screw
thread of gradually diminishing pitch from its first

end, and a zinc or other soft metal or alloy-of-metal
fiUet under and around it, as and for the pm'pose
herein described and represented.

2. In combination with the screw thread and fil-

let, the sectional and removable steel plates D and
E, substantially as and for the purpose described.

83,030.—M. Berdan, Maumee City, Ohio.—
Plovj.—October 13, 1868.—A screw rod connecting
the handles passes through an oblong slot in a bar
secured to the share. The bar is held in position by
nuts on the screw rod placed on each side of the rod.

Claim.—The slotted bar F, and screw rods E and
H. so arranged that the share G can be adjusted
both vertically, laterally, and longitudinally, as'speci-

fied.

83,031.—Samuel C. Bishop, New York, ^ST. Y.—Compound for Insulating Telegraph and Electric
Wires.—October 13, 1868.—Composed of asphaltmn,
gutta-percha, crude rosin, spirit of turpentine, boiled
linseed oil, and ttmber, and applied to wire covered
with a layer of flax, jute, &c.

Claim.—The iusiflating compound for telegraph
and other electric wires or conductors, composed of
the ingredients described, in, or about in, the pro-
portions specified.

83,032.—Simeon E.Bolton, Prescott, Wis.—
Wagon Brake.—October 13, 1868.—The shoes are
wedge-shaped and made to slide on rollers in a box
secured to the brake l)ar so as to release the wheels
when the wagon is backed.

Claim-.—1. The brake shoe e, constructed as de-
scril)ed, with its rear face inclined downward, and
sliding by the dovetailed edge i and beut plate h
upon the rollers r; in the box/, all arranged as de-
scribed, for the puipose specified.

2. The arrangement of the bent lever j, connecting
rods k I m, l<;vcr n, spring p, rod o, guide iron d,

brake bar a, box/, and sliding shoe c, all operating
as described for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the brake bar a, sliding by
means of staples upon the guide iron d, the box/,
rollers g, and sliding shoe e, as herein described, for
the pm'pose specified.
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83,033.—David Bookwalter, Gardner, HI.—
Corn Husking Machine.—October 13, 18G8.—Grrooves
are so disposed ou the huskiug rollers that the teeth
on one roller are opposite the grooves on the other.

The cleaning plate is provided with slots through
which the teeth pass and free themselves.

Claim.—The combination of the rollers A, pro-

vided Avith the grooves a and the teeth 13, and the
shields or cleaners C, all constructed and arranged
as shown and descritjed.

83,034.—AsAHEL C. Boyd, Grafton, Mass.—
Folding Chair. — October 13, 1868. — The seat is

hinged to the back legs and connected to the front

legs by rods ; when open it rests ou the top of the
front legs, and when folded back it causes the leg to

be folded.

Claim.—The standards A A, B B, pivoted at a a,

and provided with strengthening rounds or cross
bars, in combination with the pieces H H, curved
hinges 1 1, or their equivalent, and hinged connect-
ing rods or plates J J, when the several i^arts are
constructed to operate together in the manner and
for the pm-poses above described.

83,035.—Charles K. Bradford, Lynnfield,
Mass.— Velocipede.—October 13, 1868.—The"steering
rope is applied directly, or nearly so, to the axis of
revolution of the steeriiig wheel.

Claim.—1. Connecting the body of a velocipede
to its driving shaft, in such manner as to vary the
position of such body, and its seat, with respect to

such driving shaft, in manner and for the purpose as
hereinbefore explained.

2. Combining with a velocipede a compound crank,
or series of cranks, or eccentrics of different radii,

for enabling the speed and power of the vehicle to

be varied, essentially as herein shown and described.
3. The arrangement of the rope n, or its equiva-

lent, as affixed to the forked bar in, and supported
and guided by the guides o, o^ o^ o^ o"^ o°, or their
equivalents, substantially as before described, and
herein shown.

4. The combination, -with the body of a velocipede,
of a seat adjustable thereon, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

5. The combination of the body of a velocipede,
formed as described, and its adjustable seat, with a
compound crank, or its equivalent, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

83,036.—James Campbell, ISTew Town, El.—
Ploio.—October 13, 1868.—The plows are secured to

the beam by iron stirrups. A cross piece parallel to
the beam is provided with hooks to which the colter
chains are attached. A lever secured to the beam fits

in notches in a bar and raises or lowers the plows.
Claim.—1. The partially-revolving square beam

B, carrying plows or shovels, secured to the plow
frame at an acute angle to the line of the draft,

constructed and operating substantially as and in the
manner set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the stirrups F
!F, lever D, notched bar E, brace chains M M, cross
piece P, and the angle axlesN JS", the whole ai-rauged
and operating substantially as set fqrth.

83,037.—Samuel E. Garb, Danville, Pa.—Com-
position for Forming Building Blocks, Pavements/
Tiles, <&c.—October 13, 1868.—Composed of sand, hy-
draulic cement, ground slate, lampblack, and a so-

lution of sulphate of zinc.

Claim.—An improved composition for foraiing
building blocks, pavement tiles, Sec, formed of the
ingredients, and in the proportions and manner sub-

stantially as herein set forth and described.

83,038 -T. M. ChapI-JN, Middlcport, IT. T.—
JPencc—October 13, 1868.—The wires are attached
at one end to a wooden spring, at the other to wheels
which are revolved to tighten the wire and then held

by pins passing through into the post. Tlie wires
fit in oblique slots in the pickets which prevent the

latter from moving laterally.

Claim.—T\\c wires C C, with the wheels E E,
spring D, and pickets B, all arranged in connection
with the posts A A', substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

83,039.—Carl August Class, St. Louis, Mo.—
Child's Pedal for Pianos, <f-c.—October 13, 1868.—
Pressure slides are secured to the stool so as to be
readily attached to the pedals of the piano. The
upper part of the slides afibrds the necessary footing
for the operation of the pedals.

Claim.—The stool A and the pedal slides B, when
employed as and for the pm-pose described and set
forth.

83,040.—George E. Clements, Prescott, Wis.—
Dropperfor Harvester.—October 13, 1868.—Alever is

composed of two parts which are connected together
and pivoted, on the stud to which the rods operating
the cut-off and grain platform are attached. The
lower end of one part is pivoted to the frame of the
machine, and the end of the other has attached to
it a rod which causes the grain platform to swing
around.

Claim.—The lever H, composed of two parts 1 1',

connected by a pivot, m, in combination witli the cut-
off and grain discharger, connected to said lever in
the manner substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

83,041.—David Clemoxs, Scranton, Pa.—
Hames for Harness.—October 13, 1868.—A lever
pivoted to one end of the hame is provided with a
hook on which the chain is placed. By drawing
back the lever the chain is fastened. The lever is

held back by a ring sliding on a staple.

Claim.—The lever E, hook F, and holding ring G,
in combination with the chain I) and the lower end
of the hames A, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, and for the purposes specified.

83,043.—Joseph Cockshoot, Jr., and Henry
Weatuerill, Manchester, Great Britain,

—

Car
Brake.—October 13, 1868 ; antedated October 10,

1868.—The pinions on the axles actuate the racks to
apply the brakes. The springs restore the brakes
to their normal positions.

Claim.—The combination of the longitudinal bar
or plate b, and its racks, the pinions on the axles,

and the springs m m., the whole being arranged and
applied to a railway car, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

83,043.—Jackson Corriston, Sandusky City,

Ohio.

—

Air Spring.—October 13, 1868.—Perforated
concave diaphragms are arranged in pairs and
united together at their outer and inner edges. A
valve in the bottom of the spring has a hollow nut
on its stem by which the valve may be closed tightly.

Claim.—An air spring, constructed as herein
described, and provided with the valve/, in combi-
nation witli the spring A B, composed of metallic

disks, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,044.— Gardner Cox, Pierpont, N". Y.—
Water ^Yheel.—October 13, 18G8.—The upper parts
of the buckets are inclined at an angle of 15^ or 20'^

V'ith a horizontal plane. The lower parts are in-

clined in the opposite direction, the two parts be-

ing connected by a quick curve.
Claim..—The buckets G, composed of three parts,

ab c, arranged as sliown, Avhen said buckets are at-

tached to the concave periphery of the liul) or body F
of a wheel, as and for the imrpose herein set forth.

83,045.—John C. CRUMPTON,Philadelphia,Pa.—
Vise.—October 13, 1868.—The sliding jaw is cast

with the nut, and slides in slots in the stationary jaw.
Tlie rear end of the screw rests in a cup which fits

over the rear of the bed i)late and shield.

Claim.—1. The bed piece A, jaw B, and shield C,
when cast in one piece, and provided with the slots

D D, sul)stautiaily as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the same, of the sliding

jaw F, when fitted to operate in connection there-

witli, and provided with the nut G, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3. The arrangement of the cap I, and screw L,
and stationary jaAv B, Avith the remaining pai-ts of the

vise, in the manner and for the purpose described.

83,046.—Stephen S. Davis, Edgerton. "Wis.—
Gate.—October 13, 1868.—The gates are pivoted at
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theii' lower extreme ends and connected to a lever

•which is provided with suspended handles, so that

the gates are opened or tilted back when the handles

ai'C lowered.
Claim.—The combination of the •v\-ires a a, levers

F F, and handles G G, or their equivalents, for the
purpose of opening and closing the gates C C, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

83,047.—E. C. Dicey, Montague, Mich.—Feed-
iiuj Boiler for Circular Sav>s.—October 13, 1868.

Clai7ii.—The feed roller for edging-saws, provided
•with V-shaped grooves and projections at right
angles to its axis, for the purpose of preventing
lateral movement of the board, while being fed to the

saMS, as herein shown and described.

83,048.—ValextdsE Doaxe. Jr., Harwich Port,

Mass.—Fish Bait Cutter.—Oetohev 13, 1868.—Knives
are secured to plates on the periphery of a cylinder,

which rotates in a box provided with knives and
having a hinged bottom.
Clai7n.—A mill for cutting fish bait, having cyl-

inder A, plates/ and h, and the series of knives con-
nected therewith, as described and shown

;
plank C,

block D, bottom E, and cover K, constructed and
arranged substantially as specified.

83.049.—C. S. DoOLiTELL, Mansfield, Ohio.—
Coal Stove.—Octoher 13, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the air pipe C,

fire chamber B, slotted pipe H, and flattened flues F,
whereby the current of air entering the pipe C
is heated in its passage through the lire chamber,
and distributed through the slotted pipe H into the
series of flattened flues E, where it mingles with the
cool ail- entering said flues thi'ough the pipes D, as
herein shoA^ n and described.

2. The flattened air flues E, constructed as de-

scribed, and arranged in respect to the outer case F
and egress draught openings of the fire chamber B,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the slotted pipe H with the
flattened flues E, and with the pipe or pipes C pass-

ing through the fire chamber B, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the air-

pipes D with the fire chamber B and with the flat-

tened flues E, substantially as heroin shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

83,050.—AViLLiAir C. Douthett, Eochelle, 111.—Churn.—October 13, J868.— Designed as an im-
provement on his patent Xo. 77,873. A i od secured
to the dasher flts in a swivel which is pivoted in a
ring, which latter is hung in jaws on the arm at-

tached to the crank shaft. The arm is adjustable in
the shaft and held by a set screw.

Claim.—1. The double-oscillating or swing joint,

when constructed substantially as above described,
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The hub P, in combination with the adjustable
rod F, arms H, ring I, piece K, and rod O. all operat-
ing to regulate the length of the stroke of the dasher
C, as Avell as to produce the stroke itself, substan-
tially as described.

83,051.—C. H. Dreyek, Xashville, Tenn.—
Pmnp.—October 13, 18G8.—The cylinder is made to
reciprocate on a fixed hollow piston rod, which is

provided with a piston made in two parts, tlie lower
one of which has four valves on its upper face, two
of which alternately open and close communication
to the lower part of tlie cylinder, while one of the
others governs the passage fi'om the lower portion of
the cylinder to the exhaust and the other from the
upi^er part of the cylinder to the exhaust.

Claim.—Tl^e fixe'd piston D E, constructed of two
parts, and provided with the valves a and b. cand d,

and then- passages efg, and h i, leading to the lower
and upper parts of the cylinder, and the passages
k I. all substantially as 'and for the purpose de-

scribed.

83,052.-ALr.ERT.J. Elder, Kansas City, Mo.
•"Automatic Car Oou»Zin^.—October 13, 1868.—The

spring bar has a head to its free end which projects
over upon the tooth of the draw head, and a hook
which catches under the link, to lift it and uncouple
the cars, by means of the lever pivoted to the draw
head.

Claim.—The spring bar D, when provided with
the hook m, and ai-ranged in the open cb-aw head A,
to operate in connection with the tooth a, in the
manner and for the pm-pose specified.

83,053.— Frederick Excel, Eomeo, Mich.—
Windovj Shutter.—Oetohev 13, 1868.

Claim.—A window shutter, composed of metal
plates, C, which are separately formed with rolls and
OA'erlapping edges, and connected l)y metal rods, D,
forming hinges thatwork in opposite directions, and
when folded up, constituting a roof to shield the
window from snow or rain, all as herein shown and
described.

83,054.— EicHARD ExELBY and George W.
MarsHxILL, Buffalo, N. Y., assignors to themselves,
JoHX S. Lacy, Jr., and John A. Seymour, same
place.

—

Oat Dusting Machine.—October 13, 1868.

—

A valve in the hopper has a rod within reach of the
operator, and is connected by a passage with the
central disk above the beaters, and a fan, motion be-
ing given by means of a crank and gearing, with
which the screen in the hopper is connected, being
operated by a bar with an ecceuti'ic and bevel wheel.
Claim.—The arrangement of the hopper K, rod

and valve y AV, vibrating screen E, operated by ec-
centric t and rod u, pipe k, fan J, distributing board
z, beaters I, crank q, and gearing _2) o m I, forming a
portable oat-dusting machine, constructed as herein
set forth.

83,055—E. E. Ferry, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Safety Bridle—October 13, 1868.—The lower ends of
the check straps are flxed to the upper ones of the
check bars, which are jointed to the bit bar and
which have arms connected by a strap, with eyes in
their outer ends, through which the driving"" reins
pass, a check rein'being also attached by snap hooks.
Claim.—1. The check barsE E, provided with the

levers c c, for the passage of the driving reins, wlien
connected to the bar a by the swivel joints, whereby
either rein is adapted to be pulled to guide the horse
without pressing the check bars against the sides of
his mouth, as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the detachable check rein
J with the driving reins I, when said parts are used
in connection, or applied with the check straps D D
and the bit F, all arranged substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

83,056.— John C. Fish, Barnstable, Mass.—
Carriage Curtain Fastening.—October 13, 1868.

—

At the opening of each hole and slit into the eye is

an elastic, stitched in between the outer side leather
and the inner side of a strong patch which surrounds
and strengthens the slit and hole, the head of the
button being oblong and tapering on top.
Claim.—1. A carriage curtain having button holes,

each with an inserted elastic across tlie head of the
sht thereof, substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with each button, having an
oblong crown shaped head, an elastic, which holds
the edge of the eye close to the sides of the shank,
substantially as shown and described.

83,057.—IS'ATHAX C. FOLGER, l^cw Orleans, La.
—Churn.—Oetohev 13, 1868.—The churn is fixed, by
means of bands, rods, and braces, abov^e the rockers,
under which springs are placed to give them a re-

verse action, a curved extension furnishing the
means of operation by the hand or foot.

Claim.—The arrangement of the churn A, Avith
relation to the rockers D, when the latter are pro-
vided with the springs F, and all the parts are con-
structed and united in the manner and by the means
substantially as herein described, for the purpose set
forth.

83,058.-"WiLMER D. Gridley, Xew Britain,
Conn.—Toy Piatol.—Oetohev 13, 1868.—By inserting
the arrow into the barrel and pressing it against the
spring the catch wiU be made to engage the spring
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and hold it firmly, until released by the trigger, when
the arrow is discharged.

Claim..—The barrel and stock a b, in one ^iece,

spring e, trigger spring i /, spring g, and orifice d,

substantially as and for the purpose described,

83,059.—John A. Hafner, Commerce, Mo.—
Horse Power.—October 13, 1868.—The horse power
in starting transmits its force with gradually increas-

ing effect upon the machine to be driven, but when
the spring is wound up power is imparted in a direct

and positive manner.
Claim..—The combination of the shaft C, wheel E,

(or casing D, ) and coiled spring a, when said spring
is provided with an interior coiled rubber spring, e,

to support the exterior spring, and relieve the
strain thereon, all substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

S3,OSO.—"William S. Henson, New York, jN".

T.

—

Engine Governor.—October 13, 1868.—The cen-

trifugal balls, which regulate the motion of the en-

gine by the elevation and depression of the spindle,

swing'upon vertically oblique axes which give the
balls perfect freedom of motion in responding to the
influences which cause them to rise and fall.

Claim.—The revolving spindle A, collar F, and
ball K, connected to which are the forked armsC C,

cross heads M M, balls D D, and pivoted bars I 1,

the several parts being constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially in the manner as specified.

83,061.—EozANDEE S. HiGGiNS, Oluey, 111.—

Ploiv.—October 13, 1868.—Friction upon the landside
is obviated by the coulter which counteracts tbe
"side draft." Friction upon the sole .of the plow
also is avoided.
Claim.—The combination of the prolonged colter

I with its rearwardly-curved cutting point i', and
the obliquely presented share D, so arranged that its

sole does not run in contact with the floor of the fur-

row, all constructed and operating as and for the
pm'poses herein specified.

83,063.—Lewis Hover, Chicago, HI.—Iron
Door.—October 13, 1868.—The two doors afibrd ad-

ditional protection in case of fire, when the iron is

liable to warp. They are geared together so as to

open and close simultaneously.
Claim.—The combination of the outer and inner

doors, B B, and their cogged hinges A A, when se-

cured by the double latch D, or its equivalent, all

substantially as and for the pm-poses herein shown
and specifietl.

83,063.—C. A. HOWAKI). Pontiac, Mieh.-Horse
Hay Fork.—October 13, 186§.—The contiguous cor-

rugated faces of the enlarged ends of the fork arms
are forced together by the action of the lever upou
inclined planes on the outer side of one of the en-

largements. An interposed spring throws the en-

largements apart when the position of the lever
admits of it.

Claim.—1. The parts A and B of a horse hay fork,

provided with corrugated, grooved, or otherwise
roughened surfaces, arranged to be locked together
iu any preferred position, by a lever and inclined

ways,"^substantially as and for tlie purpose described.

2. The combination, witli the parts A and B, ar-

ranged to be locked as described, of a spring far

separating them for unlocking, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

83,064.-Francis Howlett, West Rupert, Vt.

and Charles R. Smehmax, Salem, N. Y.

—

Gearing
for Grindstone.—October 13, 18G8. — The bearing
block may, together with the driving wlieel, be set

up toward the pinion, or transferred from one side

to the otlier thereof.

Claim.—The slotted adjustable block G, carrying

the wheel E, and adapting it for adjustment with

the pinion D, substantially as and tor the pui-pose

described.

83,065.—Charles W. Hoyt, South Xorwalk,
Conn.—P«.j«2}.—October 13, 1868.—The piston rods

of the two pump cylinders are connected to the ends
of the " brake," to which motion is impailed from a

vibrating lever through the medium of chains and
pulley.

Claim.—The arrangement herein shown and de-
scribed of the operating lever E, chains D, pulleys a
b, and brake C, with relation to the doul)le-acting
pump A B, all as set forth for the purpose specified.

83,066.—Bexjamix Irving, New York, IN". Y.—
Fuelfrom Spent Tan Bark.—October 13, 1868.—The
bark is soaked and passed through rollers, whence it

emerges in a flocky, fibrous mass ; it is then pressed
into blocks.

Claim.—The new manufacture of compressed fuel
from spent or refuse tan bark, by the method or pro-
cess of forming it into blocks, or other suitable
shapes, for fuel and transportation, substantially as
hereinbefore described.

83,067.—D. W. Jameson, Warren, Ohio.—Ifa-
chinefor Grinding the Gutters of Moioing Machines.
—October 13, 1868.—This device is for holding hai--

vester cutters to the action of an ordinary grindstone,
and enables the teeth to be successively brought
under treatment in such a manner as to secure uid-
formity in the grinding.

Claim.—The standards or arms F, hinged or piv-
oted to the bridge tree E, in combination with the
adjustable frame G-, arranged and operating conjoint-
ly, as and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

83,068.-C. H. B. Kellogg, Tontogany, Ohio.—
Horse Hay Fork.—October: 13, 1868.—The forJf being
imbedded in the hay, the hooks are protruded later-

ally by depressing the central rod, wliich is then re-

tained iu its relation to the handle by the catch.
Tlie hay being elevated, the latch is disengaged by a
trip cord acting on the lever, whereupon the fork
slides upon the rod and discharges the load by draw-
ing in the hooks.

Claim.—A hay fork, constructed and operating
substantially as shown and described, that is to say,
with the head A, central rod B, hooks C C, rods E
E, catch i, and lever K, arranged substantially as
described for the pm'poses set forth.

83,069.—James Lafetra, New York, N. Y.—
Cake Mixer.—October 13, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the beater D E, and
the quadi-angular yoke F, bearing the standing fin-

gers G, suspended'from the coA-er B, in such a man-
ner that the beater is permitted to revolve while the
yoke F and its fingers remain stationary, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

83,070.—N. P. LiNDERGREEN, Bostou, Mass.—
Packing Can. — October 13, 1868. — Designed to
strengthen the can at the corners and avoid'project-
iug' seams or joints.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an oc-
tagonal sheet-metal can, having four narrow and
four wide sides, made of four sheets of metal, con-
nected by joints, constructed and arranged as herein
shown and described.

83,071. —JoiTAN LiNNEMANN, Copenhagen,
Denmark.

—

Spade.—October 13, 1868.—Tlie spade is

adapted for use as a saw, for convenience in carry-
ing the same, as in tlie army, on a march, when the
handle may be carried on the knapsack and the blade
otherwise clisposed ot.

Claim.—1. The blade of a spade, constructed with
one or both of its vertical edges serrated, substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with the blade and handle socket
of a spade, a detachable handle, B, substautiidly as
and for the purpose set forth.

83,072—James G. Lucas, Newark, N. J.—
Work Table Appliance.—October 111, 1868.

Claim.—The device or appliance, composed of the
annular spool holder B, pin cushion A, mirror E,
scissors-holding clasps d, emery case C, serving also
as a thim))le holder, and thread cutter D, the whole
arranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

83,073.—Samuel Lusten, Linesville, Pa.—Com-
pound for Tanning.—October 13, 1868.—Japonicai
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glauber salts, aluin. saltpeter or niter, sulphur, yel-

low oeher, chrome yellow, extract smart weed, and
common salt, mixed together in hot water.

Claim.—The compound composed of the above in-

gredients, combined in the proportions set forth.

83,074.—TViLSOX McClure, Sinking Spring,
Ohio.—Animal Trap.—Octoher 13, 18G8.—When the

trap is sprung the cross-head bar is impelled down-
ward by its spring, driving the .spikes to the only
place of access to the bait, and thus impaling the

fame. The trip lever aids in holding down the spike

ar.

Claim.—The described arrangement of the spring
H, roller G, bar D, cross-head'E, spikes F, spring
K, roller J, trip lever I, and bait rod L, with rela-

tion to each other, the bottom A. posts B, sides C,

and removable casing M, aU operating as described,

for the purpose specified.

83,075.—D. "W. C. McMaster, Southborousrh,
M&ss.-Liiie Holder.—OctohGT 13, 18G8.—The "din-

ner disk is ribbed upon its back as M-ell as upon its

outer face, and is forced against the wooden fixture

in the act of securing the line between the disks,

the holder being thereby prevented from turning
upon its supporting pin.

Claim.—The disks B C, constructed as described,

with the radial ribs, and arranged with relation to

each other and the fixture A. in the manner herein
set forth, for the ptirpose specified.

83,076.— Francis M. ITeddock, Mainsville,
Ohio.

—

Devicefor Heating Railroad Cars.—October
13, 1868.—The car is heated by steam admitted to

its hollow, metallic floor.

Claim.—The steam chamber B beneath the car
floor, traversed longitudinally by steam pipes D,
which are attached, as between "adjacent cars, by
flexible connections E, and which are provided in

the chamber of each car with branch pipes F and
valves g. operatable from the inside of the car, and
adapted to be closed or opened, as the necessities of
eacb car in the train may require, substantially as
described.

83,077.—.JoxATHAX Meley, Trenton, Tenn.—
|

Grave Mound.—October 13. 1868.—The mound thus
m.ade will not be distorted by the sinking of the
gi-ave.

Claim.—The grave mound, when formed by coat-
ing the raised portion A with a layer of cement,
inclosed by the brick border, and covered with a
compact coating of shells, C, as herein shown and
described.

83,078. —Joshua ITerrill. Boston. Mass.—
Machine for Bending TTood.-October 13. 1868.—
The toothed roU not only feeds the stave blank, so
as to bend it against the'shaping block, but crimps
the under side"' thereof, making the curvature per-
manent. The degree of curvature is determined by
the longitudinal inclinatiou of the block, which may
be varied by the screw.
Claim.—1. In combination with the toothed feed

roll h. the concave shaper block c, constructed and
arranged relatively to the roll, substantially as
shown and described.

2. In combination with the toothed feed roll, a
shaper block, made adjustable, substantially as set
forth.

83,079 John F. Milligax, St. Louis, Mo.—
Baling P/v^s.—October 13, 1868.

(7^ai>«.—Combining the screw-threaded shaft D,
sectors D', and platen C, the toggle levers G, and
rods E, in the manner herein shown and described.

83,080.—Edward J. Moore, 'Westfield, X. T.—Churning Aj^paratus.—October 13, 18G8.—De-
signed as an improvement on his patent of April 17,

1868. and having reference mainly to the connections
between the operating lever ancl the dasher shaft,
the intention being to hold the latter to a strictly
vertical path as it reciprocates.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted bars
J, H, F. and G with the lever E and dasher shaft I,

substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the connecting rod L T\ith

the heavy or weighted lever K, and with the parallel

levers or bars F, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose" set forth.

3. Extending the pivoted bars II above the lever
E, and connecting them with the dasher handle I,

by means of the short connecting bars J, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. Extending the heavy or weighted lever K
through the upright D, and pivoting it at or near
its center, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

83,081.—William Morehouse, Buffalo, X. T.—Nut-locking Device.—October 13. 1868.—Grooves
admit of the insertion of the branches or arms of
the locking device behind the nut, and when this is

effected the shoulder bears against one edge of the
nut, and the extremities of the ai-ms may be turned
up against the opposite edge -without danger of
starting the nut.
Claim.—The forked nut-locking device D, con-

stracted with a shoulder, &', and with seiiarated por-
tions h b, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

83,082.—G. M. Morrow. Clarksville, Ohio.—
Machine for Turning Broom Handles.—October 13,

1868.—The mantli-el has a pair of beveled cutters
for cutting off the rough corners of the handle ; also

a tapering bit, oscillating on a pivot, and acted on
by a spring, a lever being connected with the cutter
by a link, aud the bit being controlled by plates con-
nected with catches, projections resting on the
flanges of the cam wheels attached to a shaft, there
being further on the mandrel a third beveled cutter,

with" its cutting edge flatwise thereto, so that by
their movements the various work is effected.

Claim.—1. Controlling the cutters through the
medium of the plates, sliding at right angles to each
other, the catches n n' aud the cam wheels E cou-
structed to operate substantially as described.

2. The combination of the sliding plates M M',
X X. catches in m', n n', wheels E. having flanges
n", and shaft E', with the hollow mandrel K, pivoted
lever r a, link r', cutters 1 1", and springs s s\ sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

83,083.—Sasiuel Mosher, Winchester, HI.—
Combined Hub and Box for Wheels.—October 13,

1868.

Claim.—The combination of set screws e with
flange C and washer s, the whole constructed and
an-anged substantially as specified.

83,084.-P. M. Papix, St. Louis, :slo.—Ladder.
—October 13. 1868.—The single rail has fixed at the
bottom, spreading feet, on which are sliding feet

spiked in the ends'to strike and hold in the ground
truss rods with a cross-bar and angle blocks, being
also counected with the rail to prevent oscillations

and give greater stability.

Claim.—The rail A, spreading feet A^, sliding feet

A2, truss rods b, cros,s-bar b^. angle blocks b'^. and
hook C. the whole being combined and arranged in
the manner described, and for the puii)Ose set forth.

83,083.—Alexander G. Pattox, Troy, X. Y.—
Cooking Stove.—October 13, 1868.—A water reser-

voir at the top of the stove, with a flue above ex-
tending into it, has beneath it a warming closet, the
top plate of the stove being so placed that its addi-
tional aperture is in fi-ont of the mouth of the flue

of the reservoir controlled by a damper, and by the
aiTangement of the flues, under and above the oven
and on the side and over the warming closet and
reservoir, heat is properly imparted to them all.

Claim.—1. A stove, so constructed as to embrace
within it.self a water-heating reservoir and a warm-
ing closet, botli of which form a constituent part of
said stove, the same being arranged substantially as
shown and described.

2. The flue 8, formed in the water reservoir, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and de-
scribed.

3. The construction of the vertical-descending
flue or flues 2 2, for directing the greatest portion.
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of the heat toward the ends of the oven, by means
of the curved form of the fixed reservoir plates, as
shoTrn and described.

4. The arrangement of the fixed water-reservoir,
with reference to the flues 6 and 7, which surround
said water reservoir, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
5. The arrangement of the damper 9, with refer-

ence to the flue 8 and the additional aperture in the
cover, G-, of the stove.

6. The arrangement of flues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8, substantially as and for the purpose described.

83,086.—Alexander G. Patton, Trov, N. T.—
Cooking Stove.—Octoher 13, 1868.

Claim.—1.- A stove, having combined within it a
second or extra oven and a water-heating reservoir,

which foi'm constituent parts thereof, substantially
in the manner shown and described.

2. The combination of the water reservoir E and
the second or extra oven F, when forming fixed or
permanent parts of a cooking stove, and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the flues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
7, with reference to the ovens C F and water reser-

voir E, when constructed as herein shown and de-

scribed.

83,087.—"William H. Payne, Janesville, Wis.—Hames Fastener.—October 13, 1868.

Claim.—1. Drawing the hames together by means
of a levered cog wheel, D C, and toothed bar A,
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the toothed bar A, cap B,
cog wheel C, (having a lever, D, formed upon or at-

tached to it,) and slotted bar E, with each other,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

83,088.—Adolph Pearl, ]^ew York, N". T.—
Damping Apparatus for Copying P>-ess.—October
13, 1868.—A leather-covered roUer is carried with a
yoke in connection with a capillary cushion which
projects from a water bath, so that being moistened
by pouring water over it, it is kept so, as well also

the roller, by the action of its conduit.
Claim.—The combination of the leather-covered

dampening roller B, the moistened cushion D, and
the water bath in thP case A, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose herein set forth.

83,089.—E. K. Plumbly, Buffalo, IS. Y.—Plan-
ing Arachine.—October 13, 1868.—The plane is se-

cured to a slotted bar which slides on an adjustable

rest pin. An adjustable gauge-block fits on the

slotted l)ar and regulates the depth of the crozes to

be planed.
Claim.—The combination of the hand plane A

with the suspending rod B, box D, rest pin 0, and
gauge block E, all constructed to operate substan-
tially as described.

83,090.—PoYAL P. Pratt, Hartford, Conn.—
Awning.—October 13, 1868 ; antedated October 6,

1868.—The pulley and end block are connected to-

gether by longitudinal rods, around whicli the awn-
ing is wound. Cords, arranged for turning the end
flaps inward, so as to roll up smoothly, pass througli

pulleys, held by springs in tubes, the spring being-

used to draw the pulleys back into the tubes.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pulley D and
end block G- with the rods I and J, when constructed

and arranged substantially as herein described, for

the purpose of winding up and sustaining an awning.
2. The cords m n o p q, arrnnged as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose of raising and folding under
the end flaps of an awning.

3. The combination of the cord m n o p q, the

slotted tube K, and the spring s, or its equivalent,

constructed and operating substantially as herein

specified.

83,091.—Julio H. Pae, Syracuse, IS. Y.—Elec-

trical Amalgamator.—Oetohev 13, 1868.—Designed

as an improvement on his patent of February 5,

1867. A cylindrical drum, lined with corrugated

copper, is provided with two heads, on the inner

sides of which are secured zinc beaters. By intro-

ducing the ore, mercury and an exciting liquid and
rotating the drum, a galvanic current is produced,
which assists in separating the gold, &c.

Claim.—The drum A, provided with a lining and
with a beater, representing the two elements of a
galvanic battery, said beater serving also to bring
all the particles of the pulverized ore in intimate
contact with the mercury, substantially as herein
shown and described.

83,092.—Eranklln Pansom, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Condenser.—Oetohev 13, 1868.—A condensing vessel
is arranged at the crown of a siphon, the longer leg
of which carries off the injection water, while the
short leg constitutes the injection pipe in which at-
mospheric pressure will raise the water to a height
corresponding to the degree of vacuum obtained.
A portion of the condensing water is thrown di-
rectly from a secondary pipe in contact with the
steam, and falls in one side of the condenser and is
fed to the boiler.

Claim.—1. The arrangement with the condenser
A, and main induction pipe B, of the overflow pipe
d, and small pipes d^ d^, as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the secondary injection
pipe I, in relation to the partitioned condenser A
and boiler feed pipe J, as set forth.

83,093. — Edward E. Bate, Cedar County,
Iowa.— Cor7i Cultivator.—October 13, 1868.—Levers,
attached to the handles of the shovels, are secured
to a roller which is rotated by a handle, thus raising
or lowering the plows, the depth of which is regu-
lated by bars connecting the levers with the shovels.

Claim.—The levers A and J, roller E, and regu-
lating bars D, when constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

83,094.—Edward Eeichard, "Washington, Mo.—Animal Trap.—October 13, 1868.—A spherical
lobe forms the rear of the trap, and a hinged lobe
folds within the fixed lobe when the trap is open. A
coiled spring causes the hinged lobe to close Avheu
the bait lever releases a spring which holds the
hinged lobe open.

Claim.—1. The trap, formed of the base A, the
fixed lobe B, journal D, spring E, and movable lobe
C, substantially as and for the piu'poses set forth.

2. The combination of the trip lever /, the spring
c, its cam c^, and detent spring 6, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The spring catch G, in combination with the
lobe C, when arranged to secure said lobe to the
base plate A, by the detent g, substantially as set
forth.

83,095.—Hugh Reid, St. Louis, Mo.—Valve
Motion for Steam Ungines.—Oetohcr 13, 1868.—The
vacuum valve is opei'ated by toggle joints which are
connected together by a pin which works in slots

in forked arms on a rod operated by the rock shaft.

A spring holds the valve closed, but as the toggle
arms pass a vertical position they make a rapid
movement and the valve is opened and the steam
ejected rapidly into a pipe leading to an atmospheric
valve. When the vacuum valve is closed the steam
overcomes the pressure of the atmosphere and opens
the atmosplieric valve and escapes.

Claim.—1. The forked rod D, its ends d slotted at

d', the pins e, with the toggle links E, cross-head E,
and spring G, combined substantially as set forth.

2. The rock shaft B, in combination Avith the rod
D, links E, valve stem c, and valve C, substantiJilly

as set forth.

3. The combination of the valve C, the exhaust
pipe A, the discharge pipe H, and atmospheric valve
I, as set Ibrth.

83,096.-GeorgePictiards and David Stick-
land, Pichland Centre, Wis.—Fanning Mill.—Oc-
tober 13, ] 868.—Two ends of a board, provided with
a flange at its rear edge, fit in inclined grooves in
the sides of a shoe. The top of the case forms the
bottom of the hopper and is provided with a wide
slot through which the grain enters the shoe, the
opening being regulated by a gate which is operated

[

by rods connecting with a lever held by a ratchet

'

bai" on the outside of the case. Projecting wings

;
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on the fans deflect the currents of air entering the
machine and throw them in a direct line through
the shoe. The bag holder can be inserted in any of
the posts.

Claim.—1. The adjustable, sliding, flanged board
E, constructed and arranged substantially as herein
shown and described, in combination with the shoe
1, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Suspending tlie shoe I in the center of the shoe
chamber, by means of the springs J, substantially
in the manner herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the sliding gate M, con-
necting rod or rods N, lever O. and ratchet bar P
with each other and with the opening in the top of
the case A, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The rectangular hopper Q, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown and described,
in combination with the hopper-shaped top of the
case A, as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The fans D. formed with projecting wings cV

upon their central parts, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

C. The bag holder W, constructed substantially as
herein shown and described, in combination with
one of the posts B of the frame of the mill, as and
for the purpose set forth.

7. The receiving measure, formed by the combi-
nation of the sliding gate Y and rod Z with the box
X, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

83,097.—William H. Eogers, IS'ew York, 1^.

Y.

—

Pocket Safe for Friction Match Cord.—October
13, 1868.

Claim.—1. The match safe A, constructed sub-
stantially as described, or in any equivalent manner,
whereby the coil match and 'the tube E may be
properly secured and used, substantially as set forth.

2. lu'combination with a friction match cord, the
tube E, either hinged or attached to a match safe,

or box, or not. and either cut away ou one or both
sides, substantially as and for the purposes described.

S3,09S.—JEREMLA.H ScHROY, EortviUe, Ind.—
Fruit Picter.—October 13, 1868; antedated October
2, 1868.

Claim.—The curved metal plate C, connected to
the outer ends of the irregular-shaped hoop B, and
provided at its up])er portion with a series of narrow
slots for forming the comb teeth, pointed as shown,
and used in combination with the pole A and con-
veyer F, to operate substantially as set forth.

83,099.—Louis Schulze, Louisville, KY.—Beer
Cooler.—October 13, 1868.—The beer tiowiug over
the bottom of troughs which are kept cool by water
flowing under them in an opposite direction, is agi-

tated by paddles which cause all the particles to
come in contact with the cooling surface.

Claim.—1. A beer-cooling apparatus, consisting
of a series of contigiious and connecting double-bot-
tomed pipes or channels, one above another, in verti-
cal line, and inclined toward each other, when said
pipes or channels are made with square sides and bot-
toms, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. A beer-cooling apparatus, consisting of a series
of contiguous and connecting double-bottomed pipes
or ckanuels, one above the other, in vertical line, the
water channels of Avhich, at the contiguous ends, are
60 constructed that they can be opened, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3. A beer-cooling apparatu.s, consisting of a series
of contiguous and connecting double-bottomed pipes
or channels, one above the other, in vertical line, the
water channels of which, at contiguous ends, are
closed by a packing of water-proof material, non-
conductor of heat, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

4. In a beer-cooling apparatus, the application, in
combination with water for cooling purposes, of a
blast of air -nhich has been passed over ice, and
strikes the beer at right angles to its flow, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The combination, in a beer cooler, of the double-
bottomed channels B, with perforated air pipes E, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. The combination, in a beer cooler, of the rollers

j, provided with paddles k, with the double-bottomed
channels B, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

83,100.-Conrad Seijiel, Green Point, X. Y.—
Soldering Vessel.—October 13, 1868.—The troughs
are provided with shelves at their upper edges which
project inward and downward, leaving spaces be-

tween their inner edges wide enough to "allow the
corners of the cans to extend down into the sol-

der. These troughs are heated by a series of gas
jets.

Claim.—1. The stand A, in combination vrith. the
troughs B B and the gas apparatus C, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose speeiiied.

2. The troughs B, in combination -with the shelves
b, as and for the purpose set forth.

83,101.—John Shaw, Brooklyn, l^T. Y.—Lavm
Moxcer.—October 13, 1868; patented in England
January 23, 1864.

Claim.—Folding the cutting end of lawn-mo-wing
machines up toward the handle end, for the purpose
of being used for rolling only.

83,102.—Perry W. Sjhth, Abingdon, 111.—
^i(cW(?.—October 13, 1868.—A metal plate is provided
on each side with transverse clasps with a tongue
attached at opposite ends on each side. The strap is

buckled in one clasp and the end placed under the
back of the other clasp.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the -withiu-

described double buckle, when constructed and op-
erating substantially as and for the purposes hereiu
set forth.

83,103.—Edvtard J, Stephens, Pawtucket, R.
J..—Machinery for Printing r«ra.—October 13, 1868.

—The invention relates to the means employed for

causing the color-feeding rolls to skip, d'jring the
revolution of the printing cylinder, all those ribs

which are to be furnished with some color other than
that which they supply respectively.

Claim.—In combination with suitable ribbed print-

ing cylinders, A A, a series of furnishing color roll-

ers, i> D, hung in yielding bearings, and operated by
means of pinions G-, with teeth ot" variable depth, or
the equivalents thereof, in the manner substantially
as described, for the piu-poses specified.

83,104.—J. Henry STnrPsoN, Boston, Mass.—
Gas Fur'aace for Heating Soldering Tools.—October
13. 1868.—Improvement on subject of his patent of
May 12, 1857. Gas, conducted within the cones,
ascends into the perforated cylinders and is there
burned. Draught is secured by inclining the cylin-

ders. The outer wire cylinder is of a fine texture,

to confine the flame ; the inner is a coarser structure,

to protect the other from the tool. The mouth
pieces serve as guides in inserting the soldering
irons.

Claim.—The gas furnace for heating soldering
tools, consisting of the double cones A B, supporting
the inclined cylinders D E, containing the perforated
cylinders F G, composed each of two paints, /V^ <7^

g'^. Said cylinders D E, connected at their rear ends
by the mouth pieces d^ e^ and at their forward ends
by the curved pipes h'^ h^, all arran.ged and operating
as described for the purpose speeiiied.

83.105.-Samuel L. Stn'eeney, Mon-ison, 111.—

Corn Planter.—Octoher 13, 1868.—The dropping of
the seed is made intermittent by the reciprocating
axial movement of a plate in the hopper, which plate

derives motion through connecting rods from an arm
coupled with one of the covering wheels by a spring
catch so as to be readily disengaged.

Claim.—1. The combination of the roller -wheel G,
arm H, rod I, and oscillating plate F, arranged to

operate substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the wheel G, the arm H,
connecting rods I and X, with the two oscillating

wheels F, aiTanged substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the wheel G with holes G',

and arm H with holes H', for connecting and dis-

connecting the wheels and the dropping mechanism,
substantially as ?et forth.
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83,106.—James Taylor, Canton, IST. Y.-*Sugar
Juice Evaporator:—October 13, 1868.

Claim.—The described construction of the pan A,
having- its sides extended to form legs / /, and the
side walls of the fire box, the latter provided with
the door h at one end; and the chimney B at the
other, all arranged to be moved upon the wheels e,

away from or over the p-atc D, formed between the
ways C, as herein set forth, for the purpose speci-

fied.

83,10'?'.—E. A. Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Seam-joint for Cans, d-c.—October 13, 1868.

Claim.—A side seam or joint for sheet-metal cans
or boxes, composed of a dovetailed projection, a,

struck or swaged up on the lapped edges of the metal,
and then hammered or closed down, substantially as
herein shown and described.

83,108.— John L. Thomas, Alliance, Ohio.—
Steam. Generator.—October 13. 1868.—The float and
its connections admit the water to the boiler and
shut it off mechanically, and the wheels respectively
indicate the water level and open a steam-whistle
Talve in case of a dangerous decrease of water.

Claim.—1. The combination of the float B, chain
C, and weight J, with the serrated wheel D, gradu-
ated wheelE, adjustable plate i, slotted arm A, cock
Gr, and pipe F, as herein set forth.

*

2. The arrangement of the pipe o, lever E, and ad-
justable pin S, with reference to the wheel D and
whistle P, as herein described.

83,109.—George M. Thompson, Boston, Mass.—Device for Stretching Telegraph Wires.—October
13, 1868.—The instrument is applied by moving it

forward upon and against the wire, so as to force
the jaws open to receive it ; then on pulling the in-

strument it grasps the wire tightly.

Claim. — The within describee! instrument for

stretching telegraph wires, consisting essentially of
the plate or bar A and jaws C C, as set forth.

83,110.— J. J. Thompson, Eichwood. Ohio.—
Say Bake and Loader.— Octohei- 13, 1868. — The
teeth which take the hay from the pendent rake at
the rear of the machine are fixed in rolls which are
journaled upon the periphery of a large rotating
drum. Tfhen the rolls arrive at the point where the
hay is received by the carrier the rolls are turned so
as "to adapt the teeth to free themselves of hay.

Claim.—The combination of the rotating- device
T' H, rake G, endless carrier D, pins or fingers
w and stationary plate I i'^, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating- in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

83,111.—J. J. Thompson and V. F. Collier,
Eichwood, Ohio.

—

Cultivator.—Octohcr 13, 1868.

Claim.—The combination in a quadruple plow or
cultivator, of the inner movable beams B B, staples

b b, rod F, plates D D, outer stationary beams B' B',

tongue A, plate I, and handles L L, all applied in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

83,112.—E.H. TOBET, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to himself and A. E. Hale.—Sash Lock.—
October 13, 1868.—The bolt and cylinder arc ai)plied

to one sash and a keeper is fixed to the other. When
the bolt is pushed into the keeper it is turned, caus-

ing its laterally-projecting stud to pass from one slot

into another.
Claim.—The arrangement of the boltA within the

cylinder C, when the said cylinder is provitled with
the two slots a and d, and the bolt with the stud/,

to operate in the said slots, substantially in the man-
ner specified.

83,113.— Augustus Tufts, Maiden, Mass.—
jyiaphragm Bellows for Dry Gas Meter.—Oeiohcr
13, 1868; antedated October 3, J 86g.—Improvement
on the subject of the patent granted ISJathanhcl
Tufts, Aug. 14 1860, and numbered 29,639. Dc;-

signed to prevent the heat of the soldering iron from
burning or scorching the leather uud melting the
matter upon the winding cord.

Claim.—A gas-meter bellows in which one head
is annular, with an attached flange, to which the

flexible material of the bellows is secured, and in
which head the opening through which the "former "

is extracted in parts is closed by soldering the disk
i at its edge, which is remote from the cord /i, which
secures the flexible material g to the flange e, substan-
tially as described.

83,114.-11. D. Wallen, Jr., Fort Columbus,
IT. Y.—Caloric Engine.—Octdbev 13, 1868.—The cyl-
inders communicate with each other through ports
opening from the heating chamber of one cylinder
into the adjacent heating chamber of the other. The
ports are opened and closed by valves. ' Lost mo-
tion" devices cause the pistons to move and rest al-

ternately. One piston rests at the terminus of its

stroke while the other is moving toward it, time be-
ing thus aftbrded for the air to be received by and
heated in the respective air chambers of the pistons,
which are non-acting for the time being. The ex-
panded air of the first cylinder escapes into the sec-
ond heating chamber and assists in propeUing tho
second piston.
Claim.—1. The two parallel cylinders A B, when

arranged side by side, and xn-ovided at both ends
with air-heating chambers A' A", B' B", and the
valve gear, to cause the alternate movement and rest-

ing of the pistons, all substantially as shown and
described.

2. The rock shafts P P', having arms e, E E', the
connecting rods S S' T, and an"-ular lever T', sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, in combi-
nation with and arranged with relation to the shaft
M, slotted plate U, slotted arm Y, and cross heads
E", as set forth.

83,115.—Samuel "W. "Wilcox, Mendon, Mass.
—Paper Cutter and JKitZer.—October 13, 1868.—

A

pin inserted througli one of the perforations may
form an axis upon Avhich to turn the ruler, so as to
di-aw circles with a pencil inserted through another
of tlie perforations.
Claim.—1. A paper cutter, provided with a series

of parallel slits for ruling parallel lines, substantially
as herein described.

2. Tbe construction of a ruler with a perforated
scale, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

83,116.-ElihuWh.der, Chicopee Falls, Mass.—Stop Motion and Indicator for Knitting Machine.
—October 13, 1868.—A pin on a slide projects into
the cam groove of a cylinder keyed upon the driving
shaft, and the slide is consequently reciprocated. At
each forward movement it acts upon a bolt and pawl,
and gives a slight impulse to a ratchet wheel, which
having been thus gradually turned to a certain posi-

tion, operates through a shaft and fingers upon a
pawl lever, to release the lever which carries the
belt tiglitening pulley, whereupon the lever drops and
motion ceases to be transmitted to the knitting me-
chanism.
Claim.—1. The shaft H, carrying the adjustable

fingers h h' h", substantially as described.
2. The combination of the bolt G with the pawl G',

and ratchet G", and shaft K, carrying the fingers h
h' h", made adjustable, and held in position by set
screws or thumb screws, and operating upon the
pawl of a ratchet, for the purpo.se of stopping the
machine at any number of rounds or stitches, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. Tlie combination of the shaft H, having adjust-

able fingers, h h" h", with the ratchet G", pawl G',
bolt G, sliding bar E', having the trip dog E, and
the cam-grooved cylinder C applied to a, knitting-

machine, "substantially as described.

83,117.—Orin O. Witherell, Lewiston, Me.—
Chain Pump Valve.—Octohav 13, 1868.

Claim.—Tho plates A B, having the links D D se-

cured upon the elastic plate C and Avaslicr F, by
means of tho countersunK screw E extending cen-

trally through the. plate and washer, between the
ends' of the link, into a nut, G, between the ends of

tlie link upon the plate B, as herein described and
shown.

83,1 1 8. —Wn.LiAM H. Yeaton, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Pipe Coupling.—October 13, 1868.—Especially ap-
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pUcable to railroad trains, for coupling the pipes
which convey steam or warm water from car to car.

Preparatory"to uncoupling, the plug is turned so as

lo cutoff communication between the pipes, and the
yoke is depressed to permit one portion to be with-
drawn from the other. The handle of the plug re-

tains the yoke in its locking position.

Claim.—I. The combination of the portions A and
B of the coupling Avith tlic yoke D, the whole being
constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. The plug C, adapted to the portion B of the

coupling, and having a handle, i, arranged in re-

spect to the yoke J), substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, witli the yoke D, of a lid or
bonnet, F, having lugs 1 1, and hinged or otherwise
adapted to the portion B of the "coupling, for the
purpose specified.

83,119.—EiCHAUD Yeildixg, Detroit, Mich.—
Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—October 13, 1868.

—

Crude iron or ore in a molten state is treated with
an injection of petroleum oil, intermixed with salt-

peter and potash. The molten metal may then be
treated in like manner to a solution of oil and prus-
siate of potash, for which latter oxide of copper, ox-
ide of zinc, and corrosive sublimate may be substi-

tuted.
Claim.—1. The process of fusing and refining

metal, and decarbonizing iron.

2. The converting of iron into carbonized steel.

3. The converting of iron into unannealable steel,

.and the use of the foregoing articles, in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth, and the gen-
eral combination of the principles, and the use of

the articles, combined and separately, and for the
use of the oil alone, in the manner and for the pur-

set forth in the foregoing specifications.

83,120.—Mrs. J. H. Mott, Washington, D. C.
—Tablecloth Protector.—Octohcv 13, 1868.

Claim.—A table protecting apron, formed with
raised edges a a, and attaching straps c c and e, the
whole constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed, for the purposes specified.

S3,1'21.—Henry Tint)all, Chicago, 111.—Pro-
cess of Roasting and Chloridizinj Ore.—October 13,

1868.—The ore during the roasting process is treated
with dry chlorine gas.

Claim.—The process of treating ores, substan-
tially such as is above described.

83,122.—Henry Tixdall, Chicago, Bl—Fur-
nace for Roasting and Chloridlzing Ores.—October
13, 18*68.—An extra furnace and apparatus are pro-
vided for the generation of chlorine gas, which,
being admitted to the roasting chamber, and having
a specific gravity greater than that of the products
of combuslion and of the vapors emauatiiig from
the ore, forms a stationai7 stratum, in passing
through which the escaping particles of metal are
arrested. They then remingle with the ore in the
form of chlorides.

Claim.—1. A fm-nace for treating ores, in which
the operation of desulphurizing and chloridizing or
chlorinating such ores is performed simultaneously
with the roasting of the same, substantially in the
manner described.

2. The chamber E of the fmmace, as composed of
a metal bottom, Avith metal sides and roof, said bot-
tom and sides being protected from the action of
the sulphm*. substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination of the chamber E and the gas-
generating apparatus, substantially as shown and
descrilied.

4. The combination of the ore-snpplying conduit
and the chamber E, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

5. The arrangement of the sole or hearth with
reference to the chute P, substantially as shown
and described.

6. The an-angement of the walls or partitions C
C, by which they are made to support the sole or
liearth, substantially as shown and described.

7. The arrangement of the car II with reference
to the chute P and chamber E, substantially as
shoAATi and described.
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83,123.—Okrin Collier, Sacramento, Cal., as-

signor to himself and Erva B. Sillisian, same
place.

—

Piston-rod Packing. — October 13, 1868.

—

The interior of the cage communicates with the
source of pressure, so that the impelling fluid oper-
ates to keep the rings snugly against the piston rod
and the face of the gland. The bodj- of the gland,
instead of entering the cage, projects outward, and,
being lined with soft metal, serves as an extended
support for the piston rod. It also affords attach-
ment for an oil cup.

Claim..—1. The metal rings a and b, as con-
structed, so that they both have about the same
amount of surface bearing against the rod, and both
about the same amount of smface bearing against i

the face of the gland, whereby the two shall wear
equally, substantially as described.

2. The construction of the packing with reference
to the stuffing box, whereby a free space is left

around the rings, so as to allow them to move freely

with the rod, if it should not work perfectly true.

3. The gland C and the lining E, with the oil cup
E, when arranged substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein described.

y^ 83,124.— George S. Acker, Kalamazoo, as-
signor to himself and H. A. Lacey, Detroit, Mich.
—Car Coupling.—Oetohev 20, 1868.

Claim.—The plates J and K, thimble L, hasp M^
and channel l!T, in connection with the link I and
pin D, and draw bar A, when arranged and op-
erating substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

83,125.—Edward Andrews, Pottsville, Pa.—
Boiler Safety Talve.— October 20, 1868; antedated
October 9, 1868.—The valve box incloses both the-

pressure valve and the valve opening inward, and a
lever, the end of which operates on the piston, and,
being connected to the yoke, alloAvs the pressure to
be regidated on the valve. When the pressure oA'er-

comes the weight on the lever, the valve opens, the
steam escapes" into the box operated, the pisto:'.

opens the double valve, and the surplus steam
escapes.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the balanced valve E with the valve J, lever H, i-:.i-

ton K, and yoke D.
2. The arrangement of the box B, inclo^^ing the

valves J and W and lever H.

83,126.—H. P. Andrews and M. E. Raw.'^ox,
Cleveland, Ohio.—Pnkstand.-Ootobev 20,1868.—The
top plate has a sliding cover with a pressure plate ar-

ranged in connection with elastic stopples and two
reservoirs with supply cups, by which means the
fluid is raised or returned.

Claim.—1. An ink-elevating elastic air sack, con-
structed with a perforated corking end which is ef
thicker material than the body of the sack, substan-
tially as described.

2.* The horizontally-sliding cover D, pressure plate

F, one or more air chambers E, and one or more ink
reservoirs G-, combined and operating substantially
as described.

3. The cover D, pivoted at b, and extended into a
lever beyond said pivoted point, and connected with
a laterally-rocking or rollmg plate F, substantially

in the manner described.
4. The ink reservoir Gr Gr, in combination with a

case, A, Avhich is provided with a removable top and.

means for effecting the raising of ink int-o supply
cups by the movement of a single cover to said cups,

substaiitially as described.

83,127.-GeorgeTV. Bishop, Baltimore, Md.—
Revenue Stamp for Liquor Barrels.—October 20,

1868 ; antedated October 6, 1668.

Claim.—I. The oblong plate A, provided with
flanges on the sides, and A\itli a central box, B, when
constructed substantially as and for the purposes
SDGCiflGtl

2. The " stamp " C, made of soft metal, and pro-

vided Avith pins b b, as described, and used with the

beveled box B, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the perforated slide D with
the box B in the plate A, and stamp C, when used
as and for the purposes specified.
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4. The forms i i', placed in the plate A, under the
slide D, as and for the purposes specified.

83,128.—William H. Bond and George G.
Lee, Syracuse, IST. T.

—

Grooving Machine.—October
20, 1868.—The face of the arm is channeled out for a
square bar with different grooves on three faces, and
a plain upward face, which being adjusted with a
gi-ooved roUer, is ready for outside seaming. On the
bar being turned to present a grooved rolling face,

and putting a plain-faced treading roller in place of
the grooved one, the machine is adapted for seam-
ing either inside or outside.

Claim..—An arm, B, when constructed in such
manner as to alternately present a plain or grooved
rolling face, as desired, 'substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

83,129.—Edward "W. Brettell, Elizabeth, N.
J.—Permutation Loci-.-October 20, 1868.—An im-
provement on his patent of August 27, 1867.

Claim.—The hollow wheel B, pawl t, with its arms
r and s, in combination with the inner circular tum-
blers and the case A, aU constructed and arranged
to operate in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

83,130.—Lyman D. Burgh, Sherburne, K". Y.—
Plow PowiL—October 20, 1868.—On the back of the
point where the end of the mold board laps on it, a
stout rib, with branches, is formed. Stays or ribs are
fixed on the ends of the APings, extending beyond
them on the back side, lapping over the mold board.

Claim.—1. The ribs or braces D, D', and D^, con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

2. The stays E and E', constructed and operating
substantially as described.

83,131.—BeAUMAN Butler and Charles E.
Eamsay, St. Johnsbmy, Vt.

—

Saw Prame.—October
20, 1868.—The handle end is rigid, the straining rod
being fastened in the center to the cross bar and also

to the upper end piece, while the screw-threaded free

end of the rod passes through the lower end piece,

between which and the cross bar is placed an elastic

cushion or a spring, they being also connected by a
bolt in slotted ears.

Claim.—1. The saw frame, constructed substan-
tiallv as above desc-Tibed, with a rigid end, A A' C
E, aiid a flexible end, B C E'.

2. The provision, in a buck-saw frame, of the spring
or cushion G G', substantially as and for the pm--
pose set forth.

3. The slotted ears I I, or their equivalent, em-
ployed to connect the cross bar and end piece, and
permit mutual play between them, substantially as
described.

83,132.—George Coles, London, and James
Archibald Jacques and John Americus Ean-
SHaw^e, Tottenham, England.

—

Hose, and Machine
for Making Hose.—October 20, 1868.—Patented in
England August 17, 1864. A core is prepared by
covering a rope with sheet rubber, and lubricating the
smooth surface by French chalk. It is then sur-

rounded with a thin coating of rubber, placed in a
plaiting machine with a covering of cotton, and
coated with a caoutchouc paste, and then vulcanized.
Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, flex-

ible hose, when constructed substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The apparatus, constructed as described, where-
by alternate layers or plies ofyarn or tliread are laid

helically round the core in opposite directions, as

herein set forth and shown.

83,133.—J. L. Coles and David H, Coles,
New York, N. Y.

—

Feeding Mechanism for Seioing
Machines.—October 20, 1868.—The rear end of tlie

feed bar forms a ring in wliich is a cam slide Avhich,

being acted on by a cam disk and spring, receives

and conveys to the bar a reciiu'ocating motion, while
by means of a screw it is set closer to the disk, and
the length of the stitch changed.
Claim.—1. Tlie cam slide C, in combination with

the feed bar A, substantially as and for the pmijose
described.

2. The feed bar A, iu combination with the cam

slide C, coustracted as described, and its mechanism
for adjustment, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The adjusting screw G, in combination with the
cam slide C and feed bar A, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

83,134.—Edward A. Cooper, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Snap Rook.—October 20, 1868.—The tongue, having
a hinge pin jointed to it, and a spring to keep it in
place, is hinged to the shank, which has a gToove,
for the spring, with an opening partly covered by a
cross bar into which one end of the spring is inserted.

Claim.—The hook A, cast with hinge pin e, and
cross bar./i, iu combination with the grooved tongue
I) and bow spring h, when the parts are arranged
and secm'ed together in the manner described.

83,135.-George G. Cresset, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Venting Core.—October 20, 1868 ; antedated Octo-
ber 8, 1868.—The box has a guide plate carrying
prints corresponding to the patterns, and another
and lower one having wires which pass through the
centers of the prints and form appropriate cores for

the molds.
Claim.—The box E, its plate G, and prints H, in

combination with the sliding plate F, and its pointed
wires K, and the mechanisna herein described, or its

equivalent, for imparting the desired movements to
the said plates.

83,136. — Thomas L. Cuthbert, Charleston
County, S. C, assignor to himself, ]S'"athaniel Levin.
and Edward J. Marks.—Boat Detaching Appara-
tus.—October 20, 1868.—Two stout oval hoops are
connected to a l^ar hung on pulley blocks, constituting
a frame hammock, on the outsides of which are at-

tached hollow cylindrical floats, cable chains being
hung fi-om the' ship's side to the ends of the inner
float to prevent swagging.
Claim.—The "marine cradle," by which ships'

boats or yawls may be lowered and detached, in the
manner described in the above specification, or any
other substantially the same, and which will produce
the intended effect.

83,137.-0. N. Cutter, Worcester, Mass., as-

signor to Davis, Hill & Co., same place.

—

Lock for
Trunks, Pianos, die.—October 20, 1868.—The tongue
is hinged between ears fastened to the face-plate,

while a spring, also fastened to the face-i)late, pi'esses

upon it to hold in place when unlocked and folded up
in the plate.

Claim..—1. The combination, with the face-plate

D, of the hinged tongue C, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the face-plate D, of the
hinged tongue C and spring E, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

83,138.—Charles De Beugue.—Westminster,
Great Britain.—TracA; X(/ter.—October 20, 1868.—
The lever lies within a recessed bed-plate, and is

hinged to it at one end, having at its other end a
screwed hole to receive the lifting screw, wliich rests

on a seating in the plate.

Claim.—The within-described instnimenfc, consist-

ing of the metal bed-plate a, pivoted lever b, and
operating screw e, the whole constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

83,139.— William H. Deily, Svcamore, 111.—
Stove Pipe Damper.—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—The two-part case, formed by the parts A
and M, having flanges D B for supporting the joints

of the pipe, and a recess inside, iu which a damper,
H, is made to operate for regulating the draught,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,140. — Frederick W. Devoe, New York,
X. Y.—Xozzle for Cans. — October 20, 1868.—The
bottom of the nozzle is sealed by a thin plate soldered

with the nozzh; to the can. When the contents of

the can are reijuired for use, the plate is cut out. A.

chamber for placing printed directions is formed be-

tween the plate and a cap placed o\'er the nozzle.

Claim-.—I. The plate C, made separate from the

nozzle and can, in combination with the nozzle and
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the can, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

2. The box formed within the nozzle by the closed
bottom C, and the cap or stopper, substantially as
herein described.

83,141.— Job Dyson, 'New Britain, Conn.—
Cloth Drawers.—October 20, 1888.

Claim.—Cloth drawers made by forming each half

or leg portion in one piece, with the seam down the
back of the leg, and an opening B, suitably located
to form the body connection of the two legs, substan-
tially as showu and described.

83,142. — John C. Eckert, Dayton, Ohio.—
Railroad Car Heater.—October 20, 1868.—In case of

accident to a car, a vase on the top of the stove is

displaced, which releases a knob connected to a
hinged shutter resting over the fire basket, and causes
the said shutter to drop and cover the fire. An arm
attached to the shutter supports a vertically sliding
door, and when the shutter di'ops, the arm is with-
drawn, and the door closes.

Claim. —1. The knob or trigger N", in combination
with the vase, for the purpose set forth.

2. The inner catch T, with the shutter P, its spring
S, and arm Q, as herein described and shown.

3. The fallino- door or shutter C, and spring E,
acting in combination with the slot D, the lever F,
and slide G-, arrano-ed to operate substantially as
herein described and for the purposes set forth.

83.143. — Spencer Ellsworth, Lacon, 111.—
Paper Cutting Machine.—Oetohex 20, 1868.—The car-
riao-e has ribs which fit in grooves on a bar, one of
said ribs being adjustable by means of a screw to
tighten up the carriage when it has become loose.

The bar is raised or lowered by means of a treadle,

which is held in position by a toothed plate.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bar or way C,
the sliding carriage D, the vertically-adjustable
knife K, and screw S, all arranged, constructed, and
operating in the manner and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. The combination of the bar C, provided with the
grooves c, the carriage D, provided with the rib 6,

and adjustable rib d, and tbe screw L, all arranged to
operate in the manner and for the purposes described.

3. The combination of the bar C, carriage D, knife
K, screw S, movable rib-guide d, and screw L, aU
an-anged in the manner and for the purposes specified
and showu.

4. The combination of the bar C, frame A, rods E,
springs G, treadle N, and toothed plate P, arranged
to operate as specified, and for the purposes set forth.

83,144

—

William F. Ensign, Troy, N. Y.—
Permutation Lock.—October 2^1868.—A slot in the
tumbler, in which the device is placed for preventing
the bolt from being withdrawn, is closed or locked
by a slide workir
next in the pack,

;'' Claim.—In combination, the interlocking of the
-^wheels or tumblers, aud closing of the gateway in the
wheels by the slides, as shown and described.

83,J4.5.—EoBERT E. Ferguson, Chicago, HI.—
Wanhing MacHne.—October 20, 1868.
Claim.—The arrangement of the wringer-rib I,

centrally over the tub of the machine, when sup-
ported upon a bar or bars C D, which at the same
time incloses and protects the gearing of the machine
from the water expressed from the clothes by the
wringer, all constructed and operating as and for the
pmposes specified.

83,146.-Marl\ J. Foss, Charlestown, Mass.—
Combined Skirt and Hose Supporter.—Oetoher 20,
1868.—Elastic hose supporters are attached to hip
pads, which latter are secured to the skirt supporter.
Claim.—The skirt supporter B, to which are at-

tached the hose supporters D, the latter being pro-
\'ided with hip pads C, and the whole being combined
and arranged substantially as set forth.

83,147.—Theodore F. Frank, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Machine for Carbureting Air.—October 20, 1868.

—

The carbui'eting chamber, regulating compartment,

and the water tank in which the air dmm revolves,
are arranged one above the other in an upright cylin-

der, which is supported in a fi-ame provided with
cross pieces, from which the weights are suspended
that operate the air drum. An elevated tube in the
regulating vessel prevents it from overflowing, and
also the escape of gas when the machine is at rest.

Claim.—1. An upright cylindrical vessel, fonning
the carbureting chamber D. regulating compartment
G, and water tank I, containing the air drum H, ar-

ranged respectively one above the other, and with
the supporting frame A A' B, and operating weights
"W W, substantially in the manner and for" the pur-
pose set forth,

2. The combination and arrangement of the ele-

vated pipe h with the regulating vessel G- G', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

83,148.—Samuel Friend andJohn McCollom,
Decatur, HI. — Splint Knife.—Octohev 20, 1868.—
Designed for making splints for baskets, and is op-
erated like a spoke-shave.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
stock A, flat rectaugidar knife blade B, secured
thereto by means of the stirrups a a, and adjusted by
means of the set screws b b, curved metal spring
apron C, secured to the beveled under side of said
stock A, its outer end projecting therefrom and
guiding the splints, as herein set forth for the purpose
SDecifled.

83,149.—Hannah C. Gasecn, Union Vale, IST.

Y.— Plastic Composition.—October 20, 1868.—De-
signed for making imitations of leaves, flowers, &c.,
and can be molded into figures of any shape.
Claim.—1. A plastic composition of flour or starch,

treated substantially as described, in combination
with glue, resin, gum, or other ec[uivalent substance,
as described.

2. The new article of plastic manufacture, substan-
tially as described.

83,150.—Lorenzo D. Gillett, Eochester, and
Henry W. Injian, Detroit, Mich.—Rein Holder.—
October 20, 1868.—A lever is pivoted to a bed-plate
which is secured to the front of the wagon. The
reins are placed between the end of the lever and the

,

bed-plate, and held by the spring pressing against
the lever.

Claim.—The construction of a rein holder, with
bed-plate A, curved lever F, and spring D, arranged
and operating substantially as herein described.

83,151.—John M. Gitchell, Hayerhill, as-

signor to J. F. Morse, North Haverhill, N. H.

—

Seed Planter.—October 20, 1868.—A roller placed in
the rear ofthe covers has bearings in a vibrating frame
which is pivoted to the sides of the hopper. The
feeding slide is reciprocated by a pitman connecting
with a crank on a shaft to which a cone is secured,
which latter is revolved by a belt from a cone on the
roller shaft.

Claim.—For effecting the reciprocating movements
of the slider F, by means of the wheel or roller H, the
combination of the vibratory frame G, the pulleys,

the cranked shaft, and the pitman, arranged with
the slider, the wheel shaft, and the hopper, in man-
ner and to operate with an endless band or chain,
substantially as specified.

83,152.-William Glasgow, Jr., and John G.
Wood, St. Louis, Mo.—Manufacture of Shot.—Oc-
tober 20, 1868.—An annular charcoal fm-nace is ar-

ranged to slide vertically on the outside of the tulje

containing the liquid.

Claim.—I. The method herein described of pro-

ducing shot, consisting substantially in dropping the
metal, in a molten state, through a column of glyce-

rine, oil, or other similar fluid, instead of air.

2. The heating of said column at or near the top,

so that the molten shot shall first impinge upon the
heated portion of the medium and be quickly cooled
by its descent into the cooler portion of the same.

3. The employment of an adjustable heating appa-
ratus, so arranged and operating as to impart heat
to any desired part of the cooling column, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The construction of the cooling reservoir with
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a lateral branch for the withdrawal of the shot, sub
stantially as herein shown and described.

83,153.—Karl Gudenoge, San Francisco, Cal.
—Billiard Table.—Octohev 20, 1868.—The top of the
table is formed of papier mache laid upon the hor-
izontal frame work and secui-ed by glue.

Claim.—The construction of a billiard table by the
arrangement of the longitudinal slats a a, transverse
slats b b, longitudinal rails c c c, and alternate wide
boards or pieces ddd. placed edgewise, and heldby the
transverse bars e e e, or equivalents, substantially
as and for the purpose described, in combination
with the papier mache or pasteboard bed A, ap-
plied and prepared as specified.

83,154.—Jacob Haessel, St. Louis, Mo.—Com-
bined Ploio and Harrow.—October 20, 1868.—Two
adjustable removable harrows are hinged to the
shovel so as to allow their rear ends to be opened
outwardly.

Claim.—The arrangement of the harrows D with
the plow A B, in the manner shown and described.

83,155.—John D. Hampshire, Paper Mills
Post Office, Md.—Com ^arwester.—October 20, 1868,

—Oblique bars gather the corn and present it prop-
erly to the saw. The cut corn is cai-ried on the saw
and kept in position by the reel ; as the stalks in-

crease in quantity a spring bar is forced outwardly
and causes a hook on the discharging bar to engage
with notches in the saw, thus forcing the bar around.
The bow retains the discharged stalks until aU have
been discharged from the saw, and rises as the dis-

chai'ging bar moves back.
Claim.—1. The circular saw or cutter E, perfor-

ated with holes k, and arranged, in connection with
the spring bar O, bar Q, and discharging bar K, to
operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The bow U, connected with the discharging bar
E., and arranged to operate in connection therewith,
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The reel M, in combination with the circular
saw or cutter E, arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the saw or cutter E, reel

M, spring bar O, bar Q, discharging bar E, and
bow U, all arranged to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,156.—T. C. Hendry, Union Point, Ga., as-

signor to himself and E. B. Smith, same place.

—

Auger Handle.—Octo\)Qx 20, 1868.-The lower part
of the socket, in which the auger shank fits, is pro-
vided with ratchet teeth which engage with corre-
sponding teeth on the shank and lock the auger
wlien boring. On the upper side of the socket are
radial notches in which projections on the underside
of the auger head fit when the auger is withdrawn
from the hole.

Claim.—The combination of the socket A, formed
by two tubes, a and b, crossing each other, with the
handle B made adjustable in the socket &, and the
auger shank c, having a ratchet thereon, extending
up through the tube a, and handle B, all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

83,157.-A. L. Hill, Decatur, TXl.—Fastening
for Check Hooks and Terrets.—Ootohev 20, 1868.—

A

screw provided Avith a flat head with the corners
turned up is passed through, aud the corners on the
head pressed into the leather. The terret is made
to fit on the aprow.
Claim.—The screw B, with a flat head, D, having

its corners, a, turned upward, and used for connect-
ing the terret or check hook A, when said terret or
hook is provided with a female screw in the shank,
all substantially as herein shown aud described.

83,158.—Frank A. Hill, Marysville, Cal.—
Seeding Machine.—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—The frame A, provided with the shares
or teeth H, in combination with seed box D, pro-

vided with the toothed shafts E E, rotated in oppo-
site directions from the wheels B B, and also pro-

vided with the fixed and adjustable perforated plates
e e', all arranged to operate in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,159.-George H. Hoagland. Port Jervis.
IS'. Y.—Railroad AccZe.-October 20, 1868 ; antedated
October 10, 1868,
Claim.—A wrought-iron axle, constructed with

steel journal casings, extending about midway into
the eye of the wheel, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

83,160.—John L. Holt, Providence, E. I.—Toy.
—October 20, 1868.—The figures are provided with
swinging limbs which are made to oscillate by the
force of gravity to assume grotesque positions and
motions.

Claim.—1. The toy, consisting of the self-sustain-
ing pendulum ABC, and of the figures or images
E E, having loose-swinging limbs or part E E at-

tached thereto, so that constantly-varying pictures
and positions are produced, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The pins c, when provided with the fastening
arms d, and when secured to the images E, to sus-
pend the limbs F, as specified.

3. The disk D, when provided with a socket, or
with its equivalent, the spring g, and when so ar-

ranged that figures or images E can be easily fast-

ened to and removed from it, as specified.
4. The manner herein shown and described of

fastening the sustaining plates G to the figures E, by
cutting pointed portions h out of the former, ancl
fastening them to the figures as set forth.

5. The manner herein shown and described of sus-
pending the members F from the figures E, by fast-

ening tubes i to the figures, and pins j to the mem-
bers, and securing and arranging all as herein shown
and described.

83,161—B. A. Hopkins, Sodus, N". Y.—Feed-
water Heater for Steam Boilers.—October 20, 1868.

—The feed water and exhaust steam commingle and
travel together in the exhaust pipe a sufficient dis-

tance to bring the water to the boiling point by the
condensation of the steam.

Claim.—The exhaust pipe C c, and cold-water pipe
E, in connection with the tank D df, all cousti-ucted,
arranged, and operating as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

83,162.—Frank M. Horning, East Pike, N. Y.
—Steam Generator.—October 20, 1868.—Compressed
air is forced into the chamber in which the fuel is

consumed aud the products of combustion are forced
into and through the water in the boiler, the cur-

rents being deflected on entering the boiler by wings
which cause a circulation of the water. The ashes
are prevented from entering the boiler by a cap
placed over the openings in the tube conveying the

Claim.—1. The scroll sheets u, in combination
with the fire box A and air vessel B, whereby the air

from the latter is heated before being discharged
into the fire box, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The port J, constructed as described, and con-

taining the fuel box K, in combination with the pipes
L IS", lire box A, aud air vessel B, operating substan-
tially as described, to supply fuel to the fire box.

3.* The hot-air pipe V, having the cap 1 and per-

forations 2, arranged with relation to the furnace A
and pipe F, whereby to separate the ashes from tlu^

heated gases, so that the former will not be forced

into the generator, substantially as herein shown
and described.

4. The arraugement of the hot-air pipe V Avithiu

the water supply pipes, Avhercby the former is pro-

tected by an annular sheet of Avater, substantially as

herein shown and described.
.'). The spiral blades x, arranged as described,

within the generators D E, Avliereby the heated gases
are deflected as they enter the generator, subatau-

tially as herein set forth ajid shown.

83,163.—J. S. Houghton and Charles B. Eees,
Philadelphia, Ta.— Ventilating Fruit Houses.—Octo-
hev 20, 1868.—The heat aud vapors pass from the pre-
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serving chambers through a hollow wall into a ven-
tilated loft.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
open spaces ov lines B, in the walls A. with the pre-

serving room C, andventilated loft D, substantially

as described.

83,164.—Henry Howe, Oneonta, N. Y.—Har-
vester.—October 20, 1868.—Designed as an improve-
ment on his patent of July 15, 18C8.

Claim.—The pinions « 6, hung loosely on the ends
of the countershaft E, and connected respectively
with sliding spring clutches c d, or their equivalents,

and meshing into the internal gearing of the driving
wheels C and D, respectively, the pinion a, on the
opposite side of the cutting apparatus, being smaller
than b, substantially as described, for the purpose of
balancing the strain of the machine, and for allowing
it to cut when it turns a corner, as specified.

83,165.-Amasa Howland, Sandy HUl, K". Y.
— Vat for Cylinder Paper Machines.—October 20,

1868.-^The vat is provided -oith a false bottom ex-

tending nearly across the true bottom. Shelves are
secured to the sides of the vat above the false bottom
which deflect the currents of pulp entering and cause
a horizontal current under the gathering cylinder.

Claim.—1. The construction of my improved vat,
for the purpose and in the manner above set forth
and described.

2. The introduction of the pulpy fluid in such a
manner as to create currents across the under or lat-

eral surface of the gathex-ing cylinder, substantially
in the manner and for the pm-pose above described

83,166.—Bkxjamin Irrgang, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Chimney Cotvl.—October 20, 1868.—The doors are
so arranged that if a cuiTent of air is so strong as to
interfere with the draught they will be closed.
Shields prevent the access of currents of air between
the edges of the doors and the cap, in case of a sud-
den change of wind.

Claim.—A ventilator or cowl, having inclined
sides, with openings, to which are fitted doors,
hinged at their lower edges, and shields projecting
from the cowl at the sides of the doors, all substan-
tiallj' as and for the pm'pose described.

83,167.-Alexander Irwin, Madison, Ind.—
Mode of Putting Up Starch for Use.—October 20,

1868.

Claim.—Forming the wet starch into cubical pack-
ages, of uniform size and equal weight, as a new
process of manufacture.

83,168 D. H. IsEMiNGER, McLean, Ul.-Saio
Filing Machiiie.—Oetohev 20, 1868.—The file-stock
spindle slides in lugs on a swivel which is secured to
a plate having bearings on a longitudinal guide rod.
A small rod secured to the file stock slides through
a plate pivoted on the spindle, and a proper face
inclination is given to the file by adjusting the
plate.

Claim.—The construction and aiTangement of the
bar a, swivel mechanism dee, slotted plate /, guide
rod (J, arm h, and file stock Jc n i, all operating as de-
scribed, in connection with the saw clamps B B, for
the purpose specified.

83,169.—Ralph H. Isham, Brooklyn, ]sr. Y.—
Steam. Generator.-October 20, 1868.—A series of
perforated tubes placed in the furnace above the fire
parallel to the grate bars arc supported at their front
ends l3y a semi-oval tu])e, and at their rear ends in a
box which receives the exhaust steam and distributes
it to the tubes. The steam is difl'used over the en-
tire surface of the fire.

Claim.—The construction and combination of the
box distributer B, and tube C, with the boiler A,
substantially as set forth.

83,170.—John Jackson, Owego, X. Y.— Oar-
riage Spring.—October 20, 1868.
Claim.—The combination of the twist of steel, the

circular arm, the strap or chain for the arm to play
on, the ratchet wheel and lever to adjust or change
the power of the spring to carry either a light or
heavy load.

83,171—W. W. Jacobs, Hagerstown, Md.—
Vapor Burner.—October 20, 1868.—An improve-
ment on his patent of November 5, 1867. The gen-
erator is made adjustable, and non-couduetiug disks
are attached to it and to the screw cap of the wick
tube, so that the flame may be regulated, and the
parts safely handled.

Claim.—1. The annular wooden disk C, secured,
between metallic plates h i, to the generator F, as
herein shown and described, whereby the said gener-
ator may be adjusted without inconvenience from
heat, the heat radiating from the parts E F, not be-
ing conducted by the disk C.

2. The lamp biu'uer, constructed as described, and
consisting of the generator F, perforated at J, wick
tube E, annular wooden disks B C, and metallic
plates hied, all arranged and combined to operate
in the manner and for the pm-pose herein set foitb.

83,172.—Albert Jeffers, Lynn, Mass.—Jlfa-
chinefor Molding, Rounding, and Cha7ineling Soles
of Boots and Shoes.—October 20, 1868.
Claim.—1. The combination, in an organized ma-

chine, of mechanisms for molding and channeling
and rounding a sole, under the arrangement, and for
operation, substantially as herein set'forth.

2. As a means of molding a sole, the combination
of the molding block lo, and the supporting last or
bed X, the former being supported by and swiveled
to the sliding frame b, and operated by the cam
groove u or its equivalent, and the latter provided
with a series of points or spurs b b^, &c. ; the whole
being substantially as hereinbelbre referred to and
explained.

3. For actuating the movements of the sliding
frame b, the combination of the weight or its equiva-
lent, applied as described, with the cam groove and
the tripper s, essentially as explained.

4. In combination with the cam groove and trip-
loer last mentioned, the employment of the deflector
n\ applied and operating in nianner and for the pur-
pose as before explained.

5. For effecting the alternate movements of the
screw, and as a consequence the reciprocating move-
ments of the bed, the employment of the two semi-
clutches h^ /i2, operating in connection with a collar,

g^, revolved by the endless belts k^, l^, and adjusted
and controlled by the shipping bar m^ and its ad-
juncts, for the pm-pose as hereinbefore referred to
and explained.

6. In combination with the last described arrange-
ment of parts, the employment of the locking bolts r'\

actuated by a suitable device, the purpose of such
bolts being as before explained.

7. The head stock of the machine, as composed of
the segmental dovetailed block s^, the supporting le-

ver plate or carriage t^, the i)late or carriage v'^, the
swiveliug plate x', the carriage z^, and the tool car-
rier g"^, under the general combination and arrange-
ment as before alluded to and described.

8. The mode of applying the carriage z^ to the
swiveling plate x^, before described, that is, by means
of the coiled springs a^ a^, applied to the shaft, as
explained, the latter being provided with the lever
or handle, in manner as before set forth ; and, in com-
bination with the springs a^ a^, shaft c^ and handle
e'^, the employment of the bent spring i^, in manner
and operating as before explained.

9. Applying the cutter head n'^ to its supporting
carriage, in such manner as to turn it into a vertical
position, or to remove it from contact with the bed
X essentially as described.

10. In combination with the swiveling plate x^,

the cmploymeut of the friction rollers y^ y2^ for the
purpose of maintaining the cutting knife k^, parallel

to the edge of the bed x, as before explained.

83,173.—"WiLLLAM H. Johnson, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Screio Socketfor Brush Handles.—October 20,

1868.—The cast screw socket has knife-edge ribs,

which, as the socket is driven into the block, are
forced into the wood, and with a flange around its

front end, having ears for screws, is thus fastened to
the block.

Claim.—A cast scr£w socket having a flange a,

ears c c, and longitudinal ribs c, to be inserted in the
body of the brush, substantially in the manner herein-
before described, and for the purpose specified.
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83,174.—Samuel D. KiirBLE, Allegheny City,

Pa.

—

Carriage Brake.—October 20,1868.—A' circu-

lar disk attached to a notched wheel is pivoted to the
hub, two levers being so arranged that their ends
near the hub catch into the wheel, and are operated
by and in connection with two levers parallel to the
pole, and connected with a vibrating lever, having
a strap with ropes passing through a guide attached
to the tongue of the wagon.

Claim.—The disk A and notched wheel A^, with
the levers B and B', when connected with the hub A
and axletree E, as described, in combination with
tlie crank lever D, levers C and C, straj) E, cords E'
and E^ and neck yoke G- with its devices, when con-

structed, combined, and arranged, substantially as

herein described and for the piu'pose set forth.

83,175.—Jesse B. Kurtz, Davisburg, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—October 20, 1868.—The center

tine is formed of two pieces fastened together by
screws through cross blocks, in the slots of which
runs up and down a bar connected to the points in-

side the tine, which is operated by a lever, a knife

being substituted when desired for the point of the

tine.

Claim.—The center tine A, provided with side

tines C C, in combination with the knife H, con-

structed substantially as shown and described, and
operating as and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,176.—Egbert S. Laird and William E.
Stone, Sandwich, 111.—Bain-water Cut-off.—Octo-

ber 20, 1868.—The water-spout is inserted and hinged
into a pipe which moves on a curved slide with an
opening, and which is slid back and forth on a plate

having under it nozzles to which pipes are fixed to

direct the water, by moving the joint from one open-

ing to another in the plate.

Claim.—The com.bination and arrangement of the
hinged pipe C. slide D, and flanged plate E, provided
with two nozzles m m, all constructed, arranged,

and operated for a direct lateral movement, in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

83,177.—Isaac Lamplugh, Peoria, Hl.—Method
of Welding Tires.—October 20, 1868 ; antedated Octo-

ber 3, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the tire A, provided
with a \/-shaped notch at each end, within which
is inserted a dismond-shaped plag, B, which is

welded to and forms a part of the tire, in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

83,178.—Charles E. Lang, of Venedy, 111.—

Fruit Gatherer.—Octoher 20, 1868.—Eigid hooks are

fixed to a head piece at the end of a long pole, and
below them is a sliding head, with hooks, actuated

by a sliding rod, so that on being closed up against

the rigid hooks they can both be inserted between
the branches, and when separated, while the branch
is held back by the rigid hooks, the fruit pulled off by
the others drops into the sack below.

Claim.—The combination of the head piece A^,

hooks a, sliding headC, hooks c, guides B, operating

handle E, and pouch B, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

83,179.—Edwin S. Lavtrence, Worcester,
Mass.— Manufacture of Card Clothing. —October

20, 1868.—In a back, made of layersof paper pressed

together and moistened, are set card teeth alternately

on either side, which, forced in, cause a bulge to be

formed around each, and when dried, serve as sup-

porting gums.
Claim.—1. Card clothing, made or composed ot

a series of teeth set in paper backs. A, in a moistened

state, and then dried, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

2. Card clothing, made or composed of a series of

teeth set in wet or moistened paper backs, and then

the sides of the backs subjected to pressure while

the drying operation is completed, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

3. Card clothing, made or composed of a series of

teeth, C, set in moistened or -vv^^t paper backs, in the

manner above described, whereby the teeth are sup-

ported by elevations or gums, b, substantially as

shown in the drawings.

83,180.—WilliamLedlie and George L. Gray,
Jefferson, lll.-Hand Seed .Drill.—October 20, 1868.
—Inside of the hopper is a feed roller with ai-ms, by
which the seed is carried to the V-shaped opening-
having slides, and through a funnel into a tube con-
nected Avith the furrow opener.

Claim.—1. The combination ofthe oscillating seed
hopper C, having the feed roller E therein, with the
tube c, having the funnel d attached, and the furrow
opener D, all constructed and arranged substantially
as described.

2. The V-shaped opening in the hopper, with the
slides/ and i, arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

83,181.—Stephen E. Lewis, Eockford, 111.—
Turning Lathe.—October 20, 1868.—The tool rest re-

ceives an up-and-down motion by means of a rack
operated by a pinion upon the same shaft with the
segment wheel.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

tool rests E and I, with the cutting tools secured
thereto, with segment wheel K, and pinion K', and
racks J and L, the whole constructed substantially
as described, and operating as and for the jpurpose
set forth,

83,182.—John Lightfoot, Lower House, near
Bernley, England.

—

Printing Certain Textile Fabrics
and Tarns.—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. As novel, the making of blue and
green colors from this and the previously-described
solutions, in such a manner that the indigotine re-

mains combined or mixed with such a small propor-
tion of tia that none, or nearly none, is fixed in the
fiber, by the subsequent processes, and consequently
that there is no tin lake found with the dye-stuff, to
spoil the purity of the blue and green.

2. I am aware that carbonate of potash has, most
probably, been used to fix fast blue and green made
with indigo and tin, but I am not aware that it has
been used to fix aluminous and ferruginous mordants
at the same time, and I therefore claim the use of car-
bonate of potash lor fixing simultaneously indigotine
colors and mordants intended for dyeing.

3. I am also aware that alkaline silicates have been
used to fix mordants intended for dyeing, and that
even they have been proposed to be used cool, and
stronger than in the usual way of using them as cow-
dung substitutes ; but what, to the best ofmy belief,

has not been done is the simultaneous fixing of ordi-

nary mordants and indigotine colors by alkaline

silicates, and I therefore claim their use for this pui--

pose, to whatever manner they may be employed

83,183.—Thomas Lodge, l^ew Lisbon, Ohio.—
Shifting Buggy Top.-October 20, 1868.—The front

ends of the frame are fastened to the upper side of a
handle by a screw hook, to which is attached a spiung
lever which is turned by it.

Claim.—The spring 'levers G- G, in combination
with screw hook E, button or head E', handle B,
frame C, standards D, and angle irons E, oa seat A,
all constructed to operate in tlie manner substantially

as described.

83,184.—Obadiah Love, SaxenBurg,Pa.—i^^jce.
—October 20, 1868.—The rails, notched across their

edges so as to lock the panels, are supported by a
single post in the center of each panel, or one each
side of the panels, which are interlocked, their ends
being fastened by hasps and staples.

Claim,.— The fence above described, consisting

essentially of the rails A A, posts B C, hasps 3) D,
and staples E E, all said pai'ts being constructed and
combined together in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

83,185. — Joseph J. Lurvey, North Prairie,

Wi^.—Divider for Harvesters.—October IQ. ]868.—

The loAver arm of the bifurcated cutter, inside and
near its end, has a socket to slip over the shoe, in tlic

rear of which are ears to admit scrcAvs, the upper
arm being curved up, and the inner edges of both

being beveled on the inside, while a vibrating arm
is so pivoted to the cutter as to cause it to cut botli

sides.

Claim.—The described divider, Avhcn constructed
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^%lqo^
of the bifurcated part and the vibrating cutting arm,

the -^-hole being attached and operated substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

83,186.—W. I. Ltman, Springfield, Mass.—
Rotary Steam Engine.—Oetoher 20. 1868.—A liollow

internal cylinder, moA-ed by a piston, witii four arms
jointed centrally, gives motion to the shaft to -sxhich

it is attached, the steam chest being a cylindrical

chamber with ports entering at the curved sides, so

that each arm has in turn the full measure of steam
from the supplv to the exhaust.
Claim.—The arrangement of the ports B and E',

on each side of the chest, with the four-arracd piston

hinged centrally, and headC, substantially as herein

shown and described,

83,187 Stephen Mahurix, Clayton, 111., as-

signorto himself and Wii-LIam Moxtgomery, same
placc.-ltotari/ Cultivator.—OctohQY 20, 18fJ8.—The
outer end of the left-hand shaft, of three toothed
shafts, is connected by means of a crank and inter-

mediate mechanism with a toothed bar fitted in the

rear of a slot, through which the seed is discharged
by a reciprocating motion to the bar from the roller

shaft, being regnlated by a slide attached to the

ti-ame of the hopper, the two harrows being also

jointed to the inclined pendent bars of the draught
pole.

Claim.—I. The rotary toothed shafts C, two or

more, in combination with the reciprocating toothed
bar E, operated from one of the shafts C, substan-

tially as and for the pm-pose set forth.
2. 'The combination of the reciprocating toothed

bar E, with the slot g, in the front sideof thehoi)por
F, and the adjustable slide 7i, attached to the pivoted
fi-ame F^, all arranged substantially in the manner
as and for the purpose specified.

3. The harrows H H, attached by hinges or joints

j j. in combination with the rotary toothed shafts

"and the seed-distributing apparatus, all arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth,

83,188.-H. X. J. Maxsi-ield, Malone, X. Y.—
Piston for Steam Engines.—Oeto\:iev 20, 1868.—The
follower is provided with an upper and lower lip, so

constructed that the upward pressure of the steam
shall be sufficient to exactly counterbalance the
weight of the piston head and rod.

Claim.—The construction of the piston head for

horizontal cylinders, with the projecting lip A and
indentation 'A', near its periphery, whereby to obtain
npwai'd pressure of steam, all substantially as herein
set forth.

83,189.—E. B. Marshall, Atlanta, Ga.— Wheel-
barroiv.—October 20. 1868.—The springs relieve the
handles or shafts of the weight of the load, so that
the load does not have to be sustained by the pro-
pelling po-ner.

Claim.—The springs D, made of wood, iron, steel,

or other suitable material, and attached to vehicles
of any description, substantially as and for the pur-
poses'herein set forth.

83,1 90—E. B. Marshall, Atlanta,Ga.—;S'«a«7:o7i
Indicator.—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—The movable and reversible rim A, when
so aiTanged, with the names of the different stations
inscribed upon it, and in combination with a clock,

that said clock will show at a glance when the tiain
or conveyance is due at any or all stations on the
road, substantially as and for the pui-pose herein set

forth.

83,191.—James Mautix, Jersey City, assignor
to Hkxry Martix, Keyport, X. 3 .—Brick Machine.
—October 20. 1868.—The molds are brought under
the lioppers by a roller situated crosswise above tlie

frame, and carried by pivoted vibrating bars, con-
nected by rods with "arras on a rock shaft, which
latter has a crank arm on a pin catching into the
pawl ])ivoted to a lever.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
rnck shaft 'E^, spring pawl H, lever D"^, and G, and
rods or connections h C*, with the lever 1, substan-
tially as shown and described for the purpose set
foith.

83,102.—Igkace Mathei, Antwerp, Belgium.—
Apparatus for Storing Petroleum. — October 20,
1868.—Two rows of posts allow barrels to pass be-
tween them, thick boards being attached by metal
cross ties, forming planes inclined each one oppo-
sitely to the next above or below, and side strips
preventing lateral displacement, while half circles
aid tlie passage of the barrel's from one incline to
another.

Claim.—1. The herein described method ofstoring
or warehousing petroleum, mineral oils, and other
liquids, by the employment of a series of inclined
planes, arranged in a reservoir or basin of water,
substantially in the manner shown and set forth.

2. An apparatus for warehousing petroleum and
other like liquids, constructed substantially in the
manner herein specified.

83,193.—Herrman Mauch, Providence, R. I.—
Pnstrumentfor Attaching Buttons to Fabrics.—Oc-
tober 20, 1868.—A sliding die in the upper jaw is

operated by a spring to produce the required pres-
sure, another spring operating between the jaws to
force them apart, and as the pincers close, by an
end thrust, the button or hook is held while its spurs
are jiressed into the leather.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a spring, B, with
a side opening in the jaw. operating substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the sliding die C with its
spring E and the spring B, substantially as de-
scribed.

83,194.—Edward Mayxard, Tarrytown, X. Y.—Double Barreled Fire-arm.—Octobex 20, 1868.

—

The barrels are passed through a double ferrule, or are
hinge jointed, one being allowed to play freely, while
the other is secured to it, the ferrule" or the ends
may receive a staple, the arms of which are fixed in
a recess in the other barrel, one being rigid, the other
free to play in it.

Claim.-^Tvi'o or more separate gun barrels, so
united and attached together, by means of a project-
ing ring, plate, staple, or other equivalent device,
firmly secured to one barrel, and embracing or enter-
ing the adjacent barrel, or a lug or plate projectin"-
therefrom, as to allow any one of them to expand
and contract longitudinally, independently of the
otlier, without changing or afi'eeting the relative
position of their axes, substantiallv as herein set
forth.

83,105.—William A. Midbletox. Harrisburg,
Va.—Bracket and Rack.—October 20, 1868.
Claim.—The combination of the bracket S M B

with tiie two series of arms a a' b b' c c' d d', with
or without the hooks, as and for the purpose speci-
fied,

83,196.—James Montgomery, Croton Landing.
X. Y.—Beam and Girder.—October 20, 1868 : ante-
dated October 10, 1868.—The beam is so constructed
that the principal weight of metal will be located in
points where the chief tensile and compressive forces
will be sustained. Additional beams may be secured
together by bolts passing through their webs.
Claim.—I. A beam or girder, formed with heads

A A, connected, by converging shoulders C C, to a
Avcb E. which tapers from l)oth heads toward its

mid-width or transverse center, substantially as and
for the purpose explained,

2. Jointing together two or more of my im-
proved beams, in substantially the manner herein

described, so as to make them mutually support each
other.

3. The flanges D, for supporting the flooring F, in

the manner specified.

4. In combination with a beam or girder, con-

structed as set forth in the first clause, the bolt or

key H h, applied and operating as explained.

83,197.—Peter Mougey, MarshaUsville, Ohio.

—Farm Gate.—October 20, 1868.—The gate plate,

witli a small motion, sets over the main gate })03t,

and is coiinected by rods with the crank parts of the
carriage levers, a rod hung on the post having on
the lower end a crank inserted into the plate, being
provided at its upper end with a double crank setting
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around the post, and attached by a rod to the arm on
the gate latch.

Claim.—1. The operating gate plate M, -vrhen con-
strncted with a central hole, of the same shape and
nearly the same size as the cross section of the gate
post C, and used around said gate post, and in
combination -n-ith the rods L K and carriage levers

I I', J J', substantially as for the pm-pose herein
specified.

2. The peculiar arrangement and combination of

the latch E with arm F, the rod G-, double crank
rod d H &, and gate plate M, the several parts being
constructed and arranged as shown, and used in

combination with the gate C A B D, and latch post P,
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

83,198.—J. W. Neal and A. J. Truxell, Big
Lick,Va.

—

Cockle and Garlic Separator.—October 20,

1868 ; antedated October 9, 1868.—An impro-scment
on his patent of July 16, 1867. The cylinders are ad-

justed at any angle' and so arranged that the lower
ends may be inclined more or less" to suit the kind of
gTain which passes from the hopper over or between
their sides and slides down, while the cockle and
garlic are caught in the holes or recesses.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cylinders B B,
having perforated metal faces, upon the frame A, in
such a manner that one end of each cylinder is ele-

vated above the other, so that the grain will pass
from the hopper C down in between the cylinders,
and pass down the inclined plane thus formed, all

constructed and used as specified.

83,199.—John ISTorris, Mount Pleasant, Md.—
HotAir Attachment to Cooking Stoves.—October 20,

1868.—The oven door has a deep bay, from the top of
which projects a short tube or collar, on which rests

a pipe covered by a cap, while another cap covers
the collar, when the pipe is detached from it.

Claim.—As an attachment to a " ten plate" stove
the oven door, constructed with a bay, E, and collar

E', and having connected therewith the pipe F, pro-
vided with the caps e m, the whole operating in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

83,200.^TosEPH Parkin and James H. Smith,
Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Machine for Molding Sheet Metal
Window and Door Caps.—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—The adjustable auxiliary roller K, rollers

C C, adjustable stauciards B, and guide L, all com-
bined and arranged to operate in the manner as and
for the purpose s"et forth.

83,201.—Louis J. Parsons, IS'cav Bedford, Mass.—Mode of Binding the Edges of Rein Holders.—Oc-
tober 20, 1868.—Flanges on the metallic frame pre-

vent the rein holes from tearing out at the corners.
A clasp on top of the frame secures the flap coverbig
to the front of the rein holes.

Claim.—The metallic frame B^ for binding the
edges of the ''rein holes" in carriage boots and horse
blankets, and securing the flap wliich covers the
front of rein hole in boots, made and applied substan-
tially in the manner shown and described.

83,202.—Louis J. Parsons, ]N'ew Bedford, Mass.—Adjustable Mosquito-bar Frame. — October 20,

1868.—The mosquito-bar frame is made with knees
which slip into ferrules of which the short ones are
secured by nuts, and the long ones screwed on with
spiral springs, a handle being provided by which to

put it in or take it out of the window frame.
Claim.—A metallic mosquito-bar fi-ame, in com-

bination with springs and screws, as herein set forth
and described, for the purpose specified.

83,203.—Louis J. Parsons. ISTew Bedford, Mass.
—Whip Socket—OctohQY 20, 1868.—The socket is

made in longitudinal sections, joined at their lower
ends, or to a bottom piece, by springs or hinges, and
held at top by an elastic band.
Claim.—Making whip sockets in longitudinal sec-

tions, connected together at the bottom by springs
or hinges, and held together at the top by an elastic

baud as herein set forth and described.

83,204.—Louis J. Parsons, Xew Bedford, Mass
—Thill Guard.— October 20, 1868.—The metaUic

guard is firmly secured to the thill, and curved over
the axle, so that if the coupling break, the thill will
be held to it.

Claim.—The metallic safety guard C, for thills of
carriages, constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose set forth and described, and
applied in any practical manner.

83,205.—Louis J. Parsons, New Bedford, Mass.—Mode of Fastening Apron Hooks to the Dasher
Falls of Carriages.—Oetohev 20, 1868.—A metallic
clasp is so bent as to form a loop for the eye of the
" apron hook," and has lips upon its back, by which
the clasp is secured to the " fall."

Claim.—Securing hooks or rings to "dasher-falls"
by metaUic clasp B^, substantially in the manner de-
scribed.

83,206.-Tarnall Eakestrow, "Whitehouse,
Ohio.—Pio t().—October 20, 1868.—The point, which,
witli the cutter, is made of one piece of steel, forms
a continuation to the landside and standard, being
attached thereto by a bolt.

Claim.—The point F and cutter G, in- combination
with standai'd C, substantially as set forth.

83,20r.—Abram Eeese, Pittsburg, :Pa.—Roll-
ing Horseshoe Blanks.—October 20, 1868.—A pair
of cylindrical rolls is provided with collars and
grooves, prints and creasers, and in ])arts flattened
or cut away so as to roll the blanks in continuous
bars from suitable iron bars run through them.

Claim.— 1. Dispensing with the collar on the
rolls, which, in machines heretofore made, confine
the inner edge of the shoe blank, by arranging the
prints i i, one or more, and collar b', on a smooth-
faced roll A', and without any confining collar, in
the manner shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the part collar d and prints
e alternately with each other, on the face of the roll,

and opposite to the full collar b, so as to limit the
spread of the iron at the heel parts of the blank or
bar, and, at the same time, permit the free spread of
the iron over the prints e, at and near the toe parts
of the blank or bar, substantially as hereinbelbre set
forth.

83,208.—C. L. PvEHN, Philadelphia, Va.—Ma-
chinefor Soldering Sheet-metal Boxes.—October 20,
1868.—The boxes are placed, one at a time, upon the
disk, with their lower edges immersed in the solder
thereon ; the oi^eration is completed by holding tliem
there an instant and then removing them.

Claim.—The concave disk F, arranged to revolve
above a series of gas burners, or equivalent heaters,
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

83,209.-0. L. Eehn, Philadelphia, Va.—Ma-
chine for Making Metal Boxes.—OcidbQv 20, 1868.

—

The operation of this machine is similar to that de-
scribed in the English patent of W. E. Gedgci, June
28, 1866. The hinging of the fram.e facilitates the
changing of the cylinders, and enables them to be
readily turned to an upright position. The adjusta-
bility of the several parts adapts tlie raachiue for the
manufacture of boxes of dift'ereut sizes.

Claim.—1. Hinging the machine at a a, so that it

maj' be turned to either a vertical or horizontal posi-
tion, for the purpose described.

2. Tlic standard p, rendered adjustable upon the
frame of the machine, as described, so that its levers
J and K may be adjusted to suit the size of tlie cyl-

inder upon which they are caused to bear.
3. Tlie lever K, with its spring iaud blade u, when

operated by the lever J, as described.
4. The bar I, secured to the frame of the machine,

and rendered adjustable upon the same, in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

5. The adjustable flanged guide blocks m m, for
the purpose .specified.

6. The lever H, when actuated by a spring k, as
described.

83,210.—Daniel C. Ripley, Birmingham, Pa.—
Manufacture of Glassware.—October 20, 1868.—Tlie
object is to obviate the waste that usually occurs in
tlie manufacture of glass stoppers and otlier small
articles owing to the surplus of glass left in the press-
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iug fount, after the quantity necessary for the articles

to'be manufactured has been forced therefrom.
Claim.—The construction of a compound mold for

making articles of pressed g-lassware, substautiaUy
as described, in -which the pressing fount shall itself

be a mold, and shall, at the same time, be connected
by a sprue or sprues with another mold, or with other

molds, for forming the same or other articles of glass-

ware,

83.211.—Ezra EiPLET, Troy, :N". Y.—Toy Pistol.

—October 20, 18G3.—The striking lever, being re-

leased by the trigger, derives a" forward impulse
from the 'belt spring, and acts percussively upon the
projectile, either directly or through the medium of

a follower.
Clai7n.—l. The combination of the striking lever

A, belt spring B, and stud or support, C, for tlie belt

spring and lever, with the stock D E and barrel or
projectUe holder E, with or -n-ilhout a sliding fol-

lower, G, therein, all constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. The combination of a trigger catch, H, striking

lever A, belt spring B, stud CC stock D E, and pro-

jectile holder E, with or without a follower therein,

all constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as herein described.

83,212.-William Eoemer, Xewark, X. J.—
Traveling Bag.—Octohev 20, 1665.—The staples hold
together the hinged jaws of the frame, at or near
their ends.

Claim.—A frame for traveling bags or valises be-

ing bulged at n and m, to form, in combination with
plates iTand iv. attached on the under side, recesses
or bearings for staples A or B, to relieve the lock
from straiu, as described, constructed, and ai-ranged
as herein specified.

83.213.— Bexj.oiiN D. Saxdees, Wellsbnrcc,
W. Va.—Attf.-October 20, 1868.-The nut, whexi
entirely screwed in, has a tendency to press inward,
or toward the bolt, the particles of the object through
which the bolt passes. The eftect is to support the
bolt laterally and prevent the nut from working loose.

Claim.—A metallic nut for scrCAV bolts, having a
concave or conical depression in the lower f-ace,

around the eye, substantially as and for the pmpose
described.

83,214.—Bexjajiin D. Saxdees, 'Wellsbm-g W.
Va.-A'M^—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. A metallic nut for screw bolts, having
a body, of square or other polygonal shape, with a
cylindrical collar on its lower face, and a conical or
concave depression around the eye, substantially as
hereinbefore described.

2. A metallic nut for screw bolts, having one or
more recesses or steps around the eye, with a con-
cavity or depression on its lower face, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

83,215.—D. ScHiLLiXG. Brooklyn.N. Y.— TTrtfer

Closet.— Octohev 20, 1868.- The depression of the
seat causes the partial rotation of a roller in the hop-
per above, the etfect being to discharge into the ex-
crement receptacle, or chamber smTounding the
same, a quantity of disinfecting material.

Claim.—A water closet, privy, or other seat, when
provided with a receptacle or receptacles for a deo-
dorizing or disinfecting agent or agents, in combina-
tion Avith an ai'rangemeut of mechanism, substan-
tially as herein described, by which snch disinfect-
ants can be discharged into the chamber or space
about the bowl, &e., or into it, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

83,216.—BEXJA5IIX E. Shaffer, Dayton, Ohio,
assignor to himself and "Willia.m K. Touxg, same
place.—5^a.-i/2<7.—October 20, ISGS.—The feet of the
occupant rests upon the treadle, and as he extends
his limbs, the swing moves forward. The backward
movement is effected by the weight of the person.

Claim.—The permanent arms E E, the pivoted
arms D D, and treadle E, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as described, and foi-'the

pm-pose specified.

83,217.—Thomas J. Sheaes, Tpsilanti, Mich.—Carriage Spring.—October 20, 1868.-Subsidiary
or strengthening springs are introduced between the
bends of the spring proper.

Claim.— The combination of the springs in the
form described, composed of the coil springs E, or
rubber springs G. with the subsidiary springs H,
^•heu an-anged substantially as herein "described. »

83,218.—Pius L. Shepler and Samuel L. Ir-
wix, Whitehouse, Ohio.— Wash Boiler. — October
20, 1868.—Ebullition in the boiler causes the water
to ascend in the chambers at the ends : the water
passes thence into tubes which distribute it upon the
clothes, and is then drawn down through the latter

in consequence of the tendency to a vacutun below
the false bottom.

Claim.—The perforated sliding extension tube E,
in combination with the chambers B, the grated false

bottom J, provided with button G-, and the lugs H,
on the boiler A, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The ears C, in connection with the chambers B,
and the pit bottom of the boiler A, substantially as
described.

3. The combination of aU the above-named parts
with the faucet I, when arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

83,219 E. H. St. Johx, Bellefontaine, Ohio.—
Tucking Device for Seiving Macliine.—October 20,

1868.—A gauge jilate is secured to the liiuged handle
and is provided with an extension which guides the
cloth. When operating, the gauge plate rests upon
the cloth and pushes it against" a shoulder, above
which the folding plate is sectired. An adjustable
guide causes the tuck which is just fonned to be fed
in a line jaarallel to the plait which is being stitched.

Claim.—1. The pressure gauge plate C. applied to

the free end of a hinged handle, B, substantially as
and for the pm-pose described.

2. The pressure gauge plate C on the hinged handle
B. in combination'with the folding plate 1), substan-
tially as described.

3. The pressure gauge plate C on the hinged han-
dle B, in combination with an adjustable guide,/,
and a folding plate, substantially as described.

4. The vertically-adjustable gauge j)iate C, con-
structed with an extension guide, cTupon it, in com-
bination with a shoulder, s, and extension guide, i,

formed on base plate, A, and a horizontally adjusta-

ble slide, D, substantially as described.

83,220.^rAiiEs S. Stoxe and George W.
CH.^3rBERLIX.—Eitchburg, Mass.—i?ird IVap.—Oc-
tober 20. 1868.—The bird steps on a platform which
drops and causes a lever to release the end of a
spring to which the end of the loop is secured. The
beveled edges of the case insure the loop catching
above the feet of the bu-d.

Claim.—1. The combination of the case, and its

catch mechanism, with the spring B and noose C,
the whole constructed and operating in the manner
and for the pm-poses above set forth and described.

2. The beveled sm-face J, for the purpose of throw-
ing up the noose C, substantially as set forth.

83,221.—Eichaed Duxx Syjioxs, Johx Teem-
ELLiXG Haery, aud Samuel Stephexs, Grass Val-
ley, Cal.

—

Ore Separator and Concentrator.—Octo-
ber 20, 1868.—A yoke provided with arms is secured
to a half-round s'haft which fits in a corresponding
aperture in the di'iving shaft, so as to be raised and
lowered to stir up the sand. The driving shaft re-

volves in a hollow shaft, aud is actuated by gearing
placed in a chamber beneath the bottom of the ves-

sel. The gearing also actuates hammers which,
striking against the side of the case, cause the heavier
particles in the vessel to fall to the bottom.

Claim.—1. In combination with the pan or tub A
aud chanjber H, the yoke B provided with stirrers

or agitators D D D^'and annular ring D^, or their

equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The hollow vertical shaft E' and driving shaft

E, with a half-round opening, in which the half-round
depending spindle E of the yoke sets, substantially
as described, for the purposes set forth.
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3. The pins L L, on the gear 1 1', which operate
the hammer, the weighted arm M M, and the ham-
mers N IsT, the whole constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

83,222.—John Blake Tare, Fair Haven, Mass.
—Manufactiore of Steel Ingots.—October 20, 1868.

—

The steel while in a liquid state is subjected to pres-

sure in a mold and is formed into hollow or solid in-

gots.
Claim.—Forming a hollow ingot under pressure,

as herein described.

83,223.—John Blake Tare, Fair Haven, Mass.
— Cast-steel Tire.—October 20, 1868. — Two rings
forming the sides of the mold are placed on a bed
and melted steel poured between them. A ring is

placed upon the surface of the steel and pressure is

applied to it by means of a hydrostatic engine.
Claim.—1. The machine for making a compressed

steel car wheel tire, substantially as described.
2. As a new and improved article of manufacture,

a compressed steel tire for a car wheel, made separ-

ate from, and adapted for being shrunk upon, the
central portion of such wheel, substantially as de-

scribed.

83,224.—J"OHN Blake Tare, Fair Haven, Mass.—Steam Engine.—October 20, 1868.—The steam from
the boiler flows into tlie valve chest of the pump,
and is forced from there through a coil of pipes in

the furnace, where it is superheated, into the steam
chest of engine.
Claim.—1. The mode of working an engine by

steam which is reheated after it leaves the boiler,

and when cut off from the boiler by the action of the
pinnp, substantially as described.

2. A piue or pipes leading from a steam boiler to
the valve chest of an engine through a furnace, and
provided with a forcing pump, which is operated by
said engine, substantially as described.

3. In combination with a steam pipe, C, leading
direct from a boiler to an engiiie, and provided with
a cut-off valve, the means foi'taking steam from said
pipe, C, superheating it, and then conducting the
superheated steam to the valve chest of said engine,
substantially as described.

83,225.—FEEDERick TUDOE, Boston, Mass.—
Screiv Bolt.—Ociohar 20, 1868.—The bolt is provided
with two screw threads of different pitches but run-
ning in the same direction. This bolt is used where
ordinary bolts are loosened by vibrations.

Claim.—The within-described screw bolt as an ar-

ticle of manufacture.

83,226.—George Walters and Thomas Shaf-
fer, Phosnisville, Pa.— Wroughl-iron Column.—
October 20, 1868.—Longitudinal skewback bars are
secured to the peripheries of ring bands. Said bars
have grooved flanges to receive the side edges of
segmental bars.
Claim.—An improved wronght-iron or steel col-

umn, of which the shaft is formed by the combina-
tion of the ring bands A, skewback bars B, and
binding bars C, with each other, said parts being
constructed and arranged and joined to the base
and capital, .subistantially as herein shown and de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

83,227.—Mahlon "Warne, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Head Rest.—OatobQv 20, 1868.

Claim..—-The combination of a curved rod or bow,
B, a padded strip, A, secured at the ends to the ends
of the bow, and a strap secured to the bow, and
adapted for attachment to the ceiling of a car, ibr

the purpose specified.

83,228.—Mahlon Warne, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Policeman's ifrtcc—October 20, 1868.—The head is

secured to a rod, which slides in a tubular handle
and is prevented from being withdrawn by an en-

largement on the end.
Claim.—1. A mace, having a rigid handle or stem

of metal and a hollow head of India rubber, or
other clastic material, filled with shot, or its equiv-
alent.

2. The combination of the tubular handle A,
sliding rod B, its head D, and enlargement d.

83,229.—Mahlon Warne, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sabot—October 20, 1868.—A metal plate is secured
to the sole of the boot by a screw at the back, and
a T-shaped strip at the front. A strip of cloth is

passed through slots in this plate, the ends being
properly fastened.

Claim.—1. The T-shaped strip Ic, secured at two
of its ends to a plate. A, and having in the other end
an opening for the reception of a button on the
plate, substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. A strip, D, of cloth, or equivalent fabric, se-

cured to the plate A, in the manner described.

83,230

—

George. E. Weber, Springfield, HI.—
Washing Machine.—October 20, 1868.—A number
of fingei's are secured radially around the dasher,
which latter is attached to an adjustable rod con-
necting with a lever pivoted to a standard on the
tub. A rod catches in the handle when it is neces-
sary to liuse the clothes or let them drip.

Claim.—The combination of standard B, fixed to
the side of the tub A, lever C, adjustable rod D,
rigid fingers E E, used in connection with a com-
mon tub, and so arranged that clothes may be ele-

vated and drained by the fastening device F E.

83.231.— Henry Weston and George C.
Langtrv, Dayton, ISTevada. — Concentrator for
Dressing Ores.— October 20, 1868.—The table re-

ceives a rapid vibratory motion, which causes the
sand and water to be discharged on one side and
the sulphurets at the other side.

Claim.—1. A copper-lined table, D, with a longi-
tudinal depression, O, and imparting to the said
table a rectilinear, alternate motion by means of the
crank pin K, working in the curved slot J, or their
equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The manner of suspending the table to the rock
shaft and adjusting shaft, by the hangers F F,
jointed arms G G, and the beam I, for operating the
said rock shaft, substantially as described.

3. The shackle rod M, attached to the arm L of
the adjusting shaft, for raising and lowei'ing the
edge of the table, and the springs T T, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

83.232.— George D. Woodwoeth, Chicago,
HI.—Stove Grate.—October 20, 1868.—Grate bars of
triangular form, provided with slots, project in-

wardly from the outer rim of the grate toward a ro-

tating center piece. A sharp edge is formed on the
outer rim of the grate, which breaks the coal that
fells between the rim and inclosure of the stove.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rotating, in-

dependent center E, whether provided with teeth d
or not, with a grate, A, arranged to operate sub-
stantially in the manner herein described.

2. In combination with the rotating center E, a
stirrer or flange, H, to operate substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. Constructing the teeth b with slots c, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein
speciiied.

4. Providing the rim A with a wire edge, a, as
and for the purposes shown and described.

83,233.—Calvin Adams, Pittsburg, Pa.—Posi
Auger.—October 20, 1868.—On the front edge of the
arms are placed V-shaped "plows "for loosening
the ground more rapidly than can be done by the
plain edge of the arm.

Claim.—A post auger, with one or more plows,
constructed and arranged on the arms, and operat-
ing suljstantially as and for the i)urpose shown and
described.

83,234.—Levi Adams, Amherst, Mass.

—

King
Bolt and Whiffletreo Flaie for Yehicles.— October
20, 1868.

Claim.—The two plates, constructed, as described,
the one, A, provided with the parallel flanges a a,

semi-annular groove b, and opening c .- the other, B,
provided with the parallel flanges^d d, semi-annular
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ledge e. projection /, tabular pendant g. and reach
;
valve rod L, so as to be operated in their respective

extension h. all airanged and operating as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

S3,235.—Clark Alvord. Courtland. "Wis.—
Drag Bar for Cultivator.—Octobav 20, 1863.—The
cultivator tooth is pivoted to a bolt in a slot in the

lower timber. The upper timber is secured rigidly

at one end and held by a clasp at the other end,

which latter when moved forward increases the elas-

ticity of the upper timber.
Claim.—1. The compound drag bar, as above de-

scribed and shown.
2. The eonstrnctioiL of the cultivator tooth, and

fastening it to the drag bar by passing the bolt

through "the angle, as above described and shown.
3. The mova^ble clasp, in combination with the

drag bar as above described and shown, and for the
purposes above set forth.

S3,236 E. F. Anderson, :5J:ansfield, Conn.—
Outline Map to Teach Geography, tf-c-October 20,

1868.
Claim.—The construttion of an outline map. and

the names of different divisions or parts thereof so

that the said names may be attached or detached,
substantiailv in the manner as herein set forth.

83,237 James S. Baldwix. Xewark, K". J.—
Elevator for Buildings.—October 20, 1S68.—The
platform is secured to one end of a rope which passes
over a puUey and is seeui-ed to the wrist pin of a
crank which receives a regulai* motion through a
spur wheel and pinion. When the crank is on the
center, the platform is at rest and the passengers
step on or off.

Claim.—The automatic elevator, constructed and
applied as and for the purpose set tbrth.

83,238.—W. H. Barrt, Eabbit Elver. Mich.—
Harroic.—October 20, 186S.—The overlapping of the
bars prevents any obstruction from entering be-

tween the ends of the longitudinal bars. The wings
are attached to iron bars having hooks and eyes for

fastening them together.

Claim.—1. The combination of the overlapping
guard bars B and E with the forward ends of the
parts D and A, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The described arrangement of the curved metal-
lic bai-3 C C, and straight bars F. with relation to
each other, the central part A of the harrow, the
wings D. and giiai-ds B E, as herein described, for

the pai-pose specified.

83,239.—JOHX A. Bassett. Salem, Mass.—Ap-
2)araiu~sfor the Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—
October 20, 18G8.—The air is compelled to pass un-
der the surface of a floating perforated disk and es-

capes at the periphery, impregnated with hydrocar-
bon.
Claim.—^1. In an apparatus for carbureting air,

the disk C, made of wood, floating upon the surface
of the hydrocarbon liquid, and pai'tially immersed
therein.*

2. The disk C, having radiating channels formed
upon the under surface, for the purpose substantially
as described.

83,240—J. W. Bates, Glencoe, Minn.—^Baj
Tte.—October 20, 1863.—The cord is passed through
the rear end of the block, then wound around itself,

and then drawn tlirough a slot reaching to the other
hole.

Claim.—The arrangement of the wooden block A,
having the holes a' a^and the slota^, terminating in
the hole a^ with the cord C, all applied to the bag in
the manner herein described and shown.

83,241.—Moritz BaU3Igartex, Jr., Xew Ha-
ven. Conn.

—

Yalre Arrangement for Organs.—Octo-
ber 20, 1868.—An improvement on his patent of Jime
12, ] 806. The sevenil valves, one on each chest, are
attached to a single rod which opens and positively
closes the x^qs.
Claim.—Tho valves PES, in number correspond-

ing to the number of wind chests, constructed in the
manner described, and aiTanged and fixed upon the

chambers, substantially in the manner herein set
forth.

83,242.—HIRA3I Beckwith, Grass Lake, Mich.—Bailioay Switch.—October 20, 1868.—A bell crank
pivoted to the lever is provided with an arm which,
when the switch is in position, fits in slots on the
upper part of the fi-ame, and is held in position by a
pin.

Claim.—In combination with the switch lever C,
the bell crank G. with the weight h and pin i, ar-
ranged substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

83,243.—William Bold. Sheboygan Falls, Wis.—Machine for Dressing Millstones.—October 20,
1868.—A number of pick plates are held in a hollow
block, which latter slides verticaiiy in a holder. A
cap fitting over the pick plates and secm-ed to the
hollow block is struck by a mallet when dressing
while the holder is pushed along on the guide.

Claim.—The combination of the pick-block holder
E and pick block D, having the adjustable pick plates
H and removable cap G, with each other, and with
the adjustable frame A B, substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

83,244.—George C. Bovey, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Brick Machine.—October 20,1868.—An improvement
on his patent of February 29, 1867. The molds are
provided with plungers which have rollers on their
ends in contact with a fixed cam, which latter
imparts a proper motion to the plungers. -The clay
is forced into the molds by the wallowers. and press-
ure is applied by the solid portions of one wheel
coming in contact with the clay contained in the
other. The final pressure is given to the clay by
rollers which revolve in weighted bell cranks.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the pulverizers M
and M' and screen X, in^'combiuation with the mold
wheels B C of a brick machine, in the manner and
for the purposes described.

2. The arrangement of the fixed cam I, having
wings I' 1", and flanges J J', in combination with
a series of plungers, E, having rollers H, and out-
wardy-projecting shafts h, for the object herein
stated,

3. In combination with the mold wheels, having
radial compartments D, and shoulders d, the gxavi-
tating and weighted rollers P and bell cranks p, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

83,245.—E. J. Bo^^-iL4X, Mansfield, li>a.— Wheel
for Vehicles.—October 20, 1868.—One part of the rim
has parallel sides and a V-shaped inner face. The
other part fits over the first part and has a face at
right angles to its sides. The tire, spokes, and the
two paits are held together by the same bolts.

Claim.—1. The tubular rim A. composed of two
parts, constructed and fitted together iu the manner
substnntially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The fla't spokes C, secured to the hollow rim A
by means of the bent ends e, angle plates/, bolts dx,
and grooved blocks g, and to the hub ring D by
means of the cylindrical keys i and chambers h^,
substantially as"herein shown and described.

3. The combination of the rim A, tire B. spokes
C. and the hub, composed of the ring D and box E.
all constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

83,246—Xathaniel L. Bradley and Jonx A.
E\'ARTS, West Meriden, Conn., assignors to Brad-
ley and Hubbard, same place.

—

Gas FLxture.—
October 20, 1868.

Claim.—As an article ofmanufacture, gas fixtures,

the shell or ornamental part of which is foi-med of

two parts of cast metal, one part being provided with
a lip or lips, a, to cover the joint and form a rib, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

83,247.-EiCHARD A. BntGHT, Jr., Providence,
E. I.— C'(V7ffrJI«c^i/ie.—October 20. 1668.—Two non-
elastic rollers revolve in a stationai-y frame and
three in a swinging frame. A follower prevents the
cigar from being formed too long. The header is

prevented from turning by lips fitting under plates
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•which protect the rollers. A cutter trims the end of
the cigar.

Claim.—1. A cigar machine, consisting of the sta-

tionary frame A, carrying rollers B C ; of the swing-
ing frame E, carrying the rollers F G H ; of the
header J, follower L, and cutter O, all made and op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

2. The sliding follower L, fitted to the end of the
spindle D, and made yielding by means of the spring
t, substantially as described, and operating for the
purpose specified.

3. The header J, formed on a pin, p, and having
the lips r, as set forth, for the purpose specified.

4. The cutter O, formed on the swinging weighted
lever ]^, substantially as set forth, the same being
adjustable on- the frame E, as described, for the pur-

pose specified.

83,248.—"WiLLiAii E. Brooke, Trenton, IST. J.—Shutter and Blind Operator.—October 20, 1868.

—

A worm wheel attached to the sill actuates a toothed
wheel which is secured to an arm, the end of the lat-

ter being fastened to a bar which slides on a dove-
tail plate secured to the shutter.

Claim.—The worm gear C D, arm E, slide F, and
slide bar G-, dovetail b b, or their equivalents, when
constructed, arranged, and combined substantially

as and for the purposes herein described.

83,349.—Conrad Brown, ISTew Albany, Ind.—
Compound for the Cure of Dropsy.—October 20,

1868.— Composed of crab cider, horse radish, sea
onions, parsley root, garden radish, huckleberries,
watermelon seed, green and black tea, and lungwort.
Claim.—A compound, or medicine, composed of

the above-mentioned ingredients, and used substan-

tially as and for the pm'poses herein set forth.

83,250.—H. BucHTER, Louisville, Kj.—Chair
/Seat.-October 20, 18C8.—The canes are closely in-

terwoven and the ends inserted in grooves formed
in the upper surface of the frame and are held by
strips attached to the frame so as to overlap and
bend the canes into the grooves.

Claim.—The combination of the bent canes B,
grooved seat A, and strip C, as herein described,

for the purpose specified.

83,251.-John H, Bdrtis, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Wash Boiler.—October 20, 1868.—Removable divis-

ion plates are applied on the inside of the boiler to

support the clothes and to form circulating water
ways beneath them and the wash boiler.

Claim.—The removable plates e /, applied to a
wasli boiler, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

83,252.—WiLLARB E. Bush, Damascus, Pa.—
Car Coupling.—October 20, 1868.—Two springs,

with shoulder's, are attached to the coupling pin, in
the hole of which is a recess with a lip. As the pin
is pushed down, the springs are compressed, but
having passed the shoulders, expand and catch un-
der the lip.

Claim,.—Tlic springs d d, with their shoulders //,
and tliclip It, on the draAV head, substantially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described, in

combination with a draw head of a car coupling.

83,253.—^sTATFrANiEL L. Chamberlain, Boston,
Mans.—Hand Stamp.—Octohev 20, 1868.—The sad-

dle wliich carries the type wheels markiug the year,

month, and day, has a handle for turning them, and
flanges, with screw holes, by which the die plate is

secured ; the hollow plunger being upheld iu a sleeve

by a spring, and the wheels kept in place by spring
pins.
Claim.—I. The combination, with a die in a hand

stamp, of tln-ec type wheels of equal diameter, each
provided with exposed figures or letters upon tlieir

sides, substantially as and for tbe purpose set forth.

2. Securing the saddle or typo wheel holder to the

plunger by ineans of a screw bolt, substantially as

and tor the purpose specified.

3. Constructing the saddle or type holder witli

flanges i i, as and for the purpose described.
4. The type wheel n, provided with figures upon

its side, when the said wheel is constructed and ar-
ranged between two wheels of equal diameter, as
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The type wheels m and n, when the same are
constructed and combined together, as and for the
purpose described.

6. The arrangement whereby one detent serves to
secure in position two of the type wheels, as speci-

83,254.—Charles F. Chambers, Hutsonville,
111— Washing Machine.—October 20, 1868.—A se-
ries of concave, corrugated, and yielding fingers,
each having a pin encircled by a spiral spring, is

hinged by a bolt to the yielding frame, the front edge
of which is upheld by spiral springs, its rear edge
resting on the tank bottom. Arms and a pin of
vibrating rubbers are hung to a frame, aud the pres-
sure is adjusted as required.

Claim.—1. The peculiar construction of the said
board, namely, the inclined and yielding frame D,
supported in front on springs E, and at back on or
near the tub bottom, and having hinged to its front
and upper edge the series of concave, corrugated,
and yielding fingers G-, whose lower ends are sup-
ported on springs I, in combination with a vibrating
rubber.

2. The yielding and swinging frame K, having the
double rubber L L', and handle P, in combination
with a yielding, concave board, substantially as set

forth.

83,255.—Lewls S. Chichester, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Grain Brier. — October 20, 1868.—Vertical air

tubes, passing through the grain, and tlieir upper
ends being a little above it, have their lower ends
near the bottom of the grain spaces, the warm air

blowing it through the tubes to the upper part and
drying it.

Claim-.—A gi'ain drier, formed with air tubes run-
ning through the grain space, and open at both ends,
substantially as specified, whereby a current of air

causes a circulation of the mass of grain during the
drying operation, substantially as set forth.

83,256.—T. M. Cluxton, Rising Sun, assignor
to himself and George B. GtARLINghouse, of iSTorth

Madison, Ind.

—

Head Block for Carriages.—October
20, 1868.—In a groove in a shank of the T-shaped
head block is imbedded the front end of a reach hav-
ing a supporting plate, on which reach, and in the
recesses of the shank, side braces are secured by
bolts.

Claim.—In the T-shaped head block A B for car-

riages, the combination of the recessed extension
arm B with tlie supporting plate D, and bi-aces E E,
arranged as herein described and set forth.

83,257.—A. V. Conklin, Bennington, Ohio.—
Beehive. — October 20, 1868. — The hive is placed
obliquely to tlie platform of a frame, its upper sides

being hinged to the case, the vertex of which coin-

cides with that of the comb frames, the honey boxes
being placed upon and in connection Avith them by
bee passages cut in their sides.

Claim.—1. The square or angular ease B, folding

roof or doors D, when said case is elevated upon the
vertex of the angle of its sides, in the manner as

and for the purpose specified.

2. T'he angular frames F, when arranged within
the case B, so tliat the vertex of the angles of said

frames shall coincide with the vertex of the angles

of the case, in the manner and for the purpose sot

forth.

3. The honey boxes G G', frames F, doors D, and
case B, combined and arranged, in relation to each
other, in the manner and for the purpose substan-

tially as described.

83,258.—William Conway, Rushville, :sr. Y.—
Seat Lock for Carriages.—October 20, 1868.—A bolt,

rigidly attached to tlie scat, is connected to, or dis-

coiinected li-om. the socket fixed to the body, by
means of a sliding key, so that the seat may be put
on or olf at pleasure.

C'toim.—The bolt 6', provided with the tongue b",

in combination with the sliding key c aud the socket
a, as and for the purpose set forth.
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83,259.—Wn.LiAM Custer, Shannoudale, Ind.—
Cultivator.—Octoher 20. 1868.—Thi'ee or more fin-

gers, joined at one end to a long crooked bar, fast-

ened to the plow beam by a bolt, nut, screw, and
head, form a shield to catch clods or stones thrown
out by the plow, and prevent them from falling on
the plants.

Claim.—A shield or fender attachment to a plow,

constructed and operating substantially as herein

specified, and for the purposes mentioned.

83,260.—G. A. Dabxey, San Jose, Cal.— TTasTi-

ing Machine.—OctobGT 20, 1868.—To the swinging
bars are pivoted the rear ends of the side bars, with
which the grooved rubber is so arranged that it may
turn freely. Eollers are attached to a removable
frame in the tub, and are arranged in a cmwe cor-

responding with that of the rubber block.

Claim.—The reversible rubber G-, constructed as

described, in combination with the side bai-s F,

swing bars D, and removable rubbing platformK L,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the pui-pose set forth.

83,261.— BEXJAinx Darling. Bridgewater,
Mass.—^i« ^?oc/j.—October 20, 1868.—The sliding

jaws inclose the socket shank of the stock, pass be-

low it. and are loosely attached to a lever, the ful-

crum of which is on an arm of the stock, and while

thev have full sliding play, all lateral movement is

prevented by a band on the socket end of the stock.

Claim.—in combination with a bit stock, the

sliding jaws B B, v*-hereby a bit or auger is fastened

to the stock, substantially in the manner herein

shown and described.

83,262.-Keubex B. De Bare, Philadelphia,

'Pa.-Saioing Machine.—Octohev 20, 1868.-A series

of cross-cut saws are so arranged and combined
with a series of racks, pinions, guide plates, lever,

and grooved frame, as to operate with a recipro-

cating motion, the wood being held in a V-shaped
rack.

Claim.—The arrangement of the half-pinion TJ

with its reciprocating double rack T, guide T, with
its adjustable lever G-, grooved frame C, guide plates

D D, and wood racks K K, with their curved rack
lever L. when combined and operating with the ad-

justable cross-cut saws B B, as herein described, and
for the purposes set forth.

83,263.—Charles Decker, Is^'ew Michigan, El.

—Bee House.—Octohev 20, 1868.

Claim.—The bee house, constructed as described,

and divided into compartments a b by the central

partition c, each compartment adapted to receive in

Its lower part the suspended comb frames B E,
above which the ordinary hive D is placed, sup-

ported on slats h, and communicating with the en-

trance g by means of the board h', as herein shown
and descnbed.

83,264.—Ira Dimock, Florence, Mass.—Ap^a-
ratus for Boiling Eggs.—Octoher 20, 1868.—An in-

side cylinder, closed at its lower end. and containing
an expanding fluid, rests on a larger cylinder, leav-

ing an air space between the two. the 'upper end of

the smaller cylinder being closed by a rubber dia-

pln-agm, secm-ed by a cap screwed on the outer case.

Claim.—1. The use, in an apparatus for boiling

eggs, of a fluid, surrounded by a slow heat-conduct-
ing material or air cavity, substantially as described,

in'combination with a bell or other sonorous annun-
ciator, the striking hammer of which is actuated to

strike the same, from the expansion of the said fluid,

all as set forth.

2. The use of a fluid in a case arranged to act, by
expansion, on a piston or diaphragm, which will

transmit movement, so as to release a catch and rin^
a bell, all substantially as shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. An egg-boiling apparatus, when constijucted

substantiallv as herein shown and described.

4. The combination, in an-egg boiling apparatus,

of an egg receptacle, a', of any suitable form, with a
case, b. inclosed by another case, c, to retard the
penetration of heat to a fluid within the inner case,

substantially as described.

83,265.—James Dooling, Boston, Mass.—Jce-
crcavi Freezer.—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. The means, herein described, of coup-
ling the cream holders and beaters to the operative
mechanism, and uncoupling the sam^e, by giving to
the sleeve shafts and the spindles S S a vertical
motion up or down, by means of the lifting bar P
and the levers Q, or theii' equivalents, substantially
as described.

2. The within-described arrangement of mechan-
ism, or its mechanical equivalent, for controlling the
operation of the cream holders and beaters, so that
the cream holders may be made to rotate while the
beaters remain inoperative, or the beaters may be
I'otated while the cream holders remain inoperative,
or both the cream holders and the beaters may be
rotated at the same time in opposite directions, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination, with the two separate trains

of gearing for transmitting the motion of the vertical

driving shaft G to the cream holders and beaters, of
a locking device for each, substantially as described.

4. Forming the interior of the ice tank so that its

surface shall be approximately concentric to the ex-

terior of a group of cream holders, substantially as
described.

5. Mounting the ice tank and contents upon a car-

riage moving on rails, in combination with stationary
driving mechanism, operating substantially as de-
scribed.

6. The guides Z Z and the locking bolt Y, in com-
bination with an ice tank mounted on a canlage,
substantially as described.

7. The central beater wings h 7i, attached to either
side of the beater shaft, and"curved pai'tially around
said shaft, pai-allel to its axis, when so constructed
and applied that a free passage for the cream is left

between its edge and the walls of the cream holder,
substantially as described.

83,266.-JoHX H. Douglass, Meriden, Conn.—
Sash Fastener.—Octoher 20, 1868.—Within the case
is a bolt, with a spring that forces it out, connected
with a follower which receives a spindle, and also
operates a lever forced down by a spring. The case
is inserted into the window jamb, so that the face
plate will be inclined to it, on and between which
and the sash is a roU raised by the lever.

Claim.—The follower F, bolt E, and lever I, com-
bined with the roller L and incline C, when con-
structed and arranged to operate in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described.

83,267.—William G. Duce, Baltic, Conn., and
Albert C. Eddy, Providence, B. 1.—Filling Forks
for Looms.—October 20. 1868.—A portion of the fork,

made of India-rubber, is attached to the metal por-
tion by a socket in which it is screwed, the prongs
being covered near theii- tips with shields of thin
sheet metal.

Claim.—The combination, with the filling fork,

having tines of India-rubber, or other flexible and
elastic material, of the protecting metallic shields c

c, substantially as described.

83,268.—Thojlvs Duttox and Thomas Ma-
GUIRE, Port Jervis, N. Y.—Water Charger for
Pumps.—October 20, 1868.—The charger has two
channels close to and in line -with each other, the
upper one having a coupling seat for the piunp, and
the lower one with another for the well pipe. The
sand is removed through a hole at the top.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the channels b and

c in relation to the body of the charger, as herein
recited.

2. The charger a, with its channels b and c, and
port or hole /, all substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

83,269.—Daxiel S. Early, Hummelstown, Pa.
—Buggy Top Fastening.-October 20, 1868.—The
jointed bars, when depressed so as to occupy a hori-

zontal position, prevent the disengagement of the
parts which secure the buggy top frame to the seat.

Wben the joint of said bai-s'is thrown upward, the
relative positions of the parts are so altered as to
pei-mit the ready removal of the top frame.

Claim.—The jointed bars M, in combination with
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the arm n n and sockets o o, as and for the purpose
described.

83,270.—John S. Fenner, Warren, E. I., as-

signor to INMAN Manufacturing Company.—iieeZ.

—October 20, 1868.—Designed for winding sUk braid
and other threads. By removing a pin, the hinged
arm can be turned inward and the reel contracted so

as to admit of the removal from, or application to, it

of a hank of thread. The pulley answers the pur-
pose of a fi'ame for carrying the reel arms.

Claim.—The hinged arm C, applied and retained
in position, as described, in combination with the
immovable arms C, and the pulley A, all constructed
in the manner and for the purpose described.

83,271.—A. M. Franklin, "W. J. Hastings,
and J. A. Holford, Eising Sun, Ind.

—

Combined
Corn Planter and Shovel Ploiv.—October '20, 1868.

—

By the revolution of the wheel the lever is vibrated
and the bos thereby raised above the bottom of the
hopper, so as to be filled with grain, and then carried
below the hopper where the grain is discharged.

Claitn.—1. The combination of the hopper K,
wheel O, lever N, bar S, and bos T, all constructed
as described, and supported by the cross bar H and
bar I, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. A double shovel plow, in combination with a
movable corn planter, when both are constructed
substantially as herein described, and operating as
and for the pm-poses set forth.

83,273.—Jesse P. Freeman, Dalton, Ga.—Car
Coupling.— October 20, 1868. — The lower hook
usually holds the link, but the upper one catches and
holds it if it jumps out of place. In coupling, the
link may be thrown down from an upright position

by means of the rock shaft, or by the concussion of
the colliding cars, it being held in the upright posi-

tion by the sen-ated arm, in which its toe catches.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of two beaks or hooks

b b', upon a single draw head, in the position rela-

tively with each other, substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of a link, D, having the toe n,

and operating as described, with a rock shaft, E,
supported by the end of the car above the draw head,
and having attached to it a curved serrated arm, I,

and a rope or crank fo? moving it, the whole operat-
ing together in the manner substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

83,273.—Frank Fullerton, "Williamsport. Pa.
—Tonic Bitters.—October 20, 1868.—Wild cherry
bark, gentian root, sweet marjoram, angelica seed,

calamus root, galaugal, cloves, nutmegs, cardamom
seed, orange peel, green paradise, caraway seed, cin-

namon, coriander seed, lavender flowers, Virginia
snake root, ginger root, juniper berries, simple sirup,
and spirits of wine.

Claim.—The within-described compound for tonic
bitters, made of the ingredients and in the propor-
tions as above set forth."^

83,274.—Morgan Gale, San Antonio, Mexico.
—Construction ofPick Axes.—October 20, 1868.—De-
signed to prevent the pick from beco&ing loose upon
the handle.
Claim.—The detachable socket C, constructed with

a base, c', with or witliout the side or brace flanges
c2, in combination with the pick head B, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

83,275. — George Girty, Eainier, Oregon.—
Lubricator for Steam Engines.—October 20. 1863.—
AVhen theiulet ])ipo and the two connected valves

are held down 1)y the Icver and spring catch, the

upper valve is closed, cutting otT commuuication be-

tween the oil chamber and admission tube, and the

lower valve is open, permitting the oil to flow from
tlie oil cJiamljcr to tiie cyliiuler. Upon releasing the

lever the lower valve is" closed by steam pressure,

and then the lever may be raised by baud to open
the upper valve and permit the oil chamber to be re-

plenished.

C7atm.—The two valves L I, pipes B E, oil cham-

ber D, and lever F, all constructed and arranged to
operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

83,276.—John H. Gleim, St. Louis, M.o.—Bind-
ing Mercantile Books.—October 20, 1868.—Consists
in connecting together the copying, bill, or sales-
book and journal, and an arrangement of entiy col-

umns and blank pages in the journal, with a view to
simi)lify the record of the business and lessen the
number of books.

Claim.—The combination of a journal or entry
book, B, with the press copying book A, into one
volume, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purposes set forth.

82,277.—S. A. GooDWEJf, Buffalo, Is^. Y.—Wash
Boiler.—October 20, 1868.—The washing solution,
being heated, is forced upward through the central
tube and then percolates through the clothes to the
bottom. The dirt which separates itself from the
Avashing solution by deposition is retained in the up-
per and lower pans.

Claim.—1. In a wash boiler, the separation and
collection from the washing solution of the dirt dis-

charged from the articles washed, automatically,
by subsidence or deposition, by means of an elevated
pan or pans E, or their equivalents, placed at some
point or points on the line of circulation, as set forth.

2. The plate B, with its two rims and the settling
pan E combined, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

82,278.—S. A. Goodwin, Buffalo, 'S.Y.—'Wash
Boiler.—October 20, 1868.-The washing solution is

carried ixp by the force of heat or steam from a
chamber under the clothes, through the tubes to the
top of the boiler, and. being discharged upon the top
of the clothes, percolates to the bottom. The solu-

tion circulates through filtering chambers which re-

tain the dirt.

Claim.—1. In connection with wash boilers of the
class above mentioned, the filtration of the washing
water automatically, as herein set forth.

2. The inclined imperforated plates D, bars 6',

plates B, and rim f/, combined together, and arranged
Avith the boiler A and pipe or pipes C, substantially
as and for the piu-pose described.

83,279.—H. A. Graef, Brooklyn, "S.Y.—Method
of Destroying Insects in Trees and Plants.—October
20, 1868.

Claim.—The described process of esterminating
caterpillars and measure wonns, consisting in forc-

ing a stream of water, containing chloride of lime,

against the tree in which the insects are found, as
herein shown and described.

83,280.— Martin Haas, New York, IST. Y.—
Cornpoundfor Destroying Insects.—October 20, 1868.

^Honsists of benzine, sulphurous ether, camphor,
and oleum sinapis.

Claim.—The compound admisture in the propor-
tions specified, and for the purpose set forth.

83,281.—F. E. Harbaugh, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Egg Holder.—October 20, 1868.—The instrument is

designed for conveniently grasping and holding hot
boiled eggs.
Claim.—The within-described egg holder, com-

posed of a base. A, two elastic arms, B and B', and
two sections, D D, of a cup, or the equivalent to the
same, the whole being constructed and an-anged
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

83,282.-SamuelHoke, Mount Pleasant, Md.—
C/ii?>mc?/.—October 20, 1868.—The vane, revolved by
the wind, communicates motion to the wire cleaners,

wliich prevent soot from collecting against the sides
of the chimney.
Claim.—I.

" The combination of the self-acting

cleaners M, with the guides K, when constructed
with and operated by means of the vaneN, as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. An iron tubular chimney, in sections, with a fire-

place A, radiator B, reel P, cleaners M, and vane N,
when constructed, combined, and operated as herein
described, and for the purposes set forth.
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83,283. — H. E. Huie, Haywai-cVs, Col.—Gang
PZo I';.—October 20, 18G8.—The frame of the plow is

connected to the crank-axle through the medium of

the plate, which is cast with the cars and boxes. The
axle is used for raising and lowering the plow frame,

and means are provided for adapting one wheel to the

furrow, and for adjusting the tongue.
Claim.—1. Securing the arm e of the axle /to the

axle-tree a by means of the eye bolt i, as shown and
described.

2. The crank bolt q, in combination with, the eye-

bolt r. for adjusting the tongue, as bereiu set iortli.

3. The aiTangement and construction of the plate

I. ears in, and boxes n, which allows of their being
cast as one piece, as herein described.

83,284.—Arthcr James. Redditch. England.—
Envelo2)e/orXcedlcs.—Oeto]:)eT20, 186S.—Atlat tube,

open at both ends, is formed of paper, and provided
with a flap at one end. The tube is folded at about
its middle, and a paper, in which the needles arc
stnck, is inserted within the flap end of the tube.

Claim.—A needle case or wrapper, made from a
blank, formed and folded as herein described, and
illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

83.iSo.—George B. Jenkdcsox, Xewark, 1^. J.—Trii7ik Handle. — October 20, 1666.—The clasps
freely slide back and forth on the attaching plates,

permitting the handle to adjust itself to the hand
when grasped, and resume its extended position
when released.

Claim.—1. The sockets or plates C C. constructed
with the hollow shoulders or elevations a a, with an
aperture or opening between them, an-anged and
operated substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The clasps or plates D D, provided with projec-

tions d d, working in the sockets or plates C C, as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

83,286.—"WiLLL\5i Johnston, Cincinnati, Ohio.
— Windoio Blind.—Oetoher 20, 1666.—The bushings
relieve the slats of friction upon their axial rods, and
prevent attrition at the ends.
Claim.—I. The through cylindrical rod B, fixed

rigidly in the stiles, as an asJe for a slat in window
blinds, shutters, doors, and lower windows or open-
ings to turn upon, substantially as herein described.

2. The mettdlic slat, when formed with a tubular
or hollow spine rtmniug longitudinaUy through the
same, and made to turn^on the said cylindrical rods.

3. The bushings D, when provided with the annu-
lar flange d, adapted to form a washer at the end of
the slat, for the purpose specified.

83,287.—JoHX JuLiEN. Christiansbnrg, assignor
to himself and John F. Horu. Springfield. Ohio.—
Whip Socket.—Ocioher 20. 1668.—The whip is se-

cured in the socket, and reqnii-es a key to release it.

Claim.—A whip socket, constructed with a lock,
D. having a spring bolt. D', and flexible chain C,
notched curved piece C, and spring C^, arranged
to operate in combination, substantially as set forth.

83,288.—Samuel C. Kenaga. Kankakee, El.—
I>umpin(j Platform.—Oetoher 20, 1868.—The wagon
is anchored to the platform so that it cannot back
while the load is being dumped. The main lever may
have its long arm depressed by a "shaft" which is

held down by a hasp when the lever is in a position
to support the platfonn flush with the floor.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of the
floor E. dumping platform C, rods X. and hub rings
y', lever K, shaft S, liasp p', dogs M, lever O, and
trap-door Q, in combination with'posts A, G, and I,

axle D. caps Y, friction roller S', fulcrum L. rest X.
spout T. and bin t', substantially in the manner and
for the pm-poses herein shown and described.

83,289.—Joshua Kidd, ISTew York, N. Y.—Ap-
paratusfor Carbureting Gas.—October 20, 1868.—An
improvement on his patent of March 12, 1667. An
annular projecting lip on the lower part of the car-
bureting vessel reflects the heat against the lower
part of the vessel.
Claim.—1. The combination of interceptei-s. asH

I. or any other suitable form or construction, inter-

posed between the carbm-eting vessel A B and the
bm-ners of the same, to screen the heat from the
lower part of the said vessel, and deflect it so as to
act on or near the surface of the coutaiued oil or
carbureting fluid, all substantially as shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The reflecting lip d, substantially as described,
in combination with the carbureting vessel A B
and iutercepter H I, aU as set forth.

83,290—Lewis King, Oriskany Falls, :JJ". Y.—
Weeding jH'oe.—October 20, 18(58.—The hoe and
shank are formed in one piece and the form is adapted
for working around delicate plants.
Claim.—The weeding hoe, substantially as herein

shown and described, as a new article of manutac-
ture.

83,291—M. C. LONGACRE, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Step Ladder.—October 20, 1868.—A brace is hinged
at one end to legs and is provided with a slotted
metallic plate at the other end which is secured to the
ladder by a button. When not in use the brace is

folded back and held by a button on the legs.

Claim.—The slotted metallic plate b o,"in combi-
nation with the hinged brace D, and buttons d e,

when used in connection nith a step ladder, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

83,292.—Samuel L. Looins, Byron, X. Y., as-

signor to himself and Charles E.'Walter, same
place.

—

Sash Holder.—October 20, 1866.—When the
sash is raised the rollers descend to the bottom of the
recess ; but wiien the sash is lowered the rollers
move up the incline by the traversing of the slide,

and, being compressed into a narrower space, press
the slide againss the side of the frame.
Claim.—The traversing slide B, an-anged in a

groove in the side or edge of the sash, with the mor-
tises D in said groove, with incUned bottoms, and the
rubber or elastic rollers, arranged in the mortises as
described.

83,293—A. J. Lytle, West TTnion, Ohio.—i?w«-
ton-hole Cutter.—October 20, 1868.—A brass plate
secm-edto the upper part of the lower jaw, by a bolt
sliding in a slot in the jaw, acts as a gauge"for the
position of the button-hole.

Claim.—The slotted plate E, in combination with
the slotted jaw B, of a button-hole cutter, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

83,294.—John A. ATackinnon, Cleveland, Ohio.—Holdback for Carriages.—Ocio^oer 20, 1866.—On
reversing the position of the yoke the tongue is

thrown down and the yoke can be released. The
hook is attached to the shaft by a continuous band
which is held by a key.

Claim.—1. The loop F and yoke D, aiTanged at
right .angles to each other, or nearly so, the latter
passing around hook B, and provided with the bar,
having arms E, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The continuous band I, attached to the hook,
in combination -with the key J and shaft A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. "The loop F and yoke D, provided with the cross
bar and arms E, in co'mbination with the hook B and
tongue C, substantially as and for tlie pui-pose set
forth.

83,295.—William R. Malone, Mason City,
West Tivginia.—Safety Valve.—October 20, 1368.—
The fije is checked when the pressure of the steam in
the boiler is greater than desii-ed by the escaping
steam from the safety A-aive being conducted into
the fire.

Claim.—The arrangement of the safety valve B,
exhaust pipe D, provided vdth pii>e connections,
communicating with the furnace, the extension tube
C, and boiler A, substantially as described.

83,296.—John Marsh, Seneca, JR.—Ditching
ATachiiic.—October 20,1668; antedated September
28, 1668.—A shaft provided with a toothed roller

which actuates the slotted apron, receives motion
from gearing on the wheel. By means of a lever the
plow and apron can be raised 'from the ground. A
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shoe prevents the apron from ruFoing on the gi-ound.

A double brace sliding on a guide regulates the in-

clination of the plow.
Claim.—1. The combination of the lever G, shaft

P, roller H, and apron I, with the lever L, plow K,
apron frame J, and shoe M, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

2. The combination of the wheels C C, frame A,
beam K, double brace N, guide O, and brace P, sub-
stantially as and for the pm*pose described.

83,297.—Henry Martin, Keyport, IS". J., as-

signor to James H. Kenick, Eew York, N". Y.

—

Brick Machine.—Octohcv 20, 1868.—The end plates

are pi essed against the end surfaces of the press
box by the -clay acting against the underlapping
edges of said bar, thus preventing the escape of

clay up past the end of the plunger. The turn
buckle increases or diminishes the throw of the
pusher.

Claim.—1. The plunger I, constructed in sections,

essentially as described, by combining, with the
main plate or body of the plunger, loose end bars,

r r, and a front plate or bar u, adjustable, relatively

to the main body, substantially as and for the pur-

pose or purposes herein set forth.

2. The application to the rod O, to which the
spring hook is attached, of the turn buckle TJ, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

S3,'^98.—F. S. McWiiORTER, St. George's, Del.—
Grain Weighing and Tallying Machine.—October
20, 1868.—The bag rests on a support pivoted to one
end of a steel rod, which latter is secured to plates

to which the choking plate is attached. "When a
proper quantity of grain has entered the bag its

weight causes the support to drop and the chokingi?

plate obstructs the farther passage of the grain.

Claim.—1. The sleeve V and choking plate W, or
the equivalent thereof, in combination with the steel-

yard J, weight K, sack holder L L T, and spout A,
all substantially as shown and described, aud for the
purpose set forth.

2. The steelyard arm J, having a rigid connection
with the choking plate W, and loose connection
with the sack holder L L T, or its equivalent, all

substantially as and for the purpose shown and de-

scribed.
'^. The sack holder L L T, or its equivalent, in

combination with the steelyard arm J , weight K,
aud spout A, for the purpose of thrusting in a plate,

W, to shut off the flow of grain, substantially as
shown and described, aud for the general purpose
set forth.

4. The band Q and clips//, substantially as shown
and described, in combination with the plates L, all

as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The catch lever h and spur wheel d, constructed
and operating as shown and described, in combina-
tion with the choking plate W and any tallying

mechanism, all as aud for the purpose set forth.

6. The arrangement of the tallying mechanism,
consisting of the shaft A-, bearing the worm I, gear
h, and pointer a', the shaft /, provided with the worm
j and spur wheel cZ, the pinion g and pointer a, on
shaft m., all combined to operate as set forth, in con-

nection with the weighing mechanism.

83,299.—JosiAii MUNFORD, Clarksburg, Ohio.—
Process of Preserving Potatoes.—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—The above-described process of preserv-

ing potatoes, viz., by dusting or sprinkling them
with lime, and then packing them away in a compo-
sition of lime and loam or sand, as herein described
and represented.

•

83,300.—Frederick G. Niedringiiaus, St.

Loui.s, Mo.

—

Construction of Metallic Sjjoons.—Octo-

ber 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. A metallic spoon, fork, or similar

utensil, provided with a handle, concaved or dished

longitudinally on the upper side thereof, being
curved from edge to edge, substantially as herein

set forth.

2. Folding over or bending outwardly the edges of

a fork, spoon, or similar utensil, at the juncture of

the handle with the head or bowl thereof, sul^stau-

tially as herein set forth.

83,301.—Frederick G.]SriEDRixGiiAUs andWil-
liam F. ]^Tiedringhaus, St. Louis, Mo.—Coal Hod.
—October 20, 1868.

Claim.—A coal-hod bottom, stamped up out of an
unbroken piece of sheet metal, Avhen provided with
an upwardly-projecting flange, formed to receive,
encircle, and embrace the lower edge of the body of
the hod, substantially in the manner and for the piu--

pose herein set forth,

83,302.—rToHN A. Nichols, Patersou, I^. J.—
Valve for Pum,p.—Octoher 20, 1868.—One part of
the valve case is an outer cylindrical shell pi-ovided
with perforations at the bottom which form the seat
for the valve. The other consists of a perforated
plate covering the top of the shell ft-om which de-
pends an annulus with a rubber packing on its under
side, which forms a stop for the upward movement of
the valve, the latter being perforated and provided
with a rubber face.

Claim.—The valve caseA A', in combination with
the valve B, constructed and arranged to operate as
described.

83,303.—George Palmer, Littlestown, Pa.—
Railway Pail Joint.—October 20, 1868.—The fish

piece is high enough to support the car wheel when
passing over the butt end of the raila and prevents
their being battered.

Claim.—1. The fish piece C, lapping the rail joint
B, its upper surface as high as the level of the. top
of the rail, in length suflicient to rest upon two or
more ties, and secured to said ties, iudepcndent
of the fastenings of the rail.

2. A wooden fish piece, provided with a metallic
plate on its upper surface, lapping the rail joint B,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. A fish piece, lapping the rail joint B, and con-
structed with the grooved ends as shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose of enabling cars to regain
the track, after having been thrown therefrom, as
set forth.

83,304.—Isaac S. Palmer, Lodi, 'Wis.—Har-
vester.—October 20. 1868.—The platform on which
the grain is delivered is placed behind the cutter and
is tilted at every revolution of the reel by a cross
bar on the latter coming in contact with an arm
secured to the inner end of the pivoted part of
the platform so as to deliver the sheaf upon the
ground.
Claim.—The combination of a reel, having the

cross bar N, as described, with the tilting platform,

operated by the cross bar at every revolution of the
reel, substantially iu the manner described and
shown.

83,305.—George Panciiot, Hastings, Minn.—
Carriage Step.—October 20, 1868.—A platform at-

tached to the lower edge of the carriage body is pro-

vided with eyes at its inner edge into which the
hooks on the end of the right-angled removable step
fits.

Claim.—The attachable aud removable carriage
step, constructed substantially as above described.

83,306.—Francis Parker, Petaluma, Cal., as
signer to himself and C. W. Oumsby, same place.

—

Mortising Machine.—October 20, 1868.—The con-
struction of the gauge rod obviates the necessity of
marking off the mortises.

Claim.—The gauge rod B, with the slides D E F
G, or their equivalents, together with the stops E. S
T U V "W, when constructed substantially in the
manner and used for the piu-pose above described.

83,307.-W. N. Peirce, West Boylston, Mass.
—Wash Poiler.—Octohcv 20, 1868.—The water aud
suds, after passing through the clothes, descend
through the continuous space and is re-heated and
thro'SA'n up again through the tube.

Claim..—The combination, -^'ith the boiler, of the
inclined aud perforated base F, and its central tube,

supported upon legs or standards above the bottom
of the boiler, in the manner described, so that a con-
tiiuious space, c, shall intervene between the periph-

ery of the base and the sides of the boiler, as and fot

the purposes set forth.
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S3,308.—Joux G. Perry, Kingston, E. I.—
Meat Ciffter.—October 20, 18(i8.—A curved plate pro-

. Tided -^v-itb grooves to hold the knives is fitted in the
bottom of the case.

Claim.—The curved or hollow plate D, Tvith open-
ings, made substantially as described, for the purpose
of holding the knives of a meat cutter.

83,309.—"WiLLiAJr Phelax, Peoria, HI.— Co?i-

denser.—October 20, 1868.—Designed for condensing
the exhaust steam and at tlie same time employing
it as a means for heating water to be supplied to

steam boilers.

Claim.—1. A central crowning cone, C, applied
within the cones J F, so as to form a condensing
chamber B, surrounded by a cool-water chamber
P, substantially as described.

2. Cones C F, connected by a concavo-convex bot-

tom, E, when these cones are arranged substantially
as and for tlic purposes described.

3. The jacket J and its concavo-convex bottom
G, with the cones C F, constructed and. arranged
substantially as described.

4. The valve T, arranged with relation to the in-

ternal extension of ieed pipe D, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. The deflecting pipe TJ, applied over the con-
denser, in combination with outlets a through the
feed pipe D, substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

G. The arrangement of outlet pipes O with rela-

tion to chamber F' and the onter jacket J G, sub-
stantially as described.

7. The arrangement of the valve E. with relation to

chamber B^ and passage S, substantially as deir.cribed.

8. The valve T, arranged with relation to the in-

ternal extension of feed pipe D, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

9. The deflecting plate TJ, applied over the con-
denser, in combination with the outlets d through
the feedpipe D, substantiallj as and for the purposes
described.

83,310—James T. Piercv. Martinsbnrg, Ohio.
—Ironing Tabic. — October 20, 1868.— Standards
placed diagonally witli each other are pivoted at the
center to a bar and secured at their ends by cross
braces, to one of which is fixed one end of the table,

and on another rests its other end, one end of a rod
beneath it being fastened to its lower side and the
other to one of the braces.

Claim.—The supporting frame F, bar or support
e, standards A A, and. ironing board cZ, all con-
structed and an-anged substantially as set forth.

83,311.—Frederick Post, Piano, lll.—Pulver-
izinJ .Land Boiler.—Octohev 20, 1868.—Tlie roller is

made with grooves, into whicli the teeth of the
scraper fit. The markers are made adjustable in
height, to be used or not, as required.

Claim.—The roller A. in combination with the
scraper B, markers C, sills K K, cross bars L L,
bearings G, and tongue E, all constructed and oper-
ating substantially a's described.

83,312.—.James P. Preston, Monroe, Wis.—
Fanninj Mill.—Octohev 20. 1868.

Claim.—1. The frame M, hmig to the faces A A
by the metallic strips, as described, in combination
with the spiral springs, substantially as described.

2. The coml)ination of the spout Z and screens K
and L, the latter being provided with the door a and
button a', as and for the purposes set forth.

83,31 3.—'T. "Walter Pyxe, Danville, 11}.—Fruit
Drier.—October 20, 1868.—The dry house is made
with alternate steam spaces and those in wliich are
fniit drawers, both arranged vertically, the steam
spaces communicating at each end by ])ipes.

Claim.—The com])inatiou of the perforated draw-
ers with the surrounding steam spaces, each one of
which spaces is provided with an induction pipe,
substantially as shown and described.

83,314.—tJoshua S. Eackham. "Waterport, N.
Y.— Corn Shellinj 2[achine.—Octohev 20, 1868.—

A

vertical, cylindrical shell made in sections divided
into segments, hiuged at one end, the other, s\\ ing-
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ing outwardly against springs, has within it a -verti-

cal cylinder provided with teeth. In the inside v'f

the shell are also teeth.

Claim.—1. A hollow toothed corn-shelling cylin-

der, composed of yielding segmental sections, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the same, of the cylinder
H, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the cylinder H and shell

B, of the screen and fan blower, substantially as and
for the purpose descriljed.

83,315.—Ellery P. Ealph and Jajies Hamax,
Gallipolis, Ohio.—Stravj Cutter.—Octohcr 20, 1868.—
The knife has at its front end a collar attached to
an eccentric wheel, the rear end being fixed to jointed
levers attached to the shaft, and also to a guide. A
crank on the shaft passes through a slot in the end
of a connecting lever fastened to a bell crank lever.

Claim.—1. The eccentric cam wheel E, collar and
lever c and d, and gnide h, to M-hich the knife F is at-

tached in combmation with the frame D, constructed
substantially as described, and operating as and for

the purposes setTorth.
2. The shaft e, crank/, lever g, crank lever h, rod

g', lever i, and pawls i' and j, in combination with
wheels k' and k and roUers ?n 7??., substantially as de-
scribed, and operating as and for the purposes set
forth.

83,316.—Thomas L. Eankin, ^ew Eichmond,
Ohio.—Refrigerating House.—Octohav 20, 1868.—
Under the ice floor are freezing pans for reducing
the temperature, and above the ice is an air tight
wooden follower lined with galvanized sheet ii-on,

and having a lip of rubber.
Claim.— 1. Ice follower A, constructed and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purposes described.
2. The combination of ice floor c and pans c' c',

operating together, for the purposes explained.
3. The combination of ice floor c and follower h,

operating together, substantially as and for the pur-
poses explained.

83,317.—Isaac Eanney, Delaware, Ohio.

—

Tar-
?i2s/i.—October 20, 1868.—Eosin is thoroughly melted
at a high heat and then reduced in temperatm-e, and
benzine or benzole heated to the boiling point is then
added.

Claim.—1. The varnish, compounded substantially
as above described.

2. The process herein set forth of making the
above-described varnish.

83,318 Emanuel Eau, 5s'ew York, IST. Y.—
Fastener for Collars and Neck Ties.—October 20,

IS68.

Claim:—The stud A, having an inclined side slot

g, as described, in combination ^\•ith the pointed arm
d e, doubled or jointed at /, and having both a for-

ward and lateral spring, when the parts are con-
structed to operate substantially as described.

83,319.—.John -Jay Eea, Cadiz, Ohio.—Fleva-
tor.—October 20, 1868.—A forked truck runs upon a
beam which is provided with hooks for suspending it

in any desired place. A trigger retains the truck in
place" until tripped, when the load is carried along
and dropped in the proper place by the automatic-
tripping of the hook which holds the weight.
Claim.—The beam A, hooks B B, forked' truck C,

provided with wheels D D and E, trigger L, pulley
E, cords G K I, and weight H, all combined and op-

erating substantially as herein set forth.

83,320.—George W. Eichardson, Troy, and
Henry "Waticrman, Hudson. xT. Y.—Steam Safety
YaZi-e.—October 20, 1868.—The valve is held down
by a spring resting upon the plate of a spindle, the
pressure of the "spring being varied by a spider
screwed into the case. The .spider is held in i^lace

by a flange on the cover, which latter is secured by
bolts, the nuts of which arc inclosed and concealed
within cups of an arched lock-up bar. TJie lock-up
bar is fastened by a padlock and staple passing-

through a hole in the center.

Claim.—

1

. The 1 . : r;k-up bar or arch J J, constructed
substantiallv as sho'..u and described.
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•2. The construction of the branch or escaiDc pas-
sage ]Sr, substantially in the manner shown and de-
scribed, it being so arranged as to prevent tamper-
ing with the valve or its adjustments.

3. The combination of the valve A, spring C, spi-

der D D, cap H, and lock-up bar J J, substantially
as shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the branch escape passage
N", with reference to the valve A and spring C.

5. The arrangement of the lock-up bar J J, with
reference to bolts 1 1, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
6. The arrangement of the spider D D, with ref-

erence to the spring C, substantially as shown.
7. The combination of the overhanging valve A,

spring C, spindle E, and spider D D, or its equiva-
lent, substantially as shown aad described.

83,321.—Martin Henry Eumpf, Paris, France.
—Railioay-car Brake.—October 20, 1868

;
patented

in France October 17, 1867.—The brake block is at-

tached to a lever, which is suspended from an axis
eccentric to the axis of the wheel, and adapted to
instantaneously stop the wheel wben it comes in
contact therewith.
Claim.— The combination, with a brake sus-

pended, as described, of a sliding or rotating shaft,

or a chain for raisin"- and lowering the brake, either

the shaft or chain being operated by any suitable
mechanism, substantially as herein set forth and
shown.

83,322.—G-ELSTOK Sanford, Bergen Point, N".

J.

—

Machine for Sharpening the Cutters of Mowing
Machines.—October 20, 1868. — An angular-faced,
reciprocating grindstone is aiTanged to work over
a transversely-adjustable bed, in which the cutter
bai" is so supported that the stone, working in the
angle between two adjacent cutters, shai'peus them
Ijoth at the same time.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a holding bed,
I, of a reciprocating grinder, arranged for adjust-
ment relative to one another, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie combination, with the holding bed I, of the
adjustable arms L, substantially as and for the pui*-

pose described.
3. The combination with the bed A of the hold-

ing bed I and reciprocating stone D, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The bed B, provided with the ways C, trough B,
and sponges Q, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

5. The arrangement of the sliding stone D, con-
necting rod G, crank shaft H, and stone P, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. The combination with the reciprocating stone
D, of the presser wheel O, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

83,323.—MORiTZ Saulson, Troy, N. Y.—Din-
ner Pail.—October 20, 1868.—The arrangement of
the inner vessel and pan divides the pail into severai
compartments for containing different articles of
food, the vessels being used for culinary pui'poses,

or as dishes when removed. The wire spring sup-
ports the vessel at any desn-ed height within the
pail. The spring bail, engaging with the notches,
prevents the bail from swinging within the pail.

Claim-.—i. The combination of the pail A, inner
vessel B, arranged in the upper part of the pail, pan
C, ill the upper part of the inner vessel, and cover
D, extended dow« ontsido of the pan, inner vessel,

and pail, as herein described.
2. Tlie combination, with the pail A and inner

vessel B, of tlie removable wire spring K and groove
or grooves L, formed and arranged substantially as

and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The coml)ination, with the pail A and outside

surrounding cover I), of the notches r r and wire-like

spring bail'^N ii, formed and arranged substantially

as and for the purposes herein shown and described.

83,324.—F. M. ScnAEFFER, Blooming Grove,
Kansas.—(Sawingr Machine.—Octohcv 20, 1868.—The
lazy tongs connect the saw guide to a pivoted plate,

which is adjusta])le, so as to adapt the saAv to work
in any desired plane. The gu' aOS are pivoted, so

that one alone may be thrown to the side of the saw
by its spring while the other is resting upon the log.
The swinging block supports the end of the log and
throws it away from the log when severed.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the guides M M
and springs m m with relation to the guides G and
the saw, whereby said guides M move independently
of each other, to press upon the log being sawed, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. The guides of a reciprocating saw, supported
on an adjustable, oscillating plate or support, K, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the plate K and the saw
guides, of the lazy tongs I, for the purpose of con-
necting the guides to the oscilating plate, and ad-
mitting of the rising and falling motion required by
the saw in its passage through the log, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

4. The swinging-block support Q, arranged as de-
scribed, in combination with the log bed, substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose described.

83,325. — Jerojie Scott, Charleston, Pa.

—

Washing Machine.—Octohcv 20, 1868.—The bucket
and press board are made to approach and recede
from each other by the up-and-down movement of
the handle. At every upward movement of the
handle the clothes turn over in the bucket, and at
every downward movement they are pressed.
Claim.—The swinging bucket D, as arranged and

connected, by means of the arms K, with the press
board H, and operated by the levers F and handle
E, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

83,326.—ISTiCHOLAS Selby, Flora, IW.—Borse
iJafce.—October 20, 1868.—The rake frame is free to
rise and fall with the surface over which the rake is

drawn. "When the rake is released by the depression
of the forward end of the trip stick, it revolves so
as to discharge the gathered hay and reverse the
position of the two sets of teeth. *The hinged frame
and rake are raised and sustained by a lever and
links.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the hinged frame
c, carrying the revolving rake within the rectang^u-
lar, balanced frame a a a a, all constructed and
combined to operate substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

2. The notched trip stick u r, when hinged to the
front cross-bar of the frame a, and combined with
a spring ?y, whereby said stick a is actuated down-
ward and held in contact with the rake head, as
herein shown and described.

3. The described arrangement of the pivoted
lever k, link I, and stirrup link n, with relation to
the rectangular, balanced frame a and hinged rake
frame c, as herein shown, for the pm-pose set forth.

83,327.—Nancy M. Selden, Chatham, Conn.—
Pie Tube.—Octohcv 20, 1868.—The tube tends to Oa-aw
the juice toward the center, preventing it from escap-
ing at the edge of the pie while baking.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the cone-
shaped tube A, provided near its lower edge with a
series of holes, a a, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

83,328.-William G. Shattuck, Boston, Mass.
—Inkstand.—October 20, 1868.—The inkstand is so
secured as to require the aid of a wrench in remov-
ing it from the desk.

Claim.—The combination, with the ink well and
its metallic case and cover, applied to a desk or like

article, in the manner described, of a nut, E, ar-

ranged to hold said ink well and case in place, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

83,329.—Allen Sherwc^d, Auburn, N. T.—
Wash Boiler—October 20, 1868.—Soai) and soda are
put in the cylinder, and as the water boils it rises in

the cylinder is discharged upon the clothes, through
whicii it percolates to'the chamber below the float;

there the sediment remains while the water again
passes upward through the tu])e.

Claim.—In a clorhes waslier, the wooden per-

forated float B, provided with a metal flange, C,

tubes I I, and, at its center, with a cii'cular hole,
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covered "with wire ganze, over which hole is placed
a tapering cylinder, D, provided at its upper end
with a circular perforated box, E, all constructed
and operating- substantially as and for the purposes
herein set ibfth.

83,330.—.T. SiEGRiST, New York, N. Y.—Stop-
motion for Warping Machine.—October 20, 1868.

—

When the yarn breaks or runs out, one or more
of the weights drop upon the board of the balanced
frame, the lower bar of which is consequently moved
to a position to be acted upon by the lifter of the
drum. This action frees a mechanism so that it may
respond to the tlranght of a spring and, by shitting
a belt, stop the machinery.
Claim.—In combination with the weights G, sus-

pended on or from the yarns, the balanced frames H,
I, J, and K. arranged for operation by said weights,
revolving shaft or dium L, provided with a lifter, /,
and belt shifter, for throwing the yarn beam out of
gear, all for action together, substantially as specified.

83,331.—Charles E. SmxH, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to himself, John S. J aques, and Frank T.
Jaques, same place.

—

Sjnndlcfor Shuttles.—October
2D, 18C8.—The object to retain the cop ou the spindle
and prevent the same from being upset or separated
by the sudden blows of the shuttle.

' Claim.—A split shuttle spindle, notched or ser-

rated on both sides, or on its entire circumference,
substantially as and for the pm'poses set forth.

83,332.—P. W. Smith, Chicopee Falls, Mass.—
Device for Fastening Shirt Collars.—October 20,

1863.—An outer flange corresponds with the shape of

the button holes in the ends of the collar, so that in
connecting the same it serves to cover and conceal
the button holes. The pin, entering one of the collar

button holes, prevents the stud from turning.
Claim.—The combination of the plate A,'necks a

and b, with oblong and circular flanges, B and C, and
pin 1). the parts being constructed and arranged
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

83,333.—B. L. Southack, New York, N. T.—
Sofa Bedstead.—Octohcv 20, 1868.—The projecting
ends of the back serve as stops to arrest the "bottom
in the proper position when it is being sliddeu in.

Claim.—The seat D, sliding in grooves o of the
arm-rests B, and hinged at its rear edge to the back,
E, which back is held up to the arm rests B by the
catches e and projections/, all operating as described,
whereby the back is turned dowji into a horizontal
position, and then drawn forward into the gTOoves a
with the seat D, until arrested by the projection/,
whereby a continuous bed bottom is formed, as herein
shown and described.

83,334.—Lucas Stabler, Bowen, 111.—Com-
Uned Seeder and Cultivator.—Octohev 20, 1868.—
Revolving knives serve to cut into small fragments
the stalks, roots, &.c.. that may be in their path.

Claim.—1. The knives G, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and lor purposes set forth.

2. Combining in one machine the knives G, the
seed-sowing box D, the sod breakers F, cultivator-
plows K, and harrow O. substantially as specified.

3. A seed-sowing, cultivating, and harrowing ma-
chine, having seed box D, cylinder E. cranks a a,

pitmen h b, cranks d, sod-breakers F, knives G, rol-

ler H, pins n. plows K, lever S, and harroAv O, con-
structed and arranged substantially as specified.

83,335.—Upton Stansbury, Plymouth, Ind.—
Beehive.—October 20, 1868.—When the honey boxes
are removed, as is the case in winter, the openings
in the upper partition are covered by a fine wii-e
screen and the space al)ove filled with straw.
Claim.—1. The breeding boxes C C, closed at their

sides and ends, and slotted at the top and bottom, and
provided with small glass windo\\'s and entrances,
and connected to the cleats e c of box A, by means
of their grooved sides, as herein set forth.

2. Tlie an-angement of the outside box A with the
breeding boxes C C, honey boxes D D. and side
screens a and n, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set ^brth.

83,336.—WiLLiA^r M. Stevenson, Sharon. Pa.
—Balance Slide Fa;t;e.—October 20, 1868.—Steam,
admitted to the interior ofthe valve, exerts a sufficient

downward pressure to counterbalance the upward
pressure upon the walls which close the ports in the
bottom.
Claim.—^A steam valve, constructed as described,

with a cavity, d, between the walls a a. and with
packing strips e e, in grooves on the top of the walls,

steam being admitted through holes i i, under said
strips, pressing them up a^^ainst the cap of the steam,
chest, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

83,337 WORDEN E. Stoddard, Fort Edwai-d,
N. Y.— Weatherboard Ganges.—October 20,1868.-
Improvement on his patent of May 17, 1859. The
instrument is used for scribing and adjusting the
boards so that their exposed surfaces may all be of

the same width.
Claim.—The combined weather-board gauge and

scribe, consisting of arms A B, slide E, the spur
pivoted block H, hinged bar I, and sliding block J,

and slotted knife K, all constructed and arranged to
operate as herein shown and described.

83,338.—Daniel F. Taft, New Bedford, Mass.
—Corn Planter.—Octohev 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. The rock shaft J, levers g, I, and disk
e, in combination with the cords h i, section M,
angular lever H, and cam L, attached by a rod to

the disk e, all operating as described, whereby the
partial rotation of the rock shaft throws the seeding
device out of gear, and folds back the discharge spout
simultaneously, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The hinged section M of the jointed spout, in
combination with the pin I, notched bar P, and
spring E, all made and operating so that the section
will be yielding, even if in the working position, as

set forth.

3. The cam D, levers I, H, and springs K all

operating as set forth, so as to move the seed slide F
back and forth, the cam being connected with a re-

volving ratchet wheel, a, by means of a pawl, &, so

that it will be out of gear when the machine moves
backward, as specified.

4. The wedge L, connected with a crank or disk
on the rock shaft J, substantially as described, and
operating so as throw the lever I off the cam D
when the machine is to cease dropping seed, as set

forth.

83,339.—F. T. Thurston, Providence, E. I.—
Attachment for Skates.—Octohev 20. 1868.—Strips of
elastic material are interposed between the bottom
of the shake runner and the flat strip of metal which
is secured to the runner and forms the snow shoe.

Claim.—The shoe A, or B, with the protecting
strip a, constructed substantially in the manner de-

scribed, for the purpose specified, irrespective of
the method employed to secure its attachment to the
skate.

83,340 E. T. Taylor, Everton, Ind.—Shield
for Corn Planter.—October 20, 18<38.—An adjustable
shield allows the corn to be plowed as close as desired
without injuring or covering it up.

Claim.—]. The adjustable shield B, constructed
and attached to the plow in the manner described,
and operated by means of the slotted arms on the
stay c, and the "lever D, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The ratch bar g, in combination with the bent
siH'ing h, for the purpose of holding the lever I) at

any point desired, thereby adjusting the shield B,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

83,341.—Josephus Smith Tovtndrow, Moline,
El., assignor to W. P. Humphrey, Davenport, Iowa.— Pocket Drinking Cup.—Tlie cup i.s provided with
a screw liole at its' lx)ttom into which a screw on the
top of the stand fits.

Claim.—A pocket goblet, consisting of the cup A
and stand B, constructed so that they may be" de-
tached, and the cup connected to the .stand in a re-

versed position, substantially as herein described.

^0
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S3,342—ExocH B. Turner, Pro\iclence, E.I.—
Horseshoe Machine.—October 20, 1868.—Tlie mark
in the center part of the forward blank is moved uj)

to the gaufre and the surphis end of the blank is

trimmed off by the knives. The bar is then moved
acix)ss the machine until it strikes the butting gauge,
wl>eu the knife makes a counter movement and cuts
the blank from the bar. The forming rolls then bend
it ai'ouud the dies and the squeezing rollers come in
contact with the cam of the squeezing lever and
press the blank against the die and complete the
shoe.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the adjustable gauge L, knife-holder M, adjustable
knives T and S,"adjustable butting gauge N, spring
t, and slotted bar K, as herein set forth and for the
purposes described.

2. The combination of the anvil F, mandrels 1 1,

pads J J, s(iueezing cam levers E E, forks k k, and
springs j;/, all arranged as herein set forth and for

the purposes described.
3. The combination of the above devices with the

cranks b b, adjustable shafts B B, saddles A A, sad-

dle bars A' A', spurs m m m m, axle g g, adjustable
connecting rods P P, rollers D D, slotted cam form-
ers G Gr, former rollers 11 H, and adjustable rollers

i i, as herein set forth, all arranged and combined so
as to form a complete machine for making horse-
shoes, as described.

83,343.—James D. Van Hoevenbergh, King-
ston, jST. Y.—Spring Adjuster.—Octobax 20, 1868.—
A lever has its fulcrum on a shackle link which is

secured to a block on the sj)ring. A movable block,

l)laced on the lever near the fulcrum, bears against
the part of the spring to be adjusted. The other end
of the lever is attached to a block which slides over
a screw rod .Attached to the spring.
Claim.—The improved spring adjuster above de-

scribed, its several parts being arranged and oper-
ating together, substantially as herein specified.

83,3-44.- Hugh "Wain, Eavcnna, Ohio.— G'as

Machine. — The space surrounding the oil tank is

filled T^ath ashes instead of water, so that the tem-
perature of the oil will not be affected by the vicissi-

tudes of the weather.
Claim.—The arrangement of the cylinder A, tank

C, provided with induction and exhaust pipes, and
having the space H filled with a poor conducting
material, in combination with the perforated bottom
and gasometer D, as and for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

83,345.—Frank B. Wells, Fishkill on the Hud-
sou, N. Y.

—

Binding Mathematical Books.—October
20, 1868.

Claim,.—The insertion of these silicated leaves in
the atbrementioned works, in which they may be
used, said leaves to be bound in the book firmly, in-

serting any number desired, according to the nature
and the size of the volume, or they may be simply
fastened in any waj', that they may be removed,
changed, or replaced, or new ones inserted, at pleas-

m-e, if so thought to be more practicable.

83,346.— J. C. Wharton, I^ashville, Tenn.—
Jet Attachment for Soda Fomitaiiis.—Octohsv 20,

1868.—A jet of water is made to play on each of the
nozzles of the sirup-fount cocks and cleanses them
from any adherent drops of siruj) to prevent the ob-
struction of the nozzles.

Claim.—An attachment for soda-water fountains,
when constructed of a plane surface. A, having a
border pipe, B, provided with jet tubes, a a a, &c.,
drain pipe b, and supply pipe d, all substantially as
and for the purpose set tbrth.

83,347.—A. W. Whitney and P. A. Whitney,
Woodstock, Vt.

—

Machine for Bending Sheet Metal.
—October 20, 1868.—The folding bar is secured to
shafts which rotate in adjustable bearings on bars
attached to a cam sliaft. When the folding bar is

rotated the cams cause tlie folding knifo to hold the
metal while being bent, and the folding bar is pre-*

vcut«d from being raised too higli by slotted straps.
A gauge is ari-anged beneath the folding blade to
regulate the width of the lock.

Claim.—1. The folding bar H, in combination with
the bars J J, arms P P', and connecting rods Q, all

arranged to operate in the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The straps M, in combination with the folding
bar H, adjustable bearings I, and screws 0, all ar-
ranged to operate in the manner substantially as
slio^vn and described.

3. Holding the folding blade C upon the work on
bed piece B, through the media of the cams I, friction
rollers L, and bars J) e, all arranged to operate sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The gauge E, arranged and applied in connec-
tion with the screw F, substantially in. the manner
as and for the purpose set forth.

83,348—P. A. Whitney, Woodstock, Yt.—
Counter /SinA;.—October 20, 1868 ; antedated October
16, 1868.—The cutter, made of a flat piece of steel, is

held within a hoUow stock by semicirculai' clamping-
jaws, having the lower end tapering to agree with
the cutter. A feed screw in the upper part of the
stock forces the cutter down when the cutting edge
has worn away.

Claim.—The herein-described improved counter
sink, when constructed substantially as and for the
purpose described.

83,349.—D. E. Whiton, West Stafford, Conn.
—Lathe Chuck.—October 20, 1868.—The pinion is se-

cured to the shank of a wrench and is kept in place
when meshing with the rack in the chuck, by pro-
jections beyond it fitting in sockets in the back of
the chuck.

Claim:—The construction and arrangement of the
back plate P, vrith openings b b b, and projection E,
with sockets a a a, when connected with the rack B
of a geared chuck, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown.

83,350.—Francis R. Wolfinger and Joseph
Barreti', Chicago, 111.

—

Extension Table.—October
20, 1868.

Claim.—An extension table, consisting of a cen-
tral frame. A, having the side rails cut away to form
recesses, F, to receive the attachable top boards Gr,

and having the extension frames connected thereto
by the hinged bars H, all constructed and arranged
to operate as set forth.

83,351.—George M. Woodward, 'New York,
InT. Y.—Steam Heater.—Octoher 20, 1868.—A pipe
fitting in the upper part of the vessel is provided
Avith a cap in which a perforated plate is secured, so

as to form an upper compartment. A tube is sus-

pended from this plate and reaches nearly to the bot-

tom of the base. .The steam enters the compart-
ment and flows down the tube to the base and then
escapes.
Claim.—The cap C, secm'ed upon the pipe B, and

provided with a perforated diaphragm, b, from which
the tube D is suspended, substantially as herein
shown and described.

83,353.—Henry W. Yerington, Jersey City,
N. J.—Hydrocarbon Burner.—October 20, 1868.—

A

cuiTcnt of cold air augmented by a steam jet pipe,
passes tlu'ough an air jacket on its way to admixture
with the gas prior to its entry withiii the burners,
whicii latter are formed of parallel horizontal tubes
with oblique slots in their sides which cause the air

to pass up from beneath and between the flame. The
gas is g'cnerated and mixed with the air in a pipe
connecting with the air pipe.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the oil tank A,
of the air jacket B, having inlets and outlets, d and
C, for operation in connection with the burners of
a liquid fuel apparatus, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the oil tank A, air jacket
B, suction pipe C, and steam jet pipe or nozzle g, es-

sentially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the pipe or pipes I, mixing
and distributiug boxes F, air pipes C and G, and
burners E, for operation together as specified.

4. The intermediate connecting pipe J, in combi-
nation with the gas pipes I and air pipe C, substan-
tially as shown and described.

5. The tubuhu- burners E E, arranged essentially
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as specified, and lirovided Trith oblique jet orifices or
slots, e, as herein set forth.

83,353.—John W. Murrell. Seaford, Del., as-

signor to himself, Sajiuel Perry, and Edward E.
Jacobs.—Attachmentto Spools for Cutting Thread.
—October 20, 18G8.—A metal plate with a clamp in

the center to attach it to the spool, is provided with
notches on its ends for the purpose of breaking the
thi'ead.

Claim.—As an article of manufactui'e, the within-
described thread breaker, formed fi'om sheet metal,
its retaining parts, a a, being cut from its center, and
bent at right angles thereto, substantially as and for

the piu-poses herein set iorth.

83,354.—Thomas L. Luders, Olney, HI.—Bob-
bin and Thread Holder for Spinning Machines.—
October 20, 1868.—Tlie thread or yarn is attached to
curved arms of the holder which grasps the bobbin
and causes it to rotate with the spindle.

Claim.—The coiled wire holder A, having out-

wardly-curved arms a a, constructed as described,
combined with the spindle and the bobbin, and serv-
inc: as a holder for the bobbin and for the thread, as
set forth.

83,355.—Philip Amjierman, Cvnthiana, Ky.—
Harvester Eake.—October 27, 1868.—The guide bar
fastened to the platform is curved, so as to encircle
both ends, and extends the whole length of the end-
less chain, which, as the gTain is cut, carries the rake
alonr?, sliding up and around the bar, the beveled cap
aiding in tipping it over.

Cldi7n.—The guide bar Jc and beveled block or cap
f, in combination with rake A and endless chain C,
substantially as and for the pui-pose described.

83,356.—Joseph D. Ayers, East Greensbo-
rough, assignor to J. O. Cutter and William Wal-
lace Goss. Greensborough, Vt.

—

Sugar Pan Der-
rick.—Oeioher 27, 1868.—The derrick beam is upheld
by guide beams mortised into an upright, and with
mortises for a vertical guide post, which slides in
the mortises of the guide beams : and it is also braced
by iron rods, connecting the guide post with the
frame fixed on the den-ick beam, and having hooks,
for hanging the pans, adjusted by bolts passing
thi-ough cross bars and slots in the frame.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a sugar pan der-
rick, of the guide beams B B', guide post G, rotating
upright A, pulley k, cords a b, derrick beam C, dram
and ci'ank handle I, all constructed and operating
substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The frame m m., o o, hook rods h h h h, and
braces q q, with the parts specified in clause first of
the claim, all substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

83,357.—XathAN Bartlett, Centreville, N. J.,

assignor to himself and Fraxklix Osgood, Eich-
mond County, N. Y.— 2Tamifacture of Pigments
from the Sulphurets of Zinc and Lead.—Octohev 27,
1868.—The ore is pulverized, passed through a de-
sulphurating oven, and then treated in the ordinary
oxidizing furnace and the flowers collected, the zinc
and lead in combination passing off together to the
receiving chamber.

Claim.—1. The manufacturing of pigments from
the sulphurets of zinc and lead combined in the
manner and by the means substantially as herein
described.

2. The pigment, made from the sulphurets of zinc
and lead, as a new article of manufactm'c.

83,358.—WiLSOX Bragg, Connersville, Ind.—
Automatic Car Coupling.—October 27, 1868.—The
pin and sliding block are connected with a chain,
and when the pin is raised the block will be drawn
out toward the mouth of the draw head, and as soon
as it is pressed in the chain forces down the pin.

Claim.—The combination of the chain E, sliding
block C, and coupling pin F, substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

83,359

—

Thomas W. Browx. Eeadins, Pa.—
Eat Air Eegister.—October 27, 1668.—Three slats

are pivoted to the register frame and also at one end
to a connection bar, a sectoral lever being fixed upon
the journal of the middle one.

Claim.—The improvement of having the sectoral
lever fixed dii-ectly to the slut journal, when the slats

are pivoted to the frame, and to a connection bar
having" no pivoted connection with the sectoral IcA'er,

as set forth, the whole being substantially as de-
scribed and represented.

83,360

—

Frederick Cajar, l^ew York, IST. T.,
assignor to himself and James Axdersox, same
place.

—

Spring. — October 27, 1868.—The plates or
strips of metal for the springs are corrugated, and
riveted or pivoted together, being so arranged as to
take the strain in the direction of their breadth.

Claim..—Elliptical or ai'ched springs, made of cor-
rugated sheets or plates, arranged as herein shown
and described, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

83,361.—George Carnell, Samuel Williams,
and William Ellis, Philadelphia, Fa.—Mill for
Tempering Clay.—October 27, 1868.—The rack with
two straight sides is connected at each end with
semicircular racks, and in the center of the cap on
which they are cast is the web, reaching nearly to
each end, and against which bears the pinion which
operates the wheel.

Claim.—The inverted double rack H, cast with a
cover, h^, and internal web, h^, in combination with
saddle M and pinion E, for operating the wheel B
of a clay mill, in the manner substantially as shown
and des'cribed.

83,362.—Joseph E. Chamberlix, Wilmington,
Del.-Jig-Saw.—October 27, 1868.—The saw is ar-
ranged between two sliding head blocks, to the up-
per one of which is attached an index to mark the
bevel, a vernier plate being fixed to the circular iron-
banded timber to which the blocks are secured by
braces. It is moved by a segment of a cog wheel
under the carriage, gearing and working into pin-
ions, and by a pulley band over a pulley.

Claim.—The circular timber b, with its vernier
plate and index, iron baud d d, sliding head blocks
c c, braces e e, and saw s, in combination with the
semicircular ways y y, carriage 5, segment i, pinions

g g, h h, pulley 6, and their connecting or reciprocat-
ing appliances, constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

83,363.—Andrew Christian, ^^ew York, N. Y.
—Folding Perambulator.— October 27, 1868.—The
front and back upright arms extend so as to support
the front wheel and handle, the jointed arm supports,
made of two pieces, the under fitting in a groove of
the upper one, being connected with the bars, and
pivoted to them, thus dispensing with hinges.

Claim.—1. Extending the front uprights D of a
.

folding perambulator downward, to form supports
for the front axle J, as set forth.

2. Extending the rear uprights E of a folding per-
ambulator upward, to form supports for the handle
I, as set forth.

.3. Contracting the jointed arm supports H, of a
folding perambulator, of two parts, a b, which are
pivoted together, as set forth, the narrow part, 6,

fitting into a groove in the under side of the main
part a, as shown.

83,364.—ISr. A. CLOPTONand John S. Clopton,
Fauquier County, Va.

—

Seeding Machine.—October
27, 1868.—To four uprights in the frame are pivoted
arras, the lower ends of one being connected by
links to the upper ends of vibrating arms, and to
their upper and lower ends are fixed elbowed slides,

moving forward and back under a hopper, having
two parts, one for seed, and the other for the fertilizer.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
reciprocating slides k I, vibrating arms or levers h,

connecting i)ieces or links j, pivoted arms g /, and
springs i or their equivalents, constructed and op-
cratecl in the manner substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the pm-pose set forth.

83,365.—WILLIA5I Crosslet, Chicago,
Machine for Edging Metals.—October 27, 1868.

m.—
-The
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slotted guide moves the clamp to and from the grind'
stone, and forms a track for the double carriage, to

which slides are fixed to run on and carry the clamp
parallel with the stone cross pieces sliding in the
slot between the pieces of the guide, while the metal
in the clamp is moved against the stone by means of
a screw.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted guide C
C, carriage B E, clamp A, track G G, slides M M,
crank screw and slides F Y, constructed as and for

the purpose set forth.

83,366.— John M. Cullen and Andrew J.

Baird, Pittsburg, Pa.—Z)nK Pre.>?s.—October 27,

1868.—The parts ai-e so constructed that the feed
and drill may be operated by a continuous circular

motion of the lever and pawl in one direction.

Glaim.—^Not any of the specified pai'ts in severalty,

but the improved tool, consisting of the several
parts specified, all combined, constructed, and ar-

ranged as described.

83,367.—Edward M. DAvas, Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to Henry H. Collins, Benjamin F. Collins,
and Homer Wright, same place.—IViwi J'ar.—Oc-
tober 27, 1868.—The names of the fruits, chemicals,
&c., are stamped or permanently fixed on the cover
of the vessel so as to radiate from the center, an index
pointing to any one and so applied that on closing
it, by sealing, the labeling is eftected.

Glaim.—1. The method, substantially as described,
of labeling preserve cans and other similar vessels,

in the act of sealing the covers of such vessels upon
them.

2. The cover B, constructed with names radiating
from its center, and adapted for use upon a preserve
vessel, having an index of a suitable description
upon it, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

83,368.—Benjamin L. Dennison, Boston, Mass.
—Attaching Strings to Tags.—October 27, 1868.—
The clasp is made by cutting away or bending down
the lips of one end, to the center, into ap6iut,"before
applying it to the string, and then clasping the lips

of the other end over the string, thus bringing the
pointed end toward the label.

Claim.—1. The combination of the metallic clasp
a, with the string and label card, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

2. The metallic clasp a, Pigs. 2 and 5, constructed
so as to operate as a clasp, a needle, and a bar, at
the same time, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

83,369.—Leonard Pelker, Tewkesbury, Mass.—Combined Hinge and Fastener.—October 27, 1868.—^Projecting from the support stand are chambered
wings which form sockets for the stile, and through
the said wings are openings through which catches
pass to receive tlie latches, by whicli the blind is se-

curely fastened from within.
Claim.—The, combination and aiTangemcnt of the

support e, with its stem c and pintle d, latches h and
i, and catches h and &', and wings//, with or with-
out the plate a, when arranged to operate as and for
the purpose described and set forth.

83,370.—R. P. Penner, TJrbana, HI., assignor
to himself and Eli Halbeustadt, same place.

—

Feed
Water Heater for Steam Generators.—October 27,
1868.—Water is supplied to the vessel at the upper
part and falls through and between pieces of iron in
an upper vessel to a filter below, steam being forced
into the said vessel through tlie bottom.

Claim.—The aiTangeraent of the supply pipe E,
exhaust pipe C, ingi-ess pipe B, Avater delivery pipe G,
filter I, and vessel A, substantially as herein set forth.

83,371 .—Walter K. Poster, Cambridgeport,
Mass.

—

Screxo Tap.—October 27, 1868.—An oil pas-
sage through the upper portion of the screw tap
communicates by a lateral passage with a groove
made in one of the ranges of the screw cutters.

Claim.—The arrangement of the main and lateral

oiling passages a b, and the groove d, in one of the
ranges of screw cutters, the whole being substan-
tially as described.

83,372.—Jules PoucERATand LucienA. Tar-
TiERii, Quogue, N. Y., assignors to " The Alga
Chemical Works," New York, N. Y.—Process for
the Manufacture of Iodine.—October 27, 1863.—Au
improvement on his patent of May 19. 1868. The
calcinized and pulverized mussels are boiled in water
for a few minutes, the mixture filtered, put into a
retort and heated with sulphuric acid and peroxide
of manganese, then distilled and the iodine drawn off.

Claim.—1. Pilfering the calcinized and boiled
mussels, preparatory to their distillation, as set forth.

2. The application of peroxide of manganese to the
making of iodine from mussels, as set forth.

3. The process herein specified of producing iodine
from mussels.

83,373.—Thomas J. Gaffney and Charles H.
Dunks, Detroit, Mich.—Spring Bed Bottom.—Octo-
ber27, 1868.—The slats are secured to the ends of the
steel spring bars or strips, and kept in position by
strips of leather, or other flexible material, extend-
ing along their upper sides, the ends being clamped
between the bars and slats.

Clai7n.—The leather strips H, in combination
with the longitudinal top slats G-, and transverse
steel bars E, whereby the slats are secured to the
bars, as herein shown and described.

83,374.—Dennis C. Gately, ISTewtowu, Conn.,
assignor to New York Belting and Packing Com
VAi^Y.— Vulcanized India-rubber Belting.—October
27, 1868 ; antedated October 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. Belting or banding for driving ma-
chinery, composed of paper or other pulped and
calendered material, combined with India-rubber or
other vulcanizable material, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. The use, in combination with paper or other
pulped and calendered materia^, of a vulcanizable ce-
ment, applied either externally as a coating, or both
internally, as a cement between several layers of
paper, and externally, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The vulcanizing of paper belting, with rubber
or other material or compound capable of vulcaniza-
tion, between metal plates or otherwise, as herein
indicated, so as to produce a smooth surface on the
belts, substantially as set forth.

83,375.—John Goulding, Worcester, Mass.—
Spimiing Machine.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the segment cam
h, in two parts, elastic roller^', brake levers, with
its pin u and disk v, or their equivalents, for giving
an intermittent feed to the roving, and so that the
quantity of roving given out for each revolution of
segment cam ^• can be regulated, substantially as set
forth.

2. The segment cam k, in two parts, elastic roller

j, brake lever S, with its pin u, disk v, drum G, roll-

ers J I, and spool c, in combination Avitli the twist-
ing tube K, provided with a staple, 6', or their
equivalents, to produce a counter twist to the .roving,
substantially as set forth.

3. The segment cam k, in two parts, elastic roller

j/, brake lever S, with its pin w, disk v, drum G, roll-

ers J I, spool c, twisting tube K, with a staple, b', in
combination with drawing roUei's c' e' d', flier F,
spindle P', bobbin g', or their equivalents to produce
yarn from roving, substantially as set forth.

4. The conical cam R, or its equivalent, mounted
on the traversing shaft N, in combination with the
the tappet arm j', lever k', sliding wedge n', chain
wheels T, and chain I', which support the spindle
rails M, substantially as set forth.

83,376.—KOBERT Gracey, Pittsburg, Ta.—BoU
Heading Machine.—October 27, 1868.—A weighted
drop beam is, through various devices, operated by
steam, and by moans of a toggle, actuates the head-
ing die of a bolt machine, an adjustable bumper head
so regulating the length of the stroke, as to need no
other adjustment for bolts of dilferent sizes.

Claim.—I. The weighted lever P, link G, and
toggle arms K K, in combination with the header N,
and steam cylinder A, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

2. An adjustable spring bumper head, J, ai'ranged
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in relation to the weighted drop beam F, toggles K
K', and piston in steam cvlinder A, for regulating
the throw of bolt heading dies, substantially as and
for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

S3,377.—Egbert Gracey, Pittsburg, Pa.—Die
for Bolt Making Machines.—OcXohev 27, 18(]8.—

A

groove is made in the faces of the dies to gripe the
bolt rods, give the shauk its shape, and hold it for

heading. "A header, sliding in a socket, is attached
to a shaft to work between the faces of the blocks,

when the dies are closed ; and to prevent their being
too much heated, cold water is forced in and out of
the apertures, so as to fill the groove.

Claim.—1. The combination of the dies a a', die

blocks h b', and i)lunger/, with or without the socket
0, Siiid parts being arranged substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The griping dies a a', with raised projection d,

in combination with the die blocks b b', having water
passages n n', when so arranged, substantially as
hereinbefore described, as to form an inclosed space
for the passage of water around the raised portion
of the dies whenever the heading tool is withdrawn.

83,378.—Hexry H. Hall, Boston, Mass.—
Jnrfea;.— October 27, 1868.—Principally intended to
indicate the location, in an index, of any given name
among an indefinite number of names. The first

letter of the name being found in the left-hand verti-

cal column of letters, the other letters of the name
ai-e noted in the same horizontal column in which
said first letter stands. The figures, which are the
exponents of the letters thus traced, are taken con-
secutively to form the index number.
Claim.—The within-described index or tabular

guide to indexes, consisting of the combination of
letters and figures, substantially as and for the pur-

set forth.

83,379.-L. Harrixgton, Saucratuck, Mich.—
Iro7iing Table.—Oetoher 27, 1868.—The top of the
table is made in three parts, hinged and doweled
together, one part being stationary, the others fold-

ing. A hinged leg upholds a bearer pivoted to a
post to be turned crosswise, and a holder, with a
flange for a flat iron, slides under the table top.

Clairn.—A folding table, made with a three-jiart

top, A B C, in combruation with flat-iron holder HI,
hinged leg G. supportino- a pivoted bearer S, and
bearer T, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,380.—Joel Hayden, Jr., HaydenvUle, Mass.— Check Valve for Steam and other Enginery.—Oc-
tober 27, 18G8.— The valve is opened by outside
pressure upon the rod, and when such pressure is

removed the cup, which is attached to the rod, is

forced down by the pressure of the entering fluid,

thus closing the valve.
Claim.—The combination of the valve J, cup P,

connecting rod G, outlet D, and inlet C, with the
partition A and valve seat B between them, whereby
the fluiil or liquid is enabled to close the valve by
its pressure against the cup, when the valve is re-

lieved from outside force, substantially as herein
described and shown.

83,381.—Henry Herbert, Jersey City, IST. J.—
Buckle.—Ociohev 27, 1868.—The frame has oblong
slots at the ends, into which are slipped the bent
ends of slides which fasten on the inside portion.
Claim.—The self-fastening buckle, consisting of a

frame and tvi o slotted slides, for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

83,382.—P. Hoop, Jr. and E. Hoop, Berlin
Cross-roads, Ohio.

—

Hot Blast Apparatus for Pud-
dling and other Furnaces.—October 27, 1868.—Tlie
air to be heated is passed through a scries of hollow
rings, one above the other, from which project lugs,
and through which the products of combustion rise,

circulating in them successively, they being also
connected with the pipes for transmitting the air
fi'om one to another.
Claim.—1. The rings C, provided with the lugs c,

in combination with the foundation plates c, as and
for the purpose described.

2. The rings C, in combination Avith the pipes D,
made in three or more sections, and having their
middle portions outside the chimney, as and for the
purpose specified.

83,383.—David Huffman, Liu-ay, Ya.—Device
for Sharpening Sarvs.—October 27, 1868.—The cir-

cular saw is inserted in a slot in the block, on each
side of which, and opening into it, are transverse
recesses for the jaws, to which screws pass from
each side of the block.
Claim.—The block A, jaws B B, and screws c c,

when constructed and aiTanged as described, and
for the pm-pose set forth.

83,384.—P. W. Hum'HREYS. Clarksville, Tenn.—Steam, Generator.—October 27, 1868.—The boiler
consists of a hollow annular cylindrical ring, and on
its side is attached a cylindrical fire box having its

annular" space filled with Avater from the boiler,

while the products of combustion pass through,
tubes in the water space of the boiler to the smoke
stack.

Claim.—A steam boOcr, in the form of a hollow
cylindrical annular ring, with fire box, and fire

flues, and smoke stack atltached, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described.

83,385.-Amos B. Hunt, Matteson, Mich.—
Elevator.—October 27, 1868.
Claim.—1. The crane B, crane post A, sheaves or

puUeys, arranged at the points d, /, :u, and i, rope or
cord C, arranged on the sheaves, and passing down
through the axis of the crane, in combination with
a sweep bar. G, all substantially as set forth.

2. The swivel hook I, and its accessory parts, m,
j. n, in combination with the pin o aud tripping de-
vice r q, all substantially as herein set forth.

3. The crane B, when constructed of planks and
parts a a, g g, c, b, d, substantially as described, in
combination with the crane post A, bearing blocks
h h, sweep bar G, cord or rope C, and pulleys at the
points d, f, u, and i, aU as set forth.

83,386.—J. M. Hurt, Blacks and Whites, Va.
—Plant Protector.—OetobeT 27, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
plant protector, consisting of the cylinder A,
adapted to rest upon the ground over the' plant, per-
forated circumferentially near its top, at B, and pro-
vided with the horizoutal glass top C, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

83,387.—Ebenezer Jennings, Jr., ISTew York,
"N.Y.—Shoulder Brace and Suspender.—Octdhev 27,
1868.—An improvement on his patent of October 6,

1868. The double slide is made of a square piece of
metal with holes cut out at the corners, and two side
wings are formed by slitting the plate, leaving a
center bar in the shape of an hour glass, and by
bending the edges of the plate the wings lie so as to
give room for the 'v .ps.

Claim.— I. A combined shoulder brace and sus-
pender, consisting of two straps crossing each other
at both ends in adjustable slides, substantially as
described, either with or Avithout an adjustable slide

at the back crossing.
2. The adjustable double slide, cut from a single

piece of sheet metal, or other suitable material, sub-
stantially as described.

83,388.—Alfreb S. Johnson, "Waupun, Wis.,
assignor to himself and Lyjian B. Balcon, same
place.

—

Beehive Protector.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The casing or box A, composed of pa-
per or papier-mache for encasing a beehive, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The shield or jn-ojection o, attacliedto the case,

covering, or box, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

83,389.—Thomas W. Johnson, New York, N.
Y. — Apparatus for Making Extracts from Tan
Bark.—October 27, 1868.—An improvement on his

patent of September 13, 1868. An additional or
secondaiT tank aud two sets of squeezing rollers are
combined Avith the crushing rollers, saturating tank,

and elevator, so that the astringent qualities will be
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disengaged and the pulp left finally in a condition
to be nsed as fuel.

Claim.—The arrangement of a secondary satu-

rating tank, J, and two sets of squeezing rollers,

Gr M, in combination with the crushing rollers A,
saturating tank C, and elevators E K, all substan-
tially in the manner herein shown and described.

83,390.—Daniel Kidder, Franklin, N. H.—
Knitting Machine.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.— I. The detachable stock D, adapted and
employed for the reception of the cams aiid yarn
feeder, substantially as set forth.

2. The yarn feeder Gr, elevating cam F, and slotted
depressing cam E^ secm-ed to the stock D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

S3,391.— Michael J. Loukrentz, Leaven-
worth, Kansas, assignor to himself and John My-
ers. Jr., same place.

—

Lainp Chimney Cleaner.—
October 27, 1868 ; antedated October 17, 1868.

Claim-.—As a ncAv article of manufacture, the
holder for lamp-chimney cleaners, consisting of the
two rods A A', each double-h'eaded, the rod A pass-
ing through the button at the inner end of rod A',
and vice versa, whereby the cleansing materiiil is

held between the inner head of one rod and the outer
head of the other, as herein shown and described.

83,392.-Stephen N". Manning, Kankakee, HI.—Apparatus fvr Illustrating Spherical Trigonome-
tn/.—October 27, 1868.—By adjusting the different

parts and applying the several sections, the several
points, lines, arcs, and angles of spheric triangles

are shown in their true relative positions and pro-

portions.
Claim.— The combination and arrangement of

the hinged sector, plates, and wires, constructed sub-
stantiaUy as described, for the purpose of illustrating

and demonstrating the problems of spherical geom-
etry and trigonometry, by forming the diagrams so
as to show all the parts in their true relative posi-

tions and proportions.

83,393.—LoRENZ Maschatjer and William
Feankfurtii, Milwaukee, Wis.— PiniZe of Butt
JSinge.—October 27, 1868.—The pintle and eyes of

the hinge are so constructed as to admit of the
pintle being Avithdrawn far enough to detach the
leaves of the hinges, but not far enough to be wholly
withdrawn from the butt.

Claim.—The pintle B, made of uniform diameter
in its middle and upper part, and provided w^ith a
tapering, expanded lower end, c, in combination
with the tapering, internal diameter of the upper
eye a, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,394.—John McDonald, New York, N. T.—
JBrick Kiln.—October 27, 18G8.—An improvement
on his patent of November 27, 1866.

Claim.—The tunnel or kiln, jirovided with a door
at each end, and with a chimney, and with aper-

tiu-es through the side walls for the management of
the fires, substantially as described, in combination
with movable platforms, on which the bricks to be
burned are to be stacked, with archways in Avliich

the fires are to l)e made for burning the bricks, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

83,395.— Peter McEvven, Jersey City, and
William McKenzie, Hudson City, N. J.—Singeing

. Machine for Fabrics.—Octobex 27, 1868.—The fab-

ric passes from tlie roll over tightening bars and is

singed by a series of gas jets placed oetwecn the
tightening bars.

Claim. — The arrangement of the rollers hcf,
stretching bars e e g g, and rows of burners I m, for

presenting both sides of the fabric to bo singed, as

and for the purposes set forth.

83,396. — K. L. McG-owan and Walter
Fletcher, Alliance, Oliio.

—

Ttailioay-sioitch Stand.
—October 27, 1868.—A longitudinal slot is made in

the top of the switch stand, in Avhich latter recesses

are provided on one side of the slot, to receive the
elastic switch lever, which is held by a dropping

dlaim.—ThG lever c, in combinntion witU the

sliding key 6, slot a, and recesses a', substantially
as described.

83,397—J. N. MclNTiRE, New York, N. Y.—
Billiard Cue.—October 27, 1868 ; antedated October
6, J 868.

Claim.—A telescopic billiard cue, having a false
or spring butt so constructed as to yield to any pres-
sure, and again resuming its natural position, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

83,398.—Nicholas Meyers, Bufi'alo, N. Y., as-
signor to Edv/'ard L. Chamberlayne and Emersok
C. PojiEROY, same place.

—

Sezoing Machine.—Octo-
ber 27, 1868.—The pivoted arm, to which the feed
plate is secured, receives a reciprocating and verti-
cal motion from cams on the driving shaft.

Claim.—The feed plate c', in combination with
the shank c, arm a a' a", spring bar c", and eccentric
b, as and for the purpose described.

83,399.—Canceled.

83,400.— EuFUs Moody, Monmouth, Me.—
E.oldbac]c.—October 27, 1868.—The breeching strap
keeps the right-angled, pivoted i)late down on the
shaft, thus closing the loop.

Claim.—The loop h c d, in conjunction with the
plate e, piece /, plate k, and hinge h, to be operated
by the breeching strap of the harness, as herein de-
scribed, Avhcn attached to a carriage shaft, as and
for the purposes set forth.

83,401

—

Hiram B. Morrison, LeEoy, N. Y.—
Elboiu Joint for Stovepipes.—October 27, 1868.—An
angular joint is made by a tongue on one part and a
groove on the other, which overlap to make a close
fit. Lngs on one part fit and turn into grooves on
the other which holds them in position.

Claim.—1. A cast-iron elbow, for stove and hot-
air pipes, made entire, with a suitable connecting
and disconnecting joint, substantially as set forth.

2. An elbow, for etove and hot-air pipes, in which,
the joint is so formed and connected that the arms or
ends of said elbow may be turned to any position,
from a right angle to a straight length, as described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the lugs
F, notches g, groove h, and tongue and groove c d,

the wliole constituting the joint, as herein de-
scribed.

83,402. —William Nash and Montgomery
Kenfield, Maiden, Mich.

—

Machine for Preparing
Husks for Mattresses.—October 27, 1868. -The cut-
ting knives sitting spirally in rows, rotate between
a series of springs secured to the bottom of the bos.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
feed rollers E and F, the spiral cutting cylinder D,
and the series of slitted springs a a a, as constructed,
and operating substantially in the manner as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

83,403.—Charles N. Nickerson, Gloucester,
Mass., assignor to himself and William IIodgkins,
3d, same place.—Sw«on.—October 27, 1868.—Do-
signed as an improvement on patent of J. Palmer,
March 27, 1866. The stud is made smaller and is sur-

rounded by a fiangcd sleeve to hold it in the cloth.

A portion of the sleeve enters with tlie stud into the
button head and the spring catches in a notch in the
head.

Claim.—The combination of the sleeve E, stud A,
and spring C, substantially as described.

83,404.—Johnson Orr and Henry H. Martin,
Oxford, Ohio.

—

Convertible Plow and Cultivator.—
October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement,
substantially as described, of the frame A C, cc',

swinging hangers D d and D' d', adjustable bai'S E
e and E' e', nuts G G', ring bolts F/ and F'f, pins
H, apertures i, plow beams J J', jjivoted sheths K k,

tics iSI, pins N, handles O, braces 11 r and W r', and
catch S, for the object stated.

2. The construction of tlio brace T, with depressed
portions 1 1, to serve as steps, and an elevated cen-
triil portion, t', to M'hich the seat P is attached, all

as herein described,
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83,405.—John L. Otis, Leeds, ^ass.—Grind-
ing Machine.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. In a grinding machine, in which the

article to be ground is moved past the face of the

gTinding wheel or stone, the hanging of either the

stone or wheel, or of the clamp frame that carries

the thing to the ground, in arms or a swinging frame,_

whose center of motion is remote from the center of

motion of the wheel or stone, for the purpose of

grinding the tool or implement on a concave from a
greater radius than that of the stone or wheel, sub-

stautiallv as described.
2. The feeding along of the tool or article to be

ground, past the face of the wheel or grindstone, by
means of the vibrating fi'ame, reversible pawl, and its

spring arm or support, and the ratchet plate, acting

together in the manner and for the purpose described.

83,406.—D'Akcy Pokter, Cleveland, Ohio, as"

signor to himself and Thomas H. "White, same
place.

—

Tension Device for Sewing Machine.—Octo-
ber 27, 1868.—The thread passes over a grooved
wheel which is secured to a shaft having bearings in
a standard attached to the fixed arm, and also through

Ij the ends of a stay which fits under and partly sur-

;! rounds the wheel. A spring on one side of the stay
presses on the thread as it passes through. The ten-

sion is regulated by a spring and screw on the stand-
ard pressing on the shaft to which the wheel is se-

cured.
Claim.—The tension device, consisting of the

grooved wheel C, shaft B', cap or bos c', spring I',

j

screw H', stay D', and spring Cx', all arranged upon
I

standard A', and with relation to each other and to
I tlic thread E', and so as to operate substantially in

the manner and for the pm'pose described.

' 83,407.—Julius F. Quimby, Troy, l^.Y.—Eeser-
voir Cooking Stove.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. Combining the chamber or flue c of a

^ water reservoir or tank, C, when constructed and
' arranged with a cooking stove, substantially as here-

in described, with the diving or descending flue c

thereof, so as to divert a portion of the unspent cur-

j

rents of heat going theredown therefrom, and mak-
I

lug them pass directly into and horizontally through
I said flue c, without iirst passing under the stove's

OMen, as formerly, thus making said reservoir flue c

a branch flue of "the diving flue e, in manner substan-
tially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth
and shown.

2. Connecting each end of said branch flue c, when
extending or passing in horizontal direction around
the end sides and rear side of said water reservoir or
tank C, as arranged at the rear-end side of a cooking
stove, respectively, with tlie diving and rising flues e

and/thereof, by means of apertures a and a' in the
stove, opposite to the ends of said flue c, in manner
substantially as described and shown, for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The combination with each other of the ex-
tended or branch flue c, passing in horizontal direc-
tion around the end sides and back side of a water
reservoir or tank C, the cross flue 6, as passing in a
horizontal direction, and connected at each end with
said flue c and the diving and rising flues e and /, as
connected with the respective ends of said extended
flue c by apertm-es a and a', when all of a water
reservoir cooking stove, and relatively arranged in
manner substantially as herein described and shown
for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the damper G-. branch flue
c aforesaid, and tlie aperture a in the diving flue c,

the employment of a damper, d, to close the opening
to said fliic c, to shut ofl" all currents of heat there-
from, and thus make of saiil flue an air chamber, for
the purposes as hereinbefore set forth.

83,408.—FiTcii Raymond and August Mil-
leu, Cleveland, Ohio.—Compound for Preserving
Cheese.—Octohcv 27, 1863.-Composed of sulphuric
acid, nitro-muriatic acid mixed with water, and used
as a disinfcctive compound.

Claim.—The herein-described compound for the
pui-pose set forth.

83,409.—EuWIN T. Rice, Xew York, X. T.—
Mode of Preventing Mildeio or Injury to Fibrous

Materials during their Manufacture.—October 27,
1868.—A solution of carbolic acid and water is used
to moisten the flbers.

CTaim.—Moistening flax or other fibers with the
material specified, so as to prevent mildew or other
injury to the same while being manufactured, sub-
stantially as set forth.

83,410.—GrEORGE Richards, Richland Centre,
Wis., assignor to himself and Dexter E. Pease,
same place.—5i« Stock.—Octobvy 27, 1868.—The han-
dle is extensible both from the Ijit holder and rest.

Claim.—The handle A, provided with the sockets
B B, to receive adjustably both the shank b of the
rest D and the shank a of the tool holder C, whereby
the leverage of the handle is adjusted equally from
the rest and tool holder, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

83,411.—Peter Rodier. Detroit, Mich.—Stop
Device.—October 27, 1868.—The device is arranged
to impinge forcibly against the belt if the latter
moves in the wrong direction.

Claim.—A lever, resting in suitable bearings, and
operating automatically, both to stop a belt, by com-
pressing it between the end of said lever and another
rigid body, upon the opposite side of the belt, and
also to release its hold upon tlie belt, both operations
being performed by the action or movement of said
belt itself, substantially as herein described and set
forth.

83,412.—WiLLiASi H. Rogers, New York. N.
Y.

—

Match Composition.—October 27, 1868.—A com-
position of saltpeter, orris root, minium, phospho-
rous, and dissolved caoutchouc is used to make the
match flexible, self-igniting, and combustible through-
out its length.
Claim.—The use of caoutchouc, (or India rubber,)

or of gutta percha, in a composition for the manu-
factui-e of matches, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

83,413.—E. A. Sawyer, Portland, Me.—Dish
Rack.—The curved edges of the plates are placed be-
tween pairs of parallel horizontal coils of wire which
are secured to the bottom of the pan.

Claim.—The dish rack, as described, having the
pan or base, a, with the horizontal parallel pairs of
helices, all combined and arranged as and for the
purposes set forth.

83,414.—William C. Selden, Brooklyn, and
Charlton B. Kid, New jSTork, N. Y.—Fabric for
Covering Steain Boilers, tfic—October 27, 1868.—

A

sheet of wire cloth is covered with asbestos in a
broken state and the latter is covered with wire
cloth or wool felt.

Claim.—The non-conducting coating herein de-
scribed, composed of fibrous mineral, secured be-
tween layers of strong material, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

83,415.— Eli Slater and Anson II. Platt,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Hot-air Furnace.—October 27,
1868.—The descending draught is intended to efi"ect

tlie combustion of the smoke and gases.
Claim:—The combination of the'inner combustion

cylinder or chaml)er a, outer railiating cylinder or
chamber o, surrounding the same, and the close base
b, all constructed and arranged so that the draught
and products of (Tombustion pass down from the first

through the fire gi-ate g, into the base, and thence up
through the space between the two cylinders, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

83,416.

—

Daniel Snell, Springfield, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and J. H. G^\JS'0, same place.

—

Wood Sawing Machine.—October 27, 1868 ; ante-
dated May 28, 1868.—The machine is moved from
point to point along the log to saw it into sections,
an immovable relation being maintained between
the two, while the saw is operating, by means of the
cant hook and spurs.

Claim.—The combination of the spikes or spur
points C C in the fonvard ends of the bed timbers,
to pierce the log to be .sawed, and the grab or cant
hook B in addition thereto, hinged or fastened to the

c
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forward cross beam, the -vrholc coustructed substan-
tially as described, as and for the purpose specified.

83,417.—Peter Spexce, ITewton Heath, Man-
chester, England.

—

Purifying Illuminating Gas.—
October 27, 1868.

Claim.—The use of protosilicates and protocar-
bonates of iron, specially the slags before mentioned,
for purifying gas, for lighting, from sulphureted hy-
drogen, and also the use of these substances, as
specified, for the product of " dry copperas," or the
copperas of commerce, and the use of said " dry
copperas" for purfying gas from ammonia.

83,418.—Joseph Stegepv, New York, 1>^.Y.—Car
Brake.—Octohev 27, 18C8.—The movable bar or plate
is pinched between the axle and the roller on the end
of the lever wlien the brakes are to be applied, the
consequent friction of tlie axle upon and the move-
ment of said bar or plate effecting the desired ob-
ject.

Claim.—The combination of the roller G-, lever E,
friction bar or plate L, and axle B, substantially as
described, for actuating the brakes of a car.

83,419.—M. C. Stebbins, Springfield, Mass.—
Portable Gas Apparatus.—October 27, 1868.—Eorced
air before entering the gasometer passes first through
a body of water and tbon through a body of oil, the
two liquids being contained in separate A^essels. In
passing through'tho oil the air is converted into gas.
The water vessel prevents the escape of gas from the
oil vessel.

Claim.—The combination of the vessels C and D,
and the gasometer B, with tlieir pipes and connec-
tions, ail arranged and operating substantially in the
manner and for the jmrposes herein specified.

S3,420.—John B. Stoner, Leopold Mexdel-
SON, and Theodore Crommelin, N"cw York, N. Y.
—Ballasting Fesseis-.-October 27, 1868.—This de-

vice is designed to prevent undue lateral rolling of
the vessel without materially retarding the progres-
sive movement of the same.

Claim.—1. So applying a ballasting weight, B,
to a casing, D D', or its equivalent, that such weiglit
can be raised or depressed bodily, and at the same
time it is free to swing in a direction with the keel
of a vessel, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

2. The arms &, of weight B, provided with a pin,

C, whose ends are fitted to slide up and down, and
to oscillate in grooves c c, formed in the case I) D',
substantially as described.

83,4tJl .—Levi TV. Swafford, Edward Butler,
and John R. Hess, Muscatine, Iowa.

—

Blind Slat
Operator.—October 27, 1868.—The bent arm is se-

cured to the lo-i'\'er movable slat of the blind, and the
end of the Icvor may be placed over or under the
projection on said arm in order to adjust the slats.

Claim..—The bent arm G and slotted lever E, ar-

ranged, with relation to the blind slats and wiridow
casing, in such a manner that their combined action
sliall adjust said blind slats in any required position,

as herein shown and described.

83,422.—Ben'JAiHN Tatham and Joseph Ste-
CxER, New York, N. Y.—Gar Brake.—Octohev 27,

1868.—A reversing arrangement causes the brakes to

be brought in contact witli the wheels, whatever may
be the du-eetion in which tlie cars are moving.

Claim:— 1. The reversing arrangement, as herein
substantially described, by wiiich the brakes of a car
may bo brought into alternate action by the motion
of the plate and axle.

2. The means, as licrein substantially described,
of a]-)plying the brakes siraultaneousiy upon the
wheels of a' series of cars by the combined operation
of a connecting rope, chain, or rod, upon a series of
levers, one on each car, the levers liaving friction

rollers, and acting, by the rovohition of the axles on
the brakes, as set forth,

83,423.-Hexry A. Tildex, New Lebanon, N.
Y.—Manufacture of Vineg^r.^-OcAohar 27, 1868.—
The temperature of the air in the acidifying vat is

regulated by the steam coil in the jacket, to which

air is admitted from the exterior and from which it

passes into the vat.
Claim.—The jacket /around the vat a, with the

openings 2 and 3, in combination with the heating
coil g, as and for the purposes set forth.

83,424.—J. B. Tunstall, Boydton, Ya.—Hy-
draulic Press.-October 27, 1868.—The- levers con-
nected with the cross head serve to actuate, through
the medium of toothed segmental extremities, a
press platen, and the shaft of a weight elevator.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein described, of
cross head D, attached to levers E E', by link con-
nection x, segment gearing o o, rackfjr, press head Gr,

shaft E, pulley/, with its cord and weight, all cou-
structed and operated as set forth.

83,425.—George "Walters and Thomas Shaf-
fer, Phoenixville, Pa.

—

Method of Constructing
Wrought-iron Columns.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—An improved column, formed by the com-
bination of the segmental bars C, skewback bars
A, and interior rings or bands B, with each other,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

83,426.—Joseph TV. "Wattles, Canton, Mass.—Ring for Spinning Machine.—October 27, 1868.

—

Upon a stoppage of the frame so as to sufficiently

lessen the draught of the yarn on the traveler, the
latter descends into the oil in the trough ; hence
when the traveler is again put in operation it lubri-

cates the flange of the ring.

Claim.—The improved ring, as made with the trav-
eler supporter or rail a, and the oiling trough 6, ar-

ranged as represented in the accompanying draw-
ings, and as hereinbefore described, such being so as
to cause the traveler, on ceasing to revolve on the
supporter, to dip its lower part into such groove, as
and for the purpose specified, when such groove may
be supplied with a lubricating fluid. ^

83,427.—James D. "Whelpley, Boston, Mass.
—notary Steam JEngine.—Ootoher 27, 1868.—The
axes of the steam cylinder and abutment ring ai*e

parallel, but eccentric ; the axis of the piston cham-
ber and the motion of the reciprocating piston are at

right angles to the axis of rotation of the cylinder,

and the piston rod acts directly upon the abutment
ring, causing it to rotate upon the friction cradle and
impart a rotary motion to the cylinder through the
medium of the' interior ring. The valves are situ-

ated at the ends of the cylinder and operated by
means of eccentrics.

Claim.—1. The friction cradle, consisting of ex-

terior-bearing rolls b and interior ring a, in combina-
tion with abutment ring, G, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The arrangement of the interior friction ring a,

whereby its axis of revolution coincides with the
axis of revolution of c^dinder A, substantially as de-
scribed,

3. The arrangement of the steam cylinder D, re-

volving on its axis, perpendicular to the axis of its

piston cavity, and carryiu"- the reciprocating piston
E, combined with rod F, abutment ring G, and fric-

tion roll a, substantially as described.
4. The arrangement of the steam cylinder D^ the

reciprocating piston E, rod F, abutment ring G, and
friction rolls b, substantially as described.

5. The combination of the eccentric m, gib I, ec-

centric k, gib i, and valve plate h, with reference to
the rod n, and ears on the induction pipe H, substan-
tially as described.

G. The arrangementpof the valve chest C, valve
plate 0, with the packing p, and adjustable eccentric
r, substantially as described.

7. The arrangement of the cylinder A, wi'^Ji the
trunnion K revolving with it, abutment ring G, and
its friction cradle !>"and a, and the neck B of the
steam chest revolving with cylinder A, with i-eference

to the fixed steam pipe H, substantially as described.
8. The arrangement of the valve plate /(, revolving

about a ring, k, iield from revolution l)y cars on pipe
H, thereby allowing linear motion wlion combined
with the adjustable interior eccentric m, pivoted on
the axis of revolution of cylinder A, substantially as
described.
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S3,42S.— William S. Widger and William
M. Read, Fairfield, Iowa.

—

Apparatus for Tolling
Grain.—October 27, 18G8.—The g-rist passes through
the funnel and gives it a rotary motion, so that the

spout, at each rotation, receives a portion of the
passing grain and conducts it out of the regular
channel. Tlie spout may be adjusted so as to era-

brace a fractional pait of the area of the funnel's

moutli, wliich shall correspond Avith the amount to

be tolled.

Claim.—The rotary funnel A, having a spout pro-

vided with the movable part C', adjusted by means of
the slot and set screw, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein set forth.

83,4.29.—William S.Wilcox,Wellington, Ohio.
—Trap Xet.—OcXo\)G\' 27, 1868.—The object is to
afford better security at the point where the funnel
eaters the trap net or '" pound." The cover is used
"when the net is set entirely under water. Weights
are substituted for stakes.

Claim.—] . The supplemental^ funnel G, and cover
C, as aiTanged, in combination with the funnel C
and pound A, in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The use of weights, J, for sinking and anchor-
ing the net, in combination with buoys, in the man-
ner substantially as described.

83.430. — William Louis Winaxs, Clargcs
Street, England, and Thomas Winaxs, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Condenser.—October 27,1868
;
patented in Eng-

land March 23, 1866.—The pipe which conducts the
water to the pump from the condenser-reservoir is sur-

rounded at top by a tube, which always i^rojects some-
what above as Avell as below the surface of the con-
densed liquid. The mouth of the pipe stands below
said surface so that the water Avhich passes into said

pipe must be taken from a point snfiiciently below
the surface to preclude the passage of the greasy,
floating matter to the pumps.

Claim.—The means herein set forth of construct-
ing the condensers of steam engiues, and providing
for the draAving off therefrom of the greasy Avater

or scum that may accumulate therein.

83.431. — Geouge Winter, Buffalo, IST. T.—
Beer Cooler.—Oatohav 27, 1808.-Tanks within the
reservoir are so connected that as soon as one tank
is filled with beer, the surplus is discharged into the

next, and so on, until all are filled. A reservoir re-

ceives the warm water from the surface, and sub-

jects it to further use, by contact with, the tank
containing the Avarmest beer, before the water is

discharged.
Claim.— 1. The tanks A, in combination with

the reservoir B and conducting pipes D, all parts
being constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as herein described.

2. "Supporting the tanks A, within the reservoir B,
by means of the upright posts or rods B' and cross-

bars or tie rods C, substantially as set forth.

3. The reservoir F, in combination with the tanks
A. for the pm-poses and substantially as herein de-

scribed.

83,432.—Albert A. Touxg, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Helen J. Dalton, and George
W. Armstrong, same place.— TFardro&e Bedstead.
—October 27, 1868.—The bed frame is supported
upon legs, the center ones being detachable, and
servo to fortify the hinges. The pillow rest is hinged
to the bed frame, and has suspensory, yielding sup-
port.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
several parts of the wardrobe bedstead, to Avit, the
case A, with its drawers B B, the two parts of the
bed frame d d', joined by the hinges i i, with its

pillow rest e, its cord p, with its spring s, the inter-

mediate legs k ^^ having supports q 7, and the turn-

down legs'j j, and the sacking <7, all combined and
arranged, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

83,433.—G. ZiiTE, :N'ew York, X. Y., assignor
to himself and Werner Werner, same place.

—

Pro-
ciss and Compositionfor Tanning Leather^—October
27, 1868.—The hides are, after being unhaircd, steeped

in a solution of sugar of lead. They are then treated
with a compound of alcohol, water, sulphate of iron,

sulphuric acid, manganese, sirup, salt, and chloro-
chromic acid. Finally they arc steeped in a soapinj^
compound, of linseed,' tallow soap, tallow, Avater, and
alcohol.

Claim.—1. The composition herein set forth for
impregnating hides during the tanning process.

2. The process herein set forth of tanning hides.
3. The soaping compound herein described for in-

solubly binding the metallic contents of the tanning
compound.

83,434.—John Abraham and Thomas Eichard
Bayliss, Birmingham, 'En<x,land.—Cartridge.—Octo-
ber 27, 1868 ;

patented in England, March 20, 1868.

By reasoji of the incisions, the cartridge shell ex-
pands and prevents the escape of gas when the ex
plosion takes place, and afterward contracts to ad
mit of its ready AvithdraAval.
Claim.— 1. Making a series of longitudinal, ob

lique, or helical incisions in the metallic cases or
shells of the said cartridges, for the puri)ose and sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described, and illustrated

in the accompanying draAving.
2. The construction, substantially as herein de

scribed, of the percussion chamber, by forming the
same, as shown and set forth, of a blank, iudepend
cut from the cartridge case, and securing it in the
rim of the case, as herein described.

3. The combination, with a cartridge case, pro
vided with a percussion chamber constructed as de-
scribed, of a primed percussion pin, enlarged at its

base, so as to close tightly the said chamber, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

83,435.—Anson T. Adams, Indianapolis, Ind.
Washing Machi^ie.-Octohev 27, 1868.—The clothes
in boiling are situated between the tAvo " bottoms,"
the upper of which constitutes a presser operated by
the IcA'cr. The end of the lever is fitted upon a
journal or lug, and is held against any sliding moA'e-
ment thereou by a hook which engages in a groove
in the lug. -

'

Claim.—1. The application of the lever A B, and 'I

the perforated bottoms F G and H I, to an ordinary
wash boiler, for the purpose and in the Avay substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. 'The combination of the hook g h and the lug a
e with a common wash boiler, with perforated bot-
toms, constructed as aforesaid, and used in the way
and for the purpose herein set forth.

83,436.—John H. Aldrich, Xorthbridge, Mass.
assignor to himself and John C. Whitin, same
place.—Ph'er /or Speeders.—Oatohcr 27, 1868.

Claim.—The flier, substantially as described, hav-
ing the arm of the flier and the detachable presser
connected by a spiral guide and worm so that Avhen
turning one way, the presser detaches from the flier

when there is no bobbin or spindle for it to press
against, and turning the other way, it stops by the
presser arm itself coming in contact with the end
of the flier arm, thus forming a more direct passage
for the roving to the presser arm, substantially as
described.

83,437.—Prudden Alling, ISTorwalk, Ohio.—
Vine Gutter and Garden Cultivator Combined.—Oc-
tober 27, 1868.—The cutter serves to lop off the run-
ners of the A'ines, and the cultivator shovel stirs the
soil.

Claim.—The wheel B, cutter C, cultivator D, and
beam A, combined and arranged to operate in the
manner as and for the purpose set forth.

83,438.—John E. Anderson, Boiling Spring,
Pa.—Grain OZeaner.-October 27, 1868.—The scour-
ing wheel consists of two disks set apart from each
other upon a central hub and connected by groups
of rods and strips of metal.

Claim.—1. The scouring Avheel, substantially as de-
scribed, when forming part of a grain cleaner, all as
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the scouring wheel above
the fan Avheel, with the chute board K, iuclined
screen L, and chaff box B, all substantiallv as sot
forth.
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83,439.—Daniel Armsthong, Chicago, 111.—
Sank Fastener.—October 27, 1868.—The two parts of
the bolts are supported at their inner ends by a thim-
ble or socket which incloses the single spring that
forces outward both parts of the bolts.

Claim.—The arrangement of the thimble B and
coil spring m, the latter fitting into the ends of the
bolts A A', and operating both of them at the same
time, in combination with thimbles G- G, pins cl d,

and thumb pieces c c, as and for the purpose set
forth.

83,440.-Benjamin F. Atwood, New York, IST.

Y.

—

Compound to be Applied to the Hair.—October
27, 1868.

Claim.—1.-A hair-stimulating compound, consist-

ing chiefly of a decoction of quince seed and smart
weed, substantially as herein described, as a new
article of manufacture.

2. The addition, to the said quince seed and smart
weed, of sage, sweet fern, and hemlock bark, to form
a modification of the compound, substantially as de-
scribed, the whole being softened with glycerine,
all as set forth.

83,441.—:N". Aubin, Plattsburg, N. Y.—Peat
Machine.—October 27, 18G8.—The shaft and cutters
act to grind and work the peat as it is propelled
througli the cylinder. The ribs on th'e removable
bottom of the mold form corresponding indentations
in the laolded peat, which, in drying, Ijreak up into
bricks or blocks, the indentations being at the lines

of separation.
Glai^n.—The cylinder A, provided with the sta-

tionary shear-bladed cutters E, shaft C, with trough-
shaped revolving knives F, and mold D, with its re-

movable bottom d, having annular projections d^,

all arranged together, and operating substantially as
and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

83,443.—William W. Babcock, Harmar, as-

signor to himself, A. W. McCoRJiiCK, and Sa:muel
S. McNaughton, Marietta, Ohio.—Oar Brake.—

I October 27, 1868.—The combination of the screw and
toggle-joint levers is designed to constitute a power-
ful brake to insui'e the instantaneous stopping of the
wheels.

Claim.—1. The combination of the screw spindle
C, cross bar G, lever H, and brake head I, when said
parts are constructed to operate substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the screw spindle C, cross

bar G, lever H, arm J, and wedge-shaped brake
head K, when constructed to operate in the manner
set forth.

3. The arrangement of the brake heads I K M,
wheels B B, levers H L, cross bar G, and screw
spindle C, as described and shown,

83,443.—John G. Baker, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Henry Disston, same place.

—

Satv-
grinding Machine.— October 27, 1868.—The object
of this arrangement of the stones is to allow the saw
blade ,to yield to any slight irregularity of either
stone. The guide bars prevent the tilting of the
blade.

Claim.—1. A saw-grinding machine, in which two
stones are so arranged that a line drawn througli
their centers shall be at an angle Avith the blade of
the saw, as and for the purpo.se herein set forth.

2. The combination of the above with the guides
EaudE'.

83,444.—William Baxter, Newark, N. J.—
Steam Engine Valve Device.—October 27, 1868.—The
throw of tlie valve is controlled by interposing be-

tween the moving cam and the valve a resisting me-
dium, the action of which on the valve increases or
decreases, according to the speed of the engine, in

such a manner tliat the speed of the engine is regu-
lated by the valve itself without the use of a gov-
ernor.

Claim.—1. The piston K and barrel J, in combi-
nation with the valve H, svibstantially as herein de-

scribed.
2. The regulating valve f;, in combination with the

barrel J, piston K, and valve H, substantially as
herein set forth.

83,445

—

William Baxter, Newark, N. J.—
Steam Generator.—October 27, 1868.—The fire bos
is provided with descending flues passing through
the Avater space and communicating with a jacket
surrounding the water space and extending up to
the water line of the boiler, so as to leave the dome
uncovered.

Claim.—The arrangement of the fire box A, flues
D, jacket F, pipe K, and steam dome G, substan-
tially as set forth.

83,446.—Sidney A. Beers, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Splice for Railroad Rails.—October 27, 1868.—A flat

bolt fits in a mortise formed by slots in the end of
each rail. The nut attached to such bolt is pre-
vented from Avorking loose by a key resting in a slot

in the joint of the bolt and corresponding slots across
the face of the nut.

Claim.—1, The combination and arrangement of
the flat bolt and nut with fishing plates, as illus-

trated by letter e. Fig. 1", and letter c, Fig. 3, when
applied to any form of rail.

2. The device for preventing the nnt from work-
ing loose, as illustrated by letters c and d, in Fig.
1", Avhetlier used separately or in combination, for

the purposes above set forth.

83.447.-Erastus S.Bennett, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Justus Smith, same place.—Shirt and Draioers Combined.—October 27, 1868

;

antedated October 7, 1868.—The shirt and drawers
are made in one AA'ith buttons down the front. The
back portion covering the lumbar region of the spi-

nal column, is re-enforced. A drawing string is

applied above the hips to take the weight of the
drawers from the shoulders.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shii't or body
E E, drawers or legs F, and the re-enforced portion
B and C C^ all substantially as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

2. In combination therewith, the drawing string
or adjuster a a, applied and operating substantially
as described.

83,448.—Benjamin S. Benson, Baltimore, Md.
—Mold BlacJcing Machine.—October 27, ] 868.—The
hub of the gear wheel is elongated below the bearing
and is provided with a spool which, by means of a
latch, may be locked so as not to revolve. A cord
attached to the sleeve and extending over tAvo i>ul-

leys is secured to the brush, and by locking the sleeve

the cord is wound round the shaft and the brush is

raised.
Claim.—1. Supplying the brush and mold with

blackwash, or facing, for coating the inner surface

of pipe molds, through a holloAV shaft or tube, Avhile

the brush is spreading and smoothing it.

2. Tlie reservoir t), communicating pipes E F,
valves e' c, and hollow revolving shaft, in combina-
tion with a revolving reciprocating brush.

3. The spool H and pawl or latch h, in combina-
tion with the cord I and pulleys i i.

4. A revolving reciprocating brush, in combina-
tion with a force pump, so arranged that it will sup-

ply the brush AA'ith the blackwash at the time of its

be'ing rotated.

83,449.—Alfred Berney", Jersey City, N. J.

—

Tea-kettle Boiler.—October 27, 1868.—The body of
the boiler is made tapering to enable it to be fitted

to any tea kettle. It is graduated so as to be read
on the inside or outside.
Claim.—A combined tea-kettle boiler, pitcher, and

measure, made of tapering form, as described, and
provided Avith a handle, lid, and spout, also gi-adu-

ated into quantities, essentially as herein shOAvn and
described.

83,450.—John Bond, Versailles, lll.—Stirrup.
—Octolicr 27, 1868.—An oscillating bottom pivoted
in flexilile prongs opens and disengages the foot in
case the rider is thrown from the horse.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
riding stirrup, consisting of the elastic pendent
prongs, A, between which the oscillating foot piece
B is pivoted in such a manner as to fall out when the
elastic prongs arc spread apart, as herein described,
for the purpose sxjccified.
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83,451.—Patrick B. Boxxer. ISTe-n' York, K".

T.

—

Mode of Soldering Galvanized Jroft.—October
27, 1668.—The seam in the iron to be soldered is first

coated ^vith mnriatic acid, which, -n-hen the copper
is applied, wholly removes the galvauizing.

Claim.—The process of soldering galvanized iron,

substantially as herein described and set forth.

83,455 S. C. Brixser, Middletown. Pa.—
Horse Eake.—Octohcv 21, ] 868.—The head is locked
and prevented trom rotating in raking over even
gi'ound, and is readily unlocked to trip the rake head
to avoid stones and iiiicvcn sm-faces.
Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the

lever H. curved, as described, and shown with the
connecting rod F, having a series of holes in its rear
end ; the frame K, haviug the scries of holes k',- the
ai-m E, and the rake teeth B B, when the said parts
are so constmcted and combined together as to op-
erate in connection with a pin in the fi-ame K, sub-
stantially in the manner described.

83,453 Sarah H. Brisbane, Fordham. :S'. T.—Scissors. — October 27, 1868.—The gauge fits in a
beveled slot in the back of the upper blade.and is held
by a beveled wedge or a thumb screw.
^ Claim.—1. The combination, with a pair of scis-

sors, of a gauge or measui-e, B, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

•2. A pail- of scissors, one blade ofwhich is provided
with a slot at right angles to the line of its cutting
edge, in combination with a gauge or mea.sure, B,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

83,454. — James Brown, Matteawan, K". Y.—
Trace Fastening.—October 27, 1S6S.
Claim.—1. The socket A, having a tapering dove-

tailed groove formed in its outer end, the strap or bar
B, having its reai' part dovetailed and tapering, and
having a crosshead h', termed upon its rear end. and
the spring C. or equivalent, in combination with each
other, substantially as herein sliowu and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. Forming an inclined recess a', in the bottom of
the forward end of the dovetailed gToove in the end
of the socket A, to receive the encl of the spring C,
in detaching the fastening, substantially as h'ere-

in shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

83,455.—Hexry C. Bull and S.uiuel T. Shel-
ley, Louisville, Ky.

—

Hose Coupling. — October 27,
1868.—A slott-ed eccentric ring bears against the
projections protruding through grooves in the female
portion of the coupling, and on being tm'ued the ec-
centric i>ortiou.s press the male portion toward the
shoulder, and tight-en the joint.

Claim.—A hose coupling, consisting of the fol-

lowing elements: Tbe female portion E, with its

concave shoulder /, the male portion F. having the
ekutic ring or tube secured therein, and tbe eccentric
ring D, all constructed and combined substantially as
herein described.

83.456.—Francis L. Cagvvin, Joliet, JR.—Auto-
matic Spading Fleiv.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The spades «, Avhen operating in the
manner and by the tlovices described, so as to enter
the ground on the cycloid line, as set forth.

2. The maintaining of the parallel between the
spades a, from the time of then- entry into the ground
until tbe heel of the spades comes to a rest up against
the di-um or disk b, to any given point, either before
or past the hinge line, by means of the traction and
weight of the machine, causing them to ttu-n on their
hinge, as described.

3. The backward turn of the spades a from the
cycloid entry line to their original jjosition, as de-
scribed, by means of the upright lever-e, and spring
i, as set forth, regulated to stop at any given cycloid
point by means of the device shown in Fig. 5," or its

equivalent.
4. Tiie spades a, constructed with a crank and

hinge, when attached, as set forth, to the periphery
of the drum or disk b, in combination with the up-
right lever e and spring i.

5. A rotary spader or plow, constructed with spades
a, hinged to the dnim or disk b, as shown in combi-

nation with a fi'ame. constructed and operating sub-

stantially as set forth.

6. The'mode ofleverage, substantially as described,
to force the spades into the gi-ound.' and to raise

them out of the grouud when desired, as set forth.

7. The combination of all the parts described, when
arranged and operating as set forth.

83,457.-CharlesTT.Cahoox, Portland, Me.—
Steam Generator.—Octdher 27, l$6S: an improvement
on his patent of Xovember 5, 1867.—The water heated
to a proper temperature is conveyed from the boiler

into tbe tanks on the carriage, thfougli flexible pipes
which are connected by a coupling with the carriage
pipes. When the temperature of the water in the
carriage has fallen below the necessary temperature
for pro'ducing power, it is conveyed through a flexible

pipe into the boiler tank to be reheated.
Claim.—1. The boiler A. with the pipe B, flexible

by means of the joints D D, having the coupling E,
and valves, substantially as herein set forth "and
described.

2. The combination of boiler tank F with the
boiler A, and with reference to the carnage C, sub-

stantially as herein described.
3. The'combination ofpipe G, flexible, as described,

-

and having the coupling, whereby to convey the re-

siduum oflhe carriage reservoii-s'into the boHertank
F. as described.

4. In combination with the boUer A, having a
supply pipe, B, for connecting with the carriage C,
to supply the tanks therein, as described, the relief

pipe b, with its valve c, substantially as described.

83,458. — Edavard Card, Providence, E. I.-
Douhle Oven Cooking >SYoi'<?.—October 27, 186S.—

A

division plate under the hinged oven serves to thi-ow
an equal amount of heat over the bottom, the heat
being agaiit brought toward the center of the stove
by the divison plates at the back of the fiont oven,
and then entering a branch of the return flue which
extends under the back oven.

Claim.—1. Placing the forward oven, with its ac-

companying flue, upon joints or hinges, substantially
as described.

2. The division plate h, in combination with either
of the division plates i or i' and plate a, substantially
as described.

83,459.—Hexry Carpexter, Brooklyn, E. D..

!N". Y.

—

Peach Basket.—October 27, 1868 ; 'antedated
October 17, 1868.

Claim.—Securing the raised bottom of the peach
basket upon tbe inner hoop D by means of the central
batten a let into said hoop at each end. beneath the
bottom, and by the wires cand screws &, all aiTanged
as described,"whereby the bottom and batten are
raised above the lower edge of the hoop D, and pre-
vented from being knocked into the basket, when the
latter is inverted and used as a seat, as herein shown
and described.

83,460.—Patrick P. Carroll, Washington, D.
C—Ironing Table.—October 27, 1868.—The top ofthe
table is provided with sliding sections of difl"erent

widths, which, when drawn out and supported by
supplemental legs, serve as ironing boards.

Claim.—A combined ironing and work table, con-
sisting of the sliding parts C C"C, and supplementary
legs D D, in combination with a table of the usual
foi-m and construction, substantially as herein shown
and described.

83,461.—Dexter H. Chamberlain, "West Rox-
bury. Mass.

—

Elevator for Buildings.— October 27,

1868.—In the event of the rope breaking, the pin is

forced down bv tlie spring, which causes the levers

to raise the wedges until they impinge on the rods.

Claim.—The rods c c, or their equivalents, in com-
bination with the wedges d d, or tlieir equivalents,
and the cross bead C, substantially as and for the
pui-pose set forth.

2. The levers H H, spring h, and pin G, in combi-
nation witli the wedges d d and the rods c c, for the
pm-pose described.

S3. 46'.2.—Theodore Clough, Dobb'.s Ferry, X.
Y.

—

Lamp.—October 27, 1668 ; improvement ou his
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patent of ISTovombcr 26, 1867.—Designed to prevent
the accumulation of the solid products of combustion
in the burning- of heavy oils.

Claim.—The two opposite segmental wick tubes,
in combination with the air jet pipe, having a gas
burner nozzle, when arranged in combination, sub-
stantially as described.

83,463.—T. S. Coffin, Harrington, Me.—ham-
mer.—October 27, 1808.

Claim.—The hatchet D, adapted to be removably
attached to the hammer head A, having the short
claws B, by means of the screw E, and held in any
desired position by the spring-catch ab d, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

83,464.—Fkanklin Coffrin, Claremont, N". H.—Car Coupli7ig.—October 27, 1868.—Designed to be
self- connecting, and also to be automatically discon-
nected in case any car should run off the track.

Claim.—The levers or keepers /, the pins h, the
spindles g, the springs i, the staple I, the hooks e, and
link D, all arranged and combined substantially as
and to operate for the purposes specified and set

forth.

83,465.—J. Collier, Morenci, Mich.—Machine
for Twisting Jack Bands.—October 27, 1868.—Ilotat-

ing hooks, and a stationary hook for twisting the
yarn, are arranged with the devices for operating
them, and are automatically thrown out of gear when
the yarn has been sufficiently twisted.

Claim.—The eombination'of the hook H, levers I
and L, sliding wheel C, hooks F, and springs G- K,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

83,466.—William S. Colwell, Allegheny City,
Va.—Stave Machine. — October 27, 1868.—Into the
rack w^hich is secured to the back part of the ram
are two Avheels, one of them having teeth on only a
part of its periphery, and above them, on a shaft, are
placed corresponding wheels which gear into each
other.

Claim.—The combination of the wheels/, g, h, and
t, with the rack e, for imparting a reciprocating mo-
tion to the ram B, substantially as herein described
and set forth.

83,467. — Levi Eiciiardson, Comstock, and
James N. Cherry, Keokuk, Iowa.

—

Refrigerator
and Cooler.—October 27, 1868.—A removable tube,
with a perforated cap at one end and a diaphragm at
the other, is fitted in the ice chamber, which, with
the refrigerator chamber, has a removable top of
two lids hinged together. I'wo dead sjiaces, one
inside of the other, surround the sides of the cylinder
and the reciprocating space, and a trough with dis-

charge pipes runs around the outside wall at the
bottom.

Claim.—1. The combination of the ice chamber
K with the horizontal detachable strainer L, and
chamber I, and hinged Lids C C, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The combination of the non-conducting cham-
bers A P, and tlie trough O, and pipes N and M, as
and for the purposes specified.

83,468.—Ezra G. Cone, East Hampton, Conn.
—Call Bell.—Octoher 27, 1868.—Two gong-shaped
bells are secured to tlio arms of a bifurcated sliank

which passes through the handle, and a two-headed
hammer, the rod of Avhich is held at one end by a
pin passing through its eye and the arms, after strik-

ing the gongs, is brought back and held by a loop in

the rod which strikes against the shank on both
sides.

Claim..—The combination, with a suitable handle,

of two gong-shaped or open-mouthed bells, provided
with a suitable clapper or clappers, substantially as

aiTangcd and as herein specified.

83,469.—Horace I. Crandall, New Bedford,
Mass.— Oofir Wheels for Gearing.—Ootohcv 27, 1868.

Claim.— I. The teeth of cog wheels, for gearing,

constructed as hereinbefore described.
2. The thickness of the teetli spaced at riglit angles

from the center line of tlic same, substantially asset
forth.

3. The meeting point of the root and point faco
circles inside of the pitch circle, in accordauce with
the rules, as specified.

4. The radii, for sweeping the faces of the teeth,
obtained from the wheel containing the least number
of teeth in a set, as so described.

83,470—E. A. Crane, Zanesville, Ohio.—Haij
i:ievator.—Ootohev 27, 1868.—A plank is provided
with lateral rails on each side of its lower edge, on
which the hanging truck with pulleys, rollers, and a
catch lever travels to and fro, the arrangement be-
ing such that the truck Avill be held until the hay is

at the proper height, and, on raisingthc catch lever,

it will be free to move to the position for discharge.
Claim.—1. The combination of the plank A, hav-

ing lashings B, side rails C, with the truck DEE,
rollers G, catch lever H, having a shoulder, h, and
stirrup plate I, shoulder cleat J, expanding pulley a
a, having shoulders k, with India-rubber block inter-

posed between them, rope K, and pulley L, all con-
structed and operating together, substantially as
showai and described.

2. The pulley, constructed as described, of the
circular plates a a, having radial shoulders k. clamp-
ing between them the India-rubber disk &, in such a
manner that the width of the disk and the distance
between the plates are made adjustable, for the pur-
pose specified.

83,471.— KOYAL CUMMINGS, Newport, Vt.—
Printing Press.—October 27, 1868.—The type beds,
one above the other, have each at one side a rack
gearing into the toothed wheels of the pressure cyl-

inder. The upper bed has also a rack whieli gears
into the wheel of the lower cylinder, motion being
thus given from the shaft through the upper bed to
the lower one, and to both the cylinders, while the
paper passes over and under a succession of large
and small rollers at both sides of the two cylinders,
respectively, to the shears.
Claim.—I. The pressure cylinders C C' in connec-

tion with the reciprocating type beds B B', and the
paper feed rollers 1 1', J J', all arranged to operate
in the manner substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the two impression cylinders
C C, revolving in opposite directions above' the re
ciprocating beds B B', with the paper-carrying cyl-

inders 1 1', J J', substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

83,472.—John Custer, Corsica, Ohio.

—

Subsoil
Plow.—Octohev 27, 1868.—The share bar is fixed to
the plow beam and to the lower end of the rear beam
by which it passes through a slot in the bar, and
also through the end of the beam, while through a
slot in the flattened end of the bar, and another in
the plow beam, passes a cutter.

Claim.—1. The sliare bar I D I !1K, with slots d
and h, when constructed and used in combination
with the plow beam A and rear beam B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The peculiar arriingcment and combination of
the share and shoe E G, bolts//, and share bar D I
K, the several parts being arranged substantially as
and for tlie purpose specified.

3. The peculiar arrangement and combination of
the share and shoe F G with common point g, the
cutter E, share bar D I K, and plow beam A, the
several parts bcin^ arranged substantially as and f®r

the purpose specified.

83,473.—John Dare, Liberty, Ind.— Washing
Machine.—OctohQT 27, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the roller D, pawl j,
and ratchet/ for allowing the same to move without
revolving one way, and to revolve the other, when
suspended Irom the arms C, and exterior adjustable
springs B, and operated by the double lever H, all as
herein shown and described.

83,474.—John Davis, Allegheny City, Pa.—
Tclluririm.—Octolier 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. I'ivoting one polo of the earth to the
disk 8, and pivoting it to the crank 7, and operating
said disk and crank through the medium of disk 6,

wheels t, x^, 5, and endless .screw 15, the whole being
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constructed, arranged and operating in the, man-
ner substantially as herein described, and for the
inirpose set forth.

2. The inclined disk B', in combination -with disk
o\ stem IS, and arm 11, provided with friction

wheel 12. said disks being constructed, arranged, and
made operative through the medium of the mechan-
ism herein described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

83,475.—Lester Day, Buffalo, X. T., assignor
to himself, Hexuy F. Briggs. and Edward Beld-
LN"G, of same ^lace.—Apparatus for Transporting,
Extending, and Elevating Fipes and Hose.—Octo-
ber 27, I6(i8.

Claim.—1. The reservoir M, swivel G, windlass I,

and the extension pipe C E, in combination with
the platforms A aud B, as and for the p urpose de-

scribed.
2. Pipes E and F, the latter having a spring cover,

«, guide rope/, annular coupling g, and belt v, in
combination with case C, socket D, raising and
lowering devices i j kl n, and guides j* s, as herein,

set forth.

3. The hollow axle jN", witli bars and supports
J, as specified.

83,476.—F. W. Dean-, Tremont. HI.—Trace
Fastener.—October 27, 1QQ9,.—A loop hinged to the
singletree holds the trace trom slipping off the pin
in the singletree, and may also be moved away from
the pin when the trace is' slipped over it.

Claim.—The loop B, hinged to the rear of the
singletree A, and adapted to rest against the fi-ont

side of the pin a, outside the trace, and the equiva-
lent of the hoop B, as shown at D d and e e, all op-
erating as described, for the pm-pose specified.

83,477—Thomas Depp, San Marcos, Texas.—
StitchiJig B'or&e.—October 27, 1868.—To the forward
part of a lever, which is connected with the seat, is

attached a strap, which passes through a hole in the
bench and in the stationary jaw, and is fixed to the
movable jaw of the clamps.
Claim'—1. The combination of the scat D, lever

F, and strap or cord H, witli each other and with
the bench B and chirap.s C, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Thii combination of the foot lever K, and strap
or cord I v/ith the lever F and bench B, substantially
as herein sl.own and described, and for the purpose
set fortli.

.3. An arrangement of mechanism by means of
which the jaws of the clamps of a stitching horse
may be closed to hold the work by the weight of the
workman when sitting upon liis'seat, substantially
a.s herein shown and ae.->cribcd.

83,478.—Charles Dyer, Coal P.un, Ohio.—
Combined Corn Planter and Cultivator.—October
27, 18(i3.

Claim.—The described arrangement of the flexi-

ble tubes G, rigid tubes H, standards I, furrow shares
J, seed covercrs Lx, pivolcd braces Jx, standard N,
sliares M. rivoted brace O. connecting rod /, crank
slial'tf/, t.id lever K-^, as herein set'forth for the
purpose specified.

83,470.—DuxcAX Edge, St. Mary's. Jl\.—Bee-
ftu-c-October 27, 18G8.

Claim.—A bee-hive, having the stationary central
chamber, witli the glass, D, at one cud. and' the re-
movable piece a at the opposite end, with the draw-
ers B, and doors C. arranged on opposite sides
thereof, all constructed as described.

83,480.—SniEOX F. Emerson, Seville, Ohio.—
Wringing Machine.— October 27, 18G8.—Upon the
axis of tlie bearing plate revolve intermediate gears,
and a curved slot in it receives the journal of tlie

lower roller at the gear end, while the plate extends
partly over the roller like a hook, and thus prevents
its rising when operating.
Claim.—1. The bearing plate C^, furnished with

axes C and C, substautialiy as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The bearing plate C*-^, furnished with axes C and
C, slot d, and licxjk d', substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The curved slot d and hook d', in combination
with the gears c c^, b b', rollers B B', slotted plate G,
wedge-shaped bearings h, and plate C^, with the
axes C Ci substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

83,481.-"William B. Evans, Bracken County,
Kj.—Shovel PZo it'.—October 27, 1808.

'Claim.—The circular conformation of the rear
portion of the beam, the front or inner part of which
is formed of steel,and reduced to a sharp cutting edge,
and bent downward, at its lower end, for therecep-
tion of the plowshare.

83,482.—John Gilmoee, Phoenixville, Pa.—
Horse Hag i^ort.—October 27, 18G8.—The knives
have on each side an elevation, a little distance from
their edges and points, to keep them from cutting
the hay when it is raised.

Claim.—The tiorning knives C C, provided with
the projecting pieces d d, to prevent the knives from
cutting through the hay when the latter is being ele-

vated, substantially as 'set forth.

83,483.—Levi F. Goben, Spring Hill, Mo.—
Rotary Steam Engine.—October 27, 1868.—The cen-
tral cylinder has two longitudinal cavities diametri-
cally opposite each other in its outer smface. Four
cylinders in their respective chambers rotate in con-
tact Avith this cylinder, aud the pistons on each pair
work in the cavities alternately, thus rotating the
central cylinder.

Claim:—!. The construction of the central cylin-

der A, with longitudinal channels adapted to re-

ceive the pistous'C of the cylinders B, substantially
as herein shown and described,

2. The steam chambers d, having ports e /, and
adapted to receive the cylinders B, provided with
pistons C, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the central cylinder, having
longitudinal gi-ooves, the cylinders B' provided with
pistons C, and the steam chambers D, with ports e/,

all arranged within the case A, to operate substan-
tially as described.

4. 'The means for operating the cut off vaive, con-
sisting of the arms ?i n and crank g, all arranged
to operate substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

83,484.—George W. Goodwi-x, Petersburg,
Ya.—Eotanj Steam Engi7ie.—Oetobev 27, 1868.—
The rotary valve is fixed to a short spindle, revolv-
ing and working in the steam chest, and covering
the steam port dming most of its re^'olution, aper-
tures in the valve at certain points coming over it to
permit the passage of the .steam, while an equal
number of arms are attached to the spindle, out-

side of the steam chest, and as many more also are
fixed to the shaft, so tliat as it rota'tes these arms
strike the others, and partially rotate them with tl\c

valve.
Claim.—1. The combination of the rotary valve H

with the arms ttt,RWR, when so constructed and
operating that, by the rotation of the main shaft, the
arms R E, shall be caused to strike and tm'U the valve
H, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the shaft B with the arms
'RT^.T^, 1 1 1, the rotary valve H, and the induction
port G, substantially as described.

83,485.—T\^iLLiAM Graff, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Bottle Stopper.—October 27, 1868.—The ribbon is

passed round the bottle and its end fastened above
the stopper by a strip of metal, the opposite ends of
which are bent down into grooves formed in the
sides of the stopper.

Claim.—The ribbon C, or its equivalent, passing
around the bottle and over the stopper, in combina-
tion with a flexible strip, D, adapted to the ends of
the ribbon, and to grooves in the said stopper, all

substantially as herein described.

83,486.—Henry C. Griggs, "VVaterbury, Conn.—Campaign Badge.— October 27, 1868.—A ring
formed with lips and with an annular flange fitting
over the plate upon which the portrait is represented,
is secured to the raised base plate by means of the
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lips entering perforations in the plate and then beinfj

tui'Jied over.
Claim.—1. The combination of the base plate,

constructed with the raised surface A. and provided
with perforations «, with the ring- B, constructed so
as to be applied to tlie plate, and secured through
the perforations, substautial.'y as described.

2. The arrangement of a common pin upon the
plate, so as to be secured and held by a notch in the
said plate, and so as to secure the badge, substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth.

83,487.—A. M. Griswold, Momence, 111.—
Cultivator.—October 27, 1868.—An improvement on
his patent of July 30, 1867. An estra shovel is se-

cured to a bar on the beams, to be used when pre-
paring the ground for the seed and can be removed
when cultivating the growing crops.

Claim.—1. The trucks B, the slides F, one or
both, when arranged with relation to the rod D and
beams E, and to operate as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The extra shovel A, when arranged upon the
beams E, substantially as described and set forth.

83,488.—-ToiiN E. Guy, Springfield, Ohio, as-

signor to EiCE <fe Guy, same place.

—

Coupling for
Railroad Train Heaters.—Octohev 21.. 1868.

Claim.—In combination with the permanent pipes
G and elongated, open sockets H, constructed with
flaring mouths, the tubular coupling formed by a sin-

gle rigid pipe, I, terminating with balls P, fitting said
sockets, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,489.-Charles Hacker, Euphemia, Ohio.—
Spring Bed Bottom.—October 27, 1868.—One series
of spiral springs being shorter than the other, are
only brought into action when the longer springs are
cornpressed to a level with the shorter ones and by
further compression the weight would rest upon tlie

cushioned middle rail, thus adapting the bed to per-
sons of different weiglit.

Claim.—The combination of the slats H K, the

firal springs A D, the cushioned rail B, the cords
F, in the manner shown and described, and for

the purpose specified.

83,490.—John Hall, Marshfield, lslas,?>.—Device
for Scuttling Fcs'.s-eZs.-October 27, 1868.—The gate
slides in guides in a metal bed and is opened and
closed by a screw attached thereto and protruding
tlirough the deck.

Claim.—The device above described, consisting
essentially of the metallic piece C, having the flanges
c c', the former expanded .sufficiently to Iwm a bed,
for the gate to slide upon, and having the guide
flanges e e, tlie gate G, the rod II, swivel joint E, and
screw rod M, all combined iu the manner and for the
pm'pose set forth.

83,401 .—W. jS". Hamltox, Odessa, Del.—(?min
D)-/:H.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The employment, in the fertilizer hop-
per or receptacle, of an adjustable l)ottom, capable of

being moved from or toward the distributing "wlieels,

so as to increase or diminish, at pleasure, tlie size of
the openings from which the fertilizing compound in

the hopper is discharged, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the fertilizer receptacle
and distributing wheel or wheels, arranged beneath
and relatively to the receptacle, as described, of an
adjustable bottom, hinged to the front of said recep-
tacle, and actuated by a set screw, united to said

bottom, and mounted in bearings attached to the
frame of the machine, under the arrangement and
for operation substantially as set forth.

3. Forming the adjustable bottom of the hopper,
and the saddles attaclied to tlic same, of metal, cast
in one piece, as and for tlie purposes specified.

4. The employment, in machines such as described,

of distributing wheels formed of glass, porcelain, or
other silicate, or of metal enameled or coated Avith

a silicate, substantially in the manner and for the

X3urposes shown and set forth.

83,492.—Hexuy J. Hancock, ]S'"ew York, N. Y.
Sewing Machine.—October 27, 1868.—The needle bar

slide is provided with wings which slide in inclined
guides so as to cause the needle to move horizontally
while in the cloth, thus acting as a feeding device.
Claim.—The combination of the needle bar slide

I, with its wings x x, inclined guides or ways J J',

presser foot K, made capable of independent lift

from the cloth, but reciprocating in direction of the
feed together with the needle bar, from or through a
rock shaft or center i, common to' both, substantially
as specified.

83,493.—Smith Harper, Leipersville, Pa.—
Fishing Net.—Oetobev 27, 1868.—The bottom line is

made small so that on coming in contact with an
obstruction the line will break "and release the net.

Claim.—A fishing-net, constructed as described,
longer at the bottom than at the top, and the bottom
line small and weak, and provided with balls, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,494.—John M. Hassam, Mount Vernon, Me.
Apple Corer and Quarterer.—October 27, 1868.—

A

spring plunger forces the apple against a series of
quartering and coring knives. A tube conveys
the core to one receptacle while the quarters drop 'in

a box beneath the corer.

Claim..—The combination, with the spring plunger
E, cross bar G. knives K or Q, and corer J, of the
convej'cr L, and the extended conveyer or spout N",

whereby the cores and the quai'ters or slices are con-
ducted to separate places of deposit, substantially as
described.

83,495—J. R. Hathaway, Westfield, N. Y.—
Composition for the Manufacture of Burial Cases.—
October 27, 1868.—Composed of paper pulp, glue,
resin, oil, silicate of soda, and whiting.

Claim.—1. The compound herein described, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. Burial cases, made either wholly of the com-
pound herein described, or in part of the same, and
wood, or other suitable material, as a new article of
manufacture, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

83,496.—George B. Head, Albany, 2^. Y.—
Artificial Leg.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The liar J, in combination with the
stand A , connected Avith the foot by one or more
rods, and operated for unlocking the knee joint, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the bar A, and the disk
joint h, and its square pivot, with the coiled spring i,

whereby the leg is thrown forward, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

3. The stop N, in combination with the bar J,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the bar J and rods B B'
with the stand A, knee joint and foot, whereby the
pressure of the toe or ball of the foot upon the
ground, in the act of walking, relieves or unlocks the
knee joint, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

83,497.—Philip Hicks, Chicago, HI.—Truck
and Wagon Beach.—October 27, 1868.—This con-
struction allows the front wheels of the truck at the
sharp turns to pass freely under the casting.
Claim.—1. The reach, made of two wooden parts,

A B, connected by a metallic curved splice, con-
sisting of separate plates, P P, or of solid metallic
piece K, the whole arranged substantially as and in

the manner herein set forth and specified.

2. The metallic block K, constructed and secured
to the curved part of the reach or sphce, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,498.—Austin D. Hoffixan, Minneapolis, as-

signor to himself and Erank Brewster, Austin,
M.im\.— TiU Alarm.—October 27, 1868.—On attempt-
ing to move the drawer a in-ojectiou on the counter
forces out a pin on the disk, and on turning the knob
again this pin strikes against the end of a spring
lever which stiikes the bell.

Claim.—1. In combination Avith the drawer A, a
revolving knob C, ring C, rod I), notched disk E,
and projection I, the pins F, lever G, and bell H, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.
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2. The disk E, constructed with pius F, substan-

tially as aud lor tlie purpose set Ibrth.

3. The corabinatiou of the knob, the adjustable

ring C, shaft D, and notched wheel E, with the pro-

jection I, substantial!}' as and lor the purpose set

forth.

4. The disk E and pius F, so arranged, in relation

to the lever and bell, that the bell shall bo struck
when the disk is turned, after a pin has been pro-

jected behind it, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

83,499.—Leonard Holtzscheiter, Philadel-

phia, Pa., assigmn- to A. B. Shipley, same place.

—

Box Opener—October 27, 1868.—The blade is pivoted
in the handle and folds up like a knife blade when
not in use.

Claim.—The v,-ithin-described instrument, com-
posed of the handle A, blade D, and head C, con-

t structed and aiTunged as set forth, for the purpose
specified.

83,500.—M. G. iMBACn, Hartford, Conn.—^asp
Lock.—October 27, 1868.—Consists of an arrange-
ment of parts which the device can be used as a
common latch lock or as a hasp lock.

Claim.—The arrangement of the casing I, sliding

pliite E, spring bolt D, escutcheon H, latch A, aud
staple C, all constructed and operating substantially

as and for the purposes liereiu set forth.
•

83,501.—Samuel Ivers, ISTew Bedford, Mass.—
Xeedle.—October 27, 1868.—The needle can be
threaded without passing the thread endwise into

and through the eye.

Claim.—My improved needle, made substantially

as described and represented, that is, with an open-
ing leading out of one side, rather than one end of

the eye, and also with an inelastic head at the upper
end of the eye, and with an elastic hook, and either

an elastic or inelastic abutment, constructed and ar-

ranged together, substantially in manner and so as
to form the eye, as hereinbefore explained, the whole
being to operate as set foi'th.

83,503.-1. O. IVERSE-x, Madison, Win.—Dije-
ing Textile Fabrica with Aniliiie Colors.—October
27, 1868.—The aniline color is moistened with hot
Avater and then spread on a smooth non-metallic sur-

face to dry in the open air. After being dried it is

mixed with a compound of bichromate of potash,
alum, and soda ash.

Claim.—1. The herein-described mode of treating
aniline colors before they are dissolved in the dyeing-
compound.

2. The herein-described compound of bichromate
of potash, alum, and soda ash, with an aniline color,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,503.—Thomas E. JAjies, St. Louis, Mo.—
Tram for Gauging Millstones.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—The tram bush C, constructed as de-

scribed, bearing the vertical mandrel D, adjustable
arm E, and screw gauge pins F, when secured to the
mnner by being wedged into the recess provided for
the driver, in such a manner as to step the spindle
D in the bail B of said runner, as herein shown and
described.

83,504.—T. B. JoxES, Radnor, Ohio.—Fruit
J5oa;.—October 27, 1868.—The fruit may be discharged
from the bottom instead of the top.
Claim.—A box or basket, constructed with a

hinged bottom, (which bottom is provided with a bail

for tb-opping and closing the same,) for handling fruit

and other articles, coustructed, aiTanged, and oper-
ating substantially as aud for the purposes set forth.

83,505.—Thomas B. Jordan, South Lambeth,
England, assignor to B. n. Bartol, Philadelphia,
'Pa.—Steam Generator.—October 27, 1868

; patented
in England October 28, 1865.—The horizontal pipes,
and sockets in Avhich the vertical tubes fit, are im-
bedded in brick work to protect them from the direct
action of the heat. A horizontal pipe, at the upper

Sart of the generator, acts as a steam receiver and
istributor. aiid communicates Avith the vertical tubes

by small pipes.

36 p—VOL. n

Claim.—1. The combination of the upright pipes
E, horizontal pipes B, and a steam chest or reservoir
E. substantially as described.

2. A generator, constructed substantially as de-
scribed, aud having its lower portion imbeddc*. in
the brick work, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a chamber containing a
steam generator, of two or more flues having inde-
pendent dampers, substantially as set forth.

83,506.—J. A. W. JusTi, Savannah, Ga.—
Smoke Stack for Locomotives.—October 27, 1868.

—

A series of detaining devices in connection with an
annular grate to prevent cinders, sparks, &c., from
passing out with the escaping smoke.

Claim.—1. The grate formed by the rings K, K^
&c., or their equivalent, arranged in the ring Gr, and
under the plate H, substantially as described, and
fitted into the smoke stack of a locomotive, for the
purpose of arresting sparks, ashes, &c., as set ferth.

2. The eombiuation, witliin the smoko stack of a
locomotive engine, of the pipe B, having an enlarged
upper end, of the cap C. ring D, deflector E, cap F,
ring G, and plates K, ID, &c., or their equivalents,
plate H, and ring p, all arranged substantially as
herein shown and described.

3. The caps C and F, and the ring E, constructed
Avith inward and downward bent inner edges, sub-
stantially as herein shoAvn and described.

83,507.-James Kay, Salem, Ind.— Wheel Plow.
—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. A two-wheel single-riding j^low, hav-
ing the plow E aud its standard C secured to a
hinged frame, C, as described, in combination with
lateral, front, aud rear braces arranged for sustain-
ing said standard, substantially as described.

2. The brace bar j, connected to the bar n of the
ploAV E, passed through the standard C and secured
to the frame C, substantially as described.

3. The combination of levers or treadles e f with
a plow whicli is applied to a hinged frame, C, upon a
two-wheel carriage, one of which levers or treadles
is adapted for raising the plow and its frame, while
the other is adapted for depressing said parts, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The brace g, connected to the bracket d', and
the seat standards c', substantially as and for the
purposes described.

5. The adjusting screw rods c c, applied to the
hinged frame C, and supporting this frame upon the
axle A' of a single riding plow, substantially as aud
for the purpose described.

6. In a machine wliich is constructed as described,
the three holdback rods or chains p p s, attached to
the doubletree, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

83,508.-PeterKeffer, Eeading, Pa., assignor
to himself and E. G. Fishburx, same place.

—

Car
Brake.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—A railroad car brake', consisting of a
yielding wedg,e-shaped frame, C, coustructed and
operating substantially as herein described, in com-
bination Avith brake shoes B and B', hung to the car
or truck, substantially as set forth.

83,509.—Jacob II. B. Keller, Chambersburg,
Ta.—Cultivator.—October 27, 1868.—The machine is

so constructed as to enable it to be used on rough
and stony ground without liability of beiug broken
or injured.

Claim..—1. The pivoted vStandards G, arranged in
connection Avith the rods J, India-rubber springs I,

and beams E, all arranged in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The levers K, attached to the beams E, and ar-

ranged in relation with the driver's seatD, substan-
tially as and for the purx)ose specified.

83,510.—Michael Kelley, St. Charles, Mo.—
Railroad Sioitch.—October 27, 1868.—Lugs arc at-

tached to the outsides of the switch rails, on which
the flanges of the Avheels climb aud mount over the
rail should the SAvitch be misplaced. It is designed
for Avheels having a central flange.

Claim.—The lugs C C and guard rails E E, when
an*angbd relatively to each other, a& set forth, in
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combination with switch rails A, as shown, for the
purpose explained.

83,511.— "WiLSOX W. KLvowLES, Plantsville,

Conn.—Thill Coupling.— Octohar 27, 18(i8; ante-

dated October 17, 18G8.—Between the ears of the ear
pi^ce is an eye piece, in a hole of which is inserted
a center piece, a bolt being fitted iato the holes in

the ear piece, and fastened by a nut on its screw-
threaded end.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
center piece C with the eared piece A, eye piece B,
bolt E, and nut E, all arranged, combined, and op-

erating as described.

83,512.—Perlfa' Laflin, Warren, jilass., as-

signor to himself and John J. Spuague, Provi-
dence, E. I.

—

Automatic Car Coupling.—October
27, 1868.—An arm extends from one side of the draw
piece, and has an upward projection, slotted to re-

ceive the rear of another arm pivoted in it, and has
also two slotted projections, one to raise the toggle
a^d the other the pi-op bar, the pivoted arm having
a spring, bearing on a screw inserted in the under
side of the slotted arm, and a rod striking against
it raises it, allowing the prop bar to swing for-

ward.
,

Claim.—1. The combination, with the draw piece
E, the projecting arm 0, and its slotted standard or
u^iright piece b of the hinged or pivoted arm D, and
the prop G- and toggle pin E, attached to said arm,
snbstan'tially in the manuer described, the whole be-

ing arraugell to operate as set forth.

2. In combination with the parts named in the
preceding clause, the rod H, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in connection with the swinging
arm D, substantially as described.

3. The combination and ai-rang-iment, with the
arms C and D, of spring g and'screw h, substan
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth

83,513 Hervey Law, Chatham, j^. J.—3/a-
chiJie for Cutting Paper.—Octohev 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. In machines for trimming books, the
turning of the bed S, on which the paper is cut, by
the rec'eding movement of the bed from the knife,

after the completion of each cut, so as to present an
uncut side of the pile of paper or books to the knife

at each upwai-d movemeat of the bed, substantially

as set forth.

2. Giving the bed S, and consequently the paper
to be cut, a lateral, horizontal movement at the ter-

mination of its upward, oblique movement, in order
to effect a clean cut, substantially as shovv'u and de-

scribed.
3. The automatic mechanism, substantially as

shown and described, for operating the clutch lever

H and stopping the machine at the completion of
the cutting of the four sides of the paper or piles of
books on bed S, as set forth.

4. The pendent projections r r' r" r'" at the under
side of the bed S, In connection with the projections

s s', on the upper surface of the fixed bed .1, for the
purpose of holding the bed S in proper position rel-

atively with the knife C, when the paper is being
cut, and also when receding from the knife, and at

the same time admit of the bed being turned at the

proper moment, substantially as set forth.

5. The trip, on the fixed bed J, composed of the

fixed part t, the pivoted part t', and the spring u,

when used in connedlion with the projections ou the

beds S J, and arransved to operate in connection
therewith, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

83,514.—BEXJA:inN Leckrone, Somerset, Ohio.

—Beehive. — Octohcr 27, 1868. — In a removable
cleaning box, which has a feed rack, is a slot for

entrance, opposite to which is a hinged door, ex-

tending the whole Iieight of the hive, and wlien

open siiowing the comb boxes, between which are

sliding boards, the boxes each having a glass window
and a' perforated ventilating plate, and their frames
being hung from rods, whicli liave a hoolc to catch

in the flattened parts, and to be slid along thorn.

Claim.—1. The device for hanging the frames J
J, so that they ai-e independently attachableJo or

removable from the sliaing boxes which support

them, such device consisting essentially of the rods
Til m, flattened at o, and operating, in connection
with the liook n and the perforated lug r, substan-
tially as desci'ibed.

2. The combination and arrangement of the feed
rack D and cleaning box C, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The boxes E F» E^, when constructed with the
front doors hinged at a a, and latched at a', having
the catclies or hooks d d, by which the slide boards
can be attached to them at pleasure, and containing
the comb frames J J, substantially as described.

4. The arrangement and combination of the ven-
tilating aperture and bee entrance c, the foraminated
slides 1 1, the foraminated plates H H, and the space
K, between the front of the comb boxes and the
wall of the hive, for the purpose of affording a free
ventilation to all parts of the hive, whether the bees
are confined or free.

5. The arrangement of the entrance c, cleaning
box C, feed rack D, boxes E F^ E^, comb frames J
J J, windows G- G, ventilators H H, and door E,
substautially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,515.— A. "W. LooMis, Atwater, Ohio.—
Gauge for Stone IFare.—October 27, 1868.— The
gauge is designed to finish the inside of stone ware
smoothly and of a unifonn size.

Claim.—The adjustable gauges G- and E, in com-
bination with the handles T> E, when arranged in
relation to a potter's wheel, in the manner as and
for the purpose specified.

83,5 16.—Joseph Theodor Lossen, Wiirzburg,
Bavaria.

—

Governor for Steam- and other Enginery.
—October 27, 1868.—A spur wheel gears into a pin-
ion fixed to a shaft which has its bearings in a
weighted lever bearing a bucket or shell immersed
in a vessel containing fluid, and having its connec-
tion with the outside air regulated by a stop cock.
The pinion shaft also carries arms which move the
throttle ^alve of tlic engine and check its speed.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the spur wheel E,

pinion G-, weighted lever I, and vane arms L, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The inverted bucket or air shell M, having an
air cock, &, and vessel ]S", in combination with the
spur wheel E, pinion G, weighted lever I, and vane
arms L, substantially as herein set forth.

83,517.—JoHX T. Lyman, JeffersonvUlo, Ind.—
Grain Drill.—October 27, 1868.—The cutters are at-

tached to springs secured to the front cross bar, and
to the rear end of each cutter is attached a tube,
which latter receive tlie ends of fixed tubes.

Claim.—Tiic combination and arrangement of the
cutters E, springs E, and the tubes 3) G, all applied
to a sced-driUing machine, to operate in the manner
substantially as and fortho purpose set forth.

83,518.—Allen- M.\gowa\, Boston, Mass.—
Wringer Holler.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—The elastic roller, having its core formed
by winding the S(iuare mandrel A, having radial
arms 13, with a string or cord steeped in liquid raw
India-rubber, an outer rounding filling, composed of
longitudinal strips E, being interposed between the
winding string and mandrel, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

83,519.—James Mallox, Lockport, HI— Culti-

vator.—Octohov 27,1868.—Handles are combined with
an oscillating frame and the braces which support
the shovils, so that tlie liands and feet may be used
to guide the shovels.

Claim..—1. The handles E, brace Q in combination
with the bar .5, pivoted to the under side of the
tongue, reciprocating bar g, braces P, rods /, and
braces G', for giving a lateral motion to the shovels,
as set forth.

2. The braces G G', in combination with bars
E E', shanks J J', and stirrups d, substantially as
set forth.

3. The combination of the draft rod 1 1, spools T,
bars E E', cams V, and lever X, substantially as set

forth.

4. The hill protector K, pivoted to the brace G',

and arranged substantially as sot forth.
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83,520.—Leandeu J. McCormick, William E.
Baker, aud Lambert Erpeluing, Cliicago, 111., as-

signors to C. H. McCormick &^ Brother, same
place.—jETart-cster.—October 27, 18G8.—Behind the
finger beam is pivoted a shoe, the rear end of which
terminates in an arched recess which forms a shield

or covering for an oval roller tm-uiug in beai-ings in

the shoe.
Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set

forth, in a two-wheeled harvester, of a tongue, with
its rear end pivoted so that the tongue can play lat-

erally in a socket over the main axle, a corrugated
laterally-slotted bracket on the front of the main
frame, a correspondingly-corrugated socket on the
tongue, and a vertical clamping bolt connecting the
socket and bracket, whereby the angle of the tongue
to the line of draft can be varied at pleasure.

2. The shields S, constructed as described, at-

tached to the main frame, and inclosing the counter-

shaft, the pinions which drive it, and the backing
ratchets, for tlie purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement, as set forth, for joint oper-

ation, of the countershaft, the adjustable bevel gear
O, and its sliding clutch, with the uutandremovable
pinion on the front end of the crank shaft, whereby
we vary the speed of the cutters, by using a single

geai' wheel on the connterskaft without moving
either shaft.

4. The arrangement as described, for joint oper-

ation, of the finger beam, the shoe, and the stirrup,

with the horn I, and dog L, whereby we lift the di-

vider end of the finger beam first in raising the
cutters.

5. The combination, as set forth, of the shoe H
and arched shield i, with the roUcr, provided -nith

Avooden-bushing.

83,521.

—

John Mealey, Fairville, New Bruns-
wick.—-S'c/iooZ Desk.—Octohev 27, 18GP.—The back is

hinged to the rear part of the seat, and is secured by
di-op pawls pivoted to it and catching upon notchecl

brackets. The desk is attached to arms, ami so ar-

ranged that it may be turned down to serve as a
table, or as a back to the seat.

Claim.—1. The adjustable desk G H, in combina-
tion with the seat C and its supports, said desk
adapted to be folded back, to form a back rest for

the seat, substantially as sliowu and described.
2. In combination with the adjustable desk G H,

the seat C, and its supports, the hinged back C, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

83,522.—Jacob Miller, Washington, Ta.—Ma-
chine for Forming the Hoolc or Eijc on Pot Bails, dec.

—October 27, 18b'8.—A disk with a mandrel and
guide is placed above the lever, which has a meas-
uring guide and a gTooved roller for forming '' hook"
and eyes of the bail while being bent around the
mandrel.

CZai?n.—The disk c, provided with the mandrel e

and pin/, combined with the lever B, furnished with
a forming roller, c, and guide J, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as herein described, and for

the purpese set forth.

83,523.-J^acobMiller, Washington, Va.—Ma-
chine fur Bending Goal Handles for Tin Ware.—Oc-
tober 27, 1868.—The wir? being cut the projjer
length is placed between the guide pin and the forms.
The levers are then forced around aud cause the roll-

ers to bend the wire around the forms.
Claim.—The frame A, provided with the slots B

and e, pin J, forms C, and brace I, and used in com-
'bination with levers D, provided with rollers/, con-
structed, arranged, and operating as herein de-
scribed, aud for the purpose set forth.

83,524.—Warrex P. Miller, ITew York, ]S".

Y.—Gauge for Circular Saws.—OctohcT 27, 1868.—
A tube is provided Avith forked arms at its lower
end, which fit in and rotate on a grooved collar se-

cured to the saw mandrel. A gauge rod slides in this

tube, and, when adjusted properly to ascertain the
relative position of the teeth of the hslvt, is held by a
thumb screw on the tube.
Claim.—Tho gauge for rounding circular saws,

consisting of gauge point h, gauge rod g, nut k, tube
f, plug c, and curved arms or forks m m, in connec-

tion with grooved collar b, all constructed, combined,
and arranged substantially as aud for the purpose
specified.

83,525

—

Thomas W. Moore, PJchmcnd, Ind.—
Bolt Cutter.—Octohev 27, 1868.—The bolt is passed
through the perforations in the shears. By opening
the levers the movable shear blade is drawn forward,
thus cutting off the superfluous end of the carriage
bolt.

Claim.—The arrangement of the shear blades, lev-

ers, and swivel pi\ot pins, in the manner described
and for the purpose set forth.

83,526.-Charles F. Morrison, Eifton Glen,
N". Y.— Waste Saver for Carding Engine.—Octobei
27, 1868.—The horizontal waste carriers catch the
fiber dropped from the main card cylinder doffer aad
feeding rollers, and present it to the stripping roll

er, which latter transfers it again to tho main cylin-

der. The under currents of air act less on the tiber

when the belts are horizontal than when inclined.
Claim.—1. The described arrangement of tho hor

izontal waste carriers E F with relation to the doft'ei

D, cylinder C. feed rollers B B', and stripping roller

G, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. The horizontal waste carriers E F, constructed
as described, of small wire ribs, widely spaced upon
the belts, and adapted to be shaken, in the mannei
described, for the purpose specified.

83,527.-E. P. Mosman, deceased, (Albert S
BoLLEs and Sarah E. Mosman, administrators.)
Norwicli, Conn.

—

Steam Generator.—October 27,

1868 ; antedated October 24, 1868.—The diaphragm
of the evaporizer is of less diameter than the case
so as to leave an annular space around it for the as-

cent of the steam and water admitted belov.^ said
plate. The flues in one boiler section are small near
the outer edge and gradually increase toward the
center of the shell, and in the alternate section in-

crease in the opposite direction. The water is con-
ducted from the feed-water chamber into the lower
short flue section ; it then passes down beneath the
grate into a vertical pipe which rises through the
fire chamber, the center of the short flue section and
the bottom of the evaporizer.

Claim.—1. An evaporizer for a steam boiler, con-
sisting of a case or shell, H, with an inclosed dia-
phragm, I, arranged within it, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of short-flue boiler sections
and evaporizers, constructed, arranged, and commu-
nicating with each other substantially as described.

3. A feed- water heating chamber, combined with
a short-fine boiler section or sections, substantially
as described.

4. The manner, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, of conducting the water from a chamber,;;,
horizontally over the fire chamber, and thence verti-
cally through said fire chambei'.

83,528.—T. H. Muller, I7ew York, N. Y.—
Steam Generator.—October 27, 1868.—The openings
are placed eccentrically in the heads so that the wa-
ter and steam discharging from the elevated end of
the pipes will strike the top and side plates of the
head before going through the apertures. A brace
is placed between the inner plate and the head which
enables tho bolt connecting the chambers and heads
to throw the pressure caused by the nut directly to
the joint between the plate and "head. The pipes'arc
surrounded by a water jacket com posed of four cham-
bers which form the side walls of the boiler and fur-

nace.
Claim.—1. The heads E, provided with openings,

a, in their sides, and openings, h, in their- tops,

placed eccentrically toward the center lines of the
pipes D, substantially as shown and described.

2. Tho perforated tubular brackets n, through
whicli bolts '/n. pass, an-anged, with relation to water
jacket F and heads E, substantially as set forth.

3. The water chambers c d ef. communicating
with the heads E, aud inclosing the pipes D, substaii-

tially as shown and described.

83,529.—Joseph iSTEUBRAND, Green Point, N.
Y.— Composition for Forming Tiles, Floors, and for
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other Purposes.— October 27, 1868.— Composed of
Tvliite clay, kaolin, fliut, feldspar, and. heavy spar,

and colored by suitable pigments.
Claim.—The combination of the Trithin-described

articles for the purpose specified.

83,530.-0. G-. Newton, Edinburg, Mo.—Tuyere.
—October 27, 1868.—A ball valve provided with
cavities to receive the cinder is arranged on a ro-

tary shaft which has a vertically-adjustable bearing
feo^asto be raised or lowered, to be rotated for the
discharge of the cinders.
Claim.—The combination of those parts with tbe

adjustable bearing for the shaft G, as arranged and
described.

83,531.—Baruii ]N'ey and Henry Hofheimer,
Alesandi-ia, Ya.—Pa2:>er jpi7e.—October 27, 1868.—
Around a part of tbe frame to which the papers are
secured is a marginal casing or series of card hold-

ers for displaying a number of business cards.
Claim.—The paper file A

,
provided with an outer

supporting edge A', couuterbalauced by the adver-
tising frames E, arranged and combined substan-
tially as shown.

83,532.—Aexer ISTiebel, Tiffin, Ohio.—Beehive.
—October 27, 1868.—On removing the dirt drawers
for (.leaning, the slides cover the space left and pre-

vem the ingress and egress of the bees. The bee
boxes or chamber rest on the wire top of the feed
box ; the honey boxes are placed on the top of these
boxes and are 'covered with a cap which rests upon
tlic.top of the feed box.

Claim.—1. The feed box A, constructed as de-

scribed, in compartments, with wire-cloth top, door,

and ventilating holes, and provided with dirt draw-
ers B B, and slic^es e e, and with blocks c c, covering
the openings b b, substantially as and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.
•3. The combination of the feed box A, chambers

D D, honey boxes E E, and cap H, all constructed
as- described, and operating substantialty as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

83,533.—Philip K'unan, Sandusky, Ohio.—Ap-
jyaratu^for Preserving and Freez-lng Fish, Meats, d-c.—Ctctober 27, 1868.—The compartments are con-
stioicted with two walls and a space filled with a non-
conducting substance. A vessel filled Avith a mate-
rial to produce intense cold is suspended from the
center of the roof in each compartment, and is pro-

vided with pipes leading downward connecting with
horizontal pipes which receive any liquid that may
escape from the vessel.

Claim.—In a meat and fish-preserving house, hav-
ing- compartments B B, with walls, as herein de-

scribed, the combination of the vessel C, pipes D and
E, and vessels FEE E, all suspended in the house,

so as to allow a space below them for the articles,

sul».stantially as herein shown and described.

83,534.—Charles H. Nye, Vineland, ]^. J.—
Bag Fastener.—OciohQv 27, 1868.—A handle is se-

cured to the buckle to facilitate the unbuckling of
the straps.

Claim.—T\\Q described arrangement of the handle
D, buckle B, and strap A, secured to the bag for the
purpose specified.

83,535.-E. F. O'Xeill, Prairie du Chien, Wis.
—Washing Machine.—Octo\>OY 27, 1868.—Corruga-
ted rollers are journaled in a bow lever, which is kept
in proper form by a board on the end, and is pro-

vided by a dowuw'ardly-projecting flange, which pre-

vents the water from splasliing out.

Claim.—The combination of the bow lever D,
board I, apron or flange J. arms or bars G, and
three or more corrugated rollers H, with each other,

aud with the tub A and cylinder B, substantially as

liercin shown and described, and for the purpose set

fortii.

83,536.—W. H. Paige, Springfield, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Jonx Sweeny, and James TV.

RirssELL, .sameplaoe.—,!?ert« i?ac/:.—October 27, 1868.

—The back is so constructed as to conform to the
shape of the back of the person using it.

Claim.—The metallic springs b b, attached to the
body or frame A, the ends of said springs having a
bearing in the channels 7i or n', with the screws a a
or other protuberances therein, the whole, when cov-
ered and stuff'ed, formmg a seat back, all constructed
and operating substantially as herein described and
set forth.

83,537.—Clixton J. Paine, Toung America,
assignor to himself and Henry Creswell, "Warren
County, 111.—Corn PZoiy.-October 27. 1868.—The
ends of the plow beams are forked anjl secured to
plates which are pivoted to the di'ag bar by pins,
thus forming a hinge.

Claim.—1. The curved draft bar B, running fi'om

the inside of the center of the wheels forward and
upward, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the curved plow beams
E E, coupled to the curved draft bar B, as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

3. The bar E, running from the outside of the cen-
ter of the wheels, and across the top, as and for the
ptirposes herein set forth.

4. The combination of the forked ends a a of the
plow beams, and the pins b b, aud plates c c, farming
a hinged coupling, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

83,538

—

John W. Patten, Xorth Greenbush,
N. Y.—Knife and Fork Holder.—October 27, 1868.—
A shelf for receiving the knife and fork is mounted
on posts which are provided with clasping fingers
aud means for adjusting the shelf in a horizontal
position when applied to any plate.

Claim:—1. The longitudinally-supporting device
A, mounted on a standard or standards, B B, which
extend up from a rod, C, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the longitudinal-supporting
device A, standards B B, rod C, and spring clamp
or clamps D D, substantially in the manner de-
scribed.

3. The rod C, with clamp screws a fitted to the
standards of supporting device A, substantially as
described.

83,539.—Michael Pinner, Buffalo, N. T.—
Roofing Compound.—October 27, 1868.—Composed
ofasphaltum, slaked lime, sulphur, sand, and baryta.

Claim.—A cement composed of the ingredients
above sj)ecified, in substantially the proportions and
for the pm-poses set forth.

83,540.—Honor6 Etienne Piquet, Sartrou-
ville, France.

—

Apparatus for Shxijling and Deal-
ing Cards.—October 27, 1868.—A box, containing
the cards, is divided transversely in the center by
wires which separate or shuflle 'the cards when a
longitudinal movement is given to the box. After
being shufiied the box is inclined and the cards
slide forward against a roller which receives a ro-

tary motion from clock work and which pushes the
cards out, one at a time, through an opening m the
end of the box.

Claim.—1. The transverse metal wires H, in com-
bination with the box A, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the clock: movement with
the distributing roller J, the spring D, the platform
1)1, and the piii F G, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as aud for the purpose described.
3. The platform D', in combination with the

spring D^, the pin E G, and distributing roller J,

constructed and operating as and for the purpose
set forth.

83,541.—Cornelius Platt, New Haven, Conn.
—Chair ,SeaY.—October 27, 1868.—The bottom of the

body is formed by a sheet of canvas and pasteboard
glued together, then covered loosely with a suitable

fabric, and stuffed between the covering and the

bottom.
Claim.—The chair seating herein described, as an

article of manufacture, consisting of the compound
foundation a and b, covered, and so as to be appTie«. to

the chair frame, substantially in the manner herein

set forth.
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83,542.— A.UGUSTE PoxsARD, Paris, France—
Furnace for the 2[anufacture of Iron and Steel.—
October 27, 186S.—Vertical tubes oa the heartli of an
ordinarT paddling furnace are lillecl with pure car-

bon, flux, and ore, and heated bj- the reverberating
flame. As the ore is reduced it melts and runs into

a hollow portion of the hearth.
Claim.—A furnace for the manufacture of iron

and steel, constructed substantially as specified, and
pTOTided or fitted with tubes or ore, carbon, and flux

receptacles B B, in communication at their base
with the basin D of the furnace, essentially as shown
and described.

S3,543.—Louis B. Powelsox, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Feed-Water Umfcr.—October 27, 1868.—A "Giffard
injector" is inclosed in an airtight steam cylinder
aiid leads the water into a large conical cap, from
whence it is conveyed into the boiler. If the in-

jector is not in order tho water is forced directly

into the cylinder through an opening in the elbow
of the supply pipe.

Claim

.

—Xot any of the specified parts in severalty
,_

but an improved feed-water apparatus, consisting of
the several parts specified, all combined, constructed,
and an-anged as described.

83,544 J.V-MES D. Pratt, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Bed Lounge.—October 27, 1868.—Designed as an
improvement on his patent of Juij' 16, 1668.

Claim.—So arranging the springs E and F on the
flat horizontal bars C and D that the middle of the
entire space of the bed shall })rescnt a soft and elas-

tic surface, substantially as shown and described.

83,545.—George K. Proctor, Salem, Mass.—
Photographic Boom.—October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. For photographing purposes, an apart-
ment or room having its interior of such a curved
form as to reflect and concentrate the rays from a
lamp, or other light, iSpon the person or object to be
photogi-aphcd, svlbstantially as shown and described.

2. The opening c, in the room or apartment A. for

the purpose of adjusting the camera outside of the
room in proper position with the person or object to
be photographed within the room or apartment, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The employment of magnesium, when used for

illuminating purposes, in connection with a room or
apartment A, constructed in the manner or form as
shown, and for the purpose specified.

83,546.—Egbert Pyle, "Wilminffton, Del.—
Thill Coupling.—OctohtiY 27, 1S68.—The die, when
fastened in pla(3e between the jaws of the clip by
means of a screw bolt, presses firmly against the
eye of the thUl iron, prevents the pin from turning
and rattling.

Claim.—1. The die, as constructed, in combina-
tion with the bolt and washers, as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the die a and screw bolt c

with the clip ii-on k. tic iron /, and thill iron, with
an eye or hooked end, constructed and operating in
the manner and for the pui-pose substantially as
herein shown and descril*ed.

83,547

—

James ^L PvAGSDale, McCoy's Sta-
tion, Ind.—lioad Grader.—Octohev 27, 1868.—As
the machine is drawn forward the plow breaks the
earth and throws it upon the revolving wheel, upon
which the earth is carried to the opposite side of the
machine to be there discharged by the revolving
arms.

Claim.— 1. The an-angement of the wheel E,
plow K, and revolving arras H H, when connected
with the frame A, and constructed and operating
substantially as specified.

2. The coml)ination of the hinged axle B' and
lever K with the frame A, prflvidcd with the wheel
E, plow E, and arms II H, and connected to operate
as set forth.

83,548.-Byrox Eekd, KoL'omo, Ind.—Photo-
graphic Printing Prajuei\—October 27, 1868.—The
follower is pressed toward the negative by a spring,
and admits of the interposition of any de'sii'cd num-
ber of papei's for printing.

Claiin.—1. Placing an indefinite number of papers,
prepared for receiving photograph impressions from
a negative, in a frame at one time, substantially In
the manner herein shown and described.

2. The frame A, constructed substantially as de-
scribed, and arranged for receiving a large or a
small number of papers, substantially as set- forth.

83,549.—Andrew J. Eeynolds, Chicago, El.—
Steam Fv.mp.—Octobei- 27, 1868.—The water is dis-

charged from the pump by gravity, and its descent is

expe^lited by tho steam. When the upper cyliLder is

emptied the' floating piston descends and depresses
the vertical rod, which closes the steam valve and
exposes the escape valve. The ateam in the upper
cylinder is condensed by the water in the lower one,
and creates in the upper cylinder a vacuum whicli
causes the piston to rise and draw water into the
pump from the reservoir.

Claim.—1. A water-elevating engine, having two
cylinders, arranged one upon the other, the upper
one for receiving the steam, which aids in expelling
the water therefrom, and which, by means of its con-
densation, causes a vacuum to be created therein,

and another, into which the st-eam fi-om the latter is

caused to flow by the dischai'ge of the water from
the former, and in which the steam from the upper
cylinder is condensed, substantially ai5 described.

'
2. The combination of cyliuders'A and B and float

or piston M, with its apertures or passages O, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination of the float or piston M and
A-alve P, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the rod E, float M, valves
P, Q, and X, substantially as described.

5. The combination and arrangement of valves Q
and X on rod E, and valveW iii the head of cylin-

der A, substantially as set forth.

6. The arrangement of valve H in relation and
with reference to valves X and W, substantially as
set forth.

83,550.—John F. Eodgers, South Bend, Ind.
—(?«fc.—October 27, 1868.—The lower bar and the
short posts serve as guides and prevent the gate from
swinging laterally.

Claini.—A gate, constructed as described, having
the rail a, for sustaining the lateral pressure, placed
at the bottom of the gate, in combination with the
short post D, the rollers A, their supporting posts
E, and connecting bar A', and posts E', all con-
structed and arrau-red as and for the purpose set

forth.

83,551.-Henderson Eoss, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Furnace fur the 2Ianufacture of Iron and for Other
Purpo.'ies.—October 27, 1868 ; antedated September
30, 1868.

Claim.—So constructing the fire chamber of fur-

naces used in the manufacture of iron and steel,

that the interior walls of said chamber shall consist
of iron, which aro surrounded with water, substan-
tiallv as herein described, and for the purpose set

forth.

S3,552.-^oiiN C. Eyax, Chicago, Jll.—W-:(ter

FEcating Apparatus.—Octobtr: 27, 1868.—The water
in the coil being heated passes upward into the
boiler, while the water from the tank enters the coil

fi'om below, thus causing a rapid circulation of the
water and keeping the main body of it hot.

Claim.—The combination of 'the pipes E D L C
with tlie boiler A, stove S, and coil B, whereby tho
circulation of water is efi"ected as abm-e described,
and at the same time the steam is taken from tho
pipe D or vessel A, and conveyed to the heater H,
as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

83.553.- George H. Sellers, Phccnixville,

Pa.—J/o^ Water ITcaf^r.-October 28, 1868.—The
form of this heater is designed to concentrate the
heat upon the walls of the water chamber and in-

duce a free circulation of water in the latter.

Claim.—1. In combination with the external wa-
ter chamber C, the cylindro-conical fire chamber A,
as and for the purpose substantially as described.

2. In a hot water heater, the immediate connection
of the water chamber with the street mains, so as to
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aToid the necessity of a reseryoir, substantially as
described.

. 83,554. —Henry F. Shaw, West Roxbuiy,
Mixas.—Screw-cutting Lathe.—Oetohev 27, 1868.—
Tlie lever is connected with the tool carriage and
operated l)y a nut running on the actuating screw
of the lathe. The eifcctive length of the lever may
be changed at will to reG;ulate the speed of the tool
carrip,ge and the pitch of the screw.

Claim.—The arrangement, substantially as de-
scribed, of the lever L, pivoted at L', the nutN hav-
ing a slotted shank, jST', thereon, the adjustable con-
necting button K, carriage G', provided with the
swiveled and slotted disk H, and the screw F, or
their equivalents, for the purpose described.

83,555.—Ephraim Shepard, New York, N. Y.—Fastening for Carriage Curtains.—October 27,

IS'JS.—The eye is retained on the tube by a spring,
the tube being fastened to the carriage frame by the
screw.
Claim.— The tube B, slotted substantially as

shown, to form a spring, &, in combination with the
eye E in the cttrtainD, all constructed and arranged
to form anew and improved curtain fastening, as'set

forth.

83,556.—David B. Shirk, Brunnerville, Pa.—
Jiailway Cattle Guard.—October 27, 1868.—The crank
shaft is weighted and provided with pickets to form
the gate or barrier. The cranks are depressed by
hinged levers, acted upon by the flanges of the wheels,
the effect being to prostrate the gate until the cars
hare passed over. The weight then restores the
gate to its upright position.

Claim.—The arrangement of the «rauk c c', when
]iot in the same piano, on the top of a shaft, which
shaft is provided with pickets P, and a central
v.-eight, I'J, appended belo^v, and when operated by a
hii3ged lever, L, with its open jaws J, the lever being
i:)ivbted at one end, all combined and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose g^ieci-

fied.

83,557.—A. W. SiLVis, Birmingham, Iowa, as-

signor to himself and Samuel B. Shott, same place.
—Loom.—October 27, 18G8.—The spring hooks are
hinged to a stationary bar of the frame, and actuate
the picker staff by reason of their up-and-down move-
ment relatively to the pivot of the staff as the lay vi-

brates, the picker staii being pivoted on a bar car-

ried by the lay. The pivoted pawl effects the alter-

nate engagement of the spring hooks witli the
notches in the opposite sides of the picker staff, and
the picker staff is thus thrown to one side or the
other at eacli backward movement of the lay. The
bridge retains the parts in their operative positions.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the i^icker staff a,

with its enlarged lower end notched at «2^ the swing-
ing reversing pawl «', provided at its enlarged lower
end with do\il)le inclines, the hinged spring hooks
rt^ and the bridge «.^ all operating as described, for

the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the pawl &", bracket b^, se-

ctired to the lay, the ])attern cylinder 6^, catch pawl
&-^, and pivoted right-angular 'harness levers h^, all

constructed as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of the right-angled harness le-

vers h^ with tlio harness frames and i)attern cylin-

der, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,558.—Alfred Sims, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Jack
for Turning Shafting.—Octohcr 27, 1868.

Claim.— r.hc lever pawl C D and jack E, in com-
bination witli the ratchet wheel B, mounted on the
shaft A, substantially as and for tlio purpose de-

scribed.

83,55fl Charles E. Smith and Frank T.
Jaques, Lowell, 'Mdiii^.Shuttle for Looms.—Octo-
ber 27, 18(i8.—The shank, remaining fixed in the

wood, enables tlie tip to be applied or detached witli-

out liabihtv of injuring the body of the shuttle.

Claim,—Tha twisted sliank 'C, provided with the

romovabie tip B, con.structed substantially us shown
and described, in combination with a shuttle.

83,560. — John Paterson Smith, Glasgow,
Scotland.

—

Tool for Turning and Planing.—October
27, 1868.—This device consists of a straight rectan-
gular trough of metal with sides unequal in height,
together with a cap piece of somewhat less length
than the trougn and a straight tool which fills the
trough, the upper surface of the tool and that part
of the cap which lies upon it being cm-ved or molded.

Claim. — The within-described formation and
adaptaticn of the under surface of the part c, to fit

tightly and firmly to the properly-curved surface of
the tool b, the curvature of each being imiform
through the whole length, by rolling,- molding, or
otherwise, the part c, and the tool l)eing used, in com-
bination with the part a, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

83,561.—Wilson Smith, Tod Township, Ohio.
—Hay iiftc^-.—October 27, 1868.—This device com-
pels the animal to take but a moderate quantity from
the manger at a time, each mouthful being drawn
through the bars of the rack.

Claim.—1. The rack, composed of side pieces a
and d, and the rungs or cross pieces bb b, when ap-
plied to mangers, by hinging or attaching it to the
top of said manger, and at the side nest to the ani-
mal tliat feeds therefrom, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination of manger a, the rack abb d,

and feed trough or troughs //, all as shown and de-
scribed.

S3, 5®iJ.—Charles L. Spencer, Providence, R.
l.—Hat HooL—OetohQT 27, 1868.—The rim of the
hat is introduced between the jaws of the tongs, and
the hook is then opened so as to suspend tlie hat from
any convenient support. In opening the hook it acts
like a cam, to close the jaws tightly.'

Claim.—The combination of the hook, strap, and
tongs, when constracted to operate .substantially as
set forth and for the purpose specified.

83,563.—Elhiu Spencer, Ottawa, Canada.—
Station Lidicator.—Octohcv 27, 1868.—An improve-
ment on his patent of December 31, 1867. A bell is

provided which is sounded as often as the device is

operated to exhibit the name of the station ; a stop
prevents the device from being casually turned in

the wrong direction by the attendant;' a lamp illu-

minates the names of the stations, and a mode of ap-
plying cards to the front of the dcAnce, notifies pas-
scngere where to change cars, &c.

Claim.—1. The cutting out or otherwise construct-
ing the i)lates c, so as to form frames, over or on
wliieh a transparent or semi-transparent fabric, d, is

seciu'cd, having the names of the stations upon them,
in combination with a candle, lamp, or other light
D, placed at one side of tlie box A, and arranged so
as to throw the rays of light within the same, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The adjustal)le, or sliding bai- or stop E, ar-

ranged and applied in the manner substantially as

iind for the purpose set forth.

3. Tlie bell ojierating mechanism, composed of the
lever K', .spring I, right angular plates H H, and
hammers G- G, all arranged to operate by the turn-

ing of the heads B, substantially as and for the
piu'pose specified.

4. The flaps L, when applied to the box A, and
used in connection with the drop catch M, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

83,564.— WiLLLUi H. Startzman, Big Lick,
Ya.— Cultivator.—OctohGV 27, 1868.—The stay rods
or the adjusting keepers of the pivoted shanks are
attached to the respective ends of the obliciue bar.

Claim..—The arrangement of the standards B B,
oblique bar C, rack bar I, and keeper E, with nuts g
and plows D, all as herein set forth,

83,565.—L. M. Stoops, Grand View, Ind.—Bee-
hive—Oetohcr 27, 1868.-The only enti'an.ce to the

hive leads into the tube at the bottom, and while the
entering moths do not have access therefrom to the

inteiior of the hive, they are likely to be destroyed

by the l)ees in passing in and out.

Claim.—1. The perforated tube E, placed in tlie

bottom of the hive, at its front side, and provided
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with the entrance F, all substantially as sho-n-u and
described.

2. The ventihxting tubeG-, provided -n-ith openings
to admit air through the sides of the hive, and other

openings leading into the brood chaml)crs and honey
boxes, substantially as heroin set forth.

3. The ai-raogenieut of the brood chambers C C,

ventilating tube G-, feed box H, and honey boxes 1 1,

all constructed substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

83,566.—Jerome B. Sweetland, Pontiac, Mich.
— ir«.s7i Boiler —October 27, 18G8.—As the water is

heated it rises in the central tube, and is discharged
from the spouts" of the horizontal, surmounting tube,

the latter being whirled around by the reaction of

the outflowiniv water. A valve closes communica-
tion between tlie filling side of the chamber and the

ascending tube, so that the water in the other side

may have no other mode of egress than that afforded

by the upright tube.

Ciaitii.—1. The reversed bottom E, provided with
a rim C, projectiug downward, and said rim pro-

vided with openings, covered on the inside with
valves D D, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The removable cone-shaped tube E, secured to

the reversed bottom B, by means of the notched
flange c, and keys d d, or its eciuivalents, and pro-

vided at the top' with a grooved flange, e, on which
is placed the cap F, with its lugs//, forming a loose

joint, substantially as and for the purposes herein

set forth.

3. The reversed bottom B, provided with a parti-

tioa or wall, J, and hinged pallet or valve L, the lat-

ter extending up into the tube E, substantially as

and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,567.-C. W. Thiessex, Effingham, IW.—Corn
Planter.—Octoher 27, 1SG8.—The seed box and the
dropping meclianism are contained iu, or applied di-

rectly to, the main or supporting wheels. The seed
slides work in boxes projecting from the face of the
wheel, and communicate with the seed box, and seed
may be dropped in the ground and imbedded at each
revolution or partial revolution of the wlieel.

Claim.—1. The di'op box, constructed as described,

of the parallel ribs d d, one of which is provided
within the seed receptacles i on, as herein set forth

and shown.
2^ The cii-culai" seed receptacle E, constructed as

described, and secured to the inner face of the wheel
B, within the flange c, as herein set forth and
shown.

3. Pivoting the connecting rods j of the slides g,
by means of a common pin, K, to the stationary axle
of the revolving wheel, so that, by the revolution of
the wheel, the slides will receive'reciprocating mo-
tion in the drop boxes, substantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement of tliccu'cular seed receptacle
E and slides g upon opposite sides of the wheel B,
as herein described, for the purpose specified.

S3,56S.—.Tames Toay, Mineral Point, Wis.—
Harvester.—October 27, 18G8.—Relates to sprocket
wheels and their attachment, for the purpose of
driving harvester rakes. The object is to prevent
the straw from winding upon the shaft of the wheels.

Claim. — 1. The wheel A, constructed substan-
tially as sliown and described.

2. 'The plate B, constructed substantially as shown
and described.

3. The combination of wheel A, plate B, and the
framework of a harvesting machine, substantially
as shown and described.

83,569.—P. P. TOTTEX, Adams, 111— Cultivator.
—October 27, 1868.—The plows are connected to the
bow-shaped lever, and the latter to the treadle, so
that by depressing the treadle all the plow beams may
be raised simultaneously.

Claim.—1. The bow-shaped lever K, in connection
with theti-eadle L, combined and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. "The connecting of the beams G G of the inner
])lows H by means of staples passing through oblong
slots e, to admit of the lateral movement of said
plows, substimtially as set forth.

83,570. — Leoxhardt Hitting, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself, G. Massa, Cri. Ammlung,
and H. Zimmermak, same place.

—

Hasp for Trunk
iocA-s.-October 27, 1868.

Claim.—Hinging the swinging hasp H to the up-
per edge of its plate &'", so that it can be freely
turned sufficiently upward to allow the plate b'" to be
fastened to the trunk lid by rivets b^, whlcli will be
covered by the aaid hasp when the trunk is closed
and locked, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth and described.

83,571—Euas E. Vauner, Harveysburg, Ohio.
Fodder Cutter.—Oetohev 27, 1868.—The slotted shank
adapts the knife to have its position reversed upoa
the shaft, so that either its hook or its ciraeter-edge
may be made to operate. The feed hands whicli ac-
tua'te the rollers are pivoted to a cross head recipro-
cating with a bar which is forced foulard the front
of the machine by a spring and retracted by a cam,
the latter being adjustable, to regulate the feed.

Claim.—1. The provision, in li. fodder cutter, of
the knife IST, having one cimeter cutting edge, v., and
one booked cutting edge, n', and being furnislied

with a slotted shank, O o, or its equivalent, for at-

tachment to a driving shaft, in the manner heroin
described.

2. The combination and arrangement, substan-
tially as described herein, of the feed rollers C C,
springs D, ratchet vdieels c o', pivoted feed hands E
E' e e', cross head F, reciprocating bar G, spring H,
adjustable cam I i, driving shaft J, and fly wheel K,
for the object explained.

3. The combination of the knife ]!f n n', driving
shaft J, nut L, and washer I, for the purpose de-
scribed.

83.573.—Anton W. Walter, Canton, Ohio.—
Door iTmr/e.—October 27, 1868.—The lips at the sides
of the leaves are drilled, to receive the hinge pin.

The leaves may be U-shaped, in which case the lips

are at the inne'i' edges.
Claim..—1. A hinge, composed of two leaves, hav-

ing eyes or lips turned up at their outer or inner
edges, and combined with a hinge pin, suljstantiaHy
in the manner and for the pm'pose herein specified."'

2. In combination with a hinge, cou^jtructei as
heroin specified, a spii'al spring, F, arranged and
used substantially in the manner and for the purpose
sj)ecifiod.

83,573.—William H. Whitlock, Pdsing Sun.
Ind.—Turning TooZ.—October 27, 18G8.—A cylindri-

cal block, provided with a handle, has an axial hole
throu"-h it of larger diameter than the stick to be
turned and is made flaring at the end. A side exca-
vation receives the bit, Avhich is secm-ed by bolts pas-
sing through slots in the bit.

Claim.—The hand tool for turning, herein de-
scribed, composed of the stock A a a' a", bit or cut-
ter B & b' b", set screws C C, and handle D.

83,574.—Bknxet Wiiitxey, New Brunswick,
:S.J.—Grii>t IfiZL- October 27, 1868.—An clastic

hose or band is placed between the curb and the up-
per stone, whifeh has two projecting pins, in a line

with each other, fitt<id into the lower ends of two
vertical, adjustable bars, Avhich pass through open- .

ings in a plate, and are hung from a ba"i-, with a
horizontal suot, and a nut working on a screw, around
which also the bar is fitted and swings upon it.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the elastic pacMng
H, interposed between the upper stone E and the
cm-b C, substantially as and for the pm-poso set
forth.

2. In combination with the stone E, the pins h,

slotted sliding bars i, slotted plate g, adjustable plate
L, stationary'screw i, and nut j, all operating as de-

scribed, for the purpose of adjustably suspendjjag
the stone E, in the framing, as herein shown and de-

scribed.
3. The reversible Z-shaped bars M, when provided

with hooks I, an-anged to support the hopper and
shoe of the grist mill, a^ herein described.

83,575 Jay J. Wiooix, Syracuse, IN". T.—
Preparation of Roofing Fabrics.—OctohdY 27, 1868.

—Upon a bed formed of side and end pieces of
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wood, and filled witli sand ou a clay packing, are
placed three iron rollers, in a frame, holes being
made in their interior through nuts screwed into
their ends, for admitting steam or hot water to heat
th.-sm.

Claim.—1. The box or bed C, constructed as and
for the purpose des-aribed.

2. The three rollers B J^ B, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The rolling apparatus, composed of the three
rollers EBB, the frame A A, and the parts con-
tained in the same, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth and dc-
sciiibed.

4. The heating and keeping hot the rollers B B B,
\>y the introduction into them of either hot water or
steam, substantially in the manner set forth.

5. The process, herein described, of coating felt,

paper, antl otlicr roofing f'aVrics, the same consisting
in the use of heated rollers acting over a clay bed,
Oir its equivalents, constructed substantially as de-
scrifeed.

83,57fi.—Jay J. Wiggin, Syracuse, I^. T.—
JRooJlng Composition for Houses, Boats, Barns, &c.
—October 27, 1868.—Clay and air-slaked lime are
mixed together and boiled wit]» coal or gas tar.

Clo/im.—The compound r-;ade of the ingi'cdients
before described, in the proportions above set ibrth,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

83,577 John D. Wilkixsox and E. O. Boyle,
Plattsburg, ^.Y.—ComUnedTool.—Octdbcv21, 18()8.

Claim..—Combining and securing or pivoting the
wire gauge A, dividers C, rule D, square E, ancl cal-

3.pers F and H together, v/hen made to correspond
in dimensions with each other, as ani lor the pur-
pose set forth.

83,578.—Miletus J. Wixe, Long Glade, Ya.—
Harvester.—October 27, 18(i8.—An endless apron re-

ceives and deposits the grain on a chute between it

and the rij^ht-liand draught vrheel. the hub of Avhich
actuates one of the apron rollers by means of a belt
connected with a shaft rocked in "one or the other
direction by a treadle, an arm being fixed to it,

which at it's outer end supports an idle pulley for
tightening the belt.

Claim,.—1. The chute M, having its rear end left

open, and attached only to the finger bar at its front
end, when arranged between the grain wheelW and
the apron A, and below the Icvcil of the latter, in
the manner and for the purpose specitied.

2. In connection with the belt C, for moAdug the
apron A, and the chute M, for receiving the grain
from said apron, the rock shaft (>, the' rake J, the
i^e pulley N, and the treadle t or arm z, when com-
bined and ari'angcd to operate in the manner and
for the purposes substantiallj'- as specified.

83.579.— A. E". Wolf, Sheridan, and Joel
Haag, Bernvillo, Va.—Water IF/ieeZ.—October 27,

1868.—Six chutes are fixed between the ring and the
inner periphery of the lower casing, to Avhich the
gates are pivoted in a groove near tlie inner ends of
the chutes, and are hinged at their outer ends to the
ring, so that by turning the latter all the gates arc
opened at the same time.

Claim.—Tiie combination of the casing A, wheel
E, chutes B B, liinged gates C C, and ring a, all

constructed, arranged, and operated, substantially

as set forth.

83.580. — David AVolf, Easton, Kansas.-
Begisterimj Scale.—Oetohei' 27, 18G8.—By the fall of
a scale beam on a shaft, wliich has a wheel witli a

wrist pin set into it, a crank is made to lilt a ham-
mer shaft, and work a pawl fixed to it by a pin on
the other side of the wheel, a hammer striking a
bell when the required quantity is secured.

Claim:—The arrangement of the dial plate E,
pawl /, shaft C, wlieel D, with its pin 5 ami wri«t
pin d, the hammer j, and hell k, as constructed* in

combination with the beam A, to bo opcnKtod by a

platlbrm or wefghiug scale, substantially in the

manner as described, for the purposes herein set

forth.

83,581.—JosErii Wright, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stop for Umbrella Runner.—October 27, 1868.
Claim.—A stop for umbrella runners, consisting

of a staple, having legs a a^, of different lengths,
and a shoulder, a^, substantially as described.

83,582.—John W. Kidv7Ell, "Washington, D.
C.

—

Extracting Gold and Silver from their Ores.—
October 27, 1868. — Sulphurets of iron containing
precious metals, being concentrated and roasted,
yield oxide of iron mixed with metallic gold and
oxide of silver, which is mixed with a, carbonaceous
substance and heated for six hours in Bischotf'

s

oven. This gives finely-divided ii-on mixed with
gold, which, after being" cooled, is amalgamated, to
secure the gold.

Claim.—The use of finely-divided iron, pi'epared
according to Bivschoff's patent process, in connection
with the amalgamation of gold and silver ores, as
herein described and set forth.

83,583.—William H. Abel, Greenville, R. I.—
Knitting Machine.—jSTovember 3, 1868.—The knock-
ing-over bar is provided with a lip notched verti-
cally and longitudinally to receiA'c the knocking-over
points which are secured to the bar by a clamp.

Claim.—1. The knocking-over points, constructed
substantially as described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. I'he combination of the separately removable
knocking-over points, substantially such as described,
with the bar B, having the notched lip g, clamp A,
and screws co, or equivalent.

83,584.-William H. Abel, GrGcnville, E. I.—
Knitting Machine.—ISTovembcr 3, 1868 ; antedated
October 22, 1868.—A scries of vertical slidmg jacks
on the slide bar are provided with loop sinkers and
dividing sinkers, whick are secured to the lower end
of said jacks, the latter being held up by small fric-

tion springs. A plate is secured to the face of the
leads and sinkers and draws the old loops over the
newly-formed loops. The vertical shaft is rotated
by a segment wheel oscillated by cords fastened to
said segment and the top bracket.
Claim.—1. The sinkers c'^ and c^ constructed as

described, combined with the jacks c, and operating
in combination with the needles, in the manner and
for tlie purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the jacks c, -n'hich have
sinkers c^ and c', constructed, combined, and operat-
ing as set forth, the springs g^, arranged to operate
as and for the purpose specified.

3. The plate//, applied to the face of the Tcnock-
ing'-ovor bar, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
substantially as specified.

4. The combination of the vertical shaft 19, oper-
ating as set forth, the crank arm 17, connecting rod
1.5, the segment, Avith its arm A^, cords 24, pulleys
27 and 28, and the top bracket, the whole arranged
to operate substantially in the manner and for "the

purpose specified.

5. The combination of the friction slide and slide

box with the parts last above claimed, as and for the
purpose set forth.

6. The lever M, for operating the prcsser bar,
when provided Avith a pin or stud, m, and a rotary
sliding roller n, and with a shipping devioc, substan-
tially as and lor the purpose specified.

7. The combination of all the operative parts
herein described, arrauged to operate substantially
in the manner and for the pm-posc set forth.

r 83,585.-Max Adler, Buffalo, N. y., assignor
to himself and Henry Breitavieser, same place.—
Blind Hinge.—'Novemher 3, 1868.—A bearing cush-
ion is interposed betAvcen the leaves of the loAvcr

hinge to prevent jarring, Avlien the blind is turned.
Claim.—The combination of tlie interposed bear-

ing cushion k I with the geared hinge leaves a d, ar-

ranged as described, and operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

83,58G.—T. G. Ai^'Old, Ncav York, N. Y.—Die
and Punch.—Novembers, 1868; antedated October
24, 1868.-The plate holding the die is detachable.
The punch holder bar is beveled on its edges to

slide in a groove in the loAvcr face of the cross head,
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and is providGcl -with tubes iu -nbicli the punches are

secured.
Claim.—1. The combination of the die plate A,

series of removable dies C, and spring die clearer L,
arrau<red substantially as described.

2. The combination of the plate IT. series of punch-
supporting tubes K, and punches E, arranged sub-

st-antiallv as described.

83,587.—E. H. AsHCUoirr, Lynn, 'Miss.—Stea7n
Engine Oil Cup.—November 3, 18o8.—Two cups are

arranged one -within the other, the inner one being
open at the top and provided Avith a valve wliich.

when open, allows the melted tallow to run into the

outer cu]i, which latter is provided with a valve to

regulate the amount of oil to bo fed to the steam cyl-

inder.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

outer cup G, inner open-mouthed cup A, stem B,

and valve C, operated in the raanner as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

83,588.—E. H. Ashcroft, Lvnn,Mass.—-Sfeam
and Water Check Valve.—NoYorahcr 3, 1868.—The
part forming a seat for the valve is provided with a

conical end Avhich is held in a cc^-ospondingly-
shaped seat in the other part by a union joint piece.

Claim.—The construction of the piece E, and its

arrangement in relation to the valve piece e, piece

C, and union joint piece D, substantially as shown
and described.

83,589 "William Anheuser, St. Louis, Mo.—
Extracting Saccharine Matters from. Malt.—No-
vember 3, 1868 ; antedated October 28, 1868.

Claim.—1. The process of forcing a direct cur-

rent of steam, water, or compressed air into a
tight compartment containing the malt, for the pur-

pose of pressing the sacchaiiue juice from the malt.

2. The application of a suction apj^ai'atus to secure

a ready issue of the saccharine liciuid, either sepa-

rate, or in combination vrith the device specified in

first claim.

83,590.—.James A. Ball and Peter B. Lawsox,
Cold Spring, li. Y.

—

Machine for Blocking Hats.—
November's. 1868.—The brim portion of the hat is

stretched by the conical ribs. The cone has a
horizontal surface which serves as a bearing for the
lower edge of the lower portion of the chamber.

Claim.—1. The perforated cone IT, having re-

cessed surface /, in combination with the hollow
chamber mold or former C, arranged so as to pinch
and hold fast the hat body, substantially iu the mtm-
iver set forth.

2. In combination therewith, the conical ribs ee c

e, applied to and forming part of the horizontal upper
surface of the chamber d of the box mold or former
C, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of the recessed perforated
cone H, flexible covering I, plate B, and steam
pipes K and L, with the box mold C, arranged and
operating substantially a.s specified, so as to force a
felt hat l>bdy into the said mold C, by applying the
pressure of'steam internally.

83,591.—Egbert M. Barthelmess and Chas.
C. Millar, Savannah, Ga.

—

Car Coupling.—Xovem-
ber 3, 1868.—A cur\-ed slotted latcli vibrating on a
pivot iu the slotted draw head and abutting against
the curved ends of the slot in the draAV head, operates
as a self coupler and can be raised or lowered by the
hand.
Claim.—The application, -within a longitudinal

slot b, through a bulfer head, B, of a slotted segmental
latch. I), of described construction, guided and kept
in place by means of a pin, g, and curved abutment
h, substantially as described, and for the pui'poses

set forth.

83,592.—TValkei: B. Bartram, Danburj-, Conn.—Gathering Attachment for Sexoing Machine.—Xo-
vember 3, 1868.—The upper blade' is riveted to a
lower plate provided -with two tongues. The upper
strip of cloth is passed underneath the riveted blade
while the lower strip is pa-ssed between the two
Dlades, and is less retarded in its movement toward

the needle than the upper one, consequently the lower
strip will be sewed to the upper one in a gathered
condition.

Claim.—T«-C -within-described gathering attach-
ment for sewing machines, composed of three elastic

blades or plates, B 6 rr, all arranged relatively to each
other, as shown, aad constructed to guide lind give
the required pressure to the strips of" material to be
gathered, as described and specified.

S3.503—^V. ^Y. Batchelder, New York, N.
Y.

—

Lighting Ga.<!.—November 3, 1868.—The friction
fuse is .saturated in a bath of phosphorus -u-hich is held
in solution by bisulphide of carbon, then drawn
thi'ougk collotliou, and afterward dried and coated
with shellac varnish. It is wound around a spool
fitting over a tidoe which forms part of the cup.

Claim.—1. The friction fuse or cord, saturated
and coated with the ingredients and in the manner
herein set forth.

2. The method of eff"ecting the feed of the fuse by
means of two racks or pinions, constructed and ar-

ranged so as to admit of the passage of the fuse
between them, the said pinions being operated by a
spindle and endless screw, or equivalent device, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The combination, -with the feed pinions or racks
and fuse, and the spindle for operating the racks,
aud eft'ectin"- the combustion of the fuse, of the hol-

low standard case, in Arhich the said spindle and
racks are supported and inclosed, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination, -with the rotary spindle for
operating the feed racks, of a thumb-pi'ece, mounted
upon the spindle, substantiaUy as herein (described,

so as to prevent the retraction of the fuse from be-
tween the said racks.

5. The fuse receptacle, constructed as described,
iu combination with the gas burner, under the ar-

rangement herein shown and specified.

S3.594.—Alma Bedford, Coldwater. Mich.—
Check ilooA-.—November 3, 1868.—A ball, sliding
\ertically on a j)in secured to the resr end of the
check book, can be raised high enough to permit the
cheek rein to pass under it, and, when dropped, pre-
vents the check rein from being withdrawn.
Claim.—A harness check hook, B, proA-ided -with

a vertical pin C, aud ball D, all constructed and ai--

ranged to operate .substantially as herein described.

83,595.-George Beisxer, Chicago, El.—
Churn.—November 3. 1868.—The beater isprovided
with the movable paddles in sbap,:; of troughs for pro-
ducing a greater agitation i>i the cream. The pinion
driving the beater'is held in place by a spring, and
is taken oft" to remove the beater -n'hen the churning
is done.

Claim.—1. The movable paddles h h, arranged aud
operating substantially as set forth.

2. Tlio spring d, as "and for the purpose sot forth.

83,596.-Charles P. Bexedict, Hoboken, N.
J.

—

Saving Machine.—'NoYcmher 3, 1868.—A slotted
lever, pivoted to the frame and actuated by a cam,
gives the horizontal reciprocating motion to "the feed.

The prcsser foot is provided with a thin spring plate
on its under side to prevent any noise -when the feed-

ius' bar strikes the under side of the presser foot.

'Claim.—1. The slotted lever B C, having one of
its jar/s so constructed that it shall always hold and
keei) the pin g, on the arm E, in contact -with the
other jaw, by a spring pressure, substantially as set
forth and specified.

2. The frame A. and vibratmg slotted lever B C,
constructed substantially as described, so that it may
be readily attached to a lour-motiou-fecd sewiug ma-
chine, in co-oporative relation with the feeder thereof,

substantially as and for the purposes sot forth and
specified.

3. The combination, with a reciprocating feeder,
of the vibrating slotted lever B C, constructed as
described, so that said lever shall always be in con-
tact with the ordinary feed cam of a 'four-motion-
feed sewing machine,'without making or breaking
contact therewith, substantially as described and set
forth.

4. The supplementary presser foot or spring A, in
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combination with a reciprocating feeder H, antl vi-

brating slotted lever B C, constructed and operating
substantially as described and specified.

83,597.—LoRENZ BOMMEK, ISTewTork, IST. Y.—
Block and Die for Forming Hats.—IsTovember 3,

1868.—The hat blocks, molds, and dies are composed
of a material descril)ed in letters-patent granted to
T. C. Krause, on the 17th of I'ebruary, 1863, which
allows the dampness or steam to pass oflf thi'ough
the pores by filtration and evaporation.
Claim.—Making porous hat blocks, molds, and

dies, substantially as described, as distinguished
from molds made porous by perforations or woven
meshes.

83,598.—B. S. BURGAN, Congi-ess, Ohio.—Jfforse
Hay Fork.—November 3, 1868.—The fork is con-
structed with two tines, each of which have pivoted
points, which allow a small quantity of hay or short
hay to be removed irom tlie load.

Claim.—The links E, bow F, lever G, and cross
bar C, as arranged to operate in combination with
the feet D and limbs A, substantially as and for the
purpose described,

83,599.—Charles Thomas Burgess, Brent-
wood, England.

—

Harvester Hake.—November 3,

1868
;
patented in England September 8, 1866.—

A

number of arms are secured together in pairs, form-
ing obtuse angles, through the vertex of which passes
the reel shaft, so as to permit each pair of arms,
when revolved, to vibrate in its plane, their inclina-

tion being controlled by a cam. To the extremity
of each of these arms is hinged an arm carrying a
rake, and connected by a jointed link to tlie reel

shaft, each rake being rotated while sweeping over
the platform.

Claim,.—1. The combination, as herein described,
of the reel shaft, the rake arms, and the cam for car-

rying the delivery rake or raises of the reel or fly by
the arm or arms which are inclined to the shaft of

the reel, and wliich are caused to vary theii* angle to

the shaft, substantially as described.
2. The arrangement of mechanism, herein de-

scribed, for causing the delivery rake of the reel or
fly, as it is moved back over the platform, not only
to move endwise toward the draught side of the ma-
chine, but also to turn into a position inclined to the
line of the knife, substantially as hereinbefore de-

scribed.

83,600. -JAJffis TV. Burns, Medway, Ohio.—
Letter Package.—'^OYcrahev 3, 1868.—The labels,

showing the destination of the bundle of letters, are
fastened to tljc upper one of the plates holding the
letters, by a narrow strip of metal firmly secured at

one side and passed through a slot and beut on the
other side.

Claim.—The direction papers E, when attached,
as described, by the fastening e, or the band x, and
combined with the parts A B, as and for the purpose
set forth.

83,601.-WiLLi.iM BURTTS, New York, N. Y.—
Fropeller Shaft.—November 3, 1868.—A gear wheel
on tlie crank shaft actuates two counter shafts, (orie

on eacli side of the crank shaft,) which operate the
propeller shaft.

O^aim.—Tlic application of the double counter
shafts C C with their gear wheels F, in combination
with the gear wlieel E on tlie crank shaft, and the

gear wheel D on the wheel shaft, as herein described.

83,602. — James E. Carter, Portland, Me.—
Non-freezing Hydrant.—November 3, 18(i8.—A gas

pipe ascends from the main witli the water pipe, and
both are protected by the hydrant case. The gas

burner is arranged beneath the gooseneck termina-

tion of the water dischai-go pipe.

Claim.—T\\o, improved hydrant, having the gas

and water pipes combined and an'anged within the

shell or stock of the same, from their respective mains
upward, as and for the purposes set forth.

83,603.—Charles B. Clark, Bufl'alo, N. Y.—
Blind Hinge. — November 3, 1868. — A movable
knuckle sliding down the incline of a stationary

knuckle, causes a slight lateral movement of the blind
sufficient to bring the angular side of the axial pin
of the male portion in contact with the angle of the
socket in the female portion, thus locking the parts
together.

Claim.—The angular socket g and pin n, in combi-
nation with the inclines m m', constructed and op-
erating as described.

83,604.—Mark J. Colbourn, Karthaus. Pa.—
TFater TF/ie<'L—November 3, 1868.—The radial buck-
ets are each provided with hoods so shaped as to
prevent the water, after acting on the buckets, from
rebounding against the surfaces of the succeeding
buckets. The wheel is supported in a metallic frame
secured to a wooden frame. The removable bos,
adapted to receive a wooden step block for support-
ing the shaft, is supported in the standard, and held
by a hook.

Claim.—1. The hoods or shields D, constructed of
the form substantially as described, upon the backs
of radial floats m, siibstantially in the manner and
for the purposes described.

2. The shields D, constructed with interlocking
segments S' and shoulders I, in combination with the
float plates m, flanches H, and a locking key /c', sub-
stantially as described.

3. The convolute case, inclosing the water w^heel,
of two sections, C C^ constructed and connected to-

gether by the devices as shown, so as to be detach-
able, substantially as described.

4: The combination of the sectional frames A A',
the sectional water wheel case, and the tongue-and-
groove and bolt fastenings, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose dcsci'ibed.

5. The removable box d, provided with hooked
fastening (/', adapted for use with a standard, C^,
^substantially as and for the purpose described.

83,605.—William J. Cochran, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and John Cochrane, Farming-
dale. N. J.

—

A nncaling Pitfor A ^mealing Gar Wheels.
—November 3, 1868.—A chamber formed beneath
the molding floor, of a larger diameter than the clear
of the wheels, has arranged within it three vertical
guide strips which keep the wheels in the center of
the pit, the top of which latter is closed by a>i iron
plate, on which sand is placed and kept from spread-
ing by a cope-ring. A vent tube is provided to re-

lieve the pressure'withiu the chamber.
Claim.—1. The cooling or annealing pit herein do-

scribed, with a top covering and bottom vent, ar-

ranged for the purpose set forth.

y. The arrangementof the cope ling with the top
plate, substantially as described.

3. The cooling or annealing pit, in combination
with the guide strips, or their equivalents, arranged
and operating substantially as described.

83,606.—John F. Cory, New York, N. Y.—
Noiseless Bcll-jndl.—November 3, 1868.—The rubber
on the end of the slide iirevcnts any noise when the
slide is released after pulling the beil. It is intended
pai-ticularly for pilot houses on steamboats.

Claim.—The carrying of the rubber D on the slide

B, attached to the ^\'ire C, leading to the bell, so that
it is raised and lowered therewith, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,607.—Patrick H. Coyle, Newark, N. J.—
Boiler Flue L'r«..v/i.—November 3, 1868.

Claim.—1. A boiler flue brush, the flexible or brush
portion of which is composed of strips or pieces of
steel or other metal, inserted in the hub, substantially

as set fortli.

2. Tlie combination of a metallic lined tubular hub
or base, with a steel or metallic brush, substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination, with a boiler flue brush, of
removable end pieces or heads, and a removable
center rod or handle, substantially as set forth.

83,608. -JoiJ A. Davis, Watertowu, N. Y.-^
Steam Generator.—November 3, 1868.—Asfastastho
water in the generator is vaporized, the water in the
supply reservoir flows in, thus causing a small quan-
tity of water to bo heated at a time.
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Claim.—The combination of tlie generator A, and
the \rater supply reservoir F, whereby to generate
low prcssm-e of steam, and to supply heated water to
the boiler, substantially as herein set forth.

S3,609. — Charles de St. Ciiaeles, Jalapa,
Mexico.

—

CfljTce HuUer and Polisher.—November 3,

1868.—The colfoe is discharged from the hopper upon
the rim of a Vliii<l*?r. covered Avith elastic material,
and carried between the criishincr plate or rubber
and knobbed belt. The crushing plate is hinged and
held in position 1)y au clastic bolt, the end of which
is secured to an adjustable stretcher.

Claim.^—The combination of the cylinder A, rub-
ber 6, belt e, and adjustable stretcher h, when
constructed and operating in the manner herein de-
scribed.

S3,6I0.—Joseph Dick, Jr., of Osliawa, Ontario,
a-ssignor to himself and Eugene Gi.ex, Rochester,
X. Y.

—

Harvester Hake.—November 3, 1868
;

pat-
ented in Canada, Juno 2S, 18fi8.—An improvement
on his patent of January 28, 1808. The movement
of the rake arm backward and forward produces
the necessary rising and falling motion of the rake.
A catch holds the rake in position on its return stroke,
and is thrown up and allows the rake to drop when
in position to move forward again, by means of an
adjustable trip roller on the main stantlard.
Claim.—1. The bed plate B. provided with bear-

ings for the driving and crank Avhecl sliafts and rake
pivot, and for the adjustable stops aud rake latch, ar-

ranged substantially as described.
2~ The latch /, at'tached to the rake-carrying arm,

and operating in connection with the sector arms,
substantially as described.

3. The adjustable roller arm, in combination with
the latch /, for releasing the same, in the manner
set forth.

4. The pivoted latch lever i, operating in combina-
tion with the sector and rake-carrying arms, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The pivoted latch lever i, provided with the
adjustable latch or hook, for the purpose set forth.

U. The pitman J and boxes I and K, in combina-
tion witli the adjustable washer.s or jam nuts A",

arranged and operating substantially as described.
7. The vibrating rake arm, provided with the

heel extension or coimtcr-arms D', in combination
with the crank wheel shaft, arranged and operating
in relation thereto, substantially a's described.

83,611—JOHX B. Dkaper, Salem, Hl.-Pos^
Auger.—:Soxembev 3, 1868.—A screw shaft provided
with a point and auger at the bottom and a wheel at
the top rotates in a nut and feeds the auger into the
ground. On retracting tlie au^cr the shaft remains
stationai-y and the ntit is rotated.
Claim.—ThQ arrangement of the screw shaft G,

with its wheel I, and the imt D, with its wheel P,
and restraining plates E, operating respectively for
the rotation and insertion of the auger, and for its
upward withdrav.-al, substantially as described and
represented.

83,612.—.lAjm.? W. Eaedly, Grand Eapids,
Mich.— C'or7iJ/crrA-er.—November 3, 18G8.—The corn
marker bar is hinged at the center so that one-half
of the frame may be raised by the handle to pass
over obstructions. It is also provided with adjusta-
ble guide arms to keep the machine at a proper dis-
tance from the rows previouslv marked. The mark-
ers swinging on bolts can be set at an angle with the
mai-ker bar.
Claim.— \. The adjustable hinged bars A A, in

combination with the arms aaa a and slotted arms
b b, ari-anged and operated substantially in the
manner shown and described, for the purpose set
forth. ^ ^

2. The manner of adjusting the marker a, Fig. 2,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

83,613.—Dexteu Esti-:3, .Stockholm, N. T.—
Washing MacluHC.—November 3, 1868.
Claim.—Tha corrugated roller A, moving in the

curved bos B, by raeans of the lever d, pivoted to a
projection extending from one side of the box, and
foi-uishcd with the handle C.

83,614.—Amos Fassett, Sterling, '^\.—^Yagon
Stake.—November 3, 1868; antedated October 17,
1808.—A flange around the center plate rests upon
the bolster. The part of the plate below the flange
passing through the bolster is formed thicker than
the ):(ody of the plate and terminates in a screw, by
wliich it is fastened. On each side of this plate are
secured ])lates wliich hold the entire stake securely
to the bolster.

Claim.—J . The plate B, when provided with the
flange b', and the enlargements e e, projecting below
said plate, substantially iu the manner and for the
pm-poses herein set forth.

2. In combination with the above, I claim the side
plates C D, arranged and operating in the manner
specified.

83,615—H. D. Flowek, Chicago, IW.-Com-
pound for Killing Insects on Trees.—November 3,

1868.—Composed of iron fillings, tartaric acid, and
calomel.

Claim.— The ingredients herein named, com-
pounded and applied substantially as and for the
piu-pose set forth.

83,616.—Elias T. Ford, Stillwater, N. T.—
Manufacture of Paper.—November 3, 1868.—The
water fi-om the pulp is drawn from tbe suction box
through tubular bearings of the forming cylinder.
The slice bars secured to the side of th"e reservoir
support the blades which regulate the flow of pulp
forming the sheet of paper and permit the suction to
assist in the formation of the paper and suck the
water from the paper before coming to the couch
roll.

Claim.—1. The perforated cylinder A, with the
interior suction box B, both constructed and ai-Eanged
to opei'ate substantially as herein described.

2. In combination with the perforated cylinder A,
the suction box B, when constructed and' arranged
to operate substantially as herein described, and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The reservoir I), with a packing roll, G, or its

equivalent, for preventing drip, in combination with
the forming cylinder A, when constructed and ar-
ranged to operate suostantially as herein described.

4. In combination witli the perforated cylinder A
and sucking box B, tbe slice bars r r and 'blades H
H, wlien constructed and arranged to o})erate sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth'

5. Providing the forming cylinder A, and its at-

atachmeut as herein described, with a reciprocating
movement, for the pm'pose of interweaving the fiber

of the pulp, as set forth.

83,617.—ELI.VS T. Fokd, Stillwater, N. T.—
Machinery for the Manvfacture of Paper.—Novem-
ber 3, 1808.—The wire cloth passes over and is sup-
ported by a perforated cylinder rotated in a box
which is open at the top and provided with packing
plates, the open edges of which liold rubber packing
strips that support the wire cloth. The cyiinder is

provided with plungers which extract the water
from the pulp as the wire cloth progresses, and with
concave plungers between the cylinders and the box
for preventing the passage of air or water.

Claim.—1. In the manufacture of paper, the
method of sucking the surplus water from the pulp
formed into a sheet on the wire cloth as it passes to
the couch roll, substantially as herein described.

2. The perforated cylinder B, when constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as iierein de-

scribed, for the purpose of avoiding the wear of the
wire cloth in the manufacture of paper.

3. The water box A, perforated cylinder B, cir-

cular plungers C, concave plungers J Q, packing
plates I, and packing Z, wlien constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the perforated cylinder B,
the sucking box W, with its plungers C. "when con-
structed and arranged substantially as hereiu de-

scribed.

83,618 Elias T. Ford, Stillwater, N. T.—
Wrench.—November 3, 1868.—The jaws embracing
the nut are sectu-ed to a lever which is provided
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Tvith an adjustable slide made to embrace the spokes
of the wheel, and, en rotatinj? the latter, the nut is

unscrewed without greasing the bands.
Claim.—The above-described wrench for axle-

nuts of carriages, the whole constructed and oper-
ated substantially as and for the p^pose specified.

83,619.—Elias T. Ford, Stillwater, :N". Y.—
Finger Bar for Harvesters.—l^oxemhor 3, 1868.

—

The finger bar is composed of two oval plates riv-

eted together and i)erforated on one side to receive
square lugs on the guard finger, and on the other
side with circular apertures for the insertion of a,

screw which secures the guard fingers to the bar.
A metal plug is inserted in the estremit)' of the bar
and aflibrds greater solidity at the point of attach-
ment.

Claim.—The oval plates A B, provided with aper-
tures F and r, in combination with the guard fingers
C, provided with shanks e, screws a a, and metal
plug J, all constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

S3,620.—JoiinFuazke, St. Louis, ITo., assignor
to Hiram Puobasco, of same place.

—

Windmill.—
ISTovember 3, 1868.—Cams are fixed on the wing
shaft, and are guided by cam plates. The governor
devices, supported by the upper rotating frame, are
connected by a pulley on the governor shaft, with the
main power shaft to'control the action of the vanes.

Claim.—1. The vanes G andG', respectively, com-
bined with the frame B, cam plate B^, cams / and/',
and fan shafts E, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The governor device h H Zt', acting upon the
vanes G and G', to cause them to turn the frame B,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,621 .—John G. Garketsox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Loom.—November 3, 18G8 ; antedated October 22.

1868.—The web is shed by the action of the batten
in its backward vibration upon the pendants of the
harness, by means of a finger, without the interven-
tion of treadles. Guide pins are inserted in the hand
rail to guide the shuttle through the web, the same
being propelled by an endless cord, in the hand of the
operator, the guides transferring the shuttle from one
to the other as they meet in the middle of the web.

Claim.—1. The combination of the batten, the
finger &, the pendants d, the cord /, the pulley e, and
the case c c, for the purpose of operating the harness,
as above described.

2. The cords w and x, in combination with the
lever y and finger b, for the purpose of operating
the pendants, as above described.

3. The combination of the guide pins n n n, with
the hand rail or batten cap, and with the sliding

guides 0, in the manner and for the purpose above
set forth.

4. The endless cord a a a, arranged with the bat-

ten and its guiding pulleys, in combination with the
shuttle-working or carrying guides o o, for the pur-
pose above shown and described.

.5. The combination of the pawl k, tke fly m, the
dog i, and the lever h, acting on the rag wheel of the
cloth beam, and making a take-up motion, as above
set forth and described.

83,62)2.—James Garvey and Matthew II.

Kimball, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Bell-pull.—Novem-
ber 3, 1868.—The striking hammer has an arm rest-

ing on the pul!-bar at the inner cud of which is fas-

tened a lug, on whicli is hung the lifting wedge.
Claim.—The application of the lifting wedge IT,

combined with tlie lug I, which, being a-'.tached to

the pull- bar G, operates, with it, directly on the ham-
mer E, in the manner herein described, and for the
purpose before mentioned.

83,623 James Gauvey and Matthew H.
Kjaibai.l, San Francisco, Cal.— Bell-2mll.—Novem-
ber 3, 1868.—On one end of the lever is pivoted the

lifting wedge connected by a wire with the i^ull-bai%

and its lower end is connected with the liararaor

by a spring which actuates the hammer, and, when
the bell is struck, restores the lever and pull-bar.

Claim.—1. The lever D, as constructed, and the

attachment of the wedge piece G, thereto.

2. The attachment of the handle or pull-bar H di-
rectly to the lifting wedge G.

3. Connecting the lever D and hammer K by the
spiral spring P, or its equivalent, the Avhole con-
structed in the manner substantially as herein de-
scribed, and for the purposes as set forth.

83,624.-Henry A. Gaston, Stockton Cal.—
Seeding Machine.—NoxGmhor 3, 1868.—A valve slide
with a projecting sjuir works under the bottom of the
bin, which is provided with valves and has within it

stationary fingers, a shaft with fingers being so ar-
ranged that when it is rotated, one set of the fingers
pass on one side of the valve while the next follow
on the opposite side.

Claim.—1. The rotating fingers d, when con-
structed to operate between fixed fingers /, of a
grain -sowing machine, substantially as above de-
scribed.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ro-
tating shaft D, and its fingers d, with the stationary
fingers/, and the further combination and aiTangc-
ment of the relief board H v,dth the remaining inter-
nal machinery of a grain-sowing machine, substan-
tially as above described.

3. The spur c', in combination with the slide C,
substantially as above described.

83,625.—Joseph Gatchell, Eahway, N. J.—
Ilachine for Bending Elliptic Spring.^.—NovemhcY
3, 1668.—Upon the rollers, which move on a spring
conforming to the curve of the templet, rests the
weight of "the cross-head. The rollers are fixed to
the ends of two levers and ha^'c a curvilinear mo-
tion from those centers.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as de-
scribed, of the templet, rolls, bending levers, and
vreight.

2. The combination of the series of rolls with the
bending levers and templet, arranged substantially
as described.

83,026—H. C. Goodspeed, New York, N. Y.—
Sash Sup2)orter.—'NoYembeT 3, 1868.—Two cords
are fixed to the upper and lower corners of the sash,
the upper one being carried through between double
and single sheaves, over the single and through the
second groove of the double, Avhile the lower one
passes over a single pulley. Both cords are con-
nected by a spring of coiled wire.

Claim.—The construction and aiTangement of
the grooved single pulleys or sheaves a a, double
sheave &, cords C C, and spring D, when applied to
a window sash aiid frame, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

83,627.—Martin Hallenbeck, Albany, N. T.,
assignor to Alfred Blakjek, NeAvtown, Pa.

—

Har-
vester.—November 3, 1868.—The tongue is bolted on
the foot board, to which is secured the standard, for
the driver's seat, and on the grain side of which is

pivoted a lifting lever. Two'down-hangers support
a pin, on which fits a tubKlar socket, and which
passes through the eye of a lever bearing against
the under side of the foot board, a flanged plate,
with a socket for a screw in the finger beam, keep-
ing the pitman head from flying out of its socket in
the cutter bar.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, as described, for
joint operation, of the tongue, the driver's seat, and
the lifting lever on the foot board, pivoted to the
main frame behind the main axle, for the purpose
specified.

2. Tlio arrangemc-ut, for joint operation, as dc-
Bcriljcd, of the main frame, the down-hangers h h^,

the lever H, tiie socket I, and the cutting apparatus.
3. Tlie combination, as described, with the sickle

eye and pitman, of the flanged, slotted guard-plate
N, for the purpose specified.

83,628.-Martin Hallenbeck, Albany, N. Y.,
assignor to Alfred Blakeu, Newtown, Pa.

—

Cut-
tinq Ajjparatus for Harvesters.—November 3, 1868.
—A divider is pivoted to play vertically on the fin-

ger beam, its upward movement being limited by a
spring. The vibration of the divider is limited by
a stop.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the cutting ap-
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paratas of a harvester, of a vertically-moTing di-

vider and a depressing sprin?, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
a vertically-yielding divider, a depressing spring,
and a stop to limit the vibration of the divider.

3. In a harvester cutting apparatus, the construc-
tion and arrangement, for joint operation, substan-
tially as set forth, of the linger beam, the i,-uard

fingers, and their ledges e, the brackets, and their
ledges b, -with the cutter bar and cutters, for the
purposes specified.

83,629 "Warxeu Hatch. Plainfield, HI.—F«r-
nace for Heating Soldering Irons. — November 3,

1868.—The throat connected with the fuel chamber
has a slide, by pulling up which the fuel is let into
the fire bos/which has a circular partition, partly
covered by a lid around the grate.
Claim.— I. Tlie combination of the fuel chamber a

with the throat d and slide m, when applied to a
furnace for heating soldering irons, all constructed
and arranged us and for the purpose set forth.

2. The throat d and slide m, in combination with
the fire box 6, when constructed with a cu'cuh-r par-
tition, o, and lid s, all aiTanged and operating as

and for the purposes set forth.

83,630—Dexter Hathaway, TTyoming, Wis.—Grain Separator.—November 3, 1S68.
Claim.—1, The two short screens C and D, as

described.
2. Attaching the spout G- to the lower edge of the

shoe, as specified.

3. The movable tail board H, as shown and de-

scribed.

83,631.—George Havell, Xewark, X. J.—
Skate.—^November 3, 1868.—An angular bar slides

in a box under the heel of the foot plate, its bent
ends being in the rear and corrugated, formiiig
clamps, both bar and clamps being moved by the
screw rod.
Claim.—The angular sliding bar-G. encased in the

box F, and provided with clamps, H H, and ope-
rated by means of the screw rod I, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,632.—Oeiox E. Hight, Dowagiac, Mich.—
Window Sash and Frame.—Xovemb'ir 3, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of pin J K, loosely in
stop G, for the purpose of rigidly fastening the sash
when desired, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

83,633—THOiiAS M. Hill, PJchmond, Ind.—
Animal Trap.—November 3, 1868.—A gate, work-
ing between pai-allel guides, is operated by arms
wliich form part of tlio'rockiug platform inside, the
trigger having a Ijook for bait at its lower end, being
pivoted to a central post, and is connected at the
other end by a rod to the head block, which is held by
a spiral spring, and has a pin for keeping up tha gate.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

vibrating platform I with its levers J J, the door B
working in guides i i, the head block K. spring H,
connecting rod G, post E, and trigger F, with the
box A, when provided with the hinged lid C and
opening D, for the purpose and in the manner sub-
stantially as herein set forth and described.

83,634—H.A.TFIRLD Hopper and John G. Het-
zell, Xewark, X. J.—Slate Cutter.—Xovember 3,

1866.—The gauges regulate the angle for cutting the
slate, and the pin prevents the slate from moving
too far under the cutter.

Claim.—1. The combination of fixed knife R with
beveled cutter A, when the latter is operated by
means of an up-and-down motion, in the manner
substantially as described.

2. The gauges O O and the center pin P, substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose named.

3. The frame B. hinged at C, can-ying the beveled
cutter A, when operated by moans of the treadle E,
through the media of the connecting rods F K, and
crank shaft H, carrying fly wheel L, all constructed
and arranged to operate in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.

83,635.-Horace J. Hubbard, Chicopee, Mass.
r—Bobbin.—Xovember 3, 1868.—The catch is formed
of a ring with arms, having each a pin at right an-
gles from them, and driven in the bottom of the bob-
bin outside of the edge of a groove, so that the arms
cross it.

Claiiii.—T\\c combination, with the bobljin, of the
fly catch, consisting of the ring A, with one or more
arms B, with pins C, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose
.specified.

83.636.—Aaron P. M. Jeffers, Allegan, Mich.
—Tool Holder for Grinding.—:so\ember 3, 1868.—
The apparatus 'is designed to be attached to a grind-
stone of any size. It is made adjustable, so as to

hold the tool upon a true bevel firmly in place.

Claim.—The construction of a tool holder, with
the rock shaft C, standard D, set screw E, rest E",
provided with slots F and H, thumb nut G, stand-

ard 1. pin J, bolts K M, and O, rest L, ratchet X,
jaw P, bail R, springs S, screw M, and nut U, or
their equivalents, when arranged and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,637.—Xathaniel Jenkins, Boston, Mass.—
Composition for the Soles and Reels of Boots and
Shoes.— Xovember 3, 1868. — Upon sliced India-
rubber is spread raw hide, reduced to as fine a pow-
der as possible, and rolled into and thoroughly incor-
porated with it.

Claim.—1. A combination of caoutchouc, or India-
rubber, and raw liide, in suitable proportions, for

the purposes before explained.
2. The addition, to a compound of caoutchouc

and raw hide, of a less expensive and heavier sub-
stance or substances, to produce residts before de-

scribed.

83,638.—Eliza Joyce, Xew York, X. Y.—Low
Water Indicator.—Xovember 3, 1868.—A valve is

aflixed to a spindle which passes through a screw,
connected by a crank to the float, and an clastic

arm of a hammer, reaching above a bell, is fixed to
the opposite end of the spindle.

Claim.—The arrangement, in connection with the
boiler, of the float C and alarm E, directly connected
together by the crank spindle B. substantially as de-

scribed, so that the ebulUtion of the water, when at

a determined level in the boiler, wiU eff"eet the vibra-
tion of the float, and the consequent sounding of the
alarm, as set forth.

83,639.-Edavard H. Ej:nt, Portland, Oregon.—Rotary Spading Machine.—ISovembev 3, 1868.

—

"When the spades are ready to enter the ground, by
the rotation of the cylinders they are in nearly a
vertical position, and are held down by one of the
latches, remaining in the same position until the
cylinder has passed over them, causing tho earth to
be broken up and overturned.
Claim.—The spade bars E, moving in slots 0, ope-

rated by pawls H and lever L ; also, fastening the
spade bars E, when extended outward in the slots

O of the cylinder B, by the latches D, falling in and
out behinct the collars "G, with the groove M, on the
shaft X, and the concentric segment I and bars J,

and combination of the various parts as herein do-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

83,640.-Albert J. Kletzker, St. Louis, Mo.
—Paper Fastener.—Xovember 3, 1868.—A lever is

pivoted to a stand, and also connected by a link to

tlie follower, the bottom of which is perforated to

receive the pins alBxed to the plate, as the follower
descends.

Claim.—The stand A, lever B, follower C, and
perforators D, when arranged and operated aa de-

scribed and set forth.

83,641.—John D: Kn-eedler, Collin sville, HI.,

assignor to himself and Tho>l\s S. Davls.— Ga/igr

Plow.—Xovember 3, 1868.— Inside of the bearing
frame is pivoted a frame so that the front end of the
latter will vibrate up and down, being held up by a
spring pressing against the bottom of the loop
which is attached to its front beam, from the central
beam of the outer frame, to the front end of which
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latter is fixed a treadle resting on top of the loop
and ending in a foot piece for the driver.

Claim.—The frame A and vibrating frame A^
the spring a', loop a^, and treadle a^, all operated
and combined substantially as set forth.

83,642.—JoHiV A. Lke, Chattanooga, Tenn.—
Animal Trap.—^oxavab^v 3, 1868.—As the animal
pulls upon the bait the entrance is closed by the
tnrninii' of one of the concentric drnras ; at the same
time alighted e«trance to the cage is opened, into
^vhicii the animal passes, and which is closed by a
^^•ire grating, when the trap is again automatically
set.

Claim.—1. The two concentric drums A and A',
one stationary and the other rotating by means of
a coiled spring upon the upright axis b, when in
combination with the platform c, spring trigger o,

and bait hooks q, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. Tlie combination and arrangement of the glass
gate I and Avire grating J and pawl /' with thelugs
/ upon the outside drum A, as and for the pui-poses
set forth.

S3,643 David Lees, Blair County, Pa.—JiTan-
v.facture of Oxide of Zinc from Sulphureted Ores.
—November 3, 1868.—The' intensity of the blast
maintains a constant oxidizing atmosphere above
the charge. This is effected l)y means of a supply
pipe Avith valves, and with slots inclined in a pipe
tilled with AA'atcr and kept hot, and tlie perfect dis-

tribution of the ail- over the whole surface of the
furnace.

Claim,.—The application of a hot blast, substan-
tially in the manner and by the process above de-

scribed, to the manufacture of oxide of zinc, where-
by tlie oxide is always formed in an oxidizing at-

mosphere, and at a temperature sufficiently elevated
to decompose all injurious products.

83,644. — Michael Leidecker and Philip
Cron, Hochester, IS". Y.

—

Barber and Dental Chair.
—IsToA-ember 3, 1868.— Toggles, acted upon by a
screw for inclining the chair back and forward, are
arranged together, with a worm and screw for ele-

vating the loose seat.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of the screw
D, nuts h h. and toggles c c, for producing the back-
ward and forward adjustment of the chair, and the
worm h, nut g, and scrcAv /, for producing the ver-
tical adjustment of the seat, independent of the
chair, as herein set forth.

83,643.—Kobert F. Leightox and Solomox
Severy. Melrose, Mass.

—

Writing Slate.—ifovem-
ber 3, 1868.

Claim.—The improved manufacture of elastic-

frame slate or Avriting tablet, as made Avith the India-
rubber, or matei'ial of the frame, not only molded
upon the tablet about its edges, but through holes
made through the tablet and near to such edges, as
set forth, such extensions of the rubber through the
tablet serving to eifectualJy prevent detachment of
the frame from the tablet.

83,646.- John L. Little, Atldnson, :^r. H.—
Stove-pipe Thimble—ISTovember 3, 1868.—A collar is

secured in a cylinder by means of slots in its rim,
Aviiicli allow liie passage of the projections on the
cylinder.
' Claim.—A stove-pipe thimble, composed of cylin-

der A, having the iuAvard projections P, removable
collai- C, Avith rim E. and slot S, all constmcted and
operating ia the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

83,647.-OuRiN Luce, Cortland, N. Y., assignor
to himself and Martin Luce, of same place.—jf'mvtl-

Hinge.—X()veinb(>r 3, 1868.—The hinge is intended
to be applied to the corners of a trunk, and is fast-

ened both to the end and back of the same.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement herein

described of the part« a, s, b, t, g g, p, d, e, and c,

for the purpose set forth.

83,648.

—

George H. Mallart, Poughkeepsie,
3sr. Y., assignor to himself, Alexander L. Van
BuuEN, Herbert Keed, William H. Clark, and

John A. StAsmsii.—Paper-Bag Machine.—'Novem-
ber 3, 1868 ; antedated October 17, 1868.—One edge
of the sheet is pasted by means of a roller as it

passes into the machine { then one of its sides is

folded over a former, and over it is folded the pasted
side. The bag so far formed is drawn off by rollers,

by which it is passed into an inclosurc made with a
bottom of a series of rollers, which carry it forward.
One roller applies paste across the bag near the bot-
tom, Avhile another forms a fold for the bottom lap.

It then passes out between anotlier pair of rollers,

which press the bottom fold of the bag into place.
Claim.—1. The combination of the moving bed /

and the rollers d e and the fulders h h. actuated sub-
stantially as set forth, so that the feedinj^ of the
sheet of "^pnper and folding the same are eft'ected at
the right time, as set forth.

2. The rollers k k' and 1 1', in combination with the
moving bed / and the folders h h, for the purposes
and as set forth.

3. The pasting and creasing mechanism applied
on the axis of the roller o, as and for the purposes set
forth.

83,649.—John Mallory, Penn Yan, IST. Y.—
Broiler.—^November 3, 1868.—A gridiron is made in
two parts, hinged together, and so that it may re-

volve and expose both sides of the meat, Avhich can be
examined during the cooking process by'means of a
transparently-covered opening in the to^of the case.

Claim.—l' The gridiron B, when made as specified,
and used in combination Avith the case A, substan-
tially as sot forth.

2.* The opening in the case, when made as and for
the purpose herein specified.

83,650.—William May, Binghamton, X. Y.
—Door Stop.—Noxambax 3, 1868.—A plate attached
to the door is provided with a slide, to which is at-

tached a cam. By pressing down the slide Avith the
foot the door is held open in any desii'ed position.

A spring holds the slide in place. ^^

Claim'.—The cam F and spring D, in combination
with the slide B and plate A, as arranged and shown,
for the purpose set forth.

83,651.-Henry E. Mead Centreville, Mich.—
Stump Extractor.—ISTovember 3, 1868.—A capstan is

mounted on a frame and is provided with a self-act-

ing clutch by means of which when the draught on
the SAveep secured to a cup on a journal ceases, the
cylinder will be thrown out of gesr and the rope
slackened automatically.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

capstan head H, provided with recessscs L, clutch
plates M, and tlie yoke O, with the cylinder E, pro-
vided with a jom-nal, F, and clutch (x. sills A, cen-
ter plate B, standard C, cross-tie D, sweep I, evener
J, guide yoke K, lever N, and cord P, when con-
structed and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the pm'poscs specified.

83,652.—W. T. MUXGER, Branford, assignor to
P. CoRBix and F. Corbix, Ncav Britain, Conn.—
Knob Latch.—jSJ'ovembcr 3, 1868.—A lever arm ex-
tends from the hub of the spindle, and a suspending
link connected with the iuncr end of the latch, has
on it pins, against Avhich the lever operates.

Claim,.—The swinging link/, jointed to the latch
e, in combination Avith tlie projections 2 and 3, and
lever -arm /; , from tlie spindle hub /.:, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

83,653.—Hexry A. Newuall, Providence, R.
I.

—

Ventilating Attachment for A,sh Sifter,-/.—No-
A'ombcr 3, 1868.—A current of air from the chimney
flue flows througli the sitting box during the process
of sifting and causes the dust to be carried into the
stove.
Claim.—I. A funnel, to connect the inclosing case

of a coal-sifting apparatus with a flue, constructed
substantially in the manner herein described.

2. Tlie sifting box t, provided with pipes tov,- con-
structed in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

83,654.—Frank L. Oliver, Scarborough, Me.—
Wrench.—yioxcmbei 3, 1868.—The handle of the
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wrencli is curved, and after looseninj? the nut another
•wrench is applied which allows the handle to be
turned like a bit stoclc.

Claim.—The improved wrench for carriages, made
in the manner and coml)ininff the parts herein speci-
fied.

83,635.—Er.iPirALEX H. Paeker, Bucksport,
'M.o.—Steam Governor.—Xovember 3, 18G8.— when
the speed of the piston is j^reater than the friction be-

tween it anti the hub of the fan the action of the truck
on the screw liaug-e carries the fan upward and raises
the cud of the rod connecting with the throttle valve.

Claim.—A steam G,overnor, constructed with fan
G, spindle a. spiral flange c, trnck e, or other suitable
bearing for the fan upon the flange, pulley./", or its

equivalant device, for imparting motion, and the rod
g, or its equivalent, for connecting the governor with
the valve, all ai-ranged substantially as described
and shown.

83,656.— Andrew Patterson, Birmingham,
Va.—Harrow Teeth.—^OYcmh^r 3, 1868.—The tootli

is held by a wedge fitting the inner angle of the tooth
and the adjacent edges of the hole.

Claim.—An angular iron or steel harrow tooth,
made substantially as shown and described.

83,657.—Henry Pease, Brockport, 17. Y., as-

signer to himself and II. W. Seymour, same place.—Cooking Stove.—Is^ovcmber 3, 18Ci8.—The oven is

made open and unobstructed and a downward pas-
sage is made for the air from the top. Apertures in
the fire pot form a communication between the air
jacket and the interior of the fire chamber. A false

Dottom is made to revolve in the oven to bring the
articles in a convenient position to be handled, The
arms sweep over the bottom of the stove and remove
the fidlen ashes.
Claim.—I. The aiTangement of a fire pot, E, con-

centrically within a cii'cular oven space, B, substan-
tially as shown.

2. In a central independent fire pot, E, suspended
concentrically within the circular oven 'space, the
air jacket i i, induction orifices k k, and ventilating
dampers p ^;, communicating externally through the
top of the stove, combined and arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

3. 'The combination of the revolving false bottom
P and sweeping arms s s, arranged as described, and
operating as herein set forth.

83,658.-C. T. Phillips, Jordan, N. Y.—Smut
Mill.—November 3, 18G8.—The several devices and
their combination are disclaimed.

Claim..—ThG arrangement, herein described, ofthe
scouring cylinder D d c, annular chamber h, blast
wheels L 1, screen B H r, chamber J K, conduits k,

and spouts F G. all operated as shown, and for the
purpose specified.

83,659—Ben.tamin Charles Pole, Eichmond,
Ya.. assignor to himself and George E. McLellan,
of Washington, D. C.—Butt Hiyifje.—NoxGmhcr 3,

18G&.—AVhen the door or lid is closed the hinge is

concealed from view, leaA-iug a smooth, unbroken
sm-face.
Claim.—Tho bed plate A, the spring B, the hinge

late C, with slot D, tke hinged lever E, rod I, plate
", liiuge plate F, all constructed, combined, and op-

erating substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

83,660

—

John Pollock and Theodore J.
Diedrick, Philadelphiti, Fa.—Manv/acti(re of Metal
Cans.—'Novcmhvr 3, 18n8.—The (fclges of the metal
which form the sides of the can ai'e'joined together
by means of tongues interlocking and fastening into
each other.

Claim.—1. Table T, levers L L» L^ and L^, plates
P and P^, lug I, .standard.^ S and S', rods r and ri,

springs s s' s'^ s^ and s^, block B, and its beveled
punches b, saddle E, and its hammers h, cylinder C,
flexible tongue/, flat bar F and F', arm a, 'rod R, vi-
brating guide G, and treadle D, all arranged, con-
structed, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the sliding plates P and P',

e

rods r and r', and springs s and s', with the cylinder
C and flexible tongue/, for the purpose of interlock-
ing the tongues, and bringing the edges of the can
together, as herein set forth.

83,661.—Warren PoRTLOCKand J. R. Dodds,
New London, Iowa.

—

Raihoay Car Brake.—No-
vember 3, 1868.—A longitudinally-sliding frame is

attached to the tender of a locomotive, and pressed
forward by a SY)ring, and is connected Avith a system
of leve/s, rods, and chains, arranged beneath the
cars, so that the engineer can operate the brakes of
each car in the train.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the rod D^, links
S K g*, chain h h', roclcing bar J, brake bars N, suit-

able connections and rod D^ substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of the chain or cord b and
In-ake shaft a, in combination with the sliding self-

retracting frame D D, in the Jicmner shown and do-

scribed.
3. The rods D' D^, arranged on opposite ends of a

car, and connected to the brake bars as described
and shown, in combination with the right-and-left
arms of the sliding self-retracting frame D D, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

83,663.-David Quinn, Chicago, III.—Eaft.—
November 3, 1868.—The light being excluded, the
workmen are placed in a medium darker than the
water below them, thus enabling them to see down
into the water.
Claim.—A raft or boat, having an interior opening

in coml)ination with a house, box, or cabin over it,

whereby wind and waves are excluded from the sur-

face of the water in the opening, and light excluded
from the interior of the cabin, substantially as herein
set forth.

83,663.—Joseph Eead, Philadelphia, T*a.— Gut-
ter in Foot Pavement—November 3,18()8.—The sides
of the metallic drain are formed with flanges to sup-

port the blocks or bricks of the foot pavement.
Claim.—In combination with the foot pavement

of a city or town, the iron drain C, having the side
flanges" c'" c'", and the detachable covering plate d^,

constructed and applied, substantially as and for tho
purposes described.

83,664.—E. P. RUSSELL, Manlius, N.Y.—Churn.
—November 3, 1868.—The dash is turned a portion
of a revolution at the termination of its upward and
downward movement to prevent a continuous flow of
the cream in one direction.

Claim.—The link I, pin J, adjustable sleeve/, and
loose band cZ, all constructed and ai-ranged as do-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

83,665.-11. J. Russell, Moundsville, W. Ya.—
Skate.—November 3, 1868.—The toe slide is beveled
on the ends and fits tightly in the beveled sides of
the front bar secured to the runner. The heel slide

beveled on one end and slotted at the other, fits in
the back bar and is held by a washer, grooved to fit

against the beveled end of the heel slide, and a nut
ill the bar.

Claim.—The combination of the slides A and B
with tho bars C and E, and the washers H and nut
F, substantially as described, the whole constructed
and operating as herein set forth and shown.

83,666.—Thomas Cooke Silliman, Chester,
Conn.

—

Trap for Beftroying JwseciCs.—November 3,

1868; antedated October 24, 1868.—The driving shaft
is i^lacedout of tho axial line of the s\veep so that as
the arms on the shaft rotate they gradually recede
from the sweep and allovr it to return while they still

continue to rotate.

Claim. — 1. The regulator, substantially as de-

scribed, to insure silence, and to simplify the me-
chanical combination and movement.

2. The flat or elliptical form of the driving shaft S,

to economi^^e jiower.

3. Tlie placing of the driving shaft, or the arm or
arms for driving the sweep, out of the axial line of
the sweep, for the purpose specified.

4. Tho sweep P, to convey the insects to the
drowning box, or its substitute.
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5. Tho arch A, as located relatively to the sweep,
to increase the trapping surface.

6. The strainer Y, to remove the insects from the
liquid.

83,667.

—

Geokge SMiTir, Providence, E. I., as-

signor to himself and John C. De Laxy, Detroit,
Mich.

—

Device for Unloading May.—November 3,

1868.
_

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
hook C, latch D, cords E and A, pulley p, for latch
cord E, sling a c, and rings b h, all constructed and
operating substantially in the manner described.

83,668.—TViLLiAM Smith, Allegheny City, Pa.—Pipe Molding Machine.—iSTovember 3, 1868.—The
packer shaft is made to rotate by means of a shaft,

vrith Avhich it is connected by bevel gearing, and
which is actuated by a pinion Vorkiug'in a rack on
the frame and rotates as the carriage descends. The
flask is held in position on the carriage by pivoted
clamps having rollers which press on the'flange at
the bottom of the flask.

Claim.—1. A packer shaft, mounted in bearings
on a vertically-moving carriage, arranged and oper-
ating so as to communicate rotation to the packer
shaft during its vertical movements, substantially in
the manner described.

2. The carriage G- and racks G^ G-^, in combination
with the pinions D^ D^, counter shafts D C, gear
wheel Dd, pinion Cc, loose pulleys C^ C^ clutch Cc Dd,
and driving shaft A^i, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described, and for the pm'poses set forth.

3. The pivoted clamps L'-^, having friction rollers

upon their ends, in combination with the car K aiad
flask B, as set forth.

83,669.—Daniel M. Somees, and 'Walter S.

Atwood, Brooklyn. N. Y.—Instrument for Attach-
ing Buttons to Fabrics.—ISOYemher 3, 1868.—The
blades are constructed to lap over each other so as
to compress the shank all around equally without
leaving a burr.

Claim.—1. The bed piece A, lever E, friction
roller E, sliding die plate C, attached to and oper-
ated by sliding piece H, having an inclined face, and
a stationary die plate, B, combined and arranged
substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
looses set forth.

2. The die ijlates B and C, so constracted, with
removed surfaces 1 1' and v v', that they may overlap,
and their dies provided with inclined sides i i' and
e e', combined and operated substantially as herein
described.

83,670.—John Stewart, Jackson, Mich.—Po-
tato Digger.—November 3, 1868.—The triangular
frame can be easily detached when the apparatus is

to be used simply as a plow.
Claim.—1. The extension of the mold boards Bby

means of the curved bars or winas C, when the latter

are held and rendered yielding"T.iy means of braces
D, constructed and operating substantially as herein
set forth.

2. The triangular frame E, with its attachments,
in connection with plow A, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for tho
pm-poses specified.

83,671 .—Hknuy D. Stover, New York, N. Y.—Mortising and Tenoning Machine.—November 3,

1868.—The cutter heads are mounted on arms at-

tached to the driving shaft in a bed on ^Ahich, upon
an adjustable bracket, is a cutter at right angles to

the others which, after they have done their work,
forms the doable tenon. Tho " throw" of the mortis-

ing tool is effected by friction disks operating alter-

nately by mean.s of a' rack and a pinion on a sliaft

moved back and forth by a lever. The disks are also

connected with a friction wheel, with a bevel pinion

on its axle operating a screw working througli a slide,

carrying the crank pin. Gain or notches may also

be formed in heavy timber by using only one of the

cutter heads.
Claim.—\. The bed plate A and A', when so con-

structed that the cutter heads may bo worked back
and forth, or to and from tho work, substantially as

described.

2. Varying the throw or motion of the chisel In
mortising machines, by means of the friction disks
C and C, when ai-rangcd sn'.rstantially as described.

3. Tne cutter heads, attached to levers N and N',
in combination with cutter head x, when constructed
and arranged as described, for the purpose set forth.

4. Mounting a cutter head upon tlie adjustable
lever N, attached to the sliding bed L, so that gains
or notches may be readily formed in heavy timbers,
substantially as described, and for the purpose set
forth.

83,67-2.—Joseph T. Styer, Richwood, assignor
to himself and Eber Bradley, Whitehouse, Ohio.—
hsheep-shearing Table. — November 3, 1868.— The
table is formed with hinged, folding legs on its under
side, held in place by rods which pass through eyes
on the sections of the legs. On the top of the table
are revolving concave disks.
Claim. — The construction of a sheep-shearing

table, A, provided with folding legs or standards B,
and revolving concave disks E, when operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,673.—Horace Tarbox, Warwick, K. I.—
Autoynatic Car Ceupling.—November 3, 1868.—To a
shai't inside the box is fastened one end of a lever,

tho other end being fitted in a slot in the coupling
pin. This pin has a guide plate, and the short arm of
a bent, sliding staple also rests against it near the slot,

the longer arm passing through the front of the box,
while a lever, having a coiled spring at its lower end,
presses agtainst the bend.

Claim.-^A. car coupling, composed of the box A,
with a shaft, &, and spring c, whicli has a lever, d,

connected to the slotted coupling pin, with a guide
plate, e, when combined with a projectinj' staple,/,
and lever i, all constructed antl operated substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose specified.

83,674.-Bjarne O. Thompson, Chicago, 111.—
Hailvjay Car Brake.—November 3, 18(58.—Designed
to operate the brakes of a whole train of cars from
the locomotive.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the arms B, when connected to the driving wheels
of a locomotive, and to disk C, thereby giving mo-
tion to bevel wheel D, keyed on the same shaft C as
the disk C, when the driving wheels are in motion.

2. The combination of tlie vertical brake shaft S',

slotted plate c, pin c, shaft h, pinion or serrated
flange d, pawl /, spring g, bevel pinions E and G-,

cog wheel II, shaft I, projection I', and chain L,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,675.-Sterling C. Thornton, Macomb,
Texas.

—

Combined Cultivator, Plow, Harroio, and
Roller.—November 3, 1868.—A cultivator, plow, har-

row, and an adjustal)le frame are arranged in such a
manner that the several parts can be used together
or independently, the adjustment of the plows, cU'aught

pole, and clearing of the harrow being also secured.
Claim..—1. The combination and arrangement of

the fixed frame C, movable frame E, par;illel ruler

joints d d d d, lever G, rod g, rack H, and spring
catch lever g', the whole being constructed to oper-

ate in the manner and for the pm-poses set forth.

2. The joint plates d d, when constructed in the
triangular-shnpe described and shown, and provided
with notches v v in their under edge, and used in

connection with the pin t;', and series of holes v'^ v"^ v'^

in tUe fixed frame, for the purpose of adjusting the
deptli to whicli th(^ plows, <fcc., can work.

3. The pivot a, in combination with tho lugs a^ a^

and bolts e and c', jiassing through the rear end of
the drauglit pole, the whole being constructed to op-

erate in the manner and for tho purpose specified.

4. The use of the standards L L, in combination
with the springs 1 1, and middle beams J J, for tho
purposes and operating in the manner described.

. 5. The rocking frame M, when pivoted to the drag
bars or arms KB, as described, and ]n-ovided with
the levQr s and adjusting bar r^, by Avhich the whole
frame can bo raised or depressed at pleasure, in com-
bination with the cleaning deyiceuu, wlion made to

operate substantially as described.

6. The described method of attaching the tooth or

plow K to the frame of the machiiio, namely, tho om-
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ploymeut of a bifurcated standard, so constructed as
to brace the tootli laterally, and, if necessary, pro-

vided also with braces to brace it longitudinally with
the machine, substantially as shown and specijlied.

83,676.—Peter Yaxde Saxde. Rochester, N.
Y.. assignor to liimself and Stephen Coleman,
same place.

—

2Iachine for Cutting Meat and other
ArtirXes.—Xovcmber 3," 1868.—The knives and clear-

ers are arranged adiustably to different positions by
means of a vertical gate on which the knives are
pivoted. A flexible rack, with clearers pivoted at

their opposite ends to straps and angular corners, is

adjusted to set tliem at corresponding angles with
the knives. The meat box is moved back and forth

by means of a divided screw, cams, and thread plate,

and adjustable collars having threads of different
coarseness on the crank shaft.

Claim.—1. The combination of the knives a a and
clearers i i. having an angular adjustment, and other-
wise arranged a"s described, and operating in the
manner and' for the purpose specified.

2. Constructing the rack II in such a manner as
to have a degree'of flexibility, as herein described.

3. The arrangement of the divided screw threads,

q q, upon the collar I. in such a manner as to alter-

nate in position when combined with the thread plate
K. in the manner and for the pui"pose specified.

4. The combination of tlie cams ;• r with the screw
threads q q and thread plate K. operating in the
manner and for the pm-pose specified.

5. The arrangement of a series of the collars. Ill,
upon the same shaft, and having screw tlg'eads of
different degrees of coarseness, whereby one may be
substituted for another, as described.

6. The arrangement, as a whole, consisting of
knives a a. rack H, box C, thread plat<} K, and
screw coUai's I, operating as described.

83,677.—James F. T^alker. Murrayville, HI.—
Corn Planter.—^oxcvabeT 3. 1868.—The' seed slides
of two hoppers are operated by compound levers ap-
plied to the A'ibrating hopper frame, and controlled
by hand levers, so that two hills may be dropped
into at one time, the dropper raising or lowering the
frame and also clearing the rear transporting wheels
by means of the same lever.

'Claim.—1. The construction of the tread of each
covering and transporting wheel E. of three tires or
rings, a a' a', so applied' to forked ends, b, of the
spokes of the wheel as to leave spaces for the escape
of earth, substantially as described and shown.

2. The lifting lever F. in comWnation with the
looped lever c and scrapers m, when these parts are
constructed and arranged so as to operate as herein
described.

3. The looped lever c, the longitudinally movable
and vibrating lever F, and the vibrating hopper
frame, when these parts are arranged, combined,
and coustmcted, substantially in the manner de-
scribed.

4. The levers H. J J, connected to the seed slides

s s', and operated by means of one or two hand
levers G^, substantially as described.

5. Eemovable perforated cut-off plates d, applied
to hoppers above the seed slides, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. "While not claiming broadly anti-ft-ietion casters,
I do claim providing the transverse beam C with
channeled blocks P, having supporting wheels P^,
and swiveling standards, P'. applied to said blocks,
with anti-friction br.Ils. p'. interposed between said
blocks and standards, as described.

83,678.-Jr.virES W. Weston, New Yerk, N. Y.
—Fruit Carrier.-Xovcmber 3, 1868 ; antedated Oc-
tober 17, 1868.—A cylindrical fruit carrier is formed
with perforated side's for ventUation, and with a re-
movable cover, and a series of these cylinders is

strung together by wires or cords so as to allow of
their bein^- hung or packed in a frame.
Claim.—A fruit carrier, formed of a perforated

cylinder, fitted with heads that are retained in place
by the cords that suspend the earner horizontally, as
and for the purposes set forth.

83.679.—Stephen Wilks, Chicago. Ill—Cook-
ing i?a7i^e.—November 3, 1868; antedated October

37 p—YOL. n

17, 18G8.—Designed for use in sleeping cars and other
places where the space allowed for cooking is limited.
Claim.—The arrangement of the several parts con-

stituting my said range, as above specified and
shown.

83,680.—William H. Young and L. Young,
Boston, Mass.

—

Curtain Fixture.—Xovember3, 1868.
—The slide is self fastening, and with its connected
tassel is made to slip upon the lower part or stick of
the curtain.

Claim.—The slide C, constructed as described,
and for the purpose specified.

83,681.-Sewall Albee, Wiscasset, Me. —
Fishing Jig.—November 3, 1868.—The hook passes
through a tube into the aperture in the center piece,
and is held firmly by the open parts of the lower end
of the center piece, being closely compressed when
the tube is screwed on.

Claim.—The method of forming the body of the
jig of three adjustable parts, substantially as de-
scribed, and especially the method of adjusting,
secui'ing, and holding the hook, by means of an ad-
justable tube or cap, in combination with a center
piece, containing a screw, fitting the cap, and an
aperture, for the admission of the stem of the hook,
all substantially as above described.

83,682.—Julius Ambrun, Leavenworth City,
Kansas.—Straio Cutter.— ISoxemher 3, 1868.— Ke-
ciprocating oblique cutters are arranged in frames,
moving in opposite directions, by means of racks,
into which meshes a pinion and a lever pivoted to
and swinging around on an elastic support, so as to
cause the frames to move up and down, while the
straw is fed and regulated by means of an arm con-
nected with a ratchet wheel, belt, and presser
roller.

Claim.—1. The frames C and D, which hold the
two cutters, E and F respectively, when connected
with each otlier by means of a pinion, b, and racks,
operated by a lever, G-, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The reciprocating frames C D, carrying tbe
cutters E F, in combination with the pawl/, ratchet
wheel g, belt h, feed wheel K, and presser wheel L,
aU arranged on a straw box. A, substantially as
herein shown and described.

83,683.—William Austin, London. England.—
Composition for the 2[aniifacture ofSafety and other
Friction Matches.—^November 3. 1868.—Phosphorus,
spirits of tar, black sulphuret of antimony, red
ochre, and emery, wherewith to produce the match-
igniting surface", are mixed with Japan or other
varnish, or resinous, oleaginous, or other " anti-hy-
dro " .matter, instead of being mixed with size or
other watery preparations.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of match-igniting
chemicals and ingredients with anti-hydro matter,
so as to render the same, and the igniting surfaces
and matches prepared therewith, wet and damp-
proof.

2. The manufacture of friction-igniting chemicals
and ingredients for safety matches and their igniting
sm-faces, with the anti-hydro matter or compound
herein mentioned, and applying the same directly
to or upon the natural surface'of the material of
boxes, match-containers, or match-igniters, of metal,
china, stone, or eai-thenware, or other similar mate-
rials.

3. The mamrfactnre of other match-igniting chem-
icals, with the anti-hydro matter or compound
herein mentioned, and applying the same to matches.

83,684.— Ezra Baily, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Joseph Parker, Covington,
Ky.

—

Plank and lumber Dresser.—November 3,

1868.-The stuff to be dressed is supported upon a car-

riage which simplv rests upon the single stationary
rail, and which is held to the hinged guide rails by
ja\vs fastened to the under side of the carriage near
its ends.
Claim.—The adiustable hinged rails C D, jaws I

I', cari'iage H, and adjustable heads J J', herein de-
scribed, arranged to operate for the purposes set
forth.
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83,685.—Alfred Bicknell, South Eeading,
Mass.

—

Sash Guide Block.—November 3, 1868—The
blocks are set in the casing in the same posip'on in
which the cord pulleys are usually placed. The
blocks are kept in place by the shoulders. The cords
run in the grooves of the block.

Claim.—The anti-friction grooved guide blocks
A, constructed substantially as herein shown and
described, that is to say, Avith grooves upon their
semicircular upper edges, and with shoulders or
notches upon either or both their sides and lower
edge, or upon their lower edge only, as and for the
purpose set forth.

83,686.-—E. Blunt, Jr., New York, N. Y., as-

signor to Henry P. Nichols, trustee.

—

Coffee Pot.
—November 3_, 18G8.—As soon as the rapid genera-
tion of steam in the lower vessel occurs, as indicated
by the steam whistle, water is introduced to the
lower from the upper vessel by raising the valve.

Claim.—The combination of the vessels A and C,
double partition cc', valve and rod G-, and whistle D,
all constructed and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

83,687.—John A. Boegort, Hudson City, N. J.
—File Driver.—November 3, 1868.—The piles are
inserted in the ground by a continuous steady
draught applied by means of the grappling hook, in-

stead of being subjected to the injurious blows of a
hammer.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of a
grapliug hook, H, pulleys K and L, with the frame,
composed of the uprights B and C, and base A, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purposes set forth.

83,688.- Harvey Brown, Harlem, N. Y.—
Cooking Stove.—November 3, 1868.—This invention
has reference principally to the method of connecting
t-ogether the main parts of the stove. In using the
oven the rack is first placed upon the top of the stove
with the article to be cooked upon it, and is then
covered by the bos.

Claim.—1. The cleats a b, attached respectively

to the sides c c of the body of the stove, and the base,

A, for the purpose of securing the body of the stove

to its base, substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the hooked cleats / k with
the lugs g and bolts h, for the purpose of securing
together the plates c c, e e, i i, j j, of the stove, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. The pins d, or their equivalents, in combination
with the cleats a b, arranged substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

4. The oven, placed upon the, top of the stove,

consisting of elevated rack E, covered with the
closed box F, whereby the article to be cooked is

raised above the etove, to receive tlie heat from the

plate D, and that radiated from the top of the bos,

in about equal proportions, as herein shown and de-

scribed.
5. The combination of the upper flaring or in-

clined plates ii, jj, of the stove, with the upright
plates c c, e e, of the lower part of the same, when
used in connection with the rack E and cover F,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,689.—William Colborne, Cambridge, Bris-

tol, Great Britain, assignor to himself and J. T.
Griffin, New York City.

—

Grate Barfor Furnace.—
November 3, 1868.—The ribs, projecting above the
surface of the web, prevent the fuel, in a measure,
from resting upon the web, thus leaving a space for

the circulation of air.

Claim.—A fire bar, constructed with vertical side

ri])s A A, having raised ledges a «, in combination
with the depressed web B, and oblique opening c,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

83,690.—Andrew Chambers, Providence, R. I.

Machine for Drying CTo«/i.—November 3, 1868.—
Air is forced through the meshes of the cylinders

and through the fabric which is made to traverse the
peripheries thereof.

Claim.—The arrangement of the perforated cyl-

inders B B, geared as described, inaependent fans

C C, guide rollers L L» L^ L^ L"", feed and take-up

rolls M N, presser roil 0', shaft H, and belts G- 1 K,
all operating as described for the pm-pose specified,

83,691.—Thomas Chambers, St. Louis, Mo.—
Pttmi>.—November 3, 1868.—Power is applied to op-
erate the pump, through a modification of a hydrau-
lic press, the platen of which moves in the cylinder,
and constitutes the piston of the pump.
Claim.—A. large forcing cylinder, A or B, a vac-

uum or air cylinder, D or E, and a small forcing
cylinder, F^, when combined substantially in the
manner and for the purpoes set forth.

83,692.—Angelos McClara, Whitnevs Point,
N". Y.—Fost X>ri?;er-.—November 3, 1868.—The sec-
ondary tongue enables the ram to be elevated by the
team. The elevated ram is sustained by a spring
latch, and may be dropped at any time by pulling the
tripping line.

Claim.—T\iQ combination of the secondary sliding
tongue m with the ram C B F and wagon A, as and
for the purpose set forth.

83,693—A. W. Clark and George W. Mar-
ble, Charlestowu, N. 'K.—Bow Iron for Carriages.
—November 3, 1868.—The pointed clasps on the bow
iron are bent around and driven into the bow, thus
securing the two parts together without the use of
nails or rivets.

Claim.—Tlxc bow iron C, constructed as described,
with holding points or clasps, for attachment to the
bows of a baby cab or other carriage, substantially
as and %r the purpose herein set forth.

83,694.—Samuel T. Cotterill, Dayton, Ohio,
assignor to Cotterill, Fennek and Comp.vny, same
ElSiCQ.—Tobacco jDrier.—November 3, 18(J8.—The to-
acco is placed upon racks or trays having perforated

bottoms, and inserted in the upper end of a drying
chamber, through which a continuous and evenly
distributed current of air is forced, said air having
no other means of egress than through the trays and
their contents.

Claim.—1. A drying chamber, consisting of the
frame C, having cleats E, and an open end, D, pro-
vided with stops L, in combination with tlie nest or
series of gravitating trays F, for the purpose of al-

lowing the withdrawal of said trays, in the manner
described for the purpose specified.

2. The combination, with the upwardly flaring
trunk B, and drying chamber C, arranged as de-
scribed, of the series of branch pipes or goose necks
K K, having downwardly projecting nozzles, for the
purpose of distributing the blast of air forced through
said drying chamber, as set forth.

3. The arrangement, substantially as described, of
the flaring trun'k B, drying chamber C, removable
and porous-bottomed trays F G, blast pipe H, and
goose necks K, for the object stated.

83,695—M. Z. Crane, New York, N. Y.—Re-
ceptacle for Watch Keys and other Articles.—No-
vember 3, 1868.—By bringing the aperture in line
witli any one of tlio marks or names on the head,
the contents of the compartment, appropriated to
the articles indicated, will be displayed and rendered
accessible.

Claim.—T\xQ cover D, provided with an aperture,
6, of the same size as one of the compartments in the
stationary box A, and adapted to be rotated around
tlie fixed jnii C , whose enlarged head is marked or .

numbered to correspond Avith the number of com-
Sartments in the box, all arranged and operating as
escribed, for tlie purpose specified.

83,696.—C. N. Cutter, Worcester. Mass.— Fe-
locipcde.— November 3, 1868.— The crank shaft is

turned and the velocipede pro])elled by the hand
lovers, which, being moved back and forth, alter-

nately i-aise and depress the elbow connections.
Claim.—1. Tlic combination, Avitli the frame A,

cross piece I, and crank shaft B, of the elbow con-
nections G H, or either, and right-angle levers K L,
or either, substantially as and for the purposes set
fortli.

2. The conil)ination, with the crank shaft of a ve-

locipede, and main frame thereof, of one or more sets

of elbow connections G, connected to a riglit-angle
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lover, K. by means of a swing piece M, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

83,697.—Addisox Davis, Boston, 'M.ass.—Sash
Supporter.—Xovember 3, 1868.

Claim.—The wiudowsash fastener, consisting of
a spring lever, e. having at its top a wedge-shaped
bolt, formed and applied as shown, so as to perform
the double function of locking the sash seciu'cly in

position, and also of wedging or pressing back the
sash against the bead d, th^ lever having a slide rod
or other provision for releasing the bolt, substantially
as set forth.

S3,69S.—Jasper if. Davison and Naasiax
.Si'EXCEK. Jr.. Buffalo, 111.

—

Gang Plorv.—November
3. 1868.—The lever is pivoted to the tongue, and has
upon its lower end a cam which rests upon the plat-

form. When the lever is drawn back a ri;iid con-
nection is formed between the tongue and platform,
and the plows are raised. The seat may be slidden
backward to cause the di-iver"s weight to press the
plows into the ground.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plows, the
beams, the adjustable platform, the lever E, and the
tongue, so arranged that the tongue shall be flexible

when the plows are at work, and only stiff when used
to can-y the plows above the ground, the depth of
the cut being independently regulated, substantially
in the manner set forth.

•2. The combination of the plows, the beams, the
platform, and axle, with the braces X and sliding
seat O, arranged to operate substantially as and for
the pm-pose set forth.

83,699—Alpheus C. Duxn and Is.vac L. Duxx,
Xew York, X. Y., assignors to Philip Duxx and
James Yates. Trenton, X. J.—Spike u-ith Screvj
Threads.—~So\em\)ei- 3, 1868.—The bolt or nail is

driven into the wood, and a spiral rib thereon forms
for itself a spii-al bed or groove.

Claim.—The construction of the bolt, to conform
to the form shown, and in the manner described.

83,700.—JOHX DURAND, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-
signor to Perkixs, Livixgstox, and Post, same
place.

—

Railroad Signal Box.—Xovember 3, 1868.

—

Designed as a receptacle for the customary signal-
ing apparatus, sucli as flags, torpedoes, and'the like.

Claim.—The railroad signal-box arrangement,
consisting of the portable case, provided with a flag
on a jointed and folding staff, and with pockets con-
taining torpedoes, substantially as described and
represented.

83,701.—JoHX Er^tdv, Sr., Princeton, lud.—
Fireplace.— Xovember 3, 18G8.— Air is supplied
from beneath the fire gate or hearth, and air flues
and orifices are fonned in the jambs.
Claim.—The flues H and J, with the orifices I, m,

i, Jc, and o, arranged substantially as and for the
purposes described.

83,702.—James Fallows, Philadelphia. Pa., as-
signor to himself and JOHX Pfeifer.—J?eer Cooler.
—Xovember 3, 1868.—This device is hung upon the
faucet of a beer keg, so that the beer may be drawn
off through the cooliu"' chamber, it beimr cooled
during the short period of its transit by reason of
the extended surface presented by the cold pebbles.

Claim.—A portable cooler, consisting of a vessel,
C D, filled with pebbles, coarse gravel stones, or
their eqiuvalents, in combination with an ice-hold-
ing case, A B, the same being constructed and ar-
ranged to operate together, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

83,703—Levi Fosdick. Tiskilwa, 111., assignor
to David Keigel, same place.—Fio?^.—Xovember
3. 1868.—This plow belongs to a peculiar class em-
ployed for breaking up new ground, and the rods
constitnte the mold board. Set screws, bearing
against the back of the handle, are made to produce
a pressure of the stirrups against the bolts, and
tbereby firmly retain the rods and bolts in place.
Claim.—The securing of the rods G to the handle

B, by means of bolts b and stirrups H, substantially
as shown and described.

83,704—L.H. Gaxo, Xew York, X. K.Sand
Stamp.—Xovember 3. 1868.—The stamp head re-

volving in elastic bearings, which permit the faces
of the die to come in contact with the ink pad, is held
in position by a ratchet and spring pawl. The con-
ical stem valve, regulating the flow of ink to the pad,
is ox)ened by one of the faces of the stamp head
coming in contact with it, and closed by a spiral
spring. The pad is held in place by the cam ears
fitting in recesses in the standards^ and by a set
screw.
Claim.—1. The combination of the revolving

stamp head B with ink pad c' and ratchet k, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Disclaiming the use of an inking ribbon in a
postal and canceling stamp, an apparatus for auto-
matically inking the'die, substantially as described.

3. The conical stem valve d, provided with the
spiral spring e, when said stem is applied to the
fountain of a self-inking stamp, and used in combi-
nation with the peiibrated pad c', as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. The standards a, in combination with arms
h and springs h", in the manner and for the purpose
described.

5. The pad holder c, provided with the cam ears
c" c". in combination with recessed standards a
and thumb screw a", in the manner and for the pur
pose described.

83,705.—WiLLLUi M. GiLL-ix-, Mount ParneU,
Ta.—Horse Hay i^o?-Z:.—Xovember 3, 1868.—The
lower cud of the fork is provided with two opening
and .shutting blades, Avhich are capable of being locked
in position or unlocked, by means of two levers piv
oted to the center bar and connecting with the blades
by two rods, said levers being operated by another
arm.
Claim.—The center bar A, side rods D D', levers

C C, arm E, with the notch e, and blades B B', all

in combination, and arranged as and for the purposes
set forth.

83,706.—Hexry Giroud, Paris, France.—Gas
Regulator.—Xovember 3, 1868.—The gas passes to
the burner through an annular chamber containing
water, wliich is opened and closed by a conical plug
suspended from a pulley, from which plungers are
also suspended, which latter are operated by the re-

turn of the excess of gas supplied to the burners.
Claim.—1. The method, herein described, of regu-

lating the flow of gas, by the employment, in combi-
nation with a regulator or regulating apparatus and
valves, of a return pipe, in which the pressure of the
gas supplied to the burner or burners, in excess of
combustion, acts upon said regulator, so as to con
trol the flow of gas therefrom, in the manner shown
and set forth.

2. The improved regulating or equilibrium valves
or regulators herein described, aiTanged and oper
ating as shown and set forth.

83,707.—Thomas Gray, of London, England.-
Preparing Resin Size for Use in Paper-making.—
Xovember 3, 1868.—^Patented in France, June 30,
1868.

Claim.—1. The improved process for making size,

by first bleaching the resin in a solution of warm
w'ater and salt of soda, or other alkaline salt, and
mixing the same with a solution of chloride of so-

dium, under the conditions substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

2. Size prepared by the herein described process,
as a new article of manufactm'e, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

83,708.—JoHX C. Guerr.vxt and Bextox J.
Field, Leaksville, X. C—Engraving Machine.—
Xovember 3, 1868.—Designed as an improvement on
their patents of December 18, 1866, and Xovember .5,

1867. This machine is intended to operate on flat

stirfaces, on the inside and outside of cylinders, &;c.,

and for regular and irregular ornamental figures.

Claim.—I. The combination, with the gravlnff
tool, of an adjustable pressor, substantially as ana
for the purpose described.

2. The stock C' of the graving tool, provided with
i the pulley C^ for communicating rotary raotion
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thereto, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The disk E^, provided witli the recess and set

screw Pi4^ foj. tightening the belt F^^, substantially^

as and for the purpose described.
4. The combination, with the slotted holder G^and

the slotted disk P^, of the chuck QP
,
provided with

the shank G^^^ substantially as and for the purpose
described.

5. Tlie combination, with the holder G^, of the
toothed rack, and the pinion G^, on the shank of the
chuck, or the eciuivalent thereof, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

6. The chuck G^, adjustable in a horizontal plane,
coincident liith the vertical axis of the graver sup-

port, substantially as and for the purpose described.
7. The chuck G'', provided Avith means for giving

it rotary motion on its own axis, while it is adjusted
in the horizontal plane of the vertical support of the
graving tool, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

8. The combination, with the weighted graver sup-
porting frame, of the yoke H and treadle H^ suita-

bly connected thereto, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

9. The combination, with the presser support C,
of the screwed rod D and the rod D^, adjustably con-
nected to the said end D, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
10. The combination, with the rod D^, of the rol-

lers L^ and JJ}-^, and the frame L^, or its equivalent,
for actuating the said rollers, substantially as and for

the ])m'posc described.
11. The combination, with the staff B, of the slide

LV provided with a vertical guide connected to the
staff, substantially as and for the purpose described.

I'J. Tlie combination, with the staff' B, of a verti-

cally, adjustable it)st, P, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

13. The combination, with the staff B, of a coun-
terpoised frame, I^, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

14. The combination, with the staff B and adjusta-
ble rest I^, of the adjustable gauge, for producing
wave lines, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
1.5. The combination, with the staff B and slide L^

of the adjustable gauge O, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
16. The combination, with the staff B and adjusta-

ble rest P, of the gauge P, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

17. The combination, with the staff B, and adjust-

able rest P, of the mechanism, substantially as de-

scriljed, for producing circles and ellipses, as and for

the purpose specified.
18. The combination, with ring R^^ of the ring Ri^,

yoke R^, and crank shaft R^^, connected to the screw
Y^P, by a universal joint, substantially aa and for the
purpose described.

19. The combination, with the crank shaft R^^, of
the rings Rs and R^, slotted plate R'^, shaft R^^, and
pinions R^^ amj j^is^ substantially as and for the
purpose described.

20. The mechanism for actuating the staff, for

producing circles, arranged for adjustment in a hori-

zontal x)lane, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
21. The combination with the rings R^ and R^^, of

the spring snap R^", substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.
22. The combination with the crank shaft R'* and

yoke R'', of the adjustable slotted plate Riband rings
R" and R^, for effecting the adjustment of the ring
Ri^ substantially as and for the purpose described.

23. The combination of the adjustable copy-liolding

plate with adjustable pointer, and with the graving
tool, substantially as and for the purpose described.

24. The pointer F^, provided with the presser gauge
E'', substantially as and for the purpose described.

25. The arrangement of the pointer support, for

adjusting it axially, with reference to the staff B,
and vertically, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

83,709.—Waurex H. Guthuie, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Machine for Trimming Wall Paper.—Novem-
ber 3, 1868 : antedated October 24, 1868.—The under ^

one of two feed rolls rotates in a paste box which
distributes p-^ste upon the paper as it passes through
the rollers. A circular knife rotating on the shaft
of the upper roUer, and driven by gearing from the
lower roll, trims the edge of the paper as it passes
through the rolls.

Claim.—1. An automatic machine for pasting and
trimming wall paper, substantially as showq, and
described.

2. A circular rotating cutter a^ in combination
with the rollers A and B, substantially as showji and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

3. The pasting roller B, in combination with the
roller A and paste cup C, substantially as show^j and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

4. The lifting lidD, in combination with the^came
M, substantially as shown and described.

5. The roller e', in combination with the binding
roller R, and frame M, and rollers A and B, substan-
tially as shown and described, and for the pigpose
set forth.

83,710.—Patrick J. Hogan, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Attachi7ig Handles to Picks.—November 3, 1868.

—

The ferrule is provided with a threaded aperture,
into which the screw stem of the rectangular eye,

which surround the pick head, fits. The pick head
fits in a groove across the face of a socket which is

swiveled on the face of the ferrule of the haoj^ to
adapt the letter to turn.
Claim.—The combination of the handle A, rect-

angular pye B, screw stem 6, ferrule nut E e', socket
F, pick head D, and notches c and/, all constructed,
arranged, and employed in the manner and fojfithe

purposes described.

83,711.—Thomas A. Hunter and JohnBlew-
ITT, New York, IST. Y.

—

Lamp.—^November 3, 1868.

Claim.—1. The fountain a, provided with the plug
b in the bottom, for filling, in combination with the
cylinder e, that is tig'htly attached at its upper end
to the fountain a, and provided with a forajginous
bottom as and for the purposes specified.

2. The fountain a, formed with a depression in its

upper surface, for receiving the collar of the bgi-ner,

as and for the purposes specified.

3. The handle, formed so as to set upon the bracket
h, and support the lamp, or be removable the],'§from,

as set forth.

83,713.—S. H. Kennedy, Hydetown, l^a.—Ma-
chine/or Forming Sheet Metal Pans.—November 3,

1868.—The bending bar is provided with a series of
grooves which have beveled surfaces arranged to op-

erate in connection with the forming surface on the
detachable end former, which latter is cast qjj the
end of the bed plates.

Claim.—1. In combination with the bed plat« A,
the detachable end former a', ai-ranged to operate in
connection with the forming surfaces c' c', upon the
bending bar, substantially as and for the pu^Qjiises

set forth.

2. In the construction of the bending bar B, the
described arrangement of the forming surfaces c" c',

(one or more, as may be requii'ed,) to operate in con-
nection with the detachable end former a' upon the
bed plate, substantially as and for the pui"posQ§ set

forth.

3. The general arrangement and combination of
the bed plate A, provided with its detachable end
former a', the bending bar B, with its channels d d,

and forming surfaces c' c', skeleton clamp bars C C,
and bending lever D, all aiTanged to co-opei-ate sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

83,713.—Henry C. Knowlton, Gardner, ;^ass.

—Chair .S'efli.—November 3, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bearing faces of

the seat frame and each of the confining bars at an
acute angle with the upper surface of the seat frame,

in combination with the arrangement of each of the

clamping screws, so as to incline upwtu-d at an ob-

tuse angle with the said bearing iaccs, the screw
hole in the confining bar being made so as to admit
of the upward movement of the bar while it may be
in tlie act of being forced against the bottoming to

confine it to the frame, the same serving to effect
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not only the fixation of tlie bottoming to the frame,

but the straining or tightening of the said bottom-
ing, and the setting of it up so as to be flush or even
with or in its proper position with respect to the

upper surface of the seat frame.

83,714.—Chaules Erntsst Krijger, New York,
N. Y.—Photographic JJc^t— November 3, 1868.—
The rest allows any movement for the proper ad-

justment and fixing of the desired position of the

person to be photographed.
Claim.—I. The combination of the foot part or its

equivalent with the main body of a photographic
rest, in the manner as described, and for the pui-pose

set forth.

2. The head part of a photographic rest, consisting

of jointed pieces, or their equivalents, in connection
with the movable rod of the rest, as herein fully de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

83,715. — J. K. Laxdis, Palmyra, Pa.—Car
Coupling.—No\Qmher 3, 1868.—AVhen the cars are

brought together the links push back the vertically-

vibrating pins until the latter pass the swinging
plates, which allow said pins to fall into slots in the

link.

Claim.—1. The pin e, and the rock shaft/, in com-
bination with the swinging plate /;, all being applied

to operate substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

2. The link C, constructed as shown, and secured
to the draw head by a screw bolt, D, occupying slots

a in the draw head, as and for the purpose set forth.

83,716.—E. B. Latch, General "Wayne, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Edmuxd Lincoln, Cleveland,
Ohio.

—

Hteam Engine Slide Valve.—'November 3,

1868.—The upper face of the valve is provided with
a plate which is made to bear against the packing
plate, by means of springs interposed between it and
the face of the valve. A thin metal strip covers the
ioint between the face of the valve and the plate.

Claim.—1. The combination of the valve E, plate

F, and intervening springs or elastic packing with
the packing plate G, the whole being constructed
and arranged substantially as herein set forth.

2. The thin metal strip 7> adapted to the valve E
and plate E, substantially as specified.

83,717.—E. T. Lioox, Deraopolis, A\a.—Rail-
'tcay Car.—November 3, 1868.—If the car wheels get
off the track the stringers act as flanges with the
sides of the rails and keep the ear on the rails.

Claim.—The body of a railroad car, having its bot-

tom extended down'betwecu the trucks, as described,

and provided at its bottom side with V-shaped me-
tallic stringers, a, as herein set forth, for the pm'pose
specified.

83,718.—KOBERT Marsdex, Shefiield, England.—Apparatusfor Rolling Metals.—November 3, 1868

;

patented in England March 13, 1865.—Friction roll-

ers on each of the four .shafts, in connection with
toothed wheels, prevent the cogs of the pinions from
meshing too deeply, Avbatever the distance the die
rolls may be separated.

Claim.—The mode described of combining the two
shafts by means of the toothed wheels and rollers

and countershafts, connected by loops or rods, sub-
stantially as specified.

83,719.—Don Carlos Matteson and Truman
Pane Williamson, Stockton, Cal.—Horse Hoe.-
November 3, 1868.—The cutter is secured in the ends
of curved bars, which are pivoted to the beam and
held by adjustable braces, by means of which latter

a greater or less " rake "' maybe given to the cutter.

^Claim.—The combination of the reversible double-
edged cutter D, the pivoted bars G C and adjustable
braces E, with a beam A, substantially as described.

83,720.—George McAleer, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to E. W; Vaill, same ])lace.

—

Folding
0/iai>.—November 3. 1868.—The chair can be folded
into a compact form for transportation.
Claim.—A chair, composed essentially of thccrossed

pivoted legs A A, B B, seat C, rod E", connected to

the seat, as described, and bearing iu slots or sock-

ets e e in the legs B B, back G, straps J J, round E,
slat s. and cross bar o, the whole being constructed
to operate in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

83,721.—Joshua B. Moore and Erwin G.
Moore, McDonough, N. Y.—Apparatus for Un-
loading Stone.—November 3, 1868.—The' box is

hinged to either side by a removable bolt, and is

raised by means of a tackle attached to the frame
and box and operated by a windlass.
Claim.—The movable i^latform A, so attached to

a wagon or sled that it may tilt from either side, in
combination with frame F, tackle C, and windlass
D, all constructed, arranged, and operated substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

83,722.-GusTAVUs Natorp, New York, N. Y.
—Car TT/iecL—November 3, 1868.—The wheel is

constructed without any metallic confining band
and with dovetailed recesses which interlock the web
tie and grooved wooden blocks without the aid of
bolts or other securing devices.

Claim.—A compound wheel, in which the wooden
and metallic portions are interlocked and bound to-
gether, substantially as described.

83,723.—John Nichols, Paterson, N. J.—Ma-
chine for Burring Wool.—November 3, 1868.—The
burrs caught by the notched blade are knocked off
by the reel and the wool is removed irom the teeth
by the brush.

Claim.—A burring machine, consisting of the
combination with each other of the drum E, having
the toothed triangular band F, of the notched blade
I, rotating reel G, and brush H, all made and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described,

83,724.-0. J. Nutting, Warwick, N. Y.—Milk
Caw.—November 3, 1868.
Claim.—The described construction of the milk

can, consisting of the body A, provided at top and
bottom with internal grooves b a, for receiving the
edges of the top C and bottom, the latter being sup-
ported by the bruise hoop B, secm-ed within the body
below tlie bottom, as herein shown and described.

83,725.—Charles R. Otis and Norton P. Otis,
Yonkers, N. Y.—Hoisting Apparatus.—The object
of the interposed springs and ratchet attachment is
to divide the strain on the two screws.
Claim.—The combination, with the hoisting drum,

of screws operated through pulleys, by a belt or band
coupling the same, said screws gearing witli worm
wheels arranged at opposite ends of the drum, and
connected with the latter by interposed spring and
ratchet attachments, or either, substantiallv as speci-
fied.

83,726.—George N. Palsier, Greene, N. Y.—
Stone DraflT.—November 3, 1868.—The rope for rais-
ing the boat passes over two pulleys rotating in
standards on the front part of the runners, and is
secured to a slide on the tongue.

Claim.—A low sled, having a boat or body, B, se-
ciu-ed to the rear ends of the runners A A, as de-
scribed, so that the body B may be lifted at the front
end for discharging the load by the arrangement of
mechanism, constructsd and operated substantially
iu the manner as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

83,727—W. E. Phelps, Elmwood, Ti\.—Com-
bined Seeder and Harroiv.—November 3, 1868.—The
adjustable harrow is suspended from the frame, be-
tween two seed boxes, one placed on the front and
the other on the rear end of said frame.

Claim.—The ari'angement, upon the frame A, of
the adjustable hanow I and the seed boxes H H,
all operated in the manner described, for the pur-
pose specified.

83,728.—Stephen Bandall, Centreville, E. L
Railivay Car Brake.—'Soxemhev 3, 1868.—A sleeve
sliding on and allowing one of the axles to turn in
it is provided a grooved eccentric, to tlie end of
which is fastened the brake chain, bv which means
the leverage is increased, while a shoulder on the
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same axle has a face so shaped that the end of the
sleeve fits tightly into it, and whenever the sleeve is

moved toward the disk it will, by friction, be car-

ried around the axle.

Claim.—The combination of the grooved eccen-
tric F' with the sleeve F, shoulder G, and brake
chain or chains, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

83,729.—G. W. Eeed, Brooklyn, 17. T.. assignor
to himself, Eeuben S. Middletox, and Hexky
EOTHFELDER. — TFflfc/i.—iS^ovember 3, 18G8.— The
winding jnn passes through the arbor of the spring
barrel, and is so connected with two ratchet wiieels

that when it is wound one way the teeth of the
winding ratchet wheel pass beneath the end of a
pawl, and the other wheel is stationary, but when
wound the other way the winding wheel and pawl
turn the other ratchet wheel and wind up the sx^ring,

and thus the key can be held firmly during the whole
operation.

Claim.—A winding pin, applied at the arbor of
the spring barrel, in combination Avith the double
ratchets, acting in opposite directions, as and for

the purposes set forth.

83,730.—Joseph Eichard, IS^ew York, N. T.,
assignor to himself and G. W. Baker, same place.
Apparatus for Carbureting Air.— November 3,

1868; antedated October 28, 1868.—The inclined
shelves are covered with sheets of absorbent mate-
rial, which dip into troughs under their highest ends,
and conduct the hydrocarbon liquid in the troughs
down over the shelves in a zigzag course. Yerti-
cally-adjustable rods are connected to the suction
ends of the sheets and the lowest ends of the
shelves, by which they may be lowered or raised
and the flow of the liquid regulated or stopped at
pleasure.

Claim.—1. The an'angement and combination of
the inclined shelves ee^ e^c^ and absorbing sheets i
ii i'^ i^, the upper edges of which dip into the troughs
d d} d^ d^, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The vertically-adjustable rods g g', in combina-
tion with the shelves e e^ e'^ e^, absorbing sheets i i'

i^ i^, and troughs d d^ d^ d^, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The vertically-adjustable rod g, in combination
with the sheets i'i^ and troughs d d^, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

83,731.- Edward Y. Eobbins, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Passenger Railioay Car.—I^Tovember 3, 1808.
—Hollow ribs are attached to the body, which con-
sists of a cylinder of plates of iron, riveted or bolted
together, as stiffeners, and also to receive and dis-

charge fresh air through ditferent apertures; fur-

ther stiffening being likewise effected oy a semi-tube
of sheet iron, and the tioor made of wrought iron.

Attached to the roof plate, to support it, are angle
ii-ous, while an elastic platform serves to break the
violence of collisions.

Claim.—1. The body of a passenger railway car,
made of wrought iron,' steel, or other metal, the dif-

ferent parts or sheets being riveted or otherwise
firmly fastened tog(^ther, the whole forming one con-
tinuous shell, of a cylindrical or approximately equiv-
alent shape, the shape itself being such, together
with the tliickness of the metal, as to give the requi-
site strength and stiffness without the necessity of a
general framework of l^ars and rods, or hoops, &c.

2. The yielding platform' X, constructed and em-
ployed as and for the purposes liorein specified.

o\ The hollow, annular ribs F, extending com-
pletely around the interior of the. cylindrical shell,

in the' manner and for the purposes specified.

83,732. — ADOLrH Schlingmax, Detertck
Glaxdeu, and James Campbell, "West Alexandria,
Ohio.—C7i?n-n.—November 3, 1868. —Between two
cross-bars, secured at their center to each end of a

bar fastened to the loAver end of a rod fixed to the
lever handle, are pivoted the dashers, which consist
of rollers with a twisted core through their entire
length.
Claim.—The. churn dashers I I, consisting of

rollers, constructed substantially ashei-ein described,

and pivoted in a frame, as and for the pm'poses
herein set forth.

83,733.—Carl Dietrich Julius Seitz, Bury,
England, assignor to himself and Charles Edmuxd
Baillu>re, New York, N. Y.—liecovering Waste
Alkalies from Paper Stock and Other Fibers.—No-
vember 3, 1868.—The liquors obtained by the pres-
sure of the fibrous substances are run into pans and
evaporated to one-fourth their bulk, after which
they are treated with soda, caustic soda, soda ash, and
quicklime, and the mixture, now in a dry state, is

subjected to the action of a furnace or kUn.
Claim.—1. The general system or mode of treat-

ing the waste liquors resulting from the preparation
of bamboo, cane. Esparto grass, alfa, straw, or other
similar fibrous substances, as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The system or mode of mixing the concentrated
waste liquors with a certain proportion of soda,
(caustic soda, soda ash, recovered ash, or sulphate of
soda,) and with quicklime, in the manner herein set
forth.

83,734.~N. B. Sherwood, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himselfand W. H.Willson, same place.—
Piano Forte Tuning Key.—November 3, 1868.—By
means of the movable frame, the endless screw may
be thrown out of gear, enabling the handle to be ap-
plied directly to the keys. The adjustable base allows
the endless screw to stand in any direction most con-
venient for manipulation.
Claim.—A tuning key, so constructed that the

wrench may be applied directly to the pipe.or through
the medium ofthe worm u'heel and endless screw, and
provided with an adjustable base, substantially as
shown and described.

83,735.—Andrew H. Shreffler, Joliet, HI.—
Dropping Platform for Harvesters.—November 3,

1868.—A naiTow platform rests upon the finger-beam,
and hinged to its rear edge is an extension, which
may be set at any desired angle to the platform by
means of curved, slotted arms and set screws. TTn-
derueath the platform is a spring which assists in
returning the platform to a position for receiving
another gavel.
Claim.—1. The combination of the stop b with the

tilting floor a, arranged, operating, and constructed
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The use of the spring i to start the dropping
device back past the center, after letting go ot the
lever e, substantially as described.

3. The combination, of the platform a, slotted ex-
tension b c, curved slotted plates d, spring i, and
lever e, arranged in rear of the finger-bar, and op-
erating substantially as described.

4. The circular slotted plate d, for the pm'pose of
regulating the stop b, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

83,736.—AlvAN A. Simoxds and George F.
SiMONDS, Fitchburg, assignors to The Simonds Man-
ufacturing Company, West Fitchburg, Mass —
Machine for Serrating Sickle Sections.—November
3, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement, with the anvil block 6,

upon which the sickle section or blank is supported
and clamped, of the two cutter carnages, at an angle
to each other corresponding to the angle of the cut-
ting edges of tiie blank, each carriage having a feed-
movement imparted to it, and caiTying a cutter hav-
ing blow-giving movemeuts imparted to it, in such
manner that the two edges of the blank may be simul-
taneously or alternately serrated, without movement
ofthe blank, the mechanism being arranged to operate
substantially as described.

83,737.-George "W. Spots, Jacksonville, 111.—
Comjjound for Destroying Insects on Trees, Plants,
die.—November 3, 1668. — A Avasli, consisting of a
decoction of tobacco, mislackcd lime, aud sulphur.

Claim.—The composition, substantially as and for

the purpose above set forth.

83,738.—Wilbur F. Stanley, Cazenovia, N.Y.—Manger. — November 3, 1868.—The necks of the
cattle are placed between pivoted bars, Tvhich permit
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the cattle to roach all parts of the manger without
interfering with eacli other.
Claim.—The suspended pivoted neck bars D, con-

structed, aiTuugcd. and operating substantially in the
manner h.n-ein sho^-n and des'cribed, and for the
purposes set forth.

83,730.—M. C. StebbdsS, Springfield, Mass.—
Pist(m Valve.—Xovember 3. 186!:?.—Projecting doTvn-
ward fi'om the disk valve is an axial tubular guide,
which receivesja projection on the bar. the eifect being
to retain the valve in proper position with reference
to its seat. The valve is held against itf seat by a
spring between said disk and bar.

Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
piston D. having the beveled seat or chamber m'
therein, the disk m having the chambered projection
d thereon, with its spring ^<i, and the bar a' with the
projection n thereon, operating within said cham-
bered projection d, the wliole'constituting an im-
proved piston valve, and constructed and operating
substantially as herein described and set forth.

83,740.—John Stetsox, West Harwich, Mass.
— Fishina Apimratu-s. — Xovember 3. 156S. — The
clamp is designed to be secured to the guuwale of a
boat, and it has a swiveled pulley-guide attacliment
for the fishing line, and a rest for'the hand.

Claim. — The combination of the clamp, thumb
screw, gnai-d pin, pivot joint, hand rest, or their
equivalents, with the pulley.

83-741.-8. Ste^-exsox, Dansville, X. Y.— Car-
pet Stretcher.—Xovember 3, 1868.—The head piece is

fitted to slide between the side pieces of the frame,
and is gradually moved up to the wall by the action
of the hand lever, alternately, upon the tw'o rack bars.
The head i)iece, together with the toothed plate and
edge of the cai'pet being thus forced up to the wash-
board, the tacks, guided through openings of the
head piece, are driven by the handle end of the lever.

Claim.—1. The head-piece B, having the toothed
plate C attached, and provided with the rack bars E
E, in connection with the pawls F F, on the framing
of the device, all arranged substantially as and for
the pui-pose set forth.

2. Providing the bead piece B with a series of
holes e, with or without the clamps/, for the purpose
of facilitating the tacking down of the carpet, as
described.

3. The bar G. when constructed to be used in com-
bination with the racks E, pawls F, and perforated
head piece B, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

83,742. —William M. Stoddard, San Fran-
cisco. Cal.—Binderfor Sewing Machine.—^Xovember
3. l^'JS.

Claim.—The two pieces, A B, shaped, bent, and
otherwise constructed and arranged substantially in
the manner and for the purposes aescribed.

83,743.-William Moxt Storm, XewTork.X.
T., and George H. Exxis, Hudson County, X. J".—
Machine for FuUi)i(j and Felting Hat Bodies.—^Xo-

vember 3, 1S68.—The rollers cany around the apron,
which, by contact, rotates the " foi-m,"' and acts upon
every portion of tbe perimeter of the bat body, the
latter being satm-ated with water which may be con-
ducted tbi-ough the tubular support of the form, and
be diffused between the walls of the form, so as to
escape oxitward. Owing to the eccentricity of one
of the rollers, the apron is repeatedly stretched and
relaxed, laterally, and in the act of drawing nar-
rower the aproii produces a greater pressm-e" upon
the hat body, and has the effect to interlock and com-
pact the fibers.

Claim.—1. The apron or aprons of netting or sheet
rubber, one or both, so arranged that, while moving
in contact with the bodv to be fulled, they shall be
alternately stretched and relaxed, by means substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose specified.
2.*The hollow double-shelled form E, its outer shell

perforated, and its inner shell whole, mounted and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose aescribed.

3. In combination with the above, the water cock
c and conduit standard d, aiTanged and operating

substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. In combination with the perforated form E, the
external sprinkler Q, arranged and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose de
scribed.

"

5. The rolls G- G^ G^, mounted upon movable
standards, so that they shall be adjustable in posi-

tion relative to the form E, substantially as and foi

the purpose set forth.

6. lu combination with the above, the supplemental
roll or rolls p, located and operating substantially in

the manner and for the purpose described.
7. The latching bar K, in combination with the

swinging standard d, for tbe purpose set forth.

S3. 744 E. W. Vaill. Worcester, Mass.—FoM
ing Chair.—Xovember 3, 1868.—An improvement oa
the patent of David Howai-th, April 16, 1867. The
invention has reference to the attachment of a flexi-

ble back and an upholstered seat, and to a different

arrangement for effecting the co-operation of the
short legs and seat.

Claim.—1. The improvement in the Howorth
chair, consisting essentially in placing tbe legs B B
outside of the legs A A, and pivoting them to tbe
sides of the seat frame, which is provided at its rear
end with pins, adapted to slide in grooves in the legs
A A. in closing the
described.

cbair, substantially as shown and

2. A chair, constmcted of the legs A A, B B, piv-
oted upon short pins or bolts e e, the stuff'ed uphol-
stered seat C, jointed to the legs B B by means of
short pivots c c, behind the front edge of the seat, and
connected with tbe legsAA by a pin working in a slot

or groove, the upbois^tered back D, and the flexible

arms O 0, the whole being constructed and operat-
inc: substantiallv as and for tbe pm-pose above set
forth.

83,745.—Samuel Taxstoxe, Providence, E. L—Machine for Making Xuts.—Xovember 3, 1868.—
A bai' is indented on its opposite sides by compres
sion in dies, a series of united nut blauks'being thus
formed. Separate pairs of jaws hold the bar during
the operations of punching the eyes of tbe nuts, and
cutting them apart from eacb other, Tbe dies are
in a di-op press, and the jaAvs are forced together by
wedges which project downward from the'hammer
die plate.

Claim.—1. The combination of the crimping jaws
D D', pressing jaws K K, and punclvs E E, with the
plunger plate A.' and bed plate B, all constructed and
arranged substantially as described.

2. In combination with the subject-matter of the
foregoing clause of claim, the jaws I, studs G, and
punches G, arranged substantially as described.

3. In combination with the bell plate B, plunger
plate A', and jaws 1 1 and K K, the tapering studs
X X. arranged and operating substantiallv as set

forth.

83,746—L. M. Whitmax, Sterling, HI., as-

signor to himself and A. B. Exdertox, same place.
—Invalid Chair.—Xovember 3, 1868.—When the
chair is converted into a couch, the standards seiwe
as supports and prevent rocking. The truck may be
attached to the front standard to facilitate the mov-
ing of the invalid, and the occupant may change the
position of the several parts by tui-niug the crank
wheels.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted slotted

bar J, cord L, pulleys o ?i, rocker E, shaft and crank
wheels H, and the standards T TJ, with the back A,
seat B, front C, and foot piece D, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with an invalid's chair, the ad-
justable stands T and H, an-anged substantially as
shown and described foi- the purposes set forth.

3. In combination with an invalid's chair and the
stands T and TJ, the truck W, substantially as and
for the piurposes set forth.

83.747.—Dexxis'C. Wilcox, Meriden. assignor
to Meridex Britaxxl\ Comraxy, West Meriden,
Conn,

—

Manufacture of Double Wall Ice Pitchers-
—Xovember 3. 1868,—The upper edge of the inner
wall is electrotyped to prevent that portion of the
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metal from corroding, and also to prepare the sm--

face to be tinned to facilitate soldering.
Otoim.—Electrotyping the upper end or unpro-

tected surface of a glazed coated or enameled vessel,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

83,748.—CyrusM. Williams, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Henri L. Stuart, same place.

—

Charg-
ing Gas loitli Yapor of Hydrocarbon Liquid.—No-
vember 3, 1868.

Claim —1. A gas holder, in which is suspended
or retained any suitable absorbent or capillary ma-
terial, saturated with hydrocarbon liquid, through
whicli air or gases are passed for carbureting.

2. A carbureting chamber, placed in the gas holder
tank, arranged to receive and distribute hydrocar-
bon liquid, tlirough which air and gases are forced,
for the purpose set forth.

83,749.—Isaiah M. "Williams, Blanchester,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Harvky Smith, same
place.

—

Self-loading Hay Cart.—November 3, 1868.

—The hay is prevented from falling back by the
shifting board which pushes it to the back part of
the bed. Knives are attached to the under side of
the fingers to sever any stalks of hay that would
otherwise clog the forward progress ofthe machine.

Claim.—1. A self-loading hay or grain cart, capa-
ble of being depressed for raking and loading, and
elevated for conveying, when provided with the
ground wheels D W on bent axle C, and driving
wheels E E', for operating the board M N O, or
equivalent shifting mechanism, substantially as
herein explained.

2. The shifting board M N 0, arranged and oper-
ated substantially as set fortli.

3. The arrangement of depressible bed A, bent
axle C, lever Gr, and cross piece I, for the purposes
designated.

4. The provision of one or more severing knives
K, or tlieir equivalent, beneath the fingers B.

83,750.-William C. WiLLMARTir and C. N.
Farr, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to B. W. Lacy,
same place.

—

Seioing Machine.—November 3, 1868.

—

By means of the adjustable plate, on the end of the
lever, a lock or chain stitch can be formed. An open-
ing in a plate, which is secured to the fixed arm so

as to be adjustable diagonally, serves as a fulcrum
on which the needle vibrates, and by adjusting the
plate the fulcrum of the needle is moved to and from
the fabric, thus altering the size of the stitch.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plate B, its

thread carrier i, lever P, needle b, and an adjustable
plate S, the whole being arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The vibrating needle arm I, with its needle b,

in combination with the plate J, and its projection
and opening for the passage of the needle, when the
said plate is adjustable diagonally on the arm C, as
and for thie purpose described.

83,751.—John Ziegler, Dayton, Ohio.— Cast-
ing Hollow Ware.—November 3, 1868.

Claim:—1. The sprue pattern herein described, con-
structed with wings ecc, and downward projections
D D D, so ari'anged as to correspond in position with
the feet of the vessel to be cast, as and for the piu--

poses stated.

2. The process of casting hollow ware, by intro-

ducing the metal through the part or parts of the
mold which arc to form tlie feet of tlie vessel, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

83,752.—Beuren S. Zilar, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Ice Elevator.—November 3, 1868.—An inclined plane
is made in sections liiuged together so as to permit
cither of the upper sections to be placed at dilforcnt

angles to discharge the ice at different elevations.

The frame supporting the driving wheel of the end-
less chain has a spring bar whicli sets the hooks in a
position to engage with tlic cakes of ice.

Claim.—I. An ice elevator, consisting of the frame
A A' a, B b, adjusting devices I) F V W to, toothed
Avhcels J j, T i, endless chain N, hooks II, notched
bar TT tc li', and iucliJied plane E G- f/ II, having one
or more flexible upper sections, E E', for the pur-

pose specilied.

2. In combination with the wheels J T. inclined
plane E, endless chain N, and hooks R, the spring
bar X, for the purposes set forth.

83,753.—Charles Alden, Newburg. N. Y.—
Treating and Storing Go-ain.—November 3, 1668.

Claim.—The chamber A, adapted to be closed,

and provided with false bottom a. side walls &, col-

umns c, and supply and exhaust pipes e/, when said
bottom, side walls, and columns are perforated, and
communicate with each other, Avhereby the contents
of the chamber arc not exposed to the ordinary ac-

tion of the atmosphere, but adapted to be subjected
to a forced current of hot or cold air, substantially
as described.

83,754.—J. K. Alwood, near Delta, Ohio.—
Fleecing OracZZe.-November 3, 1.868.—The cradle
on which the sheep are placed is pivoted to the
flanges of a plate which is pivoted to the top of the
shaft and held by means of a lug. Arms, pivoted
to the outer bars of the cradle, are provided with
sliding clasps, to which the spring loops, by which
the feet of the sheep are held, are secured.

Claim.—1. The arms H, lugs h, and springs /,
constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purposes described.
2. A table for sheep shearing purposes, having

pedestal A, shaft B, cradle E, plate C, arms H, lugs
C and h, nuts d, and springs /, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as specified.

83,755.—Sterling Bass, M. D., Savannah, Ga.—Medical Compound.—November 3, 1868.—Com-
posed of purified chinodine, soluble citTate of iron,

extract of taraxicum, fiuid extract of columbo and
alcohol.
Claim.—The specific for cure of chills, made up

of the ingredients or medicines herein named, or
their equivalents, in or about the proportions speci-

fied.

83,756.—Edward Brady, Philadelphia, Pa,—
Skate Fastening.—November 3, 1868.

Claim.—A heel piece of metal, or other hard sub-

stance, surrounded at one end by a similar thin plate,

which may be enlarged to the size of and to be fast-

ened by screws, &c., to the heel of a boot, having a
hollow cylinder sunk into the heel, containing any
common spring, operating against a cap covering
a stud hole to prevent dirt, &c., from entering the
cylinder, and thus to enable tlie stud of a skate to
be adjusted to the heel of a boot without the stud
hole in the cylinder being obstructed by dirt, &c.,
substantially as set forth.

83,757.—Charles B. Bristol, New Haven,
Conn. — Curry Oo^nD.-November 3, 18()8. — The
shank and teeth are cast in one piece and secured to

the metal lolate, which lias its edges turned down,
and cut, as in the ordinary curry comb.
Claim.—As an article of m'anufacturc, a curry

comb, in which the bar C, teeth a, and shank B, are

formed in one and the same piece, and united to the

plate D, the whole constructed substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

83,758.—Charles Brown, Albemarle County,
Va.

—

Process of Preserving Timber from Decay.—
November 3, 1868.—Sandstone, reduced to a very
fine powder and mixed witli caustic lime or carbon-
ate of iron, is fed into an exhausted receiver con-

taining the wood.
Claim.—Preserving or "lapidifying" wood, in

the manner and with the material or materials sub-

stantially as described.

83,759.-Albert G-. Buzby, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Substitute for a Billiard TatZe. —November 3,

1868.—The ends of the strips are rounded, and the

side strips arc placed at a short distance apart from
the end strips and are connected together by angu-
lar corner pieces, the spaces within wliich serve as

substitutes for pockets.
Claim.—I. A substitute for a billiard table, con-

sisting of cushioned strips, connected together and
to the floor, substantially as described, for the piu'-

pose specified.
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2. The rounded ends of the strips, in combination
rrith the phites a, for the pui-pose specified.

83,760.—James n. Carkeet, Montgomery, Ala.

Butt Hinge.—Is oyemhor 3, 18t)8.-Alternating plates,

in conjunction Avith a hinge, allow the door, when
closed or open, to assume a position parallel with
the door frame.
Claim.—The donble-actingbutt hinge, constructed

and aiTangcd as described.

83,761.—Samuel K. Christy, Noblesville. Ind.
—Car Coupler.—Jsoxemher 3, 1868.—The hook is

kept in position by a spring bearing against a shoul-

der, the end of which is pivoted to the draw head.
Claim.— The combination of the hoUow-sidcd

draw bead B, with its hook D pivoted thereto, when
said hook has a ronnded end, d, and shoulder, and
operates on a spring. E, connected to said shoulder,

and in a recess in the side of the di-aw head, all sub-

stantially as shown and described,

83,762 Walter Clifford, Holly Springs,
Miss.—Jforfe of Carrying Knapsacks.—Noxevahcr
3, 18(58.—The knapsack is secured by straps to pad-
ded slioulder-spriugs, which latter are held in posi-

tion by a back Ijrace and secured by thongs to slides

on the waist belt.

Claim.—A device for carrying knapsacks, com-
posed of the padded shoulder springs A, back brace
e, belt B, slides b b, and thongs d d. when combined,
constructed, and api)lied as herein shown and de-

scribed.

83,763.—Andrew Jajvies Conxell, Xew York,
N. Y.

—

Method of 2[anufacturing Shoic Cards, La-
bels, <£c.—November 3, 1868.—The paper, coated
with a composition of glue solution, white lead, sul-

phate of zinc, and finished by calendering, is

printed upon by aniline colors, ground with glue
water, piping, Spanish whiting, and gum, said colors

being secured thereon by a coating of spirit varnish.

Claim.—The method, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of preparing cards and paper, and printing
or otherwise impressing and fixing thereon prepared
aniline colors, substantially as set forth.

83,764.—"WiLLLiM Cooper, Galesbm-g, HI.—
Washing J/oc/iuic.-Xovember 3, 1868.—Cleats are
secured radially around tlie center of the bottom of
the bos. A circular board, with cleats correspond-
ing to the bottom ones, is attached to a shaft which
is rotated by a segmental rack receiving motion
fi"om a crank.
Claim.—The an-angement of the bos A, its bottom

ribs, a, the board C, with ribs b, shaft c, spring^, cog
H, segment E, pitman I, plate F, and balance wheel
G, airconstructed and operated as herein set forth.

83,765.—C. 0. Crosby, ]N^ew Haven, Conn.—
Tatting.—'Soxomher 3, 1868.—The filling thread is

knotted aromid one or more warps or a different

number of knots around different warps, and when
the requisite number of knots has been made upon
the thread they are beaten up, sliding- on the wai-p
thread, so as to bring the work into a regular figure.

Claim.—The herein-described tatting, fabricated
substantially as set forth, as a new article of manu-
facture.

83,766.—D.'LXiEL CuRRiE, St. Charles, Mo.—
liotary Steam Engine.—Xovember 3, 1863.—The
steam chest, divided by a partition into two cham-
bers, is placed on top of the two cylinders. The
pistons, a poition of their peripheries between cer-
tain point.s l)eing cut away to lot them come in con-
tact, in that interval, with the sides of the cylinders,
have their heads, each, attached to a sliding rod,
which rods are coupled by links with the working
beam.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the steam chest E
with the chambers e' e^ and the cylinders A A', as
herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the cylinders A A', piston
wheels B B', with their periphery curtailed on one
side, as shown at x x'. tocether with the sliding
heads D D^, rods d rf', links^cZ^ d^ and beam D^, all

constructed as herein shown and described.

83,767.—William B. Deuel, Ithaca, N. Y.-
Moiver and Reaper Knife Sharpener.—Xovember 3,

1868.—The device is for the purpose of holding at
the proper angle or inclination the knives of a
mower or reaper upon the plain ordinary face of a
common grindstone of any size.

Claim.— I. The arrangement and application, to
the sides of an ordinary grindstone, of the plate or
plates C, made witli holes or mortises to receive the
pins or hooks E, for the purposes of holding and ad-
justing the described mower and reaper-knife holder
to the face of an ordmary grindstone, substantially
as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the arm or projecting piece
F, with the i)ins or hooks E fitted to two or more of
the holes in the piate C, and adjustable anywhere in
the series of holes in the same, and sustaining the
bolt G- in its slot in the arm, and the cutter-bar
holder, as set forth.

3. The cutter-bar holder I, when made with the
deep and hollowed V-shaped bottom cavity, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The bolt G, when held in place in the arm Fby
the set screw H, and adjustable for the holder I by
the set screw J, and the coUar or collars N, bevel or
obliquely, as described.

5. The clamps L, so arranged as to hold the cut-

ter bar M in the cavity of the holder I, by the edges
of the cutter bar, and on the rear of the knives
thereby leaving the face of the knives free, and
open to the stone, as described.

6. The combination of the plates C, arm F, bolt G,
and holder I with the frame of an ordinary grind-
stone, constructed and arranged to operate as set

forth.

83,768.—John H. Elward, Polo, HI.—PZmo.—
Xovember 3, 1868.—The coulter is attached to the
beam by a rounded shank arranged nearly vertically

between its edge and the beam. A roller is made to

turn freely on the shank, and another is placed on the
outer end of its extension.

Claim.—The combination of the coulter D, the
rounded shank or rod D', and rollers attached thereto,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,769.—Edward Farox, Is'ewYork, X. Y.—
Brick Machine.—ISTovember 3, 1868.—A system of
toggle bars operate plungers and press the brick
against a head block with holes for the escape of
water bubbles, and revolve the mold carrier. Con-
nected with them are also a plate directly over the
molds which can be removed for planing, and a push-
ing block.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the toggle bars e e' and / /', pitman j, ci-ank and
plunger k, with the mold carriage H, operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

2. The head block N provided with slots g, in com-
bination with plate P, provided with perforations
r r, substantially as and for the purposes herein speci-

fied.

3. The combination of the pusher block O, lever
V, pin X, cam E, shaft D, and mold carriage H, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

4. The arm L', in combination with the mold car-

riage H, and plungers J, substantially as and for the
purposes herein specified.

83,770.—Maurice Fitzgibboxs, 'Kevr York, N.
Y.—Wooden JBoa:.—ISTovember 3, 1868.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a box. A,
constructed of a material consisting of two sheets of
wood, with one sheet of paper between them, the
sheets of wood and paper being glued together, sub-
stantially as herein described.

83,771.—Mordecai H. Flf.tciiek. Eichmond,
Ind.

—

Compound Adjustable Garden Hoe.—Xovem-
ber 3, 1868.—To an arm forming an angl.'^is attached
one of the shovels, the other being fixed to a shank,
which, at its upper end, has an eye into which the
shorter arm is inserted and held by a thumb screw
thus allowing the shovel to be moved back and forth.

Claim.—The combination of the arms 6 and c,

shovels b' and c', and shank d, when the latter is

made adjustable on arm b, and the whole is con-
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structed in the manner described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

83,772.—Otto Gsantner, East Orange, N. J.—Elevated Railivay. — November 3, 1868.— Two
transverse rails are secured to columns on each side
of tlie street, and upon them are placed slides pro-
vided with hang-ers, on which at their lower parts
are fixed rails which may be brought in line with
either track by moving the slides.

Claim.—The carriage K, fitted to move on the
transverse bars J, provided with hangers L and rails

M, when adapted to be operated as shown, for shift-

ing the suspended cars from one ti'ack to the other,

as represented and described.

83,773.—Hexry L. Hammoxd, Providence, R.
I.

—

Carriage Jack.—November 3, 1868.—Flanged
l^lates, supported in one of the holes in the standard,
slide up and down in a slot, and between them lies a
lever transversely extending on either side, on one
end of which is a toggle joint formed by means of a
stiiTup which also forms a projection on the working
lever.

Claim.—The flange plates C and C in combina-
tion with the levers E and F, and the standard A,
substantially as described and for the purposes set

foitli.

83,774.—John Humphreys, Chicopee, Mass.—
Adjustable Gearing for Lathes.—'NoxembeT 3, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft A, hav-
ing the gear x x arranged upon it, the shaft E, with
traveler G-, and the rack L, tlie parts being arranged
and constructed substantially in the manner shown
and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the rest of my device, as

herein shown, the arrangement of the lever 0, with
gear P and Q, substantially as here described and
for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the gear- x x and traveler

Gr, the dial plate or index TV, with the different sizes

of gear numbered upon it, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

83,775.-"Wn.LiAM C. Kellum, San Francisco,
Cvil.—Clock Escapement.—'^oxcmher 3, 1868.—A de-

tent with two arms, having locking screws in their

ends, is raised by a beveled screw, and a set screw in

a slide adjusts its fall. This lever is also connected
-with two pallets on a roller and two sets of escape
teeth turning in parallel planes, and attached to the
same axis, so as to allow the roller to turn between
them, and receive alternate impulses from them.
Claim.—1. The detent lever D, with the locking

screws c <?', the adjusting screw i, and tlie screw m-,

combined and arranged substantially as and for the

purpose described.
2. In combination with the pallets a a' and the

locking screws or heads e e', the two parallel and
symmetrical sets of escape teeth E E', arranged and
operating substantially as described.

83,776.—"William C. Kellum, San Francisco,
Cq\..—Clock Escapement—'Noxemher 3, 1868.—Two
sets of escape teeth move about the same axis, one
of which gives impulse directly to the impulse roller,

while the other is so constructed that as the teeth pass
the impulse roller or pin, they cause it to move in

an opposite direction from their own.
Claim.—1. The impulse wheel D' on the same

shaft with the escape wheel D, and having teeth

arranged to give an impulse in a direction the re-

verse of that given by the wheel D, substantially as

described.
2. In combination with the impulse and escape

wheel D, and the reverse impulse wheel D', the

double-headed screw detent, substantially as de-

scrUjcd.

83,777.—Thomas H. Lindlet, Taunton, Mass.—
Machine for Milking Coit)5.—November 3, 1868.—As
thb lever is raised, the movable frames are drawn in-

ward and the rollers on the frames, passing over ttie

vessels, operate to squeeze the teats while the milk
passes into the vessels, and thence by a tube into the

pail.

Claim,.—1. The stationary and movable frames

I I, provided with rollers c c, and connected by
means of cords, or their equivalent, to the lever N,
for the purpose of milking cows, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The funnel-shaped vessels K K, or their equiva-
lent, in combination with the tube L, for the pm-pose
of receiving and conducting the milk to the milk-
pail, substantially as herein set forth.

3. A cow-milker, constructed substantially as de-
scribed, and adjusted and operating in the mEinner
and by the means herein set forth.

83,778.—Henry W. Long, Council Bluffs, Iowa.— Wagon J'rtcA;.—November 3, 1868.
Claim.—The movable clasp A, with the hooked

fulcra upon said clasp, in combination with the jack
for raising weights, the whole arranged as described
in the accompanying specification.

83,779.—DA\^D LowN, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—
Churn.—November 3, 1868.—A cup or air chamber
is i^laced on the staff above the dasher, which is made
of two bars laid aeross each other and perforated
with holes, by whicli means the air is forced in
through the milk.

Claim.—The combination of the cross-arms B B,
perforated near their outer ends, with the cup D,
secured under the shoulder on the shal't A, as and for
the purposes set forth.

83,780.-George T. Marshall, Unadilla, Mich.
—Salting Trough for >S'<oc7i;.—November 3, 1868.—

A

sloping board connected with the foot board, beam,
and lever, which have a partial rotation, prevents the
cattle from stepping beyond the foot board and thus
causing the lid to fall, while they have their heads
in the trough, which is uncovered as they step upon
the foot board.

Claim.—The inclined board L, in combination
with the trough A and foot board C, upon tie lever
h, whereby the cattle are prevented from stepping
beyond the foot board, inside the fidcrum of the lever
h, as as herein described, for the purpose specified.

83,781.—George McKj:nzie, Zanesville, Ohio.
—Wagon i?ral-e.—November 3, 1868.—The brake
bar is provided with a rack operated by a pinion
which receives motion from the hand lever.

Claim.—1. The adjustable connecting parts c e, in
combination with the rack bar G and pinion J of a
wagon brake, substantially as described.

2. The scrapers O, applied to the brake bar F, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth
and shown.

3. The plate E, provided with guides a, and se-

cured to the reach, when used in connection with the
parts set forth in the first clause of claim, substan-
tially as shown and described, and forming a surface
on which, the brake bar F moves, as set forth.

4. The casing H, bolted to the reach, when inclos-
ing the pinion J, and forming, at the same time, a
bearing for the rock shaft I, and a space in which
the rack bai" G may be moved back and forth, as set
forth.

83,782.—Gerry Morgan, Newport, N. H.—
Wind Elevators of G-rain.—November 3, 1868.—

A

current of air is forced through the tube and deflected
by means of the adjustable wind guide, which creates
a vacuum near a lateral opening in the tube througb
which the gTain enters in the direction of the air
current.
Claim.—The deflected lip C, and the wind ^uidel,

with its regulating pin E, in combination with the
aperture B in the elevating tube A, as and for the
purposes herein described.

83,783.—Edmund L. Morse, St. Louis, Mo.—
Cotton Compress.—November 3, 1868.—Designed as
an improvement on his patent of April 16, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the sector A with the
vertical screw E, and its step upon the upper platen
b, thereby counterbalancing in whole or in pai't, by
the thrust of said screw, the upward pressure of the
compressed bales, substantially as set forth.

83,784.—John TV. Newton, Geneva,Wis.—Po^
Cutter and J>ra5'.—November 3, 1868.—The cutting
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blade rests on the ground and shears oflF the ir-

regularities. The teeth drag the sod and loose

bodies out of the way of the plow.
Claim.—1. Tlie cutting blade A, reuiOTably secured

to the L-shaped straps C, att-iched to the stock B.
and adapted for use either -vritli or without the drag
teeth, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

2. The plate E, provided with removable teeth,

and detaehably secured to the hangers depending
fi-oni stock B, when used either with^or without tho
cutter A. lor which it can be substituted, substan-
tially as lierein described, for the purposes specified.

3. "The L-shaped hangers C, secured to the stock
B, and adapted for the attachment of the toothed bar
E, and cutter A, either separately or combined, sub-

stantially as described.
4. The combined bog cutter and drag, consisting

of the cutter A, toothed bar I. hangers C, and a
stock, all operating substantially as herein de-

scribed.

S3,785.—JoHX "^. Kewtox, Geneva, "Wis.—
Potato Digger and Tine Puller.—IsoTemhcv 3,

1S68.—The frame to which the teeth are secured
by means of an adjustable plate, is hinged to the
draught pole so that the frame may be raised to
allow the teeth to clear obstructions.

Claim.—1. The frame A, handles D, and draught
pole B. in combination with the teeth G or H, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The series of cmwed tapering teeth G, arranged
upon the adjustable plates F, as described, for the
purposes of a potato digger, substantially as de-

scribed.

83,7S6.-^0SErH H. Osgood, Peabody, Mass.—
Process of Pecovering the Materials of Wornoiit
Printer's Pollers.—Xovember 3, iS68.— The dis-

carded material is soaked in cold water and the sirup
is recovered by evaporation and solidified by being-

placed in a tank with a false bottom through Avhich
the saccharine matter percolates while the glue re-

mains and is solidified by evaporation.
Claim.—The process of utilizing the ingredients of

discarded roller composition, substantially as de-
scribed and specified.

83.rsr.—Charles B. Payxt:, Clinton, HI.—Ga^
Swivel—XoYcmher 3, 1868.
Claim.—The gag swivel, formed of one piece of

metal, and composed of two bars a a, and outwardly
curved bai- h, with a buckle at one end, and with a
rivet plate at the other, all substantially as herein set
forth.

83,788.-EUGEXE Paulus, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Watch-u-inding ClicJc.— :So\emhei- 3, 1868.—The
crescent-shaped pawl of the winding shaft is pivoted
centrally, and fitted within a recess so as to present
its entire outer surface as a bearing to resist the
strain of the main-spring.
Claim.—1. The impi-bved watch-winding click,

made in a round shape, cut so as to catch the teeth
of the ratchet wheel, and adjnsted in a recess of the
top plate, to resist, by its full size, the power of the
main-spring, in the manner substantiallv as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the winding click E, bridge
L. spring M, and pin screw P, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as described.

83,789.—TTiLUAM Piielps, Jr., Salem, Mass.—
Blind J'a.sfencr.—November 3, 1868.—The two plates
.are fastened to the under side of the blind, and the
spring, which is fitted in a recess of the blind, acts
to hold the latch plate in contact with tlie two pro-
jections on the confining plate.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
plates E and F with the spring s, aU constnicted
and applied substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

83,790—George H. Phillips, Tror, Is\ T.—
Reservoir Cooking Stove.—^oxevahev 3, 1868.—The
upper front part of the hot-water tank forms the rear
wall of the heating chambers.
Claim.—1. Extending the rear-end vertical flues of

a cooking stove upward above the horizontal plane
of the boiler-hole top plate A and the top edge of
the rear end plate C thereof, which is in the same
horizontal plane, by curving or raising upwai'd and
backward, al)ove its horizontal planed the rear end
part of the said top plate, thereby extending said
flues upward, so as to form, at and above their upper
ends, and above the horizontal plane of the stove
top A, hot-air or heating chambers H H H, open at

their rear side, in maimer substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the upward extension of
the rear flues of a cooking stove, over the horizontal
plane of the top plane, and the elevation of the rear
part of the top plate, whereby hot-air chambers H
are formed, with the shelf F and boiler E, substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses described.

83,791.—"William Potts, Handsworth, Eng-
land.

—

Molding Screw.—]S"ovember 3, ^^&B.

Claim.—The method of producing molds for cast-

ing screws, by first making a plain, cylindrical

mold, and afterward molding the thread by screw-
ing a pattern screw through the said cylindrical
mold, substantially in the manner and by the means
herein shown and"set forth.

S3,79'2.^0HX J. Heichard, Canton, HI.—Sato-
Set.—Xovember 3, 1868.— The position of the set

screws determines the degree to which the teeth
shall be bent upon the bevel of the anvil by the ac-

tion of the punch.
Claim.—A saw set. composed ofjaws a b, anvH h,

punch /, spring g, and set screws c d, constructed
and arranged as described, and for the purposes set

forth.

S3,793.--J0HX J. Eeichaed, Canton, Tll.—Saio-
Set.—Xovember 3, 1868.—Two hammers are respec-
tively adapted for setting the oppositely-deflected
teetli of the saw, one hammer being swung back
out of the way while the other is" in use. The
gauce, against "which the points of the teeth rest,

graduates the position of the saw in accordance
with the length of the teeth, and in relation to the
hammer.

Claim.—As an improvement in a saw set, the
adjustable gauge D, with its tenon E, set screw G,
hammers B ancf C, when constructed and arranged
as described.

83,794.—Elias PtHODES, Jr., Clyde, Ohio.—
Horse Say Fori:—?Tovember 3, 1868.—The shoulder
on the lever engages a shoulder on the central shaft,

and thus locks the latter when in position for Uftiog
the load. The lever also enters a notch in the top
of said shaft when the fork is ready to be thrust into
the hav. therebv holding the tines against the sides
of the'shaft.

Claim.—The lever B, formed with the shoulder &,

in combination with the central sliding shaft c,

formed with the shotdder fei, shank or bocly A, con-
sisting of two bars, connected together" at their
upper ends, and supplied with prongs a' a', passing
through shaft c, and cords 6^, g, and g', aU con-
structed and operated substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

83,79.5.—Coxstaxt S. Kouse, Dowagiac, Mich.—Step Ladder.—Xovember 3, 1868.—By means of
holes in the hangers, together with the shifting pin,
the blocks and the platform on the ladders may be
supported at any desired elevation, and when one
continuous ladde'r is formed, it is braced by passing
the pin through the uppermost holes of the hangers.
Claim.—The guide blocks D D, the pin H, and

rounds E E, when combined with the platfoiTn

braces and ladders, as and for the purposes set

forth.

83,796.—HiBBARD Sabix. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Water Heater.—Xovember 3, 1868.—Both the inner
and outer tubes are exposed to steam, and the water,
in taking its course through the annular, intervening
spaces, is in contact wfth two heating surfaces,

against which the entire volume of steam im-
pinires.

Claim.—The arrangement of chambers or pass-
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ages B, B', E, E', E, and i, in respect to internal
and external tubes h and /, so that the steam shall

pass first within and then around the tubes, as de-

scribed.

83,797.— Joseph Theodoti Schmitt, Brook-
lyn, ]Sr. Y.

—

Picture Frame.—^STovcmber 3, 1868.

Claim:—The hollow, continuous shell A, made of
glass or other transparent material, and leaving a
hollow space, c, for the reception of flowers or other
ornaments, substantially as described.

83,798.—David Stuart and Lewis Bridge,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Stuart, Peterson
AND Co., same place.— CooA;w(7 Stove.—Eo\qvii\iq.v
3, 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the ovens D E, fire-

place A, plates h and p, flues efj k m, and the damper
ce, as herein described.

83,799.—ISTathan Thompson, Brooklyn, E. D.,

IST. Y.—Lantern.—Novemhev 3, 1868.—The sectional
wire guard permits the insertion of the glass from
the side. The platform and its back facilitate the
sliding in of the glass. A front check for the glass is

on the bottom jim of the liinged side of the guard.
Claim.—1. The combination of the hinged por-

tion G' E' witli the fixed or stationary portion Gr,

arranged to connect the middle rim B with the head
piece F, substantially as shown and described.

2. The middle rim B, formed or provided with a
raised interior upper surface or platform, H, and
back I, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The sectional rim or flange K, to the lower end
of the portion G' of the guard, provided with a
raised front rim or check, L, to the glass.

83,800. George Topping, Chicago, 111.—
Mittens.—'NoYemher 3, 1868.

Otoim.—Cutting the whole of a mitten, back,
front, and thumb out of one and the same piece of
material, substantially as described and shown.

83,801.—A, 1^. Towne, Chicago, 111.—Ifttsic
Stool and i?ac/(;.—ISTovember 3, 1868.—A combined
piano stool and receptacle for book or sheet music.

Claim.—The arrangement of the seat D, in com-
bination witli the base or music rack A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,803.-Michael Tromly, Mount Vernon,
HI.

—

Clock Movement.—K'ovember 3, 1868.—Instead
of a wiuged fly wheel for regulating the striking
movement, a balance wheel is used, which receives
motion through a rack bar connecting with the pal-

let, which is operated by the scape Avheel. Dogs on
the hand spindle cause' the balance wheel to move
before the scape wheel does, and thus commence the
movement of the scape-wheel pallet.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the escapement
wheel D, the pallet I, with its rollers i i, oscillating

on the rod P, and connected by the link H with the
pendulum rod, substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the balance wheel W,
spring V, rack bar u', rod ii, pallet T, and scape-

wheel C, when employed to regulate aud control the
action of a striking apparatus for clocks, substantially

as described.
3. The arrangement of the dogs x' x', arms S" T',

rock sliafts X t, stop S', and pallet T, substantially

as set forth.

83,803.— William Tuttle, Boston, Mass.—
Street Railway Switch.—'Noxcmhcr 3, 1868.—Tlie
shoe, suspended by rods which pass through a
steadying tube, has both a latersd and vertical mo-
tion and can be lowered to bring it into contact

with the switcli, whicli is provided with suitable

grooves and inclined planes to cause the car to pass

from one track to another.
Claim.—I. The coml)ination of tlie shoe with the

car body, by means of tlie links or rods a and h, when
these links' are connected to the said shoe and body
in such manner as to permit of tlie shoe oscillating or

moving laterally as well as vertically, so as to accom-
modate itself to the sm-faces over, on. or against

which it may pass, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the steadying tube m with
the car body, and the shoe applied thereto, substan-
tially as described.

3. The arrangement and combination of the in-

clined planes or chutes p and q, with the rails S T T',

the flange groove n, and the deflector r'.

4. The coml)ination and arrangemeiit of the in-

clined plane o, the groove n, the inclined planes or
chutes p q, the rails S T T' , and the deflector r'.

83,804.—P. Shelton Tyler, Boston, Mass.—
Paper Boat.— November 3, 1868.— Longitudinal
strips of paper or thin wood, of gradual decreasing
length or width, are attached to those portions of
the side and bottom of the l)oat most subjected to
wear and strain. Transverse strips placed across
the bottom and sides of the inner surface of the
boat serve as braces to strengthen the same under
and at the rower's seat.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a paper boat,
of the sheets or strips c^, c^, &c., as and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. In combination with the strips c^, c^, &;c., the
pieces d^ (P, as and for the purpose set forth.

83,805.—Eichard TV. Tyler, 'Wayne, Mich.—
Saio-Set.—November 3, 1868.—An adjustable saw
holder is provided with a rack, with which a pinion
engages, which latter is actuated by an adjustable
pawl on the lever actuating the die. The saw is fed
along each time the die is raised by the lever.

Claim.—1. The pinion G, provided with concen-
tric series of notches in its upper face, when ar-

ranged, as described, with relation to the toothed
bar F, and operated simultaneously with the die, by
means of the adjustable pawl H applied to lever I),

substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose of
feeding the saw along automatically, and with a
regular, graduated motion.

2. The arrangement of the frame A, die B, lever
D, adjustable pawl H, pinion G, and toothed bar F,
substantially as herein shown and described.

3. The adjustable sliding clamps J, consisting of
jaws xo w', and the hinged, slotted block y, arranged
as described,

83,806.—William S. Van Hoesen, Saugertics,
N. Y.

—

Combined Mop Head and Scrubbing Brush.
—November 3, 1868.

Claim—The combination of the scrubbing brush
A, held by the clamping plate and set-screw handle
C, mop head D, and clamp E, all constructed sub-
stantially as described, and operating as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

83,807.—T. Van Kannel, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Ticket Case.—November 3, 1868.—A projection rises

from the lower edge of the slot in the end of the
case to within a sufficient distance from the top
of the case to allow one card to be pushed out at a
time.
Claim.—The card or ticket case A, provided with

the projection h in the slot g, and constructed in the
manner as and for the purposes described.

83,808. —Jacob Van Norman and William
Young, Easton, Pa.

—

Rain-water Cut-off.—Novem-
ber 3, 1868.—One of the semicircular plates is painted
a difi'erent color from the outside of the drum, and
the same side of the drum is provided with two holes,

so that the painted portion shall come opposite one
of the said lioles when the valve is opened to its full

extent, the object being to ascertain at a glance the
position of the cut-olF.

Claim.—The drum A, provided with exit pipes B
B', and induction pipe C, in combination with the
cut-ofi"e, and semicircular plate d, the drum A being
provided witli holes i i, and one of tlie plates d being
stained, on its outer surface, a different color from
the drum, as aud for the purpose set forth.

83,809.—Andrew West, Burlington, Iowa.—
Bed J?offo»?..—November 3, 1868.—Each slat resting
on the Z-sliaped springs is hinged to tlie head part,

which rests on two upright nieces attached to each
side of the bed, and can be adjusted at any height by
means of the braces.
Claim.—T\\Q Z-shaped springs D D, braces 1 1,
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uprisrlits G G, and slats E E. all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein set forth.

83,810.—William F. "Whitnev, Milton, N. Y.
—Can-iage Spring.—Noxember '3, 1868.—The weight
of the wagon body and load exerts a downward force
against the outer'ends of the extended arms which
act ui)ou tlie springs, causing a torsional resistance.

Claim.—The combination of the torsion springs
B and their attached arms g, arranged for operation
in connection Avith the body and running gear of
a wagon or other A'chiclc, substantially as described,
and for the purpose herein set forth.

83,811.—Charles Wiiittier, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Benjamin F. Campbell,
same place.—<S'«eani. Generator.—November 3, 1868.

—

The generator is made of two shells so connected
with each other, the water tubes, and with the bridge
piece as to allow a free cii'culation of water and to

give an increased heating surface.
Claim.—1. A bridge piece, havingwater and steam

connections with a double shell, in combination with
such double shell and water tubes, constructed and
arranged substantially as herein described.

2. The arrangement of the flues with reference to

the double shell and bridge piece, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The bridge piece d, when constructed substan-

tially as described, and placed in the rear of the fire

bos,' to increase the heating surface of the generator.

83,812.—John W. Wilcox, New York, N. Y.—Box.—November 3, 18G8.—The parts are so cut
and folded as to secure great strength and small
amount in weight of stock. The box is intended for

containing articles to be carried in the mail.
Claim.—1. The supplemental lappets i, in connec-

tion with the lappet D and strengthening folds h,

substantially as described and set forth.

2. The above, in combination with the pocket E,
as and for the purposes specified and set forth.

83,813.—James TVixted, Port Carbon, Pa.—
Railwag Hail Splice.—Novembers, 1868.—A steel bar
is inserted in the upper part of one of the fish pieces
so astobeflush with the tread ofthe rails, andoverlap
the ends of the contiguous rails.

Claim.—The steel bar D, adapted to the rails and
to the splicing bar B', substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

83,814.—'James T. Walker, Albany, N. Y.—
Collar Machine.—November 3, 1868.—The collars or
cuffs are bent in the act of cutting them out, so as to

fit the coiitour of the neck or wrist. The paper is fed
through and guided by the tube to the cutting dies.

Claim.—1. A collar or cuff die, whose face is in-

clined downward from its longitudinal center, or
point corresponding with the folding line, substan-
tially as herein specified.

2. The female die, or its movable bed, constructed
to confoi-m to the face of the male die, by being in-

diued downward fi'om the folding line, substantially
as set forth.

3. The female or counter die B^, constructed as de-
scribed, and aiTanged upon the bed A, with one end
elevated above the other, presenting an inclined face,
substantially as described.

4. In combination witli the slotted follower C^, the
knife Y, so arranged that it shall indent the collar
upon its folding line at each descent of the male die,
sul)stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The slotted folder Z, in combination with the
vertically reciprocating knife Y, substantially as
herein set forth.

6. Forming or bending the collar in the line of the
fold, as it is cut, in contradistinction to creasing the
same, substantially as an#for the purposes herein set
forth.

7. A flat guide tube, tf, made adjustable to suit the
width of the paper, and arranged with the feeding
rollers q and r. for the purposes set forth.

8. The arrangement of the levers V and W, and
cams II andQ, all constructed as shown, and operat-
ing to alternatel}- cause the upward and downward
motion of the knife Y, substantially as shown and
described.

9. A movable collar-shaped bed, C^, in combina-
tion with the dies B^ and A^, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

83,815.—Schuyler S. Case, Marion, N. Y.—
Churn.—November 3, 1868.—A cbaml)cr, formed by
a false bottom and real bottom ofthe churn, commu-
nicates with the pump, from Avhich latter air is forced
through a valve in the false bottom into the churn,
to facilitate the separating ofthe butter.

Claim.—1. The false bottom B, constructed sub-

stantially as described, and provided with a valve,

/, when used in connection with a plunger, F, also

provided with a valve, m, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein set forth

and shown.
2. The removable stock C, to which the barrel E

and false bottom B are attached, when constructed
and arranged as herein shown and described, so as

to form part of the sides of the churn A, as set forth,

for the purpose specified.

83,816 George TJ. Eelyea, Watkins, N. Y.—
3Iachine for Spreading Plaster, Lime, d-c.—Novem-
ber 3, 1868.—The receptacle or sifter may be worked
i ndependently of the corresponding parts on the other
side. The perforated sifters arc provided with
longitudinal bars and vertical division plates for

thoroughly stirring the plaster, before it falls through
the meshes.

Claim.—1. The combination, in the same machine,
of two independent sets of mechanism for sifting plas-

ter, &c., situated end to end, the said sets consisting
of revolving sifters D D', with the inner ends fixed,

but the outer ones resting in slide boxes g g', to throw
out of gear, by means of connections //, G G', and
the axle of the driving wheels, and the shaft of the
sifters, made in halves, the whole arranged as de-

scribed, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

2. The combination, with the perforated sifters D
D', of the angular bars i i and division plates h h,

the whole arranged as described, and operating in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

A 83,817.-Samuel S. Allen, Eichmond, Ind.,

assignor to himself and John B. Moititis, same place.—Oil Blacking for Leather.—November 10, 1868.

—

Composed of neats-foot oil, tar, ivory- black, linseed

oil, tallow, lampblack and turpentine.
Claim.—The within specified composition, as an

oil blacking for leather, mixed in the proportions sub-
stantially as set forth.

83,818.—WiLLiAJi W, Andrew. Grand Rapids,
Mich.—Field ^oJZer.-November 10, 18G8.—The roll-

er is divided in the center, and each half is provided
with a shaft, the outer end of which is provided with
a ball fitting in a socket, and the inner end slides up
and down in grooves in the plates, thus allowing the
rollers to operate on uneven ground.

Claim.—1. The dividing board B, provided with
plates F F and grooves H H, and extended forwai-d

of the frame A, under the pole J, where it is perfor-

ated (e e e) to receive the clevis, all constructed to
operate as specified.

2. The comlnnation of the frame A, box D, rollers

C C, rods G G, and grooved board B, w^hen con-
structed and operating substantially as set fortlu

83,819.-Lewis J. Atwood, Waterbury, Conn.
—Fin C'wsMoji.—November 10, 1868.

Claim.—A. pin cusliion, formed of a ring or disk of
fibrous material, confined between two metallic plates

that are connected together by rivets or other metal-
lic connections, as set forth.

83,820.—E. J. Balcear, Martinez, CaX.—Hair
Restorative.—NovemljerlO, 1868 ; antedated Novem-
ber 7, 1863.-Compo.sed of tlie juice of common soap
root Saponis radix.''

Claim.—The within-described ingredient or root,

treated and prepared in about the manner herein
specified, for the purposes set forth.

83,821.—Horace J. Beemer, ITonesdale, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—November 10, 1868 ; antedated
August 21, 1868.—The tripping lever is composed of
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two parts halved into each other, and so arranged
that when the pivoted arm is extended the jointed
parts lock the lever in place.

Claim.— The hay harpoon, constructed as de-

scribed, and consisting of the shanks A B. pivoted
ai-m c, lever L, made in two parts, m m, and jointed
at (], pivots X i, cross bar E, and grooved pulleys P
P', all constructed, arranged, and operating as set

forth, and for the purpose "specified.

83,822.—Erastus S. Bennett, ]Srew York, K".

Y., assignor to himselfand Justus Smith, same place.

'—Stirrup.—."JJovember 10, 1868 ; antedated October
24, 1868.—The end of the foot support at the open
side is provided with a spring, which prevents the
foot from slipping forward.
Claim.—A stirrup made with one side entirely

open, with a device for preventing its slipping, sub-

•ftantially as and for the purpose set forth,

83,823.—Ephraim M. Berry and Larkin M.
Berry, Saltillo, Ind.—Medical Compound.—'Soxam-
bcr 10, 1868.—Composed of persulphate ferri, stra-

monium, stillingia, valerian, oil of sassafras, and
alcohol.

Claim.—The compound above described, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,824.—John Vreeland Bogert, l^ew York,
N. Y., and MichaEl E. Perkins, Portsmouth, N. H.,
assignors to themselves andJohn F. Lowell, I3ostou,

Mass.

—

Sash Fastener.—November 10, 1868.— "When
the window is closed, a spring operated by a pro-

jection on the sliding sash releases a spring bolt,

which slides over the movable sash, and prevents its

being i*aised.

Claim.—The, sliding bolt and its spring, when ar-

ranged as shown, with the projecting catch spring,

substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

83,825.—W. E. Booraem, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Pasting Labels.—November 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. Preparing (or pasting) and presenting
the labels, ready to be afiixed to the bottles, in the
manner described ; that is to say, by applying the
paste to a plane or board, adapted to transfer the
paste to the back side of the label, over its entire

surface, and pick it up and present it for transfer by
hand to the bottle.

2. An apparatus, composed of a suitable support-

ing siuface, and yielding retaining arms, for holding
a supply of labels, and provided with a movable past-

ing board, for applying the paste to and picking up
the labels, one at a time, as and for the pui-pose de-

scribed.
3. The adjustable and yielding retaining arms, in

combination with the label-supporting table, whereby
the apparatus may be adapted to the use of labels

of difterent sizes and proportions, as hereinbefore
set forth.

83,826.—James T. Boyd, M. D., Indianapolis,

Ind.

—

Uterine Supporter.—November 10, 1868 ; ante-

dated October 31,1868.—By means of the curved wires
the pad can be raised or lowered to adjust it to the
person. The instrument can be enlarged by uncoil-

ing the springs in the back pads to suit the size of

the person.
Claim.—1. The curved wires MM and B, and their

corresponding grooves in the pad A A, with their

fastenings and attachments, in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as set forth.

2. The coiled springs 'or wires on the back of the
pads C C, arranged and attached in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as set forth.

83,827.—Horatio N.Brooks, Bloomingtou, 111.—

Combined Water Elevator and Dairy.-l^tivemhcv 10,

1868.—A cooling apartment is provided with a series

of water tanks, and placed at the side of a structure

over a well, Avhich structure contains a water-elevat-

ing apparatus operated by springs or weights, by
which means water is supplied to the several tanks
in STiccession.

Claim.—T\\e arrangement of a cooling apartment,

C, constructed and furnished substantially as de-

scribed, and an automatic water-elevating apparatus,

substantially as set forth.

83,828

—

David Bruce, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Tijpe
Casting Machine.—November 10, 1868.—The pro-
pelling shaft is connected with a face cam wheel of
a form to operate by three successive movements
upon a vertical cam lever, so as to throw the shaft
out of connection with a loose driving pulley, which
has on its side a spring pawl for locking automati-
cally with the wheel. The cam lever has also a
wedge-shaped tappet for operating the wheel, and
with its frame is connected with a gutter, and a
lever which has two type-registering plates on its

end, with holes, so arranged that they are opened
only when the lever is raised to its full height.

Claim.—1. The loose puUey G-, having a pawl, F,
attached thereto, in combination with the cam wheel
D, having a notch, E, in its periphery, substantially
as hereinbefore set forth.

2. In combination with the di'iving shaft C, the
cam» wheel D, having a cavity, J, in its face, and
planes K and L, substantially as described, and for
the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

3. The combination of the upright cam lever I,

having the tappet H attached thereto, with the said
cam wheel D, when formed as hereinbefore described.

4. The combination of the said upright cam lever
I and frame B with the horizontal registering lever
P, substantially as hereinbefore described, and for
the purposes set forth.

5. In combination with the frame B, the inclined
gutter N, made and arranged substantially as here-
inbefore set forth.

6. In combination with the horizontal registering
lever P, the registering plates E^ and E^, substan-
tially as hereinbefore described, and for the purposes
set forth.

7. In combination with the inclined gutter N and
registering plate E^, the type M, aiTanged and oper-
ating in the manner described and for the pm-poses
set forth.

83,829.—Eobert I. Burbank, Boston, Mass.—
Vegetable Cutter for Animal Food.—November 10,

1868.—A series of rotating carriers operate to bring
the vegetables up to the circular saws, which run
between tliem, their motion, on account of their
larger gear, being slower than that of the saws, be-
tween which latter are clearers to let them spring
laterally without injuring their teeth, annular grooves
being also provided between the hubs of the carriers
to secure the positive action of the saws.

Claim.—1. A series of rotating carriers, A or B,
constructed as vshown and described, and operating
in connection with a series of rotating circular saws,
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. A series of notched clearers, N, constructed,
applied, and arranged for operation, as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of all the operative parts spe-
cified, when an-anged to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

83,830.—C. E. BusHNELL, St. Anthony's Falls,
Wim\. — Head Block—November 10, 1868. — Two
ratchet wheels are attached, one on the end and the
other on the middle pai't of a shaft, their teeth rest-

ing on pawls, of which each succeeding one is shorter
than its preceding one, the wheel fixed at the mid-
dle part being also attached to a lever. A semicir-
cle, with its end fixed to the carriage frame, has two
rows of square holes into which fits a pyi-amidal-
licaded pin, and a set screw passes through an eye
attached to the semicircle. Tire pin and screw being
adjusted the timber may be set by a single movement
of the lever, and lumber may be sawed of any thick-
ness.

Claim.—1. The graduated semicircle, I, restin^r
upon the carriage, and provided with two rows of
scjuaro holes ; the set screw K, armed lever H, re-

ceding x>awls G, ratchet wheels F D, and shaft C, all

arranged to operate in the described mauuQr, for the
purpose specified.

2. The graduated semicircle I, when provided with
two rows of square holes and the set screw K, as
herein described, for the pm'pose specified.

83,83.1.—"W. T. Clement, Northampton, Mass.
—Cutlery.—Is o\ember 10, 1868 j antedated October
28, 1868.
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Claim.—The within-described method of the man-
ufacture of cutlery, consisting in bending the
wrought iron B, and beveling Its ends, as repre-
sented, and afterward compressing it together upon
the steel, and welding ahd drawing it, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

83,832. — D. CoDD, Ottawa, Canada. — Com
Shcller.—Xovember 10, 1868.—A toothed cylinder,
connected with a corrugated belt, has its upper part
inclosed in a casing, leaving an opening from one
end TO the other, and an apron is placed between
bars for inserting the cars, which ai"e caused by the
belt to pass through the machine.
Claim.—\. The toothed cylinder B, and the corru-

gated or grooved endless belt F, in combination with
each other, the toothed surface of said cylinder mov-
ing at right angles to the direction of said endless
belt, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the fan blower S with the
toothed cylinder B and endless belt F, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

3. Operating the endless belt F and fans S from
the toothed cylinder B, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described.

83,833.-TiRGiL P. CouBETT, Alexandria Co.,
Ya..—Potato Digger.—^oxemhGv 10, 1868 ; antedated
October 31. 1868.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
revolving-toothed cylinder or bar C. scoop A, with
pronged front spring bars s s s, and wings W "W,
constructed and operating substantially as and for
the pm-pose set forth.

83,834.-Harry C. Cotter and George G.
Greexe, Fort T7ayne, JjaCi.—Safety Switch Lock.—
November 10, 1868'.—A laterally-moving bar is pro-
vided Avith catches projecting through openings in
a guard and actuated by means of eccentric levers
pivoted to a bai-. A reciprocating bar in the rear, in
connection with recesses and rods, serves to lock the
bar and catches in position.

Claim.—The stop bar A, carrying stops a a' a" a'",
and eccentric levers C C, in combination with the
stop bar H, having recesses vi n, the whole being
constructed in the manner and for the pui-pose sub-
stantially as set forth and described.

83,833.—GusTAV Cra^iee and Julius Gross,
St. Louis, ilo.

—

Posing Apparattcs for Photograph-
ers.—Xovember 10. 1868.
Claim.—I. The body rest A, when provided with

flexor joints. ?n, and extension torsion joints, ii, con-
structed substantiallv as herein described and set
forth.

2. The leg rests B, when constructed so as to be
able to follow all the movements of the human leg,
and be adjustable thereto, as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The arm rest C, when oonstmeted so as to be
able to follow aU the movements of the human arm,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

83,836—AViLLUui D. Cutler. Philadelphia, Pa.
—Article of Food Prepared from Fish and Potatoes.
•—Xovember 10, 1863.
Claim.—The within-described mixture of desic-

cated potato and fish, as a new commercial article.

83,837.—Charles B. Davies, Dayton Ohio.—
Key-hole (ritard.-Xovember 10, 1868.—A metal
cap provided with an arm. to which is attached a
spring, is inserted in the outside key-hole of a lock
and held in position by a screw bolt from the inside.

Claim.—Cap A, provided with projecting arm B
and spring C, when used in connection with bolt D,
perforation as described, and thumb screw E, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purposes set forth.

83,838.-Samuel Day, Delavan, in.— Cultiva-
tor.—^orcmhev 10, 1868.—An elbow lever or crank
is pivoted to the frame and provided at one end with
a slot through which passes a pin on a pivoted tongue.
Tho oth^r end of the said crank is connected to a le-

ver by which the direction of the machine may be
instantly changed.

Claim.—In a corn cultivator the mode of guiding
the machine and shovels by means of the crank 1)

and connections, with the lever o, as and for the pur-
poses above described.

83,S39.^Ja3ies F. Earl, San Francisco. Cal.
—Harvester.—Xovember 10, 1868.—The cutter frame
is so arranged that it can be raised or lowered with-
out hindering the working of the gearing, and the
rake and platform are so constructed that"the gavel
may be discharged at either end, the machine cut
ting back and forth on the same side of the lield,

while the guiding wheel, by various devices, is al-

ways maintained in a vertical position when used on
a side hill

Claim.—1. The vertical adjustment of the cutter
frame, relative to the main frame, upon a pivot or
shaft, in advance of the main axle, by means and
substantially in the manner described.

"

2. The arrangement of the driving gear, in combi-
nation with the vertically-adjustable'cutter frame,
substantially as described, whereby the height of said
frame may b'e adjusted without disturbing'the work-
ing relation of the gear shafts.

3. The rake head, constructed as described, in
combination with teeth applied thereto, and oper-
ating substantially as described.

4. "The manner of actuating the rakes by means of
the straps or belts, and drums or rollers, and shifting
clutches, operating as described.

5. Operating the shifting clutches, by means of the
rake head actinc: alternately thereon through the
clutch levers, as described.

6. The slotted plate, to which the middle fingers
are attached, forming the box inclosing the springs,
and permitting the "-u-ithdrawal of the lever staple
and the removal of the sickle, as described.

7. The ari'angement of the fulcrum of the reel
frame in rear of and above the pivot or axis around
which the sickle fi-ame is adjusted, in combination
with means for simultaneously adjusting said frames,
whereby the relation of reel and sickle is vaiied when
the height'of cut is varied, as described.

8. The hollow reel shaft, provided with the end
hubs and with the central stiffening sleeve and cen-
tral hub, as described.

9. The adjustment of the steering wheel upon a
horizontal axis or pivot, for the imrpose of maintain-
ing the same in a vertical position. iiTCspective of
the positiou'of the main frame and cutters.

10. The attachment of the di-iver's stand or seat
and the sickle-adjusting mechanism to the horizontal
axis upon which the steering wheel is adjusted, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

11. The combination, with the grain platform, of a
reciprocating rake, adapted to deliver the grain at
either end ot the platform, as set forth.

83,840.—John Elliott and William Lee,
Chippewa, Ohio.

—

Sheep Rack.—Xovember 10. 1868.
Claim.—The hinged covers C D, so arranged and

combined with the rack A as to form a roof when
folded up, and grain trough when turned down, in
the manner as described.

83,841.—Samuel S. Ferris, Xew York, X. Y.,
assignor to himself and "Wilua3I O. Eobbixs. same
place.

—

Machine for Making Sheet Glass.—Xovem-
ber 10, 1868.—The melted glass is poured on a table
on which are side pieces to regulate the opening
through which it passes, and, consequently, the thick-
ness of the layer. The platform is made of hinged
plates with slides, and is inclosed by a casing, which
has openings with slides to regulate its temperature,
and also an adjustable roller to press the glass upon
it, and straighten any bend.

Claim.— 1. A pair of rollers, formed hollow, and
provided with means, substantially as specified, for
regulating their temperatm'c, in combination with
the inclined table g and movable side pieces h, for
regulating the width of the melted glass passing to
said rollers, substantially as set forth.

2. The platform ^-, formed of a series of plates
hinged together, in combination with the rollers 6
and c, and straightening roller s, for the purposes
and substantially as set forth.
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83,842.—Edward Eord, San Francisco, Cal.—
Quartz CVus/ier.—^fovembec 10, 1868.—A series of
dies are placed one above another, and also a series
of stamps acting against the dies by means of springs
operated by cams and tappets, so that, as the ore is

fed to one stamp, it is reduced enough to pass through
u screen to the second one, where it is made still

finer. r

Claim.—The horizontally acting batteries A and
B, -when placed one above the other, and acting
against the vertical dies E E, with the screen M^
and feeding the ore from one to the other, the whole
constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purposa herein described,

83,843.—XORMAN N. Gordon, Rochester, IsT.

T., assiaraor to himself and Eobert Boyd, same
place.—T/i?7; CoKiMng.—lSoYamhQ-v 10, 1868.—The
jack is formed with two journals projecting inwardly,
having a space between them, and connected with
a thill iron which has an eye with a narrow neck
entering the space to couple the parts, the eye being
held forward by packing adjusted by screws in tlie

rear.

Claim.—1. The combination of the closed eye d,

provided with narrow neck/, with the jaws a a, pro-
vided with the separated bearings or journals b b, the
whole arranged as described, and operating in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the sliding
pressure plate h, provided with lugs, i i, which rest
upon the jaws, the said plate serving to apply the
rubber block to the bearing, through media of screws
k k, as herein described.

83,844.-H. B. Goucher, Pecatonica, 111.—
Wine or Cider Mill.—^Xovember 10, 1868.—An im-
provement on S. A. Hebard's patent of September 1,

1863. The apron is held distended to its fullest width
by means of continuous ropes placed by its sides in

connection with elastic bands fixed to its edges and
the ropes.

Claim.—The apron C, ropes C, and elastic bands
D, when arranged and employed substantially as
and for the purpose set forth and described.

83,845.—AxDREW J. Gove, San Francisco, Cal.—Dredging Ifac/u'nc—I^ovember 10, 1868.

Claim.—The beam E, turning about the axis c,

and the governing chain G G' moving about the
drum H, together with the excavator B, and its lever
D, pivoted to the beam E at the point "^j also the
regulating chain I; the whole constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The be.im E, and the lever D, with its excavator
B, working in the well or opening a, substantially as
and for the purpose herein described.

83,846.—William C. Grimes, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Pressure Blower.—}So\em\)ey: 10, 1868.—Upon
the coupled ends of two sliafts are fixed two disks,
to which are attached bellows, the inflexible sides
of which are secured to each disk, and, as they re-

volve, the opposite sides of the bellows approach
and recede. The air passes into and from the
bellOAVs through apertures in the disk, then into
a semicircular chamber, and thence through a tul>e

to the place required.
Claim.—1. A scries of rotative bellows, c c c, in

combination with the angled shafts B B, arranged
to operate substantially as hereinbefore described,
and for the purpose sot forth.

2. The arrangement of a series of valveless bellows
between two rotative disks or obtuse cones that
revolve in planes inclined, the one to the other, as
hereinbefore described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The semicircular air chamber E, in combination
with the disks D D' and the bellows C C, arranged
to operate as hereinbefore described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

83,847.—Andrew M. Hall, Falmouth, Me.-
Potato Digger.—Xovcmber 10, 1868.—A screen is

hnng on swinging arms pivoted to the roar end of
the carriage frame, a vibrating screcner being set in
motion by a diagonal arm. An adjustable plate con-
nected with the arms and screener is raised and

lowered by a lever. The forward end of the screener
is held by bent rods, the bent parts passing through
holes in the screener so as to "vibrate it.

Claim.—1. The combination of arms h, pivoted at
i and y, plate j, clamps k, hand or lever piece I, to
adjust the screener E, when desired, support the rear
end of it, and still to allow of its vibrating motion,
as herein set forth.

2. The bent rods o, when used to sustain the screen
E, allow of its vibrating motion on the parts p, and
also to aid in supporting the rear end of the plow D,
as herein set forth.

3. The adjustable wings of the rotating fans F, as
herein set forth.

4. Moving the fan F, and imparting a vibratory
motion to the screen E, simultaneously, by means of
the revolving axle 6, by the devices 'and as herein
set forth.

83,848.—J. R. Hamilton, M. D., Dexter, Me.—
Yalve at the Ends of Tubes.—N'ovember 10, 1868.

—

The valve is composed of an India-rubber tube in
which is made an incision a little below the inside of
the closed end, leaving one-third of the inner surface
uncut. The valve holder has a cylindrical end to
receive the open end of the valve, and below is made
larger, and has a screw cut on its outer surface.

Claim..—I. The valve C, formed by the partial
excision of the closed end of a hollow cylinder, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purposes hereia
set forth".

2. The valve holder, combined and arranged with
the foregoing, as and for the purposes specified,

83,849.-E. B. HAMLm, St. Louis, Mo.—Pctmi
Can.—Xovember 10, 1868.—The lip of the reinforc-
ing band is to be hammered down upon the can when
put on. The cover is secured by wires attached at
their lower ends to ear pieces and bent over the
top.

Claim.—1. The reinforcing band B, when con-
structed with a lip, b, at its top edge, and attached
to the can A, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described and set forth.

2. The locking pieces E, when constructed and
employed as and for the purpose herein shown and
described,

83,850.—George Hammer, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Alfred Butz, same place,— Cork-cutting Machine.—ISTovember 10, 1868.—The
live spindle for rotating the cork presented to the
knife is driven by means of a chain passing over
pulleys, one of which is the driver, and receives mo-
tion through bevel wheels and a belt from the main
shaft, and has a clutch actuated by a lever and arnu
A rocking arm, actuated by an inclined plane and a
spii-al spring on a spindle, gives the sliding move-
ments to the spindle for alternately grasping or re-

leasing the corks.

Claim.—1. The sliding spindle frame D, when its

live spindle J is actuated by the clutched chain pulley

f, and clutch lever k, substantially as and iior the
purpose specified.

2. Operating the sliding spindle J', by means of
the double lever K, spring i^, and inclined plane i",

substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. In combination with the cutting disk C, the
sliding saddle P, when its vibrating head piece Q is,

respectively to the stops q q and gauge 0', arranged
substantially in the manner and for the pui'ROse set

forth.

4. The described combination of the mechanism
for slicing the cork, and for tapered and cylindrical -

cutting, when the same are so arranged as to be
simultaneously operated from one driving sjaaft. A,
substantially as specified.

83,851.—E. K. Harvey, Quincy, Ohio.—Corn
Harvester.—'Soxemhcr 10, 1868.—The stalks are
pressed down upon and cut by a saw by means of a
reel, and, when cut, they arc carried to the rear
platform in a standing i^osition by means >of belts

and guides.
Claim.—The belt F, guides n n, belts E E, and

saw U, combined, arranged, and operating as set

forth.
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83,852—Henry Havell, ISTewark, X. J.—2Ia-
chine for Bending Carpet-hag Frames.— Xovember
]0, 1868 : antedated October -24, 1868.—Ductile metal
is •wrapped around a former by means of a roller

•worked by rack •wheels I'otating around the former,
bending and shaping the metal correspondingly.
Claim.—An improved machine for making travel-

ing-bag frames, consisting of its several parts,
herein described, combined and arranged substan-
tially as described, and for the jiurposes set forth.

83,853—Silas Hewit Seneca Falls, ?^. T.—
C/Vo-n.—Xovembcr 10. 1S68: antedated October 31,
1868.—Fixed to the inside of the cliurn are four
V-shaped breakers. The dasher, made in the form
of a frustum of a pyramid, has wings on its sides
set obliquely to the shaft.

Claim.— 1. The dasher A A', •when constructed
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The dasher, •when constructed as described, in
combination with the breakers a a a a. as specified.

3. The combination of the body, the frame B, the
dasher A A', and the breakers a a a fl, as and for
the liui'poses set forth.

83,854. — S.v3n:EL Holmes, 180 High Hol-
born. England. — Taper Burner. — IsTovember 10,

1868 ;
patented in England March 23, 1863.—A tube

is connected with the lower end of the •wick tube,
thus forming a casing, •which insulates the -nick
tube from the fluid, while a gas-tight joint between
the wick tube and the sliding tube around it pre-
vents the escape of the vapor.

Claim.—1. The combination of the insulating cas-
ing, the packed, gas-tight .joint, and the valve, con-
structed to operate substantially as before described.

2. The combination, with the insulating casing,
the packed, gas-tight joint, and the valve, of the
lever i^ and screw i^. substantiallv as shown in
Fig. 2.

83,855.—EDvriN J. Horxer. T^ilmington. Del.
—Car Spring.—'^^ovemhev 10, 1868.

Claim.—In combination with a suitable box, A,
provided with an overlapping lid D, with inner pins
I, the an-angement of the concentric springs a, b,

and d, the three being graduated, and extending one
above the otlier. as slibwn, and held in position by
the pins I. for the purpo.se of suiting the light, me-
dium, and heavy weight of a raih'oad car, all as
shown and described.

83,856.—SA5ruEL Hl-xter. Andrew Co., Mo.—
Sawing Machine.—Xovember 10. 1868.—Semicircu-
lar notches are cut at diflFerent points along the bot-
tom of the upper plate and top of the lower plate.
The upper plate is hinged, so that tlie driving shaft
of the horse power may be introduced l)ctween the
two plates, which afltbrd a bearing for said shaft, the
notches serving to accommodate the shaft, from
whatever direction it may be presented.

Claim.—The plates a «', the lower rigid, the up-
per pivoted, provided with the orifices c c', adapted
to varying the direction of the driving shaft, sub-
stantially as described.

83.857.—WnxL\M W. Jeffery, Greenvie^w,
and Cyrus Snyder, Middletown, HI.—Automatic
Car Coupling. — November 10, 18CS. — Consists of
two hooks, having br.ckward projecting ends, and so
arranged that both hooks may be uncoupled by one
movement of a double cam.
Claim.—ThQ link.s A' B', constructed and arranged

as described, with the pins C C, and double cam D
in the draw head.s, a^ and for the purpose set forth.

83.858. — Jacob 0. Joyce, Dayton, Ohio.—
Ptiwp.—Xovembcr 10, 1HG8. —At one side of the
connection li<^twcen the valve chamber and the air
and piston cylinders the water flows into the bottom
of the piston cylinder, and at the other side into the
upper end through an elongation of the passage.
A third passage connects the valve chamber directly
with the air chamber. It is a combined suction and
force pump.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
he valves N, X', and M' with the openings U, Y,

38 p—YOL. n

and II, substantially as and for the purposes spe-

cified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the piston,

chamber B, piston or plunger D, tube or cylinder E,
and discharge pipe G, with the flues or passages K,
IT, and V, substantially as specified.

3. The combination and an*angcment of the air

chamber A, piston cylinder B, piston or plunger D,
tube or passage E, and pipe G. with the passages
E, IT. and V, valves X, X', and M, witli their open-
ing T, substantially as and for the purposes spe-

ciiied.

83,859. —Bexjajiix D. Kay ar.d Henry E.
Kay, Fall liiver, Mass.

—

Adjustable Box for Arbor.
cCc-^^ovember 10. 18G8.—When, by u.se, the axis of
the arbor is made to deviate from the center of the
casing, it can be readjusted by turning the sido

screws, and thus setting the brasses.

Claim.— The brasses B', B'^, &c., hinged in the
casing A. and arranged relatively to the" arbor M,
the liinge screws C, and adjusting screws Di D^, or
their equivalents, substantially as and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.

83,860 BiCHARD A. Kendall and TxHomas
Kendall, Mineral Point, "Wis.— Railway-track
Cleaner.—Consists of tilting boards, tipping to each
side, and operated by cams and rods, together with
a hinged scraper at one end of the car, and a, head-
board similarly hinged at the other, all being con-
nected and operating together to load and unload.

Claim.—A railroad-track clearer, composed of tho
shovel A, attached to the check board E by lever.s

C C and rods D D, in combination with tJie hinged
and divided platform, operated by the rods L, sub-
stantially as described, as and for the purposes spe-

cified.

83,861. — Isaac King, Germantown, Ohio.

—

Beehive.—Xoveraber 10, \.QGid<.—The lower two cham-
bers, as well as the interior case of the upper one,
have comb frames. The case is used in summer for
rearing queens, and in the winter the bees room
therein, the middle chamber being in the latter case
removed, and the upper chamber mounted directly
upon the lower.

Claim.—The combination of chamber A nith re-

movable chamber B and the interior box D and
chamber C, v.-ithont the intei-position of a diaphragm,
when the parts are constructed, ventilated, and ar-

ranged in tlic manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

83,862.—Bichard Knott. Suisun, Col.-Rorse-
poivcr Fastener.—Xovember 10, 1808.

Claim.—The arrangement of the frame A, with
arms E E. attached to the timbers C C, the hooks
G G, and adjusting screws I I for fastenin,^ tho
horse-power to the ground, retaining it in position,

and leveling it, substantially as herein described.

83,863.—'^Vn.LLA.M H. Laubach, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Steam Generator.—Xovember 10, 1863.—^Each
series of vertical heating tubes constitutes one of
the sections of which a boiler is made up. A single
transverse pipe supplies the upper, horizontal feed
tubes of all the section.^, and each of said tubes
supplies feed water to a series of vertical teed tubes
inclosed within the tubes which are exposed to the
fire. By this arrangement the water may be con-
veyed from the source of supply to the point where
it is heated without being brought in contact with
the steam.

Claim.—1. The combination of the transverse
pipe a, the horizontal pipes b, and the inner vertical

feed pipes b c, constructed substtintially as described.
2. The feed pipes b c. in combination with the

steam pipes d, and the outer tubes e, as set forth.

3. The constrjiction of the hoii^contal water pipes
b, and the iKuiiiontal steam pipes d, combined as
herein described.

83,864 Jacob Laux, Cleveland. Ohio.—Sleigh
Runner.—Xoveraber 10, 1868.—Dct^igned for ready
attachment to the body of a caiTiage. The plates,

which join together the rail and standards of the
runner, form seats or bearings for the axles of the
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carriage body, the axles being clamped thereto "by a
eap.
Claim.—1. The semi-disks or plates T, radial

arms H H', in combination -with the sleigh runner,
in the manner as and for the purpose specified,

2. The cap J', provided Tvith a groove, K', as ar-

ranged, in combination with the plates J, for tbe
purpose and in the manner set forth.

3. The center E, vrben constructed in two sec-
tions; in the manner substantially as set forth.

83,865.—David H. Lowe, Boston, Mass.—Ta-
por Burner.—ISTovember 10, 1868.—A tube conveys
naphtha from the reservoir to tlie burner, and a non-
conducting svibstance is applied to the tube near the
base of the burner, in order that the heat shall iiot

be communicated to the naphtha until it arrives at
the mouth of the burner. The cap may be applied
to the ordiuarj' burner for the purpose of varying
the form and number of jets.

Claim.—The reservoir A, burner C, perforated
cap G, and non-conducting material D, when all are
constructed and arranged to operate as shown and
described.

83,866.— Alfred E. Lysiait, ^Northampton,
Mass.—Weeding S'oe.—November 10, 1868.—The
blades are held by a bolt passing through the stand-
ard, and ai'c prevented from moving by a pin on the
lower flange fitting in one of the series of holes in
the blades and lioldiugthem when properly adjusted.
By means of an eccentric collar on the bolt the cut-

ting point of the blade can be raised or lowered to

cut deeper or shallower.
Claim.—The graduating expansive weeding hoe,

(or weed cutter,) as substantially described and
herein set forth.

83,867.— Peter McCoLLUjr, Eayette, Mo.—
Gate.—November 10, 1868.—The gate is counter-
poised, and raised or opened in a vertical plane.
The lower part is hinged to the upper, so that it may
be opened upward, to permit small stock to pas's

under the gate.
Claim.—The gate A A', when arranged in two

parts, hinged together, so as to allow the bottom
part to be folded up or thrown open, as described.

83,868.- James T. McDougall, San Eran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Apparatus for Collecting Precious Met-
als.— November 10, 1868.—Improvement on his
patent of January 7, 1868. The invention relates to
the construction of the sluices for (quartz mills,

placer mining, <fce.

Claim:—1. Vertical or inclining iron standards
C C, with stems or bars D D, resting on a plate or
plates of copper, B, or plates of some other metal
having affiuity for mercury, when used for collect-

ing the precious metals, substantially as described.
2. Iron standards, Avith a supporting horizontal

base, on the edge of whicli there are projections,
E E. so that, when placed side by side, open spaces,
E E, M'ill be formed between the said standards,
having one or more stems or bars projecting up-
ward, all of A^'hich serve as riffles when placed in
running water, substantially as and for the pui-pose
specified.

3. Iron stands, with hollow projecting stems, H,
containing bars, slips, or tubes of copper, H', or
other metal liaving afiiinity for mercury, communi-
cating with the water outside through slits or open-
ings, I I, sul)stantially as described.

4. Copper resting on iron, the iron resting on cop-
per, the copper having amalgamated, silvered, or
mercm'ialized surfaces wlien placed in sluice boxes,
or other apparatus, or equivalent device, designed
to intercept and collect the precious jnetals moving
with the T\atei', i)i the manner and for tlie purposes
herein specified.

5. Tlic metallic obstructing and collecting sur-

faces, or equivalent device, separately or in combi-
nation, wlicther iilaced in sluice boxes, concentra-
tors, or other appai-atus for collecting the precious
metals moving in running water, substantially as

described.

83,869.—AYiLLiam McKee and Charles IT.

Jordan, Washington, D. C—Blind Hinge.—ISo-

vember 10, 1868.—The latch is pivoted at one end to
the window frame, and its other end carries a forked
or notched head, which, by engagement with the
shutter leaf of the hinge, renders the two parts of
the hinge rigid in relation to each other, and thus
holds the shutter firmly.

Claim-.—The arrangement and combination of the
latch D with its forked head H, when operated as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

83,870.—"W. A. McLaughlin-,New York, N.T.—Machine for Cutting out Garments.—November
10, 1868.—A feeding clamp is combined with a re-

ciprocating cutter and with rollers, for presenting
several thicknesses of material to the action of tho
cutter, so that pieces of cloth or muslin to be used in

the manufacture of shirts, &c., may be cut accurately
from the smoothly presented fabric.

Claim.—The slider u and clamping lever t, con-
structed as set forth, and actuated bylhe arms and
rock shaft q, in combination with the follower e' and
toggles /, actuated as specified, to operate the cut-

ters when the feeding device is not acting upon tho
cloth, as set forth.

83,871.—E. G. McMillan, Norwalk, Ohio.—
Farm Fence.—November 10, 1868.—The fence is sus-

tained by the stakes and band, the former affording
tlie requisite lateral support, and the latter binding
the fence down. The ends of the band are secured
to the stakes.

Claim.—The band C, cap I, and stakes D. as ar-

ranged in combination with the posts G and rails A,
for the purpose and in the manner substantially as
set forth.

83,872.—S. I. Merrill, Ealraouth, Me., as-

signor to D. U. TouNG and M. C. Merrill, same
phtce.

—

Medical Plaster. — November 10, 1868.

—

E.esin. mutton tallow, beeswax, fir balsam, alcohol,

and fir oil.

Claim.—The above-described compound of ingre-

dients, in the named proportion, for the purposes
set forth.

83,873.—Alexander Moncrieff, "Woolwich,
England.

—

Gun Carriage.—November 10, 1868 ;
pat-

ented in England, June 4, 1866.—By the shifting of
the fulcrum the statical momentum of the balanco
Aveight is made to preponderate so greatly over that
of the gun that it will, when allowed free action,

after the loading of the gun, raise the same into its

original posiiion.

Claim.—TliC before-described system of mounting
and Avorking ordnance, Avhereby the gun is sup-
ported upon a moA-ing fulcrum, which, on the firing

of the giin, is caused to shift ne;u"er to the gun, and
farther from a counter Avcight, spring, or other
force, while at tlie same time the guiii is brought into

a lowered position for reloading, and is the"n auto-

matically raised into position for firing.

83,874.—Samuel C. Moore, Boston, Mass.—
.La!»2'-—November 10, 1868.—By traversing the up-
per section of the Avick tube, the cap or cone may
ho set at a greater or less elevation, to adapt the cap
to the size of the blaze and prevent smoking.
Claim.— 1. The combination and arrangement of

the cap n, cup G, hangei's I, slide E, and tube B, all

constructed and operating in the manner described.
2. So arranging the chimney supporters that tho

lower edge of tlie chimney shall extend below tho
level of the rim of the base plate, substantially as
described and shown.

3. The liangers or supporters I, whether depend
ing from the base iilate or rising from the scrcAv cup,
Avhcn so arranged as to support the lower edge of
tho cliimney below the rim of the base plate, as and
for the purpose set forth.

83,875.-L. n. Morrill, "West Cumberland,
Me.—Horse liakc.—'Novcmhcr 10, 1868.—The spring
has a tendency to liold the clutch away from the pin
on the axle, but by means of the lever the clutch
may be forced into engagement Avith the pin, so that
the clutch shall bo rotated by the axle, and operate
through the medium of the chain, &.c., to elevato

tho rake teeth. An automatic device is employed
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to release the clutch and drop the teeth as soon as

1 he windi'ow has been passed.
Claim.—The sliding clutch c on the axle 6, to-

gether with its spring /, chain t, lever g, and pin d,

get in the axle b, alias and for the purposes set forth,

the clutch being attached to the axle at the center,

to make the draught upon the cattle even when the

rake head is being lifted.

83,876.—Hexry B. Myer, Philadelphia, Pa-
Gas jB?fr?i<;r.—Xovember 10, 1868.—The lower tip

has a side aperture tlirough which the gas is allowed

to liow when the tip is slightly raised or looseued in

its socket ; in this way an increased supply may be

allowed to flow upward when desired. The inter-

nal valves are designed to prevent " blowing'' under
a strong h«ad of gas.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the upper tip J, metal-

lic crown C, glass body A, valve KorK', a lower tip

with side apertui-e ora'perturesE", therein, and base
B, all constructed substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

83,877.—Ben-jamixISTott, Albany, X. Y.—Illu-

minator for f<tovcs, Grates, cGc—November 10, 1868.

—The metallic frame or case, constitutuig the door,

is closed at front by a glass plate, behind which the

glass cylinders are'arrauged. The case is opened to

the lire, but may be closed, at its rear, by doors or
dampers. The; cylinders are designed to reflect the

light and diffuse it throughout the room.
^ Claim. — 1. The within-described illuminator,

hinged to a stove or other heater in the manner and
answering the purpose of a door, as set forth.

2. The hollow glass cylinders F, having currents
of air circulating through them, substantially as and
for the purpose as set forth.

3. Using glass cylinders to transmit the light from
a stove or heater, when protected by adjustable doors
or dampers iu rear thereof, as set forth.

4. The cylinders F, in combination with the plates

D and E, or either of them, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

5. The cylinders F, in combination with the doors
C and C, or either of them, substantially as set forth.

6. The combination of the cylinders F, plates D
and E, or either of them, with the doors C and C, or
either of them, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination of the cylinders F, plates D
and E, or either of them, doors C and C or either of
them, with a stove, or door of a stove, substantially

as set forth.

83,878.-William F. Osborx, Mount Pleasant,
Pa.

—

Harrovj.—November 10, 1868.—When the har-

row is raised bodily, the lever handles interlock and
hold the harrow teeth;slightly above the ground. In
tHrning up the sections of the harrow so as to make
them rest tipon the frame, for transportation, the
lifting is done partly by the hands of the di'iver

and partly by the levers. The tongue may be freed
from a catch and allo-\ved to swing round'so that it

shall act directly, and not by side'strtiin, upon the
harrow in turning it around.

'

Claim.—1. The combination substantially as set
forth, with a han-ow, of a supporting carriage, in-

closed withiu the harrow, and carrying devices for
lifting the harrow at the will of the driver.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, with
a supporting carriage and hinged haiTOw frame, of
the interlocking lilting levers, for the purpose speci-
fied.

3. The combination, as set forth, with the support-
ing wheeled can-iage carrying a seat for the driver,
of the centrally hinged sectional harrow frame, ar-

ranged to fold upon the carriage for transportation,
without interfering with the driver.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth, with
the supporting carriage, of the pivoteel tongue and
locking catch, for the purpose specified.

83,879.—Joseph J. Pierce, Maquoketa, Iowa.
—Wagon Brake.—^oxcmher 10, ] 868.—The brakes
ar3 applied by the partial rotation of a rock shaft
wnich is mounted, parallel witli the axle, upon the
hounds, and connected to the brake bar by arms and
rods. Springs retract the brakes and collars serve
as stops.

Claim.—The combination of the lever K, arm F,
slot and bolt H, and rack L, the rock shaft D, arms
M M, rods IST N, collars O O, springs E R, and bar
P, the whole combined, arranged and operating as
described.

83,880.—James Potter, Portland, Mc—Bail-
xvay Rail.—November 10, 1868 ; antedated October
28, 1868.

Claim.—1. The chairs d, when secured to tho
sleepers c, as described, by bolts/and braces i i', as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The base e, in combination with brases i i',

part m, and screw bolt n, as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The construction of the brace it', with projection
m and slotted base jj', operating as described, on the
rail and chair.

4. The method of attaching the whole rail a to the
chair, by means of base e, braces i i', and clamps s r
t, constructed and combined as herein set forth.

5. The combination of the divided rail b with the
base e, chair d, clamps v w, and braces i i', as and
for the purposes set forth.

83,881.—Fitch Eaymoxd and August Miller,
Cleveland, Ohio.—fr«?c.—November 10, IBfiS.—The
spring is so applied that in opening the gate it rises

and thus passes over objects that might otherwise
create obstruction.

Claim-.—The spring F and hinges C, as constructed
and arranged, in combination Avith the gate, for the
piu'pose and in the manner specified.

83,882.—Egbert Peilly, Baltimore. Md.—iJy-
dra?it—November 10, 18o8: antedated October 27,

1868.—The valve is unseated by depressing the plun-
ger, bearing down upon the discharge nozzle. The
cylinder steadies the plunger during its vertical

movements, and the packing excludes water from
the upper part of the main chamber. The entire hy-
drant, save the bottom section and pipe, may be
readily unscrewed and -withdrawn from its ca-sing.

Claim.—1. The combination of the parts C ITE,
the two former capable of being firmly attached to-

gether, by the screw N, with the tubular plunger I,

having the discharge pipe J, when so arranged as to

enable the operator to detach and remove the hy-
drant from the pipe, by simply tm-niug the handle of
the plunger, substantially as described.

2. The combination of'the packing L, and cylinder
K, Avith the plunger I, walls C C, valve F, spring G,
and stem H, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

83,883,—Nathan- P. Ryder, Boston. Mass.—
Hasp for Trunk Locks.—November 10, 1863.—The
eye, through which the lock bolt passes, is connected
to the hasp iu such a manner as to admit or its turn-

ing in the same, so that the cover of the trunk may bo
moved or shifted without danger of breaking the eye.

Claim.—The eye E, so attached to tlie hasp D'as
to allow a motion of the latter independently of the
eye, as and for the purpose specified.

83,884.—Mrs. Mary Axn H. Saurman, Phila-
delphia, l?a.—Bath-room Eack.—'Novera.'bev 10,1868.
—The receptacles are designed to hold articles for

the toilet used in a bath-room.
Claim.—A series of receptacles, for the purpose

described, arranged and applied, so that tho water
dripping fi'om them will be conducted to a place of
discliarge, substantially as set forth.

83,885.—Frederick W. Schultz and Johx A,
Wilson, Baltimore, 'M<\..—Steam. JTeofcr.—Novem-
ber 10, 1863.—Heated water passes from the water
back of a kitchen range into a boiler, and thence into
the coils, from which It flows, Avhen cooled, back to

the boiler, to be again delivered to the range and
heated. Air, supplied from a draught flue, is warmed
bj' contact Avith the coils.

Claim

.

—1. In combination Avith the elevated water
back, the boiler and steam-coils, made and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose'sot
forth.

2. The screw-thread form of the coil pipes, when
so arranged in series that the threads of the adjacent
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pipes shall nearly or quite touch each other, and
leave openings hetweeu them for the air to pass
through and become heated, by impinging upon the
extended surface, substantially as described.

3. In combination witli a hot-Trater heater, the in-

troduction of the cold air from the top or upper part
of the house, by means of a turn cap, air liue, and
valve, substantially as described.

4. The supplemental air flae and valve to furnish
air momentarily, v^-hile the turn cap may be veering,
substantially as described.

83,886.—Frederick Shaller, Hudson, 1^. T.—
Oas Burner Attachment.—ISTovember 10, 1868.—The
flame being ramified in passing through the wire
cone, is increased in volume, and thus made to answer
the requirements of jewelers, dentists, and others
who employ the blow-pipe lt)r soldering.

Claim.—The wire cone or cap, A, in combination
•U'ith the support h and spring c, constructed and
employed substantially as and for the purpose set

forth,

83,887.— Jajies B. Stevenson, Bloomington,
111.

—

lietiirn Drips for Pumps.—November 10, 1868.

—The return pipe, placed alongside of the pump
stock, has hinged to it a funnel, which latter is held
in position to catch the waste water by means of a
spring, and is easily forced back by the bucket when
water is wanted from the well.

Claim.—The combination of the funnel, conductor,
pipe, hinge, guide, and spring, all arranged as de-

scribed, and for the use specified.

83,888.—John Taggart, Boston, Mass.—Ifa-
chine for Spliting Leather.—November 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a set of feeding
rollers, (provided with meclianism for operating
them,) a series of rotai-y cutters. E, carrying frame,

1), therefor, and mechanism for revolving such cut-

ters, and imparting to the carrying frame a recipro-

cating rectilinear movement in order to cause such
cutters to cut a sheet of leather into separate pieces
or sheets, when it is forced against them by the action
of the feeding rollers.

2. In such a combination, the employment or com-
bination of a Hiechanism Avith the cutters, such as

will cause those of them on one side of the medial
vertical line of their sustaining frame to revolve in

directions opposite to those in which the remainder
'of such cutters arc made to revolve, the same being
for the purpose of stretching the leather in opposite
ways Avhile the cutters may be in action on it to

cut it.

3. The combination and arrangement of Rliarpen-

ing devices, s s t, or mechanism, with the feefl rollers,

and the series of rotary knives or cutters,, their sup-
porting carriage or frame, and mechanism for oper-
ating it and them, so as to cause them to revolve,
and at the same time to move together back and
forth in a manner to separate, when presented to

them, a sheet of leather into two sheets, as described,

the said sharpening devices or meclianism being
nmde to eifect the sharpening of the cutters while
they may be in action, as stated.

4' In combination with the feed rollers, a series of
rotary cutters, and their carrying frame or carriage,

as explained, devices for moving such frame toward
the feed rollers, fro'm time to time, as the wear of the
cutters may require.

5. In corabiuation with the feed rollers, a series of
rotary cutters and their carrying frame or carriage,

as explained, the series of tapering d(!llcctors, i, ar-

ranged with the cutters and tlieir shafts, as set forth.

G. The arrangement and combination of the steady-

ing and guide plate F,Avith the feed rollers, and series

of rotary cutters, provided with mechanism for op-

erating them, as described.

83,889.-0. S. Taylor, Brooklyn, IST. Y., as-

Bigaor to himself, John A. .Parks, and Darius
Allen, same place. — Apparatus and Process for
Jioasting Co/ce.—November 10, 18G8.—The cofiee

rests over a" steam chamber, in which is placed a
coiled pipe through which air is forced and escapes at

the center mto and tlirough the coffee. A safety valve
allows superabuudant vapors to escape into a con-

denser, from whence they are carried to a receiver,

whence the air passes off, and the condensed vapor
is sprinkled over the mass of burnt coffee.

Claim. — 1. The hot air pipe B, located in the
steam chamber D, in connection with the coffee
chamber A. substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The coffee cliamber A, provided with a discharge
or escape pipe,W, in which is a safety valve, H, the
condensing pipe I, and condenser O, in connection
with the receiver F, for the purpose herein set forth,
and substantially as described.

3. Roasting coffee, in the manner substantially as
herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

83,890.—John S. Thompson and Kelly Girvin,
Brooklyn, N.Y.

—

Machinefor Sizing Yarn.—Novem-
ber 10, 1868 ; antedated October 22, 1868.—The ma-
chine is moved over the yarn when stretched in the
hand spinner's walk, the lower roller being forced
against the upper one by a spring. A brush at the
end of the box remove's the surplus size from the
yarn.

Claim.—The combination of rollers B and C,
wedges c, spring D, brush E, and box A, i^rovided
with handles F, or their equivalents, wlien con-
structed arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

83,891.—EoBERT F. Tompkins and Hugh T.
Williams, New York, N. Y.—Mitering Machine.—
November 10, 1868.—Designed as an improvement on
EoBEKT F. Tompkins's patent of October 1, 1867.
Claim—1. The knives or cutters N, arranged in

pairs, each pair fitted on a vertical shaft, D, in such
manner that tliey may turn, rise, and fall tliereon, as
described, and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The guides M, attached to the arm K and knives
N, so as to move in connection Avith the knives, as
described, and for the purpose desired.

83,892.—Charles N. Tyler and Augusta C.
Tyler, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Crimping Pin.—November
10, 1868.—The double tongue is secured in the object
in which it is inserted by a slide.

Claim.—1. In combination with a hair pin, H,
formed Avith a loop at its head, the double tongue 6,

substantially as described, and for purposes set forth.

2. In combination thercAvith, the clasp or slide
'a', substantially as described, and for the purposes
set forJth.

3. The double tongue &, formed with the clasp or
slide 'a', substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

83,893. — S. W. H. Ward, New York, N. Y.—
Coating and Water-proofing Collars, Cuffs, and other
Articles of Wearing Apparel.—November 10, 1868.

—

The articles are coated Avith a composition of glue
dissolved in milk and mixed Avith any pure Avhite
pigment.

Claim.—The described means of rendering collars,

bosoms, cuffs, and other articles of Avearing apparel
composed of paper, or compounded of cloth and
paper, water-proof.

83,894.—Fr.EDERiCK "Willig, Joliet, 111.—Tenter
Bar for C'^oi/i.—November 10, 1868.—The clotli is

secured by hooks to a stationary strip on the cud of
the frame and to a movable strip on the other end,
Avhich latter connects Avitli a pawl and ratchet attach-
ment, by Avhieh the cloth is stretched longitudinally.
It is tlien fastened to hooks on the side bar, and
stretched in the same manner.

Claim.—The combination of the movable horizon-
tal bars a, ])awls n, ratchets m, pulleys e, and weights
d, Avith cords attached, as described, ijcrpendicular
bars/and

i/, and windlass i, as described, constructed
and arranged as and for the purposes set forth.

83,895.-John B. AYood, Jersey City, N. J., and
John T. Chapman, Brooklyn, N.Y.

—

Mode ofFilling
Marshes.—November 10, 1868.—A flexible track sup-
ported by adjustable caps on the top of the piles, al-

loAvs the track to be shifted for convenience in filling

up the marsh.
Claim.—The removable and adjustable caps B,

seciu'cd to piles A, in combination Avith the adjustable
flexible track C, all constructed and ai-ra'nged to
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operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

83,896.—William S. "Wootox, Eiclimond, lud.
—School Desk.—^oxemhcr 10, 1SG8.

Claim.— 1. A combined school desk and seat, when
the seat and desk are made to turn on separate
pivots, and are so connected together that, by raising

the seat, the upper angle of the desk is made to fold

into the angle of the seat, in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. The combination of desk B, seat C, and the

devices connecting them together, with the stand-
ards A and brace D. when said parts are constructed
and arranged to operate in the manner substantially

as herein set forth and shown.

83,897.—TTiLLLiit ZiMMERMAX, Quincy, El.—
Hammer.—Xovember 10, 18(58.—Holes are made in

the front and side of the hammer to insert the heads
of nails, when they are to be driven in places higher
than can be reached by hand. The various tools fit

in a slit in the end of the handle and arc held by a
ring fitting over the tapering end of said handle.
Claim.—Tho above-described hammer or instru-

ment, when adapted to the different uses and pur-
poses described, and constructed to operate in the
manner substantially as set forth.

83,898.—T. W. Akix, Patterson, X. Y.—3Iilk
Can.-Xovember 10, 18G8.

Claim.—The bottom B, having a downward-pro-
jecting flange, when secured upon the inside of the
milk can, above its lower edge, by the rivets «, the
portion below said flange being strengthened by the
interior iing riveted to the body of the can, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

83,899.—'James Allisox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
H^ydrfijif.—Xovember 10, 18G8.—The lower portion
of the discharge pipe carries a flexible valve on its

end and has lateral openings to permit the ascent of
water. Two packing rings have a waste opening
between them which" is coincident with an open-
ing in the external pipe when the inlet valve is

closed.

Claim.—The hollow perforated pipe H, provided
with the elastic disk I, waste passage d, and elastic

packing rings e c', an-anged to operate in connection
with the cylinder F, having the waste passage d, as
herei:! described, for the purpose specified.

83,900.—Joseph F. ArPLEGAXE. Xew Albany,
Ind.— Wago7i.— Xovember 10, 18tJ8. —When the
spring bolts are withdrawn from the perch pole, and
the back wheels moved forward until the rollers sup-
porting the bed are beneath the yoke on the coupling
rod, the bed can be tilted and the load discharged.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the coupling rod
F, made in two pieces, connected by a screw swivel,
A, and attached at the ft-ont cud. either to the sand
board or to the king bolt, and at the rear end pro-
vided with a yoke, g, ^\'hich moves freely around the
roller or shaft /, in boxes i i, on the inner sides of the
two middle rails of the frame A, as and for the piu"-

poses herein set forth.

2. The tail gate G-. provided with a stran. k. across
its upper end. and with slides H H. extending below
the wagon, which work on pieces 1 1, on the inner
side of the frame A. substantially as and for the pur-
poses hereiii set forth.

3. The {u-raugcment of the spring bolts e e', in
combination with the perch pole C. sheath D, and
liounds E E. all constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herciu set forth.

83.901 .—.John S. Ap.mstroxg, DelaAvare, Ohio.
—Drive TTci?.—Xovember 10, 18G8.—The well tube
does not rotate wliile being forced down.

Claim.—The point C, liaving helical threads or
feathers b, and fitted to rotate independently on the
perforated end of the tube A, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

83,902.—E. H. AsncROFT, Boston, Mass.—
Glohc Valve for Steam and other Enginery.—Xo-
Tcmber 10, 1866.—Tke end of the A-alvc in which

tubing is inserted is bushed with composition to pre-
vent said end from being split by the fitter in con-
necting the i)ipes.

Claim.—The construction of the bodies of globe,
angle, check, and other valves, with bushing made
of "the ordinary composition of tin and copper, in
theii' ends, substantially as herein described.

83,903.—Leoxakd Atwood, Xorwich. Conn.—
Valve for Steam Engine.—Xovember 10, 18G6.—Tlio
under side of the steam valve is cut away between
its two parts, so that the steam in the steam chest
will act upon the under side of said valve to counter-
balance the downward pressure on its upper sur-
face.

Claim.—1. Intermediate valves, between the steam
chest and cylinder, to reverse the action of the en-
gine, by changing the course of the steam after it

has passed the main or induction and eduction valve,
substantially as described.

2. The tumblers C and C, in combination with the
steam passages c, e', f. and/', substantially as send

for the purpose described.
3. The steam counterbalanced valve V, con-

structed as described, when arranged and operating
in relation to plate D, substantially as described.

83,904.—GusTAV Bernard Baciimaxx, Brook-
lyn, JE. D., X. Y.

—

Bottle-filling Apjmratus.—Xo-
vember 10, 18G8.—The bottle is supported by its neck
engaging with a bracket on the side of the recepta-
cle, and its body resting on the long leg of a siphon
Avhich is hingecl to the side of the re'ceptacle and
weighted to cause its short arm to come in contact
with a seat, and prevent the flow of liciuid when the
bottle is removed.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of one or more
hinged siphons, B, loadod'by weight C, in combina-
tion with the brackets E and reservoir A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. 'The seats D, in combination with the hinged
siphons B B. and reservoii- A, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

83,905.—Elias Barto, Tiffin, Ohio.—2rachine
for Marking and Covering Corn.—Xovember 10,
1868.—Arms, provided with adjustable spades on one
side and shovels on the other side, are placed on tlie

outer ends of the axle and can be taken off and re-
versed.

Claim.—The reversible and adjustable arms C C,
provided on one side with blocks D and shovel li,

and on the other with cross bar L. on which are the
adjustable blocks M M and spades X X, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth,

83,906.-TVILLLA.M BiSBEE and Flemi.vg G.
HEAUX.Yreka, Cal—Self-adjusting iloo/.-.—Xovem-
ber 10, 18G8.—Improvement on his" patent of Decem-
ber 31, 1867. A notch on the inner side of the head
of the hook receives the staple in which the hook
engages, and by moving the hook forward the staple
is released from the notch.

Claim.—Forming a notch 6', upon the inner side
of the head or heads of the hook B. substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the pm'pose' set
forth.

83,907.—Timothy B. Blackstoxe, Chicago,
111.—Car Coupling.—^oxemhev 10. 1868.—The hol-
low buficrs are provided with right and left hand
screws for adjusting the distance "between the c;ii-s.

Beams applied to the end of tlie platforms to hold the
latter on the same level and strengthen them.

Claim.—1. The hollow buffer E, constructed asi

described, in com1)ination with the draw head F ancP
heel G, connected ])y the right and left screw J, or
other suitable device for drawing the head F back,
substantially as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the hol-
low buffer E, the movably-conneeted draw head F,
and heel G. Avith the springs H and H', substantially
as specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the beams
J), applied to the platform or end of a car, with any
suitable close-drawn coupling.substantially as and for
the purposes specified.
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83,908.—C. TV. Bond, Biddeford, Me., assignor
to himself and John A. Gould, same place.

—

Bill
File.—November 10 1868.—The cards are nnmbcred
a.nd lettered for indexes, and are designed to hold
bills alphabetically arranged between the cards.

Claim.—The arrangement of the separate cards
A, covers B, and elastic straps a, in the manner de-
scribed, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

83,909.—Antoine Boxnaz, Paris, France, as-

signor to Emile Counely, same place.

—

Sewing Ma-
chine for Emhroidering.—iSoyamhQY 10, 1868.—De-
signed to obviate the necessity of constantly turning
the entire cloth in embroidering rounds or other in-

tricate designs, by means of a universal feed motion
which causes the cloth to move in any direction de-
sired, the hooks or needles moving with the said feed
motion so as not to change their relative position.

Claim.—1. The combination of a hook or needle
with an oscillating looper B, and the universal-
jointed feed bar e, Avheu said three elements are con-
nected to each other by a mechanism, substantially
such as described, which permits of turning one or
the other of said devices, without changing the rela-

tive positions of said parts to each other, for the
purposes described.

2. The universal-jointed feed bar C, in combina-
tion with the collar n, sleeve R, and the operating-
parts which constitute the universal feed motion
above described, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of parts, by
which the needle-bar carrier G- is connected with
the feed bar O^, the looper B, and the crank S, for
imparting the movements to the several parts of the
machine.

4. The coupling and uncoupling device, substan-
tially as herein described, for the purpose of discon-
necting the parts and suddenly changing the feed,
Avhen used in combination with an embroidery ma-
chine, as described.

83,910.-Antoine Bonxaz, Paris, France, as-

signor to Emile Coknel\% same place.

—

Sewing Ma-
chine for Embroidering.—November 10, 1868.—

A

universal feed motion causes the cloth to move in
any direction desired, and connected with this mo-
tion, the hooks or needles, which make the stitch,

move, so as not to change their relative positions,
and thxis the most intricate embroidery can be made
at any speed desired without turning the cloth.

Claim.—1. The needle-bar carrier G, the univer-
sal-jointed feed bar O"-^, as herein shown and de-
scribed, and the horizontal looper shaft B, connected
by means of the gearings Z Y, shaft W, gearing V
IJ, shaft z, gearings y x, shaft N, and ciidless sci'cws
I k, substantially in the manner and for the pm-poses
described.

2. The mechanism herein described, for connect-
ing the shafts E D, consisting substantially of disk
F, cam-grooved disk K', lever G', spring pawl F, rod
D', and lever B', substantially as and for the purposes
described.

83,911.—Louis W. Bosart, St. Marie, 111.—
Portable Fence.—Xovember 10, 1868.—Wedges are
driven through mortises in the post, and with the
spaces between the rails of the panels between bat-
tens on their ends.

Claim.—The combination of the post B', panels
A, and wedges or keys F, substantially as shown
and described.

83,912.—James Henry Bradford, TVestbor-
ough, Mass.

—

Stencil Plate for Numbering Parrels,
d'C.—November 10, 1868.—A series of sectoral plates
ua^o pivoted to a common center pin, the upper one
being provided with holes and the others with the
nine digits at the curved outer end.

Claim.—The combination of two or more concen-
tric curves of the nine digits, for marking numliers
in horizontal or other right lines, substantially as de-

scribed.

83,913.—B. H. Bradley, 'Waterbury, Conn.—
Picture Nail.—November 10, 1868.—The outer end
of the nail is bent at right angles to form a hook on
which the socket of tlie head slips.

Claim.—A picture nail, having formed upon its

end the hook C, and combined with the head D, cou-
tructed so as to be attached to the end, B, of the
hook, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

83,914.—Charles C. Bradley, Brodhead, Wis.—Draught Equalizer for Wagons.—^November 10,
1868.—Designed for three animals harnessed abreast.
Claim.—The combination and an-angemcnt of the

power equalizer, consisting of the duplicate poles,
and the two whifletrees, and two neck yokes, each
v/ith a long and a short arm, and theipuileys at-
tached to the whiffletrees and poles, for the purposes
herein set forth, or substantially the same.

83,915.—JamesBramble and Albert H. Nird-
linger, Fort Wayne, Ind.—Ticket Holder.—Noxem-
ber 10, 1868.—A metallic plate is formed with its

edges turned over on three sides for holding a ticket,
and having at the back a pointed spiral spring for
fastening it to the dress.

Claim.—Tlie ticket holder as constructed of a sia-
gle metallic plate, provided with a fastening device,
C, the edges of the said i)late being bent over on three
sides to form grooves «, adapted to receive the ticket,
and the upper edge of the plate being cut out at d d,

leaving a central tongue, e, which is bent over, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, for the pur-
pose specified.

83,916.-11. G. Brooks, New York, N. Y.—
Steam Generator.—November 10, 1868.
Claim.—1. A boiler, in which the ends of the in-

ner sheets of the laps or seams are prolonged beyond
the fastening rivets, and chamfered or beveled, iu
the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The offset, flanged outwardly, in the manner
described, on the end of the forward course of the
cylinder portion of the boiler, in combination with
the smoke arch or box, substantially as and for the
pm'poses set forth.

83,917.—Charles Brown, Adrian, Mich., as-
signor to liimselfand Aaron G. Saljion, same place.—Carriage.—November 10, 1868.—Two side straps
are connected Jiear their upper ends with the corner
irons of the stake and bolster by horizontal i)ortions
of metal cast in one piece.

Claim.—The use and manufacture of the side
straps A and C, combined with the corner iron B by
means of the portions a and h, substantially as set
forth and described.

83,918.—C. D. Brown, Bainbridge, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Dressing Hop Poles.—November 10, 1863.

—The first tapering or sharpening cutter wheel has
two ordinary and two beveled arms ; the middle one
has four cutter-bearing arms, the bevel of each being
in an opposite dh-ection from the adjacent ones, and
the third has two beveled and two plain arms.

Claim.—The construction of the three wheels A,
B, and C, and their combination Avith and arrange-
ment on the shaft E, substantially as herein shown
and described,

83,919.—Walter Buchanan, Jr., Main Prairie,
Cal.

—

Fastening Horse Peiuers to the Ground.—No-
vember 10, 1868—Iron straps, on the imder side of
the beams, on each side of the machine, are bent at
their ends to hook into the turned-up ends of an iron
strap fixed on the bottom of the frame, which is cut
away at the other side to rest on a beam, from the
center of which rises a link keyed to the cross beam.

Claim.—T])e straps C and b b, and the beams D D
and G, together with the links g g and vi, with their
keys, the whole constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

83,920.-William S. Bullock and Hugh Han-
IGAN, Wilmington, Del.

—

Dumping Wagon.—No-
vember 10, 1868.—A heavy spring attached to tho
frame supporting the body curves outward toward
the rear of she cart, and is fastened to the hind axlo
over which the load is dumped when the body tilts.

Claim.—The combination of the curved spri?igs ,9,

bed frame a, applied and operating in connection
with the hind axle d, and body m, as herein shown
and described, for the purposes specified.
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83,921.—E. S. BuRXS, La Crosse, Wis.—Tatting
SJiuttle TTiJide?-.—November 10, 18C8.—The driving
wheel is conuccted with a pulley to which is attached
a disk, on the opposite side of which latter is a light

wire staple and a wire hook placed at the opposite
ends of a diagonal line, so made as to project only
far enough ft-om its face to receive and hold the
ends of one side of a shuttle.

Claim.—A machine for filling tatting shuttles,

consisting of the rotating disk F, operated by the
wheel C, and having the stationaiy loop c, and the
pivoted loop or hook d, arranged thereon, all sub-

stantially as shown and described.

83,922.—Edward E. Bukrough, Baltimore.
Md.

—

Apparatus for Making Extracts and Essences.
—iSTovember 10, 18G8.—The apparatus consists of a
stove, coiled water pipe, reservoir, heater, retort,

and condenser, provided with supply and exhaust
cocks, so that by means of plates and flanges the hot
water may be applied to the bottom and walls of the
vessel containing the materials for the extracts.

Claim.—1. The vessel D, constructed with the
concave bottom d, plug d', flanges c c' c, and cocks
J K, all arranged to operate in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.
2. The arrangement of said vessel with the vessels

I and B, substantially as described.
3. The an-angement of said vessels DIB with the

casing G, substantially as described.
4. The aiTangement of the vessels DIB with the

pipe E, substantially as described.
5. The arrangement of said vessels DIB and pipe

E with the reservoir E and pipe /, substantially as
described.
The ai-rangement of stove A, pipe E, vessels E G

BID, cocks J K L, plug d', and flanges c' e, sub-

stantially as described and for the purposes speci-

fied.

83,923.—W. "W. BURSON, Eockford, HI.—Au-
tomatic Gate.—November 10, 1868 ; antedated Octo-
ber 31, 1868.—So constructed as to enable the gate
to be opened and closed by a person on horseback
or in a carriage, without dismounting.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

levers E F', pendants H H', connecting pieces I I',

arm K, and ways D D', when the whole are con-
Btnicted and operated substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. Constructing the way D or D' with suitable
curve to overcome the gravity of swinging arm K,
substantially as specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the pend-
ants H H', wire m, and posts E E', operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,924.—S. G. Cabell, Quincy, 111., assignor to
Flora B. Cabell, same place.

—

Eliding Machine.
—iSTovember 10, 1868.—Relates to an arrangement
of devices for supporting and adjusting the fluted
hollow cylinders, the mode of covering' their front
cuds, and providing flutes of a peculiar shape.

Claim.—1. The cap plate F, when constructed
and arranged substantially as herein described, for
the purpose of furnishing a support and bearing for
the cylinders I. as set forth.

2. The combination of the lever C, bolt D, cross
bar E. frame G, and cap plate F, when constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The cap L and bolt g when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein described
and for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the cylinder H the cap M,
on the end of the crank X, cons'tructed substantially
as herein described and for the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with the cylinders I the covers
and thimbles P, when constructed and arranged

substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

6. The Anting rolls for fluting machines, con-
structed with ogee fluting, of the form herein de-
scribed, and shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

83,925.—M. S. Cahill, Boston, Mass.—bronze
Dressing for Leather.—Xovember 10, 1868.

Claim.—^A bronze dressing for leather, composed

of spii'it varnish and aniline fuschine, substantially
as herein set forth, either with or or without the ad-
dition of aniline blue or bronzed powder, all as de-
scribed, as a new article of manufacture.

83,926.—Stephen Q. Carey, Waxahatchie,
Texa-s.

—

Hay and Cotton Press.— November 10,

1868.—The ends of the cord are fastened to tapering
spirally-grooved pulleys on the ends of a shaft having
at its middle a large pulley connected by a cord to a
capstan.
Claim:—The arrangement, herein desciibed, of the

shaft J, pulleys 1 1', cord G, pulleys II H', platen P,
press box B, capstan L, cord or chain N, and largo
flanged pulley K, all constructed and operating snh-
stantially as set forth,

83,927.-n. F. Cart, Boston, Mass.—Machijie
for Applying Jleinforcing Patches to Button-holes of
Collars.—1^oxemhcY 10, 1868.
Claim.—1. The process herein" described, of ap-

plying to paper, before or after its conversion into
collars, reinforcing button-hole patches, automati-
cally cut from gummed strips, continuously moistened
in their passage through the machine, substantially
as described.

2. In a machine for applying strengthening
patches to button-holes of collars, a trough and
guides, for moistening the cement-applied surface of
the ribbon.

83,928.—Chandler P. Chapman, Madison,Wis.—Wind Wheel.—November 10, 1868.—Two steering
vanes present surfaces of different area, turning
loosely on axles arranged at right angles with oach
other, and so joined that when one is vertical, the
other is horizontal, and connected and operated by a
governor, by which the feathering of either, throw-
ing the wheel to or from the wind, will regulate its

power.
Claim.—The combination of the pivoted main vane

F, connected to the governor by the rod a, with the
pivoted auxiliary vane G, connected by rod d to
the vane F, for the purpose of changing the posi-
tion of the wheel to the wind, substantially as de-
scribed.

83,929.—E. M. Chumard, Pittston, Tn.—Brake
for Vehicles.—November 10, 1868.—The brake bar is

secured to the hounds of the vehicle, and tiie brake
blocks are operated by a lever attached to a crank
shaft connected to the blocks at each end by short
rods and arms. The brake blocks are retracted by
means of a coiled spring on the crank shaft.

Claim.—The arrangement of the crank shaft D,
rods g g, arms x x, slotted guides m, loops h h, and
brake blocks I, with the brake bar C, and operated
by the lever K and spring I, all constructed substan-
tially as set forth.

83,930.—Gilbert H. Clemens, New York, N.
Y.

—

Elastic Calk for Boots and Shoes.—November
10. 1868.

Claim.—1. A rubber heel calk, molded or made to
fit on to a boot or shoe heel, in combination with the
metallic disks C in the bottom of the same, all as and
for the purpose specified.

2. A rubber heel calk, molded or made to fit on to
a boot or shoe heel, in combination with a band or
bands, strap or straps, to pass ai'ound the instep of
the boot or shoe, for the purpose of holding the heel
calk on the heel of the same, all as shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. A rubber heel calk, molded or made to fit on
to a boot or shoe heel, the bottom of which is made
with a series of corrugations, constructed substan-
tially as shown and described, and for the purpose
specified.

4. The combination of a rubber heel calk, made to
fit on the heel of a boot or shoe, with the strap or
straps to hold it thereon, the metallic disk C, and the
corrugations on the bottom of the calk, all substau^
tiaUy as shown and described, and for the purpose
specified.

83,931.—Leander Clifton, Barry, HI— Culti-
vator.—November 10, 1868.—-A safety spring clevis,

which acts automatically, is formed on the forward
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part of the body. The handles may be adjusted to
suit persons of different height and size.

Claim.—1. The safety detaching device for a cul-

tivator plow, consisting' of the curved piece B and
spring piece H, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

2. The cultivator, constructed of the iron bow A
A', curved piece E, spring piece H, ring I. pieces Y
F', standards C C, having bent and slotted ends a a',

rod D, nuts b c, brace K, and plows G- G', all com-
bined, arranged, and operating, as and for the pur-
poses described.

S3,932.-A. E. COLMAX, 'Novr York. Is". Y.—
Scrubbing Brush.—Xovember 10, 1868.—The brush
is made of rows of bristles and strips of India-rubber
or gutt.a pei'cha, alternating AVith cacli other, the
stiips being attached by glue to strips of Avoodiu the
bottom slab of the brush.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
brush, made up of bristles and rubber, substantially
as herein recited, and for the purposes set forth.

83,933.—Edwauu Coogax and Howakd Mil-
ler, Washington, D. C.

—

Tip for Chair Leg.—iSTo-

vember 10, 1868.—A tip of glass or polished steel is

secured in a concavity in the leg, and fastened thereto
by a shank passing tlu-ough the eye of a bolt, and
also entering a recess made in the leg. The shank
also passes through a piece of rubber or other elastic

material bet^veen the lower concave surface of the
leg and upper convex surface of the tip.

''Claim.—1. A tip for chairs and other articles of
furniture, constructed substantially as shown and
described.

2. The combination of the tips B, the elastic di-

viding plate F, and the leg or post A, substantially

as and for the purpose shown and described.
3. The within-described method of securing the

tips to the legs or posts of furniture, it being by
means of the shank D, and recess or chamber E, and
a suitable cement.

83,934.—AVarrex Cook, Arsenal, 'Pa..—Boiling
Pm.—Xovembcr 10, 1868.—The hollow part of the
roller may be filled with flour and covered with a
perforated cap and without the handle at that end it

becomes a dredging box, and by removal of the han-
dle at the other' end a potato masher.

Claim.—The kitchen utensil, consisting of the
cylinder A, having a cavity, B, the removable per-

forated cap fl, and the detachable handles C D, pro-

vided respectively with bands b d, substantially as
herein set forth and shown, for the purposes specified.

83,935.—Ph. Couuvoisier, Paris, Prance.-
Fastener for Gloves.—November 10, 1868.—A cap
provided with a series of points has inside a bolt

which catches in the neck of a button, also having
points. The button moves in a slot, and is subjected
to the action of a spring so as to fasten or release the
cap.

Claim.—The cap A, provided with points a, and
containing the spring bolt b, in combination with the
button B,"provided Avith points e, and Avith a neck
/, substantially as and for the purpose described.

83,936.—Mark Croshy, Boston, Mass.—Par-
Ivr Uc'dsfeacZ.—November 10, 1868.—The sides and
ends of the bedstead Avlien closed form the ends and
top of a case resembling a commode.

Claim.—1. In combination Avith the side pieces A
and B, the hinged pieces ¥ F', when attached to

the front part K, in sucli a manjier as, Avhen closed,

to form a finish around the corucr and across the
side piece A, and underneath the projecting end of

the top D, substantially in the manner shown and
described, as juid for the purposes set forth.

2. The' combination with the base G-, the end
pieces A and 1>, having their ends rounded oft" so as

to allow tiiem to turn doAvn into the base G, Avhen

closed, and Avlien open to form a continuous side

piece at the bottom, Avithout the addition of inter-

mediate pieces, .substantially in the manner described,

as and for the purposes set "forth.

83,937.-Samuel L. Dexney, Christiana, and
aroMN N. Cualfant, Chester County, Ihi.—Horse

Ealce.—November 1 0, 1868.—A rod, connecting Avith

a lever pivoted to the axle, slides in an arm which is

also secured to the axle and is made to engage with
serrations on a circular rim. which is secured to the
rake Avheel, thus causing the rake teeth to be raised
and discharge the hay. A curved stand causes the
rod to be disengaged from the wheel Avhen the said
arm has been carried forward far enough to discharge
the hay.

Claim.—1. The lever D, rod E, arm F, spring G-,

and curved stand H, Avhen arranged to operate in
the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the serrated rim I, rod E,
lever D, arm F, spring G-, and curved stand n, Avhen
operating in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The combined tooth guard, guide, and pressure
bearer, Avhen constructed as here shown and de-

scribed.

83,938.-J. B. Drake and "William H. Hut-
sox, Montoursville, Pa., assignors to themselves and
J. Sill, same place.—Z>crrici.—November 10, 1868.

—A supplemental rope secured to the main rope and
to the inner end of the arm causes said arm to be
raised, and is rotated by mean.s of a spiral rod on the
part over whicli it passes.

Claim.—1. The guide E, in combination AA-ith the
arm D and the hoisting device, Avhen operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the rope J, having the two
parts j j', with the crane D, Avhen operating sub-
stantially as described.

3. The arrangement of the sled-shaped base A with
the aboA'c-described derrick, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

4. Tlie combination and arrangement of the sled

A, mast C, crane D, rope J, j j', guide F, pulleys G-

H I, and braces c c c, substantially as shown' and
described.

83,939.—THOMAS E. Drummoxd, Hartford.
Conn.

—

Machine for Cutting Slate.—November 10,

1868.—A cushion within the box Icnife, pressed
downward by springs beloAv the knife, first comes
in contact with the slate on the cushioned bed and
rises as the knife descends, allowing the slate to be
adjusted between the beds so as not to be broken.
Claim.—1. A box knife, or a box witli any number

of knives attached, whereby a slate may be cut at

one blow or descent of such knife or knives, substan-
tially as herein described.

2. 'The elastic cushion K, pressed upon by either a
weight or by springs, arranged substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The elastic cushioned bed C, in combination
A\dth the shell a, arranged and operating substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

4. The arrangement of the cutter box with two or
more knives combined, so that a inecc of slate may
be cut at one blow, and either Avith or Avithout punches
at the corners.

83,940.—Frederick B. Duxtox, Center Lin-
colnville. Me.

—

lieefmg and Furling Sails.—No-
vember 10, 1868.—The sail maybe furled or reefed
from the deck.

Claim.—The arrangement of the setting ropes r.

the center reefing brails, haA'ing reefing loops I, and
passing througli the eyelets m n o, the SAviveled

brailing rod, and the outer fiu'ling brails passing
through the eyelets j, Avith reference to the sail A.
yards'B C, and jack stays d e, the hauling parts of
each gear being united in sets, and arranged upon
different sides of the mast, Avhereby the sail may be
spread, furled, or reefed by hauling on any one set, as
herein shoAvn and described.

83,941.- Alfred Dua^all, Baltimore, Md.—
Rotary Steam Engine.—'Sovemhev 10, 1868.— Oil

chambers are formed within the material composing
the outer Avails of tho piston at its greatest diam(;ter,

rendering said Avails clastic, so as to be forced in

contact with the cylinder by means of set screws
and springs. The end packing is adjusted by means
of a spring and set scrcAvs bearing against the pack-
ing rings.

Claim.—1. An ellipticfd piston, constructed Avith
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elastic or yielding sm-faces upon its points of great-
est diameter, substantially as shown and described.

2. The chambers D D, formed within the piston,
substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination of the elliptical piston B, the
chambers D D. and the set screw H. bars G, and
springs F, substantially as shown and described.

4. The aiTangement of the packing rings K and I,

rubber or elastic packing J, spring L, and set screw
M, substantially as shown and described.

83,942.—James B. Eads, St. Louis, Mo.—
Bridge.—1^oxomhcr 10, 1868.

Claim.—The levers D, forming a compensating
expansion joint, Avitli the horizontal members C, for

the purpose of preventing the horizontal moTcmeut
of the arch under the effect of a moving load on the
bridge, when constructed and arranged as herein
described.

83,943.—Alfueu Eumisteu, Westfield, Ohio.—
Corn Planter and Cultivator.—November 10, 1868.

—The plows are held in any position by means of
one of the bars, from which the plows are suspended,
resting in notches on a plate, which is pivoted to the
frame.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the plows P and T, draught rods E T, and rods or
bars Q UW S, with each otlier and with the frame A,
to enable the machine to be conveniently adjusted for

use as a planter or cultivator, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the seed
box IsT, guai-d plate 0, gauge wheel L, tube and
valve plate k, disk J, vertical shaft H, operated
from the axle B by moans of the bevel-gear wheels
r and G, and the conductor or spout M, with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the pivoted notched bars
T, connecting rod Z and lever or handle X, with
the bars or rods U Q W, from which the plows P
and T ai'C suspended, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

83,944—TViLT.iAM H. Edwards, Moline, HI

—

Joint and Coupling for Cultivators.—'Sovemhcv 10,
18(i8.—The shovel beams arc provided with a coup-
ling and joint, which permit them to move hori-
zontally or vertically, so as to cultivate rows either
shallow or deep, and of different widths.
Claim.—I. The joint and coupling for cultivators,

consisting of the sido plates G, the clasping plates

g, and vertical rod H, all constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The method of connecting the vertical rod H
to the frame of the cultivator by means of the eye
bolt I and plate J, or their equivalents, substantially
ns herein described, for vertically and laterally ad-
justing the shovel beams, as set forth.

83,945.—John Elbertsox, Earksville, ITo., as-

signor to himself and Jesse L. Coxxor, same
place.—Car Coupling.—'^^^oxemher 10, 1868.—Slid-
ing bars are made to disconnect the cars, in case
the latter run off the track, by pressing against
each other, so as to crowd the levers backward,
and tliereby release the hook from the link. The
cars are coupled by adjusting the respective bump-
ers to each other by means of a lever, Avhieh raises
a hook that drops into the connecting link.

Claim.—I. The sliding bars P, with their springs
r and pins s, in combination witl) the spring G,
lever K and its attachments, herein described and
shown, substantially as and for the purposes spe-
cified.

2. In combination with a bumper, having springs
E attached thereto, as described, the plate T>,

lever F. guide c, bar H, springs h, and link n, con-
structed and arranged substantially as specified.

3. The lever L, with its ratchet'and pawl, as de-
scribed, bar m., and link n. when constructed, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

83,946.-Stephen A. Ejiery, Boston. Mass.—
Arithm-etical Game.—Xovember 10, 1868. — Each

player commences with a capital of 12. The balls
are shot by means of a cue, and on striking thj in-

dex of a subtraction, multiplication, or "division
circle it is thrown around to a number which is to
be subtracted from, multiplied, or divided by a pre-
vious number remainiug.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction, and
mode of operation, as above described, by which
instruction in the science of arithmetic is secured,
in combination with an entertaining amusement.

83,947.— Daxiel Fasig, Eowsburg, Ohio.—
Lifting Jack and Cant Hook.—November 10, 1868.
—A hook, formed at the base of the front of the
standard, is used for canting timber.
Claim-.-Tho combination c/the hook G, on the

lower part of the forward edge or side of the stand-
ard B, with the slotted, adjustable lever C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

83,948.—Michael Flurscheim, llfew York,
N. Y., assignor to Hexry Whitxemore, Passaic,
X. J.

—

Fabric for Floor Covering. Wainscoting, &c.
—November 10, 1868.—Xarrow strips of different
kinds of wood are glued upon cloth. After the
glue is dry the sai'face of the wood is planed down
and finished.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
herein-described portable wainscoting or floor cov-
ering, composed of narrow strips of wood, secured
upon cloth or its equivalent, as described.

83,949.—DuxcAN Forbes, Chicago, 11\.—Fold-
ing Lounge.— Xovember 10, 1868. -^A two-part
bolster is attached at the foot of a folding lounge
and arranged to be folded between the mattresses
when the lounge is closed.
Claim.—The combination of the two-part bolster

D D, body H, and folding part A, the whole being
arranged' substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

83,950.—H. TV. Fuller, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Tuck Crcaser for Sewing Machines.—Xovember 10,

1868 ; antedated May 11, 1868. — As a modification
of the lever and base plate, formed of one piece,
the lever is formed of vare, and at its point of at-

tachment with the base plate is formed into a hori-
zontal scroll spring, which is supported by a bolster
on the base plate, to the front end of which latter a
tongue plate is secured, on which the nipper points

Slay. A scale is marked on the base plate to expe-
ite the measurement for the width of the tuck.
Claim.—1. The lever which carries the nipping

points, the spring, and the base plate, all formed of
or from the same piece of metal, substantially as
described.

2. The adiustable tongue plate and tongue, com-
bined witli its supporting plate, as specified.

3. The combination, with the base plate and sup-
porting bolster, of the scroll spring, constructed as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination, with the adjustable tongue
plate and tongue, of the graduated scale, whether
on the cloth smoother or the base plate.

5. The combination, with, the adjustable tongue
plate and tongue and the graduated scale, of the
nipping points D D'.

6. The gauge G, in combination with the clamp-
ing block and the tucker proper, constructed sub-
stantially as desci'ibed, and all separately adjustable
with respect to the needle of the sewing machine,
and for the purposes set forth.

83,951.—John Garsed and Clayton Dexx,
Frankford. Pa., assignors to Jorix Gauseb.—Ma-
chine for Packing tea, Coffee, c£-c.—Xovember 10,

1868.—The substance to be packed is weighed and
put into a box. to which a paper bag is attached,

and which is placed in another l)ox, and the treadle

being forced down causes the jjlunger to turn di-

rectly over the box, and to descend and pack the
article. The fork then forces up the inner box,

feed from the bag, and contents, which are left in
the outer box, after which the plunger is raised and
swung roimd, and the inner box removed, and then,

after further packing, folding, and sealing, the
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packnge is left on the fixed bottom, ready for re-

moval.
Claim.— 1. The plunger IN", attached to or con-

nected with a rising and falling shaft, I, placed
within a tube, J, connected with a treadle, G-, and
arranged substantially as shown, so that the plunger
will have a rising-aud-falling and also a turning
movement commimicated to it, for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The rising and falling box B, with the fixed
bottom plate F, in combination with the plunger 1^,

all aiTanged to operate substantially in the manner as
and for the puri)osc specified.

3. The box P, in combination with the fork Q,
rising-and-falling box B, and plunger j^, all arranged
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

83,952.— J. C. Gaston, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Beehive.—November 10, 1^68.— A vertical passage
surrounded by a water receptacle has, at right
angles at its "lower end, a wire-gauze passage, ex-
tending out from the body of the hive.

Claim. — In combination with a beehive, the
angular passage way a d, and receptacle c, arranged
and used in the manner described.

83.953.— Joseph Gecmen, Chicago, lU., as-

signor to himself and Leopold J. Kadish, same
place.— Beer Cooler. — ISTovember 10, 18G8.—

A

trough, extending across one end of the apparatus,
is divided lengthwise by a strainer, through which
the beer, flowing in the shallow channels of con-u-
gated plates passes and goes out at holes below,
while a current of cold air, entering at an opening
in the inclosure, passes in an opposite dii-ection

through the plate and cools it.

Claim.—1. A scries of corrugated pans, con-
structed and arranged substantially in tlie manner
and for the purpose shown and described.

2. In combination with a series of pans, arranged
as specified, a trough, B, provided with a strainer,

b, and outlets a, arranged substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm-poses described and set forth.

3. The opening L in the inclosure A, below the
series of cooling pans, for the pm-poses specified.

83.954. — Jason C. Gillett, Holly, Mich.—
Sarving Machine.—Xovember 10, 1868.—As the disk
revolves to the riglit it carries the crank, Avhich,

pressing on the side of the slot, impels the cross-

head to the right, and after a half revolution, also

in the opposite direction, gives a rapid motion to

the slide and the saw, which is lifted from the cut
by bearing on the hand lever, by which means the
tilting lever is operated.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the driving pulley
A with reference to the platform ni)on v.-hich the
operator stands, and to the levers II n^ and connect-
ing link n^, substantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the driving pulley A,
crank shaft, with its disk C, crank D, and cross-

head 'E, for giving motion to the saw, substantially
RS shown and described.

83,955.—EEWAPiD L. Gilman and Theopiiilus
S. Smith, Somerville, Mass.—To&acco Cutter.—No-
veraber 10, 18^8.—The cutter is held up by springs
and worked up and down in grooves in the box, bj'

rods passiug through the cover and united at top by
a bar or cap.

Claim.—A tobacco cutter, constructed and opcrat-
iii{?; substantially as shown and described, that is to

say, with the knife I), the rods e, spriugs g, cap Y,
and tray C, in combination with the box A, and
cither with or without the match box J.

83,956.—Henuy H. Giudley, Auburn, X. Y.—
Svjagefor Saius.—Noxpmhor 10, 1868.—A triangular
piece is cut out where the two lips meet, so that the
cutting edge of the saw tooth, when upset, shall bo
a very little higher relatively to the periphery line of

the tooth than it was before it was worn, and, Avhen
upset and filed to a sharp edge, shall be as high as
that line.

Claim.—1. The raising of the cutting edge of the
Baw tooth by means of the swage c, herein described,
aad for the purpose set forth.

2. The swage for up-setting saw teeth, having the
triangle c formed thereon, as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

83,957.—Benjamin Haivdeorth, Chicago, 111.—
Curtain Fixture.—November 10, 1868.
Claim.—Providing one end of a curtain roller with

an angular spindle, to operate in connection with an
angular bearing, or with pins, to operate in connec-
tion with stops, upon the support for the roller, so
that said roller can be locked or unlocked by a longi-
tudinal movement thereof, substantially as herein
described.

83,958.—Cyhus n. Hardy, Bath, Me., assignor
to himself and B. L. AViiite, same place.—"^'aw
^orsc—November 10, 1868.—A curved clamp orjaw
is pivoted and slides on the upper round and between
the frames of a saAv horse, its lower bifurcated end
fitting over the upper round or brace of a frame or
lever, which is pivoted on the brace as its center,
and has at its lower end a round for the foot to ope-
rate the clamp.
Claim.—The clamp C, herein described, sliding

longitudinally between the frames A B of a saw
horse, in combination with the frame or lever D by
which it is operated.

83,959.—Charles Hayden, Collins villc. Conn.
-Ntit Cracker.—'Noxemhev 10, 18C8.— One of the
jaws is provided with a clamp to attach the device
to a table, and between the jaws are two different
points of application for nuts of different sizes.

Claim.—The nut cracker, consisting ofthe station-
ary jaw A and pivoted lever B, Avhen the former is

made with extensions a & D, and provided with the
clamping screw C, substantially as herein shown and
described.

83,960.—Julius S. Heator, Ovid, Mich.—J?e-

volving Table.—No\cmbcv 10, 1868.—A circular table
top is fixed on a table and arranged with a metal
box having a conical recess, tube, screw thread, and
adjustable cone nut, so that it can be raised or low-
ered to allow dishes to be placed under it, vrhile a
caster is placed in the center with similar devices,
and can be raised, lowered, or turned independently
of the table.

Claim.—The arrangement of the metal box socket
B, the tube C, cone nut c, and rotating table D, in
couibiuution with the caster E, as constructed, op-
erating substantially as and for the pm-poses herein
set forth.

83,961.-George H. Henfield, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Journal Box.—November 10, 1868.—To pre-
vent endwise and lateral movement of the frame,
and keep it firmly in place, the ends are dovetailed
in recesses in the shell, the outer projecting end of
which is strengthened by corner pieces connecting
the sides and top, to prevent its breaking from ex-
cessive xn-essure.

Claim.—1. The frame C, having a center bar, &,

secured to the shell A by pins d d, and dovetailed
ends in the recesses h h, in combination with tho
soft metal bearings B B, separated by the single lon-
gitudinal bar b', substantially as described.

2. The frame C, surrounding and separating longi-
tudinally tlie soft metal bearings B B, the latter se-

cured to tlie shell A by pins e, and tho former by
pins d, and dovetail recesses h h, protected and
strengthened by the corner pieces k k, east upon the
shell, as herein shown and described.

83,962—H. M. Hickman and B. G. T)evoe,
Yandalia, III—ITaj-rott;.—November 10, 1868.—Tho
beams that hold the teeth are attached at their inner
ends to a hexagonal central hub of iron, pi-ovided
with mortises in each of the six sides. A curved
metallic rod attached to the teeth bars is covered
with rubber to prevent injury to the young trees.
Claim.—I. Tho central hub A, constructed sub-

stantially as describ(5d and set forth.

2. Tlie comlfination of the hub A, and the beams
B, substantially as illustrated.

3. Tlie hub A, the standard C, the draw bar D, tho
brace F, and the spring brace E, all arranged sub-
stantially as described and set forth.
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4, The covering I, of rubber or other suitable
substauce, upon the rod G, as and for the purposes
set forth.

83,963—W. O. HicKOK and George W. Hei-
SlNGEU.IIaiTisbarg, Pa.

—

Tool Holder for Lathes.—
K'ovcraber 10, lSli8.

Claim.—Tlio employment, in combination -n-ith

the imptjved tool holder, herein described, and a
screw cuttin.!^' tool, naiTOwiug from the toj) down-
ward, of a tapered wedge, c, for adjusting the tool to
cut tlireads of a right or left pitch, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

S;i,964 PnANXis H. Hill, Chicago, in.—Coffin.—Xoveraber lU, 18()8.—A separate movable frame for
the glass, in the opening in the top of the coffin, can
be depressed and moved back in a groove in the lid,

or the frame may be opened upward on a hinge, the
object being to gain access to the face of the corpse
without removing the glass.

Claim.—1. So connecting and arranging a mov-
able glass frame, B, in a coffin lid that the same may
be depressed and moved down beneath tlio lid, ajid
restored to place again, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. So hinging or connecting said movable frame
B with and in the coffin lid, that the same may be
opened upward and closed again, substantially as
specified and set forth.

3. So connecting and arranging the movable
^ frame B with and in the coffin lid, that it may be

m®ved back beneath the lid, or opened upward,
substantially as and for the purposes shown and
described.

83,965.—Tdiotht Holland, New York, 1^. T.
—iu&ricator.— November 10, 18G8.—A projecting
glass rib on the neck of the oil bolder prevents the
metallic collar fitting over it from turning when
screwed into the oiler cup.

Claim.—The combination of the rib j on the neck
of the oil holder D and the collar g, formed and ap-
plied as described, substantially as and for the pm'-
poses set forth.

83,966.- D. D. Howe, Beaver Dam, Wis.—
Railway Car Coupling.—November 10, 1868.—The
upper part of the buffer head, together with a plunger
to push up the liook wlien the cars are to be un-
coupled, receive a vertical motion from a lever sus-
pended from the framing and a spring, which latter
causes the movable part of the buffer head to descend
after admitting or releasing tho coupling hooks.

Claim.—The buffer B, constructed, as described,
of the fixed part C and tho movable part D. oper-
ated by the spring bolt H, yoke E, and lever P,
whereby the mouth of said buffer is expanded or
contracted, substantially as described, lor the ptu--

pose specified.

83,967.—Levi T. Howell, Camden, N. J., as-
signor to himself, William Shakp, and Smith
FiSHEB, same place.

—

Retaining Device for Doors,
rfc—November 10, 1868.—The ends of the bent plate
bear upon the plates of the hinge, while tho leg on
the projection rests against the inner side of the
hinge and retains the fastening.

Claim.—A retaining device, consisting of a curved
plate. A, its projection a and lug 6 extending from
the projection parallel to the plate, all substantially
as and for the purpose described.

83,968.—Charles Jarecki, Erie, Pa., assignor
to H. Jarecki & Co., same place.—Piston for Deep
Well Pump.—November 10, 1868.
Claim.—The steel valve seat D, provided with tho

concentric collar, c, adapted to be clamped between
the shoulder /of the detachable crown A, and the
top of the section B, whereby the valve is held rigidl3'
in place, as herein shown and described, for the pur-
pose specified.

83,969.-Godfrey Jepsox, Chelsea, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Thomas F. Bryax, same place.
—DovMe-walled Pitc/tcr.—November 10, 1868.—

A

hollow screw at the spout is suitably packed and se-
cures the sides of the walls together.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hollow flanged
screw E, hollow flanged nut E, and washer W, with
the outer and inner walls of a double-walled pitcher,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

83,970.—James L. Johxson and J. Wilson
FousT, Evausburg, Pa.

—

Hand Spinning Machine.
—November 10, 1868.—The tension pulley is sup-
ported in a vibrating frame, which is secured to a
shaft provided with a ratchet wheel and pawl for
regulating the tension.

Claim.—The combination of puUey C, having a
vibrating support, the ratchet a, pawl b, and the
pulley i), having an adjustable support, aU con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

83,971.—Edgar A. Joxes and Julius A. Bid-
well, Sturgis, Mich.

—

Valve for Melodeons.—No-
vember 10, 1868.—The valve is pressed against th-?

seat by a spring provided with a wedge-shaped
bearer which is slotted to fit over a staple on the
valve wiiich prevents lateral movement. The rear
end of this spring is secured, and can be adjusted to
give greater pressure, by means of a screw.
Claim.—1. The bearer C, constructed as described,

with its lower edge slotted to fit over and play upon
the staple fi in tho under side of the valve, Avhereby
the lateral movement of the bearer is prevented, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. The spring D, when formed as described, to-

gether with the regulating screw E, when employed
for the purposes and uses set forth.

83,972.—Gilbert D. Joxes, Brooklyn, E. D.,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Cutting Sugar into Blocks.—
November 10, 1868.—After the sheet has been pierced
by the projections on the two plates, the lowerplate is

released from the wiper operating it, and drops,
thus allowing the sugar to fall. A hammer descends
and, stripping the upper plate, disengages what re-

mains on that plate.

Claim.—1. The combination of the dividers or pins
b and e, an-anged to project at suitable distances
apart from surfaces or tables, iu lines coi-responding
to the desired profile of the blocks to be produced,
and made to approach and recede from each other
at intervals, to effect splitting of the slab into blocks
of uniform size, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The table D, provided with dividers or cutters
on its face, and hinged or arranged to swing rela-

tively to a table, E, also provided with dividers or
cutters for operation in concert therewith, essen-
tially as specified.

3. The combination, with the table E, provided
with dividers or cutters, and arranged to have up
and down play or motion, of a hammer, I, operating
at intervals to strike and depress said table, essen-
tially as specified.

4. The combination, with the hammer I, of a
spring, N, arranged to give impetus to the hammer
at starting, for action in concert with or on the table
E, substantially as described.

83,973.-Simon Kaufman, Fairburg, HI.—Stay
for CoZJars.—November 10, 1868.—A flexible, de-
tachable stay and fastening band supports the collar

and prevents it from being injured by perspiration.
Claim.—The detachable inner stay or lining B,

and the narrow detachable band C, applied to the
collar A as described and shown, for the purposes
specified.

83,974.—Walter Knaggs, Clarendon, Jamaica.—Manvfacturc of Sugar.—November 10, 1868; ante-
dated November 7, 1868.—The cane juice is treated
with sulphurous acid as it leaves tho mUl ; it is then
boiled, and has carbonate of lime and manganic acid
added to it. After the boiling has ceased the cane
juice is drawn into a subsiding vessel, and milk of
"lime is added. The clear liquid is then evaporated.
The double cover and its appeudages enable the
evaporation to be conducted withoitt subjecting the
juice to contact with the air.

Claim.—1. The combined procesess for manufac-
turing sugar herein shown aud described.

2. The application of a combination of manganese
and oxygen, (combined or uucombined with a base.)
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3. Tke double cover to the evaporating tray,

composed of the curved outer case J and the inner
inclined plates B, constructed and arranged as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

83,975.—Jacob M. Knepley, Jersey Shore, Pa.—Harvester.—Iforember 10, 18(i8.—This contrivance
keeps taut the chain that drives the reel, but permits
the reel to rise and fall with the movements of the
platform without breaking the chain.

Claim.—The independent spring arms I and Z',

having the pulleys e attached thereto, and arranged
to operate in connection Tfith the chain that drives
the reel of a harvester, substantially as described.

83,976 H. T. La Eoy, Kichmond, 1X1.—Ma-
chine for Bundling TFooL—November 10, 1868.—The
operator, by applying his foot to the lever, can fold
the movable sections into a position to compress the
vrool into a compact bundle. Then, by means of the
yoke, which is provided witb a hasp, he can secure
the sections in that position until the binding cord
is tied.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein described, of
the hinged sections c d, the fixed sections a b, con-
necting rods E, four-armed frame B, guide rods D,
the belt F, lever G, and yoke H, all operating as
shown, for tbe purpose specified.

83,977.—Jacob Latta and Lewis Snttder,
Bethlehem Center, N". Y.

—

Sled Brake.—l^ovember
10, 1868.—The draught tongue is fixed to the center
of a bar which has at its ends loops whereby the
tongue is attached to tbe sled. Hence the tongue
and its cross bar have a limited forward and back-
tvard movement independently of the sled, and this

movement is made available in applying the brakes
in descending a slope, said movable cross bar being
connected to'the brakes by rods.

Claim.—The curved levers 1^ I^, in combination
with the sliding bar F and fixed rod T), whereby, as
the longer lever is raised, the curved ends of both
levers are forced between the bars F D to hold them
in a fixed position, and under the levers H H, inop-
erative, as herein shown and described.

§3,978.

—

Joseph Laubereau, Paris, France,
assignor to Joseph de Susixi, same place.—Toy
Watch.—^November 10, 1868.—A toy watch, moved
by the tension of an elastic string-, governed by a
self-acting brake.

Claim.—The combination of the pulleys/ g, elastic

string d, and friction lever a e, with each other and
with the watch case, substantially as described, for

the purpose specified.

83,979.—E. B. Lawkexce and C. Quick, Lake-
ville, Ohio.

—

Corn Planter.—ISTovembcr 10, 1868.

—

The seed slide is actuated by one of the wheels, but
sometimes, after turning the machine, the wheel is

not in position to give an impulse to the slide

when the proper moment for dropping has arrived
;

hence levers and a connecting rod are employed to
enable the slide to be operated by hand when de-

sired.

Claim.—1. The seed slide G, provided with the
arm g, arranged to be operated by the cams b upon
the wheels C, substantially as described.

2. The stops or lugs d, secured to the wheel C, in
combination -vAith the lock bar K, arranged to oper-
ate as described.

3. The combination of the slide G- and the levers
H and I, arranged as shown and described.

83,980.—James S. Levek, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to lioss C. Browning, Orange, N. J.

—

Book-
binding.—November 10, 1868.—The pressure is ap-

plied by India-rubber rollers instead of the usual hand
smooth surface tool.

Claim.—ThQ within-described means or method
for cementing the muslin or other sm'face material
upon the boards of book covers.

83,981.—Warren Lyon, New York, N. Y—
Punching Machine.—November 10, 1868.—Designed
as a more advantageous instrumentality, for oper-

ating the sliding i)unch, than the usual cam or ec-

centric, "it being possible, for a given stroke, to

work much closer to tbe working center," (i e, the
pivotal center of the sector,) and secure a more pow-
erful action.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement, here-
inbefore described, of the lever J and pinion I,

slotted toothed sector H, pitman G, punch stock E,
guide F, and frame A, for the purpose set forth.

83,982.—Alexander C. IIartin and "William
EiTCHiE, Hamilton, Ohio.

—

Head Block.—November
10, 1868.—The beveled rings on the rotary shaft
actuate the block in which the pawls are jointed, and
the pawls (being released from the shifting mech-
anism) act in regular succession against the teeth of
racks, and thus give motion to the knee of the feeding
mechanism.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the block L, loosely

on the shaft G, between the beveled rings N O, to
produce a traversing or feeding movement, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the four segmental portions
m and the portion I of block L Avith'the shaft G, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. One or more pawls, with an oscillating block, in
combination with the rotary shaft G, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

4. The pawl-shifting mechanism, consisting of the
ferrule e and plate g, in combination with the pawls
z, operating in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

5. The ring or ferrule e, springs a, and plate g, in
combination with pawls z, in the manner and for the 9
purpose described.

83,983.-Walter K. Marvin, New York, N.
Y.—I^afih Fastener.—'iSOYGmheY 10, 1868.—The tAVO
plates are let into the jamb and arc adapted to slide

one upon the other. The plates may be simultane-
ously actuated by the cams so as to cause their jaws
to bind the respective sashes against the dividing-
strip at the meeting rails. One sash only may be
thus held, in which case one of the javvs is dispensed
with.

Claim.—1. A sash fastener, composed of one or
more sliding jaws, or equivalent compressing and
holding devices, in combination Avith a double cam
or eccentric, shaft, and handle for actuating said jaw
or jaws, substantially as and for the purposes' set
forth.

2. The herein-described construction and arrange-
ment of the two jawed sash-fastening plates, placed
together and recessed to receive the double cam or
eccentric, in the manner specified, the under or lower
plate being slotted to receive the end of the cam
shaft, and to admit of the moA'cment of the same in
the direction of the length of the said plate, as and
for the purposes set forth.

83,984.—Norman McLeop, Clio, S. C.—Feed
C««<j/-.—November 10, 1868.—The straw, as it falls

from the cutters, is caught in the circular screen,
and, being swept around by the arms, is delivered in

a compact heap through the spout, thus preventing
the grain from being Avasted.

Claim.—1. The knives L L, when made in the
shape described, and attached to the arms M M, lu
the uianner set forth.

2. The circular screen B, composed of two parts,
the upper one of which is provided Avith a spout P,
and hinged to the loAver portion, Avhich is rigidly se-

cured to the frame A, all constructed in the manner
and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the arm I Avith the ratchet
wheel J, paAvl K, feed roll E, and knives L L, where-
by the said parts are made to operate together, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The arrangement and combination of the shafts

C C, cutters M L, screen B, feed table F, rolls E G,
ratchet J, paAvl K, and arm I, substantial!}'- as de-

scribed and shown.

83,985.-William Merrell, Kent. Ohio.—Iron
Fence Po5«.—November 10, 1868.—A flat metallic
fence post, with groups of studs to receive and sup-
port the rails.

Claim.—Tho fence post A, formed with groups of
studs a a a a a, holes c, and wings C, all substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.
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83,986—Isaac T. Meyer and James F. J.
GuxiNG, Xew York, N. Y.—Hoop Skirt.—Noxem-
ber 10, 186S.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the hoop skirt,

of an adjustable Iwstle, made up of springs so hinged,
pivoted, or connected at their ends to tlie skirt, and
proyided with straps uniting- them to tlic waistband
at points or in lines intermediate of the ends of the
springs, as tliat said bustle, by letting out or taking
in said sti-aps, may be readily raised or lowered,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The trail C, made up of springs hinged, pivoted,
or otherwise connected, at their ends, ^o the skirt,

in such manner as that said trail may, at pleasure,
Iw let down, or thi'owu up and back out of the way,
essentially as shown and described.

S3,9S7.—Charle.s Morgan. "Waamandee, Wis.
—Hames Fastening. — :So\cmheT 10, 1868.—The
hames are locked by inserting the metal bar within
he socket and the recess, thus setting the slide.

Claihi.—The hames fastener, constructed as de-
scribed of the bar A, provided with a socket, C, to
receive the end of the bar F, carrying tlie hook B,
which bar is held in place by the slide D, all operat-
ing as described, whereby, when the bar F is released
by the slide, the hooks are detached from each other,
as herein shown and described.

83,988.—Issacher Morris, Clinton, TLL—Fire
Eindler.—^oxemher 10, 1868.—A small quantity of
benzole.or other inflammable liquid,is poured iuto'the
cup, which spreads through the pumice stone, and a
match being applied to the top of the burner, it is

held close to the grate bars or da-aught bar of a stove.
Claim.—The burner B, made conical, or tapering

toward its orifice, for the purpose described, in
combination with the cup C, sackc, containing pum-
ice stone, or other porous substances, and handle
A, substantially as described.

83,989.—Bouis MuLLERand Coexelius Hood,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Shutter Worker.—November 10,

lSb'8.—Parts of the hinge of the window blind are so
arranged as to euiible the blind to be opened and
closed by a handle on the inside, and also secured in
either position. The slats may also be operated
from the inside.

Claim-.—1. The combination of the box creasing
/ with the wheels d and e and the pivot g, all ar-
ranged as described.

2. The combination and aiTangemeut of the but-
ton or arm I, having the connecting rod and handle
k. with the lever tn, for the purpose of securing the
blind or shutter when closed, and for operating the
slats, substantially as described.

83,990—Hexry B. Meyer, Philadelphia, Pa.
—liegidating Ga.s Burner.—November 10. 18(i8.

Claim.—1. The glass body B, Fig. 2, having a
small aperture in its bottom, in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The glass body B, with its small aperture at the
bottom, for gauging the gas, in combination with the
metallic base A, and lava or other non-metallic tip C,
all constructed and aixanged as and for the pui-pose
specified.

2. In combination with the above-described
burner, the wire gauze or other fibrous valve, resting
upon the small aperture, at the base of the glass
body B, as and for the purpose set forth.

83,991.^1. K. Xelson-, Green Point. X. Y.—
Divided Car JLxZc—November 10, 1868.—The axle
divided crosswise has its inner ends supported in a
lubricating box which clasps firmlv one of the ends
and revolves with it ; the other end' turns loosely in
the box, arranged within which are removable col-
lars, and fitted in a groove cut within it is a collar
of yielding material.
Claim.—The divided car axle A, constructed as

described, with the revolving self-lubricating box C,
removable collars e, and flexible collar /, substan-
tiahy as and for the purpose herein set forth.

83,992.—Charles F. Xoftz, Toledo, Ohio.—
Potato and Corn Plow.—November 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the screw K, nut

b, and jointed levers J J, for adjusting the positioa
of the wings 1 1, substantially as and for the purposo
herein shown and described.

2. A plow, consisting of the combination of the
beam A, handle D. standard F, arrow-head share H,
adjustable wings 1 1, adjustable coulter B, and ad-
justable draught chain C, that works in the up-and-
down adjustalile notched plate L, all made, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

83,993—James K. P. Nourse, West Medway,
Mass.

—

Boiler Feed-water Jiegulator.—November
10, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the vessel C
and float F, of the pump P, the bent pipe d and its

gate g, contained within the said vessel, and con-
nected to the said float, the whole being arranged
substantially as herein shown and specified.

2. In combination Avith the aiTangement of parts
claimed in the x)receding clause, the steam whistle
H, pipe a, and lever h, connected with the float F,
as specified, the whole being arranged substantially
as herein shown and set forth.

83,994.-Frank Odexbaugh, Middletown, Pa.—Scajf'old.—'SoTemhev 10, 1868.—The platfonn is

formed with side rails pivoted to side pieces and
resting on cross bars. At the lower ends of the
side pieces are wheels, above which are a crank
and shaft, to which are attached a ratchet and
pawl.

Claim.—A portable platform or scaffold, having
end pieces A, platform B, ladder rounds a, pin b,

axle and wheels c, crank and shaft d, ratchet and
pawl /, cross bars g and ft, ropes i p r and ti, and
staples, as described and shown, constructed and
arranged substantially as herein specified.

83,995.—T. G. Palmer, Shultzville, N. Y.—
Horse Poiver.—^November 10, 1868.—The brake arm
rests its weight on a support, and if the belt slips

iTom the pulley the trigger is released and brings the
rubber into contact with the periphery of the wheel
and stops the motion of the power.

Claim.—The herein-described brake combination,
consisting of the levers C, rubber D, support E, and
trigger F, or their equivalents, all constructed and
arranged as and for the purpose specified.

83,996.—Henry A. Pease, Hartford, Conn.—
Manufacture of Soap.—November 10, 1868.—The in-

gredients used are flour of wheat, rye, or other grain,
caustic soda, steariue, tallow, or other stock, which
are subjected to various processes of boiling, stir-

ring, and mixing.
Claim.—The manufacture by cold and hot process,

and the combination of theseWo processes, above
described, together, thereby obtaining a soap which
Avill harden in two hours, when, by the old i)roccss,

it requires about five. days.

S3,09r

—

William K. Rairigh. Eural Talley,
Va..—Implement.—November 10, 18G8.—Within tlie

central portion of a hatchet is placed a lock, and
hatchet blades, a cold chisel, plane tongues, vise or
wrench arc fitted and secured by means of tongues.

Claim.—The implement herein described,"con-
structed and aiTanged in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

83,998.-Adrian Eais, Waterbury, Conn.—J/a-
chinefor Spinning Sheet Metal.—November 10, 1868.

Claim. — 1. The combination, Avith the metal-
holding clamp or dies, the one being fixed upon a sta-

tionary arbor, and the other upon an arbor capable of
sliding longitudinally, of a plunger or sliding bolt,

to force the' movable clamp against the stationary
one, and a toggle-jointed lever for operating said
plunger, substaiitia'lly as shown and set forth.

2. Dividing the bearing or journal box of the
sliding arbor longitudinally, and hinging the tAvo

parts together, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the sliding carriage F, the
spinning rollers, their transverse slide rests, and the
screws for regulating the position of said rests, so as
to adjust the spinning rollers Avith relation both to
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eacli other and to the metal to be operated on, sub-
Btantially as herein shown and set forth.

4. The arrangement of the plates upon which, the
spinning rollers are mounted, the same being pivoted
to and adjustable upon tlie transverse slide rests of
the carriage F, as and for the purposes specified.

5. Tlie method of automatically spinning to a pat-
tern, by the employment, in connection with the
spinning rollers, their sliding carriage, and the
hinged or vibratory frame, on which said carriage
moves, of a pattern plate, a guide pin for following
said pattern, and a v/eight, or its equivalent, oper-
ating upon the free end of the vibratory frame, so as
to hold at all times the guide pin against the pattern,
under the arrangement herein set forth.

6. The combination Avith the sliding carriage, its

actuating screw shaft, and the vibratory frame on
which it moves, of an adjustable plate, H, to Avhich
the frame is hinged, as described, the said plate car-
rying a pulley and shaft, connected with the driving
shaft of the machine, and communicating motion to
the screw shaft, substantially in the manner and by
the means herein shown and set forth.

7. The movable half nut, in combination with the
sliding carriage, and its actuating screw shaft, un-
der the arrangement and for operation as set forth.

83,999,—Samuel J. Eeed, Middletown, Ohio.—
Ploio Fender—]N"ovember 10, 1868.—Designed to
form a receptacle for the earth and clods thrown up
by the share, and is slotted to allow the pulverized
earth to pass through.

Claim.—The curved fender e g, in combination
with lever /, constructed, ai-ranged, and connected
with a plow, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

84,000.- Otis Root, Wendell, Mass.— Mop
Head.—November 10, 1868.—A cast-iron collar has a
screw thread inside and a frame of wire attached to

it which, incloses a cast-iron cross bar with a socket
in which the small end of the liandle turns.

Claim.—A mop head, consisting of the frame A
B, with the sleeve C, secured to the handle I, by
means of the spurs e, and having the end of the han-
dle protruding through the sleeve, and turning in a
socket in the cross head D, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

84,001.—F. William Eust, TJmatilla, Oregon,
assignor to himself, A. E. Eogers, and A. C. Gibbs.—Machine for Scouring, Blacking, and Finishing
Leather.—oS^ovember 10, 1868.—The rubbing blocks
are provided with brushes for removing light ob-
structions and for spreading the blij,cking, and also
with a scouring stone or glass.

Claim.—1. The scouring blocks H, hinged to tbe
pendulum rod, and held in place- by rods, G-, working
through the cross heads F, and provided with springs,
substantially as described.

2. The hinged levers I, attached to the swinging
frame, and arranged to operate or adjust the scour-
ing blocli: n, substantially as set forth.

3. Suspending the scouring apparatus upon a yield-

ing support, and providing it with a lever and weight,
arranged substantially as described, for the purpose
of adjusting the scourers to the thickness of the
leather operated upon, and also to regulate the press-
ui'c of scouring devices, as described.

4. The hollow pendulum, or its equivalent, for

holding the blacking, and feeding it upon the leather
while in operation, substantially as set forth.

5. The perforated cross pipe T, or its equivalent,
when arranged to move with the scouring or smooth-
ing devices, for distributing the blacking evenly
over the surface of the leather, as described.

6. The platform B, provided with a series of balls,

C, secured loosely in its under side, substantially as
set forth, for the purpose of enabling it to be moved
in any desired direction while the machine is in op-

eration.

84,002.—Benjamin L. Eyder, Chambersburg,
"Pa.—Potting and Packing Plants.—'No\ember 10,

1868.—The plants, surrounded by earth, are placed
in thin boxes, which latter are packed side by side

in the largo box. The thin boxes can easily be re-

' moved when the plant Is to be set in the ground.

Claim.—1. The above-described mode of potting
and planting plants with rectangular masses of earth
about the roots, such masses fitting closely against
each other and against the sides of the crate or largo
box in packing, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The above-described, close-jointed, sectional
box, or its equivalent, for the purpose of forming the
rectangular masses of earth, and for potting and
packing plants, substantially in. the manner above
described.

84,003.—Gael Schaeffek, Elizabeth, :N". J.—
Manufacture of Artificial Stone.—November 10,
1868.—Composed of cement, sand, and sulphuric
acid molded into blocks, subjected to a heavy pres-
sure, and are then dried and introduced into a batli
of sulphuric acid.

Claim.—Artificial stone, formed of the ingredi-
ents herein specified, and treated repeatedly with
sulphuric acid, substantially in the manner set
forth.

84,004.-'WilhelmSchakrath, Bielefeld, Prus-
sia.

—

Railroad Car Ventilator.—November 10, 1868.
Claim.—Forming the walls, ceilings, or partitions

of permanent or temporary habitations wholly or iu
part of porous material, covered wholly or in part
with fibrous or textile fabric, leaving a space be-
tween said walls and the fibrous material, as herein
set forth, for the purpose of veutilatiou.

84,005.—Oscar Schimmel, Chemnitz, Saxony.—Washing Machine.—November 10, 1868.—Flexible
aprons are so arranged on the beaters as to prevent
the clothes, while being washed, from lodging on
the beaters. The wrists of a double crank work in
sliding boxes on the beaters, and cause the latter to
oscillate.

Claim.—1. The aprons d, in combination with
the beaters B and tub A, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

2. The double crank E and sliding boxes a, in
combination with the suspended beaters B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

84,006. —Jacob Seibel, Manlius, HI.—^ar-
vester.—November 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. In the construction of harvesters, con-
necting or coupling the frame supporting the bind-
ing platform to the main frame A by means of
hinges or joints P, arranged at or near tlie center
of said main frame, so that it may oscillate upon
said hinges to admit of the raising and lowering of
the cutter bar without tipping the binding platform,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
specified and shown.

2. In combination with said binding platform and
main frame A, hinged as described, the lever L, so
connected and arranged that the drivei', from his

seat on the main frame, can operate the machine, in
the manner and for the purposes set forth.

3. In combination witn a harvesting machine hav-
ing a raking platform with a rear delivery, a bind-

ing platform, arranged close behind the raking plat-

form, and hinged to the main frame at or near its

center, substantially as described, so that the grain
can be raked directly from the raking to the bind-

ing platform, and otherwise operating substantially

as specified.

84,007.— J. A. Shanner, Plainview, HI.—
Mechanical Movement.—November 10, 1868.—The
pump is operated by means of segmental racks on
the gear wheels engaging alternately with a rack
on the pump rod.

Claion.—The combination, with the wheels F and
G, of tlie segments H and I, and the rack E, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

84,008.-Henry F. Shepherd, Framinghara,
Mass.

—

Veneer.—November 10, 1868 ; antedated Oc-
tober 31, 1868.—Can be used as a veneer or as a sub-

stitute for paper hangings.
Claim.—A compressed and burnished veneer, ap-

plicable as wood hangings, and for other purposes,

substantially as specified.
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84,009.—Silas Shirley, Eockford, JU.—Wagon
TT/ieeZ.—November 10, 1868.—Beveled blocks, pro-
vided Tvitb circular flanges fitting over the bos, ex-
tend upward between tbe spokes, and are arranged
to be forced between said spokes to cause tbem to
expand and tighten the tire when it is loose.
Claim.—The wheel described, consisting of the

bos A, beveling blocks B, with curving flanges b b,

friction i)lates D. rods c, and caps E, the whole being
combined and operated in connection with the
spokes of au ordinary wheel, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

84,010.-Simon Shrock, ISTcw Philadelphia,
Ohio.

—

Beehive.—Xovember 10, 18G8.—The exterior
case is provided with a slanting bottom for the in-

gress of the bees to the central tube leading to the
central hive ; above and on each side of the latter
are honey boxes which are ventilated by boxes with
openings covered with wire gauze.
Claim.—I. The combination and arrangement of

the centi-al hive C, provided with comb framesHH,
sliding face Cl, feed bos D, slant board S, and cen-
tral tube &, all constructed and operated in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the central hive C, slant
board S, central tube b, openings K, honey boxes 1 1,

f)rovided Avith corresponding openings, and veuti-
ating boxes L L, all constructed, arranged, and

Oj^.orated substantiahy as described.
3. The combination of the drawers a' a', tubes a a,

and slant board S, all constructed, arranged, and
operated as set forth.

4. The arrangement of the central hive C, slant
board S, central tube 6, honey boxes 1 1, ventilating
boxes L L, feed bos D, drawers a' a', and tubes a a,

all constructed and operated as set forth.

84,011.—J. n. Smith and George 0. Smith,
Chicago, 111.

—

Paint for Buildings, Roofs, d:c.—
K^ovember 10, 1868.—Composed of leached ashes,
coal tar, hydraulic cement, and benzine.
Claim.—A paint, composed of the ingredients

herein named, and compounded substantially as
herein set forth.

84,012.—Ezra Sprixger, Davis, ll\.—Raihvay
Car Mover.—November 10,1868.—The di-iving wheel,
provided with teeth to gripe the rail, is actuated by
an arrangement of gearing communicating with the
power, and so connected as to increase or diminish
the speed of the car.

Claim.—1. The driving wheel D, in combination
•U'ith the driving gears, arranged and operating con-
jointly, as and for the purpose substantially as spe-
cified'.

2. The lever Q, rod E, and stay P, in combination
with the arm X, feather keys, and shifting gears,
applied to the purpose set forth.

3. The racks A', sliding dog C, in combination,
arranged in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

84,013.—William A. Stack, Hillsborough, Md.
—Animal Trap.-November 10, 1868.—The animal
steps upon one of the arms to reach the bait, which
is placed on a wire connecting Avith a sjuing bolt
supporting the arm. TVheu the bait is pulled the
bolt is drawn back and the arm swings down, pre-
cipitating the animal into a water receptacle placed
beneath.

Claim.—The arrangement of the box B, the ro-
tating wheel, having the trap-door arms c c^ c- c^,

the stop m, pivoted bait-holder /i, spring o, wall D,
and metallic bait-bos E, when the said parts are
constracted and arranged to operate in the manner
described.

84,014.-TVilliam Stamp, Susquehanna Depot,
Va.. — Steam-engine Steam CAesf. — November 10,
1863.—The copper wire is hammered into grooves
in the cover of the steam che-st, and then faced ofl"

to produce a tight joint.

Claim.—The construction of the wire packing,
inserted in both surfaces of the joint to be made,
substantially as herein described.

84,015.—Charles H. Stockijridge, Northamp-
ton, Mass., assignor to himself and Osmore O.

Roberts, same place.

—

Bit Holder.—November 10,

1868.—Improvement on his patent of February 19,

1867. A spring is applied to the rear end of the
clamping jaws to open them as the sleeve is screwed
forvi'ard to release the outer ends from the bit.

Claim.—The bit stock, fc?rmed of the clamping
jaws c, set in grooves having curved bottoms, in
combination with the contractile spring i and sleeve
d, substantially as set forth.

84,016.— Alfred F. Stoxer, TVest Unity,
Ohio.— Ou^iirator.—November 10, 1868.—A toothed
bar, under the spiked roller, is provided with a
spring which allows the teeth to yield to such strain
as Avould break the cultivator. A hiller is placed
nearly under the roller, and a share in the middle of
the machine in front of the roller.

Claim.—1. The spiked roller B, in combination
with the spring, concave, or toothed bar M, ar-

ranged and operated substantially as set forth.

2. The an-angement of the h<'(ler E, in combina-
tion with the siiare C in the front part of the frame,
and the pulverizing roller and concave, substantially

as described.

84,01'J'.

—

Ole O. Storle, Norway, assignor to
himself and J. B. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis.—iJorse
Say I'orA;.-November 10, 1868.—The lock fits and
revolves on a screw on the center shaft. A trigger
secm-ed to the slide catches in notches on the lock
and holds it in any position.

Claim.—The parts B, F, and Gr, in combination
with the screw on shaft A, substantially as de-

scribed.

84,018.-E. Strickland, Albany, N. Y.—Coffee
and Tea Pot.—November 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. A coffee or tea pot, having a strainer
hinged to it inside, and applied over the orifice at
the base of the spout, substantially as described.

2. The hinged strainer C, provided with a Aveight,

b, operating substantially as described.

84,019.—John E. Tencate, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Machine for Welding Tubing.—November 10, 1868.
—Two sets of grooved rollers are an-anged, the one
set in a horizontal, and the other in a perpendicular
position. Two levers are each provided Avith a notch
fitted to grooves in the mandrel, to hold the latter in
a fixed position. Enlargements on the mandrel serve
to obtain and retain the desired bore of the pipe in
welding'.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the rolls A and B,
guides e, levers C and 1), and mandrel F, provided
Avith enlargements x and x^, the whole being con-
structed, arranged, and operating as herein de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The scrapers y, in combination with the rock
shaft P, provided with oblique slots, 4, constructed,
aiTanged, and operating substantially as herein do-
scribed, and for the pui-pose set forth.

84,020.—Hermann Thal and Gustav Schlott-
MANN, New Haven, Conn.

—

Coffee-pot.—November
10, 1868.—The upper edge of the vessel has around
it a gutter, the overflowingwater in which runs into
the vessel, while the inner edge of the gutter fits into
the flange of a bell-shaped mouth piece fixed to a
tubular neck, to the bottom of which is geared a
strainer, and its uijper edge extends beyond the bot-

tom of the mouth piece, forming a seat" for a safety
cap, from the center of which is suspended a perfor-
ated disk.

67aiJ«.—The arrangement and combination ofthe
strainer C, tubular neck g, flanged mouth piece /,
gutter d, cap /t, perforated disk ?', and vessel A, all

constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose shown and described.

84,021.—William Thompson, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to H. B. Myer, same place.

—

Gas Machine.
—November 10, 1868.—A double beiows is arranged
with a flexible air holder, an upper and lower car-
bureter, and a purifier.

Claim.—1. The belloAvs B B, for forcing air into
the receiving bag, as described, in combinatioii Avith

the carbureters and purifiers.

2. The combination of receiving bag C and bellows
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B B, substantially as set forth, with the upper and
lower carbureters.

3. The arrangement of the bellows B B, the large
air bag C, the passage pipe D, and the perforated
coil pipe D', substantially as set forth.

4. The coil partitions G G- G-, filled with sponge or
other equivalent material, forming a lower carburet-
ing chamber, substantially as set forth, in combina-
tion with the purifier.

5. The combination of the purifying chamber S
and the upper carbureting chamber, substantially
as described.

6. The pipe T and cock T', for conveying residue
or surplus oil from the carbureting cyiind.ers, sub-
stantially as .described.

7. The' combination of the bellows B B, the receiv-
ing bag C, tlie passage pipe D, the coil partitions G
G G, the chamber S, the pipe T, and cock T', when
the said parts are arranged, combined, and operat-
ing as and for the purpose herein set forth.

84,022. —"William J. Towkk, llJ^ewtonville,

Mass., assignor to Silver Lake Manupacturikg
Company, same place.

—

Packing for Joirds of Steam
JEngines.—November 10, 1868.—To the exterior sur-
face of a braided or twisted packing.of cotton or other
fibrous material is applied a glazing of a glutinous
substance, with which may be mixed asbestos, soap-
stone, or other mineral powders.

Claim.—The application of a glazing or coating
to the exterior surface of a packing, suljstantially as
and for the purpose described,

84,023.—Aaron Van Guysling, "West Albany,
N". Y.

—

Railway Chair and Sit2Jport.—i^ovember
10, 1868.—A fixed and a movable lip are secured to
the cliair by a key bolt, held in place by a wooden
key, having'a rubber cushion, and a device for con-
necting the chairs to each other, the hollow supports
being connected by a tube.

Claim.— 1. The railroad chair support, consisting
of the hollow supports A, connected bj^ the tube B,
the chairs C having the fixed lip c^ and the detacha-
ble lip c^, the key bolt 1), the rubber block G, the
wooden block F, and the connecting bar E, said
chairs being slotted to receive the bent ends of the
connecting bar, and for the passage of the wooden
blocks, all arranged as described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The chair C, fitting over the hollow supports A,
and constructed as described, having the fixed lip c^

detachable lip c^, and the key bolt 1), and provided
with, an opening in its side for the introduction of
the rubber block G , which is kept in place by the
sliding door II, as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of the horizontal metallic bar
or tie, B, with the vertical hollow supports A^ sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
jDurpose set forth.

84,024.—Jasper Van "Wormer and Michael
McGarvey, Albany, IN". T. — Magazine in Base-
burning Stoves.—November 10, 1868.—The lower
Xiortion of the reservoir consists of a flaring mouth
j)icce, attached to which and forming tlie loner part
of the feeder is a neck, enlarged at its lower end
to give free discharge to the coal and prevent clog-

ging.
Claim.—1. Attaching to the ordinary contracted

reservoir a neck, having its lower end enlarged, sub-

stantialiy as and for tlie purpose described.
2. The method of attaching the neck to the reser-

voir, substantially as set forth.

84,025.—Francis J. Vittum, Newburyport,
Mass., assignor to AYilliam N. FAjY.—Hand Peg-
ging Machine.—November 10, 1808.—An improve-
ment on E. M. Stevens's patent, August 6, 18G1.

Claim.—1. A liand pegging machine, so con-

structed, arranged, and adapted as to its several

parts, that, while the machine is held to the work,
as it passes over it, with one hand, the movements
of the awl and peg driver, and of the feeding de-

vices, shall be actuated or managed with or by meaus
of the other, substantially as described.

2. So constructing, arranging, and adapting the
parts of a hand pegging machiuo, as to operate the

same by meanes of a crank, turned by the hand of
the operator, substantially as described.

3. Arranging and adapting a crank handle, cam,
and spring m a hand pegging machine, in combina-
tion with the awl and peg-driver bars, or either of
them, substantially as and for the purposes described.

4. Arranging and adapting a crank handle and
cam, in a hand pegging machine, in combination
with an awl or piercing or pointed instrument, as a
feeding device, substantially as described.

5. The ratchet bar and pinion, in combination with
the awl or peg driver bar in a hand pegging machine,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

6. Constructing the bar C in connection witli the
dog G, so that the latter may operate Avithout the
aid of a spring, substantially as described.

7. The combination of the portable frame with
crank handle, cam, spring, and piston, all constructed
to operate substantially as described.

.84,026.—Eranz Voegtli, Montgomery City,

Mo., assignor to Antonio Voegtli, same place.

—

Reel for Yarn, t&c.—November 10, 1868.—On the
shaft which carries the reel is a single finger which
gears into the cogged counter wheel, on the axle of
which is another finger gearing into a cogged wheel
placed on the index shaft, so that the reel is adjust-

able to the size of the skeins, and the number of
strands in a skein may be automatically indicated.

Claim..—The reel C and its shaft B, to operate the
finger d. pinion D, finger d^, pinion D', and indica-
tors cJ2 cl^^ substantially as set forth.

84,027.—TViLLiAM VOGEL, Norwich, Conn., as-

signor to Ezra Durand.—Musical Instrument.—
November 10, 1868.—The iron bridges, on which the
strings rest are connected by cross bars passing
under and below the sound board, stiflFening and
strengthening tbem to resist the strain of the strings,

while the brace bars on the under side of the board
leave an open communication for the escape of sound.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the diagonal
dampers L with relation to the bridges E, sound
boai-d c, and strings G, of the dulcimer, as herein
shown and described.

2. The construction of the bridges E, stiffening

end bars and central frame E, and the curved braces
H beneath the sound board c, all arranged as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

84,028.—J. E. Voiles, Madison, Ind., assignor
to himself and John W. Hutchins, same place.

—

Horse Hake.—November 10, 1868.—One end of a
coiled spring is fastened to a roller, the other end
being secured to the vibrating cross head which
rests on the points of the two center teeth of the rake.

Claim.—A I'cleasing device for the teeth of revolv-
ing- horse rakes, composed of the coil spi'ing A,
roller C, and vibrating cross head D, when arranged
and operated substantially as shown and described.

84,029.—Joseph Vowles, Milford, Mich.-
Cultivator.—November 10, 1868.—The mold boards
are bolted to the hangers, which are supported by
braces, the side hangers being furnished with revers-
ible mold boards, while the rear hangers are at-

tached to a cross beam from which exteuds a sub-
tongue, between which latter and the tongue is a
wedge piece for raising its outward end. The teeth
or plows are held in any desired position by a sector.

Claim.— 1. Tlie mold board L, consU'ucted sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the mold board L with a
cultivator.

3. The construction of the wedge N, and its ar-

rangement with reference to the tongue of a culti-

vator, or for any equivalent purpose, substantially
as shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the hangers II H with
their teetb M il, with reference to the wheels of the
machine, substantially as shown and described.

5. The arrangement of the sub-tongue E, frame E,
sector D, lever C, hangers II and K, and braces I,

substantially as shown and described.

84,030.—C. "W. Wailey, New Orleans, La., as-

signor to New Orleans Pneumatic Propelling
Company.—Pump for Compressing Air.—Novem-
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ber 10, 1868.—An improvement on J. H. Johnson's
English patent. Xo. 890, of April 1860. The induc-
tion valves, in the concave heacis, are held up to

theh" seats by spiral springs, the vertical sections of
a pump, connected vrith the heads, being alternately
filled with water.

Claim.—The combination of the concave heads G
ftud G'. with the vertical sections, A A', of a pump,
through which flows a continuous stream of water,
when the valves of the induction ports are placed in
said heads, and are operated by the springs d aud d',

substantially as set forth.

84,031.—Felix "Watj^er, i^ew Orleans, La.—
Satih Sto2) ond Holder.—Xovomher 10, 1868.—The
Slate, with two flanges, fixed to the side of the wiu-
ow fi'ame, has two notches in which engages one

arm of a pivoted catch, the other arm being
weisrhted. thus holding the sash down, or at any de-

sired point.

Claim.—The combination of the double flanged
plate A. with notches n n, and secured to tlie inner
side of the window frame. Avith the pivoted catch C,
having two arms, one being weighted, as shown, all

operating as set forth.

84,032.—BexJAsrix D. Washbukx, Boston,
Mass.

—

Shutter Fastener.—Xovembcr 10, 1868.—An
elongated tooth or projection is formed centrally be-
tween the jaws of a fastening, so that when one
of the jaws passes over into the catch, the tooth
win prevent the fastening fi'om slipping over the
catch.

Claim.—The construction and an-angement of the
piece A with the projections a a and ft.'the latter ex-
tending below the former, when formed in one piece,
as audfor the purposes herein set forth.

84,033.—George TTellhouse, Ala-on, Obio.—
Drappinf/ Platform for Harve.>ters.—November 10,

1868. — Tins platfonu is pivoted at its rear end.
Across its front lies a roller, whose bearings are in
the sides of the platform, and on one end of which
IS keyed a pinion, working in a curved rack. The
cut-otf is an apron, one end of which is fastened to
the rear of the finger beam, aud the other to the
roller, so that, by elevating the nlatform, the apron
is unwound, aud by depressing the platform the apron
is rolled up.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
roller 11. pinion I. segment J, and platform I), in the
manner substantially as set forth.

84,034.—George Wells and S. A. Hayxes,
Island Pond, Vl.

—

Moj} Wringer.—Xovember 10,

1868.—Ey raising the bail the rollers are made to
recede from each other to admit of the insertion of
the mop. One of tlie rollers has a crank handle.

Claim.—The bail B, arranged with relation to the
pail A, uprights D, iilates E^G, H. I, J. and rollers
C C. as herein described, and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

84.035.—George ^. TTesley, Troy, Pa.—
Water ir/iceZ.-Xovember 10, 1868.
Claim.—A water wheel having buckets of a con-

cave or depressed outer surface, and with a corre-
sponding convex or raised inner siu'face, in combina-
tion with the side issues or escapes, for the purpose
aud in the manner set forth aud described.

84,036.—Albert Wetherbee, Waltham, Mass.
—Composition Tip for Billiard Cwes.-Xovember
10, 1868.

Claim.—A tip of a billiard cue, made of vulcan-
ized rubber, one part, and pulverized chalk, more
than one part, intimately mixed, and baked in com-
bination, all substantially as aud for the purpose
described.

84,037.—Charles ^hittter, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Bexjamln' F. Campbell,
same place.

—

Steam liadiator.—Xovcmber 10, 1868.—The openings in each section are so cast that the
steam may pass from one to the other in sa rapid a
manner as it goes through the body itself, thus pre-
serving the effectiveness of the steam within a larger
extent of radLiting surface.

39 P—VOL. II

Claim.—1. Constructing each section on opposite
sides, near the ends, with an aperture, a. of same
shape as aperture rf of body of radiator, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

*2. Connecting the alternate ends of the radiator
by means of lugs, b b b b, &c., aud bolts, e, &c., cod
structed substantially as described.

84,038.—TViLHELM WiESMAXX, Boun, Prussia—Prencrving Meat.—Xoveraber 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. The within-described process of pre-

serving meat, by first coating the pieces of meat
with powdered "saltpeter aud olive oil, and then
storing them away in a hermetically closed vessel,

with intermediate layers of charcoal tilled in bags,
as herein set forth.

2. The vessel A. provided with perforated movable
shelves a, aud closed by a disk, c. and lid, c, leaving
an oil space, which is tilled through stop-cocks h i,

all as shown aud described.

84,039.—George C. Wilder, Lawrence. Kas,
—Punch.—Xovember 10, 1868.—The follower is

forced upward against the washer or nut, after the
same has been punched, by the face of the .spring,

which frees the nut from tlie punch.
Claim.—Combining with said combination the

spring E, as and for the purpose described.

84,040—S. R. WiLMOT, Bridgeport, Conn.—J.j?-

paratus for Sizing Glass Cylinders.—Xovember 10,

1868.—The fingers expand or contract the base of the
hot chimney to the size required.
Claim.—The arrangement of the several fingers

a, operated so as to size the cylinders, by opening
the said fingers upon the inside, or closing them
upon tlie outside of the said cylinder, substantially
as set forth.

84,041.—HextiyM. Woodward, St. Louis, Mo.—Treating Cast Iron for the Manufacture of Car
Tr/<ee?6-.—November 10, 1868.—The iron is melted in
a reverberatory furnace and is free from contact
v.'ith the fuel during the process. It is maintained
in a molten condition, subject to the oxidizing or de-
carbonizing action of the atmosphere which passes
over the surface of the molten mass, until the iron
is found, by test samples, to be in that condition
which will produce the desired thickness of drill on
the face and flange of the wheel.

Claim.—1. The 'herein-described improved pro-
cess for liroduciug cast metal car wheels, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. "Car Avhecls produced by the herein-described
improved process, as a new article of manufactm'e,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

84,042.—Wendell Wright, Eloomfield, N". J.—Suspender Fastening.—November 10, 1868.—It is

designed to let the clamps remain on the pants or
drawers, and slip them off tiom the snap hooks when
the wearer wishes to take off the garment.

Claim.—The double clamps B^ having teeth on
their inner faces, and provided with slides h. said
clamps being hinged together by the collar /, and
removably attached to the buckle A by means of a.

snap hook, aCb, formed on the latter, all constructed,
and ai-ranged substantially as herein shown and de- •

scribed.

84,043.-Jacob Zepf, Troy, assignor to Jasies
T. Walker, Albany, N. Y.—Machine for Makin.g-
Horseshoes.—November 10, 1868.—The movements
of the several jiarts of this machine are so timed
that the following operations occur consecutively,
namely : A heated bar is fed forward a limited dis-

tance by feeding wheels ; a plunger, with its cutter,
then descends to sever a blank from the bar; a.

forked bender is then advanced, bending the blank
around a male die, and the shoe is completed by the
action of dies and creasers.
Claim.—!. The arrangement of the sliding arm e

and its con-ugated wheel d. with the vertical shaft
a, and wheels c and 6, operated by the shaft E acd
shaft K, with its cam Z, all substantially as shown
and described.

2. The horizontal notched clutch V and slidir.g

dies U U, in combination with the yertically rec p-
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rocating male die and former i, substantially as
herein specified.

3. The vertically reciprocating male die i. pro-
vided with a pressing and creasing shoulder, and
with a projecting guide, all as herein shown, in com-
bination with the dies U TJ, substantially as herein
specified.

84,014.—"William Augustus Berkey, Grand
Rapids. Mich.

—

Construction of Fire-proof Houses.
IS'ovember 17, 1868.—Consists in such a construc-

tion of the floors or partitions that there shall always
be between the inner and outer wood-work of the
floor or partition an interposed stratum of plaster
or cement. It also consists of a certain peculiar
arrangement of metallic strips for holding together
the double floor or wall.

Claim.—1. The combination of the iron straps C
and furling 1) with the joists B and lath E, for the
purpose substantially as described.

2. The floor strips L, when attached to the deaf-
ening parcition K, in the manner described, for

allowing the mortar M to be interposed, in the man-
ner and"for the purpose substantially as described.

3. The combination of the construction for sus-

pending the ceiling and the construction for sustain
ing the floor, as described, Avith the interposed
mortar, for preventing the burning of the timbers in

such construction, and the passing of water or
sound, as set forth.

84,045.—JosErn Bell Alexander, Washing-
.ton, 1). C.

—

Devicefor Raising and Adjusting Wicks
in Lamps.—ISTovember 1 7, 1868.—The Avick is held
by a metal clasp that slides easily in the wick tube,
"which clasp is raised and lowered by a pinion work-
ing in a rack attached to the clasp.

Claim.—1. The making of the rack, with the
.guides H and H' and the stops L and L', by strik-

ing it up of one piece of sheet metal, substantially
;as"described and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlic combination, with any lamp, of the imper-
iforate wick tube A, the sliding wick holder B, the
j-ack C, the pinion D, and the bow spring S, when
arranged together substantially as described and for

,the purpose set forth.

84,046.—Levi Black and Milton Gaffney,
Xogan, Ohio.

—

Device for Saiv Carriages.—Novem-
ber 17, 1868.—Combined with a clamp and gauge are
.adjustable holders, for squaring and sizing tlie un-
turned part of bed posts, table legs, &c., the holders
.at one end being two sliding plates provided with
.flanges flai'ing in opposite directions.

Claim.—Adjustable plates a and b, holders F and
H, sliding stop or clamp E, and plate D, herein de-
scribed, constructed, combined, and arranged to

•operate in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

84,047.—J. H. BODiNE and T. A. Hill, Mount
"Morris. N. Y.— Watrr Wheel—'Novemhcr 17, 1868.—
The curb is provided with an elongated rim or
iflange around its lower edge, which encircles the
ruppcr part of the vertical discharge wheel, so as to
prevent the escape of water as the wheel drops
from tj)e wear of the step. Openings in the gate
are made to open or close the chutes to any required
degree.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the top feed ver-

tical discharge wlieel 13, in connection with the
flanges a a, upon the lower edge of a curb, which has
the gate at its top, its side walls being water-tight,
jsubstantially as and for tlie puri)ose herein set forth.

2. The gate I, when cast with recesses or con-

caves, e e, on its under surface, substantially as

specified.

3. The aiTangement of wheel B, gate I, arm v,

screw shaft T, block R, working upon the screw
shal't, and spindle S, operating the screw shaft by
means of cog gearing W, when said parts are con-

structed to operate in connection with each other
in the manner and for the pm-poses above described.

84,04S.—John B. Bolixger, Detroit, Mich., as-

signor to himself and L. R. FiTCH, same })lace.—

Portable Forge.—November 17, 1868.—The pulley on
the face shaft and an intermediate ])ulley are formed
of rubber, so as to render them elastic, and are pro-

vided with metal rims, A double lever has a slotted
arm in which the wrist qf the driving pulley crank
shaft works.
Claim.—1. The pulleys o and q, formed of rubber,

with metallic faces or peripheries, substantially as
described, in combination with the pulleys C auclp.

2. In combination with a portable fan blast forge,
the air chambers S, the double lever I), and the
slotted arm F, operating in the crank G, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes described.

84,049.—John H. Chad-wick, Bristol, assignor
to himself and George B. Peck, "Warren, R. I.

—

Car Coupling.—November 17, 1868. — A pivoted
weighted lever is provided with two arms arranged
so as to lock the hook when the cars are coupled,
and release it when the end of the \e\cv is raised.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
arms b c and part or abutment, m, with the lever D,
the draw bar chamber B, and its mouth C, substan-
tially as described, the whole being to operate in
manner and for the pm*pose specified, with a con-
nection bar, E, made as set forth.

84,050.—"Wesley Cornell and Thomas L.
Blakley, Buchanan, Mich.— Washing Machine.—
November 17, 1868.—The pivoted guide ways of the
rubber board are adjusted by means of a cam having
a number of square faces.

Claim.—1. The eccentric cams X, adjustable ways
G, and guide blocks M, when constructed substan-
tially as set foi'th.

2. 'in combination Avith all the above named parts,

the box A, slide bars C, rollers E. and rubber board
L, all operating substantially as specified.

84,051.—Alexander G. Donnelly, Breesport,
N. Y.—l?aruc.s«er.—November 17, 1868.—When the
speed of the cutters is to be increased, the spur wheel
shaft is removed from its bearings and placed in
another pair of journal boxes, so that the flanged,
toothed disk, Avhich is scrcAved upon the spur wheel,
will mesh with the pinion driving the cutter bar.

Claim.—The wheel D, constructed and operating
as herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

84,052.—Benjamin Do UTHETT, Pittsbiu-g, Pa.-
^ee/ci?^.—iSovember 17, 1868.

Claim.—A hive for bees, having all of the herein-
described characteristics ; that is to say, a box divided
on a vertical line, so as to form two equal and dis-

tinct parts, A A, and Avith an India-rubber packing,
T. bctAveen the two, each part or half of the hi\^o

being provided with a horizont£il partition E, inclined
bottom, and perforated plate, F, and a Avire gauxie, m,,

extending from the partition to the bottom, and a
narrow horizontal box, P, beneath the hive, open at

both ends, and provided at each end Avith a metallic
curtain, N, as a passage Avay, common to each half
of the hive; the Avhole being constructed, arranged,
combined and operating substantially as and for the
purposes hereinbefore set forth.

84,053.—Fbancis Ellershausen', EUershanse,
and Augustus E. Stayner, Halifax. Nova Scotia,

and Adolph Glizman, New York, N. Y.—Manufac-
ture of Iron and Steel.—November 17, 1868.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, pig-

bloom, or pig-scrap, being a conglomerate of cast
iron, oxides, Avrought iron, and particles of matter
more or less nearly approaching one or other of those
substances, produced by admixing, and bringing in

contact Avith fluid cast iron oxidizing substances
in a solid state, in such a manner and in such quan-
tity as to produce a solid condition of the mass.

2. The mixing of cast iron Avith an oxidizing
agent, one or other of which is rendered fluid by heat
applied previously to such mixing.

3. The production of A\rought iron from cast iron,

by mixing Avith the latter, Avhilo fluid, a suificient

amount of oxidizing material to produce a solid con-
dition of the mass.

4. The production of wrought iron from oxides of
iron, by mixing the latter Avith molten cast iron to

such an extent as to produce a solid conglomerate of
the tAvo.

5. The employment of detersive agents and useful
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nlloys, by mincrliug- them, or either ofthera, Tvith the
oxides used iirthe process hereinbefore described, so
that they shall become part of the conglomerate, and
have such intimate contact and connection with the
mass as to produce thtir proper chemical effects

when it is afterward subjected to the action of heat.

84,054.—John S. Evekitt and Ossian Cook,
Oshkosh, "Wis. — Steam-engine Slide Talve.—No-
vember 17, 1668.—A hollow slide valve is constructed
with holes ou opposite sides, so that the pressure on
either side balances the pressure on the other. They
are adjustably connected with arms on the valve stem,
which latter is provided witli cams, by which the
valves are adjusted to fit the valve chest when worn.
A four-way cock or throttle valve reverses the flow
and exhaust of the steam, thereby reversing the
engines.

'Claim.—1. The valve boles S S, of the valve H,
with lugs r r, constructed and arraii,ced relatively to

the cams n n, arms i» ?n, provided with slots x x, and
the valve stem C, as a means of adjustrnent in com-
pensating for wear of valves and valve seats.

2. The valve ease A A, when constructed substan-
tially as described, and arranged relatively to the

elide balance valve H, as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the hollow balance slide

valve H. throttle valve F, witli the valve case A A,
injection and ejection pipes 1 1', supply pipe K, and
exhaust pipe K', substantially as herein set forth.

S4,055. — Dan P. Foster, "Waltham. assignor
to himself and X. M. Lowe, Boston, Mass.—Sus-
pending Clamp.—November 17, 1868.—The cams ai-e

united by a link, so that they may be moved together.

Claim.—A suspending clamp, formed of two seg-

ment cams, B B', pivoted to the supporting frame A,
and connected by a link, C, substautii|r as de-

scribed, and for the pru-pose set forth.

84,05G.—HAjriLTOX Franxe, Hinmansville, N.
T.

—

Potato Digger.—Xovember 17, 1868.—The bar to

which the scoop is seciu-ed is operated by a lever piv-

oted to the front of the machine. The grate is raised

or lowered by a lever pivoted to the operator's seat.

Claim.—L The geared wheel E, shaft F, pinion G.
and arms H. in connection with the axle A, frames
C and I. connecting rods J, lor the purpose of giving
a vertical vibratory motion to the grate K, substan-
tially as herein described.

2. 'The frames C and I, hinged together ixt their

front ends, in connection with the axle A and lever

Z, when constructed and operating substantially as
herein specified.

3. The bar X. arms E and TJ, lever Q. fulcram S,

and pin T, in connection with guides and standards
0, axle P, and tongue V, when combined, arranged,
and operating suljstantiaUy as and for the purposes
herein described.

4. The combination of the above-named parts with
the wheels B and X, bails M, and seat Y, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein set forth"and shown.

84,057.—Charles F. Hadlev, Chicopee, Mass.,
a.ssignor to Clifford Arrick. Belmont County.
Ohio.—CVua't.—Xovember 17, 16G8.—Tlic bevel gear
is fitted on the adjustable nut by means of the annular
groove, dividing ring, and seeming pins, so that it

may revolve freely, and still allow the nut to turn in-

dependently on its axis, to allow the bevel gear to be
thrown in or out of gear with the bevel pinions, the
object being to allow a concentric or eccentric ad-
justment of the jaws for circular or iiTCgular-shaped
•work.

Claim.—1. The an-angemcnt of the adjustable nut
E, bevel gear F, divided ring G. and securing
pins h /?, or their equivalents, constructed substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2/The arrangement of the adjustable nut E, bevel
gear F, divided ring G, annular gi'oove tZ, and s«-

caring pins /* h. or their equivalents, in combination
with the bevel pinions D, coustnicted and operated
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,058.—Mortuier S. Harsha, Batavia, HI.,

assignor to hims.elf and Edwin Mekedeth, same
place.— Tra*/iw;.7 lfac/it?ie.—Xovember 17, 18G8.

Claim.—The combination of the bars F F, pivoted
at their centers to the frame B, the two rollers D D,
having bearings in opposite ends of said oscillating
bariiF'F, the roller C, arranged beneath and between
said rollersD D, andthe cam wheelsA A.all arranged
and operating so as to give the rollersD D a rotating,
a longitudinal, and an oscillating motion with respect
to the roller C, substantially as herein shown and
set forth.

84,059.—ADAii Herbig, Cony, Pa., assignor to
himself and Thomas Blackburn, same place.—
r«ycrc.—X^'ovember 17, 1868.—The fire pot has a
denticulated veitical margin which fits o\er'a simi-
larly denticulated flange projecting downward from
the inner edge of the annular cap piece : by rotating
the fire pot the spaces between the teeth may be made
to coincide and give a full blast or be partially or
wholly closed, giving little or no blast.

Claim.—The circular duck's nest A. provided with
the inlet pipe d and the outlet jjipe d\ placed oppo-
site each other, and with the damper c', all arrange<.l
and operating substantially as described.

84,060.—Julius HiETEL. JohnTTenzelHietel,
and John Loomis Geissler, Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Watch Escapement.—Xovember 17, 1868.—A spring
branch on the detached lever embracing the pallet
staflf, permits the balance wheel to turn freely nnder
irregular movements or disturbances without injury
to the impulsepinof the said balance.

Claim.'—1. The described construction of the self-

regulating lever C, for watch escapements, consist-
ing of the'arm ft, fitting around the staff D, and pro-
vided with a shoulder, e, against which rests the end
of the shorter arm c?, said arms being connected by
the spring/, as herein set forth.

2. The'combination and arrangement, in a watch
escapement, of the balance wheel A, spring lever C.
partly flattened or grooved staff D, pallets F, bank-
ing p'in A, and ruby pin a, all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

84,061.-Isaac Hull, Stamford, Conn., as-
signor to himself and J. Ferguson Morsell.—
Rein Holder.—Xovember 17, 1868.—One of the jaws
of the clamp embracing the dash board is provided
with a spring, between which latter and the jaw to
Avhich it is fastened, the reins are held.

Claim.—The device for holding driving reins,
composed of the clamp A and" spring B, con-
structed and operating substantially as herein speci-
fied.

' 84,062.-Michael Xelly, X^ew York, X. Y.,
assignor to himself, William Lalor. aiul James
Slam.mon, same place.

—

Metallic Fence.—^November
17. 1 868.—Designed as an improvement on his patent
of February 11, 1868.

Claim.—£ho construction of thorny fence by fixing
the thorns B in holes in the wire A, in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,063—Henry Kinsey, F. W. Kissell, J. E.
Smith, and J. M. S.mith, Ligonier, Va.—Haij Cutter.
—Xovember 17, 1868.—The knives are pivoted at
tlicir outer ends to tlie front end of the feed box and
tlieir inner ends are slotted to receive an arm on a
vertical rod, which latter is operated by a double
crank and bent pitman. The vertical rod is con
nected to a rock shaft which actuates a pawl oper-
ating the feed rollers.

Claim.—I. The knives H, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the pur])ose set forth.

2. Tlie combination and arrangement of the double
crank/' of the shaft F, bent pitman J, and vertical
sliding rod or bar I, having arms i' i'^ formed upon
it, with each other and with the slotted knives H,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement ofthe ratchet
wheels L, sliding pawls P, short arms Q, rock shaft
E, long arm S, and pitman T, with eacli otlier and
with the feed rollers K L, and sliding rod or bar I,

for the purpose of operating the said feed roller from
the said sliding bar I, substantially as herein shown
and described.
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84,064.—P.ALPH R. Lee and George H. "Wren,
Mahanoy City,Pa.,assignors to themselves and John
C.NORTHALL, same place.— Valve for Steam Engine.
—November 17, 1868.—The action of the piston upon
tappets gives motion to the induction and eduction
valves. The valve is cylindrical, has a central ver-

tical partition, and moves upon fixed heads -within

the chest. The steam ports pass through the fixed

heads, and discharge steam against the valve parti-

tion, thereby giving the valve its reciprocating mo-
tion, and opening and closing the ports of the main
cjdinder.

Claim.—1. The main valve C, constructed sub-
stantially as herein rihown and described.

2. The combination of the valve C with the sta-

tionary heads F Gr of the steam chest, substantially

as herein shown and described.
3. The arrangement of the valve C and heads P G-

^vith relation to the steam ports p, substantially as
herein shown and described.

84,065.—SylyANUS D. Locke, Janesville, "Wis.
—Reelfor Grain Binders.—November 17, 1868.—The
fi'iction of the brake is the measui'e of the tension
v\dth which the binding material is paid out ; and
when the binding material slackens, the spring,

driving t^e reel backward, causes it to take up the
slack m:;tuiial.

Claim.—The combination of the reel A, spring D,
and brake E, either with or without the pins I, or
with or without the cylinder B, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,066.—James Osman and John F. Potter,
Linden Hall, Pa.

—

Car Coupling.—ISTovember 17,

18C8.—The cii'cular heads of the coupling bolt arc
turned horizontally when they have entered the ver-

tical slots of the draw head, and are turned up verti-

cally before they can be withdrawn.
Claim:—The pivoted plate I, having the guides e e,

or their equivalent, when employed in connection
with a draw head, sul)stantially in the manner and
for the purposes described.

84,067.—U. H. Eead, Jeremy Lake, and Lu-
ther SissON, North Easton, Mass.

—

Anti-Friction
Washer.—November 17, 18H8.—"When the washer is

under the action of a nut which is being screwed
down on a bolt or on a vit-c screw, between the bear-

ing and the shoulder of tlie screw, the pressm-e will

be taken by the balls between the two parts, and one
of said parts allowed to turn with the nut or screw,
thereby reducing friction.

Claim.—The combination of the parts A, B, and
D, and the spherical balls, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

84,068.—Frank A. Heiher, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to Frank A. Reiher and Company.—
Windoiv Shutter.—jSovGmbcT 17, 1868.—An upper
and a lower set of metallic slats meet at the center
of the window when closed. The lower slat of the
upper set and the upper slat of the lower set are at-

tached to sliding racks at the sides of the window
frame, and the respective racks are geared together
by fixed pinions. Hence by raising or lowering the

u])i)er slat of the lower set a corresponding move-
ment may be given to all or any desired number of
the other slats in that set, as well as a simultaneous,

but opposite, movement to the slats of the upper
sot.

Claim.—The arrangement of the two series of

lipped or flanged slats I II III IV, I' II' IIP IV',

racks D D', pinions E, and guiding grooves 1, 2, 3, 4,

1", 2', 3', 4', substantially as set forth.

84,069.— Gustavus Reneky and Samuel
Keiss, Edgarton, Ohio.—Spring Bed Bottojn.—No-
vembcr 17, 1868.

Claim-.—The arrangement, herein described, of the

longitudinal slats A, blocks C, transverse slats BD
G, double looped springs E, grooved and slotted

blocks F, metallic loops I, and straps H, as and for

the purpose specified.

84,070.—Gelston Sanford, Bergen, N. J., as-

signor to the Mallory and Sanford Flax and
Hemp Machine D-ressing Comi'any, New York,

N. Y.

—

Machine for Separating the Pulp from Fi-
brous Substances.—November 17, 1868.—The rotary
wheel has radial combs and scrapers upon its sides
that operate between vertically-suspended planks,
for holding the material to be operated upon and
pressing it against the combs or scrapers as the
thickness of the mass varies. The position of the
opening in the holding planks enables a favorable dis-

position of the fibrous leaves to be made in submit-
ting them to the action of the wheel.

Claim.—1. The holding planks F, suspended ver-
tically upon each side of the rotary scraper disk,

when the feed openings therein are arranged above
the horizontal plane of the axis of said disk, as here-
in described, for the purpose specified.

2. The vertical holding planks F, suspended above
the disk A, free from contact with the combs E, and
adapted to be operated by the cam levers G, to press
the material to be operated upon against the radial
combs from opposite sides, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

3. The described arrangement of the rotating disk
A. the radial combs E, upon opposite sides of said
disk, the suspended planks F, having the feed open-
ings and the spouts I, the side I'ails H. and cam
levers G, all operating as described, for the purpose
specified.

84,071.—"William A. Sharp and John A.
Shannon, Tama City, Iowa.

—

Harness-tree Pad.—
November 17, 1868.

Claim.—The pad F, made heart-shaped, or trian-

gular, to increase its bearing surface parallel with
the animal's back, and having formed upon its outer
and small end the loop G, for the passage of the tug-

buckle strap, whose upper end is secured bv a ri\'ot

passinay^irough the hole H, and also provided with
the twopugs C, between Avhich the tenon of the fer-

ret i) is secured by the bolt E, all arranged and op-

erating as described, for the purpose specified.

84,072.—Amos Shepard, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to " Union Manufacturing Cojipany,"
same place.— Venting Metallic Cores.—November
17, 1868.—The metal to be inclosed by the molten
metal is provided with creases, flutes, or acute an-

gles, so fine that the molten metal will not close

solidly over them, small apertures being thus left,

through which the air or gas m-ij escape to the pores
in the sand.

Claim.—Venting the intenor surface of the molten
metal which comes in '\outact with the solid metal,

by means of grooves a formed in the solid metal,

substantialb' as descri^x'!, and for the purpose here-

in specified.

84,073.—H. P. "Wetmoee, Elizabeth, N. J., and
J. G. Hitchcock, New York, N. Y.

—

Cloth Drawers.
—November 18, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, cloth

drawers, Ibrmed in pieces A and B, having the
joining seam extended across the back of the leg at

or near \he knee joint, substantially as and for the

purpo*;es herein set forth.

H4,074.—John W. Wheeler, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to H. H. Wheeler, New York, N. Y.—
Machine for Spreading Paint or Mastic.—Novem-
ber 17, 1868.—The paint or mastic is thrown upon
the paper or cloth when the latter is adjusted upon
the apron. The paper is fed beneath the spreading
roller by the apron, the roller and apron turning in

opposite directions. The spring guards prevent
the cement from being spread upon the margin of

the fabric.

Claim.—1. The spreader or roller B, in combination
with the apron E and rollers F F', when operating
conjoin*,ly and reversely in relation to each other
for the purpose specified.

2. The guards J. sjirings K, as arranged, in com
bination with the apron E, and in relation to the

frame A and spreader B, in the manner as and for

the purpose set forth.

84,075.—Lorenzo D. Wyatt, Castleton, Ind.,

assignor to himself, Samuel Farley and E»ward
McManAMA.—Corn Planter.—^ovemhei' 17, 1868.

—By depressing tho lever, pivoted upon one of the
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handles, a -n-eiglit is raised and a jointed-rod connec-

tion actuated, "so as to turn the seeding wheel and
discharge the contents of its pocket : the weight,

gravitating, turns the wheel back to its first position.

The aa:itator is attached to the wheel.
Claim.~Thc arrangement A, B. C, D, E, F, and

G, and the agitator N, all arranged and operating
substantially'as described, for that purpose.

84,076.—Christopher Amazeex, ISTew York,
N. Y.—Paper-Bag Machine.—NoxGmhev 17, 18G8.

—The paper in passing into the machine from a
mounted roll has paste applied to its margin at one
side, and is fed forward to toothed knives, -n-hich

cut off a piece large enough to form a bag. The
pasted and detached piece is then made to pass on
beneath a plate or former, around which it is de-

flected, into tubular form, by bent guide plates.

The paper, being delivered from this forming de-

vice, has its pasted side pressed down upon the ad-

joining edge. One side of the paper tube is now
longer thaii the other, (a result due to the shape of
theknives,) and the mechanism, which finally comes
into play, applies paste to the projecting end, folds

it over to finish the bag, and discharges the latter

from the machine.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the knives G and

H with the collars I I and the spring forwarders J
J, substantially as and for the pm-poses herein set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the cog wheel ?t', on the
main shaft h, and gear wheels v'^v' secured in slots

to the frame A, so that the former may be changed,
and the latter are movable, for the purpose of adapt-
ing the machine to making bags of different sizes,

substantially as herein set forth.

3. The bag former K, constructed as described,
in combination with the pressing roller d', for the
purpose of forming the bag, and pressing down the
pasted side of the same, substantiallv as herein set

forth.

4. The arrangement of the rollers r and lo, one
placed under the rear end of the bag former K and
the other under the pressing roller d', the rubber
carriers ^j p, and the rollers b' h', w-hich latter are
provided with rings to hold the carriers in proper
position, all constructed as described and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,077.—"William Wallace Axdersox, Cam-
den, N. J.—Thill Coupling.—^Q\omhcr 17, 18G8.—
As the segments do not touch each other, tliey must
bear constantly and snugly upon the coupling bolt,

thereby avoiding rattling or looseness at tlie joints.

Claim.—The steel spring 6, in combination A\-ith

the segments or arches d and E, which bear upon
the shaft pin g, but do not touch each other, and
with the screw bolt a, the whole arranged and op-
crated substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

84,078.— Cephas Appleuee, Lyndon, Vt.

—

Safety Apparatus for Lamps.—November 17, 1808.

—This device is to be secured upon the foot of the
burner and into the neck of a kerosene lamp. The
small pipe supplies air for displacing tlie gas, which,
being generated in the reservoir, is discharged
through the small openings to prevent explosion.

Claim.—1. My improved arrangement of the air
pipe d' with the' annular body A, and its series, d,

of gas-discharging holes.

2. The combination and arrangement of the neck
c, and the male and female connection screws a b,

with the annular body A, the air-entrance tube d',

and the gas educts or series, d, of discharging holes,
arranged in such body, as hereinbefore specified.

84,079.—William C. Baker, New York, N.
Y.

—

Flue Cleaner for Uoi'Zfr.s.—November 17, 1868.

—The device consists of a tube scraper and a mov-
able partition, which may be allowed to stand in
any desired position, for the purpose of serving as
a bridge wall, to direct the heat and prevent it from
passing directly into the chimney.

Claim.—The tube scraper, consti'ucted and ar-

ranged as specified, so as to form a partition for di-

recting the products of combustion, except during
the operation of scraping the tubes, us specified.

84,080.—Charles H. Bassett, Derby, Conn.—
Check Hook for Harness.—'Noxamher 17, 1868.—The
depression of the spindle is effected in the act of
forcing tlie rein into or out of the hook, in conse-
quence of the inclined surface in-cseuted by the con-
ical head.
Claim.—Tho arrangement of the conical-headed

spindle E through the bolt or base of tlie hook, and
provided with a spring, arranged within the body
of the bolt and spindle, so as to operate iu tho man-
ner herein set forth.

84,081.—Sanford O. Blai;uixg, Smithfield, E,
I.

—

Debris Check forFump.—November 17, 1868.

—

The pipe leading upward to the pump barrel is

guarded by netting to prevent the upward passage
of detritus and other extraneous matter, such matter
being deposited in, and occasionally cleaned out from,
the air cliamber.

Claim.—A debris check or strainer c, water charg-
ing pipes D E, and air chamber A, arranged and
combined substantially as described, for the purposes
specified.

84,083.—Almexa E. Boylson, Chicago, El.—
Waist-belt—l^ovember 17, 1868.

Cla^m.—A metallic belt supporter, made in sec-
tions, with an elastic or flexible piece b, interposed
between the sections a, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

84,083 George E.
N. Y.

—

Catamenial Sac-
Claim.—A catamenial

two of which are longer
attached to the sac, so
justed on the body of the
it will not interfere with
nary functions of nature,
described.

Brinckerhoff, Brooklyn,
-November 17, 1868.

sac, with four elastic straps,

than the other two, and all

that the latter may be ad-
wearer in such manner that
the performing of the ordi-

substantially as shown and

84,084.—Joseph H. Brinton, Thornbury, Pa.—
Horse Hay jPor^-.—November 17, 1868.—Wiaon the
fork has nearly reached the height at which the hay
is to be discharged, the ball on the main rope acts
th]-ough the hinged arm upon one jaw and through
the cord upon the other, thereby opening the fork
and discharging the hay.

Claim.—1. The use of an adjustable ball or other
enlargement upon the operating rope of a hay eleva-
tor, for automatically unloading the same, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable ball H with
an arm, F, jointed to one of the jaws of a hay eleva-

tor, connected to the other by a cord, h, and having
an opining, e, for the passage of the operating rope,
the wliole being constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purpose described.

84,085.— Henry L. Brown, Adrian. Mich.—
Horse Hake.—November 17, 1868.—To discharge the
ralic, the operator presses his foot upon the stop and
disengages it from the lever, which is then drawn
backward by hand to raise the teeth.

Claim?—The segmental gears G and Iv, lever L,
quadrant M, stop N, and spring O, substantially as
herein described, and for the purposes specified.

84,086.—William Brown, Smethwick, Eng-
land.

—

Rolling JlfiZZ.-November 17, 1868.

Claim. —1. The combination and an'angoment, in
rolling machinery such as described, of two sets of
rolls, having parallel axes, the om. set consisting of
two rolls, and the other of three rolls, driven at dif-

ferent speeds, substantially iu the manner and for
the purposes herein set forth.

2. In conjunction with two sets of billeting or re-

ducing rolls, tlie one consisting of two and the other
of three rolls, driven at different speeds, and com-
bined as herein specified, the arrangement of tho
flattening and edging grooves formed in said j'ol'.s,

as described and shown, for ])revcntingthe nccos.sity

for turning the bar on passing from one set tt an-
other.

84,087.—J. M. BURDICK, Eion, N. Y.—Hay
Spreader.—November 17, 1868.—The bars candying
the tedder teeth arc connected by cranks to a revo.v'-
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ing ring Avhich is confined between two rollers, and
so arranged as to cause the teeth to point in the same
direction, during their entire revolution with the
tedder frame. Screw clamps secure the teeth upon
the tedder bars.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the tedder teeth F F, bars E E, with cranks H H,
and revolving ring I, constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as described.

2. In combination with the teeth F F, the loop h

ajid clamp «, for fastening said teeth upon the bars
E E, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the tedding devices above
claimed, hinging the shafts to the main frame A,
and making their direction, relatively to said frame,
adjustable by means of the link M, rock shaft N,
and hand lever O, to raise and lower the tedder
frame as retiuired, substantially as described.

84.088.— Egbert M. Campbell, Cambridge-
port, Mass.

—

Sash Supporter.—November 17, 1868.

—

The screw, acting against the plate causes the journ-
aled roller to bear against the window frame, with
sufficient force to retain the sash at any degree of
elevation. The sash, when closed, is locked in place
bv tm-ning the sci-ew, causing a projection on the
plate to enter a notcli in the side of the window.

Claim.—The within-described sash supportel" and
lock, consisting of the plate C, with its Iriction roll

D, in combination with the screw E, and a projec-

tion c, for locking the sash when closed, operating
substantially as described.

84.089.— William B. Choate, Gait, Canada
'Wc)ii.—Heat Radiator.—:Soxember 17, 1868.—Con-
sists of a flattened tube whose end pieces may be of
cast-iron, while tlie remainder is of sheet iron, the
parts being joined together by flanges.

Claim.—1. In combination with a radiator of ser-

pentine form, the method of placing the flanges d
and / on the end plates, substantially as shown and
described.

2. Depressing the flue of the radiator after the
curves or turns, so as to form a series of diving flues,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,000.—Lyman Clixtox, ISTorth Haven,Conn.—
Horse Bake.—ISTovember 17, 1868.—Improvement on
the rake patent.^d by Clinton and Munson, May
22, 18()6. Consists in combining with the foot treadle,

which bears down the rake teeth, a second treadle,

attached directly to the axle and serving to raise the
teeth.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

two treadles D and E with the axle A, the one fixed
directly to the axle, and both in relative position to
each other, so as to be operated in the manner speci-

fied.

84,091.—John E. Coffin, Portland, M.e.—Ma-
chine for Folding and Cording the Edge of Paper.—
ISTovember 17, 1868.—The paper passes through three
sets of rolls. By the first set the edges of the paper
arc turned up at a right angle. By the second set

and its accessories the cord is guided into place and
the paste applied near the upturned edges, and the
latter are then folded down so as to indorse tlie cord.

By the thii-d set the folded and corded edges arc
smoothed.

Claim.—1. The creasing rolls c d, chutes b b' of
guards z, pasting disks 1, 2, 3, grooved as shown,
IM-essingrollm, and finishing rolls p q, all arranged
and combined substantially as and for the purpo'ses
set forth.

2. The pasting disks 1, 2, 3, provided with grooved
edges to receive the cord c', substantially as shown

84,092.—Z. S. Craciiaft, Lacon, 111—Means
forSecuring Springs to Slats of Bed Bottoms.—No-
vember 17, 1868.

Claim.—Securing the semi-elliptic spring b to the
slat d, by means of the coupling piece e, provided
with tho'beut lips e' e', passing through slots in the
slats, substantially as described.

84,093.—William J. De Grummond, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

—

Sash Fastener^—Novembor 17, 1868.

—

Spii al springs, arranged on one side of the window

frame, press a strip against the side of the sash, and
thus force a projection on the opposite side into cavi-
ties in the window frame.
Claim.—T\\e series of springs marked F or F', and

the pieces D or D', or the equivalent of said devicesi,
in combination with the catch E and the series of
cavities or notches K, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

84,094.—Thomas Dillon, Highland, Ohio.—
Corn Ptow.—November 17, 1868.—The plow blade
is adapted to any kind of a plow, single or double
shovel, sulky plow, or subsoiler.

Claim.—1. The tenoned plow beam E, pivoted in
the beam A, and provided with a bent arm, F, by
which it is adjusted at any height desired, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2.'The carved i)low blade H, provided with an ear
or lug, I, for the purpose of attaching it to the plow
beam E, substantially as herein set forth.

84,095

—

Samuel Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Attaching Handles to Cross-cut Saws.—November
17, 1868.—The wooden handle is screwed into the
tapering socket on the end of the slotted stem for
holding the saw, which latter fits in a grooved
washer covering the end of the ferrule.

Claim.—The socket B, forming a part of the
slotted stem b, and having an internal screw thread
for the end of the handle D, in combination with the
grooved washer e and a ferrule E, having an internal
screw thread adapted to a thread on the socket, the
whole being constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

84,096.—August Doepp, Newark, N. J.—Com-
pound for Treating Leather.—November 17, 1868.

—

Composed of oieate of glyceryl, oil of tar, and nitro-
benzine.

Claim.—A compound for treating leather, the
chief ingredient of which is oieate of glyceryl, as set
forth.

84,097.-V. C. DucLOS, New Harmony, Ind.—
Plow.—November 17, 1868.—An arm for raising and
lowering the plow beam, pivoted to the rear end of
the beam, extends upward between two uprights on
the rear end of the hounds, and is held by a pin fit-

ting in notches in the posts.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the notched stand-

ards J J, arm K, and pin d, for the purpose of regu-
lating the plow, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the hounds C C, hinged
beam F, arm K, standards J J, and lever L, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

84,098.—William Edson, Boston, Maas.-Sash
Fastener.—November 17, 1868.—A leaf, hinged to a
plate secured to the window frame, is provifled with
a horn which rests ag&inst a segmental wedge on a
lever j)ivoted to said plate. By pressing the lever
down the leaf is pressed against the sash and holds it

in position.
Claim.—The segment wedge F, horn H, and leaf

A, operating in combination with the plate B, sub-
stantially as described and for the pm-pose set forth.

84,099.—John V. D. Elpredge, Detroit. Mich.—Take-up for Setving Machine.—November 17, 1868.

—The pin on the needle bar, engaging with the curve
in the lever, causes the iirojection on the end of the
lever to engage with the spring take-up, thereby
slackening the thread so that the shuttle will only
have to di-aw the thread through the stuff operated
upon.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
needle bar F, provided with i)iu G, face plate B, pro-
vided with slot I, take-up spring E, and spring lever
A, with the curve H, and projection D, all con-
structed as described and shown.

84,100.—Joseph Ellenuerger, Easton, Ohio.—Post Driver.—November 17, 1868 ; antedated No-
vember 13, 1868.—A windlass is used to elevate the
weight, sliding in guides, adjustable verticaUy.

Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable guides
K K, grooved weight R, slotted beam H, pulley g,
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cord /, and windlass I, with the frame constructed
as specified, with its various pails, for operating as
hei'eiu set forth.

84,101.--Jajies Exglish, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Shieldinff A rchcsfor Evaporating Kettles.—Novem-
ber 17, 1868.—The connecting ends of the two sec-

tions of the arch are corrugated so that tliey will

engage when the supporting walls expand or con-
tra'ct. A cap covers the joint, and clasps and holds
the sides of the arch.
Claim.—The combination of the inclosing shield

C with the cogs a a. in the ends of the sections form-
ing the joint.'the whole arranged as described, and
operating in the manner and for the purpose specified.

84,102 Cakoune F. Tlemixg, Belleville, HI.
— Wa-sliing Machine.—November 17, 1868 ; antedated
October 'JS, ]8(!8.—The apertures between tlie sec-

tions of the roller llow the water to pass through
the clothes.

Claim.—The I'oller B, when formed of the sector
pieces h. and combined with the shaft C by the
washer plates c, substantially as set forth.

84,103.—Jahes H. Foote, Pittsfield, Mass.—
Candle Caj).—November 17, 1868.-The candle cap
is provided witli an annular flange rest to prevent
the uneven melting and wasting of the candle.

Claim.—A caudle cap, o, wlien provided Avith an
annular flange rest, 6, in the form and manner de-

scribed, as anew article of manufacture.

84,104.—Charles E. Frazier, Baltimore, Md.—Hydrant.—November 17, 1868.—The hollow pis-

ton, in the chamber, is connected with the hollow
screw in ^Miich the valve stem is fastened, and is ro-

tated to open and close thcA'alveby ahandle pivoted
to a rotating tube on the cap. Tlie hollow piston
can be raised or lowered to limit the space in the
chamber to allow a space for receiving the water
from tUe discharge pipe when the hydrant is closed
to prevent freezing.

Claim.—1. The cap or top B C, constructed and
operated in the manner substantially as shown and
deseiibed, and for tlie purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the hollow screw H, and
the valve stem I, arranged, constructed, and oper-
ated in the manner substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The comMnation of chamber F, screw H, rod I,

and hollow piston h, arranged, constructed, and op-

erated in the manner substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

84,105.—Peter Gkiser and Daniel Geiser,
Wayuesborough,Pa.

—

Threshinrj Machine.—Novem-
ber 17, 1868.—A hook, extending from the tie through
the wind case, is provided with a regulating weight
so that the action of the register may be regulated
according to the degree of strength designed to be
given to the blast.

Claim.—1. A threshing machine and separator,
combining in its construction the following elements,
\\/.: An adjustable feed board, a cylinder and con-
cave, two sets of reciprocating rakes, and a series of
spur wiieels and intermediate pinions for driving both
rakes from the fan shaft, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the fan shaft, the tsvo sets
of reciprocating rakes, and the pinions U^ X, X', X'^,

and X^ and arm. with Avri.sts supporting the inter-

mediate pinions X and X^, substantially as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the shields in relation to
the gearing for driving the rakes, substantially as
and for .he pui'pose set fortli.

4. In conil)ination with the reciprocating rakes,
the intermediate notched bars, tlie slides and guides,
tlie cranks, and the system of driving gearing, sub-
stantially as set forth.

5. So arranging the parts of the driving mech-
anism that the motion of tlie several parts 'shall l)e

communicated from one to another at a regularly
reduced sjjccd from the cylinder to which the power
is first applied, substanthilly in the manner set forth.

6. Tlie cast shoe, side plates, Avith pivot or joint
bearings, shelf or apron recesses, adjustable slide-

board flanges, aud v\ ith Jiotched recesses to receive
the second rojlti shaft, substantially as set forth.

7. The shoe, when constructed with combined me-
tallic and wooden sides, and so arranged, in relation

to the case of the separator, that blasts of air may
pass between the shoe and the case, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

8. In combination with the fixed register plates,

the oscillating inner plates V, connected by a tie,

V^, and having one side loaded so as to open the
register by gravity, and a regulating weight attached
to the hook V^ said parts being so arranged in rela-

tion to the blast as to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

9. The dividing apron O, in combination with the
graduating nb 0'^, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

10. The chaff board g for separating the tailings

and the chaft", when constructed and arranged so
as to be applicable, also for the purpose of closing
the rear end of the winnower, substantially as sot

forth.

84,106.—CHAiiLES V. Genung, Duquoin, HI.—
Rotary P«)«p.—November 17, 1868.—A slotted V-
shaped projection on the jjiston depresses an abut-
ment connecting with the induction valve, and closes

the latter. An opening in the abutment allows the
water to enter the hollow cylinder from whence it is

discharged throngli the center of piston and case.

Claim.—I. The hollow cylindrical piston A, hav-
ing the slotted V-formed piojection \^ when used
in combination with the follower B and vane C, as
herein specified.

2. The hollow piston A, provided Avith the opening
H, forming an eduction passage, substantially as
described.

3. The vane C, having an enlarged head, forming
the follower B, as specified, as arranged in relation
to the trip J) and valve E, as herein described and
for the purpose specified.

S4,10r.—.TosEPii U. Gerow, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Sash iyoc/i,-.—November 17, 1868.—The slotted bolt,

provided with a sharp projection, is pivoted to the
lock plate, and operated by an eccentric having a
weighted handle, so that, when the projection on the
bolt is forced into the window frame by the cam, the
weighted handle tends to keep it in place.

Clai'in.—The arrangement and construction of the
slotted and suspended' plate A, to Avhich is attached
tlic projecting fastener D, with the weighted handle
C, in combination witli the cam B and lock plate or
case E, as shown and described.

84,108.—Samuel D. Gilson, Oswego Falls, N.
Y.—Propeller for Canal Boats.—November 17,1868.
—A number of small i)ropellers are used instead of
large ones, so that they may be placed lower down in
the hull to operate Avhen the boat is loaded or un-
loaded. Tavo boilers are employed, one of which is

reserved, in case of accident to tlie other.
Claim.—1. Tiie canal-boat, with pairs of shafts,

a a, carrying propellers B, of small diameter, and
applied on each side of the center of the boat, at its

stern, upon saiil shafts, whicii are all on the same or
nearly the same liorizontal plane, and driven sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of two small
steam boilers, dein-esscd engine, and boiler room E,
and sliafts a a, Avilli small propellers, B, in pairs, on
ea.cli side of tlie center of the boat, substantially iu
tlic manner and for the purposes described.

84,109.—James Gray, Albany, N. Y.—Jfaflra-

zi)ie Stove.—November 17, 1868.

Claim.—I. In n base-burning stX)ve, having a fuel
magazine suspended free from the grate, and having
an unobstructed free space around and below it, and
iiaving an ilkmiinated casing surrounding the same,
the construction of descending flues N N, passing
from tlie briiu of the fire pot C, and outside the base
A', and near the front of the stove, into annular flue
K, iu combination Avith ascending flues L and O,
chamber R. and descending flue T", substantially as
shown and described.

2. The construction of hooded chute I, AA'ith a flue
opening, T, upon the top thereof, for the purpose of
causing the products of combustion from flue O to

I pass through the said hooded chute on their passaga
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to exit flue M, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the intermediate air cham-
ber J, the descending flues N N, the annular flue K,
and the ascending flue L, substantially as .shown and
described.

4. The combination of the combustion chamber E,
flue O, and hooded chute I with its top flue opening
T, substantially as herein set forth.

5. The revolving cover or valve Q, in combination
with the coal reservoir H, and the hooded chute I,

substantially as and for the purposes lierein set forth.

C. In a coal stove or furnace, having a depressed flre

pot, and a supplying reservoir sustained free from
the grate and fire pot, and so arranged that the in-

flamed gases may burn in a free space, so construct-
ing and arranging such stove or furnace, that a
portion of the products of combustion arising from"'

the fire will be conducted up, around, and above the
reservoir H and hooded chute I to the top of the
stove, and at the same time another portion of said
products ol'combustion will be caiTied down outside
the five pot C, to and around the bottom of the stove,

thereby producing an egual degree of heat over the
entire surface of the stove, substantially in the man-
ner herein described.

84,110.—John Gray. San Francisco, Cab—
'Hydrocarbon Burner.—ISTovember 17, 1808.—The
gas flows from the retort through openings in the
bottom of the tube, and escapes around the metal
plug, which can be raised or lowered to increase or
diminish the size of the flame.
Claim.—The above-described adjustable burner,

cousistiug of the cylinder B, plug E, adjusting stem
D, and openings a a, constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as described.

84,111.—A. C. Greth, Heading, Pa.— WrencTi.
—November 17, 1868.—A roller, having bearings in

slots in a case placed over the jaw of the ordinary
monkey-wrench, causes the jaws to gripe the pipe
more firmly as the pressure of turning increases.

Claim.—1. The roller B, moving in the slides e e,

when applied to the jaw of a A\Teuch in the manner
described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The shell or case, of substantially described
construction, when carrying the roller B, and fitted

to be placed over the jaw of an ordinary monkey or
key wrench, iii effect as and for the purpose set
forth.

84,1 12.—Albert Hallov^^ell, Lowell, Mass.—
Gas and Steam Fittings.—November 17, 1868.—The
screw core is passed upward through the center of
the mold, thus bringing the top side of a disk on the
core against the bottom of the mold, which latter is

made in t\\'o pieces clamped together. The metal is

poured in at the fiaring annular gate around the top
of the screw case, and after cooling the screw core is

withdrawn, the mold undamped, and the casting
withdrawn from the die.

Claim.—The mold or molds, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described, for the purpose 'of

forjning finished fittings, or parts of fittings, as and
for thepurpose specified.

84,113.—Alexander Hamau, New York, N.
T.

—

Roasting Iron Ores by Waste Gases.—November
17, 1868.—The ore is fed continuously throuj^h the
furnace and roasted by the waste gases from the
blast furnace.
Claim.—ThQ combination, as set forth, with the

kiln, of the open top for charging the raw ore, the
0})en bottom ibr discharging the roasted ores, the
due, encircling the roasting chamber, and communi-
cating -with it by the slits d, and a fan, for forcing in

the heated waste gases escaping from the blast fur-

nace,

84,114.—A. Hammon, Paris, France.—J/ac/iw?e
Jot Forming Tin-lined Lead Pipe.—November 17,

18C8.

Claim..—1. The combination and arrangement of
the sliding cross-bead F', vertically slotted nuts and
screws /H, or their equivalents, and pillars C C'.for

the purpose of adjusting the die e to the mouth of the
mold, in the manner described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the lifting
apparatus, consisting of a cylinder, G, and the parts
thereto attached, with the slotted nuts and screws
H /, or their equivalents, and pillars C C. for the
purpose of confining, releasing, and moving the cross
head F', at the times specified and for the purposes
set forth.

84,115.—William S. Harrison, Germantown,
Tenn.— Washing Machine.—November 17, 1868.—
The connecting lever between the operating levers
of the upper of two semi-cylindrical wash boards is

adjustable.
Claim.—The frame F, hinged at one end of the

stationary tub, and provided with levers G, connect-
ing the board A, and with an adjustable lever for
operating the interior board B, with slotted arms w,
all as herein shown and described.

84,116.—Henry Hauer, Philadelphia, Pa.~
Padding or Stuffing for Harness.—November 17,
1868.

Claim.—The stuffing of collars, saddles, and other
parts of harness, with granulated cork, combined
with a gum-elastic or other equivalent oement, as
and for the purpose herein set foith.

84,117.-B. E. Hav^^ley, Normal, 1\\.—Drying
Kiln.—November 17, 1868.—The cold air enters the
kiln through a chamber in the bottom of the house
surrounding the fire box, and is heated by the plates
of said box, aud ascends into the hot air chamber
through which the smoke tubes from the fire box pass

.

Claim.—1. The dry house or kiln A, when pro-
vided with an inlet, b, surrounding the fire box, at
or near the base of the house, and with the heating
chamber B', which is to be so arranged as to conduct
the heated air to the top of the building, and the up-
cast shafts or chimneys D, when the latter are ar-

ranged to take the vitiated or spent air from the bot-
toms of the chambers A', substantially as described
and for the purpose shown. «

2. The fire box B, the smoke tubes C, and the hot
air chambers b and B', when constructed and em-
ployed as and for the purpose set forth.

84,118.—David B. Hedden, Newark, N. J—
Chair.—November 17, 1808; antedated November
5, 1868.—Pins running across the grain of the Avood
through the seat serve to strengthen it. Holes bored
in the seat to lighten it are closed at their outer
ends by plugs. The legs are made in one piece, and
bent to the desired shape. The back is provided
with metal pieces which fit in grooves on the bottom
of the seat.

Claim.—1. The seat C, constructed with one or
more pins d, and the holes E with the plugs F, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the said seat, the legsA B,
constructed and secured as described.

3. In combination with the said seat, the back G,
constructed aud secured in the manner described.

84,119.—Clement F. Hinman, Chicago, 111.—
Composition Poojing

.

—November 17, 1808.

Claim.—A roofing composition, composed of coal
tar, clay, (or other similar suitable substance.)
glycerine, aud dissolved India-rubber, either A^ith or
without animal oil, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

84,120.—DwiGiiT Hitchcock, Syracuse, N. T.—Roofing Compound.—November 17, 18<i8.—Com-
posed of calcareous tufa, marl, sand, and coal tar.

Claim.—A roofing compound, composed of the
within ingredients, iu about the proportions men-
tioned.

84,121.—Sidney S. Hogle, Berea, Ohio.—^eerf-

ing Machine and Cultivator Combined.—November
17, 1808.—The machine is constructed so that the
ground will be cultivated, harrowed, seeded, and
rolled at ouo continuous and simultaneous opera-
tion.

Claim.—1. The revolving cuHivators E, as ar-

ranged in combination with the jointed frame A, for

the purpose aud in the .uauuer substantially as set

forth.

I
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2. The combination of the revolTing: cultivators E
anl rollers 13 B', in the manner as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of the revolving cultivator E
rollers B B', and seediui? boxes, substantially as and
for the pm-pose specified.

4. The special construction and aiTangement of

the drill bos A', when operated in the manner as and
in combination with the cultivators E and rollers B
B', for the purpose described.

5. The slotted standards i. revolving cutters or

disks F', in combination -with the box D, in the man-
ner as and for the pru-pose set forth.

6. The windings, wings, or ribs (Z, as arranged in

combination with the wings c and roller I, for the

purpose set forth.

7. The combinations of the toothed wheels K,
rollers B B', agitator I, and chain J, for the pui-pose

specified.

84,123.—Gut C. Humphries, "Washington, D.
C.—Can Qpe??cr.—November 17, 1868.—The knife

has its fnlcrnm between the two outside edges of the

bearin -j: block, which latter edges prevent any slipping

of the block while the knife is cutting.

Claim.—The bearing block C, Mnged or pivoted

to the knife A A', substantially as and for the purpose
set forth and described.

84,123.—Daxifx Husset, :N'ashna, 'N. H.—Dif-
ferential Gear Elevator.—:SoYemheT 17, 1868.—The
pullev over which the belt passes rotates on a sta-

tionary internally-toothed wheel. A differential gear
revolving on a stud secured to the side of the pulley,

is corapo.sed of two gear wheels, one of which meshes
into the stationary"toothed wheel and has one more
tooth than the other one which gears into the toothed
wheel secured to the pinion shaft. The pulley must
make as many revolutions as there are teeth in the

smaller gear wheel to cause the pinion shaft to be
turned over.

Claim.—The combination of the racks c c, pinions

d d, internal gears j and I, and differential gear k,

when constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purposes described.

^4,124.—Bexjamix a. Jex^kixs, La Crosse,TVis.

—Iron Wijidow Shutter.—^OYCmher 17, 1868.—The
ends of the x>iiis supporting the slats are bent and
prevented from being withdrawn by a retaining
strip.

Claim..—1. Metal slats a, which, in transverse sec-

tion, are of a form very similar to the letter U in-

verted, the leaves of each slat being pressed together,

so as to leave an air space between them, and form
an eye just below the arch of the U, to receive and
confine the pivot on which the slat is hung, all as
herein described and shown.

2. As a new article of manufacture, the metal
window shutter, with its hinging sides, made of U-
iron. and its closing sides, of a .similar shaped iron,

lapping at the closing edges, said shutter having its

slats d'ouble, and pivoted to the arch of the U-iron,
and also having its bar, which adjusts the slats, inade
of U-iron, and connected to the slats by iron
brackets, all as described.

3. The an-aii^ement of the U-sheet metal hinging
facing strips G- G, in combination with the double
slats and U -metal frame, all in the manner described
and shown.

4. The pins c, carrying slats a. with bent ends, in
combination with the retaining strip b, as herein de-
scribed.

84,125.—JoHX Klepzig, San Francisco, Cal.—
Lemon Squeezer.—November 17, 1868.—A movable
button supported by a spiral spring is placed in an
opening in one of the levers. The juice from the
lemon is expressed through a hole in the button into
a rceei)tacle while the rind is pressed closely against
the face of the ])utton.

Claim.—The movable button E, with its opening
H, the spiral spring F, in combination with the two
ievcr.s A and B, operating substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

84,126.—Chakles Lewakdo, Boston, Mass.—
Caster.— Xovember 17, 1868.— The sphere rests

against concave friction roUers which are set diago-
naUy in the caster frame.

Claim.—In a ball caster, the concaved friction
rollers D D' D", said rollers running on inclined
axles, made substantially as describee!, and for the
purpose set forth.

84,127.—"William Loudex, Cedar Township,
Iowa.

—

Elevator.—November 17, 1868.—Designed as
an improvement on his patents of September 24, 1867,
and March 17, 1868.—The track is so attached to the
ridge pole as to be suspended without ascending into
the barn peak. A keeper or guide prevents the
lateral play of the lever over which the rope from the
latch passes.

Claim-.—1. The within-described arrangement of
the bar X, for suspending the track or railway A,
substantially as set forth.

2. The manner of attaching the pulley E to the
track or railway A, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. The adjustable stop P, when provided with a
projecting pin or hook, around which the hoisting
rope is fastened, substantially as shown.

4. The lever L, so arranged and operated that it

can be used both as a latch and as a brake, substan-
tially as shown and set forth.

5.
" The combination of the levers L L', having a

flexible or sliding connection, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

6. The levers L L', having a flexible connection,
in combination with a weight for producing, and a
stop, F, for releasing the pressure on the hoisting
rope, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

7. So arranging the latching apparatus that the
hoisting rope will pass by, instead of through it or
around it, and the latch be released by one edge of
the plate S coming in contact with it, 'substantially
as set forth.

8. The guide or keeper K, for the purpose speci--
fied

84,128.— John Magoffin, St. Louis, Mo.—
Womb Supporter.—November 17, 1868.—The plate
on the inferior rod is curved to fit the posterior side
of the anterior lip of the uterus. The superior rod
is armed with teeth which shut down on the plate
and grasp the uterus, which can then be moved about
for proper adjustment. '

Claim.—1. The instrument herein described, con-
sisting of the curved rods A B, having their forward
ends provided with the plate b and claws a\ and
pivoted together by means of the pin a. substantially
in the manner and for the pm"pose described and set
forth.

2. The instrument A B, in combination with the
external supporter C, as described and shown.

3. The ari'angement of the adjusting screw D, by
pivoting it to the rod B, and sliding it in a slot in the
end of the rod A, as described and set forth.

/

84,129.^rABEZ F. Mason, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Scrubbing Brush and Mop.—November 17, 1868; an-
tedated November 2, 1868.—A ring on the end of a
metal socket of the handle is placed over a circular
flange on the center of the plate and is secured thereto
by the flange of the mop handle and a screw on the
stem passing through the metal plate on the brush.
Tho thumb screw secures the handle in any position.
Claim.—1. A handle attachment for a scrubbing

brush, formed of the ring c, flange i, stem e, and
screw, in combination with the plate b and thumb
screw g, substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

2. The mop frame on the stem e, in combination
with said handle attachment for a scrubbing brush,
substantially as specified.

84,130

—

Silas Merrick, New Brighton. Pa.—
Co^/i.—November 17, 1868.—The sheet metal sides
and bottom are held together by angle iron. Strips
of wood secured to and even with the top edge of tho
sheet metal sides are provided with rubber packing
on which the cast-iron hd rests.

Claim.—In the construction of coffins, burial cases,

or caskets, the sheet metal bottom A, the angle iron
B, the sheet metal sides and end plates C C. the strip

of wood D, the rubber packing E, in combination
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with the cast metal top F, arranged substantially as
and for the purposes herein described and set forth.

84,131.—Adolph Millochau, l^ew York, ^N".

T.. assignor to himself, Jules Marcelin, Louis A.
Geyer, and Edwix D. Barst^s.—Manufacture of
Lampblack.—November 17. 1868.

Claim.—The use of lampblack as a porous mate-
rial, to supply oil to tjie flame in the manufacture of
lampblack.

84,132.—Charles ISTivert, Paris, France.—
Steam Device for Washing Buildings.—IS'ovember
17, 1868.—A water reservoir and steam generator
secured to the truck are connected with injectors
which discharge the water in a heated state against
the building to be cleaned.

Claim.—The combination of the injectors A A,
their delivery pipes /, tank C, communicating
through pipes a a, with the injectors, and steam gen-
erators Gr, communicating with the injectors through
pipes d, the whole being arranged and constructed
as herein set forth.

84,133.—A. L. Peters and Gr. M. Peters, Lan-
caster, Ohio.

—

Dropper for Harvesters.—November
17, 1868.—The tilting platform is supported by two
parallel bors pivoted to the platform at one end and
to the finger bar at the other so as to have a motion
like a parallel rule. By this device the platform is

swung to tlie rear of the machine, where, being-

hinged to a supporting platform, it is tilted in a line

at right angles to the path of the machine.
Claim.—I. A dumping platform, which is adapted

to be swung or vibratect, in the arc of a circle, to a
position behind the frame, for discharging the gavel,
while, at the same time, it preserves the pai*allelism

with the finger baa-.

2. The tilting or dumping platform, in combina-
tion with means for operating the same, whereby
said platform is adapted to be swung to a position
behind the main frame, and there tilted upon a pivot
or hinge parallel with the platform, and at right
angles to the path of the machine, as set forth.

3. The parallel arms or links C C, or their equiva-
lent, for supporting and operating the platform, as
described.

4. The combination of the parallel arms or links,

platform bar, and tilting platform, hinged or pivoted
thereto.

5. The retaining teeth, in combination with the
platform bar and tilting platform.

6. The arrangement of the fulcrum of the cut-off

in rearof tlie cutting apparatus, and above the same,
so that said cut-offj^in being operated to intercept
the falling grain, shall be moved downward and for-

ward in the arc of a circle, the center of which is in
rear of and below said cut-off, as described.

7. The inclined way or cam, on the heel of the
shoe or drag bar, for raising the platform as it is

swung to the rear of the frame for the dischai-ge of
the gavel, substantially as described.

8. The angular extension of the platform arm C,
or its equivalent, operating in combination with the
platform, substantially as described.

9. The forked lever or its equivalent, for operating
the cut-off, in combination with the vibrating cam or
cam rod on the platform ai-m C or platform, sub-
stantiallv as described.

10. The combination of the swinging and tilting

platform, cut-off, and means for operating the same,
substantially as described.

84,134.—S. A. Poch6, St. James Parish, La.—
Apparatus for Evaporating Cane Juice.—Novem-
ber 17, 1868.—The kettles are secured to the top of

the boiler and heated by means of steam.
Claim.—The boiler A, when constructed substan-

tially as described, and combined with a set of sugar
kettles, as and for the purpose set forth.

84,135.—"William M. Rennyson, Pottsville,

V-A.—Lubricator.—^oxamhcv 17, 1868.—The neck is

provided with a shoulder to hold the rubber gasket.

The oil cup is steadied by a strap embracing the cup
and aitaclicd to the rubber gasket.

Claim.—The combination of the reservoir A, neck
B, shoulder a, rubber gasket C, and strap D, all con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

84,136.—Leonard Rickard, Danville, 111.—
Ditching Machine.—November 17,1868.—The wings
are adjuustablo, so that the ditch can be made of any
width desired.

Claim.—The arrangement of the point L mold
boards H H and B B^^ adjustable wings D D, and
braces C C, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein set forth.

84,137.—"^ViLLiAJi C. Rogers, Newark, N. J.—
Reefing Fore-and-aft Sails.—November 17, 1868.

—

The roller to which the lower part of the sail is

secured has beai'ings on the boom, and is rotated by
an endless screw engaging with a pinion on its end.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
pinion K, endless screw L, and crank M, attached to

the upper side of the jaws P, and operating the roller

at its inner end, as herein described and for the pur-

poses set forth.

84,138.—John L. Rohrer, Upper Leacock, Pa.—Harvester Heel.—November 17, 1868.—An adjusta-

ble plate secured to the reel standard is provided
with a pin eccentric to the reel axis, on which a tri-

angular plate rotates. Wires extend from tlie sev-

eral corners of the rakes and connect with the ai-ms

of the triangular plate, so that the rakes Avill be re-

tracted from the grain and be covered by the reel

blades just after passing the cutters.

Claim.—1. A rake, P, arranged upon the beater
of a harvesting machine, and axljustable thereon, so

that its teeth mny be projected beyond, or withdrawn
from the edge of"the beater, substantially as and for

the purpose" described.
2. The revolving beaters or blades D, and their ad-

justable rakes F^ in combination with a pin i, ar-

ranged eccentric to the axis round which the blades

revolve, and connected to the rakes, substantiaUy as
and for the purpose specified.

84,139.—James S. Shields, Medora, Ind.—
Fruit jBoo;.-November 17, 1868.—Springs secured in

grooves on the inner surface of the end pieces press
against the cleats on the top and sides.

Claim.—1. A box or crate, having its ends secured
therein by means of cleats on the end pieces, and
grooves on the sides, top, and bottom of the box, sub-

stantially as shown and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the ends of the box, the

secret springs F, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

84,140.—James T. SniONS, Troy, N. Y.—Shoe-
maker's Shave.—November 17, 1868.—The knife rests

upon bars cast on the stock of the shave, and is held

by a cap sliding under lugs on the stock, and a screw.
Claim.—1. The combination of the bars B and C,

and lugs 1 1, the knife D. cap G, and screw H, sub-

stantially as and to the effect hereinbefore set forth.

2. The formation of the handles A, in such a man-
ner as to give space for the fingers below them, and
with doAvnward projections at their ends, substan-

tially as set forth.

84,141.—Thomas J. Smith, Jackson, Mich.—
Apparatus for Raising Fences.—November 17, 1868.

—A hook is attached to the end of the lever of a car-

riage jack for the purpose of raising fapces.

Claim.—Tlie combination, with the lever of a car-

riage jack, of a hook, n, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

84,142.—William Sydney Smoot, Wasliing-
ton, D. C.— IFre;ic/i.—November 17, 1868.—The liead

is provided with a claw and a V-shaped depression
and the sliding jaw with teeth, so as to be used as a
pipe wrench. The end of the handle forms a screw
driver.
Claim.—A wrench, constructed with a head. A,

handle B, and sliding jaw C, when arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,143.—Robert Spencer, New York, N, Y.—
Fire Proof Compound.—November 17, 1868.—Com-
posed of silicate of soda, plumbago, and fij o clay.
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Claim.—A fire-proof molding compound or paint,

composed of the within-described ingredients, mixed
together ju about the proportions set forth.

84,144—GuEENLEAF SxACKPOLE, ^S'cw York, N.
T.

—

Lever Power for Scu-iiig and Knitting Ma-
chines.—Xovembor 17, ldG8.—On each side of the

friction wheels are friction rings which are alter-

nately forced in contact with the wheel by levers on
the grooved wheels, which latter are rotated by
means of a cord secured to the frame and to the

thumb nut. The brake is hinged to the lower side

of the table and is kept out of contact with the bal-

ance wheel bv a spring.

Ciafm.—1." The application to the sewing ma-
chine and knitting machine of an auxiliary lever

power, consisting of the friction wheel E, or its

equivalent, when used to produce continuous motion
bv the alternate application of friction to its opposite

sides, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The cord I, frame.;, and thumb nut L, substan-

tiallv as and for the purpose set forth.
3. "The brake P, as and for the purpose set forth.

84,145.—John Stitt, St. Johns, Mich.

—

Log
Car^—November 17, 1H68.—Oneend of the log chain

is attached to the rear of the hounds ; the other end is

secured to a windlass shaft, which is rotated by a

weighted lever provided with a pawl engaging with
a ratchet wheel on the Avindlass shaft.

Claim.—The arm E, cast with hollow axle F,

when constructed and operatiug substantially as

herein described.
2. The weighted lever T, pawl S, and ratchet

wheel E, in combination with windlass O, rope M,
block X, and chain TJ, when aiTanged and operatiug
substantially as described.

3. The combination of the above-mentioned parts

with the cross tics H, hounds I, pole J, braces K,
hook L, bearing Q, evener X, and connecting rods

T, when constructed, aiTanged, and operatiug sub-

stantially as herein described.

84,146.—WoRDEN E. Stoddard, Eort Edward,
^. y.

—

Scrubbing Macliine.—Xovember 17, 1868.

—

Water and soap are placed in the tub and the slot in

the hollow shaft is closed by a rod. The movable
•collar is made to engage with the fixed collar, and
the shaft, being rotated, the arms are revolved and
the soap and Avater mixed. The arms are then
dropped and the soapy water passes through the hol-

low shaft to tlie brush.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the hollow shaft

D, pinion F, cog wheel G, sliaft H, crank J, bottom
B, and cross bai- E, all substantially as and for the

purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the hollow shaft D and sta-

tionarv collar M with the movable collar X, plate O,

arms 1* P, rods II H, collar S, arm T, and screw V,
all arranged and operating substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the hollow shaft D, pro-

vided with a slot, a, and the rod b, substantially as

and for the purposes herein set fortli.

4. The combination of the hollow shaft D and tub
A, with a circular In-ush, scourer, or drier, when ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

84,147.—Charles Streit, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Lxtension Lounge.—Xovember 17, 18G8.—The bot-

tom of the lounge is made of tongued and grooved
boards, every alternate one of which is attaclied to

the niovable'front rail, so that they may be di-awu

out to Aviden the lounge.

Claim.—The slats B, attached to the movable
front rail A, movable pieces I and J, and to the strip

C, iJi combination with tlie slats E, attached to the

strip F. and the slats D, attached to the front and
rear rails of the principal frame, Avhen constructed

and ananged to operate substantially as herein de-

scribed.

84,148.— Edward "W. Taylor, Xorristown,
Ta.—IJydr.icarbon Burner.—'Sovember 17, 1868.

Claim.—1. The improved process of producing in

intensitv, and at small expense, heat and other effects

of combustion by burniug petroleum and other liquid

and liquescent fuel on the surface of an open plate,

surmounted and combined Avith an incombustible
covering, without the intervention of sand or other
materials, the combuL^tion being facilitated and the
effects intensified by the employment of a cmrent of
steam passing into the fire chamber, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The blast apparatus assisting in said process,
being the aiTangement described, of the air passage
D, in combination with the steam receptacle E, ar-

ranged to move up and down, and the method of
bringing heated steam into \mion Avitli the air at a
point and in a mode as described, so as to form a
most intimate union, and at the same time creating
a powerful blast, conveying the mixture into com-
bination with the burning fuel.

3. The combination of a fuel plate with a blast ap-
paratus, assisting in the combustion of liquid and
liquescent fuel, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

4. The slide P, as a device for the purpose of ac-

commodating hydrocarbon burners to fire boxes
and other spaces" of varying sizes, without requiring
the burners in such cases to be constructed on diflfer-

ent scales.

84, 1 49.—William H. Towers, Boston, Mass.—Hoop Skirt.—Xovember 17, 1868.—Steel wires are
substituted for cords, by which tlie hoops are ordi-
narily suspended, thus decreasing the number of
hoops and the weight of the whole skirt.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a hoop
skirt, consisting of the bustle hoops a a, flounce
hoops b b, and suspending wires D D, arranged sub-
stantially as herein described.

84,1 50.—Wesley Westfall, Chelsea, Mich.-
Field Holler.—Xovember 17, 1868.—The rollers have
bearings on pivoted frames so as to adapt themselves
to any inequalities of the gi'ound.

Claim.—The frames B B B and C C C, when
constructed as described, and secured by the pins
F, to bear the rollers A' A", all arranged, con-
structed, and operating as described and shown.

84,151.—Cyrenus Wheeler, Jr., Anbum, liT.

Y.—Harvester.— ISo\ember 17, 1868.— The main
frame has a hollow cylindrical projection on one side
for holding the box o"f the bevel wheel shaft, and to
serve as a hinge for connecting the tongue and
crank frame, and having an axle for the driving
Avheofcon the other side, which is adjustable, so as to
be set at different heights on the main frame. De-
vices are employed for locking the tongue and crank
frame to the main frame wheu adjusted at different
heights.

Claim.—1. A main frame, having a tubular pro-
jection on one side, for supporting the bevel wheel
shaft, in combination with an axle for the driving
wheel, bolted to the other side, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A main frame, having a tubular projection on
one side, for supporting the bevel wheel shaft, in
combination with an adjustable axle on the other
side, for receiving the driving wheel, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

3. In combination with a main frame and an ad-
justable crank frame, an adjustable axle, as and for
the purposes set forth.

4. In combination with a main frame, an adjust-
able crank frame, an adjustable tongue frame, and
an adjustable axle, substantially as set forth.

5. So uniting the platform with the finger bar as
to compensate for the sag of the platform, or its

tendency to spring or bend when in use in reap-
ing.

84,152.—John T. Wilson, Pittsburg, Pa., as-
signor to himself, Frank Eahm. and Thomas J.
Louis, same place.

—

Railway Rail Coupling—Xo-
vember 17, 1868 —The joint plate has a fiange formed
on it AA-hich fits over the ends of the rails, and its

tongue extends through the splice brace and is held
by a wedge.
'Claim.—I. Strengthening the joints between contig-

uous rails by means of the chairs c and the inclined
AVTOught iron splice piece E, having horizontal
flanges d struck up upon it, and connected together
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and supporting- the ends of said rails, in the manner
and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the chairs, splice piece,

and ends, or joint between the rails, the joint plate
F, held to the base of the rails and to the splice

piece, substantially as and for the purpose described.

84,153.— Herman Joein Walters, Chester,
Mass.

—

Burglar Alarm.—Novemhev 17, 1868.—The
liorizoutal sliding rods, connecting with the door,

act ag-aiust a bar on the pendulou.s tripper which re-

leases tlie vibrating match carrier, thus igniting the
lamp. Each rod is provided with an index hand
which apprises the sleeper of the i)oint at which en-

trance is being effected.

Claim.— 1." The combination, with the hori-

zontal sliding rods t, for actuating the bar s, of the
upright posts a\ and their pointers c', moving in

slots formed in the case A, and arranged, with re-

lation to the numerical figures or letters attached
to the said case, as lierein shown and specified.

2. The combination, with the vibrating bar s, op-
erated by the rods t, as described, and the tripper
in. to which said bar is attached, of the vibrating
match carrier, and its actuating spring, arranged
to operate in connection with the friction plate k
and lamp a, as herein shown and specified.

3. The herein-described construction and arrange-
ment of the friction plate supporter /i, so that it inay
be adjusted to any desired distance and angle, with
respect to the swinging match carrier, as and for the
purposes set forth.

84,154.—T. G. Yeomaxs, Walworth, 2^. Y.—
Grape and Vine Trellis.—ISoxexahQY 17, 1868.—

A

short lever is attached to each of the wire bars for

the purpose of tightening or loosening them.
Claim.—The coinbination, Avith the independent

wires C C, of the lever B, having openings at dif-

ferent points, whereby said wires are connected
thereto, and thereby tightened, and a sliding ring, d,

for holding the Avires when so tightened, substan-
tially as described,

84,155.—Benjamin F. Zinn, Mount Roct, Pa.
—Open or Middle Ring.—EoYemhGv 17, 1868.-This
ring can be used to connect the single and double-
tree of the wagon, or as a substitute for broken
links of chains.

Claim.—The oval or circular parts A A and B B,
with the trapezoidal extension C and D, and the
ti'apezoidal apertures C and D, and the rtlf'et or
bolt and screw E, connecting the parts A A and B
B, all combined and operating in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

84,156.—Elijah Baker, Lorraine, assignor to
himseir and Augustus L, Baker, Manns vi lie, N.
Y.—Reel.—^oxcmbcv 17, 18G8.—The movable arm,
provided with hooks, which fit in a groove on the
nut, is advanced or retracted with the nut when
being secured to or disengaged from the other arm.
One of the pins holding the skein is adjustable to-

ward and from the center of the reel.

Claim.—1. The screw h, nut D, and hooks a a, in
combination with the arms A A', by means of which
said arms may be secured together or disconnected,
for the purpose herein specified.

2. In combination with the above, the pins E E'
E" E'", the latter made adjustable by means of the
screw F, substantially as and for the purpose Jierein

shown and described.

84,157.—Petek H. Baker, Virginia City, Ne-
vada.

—

Mode of Fastening Straps to Uoots.— No-
vember 17, 1868.

Claim.—The plate A, constructed as described,
provided upon its outer edges witli the long teeth a,

and upon its inner edges, opposite to each other,
with the short teeth a', said plate secured to the
boot and strap by inserting the teeth, and lapping
the outer rows a 'over the inner rows a' upon each
side of the frame, as herein described, for the pur-
iwse specified,

84,158.-Vincent M. Baker, Preston, Minn.—
Water TF/iceZ.—November 17, 1868.—The water first

acts on the concave and convex parts of the bucket

by impact, and then descends and exerts a reactive
force against the lower part. The rods secured to
the gates pass through oblong slots in an annular
rim, which latter, on being turned, opens and closes
the gates.

Claim.—1. The buckets C, composed of the three
parts a a' b, constructed and arranged as described,
to be acted upon by the water, as herein set forth.

2. The gates D, composed each of two plates, c/,
aiTanged as shown, and connected to the rim h by
rods g, in combination with the tangential plates d,

between the rims A B, all being constructed, ar-

ranged, and made to operate substantially in tho
manner as and for the purpose set forth,

84,159.—Warren S. Barlow, Paterson, N. J.
—Door Spring.—November 17, 1868. — When tho
door is opened so that a line drawn from the center
of the stud to the hinge will be perpendicular to the
face of the spring the door will be held, but if

pushed on either side of that point of contact the
door will be acted upon by the spring and opened or
closed.

Claim.—The within-described combination and
arrangement, with a door or blind. A, and casement
B, of a spring, C, and stud D, in such manner as
that the opening of the door or blind shall draw or
extend the spring, substantially as herein set forth,

84,160.—Manfred C.Battey, Washington, D.
C.

—

Awning for Horse Cars.—November 17, 1868.

—

The awning is attached to the ridge pole and to tho
hinged arms, and can l)e folded up or opened out by
means of the ropes within reach of the driver.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pole A and
hinged arms B C with a system of ropes and pul-

leys capable of folding or expanding said hinged
arms, in the manner described.

2. The arrangement of pole A, hinged arms B C,
fixed arms D F, and ropes G I, substantially as de-
scribed and shown.

84,161.— A. BiGELOW, Hamilton, Canada.—
Shaft Coupling.—November 17, 1868.—The purpose
is to provide for free rotation when the shafts are
out of line Avith each other.

Claim.—The shells B B on shaft A, in combina-
tion with the rings D, and sockets F F, Avhich re-

ceive the shafts G G, the rings and sockets being
connected together, and the shells, respectively, by
the bolts E H, with the bolts E passing through the
bolts H, all being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,162.—Amos S. Blake, Waterbury, Conn.—
Padlock.—November 17, 1868.—The cup and cone
are capable of sliding longitudinally upon the
spindle. When the cone and lock frame are in
contact, the latch preserves the relative position of
the parts, and the device may be said to be locked.
When the device is to be unlocked the key is intro-
duced, the latch turned, and the cup and cone
slidden upon the spindle so as to carry the recessed
end of the cone aAvay from the engag'ing extremity
of the frame.

Claim.—The frame A, provided with the spindle
B, in combination with the cup C, provided with
the catch or bar D, or its equivalent, and the cone E,
attached to the cup, all being constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied. «

84,163.—E. K. W. Blake, Chicago, JU.— Veloci-

pede. — November 17, 1868.—Springs, connected by
belts to small drums projecting from the loose pul-

levs, retract the pulleys to wind on the propelling
belts.

Claim. — 1. The combination with tho driving
axles, having the fixed ratchets C. of the loose pul-

leys B, actuating pawls, and proiielling belts, the
latter passing over guide pulleys at or near the front
of the machine, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. Tho combination with the axle of tho guiding
wheel, of the slotted guide brackets I, swinging
bearings K, adjustable foot rests L, and retracting
springs M, all substantially as and for tho purpose
described.
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84,164.—D. C. BiiEWSTER, Kent, Ohio.—JEx-
tension Spoke.—NoYomher 17, 1868.—The threaded
thimble nut is adjustable upon the screw, so that the
spoke is practically extensible, the object being to
tight4^n the tire.

Claim.—The socket F, tenon C, screw D. and
thimble nut E, all constructed and arranged as
shown and described, in combination with the spoke
A and felloe E, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

84,165.—Horace C. Briggs, TTest Auburn,
Me.

—

Hoeimj Machine.—Kovembcr 17. 1868. — The
clevises or draught irons are adjustably attached to
the forward upward-curvin"- ends of the runners, to
which the hoes are attached, and by this means the
working depth of the hoes is made variable. The
position of a slide governs the vertical play of the
tongue.

. Claim.—1. The combination of the cross bars A
and B, longitudinal bars C, runners J), curved parts
or pieces (>, and plows or hoes I with each other,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the inwardly-projecting,
adjustable hoes J with the rear ends of the runners
D, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The draught irons H, constructed as desired,
in combination Avith the curved parts G- of the run-
ners D, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the adjustable bar or slide

Ij with the hinged tongue K, and front cross bar A,
substantially as herein shown and described and for

the purpose'set forth.

84,166.—Amos W. Brown, Lansingburg, ]S^. T.
—i?n«67i.—November 17, 1868.—A fi'^xible brush,
designed chiefly for "rubbing down" horses.

Ciaim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
horse brush, having its parts A A B connected to-

gether by the transverse leather hinges e e, and by
the longitudinal metallic spring d,*" covered with
strips of veneering, b, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

84,167.—James B. Brown, Peekskill, N. Y.—
Garden Boiler.—November 17, 1868.—The weights,
which impart the requisite heaviness to the roller,

are provided witli hooked shanks, whereby they are
suspended from the axle, so as to enable them to be
readily detached.

Claim.—The combination of the weight D and
shank a with the shaft B, squared portions b b, han-
dles C, and roller A, as herein shoAvn and described.

84,168.—Joseph Buchtel, Portland, Oregon.—Contact Pad for Photographic Printing.—Novem-
ber 17, 1P68.—One end of the pad can be raised
without destroying the pressure on the other.

Claim..—The use of the elastic pad a, filled with
fluid, air. or gas, and also tho eyelets b, with the
attendant screws, together witli the diaphragm e,

substantially as set forth and for the purpose de-
scribed.

84,169—C. J. BUGH, Eau Claire, Wis.—Tan-
ning Process.—Xovcmber 17, 1868.—The specifica-
tion descrilies several processes and compositions,

( and cannot be briefly described.

I
Claim.—The improved tanning process, substan-

\ tially as herein shown and described.

S4,J 70.-Wilbur F. Clark, Hagaman's Mills,
If. y.—Z>ridZe.—November 17, 1868.—The arrange-
ment of the gag runner, martingale, and driving
rein is designed to produce the same effect as a curb.
"When tlie gag runner is taken up short, the rein is

allowed to play upon the pulleys, and thereby re-
volve the bit ; but when the gag runner is let out so
that the junction between the same, the martingale
and the rein shall come down to the bit, the latter
does not revolve v, hen the reins are drawn, but acts
in the usual mann;n'.

Claim.—1. Tlic revolving bit A, having pulleys
a b, and working in the plates B, substantially as
herein described.

2. The combination of the gag runner D, rein C,
and martingales E, with the bit A, B B, a &, a 6,

substantially as herein described.

84,171.-W. F. Cornell, Adrian, Mich., as-

signor to himself and Silas Hurlbut, same place.

—

Skate.—November 17, 1868 ; antedated November 7,

1868.

Claim.—A skate, having the following character
istics : Arched brackets B, sliding ball flanges M,
adjustable sectional heel flanges E, padded, hinged,
metallic straps P F ; bands H, with yokes I, hinged
baud K, and hinged aulde-support G, constructed,
airangtnl, and operating as herein represented and
described.

84,172.—E. H. Craige, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Pa-
per jFi'Ze.-November 17, 1868.—A plurality of holes

may be made in the weight, so that it may be set

upon the impaling wire at random, or without exer-

cising the particular care which would be requisite

in the case of a single socket.
Claim.—1. The combination of a base plate. A,

having an upright pin or pointed wire, a, with a
weight, C, having one or more holes, b, the whole
constituting a jiaper file, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described, as a new arti-

cle of manufacture.
2. The angular base plate A B, having a pin or

pointed wire, a, in combination with a weight, C,
having one or more holes, b, the whole constituting
a paper file, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described, as a new article of
manufacture.

84,173.—Elihu Doud, Oshkosh, Wis.—Corn
Shellcr.—November 17, 1868.—The grain is chiefly
detached from the cob as the ear passes between the
toothed roller and the first segment ; the second seg-
ment affords egress to the husked corn, and permits
the cob to be advanced in a horizontal position to
the third segment, which, in conjunction with the
roller, strips off whatever corn may remain upon
the cob. The spring adapts the shell to conform te

the size of the ears.

Claim. — An outer half-cylindrical shell, con
structed in segments, d ef,in the manner described,
wheii used in combination with the toothed roller i,

spring S, plate C, and hopper C, as and for the pur-
poses described.

84,f74.—Desso Duduit, New York, N. Y.—
Process for Ageing and Rectifying Copal Yaiiiish.—
November 17, 1868.—The process consists in, first,

boiling the crude varnish ; second, passing it through
charcoal, brimstone, and oxalic acid, successively;
and, third, in showering it down in streams for
aeration.

Claim.—The process for rectifying and ageing
copal varnish, substantially as herein described.

84,175.-0. P. DUNT3AR, Norwalk, Ohio, and
H. D. Dunbar, Hartland, Yt.—Steam Yalve.-'No-
vember 17, 1868.—Each of the two heads has a
packing ring fitted between it and a follower, the
rings being held in position by a projecting nib
working within the chambered head, and the joint
of said ring working steam-tight upon the support-
ing bridge.
Claim.—\. The herein-described steam valve, con-

sisting of the heads G, flange M, ring N, and nib c,

when constructed substantially as set forth.

2. The bi'idge O, as arranged in relation to the
valve, for the purpose specified.

84,176.—Charles E. Emery, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Pumping Engine.—November 17, 1868.—Two auxil-

iary pistons are combined to operate the main valve
of the engine. The invention has reference to the
mechanical details A^'hereby to produce positive ac-

tion without the aid of cams, levers, or tappets, ope-
rated by the main piston ; and the construction is

such that either of the systems used in combination
may also be used separately.

Claim.—1. The combination, with cylinder A,
main piston J. and the equal heads M and N of aux-
iliary piston E. of the ports e f g h in a valve face
operated by E, and e', f, g\ and A', in the valve
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Beat, when arranged substantially in the manner
specified.

2. The arrangement of the exhaust passages f
and g' with refercno.e to the ports B and B', sub-
stantially as described, to accomplish the results
specified.

3. The combination of two auxiliary pistons, the
first to operate the valve of the second in both di-

rections, Avithout the assistance of tappets, and the
second to operate the main valve in the usual man-
ner, to accomplish the resnlts specified.

4. The connection of a moving piston or cylinder
witJi the seat of its slide valve, in such manner that
the motion of the piston or cylinder causes the valve
seat to follow the initial movement of the valve,
and close (and, if necessary, reverse) the ports, and
thus bring. the moving piston or cylinder to rest,

substantially in the manner described, to secure the
results specified.

5. The passages r' and s', so arranged, in combi-
nation with r and s, as to admit steam to the auxil-

iary piston E, after the valve P has moved the de-

sired distance.
6. The extra exhaust ports Z Z, when arranged

as shown, in the face of the valve, substantially as
described.

7. The particular arrangement of the valve-seat
piece Q with the valve chamber R, and the face of
the pumj) cylinder at w.

84,irr.—William F. Ensign, ITew York, 5J". Y-—Permutation Lock.—iSTovember 17, 1868.—The set

wheels and locking gear connected therewith, the
traveler connected with the hub, and the series of
annular guides for the traveler, are arranged in such
a manner in relation to the tumblers that the latter

may be brought into positions to admit the stump
into their gateways, in order to tlirow back the bolt.

Claim.—1. The slide H. bars J K, with stump L
attached to the latter, in connection with the bolt-

locking mechanism, composed of the bar O, wheel
]^, pivoted bolt P, arm M,and spring I, all arranged
to operate in connection with bolt I, in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The step-like projections k, at the free or dis-

engaged end of bar K, when used in connection
with the wheel ]Sr, for the purpose specified.

3. The annular plates E E,' E," E'", provided with
the internal annular grooves, connected by passages
g', in connection with the traveler TV, all arranged
for operating the tumblers, substantially as set forth.

4. The toothed rims T T' T", in connection -«'ith

the pinions e' e', attached to the slides V V, having
springs /' bearing against them, all arranged in
connection with the tamblers TJ XT' U", substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

5. The combination of the tumblers TJ XT' U",
toothed rims T T' T", plates E E' E" E'", traveler
W, and Imb F, all arranged to operate in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,178.—SxYDER FiLSON and William E. Ktn-
ERT, Blufi'ton, Ind.

—

Co7~n Planter.—ISTovember 17,

18G8.—The movable notched collar is provided with
an arm whicli engages in its rotation with an arm on
the bar connecting with, and operating, the slides.

Said collar can be thrown in and out of gear with a
lug on the shaft l)y means of a lever pivoted to the
top of the box and actuating a bar connecting with
the collar.

Claim.—1. The movable notched collar o, provided
with arm or arms k, in combination with the lug n
on the shaft a, when operated by means of one of
the wheels M, Avhich is firmly secured to said shaft,

substantially as and for the puri>o.ses herein set forth.

2. The cross-bar g, provided Avith tlie arms h and
i, in combination with the movaljle notched collar o

and arm k, for the purpose of moving the slides H
H, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The hiver' I, arranged as described, on top of

the box D, in combination with the bar in. and mova-
ble notched collar o, for the pur{)ose of throwing said

collar in and out of gear witli the lug?i, substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,179.—EuFUS A. Fish, "Worcester, Mass.—
Milking Pail.—November 17, 1868.—Said springs are

made of steel, and tempered, and fii-mly fastened to

the pail, the lower portion of which projects aboro
the rim of the pail, with nn aperture in them, tlirongh
which the bail passes. Said springs can be attached
either in front or rear of the ears of any ordinary pail
in use, and can also be fastened to a hoop, and firmly
secured to the pail in the usual manner of hooping.
These springs can also be constructed of iron, or
other metal, or of Avood, or their equivalents, ar-

ranged substantially in the manner described, and
for the purpose set forth.

Claim.—The manner of securing the pail while
milking, by alloAving its weight to rest upon the
knees, on the curved springs A A.

84,180.—George Fletcher, Sr., Greensburg,
Ind.

—

Mode of Making Combined Wood and Wire
Fence.—November 17,1868.—The batten is suspended
by rods which have bearingsm notches in the Irame

;

it can be suspended parallel to the heddles or in an
oblique position to enable the fence to be constructed
so as to set on uneven ground. A knife is attached
to t-he frame of the loom to sever the superfluous
ends of the poles.

Claim.—1. The mode of constructing a wood and
wire fence, l)y means of a stationary ci'ab or anchor,
U, and a loom, adapted to be drawn over the ground,
in manner substantially as set forth.

2. In the described combination, the suspended
and detachable batten E and notches S S, as and for

the purpose stated.
3. In this connection, the gauge or knife V upon

the frame K.

84,181.—Edwin Gibbs, PainsviUe, Ohio.—l>e.-

vice for Pending Scrolls.—November 17, 18iJ8.—The
end of the bar is placed in a notch in tlie former and
bent until it forms a circle ; it is then bent over the
spiral former to complete the form of the scroll.

Claim.—The finishing scroll former B, and the
scroll former A, constructed and combined as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,182.—Charles Goodwin, Beardstown, HI.—
Windmill.—November 17, 1868.—Springs arranged
on the narrow side of the pivoted wings allow them
to open when the Avmd blows hard and close them
Avhen the Aviud subsides.

Clabn.—1. The arrangement of the vane F, in an
inclined position upon the shaft D, and operating in
connection with the wheel G, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the wings H, shafts i,

straight springs E, and ring d, operating as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

84,813.—Edward M. Grant, J". B. Van Dyne,
and T. E. Pugh, Nasliville, Tenn.

—

Railroad Car
Stove.—^November 17, 1868.—The bottom of the stove,

placed above the water line of the tank base, is pro-

vided with openings which are closed by lids in such
a manner, that when the car upsets, the lids fall off

and the water from the tank flows into the stove and
extinguishes the fire.

Claim.—1. In combination with the base tank A,
the bottom &, Avith its apertures and lids or valves,

d, made and arranged in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth and described.

2. Tlie arrangement of the bottom b, in the stove,

forming, between it and the water line in the tank,

the space C, as shown, and for the purposes de-

scribed.

84,184.—Abram a. Harmon, OIney, III.—Ctd-
itivafor.-November 17, 1868.—The foot bar can be
slipped forwai'd in its holders so that tlic pins in the
rear of the plow standards may rest thereon when
the plows are unemployed.
Claim.—]. Tiie plows H H, attached by clevises

to the front bar of the diagonally-braced open
frame A B D E F, and connected by' a cross bar, I,

which admits their adjustment as to relative distance,
• and causes tliem to swing by a parallel motion as
they are deflected laterally, substantially fis de-

scribed.
2. In combination with the said ploAvs, thus at-

tached and connected, the sliding foot-bar K, ar-

ranged as described, and adapted to hold them in
elevated position, for the purposes described.
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84,185.—Edward P. Haskell, New Bedford,

Mass.. assignor to tife Halk Patent Washer Co.,

same \)\acG.—Axle Box.—Novemhev 17, 1868.—The
interually-projccting ring ou the hub plate embraces
the periphery of the plate washer and confines it in

place.
Claim.—For employment with axle boxes and

washers, the hub plate g, constructed with the in-

ternally-projecting ring or flange h, substantially as

ajid for the i)urpose described.

84,186 George H. Hayden, New Market,
Ala.—,'Saddlc.—November 17, 18(J8.—The pummel is

provided with a tobacco pipe, match safe, and look-

ing-glass. The qjjntlc has an adjustable back piece
which may be elevated to snpport the back of the
rider.

Claim.—1. A saddle, provided with a tobacco
pipe, A. and a case, C, having a looking-glass se-

cured therein, and otherwise arranged substantially

a« and for the purpose described.
2. The combination, witli the cantle of a saddle,

of an adjustable bade piece, I, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The back piece I, provided with the lugs K, ar-

ranged to slide ou the rods L, and with the jointed
braces M, feubstantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

84,187. — Charles Henry, Brooklyn, John
McLouGHLiN. Morrisania, and Edmuxu McLough-
LIN, Xew Torlc, N. Y.—2Iethod of Etching Relief
Platesfor Surface Printing.—Xovembcr 17. 1868.

—

The zinc plate having been etched and cleaned, is

covered with a coat of varnish. The varnish is

scraped from the surface when dry, and the etched
surface cleaned and dipped in a solution of ^vater and
sulphuric acid and allowed to remain until the plane
surface is bitten awa.y nearly to the depth of the
etched lines. The edges ot the lines are then cov-

ered ^\ith a protective powder and again immersed in

the corroding solution, the operation being repeated
until the bottom of the etched lines is raised in

relief. The plate is then ground down to render the
comparatively rough surfaces smooth enough for

press-work.
Ciaim.—1. The transforming of etched plates into

relief plates, in which the relief lines shall be of the
same continnous material as that composing the
body of the plates, by the process and in the manner
substantially as here'in described.

2. The filling of the etched hues upon the plate

with varnish or other protecting gum or compound,
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. As a new article of manufacture, relief plates

,

of metal or stone, for printing and similar purposes,
prepared direct from etching, and in which the
raised surfaces shall be of the same continuous ma-
terial as that composing the body of the plate.

84,188.—C. W. Hermaxce, Schuylerville, as-

signor to W. P, OSTRANDEIJ, A. H. PEARSALL, B.
G. SnuLTS, and A. L. Finne, all of the State of
New York.

—

Stcne-drilling Machine. — Xovember
17, 18G8.—The. devices for compressing the spring
are so arangcd that the operator can regulate the
desired force of stroke.

Claim.—] . The arrangem 3nt of on e or more flanges
or cams, or their equivalents, on the side of a wheel,
for the purpose of operating a machine, by raising a
certain part thereof and letting it fall again when
said flanges or cams operate from the periphery to
the axle of the wheel ; that is, commence the raising
at or near the periphery, and letting go near the axle,
substantially as herein set forth.

2. The tube H, having its sides slotted and notched
as described, io combination with the movable collar
6. and pins e e, for the purpose of compressing the
spring J, thereby regulating the force of the drill op-
erated by said spring, substantially as shown and
described.

84,189.—Cyrus D. Hunt, Fairhaven. Mass.—
Nail-cutting Machine.—Novemhev 17. 1868.—The
tubular shaft to which the plate holder is secured is

rotated to reverse the blank plate, by means of a seg-
mental rack receiving motion through miter gearing
from a rocker shaft connecting witli one of the gear

wheels. The arm to which the tubular shaft is at-

tached receives a vibratory motion so as to remove
the nail plate away from the bed plate in order that
it may be revolved.

Claim.—The arrangement, as well as the combina-
tion, of the gears i k. their crank pins h r, the con-
necting rods g p, the arm/, rocker shaft e, toothed
sectors c d, shaft I, toothed sector H, and gear G, as
applied to the vibratory arm F, and the tubular shaft
E. the whole being for effecting the vibratory motions
of the said arm,' and the reciprocating semi rotary
movements of the nail-plate carrier, as set forth.

84,190.—Silas HosMER, Concord, Mass.—Tan-
ning Apparatus.—November 17, 1868.—The agi-
tating mechanism produces and maintains cuiTcnts
in the hquor bath containing the skins, and prevents
the tanning matter held in solution, from depositing
in the vat.

C'^aim,—The combination, with a vessel arranged
for tanning in vacuo, ot an agitating wheel, B, or its

equivalent, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

84,191.—D. W. Jameson, "Warren, Ohio.—Ma-
chine for Holding the Cutters of Movnng Machines
while being Ground.— November 17, 1868.—The
knife while being sharpened is held firmly to the
bar. It may be moved to the right or left by means
of the sliding joint, so as to bring the teeth success-
ively to the action of the stone.
Claim.—I. The flanged rod C, grooved har D,

forming the sliding joint E, as described.
2. The flanged rod C, grooved bar D, in combina-

tion with the bar D', uprights A', cross bars B B",
and foot pieces B', all constructed and arranged to
operate as and for the purpose described.

84,192

—

William Johnson, Milwaukee, Wis.
—Permutation iocA:.- November 17, 1868.—The
guard prevents the fences from touching the revolv-
ing tumblers when the latter and disk are not in po-
sition for locking or unlocking the bolt, the plate to
which said guard is secured preventing the bolt from
being withdrawn.

Claim.—!. Guard I and fence h. in combination
with pl.^ite L, substantially as described.

2. The stop held in slot P by shaft T, in combi-
nation with tumbler TJ, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. Key bit Y, socket Z, rubber ring a, and nut &,

in combination with key stem X, substantially as
described.

84,193. — William Johnston and John D.
Flansrurgh, Philadelphia, Pa. — Apparatus for
Roasting Coffee.—November 17, 1868.—The aroma
which passes off in the form of vapor during the
roasting process is conducted to a condenser ; as soon
as the roasting is completed, the condensation is al-

lowed to flow througli the valve and reunite with
the coff"ee. The roasting vessel may be slidden out
of the furnace to cool the coff"ee, and"when thus situ-

ated its rotation is resumed by reason of the engage-
ment of an extra feather on the hollow draught, with
the driving pulley.

Claim.—The elevated condenser C, with its valve
c', the tube D, and the tube E, in combination with
the hollow perforated shding shaft «•, the roasting
vessel A, and the furnace B, the said parts bein^
constructed and aiTanged to operate together as and
for the purpose set forth and described.

84,194.—A. C. Kassox, Milwaukee, Wis., as-
signor to himself and Nelson C. Gridley, same
place.

—

Culinary Vessel.—November 17, 1868.— A
vessel for cooking food by steam, whereby several
varieties may be cooked at once, each article being
incapable of imparting flavor to or receiving it from
any of the other articles.

Glaim.—l. The vessel B, provided with its central
steam chamber or tube I, with its openings and
slides, and a series of compartments C, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as described.

2. The vessel A, provided with the compartment
F and the drip chamber G, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the vessels A and B, the
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latter having the annular flange t fitting into the
drip chamber G of the former, when said parts are
constructed and an-anged for joint operation, sub-
stantially as set forth.

. 84,195.—EdWAKD G. Kelley, New York, IST. Y.—Petroleum /Still.— Novemlser 17. 1868.—Improve-
ment on his patent of August 20, 1867.—The indi-

cator shows the licight of the liquid in the main still.

Claim.—1. The gate F, arranged in combination
with the two vessels B C, to regulate the gravity of

the products of distillation, substantially as and for

the purpose liereiu shown and described.
2. The petroleum still, consisting of the cylinders

B C, the latter having the shells D, and the former
being provided with the automatic indicator I J, all

all made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

84,196.— Theououe Dwight Kellogg, New
York, N. Y.—7tV%erator.—November 17, 1868.—
Improvement on the subject of bis patent of February
11, ISfiS.—The present object is a more thorough ven-
tilation, currents of air being allowed to pass
through the bottom, center, and upper jjart of the
refrigerator.

Claim..—The combination of the casing A, lining
B, ice chamber G n, grating g, strips b b. b' b', open-
ings c c, boxes C C, and wire cloth W W, all con-
structed, arranged, and operated in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

"

84,197.-George W. King, Georgetown, D. C.—Telegraph Instrument.—November 17, 1868.—This
contrivance obviates readjustments of the armature,
iimsmuch as the amount of attraction in the station-

ary magnet, in excess of the attraction in the core,

will remain equable under all disturbances in the
strength of the current.

Claim.—The core D, acting as an armature, and
oscillating in the helix B, when pivoted to the sup-
porting spring I, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

84,198.—Giles D. A. Krigbaum, Zanesville,

Ohio.

—

Airparatus for Holding Sheep.—November
17, 1868.—An apparatus for holding aslieep while its

feet are being pared or otherwise treated.

Claim.—Tlie sheep-holding table A, provided with
the holes a, and legsB, and pivoted le vers &, notched
to coincide with the holes in the table, all ai'ranged
and operating as described, whereby the sheep is

suspended beneath the table, with its feet clamped
in the holes a by the levers b, as herein set forth, and
lor tlie purposc'specified.

84,199.—S. C. La Halt, P. Ltsteman, and C.

Hadley, Collinsville, 111.— Wagon-top Botv.—No-
vember 17, 1868; antedated November 9, 1868.

Claim.—Arranging the central hoop A in hinged
parts, a, a', and a^, and the end hoops B in hinged
parts b, b^, b^, and 6^, so that said parts may be folded

together into small compass, substantially as set

forth.

84,200.—.TosEPH J. Leightox, Boston, Mass.—
JBoa;.—November 17, 1868.

Claim.—A round or cylindrical wooden box, com-
posed ot two or more layers of wood, wound spirally

around in opposite directions, and glued or otherwise
secured together, substantially aa herein specified.

84,201 .—Edgar TV. Mandeville, Ithaca, N.Y.,
assignor to himself and Charles D. Jouxson, same
place.

—

Low Water Alarm for Boilers.—November
17, 1868.—When the water is sufilcicntly high in the
boiler, tlie globe is occupied by water, and its weight
jireponderaiing over the weight on the otlier end of
Its suspending lever, closes the faucet; but when
the water gets low, the globe is emptied, and the
weight l)ei!ig then the heavier, the lever moves, and
tlie faucet with it, and steam escapes tlirough and
blows the whistle.
Claim.—1. The faucet B, as arranged and con-

Btructcd, Avhercby the opposite ends of the same re-

ceive the two pipes, G and 11, one from the upper
and the other from the lower part of the globe E, as

set forth.

2. The construction of the faucet B, with reference
to the pipes G and H, and the arrangement of the
steam passage in the faucet leading to the whistle,
whereby, when the globe E is full of water, no steam
can pass to the wliistle, but, when empty, the turning
of the faucet opens the passage, and the whistle gives
the alarm.

3. The aiTangement of the direct connection be-
tween the globe F and faucet B by the lever C,
whereby to operate these several parts in combina-
tion, through the three parted passage in the faucet,
as set forth.

84,202.—Joseph W. Marshall, Williamsburg,
N. Y.—£r2/dm?ii.—November 17, 1868.

Claim,.—The plug D, with openings of supply, L,
and waste discharge M, in combination with the'plug
seat C, spiral spring E, and hand lever N, operating
together in manner substantially as and for the pm'-
poses described and set forth.

84,203.—Albert M. Maynard, Savoy, Mass.—
Water Wheel.—November 17, 1868.—A turbine wheel
revolves, without contact within an external barrel,
which serves as a scroll. The gates are connected
by rods to a collar working freely on a sleeve, and
operated so as to open and close the gates, by means
of a toothed segment and a pinion on an upright
shaft, to be turned by hand. The water, after acting
upon the upper part of the bucket by impact, exerts
an additional impelling force upon the wheel as it

descends in contact with the lower, deflected part of
the bucket.

Claim.—1. The chutes C, gates D, diaphragm B,
and external barrel A A, in combination with the
turbine wlieel, all constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the V-
shaped buckets b, within the box «, diaphragm d,

hoop e, external band A, diaphragm B, carrying the
sleeve n, the collar m, rods I, chutes C, and gates D,
as herein described for the pui'pose specified.

84,204.—Antoine Michel, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to himself, James S. Haxnan, and Napoleon
Moisau, same place.—Wash Boiler.—November 17,

1868.—Heat is applied at the bottom of the boiler,

and the products of com])ustion ascend through the
central flue. The heated water ascends in the con-
ducting pipe and is discharged through the perforated
head upon the articles to be washed.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a heating flue, B,
within each conducting pipe C, I'or the purpose of
accelerating and directing the flow of fluid.

2. The combination of the vessel A, its flues B,
duct C, perforated at c, and discharging head D, per-

forated at d, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

84,205.—Ezekiel Mills, Baltimore, Md.—Sheet-

metal Hoofing.—November 17, 1868.—The ends of
sheets or strips of metal are interlocked, and the
metal then j:)assed between rollers to close the seams,
and then througli a bath of molten tin or other soft

metal, Avhich coats the surtVice and closes and covers
the seams, so as to form continuous pieces, of indefi-

nite length, Avithout appreciable or pervious joints.

Claim.—The continuous metallic strips, jointed
and coated by the process herein described.

84,206.—Frank Millward. Cincinnati, Ohio.,
assignor to himself. Dexter D. Hardy and Hexry
C. Dart, same place.

—

Oscillating Steam Engine.—
November 17, 1868.—This arrangement admits of
locating the valve between the joint upon which the
engine vibrates and the cylinder, the ports being
opened and closed by the movements of the cylin-

der. The steam and' exhaust pipes terminate at
said joint, and may be connected to the usual sta-

tionary pipes by the flexible interior tubes.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the frame J, cylinder A, and V-shaped joint or
hinge, substantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of tlie pivots K and L, by
which the wear between the parts thereof may at
any time be taken up, substantially as shown and
described.

3. The arrangement of the adjusting screws M N,
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with reference to the V-shapecl pieces K and L, for

the purpose of taking up lost motion and preserving
the pivots in line.

4. Tlie oscillating side pipes E G, and flexible

tubes I, for tlic purpose specified.

5. Tlie arrangement of the independent valve
motion P Q E S, or its meclianical equivalent, for

the purpose of reciprocating the valve the sliort

distance equal only to the "lap" of the valve, and
the slight additional distance necessary to give a
proper "'lead"' to the engine, »ubstantially as de-

scril)ed.

84,207.—Charles Mooue, Stratford, Conn.—
Fruit. Basket.—}so\emhov 17, 186^.

Claim.— A fruit basket, constructed out of a
single piece of sheet metal, cut and swaged up in

the desii-ed shape, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

S4,'20S.—Joel Moulton, Boston, Mass.

—

Ma-
chine/or the Jranu.facture ofElastic Rolls and Tubes.

—Xovember 17. 18G8.—More especially intended for

manufacturing elastic rolls, such as 'are described

in letters-patent granted to the same inventor
Mai-ch 10, lS(i8, and May 5, 1868. The elastic ma-
chine is wound about a rotating, metallic shaft,

combined with Avhich is; a series of banters or ham-
mers for driving the coils in close contact with each
other, as they arc wound. Means are provided for

folding the strips of rubber previous to Avinding, and
for introducing a metallic wire into the fold.

Claim.—1. A machine, so constructed and oper-

ating as to hold and rotate the roll shaft, and to

cause the elastic material and its accompaniments
to be wound about such shaft, and condensed or
tightly driven thereon, for the purpose substantially

as^before explained.
2. As an appurtenance or a part of the above-de-

scribed machine, a device for folding and main-
taining, in an upright position, the elastic material
as it is fed to the'shaft. and also for introducing
into the fold of the elastic material a metallic wire
or string, for the purpose as before premised and de-

scribed.
3. For the purpose of condensing the folds of

elastic material about the shaft, andTor supporting
one end of it in position while winding, the combi-
nation and aiTangcment of the case c with its cam
groove i, and the circular carrier/ with its hunters

g g, &c., the whole being arranged and operating
essentially as herein shown and described.

4. In combination -uith the last-described ar-

rangement of parts, the sliding carriage p, with its

shaft, supporting chuck or bearing o, such clmck
beincT applied and operating as before referred to
and described.

5. Applying the auxiliary frame c to the main
frame, at an angle to its longitudinal axis, in manner
and for the purpose as herein shown and explained.

6. The combination and arrangement of the end-
less bands h^ b^ and the rollers v v, Sec, or their
equivalents, for producing the same result, in com-
bination with suitable supporting and feeding roll-

ers, as and for the purpose before set forth and ex-
hibited.

7. The general combination and arrangement of
the hunters fjf sr, <fcc., and the shaft-supporting and
operating adjuncts, the sliding carnage p, and the
mechanism for folding and "wiring" the elastic
material or strips, the whole operating together to
produce results before set forth and explained.

84,209. — Joel Moulton, Boston, Mass. —
Method of Dctaehing Rubber Articles from the
Molds in ivhich they are Vulcanized.—i^oxGvabav
17," 18G8.—Tlie clearing rods inserted between the
article and side of the mold loosen the rubber, and,
being revolved and m«de to approach each other
at the same time, they cause the mold to revolve in
its bearings on the crutches, thus releasing the ar-
ticle around the wliole inner cii'cumference of the
the mold.
Claim.—\. As a machine for loosening the adhe-

sion of vulcanized articles to their molds, the em-
ployment of the clearing rods c c'. so arranged and
operated as to laroduce this effect by their combined
rotary motion and longitudinal movements
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2. Supporting the clearing rods c c' witliin or by
means of the dually-arranged sliding head stocks

a a' and mandrels b b, or their equivalents, the head
stock and Mandrels being actuated by the pinions
d d' and pinions I V, or other equivalent mechanical
devices, and the whole operating together as de-

scribed.
3. The general combination and arrangement of

the dually-arranged head stocks a a', supported
substantially as described, with the mandrels and
clearers connected, as explained, the twin or dually-

arranged pinions d d' and I I', and gears g g' and
p p' and q q'. the shafts h, r, m, and on', the posts

/ /', the cradle or clutches u. u', being adjuncts or

important details of the machine, the operation and
general arrangement of the above described com-
bination being as hereinbefore shown and eluci-

dated.

84,210.—David Munson, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Lightning Tiod.—Xovember 17, 1868.—The sections

are lapped over ca<;h other at their ends, and se-

cured together by cutting into the edges to form
ears, which are turned down, and the points on said

ears receive the electricity. The rod forms a gutter
for conducting the rain or dew to the ground.

Claim. — The lightning conductor, composed of
the sections A, formed and secured together as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

84,211 Francis S. Pease, Buffalo, N. Y.-
Steaon FrtZrc-November 17, 1868.-The valve is

constructed in two parts, the face vibrating against
the ports, and the back vibrating in contact with a
packing ring acted on by the steam. A rectangular
shaft passes through an oblique slot in the valve,
having spaces on its side which allow the valve to
adjust itself to its seat.

Claim.—1. The oscUlating steam valve, consisting
of two segments, Y and V, constructed and oper-
ating as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the pack-
ing L, and tlie slots v vin the valve Y Y', substan-
tially as and for the purposes exj)lained.

84,212. — Levi Pentz, Canton, OMo.— Thill
Coupling.—November 17, 1868.—The reai- face of
the rubber block sets against the end of the strap
with its upper flange resting on the upper edge of
the strap, and its lower flanges setting under the lip

of the thill iron, the latter being secured to the slip

arm by the elliptical pin which is inserted through
a slot in said arm when the thills arc raised.

Claim.—1. The rubber block G-, when constructed
with concave front face d, upper rear flange a, and
lower side and rear flanges cb c, and used in com-
bination with the thifi iron H F H and clip ann B,
constructed as specified, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the rubber block G, con-
structed as specified in first claim, the thill iron H
F H, with elliptical pinE, and the clip A, with arm
B, provided Avith the slot D, hole C, and curved
wedge part n, the several parts being arranged in
the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

84,213.—George W. Putnam. Peterborough,
(town of Smithfielcl,) N. Y.—Pocket LanUrn.—'So-
vomber 17, 1868; antedated November 7, 1668.—

Claim.—The lantern, constructed as described,
adapted to receive the case H, containing the candle
and match chamber M, in such a manner as to leave
an air chamber, U, containing the sliding handle P
between said case and lantern, to prevent the heat
generated in the latter from communicating with
the chambers M, as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

84,214.—Nat Kaymer, New Sterling. N. C—
Fruit Jar.—November 17, 1868.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture a stopper
or cork for fruit jars, made as described, viz., fur-

nished with a short, metallic tube, through which
the air may be readily drawn, and by the pressing
together of which the jar is hermetically sealed.

84,21 5.—J. "W. Rhoades, Clyde, Ohio.—0(7 Box.
—November 17, 1868.—The exit passage is opened
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or closed by a rubber disk on the end of a rod cou-
necting with a handle on the outside of the oil box.
The under side of the bos is cut out to fit t^e shoulder
of the axles.

Claim.—The combination of the oil box A, cut-
off C, tubes c^ and d, and shoulder/, all constructed,
arranged, and operated substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

84,316.—C. K. Rice, Marlborough, Mass.—Coa?
Sifter.—ISTovember 17, 1868.—The main sieve is piv-
oted to the side of the box and vibrated to release
the ashes, vrhile the cinders fall througli one side into
an inclined sieve resting on the iDrojection and se-

cured to the main sieve by a strap.
Claim.—1. The combination with the ash box A

and coal box B, of the sieves C E and D H, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination and special ai-rangement of
the sieves and frames C and D, in respect to each
other and the box B, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the projection 6 and pin a
with the box B and sieves C and D, as shown and'
described.

84,217.—Canceled.

84,218.—Jacob Sands, Waterloo, 'N. Y.—Spin-
ning Jack.—November 17, 1SG8.—When the carriage
is backing off, the vibrating catch thereon comes
against the square part of the sliding block, drawing
the cord attached to the trigger, and thereby push-
ing the slotted catch away from its connection be-
hind the post, so as to allow the spring to shift the
belt, through the medium of the bar, on to the tight
pulley. The adjustable weight on the weighted lever
varies the resilient power of the spring and conse-
quently the distance the belt will be forced onto the
tight pulley. The projection on the carriage strik-

ing the lever shifts the belt back onto the loose pul-

ley.

'Claim.—The combination, with the sliding block
A, trigger/, spring catch i, and belt shifter A:, of the
vibrating catch d, on the carriage, when arranged
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the spring latch i, and
belt shifter h, of the weighted lever ?i, when arranged
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the sliding catch % and
Delt shifting slide k, of the leverm and the projection
r on the carriage, when arranged substantially as
and for the purpose described.

84,219.—Charles A. Seely, ISTcw York, IT. Y.—Manufacture of Gas from Volatile Liquids.—TSTo-

vember 17, 1868.—The volatile liquid, contained in a
closed receptacle, is subjected to the heat of hot
water, causing the liquid to be converted into vapor
which is led off to the burner by pipes covered with
a non-conducting material to prevent condensation.

Claim.—1. The process of generating a gas or
vapor of high tension, for lighting and heating pur-
poses, as described.

2. The combination of the generator and the pipes
or other receptacles containing hot water, as de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the generator with the es-

cape pipe and stop cock, as described.
4. The prevention of condensation in the gas con-

ducting pipes, substantially as described.

84,220.—Thomas Shaw, Pliiladelphia, Pa.—
Generating and Applying Carbonic Oxide for Treat-

ing Metals.—'November 17, 1868.—The air blast is

prevented from oxidizing the fluid metals by convert-
ing the oxygen into carbonic oxide by means of

hydrocarbon fluid introduced into the blast pipe and
furnace.
Claim.—-The employment of hydrocarbon fluids

for the purpose of generating carbonic oxide, for op-
erating on heated metals, as described.

84,221.—Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Phillip S. Justice.—Poi^er
fiawtmcr.—November 17, 1868.—The spring, secured
to one end of the walking beam, is connected to the
flexible straps by meajis of metallic links. The fric-

tion belt, passing ai'ound the fly wheel, is attached
to a pulley on the sliaft from which the tightening
pulley is suspended, so tliat, on raising tlie tighten-
ing pulley and loosening the driving belt, the friction
belt is drawn against the fly wheel and stops the
machine. Oji reversing the movement of the tight-
ening pulley, the friction belt is slackened and the
fly wheel released.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hammer, flexi-

ble strap, links, spring, Avalking beam, connecting
rod, and crank sliaft, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. The method, substantially as herein described,
of simultaneously tightening the driving belt and
releasing the friction or clutch belt, so as to suddenly
start the machine, and by a reverse movement to as
quickly stop the machine'.

84,222.—FiiEDEUiCK Shickle, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to Shickle, Harrison & Co., same place.—Hydrant and Gas-pipe Stop.—November 17, 1868.

—The cap is provided with a pivot pin, which has
vertical play, so that the cap can be raised from its

seat and swung around to gain access to the hydrant
pipe.

Claim.—The stop box A, cap B, and their lug A',
and pivot pin h h^, when constructed and arranged
as and for the purpose herein set forth and described.

84,223.—C. B. Sill, Wilkins, assignor to him-
self and John Goldsborough, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Instrument for Affixing ;Sta)Hps.—-November 17,

1868.—The descent of the atlixer causes the spi-ing

connecting with the feed wheel to be tightened, and
by releasing the spring pawl holding the feed wlieel,

tlie latter is rotated by means of the resilient power
of the spring, and feeds a stamp forward ready to be
cut off and affixed on the descent of the latter.

Claim.—The combination of the cutter and aftixer

D, sponge a, a spring feed, and tlie within-described
devices, or their equivalents, through the medium of
which the spring feed is "set "on the downward
movement of the afflxer, as and for the purpose de
scribed.

84,224.—Charles Slotterbek, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Fire-arm.—November 17, 1868; antedated
May 18, 1868.—When the trigger is in its forward
position the pin on the spring, bearing on the trig-

ger, is on the rear side of the point in the curved
slot, so that the slightest pull back on the trigger
will bring tlie point on the front side of the pin, and
cause the spring to press the trigger forward and
bring its head to bear upon the sear, and thus dis-

charge the hammer.
Claim

.

—The combi nation and arrangement of plate
B, springs d, i, and I, trigger k, sear g, and hammer/,
Avheu operated in the manner substantially as sho\\n
and described, and for the purpo.se set forth.

84,225.—Hiram F. Smart, Worcester, Mass.—
Process for Printing in Colors.—November 17, 1868.

—An impression can be taken from an engraving or
I)late in as many different colors as is desired by
overlaying the different parts of the impression or
print on the sheet, supported by the tympan. and
cutting out corresponding parts of the sheet attached
to the frisket frame.

Claim.—The mode of printing in colors from a
single plate or engraving, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

84,226.—KiLBURN Smith, Lowell, Mslss.—Reg-
ister for Time and Price.—November 17, 1868.—The
face of the dial has three circles of figures or num-
bers marked upon it with radial division lines beyond
each circle of such numbers. The pointer stand on
the inner flange indicates th^ time employed in per-

forming certain labor. If the labor is suspended for

a time, the pointer stand on the outside flange is set

to the corresponding number on the stationary circle

of figures between the outer and inner flanges. A
small dial on a pivoted arm is actuated by pins on
the dial, and indicates hours.
Claim.—1. The circular flange F, in combination

with the moving dial A, in tho manner and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The outer flange H, in combination with the
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stationary circle of figures and indicating lines, for

the inirpose and substantially as described.
3. The j)ointcr stands E, haxing each a point, d,

when used in combination with the flanges F or H,
and the moving dial A, or the stationary figured
cLrclo between said flanges, for the purposes and in

the niJiuner substantially as described.
4. The pivoted arm J, in combination with the

dial I, for the purpose and substantially as described.

84,327.—Albert Spangler, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Latch.—l^oxomhcv 17, 1868.—The spring bolt, op-

erated by the sliding face plate, is locked by means
of a projection on a loose collar turning on a station-

ary knob shank, Avliich engages in the curved recess

in"the face plate.

Claim.—The sliding face plate E, with its slots e'

and e", in combination with the loose collar D, the
fixed sliauk C, and the Sliding spring bolt F, the said

parts being constructed and arran"-ed so as to oper-

ate as and for the purpose described.

84,228.—William Stein, Camden, 17. J.—Tar-
gref.—November 17, 1868.—Plates representing ani-

mals are hinged near the periphery of a revolving-

frame, and drop when struck, and are tmned up by
coming in contact with an inclined bar. A screen
is placed in front of the target, with an aperture

lai'ge enough to expose the object as it revolves;

anothcr.screen is placed behind the target to arrest

the balls.

Claim.—1. The swinging plates or aims C C,

hinged or pivoted to the rotating frame or disk B,
substantially as lierein shown and described, to form
a target in which the aim will automatically incticate

when it is hit, as set forth.

2. The rotating disk or frame B carrying the
hinged or pivoted plates C, in combination with the
incline D, for automatically resetting the plates C,

substantially as herein shown and described.

3. The screen E, having the aperture g, in combi-
nation with the rotating frame B, and with the plate

C hinged or pivoted tliereto, as set forth.

4. An automatically-adjusting target, consisting
of the rotating frame or disk B, of' the hinged or

pivoted plates or aims C, of the stationary incline D,
j)crforated screen E, and ball arrester F, ajl arraugea
in combination with cacli other, and made and op-

erating substantially as herein shown and described.

84,229.—A. E. Stewart, Douglas Harbor, ISTew

Brunswick.—Jfac/i?72e for Sharpening Saws.—'No-
vember 17, 1868.—The table supporting the laterally-

adjustable saw holder is adju^able so as to set the
teeth in the right position for grinding on their op-

liosite sides at the desired angle of inclination. A
guide rest is so an*auged as to keep the teeth true
when they are ground, and to regxilate thcii' ad-

vance.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the table b, adjustable saw rest n, pivoted arm c,

vertical shaft d, slotted segment h, segment k, and
sector slide m, all constructed and operating as
herein described, for the purpose specjified.

2. The adjustable guides r r, and the wedges 1 1,

connected with the saw rest n, combined with the
stud s. on tjie table h, constructed, arranged, and
operating asdescribed.

84,230.-Barka T. Stowell, Quincy, HI.—Ex-
cavator.—Xovcmber 17, 1868.—The cutting cylinder,
composed of two disks united together by bars on
which the sinuous cutters are secured, is" actuated
by suit.able power, and while revolving, draws the
machine forward. Scraping blades secured to the
periphery of the disks throw the dirt separated by
the cutters on to the endless apron.

Claim.—1. The cutters m m, when constructed
in the sinuous foi-m described and showTi, and at-

tached to the rotary cylinder G, in the manner
specified.

2. The arrangement of the disk >7 J', connecting
bars M M, scraping blades N N, and sinuous cutters
m w, when the several parts are constructed in
the manner described.

3. In that class of excavators in which the rotary
cutting cylinder operates to move the machine for-

ward in the manner herein described, the arrange-

ment of such cylinder horizontallj' across the ma-
chine, in front of an inclined apron C. so that the
cylinder shall cut the dirt and throw it back upon
the apron, while, at the same time, it draws the ma-
chine forward, substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the horizontal rotary cyl-

inder G, apron C, wheels D D, frame E, lever F, and
side cutters P P, substantially as described.

84,231.—Henry Tiiacker, Oneida. X. Y.—

'

Combined Rake and Hoe.—ISTovember 17, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
combined rake and hoe, cast in one piece, the cross

head A being sharpened between the tines B, to

form a straight cutting edge, as herein described, for

tlie purpose specified.

84,232.—<T. H, Thurston, Eainsborough, Ohio,
—Bee-hive.—IsTovember 17, 1868.

Claim.—The slide ii and lever o, pivoted in re-

cesses cut in the partition c, between the same and
the spare honey boxes C C, said lever extending to

the outside of the hive, whereby the capacity of

the opening I m is regulated, or communication
closed between the boxes C and chamber a, as
herein shown and described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

84,233.—Michael Tromly, 'Wa.<^hington, D. C.—G-un Lock.—aSTovember 17, 1868.—The upper part
of the hammer containing the head slides on the
lower part so that when the hammer is at "full
cock" and sprung, centrifugal force throws the head
out far enough to explode the cap, but when the
hammer is sprung from less than '" half cock," it is

not thrown out far enough to explode the cap, but
falls on the guard.

Claim.—1. A hammer consti;ucted with the parts
A and B, operating together, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of said hammer with the nip-

ple n and guard G, in the manner set forth.

3. A hammer constructed with the depression m,
shoulders i i, and lip or projecting plate o, sub-
stantially as described.

84,234.-Louis Yerstraet, Paris, France.—
Hydrocarbon Burner.—IS^ovembcr 17, 1868.

Claim:—1. The reservoir A constructed with a
double casing or wall, and filled in with the absor-
bent C, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed,

2. Withdi-awing the vapor which rises from tho
petroleum, or other mineral oil or liquid, from the
reservoir, preventing thereby its escape into the at-

mosphere, and the accumidatiou thereof in the res-

ervoir, substantially as described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. Collecting and using in the boiler the water
produced by the condensation of the vapors in the
smoke flues, substantially as described.

4. Discharging into the furnace, and utilizing as
fuel, the vapors rising from the oil in the reservoir,
substantially as shown and described.

5. Producing a current of air througli the reser-

voir, in contact with the oil therein, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

6. The filling C, in combination with an oil reser-

voir, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
7. The air-discharge tube E', closed at its base,

having a conical end, perforated at c. and surround-
ing the closed conical-ended tube E", in Buch a
manner as to leave an annular space, m, bct^vccn
tlicm, and arranged, with relation to the air-supply

pipe F and the gas pipe X, as herein described, for

the pm'posc specified.

84,233.—James Viney, Manchester, X. H.—
Paper-making ITcc/iine.—Xoveraber 17, 1868.—

A

vacuum or partial vacuum, produced in the boxes
over which the apron bearing tho paptr pulp
passes, extracts the water or moisture from tho
pulp. The.se vacuum boxes can be adjusted to tho
width of the paper to be made.
Claim.—\. Extracting the water or moisture, to

a greater or lesser extent, from the pulp on the wiro
cloth or felt apron, on its way to the pressing rollers,
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by the removal of atmosplieric pressure, as described,
or in any equivalent manner.

2. The aajustable slides E on the boxes A, by
Avbich the aperture in the top of the box is made to
correspond with the width of the paper, substan-
tially as described.

84,236.—William Wardswortii and E. H.
Semplk, St. Louis, M.o.~Mac]iinefo7- Picking Wool.
—iS^'ovcmber 17, 1868.—The journal boxes of the
roller have a lateral adjustment so as to set tbe re-

volving- brushes in such a position as to sweep
the edges of the revolving blades on the cleansing
cylinder and clear them of adhering ijarticlea of
wool. The floor is slotted to permit the dirt sep-
arated from the wool to pass down into the apart-
ment below.
Claim.—The combination of the cleansing cylinder

B, roller C, an-anged in adjustable bearing boxes c^
and having radial arms C and brushes c^ c^, the
slide E, and slotted floor E', all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as and for the purposes set
forth.

84,237.—R. TVaite, Blue Earth Citv. Minn.—
Wind TF/ieeZ.—November 17, 1868.—The horizontal
wheel, having a spirally-tapering vane of varying
twist, is inclosed in a bell-mouthed case, which lat-

ter is provided with a regulator at its receiving end
to govern the quantity of air to l>e admitted.
Cto'm.—The wind wheel constructed as described,

of the case A, having the flanges B C, the draught-
regulator D, horizontal shaft G, and the spiral wind
wheel E, having a variable diameter and pitch, all

arranged and operating as described for the purpose
specified.

84,238.—Thojias Waite, Plymouth, Ohio.—
Cultivator.—ISTovember 17, 18C8.—The shares can
be adjusted for plowing fun-ows of different widths.

Claim.—The side beams C, when provided with
slots D for the insertion and adjustment of the
standards E, in combination with the beam A, for
the purpose set forth.

84,239.—Berxhard Weinmanx, Cincinnati,
OMo.Steam Whistle.—NoYcmbcv 17, 1868.—A pis-

ton fitting in the tube can be raised or lowered to
increase or decrease the height of the column of
steam vibrating therein, and thus produce a sonor-
ous or shrill sound. Tlie plug at the lower end of
the tnbe has an upwardly-projecting stem which is

provided with a head around which the steam
passes on its way to the tube.

Claim.—1. The adjustable piston E, arranged in
the upper end of a. steam whistle, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. A steam whistle, consisting of the tube A, plug
B, which has the stem d, bead e, and tbe adjustable
piston E, all constructed substantially as herein
shown and described.

84,240.—William Wells, Ashtabula, Ohio.—
Spring Butt.—November 17, 1868.—A pawl slides

in a recess in one leaf of the hinge, and can be made
to engage with, or be disengaged from, teeth on
the end of the spiral spring, and thus cause the lat-

ter to operate in closing the door, or be inoperative,
as desired.

Claim..—The pawl i and the ratchet teeth h, when
arranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
sliown and described.

84,241.—Giles B. Williams, K"ew York, 1^. Y.,
assignor to Elisha M. Allen, same place.—De-5rtc-

cated Cocoanut.—November 17, 1868.—An alkali is

added to the grated cocoanut to prevent acidifica-

tion.

Claim.—An improved article of confection, con-
sisting of desiccated cocoanut meat combined with
augar and the bicarbonate of soda, substantially as
set forth.

84,242.—JoiiANN WiXKLEU, Hudson City, N.
J.

—

Froth Arrester for Beer Glasses.—November 17,

1868.—An oval plate, hinged to the edge of the glass,

<is notched at its free end to permit the liquid to es-

cape and aiTest the foam.

Claim.—The oval froth arrester A, provided with
a notch, b, and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose described.

84,243.—-Justin P. Woodworth, Brooklvn, N.
Y.—Electro-plating.—'So\GmheTn, 1868.—The arti-

cles are so held by the rack as to prevent a dejjosit
mark being left.

Claim.—1. The metliod, substantially as set forth,
of depositing different thicknesses of plating or
metallic coating on different portions of an article
at one operation, by obstructing and deflecting the
electric ciuTcnt in the bath in its passage between
the two poles, substantially as described.

2. The rack or holder, Eig. 1, or its equivalent,
for holding the articles to be plated properly, and
for receiving and adjusting, by suitable means, the
said obstructing device, substantially in the manner
described.

84,244.—John Yates and Edgar Deuell,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Beer Cooler.-November 17,1868.
—The ends of the pipes are so connected as to pre-
vent leakage. The beer is prevented from coming
in contact with the external air when flowing down
over the series of pipes, by means of doors hinged
to the connecting boxes.

Claim.—1. Connecting the ends of the pipes or
tubes A by means of boxes, C, divided into com-
partments by means of partitions a, the ends of the
pipes or tubes passing through suitable standards
or plates, B, into the compartments of said boxes,
substantially as shown and described.

2. Inclosing the series of pipes or tubes A by
means of doors, E' E', hinged to one of the boxes C,
substantially as and for the jJurpose herein set forth.

84,245.—August Destouy, New York, N. Y.-
Manufacturing Boots and Shoes.—^November 17,

1868.—The twist of the thread fills up the awl holes
and prevents the entrance of water through the
same.

Claim.—The within-described method of manu-
facturing boots and shoes, that is to say, securing
the insole by a stitch whose parts are itwisted and
crossed in or at each awl hole, substantially as and
for the purpose herein described and represented.

84,246.—EiCHARD Smith, Sherbrooke, Canada,—Machine for the Manufacture of Paper Boxes —
November 17, 1868.

Claim.—1. A plunger, so constmcted as automati-
cally to admit air beneath its lower end just previous
to its withdi-awal from the cavity of the completed
box or other hollow article, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The formation of the sides of the box by the
sudden displacement of the pulp in the mold, by the
introduction of the plunger into it by a quick mo-
tion, substantially in the manner described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the pis-

ton, packing r, air passage c, and valve v, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

4. Discharging the completed box or other hollow
article from the bottom of the mold, substantially

as set forth.

5. The molds H, made with removable bottoms
and permanent perforated linings, as distinguished
from removable linings, substantially in the manner
specified.

6. The ways W, in combination with the common
bed plate of the molds H H', for the purpose of al-

lowing the latter to have a reciprocating movement
to bring the molds alternately beneath the plunger,
in the manner and for the puipose described.

7. Eormiug a box or other hollow article from
pulp, by forcing a plunger down into the mold con-
taining the pulp, of which the box or other article

is to be mad!e, as set forth.

^84,247.—Samuel L. Allen, Cinnaminson, N. J.

—Planting Machine. -'Noxemher 24. 1868.—The
canning wheel, the hopper, and chambers revolve
together upon the axle, and the chambers discharge
the grain successively into the continuous channel,

from which it flows' into the furrow made by the
carrving wheel.

Claim.— 1. In combiuation with the carrying
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wlieol A, a central hopper, B, having chambers C
constructed and arranged around in the said hopper,
substantially as and for the purpose descril>ed.

2. In combination with the said hopper and cham-
bers, aiTauged and combined as described, the slides

c', constructed and operating substantially as and
for tlie purpose described.

3. In combination with the hopper B and the per-

forated rim or tread a' of the wheel A, the continu-
ous intervening channel a^, as and for the purpose
described.

84,248.—Hexry E. Anderson, Eipon, Wis.—
Stcaging Attachment for Sheet-meUil-rcorking Ma-
chinci.—Xovember 24, 1 868.—The rollers are placed
upon the revolving arms of a tinner's or iron

worker's beailing machine for the purpose of swaging
screws on stove pipes. The nut and the mandrel of

the attachment run out or in according to tlie direc-

tion in which the arms are turned. The guide is

set by the index hand to agree with the size of the
pipe.'

Claim.—I. The screw F, nut G, swaging rollers

H and I, acting in combination, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. Frame C, guide standard D, guide E, nut L,

and index hand'P, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

84,249.—EATtLE C. Bacon, New York, IST. Y.—
Steam Engine.—'Sovemher 24, 18C8.— The trunk
presents an ob'.ong cross-section, with its greatest
diameter lying in the same direction as the path of
the piston rod's vibration ; the object being to in-

crease the eflfective area of the piston head.
Claim.—The construction of the oblong hollow

trunk D, and its arrangement with reference to the
piston head B, cylinder A, and cylinder head F, sub-
stantially as described.

84,250.-Haydn M. Baker, New York, N. Y.
-Manvfacttu-e of Carbonate of Soda.—Xovember
24. 18G8.

Claim.—The use of bicarbonate of soda for the
purpose of decomposing soluble silicate of soda, to
produce pure carbonate of soda and silica, (silicic

acid.)

84,251.—John S. Barden, Providence, R. I .,

assignor to himself attl Daniel N. Pickering, Bos-
ton, Mass.

—

Steam Fi.mx>.—Xovember 24, 1868.

—

The stationary block or cylinder in the pump case
contains the passages which afford communication
between the space below one piston and that above
the other, and said block is employed in order that
the passages may be larger than'it would be prac-
ticable to have them in an extension of the main
shaft.

Claim.—1. The combination of the stationary
cylinder K, and its passages h^ c^ Avith the pump
pistons i' k' connected with the shaft B, and ar-

ranged in the pump case, provided with valves and
partitions, and induction and eduction conduits, as
explained.

2. The arrangement of the steam engine and the
pump, and their connection by the neck I and the
sl:aft B, as described.

84,252. — Edward D. Benj.vsiin. Old Tom-h,
111. — P^owj. — Xovember 24, 1868.— The arrange-
ment of the whiffletrees is designed to equalize
the work of the horses. The levers, short axles, and
sway bar are aiTangcd to vibrate upon the ends of
the axletree, for the pui-pose of raising and lowering
the plow irame. When the machine is at work the
sway bar rests upon the foldijng frame, but when it

is desirable to depress the plows the folding frame
is drawn from beneatli the sway bai-, which then as-
sumes a lower position and rests upon the plow
frame.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the whiffletrees

with the plow, when the same are constructed and
arranged in connection therewith, ia the manner
l.erein shown and described.

2. The levers D D', pivoted to the ends of the
axletree, and bearing wheel axles E E at the ends
of their short arms, and having theii' long arms con-
liccted by the adjustable sway bar G, the whole ar-

ranged and operating substantially as herein set

forth and specified.

3. The folding frame K, arranged and operating
as described, and for the purpose specified.

84.253. — Thomas Booth and Charles Car-
roll Sanderson, Xorway, Me.

—

Let-off Mechanism
for Looms.—Xovember 24, 1868.—It is the design
of this mechanism that when once set to a certain
number of picks to the inch on the web. the weaver
shall have no power to change the standard to ac-

celerate the weaving and chans-e the texture of the
cloth.

Claim,.—The combination of standard d, arms g g,

rods i i, v.eights j j, arms Jc k, and bands n n, with
the beam b, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

84.254.—Lewis S. Bortree, Grand Ilapids,
Mich.—H^oric Eake.—Xovember 24, 1868.—The beil-

crank lever engages a notched segment to hold the
arms and teeth in their depressed position. By
throwing forward the foot lever, the rake teeth arc
made to assume a nearly vertical position, and when
this has been done the rake is tilted upward at the
rear by giving a forward movement to tlie crank
lever. The teeth work very near tlie ground, but
the rollers prevent them from touching.

"

Claim.—1.—The vibrating frame E, bell-crank
lever F, arms G, slotted doub'le-jironged teeth I, pro-
vided with roller.s K, and the spiral springs J, when
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as herein described', and for the puriioses specified.

2. The standards L, rock shaft X, provided with
arms X, the wires P, foot lever 0, and bell-crank
lever F, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

84.255.— Anson Pt. Brown, M. D., Albion,
Mich.

—

Bandage for Preternatural JEnlargemont^.
—Xovember 24, 1868.

Claim.—An elastic bandage, having numeroue
perforations or interstices, e, in its structure, to ad-
mit air to the smface of a diseased portion of the
human body while under compression, substantially
as and for the pui-pose herein set forth.

84,256.—Edward Brown, Xew York, X. Y.—
Hinge Machine.—'Soyembev 24, 1868.—The hinges
are x^ressed between dies, so that the pipe of the
hinge shall be rendered truly cyliudiical, and the
leaves flattened and bent, and made to lie in the
liroper plane relative to the axis.

Claim.—The combination, with the bed A, posts
B, shaft D, and gate F, 'u-ith thek connections, con-
stituting the frame and moving parts of a press, of
the die H, the yielding dies K'I, the levers T, T',
T^, T^, and X, and theu- corresponding springs, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,257.—George E. Burt and Edwin A. Hil-
dreth, Harvai'd, Mass.—jHay Spreader.—Xovem-
ber 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. The forks j j, when so arranged as to
revolve horizontally over the ground, turning the
hay, substantially as described, and for tlie purpose
set forth.

2. The forks jj, when so an-anged as t.) revolve
horizontally over the ground and s-^x-ef'i) the hay
from before the wheels, in order to give tlr-m a path
clear from grass or hay, substantially as described
and set forth.

3. The arms g and h, in combination with the
fork handle -(!, when so arranged as to r^-voive the
forks jj horizontally over the surface of tli • ground,
gathering and discharging or turning the hay. sub-
stantially as described'and set forth.

4. The forks j j, when actuated by mechanism so
constinicted that there shall be imparted to tlie forks,

in addition to their horizontal, rotary motion a dip-

ping and rising motion, to collect and discharge the
hay, substantially as described.

5. The forks j~j, when hung from hinges I and m,
(one or both,) and so arrang-ed that the forks can
freely rise, and pass over rising ground or ob.staclcs,

substantiallv as described, and for the purpose set
forth.

G. The shaft /, disk u, and eccentric wrist s, in
combination with the driving arm g and operating
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arm h, arranged to operate tlie forks j j, substan-
tially as described.

7. 'The gear c, pinion d, tube e, shaft/, disk u,

and wrist s, -when used in combination to operate
the arms and forks of a hay tedder or rake, sub-
stantially as described.

8. The flexible joints I and 7n in the arms g and h,

to allo\7 the forks to follow over rising ground or
obstacles, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

9. The combination of the forks j j, the pivots q,
pins p, staves i, and pivots k and n, with the driving
arm g and operating arm h, operating as and for the
purposes set forth.

10. The springs v v, when so arranged as to lift a
portion of the weight of the forks j j and their con-
nections, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

84,358.— Ekastus T, Bussell, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Car Spring.—I^ovember 24, 1868.—The annu-
lar air spaces communicate with an air chamber in
the base cup, upon Avhich the rubber tubes and
spiral springs rest, and into which air may be
pumped to replenish any leakage.

Claim:—1. The formation of a rubber, spii*al, and
air spring, by the arrangement and combination of
two or more' concentric, hollow tubes of vulcanized
India-rubber, E* E^ E^ and four or more spiral

springs S^ S^ S^ S*, in such manner that the spirals

support the rubber tubes externally as well as in-

ternally, and so as to form annular air spaces for

the co'nfinement of atmospheric air between said
rubber tubes, substantially as described and shown.

2. The chambered base C^, with induction open-
ings i, furnished with valves V, and eduction open-
ings J, between and in combination with the tubu-
lar and spiral spring, composed of the rubber tubes
E and spirals S, arranged to operate in conjunction,
as shown and described.

84,259.— John Butler, Brooklyn. IST. Y.—
Method of Generating Fixed Gases from Hydrocar-
bon Vapors.—ISTovember 24, 18G8.—The vapors gen-
crated in the vaporizer by steam from the boiler

pass to the roasting chamb'er. The vapor traverses
the longitudinal perforations in the charcoal block,
and is thus divided into streams, to be more eflfect-

ively acted upon by the heat. It then passes to the
condenser.

Claim.— 1. An arrangement of mechanism for
roasting bydroearbon vapors or changing them into
permanent gases, by exposing them to "heat while
minutely divided or separated into small streams,
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The co'mbination and arrangement of the fur-

nace or fire chamber A, boiler B, vaporizer E, roast-
ing chamber H, and perforated charcoal blockl, or its

equivalent, with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The perforated charcoal block I, prepaj-ed and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, in combination with the roasting chamber
H, as and for the purpose set forth.

84,260.—Joseph Charleville, St. Louis Co.,
M.o.—Step Ladder.— :SoYGmher 24, 1868. — This
mode of applying the top seat or foot board renders
it readily rernovable.
Claim.—The rail a, its tenon /, in combination

with the mortise g of the seat board B and the brace
G and step or round h, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

84,261.—Charles L. Cole, Eiehmond, Mich.,
assignor to himself and Thomas Johnson, same
place.

—

Spinning Wheel.—Xovember 24, 1868.—The
uepressioji of the respective treadles causes the
spindle to approach and recede from the operator.

Claim.—The rock shaft M, wlieel L, friction

wheels H, S, and T, arras Q and E, belts N, IT. and
V, and treadles O and P, when arranged relanvely
to each other, as herein described, in connection
with any liand spinning wheel, and operating as and
for the purposes substantially as set forth.

84,262.—Hugh H. Craigie. New York, Is . Y.—
Water Oloset.~-'No\cmhcT 24, 1868.—The piston is

depressed by a connection with the seat of the water
closet, and when free to rise its valve is opened by
the upward pressure of the water. Thus water flows
xipwai'd through the piston, while the latter is rising
in the act of closing, under the conjoint upward
pressure of the water and a spring.

Claitn.—1. The piston i, moving in the cylinder h,

between the inlet and outlet pipes, in combination
with the valve n and seat/, the parts being arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The rod m, piston s, and valve-controlling
chamber a. in combination with the water way 8,

and valve n, to the water closet, substantially as
specified, so that the end movement give)i to the
piston rod shall open or close the water way 8, for

the luu-poses specified.

3. The valve r, applied at the piston rod m, in

combination with the valve controlling chamber a,

and a piston, moving in said chamber, to regulate
the closing of a water-closet valve, substanti^illy as
set forth.

84,263.—James B. Crane, Daltou, Mass.—
Manufacture of Paper Belting.—November 24, 1868.

—The pulp is carried through the first press rollers

by means of a felt ; it is then carried over other
rollers, and the first formed end is brought back to
the first press rollers, run through again, and made
to perform the same journey over the other rollers as

before, carrying with it the continued stock as the
felt delivers'it.

Claim.—The process herein described for manu-
facturing paper fabric, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth and desqi'ibed.

84,264.—Daniel M. Cummings, Wyman Pat-
tee, and Albert M. Shaw, Enfield, N. Jl.—Di-
vided Axle for Railways.—November 24, 1868.—One
part of the sleeve is fixed to one half of the divided
axle, and the other part i)ermits the other half of the
axle to revolve within it, and the parts of the sleeve
are rigidly connected, so that, Avhile either axle sec-

tion can be rotated independently of the other,

neither can be oscillated within its coupling.
Claim.—1. Uniting the axle section h with the

coupling section d, by fitting a tapering portion of
the former into the tapering bore of the latter, and
then employing a screw nut or nuts on the inwardly-
projecting 'end of said axle section, when the said
coupling section d is combined with its matching
coupling section c, substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

2. The arrangement of a properly proportioned
disk or washer, e, within tlie coupling box of our im-
proved car axle, in such a position as to prevent any
lateral action that may bo exerted upon the ca'r

wheels or axle from inj'uriously jamming the taper-

ing portion of the axle section b ^\ithin tlio coupling-

section d, substautially as herein set forth.

84,265.—"William H. Curtis, Painesville, Ohio.—Thill Coupling.—November 24, 1868.—The diame-
ter of the eye of the hook equals that of the joint bolt,

but the mouth of tlie hook is contracted by the feather
to an extent equal to the depth of the notch in the
joint bolt. In order to couple or imcouple the hook
and bolt, the thills must be raised to such a position
as will bring the feather jjnd notch into coinci-
dence.

Claim:—The combiuation of the hook B and its

key B' with the rigid joint bolt E and its notcli c',

when arranged and operating in the manner and for

the pm'pose" set forth.

84,266.—Charles B. Davis, Dayton, Ohio.—
Device for Hanging Picture and other Frames.—
November 24, 1868.—Designed to sustaiji the frame
at any inclination from the wall.

Claim.—The method of hanging frames herein de-

scribed, with the eyes B, C, and C, ring D, cord E,
and slip F, wlien arranged with relation to the frame
A, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

84,267 Jou A. Davis, Watcrtown, N. Y.—
Clog.—November 24, 1868.—The clog is held upon
tlic foot by tlie force of the springs, tending to draw
the front and rear parts of the clog together, the heel
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support and toe piece serviug us adjuncts of the
springs.
Claim.—1. A clog formed in two separate parts,

so connected that, while drawn toward eacli other

by force of a spring or springs, they may be stretched
further apart from each other, substantially as and for

the pui-pose described.
52. A heel piece for a clog, mounted with a heel

support and with a flexible shank, substantially as

and for the pui'poso described.
3. The sole piece, having therein a cavity and a

yielding spring or springs, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
4. The combination of the cavity and spring or

springs in the sole of the clog, with the elastic shank
piece secured to the heel piece, substantially as

shown and described.

84,268.—Paul Dehlixgeu, Buffalo, :N'. T.—
Sod i:i€vq,tor.—^o\embcr 24, 1868.—The bodies of

the hods rest in the angular notches of the frame,

and are retained in place by a cleat on the bottom of

each, and by a cross piece beneath, against which
the handles "rest. The open ends of the hods rest

against a guard board, which prevents the accidental

discharge of their contents. The hinged step admits
of the hook of the hoisting tackle being reached.

Claim. — 1. A frame, provided with angular
notches, when used in combination with hods, pro-

vided with cleats j for elevating the latter, substan-

tially as set forth.
2.

" The arrangement of the guard board M between
the hod racks, as described.

3. In an elevating apparatus, the combination and
an-angement of the platform C with hod racks E,
substantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement therewith of a hinged step, Q,
as herein set forth.

5. The construction of the hod rack E with double

row of angular notches, ee',m the manner described.

6. The arrangement of the brace and elevating

bars g a g g and eye h with the hod racks M, con-

structed as herein 'set forth.

84,269.—William E. Derrick, Jordan, oST. Y.
—Horse Hay Fori:—'No\emher 24, 1868.—The slides

being forced together so as to open the prongs, the

central shaft is" thrust into the hay, and the upper
slide then clamped to said shaft by the cam lever.

The foot is placed upon a projection of the lower
slide, and the prongs close as the instrument is

raised.
Claivi.-The caliper-shaped prongs B, in combi-

nation with the straight pieKcing shaft C, for the

purpose herein described.

84,270.—OssiAN E. Dodge, St, Paul, Minn.—
Beflector for Public Halls, d;c.—November 24, 1868.

—The reflector mav be adjusted upon its horizontal

axis so as to east* the light fully in any particular

place or dii'cction, or whollv or partially exclude it.

Claim.—The double reflector E, as arranged and
operated by the cord H, in combination with the

pipy A and bm-ners, for the purpose specified.

84.271.—George H. Dow, Ereeport, HI.—
Horse Hay Fo/-A;.—November 24, 1868.—The prong
is sustained in a raised position away from the point

of the tine by a lever catclxing in a notch near the

lower end of the prong, and in this condition the fork

is thrust into the hay ; the prong is then released

and forced downward until the lower end reaches

the point of the tine, it being locked in tliis position

by the c>ngagement of the lever with an upper notch.

Claim.—The cnrvilineal tine A, in combination
with the prong B, in the manner as and for the pur-

pose set forth. •

84,272.—GrsTAVE Dubelle, Boston, Mass.—
Composition for Pavements.—'Soxemher 24, 1868.—

Asphaltum. coal tar, yellow wax, iron slag, sand or

silica, caustic lime, and elay.

Cladyn.—Thc new pavement composition, as made
of the several materials and in the manner as herein

first described.

84,273.—P. G. Poster, Eagle Pock. N. C—
Type-setting Machine.—l^o\ernhcr 24, 1868.—The

type is pressed from the box into a slot in the vertical
plate by means of a coiled spring, so that ou oper-
ating the keys the arms are caused to rotate, thus
forcing the types into a groove which directs them
to the central channel, from A\hence they fall through
a curved groove on to a setting rule which slides in
a pivoted composing stick. When one line is com-
pleted the composing stick is turned over, the type
justified, and the setting rule slidden back, -whiie a
slide moves the type into the galley far enough to
permit the rule to be again placed alongside of the
stick.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the removable
yertical plate I, when provided with recesses x x.

and grooves x' x', as described, and entirely covered
with a glass or other transparent plate, with the
type boxes D D and fingers //acting in the recesses
X X, substantially as and for the j)urposes herein set
forth.

2. The type box D, constructed as described, and
provided with a spring, g, to pi'css the type forward,
substantially as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the fingers //, placed in the
recesses on the plate I, in combination with the
joiu-ual e, lever d, rod b, and the key C, all constructed
as described, and the fingers operating so as to force
the type down in the grooves, substantially as herein
set forth. .

4. The guide E, constructed as described, with a
curved groove to guide the type properly into the
composing stick, as herein set forth.

5. The combination of the setting rule G, compos-
ing stick h, slide i, and galley P, all constructed as
described, and operating as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

6. The setting rule G, constructed and working in
the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,274.—Earl J. Hall, Indianapolis, Ind.,
assignor to himself and Jacob Eldridge, same
l)\acc.—Pump.—iSTovember 24, 1868.—Tlie induction
pipes are reciprocated simultaneously, in the same
direction, upon the pipes of the wate'r box, and the
valve chambers are alternately charged with water.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of
water box A, horizontal induction j)ipes V, valve
chambers B, and the means used for operating the
same, all as shown.

84,275.—Everett C. Hajimoxd, Oswego, X, T.,
assignor to himself, O. H. Pennock, and Ira G. W.
Penxock, same place.

—

Center-board Winch.—No-
vember 24, 1868.—The worm and worm wheel give
the men more complete control of the cranks, and.
obviate the injury to which they are liable in sudden-
ly starting a heavy center board by the common
means, namely, a spm- wheel and pinion. The ar-
rangement is such that the operating cranks do not
interfere with a lumber deck load.
Claim.—1. The barrel A, worm wheel B, endless

screw C, and gears E/, combined and operated sub-
stantially as herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the operating shaft or
shafts c e, when placed at right angles to the barrel
A, for the purpose herein described.

84,276.—Anne B. Hancock, Suspension Bridge,
IST. Y.—J'an.—November 24, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the whalebone frame
A E and buckram plates C, to form an elastic foun-
dation to receive the covering of feathers, D, sub-
stantially as described.

84,277.—James Harris, Janesville, Wis.—
Evaporator.—November 24. 1868.—The apparatus is

divided into several compartments, so arranged and
connected with each other and the flue passage a,s

to regulate the draught and prevent the apartments
from being emptied unless so desired, and their con-
tents from burning.

Claim. —1. So constructing the opening in the par-
tition between finishing apartment b'" and the
others, that the bottom of this opening, being above
the bottom of these latter, they cannot get empty and
burn.

2. Dropping the finishing apartment b'" Tower
than the others.
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3. The combination and arrangement of dampers
e and / with the pan C, constructed with its several
apartments, as set forth.

4. The combination of pan C, damper /, cold-air
passage g', and flue d.

5. The evaporator constructed, arranged, and
operated in the manner substantially as shown and
described, for the purpose set forth.

S4,'2'?'8.—Thomas M. Heruiott and Samuel
Myeus, South Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Balance Slide Valve.
—November 24, 1868.—The upper ring is held in
easy contact with the cap of the steam chest by the
clastic force of a beveled I'iug, but when steam is ad-
mitted to the chest, its i^ressure upon the outside of
the spring ring tends to close the latter concentri-
cally, and thus force the top ring into steam-tight
contact with the cap of the chest.

Claim.—The combination of the rings C and B,
witli the projection S ; the whole constructed sub-
stantially as shown and described.

84,279.—William T. Horkobin, Bennington,
Vt.

—

Molding Machinery.—November24, 1868.—The
mold may be easily separated from the pattern, for
inspection and repair, and the parts again united
and caused to register truly.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as de-
scribed, of the reversible follow board with the slid-

ing carriage C, for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the flask with the reversi-

ble follow board and the clamping screws J, as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,280.—Charles Kaiser, New York, N. T.—
Rotary Steam Engine.—November 24, 1868.—The
fly valves fitted into the circumference of the revolv-
ing piston, arc provided with semicircular self-ad-

justing packing pieces having their ends presented
to the pressure of the steam. Spring levers connect-
ing with the inner surfaces of the fly valves form a
parallelogram, the action of which is to keep the fly

valves in contact with the cylinder.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the circular piston

H in an oblong or oval cylinder A, when said piston
is provided with fly valves N N' N" N'", construct-
ed and fitted into" the circumference of the piston,
substantially as described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the fly-

valves N N' N" jST'" in the circumference of the pis-

ton H, with circular packing pieces c near the outer
ends of said valves, substantially as herein set forth.

3. In combination with a circular piston H, pro-
vided with fly valves, constructed as above described,
and working in an oval cylinder, the arrangement of
two induction passages n n, and of two eduction
passages m m, directly opposite each other, whereby
to admit and exhaust the steam simultaneously at the
opposite sides of the revolving piston, substantially
as described.

4. Eods or levers s s' s" s'", forming a parallelo-
gram, in combination with the fly valves, said lev-

ers being provided with sj)rings, substantially as set
forth.

84,281.-11. H. Kext, Middlebury, Ohio.—OZofTi-

measuring Apparatus.—November 24, 1868.—The
standards in whicli the winding shaft is journaled
are adjustable on the slides so that any width of
goods can be measured. By means of the slides the
uneven winding of the cloth is obviated, thereby
preventing wrinkles.

Claim.—The combination of the slide O and ad-

juatablo standard R, as arranged in relation to and
combined to- cooperate with the rollers H J, wind-
ing shaft F, all in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

84,282.—Chester King, East Cleveland, Ohio.
— Water Mcvator.—NoxcToher 24, 1868.—Tlio bucket
on being drawn up is caiight between guide arms
wliich prevent it from swinging about and striking

the curb, and tilted by arms coming in contact with
lugs on the centrally pivoted bucket.

Claim,.—Tlie guide arms F, hinged at a, and tilt-

ing arms H, when arranged in relation to the curb
A and spout I, all constructed in the manner and
Jbr the purposes substantially as described.

84,283.—George H. Kitchex, New York, and
Scorio C. Nash, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Portable Gas
Apparatus.—November 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. A diaphragm h, introduced in the lower
part of the vessel containing the liquid hydrocarbon,
so that said liquid shall ft-eely pass into and fill the
space below said diaphragm, "in combination with a
pipe supplying air below said diaphragm, and a pipe
conveying away said carburreted air, substantially
as set forth, whereby said diaphragm directs th*e

bubbles of air, as chey pass through the lower part
only of the liquid bydrocarbon, and they do not dis-

turb or vaporize the upper portion of the same, as
set forth.

2. The diaphragm ft, and spiral flange, fonning a
channel in which the bubbles of air travel, in combi-
nation with the pipes 2 and k, and diaphragm /,
within the gasoline vessel I, substantially as and for
the pm-poses set forth.

3. A gas holder, provided Avith perforated distrib-

uting pipes in the lower part, in combination with
the carbureting vessel, pump, and pipes aiTanged sub-
stantiallj^ as specified, so that the air that is forced
directly into the gas holder, to dilute the gaseous
hydrocarbon, will enter by the same distributing
pipes that have supplied the carbui-eted air, in order
that the contents of the gas holder may be mixed
together with uniformity, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of a gas holder, formed of a
flexible bag, with a pump and carbureting vessel,

substantially as and for the purposes speoined.

' 84,284.—J. Klixkuardt and W. Kiburz, St-

Lonis, Mo., assignors to themselves and Paul Oeh.
LER, same place.

—

Brick Machine.—November 24,

1868.—Plungers operate on two sides of the brick in
the mold at one operation, while a cutter detaches
any swelling on the lower face, thus producing a true-
faced brick.

Claim:—1. The arrangement and combination of
the pug mill A, its screw b, and passage a', with tlie

mold chamber C, and plungers D and E and slide E,
substantially as set forth.

2. The knife /, when combined and operated with
the slide E, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth

85,285. — Eraxcis Krick, Eidelity, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Eli Sixks.—Lifting Jack.—
November 24, 1868.—A stirrup on the end of tlie lever
which is pivoted to the notched standard fits into
the notches on the movable rod, and on lowering the
lever the rod is raised and held in position by a
spring catch.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
bars A B, the lever C, stirrup K, guides E D, and
spring-catch G, constructed substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

84,286.—J. C. Laxder and R. E. Laxder, Majzo
Manie, Wis.

—

Beehive.—November 24, 1868.

Claim.—The sections A B. movable sides H, di-

viding boards C, and frames C, when said frames
are so arranged in the cases that a space is left be-
tween them and the walls, all constructed, combined,
and arranged in relation to each other, iu the manner
as and for the purpose set forth.

84.287. — Charles Leavitt and W. H. Bur-
ridge, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Cotton Gin.—November
24, 1868.—The vibrating comb prevents the edge of
the plate and the rollers from being gummed.

Claim-—1. The rollers D and G, vibrating comb
J, and plate K, combined and operating as set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the rotating
brush I, or its equivalent, operating substantially as
described.

84.288. — J. H. LixviLLE, Philadelphia, Pa.-
Bridge.—'Soyemhor 24, 1868.—The struts are stayed
at one or more intermediate points in their length,

by means of diagonal ties which act in a twofold ca-

pacity of suspension ties and trussing rods, without
the use of auxiliary truss rods for that purpose.

Claim. — The construction and arrangement of
tension bars and struts for giving initial tensile stress

to the bars, and rigidity to tlie struts, substantially

as herein set forth.
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84,289.—Edward A. Locke and "William N.
Weeden, Boston, Mass.

—

Mode of Packing Lamp
Shades.—IsoxQTobcr 24, 1868. — The. blanks may be
packed in a small compass for transportation, and
readUy formed in shape by joining the edges.

Claim.—A compact encased package of two or
more paper lamp shade blanks, having a single
margin prepared Tvith a dried gum or cement, and
with the margins or ends left ununited, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

84,290.—Samuel B. Luckett, Corydon, Ind.—
Cloth Mcasurinq Apparatus.—Xovember 24, 1863.

—

A rod arranged within the winding cylinder is pro-
vided with hooks which are thrust into or withdrawn
from the cloth by the rotation of the rod.
Claim.—Tha cylinder B, an-anged as described,

cylinder C, with rod c^, and hooks c^, and the rod D,
the whole being combined and operated substantially
in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

84,291.—Harmon F. Lushbaugh and Oscar Z'
HuRD, Mount Pulaski, 111.

—

Animal Trap.—Norem-
ber 24, 1868.—The animal depresses the platform on
reaching for the bait, thus disengaging a pawl which
allows the shaft to rotate and push the animal onto
a platform operating a series of pointed rods which,
on the animal passing into the end of the box, pre-
vent it from returning.
Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft B, coil-

spring /?, rods m m} m^ m,^ m^, and n and o o' o^ o^,

platform p, with its springs q, link/, and pawl r, as
and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the platform «, links v and
X, levers w and z, rock shafts E and F, with their
lance heads and weight, as and for the purpose spe-
cified.

3. An animal trap, formed by the combination of
the parts hereinbefore describe'd, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

84,292.—Theodore "W. Mahler, Eome, IST. T.
—Water TTTieeZ.—Xovember 24, 1868 ; antedated No-
vember 9, 1868. — The water passes onto the wheel
by a double scroU, and a separate radially moving
gate provided for each guide is constracted in two
parts, so that an obstruction of one gate will not pre-
vent the closing of the others.

Claim.—1. The double scroll, constructed and ar-

ranged in relation to the wheel, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The extension gate F F^, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as described.

84,293. — Cornelius W. L. Martine, Scotch
Plains, X. J.—Water Elevator.—^oxemhcr 24, 1868.

—The links of the chain fit in grooves in the sides
of the buckets. The ratchet wheel, pawl, grooved
wheel, and weight are so arranged as to prevent the
rapid descent of the full buckets when the operator
releases the crank.
filaim.—1. The chain P, and buckets or cups 0,

when combined, constructed, and operated, substan-
'

tiaUy as described, for the pm'poses specified.
2." The combination of the chain P. buckets or cups

O, ratchet wlieel I, pawl J, gTooved wheel F, and
weiglit n, constructed and operated substantially as
shown, for the purposes indicated.

3. In combination with tlie subject-matter of the
second claim, the shaft C, box A, and crank X, for
the puri)oses set forth.

84,294.—Samuel Mason, Xewark, X. J.—Horse
Shoe.—^ovcmhov 24, 1868.-The calks are provided
with ribs whicli tit in gi-ooves or indentations in the
shoe, and are held together by pins.

Claim.—The i-ib h^ indentation c, the pin d, and
the concspondiug groove e, when combined in the
manner and for the pm-pose specified.

84,295. — William C. McGill and TVilliam
Knox, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Safety Stove for Railroad
Cars.—Xoveraber24, 1868.—The upper reservoir is

provided with a spherical valve.and the lower reser-
voir, which forms the base of the stove, with a cap, so
that a collision of the car would cause the spherical
valve and tlie cap to be removed, allowing the water
to extinguish the fire.

Claim.—In combination with the fire chamber,
the upper aud lower water reservoirs H and A, sub-
stantially as set forth.

84,296.—Lynfred Mood, Ithaca, X. Y., as-

signor to Titus and Bostwick, same place.—jSeccZ-

ing Afachine.—Xovember 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and construction of
the bars P P fast to a cross-bar, anterior of and ex-
tending to the rear .of the cai-riage axle, but are
not fixed to it, for the purpose of obviating the
jar of the seed box A by the carriage wheels, as set

forth.

2. Moving the sliding bars H and I in opposite
directions at the same time, when made and used
substantially as described, thereby gi\ing great mo-
tion to the sowing bars, as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the double crank C, over
and transverse to the center of its motion, for the
purpose of moving the sliding bars H and I in op-
posite directions, as set forth.

4. Attaching the agitators G- to the bar H, when
said bar H is used for the twofold purpose of agi-

tating the grain, (fcc, and for forming part of the
throat, as set forth.

5. The arrangement of the hinged leaf J, so as by
the described means to regulate the throat made by
the leaf and the sliding bar H, as described.

6. The construction aud use of the lever K and
its set- screw clamp, for the purpose of setting the
throat by the leaf J, as set forth.

7. The arrangement, on the ends of the leaf J, of
one or more springs, M, for the purpose of evening
the sowing, as set forth.

8. The combined whole, made and arranged of
the carriage B, the seed box A, bars H and I, and
double crank C, substantially as described.

84,297.—F. A. Morley, Svracnse. X". Y.—Po-
tato i>i^5rer.—Xovember 24, 1868.—The riddling cyl-

inder is supported by a single set of arms, located
somewhat in rear of the cylindei*, so as to have free

action. TIjc screen is driven by means of pinions
on the driving shaft and internal"'gears on the driv-

ing wheels.
Claim.—1. A rotating cylinder, I F, sustained

whoUy by a central spindle, /, with arms i i, only,

which are projected from the said spindle consid-
erably in the rear of the screen F, when combined
with the shovel H, as herein shown, and for the pur-
pose described.

2. A crank axle, C c, having a driving shaft, E,
working through the center of its crank wrists c c,

as shown in Fig. 4, in connection with the driving
wheels B B, frame A g. and screen F, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

84,298.—Adolpiius F. W. Xeynaber, Phila-
delphia. Pa.

—

Water Indicator for Steam Boilers.—
Xovember 24, 1868.—Improvement on his patent of
June 4, 1867. The float in a pipe on the water line

of the boiler is connected by a rod with the whistle
valve, wliieh is placed above the water line of the
boiler to prevent water from being blown thi'ough
the whistle.

Claim.—The constniction and arrangement of rod
B, bracket E, and pipe F, substantially in the man-
ner described.

84,299.- Garret J. Olendorf, Middlefield,

X. Y.—Jforfc of Poling ZTops.-Xovember 24. 1863.
— The cords are secured to stakes in the hills and
to poles placed between the hills, instead of using a
pole for each hill without cord.

Claim.—The poles A, hill stakes B, and cords C,
when aiTanged as and for the purposes herein set
foilh.

84,300.—Henry H. Palmer. Pvockford, Hl.-
Spring Led Bottom.—Xovember 24, 1868.—End
Elay is prevented by the straps, and side play by tho
and.
Claim.—Tho bed bottom described, consisting of

the frame A with cross pieces E, slats c Avitli straps
B and projections G, springs F and band D, the
whole being combined and arranged as and for tbo
purpose set forth.
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84,301.—William G. Pekry, Mancliester, IST.

B..—Machine for Producing Weavcra' Gut 2IarJcs.—
November 24, 1868.—Beneatli tlie shaft is a wire
n-liich takes up aud transfers color from the troui?h,
in contact with one or more tiers of threads in the
R-eb.

Claim.—The shaft b, with the wire a', or its sub-
stitute, attached, and the trougli a, aud the disk aud
sweep by which the wire. is brought from its state
of immersion in the color trough into .contact with
the web of yarn, all substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

84,302—Charles C. .;Post, Hinesburg, Vt.—
Sap Spile.—Novemhbv 24, 1868.

Claiin.—The sap spile, constructed with the lon-

gitudinal fins E, whereby it may be held or retained
i'u the tap or hole in the tree without materially in-

terfering with the flow of the sap, substantially as
herein set forth.

84,303.—Eli Eice, "West IS^orthficld, assignor
to himself and IsT. H. Eiciiardson, Fitchburg, Mass.
—Device for Preventing Reus from Scratching.—
[November 24, 1868.—A plate or clog, through one
end of whieli is passed the leg of the hen, extends
to the rear and terminates in a point, so tliat the
forward movement of the leg will draw the point
forward and prevent the hen Irom scratching.

Claim.—The Avithin-described device for prevent-
ing fowls from scratching.

84,304.—Carl Wilhelsi Eoeden, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Anchor.— November 24, 1868. — The
fluke arms consist of two parts, divided longitudi-
nally through the center, and saswred together by
rivets or bolts. The arms are pivoted to the stock
by means of steel balls working in recesses in the
shank and arms.

Claim.—1. An anchor, constructed with its fluke
arms B divided in two pieces, and attached t® the
shank A, as described.

2. The use of metal balls G, as a means of pivot-
ing' the arms on the shank, the whole as herein de-
scribed, and for the purposes as set forth.

84,305.—Warren Eowell, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself aud Joiiif Heck, same place.

—

Molding Gear Wheels.—November 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. Molding the double gear wheel A with
the groove between tlic two series of teeth, by, in
effect, dividing the core into parts or steps, 'and
mounting the parts alternately in the opposite
flasks, and forming them of greensand at the same
time the main parts are formed, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The introduction of an elastic substance be-
tween the pattern and plate, as desciibed.

84,306.—George H. Saxborx, New York, N.
Y.

—

Paper-cutting iH«c/ii?ic.—November 24, 1868.

—

The knife bar is hung eccentrically to two gears piv-
oted to a frame and operated simiiltaneously by two
worms on one shaft.

Claim.—The combination of the knife bar H,
gears F F', and worm wheels D D', constructed and
operating in the manner and for the purpose specified.

84,307.-Georoe II. Sanborn, New York, N.
Y.

—

Paper-cutting Jfac/mic- November 24, 1868.

—

The swinging arms, to which tlie knife is susiiended,
arc not parallel to eacli other, Avhich has the effect

of lifting tlic knife a little liigher at one end than
the other, thns giving an inclined and gradual cut.

Claim.—1. The combination of the knife c and
the swinging arms bb', wlienthe latter are arranged
relatively to each other, in the manner described,
for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie arrangement and combination of the rod
p, arm h, rock "shaft e, aud lover q, as and for the
purpose described.

3. The rn.bber r, attached aud adjusted as de-

scribed, for the purpose of aii-esting the motion of
the knife, as set forth.

84,308.— Etiiiel Sanger, Alton, 111. — Car-
heating /S'fotJc'.-November 24, 1868.—A water reser-

voir attached to the stove is so connected with the

fire box that should the stove be overturned, the firo

will be at once extinguished. A float in the reser-
voir is so connected with a damper in the smoke
pipe as to turn the same and obstruct combvistion
of the fuel.

Claim.—1. The stove A, tubes C, and reservoir
D, when arranged as herein described, aud for the
purpose set forth.

2. Tlie arrangement of the float E, valve or dam-
per b, and the connecting devices e e' e'^, as aud for
the purpose set forth.

84,309.—Norman B. Sherwood, Millville, N.
Y.—Potato Planter.—November 24, 1868.—A series
of cups attached to an endless chain is made to
pass through a curved tube attaclied to a hopper
containing the potatoes to be planted, and convey
the same to a distributing cultivator tooth.

Claim.—1. The tube A, in combination with the
carrying chain B, or its equivalent, and elevating
cups G, oi- their oquivfrient, arranged substantially
as aud for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the hopper D,
constructed and operating as herein shown, and for
the purpose described.

84,310.—Louis Shmetzer, Chicago, 111.—Sleigh
and Baby Carriage.—November 24, 1868.—The car^*

riage body is mounted on a li-ame formed by two
sled runners, which frame lias attached to it two de-
tachable axles having wheels. The runners are
made in two sections, hinged together near the front
end, the forward end being turned back when used
as a carriage.

Claim.—The combination of the removable car-
riage body A and wheels D C with t]ie sled runners
B, when constructed and arranged as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose of easy conversion into a
child's carriage or sled, at will.

*

84,311.— John Siddons, Eochester, N. Y.-
Bing-ferruling Machine.—November 24, 1868; an-
tedated November 7, 1868.—Upon the top of an up-
right slide, which is pivoted to a slotted lever, is

fastened an arm, extending over the top of the
standard, and having on its under face a half-round
rib. On the top of the standard is a steel die pro-
vided with a raised edge and a groove, and between
two arms is pivoted a bent lever, to which is bolted
a steel die.

Claim.—1. The lever O, upright slide "W, and arm
y, with its swaging rib c^, in combination witii the
grooved die C, all constructed and arranged as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cutting and forming
dies C, c2, and K, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as sliown and described.

84,312.—James Spear, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Bailroad-car Stove.—November 24, 1868.—Self-act-
ing valves are so arranged on the top plate of tlio

stove, and in relation to the pipe, as to obviate the
necessity of separate holes for the air and smoke
pipes.
Claim.—Tha ai-rangement of th o valves A A on

the top plate of the stove, in sucli a manner as to

allow the stove pipe to extend through the cold-air

pipe, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

84,313. — Norman C. Stiles, Middletown,
Com\.—Adjustable Pres.s.—November 24. 1868.—

A

rocking lever, fitted between cheeks in a punch or
die carrier, is supported indirectly upon an axis
whicli passes eccentrically tlirough a wheel fitted to
be easily turned in a corresponding liole in the lever,

tlie said' wheel being provided with diagonal screw
threads to receive an endless screw, by which it is

operated.
Claim. — The method herein described, or its

equivalent, of adjusting and fastening the eccentr.c
to the lever or working part, and allowing to the
supporting or ci'ank i)in freedom to rotate in the
body of the eccentric, or in its own bearings, sub-
stantially as described.

84,314.—John Stokes, Springfield, Mass., as-

signor to Wesson Fire-arms Comranv, same place.

—Gun XocZ;.—November 24, 1868. —The end of the
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short arm of the main spring, instead of rcstiujj iu a
fixed position against a rigid snpport, is elongated
so as to bear npon the upper edge of the tumbler
during a part of the rotation of the latter.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement, rela-

tively to each other, of the main spring and tumbler
in the locks of fire-arms, whereby the hammer, after
delivering its blow, is made, by the action of the
main spring, to rise or return sufficiently to relieve
the nipple, firing pin, or cartridge, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

84,315.—OLE O. Stoiile and Lorexs Swexson,
Xonvay. Wis.—Horse i^rtAr.—November 24, 1868.

—

The teeth are attached to the bolster by means of a
hinge or " cap,"' which is held open by a spring. A
bolt, through ^^hicli the teeth pass, enters the upper
part of the hinge, and, with a nut, holds the teeth
firmly against the hinge.

Claim.—1. Hinged cap I and bolt M, in combina-
tion with spring K, substantially as described.

2. Tooth F, passing through bolt M, with its end
passing up througli liingc I, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

84,31 6.—Axsox C. Stowe, San Jose, Ca\.—Car-
riage Sjjring.—Xovember. 24, 1868.—Two shafts ex-
tend across from one reach to the other, eacli having
three bent cranks, the middle ones being joined by a
connecting rod, and attached to bars, so as to cause
the weight to be equally distributed on both sides.

Claim.—The shafts E E, with their cranks or bent
ai-ms d and g, and the connecting rod c, together
with the links e e and rods b, the whole operating on
the springs D as an equalizing device, substantially
as hereindescribed.

84,31'?'.—Edward Strothman and Johx
Stuothmax, Milwaukee, Wis.—Straiv Cutter.—'No-
vember24, lefiS.—Hollers attached to the knife frame
bear npon the back of the knife, to which latter is

imparted a drawing motion by means of a lever. A
spring throws back the lever 'which moves the feed
rollers, a knob on the fly wheel throwing the lever
forward.

Claim.—1. Pitman H, shaft I, frame K, rollers L
L, knife M. lever X, arranged and combined sub-
stantially as described.

2. "Wheels C C, hands D, feed lever E, spring F,
and knob G, all combined and arranged substantially
as described.

84,318.—AxDREW Terry, Waterbury, Conn.—
Iron J'<'?ice.—Xovember 24, 18G8.—The collars are
made double, one portion fitting npon the posts and
the other receiving the tube rails. The posts are in-

serted in cast metal stumps.
Claim.—The combination of the posts and stumps

a a', with the collars d d'', tube rail c, and pickets e,

substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

84,319.—"William Thojitsox, Dublin. Ireland.
—Car Wlndoic Yentilator.—'XoxcTabeT-2-i, 1868; pat-
ented in England Xovember 11, 1867.—Two or more
rows of semi-tubes are so arranged that the centers
of those in a' rear row will cover the interstices of
those in front.

Claim.—A dust blind and ventilator, consisting of
two or more rows of troughs or trough-shaped tubes,
m'. set in a suitable frame-Avork, constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purposes herein-
before set forth.

84,320.-Charles W. Tremaix. Chicago, El.—
Boiler Tube Scraper.—Xovember 24, 1868.—Two
semicircular disks, the frout one of wliich is pro-
vided with a cliambcr inclosing a spring to expand
the disk, are attaclicd to a rod by Avhich they are
drawn throu'zh the boiler flue.

Claivi.—The boiler tube scraper, consisting of the
opening disks A' A", chamber D, spring C, guides
F, and lips E, connected to rod I, arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

84,321—Xewei.l Tupper. Grand Blanc, Mich.
—Adjustable Flood 6?«fc.—Xovember 24, 1868.—The
gate is a continuation of a fence across streams, and

hangs loosely from suspending arms, so as to allow
floating objects to pass. "When the water is high
and ice drifting, the rails may be sustained iu an
elevated position.

Claim.—The combination of the parts C D E G
H IJ, in a water gate, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

84,3-22.—"William H. Vaxce, Xew Corydon,
Ind.—Compound for Treating liing Bone, SjMvin,
d-c, in Horses.—Xovember 24, 1868.—Venice tur-

pentine, corrosive sublimate, mercury, and iodine.

Claim.—The composition of matter herein de-

scribed, wlien the same is prejjared and used in

manner and form substantially as herein set forth.

84,323.-TTiLLiAM F. Warp.urtox, Philadel-

phia, J'a.—Hat Ventilator.—NoYcmbev 24, 1868.—
Improvement on his patent of December 11, 18C0;
reissued September 8, 1863. The outer strip is se-

cured to the hat by stitching or otherwise, while the
inner strip adapts itself to the forehead.
Claim.—The within-described ventilator, com-

l)osed of the non-elastic flexible strips A and B, se-

cured together, so as to leave a crescent-shaped
opening, o, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

84,324.—A. F. Ward and J. H. Beax, Mai-i-

etta, Ohio.

—

Cane and Willoiv Stripper.—Xovember
24, 1868.—The plates form a casing in which the
scrapers are mounted in sets, each set forming an
opening through which the canes arc thrust to be
strippe'd. Springs are attached to the " standards"
to adapt the knives to canes of diff'erent sizes. The
catches and adjustable clamp seem-e the stripper to a
cane mill.

Claim.—1. The cane stripper described, consisting
of the plates A B, standards c, scrapers D, and
springs c, all being constructed and operated sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The plate B with catches b, in combination with
the adjustable catcli B^ when operated in connec-
tion with a mill frame, as described.

84,325.—John T. TVarixg, Tonkers, X. T.-
Fclted Tufted Fabric.—'Noxemher 24, 1S68.—The
tufts of yarn or rovings are introduced through the
cloth by means of a suitable iieedle and a perforated
board or •' tuft holder." The object of the felting is

to prevent the tufts from being pulled out of the
fabric ; hence eitlier the back of the fabric, or the
tufts, or both, must have sufficient felting properties
to unite with the bat or sliver or with each other by
the process of felting.

Claim.—1. The new and improved manufiicture of
tufted fabrics, consisting of tufts secured in a pre-

viously manufactured back of felt or woven cloth by
the process of felting, substantially as hereinbefore
described.

2. The tufting needles, or either of them, in com-
bination with the tuft holders.

84,326.—Isaac P. "Wext)ELL, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Ehert J. "Wexdell, same place.

—

Jour-
nal Bearing forRailroad Cars.—Xovember 24, 1868

;

antedated May 25, 1868.—For supplying the jom-nal
with oil by capillary attraction.
Claim.—The journal bearing A, constructed with

an oil chamber, B, and tubes or openings, C, which
are provided with a cord, D, or other fibrous mate-
rial, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

84,327.—Darius "White, Portland, llQ.—Paint
Brush.—Xovember 24, 1868.—Tlie handle is di-iven

through the leather disk, so as to expand it into the
creases of the binding wire. Being thus applied, the
handle continues intact, and aids in securing the
bristles.

Claim' —The disk d, when made of leather, or any
equivalent substance, Avhen used in the manufacture
of brushes, in the manner as and for the purposes
specified.

84,328.—Charles Whittaker, Milwaukee,
Wis.—J^ein ^oZder.—Xovember 24, 1868.—This de-

\ice is secured to the dash board of a vehicle, and
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has a pivoted bar Arliich is raised to enable the reins
to be hitched thereto, and is then thrown down by a
spring, so as to hold the reins securely.
Claim.—A rein holder, consisting of the parts A,

B, and C, substantially as described.

84,329.—GrEORGE F. "Wilson, East Providence,
E. I.

—

Method of Inserting India-rubber in Hubs of
Carriages.—ISJ'oveinbcr 24, 1868.—The metallic lin-

ing is introduced as a strengthening appliance
whereby to preserve the hub against splitting, when
said hub has India-rubber applied to it as described
in patent granted to James M. Whiting, March 30,

1858.

Claim.—1. The employment, in the hubs of car-
riage wheels, such as described, of a metallic lining,

interposed between the India-rubber, or other elastic

substance, and that portion of the hub in which said
elastic substance is held, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the rubber or other
elastic bearing and chambered hub, of a metallic
lining, constructed as herein specified, so that while
its larger end will line the sides and end of the
chamber in which the rubber is held, its smaller end
will extend back more or less into the interior of the
hub, as and for the purposes set forth.

84,330.—James E. Winchell, Springfield,
Ohio, assignor to himself, George C. Steele, and
L. A. Slmoxs.—i2oad Scraper.—No\Qmb%v 24, 1868.

—The scoop, after being filled, is released from the
lock bar, and turns upside down to dump the load.
The lever automatically engages the several stops
which detain the scoop in its dilTcreut positions.

Claim.—1. The pivoted lever D, in combination
with the frame, arranged to lock against the stops
m, n, and i, and provided with the chain E for oper-
ating it, substantially as described.

2. The stops m, n, and i, arranged to operate as
described, for the purpose of holding the scraper in
the different positions, as set forth.

3. Providing the scraper witb the adjustable stops
for adjusting the handle at various angles or heights,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The manner of securing the frame to the scraper
by means of the notch in the corner of the bars C
and metal strap a, arranged as described.

84,331.—Jesse Westecoff, Berlin, Ta.—Hand
Ploiv.—]^ovember 24, 1868.—The plow is jmshed
along by means of the wheels and beam, and a down-
ward pressure is exerted upon it by a long, wooden
spring.

Claim.—The combination of two Avheels, ] , going
before, and a single plow, 10, together with a piv-
oted and adjusta'Dle beam, 3, and spring, 5, arranged
in the manner described, and for the purpose set

forth.

84,332.—Joseph S. TVood, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Carbureting Air.—November 24,
1868.—The object is to improve the apparatus for

which the same inventor has heretofore obtained
letters-patent, ISTo. 66,545. The carbureter is sus-

pended in the volatile liquid in such a manner that
it may rise and descend by the pressure of the inflow-
ing air, and thus agitate the liquid while the air is

passing from one of the chambers of the carbureter
to another.

Claim.—1. A carbureter E, which is composed of
an inverted cup and a number of independent con-
centric chambers formed by concentric rings pro-

jecting from its bottom, and which is suspended from
the case A of the apparatus by means of an adjust-

able spring, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

2. The construction of a carbureter, E, having a
number of independent carbureting chambers or cuds
in its bottom, with a central guide tube, e, and side

tubes e", leading therefrom into the central chamber
c*, substantially as described.

3. The condenser G, air inlet pipe C, draw-ofif cock
"W, and central guide pipe d, in combination with a
suspended agitator and ' '

. .
-.•-n

described.
suspended agitator and carbureter, substantially as

4. "While not claiming broadly a floating carbu-
reter, I do claim a cupped carbiu'ctcr, which is sus-

pended and balanced in the volatile liquid by means
of a spring arm, T, substantially as described.

5. The c'ondensing chamber S interposed between
the chamber in which the receiver O works and the
chamber in which the air is carbureted, said cham-
ber S being in communication with the receiver O,
and also with the service pipe E, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

6. The discharge tube V, leading from the con-
denser S into the tank D, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

7. The combination of the receiver and its valve,
operating substantially as described, in a chamber,
L, with an agitator and cai'bureter, Avhich is con-
structed and suspended so as to operate substan-
tially as described.

8. "A combined carbureter, regulator, and con-
denser, constructed and operating substantially as
described.

84,333.—John Absterdam, I^ew York, X. Y.—Apparatus for Eafining Iron and Making Steel.—
N"ovember 24, 1868.—Improvement upon his patent
of January 23, 1866. A current of steam passes
through the nozzle and thereby produces a partial
vacimm in the converter. By 'adjusting the nozzle
in relation to the discharge spout, the degree of ex-

haustion may be vaiied to suit the requirements of
the process.

Claim.—The combination of the nozzle E and
conical spout E, cither one or both of which may
be made movable toward or from each other, with
the suction pipe C and converter A, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

84,334.—John Absterdam, New York, N. Y.
Process for Refining Iron and Making Steel.—No-
vember 24, 1868.—Improvement upon his patent of
Januai-y 23, 1865. "When the forced current of air is

required, plugs are withdrawn from small openings
in the bottom of the converter. A movable cham-
ber, situated beneath the converter and communi-
cating with the air-supply pipe, is then elevated un-
til its openings match with those of the converter
bottom.
Claim.—The within described process of refining

iron and making steel by exposing the molten metal
in the converter to the combined action of a current
of air produced by suction, and of a current of air

produced by force, substantially as and for the pur
ose set forth.

84,335.—John Absterdam, New York, N. Y—Apparatusfor Making Steel and llefining Iron.—
November 24, 1868.—Improvement upon his patent of
January 23, 1866. The spark arrester and the ex-

hauster may be swung back or raised from the
mouth of the converter without breaking the con-
nection of the steam-supply pipe. Hydrocarbon gas
or air is supplied under pressure, it being injected

into the converter through the perforated chamber
when the latter is pressed up against the bottom oJ

the converter. The adaptation of plugs to the nip
pies of the chamber renders the latter, when elevat
ed, serviceable in plugging up the converter.
Claim:—1. The spark arrester B in combination

with tlie converter A, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth,

2. Tlie tubular pivot &, in combination with the
spark arrester B, steam pipe cZ, and exhauster C,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The chamber D, having a rising and falling

motion in its socket m, in combination with an air

or gas-supplj- pipe, one or both, and with the con-
verter A, substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

4. The arrangement of nipples sin the chamber D,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

5. The moveable plugs t, in combination with
rising and falling chamber D, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

6. The pipe r, connecting with an air-forcing ap-
paratus, in combination with the converter A and
exhauster C, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

84,336.—John Absterdam, New York, N. Y.
—Processfor Introducing Oas Fuel into a Converter
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Joy Making Steel and Bcfining Jron.—ISTovcmber 24,

186?.—The metal may be treated in vacuo, after tlie

manner described in patent granted to the same in-

ventor January 23, ItiGG. The materials w-liicli are
introdnced during- the process of conversion, to pro-

duce fuel, are carbonaceous gases, or ground or
powdered solid carbonaceous substances, -vrhicli are
drawn into the converter by the suction involved in

the general process.
Claim.—1:ho process herein described, of intro-

ducing fuel into the molten met-al in a converter by
suction.

84,337.—Calvin P. Allixg, Jr., Sylvan, Wis.
—Folding i?ctZsfe«d.—November 24, 18t;8.—The bed-
stead can be compactly folded up for storage and
transportation, and in such a manner that the frame
of the bedstead may be protected, Avhile folded, by
the slar frames which form the bed bottom.
Claim.—Xn improved folding bedstead, formed by

tlie combination of the hinged posts A, hinged side

bars C, cross slats D, join'ted longitudinal bars or
slats E, liinged or pivoted elbow straps F, and hooks
G, with each other, said parts being constructed and
arranged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set foith.

84,338.—Theophilus Akxdt, Mount Joy, Pa.,

assignor to himself and E. L. Flowers, same place.—Gitltivator.—November 24, 1868.—The plowbeams
extend backward through slots in the bolts which
pass downward throughthe cm'ved slotted bar, and
tlu'ough binding clips and nuts at the under side

thereof. This mode of attachment, in connection
•with that at the forward end of the beams, admits of

the ready lateral adjustment of the beams together
vrith the shovels.

Claim.—1. The ring or ring plate D, in combina-
tion with the central or main beam A of the cultiva-

tor, and with the hooked forward ends of the side or
adjustable beams E, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the curved and slotted bar
H, slotted bolts I, clips J, and nuts K, with the cen-

tral beam A, a^nd with the adjustable side beams E.
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purposc'set forth.

84,339.—Moses Atavood. ITew Sharon, Iowa.—Harrow.—Xovember 24, 1868.—By raising the
free end of the lever the hinged bar will be lifted

away fi-om the *' cams," so as to allow the shafts to

revolve and thus clear the teeth. The supplemental
arms or teeth act against the ground to keep up the
rotation of the shafts while the harrow teeth ai-e not
performing the same function.

Claim.—1. The pivoted or hinged bar E, having
notches or catches e' formed upon its lower side,

and the cams F, in combination with each other and
with the frame A and toothed shafts E, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the arms or teeth D with
the shafts B and teeth C, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. An improved haiTOw, formed by the combina-
tion of the frame A, shafts B, teeth C, arms or teeth
D, pivoted or hinged bar E, having notches or
catches e' upon its lower side, cams F, and lever G,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

84,340.—John Blue, Tmmansburg, Is". Y.—
Harvester.—November 24, 1868.—This contrivance
enables the attendant to alter the position of the
reel while the machine is cutting, and thus adapt it

to the various requirements of the gi-ain in the dif-

ferent parts of the field. The arrangement of the
pulleys produces a uniform tension of the diiving
band" in all positions of the reel.

Claim.—1. The combination .of the lock, consist-

ing of the curved plate C, bolt h, and spiing d, or
their equivalents, with the staff B, joint i, shaft K,
and pulleys/ and I, when these several parts are ar-

ran.^ed for operation, substantially in the manner de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the toggle joint F with the
slido E, and pulleys /, I, and g, when these several

parts are arranged for operation, substantially in
the manner described, for the purpose specified.'

3. The combination of the lock, consisting of the
curved plate H,.bolt k, and spring c, or their equiv
alents, with the toggle joint F, slide E, and pullevs/,
I, and g, when these several parts are an-anged foi

operation, substantially in the manner described, foi

the purpose specified.

84,341.—George "W. Casilear, Washington,
D. C.

—

ILethod of Preventing the Alteration ofXzun-
hers on Bonds, d-c.—Xovember 24, 1868.—T'le num-
bers are printed between brackets or other peculiar
marks, leaving no room lor an additional number,
and on a finely-engraved background, in fugitive
colors.

Claim.—Printing numbers in pai-entheses, or be-
tween any other marks or forms, on a fugitive
gi'ound or"background, tint or color, thus effectually

preventing alteration of the figm-es or numbers, as
substantially set forth.

S4,342.-^0HN Chase, Farmington, Pa.—^«r-
rovj.—^November 24, 1868.—The haiTow is composed
of four parts, consisting of triangular and squai-e
fi-ames, connectfed together by hook and eye joints.

Claim.—The aiTangement and combination of the
several parts B D E E, substantially a-s herein shown
and described.

84,343.—Sarah M. Clark, Beaver Dam, Wis.—Eeservoir Cook Stove.—Jfovember 24, 1868.—The
separate devices, as well as their combination, aie
disclaimed.

Claim.—The arrangement, with reference to the
stove A, of the flanged top frame B, rotating top C,
whose upper sm-face is a plane, the stove hearth M,
extending along both sides of the stove body, at both
ends of t!ie fire box, the concavo-convex reservoir J.
and the oven L, as herein described, for the pm'pose
specified.

84,344. — AdAiSi Collignox, Closter, N. J.—
Folding Chair.—November24, 1868.—Theupperends
of the legs are connected with the arms by straps
which form swinging joints, and allow the arms and
front to separate, so"that the chair can be compactlv
folded.

Claim.—1. In combination with a folding chair,

the straps i, connecting the arms with two of the
legs of the chair in such a manner as to allow the
chair to be folded, substantially as described.

2. The arms G, hinged to the back, and connected
with the legs B, substantially as specified.

84.345. — John J. Crider, Greenfield, Ind.-
Grain Screen.—Xovember 24, 1868.—A spiral con-
veyor at one end of a rotating cylinder feeds the grain
at about the axis thereof. The grain is raised at the
discharge enll by means of slats, and discharged into

Soeketson one of the screw heads, and thence into a
elivery tube.

Claim.—1. The head e', provided with cups Hand
apertures h, adapted to collect and deliver the grain,
substantially in the manner shown and described.

2. The worm or spiral conveyer r, in its applica-
tion to the feed end of a rotating grain sci'ceu, and
adapted to feed the grain in regifiar quantity, sub-

stantially as described.

84.346. — Egbert Cushman, Pawtucket, and
JohnE. Dennis, Central Falls, R. I.

—

Pounce Holder.
—Xovember 24, 1668.—A smrdl l)ag containing pow-
dered rosin and chalk is fastened to a handle.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a paper
smoothcner, consisting of the handle and bag, sul>

stantially as herein shown and described.

84^^47. — Samuel Danks, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Revolving Puddling Furnaces for Treating Iron and
5'fc<?Z.—Xovember 24, 1868.—A section of the flue in

front of the cylinder is suspended by hangers, and
made to close tlie mouth of the cylinder for puddling
or balling, or open the sujne for removing the ball.

TJuder an opening in front of the tire chamber is a
bridge within which is a coil of cold-water pipes.

Claim.—1. The hollow ribs L and protuberances
M (either or both) in the metal shell of the rotary
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refining cylinder I, forming, on the outside, troughs
or pockets for the reception of water, in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The shiftable piece P, employed; in combination
with a rotary refinery, for the double purpose of a
door and a flue, as described.

3. The arrangement and adaptation, substantially

as described, of the water bridge G- H, in combina-
tion with the fire chamber A and rotary puddling
chamber I, for the purpose set forth.

84,348.—Milton Fisk, Sparta, Tenn.—JBTor^e
Potoer.—November 24, 1868.—A rotating table car-

ries a counter shaft and gearing which derive motion
from a wheel secured to a fixed bed, a^d communi-
cate it to a central spindle, which latter may serve

for a set of stones on the top of the movable table, or
as a shaft for communicating motion to other ma-
chinery when the upper stone is removed and a sock-

eted shaft is employed.
Claim.—1. The table C C, arranged as shown, and

provided with the adjustable spindles D and G, and
the operating shaft F, and its wheels, in combination
with the wheel B and bed A, all substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the movable table C C
and spindle G, of bed stone H, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The combiuation, with the spindle G, of the
socketed shaft I, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

84,349.—Jajies W. Gaines, Clarksville, Texas.
—Millstone i)ress.—l^ovember 24, 1868.

Claim.—The millstone dress, formed by the annu-
lar beveled furrow a, the leading furrows &, passing
through the annular furrow, the radial furrows e,

connecting with the leading furrows at an angle, and
the secondary furrows d, all laid out in the manner
herein shown and described.

84,350.—William Gilmore, Hudson City, N. J.

—Tenoning Machine.—^November 24, 1868.—Motion
is communicated from a vertically-sliding rod to a
pawl arm which carries a feeding and a holding pawl
working in a rack on the top of the carriage.

Claim.—The combination of the pawl arm cZ, ver-

tically sliding rod a, and pawls d} <P, with the verti-

cal carriage C, all arranged and operating as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

84,351.—Eansom W. Green, Bradford, Pa.—
Combined Hammer and Nail Holder.— 'Novemher
24, 1868. — Underneath the handle are attached a
fixed and a sliding clamping jaw, the latter being
provided with a spring and a thumb piece.

Claim.—The jaws A and C, secured to the hammer
handle by the plate D, constructed and arranged to

operate as and for pm*pose set forth.

84,352.—"William W. Green, Jr., Janesville,

Wis., assignor to himself and E. Brown, same place.
—Device for Holding Doors Open.—November 24,

18G8.—A spring catch passes through a knob affixed

to the washboard or wall, and catches into a socket
plate secured to the bottom of the door.

Claim.—The holder, having the bifurcated end d
d, adapted to fit within the plate e attached to the

door, and with a shoulder at the inner end of the bi-

furcation, by which the knob A is held to the wash-
board B, as constructed and shown.

84,353.—Edward Guillod, Titusville, Pa., as-

signor to Bryan, Dillingham& Company.—J>riHm(7
Jars.—NovemhGv 24, 1868,—The wearing and strik-

ing surfaces of the bolt head, and the wearing surface

of the bolt are of steel, the remainder of each being
of wrought iron.

Claim.—The within-described drilling jars, con-

sisting of a single link and bolt, constructed of

wroughtiron andsteel,combined and applied substan-

tially in the manner rei)resented, and for the purpose
set forth.

84,354.—A. W. Hageu and John H. S. Grove,
Waverlv, Iowa.—Dog Power,— November 24, 1868.

—The working beam is made extensible in order to

adjust its length to the.desired throw of the part of

the machine to be driven. A sliding weight ad-
justs the brake to the power of the dog.
Claim.—The combination of the extensible work-

ing beam I J, weight H, connecting rod K, crank
L, drums C C, rollers D, adjustable bearings S. and
the endless belts, consisting of the transverse slats

and the pivoted buttons e, arranged to break
joints with each other, all operating as described,
for the purpose specified.

84,355.—Thomas Hansbrow, deceased, Sacra-
mento, Cal., (Lucy A. Hanshrow and B. B. Red
ding, executor.s.)

—

Fump.—November 24, 1868.—
The vertical play of the valve pivots enables the
valves to be always readily adjusted to their seats.
The water chest is connected directly with the bar-
rel at the bottom, and with the air chamber through
valve chambers at the top.

Claim:—1. The valves E, when their pivots a are
adapted to fit in recesses formed in the walls of the
valve chamber, whereby the heel of said valves has
a vertical play while swinging upon said pivots, as
heroin described, for the purpose specified.

2. The pump barrel A, water chest B, and valve
chest, all cast in one piece, and arranged as de-
scribed, for the j)urpose specified.

84,356—S. J. Hare, Louisville, 'Kj.—Hot-air
Furnace.—November 24, 1868.—An arrangement of
cylinders, pipes, and chambers for securing a large
heat-radiating surface.

Claim.—Tlie described arrangement of the annu-
lar outer drum H, formed hj the cylinders I J, and
supported above the combiistion chamber C by the
short pipes k, the central chamber L containing the
perforated plate m, the aii- pipe N and pipe O con-
necting the chamber L and drum H, tlie damper S,
combustion chamber C, and fire chan^ber B, all con-
structed and operating as described, for the purpose
specified.

84,357. — Hiram Harris, Circleville, Ohio.—
S^ioio Flow.—^Noveinber 24, 1868.—The lower parts
rtf the moldboard are inclined, so as to pass beneath
the snow and raise it from the track, and the upper
parts are curved upward aud forward.

Claim.—The snow plow B, the moldboards h' of
which are constructed substantially in the form and
manner herein shown and described, and which is

detachably secured to the pilot A by the bar or plate

C, shackle bar D, and side arms or bars E, substan-
tially as and for the ijurpose herein set forth.

84,358.—John Adam Huss, Louisville, Ky.—
Machine for Cleaning Entrails.— November 24,

1868.—Two rollers, revolving in opposite directions
and armed with scraping edges, are surmounted by
elastic feed rollers, and provided each with an ad-
justable curved surface for pressing the entrails
against the scraping edges.
''Claim.—1. The counter rerolviiig rollers A B,
armed with scraping edges a a a, or their equiva-:
leuts thereof, all substantially as shown and de-
scribed, in combination with any curved surface or
surfaces, D E, all as set forth.

2. The feed rollers H H, in combination with the
scraping rollers A B, substantially as described, and
for tlie purpose set fortli.

3. The gear wheels J K d L, and crank wheel M,
substantially as described, in combination with the

.

rollers A B, scraping edges a a a, aud surfacps D E,
all as aud for the purposes set forth.

84,359.—J. George Jung, Newark, N. J.—
Method of Constructing Chains. — NoA-ember 24,

1868.—Designed as an ornamental chain for jewelry.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a chain,

constructed of links having two heads and two ap-
ertures, in the above described location to each
other, and the links being interlinked, substantially
as specified.

84,360.—Lucien H. Kellogg. Monroe, Ohio.
— Horseshoe. — November 24, 18GS. — The flange

Srevents the toe calk from being forced out of the
ovetailcd guides. The heel calks are arranged

lencthwisG with the side of the curve.
Claim.—ThG described construction of the horse-
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shoe, havinsr the flauge B extending entirely aroiracl

its under slcle. forming a rest for the front end of
the toe calk C, and adapted to receive the dovetailed
heel ctilks in such a manner that they shall rest upon
the flange, longitudinally of the same, as herein
sho'vu and described.

84,361.—TVfLLlAM A. L. Kirk, Hamilton, Ohio,
assignor to Owexs. Lane, Dvek and Co.. same place.
—Swage for Saius.—l>^oycmhev 24, 1863.— The die
is slid into position in the jaws of the swage, and a
portion of one of the saw teeth is embraced by the
guides and swaged by a blow on the shank.

Claim.—The swage, consisting of jaws d and /,
and angular or movable die E. all constructed and
aiTanged as shown and described, for the purpose
set forth.

84,362—A. F. Kitchen, Shelton Depot, S. C—
Dcor Fastening and Alarm.—Xovember 24, 1868.

—

A lever is arranged to trip the trigger of a fire-arm
by connecting with the fastening of a door, in case
an improper attempt is made on the latter.

Claim.—An improved door fastening and alarm,
formed by the combination of the hinged plate F,
bar or plate E, chain G-, or equivalent, lever I, and
spring K, with each other, and with the hasp C.
attached to the door frame B, and staple D attached
to the door of the outhouse to be protected, and
with the gun or pistol J, placed in the dwelling,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

84,363.—John Kline, Eochester, IST. Y.—Cover
for Circular Yessels.SovcmbGv 24, 1868.

Claim.—A rotating semicircular cover for pails,

&c., moving in a groove, and pivoted to a fixed
semicirculai- cover, substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

84,364.—Samuel Lagowitz, Xewark, X. J.—
Frame for Traveling Bags.—Xovember 24, 1868.

Claim.—A traveling-bag frame, made of sheet-
metal, each jaw having one edge doubled up, and
the other provided with a wire,''the ends of which
form the joints on Avhich the jaws open and close,

substantially as shown and described.

S4,365»—John Lough, Buckingham Village,
(^VLQbcc—Dressing Savj Teeth.—:So\ejnbev 24, 1868.

—In place of treatina" each tooth separately by a
hammer and file, a "dressing-machine," extending
over a considerable number of teetJi, is employed,
by which uniformity is obtained. The cutting 'side

of each tooth is formed by passing the saw through
a peculiar apparatus, the' unformed point of each
tooth passing into a steel die, and pressure being
applied by a powerful lever.

Claim.—1. Widening the saw tooth at its under
side in such a manner that the expanded cutting face
thereby produced is parallel-sided, or in the form
substantially as shown in Fig. 10, and as hereinabove
described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The plates c c, when united by the bolts d d,

and provided with the projections e e and the arm
h^, and having between them the space /and the
space for the compression bar, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In combination with said plates c c, constructed
as above described, the lever h, pivoted at /i', the
strap fi^, the compression-bar i, and the die k, all

operating together in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

4. In combination with said plates c c, constructed
as above described, the wedge g^, lever g^, strap g^,

key or equivalent g*, eccentrics g^, and pivots (t, g'',

g^, all operating together substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The improved saw-dressing machine herein
described, consisting of the bed plate o, top plate p,
clamp q, plane r, iron strap or file-holder s, adjust-
able screws f, file u, adjustable strip v, and adjusting
screws v', all arranged and working together sub-
stantially in the manner an^ for the purpose do-
scribed.

84, 366. —Samuel Macferran, Philadelphia,
Ta.—Removable Head for Boxes, cC-c—Xovember

24, 1868.—For securing the removable heads of round
or elliptical boxes in their places.

Claim.—The combination of the lever D, having
an elliptical or wedge-shaped projection c, with one
end of the tightening strap C, and the slotted piece
F with the other end of the strap, substantially
in the manner above described, and for the purpose
specified.

84,367. —Jacob Miller, Canton, Ohio.—
TJireshing and Grain-separating Ifac/u'ue.—Xc^vem-
ber 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. In combination with the straw carrier,
the toothed beater D, revolving in a direction con-
trary to that of the motion of the straw earner, so
is to lift up and throw over the straw, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the straw caiTier and
the cylinder D, for throwing over the straw, the
perforated boarel e to i^revent the straw from driving
into or between the slats of the carrier, and to carry
and deliver the grain to the screens, substantially as
described.

3. In combination with the straw carrier, the
double pickers or beaters h i, at the upper end thereof,
as and for the purpose substantially as described,

4. The construction of the picker or beater i,

viz,, of the central shaft, the heads, and the rods or
wires, as described and represented.

5. Supporting the lower end of the straw cai'rier

upon adjustable journals, and without a cross shaft,

as and for the purpose described and represented.

84,368.—Jacob Miller, Canton, Ohio.—I>ro^-
ping Platform for Harvesters.—November 24, 1S68.
—The platform is arranged to be dumped to drop the
grain upon it, and the apron at the same time is

raised up to catch the falling grain.
Claim.—The combination of the pivoted i^latform,

the fiexible ai^rou, and the traveling belts, united to
each other, as herein described, so that the tipping
of the platform shall bring the holding apron into
action, and the returning of the platform into its re-

ceiving position move the apron out of action, sub-
stantially as herein described.

84,369.-J". B. Xewbrough, IJ'ew York, X. T.
—Compound of Rubber or Gutta-Percha.—Xovem-
ber 24, 1868.

Claim.—As a new composition, gutta-percha, or
India-rubber, combined with clay, iodine, and wolf-
ram or tungsten-oxide, substantially as described.

84,370.—John S.vnders, Harrisburg, Pa., ad-

ministrator of the estate of Richard Xorris, de-

ceased.

—

Exhaust Xozzle for Steam Engines.—Xo-
vember 24, 1868.—The valves of the nozzle are
alternately opened by the exhaust steam, and imme-
diately closed by the spiral springs, the exhaust
steam" passing off through the smoke stack.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the valves c c, rods
d d, springs e e. partition h, and exhaust pipes b b,

constructed as described.

84,371.—Ferris Ogden, Meadville, Ta.—Ro-
tary Steam- Engine.—Xovember 24, 1868.—The two
halves inclose the steam space through which the
piston passes, and power is transmitted to the main
shaft by an arm which passes through a hole in the
ring up into the piston, the space throngh which the
said arm passes in revolving being closed by the
riu":; the latter has a bearing with the abutment
and rotates with it.

Claim.—1. The two halves A A, tlie ring ?n. the
arm j, and the piston C, constructed as described.

2. The abutment D, constructed as described.

3. The thimble h and the plug valve G, constructed
as described.

4. The steam chest I, constructed as described.

5. The arrangement of the parts designated in

the foregoing clauses of the claims, constructed as
describc'd.

84,372.—Enoch Haile Paine,' Louisville, Ky.
—Baggage CAect.—November 24, 1868.

Claim. —The baggage check attached to the

picket, and corresponding in number with the num-
ber of the ticket, as herein set forth.
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84,373.—William Kochesteu Pape, Newcas-
tle-upoa-Tyne, England.—Breech-loading Fire-arm.
—November 24, 1868.—Flanges on tlie cartridge fit

in rabbets in the extractor, so that as the breech is

opened the cartridges are drawn out by means of a
beaded tongue moving in a flange in connection with
guide rods.

Claim.—The cartridge extractor a, provided with
rabbets a', guide rods d d', and beaded or flanged
tongue 6, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

84,374.—G. S. Perfater, Camp Point, El.—
Boot Cutter.—;N"ovember 24, 1868.—Designed to be
attaclied to a plow. A revolving cutter works in the
rear of, and above, a fixed cutting point, and also ixk

a slit in a curved shank that supports the fixed cut-

ter. "

Claim.—1. The revolving cutter A and fixed cut-

ter Gr, when constructed and operating substantially
as described.

2. The pivoted plate E and curved shank H, hav-
ing a slit d, in combination with the revolving cutter
A and fixed cutter G, substantially as described.

84,375.—Gottfried Rank, Greenleaf, Minn.—
Seed Sower.—I^Tovember 24, 1868.—Within the seed-
cylinder is a flanged rod moved by a lever for ad-
justing the cavities in the rod in relation to the
holes in the cylinder. The discharged seed passes
through an inclined narrow box, having a series of
transverse rods or pins.

Claim:—1. The seed or wind protector and scat-

terer K, in combination with the cylinder G, flanged
rod H, and hopper D, substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the per-

forated slides E /^, cylinder G, and rotating rod H,
provided with cavities d, substantially as and for the
purpose sot forth.

84,376.—W. W. Eexford, Loch Sheldrake, N.
X,

—

Extension Pole and Holdback for Carriages.—
November 24, 1868.—The holdback is arranged to be
moved backward or forward on the pole, so as to be
adjusted to different kinds of harness, and to horses
of different sizes.

Claim.—The sliding tube C, holdback D, and
spring-catch E b, in combination with the perforated
tube B, affixed to the end of the pole, said tubes be-

ing prevented from turiung one upon the other by
means of the feather a, all constructed and operating
as described, for the purpose specified.

84,377.—J. C. PvICHARDsox, Eion, N. Y.—Fork
Blank.—Novemhev 24, 1868.—The fork is finished by
turning up tne end tines at right angles to the shank,
and then drawing them out by rolling orhammering,
and then turning them down. The central tines and
shank are also drawn out in a similar manner.
Claim.—The blank A, formed by punching or

otherwise severing it from a bar of suitable width,
with the space e e', slits c, and shoulders/, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

84,378.—Benmamin II. Roberts, Eall River,
Mass.

—

Carriage Spring.—November 24, 1868.—One
Eart of each spring passes over, and the other passes
cneath the axle, and the rocker is secured between

two pai'ts of the spring, thus dispensing with a reach
pole.

Claim. —1. In combination with the elliptic

springs B B, the C-springsFF, formed by an exten-

sion of the nnols of the elliptic springs, substantially

as described.
2. In combination with the O-springs F F formed

by an extension of the elliptic springs, the braces or

brackets G G ft)r connecting the C-springs to the

body of the carriage, substantially as described,

3. The arrangement of the axle and rocker be-

tween two parts of the elliptic springs, substantially

as described, and for the purposes set forth.

84,379.—Milton Satterlee, Richland Centre,
Wiii.—Sleigh i'm/jc—November 24, 1868.—A spur-

wheel is supported between two arm i)lates, which
are operated to raise or depress the wheel by connec-
tions with a lever under control of the driver.

Claim.—The combination of the arm-plates e e
with the spur wheel w, and the means for raising
or depressing it, when used as a brake in connection
with a sleigh or sled, in the manner described.

84,380.—Marshall Sattley, TaylorsvUle, 111.—Revolving Coulter for Plows.—November 24, 1868.
—The lower portion of the upright is bent at right
angles and slotted to receive the swivel bolt, an(T is

inserted in a Slot in the swiveled arm attached to
the wheel.

Claim.—1. The slotted upright D, constructed
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The wrist or swivel bolt C, constructed sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and
washers E, in combination with the slotted upright
D, and slotted end of the swiveled arm B, as and
for the purpose sot forth.

84,381.—Charles B. Seaman, Honesdale, Pa.—Insect Net.—November 24, 1868.—This device is

placed upon the bed so as to cover the body.
Claim.—The frame A, having bows a, or rods d,

and provided with a netting, which is secured by
rods c and eye bolts &, all substantially as desoiibed,
as a new article of manufacture.

84,382.—George H, Seaver, New York, N.T.—Reversible Latch.—November 24, 1868.—The piece
which connects the latch with the followers is flex-

ible, so that when the spindle is removed the fol-

lowers can be pressed inward and forward sufli-

eientlj to admit of the reversal of the latch.

Claim.—1. The flexible tail piece c, constructed
and arranged substantially as described, and for the
purpose specified.

2. In combination with a reversible latch and
flexible tail piece, the application of the spring e,

for the return of movable followers to their proper
position.

84,383.— Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Pile Driver.—November 24, 1868.—The hammer
falls upon a cartridge in the chamber of the cylin-

der, and the consequent explosion forces the nam-
mer up the guide tube and drives the pile into the
ground. The descent of the hammer automatically
releases the pawl from the spring, and tlie pawl en-
gages with the rack to sustain the hammer when it

reaches its elevated position.

Claim.—1. A suitably-guided hammer, G, in com-
bination with a cylincler, R, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating in the manner and by the
means described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The rack C, pawl K, and spring L, in combina-
tion with the hammer G, all constructed and ar-

ranged as described, and for the purpose specified.

84,384.—Peter M. Shervtood, New York, N.
Y.

—

Bottle-fdling Apparatus.—November 24, 1868.

—A siphon straddles the side of a reservoir, and is

so hinged thereon as to permit the alternation of its

lower and higher extremities, the inside valve being
opened by the act of elevating that end. An ad-
justable staging on the outside sustains the bottle.

Claim.—1. The valves, as arranged on the inte-

rior and exterior ends of the siphon E, said siphon
being combined with a reservoir, substantially as
described.

2. The valve I, arranged as described, on the do-
livery end of the siphon H, with the collars m o,

spring p, and yoke n, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3. The bayonet fastening z, in combination and
arranged with the tapering valve v', the spiral
spring, and the sleeve w, having the enlarged por-
tion y, and the flange x adapted to fit upon the
mouth of the bottlsi all operating as described,
whereby, as the bayonet catch is released, the sleeve
iv is thrown outward, to close the orifice i in tho
valve v', as and for the purpose specified.

4. The valve, arranged ou the interior end of tho
siphon J, in such a manner that the operation of the
siphon moves its end from the packing v, affixed to
tlic reservoir, and allows the liquid to flow, substan-
tially as described.

5. "The adjustable bar a and shelf B, constructed
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and arranged substantially as shown and described,
in combination Avitli the reservoir A, for the pur-
poses specified.

6. Tlie faucet y', embracing the tapering valve v',

sleeve w. am' the bayonet fastening z, substantially

as described, ai.d for'the purposes set forth.

84,3S5—Thomas B. SiMONTO>r, New York, N.
Y.

—

Elevator.—November 24, 1868.—A crank may
be applied to the extended journal of one of the
lower pulleys, from Avhich motion is transmitted to
the scroll wheels on the platform shaft, which
wheels, by engagement with the racks, and connec-
tion with the upper pulleys, cause the entire power
multiplying apparatus to move up and down with the
platform.

Ciaim.—1. The combination of the scroll wheels
J K, the platform shaft G-, inclined plates H, and
racks L, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for tlie purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the racks
L, inclined plates H, flanged or scroll wheels or
pulleys J K, shaft G. platform N, band or chains M,
pulleys E and F, sliaft D, sliding guide bars C, ways
B, endless bands T, and guide pulleys P Q, pulleys
S, and band R, with each other, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The arrangement of the mechanism, by means
of which all the operating parts of the hoisting ap-
paratus may be raised and lowered with the plat-

form, substantially as herein shown and described.

84,386.—John Simpson, Charleston, 111.—Com-
bined Crusher, Harrow, and Roller.—November 24,
1868.—This device admits of a longitudinal separa-
tion or division of the implement, so that it may
be converted fi'om a double to a single horse ma-
chine.
Claim.—The rollers E, fitted in the frames D, at-

tached to the frame A, as shown, in combination
with the toothed cylinders C C, all arranged sub-
fcitautitUly as and for the pm'pose specified.

84,387.—James D. Sinclair, Brooldyn, N. Y.—
Hatchway.—November 24, 1868.—The object is to
admit of any one or all of the hatches in a store-
house or other building to be conveniently opened
or closed by a person standing on one of the floors,

thus obviating the common necessity of proceeding
to the several floors to control their respective
hatches.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the pulleys a b,

the cord or chain H, and the hatches B D F, whereby
the latter are opened successively, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the pulleys a b, cord or
chain H, and hatches B I) F, the hooks d and cord e,

whereby the hatches are released simultaneously,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

84,388. —"William Borthwick Sshth. Co-
ventry, England. —i-Yame for Protecting Watch
Works.—November 24, 1868.—An improved con-
struction of lever watch frame, together with the
application thereto of a T-lever escapement, hav-
ing the same action as in the ordinary construction,
but being so applied as to admit of its complete and
ready detachment.

Claim.—1. The mean.s employed for facilitating
the separate detachment of the escapement, to wit,
the bars L L' M'-, arranged and applied in the man-
ner substantially as set forth.

2. The bow Ax, applied to the bar M', and in re-

lation with the balance staff, substantially as and
for the purpose s*^t forth.

3. The protecting cap Bx, when arranged and ap-
plied, in relation to tiio pillar plates and regulator,
substantially as shown and described.

84,389.—M. R. Smith, AiToonk, K. Y.—Sewing
Machine.—November 24, 1868.—If a seam or knot
occur in the cloth, the block will press the seam
against the wheel with one of its ends, and will rock
on its pivot until the other end touches the presser
roller or foot, wlien the feed of the cloth will pro-
ceed without delny.
Claim.—The pivoted self-adjusting block H, in
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combination with the lever D and the presser roller

C, substantially iis described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

84,390—William C. Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignor to Henry Sutcliff and John E. Tuckek.—Paper Ruling Machinery.—November 24, 1868.

—

The smoothing plate presses upon the paper in front
of the pens, and may be adjusted to suit the thick-
ness of the paper. "Pi'ovisiou is also made for set
ting the smoothing plate nearer to or further from
the pens.

Claim.—1. The combination of the blocks I, sup-
ports J, and bars M, with the smoothing plate H
and frame A of the machine, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Smoothing the paper as it passes beneath the
ruling pens, by means of a smoothing x>late H, ad-
justably attached to'the frame of the machine, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

84,391. —Arnold Sprague, Poland, N. Y.—
Combined Latch and Lock.—November 24, 1868.

—

The rotary latch is locked by the eccentric when the
latter occupies its recess. The movement of the
latch is limited in either direction by a stop project-
ing from the case into the curved groove of the
latch. The tumblers are operated by a key and
serve to hold the eccentric into or out of gear with
the latch.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the slotted, vi-

brating latch A, a^, provided with a stop, &', and the
eccentric B, with stops D E, arranged and operating
substantially as described.

2. In combination with the said eccentric, the
spring tumblers C and stops D E, arranged and op-
erating substantially as described.

84,392.—"William Sutton, "Washington, Ga.—
Saw Cotton Gin.—November 24, 1868.—Designed to .

render the outer saws of the gang more effective in
operation. By giving obliquity to the sides of the
hopper, the spaces between the same and the outer
saws become gradually larger from the top down-
ward so that the cotton may be readily drawn down-
ward in said spaces.
Claim.—The hopper A, constructed as described,

with its sides inclined, for the purpose of supplying
the cotton to all the saws equally, as herein shown
and described.

84,393.— "William E. Tate, Cambridgeport,
Mass.— Water IF/ieeL-November 24, 1868. — The
top plate is provided with a tangential water pas-
sago or guide, in continuation of the induction pipe.

Said passage is cm'ved downward and directs the
water at right angles against the buckets. The space
between the top of the abutment and the under sur-

face of the top plate is just sufficient to allow the
buckets to pass thx'ough edgewise.
Claim.—The top plate E, with its channel or pass-

age, in combination with the suspended or pivoted
pendent buckets c of the wheel B, the groove d^ in
the case A, the abutment e, within said groove, and
the induction and eduction pipes C I), all arranged
to operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

84,394.—S. J. Thomas, Dawson, Ga.— Water
TFAeei.—November 24, 1868.—The wheel is composed,
of a series of segments, each having a spiral bucket.
Projections and recesses formed on the front end of

each segment match with corresponding recesses,

and projections in the rear of the preceding one.

Claim.—The wheel composed of sections or seg-

ments A, with buckets B, the segments joined by
means of the projections aec fitting into the recesses

bf d, all constructed and arranged in the manner
sot forth.

84,395.—C. Arthur Totten, Hudson, N. J.—
Wash UoiZer.-November 24, 1868.—The water, aft'er

it has passed through the clothing, goes up the corner
conduits, and is discharged, and, falling on the po-

rous partition, is strained of impurities before going
through the clothes again. The sides of the partition

are sustained in slots or grooves.
Claim. — 1. The braces B, when arranged to
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strengthen the corners, and provide a channel for

the rising water also, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. The flange D, the brace B, and short tube E, in
combination with the boiler sides, wibstantially as
described and set forth.

3. The porous cover L, when provided with the
hinges at its center, in connection with the grooves
M, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

84,396.— Samuel Trumbore, Easton, Pa.

—

Governor for Steam Engines.—Ifovember 24, 1868.
—The float is provided with a tubular extension,
into which the tube conveying the gas extends, said
extension being provided with guide rollers acting
against the interior walls of the water vessel to
steady the float.

Claim.—The float D, provided with the tubular
extension F and guide rollers G-, and arranged with
reference to the vessel E and the tube H, substan-
tially as described.

84,397.—A. Van Patten, "Weyauwega, "Wis.—
Book-cover Protector.— November 24, 1868. — The
ordinary binding of books is covered with tin or
suitable metal, for the purpose of protecting and
preserving the binding.

Claim.—A metallic protector for book covers,
.hinged and constructed substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

84,398.—Edward Weissenborn, Hudson City,
-H". J.

—

Construction of School Globes.—November
24, 1868.

Claim,.—1. A school globe made of two layers, A,
of pasteboard, cut out to form arms, a, and placed
together and united by the aid of the mold B, all as
shown and described.

2. The strip /, pasted to the inner surface of one
hemisphere, and serving to fasten and retain the
second hemisphere, substantially as set forth.

84,399.—TViLLiAM N. WniTEiiGY, Springfield,
'Ohio. — Harvester. — November 24, 1868. — The
wedge-shaped lever throws the bevel gear on the
driving shaft in contact with the pinion on the shaft

• driving the cutters. The angle of the tongue may
.be changed by means of the lever and notched bar.

Claim.—1. The double-pivoted crank wrist box,
moving upon axes at right angles to each other, as
set forth, so that the wrist pin will not be cramped
in its box by any irregular movement of the pitman,
•as set forth.

2. The pitman joint at the heel of the cutter bar.
formea by the conical or conoidal points and the
plates 0, secured by the bolts p q and stay plate s,

in the manner set forth.

3. Jointing the inner shoe of a harvester's cutting
apparatus to a rocking shaft, located transversely
to and extending across the main frame, so that by
moving said shaft upon its axis the points of the
guard fingers and cutters may be " set " high or low,
as desired, substantially as shown and described.

4. In combination with the shoe li and rocking
shaft Q, the lever ?', and the standard rack x, for the
purpose of permitting the adjustment and retention
of said shoe and shaft in the desired position, as set
forth.

5. Mounting the driver's seat upon two notched
rails w w, so that said seat may be shifted forward
or backward when slightly raised at the back, sub-
stantially as set forth.

6. Pivoting the platform U at the tops of the posts
uu, and adjusting its forwai'd end at any desired
height by the adjusting bar V.

7. Arranging the two unequal-sized driving wheels
-C and r, with their axles about in the same vertical

plane, so that neither wheel will drag when the ma-
chine is being turned, as at the field corners.

8. The Avcuge-euded clutch lever M, constructed
and operating as set forth.

9. Tlie notched bar z and lever y, constructed and
• operated as set forth.

84,400.—C. E. "WiELAND, Darmstadt, III—Ice
•Spur.—Novemher 24, 1868.—A U-shaped plate in-

closes the wearer's heel, while a similarly-shaped
plate is pivoted to the heel plate in such a manner as

to fold back and forward under the sole of the shoe,
and is held in position by a spiral spring.

Claim,.—The combination in a spur or creeper, of
the two U-shaped plates A and B, pivoted together
by pintles d d', and actuated by a spring within a
case, C, with the spring catch E, and pin b, all ar
ranged and operating substantially as shown and
described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

84,401.—Henry Zahm, Toledo, Ohio.—Railway
JSai?.-November 24, 1868.
Claim.—The hollow elastic base B, having in-

wardly-inclined sides, terminating in the vertical
parts a a, between which the tongue b of the rail A
is bolted, whereby the rail B is depressed by the
weight of the passing train, causing the part.s a a to
pinch the tongue b, thereby lessening the eflfect of
percussion and vibration in proportion to the down-
ward pressure of the rail, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

84,403.—Oliver M. Adams, Milford, Mass.-
JBoot Gnmjjer.-November 24, 1868.

Claim.—The jaws b b, with serrated or segmental
rows of teetli, in straight lines, at right angles to
the jaws, as described, and in combination with
plate d, and clamp a, screw c, and screw nut e, con-
structed and operating as and for the purpose set
forth,

84,403.—Samuel J. Baird, Staunton, Va.—
Printing Press.—November 24, 1868.—The frisket
frame is made of flexible material, so that it may be
bent when used with a cylinder press, to avoid con-
tact with the ink rollers.

Claim.—1. A flexible frisket, to be used in combi-
nation with a flat form and cylinder impression
press, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. 'The roller, smooth or gi-ooved, for protecting
the frisket from the ink rollers, and directing its as-

cent, as above described.
3. The grooved frame above described, whether

fixed or made movable, so as to be adjusted to any
desired breadth of frisket, holding it firmly extend-
ed, as above described, and for the purpose speci-

fied.

84,404.—Haydn M. Baker, New York, N. T.—Process of Recovering Pigments, Oils, and Gums
from Cloths Used by Engravers.—November 24,

1868 ; antedated November 7, 1868.—The inven-
tion consists in treating engravers' wiping tools

with any substance capable of dissolving the oils

and resinous or gummy portion of the ink, and
forming a solution of the same, which solution,

together with the coloring matter, is submitted to
distillation

Clai7n.—1. The manufactures of paints from the
material contained in cloths or fibrous substances,
(used by engravers for wiping their plates,) in the
manner or by the process herein described.

2. Also, the use of the solvents herein enumerated,
or their equivalents, for the purpose set forth in the
specification, i. e., the manufacture of paint.

3. Furthermore, the process, herein described, for

the separation and recovery of oils, and gums, or
resinous matter.

84,405.—B. F. Barnes, Boston, Mass.—Oil Can.
—November 24, 1868.—The wire is designed to clear
the oil passage of dii-t or other obstruction.
Claim.—The nose C, made in two parts or sec-

tions, D and E, in combination with the wire J, se-

cured at one end in section D, and extending by its

other therefrom into the oil passage, tlirough partE,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

84,406.—Alfred Bliss, New York, N. Y.—
Lamp Burner.—November 24, 1868.—Tlio chimney
is made with an inward projection which rests upon
a ring forming a part of the lower edge or flange of
the cone or deflector.

Claim.—The combination with the burner of a
kerosene or other lamp, of a removable cone or de-

flector, so constructed, that when the chimne^ and
cone or deflector are in position for use, the
chimney will rest upon the bead or ring and retain

the cone in place, substantially as described.
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84,407.—"W. P. BOTD, ThomtOTvn, Ind.—Gauge
for Mortising Window 5'as/i.—November 24, 1868.

—

A grooved bar is provided with a series of blocks,

each having a spring stop or bolt, to be placed in a
common mortising machine, for determining the
position of the mortise to be cut.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable blocks
B B, stops or bars C C, and slotted or grooved bar
A, all arranged as described, and operating sub-

BtautiaUy as and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,408.—Jonathan S. Buell, BuflFalo, and Wil-
LARB B. BuELL, Pompev, N. Y.

—

Screio Press.—
November 24, 1868.—A continuous circular motion
of the crank imparts a vibratory motion to the lever
and an intermittent rotary motion to the screw to

operate the follower.

Claim.—1. The ratchet wheel, lever, pitman, and
crank, in combination with the press screw, when
arranged and operated substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the diagonal brace M with
the oscillating lever F and screw D, arranged so as
to support the former, and permit the necessary
movement of the parts, as set forth.

3. The combination of the triangular-pointed
spring pin i and arm h with the double-pointed pawl
G, arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

84,409.—"William H. Butterworth, Trenton,
K. J.—Hay Spreader.—'Soxemher 24, 1868.—The
angle which the forks are to assume in moving is

adjusted by an eccentric, provided with a slot so as

to be fastened to the side of the frame. The fork
bars are connected to cranks pivoted to the peri-

pherj- of a ring arranged to rotate about the eccentric.
Claim.—1. Eccentric H. provided with a slot c, so

as to be adjusted as desired, substantially as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable eccentric H,
the rotating ring G-, and the reel, having its rake
bars journaied therein, and connected by cranks h

to the ring G, all arranged to operate as and for the
purpose described.

84,410.-John T. Cascpbell, Altoona, Pa.—
Nut Planer.—Xovember 24, 1868.—A series of nuts
of different sizes are screwed to the mandrel, and one
side of the latter is a sliding tool rest, to which are
screwed a series of tools, having each two cutting
edges, by which a number of nuts can be simultane-
ously faced and beveled.

Claim.—1. The combination of one or more tools,

m, m', and a revolving mandrel, G, all constructed,
an-anged, and operating together, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth'.

2. The combination and arrangement of the re-

volving mandrel G, sliding tool rest E, edge-planing
tool 71, and the double edged tools ni m', all con-
structed and operating sub'stantially in the manner
described.

84,411.—Samuel J. Mills Clark, Brookline,
and John L. Farrell, Boston, Mass.

—

Screio Tap.
—November 24, 1868.—The tap is formed of a series
of cutting surfaces of dilFerent diameters, so ar-

ranged as to perform the work for which three dis-

tinct taps are usually required.
Claim.—The improved compound tap, made as be-

fore described, tliat is. having its cutting surface or
series of teeth disposed in graduated sections, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes
shown and specified.

84,412.-E. W. Cooper. 'Williamstown, as-

signor to himself and LuKENS Cooi'EU. Blackwood-
town. X. 3.—Glass IfoZrf.-Xovember 24, 1868.—

A

detachable ring is used so tliat when the screw
thread has become worn or broken, the ring may be
removed and replaced by a new one.

Claim,.—In a mold for forming glass vessels with
scrcAV tops, a detachable ring, I), having screw
threads on its inner edge, and" being applied to the
mold, substantially in the manner described.

84,413.—William F. Coulter, G. F. Trabue,
and W. A. Lowrey, Hardinsburg, 1ji(}l.— Cultivator.

—jSTovember 24, 1868.—Beneath the axle and hounds
are two shovel -can-ying beams pivoted to V-shaped
pendants, so arranged as to vibrate in vertical
planes and be adjusted vertically.
Claim.— I. The V-shaped brace pendants S S, ad

justable beams G G, stiff pendants H H, and staple
guides p p, arranged together in a cultivator, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The hooked-spring goose necks F, applied to
axle B, and adapted to serve for holding up the shovel-
caiTying beams out of action, substantially as de-
scribed.

84,414.—John Crandell, Chicopee, Mass., as-
signor to Lajib Knittdcg Machine Manufacturing
Company.—Gathering Attachment for Scicing J/a-
c/tines.—Xoveiuber24,1868.-Two plates ofsheet metal
fastened together at one end, in connection with
a screw for regulating the distance of the upper plate
from the lower, so operate as to cause the lower
one of two pieces of cloth, being sewed, to be at the
same time gathered, the amount of gathering being
readily adjusted.
Claim.—The within-described gathering attach-

ment, consisting of the plates a b, constructed in the
manner explained and represented, provided with the
screw d and projection /, and adapted for operation
in conjunction with the feed and presser foot of a
sewing machine, as and for the purpose set forth.

84,415.—Samuel Cuplin', Iowa Falls, Iowa.—
Beehive.—Xovember 24, 1868.—The comb frames are
pointed at their lower ends and braced at the center
by vertical bars.

'Claim.—1. The removable boards F F. held in
place by the strips//', and used for the purpose of
retaining firmly in position the comb frames, and
facilitating the removing of the same.

2. The comb h-ames E E, constructed, aiTanged,
and operated substantially as described.

3. Casing A, cover B, honey boxes G G, ventilating
lid I, comb frames E E, removable or adjustable
boards F F, strips /and /', horizontal and inclined
bottom C, inclined board D, and door J, all con
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
pui'pose set forth.

84,416. — Paul Dismukes, Gallatin, Tenn.—
Clover Harvester. — iSTovember 24, 1868.—A reel in
front of the machine ,^carries the blades of grass
against adjustable stationary fingers, by which they
are held, and the heads are cut off by revolving
blades.

Claim.—1. A machine for gathering clover or grass
seed, having the adjustable fingers C, reel E, and
cutter D, all constructed and combined substantially
as set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable fingers C and
the rotating cutter D, when said parrs are con-
structed and arranged to operate as herein described.

84,417. — Alfred Dm^Ai.L, Baltimore, Md.—
Universal Joint.—Xovember 24, 1868.—The device
is particularly adapted for communicating motion
to hollow, revolving dredging pipes. Two sections
of hoUow spheres are aiTanged one Avithin the other,
the outer driving the inner Ijy gearing, and by means
of two pins fastened into and revolving with the
outer section, the latter revolving within three sta-

tionary bearings, or on friction roUers.
Claim.—The combination of devices, substantially

as shown in the drawings, and set forth in the fore-

going specification.

84,418.- GusTAV Julius Gunther, London,
England.— Armor Plating for Vessels.— Xovember
24, 1868; patented in England, October 2-5, 1867.—
The plates are so constructed and connected as not
to exhibit any bolt holes or other source of weakross
in those parts of the armor which arc exposed to the
enemy's fire. The plates may be secured to the bacft

structure by T-shaped plates, the T portion fitting

in grooves in the vertical end edges of two adjoin
ing' plates.

"Claim.—1. The combination of two or more armor
plates with each other by back flanges and bolts,

substantially as described.
*

2. The combination of two or more armor plates
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with each other, by means of back flaages and bolts,

and tongues and grooves, substantially as described

;

and this I claim both when the said tongues are
attached to and separate from the plates, as de-

scribed.
3. The method, substantially as described and rep-

resented, of fastening armor plates, Avhich are com-
bined with each other by flanges and bolts, to a
backing structure by means of T-shaped plates, sub-
stantially as specified.

84,419.—Fribdrich Hafelfinger and Egb-
ert N. Eagle, Washington, D. C.—Corn Busker,
Slieller, and Stripper.—November 24, 1868.—Two or
more sectional bars are each provided with side bars
and transverse serrated bars, and are so arranged as
to assume a curved form when the hand of the oper-
ator is closed, the sections being allowed to swing
loosely upon each other.

Claim.—1. The sectional bars B B, connected by
transverse bars C C, substantially as and for purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the aforesaid bars B B and
C, the spring D, for the purpose stated.

3. The hood E F G G-', in combination with the
sectional frame B B C C, substantially 'as set forth.

4. The loops K, for the attachment of the straps or
bands of any suitable form.

84,420.—William How^ell and N". W. Brown-
ing, Webster City, Iowa.

—

Compound for Harden-
ing and Uniting Iron and Steel in the Manufacture
of Plows, (£c.—November 24, 1868. — Composed of
aJum, saltpetre, chloride of sodium, borax, and prus-
siate of potash dissolved in soft water.
Gluim.—The solution herein described, or its equiv-

alent when used for the purposes specified.

84,421.-t-Nathaniel Irish, Rochester, Minn.—
Compound for Roofing and Painting.—November
24, 1868.—Composed of boiled linseed oil, plaster of
Paris, wjiite or colored lead, Venice turpentine, and
water.
Claim.—A compound, consisting of the above-

mentioned ingredients, and used substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

84,422. — Eben James, Tyngsborough, Mass.,
assignor to himself and W. B. Bkinley, same place.—Machine for Making Boxes.—November 25, 1868.

—The arrangement of the adjustable cutters allows
the manufacture of boxes of various sizes. The lum-
ber is secured to the table, which latter can be raised
or lowered to bring the wood in or out of contact
with cutters, square tenons being cut on both edges
of the board simultaneously.
Claim.—The combined arrangement of the two

gangs of cutters, h h and i i, one being adjustable
toward and from the other, and the table q movable
between the said gangs of cutters by means of the
crank t, pinions v v, and racks w w, all substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

84,423.—Barton H. Jenks, Bridesburg, Pa.—
Loom.—November 24, 1868.—The cords, which pass
over blocks attached to the lower end of the heddle
fi'ames arc secured to a flanged drum,which is toothed
at one end to form a ratchet wheel, and provided with
a pawl, whereby the tension of said cords can be
regulated. The cam hubs and cams arc sustained
and guided during their laterally-sliding movements
by means of feathers fitting into corresponding ma-
trices, and arranged diametrically ojjposito each
other in such relation to the switch that the hubs
and cams will be firmlv sustained against any twist-
ing action, and be guitled freely while changing.
Claim.— I. The combination of the tension device

Gr. arranged and operating substantially as described,
with heddles, which are either lield down or suspended
by means of a cord and a system of sheaves, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2; The' combination of the twilling cam K. hub L,
which is grooved cireumfercntially, and as described,
diametrically opposing feathers y y, on the cam
shaft, and the swivel n, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Si The combination and arrangement of the system
of ioom treadle^, the twilliusf cam, the cu-cumfcr-

entially-grooved hub, which is grooved as described,
and slides, the cam shaft with two feathers, y y, and
the swivel n, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

84,424.—Barton H. Jenks, Bridesburg, Pa.—
Peeling Machinery.—November 24, 1868; antedated
November 14, 1868.—The arms and parallel bars can
be folded to permit the ready removal of the hanks.
By means of the circular, movable bearing the yarn
can be carried beneath the ends of the reel shaft
and thrown ofi" without lifting said shaft or chang-
ing its axial line.

Claim.—] . The combination of the folding reel
bars Gr G, shaft E, cii'cular bearing J, with a brake,
P, in its rim, and groove or flanges i i, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The bearing J P, pp, constructed in the manner
shown and described, in combination with the
groove or flanges i i and pin s, for the pm'pose set
forth.

3. The arrangement, consisting of the oscillating
bearing J P, reel E Gr, groove or flanges i i, inter-

mittent, longitudinally, reciprocating bar C, sizing
box B, and gearing, shown, for operating the bar and
reel, all substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth,

84,425.— William Ashley Jones, Dnbuque,
Iowa, and James L. Sherman, Cassville, Wis.—
Steam-engine Water Heater.—November 24, 1868.

—

Pelief valves are attached to each section of the
worm or coil to relieve the latter from shocks occa-
sioned by the back action of the water passing
through on its way to be forced by the pumps into
the boiler.

Claim.—A valve or valves, E, applied to the sev-
eral sections, D^, of a worm or coil of pipe, which
is arranged within a heater. A, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes herein de-
scribed.

84,426.—C. A. Kellogg, Elyria, Ohio.—Com
Planter.—November 24, 1868.—A pair of chutes is

secured to the front side of the box and a third one
is attached to a lever pivoted to the case, and so ar-

ranged that when the slide, which is kept in contact
with the lever by a coiled spring, is brought into a
position to feed the grain, the jaw closes and pre-

vents the grain from being discharged into the
ground until the motion of the lever is reversed to

force the slide back into the box.
Claim.—1. The slide L and spring M, as arranged

in combination with the lever D, for the purpoes
set forth.

2. The lug E, as arranged in combination with the
chutes I, F, and G, and operated in the manner as
and for the purpose described.

84,427.—John C. Kilgore, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam Generator.—November 24, 1868.—A foam cap
attached to tlie curved part of the sipaon breaks the
foam and prevents the water fi'om being drawn into

the steam pipe.

Claim.—The foam cap c, combined with the siphon
H and tubes C, substantially as herein specified.

84,428.—Alexander Carnegie Kirk, Glasgow,
Great Britain.

—

Blowing Engine.—November 24,

1868.—The cylinder provided' with openings and
valves supports a Jiollow piston rod or trunk, which
is provided with piston disks and valves which draw
the air or gas in through the piston and expel it

through the cylinder valves.
Claim. — ThG cylinder 1, with its openings and

valves, in combination with casings 7 7, and with
a hollow piston rod or trunk extending through
both heads of the cylinder, open at each end, and
communicating with a liollow piston, A, having
openings and valves arranged as described, the
whole being constructed and "operating as set forth.

84,429.—David H. Lowe, Boston, Mass.—Sad-
iron Heater.—November 24, 1868.—The interior of

the sad iron is divided into three compartments, in

the center one of which the }jas is generated and
spread over the bottom by a conical deflector, tlirougli

which the flame passes from the burner, and through
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apertures in the other compartments to heat the
sides.

Claim.—A sad-iron, heated substantially in the
manner described by gas from naphtha.

84,430.—Thomas E. McDoxald, ISTc-u- Bruns-
wick, N. J., assignor to P. P. Ruxyon, Johxson Les-
TEii and George J. Janeway, same place.

—

Culti-

vator.—l^ovcmhcY 24, IriGS.—The teeth are secured in

••ebates iu the faces of radial arms ou the hub by bolts.

Claim.—1. A machine, having- a series of cultiva-

tor teeth arranged on a rotary shaft, in combiuatiou
with a swinging or hinged frame, pivoted iu rear of
the cultivator, when the latter is operated by its

progressing over and in contact Avith the ground,
substantially as described.

2. The employment, in combination with the cul-

tivator hinged frame, of the chains, or their equiva-
lent, and a suitable moving and holding ineclianism
for retaining the adjustable frame while the cultiva-

tor is at work, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. Arranging the teeth on each hub, or each set of
teeth, spirally, as and for the purpose specified.

4. Method, shown and described, of constructing
and combining the teeth and their retaining arms
and hubs.

5. A divided cultivator shaft, whereby the machine
is rendered capable of straddling a row of plants,

and cultivating each side, as hereinbefore set forth.

84,431. — Charles Messenger, Cleveland,
Ohio.—Dish TFas/icr.—ISTovember 24, 1868. — The
plates are laid ou the coarse wire netting or grate
secured in the case. The spindle, provided with tri-

.

angular arms, is then rotated by means of the bow,
thus throwing the water against the dishes and
cleansing them.

Claim.—The grate I, radial angular arms C, as
arranged, in combination -with the spiudle D, bow
G, and case A, and operated in the manner as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,432.—Lewis Miller, Akron, Ohio.—Har-
vester.—Xovember 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the changeable
gears with the adjustable crank wrist, so that a fast

motion and sliort stroke, or a slow motion and a
long stroke, may be given to the cutters, as the work
to be done mayVequire, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the gear pinion j with re-

gard to the pinion k and rake driving gear H, so
that a long coupling may be used, and a change of
gear and change of speed attained or given to the
rake, as and for the purpose described.

3. In combination with the device by which the
tongue may be made fast or loose, the double hook
1 2,"or its e'quivalent, by which the coupling bar may
be suspended to the main frame, and to the lifting

lever by the same or another chain, x, as and for the
purpose described.

4. In combination with a detachable platform, the
learward projecting arms O P on the main frame,
for connecting said platform to, and carrying it

upon, when the machine is being transported to or
from the field or elsewhere, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. Hanging the rake and beaters or reel, and ope-

rating them upon or from two centers, remote from
each other, and to which they arc connected, so that
the beaters shall have their rising and falling and
horizontal position without the use of guides, ways,
or cam ledges, substantially as described.

6. In combination with a combined rake and reel

or beaters, having the motions herein described, the
Incased spring for raising the rake after it has
cleared the platform, substantially as described.

84,433.—Lewis Miller, Akron, Ohio.—2Taking
Harve-^ter Guard Fingers.—Xovember 24, 1868.

—

The roller dies for shaping the parts of which the
guards are made, fit on the projecting necks of the
rolls and can be readily removed to substitute a
different set of rollers. The two pieces composing
the finger guard are held together and shapecl while
being welded by a pair of die tongs.

Claim.—1. In combination with the rolls B C,
projecting beyond one of their housings, the pairs

of changeable die rollers, with their dies for rolling
out irregular, shouldered pieces, F I, as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. In combination with a pair of rolls projecting
beyond one of their housings, a pair of Avelding and
shaping rolls and dies, and a pair of clamping and
shaping tongs or holders, operating togetlier to
hold, weld, and shape a guard or finger, substan-
tially as described.

84,434.—Simon B. Minnich, Landisville, Pa.—
Windlass and Horse Power.—November 24, 1868.

—

The upper toothed flange of the cylinder or drum is

provided with a locking device, ancl the lower flange
with chambers for the insertion of radial arms pro-

vided with adjustable hooks, over which a chain is

wound, when the whole is operated by a horse at-

tached to the sweep. A trunk, through which the
chaiu passes, is employed when used to drive a corn
sheller.

Claim.—1. The construction of the hub or drum
C, with its lower flange and open chamber Y, -when
the upper flange is provided with cog-like stops n
on its upper face, arranged aud operated substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. Independent rings D M, provided with cog-like

stops 71, iu combination with the drum C, arranged
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The adjustable sliding hooks L on the radiating
arms K, in combination with the chambered bub or
drum C, when operated in the manner and for the
purpose described.

4. The arrangement of the sweep head E, when
provided with slots 1, 2, and 3, for the reception of
the rod J, click bolt I, and hook bolt G-, in the man-
ner aud for the purpose specified.

5. A loose, wooden click bolt, I, beveled, and ope-
rating, in combination with the cog-like stops n, in

the rnanner and for the purpose set forth.

6. In combination with the hub or drum C, radi-

ating arms K, aud hooks L, the arrangement of the
trunk Q, with its vertical roller S and horizontal
pulleys tur V, all arranged in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

84,435.—John H. Morris and Thomas B. Har-
rison, Maquoketa, Iowa.—Hand Corn Planter.—
November 24, 1868 ; antedated November 18, 1868.—
On lowering the plunger the chamber or mortise is

filled with seed which" is deposited in the cast-iron

box at the same time that the end of the plunger
comes iu contact with and forces the springs apaii;,

thus allowing the seed to be deposited in the ground.
The brushes'prevent any seed from dropping except
from the chamber.
Claim.—I. The seed box A, of sheet metal, cast

box B, blocks C C", springs E E, plunger D, in

combination with the chamber or mortise H, regu-
lating slide R, and brushes T T, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The seed box A, in combination with the open-
ing and o'lass sliding door X, the strap L, screws
M and N, and plunger D, constructed, arranged,
and operating as described.

3. The comliination of the stop block O, plunger
D, blocks C C", and seed box A, constructed sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

84,436.—Lewis Y. Myers, Roanoke, Ind., as-

signor to himself aud Emanuel Raber, same place.
—Elevator and Conveyer.—November 24, 1868.—

The article to be raised is attached to a block and
pulley which slides on a rope attached at one end to
the conveyer framed the other end passing over a
pulley, to be grasped by the band. The l)lock on
being raised comes in contact with a latch, which
allows the conveyer to be carried forward with its

load. A weiirht and cords carry the conveyer back
when the load is removed.

Claim.—The rail A, conveyer frame D, latch b\
catch b^, pulley g, cord h, weight h', cord c^ pulley d
and block and pulley /, all combined, aiTanged, and
operated substantially as set forth.

84,437.—"Walter Notman, Deerfield. Ohio.—
Corn and Potato PZoiw.—November 24, 1868.

Claim.—The moldboards G, of the twisted and
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bent form, as shown, conabinecl and arranged with
the V-shaped frame A, cross-pieces H, uprights D,
and braces C L I, which parts are firmly secured to
each other, as herein represented and described, and
for the purpose specified.

84,43S.—John Owen, Dayton, Ohio, assignor
to himself, Henry L. Brown, and A. Barr Irwin,
same place.—Pai^erns for Stoves and Holloiv Ware.
—November 24, 1868.—The object of this invention
is to obviate the warping or change of shape inci-

dent to the use of wooden patterns.
Claim.—Patterns for casting stove plates and hol-

low ware, made of paper, substantially as set forth.

84,439.—A. D. Puffer, Somerville, Mass.—
Beer (7ooZer.—November 24, 1868.—The cooler occu-
pies the space beneath the drip plate, which latter

can be removed to insert the ice charge. The open-
ing through the case board is covered by a back
protecting plate, which can be removed Avhen the
couplings of the beer pipes with the delivery faucets
are to be examined. The water from the cooler is

withdrawn by a pipe surrounding the waste pipe.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cooler, with

respect to the movable drip plate, as and for the
purposes specified.

2. The opening e, protected by the plate /, as and
for the specified purpose.

3. A base draught waste, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described.

84,440.—Leolf Reese and Harry Reese, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., assignors to themselves and "William
McHenuy, same place.

—

Printing Press.—Novem-
ber 24, 1868.—The rods to which the lid is hinged
are provided with spiral springs and nuts to regulate
their tension, so that the yielding plate on the lid

will rest evenly on the type"when pressure is applied.
Claim.—]. The box A, having a recess in the top

for the reception of type, and to which is jointecl,

by yielding hinges, a lid, F, containing a movable
Eiate, H, faced with rubber, or its equivalent, and
earing on springs I, all substantially as and for the

purpose described.
2. The arrangement of the springs k on the rods h,

between nuts on the latter and the projections i,

through which the rods slide, as and for the purpose
specified.

84,441.—Martin Rhinehart, Lockport, 111.—
Compound for Treating Piles.—November 24, 1868.

—

Composed of tannic acid, flowers of sulphur, pulver-
ized nutmeg, lard, and goose oil.

Claim.—The medical compound, consisting of the
ingredients substantially as herein described, as a
remedy for the piles, as set forth.

84,442.—Adam C. Smith, Philadelphia., Pa.—
Construction of Waste Water Pipes.—November 24,
1868.- This construction allows the pipe to expand
when ice is formed, thus preventing bursting.

Claim.—A water pipe, consisting of a strip of
metal coiled spirally, and so that one edge shall over-
lap the other, as set forth.

84,443.—Lewis Smith and Samuel Foster, Jr.,

Des Moines, Iowa.

—

Curtain Fixture.—November
24, 1868.

Claim.—In combination with the roller D and its

reel F, the elongated journal a, provided with an
indentation, i, within which the bend in the curved
spring rod I is rested, all as herein shown and de-
scribed.

84,444.—L. F. Smith, Philadelphia, Va.—Low-
Water and High-Steam Indicator.—November 24,

1668.
—

"Water from the steam boiler enters the outer
cylinder and passes through openings at the upper
elul of the inner cylinder, thus filling the latter.

"Wlien the water in the boiler becomes so low
that the outer cylinder is emptied, the inner cylin-

der, being filled with water, acts as a weight to
operate the valve, through a system of levers, steam
taking the place of water in the outer valve, and
sounding the whistle.

Clairr.— 1. The combination of the cylinder A,
tube B, and cylinder E, the latter provided with

openings, a a, and suspended by means of levers Gr
H and rods bed, from the valve J of the steam-
whistle D, all substantially as herein set forth.

2. In combination with the valve e, the circular
cap/, fitting in the groove i on the valve-seat ft, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the levers U "W, weight T,
and rod V, as set forth.

4. Tlie arrangement of the cylinder A and the in-

ner vessel E, with its perforations a a, with the
steam generator C and whistle D, aU substantially
as specified.

84,445.—E. M. Stigale, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Case for Preserving Flowers, <&c.—November 24,
1868.

OZaim.-The rubber band e, applied to the edge of
the glass, fitting a recess in the base, and protected
by a flange, i, on the glass, all as set forth.

84,446.—William F. Vernier, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Carriage Spring.—November 24, 1868.—The
axle is secured to the under side of levers attached
to two hangers near the front end of the frame, and
between each of the levers and the frame is a spring,
consisting of a perforated gum-elastic cylinder held
between two disks.

Claim.—1. In combination with the axle and frame
of a carriage, the lever D, having its fulcrum at a,
and the gum-elastic spring G-.

2. In combination witii the above, the cross levers
D', with their gum-elastic springs, arranged sub-
tantially as aud for the purposes set forth.

84,447.-0. "W. Wailey, New Orleans, La.,
assignor to New Orleans Pneumatic Propelling
Company, same place.—Pneu/nafic Street Railway
Oar.—November 24, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of a street railroad car
with a pneumatic engine, when the latter is operated
by cbmpressed air, that is contained in tanks, com-
posed of paper or its equivalent, and which are car-
ried on the car, substantially as herein described,
for the purpose set forth.

84,448.—B. F. "Watson and Albert Shepahd,
Bridgeport, 111. — Curtain Clasp. — November 24,
1868.—The clasp is placed upon the rolled portion of
the curtain, and holds the latter at any desired
height.

Claim.—The metallic band a, open at the top,
forming small roUs, C C, from which project the
handles c c, for operating it, all as herein shown and
described.

84,440.—Seth Way, La Porte, InA.—Culti-
vator. —November 24, 1868.—The swiveling joint
permits lateral motion to the rear end of the plow
beams, a two-armed lever is secured to the tongue,
and serves to raise the plows, a portion of the weight
of the plows, when raised, resting on the long arm of
the lever to prevent displacement when the machine
is transported from place to place. The divei'gence
of the plow beams is regulated by metal clasps or
stirrups.
Claim.—\. The swiveling joint 2 8, secured to the

tongue of the carriage, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The construction of the lever 1, and its com-
bination with the plow beams, substantially as shown
and described.

3. The arrangement of the stirrups 4, with refer-

ence to the two diverging portions of the plow
beams, substantially as aud for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The socket 3, and its combination with the axle
7 and tongue A, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

84,450.—Theophilus "Weaver, Han-isburg,
Vvi.—Safety Horse Hitch.—NovemhiiT 24, 1868; ante-
dated September 22, 1868.—The base or bed plato
consists of a flat bar provided with a cavity on its

under side, in which is a trunnion which, in con-
nection with two cylindrical bars in a holder, causes
a strap to be firmly clamped.
Claim.—1. The base R R', substantially as hereiu

sot forth.
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2. The holder F. with tread h I, and bars s t u,

substantially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the base K, R' and holder
F, for the purposes specified.

4. Inserting a hitching strap, plicated to form a

release hitch, substantiallv in the manner herein set

forth.

84,451.—MiLO Webb, Chenango Forks, N. Y.—
Mechanical Movement.—Xovember 24, 1868.—In the
upper part of a frame is a cvliader near one end of
which is attached a chain w"bich is wouiid around a
cylinder in the lower part of the frame. A spring
is secured to the said shaft and to the frame so that
when the npper shaft is turned the spring is wound
up and by its own force unwinds the chain from one
cylinder and rewinds it on the other.

Claim.—The arrangement of the frame A with
the cylinder C, chain D, cylinder E, spring H,
wheels F I, shaft G, dogs o o. bar h. shaft i, spring
m, regulator II and its screw S, wheel N, bar L, and
rod O, all, with tlieir various parts, constructed and
operating substantially as herein set forth.

84,452 Hexry W. Weiss. Quakertown, Pa.—
Dung Drag and Hook.—Xovember 24. 1868.—To the
rear end of a V-shaped frame is hinged a transverse
bar, provided with teeth, which may be raised from
the ground and held in an elevated position as re-

quired.
Claim.—The improved dung drag, consisting of

the rolling bar D, with teeth a, and standard E, the
pivoted stop bai- F, lever G, guard d, frame A B B'

C C, and swiveled roller H /, all .constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as herein de-

scribed.

84,453.—E. R. Whitxey, Plattsburg, N. Y.—
Cover for Rag and Grain Coc/cs.—Xovember 24,

1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
herein described cover for grain and hay stacks and
cocks, when the same is constructed of" water-proof
paper, and provided with holes for the guys, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,454.—EuHU Wilder and Jorix Crandell,
Chicopee, Mass.

—

Hemmer for Sewing Machine.—
November 24, 1868.—An upper plate slides on a
lower one so that a part of the curved surfaces which
turn and form the hem are formed upon one plate,

and a part upon the other, so as to make a hem of

any desired width. An adjustable guide on the hem-
mer is fastened to the work plate by the same bind-
ing screw witii liemmer, so that the cloth is auto-
matically and accurately guided to the hemmer.

Claim.—1. A hemming attachment for sewing
machines, composed of the stationary plate B and
the slotted sliding plate A, having the curved sur-

faces b and c' for forming the folds, substantially as
described, and the whole constituting an adjustable
hemmer. as set forth.

2. The movable plate A of an adjustable hemmer,
having thereon lips b c' and the elongat'id loop a,

constructed and applied substantially as set forth.

3. The slotted and jointed guide G G', in combina-
tion with a hemming attachment for sewing ma-
chines, and constructed substantially as set forth.

84,455.—Joseph S. Williams, Cinnaminson,
U". J.

—

Manufacture of Alcoholic Spiritsfrom Toma-
foes.—November 24, 1868.

Claim.—The process, herein described, of pro-
ducing spirits by first separating the juice of toma-
toes from the pulp, then mixing molasses or other
saccharine matter, and yeast, and afterward fer-

menting and distilling' the compound liquid thus ob-
tained.

84,456.—William M. Williams, St. Louis,
Mo.— Coffee Pot.—November 24, 1868.—Conically-
Bhaped chambers open at the bottom, and extending
up into the vessel, serve to increase the heating sur-
face. The lid forms a receptacle for cold water, the
bottom acting as a condensing surface for the as-

cending vapor.
Claim.—The vessel A, with tubes a', strainer B,

and condenser lid C, the strainer being located ceu-

trally in regard to the tubes, and the whole being
combined and arranged as and for the pui-pose set

forth.

84,457.—George L. Witsil, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Umbrella.—No\emheT 24, 1868.—A tip of rubber
is attached to the end of a curved handle so as to
retain the same in position when suspended upon a
smooth surface.

Claim.—An elastic tip, in combination with the
handle of an umbrella or cane, substantially as
shown and described.

84,458.—William C. Wood, Washington, D.
C. —Construction of Ice Pitchers. —November 24,

1868.—A weighted valve is arranged to close an air

vent -ff hen the pitcher is in an upright position, but
when the pitcher is turned the vent is opened and at

the same time a bolt is operated to fasien the cover.
Claim.—I. A self-operating vent valve, substan-

tially as shown and described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. A self-operating bolt, arranged and operating
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of a self-operating vent valve
and sliding bolt or latch, arranged and operating
substantially as described, for the purposes specified.

84,459.—Andrew Wyley, Birmingham, Eng-
land.— Breech-loading Fire-arm. —November 24,

1868
;
patented in England, March 25. 1867.—The

plunger is made to cany a transverse bolt capable of
sliding vertically in the plunger, which also caiTies

a pin or striker, to explode the cartridge. The
plunger is locked by the bolt, the stem being slit and
retained in place by the striker.

Claim.—The combination of a longitudinal plunger
with a locking bolt of T-form, which, when raised,

acts as a handle for manipulating the said plunger,
while performing its various functions of ramming
and drawing the cartridge, (where the cartridge re-

quires to be drawn,) and of cocking the lock, the
whole constructed and operating substantially as
herein set forth.

84,460.—E. Hall Covel, and William H. Co-
vel, New York, N. Y.

—

Gas Machine.—November
24. 1868.—Two meter drums are mounted on the
same shaft, one driven by the gas and causing the
other to revolve so as to draw in air. Devices are
employed for increasing and diminishing the rela-

tive amount of air and gas, and also for heating the
entering air.

Claim.—1. Mixing atmospheric air and any of the
inflammable gases, and then adding to the mixture
certain further proportions of the gas, before passing
the same over or through the carbon-supplying ma
terials.

2. Mixing atmospheric air and any of the inflamma
ble gases, and then adding to the mixture certain
further proportions of the gas, after the said mixture
has been passed over or thi'ough the carbon-supply-
ing materials.

3. Pumps A and B, in combination with an in-

closed space or carbonizer, I, fluid or chemical tank
L, and feed pipe or opening N, or their equivalents,
when used to add new constituents to the mixture of
air and gas produced by the action of pumps A and
B, and to keep up the supply of such new con-
stituents.

4. Pump A, pump B, tank L, feed pipe N, ven-
tilating pipe or pipes O, and inclosed space I, or
their equivalents, with the usual couplings and con-
nections known in the business, when combinevi for

the purpose of mixing air and gas, supplying new
constituents to such mixture, and keeping up, au-
tomatically, the supply of such new constituents.

5. The combination of filling pipe M, feed pipe N,
ventilating pipe or pipes O, and tank L, Avith inclosed
space I, constrncted and operating substantially as
and for the purpose hereinbefore described.

6. Pump A, pipe E, and carbonizer or inclosed',

space I, or their equivalents, in combination with a
lamp, or any other heating device, operating sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.
7. The pumps A and B, in case C, tank L, and sto.

inclosed space or carbonizer, as arranged.
8. Pump A, pump B, pipe H, and aa .'aclos^.
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space or carbonizer, combined with a regulator,
valve, cock, or other device tor checiiing- or regulat-
ing pressure, or their equivalents, operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore described.

9. Pump A and pipe E, or their equivalents, com-
bined Avith a regulator, valve, cock, or other device,
placed in or upon pipe E. when so constructed that,
either automatically or otherwise, pipe E shall or
may be closed, when the pump A is not in action,
for the purposes hereinbefore described.

10. Pump A and pipe E, or their equivalents, and
lamp VV, or other heating device, combined with a
regulator, valve, cock, or other closing device,
placed in or upon pipe E, Avhen so constructed that,

either automatically or otherwise, pipe E shall or
may be closed, when the pumpA is not in action, and
the hot air generated by the heating device W, or
its equivalent, instead of passing up pipe E, shall be
forced to discharge itself into the air.

11. Pump A and pipe E, or their equivalents, in
combination with a heating device, operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set

forth.

12. Gas-service pipe X, pump A, pump B, pipe D,
and their equivalents, in combination with a regu-
lator, valve, cock, or other device for checking or
regulating pressure, and space G, for tlie purpose of
adding a further supply of gas to that already fui-

nished by pump B, and controlling proportions of
gas and air in. space G.

13. Gas-service pipe X, having in or upon it a reg-
ulator, valve, cock or other device for checking or
regulating pressure, in combination with pipe" H,
and carbonizer or inclosed space I, for the purpose
of controlling proportions of gas and air caused to
enter the inclosed space or carbonizer I.

14. The combination of gas-service pipe D, gas-
supply pipe K, and cross-pipe K, having in or upon
it a regulator, cock, valve, or other device for check-
ing or controlling pressure, or their equivalents,
when substantially constructed and arranged as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

15. Forming channels and bisecting the same,
within the carbonizer or inclosed space I, by means
of partitions and sheets of porous substance, when
constructed and arranged substantially as shown
and described, and lor the purpose set forth.

16. The combination of the pumps A and B, pipe
H, tank L, pipe N, pipe 0, heating device W, pipe
E, and a carbonizer or inclosed space, or their
equivalents, when arranged to substantially operate
in the manner and for the purpose hereinbefore de-
scribed and set forth.

17. The improvement in combination gas ma-
chines, constructed and operating substantially as
hereinbefore described and set forth.

84,461.—Geouge F. Fessenden, Arlington,
Mass.—Toy Tarflfet.—November 24, 1868.-A small
ball is attached to a miniature target by an elastic

cord, so that by drawing the ball back and releasing
it, it will be driven against the target.

Claims—A toy target, constructed to operate sub-
stantially as described.

84,462.—TViLLiAM C. Whitmore. Macon City,

Mo., assignor to AniJAH Richardson, Boston, Mass.—Horseshoe.—November 24, 1868.—On the under
surface of the shoe is a groove with a rib around it

projecting from the gi'oove, and formed on its inner
side with a concave slope or bevel. The rib serves

;as a calk, causing the hoof to take an even bearing
.upon the shoe.

Claim.—1. An improved horseshoe, constructed
with tJie single continuous rib c, one or more bevels

or inclined inner faces, d e, a continuous groove b,

and nail holes a, arranged as described, the rib c,

under sucli arrangement, being made to project

down below the groove b, or the part in which such
groove is made, the whole being substantially as

.specifietl.

2. Further, a horseshoe having a continuous
groove, in which are the nail holes, and surrounding
a single continuous rib or calk, when constructed in

the manner substantially as described.

84,463.—IIexry Anderson, Shephcrdstown,
Ta.— Wagon JSmA:<j.—December 1, 18(i8.—A scries

of devices so arranged as to bo readily changed from
a rear to a side brake and vice versa.
Claim.—The metallic semicircular ratchet D B,

the bar E, and the lever F joined thereto by the pin
G, the small upright post H H, passing through the
end and forming the fulcrum of the lever F, the bar
I, the rubber blocks J J, the part K, the rubber bar
L L, and the bar M, all constructed and combined,
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

• 84,464.—Emery Andrews and William Tuck
ER, Portland, Maine, assignors to Star Match Cor-
poration, same place.

—

Match Machine.—Decem-
ber 1, 1868.—Designed for cutting veneers, or match
cards, in the usual way, and then stacking the same
in form for handling, instead of scattering them on
the floor, as is usually done.
Claim.—1. The combination of the cams d d with

the receivers and conductors in m, in the receiving
box H, as and for the purposes specitied.

2. The combination and arrangement of the slides
and grooves i, on the wheel B, and the spring h, in

connection with the receivers and conductors m m,
in the receiving box H, substantially as and for the
described purposes.

84,465.—J. D. M. Armbrust, Apolloborough,
Pa.—Car CoitpK?i(7.—December 1, 18(>'8.—Within an
ordinary drawhead is arranged a series of springs so
as to gVasp tlie link and hold it in a iiorizontal posi-
tion. An additional spring is also connected with
the bearing plate, which spring operates the keeper
plate that retains the pin in an elevated position
when required.
Claim.—1. Arranging within a drawhead, A, a

series of springs, C and C, D and D', when the same
are secured by a single bolt, H, at the rear of the
same, thus leaving their forward opening or mouth
entirely free, suostantially as described, as and for
the purpose specified.

2. The cnmbiuation of the keeper F, spring G,
plate B, and bolt H, when the former is secured to
and works upon the spring C, substantially as de-
scribed, as and for the purpose specitied.

84,466.—Derk Arnaud, Boston. Mas.^.—i??t-

reau Bedstead.—December 1, 1868.—The bedstead
is attached to the case so as to be swung out like a
door, and the case is provided Avith drawers and
boxes for holding wash boAvl, &c., and with a sliding
miri'or.

Claim.—1. A folding bedstead, hinged to the bot-
tom of the door of a case, when the side of the door
is hinged to the case, so that the bedstead can be
swung out to any angle, substantially as described,

2. The arrangement of the wash stand Gaud box
E with a bureau bedstead, substantially as described,

3, The arrangement of the several parts. A, B, C,
D, E, G, S, and M, in one piece of furniture, sub-

stantially as described.

84,467.—David Arter, Ashland, Ohio, assignor
to himself and J. J. Kauffman, same place.

—

Eaves-
trough Hanger.—December 1, 1868.—A button is at-

tached to the cross piece that sustains the upright
part of the hanger, so that the troughs can be readily
taken down.

Claim.—The button E, in combination with tho
cross piece D and trough A, in the manner as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,468. — PniNEAS E. Austin, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Method of Holding and Adjusting Dies and
Punches.—December 1, 1868.—Two or more dies aro
acted upon separately by a series of damps and
Avedges, so that the dies may be nicely adjusted in

any direction. Tlio dies are held together by means
of a connecting block, which is dovetailed in'toeach.

Claim-.—].. The arrangement of the several dies,

clamps, Avedges, and sci-ews with the frame, as de-
scribed, and for tho purpose specified.

2. The spring gauge pin F, in combination with
the dies, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. Arranging the punches in the punch stock, and
confining them to one another l)y means of the block
II, and tlie stock by means of tlie dovetailed tenons
fitting into the dovetailed groove in the stock, and
tho wedge, all substantially as described.
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4. The connecting block H, placed between the

two punches or male dies, lor the purpose of holding

them together, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose specitied.

84,469.—A. P. Baldwin-, ifewark, iSf . J.—Bridle-
Bit.—December 1, 18G8; antedated November 21,

1868.—The two n:outh pieces are so connected with
the cheek pieces as to vibrate endwise one upon or

in the other, and cause a vicious horse to release the

bit. when seized by the teeth.

Claim.—Pivoting the two mouth pieces a and b

to the cheek pieces'C, the pivots of the one being at

a distance from the other greater than that of the

mouth pieces, substantially as described and shown.

84,470.—EuFus P. Burnett, Charles P. Pu-
RINTOX. and Nicholas Seibeut. Nevada, Cal.

—

Anti-

friction Bearing for Vertical S'/m/Ys.—December 1,

1868.—The end of the shaft rests upon three or more
hard, metallic balls, which rest in turn upon a self-

adjusting plate, so constructed as to keep them all

in contact with the shaft.

Claim.—1. In combination with the balls PT, and
their guide I. the univei'sal joint formed by the con-

vex surface G, and the upper concave surface of D,
substantially as described.

2. In combination with the balls H and the above-
claimed joint, the screw E, to adju.st the same to the

required elevation beneath the shaft.

84,471.-SiGisMUND Beer, New Yorlc, N. Y.—
Process of Becoverinrj and EeicorJcing Borax from
Solutions Used in Treating Wood.—December 1,

186S.—The liquor drawn off after the lumber has
been impregnated with a solution of boras is mixed
Tvith a solution of alum, when the albuminous matter
will settle, and the clear liquid is alkalized with soda.

CZaim.—Utilizing the liquids emjiloyed in the pro-

cess of Beerizing, seasoning, or preserving wood by
precipitation, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

84,472.—Daxa Bickford, Boston, Mass.—
Needle for Knitting Machine.—December 1, 1868.

—

Claim.—1. A knitting machine latch needle made
from a wire, and having a swell, b, thereon, as and
for the purpose set forth, formed by giviug a bend
to the wire, and without cutting away or reducing
the same.

2. A knitting machine latch needle, having a swell,

a, thereon, located between tlie latch and the end
projection, and whose elevation is on the same side

with the hook, as and for the purpose set forth.

84,473.—Dana Bickford, Boston, Mass.—Pro-
cess of Knitting Pile Fabric.—December 1, 1868.

—

Claim.—1. The process herein described of knit-

ting tufted or pileclfabric, the same consisting in lay-

ing between the regular courses of stitches, after a
course has first been knitted, a course of loose loops,

formed from a continuous yarn, and then bind-

ing this last course in place by a succeeding course
of regular stitches.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a knitted
fabric, in which, after a course of stitches i.s knitted,

a course of loops, formed from a continuous yarn, is

next deposited upon tiiis row of stitches, and then
another course of stitches, knitted over the same, to

bind and hold to place the loops or tufts.

84,474.—J. S. Birch, New York, ^.Y.—Annun-
ciator.—December 1. 1868 ; antedated November 14,

1868.—Tlie coml)ination of two indicators. Ibrmed
of an inclosing case, movable tablet, or check table,

and weighted sliding rod. placed, one at or near a
billiard or other table, and the other at the cashier's

desk, and connected by a cord, or other flexililc con-
nection, so as to communicate the amount of indebt-
edness of the players.

Claim.—The arrangement of the table boxes A,
haA-ing doors, a', the sliding tablets C. operated by
the weighted rods B, the cashier's box A. having a
scries of tablets, C. operated by the weighted rod,

extended to connect with the boll hammer H, each
of sold table tablets connected Avith the cashier's

tablet by means of the cords D. and all operating in

the manner described for the purpose specified.

84,475.—George E. Burt and Stanley B. Hil-
dreth. Harvard, Massachusetts.—/iafc/ic< Attach-
ment for Harvesters.—December 1, 18US ; antedated
June 2, 1868.—As the machine moves in a curve,
one of the propelling wheels will re\olve faster than
the other, and the link which connects the pawl with
the friction band is silently disengaged from the
teeth of the outside case. When the machine turns
a curve in the opposite direction, the pawl is made
to engage with the teeth in a quiet but positive
manner.

Claim.—1. A loose collar or I'ing, in combina-
tion with the pawl, when the pawl is connected to
the collar or ring in such a manner as to be operated
in and out of the surrounding or covering internal
ratchet gear, by the resistance arising fi-om the in-

ertia or friction of the collar or ring, operating sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The bolt e and tightening nut /, in combination
with the friction band I and hub d, when said fric-

tion band is used to operate the pawl in and out of
cog, substantially as described.

3. The combination of tlie pawl A, the pivot ears
i i', the link n. and the friction band I, substantially
as described, for the pm-pose set forth.

84,476.—Edmund Augistin Chameroy, Paris,
France.

—

Fluid Meter.—December 1, 1868.—De,
signed to be so constructed as to dispense with ordi-

nary mechanihms, such as pistons, cork, turbines, and
wheels, and to determine by means of a varied move-
ment, arising from the uniform oscillation of a pen-
dulum or other motor, the different changes in the
size of the opening through which the fluid passes.

Claim.—The combination, with the tapering valve
chamber, the weighted valve, and valve rod, con-
nected with the counter weiglit O, as described, and
the pinion M and disk P, mounted upon the shaft I
of said counter weight, of the registering mechan-
ism and the rotary plate K, actuated by clock-work,
under the arrangement and for operation as herein
shown and set forth.

84,477.—Alonzo M. Cheney and Handley B. •

Kimball, Charlotte, Mich.—Horse Hag PorA;.—De-
cember 1, 1868.—The tines are fastened to the foot
of the bent fork shank by a corrugated clamping bar
having rectangular grooves, and by steady pins ; the
clamping bar being held over the ends of the tines
by eye bolts, and the forks of the stay bar.

' Claim.—1. The bent fork shank B, broadened at
its lower extremity, b, for the connection of the bail,

stay bar C. and overlapping detachable tines AAA,
substantiallv as described.

2. The piVoting of the bail D to the bent fork
shank B, so that the axis of revolution "of the fork
within tlie bail shall be underneath the load, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The attachment of the detachable bent fork
tines A A A to the bent fork shank B, at the foot b,

by the corrugated clamping bar H, fastened by the
shouldered, threaded, and nutted eye bolts n n. and
forks of the stay bar //, substantially as described.

84,478.—James Chittock, Chicago, 111.—Rein
Holder.—December 1, 1868.—The device consists of
two jaws which form a clamp, joined together by a
spring at the lower end. and attached to the vehicle
by a spur or pin on the lower part of the inner jaw.

Claim..—A clamp, for fastening lines, consisting of
the parts A A', spring C, hook B, and pin H, as
and for the purpose set forth.

84,479.—Henry G. Dayton, Maysville, and
James Christie. Atlanta, IW.—Appardtus for Con-
densing, in Dintilliyig Spirits and other Liquids.—
December 1, 1868.—This invention consists in the
substitution, for the ordinary worm used in the re-

frigeratory or tub in distilfation, of two or more
vapor chambers of cop])er, so cou.structed as to pre-

sent a greater amount of surface for the action of
cold water upon the said chambers.

Claim.—1. The alternate chambers for water
and vapor, which may be continued or repeated in-

definitely, thus securing much greater surface for

the action of water in cooling.
2. The concave surface of the bottom of the outer

vapor chamber, which permits the fiow of water,
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striking it at or near the center, to spread in every
direction from the point of contact, thus cooling the
entire bottom of said vapor chamber.

3. The creation of a partial vacuum in the vapor
chamber by our superior means of cooling, which
causes the vapor from the retort to floAV promptly
and readily into the vapor chambers, substantially

as described.
4. The tubes H H, I I, K K, L L, M, &c., for

their various purposes and uses, in the manner sub-

stantially as set forth.

84,480.—Henry James Dickerson, Appleton,
"Wis.

—

Method of Working Steel and Iron.—Decem-
ber 1, 1868.—The steel is first heated ard subjected
successively to the compounds as follows : The first

compound consists of borax, table salt, copperas,
sal-ammoniac, prussiate of potash, resin, and rain-

water, to be dried and then pulverized. The second
compound consists of prussiate of potash, tallow,

resin, sal-ammoniac and bone dust. The third is

composed of rain-water, saltpeter, alum, sulphate of
iron, oxalic acid, and prL.oo.rite of potash.

Claim.—1. The working of steel and similar sub-

stances, more readily aud'with better resnirs, by the
assistance of the above first-described compound,
applied for the purpose substantially as described.

2. The refinement of steel and similar substances,

by the application of the second compound, in the
manner and substantially as described.

3. The refinement and'liardening of steel and sim-

ilar substances, by the application of the third com-
pound, in the manner, and for the purpose, and sub-

stantially as described.
4. The accurate attainment of the desired quality

in many articles at once, by the use of the receptacle

and ius\ruments above described, in the manner and
substantially as set forth.

84,481.-JuTJUS Edmund DoTCH, M. D., Wash-
ington, D. C.

—

Preserving Meat.—December 1, 18G8.

Claim.—The preserving of the body of animals,
or parts thereof, by the use of aldehyde, in the gas-

• eons or liquid state, or mixtures of aldehyde in gly-

cerine and phospho-glyceric acid, or acetate of soda
and glycerine, or simply phospho-glyceric acid.

84,483.—McHOLAS Downes, Syracuse, IST. Y.—
Filter and CooZt'?-.— December 1, 1868.— The ice-

chamber is surrounded by the filtered water, and the
unfiltered water passes from an upper tank, through
a pipe, to the bottom of the case, and upward
through a filtering medium.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
the combined water cooler and filter, consisting of

the ice chamber B, with the rack G and separate
cover c, the perforated chamber D, connected with
the chamber B by pipe C, and having an outlet, h,

and the casing A, having covers // and cock H,
when said parts are all constructed and arranged to

operate as herein shown and described.

84,483.— John Eahnshaw, East Greenwich,
E. I.

—

Machine for Finishing Cloth.—December 1,

1868.—Consists iu a means for automatically raising

or turning the nap of fabrics, so as to form varied

designs of raised' figures upon their surface, and
also in coloring, fitting, and napping or shearing the

said portions.
Claim.—1. An endless flexible stencil belt, in com-

bination with a nap-raising device, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

2. A nap-raising device, convex supporting bed,

and continuous stencil plate substantially as de-

scribed, arranged for conjoint operation, as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of a heated work-supporting

surface, a stencil plate, and a nap-raising mechan-
ism, substantially as and for the purpose sot forth.

4. The combination of a supporting bed, a stencil

Slate, and a shearing device, substantially as herein

escribed.
.5. Devices, substantially as described, for apply-

ing moisture, in combination with a continuous

stencil plate, arranged and operating substantially

as set forth.

6. Devices for api)lying coloring matter to the

cloth, in combination with mechanism for working

and teaseling the same, substantially as hereia set
forth.

7. The devices for applying the coloring matter,
combined -nith the device for steaming or moistening
the same, as herein set forth.

8. The combination of the supporting bed, stencil
plate, and nap-raising device, with the shearing de-
vice, as herein described.

9. The adjustable tension rollers, in combination
with the stencil belt and the supporting bed, sub-
stantially as described.

84,484.—Monroe B. Eoote, ^Northampton, as-

signor to himself, William M. Gaylord, and E. N.
Foote, New England Village, Mass.

—

Door Lock.—
December 1, 1868.—A cylindrical case contains a
slotted bolt, having a rib and a triangular-shaped
stop, against which latter a spring catch bears from
the rear, and pivoted to the stop is a lever for de-
pressing the catch.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
lever I with the cam and stop /, the spring catch k,

and with the slotted bolt and its case, substantially
as described.

84,485.—George A. Erear, Chicago, El., as
signer to Charles Holland, same place.

—

Brick
and Concrete Press. — December 1, 1868. —An ar-

rangement of devices for exerting a strong pressure
upon clay or concrete in forming bricks. The sep-

arate devices are disclaimed.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

kneejointed levers c c, plunger d, cam g, the seg-

ments and ratchets / e and w x, the bed piece i, and
partitions k k of the mold box, all constructed as
described, and to operate substantially in the ilian-

ner and for the purpose set forth.

84,486. —Levi K. Euller and Henry K.
White. Brattleborough, Vt., assignoirs to J. Estey
& Co., same place.

—

Reed Musical Instruvient.—
IDecember 1, 1868.—The back valve is hinged along
the lower edge of one side of the base of the cham-
ber, by which means a quicker sound is produced.
The front valve is connected with the back valve
operative lever by means of a strip of cloth.

Claim. — 1. The improved arrangement of the
valve hinge, viz, along the side of the valve, instead
of at one end of it. as heretofore practiced.

2. The combination of the strip of leather L, with
the front valve C, its spring C, the back valve G,
and its lever D.

84,487.—Lewis Granger, Memphis, Mich.—
Wash Boiler.—Deccmher 1, 1868.—Slides ijrovided

with vertical ribs are fitted in the ends of a boiler,

and in the bottom of the boiler is a slotted grate,

Avhich supports the clothes. The boiling water
passes up through the si)aces between the ribs and
upon and through the clothes.

Claim.— 1. The slides C, provided with ribs D, or

their equivalents, when constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

2. The combination of the slides C, slotted grate

F, and hooks I, in connection with any suitable

boiler, and the flanged projection H, in connectioa
with any suitable cover, when arranged and opera-

ting substantiallj' as and for the purposes herein

described.

84,488.—Thomas M. Hart, New Bedford, Mass.
— Wooden Washer for Carriages. — Jyecexaher 1,

1868.

Claim.—A wooden washer, made of two or more
thicknesses of board fastened together by glue or

any adhesive compound, in such manner that the

grtiin of one shall cross the grain of the other, to pre-

vent splitting, as herein specified.

84,489 George Hawxhurst, Somersville, Cnl.

—2Iode of Preventing Corrosion of Boiler Tubes in

Sea-going Fe^seis.—December 1, 1868.—A solution of

lime in water.
Claim.—A protection from corrosion, for the boil-

ers of steamers using surface condensers, consisting

of tlic solution lierein described, and used substan-

tially as set forth.
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84,490.~JoHN Hirst, Jamaica, N. Y. assignor
to himself and Hexuy A. Dikkes, New York City.

—

Car Brake.—December 1, 1868 ; antedated Koveinber
13, 1868.—A vertically adjustable block is suspended
fi'om au oscillating horizontal shaft, so as to be forced
down upon tlie rails. Brake shoes ai-e also arranged
on both sides of the wheel, so as to bo drawn simul-
taneously toward the axis of the wheel.

Claim.—1. The rail brake shoe H, attached by the
connecting bar c to tiie crank d of the weighted shaft
D, hung in spring bearings a, said shoe being sup-
ported in a horizontal position, by means of the cords

/, all constructed, arranged, and operating as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the brakes G G, heads F
F', crank shaft D, -neight I, cords or chains b c,

rail brake shoe H, connecting bar e, and support-
ing cords or chains /, all constructed and arranged
to operate as herein'described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

84,491.—L. H.Hubbard, Canton, Ohio.—Wash-
ing Machine.—December 1, 1868.—For raising the
frame of the rollers and rubber, together with the
rollers and rubbers themselves, in the wash-box, so
as to maintain the same in proper position with re-

spect to the suds in the wash-box.
Claim.—The peculiar arrangement and combina-

tion of the sliding boxes 1 1, with ratchet dials k k
secured thereto, the lifting levers J J, with spring-

pawls j j and geared heads g g thereon, and the frame
standards H H, with cog pins q q, the several parts
being constructed, arranged and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein spe-
cified.

84,492.—John Ingraham, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Charles E. L. Holmes,
same place, assignors to Charles E. L. Holmes.—
Clasp for Hoop Skirts. — December 1, 1868.—The
clasp is cut out of a compound sheet of metal formed
of alternate layers of tin and zinc.

Claim.—A clasp for skeleton skirts, cut out of a
compound sheet of metal, formed of zinc and tin, in
the manner described.

84.493. — William F. Jenkins, Indianapolis.
Ind., assignor to himself and James M. Myeus.—
Wash Boiler.—December 1, 1868.—An adjustable in-

terior bottom for wash boilers, consisting of four
pieces held together by rivets in one part which slip

in adjusting slots in a corresponding part.

Claim.—The rivets a', b', c', d',f', g', and h', and
the adjusting slots a, b, c, d, e, f, and h, when con-
structed and used in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

84.494. — Edward Kaylor, Perrysville, Pa.—
Machine for Making Nuts.—December 1, 1868.

Claim.—In a machine for making nuts from hot
bars of iron, a die l)ox, either solid or made in sepa
rate pieces, with apertures and grooves for the ad-
mission and fiow of water along the inner or work-
ing face of the die box, or of the se])arate dies of
which it may be composed, substantially as herein-
before set forth.

84,495. — PwObert C. Kelly, West Meriden,
Conn. — Coat Support. — December 1, 1868.—Two
arms of wire bent to a proper shape are- connected
together at their inner ends by a slotted support, into
which they are slipped.

Claim.—Tlie witiiiu described coat supporter, as a
new article of manufacture, consisting- of the armsA
and B, and the slotted connection C.

84,496.—'John Kennedy, ChiQago, J\\.—Hoist-
ing ifoo/iine.-December 1, 1868—A two-part spring
band passes over a wheel on the main drum, and it;

operated by a rack lever, which is held in place when
the band is braking the wheel, by a weighted pawl,
the said lever being operated by ropes or cords pass-
ing over pulleys pivoted to a crocis-tree.

Claim.—The combination of the weighted pawl
P, cross tree B, pulleys D, rack lever N, weighted
rope W, ropes b Z, friction wheel E, and band H J,
the whole being arranged as and for the purpose set
forth.

84,497.—Guido Kustel, San Francisco, Cal.—
Mode of Working Gold and Silver Ores.—December
1868.—Tlie ore is charged in a wooden box having a
false bottom provided" with a cork. After the ore
has been charged, hot water, containing sulphuric
acid, is conveyed into the box ; the cock is then
opened and sufhcieut water is admitted to keep the
ore covered by it.

Claim.—The ingredients or agents above enumer-
ated, added to the ores in the manner and in about
the proportions herein specified, for the purpose set

forth.

S4,49S.-J. E. Little, West Poxbury, Mass.—
Stay for Shirt Bosom.—December 1, 18(i8. — The
hook is formed with an oblong eye having an open-
ing between the extremity and one end of the eye
piece, so as to admit of its ready attachment to a shirt

bosom.
Claim.—I. The new article of manufacture, or shirt

bosom stay, as composed of tlie button-holed strapA
and the hook or attachment C, as specified, the whole
being- substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The double hook attachment C, made as and for

the j)urpose above explained.

84,499.—Calvin Lobdell, Fort Hill, 111.—Cul-
tivator and Seeder.—DeccmheT 1. 1868.—An adjust-
able leveler is arranged to run between the shovels
of an adjustable cultivator, so as to smooth the sur-

face of the soil, and gauge the dex^ths of the shovels
in tlie ground.

Claim.—1. The levelerKKL, arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The combination of the leveler KKL, anns I,

wings B, rods M G, and curved plate 11, the whole
being constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,500.—John Maley, Middletown, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Martin Dowd, same place.

—

Machine for Crozing Barrels.—December 1, 1868.

—

The front of the machine is curved to fit tlie inner
surface of the barrel at its chine, so that the latter
will come in contact with a feed and guide roll, and
a planing tool.

Claim.—The curved frame A B D, and vertical
guide rolls o I, in combination with the feed rolls ij,

and tools efg, for planing, crozing, and chamfering
barrels, arranged and operating conjointly by means
of the system of gearing, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

84,501.— George Humphrys Mathews, New
York, N. Y.

—

Envelope.—December 1, 1868 ; ante-
dated November 16, 1868.—Melted sealing wax is

placed over the mark, and the flap of the envelope is

pressed down, a portion of the wax tilling up the -^

opening in the flap, upon which a seal orstamp is

then pressed.
Claim.—An envelope or wrapper having one or

more openings cut in tLe flap, and having marks on
that portion of the body ot the euveloi)e beneath the
flap, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,502.—Henry McGann, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Float for Boilers. — December 1, 1868—A globular
frame is placed on the inside of the shell of the float,

so as to prevent the latter from collapsing from the
pressure of the steam.

Claim.—The globular frame C, in combination
with the shell A, substantially as herein specified.

84,503.—Jasper P. Moore, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Andrew B. TJline, and said Uline as-
'

.signer to himself and Gardenir G. Kidder.—Seal
Bolt for Railway Cars.—December 1, 1868.—The
bolt is made with a slotted shank, and at its end is

pivoted a pointed tongue, which closes within the
shank. After insertion in the staple, the tongue is

turned out and has a leaden seal inserted in a hole
in the same.
Claim.—1. The combination of a bolt, and a tongue

pi^'Oted to such bolt, the same having one or more
holes to receive a seal for tlie purpose of holding the
tongue at any angle with the bolt.

2. The combination and arrangement of the shoul-
dered head with the bolt and tongue pivoted to-
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gether, and having one or more holes, as described,
to receive a seal for the purpose as set forth.

84,504.—John Obreiter, Lancaster, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Andrew Leibly, same place.—Sash-holder.—December 1, 1868.—Within a slotted
bearing plate, of pecnliar form, is pivoted a drop
latch, which serves as a sash supporter and lock.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
sash-holder plate A, with its open slot 6, and curved
bearings c, in combination with the drop latch B,
bifid head e, fulcrum arms d, and side lever /, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

84,505.—Leverett H. Olmsted, Brooklyn, N".

Y.

—

Paper File.—December 1, 18G8.—Two clamps,
made of wire, are attached to a plate and are actu-
ated by springs to hold tlie papers in place.

Claim.—The combination of plate A with the
clamps B B, wliich said clamps are actuated by
means of springs, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

84,506.—William H. Palmer, Jr., Middle-
towm, Conn. — Cord-covHng Machine.—December
1, 1868.—Designed more especially for the manufac-
ture of picture cord, or ornamental cord, in which
the strands are wound or served with silk or worsted,
to impart an ornamental finish.

CUmn.—1. Tlie within-described arrangement of
the belts M and N", so as to turn the several bobbins
G* and H^, or their equivalents, by pulleys carried
on the shaft B, from pulleys mounted conceut dcally
within the meclianism, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The covering bobbins H'*, mounted on horizon-
tal axes, the revolving ears H^, or their equivalents,
and the open-based eyes D^, carried on the frame D,
all combined and arranged substantially as and for

the purposes herein specified.

3. The bevel gears B' C D', the revolving frame
D, and guides D-, the twisting spindles G, and cov-
ering devices IP, in combination with the concen-
tric shaft B, revolving in the direction opposite to
the revolutions of the^frame D, and arranged to im-
part opposite motions to the twisting and covering
mechanism, all substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein set forth.

84,507.—L. F. Parker, Davenport, Iowa.—
Harve.^iter.—December 1, 18(18.— By means of cords
secured to opposite sides of tlie main frame, and
attached to a windlass near the operator, tlie ma-
chine can be more readily turned, the pole being so
attached as to liave a lateral movement. The pole
is allowed to slide vertically within a yoke, so as to
admit of adjustment of the sickle to cut higher or
lower. The rake is mounted in rear of the sickle in

a frame composed of two endless chains. A grain-
receiving reel projects from the right hand corner
of the machine.

Claim.—]. The pole C, pivoted at the rear end of
the main frame, and having its front end arranged
to move laterally in a guide bar, D, located in front
of the wheelj, in combination with the cords n o,

pulley s, and windlass n, substantially as described.
2. The yoke J, attached to the main frame A, and

having the poleC, provided Avith the sliding bolt/,
working therein, and operated by the cord p, ar-

ranged substantially as set forth.

3. The rake II, carried by tlie chains K, and having
the arm to working in rlie groove x, and against the
guides k and I, when said parts are arranged as
shown and described.

4. The comliination of the grain-receiving reel I,

the rock sliaft h', with its ai'm tj", to be operated by
the rake R and the locking bar a", all constructed
and arranged to operate as herein described.

.'). So ari'anging tlie rake li as to impart to it a
lateral movement fi'om tlie sickle as it passes from
the upper side of the platform, and a return move-
ment toward f lie sickle as it rises to the top of the
platform, substantially as described.

84,508.—James Pickering, New Hope, Pa.—
Bench Fise.—December 1, 1868.-Tlie upper one of
two inclined pUmes or slides is attached to the

movable jaw of the vise, and passes through the
fixed jaw, and also through a connecting bar or
slide, to which the lower inclined plane is attached,
so as to maintain the parallelism .of the jaws.

Claim.—The two inclined planes or slides, when
combined and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as herein described and set
forth.

84,509.—Owen Eedmond, Eochester, N. Y.—
Machine for Mounding Barrel Heads.—December
1, 1868 ; antedated November 19, 1868.—An arrange-
ment of mechanism for retaining the wood to be cut
against the saw until the wood has performed more
than a complete revolution, and afterwards with-
drawing it from the saw, so that the parts will be
in pi'oper position for the adjustment of a new head.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the loop or staple c^

and lever c* with the spring latch F, when arranged
and operating substantially as described, for the
purpose of causing more than a complete revolution
of the clamps c c'"to be made during the time that
each barrel head is being sawed.

84,510.—E. J. Eiker, Lewiston, Me.—Grap-
pling Hook.—December 1, 1868. —A holding rod
passes loosely through a cross bar and has pivoted
at its lower end two cross arms, which are also piv-

oted to curved or hooked arms, so that as the latter

grasp an article, the rod and cross arms form a tog-

gle and at once securely hold the article.

Claim.—The grappling hook, as described, com-
bining the rod c, cross bar a, arms h h, hooked arms
//, all arranged to operate as described.

84,511.—Isaac N. Koss, Worcester, Mass.—
Heating Stove.—December 1, 1868.—To the lo«'or

end of the magazine is afiixed a hollow annulus, per-

forated on its under side, and concentrically with
the same is another annulus attached to the top of

the fire-pot, and provided with an air induction pipe,

and a series of holes to discharge air into a concen-
tric annular chamber, on the inner side of which is a
ring of foraminous fire-brick.

Claim.—1. In a stove, in which the magazine is

arranged witli relation to the fire-pot, anil combined
n-ith an annulus surrounding its lower end, and one
or more air-supply ])ipes, leading from the top of tlic

stove as described, the formation of the aii'-discharge

apertures or perforations in the bottom, in contra-

distinction to the sides, of said annulus, substantially

in the manner and for the purposes shown and set

forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the auxil-

iary annulus N, and its air-supply pipe, and discharge
holes, with the fire-pot, the magazine, and the an-

nulus L, and its air-supply pipe and discharge holes,

the whole being in the case as specified.

3. The combination of the inner annular air-

chamber P, and its foraminous fire-proof side, K,
with the fire-pot and the hollow annulus L applied
thereto, as aud for the purpose specified,

84,512.-0. E. Seymour, Madison, InQ..—Farm
Gate.—December 1. 18()8; antedated September 18,

18()8.—A seri(^s of levers is so arranged, in connec-
tion with a bell crank, that the gate may be opened
by sliding it at right angles witli the roacl-way, by a
person on horseback or in a vehicle,

Claim:—T'he above described combination, con-
sisting of the hand levers G G', rods s .s', l)a]-s a and
c, aud lever h, used in connection with tlie triangular
bell ci-aiik F, or its e(iuivaleiit, substantially in the
manucr and for the purposes as set forth.

81,513.—Bex.tamin N. Shelley, Newark, N. J,
—Fastening for Whip Sockets.—December 1, 1868.

—

TIio ring of the socket is provided with a hook
which fits against tlie outer surlace of tlie cud of the
dasher frame, and is secured to the same by means of
screws.
Claim.—A whip socket, having connected with it

a fastening consistingof the hook a and tiic screw d,

constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

84,514.—A. R. Silver, Salem, Ohio, assignor
to himself and John Deming, same ^lace.-Saiu
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Gummer.—^December 1, 1868.—Upon one end of a
sliding bar is formed a die-holding head, having a
tapering socket adapted to receive and retain firmly
in place a tapering die for gumming saws.

Claim.—The saV-gummer bar B, herein described,
constructed with the head D, in which is a die
socket e.

84,515.—T. S. Smith, Chariestown, assignor to
Alfred B. Ely. Xewtou, Mass.

—

Let-offMechanism
for Looms. —December 1, 1868.—Upon the crank
shaft is a projecting lug or finger having a set screw
to adjust its position on tlie shaft circnmfercntially,
and also having an adjustable plate With__^a set screw
to regulate the length of its stroke. The lug or finger,
as tlie shaft I'cvolves. is made to actuate two lever
arms that raise the brake from the wheel so as to
allow the requisite delivery of yarn from the yarn
beam.

Claim.—1. The combination of the brake or pawl
J with the shaft and finger H, when the parts are
constructed and arranged to operate together, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The adjustable lug or fingerH h when arranged
and operating in connection with the brake or pawl
J, as a positive let-olf to the yarn, substantially in
the manner described.

3. The whip roll D, supported by sliding arms d,

in combination with the spring c and adjustable col-

lar b, constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the purposes described.

4. The wiiip roll, supported in sjiring bearings, in
combination, and arranged and operating in con-
nection, with the brake or pawl J, so as to relieve
the same, and let off the yarn by means of the ten-
sion thereof, substantially as described.

5. The whip roll, supported in spring bearings, in
combination or connection with tlie shaft and finger
H, when the latter are arranged to operate witli the
pawl or brake J, substantially as described.

84,516.—Michael C. Taylor, Grass Valley,
Cal.

—

Pmnp-valve Chamber.—December 1, 1868.

—

The valve chamber is divided by a diaphragm at its

center, on each side of which is a valve, operated by
levers on the outside of the pump, so that in case o'f

accident either valve can be closed to cut off the
water from that dkection, and force it through the
other valves.

Claim.—1. The diaphragm B, in a valve chamber,
and the valves C C, operated by the levers D D', sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. A double valve chamber, having one ingress
and egress pipe, constructed substantially as'and for
the purposes herein described.

84,517.—Silas B. Teury, TVaterbray, Conn.—
CtoA:.—December 1, 1868.—The pallets of a com-
biiWtl recoil and dead beat anchor escapement are so
constructed that one is turned outward and the
ottbr inward, so as to allow the motive power of the
wheel to aid the weight of the i)endulum to overcome
its momentum.

Claim.—The anchor escapement, constructed as
described, with one pallet D, having a flange d, and
the other pallet E bent out, whereby one pallet is

made dead beat and the other recoil, for the purpose
of equalizing the vibrations of larger or smaller
pendulums, produced by unequal motive power, as
herein shown and described.

84,518.—P. J. TORNEY, Washington, D. C—
Machine for Satoing Ifar?>Ze.—December 1, 1863.

—

The saw ti-ame is suspended upon endless chains, so
as to prevent it from jumping when moving back.
The saw is fed gvadually downward by means of a
shaft provided Avith a cog wlieel, and a movable arm
provided with a pivoted pawl.

Claim.—1. The shafts a a, with cog wheels B B
and pulleys b b, in combination Avitb the endless
chains D D and pulleys d d, all constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the shaft I with pulleys J
and L L, and pinion H, operating in combination
with the pinion G and screw threads on the shaft C
to raise or lower the saw frame, substantially as
herein set forth.

3. The combiuatiou of the shaft I, cog wheel M,

and arm N, the latter provided with a dog or pawl,
O, and connected in a suitable manner with an en-
gine for the pui'pose of feeding the saw while the
machine is in operation, substantially as herein set

forth.

84,519.—Edward P. Underbill, ITew York,
N. Y.-^Devicefor Attaching Vines to Trellises.—De-
cember 1, 1868.—The device is formed with a base
piece provided with two arms or hooks, by which
the vine may be readily attached to a wire.

Claim.—The vine lock herein described, as a new
article of manufacture, tlie same lieing adapted to
be applied upon the vine and the trellis" wire, and to
be secured by a simple movement thereon, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein set
forth.

84,520.—Charles H. "Waters, Groton, Mass.
Machine for Painting Wire Cloth.—December 1,

18G8.—The wire cloth is passed through a trough
containing paint, between pressure rollers, and un-
der a rotating brush.
Claim.—1. The combined arrangement of wire

cloth and mechanism, herein described, for painting
wire cloth, consisting of a trough of paint in which
the wire cloth is immersed, and adjustable pressure
rollers, between which it is passed, and a mechan-
ism, by whieh the cloth, after being painted, is drawn
from the adjustable pressure rollers, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. In connection with tlie combined arrangement
of wire cloth and mechanism just described, the em-
ployment of a drying room, in which the cloth is

suspended vertically while being diued, substantially
as herein specified.

3. In combination with the adjustable rollers,

which determine the quantity of paint applied to the
wire cloth, the employment of a brush, by which the
meshes are cleared, substantially as described.

84,5'21.—Charles H. Waters, Groton. Mass.-
Machine for Printing Figures on Wire Cloth.—^De
cember 1. 1868.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of wire cloth
and mechanism, herein described, for painting fig-

ures upon wire cloth, consisting of a roller having
the figures to be painted engraved thereon, and a
pressure roll, between whieh rollers the wire cloth
is passed, a trough of paint, and the rolls by which
the paint is applied to the cngi'aved roll, and the
mechanism by Avhich the cloth is drawn away fi-om

said rollers after the figures are painted thereon,
substantially as herein described and set forth.

84,523.—C. Joseph Wirth, Dansville, IT. T.—
Slate Frame.—December 1, 18G8 ; antedated jSTovem-

ber 2.5, 1868.—A rectangular box is attached to the
edge of the slate frame, for the purpose of holding
pencils, pens, rulers, &c.

Claim.—An attachment for school slate frames,
consisting of a narrow oblong metallic box, C, the
top of which, D, is hinged to tlie lower section, form-
ing a cover therefor, said box being provided with
narrow flanges for attaching the same to the outer
edge of the slate frame, for the purposes set forth.

84,523—Frederick A. Wood, Jersey City.
iST. J.

—

Bit Brace.—December 1, 1868; antedated
Kovember 19, 1868.—The thimble-shaped clamp is

provided with a spiral slot, and connected with a
ring outside by means of a pin or screw made fast

to the inside of the outer ring.

Claim.—Tho thimble-shaped ring or clamp D,
when provided with the spiral slot C and the longi-

tudinal slot E, in combination with the ring H, for

giving to it a longitudinal motion, when constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

84,524.—John K. Wood, Alleghany City, and
David H. Speer, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Churn.—Decem-
ber 1, 1868.—To the upper portion of tho hollow hel-

ical dasher is atiixed a pipe, which projects through
the lid, and at the lower end is an enlarged outlet,

by which atmospheric air is forced into the cream.
Claim.—The vertical shatt C, -.-itli its operative

mechanisms B, B', and B^, and hollow helical dasher
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i-

C*, of the form described, with its inlet pipe C^ and
outlet C'', in combination with the frame D, when
connected to the lid A*, as described, when con-
structed, combined, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as herein described and for the purpose set

forth.

84,525.—Onofrio Abbruzzo, New York, IST.

Y.

—

Ordnance and other Fire-arms.—December 1,

1868 ; antedated November 20, 1868.—The explosive
force of the charge is caused to act upon a piston
sliding upon the barrel, and connected with and im-
parting its motion to a device moving within the
barrel, and serving, in connection with the gas that
acts directly upon the main portion of the base, to
project the ball with increased power.

Claim.—1. The provision, in a fire-arm, of a piston,

C, confined within a gun, which shall afford increased
surface for the expanding gases to act upon, and
which shall impel the projectile when the discharge
takes place, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the connected piston C and
tube C with the slit barrel A', substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The apertui-es a a', in combination with the pis-

ton C and a projectile, F, constructed and operating
in the manner and for the purpose explained.

4. The springs D, in combination with the piston
C, substantially as and for the purpose explained.

84.526.—James M. Ackerson, La Fayette, N.
J.

—

Sled Brake.—December 1, 1868.—A lever dog is

pivoted to the sled and operated through a connect-
ing rod by a lever attached to the tongue.
Claim.'—The combination of the lever dog A, con-

necting rod D, and operating lever E, said parts be-

ing constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown'aud described, and for the
purpose set forth.

84,527.—Albert B. Bean, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and J. H. Booth, same place.

—

Reversible Ratchet Feed.—December 1, 1808.—A cam
bears upon the head of the double pawl so that as
the lever is turned in one direction, one end of the
pawl will operate upon the ratchet, and, upon revers-
ing the lever, the pawl will be reversed.
Claim.—The double-ended pawl, constructed with

the head F, in combination with the lever G, having
the cam H arranged therein, so as to operate to re-

verse the action of the pawl, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

84,528.—KicHARD Beaumont and "William
Clarke, Jr., Albany, N. Y.

—

Apparatusfor Groom-
ing Horses, dbc.—December 1, 1868.—A handled gas
burner is connected by a flexible tube to a gas pipe,

and is proAuded with 'a perforated cross-head pipe,

and also with a comb, between which and the cross
head is a space for the passage of a current of cool
air.

Claim.—In combination with a handled-encased
conduct pipe. A, the cross-head pipe F, perforated
with the escape holes a a, placed as described, and
combined with the comb G-, in such a manner as to

leave the air space c between the said cross head F
and the comb G, and ail constructed and arranged
in the manner specified, for the purposes set forth.

84,529.—Byron Boaudman, Norwich, Conn.—
Handle for Files.—December 1, 1868.—A metallic

socket or furrule projects from the end of the han-
dle, into which socket a " plug" of wood is inserted,

for securing the shank of the instrument.
Claim.—Tho cylindrical ferrule B, handle A, and

plug C, when each part i.s constructed and ari-anged,

with relation to the others, to operate in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

84,530.—James Boyd, Mamaroneck, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and N. C. Gauuetson, New York
City.— Window-blind Slat Holder.—December 1,

1868.—A crank arbor is connected with the slat rod,

and ])rovided with a lever pressed against the edge
of a notched or corrugated plate, so that both the

arbor and slats will be locked in the desii-ed posi-

tion.

Claim.—Tho slat-fastening device, consisting of

the sliding-crank arbor G, held in the ears E and F,
and combined with the lever H, spring I, and
notched ridge c, all made and operating substantially
as herein shown and described.

84,531.—Frederick Bremerman, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Coupling for the Hounds and Poles of Wag-
ons.—December 1, 1868.—The segment-shaped piece
supports the weight of the liounds and tongue,
which latter is received by a hinged bed or chamber,
for the purpose of relieving the animal's neck of the
weight.
Claim.—The device composed of the segment E,

bed or chamber F, with flanges H, when constructed
and arranged substantially in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

84,532.—A. P. Bryson, Prospect, Pa.—C^wm.
—December 1, 1808.—The dasher is concave on its

under side. Its base is of polygonal form, and is

provided with a sei-ies of oblique wings for impait-
ing a rotary, reciprocating motion to the dasher.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

oblique wings a a, and concave, perforated revolv-
ing dasher. A, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

84,533.—Isaac Carey, TVarwiek, N. Y.—Water
Meter.—December 1, 1868.—A tilting measure is so
arranged in connection with valves and a water
supply and discharge tubes, as to be operated by the
gravity of the water as the latter passes through it.

Claim.—1. The tilting box B, divided into two
compartments, D D', with the boxes F F', fitted

within said compartments, and provided with valves
G G, the boxes F F' communicating with the tube
C by the pipes d d', in connection with the tilting

bars or valves 1 1', arranged in relation with the dis-

charge pipes c c', to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The mercury tubes J J', applied to the tilting

bars or valves 1 1', substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

84,534.—Alanson Carey, New York, N. Y.—
Furnace for Desulphurizing Steel and other Wire.—
December 1, 1868.—The desulphurizing chamber is

placed directly above the combustion chamber, and
the two communicate by means of valves. The door
to the oven is raised and lowered by chains, so that
when partially raised it may be turned back to a
horizontal position.

Claim

.

—1, A furnace for desulphurizing wire or
other articles or substances, constructed \\ith valve
openings between the combustion and desulphuriz-

ing chambers, whereby the heat of the luel has di-

rect access to the wire or article to be desulphurized,

substantially as described.

2. The chambers A and B, with valve ope:i^{^g8

between them, substantially as described. :j,,',

3. The door H, when the'samc is hung and opera-

ted substailtially as described.

84,535.-0. Case and D. B. Evans, Columbus,
Ohio.—Street Lamp.—Bccemher 1, 1868.—Designed
for burning benzine. A reservoir is arranged in the
frame of the lamp and surrounded by a perforated
casing, into which cold air is introduced by suitably
arranged pipes.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the reservoirB and
perforated shield B, in the frame of the lamp, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.
2. The combination, with the reservoir B, ar-

ranged within an air chamber, of the pipes F, com-
municating with the exterior of the lamp, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

84,536 John Q. Crosby, Northborough, Mass.
—Liftinq Jaci.—December 1, 1868.—The lever is

provided with rollers forming a movable fulcrum, so

as to maintain the slide or lifting bai- in a vertical

position.
Claim.—The rollers G, in combination with the

lever F, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

84,537.—Stephen Culver, Newark, N. J.—
Base-burning Stove.—December 1, 1868.—A current
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of air is supplied to the lower end of the magazine
for the purpose of cooling the same, and also to more
perfectly consume the fuel.

Claim.—1. The aii- chamber /, in shape of a frus-

tum of a cone, surrounding the magazine, and pro-

vided with air inlet passages from the base of the
stove, and a narrow throat between its lower end
and the mouth of the magazine, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. Operating the cover of the hopper, through
which the magazine is supplied, by means of the
concealed hinge, herein described, constructed and
arranged substantially as specified.

3. Communicating'to the fire grate both a rotary
and horizontal movement, by means of the divided
axle, herein described, constructed and operated as
specified.

84,538.—Henry Thomas Davis, l^evr Cross,
Great Britain.

—

Damping Trough.—December 1,

1868.—Consists of a trough or receptacle to hold a
damping brush, combinecf with an atmospheric res-

ervoir.

Claim.—An apparatus for supporting and moist-
ening the damper or brush of a letter-copying press,

when constructed and arranged substantially as

herein set forth.

84,539.—J- G-. Dreher, M. D., Pine Grove,
Ta.—Cheese C«fte/-.—December 1, 1868.—The cheese
rests upon rollers so that it may be easily turned,
and is cut by a hinged knife passing through a ra-

dial slot in the table.

Claim.—1. A cheese-cutting apparatus, consisting
of a circular or other formed table, A. provided with
the slots and rollers and a knife H, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The combination with the table of the pins D or
O, guides P, and vibrating hand pawl E, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The an-angement, with the knife, pivoted on
the stud K, of tlie guide M, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
4. The combination, with the table A and the

knife, of the stop X, when all an-anged substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

84,540.—EOLAKD S. Frame, Washington. Ohio.
—Horse Hay Forfc..—December 1. 1868.—The lifting

blades are connected to a rod which is pivoted at its

upper end to a cross lever attached to a tripping
lever.

Claim.—The levers E D, in combination with the
plates A and connecting rod B, arranged and opera-
ting as described, for the purpose specified.

84,541.—Daniel Fuller and Deloss Swain,
Oakwood, Mich.

—

Land Roller.—December 1, 1868.

—The central roller is journaled in the ends of two
levers, and independently of the outer rollers, so as

to be elevated when desirable, and allow the ma-
chine to be easily turned.
Claim.—The arrangement of the rollers C E D,

lever e, arms/ and i, "levers b b, and brake h, in the
manner set forth, and constructed and operating
substantially as specified.

84,542.—Frank H. Fuller and Oren S. Sev-
erance. South Boston, Mass.

—

Lamp-wick Tube.—
December 1, 1868.—The wick tube is lined with
isinglass, as being a non-conductor of heat, and is

designed to prevent the generation of gas.
Claim.— The combination, with the lamp-wick

tube, of isingla.ss lining, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

84,543.- Egbert Gidly, Freedom Plains, N.
Y . — Rock-drilling Machine.— December 1, 18()8.

—

The frame is so constructed as to admit of adjust-
ment to bring the drill into any desired position.
The drill has a reciprocating and also an intermit-
tent rotary motion.
Claim.—1. Tlio frame C D E F of a rock-drilling

machine, when such frame is made adjustable around
the axis of the beam C, and around the pivot g, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The legs B, pivoted by tlie pin h to the side of
the frame A, the ouj^r end of said pin having an

eye, a, in which the legs are adjusted vertically, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

3. The combiuatiou of the winged wheel I with
the up-and-down as well as with thclatorally-movable
bar M, from which latter the pins I and m project, as
set forth.

4. The up-and-down as well as the sideways-mov-
ing bar M, in combination with the lever J, spring
L, rod X, rack o, and ratchet wheel p, all made ana
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

5. Imparting an intermittent, rotary motion to the
drill shaft X, by means of the sliding pinion p, hori-

zontal rack 0, and vibrating bar M, arranged and
operating as herein shown and described.

84,544.-jr. A. Glen^-, West Middlesex, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—December 1, 1868.—The elevating
cutter is pivoted to two bars, one of which slides, so
that by moving one of tlie bars the cutter will be in
proper position for raising the hay.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement" of the elongated
draught bar A and its hook B, bar E and hook D,
with'lever G, bar F and rope H, all constracted and
operating as herein shown and described.

2. The'arrangemeut of the lever G, rope H, handle
C, pidley (Z, and slotted and curved bar F, all sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

84,545.—Albert W. Ham, Stockport, N. T.—
Shifting Jack for Carriage Thills. — December 1,

1868.—A projecting bar is attached to the axletree
by clips, and is slotted to receive the jack, so that
shafts or tongues of different widths may be readily
fitted to the vehicle.

Claim.—The forwardly-projeeting holders D D',
supporting the single-shank jacks C'C, as arranged
with the separated clips B B', as and for the purpose
described.

84,546.—Hugh Hanna, Pittsburg, Tr.—Thresh-
ing Machine.—DecemheT 1, 1868.—The cylinder is

so arranged as to be made reversible in position, to
adapt it to threshing either grain or clover, timothy,
(fee. The concave is also made adjustable toward or
from the cylinder, and the sections composing the
concave are adapted for detachment, so that their
number may be increased or diminished in order to
admit of sections bearing projections suited for spe-
cial kinds of work.

Claim.—1. A cylinder or threshing reel, B, having
beaters b b' arranged transversely in pairs, and one
beater of a paii- to project beyond its partner, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable concave C, constructed of sec-
tions or bars C, bent plates X, removable blocks n,

piojection c, plates c^, wires c\ rod J, and bolts K
Ri K^, combined and adapted to operate as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The retarding and separating roller H h, ap-
plied and operating substantially as" described.

4. The combination of tlie cylinder B. the adjust-
able concave C. the retarding roller H h, and the
feed roller F /, all aiTanged within the frame or
casing A, as herein described and represented.

84,547.—C. Hanson, Owatonna, Me.—iTarrojo.
—December 1, 1868.—The side beams are curved and
connected together by cross bars and braces, in

which are set teeth of peculiar form.
Claim.—An improved harrow frame, formed by the

combination of the curved side bars A, brace straps
B, cross bars C, teeth E, and brace straps D, with
each other, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

84,548.—Charles H. Holdredge, "Westerly,
R. I.

—

Boxfor Carriage Wheels.—Dccemhcr 1, 1868.

—The box is constructed with transverse notches or
grooves near its outer end, to receive keys or wedges,
80 as to secure the box against longitudinal move-
ment. On the inner flange is a series of wedge-
shaped projections adapted to enter corresponding
recesses in the end of the wooden hub, to prevent
the latter from turning upon the box.

Claim.—1. The box C. of uniform exterior diam-
eter, provided with the transverse notches or grooves
a, and the radial wedge-shaped projections G, Ibniied
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upon the flange E, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The box C, secured within the hub A by means
of the transverse notches a and keys h, and prevented
from turninj^ therein by means of the Avedge-shaped
projections G, fitting within recesses in the end of
said hub, subotantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the box C, wedge-shaped
projections G, and the transverse keys h with the
hub A, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

84,549.—Ophelia C. Hotchkiss, Cortlandville,
N". Y.

—

Ironing Table.—December 1, 18G8.—The bed
of the tableis formed of two tapering pieces joined
together by dowels, so that one piece can readily be
detached fi'om the other, and from the frame.

Olaim..—The combination of th^ beds a and B
with the frame c c' and dowels dd, arranged and op-
erating as and for the purposes specified.

84,550.—J. S. Houghton, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Compound for Coating the Outside Walls of Build-
ings.—Decemher 1, 18(;8.—Composed of scarlet cal-

careous paint, brown calcareous paint, oxide of iron,

mineral black, hydraulic lime, and water.
Claim.—The chemical compound, consisting of

the above-mentioned ingredients, and vai-iable pro-
portions of the same ingredients, to be applied with
a brush, for coating and coloring the exterior brick,
stone, and mortar walls of buildings, substantially
as above described.

84,551.—A. B. Johnson, Washington, Ind.—
Horse Bake.—December 1, 1868.—Adjustable stir-

rups enable the frame to be adapted to wagon
wheels of different siiies. A toothed wheel an^ a
hooked pawl serve to turn the rake head over, in
connection with a lever.

Claim.—1. Hanging the wheels B B to adjustable
stirrups, a a, fastened on the middle of tlie side
framing A, arranged as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The combination of the toothed wheel d, the
pawl h, and the lever g, arranged substantially as
and for the purpose herein described.

3. The rod h, combiued with the aiide k and the
spring TO, arranged and operating as and for the
purpose set forth.

84,552.—A. C. Kaiskr, Vienna, Mo.—Knife
Cleaner.—December 1, 18G8.—The handles of the
knives are secured to a reciprocating bed-i)late, so
as to throw the blades forward and backward, be-
tween a set of cusliioued rollers coated with some
scouring substance.

Claim-—1. The combination of the bed-plate B,
its seats &, with cushioned rollers D, when arranged
and operated substantiallv as described and set

forth.

2. The bed plate B, iu combination with the
driving shaft C, resting in adjustable pillar blocks
A', and connecting-rod attachments B^ fti b^, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,553.—Henry Kime, Marshalltown, Iowa.—
Calk Sharpener.—December 1, 18t)8.—A nib plate is

pivoted within the recess of one of the handles of
the instrument, and so arranged in relation to the
other handle that the lieel of the latter will actuate
the lever e?:teusion of tlie nib plate, so as to cut the
calk with a tapering cut.

Claim.—An instrument for ctitting off the points
of horseshoe calks, constructed substantially as
shown and described, consisting of the nib plate E,
having the lever extension d, and point /, in com-
bination with the recessed handle B, and operated
upon by the lever D, substantially as set forth.

84,554.—Martix V. B. Knowles, "Wakefield,

E,. 1.— Chalk-line J^eeL— December 1, 18G8.—

A

spring is made to wind up the chalk line when tiic^

latter has b(ien drawn out, and it is also made to
pass through a chalk receptacle for the purpose of
chalking it.

Claim.—1. The combination of the spring a. reel

X, chalk line z, and chalk bos D, through which the

line passes, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The hook, composed of the forked bar/, tongue
q, and spring v, substantially as described, and for
the purpose set forth.

84,555.—Joseph Koberle, St. Louis, Mo.—
Button.—December 1, 1868.—Folding wings, oper-
ated by suitable mechanism within the head of the
button or stud, are folded so that the button shaft
will easily pass into the button hole or other slot,

and then spread so as to prevent the return of the
wings, or release of the button, except upon proper
operation by the wearer.

Claim.—1. Unfolding and folding the wings G, by
a thumb piece B or pressure slide c, from the outer
button surface, substantially as set ibrth.

2. The lever C, operating iu the lock slot e of the
plate E by the tappet c^, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The plate E, its tappet c\ the plate /, its slots
/I, and shaft E, operating the teeth /^ and wings G,
substantially as set forth.

84,556.—Thomas Langston, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Lantern.—December 1, 1868.

Claim..—Fastening the upper and lower parts of a
lantern together by means of clasps D D, pivoted to
the flange a on the base, and working over said
flange, and over the ring d on the upper part, said
ring having the guards c c attached tliereto, and
setting inside the rim b on the flange a, substantially
as herein set forth.

84,557.— Elijah Lindsley, jSTeenah, "Wis.

—

Threshing Machine.—December 1, 18G8.—The sieve
is open at both ends, and is provided on the inside
with a number of bent teeth. Under the sieve is an
inclined board upon which the separated grain falls.

A spout, to which a reciprocating motion is im-
parted, carries off the shuck, &c.

Claim.—1. The cylindrical sieve D. provided with
bent teeth i i along its ribs, and resting on four
rollers C C, which are placed one near each end of
the two shafts B B, and one of said shafts being
turned, imparts the necessary rotary motion to the
sieve, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the frame A, sieve D, and
inclined board J, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The wind boards H H, airanged as described,

between the fan and the sieve, for the purpose of

regulating the draught to the latter, substantially as
herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the spout K, rod /, and
wheel L, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,558.—"William Lindon, l^ew Haven, Conn.—
Watch Key.—December 1, 18G8.—A spring or plate

is arranged outside of the key barrel so as'to keep it

closed when not in use.

Claim.—In combination with the key A, the plate

B, pivoted to tlie key, and bent so as to cover the bar-

rel, and arranged thereon so as to be turned to and
from the barrel, as and for the purpose specified.

84,559. — Abraham W. Lozier, New York.
N. Y.—Uorse Hay jPorA;.—December 1, 1868.—To
the main bar are secured two curved tines of dif-

ferent lengths, and a straight tine, wliich latter is

retained in place while tlie fork is being elevated !)y

a sjn'ing catch ; and is also provided with slots and
a plate, which act as a gauge to regultite the quan-
tity of hay to be taken up, according to the power
used.

Claim.—1. The combinatien and arrangenicnt,
with the bar A and rigid tine B, of the movable
tine C and tripping lever E, the avIioIb constructed
and operating substantially as described, and for

the pur[)ose .set forth.
2. The horizontal bar A, rigid tine B, movable

tine C, and tripping lever E, in coral)ination with
tlie lever handle F, the whole constructed and oper-

ating substantially as described.
3. The combination of the bar A and tines B nnd

C with the supplementary tine D, for holding the
load of hay with greater security, substanliaily as

described, and for the purpose specified.
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4. So constructing: the snpplementarr tino D that

it may be used as a gauge for taking up the desired
j

quantity of haj, substantially as described and speci-

fied.

5. The projecting pirot/, in combination -with the
tine C and bar A, substantially as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

84, 560.—ABRAHA5I "W. LoziER, Xew York, N.
Y.—Hay Loader.—December 1, 18'18.—The crane
is secured to an upright, and has attached to it a
hinged arm, on the midcr side of which is secured a
plate Tvhich turns on a pivot, and is held between
two catches, by detaching one of "which latter, the
crane is allowed to swing'around.
Claim.—1. The combination, Avith the upright

standard A, of the arm B, connecting arm C, and
the hook F, tlie whole constructed and operating
substantially as described.

2. The combination, with the upright standard A
and arm B. provided with the arm C, of the mechan-
ism for holding the arm in place on and releasing it

from the upright while loading and discharging the
load, substautially as dcscribecl and specified.

3. The combination, with the upright A, and the
arms, constructed substantially as described, of the
pin-clevis wheel, for elevatin"- the load, substan-
tially as described and specified.

84,561.—Louis P. Laxnay, Indianapolis, Ind.,

and William F. Parks, Baltimore, Md.

—

Com-
bined Bristle Washiiiq and Combing Machine.—
December!, 1868.—Eolatesto an improvement upon
a machine patented to L. F. Lannay, May 19, 1863,

and consists in combining therewith a combing ap-
paratus, whereby the two operations of combing
and washing may be accomplished at once.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the washing
apparatus A C, of the combs E, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.
,2. The combination of the same, when the combs
are arranged to have the longitudinal and oscillatory
movements, or either separately, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the reciprocating frame
A, of the pawl lever O, pawl X, wheel M, levers H
Gr, and the combs, all substantially as and for the
purpose described.

4. The combination, with the combs E, of the
arms S, and springs E, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

84,562.—Wesley Malick, Tidioute, Va.—Ma-
chine for Pointing HooJcs, Staples, d-c.—December 1,

1868.—The rollers are provided respectively with a
male and female die. The unfinished staples are
placed in the hopper so that the bow end shall pass
through the same first, when they ai-e dra-nm between
the rollers and finished.

Claim.—The frames M M and F, the sliding boxes
L L, and the set screws ZST X, in combination with
the wheels E and C, the rollers D^ and D^, the ad-
justable hopper A, and the male and female dies H
and P, when, the- same are constructed and arranged
as describfedi and in the aforesaid comljinatiou.

,v 84,11*63.—George "W. Marsh, Clinton, IST. C—
•ePZow.-—December 1, 1868.—The upper portion of tlie

moldboard is dispensed with so as to admit of the
application of a harrow attachment.
Claim.—The combination, with a plow A, of a

-harrov.' attachment, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein described and represented.

(84,564.—LuciEXE G.'Matthews, Xew Albany,
Ind.

—

Book Binding.—December 1, 1868.—To one
side of the back is attached a paper tuck to receive
blank paper or pages of a book.

> Claim.—The combination of the book A with the
cover B, when the same are connected together by
one or more pockets and tucks, substantiaUy as and
for the purpose described.

84,565.—Edmond P. McCarthy and -Tames
JOHKSTON, San Francisco, Cal.-JlncAor.—Decem-
ber 1, 1868.—Two sets of arms and flutes are ar-
ranged at right angles to each other, and in the
center of one of the arms is foi-med a cam, operated

42 P—^VOL.'U

by the other arms, so that when the strain is applied
to the cable, and one of tlie flukes enters the bottom,
it causes the others to enter also.

Claim.—Tha arm G, having the cam I, in combi-
nation with the arm D, with "its flukes J J, and the
projections c c, or an equivalent device, operating
tlie arm G by means of the cam, the whole con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein de-

scribed.

84,566.—Isaac M. Milbank, Greenfield Hill,

Conn.— Breech-loading Fire-arm.—December 1,

1868.—The object is to cock the hammer as a pre-

liminary operation in opening the breech, and to

effect the opening of the breech by a continuation
of the motion that cocked the hammer. The trigger
is locked so that the piece cannot be accidentally
discharged, and the hammer is used as a means for

locking the breech block in place.

Claim.—1. The lever g, actuating the firing pin
as the breech is opened, in combination with the
sliding hammer and bolt, substantially as and for the
pm'poses set forth.

2. The movable block m, in combination with the
hammer h. bolt h', and spring k, as and for the piu'-

poses set forth.

3. The trigger lock, formed of the spring t',

swinging block t, and projection u, in combination
with the trigger d, for the pm-poses and as set forth.

84, 567.—Jaiies Moody, Harwich, Mass.—
TTag'onJ'ac^-.—December 1, 1868.

Claim.—The wagon-jack,constructed as described,
of the base block a"^, parallel side bars a^, provided
with vertical slots, and carrying the notched block
6', the intermediate parallel bars B, slotted verti-

cally, the interior parallel bars C, having the curved
slots, the fixed pin E, sliding pin F, and lever D.
all operating as described, whereby, as the bars B
C and pin F are raised by the depression of the
lever, the bars C are thrown rearward, locking the
lever D in position, for the purpose specified.

84, 568.—Q. R. Moor, Peter Moor, and E. L.
Patrick, Forest Hill, lud.

—

Corn Planter.—^Decem-
ber 1, 1868.—The parts are so arranged as that two
rows of corn can be planted at the same time, and
the machine is easily adjusted to suit any kind of

ground or depth of plowing desu-ed.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the boxes E E.

grain boxes F F, and tlie sUdes G G. all constructed
as described, and operating substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

2. The wheels H H, constracted as described and
held on the diiving wheels B B by means of the
slotted blocks I I, and provided with a series of
rounded blocks, J J, on their inner sides, for the
purpose of operating the slides G G, substantially

as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the lever n, rods m m, and
springs 1 1, for the purpose of throwing the slides

G G In and out of gear, to be operated or not by
the wheels H H, as may be desired, substantially as
herein set forth.

84,569.—Thomas J. Murphy, Eochester, X. Y.—Automatic Gate.—December 1, 1868 ; antedated
Xovember 18, 1868.—The gates ar« opened and
closed by the weight of a vehicle, the front wheels
of which pass over levers operating to raise and
lower slides on which the gates are hung.
Claim.—1. The swinging lever E, in combination

with the slide D, elbow levers C, rod B, and lever A,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The swinging lever E. in combination with
loops F H, elbow ievors G I X, rods K M, and levers

L O, substantially a.s and for the purpose described.

84,570.—Daniel Xeff, Amsterdam, X. Y.—
Boad Hcrapcr.—December ] , 1868.—The edge of the
scraper is made to conform to the surface of the
ground over which it is moving without regard to

the position of the carnage or axle by which the

scrai)cr is drawn.
Claim.—The self-adju-sting reach, having a swiv-

elled metal bolt embedded horizontally therein, to be
used as a connection for and in combination with
a flcraper, d d d, and carriage a a a a, constructed
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substantially the same as descMbed iu the foregoing
specification.

84,571.—James Nevison, Morgan, Ohio.—Com
Dropper.—^December 1, 1868.—The case is attached
to a sack wMch is secured to the Tvaist by the ope-
rator, and by pushing the slide a certain number of
seeds will drop into the hand.

Claim.—The case A, slide C, springs G-, as an-anged
in combination with the sack or bag I, as and for

the purpose specified.

84,572.—Solomon Oppenheimee, Peru, Ind.—
Milk Pail.—^December 1, 1868; antedated November
30, 1868.—A yalve on the lower part of the hopper
is kept open by a lever operated by a rod as the lat-

ter rests on the ground. In case the j)ail is upset,
the valve is automatically closed so that no milk can
escape.
Claim—1. The lever C, having movable swivel

hinges, as shown at L, for the purpose specified.

2. The rod O, when constructed as shown, having
shoulder z and cap x, for the purpose shown and ex-
plained.

3. A handle on the milk pail, for the rod to pass
through, having a pipe connected with it, in a man-
ner as shown.

4. The combination of all the above described
parts, when constructed as shown, and used and ap-

plied on a milk paU.

84,573.—William B. Pardee, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Top Prop for Carriages.—December 1, 1868.

—A sleeve is placed over the bolt, and over this the
brace, so as to bind the parts firmly together. The
form of the head prevents the bolt from turning
while the nut is being screwed down.

Claim.—1. A top-prop bolt, constnicted with the
T-shaped head D, so as to be secured upon the bow
by the ends of the said T, substantially as set

forth.

2. In a top-prop, in which a sleeve, E, is passed
over the bolt, the nut F, ai-ranged so as to secure
the parts substantially in the manner and for tlio

purpose specified.

84,574.—Edward Payne, London, England, as-

signor to himself, and Edward Chaplin, Montreal,
Canada.

—

Composition for Cattle Food.—December
1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The improved composition for cattle

food, by mixing refuse of grain, either before or af-

ter distillation, or other pulp, the residuum of analo-
gous processes, with linseed meal, pease meal, bran,
or other farinaceous and aromatic substances, sub-
statially in the manner and proportions described.

2. The use of the refuse matter, when treated in
the same manner, but without the addition of the
other substances.

84,575.—S. G. Peabody, Champaign, Jl].—Cul-
tivator.—December 1, 1868.—To a swiveled shaft or
arm, near one wheel, is attached a geared segment
which meshes witli a similar segment upon another
swiveled shaft, so arranged that by moving the rear
ends of the beam in either direction tlie direction of
the wheels will be instantly changed.

Claim.—1^_ An arrangement of mechanism by
means of which the direction of the wheels F may-
be changed by the lateral movement of the plow
beams H, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the bushes or tubes C,

swiveled shaft or axle E, gear wheels or segments
of gear wheels J K, and swiveled shaft G-, with each
other, and with the wheel F, cross-bar B, and plow
beams H, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

84,570.—George Phillips, Cadet, Mo.—Rock
DniZ.-December 1, 1868.—The drill is actuated by
a cylinder and uiston in which steam or compressed
air is eraployeu, in combination with devices for

controlling and regulating the operation of the drill.

Claim.—I. The slide bar H, with its diagonal slot

a, and the lever V, with a slotted head, P, both con-

structed and operated substantially as shown and
described, in combination with the Btud n, for the

Eurpose of operating the valve of a drilling machine
y the piston rod of the same, all as set forth.
"

2. The ratchet pinion O, in combination with the
ratchet rod M, slide plate H, lever V, and piston rod
F, of a drilling machine, all operating substantially
as shown and described, to rotate the drill G of a
drilling machine, in the manner set forth.

3. The projections h and a, of the plates I tmd. N,
substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose of forming guides for the guide rod L', all

as set forth.

4. The plate I and uprights U U of a drilling ma-
chine, in combination with the cylinder A of the
same, substantially as and for the purpose shown
and described. »

84,577.—Jonathan Pickering, Stockton-on-
Tees, England.

—

Apparatus for liaising Weights.—
December 1, 1868.—On one side of a chain pulley is

fixed a crank pin or eccentric having a toothed
wheel which revolves loosely upon the said crank
pin, and is made to revolve with the chain pulley
also. The toothed wheel is surrounded by two in-

ternal-toothed wheels of the size of the orbit of the
former, and provided with one or more teeth dif-

ferent in number. One of the said orbit wheels is

fixed to the framework and the other is loose upon
the axle.

Claim.—1. An apparatus for raising weights and
for other purposes, consisting of a frame, h, having
mounted therein, on an axle or shaft, i, a chain pul-
ley, c, provided with an eccentric or pin, e, having
a planet wheel, d, thereon, gearing into and rotated
by a stationary wheel, /, and also gearing into and
tui'ning a loose wheel, g, the stationary wheel acting
as a fulcrum for the planet wheel in giving motion
to the loose wlieel, all constructed and arranged to
operate as herein described.

2. The chain pulley c, with its eccentric, e, having
mounted thereon a planet wheel, d, in combination
Avith a fixed wheel, /. or their equivalents, for giving
motion to a loose wheel, g, or its equivalent, when
constructed and arranged to operate as herein de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

84,578.

—

Joseph H. Eaynaed, Lynn, Mass.—
Machine for Manufacturing Parceling.—December
1, 1868.—The tank is divided at or near its center
by a traiisverse movable partition or slide, so as to

be raised or lowered as occasion requires.
Claim.—1. In the manufacture of parceling or

tarred-canvas covering for ropes, seams, (fcc, in ves-

sels, tlie employment of a macliine, substantially as
herein described ; that is to say, consisting of cut-

ting and drawing and pressure rolls, in combination
with an interposed tank for the tar in which the ma-
terial is immersed, and bobbins or spools upon
which the prepared canvas is wound in rolls, the
said parts being constructed and arranged for joint

operation, as shown and set forth.

2. The combination of the tank c and slide n, con-
structed as described, with the pressure and cutting
rolls, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

84,579.—L. G. EiCE, Montague, Mass.—Deuice
for Measunng Skirts.—December 1, 1868.—A skele-

ton frame is enveloped with a covering in the form
of a skirt, and adjusted to a position eoiTesi>ond-
ing to the height of tlie waist of a person to be
fitted.

Claim.—The combination of the cords I, or equiv-
alent, the spring F, and hoop H. with the base B,
frame A, and cover G, whereby, as the waist E is

adjusted upon the frame, the tension of the cover is

preserved, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

84,580.-Sarah Rueger, Kansas City, Mo.—
Mammalial Liniment.—December 1, 1868.—Com-
posed of tea and whislcy boiled in water, and after

being strained the decoction is again boiled down.
Claim.—The combination of the materials in the

proportions and in the manner herein described, and
for the purpose set fortli.

84,581.—Hiram Russell and Myron S. Ful-
f.ER, Nashville, Mich.—Spring Bed Bottom:—De-
cember 1, 1868.—The bed-bottom slats are hung on
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elastic bands, so that they may be free to turn, tbe
bands beina fiistoncd by screivs or nails.

O^aiiTi.—Tlie.iourual'slats A supported in bearing
blocks b, in combination Avith the elastic webbing w,
and recesses and keys D in the cross-bars C, sub-
stantially as and for the pui-posc specified.

84,582.—WilliAil H. Salisbury, La\n-ence,
Mass.— Process for the Preparation of Woolen
Cloths for Dyeing.—Decemhcr 1, 1868.—The cloth

is ^vound' upon two cylinders, placed at a short dis-

tance apart and covered with water heated to the
proper temperature, or exposed to steam.
Claim.—In the preparation of cloth for dyeing by

boiling, the exposure of both surfaces of tlie cloth,

while in a state of tension and submerged in a suit-

able vessel, freely and equally to the action of boil-

ing water or steam, in the manner above described,
or by any eijuivalent means of producing that result.

84,583.-HoBERT Saylou and Eli T. Rhodes,
Marshall, Mich. — Anvil for Forming Horseshoe
Calks.—December 1, 186S.—In a steel-faced plate is

sunk a vertical groove, and the faces on each side

of the groove are inclined, so as to give the proper
tiiper to the inner sides of the calk when the horse-
shoe is placed within the groove.

Claim.—The double-inclined anvil plate A, hav-
ing a transverse groove and slot, e, in combination
with the standard B, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

84,584. — Thomas Sargeakt. Williamsburg,
jS". Y.-^Stair .ffocZ.—December 1, 1868.—The rod is

held rfnollow sockets by a movable knob and bayo-
net fastening.

Claim.—The fastening device, consisting of the
slotted socket C and the movable knob G, having its

pin h, in combination with the stair rod A and
socket B, all arranged as described, for the purpose
Bpecified.

84,585.—J. B. Sargext, 'Se^;- Haven, Conn.—
BUnd /S'topic.—December 1, 1868.

Claim.—As an improved ai-ticle of manufacture,
the herein-described staple, constructed with the
corrugations extending from or near the base of the
point /, and increasing in depth, and so as to spread
the metal fi'om the point, and with or without the in-

dentation d, as set forth and described.

84,586.—Joseph Shackletok, Kahway, K J.—Steam Exhaust Regulator.—December 1," 1868.

—

The valve is adjusted to the pressure of the steam by
compressing or relaxing the spring held within the
tube, by means of a disk secm-ed to the end of the
spindle', the object being to utilize the exhaust
steam.

Claim.—The arrangement of the valve D with its

conical cup-seat C, the stem E, cap F, projection G-,

tube H, spring I, disk J, screw K, and check-nut L,
substantially as herein set forth.

84,587.—George V. Sloat, Morrisania, K". Y.— Boiler-flue Cleaner.— December 1, 1868. — Con-
sists of a set of tools adapted by their particular
shape to operate on the scale deposited on diflferent

parts of the flue, and on flues in different situations.
Claim.—The chipping head A, with one or more

cutting edges B, on either side of head B, when ar-
ranged in reference to the shank C and cross-piece
D, substantiallY as described.

84,588.—A. B. SriES, Sterling, 111., assignor to
JoH^' K. JouKXEY, same place.—OuZfica^or.—De-
cember 1, 18C8.—An arrangement of devices for fa-

cilitating the lateral movement of the plow beams,
SJid raising them from the gi'ound.
Claim.—1. Connecting the frame E to the axle A

by means of the roller I, link n, yoke J, and clevis
c, all arranged as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The lever K. applied to the frame E and axle A,
in the manner substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The curved bar L, attached to the axle A,
swivel pulley M, clevis e, rope or chain N, and bar
O. all oxiiibined and arranged to operate in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,589.—Jonathan Spuague, Ann Arbor, and
Alva T. Hill, Pontiac, 'Mich.—Seicing 2Iachinc.—
December 1, 1868.—The needle holder is so arrangetl
as to be vibrated automatical] v, to change the posi-

tion of the needle at each downward motion, in
order to adapt the machine to button hole stitching,
felling, &c.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with the sliding
holder b, of the vibrating lever e, slide ?, and cam-
grooved plate /, provided with the spring K, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the cam-grooved plate/,
of the elliptical spring K, substantially as and for

the purpose described. .

84,590.—Thomas Starr, Xew Lisbon, Ohio.—
Animal Poioer.—December 1, 1868.—Designed for

operating churns, grindstones, and for similar do-

mestic piirposes, and is made adjustable to adapt it

for animals of different weights and sizes.

Claim.—1. The web C, consisting of the .strips or
belts r, having the slats h, and beveled blocks in

connected thereto, and arranged as described.
2. Adjusting the rear end of the frame B verti-

cally, by changing the position of its supporting pin
in the 'holes C of the frame A, substantially as
herein described, for the purpose of giving any de-
sired incline to the web C, as set forth.

3. The adjustable roller h, and notches o, of the
frame B, when constructed and ai-ranged substan-
tially as described, to compensate for the stretching
of the web C, as set forth.

84,591.—Canceled.

84,592.—William Tell Street. Frankford,
Pa. —Life Line for Sea Bathing.—December 1,

1868.—A series of lines is suspencled from stays at-

tached at one end to masts and at the other end to
anchors, for the use and safety of bathers.

Claim.—The combination of the masts A, gaffs D,
stays G, life lines J, piles H, and anchors and buoys
I K, either or both, and cork lines L M, with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

84,593. —Robert Taylor and Frederick
Strow, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Molding
Pots and Crw^'&Ze.?-December 1, 1868.—The vertical

bar to which the former is attached is made to slide

in guides, to which latter a horizontal motion is im-
parted by means of a rack and lever. The motion
of the sliding bar and horizontal slides is limited by
means of adjustable collars.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein described, of

the rack and pinion with the vertical and horizontal
slides, and their adjustable collars, all in relative

connection with the rotating mold, substantiaDy as

shown and set forth.

84,594.—Francis Van Doren, Adrian, Mich.—Corn Planter.—December 1, 1668.—An adjustable
slide in the seed chamber enables the latter to be
made larger or smaller to accommodate a greater or
less quantity of seed to be dropped from the hopper
of a hand seed planter when it is deposited in the
ground by a plunger.
Claim.—The recessed shuttle E, in combination

with the adjustable slide a, seed chamber C, and
plunger A, all constructed in the manner substan-
tially as set forth and described.

84,595.—Francis Van Doren, Adrian, Mich.—Shingle ^tooL—December 1, 1868.—Four wheels
provided with sharp teeth are attached to bars of
unequal length for each two wheels, and provided
with a seat, to form a wheeled stool for a workman
to sit upon while laying shingles upon a roof.

Claim.—The combination of the seat S, the metal-
lic bars m n, bent to form legs of unequal length, and
the four sen-ated wheels a a' b b', all constructed, ar-

ranged, and employed in the manner and for the
purpose herein specified.

84,596.—William M. Warren and Charles
A. Warren, Watertown, Conn., assignors to the
Warren Manufacturing Company, same place.—
Sash Fastener. — December 1, 1868. -- A toothed
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pinion in the windo-w case meshes in a rack secured
to the window sash, and is fastened by a pin pro-
vided with trunnions, which work in helical slots in
a tube tlirongh which the locking- pin passes. A de-
tachable winding- apparatus is also used Avhen neces-
sary to set the pinions in balancing the sash.

Olaim.—1. The combination, with the locking
pinion C, of the locking- pin F, arranged to be with-
di-awn, and held by means of inclined grooves K and
L, when a rotary moyemcnt is communicated to it,

as arranged and shown, and for the pui'pose de-
scribed.

2. The combination, with a spring-actuated bal-

ancing pinion for sash fastening, of a detachable
winding appiu-atus, with its hook D, pin Q, and
frame, arranged as and for the purpose described.

84,597.—Le Eoy B. Wheeler, Madison,TVis.—
Washing Maddne.—December 1, 1868.—The surface
of the cylinder is composed of a series of triangular
pieces or stops, with one side smaller than the other,
and is used in connection with a set of rollers in a
lunged band resting on the cylinder, and provided
with a string and button for holding and alternating
the clothes.

Claim.—The cylinder P, with the stops or trian-

gular pieces a h", constructed as described, and pro-
vided with a string and button, for holding and
alternating the clothes, so as to wash them on both
sides, in combination with the concave or rollers E
E, all constructed, arranged, and operated in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

84,598.—Luke "Wheelock, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Winchester Eepeating Arms Com-
pany, same place.

—

Magazine Fire-arm.—December
1, 1868.—An auxiliary sear is so arranged that when
the trigger guard is depressed, it will catch the
hammer when at full cock, and be thrown out from
the hammer when the guard is returned to its place

;

but while the same is supporting the hammer, the
principal sear cannot release the hammer, and can
only do so when the auxiliary sear is removed by the
retui-n of the guard.

Claim.—The auxiliary sear d, combined with the
hammer and trigger guard, and principal sear, so as
to operate substantially in the manner herein set
forth.

84,599. —Mn.TON D. Whipple, Cambridge,
Vias,^.—Felting DTate.-December 1, 1868.—A flat

circular piece of felting material is shaped into a hat
form by means of a former, which is gradually forced
into a mold, while the rim is at the same time pro-
perly formed by being passed between two con-
densing rollers and two manipulators, so as to lu-

bricate and compact together the felting fibers.

Claim.—1. The process herein described of form-
ing hats, by felting the same into proper shape from
a flat circular piece of suitable material, by a con-
tinuous automatic operation, substantially as set
forth.

2. The combination of the manipulators r r' with
the conical rollers, as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the conical rollers, of
the mold h and movable disk c, substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

4. The combination of the disk c, rod e, and spring
e' with the cam /, substantially^ and for the pm*-
pose described.

84,«00.—August Wilhelms, St. Petersburgh,
Eussia.

—

Chimney.—December 1, 1868.—The"rec-
tificator" consists of a central portion of cylindrical
form with an upper and lower part of a double con-
ical form, and inclosing the upper end of a tube pro-
vided with curved arras which support a biconical
deflector ; the object being to cause tlie consumption
of smoke in furnaces and fire chambers.

Claim.—The rectificator A, with the biconical de-
flector C at the loniver part of the chimney, in con-
nection with the deflector F and spherical frame E,
covered with an iron grating d on the top of the
chimney, all constructed and arranged substantitdly
as and for the purpose set forth.

84,601.—Alonzo S. Woodward, Peppcrell,
Mass.— TFasron JJw6.—December 1, 1868.—The hub

is made of cast metal, in three parts, held together
by longitudinal bolts.

Claim.—1. The hollow cast metal hub, composed
of the parts A, C, and B, the latter having the box
cast thereon, and the whole fitted togetlier as de-
scribed, and held by bolts a, all as set forth.

2. The packing rings e and/, and packing strips
k, substantiailly as described, in combination with
the hollow cast metal liub, as above set forth.

3. The part B of the hub, provided with the in-

clined lubricating hole n, when said hole is closed
by the perforated cap p and the elastic packing
disk q, as herein described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

84,603.—Albert F. Yardell, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Fropxdsion of FesseZ-s.—December 1, 1868.—

A

box or tank loaded with freight or ballast is sus-

pended above the keelson, so that the action of the
ship as it is pitched by the sea will impart motion to
the box and actuate a propeller suitably attached to
the stern of the vessel.

Claim.—1. The bar or tank C, capable of contain-
ing cargo, arranged and operating substantially as
described, for the pm-pose of communicating motion
to the propeller of a vessel.

2. In combination with the tank C, the rod I, seg-
ment J, pinion K, gears L L* L^, ratchets P, and
pawls P', arranged and operating substantially as
described, to give a rotary motion to the shaft M.

3. Interposing a coiled spring, S, between the
power shaft and the propeller shaft, for the purpose
of equalizing or continuing the action of the power
upon the propeller, substantially as described.

84,603.—Charles W, Aikest, Decatur, Dl.—
Wagon Seat.—December 1, 1868.—The springs in-

cline toward and meet at the center, then- inner
ends being formed of wedge-shaped blocks, which
are secured to slotted beams by means of bolts, so as
to be readily adjusted to wagons of diflereut sizes.

Claim.—1. The springs C, with triangular blocks
c formed at their lower ends, in combination with a
wagon seat, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
2. The device for adjusting a wagon seat to any

sized wagon, consisting of the slotted beams D,
bolts b, nuts e, and side pieces Ej> substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

84,604.—J. M. Allison, Cranberry, Ta.—Corn
Planter.—December 1, 1868.—The machine is so

constructed as to plant three or four rows of corn at

the same time.

Claim.—A corn planter having mai-king plows A,
rollers B, D, and E, with pins «, covering plows b,

castors c, lever d, rods e and g, and their duplicates,

as described, and springs and pins h, operating with
slides at the bottoms of the seed-boxes, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as

herein specified.

84,605.—William Baxter, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to himself and William D. Eussell, same
place.— Wrench.—December 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. An adjustable S-wrench, composed of

two parts, mortised and tenoned together in the
manner and for the purposes described.

2. The combination, Avith the two mortised and
tenoned parts of the S-wrench, of a right and left-

hand screw, and thumb-piece to operate it, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. 'The construction and combination of the two
parts composing the S-wrench, each being provided
with u tenon and mortise, arranged on opposite ends,

so that the plane of movement of the two parts shidl

be in the direction of the length of the wrench, and
at right angles or transversely to the jaws, as set

forth.

4. The combination, in an adjustable S-Avreuch,
as described, of scales upon the divided Avrench
shank, with the right and left-hand scroAV and
thumb-piece, an-anged within a recess formed in the
tAVo parts of the said shank, as and for the purposes
tet forth.

5. The tenons formed upon and at right angles to

the inner jaAvs, in combination Avith the correspond-
ing mortises iu the heads of the outer jaAVS, substau-
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tiallv as and for the pnrposes herein shown and set

forth.

6. The constmction and airangcment of the larger
and smaller jaws of the wrench, so that, when the
smaller jaws arc completely closed, the larger will be
open to the masimnm extent of the former, as and
for the pnrposes set forth.

7. The formation of the mortise and tenon in the
body of the divided shank of an adjustable wrench,
and'upon that side of the division line between the
two pai'ts of the shank nearest the jaws, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

84,606—SiGiSMUXD Beer, New York, >T. Y.—
Mode of Preventing the Counterfeiting of Bank
Xnte^, cC-c.—December 1, 1SG8.—The material is first

made inimitable by the use of surface plates on
which designs have been, in whole or in part, pro-
duced by nature, in the structural formation of the
fiber of plants, as a piece of grained walnut, ash,
&c, cut of the size of the note wanted.
Claim.—Making a bank note or other printed art-

icle inimitable, substantially in the manner and by
the means described.

84,607.—George W. Blake, Xew Yort, X. Y.—Steam Generator.—December 1. 1868.—At the end
of a series of tubes, which are bent at a right angle,
or nearly so. arc arranged chambers, by which inter-
mediate'joints are dispensed with and' increased fa-

ciUty afforded for the contraction and expansion of
the tubes.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the hollow headers
G and F with the pipes M, bent as described.

2. The hollow headers G and F, of corrugated
construction on theii- sides,to admit of the alternate
triangular arrangement of the pipes, and to form a
close joint with the adjacent header, as shown and
described.

84,608.—G-eorge TV. Blake, Xew York, IST. Y.
Yentilation.—December 1, 1868.—Each of the sep-
arate room flues is provided with a radiator, so that
each room shall have an independent supply of
heated air separately heated.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of radiators within
the room flues, substantially as and for the purpose
or purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the fresh air shaft, and
radiators arranged within the room flues, as de-
scribed, of a valve, operating automatically, to pre-
yent an upward current being established through
said shaft, but freely admitting of a downward one
through the same, essentially as specified.

84,609.—LoLTS Brauer, Washington, D. C—
Apparatus for 2Iaking Extracts and Decoctions from
Coffee and other Svbsta^ices.—DQccmhcv 1. 1868.—
"Water is introduced into the outer chaml)er through
a funnel-shaped tube, and, as it becomes heated,
passes up through a central tube upon the coffee or
other substance in the upper chamber, and thence
into the lower chamber.

Claim-.—1. The apparatus herein described, com-
iwsed of the two vessels a and ?), the outer vessel a,
surrounding the bottom and sides, or lower portion,
of the vessel b. substantially as described.

2. The vessels a and b, united by means of flanges
or their equivalent, so as to bo united or detached at
will, substantially as described.

.3. The funnel-shaped mouth piece 7i, with closely
fitting stopper, in combination with the vessels a
and b, snbstantiaUy as described.

84,610.-^1AMES A. Caldwell, Horseheads, lliT.

Y.—Corn Sheller.—Deeemher 1, 1868.—A toothed
drum with a convex surface is arranged within a
toothed concave sectional shell, below wliich is sus-
pended a vibrating sieve. Springs are placed be-
tween portions of' the concave, to admit of their
yielding to large-sized ears of corn.

Claim.—The corn shollcr, as composed of the
drum F, with convex surface and armed with teeth ;

the concave sectional shell K', K^ K'". al.so armed
with teeth, and perforated between the teeth; the
springs s s ,- the sieve T T, with the attachment for
shaking the same : the fan P ; all constructed for the
purpose as specified.

84,611.—Isaac H. Chappell and James Mont-
gomery, Decatur. 111.—Cultivator.—Deeem.]ier 1,

1868.—The draught pole is pivoted laterally on a pin
passing throngh'a slot in the seat bar. so as to allow
of a lateral niovement of the plow frame, while a
horizontal movement is also given to it bv the said
slot.

Claim.—1. A cidtivator, the draught pole and
plow frame of which ai'e pivoted on the seat bar,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The attachment of the draucbt pole to the seat

bar by means of the pin a pivoted in slot c and nut
d, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

84,612.—Felix Chillixgwortii, Springfield,

Mass.

—

Scabbard for Troiccl ^ai/o/icf.-Decrraber 1,

1868.—The scabbard is provided with a spring for

closing its mouth, to exclude raia and snow.
Claim.—A scabbard for trowel-shaped bayonets,

constructed and arranged as described.

84,613.—Isaac H. Clark, Boston, Mass.—J.^-
plication of Carbonic Acid in Fire Engines.—De
cember 1, 1863 ; antedated ZSTovember 27, 1868.

Claim,.—1. Combining with the discharge water
of a force pump or fire engine a stream, jet. or flow
dgG of carbonic acid gas, for the pm'pose and to pro
duce resiilts before stated.

2. As one mode of producing and applying the
said gas, the employment of the fiu-nace constructed
as before explained', and combined with the au- pump
and discharge water of the engine, essentially as
herein shown and described.

3. The combination with a force pump or engine,

otherwise of ordinary or well-known construction,

of an air pump for introducing or ejecting Cfa-bonic

acid gas into the discharge water of such engine
after such water may have left the pump cyliudcr.?.

or the purposes substantially as before explained.

84,614.—Samuel H. Halstead, Godfrey, 111.,

administrator of the estate of Jesse E. Clough, de-

ceased.

—

Wiiurmill.—'Decemhev 1, 1868.—The vanes
are so constructed as to cause the wing to act twice
upon each one, first upon impact against the outer
faces, and then upon the inner faces on the side of

the wheel opposite the place of entrance.
Claim-.—The triangidar vanes L, arranged sub

stantially as described, so that their narrow faces,

P, are exposed to the direct action of the ^vind on
entering the wheel, and the adjoining faces. Q. arc
exposed to its action when leaving the wheel.

84,615.—Joseph Crampton, ISTew York, IST. Y.
—Steam Engine Valve Gear.—^December 1, 1868.

—

The yalve geai- is attached to a reversing arm or
lever, arranged, in swinging it, to cross to opposite
sides of the cj'lindcr tninuions, so that, as the said

lever is thrown to one side or the other, the valvo
is shifted to reverse the action of the engine.

Claim.—Tho combination of the reversing lever

G, link F, and valve-operating beam E. the whole
arranged relatively to each other, and to the cylinder
trunnion and yalve, substantially as antl for tlie pur-

pose herein specified.

84,616.—Silas Crispin, ISTew York, X. Y.—
Cartridge ^ox.—December 1, 1868.—The carrier

block is detachable, and perforated above and be-

low for the reception of cartridres, so as to be in-

verted when the first tier of cartridges is exliausted,

and is provided with a leather flap to hold the car-

tridges in place. The ends of the block are si-p-

ported upon ledges or battens in the corners of the

box.
Claim.—1. The removable carrier block B, v^l; ^n

provided with its own flap, and adapted to fit .;a

outer case or cartridge box, substantially as i;nd

for the purposes described.
2. In combination with the cartridge-carrier block

B and the outer ease or cartridge box, the ledges or

battens a', applied in the manner and for the purpose
described.

84,617.-TV. IT. De Valix, Sacramento. Cal.—
Steam. Gas, and Water Stop Coc/j.—December 1.

1868.—Designed to allow the valve ami other work-
ing parts to accommodate themselves to the wear in
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the direction of the pressure, without cramping or
interfering with each other.

Claim.—1. In a stop-cock, in which the yalve or
plug is arranged within the case, in the manner de-

scribed, the combination of the valve with a discon-
nected flanged ralve stem, having its seat or bear-
ing against the cap by which the valve chamber is

closed, and held in place by means of a handle, ar-

rano-ed and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed.
2. The combination and arrangement of the valve

stem and cap for closing the valve chamber, with the
handle for operating the stem, and the cap and spring
for retaining the handle in place, and holding said
stem up in its seat, substantially as herein specified.

3. A stop cock, such as described, having the
valve stem, formed in two parts, hinged together
above the point where the stem bears or fits against
the cap, for closing the valve chamber.

4. The recessed and grooved handle and knob, and
the flanged or winged cap, in combination with the
valve-operating stem, said parts being constructed
and arranged to operate, as herein shown and spe-
cified.

S4,618.—Jean Charles Deouhaed and Adol-
PHE Lewis RoYi;, New York, N. T.—Ta&^e.—De-
cember 1, 1868.—The table is so constructed as to be
made convertible at pleasure into a center table,

two console tables, or two card tables.

Claim.—1. The divided center pillar C, so con-
structed and combined with the legs a as to form the
central support of a center table, one of the three
legs of two console tables, and two of the four legs
of two cai-d tables, substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the jointed brace G-, hinged
arms d', fixed legs a a, and movable legs or divisions
c c, of the divided center pillar, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

84,619.—Samuel S. Elder, Springfield, EI.—
Churn.—December 1, 1868.— The agitators are so
l)laced upon the arms as to cause theii' greatest sui--

face to strike forcibly upon the cream.
Claim.—1. The within-described construction and

arrangement of agitators E.
2. The combination of the diiving mechanism, ar-

ranged as described, with the agitators F and C.

84,620. — "W. L. Eppeeson, Louisville, Ky.—
Mortising Machine. — December 1, 1868. — An in-

creased leverage, when it is principaEy needed, is

given to the short arm of the treadle by the addition
of a toothed segment, moving in the slotted cross
piece, in connection with a cogged levei\ The tool
carrier is attached to a rod connected with the
treadle, and the chisel is secm-ed in place by means
of a screw.

Claim.—1. A treadle, or lever, for operating a
mortising machine, the short arm of which is length-
ened automatically as the lever is moved to operate
the machine.

2. The combination of the cogged lever F, and the
segment E, and connecting rod H, substantiidly as
shown and described.

.3. The arrangement of the adjustable tool carrier
A'*, screw 0, and connecting rod H, substantially as
shown and described.

84,631.— Max Eyth, New York, N. Y.—Eope
Bearing Attachment in Machines for Steam Culture.
—December 1, 1868. — Projecting from tlie sides of
the cultivator are two arms curved upward, and es-
tending to such a height above the ground as to pass
over the growing crops.

Claim.—Curving the arms or " outstrippors" a a'

upward, so that the same will clear the growing crops,
as herein shown and described.

84,622. — Joshua Garsed, Frankford, Pa.—
Steam-engine Register.— December 1, 1868. — For
regulating the speed and indicating the number of
revolutions of a steam engine, and is especially
adapted to cotton or woolen mills, to indicate the
amount of work done in a given time.
Claim.—1. The disk M D, cross piece C P, arms

A and A', shaft S, and worm W, flange F L, wheel
T W, cap C, and its boss li B, lever L and its pawl

P, shaft U S, wheel TW and worm W, shaft S',

and worm W", wheel T W", and hand H, all ar-

ranged, constructed, and combined, in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. A register for steam engines, or other purposes,
arranged and operating substantially in the manner
herein specified.

S4,623.-^0HN G-lBiBS, Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y.—
Lamp.—December 1, 1868.—A movable roller is fur-

nished with an operating sliding stem, and so com-
bined with a wick tube and the feed roller as to more
readily raise the wick.
Claim.—The pressure roller or rollers d, supported

in slots c', when operated by the sliding stem e, in
combination with the feed roller C, substantially as
shown and described.

84,624.—Hexry H. Gray, Haverstraw, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Moses B. Pardee, Nor-
walk. Conn.

—

Brick Machine.—^December 1, 1868.

—

By adjusting the stops, the throw of the plunger can
be changed, and a positive unyielding motion is im-
parted to the plunger in whatever position the said
stops may be brought. A yielding bar is made to
impart motion to the pusher bar of the mold, so that
in case ofobstruction the pitman will be automatically
disengaged.

Claim.—1. The stair-shaped stops j, in combina-
tion with standard I, cross bar e, and plunger F, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The yielding latch h', in combination with the
pusher bar r, substantially as and for the pui'pose de-
scribed.

84,625. — W. D. Grlaishaw, Newark, N. J.—
Stamp and Bie for Sheet Metal.—December 1, 1868.

—Consists in arranging and adapting several cylin-
ders with pistons, to give varied pressures upon the
sheet, required for the production of sunken work,
which shall be as smooth and perfect on the sides as
on the bottom.

Claim.—1. The employment of four cylinders, y^
y2 y3 y.i^ combined with the main cylinder F, to
equalize the pressure upon the four corners of the
guide plate H, Fig. 4, when descending on the four
guide posts z^ z^ z^ z'^, constructed, adapted and ar-

ranged substantially as set forth.

2. The top plate C, Avith circular passages x, iy,

and V, in combination with the five cylinders, as
specified and shown.

3. Tlie levers o m n I, and the treadles p and q,
when combined with the five cylinders for graduating
the pressure upon the plate H, Fig. 4.

84,626.—Elizabeth Hawks, Vineland, N. J.—
Heating Stove.—December 1, 1868.—The base is pro-
vided with a double bottom, and the upper part is

divided into two chambers, in the partition between
which are holes provided with slides, by opening or
closing which, the base can be heated or not, at Avill.

Claim.—1. The base, A. constructed as described,
with a partition B, dividing it into two chambers,
and which pai-tition is provided with holes b b, and
slides L L, substantially as and for the pm-poses herein
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the cylinders D and E, and
upright plates F F, forming a flue for the passage of
the smoke, &c., and leaving the balance of thecham-
hev between said cylinders 'for hot air, substantiaUy
f^s herein set forth.

84,627. —EiOHARD M. Hoe and Stephen D.
Tucker, New York, N. Y.—Printing Press.—De-
cembcr 1, 1868.—The sheets, as they come from the
printing mechanism, are dii-ectcd alternately on op-
posite sides, so as to be delivered in two piles, either

by two separate " fly" frames or a double-acting-

"'fly" frame. The plates are clamped directly to
the surface of the type cylinder, so as to dispense
with the use of blocks and u"ou frames commonly
used.

Claim.—1. The combination of two feeding tables

with the means described, or the equivalent thereof,

for taking the sheets of paper alternately from the
opposite feeding tables, and conductiug them to the
impression cylinder, substantially as anu for the pur-

pose described.
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2. Separatiuff the sheets by mechanisTB, substan-
liaUy as descriood, so that they vrill be delivered in
fdes, substantially as set forth and specified.

3. The means, substantially as herein described,
for clamping stereotype or other printing plates di-

rectly to the surface of a type cylinder, as set forth.

84,628.—PtOBERT Hunter, Kew York, N. T.—
Toy Fish.— December 1, 1868.—A vibrating- tail is

made of thin clastic material, and operated by a coil

spring: and ordinary gearing.
Claim.—The application of the vibrating tail as a

propeller for mechanical fish, toy boats, &c., sub-
stantially as and for the purpose stated.

84,629. — F. C. Jackson, Peni, Ind. — Boot
Onmper. — December 1, 18G8.—When the slide is

lowered the frames are made to close upon the outer
edges of the erimpiug board.
Claim.—The slide B, provided with two triangular

frames, projecting inward, and operated as specified,
to cause an equal pressure on the board D, as herein
shown and described.

84,630.—George A. Jenks, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to himself and jAiiES Maguire, same place.—Butt Hinge.—December 1, 18G8.—When the wing
is applied to a door, it may be lifted without detach-
ment, and still be detachable by stopping in the pro-
per position.
Claim.—The arrangement and construction ofthe

two wings of the butt, Avith their pivots, on the upper
and lower bowl, pointing toward the center, with a
recess for the other bowl c, by which the hinge or butt
can be adjusted, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

84,631.—WILLIA3I C. JOSLIN, Putnam, Conn.—
Machine for Reducing Leather.—December 1, 18G8.
—Eelates to a machine described in a patent to the
same inventor of September 24, 1867, and consists in
combining with the receiving and delivering rolls

and bed in the said machine, a flat reciprocating
knife, instead of a cylindrical and rotating one.

Claim.—The combination, with the receiving and
delivering rolls B B, C C, bed D, and reciprocating
knife or reducer E, of the sliding blocks 1 1, and
cranks or eccentrics, with their pitmen or rodsH H,
ai-ranged for operation together, essentially as speci-
fied.

84,632.—MORITZ Laemmel, Bay Hidge, IST. T.—Mechanical Movement.—December 1, 1868.—By
adjusting the shaft nearer to or further from the
peripheries of the lever segTuents, the leverage of the
segments may be increased or diminished at pleas-
ure. The lever segment may be turned in one di-

rection or the other by a dog and friction strap, so
as to biud or release the pulley.

Claim.—The arrangement of an adjustable shaft
B, in combination with the lever segments C, opera-
ted alternately by treadles or hand'levers, and cou:
nected to the shaft B by clutch pulleys, or other
equivalent mechanism, substantially in" the manner
and for the pm-posc shown and described.

2. The arrangement of a dog E, and friction strap
i, in combination with a pulley, h, lever segment C,
and shaft B, substantiallv as and for the purpose set
forth.

84,633.—P. A. La France, Elmira, IST. Y., as-
signor to himself and Oliver B. Gray, Xew York
Citj.—Wash Po'uncZcr.—December 1, 1868.—To the
under side of an ordinary pounder for cleansing
clothing is secured a rubber bottom or pad to render
it less injurious in operation.

Claim.—A rubber shield or pad attachment to a
wash pounder, in general form and device substan-
tially as and for the pui-poscs described.

84,634.^ames B. Logan, Eichview, HI.—
Gang Plow.—December 1, 1868.—The plows are ar-
ranged to be raised and lowered in a vertical, instead
of a curved liue.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
beams H, swinging beams O and G, the hangers F,
and lever E, the arrangement being such that the
plows are drawn by the levers 0, which are attached

to the forward ends of the levers thereof, substan-

tially as shown and described.

84,635.—Jacob Long. Shaver's Creek, Pa^-
Explosive Projectile—Deccvabcv 1, 1868.—A shell is

loaded with a number of bands or tubes, each con-

taining five musket charges of powder and balls, and
provided -with fuses, which shall ignite from the ex-

plosion of the shell.

Claim.—The combination of a loaded shell with
the barrels A, each containing several charges of

powder and ball, arranged so as to discharge their

contents in succession after the bm-sting of the shell,

substantially as described.

84,636.—Charles B. Loveless, Syracuse, X.
Y.—Manufacture of Illuminating Ort.s.—December
1, 1868.—Hydrogen gas is carbureted with the light

oils of petroleum for illuminating purposes. Oxygen
gas is used in connection with hydrogen gas, for

manufactm-ing pm-poses, by the aid of the oxy-hydro-
gen blowpipe.

Claim.—1. The combination of the battery h as

constructed with the oil reservoir a' containing per-

forated lead pipe n, and gasometer rt, and float &, for

generating hydrocarbon gas, as herein set forth.

2. The combiiiation of the pipe /c', lead pipe n,

with perforations, pipes I, and t, and o, with gasome-
ter, and descending gas pipe r with gasometer, and
pipe d with gas burner, also the rod q q' with pipe g,

for guiding the float in the gasometer.
3." The perforated lead pipe w, w^th oil reservoir

a', as described and for the purposes set forth.

4. The heater g, constructed substantially as de-

scribed, and operating as and for the purposes set

forth.

5. The combination of the pipes Jc and Jc", as de-

scribed, and for the purposes of an oxy-hydi-ogen
blowpipe, as set forth.

84,637^John 3T. Lyman, ]N"ew York, I^. Y.—
Revolving Stay Log for Gutting Veneers.—December
1, 1868.—The stay log is adjustable relatively to its

journals, so that the peripheral surface of the log or

section of timber may revolve at a more uniform dis-

tance from the knife or cutting edge.
Claim.—A revolving stay log, constructed as de-

scribed, and for the purpose herein set forth.

84,638.—E. V. Machette, Jr., and E. M.
Crary, Philadelphia, 'Fa.—Cement.—December 1,

18tj8.—To be usccl in place of putty. Consists of
whiting, and china, porcelain, or kaolin clay, in-

corporated with linseed oil.

Claim.—A cement, composed of the above-named
ingredients in or about the proportions afo/esaid,

for the purpose specified.

84,639.—John Maltpress, Edgerton, Wis.—
Grate for Brick Kilns.—Decemhev 1, 1868.—There
are as many dampers and levers as there are sections

of the grate ; the draught is controlled at each sec-

tion in-espective of the others, and the sections may
be sifted from one kiln to another.

Claim.—The movable grates B B, constructed as

described, in sections, and provided with dampers
a a, said dampers being operated by levers b b, for

the purpose of increasing or diminishing the heat in
the whole or part of a brick kiln, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,640.—Henry Marx, Pikesville, Md.—Ap-
paratus for Reducing Wood to Paper Pulp.—Dg-
cember 1, 1868.—The blocks of wood arc held against

the grindstone by a chain, partially surrounding the
chain and blocks and kept tense by a pendent
weight. After being coarsely ground, the wood
particles pass between the lower surface of the same
gi-iudstone and a stationary stone, and arc thus com-
minuted.
Claim.—1. The stone, O, employed for regrinding

fragments separated from the blocks by the stone, B,

substantially as and for the purpose explained.

2. The chain E, employed to hold or press the
blocks to the surface of the stone B, substantially as

explained.
3. The counter chain H, for retracting the chain

i D, for the insertion of fresh blocks.
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84,641.—L. H. Maudblbaum, jN^ewTork, ]S^. T.—Fluted Trimming.—December 1, 1868.—The row
or rows of large flutes are bounded on either side by
Earallel rows of small flutes which haye marginal,
attened borders.
Claim.—The within described compound fluting,

made of muslin or other suitable material, and com-
posed of large, regularly formed flutes c c, divided
by straight-line depressions e e, and bounded on
either side by more numerous and smaller flutes h b

having flattened borders a a exterior to them, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

84,642.—Henry McGann, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Automatic Boiler Feeder.—Dacomher 1, 1868.—The
water in the shell rises and falls with that in the boil-

er, and owing to the consequent ascent and descent
of the float therein, the arm is vibrated and the valve
shifted so as to shut off and admit the feed water.
Claim.—1. The combination of the slide valveF

with the arm D, shaft a, float B, case A, and chest
C, substantially as specified.

2. The supplementary chest C, in combination
with the shell A, as set forth.

84,643.—Patrick J. McG-uiness, ISTew York,
N". Y.—Martingale.—BGcembei- 1, 1868.—The mar-
tingale consists of a leather strap and a rubber strap

riveted together, and having loops at their free ends.

These ends are respectively attached to the surcin-

gle, and a fancy chain hooked to the bit ring, the
horse's head being allowed free motion while the
martingale preserves its standing character.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an or-

namental elastic standing martingale, consisting of

the leather loop A, rubber-elastic strap D, metallic

flat-tube chains H, and swiveled snap hooks I, all

constructed and arranged as herein described.

84,644.—James Myers, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

assignor to Barron's Steel Manufacturing Com-
pany.—Mode of Producing Steel.—December 1,

1868.—The carbon of refuse cast iron is eliminated
by heat, to convert the material into malleable cast
iron, which, together with additional malleable cast

iron, is subjected to a high degree of heat, while
carbon, in the form of gas, or liquid hydrocarbon, is

applied. The heat being properly maintained, the
iron is gradually converted into steel.

Claim.—I. The conversion of cast iron into steel,

by the combination of the two processes of decar-
buration and recarburation above described, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as above
stated.

2. The conversion of articles ofmalleable cast iron,

produoed by any known process, into steel, by the
application of gases produced from any solid or
liquid carbonaceous substances, in the manner sub-

stantially as described.
3. The production of cast steel, by remeltin^ steel

formed from malleable cast iron, when made in the
manner above described.

84,645.—TViLLiAM POTTS, Handsworth, Eng-
land.

—

Hook, and Cornice for Suspending Pictures.—
December 1, 1868.

Claim.—A metallic picture rail, that is to say, a
metallic strip or bar, whose lower or inner edge is

turned upward, so as to constitute a rail upon
which the picture-supporting hooks can freely slide,

provided with an ornamental covering or casing of

a metallic or non-metallic substance, as described,

and attached to the wall of the room by means of

screws or staples, in the manner shown and set

forth.

84,646.—John W. Richards, ISTcwark, K". J.—
Low-water Indicator.—December 1, 1868.—The tube
in which the valve is seated communicates with the

boiler, and is occupied by water so long as the

water docs not fall too low; but in that event steam
takes the place of water in the tube, and, l)y reason

of the consequent expansion thereof, the valve is

opened, and steam is conducted through its hollow
stem to a whistle.
Claim.—The fixed valve E, constructed of a tubu-

lar character, as described, and hung so as to be
capable of expansion away from its seat, for action

in concert with the tube D, substantially as de-

scribed.

84,647.—Seelye Richmond, Annapolis, Md.—
Last-block Elevator and Instep Stretcher.—Decem-
ber 1, 1868.—The nut, thi'ough which the operating
screw passes, plays freely in the recess of the last

block. The block may be elevated by a short screw
taking into a nut in the last, or by a long screw rest-

ing upon a bearing screwed into' said nut.
Claim.—1. The inclining slot h, in the rear part

of the last block B, in combination with the nut D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the slot 6, nut D, short
screw C, and nut E, when operating as a last-block
elevator, substantially as described.

3. The screw socket H, when constructed as de-

scribed and shown, and operating in a last, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,648.—Ephraim Russell, "Waynesburg, as-
signor to himself and Reynard Yost, JBConey Brook,
Pa.—Car Coupling.—TiQcember 1, 1868.—The entire
coupling may be detached and carried away for safe-

keeping. When the device is held up by the handle
the ends of the link can be dropped into the respect-
ive slots of the adjacent draw-heads, and the link
may be as readily lifted to effect the disengagement.

Claim.—The open link A, and the sliding handle
B, in combination with a slotted draw-head, all con-
structed and operating together, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

84,649.—Roger Sandiford, Joliet, TA.—Culti-
vator.—December 1, 1868.—Provision is made for
the vertical and lateral adjustment of the plow-
beam ; for relieving from draught strain the pin
that couples the beam to toe clevis ; for uniting the
ends of the frame timbers without using mortise
and tenon joints, and for supporting the plows when
the machine is traveling.^but not operating.

Claim.—1. The segmental oscillating coupling-
clevis, shown in Pigs. 1 and 2, consisting of the parts
a d n, and the part o, shown in Pig. 3, when applied
to a cultivator in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The metal cross-piece A, in combination with
the post or frame c and supporting arms B B, con-
structed and arranged in the manner described.

84,650.—Frederick M. Shepard, New York,
jS". Y.— Water-proof Shoe.— December 1, 1868.

—

Consists in inserting within an India-rubber sole a
plate of metal, or other material, which will resist

the vulcanizing heat, and to which, after vulcaniza-
tion, is ajoplied an outer solo of leather or other ma-
terial suitable to resist the cutting action of sharp
stones, shells, &c., when the shoes ai-e in use.

Claim.—A boot, shoe, or other such like article,

made of vulcanized India-rubber or allied gum, with
a plate, or sections of a plate, or the equivalent
thereof, made of metal or equivalent material, im-
bedded in the India-rubber sole while in the green
or plastic state, to which, after vulcanization, an
outer solo can be secm-ed, substantially as and for

the pm-pose apocified.

84,651.—James S. Smith, Brooklyn, liT. Y.-
Cartridge Holder.— December 1, 1868.— The cart-

ridges are retained in holes, corresponding ap-
proximately to the diameters of the cartridges, the
holding springs being part of the top and bottom
pieces, which are fonne;L of reed metal, or the brass
made lor the tongues of reed instruments.

Claim.—The casing or holder herein described,
adapted to receive cartridges, and to support them
witu firmness by the springs n, formed of the same
metal as the respective pieces B and C, substantially

as and for the purposes herein sot forth.

84,652.—Andrew Smith, Portland, Oregon, as-

signor to T. J. Carter and W. P. Watson, same
place.—G(»w PZo it'.—December 1, 1868.—Relates to

the mode or attaching the plow to the beam, at-

taching and supporting tho forv,-ard end of the plow
beams; also to the coustruction of the supporting
frame, and a novel ratchet apparatus for elevating

the lilows.
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Claim.—1. The eombination of the lever 0, having
the offset o, with the ratchet P, rod R, having the

tooth or shoulder r, and lever T. the whole operat-

ing substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of such frame, Avhen con-

struc^d as herein described, in combination with a
downward-bent axle D, the bos strap c, the braces

H H, the draught pole G, and the wheels F F.
3. The aiTau'gemeut of the clevis K, braces H H',

king bolt C, cross bar A^, and axle D, the axle being
behind the king bolt, and the latter being supported
by the braces and the cross bar, substantially as

herein described.
4. The braces m and v, attached at their lower

ends, respectively, to the moldboard and standard,

and at their upper ends provided with screw threads,

upon which are fitted, above and below the plow
beam, through which the braces pass, adjusting screw
nuts, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

84,653.—Byrox Sxyder. Clinton, Wis.—Farm
G(2«c.—December 1, 1868.—The outer end of the
latch bar is pivoted to the vibrating end of tlie

eccentric lever, so that when the endless baud is

put in motion, by rotating the pulleys in opening the

gate, the latch bar is drawn backward, so as to dis-

engage from the latch, the gate being opened by
said motion, and held open "by a self-acting latch

provided for the purpose.
Claim.—The rigid lever E, eccentric lever D, and

latch bar F, in coml:ination with the p alleys I I,

cranks i i, endless band or chain K K, clasps a a,

gate A A, posts EC c" H H, and latches / and g,

when constructed substantially as described, to

operate as specified.

84,654.—Daxiel E. So^ies, "Washington, D.C—
Construction of Bubber and other Elastic Springs.—
December 1, 18G8.—The cifective elasticity of the
spring increases in proportion to the pressure or
weight it is called upon to sustain.

Claim.— 1. A spring, composed of a sei'ies of

elastic tubes, one within another, substantially as

et forth.

2. A spring, composed of a series of elastic spheres'

ore within another, and either air-tight or perforated'

substantially as set forth.

3. A spring, composed of elastic tubes or spheres,

surrounded by elastic bands or rings, substantially

as set forth.

84,655.—^STathax Tkompsox, Brooklyn, E. D.,

N. Y.

—

Box to contain Cigars, Money, d:c.—Decem-
ber 1, 18G8.—The mouth or opening of the box is

formed by the removal of a peripheral portion, cov-
ered by the lid, and concentric with the pivots upon
which, the lid tm'us.

Claim.—The combination, with the box or shell

A, of the lid or cover B, pivoted, by or through side

arms b b, to the sides of the bos^ for operation in

relation to the mouth thereof, substantially as shown
and described.

84,656.—TViLLiAJi li. Toby, Xunda. and Byron
J. Barcalo, Mount Morris, X. Y.

—

Fcvolving Har-
row.—December 1, 18G8.—The revolving motion of
the. harrow is produced by a weighty roller resting
upon one side. This roller is journaled upon an
arm attached to the beam by a universal joint, and
is held in any desired position by the attachment of
said arm to a slack chain, wliich admits of the free,

vertical movement of the roller jiassing over the
rough ground. The roller may be sl)ifte('l from side

to side.' The draught rod has a point of attachment
behind as well as in front of the center, and is ad-
justable, to avoid undue friction upon the roller at

the rear.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slack chain d
with the weighted rollers D, arm b, and beam B,
arranged as described,, and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The draught rod g and gauge bearing h, in
comljination with the beam B and friction roller i,

arranged .nnd operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth. I

84,657.—Charles L. Tucker, Chicago, Dl.—
Boxfor Lard, Butter, and Similar Substances.—De-

cember 1, 1868.—The coating composition is imper-
vious to and insoluble in the oleaginous substances
which the boxes contain. It is proposed to add to
the compound such substances as terra-alba, kaoline,
or gypsum.
Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a

box for packing lard, butter, and other similar sul>
etances, made by coating wood, pasteboard, or other
suitable material, with a stifieniug cement of glue
and starch, with or without earthy materials, sub-
stantially as described.

2. A cement for preparing boxc5 composed of glue
or gelatine, combined with starch or its equivalent,
with or without the addition of earthy materials, as
described.

84,658.—"William B. Tucker, Columbus, Ohio.—Churn.—December 1, 1868.—The vertical bars of
the dasher are diamond-shaped in transverse section.

Claim.—A churn dasher of a diamond form, as
herein shown and described, as an improvement on
my letters-patent bearing date March 12, 1868.

84,659.—A. B. Yandemark, Phelps, 1^. Y.—
Combination Lock.—December 1, 186S.—The tum-
blers have spring bearings cut out of and struck up
from the suiface. The arrangement of cams on the
spindle is such that when the spindle is pressed out,

the cams engage with two of the tuml)lers, by turn-
ing in opposite directions, and when drawn in they
engage Avith the other two in the same manner.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, with
the disk tumblers E E^ E^ E^, provided with spring
bearings k k of the cams D D on the spindle, having
an end motion to engage in one position with two of
the tiunblers, and in opposite position, with the
other two, said tumblers, by twos, being set by the
reverse turns of the spindle', as herein set forth.

84,660.—"W. TV. Vaxderbilt, New York, 2^,

Y.

—

Operating Capstan.—December 1, 1868.—The
connections between the pumping engines and the
pumps may be readily uncoupled, and the capstan
thrown into gear with said engines. A regulating
screw is combined with the friction clutch, which
throws the capstan into gear with the engines, so that
the effect of said clutch, respecting the power or
speed of the capstan, may be varied.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the engines A A, couplings a a, pumps C C, gear-
wheels f g i, capstan E, aiid friction cone J, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The regulating screw s, in combination with
the lever q, friction cone j, cog wheels/ g, and cap-
stan E, substantially as and for the piu'pose de-
scribed.

3. The arrangement of the back gear rn o, in eom-
bination with the cog wheel I, bevel wheels/^, cap-
stan E, crank shaft D, and engines A A, aU as and
for the purpose shown and described.

84,661.—Frederic Veazie, "Worcester, Mass.—Blind Fastenar.—December 1, 1868.—The cavity
in tlie bed plate receives the spring, and the raisecl

portion being sunk into the bottom of the shutter,
the top plate, to wliicli the levers are attached, pro-
tects the spring from moisture, and the shoulders on
the same having raised points, curved so as to re-

ceive the catch pin on the sill, the shutter is prevented
from striking said pin.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
blind fastener, having the raised surface d, the
shoulder g, and cavity B, to hold the spring E and
notches and shoulders on the bed piece, when con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the
purposes above set forth and described.

84,662.—"WILLIA3I T. Ward, Indianapolis. Ind.—Wagon Brake.—December 1, 1868.—The weights
are on the ends of arms projecting rearward from
tiie cros.s bar, which carries cam-shaped brakes at
its ends, said l)rake9 being applied to the wlieels by
the partial rotation of the cross bar produced by the
unrestrained gravitation of the weiglits. A chain
attached to the sliding draught evener is drawn
tense to rot.'ile the brake bar, and take off the brakes
when the wagon starts. The slack condition of the
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.1
chain may be maintained by means of a pin, to pre-

vent the brakes from being taken off by the forward
movement of the wagon when the team is unat-
tended.

Claim.—1. The application of one or more weights
H, by whose specific gravity the cams or rubbers E
are kept to the periphery of the wheels, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes specified.

2. The strap L, provided with the holes n n, and
bolt or pin O, as and for the purposes set forth.

84,663.—F. Washbouexe, l^ew York, l^". Y.—
Screvj.—December 1, 1868.—In turning the screw
with the screwdriver, the instrument takes hold of
the slot in the shank, avoiding the liability of wrench-
ing off the head.

Claim.—In a screw, the head and shank of which
arc made in separate pieces, extending the slot D in
the head of the screw downward into the shank,
substantially as described.

84,664.—Jarvis B. TVmTE, Detroit, Mich.

—

Combination Lock.—December 1, 1868.—The posi-

tions of the dials on the drawer must be made to
correspond with the known positions in "v^hieh the
disks on the frame or casing are fixed, in order to
admit of the passage of the projections on the
rods through, and their withdi'awal from, the slots in
said disks, the locking and unlocking being thereby
oftected.

Claim.—1. The projections d d' on the rods C C,"
in combination with the series of holes and the slots

e e' on disks //', substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The combination lock, consisting of the rods C
C, provided with projections c c' and d d', and with
dials a a', and knobs b b', attached to and passing
through the drawer, and engaging with the slottecl

revolving disks / /' secured by rims h h', over re-

cesses j, in the back wall of the casing, all arranged
constrncted, and operating substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

84,665—Jarvis B. White, Detroit, Mich.—
Carriage Jack.—December 1, 1868.—When the lever
is depressed, the strap is wound upon its circular
end and made to act on the lifting bar.

Claim.—The carriage jack, consisting of the side
pieces A A', liftiug-bar C, straps D, aixanged and
operating substantially as described.

84,666.—Albert "Windeck, Peoria, Til.—Corn
Planter.—December 1, 1868.—The sliding parts are
guided on the ribs, and hence they are not liable to
bind or jam. The corn falls through the holes in
the slides and is retained upon the plate below till

the slide makes a succeeding movement, when it falls

into the tube and is retained therein by the valve

;

a reverse movement of the valve liberates it and it

then falls to the ground. The form of the cut-off
teeth gives them a free, unobstructed movement
among the corn.

Claim.—1. The slides a a, with forks m, for oper-
ating the valves k, in combination with plates K,
having ril)s j j, fitting the grooves, and gauges b,

substantially in the manner and for the pui-pose as
herein set forth.

2. The valves k, in combination with the slides

a a, when constructed and operated substantially as
set forth.

3. The construction of tlie valves k, curved straight
across at their bottom ends outAvardly, and divided
in the middle, at their upper ends, and curved out-
wardly in reverse directions, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The construction of the plate d, with diamond-
shaped teeth, for cut-offs, in the bottom of tlie seed
boxes, substantially in the manner and for the pm--
I)ose as set forth.

84,667.—J. L. WiNSLOW, Portland, Mc—Ltibri-
cating Axle.—Deceral)cr 1, 1S68.—The journal may
belong to either a rotating shaft, or a carriage axle.

In the one case the rotary motion, and in the other
the jar of travel, causes the movable pins to slide

forth and back in their holes, and the lubricating
material is consequently allowed to ooze or work its

way out of the journal to the inner side, of the box.

The collar, in conjunction with the cavities of the
journal, forms the oil reservoir.

Claim.—The hoUow journal, having the pai-ts d h,
collar k, and sliding pieces e c, as and for the pui--

poses set forth.

•
84,668.—Frederick Whitton, South Carroll-

ton, Ky.—O/iMrn.-December 1, 1868.—The notched
and perforated wings are fixed to the dasher rod so
as to slightly decline ; and the upper pair is fixed
sufiiciently above the lower pair to permit the milk
to pass freely between them.
Claim.—The churn dasher, composed of the pis-

ton A and the four pieces B B B B, arranged to-
gether, and constructed as and for the purpose set
forth as described.

84.669.— Samuel "Warren Henlon, Selma,
Ala.— Suspender. — December 1, 18G8 ; antedated
Jime 1, 1868.—Each suspender has two straps united
at the ends by pieces of leather (called attaching
straps) having the button holes in them. The object
it to more comfortably support the garment, and
give the suspenders the function of shoulder braces.

Claim.—The suspender, or shoulder brace, com-
posed of two single straps C C, each passing from
its attaching strap at the one side, over the shoulder,
to the attaching strap on the other side of the body,
substantially as herein stated.

84.670.— John Anneae, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Punching Machine for Tin and Sheet Metal.—De-
cember 8, 1868,—A horizontal rotary bed plate car-

ries and supports the dies, and is combined with a
punch and a "former," so constructed and arranged
as to punch out and turn the edge, and discharge
the finished disk of sheet metal dui'ing each rotary
motion of the actuating shaft.

Clairn.—Tha rotary bed plate C, the punch D d',

and the " former" E c', the same being constructed
and arranged to be operated together, in any suita-

ble frame, A B, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

84,671.—Egbert Breckenridge Baker and
Charles James Adolphus Dick, Paris, France,
assignors to the American Anti-Incrustation Com-
pany.

—

Device for Preventing Incrustation in Steam
Generators.—December 8, 1868.—Designed as an
improvement upon patents granted to A. F. Porter
and to G. T. Parry, October 31, 186-3. In this inven-
tion carbon is substituted in place of magnetic points
ia the instruments used.

Claim.—An insulated mass or block of carbona-
ceous matter, suspended within a boiler, near one
end of the same, but connected by a wire to the
shell of the boiler, near tlie opposite end of the lat-

ter, all substantially as set forth.

84,672.—Charles Bennitt, Bristol Station, 111.

—Shaft Coupling.—December 8, 1868.—Consists in

the application of rollers or " pulleys " to the inner
peripheiy of the coupling band, to relieve the fric-

tion of the jaws of tljc tumbling rods.

Claim.—The combination of the band H, journal

G, pulleys E E, jaws C and D, with the rods B B, as

and for the purpose herein specified and shown.

84,673. — George B. Beayton, Providence,
E. I.

—

Machine for Cutting Eyelets.—December 8,

1868.—Pressing against the edges of a series of re-

volving cutters is a metallic tube, which lies in a
groove made upon a slic-htly spiral line in a jacket
or casin;^ which surrouucts the cutters, so that each
tube is orought to bear in succession against the
surface of a pressure cylinder revolving in a con-
trary direction to the cutters.

claim.—1. An apparatus for cutting tubing into

sections, for eyelet blanks or other pm-poscs, con-
sisting of a series of revolving cutters, a a, a sur-

rounding revolving jacket B, for holding and con-
veying the tjiibing, and n lu'cssure cylinder, C, all in

combination, suljstantially as described, for the pur-

poses specified.

2. Making tho openings D in the jacket or casing
B. for liolding and conveying tlie tubing incUncd to

the axis of the series of cutters a a, as herein set

forth, for the purposes specified.
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84,674. — Moses P. Bijeckenridge, Meriden,
Conn.

—

Self-regv.lating Air Valve for Steam Heat-
ers.—Decemhev 8, 1868.—The cylinder is cast in one
piece and cored in the center for the reception of a
frame, in which a spring is securely held at one end.

Claim.—Inserting the frame B, which holds the
spring C, into the case or cylinder A, by this means
allowing the said cylinder to be constructed in one
piece, and thereby doing away entirely with the use
of packing.

84,675.— Julius Broxxeh, Frankfort on the
Main, Prussia.— Gas Burner.—December 8, 18G8.

—

The burner head is made concave or sunken, and is

;provided with a slit by which the gas is made to flow
from both ends of the slit toward the middle, so as
to produce a flame at a right angle to the slit.

Claim.—1. The use of a slit, as aperture to a gas-
burner, the top exterior sm'face of the head of which
is concave or funnel-shaped, substantially as and for

.the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of two gas-burners thus made,
in other words, of two fish-tail-slit burners, to form
a compound economic or double burner, or of one
such fish-tail-slit burner, with an ordinai-y burner,
substantially as described.

3. The use of the fish-tail-slit burner head or in-

sertion c, constructed aud applied substantially as
herein set forth.

84,676.—Reuben Brooks, Jr., and TVilliam l!f •

Manning, Eocfeport, Mass.— Ruffling Device for
Sewing Machines.—December 8, 1868.—To the ten-
sion-bar, which is attached to the bed of the ma-
chine, is pivoted a slotted plate, by turning which
the presser is relieved from contact with the tension-
plate. A spring guide secured to the under side of
the tension plate, permits the adjustment of the lat-

ter, so as to bear upon the cloth at any angle re-

qmi-ed.
Claim.—!. The combination of the bar B, slotted

plate H, and screw G, all constructed substantially
as described, and for the purpose set forth.

•2. The rubber presser D, combined with the bar
B and tension plate E, substantially as specified.

3- The adjustable spring ^uide F, in combination
•with the tension plate E and presser D, as specified

84,677.—Hiram Brq-vvn, Burton, Ohio.—Fas^-
ener for Lasts.—December 8, 1868.—For securing
the instep block to the last without nailing, as in the
usual way.

Claim'.—The slide D, so arranged in sucli relation
to the last, B', that the lower end of said slide is re-

ceived directly into the last, in the manner as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,678. — A. E. Buffington, United States
Armj.—Mccha7iical Movement.—December 8, 1868.

Claim. — Tlie improved mechanical movement,
consisting of devices herein described, by means of
which angulai' motion may l)e transmitted from one
body to another, increased in velocity to twice, or
reduced to oue-half, the power vai-ying, but the mo
tioQ tmiform, according as the one from which the
initial motion proceeds acts upon the other, by means
of surfaces on which slide or roll parts connected
with this other body, or through the intervention of
projections, axles, luibs, or pins simply, or these with
blocks or wlieels fitted on them, 8lid"in_^, rolling, or
moving in contact with surfaces of said other body,
as substantially herein described.

84,679.—Miixs L. Callender, ISTcw York, as"

signor to himself and Sidney L. IIoldredge,
Greenburg. X. T.

—

Gas lietort—December 8, 1866.

—The retort is divided by a partition into two
chambers used in connection one with the otlier,

whereby one chamber may be charged at different
intervals from tlie other, so that the high tempera-
ture of the partially spent charge may be used to
communicate -w ith the adjoining chamber, and the
vapors and gases of the first cliaraber be conducted
through the second chamber, and vice versa, alter-

nately.
Claim.—A double retort, made, arranged, and op-

crated in the manner aud for the purposes substan-
tially as described.

84,680.-Elijah Carpenter, Carbondale, Pa. -

Weather Stnp. — DecQvahcv 8, 1868. —A metallic
plate is secured in a rebate in the threshold, and is

provided with projections fitting in recesses, and
operated by levers to raise or lower one edge of the
plate or strip as the door opens and closes.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the Aveather strip

A, having the two projections a a', with the slots

e e' in the plates E E, attached to the jamb, or iu
tlie jamb itself, substantially as herein described and
shown.

2. The combination of the strip A, levers B D,
and door, when the several parts are constructed
and ai'ranged to operate in the manner described aud
shown, and for the purposes specified.

84,681.—Andrew B. Clemons, Ansonia, Conn.—Friction Clutch Pulley.—December 8, 1868.—Upon
the friction plate are placed two le\ ers which are
opened and closed by means of a slide, their jaws
fitting upon a corresponding screw upon the liub of
the pulley, so that the two parts may be forcibly
drawn together by the revolution of the pulley.

Claim.—1. The screw-thi-eaded levers E and J]',

in combination with the friction plate D and
threaded hub C, of the pulley, for the purpose of
drawing the two parts together, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The slide F, in combination with the levers E
and E', and pins a a, for the purpose of operating
the said levers upon the hub C of the pulley, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

84,682.-X. A. De Long, New Scotland, IST. T.
—Wagon Tongue Support.— December 8, 1868.

—

Underneath the axle and bolted to the king bolt is a
plate spring, extending upward over tlie tongue, aud
slotted at its forward end, through which slot passes
a standard having a series of holes, in one of which
is placed a pin to regulate the tension of the spring.

Claim.—The combination of the tongue and axle
with the slotted adjustable plate spring, embracing
the standard F, and having four iwints of supiwrt,
as and for the pm'pose set forth.

84,683 Edwin B. Dewey, Pontiac, Midi.—
Lever Grapnel. — December 8, 1868. — A bearing
lever provided with a hook, to whicli the tackle is

hitched, is attached to the extended shorter arm of

one of the main levers, so as to bear forcibly upon
the other lever in raising the weight.
Claim—The bearing lever F, provided witli suita-

ble hook G, wlien connected with curved and pointed
levers A and B, and constructed aud operating sub-

stantially as and for the pm'X)oses herein set forth

and described.

84,684.- FORDICE W. Edison. Port Huron,
Mich.

—

Horseshoe. — December 8, 1868.— The shoe
is made in two sections, hinged to the toe-piece, to
which latter are attached sxn'ings which arc de-

signed to lie between the frog of the foot and the
shell of the hoof.

Claim. — The ai-rangement of the expanding
springs C C on the toe piece B, to which tlie wings
A A are pivoted, substantially as aud for the pur-

poses set forth.

84,685.—Warren Ft. Evans, Thomaston, Mc.
—Magazine Gun. — December 8, 1868.— A fluted

shaft rests upon the inner edge of a spiral thread or
partition attached to the inside of the tube in the
gun stock, to facilitate the passage of the car-

tridge.

Claim.—The combination of the fluted shaft D,
which contains one or more flutes, with the fixed

spiral thi'cad or partition B, substantially as speci-

fied.

84,686 Henry S. Firman, jSTcw York. N. Y.—
App/aratus for Deodorizing, Desiccating and Mixing
J/a)iM}-c5,—December 8, 1868.—The ajjparatus con-

sists of a fui-nace set within a l)rick chamber, and
over which is an air-tight vessel forming a desic-

cating and mixing pan. Surmounting the mixing
pan is a lioppcr fitted with sloping bottoms ]no^•ided

witli valves. Connected -with tlie mixing pan by a
tube is a box provided with a false bottom, charged
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R-ith some suitable absorbent and into wbich the
unabsorbed gases are conducted.

Claim.—1. Arranging a close desiccating and
mixing pan, constructed substantially in the manner
described, and provided Avith mixers, as set forth,

in a close heating chamber, over a furnace or heating
flue fitted witli dampers, and constructed substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the supply hopper, con-
structed substantially as described, with a close des-

iccating pan, for the purpose of introducing the
material to be treated in the pan, as set forth.

3. Combining, with a close desiccating and mixing
pan, a deodorizing or absorbing chamber, for the
purpose of utilizing the offensive gases, and avoiding
the nuisance occasioned by their escape from the pan.

4. Creating- a circulation of the air and gas in the
desiccating pan by means of an air pump affixed
thereto, through the agency of pipes arranged sub-
stantially as described.

84,687.—James P. Force and John E. Force,
Constantiue, Mich.

—

Fastening for Horse Collars.—
December 8, 1868 ; antedated November 21, 1868.—
A flexible metallic strap or latch, and a catch, of
sheet metal, are attached to the respective ends of a
horse collar.

Claim.—The combination, with the collar A A'
A", of the flexible straps or latches B and catches
C, constructed and employed as and for the purpose
described.

84,688.—Perry G. Gardiner, L^ew York, ]S^.

Y.

—

Car Spring.—December 8, x868.—A solid India-
rubber spring is surrounded by one or more flat steel

springs, against the outside of which latter three
or more India-rubber solid springs are placed, the
whole being inclosed in a suitable casing, a plunger
acting on the central spring.

Claim.— The arrangement of an India-rubber
spring, H, surrounded by steel spring rings, n, m.
and to, and India-rubber springs J, inclosed in a
suitable casing, E, in combination with a plunger,
P, acting upon the central India-rubber spring H,
the whole being combined and operating together,
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as
described.

84, 689.—E. P. Gleason, New York, N. Y.—
Gas-lighting Device.—December 8, 1868.—An elas-

tic receptacle is jilaeed within a metallic case, and
filled with gas, which latter is expelled, as desired,

through an exit pipe, by the contraction of a spring
acting on the elastic receptacle.

Claim.—1. Charging or filling an elastic gas-tight
receptacle Avith gas, and then supplying the same to
a burner connected thereto, for lighting purposes,
whether the same shall be aecomplislied in the
precise manner shown, or in an equi\'alent manner.

2. The combination, with an elastic gas-tight
reservoir, B, of a suitable case. A, and an exit-pipe,

D, constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed, for the purposes specified.

3. The combination of an elastic gas-tight reser-

voir or receptacle, B, case A, and exit-pipe D, with
a spring, G, placed either Avithin or beneath the
receptacle B, for the purposes fully described.

4. The combination of the case A, receptacle B,
exit pipe D, and spring G, with the cord E, for the
purposes set forth,

84, 690.—William C. Griswold, Brooklyn, N.
Y.

—

Machinefor Stretching Hat Bodies.—December
8, 1868.—Above the upper cross-bar is an adjustable
ring containing in its interior six or more curved
arms, and to the lower side of the said cross-bar is

secured a ring provided with a number of inclined ra-

diating bars. On a vertical sliding rod is a circular
plate provided with radiating expanding arras. On
the upper end of the said vertical rod is a stud which
carries a star, the arms of which intervene with the
above named curved arras, Avhen the rod is raised.

Claim.—ThQ combination of the tip-stretohiug

mechanism, consisting of the spokes c' and star m.
with the brim-stretching mechanism, consisting of
the inclined stationarj'' arras d', and the expansible
or spreading arms i, all constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein specified.

84,691.—Michael Stoll and Hexhy Gross,
Middletown, Pa., assignors to Hexry Gross.—Ma-
nure Hook.—December 8, 1868.—As the machine
is drawn across a stable floor the manure is gathered
and carried off. By disengaging the lever and
raising the handles the rake is relieved of its load.

Claim.—1. The handles A, provided with the
slots i i, and the stops* p p, in combination with the
beam B and hook C, substantially as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The lever c, to act in conjunction with the slot

j, as and for the purposes specified.

84,692.—"W. H. Halleck, Ann Arbor, Mich.—
Implement for Trenching around Plants, to Pre-
vent the approach of Worms.—December 8,1868.-
A circular stamp made of metal having a sharp
lower edge, having its interior surface inclining
toward the center, and with a flaring exterior, so
that when pressed into the eartli and cb-awn out, it

will leave a wedge-shaped circular trench.
Claim.—The invention of an implement to pre-

vent the cut or wire worm from destroying corn
and plants, using for that purpose the 'aforesaid
stamp, (circular, rolling, square, sliding.) or any
shape substantially the same, for the same purpose
as heroin set forth.

84,693.—Virgil Hayes, Cajipbell G. "Waldo,
and Harlan A. Main, Tekousha, Mich.—Grain
Binder.—December 8, 1868.—The ^grain is carried
by an endless belt to a rack which feeds the binding
attachment, the latter consistiu"- of a hollow ju-m

through which the wire is run, and as the arm passes
around the grain, the wire is drawn by a small hook
to the twisting device and then to the cutter, after

which the hook is brought to the proper position te

receive the wire for binding another sheaf. The
sheaf, when bound, is dropped by a rack attached to
the rear of the binding attachment.

Claim.—1. The stationary apron J and the tilting

rack K, with its disengaging lever T, tlie bracket M,
and stationary rod IS, provided with rests 0, sjwol
pulley P, with its spool Q, pin X, and hollow arm R,
with its opening S, or their equivalents, when ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. The clutch pulley T, provided with inclined

plane 2, clutch lever W, shifter Y, clutch 1, shaft 3,

the pulley Z, provided with wrist pin 7, and hook 8,

spm" wheel 4, pinion .5, ratchet wheel 6, hinged bind-

ing apron TJ, spring latch 10, closijig spring 12, pro
vided with wire or rod 11, and the knife 9, or their

equivalents, when arranged and operating substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

84,694.— Israel Hooeland, Indianapolis,V[nd.

—Clothes -Kffci-.—December 8, 1868.—So constructed

as to render the parts readily detachable, and capa-

iDle of being compactly folded.

Claim.—1\\ a rectangular clothes frame, the two
rigid stays or cross-bars B B, pivoted, at one end, to

one of the side pieces A A, and having the end
which is not pivoted attached to the opposite side

piece, in such a manner that it is easily detachable,

substantially as described, and for the purpose spe-

cified.

84,695.—Samuel "W. Huntingdon, Augusta,
Me.— Shearing Machine.—December 8, 1868.—

A

movable blade is pivoted to a stationary blade, and
operated by a lever which, in turn, is pivoted at its

front end to a standard or goose neck making a pai't

of the stationary blade. The two blades are also

provided with short auxiliary jaws or blades for cut

ting wire, (fee.

Claim.—1. The construction and ai-rangement of

the fixed blade a, the post c, and goose neck e, the

lever i, attached to and moving iu the slot formed
in said goose neck, and the movable shear blade,

connected Avith both the post c and lever i, as herein

shoAvn and set forth.

2. In conjunction with the fixed and movable
1)ladcs a and /, and the lever i, arranged as speci-

fied, tlie auxiliary cutting blades d and g, formed in

rear of the piA-otal point a', the one upon the post c,

and tlie otlier upon the prolongation of tlic slicar /,

as herein shOAvn and described.
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84,696 Anthony Iske, Lancaster, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Benjamin Mishlek, same
Iflace.—Biirglar Alarm and Table i?eZ?.—December
8, 1868.—An ordinary call bell is comlnncd with a

portable bm-glar akii-m, which may be connected by

a pin and thread witli any door or window, so that

if either be opened an idarm will be sounded.
Clai7n.—The combination and arrangement of the

base V, with its chambers for the affixed key TJ, and
the spiral sprint; T. gearing, and bell attachment,

all constructed and operating sxibstantially in the

manner and for the purpose si)ecified.

84,697.—Jacob O. Joyce, Dayton, Ohio.—De-
vice for Cutting Out Sections of Annular Cylinders.

—December 8, 18{)8.—The tool post, which is set in

the circular outer end of the bed, is provided witli

an adjustable cutter, and also with a gear wheel
which engages with a A\'orm gear on a horizontal

shaft attached to the head of the bed, by which the

cutter is turned slowly around to plane out the inte-

rior of an annular semi-cylinder.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of

the bed plate A, tool post G, and cutter I, with the

gear wheel C, shaft E, and worm D, all substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

84,698.-Anson Judson, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Latha Chuck.—Dcccmbcv 8, 1868.—The nuts by
which the screws operate the jaws are made in

separate pieces, which interlock with the jaws by
dovetailed tenons arranged at right angles to the

axes of the screws, so that as the inclined surfaces

on the tenons slide upon the inclined grooves in

the jaws the latter will be more closely drawn
against the face plate.

Otoim.—Making the jaw C and the nut B, or its

equivalent, in two or more parts, instead of in a
single piece, as has formerly been done, and so com-
bining these parts that the action of the part B
upon the part C shall draw the latter snugly to the

face-plate or bed, substantially as hereinbefore set

forth.

84,699.—Handly B. Kijiball, Charlotte, Mich.
—Mode of Ax)plying Crystal Frosting to Glass.—
December 8, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
"crystal frosting" on wiudow glass, pi'oduced by
flowing one side with any suitable efiiorescing solu-

tion, and protecting the efflorescence, when fully

dry, with copal or other suitable varnisli, substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose herein

84,700.—Charles Kohler, Galena, 111.—Car
Coupling.—December 8, 1868.—The coupling pin
is pivoted to a lever, so as to have a vertical move-
ment to engage with the coupling link, and is thi*own
back to its place by means of a spring.

Claim.—The combination of the lever a, pivoted
pin h, with a buffer head, which has cavities i and j
therein, when constructed and arranged to operate
in connection with a spring k, substantially as de-

scribed, as and for the j)urpose specified.

84,701.—G. W. Lewis, Dansville, X. Y.—Bolt
Trimmer.—December 8, 1868.—An adjustable ful-

crum is combined with the cutter so as to compen-
sate for the wear of the cutting edge. The cutter
is thrown forward by means of a cam, and the reac-
tion is produced by a spring.

Claim.—1. The cni'ved handle d, cast with the
stock A, in combination with the independent screw
I, the cam lever a d', fulcrum i, and the cutters b e,

substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the spring h,

substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

84,702.—John A. Moffitt, Boston, Mass.—
Water-proof Paint.—December 8, 1868 ; antedated
November 25, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of either India-rub-
ber, gutta percha, or balatta, with benzine or naph-
tha, and either arsenic, arsenic acid, or the "uni-
versal deodorizing powder," as driers, in manner
and for the purposes hereinbefore described.

2. The combination of either India-rubber, gutta-

percha, or balatta, with benzine or naptha, and
either of said driers, arsenic, arsenic acid, or the
"universal deodorizing powder," with oils and pig-

ments, in the manner and for the purposes herein-
before described.

3. The application of arsenic, arsenic acid, or the
" universal deodoi'izing powder," as di'iers for India-
rubber, gutta percha, or balatta.

84,703.—Mary A. Moore, Lisbon, Ill.-CMld's
Diaper.—Deccmhov 8. 1868 ; antedated ISTovembor
23, 1868.—The diaper is secured to the body by clas-

tic straps passing over the shoulders and across the

hips.

Claim.—The combination of the diaper A with
the elastic straps BCD, constructed and arranged
substantially as set forth.

84,704.—W. T. Munger, Branford, assignor to

P. and F. Corbin, IN'ew Britain, Conn.

—

Reversible
Latch.—Dcccmhcr 8, 1868.—Tlic lever stop is so con-
structed as to hold the shank of tlio lateli in its recess
in tlie s'\>»iuglng link, to prevent the latch from 'beiiig

withdrawn, and also to allow of the removal of the
sliank from the swinging link, in order to reverse
the position of the inclination at the end, to make a
right or left hand lock.

Claifn.—The lever a, acting as a stop, and also

retaining the reversible latch, substantially as speci-

fied.

84,705.-8. E. Oyiatt, Riclifield, Ohio.—Grain
Separator.—Dccoml)er 8, 1868.—To an endless apron
arc attached a series of cross bars provided with
fingers, which are moved by an arm as they pass
over rollers, to agitate the straw.

Claim.—i. The finger bar D and conveyer C, in
combination with the roller H or its equivalent, to
operate substantially as set forth, for the purpose
specified.

2. So hanging the finger bar D of tlie conveyer to
the endless belt, chain, or apron, as to allow tlie said
finger bar to receive a turning or lipping motion, to
throw or agitate the straw when it is beiiig conveyed
from the threshing cylinder, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

84,706.-S. E. Oviatt, Pdclifield, Ohio.—Thresh-
ing J/ac/aae.—December 8, 1 868.—Attached to the
lower end of the stacker are brackets provided with
hollow journals, which form bearings for the shaft
of the carrier rollers. Attached to the shoe is a
hinged tail board and screen.

Claim.—1. Tlie metallic bracket C, when-attached
to and forming a support for the lower end of the
stacker B, and haviug its pivot or journal hollow,
forming a box or bearing for the carrier shaft E.

2. The metallic bracket C, so connected with the
stacker B and frame of the thresher as to form a
pivot and support for the lower end of the stacker,
substantially as set forth.

3. The hinged tail board II and tail screen I, in
combination with the shoe G of the thresher, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The hinged chute K, cut-off L, and shoe G,
arranged in the manner and for the purpose as set
forth.

84,707.—Cyrus Peabody and Patrick H. De-
LANEY, Detroit, Mich.

—

Advertising Device.—Do-
cember 8, 1868.—The clock work is made to operate
a bell, which is continuously rung to call the atten-
tion of passers by to the advertising board.

Claim.—The combination, with an advertising
board or frame, of a bell-striking clock work, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

84,708.-CuLLEN W. Eeed, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
—Horse Hay i^orA-.—December 8, 18(i8.—In a slotted

cross head is arranged a hinged dog, so adjusted as
to catch the free end of an indepcnclent tine pivoted
at the end of the cross head, the tine being connected
with an arm or lever, which enters the snap catch of
the dog.

Claim.—The cross head A, when the same is

slotted its entire length, the pivoted hinged tines B
and C, when the former is provided with a lever
arm, B', in combination with a doi?, E, and the whole
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is so airanged as to operate substantially as de-
scribed, and for tlio pui-pose specified.

84,709.—C. W. Roberts, Austin, Hh—Repeat-
ing Clock.—December 8, 1868 ; antedated N'ovember
21, 1868.—The parts are so arranged as to cause the
clock to strike, at certain intervals, the same num-
ber as the previous hour.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bell spring J,

bell I, and standards a, b, c, &c., substantially as
set forth.

a. The combination of bell I, spring J, slide G,
cams M, N, and levers D, B, as and for the purpose
sot fortli.

84,710.—"WiLLiAJi Aspi-EY EoRixsON, Auburn,
N. Y.

—

Steam Graduator.—December 8, 1868.—To
the reversing lever is attached an additional lever
or graduator, supplied with a graduating quadrant,
and so connected with the reversing lever and its

connecting rod that the smallest movement of con-
necting rod can bo very minutely adjusted.
O^aim.—The arrangement of the graduating lever

B with the reversing lever A, quadrant C, and joint

E, as shown and described.

84,711—John C. Rogers, Alden, jS". Y.—Gate
Latch.—December 8, 1868.—An armed catch is

hinged to the gate post so as to oscillate laterally in

the direction in which the gate swings, and is pro-
vided with a notch which engages with a rigid bolt
in tlie end of the gate.

Claim.—The oscillating catch C, hinged to the
gate post, and provided with notch e ami ?ocket/,
in combination with the rigid pin g and bolt /, opera-
ting substantiallj^ in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

84,712.—E. G-. Dorchester and Fri Scott,
Geneva, N. Y.

—

Hay Fork.—December 8, 1868.

—

Tlie tines are secured in a ferrule by a wedge held in
place by a screw, so that a new tine may be inserted
at any time when necessary.
Claim.—The tines A, when constructed as herein

shown and described, and wedge B, and screw e, or
its equivalents, in combination with the ferrule C,
all acting conjointly, as and for the pm'pose set
forth.

84,713.—Edwin Seely, Elkhart, Ind.—Machine
for Sacking Potatoes.—Jyoceraber 8, 1868 ; antedated
November 23, 1868.—On one siue of the bin is ar-

ranged a slide provided with pointed teeth below.
Tiie slide is opened to let out the potatoes.
Claim:—The hetchel slides C and D, bin B, the

whole constructed, arranged, and operated substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

84,714.—AsiosShepard, Ifew Britain, Conn.—
Machine for Bending Sheet Metal.—December 8,

1868.—A thin plate is suspended over the edges of
two folding bars which are hinged at each end in
such a m"Jiner that their inner edges are in the cen-
ter of motion. Tlie under side of each bar is pro-
vided with a stationaiy support, near its outer edge,
wliile an opening is left under them, so that when
the plate and center of the bars descend, the sup-
ports cause the bars to fold up either side of the
plate.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plate C, bars
A A, and supports L L, the whole connected and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed,

2. The combination ofthe plate C, bars A A, slides

B B, and set screws c c, the whole connected and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the plate C, bars A A,
gauge a, and table K, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

4. Hinging tlie plate C at one end so that the
other end of plate C can be raised, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

T). The combination of the bars AA and plate C,
when arranged so tliat at each operation of the ma-
chine the plate C shall move edgewise toward the
bai-s A A, and gripe the metal previous to any ac-
tion or movement of tlie bars A A, substantially as
and for the pm-pose described.

84.715 M. W. Staples, Catskill, ?J". Y., as-
signor to himself and John H. Burtis, New York
City.

—

Wash Boiler.—December 8, 1868.—A coni-
cal tube is affixed to a movable bottom, and water
is ejected upon the clothes from perforations in the
upper portion of the tube. The movable bottom is

supported upon hollow legs having openings in their
sides-

laim.—The tubular legs d, supporting the re-

movable bottom c, and provided Avith openings in
their sides, near the lower ends, in combination with
a tube, rising above the bottom o, through which
the rising water circulates, substantially as set
forth.

84,716—0. S. St. John, ^illough^, Ohio.—
Car Coupling.—^December 8, 1868.—The coupling
links are each provided v/ith a hook pointing in-

wardly by which they are automatically locked to-

gether. The link.s are uncoupled by means of a cam
acting on the under side of the draw bar.

Claim.—1. The link G, made with hook b, and
guide shoulders C thereon, operating in the manner
arid for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the above, the cams K and
L, chain N, and shaft I, arranged as described, and
operated by the means, and in the manner, and for
the pm-pose substantially as specified.

84,717.-J. E. Sturdy, Augusta, Maine.—TacA
Holder and Carpet Stretcher.—I^ecember 8, 1868.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a com-
bined carpet stretcher and tack holder, composed of
two hingedjaws, notched upon either or both of their
contiguous edges, so as to receive and hold the tack,
and having their carpet-stretching teeth turned in-

wardly or toward the center, as set forth, either
without or in combination with a spring of vulcan-
ized rubber, or its equivalent, for holding said jaws
together, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

84,718.—DeWitt C. Thojitson, Ischua, Is^. Y.—Beef-steak Cutter and Mangier.—December 8,

1G68.—Two upright forks are secured to a platform
upon which the steak is placed to be cut, after
which, the cut pieces are passed between two rollers
provided with knives or cutters.
C laim.—The combination of the forks A with the

platform D, and rollers B, and sharp knives C, as
above described, lor the purpose specified.

84,719.—John Fdtdley Thoju'SOX, Green-
borough, Pa.

—

Hydraulic Apparatus.—I)ecembQv
8, 1868.

Claim.—1. A pair of upright stationary cylinders,
having ports for the admission of water from the
forebay, in combination with valves a a', which
open and close such ports, and pistons e e\ which
operate inside the cylinders, and are attached to the
opposite arms of a walking beam, substantially aa
and for the purposes above set forth.

2. A reciprocating shaft I, when used for actuating
the valves of water-power cylinders b b', and con-
structed with adjustable connections, h and Z', for se-

cui-ing an adjustable or variable cut-oft", and giving
any desirable lift to the valves, substantially as above
set forth.

3. Imparting to the reciprocating shaft I a greater
or less length of throw, by raising or lowering in a
slot, o', the forward or operating end of an eccentric
rod,/", the devices being constructed and operated
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
hereinbefore set forth.

4. Tlie slotted levers m m', when connected by
supports u u' Avith the valve lifters n n', in such way
that the open port of one cylinder may be closed be-
fore the completion of tlie' doAvnwarcl stroke of its

piston, without opening the ports of the other cylin-

der till the upward stroke of its piston shall be nearly
or quite complete, substantially as and for the pur-
jjoses hereinbefore expressed.

5. The slotted arm x, on the walking beam C of a
water power, and the slotted cu-cular head y', or its

equivalent, connected together by a pitman, x', ad-
justable at each end, the parts being arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes here
inbefore set forth.
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6. The upright eylintlers b b', vrith valves, ports,

and pistons, as a fluid meter, constructed and opera-

ted substantially as and for the purposes hereinbe-

fore set forth.

84,720 G-. G. TowxsEXD. Eochester. X, Y.—
Metal Last.—December 8, ISOS.—A metallic last is

mounted on a standard so that it can be turned
around, and is designed for clinching the nails when
driven in.

Claim.—The revolving metallic last B, when made
as shown, so as to withstand a blow from the ham-
mer on any portion or point of the face or sole, in

combination with the conical-pointed standard A,
for the purposes set forth.

84,721.—Stephex D. Tucker. Xew York. X.
Y.

—

Machine for Grinding Circular Sates. — De-
cember 8. 18G8.—The caiTiage that supports the saw
is made to move automatically in both directions.

The circular arbor or bearing for the saw is so con-
structed as to permit the center of the savr to ad-
vance to the edge of the grindstone.

Claim. — 1. ilaking the head adjustable on the
carriage K, in combination with the rollers E' F',

for tlrtving the saw. whereby the machine can be
readily adjusted to grind saws of any diameter, sub-
stantially as described and specified.'

2. The movable rest h. for holding the saw at the
point of grinding, whereby the saw may be auto-
matically ground of a concave, convex, or plane sur-

face, substantially as described and specified.

3. The rest h, screw I. provided with its aiTQ M',
and the grooved and slotted guide L'. pivoted to the
carriage, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose specified.

4. The combination and arrangement of the clutch
p'. pulleys C C, the worm V on the shaft W, up-
right shaft X', with its spring y. and the adjustable
stops d d on the caniage, for operating the carriage
in both directions automatically, snbstantially as
described and specified.

5. The rod X', provided with arm v and pin w,
clutch p', and adjustable stops d d on the carria";e,

for reversing the travel of the caniage, substautifuly
as desci-ibed and specified.

C. The scroll gear G' and inclined rack I', on the
carriage, for giving a differential movement to the
carriage, substantially as described and specified.

7. The arbor or bearing
Bubstantiallv as describe(

!"• q. center pin p, and cap o,

3d and specified.

84,722.—John L. Warrex, Detroit, Mich.—
iSa?';.—December 8, 1SC8.—For the purijose of cutting
dovetails or other similar work.

Claim.—The construction of a saw, substantially

as described, with two cutting edges, the one opef-
atiug at any desired angle relative to the other.

84,723.-^ARREX "Bright. St. Louis, Mo.—
Hominy and Smut lfi7i.—December 8, 18(;8.—The
mill consists of a double case, the inner shell of which
is provided with semiannular plates or partitions.
Within the said case is a revolving hollow scouring
and blowing shaft, having an air-gathering cup or
scoop upon one of its ends, and at the opposite end
is a discharge spout and a blast passage. Kough-
ened scom-ing and smooth conveying blades are set
spirally around the hollow blowing shaft.

Claim.—1. The "double case." consisting of the
divided end plates A B, A' B', the divided cylindrical
shell C D, and the divided perforated scouring cyl-

inder E F within and concentric with said shell C D,
.'dl said parts beiag aiTanged to operate substan-
tially as herein described, for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the partitions H, the
wedge-formed wings or cut-offs S, arranged upon a
rotating shaft, in the manner set forth.

3. The longitudinally adjustable scouring and
blowing shaft O, constructed with the air-gathering
cup or scoop P, and air discharges o, and armed
with roughened blades R, wedge-formed wings or
cut-offs S, ajxA apiral discharge blades S', in combi-
nation with ato/izoiital, partitioned, and perforated
cylinder, s'lbstantially as herein described, for the
purposes epecified.

4. The combined arrangement, with the descend-
ing grain-discharge spout T of the laterally -travers-

ing and upturned blast passage U u u\ substantially
as described, for the purpose'specified.

84,724.—Jacob H. Ballard and Edward P.
BOXD, Xew Antioch, Ohio.

—

Brick Machine.—De-
cember 8, IStiS.—The clay is forced into chambers,
and then out of openings* in the same upon rollers

forming long slabs, andT is afterward cut in proper
lengths by wires.

Claim.—The frame A, shaft B. with wheel &. pug
mill C, with openings c*. and shaft C, having the
wheel c^. plungers D, shaft d\ wheel E, chambers F,
with openings G and wires H, the whole being
combined, airanged, and operated in the manner
described and for'the purposes set forth.

84,725.— A. B. Barxard, Worcester. Mass.,
assignor to Thomas C. Cravex, Albany. X. Y.—
Hay Spreader.— December 8, 1868.—Fised to the
thills are bent or curved screws, provided with
coiled springs, and which extend upward and pass
through openings in the cross piece of the reel frame,
so as to allow the spreading device to yield to ob-
structions on the ground.

Claim.—The combination with the screw stand-
ard or standards F. provided with nuts, as sho-^^Ti,

of coiled spring or springs K. substantially as and
for the ptirpose^ set forth."

84,726 P. G. Biggs, H. A. Butler and H.
Graxger, Macon. Mo.

—

Combined Hand Cutter and
Feeder for ThresJdng Machines.—December 8. 1868.

—A series of disks, set at an angle on a rotatinfj

shaft, spread the bundles as they are carried forward,
and the bands are cut by circular knives on a pivoted
shaft arranged at one'end of an inclined i)latform.
Claim. — The spreader H I, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the band cutter E G,
carrier C D, and fi-ame or bos A, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set
forth.

84,727.— Eli S. BrrxTTR, Lock Haven, Pa.—
Brick Machi'iie.—December 8, 1868.— The molds
upon the endless chain are each hinged on one side,

and provided with a crank pin. which is operated
by an inclined plane to open the liinged side and de-
liver the clay upon a board, which is^ moved by con-
tact with a corrugated roller. The end of the 'spiral

screw isMeflected and provided with a disk, so as to
prevent the clay from choking the screw.

Claim.—1. The pressm-e rollers D D' in the mov-
able frame A^, chain of molds C, plank H, and cor-
rugated feed roller E, constructed and ari-anged
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The mold C. when provided with the movable
side c, and crank pin c*. operated by contact with
the inclined planes I, and pressiu'e roller D, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein described.

3. "The combination of the feed screw F, when de-
flected at/, with the disk/^ and feed box F', all

constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

84,728.—JOHAXX BoxGARDT, Xew York. X. Y.,
assignor to himself and L. H. CoHX, same place.

—

Process and Composition for Printing the Grain of
TFood.—December 8, 1868.-The wood is soaked ia
variable proportions of linseed oil. brown japan,
lithra^e, white soap, and water, and the impression
is made as in ordinary surface printing.

Claim.— 1. The method, herein described, of pre-
paring wood to cause it to print its veneer or grain
on paper or other material, as set forth.

2. The composition herein described for treating
wood, for the ptu"pose set forth.

84,729.—Edward Buckmax and Alexaxdeb
BucK.M.\x, Greenbush, X. Y.

—

Gate. — DecemlK?r 8,

1863.—Two stops upon the gate are so arranged that
when the gate is brought to a closed position, two
latches on the supporting posts will drop at the inner
ends of the stops, and prevent longitudinal movement
of the gate, and lock the same.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
latches -nith the supporting posts and the stops upon
the gate, substantially as and for the purpose spe-
cified.
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84,730. — Orrin H. Burdick, Auburn, IST. Y.,
assignor to himself and David M. Osborne, same
place. — Harvester Rake.—December 8, 1868.—The
iuvention relates to the manner of driving and con-
trolling a series of revolving and rising, and falling

arms, one of which is a rake, and the others beaters
for drawing in the grain to the cutters of a harvest-
ing machine, while the rake delivers it, after it is

cut, in a gavel on the ground. ^

Claim.—1. The adjustable camway h, in combina-
tion with the permanent camway g, for the purpose
of raising the rake over the grain that may be on the
platform, when it is desired to use the rake as a
beater only, substantially as described.

2. The cbmbiuation of the two adjustable camways
Gr h, for controlling the action of the rake, substan-
tially as herein described.

3. 'in combination with the fixed or permanent
camways for guiding and controlling a series of rake
and beater arms, in their rotation, the lever F, and
movable camways, dog, and trigger, for allowing
the driver from"^ his seat to control the rake and
throw it out of raking action, while the rake itself

sets the parts for allowing it to go into raking action,
substantially as described.

4. In combination with the rake and beater heads,
the auxiliai'y arms P, and the three adjustable fast-

enings u, V, and v', for giving such heads and arms
the requisite inclinations upon their arms B, substan-
tially as desciibed.

84,731 .— Maxijiilian Louis J. Chollet and
Celeste H. E. Hajiilton, Paris, Franco.—Poultice
Cloth.—December 8, 1808.— The mucilaginous sub-
stances consist of decoctions of marsh mallow, flax

seed, bran, or starch.
Claim.—An article of manufacture, consisting of a

poultice, composed of leaves of canvas or muslin,
impregnated with mucilaginous substances, substan-
tially as herein described.

84,732.—Suspended.

84,733.—Eben L. Cowlkg, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Jajies p. BiUDCiE.—Preserving Wood.—
Decembers, 1868.

Claim. — The employment of dry superheated
steam, in combination with vaporized chemicals, for

the preservation of wood, as set forth, the natural
moisture of the wood being first absorbed by the use
of the dry superheated steam without the chemicals,
and the air expelled, substantially as described.

84,734.-IsTeediiam Cox, Salem, HI., assignor to

himself, Christopher M. Houts, and J. S. Moore,
same place. — Tanning Composition.—Deccmlier 8,

1868.—The ingredients consist of tan bark, salt, sul-

j)huric acid, salix root, terra japonica, and soap, in
various proportions.
Claim.—The use of all of said ingredients, when

applied in the proportions heretofore given, or their

equivalents, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

84,735.—Arxold Davidsohx, St. Louis, Mo.—
Uailroad Car Heater.—December 8, 1868.—A box to

be filled with hot sand is attached to the floor of a
car, and is provided Avith an influent and an effluent

hopper, for the reception of hot sand and discharge
of the cooled sand, at suitable stations on the
road.

Claim.—The car-heating device, composed of box
D, slide d', influent hopper E, valve e, and effluent

hopper E, and discharge valve /, when constructed
to operate as described and arranged, with relation

to the vehicle, substantially as set forth.

84,736. — John Eaint, Columbus, Canada.—
Stove Pipe Joini.-December 8, 1808.—An annular
rib is formed around and at a given distance from
each, and of each length of pipe, and combined
T\T.th open lap portions of the seam at each end
thereof.
Claim.—A. section of stove pipe, seamed longitudi-

nally, except that portion lapping the adjoining sec-

tion, such portion being lapped the width of the seam,
or thereabouts, as shown and described, for the pur-

pose set forth.

84,737.—Charles Eleischel and William C.
BussEY, San Erancisco, Cal.—Door iocA-.-Decem-
ber 8, 1868.—Passing through a hole in the lock case
and the door is a cylinder, having attached to its
inner end a disk, from the upper side of which rise
two rigid plates having tumblers between them, con-
sisting of elongated metal plates. Within the case
is a flat bar having fastened to it a steel plate with
wards on its edge corresponding to the number of
the tumblers.
Claim.—The plate K, fastened upon the bolt of

the lock, and provided with the wards c c, &c., in
combination with the cylinder B, diskC, and revolv-
ing tumblers E E, substantially as described, and for
the purposes set forth.

84,738.—J. M. D. Erance, Washington, D. C.
—Paper File.-Tfecemhcv 8, 1808.—Two notched
uprights are attached to a base, and in the notches
fits a bar placed upon a movable board under which
the papers to be filed are placed.
Claim.—A. device for filing papers, consisting of

a frame, A A, notched as described, in combination
with bar B, base C, sliding board D, and pin E,
combined and operated in the manner substantially
as hereinbefore described, for the purpose specified.

84,739.—Johx Eriese and George Daniel
Ekiese, Baltimore, Md., assignors to John Eriese,
same ^\a.ce.—Conductors' P««c/i.—Decembers, 1868.—To the inner side of one of the jaws is attached a
steel plate, extending beyond tlie tooth, and bending
over the extremity of the other jaw, to facilitate the
entrance of the article to be punched.

Claim.—In connection with the eyelet-cutting in-
strument, having the two jaws A and B, the tooth
a, the opening c, and the spring C, the rigid plate
M, when attached to the jaw B, upon a raised bed,
s, and provided with the opening to receive the tooth
a, and bent so as to hook over the end of jaw A, the
several parts being constructed to operate together,
in the manner and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

84,740.—Abram J. Gibson, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself Benjamin J. Thurston, and
Thomas A. Harrow, all of same place.—ilfode of
Constructing the Heating and Lighting Apparatus
on Railway Cars.—December 8, 1868.—A separate
fire-proof room for heating and lighting is provided
at one end of the car, so tliat in case of the destruc-
tion of the car by accident, that portion occupied by
the passengers would escape the danger from fire.

A sash or window is made of sufficient size to allow
the furnace to be thrown out from the same.

Claim.—1. A perforated metallic partition, in-

closing and constituting a fire-proof lighting and
heating chamber, in one end of a railway car, con-
structed in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. One or more lenses, in the perforated metallic
partition of a fire-proof lighting and heating cham-
ber of a railway car, as and for the purpose above
specified.

3. The safety sash or window, when so constructed
as to constitute the outer side of a lighting and
heating chamljer in a railway car, as hereinbefore
described and set foTth.

84, 741.—Joel E. Giles and Willard Eerry,
Mead's Mifls, Mich.—Potato i)i(7/7er.—December 8,

1868.

Claim.—1. Arranging the shares S S on the land-
sides in such a position that the landsides will gather
the vines together before the shares enter the hill,

substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The constniction and arrangement of the two
shares S S, as shown and described, viz, by making
their front edges recede to the rear, and leaving an
opening there between them, when said shares are
combined with the landsides, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The ai-rangement of the tines !N" iN", &c., in a
double cm-ve, as shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the brace E (applied to

Erevcnt the spreading of the landsides) with the
ow D, when said bow is aiTauged iu position to
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prevent its ena:aging with the vines, substantially

as and for the purpos'e set forth.

5. The brace A, Avhen arranged as shown and
described, for the purpose set forth.

84,742.—Setii Gilt., San Pablo, and David C.
"Woods, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Shipa' Davits.—De-
cember 8, 1868.—The davit arms arc jointed so as to

be turned at right angles and not project from the
ship's side. The boat is suspended by a tackle from
travelers which move in and out of the davit arm,
being operated bj^an inhaul and outhaul tackle.

Claim.—1. The jointed davit arms E E, with their

tackle, or an equivalent device,thc wliole constnicted
and operated substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

2. In combination with the jointed arms E, the
traveler L, with its inhaul and outhaul tackles M
and ]N", substantially as described.

3. In combination with the davit arms E, the
uprights D, with the lifts H, and stanchion I, the
whole connected by rods with the davits on the oppo-
site side, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

84,743.—"William B. Gleason, Conneautville,
Pa.

—

Boot Crimper.—Decemher 8, 1868.—Consists
of an arrangement of devices by which the neces-

sity of first braking the boot front and then re-

moving it from the brake, and drawing and tacking
it on to the crimping board by hand, is dispensed
with.
Claim.—1. The grab bars S S, spring block M,

the movable spring grabs O O O O, all constructed
substantially as set forth.

2. The crimping board L, combined with the grab
bars S S, spring block M, and movable spring grabs

0, for the purposes as set forth.

84,744.—JosiAH E. HoLLisTER, Calais, Vt—
Elevator.—December 8, 1868.—The parts are so ar-

ranged as to retain the load at any elevated position

until it can be moved, by transferring the carriage,

arranged on an elevated truck, to any place of de-

posit beneath.
Claim.—I. Combining the brake A and the pulley

G with the car, as and for the purpose specified.

2. The hoisting rope c and tackle block J, in com-
bination with the brake A and pulley G, for the
purpose and substantially as described.

3. The tripping rope I, applied to the hook end K"

of the brake, as and for the purpose specified.
• 4. The draw rope H, in combination with the car
E and eye k, as and for the purpose specified.

5. The adjustable and movable cam k, constructed
as described, and applied to the rail C, for the pur-

pose and substantially as described.

6. The rod /, in combination with the brake A
and the cam h, for the purpose and substantially as

described.
7. The plate e or holding device, in combination

with the hook end of the brake A, for the purpose
and substantially as described.

8. The combination of all the operative parts
specified, when arranged to operate substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

84,745.—Robert G. Jasieson and "Willia^i
H. CHAiLBERLAiN, Bristol, N. H.

—

Horseshoe.—De-
cember 8, 1868.—A curved bar, having calks formed
upon it, is attached to the shoe by means of hooks
which pass through slots in the "heel of the shoe,

and a screw at the' toe.

Claim.—The bar C, of the form herein shown, and
provided with heel and toe calks, when fastened to

the shoe by means of the hooks // and slots & 6 at

the heel, and screw i at the toe, substantially as

described for the purpose specified.

84,746.—Catharixe M.\xwell and I. :N"E^VTON

Peirce, Philadelphia, 'Pa.—Preparation of Steel for
Corsets, Hoop Skirts, cf-c-December 8. 1868.—Com-
Eosition consists of varnish, pulverized quartz and
enzine.
Claim.—Coating steel with this composition, for

use in female apparel, as herein described, or any
other substantially the same, .and which will pro-^

duce the intended eflfects.

^43 'P—YOL.^n

84,747.— C. McIXTURFF, Greenville, Tenn.—
Car Couplinq.—December 8, 1868.—The coupling
bar is pivoted at its rear end and provided with a
hook or projection, below which enters a slot in the
opposite coupling bar. In connecting the cars the
coupling bar pushes back a sliding block to alloAV
the hook to drop into the slotted bar.

Claim.—A car coupler, composed of the bars A,
with hooks B and springs H, and sliding blocks C
with springs D, when used in connection Avith the
levers G, all constructed and arranged substantially
as described, and for the purposes specified.

84,748.—Erancis McTarnahan, Santa Clara.
Cal.

—

Gang Plow.—December 8, 1868.—Under the
axletree is a block to which the evener is attached,
and, in connection with the curved screw slides,

serves to regulate the depth of the furrow. As the
team turus, the plows are automatically raised to
clear the ground.

Claim.—1. The frame or groundwork of the gang
plow.

2. The combination and ari'angement of the beam
E, to which, the plows are fastened, the beam to
which said plow beam is fastened by liinges, tho
semicircular hinges, as constructed, and the manner
of fastening the plows in the beam, all as shown.

3. The screw slides A, in combination with the
frame.

4. The combination and arrangement of the beam
L, to which the lever is fastened, the post on which
it works, the chain, the pulley on which it works, the
evener, and the guard, all as described.

5. The square block D under the axletree, for regu-
lating the amount of land, in combination with the
evener.

6. The construction, combination, and arrange-
ment of the several parts, as shown and described.

84,749.—Hexry Merrisian, Bloomington, 111.

— Coal CAut';.—December 8. 1868.—The device is

designed to be used in dischai"ging coal into boats,,
cars, &c. The hinged doors are balanced by weights
so arranged that the swinging downward of the
outer door unfastens the inner and permits it to
fall.

Claim.—The inner weighted apron C, having the
loose catch rods g, and pivoted at its lower edge to
the chute, and the outer weighted apron D, also
pivoted at its lower edge, and provided with the
lugs 0, all operating as described, whereby as the
outer apron is swung down to form a spout, the lugs

release the rods g from the catches e, and per-
mit the inner apron to open the chute for the dis-

charge of coal, substantially as herein shown and
described.

. 84,750.—L. E. MoRET, Vandalia, IW.—Plow
Attachment, (Doubletree.) —December 8, 1868.

—

Three bars are connected together in a triangular
shape, and provided with loop^ or hooks, whereby
three horses may be attached to a plow.
Claim—A. plow attachment, having four connect-

ing points, a, b, b, and &', arranged substantially as
herein described, for the purpose set forth.

84,751.—James Musgrave, ISew Cumberland,
"West YiTginia.—Seed Planter.—Beeemhev 8, 1868.
—The buckets are detachable, so as to be readily
removed and replaced by buckets having cavities o'f

different sizes, according to the kind and amount of
seed to be planted.
Claim.—1. Detachably securing the buckets H to

the belts F, by means of the brackets G, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the tube J with the hopper
1 and buckets H. substantially as heroin shown and
described, and for the purpose' set forth.

84,753. — George Neilsox, Boston, Mass.

—

Lam,p Burner.—December 8, 1868.—The chimney
is supported upon an annular plate and fits within a
flange, and is held in position by springs which
bear against its interior surface, and have their up-
per ends secured upon a hoop or ring.

.Claim.—1. The combination, with the cone and
cone-supporting cylinder, of the chimney rest, chim-
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ney, and spring device, by which the latter is sup-
ported and steadied, under the"arrangement and for
operation as herein shown and specified.

2. The combination, with the chimney and chim-
ney rest, of the springs and hoop or ring for holding
the upper ends of saia springs, in the manner and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

84,753.—FuEDERiCK W. N"ewton, South Or-
ange, X. J.

—

Lappet or Embroidering Loom.—De-
cember 8, 1868.—This machine is designed for weav-
ing large and flowing figures, such as are suitable
for the borders of goi-ed skirts or dresses, either
woven on the body of the garment, or separately,
and attached afterward.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pattern mech-
anism with the stitch mechanism, when the two are
actuated by different powers, or are connected with
the same power by intermediate gearing or attach-
ment, so as to give to each mechanism a motion dis-

tinct from the other, substantially as described.
2. The friction rollers or cylinders, one or more,

for the pm'pose of giving a definite, yet adjustable,
quantity of whip yarn to the needles without tension,
substantially as described.

3. The roller j, of Irregular or cam shape, in com-
bination with the pin and needle bars, for the pur-
pose of giving them an irregular motion, substantially
as described.

4. The combined ratchet and pinion wheel G-, in
combination with the rack H, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

5. The double wedge bar I, for the purpose of reg-
•ulating the quantity of whip yarn to be furnished to

the needles, substantially as described.
6. The lever n, in combination with the bar 0, and

its pin for raising the double wedge bar, substantially
: as described.

7. The traverse bar M, in combination with the
needle bar and friction rollers, substantially as de-

• scribed.
8. The combined pinion and friction wheel N, in

combination with the friction wire, substantially as
I described and for the purpose set forth.

9. The lever e, with adjustable fulcrum, in com-
bination A\'ith the traverse bar M, and needle bar
for regulating its movements, substantially as de-
scribed.

10. The friction sleeve, having an upright stand,
in combination with the pattern and stitch wheels
and traverse lever e, substantially as described.

11. The combination, with the stitching mechan-
ism, of the adjustable pawl Q, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as described.

12. The combination of the mechanism which
makes the stitcb with the mechanism which gives
the whip yarn to the needles, arranged and con-
nected substantially as described, so that the motiou
of the mechanism which gives off the whip yarn to
the needles may be regulated and controlled by the
stitching mechanism.

84,754.—Alonzo Palmkr, Hudson, Mich., as-

signor to himself and N. H. Melcher.—Pwnip.—
December 8, 1868.—To a tubular bolt upon a rod ex-
tending through the center of the cylinder are se-

cured 'two metallic valve , plates, above and below
which arc two metallic disks attached to the central
rod, one of each of the said disks being perforated.
Betweeu'each of the two upper and lower disks are
placed rings which serve as seats for the solid

waives.
Otoim.—The disks J" K and J' K', in combination

with the rings G- G', bolt H, rod I, and plates E E,
with their valves, arranged and used as and for the
purposes set forth.

84,755.—G. T7. Perry and J. D. Billings,
TVilmington, Dal.—Seat for Railway Cars.—Decem-
ber 8, 1868.—A chair car scat is provided with a re-

versible back, wliich may be readily adjusted and
secured on either side of the seat, ancl at any desired
inclination.

Claim.—1. A seat, B, capable of longitudinal ad-

justment between side frames A A', in combination
with a reversible back, which is connected bv arms;H
to the side fi-ames, turns on an adjustable fulcrum "on

said arms, and which may be jointed to either edge

of the seat, all substantially as- and for the purpose
described.

2. The back J, with its slots z, and pins s, sliding
in the said slots, in combination with arms H, jointed
to the side frames and to the pins, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

3. The bent rods E, having pins m at the ends,
and sliding and turning at the sides of the seat B,
in combination with a reversible back, J, having
openings, t, for the reception of the pins m, substan-
tially as described.

4. The rods E, with their pins m and arms n, in
combination with the box B', the slotted plates h,
and the ti-aversing plate E, connected to the arms n
n, the whole being arranged and operating substan-
tially as set forth.

5. 'The sliding seat B, with its ratchets o o, in com-
bination with the shaft G, pinions k and q, and a
worm for operating the said shaft, substantially as
set forth.

6. The fi'ame K, which is hung between the side
frames A A', and to which are hinged arms u u,
connected by cross strips vj w, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

84,756.—G. W. Perry and J. D. Billings,
"Wilmington, Del.—Door Eetainer.—December 8,

1868.—A yielding block, fitted in a recess in the floor,
receives and holds the under edge of the door, in a
cavity provided for the purpose.

Claim.—A plate, a, having an opening for the re-
ception of a block, E, which rests upon springs, d,
below the plate, the whole being constructecf and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

84,757.—H.W. Persing, Centralia, in.—Wago7i
Box.—December 8, 1868.—Movable staples, passing
through side boards just behind the end gates, are
attached to hooked rods passing longitudinally
through the box, and are held in place by eccentrics
pivoted to the outer ends of the staples.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
eccentrics e e, the staples / /, and the swivel d at-

tached to the rods c c, substantially in the manner
described and for the purposes set forth.

84,758.—Edward B. Phelps, New York, N.
T.—G^idirow.—December 8, 1868.—The gridiron ia

composed of two flat frames, and provided with a
central axle, upon which it vibrates, and the whole
is inclosed in a metal box. A trough is suspended on
the hinged edge of one of the frames, and arranged
so as to adapt itself to the vibrations of the gridiron.
Claim.—1. The combined frames F and F', with

the central axle E, in connection with the trough K
and stop N, operated and vibrated in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as herein shown.

2. Providing reversible gridirons with a trough,
K, to operate and to be used for the purpose herein
described.

84,759.—D. A. Porterfield, I^ew Paris, Ohio.
—Wash Boiler.—December 8, 1868.

Claim.—In combination with the boiler, the con-
ical or pyramidal spouts, as described, i. e., their
bases resting in the bottom of the boiler, without
the intervention of a liorizontal partition, and so ar-

ranged as to admit the supply of water by spanning
the sunken pit, or by moans of an opening at the
bottom, as set forth.

84,760.—Adam E. Reese, Phillipsburg, N. J.—
Horse Rake.—December 8, 1868.—The teeth arc
formed with a return arm made parallel to the teeth,

to serve as springs to keep the teeth down upon the
ground. The various parts are so constructed and
connected as to enable them to be readily taken
apart for transportation.

Claim.—1. The teeth N, provided with the return
ami, an'anged relatively to and operating in connec-
tion with the rake head, substantially as described.

2. The shafts E E, when provided with the gains
or notches, as set forth.

3. The stfmdard I, in combination with the trans-

verse bars H H, arranged upon opposite sides of the
shafts E E, said bars being provided with gains, and
operating as set forth.
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4. The bars H H, when provided with the gains,

as set forth.

5. The combination of the notched shafts E E,
plates Gr G, axle B, and bolts F F, sabstantially as

set forth.

6. The combination of the notched bars H H,
shafts E E, and bolts K K, all arranged and operat-

ing as set forth.

7. The removable cleaners, adapted to be secured
to the axle by means of scrcvrs or pins, and remova-
ble for transpoi-tation, as set forth.

8. The spurs on the cleaner rods, for the purpose
and substantially as set forth.

84,761.—Hugh Eeid, St. Louis, lio.—Steam
Engine Valve Gear.—December 8, 1868.—A double
piston valve is inclosed in a cylinder which commu-
nicates with the exhaust passage, the exhaust steam
being admitted alternately into" the atmosphere and
condenser by the motion of the valve, which latter

is operated by means of a toggle joint connected to

a rock shaft.

Claim.—I. The arrangement of the balanced pis-

ton valves Di D^ with reference to the exliaust cylin-

der C, steam port a. and exhaust ports E and F,'sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the piston valves D^ D^
with reference to the rod d, toggles G G', pin g, slot

k. and rod H, substantially as described.

84,762.—Isaac Eexford, Malone, Is. Y.—Seed
Planter.—December 8, 1868.—The rear wheels are
connected to the forward wheels by bars, from which
rise vertical rods supporting the seed hopper, beneath
which latter is the seeding cylinder. Coverers,
formed of two side bars secured together at an angle
in the rear, are connected to the seed box by draught
bars or chains. The rear part of the machine is ele-

vated by means of levers under control of the driver,

by which the seeding operation is stopped, and the
machine easily turned.

Claim.—1. 'The combination of the side bars D,
bars or supports G, seed box H, dropping cylinder

E, and wheels F. with each other and with the for-

ward axle B, said parts being constructed and oner-

ating substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the purposes set forth.

2. The coverers J, constructed as described, and
draught bars or chains K, in combination with the
seed box H, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of the levers L, cross bar M,
standard 27, lever O, and standard P, with each oth-

er, with the cross bar of the thiUs A, foi-ward axle
B, dropping cylinder E, and seed box H, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

84,763.—W. C. Ehixehart and Robert Gas-
ton, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

—

Corn Plow.—Decomhev 8,

1868.—The bar of the frame to which the tongue is

attached is supplied at each end with a fender ex-
tending directly over the wheels.

Claim.—The inclined fenders b b, for protecting
the reins of the driver from the action of the wheels,
in combination with the inclined frame B, substan-
tially as set forth.

84,764.—George Richardson-. Lowell, Mass.—
Reverse Motion for Winding on Bobbins.—December
8, 1868.—Upon the shaft which imparts the traverse
motion to the wind is fixed a spiral cam, which in
turn imparts motion to a sliding yoke. "When the
yoke has passed over the extent of its traverse, a
detent is raised by a cam on the shaft, which releases
a catch and allows a spring to react so as to force
the reverse rod in the opposite direction, and bring
the actuating gears into contact.

Claim.—The cam B. yoke C, reverse rod E, springs
I r, detent G, and reverse catch M, all combined,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,765.—C. M. Reid, Greensborough, Ala.—
Lubricator for Jouriiahs.-Decemhev 8, 1868.—

A

screw, provided with a flange, is matle to propel a cog
wheel having its bearings in a hanging frame, and
also having a rock shaft connecting with two cranks.
Each crank has a pitman connecting -^Tth spring

arras, which carry a. dipper that distributes the lu-

bricant upon the axle.

Claim.—The screw c, with its flange C, frame E,
cog wlicel D, cranks G, pitmen g, spring arms H,
dipper I, in combination with the "hou.sing'' or
" grease box," wlien constructed and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

84,766.—Cyrus Roberts and John A. Throp.
Three Rivers, Mich.

—

Combined Horse Potoer and
T/-z4cfc.—December 8, 1868.—Tlie beveled wheel that
actuates the mechanism extends downward, so as to

enable the power to be used at a point near the
ground, and immediately over the working shaft, to

which it is geared. The horse power is permanently
attached to a trxick.

Claim.—1. The beveled wheel G, extending down-
ward to tlie point, and in the manner represented,
for the purposes specified.

2. A liorse power, having cogged wheels A, D, E,
and G, staples B, disk C, fi-iction rollers c, and shaft

n. in combination with a truck, constructed and
operating as herein specified, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. A truck, having Y-shaped bottom, as described,
bolsters O, P, and Q, and rear V-shaped frame, aa
described, in combination with the horse power here
in described and shown, substantially as specified.

84,767.—"William J. Ross, "Worcester, Mass.—
Door J'as-^ene?-.—December 8, 1868.—A slotted metal
bar is provided at one end with an adjustable bar or
catch, formed so as to fit in between the door and
the door frame. The slotted portion is supplied
with a sliding bar provided with a set screw and
hooked at its inner end.

Claim.—The slotted bar A, in combination with
the catch B and hooked sliding bar D, provided with
the thumb or set screw b"^, all constructed, arranged,
and o])erated substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

84,768.-Edwin P. Russell, Manilas, K". Y.—
Gas Burner.—DacGmbev 8, 1868.—The body of the
main cock is made conical, so as to form a chamber
for the gas to be distributed to the main burner and
the jet burner. Between the tubes for the main
burner is a hollow cylindrical chamljer for the pro-
tection of the jet burner, so that a small jet can be
kept constantly burning and easily regulated by a
small cock.

Claim.—1. The hollow cylindrical gas cock B,
constructed substantially as described, and operating
as and for the pm-poses set forth.

2. The combination of pipes h and h'
, pipe or

hole z, and small cock g, chamber p, aU as con-
structed, with the gas cock B, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The sway bar C, in combination with rods
"W W, arms / /', for operating the cock B, con-
structed substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

84,769.— "Woodbury Sanborn, Chelsea, as-
signor to himself and Bailey "West, Chicopec,
Mass.—rrtws.-December 8, 1868.—A metallic spi-
der, having flanges on the ends of the arms, is ap-
j^ied within the shell to prevent its warping. A
T-shaped piece is pivoted to the spider, and pro-
vided with buttons to which the supporting straps
are attached.

Claim.—1. The shell A, having a metallic frame
or spider attached to the inner side thereof, and pro-
vided with knobs attached to said spider, either
with or without the cover C, the whole constituting
a truss pad, and constructed of the material and
substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The combination of the shell A, the metallic
frame or spider rigidly attached to said shell, and
the T-shaped piece F, pivoted to said spider, and
mounted with knobs or buttons, the whole con-
structed substantially as specified.

3. The construction and arrangement, in combi-
nation with a truss pad. sub.stantially of the kind
herein described, of the flexible body strap D and
thigh strap E, applied to said pad, substantially as
set forth and shown.
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84,770.—Andrew Schmitt, California, Mo.—
Salve for Burns and Scalds.—DecemheT 8, 1868.—
Composed of disintegrated lint and fish oil, charred
or bui-ned together.

.
Claim.—The formation of a salve for the cure of

burns, &c,, in the manner and of the materials herein
described,

84,771.—"William Shaijnon, Allegheny City,
assignor to himself and Joseph Graff, Pittsbui'g,
Pa.

—

Hinge.—December 8, 1868.—The hinge is pro-

vided with a pintle, made in two parts and secured
in a knuckle joint.

Claim.—Providing a hinge with a pintle, consist-

ing of parts C and D, the inner ends of which are
upset, in the manner herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

84,772.—"William Shannon, Allegheny City,
assignor to himself and Joseph Graff, Pittsburg,
1^a..—Hinge.— December 8, 1868.—The two parts
are each provided with a hooked end, so that they
will lock when forced together in the knuckled joint
of the hinge.

Claim.—Providing hinges with a pintle, C and D,
made in two parts, the inner ends of which are bev-
eled off at /, and provided with hcoks i, substan-
tially as herein described, and for the purpose set
forth.

84,773.—Joseph Shirt and Charles Briggs,
Tamworth, Great Britain.

—

Steam Engine Con-
denser.—December 8, 1868.—The device is con-
structed with steam and water spaces for the in-

gress of water and steam, so that a partial vacuum
will be formed, thus dispensing with the air-pump
mechanism for discharging the heated water.
Claim.—A. condenser, constructed and operating

as herein described.

84,774.—John Shoe, Pleasant Hill, Ohio.—JBee-
hive.—December 8, 1868.—The hinged bottom i)ro-

jects a short distance beyond the side of the hive
and can be placed at any desired inclination.
Claim.—1. The adjusting, hinged, inclined bot-

tom C, operating substantially as set forth.
2. The top B, provided with supports or strips h h,

to which are attached hooks, catching into staples
on the hive, for the purpose of removing the said
top, substantially as described.

84,775.—A. G. Smith, Jersey City, N. J.—
Lamp Burner.—December 8, 1868; antedated No-
vember 27, 1868.—The burner is attached to the
lamp by means of a plate, in connection with a ring
of some elastic substance, so as to dispense with the
use of a screw collar and to insulate the burner.

Claim.—1. In combination with the burner A and
the cylinder C, the ribs or projections H H, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The insulating ring C, constmcted with the
flange I, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. In combination with the bm'ner A and elastic
ring C, the detachable plate E, or its equivalent, for
the purpose of rendering the ring C easily remov-
able.

4. The plate E, secured to the wick tube E by a
detachable device, substantially as set forth.

5. Keeping the plate E always in contact with its

detachable fastenings, by means of the elasticity of
the material of the ring C, as set forth.

84,776.— Garland B. St. John, Brooklyn,
Mich. -OuZ^ivatoJ-.- December 8, 1868.—To both
plow beams is attached a standard, which carries a
plow by means of a bolt passing through arms and
through both beams. The standard is braced by
rods so arranged as to admit of adjustment of the
same to a greater or less angle of inclination.

Claim.—The securing of the standard G between
the two beams C C, by means of the bolt m, ai'ms
n n, and braces H H, all arranged substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

84,777.—George E. Sutphen, Louisiana, Mo.
—Horse jRafce.—December 8, 1868.—An adjustable
pr»p is arranged to fall upon the rear teeth and hold

the rake from revolving until required, and is with-
drawn from the teeth by a connecting rod and lever.
Claim.—The connecting rod D, with seat d\ when

used in connection with spring d^ upon rod d^, as
shown and described, and combined with the prop C,
having the foot piece c, and lever D', the whole
being operated, in connection with the handle B and
rake A, as and for the purposes described.

84,778.—James Tamblyn, Virginia City, Ne-
vada.

—

Automatic Stop for Mining Cars.—Decem-
ber 8, 1868.—Curved projections or stops attached
•to a lever, arranged below the track, are caused to
rise and prevent the car from moving forward when
the cage is not in a position to receive the same. As
the cage reaches the mouth of the shaft the stops
are automatically withdrawn.
Claim.—The pro.iections or stops E E, arranged

with the levers C E, and spring H, connected Avith
the chain G, and all applied to operate in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

84,779.—Thomas R. Taylor, Broadhead, Wis.—Pile for Railroad Rails.—^December 8, 1868.—

A

T-shaped bar of steel is combined with a rolled iron
bar, one of the surfaces of the latter being made to
conform to the side of vertical web of the steel
bar, and the whole doubled around one end and upon
the two sides of the steel bar.

Claim.—1. The improved pile for forming railroad
rails, when constructed and arranged as herein de-
scribed.

2. As a new article of manufacture, railroad rails,

when produced from the improved pile herein de-
scribed, as and for the purpose set forth.

84,780.— Moses N. "Ward, Bangor, Me., as-

signor to himself, Benjamin S. Grant, and Thomas
Hersey, same place.

—

Timber Grapple.—December
8, 1868.—Two curved pronged arms are pivoted to
an oval plate provided with a hole above and below
the junctions of the said arms. At such junction
the plate is provided with shoulders to prevent the
en^s from overlapping.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
double-eyed and shouldered plate B, made substan-
tially as described, with the two pronged arms A A
pivoted to such plate, as set forth.

84,781.—Erancis "WATKINS, Birmingham, Eng-
land. — Nut Machine. — December 8, 1868 ; ante-
dated November 28, 1868.—The machine consists of
two working parts, acting alternately, so that a nut
is cut, shaped and punched on one side, while a fin-

ished nut is being ejected from the other side, thus
utilizing the power required for one machine to op-
erate two.
Claim.—The combination, with each other, of the

reciprocating frames D and E, stationary die I,

punches E, J, and K, slide G, punch H, and" stop L,
all made, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the pm'pose herein shown and described.

84,782.—Erancis "WATKINS, Birmingham, Eng-
land. — Bolt-making Machine.—December 8, 1868;
patented in England, December 8, 1860.—Two rotat-

ing disks are mounted at the ends of a shaft, which
latter also canies a feed wheel worked by a slotted

rod, which is pin-jointed to a lever acted on by a
cam on another shaft. In the periphery of each of
the disks are placed dies for receiving tlie shanks of
the rivets, bolts, &c., to be headed. Inside the
dies are sliding bolts for holding the blanks, and for

discharging them when finished.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein shown and de-

scribed, of two bolt heading machines constructed
substantially as described, and so as to operate alter-

nately, as set forth.

84,783. — James Wensley, New Brunswick,
N. J.

—

Guiding Attachment for Sewing Machines.—
A sliding and adjustable gauge is made in two parts,

so that one part may beswuug out of tlie way for

gauging around abrupt inner angles. An adjustable

pressor is also so arranged as to swing out of the

way when not required for use.

dlaim.^1. The pivoted gauge E and pivoted
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transparent presser G, in combination vrith the at-

tachment B. arranged and operating as described,

for the purposes specified.

2. The arrangement of the spring I and the
notched bent arm K, by •which the presser plate is

jointed to its support, whereby the spring is adjusted
to the several notches in the bent arm, for regulating
the pressure of the plate, as herein shown and de-

scribed.
3. The gauge E. provided with the stud a and ad-

justable part b, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

4. The transparent presser, constructed as de-

scribed, and hinged to the support by the rod K, ar-

ranged, with reference to the guide, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

84,784.—Amos TTestcott, Svracuse, N. Y.—
Churn. — December 8, 1868. — The staves of the
churn are held together by a segment hoop having
trunnions on each" side, the said hoop also having a
plate on its under-side extending down between
standards on a socket that receives"the legs compos-
ing the stand.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the segment hoop c. socket h h, with its projecting
arms k^k, and the vessel for the reception of the ma-
terial to be operated upon, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination of the segment hoop c and
segment b', substantially as shown and described.

84,785. — Simeon Wheat, Middletown, and
David B. TVheat. Xew York, assignors to Fraxcis
M. "Wheat and Ellen A. Wheat, Middletown,
N. Y.—Rc/Hgerator.—December 8, 1868.

Claim.—An improved refrigerator, formed by the
combination of the double-walled case or body A,
detachable ice bos B, waste pipe C, cup D. drip" pan
E, hinged shelf F. middle shelf G, having its middle
part cut away, and plaster of Paris lining, K, with
each other, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

84,786.—GEonoE W. X. Yost, Corry, Pa., as-

signor to The Corry Machine CoJfPANY.-Tracfc-
Clearer for Harvesters.— December 8, 1868.—The
arc or bend of the track clearer is within a vertical
mortise through the shoe, and laps around or in-

closes a segment of the shoe next the mortise, so as
to avoid all separate pivoting, and attaching the
clearer to the shoe by rivets, bolts, <fcc.

Claira.—The combination of the track clearer V
and the finger-bar shoe "W. a curved or bent part of
the track clearer lying within a vertical mortise in
and encircling a part of the shoe, made and used as
described, for grass and grain cutting machines.

84,787.— Alexander Ada5ison, "Washington,
D. C—Shoulder jBrace.—December 8. 1868.

Claim.—The shoulder brace, consisting of a sin-

gle elastic strap crossing its center, (whore it is

fa.stened,) and forming the double loops B B, as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

84,788.—Thomas R. Allen, Syracuse, ^S"". Y.—
Beehive.— December 8. 1868.—Secured to the sills

are frame holders provided with notches on the top
to receive the main beams of the comb frames. The

• outside covering is fitted with a top covering.
Claim.—1. The frame holders F F, separately, and

also in combination ^\ith the sills a a, substantially
as and for the purposes descriljed.

2. The same parts, in combination with the comb
frames c c, substantially as described, and inde-
pendent of and detached from the outside covering

3. The frame holder F, constructed as described,
in combination with the outer covering C and top
D, as set forth.

84,789.—FORTL-NE L. Bailey. Freeport. Ind.—
Car Mover.—Decemher 8, 1868.—By an upward and
downward movement of the lever' the rods which
carry the griping devices alternately slide and step
forward to move the car.
Claim.—The arrangement of lever A, bars I I,

and clamp B, when combined with the griping de-

vices on the lower ends cf the rods I I, as and for

the purpose set forth.

84,790.—L. D. BidWELL, Birmingham. Conn.—
Moicing Machine.—December 8, 1868T—Each of the
circular cutters has a revolution upon its own axis,
and also one in an opposite direction about their
common center of motion. The number of cutters
is such that each will operate once while the fingers
are moving each one length.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the revolving cut-

ters rf in a revolving head, so as to give to the said
cutters a double movement, substantially as herein
described.

2. In combination with the above, the finger bar
P, constructed and arranged so as to operate in con-
junction with the said cutters, substantially in the
manner set forth.

84,791—Clark E. Billings, Warren, Tt.^—
Ap2}le Quarterer.—December 8, 1S68.—A wooden
plunger is pressed down upon the apple placed on a
central point, and forces it between the four knives.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described of the
fixed knives F, placed at right angles to each other,
and having the central point g, the plunger B, hol-

lowed out upon its under side, the plun'ger rod C,
guides h, slotted lever D. pin i, spring E, and stand
A, as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

84,792.—G. E. Boissilier, St. Louis, Mo.—
Compression Cock.—^December 8, 1868.—A socket
valve within the shell of the cock is operated by
revolving the stem which is secured beneath the
cap.

Claim.—The valve D, having a screw thread cut
upon its outer sm'face, and furnished with a smooth
socket J, in which the squared end of the valve
stem C is fitted, said stem having a disk i, bearing
against the under surface of the packing placed in
tiie recess of the cap B, and resting upon the lower
packing disk, secured to the shell A by the screw-
cap, alfarranged and operating as described, for the
purpose Specified.

84,793.-W. H. Boyben, Eockland, R. I.—
" Dresser Copper'' for Warp Dressing Machines.—
December 8, 1868.—Behind the rack are arranged
wires over which the yarn or threads pass without
danger of being cut, and which maybe easily moved
or replaced when worn or injured.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rack B and
wires m m, in a frame A, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. The arrangement of the rack B, frame A, wires
m in m. m, thumb screws n n. and clamp T, substan-
tially as shown and described.

84,794.—William D. Brooks. Bethany, Pa.—
Elevator.—Deceraber 8. 1868.—Designed as an im-
provement upon a patent granted to Cramer and
Brooks, September 17. 1867. Over the rafter which
sustains the pulley block is placed a metal cap,
through which and the rafter is passed a hook se-

cured by a nut, shoulder or pin, that rests upon the
cap.
Claim.—The cap b and rod a. for sustaining the

swiveled pulley C, and a series of hooks D, in com-
bination with" and arranged with relation to the
adjustable flexible gravity track, as herein set forth
and shown, for the purpose specified.

84,795.—Henry Carse, Pittsburg, Ta.—Bot-
tling Macfdne.-December 8, 1868.—The opening of
the bottle screen is controlled by means of the cork-
ing piston, so that the screen continues closed until

the said piston is lifted from its work, thus aflEbrding

the desired protection until the completion of the
work.
Claim.—The screen I, when the closing thereof is

controlled by the downward motion of the filling

head, and its opening by the receding motion of the
corking piston or its carrying frame, through suit-

able mechanism, substantially as herein set forth.

84,796.—M. Cary, Racine, 'Wis.—Medicine.—
December 8. 1868.—The ingi-edients consist ofground
bark of the root of wahoo, ground gulber root.
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ground root of iron plant, gi-ound bark of the root of
white pine, ground bark of the root of wild cherry,
pulverized root of sanguinaria, sugar, and flour.

Claim.—The ingredients herein named, com-
pounded and pressed substantially as and for the
pui-pose specified.

84,797.—Michael Connolly, Newark, N. J.—
>Spade.—December 8, 1868.

Claim.—The described construction of the spade,
consisting of the blade A, bent at its center, so that
the two parts a b shall form an obtuse angle with
each other, and provided upon its upper end, next
the handle, v.'ith the widened foot rest C, as herein
described for the purpose specified.

84,798.—George W. Cooper, Ogeechee, Ga.—
Plowshare.—^December 8, 1868.—The usual landside
plate is dispensed with, and the front cutting edge
is made concave on the under side, thereby causing
the plow to rest on the left-hand edge.

Claim.—A cast iron plowshare A, made as de-

scribed, without a landside plate, and with a con-
cave front edge, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

84,799.—William D. Corristek, New York,
K. Y.~ Fluting Machine.—Decemher 8, 1868.—By
tui-ning the operating screw, the bent bar, and with
it the upper roller, can be adjusted up or down at

will to regulate the distance between the two rollers.

Claim:—The described arrangement of the oper-

ating screw C, spring i, nut h, and bent bar D, as
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

84,800.—Thomas C. Craven, Albany, N. Y.—
Hay Spreader.—Decevaber 8, 1868.—As the machine
moves forward the reel is caused to revolve in a di-

rection opposite to the movement of the wheels, so

that the hay is taken from the ground, carried over
the top of the reel and thrown back of the machine.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the ends of

the central support M and caps m, of the bars N,
substantially as and for the purpose set fortli.

2. The combination of the bars N, having irregu-

lar shaped ends, with the heads or disks L and cen-
tral support M, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The combination of the caps m with the cen-
tral support M, substantially as and for the pm-poses
set forth.

4. The combination, with the frame or bearings
which support the reel shaft, of the eccentrics E',

substantially as and for the purposes set foi'th.

5. The combination, with the eccentrics E' and
side rail A, or their equivalents, of the arms p,
springs s, and pins r, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

6. The combination of the driving gears K with
the wheels F, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

7. The combination, with the frame which sup-

ports the reel and the fi-ame which connects the
joui-nals of the wheels E, of adjusting screw E and
nuts V v', substantially as and for the pui-poses set

forth.

8. The combination, with the frame of the ma-
chine and the driver's seat, of a metallic or other
siTitable guard or shield W, arranged substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

9. The combination, in a hay tedder, of a triangu-
lar or three-barred reel, with caps m, constructed
substantially as shown and described.

84,801.—EtiSHA Crowell, New York, N. Y.—
Article of Prepared Codfish.-^jyecGmher 8, 1868.

—

The bones and skin arc removed from the fish,

which is cut into lou^, naiTOW strips, and then ex-

posed to a current of air.

Claim.—A new article of prepared codfish, made
substantially as described.

84,802.-John Curtis, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
St^p Cover and Wheel Fender for Carriages.—De-
cember 8, 1868.

—
"When the carriage door is opened

a hinged flap hangs down and protects the clothes

of a person entering the carriage from being soiled

by contact with the rear wheel.

Claim.—The bracket E, depending rigidly from
the carriage door, in combination with the hinged
flap G, arranged and adapted to operate in conjunc-
tion with a carriage step, in the cianner and for the
purposes set forth.

84,803

—

Thomas B. Davis, New York, N. Y.
—^coop.—December 8, 3868.—The scoop is so con-
structed that when resting on a plane surface the
bottom is slightly inclined from front to rear, so as
to prevent any substance in the scoop from falling
out.

Claim.—A scoop, having its body A constructed
out of a single piece of sheet metal B, cut and bent
in the form, and soldered, substantially as heroin
shown and described.

84,804.—Chauncey A. Dickerman, New Ha-
ven, ConM.—Label fi^oZder.—December 8, 1868 ; ante-
dated November 30, 1868.—Designed for attachment
to trunks, boxes, &c., and so constmcted that a card
may be readily withdrawn and replaced by a new
one.

Claim.—The frame A, through which is formed
an opening, B, and upon the under surface, upon
three sides of the opening, a rabbet, a, is formed,
and so as to leave an opening through the end, C,
for the insertion of the card, and having combined
therewith a convex plate, D, the whole constructed
and arranged so as to be applied and operate in the
manner set forth.

84,805.—A. P. DURANT, Athens, Ohio.—Bee-
hive. —December 8, 1868.—The hive is so con-
structed as to admit of its being easily enlarged or
diminished in size, to suit a large or small swarm
of bees.

Claim.—The combination of the base or bottom,
A, bars B B, frames C D, side pieces E E, connect-
ing bars G G, frame H, and cap I, all constructed
and arranged substantially as herein set forth.

84,806.—Charles Durant, Jersey City, N. J.—Electro-magnetic Relay Instrument.—December
8, 1868.—Improvement on a device patented to the
same inventor on May 19, 1868, and is designed to pre-
vent the oscillating movement of the bolt by reason
of the movement of the armature, incident to the
varying strength of the electric current, and which
is sufficient to throw the machine out of adjustment,
as in the original device. A graduating friction is

also produced on the sliding bolt by means of a spring
fastened to the bolt, or fastened, and the pressure
on the bolt graduated for the purpose of shutting
out "induction."
Claim.—1. The curving of the shifting or sliding

bolt L, and also the curving of the opening in the
armature or armature lever, through which opening
said bolt moves and operates, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The spring U, in combination with the adjust-
able lever V, or its equivalent, applied to the shift-

ing or sliding bolt L, moving through and upon the
armature or armature lever, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

84,807.-0. W. EOMUNDS, Bluffdale, 111.—Bar-
roti;.-December 8, 1868.—To the beam which con-
nects the shafts of two rotating hai-roAvs is attached
a spring so as to admit of a yielding motion cf the
said shafts. The said sliafts are fitted in adjustable

'

bushes, provided with inclined openings, by which
the harrows are caused to rotate in opposite direc-
tions.

Claim.—\. The combination, with the beam C
and shafts B of the Iiarrow, of the spring F, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the bushes E, beam C,
shafts B, and spring E, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

84,808.—Albert J. Elder, Kansas City, Mo—Safety Bridge for Baihoay Cars.—December 8,

1868.—The plates are attached respectively to either
end of a car, and are connected by a.headed bolt in
one, passing through a slot in the other, so as to con-
form to the motion of the cars.

Claim.—1. Two plates, B B', one provided with a
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headed bolt, D, and the other with a slot, when
hooked to the opposite ends of two railroad cars,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

2. The pivoted hooks E E, held in place by the
stiiTups 1 1, and secured to the platform A' by the
eyes F F, in combination with the slotted plate B'
and plate B, to operate substantially as herein set
forth.

3. The combination of the plates B B' with the
headed bolt D passing through the slotted plate B',

hooks E and C, stirrups I, and eyes F, all substan-
tially as shown aud described.

84,809—William H. Elliott, New York, N.
Y.—Feather lienovator.—December 8, 1868.—Warm
or cold air is forced from a chimney through con-
ducting passages in such connection with a boiler
and steam pipes, that the air may be moistened
more or less with steam, as required. Hollow bear-
ings for the renovating cylinder serve as couplings
between the central pipe and the draught pipe.

Claim.—1. The arrangement aud combination of
the draught pipe/", steam pipe e, central perforated
shaft /, and diaphragm g, as specified.

2. The combination of hollow bearings h, dia-
phragm g, and draught pipe /", substantially as
herein described.

3. The combination of heater c, central pipe /
with its tubes r, diaphragm g, and draught pipe /",
substantially as set forth.

84,810.—George William Exsmingek, Eich-
land, Iowa.— TFirc i^ence.—December 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. A portable wire fence, formed in sec-
tions, composed of the wires A, movable posts A^
A*, slats B, supports C, and corner posts D D^, con-
structed as herein described.

2. The rods K and plates k, and the screws E and
nuts e, in combination with the movable posts A^
A2 and corner posts D D', arranged and operating
in the manner herein described and for the purpose
specified.

3. The wires H, and the screws Gr, and nuts g, in
combination with the movable posts A' A^ and cor-
ner posts D D', arranged and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein described.

84,811.—W. B. Fareak, Greensborough, N. C.—Shutter and Blind Fastener.—December 8, 1868.—
For securing the bolt by which the shutter bar is

confined, and is so constructed as to prevent it from
being removed by a person outside the building, but
can be fasteiied at any time from the outside.

Claim.—1. The tumbler E, in combination with
the stop G, both operating in connection with the
bolt B, as aud for the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
springs F and G. plate E, shoulder n, pins m m,
knob e, and bolt B having the notch b, when con-
structed to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

84,812.— James T. Fife, Tynor Citv, Ind.—
i?ee7ay^.—December 8, 1868.—The chamber in the
main hive is made with a cii'cular bottom, having an
opening extending its whole length. The side
boxes are so arranged that the honey boxes at the
ends can be slipped into them, and between the lid
and the main chamber are two more honey boxes.
Claim.—1. The lid C, when so arranged as to

cover the main hive A, as well as the side boxes B
B, and to lock the door to the main hive and the end
doors to the wings, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

2. TJic cliamber F, constructed as described, and
provided with the entrance k for the bees to enter
the chamber Avhen hiving them, and with entrances
a and 6, for the; passage of the bees from said cham-
ber to the diff'erent honey boxes, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

3. Tlie combination of the side boxes B B, cham-
ber F, honey boxes D D and E E, ventilating cham-
ber o, frames /'/, and robber catcher J, to make and
constitute a complete beehive, substantially as and
for the ])urposcs herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the ease A, and its wings
B B, with the chamber F, honey boxes E E and D

D, and cover C, all constructed and combined in tho
manner specified.

84,813.—James Finlay, New York, N. Y.—
Knee Boot for J?or*es.— December 8, 1868.—Tho
boot is provided on its inner surface with pads for
preventing the boot from touching the leg. Upon
transverse straps are placed adjustable pads, to suit
legs of dilferent sizes.

Claim.—1. The knee boot A, constructed and pro-
vided, as described, with fixed pads a a' a, and ad-
justable pads c c', to slide upon fixed or sliding straps
b b', substantially as herein specified.

2. A knee boot, constructed with upward projec-
tion A', for protection of the knee, and the leg above
the knee, substantially as herein described.

84,814.—William Foster, Jr., and George P.
Gansteu, New York, N. Y.—A2}paratus for Illum-
inating Railroad Cars, Steamers, d-c.—December 8,

1868.—The perforated tubes prevent the sponges
from clogging the holes at the bases of the tubes.
The movable platforms serve to express, with great
force, the refuse material of the sponges, without
opening tho appai-atus. By means of an upright
and cam, a powerful compressive force is applied
within all the chambers.
Claim.—1. Holding the gasoline in sponge, or equiv-

alent absorbent material, on movable plates, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. Keceiving the gasoline in sponges, and expos-
ing it to evaporation therefrom, by holding the
sponges in layers in the several chambers F G H, as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The perforated tubes N M, arranged as repre-
sented, in the chambers F G, and to the absorbent
material, arranged as aud for the purposes herein
specified.

4. The movable platforms /fjr, &c., in combinatioa
with the absorbent material, chambers F G, &c.,
and provisions for conducting the air back and for-

ward through the same, and adapted to be moved
vertically by suitable means, as herein specified.

5. The upright K, and cam 7, in combination with
the movable platforms / gf, <fcc., and arranged fo op-
erate therewith, in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

6. The reinforcing chamber E, containing a fresh
supply of volatile fluid, arranged relatively to tho
evaporating chambers F G, &c., and their 'connec-
tions, substantially as and for the purposes hereiu
set forth.

7. The wicking e^, arranged as represented, re-
latively to the reinforcing chamber E, cock e^, and
evaporating devices below, substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

8. The combination of a spring power or blowing
mechanism, evaporating space, and absorbent ma-
terial therein, forming an organized machine, adapted
for use in railroad cars, and analogous moving struc-
tures, with the advantages and for the purxjoses here-
n specified.

9. The method, ].crein described, of illuminating
moving structures by means of a portable gas ap-
paratus, holding volatile fluid in capillary tubes, and
operating by a force independent of gravity, and
without disturbance from inertia, all constructed,
combined, and aiTanged, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein set forth.

84,815.—Edward F. Garvin, M. D., New
York, N. Y.

—

Instrument for Treating Fistula, d-c.

—December 8, 1868.—The "instrument consists of a
hollow, conical, slotted tube, in which is an expander
for enlarging the tube. Below the tube is a supple-
mentary chamber, from which the material to be
used is forced by a plunger into and through the
conical tube to the parts of the body affected.

Claim..—1. The hollow conical slotted tube a, with
two or more slots, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

2. The cap c, having the chamber / below tube a,

substantially as and for the purposes described.
3. The plunger g, operatiug in the supplementary

chamber/, also expander h, both operatiug with oV
without screws, substantially as and for thepurposc.i.
described.

4. An expander, h, of equal diameter, operating in
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a conical tube of unequal diameter, as and for the
purposes substantially as represented.

5. All the parts of the described instrument, sinp;ly

or in contibination, as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

84,816.—EvAXS GrEAiiy, Harrisburg, Pa.—Brici-
Machine.—December 8, 1868.—Upon the front end
of a sliding box is a sliding gate, operated by a lever,

for cutting off the necessary quantity of clay. In
front of the pug mill is a table mounted on a sup-
porting frame, and has pivoted to its front end a
flanged tilting plate for holding the mold.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described of the
tempering tul) A, compressing plnnger B, adjusta-

ble feeding bos C, cut-off/, tilting plate o, open-bot-
tom molds r, and sliding table B, all operated as
herein set forth.

84,817.—D. L. GiBBS, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Mor-
tising Ifac/ujie.-December 8, 1868.—Upon the base,

at each side of the treadle, are projections, on which
arc standards that support a shaft, having upon it

two pinions which mesh into racks, by which the
table is elevated and depressed. The chisel arbor is

turned by means of a lever, to reverse the position
of the chisel, and is retained in position by a spring
fastened to the back of a slide and having its lower
end resting on a cam secured to the arbor. To 'the

side of the main frame is fastened a guide frame
upon which slides a carriage furnished with a rack,
and in front of which are bearings carrying an up-
right spindle to which an auger is attached.

Claim.—1. The employment, with the treadle D of
a mortising machine, of a catch or stop mechanism
adapted to retain said treadle in its depressed posi-

sion without the aid of the foot, substantially as set

forth,

2. The combination of the arm J, spring g, beak i,

and lever K, in the manner described, the whole
constitviting a catch mechanism, arranged to operate
in connection with the treadle D, substantially as
herein set forth.

3. The arrangement, witli the main frame A, of
the*treadle device herein described, and the devices
for elevating and depressing the table, as shown and
described.

4. The combination, with the chisel arbor O, of
the hand lever P, spring S, and cam T, having pro-
jection 0, as shown and described,

5. The arrangement, with the guide frame U, of
the rack carriage V, lever 3, connecting rod 4,

standard 15, stop 11, weight and cord 6, 7, stud S,

pinion S', and hand wheel W, as and for the purposes
set forth.

6. The arrangement, in connection with the treadle
rod D', of the weight D", and double-grooved pulley

Z, and cords or chains z z', as shown and de-

scribed.

84,818.—Mason Gibbs, Homer, Mich.—ETar-
vester Rake.—December 8, 1868.—To the reel shaft

is rigidly attached a pinion, two opposite fourths of
whose periphery are toothed, and the other two
iourths covered'by projecting plates provided with
notches. A vibrating sector-shaped frame is fitted

loosely on the reel shaft, and carries the rake arras.

This frame has a tootlied portion into which the
toothed portion of the pinion and head alternately

mesh.
Claim.—The pinion and head G, placed on the

reel shaft B, in connection with the sleeve C, sector
D, with the teeth R, levers II L, and the cam M, all

aranged for joint operation, substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose set forth.

84,819.—"William Goodwin, Boston, Mass.—
Steam Enginery.—December 8, 1868.—Each of the
several pistons is jointed to one of a series of cranks
projected from a series of shafts having their bear
ings in the two heads of the frame, the boxes of
which bearings may be adjusted radially relatively

to the main shaft." Each of the heads is provided
with a tubular annulus, one for the supply of steam
to the several cylinders, and the other to receive
the exhausted steam.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the steam cylinders E E, their pistons, and cranked

shafts g g, with the driving shaft B, gears h i, and
several cranked shafts, as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the two
hollow or tubular annuli D D, with the series of
steam engines, and their ci-anlied and main shafts g
B, gears h i, and frame C, as set forth.

84.820.—Marion Gould, Chicago, 111.—Roof-
ing Composition.—December 8, 1866.—Composed of
fine sand, pine tar, wliale oil, and Japan varnish,
boiled together and spread on felt.

Claim.—The combination of the ingredients here-
in named, compounded substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

84,821—GusTAV Graetz, Alexandria, Va.—
Match for Lighting' Cigars, and for other Purposes.
—December 8, 1868.—Through a disk of tinder or
fire sponge is inserted a stem of wood or other suita-

ble material. The outer face of the disk is then
dipped in phosphorus or equivalent fulminate.
Claim.—A match, constructed substantially as de-

scribed.

84,822.—Thomas E. Hamilton, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Imitation Stone for Building Purposes.—
December 8, 1868.—A block or ))ar of wood is in-

closed in a casing of hydraulic cement and sand.
Claim.—The herein-described process for forming

blocks with a wood foundation and cement covering, .

substantially as herein set forth.

84,823.—C. A, Harper, Wheeling, IM.—Cul-
tivator.—Decembers, 1868.—An improvement on his
patent of January 7, 1868. The forward part of the
frame is hinged or jointed so that the wheel may
have a vertical movement and adjust itself to the
unevenness of the ground. The flanged shaft or
dodder is formed at its end with a ball which works
in a slot in the lower part of a swinging arm, the
upper end of whicli is pivoted to the frame.

Claim.—1. Connecting the wheel D to the culti-

vator beams or frame A, by means of the hinged or
jointed slotted plate or frame E, substantially as
hez'ein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

2. Securing the flanged shaft H or dodder in its

bearings, by means of balls or heads formed upon
the ends of said shaft, substantially as herein sho^\u
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the swinging arm J witli

the rear end of the flanged shaft or dodder H, and
with the frame of the cultivator, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

84,824.—H. N. Hemingway, Eochester, 1!^. Y.
—^(33 /Spring.—December 8, 1868.

Claim.—The metallic liolder ft, having double open
sockets, c, (for holding the ends of the clastic loops

g,) and a projecting shank, s, with a lip, a, when
constructed substantially as herein set forth, for the
purpose specified.

84,825.— James Hoover, Gratis, Ohio.—Fly
Trap.—December 8, 1868.—A revolving circular

plate upon which is an S-shaped elevation, is fur-

nished with a casing, and is combined with a spring
trap door fitting over an opening in a reservoir, into
which the flies are precipitated by the said door af-

ter being caught beneath the casing.
Claim.—1. The revolving circular plate or disk B,

constructed on its upper "side with the S-shaped
shoulder or elevation C, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth. -

2. The employment of the trap door F, provided A
with the spring bar/, attached to bar/' and spring S-
g, secured to bar g', constructed, arranged, and oper- •
ated substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. Platform or "casing A, plate or disk B, elevation
or slioulder C, casing or covering D, flange or par-

titiou d, trap door F, spring bar/, bar/', spring (7, m.-
bar g\ and reservoir E, provided with opening e. all V
coniblned, constructed, arranged, and operated sub- "
stantially as and for the purpose set lorth.

84,826.—Henry O- Hughes, Judson, Mo.—Bee- ^
fttue.—December,. 8, 1868.—The bottom of the hive M:.,
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is formed of inclined hinged and sliding- doors, and
is provided with ventilating cut-oflfs, constructed so

OrS to change the draught in the different parts of

the hive.
Claim.—1. The lower or bottom part of the hive

A, constructed as described, in combination Avith

the hinged and sliding inclined doors c c', and cone-

like-shaped piece or bottom, e, operated substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The employment of the cut-offs D D', construc-

ted or grooved so as to change the draught, or cut it

off from one part of the hive to the other, arranged
and operated substantially as described.

3. Frame B, outer and ' inner casings or walls A
A', doors c c', bottom e, comb frame C, partition or
floor g, honey boxes g'^ g"^, doors h and a, and ven-
tilating cut-offs D D', all constructed, arranged, and
combined, substantially as described.

84,827. — Theodore G. Hulett, Ifiagara,

N. Y.—Cable Shaclde for Bridges.—Decexnher 8,

1868.—The shackle is made of ox-bow form, its outer
edge being provided with a groove, in which the

cable lies. In its end are two holes, one for entering
the cable, and the other to fasten it, a slot or hole

being provided to adjust the length or take up the
slack of the cable by means of slotted bars, pin
gibs, and keys.

Claim.—The adjustable cable shackle, constructed
and operating substantially as described.

84,828.— Marion Jacobs, Sturgis, Mich.—
Potato Digger.—Becemher 8, 1868.—In the rear of
two separated parallel plows is arranged a coulter,

from the center of the sides of which project radial

rods. At the lower end of the coulter are two
angular shares, which constitute the digger.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plows A, with
the devices D, F, and G-, forming the digger, aU as

shown, and for the purposes described.

84,829.—i!J"icHOLAS Jenny, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Carriage Loop and Billet Cover.— December 8,

1868.—A metal socket provided with ears or flanges,

through which are inserted rivets, passing through
the flap of leather on a horse collar, and entering a
metal plate placed between the two parts of the

"SiUaim.—The metal sockets or receptacles into
which the straps B B are inserted, and provided
with flanges b b and rivets b' b', in combination with
the straps D D and metal plates C C, all constructed,
arranged, and operated as and for the purpose set

forth.

84,830.—G-EORGR Jones, New Haven, Conn.—
Coffee TJrn.—December 8, 1868.—Jmprovemeut on
Satents granted to T. Bishop, November 1, 1859, and

r. Jones, April 16, 1867.—A flanged cover sets into
an annular chamber in the upper part of the urn,
which chamber is partially filled with water to form
a tight joint.

Claim.— In combination with the perforated
cylinder C, within the body A of the urn, the ar-

rangement of the annular chamber B and flange a
of the cover, without . communication from the
chamber B to the urn below, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,831 .—Henry P. Judson, Bethlehem, Conn—
Ox-boio Fin.—December 8, 1868.—Carved springs
extend around the cross-head, and arc secui'ed at
their rear ends by means of clips or hooks bent
down over the wire of the spring when in position.

Claim.—1. The self-acting wire side springs D D,
when constructed and arranged as described, in
combination with the pin C and cross-head B, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The peculiar method, herein described, of at-

taching and supporting the side springs D, consist-
ing of the pip(>s F and hooks a, in combination with
the cross-head B and loops E, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

84,832.—Daniel Kellogg, Ypsilanti, Mich.—
Clothes Boiler.—Decemher 8, 1868.—UpoB the pipes,
which arise from the bottom plate, are titted to slide

easily caps provided with curved pipes, so as to ad-
just the apparatus to boilers of different heights.
Claim.—The removable caps D, with their branch

spouts /, when combined with the perforated and
slotted plates a b, as herein shown and described.

84,833.—William A. Kirby, Auburn, N. Y.—
Harvester Rake.—December 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. A combined rake and reel, the arms
of which are capable of having a rolling motion on
their axes, and in which any arm, acting at the
time being as a beater, or all of the beaters, can bo
raised or lowered, while acting as such, by the
operator riding on the machine, so that it or they
may pass over the grain on the platform at any de-
sired height, substantially as described.

2. In a combined rake and reel, in which any arm
thereof may be a rake or a beater, at the will of the
operator, the so constructing or arranging the cam
ways as that the arm that acts as a rake shall pass
over the platform at a uniform fixed height, while
the arms that act as beaters may be raised or
lowered in parallel lines, to pass over the grain on
the platform at such height as the operator may de-
sire, substantially as described.

3. Hanging the arms of a combined rake and reel
at points remote from the center of motion of the
wheel or head that carries them, so that, in dropping
or rolling the rake and beater arms into their work-
ing position, they shall do so in a direction contrary
to that in which the wheel, frame, or head that car-
ries them is moving, and so that they may roll into
a position to reach the adjustable-hinged lifting and
lowering cam way, when used as beaters, and pass
beyond or outside of it when used as a rake, sub-
stantially as described.

4. Uniting a series of rakes and beaters to their
journals, respectively, by curved or bent axles cross-
ing each other, one bent upward and the other
downward, for the purpose of getting the centers of
motion of the beaters or arms all in the same plane,
so that they may all receive a uuiiorm motion from
the cam ways that guide or influence them, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The combination of the sleeve with its hinged
dogs, the forked latch ^•, and the cam way 12, for the
purpose of enabling the operator on the machine to
throw the arm that has been acting as a rake out,
and hold it out, or to allow it or any other arm of
the series to run into action as a rake, while the
remaining arms of the series act as beaters, sub-
stantially as described.

6. In combination with a series of arms that have
a revolving, rising, and falling, and a rolling motion
on their journals, a hinged cam way, that may bo
raised or lowered, to raise or lower" the beaters by
means of a lever extending therefrom, so as to be
within reach of the driver upon the machine, sub-
stantially as described.

7. In combination with a series of arms, one of
which acts as a rake, and the others as beaters, a
series of hinged dogs g, one of which shall serve to
adapt an arm specially to raking, while the others
shall adapt the other arms specially to reeling in the
grain, substantially as described.

84,834.—EuDOLPii LAporta, New York, N. Y.—Horse Shoe.—December 8, 1868.—A screw bar is

made to fit at its forward end, the inner edge of the
shoe, and at its rear end screws into a nut placed
into a hole in a cross bar provided with calks, and
fitting in the rear inner edges of the screw. By
screwing the nut to fasten the device, the heel of the
shoe tends to expand.

Claim,.—The combination of the screw bar C with
calk I', nut E, cross-bar H, having calks 1 1, with
the shoe A, when constructed and arranged to op-
erate together substantially in the manner and for
the purpose described.

84,835.—Francois LECLifcRE, Boston, Mass.

—

Apparatus for Ataking Paper Boxes.—December 8,

1868.—Designed for tlie formation of hollow paper
articles from paper pulp, and the invention consists
mainly in employing over a pervious former, a col-

umn of thin pulp, which in height several times ex-
ceeds the height of the article to be made.

Claim.—1. For the purpose specified, the described
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process of using- thin pulp in high columns over per-
A-ious tbrnici's, substantially as set forth.

9, The combination of the wheel b with cylinders
r, arranged to rise and fall over tlio formers m, sub-
stiintiaily as and for tlie purpose set Ibrth.

3. The combination of the wlieel b and slides con-
veying the formers m, witli inclines to move tlie

slides outward and inward, as the wheel revolves,
substantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

4. The co>abination, M'itli tlic cylinders r and their
conveyer b, of the A'alves o, and the incline c^ oj)-

erative thereon, substantially as and for the puipose
set forth.

5. The process of condensing the pulp on the for-

mer, aud expelling tlic water"therefrom against at-

mosplieric pressure by covering the pnlp-covered
former with a close vessel, d*, aud admitting therein
air under pressure, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

6. The process for removing the paper from the
pervious former. l)y covering the pulp ou the former
with a cap litting thereon, and admitting an air

blast within the former, substantially as and lor the
purpose set forth.

7. The process for removing the paper from the
cap which received it from the former, and for trans-

ferring the paper to a receiving block, by covering
the receiver bloclc ^\ith the cap, and admitting an
air blast into the cap, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

84,836.— John Matthews, Ju., JJ'ew York,
iN. Y. — Bottle-fdliwj Apparatus. — December 8,

18(!3.—Designed for bottling gaseous liquids under
pressure, and at tlio same time charging the bottles

with sirup or other flavoring mixtures while under
the filling head of the machine.
Claim.— I. The combination of a sirup pump or

cliarging device M'ith the fdling head or corking
plunger of a bottling machine, in .such manner that
said pump or charging device is operated automati-
cally by the filling liead or its corking plunger, to

admit sirup or other flavoring mixture to the bottle,

while the aerated water, or other liquid to be sweet-
ened or flavored, is separately supplied to said bot-

tle as it remains under the filling head, substantially
as specified.

2.' The arrangement, essentially as described, of
the sirup pump or charging device, made adjustable,
to regulate its charge, as specified, with the filling

head or corking plunger, for operation together, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

84,837.—W. "W. McKay. Ossiau, Iowa.— Ko-
tary Horse Brush.—December 8, 1868.—The parts
are so arranged as to admit of the ready substitu-

tion of one brush or comb for another.
Claim.— I. The combination, in a frame, of a ro-

tary brush, and a slide arranged for communicating
I'otary motion to the brush, alternately in one direc-

tion and the other, as and lor the purpose described.
2. The brush D, arranged in combination with the

frame A, so as to be readily attached to and detached
therefrom, substantially as and for the pui'pose de-

scribed.
3. The combination, with the brush D, of the ad-

justable scraper ¥, substantially as aud for the pur-
"pose described.

4. The arrangement of the brush D. frame A, pul-

leys E, cords D', and slide C, all substantially as

and for the purpose described.

84,838.—'John McKibuen', Lima, Ohio.—Bridle.
—Decembers, 186S; antedated December 1, 1868.

—

The reins serve as check and driving reins com-
bined, being made to pass through rings at the

lower ends of tlie side bars of the Int.

Claim.—The reins E, provided with the stops h,

in combination Avith the oit, having its side bars g
provided with the guides / / for the reins to pass

through, and tiie tubes c, at the rear edges ot the

blinders, through which the reins also pass, all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,839.—"Wabren Morehead. Parkcrsburg, W.
Va.

—

Extension Ladder.— December 8, 1868.—An
improvement on his patent of March 14, 186.''), and
consists in providing the latch with a regulating

slide, and in constructing the ladder with two beams
of single thickness, instead of one with double
thickness.

C'^awn.-The arrangement of the sliding ladder B,
constructed as described, triangular ladder A, with
its guides d d, and the latch D and slide e. all con-
structed and operating as shown and described.

84,840.—Charles U. M.PohliS, Eichmond.Ya.
—Envelope.—DQcemhev 8, 1868 ; antedated Novem-
ber 30, 1863.—The two extremities of the end flaps
are each provided Avitli a half seal, both of which are
put through the cut in the closing flap aud covered
by tlie seal flap.

Claim.—The closing of the envelope by the action
of the double seal, substantially as described.

84,841. — Liberty Eaymond, Green, Ohio.—
Water Elevator.—December 8, 1863.—To a swing or
trapeze are suspended inclined guides extending
nearly to- the bottom of tlie well, so as to prevent the
buckets from interfering with each other in pass-
ing.
Claim.—ThG combination of the swing or trapeze

F, the inclined guide G, and the cords and pendants
D E, all substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

84,843.—Joseph S. Eeynolus, TVauconda, III.—Flour Cooler.—December 8, 1868.—In a series of
pans, placed one above the other, are arranged agi-
taters secured upon a common shaft. Screw con-
veyers are arranged to convey the flour from the
spouts to a point near the center of each pan below,
whence it is carried to the peripheries of the pans.
Claim.—The arrangement, herein described, of the

shaft B and agitators D D, with the cooliug pans A
A, provided with spouts a' a', near their periphe-
ries, and screw conveyers C, as and for the purpose
set forth.

84,843.—William S. Eobbixs, ISew Bedford,
Mass.—Bridle 2>t«.—December 8, 1868.—Designed as
a safety bit in addition to an ordinary bit, so that if

the horse takes the bit in his teeth! a bit will still

remain in his mouth by which lie may be managed.
Claim.—1. Tiic inner bit B, attached to the outer

concave bit A by means of the curved end springs /i,

whereby the inner bit is adapted to be di-awn out of
the bit A its entire length, and parallel with said
outer bit as herein described, for the purpose spe-
cified.

2. Attaching the bridle to the onter bit A, and the
driving reius to the inner bit B, as heroin described,
for the purpose specified.

84,844.—Charles Sangalli, New York, IST. Y.—Hand Supporter for Pianos, &c. — December 8,

1868.--Thc invention consists in providing a piano
or organ with a hand supporter, which can at any
time be readily attached to or detached from the in-
strument.

Claim.—The apparatus hereinabove described, or
its equivalent, suspending the hands or resting the
wrists, without hindering the free movements of the
fingers, and keeping thereby the baud or wrist, and,
in consequence thereof, the fingers upon the key-
board, in the position desired, at the same time un-
hindering all the motions roquii-ed to be made to use
the same, and to play upon an instniment, as above
described.

84,845.-^7. W. Simmons, Birmingham, Conn.,
assignor to himself, R. M. Bassett, aiid T. S. Bas-
sett.—Dies for Making Carriage Axles.—December
8, 1868.—The invention consists in the employment
of dies for welding on the collar, shaping the journal
and collar, and swaging or upsetting the stock in
rear of tlie collar, all at one operation.

Claim. —Tha dies E, constructed as shown and
described, for the purpose liereinbefore set forth.

84,846.— Oscar Sxell, Williamsburg, Ohio,—
Fump.—'DecQmheY 8, 1868.—At the side of the pump
b'lrrcl is a chest which contains a slide valve that
covers two ports communicating respectively with
the pump bari-el and the suction pipe. A tube pro-
jecting from the top of the valve chest causes the
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latter to serve as an air tcsscI, so as to discharge the
water in a continuous stream.

Claim.—In combination with the pump proper, A,
the yalvc chest F. constituting, also, an air chamber,
the slide valve G, tube K, aud discharge pipe L,
when constrncted and arranged to operate in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

S4,S4r—IlEXitY D. Stover, ^'cw York, X. T-—Planing Machine.—December S, 1863.—The inven-
tion consists mainly of a combination of the two well
known planing devices. a.s the ai-m of Daniels's
planer,with the cylinder of "Woodworth's. so that they
may be used either separately or in coujunction, a!s

desired.
Claim.—The frame of a planing machine, con-

structed in the manner described, so that the arm-
cutters F F may operate simultaneously with the
cylinder D, substantially as and. for the purpose set

forth.

2. The oscillating clamp R', when constructed in
the manner and for the purpose described.

3. The adjustable brackets X, in combination with
the frame E, for supporting the driving shaft O, and
tighteners, when constructed and ai-fanged as de-
scribed.

4. The clamp E. when provided with a single hook
at each end. to take hold of pins inserted in the sides

of the carriage, as described.
5. The iron uprights E. in combination with abed.

A, when such bed is used for the support of the verti-

cal and horizontal cutters D and F F, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

84.848. — Solomon Tice, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Hydrant.—December 8, 1868.—The operating parts
are so arranged that the valve shall close very gradu-
ally when the hydrant is shut off, by means of the
gradual escape of water below the plug.
Claim. — The combination, substantially as de-

scribed, of the open-ended and perforated cylinder
A a, chamber B 6, inlet pipe C. discharire pipe D.
coUai" E, valve seat F. packing G. stem K, plunger
M m, valve O. and contracted passage P, all substan-
tially as described, and for the object explained.

84.849. — Jarvis B. White, Detroit. Mich.—
Clothes Drier.—December 8, 1868.—The standard of
the clothes reel is hinged to an upright, and elevated
and depressed by means of a rope and windlass.

Claim.—The clothes drier, consisting of the stand-
ard A, pai't C hinged near the foot of standard A,
and carrying the clothes rack D E F, straps G. and
windlass" H,"all arranged and operating substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

84,850.—George L. "Witsil, St. Louis. Mo.,
assignor to himself and T. L. Bates, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Apparabis for Cleaning Hags.—December 8,

1868.—By the alternate exhaustion of air from each
each of two cisterns, a current of water is caused to
flow through rags, pulp, clothes, &.C., subjected to
the treatment for cleansLng.

Claim.—An apparatus for the uses specified, con-
sisting of the ei.?tems, pipes, stop cocks, and air
pumps, arranged for operation, substantially as set
forth.

84,851

—

AsitbelP. Barlow, St. -John, Canada,
Slide for Hanging Upright Saws.—December 15.

1868.—The slides are so constructed as to control
the relative positions of the saw with the log being
sawed, at all points of the reciprocation of the saw.

Claim.—The slides g g of a, muley block for a saw
mill, when constructed with a straight inclined or
straight perpendicular surface, and a curved surface,
in the manner and for the purpose substantiallT as
described.

84,852.-Elias Beach, Titnsville. Ta.—Side
Scraper for Wells.—December 15, 1868.—Metallic
scrapers are pivoted at their upper ends to a socket
secured upon a central rod connected to the pump
rod of the well. The feet of the said scrapers are
united by springs to a collar sliding upon the central
rod. which collar is pressed upward by a spiral
spring and forces the feet of the scrapere outward
against the walls of the well.

Claim.— 1. The pivoted scrapers C and plate
springs C, in combination witii the collar E and
spiral spring F, arranged and operating substan-

! tially as described.

I

2. The sliding carriage D and friction rollers d,

I

in combination with the springs C and scrapei"s C,
as set forth.

3. The sliding carriage D and lifting rod D', in
combination with the spiral spring G and collar E,
aiTanged and operating as and for the purposes set

j

forth.

I

84,853.-Robert Braytox. Fremont, Ohio.—
;

Oil Injector for Steam and other Enginery.—De-
I

cember 15. 1868.—A plunger is used to force the oil

!
into steam chests, cylinders, &c., subject to a pres-

i sure of steam.
I

Claim.—The piston E. pipe or barrel A, oil cup
j
and cock C B, aud discharging cock D, when ar-

; ranged and operating conjointly, substantially as set

I

forth.

84,854. -Axsox R. Browx, M. D.. Albion.
j

Mich.

—

Instrument for Aeupuncturation.—Decem-
j

ber 15, 1868 ; improvement on his patent of Januaiy
1, 1867.—The elastic disk controls the passage of the

j

fluid to the lancet points. A concave-shaped cap

j

and a shoe arc screwed on to the ends of the casing
so as to form an air-tight chamber which contains

I the inoculation matter. By means of the screw the
I penetration of the lancets can be regulated.

Claim.—1. The disk J. of felt or other suitable
yielding or elastic material, when used in combin-
ation with one or more inelastic disks. I, through
which the lancets e may pass, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specilied.

2. The arrangement and combination of the con-
cave-headed cap C and adjusting screw F, with the
plunger and shank A a, ajid casing B, of an acu-
puncture Insti'ument, substantially "in the manner
and lor the uses set forth.

84,855.—Edward E. Burxham, Gloucester,
Mass., assignor to himself and George Browx,
same place.

—

Mode of PreJicrving Bait far Fishing.
—December 15, 1868.—The bait is treated with a
saturated solution of lime, the water serving, with
the excess of lime, to preserve the bait.

Claim.—1. The treatment of fish or bait by the em-
ployment of the saturated solution, as and iii manner
as hereinbefore specified.

2. The improved fish bait, as made by exposure
of fish or fish flesh to the action of the saturated
solution, as and in the manner as hereinbetore ex-
plained.

84,856—BORK Capron, Lee Center. X. Y.—
Roofing Composition.—Dex^ember 15, 1868.
Claim.—A composition for coating the external

surfaces of roofs of buildings, made by compounding
coal tar. asphaltum, plaster of Paris, sugar of lead,
japan varni.sh. raw Iiidia-rubber, gum shellac, soap-
stone, boiled linseed oil, spirits of turpentine, and
alcohol, or other substances substantially the same,
and boiling the mixture as herein described, in
greater or less proportions, partially or wholly in
combination, and with or without the addition of
any other substance, as set forth.

84,857.— R. Carkhltf, Lewisbnrg, Pa., as-
signor to himself and T. H. "Wilson, same place.

—

Harvester Rake.— December 15, 1868; antedated
December 3, 1868.—The rake teeth are turned down
parallel to the plane of the platform at the termin-
ation of the backward stroke of the rake so as to
occupy very little vertical space beneath the plat-
form.

Claim.—1. The combination of a vibrating and
rocking rake head, vertical crank shaft, indei>end-
ently moving cam plates, segment platform frame,
and an overhanging grain receiver, with or without
the hinged front section D. substantially as described.

2. The slotted plates J K, constructed and pivoted
substantially as shown and described, so as to vibrate
and rock the rake head, as set forth.

3. The arm d, for lifting the section D of the grain
receiver. aiTanged on the rake head, substantuilly
as described.
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4. The spring g^, sustaining the overhanging seg-
mental grain receiver A, forward of its rear point
of attachment, -without interfering- Avith the passage
of the rake beneath the said receiver, substantially
as described.

5. The combination of the overhanging standard
G of plate G', crank shaft F, and slotted cam plates

J K, substantially as described.
6. Rocking the rake head by means of a move-

ment in the plate J, independent of the moving plate
K, through the agcmcy of the tongue g^ and slot h,

substantially as described.
7. The guard E, constructed and applied substan-

tially as described, in combination with standard and
platform for protecting the rake-moving devices,
substantially as described.

8. The construction of the support G' G' P, for

the rake-moving devices, and for the finger beam,
and inner side "beam, substantially as des'cribed, so
that the raking attachment may be applied to the
inner front corner of the platform, as set forth.

9. A rocking rake head, applied to and operated
by independently movable vibrating cam plates, con-
trolled and operated by a crank shaft, IT, substan-
tially as described.

84,S5S.—James Carlton, Walla-Walla, Wash-
ington Territory.

—

Churn.—December 15, 1868.

—

The dasher is provided with hollow arms, coramii-
nicating with the hollow spindle, for the purpose of
conveying aii" to the cream.
Claim.—lu combination with the partially-cogged

gear Avheels F F and hollow pinion H, the agitator,
composed of the hollow spindle J, hollow arms b b,

and floats a a, substantially as and for the purpose
fcerein described.

84,859.—John C. Clauk, La Grange, Mich.—
Fire Shield.—December 15. 1868.—The shield is de-

signed to be erected in front of or between burning
buildings to prevent the flames from spreading, and
afford a shelter for the firemen, who may approach
much nearer to extinguish the same.

Claim.—A portable fire-shield, composed of col-

umns A, pinions H, cranks I, sectional columns J,

with their grooves B, pins E, collars K, hooks M,
and hook braces N, tlic racks C, provided with
springs D, the shields G, with their hooks F and
doors O, and the hooked poles L, when arranged
relatively to each other, and operating substantially

as herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

84,860.—Lee D. Craig, ISTevada City, Cal.—
Hair Cutting Shears.—December 15, 1868.—The
sliding slotted plate to which the comb is attached
can be moved up and down at right angles with the
blade of the shears and held at any point by a set

screw, so as to regulate the length of the hair to be
cut.

Claim.—In combination witli the blades A andB,
the comb F, adjusting plate E, set screw D, and
lug C, the whole forming a hair-cutting shears, sub-

stantially as described.

84,861.—Albert O. Crane, Boston, Mass.—
Heel for Boots and Shoes.—December 15, 1868.

—

The heel revolves on a tapering stud, which latter

is held by a screw and prevented from turning when
the heel is revolved, by projections on its inner end
fitting into the leather.

Claim.—1. Heels, made substantially as described,

and so constructed that they may be revolved upon
the stud by which they are fastened upon the boot
or shoe.

2. A stud, so formed that it will hold the heel upon
the boot or shoe, and remain in its jilace while the
heel is revolved.

3. The combination of the heel and stud, made
substantially as and for the purposes described.

84,862.—.TosEPii Darden, Washington, D.C—
Boot Jack.—Beccmher 15, 1868.—The boot jack can
be secured to the floor by means of the pintles.

Claim.—Combining with a bootjack, the body of

which is cast in one homogeneous piece, the side

supports E E, provided with pintles i, the whole
being eonstnicted sulistantially in the manner and
for the pirrpose described.

84,863.—James C. Dean, Chicago, Bl—Brick
Machine.—Dccemhev 15, 1868.—By means of the
double cams or inclined ways the bricks are expelled
from the revolving mold wheel, and the followers
retracted after sue'h expulsion, so as to leave the
mold cells open to receive fresh charges of clay.

Claim.—1. The combination of a vertical pug
mill, having a lateral branch, a molding wheel re-
volving in a vertical plane and haviiig horizontal
mold cells, and a pressure plate, b, constructed, ope-
rated, and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The revolving pressure plate 6, applied above
the axis of the mold wheel, which revolves in a ver-
tical plane, in combination Avith a stop, R, arranged
below said axis of the mold wheel, and with a ro-
tary plunger, J s. a mold wheel and followers, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the rotary pressure plate b,

rollers m m, and the mold wheel, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

4. The arrangement of an endless chain of rigiit-

angled tables g g^, which are open at both sides and
at one end, so as to pass under bricks as they are
extruded laterally from the mold cells, and also sup-
port them Avhile they are being separated from the
folloAvers by the vertical portions of the tables, in
combination with a vertically-revolving mold wheel,
substantially in the manner iknd for the purpose de-
scribed.

5. A toothed disk or wheel, J, or its equivalent,
for acting upon the followers and producing the
pressure upon the clay, in combination with a mold-
ing wheel or drum, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

6. Constructing the molding wheel with recesses,
w, for receiving the propelling teeth of a disk, J,
between which teeth are plungers, s, for produciur;
the pressure upon the clay while in the mold cells,

substantially as described.
7. The rotary pressing plunger or plungers s, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.
8. The combination of a rotary disk, or shaft, or

hub, J, with a plunger or plungers, s, attached to it,

and a revolving plate, b, and a mold wheel and follow
ers, substantially as and for the purpose described.

9. The combination of the vertical pug mill, ver-
tically-revolving mold wheel, with its followers,
vertical pressure plate, and the chain of angular
carrying-off tables, constructed, arranged, and ope
rated substantially as described.

10. The double cams or inclined ways H I, ap-
plied to frame B", and adapted to serve the purposes
described, in combination with followers and the
vertically-arranged revolving mold-wheel C, sub-
stantially as described.

11. The construction of the frame, with the por.
tion B^, of such a form that it constitutes a lateral

branch of the pUg mill, such lateral branch being
cast with and on the side of the frame, substantially

in the manner shown and described.
12. The construction of the frame so as to admit

of the arrangement of the several parts of the press
or molding and pressing contrivances upon it, in the
manner shown and described, such frame having
the tying cap and bearing plate B^ applied to its

part B^ and to its part H^, all substantiallj- as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,864.—Byron Densmore, Kew York, N". Y.—
Gasket Packing for Steam and other Enginery.—
December 15, 1868.—The gaskets are V-shaped in a
section through their diameter, and grooved to

yield to the pressure of the couplings or the steam
in the pipes.

Claim.—MctailiG spring gaskets, made as speci-

fied.

84,865.—Charles H. Douglas, Hartford, Conn.
—Gams of Conors.-December 15, 1868.—A series

of colors are marked upon the board, and n series of
correspondingly colored tops are spun. A card ac-

companies the game and indicates the harmony be-

tween the color of the top and the color of which it

is spun ; the object being to familiarize children
with the names and harmony of colors.

Claim.—The game herei'u specified, as a new
article of mauufactm'e.
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84,S66.^James S. Evaxs, Irondale, Mo.—Pro-
cess of Screening Charcoal.—December 15, 1868.

—

The charcoal falls from the wagon on to a chnte
Jeadinp: to the soroen, from which the coarser por-

tion falls into a receptacle, and the "braze " through
the screen into the trough.
Claim.— I. The method or process of screening

charcoal, substantially as herein specified.

2. The apparatus herein described as being
adapted for carrying out tlie said process, that is to

say, the c(^binatio"n of the sliding platforms, the

screens, "chutes," and troughs, substantially as

herein specified.

3. In a charcoal screening apparatus, the combi-
nation with a screen of a platform so constructed,

adapted, and arranged as to receiye upon it, in a po-

sition directly, or nearly so, over the screen, a wagon
containing tlic charcoal, whereljy the charcoal may
be deliycred directly to the screen, without manipu-
ating the same, substantially as herein specified.

84,S67.—WilliamR Fairbaikx, Hidotte Town-
ship, 111.

—

Compound for Destroyiny Insects.—De-
cember 15, 1808.—Composed of stone sulphur, black
sulphide of mercury, red precipitate, rreuch green
paint, and quicksilver.
Claim.—The described compound, of the ingredi-

ents and proportions specified, and for the purpose
set forth.

84,868.—William A. Fenx, Wolcott, :N". T.—
Method of Attaching Knobs to their Spindles.—De-
cember is, 18f)8.—The surfaces of the spindle and
its adjustable knob arc serrated, and the knob is

provided with an inclined-plane-bcaring surface for

the end of the screw by which it is secured.

Claim.—The jamming set-screw C, in connection
with the serrated contact surface or surfaces a,

Ayhen the knob socket is formed with n slot b, and
inclined surface d, substantially as lierein shown and
described, for the purpose set forth.

84,869. — Herman Fischek, Chicago, 111.—
Blank i?oot.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.— The method of imitating ornamental
leather strips pasted on the buff leather cover of

blank books, by painting and burnishing upon the

buff leather itself with suitable colors, in places cor-

responding to those where said strips are now pro-

duced by'pasting on separate pieces of colored
leather, and in pressing dark borders or other orna-

ments on their tanned-leather covers, substantially

as herein described.

84,870.—John F. Fisher, Greencastle, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Dajs'iel Breed, Washingion,
D. C—Machine for Distributing Fertilizers.—De-
cember 15, 1868.—Feeding fingers placed over ori-

fices in the bottom of a box containing a fertilizing

material, are attached to shafts passing up through
the boxes and secured to arms attached to a con-

necting bar, by which they are operated.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the coupling bar c,

arms d, working beneath the hopper, and shafts e,

substantially as and for the purposes described.
2. The combination of the above with the fingers

i, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The fingers i, when so arranged that their acute
angles are presented to the floor of the hopper, for

the purpose specified.

84,871.—David FiSK and JohnM. Blodgett,
Clyde, N. Y.

—

Shoemakers' Bench.—December 15,

1868.

Claim.—As an improved aiticle of manufacture,
the shoemakers' bench A a, with rotating seat B,

and also the detachable and adjustable legs D f d,

substantially as set forth.

84,87*2.—William T. Flixx, Bridesburg, Pa.,
a.ssignor to Barton H. Jexks. same place.—Loom.
-December 15, 1868.—The sliding and rotary cam
hubs arc circumferentially grooved, and the' shaft

which receiyes such cam hubs are so constracted
that the cams and hubs shall be supported at differ-

ent points around the axis of the said shaft, so that
the resistance of the swiyel dogs in sliding the cams
laterally shall not cause undue friction or binding.

Claim.—1. The circumferentially-grooved remov-
able segments D D, constructed and applied to the
hub c of the treadle cum B, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. An angular cam shaft, caiTying a sliding cam,
having a grooved and removable shell, the shell be-

ing constructed and combined with the cam and its

hub, substantially as described, and for the purpose
of changing from one twill to anotlier.

3. The combination of longitudinally-adjustable
dogs C, which actuate the pick motion of looms, an
angular shaft A, and a longitudinally-reciprocating
treadle cam, and a circumferentially-grooved hub
cam, all constructed substantially as and for the
purpose described,

4. A treadle cam B, with a circumferentially-
grooved sectional shell D D, which is wholly remov-
able, independently of the cam B, from the cam
shaft, and without disturbing said shaft, substantially

as described.

84,873.—Charles S. H. Foster, Deer Isle, Me.—Belaying Cleat.—December 15. 1868.—A central
recess is formed in tlie cleat in which the standing
part of the sheet is secured in order to prevent the
fouling of the sheet attendant i;pou tacking.

Claim.—A cleat, formed with the usual horns B B,
and recesses b b, and the central recess or seat c, sub-
stantially in manner as and for the pm-poses specified.

84,874.—Theodore A. Gamage, Boston, Mass.—Menstrual Receiver.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The improved menstrual receiver or
guard, before described, consisting of the imper-
vious bag or cup &, to contain sponge or oth'^r absorb-
ent matei-ial. and connected to the' belt;, by pendent
sti'aps /t h h', in manner and for the purp'ose as be-

fore described.
2. The combination and arrangement of the front

strap h', the belt .?, the slotted plate k, and bucldes
m m, as and for tlie purposes herein specified.

84,875.-Hachadoor P. Garabediax, Phila-
delphia. Pa.

—

Fipe Covpling.—December 15, 1868.

—

The collar has a conical screw formed upon it and a
number of inclined slots, tlie edges of which are
pressed together by the nut so as' to compress the
hose firmly upon an inner tube.
Claim.—The collar C, with its conical screw «,

and the inclined slots b b'. in combination with the
nut D and the tube B, substantially as shown and
described.

84,876—J. Irving GoRTo^^ Sing Sing, X. Y.—
Corn Hiisker.—December 15, 1868: antedated De-
cember n, 1868.—A metal bar is provided on one
side with a ring for the finger, and on the other sido
with a spring" bar, by which the husk is grasped,
torn off, and cut.

Claim.—Combining the parts A B C D E, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose mentioned.

84,877.-JTohn Gray, San Francisco, Cal.—
Tile for Floors, Sidervalks, dc.—December 15, 1868.

—Composed of sand and sulphur, and pressed in
molds to form slabs or tiles.

Claim.—The above-described composition tile as
a new article of manufacture.

84,878.—J. Ashton Greene, Brooklyn, K". Y.—Mode of Fastening India-rubber Tires on Car-
riage Wheels.—December 15, 1868.—A rubber tire is

so attached to an oi'dinary metal tire as to admit of
its ready attachment and removal, so that the wheel
may be adapted for use either with or without the
rubber tire.

Claim.—1. The method of attaching an India-
rubber tire to the ordinary flat metal tire of a wheel,
by means of detachable and rcmoyable fastening
devices, substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

2. The herein-described bolts, nuts, and springs
for holding together the rubber and metal tires, the
same being arranged and applied to the wheel, sub-
stantially as shown and set forth.

84,879.— E. W. Hewitt, Pecatonica, HI.—
I
Sulky iTaj-rov;.—December 15, 1868.—A harrow is
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siispcndecl in a frame mounted on wheels, so as to
be readily raised and lowered by means of levers
under control of an operator seated on the frame.

Claim.—1. The harrow "W, suspended by ropes or
chains, R, S, and T, and licld in place by chains d d
and P, and drawn by a chain Y, substantially as and
for the purpose set lorth.

2. The combination, with the haiTow W, of chains
S, K, and T, hooks V V, pulleys n n, and levers
F F, the latter being used to raise and lower said
harrow, substantially as described and shown.

84,880.—CoLLixs F. Hill, Hamilton, Ohio.—
Spirit Level,—December 15, 1868; antedated De-
cember 8, 1868.—The cylinder, which holds the
spirit vessel, is capable of a rotating movement on
its axis, and also longitudinally witliin a graduated
circular chamber, so that the device applied to a
rule may be used as a level or a plumb, and also to
determine a line at any angle bet-n-een the vertical
and horizontal.

Claim.—1. The chamber B, provided with the scales
m m, and quadrantal slot i, in combination with the
rotary adjustable cylinder D, spirit vessel h, and
rule 'A, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the stem C, arbor s, plate
M, packing z, and washer y, connected, arranged,
and operating in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

S4,SS1.—ISAAC Y.Holmes, XewYork, N. T.—
Metallic Lath.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The metallic sheet lath described, when
provided with rectangular openings, made by slit-

ting the lath and bending back the edges e e, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. A lath, when constructed of sheet metal, with
its edges bent back, so as to present tlie beaded cor-
ners a a a a, and applied substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The construction of the described metallic
sheet lath, when made with a tapered form at one
end, with a view to splicing or jointing, substantially
as described.

4. The metallic plates, slittcd as described, when
used for studs or supports for metallic sheet laths,

substantially as shown and for the purpose de-

scribed.
5. The arrangement and fastening of sheet metal

laths upon metallic plates, used for studs, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

84,882.—Edmund S. Hunt, "Weymouth, Mass.—Manufacture of Fans.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The method, hereinbefore described, of
connecting and compressing together the layers of a
fan body, so as to form them with recesses or pock-
ets, to receive the fan sticks, as set forth, the same
consisting in,ai-ranging the layers one on the other,
with dextrine or a liquid cement between them, and
compressing them together by heated dies, having
one or more grooves arranged" in either or each of
them, so as to prevent adhesion of the layers where
it may be desirable, the whole being substantially
as described.

2. The above-described method of connecting and
compressing together the layers of a fan body, so as
not only to form them with recesses or pockets be-

tween them, to receive the sticks of a fan frame, but,

at the same time, to crimp or corrugate such body,
as and for the purpose substantially as specified.

3. Either or both the dies, as formed with grooves,
or with grooves and corrugating ridges or projec-
tions, for the purpose or purposes and to operate with
respect to the layers of a fan body, under circum-
stances and in manner as hereinbefore explained.

84,883

—

Michael Keeper, Millstone Point,
Md.—7?oc/.- Dri;?.—December 15, 1868.—The drill

shaft is operated by a spring attached to an adjust-
able rod, and oblique holes in the cross pieces admit
of the shaft being operated obliquely to the frame.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the adjustable rod
I, spring J, and drill shaft E, with suitable guides
for the drill, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

2. The cross pieces D and F, with the oblique

holes, in combination witli the drill and spring, thus
operating substantially as shown and described.

84,884.—Charles F. Kuhnle, Washington, D.
C.

—

Dovetailing Machine—December 15, 1868.— By
means of levers and a bevel gear the slotted wheel is
turned to a position to move the saws to the proper
angle for cutting the sides of a tenon ; and in cut-
ting the sides of the mortises the saws are set on
line with the center of the machine, and the slots in
the bevel-gear wheel in the same direction.

Claim.—1. The combination of carriage and the
slotted gear wheel P, substantially in the manner
and for the pm*pose specified.

2. The combination of the adjustment platesN and
the slotted gear wheel P, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the adjustment plates E',
the levers j, rods h, connecting bars i, and stirrups
c, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

4. The combination of the carriage H, in which
both an oblique and straight feed can be obtained,
and the chisels G, when operated substantially in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

5. The construction and ai-rangement of the rock-
ing adjustable carnage H, and carriage G, which
moves transversely, and the carriage F, moving
lengthwise of the machine, all as and for the purpose
set forth.

84,885.—J. D. Leach and Sabix Hutchixgs,
Penobscot, Me.

—

Fishing Tackle. —December 15,
1868.—The elastic section is designed to facilitate
the hooking of the fish when biting, and to prevent
tearing the hook from the gills when hauling the
fish in.

Claim.—1. Inserting in the line, near the hook, an
elastic section, substantially as described, and
shown, at 6, Fig. 1.

2. An elastic cord, interposed between the sinker
and hook, in manner substantially as described, and
shown at ?', Fig. 4.

3. Combining with fishing tackle an elastic spring
or section of rubber, so arranged near the hook a^j

to produce the results and accomplish the objects
herein set forth.

84,886.—J. D. Leach and Sarin Hutciiinc.s-
Penobscot, Me.

—

Revolving Pile Hook.—December
15, 1868.—Upon one side of a metallic collar, which
rotates loosely on a pile, is a hollow projection, in
which are inserted springs, to which is attached the
shank of a hook that holds a hawser.
Claim.—1. A revolving pile hook, formed with a

collar, C, to receive the pile, and a hook E. for at-

taching the hawser, substantially as described and
shown.

2. Combining with collcr C and hook E the elastic
buflfers c c, substantially in manner as and for the
purposes specified.

84,887.—Samuel K. Lighter and Joseph Cur-
tis, Hamilton, Ohio.— Jlarvcster. —December 15,

1868 ; antedated December 3, 1868.—Ratchet teeth on
the inner sides of the driving wlieels, in connection
with loose ratcheted rings recessed in the hubs and
projections, cause a continuous motion to be given
to the main shaft when the machine moves forward,
but in a backward movement the ratchet teeth re-

verse their relative motion, and produce no motion
on the shaft.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, within the hubs H
on the shaft F, of the ratcheted rings I i i\ the lugs
or projections h, cast on the heads of said hubs H,
the ratchet teeth d on the ground wJicels D, and the
coiled spring J, as and for the purpose specified.

2. The finger bar, supporting caster P, adjust-
able by means of the serrated or toothed head p and
pawl il, or its described equivalent, substantially as
set forth.

84,888.—Joseph Link, United States Army.—
Apparatus for Cooling Liquids on Draught.—De-
ceraber 15, 1868.—From the sides of a vertical cylin-
drical vessel extend a series of inclined radial
tubes, connected at their lower ends with a hollow
annulus, from which latter extends upward a dia-
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chargre pipe, the Trhole to be arranpccd Tvitliin a vessel

coutaining ice.

67«im.—The combination and arrangement of the

cylinder or hollow vessel A, the series of radial

pipes B, the hollow annulus C, and its discharge
pipe D, the whole beini; for use witli a tank, sub-

stantially in manner and for the purpose as specified.

S4,SS9,—David H. Lowe. Boston, Mass.—Ga«
Heater.—TtGCGmher 15, 1868.—Relates to improve-
ments on his patent of August 11, 1868. A burner
is arranged to point downward into a fire pot, from
the bottom of which the flame is deflected under and
around the kettle or utensil to be heated. A conical

tube, provided with perforations, is used with the

fire pot when a quan'ity of naphtha has been care-

lessly allowed to accumulate in the said pot.

Ciaini.—1 . A tube or deflector j, which is either of

a conical form, and open at the top, or of o*.her form,

and provided with a perforated top; and having
openings k k at the bottom, in combination with a

fire pot L, substantiallv as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The burner H, for heating the nurse lamp, in

combination with one or more burners, 17, 18, for

illuminating the apartment, all arranged and oper-

ating substantially as set forth.

3. A conical tube, O, provided with a series of per-

forations at its bottom, in combination with a fire

pot, L. substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
4. The conical sleeve P, and cap or cover Q, in

combination with a conical tube O, provided with
perforation.s for estingnishiug the flame of the naph-

tha contained in the "lire pot L, substantially as de-

scribed.

84,890.—Egbert Macy, 2^ew York, X. T., as-

signor to John H. Keyseu, New York. X. Y.—
Cover for Fuel Magazine in Base Burning Stoves.—
December 1.5, 1808.—The cover is rendered self-act-

ing by being made heavier on one side than the

other.'

Claim.—1 The combination of a self-acting cover
with a fuel reservoir, substantially as described.

2. The inclined self-acting cover C, applied to a
rim, A, constructed substantially as described.

3. The construction of rim A with abutments c g
and recesses a a. adapted for receiving a self-acting

cover C, substantially as described.

84,891.- Peter H. Maxn and Griffith P.

Terry, Albanv, X. Y., assignors to Andrew B.

TJlixe and G. G. KwDER.—Seal Bolt for Railway
Cars.—December 15, 1868.—The tongue is provided
with a slot to receive the pivot pin and with a recess

at its lower end into which a projection on the lock-

ing pin enters when the tongue is wholly inclosed in

the socket.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

slot c, the recess i, and the projection k with the bolt

A, the tongue B, and their pivot or pin d.

84,892.—Thomas M. Marcy, Windham, Ohio.

—Wagon ^oz.—December 15, 1868.—The sides and
ends of the wagon box are hinged to the bottom, so

that the box can be convei-ted into a platform for a

hav rack or a wagon truck.

Claim.—The sides B B, ends C C, hinged to the

bottom or center piece A, each and all being con-

structed, arrangpd, combined, and operating together

in the manner and for the purpose as specified and
set forth.

84,893.— Oliver M. Martdj, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.

—

Process of Curing Rams, Beef and other

2£cats7—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—The process, herein described, of pre-

serving meat, by steaming it in salt and saltpeter,

after brine has 'been injected into the meat, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes described.

84,894.—H. McMaxus and John B. Hatting
Xcw York, X. Y.—Plate or fairer.—December 15
1868.—The specification describes a mode of casting
the plate.

C7fluji.—The chased or ornamented plate or salver,

herein described.

84,895.—Daniel E. McShkiiry, Dayton, Ohio.
— Wheat Brill.—December 15. 1663.—An adjustable
arm allows the use of dilfcrent-sized spur wheels to
vary the speed of the seeding apparatus.

Claim.—The adjustable arm E, and its arrange-
ment with reference to the shaft B, the frame A. the
spm* wheels C and D, bolt n, and axle *. substan-
tially as described and for the purpose specified.

84,896.-1. Ferguson Morsell, Stamford,
Conn.

—

Railway-sioitch Signal.—December 15, 1868.

—The lever, when liberated by the breaking of the
main line of track, or the opening of the switch, as-

sumes a vertical position and causes the colored plate
on its end to come opposite an opening in the ver-
tical board, thus giving a signal of danger.

Claim.—A railroad-switch signal, consisting of
the combination of a suitable frame or stand, A,
supporting or show board, B, a pei-pendieularly-ar-
ranged vibrating lever, D, provided with a weight, &,

or its equivalent, and a colored plate, b. and a de-
tached rod, connecting said lever D with the rails of
a railroad, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein specified.

84,897.—Charles Murdock, Hartford, Conn.—Stave Machine.—December 15, 1868.—The recipro-
cating, vibratory table, with its head block, is piv-
oted at such a point as to cause the saw to cut a
transverse circle on the outside of the stave to con-
form to the outside diameter of the barrel when
completed. The cams and flanges act against rollers
on the arms of the feeding table, causing the same
to have the necessary vibration.

Claim. —1. Hinging or pivoting the vibrating
feeding table H in the manner described, and with
relation to the saw, so that the staves may be sawed
in the manner substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of cams Q, flanges K, and
shaft O, with the table H, when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

3. In combination with the flanged cams Q, table
H, and stops w ic, the adjustable stand k, for deter-
mining the thickness of the staves to be cut, sub-
stantially in the manner described.

84,898.—D.\xn:L F. Myers, Xew York, X. Y.— Waiter Machine.—December 15, 1868.—The dishes
are placed on an endless belt, which is actuated by
suitable mechanism in the kitchen. A plate in close
contact with the belt receives the soiled plates and
allows them to slide on to the receiver. The pillars

supporting the chutes are adjustable vertically.

Claim.—1. The combination, -with the endless belt
B, working in the chute D of the receiver H', having
the plate S as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the above, the pillars D
and adjustable hangers D".

3. The machine above described, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as set forth.

84,809.— Peter H. Xiles and Frank W.
Marston, Boston, Mass.

—

Fastening for Corsets.—
December 15, 1868 ; antedated December 2, 1868.

—

The eye of each clasp is so made that it may be
thrown out of engagement ^-ith the pin to which it

fastens by the end movement of one spring relatively
to the other.
Claim.—A corset spring, made with clasps or

fastening plates, each of wliich has a vertical slot
opening from a lateral slot and out from the plate,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

84,900.—Joseph W. Xorcross, Boston, Mass.—Gromm^et.—December 15, 1868; antedated Novem-
ber 30, 1868.

—
"WTien the grommet is clinched, one of

the eyelets is inclosed between the flange of the other
eyelet and an additional flange, thus protecting it

from the influence of aii- or water, and allowing an
iron eylet to be used.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
eyelets a h' and additional flange or cap c, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set'forth.

84,901—.John W. Pe.vse. Beimont, X. Y.. as-
sicrnor to himself. Leonard "Willets, and Isaac
"Willets, same place.—JSricA: Jfac/iinc.—December
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15, 1P6R.—The water or steam is introduced to the

clavtlironirh the hollow shaft and spirally-an-anpred

hollow arnis. The g:athering-in edjsre of the feeding

Wades is adjustable by means of set screws to regu-

late the feeding capacity of the blades.

Claim..—1. Tlie combination of the hollow, per-

forated, and spirally-set toper arms D. with hollow

shaft C, and with the feeding blades G G, substan-

tially as described.

2, Adjustable feeding blades G G. applied to the

shaft of the pug mill, for the purpose of regulating

the feed of the clay to brick-making machinery, sub-

stantially as described.

84,902.—"William S. Porter, Eoston, Mass.—
Button-hole Cutter.—December 15, 1868.—The cutting

blade can be adjusted on one of the jaws, so as to cut

larger or smaller-sized holes. The stop can be ad-

justed to vary the distance of the button-hole from
the edge of the material.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement,

with the jaws A and stop h, of the knife /, held in

one of said jaws, and made adjustable, so as to pro-

ject a greater or less distance therefrom, in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

2. ProTiding the jaws A with slotted or recessed

heads a a', constructed and arranged with relation

to each other and the knife /", substantially as and
for the purposes shoAvu and specified.

84,903.—John Edwin Kace and Aaron Sotth,
Chicago, 111.

—

Cloth-measuring Apimratus.—Decem-
ber 15, 1868.—Designed to roll the cloth on any re-

quired shaped roller board, and at the same time

measure and register the number of yards or frac-

tional parts of yards.
Claim.—The cloth-measuring apparatus, consist-

ing of the board or roller I, plates J F", screws C
D, hand wheel E, shaft E, winches H G, wheels M
IST, pinion P, wheel Q, bars L, and indicator S, when
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

84,904.-0. H. Reed and Asa L.CARRiER,TVash-
ington, D. C—Machine for Washing Printers' Ink
Rollers.—December 15, 1868.—The inking rollers are

fed by rubber feed rollers through a cylinder provided
with "brushes on its inner circumference, which re-

volve in a cleansing solution, and remove the dirt,

which falls into a box, through an aperture closed by
a spring valve, when tlio box is removed to be
cleaned. The inking rollers arc then fed through
similar brushes revolving in clean water, and then
wiped by being passed through disks of rubber.

Claim:—\. The double box B C, for containing a

cleansing solvent and clear water, in combination
with the brushes G, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. Two or more brushes G, constructed and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The boxes D D, constructed and operating in

combination wi ]li boxes B C, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

4. The dirt box O, provided with rod o, valve V,
and spring v', constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

5. "The reels E, provided with disks c, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

6. The elastic Avipcrs W, constructed and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

7. The elastic feed rollers H, constructed and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

84,905.—Hiram A. Eeid, Beaver Dam, Wis.—
Apparatus for Shearing Sheep.—December 15, 1868.

—The comb plate is constructed Avith plain, straight

teeth, without any cutting or scisspr-blade edges.

The blade is secured to the slotted plate, which is

viljrated on a fixed pin by the crank, so as to give a
variable movement to tlie point of the blade.

Claim.—I. The manner of constructing and arrang-

ing the comb plate i i i. substantially as described.

2. The operative combination of the cutting blade

m with the comb i i i, as described and for the pur-

poses set forth. .

3. The combination of the blade m with the slot-

ted bar H, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

84,906.—Selden Is". Risley, Brooklyn, :N". T.—
Cigar Case.—December 15, 1868.—The ring around
the open case prevents the spreading of the open-
ings.

Claim..—A cigar case, made of paper tubes, with
longitudinal ribs and a retaining ring, substantially
as described.

84,907.—Henry isr. Rttter. CoAington. Ky.—
Machine for Riveting Hlnnes.—December 15, 1868.

—Peculiarly-shaped revolving milling tools spread
the pintle on being forced against it, and form the
head.

Claim..—1. A riveting tool, composed of n rod
having V-shaped grooves and interveninfr rounded
projecting spurs on the end thereof, said grooves
crossing one another at and in a direction at right
an cries to the longitudinal axis of said rod, substan-
tially as described.

2.'A pair of riveting tools, constructed as speci-

fied in the foregoing' claim, in combination with
mechanism for operating the same, arranged sub-
stantially as described.

84,908.— Sullivan "W. Hogers, Harwich,
Ma-s.—J?a7i-m5f Prrn. —December 15, 1868.-The
I)ottom of the pan is removable to allow the ready
withdrawal of the loaf without the pan having been
previously greased.

Claim.—Ealse-bottom baking pans, as herein de-

scribed, of any size or shape.

84,909.—Edwin H. Saaipson. Boston, Mas.s.—
Clamp for Suspendinn Pastehoard and Other Fah- -

rics.—December 15. 1868.—The pn steboard is held
between the stationary and movable jaw, the latter

of which is so pivoted that the weight of the board
causes it to be grasped firmly by the jaw.

Claim.—The jaws B C and frame A, when com-
bined and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

84,91©.—John Scheiulein and John Heitz-
MAN, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Hand Cultivator.—Decem-
ber 15, 1868.—The coulters and plows are secured to
a transverse plate on the frame. The coulters sever
the roots between the rows to prevent the plows
from tearing up the plants.

Claim.—1. The coulters e, plows/, and transverse
plate E, when combined and arranged as shown and
deseril)ed.

2. The fi-arae A, stilts B, transverse plate E,
standards D D, pin c, wheels C, cloarers F, coulters

e, and the plows /, when combined and arranged as
shown and described.

84,911.—Samuel P. Serly, Whiteford, Mich.—Cultirator and Plow.—December 15, 1868; ante-
dated December 11, 1868.—An improvement on his

patent of August 6, 1867.—A slotted arm attached
to the cross rod, which secures Ihe handles together,
slides in a mortise on the end of the plow beam, and
is lield by a cam lever. The plow standard is at-

tached to the plow beam in such a manner as to
readily change the direction of the plows.

Claim.—1. The tenon B'. the cam lever C, the
slotted arm F, in connection with the cross rod E,
when operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The share O, wings P, and braces R, in con-
nection with the standard I, when operating sub-
stantially as and for tlie purposes Iioi-ein described.

3. The adjustability of the standai-d I, for the pur-
pose described, in combination with the share O,
Avings P, and tenoned beam A, substantially as set

f(n'th.

4. Tlie combination of the beam A, the tenons B'
and B", the cam IcA'ers C and C", the handles D, the
cross rod E, tlie slotted arm F, the slot G in the
same, the slotted slide U, tiie standard I. the bolt

and nut J. the eye and ring K, tlie drauglit rod L,
the hook INI, tlu;" bolt X, tlie share O, the wings P,
and the braces R. when arranged, constructed, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes here-
in shown, set forth, and described.

84,912.—Thomas Shaw. Philadelphia. Pa., as-

si^rnor to himself and Piulu' S. Juhtlck.—Pumping
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JElnjinc.—December 15, 1S6S.—The chamber is di-

vided iuto two cottiparlments by a flexible diaphrafjni.
Tho water admitted into the tipper compartment is

forced out by the steam admitted into the lower
compartment, raisina- the diaphragm. By a suitable
arrangement of valves the steani is cut oflF when
the water has been ejected, the exhaust is opened,
and a spray of water is forced into the steam chest,

a vacuum being thus formed, which causes the dia-
phiafrm to descend to allow water to be again ad-
mitted.

Claim.—1. Operating valve F in the manner set
forth.

2. The arrangement of valve L with steam chest
E for .'Starting the engine, as described.

:3. The corabiuatiou of valves V and TJ with well
"W, as specified.

4. Controlling the injector in the manner specified.

84,913—S. M. Shermax. Fort Dodge, Iowa.—
WiJidow Shutter.—December 15. I8GS.—The slats are
hnng by means of clamps on i)ius secured rigidly to
the "frame of the l)liud and are operated by bars
connecting with cams in connection with keys.
Claim.— I. The slats A', providt?d with 'clamps

a n', as and for the purpose described.
2. The slats A', having the clamps a a', in com-

bination with rod B, bar c, and cam d, the whole
being constructed and operated in the manner de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

3. The cam e and bar c^, with or Avithout the in-

termediate connections e^ e'^. when arranged as de-
scribed, in connection, either with the'rod of a
blind of the usual construction, or a rod attached to
the slats by the clamps h', as set forth.

84.914.—George E. Smith, San Francisco. Cal.—Automatic Stop-cock for Gas Bur7iers.—Decem-
ber 15. 18u8.—A compensation cin-b, supixnted so as

to encircle the gas flame, is so connected by a lever
with a detent holding the cock open, that Avlien the
flame is extinguished the cmb contracts and liber-

ates the detent, which allows the cock to be closed
by means of a spring.

Claim.—1. The compensating curb or rod, com-
posed of two or more metals, b and c. together with
the lever K, detent M. ai-m D. and spring E, sub-
stantinlly as and for the purpose described.

2. The lever K. connected with the curb, the two
detents G and M, and the catch «, on the arm D.
constructed and operated substantially as h^eiu
described-

Si,915^—George TT. Stout and Jons C. Etch-
AKDSON. ^ewai'k. X. J., assignors to themselves,
James Davis, Jr.. and Samuel R. Hawley, as-

signor to said SrofT, James H. Prentice, said
DA^^s, Jr., and H-WTLEY.-jSa? Ironing Machii^e.
—December 15. 1868.—A curved hollow 'box has its

broadest side to the face plate, and its lower or con-
cave side beveled at its inner edge, so as to iron the
brim close up to the crown of the hat. The box is

secured to a piston rod that idlows it to turn freely,

to press equally on the brim.
Claim.—1. The swinginsr arm F, supporting a

platform, cai-rying a revolving iron and its driving
mechanism, when the platform is airanged to be
adjusted for ironing the sides of hat crowns, sub-
stiintially as set fortu.

2. The hollow face plate H, constructed with teeth
on its periphery, and airanged to be swung into or
out of gear with its driving mechanism, substan-
tially as described.

3." The hollow box iron Xo. 3, constructed with
an acnte angled face on its concave side, combined
with the hollow face plate H.

4. The combination of the hollow face plate H ami
hollow box iron Xo. 3. when the latter is arranged
with its shank or piston playing in a cylinder and
under spring pressure.

5. The combination of the slides which carry the
boxes or bearings for the irons with the slotted ad-
justable plates which support the irons.

84.916.—Elias Strange, Elias TV. Strange,
ajid Emerson C. Strange. Taunton, yLaas.—Saic
Grinder.—December 15^ 1868.

Claim.—1. Applying the grinding or polishing
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wheels to the cylindrical saws or other cylinders,

vrith or by a yielding pressuie of a spring or weight,
substantially "as described.

2. Applying the stone or wheel on the inside of
the cylind'er, "against a point at some distance from
the point OJ^)o^ite to the stone -.r wheel, on the out-

side, to avoid heating the cylinder by the grinding
stones or polishing wheels.

3. Applying the grinding stones or polishing wheels
to the inside and outside of the saw or other cylin-

der at the same time, so as to grind or polish the
inside and outside at one operation.

4. In combination with the swinging arms and
CTinding stones or wheels, pressed against the cylin-

der by a yielding pressure, the adjustable stops TY,
arranged to limit the vibration of the arms, substan-

tially as described.

84.917.—Edwin J. ToOF, Fort Madison, Iowa.
—Hor.se Ji«/,-c.—December 15, 1868.— The lifting

forward of the handle of the rake is accomplished
by the combined action of the gate trip stick and
hounds of the rake, so that the front parts of the
rake fingers will puss under the hay and gather i>up
cleanly.
Claim.—1. A stop, to arrest the gate in its for-

ward movement, formed by the rod g. or its equiva-
lent, substantially as described, for the purpose spe-

cified.

2. The yielding connection e. substantially as
shown and described, in combination with the trip

stick d, hounds B. and the hamlle A, of a revolving
horse rake, all as and for the purpose set forth.

84.918.-Charles X. Tyler. X"ew York, X. Y.
— Wash IJoiVcr.-December 15, 1868.—The boiling
aud steam space is formed by a close arched

Elate eiu'ved down at both sides and secured to a
and which fits.the sides of the boiler at the bottom,

openings being loft at the ends of the curved plate.

C'/aim.—The close concave plate B, provided with
the band B' and openings G, at tlie ends, and capped
tube C. substanthuly in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

84.919.—John Yalentine and Hexry B. Ste-
vens. Buffalo, X. Y.—Clothes-line licel.—A. reel is

inclosed in a metallic easing, and the end of a cord
is secured in a cavity in the end of the journal, pas-
sing through a hole in the same, to tlie winding por-
tion. A pin passing through the liandle iuto holes
in one end of the casing serves to hold the reel ia
position.

Claim.—1. The perforated spool journal h. sab-
stantial'y as and for the purpose herein t,pecified.

2. A reel, composed substantially of the following
parts : The periphery A, heads B B, bars a a, serv-

ing both to connect the other parts and to receive
the oblong mouth /', and loop or staple m, and the
locking pin E, in the crank handle, and holding in
the concentric holes 6 b, as herein specified.

84,920.—Henry B. Van Ben-thuysen, Empo-
rium, Pa.— Base-burninri Stove. — December 15,

18tl8.—Designed for burning bituminous coal. An
inner rotating cylinder of conical form, the large
end beiug downward, is arranged within the ex-

tH^rnal casing. On the inner surface of the casing
are placed spiral segments to force the coal down-
ward. The gi-ate is made to rotate, and is of coni-
cal form with a spear-like projection in th(^ center.
Claim.—I. A rotating inside cylinder magazine,

with or without projections on the inner strrfacc;

substantially as described.
2. The ratchet, dog, and lever, or o+her equiva-

lent device, in combination with the lotary maga-
zine, substantially as and for the purposes described.

3. A cone-like rotary grate, provided with vertical

projections on its sm-face, as above described.
4. The projecting ribs on the inner surface of the

fire space, in combination with the vertical projec
tions on the rotating grate, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth in the foregoing specifi-

cation.

84,921 H. M. Yiets, Cailisle, Ohio.— Jfia-

Can.—December 15, 1868.—One or more ice vessels

aie placed within a milk can, and are attached to a
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shank \rliich is hung to a hook on the inside of tlie

cover.
Claim.—The ice vessels E E, with the shank C

and arms a a, hook B, on the lid of can A, and eve
D, all constructed and adapted to the uses and pur-
poses in the manner substantially as delbribed.

84,922.—Ernest Yon Jeinsen, Nevr York, ]Sr.

Y.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arm.—December 15, 1868.

—A limb is tormed on the body ot the extractor, in

front of the hook, to shut off access to the extractor
space, in order to prevent the entrance of dust and
dirt. A covering plate in the bottom of the receiver
serves to prevent the latter from becoming foul. On
the side of the plunger is a slot, in -n-hicli plays a
roller pin, •n'lucli prevents any motion from being im-
parted to the extractor while"^ the said pin is in that
part of the slot, where it will be until after the full-

cock notch has passed the sear.

Claim.—1. The limb I, on the body of the shell

extractor, so an-anged as to close the place left va-

cant by the hook /, when extracting a shell, substan-
tially as described.

2! The covering plate p, over the bottom of the
receiver, an-anged substantially as and for the pm"-
|»©se set forth.

3. The slot 71, on the tumbler, in combination with
the extractor 'A:, and a pin, which vi'orks in said slot,

.substantially as described.

84,923.-J". B. WarinCx, Brooklyn, IT. Y., as-

^eignor to Hikam Dukyea, New York, N. Y., assign-

or to W. E. Dickson, Chelsea, Vt.

—

Hydraulic
Wash Boiler.—December 15, 1868.—The central ta-

.pering tube is surmounted by an inverted flaring

cap or deflector.

Claim.—1. As a means for guiding and showering
•over the clothes an ascending column of water, the
employment of one or more inverted conical flaring

caps C, constructed substantially as descriljed.

2. Such a cap, combined and arranged as shown
and described, relatively to the open top of a vertical

tube of a wash boiler.

3. Such a cap or caps, when combined each with
a vertical tube, and with a pei-forated false bottom,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

84,924.—Aretus A, "Wilder and John Wild-
er, Detroit, Mich.

—

Washing Machine.—December
15, 1868.—The journal is made hollow, to allow of
free access of air to the interior chamber, in order
*o avoid resistance to the movement of the clothes
and water. A drip pipe serves to convey off water
which may enter the shaft. Wedge-shaped ribs on
the interior of the case, which is made to turn ec-

centrically on the journals, cause the clothes to

travel from end to end of the case.
Claim.—1. In a rotating Avashing machine, the

hollow journal F. connecting with interior of case
A and drip pipe H, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.
•2. The combination, in a washing machine, of the

cylindrical case A, with door E, turning eccentric-
ally upon journals, and provided with wedge-shaped
rib's I, hollow journal F, drip pipe H, and handle Gr,

ail arranged and operating as herein described.

84,925.—F. Greenleaf Wilson, i!fashua, N.
B..—Belt Fastener.—Deccmher 15, I8G8.

Claim.—A single i)late belt hook, with onse or
more rows of teeth, spurs, or pins on or near the
•edges of the concave side of the plate, as shown and
described.

84,926.—-ToiiN C. Wilson, Adam Walker,
and JoMN Foster, New YoiSv, N. Y.—Clipping
Shears.—December 15, 1868.—The device is designod
to adjust and hold the cutters steadily in position,

so as to produce an even clip, and prevent the en-

trance of dust, &c., between tho cutters.

Claim.—The spring plate K, and adjusting thumb
set scrtnv L, in combination with the serrated cutters

A B, subHtantially as and for the pni'poses described
and .set foiih.

8^4,927.—George W. N. Yost, Cgitv, Pa.,
assignor to The Coriiy Machine Company.—Ifar-
vester.—December 15, 18(J8. — The pinion shaft is

passed through an aperture in the bolt, and serves
to unite the two halves of the main frame, and also
as a l)earing for the crank shaft.
Claim.—The bolt I, made and used as a gudgeon

box for the pinion shaft N, and as a fastening bolt
for the cases A and A', as described, for grass and
grain cutting machines.

84,928.—William H. Acker, Tarrytown, N.
Y.

—

Clothes Drier.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—The levei-s B, pivoted to the upright posts
A, and provided at their upper ends with tlie cross-
bars C, caiTyiug the slotted plates D, and at their
iower ends with the chains F, all operating as de-
scribed, whereby a series of parallel clothes lines is

adapted to be raised, lowered, and tightened between
the posts, at the same time preserving tlrcir parallel-
ism, as herein shown and described.

84,929.—Ethan Allen, Worcester, Mass.—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.—December 15, 1868.—The
metal which forms the barrel extends down and back,
to form receiving chambers for the cartridge cases,
and to effect secure connection between the barrels
and the breech iron. Combined with one or both
shot barrels is an auxiliary rifle'd bairel.

Claim.—1.—The combination of the downwardly
and baekwardly projecting barrel extension and con-
nection part E,iuade in one piece, as described, with
the barrel or ban-els, and metal breech piece D, as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, Avith the metal breech piece
D, and forwardly projecting arm M, of the bairel
extension or connection part E, and dovetail projec-
tion L, inserted laterally into a correspondingly-
shaped recess in the breech piece, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, v^'ith the hinged lifting and
locking lever N, of a breech-locking device, separate
from said lever, but so combined therewith as to be
operated thereby, for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination. Avith the hinged breech piece*
G-, and hinged lever N, of the locking bolt O, and
connection d, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

5. The combination, with the locking bolt O, of
the spring P and friction roll e, substantially as and
for the pm-poses set forth.

6. The combination, with the hinged breech piece
G and locking bolt O, of a holding spring, P, sub-
staiAially as and for the purposes set forth.

7. The combination of a yielding roll, e, viith the
rear conca^i-ed or recessed end of tlie locking bolt O,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

8. An auxiliary flanged rifle barrel, R. applied to
the main barrel of the gun, so as to be opei'ated or
withdrawn by the cartridge extractor, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

9. The anxiliary rifled barrel R, when made with
the tapering or contracted end K', substantially as
shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

10. The combination and relative arrangement of
the combined hingcl extractor, lever, and trigger
guard J, and hinged breech piece G' with tho car-
tridge shell or case extractor Q, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

84,930.—Lea^i O. Allen, Gardiner, Mo.—Stovc
Pipe Damper.—December 15, 1868.—The two plates,

Avhen closing the pipe, form an angle of 90° to each
otiicr, and are operated by a shaft provided with
pintles passing through inclined slots in a socket of
each plate.

Claim.—1. The combination and an-angement of
the two semi-ovate plates A and A', hinged together
upon and operated by a common shaft. B,"put through
tiie pipe or flue horizontally, substantially as herein
shoA^'n and described.

2. The arrangement of the slots D and D', in com-
bination with the piutles E and E' upon the shaft B,
sul)stantially as shoAvn.

3. In combination Avith the shaft B, the key F, and
Avasher IT, arranged and constructed as described
and shown.

84,9.31.— Clark Alvord, Westford. Wis.—
Cultivator.—December 15, ^868.—Tho invention re-

lates to a method of attaching the teeth : to a device
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for holding them in the ffroand ; to an apparatus lor

ci'^auiiig them : aud to devices for raising- and lower-

L'lg the teeth and fixing them in the ground or at

auv required elevation.

Claim.—1. Clamping the teeth to the side of the

drag bars bv means of the independent plate o, and

the two screw bolts, when the several parts are con-

structed and an-anged to operate iu the manner de-

scribed.
2. The arranffement of the slotted cross bar J,

drag bars 1 1, headed bolts b, fixed to the drag bars

and extendine: through the slots of the beam J, and

springs i i, substantially as shown and described.

3. The employment of cleaning bars r r, aiTangcd

in relation to the teeth, substantially as described,

and operating to clean the teeth when the latter are

raised or when the bars ai-e depressed, as herein set

forth.
'

,

4. The combination of the cleaning bars r r, beain

If, spring «, and hinge n, when employed on a culti-

vator, for the purpos'e specified.

5. The combination of the frame C. rocking with

the axle, as described.with the draught pole E pivoted

to the front beam of the frame, the plow beams 1 1.

the cleaning bars r r, and the springs *, substantially

a.s and for the purposes herein described.

6. In combination with the rocking beams F and

K, cleaning bars r ?% and drag beams I I, tbe hasp h

and staple h', arranged, as described, on the two

beams, aud operating in the manner and for the pur-

poses herein described.

84,932.—FOKDYCE Bkals. Xew Haven, Conn.—
Mode of Plating Scale^t with Hard Rubber, for the

ManiifnrAiire of Cntlery. and for other Purposes.—

December 15, 1868.—Hard rubber is heated and

in-essed upon a perforated scale by means of a die.

Claim.—I. As a new article of manufacture, a

scale, plated with hard rubber, substantially as herein

set forth.
, . , ,

•2. The method of uniting the vulcanite or hard-

rubber plate and metal scale, substantially iu the

manner and for the pm-poses described.

levers a, together with a transverse bar moving in

inclines, whereby to regulate the depth the plows
enter the soil, and to "accommodate them to any
unevenness of the ground.

84,936.—Jonx D. CiiAireERS, Carthage, Mo., as-

signor to himself and Ekasmis t). Kowla.nd, same
place.— Co /-/I P;a</fer.—December 1.5, 1868.— The
dropper chute consists of two uprights rising from
the heel of the cutter, and united by a ceutnU par-

tition, making two compartments. Strips or vanes,

forming the sides of tlie chutes, have a vibratiug

motion given them by an oscillating shaft under
control of the operator. The gauge wheel has a
reversible axle, so as to bring it on either side of the

frame.
Claim.—I. The arrangement in a corn-planting

niachiae of the several parts c c, m, h, /, e c, M, K,
I H, b, all aiTanged aud operated substantially as

shown aud described.
•2. The arrangement in a corn-planting machine

of the frame A A E D, aud the U-shajjed shafts JB,

with the cross brace C, substantially as herein de-

scribed.
3. The an-angement in a corn-planting machine

of the diagonal axle bar P. brace Q. in combination
with the gauge wheel O, substantially as sho^ n aud
described.

84,937.—JoHX F. Cook, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to Geokge F. Page, Josei-h Kobekts. and
Geokge L. McCahax, same place.

—

Head Block.—
December 15. 1868.—The lever w^hich operates tho

shaft is so adjusted as»to produce the simultaneous
movement of both elbows, by which means tho

elbows may be moved a greater or smaller distance,

as may l>e desired, at each throw of the lever.

Mechanism is so arranged that one elbow shall

operate as check upon the other.

Claim.— 1. The shaft D, so aiTanged on the rear

side of the carriage as that, while" it propels the

knee, it acts as a fulcrum to facilitate the lateral

adjustment of the head block.

'2. The shaft D, with the arm a rigidly attached,

84,933.—T7. G. Bell, Pittsburg, Pa.— Car and the levers c c loosely attached. i5 corabinatir^u

Coi'pling.-Tieccmher 15. 1868.-Behind the taper- |
with the wheels b b, also loosely attached, and the

ing aperture of the couplin- head are pivoted two I

arms e c, also rigidly attached, each arm having the

vertical aws bent and in-anged to cross each other I pawl e", and each lever having the pawl C all ar-

la...fhi\v nnnpr ends, antf uresscd toirether bv ' ranged to communicate an independent motion tc
their upper ends, antf pressed together

springs, to hold the coupling rod. In rear of the

jaws is a spring buffer plate, which assists in keep-

ing the rod in a horizontal position.

Claim.—1. The beveled vertical jaws a a. con-

structed and arranged as described, with reference

to

each elbow C, or a simultaneous motion, to both, **

substantially as described,

3. The graduated vibrating rod fc, pivoted to tbe

carriatre at its lower end, provided with a fixed

stop, and also an adjustable stop k'\ arranged as de-

to the mcmth piece^L, with or witliout the springs
! ^-il^fl-^^i f?--; -^fl?«f^^^1?!^.^^'^^^

e e, and the coupling rod C, as herein set fortii, for

the purpose specific^..

2. The vertical bar D and spring E, in combina-

tion with the vertical jaws a a, coupling C, and
mouth piece A, as herein described, for the purpose

specified.

84,934.—Frederick Bihx and TVillloi Schra-
liER. Frankford. Pa..—Mode of Recovering Useful

Products from the Wa-'stc Liquor of Gelatine Fae

connection with the arm a, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose specified.

84,938.—Joseph Eock Cooper, Birmingham,
England.— Breech-loading Fire-arm.— L>eccmber
15. 18U8.

Claim.—1. In breech-loading fire-arms, such as

do-scribed, the combination, with the breech block,

cartridge extractor, aud hammer, of an independent
vibratory or pivoted lever, having an independent

forie.5- —December 15, ISGS.-Designed to separate !
return movement for locking the brceeh block, and

the ingredients of waste liquor when gelatine Is
j

couuected with said parts in the manner eet forth,

made bv treating certain bones with diluted muriatic
|

so that by the actiou ot said lever the opening ot the

acid, which is effected bv evaporation aud subsc- breech, the Avithdrawal of the cartridge, and the

c]uent condensation of the muriatic acid, or bv the
|

cocking otthe^hammer may te effected at one opera-

combined action of sulphuric acid and distillation,

whereby the phosphate of lime remains as a resid-

uum.
Ctaim.—The process herein described of sepa-

rating the ingredients of the herein specified waste
liquor, for the purpose of utilizing the same, as set

forth.

84,935.—JosKPii H. Brtntox, Thomburg Town-
ship, Pa.— Culfivatar. — 'DecembeT 15, 1868.— By
means of a transverse adjusting bar moving iu in-

clined .slots at the sides of the framing, double levers

tion. as specified.

2. The combination, with the hammer and breech
block and shoe, of the lever I, and its actuating
spring, in the manner described, so that while the

lever, in its backward movement, carries with it and
cocks the hammer, it will be caused by its spring to

return, iudependently of the hammer, in position to

eSdct the locking of "the breech block, as set forth.

3. Lifting the hinged breech blocks of breech load-

ing fire-arms from the breech chambers, or shoes of

the said fire-arms, and supporting the said blocks in

their raised position by means of a spring or spri

are. oi)erated to regulate the depth of the plows in
]

lever, an-anged and operating upon the jouit ot tho

the soil, each plow being pressed also bv a spring. I block, substantially in the manner hereinbefore de-

claim.—1. A transverse adjusting bar moving in |
scribed, and illustrate<l m tbe accoinpacymg draw-

inclined slots, or their equivalents, Yor the purpose ings.
. , , ., , , , 1

g^y^.f, I
4. In connection with the breoen chamber and

2. A yielding pressure applied to the arms or I
hinged block, the combination and uiTangcaieut of
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Sarts describo'-l, and illustrated intheaocompanying-
rawings, ibr starting the breech block from the

kreech chamber, or shoe, on releasing the said

block.
5. The spring stud for retaining the cartridge in

the biuTcl, constructed and jxiTanged in the bieech

chamber, as hereinbefore described, and illustrated

iu the acaomoauying drawings, so that the said gun
may be loaded, \vith the muzzle end of the barrel

raised higher than the breech end.

6. The improvement or improvements hereinbefore

described, and illustrated in the accompanying
draAvings, iu prevrnting the accidental discharge of

breech-loading nv.A other fii-e-arms, that is to say, l)y

means of a detachable or removable bolt or pin,

made to pass, from the exterior of the gun, trans-

Tersely through, or bear against such part or parts

of the fire-arm as will cause the said bolt or pin to

fix the hammer, or fix such other part of the fire-arm

as will prevent the discharge of the fire-arm.

84,939 "W. B. CuLVTLR, Scranton, Ttx.—Rout-
ing and Dumping Apparatus.—December 15, 1868.

—Stationary and moving dumping projections are

attached, respectively, to the frame and platform

far effecting the dumping of the latter. Upon the

moving parts of the apparatus is a locking bolt

operai -.1 by a stationary guide for locking and un-

locking- the.platform by the sliding of the same. A
series of springs, levers, connecting rods, and wedges
ai-e so connected with the hoisting rope that in case

of the latter being broken, the fall of the platform
will be arrested. *

Claim.—1. The sliding rod c, springs s, levei-s d,

counectiug rods c, and wedges a, with rollers i ar-

ranged therein, all arranged, with relation to each
other and to the hoisting apparatus, su!)stantially as
described and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The stationary and moving dumping projec-

tions E and F, in combination with the hoisting and
dumping apparatus, all arranged and operating in

the manner substantially as herein described.

3. The locking bolt g, projection ?n, and grooved
block H, in combination with each other and with a
hoisting appai-atus, substantially as described and
for the purpose herein set forth.

'

84,940.—Edward Einx, Berlin, 'Wis.—Axle.—
December 15, 18(38.—In place of the usufd sci'ew

threads of the nut and axle, a series of projections

axe formed on the reduced end of the axle, and a
vSeries of annular slots in the eye of the nut, commu-
nicating with each other by sbort longitudinal slots

or entrances.
Claim—The combination of the nut B, having an-

nular slots h b and entrances d d, with the axle C A,
having projections a a, arranged substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

84,941.—William Foster, Jr., and George P.
G-ANSTER, New York, N. Y.—Portable Gas Appara-
tus. — December 15, 1868.— By means of valves,
which are opened and closed alternately, the supply
of gasoline from the tank may be regulated. An
e«[ualiziug pipe leading from the vaporizer to the top
of the reservoir insiu'es an absolute uniformity of
pressure on the surface in the reservoir with that on
the surface iu the vaporizing apparatus.
Claim.—1. Supplying the vaporizing apparatus with

gasoline only as fast a.s it is evaporated through
small pipes from a reservoir at a distance and pre-

ferably outside the building, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

2. The measuring vessel J, and valves j i, in com-
bination with the gas apparatus A B, and its ad-

juncts, and -with a'siutable reservoir for the volatile

lluid. and arranged to operate relatively thereto,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set

fyrth.
:5. In combination with the separation of the rcs-

o,rvoir from tlie evaporating apparatus, as described,
tlte measuring of the requisite quantity of volatile

lluid for the manufacture of gas, as it is consumed
!Vt the burners, by nutans of an intermediate measur-
iug device, sul)stantially as and for the purposes
litTcin set ibrth.

4. The equalizing pipe i!, transmitting the pressure
of the gas to the surface of the gasoline in the dis-

tant reservoir, as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

5. The vent pipe, arranged as represented, rela-

tively to the measuring chamber J and reservoir G,
for tbe purposes herein set forth,

6. The spiral evaporator U, in a chamber adjoining
that containing the meter wheel, constructed "and op-
orating as and with the advantages herein set fortii.

7. The spiral cliaraber Q q, the receiving and dis-

charging passages for the gasoline, and the receiv-
ing and discharging passages for the air, arranged,
relatively to each other and'to the other parts of the
apparatus, so as to spread the gasoline, and prCvsent
the gas tliereto after its manufacture in the revolv-
ing vaporizer, and immediately before its discharge
from the apparatus, all substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

8. Dipping out and removing the remains of tlio

gasoline, and the water of comlensation, and pre-
venting it from accumulating, or in anywise; ming-
ling with the freshly-received gasoline, substantially
in the manner and ibr the purposes herein set forth.

84,94^.-John Fry, Latrobc, Fa.—Muzzle for
Shot Guns.—December 15, 1868—An adjustable sec-
tion of a barrel is attached by a catch and spring to
the outer end of the muzzle, for the purpose of con-
centrating the shot in its flight from the guns.
Claim.—I. Tlie muzzle piece A', having a taper-

ing bore, as described, in combiuation Avith tiie bar-
rel A 'of a shotgun, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The combination of the catch m, snap-spring
catch h, and the thumb lever g, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

84,943.—Charles Furber, London, England,—Dressing -glass licflector.—Decemhcr 15, 1868.

—

For facilitating the inspection of the back piU"t of
the head or other portion of the body.
Claim.—The bent rod F, jointed to the center of

the back of the reflector E. whereby the latter is ad-
justable to any desired angle, with reference to said
rod, which is adapted to slide within the tube D, ad-
justably connected to the short tube B, upon the
glass frame, as herein shown and described.

84,944—William H. Gray, JiTew York, X. Y.—Looking-glass Support—Dxic^ivabQv 15, 18C8; an-
tedated December 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. A portable mirror or looking-glass,
having combined with it a divided or bov.-like
framed actijig as a support to the glass, of such char-
acter that it may bo attached as an appendage to
the pei-son, leav'iag both hands at liberty for other
purpose or purposes, substantially as specified.

2. The frame A, having an opening, as at a, and
provided with adjustable or shifting legs b, for use
iu connection with a glass, eitlier as on appendage
to the person or otherwise, as herein set forth.

3. The combination, with tiie frame A, constructed
to fit the person, eHsewtiidly as described, of the

"

reversible Avirc or rod B, socket c, and glass-holding
rod C, for operation as specified.

4. In combination with the frame A, the rods B
and C, jointed togethei' for operation, iu conuection
Avith t!ie glass, as heroin set forth.

5. Tho"con!l)ination, with the frame A and rod B,
of the socket c, made adjustable up or down, esseu-
cially as herein sot tbrth.

84,945.—Benjamin Hkxdricksox, Huntington,
N. Y.

—

Gate jLaic/i.—December 15, 1868.—A don hie

iacline on tlie latch plate, with a recess in the center
and a roller attached to the gate, serves to supi>ort
the gate and alloAV it to be opened either way.
Claim.—The coml)i nation of the double inclined

pan 6, of the latch plate, with tlie parts a c. and the
roller d, all arranged as set forth. Avbereby the gate
is i)crmitted to swing in cither direction, as herein
shown and described.

84,940.-W. UlTON IIOOVEK, Daysvillo, Ky.—
J'iozo.—December 15, 1868.-—The tAvo side plows ad-
mit of a reversal of iwsitio:) .so as to turn the furi-ows
to tlio right or left, mid tlio iinplt.'.mcntis designed to
bo used ibr ulowing, j>laiilihg, and cultivating.
Claim.—The combiuation of the throe turn plows
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f, when arranged in relation to each other, and for

adjustment, in the manner shown and described.

84,947.—Alfred Hutchinson, Pliiladclphia,

Pa., assignor to himself and Stephen H. Markley,
same place.

—

School Desk and Seat.—December 15,

1868.

Claim.—The combination, with a double desk, A,
of separate seats, C C. each folding up to the front

of the desk independently of the other, substantially

as and for the purpose herein specified.

84,948.—John Johnson, Saco, M.e.—Devicefor
Pumping, cf-c—December 15, 18G8,—4- cylindricid

vessel is provided with a pipe below, leading to a
source of water supply, and one above leading to a
tank, each pipe haviug a valye. To the said vessel

ai'c secured the two ends of a bent pipe, the bent
portion being placed within a heating apparatus.
In the higher portion of the bent tube steam is gen-
erated by which the water is forced into the upper
pipe. The steam is then condensed in the pipe,

the upper valve closes, and water ascends from below
into the vessel, and the action is repeated.

Claim.—The automatic or self-acting steam x^imp
or motor, herein set forth and described.

81,949.—WiujAM Johnston, Appleton, Wis.-
Bedstead Fasteninrf.—December 15. 18(58.—A curved
fastening attached to the post is provided with lugs
and recesses into which engage corresponding lugs
on a piece attached to the rail.

Claim.—An improved bedstead fastener. C c' c^,

D d^ d'^, constructed and operating substantially in

the manner herein shown and described.

84,950.—J. M. Ken-nedt, Vicksbnrg, Miss.—
Revolving 7«/:stond.—December 15, 18G8.— A re-

volving caster is provided with cells for inks of
ditforent colors and for mucilage, and on the inner
side of the ease is a rotating calender.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of tke
ink caster and case, as herein shown a"nd described.

84,951 .-J. H. KuTTN-EK, Hempstead, Texas.-
Sitsjjcnder for Scissors.—December 15, 1868.—The
scissors arc suspended to a cord which passes over
pulleys in a movable frame and is attached to a
weight, which holds the scissors in an elevated posi
tion when not in nse.

Cteui! .—Suspending scissors from a horizontal
wire by means of the movable frame B, weight D,
and cord E, ai'rauged and operating as shown and
described.

81,952.-Frederick Lange, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to himself and Edmond Licutenbergeii,
same place.

—

Street Lamp.—December 15, 18(;8.

—

The glasses are held in place by metal frames pro-
vided with flanges fitting over the edges of the
glass at top and bottom on the outside and held on
the inside by springs.

Claim.—i. A lamp, having the side glasses A held
in position by means of the metal frames C and D,
and the rods d, arranged as described.

•2. The springs «, arranged to bear against the
glasses?, and hold them in position, and. at the same
time, permit their ready removal and replacement,
substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination of tlie gauge-ccck a. located
within the lamp, and the supply-coek b. located below
the lamp, all arranged to operate as described.

84,95:5.—Eli H. Lord andWiiXARD Thomson,
Homer. X. Y.

—

Churn Dasher.—December 15, 1868.

—A series of dash boards are secured to a shaft at
right angles to each other and formed with serrated
edges and diagonal openings or slots.

Claim..—The peculiar form of the dasher, con-
sisting of the shaft B, wings C C, having their lon-

gitudinal and diagonal slots c c^, and angular and
curved serrated ends, as specified.

84,954. —Philo Maltby, Cleveland. Ohio.

—

Wrist-pin Turner.—December 15, 1868.—Designed
for turning wrist pins while remaining in their place
in locomotives or other engines, or the turning of
journals on the end of a shaft when the machine can

be applied for dressing and turning the said pins
when worn, or requiring renewing, without the ne-

cessity of removing them from the engine.
Clahn.—1. The cutting head D, provided with the

adjustable tool holder and feeding device, in com-
bination with pipes B B, substantially as and ibr

the purpose specified.

2. The feeding screws b b, wheels K K. pinion O,
and weighted lever P, combined and arranged sub-
stantially as shown.

3. The adjustable cross head C, center shaft I^,

adjustable hooks S S, spring f, and set screws x x,

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpo'se set forth.

84,955.—Albert D. Manchester, "Westport,
Mass.

—

Propagating Soa;.-December 15, 1868.—

A

series of boxes formed with two sides of wood and
two of metiU, and resting on metallic strips that
form the bottoms, are aiTanged within a crate haviug
a detachable side.

Claim.—1. The packing box or crate A, construct-
ed substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The boxes F, constructed as described, and
provided with the crate or box A, substantially as
and for the pm'pose described.

84,950.-B. T. Martin, Charlotte, Mich.—ITar-
ro itJ.-Deceraber 15, 1868.—A series of toothed arms
are arranged at an angle with, and hinged to, each
side of a central shafr. A brace on one arm, with a
cui'ved extension on its inner end, serves to govern
the action of the opposite arm.

Claim.—1. The arms B, in combination with the
central sliaft A, when hinged thereto, as described,
wVereby yaeh arm is capable of oscillating on the
said shaft independently of the other, substantially
as and for tlie purpose described.

2. The brace b'^. provided with the curved exten-
sion, in combination with the sliaft A and the brace
upon the opposite side of said shaft, a;3 and for the
pm-pose described.

84,957.-Thojias J. Mason. Harmonv, Me.—
Ploicing Hoe.—December 15, 1868.—The toji frame
is composed of two slotted cross bars of unequal
length, secured at their center to the ends of a planl;,
and the side frames consist of two bars bolted to-
gether at their center and connected at their upper
ends by a bar. The tongue is hinged to the forward
part of the upper fi-ame'and is adjusted at the rear
by a wedge-shaped block.
Claim.—I. The top frame ABC and the side

frames D E F, constructed and adjustably combined
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the adjusting lever braces
J with the side frames D E F and pivoted scrapers
I, substantially as herein shown and described^ and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of tkehinged
tongne K, loop or keeper L, adjustable wedge block
M, and braces X with each other and with the frame
A B C, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the pm*pose'set forth.

84,958.—J. J. Mervesp. Ts^ew York, X. Y.—
jEroMe.v/ioc- December 15, 1868.—Tlie calk is at-
tached to the shoe by pressing the "crank" of the
wedge into a recess 'in the bodv of the calk, and
inserting both in a tapering socket, in the shoe, after
which the wedge is riveted.
Claim.—\. A horseshoe, with or without a steel

lining, in combination with a detachable calk, the
shank of which is tapering and ribbed, in combina-
tion with the wedge, as shown at g. Fie. 1.

2. Securing calks to horseshoes by means of the
part n of the wedge gr, engaging with a recess in the
under side of the shoe, and tlie part p bent over the
calk, substantially as described.

3. Securing calks to horseshoes by means of the
crank h of tlie wedge / entering a groove or recess
in the body of the calk B. and the rivet or bun- raised
on its lower end, substantially as described.

4. Securing calks to horse'shoes by rivetincr the
end of the tapering shank of the calk E,.as seen at
m-, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein specified.
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81,959.—Nicholas Meyers, Buffalo, IST. Y., as-

sig-)ior to Edward L. Chamberlayne and Emer-
spN C. VouF^noY.Sewing Machine.—December 15,
1868.—The object of this iuventiou is to make the
double loop stitch on a machine using a shuttle.
The looper is pivoted to the under side of the re-
movable plate of the machine and is operated to
lay its thread ia the wcll-kuown manner, by means
of pins on the top of the shuttle cairier. The shuttle
is removed when the loop stitcli is to be made.

Claim.—The above-described loop-stitch attach-
ment to a shuttlo-sewinc: machine, consisting essen-.
tially of the shuttle carrier b, provided with the pius
h'b', tbe'pivoted thread carrier e, provided with the
spur i, and the spring bar h, when constructed as
described, arranged in a shuttle race, a, and com-
bined to operate in the manner and for the purposes
described.

84,960.—William Miller, Cbicopee, Mass.—
Knife Cleaner.—BeGemher 15, 1868.—Upright leather
plates are inclosed between two'horizontal plates,
the lower one bein^ perforated, a,nd are pressed to-
gether by means of a screw. Above is a hopper, in
Avhich is placed pumice stone or other cleaning ma-
terial.

C^aim.—The cleaning plates E E, when arranged
in an upright position between the plate B. having
the liopper or hoppers D, and between the perfo-
rated plate C, and when adjusted bv means of a
screw, G, as herein described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

84,961 .—George Mooxey, Providence, E. I.,

assignor to Mooney, Arnold, and Shaw, same
place.—C«s >Socket.—DQceialier 15, 18^8.-The base
of tlie socket extends below the rubber, and, by con-
tact with the burner, prevents any lateral move-
ment.
Claim.—A gas socket, constructed of one piece of

metal, possessing the recess, fitted with a packing,
consisting of a piece of the ordinary elastic rubber
tubing, and the extension of the metal below the
packing, in the manner and for the purposes de-
scribed.

84,962.-Amos Ksights ISToyes, Lynn, Mass.—
Apparatus for Turning the Leaves of Music Books.
—December 15, 1868.—The arms whicli turn the
leaves of the music are provided with lugs and are
actuated by dogs on a screw sliaft which is rotated
by a pinion rack, which latter is operated through
links and levers by the musician's foot.
Claim.—1. In combination with the lugs Q Q and

bars L L, -which c;irry the arms N, the screw shaft
H, with its dogs II R, arranged to turn the bars and
arms, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the devices above claimed,
the pinion S, rack T, levers V and X, and links U
and W, constructed and arranged substantially as
described, for the purpose set forth.

3. The clamping stand described, for holding the
music book or leaves, substantitdly as described.

84,963.-D. J. Parmele, San Francisco, Cal.,
assignor to himself and J. n. Currier, Sin-ingficld.
Tll.—Iiailway Car liml-e.—December 15. 1868.—On
releasing the hooked trigger bv means of the cord,
the lover m which one end of a iriction roller shaft
is journaled is released, and the roller, coming in
contact with a roller on the axle, is rotated, thus
vin.ding up a cord attached to a lever that operates
the brakes.

Claim.—The combination, with the lever e, of the
hooked rod g, hooked trigger i, and cord k, piovided
Avith rings, substantially"as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

84,964.—D. TV. Perry, Wilkcsbarre, Pa., as-

signor to himself and (). K. MooRic, same place.

—

Tool for Cutting Moldings.—December 15, 1868.

—

The bits arc held by screws on tlio side and top, by
whicli means a wide or narrow bit can be used.
Claim:—The beveled molding cutter B, adjustably

•attached to the head A by means of the recess .7,

cap C, screws d. set screws' e in the cap C, and the
set .screw h in the side of the head, all arranged to
operate in the manner herein shown and described. I

84,965.—F. Pinckard, New Orleans, La.—-S^an-

itary Brace to Keep the Mouth Closed During Sleep.
—December 15, 1868.—Bands, connected by rubber
straps fitting over the upper part of the head and
under the chin, keep the mouth closed.

Claim.— The sanitary brace, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as hei'ein described, for the
purpose specified,

84,986.—"Wm. F. Eedding, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y.—Stove Door Handle.—Decemhov 15, 18f)8.

Claim.—1. A handle, for attachment to stove
doors, consisting of the handle E, made of wood or
other suitable non-conducting material, fastened
upon the wire Gr, bent so as to tbrm an eye, A,
shank B. and guard and fender C, substantially as
herein described.

2. Providing a stove door handle -with a curved
guard and fender, C, substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

84,967.—Peter S-vlmon^ London, England.—
Manufacture and Application of Gas for Various
Useful Purposes.—December 15,1868.—In combina-
tion with the self-acting shut-off valves, are used
scrubbers, consisting of A-essels through which the
gas passes, filled with sponge, tanners' bark, as-

bestos or charcoal, and driei*s, consisting of heated
vessels, tlirough which the gas is made to pass.
The " Giffard" injector is used.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
gas generators, combined vs'ith the before-mentioned
self-acting shut-off valves, scrubbers, and driers,

and the use of the feed injectors, substantially as
hereinbefore set forth and described, or any mere
modifications thereof.

2. The combination and arrangement of appa-
ratus for the application, and the methods of treat-

ment of gas for the purposes aforesaid, substantially

as hereinbefore set forth and described, or any mere
modifications thereof.

84,968.—Charles G. Sargent, GraniteviUe,
Mass.—iJcZe H'oot.-December 15, 1868.

Claim.—A belt fastener, consisting of a single

strip or piece of sheet metal, H or K, having a se-

ries of V-shaped hooks, c, punched tlirough and out
of it, or cut on its ends, with spaces between, and
all bent at right angles with it, in the same direc-

tion, for the purpose of being passed through the
adjoining ends of the belt, and clasped on their un-
der sides, as herein shown and described.

84,969.—Elihu Spencer, Elizabeth, N. J.—
Railroad Car Heating Apparatus.—December 15,

1868.—By discharging the heated air at a higher
level than that at wliich the cold air enters, a con-

stant current is produced.
Claim.—The combined car heating apparatus

herein described, consisting of the hollow grate bars

A, depressed induction openings 6, and elevated dis-

charge ports D, adaptetl to supply air constantly t*o

the cars, whether moving or not, "and provided with
one or more elevated bell-mouthed supplementary
l)ipes, B, for use avIicu the track is obstructed with
snow, and the train under motion, as explained.

84,970.—J. L. Stearns, Mahomet, Itt.—Plow.
—December 15, 1868.—The sulky plow is adaptable
as u gang breaking plow, or a subsoil plow, by tho
attachraeht of the proper plows to the sulky.

Claim. — Tlie combination of tho axletree A,
wheels Q and li, guide- standards L, upright H, lover
G, chain I, and brace J, with the adjustable plow
beams D and E, all arranged as set forth for the
purpose specified.

84,971.—Benjamin C. Stephens, Houston, Mo.—Millstone Dress.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—The forming or laying out of a millstone
dress by means of a stencil plate or pattern, made
in the manner substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

84,972.-Benjamin F. Stephens, Brooklyn, U".

Y.—Box for Fills, (f-c—December 15, 1868.—Con-
fections and pills arc prevented from adhering by
being placed in separate compartments.
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Claim.—A box, pressed or formed of plastic ma-
terial, with cavities in it. forming separate compait-
meiits for the pills, or similar articles, substantially

as specified.

84,973.—L. A. Suxkeuland, Chagrin FaUs,
Ohio.—mik Can.—December 15, 18G8.—An im-
provement on his patent of August (i, 18()7. The
supplementary wooden bottom supporting the metal
bottom is secuied to the can by means of rings and
screws.

Claim.—The suppleraentaiy bottom G-, in combi-
nation with the flanged ring' or base E, screws 6,

and can A, arranged as described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

84,974.—DexxtsH. Tierney, Waterbmy, Conn.—Fastening for Neck Tics.—December 15, ]8(iS.—

"When the tie is secured to the collar, the loop is

drawn into the socket formed in the plate and thus
"prevents the ti« from being detached.

Claim.—The arrangement of the elastic loop B
within the socket A, and secured therein in such
manner that that portion within the socket, as well
as the outer portion, may be capable of extension
and retraction, substantially as set forth.

84,975.^James F. Travis, 'Sew York, ]!f. T.—
Chandelier.— December 15, 1868. — On raising the
pendant or extension frame, a flexible tubing is made
%o coil itself within an enlarged hollow portion of an
upper chamber.
Claiui.^Tho chandelier or gasolier. provided with

a chamber H, connecting the inlet pipe A, and guide
tube E, in combination with tlie flexible tube G,
pendant C, and its counterbalance F. all constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as shown and
described, as a new article of manufacture.

84,976.—Frank Wesson, "Worcester, Mass.—
^Revolving Firearm.—December 15, 1868.—The bar-

rels are locked and unlocked by means of a spring
placed so as to be operated by the finger which
operates the trigger. A slide is an-anged to prevent
the hammer, wlien down, from moving.

Claim.—1. The spring catch c, arranged for oper-
ation by the trigger finger, and in the frame C. and
with reference to the two rotating liarrels and the
trigger, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The slide/, arranged nnon the upper side of the
frame C. and in relation wifh the notched rear por-

tion of the hammer D, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

84,977.—Phineas D. "Wesson. Providence, H.
I.

—

Steam Heater.—December 15, 1868.—The steam
enters the inner chamber, and courses through a
series of pipes into the radiating pipes, from whence
it passes downward into the radiating chamber,
which latter allows it to escape.
Claim.—A steam heater, composed of the outer

and inner chambers A and B. the radiating chambers
A A, and the pipes B B, relatively arranged and op-
erating substantially as shown and described, for the
purposes specified.

84,978.-Stephen 'Wn.Ks, Chicago. la.— Water
Back for Stores and Ranges.—December 15, 18C8;
antedated December 9, 1868.—The partition at the
cold water inlet causes the water to pass in close
contact with the bottom of the water back, which
prevents the jarring incident to the ordinary water
back.

Claim.— The partition A, when placed in a water
back for cooking stoves or ranges, as and for the
purposes specified and shown.

84,979. — James Willis, Mifflin, "Wis. — Sled
Brake.—December 1.5. 16GS.

Claim.—The brakes B. formed upon the ends of the
shaft C. an-anged at the rear of both runners, and
connected upon both sides of the sled to the trans-
verse crank shaft D, by means of the connecting
rods n H, all operating as described, for the purpose
specified.

84,980—E. L. Yancy, Batavia, X, T.— (Tfteesfl

Table. — December 15, 1868.—The leaves supporting

the cheeses are hinged to a rotating center barwhich
has bearings and is supported by removalile braces.

A rod secured to the lower rail prevents the table

from turning when iu position.

Claim. —-The combination of the leaves D D',

center bar C, standards A, and rail B, sub.stantially

as and for the ptu'pose set forth.

84,981.—John Absterdam, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Manufacture of Illuminating Gas. with other Pro-
ducts.—December 15, 1868.—The hydrocarbon fluids

are passed through red-hot metallic ore in the retort.

A portion of the surplus carbon combines with the
ore and converts it into a sponge, while the other
portions of the carbon combine with the oxygen ot

the ore, thus forming illuminating gas.

Claim.—The within-il<^scribed process of manu-
facturing illuminating ga.-<, by passing liydrocarbon
fluids through a retort charged with metallic ore, as
set forth.

84,982.—James M. Albertson, New London,
Conn. — Baling Press. — December 15. 1868.—The
pedestal is so shaped as to prevent the segmental
screw from turning when raised or lowered by the
nut.

Claim. — The pedestal C, formed of two plates,

connected together, and provided with spaces for the
.segmental screw A to pass through, the whole sur-

rounded by the revolving nut B, all arranged and
operating substantially as herein set fortb.

84,983.—Jabez Alexander, Nashua. X. H.—
Device for Singeing Horses.

'

— December 15, 18K8.

—

The burner, constructed to produce a wide flame, is

connected with a gas pipe by rubber tubing which
allows the burner to be carried to any portion of the
animal.
Claim.—The metallic gas burner when substan-

yally aiTanged as and for the purpose described.

84,984.—Joseph Auser, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
—Door and Shutter Fastener.—December 1.5, 1868;
antedated December 12, 1868.—The slotted pivoted
latch can be swung around when the nut on the hook
is loosened, so as to allow the hook to be withdi-awa
from the locking bar with only a few turns of the
nut.

Claim. — The latch D, in combination with the
hook C, nut E. and locking bar A, substantially as
and for the pm'pose set forth.

84,985.—William N. Bartholomew, Newton
Centre, Mass., assignor to Josi:ph Eeckexdoufeu,
New York City. —"Rv.hher Eraser. — December 15,

1868.—The object of this form of rubber is to make
era.sures near or between contiguous lines.

Claim.—Enbber erasers, made with acute angles,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

84,986. — F. G. Bea(;h, Hartford, Conn.—As;^
Sifter.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. Suspending a sieve, C, within a suitably
inclosed reservoir. A, by means of the links E E, or
their equivalent, so that a reciprocating motion ap-
plied to said sieve shall cause an alternate upheaving
motion of each of its ends, substantially as and for

the purpose herein shown and described.
2. An ash sifter, consisting of the reservoir A,

cover B, sieve C, links E E, and rod F, when con-
structed in the manner and for the pm-pose substan-
tially as herein desciibed.

84,987 Alma Bedford, Coidwater, Mich.—
Sash Fastener and Adjuster.—December 15, 1868.

—

The sashes are raised and lowered by means of the
cord and pidleys. and are held in position by stops
forced into recA^sses in the sashes by springs.
Claim.—The combination of the cord B, pulleys a,

b. and c, stop F, bolt r, and spring j, when con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
herein deseribed, and for the purpose set forth.

84,988.—Charles P. Bellows, Gloversville.

N. Y.—Dentists' F^a-yt.-December 15. ] 868.—The
cope being placed on the bed plate, the nut is slipped
over the cope and its screw thread made to engage
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with the thread on the bed plate. The cap is un-
screwed to allow the plastic material to be inserted
in the cup-like aperture in the cope. The cap being
screwed on, presses the material into the mold.

Claim.—A flask for molding and pressing vulcan-
ite and other substances, consisting of the bed
plate D. cope B, nut C, and cap A, or their equiva-
lents,, all constructed and combined, substantially as
shown and described.

84,989.—Edward S. Blake. Pittsburg, Pa.—
Radiator.—December 15, 1868.—Three hollow col-

umns, connecting the upper and lower chamber, are
so arranged that the chambers and columns can be
readily cleaned. A drawer in the lower chamber
receives the soot which falls or is forced from the
columns.
Claim.—1. The columns C, D, and a, combined

with the chambers A and B, or their equivalent, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The di'awer x, when used in connection with
heating flues of stoves, substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

84, 9J>0.—Sterling BoNSALL and Louis Hille-
BiiAND, Pliiladelphia, Pa.—i?eH PwM.—December 15,

18()8.—An improvement on their patent of March 9,

1888. A spring bearing against the lower end of the
])late throws the handle back to release the wire
uft;n- being pulled.

Claim.—The plate A', to which the handle is at-

tached, with its jonrnais e fitted into depressions in
the plate A, as shown, in combination with the
spring C, as arranged, and operating for the purpose
set forth.

84,991.— J". F. Brickley, Winchester, Ind.—
Pu77J.p.—December 15, 1868.—By means of the regu-
lating rods the valves in the pistons can be screwed
onto their seats.

Claim.— 1. The combination and arrangement of
pump stocks A C and delivery pipe E, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of the stocks A and C and
the delivery pipe E, connecting pipes a, &, and c,

with reference to tlie valve-regulating rod K, by
which the pump may be converted from a lifting-

pump only into a lifting and forcing pump, substan-
tially as described.

84,993—Henry C. Bull and Samuel T. Shel-
ley, Louisville, Ky.

—

Steam-engine Throttle Valve.
—December 15, 1868.—A piston is substituted for
one of the disks and accompanying seat of the or-

dinary balance valve.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

casing F, valve ABC, and lever Gr, substantially as
shown and described.

84,993.—Charles W. Gaboon, Portland Me.—
2/anip Burner.—December 15, 1868.—The chimney
is held by means of a spif-al spring on the periphery
o,f the deflect6r, fiiting into and against a groove in
the chimne.v.

Claim..—The combination of a chimney, having
interior chimney fastenings, with a horizontal joint,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

84,994. —W. Carter, St. Louis, Mo. — Bee
House.—December 15, 1868.—The shelves on which
the honey is deposited are made of slats and ar-

ranged so as to allow the tender to enter and remove
the moths.
Claim.—The combination of the bee house A with

the slats, so as to obviate the necessity of a gum

;

the injury caused by tlie bee moth ; the swarmfng of
the bees ; and to secure easy access to the honey.

84,995.—G. Clifford, Fulton, IN", Y.—Vapor
<i,nd St&am Condenser, tp be Applied to Brewers'
Boilers and Like Apparatus.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—A steam condenser, constructed as de-

fiCT-ibed, with a dome-shaped bottom, and having a
tortuous pipe letuliug from the center of the bottom
to the outside, and also with suitable apertures for

the admission of cold water and the exit of the hot
-water, substantially as herein set forth.

84,996.—William A. Colsten, Great Bend,
Pa.

—

Liquid Cooler.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.— The ai'rangement of the two parallel
plates c c, so as to form a thin, narrow chaimel or
duct for cooling liquids, said channel being con-
nected with a supply pipe s, and discharge pipe d,

the whole constructed and operating substantially
as set forth.

84,997.—Jesse Coulson, Oskaloosa, Iowa.—
Fire Alarm.—December 15, 1868, — The plungers,
actuated by springs, are discharged against the cart-

ridges, by the bifurcated end of the lever raising and
releasing the triggers, when heat is communicated
to the fusible composition through the roughened
cylinder on the end of the lever.

Claim.—1. The combination of the composition
block H, the roughened cylinder G^, lever G-, spring
G-^, and triggers F, for discharging the plungers, ar-

ranged substantially as set forth.

2. The bifurcated lever G, triggers F, and rough-
ened cylinder G\ in combination with a fusible sup-
port H, when so arranged as to act upon the triggers
successively, with the melting of the support, sub-
stantially as set forth. ^

84,998.-David Dick and OLmsR W. Prestov,
Jr., Corning, N. Y

—

Baj Tie.—December 15, 1868
;

antedated December 9, 1868.—A clamp on one end
of the chain fits over toes on the end of a slotted
lever pivoted to a clamp on the other end of tiie

chain, said lever being locked by a snap hook fitting

through one of the links.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the curved slotted
lever C, with chain A, clamp E, and spring snap D.
all combined and operated as and for the purpose
described.

84,999.—A. T. Dunbar, Alba, Ta.—Horse Hay
Bake.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—The runners A A, so constructed as to
form raves, the ends of the raves extending beyond
the ends of the runners, arranged in eomi)iuati(>n
with the rake B, operating substantially as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

85,000.—Francis B. Dunn, New York, X. Y.--
Steam Generator.—December 15, 1868.—A core sus-

tained in position in the tube by pins, allows a thiu
stratum of water to be presented to the heated sur-

face of the tube, causing a rapid evaporation.
Claim:—1. The core G, constructed with a series

of supporting pins a, and arranged in the tube A,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the core G eccentrically
within the tubes A, by means of the pins a arounil
its periphery, whereby to displace a portion of the
water, as herein set forth.

85,001.—George M. DwroHX, Oregon, 111.—
Cultivator.—December 15, 1868.—The pnrallel beams
from which the cultivators are suspended can be
raised or lowered, and are held in position by spring
catches fitting in notches on the arch-plate.

'

Claim.— 1. The com.l)inati(Hi of the body plat-

form C, Avith the draft bar D, the tongue E, and
the guiding lever F, in such a manner that, wlien the
said body platform is combined with the bent axle
A, the said draft bar will be in the proper I'ela-

tive nosition for tlie combination thereuith of the
parallel beams G G, and the notched arch plates k k,

all substantially in the manner and for tiie i)urpose
herein set forth.

2. When the parallel beamsi G G are combined
with the draft bar D, substantially in the manner
herein set forth, the combination therewith of
the cultivating points i i, the notched arch plates
k k, and the spring catches 1 1, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

85,003.—F. Eichler, New L5s1>on, Wis.—Port-
adle Pump.—December 15, 1868.—The chambers in
the valve chest communicate with each other; tho
water is drawn tiirouy-h two of them and disc^liarged

into and forced from the third one. Tiie valve t;hest

is hinged to allow a lateral movement e(|ual to that
of tho piston rod, which moves in the arc of a circle.

Claim.—A portable force jmrnp, consisting of a
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reservoir or bos A, having liinged therein by lugs h
to a rod C a valve chest with three separate cham-
bers B', B2, and B^ connected by three valves c, e,

and d, all constructed as described, and arranged to

be operated as set forth.

85,003.—Valentine Tath, Philip Fath, and
Julius Fuielingsdorf, St. Louis, Mo.—Soldenng
Machine.—December 15, 18G8.—The sections of the
gutter are held on the trough, while being soldered,

by spring clamps. The stops prevent the trough
from tipping over too far when it is turned over, to

facilitate the soldering operation.
Claim.—The trough A, supported by tmnnions a

and the stops a', and in combination with the
clamps D D' D2 D^, substantially as and for the pui--

pose set forth.

85,004—.TOHN Graham, Grafton, W. Va.—
Signal Lantern.—Deecmher 15, 1868.

Claim.—A signal hintern, provided with sockets
on the blank sides, covered or otherwise, to receive
and hold the spare glasses, substantially as described.

85,005.—Fredekic Gutzkow, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Preparation of Sulphates and the Manufac-
ture of Fine Silver therefrom.— Deeember 15, 18G8.

—The sulphuric-acid bath, into which the sulphate
of silver is to l^e poured, should have a specific

gravity of -58^ Baume, and be heated to a tempera-
tui-e of 200= to 400- Fahrenheit.

Claim.—The preparation of crystals, consisting
principally of sulphate of silver, by separating them
from their solution in a sulphuric acici, in the man-
ner as described above, the volume, the specific

gravity, and the temperature of such acid to be
withiii the limits as stated in my specification, for

the purpose of converting such crystals into what is

called in commerce fine silver.

S5,00S

—

Charles Harrison, New York, :N'. T.
-~Sloi'j-closinj Valve for Water Closets.—December
15, 18;)8.—A grooved way or notch is formed in the
edge of t!ie metallic piston, so that a leakage is pro-

duced that allows tlie w-ater to pass i'rom one side to

the other of the piston as the valve is opened or
closed, to prevent a concussive action.

Claim.—The metallic piston m, formed hollow,
and provided with tlie notch o, in combination with
the valve /, seat d, cylinder a, and chamber n, a.s

and lor the purposes specified.

85,007.—Henry Henley, Shoals, and John J.
E.EINIIAKT, Loogootee, lud.—Grain Drier.—Decem-
ber 15, 1868.—Ail interior-revolving steam cylinder
is provided witli hollow journals hung in an outer
casing, in one of which is formed an elbow, extend-
ing to the inner surface of the steam cylinder, so as
to scoop up water in the same and ' carry it ofi"

through the" discharge pipe. Flanges on the cylin-
der serve to stir the grain.
'Claim.—1. The revolving cylinder E, provided

with the tulmlar journal G, for the introduction of
steam, in combination with the journal H and el-

bow-sliaped tui)e m, substantially as set forth.

2. The revolving cylinder E. provided with the
flanges a a. journals G and H, elbow-shaped tube m,
and casing A. substantially as set forth.

3. The iiollow journal II, in combination with el-

bow-shaped tube m, substantially as described.

85,008.—Frank A. Huntington, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Carriage Spring.—Decpmhcr 15, 1868.
—sThe body of the cairiage rests upon springs of
rubber or otlicr clastic material, placed at each end
of the fulju-stable cross bars.
Claim I—The rigid lever.s C C and springs G G, in

combination with the adjustable bars F F, the whole
arranged substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

85,000. -Anthony William Jackson. La
Crosse, Wli.—Machine for Cutting and Splitting
Wood.—December 15. 1868.—The movable cutter is

forced t()v.-ard the stationary knife, and the cut pieces
of wood fall upon an inclined i)Iane below. On the
opposite end of the follower arc four cutting knives
for splitting the wood.

Claim.—I. The follower F, provided at one end
•with a cntting knife, D, and at the other end with a
four-bladed splitting knife, E, all constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purposes here-
in set forth.

2. The arrangement of standards A A, rails B B,
stationary knife D', platform e. and inclined plane/,
all constructed as described, and operating in com-
bination with the follower F and knives JD and E,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

85,010.—Lewis Jones, Funk's Grove, 111.—
Pulverizer, Leveler, and Marker.—Deeember 15,

18G8.—Two parallel beams are connected together
by cross laars, to one of which beams is attached a
scraper, and to the other shovel teeth.

Claim.—1. The combination of the parallel beams
A B, provided respectively with shovel teeth a and
metallic plate 6, and connected together by bars d,

all constructed, arranged, and operating 'substan-
tially as herein described.

2. 'The combined pulverizer, leveler, and marker,
as herein described.

85,011.—Joseph E. Jordan and Jajies Camp-
bell, West Alexandria, Qhio.—Comhined Corn
Crib and Thra>ihing Floor.—December 15, 18C8.

—

Upon a solid floor rests a slatted or grated floor,

provided with legs and hinged at the lower edge of
the crib.

Claim..—The combination of the crib E, grated
floor G, and supporting base F, all ai-raiiged and
used as specified.

85,01*3.—JTajies II. King, Qnincy, Minn.—Ap-
paratus for Tightening Belts.—December 15, 1868.
Claim.—The belt-tightening device, consisting of

the loose pulley C, mounted on a stud, D, attached
to the plate E. ai ranged to slide in the frame F, and
adjusted by the set screw G, or its equivalent, all

substantially as herein described.

85,013

—

George W. Lawbaugh, Geneseo,
111.

—

Harness-pad Press.—December 15, 1868.—Im-
provement on his patent of February 25, 1868. The
pad holder consists of a thin shell of cast iron, liav-

ing on its bottom two ribs to form a support for the
holder when clamped on the stitching horse.

Claim.—1. The harness-pad press, in which the dies
are so constructed as to give the necessary curvature
to the under side of the pad, to enable itto conform
to the shape of the horse's back, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The pad holder E, when curved in the manner
described, and provided with the ribs e e, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose specified.

85,014.—Lemuel W. Leary, Norfolk, Ya.—
Portable and Stationary Lantern.—December 15,

1868.—Upon the top of the lamp and near the wick
is secured an igniting plate, and a narrow vertical
slot is cut in the inner and outer casing.s of the
base, through Avhich a match can be inserted to
light the lamp without removing the latter.

Claim.—I. Lighting the match and wick withiii
the base without removing the same, or opening
any door, substantially as described.

2. The vertical friction plate E, secured upon the
top of the lamp, in combination Avith the sections
Bi B"^, slots b b. and bm"ner F, or an ordinary wick
tube, as set forth.

3. The lugs D' D', and springs d d, in combina.
tion with the flange C, openings c c', sections B' B\
and slots b'^ b^\ the whole constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes described.

85,015.

—

Karl Lieber, Charlottenburg, near
Berlin, Prussia, assignor to E. J. Keferstein,
Washington, D. C.

—

Mode of Preparing Carbonated
and Caustic Alkalies, ct-c.—Deeember 15, 1868.^
Consists in heating together soda or potassa, salt-

peter, and carbonate of lime, or chalk.
Claim.—1. The manufacture of caustie and car-

bonated aliialies. in the manner substantially above
described and set forth.

2. The production and collection of nitrous acid
and oxygen, useful for the manufacture of nitric
acid by'the process desci'ibcd and set forth.
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85,016.—Albert Lovie, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor one half to Charles F. Steixbach.—Curtain
Fixture.—December 15, 1868.—From the upper to the
lower ead of the frame i.s a vertical slot, having a
cross slot at top, iu which fits the shauk of a button
secured to a screw spindle. On the spindle is a nut,

by which the pulley cord is tightened.
Claim.—The shouldered button c, cast or formed

with the screw spindle B, in combination with the
slotted frame A and nut 13, when the parts ai-e con-
structed and adapted to operate as herein repre-
sented and described.

85,017.— Thomas E. Marable, Pet,ersburg,
Va.

—

Toy Pistol.—December 15, 18(J8.—A spring
acts as an adjustable stop, to prevent the ball from
accidentally falling out. The ball is forced out by a
short cross rod fitted in a slot in the barrel, and
operated by elastic cords.

Claim.—1. The spring IT, when employed in a
toy pistol or gun, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. As an article of manufacture, a toy gun or
pistol, haA'ing a barrel A, slotted at b on, a stock B,
a trigger D, elastic cords C C, connected with a
short rod E, operating in the slot b, and a spring N,
operating in the slot m, the whole being constructed
to operate substantially as and for the pui'poses

specified.

85,018.—John Mudge Merrick, Jr., Boston,
Mass., assignor to New England Vulcanite Hide
COMrANV.

—

Material for the Manufacture of Boxes,
Picture Frames, Buttons, Insulators, Inkstands,
and other Articles.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The new material for being molded
into useful or ornamental forms, consisting of a com-
bination of a p«rder of silica, chemically prepared,
or occurring iu the form of diatomaceous deposits or
iufutaorial earth, with gum shellac, or other similar
gums.
"

2. The molding of the aforesaid material into use-

ful or ornamental articles by rollers and dies, sub-
stajitially in the manner above described.

85,019.- LoRiNG Moody, Maiden, Mass.—
Spading Machine.—December 15, 18(18.—The crank
shafts are held in place by passing through sliding

blocks, and are elevated or depressed by means of a
lever.

Claim.—1. Hanging, upon cranks, spades, with
handles passing through the axle, which serves as
their fulcrum, operating substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2. Connecting the spade handles with the crank
by means of the sockets and screws, in order to

lengtheii or shorten them at pleasure, substantially
as and foi- the purposes described.

3. The combination of the lever H with the axle,

whercbj^ the spades may be inclined at any angle
with the earth, or thrown out of it, when desired,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

4. The combination of the lever I, tlie rotating
bar J, and the arm K, with the crank C, for throw-
ing the machine out of or into gear, at pleasure,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

5. The combination of the raovtible blocics M with
the cranks C and the posts N, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

85,020. — Charles A. Moore, Westbrook,
Conn.

—

Manufacture of Knives and Forks. — De-
cember L5, 13()8.—A slit or opening is made in the
butt end of the blade, and provided with a screw
thread, over '^^•hich is slipped a bolster. Through
the bolster is screwed the tang.
Claim.—The blade A, Avith the opening a a, bol-

ster C, with projections 6 b, and screw tang 1), all

arranged to operate as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

85,021.—Ciiaules Murdoch, Hartford, Conn.—
Cylindrical A'aw.—December 15, 18fi8.—The saw is

BO constructed as to form a stave, ;\-ith a transverse
convex curvatuie on the outside, to correspond to

the circle of the barrel at the bilge, and the inside

concave to correspond to the inner circle of the

barrel.

Claim.—\. A cylindrical or circle saw, composed
of sections B B, having teeth C, and a longitudinal
and transverse curvature, and secured together, and
to flange A', iu the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

2. A cylindrical or circle saw, with insertiblc
teeth C, having two curvatures, one longitudinal
and the other transverse to the blade of the saw,
when constructed substantially in the manner as set
forth.

»

85,022.— Michael Neckermann, Pittsburg,
Pa.

—

Machine for Orinding Glass Fruit Jars.—De-
cember 15, 18G8.—The jars' to be ground are placed
in notches provided in the rotating wheel, when
they are carried over the grinding plate by means of
a belt, and gradually pressed down by an inclined
plate under an adjustable cross piece.

Claim.—1. The adjustable cross piece L, provided
with a semicircular' inclined plate O, and arranged
substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

2. The wheel F, constructed as described, of a
cast-iron center piece a, *id wooden frame b, the.

latter provided with semicircular notches d d, all

substautialiy as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the inclined shaft E, wheel
F, and inclined plate O, all ai'ranged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

4. The arrangement of the grinding plate B and
wheel F on the table A, so that another wheel may
be added, if desii'cd, substantially as herein set
forth.

5. The arrangement of the sliding pulley J, oper-
ating on the belt G- by means of a weight K, or its

equivalent, for the purpose of holding the jars
tightly in their places, substantially as" bcrein set
forth.

85,023.—Gerrit Nieemann, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Portable Wardrobe. — December 15, 18C8. — The
separable parts of the wardrobe are connected by
means of dowels, wedges, clamps, and a detachable
cornice.

Claim.— The combination with the separable
parts A B of the tapering dovetail cleats E H I,

clamps F J, cornice L, dowels 0. and sockets P, all

constructed and arranged substantially as repre-
sented and described, for the purposes specified.

85,021.— Benjamin J. F. Owen, Memphis,
Tcuu.—Machine for Gleaning Cotton.—December
15, 1808.—The arms of the fan are provided with
prongs which pass between prongs in the sides of
the box. A riddle at the dischajrge openiim- is made
adjustable in inclination so as to project tlie cotton
at a greater or less distance in separating the same
from tlie burrs.
Claim.—1. A fan armed with spikes or prongs c c,

arranged as described, and applied to and operating
in a cotton cleaning machine, substantially as set
forth.

2. An adjustable riddle or deflector. K, arranged,
iu relation to the discharge opening I, subst.autially

as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The cotton box, com|)osed of the detachable
parts A A' A'^, substantially as and for tlie purpose
explained.

85,025.-D. J. OwE.v, Springville, Va.—Wagon
Brake.—December 1.5, 18(J8.—The brake or "support"
is fixed to the hounds and to the reach, and is pro-

vided with a groove in which is a siiaft having
cranks at the outer ends carrying wedge-shaped
brake blocks, •R'hich are forced down between the
brake beam and the wIh^cIs.

Claim.—1. Tiic combination of the fixed support
I with the sliaft K, cranks L L', and brake blocks
M, substantially as sho\A'n and described.

2. The ai'rangement of hand lever P, connecting
rod O. and vertical arm oST, with reference to the
shaft K and crank L L', substantially as shown and
described.

85,026. — S. K. Owen, Stcwartsville, Mo.—
Churn.—December 15. 18G8.—Arms on tlie shaft

reyolve between inwardly projecting ai-ms secured
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to a drum which has outwardly projecting arms
thai rotate between projecting arms fitting in sock-
ets in the churn case. The shaft and drum are
revolved in opposite directions by suitable gear-
ing-

Claim.—The shaft A. sleeve B, and frame E, with
their respective arras or beaters, herein described
and shown, in combination with the racks H and
sockets G, wheH constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein specified.

85,027—S. C. Richards, St. Louis, Mo.—>S'<eer-

inj Apparatus.—Decemher 15, 1868.—Surplus steam
i.-5 applied directly or through force pumps, at the
opposite ends and on different sides of the vessel
against the water without, to steer the vessel.

Claim.—The combination of the steam cylinder
or drum B with pipes D. stop valves d' d^, end-
nozzles d, d'. d^ and d^ when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

85,028.—William H. Rounds, Xorth Bi-idge-
water. ^lass.—Machiywfor Trimming Welted Seams.
—December 15, 16G8.—The welt passes between aeon-
cave and convex fiuishing roll, pressure being applied
to the lower roll to fiuish the Avelt. The shank of the
upper forked cutter is secured to a spring to yield
vertically to the irregular width of the seam.

Claim.— 1. In combination with a mechanism for
feeding a stitched welted seam, cntters for trimming
the edges of ouch welt and seam, such cutters being
each provided with prongs for straddling the welt
or seam, and guiding it tl* the action of the cutter,
substantially as described.

2. In combination with the feed and trimming
mechanism, the edge-finishing rolls, substantially as
shown and described.

3. Hanging the upper knife and the lower finishing
roll, with provision for yielding, substantially as de-
scribed.

85,029.-M. Samuels, Xew York, IST. T.—
Fovntain Lamp.— December 1.5, 16G8. — A pear-
shaped channel provided with an inclined bottom
directs the oil from the fountain to the neck of the
burner.

Claim.—The pear-shaped channel D, with its in-

clined bottom E. and provided with a top, B, which
supports the fountain A and the neck C of the
burner, substantially as herein shown and described.

85,030.—Christian Schmitz, Philadelphia, Pa.—Mode of Shaving and Polishing Skins.—December
15, 16G8.

Claim.—The mode of shaving and polishing skins,

by subjecting them to the action of a rotating wheel,
having a grinding composition applied to its periph-
ery, substantially as described.

85,031.—Edward Seeley. Scranton, Pa.—
Wash Boiler.—Decemher 15, 18(i8.—Steam is gen-
eratcv". beneath the deflecting plate and rushes rapidly
past its curbed ends, compelling the water to ascenci
the passages formed by the plates with the side of
the boiler.

Claim.—1. The dome-shaped deflecting plate, with
its upwardly inclined edges, substantially as bhowu
and described.

2. The arrangement of the deflecting plate B,
with reference to the plates C C, and to the plates
forming the walls of the boiler, as a consequence of
which, only a small amount of water is allowed to
pas.s below" such deflecting i>late when the boiler is

in use, substantially as sho^j-n and described.
3. The within-described construction of the pas-

sages for the ascending water.

85,032.— Clark R. Shei.tox, Xew Haven,
Conn.— Repairing Whips.—December 15, 1868.

—

An improvement on his patent of February 11, 1866.

The broken ends of the whip to be joined are first

covered with feiTules, to prevent the covering from
slipping off the stock ; they are then joined by the
tube.

C7ff7m.—Preparing the ends of whips to be joined
by the tul)e A, by securing thereon the ferrule d,

Bubstantially in the manner herein set foilh.

85,033.—Daniel Shockey, Waynesborough,
'Ph.—Farm Gate.—December 15, 18(.8".—On pulling
one of the cords, the spring bolt is withdrawn from
the socket in the post so as to allow the gate to rise

until the bolt strikes and is held by a pivoted dog.
A guide on the end of the gate prevents it from
swinging out too far when opened.

Claim.—1. The spring bolt I, in combination with
the main arm or tilting lever of a gate, substantially
as described.

2. The guide N, attached to the lower arm of a
gate, substantially as described.

3. The corabina'tion of the spring bolt -with the dog
C, cam lever K, and cords, substantially as described.

4. The guide X, in combination with a circular

flange on the post, substantially as described.

85,034.—L. S, SissoN, "West Edmeston, N. T.
—Car Brake.—Decemher 15, 1868; antedated De-
cember .5, 1868.—The cam rod having bearings in a
pivoted hanger, is connected with a ratchet wheel
on tlie rod operating the brake, and actuates the
same when thrown in contact with the cam by Ihe
operating lever, which is raised and held in position
by means of the fingers and spring ou the guide.

A lever, connecting with the plate to which the
pawls are secured, can be raised to release the
ratchet wheel and thus loosen the brakes.
Claim.—\. The combination of the pivoted hanger

c, lever D, and springs c' and d, with the cam rod C,
for the pui-pose of throwing the same into and out
of gear, an set forth.

2. The guide E* and eatch e, for governing the
position and movements of the lever E, as set forth.

3. The guide D', with its fingers d^ and d^, and
spring d^, aiTanged and operating as and for the
purpose described.

85,035.—J. P. Smith. Hummelstown, Pa.—Con*
Sheller.—Decemher 15, 1868.—The teeth near the
shaft of the shelling Avheel feed the ears forward.
The notches on the concave plate remove the com
from the tips of the ears.

Claim.—1. The teeth n n, near the shaft of the
shelling wheel, arranged and operating, in coml)Laa-

tiou with the concave plate, substantially as set forth.

2. The notches h h on the concave plate, arranged
and operating, in combination with the shelling

wheel, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specifiied. »

85,036.—TV. S. Smoot, "Washington, D. C, as-

signor to himself and Jajhes D. Bacon, Keck Tie.—
December 1.5, 1868.—The two parts, each secured to

one end of the collar, overlap and form a neck tie

when the collar is fastened to the shirt band.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a neck

tie, consisting of two pai-ts A, formed without but-

ton holes, and adapted to be attached to a collar,

substantiaUy as described.

85,037.—Charles Spofford and Charles H.
Montague. Boston, Mass.

—

Machine for Making
Paper Collars.—Decemher 15, 1868.—Two recipro-

cating heads arranged parallel with each other are
operated by levers ou both sides of the machine, to

which they are connected at different points by arms,
one actuating 4;he embossing and button-liole dies,

and the other the cutting dies. The paper is fed

through two rolls arranged between the two heads.

Claim.—!. The arrangement of the dies c c, with
relation to each other, substantially as .shown, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The heads B C, an-anged as set forth, and ope-
rated bv the lever G, to which they are attached at

different points by the arms D E, one actuating the

cutting die or dies, and the other the embos.sing

dies, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3, The feed rolls g h, when arranged as described,

in combination with the heads B, C, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

85,038.—Leander R. Streeter, Chelsea, Mass.
—Plate for Artificial Teeth.—Decemher 15, 18C8.—
Tortoise shell or horn are disintegrated and sub-

jected to the action of boiling water, then placed in

the mold and subjected to heat and pressure.

Claim.—ThQ use of tortoise shell, turtle shell,
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horn, and similar bodies, or those of similar compo-
sition, in making dental plates or bases for artificial

teeth, substantially as described.

•85,039.—Richard Walker and George Trum-
bull, Batavia, N. Y.

—

Draft Equalizer.—Decem-
ber 15, ] 8()8.—The slotted bar is provided with teeth
•which fit in serrations on the draught bar; the lat-

ter is perforated and can be adjusted to suit the
draft of the liorse.

Claim.—I. The bar A, constructed and formed
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the above, the slotted bar
B, operating as and for the purpose set forth.

85,040.—Albin Worth, Stapleton, ]Sr. Y., as
signor to himself and EiiBUHARD 'Fah^u.—Shuttle
for Sewing Machines. — December 15, 1868.—The
flange and shoulder on the back of the shuttle pic-

vent the shuttle thread from being caught by the
needle on its descent.
piaim.—The combination with the shuttle, of the

projecting flange b and shoulder a, arranged and
operating substantially as set forth.

85,041.—E. Z. Webster, Norwich, Conn.—iTai
Co«/orrnator.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The flexible ribs E and elastic band C,
hinged ov otherwise secured to a disk or tip, A, of
suitable form, so that when placed upon the head,
the band, v/ith the ends of the ribs attached thereto,

shall expand or contract, so as to conform to the size

and shape of the head, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth,

2. In conibination with the tip disk A and sup-
porting tablet E, the stud a, which rigic'ly attaches
said parts togetlicr, and forms an axis for the slide

F, substantially as shown and described.

3. The supporting tablet E, made detachable from
the spindle a, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

4. In combination with the supporting tablet E,
the springs I, for holding the paper thereon, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

5. The slide F, provided with a suitable tracing
point, in combination witli the arm G, provided with
a guide finger or wheel resting upon the band C, by
means of which, when pressed lightly agaiust and
caused to revolve around said band, a'diagram of its

contour is traced upon the surfa'ce of the tablet E,
as and for the purpose specified.

6. The sliding piece /, rod/', and spiral spring o,

in combination with the slide F, for the purpose
herein specified.

7. The tube i, bolt k, spring I and slot s, in the
slide F, by means of which the pencil may be ad-

justed to any desired distance from the stud a, and
caused to press against the tablet E, substantially

as herein shown and described.

85,042.—GusTAV A. Wedekind and Helmuth
Dueberg, I^ew York, J^. Y.

—

Burning Kiln.—De-
cember 15, 1868.—Designed as an improvement on
the patent of F. E. Hoffman, June 13, 1865.

Claim.—The arrangement, within a progressive
kiln, of the permanent perforated walls C C, one at

each side of the fire chamber, whereby heated air is

permitted to pass from one chamber to another,
while, at the same time, the material being burned
is protected from the direct action of the fire, as set

forth.

85,043.—George A. Wells, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
—Kiddle for Grain Separators.—December 15, 1868.

—Transverse elliptical openings allow the grains

to pass through, while oats will pass over, the same.
Claim.— i . A riddle for a grain separator, formed

from a single sheet of metal, swaged into flat chan-
Dels A, separa,ted by parallel ribs B, substantially as

set forth.

2. A riddle for a grain sepnrater, constructed with
transverse elliptical openings C, placed across the

channels A, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

85,044.—Cyuenus Whkeler, Jr., Auburn, N.
Y.—Harvester 7^a^•e.—December 15, 1868.—Tlie trip-

per is adjustable ia the arc of a circle, so ai to re-

lease the rake at any desired point in its sweep over
the platform, and is turned out of the way to allow
the rake to sweep the platform when a gavel is
formed. An adjustable arm carrying a friction roll-

er Rpon the cam guide turns the rakes into gathering
position before they descend into the uncut grain,
and a button fastens them in such position when it

is desired that they should act continually as rakes.
Claim.—1. In a combined rake and reel, the sev-

eral arras of which may, at the option of the attend-
ant, be made to act either as rake and reel arms, or
as reel arms only, an adjustable device whereby the
rake teeth may be made to I'iso out of the grain on
the platform, at any desired point in their passage
over said platform, v/ithout varying the point where
said arms enter the grain for reeling it into the cut-
ters.

2. A tripping device, adapted to release the rake,
and permit it to roll up on its longitudinal axis at
any desired point in its passage over the platform.

3. A rake, moving over the platform in the arc of
a circle, and adapted to turn or roll upon a longitud-
inal axis, in combination with means tor releasing
the rake, and causing it to roll up at any desired
point, for the purpose set forth.

4. An adjustable tripping device, operating to re-

lease the rake, for permitting its rotation ou its lon-
gitudinal axis, as described, in combination with
means controlled by the driver for moving said trip-

ping device out of the path of the rake latch.

5. A button, or equivalent device, for preventing
the rake head from rocking up when released by the
tripping device, whereby any one or all the rakes
may be m;-;de automatic when desired

6. The friction roller, or its equivalent, on the cam
track, for returning the rake to its proper position
for gathering and discharging the grain, as set
forth.

7. The retracting friction roller J, or its equiva-
lent, made adjustable, as set forth.

85,045.—William 17. Whiteley, Springfield,
Ohio.—Harvester.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The main frame A, cast in a single
piece, with the disk P and tool box D, aU as shown
and described.
2. Making the bearing of the pinion shaft B through

the center of the hub of the sector plate R, and the
bearing of the latter through the center of the hub
A', and securing these paits in place, in the manner
shown.

3. The driver's seat e, and foot board /, mount-
ed at the upper end of the standard d, said stand-
ard being rigidly secured to the main frame, and its

upper end curved outward over the main wheel, as
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The l)evel wheel C, provided with the hollow
hub, as shown, in connection with the bearing hub
A', projecting from the main frame A, and the hub
of the sector dilate R, substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose set tbrth.

5. The lever V, provided with latches W and
Y, in connection with the disk P and sector plate
R, substantially as described.

6. The combination of the hemispherical or con-
oidal wrist pin with the corresponding socketed pit-

man head and the socketed washer, as shown and de-
scribed.

7. The reel shaft t, made in two parts, as shown,
and mounted in bearings in the post p. as shown,
the two parts connected by a universal coupling, k',

the lower part perpendicular to the surface of the
platform, and the upper i)art inclined thereto, anil

always held in the same relative position, as and for

the purpose shown and described.
8. The combination of the rake and reel, when

constructed to operate substantially in the mannqr
shown ; i. e., the reel, moving aiound the axis of the
inclined shaft in fixed plaues ; a collar, which moves
around the axis of the vertical shaft, in a plane at
right angles thereto ; and the rake, jointed to said
collar in such a manner that it may rise and fall ija

a plane parallel with the axis of said vertical sha^,
and all actuated by the same mech.'inism.

y. Making the guide way in two parts, C D',,G'
being fixed, and D' jointed thereto, substantially as
Ghown, so that the position of the part D' may be
changed, at the will of the attendant, as regards the
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fixed part C, and the path of tlie rake be thereby
raised from the plattorm, as and for the purpose set

forth.
• 10. Elon^atinc one end of the movable part D', to

form the lever E'. which extends to a position con-
venient to the hand of the driver, and acts directly

upon said movable part, in the manner and to the
ctfect shown and described.

11. The independent rake head t, provided with
the arm v, jointed to the collar w, or its equivalent,
hune around the reel shaft, and operated by a pen-
dent arm, jointed to the reel head, substantially as
and lor the purpose set forth.

12. The combination of the driving arm r and
rake head t, connected by the stationaiy ring u, and
operating as shown and ciescribed.

13. The stops s' s\ on the driving arm r, to limit

the movement of said arm and the rake head upon
each other.

85,046.—T^^lLLlAM TViLMiNGTON, Tolcdo, Ohio.—Chill for Casting Car Wheels.—December 15,

1868.—The chill is formed with a gi'oove in the an-
gle, or curve thereof, between the inner periphery
and the outer horizontal face of the said chUl, which
groove is filled with clay or sand preparatory to
casting the car wheel.
Claim.—The within described improvement in

the annular metallic portion, or chill, of a car wheel
mold.

85,047.—S. R. TS^iLMOT, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Lamp Chimney.—December 15, 1868.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, lamp chim-
neys, fluted or cormgated at the base, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

85,048.—John S. WILS0^*, Harveysburg, Ohio.—Sluice Gate.—December 15. 1868.—An arrange-
ment of devices for automatically shutting off the
flow of water through a mul race whenever the
stream from which the race is supplied becomes
unusually high. Flood gates are also arranged to
open automatically, so as to drain the mill race, to
prevent the embaulonents from bursting by the ex-
ces.^ive pressure of water.

Claim.—1. The head gate D d cV. shaft E, arm e,

bolt G. levers H H' and Jv k, supporting shoulder j,

connecting rod I, arm L, and regulating valve M m,
all combined and airanged to operate substantially
as and lor the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the stop A'alvc o with
the gravitating lever H H' and tripping apparatus
j, K, I, L, M. for the object stated.

3. The combination of the flood gate P, releasing
devices K. S, H, tripping devices K k, j, rod I, ai'm
L, and valve M m, all arranged to oi^erate in the
manner and for the j)urposes explained.

85,049.—Henry E. A^•T^o^^.^ Providence, Pv. I.— Wrench.—December 22, 18G8.—Tliejaws are con-
structed with grooves extending irom the side of the
shank, the widest part of the latter being at right
angles to such grooves.
CYauji.—The combination of the grooved or angu-

Lnr jaws C D, wide shank B, and screw E, or its

equivalent, for adjusting the jaws, all arranged sub-
stantially as described.

85,050.—J. H. Apel, Boston, M.ass.—Chair for
Children.—Deecmhev 22, 1868.—For preventing the
chair from upsetting.

Claim.—The combined chains and screw clamps
for fastening cliildi'cn's chairs to tables, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

85,051.—John- Baird, :N'ew York, N. Y.—Com-
posite Vc8sd.—December 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. A vessel, composed of a double plank-
ing, and an iron frame, in whicli the outside plank-
ing is secured to the inner planking only with wood-
en fastenings, whereby a com^xisitc ship may be
coppered Avithout serious risk of galvanic action, the
combination of planking and frame being substan-
tially such as de. cribed.

2. In combination with an iron frame, a planking,
partly fore and aft, and partly diagonal, the latter
drooping both ways fi-om amidships, and being sc- J

cured amidships, or nearly so, upon an iron plate,

the whole construction being substantially such as
specified.

3. In combination Avith an iron frame, having
metallic cliords secured to the outside thereof, fore

and aft planking partly coveri-.g the chord.s, and
diagonal planking abutting thereon, and covering
the remainder of the chords, whereby the chords
ccrve as lapping plates, and the frame and both sets

of planking are all intimately and firmly secured
together, substantially as described.

4. A diagonal planking, drooping both ways from
about amidsliips, in combination with an outer fore-

and-aft planking covering the diagonal planking, as
described, the two sets occupying substantially such
relative positions to each other as are described
herein.

85,053.—Joseph Barker, Champlain, ]Sr. Y.—
Horseshoe.—December 22, 1868.—Designed to pre-
vent "overreaching."

Claim.—Constructing horseshoes of a gradually
decreasing thickness, the front shoes decreasing in
thickness from their rear to their front ends, ajid

the rear shoes gradually decreasing in tliickness

from their front to their rear ends, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

85,053.—Thomas S. Blair, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Manv.facture of Steel.—December 22, 1868.—The in-

vention consists in preparing so-called " pig bloom "

or " pig scrap," composed of oxides of iron or ores,

and of cast iron. The melted pieces are then tnated
as a substitute for blistered steel or wrought iron in
the manufacture of cast steel, the process being con-
ducted in a furnace or crucible, as practiced in mak-
ing crucible steel. The invention is designed as an
improvement on patent Xo. 84.053.

Claim.— 1. The manufacture of cast steel in the
crucible, from '* pig bloom" or "pig scrap," substan-
tially as hereinbefore described.

2."T]ie manufacture of steel by melting down, in
an open liu-nace. " pig bloom " or " pig scrap,'' com-
posed of a mixture of cast iron and an oxide or ox-
ides, in such relative proportion of metal and oxide
as to give the necessary ratio between the oxygen,
carbon, and iron, to produce the desired result' sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described.

3. The manufacture of steel fi'om cast iron, by
adding to the ca^t iron, in a melted state, a conglom-
erate composed of cast iron and oxides of ii'oa, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described.

4. Tiie production of steel from cast iron and mal-
leable iron, by melting the cast iron and fusing in it

a sponge of wrought iron obtained from " jjig bloom "

in the manner hereinbefore described.

85,054.—^X. O. Bond, Hyannis, Mass.

—

Summer
Atta<;hment for Stoves and Ranges.—December 22,

1868.

Claim.—A summer attachment, A, formed to fit

in the top plate of a stove or range, and to receive
the stove plate C of the opening, in which it tits, and
provided v.ith a hollow extension, D. leading from
the bottom of the attachment to any suitabhs air
passage formed in the side, door, or front of the
stove or range, and provided with an exit passage,
e, all substantially as shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

85,055.—Charles E. Bonnet, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to J. P. Wilkinson &, Sons, same
tlace.

—

Composition for Ornamental Moldinjs.—
>ocember22, 1868.—Composed of glue dissolved in

Iwiling water, to which paper pulp is added, and af-

terward zinc white and oil, and then whiting.
Claim.—A composition, fonned substantially as

herein described, for the manuiacture of ornamental
moldings.

»

85,056.—Leopold Brandeis, Brooklyn, I^. Y.—Method of Making Cores for Molding Articles

of Lead and Other Metals.—Dccomher 22, 1868.

Claim.—The production and use of cores (fire-

proof or not) made of wire, paper, pasteboard, paper
pulp, muslin, felt, and linen cloth, or of any textile

fabric, or of oil-cloth, silk, or India-rubber, for cast-

ing of plumbers' traps or other curved articles made
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of lead, tin, zinc, bismuth, antimony, cadmium, and
their respective and mutual alloys, and the applica-
tion of paper or other materials, as described, for
forming cores to be used in making castings from
any metal or alloy.

85,057.—Leopold Brandeis, Brooklyn, 1^. T.
—Solder.—Becemher 22, 1868.

Claim.—The production of laminated solder, cut
into pieces of desirable shape and weight by means of
rollers and revolving shears, for the purposes of pro-
ducing pieces of regular weight, so as to insure a
perfect control over the workmen.

85,058.—Joseph Braun, Ex)chester, Ta.—Ap-
paratus for Drying and Pressing Coats.—December
22, 186S ; antedated December 11, 1868.—A metallic
core is so formed that the several p;\rts can be read-
ily adjusted to coats and vests of dijferent forms and
sizes.

Claim.—The combination of the parts A, B, C,
and g, adjusting screws 1, coupling 4, pipes 2, 3, 7i,

o', and y, constructed, arranged, and operating as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

85,059.—Joseph Braun, Eochester, Va..—Ap-
paratus for Drying and Pressing Pantaloons.—De-
cember 22, 1868 ; antedated December 11, 1S()8.—

A

metallic core for pantaloons is formed in two parts
and provided with pipes, couplings, and adjusting
screws, by which the pantaloons can be cleansed,
steamed, and pressed.

Claim.—The combination of the part B, concaved
part B', adjusting screws 1, couplings 4, pipes A, C,
2, 3, and 5, constructed, ari'anged, and operating as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

85,000.—Joseph Braun, Rochester, Pa.—Ajp-
parattis for Cleansing Clothes.—December 22, 1868

;

antedated December 8, 1868.

Claim.—The use of a hollow metallic core, the
form of which corresponds to the form of the human
body and its wearing apparel, said metallic core be-
ing provided with perforations and used with steam,
substantially as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth.

85,061.—John Bretz, "Wiltjam Saxgster,
and John F. Bretz, Springfield, Til.— Brick Ma-
chine.—December 22, 1868,-^Pins extending down-
ward from the sweep of the shaft of the pug mill
strike against and operate a twisted lever, to
which is attached a bar to push tlie molds under
the pugging apparatus. The lever is retracted by a
sj)ring.

Clair.i.—The arrangement and combination of the
sweep C and pins 1 1, with the lever K, (said lever
being constructed as described,) with tlie twisted
iron rod/, connecting bar L, stick M, and pivot a,

and spring N, all operated as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

85,062.—Willis S. Bronsox, Hartford, Conn.—
Base-burning Stove.—December 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. A fire pot, made in two parts, so that
one part, the inner one, can be removed and replaced
at pleasure, having air space between the two, pro-
vided with orifices in the upper edge or side of the
walls thereof, substantially as and lor the purpose
described.

2. Perforating the edge or sides of the fire pot,

when said pot is made in two distinct parts, for the
purpose of protecting the wall ot the jjot and facili-

tatiug combustion, substantially as described.
3. Air tubes e, in combination with a pot, con-

structed as described, and tor the pui'pose set forth.

4. Forming the reservoir, below the cover, of two
parts, having space between its inner and outer
walls, substantially as and for the pui'pose described.

5. The combination of a two-plate £Overi and a
double or two-plate coal i-eceiver, below said cover,

whereby I am enabled to introduce air to the fire

surfaco.'upon the principle of the siphon, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

6. The combination of air-conducting spaces e 7i,

whereby I am enabled to bring two heated currents
of air from opposite directions and discharge them
at the fire surface, substantially as described.

84,063.—Benjamin F. Brown, "Woburn, Mass.—Submerged Pump.—December 22, 1868.
Claim.—The valves a, 6, c, d, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with openings F and g, ports
S and S', cylinders Q, Q/, and Q", piston B, piston
rod D, air chamber C, eduction pipe E, cog-faced
arm m, cogged holder P, sockets K and M, and lever
H, all arranged and operatiiig, relatively to each
other, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

85,064.—Samuel Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and C. E,. Carver, same place.—
Feed Attachment for Machinery.—December 22,

1868.—For moving the fingers of a feed attachment
for rotai-y cutters tor cutting paper, slieet metal, rub-
ber, &c. The fingers are actuated to move forward,
in feeding the material to the machine, in a hoiizon-
tal manner, and at the completion of the forward
movement to withdraw Ijelow the surface of the feed
board, return beneath the same, and again rise and
repeat the movement.

Claim.—1. The combination of the finger plate m,
guide plate h, upright g, projection p, grooved plate
D. shaft e, connecting rod/, rod b, crant d, and cam
shaft a, all ajTanged to operate as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

2. The guide t)oard </, substantially as described,
in combination with the apron E, fingers i, and their

actuating mechanism, all substantially as described,
for the purpose set forth.

3. The guide plate h. carrying the fingers i, oper
ated, as described, by the cam n, upon the shaft a,

through the medium of the crank d, connecting rod
/, shaft e, and upright g, sliding in tlie grooved
plate D, as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

85,065 William G. Brown, Canton, :N'. Y—
Reel.—December 22, 1868.—The bent ends of the
arms are inserted in holes in the reel head, and se-

cured by a set screw. The inclination of tlic reels

can be varied, to adjust them to skeins of difif;'rent

length. Prolongations in the heads admit of two
skeins being reeled at the same time.
Claim.—The combination of the right-angled arms,

having their heads provided with the prolongation c,

with the reel head, provided with the sets of holes a
and a', and the set screw B, all constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

85,066.—Isaac jN". Buck, Elgin, 1\\.—Burglar
Alarm.—December 22, 1866.—A sliding bolt rests

against the back edge of the door, and is so con-
nected with the striking mechanism as t© set it in
motion in case the door is opened at night. During
the day the striking bolt is held back by a key bolt,

so as not to sound an alarm-.

Claim.— i. The sliding bolt E, with its studs E E
and D D, arranged and operating in connection with
the vibrating or pallet rod D, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The key bolt F, arranged and operating sub-

stantially as described.
3. The key bolt F, spring H, sliding bolt E, and

tlie striking mechanism, arranged substantially as
described, for the purposes specified.

85,067.—Bobert I. Burbank, Boston, Mass.—
Machinefor Cutting Hay, Straw, and Vegetables.—
December 22, 1868.—The teeth of the larger saws are
designed to si)lit or divide the stalks, and are aided
by the smaller saws to crush the articles to bo cut.

Notched and forked plates pass between the saws, to
clear the same.
Claim.— 1. One or more series of K-tooth saws D,

constructed and operating in connection with an-
otlier, as described, and each or either in connec-
tion AA'ith a series of small saws, E, arranged at
each side of the former, on an opposite shaft, the
teeth of tlic latter pointing upward and outward
while rotating inward and downward toward the
other, and all arranged to operate substantially in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The notched and forked clearers N, constructed
as described, in combination \\-ith the sa\vs D aud.JB3,

as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of all the operative parts spec!.
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fied, when arranged to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

85,068.-11. B. Carsley, New York, N. Y.—
Alarm Eug.—December 22, 1868.—The spring plate

i.s secured to the floor or sill, and is connected with
an alarm gong, so as to sound the latter when a per-

son enters the door.
Oian??.—The movable spring plate C, when cov-

ered with or forming part of a rug, and used in con-
nection with a door or window, and connected with
an ordinary gong, D, by the connecting wire E, ar-

ranged as shown and described, for the purpose spe-

cified.

85,069—Charles E. Chase and Bexjamin F.
Devexuouff, Wyoming Township, Mich., assignors
to themselves and Joseph S. Randall.—Grubbing
Machine.—December 22, 1868.—A curved hook is

provided with notches, which engage with a bolt

passed through the lever.

Claim.—^.he adjustable hook I, Fig. 3, when used
in combination Avith the leverA and wheels B B, Fig.

1, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
above set forth.

85,070.—William Jury Colemax, Bury St.

Edmunds, and Alfred Coleman, London, England.
—Article of Food.—Becemher 22,1868; patented in

England Xovember 19, 1867.

Claim.—The manufacture of biscuits, lozenges,

and similar articles of food, by compounding Lieblg's

extract of meat with fai-inaceous materials, then
rolling or pressing the mixture together, so as to

form sheets or thin pieces, and drying or baking the
same.

85,071.—O. B. Collins, Carthaee Landing, jST.

Y.—Furniture Tip.-December 22, 1868.

Claim.—The furniture tip, constructed, as de-

scribed, of the grooved button a, around which the
India-rubber block b is cast, whereby, when said

rubber becomes worn off, a smooth, even bearing
surface is presented, to avoid injmy to carpets and
floors, as herein shown and described.

85,072 William H. Cowley, Cleveland, Ohio.

—Gaic — December 22, 1868.—By means of the
plates, levers, and connections in combination with
the double-acting hinge, the gate is raised at its

outer or swinging end, thus throwing it out of a
vertical line and causing it to open.

Claim.—The combination of the plate D, attached
to the inner end of the gate, and provided with
curved slots n, with the plates//i, the former having
pins tj. the double-acting hinge a b d, levers I I' I" I,

and connections r r' k, all constructed aud arranged
to operate substantially as hei-ein set forth.

85,073.—Samuel G-. Dare, Xew York, N. Y.—
CAuc/.-.-December 22, 1888.—The case is made in

two pieces and a ring is interposed which is provided
witli notches on its face in which projections on the
semicircular jaws fit. The ring is turned by a screw
on the side of the case, and projects the jaws
toward, or withdi-aws them from, the center of the
chuck.

Claim.—The combination, with the case A and
operating ring D of my improved chuck, of tlie

semicircular or crescent-ahaped jaws EE E, moving
in counterpart recesses or slots formed (about inde-
pendent centers) in said case A, upon circles inter-

secting at tluj center of the chuck, all substantially
as herein set forth.

85,07 I.—D. H. Dotterer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Car Brake.—December 22, 1868 ; antedated Decem-
ber 5. lS<i8.—The brake beams are placed above the
beams of the truck, and so connected tliereto by
means of links as to dispense with the ordiuaiy sus-
pension of the brakes.
Claim.—1. The brake beams F and F', arranged

above t!ie beams of the truck, and connected thereto
by links, substantially in the manner described.

2. The brake beam, composed of two bars, d d',

and intervening packing piece,«and provided at the
ends with blocks/, to which are hinged the shoes/',
all substantially as set forth.

3. The horizontal lever H, hung to a pin on the
truck, but liaviug a lateral play thereon, in combina-
tion with the system of levers and rods herein de-
scribed, or th ir equivalents, by which the move-
ment of the said lever H is imparted simultaneously
to both brake beams, as set forth.

85,075.—John Dunlap, Madison Township,
Ta.—Horse Blinder.—December '22, 1868.—Springs
on the outside of the blind prevent the eyes from
being injured and leave sufficient light for the ani-
mal to see to walk and graze.

Claim.—The application of a blind (constructed
in such a manner as is more fully described in the
accompanying specification) to a halter, to prevent
b;-eachy horses aud cattle from breaking or jumping
ences.

85,076.—Korert Francis Fairlie, London,
England.—Locomotive Steam Engine—December
22, 1868

;
patented in England, Xovember 14, l&iJT.

—

The bogie frames of locomotive engines are com-
bined with a carrying frame, aud these frames with
stowage compartments, to enable passengers and
commodities to be transported upon the locomotive
and thus increase its tractive power.

Claim..—1. The rigid earner or cradle frame A,
supported on the bogies or swivel frames B, to
which the engines are attached, tlie said frames be-
ing constructed substantially in manner herein de-
scribed and shown.

2. The combination of the rigid frame, bogie
frames, and a coupling frame between the bogies, as
and for the purpose herein described.

3. The combination, with the rigid frame A and
bogies B, of tlie boiler C, which is dropped into its

place and bolted only at the center of the fire box,
tree scope for expansion and contraction being thus
permitted, substantially as herein described and
shown.

4. The combination, with the rigid frame A, bogies
B, and boiler C. of the fuel carrier D, substantially
as herein described and shown.

5. The combination, with the rigid frame A, bogies
B, and engines mounted thereon, and boiler C, of
the luggage or merchandise compartment F, sub-
stantially as herein described and shown.

6. The combination, with the ligid frame A, bogies
B supporting the engines, and boiler C, of the pas-
senger carriages G H, substantially as herein de-
scribed and shown.

7. The combination, with the rigid frame A,
bogies B, and boilers C, of the water spaces 1 1,
substantially as herein described and shown.

8. The combination, with the rigid frame A and
bogies B, supporting the engines, of the springs a
and b. substantially as hereindescribed and shown.

9. The combination, with the rigid frame A and
bogies B, of a double barreled boUer. the fire-l)0xe8

of which are fed through apertures O in the dome,
substantially as herein described aud shown.

85,077.—L. H. Farnsworth, Hudson, Mass.,
assignor to himselfand H. J.Watkins. ofsame place.
—Boot and Shoe Shave.—December 22, 1868.—The
face of the handle is recefesed to receive the blade
witli its projections, in the latter of whicli the adjust-
ing screws fit. By means of a central screw the
guard can be raised or lowered to cut thick or thin
shavings.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the handle A

and guard C, of the scrcAvs g g and fr, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the Vandle A and blade
B, of the blade seats D D, having slotted projections
b c. substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the wooden handle A
of the peciUiarly constmcted blade seats D D, blade
B. guard piece C, and adjusting and holding screws

g g and k, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

85,078.—James D. Field, Wataga, VI.—Paper
File.—December 22, 1868.—The bills are secured in
an open frame by a plate pressed against them by a
spring.
Claim.—A bill holder, constructed of the parts

ABC, plate D, with the hinged flap E, guides/, and
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spring Gr, arranged substantially as described, for
the purposes set loi'th.

85,079.—C. C. Fitzgerald, Phcenis, N. T.—
Paper PnZp.—December 22, 1868.—The wood is

passed tbrough pressure rollers to extract the acids,

and then reduced to pulp in the ordinary manner.
C7«i?/i.—Paper pulp, prepared from the fibers of

the plantain tree, cither in the manner herein set
forth, or otherwise, as specified.

S5,080.—C. W. Flint, Washington, D. C.—Ice
Cw/fer.—December 22, 1868 ; antedated December
19, 18G8.—A knife is arranged on the vertical ro-

tating cylinder to cut or shave the ice placed on the
shelf, and a scraper is arranged on the inside of the
cylinder to remove tlie cut ice.

Claim.—An improved ice cutter formed by the
combination of the plate A, shelf or flange B, two-
armed brackets C, crank gear- wheel G, small gear
wheel F, vertical sliaft D, vertical hollow cylinder E,
adjustable kuile or knives I, and scraper J, with
e-ach other, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for tlie purpose set forth.

85,OSl. — Joseph Flint, Eochester, N". Y.—
Grinding Machine.—December 22, 1868.—The saw
is fed by the rollers between t he grindstone and the
cross bar, and then passed between rollers Avhich
carry it to an inclined apron. The apron is pulled
up by a rope until the saw is caught between upper
rollers which return it to the operator. The frame
in wliich tlio rollers are journaied can be adjusted by
means of screws to grind one side of the saw thinner
than the other.

Claim.—1. The feed rollers F and F', crossbar
H'^ in combination with the grinding stone C, for

the purpose herein shown and deseriljed.

2. The vertically movable frame E^, in combina-
tion with tlie grinding stone C, as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

3. Tiie arrangement of the platform F^, slide L,
and rope o, in combination with the rollers G- and F,
for the purpose of returning the saw to the operator,
substantially as herein show'n and described.

85,082.-Benjamin Flowers, Jerusalem, Ohio.—Shingling Roofh:—December 22, 18()8.

Claim.—The angular metallic sections D, connect-
ing the gutters or " valleys " of tv\?o roofs together,
when applied as described, by having one wing of
each of tlie sections laid up with the shingles ou one
roof, and the other wings of the same resting upon
each other, and covered by the shingles on the other
roof, as herein shown and described.

_ 85,083.— John Gardner, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for Making Confectionery.—December 22,

1868.—A figure is foi'med in the mold made by the
cavities on the two rollers coming opposite each
other, and is pushed in an upright position upon a
reciprocating plate which delivers it to a revolving
belt.

Claim.—1. The forming of figures (either solid or
hollow) in confectionery, by revolving rollers or cyl-

inders, in an upright position, so tliat the figures
formed by tlie revolution of the rollers or cylinders
will stand in an upright positiou, substantially as
and for the i)urposes described.

2. The movable plate J, or its equivalent, in com-
bination with the rollers A B for carrying ofi:" or re-

moving from the rollers the figures thus formed, in
an upright position, substantially as described.

85,084.—TVASHiNfiTON L. Gilroy, Philadelphia,
Ta.—Blacking Uox.—December 22, 1868.—A per-

forated disk fits over the face of the blacking in the
box, and on being pressed down forces the blacking
up through the perforations. Oiled paper fits under
the disk and protects the blacking from the au' until

it is to be used.
Claim.— I. The application to a blacking box of

the perforated plate or disk D, substantially as and
for tiie purpose described.

2. The employment of the oiled paper E, iu com-
bination with the perforated plate or disk D, when
the same are applied to a filled box of blacking, sub-

ijtantiully as and for the purpose described.

85,085.—James H. Golding, Liverpool, Eng-
land, assignor to himself and Patrick Martin,
same place.

—

Cylindrical Cutter for Leather and
other Materials.—December 22, ] 868.—The end plane
or base of each cylinder wears itself and fellow to a
true plane.
Claim.—A. cutting^ machine, in which are com-

bined hollow cylindrical cutters, so ai-ranged th;it

their flat faces will wear each other in planes, sub-
stantially as described.

85,086. — George B. Goodwin and Samuel
McCORU Milwaukee, "Wis.

—

Dumping Oar.— De-
cember 22, 1868.—The car is supported on a tilting

cradle which is held in a horizontal position by swing
braces. The car is held, when tilted, by braces
pivoted to the track way.

Claim.—1. A carriage or cradle, constructed in
the roadway and resting upon trucks or shoes, and
traveling upon a segmental track, substantitdly as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tiie arrangement of the cradle, trucks E and F,
and segmental track G H, when constructed as de-
scribed.

3. The swing braces a a and K K, or their equiva-
lents, as and for the purpose set forth, in combina-
tion with the tUtiug cradle and segmental track, as
set forth.

85,087.-^. S. Griffth, Philadelphia, Pa.—row
entitled SibyVs Cave.—December 22, 1868 ; antedated
December 8, 1868.— The figure representing a sibyl
is connected with the door and attached to a pendu-
lum, so that on vibrating the latter the door opens
and one of a series of lettered balls is allowed to es-

cape from a tube. •
Claim.—The toy, consisting of the elevated rock

and temple A B, sibyl C, pendulum H, tube F, valve
/', and the numbered balls KK, the said parts being
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
and for the pm'pose described.

85,088.—Y. M. Griswold, Peekskill, I^". Y.—
Filtering and Pouring Bottle.—December 22, 1868.

—

The liquid is filtered by passing from the bottle into

a filtering tube from which it is poured. With vola-

tile liquicls, a pipe connects the upper end of this

tube with the bottle, so that an equilibrium will be
constantly maintained.

Claim.— 1. A combined filtering and pouring
bottle, consisting of the bottle A and tube C, both
arranged and combined, as set forth.

2. The pipe D, connecting the upper ends of the

bottle A, and tnl)e C, substantially as and for the

purpose herein shown and described.

85,089.—William G. Hamilton, ITew York.N.
Y. — Metal for and Mode of Manufacturing Car
ir/ieeZs.—December 22, 1868.

Claim.—A car wheel composed of mixed steel, low-

steel, or steel sponge, and cast iron, with chilled

tread, substantially as described.

85,090. — Edward Hamlin, Delanco, N. J.—
Swage for Saw Teeth. — December 22, 1868.—The
swage upsets the points of the saw teeth, and deter-

mines their width.
Claim.—A sleeve, having recesses y y, and fitted

to a stem, and to a detachable die, substantially as
aad for the purpose described.

85,091. — Henry P. Haskin, Koscoe, HI., as-

siunor to himself and Joseph L. Brenton, Beloit,

Wis.—Ortie.-December 22, 1868.—The gate is made
in two parts, one of which, operated by a rack and
pinion, is attached to the endless belt, and when op-

erated, causes the other part, which is also attached
to the belt, to be opened in tlie opposite direction.

Claim:—1. Broadly, the employment of the endless
band or chain J' J', in combination with the rack C,
and pinion D, shaft d and cranks d d.

2. The inverted guide track a a, when the whole is

constructed and arranged substantially as herein set

forth, to operate as specified.

85,092.-Nehemiah L. Hatch, Cape Elizabeth,
M.'.—Hay Xoader.—December 22, 1868.—The cord
to which the fork is attached runs over blocks on tho
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arras of a swiugrint^ derrick, and is then secured to

a grooved -n-hecl on a pinion shaft, -which is jour-

Haled in the horizontal arm, by "which latter the
pinion can be thrown in and out of connection with
a gear -wheel on the hub of the cart wheel.

Claim. — The combination of the gear a, on the
wheel hub, gear g on the arm e, arm e, wheel h, cord
r, blocks k and j, arms m n, and blocks o o, as and
for the pm-poses set forth.

85,093.—Kehemlvh L. Hatch, Cape Elizabeth,
Me., assignor to himself and Charles Dyer, same
place.

—

Carriage.—December 22, 1868.—A stud on
one of the perches fits in a slot in the other, which
slot regulates the extent to which the wheels can be
turned inwardly toward the perch, '"he jointftdbolt
gives a free vertical motion to the shafts.

Claim.—The combination, with the perclies bbhb,
rigidly connected to the axles e f, and united to

9ach other by the sliding joint c d, of the rigid draw
bar m and 'jointed bolt A, all as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

85,094.—William Heupecke. Black Creek, Pa.—Water Wheel.—December 22, 18G8.—An air cham-
ber is constructed to buoy up a part of the weight of
the wheel. One side of the floats is curved so that
the water, escaping from the wheel, may leave it in
a backwardly direction to the motion of the wheel,
and in the direction of a tangent to the cii'cum-

ference.
Claim.—1. The air chamber E, above the wheel, so

that, when the water is higher around the wheel than
the floats, it will tend to lift the vi'heel, and lighten

the pressure on the step of the shaft.

2. The hollow or box-form buckets D, having two
curved sides, and one plane, or nearly so, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes described.

85,095.—James Hinds and James G-eb, Cono-
logue, in.— Cultivator.— December 22, 1868.— The
plow beams are connected by means of a belt with a
lever for raising and lowering them. The plow-sup-
porting arms are pivoted to the beam, and elevated
or depressed by adjustable supporting arms.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the belts D D',

pulleys F F', and lever G, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2, The combination, with plow-supporting arms
I,, pivoted to the beams A, of the adjustable support-

ing arms X, when provided with a loop which slides

upon the arms L, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

85,096.—Amos A. Hotchktss, Hannibal, Mo.—
Fastening for Wagon Bodies.—December 22, 1868.

—

Eye bolts fitting over the ends of rods on the tail-

board secure the" latter in position when the nuts are
screwed up.

Claim.—The fastening for wagon bodies above
described, consisting of hooks g g', &c., a o', See.,

bolts c c', &c.. screws d d',&c., and rods, all arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
shown and specified.

85,097 Henry E. Hull and Burlin T. Mer-
RITT, Sair Harbor, jlsJ". Y.

—

Window Frame.—Decem-
ber 22, 1808.

Claim.—1. Tlie eccentric levers D, pivoted within
the case E, or within the window jamb at G, and
adapted to fit over the pin i, in the slot g of the stop
or bead, all operating as described, whereby the de-

pression of the lever draws the bead firmly within
the casing, as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The combination of the eccentric lever D and
pin i with the window casing and the slotted bead
C, whereby an increasing jiressure is produced by
the eccentric movement of the lever, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

85,098. — "VTiLLiAM Inglis, Manchester, Ting-
land.-Steam Cylinder. — December 22, 1868.—The
inner cylindrical shell is cast separately from the
steam jacket, and a secure steanr joint is foi'med by
casting, in separate pieces, the ends containing the
valve chambers.
Claim.—The construction of the four valr* cham-
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bers, the casing B, an^i the inner steam cylinder, ar-
ranged with reference to each other, and the ingress
and egress ports, substantially as set forth.

85,099. — W. W. Jacobs, Hagerstown, Md.—
Lam}}. — December 22, 1868.—The lower burner,
which is designed to force an ascending current of
air to the upper burner, is supplied witli oil from the
main reservoir by means of a pipe in wliich is a reg-
ulating stop-cock.
Claim.—The metallic tube or pipe K and the stop-

cock for the purpose of supplying the lower burner
]Sr from the fountain or reservoir G of the lamp, as
set forth.

85,100,—Nathan Johnson, Decatur, Mich.—
Water TF/ieeL-December 22, 1868.—The wheel is to
be placed where a current of water strikes the lower
part of the casing, so as to be rotated.

Claim.—The arrangement of the horizontal wheel
A', and cylindilcal case a b, provided with a single
inlet, c, and a single outlet, d, both orifices being ar-

ranged in the lower side of the case, opposite to each
other, and the inlet being provided with a slide or
other gate c', substantially as and for the purposes
herein described.

85,101.—EdwinE. Kerr, Kewanee, HI.,assignor
to himself and James L. Platt, same i^lace.

—

Wood
and Coal Dumpirig Apparatus.—December 22, 1868.
—Improvement upon the patent of Kerr & Platt,
October 2, 1866. The inner door.s are in two parts,
hung, one on each side of tlie body of the chute, in-

stead of at the top. An additional weight is used to
aid in raising the gate at first, but ceases to act Avhen
the gate is partially closed.

Claim.—1. The inner doors C C, forming, when
open, a continuation of the sides of the chute, in
combination with the chute B and the counterpoised
outer door E, substantially as and for the pm-poses
specified.

2. The compound weight E K, in combination with
the chute B, chute door E, chain G. and stop L, when
constructed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

85,102. — Simeon H. King, Tunbridge, Yt.—
Leather-cutting Machine.—December 22, 1S6H.—The
swinging table is so arranged, in relation to a trian-
gularly-shaped knife, as to be swung to one side or
the other, to cut only one edge of a "strip of leather.
The two gear wheels are arranged to be simulta-
neously turned to raise or level the knife.

Claim.—1. The combination of the swinging table
B, the knife C, the gear wheels D D. and the shafts

O, substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The tumbling shaft G, lever H, notched bar I,

and thumb-screw M, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the whole enumerated parts,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

85,103. -Charles A. Kin^ney and Charles
Parker, Corry, Pa.

—

Shingle Machine.—December
22, 18f;8.—Consists of a series of devices for auto-
matically operating an oscillating table, so as to form
the two sides alternately of the shingles cut from
four blocks secured in a rotating wheel.

Claim. — The automatic table L, when operated
by shaft M, wheel 7i, cams z and i, and sot screw y.

and the revolving horizontal planer /.-, with knives
«' a', for dressing the entire face of the lilock, in com-
bination with the saw H, revolving frame A, trips b,

springs e, and brake g, substantially as described, and
operating as and for the purposes set tbrth.

85,104.—P. H. Lawler and TVilijam H. Gib-
son, Ilochester, jS". Y:, assignors to themselves, G.
Shelton, and Quincey Van Yoorhis same place.—Gas Machine.—December 22, 1868.—A regulating
float is suspended in a chamber separate froin tliat in

which tlie agitator operates, so as to secure steady
action of the valve. Air passes from the outside into

a cliamber formed in one end of the agitator through
spiral pipes into the fluid, and thence to the gasom-
eter.

Claim.—1. The compartment e, in combination
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with tli(! float B, lever c, valve d, and supply pipe E,
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The air-sui)ply pipe P, chamber K, and spiral
pipe, H, all acting- conjointly, as and for the purpose
shown and described.

85,105.—JOAH Lawson, Allegheny City, Pa.—
Steam-engine Slide Valve.—December 22.' 1808.

—

On the valve seat of an ordinary steam cylinder is

)laced a covering or false chest, forming an oblong
or square box, in which the valve is reciprocated,
•ind is provided with ports or recesses of similar size

>vith those on the valve seat, for insuring cq«ality
ff pressure on all sides.

Claim.—1. The covering B over the slide valve C,
with steam or induction ports A^ A^, and corre-
sponding ports B^ B2, and eduction ports A^ and B^
passing through and over the same, constructed
substantially as described.

2. The construction of the slide valve C, with its

central opening or passage C, substantially as de-
BCribed.

3. The combination and arrangement of the cov-
ering B with its ports A^ A^ A^ and B^ B^ B^, with
the valve C and its opening, C, when constructed
and arranged as herein described and set forth.

85,106.— "William Bkadshaw Leachman,
Leeds, England.

—

liotary Steam Engine.—Decem-
ber 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement,
with the outer cylinder and its concentric double
ring and the inner eccentric cylinder and shaft, of
the slide blocks which move in 'the recess formed by
said double ring, the bars, pivoted to said blocks, and
the vanes or floats carried by said bar, in the man-
ner described, whereby the vanes or floats are con-
stantly retained in the desired position, not being
allowed free action.

2. The arrangement, with the rotary engine, when
constructed as described, of the rotating valve, pro-
vided Avith a number of ports, corresponding to the
number of vanes or floats within the steam cylinder,
so that steam may be admitted at any given point,
and cut olF, so as to work expansively, as set forth.

85,107.—C. W. Le Count, Xorwalk, Conn.—
Drill.—December 22, 1868.—The two sets of grooves
arc so placed that the ridges of one pair will be al-

ternately cut out by the cutting edges between the
grooves' of the other cutting lip, thus preventing
the drill from choking or clogging.

Claim.—1. Forming the two wiugs of the drill in
parallel but different vanes, so that the cutting edge
on each shall be in advance^-of the center of rotation,

and that the portion intervening, or that which
unites the said wings of substantially the same thick-

ness of metal, shall present cutting' edges at an an-
gle of about forty-five degrees to the cutting edges
of the wings, substantially as described.

2. The longitudinal grooves a. a in the reentering
angles formed by the Aving and intervening or cen-
tral i)ortion, substantially as described.

3. The longitudinal grooves e e, formed in the sur-

face of the drill, as described.

85,108.—Philander Lekk, Hartford, Conn.-
Door for Carriages, <£c.—December 22, 1868; ante-
dated December 11, 1868.—Designed as a saslx sup-
port, so that the sash may be easily raised and low-
ered and held firmly in position, and the door of the
carriage be freely opened and closed.

Claim.—The combination of the two parts, e and/,
with the catch or spring h, or its equivalent, and
the frame work a, constructed and operated sub-

stantially as described.

85,109. — WiNDSOU Leland and Volney E.
Rusco, Cliicago, 1\\.—Devicefor Suspending Slaugh-
tered Animals.—Bccemher 22, 1868.—A bar. curved
at its upper end, and provided with a slot for the in-

sertion of the hoisting tackle.

Claim.—The suspending bar A, when constructed
and operated substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

85,110.—John Lippincott, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Har for Ax Bit JJtonArs.—December 22, 1868.—De-

signed for blades or bits in which steel is made to
overlap the iron on both sides.

C'toi//?,.-Grooved steel bars, made by rolling, sub-
stantially as described, as a step in the manufactm-o
of bit blanks for axes.

8e>,111.—William A. Luddex, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Bottle l/oc^•.—December 22, 1868.—A spring catch
is attached to the inner lower end of the cap, its
tree end catching under the flanged nut of the bot-
tle. The catch is released by drawing it forward
by a screw key.
Claim.—A bottle cap, provided with a lock or

catch, in which the spring or bolt acts directly on
the flanged neck of the bottle, substantially as' de-
scribed.

85,112.— Ellis Luther, Platt Lyon, and
Walter Edwards, West Troy, N. Y.—Finishing
Loose Hinge ^m«s.—December 22, 1868.—This in-
vention consists in the employment of 3 sets of
dies and suitable mechanism to operate them. The
1st set forces one wing from the butt, while the 2d
expands the cylinder which receives it, and the 3d
damns and points it by means of a revolving burr
cutter.

Claim.—1. The combination of the block F, con-
structed with the recess /, with, the reciprocating
shaft D and shaft head E, substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm'poses herein described and spe-
cified.

2. The combination of the block I, constructed
with the recess g, with the reciprocating shaft Gl-

and drift H, substantially as and for the purposes
herein described and specified.

3. The tube K, in combination with the block I,

reciprocating shaft G, and drift H, substantially as
and for the purposes herein described and speci-
fied.

4. The revolving shaft L, burr M, wedge R, and
treadle S, in combination with the groove N, clamp
O, and lever P, all arranged and combined substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein de-
scribed and specified.

85,113.—Benjamin Mackerly, Paint, Ohio.—
Governor for Steam and other Enginery.—Decem-
ber 22, 1868.—The cylinder is provided at each end
with weighted valves, which govern the ingress and
egress of air to the cylinder, and thereby the resist-

ance of the piston to the machine by the force of
the blast on the valves.

Claim.—1. The combination with the air cylinder
A and plunger B, of the tubes D, having passages
E and the weighted valves G-, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The tubes D, provided with the gates E, ad-
justable plugs L, and pins K, substantially as de-

scribed.

85,114.—H. R. Macomber, Shopiere, Wis.—
Windmill.—December 22, 1868.—The outer ends of
pivoted rings are attached by means of cords to a
wheel turning freely on a main shaft provided with
a brake and stops, so tliat by applying the brake the
Avings will collapse and thereby stop the mill.

Claim.—The pivoted wings a, a', a'^, <fcc., the
cords c, the loose wheel C, provided with the pin h,

tlie segmental piece D, provided with the sliding

stops /, /^ /^, &c., and the brake P. Avhen the Avhole

are arranged and used substantially as and for the
purpose described.

85,115.—William R. Manley, New York, N.
Y.—Pillotv Block.—Decomhev 22, 1868.—The stock
of the pillow is made in two parts, each having
clieek plates which can be applied to opposite sides

of the arm, and secured to each otlier and to the
arm between them, so as to draw the two parts of
the stock closely against the arm.

Claim.—1. The consti'uction of the stock of a
pillow block, Avith side pieces provided with clicek

plates, substantially as before described.
2. The construction of the stock of the pillow

block with a cylindrical cavity for the lining, em-
bracing more than lialf the shaft, and Avith a mouth
large enough to admit the said shaft, substantially

as before set forth.
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85,116.—D. F. McKiM, Austin, IseYada.—Feed
TVater Heater for Stcain Generators.—December 22,

1868.—The lieads to ^-liieli the tubes are attaclied

arc cut out, and a cavit}- Ibrmed between alternate
pairs of tubes, so that communication is made be-

tween the tubes.
Claim.—The heads /, constructed with detacha-

ble covers, an-auged upon the outside of the boiler,

and with relation to the side and bottom pipes c, as

herein shown and described.

85,117.—tTonx X. Meria^i, Cambridgeport, as-

signor to XouTH, Meriam & Co., Boston, Mass.—
Apparatus for Stirring and Cooling Lard.—De-
cember 22, 18G8.—Four radial arms attached to a
shaft compose, each, the upper part of a rectangular
frame containing stirrers, arranged at an augleVith
each other and vibrating lona-itudinallj on an axis.

The lower bars of the rectangular frames are joined
by a ring, thus dispensing with a central shaft.

Claim.—1. In the machine, as described, for treat-

ing lard, the arraugcraenl of slats K K' of each se-

ries, with respect to each other, as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the four
slotted frames H, the connection ring I, and the
shaft D.

85,118.—Samuel J. Miller asd Luxa Wright,
Economy, lud.

—

Corn Plow.—December 22, 1868.

—

The rod Avhieh holds the fender passes through a
slotted upright attached to a slotted bar, by which
the fender is adjusted toward or from the plow, and
is raised by a lever under control of the operator.
Claim.—Tho fender, with the rod b, lever d, slot-

ted bar i, and slotted standard t, in combination
with a corn plow, substantially as set forth.

85,119.-William Morehouse, Buffalo, X. Y.—Making Horseshoes.—December 22, 18GS.—The
former which carries the blank is rotated first be-
tween two friction rollers placed on and under a sta-

tionary bridge, then under a reducing roll, a guide
roll, linishing bending device, and hammering rolls,

the shoe being discharged by a pin thrown up by a
cam.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a series of remov-
able horseshoe pattern beds C C around the central
hub a of the horseshoe-bending table, and in the re-

lation shown to the mechanism specified for bending
and condensing horseshoe blanks, all substantially
as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the cams k k, bending de-

vices j j, hori™ntal bed A, horizontal rotary table
B, and patterns g g', substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the cams k k, bending de-

vices j j, horizontal bed A. horizontal rotary table
B, patterns g g', and rollers N' P, substantially in
the manner and for the piu-pose described.

4. The two rollers X' P, rotary table B, and bridge
TJ; arranged and opei-ating substantially as de-
scribed.

5. The percussive or condensing finishing mech-
aLism Ct H, or the equivalent thereof, in combina-
tion with the guiding and bending mechanism, sub-
stantially as described.

85,120.—Pierre Jules Jacob XoI^l, Paris,
France.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arm.—Dccembei' 22,
1868.—The engaging lugs Ibrm a firm fastening and
enable the breech to resist recoil.

Claim.—The recessed breech block D, having the
lugs d arranged upon its interior, adapted to inter-
lock with the lugs c, arranged upon the reduced por-
tion b of the body A of the gun, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

85,121.—George P. Xuttixg, Chicago, 111.—
Watcr-sux>phi Regulator. — December 22, 18G8.

—

The steam pipe leading from the boiler terminates
in a valve chest within the steam chamber, and has
two valves opening in opposite directions. The said
valves are connected by a system of levers with the
whistle valve and the float.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the chambers A B,
pipes H J, valve chest I, valves e e, lever 6, rod d,
having adjustable pin h, lever G, float F. arm L, and
whistle K, as herein set forth and shown.

85,122.—Peter Paradis, liochester. N. T.—
Coal »SYoj;e.—December 22, 1868.-In the bottom of
the stove are division plates, connecting with plates
between the outside .shell and inner plates extending
uj) within the stove. A circular chamber provided
with a regulating damper is arranged below the
door.
Claim.—1. The flue plates c and e, in combination

with the plates a, arranged as herein shown, and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The chamber x, in combination with the regu-
lating damper /, when constructed and arranged"its

herein shown and described and for the purposes set
forth.

85,123.—G. W. Paerott, B. F. Parrott, and
E. H. TiJisox, Lynn, Mass.

—

Machine for Folding
and Cutting Materialfor Shoe Uppers, d:c.—Decem-
ber 22, 1868.—The table is arranged so as to be
tm-ned to a vertical position for convenience in fold-

ing and attaching the material. A series of pins
in a movable bar hold the cloth while being folded.

Cla iin.—1 . In a machine for folding and cnttiug ma-
terial for shoe uppers, &c., a table folding down, and
operating substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. In combination with the same, the pin bar P,
working substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

85,124.—John S. Perry and James Easterly,
Albauv, X. Y.

—

Magazine Cook ^'tote.—December
22, 1868.

Claitn.—1. A cooking stove, having a fuel maga-
zine aiTanged and supported wholly upon the top
plate thereof, in combination with a deflecting plate,
Di, which will guide the coal into the fire pot, sub-
stantially as tlescribed.

2. The deflecting plate D*, arranged over a fire

pot so that it is removable, in combination with a
fuel magazine, which is located on one .side of the
center of the firepot, substantially as described.

3. In combination with a cooking stove which
has its fuel magazine exterior to the body thereof,
and which has a draught over and beneath the oven,
a direct draught passage, g'^, leading fi'om one side
of the tire box into the main flue exteusion F, be-
neath the boiler, substantially as descril)ed.

4. An exposed fuel magazine, arranged over a fire

pot, and provided with a conduit, P. nhicii leads
into a perforated pipe, r, above the combustion
chamber, said conduit and pipe being adapted for
conducting the gases rising above the coal in said
magazine, together with air admitted through a
register, E, into the combustion chamber, substan-
tially as described.

.5. The inlet register E^, applied to the conduit P,
on that side of the fuel magazine E next the pot
holes through the top of the'stove, for the purpose
of carrying off", through the flues of the stove, the
vapors rising from the top of the stove while cook-
ing, substantiaUy as described.

6. A fuel magazine, which is located on top of the
top plate of a cooking stove, between an extended
flue space, F, and the boiler holes D^, substantially
as described.

7. A base-burning cooking stove, which is so con- •

structed that the products of combustion rising from
the fire pot I) shali circulate over and beneath the
oven, beneath and up one side of the ash pit, and
escape through a passage, h, whicli is made through
the top plate in rear of the fuel magazine, substan-
tially as described.

8. "The relative arrangement of the fire pot D, flue

extension F, water -vessel I, and direct di-aught pas-
sage g^, in a cooking stove, constructed substan-
tially as described.

9. In a base-burning cooking stove having its flues

b arranged around the oven and ash pit, as de-
scribed, the dust-escape passage g^, substantially as
described.

10. The relative aiTangement of windows e c, fire

pot D, magazine E, and oven, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

11. The fuel magazine, fire pot, and .'lues of a
cooking stove, arranged substantially as dcs( ribed,

in combination with a warming closet, H, ar' angeil
substantially as set forth.
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85,125.—Herman Pietscm, Xe\v York, X. Y.
-Cooler for Watcf, Milk, and Other Liquids.—De-
cember 22, 1868.—The cooler is composed of four
compartments, the outer one containing- a non-eon-
ducting material ; the inner one, ice ; and the inter-

mediate chambers, which are connected at the bot-
,om, the liquid to be cooled.
Claim.—1. The combination of the vralls ABC,

Dottoms D, E, F, and H, flanges G-, pipe I, pipes L
M, provided with stop cocks, and ingress pipes J K,
either or both with each other, >said parts being con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purposes set forth.

2. The receiyer N n^ n^ n^ n'^ n^, constructed sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, in combi-
nation with, the cooler A B C D E F G H, and for
the purposes set forth.

3. The ice receiver JST, formed by the combination
of the body n^, pipes n^ receptacle n'^, and flanges
n^ with each other, substantially as herein shoVn
and described and for the purpose set forth.

4. The formation, in a cooler, of a small space or
chamber between the ice chamber and the waste
water chamber, said space or chamber being pro-

Tlded with flanges G, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

85,126.—"William H. Pitt, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Safety Bathing Apparatus.—December 22, 1868.

—

T© a hawser attached to two points on the shore is

suspended a netting, and connected with the hawser
are smaller lines, to which are suspended floats.

Claim:—The arrangement of netting, hawsers, or
ropes, subtended from anchor buoys, substantially
as above described, for the purpose of providing a
means of support and safety to bathers at tlie sea
and other shores.

85,127.—X. M. Platt, Xorth Pairfield, Ohio.
—Gate.—December 22, 1868.—The gate rests upon
rollers in slotted standards, which are pivoted ir

arms secured to the post.

Claim.—The deep-slotted standards A, as arrangec
in relation to each, and in combination with the roll-

ers B and pivot, for the purpose specified.

85,128.—A. A. Porter, Griffin, Ga.—Cotton
Gin.—December 22, 1868.—The vibratory movement
of the guiding strips causes the cotton to be brought
more perfectly in contact with the saws.

Claim.—The combination with the saws of a cot-

ton gin, of the guiding strips a, or their equivalent,
and rod or bar b, arranged to have a vibrating mo-
tion imparted to them, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

85,129.—T. "W. Porter and H. K. Porter,
Boston, Mass.

—

Shavil and Blanket Strap.—Decem-
ber 22, 1868.—The bail is riveted to the rigid bar.
The straps pass between the bar and bail.

Claim.—In combination with bail D and straps
C C, the rigid bar E, substantially as described and
for the purposes specified.

85,130.— AiiRAM liEESE, McClure Township,
Pa.

—

Mode of Manufacturing Toe-calk Blanks.—
December 22, 18G8.—A raised bead is first rolled

along tlie edge of a bar, and tliis edge is then rolled

down so as to leave standing the spurs b.y Avhich to

weld the calk to the horseshoe.
Claim.—Tlie mode of making toe-calks, substan-

tially as hereinbefore described.

85,131.—John Eichards, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Expansive Gearing for Feeding Rolls. — December
22, 1868.-The wheels fixed to the rolls rotate in dif-

ferent planes. The intermediate wheels arc mounted
on a pivoted radial arm having a cylindrical exten-

sion surrounding tlie axis of the second wheels,
thereby holding the train of wheels rigidly in the
plane of their rotation.

Claim,.—The combination of Avhoels, in the man-
ner described, witli a pair Of adjustable rolls, sub-

stantially as specified.

85,132.—noRACE T. RoiJBiNS, Boston, Mass.—
Locking Device for- Umbrellas.—December 22, 1868

;

antoiated December 16, 1868.—A tube fits over the

slide t'j which the braces are attached, and, when
slidden over the catch, prevents the latter from be-
ing moved except by the key.

Claim..—1. The tube E, with or without the spring
d, so arranged as to slide over and inclose the catch
C, ^> hen the nmbrella is locked, and to slide back
from the catch when it is unlocked, substantially as
described.

2. The arrangement of the runner B, the lock E,
the catch C, the spring a, and key E.

85,133.—Daniel H. PtOWE, Pana, IW.—Attacn-
ing Card Clothing to Cylinders of Carding Engines.
—December 22, 1868. —The edges of the sheets of
card clothing are sewn together and placed opposite
longitudinal spaces on the periphery of the cylinder.
The clothing is drawn into said spaces, and thereby
tightened by screwing up nuts against bridge-pieces
applied inside the cylinder and across the spaces,
and through which pass screw bolts attached to
tightening bars on the outside of the cylinder, and
which have teeth on their edges for the purpose of
taking firm hold of the edges of the clothing.

Claim.—1. Tightening bars C, applied by means
of clamping devices to the card clothing opposite
longitudinal spaces in the periphery of a cylinder,
substantially as described.

2. The mechanism, substantially as described, or
its equivalent, for tightening card clothing upon a
carding-engine cylinder, and Avhich wiU depress
portions of such clothing toward the axis of such
cylinder.

85,134.— VoLNEY E. Eusco, Chicago, HI.—
Gambrels and their Sxipports for Slaughteri7ig Pur-
poses.—December 22, 1868.—The ways are provided
with ribs which fit in the grooves on'the ends of tlie

gambrel, thus preventing the latter from assuming
a diagonal position.
Claim:—The gambrel A and the supporting waj s

P>, when constructed and operating substantially as
herein set forth and shown.

85,135 Jesse Eyder, Sing Sing, K Y.—De-
vice for Extracting and Transporting Trees.—De-
cember 22, 1868.—An adjustable bar is fitted to the
draught pole to support the tree after it has been ex-

tracted.
(Raim.—1. The device for taking up trees, con-

sisting of the frame A, mounted upon wheels B, the
axle, of which supports the cushioned beam &, and
receives the lever draught pole C, to which the ad-

justable bar E is attached, aU arranged as described,
for the purpose specified.

2. The cushion c, and adjustable bar E, in com-
bination with the beam b, and lever C, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

85,136. — William H. Scanlax, Memphis,
Tenn. — FortaUe Service Heater. — December 22,

1868 ; antedated December 9, 1868.—The compart-
ments are adapted *c receive the dishes to be
warmed.

Claim.—1. The revolving dish or basin, having
the inclosed chamber or reservoir, for containing
liot water or steam, and one or more compartments,
for the purpose described.

2. A portable revolvin"- service heater or chafing
dish, provided with any desired number of compart-
ments, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

85,137.-Hexry Schreiner, Philadelphia, Pa.—Car Jieplacer.— December 22, 1868; antedated
November 3, 1863.—A pair of sloping iron plates

arc each provided witli two elevated ridges or bear-

ings to guide the respective wheels of the car or
locomotive to their proper positions on the traok,

Avith a groove and spike hole to keep them in their

positions on the rails, and with an adjusting wedge
to render them steady and firm on rails of diff"erent

heiglits.

Claim.—A portable car replacer, consisting of the
pair of sloping plates A B and C D, for the right

and left rails, respectively, of a track, the plate A B
having the elevated ridges or bearings a' and &', and
the plate C D liaving the elevated riuges or bearings
c' and d', and each plate having the rail groove H,
and the adjusting wedge G, all the said parts being
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constructed and arranged in relation to the slopes of

the respective plates A B and C D, as shown and
described for the purposes specified.

85,138 LoDVER SCHYE, Chicago, in. — Boot
Shank MacJn'n«.—DeGem\)eT 22, 18G8.— The leather

being placed over the last, is inserted between the

jaws whicli are pivoted to the plate. The screw con-

necting with the jaws by arms, is then turned and
causes the jaws to be brought together, thus stretch-

ing the leather.

Claim.—1. The jaws A B, in combiuation with
the arms D D, plate C,and screw F, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
speciljed.

2. The jaws A B, when provided with the open-
ings g, substantially as and for tin, purposes sijeci-

fied.

85,139.—Samuel S. Sherman and Jeremiah
G. Shermax. McHcnry, ll\.—Harvester EaJce.—De-
cember 22, 18G8.—One of the arms is so arranged on
the rotating shaft which rcceiTCS motion from the
collar and arm, as to push the grain oft" the platform
and thus dispense with the rake.

Claim.—1. The combination of the beater E, arm
J, or its equivalent, and sliding and rotating rod K,
and its bearings invi, aiTanged and operating sub-
stantially in the manner andlbr the purposes speci-

fied.

2. In combination with the movable beater E, rod
K, and arm H, the fulcrumed beater G, arranged to

operate substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. The combination of the collar Q, the arm M,
with the bearings m m, the rotating rod K and
beater E, an-anged and operating substantially as
described.

4. The combination of the lever L, or its equiva-
lent, and the arm O, with the rod K, bearings m rn,

anttbcater E. arranged and operating substantially
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

5. The combination of the lever L with said arm
O and the reel, when said lever is provided with a
roller S, or its equivalent, moving in a groove or
crooves T T', substantially as and for the'purposes
clescribed.

G. The combination of the lever L, pins a a, and
flange y, upon the bar M, operating in the manner
herein specified.

85,140.—"WnxiAM H. Sixger, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Method of Applying Cant Steel to Articles inade of
Iron.—December 22, 1868.—The iron is cleaned in an
acid bath, then taken out and placed in a lime bath
to destroy any acid remaining on the iron. The
iron is then placed in the mold in a cold state, and
the melted steel is poured around it.

Claim.—The method of applying cast steel to iron,

substantially as herein described.

85,141 A. B. Smith, Rochester, Pa.—Gr«i/i
Scptarator.—December 22, 1868; antedated Decem-
ber 5, 1868.—The apron, made of inclined parallel

slats, with guard strips of metal between to prevent
the passage of straw to the sieve, is vibrated by
means of knockers which are made of wood and held
between metallic jaws on the adjustable flanch
plate.

Claim.—1. The reciprocating knockers B B and
C C, arranged and operating m combination with
the stationary slatted or slotted apron D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. Constructing the knockers of wooden quad-
rants, held between metallic jaAvs M !N by bolts, sub-
stantially as specified.

3. Attaching the knockers by the flanch plate P.
with its slot i and bolt u, so as to be adjustable on
their shaft, substantially as set forth.

4. The inclined guard strips d d between the slats

of the apron I), in combination with tlic knockers
B B, C C, for the purpose specified.

85,142.—Edwix Sprague, Allegheny City, Pa.
—Brick 2frtc/iiuc.—December 22, 18G8; antedated
December 11, 1668.—A projection on the end of the
automatic mold feeder catches on the mold and
forces it under the opening on the hopper. The cut-

off operated by a cam on the shaft closes the aper-

ture in the hopper, when the mold is full, and the

delivering arm carries the mold along on the mold-

wav ready to be " carried oft"."

Claim.—The mold racks, automatic mold feeder I,

cut-otf S, delivering arm P, and mold-ways h and h',

constructed, arranged, and made operative thiough
the medium of theshaft e and cams /' and y, in the

manner substantially as hcrcia described, and for

the purpose set forth.

85,143 W. C. SxiCKxr,- and J. McGee, Steu-

benville, Ohio.

—

Device to i'pen liaihvay Car Ven-
tilators.— BoGemher 22, 1868. — The valve of the
ventilator is attaclied to tljc slotted head of a rod
which slides in a thimble, and is held i.! position Isy

a friction block and spring in said thini.;'

j

Claim.—The thimble E, hollow sha:. . e^, spring

F, and friction block G, and the vert: \i;Iy-sliding

rod D, having the slotted T-head d\ in umbinatiou
with the pivoted sas'.i [? and frame A, -.rianged and
operating as describtjv:, for the purpose specified

85,144.-AxsoN C. SroWE, San Jose, Cal.—
Carriage Spring. — Decenil)er 22, 1868.—The sup-

iwrtiug bars ai'e >'ispended from arms on the coiled

spring shaft, 'o which latter are also attached shorter
arms whicli r.' o joined by rods to the equalizing lever.

Claim.' Tue combination, with the supporting
device, consisting of bars H, links I, arms G, shafts

E, and springs F, of the equalizing device, consist-

ing o*' r.rras K, rods L, and lever M, the whole being
coiisr." cted and arranged substantially as herein de-

scrib- -i.

85,14.i'. -JoHX Edsox Sweet, Syracnse, and J.

Boyd Ellk "r. New York, N. Y. assignors to
OlaxderB. i'uirF.uand Solomon T. Gordon, Xew
York City.

—

Machine fn->- V. udvg Cut Nails.—De-
cember 22, 1868.—Oi the lurward movement of the
punch a projection is made to eoKie in contact with
an inclined block on the spring, so as to force the
latter against the blank while the punch is operating.
The spring is held in position by a locking lever un-
til the punch is withdrawn, when a reciprocating
stud comes in contact with an arm on the locking
lever and releases the spring. The fingers wliich
push the blanks between the grippers are held i)i re-

ciprocating boxes by springs, so as to slide if any
undue resistance is met. The gTippers hold the cut
blanks in position with the large ends projectiug far
enough for the headers to form the heads.

Claim.—1. The spring E, and inclined block a, in
combination with the punch D and guide C, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The locking lever c, in combination witli the
spring E, inclined block «, punch D, and guide C,
constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The unlocking mechanism, consisting of the
arm g, and reciprocating stnd/, in combiuation with
the locking lever c, spring E, inclined block a, punch
D, and guide C, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The fingers j j', acting in opposite directions,
in combination with the punch D, and stationary
cutters i i', constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose set fortli.

5. The grippers m m' and headers H, in combina-
tion with the fingers j j', punch D, and stationary
cutters i i, constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.

6. The safety boxes t, in combination with the fin-

gers j j', punch D, and cutters i i, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

7. The combination, substantially as described,
of the punch and cutters, (for cutting two nail

blanks at a time,) with two sets of grippers and
headers, for heading the two blanks so cut, so that
each operation of the mechanism produces two
headed nails.

85,146.—Leopold Thomas, Alleghenv City,
assignor to Axdrew Klom^vx, Pittsbm-g," Pa.—
Pointing Spikes.—Bcccmhev 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. Tool posts a and pointing tools e, ar-
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ranged on a reciprocating carriage, and in such re-

lation to fixed guide posts or projections s, that, with
the forward stroke of the carriage, the tool posts a
or pointing tools' e shall engage such guide posts,

and the pointing tools shall thereby be made to en-
gage the iron rod or bar fed in, and cut off and
point a new spike, substantially as above described.

2. The pointing tools e e, mounted on a recipro-

cating carriage, in combination with fixed guide
posts or projections s and square-faced dies d d',

above and below, such dies being either movable or
etationai'y, the dies and tools being so arranged and
operated, relatively to each other, that, while the
pointing tools are cutting a spike from its bar, the
upper and lower dies will prevent the spread of the
iron in the point, substantially as above set forth.

3. The arms /, attached to or connected with the
tool posts a, when so arranged, relatively to one or
more fixed guide posts g, "that, when the spike is

severed from the rod or bar, and the carriage com-
mences its return stroke, the pointing tools will be
opened, substantially as above set forth.

85,147.—A. B. Thompson, Owego, IST. Y.—Bail-
road Car Coupling.—December 22, 1868.—The piv-
oted hook is operated by means of a lever wliich is

provided with a roller moving in a curved groove in

the draw head, and is held in position by a coiled
spring.

Claim.—The combination of the hook D and the
lever O, with its spring and roller e, arranged to op-
erate in the draw head A, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

85,148.— Thomas Uuie, Springfield, Iowa.

—

Wagon Brake.—December 22, 1868.—A in'ojection
on the lever comes in contact with the loAver side of
the segmental rack when the lever is raised, by the
locking of the eccentric, and effectively secures it.

By means of the adjustable slide a greater or less

leVerage can be exerted against the brake.
Claim.—1. The lever D, having end play in the

socket L, as and for the purpose described.
2. In combination witli the brake, the adjustable

slide Gr, as and for the purpose described.

85,149.—George E. Van Ajiringe, ISTew York,
IS.Y.—Tube for Steam Generators.—December 22,
1868.—The tubes made in one jHece are corrugated
spirally or transversely.

Claim.—The construction of the tubes of steam
generators, being composed of one jiiece, substan-
tially as herein set fortli.

85,150.—Joseph TVadleigh, Chebanse, 111.—
Tongue for Raroesiers.—December 22, 1868.—Tlie
play of the tongue and doubletree is limited by the
chains.

Claifn.—1. Forming a lateral joint in the draught
pole or tongue A B, by means of a pivoted connec-
tion, when a slight longitudinal movement is permit-
ted in B, substantially in the manner and for tlie

purposes shown and set forth.

2. In combination with a draught pole, A B,
jointed as described, provided with a suital;le stop,

3?, the chain G, an-anged and operating in the man-
ner shown and described.

;]. The combination of the doubletree C and chain
H with jointed draught pole A B, arranged and
operating in the manner set forth.

85,151.—Geouok AYes'l.ey "Welsh and George
Wylie, Arlington, 'Wi^.— Wagon Brake.—Decem-
ber 22, 1868.—The hokl-baclc strajjs are attached to
a rod Avliich connects witli a bent rod or lever
operating tlie brakes ; the rod, on which the hitter

re.'st, is provided with spiral springs which press the
brakes toward the wheels.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the bent rod G, hav-
ing the pendent portion «, the arms II, shaft J",

shoes IC, spiral springs d and rod D, with relation

to the bolt E, the hounds and the wheels B, all

operating as described, for the purpose specified.

85,152.-EinvAUi) Wiaud, Louisville, Ky., as-

signor to himself and SamuelW. Pope, same place.
—Pio?i,'.—December 22, 1868.—The handle is ar-

ranged between lugs on the moldboard and is held

by a bolt which fits in slotted hooks on the mold-
board.

Claim.—The lugs a a, with their projecting points,
iu combination with the slotted hook or hooks b, the
bolt e, handle B, and moldboard A, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

85,153.-EsKRiDGE J. Wilson, Fair Play, Cal.—Machine for Crushing Mock.—December 22, 1868
;

antedated December 12, 1868.—The stampers re-

ceive intermittent rising and falling movements from
the inclined surfaces and operate to strike the rock,
and act as grinders in rising from the lowest to the
highest points of said inclined surfaces.

Claim.—1. One or more rows of stamps, arranged
in inclined positions, and in upper and lower guides,
and acted upon by springs, in combination with an
annular battery or batteries, formed Avith inclined,

step surfaces, and furnished with a screen or screens,
sul)stantially as described.

2. In conibinanon with circularly-moving stamp-
ers, working upon annular stepped surfaces, pro-
viding for feeding the rock from the center of the
machine outwardly, substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of the driving mechanism,
circularly-moving frame and cylinder, stationary
annular-grooved bed, with inclined steps at the base
of the groove or grooves, and the stationary table E
of stationary frame A A', substantially as and for

the purpose described.

85,154.-A. Winters, Washington, Yix.—Hand
Rake.—December 22, 1858.—The tang is bent up-
ward to permit the rake teeth to act on the surface
of the ground together. The curved head retains
the leaves and other substances.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
metal rekc liead, consisting of the curved head A,
tlie straight teeth having the bent points «, and the
bent bifurcated tang B, constructed and arranged to

operate in the manner described, for the purpose
specified.

85,155.—L. Pv. Witherell and E. A. With-
erell, Galesburg, 111. — Machine for Washing
Di.^/ics.-December 22, 1868.—The rack on which the
dishes are placed is caused to revolve under a stream
of hot water by means of a screw, on the end of the
shaft operating the pumj), engaging with a worm
wheel on the rack shaft.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of disk E, rack T,
shaft m>, socket n, worm wheel J, shaft F, worm G,
and bearings P and v, when used in dish-washing
machines, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ves-

sel A, pump B, pipe X, crank E, shaft F, worm G,
pinion J, shaft m, disk II, and rack T, substantially

as described, and for the purpose set forth.

85,156.—John A. Woleer, Rondout, >T. T.—
Aiito)iiatic Ice Chute.—December 22, 1868.—Guide
rods are secured to the bottom and top of the chute
on which a transverse bar slides which is connected
by a rope witli a chain or other weight so as to ele-

vate the bar automatically when tlie ice is dis-

charged.
Claim.—1. The chute B, provided with guide

rorlsF, (or their equivalent,) so arranged that blocts
of ice may be lowered thereon by a variable weight or
chain, J, in combination with a b.ar, H, and chain
or rope, I, substantially in the manner herein shown
and described.

2. In combination with an ice chute, the bar H,
rope or chain I, and variable weight or chain J, oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

85.157.—James Wrinkle, Lee, Mass.—Machine
for Mixing Coloring Matter luith Paper Pulp.—De-
cember 22, 1868.—The object of this invention is to
prevent lumps and blue spots being formed, as the
pulp and coloring matter are kept Avcll mixed, and
tlie fibers of the pulp prevented from uniting.

Claim.—Tlie drawing of paper pulp from the vat
and ejecting it into the compartment, from which
it passes upon the Avire cloth by means of a pump,
rotary or reciprocating, substantially as and for tlio

purpose herein set forth.
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85,1.'>S.—S. V. E. York, Antwerp, X. Y.—
Safety JBruZZc—December 22, 1868.—When the horse
plunges, the straps tighten the bit. Br pulling the
reins the rings on the nose strap, fitting on the bit,

produce the same effect as the straps.
Claim.—\. The straps D D and check straps E,

branching from the nose piece h. and all acting on
the sliding rings B, and combined and operat.'ng to-

gether for the pui-pose and in the manner as de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the check strap E anl con-

nection i Avith the straps ft C C, and loose rings B B,
substantially as herein set forth.

85,159. — George TY. X. Yost, Corry, Pa.
assignor to Coury Machine Cojipaxv.—Harvester.
—Deceml)er 22, 1868.—The sleeve, fitting in a bole
m the frame, forms a bearing for the crank shaft,

and is rigidly united to the yoke bolt Avhich connects
the two halves of the mainframes.

Claim.—The combination of the sleeve H with
the yoke bolt I and I', and the body A and A', pro-
vided with the bole K', made and used as described
for grass and grain cutting machines.

85,160.—Lauren B. Arnold, Lansing, X. Y.
--Milk Cooler.—December 22, 1868.—The milk drops
from the reservoir upon, and passes over, a vertical
series of corrugated plates from which it is collected,
as it falls, by a ba.sin attached to the frame.
Claim.—l! The scries or plates B B, one over the

other, between the reservoir A and collecting basin
C, made snbstantkilly as described, whereby the milk
is spread in sheets, and falls in streamlets through
the air, for the purpose of cooling milk and depriving
it of its animal odor and deleterious gases, as set forth.

2. The combination of the reservoir and diffuser
A, plates B. and collecting basin C, in the frame Y,
for the purposes as set forth.

85,161—Adam Baierle. Chicago, IW. — Ice
^07/.sc.—December 22, 1868.—The metallic sheets of
the flooring are jointed so that the water can easilj^

run down the sloping surfaces without being ai'-

rested by the joints.

Claim.—1. A floor for ice houses, covering a store
room, when said floor is made of trusses and lateral
braces in the manner herein described, so as to form
a series of inclined surfaces with gutters at their
point of junction, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the flooring, of
metallic sheets, arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed and specified.

85,162.-Hiram Berdan, Xew York, X. Y.,
assignor to the Berdan Fire-arms Manufacturing
Company, same place.

—

Brecch-loadinfj Fire-arm:—
December 22, 1868.—The extension of the shield
serves as a stop to the breech piece while the latter is

pushed forward when there is no cartridge in the gun.
Claim.—1. The extension of the extractor shield

or projection C on the breecli piece forward beyond
the face of the breech piece, substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

2. The tail piece F-, constructed to assist in giud
ing the breech piece, and to serve as a means of
transmitting the l;low of the hammer to the firin

pin, substantially as herein described.

85,163.—GauretP. Bergen, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Combined f<cissors Sharpener and Screwdriver.—
December 22, 18C8.

Claim.—The combination, in the one instrument
or implement, of a scissors sharpener, A and B, a
screwdriver point or blade, D, and a handle, C, sub-
stantially as described.

85,164.-M. T. Carson. Cleveland, Ohio.—it<-
.jbricatinq O^^p.-December 22, 1868.—The journal is

'supi)licd -with oil by capillary attraction while in
motion, and none while at rest.

Claim.—The screw plug E, provided with the
chamber F. openings or condnits H and G, in com-
bination with an oil cup. substantially as set forth.

85,165.— Tames M. Clark, Lancaster, Pa.—
Door FastC7iey.—Dcccmh&v 22, 1868.— Two short

bars are hinged together to admit of being coin
pactly folded, and are provided with teeth at tbo
ends "which are to be placed against the floor ami
door on the inside.
Claim.—The construction and aiTangement of the

flat turning latch C, in combination with the catch
flange D, and toothed and beveled end of the hinged
pieces A B, substantially as set forth and shown.

85,166.—G. F. J. COLBURN, Newark, N. J.,

assignor to John Davidson, same place.

—

Dentifrice
Paste.—December 22, 1868.—Pulverized chalk, orris
root, Castile soap and winter-gTeen are mixed with
glycerine.
Claim.—The mixing of the solids herein described,

or tlieir chemical equivalents, with glycerine, all

substantially in the manner and for the purpose
hereinbefore described.

85,167—Moses Denxis, Barton, X. Y.—Horse
Hay Fo /7.-.—December 22, 1SH». The fork is tripped
by pressing the upper end of the trip lever against
the joint of '"toggle bar" or brace.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the jointed brace

C, so that Tvhen flexed'it holds the bail fast, and'
enables the bail to be used as a handle for entering
the fork in loading, as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the riui^ L on the middle
tooth before the rod B, and held by the tooth, in
combination with the S-shaped trip 'lever I, as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the bail A, tines D E F
connecting toggle bar C, lever I, and trip rope,
when constructed and arranged as described.

85,168.—John A. Dodge, Auburn, X. Y.—
Harvester.—December 22, 1868.—The sliding sleeve
or collar is moved by a lever operated by tlie driver'a
foot, the clutch being outside the periphery of the
bevel wheel. A spring pawl takes in a ratchet on
the sector and is provided with an arm projecting
iuArardly, so that the driver can at any moment
release the finger beam.

Claim.—1. The combination, as described, of the
bevel wheel K, on the main axle, with the bevel
pinion L, and sliding sleeve m, both mounted on the
counter shaft, and connected by a feather, th(! sliding
sleeve being arranged outside of the periiJhery of
the bevel wheel, as set forth.

2. The combination of the bevel wheel K, the
Ijovel ])inion L, the sliding sleeve m. the counter
shaft M, and the shipping lever H, when all these
parts are constructed and arranged for joint opera-
tion, as described.

3. The combination of the bevel wheel, the bevel
pinion, the sliding sleeve, the shipping lever, the
counter shaft and its spur pinion, with the internal
spur wheel X and longitudinal crank shaft 0, when
all these parts are constructed and an-auged for joint
operation, as described.

4. The combination of the sector T and ratchet
V with the spring pawl aud projecting arm v', con-
structed, arranged, and operating as described.

5. The combination of the main frame, the tongue,
the driving wheels, the gearing, the removable driv-
er's seat, the projecting arm F, the removable arm
U, the drag bar, the coupling arm, the finger beam,
the cutting apparatus, and tlie lifting apparatus. alJ

constructed and arranged as described, for joint op
eration.

85,169.—Henry Fisher, Aurora, lud., Self-
guarding Hook.—December 22, 1868.—Attached tc
a tapering screw are two hooks, the upward turn ol
each of which is parallel with the downward turn
of its fellow.

Claim.—The double hook A a a^ a^ „2^ constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

85,170.—GusTAV Graetz, Alexandria, Va.—
Combined Match and Cigar Box.—December 22,
1868.—The holder is intended principally for the re-

ception of a cigar which has been partially smoked,
to be kept for future use.
Claim.—Th3 combined match box, igniter, and

cigar holder, composed of the compartment A,
haVin:* one or more hinged covers, the cigar hoklei
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F F' and the slotted cliamfecr B B', g, -with, spring
D, follower C c' h, lining E, and serrated spring
nolders e', all substantially as herein described.

85,171.—Edward :M. Grant, Macon, Ga. -
Wrought Iron Bridge Pier.—December 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The lower section A, when constructed
Avitli the "Phoenix Patent" columns cl cl, the plates

D M, the staj-s s s, tlie wrought-iron straps n n, the
inclined column Q. the caps E E, and the cast-iron

plates 0, all constructed, arranged, and bolted to-

gether in the manner described.
2. The upper section B, when constructed with

tlie coluums d d, inclined as described and shown
;

the casl-irou plates M M' ; the stays s s and F E,
the latter strengthened by the braces e e ; the caps
E E ; and the cast-iron plates o o ; all constructed,
arranged, and connected together in the manner
described.

3. The intermediate sections C C, when con-
structed witli the columns d d, plates M M, stays s s

F F, braces e c, caps E E, plates o o, and trusses
m in', all constructed, arranged, and combined in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

4. The described arrangement of sections AB C,
when severally constructed and connected in the
manner described, so as to form a single pier.

5. In any pier, the use of -ttrought-irou straps n n,

and iron columns d d Q, arranged as described, and
bolted together, the straps extending around the
front and sides of the pier, for the purpose of pro-
tecting it from floating ice, drift-wood, &c.

6. The described method of attaching the stays to
the columns, to wit, the arrangement and combi-
nation of the stays s s, columns d d, iron plates o o,

and bolts r r, substantially as shown and cpecified.

85,172.—BexJAMix luvixo, :N"ew York, assignor
to H. A. Taylor, Malone, ]S". Y.

—

Bark Crusher.—
December 22, 1868.—The different motions of the
rollers are designed to prevent the bai'k from over-
^orkirtg or crowding the front and back rollers.

The elevator consists of a series of buckets formed
of sieve wire, which allows the escape of the liquid,

and carries off the spent crushed bark.
Claim.—1. The combination of the rollers C and

D, having a differential motion, with the roller E,
having a uniform motion with the roller C, arranged
and operated substantially as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the water bath and agitator
wheel, the elevator P, substantially as described and
for the purposes set forth.

85,173.—Benjamin Irving, ISTew York, assignor
to H. A. Taylor, Malone, l>r. Y.

—

Apparatus for
Obtaining Extracts from Bark for Tanning, die.—
December 22, 1868.—The bark, after being soaked
in water, is placed on a table and fed in between
two rollers rotating at a different speed, by which it

is crushed and ground. The fibrous mass is then
passed between two other rollers and reduced to a
pulp, and then dropped into a water bath.

Claim.—The method or process of treating soaked
slabs of bark, for obtaining the li(iuid extracts
thereof, for tanning and other purposes, substan-
tially as hereinbefore described.

85,174.—Bexjamin Irving, New York, assignor
to H. A. Taylor, same place. — Method of Con-
centrating the Extract of Bark for Tanning, cCc.—
December 22, 18(!8.—The Aveak extract of tlie bark
is passed in a tliiu stream tlirough a trough divided
by partitions, alternately from one end of the trough
to near the other, and'hcated below by means "of

steam. »>

Claim.—The method or process of concentrating
the liquid extract of bark for tanning and other pur-

poses, by llowing it in a thin sheet continuouvsly

over the surface of an open evaporating pan, made
and operating in combination with the steam and
condensing cliambcrs, or equivalents tlierefor, sub-

stantially as hereinbefore set forth.

85,175.—Benjamin Irving, ISTew York, assignor
to H. A. Taylor, Malone, X. Y.

—

Apparatus for
Concentrating Extract of Tan Bark.—December 22,

1808.- -Over the evaporating box is a roof hinged to

the sides of the box so that an opening may be made
at the peak for the escape of vap»r. A condenser
at the side of the box condenses the vapor when the
roof is closed.

Claim.—1. The combination of the evaporating
pan, made substantially as hereinbefore described,
with the compartments D and E of the evapoi-ating
bos A, for the purpose of concentrating the liquid
extract of bark for tanning pm'poses, substantially as
hereinbefore set forth.

2. The combination of the hinged wings H with
the evaporating box A, substantially as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

3. Ill combination with the evaporating chamber
E, a condenser J, or other equivalent device, sub-
stantiaUy as described, and for the purposes set forth.

85,176.—John Johnson, Saco, Me., assignor to
^New England Steaj\i-heating Company. JBoston,
Mass.—>S«eam iTca^er-December 22, 1868.—On the
top of the steam-heating apparatus is placed a ves-
sel containing a coil of pipe, the end of Avhich is

brought up and turned down in the form of a siphon.
The heated water at the lower part of the vessel
rises and replaces the cooler water at the top.

Claim.—The automatic condenser and regulator
attached to steam-heating apparatus, constructed
substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

85,177.—John Johnson, Saco, Me., assignor to
New England Steam-heating Cojipany, Boston,
Mass.

—

Steam Heater.—December 22, 1868.—Two
hollow boxes are connected together by a series of
vertical pipes, within Avhicli latter are' pipes of a
smaller diameter, to alloAV of the passage of air be-
tween the two.

Claim.—The combination of the central pipe E,
the outer pipe D, and the top and bottom chambers
B and C, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose specified.

85,178.—Zalmon Ludington, Uuiontown, Pa.—Peat Machine.—December 22, 1868.—T'le mold
blocks being driven back and forth, the n olds are
alternately filled with peat and pressed into solid,
square blocks. Springs allow the molds to be forced
back when the pressure becomes too great.
Claim.—I. The arrangement of the gate H, secm-ed

to the mold blocks K K' by metal plates I I', in
combination with the molds O', blocks P P', and
springs S S', when operated, through shaft C, by
crank F and connecting rod G, or their equivalents,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth,

2. The blocks P P' and springs S S', in combina-
tion with the molds O O', blocks K K', and recip-
rocating gate II, as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

85,179.-JohnMarshall, Greenwich, assignor
to John Christopher Eees Weguelin, of London.
England.

—

Safety Gauge for Boilers.—December 22,

1868; patented in England February 25, 1867.—

A

conical seating is formed in one end of the plug, in
which is inserted a ball valve. At the other end is

inserted a piece of metal bored oat through its cen-
ter, and through a reduced thickness "are made
apertures, forming a perforated seat.

Claim.—1. The ball valve E, or its equivalent, in
combination with the conical seated plug A and the
perforated seating C, the whole being constructed
and arranged substantially as herein described.

2. The screw plug D, in combination with th(^

valve E, the perforated seating C, and the conical
seated plug A, the whole being constructed and
arranged substantially as herein set forth.

85,180.-Palemon Powell, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Cartridge Charger.—Becemhcv 22, 1868.—Between
tiic shank of the stock and the outer shell is a space
for the reception of the cartridge case, and on the
end of the shank is a thimble provided with a
groor(>, into which a spring crimping pin engages.
In the upi)er part of the shell is arranged a small
cylinder, into which is fitted a piston and spring for
holding and inserting a cap into the cap cavity of
the cartridge case.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the stock A, shell
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B, grooved plate a'", tind spring crimping device
G g', substfintially as described.

2. The cappinir device D E, when constructed so
as to be detachable, as described, and for the pap-
pose specified.

3. In combination with, the cartridge charger
hereinbefore described, the thumb screw H /t', con-
structed as specified, and adapted for use in con-
nection with the capper D E, and aperture li, and
pin c, in the manner explained.

S5,] 81.—Lester KErsroLDS, Owatonna, Minn.—Grain Weighing and licgistering Machine.—De-
cember 22, 18G8.—Over two fixed measures are ar-

ranged rocking guide spouts, to which are attached
rods and armsT connecting with valves at the lower
ends of the measures, by wliich the measures are
alternately and automatically filled and emptied.

Claim.—The arrangement of the measm-cs il M',
pivoted guide D D', hopper E, valves n n', and
arms I and J, for connecting the valves to the sides

of the pivoted guides, substantially as shown and
described.

85,182.—Fraxcis A. Eobekts. Xorth Vassal-
borough, Me.

—

Potato Digger.—December 22, 1868.

—The scoop consists of two wings i)rovided with a
cutting tip, the part connecting the wings being pro-
vided "with short fingers wliich project ove'r the
front end of a hinged riddle.

Claim.— 1. The'scoop A E, e, substantially as de-

scribed, having a hinged riddle, a a a, <fcc., and fixed
riddle h b, all as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The scoop A E, c, and a fixed riddle b b, sub-
stantially as sho^n and described, in combination
witli a plow beam. B, and handle D, all as and for

the purpose set forth.

85,183.—FiiEEMAX K. Sibley, Auburndale, and
Levi C. T^'aue, Xewton TTpper Falls, Mass.—i)<?-

vice for lleceiving and Delivering Mails.—DcecmhQv
22. 18(58.—A hinged brace made to hook on to the
edge of the scoop bears under springs which restrain
the scoop from swinging out too far. The concus-
sion of the mail bag as it is caught from the crane
closes tiie scoop and releases the hinged brace from
it, and the mail to be delivered is thrown from the
hook upon the cai-.

Glaihi.—L The scoop D, arranged to swing on a
vertical axis witliin or through an opening made in

the side of the car. and operating, in connection
with devices for suspending the bags or packages to

be received or delivered, substantially as specified.

2. The reversible swinging scoop D, operating in

connection with catches for holding it in reverse po-

sitions, having an angular relationship to the side of
the car. essentially as'herein set forth.

3. The combination of the hinged braces F F' and
springs e e' with the scoop D, for operation as spe-

cified"

4. The arrangement, on the outside surface of tlie

swinging scoop, of projections or formations G G,
to direct delivery of the bag or package, as herein
set forth.

85,181.—Thomas Snr, Charleston, S. C.—Pro-
cess and Apparatus for Preserving Meat and other
Perishable Articles.—December 22. 18G8.—Sulphur is

introduced through a pipe into a well situated below
a retort filled Avith incandescent charcoal into which
the sulphm' passes through a perforated plate, and is

converted into bisulphide of carbon. The gas is

forced in laige quantities, by means of a pump, into
the exhausted receiver.

Claim.—1. The employment or use, forpreseiwing
meat or animal matter, of any of the sulphides of
carbon appliwl in gaseous form, and made to per-
meate tlic matter to be preserved, after the latter has
been exliausied or partially exhausted of aii-.

2. The use, in connection with any of the sul-

phides of carbon, of phenic acid, methyl, or other
product of the destructive distillation "of wood or
coal.

3. The apparatus, constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as herein described.

83,185.—Jacob D. Spang, Dayton, Ohio.—Gas
Machine.—December 22, 1868.—Hydrocarbon passes

from the tank through the involutions of the pipe
over the heated vessel and, being vaporized, enters
the gasometer in the form of gas. The fire is now
extinguished in the vessel and the burner imder the
pipes is lighted and heats the pipes. The quality
of the gas is tried, and if found poor it is improved
in the vessel, if rich, it is diluted by air from t}ic

pump.
Claim.—The arrangement of the tank A, coiled

or involuted pipe B, gasometer E, burner F, vessel
D, ])ipe I, vessels L and M, air-pump Q, and gas-
ometer X, when the said parts are provided with
suitable cocks, and constructed to operate in the
manner and for the purpose indicated.

85,186,— P. J. Stoll, MarshallsviUe, Ohio.—
Bitching Strap Puckh.—Ueeemher 22, 1868.—By
means of the end and center tongues the hitching
strap is prevented from being unfastened by the
movements of the animal.

Claim.—The within described buckle, consisting
of the frame A, with cross bars Fand G and loop C,
the front tongue E, center tongues D D, and rear
retaining tongue B, the several parts being con-
strticted, combined, and arranged as and for the i)ur-
pose herein specified.

85,187.-Charles Sweeney, East Bloomfield,
X. Y.

—

Churn.—December 22, 18G8.—By adjusting
the pin in the holes on the rod, the resilient power
of tJie spring is increased or diminished so as to
lengthen or shorten the stroke of the dasher rod.

Claim.—The adjusting pin o, receiving holes c in
the dasher rod B, in combination with the collar C,
spring H, and head A, for the purposes set forth.

85,188. -George ^. Thompson, Brookhm,
X. Y.—Medicated Pajjer for the Water Closet.—t)e-
cember 22, 1868.—Tar is introduced into the pulp in
the vat ; the pr.per when made retains the proper-
tics of the tar.

Claim.—1. The water elo.set paper, prepared in
the manner specified, to impart the medicinal pro-
perties set fortli.

2. Tlie package of water closet paper, formed by
the introduction of sheets into the wrapper, as set
forth.'

85,189.—Dudley W. Travis, Enfield, X. Y—
Corn Cultivator.—December 22, 1868.—The ploAvs
are adjusted bv means of slotted plates on the stand-
ards.

Claim.—The herein described mode of adjusting
the plows and hoes, in combination Avith the posts
or standards H and I, bars F G. and frames D, when
the whole is constructed and arranged substantially
in the manner shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

85,190.—George B. Turrell. Xew York, X. Y.—Cooler for Beer and o^er Liguids.-DGcemhGi
22, 1868.—The beer runs from a sprinklinsr trough
over a series of flattened tubes, through which wa-
ter circulates, and i.s cooled in its desc'ent.
Claim.—A cooler, for beer and other liquids,

formed of a series of flattened tubes, with their long-
est diameters horizontally, substantially as specified,
so that the stratum of liquid passes in the manner
descrited.

85,191. — Joseph Edwin Ward, Bredbuiy,
Great Britain, assignor to Andrew Dwight Camp-
bell.—JToZd for Forming ifats.— December 22,
1S68.

Claim.—The mold F F', constructed perfect, or
entire, with a reduction, m, where it is required to
establish the joint, so as to form a jagged or ragged
fracture wlien separating the mold into sections, es-
sentially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

85,192.—Darius Wellington, Boston, Mass.—
Water Closet.—December 22, 1868.—The crank on
the pan-supporting shaft is joined to a lever which
is provided Avith a fulci-um slot having a vertical
slot opening out of it into which the fuiorum pin
slips when the pan closes, and locks the pan shaft in
position. The cup is secured to the seat board by
keys in the stirrup. The outwardly projecting flange
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of the rec«wer supports the bowl, and the fingers
serve as stops for the pan.
Claim - -1. In combination with the pan, the tongue

i, entering the slot of the shaft n, after the shaft is

thrust through the receiver, and confined in said
slot, and to the shaft, by a screw, I, substantially as
described.

2. ¥or operating the pan, a lever having an end
movement by means of the fulcrum slot, and also
having the locking slot, by means of which, by lock-
ing the pan sliaft Irom rotative movement, the pan
is locked from tipping movement, substantially as
described.

3. The weight hiing loosely to the rod u, and slot-

ted, to allow the lever p to run loosely througli it,

substantially as described.
4. In combination with the cup, the stirrup Irame,

Srovided with key slots, substantially as shown and
escribed.
5. The receiver a, with an outwardly projecting

tiange &', and inwardly projecting fingers d, substan-
tially as shown and described.

85,193.—Albert M. White, Thompsonville,
assignor to the American Brush Company, New
Haven, Conn.

—

Brush Making Machine.—Decem-
ber 22, 1868.—An improvement on his patent of
April 4, 1865. The bristles are divided into knots
or tufts and inserted and secured into the brush
stock or back by the various devices automatically.
Claim.—1. In combination with the belt or other

suitable feed of the bristles, a divider, E, of any
suitable construction, operating to space the bristles

into knots or tufts, substantially as described.
2. The fingers F F, so constructed and operating

as to spread out latertdly to eifect or complete the
separation of the bristles into knots or tufts, and
afterwards to carry or push forward the same for

insertion in the brush back or block, substantially
as specified.

3. The combination of the divider E and fingers
E E, for operation together, essentially as set forth,

and Avhereby the fingers are made to lift and release
the divider, to secure the spacing of the bristles, as
specified.

4. The combination "n-ith the fingers E E, of the
slide Gr, or their equivalejits, for operation together,
essentially as and for the purpose or purposes herein
set forth.

5. The combination with the fingers E E of the
slides C and JI, slots o o, pins n n, inclined plane r,

and arm s, or the eqiiivalents of these devices, in

such manner as that the fingers are first expanded,
afterward moved forward, and, subsequently, in

their back stroke, made to rise for the purpose of

lifting the divider which spaces the bristles into
knots or tufts.

6. The combination, in a brush making machine,
of a wire cutter, V, and staple former X, for opera-
tion together, substantially as specified.

7. The jaws j' j', having a reciprocating move-
ment, and opening and closing, as described, in com-
bination with a reciprocating punch, B', for opera-
tion together, and on or relatively to the tuft, sub-
stantially as described.

8. The combination, with the recessed slide G, of
the jaws f j' and punch B', for action together, as
herein set forth.

9. The punch B', constructed at its lower end of

a concave form, in directions at right angles to each
other, essentially as and for the purposes specified.

10. The combination of the jaws j' j', punch B',

wire cutter V, and a staple former X, or their equiv-
alents, for action together, or relatively to each
other, essentially as and for the purposes specified.

11. Iti combination with devices for inserting and
securing the bristles in tufts, the brush block car-

|g-iage I), arranged to travel intermittently in the

one direction, then crosswise of such motion for a
distance corresponding to the width of the two ad-

jacent rows of perforations apart, and subsequently
to travel intermittently in a reverse direction to its

first movement, substantially as described.
12. The combination of the slide (x' A\ith its ])awls

/i2 7t3, uotched wheel II', pinion O', rack N', stops
Ml M^, and shifter K', essentially as specified.

13. The combination of the cam P', slide Q',

spring ni^, spring catch S', and arm li'' of the shifter

K', constructed to release the catch, substantially as
herein set forth.

14. The combination, with the pawl shifter K', of
mechanism whereby the carriage- operating pawls
are made first to be thrown out of gear with the
notched wheel which they drive, afterward to be
reciprocated independently of the same, and, subse-
quently, either one of said pawls made to gear with
such Avhccl, for the purpose of establishing the ad-
justment of the carriage in a crosswise direction,
and afterwards reversing its action at right angles
thereto, as herein described.

15. A combination of mechanism for spacing or
separating the bristles into tufts, and suitably locat-
ing them over a perforated brush back or block

;

also, serving automatically to insert and secure said
tufts by staples Avithin the back or block, essentially
as herein set forth.

85,194.—Ralph C. Whitehouse, Boothbay,
Me.—Stove Oue/i.—December 22, 1868.—The revolv-
ing table is provided Avith a pivot Avhich fits in a
hole in the bottom of the oven, and with trucks,
which prevent the table from tipping.

Claim.—The improvement in stove ovens herein
set forth, consisting of the table a, with pivot b,

and trucks e, together with the hole c, as and to ope-
rate for the purposes herein set forth and described.

85,195.—Wesley Young, BIoomington,Ill.—
Hedge Planter.—December 22, 1868.—The coulter,
hinged to the front of the shoe, has a lateral motion
to change the direction of the shoe. An endless
belt, carrying the hedge plants into the shoe, do-

posits them on the pins of the setting wheel, which
sets the plants in the furroAv.

Claim.—1. The shoe A, constructed as described,
and provided ,A^'ith hinged coulter C, notched cut A',
and springs h h, substantially as and for the ptu'pose
set forth.

2. The setting wheel D, partially incased by the
said shoe A, and pro\aded with radially arranged
pins i i, substantially as above described, and for the
purpose specified.

3. In combination with the above, the endless
belt E, rear coulter k, and roller E, the whole ar-

ranged and operating substantially as herein set

forth and specified.

85,196.—John Adams, Eindlay, Ohio.

—

Stove
Drum.—December 22, 1868.—When the damper in

the apex of the central cone is closed, the smoke
and steam pass outside of that cone through the
outer fines into the upper cone, then through the in-

ner flues into the central cone to the escape pipe.

Claim.—1. Tlio double fines G-, when constructed
and arranged substantially as shoAvn and described.

2. The combination of the cones or chambers B C
and the damper D, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the cones or chambers B F

and the flues G, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

85,3 97.—Henry Aikin, Pittsburg, Ta.—JBrick
Machine.—December 22, 1868.—The mold wheel re-

ceives an intermittent motion from the spur pinion.

The segmental flange fits in recesses in the mold
Avliecl and prevents any movement until the pinion
again acts. A space is formed betAveen the teeth in

Avhich the last tooth on the pinion operates. The
plungers arc operated by a toggle joint. The guides
in Avhich the plungers work are adjustable so as to

be set up Avhen worn.
Claim.—1. In combination with a pinion, B^, hav-

ing tooth upon only part of its periphery, and the
mold wheel D, the segmental flange b''^ alid the re-

cesses d', arranged to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The Sinn- pinion W and mold Avheel D, having
cogs, respectively, as set forth, Avlicn the respcctiA'O

cogs b and d are constructed Avith a pitch uniform
with the other cogs of the respective A\'heels, and a
space is formed in front of the tooth d, and betAveen
it and the next cog in the scries, to receive said

teeth b, substantially as set forth and shown 'Xi the
drawings.

3. The knife E^, when attached to a cast block in-
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serted in the upper plate E, said block having also
an inclined lip, e', arranged in relation to the mold
wheel and the knife, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. In combination with the bed plate E and frame
X of the brick machine, the auxiliary frame F, F^,
F"*, and F^ to which the press and press plate are so
attached that the strain of the press shall be sus-
tained upon said auxiliary frame, and not by the
main frame or bed plate, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

5. The combination of the toggle joint press, and
the frame formed of the parts F, F^, and F'', and the
shaft of the mold wheel, substantially as set forth.

G. The combination of two bed plates inclosing
the mold wheel, and haying the upper oue sup-
ported by rods and double nuts, so as to bo ad-
justable, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

7. The combination of the sweep L', and rods and
levers L, K, P, P, and I, and the cam B', which
operates the same, substantially as set forth.

8. The upper bed plate, with openings for knife
E* and press plate F^, as set forth.

9. In combination with the plungers, adjustable
guides D^, arranged in relation thereto, substan-
tially as set forth.

85,198.—EiCHARD Anthony, Scranton, Pa.—
Railway Jiat7.—December 22, 1868.—A cap, placed
over the head of the rails, is secured by means of a
flange on the side bars fitting in the beveled lower
edge of the cap, and when the spikes are inserted
tlic cap is held perfectly tight.
Claim.—The. combination of the rails A A, cap B,

and side bars C C, the latter being provided with
shoulder e and flange «, all substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

85,199.—E. B. Beach, West Meriden, Conn.—
Fish jTrop.-December 22, 1868.—A central spindle
is surrounded by a spiral spring which acts on a
hooped stretcher covered with netting, operated by
Ji triggei-, on which the bait is aliixed.

Claim.—^ . The central spindle B, hollow, or partly
hollow, at its lower end, and having the spring
lever a inclosed therein, in combination with the
toothed ring C, and its netted covering, and the
jilate A, substantially as described, for the purposes
of a trap, as set forth.

2. The pivoted lever a, inclosed within the spindle
B, on wliicli the trap C has its sliding motion, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the cen-
tral spindle B, spring lever «, plate A, and the
toothed ring C, substautially as and for the purpose
described.

85,200.—Lkvi a. BEAitDSLEY, Fredericksburg,
Yu.—Self-loadi7i(j Cart.—'DecemhcT 22, 1868.—The
wheel is provided Avith elevating buckets working
in a suitable channel way, which is attached to the
body of the cart and is' provided with a scraper to
remove the soil adhering to the buckets, and a fric-
tion roller, against which the sides of the buckets
strike before entering the channel-way.
(Uaim.—The inclined scraper F and friction roller

f. in combination with the elevating wheel B» D,
ajul cliannel-way 1^, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set I'ortli.

85,%:01.—Ai.vix F. Bent, Antwerp, N. Y.—
Chcei^e 11oop.—December 22, 1868; antedated De-
cember 11, ]8(i8.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hoop A A', its
strip (\ flange E, movable bottom B. and follower
D, Avilh their cloths b, d, and e, all constracted and
used substantially as hcrci; specified.

85,202.-Solomon Beyl, Osborn, Qh\o.—Chalk
Line Uoa;. -December 22, 1868.—The chalk line
wound around a drum actuated by a coiled spring,
passes through sponges and chalk in a tube attached
to the sides of the cases. A measuring rule is at-
tached to a swivel on the tube, to measure the line as
it is withdrawn from the case.

Claim. — The arrangement of the sponge and
cases F F, chalk receptacle G, measuring rule L,

and spring chalk line C, as herein described, and for

the purposes set forth.

85,203.—T. G. BOGGS, Philadelphia, V&.—Hedi-
cine Glass. — December 22, 1868. —The dose, and
time of taking the same, defined by the prescription,

can be written on the roughened g-lass covers.
Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a

vessel. A, to which is adapted a cover, B, prepaied
for the reception of memoranda, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. A cover for medicine glasses, having a rough-

ened surface, as herein described, and, upon the same
surface, words and other markings, arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

85,204.— Charles F. Brigham, Worcester,
Mass.—Etmner Attachment for Carriages.—Decern.-
ber 22, 1868.—The journal boxes are attached above
the raves and fencers in front, and below them in the
rear, so that when the axles are inserted the body
of the carriage will be level. The boxes may he
shifted backward or forward at pleasure.
Claim.—I. The combination, with the long run-

ners C, raves D, and fenders E, of the boxes H, ar-

ranged, in relation to each other, substantially as
shown in the drawings for supporting the carriage-
body in an even and proper manner, as described,

2. The combination, with the raves D, renders E,
and carriage body A, of the adjustable axle boxes H,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

85,205.—Charles Brinckerhoff, Fishkill, M".

Y.

—

Tndia-rubber Fender for Interfering Horses.—
December 22, 1868.—A number of India-rubber balls

are strung on a strap, which is secured around the
ankle or leg of the horse liable to be struck by the
hoof on the opposite leg.

Claim.—The arrangem,ent of a series of perforated,
hollow, and flexible rubber balls, a, upon a leather
strap, b, for forming a fender for interfering horses,
all as herein shown and described.

85,206.—.John H. Brown, Watertown, Mass.,
assignor to Moses H. Moody, New York City.—
Machinefor Fegging Shoes.—December 22, 1868.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the traversing
head, carrying both the awl and the driver, with the
plunger, so that the awl and driver shall be alter-

nately brought under the action of said plunger, and
both "driven by it, substantially as described.

2. In combination with an awl and driver, botb
arranged on and moving with a traversing head,
and the pluwger, the T-shaped grooves and terminus,
so that said awl and driver can bo connected to and
detached from the plunger, as and for the purpose
herein described and represented.

3. The arrangement of the feeding, clamping, and
cutting mechanism, so that a wire may be properly
fed up. cut into pegs or screws, and delivered, so as
to be conveyed to the point where they are dbriven,

substantially as described.
4. In combination vrith a machine for making and

driving its pegs or screws, an intermittently rotating
cylinder, with apailments or divisions in 'it, for re-

ceiving said pegs or screws where cut off, and carry-
ing them to the place where they arc driven, sub-
stantially as described.

5. Feeding the shoe along under the awl and
driver, by means of a point that is forced into the
solfl, whilst or by the act of drawing out the awl,
and then moved in the direction of the feed, sub-
stantially as described.

6. The combination of the screw socket and jam
nut with the frame of the machine, for the purpose
of adapting one and the same spring to the driving of
pegs of variable lengths, substantially as described.

7. The driving of the pegs or screws through or
from their chambers in the revolving carrier, and
through tlio same hole in the foot piece of the
machine that the awl passes through, substantially
as described.

8. In combination with a pegging machine that
is controlled and driven by hanu, an arm-suppport
that will carry or transfer a portion of the weight of
the machine on to tlie arm of the operator, and thus
very much relieve him from the burden of the ma-
cliiue, substantially as described.
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85,207.—John H. Brown, Watertown, Mass.,
assignor to Moses K. Moody, New York City.—
Machine-made Channeled and Pierced Sole for Boots
and Shoes.—December 22, 1868.

Claim. —A boot or slice sole, channeled and
pierced, so as to facilitate its afterward being sewed
to the upper by machinery, as herein described aiid

represented.

85,208. —Walter Eurrow, Great Malvern,
Great Britain.—7i'a«/c for Bottles.—December 22,

1868.—The rests are so arranged that a greater num-
ber of bottles may be stored within a given space.
The hinged frame^is for the purpose of securing the
bottles in place during transportation.
Claim.— I. Tlie frame, canying a series of per-

forated or recessed bars, and a series of rods or rests

arranged above the openings in the bars, but paral-

lel to and on opposite sides of the latter, as and for

the purpose described.
2. The combination, with the frame, of the mova-

ble wire guards/, hinged to the frame, substantially

as specified.

85,209.—S. D. C.-VRrENTER, Madison, Wis.—
Grain-Binder.—December 22, 1868.—For holding
and carrying the wire arountl a bundle of g-rain, and
then twisting the wire and cutting it oft". The de-

vice consists of a shuttle, within which are a twist-

ing wheel, a cutter, and a stop which operates the
cutter. The tension device of tlie spool permits a
spring within the spool to take up the slack of the
wire.

Claim:—1. A shuttle, consisting of the shell A,
having the twister B and cutter D arranged therein,

all constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.

2. Thetwistcr, consisting of the flanged and toothed
wheel B, having a slit ibr the entry of the wire,
substantially as described.

3. The eiitter, consisting of the axis C, blade D,
and arm E, substantially as descriliod.

4. The combination of the wheel B, and cutter D,
constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the wheel B, cutter D, with
its arm E, and the slop E. all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.
6. In coDibination Avitli a 'spool for holding the

wire, the spring a, when arranged to operate as set

forth, for taking up the slack.

7. The combination of the friction spring O, the
loose shaft cZ, with the collar ?/ attached rigidly
thereto, and mounted in a support, If, with the ad-

justable nut h, all arranged to operclte substantially
as" described.

85,210.—S. D. Carpenter, Madison, Wis.—
Grain Binder.—December 22, 1868.—Certain de-
vices are employed for conveying the grain from the
platform to the binding mechanism, and there com-
pressing it into a bundle and binding the same au-

tomatically. Means ai'e also provided for catching
and saving the grain that may be dropped in the
process of conveying and binding it.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination in a grain- cutting
and binding machine, of the horizontal apron I, with
its guards or j-ods d, the inclined a])rons G and H,
the cut-off J', the revolving rake U, and the rotat-

ing binder arm O, all constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as and for tlie purpose herein
described.

2. The slats f^, Avith the staples, or C([uivalent de-

vices, applied to the apron H, as shown anddescribed.
3. Tlie revolving rake, when arranged to move at

stated intervals, substantially as described, for the
purpose of sweeping the grain from the cradle, and
holding it under the corapresser while being bound.

4. A rotating binder arm, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described, for

carrying" the liand around the bundle, and then re-

moving the bundle, as set forth.

5. The combination of the arm P, having the
sliding hook i attached, and the cam B^ when con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
described, for the pur])osc of drawing the wire to

the center of the twister, to insure the operation of
the latter, as set forth.

G. The shuttle race or frame M, provided witli th.e

rack m, Avhen arranged in relation to the binder
arm, substantially as described.

7. The receptacle E, located under the binding
mechanism, for receiving and saving the grain, as
herein described.

8. The compressor N, constructed and arranged
to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

9. The cut-off, consisting of the rock shaft J, pro-
vided Avith the curved arras J', arranged to be oper-
ated by means of the cam g^ on the binder shaft Q,
through the medium of the lever g^, rod g^, and arm
g, substantially as described.

10. The swinging rollers W, arranged to operate
in connection with the apron G, as set forth.

11. Changing the speed of the binder, indepen-
dently of the cutting or carrying mechanism, by
means of gear wheels P, of varying sizes, applied
to the shaft E", as herein described.

12. The combination of the wheel Y, carrying the
pivoted pawl a, the notched collar b, and wheel Z,

with its cam I, Avhen arranged to operate as and for

the purpose set forth.

85,213.-John Carreer, Southington, Conn.—
Pocket Oiitlery.—'DeeemheY 22, 1868.—One extremity
of the spring is confined in a dovetail recess, AvliilA

the other end is made fast in the act of attaching
the blade, so as to avoid riA'ets in securing the
spring.

67.a('/«.. —The spring D, constructed as described,
and secured to the back by a dovetail projection, C,
and resting upon a shoulder, a', and combined and
arranged Avith the blade, so as to operate in the man-
ner specified.

85,212.-Charles II. Cassidav, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself, Wilson Jewell, and
Joseph AVhite, same place.—:^'o?/.—December 22,

1868.—Consists of a handle to hold a top Avhile it is

spun, and a trigger to disengage it at pleasure.

Claim.—The spring frame I), ari-anged for the I'e-

ception and the retention or releasing of a top, sub-
stantially as specified.

85,213.-PATincK Clark, EahAvay, l^.J.—Fan
Blower.—December 22, 1868.—As the air leaves the
fan Avhecl its rotary motion is arrested by the de-

flectors, and hence the air is directed toward tke
center of the next fan chamber. The fan case is

made to conform to the direction the air takes in
passing through the machine.

Claim..—I. The stops or deflectors G G, in com-
bination A\'ith the diaphragms or partitions E E, for

the purpose iiamed in the annexed specification.

2. The plano-convex ring L L, in combination
with the compound hub O K, Avhen so made that
the journal box I A\ill slip lengthwise through it,

to facilitate the longitudinal adjustment of the
shaft C.

3. The case or shell of the blower, substantially

as described, in combination Avith the otlier parts of

a multiplying fan blower.

85,214.-Chahles J. Converse, Boston, Mass.
—Bottle Stopper.—December 22, 1868; anted;ited

December li, 18(^8.—The stopper may, by rotation,

be made to admit of the influx or elHuxof liquids,

Avithout being withdrawn from the bottle.

Claim.—1. A ihrough-pertorated, elastic, rotary
bottle stopper, largei' a't the bottom than at the to]'),

shaped to fit in the' neck of a bottle, the opening at

the bottom of said stopper being located upon one
side of the center, in combination Avith an obstruc-

tion across the neck of the bottle, the same inad<5

with an opening ui)on one side, thus admitting or
emitting the contents of the bottle on a partial rota-

tion of the stopper.
2. In combination Avith a bottle stopper, Avith a

through-longitudinal perforation, the through-perfo-
rated, removable iieck piece C, (or loAver p;u't of tlu;

stopper.) Avhether the same be thick or thin, and of
Avhatsoever substance it be made, when constructed
and used substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. The bottle neck herein described, when used in

combination with a rotary stopper, substantially as
described.
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85,215.—HiRAJi Culver. Dansville, X. T.—
Upsetting JIachine.—December 23, 1863.—This ma-
chine has the form of a vise, aucl its javrs or posts
carry pairs of eccentrics that hold the metal under
action, a loose bar forming the bed upon which the
fu'ticle rests, and a follower attached to a hand lever
holding the article down.

Claim.—1. The combination of the loose bar g,
lever presser k h, eccentrics dd d d, and bed plate c,

with the jaws A A, all arranged and operating stib-

stantially as herein described.
2. The upsetting machine, consisting of the jaws

A, levers a, screw b, loose bar g, eccentrics rf, lever
presser A- h, and bed plates c. all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein set forth.

85,216 Daniel M. Gumming s, Enfield, X. H.,
assignor to himself and "Washington Irving
CoNANT, same place.

—

Composition for Water-proof
Paint, cCc—December 22, 1868.

Claim.—A water-proof coating or painting mix-
ture, composed of clay, tar. oil, ashes, and oxide of
iron, in about the proportions herein described.

85.217

—

George L. Cummings. Isew York, IST.

Y.—Ice Cutter.—Decemhev 22, 1868 ; antedated De-
cember 15. 1868.—The instrument is held in position
by means of the pointed guide lod, while the weight
is caused to rise and fall on said rod, in the act of
cutting- the ice.

Claim.—The combination of the guide rod E., the
weight S, and the flat cutter C, attached to the
weight, as and for the purpose specified.

85,218.—Alexander M. Damon and Simeon
G. Lyforp. Lowell. Mass.

—

Cov.binntion of Kame
Plate and Letter Chute.—Deeemher 22, 1868.—A let-

ter slide or chute is combined with an ordinary name
plate upon a door, so as to conceal the former when
not in use. The arms which support the cover
arc pressed by spiral springs, to keep the same in
place. A plate is fitted within a groove, so as to
make a water-tight joint.

Claim.—1. The combined name plate and cover,
by which a letter passage is concealed.
'2. The depressed flange I. in Fig. 2, and the beveled

projection of the cover, which serves as a guide to
the letter passage in the door.

3. The arms C, and spiral springs K, together
v.ith their an-angement, when used for the purpose
heretofore described.

4. The groove P, substantially as and for the pur-
pose heretofore explained.

85,219.—liiciiARD Dexter and Hamor Gled-
HiLL, Worcester, Mass.— Wool Oiling Machine.—
December 22, 1868. For oiling or moistening wool
for carding and spinning.
Claim.—I. The employment of a continuously-

revolving driving shaft, B, to which, or to arras or
disks on which, are secured pivoted arms E, provided
with dripping devices, all so constructed that at each
revolution of tlie driving shaft tlie pivoted arms will
fall for\^ard. and deliver the oil directly onto the wool,
without the aid of intervening mechanism.

2. The combination of a dripping mechanism, de-
livering the lubricating material 'dii'cctly upon the
wool, with loosely-pivoted arras carrying the same,
substantially as above set forth and described.

3. The combination of the pivoted arms E, and
the dripping devices F F, with the continuously re-

volving shaft B and the trough A. all constructed
and operating substantially as described.

85,220.-Doctor Alois Dra.scii, vSt. Egidi, Aus-
tria.—Ji^^a/ujr; Ball Jli ofor.—December 22, 1868.—
By means of a hand lever the tray is continually
tilted in advance of the rolling ball, so that said ball
is kept in motion upon a constaiitly-changing inclined
plane. As the ball progresses "in its orbit, it acts
on a lever, which transmits motion.
Claim.—\. The combination vnd arrangement of

the tilting disk A, rolling ball B, lever E, tubular
shaft F, concentric rim c, and its support, when the
rolling ball is entirely disconnected, and actuates
the lever E simply by pressure, as it rolls, as herein
described.

2. In a rotating ball motor, the bent lever E, rig-

idly secured to the tubular shaft F, and actuated by
contact witli the freely-rolling ball, as it traverses
its path on the tilting platform, as herein set forth.

3. The free rolling bail B, tubular shaft F, and
rigid bent arm E, in combination with the tilting

platform A, as and for the purpose herein set forth.
4. The application, to the tilting i)latform, of a

rigid arm, d, moving in a vertical guide, e, attached
to the supporting cii'cle C, as and' for the purpose
herein set forth.

85,221 .—George Esterly, TThitewater, Wis.—Seeding Machine.—December 22, 1868.—Especially
applicable to the combined seeder and cultivator
patented by the same inventor June 30, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the rubber e^, or
its equivslent, on a line with the seed cells, and in
relation to the upwardly-flaring throat of the cap E,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The beveled collar or flange r on the distributor
F, fitted into a beveled seat formed in the side of the
cap E and bearing E', substantially as described.

3. Gauge plateO', gauge lever O, longitudinally-
adjustable shaft G, cariying distributor F, and sleeve
c, with cone or teat d,'for connecting lever O to it,

all combined and adapted to operate substantially as
described.

4. Connecting the lever M, which operates clutch
T, to a segraent, L, on the shaft I' of hand lever J,
in combination with cultivators, which are connected
to segments L, for the purposes and in the manner
substantially as described.

5. In a machine, constructed to operate substan-
tially as described, the arrangement of the shafts G
and'2 in the vertical plane of the axle V, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

6. "The thimble bearings 1, secured to the drag bars
C, substantially as described.

7. The suspe"nsion bar H. hung by flexible connec-
tions from lifting segments L, and connected by
chains, or the equivalent thereof, to the drag bars C,
substantially as described.

8. In combination with a cultivator tooth or stand-
ard, D, which passes through a drag bar, self-releas-

ing clamp plates D' D^, confined to said tooth, sub-
stantially as described.

9. In combination with the combined eeeder and
cultivator herein described, a grass seed sower, N
i^', arranged and operated substantially as set forth.

85,222

—

William Fischer, Xew York, N. Y.—Wind 2lusical Instrument.—December 22. 1868.

—

Relates to instruments made of wood, hard rubber, or
other non-metallic substance. The object is to guard
against splitting, and render the body cheaply re-

newable.
Claim.—1. The combination of an open band, B,

having the keys permanently attached to it, with the
body A of the instrument, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Permanently attaching the keys C to the open
removable band" B, substantially as herein sbown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. Cutting the band B away around the finger and
key stops, either or both, "substantially as'herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

85,223.—J. A. Fremon. :jrontgomcry, Ala.—
J/orio/-.—Deceraber 22, 1868.—This invention has
reference to the connection of a mortar with a re-

volving disk, rotating on a circular rail, secured to a
frame and operated by a belt and pulleys attached
to a crank shaft, the be'.arings of which are supported
by uprights. A sliding frame is furnished near its

center with openings,"and on its lower side with
cleaners. The pestle is hinged to a rod that con-
nects witb the crank shaft.

Claim.—1. The circular grooved platform or disk
K, rotated on a circular rail secured to the platform
or table X X', in combination with the mortar A,
operated and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The sliding fi-ame or cap C, provided with the
openings D and P. and cleaners L L, in combination
witli the uprights M and frame or l)oards ]S' X'. all

arranged and operated substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The pestle B, hinged to the connecting rod T of
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crank shaft E, arranged and operated substantially
as described.

4. Frame or boards IT X', upri,slits M, axle j, pul-
leys J J, cap or sliding frame 0, revolving disk or
platform K, mortar A, cleaners L L, pestle B, con-
necting rod F, pin G-, crank shaft E, handle e, driv-
ing wheel or pulley H, and band or belt I, when com-
bined, arranged, and operated substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

85,224.—A. J. Fkench, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Feeding Percussion Cap.—December 22, 1868. —The
disk has hooks upon its periphery, so as to transfer
the blanks to a tubular channel, and deliver them in
the position and at the time desired.
Claim.—The arrangement of the hooked carrying

wheel C, with a delivering tube H, and a hopper to
supiJly tiie carrying wheel, the whole operating sub-
stantially in the manner herein set forth.

85,225.-A. J. GiHSON, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Thomas A. Haurow, same
place.

—

Apparatus for Purifiniig and Aging Li-
quors.—December 22, 1868.—Tlie liquid is agitated
by the arms of tlie revolving spindle, and air is sim-
ultaneously forced into the liquid near the bottom of
the vessel. This air ascentls and takes up the im-
purities of tlie spirits, and before escaping at top,
passes through an alkali bath, which absorbs the val-

uable non-condensed gases that rise with the air.

Claim.—1. The spindle C, in an apparatus for age-
ing and purifying liquors, constructed and used sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The introduction of a current of air into the
vessel containing the liquor to be operated upon, in
an apparatus for ageing and purifying liquors, in
combination with the spindle C, and constructed
and used substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. The vessel 11, when used in the construction, in

an apparatus for ageing and puritying liquors, con-
structed and used substantially as "described.

4. The inverted cup Q, when used in aji apparatus
for ageing and refining liquors, in combination with
the vessel E, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

5. The described bath fluid, when used in an ap-
paratus for ageing and purifying liquors, when com-
posed and used substantially as described and set

forth.

6. The vessel B, when used in combination with
the spindle C, vessel R, and inverted cup Q, and con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

85,226.- Jackson Golder, Fort Recovery,
Ohio. — Poultry Coop.—Decembev 22, 18G8. — The
coop is folded in a condition convenient for trans-
portation by pressing in spring catches, removing
the top, and turning down the hinged ends and sides.

Claim.—A poultry coop, constructed substantially
in the manner shown and described.

85,227.-Anson Haedv, Boston, Mass.—Indi-
cator for Permutation Locks.—December 22, 1808.

—

By making the indicator detachable and in separate
parts, the said parts maybe given to different persons
intrusted with a knowledge of the combination, so
that neithci' one can open the lock without the knowl-
edge and consent of the others.
Claim.—The detachable indicator for combination

locks, constructed in two or more parts, as and for the
purpose described.

85,228. — Frederic Howes, Boston, Mass.—
Anchor.—December 22, 1868.—Upon the shank,above
tn-p ridgidly fixed arms, are two other arms attached
to a sleeve. Notches are made in the square portion
of the shank to receive catches attached to the ad-

justable arms.
Claim.—I. The adjustable arms, when constructed

substantially as shown and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the shank, adjustable arms,
and catch, substantially as and for the pui'pose spe-

cified.

85,229.—Alonzo Johnson, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to Sylvesteu Bissell and Andrew B

West, Hartford, Conn.

—

Calculating Apparatus.—
December 22, 1868.—Designed to ascertain and indi-
cate, within certain defined limits, the sum or
amount of numbers which are to be added together,
and at the same time to indicate how many such
numbers have been added.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

recessed base plate A, revolving dial plate B, perfor-
ated at h h, and both graduated as described, differ-

entia] gears, index I and pointer P, the whole con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

85,230.—Amasa C. Kasson, Milwaukee, Wis.,
assignor to himself and ^STelson C. Gridley, same
place.

—

Bushing for Tool Handles.—December 22,
1868.

Claim. — The packing or bushing D, composed of
rubber or gutter percha, either raw or vulcanized,
when applied to a tool handle, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

85,231. — John Leffler, Rochester, N. T —
Building Block and Artificial Stone.—JieiievahQv 22.
1868.—Composed of gravel, Rosendale cement, quick-
lime, and sea sand.

Claim.—1. Building blocks, of artificial stone, com-
pounded of the materials and in the proportions sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The method herein described, of producing
blocks of artificial stone, by molding the same of the
materials herein set forth, and subsequently knead-
ing sea sand into the surface portion of said blocks,
after they leave the molds, substantially as set forth.

85,232.—D. B. Maynard. Worcester, Mass.—
Folding Btireau Bedstoad. — December 22, 1868.

—

Claim.—1. The combination, with the base. A, and
folding cases B B', of the movable drop or bottom F,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the folding cases B B',

mattress K, and drop, of the springs M, substantially
as set forth and described.

3. The combination, with the cases BB', and mov-
able bottom or drop F, of hinged arms or connec-
tions, G, substantially as setfoi'th.

4. The combination, with the folding bedstead, of
a mattress, together with the devices for raising and
supporting the center of the same, substantially as
described, whereby, when the bedstead is folded up,
the center of the mattress will be depressed, and
when the bedstead is unfolded will be elevated or
raised and supported, for the purposes stated.

5. The combination, with a folding bedstead, of a
central base or receptacle, to receive the center of
the mattress, and the supporting devices thereof,

when the bedstead is folded up, substantially in the
manner shown and described.

6. The combination, with the cases B B', of the
hinged top C, and its holding pin and spring, to-

gether with the locking devices, arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes stated.

85.233. — L. D. McClintock, Glenwood, Iowa.—Cultivator.—December 22, 1868.—The machine is

capable of being used by a person either walking or
riding.

Claim.—The combination of the double plows a a,

handles d d, shovels c c, frame A, wiieels C, bent
axles B, bars D D, lever g, chains e, bars m, and seat

F, all constructed and used substantially as herein
specified.

85.234. — William McKay. Newburyport,
Mass., assignor to himself and Charles E. Bayley.
same -plncQ.—Mast Hoop.—December 22, 1868.—The
hoop is composed partly of wood and partly of metal,
the metallic poi'tion being provided with friction

rollers.

Claim.—The improved arrangement, as described
and roi)rcsented, of the parts a b, and the series of
Iriction rollers d d, the same being productive of an
improved manufacture of mast hoop provided with
friction rollers.

85,235.—A. O. Morgan, Nashville, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and William B. Loller, same
place. — Tire Tightene7\— December 22, 1868.—Out-
side of the wooden felloe and opposite the center of
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the metal felloe or " bos." is an oblong slot in Avhich
is a projecting piece which holds the tire in the cen-
ter. Apertures in the metal felloe or box are closed
by dovetailed lids.

Claim.—The tire A, beveled at each end, as shown
and provided with the oblong projection d, in combi-
nation with the metallic box C; having dovtailed
tongues a a. and sliding door b, shielding the screw
¥, all substantially as set forth.

85.236.—George H. :m:yeks. PhUadelphia. Pa.,
assiirnor to S. B. Rowley, same place.

—

Fruit Jar.
—December 2-2. 1868.

Claim.— 1. The annular nut or screw ring C, hav-
ing a screw thread adapted to a similar thread on the
neck of a vessel, and a flange, a. for confining a plate
and packing to the said neck, all substantially as and
for the pui'pose herein set forth.

2. An annular projection or projections on the
neck or on the plate, for indenting the rubber pack-
ing, as set forth.

85,5437.—WiLLi.\ii Lister Xewill, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Eedway <fc BuuTOX,
same place. — Mode of Attaching Stove Legs.—De-
cember 2-2, 1868.—The notched shank forms a part
of the leg, and fits over a projection cast on the bot-

tom of the stove plate.

Claim.—The notched and beveled shank C, and
dovetailed projection D, when constructed and com-
bined as herein described, and for the purpose set
forth.

85,238.—TTiLLiAM B. Odexatt, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Swing.—December 22, 1868.—The suspension
bars are hung on knife-edged projections to admit of
easy oscillation. The back is made adjustable in in-

clination.

Claim.—1. The seat, with its rods //, and slides

H, in combination with the suspension bars c c, on
which the slides are adjustable, and having openings
to which are adapted detachable pins, all substan-
tially as described.

2. 'The bars e. connected to the seat, and having
knife-edge projections adapted to beai'ings b, as de-
scribed.

3. The seat, with its adjustable back, in combina-
tion with the notched plate i and spring catch 6, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as set forth.

85,239.—James B. Olxey, Xew York. X. Y.—
Oa^ Generating and Carbureting Apparatus.—De-
cember 22, 18c"8.—Within the annular crater cham-
ber is a tank contaiuiuf^ water and acids. alx)ve
which is a supply of hydrocarbon liquid. A piece
of zinc or otlier suitable* metal is suspended from the
roof of the gasometer and serves to decompose the
water and liberate the hydrogen gas.

Claim.—1. Carbm-eting hydrogen gas by the pro-
cess and in the manner herein sp'ecified.

2. A gas-generating and carbureting apparatus,
having shells A and B, gasometer D, tank E, pipes
H, I, J, and K, combined with the zinc or substance
F, constructed and arranged substantially as herein
described.

85,240.—James T. Page, Rochester. X. Y., as-

signor to hiujself and William H. Bkowx, same
place.

—

Coal Scuttle.—December 22, 1868.—TJie rear
point or angle of the hod rests above the ground, the
front being sustained by legs whose shank passes
centrally back and turns" up over the rear.

Claim.— 1. A coal scuttle in which the angle h
forms the base, and in which the incline m extends
from said angle to tlie discharge point.

2. The combination of legs i i and shank k witli
the coal scuttle, as herein set forth.

85,241—Hiram E. Paixe, Troy, X. Y., as-

signor to Henry H. Paixe, Rutland, Yt.—Cartridge
Box.—December 22, 1868 ; antedated December 16,

1868.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a
cartridge box, consti'ucted substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein desciibed and set
forth.

2. The metallic strip or brace B D, applied to the
back and sides of the box, to strengthen tbo same,

substantially as hereinbefore specified and de-

scribed.
3. A cartridge box, Avith the back and sides of

thick, heavy leather, and the front of thin, soft

leather, arranged and constructed ii' ' Le manner and
for the purposes substantially as hereinbefore speci-

fied and set forth.

85,242.-DariusC.P.-VXDall, XilesCity, Mich.
—Liniment, or Medical Compouud.—DQcevahQT 22,

1868.—Composed of alcohol, oils of origanum, sassa-

fras, ayd hemlock, aqua ammonia, and tinctu'^e of
guaicum.
Claim.—The combination of the ingredients, sub-

stantially as herein described, as a new medical com-
pound, for the purposes set forth.

85,243.—JoHX O. Reilley, Baltimore, Md.—
Door Fastener.—TiQQemhQV 22, 1868.—A piece of
metal formed with a shoulder and claw is fastened
to the casing-. The fastener consists of a dovetailed
tenon and an eccentrically pivoted button.

Ciaim.—A door fastener, composed of the parts
A, F, G, and H, made and combined substantially
in the manner desci'ibed.

85,244.—REUI5EX Rowley, Rochester. X. Y.—
Training Grape Titles.—December 22, 1868.—The
object is to check the too rapid flow and concentra-
tion of sap at the top of the vines, as usually trained.
Claim.—The spiral training of grape vines around

a circular tiellis, first to the top and then back to
the bottom, and entirely exposed to the light and
air, as herein set forth.

85,245.—James Sargext, Rochester, X. Y.—
Permutation Lock.—December 22, 1868.—The ob-
ject is to connect with the dog that falls into the
notches of the tumblers devices for elevating and
retaining the dog from contact with the timiblers, in
all positions of the lock.

Claim.—The combination of the pawl P, or its

equivalent, and arm H, with the dog F, for the pur-
pose of retaining the dog elevated iiTall positions of
the lock, as herein set forth.

85,246.—J-^v-AiES Sargext, Rochester, X. Y.—
Boltfor Safe Doors.—December 22, 1868.

Claim.—So connecting the heavy bolt work of
safe doors with the lock bolts, when two locks or
sets of lock work are employed, that the bolt work
may be set to open, either by the action of one lock
or of both, by means of the lever C and rock arm D,
arranged anil operating substantially as set forth.

85,247.—JOHX A. Scott. Lexington, Ya.—Pho-
tographic Camera.—December 22, 1868.—Above the
magnetic needle is suspended a wire netting, which
is dropped upon the compass plate at the iuslant the
sensitized plate is exposed to the light, thus arresting
the needle, and indicatine the magnetic meridian of
the place represented by tne pietm'e.

Claim.—1. The method, substantially as herein
described, of producing pictures from considerable
heighths above the earth's surface, consisting in the
employment of a balloon, or other analogous eleva-
ting apparatus, which has suspended from it a pho-
tographic instrument, provided with devices for ex-
posing and closing the image plate, and which is

controlled by means substantiallv as described.
2. The combination of a magnetic compass with

an instrument which is adapted for producing pho
tographic pictures from considerable heiirhts above
the surface of the earth, substantially as described.

3. The netting V. or its equivalent, applied over
the compass needle Y', so as to operate substantially
as and for the pui-poses described.

4. Providing the photographic instrument with a
contrivance which will automatically, or at the will

of the operator, expose the image"^ plate, substan-
tially as described.

85,248.—Charles Seymour. La Porte, Ind.—
Propelling TF/iceZ.—December 22, 18G8.—So con-
structed and pivoted that when submerged in water
the blades will assume a perpendicular position or
nearly so.

Claim.—A pivoted paddle, the face of which is in
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ogee form in cross section, or concave on one side of
its longitudinal axis, and convex on tlie other, con-
structed to operate in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

85,249. — Alfred J. Shipley, Waterbury,
Conn., assignor to the Scoville Manufacturing
COMPAKY, same place.—J'eecZ Jl/b«ion.—December
22, ISdS.—Additional ratchet wheels are so connected
with the main operating parts as to effect an ad-
justable feed to enable combs to be readily cut fifom
long strips of sheet metal.

Claim.—Combining, with the aforesaid c(*nbina-
tion of devices, an auxiliary set of devices, for im-
parting at intervals a feed movement of accelerated
velocity, and of greater extent than that imparted
by the aforesaid combination, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein described,

85,250. — Thomas Skf.ltox, Eockford, El.—
Hames Fastener.—December 22, 1868.—Attached to
the hames is a hook plate provided at one end with
a spring catch, and at the other end with a bent
lever which is held in position by a spring catch.

Claim.—In a hames fastener the combination of
hook plate «, bent lever &, liaving stud /, and piv-
oted together as described ; stud c, spring catch d,

A7ith the rings h and strap i, arranged with relation
to each other, and to operate together, in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

85,251.—tTohn T. Slixgerlaxd, ZSTew York,
K". Y., assignor to Alden Type Setting and Dis-
tributing Machine Company', same place.—2'j/pe

Setting and Distributing Machine.—December 22,

1868.—Relates to improvements on machines for
whicb patents were granted to T. Alden, September
15, 1857, and Alden & Mackey, Janua-ry 23, 1866.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of an adjustable
manuscript supporter or desk C on the central arbor
a of the carrier wheel B, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable rule and weight e, suspended
from cords /, which wind on the friction arbor g, in
combinatioa with the desk C, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. Constructing the carrier wheel B of two con-
centric rings m and k, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

4. The protecting flange r on the central ring in
of the carrier wheel, to prevent the fulcrum pins of
the conveyers from working out, as described.

5. The friction steady rollers u, bearing on the
inner edge of the lower ring I of the cai'rier wheel,
substantially as and lor the purpose set fortli.

6. The gallery K, under the outer ends of the
radiating rype cases D, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

7. Th.0 lever d^'^ on the conveyers p q, in combina-
tion with the cams d^*, to pull 'said conveyers back
out of the excavations in the ring P, substantially
as set forth.

8. The hook z projecting from the griper jaw to of
the setting conveyers, and catching in the serrated
rail V, to open the griper, substantially as described.

9. The projections v^' on the inner ends of the
plates of the cases D, to act in connection with the
tlistributing conveyers, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

10. The cam c' on the rail H, acting on the rollers

h^ of the setting conveyers, substantially as and for

the purpose setforth.
11. The segmental flange or projection d\ cast

solid with the foundation J of tlie radiating type
cases D, and provided witli recesses to sustain said
cases, substantially as described.

12. The lip t^ on the pusher e^ to prevent the
type in the type cases from rising, substantially as

described.
13. The projections f on the tvpe cases, to pre-

vent tlie pusher from rising, substantially as set

forth.

14. Tlie projections c^ on the pusher e^, to act ou
tlic levers a^ b'^, substantially ns and for the purpose
described.

15. (living to the tilting levers u, under the type
cases D, a double fnlcrum, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

16. The latch x^, at the inner end of the distribui
ing galley gauge g'^, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

17. The adjustable shield z^ on the distributing
type channel G, substantially as and for the j)uipose
d'escribed.

18. The roller breaker a^, in combination with a
cavity in the bottom of the type channel G, sub-
stanially as and for the purpose described.

19. Making the movable floor p'^ with a serrated,
inclined, or curved edge, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth. •

20. The latch ?t'2, at the head of the distributing
gallev, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth'

21. The alarm arrangement on the distributing
galley, consisting of the pin r^, spring arm s^, rock
shaft t'^, and alarm click u"^, or equivalent devices,

as described.
22. The oscillating breaker d^, in one wall of the

type channel, and opposite a cavity in the other
wall, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

23. The false yielding channel piece f^, in com-
bination with the cavity opposite the breaker d^,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
24. The oblique slot m^^, for the purpose of adjust-

ing the roller m^, in relation to the type channel G,
substantially as described.

25. 'J'he method herein described of separating the
first type in the distributing type channel from the
line, consisting of the abutment n^ and lifter a*, sub-
stantially as set forth.

26. Th'e spring detents j*, arranged in regular or
zigzag position, near the mouth of the distributing
type channel, to prevent more than one type being
lifted on the abutment, substantially as described.

27. The self-adjusting gate l\ arranged to open
freel}', and then be locked by the lever u* and bolt

p\ substantially as set forth.

28. The latcli y*, at the end of the gate I*, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

29. The vibratory lifter o"", to take hold of the
type and raise it on the abutment n^, substantially

as set forth.

30. The additional spring i*, to carry the lifter

back under the type, substa"utially as set forth.

31. The mechanism which I term " the governor,"
consisting of the rod c^, hook e^, latch /^, and spring
arm i^, to stop the motion of the lifter, if the type on
the abutment n^ is not pushed off, substantially as
described.

32. The cam v^ and levers ii^ t^, to throw the type
levers z^ out of the nicks of the type by a positive

action, substantially as set forth.

33. Giving to the composition type cliannel E a
vibniting motion toward and from the carrier wheel
B, substantially as and for the purpose described.

34. Ending the channel E directly over the center
of its fulcrum pin, to allow the last type passing out
witli tlie least possible motion, as set forth.

35. The arrangement of the transfer channel X,
in combination with the composition type channel
E, substantially as and for the purpose described.

36. The flanged roller leveler O, in combination
with the transfer channel N, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

37. The revolving pressure shot k^ in the type
channel E, substantially as and for the purpose 'do-

scribed.
38. The combination of a movable jaw y^ with the

vibrating type channel E, substantiiilly as and for

the purpose set forth.

39. The plunger v^, having both a vibrating and a
reciprocating motion, independent of the vibrating
motion of the channel E, and operating in combina-
tion with said channel, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

40. The spriTig d^, in combination with spring c^
made to close the mov.able jaw y^ with the requisite

force upon tlie type, and to release said jaw at the
proper intervals.'

85,252. — C. E. Sneidek, Baltimore, Md.—
Breech -loading ^r?«.—December 22, IKGB.—A block
arranged before the bridge, is provided with a liook

or shoulder, which, when the breech of the barrels

is tin-own up, comes against the projecting bend of

a bolt attaclicd to the breech piece, so as to prcvcrit
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injary to the pivot that connects the breech piece
j

2. la combination with the fire pot of a fireplace

and liarrels. Just above and behind the pivot is a
;
heater, the double walled vertical central feeder,

spring catch so arranged that when the breech is
\
placed centrally over the fire pot, and extemling

open, the retractor can be slid into place, without vertically upwai-d through the hea.ter. to and thi-ough

cominjc into contact with the catch.
i

the top thereof, so that coals may be filled within the
Claim.—I. In connection with the bolt I, locking

i
feeder to the top of the fireplace heater, thereby

the barrels down, as above described, the combiua-
,

^ving the feeder the full capacity, in height, of tli'c

tion and arrangement of the two springs M and L. fireplace heater, for holding the coals, the double
and pin m. witli the projection /, when said pjirts walls extending from the lower part of the feeiler

are (constructed to opoi-ate in such a manner as to to the top of the hcat<^r, and seniug as a passage-
hold the tongues of the bolt I out of the way of the way for a cnrrcnt of air, admitted through suitable
barrel, whenthe latter is raised, until, as it isbn>ught apertures at the top of the heater, to pass down to
down again, it strikes the spring M. thereby i

leasing the bolt I. and allowing the spring L to'tarn
tic bolt and lock the breech", substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the pivot d', block T'. and
bolt G. having the eccentric head a. when con-
structed to operate in the manner described.

3. The combination of

the fii-e for the purpose of cooling the lower part of
the feeder, and aimug combustion, substantially as
described.

3. In combination with the fiiT pot. a double-walled
central feeder, which has the lower part of the
outer wall extended downward below the lower
part of the inner wall, and air outlets, substantially

with the spring catch t and the pivot d', when the
parts are consfructed to operate together, substan-
tially as described.

83,253.—GEor.GE TT, Staur. "SVashin.irton, D.
C.— Envelope. — December -22. I80S.—Designed to
prevent letters from being opened and closed again
by anauthori/!ed persons.

Claim.—The cuts and perforations 1. 2. 3, 4, and
8, in combination with the flaps 15. C, D, and E, of
an envelope, all constructed and luranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

83,3>34.

—

George TV. Stewart, Adairsville, as-

signor to himself and Warrex Akin, Cartersville,
Ga.—ffarrc^-fcr,—December 22, ISOS.—An airaiige
ment of devices whereby the apparatus may be raised
or lowered without changing the augle of "cut, while
by the same movement the reel is raisctl or lowered,
so as to preserve its distance from the cuttei-s. The

tridge retractor. H, as described, whereby the air passing from the an-
nidar iwissage between the walls of the feinlcr, to the
fire, is caused to impinge upon or come more closely
in contact with the incliniHl surfaces of the burning
coal next to the bottom of the feeder, as set forth.

4. In a fireplace heater, the combination and ar-

rangement of the fire pot, combustion chamber, and
theVertical air-heating tubes in the rear of and
partly .surrounding the fire iK)t, and connecting an
air-receiving chamber, below the fire pot, with a
hot air collecting chamber above the combustion
chamber, substantially as hereinbetore describetl,

the arrangement of the tubes, with reference to the
fiiv pot, combustion chamber, and its outlet, being
such that the products of combustion pass first in
contact Avith the upper part of the tubes, and then
downward, in contact with the lower part of the
tubes, to the oiulet.

5. In a fireplace heater, the arrangement of the
ontlet for products of combustion, at the lower part
of the ^ationarv concave, whereby the concave be-

dropping platfonn is attached to a rod by means of comes an air-heating plate, when in operation, Sub
lugs arranged in two parallel lines and beat inward ' s*t«"tially as descrioed.

6. In combination with the clinker-clc.aning open-
ing, the lip on the grate for opening and closing the
same by turning "the grate, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. In combination with the stationary concave,
having the slightly conical collar or outlet passage,
the slides or guides, whereby the movable part is

guided, so that the exit funnel will enter and fit said
ontlet passage, substantially as described.

S5.256.—Henry Torstrick. Xew York. X. T.—Bone Coal and other Filters^—December 22, 18G8.
—The object is to utiliz?. for filtering purposes, bone
dust that has been of little value, which is effected

to clasn the rod, by which means the dropper ma
be readily removed.

Ctoiirt.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the devices, by means of which the cutting appa-
ratus may be oievatetl or depressed, while preserving
the horizontality of the plane of the cutters, con-
sisting of the di-aggiug frame J, block c. jxxst g, bar
h. rods a and Y,"grain wheel Z, ann d. rod e, and
post /, substantially as and for the purix)se shown,

2. The arm h. jointed to the main frame at its

forward end. and the dragging frame J, in combi-
nation with the bl<x;k c. to which said arm and frame
are jointed at the front and i-ear edges, so that as
the rear end of the dr.iggin^ frame J is raised up,
the pLme of the block c and cutting apparatus will ;

by mixing the same with fine anthracite coal or
in all positions be parallel with the ground, substan-

,
other similar insoluble substance,

tially as shown and described.
"

I
Claim.—1. The use of a dividing agent snbstan-

3. The arms 6 and e, jointed to portions of the tially as described, in connection Avitli the filtering
main frame at their forward ends, in combination material, for the purpose of filtration,

with the arm d. rovls a and Y, gi-ain wheel Z, and 2. The use of a dividinc ageut, in rebuming or
cutting apparatus of a harvester, so that as the inner otherwise restoring bone clnst.

cud of said cutting apparatxis is raisetl up, the outer
end will be ciiually raised, substantially in the man- 85,237.

—

John E. Ticker, Boston, jissignor
ncr and for the purpose set forth. to himself and Lewis Bonney, same ptiet^, and

4. The manner of suspending the reel, by means JosEi'ii V. Snow, Mansfield. Mass.

—

Fctucet.—Dc-
of the post m. sleeve o. collar j), and rod r. the latter cember 22, 1S(J8.—At the inner end of the sertrw plug
1)eing pivoteil at its low*r end to the head of the is fitted a iK?rforated, movable caj), which, as the
post g. substajuially as shown and described. faucet is screwetl in the plug, is forced intu the

.5, Suspending the reel sliaft g by means of the baiTcl far enough to luieover the holes,
sleeve o (made to slide upon the reel post in) and Claim.—Theeomhination of the plug A. proviiled
the rod r. which connects said bleeve witli the block
c, and preserves a constant distance l)etween the
reel and cutting apparatus, substantially as herein
specified.

6. The racan.s nsod for attaching the dropper to
the rod Y. consisting of the lugs 2' z' z', arranged
substantially as herein shown and dcscritwid.

with a ix?rforated partition B. the licadeu serew-
bolt C. inverted jwrforated cap D, and faucet E, all

constructed and arnmged substantially as ami for
the piirjwses herein set forth.

85,258.—'lOHX TunxBRiDCE. Newark. X. J.—
\ Method of Extracting Gold and Silver from thtir
Oreji.—December 22, i8<«8.

85,255.

—

John M. Thatcher. Bergen, N. J.— j Claim.— 1. The method of combining raetnZIic
Firrplacr Heater.—December 22, 1S<S.

\
mercury, sidt. or chloride of soila, and sulphate ot"

CUiim.—\. The double w:dled fire ix)t, in combi- ' copper," substantially as and for the purpose set forth,
nation with the air passages, whereby air passes

|

2. The application and use of sulphur and its salts,
into and between its walls, and is supplied t« the substantially as and tor the puqw-se set forth,
fire pot, in a heated state, below the grate, consti-

,
3. The application and use of the cyanides, for the

tuting the air supply or draught, for combustion in extraction of gold, substanti.iUy as aiid for the pur-
the heater, substantially as described. . pose set forth.
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85,259.—S. W. H. TVakd, New York, E". Y.—
Carriage Wheel—Deccmher 22, 1868.
Glaim.-^A carriage wheel, consisting of a rim B,

of rubber, fitted on a hub A, having projections «,
to prevent the rim slipping around, the lateral move-
ment of the rim being prevented by metallic plates
b, secured to the hub, in the manner herein dc-
scribed.

85,260. — Geouge "WEAVEa and H. Nei^on
Atxen, Boston, Mass., assignors to themselves and
E. R. Cheney, same place.

—

Barrel Head and Tap.
—December -22, 1868-—The key is made detachable
and is only used when it is desired to draw the con-
tents from' the cask, and obviates the necessity of a
separate stop-cock. Together with a cap, a yoke
and spring, it forms the tap.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a
cask head, as described, that is, composed of the
disk A, of cast metal, and having a bung opening,
with female screw molded and cast therewith, and
corresponding bung, with male screw cast in the
same way.

2. The keg o, constructed as described, and used in

connection with the tap C, or tap C, and bimg B',

for the purposes specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the tap C
with and upon the disk A, substantially as set forth.

85,261.—Emanuel "Weiss, Basle, Switzerland.—Treating Cereals for the Manufacture of Flour,
Meal, cC-c.—December 22, 186"8.—For more perfectly
separating the nuti'itious and iudigestiblc portions
of cereals.

Claim.—Sul)jccting cereals to the action of an
alkaline solution, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

85,262.—BiCHARD Montgomery, jSTcw York,
X. Y.

—

Machine for Corrugating Metal.—December
22, 1868.—A series of parallel grooves, alternating
with parallel elevations, is cut m the circumfi'rcuce
of the central roll, and counterpart grooves and
elevations arc formed in the upper and lower roll, so
that the iron is passed consecutively between the
rolls in opposite directions.

Claim. — In a rolling mill, consisting of three
high rolls, arranged in the same vertical plane, and
used for corrugating metal by passing it through a
series of gradually-diminishing grooves alternately
above and" below the center roll, the construction o'f

the grooves as and for the purpose specified.

85,263.-H. G. Ludlow, Troy, 1^. Y.—Stop
Valve for Steam and other Enginery.—December
22, 186*8.—In opening the valve, the stem Avhich
raises it draws the wedge upward on the inclined
planes, allowing the two part.s of the valve to come
together, and thus relieving them of all wedge
pressure against the faces of the openings before
any upward motion of the valve occurs.

iOlaim.~-\. The valve box A, with its guides II IT,

constrncted substantially as described.
2. The valve, composed of the parts B and B',

constructed substantially as shown and described.
3. The combination of the strips or guides 11 II,

the stot^sjG G, and circular flanges d rf, substantially

as shown and described.

4. The an-angement of the rod or stem C, wedge
D, with its projections a a and inclined planes E E,
all sul)stantially as set forth.

5. G.'he combination and arrangement of the wedge
D, inclined planes E E, projections a a, stops G G,
and strips or guides II H,
and described,'

substantially as shown

6. The arrangement of the wedge D, inclined
planes and ways IC E, F F, gates B B, stops G G,
and stem C, substantially as set forth.

85,264.— "WiLUUR F. Arnolp, New Britain.

ii- Conn.—Lifting JacA;.—December 29, 1868.—A small
•^ pinion meshes into a rack on an upright, and is oi>

crated by a combined lever and pawl to raise a sJiae

on said upright, which slide is held in position t)y

another paMl meshing into the rack.

Claim.—The combination of the sleeve d with
handle ./, and projection e, raek <, pinion k, pawl h,

juid spring i, all combined and arraitged substau-

tially as described, and for the purposes hcFein set
forth.

.
85,265.—James Ayres, Branchville, N. J.—

Dovice for Sharpening liails^^Dccembcr 29, 1868.
—The rail is clamped to a feeding table, so as to be
fed obliquely to the saw, and thus have its corners
cut off. The clamj) is swiveled and may be released
to change the position of the rail, so as' to bring its

corners successively under the action of the saw,
without detaching the rail from the clamp.

Claim. — The swiveled holding and clamping
block H, and the rock shaft G, arranged and operat-
ing as described,

85,266.—EarlE C. Bacon, New York, N. Y.—
PitHia7i.—December 29, 1868.—A rod is extended
through the pitman, and so connected with the
bearing brasses at both ends that when a key is

driven in,* or withdrawn, at one end. the brasses will
be tightened or loosened at both ends.
Claim.—1. The rod F, or its equivalent, in com-

bination with the bearing brasses to a pitman and
connecting rod. (fcc, when the rod F, or its equiva-
lents, is arranged within the pitman or connecting
rod, &c., for operation upon one set of the bearing-
brasses thereof, substantially as and tor the purpose
described.

2. The rod F, or its equivalent, in combination
with the bearing brasses, to a pitman and connect-
ing rod, &c., and a gib, key, and strap, or their re-

spective equivalents, when all arranged together for

operation, substantially as and for "the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The plate N, interposed between bearing
brasses and rod F, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

85,267.—Harry J, Bailey, Pittsburg, Pa.—
2Z?/d7-an?.—December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. A double-faced valve a, so made as to
close down on the supply pipe, to cut off the flow of
water, and upward against the stationary packing
ring b, to close the waste, substantially as hereinbe-
fore set forth.

2. The waste groove i of a hydrant, in the outer
face of the outlet pipe, so airanged, relatively to the
annular stationary packing ring b and valve a. as to

be opened and closed by the c'losin"- and opening of
the valve, and so as to be removable, substantially
as and for the purposes hereinbefore expressed.

3. The outlet pi])e B, working vertically through
the stationary packing ring b, to open and close the
-\alve, substantially as and for the purposes herein-
before set forth.

85,268.-Salmon Belden and .Iohn Frankling
CiiAinuEE, Visalia, Cal.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arm.
—December 29, 1868.—As the breech block rises by
half cocking the gun, its two parts separate, and the
empty shelfis helcl at one side of the chamber, so that

the e'ntrancci of a new cartridge will eject it, tho'

entering cartridge being retained by a stop on the
other side until the breech block has been returned
to its place, and the two sides closed, which is done
by fully code ing the gun.
Claim. — I. The double sliding breech block C,

with chamber J, and the opening spring b, the whole
constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose herein described.
2. Tlic lever B', and the two operating pins I and

K, on tho tumbler D, or an equivalent device for

elevating and depressing the bi"ccch block at one
motion, substantially as described.

3. The bent spring g, for holding the shell to one
side, substantially as liorein described.

4. In combination with the barrel A and raagnzino
B, the double-sliding breech block C, tho lever B'
witli its two operating pins I and K, and the shell-

extracting spring g, the whole o])erating as a re-

l)eating arm, substantially as described.

85,269.—Salmon Belden, Visalia, and John-
son P. Ford, Santa Clara, Cal.—Expansion Wagon
Wheel. — December 29, 1868 ; antedated Decem-
ber 24, 1868.—The wedges are driven betAveen the
anus of the clamp, at each side of the wheel, to

force together the sections of the felloe.
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Claim.—The double clamp E E and wedges F F,
for forcing the joiuts of the felloes together, sub-
stantially us described.

85,270.—Samuel Bexsox, Allegheny Citv, Ta.
—Pitmp.—December 29. 1868.—The gratiug protects
the valve, and the valve bos is applied in sucli a
manner that it tuay be removed with facility when
the valves are to be removed. The method of apply-
ing the valve box is designed to secure a moie dura-
ble structure than tlie ordinary pump in which the
bos i.s fastened by screws.

Claim.—A valve box d. resting against and in-

closing the lower end of a bilge-water pump, such
box having a grated bottom rf', flap valves o, of
India-rubber or other like material, and being
secured to the pump tube a by screw bolts rn and
nuts n, substantially as and for the purposes herein-
before set foith.

S5,2T1.— David P. Bikd, Eichwood, Ohio.—
Flood Fence.—December 29, 18G8.—The force of the
cuiTCut or of floating dritt wood during a freshet
draws the braces from their moorings aiul prostrates
the fence. The fence may be thus thrown down
without injury, and set up again at will.

Claim.—The eye bolts B,"to wliich the posts a of
the panels are hinged, iu combination Avith the
braces D aud their Avedges, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

85,272.—C. TV. Bkewer. Kacine, ^yiH.—Churn.
—December 2!). 1868.—The churn lias three compart-
ments, the dasher operating in the central one, in
such a manner as to force the cream through open-
ings in the partitions into the outer compartments,
whence the cream returns to tlie dash chamber.

Claim.—The combination of the circular bos A
and box H with movable T-shaped partitions B B,
boards E E, and shaft F, with its arms G G. all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein set forth.

85,273. — William Buntox, Pittsburg, and
Joux Davis, Bii-miugham, 'Pa.—Method of liollimj

Bars of Metal.—December 29, 18o8.—liound or oval
aud flat or square bars of iron are rolled from a flat

bar, Avhicli is passed through on its edge beti\ecn
rolls gi'ooved for forming the square and round parts
successively, the thickness of the bar to be operated
upon being*somewhat less than the l)readth of the
grooves, to afford room for the spread of the iron,

Avithout its being forced into the '• parb "' of t!ie rolls.

Claim.—The method, liereiu described, of rolling
successively different sections of a bar of metal to
different forms.

85,274.-GEoncE E. Buut, Harvard. Zilass.—
Jlarve-itcr.—December 29, 18GS.—The revolving cut-

ter shaft is constructed with a scries of tliimbles or
sleeves, so an-auged tliat all the revolving shears
arc effectually held in their proper position by a sin-

gle screw-nut on the end of the shaft. Two* sets of
^ai'cfs arc attached to the cvuter bai-, the upper set

being so arranged as to cover the space between the
lower set.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lower guard
finger B, the upi'cr guard fluger A, the stationary
cutter a, on the upper guard finger, and the vertl-
c:Jly revolving cntter I, all aiTauged and operating
substantially as described.

2. The combination of the revolving shaft F, the
cutters I I, the coUai-s X, lield in position by the
screw nut m, substantially as described.

3. The stationary cutters a. when attached to the
guard finger by a bolt in such a manner t!mt said
cutters may be removed, ground, and replaced with-
out disturbing the moving cutters, substantially as
herein set fortli.

4. Tlie spring L, when so arranged and applied
that it will tend to lift the outer end of tlie cutter
bar, substantiallv as described, for the purpose set
forth.

5. The rotary cutter I, so arranged that, if sub-
mitted to undue strain, it will yield to the pressure,
and allow the shaft to turn without injury to the ma-
chine, substantially iu the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

85,275.—George E. Burt, Harvard. Mass.—
Horse J?a/:e. — December 29. 1868.—A lever and
springs are so combined with the teeth as to enable
the operator to liold the teeth down in lieavy hay.

and yet allow each tooth to spring upward, in order
to override liigh abrupt obstacles.

Claim.—1. The tooth A, when pivoted to and held
in position by two independent arms, B and C, sub-
stantially as'described for the purpose set forth.

2. The airaugement of the tooth A. bars B and
C, and springs v, the Avhole operating in the manner
and for the purpose described.

85,276 JOHX Burt, Fidl Ptiver, Mass., as-

signor to himself, and AVillet M. Slocuji, same
place.— Fn-eac/i.—December 29, 18G8.~ThG spring
maintains a continuous pressure on the nut, so that
Avlien the nut is removed fiom the bolt the wrench
holds it.

Claim.—Spring C, constructed, applied, and ope-
rating as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

85,277.-TrioJrAS Bushby, Manchester, Eng-
land.

—

Fillvmkinfj Machine.—December 29, 1868;
antedated December 17, 18G8.—Tlie feeding mechan-
ism and a knife deliver the material to the'space be-

tween the roller and segmental plate in the form of
bars or strips. The latter are caught by the roller

aud cut into pieces, Avhich, in passing *and being
rolled between the roller and segmental plate, are
shaped into pills.

Claim.—1. The combination, with grooved roller

I
I, of the segmental grooved ])late L, substantially

I

as and for the purpose described.

I

2. The combination of the grooved rollers, seg-

j

mental plate, and the reciprocating knife, substan-
: tially as and for the purpose described.
I 3.*Thc feeding mechani.sm, constructed as de-

! scribed, in combination with a
"
piU-formiug mech-

anism, substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

85,278.-Hamptox E. Camfield, Susquehanna
Depot, Pa., assignor to himself, Joiix H. 3'iTZ SiM-

I Moxs. and Geoiige Bovd. same place.

—

Steam Fort
j of Steam Engine.—December 29, 1868.—Has rofer-

enee to valves for promptly releasing tlic inactive
! steam from the cylinder. These valves are inserted
in the induction ports, and are opened liy the escape

' of the exhaust steaui and closed by the motion of

j

the slide valve.

I
Claim.—1. The construction of releasing devices

! F, having two or more bearings or hinges." substau-
I tially as described,

j

2.*Thc coml)ination of the device F with the seat

I

B and valve A, as set forth.

85,279.—AxGUS CAiipUELL. DoAATiievillc, Cal.—
j

Dcrnct.—December 29, 18G8.—The truck is made to

j

slide on the boom, aud the latter is braced by an end-
1 less rope without interfering with the motion of the
1 truck. A safety hook is emi)loyed to adjust and sns-

: pend tlie tripping device.
Claim.—1. The truck D. consisting of the bow a,

swinging frames be, and concave rollers d, substan-
tially aslierein shown and described.

2. 'The rope G, when aiTanged as described, to
brace the boom, by being fastened to the truck
sliding thereon, for the purpose of relieviug the top
ping lift C. as specified. •

3. The hook U, having the nut x, ring w, and link

V, arranged substantially as and -for the pm-pose
herein sliown and descnbed.

4. The chain O. bar P. lever E. and arm c' in com-
bination with the hook H. nut x, ring n\ and link c,

an-anged as described for the purpose specified.

85,280,—Duxcax McDougald Campbell and
John Stevexs, Oswego. N.T.—Marhlssawinj Ma-
chi)ie.—December 29, 18G8—Guide blocks are pro-

i vided with rollers, over which the belts pass, arc se-

I cured within slots on each side of the saw frame, by
I

which the saws are readily adjusted to operate r't

I

various angles and at different distances from each
I
other.

I

Claim.—The laterally adjustable guides e e, rollers

I

jfc k. belts //, and clamping loops n'n, in connection

I
with the saws & g h and feeding frame B, all con-
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structed and operating as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

85,281.—Jonx Carlix, I^gtv York, ]S". Y.—
Game called Viyico.—December 2[), 1868.—A board
similar to a chess board, is divided in thirty-five

squares, 5 by 7, of uniform color. A king, aided by his

captains and guards, endeavors to capture a ceiatrai

castle defended by a general and his aid.

Claim.—The arrangement of a now game, as is

fully explained in the above.

S5,2S2.^S. D. Carpkxter, Madison, Wis.—iJe-

volvinrj Harroio and Cultivator Combined.—Decem-
ber 29, 1868.—When distended to the full length of
the rear curved bars, the toothed bars rotate and act
as han'OAvs, but when contracted to pass between
rows of corn they act as cultivators without ro-

tating.
Claim.—1. The revolving bars F, in connection

Avitii tin; universal joint at G- and h, as and substan-
tially for the^nrpose set forth.

2.* The combination of the block A, the revolving
bars F, the stationary bar E, the adjustable curved
bars H and I, the bearing pin 7i, and the slotted

Ariist bearing G-, as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

85,283.—Thomas S. Clark, Lena. Ill—Black-
smith's Forge,—Dccembev 29, 1S68.—The fire rests

on a so-called " fire cup" located just below an ori-

fice in the apex of a dome-shaped hearth, so ai'ranged
that it may be turned over to allow the ashes to fall

through a tube which passes vertically throngli the
air chamber. A second dome is placed inside of the
outer or hearth dome, and the blast passes through
the space between the two domes to the fire.

Claim.—The combination, substantially as set

forth, in a blacksmitli's forge, of the turning fire-

cup, the two flanged domes, forming the air con-
duit, and the blast vegnlating valve, for the pur-
poses specified.

85,284.-Elisha H. Cook, Clarendon, Mich.—
tSecd and Fertilizer Sower.—December 29, 1868.

—

Two of the three horizontal ai-ms arc fixed in the
shaft, and operate respectively the slides for de-

positing tlie seeds and the plaster. The other arm
is coniiectcd to the crank shaft.

Claim.—1. The flaring notches / in the recip-

rocating feed bar D, in combination with the seed
hopper B, having a perforated bottom, substantially

as and for the use specified.

2. The mode of operating the reciprocating or vi-

brating feed devices of a plaster and seed hopper,
by the arrangement and combination therewith of
the throe-arraed rocking shaft J, connecting rods r,

Iv' R", and driving crank E, sul)stantially in the
manner as set forth.

85,285.—C IT.iRLES S. CoouDGE and Joseph A.
PtoLUNS. Jersey Mills, Ta.—Portable Fence.—De-
cember 29, 1868.—The notched ends of two of the
panels fit into notches in the post, and the lower
panels aro secured in position by a button in the
post.

Claim.—The post A, when provided with the up-
per notch a a and side notch b b b b b, in combina-
tion with the ends of the rails C D, and the button
•G, arranged as specified.

85,286.—William Corfield, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Distilling Apparrtt(t.s'.—December 29, 1868.—The
material for distillation is heated by direct applica-

tio;i of steam before the .same is introduced into the
distilling anpai-atus, so that the process of distilla-

tion is rendered continuous, and not liable to inter-

ruption.
Claim.—1. Tlie combination, with a still, of an

auxiliary closed vessel or vessels, li, with the valve
c intermediate between the receiver into which the
material is first pumped and an upper chamber of the

Btill, M, for the pui'poses specified.

2. The introduction into the closed vessel B of the

steam pipe m, terminating therein, for the purpose
of agitating and heating the material contained in

said closed vessel, preparatory to its ijitroduction

into an upper chamber of the still, the whole ai'-

ranged substantially as and for the pm-poses spe-
cified.

3. The communicating pipe h, provided with the
safety valve r, as and for the purposes specified.

4. Heating the mash, beer, or other substance by
discharging steam in broken or continuous jets into
the preparatory vessel or vessels before depositing
said material in the still, or subjecting it to the dis-

tillatory process.

85,287.—William Corfield. Philadelphia, Pa.—Distilling Apparatus.—December 29. 1668. — A
combination of the well-known still, column. Sec,
with an auxiliary heating chamber, for securing a
continuous process of distillation.

Claim.—1. The combination of the still A, the
pipes a and 6, and the column B, goose C, and worm
D, with their usual respective connections and at-

tachments, together with the auxiliary closed ves-

sel E, and the pipe c, and pipe or valve' d, as and for

the purposes specified.

2. He'atingthe mash, beer, or other substance, be-
fore being used in the process of continnnua distil-

lation, in an apparatus composed of the ordinary
whisky still, the ordinary alcohol column, and the
f?oose,'worm, and attachments, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

85,288.-Joseph H. Davis, Allegheny, Pa.-
Stox> Valve for Steam and Other Enginery.—De-
cember 29, 1868.—A slight bend is made in the
coupling pipe by whicli the latter can be made of
the same diameter Avith the valve chamber.

Claim.—The construction and combination of the
valve chamber of a "valve cock "with a coupling
pipe, whereby the bore of said pipe, cliamber, and
opening in the valve-seat shall, under all sizes of
construction, be the same, substantially as herein
described.

85,289.-TiiOJiAS S. Davis, Jersey City, X. J.—Steam. Engine Exhaust Valve.—December 20,

1868; antedated December 23, 1868.—The valve is

so aiTanged as to freely open to allow the exliaust

steam to escape from the cylinder and close the mo-
ment the pressure becomes equal to or less than
that of the atmosphere within the smoke box. so as
to pi'cvent the entrance of cinders, <tc., to the cyl-

inder.
Claim.—Tha construction of the valve B, and its

arrangement with the seat D, guide bar F, and ex
haustpassagc A, substantially as herein set forth.

85,290.—Le Graxd Dodge. Svrocuse, N. Y.—
Shutter Fastener.—DQCcmhcr 29, 18(i8.—The rod
which opens the blind is lield in position by the fi-ic-

tion of the cam portion of the pivoted lever, so as to

retain the blinds at any desired point of their swing.
Claim.—Tlie lever,* pivoted centrally at A, and

provided with a cam-shaped end and' a weighted
handle, /, when used in connection with the pinion
formed on tlie hinge and the plain bar E, to pres.s

the latter down in its seat, and, simply by friction

therewith, preventing its movement, as herein set

forth.

85,291.—Lewis Dodge and Lewis J. Mag-
xussox. Chicago, 111.

—

Concrete-block Machine.—
December 29, 18t)8.—The follower is attached to the
upper part of a knuckle-joint lever connected by a
pitman to an eccentric sliaft, so that the follower is

operated twice at each revolution of the wheel. A
double spout leads from the hopper and is divided
into compartments by transverse slides.

Claim.—1. Tlic combination of the ccceutrio 0,
pitman t, arms b and rf, and the independently-mov-
able folloAA-er C. operating in connection with tlio

mold m and cover I, ali constructed and arranged to
operate as lierein described.

2. The mixing tub or ho^iper F, provided with the
gates k and spouts T, having the slides i and g, ar-

l-anged therein, all substantially as set forth.

85,292.—William A. Drydex, Monmouth, 111.,

assignor to himself and Jonx M. Turxhull, same
place.—C»/«iya«o>-.—December 29, 1868.—The axle
is ca.st with a vertical spindle, on which and to
which the plows may be hinged.
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Claim.—The metal axle, -with a vertical coupling
spiudle, F, cast thereon as a part of the same, sub-
stantially as ilescribed and lor the purpose set forth.

85,t593.—Hexry S. Fairbanks, Central Falls,

li. I.

—

ILachine for Drilling and Boring Flanges of
Pipes and C'ulindcrs.—Dccemhev 29, 1SU8.—The
drill stock is an-auged horizontally in a radial slot

passing: through a vertically-rotating face plate, and
is adjustable in relation to the center of the said
lace plate.

Claim.—In combination Mith the rotaiT head B,
the drill arbor k, tlic driving shaft p, and'thc gears
m 0, arranged as set fortb,'the connection gear u,

the movable bos e, and their adjusting devices, sub-
stantially as described, applied to them and the liead
B, whereby the box e may be adjusted and fixed at
different radial dislancesrclatively to tlie axis of the
Lead B, and the gear a may be adj'asted and fixed so
as to engage -uith the gears m o. after any sucli ad-
justment of the said arbor, the whole being for the
purpose and to operate as explained.

85,294—Amos Ff.lt.ker, Bay City, Mich.—
Hanging /S'rttws.—December 29, 18d8.—An oscillat-

ing motion is given to the saws by means of suitable
connections at top and bottom of" the frame, so that
on their upward motion tliey will be thrown from
the cut to allow tlie sawdust 'to fall.

Claim.—The arrangement of tlie horizontal pit-

man O, saw frame H, rock shaft F, having ecceu-
tric journals M, pitmen E and L, and stationary
sliafts J and P, all arranged to operate the saw
frame II, substantially as and for tlie purposes set
forth.

85,'295.—Hexry FINI^-LEY, Xew York, X. T.—
Curtain Fixtwyc—December 29, 1868.—Depentling
from the bracket is a stem provided with two fric-

tion rollers, between wliich and the upper pulley the
cord is crossed. The weight of the curtain i.s sus-
tained by lateral pressure exerted by an elastic ring
upon the recessed surface of the pullej' and upon
the washer.

Claim.—1. The cun-ed brackets a and a', with
the spur g and feet//, attached to the casing, by
means of the eye h, substantially as and for the piu'-
poses set forth."

2. The pendent stem 6, (cast upon the bracket.)
the friction rolls o o, guard p, cord I, and pulley k,
all an-anged to cooperate substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm-poses set forth.

3. The general aiTangcment and comhination of
the pendent stem h, friction rolls o o, recessed pul-
ley k, elastic ring m, washer n. and shaft t, tlie lat-

ter having its outer end riveted or upset, as shown,
all arranged to co-operate substantially as and for
the pui'poses set forth.

85,296.—E. H. Fisheu, Beaver Falls, Pa., as-
signor to Beavek Fai.ls Cutlery Coju'axy, same
place.—itJii/e.-Decembcr 29, 18G8.

Claim.—The knife A, provided with two slots n«,
and handle B, cut Avith a tenon, ^-hieli projects be-
tween said slots, in combination with the bolster C,
all constructed substantially as herein set forth.

85,297—TViLUAM nuTsox Foru and Samuel
Logan, Xcw Orleans, La., assignors to ^YIlEl•LOCK,
Finlay, and CoMi'ANY, same ^YAacc—Disinfectant
or Ozone Ce7icra(or.—December 29, 1808.

Claim.—The compound herein described ; that is
to say, the combination of acid sulphates, in the
foi-m of dry powder, with alkaline permanganate,
substantially in the proportions liereiu given, with
or without the admixture of a chloride or other deli-
quescent substance, as a joint disinfectant and
ozone generator.

85,298.—Dan P. Foster, Waltham, assignor
to himself and X. M. Lowe, Boston, Mass.—AUv-
pending Oia»?j5.—December 29, 18G8.—The connect-
ing link operates to raise both cams wiicn one of the
same is pushed up.

Claim.—A suspending clamp, formed of two seg-
ment cams B B', pivoted to the supporting frame A,
and connected by a link, C, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

85,299.—Sa:.iuel M. Gaines, Glasgow, Ky.—
Method of Teaching the Rudiments of Chcmistrl/.—
December 29, 1868.-Simple elementary bodies are
represented by cubes, hydrogen being taken for tbo
base, and so increasing according to the relative
weight of the bodies.
Claim.—1. The method of teaching the rudiments

of chemistry by means of movable material bodies,
varying in size' and marked with numbers, so as to
represent the relative weight of the ultimate parti-
cles of matter of diftcrent chemical substances,
known as simple or elementai-y bodies, substantialiy
as described.

2. A series of moval)lo material bodies, varying
in size, and marked with numbers, so as to represent
the weight of the nltimate particles of matter of
different chemical substances known as simple bod-
ies, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

85,300.—Alfred C. Garhatt, Boston, Mass.—
Voltaic File for Medical Purposes.—December C'O,

18b'8.—Plates of zinc and copper are soldered to-

getlier and attached in pairs by a thread to a flex-

ible non-conducting base, each pair being insulated
from the next pair by a strip of rubber cloth.

Claim.—An electro-physiological battery, con-
structed by aiTauging a series of pairs of dissimilar
metal plates, as elements completely insulated from
each other, and from the base, a"s described, and
the plates of each pair firmly connected, as shown,
all arranged upon a fiexible uoit-conductiug base,
as and for the purpos(*s described in this specifi-
cation.

85,301.—A\"rLLiAM Gates and David J. Lloyd,
Fiaukfort, aiid Samue:. Miller, South Hammond,
N. Y., assignors to William Gateh.—Machine for
Making Fajjcr B:)xes.—December 29, lS(i8.—An ad-
justable stop prevents the plungers from casually
moving too far back. The stationary cam causes
the rear end of the plungers to be pressed toward
the center of the plate in which they move. The
springs allow the folding jaws to accommodate
themselves to the different thicknesses of paper to
be folded. The pressure roller comes in contact
with and smooths the lapped surfaces of the paper
on the jilungers.

Claim.—I. The moistening of one edge, c, of the
continuous paper roll E, by means of a wooden and
a metal roller, D D^, applied to a jjaper box, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The elevated paste fountain F, arranged in con-
nection with the paste boxes G Gx, substantially in
the manner as and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. The plate M, provided with the radial recesses
jx, block k, guide pins I, and springs m, all arranged
as shown, for the purpose of balancing the plungers,
as set forth.

4. The plate 0, in combination Avith the plate M,
for the purpose of keeping the plungers in place
during their operation, or when forced down iu the
recesses j-v of the plate M.

5. The adjustable stop P, arranged in relation
with the plungers L, substantially in the manner as
and for the purpose set fortii.

(j. Tlie stationary cam M, placed relatively with
the plate M, for the purpose of regulating the" move-
ment of the plungers, as set forth.

7. Tlic adjustable stops ii\ in the hub a' of the
plate M, for the i)urpose of limiting the inward
movement of the plungers, as specified.

8. The application of the springs p' to the folding
jaws q, substantially in the manner as and for the
purpose set forth.

9. The finishing or pressure roller K'. when ar-

ranged or applied in the manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

10. The discharging fork or slide X', provided with
the rods *' .s', and operated in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

85,302 Joseph G. Guthrie, Pittsburg, Pa.— ^
Railway Car Brake.—December 29, 18(>8.—To the
outer ends of the levers are pivoted the brakes,
which are held in the desu-ed position by pivoted
guides.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the levers D. pro-

vided with spring bearings, and used iu connection
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with guided shoes, hereinbefore described, and for

the piirpose set forth,

2. The pivoted guides 5, when used in connection
Tvith the brakes I, as herein described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

85,303.—John D. Hadfield, M. D., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Mode of Treating Diseases by Vac^o^lm.—
December 29, 1868 ; antedated December 15, 1868.—
By the arrangement of tlic tube and two-way cock
the air pump can be used to exhaust two vessels at

once. The rests can be adjusted without removing
the limb or admitting air.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the chamber of
an air pump, of the tube or tubes B, with the passage
or liole n, and the cock C, having tlie passages a and
e, arranged substantially as described.

2. The combination of the external adjustable

rests E with the vacuum vessels D, substantially as

described.

85,304.—JAJiES E. Halsey, liTew York, assignor
to himself, Morkis H. S.mitii, and Samuel F.
NOYES, Brooklyn, i^. Y.

—

Foundation for liailroad
Tracks.—December 29, 1868.— The cross ties are
laid upon, or partially in, a bed of stone and earthy
material, cemented together by asphaltum, coal tar,

or other bituminous material.
Claim.—A foundation for railway ties, formed in

the manner and for the j)urpose3 specilied,

85,305.—E.B. Harding, Northampton, Mass.—
Truss.—December 29, 1868.—An improvement on his

patent of August 20, 1868. The auxiliary pad rests

above the hernia, and forms a fulcrum for the main
pad.
Claim.—The constnietion and arrangement of the

hinged auxiliary pad C, connected to the main pad
of truss by means of the extension ai-m B, and to tlie

belt by means of auxiliary straps D and D, substan-

tially in the manner and lor the purpose described.

85,306.—ITuiAii "W. Hardy, Abingdon, HI.—
Gate.— December 29, 1868.—On pulling down tlie

lever the latch bar is drawn back l)y the action of

the pivot hinges and the rod. When the gate lias

been raised ito an angle of 45 degrees the weight
carries it to a vertical position.

Claim-.—1. The manner 6f attaching the hori-

zontal bars bbb to alternate sides of the post A and
cross bars k k, with l)olts and washers to prevent
friction, in such a manner that they will fold closely

together, and making the hinge post A supply the

place of a cross bar to the gate, and the rod It, and
guide bar, (Fig. 4,) all operating in combination, sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie combination and arrangement of tlie lovers

D D, the rods, ropes, or chains //> the latch bar L,

the hinges h h h, and the rod It, acting Avith a proper
adjustment of the weight c, substantially as described

and for the purposes set forth.

85,307.—Francis P. Hart, Strasburg, Pa., as-

siQ;nor to himself and Samuel Keneagy, same
ylacc.—Breaking the Surge on Harnesa or Vehicles.

-December 29, 1868.—A flat piece of rubber is in-

serted between the plates n(;ar that part of the

trace attaciied to the singletree.

0/«Mn.—The application of a flat piece of gum
clastic G, introduced lictween tlie plates or straps

A B T, when constructed substantially in the man-
ner shown and described, for the purpose specified.

85,308.-PaJSSEL P. Hinds, Chicago, 111.—Pain*
Com2)osition.— Dcciimhcv 29, 1868.—Composed of

asphaltum, litluirge, gum shellac, hot residuum of

coal tar, rice flour, napiitha of coal tar, naphtha of

petroleum, unslaked lime, and china clay.

Claim.—1. The comi)osition for paint, composed
of the ingredients herein specified, or their equiva-

lents, compounded substantially aslierein described.
•

2. The application of unslaked lime, in connection

with gasoline or naphtha, for the purpose of causing

it to unite with other ingredients used to constitute

a composition paint.

the stem is depressed for drawing water the conical
rubber valve is forced away from the main body, so
as to allow water to pass through inlet holes in the
packing box. When the valve is closed the water
passes out of the stem tlirough a waste hole above
the packing.

Claim.—1. The hydrant w^ater cock, made by the
thick conical rubber valve H upon the sliding stem
K, the said valve bearing against the interior of the
conical body A. and being operated by the hollow
stem M, through which the water passes, the parts
being combined in the manner substantially as set

fortli.

2. The combination of the bottom cap D, body A,
conical valve H, hollow stem M, and stufling box B,
arranged in relation to each other, substantially as
sho\i-u and described.

85,310.—John W. Jordan, Lexington, Va.—
Butt Hinge.—December 29, 1868.—The eye of one
leaf screws on to a lielical pintle on the other leaf, so
that the shutter or door is raised as it is opened to
clear tlie carpet or siU piece.

Claim..—Fitting the eye bracket b of the hinge
leaf B upon the helical or screw pintle C, between
the eye brackets a a of the leaf A, so that the eye
bracket of leaf B is free to traverse up and down
upon the pintle, between the eye brackets a a, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

85,311.—William Kerr, Jr., and Joseph A.
RoBiJiNS, Boston, Mass.—Fou7itain. (7om6.—Decem-
ber 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. As an improved article of manufac-
ture, a comb whose teeth are hollow, and capable of
containing liquid, for the purpose substantially as

before explained.
2. A comb, having its body and teeth hollow, and

with the latter foraminous or punctured, in ox'der to

allow of escape of liquid therefrom, in manner and
to operate essentially as herein shown and do-

scribed.
3. In combination with a comb, the body and

teeth of which are hollow, an elastic bulb, or its

equivalent, for the purpose of filling and emptying
such comb of its liquid contents, substantially as

hereinbefore explained.

85,312.—L. W. Kimball, Pittsford, Yt.—Mold-
ing, Cornice, and the Like, from Paper.—December
29, 1868.—An improvement on his patent of August
16, 1868. The hollow sections are braced by in-

ternal stays.

Claim.—ThG molding or cornice A, when con-

structed of paper, provided with internal braces or

stays A', in the manner substantially as and for the

purpose specified, as a new ai'ticle of manufacture.

85,313.—Joseph S. Kirk, Pittsburg, Va.—Food
for Animals.—December 29, 1868.

Claim.—An improved article of Ibod for animals,

composed of hay, corn, oats, or barley, or all of them,
ground and mixed together, in the proportions

herein named, and pressed into suitable packages
for transportation.

85,314.—J. E. Long, ]iSrorway, Mc—Staging.

—

December 29, 1868.— The ends of the portable

staging support arc provided Avith toothed plates,

which fit into the roof and prevent the scalfolding

placed on said support from slipping.

Claim.—The improved portable and self-fastening

staging, as described, and for the purposes set forth.

85,315.—John Leib, Akron, Ohio.— Washing
Machine.—ViiQomhcv 29, 1868.—The pressure on the

rubber can be varied by adjusting the elastic notched
arms on the collar.

Claim.—The peculiar arrangement and combina-
tion of the iVame piece H with the elastic arms I I,

having notches k k cut therein, the collar K, with
beveled inner cud faces, the spring L, pressor J, and
axle arm N of the rubber frame, the several parts

being arranged and combined substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

85,309.—William Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa. 85,316.-John Lewis, New York, K Y.—
— C'oc^• /or IFatcrPipa.—December 29, 18(i8.—When Shingle.—I>cccmhev 29, 18b'8.--Eeoosse3 are mado

I
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in the thick ends of the shingles, to preyciit the

-water from beinj^ drawn by capillary action be-

tween the lower end of one shingle an('l the surface

of the one below. A rib between the recesses
covers the joint of the lower shingles.

Claim.—\ shingle, formed with the recesses b b

and rib c upon tlic under side, at the lower portion,

for the purposes set forth.

85,317.—Curtis O. Luce and Cyrel "W. GREr.N,
Brandon, assignors to themselves and Cykexius M.
WiLLAUD, Castletoii, Vt.— Stone-quarrying Ma-
chine.—December 29, ISGS.—A reciprocating saw,
armed with diamond points, is so formed as to cut
from the tenninal boles formed by the drills, both
saw and drills operating simultaneously.
Claim.—I. The reciprocating saw F. provided

with diamond teeth/* and/*i, arranged substantially
in the manner described.

2. Constructing the saw blade F', with rigid ends
projecting beyond the end bars/-* of the frame, sub-
stantially as represented.

3. The combination of a reciprocating saw, F,
with a drill or drills, P, employed to free the ends of

the saw kerf or channel, substantially as described.
4. The combination of the driving shaft B, mounted

in an adjustable box or bearing, i», the crank B',

connecting rods C E, slides E e, and guide rod Gr,

with the saw F, all constructed and operating sub-

stantially as described, for the purposes specified.

5. The combination of the saw F//', cross head
H h h\ screws H', vertical guide rods I, gear nuts J,

idle wheel K, and ratchet leverL I, or its equivalent,

substantially as and for the pni'pose described.
6. In combination with the drills P, the shafts B

N R, bevel gearing B^, Ni, ]S'3, R' R2_ p/^ and forks
S, for the purpose of adapting said drills to receive
a continuous rotary motion, or be separately stopped,
substantially as set forth.

7. In combination with the revolving drills P, the
cam bars Q q. operated by means of the saw F and
presser bar H, in the manner described, to recipro-
cate and feed said drills.

85,318.—Morris Mattsox. Xew York, N. T.—
Breant Pump.—December 29, 1868.—An improve-
ment on his patent of September 8, 1868. A loose
floating valve, such as described in his patent of
April 4, 1854, is employed.

Claim.—The combination, with a vacnum glass, of
an exhausting mechanism or instrument, having or
employing a single valve or valvular apparatus, sub-
stantially as and for the pui'poses set forth.

85,319.—Robert Y. McCoxxeli, and George
Prixgle, Rochester, N. Y.

—

Street Sivecpcr.—De-
cember 29, 1868.—An improvement on their patent
of December 10, 1867. The Avings throw the dirt

swept past their projections within reach of the
brooms.
Claim.—1. The application of the projecting con-

tracting wings if^ to the plate y'^ of aprou H^ for the
purposes herein shown and described.

2. The relative arrangement of apron H^ with the
broom shaft L, operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

85,320.—Hugh McDoxald, Pittsburg. Pa.—
Shield for Puddling Furnaces.—Dccemher 29, 1868.

—A hollov/ shield, through which water passes, is

provided with a hollow sliding door for operating
the furnace.
Claim.—Providing furnaces, used for the manu-

facture of iron or steel, with a shield, unattached to
the furnace, and so constructed and arranged, with
relation to the furnace, that a body of cold water will
be between the workman and the'furnace, as herein
described, and f6r the purpose set forth.

85,331.—J. H. McElroy and James H. Holly,
"Warwick, N. Y.

—

Door Fastener.—December 29,
1868.—The alarm mechanism, placed in one of the
plates, operates, "wlien the door is opened, by means of
a catch sliding back and releasing the escape wheel.

Claim.—The combination of the door fastener A
B a and the alarm mechanism, constructed substan-
tially as shown and described, for the purpose speei-
tied.

85,322.—Theodore J. McGovvax, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

—

Hydraulic Pressure Regulator.—December
29, 1868.—The object of this invention is tp allow
the water to escape Avhen pressure is in excess of the
resistance, without stopping the pumps.

Claim.—1. In a hydraulic pressure regulator the
piston A, provided with the means shown at Figs. 3
and 4. for the surplus water to escape, when the hy-
draulic pressure re"-ulator contains more than suffi-

cient water to produce the power required, as pre-

viously regulated by the weight on the lever P, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. An automatic liydraulic pressure regulator,

containing the piston A, having the means of escape,
c c, for the water, and aperture I, the nut L, having
the space X, with the packing B, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

85,323.—JOHX M. Miller, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Carriage Spring.—December 29, 18(;8.—This device
dispenses with perches and with inflexible connec-
tions between the axles.

Claim.—The rocking spring bars D, fulerumed to

the body sills, and connected at their outer parts to
the axle or axle beds, and at their inner ends to cen-
tral springs B attached to the body sills.

85,324.—James W. Milroy, Galveston, Ind.,

assignor to himself and S. B. Shaxeu, Xenia, Ohio.—Corn and Cotton Pioty.-^Decembcr 29, 1868.—The
right and left hand plows run in nearly the same
track. The front plow throws the dirt from the row,
and the rear plow throws the dirt thus pulverized
back to the row.
Claim.—ThQ combination of the right and loft

mold-board plows A and B, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose as herein described.

85,325.—Joseph Moxtgomeuy, Baltimore, Md.— Gi'ain Cleaner.—December 29, 1868 ; antedated
December 22, 1868.—The shoe has bearings on a
shaft, one end of which receives a vertical motion
and the other a vibratory motion when the shoe is

reciprocated.
Claim.—1. "Wheels D, in combination with plates

F and shoe P, substantially in the manner and lor
the purpose as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of plates A,
rods B, shafts C, wheeis D, axles or shake rods E,
and boxes R, plates F, bars or slides L, and supports
M, substantially as described.

3. The adjustable curved or corrugated plates or
bars G and H, separately, or in combination with
stationary plates, for the purpose as described.

4. The combination and arrangement of the braces
K, rod C, and shoe P, substantially as described.

85,326.—Joseph H. Moore and Joseph E,
Gary, Chicago, 111. — Car Brake. — December 29,
1868.—An improvement on their patent of Februaiy
11, 1868. By means of the cord and lover the pres-
sure of the friction wheel operating the brakes can
be regulated.

Claim. — 1. The friction wheel, composed of a
disk D, and band E, and regulated by the friction
clutch, ubstantiaUv as and for the puriioses speci-
fied.

2. The friction wheel D E and shaft F, in combi-
nation with the iQverG and cord H, for bringing the
friction wheel in contact with the sleeve C or axle,

substantially as specified.

3. The cord H, lever G, wheel D E, and shaft F,
with the chain/, and levers for operating the brake
bars, substantially as specified.

85,327.-Cesare Osmaxi, Tolentino, Italy.—
Tanning Hides and Skins. — December 29, 1868

;

patented in England, January 23, 1868.

Claim.—The subjecting hides and skins to the
action of a bath of mustard seed or oil of mustard,
substantially as herein described, to open the pores
of the skins, and thus render the process of tanning
them by bark or other tanning material much more
speedy than has heretofore been practicable.

85,328.—Naxcy Pattox, Kansas, 111.—Com-
positionfor Preserving Eggs.—December 29, 1868.

—

Composed of bituminous coal, charcoal, leached
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ashes, lime, common salt, saltpeter, borax, cream
tartar, aud soda.

Claim.—The dry composition, compounded and
prepared as herein described, for preserving- eggs.

85,329.—Charles H. Rkid, Danhury, Conn.—
Tool Holder.—December 29, 1866.—The turning tool
is held in a dovetailed recess iu one side of a .split

stock, forming two jaws, which are clamped togetlier

by a screw. The planing tool is inserted in a cylin-

drical socket in the other end, and there held by a
gib and screw.
Claim.—1. The improved tool holder A, when con-

structed as set forth, to hold both the tools 11 avid I,

in the manner described.
2. The tools H 6, iu combination with a tool holder,

A, all constructed substantially as set forth.

85,330.—Chaules G. Riggs, Turin, and Homer
C. Maukiiam, AVest Turin, N. Y.—Milk Cooler.

—

December 29, 1868.—Cool water is passed through
the lower vat, and milk is made to flow over the bot-
tom of the upper vat. Deflecting v^lates give a zig-

zag course to the liquids in order to retard the transit
sufficiently to insure the cooliug of the milk.

Claim.—T]ae combination of the vats A and B,
constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

85,331.—Thomas C. Eomxsox and George P.
Clark, Boston, Mass.

—

Steam Street Car.—Decem-
ber 29, 18t)8.—Consists in the mode of applying the
boiler and certain accessories, whereby the truck is

adapted to turn on curves and switches witliout in-

terfering with the supply of steam from the boiler to
the propelling cylinders.

Claiw:—1. In locomotive cars, the use of the
boiler as a transient bolt, when arranged and used
substantially as described.

2. In locomotive cars, Avhen the boiler is used as a
transient bolt, the transient ring, and the rollers to
diminish friction, whether with or without the inner
ring, all substantially as described.

3. In locomotive cars, Avith the boiler, transient
bolt, and friction rollers, and transient ring, abo\'e
described, tlie use of trunnions on the transient ring,
all substantially as and for the purpose described.

85,332.—E0I5ERT W. Eogers, Pittsburg, Pa.—
I)Virff;e.—December 29, 18G8.—The bridge consists of
an arch constructed of subordinate arches whose
lines of juncture converge to a common point, and
wliich are connected in such a manner that they
may be drawn tightly together.

Claim.— The construction and arrangement of
bridges in sections, when supported, arranged, and
connected together in the mjinner and for the pur-
pose herein described.

85,333,—EoGER iSANDiFORD, Jolict, IW.—Land
Roller.—December 29, 1868.—The land rollers are so
coupled together that they may travel in different
planes, and left free to pass over obstructions inde-
pendently.

Claim.—].. Tlie combination of the hinged cross
bar d, the hub i, and the double-oscillating coupling
box c, all arranged, constructed, and opei'atiug as
described.

2. The device called a knuckle, shown in Pigs. 6

and 7, for the purpose of allowing an oscillating mo-
tion to the inner section of the tongue, iu the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The mode of hinging the main frame to the
cross bar d, by means of hinges, such as are shown
in Fig. 8.

4. The I'ollers, constructed as set forth, with metal
head.s, liaving the staves dovetailed into the same, as

set forth, in combination with tlie frame e, double
oscillatins;- coupling box c, hub t, and cross bar d, all

arranged tuid constructed as and for the purposes
set forth.

85,334.—Jkke.miaii L. Sayles, Gloucester, E. I.

—Expandiiuj I^yui.-December 29, 1868.—The slide

has an inclined tongue on each nide, which fits iu u
groove ou tlie inner surface of the cutters, and is

operated by a screw which expands or contracts the
cutting edge, as may bo desired.

Claim.—The combination of the tongned slide D
v/ith the screw h and cutters B and E', the whole
constructed and arranged substantially as deacribed,
for the purposes specified.

85,335.—Jonx Siddoxs, Eochester. N.T.—JTof
Air Furnace.—December 29, 1»()8; antedated De-
cember 1.5, 1868.—An additional chamber is formed
by placing connecting jjlates between the air tubes,

by which the heat is longer kept in contact with the
air tubes. The plates are provided with exit ports,
made largest toward the front of the furnace, to
equalize the draft.

Claim.—1. The plates d, in combination with the
air flues C, for the purpose of adding an additional
caloric chamber to ordinary hot air furnaces, us
herein shown and described.

2. The plates d, having suitable openings at the
top, the caloric flues K, air flues C, in combination
with inner and outer shells B, acting conjointly,
substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.

83,336.—John Siddoks, Eochester. K Y.—Jlfa-

chine for Making Rings.—December 29, 1868 ; ante-
dated December 17, 18()8.—The wire is placed be-

tween the feed rollers and passed through a hole in
the fixed cutting die. The forniing die is then forced
down by the eccentric, cuts off the wire and bends
the ends. The forming dies, being brought together,
the ends of the wire are joined together iu the form
of the bottom shaping iron.

Claim.—1. The forming dies F, and the forming
and cutting die B, and the fixed cutting die b'^, in
combination with the shaping iron a, all jicting con-
jointly, for the purposes herein shown and described.

2. The eccentric cam wheel T, in combination with
the die B, levers W, and_^ forming dies F, as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The spring lever B^, with its pin h and cam Y,
in combination with the shaping iron a and recipro-
cating cutting die B, as and for the purposes herein
shown and described.

4. The half-blank wheel E, pinion L, and shaft J,

in combination with tlie feed rollers P^ and P^ all

arranged in relation to the cam T, lever W, and cut-

ting die B, as described.

85,337.—Samuel M. Skidmore, Brooklyn, X.
Y.— Velocipede.—December 29, 18G8. —Two large
wheels iu front are driven by means of levers at-

tached to a ci'ank axle, and operated by hand.
Steering wheels arc arranged in the rear.

Claim..—A "velocipede," arranged, constructed,
and to operate substantially as described.

85,338.—John B. Smith, Sunapee, N. ^.—Ma-
chinefor Making Clothes Pins.—Deeember 29, 1868.

—In this machine a square billet of wood, of proper
length, is carried to the cutters, turned, headed and
slotted, by successive automatic movements, and de-

livered from the machine a finished clothes pin.

Claim.— 1.. The lifting and depositing arms G,
constructed and operated substantially as described,

to carry the blanks to and deposit the same upon the
seats or pin i-ests i i^, to be clamped by the turning
centers.

2. The combination of the lifting and depositing
arms G with the curved spring guide N, for holding
the pin bhink to the arms while being carried over to

the turning centers, substantially as described.
3. The fixed and movable seats or pin rests i i',

with the turning centers, operating substantially as
described.

4. The grasping and carrying arm or goose neck
W, constructed and operated substantially as de-

scribed, to carry the turned pin from the seats orpin
rests it' to the seat y, to be slotted.

5. The combination of the seat y and the releasing
.springs y y', and their arrangement, in reference to

the carrying arm W, the pushing arm X, and the
clamping jaws q q, substantially as t-howu and de-

scribed.
6. In combination with the seat y and spring

holders y' y', the piston rod X, operating substan-
tially as described.

7. The clamping lovers 7 and 8, or their equivalent,
in combination with the scat y, the piston rod X,
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and the slotting saw Z, operating substantially as do-
scribed.

H. The transverse travei'sing cutter carnage D,
connected "nitli and operating the longitudinally-re-
ciprocating cutter gouge, substantially as described.

9. The transverse cutter carnage D, connected
•with and operating the seizing and carrying arm or
goose neck W, substantially as described.

85,339.-^7. B. Smth, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor
to himself and George II. Chittexdex. Chicago,
Jll—Gofee Po«.—December 29, 1868.—The water
receptacle and side reservoir are filled with water,
into which latter steam is admitted to cause the
water to boil. A float in the reservoir operates a
valve, to regulate the height of the water.
Claim.—1. "Water reservoir A, coffee pot S, and

steam pipe E, substantially as described.
2. Reservoir D, with float M and cock X. in com-

bination with reservoii" A, substantially as described.
3. Reservoir A, strainer B, gauge 'F, and coffee

pot S, combined, substantially as described.

85,340.—John Joseph Charles Sjiith. Phila-
delphia, Pa.

—

Clay Mold for Casting Metals.—De-
cember 29, 1868.

Claim.—A mold made of moist clay powder,
under high but slowly applied pressure, for use in
casting metals, substaiutialiy as described.

85,341.—HexryF, Sxyder,George S. Sxydeb,
and William ]^. Joxes, Williarasport, Ta.—Casting
Bearings for Machinery.—December 29, 1868.—Into
a suitably prepared mold is introduced a stave of
brass upon wliich is poured the iron. After a short
time the brass assumes a liquid form, the iron be-
comes solid, and tlie liquid brass ultimately cools.

Claim.—The within-described mode of producing
compound boxes, of iron and brass, united together,
forming the brass with a sinking head projecting
above the iron, so as to aid in compensating for the
difference of contraction of tlic parts in cooling,
substantially as herein set forth.

S5,34'2.—P. H. Starke, Richmond, Ya.—Plow.—^December 29, 1868.—The upper part of the stand-
ard extends forward in a line so as to form a fasten-
ing for a straiglit wooden beam.

Claim.—A plow standard, constructed and ar-

ranged so as to receive a straight wooden beam and
handles, with suitable moldboard and landside, as
shown and described.

85,343.—Adam Sternberg, Xettle Lake, Ohio,
Seeding Machine.—December 29, 1868.—Valves over
the holes in the seed box arc opened bv means of a
lug as the shaft rotates, and ai'C closed by springs.
A reverse movement may be given to the shaft, so
as to cause the lug to operate the valves at the
proper time.

Claim.—1. The valves I, springs J, as constructed,
arranged, and operated by the lug P, for the pm-posc
substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the cultivators K, spouts
G, and forks L, for the purpose specified.

3. The levers C D', pawl and lever B' and A', as
arranged in combination with the roller D, for the
purpose and in the manner as set forth.

85.344.— George Studer, Richmond, Ind.—
Apparatus for Prcs-nng C'lfjars.-December 29, 1868.

A series of rods are aiTanged in a tul)ular form and
secured together at one end, into which a newly
made cigai-'is placed, and compressed by a ring on
the otheV end.

Claim.—The combination of the rods or wires,
and ring or rings, substantially in the manner de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

85.345.—W. H. SuLLEXiJERGER, Harrisburg,
Pa., assignor to himself and J. C. Martix, same
?lace.

—

iSash Stop and Lock.—December 29, 1868.

—

'he device is composed of a swivelcd lever, a sliding
wedge, an anti-friction roller, and a shifting rod. all

connectedly attached, and so arranged on the side
rail of a window sash as to act as alock and a stop
when the sash is closed or opened.

Claim.—1. The swiveled lever A, provided with

the bolt O, the inclined arm H, and bearing a, the
wedge C, provided with the flang-csm n, bearings w'
the rod B. provided with tlie catches h b, all con-
structed substantially as herein set forth.

2. The leverA H C), in combination with the wedge
C, anti-friction roller K. and rod B, when arranged
to operate substantially in the manner as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

85,346.—Emma Thrall, (administratrix of the
estate of George W. Thrall, deceased.) and Wil-
liam L. Raymext, of Burlinuton, Mich. — Corn
Pton^rr.-December29, 1868.-Cam disks are fitted

to slide on the axle, and be clutched or un-
clutched by means of a lever, to operate the seed
.slides. The seed tubes are made with outside piv-

oted strips, to which are connected springs which
act in opposite directions.
Claim.—1. Tlie arrangement of the cam disks F,

levers L^ L^, and the vibrating barsp. with the wheel
axle E. seed slides a, and with the frame and hop-
pers of the machine, substantially as and for the pur-
po.se specified.

2. Constructing the seed-dropping tubes C, with
vibrating sides h, when used, in combination with
seed slides a and springs n^ s'^, for the double drop-
ing of the seed, substantially in the manner de-

scribed.
3. The liinged marking rods R, in combination

with the tubes'C, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

85,347.—WiLLiAii VAX AxDEX, Poughkeepsie,
X. Y.—Iiailv:ay Rail C/iai/-.—December 29. 1868.—
Improvement upon his patent of September 18, 1866.

The chair liaving corner bearing flanges, is pro-
vided with a perforated projecting base between them,
by which the chair is prevented from rocking and
cutting into the cross ties.

Claim.—The chair A, con.structed as described,
and having the bearing flanges a a, inclined sides J
J, and perforations e c, all constructed and ai'ranged
as and for the purpose described.

85,348. — A. P. WixsLOW, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Stove for Railroad Cars.—December 29. 1868.—Per-
forated pipes opening into the stove are connected
with the tank, so that in case the stove is turned over
the water in the tank will be tiirown upon the fire.

Claim.— T1\\Q. tank, as specified and shown, which
constitutes at the same time a base or bottom for a
stove, and a tank for the purpose of carrying water
to be utilized in extinguishing the fire in the stove
in case of accident.

85,349.—George W.X.YosT.Corry.Pa., assignor
to CORRY MACHiXECoMi'AXY.—iTrtriT.b'^er.—Decem-
ber 29, 1868.—A lever is pivoted to the tongue, and
the tongue is pivoted to the main axle, thus making
the latter, working within the tongue, the ultimate
fulcrum of that lever, for raising and lowering the
points of the cutting apparatus.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of tho

lever Q with the arcs c', tho body A and A', the
tongue Y, the tongue collar E' and the main axle G',
made and used as described, for grass and grain-
cutting machines.

85,350.—Johx Adams, The Strand, England.—
Revolving Fire-arm.—December 29, 1868 ;

patented
iu England, July 28, 1866.—A thumb-piece, attached
to the primary bolt which locks the ejector and cy-

linder rod, is held flat against tlie piece of metal
through Avhich the cylinder rod and ejector pass, by
the secondary spring bolt when t!ie rod and ejectoV

are in tlieir normal iiosition . By turning the primary
bolt, only one of the rods can be relf^ased at a time.

Claim.—1. A revolver, con.structed as herein set

forth, of a barrel and cylinder frame, forged in one
piece, and combined with a back piece to support
and contain the liandle and lock, and with a lock,

hammer, cylinder, and " ejector rod," all arranged
and oijcrating substantially as herein set fortli.

2. The combination of tlw '• primary" bolt TJ (or E)
with the cylinder rod R (or C) and ejector O (or D)
of my improved revolver, and with a "secondary"
bolt. "W, (or F,) substantially in the manner and lor
the purpose herein set forth.
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. 85,351.—H. E. Alexander, IfewTork, N. Y.
—Railroad Ticket.*—DGCQxahQv 29, 1868.—The con-
duetoi' is required to tear off and hand one ticket to
each person paying a fare, and to account to the com-
pany for as many fares as there arc tickets separated
from the stubs.

Claim.—Tlie improved railroad or other tickets,

riveted or otherwise secured in packages, and pro-
vided with the divisions, subdivisions, numbers,
and names, substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

85,352. — William Allpoet, ITew Britain,
Conn.—Door i?eZL—December 29, 1868.—The pull-

spindle is made to actuate the bell hammer at each
inward and outward movement.

Claim.—The combinatiouof the pull-spindle e, the
spring /, the trip m, the lever ft, and the spring I

with the bell 6, when adjusted and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

85,353.—Joseph H. C, Applegate, Bridgeton,
N. J.

—

Dumping Cart.— December 29,1868.—The
catch in front of the cart body is operated by means
of a rod extending to the rear.

Claim.—Tlic catch A (hinged to the front of the
cart body) and the spring C, the fastening staple g,
and the detaching rod d, arranged substantially as
shown and desciibed, in combination with a dump-
ing cart, for the purposes specified.

85,354. —HosEA Ball, New York, IS'. Y.

—

Quartz Crusher.—December 29, 1868.—The axis of
the rollers is prolonged on both sides, so as to receive
weighted wheels, to add to the force of the roller,

and give it steadiness.
Claim.—1. The rocking pauI, supported from be-

neath, in combination with the reciprocating roller

K, traversing said pan, and provided with weights
M, substantially as described,

2. The combination and arrangement of the sta-

tionary rack J, the rocking pan I, with teeth or corru-
gations m on its bottom, ayd the reciprocating roller

K, substantially as and for the purpose described.
3. The springs N, so arranged as by contact Avith

the roller or wheels to arrest the motion of the roller,

and assist its return movement, substantially as de-

scribed.

85,355.—Eli Bautholomew, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Washing and Wringing Machine. — December 29,

1868. — An interior basin or chamber to contain
water, is surrounded by, and connected by, a pipe
with a trough having a filtering bridge placed over
a drain. In'thc trough a hollow wheel, to be filled

witli water, rotates.

Claim,.—1. The interior chamber E, communicat-
ing with the exterior trough or chamber G, which is

furnished with the filtering bridge H, and with the
water receptacle or drain I beneath it, in combina-
tion with the rotating cylinder K, connected by one
end of its shaft to a revolving post, all as and ibr the
purposes set forth.

2. In a machine, as claimed above, making the re-

volving cylinder removable, together with the revolv-
ing post, so as to permit the cover to be placed over
the machine when not in use, as and for the pur-
poses set forth,

85,356.—Fredeuick Baumgartner, Brooklyn,
N. Y. — Device for Operating Window Sash.—De-
cember 29, 1868 ; antedated December 17, 1868.—

A

toothed wheel recessed in the sash is made to engage
with a perforated strip or band secured to tlie win-
dow sash, a device being provided for holding tlie

baud closely to the wheel.
Claim.—Tlie combination of the wheel B, band A,

and device h i i, or its equivalent, arranged and op-

erating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth,

85,357.—G. ^Y. R.Bayley, Algiers, J.a.—Rail-
way Chair.—December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. So constructing and arranging the lip

pf a riiilway-joint chair, that it shall fit snugly un-

der the nutsE of a bolted rail joint, and thereby lock
the nuts, so as to prevent their tiu'ning or becoming
loose, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the lip B of a railway-joint
chair, and the nuts E of the joint bolts, substantially
as described.

85,358. — H, P. Bemiss, Milan, Ohic—TFrtsTi
JBoiZer.—December 29, 1868.—The lower ends of the
tubes are secured to the upper face of the secondary
bottom, so that, with the openings, circulation of tho
water Avill always be insured, irrespective of the
quantity of clotlies in the boiler.

Claim.—The false bottom B, rigidly aflBxed to tho
base of the tubes D, above the bottom of the boiler,

perforated at its corners E only, and provided with
the central hinged door C. as herein described, for
the purpose specified.

85,359.—H. "W, BoiFEUiLLET, Savannah, Ga,—
Car Coupling.—December 29, 1868.—A curved plate
pivoted to the under side of the bumper, passes up
through a slot in the same, and adjustably supports
tho link. The curved plate is held in place by means
of an arm attached to a shaft on the same, and pro-
vided w4th a catch that engages with a rack in the
bumper.

Claim.—The combination of the rack I, pawl or
catch arm H, arm G, and square shaft E, with the
bumper head A and curved plate E, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

85,360.—Richard E, Bowen, Golden, N, Y,—
Fence Post. — December 29, 1868.—The post is con-
nected to a base of stone by means of metal clasps
at the sides, secured together by screw bolts, •

Claim.—The clasps C, in combination with the
post A and base B, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

85,361.—George E. Boyden, Providence, R. I,—Furniture Protector.—December 29, 18t>8.—A pad
is attached to the outer end of a toothed bar which
is adjustable in cli])s on the under side of the seat,

and can be drawn in and out to protect the walls of
the apartment and tho furniture fi'om being in-

jured.
CZaim.—An adjustable furniture protector, con-

sistiug of the ratchet toothed bar A, cushion B, clasps
C andC, and spring D, all operating substantially
as herein shown and described, and for thepm'pose
specified.

85,363.—Philip A. Biiowx, Indianapolis, Ind.
—Mold for Forming Roofing Tiles.—December 29,

1868.—One mold forms the lower tier, beginn_in<j; at
tlie eaves. The second mold forms the intermediate
sections, and the third mold the top or ridge sections.

Claim.—The arrangement of a series of molds
formed in the parts A B, and B', for forming roofing
tiles and caps, such as herein shown, all constructed
in the manner as and for the pm-pose specified.

85,363. — George Buckel, Detroit, Mich.—
Chair Seat.—December 29, 1868.—A scmi-cylindrical
seat is formed of bauds crossed and interwoven to
form a substantial fabric.

Claim. — The semi-cylindrical chair seat, when
prepared of longitudimd bands b, and transverse
bands c, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

85,364.—"William Carpenter, Fairbury, 111.—
Cloth Guide for Sewing Machines.—December 29,

1868.—The cloti-hobling parts slide in the metallic
plate and travel with the cloth as it is fed.

Claim.—The combination of slide B B, pincers C
C, and metallic plate A, all constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose described.

85,365.-M. D. Cheek, Memphis, Tcnn.—Bal-
ing Press.—December 29, 186?.—A removable head
is hung by suitable rods to the T-head levers, which
latter raise the head out of the packing chamber and
move it to one side on the horizontal guide, to per-
mit tho cotton to be inserted. By releasing tho
latch that holds the tumbling bar, the straps can be
removed and the door opened to remove tho bale.

Claim-.—1. The combination of the T-head lever

K, .packing head E, connecting rod J, or its

Ji
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equivalent, and the guides d and L, substantially as
set forth.

2. The tumbling bar U, -with hooks "W "W. in com-
binatiou -uith the latch a and straps S S, substan-
tially as and lor the purpose set forth.

3. "The straps S S, attached permanently to the
ends of one of the doors, and engagins; with hooksW
"W, or equivalent devices, upon the other door, so as
to relieve the press frame from lateral pressure,
substantially as described.

85,366.—Asa H. Church, Hnbbardtown, Mass.
—Jb?/.—December 29, 18GH.— The lig-ure is pivoted
to the caiTiage and provided with a pinion wliich
engages Avith a rack on the sliding handle, so as to
reverse its position in conformity Avith the motion of
the cari'iage.

Claim.—I. A toy, whose figure, H, will revei-se
its position in conformity Avith the motion of the
carriage, substantially as described.

2. The sliding toni;,ue D, rack E, and pinion F, or
equivalents, in combination with the figure H, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The figure H, block J, platform C, gearing E
E, sliding tongue D, and carriage A B, combined
and operating substantially as described.

85,367.—J. A. M. COLLixs, Keokuk, Iowa.—
Bill Holder.—DecemhcT 29, 1SG8.—The pockets are
curved so that the papers will form a section of a
cylinder when standing, to prevent flapping over or
bending down.

Claim.—The improved article of manufacture,
made of such form as to hold papers in the form of
part of a cylinder, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

85,368.—Tobias Ceumlixg, Cross Eoads, Pa.—
Separator for Thrashing Machines.—December 29,
18t)8.—The straw carriers consist of a series of vi-

brating reciprocating beams AS-hieh arc operated by
cranks. A scries of suspended fingers prevent the
escape of the straw under the roof of the shed.

Claim.—The straAv canler h b' c, in combination
with the winnower B, the fingers d, the connecting
rod k, and shaft i, as and for the purpose specified.

85,369.—CiiARLKS D. Culver, Mauch Chunk,
Pa.—liaihvay Car J?niZ;e.—December 29, 1868.—

A

lever connecting witli the brake wheel actuates an
arm on the revolving brake bar, and causes the lat-

ter to force cams on its end in contact with one pair
of brakes, and a rope to be Avound up, which con-
nects with the other pair.

Claim.—1. The combination of the arm A, revolv-
ing brake beam B B, cams C and C, chains or wire-
ropes W E and W 11', connecting Avith a second pair
of brakes ou the flat bar E B, substantially as speci-
fied.

2. In combination with the above, the lever L and
stem or drum D of the brake wheel, to arm A on the
brake beam B B, all arranged and operating as and
for the purpose set forth.

85,370.—Hexry Deacon, Apploton House, Ap-
pleton, England.

—

Manufacture of Chlorine.—De-
cember 29, 1868.—The heated compoands are a mix-
ture of oxide of copper and oxide of manganese,
mixed with clay.

Claim. — 1. The continuous production of chlo-

rine, by passing a current of hydrochloric-acid gas
and atmospheric air, by preference in a heated con-
dition, over heated compounds, such as those here-
inbefore refen-ed to, which, or one of the elements
of whieli, must have the poAver of absorbing oxygen,
either before being lieated or when heated, and' must
possess, when subsequently treated with hydro-
elilonc acid, and lieated, either alone or in the pi'es-

ence of oxygen, the power of decomposing such acid,
and of ultimately yielding chlorine as one of the re-

sults of the decomposition.
2. The continuous production of chlorine, by pass-

ing, as above described, a cuiTcnt of hydrochloric acid
gas and atmospheric air, by preference in a heated
condition, over heated substances, porous or other-
wise, which arc impregnated or mixed witli metallic
eompomids, such as are hereinbefore mentioned and
described.

85,371.—Thomas "W. Dresser, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Quicksilver Furnace and Cdndenser.—^Decem-
ber 29, 1868.—The separating Avails are pierced so

that the lieated vapor shall traverse as much space
as possible in its passage. By means of inclined

impervious plates, the escaping quicksilver is carried

back into a receiver.

Claim.— \. The separating walls L L in the vapor
chamber, Avith the upper connecting passagesM M,
and lower passages N N, together with the con-

densing troughs 0, the Avhole constructed and
operated substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The siphon water pipe X, and the pipe h from

the vapor chamber, or equivalent device, for Avith-

drawing the vapor by means of a vacuum, and con-

densing it in its passage, substantially as herein de-

scribed.
3. The cvlinder e, with the buckets g, operating

as shoAA-n,lbr producing a vacuum and forcing the

vapor beneath the water in the chamber d, and the
vapor pipe i, constructed and operated substantially

as and for the purpose described.
4. The two flues m and n, with the dampers 1 1 1,

for regulating the draft, or, by closing them en-

tirely, to cause a drait through the siphon tube,

and condensing chamber j, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. Constructing the foundation with the inclined

impervious plates A A and the channels D betAveeu

the courses, together with the collecting channel B,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

6. A draft, as created by the siphon tube X, tho
endless chain and its buckets g g, or equivalent de-

vice, for condensing the vapors and gases which es-

cape from chemical works, for retorting gold and
silver amalgams, and for withdrawing and condens-
ing gold that would be lost in melting and refining,

substantially as herein described.

85,372.—James Elliott, New York, N. T.—
Pipe and Faucet Clamp.—December 29, 1868.—Do-
signed to facilitate the soldering of faucets to lead
pipes.

Claim.—The curved bar A, provided with tho
fixed and sliding jaws c e, and the adjustable bearing
A,-, all constructed and arranged substantially as
shoAvn and described, to form a pipe and faucet
clamp for plumbers' use, as set forth.

85,373.—A. H. Emery, Isew York, IJ". Y.—
Safety iaiwp.-December 29, 1868.—The inner tubes
or rings are held in place by friction in the outer
tubes, thus dispensing with the use of solder in se-

curing the diaphragms.
Claim.—The method of fastening the diaphragms

G in the tube F, by means of the inner tubes or rings
H, substantially as and for the purposes herein de-

sci'ibed and set forth.

85,374.—J. M. ESTABROOK, Milford, Mass.-
Screiv Peg for Boots and Shoes.—December 29,

1868.

Claim.—The self-clinching metallic screw peg A,
having a flattened Avedge-shaped end, whereby, as it

strikes tho metal plate upon tlio last, in the act of
driving, it is adapted to be bent down into the inner
sole of the boot or shoe, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

85,375.—Albert Foxtayxe, Cincinnati, Ohio.
-TreadZe.—December 29, 1868.—The foot plate has
bearings on the treadle shaft, and is provided with
adjustable caps with India-rubber washers attached,

so that tlie lost motion caused by wear can be taken
up by means of the screw. Tho connecting rod is

slotted from the journal outward, so that Avear may
by compensated for.

Claim.—1. The movable pieces C C, in combina-
tion Avith the shaft B, collars E E, or their equiva-
lents, screws D D, and India-rubber washers, or
their eciuivalents, as and for the purposes described.

2. Tlie combination of the pieces C C, shaft B,
screws D D, India-rubber Avashei^s, and seats F F.

3. The piece L of the connecting rod K, extended
as shown, for the pm-pose specified, and combining
the screw H, journal box M, and curve smTouuding
the hole N, substantially as described.
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85,376

—

John H. French, Albany, N. T.—
Machine for Ruling School Slates.—December 29,
18G8.—Liues cau be ruled longitudinally, trans-
Ycraely, or diagonally across the slate, wliicb latter
rests on spring bearings suspended from the disk.
The adjustable stops arrest the motion of the slate
at any point.
Claim.—I. Inserting the marking tools F in their

heads, in such an angle that their broad faces shall
stand at right angles to the line of motion, whereby
oblique rulings arc produced Avithout changing tbo
motion of the carriage, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2, The carriage C, carrying the adjustable disk
D, in which the spring bearings d d are ai*ranged,
in combination with the tools F F, fitted in one
head, substantially as set forth.

3. The adjustable stops a, in combination witli
the sliding carriage C, tui-ning disk D, and tool

head E, all made and operatijig substantially as
herein shown and described.

85,377.—George A. Fullerton, Lynn, Mass.—Steam Pipe Coupling for Railroad Gar Heaters.—
December 29, 1808.—A thick rubber band receiviug
the nozzle on the ends of the pipes, is held in place
by a cylinder with inwardly-projecting flanges. A
stiff spring provided with 'a wedge-shaped point is

attached to each pipe ; the wedge-shaped point of
one spring enters a forked socket on the opposite
pipe. The pressure of the springs holds the pipes
together.

Claim.—1. The combination of the springs s s',

clutching the iovksgg' of the opposite pipes a b, sub-
stantialfy in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The coml)inatiou of the rubber band u u and
coupling c with the conical muzzles of the pipes a b,

in the manner and for tlie purpose described.

3. The mode of hanging the pipes a b to the cars,

aBowing them a free motion axially, or in a latei'al

direction, in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as set fortli.

4. Tlie" combination of springs s and s', forked sock-
ets g and g', steam pipes a b, coupling c, having rub-
ber lining u, lips o o', bolts/.f and m m', springs q q\
and vah'c r, when the Avbolo arc constructed and
operate relatively to each other, substantially as and
for the purpose described and set forth.

85,378.—Frederick A. Geisler, Bristol, R. I.—Moioing Machine.—December 29, 18C8.—The cut-

ter bar is raised or lowered by means of the bell

crank actuated by the drum, witli which it is con-
nected. The crank shaft is arranged in sliding
bearings in a frame connected by links to arms piv-

oted to the frame, and supporting a shaft which is

held by a spring catcli, so as to be thrown in and
out of gear with tlie driving wheel.
Claim.—1. The crank shaft E, drum D, and bell

crank C, arranged and combined with the shoe A,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The crank shaft F, arranged in sliding bear-
ings, and connected to the vibrating arms H' sup-
porting the adjusting shaft I, combined with the
spring catch K, all substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

85,379.-A. J. GoiXG, Clinton, 1,0.. — Cotton
Seed Planter.— Dcccmhos 29, 18G8.—The agitator
keeps the seed in the upper i)art of the hopper in a
light, loose state, and prevents the choking- or clog-

ging of tlie hopper.
Claim.—An agitator for a cotton seed planter,

composed of a spring C, having an arbor or shaft D,
attached, through which transverse rods or arras 6,

pass, the agitator being secured in the hopper, and
arranged in relation with the sced-dischai-ging de-

vice, to operate in the manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

85,380.—CriARLES E. Griffin, Koscvillc, 111.—

Scythe.—December 29, 1868—The weight serves as

a counterpoise and obviates a side draft produced by
the resistance of the grass to the action of the scythe.

Claim.—The application of a weight or counter-
poise to a scythe swath, substantially as and for tho
pm-pose set forth.

85,381.—"William Hamilton, Toronto, Canada.
—Lock iV^ti?.— December 29, 1868.—The object of
this invention is to prevent the nuts from becoming
loose when they are subjected to a vibratory mo-
tion, as in cars or other vehicles.

Claim.—The nut B, secured to the bolt, by pro-
viding a groove in the latter, and driving the key b
into said groove, through the threads of the nut, at
any point, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

85,382.—Eli Hakbaugii, TTashington, Iowa.—
Fastening and Strengthening for Horse Collars.—
December 29, 1868.—A wire spring is attached to
and extends entirely around the roll of the collar,

and forms a hook at the top, by which it is fastened
by a strap to the horse.

' Claim.—The wire spring a, and hook on the upper
end thereof, marked b in said drawing, for the pur-
pose of securing the collar on the horse while in use.

85,383.-James House, Turin, IS". Y.—Seed
Sower.—December 29, 1868.—By means of the ad-
justable perforated slides, the apertures in the hop-
per can be closed or I'egulatcd for the amount of
grain to be fed. A second pair of slides, made ad-
justable tor various sized seeds, receives a vibratory
motion through a connecting rod from the cam.

Claim.—l.^The use of the adjustable false bottom,
consisting of the perforated slides C D.

2. The use of the adjustable slide I J, connectiug
I'od N, and cam Q, as herein constructed and shown.

3. The construction and arrangement of the sev-

eral parts, as herein set forth.

85,384.—Charles P. Howell, Covington, Ky.—Hoe.—December 29, 1868.—'One end of'the bent
clamping bar embraces the blade of the hoe, and the
other end fits in a recess in the handle. A ferrule

slides over and secures the bars when inserted in the
slots.

Claim.—1. The clamping-bars B, constructed sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The clamping bars B, in combination with the
brace piece E, blade D, ferrule C, and handle A, or
their equivaleiit, Avhca constructed and arranged in

the manner and for the purpose shown and de-
scribed.

85,385.—J. M. Hughes, Menomonec, Wis.—
Medical Compound. — December 29, 1863. — Com-
posed of cider vinegar, molasses, spirits of turpen-
tine, common salt, saltpeter, oil of vitiiol and olive
oil, for external use in diseases of the skin.

Claim. — 1l]\g comjjound of matter composed sub-
stantially as herein described.

85,386.—David Hunter, >^"orth Bennington,
Vt.— Water Regulator for Paper Pulp Machines.—
December 29, 1868.—The pulp is prevented from
rising iu the vessel in which the float operates by the
pressure of water from a small pipe leading from
the upper vessel.

Claim.—1. The application to a paper pulp ma-
chine of a self-acting float, which regulates the
water supply, for tho purpose of pi'ev^enting lo.ss of
pulp by the overflow ot water, as set forth.

2. The combination of the float E, having the rod
h and valve or valves i, witli the vessel C, in which
the chambers e and / are formed, by means of pai*-

titions a a and b, the apertures through which can
be closed by means of the valves, as set forth.

3. The combination of the tank A, pipe B, box C,
vessel D, float E, valves i, and pipe g, with each
other, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

85,387.—J. W. Jessop, Harveysburg, Ohio.—
Ctdtivator.—DceGmhor 29, 1808.

Claim.—The provision in a cultivator of the ad-
justable long beams H, provided with mold plows,
cross beams B and C, and standards D, also pro-
vided with plows, when the several paits, herein
named, are constructed, combined, and airangcd as
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

85,388.—J. E. Jones. Wirctown, N. J.—Elas-
tic Lanyard.—December 29, 1868.—An elastic plate
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is combined with a screw bolt and with the main
packing and frame, so as to relieve the strain on the

nut of the screw l)olt caused by the straining of the
rigging.
Claim.—Tho combination of the elastic Avasher /

with the screw rod E, c^lar e, nut H, plato D, elas-

tic packing F, and frames A B, as herein described,

for the purpose specified.

S5,3S9.—PaulH. Kendricken, Boston, Mass,
r— Valve far Steam and other Enginery.—December
29, 18GS.—This invention is designed for effecting

the simultaneous closure of tho entrance and exit of

a liquid, gas or steam, and it is especially applicable

to steam radiators. Upon turning the valve stem,
the two valves arc caused to approach each other
and close upon their seats. When the valves are
closed the collar is in such a position as to allow a
free circulation of steam throughout the entire de-

vice, and exclude return water from the radiator.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the ports or pas-

sages a a', b h', c &, and pipes d d', Avheu combined
with the valves C and C, and the valve chamber B,
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the valves C and C, stems
//', and valve^eats c c', substantially as shown and
specified.

3. In combination with the ports or openings a a',

b b', c d, and d d'. and valve and valve seats C C
and e e', the intei-posed collar or abutment m, sub-

stantially as shown and set forth.

85,390.-H. M. Long, Williamsville, 15^. T,—
Gate Attachment.—DcecmheT 29, 1868.—On pulling

one of the lovers, the swing arm draws back the
longitudinally-sliding latch and causes the gate to

open.
Claim.—The arrangement of the cross? wires c c',

connecting with the levers A A', the swing arm C,
provided with forks i i, the button stop h, and the

connecting rod j, when the said parts are combined
with the longitudinally-sliding latch m and swing-
ing gate B, in the manner and for tho purpose speci-

fied.

85,391.—William H. Lotz, Chicago, 111.—FoW-
ing Lounge.—December 29, 18()8.—An upholstered

body or shell is connected to tlie ordinary sofa by
pivoted arms, so that when the apparatus is closed

the .shell covers the body of the sofa, and when
opened forms a bed.

Claim.—1. A sofa-bed, consisting of a sofa, A,
and a shell B, of corresponding form, combined and
arranged to operate sul)stantially as described.

2. A sofa-bed, consisting of the sofa A and the

shell B, united, by means of the shaft a, with the

arms C, attached rigidly thereto, and pivoted at their

opposite ends to tho shell B, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein set forth.

85,392.- Hkxuv McCullaugh, Marietta, Pa.—
Collar for Pipes in Sot-blast J'urnaccs.—December
29, ISfJS.—The collars are cast in two parts and con-

nected by a knuckle joint, so that tljcy can be re-

moved from the pipes without being broken, or

breaking the cement.
Claim.—The herein-described collar, for coupling

or protecting hot-air pipes in blast furnaces.

85,393. — Jeremiah McIlvaix, Churchville,

Md.

—

Antifriction Box for Shafting.— December
29, 18G8.—The wings on the cover act as dusters to

prevent the admission of dust between the two
parts.

Claim.—1. The anti-friction box, composed of two
parts B D, provided respectively with grooves a d,

of the form shown, with balls C placed between
them, the pendent sliaft or arbor E, attached to D,
fitting in the hole c in B, and the step e on D, for

connecting a shaft to D, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the pui-pose set

forth.

2. Tho cover P, provided with the wings /, and
applied to the upper box D, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

85,394.—Samuel Myeks, Hogestown, Pa.

—

Wi7idow Frame.—December 29, 1868.—This con-

struction obviates the necessity of removing the
parting bead in removing the sashes.

Claim.—Constructing the window frame with the
lower portion of one sid« of the casing of said frame
C, and of the parting bead D, removable together,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

85,395.—EdwakdL. Perky, New Torls, N. Y.—
Hose.—December 29, 1868.— The end of the pipe
that is coupled is made tapering and secured to the
plug or coupling by a ring, which presses the rubber
into the indentations of the screw threads.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a
continuous flexible India-rubber hose, terminating
in a rigid nozzle of the same material, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the exteriorly-tapering end
D, of the hose, with the tube B, having a screw
thr'^ad on its exterior, the part D being pressed into
the screw threads B, by means of a ring A, all sub-
stantially as shown and described.

85,396.—Ozi M. Pike, Leverett, Mass., assignor
to himself, Wendell T. Davis, and Austin De
Wolf.—Machine for Cutting Vitreous Substances.—
December 29, 1868.—The cutter is made of steel and
turns on the friction wheels, and in a socket in the
thumb screw. Guards are aiTanged to prevent the
cutter from slipping.

Claim.—A tool for cutting glass or other vitreous
substances, constructed to operate substantially aa
described.

85,397.—James Resteix, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fabric for the 2Iantifacture of Paper Collars, Cuffs,
d-c.—Deccmbcr29, 18(i8.—Plain white paper is pasted
on one side of a fibrous hemp paper, and a white
enameled linen imitation is pasted on the other
side ; tho stock thus formed obviates the necessity
of lining the button holes with muslin.

Claim.—A paper stock, for the manufacture of
paper collars, shirt fronts, and cufis, when the same
is composed of the material and arranged substan-
tially as herein specified.

85,398.—George Eeuijen, San Prancisco, Cal.

—Cover for Pots, Kettles, tC-c-December 29, 18(58.

—A hole in the lid is covered with wire gauze to
pci'mit the steam to escape, and preA^ent the admis-
sion of foreign sul)stances.

Claim.—A cover for cooking and other vessels,

having the opening C covered with wire gauze or per-

forated tin, surmounted by the flange D, the whole
surmounted by the cover E, locking- into the an-
gular slots c c, arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed.

85,399.—Ferdinand Kheydt, Chicago, 111.—
Making Screiv Nuts.—December 29, 1868.—Upon a
longitudinally-sliding carriage is mounted a trans-
versely-sliding carriage earning a chisel, and also
a longitudinally-sliding carriage caiTying a station-

ary bit. A prismatic rod, from which the screw
blanks are cut, passes through a hollow spindle in

rear of the main canlage, and is supported in rolling
rings at the rear end.

Claim.—1. The hollow spindle C, in combination
with the adjustable cutting and boring tools, H and
and J, that are arranged on the cairiagc B, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, all oper-
ating as set forth.

2. Tlie combination of the hollow spindle C, ring
d, and rings g, Avith the carriages B, F, and I, and
tools H and J, all made, arranged, and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

85,400.—J. C. Pichardson, Ilion, N. Y.—Fork
Blank.—December 29, 1868.—Improvement oi\ his

patent of November 14, 1868, and consists in re-

ducing the length of, and giving a finished form to,

tlie tang. A narrow slit is made between the space
caused by the removal of the tang, and Avith that at

the base of and between the two middle tines.

Claim.—Cutting out the shank A, and connecting
the space caused by the removal of said shank, with
the space caused by the removal of another portion
of the metal, by the sUt t>, aa described.
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85, 401.— S. L. Richardson, Webster City,

Iowa.

—

Beehive.—December 29, 18C8.—Around the
brood box, near the top, is a removable, ineliued,

rectangular tVame or "portico" to afford shade and
protection in warm or cold weather. In the spare
honey chamber are boards with bearing pins in

their upper edges, which may easily be removed.
Claiia.—1. Pins of metal or wood for the bearings

of the comb bars or frames, when constructed and
arranged substantially as herein set forth.

2. The portico P, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The hive, as liercin described, when its several
parts are constructed, combined, and arranged sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. T]ie bearing boards h b b, in the spare honey
chamber, substantially as described and for the pur-
ix)ses set fortli.

5. The shallow space between the brood box and
bottom board, in combination with narrow strips of
wood, n, to act O-S a moth trap.

6. The projection E, of the end pieces D, to sup-
port the portico, and form bearings, upon which the
hive is supix)rted by the ix)sts H.

7. The honey board d, in two pieces, lapping one
upon the other, for the pui-poses specified.

85,402.—William Riley, Salem, Oregon, as-

signor to H. Carpenteh, same place.

—

Shackle and
Supporter.—December 29, 1868.—Composed of two
pieces of metal secured together around the leg of
a prisoner and supported upon an iron ring attached
to a strap passing under the foot.

Claim.—1. The improved shackle A B, with the
tongue G and mode of fastening upon the ankle, sub-
stantifiHy as lierein described.

"

2. The supporter E, and the mode of fastening the
same to the shoe, by means of the strap I and'liecl

Elate J, constructed and arranged substantially as
erein set forth.

3. The mode of preventing the shackle from turn-
ing on the ankle, by means of the stops L L, as
specified.

85.403.—Henry F. Roberts, Pittsburg, Pa.—
P/opeiZer.-December 29, 1868.-The blade is at-

tached to arms thot travel in grooves, forming an
elliptical track in the sides, by which the propeller
is alternately plunged into, and lifted out of, the
water. Pivoted V-shaped levers at each end of the
track may be adjusted to cause the propeller arms
to take either the upper or lower track, to reverse
the motion of the blade.

Claim.—1. The combination of the blade I, having
the arms i i, with the grooved track c c and pitman
J), substantially as described.

2. Tlio combination, with said blade and track, of
the V-shaped reversing levers M M', and the arms
If N', and connecting rod R, substantially as de-

Bcribed.

85,404.—Mathias Schlegel, St. Jacob, 111.—
Hot-air Stove.—DecGvaher 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. The application, to a hot-air stove, of
the cylinder I, around which the two spiral passages
I and m, one for smoke and the other for hot air, arc
formed, substantially as herein shown and described,
for the purpose specified.

2, The combination of the plate A, base C, shell

D, and fire pot E, with the plate /, cylinder I, spiral

channels I m, and covering plate r, all made and op-
erating substantially as herein shown and described.

85,405.—L. B. SiiERWiN, Hyde Park, Yt.—Po-
tato TFas/ter.-December 29, 1868.—The thin edges
of the agitator arras run close upon the l)ottom of
the vessel, so that the potatoes arc raised up and
dropped over the backs of the same.
Claim.—The vegetable washer, consisting of the

agitator E, shaft D, crank h, cross bar C, and hinged
perforated cover B, when the upper surfaces of the
arms of the agitator are beveled in opposite direc-

tions, forming thin edges /, and thick backs g, all

aiTangcd within the pail A, to operate as herein act

forth and shown.

85,406.—A. SiMis, Brooklvn, E. D., N. Y.— Op-
crating Bridle JBWnd,—December 29, 1868.—The

ends of the bifurcated portions of the rein cross each
other, and pull the opposite edges of the blinders
together.
Claim.—I. The rein line or cotxl E, with bifurcating

parts a a, substantially as shown and described, or
the equivalent thereof, for the purpose of pressing
the blinds or blinkers, A, of a bridle upon and
against the eyes of a horse, all as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. Padding the blinds of a bridle, to form a cavity,
B, in the same, substantially as shown and described
and for the purpose specifie\l.

3. Employing the blinds of a bridle to shut off the
sight of an animal, substantially as shown, and for
the purpose specified.

85,407.—Joseph Steger, New York, N". Y.—
Car Starter.—December 29, 1S68.—By the action of
tlie draw bar on the cam, a paAvl is positively thrown
into gear with a ratchet wlieel on the car axle. A
spring, connecting the arms that operate the pawls,
serves to retract tlio latter from the ratchet wheel.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a cam, which is

actuated by the strain on the draw bar, and which
acts on the pawl b, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

2. The spring I, situated under the middle of the
car, and acting on the starting gear at the opposite
ends of the car, substantially as set forth.

85,408.—Joseph Stonebanks, College Point,
if. Y.

—

Attaching Wheels to Sleighs.—December 29,
1868.—The runners are provided with pivoted spring
holders, by means of whicli tliey arc secured to the
felloes and prevented from turning.

Claim.—The combination of the runners B with
the spring holders C and the spring braces D, sub-
stantially as herein shown and desciibed.

85,409.—Henry M. Stow, San Francisco, Cal.—Railroad Tickets and Punch for Cutting Coupons
therefrom.— December 29, 18G8.— Each ticket is

printed on one side of a small paper pouch, each of
whicli latter contains an amount of money corre-
sponding with some one of the small curiency notes
in use, less one fare, and each has a couiion printed
in one corner, with figures representing the amount
in the pouch, with one fare added.

Claim.—1. A pouch ticket, adapted to contain
change, with a coupon printed thereon, or attached
thereto, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. In combination with an instrument for severing
coupons, and automatically depositing them in a box,
or other receptacle, substantially as described, a
needle, so located in the box, or other receptAcle,
that it wall perforate and retain upon it each cou-
pon as it is deposited, and which, on being with-
drawn, will draAV a thread through aU the said cou-
pons, as set forth.

3. In combination with an instrument for severing
coupons and automatically depositing them in a box
or other receptacle, substantially as described, a
sliding cover to such box or other receptacle, which
will automatically slide over the box or other recep-
tacle and close it, w'len the jaws of the instrument
open, and recede from said box wlien the jaws close,

the same being operated substantially as herein de-
scribed. *

4. In combination with an instrument for severing
coupons from tickets, substantially as described, a
needle, so located in rclatioji to the cutting head, or
other equivalent cutting device, that it will pierce
and retain upon it each coupon as it is cut off, and
so constructed and arranged that l)y withdrawing it

from said coupons itwiildraAV a thread through all of
them, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

5. In combination Avifh the cutting head and re-

taining box herein described, the case or shield D,
substantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

85,410.— Alois Tiioma, Xew York, N. Y.-
Furnrtcc/or Ifcituifjranci Pcfining Steel.—December
29, 1868.—The open pan forms the bottom of the
smelting oven, and is supported and made adjust-

able vertically by means of screws. The upper
{)art of the fuel chamber is surrounded by an annu-
ar trough filled with sand or water.
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Claim.—1. Smelting steel and otlier metals in an
open pan, C, which is made of one piece, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

2.'The oven B, when provided with an up-and-
dowu adjustable and removable bottom, which is

made in form of a pan, C, to contain the metal to be
smelted, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
3. The pan C, when arranged of one piece, and in

combination with the supporting- pan D and screws
V i\ all arranged and operating substantially as here-
in shown and described.

4. The chamber o, arranged on the feeding appa-
ratus, to leave the same clear of obstructions, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

5. The application of the inclined plane r, on the
feeding apparatus, to facilitate the distribution of
fuel, as' specitied.

6. The combination of the slide i with the cover q
and endless trough p, all arranged to form a feeding
appai-atus for the fuel, as set forth.

85,411.—Stephen D. Tucker, Kew York, JN".

Y.—2[achine for Coating the Surfaces of Electro-
type Molds -with Plumbago.—December 29, 18()8.

Claim.—1. The right-and-left-hand screw G, in

combination with tlio carriage for carrying the mold
to and fro, substantially as described and specified.

2. The combination,'with the screw G, of the vi-

brating brush M, substantially as described and
specified.

3. The combination of the screw G, worm H,
shaft E, crank pin c, slotted lever K, brush M, and
carriage N, constructed substantially as described
and specified.

85,412.—Flavius J. TTndeuwood, Eock Island,

m., assignor to B. D. Bufoud, same place,

—

Culti-

vator.—t>cccmbcY 2d, 1868.—Each sliovel is provided
with boxes secured to its back by bolts and a plate
so an-anged as to hold the shovel in any desired po-
sition. The plows are attached to the axles by joints
or couplings, so constructed that the plows may be
adjusted laterally and vertically.

Claim.—1. Tlie cultivator frame, consisting of the
barsA and the bent bar B, with tlie axles C attached,
the part A being made adjustable, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The manner of attaching the plows to the axle
C, by means of tlie plates h, gi-ooved boxes g, and
studs or pins i, all constructed and arranged to oper-
ate as described.

3. The shovels F, provided with the boxes b, bolts
e, and bar c, in combination A^ith the rounded shank
a of the plow beam, wliereby tlie shovels arc ren-
dered capable of being adjusted and secm'ed in place,
substantially as herein described.

4. Connecting the handles of the two sets of culti-

vator shares by means of the bar I, when so arranged
as to limit the distance to which said handles may
move apart, and yet leave them free to approach
each other, substantially as shown and described.

85,413.—H. V. Van Etten, Auburn, N. T.—
Device for Catching and Holding Domestic Animals.
—December 29, IBeiS.—Consists of two curved arms,
one of which is fixed to a pole, while the otlier is

pivoted and has a cord attaeiied to it, so as to cause
it to overlap tlie fixed arm, and hold the leg of a re-

fractory animal.
Claim.—The device for catching animals, consist-

ing of part A, cast with opening d, pole socket b,

and the semicircular curve a, and the part c, cast
with semicircular curve «'. wiien said curves form a
complete circle, and have their ends buloed and over-
lap each other, and arms A G bear against each other,
and all parts' are constructed and adapted to operate
as herein represented and described.

85,414. —Edwin Wassell, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Machine for Making Horseshoes.—December 29,
1BH8.—A series of devices are used in connection
Avith six rotating disks and two movable yokes, all

operated at the appropriate time by one driving
shaft.

Claim.—The former A and die B, when combined
with the wheels C and D, friction rollers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

and 6, cams e, /, g, and h, pivoted arms X and X',

cam.?, cutter J, and guides k and k'. the whole being
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

S5,4J 5.—William C. "Williamson, Philadel-
17hia, Pa.

—

Hoisting Machine—Decoinber29, 1868.

—

The friction wheel is caused, by the eccentric wheel
operated by a lever, to come in contact with friction

pulley for hoisting. "When out of contact with the
same, the load descends, and to stop the friction

wheel it is brought in contact with a stationary
shoe.

Claim.— The eccentric wheel H, when used in
connection with the friction pulley C, the friction

wheel J), and the shoes F, for the purpose shown.

85,416.—John S. Yinger, Manchester Town-
ship, Pa.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—December 29, 1868.

—

The tines are locked in a closed position by drawing
down a lever so attached to a connecting link that
the joint will come below the fulcrum of the lever.

Claim.—The instrument above described, consist-

ing essentially of the jaws A A^, made in the form
described, the plates C C, the link E, the lever D,
connected to the link at e, the cord F, the link G, the
arm i, and the pivot bolt B, all constructed, arranged,
and combined so as to operate together in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

85,417.- Emanuel Andrews, "Williamsport,
Pa.—,S'a?(;.—December 29, 1868.—The saw is made
with fine teeth at the lower and wider end of the
saw, the space and depth of the teeth gradually in-

creasing as they proceed upward.
Claim.—The saw A, herein described, as an article

of manufacture.

85,418.—Levi Annis, Quincy, Mich.—Pototo
Digger.—December 29, 1868.—This machine is de-
signed, after digging the potatoes, to leave the
ground in a fine pulverized state, clear of weeds,
and ready for the reception of seeds.

Claim.—] . In combination with the forked digger,
fixed in a rigid portion of the tongue or frame, the
swinging controllable frame E, for carrying, behind
the digger, the harrows F, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. The vibrating digger IST, for shaking up the po-

tatoes and pulverizing tlie soil, when made controlla-
ble bj' the operator in his seat, and vibrated laterally

of the path of the machine, by means substantially
as described.

3. In combination with the laterally-vibrating dig-

ger for shaking up the potatoes and working the
soil, the adjustable arms K', witli their inwardly-in-
clined rakes for gathering the potatoes into a row,
substantially as described.

85,419.—Leonard Atwood, oSTcw York, X.
Y.

—

Hoisting Ajyparatus for Builders.—December
29, 1868.—A series of parallel rack bars are attached
centrally to a transverse beam on the platform, upon
which bars hods may be readily attached.

Claim.—The parallel bars G G, attached to the
transverse beam F, used in combination with the
platform and frame of a hoisting apparatus, and ar-

ranged, in relation thereto, subs"tantially in the man-
ner and for the pm'poso set forth,

85,420.—Allen S. Ballard, Mount Pleasant,
Iowa.

—

Ice-cream Freezer.—December 29, 1868.—In
this apparatus two freezing surfaces are presented
to the cream, two ice cylinders being assisted to re-

volve quickly by rollers and scrapers on or against
each cylinder. Stationary scrapers and rollers serve
to mix the cream tliorougiily.

Claim.—1. The outer cylinder A and inner cylin-

ders B and G, forming two ice chambers, in combi-
nation with the revolving cream chamber H, and
stationary scrapers a a and a' «', rollers b b, springs
c c and c' c', and segmental collars d' and d', con-
structed substantially as described, and operating as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The collars d and d', in combination with the
springs c c and c' c', scrapers a a, a' a', and rollers

b b, constructed as described and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The points g' g' on collar (i, slots in collar c of lid
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/, segment collars d' d', in combination with arms i i'

on lid/, and sockets j j', constructed as described,
and operating as set forth.

85,421.—David L. Bartlett, Eockford, Bl.—
Water Wheel—DecGmber 29, 1868.—Each chute is

prolonged to tlic periphery of the ring gate, and the
gates, in opening, slide over the fixed walls of the
chutes so as to brace them, and an extension rises at
an angle to reinforce the projecting wall of said
chute.
Claim.—In combination with a curb, in which the

wall a of the chutes is prolonged bej-ond the wall a\
so as to form the projection a^, a ring gate, in which
the slides that open and close the chutes arc con-
structed with the two parts in m', ari-anged, when
open, to reinforce the parts a' and a\ all substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

85,422.—Chaules Beax, Ionia, 'Mich.—Weather
Strip—December 29, 1868.—A rubber strip is at-

tached along the middle of the edge of the door or
window by means of a clamping rod, which presses
one edge of the rubber strip into a groove in tlie door
or window prepared for the purpose. The project-

ing* edge of the rubber folds back into a recess over
the clamping rod when the door is closed.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the rubber strip E,
wooden strip or rod F, screws e e e, and door A,
substantially as described.

85,423.—J. H. Beauregard, Sandy Hill, N. Y.—Hollow Auger.—Decemher 29, 18b'8.—The device
is so constructed as to be readily adjusted to cut ten-
ons of any desired size.

Claim.—An auger, consisting of the shank F, ad-
justing springs E E, adjustable jaws A A, with pro-
jections A' A' attached thereto, and slotted, so as to
receive the adjustable slotted cutters B B, set screws
C C, and right and left hand screws D D, all con-
structed, arranged, and operated as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

85,424.— Robert S. Boyd, Smithland, Ky.—
Itoad Scraper.— December 29, 1868. — An oblique
scraping share is attached to a wheeled suspending
frame, so that by raising the rear end of such frame
the share will be brought clear of the ground.

Claim.—The combination of the frame D, hinged
to the axle A, and carrving the oblique scraper G-,

with the lever F, stanclards E, cord c, and pulleys
a 6, all arranged and operating substantially as
shown and described.

85,425.—James F. Brewer, riantsrille. Conn.—Foker.— December 29, 1858.—The neck is cast
upon the rod, and has a projection Avhich is forced into
the wooden handle when the latter is driven on.
The end of the rod, being clenched, secures the
handle.
Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,

the herein described poker, consisting of the A^Tought
metal rod A, having the neck B cast thereon, and
the said rod extending through the said neck, so as
to receive and support the handle, all in the manner
described.

85,426.-Charles K. Brown, Troy, N. Y., as-

signor to himself, Charles A. Brown, and F.Field,
same place.

—

Machine for Coloring Paper.—Decem-
ber 29, 18G8.—A reservoir for the coloring matter is

placed above, and another below, the rollers, so that
both sides of a sheet of paper may be colored at one
operation.

Claim.—1. The rollers d d, in combination with
the hopper B and brushes e e, substantially as de-

scribed and specified.

2. The said rollers d d, in combination with the
trough C and brushes e e, substantially as herein
specified and set forth.

3. The hopper B, rollers d d, trough C, and brushes
e e, all arranged ami combined subatantiaily in the
manner and for the purposes herein described and sot

forth.

4. Distributing the coloring matter over the sur-

face of both sides of a sheet of paper at one opera-
tion, by passing said sheet through a pair of brushes,

e e, substantially as specified.

85,427.—James Bull, Galesburg, IW.—Scissors.
—December 29, 1868 ; antedated December 19, 1868.
—The handles are formed of sprin.^s riveted together
at the ends, so as to keep the blades apart. The in-

strument is more especially designed for cutting off
sewing machine threads.

Claim.—The combination of the curved blades
A A with the spring handles B B, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

85,428.—William Burditt and George H.
BuRDiTT, Boston, Mass.—Drive IFeW.-December
29, 1868.—The concavo-convex screen is designed
to prevent the filtering material from rising witli the
water.
Claim.—^In combination with a pump tube, of the

class that is driven into the ground without first

digging or boring a hole, a perforated screen, con-
taining some filtering material, and an elastic con-
cavo-convex screen F, arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

85,429.—Jabez Burns, New York, 'N. Y.—Ket-
tle for Culinary Purposes.—December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, the
bottom B, cast with water legs, b, and a bead, a,

around wliich the lower edge of the body A is bent
and secured simply by soldering, substantially as

described and shown,
2. The kettle, constructed as described, of the

bottom, B, cast Avith the water legs b and bead a,

and the body A, of sheet metal, secured to the bot-

tom by having its loA\'er edge bent over the bead and
soldered, as herein described.

85,430.—"William Burrows, New York, N. Y.—Combined Beam Compass and Calipers.—Decem-
ber 29, 1868.—A pair of calipers, a gauge and a tram-
mel are combined in one instrument.

Claim.—The combination, in the one instrument,
with a stock or bar A and heads C C, of the trams
or legs D, and transversely adjustable caliper blades
or arms E, arranged to operate essentially as and for

the purpose or purposes herein set forth.

85,431.—William A. Butler, New York, N.Y.
—Automatically-operated Pan for Water Closets.—
December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. A pan closet, in which the soil pan is

automatically adjusted to its receiving and dis-

charging positions, through pressure ajiplied to and
removed from the seat by means of the sliding barH
operating thereon through its jaws J J' and spur
wheels K L M. substantially as specified.

2. The combination, in a water closet, of the tilt-

ing or tipping pans F and G, operating in a con-

secutive manner, the one as a fresh-water trap, and
the other as a soil receptacle, essentially as herein

set forth.

3. The combination, with the rising and falling

seat D, of the fresh water pan G and soil pan F, in

such manner as that weight applied to. and removed
from the seat will serve automatically to adjust the

pans relatively to the bowl B, to make the one pan,

G, act as a Avater trap Avheu the closet is not in use,

and the other pan, F, as a soil receptacle while or

as the closet is being used, antl afterward to tilt or
tip to effect its discharge, substantially as described.

85,432.—George Cuomvton, Worcester, Mass.
—Loom. — December 29, 1868.—The arrangement
of parts admits of the reaxly removal of the shuttle

boxes.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of theangular cvener

levers, pivoted in or near the cloth-raakiiig plane,

Avith short lifter and dejnv.sser levers, connected to

the evener levers by links, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2 Tiie arrangement of short lifters and depresscrs,

connected to eveners, pivoted as above described,
with the slide rods, pattern chain or cylinder, and
harness jacks, substantially as set forth.

85,433.-Alfred S. Dickinson, Washington,
D. C—Curtain Fixture.—Hcccmher 20, 1868.—Arms
pivoted on the inner surfaces of the Avindow frame
support a cross piece in which the curtain roller has
its bearings, and project forward so as to fall when
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tut' cord is released. The curtain is evenly balanced
by attaching the cord to the center of the cross
strip.

Claim.—1. The combination of the curtain roller,

and the bearings tlier(!for, attached to a strip, D,
and said strip, and the rods E, attached thereto, and
pivoted to the inner and opposite faces of the win-
dow easing, said parts being arranged, in relation to
one another, to operate substantially in the manner
set forth.

2. In combination withtheoscillating arms, roller,

and strip, the cord F, centrally attached to the strip,

and passing through pulleys or eyes F', substantially
as and for the purpose set'forth.

85,434.—Thomas Dkew. Newton, assignor to
himself and.T.vMKsP. Bkidoe. Boston, Mass.

—

Com-
pound for Extingniifhing Fires.—December 29, 18G8.

Claim.—The application of .sulphite and hyposul-
phite of soda, either singly or mixed, and in solution
with water, as extinguishers of fii-es.

85,435.—William Y. Dubois. Covington, Ind.,
assignor to himself, William A. Saxgstek, and I.

Cr. Saxgstek, same place.

—

Water Indicator for
Boilers.—December 29, 18()8.—A rotary movement
is communicated from the float to the indicator
shaft. The supply of water is regulated by con-
necting the indicating finger with the cock 'of the
supply pipe, and the linger has a pin which strikes
the stem of a wedge, when the water falls to a cer-
tain level, and forces a valve shaft inward, so as to
admit steam to the whistle.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the cock E, of

the whistle 1^, weighted wedge P, and valve shaft D,
substantially as described.

2. Tlie arrangement of the float B, arms C F,
cock E, scale G, lever H, connecting rods I K, and
the water cock L, substantially as described.

85,436.—George H. Eddlemax, Atlanta, Ga.—
Saioing Machine.—December 29, 18H8,—The inner
end of the short shaft has ahead in which the circular
sav,' shaft may be secured by a set screw, said saw
shaft extending thence to a Gearing on the opposite
side of the frame.

Claim.—The frame A, constructed as herein de-
scribed, and provided with the eccentric pulley and
shaft D, the short shaft L, one end of which is suit-
ably ccjitered, and the otlier end provided with a
clutch, and the driving shaft V, whereby I am ena-
bled to form a machine combining in one a circular
saw, a jig saw, and a lathe, as herein set forth.

85,437.^0HN T. Elliott, Grand Kapid.s, Mich.
—Horse Hay i^o/-t.—December 29, 18G8.—The disk
is released from the lever by a trip cord, and is act-
uated by tlie spring, so as to give the initial back-
ward rcvolntion to the spiral, and thu^ insure the
liberation of the hay from the fork.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
wheel or disk A and its pins i i, upon the upper por-
tion of the spiral C, in combination with the spring
T and lever D upon the head, having tines E E, all
as herein set forth.

V
85,438.—Hoijace Eveuett. Philadelphia. Pa.—

Fastening for Sheet Metal Joints.—DacGmhar 29,
1868.—Designed to form a tight joint, without the
aid of solder, for boxes, tubes, and other articles of
sheet metal.
Claim.—A fastening, comjiosed of a lip, ft, on one

end of a strip of metal, and fitted to a pocket,
formed by cutting and indenting another strip, or
the opposite end of the same strip, all substantially
as described.

85,439.—Jean Joseph Leox Farcot, Saint
Ouen, (Seine.) France.—Z>ei'ice /o/- Controlling En-
pjW6-.—December 29, ]8t;8.—llelates to the arrange-
ment of the valve rod of the engine in relation to
the rock shaft, which is operated bv a bell crank and
connecting rod ; said bell crank being attached to
an oscillating arm, Avhich is rigidly cecured to the
main shaft and derives motion Irom'the piston rod.

Claim.— The arrangement of the bell crank I,
pivoted to the main lever G. and of the rock shaft L,
operated thereby to control the position of the viilve
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by levers and connections, substantially as shown
and descril)ed.

85,440.—George H. Garrett, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to Richard P. Garrett, same place.

—

Molding Pipe.—December 29, 18G8.—The molding
apparatus coiisists of a roller and sweep, secm-ed in
a flask section by set screws. 'I'he roller has its

bearings in radial arms made adjustable in length,
so as to regulate the distance between the roller and
shaft.

Claim.—1. The flask A, when provided with an
adjustable framcAvork, D, and a pressing roller, B,
for molding and shaping the sand, in the manner
herein shown and described.

2. The roller B, and its adjustable arms B', when
arranged and operated as described and set forth.

85,441.—George W. Gillett, Chicago, 111.—
Combined Tank and Closet Attachment to Cooking
Stoves.—BecemhcT 29, 1868.—The bottom of the
water reservoir forms a top for the -tt-arming closet,

and the water in the reservou' serves to keep the
closet warm.
Claim.—1. A combined warming closet and water

reservoir, when so constructed as not to form a part
of the stove frona which they ai'c heated, but can be
used in connection with any stove, being connected
therewith simply by pipes, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. A combined warming closet and water reser-
voir, constructed, as herein described, when so ar-
ranged that a part of the water reservoir serves as
a part of the warming closet, substantially as and

'

for the purposes herein specified.

3. The combination of the pipes I with the warm-
ing closet and water rescrvoii-, constructed as herein
set forth, when so arranged that they serve to heat
the warming closet and water reservoir, substan-
tially as herein specified.

85,442.—Edwin F. TJunx, Charleston, S. C—
E.reech.loading i^tj-c-ann.—December 29, 1868.—The
breech block, operated by a pinion on the hammer,
is provided witli a spring, which comes in contact
with tlie arm of a lever that operates the keeper
and shell extractor wlien the hammer is thrown back
or cocked.
Claim.—1. The cartridge keeper or retainer N,

constructed for operation by the breech block, or by ^

the hammer, in working the latter back, to effect

lift of said keeper, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the breech block J and
its spring Q, of the lever 11, or its equivalent, keeper .

or retainer N, and shell extractor P, for operation
together, essentially as herein set forth.

85,443.—Absalom Hallam, Monmouth, HI.— .

Combined Seed Soiver and Harroio.—December 29
1868.—Designed to be used as a seed sower, a har-
row, a marker of corn ground, or a cultivator.
Claim.—The frame A, B, v, aud M, of the seat F,

harrow H and lever /, cords g g and chain G, and
,

pulley X, when constructed aud arranged in the
manner described, and for the puvpose set forth.

85,444.— Edward Hariusox, ISTew Haven,
Conn.—Grinding JliZ;.-December 29, 1868.—The
meal, in passing from the stones, is thrown against
the wire screen surrounding tJie stones, the flour

passing through the screen to one exit and the hull
being driven out at another exit.

Claim.—The arrangement, with the casing which
incloses the stones, of one or more bolt cloths, so as
to separate the finer from the coarser portion of meal
within the casing of the mill, substantially as set

forth.

85,445.—M. R. Heliker, Xorwalk, Ohio.—
Churn Dasher.—T>cecmhcv 29, 1668.—Concentric
coils of wire are attached to two pairs of radial

arms, one above the other, a space being left for the
passage of the Ijuttcr and cream, and lor the hand
to be introduced in cleaning.
Claim.—A dasher, wlufii constructed with two

pairs of radial arms, B C, aiTanged in relation to

each other, and in combination -with the wires D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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S5»446.—J. 0. HoucK, Iowa City, Iowa.—De-
vice/or Supporting Wagon Tongues.—December 29,

1868.—A spring- is coiled around the pin on which
the tongue is pivoted, one end of said spring being-

secured to the tougue and the other projecting be-

Beath the axle, so as to support the tongue.
Claim.—The arrangement of the axle A, hounds

B B, tongue C, pin a, and spring b, all constructed
to opei-ate substantially as and for the purposes
hereiu set forth.

85,447.—Eliza D. Hunt, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Washing Machine. —DGcembev 29, 1868.— Spiral
blades are attached to cross bars on a shaft which
lias bearings in an inclined corrugated cylinder. The
blades draw the water up tlirough, and force the
clothes against, the corrugations on the cylinder,

Otoim.—The combination of the shaft C, cross
bars E E, spiral blades I I, and perforated Avheel F,
all constructed and arranged to operate witliin the
corrugated metal cylinder A, all substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

85,448.-Isaiah Ickes, Massillon, Ohio.—Music
JBooZ:.—December 29, 1868.

Claim.—So making a hymn book that there shall

be a division, transversely, of the leaves of the said

lK)ok, the notes being on the one half, and the words
on the other, whereby any particular hymn may be
sung to any desired tune, and the cliange of different

hymns and different notes be accomplished rcfidily,

the whole having an exterior like a book of the or-

dinary make.

85,449.-Charles H. Jackson, St. Louis, Mo.—Filter.—December 29, 1868 ; antedated December
17, 1868.—A central chamber for the filtered water is

sun-ounded by an annular filtering chamber, through
whi'ch the n-ater filters downward and enters the
central chamber at the bottom.
Claim:—The vessels A and B, B^ B^, when con-

structed with the filtering chambers b and b^, and
otherwise arranged, as herein shown and described.

85,450.—A. H. JocELYN, New York, N. Y.—
Binding Books.—December 29, 1868.—Slates are at-

tached "to books for the purpose of enabling the
reader to make memorandums.

Claim.—The arrangement of hinged slated lea.ves

d, when the same are attached to the cover or any
. other part of a printed book, so as to turn outward,
for the purpose described.

85,451.—Moses Johnson, Three Bivers, Mich.—Ploio.—December 29, 1868.—The plowing is done
by means of the sharp corrugated wheels revolving
on pins in stirrups attached to the beam. The width
of the furrow can be regulated by means of the
hinged beams, which are held in position on the arm
by pins.
Claim.—A plow, having wheels A, beams D, stir-

rups B, axles C, and punctured arm K, constructed,
. arranged, and operating substantially as described.

85,45iJ.—William E. Kinert, Bluffton, Ind.—
Churn.—December 27, 1868.—The curved form of
the dashers is designed to pi-event the " slip " inci-

. dent to the plane surface dasher.
Claim.—The dashers B B', when provided with

. curved paddles c c, wheels J J and K, and axles e e,

, the slotted boxes g g, and the slides h h, all substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

85,453.—John Kivett and George Kivett,
"Covington, Ky.

—

Method of Laying and Spreading
Composition lioofing. Pavement, d-e.—December 29,

1868.—The composition, formed of sand, asphaltum
and brine, is smoothed by means of lieated rollers.

Claim.—The within described process of spread-
•ing and smoothing the surface of concrete or compo-
sition for roofs, floors, walks, and streets, by the use
of a heated roller or rollers, substantially in the
manner described.

85,454.—Julius Krieg, Now York, N. Y.—
.Piano Stool Sereiv.—December 29, 1868.—The wound
wire projects beyond the cylinder aud forms u screw
thread.

Claim.—1. A sci'cw, formed by first spirally groov-
ing a wooden cylinder, and then coiling a wire, C.
in said groove, as herein described, as a new article
of manufacture.

2. The piano stool screw, consisting of a wooden
cylinder, A, spirally grooved, and having a wire
thread, C, coiled in said groove, the screw being pro-
vided with a cross, D E, for the scat, secured to the
upper end by pins G, as shown, whereby the wire C
is held in place, as herein described.

85,455.-Benjamin Kuhns, Dayton, Ohio.—
Seed Planter.—December 20, 1868. — The pinions
formino- a cone revolve on a stud attached to an
oscillating arm, wliich is raised or lowered to throw
them in gear with a pinion on an axle made to slide
by means of a bar, tlie end of which latter is at-
tached to a sliding arm that moves over and is actu-
ated by a revolving helical plate.

Claim— 1. The rollers D, constructed with pockets,
formed by fixed heads, dr, and intermediate parti-
tions, formed by ribs, part spiral and part straight,
substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the spur wheel on the hub
or axle, and the spur wheel on the seed roller, an
intermediate set of pinions, cast in one piece, con-
centric -with one another, so as to form a cone spur
pinion, so arranged as to give a variable sijced, by
sliifting the wheels in relation to one another, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the cone wheel, the oscil-

lating arm, and sliding pinion, arranged in relation
to one another, substantially as set fortii.

4. The combination of the sliding pinion G, frame
A, standard N, oscillating aim O, intermediate cone
wheel F, and wheel E, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the lever, the sliding pinion
and cone pinion, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

G. The combination of the oscillating barM, helical

plate L, and sliding arm I, substantially as axyl for
the purpose set forth.

7. So arranging the intermediate pinion and the
vstationary and sliding spur wheels, that "^-hile the
intermediate pinion swings on an arm concentric
with one of the wheels, it shall at tlie same time
swing on a center common with tlie other, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

85,456.—Benjamin B. Lewis, Bristol, Conn.—
Calendar Clock.—Dceember 29, 1868.—Improvement
on his patent of February 4, 1862.

Claim.—1. The combination aud arrangement ol

the steps or notches in wheel A with spring c and
hooked wire spring m, substantially as aud for the
for the purpose described.

2. Making the notch in wheel E straight and full

from points 5 to 7, when said wheel is combined with
wing a of lever b, and the other \A'orking parts of
this calendar, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3. Making the lever &, Fig, 3, all of one piece
of metal, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The arbor. Fig. 5, with its bearing 1, pivot 2,

and tenon 3, in combination with and secured to
lever 6, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

5. The combination of stud d, spring c, and slug
e, all arranged and secured together, substantially as
and for tlie purpose described.

6. The combination of jlate Ji, pillars g g g, plate

/, and wheels A B D E, socket C, and shaft F, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

85,457.—Lewis "W. Lewis, Sharpsburg, Pa.-
Metal Squeezer.— December 29, 1868. —A hiugea
guard is so arranged as to bear loosely on the bottom,
upset and receive, and throw out of the machine all

the pieces or lumps of metal which fly off" as the
bloom emerges from the rolls.

Claim.—Hinging tlie guard, or hinging a bar to
the guard of a squeezer, in the manner described, so
that the l)ar or its guard, as the case may be, shall

rest with its lower edge on the upper tacc of the
bottom upset, substantially as aud for the purposed
hereiubefore set forth.
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85,458 -TOHX S. Lipps. Xew York, 15". T.—
Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—December 29.

1868. — Hvtlrogen, in its nascent state, is passed
through liquict hydrocarbons, which is effected by
means of an annular vessel contaiuinp: water, and
having inverted in it a vessel to which is attached a
wire basket containing zinc or its equiVcJent.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of illuminating gas".

by passing hydrogen, in its nascent state, through
gasoline, substantially as herein described.

2. The manufacture of illuminating gas from hy-
drogen and gasoline, or other hydrocarbon liquid,

by so placing the said liquid in the same vessel with
the acid by or from which the hycbogen is gener-
ated that the said liquid floats upon the acid, and
the hydrogen, as it rises from the acid, passes through
the said liquid, sulistautially as herein described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the reser-

voir B, containing the acid and the gasoline, or other
hydrocarbon liquid, the gas holder C. and the basket
J), for containing the metal, whereby the production
of the illuminating gas is made self-regulating, ac-
cording to the demand or consumption, substantially
as herein specified.

85,459.— HoBERT A. Lucas and Louis S.

Lehman, "booster, Ohio.—Fruit Brier.—The dry
house is constructed on the rear side of the furnace
and provider! with openings for the escape of smoke.

Claim.—1. The air chamber C. constructed on the
rear side of furnace B, and communicating with the
chamber I over said furnace, and operating substan-
tially as set forth.

2. "The employment, in a dry house, of the perfo-
rated inner double wall D. supplied with the air tubes
d"^ d^. and consisting of the inner house d and parti-

tion d', all constructed and operated substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

85.460—D. D. Mackay, Whitestone. X. Y.—
JEgg Beater.—December 29. 1868.—The spiral screw
within the handle imparts an alternate rotary mo-
tion to the stirrers, by alternately pressing down
and raising the handle, the spring acting to force
np the handle.

Claim.—The combination of the spiral thread or
screw B on the sliaft or stem D. the nut a, the upper
spindle l^earing e, the spring C, and the stop g, all

arranged within the handle A, substantially as herein
specified.

85,461.—Egbert B. Magee, Venango City,
Pa.

—

Temper Screiv for Oil Wells.—December 29,
1868.—The brace nut. through which the screw
passes, is made in two pieces held together by a
clamp, riveted or screwed to the said nut. A set
screw passes throngli and bears against the nut, so
that when the set screw is slackened the nut will
spring open

.

Claim.—The combination of the screw C, with its

links C and C, with the brace nut A. clamp B. rivet
B^ and set screw B^. when constracted, combined,
arranged, and operating substantially as herein de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

85,462.—Leoxard Maxcy. St. Morgan. HI.—
Whijletree Attachment— T>eQemheT 29, 1868. —

A

singletree is so connected with levers that the
draft of a single horse shall counterbalance the
action of the draft of two or more horses upon
the double or triple attachments.
Claim.—I. The combination of the singletree C,

the adjustable staple bolt c, the lever B. adjustable
bolt d, and link D, the lever E, a<ljustable staple
bolt a, and doubletree G, substantiallv as set forth.

2. The pivot F on the fulcrum block /, attached
at the side of the tongue A, substantiallv as set
forth.

85,463.— William M.^miEws and James
Moore, Philadelphia. Ta.—Cover or Door for Gas
Retorts, Furnaces, <f-c.— December 29, 1868.— De-
signed to allow for expansion and contraction of the
cover, and to prevent its breaking.
Claim.—A. retort cover or furnace door, having

the portion exposed to the fire of a concavo-convex
form, and this portion waved or corrugated, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

85,464. — JOHX H. McKixlky, Xew York,
X. Y.—names Fastener.—T>eGemh&v 29, 1868.—

A

hook plate is secured to the hames, and has pivoted
to it a hooked and bent lever, provided Avith a stud
that fits in a hole in the hook plate when closed.

Claim.—The hook plate a, bent lever b, having
stud F, hole g. and pivoted together as described, in

combination with the curved bar C. with hook D at
one end, the ordinary eye H at the other, and the
movable loops i, all being constrnctcd and arranged
with relation to each other, and to operate together
in the manner and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

85,465.—William S. McKinney. Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Shaft Coupling.—Beeemhev 29, 1868.

Claim.—In the described combination with the
key-seated sleeve C and common key F. the double-
dntft key or gib G. constructed with opposing

i inclined faces g''g'. to fit into match key seats H I in

tho shafts, substantially in the manner and for the
pm-pose set forth.

85,466.—Noah Mexdexhall, Greensburg, Ind.—Corn and Seed Planter.— December 29, 1868.

—

The seed distributors are connected by arms to a
T-piece, which is reciprocated by means of a con-
necting rod attached to a crank on the axle.

Claim.—1. The combination of the crank C, con-
necting rod D, T-piece or cap arm E, and seed dis-

tributors I.

2. The combination of the within-described seed
boxes with the distributors and the partitioned seed
tubes, substantially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the T-piece E with refer-

ence to the se'ed distributors, by wnich they are
both moved by one motion of the connecting rod.

85,467.— Joseph Millard, Winslow, Ind.—
Cultivator.— TiecevaheT 29, 1868.—The side bars are
connected at their front ends to the center bar by
springs, and their rear ends are moved toward or
from "the center bar by means of connecting rods
operated by a lever adjustably pivoted in a forked
standard.

Claim.—The arrangement of the side bars B B,
rods D D and E, standard F, bar G, lever H, and
bent notched bai- 1, all as shown and described.

85,468.—Elie Moxeuse and Louis Dltar-
QUET, Xew York, N. Y.

—

Cooking Range.—Decem-
ber 29, 1868.—The fire chambers, ovens, and flues

are so arranged that the range has two fronts and
an end, so that attendants can have ready access to
all parts of the range. The products of combustion
are utUized in heating ovens or spaces for wai-ming
plates and keeping the viands warm.

I Claim.—1. A cooking range, in which two rows
I

of fire spaces and ovens are "arranged, substantially

I

as set forth, so that the prodttcts of combustion pass
i away from the middle of the range, between said

I

rows, as set forth.

2. The end fire space k, with ovens on each side,

arranged substantially as shown, in connection with
the two rows of fire spaces h h, and ovens i i.-as set
forth.

3. The w-arming ovens or closets n n, placed
below or between the ovens i i, so as to be of a
lon-er temperature than said ovens i, the respective
ovens being arranged substantially as set forth.

4. The broiling spaces, arrange'd with the warm-
ing closets between them, and the racks or shelves

y above, substantially as set forth.

85,469.—G. W. MoRTER and Edward Berry,
HartvUle, Ohio.

—

Adjustable Shovel Flow.—Decem-
ber 29, 1«68.

Claim.—1. The second beam E, pivoted to the
main beam A by parallel bars G G G G, and having
attached to it the standard F, with brace rod X,
substantially in the manner and for the ptuoose
specified.

2. The rod T, with bent front end and plate K,
with one or more holes therein, when used in com-
bination with the beams A and E. pivoted to each
other by the bars G G, substantially in the manner
and for "the purpose specified.

3. The double-shovel plow herein described, con-
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sistinff of the beam A, handles B B, cross bar C,
standard D, second beam E, parallel bars G G, rod I,

plate K, standard F, braces O N, and shovels M M,
the several parts being constructed and combined
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. So constr icting a shovel plow as that it may be
changed from a double-shovel plow to a single-
shovel plow, without any change of parts, except
the change of the two shovels for a single shovel,
substantially in the manner herein specified.

5. So constructing an interchangeable double or
single-shovel plow, as that, when used as a double-
shovel plow, the distance between the two shovels
may be changed as desired, the several parts being
so arranged as that the ouly change of parts re-
quired in a change from a double to a single-shovel
plow shall be the change of the two shovels for a
single shovel, substantially in the manner herein
specified.

85,470.—Peter Murray, Philadelphia, Pa.—
G'raee.—December 29, 1868.—The ends of the grate
bars rest upon a horizontal ledge within a wedge-
shaped groove or recess formed in the side pieces of
the frame, the bars being prevented from rising
vertically by the inclined shoulders of the recess.

Glami.—1. The combination, with a falling or
lunged grate of detachable bars B, for the purpose
specified.

2. The frame A of a falling grate, adapted for the
reception and detention of detachable grate bars B,
substantially as herein set forth.

85,471.—Ira A. Palmer, Monmouth, III.—Cm^
tivator.— December 29, 1868.— The shovel is ex-
tended at its upper part, and is curved similarly to
the moldboard of an ordinary plow, so as to carry a
great portion of the soil raised in one certain
dii-ection. The beam plates embrace the journal
spindle, to which they are adjusted by a bolt. Ad-
justable hooks attached to bars, secured to the
doubletree, and resting on a spindle, are for at-

tachment of the singletrees.
(Jtaim.—1. The shovel d, constructed as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The slotted beam plates L and M, one of them
being crooked, and bolt P and spindle T, arranged
substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The arrangement of doubletree C, bar W, with
holes e ee, and hook Y, combined with the frame A,
E, F, and tongue B, subs-tantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

85,473—C. E. Patric, Macedon, -^.Y.—Grain
Drill.—December 29, 1868.—The machine is so con-
structed that the grass seeder can be used either in

front or behind the grain seeder. The grain spouts
are adapted to deliver the grain from each alternate
one in the rear of the otliers.

Olaim.—1. Connecting the lever for throwing the
seed distributer into and out of action with the lift-

ing roller, which raises the seed tubes in such man-
ner that the said shipping lever shall be acted upon
only while the seed tubes are in proper position to
deliver the grain.

2. In seeding machines, in which the seed tubes
are lifted by means of a traveling roller or equiva-
lent, controlling the delivery of the seed through the
motion of the roller or bar to which the seed tubes
are connected.

3. The construction of the device for transmitting
motion from the driving wheel to the distributer of
a grain drill or seeding machine, in such manner
that a limited or fixed throw of the shipping lever
may be made to throw the distributers into and out
of action, while provision is also made for varying
the speed of the distril)uters relative to that of the
driving wheel.

4. I do not claim, broadly, a travelling roller for

raising the seed tubes, such device being embraced
in a patent granted to me December 17, ] 8G7 ; but
I do claim the traveling roller or bar for raising tlie

seed tubes out of the ground, when operated l)y

means of the chains or cords, for the purpose set

forth.

5. The grain spouts of a grain drill or seeding raa-

oliine, made adjustable in such manner as to deliver

the grain to the drill teeth arranged in diflferent

positions.

6. The eccentric rotating bearing Gr, in combina-
"tion with the arm G^, shaft F, and shaft G^, for
throwing the pinion E into and out of gear.

" 85,473.—Timothy Pendergast, St. Louis, Mo.
—Pole for Horse Oars.—December 29, 1868.—

A

rubber cushion is placed within a protecting cylin-

der, at the rear end of which is a piston so connected
with the doubletree and pole, as to avoid jars and
produce a gradual propulsion of the vehicle. An
adjustable brace rest, held by a bolt, is provided with
a screw nut into which the rest fork passes for sup-
porting the draught pole.

Claim.—I. The pole A, slotted at g, straps B and
C, and slots /, doubletree E, hinge bolt F, rod G,
piston G', cushion I, inclosing cylinder H h, when
combined and arranged substantially as and for the
Ijurpose set forth.

2. The rest fork L, fitted at U, and having a screw
end P, and combined with nut I of the brace K, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

85,474.—Albert J, Potter, Omaha, Nebraska.
—Farm Gate.—December 29, 1868.—On the upper
end of the rear gate post is a bevel cog wheel, into

which gears a cogged segment, attached to a shaft
passing through a cylinder, and operated by means
of a lever actuated by cords. To the said lever is

attached a cord connected with another lever that
operates the gate bolt.

Claim.—The gate A, bolt h, lever F, bevel wheel
D, cogged segment D', shaft d, cylindrical bar C,

lever E, cords ef g, and posts B B^ B"^ B^ all com-
bined, constructed, arranged, and operated substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

85,475.—Elisha O. Potter, Pawtucket, E. I.—Apparatus for Feeding Cloth to Pnnting Ma-
chinery.—December 29, 1868.—The cloth passes
over a roller which controls a yielding bar. The
said bar is connected by a bell-crank lever with a
long rod which is pivoted to a segmental disk plate

set upon the axle that supports a bell-crank lever,

upon whose periphery the lips of two pawls can
rest, so as to be raised above the teeth of the ratchet

wheel. Upon the same axis with the ratchet wheel
is a drum bearing a cord which caiTies a movable
weight placed upon a fiiction-brake lever applied to

the delivery beam. Any increase or decrease of

tension causes one or the other of the pawls to en-

gage with tlie ratchet wheel to automatically operate
theweighted lever.

Claim.—An apparatus or combination of devices
for securing a uniform amount of tension upon
cloth, or other material, during its delivery to other
machinery, which consists of a friction brake, or

like device, for varying the degree of friction upon
the delivery beam, operated by a pawl and ratchet

gear g I, and cord, /, or the equivalents thereof, in

combination with a yielding bar, E, controlling,

through the disk plate M, or like means, the action

of the pawl and ratchet mechanism, such apparatus
operating substantially as herein set forth.

85,476.—John T. Raetery, Eldara, III.— Wrt^er

Flevator.-Beccmhcv 29, 1868.—The motion of the

chain can be reversed without reversing the motion
of the crank, by means of a lever and loose pinions

engaging with clutches on the shafts.

Claim.—A water elevator, having shafts D and
H, chain B, cog wheels G and I, fast and loo.se pin-

ions E and K, brace L, lever S, and hooks P, con-

structed, arranged, and operating substantially as

specified.

85,477.—Thomas L. Rankix, New Pvichmond,

Ohio, and Charles ^Y. Grassmuck, Peru, 111.—

Beer Ooo^c?/-.-December 29, 1868.—The ice is melted

by the beer and flows down a vortical chamber into

a cold water space over whicli the l)eer escapes from
the cooler.

Claim,.—1. An air-tight chamber for cooling beer,

provided witli a series of trays of galvanized metal,

which extend obli(iucly beyond the vertical center,

from one side of the chamber toward the otlier, in

opposite directions, one above the other, and hav-
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ing their ends perforated, all substantially as set

forth.

2. In combination with the above, the inclined ice
chamber «, over said trays, which communicates
with a vertical chamber, c, Icadini;: into a cold water
space. /, under tlie trays, and so formed that its nar-
rowest part is near the chamber c, and with a con-
ducting pipe, b, for the overflow, all substantially as
shown and described.

S5,47S.—Daxiel Eeed, Birmingham, Conn.—
Nail-plate Feeder.— December 29, 1868 ; antedated
December 24, 18G8.—One end of a, clamp in the
plate holder is secured to the plate; the other end is

connected by a cord with the spring cylinder, which
latter feeds the plate automatically against the guides
when the cutters are withdrawn.'

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the plate holder
T, and the mechanism liy which it is operated, sub-
stantially as deserii)ed, by Avhich the two ends of the
plate are simultaneously' moved in opposite direc-
tions, and diflferent portions of it presented alter-

nately to the cutters.

2. The subject-matter of the first clause of claim,
in combination with the spring wheel "W and clamp
Y, as set fortli.

3. The subject-matter of the second clause of
claim, in combination with the guides/^ and/^, as
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The subject-matter of the first clause of claim,
combined with the cutters I and L, in the manner
specified.

85,479. — Xelson Rue, Harrodsburg, Ky.—
Gate.—December 29, 1868.—By means of the pivoted
oblique braces and notched bars, the gate can be
braced in any direction.

Claim.—The notched bars E, D, and E, and the
pivoted oblique braces C C C C, arranged with the
gate A, all as herein specified, and operating as set

forth.

85,480.—M. Samuels, N'ewTork, X. Y.—Hoop
Skirt Cia.sp.—December 29, 1868.—The bell-shaped

tubes on the clasps connecting the hoops and tai^es

receive the hoops and prevent the abrasion of the
covering.

Claim.—The bell-shaped guide tubes e on the
clasps d, in combination with the hoops B and
tapes C*, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

85,481

—

Charles C. Schmitt, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Spring Hocking Chair.—December 29, 1868.

—

The back of the chair is hinged by means of loop
hinges to permit it to be folded down close to the
seat.

Claim.—1. A chair having its seat hinged to the
base or lower portion, forward of the center, sub-

stantially as described, and sustained by springs,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The employment, in combination with a chair
having a reclining back, of arms, which are both ad-

justable and removable in the manner and for the
purposes as specified.

3. The employment, in combination with the seat

and fokUng back, of the slotted hinge pieces, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

85,482.—TViLHELM ScHsnTZ, Philadelphia, Pa.—Explosive Cartridge.—December 29, 1868.—A com-
position ofamorphous phosphorus, chlorate ofpotash,
and gum arable, is placed in paper covered witli

linen paper treated with a solstion of brimstone, coal
oil, and gutta percha.
Claim.—X combination of the articles above de-

scribed, in and for the purposes set forth.

85,483—I. D. Seeley. Hudson. Wis.— TFas/i

Boiler.—December, 29, 1868.—Tlic object of this in-

vention is to convey the water whicli would otherwise
run over the boiler onto the stove, back into the
space below the cover.

Claim..—A tube or passage, the upper end of
which communicates with the space above the cover
of a wash boiler, while its lower end communicates
with the interior of such boiler, below such cover,
• ubstantially as and for the purpose described.

85,484.— Frederick J. Seymour, Meridcn,
Conn., assignor to himself and E. Miller & Coii-
PANY, same place.

—

Tuhe for OiUrs.—December 29,

1868.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the conical
metal tube, formed by drawing or spinning from a
cylinder without seam or joint, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

85,485.—Merrell B. Sherwood, Bufi"alo, N.
Y.

—

Process for Curing and Preserving Meat.—De-
cember 29, 1868.—The blood and impurities are ex-
tracted from the meat in one tank and discharged
into a second tank. A third tank containing the
impregnating solution is filled with compressed air,

and, on opening a cock in a pipe connecting this
and the meat tank, the solution is forced in, and
fills the i^ores of the meat.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tanks A, C,
and F, all constructed as described and operating
suljstantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

2. The within-described process of preparing
meat for curing, by sulyecting the same to the suc-
tion of an air pump, whereby the blood and impuri-
ties are removed from the meat, audits pores opened,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

85,486.—Michael Joseph Stein, New York,
X. Y.

—

Machine for Channeling Boot and Shoe
^'oZe.s\—December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the channeling
knives and with a guide to direct the edge of the
sole, of a revolving table, and an upper feed roller
or wheel arranged at right angles to the table, or
thereabouts, substantially as sijecified.

2. The combination, with the channeling knife or
knives, the revolving table, and the upper feed
wheel, of a guide and pressing roller, arranged to
work in close proximity to the feed wheel, and rela-
tively to the knife or knives, essentially as herein
set forth.

3. In combination with the channeling knife or
knives, the guide H, made adjustable, by mechanism
under the control of the operator, to gradually vary
the distance of the channel or channels from the
edge of the sole wliile the machine is running, and
the sole being fed across or through it, substantially
as specified.

85,487.— B. WiLLiA^ii Steschult, G-landorf,
Ohio.—Dropper for Harvesters.—December 29, 1868.

Claim,.—1. The droppers, when formed by two
boards or floats, attached to arms L^, and so' com-
bined with the rod L^ and lever L^, that the floats
may alternately be used to support the stalks resting
^n the narrow'platform, and to drop the gavel, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

2. The driving wheel B, when constructed with
sockets B^, to receive the levers when the driving
mechanism is used as a horse power, substantially
as described.

85,488.—"William L. Stuart, Pushville, Ind.—
Cultivator.—December 29, 1868.—A vertical series
of boles made in the axle receive the eye bolts, to
which the plow beams are hinged, and permit a ver-
tical adjustment of the latter. The coulters are
slotted so as to be adjustable horizontally, and ai-e

secured to vertically-adjustable shafts.
Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the axle B, by which means the front ends of the
plow or shovel beams are raised or lowered for the
purpose of controlling the depth to which the shov-
els shall enter the earth.

2. The within-described construction of the coul-
ters H H, for the purpose set fortli.

3. The arrangement of the coulters with reference
to the shovels of the cultivator, that is to say, with
vertical and longitudinal adjustment with reference
thereto, substantially as shown and described.

85,489—O. S. St. Johx, Willoughby, Ohio.—
Car Coupling.—Decamhev 29, 18G8.—To connect the
car.s. the forward tumbler is lowered by means of a
rod until its pointed arm rests on the beveled front
of the bar. The link, being forced against the arm
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of the tumbler, pushes the latter back until it rests
under the end of a second tumbler.

Claim.—A car coupler, having standards B and
R, arms C and D, tumblers E, P, and T, bar K, and
rod a, constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as described.

85,490.—Christian Stotz and G-eorge Smith,
Perth Amboj^ N. J.

—

Clay Pipe Machine.—Decem-
ber 29, 1868.—As the pipe emanates from the form-
ing die the collar die is pressed up by means of a
lever pivoted to a swivel shaft. When the collar is

formed the die is lowered and swung around out of
the Avay of a yielding platform, which connects
with, and is operated by, the swivel shaft.

Claim.—The combination, with the tubular ex-

tension die E, of the adjustable die E, swivel shaft
I, arm o, rod jj, and balanced platform H upon its

shaft m, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

85,491.—John A. Terrell, Bloomfield, Ky.—
Gannon.—December 29, 1868.—The perforated rein-

force affords great facility for the radiation of heat
caused by the burning powder and friction of out-

going shot. Tiie hinged breech piece is secured in

position by a set screw working' in a hinged nut,

which is supported by stops on the slotted breech
piece. By means of the double screws a quick or a
very slow and accurate elevation or depression can
be given to the cannon.

Claim.—1. A perforated reinforce for guns, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the hinged breech piece D,
hinged nut E, and set screw H, substantially as

shown and described.
3. The arrangement of the elevating screws E E',

substantially as shown and described.

85,492. — Jules Constant Touzet. Paris,
Erance.— Apparatus for Manufacturing Shoes.—
December 29, 1868.—Recessed plates hinged to a ta-

ble are. provided with guides and clampslto hold the
vamp while the irons, receiving a vertical movement
by means of treadles, turn up the edges of cloth and
leather, and by a slight lateral movement folds down
the projecting edges of the plates. The lever com-
presses the uiaterial between the plates and is se-

cured while maintaining a pressure, by catches. The
irons rest upon boxes which are heated by gas pas-

sing through the hollow shaft.

Claim.—\. A clamp, (consisting of recessed plates,

adapted for the reception of the vamp or lining of a
shoo.) in combination with an iron, corresponding
in form to the recesses in the said plates, and so ar-

ranged as to be carried upward through the said
openings, and laterally over the plates, all substan-
tially as and for the pin-pose described.

2. Recessed plates D D', hinged to a table or plat-

form, having openings c c, and adapted for the re-

ception of guides H I and clamps E E', in combina-
tion witli irons M M, corresponding to the openings
in the platform, auel operating to turn down the
edges of the leather or fabric, all substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the platform C, plates D D',

E E', catches G-, and the lever E, hung to a shed on
the platform, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

4. The boxes L, heated, as described, in combina-
tion with irons M, so secured to the said boxes as

to have a limited lateral motion independently of the
same, for the purpose described.

5. The hollow shaft J, with its enlargement m,
openings io, and perforations at the uj^per end, in

combination with the gas tube ?i, arranged substan-

tially as set forth.

85,493.—Stephen D. Tucker, j^cw York, N. Y.
—Printing iVcs.s.—December 29, 18G8.

Claiht.—l. The wrist pin N, slotted yoke L, rock-

ing levers H H, ai-ms 1 1, and rods J J, for operating
thetvpc bed, substantially as described and speci-

fied."

2. Giving the impression cylinder a reciprocating
rotating movoraent, in cooperative relation with the
typo bed, so that the sheet to be printed shall come
in contact with the form of typo while the cylinder

and bed are traveling in one direction, and escape
the form, and come in contact with the numbering
wheels when traveling in the reverse direction,
substantially as described and specified.

3. The feeding table, so constructed and operated
that it shall approach to enter the sheet between the
cords and the cylinder, and recede to allow the sheet
to be delivered to the sheet flier, in combination with
a reciprocating rotating cylinder and type bed, sub-
stantially as described and specified.

4. The combination of the sheet flier, constructed
and operated substantially as described, Avith a re-

ciprocating rotating impression cylinder, as de-
scribed and specified.

5. The combination of the puncturing rollers c c

with a reciprocating rotating impression cylinder,
substantially as described and specified.

6. The arrangement of cords bbb, pulleys G Gr G-,

and weight Z, for conducting the sheets to and hold-
ing them against the cylinder, and taking them from
the form of tvpe, substantially as described and speci-

fied.

7. The combination, with a reciprocating rotating
impression cylinder and reciprocating type bed of
the numbering wheels, substantially as described and
specified.

8. The combination, with the numbering wheels,
of the rod P' and inclined planes R' R', substantially
as described and specified.

9. Operating the numbering wheels by the recip-
rocating movements of the type bed and the inclined
planes, substantially as described and specified.

10. The combination, with the numbering wheels
and reciprocating type bed, of the springs h h h,

for forcing the pawls i i i into their respective
notches, so as always to insure perfect rotation of
the numbering wheels, substantially as described
and specified.

85,494.—Erederick Vetterlin, Newhauscn,
Switzerland. — Magazine Fire-arm.—December 29,

1868.—The sliding breech block is held in position
to close the breech, by a collar provided with radial

lugs which are brought in front of fixed shoulders
on said collar. A dog and spring on the hammer
prevent the firing of the cartridge if a slot in the
collar is not in a position to receiA^e said dog.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted dog u
and spring vj, arranged upon the hammer, Avith tho
recess r, inclined plane s, shoulder in, and ledge n,

provided at the rear end of the collar D* of the
sliding breech bolt, whereby the accidental discharge
of the arm is provided against, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the sliding extractor E* in
the upper side of the breech bolt, and in relation

with the locking collar D'^', furnished Avith the lat-

eral lever E** and the bore of the barrel, whereby
provision is made for the withdrawal of the cart-

ridge shell, by the backward movement of the col-

lar and bolt, substantially as herein set forth.

85,495.-Henry Want and John Lundgren,
NeAV Haven, Conn.

—

Manufacture of SpectacU Bcius.
—December 29, 1868.—The meeting ends of the con-
tinuous wire are secured by loops.

Claim.—Spectacle bows, constructed in the man-
ner, and of a single continuous piece of wire, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

85,496.—Timothy F. Webb, Springfield, HI.—Gang Plotv.—December 29, 18(;8 ; antedated De-
cember 22, 1868.—A series of ordinary plows can be
placed in the bearers attached to the axle, so as to
form a gang plow.

Claim.—In combination with a frame, A, tho
spreader and bearers, for the purpose of uniting and
working as a gang a series of single plows, E E,
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
in the manner and ibr the purposes described.

85,497.-Eli Whitney, ^STew Haven, Conn.—
Reversible iatc/i.—December 29, 1S()8.—The latch
bolt is so connected Avith the "horseshoe" as to
be forced into the case, and tliere reversed or set to
tlie right or left, to accommodate it to different mo-
tions of the door.

J Claim.—1 . The aiTangement of the latch bolt B,
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in combination -witli the horseshoe E, so that the
latch bolt must be forced within the case so as to be
reversed, substantially as set forth

2. In a latch bolt pivoted to the horseshoe so as to be
reversed, forraiug tlie flattened or square portion F',

in combination with the annular groove d and lugs

//, so that the latch bolt may be reversed while
within the case, and secured by the said lugs when
in any other position.

85,498—Pv. S. WiLLARD, Franklin, Yt — Ma-
chine for Making Wire ifoofe.—December 29, 18G8.

—Tlie wire is bent around a cylinder, and a movable
pin, to form the ring at the upper end, and then in-

serted under a lever, to form tlie hook at the lower
end ; said wire liooks being used by sugar makers
when tapping a sugar tree.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the lever H, bars
1 1, and gauge K, with the spring d, rod G, and
treadle F, all constructed as described and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

2. In combination with the foregoing, the stand-
ard c, with cylinder a, stationary pin b, and a hole
for the insertion of a movable shaft or pin, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

85,499.—Daniel TVitt, Hubbardston, Mass.

—

Clothes Drier.—December 29, 18G8.—The construc-
tion of the biuge permits the arms to be folded up or
detached without removing the leaf on the stand-
ard.

Claim.—In a clothes drier, constructed as above
described, making the arms adjustable and remov-
able, by means "of the connecting devices C, ar-

ranged upon the drier, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

85,500.—Chakles Witte, Brooklyn, IS". Y.—
Hayid Shears.—l^cecmher 29, 1868.—The flange re-

ceives the downward pressure of the palm of the
hand in connection with the force exerted by the
thumb.

Claiin.—The flange C, when formed as shown, for

the purposes herein set forth.

85,501.— Sylvester A. Wood, Manitowoc,
Wis.— FeZocipede.-December 29, 1868.

Claim..—1. The ratchet wheels B B, the pawls a,

the pawl pulleys C C, the pins d d, the connecting
rods c c, with their brace-linked chain extensions g,
the levers c e, the cords n n, and the pulleys o o, oi-

their equivalents, the foot pins p p, the treadles r r,

and the foot straps s s, all arranged and acting in
combination with the wheels A A, reach D, and
wheel A^, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. The supplemental cross bar t"^, the pins y, the
supporting rods v v, the circular plates vj, the cross-
bar connecting rods x x, and the forked lever z, all

arranged and acting in combination witli the for-

ward cross bar t, for guiding the vehicle, substan-
tially as herein shown aud described.

3. The hub set screws 1 1, the reach boxes or coup-
lings k k, with their set screws l'^ P, the chain guides
m"^ m^, the brake foot rod or bar c^, and the packing
or cushions for the ratchet wheels, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

4. In combination with the first above-described
arrangement, combination, aud operation of parts,
the runners A^ and A^, the supplemental guiding-
runner or knife o^, the frame B^, the slotted ])addles
n^, the slotted plates t^, the springs r^, the sliding
rings v^, the fulcrura eyes y'^, and the loops x-, ar-
ranged and operating to propel the vehicle on snow
or ice, substantially in the manner herein set forth
and described.

5. A three-wheeled velocipede, the parts of which
are constructed, arranged, and combined, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown and de-
scribed.

85,502.—Emma C. "Wooster, New York. JJ".

Y.—Ruffled Trimming.—Decomhev 29, 1868.—The
band ri.ffle and the double-frilled ruffle are so com-
bined that one is made to strengthen or stiffen the
other.

Claim.—A double ruffle, composed of a two-ply
band ruffle. A, and two-ply double-frilled ruffle B,
made and combined Avith each other, substantially
in the manner described.

EXTENSIONS.
Thomas D. Burrall, Geneva, IST. Y.—Corn

Sheller.—Patented December 6, 1845, TSTo. 4,300 ; ex-

tended seven years from December 6, 1849 ; re-

issued October 10, 1865, Xo. 2,083; again extended
by act of Congress, (private Xo. 102.) approved
March 2, 1867 : again extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—I. Theopeningd, in combination with the
j^late or disk c, and the sheller, substantially as and
lor the purpose described.

2. The open space between the lower edo;e of the
sheller and the plate or disk c, in combination with
said plate or disk, and the sheller, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Stephex Morse, Springfield, Mass.—Iron Car
.Brate.—Patented September 6, 1853, Xo. 10,004

;

extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—The .=;pine B, having the point of suspen-
.siou C, and socket D, with the open spaces c c, and
brace plates h b, in combination with the rubber or
friction surface plate A, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose as is herein set forth.

Oliver P. Drake, Boston, Mass.

—

Apparatusfor
Combining Hydro-carbon Vapor icithAir.—Patented
August 30, 1853, Xo. 9,967 : reissued Xovember 15,

1864, Xo. 1,810: extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. The vaporizing chamber and rotary
blowing apparatus, combined in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the vaporizing chamber
and rotary blowing apparatus, under the general
arrangement described, with a weight, or its equiv-
alent, acting with a uniform force, so that the
pressure at the burner is uniform, whether a
greater or less quantity of the mixed air and vapor
is burned.

3. The combination of the vaporizing chamber
with the mechanical agitator, for the purpose of
agitating the liquid during the mixture of the vapor
with air, substantially as set forth,

4. The combination of the heater and gas burner
with the water vessel and vaporizing chamber, sub-
stantially as specified, so that by means of the said
heater and gas burner and the pipes connecting
them with the water vessel and the chamber the
w:iole or a part of t]i'> mixture of air and benzole
vapor produced by Luc apparatus may not only be
used in any convenient place for the purpose of
illumination, but also for heating the water of the
vessel, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of the closed vaporizing
chamber, the rotary vaporizer or disseminator,
(placed therein,) and the rotary meter wheel and
its closed case, or air-forcing apparatus, so made as
to force a stream of air into the hollow shaft of the
vaporizer and through or against saturated portions
of the disseminator and into the vaporizing cham-
ber or regenerator, so as to vaporize the benzole or
hydro-carbon and mix it with air, substantially as
above specified.

6. In combination with the rotating meter wheel
and its case, and the hot water vessel, the coiled in-
duction air pipe, as made to pass through the water-
in the vessel, and thereby receive heat therefrom,
so as to warm the air as it passes through the pipe,
and to supply oxygen to the volatilized vapors, aud
for the purpose of facilitating the evaporation of
the same.

7. In combination with the induction air pipe,
the chamber and its regulator slide and orifice, ap-
plied for the purpose ot supplying cold air to the
warmed air, or to the meter wheel, in order to
diminish or regulate the temperature of the air
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passage into the said wheel and forced into the
vaporizing chamber.

8. The peculiar mode of making the rotary dis-

seminator or vaporizer, ^-iz., oftwo perforated heads
or (lisk«, a hollow perforated shaft, and strands of
lamp wicking or other absorbent material, stretched
from ^ne head to the other, as specified.

Henry E,itciiie, JsTewark, N. J., assignor to him-
self, Samuel C. Thompsox, and George "W". Wes-
TERFIELD, of same place.

—

Spring Padlock.—Pat-
ented August 23, 1855, Xo. 9,963 ; extended April
14, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the bolt C, guard E,
and the double-toothed tumbler D, one tooth n of
said tumbler fitting in the sliackle d, and the other
tooth j fitting in the notch at the back of the bolt

;

the bolt, ouard, and tmnbler operating as set forth
in the body of the siiecification.

Pkilo Sylla, Elgin, and Augustus Adams, Sand-
wich, 111.

—

Grain and Grass Harvester.—Patented
September 20, 1853, No. 10,038 ; reissued May 17,

1859, to C. Aultm^vn & Co., Canton, Ohio, in six
divisions, division A, No. 721 ; extended April 14,

1868.

Claim.—1. An elevated binding table, in combina-
tion with the platform for receiving the grain as it

is cut, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination with the binding table of one
or more binders' stands, on a lower level than that
of the table, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of a binding table with a
binders' stand, having an elevated side for the
binder to rest his legs against, and thereby steady
himself without the aid of his arms, both of which
are thus left at liberty to do the binding, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. "^The arrangement of the rakes and binders'
stands, substantially as herein set forth, so that the
grain may beraked from the platform and delivered
upon the'^binders' table before the several binders'
stands in the manner substantially as set forth.

5. The arrangement of the dumping tray, with
the rakes and binders' stands, substantially as set

forth.

Same ; reissue, No. 722, division B ; again re-

issued May 14,1867, No. 2,608; extended April 14,

1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of aflngerbeam with
slotted guard fingers, a reciprocating scalloped cut-

ter, a double hinge connection between the finger
beam and the main frame, and a. driving shaft for

the cutting apparatus, parallel, or nearly so, to the
ground.

2. The combination of a double hinge floating

finger beam withs lotted gxiard fingers, a reciprocat-
ing scalloped cutter, and a removable platform for

converting the machine from a mower to a reaper.

3. The combination of a finger beam with slotted
fingers, a reciprocating scalloped cutter, a hinged
connection to the main frame, a removable plat-

form, and a reel.

4. The combination of a finger beam with slotted

fingers, a reciprocating scalloped cutter, a hinged
connection to the main frame, and arms or levers,

or their equivalents, for adjusting the height of the
.cutting apparatus.

Same; reissue No. 723, division C; extended
.April 14, 1868.

Claim.—The short finger beam, in combination
•with the yielding connection with the main frame,
or its equivalent, substantially as heroin set Ibrth.

Same ; No. 724, division D ; extended April 14,

1868.

Claim.—Tho, combination of the finger beam with
the hinges by which it is drawn, arranged above
the plane of the cutter, substantially as herein set

forth,

Same; No. 725, division E; extended April 14,

1868.

Claim.—I. The combination of a counterpoise

weight, or the equivalent thereof, with that end of

tjtie finger beam next the main frame, to equalize

its pressure upon the ground, substantially as set
forth.

2. The combination of a counterpoise weight, or
the equivalent thereof, with each or eithei" end of
the finger beam, to diminish its pressure upon the
ground, substantially as set forth.

Same; No. 726. division F ; extended April 14,
1868.

Claim.—The combination of a stop with the
mechanism for connecting the finger beam with the
main frame, and allowing it to iise and fall, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Ephraim L. Pratt, Boston, assignor to J.-uies
Sargexx and Daniel P. Foster, Shelburne, Mass.—Machinefor Paring J.p;?Ze.s.—Patented October 4,

1853, No. 10,078 ; extended April 14, 1668.
Claim.—Hanging or connecting the block S,

which carries the knife to the rod which carries
said block, so that the block and knife can vibrate
in one or either direction, (by means substantially
such as are herein described, or their equivalents^
so as to allow the knife to vibrate and accommodate
itself to any irregularity on the sruface of the
apple or vegetable pared, substantially as described.

Joshua Gibbs, Canton, Ohio.

—

ilachinefor Grind-
ing Ploiv Castings.—Patented October 4, 1853, No,
10,068 ; extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—The carriage upon which the casting is

fastened, with the weight and grooved stand upon
which the carriage is moved, arranged and oper-
ated as described.

Nathaniel Gear, Marietta, Ohio.

—

Machine for
Turning or Cutting Irregular Forms.—Patented
November 8, 1853, No. 10,204; extended April 14,

1868.

Claim.—The combination of knives, in the man-
ner described, with a rotary cutter head, so that
said head shall serve as a guide or directrix to the
form or pattern carrying the material to be dressed

Norman Millington and S. M. George, Shafts-
burg, and Abraham B.Gardiner, Bennington, Yt.,
and Leland J. Mattison, Cleveland, Ohio, execu-
tors of Dennis J. George, deceased.—J/ac/n'ne for
Figuring Carpenters' Squares.—Patented October 18,

1853, No. 10,130; extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the revolving chase
wheelW with the lateral-moving anvil A, by which
the relative position of the square to be stamped
and the required chase is so regulated that the lino
of the square to receive the impression is brought
under the chase containing the desired figures, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Harry Whitaker, Buffalo, N. Y.—Application
of High-pressure Engines to Screw Propellers.—Pat-
ented October 18, 1853, No. 10,145 ; extended April
14, 1868.

Claim.—The direct application of the crank out-
side of the hull to side screw jiropcllors, where such
application is combined with or etfected by a high-
pressure engine, arranged also outside of the hull,

substantially as hereinabove set forth.

David M. Smith, Springfield, Yi.—Spring Clamp
for Clothes jLihcs.—Patented October 18, 1853, No.
10,103; extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—The above-described improved clothes-
jtin, that is to say, the arrangement of the line
opening D and the spring C, on opposite sides of tho
hinge a of the two levers A B, all substantially as
hereinbefore specified, whereby by pressure of the
longer legs of the levers between the thumb and
fingers of the hand of a person the instrument i.«

rendered very convenient of application, without
danger during the same of tearing tho clothes se
cured by it on a line.

Bernard Hughes, Eochcster, N, T.

—

Trip Ham-
vncr.—Patented May 16, 1854, No. 10,923; extended
April 14, 1868.

Claim.—Adding to the st«m or rod of the trip

hammer a piston working in a cylinder, open on
the upper end and closed at the bottom, and pro-
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viclecl -with regulating cook and valve, substan-
tially as desciibcd, by which means I am enabled
to atld the whole or such part of the pressure of the
atmosphere as may be desirable to the weight of
the hammer in giving the blow.

Sasiuel Pratt, Hammonton, IJ". J".

—

Screio Ifail.

—Patented October 25, 1853, No. 10,171; extended
April 14, 18G8.

Claim.—1. A screw nail constructed with a
thread, shaped substantially as herein described.

2. Shaping the liead substantially as herein set
forth, so that tbe battering caused"^by the driving
wiU not obstruct the application of the turn-screw.

Daxiel IISTOYES, Abingdon, Mass.

—

Machine Sam-
«t€r.— Patented October 25, 1853, jSTo. 10,170; ex-
tended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. A machine for hammering iron, &c.,
having the distinguishing features hereinabove
enumerated, viz., a hammer for giving the blow
upon the upper surface of the iron, acting in con-
jiuiction with two hammers wliich simultaneously
strike the sides of the iron, substantially as above
set forth; in a machine for hammering iron, the
use of these two side hammers, operating as speci-
fied, whether used iu connection with the upper
hammer or without it.

2. So arranging the relative position of the fulcra
of the hammer beams, and the ends of the connect-
ing rods attached to said beams and to the crank-
shaft and gears from which they derive their mo-
tion, as to bring the said fxdcra and connecting rods
in nearly a straight line at the time of giving the
blow, for the purpose above specified, the opposite
ends of the connecting rods just before givin^^ the
blow moving iu opposite directions, so as to give a
rapid and powerful blow.

3. Causing the auvil to descend from the iron
just before the blow of the side hammers, and to
ascend just before the blow of the ujjper hammer,
by means of a rod attached at one end to the uuder
side of the upper hammer beam, and at the other
end to a tilting arm which embraces the anvil, sub-
stantially as above described.

EOBEKT Sinclair, Jr., and Eichard F. Mayxard,
Baltimore, Md.— Feed Holler of Straio Cutters.—
Patented November 15, 1853, No. 10,238; extended
April 14, 1868.

Claim.—The employment thereon of alternate
right-and-left pins, so arranged as to form a double
spiral or screw, said pins being formed substantially
as set forth, and operating tojiether so as to prevent
the straw from crowding to the right or left, and to
compress the straw laterally as it is passed to the
knives, and coustitutiug, altogether, what we de-
nominate the double-screw propeller for straw cut-
ters,

Charlotte B. Thompson, administratrix of John
H. Thompsox, deceased, James M. Thompson, and
HosKA Q. Thompson, Holderness, N. H.

—

Machine
for Trimminc] Soles of Boots and Shoes.—Patented
November lo, 1853, No. 10,239; extended April 14,

1868.

Claim.—A machine iu which the sole is trimmed
by revolving knives and guided, as fed along by the
operator, by an adjustable gauge bar, against which
the edge oi the pattern plate abuts, substantially
as hereinabove described.

Laura S. White, administratrix of Jonathan
"White, Antrim, N. H.

—

Uniting Shovel Blades to

Handle Straps.—Patented November 15. 1853, No.
10,244 ; extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—The uniting, by welding, of the iron
handle straps to the sheet cast-steel blade, in tbe
manner substantially as herein set forth.

Erastus T. Bussell, Indianapolis, Ind.—Com-
bined India-rubber and Steel Spring. — Patented
November 29, 1853, No. 10,280 ; extended April 14,
1868.

Claim.—The fluting a column of vulcanized India-
rubber longitudinally, and then so surrounding it

with the helical spring, mine being an improvement
upon Eay's spring.

William Butterfield, Boston, Mnsa.—Sewing
Machine.— 'Patented July 4, 1854, No. 11,240; reis-
sued to E. TowNSEND January 5, 1864, No. 1,600;
extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. Separating into two instruments (a
presser foot and a "restcast-oftV' Ijoth operating on
the surface of the material to be sewed) the "tube
or holder" hereinbefore referred to, so that the
"rest cast-ofl"" can act independently of the presser
foot, as respects its times and extent of motion, sub-
stantially in the manner specified.

2. Constructing tbe "rest cast-off" of such a form
that it operates aud is located iu front of the barb
of the needle, instead of surrounding it, by which
construction it operates iu an improved manner,
especially when sewing in narrow channels.

3. Making the "rest cast-off" adjustable with
reference to the needle, substantially as described.

4. The combination of a supporting surface,
crochet needle, and presser foot with a "rest cast-
ofi"," operating substantially as described.

5. The improvement by which the " rest cast-off"
is rendered capable of adapting itself to any ordi-
nary thickness or variation of the thickness of the
fabric or article to be sewed, such improvement
consisting iu the above-described mode of operating
it by the spring F, applied to the carrier lever E,
and made to operate on the lower end of the recess
C, as stated.

6. The combination of the bobbin holder IT with
the spring V, the friction disk K, and the axle on
wbich the holder turns, the same enabling an empty
bobbin to be removed from the holder and a full one
put in its place without disturbing the connection
of the spring with the bobbin and friction plate or
disk.

William B. Bates, Mansfield, Mass., adminis-
trator of G-eorge Wellm.\jv, (tQGQa.?,(iA.—stripping
Top Flats in Carding Machines.— Patented March
18, 1856, No. 14,481 ; antedated November 25, 1853;
reissued July 30. 1867, No. 2,705; extended April
14, 1868.

C'toim.—1. The combination of the segmental
gear and its set rim or locking i^late with a pinion
and its locking plate or recess, as a device for im-
parting an intermittent rotation to mechanism from
a continuous one, for the purpose of operating the
stripping mechanism, or that whicb moves the
cleansing frame from one top card to another, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the said device for produc-
ing intermittent rotation with tbe mechanism that
lifts strips and lowers the top card, substantiallj' as
described.

3. The combination of the said device for produc-
ing intermittent rotation with the mechanism that
moves the cleansing frame from one top card to
another, substantially as described.

4. Combining and arranging the segiuental gear
and its set rim or locking plate with the two iiin
ions, each with its locking plate or recess placed on
opposite sides of said segmental gear, so as to oper-
ate the stripping apparatus and move the cleansing
frame alternately, substantially as described.

5. The combination and arrangement of the man-
gle pins or teeth iu the arc of a circle directly
attached to the cleansing frame and concentric
with its movement, for the purpose of avoiding
intermediate gearing, substantially as described.

0. Mountiug the stripper card upon radial arms
that have their centers or axes below the stripper
card and near the axes of the cleansing frame, sub-
stantially as described.

7. The combination of the cams X X -vvitli the
levers Y Y, carrying and operating the stripper
card, substantially as described.

8. The combination of the cams X X with tho
lifting rods Z Z and the levers Y Y, arranged to
operate in connection, substantially as described.

9. The combination of the cams X X with the
chain belts Q'. the chain pulleys R', and shaft M,
arranged and operating substantially as described.

10. The combination of the guide E' on the cleans-
ing frame with the stationary guide D' on the frame
of the machine, cooperating substantially as de-
scribed.

11. The combiaatiGU of the springs F' and tho
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pins E' and liftiag rods Z, and their application to
the tiame S, substantially as described.

12. The mechanism for cleansing the stripper
card, arranged and applied substantially as de-
scribed.

"William B. Bates, Mansfield, Mass., administra-
tor of Geokge TVellman, deceased.

—

Stripping Tov
Flats for Carding Machines.—FatenteA December
G, 18.')3, Xo. 10.298 ; reissued July 30, 1867, No. 2,706

;

extended April 14, 1808.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrani^ement of
a continuously revolving radial arm and pin, or
crank pin, and a circular lockiug plate connected
therewith, with a series of intermittently revolving
radial Avorking grooves to receive said pin, con-
nected with a locking plate provided with seg-
mental recesses corresponding to said grooves and
to the other locking plate, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. Combining with the cleansing frame a mangle
gear and the mechanism herein described for im-
parting an intermittent motion to the same, suita-
bly arranged, by which the cleansing frame is

moved from one top card to another, in any order
desired, in both directions, and held at rest while
the cleansing operation is performed, substantially
as described.

3. So combining and arranging the cleansing
frame, the mangle gear, and pinion, and mechanism
for giving it intermittent motion, when the motion
of the cleansing frame is from one top card to the
next but one, that when the pinion passes around
the extremity of the series of pins or teeth of the
mangle gear' to the opposite side of the same, the
distance of the point from where the pinion starts
to where it stops on the mangle gear will correspond
to the movement of the cleansing frame from one
top card to that next to it, and thus shift the order
of cleansing the top cards when the frame is moving
in opposite'directions, substantially as described.

4. Attaching the strii)ping card to radial arms, so
arranged that by tlie oscillation of said arms the
stripping card will be cairied beneath the raised
top card to cleanse the same, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. Forming the working faces of the cams that
raise the top cards in sepai'ate and detached seg-
ments, placed so as to act in succession in combina-
tion with a series of projections or working sur-

faces on the device that raises the top cards, sub-
stantially as described.

C. The combination and arrangement of the sev-
eral correspondent parts of mechanism, both new
and old, so as to form a complete apparatus by
which the top cards of a carding maciiine may be
automatically stripped or cleansed, substantially
as described.

George W. Livermore, Cambridgeport, Mass.—
Machine for Making Barrels.—Patented March 21,

1854, No. 10,680 ; extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. Forming or shaping the staves pre-
vious to jointing them, by passing them through a
series of pairs of curved rollers, in the manner set
forth and for the jjurpose described.

2. The peculiar construction of the carriage of
the jointing ma(;hine, represented in Fig. 5, the bar
,9 being made adjustable Avithin the long slots or
mortises, in the manner set forth and for the pur-
pose described.

3. The combination of the cone Q' with the spring
dcAdces g", oiierating as desciibed, for the purpose
of guiding the hoop to the barrel and driving it

into place, in the manner set forth.

James Watt, Charlestown, Musa.—Valve Ar-
rangement for Steam Hammers.—Patented Decem-
ber G, 1853,' No. 10,207 ; extended A^ril 14, 1868.

Claim.—\. The revolving valve rod, the barrel g,

and the adjustable scrcAV top I, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating in the manner substantially
as described, by which I am enabhsd at any instant

to admit the steam beneath the piston, during any
portion of the fall of the haninu;r, without altering
the effective force and length of the stroke.

2. In connection Avith the above, the arrangement
for throttling the steam on its Avay from beneath

the piston, by which means I am enabled to regu-
late the intensity of the blow of the hammer to any
degree of nicety, or to hold the same susponde'd
above the auAdl, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

EiCHARD A. TiLGHMAN, Philadelphia, Pa.—Pro-
cess for Purifying Fatty Bodies.—Patented October
3, 1854, No. 11,766; antedated January 9, 1854; ex-
tended April 14, 1868.

Claim,.—The manufacturing of fat acids and gly-
cerine from fatty bodies by the action of water at a
high temperatui?e and pressure.

LuciAN B. Flanders, Philadelphia, Pa.— J2e-

placing Cars upon Railroad Tracks. —Patented Dc-
cember 6, 1853, No. 10,301 ; extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—Replacing railroad cars and locomotives
upon the track, or replacing the car wheels upon
the rails, in the manner substantially as herein de-
scribed, A'iz., by means of flanges C C, haA'ing
inclined bottoms, and secured or attached to the
rails, when designed to be used, by the lips or pro-
jections b on the sides a of the flanges, said lips or
projections clasping or fitting OA^er the rails, the
flange C being provided Avith a movable guide E,
which directs or guides the Avheels upon the i-ails,

and Avhich guide, by being movable, will act upon
the wheels, the flange C being adjusted to either
side of the rails.

Charles J. Wilson, Cleveland, Ohio.—Designfor
Stove Ptote.—Patented December 4, 1860, No. 'l,349;

extended April 14, 1868.

Claim.—The configuration and arrangement of
said ornaments as herein designated and repre-
sented.

Melvin Jenks, DansAdlle, N. Y.—Turnkey.—
Patented December 13, 1853, No. 10,312; extended
May 5, 1868.

Claim. — The adjustable claw E, constructed
and arranged substantially as described, in com-
bination with the claAv 6, and the rolling fulcrum,
having a limited motion.

Joseph Nock, Philadelphia, Va.—Hingefor Ink-
stand Covers.—Patented December 13, 1853, No.
10,310 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—The application of the stamped round
part, and the solid part, (or the moving lid or coA'er,)

filled together as a hinge, which forms a rounded
smooth-turned face, and the manner in Avhich the
pin is connected Avith both parts, as herein de-

scribed, using for that, nurpose the aforesaid " tA7o

pieces to form a regular curvilinear or round-turned
hinge," made of any materials which avUI produce
the intended efi'ect.

L. Otto P. Meyer, iTewton, Conn.

—

Process of
Yulcanizing Caoutchouc Compounds.—Patented De-
cember 20,'l853, No. 10.339 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim,—The producing of smooth and glossy
surfaces upon the hard compounds of caoutchouc
and other vulcanizable gums, by means of the use
of oil, or other equivalent substance, applied to the
surface of the prepared gum, and between the gam
and the plates of metal, or the molds, substan-
tially as herein described.

William AVisdom, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Cleansing
Hair and Feathersfrom Insects.—Patented Decem-
ber 20, 1853, No. 10,347 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—Purifying hair and feather's by destroy-
ing all noxious insects or infectious matter con-
tained therein, by subjecting the same to a A-apor-

bath of chlorine' gas, after the material has been
cleansed by a bath of sal soda, in the manner and
for the purpose specified,

Roijeut p. Walker, New Torlc, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Hilling and Scouring Coffee.—Patented
Decem'ber 20, 1853, No. 10,328; extended May 5,

1868.

Claim..—The coml)ination of the springing-rub-
ber flaps or scourers and polishei's e e e, Avith the
angularly-set hullers or beaters c d, the Avhole be-

ing constructed and arranged in any equivalent
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manner to that lierein described, and operating as
set forth.

Harvey Lull, Hoboken, Is". J.

—

Shutter Hinfje.—
Patented January 31, 1S54, No. 10,477 ; antedated
January 2, 1854 : extended May 5, 18G8.

Claim.—The so Ibruiiug of a^self-locldng shutter
Mnge, cast in two pieces, as that the blind or sliut-

ter hung thereon may swing open or .shut on a
horizontal phme, and lock when opened toils limit,

and so that, also, when locked open, the strain shall

be taken off from the spindle and thrown on to cam-
arms, and thus efCectually relieve the spindle from
the weight or strain of the shutter, substantially
as described.

Edward A. Tuttle, Brookh-n, X. T.

—

Hot-air
Register.— VixtGixtQiX January 3, 1854. No. 10,371;
reissued February 17, 1863,"^ No. 1,412; extended
May 5, 1868.

Claim.—So combining the connecting rod, or ar-

rangement, which trausmits motion to the fans,

with the thumb piece or attachment by w hich it is

actuated, and with the faus themselves, that it shall

rest and ride upon auti-i'riction bearings o o formed
ou the fans, substantially as above described.

WiLLiAJi H. Sweet, Foxborough, Mass., adminis-
trator of Henry L. Sweet, deceased.

—

Guide for
Seioing on Bindiwy.—Patented December 20, 1653,

Xo. 10,344; extended May 5, 1S68.

Claim.—The doubling guide, as not only made
with a flat mouth, or one capable of receiving the
ribbou, tape, or biudiug in a flattened state, but
with a bent channel or sides, such as shall gradually
bend or double it. aud discharge it at the other end
in a double state, ready to be applied to any arti-

cle conveniently placed to receive it, aud leave it

sewed thereon," as stated.

Mathew Stewart, Philadelphia, Ta.— Floor
Plate of Malt Kilns.— Patented Januarj' 3, 1854,

No. 10,37u ; extended May 5, 1SG8.

Claim.—1. The characteristic mode in which I
construct the plates with downward edges at right
angles with the surface of the plate, substantiully
and for the purpose herein described and illus-

trated.
2. The bearing and combining block, with the

peculiar arrangement of the slots or grooves, or its

equivalent, substantially aud for the purpose as
herein described.

3. The combiuation ofthe plates with the bearing
and combining blocks, or their equivalents, and the
peculiar manner of securiug the x>lates aud blocks
down to the wrought-iron bars by meaus of the
wire holes in the vertical edges of the plates, or
their equivalents, substantially and for the pur-
posse as herein described and illustrated.

"William Wright, New York, N. T.

—

Operating
Cut-off Valves of Steam Engines—Patented Jan-
uary 3, 1854, No. 10,398 ; extended May 5, 1SG3.

Claim.— 1. The employment of a rotating concen-
tric hub, on which the toes (or' their equivalents)
of the lifters rest when the valves are closed, sub-
stantially as specified, when this is combined Avith
a cam connected therewith, and which turns eccen-
tricaUj' thereon, for the purxiose of opening aud
closing the valve, and regulating the period of
closing the .same, substantially as speciried.

2. Combinfhg with the said hub and cam a slide
withinthem, andactiugon an oblique groove within
the cam, and a straight slot in the hub, substantially
as specified, to determine the period of closiug the
valve, while the period of opening remains the
same as specified, and this I claim whether the
said .slide be operated by a governor or by other
means.

Hezekiaii B. SsnTH, Smithville, N. Y.—Mortising
Machine.—Patented January 10, 1854, No. 10,422;
extended M.iy 5. 1868.

Claim.—The afore-described combination for re-
ver.sing the chisel by power, applied by friction,
<wit.h band or otherwise,) and stops, operated so as
to stop ihe chisel when reversed, in the manner
essentially as set forth.

Joseph Nason, New York. N. Y.—Arrangement
for Catting Screws in Lathes.—Patented January
3, 1854, No. 10.383 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—1. The mode of constructing and com-
bining the stud, the tube, and the guide screw, by
which guide screws of the various patterns used
in screw cutting may be put on or taken oft' expe-
ditiously.

2. The mode of constructing the tool bearer gen-
erally, particularly as regards placing the slide
rest behind the work, whereby the cutting tool is

brought into such relative position with the shaft
aud the mandrel, that the operation of raising the
tool bearer from the rail removes the tool from the
work.

3. The tool lifter, constructed substantially as
described, and employed for the jiurposes and in the
manner herein specified.

4. The combiuation of the guide screw, the
threaded block, aud tlie tool bearer, with the .shaft,

substantially as set forth, by which (1) the requi-
site traversing motioa is imparted to the cutting
tool, (2) the operations of releasing the block from
the guide screw and removing the tool from the
work are simultaneously performed, aud (3) the
tool bearer may be turned back out of the Avay
when not in use.

Aaron Paljier, Brockport, N. Y., and Stephex
G. WiLLiAJNis, Jane-sville, Wis.

—

Grain Harvester.—
Patented January 24, 1854, No. 10,450; extended
May 5, 1868.

Claim.—1. The method of transferring motion to
the rake on the platform from the driving wheel,
by means of the double-cur\ed rack and pinion on
tiie axle of the driving wheel, the iron arm c, latch

p, aud spring in, as herein described.
2. The method of hanging the reel so as to dis-

pense with any post or reel bearer next to the
standing grain, as herein described, thereby pre-
venting the grain from getting caught aud being
held fast between the divider and reel supporter.

Charles P. Hara-ey, New York, N. Y.—Air-
heating Furnace.—Patented Januarj' 24, 1854, No.
10,447 ; extended May 5, 1668.

Claim.—Constructing the bonnet or top of the
fire chamber with a depression at the center, into
which the smoke or exit pipe enters, so that the
heat is equalized aU around, and the expansion and
contraction are made uuilbrm, as above specified.

James McCarty. Beading, Vn.—Roller for Scarf-
ing the Edges of Skelps for Lap-ioelded Tubes.—
Patented January 31, 1854, No. 10,476 ; extended
May 5. 1868.

Claim.—A pair of rollers con.structed, arranged,
and adjusted substantially as herein described, so
as to bevel the opposite edges of skelp jilates of
different widths on opjiosite sides of the same.

George E. Burt, Harvard, Mass.—J/rtc7u?ie/or
Cleaning and Assorting Bristles.—Patented Febru-
ary 7, 1654, No. 10,496 ; exteuded May 5, 1868.
Claim.—1. The combiuation of machinery for

combing or straightening the bristles and machin-
ery for separating or assorting them, as .specified.

2. The combiuation of the two movable combs or
rakes T U, and the two lifter wheels G O, and
their carrying endless belts E, aud L, F, and M, so
arranged as above described, the whole being for
the purpose of first holding the mass of the bris-

tles by one part or portion of it, and lifting and
combing the remainder of it, and sub.sequently
seizing and lifting it by such combed part or por-
tion aud combinglhe part ineviously seized, all as
specified.

3. In combination with the machinery for comb-
ing or straightening the bristles and machinery for
assorting or s/eparating them, the endless guide
belt V, tiie spring board p', and rapping apparatus
or hammer r', as applic^d aud made to operate sub-
stantially in manner as .specified.

4. The combination and arrangement of the two
endless bru.sh belts V \Y, and two series of draft
rollers, and their two .set-s of endless bands, asmade
to operate together and assort the bristles, sub-
stantiall3^ as liereinbefore specified.
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5. The combination of the combs u^ v^ and their
grooves t"^ t^, &c., with the deliverj^ rollers, so as to
operate substantially in the manner and for the
purpose as specified.

Samuel G. Levis, Kellyville, 'Pa.—Makiiig Thick
Paper.—Patented February 14, 1854, 2s^o. 10,519;
reissued October 22, 1867, N'o. 2,789 ; extended May
5, 18G8,

Claim.—1. Passing or carrying a sheet of paper
pulp through or between the press roUs, and es-

f)ressing the water therefrom between two end-
ess felts, so arranged that the water may pass
through the felts and run off freely in front of the
rolls.

2. Running or operating two or more forming
cylinders in connection with the press rolls, by
means of, or in combination with, two endless felts,

so arranged that the water passes through the
felts and^uns off at the end of the rolls.

3. The combination of the two forming cylinders
C and D, the two endless felts E and JH, and the
two squeeze-roUers F F, arranged and operating
substantially as described.

"William Burnett, San Francisco, Cal., and John
Absterdam, of New York, IST. Y.—Use of Fusible
Disks in Steam Boilers.—Patented February 28,

1854, No. 10,574 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—Placing in a pipe which is connected
with a steam boiler, a fusible plug or disk, said
plug or disk being so far removed from said boiler,

but so connected with the water therein, that when
the water is sufficiently high, the plug or disk will
be in contact, or so sui3?ounded with water cooler
than that in the boiler as to prevent it from being
fused, but when the water in the boiler shall fall

below a proper height, the steam wiU enter and
come in contact with said plug, or so surround it

as to cause it to melt, the same being for the pur-
pose specified.

L. Otto P. Meyer, ]fewton. Conn.

—

Vulcanizing
India-rubber and other Gums.—Patented February
28, 1854, No. 10,586; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—The heating or curing of the material
commonly known as the hard compound of vulcan-
ized caoutchouc or other vulcanizable gums by
means of the immersion of the material in or under
water or other suitable liquid during the process
of lieatiug or curing, substantially as herein de-

cribed.

James Pitts, Clinton, Mass.

—

Cotton-picker Cyl-

inder.— Tsutenied February 28, 1854, No. 10,578;
extended May 5, 1868.

Claim:—1. The constructing the screw so that the
periphery of the metal intervening between any
two immediatclj'^ adjacent orifices shall be of a
length equal to or greater than that of the staple
of cotton or other fibrous material to be picked, in

order that the fiber shall not lap around the said
periphery and become connected, attached, or tied

by its ends, as stated.
2. The improvement of constructing the cylin-

der screw of a hollow perforated metal cylinder,

without arms or ribs, and Avith open hollow cylin-

dric journals at its two ends, as stated, in cfrder

that the cotton may be drawn out of one joui-nal by
the suction draught, and any obstruction removed
by a person's hand and arm introduced through the
other journal, as specified.

John B. Holmes, New York, N. Y.

—

Derrick.—
Patented February 21, 18C8, No, 10,544 ; extended
Mav 5, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combined arrangement of the
collar upon the mast, the revolving platform sup-

ported upon it and clamptxl below it, and the ten-

sion rods from said platform to the revolving mast-
head cap, in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.
2. Pivoting the heel of the derrick boom upon

the revolving platform in the locality substantially

such as is herein represented and described, that

is, upon that portion of the platform which is be-

yond the center of the platform when measuring
from the point of suspension of the weight.

"Warren Gale, Peeksville, N. Y.—Straw Cut-
ter.—Putented March 7, 18C8, No. 10.502 ; reissued
June 26, 1866, No. 2,293 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—1. The fixed pivot F, on which the mov-
ing knife works, provided with a flauch for fasten-
ing to the cutter box, and made adjustable ther(.>on

by means of slots and bolts, or their equivaleot,
substantially as and for the purpose herein speci-
fied.

2. I also claim the aiTangement of the adjustable
gauge-plate G, in front of the fixed knife, in such
a manner that it shall be raised above the said fixed
knife in proportion to the increased distance at
which it is adjusted away fi*om the knife, to give
a longer cut, and vice versa, substantially as herein
set forth.

Chauncby D. "Woodruff, Toledo, Ohio.—*%/.'?-

pending Eaves Troughs.—Patented March 7, 1854,
No. 10,606 ; extended May 5, 1S68.

Claim.—The mode of suspending and fastening
eaves troughs as herein described.

A. M. Sawyer, Athol, Mass.—2/ac/iine for Split-

ting Rattans.—Patented March 7, 1854, No. 10,614

;

extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—The emj^loyment of a tubular spurred
cutter, or its equivalent, in combination with a
guide for holding and guidin,"- the stick thereto,
substantially as hereinbefore described.

James H. Sweet, Pittsburg, Vn.—Hanging of the
Griping Jaw of Spike Machines in Weighted Levers.—
Patented March 14, 1854, No. 10,645; extended May
5, 1868.

Claim.—The so hanging of the griping jaw in
weighted levers, or theii' equivalents, as that when
two s])ikes, or a spike and a blank, come in between
the griping jaws at one time, the said jaw may rise
and yield to the excess of uietal between the dies,

and prevent the breaking of any of the parts, sub-
stantially as herein described.

Lavinia L. Bartlett, Bangor, Me., administra-
trix of Russell D. Bautlett, deceased.—Jlac/une
for Making Shovel Handles.—Patented March 14,

1854, No. 10,031 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the bed M, the rotary holder O, one or more verti-
cal movable cutters, V "W H, and one or more .Nta-

tionary cutters, P K', as made to operate together
and from the D or head part of the shovel handle,
substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the curved knife o, and the
arc knife p, so applied together as not only to allow
them to be separated for the purpose of being
ground, but to enable them to cut out the opening
of the shovel handle, as specified.

3. The combination, applied to the shaft of the
rotary holder and gear wheel A', for the purpose
of operating the holder as specitied, the said com-
bination consisting of the cam blocks C M', the
arm L', the spring bolt N', its cam P', and the two
studs e' and h', the whole being constructed and
made to operate together substantially as specified.

"William H. Seymour, Brockport, N. Y.—Har-
vesf-er.— Patented March 28, 1854, No. 10,707; ex-
tended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft E' for
rotating the pinion, the shaft I for turning and car-

rying the rake, and connecting mechanism, con-
structed aiul arranged as described, whereby the
rake is turned up and down and firmly held iu
either position in a simple and convenient manner,
without producing eta undue strain upon any i)art

of the driving gear.
2. The adjustment of the rake at varying heights

from the i)latf(n'm, in its elevated and depres«ied
position, by means of the device herein described,
or the equivalent thereof.

Amhrose Nicholson, Poland, N. Y.—Self-fasten
ing Shutter Hinge.—Patented March 21, 1854, No.
10, 073 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—The eccentric extension a', and recess

E

of the plate A, in combination with the pin c' of the
plate C, by which, in couneotion with the elongated

I
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eye b' and cylindric pin d', one is enabled to move
the sbutter and catch it or release it, without
tlviug it any upward or downward motion, as
erein set forth.

Camii Hart, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Machine for
Cutting Yerieers.—Patented April 4, 1854, Ko. 10,739

;

extended May 5, 18fi3.

Claim.—1. Cutting veneers, or other thin stuff,

by giving to the shaving knife a rectilinear move-
ment toward and through the log, at the same time
that a rectilinear movement is given to the log
either transversely or diagonally to the movement
of the knife, so as to produce a long, continuous
drawing cut, as described, whether the said move-
ments of the knife and log are produced by the pre-
cise arrangement of mechanical means described
or any other substantially the same.

2. Making the ways X Jf, upon which the log
carriage moves, adjustable, as described, relatively

to the ways in which the knife and cutting table
move, for'the purpose of giving more or le^s of a
drawing action to the cut, as the nature of the stuff

to be operated upon may require.
3. Attaching all the "necessary appendages for

holding the log and feeding it to the knife to a turn
table, L. capable of being adjusted circularly within
the main frame or part K of the \o^ caiTiage, as de-

scribed, for the x>urpose of i^resenting the grain of
the stuff at any desired angle to the edge of the
knife or direction of the cut.

4. Suspending the log or block above the knife,

by griping it with clamps Y Y, whicli form a part
of a suspe^nding head which supports the weight of
said log or block, and prevents it dragging over the
edge of the knife during the backward movement
of the latter, and only allows it to be lowered uuder
the control of suitable feeding mechanism.

5. Setting the lever handle x, which holds the
clamps upon the log, free from the notched bftr 12,

by which it is secured for that pur^iose by means
oi' the bar 32 and the inclined block 35, of which
the former is attached to the siispending head and
the latter to some tixed point on the turntable of
the log carriage, and the former is made to slide,

by coming at a proper time in contact with the
latter, in such a way as to raise the lever handle,
as herein described.

6. Making the slots in the clamps which receive
the bar m and screw n of such length, that after
the clampvS are arrested by coming in contact with
the proper part of the log caiTiage or turntable,
the motion of the follower and the other parts of
the feed motion may continue till it is desirable to
stop them, as herein described.

7. The mechanism, herein described, for ren-
dering the pawl of the feed motion inoperative,
and thereby stopping the descent of the suspend-
ing-head and- the feed of the log at the proper
time, to wit, the bar 24, pin 26, spring 27, rod 28,

arm 29, shaft 30, feather 31, and angle piece 32. the
whole being combined and apijlied substantially as
herein set forth.

Hexry Waterman, Hudson, !N". Y.

—

Safety Valve.
—Patented November 15, 1853, Xo. 10.243 : reissued
July 9, 1867, Ko. 2,675 ; extended May 5, 1863.

Claim.—\ . The piston F, attached to the weighted
end of the valve lever within the cylinder G, and
immersed in the liquid in the cylinder, combined
and operating in the manner and for the purposes
herein desciibed.

2. The concentric rim or ledge 1 1 and the over-
hanging part of valve k k, constructed, combined,
and operating in the manner and for the purxDose
herein set forth.

L. Otto P. Meyer, Kewton, Conn.—Treating
Caoutchoucand other Vulcanizable Gums.—Patented
April 4. 1854, Xo. 10.741 ; reis.sued August 16, 1859,
No. 797 ; extended May 5, 1868.

Claim.—The mode of operation or mode of pro-
cedure, substantially such as herein described,
which said mode of operation consists in the em-
ployment of a jdiable or flexible envelope, substan-
tially such as herein described, or the equivalent
thereof, applied by pressure to the hard compound
of vulcanizable gum, while in the green or plastic

state, sc as to insure the contact of such covering
with the surface of the compound, and while thus
covered or protected subjecting it to the vulcan-
izing heat, and when vulcanized stripping off" such
covering, the whole process being substantially
such as specified.

Morris Mattson, New York, N. Y.—Enema Sy-
ringes.—Patented April 4, 1854, No. 10,742 ; extended
May 5, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the thumb or fin-

ger rest d with the barrel and piston, and for the
Ijurpose essentially as specified.

2. The iipper riiig-valve seat i, and the perforated
tube k, in combination with the disk or valve h, and
its seat and chamber, the same being made to ope-
rate substantially as described.

Ellsworth D. S. Goodyear, North Haven,
Conn.— Process for Treating India-rubber. — Pat-
ented March 28, 1854, No. 10,689; extended May 5,

1S68.

Claim.—The introduction of water or any other
liquid into the interior of articles which require
expansive force for their i)erfect formation to the
interior surface of molds, said liquid to be con-
verted into steam, substantially as described and
for the purposes specified.

Jajies L. Cathcart, Georgetown, D. C.—Attach-
ing Propellers to the Driving Shaft—Tatented April
18, 1854, No. 10,790 ; extended May 12, 1868.

Claim.—Attaching the propeller, secured to a
short shaft, which passes through the rudder, to its

main or driving shaft, by a universal joint placed
between the sternpost and the rudder, by whicli
attachment the propeller is moved laterally with the
movement of the rudder.

Willis Humistox, Troy, N. Y.—Apparatus for
^folding Candles.— Patented April 4, 1854, No.
10,730 ; reissued March 6, 1866, No. 2,190 ; extended
May 12, 1868.

Claim.—1. The employment of the wick stretcher
E, so arranged and combined with the machine,
having vertical stationary candle molds therein,
that the candle wick within such molds shall be
uniformly stretched or strained before the material
is run or poured into such molds, and the friction
or strain be removed therefrom before the caudles
are drawn or ejected from such molds in a verti-
cal direction, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

2. The stretching or straining of the candle wick
in each and every of the vertical stationary candle
molds contained in the candle-mold machine, at
and by one continued or simultaneous operation,
when'^the said wick extends fiom spools or bobbins
below said molds, upward, into, and through the
center thereof, and from the lower or tip ^nd of
such molds to and into the caudles suspended
above such molds, substantially as herein de-
scribed and set forth.

3. The employment of the candle-tip bar F, or
any substantiarequivalent thereior, which shall be
so constructed and arranged as to be moved in a
lateral direction, up to of against or under tho
tips of the candles drawn or ejected from the sta-
tionary candle molds below, and thereby come in
contact with the tips of the said candles in such a
manner as to center the candle wick in the said
molds, and at the same time hold the said candles
thus suspended during the operation of filling the
said molds with melted material from which to
mold candles, and during the cooling thereof, and
until the wick is cut or severed between the said
suspended and molded candles in said stationary
candle molds, substantially as herein described
and set forth.

4. A vertical stationary candle mold, constructed
with an inner and annular shoulder h', and with an
outer surrounding shoulder c, and \^-ith a screw and
nut at or near the lower end thereof, in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as herein de-
scribed and set Ibrth.

5. The contraction of the lower end of the verti-
cal stationary candle molds, so as to form an inner
annular shoulder, in the manner and for the pui-
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poses siibstantiiiUy as herein described and set
forth.

6. Tbe mode, substantially as herein described
and set forth, for attaching to, and combining with,
the lower end of the vertical stationary candle
molds having an outer surrounding shoulder c,

and the bottom plate B" of the surrounding water
box, so as to make the same water-tight and firm
therein, in the manner and for the jjurposes sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

7. The employment of the shovel-blade cutter J,

or any equivalent therefor, and the passing of the
same between two rows of the wicks of the verti-

cally-suspended candles, so as to cut or sever the
two rows of the said wicks, in manner and for the
purposes substantially as herein described and set
forth.

B. J. La Moth, E"ew York, 1^. Y.

—

Railroad
Car.—Patented April 4,1854, No. 10,721; reissued
March 18, 1856, No. 300 ; extended May 12, 1808.

Claim.—The construction of the frames of rail-

road cars substantially in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

Samuel J. Parker, Ithaca, N. Y.-~Sewing Ma-
chine.— 'Patejitea April 11, 1854, No. 10.757; ex-
tended May 12, 1808.

Claim.—That combination that secures to me the
relative position in which I place the needle's eye
to the movement of the material or feed-motion and
the position of the shuttle and its race resulting
therefrom, when the needle is straight and the
table on which the material to be sewe'd is horizon-
tal, said relative position, meaning the longitudinal
axis of the shuttle and its race at right angTes to the
feed motion, and the consequent position of the
needle's eye therefrom, so that a line drawn through
the needle's eye, when in the act of passing the
center of the material sewed, shall coincide with
the line of feed motion, not be at right angles there-
with, and this for the purpose of rendering the
stitch more nearly straight and perfect than it

otherwise would lie, the combination and purpose
substantially as described.

Jaiwes McCARxr, Eeading, Pa.

—

Heating SJcelps

for the Manufacture of Wroaght-iron Tubes.—Patent-
ed April 3, 1854, No. 10,747 ; extended May 12, 1868.

Claim.—The new method of operating, as de-
scribed, viz., heating the skelx->s in a furnace con-
structed substantially as herein set forth, with raw
coal as fuel, whose combustion is maintained by a
blast of air forced into the furnace under pressure,
as set forth.

Julia M. Colburn. Baltimore, Md., administra-
trix of James Stimpson, deceased.— Vessel for
holding Liquids.—Patented April 17, 1854, No.
11,819 ; extended May 12, 1868.

Claim.—The employment of a chain or string
attached to the handle and lid of the pitcher, as
described.

BEN.TAMIN A. Lavender, Halifax, N. C, and
Kate Lowe, Baltimore, Md., administratrix of
Henry Lowe, deceased.

—

Treating Cane Fiber for
Paper and other Purposes.—Patented April 4, 1854,

No. 10,722; extended May 12, 1868.

Claim.—Breaking down woody fiber of cane and
other like plants, and dissolvino; the gnmmy and
other foreign matters therefrom oy means of'muri-
atic or sulphuric acid, of the strengtli of 10° Baume,
or thereabout, preparatory to making hemp for
bagging, rope, paper pulp, '&c., in the manner sub-
stantially as set lorth.

SxEPirEN Bazin and James A. Bazin, Canton,
MiiHa.-Machineryfor Laying Rope.—Patented April
25, 1854, No. 10,823 ; extended May 12, 1808.

Claim.—1. Adapting the machinery for forming
both "hard" and ''soft" cordage by means of the
ring g, so actuated by the circular plate i, and its

rollers made to revolve, or held stationary, as above
set forth, as to form an extra twist in the rope when
desirable, by giving an additional revolution to the
bobbin frames, as above described.

2. Improvement in the movable cnuie, the same

consisting in forming it of a bent shape, with the
right angular hinged arm, operating as above de-
scribed, so as to feed the rope in a direction parallel
with the axis of the winding reel.

3. Stretching the rope after it is laid, by means
of the double pulley r 6, with grooves of oilferent
diameters, as above set forth.

James Buell, New York, N. Y., executor of
James MacGregor, Jr., deceased. — Co/ee Pot.—
Patented April 11, 1854, No. 10,752 ; extended May
12, 1868.

Claim.—Having the pot where the tea or coflfee

is prepared air-tight, and so regulating the heat
that is applied to the heating of the same, that a
small i)ressure by the covers prevents it from boil-

ing, and consequently from evaporation, while the
tea or coffee is being prepared, in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as above set forth.

Philander Shaw, Boston, Mass. —Air Engine.
—Patented May 2, 1854, No. 10,808 ; reissued Jxily

17, 1860, No. 1,014 ; again reissued April 23, 1861,
No. 71 ; extended May 12, 1868.

Claim.—1. The within-described auxiliary heater,
constructed and arranged as set forth, the exhaust
air and the products of combustion being passed
through in one direction while the cold air from
the force pump is passed through in the other, by
which means the heat is extracted from the heated
air and smoke and transferred to the cold air on its

way to the engine, the latter being pumped in
against a pressure much less than that at which it

is worked oif from the main heater, as explained.
2. Passing the exhaust air which has propelled

the jjiston directly through the fire, for the pur-
pose of economizing heat, as set forth.

3. In combination with a tight ash pit, into which
the air Ibr the support of combustion within the
furnace is forcetl, a chamber D, communicating
with the ash pit and surrounding the furnace for
the passage of a portion of the air not required by
the fire, which, combining with the products of
combustion in the chamber E, passes oft" through
the fine G-, for the purpose of economizing heat, aa
set forth.

4. I do not claim refrigerating the cylinder or
piston of hot air or other engines by means of cold
water, but I do claim the arrangement herein de-
scribed of the tubes within the piston rod, the
reservoir R, and the India-rubber tubes S S', for the
purpose set forth.

Henry Clark, Cedar Keys, ¥la.,—Machine for
Feeding Sheets of Paper to Printing Presses.—Pat-
ented April 25, 1854, No. 10,824; extended May 12,

1868.

Claim.—Loosening or detaching the top sheet of
a layer of papers from those underneath it, by giving
a part of said sheet a backward and forward'motion,
as herein shown, previously to its being operated
upon by the pressure rollers or other device for
conveying it to the printing-press or other machine
to which "the sheet of paper is fed, for the j^urpose
of insuring the feed ol only a single sheet of paper
at a time, as set forth.

Frederick G. Schaum, Baltimore, Md., adminis-
trator of Frederick Schaum, deceased.—Glass Fur-
nace.—Patented April 25, 1854, No. 10,830 ; extended
May 12, 1868.

Claim.—Making the external and internal config-
uration of the breast work of the furnace wall with
the re-entering portions, so as to partly embraco
the pots and to furnish room for additional or extra
teaze or ring holes, substantially in the manner
described.

Maiilon Loomis, "Washington, D. C—Plate for
Artificial Teeth.—Patented May 2, 1854, No. 10,847;
extended May 12, 1854.
Claim.—The improved manufacture of whole or

half sets of porcelain of miter-al teeth, substantially
as described.

Conrad Liebrich, Philadelphia, Va.—Trunk Lock
Hasp.—Patented May 2, 1854, No. 10,862 ; extendoO
June 16, 1868.
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Claim.—1. The so combining of a spring with a
a hinged hasp as that the lower or hinged portion
thereof shall stand otf from the trunk, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The placing of the hasp catch in a solid pro-

jection which enters the lock with a hasp catcli. and
takes all the strain incident upon the tendency of
the lid to open, and thus protect the catch itself,

substantially as described.

Albert Fisk, LouIsvIIIq Ky. — Bridge. — Pat-
ented May 9, 1854, No. 10.887 ; extended June IG,

1866.

Claim.—The method of combining the different

systems of triangular bracings above described, so

that a weight coming on one of the systems of the
tru.ss is not only transferred over one or more
other systems before it is canied back to the abut-
ments, but the foot of the post in each triangle
being unconnected with the tension rods of the
other triangular bracings can settle vertically, as
well as move to the side, so that the tension rods of
each system of the triangular bracings will be
strained equally when the bridge settles under the
superincumbent weight. This would not be the
case if the foot of the post in the second system of

triangular bracings rested on the tension "chord of
the post, in the first system, as heretofore used

;

and herein consists my improvement for which I
ask letters patent.

Nelson GA\^T, Philadelphia, Va,.—Machinery for
Cutting Pajjer.—Patented May 9, 1854, No. 10,889

;

extended June 16, 1868.

Claim.—The method, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of adjusting the cutting of sheets from a
web of paper, Avhereby the length of the sheets can
be varied by any reqiiired ijroportionate amount of

the whole range of variation to which the machine
is adapted, however small or however large the
same may be, thus rendering it possible, with a
continuous feed of the web ofpaper under an inter-

mittent cutter, to sever the sheets halfway or there-
abouts between water marks, nearer together at
one part of the web than at another.

Thomas A. Steadman, Lyons, Mich., adminis-
trator of Thomas S. Steadm.vx, deceased.

—

Clover

and Grass Seed Harvester.—Patented Mav~23, 1354,

No. 10,967; reissued June 19, 1860, No.'^gse,- ex-

tended June 16, 1868.

Claim.—In combination with the main frame or

box A, and arm or supplementary frame F, on
which is formed or secured the master wheel axle,

the employment of retaining arc H, or its equiva-
lent, the whole constructed and arranged in such a
manner that the main frame or box, and arm or
supplementary frame, with its master wheel axle,

will be held 'in parallel planes relatively to each
other while they are moving up and down, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

Thomas A. Steadmak, Lyons, Mich., adminis-
trator of Thomas S. Steadman, deceased.

—

Clover
and Grass Seed Harvester.—Patented May 23, 1854,

No. 10,967 ; reissued June 19, 1860, No. 987 ; again
reissued June 20, 1865, No. 2.209, extended June 16,

1868.

, Claim.— \. The combination of the holding plate c,

or its equivalent, with the shaft of the driving cog-

wheel's pinion, and that end of the coupling arm or
supplementary frame G-, or its equivalent, which is

hung and vibrated on said shaft.

2. The combination or an-angement of the follow-

ing elements in a harvester, viz., a frame or box
having the cutting apparatus connected to and
drawn forward by it, the shaft of the main driving
cog-wheels pinion also connected to it, and about
at right angles to its forward movement, a coupling
arm or supplementary frame, or its equivalent,
having one end hung and vibrated on said pinion
shaft, and near the other end connected to the
axle of the main driving cog-wheel, and holding
devices whereby the attendant can have the inner
end of the cutting apparatus held at different heights
in respect, to the axle of the main driving cog-wheel.

3. (.'oi meeting the main bearing and driving
wheeJ of a harvester with a frame to which the cut-

ing apparatus is attached in such a manner that the
attendant can, while riding on the machiue, vary the
height of the inner end of the cutting api^aratus,
while the outer end of said apparatus remains un-
changed substantially as described.

4. The combination of the retaining and guiding
arc g"^, or its equivalent, with the axle end of the
coupling arm or supplementary frame H, or its

equivalent, the outer end of a harvester's cutting
apparatus, and the wheel that carries this outer end
or is nearest to it.

5. The combination ofthe axles/and d, the wheels
C and D, the projecting ends ofthe shaft of the main
driving cog-wheel's pinion, the frame or box carry
ing this shaft, the couplin.^ arms or supplementary
frames G- and H, the holding plates c c, and the re-

taining and guiding arcs g and g"^ or their equiva-
lents.

6. The combination or arrangement of the follow-
ing parts or elements in a harvester, a frame or box
wiiicli carries the shaft of the cutter's main driving
cog-wheel's pinion; a coupling arm or supple-
mentary frame, having the axle of the said cog-
wheel connected to it,"at or near its outer end, and
the inner end hung upon said pinion shaft ; a hold-
ing device by which it is properly held in that place

;

a guiding and retaining are attached to the main
frame of the machine, and maintaining the supple-
mentary frame or coupling arm in place ; cutters
driven by a crank motion, and an automatic rake,
which, as well as the cutters, receives its motion
through the main driving cog-wheel's pinion shaft.

7. Connecting the axle of the cutter's first driving
cog-wheel and said wheel's pinion shaft by the coup-
ling arm or supplementary frame G , or an equiva-
lent thereof, which has one end hung on the said pin-
ion shaft, and therefore holds the said cog-wheel's
axle always at the same distance therefrom, so that
the connection of the said cog-wheel and its pinion
will always remain the same.

8. The combination of the retaining and guiding
arc g, or its equivalent, with the main frame or box
of a harvester to which the cutting apparatus is

secured, and the axle end of the coupling arm or
supplementary frame G, or its equivalent, which
has the other end hung on the pinion shaft con-
nected to the main frame about parallel with the
axle of the cutter's ground and driving wheel, so
that the said axle and pinion shaft are always at the
same distance apart and snbstantially parallel, and
the axle end of said coupling arm free to rise and
fall, vibrating on said pinion shaft while the machine
is in motion.

Thomas A. Steadman, Lyons, Mich., adminis-
trator of Tf!C>mas S. Steadman, deceased.

—

Clover
and Grass Seed Harvester.—Patented May 23, 1854,
No. 10,967; reissued June 19, 1860, No. 985: again
reissued June 5, 1866, No. '2,279 ; extended June 16,
1868.

Claim.—1. In combination with the main frame of
a harvester, an axle upon which the cutter's driv-
ing wheel revolves that derives all its connection
with the frame through one end, and which end
does not cross a vertical plane parallel with and
touching the side of this frame nearest to it, a
plate from which this axle projects, and a holding-
mechanism that holds this plate and frame together
and prevents any essential variation in the distance
between this axle and the cutter's driving pinion
shaft, or in their parallelism, while the frame is
being raised or lowed in respect to this axle, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the main frame of a har-
vester, an axle upon which the cutter's driving
wheel revolves that derives all its connection with
the main frame through one end, and which end
does not cross a vertical ])laue parallel with and
touching that side of this frame nearest to it, and
a plate from which this axle i^rojects, a holding
mechanism that pre-^ ent any essential variation in
the di.stance between this axle and the cutter's driv-
ing pinion shaft, or their parallelism, while the main
frame is being raised or lowered in respect to this
axle, and another holding mechanism by which the
attendant is enabled to have this main frame held at
different heights in respect to this axle, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.
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3. In combination witli the main frame of a har-
vester, an axle plate Avhich is connected with one
end of the axle of the cutter's diiving wheel, said
plate being wholly between the plane of said wheel
and a plane parallel with and touching that part of
said frame nearest to said wheel, a holding mechan-
ism wliich prevents any movement of this plate
other than its movement in the arc of a circle con-
centric to the axis of the shaft of the cutter's driving
pinion, and a holding mechanism having one portion
further forward than the axle of the cutter's driving
wheel, and another portion further back than said
axle, between each of which and the frame is a por-
tion of said plate, and by which said plate is held to

the frame while it is iJeing' laised or lowered in
respect to said axle, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

William H. Mitchel, ITew York, !N". Y.—Im-
provement in Machinery for Composing Type.—
Patented May 16, 1854, IsTo. 10,929; extended June
16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lip 51 with the
liftino- bar 52, and with the bar 50, as specified, the
said lip 51 actino- as a stopper against which the
line of type lies in the inclined conductor, and over
which the bar 52 lifts the bottom type so that it falls

on the bed m, as specified, and the said bar 50 being
so adjusted as only to admit of one type at a time
being lifted, as specified.

2. Constructing the composing wheel of thin cir-

cular plates witli teeth therein, so as to receive the
type from the conductor q, in combination with the
plates 58, which pass Ijetween the circular plates
and receive the tj'pe, preventing their further de-

scent, and passing them in line into the groove, as
specified.

3. The tongue 57, to prevent the type jumping
over the teeth in the composing wheeras they pas's

down the inclined conductor, as specified.

John Meyers and Egbert G-. Eunsox, New York,
IN". Y.

—

Machine for Sawing Thin Boards, d;c.—
Patented May 3, 1854, No. 10,965 ; extended June
16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The employnlent or use of the deflect-

ing plates E E', one or both placed at the sides of
the saw, as herein shown, for the purpose of pre-
venting the sawed stuff from bearing against the
sides of the saw and expanding the saw kerf, and
also for the purpose of allowing a thin veneer saw
to be stiffened by plates D, one or two, as desired.

2. The employment or use of the clamps 1 1, ar-

ranged as herein shown, or in an equivalent way,
so as to have a lateral elastic movement independ-
ent of the roller beds to which said clamps are at-

tached, for the purpose of compensating for the
varying thickness of different pieces of stuff, and
keepingthem in aproper relative position to the saw.

3. The knives or cutters O O, placed in the roller

beds F E, and arranged ^substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose as set

forth.
4. The employment of an adjustable bed E, with

clamps as described, in combination with the saw
C, when the saw has a stiffening plate E, in line

with said bed, by which the stiffened or rounded
side of the saw is made the "line side."

Thomas T. Jarrett, Horsham, Pa.

—

Hay-elevat-
ing Forks.—Patonted May 30, 1854, No. 10,989; re-

issued April 18, 1865. No. 1,939; extended Juno 16,

1868.
Claim.—1. The employment or use of a weight

on tlie cord attached to the catch which shall operate
to discharge the hay from the fork at any desired
height, substantially as and in the manner de-

scribed.
2. The combination of one or more pulleys with a

hay-elevating fork, for the purpose descril^ed.

3. The pulley J at the back part of the head,
operating as and for the i)urposc described.

4. Securing the handle or bail to the head bv
means of loop eyes, which are secured in the head
and project therefrom.

5. Securing the tongue or brace lever to the handle
or bail bv means of a spring catch attached to the
said hamilo or bail, for the purpose described.

6. A spring catch turning upon a pin or bearing,
the functions of which are to keep the tines or body
of the fork in position to retain the load and to dis-
charge it whenever desired.

7. In hay-elevating forks, I claim the combination
of the tines, the wooden head the tongue or brace-
lever, and the spring catch.

8. The combination of a spring catch with a rigid
tongue or brace lever, extending from the piece
which receives the tines, for the puipose described.

Edavard P>ROWN,Waterbury. Conn.—MacM^iefor
making Hinges.—Patented May 16, 1854, No. 10,943;
extended June 16, 1868.

O^aim.—1. The slides G G', regulated by set
screws substantially as described.

2. The eccentric rods E E', sliding within the hol-
low rods E E', and connected with the slides G G'.

3. The sliding punches J J', with adjusting
screws, arranged as set forth.

4. The sliding gauge O, with its longitiidinal
motion and set screws, for the purpose of securing
the hinges while turning the knuckle, in the man-
ner substantially as set forth.

5. The fast gauge S with the preventer r.

6. The slide P with the catchers v and the spring
catchers w to'.

7. The gauge TJ, in combination with the pre-
venter r', for the purpose of preventing the hinge
from returning with the feeding slide, the whole
being arranged and combined in the manner set
forth, or in any other manner substantiallj' the
same.

Edward Harrison, New Haven, Conn.

—

Grind-
ing Mill.—Vntented June 6, 1854, No. 11,040; reis-

sued November 6, 1858, No. 625 ; extended Juno 16,

18C8.

Claim.—The improved method described of se-

curing the runner stone on the driving spindle in
a grinding mill, by means of a metallic band or its

equivalent, embracing the periphery of the stone
by combining said band witli a hub, and a back
plate of at least as great diameter as the runner,
and rigidly attached to the spindle, such combina-
tion operating to secure the stone firmly in its

place, in the manner and on the principle substan-
tially as specified.

William Baker, TJtica, N. Y.— Clapboard
Joint—Patented May 16, 1854, No. 10,903 ; reissued
September 22, 1868, ISTo. 1,541 ; extended June 16,

1868.

Claim.—1. The construction of the joint of clap-

boards, or jointed siding for houses, and other
buildings, in such manner that the boards when
laid on the frame shall lie flat and solid for their

whole width against the frame of the building, and
at the same time shall preserve the appearance
and advantage of clapboarding in front by t he outer
lip of the upper board at each joint overlapping
outside the board next below it for shedding the
water, as described.

2. The combination of the lock a, in the rear of

the joint for holding the board to the frame at the
lower edge, as described, with the extended lip C
(Fig. 1) in front for covering the head of the nail,

as described, the whole being constructed, com-
bined, and arranged substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

George W. Coats and James Russell, Spring-
field, Mass.

—

Machine for Sticking Card Teeth.—Pat-
ented Augu.st 1, 1854, No. 11,434

;' extended June 16,

1868.

Claim.—1. The mode of impartin.g the intermit-

tent motion to the main carriage for spacing the
teeth, and reversing the same by means of tho
screw leader attached to the main carriage, and
passing through a nut mounted in suitable boxes,

and rotated by cog gearing, as described, when this

is combined with a clutch opei-ated by a cam, to

clutch and xmclutch the wheel which receives mo-
tion from the wheel or wheels on the main shaft,

and imparts tho required and measured intermit-

tent nu)tion to the nut, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. In combination with the mode described of
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imparting the spacing motion to tlie main carriage,

tho emiDlo;^nuent of the cams on tlie main carriage,

which, at the cud of each traverse motion, act oa
a lever connected and combined -with and operat-

ing the chitch to chitch and unchitch tlio wheel
which receives motion from the main shaft to oper-

ate the shifting wheel which operates the dorf>le

clutch on the main shaft, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

3. In combination with the mode described of

operating the main carriage, the mode of operat-

ing* the second carriage which holds the sheet of
leather to determine the space between tho rows
of teeth by means of the shifting cam called the
twill cam, and the shifting-sector "cog-wheel wldch
in turn imparts motion b.y'the cog-wheels and shaft
to the cog-wheel through which passes the feath-

ered shaft mounted on the main carriage, and
which in turn imparts the required motion to the
drums for lifting the second carriage at the end of
each complete motion of the main carriage.

4., In combination with this, making the nut on
the 'screw leader in two parts, divided by a plane
at right angles to the axis, when the two parts ai-e

attached together so that they can be turned on
each other, "substantially as described, so that the
threads can be set to any wear of the threads, and
thu3 avoid end play, as described.

5. Making the arbors of the two rollers with cyl-

indrical bosses to determine their distance apart,

in combination with the mode of mounting them
between boxes a.nd without interposed boxes, the
said arbors being prevented from having end play
by means of V-shaped or curved fillets on the ar-

bors fitted to corresponding cavities in the boxes,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

6. Mounting the bending fingers in tlie sliding

top phite independent of and below the slide or
carrier of the former around which the teeth are
bent, the said carrier being provided with an in-

clined plane or cam acted upon by a like inclined
plane or cam on the top plate of the fingers, sub-
stantially as described, so that when the fingers

are dravrn back the former shall be lifted up pve-

paratory to its back motion, as fully set forth.

John Broavn, 'New Tork, X. Y.

—

Hot-water Ap-
paratus.—Vdtented May 30, 1854, No. 10,980 ; reis-

sued August 14 1855, iSTo. 321 : extended June 16,

1868.

Claim.—1. Connecting the ends of the liorizontal,

or nearly horizontal, water pipes of hot water warm-
ing api)aratns by means of return bends or elbows
of less caliber, and entering within the end or ends
of such pipe or pipes, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. Making each horizontal, or nearly horizontal,
pipe having the bend or elbow at one end of re-

duced caliber, with the calibers at top in the same
line, substantially as and for the purposes specified,

whether made in one piece, or the bend or elbow
separate, and then united, the* said elbow being
connected with the next pipe above it by entering
the end thereof, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

3. The construction and arrangement of the
apparatus for the purposes and substantially as
specified.

Julia M. Colburx, Baltimore, Md., adminis-
tratrix of James Stimpson, deceased.— Vessel for
Molding Liquids.—Patented October 17, 1854, 5s"o.

11,819; antedated April 17, 1854; extended June
16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The double-wall pitcher, the same con-
sisting in a pitcher with double sides, double bot-
tom, and a iiinged cover, from which thti liquid
contents are to be poured through or over a nose
or lip. substantially as herein set forth.

2. The employment of a chain or stiing attached
to the handle and lid of tho pitcher, as described.

Hexuy B. Meyers, Cleveland, Ohio.—Converting
Railroad Car Scats into Bcdi- or Lounges.—Patented
September 19, 1854, No. 11.699; reis.sued May 3,

1359, No. 711; again reissued October 8, 16Cl,'No.
123; extended July 7, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The forming of berths in railroad cars
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by means of the backs of the transverse seats, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The forming of berths in railroad cars by
means of the transverse seats, in combination with
the corresponding supplementary cushioned or un-
cushioned frames, or their equivalents, to fill up
the spaces between the transverse seats, substan-
tially as described.

FiNLEY Latta, Cincinnati, Ohio, administrator of

A. B. Latta, deceased.

—

Steam Generator.—Patented
June 6, 1864, No. 11,025 ; extended July 7, 1868.

Claim.—The dividing of the coil or coils, com-
mencing with one, then dividing into two, and
then subdividing into four, or any other number, as
shown and described, or any equivalent device.

Charles E. Mautine, Boston, Mass.

—

SofaBed-
stead.—Patented June 6, 1854, No. 11,026; reissued
December 25, 1855, No. 336 ; again reissued August
27, 1867, No. 2,767 : extended July 7, 1868.

Claim.— I. The single-spring mattress, so con-
sti'ucted aiul arrangeil with a sofa having a hinged
back as to form, when the back is dropped fi-om an
upright to a horizontal jjosition for forjning a bed,
an even surface, without joint or center depression,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. So constructing^ and arranging the single-
spring mattress with a sofa having a hinged back,
that when the back is raised froni a liorizontal to
an upright x)osition for forming a sofa, said mat-
tress shall be drawn in or depressed longitudinally
at or near its center by means of cords or their
Cijuivalents, and will have the appearance and
effect of two separate cushions, one for the seat
and the other for the back of the sofa, substantially
as specified.

3. The arms, separated in the center, when used
in combination with the sofa and mattress, con-
structed in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Thomas Alexander, "West Hampton, Mass., ex-
ecutor of John Alexander, deceased.

—

Metallic
Gromwet—Patented Juno 20, 1854, No. 11,108; ex-
tended July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. Making that portion of the tube put
through the ring to correspond, or nearly corre-
spond, with the corners of the canvas or cloth, so
that when they are bent down upon the canvas
they double or bend it over the edge of iha ring
and confine it firmly, substantially as described foV
the purposes set forth.

2. Tho scores in the ring, which correspond, or
nearly correspond, with the corners of the cloth
and with the points of the tube, in combination
with the points of the tube aforesaid, substantially
as described.

3. Scoring or otherwise roughening the surface
of the rings Avhere they come in contact with the
cloth, so as to make them hold the canvas fii-mer
and better.

4. Making or inserting points in or on one or both
of the rings, to extend through the canvas into the
opposite ring, or otherwise.

5. Pdveting the points of the tube, which are bent
over on the cloth or otherwise, substantially as de-
scribed.

Warrex Shaw and Parley G. G-reex, Wales,
Mass.

—

Tentcring Cloth.—Patented June 20, 1854,
No. 11,141; extended July 7, 1868.

Claim.—The adjustable obliquely-situated ten-
der wheels G G, provided with laterallj'-playing

tender points jj, in combination with the oscillating
guides i i, arranged and operating in such a man-
ner as to seize the cloth and stretch it uniformly,
at the .same time bringing its edge perfectly even
and straight, in which condition it is delivered to
the tender-points of the drying apparatus, to be
retained thus till dried and received by the folding
apparatus, substantially as herein set forth.

Collins B. Broavx, Upper Alton, Ti\.—Harvester
J?afa;.—Patented July 11, 1854, No. 11,249 ; extended
July 7, 1868.

Ctaini.—Imparting the required movements to
the rake I, by combining with its handle S, the
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horizontally-vibrating fulcrum lever A, and the
outer end of the lever G. which has a compound
vertical and horizontal movement imparted to it by
means of the crank pin e, pivot ,17, nut i, and the
carved slotted inner portion of said lever G, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Charles Pakkeu, Meriden, Conn, — Cast-iron
Fise.—Patented June 20, 1854. No. 11,137 ; extended
July 7, 1868.

Claim.—Casting the movable jaws or chap of a
vise so as to inclose and secure by the oijeration

one or more wi'O Light-iron bars within tlio tail or
guide rod at or near the ijoiiit of greatest strain,

said bars being enlarged or bent at the ends tlie

better to secure the same to the casting, in order
to act as a cord or cords to resist tensile strain,

and thereby secure the niaxinium of strength with
the minimum of metal, as described.

ilARiNTDA StaiuvS, Genoa, N. Y., administratrix
of Isaac Stauks, deceased, and Lymax PiatuiGO,

Groton, N. Y.

—

Device for Holding Pieces in Spoke
Machines.—Patented Juno 13, 1854, No. 11,084 ; ex-

tended July 7, 186S.

Claim.—The manner of holding and operating
the spoke in the cairiage, so that upon slackening
the tail screws at the one end, the spoke is forced
backward and made capable of being turned with-
out disturbing it fe-om its centers, and is restrained
from turning when set by means of tlie sliding

and turning socket bar in the lieadstock, i^rovided
with a clariip head fitting in a V or other suitably
shaped recess in the lieadstock, and the socket
bar with its clamp head forced backward by a
spring, or its equivalent, substantially as specified,

whereby great expedition and truth is insured in

turning" and setting the spoke.

FuEDERicK H. Bartholomew, New York, N.
Y.

—

Method of Governing the Action of Valve Cocks.—
Patented J unc 20, 1854,* No. 11,113; reissue Novem-
ber 13, 18()0, No. 1,071 ; extended July 7, 18C8.

Claim.—\. The combination of these three ele-

ments or devices, viz., first, a variable cliamber,
provided with proper apertures for admission and
discharge of fluid. *****

2. Two valves acting to open and close a passage
through which water may tiow, the one being on
its seat, or closing the passage when the veritable
chamber is of largest capacity, and the other being
in a like position, or ])erforming the same office,

vhen the capacity of the chamber is smallest.

3. A proper connection between the valves and
the variable chamber, so applied that the motions
of the former shall be controlled bv the latter, the
whole three being constructed auU acting in com-
bination, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes hereinbefore described, when operated
upon by any competent force.

4. Tlie combination of two valves, a variable
chamber, and a connection between them all, sub-
stantially such as hereinbefore last enumerated,
with a seat or i)latform, substantially such as is

heroin described, by means of a connection, sub-
stantially such as set fortli, whereby the seat or
jilatform", the valves, and the variable chamber all

act in unison, substantially^ as set forth.

5. As a means of preventing concussions on pipes
supplying urinals or hopper closets, where the
amount of water used is not a material consider-
ation, and where yielding seats or platforms are
employed to open a supply valve, the combination,
substantially as hereinbefore described, of a vari-

able chamber, a single valve, and a yielding seat or
idatform, with proper coimections and attachments,
so that the motions of the valve may be caused by
the seat and governed by the variable chamber,
substantially as described.

6. The combination of a diaphragm performing
the duty of a stuffing box, with a valve or valves,

and with a variable chamber controlling the valve
or valves, the whole constructed and operating sub-
stantially as hereinbefore recited.

Frederick H. Bartholomew, New York, N.
Y.—Method of Governing the Action of Valve Cocks.—

Patented June 20, 1854, No. 11,113 ; reissued No-
vember 13, 1860, No. 1,072 ; extended July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. A pan i)rovided with a proper rock-
shaft arm, or its equivalent.

2. A valve or cock to open or close a passage way
leading from a street main, or its equivalent, to a
basin of a pan closet.

3. A variable chamber, connected with the valve,
so as to control its motions in eithcir or both direc-
tions, by retarding either its opening or closing or
both.

4. A spring, or its equivalent, compressed when
the valve is opened, and expanding to close tho
valve when the pressure upon the spring is re-
leased.

5. A lever so connected to the pan and to the
valve, as to oijen both when force is applied to the
lever.

6. A counterbalance, or its equivalent, acting to
raise or shut the pan, but not operating to close the
valve; intending to claim none of these parts
separately, but in combination only, and when all

of them are constn::cted and operate in combina-
tion, substantially as herein described.

'

Hymek L. Lipman, Philadelphia, Ta.—Eyelet Ma-
chine.—PatentedJnly ll,185'i,l<io. 11,260; extended
July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. In combination with a fastener C and a
reservoir of eyelets I, the conveying apparatus for
carrying the eyelet from one to the other, made and
operated substantially in the manner herein de-
scribed.

2. The threading of the eyelets upon a rod or stem
from which they may be delivered one at a time to
the carrying apparatus, substantially as described,

George Hand Smith, Rochester, N. Y.—Proem
for Making Steel Directfrom the Ore.—Patented July
18, 1854, No. 11,333 ; reissued August 18, 1866, No.
3,333 ; extended July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. The process, substantially as herein de-
scribed, for converting iron ores directly into steel

by subjecting the ore in the comminiited state, in
connection with carbon and with or without other
flux, in a close oven, retort, or equivalent vessel, to
a high degree of heat, and when converted treating
it in a reheating furnace to weld and ball the par-
ticles, and then Jiammering, rolling, or squeezing
the balls to exjjress the impurities and complete; the
welding and comx^act the mass, as set forth.

2. In the process of conversion, charging the
comminuted ore and charcoal or other carbona-
ceous substance in the cementing oven, or other
equivalent vessel, in alternate layers, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Horace Smith and D. B. "Wesson, Springfield,
Mass.

—

Fire-arm.—Patented February 14, 1854, No.
10,535 ; reissued October 10, 1854, No. 279 ; extended
August 11, 1868.

Claim.—1 . The combining the percussion hammer,
the piston slide, and the barrel, so that the said pis-

ton slide shall not only serve as as a breech to the
bari'el but at the same' time as a means of convoy-
ing (by concussion) to the priming of the cartridge
at one end of the slide the force of the blow of the
hammer upon the opposite end of the slide, as spe-
cified.

, 2. The improvement in the carrier, whereby it

is not only enabled to be moved downward while
the breech slide is forward against the barrel, or
cartridge therein, but is caused to expel from the
chamber E. in which it moves, the remainder of the
cartridge, after such remainder has been retracted
by the piston slide, and while the carrier is being
eievated with another cartridge, the said improve-
ment consisting in making the carrier with <an open-
ing or })a--^sage leading out of the cartridge chamber
thei'cof and of a width sufficient for the movement
of the ])iston slide out of the carrier during the de-
scent of the latter, and providing said carrier with
one or more projections a^, or the equivalent there-
of, which, wlieii the carrier is elevated, shall be
moved against the remainder of the cartridge, and
elevate and expel it from the fire-arm, as stated
the breech slide or piston slide being formed sub-
stantially aa specified-
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3. The arrangement and application of tlie per'
cussion hammer vrith respect to the breech slide H
and the tri^rger gnard lever, so that the hammer
may ho movetl and set to fnll-cock by the pressure
or back action of the slide, induced by the action of
the trigger-guard lever, as speciiied.

"

4. The improvement of making the front end
of the piston slide with a dove-tail recess, a', (or its

equivalent,) for the purpose of enabling the slide

to seize the metal or remainder of the cartridge and
withdraw it from the barrel when it (the piston
slide) is next retracted, the said remainder being
discharged from the slide by the upward movement
of the carrier, all substantially as specified.

Horace Sjhth and D. B. "Wesson, Springfield,
Mass.— Cartridge.—Patented August 8, 1854, ^STo.

11,49G ; extended August 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arranging of the tallow within
the cartridge, and between the ball and charge
of i»owder, or in a chamber, c, suitably made in
rear of the ball of the cartridge, whereby the ne-
cessary amount of tallow for a discharge is pre-
served, Avith the charge, in a convenient and com-
pact form.

2. The employment in the cartridge of the me-
tallic or indmated disk or seat plate, so that it shall

rest directly on the powder, in combination with
arranging the priming or percussion i)owder in rear
of said disk, or on that side of it opposite to that
v.-hich rests against the powder, said arrangement
of the disk and priming aflbrding an excellent oi)-

portunity for api^lying the force of the blow by
which the piiming is inflamed, such force being ap-
plied in the line of the axis of the cartridge.

George T. Bigelow, Boston, Mass., administrator
of Samuel Xicolsox, deceased.

—

Wooden Pave-
ment.—Patented August 8, 1854, Xo. 11,491 : reis-

sued December 1, 18C3, No. 1,583 ; again reissued
August 20, 1867, No. 2,748 ; extended August 11,

1868.

Claim.—1. Placing a continuous foundation or sup-
port, as above described, directlyupon theroadway,
then arranging thereon a series of blocks having
parallel sides endwise in rows, so as to leave a, con-
tinuous narrow groove or channel way between
each row, and then filling said grooves or channel
ways -with broken stone, gravel, and tar, or other
like materials.

2. The formation of a pavement by laying a found-
ation directly upon the roadway, substantially as
described, and then employing two sets of blocks,
one a principal set of blocks, that shall form the
wooden surface of the pavement when completed,
and an auxiliary set of blocks or strips of board,
which shall form no part of the surface of the
pavement, but determine the width of the groove
t>etween the principal blocks, and also the filling of
said groove, when so formed between the principal
blocks, with broken stone, giavel, and tar, or other
like material.

3. Placing a continuous foundation or support, as
A)ove described, directly upon the roadway, and
then arranging thereon a series of blocks having
parallel sides cnd-n^ise, in a checkered manner, so
as to leave a series of checkered spaces or cavities
between said blocks, and then filling said check-
ered cavities with broken stone, giavel, and tar, or
other like material.

4. The formation of apavementbylaj'inga found-
ation directly upon the roadway, substantially as
above described, and then employing two sets of
blocks, viz., one a principal set of blocks, that shall
form the wooden surface of the pavement, and an
auxiliary set of blocks, that shall form no part of
the wooden surface of the pavement, but determine
the dimensions of the tessellated cavities between
the principal blocks, and then filling said tessellated
caAities with broken stone, gravel, and tar, or other
like material

George A. Leightox, Lawrence, Mass.

—

Seicing
J/acM/ic—Patented July 11, 1854, No. 11,284 ; ex-
tended August 11, 1868.

Claim..—In combining with the longitudinal mor ^-

ments of the two needles of th6 sewing machine
atei-al movements of one needle, so that the foF-

ward and backward movements of each needle shall
be respectively on opposite sides of the other, (in-

stead of on the same side of it,) whereby the cross-
ings of the loops are made to be drawn into or di-

rectly over the holes made through the cloth or ma-
terial sewed, and so as to produce a very flat seam
or sewing, substantially as specified.

George Hand S.mith, Eochester, X. Y.—Process
ofMaking Steel Directfrom the Ore.—Patented July
18, 1854. No. 11,338; reissued August 14, 1668. No.
2,334 ; extended Augu.st 11, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the process of deox-
idizing iron ore and carbonizing the metallic parti-
cles, substantially such as herein described, with the
process of melting in crucibles, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

James Brayley and Mary Pitts, Bufihlo, N. Y.,
administrators of Jonx A. Pitts, deceased.

—

Horse
Power.—Patented July 4, 1854, No. 11,232; reis.sued

May 4, 1861, No. 81 ; extended Axigust 11, 18G8.

Claim.—1. So combining an internal-gear mair
driving wheel with two pinions working at dia-
metrically opposite sides thereof, as that said main
wheel may move in a direction transverse to that
of a line drawn through said pinions, for the pur-
pose of allowing said main wheel to automatically
adjust itself to said pinions, sub-stautiallj- as ancl
for the purpose set forth.

2. Hanging the pinions of a double-geared horse
power in adjustable beaiings, so that they may be
set in close mesh with the main or master wheel,
substantially as described.

3. In so combining the pinions and bevel wheels
upon one shaft, in pairs, and supporting them in
adjustable bearings, as that their shafts may be
kept in a perpendicular po.sition while the two gears
are made adjustable to the respective wheels that
they mesh with, substantially as described.

Levi Dederick. Albany, N. Y.—Hay Press.—
Patented June 6, 1854, No. 11,043 ; extended August
11, 1868.

Claim.—Traversing the follower parallel by two
sets of levers or toggle joints, with one lever of each
set extended beyond the joint of connection, so as
to form a lever ito operate the joints, when they ai-e

so arranged that the lever of the lower set or joint
may work or vibrate between the fulcrum levers of
the upper one, the two levers C and D being con-
nected together by a rod or links, the whole being
constructed and operated substantially as described,
for the purjioses set forth.

John Taggart, Boston, 'M.ass.—Machine for Ex-
cavating l^ariA.—Patented July 4, 1854, No. 11,242;
extended Augu.st 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the gravitating
weight u and its line t with tlio windlass barrel S
and the brake wheel u', so as to operate automati-
cally and rotate both windlass and brake wheel, and
not only take up the slack of the rope o, wliile the
scoops are being elevated, as described, but at the
same time to set the brake Axheel readj- for the ac-
tion of the brake when it becomes necessary to drop
the scoops in order to di.scliarge their load.

2. The arrangement of the branch lines/ g of the
line N', so as not only to operate through tho ends
of the scoop levers,' but also tlirough guiding or
sheave passages of the boom, such an arrangement
of the branch lines producing an increase of draught
on the scoop levers during the operation of closing
them, as specified.

3. In combination with the afore-described ar-

rangement of the line N', through the sheave open-
ings of the boom Iv and tho two scoop lever.s, or
about their sheaves, as .specified, the union of the
branches into one line, in connection with the car-

rying such line through a compensating passage of
tiie boom K, and permitting it to slide freely through
the same, in manner as described, the same being
for the purpose of enabling the .scoops to close to-

gether or upon an object, whenever the movcmeul
of one of them, during the operation of closing them
together, is arrested hy contact with an obstacle, as
explained.

4. The combining the boom K, and the working
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ropes of it and its scoops, -witli a crane, substan-
tially as specified, so that the scoops maybe free to
be moved, net only vertically, but also iii any direc-

tion, either toward, or av/aj- troui, or laterally "with

respect to the crane and its platform, whereby,
while the scoops are grasping a stump or other
article adhering to the mud or earth, a lateral move-
ment of the crane may be employed to efiect lever-

age on the scoops in a lateral direction, so as to aid
in disengaging the stump or article grasped by the
scoox)s, and to effect this without injurious strain on
the boom or the parts through Avhich the boom
slides.

LA^^^^A L. Bartlett, Bangor, My., adminis-
tratrix of HussELL D. Bartlett, deceased.

—

Ma-
chine for Makinrj the. Heads of Shovel Handles,—'
Patented July 11, 1854, No. 11,288; extended August
11, 1868.

Claim.—To so construct the dished wheel F and
its cutters I, and apply them together, substantially
as described, in combination with so constructing
the bearing rest G with a shelf I and bearer plate
m, or cqiiivalent contrivances, and applyin_:^ it to
the wheel, so as to cause it to extend within the
wheel and enable a person to introduce the shovel
head into it, and between it and the inner surface of
the wheel, and support said shovel head and turn it

against the cutters, so as to cut it curved in two
directions, as specified.

Warrex Gale, Peekskill, IST. Y.-^Straxv Cutters.—
Patented September 12, 1854, No. 11,G67 ; reissued
April 3, 1860, ISTo. 938 ; again reissued October 25,

1864, No. 1,800 ; and again reissued November 13,

1866, No. 2,393; extended AugTist 11, 1868.
Claim.—1. The automatic mouth of a feed box,

constructed by anj^ means substantially the same
as described, when used in combination with a re-
volving cuttin;^- cylinder, armed with one knife or
with several knives, so arranged that one knife shall
release its hold upon the material being- cut before
the following knife shall gi-asp it sufliciently to hold
it, substantially as and for the purposes set forth,

2. The adjustable bottom mouth piece M, or its

equivalent, constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3. Combining a revolving cutting cylinder, armed
with one knife, or with several knives, so arranged
that OJie knife shall release its hold upon the mate-
rial being cut before the following knife shall grasp
it sufliciently to hold it, with a hinged bottom
mouth piece of a feed box, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

4. An automatically operating mouth to a feed
box, in combination with a revolving knife cylin-
der, armed with one knife, or with several knives,
80 arranged that one knife shall release its hold
upon the material bein^ cut before the following-
knife shall grasp it sufliciently to hold it, when this
c^'linder is geared to a revolving pressure cylinder,
substantially a« and for the purposes set forth.

5. Making those parts of the pressure cylinder
against which the knife or knives are madeto cut,
by having their edges broitght into actu<;l contact
therewith, in sections or strips, separate from the
body of the cylinder, substantially as and for the
purjioses set forth.

6. A revolving cutting cylinder, having one or
more knives, in combination with the pressure cyl-
inder, having one or more radial flanges, arms, or
projections, so arranged that the knife or knives
shall, as they revolve, meet the flange, arm, or pro-
jection, or either of them, in actual contact, so that
the material to bo cut is caught between the two,
drawn forward, and cut off by the pressure between
the knife on one cylinder and the flange on the
other, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

7. The flanged pressure cylinder, arranged and
operated substantially as described, when the face
of the flange is covered with suitable soft material
to protect the edge of the knife, when used in com-
bination with a revohing cutting cylinder, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

8. An automatically operating mouth of a feed
box, or an adjustable mouth of a feed box, substan-
tially as described, in combination with a revolving

cutting cylinder armed with one knife, or with sev-
eral knives, so arranged that one knife shall release
its hold upon the material bein^ cut before the fol-

lowing knife shall grasp it sufficiently to hold it,

and with a revolving pressure cylinder' armed with
one or more radial arms, flanges, or projections,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

9. A pressure cylinder provided with one or more
radial iianges, arms, or projections, and a revolving
cutting cylinder, anned with one knife, or with sev-
eral knives, so arranged that one knife shall release
its hold upon the material being cut beibre the fol-

lowing knife shall grasp it sufficiently to hold it,

when these cylinders are used in conibination with
a hinged bottom mouth piece of a feed box, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Rebecca E. Gillett, Chicago, HI., administratrix
of TiioJiAS ^Y. Gillett, deceased.—Apparatits for
Corking Bottles.—Patented July 11, 1854, No, 11,281;
extended August 11, 1868.

OZaijjz.—Combining the safety cylinder or screen
with the cross bar of the charging socket, or other
proper part of the bottling machine, so that the
said screen will surround the bottle at the same
time that the chai-ging socket is brought oyer the
neck of the bottle, and keep it there until the fill-

ing and corking has been completed, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Henry Outcalt, Wilmington, Ohio.—ilfode of
Constructing Metallic Hoofing.—Patented July 11,

1854, No. 11,292 ; extended August 11, 1868,

C'toMH.—Scrolling the edges of metallic plates, so
as to form a tube or cylinder, and then connecting
their ed"es by means of other scrolls, which are
formed also into tubes on the edges of anarrow strip
of the same kind of plate, and being somewhat
larger than the former tube or scroll, so that they
will slide over and fit snugly to it, for subserving
three diflerent purposes, viz : first, for protecting
the roof against injury from "contraction" and "ex-
pansion;" second, for the piu-ijoso of preventing
the water from driving through the roofinf^ at the
scrolls ; third, for the pui-j)ose of supporting the
roof and all superfluous weight that may accumu-
late, such as snow, &c., without any superstructure
other than those on which its ends rest, the "wiiole

being arranged and constructed as described.

Greffith Lichtektiialer, Limestoneville, Pa.—
Cultivator.—'Patented July 25, 1854, No. 11,379. ; ex-
tended August 11, 1868,

Claim.—The method, herein shown and de-

scribed, of attaching the shares G to the beams A,
viz., having metal strips F, perforated with holes/,
secured to the under sides of the beams A, and sock-
ets formed of two lips, g g, made at the upper endj
of the shares, and perforated with holes 7i h, in
which holes /;, and in the holes/ in the plates E,
wooden pins i^' are i^assed, securing the shares to

the beams, as set forth.

AuiiXANDER Hay, Philadelphia, Pa,, administra-
tor of Marie Amkuee Charles Mellier, deceased.
—Making Paper i'lc^^.— Patented May 29, 1857, No,
17,387 ;

patented in France August 7, 1854
;
pat-

ented in England October 26, 1855; extenaed
August 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The use of a solution of caustic soda
(N A O) in a compartment of a rotary vessel sepa-

rate from that which contains the steam heat, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The' within-described process for bleaching
gt,raw, consisting in boiling it in a solution of pure
caustic soda (N A O) from 2° to 3° Baurde, at a

temperatiu-e not less than 310^ Fahrenheit, after it

lias been soaked and cleaned, and before submit-
ting it to the action of a solution of chloridp of
lime from 1° to IP, substantially as described.

Jacob Sexxeef, Philadelphia, Vn.— 'Wcamrs' Hed-
dic-Patented July 18, 1854, No. 11,335 ; extended
Augu.st 11, 1868.

Ctoi?/i.—Forming the eye of the heddlo by cast
ing or otherwise securing ai'ound and between tho
strands or threads composing the same metallic

clasps, in lieu of the cumbersome knots heretofore
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employeil. cnrred on their sides, aud made concave
and smooth on their ends, between the strands or
threads, where they fonii the ends of the eyes, in
the manner and for the pmpose herein set torth.

Albert H. Tixgley. Proridence. R I.—ITac/u'ne
for Saicinrj Stone and MarhU.—Patented Jxilv 18.

1654. Xo. 11.347 : extended Ansust 11. 18(38.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two spring
pawls, their slotted c<mneotin'i rod, the movable
ratchet and its tripping pin, with the fixed ratchet
of the shaft of the spro^cket wheel U. the whole be-
ing operated and made to operate together, sub-
stantiallv in manner and for the purpose as speci-
fied. '

2. The series of hooked pins on the water dis-

tributer, in combination with the series of notches
applied to the connectiutr-rod for operating the
water distributer, the whole being for the purjiose
of regulating the motion of the water distributer,
and of causing that motion to take place over either
a portion or the whole entiie surface of the stone,
as occasion may req^uire.

Htmex L. LrPMAX, Philadelphia. Ta.—Ei/elet 2fa-
ehine.—Patented Julv 18, 1854, Xo. 11.380 ; extended
August 11, 186S.
Claim.—The so forming of the die and counter-

die or follower and an%-il Ixlock of an eyelet machine
by concave grooves, channels, or their equivalents,
as that the eyelets may be riveted or clinched on
both sides by a single operation, and without ttiru-

ing them otcp, substantially as described.

E. H. Garrigues, Salem, Ohio, administrator of
L. A. Dole, deceased.

—

Arrangement for Lathe
CA«a-.—Patented July 25, 1854. Xo. 11,364; ex-
tended August 11, 1868.
Claim.—The manner herein described, of com-

bining and arranging the scroll screw A, holding
jaws IJ, screw or mandrel C. cutter C, adjustable
nut F, gauge plate G, sliding catches c d, and
notched and giooved barrel E, or their equivalents,
for the purpose of constituting a macliine which is

capable of boiing the hub e'utirely through in a
true and perfect" manner, and also of being ad-
ju.sted and set so as to cut a shoulder of the re-

quired depth, and to enter the hub the proper dis-
tance, and then of being adjusted, as the operation
is proceeded with, so as to "square up the shoulder
in a perfect manner, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

Charles A. TVakefield, Pittsfield, Mass.—(S'e«d

JTanfer.—Patented July 25, 1854, X^o. 11,395; ex-
tended August 11, 1808."

Claim

.

—1 . Soarrangiugand operating the plunger
C, in connection with"^ the receiving tiibe or cham-
ber D, and its delivery slide 13. or the equivalent
thereof, that the plunger C. ejecting the corn de-
posited in the recei^-ing chamber, is made to imbed
the corn from the surface of the earth to its re-

quired depth obliquely into the ground, while the
receiving tube or cha'mber D, resting, by a front
stop plate, I, on or above the ground, is made to
open and close clear of all siuTounding dirt, and
the sides of the said chamber D made to act as
scrapers above the recess, to clear the plunder of
adhering soil, and cover the seed therewith thi"ough-
out the entire withdrawal of the plunger, substan-
tially as specified, whereb\- the receiving tube or
chainber D is prevented clogging with dirt at its
opening sides, the width of tfce^^opeiiing made in
the earth for the reception of the seed is diminished,
and the corn covered with more certainty, as
herein set forth.

2. The method, herein described, of operating the
planter by the hand, at the side, in such a manner
that the same force or pressure applied to working
the plunger up and down gives to the planter, auto-
matically, as it were, one and the same obliquity of
stroke, in a backwardly direction downward, or in
a forwardly direction upward, throughout its sev-
eral ()]'cration8, both on entering and leaving the
ground, by means of the obliquely set handle jE, tioi

the rear side of the plunder, orother equivalent
arrangement of the handle i^roducin^ the same
action, substantially as specified, and whereby the

planter may be used with greater facility and expe-
dition, and the recess formed for the planting of the
corn so made with certainty of the neces.sary obliq-
uity, without involving any delay in adjusting the
direction or movement of the pltinger to insure the
earth on the overhanging side of the said recess
falling in to cover the corn, as herein set forth.

Edward TT. Browx, Stillwater, E. I.—Zoom.—
Patented Jxilv 25, 1854, X'o. 11.352 ; reissued March
14, 1865, Xo. 1.901 ; extended Augtist 11. 1SG8.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pattern chain,
the pawls, and the reversible tappet shaft, or their
equivalents, substantially as described.

2. The tappet shaft, constructed and operating
substantially as herein described, to tnm about its

axis in either direction, or remain at rest, as
de-sired, for the purpose specified.

3. The reversible tappet shaft, or its equivalent,
in combination with the pawls, or their equivalent,
constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified. •

Horace "Woodman, Biddeford, 'iS.c.— Cleaning
Top Cards of Carding 2Iac}ti/y:s.-^Va.tented August
1, 1854, X'o. 11.448 : rei.ssued December 8, 1657, Xo.
514 ; extended August 11. 1868.

Clairn.—1. The application and adaptation of the
grooved cam, arranged with a sliding bar, substan-
tially as specified, or the equivalent therefor, as a
means of producing the reciprocating motion by
which the raising and depressing of a to^) card, or
the reciprocating movements of the brush bar in
cleansing a top card, may be efiected.

2. The combining of litter Ciuns T T, and a brush
bar, V, with one rotary shaft E, so that, by the
movements of such sha'ft in the manner specified,
the operations of raising and depressing a top card
and cleansing it may be efiected in the manner set
forth.

Bradford S. Pierce and Cilvrles M. Piekce,
Xew Bedford. Mass.

—

2£old for Cement or Earthen
2'?<6e*\—Patented August 1, 1854, X'o. 11,440 ; ex-
tended September 8. fS68.

Claim.—The combination of a core and spring
case, substantially as herein set forth.

Daniel TT. Shakes, Hamden, Conn.—Cultivator.
—Patented August 1, 1854, Xo. 11,460; extended
September 8, 1808.

Claim.—Providing the expanding and contract-
ing hoeing wings B on either side with cultivator
teeth C, projecting downward on the inside of the
hoeing wings or scrapers, as and for the purpose.-)

specified.

Joshua Giubs, Canton. Ohio.—PZoif.-Patented
August 15, 1854, Xo. 11,523; extended Septeml'ier
8, 16^8.

Claim.—^Making the working stirface of l.jo

mold board in the form of a section of the into. I. r

surface of a hollow cylinder, the center or axis of
said cylinder bein^ parallel, or nearly paraHel,
horizontally to the ba.se of the mold board or bot-
tom of the plow, substantially as described.

Solomon S. Gray, Boston, Mass.

—

aIccIuhc for
Planing Lumber out of Wind.—Patented August
22, 1854, X'o. 11,,'')82: reissued April 17. 18G0, Xo.
945 ; extended September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The peculiar constructioi. of cutter
head herein described, the cutter head it.self bi-ing

made use of to turn aud break the shaving, i;: the
manner of a double irou plane, and being furtlicr-

more made concave for the purpose of facilital'.ag

this operation.
2. The clamp, as herein described, for the piu'-

pose of dogging the limiber to the bed of '.he

machine, the body of the clamp being pivoted at d,

and forced up by "the screw F, or it.s uquivaleut, the
dog h being adjiistable therein, in the manner and
for the purjiose set forth.

3. The within-described method of screwing the
dog M to the bed of the machine by means of the
teeth or cogs I and the mortises in the side pieces
m, for the purpo.se set forth.

4. The bar D, or its equivalent, in combination
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vritli a rotary cutter head and traveling bed I, pro-
vided with, suitable dogs for planing sti'aight and
out of wind, substantially as set forth.

Sydney S. Tursek, "Westboro, Mass.—Seiui7ig
Machine.—Patented August 22, 1854, No. 11,588;
reissued March 25, 1856, oSTo. 363,- again reissued
May 16, 1865, IsTo. 1,962; extended September «,

1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a seAvirg machine,
of an automatic feed, a work-supporting surface,
and a needle, when the needle is arranged to oper-
ate from below the table or woik-supporting sur-
face, and without the cooporation of a second
thread (or a device carrying a second thread) above
the table or work-supporting surface.

2. The combination together of a needle and
awl, when the same ont'r the work in opposite
directions, and each wlth'lraws in a direction
opposite that from which ^'^ entered.

3. The combination, ic « dewing mechanism, of
an automatic needle turner and automatic feed, by
which the loop is kept in proper position with
respect to the needle as the work progresses.

4. The method of effecting the rotation of the
hook, substantially as specified.

Horatio iST. Gambrill, Ealtimore, Md., and
Thomas D. Bo^'D, "Washington, D. C, administra-
tor of SiXGLETON F. Burgee, deceased.

—

Carding
ITac/iinc—Patented February 27, 1855, IS'o. 12,4f>9;

antedated August 22, 1854 ; reissued November 17,

1857, No. 509 ;"extended September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The application of two or more sets or
pairs of feeding rollers to the worldng cylinder of
carding engines, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth, and this we claim whether
said feed rollers deliver the material directly on to
the main cylinder or to lickers-in, when said lick-

ers-in are so arranged as to work in connection
with each other and with the main cylinder, for
the purpose and in the manner substantially as set
forth.

2. The reversing of the relative velocities of
the peripheries of the main working cylinder and
stripper M at intervals, by an automatic move-
ment for the purpose of cleaning or preventing; the
ciogging of the main cylinder, substantially as
described.

Norman Millington, Shaftsbury, Vt., and L. J.

Mattison, S. M. George, and A. B. Gardner, of
the same place, executors of Dennis J. George,
deceased.

—

Machine for Graduating Carpenters'
^^ttam.—Patented August 6, 1854, No. 11,489;
extended September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement, in a single frame,
substantially as set forth, of as many gravers as
there are units to be divided, so as, liy the action
of the cam wheel W, or its equivalent, simultane-
ously to trace, of the proper length, each set of
division and fractional lines.

2. The balance frame V, with its appendages, to
equalize the pressure of the spiral springs on the
graver handles g, so as to give the same depth of
mark on the thin as on the thick end of the taper
square.

3. The inclined plane i, with its appendages for
moving the square longitxidinally, and dividing the
inch into any desirable number of . .

equal parts.
4. The carriage C, arranged to press the square

up against the points of the gravers b^- a cam, or
otherwise, all the several parts, or their equiva-
lents,*to be arranged and combined as above speci-

fied, or in any other manner substantially the same,
which shall produce the intended efi'ect.

Wii.Li VJI O. Andrkws, New York, N. Y.—Cen-
trifugal Pump.—Patented August 22, 1854, No.
11,544 ; extended September 8, 1868.

Claim.—The construction of the pump as herein
described and shown, viz., having a hub E, in the
shape of the base of a cone inverted with arms a at-

tached to its periphery, of a gradually decreasing
width as they approach its base, placed within a
.shell corresponding in shape to the outer circum-
ference of the arms, and having induction passages

of a spiral form^j gradually decreasing in pitch to
their point of delivery, aiid eduction passages of a
spiral form, of a gradually increasing pitch until
they attain a straight line, by which construction
the water is made to pass, without sudden change
of direction or eddies, in an unbroken volume
through the pump ; and I do not limit mj^self to the
precise mechanical construction as shown, but may
modify the difierent parts, only retaining the same
general combination.

Jacob Sen-neff, Philadelphia, Va.—Machine for
Casting Metallic Eyes or Mails of Meddles for
ioo?5!s.-—Patented August 22, 1854, No. 11,589;
extended September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The method, within described, of cast-
ing the eyes or mails on the strands of yarn or other
material, by inserting the yarns successively within
a mold, secured on a vibrating frame L, operated
at the proper intervals of time by means of the
eccentric cams I I, said mold being opened at
times to disengage the mail therefrom, and pro-
vided with a core 24, for forming the eye in the mail,
and capable of being withdrawn therefrom before
the mold opens, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The manner of oi^erating the core, so as to
enable it to be so withdrawn from the eye of the
mail after the same is formed and while it is firmly
embraced within the mold, by means of the spring
S and screws 25 and 33, operating in the manner
described.

3. The core carrier 27, resting in a notch formed
in the top of the spring S, and having pins 26 on
its face, which pass through slots in the mold
plates and spring TV", for movin,^ the core horizon-
tally from the stationary hall of the mold, and
keeping it midway between the mold i^lates, when
they are opened by the lever T, and preventing it

being thrown violently either way, as herein set
forth.

4. The manner of operating the heddle-frame
bolder D, by means of the eccentric cams I on the
sliaft B, capable of bein^ moved longitudinally over
the grooves in said shatt, right-angled levers D, to
which the heddle frame is secured, and spiral
springs 21, for keeping the ends of the levers al-

waysln contact with the eccentric cams ; and in
combination therewith the screw shaft C and
clamps J and the adjustable gearing K, at the ends
of the screw and main driving shafts, the whole
being constructed and operating in the manner and
for the purpose herein full3' set forth.

Joseph H. Tuck, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Packing for
Stuffing Boxes, (fc—Patented June 26, 1855, No.
13,145

;
patented in England August 25, 1854 ; ex-

tended September 8, 1868.

Claim.—The forming of packing for pistons or
stufiing boxes of steam engines, and for like pur-
poses, out of saturated canvas, so cut as that the
thrciid or warp shall run in a diagonal direction
from the line or center of the roll of packing, and
rolled into form either in connection Avith the India-
rubber core or other elastic material, or without,
as herein set forth.

Claim.—Attaching the spindles 6 of the wings or
Daniel Halladay, Batavia. 111. — Governor of

Windmills.—Fatentcil August 29, 1854, No. 11,629
;

extended Septeml)er 8, 1868.

sails E to a sliding head G, by means of the levers

fh. or their equivalents, and operating said head
G, by liieans of the lever H, or its equivalent, and
a governor of any proper construction, for the pur-
pose of giving the desired obliquity to the wings
or sails, aiul thereby insuring an equal motion and
power during the variable velocity of the wind.

Sakaii W. Flanders, Newburyport, Mass., ad-
ministratrix of JosEi'ii E. Flanders, deceased, and
Jeremiah A. Marden, of Boston, Mass.—Leather

•

splitting J/rtc/irnc—Patented Auirust 29, 1854. No.
11,604 : extended September 8, 1868.

Claim.—The use of the continuously-revolving
or cudless-belt knile, as applied to machines for
splittinjj leather, and operating in the manner sub-
stantially as sot forth.
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Caleb Swan, Easton, Mass., executor of Daniel
Haywaru, deceased.

—

Maniifacture of India-Rub-
&er.—Patented August 29, 1854, Xo. 11,608; ex-
t-ended September 8, 18G8.

Claivi.—The improvement in the process of vul-
canizing native India-rubber, or rubber once vul-
canized, compounded -with other articles as above
set forth, which consists in heating and curing
them with .steam, and under pressure, and in reg-
ulating the application of steam, and tlic indura-
tion of the product by the introduction of steam
and water, as described, by which a very gi'eat

saving i.s made in the time antl fuel required for
the process, as hereinabove stated.

Benjajiin Bray, Salem, Mass.

—

Improvement in
Spring Boilers for Windoto Curtains. cCc.—Patented
September 5, 1854, Xo. 11,636; extended October
13, 1868.

Claim.—Providing the tubular or hollow curtain
roller with a long spiral spring within it, when
said spring is used for the purpose, not merely of
drav^ing up the curtain by its recoil, as that isnot
new, but of balancing it in any position in which
.t may be placed, substantially as herein described.

Elias Ingraiiam. Bristol, ConTi.—Design for
Clock Case Front.—Design No. 107, dated Septem-
ber 3, 1861 ; extended October 13, 1868.

Claim.—The design for a clock case, as herein-
above illustrated and set forth.

William H. Akins and Joseph C. Burritt,
Ithaca. N. Y.

—

Calendar Clock.—Patented Septem-
ber 19, 1854, No. 11.711; extended October 13,

1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the four rows of
teeth on wheel L, (as .sho^\^l in Fig. 8.) in combina-
tion with the corrugated plate N, the detent X, and
the arm O, the rockino- .shaft P, and the slotted arm
Q, or the equivalent ot said arms and rocking shaft,

and for the ijurposos set forth.
•2. Eaising the click 37 over four or more of the

teeth of the wheel L, (when run down,) on the fir.st

day of the month, thereby acquiring a retaining
power suliicient to be usedlnthe .shortmonths, thus
moving the wheel L, carrying the hand I, on the
dial, from the 28th day of JFebtruary. past the 29th,
30th, and 31st divisions of the wheel L, to the figure
1, or the 1st day of March, those teeth (the 29th,
30tb, and 31st) being removed, the detent X stop-
ping the wheel L afthe point marked 1 on figure
8, indicatiug the first day of every month, one
tooth only being used, except at the last day of a
short month, the rod 30 slipi^ing through the end
of the lever Y.

• 3. The combination of the helix V, the lever Y,
lifting rod 30, the detent X, the pin 55, the click 37,

the wheel L, and spring 7, and for the purposes
de.scribcd, that is, gi\ing movement to the wheel
L, the rollers F, G, and H being moved by similar
devices.

William Tiiorxley, Philadelphia, Ta.—Safety
Washer for Securing Wliceh to Axles.—Patented
September 19, 1854, No. 11,705; extended October
13, 1863.

Claim.—A washer having a projecting flange,
and stop or stops; also, the cap, with the stop or
stops, as described, for the purpose specified.

Horace W. Peaslee, Maiden Bridge, N. Y.—
Machine for Washing Paper Stock.—Patented Jan-
uary 23, 1855, No. 12,283 : antedated September 20,

1854 ; reissued January 8, 1856, No. 340 ; again re-

issued March 19, 1807, No. 2,515 ; extended October
13, 1868.

Claim.— 1. A rotating pervious cylinder, provided
with projecting teeth on the inside, and mounted,
substantially as herein described, so as to be sus-
tained and rotated without a shaft and arms, that the
inside and ends may be unobstructed for the pas-
sage of the stock, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. In combination with a pervious rotating cylin-
der, armed with teeth on the inside, substantially as
described, the means, Rnb.stantially as described,
tor the introduction of v/ater through the meshes

of the cylinder to the stock inside, as and for the
purpose described.

Gaudneu Chilson, Boston, Mass.

—

Fwnace or
Heat Generator and Radiator.—Patented September
26, 1854, No. 11,718 ; reissued September 27, 1864,

No. 1,782; extended October 13, 1868.

Claim.—1. In combination with one or more
t<apering tubes, substantially as described, made to
communicate in the fire chamber essentially as
specified, a conical or tapering radiator closed at
top, and arranged directly over the fire, and made
to open near its base in the said tapering tube oi

tubes, and to operate, with respect to them, and
the fire pot or chamber and the surrounding air or
medium to be warmed or heated, substantially as
specified.

2. Arranging the feed or fire-place door within
the trunk or mouth piece to the fire pot or place,
and so as to operate as specified.

3. In combination with the mouth piece and
the door arranged in it as specified, the passage in
the mouth piece and its plate c, for the thin sheet
or stratum of air to pass under the door (while it

is wholly closed) and said plate c, and be heated by
contact with the plate before it (the said air)

reaches the fuel.

4. In combination with the inclined door of the
fire place, the plate c, and the air passage di-

rectly under it, the ledge or flange a', arranged as
described, the same being not only for the purpose
of regulating the admission of air into the passage,
but of keeping it from pas.sing under the door and
over the plate c, while the ledge is below the level
of the top surface of the plate.

5. The arrangement of the register hole, (viz., in
line of or axially with respect to the shaft of the
grate,) in combination with the arrangement of the
outer end of said shaft, viz., entirely within the
throat of the ash pit, or in rear of the registry plate
or openin": as specified, the said arrangement not
only enabling jne to dispose the grate shaft entirely
within the ash-pit mouth, (the end of said shaft,
when projecting from the front face of the fiu^uace,

bein,g, generally speaking, more or less in the way,
besides presenting an appearance often disagTcea-
ble to the eye,) but to make the registry opening
answer the "pui-pose not only of admitting air to the
fire when required, but of enabling a person to
place a key or crank upon the .shaft for the purpose
of turning or moving the grate when necessary,
and this without danger of ashes escaping out of
the ash pit, provided its door be closed.

6. The combination of a fire pot. a dome sur-
mounting it, a series of flues, (leading from the
base or lower part of the dome.) the whole being
substantially as hereinbefore described.

7. The combination of a fire pot, a dome sur-
mounting it, a .series of fines, (leading from the base
or lower part of the dome,) and a series of conical
or partially conical bases or semiconcs, serving
not only to facilitate the entrance of smoke and
heat into the conical radiators or flues, but the
absorption of heat and its radiation toward the
floor, and its reflection into the tapering radiators,
the whole beiu^ substantially as specified.

8. The combination of a "^fire pot, a dome sur-
mounting it or placed over it, a series of flues,

(leading "from the base or lower part of the dome,)
and a hollow ring or annular radiator placed on
and openin"- out of the said flues, the whole being
substantially as hereinbefore explained.

Stepiiex J. Gold, Cornwall. Conn. — Warming
Houses by Steam.—Vaicwted October 3, 1854, No.
11,747 ; extended November 3, 1868.

Claim.—\. The combination of generator, radia-

tor, and condenser, as herein described, for the pur-

Eose of heating buildings, when the connection
etween the generator and condenser is perforated

as .specified, so as to admit of the formation of a
hydi'o.static column balancing the pressure of steaiu
on the valve h, and- permitting the water from the
condensation of the steam to return to the genera
tor, a.s hereinbefore sjiecified.

2. The mode of regulating the quantity of steam
admitted to the radiator, bj' means of tlie cord o' o',

and tubes constructed and operating as set forth.
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3. The lierein-df scribed method of producing a
steam-tight connection between the plates of the
condensing and radiating cliambers E E', by means
of a cord packed between the edges of the plates,
substantiallj' as set forth.

4, The securing of the thin metallic sheets form-
ing the chambei's E and E' by depressing and rivet-
ing, as shown in Eig. 3, for giving the requisite
strength to withstand the outward i)ressure of the
steam in a simple and economical manner.

John Eoss, Brooklyn, IT, T., administrator of
Charles Robs, deceased.

—

Ch-inding Surface in
jIMZs.—Patented October 17, 1854, No. 11,811 ; ex-
tended November 10, 1868.

Claim.—The forming of a grinding surface in
mills by lining a cast-iron concave with radial
segments of burr or other stone, said segments
being fitted and secured to their places in the man-
ner herein set forth.

William Porter, Williamsburg, N. Y.—Securing
Lamps to Lanterns.—Patented October 24, 1854, No.
11,849 ; extended November 10, 1868.

Claim.—The above-described lantern, construct-
ed substantially as described,

JAC015 Senneff, Philadelphia, Va.—Metallic Hed-
(Z?es.—Patented January 13, 1852, No. 8,662 ; addi-
tional letters patent July 20, 1852, No. 102; ex-
tended November 10, 1868.

Claim.—Casting the eye on the wire which con-
stitutes the heddle, harness, or hcald, through
which the warp passes, in the manner and for the
purpose .set forth, producing a heddle much superior
to any other known or used, and which will remove
many of the difficulties heretofore experienced in
the use of the common twisted wire heddle.
Additional Claim.—Casting eyes of harness or

heddles upon single or multiplied strands of wor-
sted, silk, cotton, thread, or other material, in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Samuel Yan Syckel, Titusville, Vtx,.—Grate
JSars.—Patented October 31, 1854, No. 11,879 ; re-

issued June 9, 1868, No. 2,980 ; extended November
10, 1868.

Claim.—Constructing grate bars vrith pins or
projections on one of the sides of the bar, and with
corresponding mortises or recesses in the other
side, whereby the bars can be interlocked and held
together, and made self-sustaining throughout their
entire length, substantially as described and speci-
fied.

Jonathan S. Turner, Fair Haven, Conn.—Atorm
CZocA;.—Patented July 18, 1852, No. 9,123 ; extend-
ed November 10, 1808.

Claim.—The combination of the double-notched
cam I with the locking apparatus K and L, with
their appendages /, m, r, n, i, j, and q, when used
in any kind of"time pieces for giving alarms at the
time 'desiied, and giving more than one alarm with
once winding, when the whole is constructed, ar-

ranged, and combined substantially as herein
described,

George Miller, Providence, E. I.

—

Manufactur-
ing Leather Banding for Machinery.—Patented No-
vember 7, 1854, No. 11,902 ; extended December 8,

1868.

Claim.—An improved manufacture of round
bandiiig, as made substantially as described, that
is to say, by reducing a strip 'of leather, or other
suitable material, to the shape denoted in Eig. 1, and
subsequently rolling and cementing it together
into that essentially as exhibited in Fig. 2, of the
drawings hereinbefore mentioned.

Stephen E. Booth, Orange, Conn., administrator
of Sheldon S. IlARTSUOirx, deceased.—i?McA-^.—
Patented November 7, 1854, No. 11.892; reissued

May 26, 1868, No. 2,9,55 ; ext(jnded Dect'mbor 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. A br* :de, in which the tongues are

formed from a siu.'le piece of metal, and con-

structed so as to chisp the divided side, and turn
freely thereon, suhstantially in the manner herein

sot forth.

2. The combination of the two parts or loops, one
side of one of which is divided, and the two parts
or loops hinged together, as described, and the
tongue clasped and hinged upon the divided side,
substantially as set fortli.

Harry H. Evarts, Chicago, 1\\.—Shingle Ma-
chine.—Patentad October 31, 1854, No. 11,858; ex-
tended December 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. Placing the blocks to be sawed into
shingles in a rotating carriage, which is combined
witli inclined tables' p p, (or a single table,) and
with saws o o, (or a single saw,) in such a manner
that the blocks will be carried continuou.sly for-
ward and be automatically operated upon to con-
vert them into shingles, substantially as herein set
forth.

2. The arrangement of the weighted levers H H,
the fastening teeth i i, and the inclined planes 1 1,

with each other, and with the inclined tables p p,
and the other series of t-eeth in the ledge r, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

3. Presenting the sides of the fibers of the wood
to the action ot the saws in the sawing of shingles,
or equivalent articles, for the purpose of giving
them smoother surfaces than can be produced by
the usual mode of sawing, substantially as herein
set forth.

Eliza Mascher, Philadelphia, Pa., administra-
trix ofJohn F. Mascher, deceasetl.

—

Dagiierreotijpe
Case—Patented March 8, 1853, No. 9,G11;' additional
improvement February 19, 1856 ; cxteoded Decem-
ber 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. Constructing a dagueri'eotype case
with an adjustable flap or supplementary lid_, C, said
flap or lid C beiuK within the case, ami having two
ordinary lenses, D D, placed in it ; by wliich, upon
adjusting the flap or lid as shown, a stereoscope is

formed of the case, and the two daguerreotypes E
E, by binocular vision, are apparently form6<i into
a like figure.

2. The combination and arrangement of a series
of leaves, of any suitable material, containing jjho-

tographic or other pictorial representations, (inter-

spersed or not with blank or printed leaves,) with
the supplementary lid or adjustable flap containing
a lens or lenses as described, the same being united
or bound together so as to form a book, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes described.

George Crompton, Worcester, Mass.

—

Tjoomfor
Weaving Figured Fabrics.—Patented November 14,

1854, No. 11,933; reissued December 28, 1858, No.
G39 ; extended December 8, 1863.

Claim.—1. Combining with hook jacks which are
connected with the harness, and with the mechan-
ism for operating them to open the shed, substan-
tially as described, a pattern chain, or cylinder con-

structed with two or more x)attcrns, and operated
so that either of the patterns can be made to act on
the hook jacks to place them in tlie required posi-

tion to be operated upon by the mechanism for

opening the shed, substantially as described.
2. In combination with a pattern chain, arranged

with two or more patterns in the dircjctiou of it«

length, the mechanism, substantially such as herein
described, for changing the movements of the chain
to eftect the changing of the pattern, as described.

3. Placing two or more patterns upon the rods of

a pattern chain, side by side, and ojierating them
in succession by vibrating the chain laterally, in

the manner substantially as described.

4. Pivoting the lifting aud dep'-c\ssing rods G P
at one end, the other being made a .justable, in the
manner and for tlio purpose set forth.

5. Moving the rods or jacks out of contact with
the rollers on the pattern chain before the chain is

moved, by means of what arc termed the vibrating
fingers, or the equivalents thereof, substantially as
described.

Charles ParhAM, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Setnng Ma-
chine.—ViiUmtcd November 21, 1854. No. 11 971 ; re-

issued November 3, 1863, No. 1,562 ; extended De-
cember 8, 1868.

Claim:—1. So forming and constructing the shut-

tle driver of a sowing machine that, while it i)er-
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form3 the required duty of driving tlie sliuttle, it

serves to maintain the latter in the desired prox-
imity to the i^lato C, as set forth.

2. The combination of the driver A, shuttle B,
and stationary plate C, the whole being formed and
arranged substantially as described, so as to retain
the shuttle, diuing its flisiht, in its proper position
for the purposes specified.

Clara M. B. Snow, Independence, Iowa, execu-
trix of IlAR\TiY Sxovv, deceased.

—

Presser Bar for
Planincf Macldiios.—Patented November 21, 1854,

No. 11,1)84 ; extended December 8, 1868.

Claim.—Combining the pressure bar II with the
rotary cutters, so as to secure the same relative
position of the inner edge of the bar, and the path
of the cutting edge in holding and cutting the sur-

face of a board throughout its varying thickness,
substantially as described.

Sasiuel H. Miller, Dedham, Mass.—Jnc7i07\

—

Patented June 29, 1852, No. 9,076 ; extended Decem-
ber 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The nature ofmy invention consists in
having two separate shanks (marked A and B in
Fig. 1 of the inclosed drawings) and flukes to them,
C and D, the shanks heing confined together near
the rings by the bolt E, secured at one end hy a
large head, and at the other by a strong nut or key
F, and separated at their elbows or'crowns the
length of one of the flukes hy a spin- or brace pro-
jectinnc from the shank A. In the other shank B
there is a hole through which the end of the spur
G- passes, and is secured by a nut or key at II. The
flukes are pointed in opposite directions, and so

disposed that it is impossible for the anchor to lie

otherwise than with one of the flukes in the ground.
2. There being no stock to this anchor it is not

liable to become " stock foul " in " letting it go,"
nor can a vessel be " stock rode," as it is termed,
by the stock entering the ground and being dragged
along until it meets a hard vein of eaii:h or a stone,
Avhen the stock is bent or broken, and the anchor
is u.seless. But in this form, the instant a strain
comes on the cable the anchor enters, and is drawn
flo^n into the mud until the broad surface of the
fluke presents its full power of resistance. The
fluke sinks readily in the gi^ound from the effect

of its plowshare-like point, which passes the earth
on one side, instead of lifting up and breaking it.

3. By unscrewing the niit F, and withdrawing
the bolt E, which cormects the two shanks at the
rin^s, and so detaching the shank B from the end
of tlie spur Gr, both flukes can be turned doNvnward
and geared as in Fig. 2 of the drawings, becoming
in efiect a double "mooring anchor," which sinks
with certainty both flukes in the ground by attach-
ing to the middle of the spar chain I, which con-
nects the two elbows, and is twice the length of
one of the flukes, an empty beef baixel, .small water
oask, or anything of sufficient buoyancy to insure
the turning of the flukes down by its resistance to

the sinking of the anchor. To tliis chain the buoy
rope is also made fast. In many ports ships are
obliged to lie moored, and much inconvenience is

experienced with the old form of anchor by the
fluke, whicli stands up from the ground, catcliing
the cables of the ships as they .sheer about with tlie

wind or tide. In my anchor this difficulty is en-

tirely ob"viated, forwiien the flukes are sunk in the

mud there is nothing above the gToimd which can
catch a chain or hawser. In anchoring uiK)n a lee
shore the anchor, being disposed as above, will take
a double hold of the groiind, thus rendering the
anchorage more secure.

4. If one of the flukes or shanks should be broken
near the elbow or crown, (the place where they
usually brealJ,) this anchor can yet be made avail-
able by lashing a spar oZ the length of the shank
and oiie fluke across the remaining shank to the
spur or brace G, as in Fig. 3. It then becomes the
same as the common one-fluked mooring anchor,
and can bo used in the same manner, or as the
double anchor described in the third specification by
securing to the ends of the spar a temporary stock,
a rope of twice its length, and from the muidle or
bight of that extend "another to the ring at the
elbow, then at the bight, or where the i-oi)e8 are
united, secure a buoy or small cask, and let go the
anchor, the fluke will strike the point into the
ground. Or it can be lowered down 1)y a ropo
made fast to the elbow or crown, as is the mode
with the mooring anchor now in use. In the old
form of anchor, if the shank is broken both flukes
are lost and the anchor is useless.

5. It is frecjuently necessary to carry out anchors
in boats, which service, if in the night time, or in

a heavy sea, is always attended with great i>eril

because of the anchor stock lying athwart the boat's
gunwales, embarrassing the'mcn in rowing, and its

liability to turn, and the stock catching in the boafs
quarter when about to be let go. In carrying out
this anchor of my invention tliere is no such dan-
ger. There being no stock, it lies along the middle
of the boat, with flukes over tlie stern ; and when
the hawser is run out the anchor follows, without
the pos.sibility of fouling or catching in the boat.

6. By the mode in which this anchor is made
greater strength is insured than can be obtained in
the old one -with the same weight, each shank and
fluke being in shaft forged into shape, and then
heated at the proper place and bent into the form
requisite, without the necessity of welding any part
but the spur or brace to the stock. In the old an-
chor there must be a weld (and commonly there
are two) at the crown, and there they most fre-

quently break.
7. While making a passage this anchor can be

readily stowed by Avithdrawing the key H, and lift-

ing the shank B from the spur G. and la^^ing it upo:i
the shank A. The anchor thus closed occupies but
little space. This can be done while the anchor
hangs at the cat-head, and with greater ease than
when on the deck, liy taking out the key, drawing
off" the shank B, and allowing it to drop to its fel-

low. Then, by the tackle hooked to the spur chain,
it is taken over the ship's side.

8. In case of extremity this anchor can be sepa-
rated and used as two, by lashing across the shank
A, at G, a spar for a temporary stock, and driving
through the hole in the sha.nk B, at H, a handspike,
and lashing thereto a spar, as on the shank A ; then
rig them with buoys, as described in specification
4, and illustrated in Fi^. 3. Thus arranged, the an-
chor being provided witli two rings, can be shackled
to two chains or cables, thereby securing greater
safety to the ship than if rnoored with but one.
What I claim as my invention, and desire to se-

cure by letters patent, is, the above-described an-
chor for holding ships.

OESIQNS
2,858.—Levi Heyavoop, of Gardner, Mass., as

ulgnor to Heywood BitoxnEUS &Co., same place.—
Chair.—SammvY 14, 18o8. *

2,850.-—John T. Webster, Xcw York, assignor
to Edward Harvey, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Floor Oil
Cloth Pattern.—Jannarj 14, 1868.

2,860.—William G. Algeo, Pittsbm-g, Pa.—
Coffin.—Janaarj 28, 1868.

2,861.—Charles A, Flhsciie and Joii\ Per-

I'EXTE, New Haven, Conn.

—

Scarf Pin.—January
28, 1868.

2,862.—Charles J. Hauk, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Oil Can'—Jamiary 28, 1868.

2,863.—Yv^illiam J. LusK, Fcntonville, Mich.—
Frame.—January 28, 1868.

2,864 and 2,865.- Levi G. Malkix, New
York, N. Y., assignor to HARxrouD Carpet Com-
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PANT, Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet Pattern, {two pat-
ents.)—January 25, 1868.

2,866.—John McArthur, Jr., Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Masonic Hall.—January 28, 1868.

2,867 and 2,868.—Theodore G. Meier, St.

Louis, Mo., assi.o-nor to St. Louis Cotton Eac-
TOMY.^Trade Mark, {two patents.) — January 28,

1868.

2,869.—Charles J. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Trade Ifar/c—January 28, 1868.

2,870.—James M. Taft, IN^orth Providence, E.
1.—Trade Mark Lahel.—Januavj 28, 1868.

2,871.-Henry G. Thompson, :Sc^v York, 17.

Y., assignor to Hartford Carpet Company, Hart-
ford, Conn.—January 28, 1868.

—

Thirty-tivo other pat-
ents, having the same title as the above, also granted,
the numbers extending from 2,871, ending 2,903.

2,904.—W. H. Wilson, PioTidence, E~ L—
Crood Templar Badge.—January 28, 1868.

2,905.—John Alexander, Brooklyn, if. Y.,
assignor to George W. Brown & Co., ITorcstville,

Conn.

—

Lantern.—February 4, 1868.

2,906.-William Baker, InTcw York, K". Y.-
Moiding.—February 4, 1868.

2,907.—Frederick Booss, New York, N. Y.—
JLTz^/.-Februaiy 4, 1868.

2,908.—EOBERT B. Campbell, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to Lowell Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Carx>et Pattern.—February 4, 1868.

2,909.—Bobert B. Campbell, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to Lowell M^vnufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Carpet Pattern.—February 4. 1868.

2,910.—William G. Creamer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
- -Car Basket—FQhvmx^ 4, 1868.

2,911.—Charles Gautier, Washington, D. C.
-Trade Jlfar/L.-February 4, 1868.

2,912.—Emerson Goddard, Brooklyn, IT. Y.,
assignor to E. S. Benwick, Jfow York Citj.—Pistol
i>ar;'eL—February 4, 1868.

2,913.—William Hailes, Albany, ^. Y.—Stove.

—February 4, 1868.

2,914.—Margaret J. Hays, Allegheny City,

Pa.

—

Label.—February 4, 1868.

2,915.—Louis Lacour, San Francisco, Cal.—
i/oWZe.—February 4, 1868,

2,916.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, IT. J., as-

signor to Edward C. Sampson.—Floor Oil Cloth
i*ai(crn.—February 4, 1868.

2,917 and 2,918.-Charles T. Myer, Bergen,
2s^. J., assignor to Edward C. Sampson.—C«rpc« or
Floor Oil Cloth Pattern, {two patents.)—Februtu-y

4, 1868.

2,919.—Carl Muller, ISicw York G'liy.-Stat-

we<te.—February 4, 1868.

2,920.—XiCHOLAS Muller, Xow York City.—
Base or Stand.—February 4, 1868.

2,921^ to 2,926.—Elemir J. Ney, Lowell,
Mass., assignor to Lowell Manufacturing Coji-

VAyw—Caipet Patterns, {six jpafe?ite.)—February 4,

1868.

2,927.—Joshua Pusey, Philadelphia, Ta.—Top
—February 4, 1868.

2,928.—Frederick Stearns, Detroit, Mich.—
.Bot«c.—February 4, 1868.

2,929.—Jacob H. Armbruster, Philadelphia,
Pa.—Trade Jfari,-February 11, 1868.

2,930.—ISTeAIL IS". Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Glass J?o«Ze.—February 11, 1868.

2.931. — Sampson Hainemann, Simon Haine-
MANN, and David Steiner, New York, N. Y.—
Trade .Uar/j.-February 11, 1868.

2.932.— William H. Page, Norwich, Conn.,
assigjior to William H. Page & Co., same place.

—

Painter's Board.—YebTnnry 11, 1868.

2,933.—Abel C. Tallman, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Skate Bunnor.—Yehruavj 11, 1868.

2,934.—William C. Walker, St. Louis, Mo.—
Trade JTarA;.—February 11, 1868.

2,935.—H. P. Conant, Boston, Mass.—Sat
iiacA;.-February 18. 1868.

2,937.—Thomas S. Hudson, East Cambridge,
Mass.— Inkstand, Sponge Cup, and Pen Hack.—
Februai-y 18, 1868.

2,938.-Albert E. Powers, Lausingburg, N.
Y., assignor to D. Powers & ^os.— Floor Oil

Carpet Paitern.—February 18, 1868.

2,939.—Albert E. Powers, Lansingburg, N.
Y., assignor to D. Powers & Son.—Floor Cloth
Pattern.-February 18, 1868.

2,940 Amos AYilder and Cyrus W. Strout,
Boston, Mass.—OZoct Pronf.—February 25, 1868.

2,941.—Samuel A. Blake, Milford, Conn.—
Imitation Braid for Ponnets.—March 3, 1868.

2,942.—John P. Connolly, Rarenswood, N. Y.
—Ouspador.-Mai-ch 3, 1868.

2,943.—Carl Muller, New York. N. Y.-
Clock Case.—Mai-ch 3, 1868.

2,944.—Carl Muller, New York, N. Y.—Fig-
ure and Base.—March 3, 1868.

2,945.—Harrison Parker and Jonathan C.
Sleeper, Boston, Mass.

—

Trade Mark.—Mai'ch 3.

1868.

2,946. —Horace C. Wilcox, West Meriden
Conn,, assignor to The Meridan Britannia Co.—
Pifc/ier.—March 3, 1868.

2,947.—Charles S. Chaffee and CiiARUiS H,
Vandercook, Birmingham, Coim.—JIoop Skirt.—
March 10, 1868.

2,948 James H. Mann, Lewistown, Vol—Ax
Pa&eL—March 10, 1868.

2,949.—John Sckatz, New Haven, Conn.—
Peed Organ Case.—March 10, 1868.

2,950.—Julius Schenck, New York City.—
Trade JfarA.—March 10, 1868.

2,951.—Charles Binzer, New York, N. Y.—
Lamp Shade.—March 17, 1868.

2,952.—Charles P. 3?:imball, Portland, Me.—
Exterior of the Body of a Sleigh.—March 17, 1868.

2,953.—John Mariino, Jacob Beesley, iind

John Curuie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Orr,
Painter &- Co., Beading, Pa.— Coo^s' Stove.—
March 17, 1868.

2,954.—John Polhamus, New York, N. Y.-
Ilandle of a Fork or Spoon.—Mai'ch 17, 1868.

2,955.—Joseph Eobley, BrookljMi, N. Y.—
Floor Oil Cloth Pattern.—March 17, 1868.
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2,956.— Joseph Eobley, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Floor Oil Cloth Pa«er«.—March 17, 1868.

2,957.— Joseph Eoblky, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Floor Oil Cloth Pattern.—yLnTch 17, 18C8.

2,95S XiciiOLAS S. Tedder, Troy, X. Y..as-

si"-nor to Geouge Williamson and Company Mil-

vrakee, y^is. — Plate of a HopStovc.—^sl^rchlt,

1868.

2,959.—E. X. Welch. Forestvillc, Conn.—ClocJc

Case Sash.—^axch. 17, 1868.

2.960 Meigs Jacksox, Clarksbui-g, W. Ta.—
^ottZe.-March '24, ISdS.

2,961.— George M. Bull, Xcav Baltimore, X.

Y^Iohacco J5ox.—March 31, 1868.

2,962.—William S. Carr, KeTv York, X. Y.—
Container of Water CZoscL—March 31, 1868.

2.963.—Daniel S. Colby and Eobert Scorer,

Troy, X. Y., assignor to Edward J. Hicks, and

GuKDON G. Wolfe, same place. — Stove Door.—

March 31, 18G8.

2,964.—DA^^EL S. Colby and Eobert Scorer

Troy. X. Y.. assignor to Edward J. Hicks and

Gi'ui^'^N G. Wolfe, same place.—iej and Boor of

a Stoite.—^lixrch. 31, 1868.

2,965._Daniel S. Colby and Eobert Scoree,

Troy, X. Y.. assignor to Edavakd J. IiiuKS and

GoUDON G.Wolfe, same nlace.—Stove Z7r7i.—March

31, 1668.-

2,966.—Lewis Hillebrand, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Kei/ Socket.—:SLsa'ch 31, 1868.

2,967.—Joseph C.Hoagland, PortWayne, Ind

—Trade IfarA-.—March 31, 1S68.

2,96S.—Elias Ingeaii.u.1, Bristol, Conn.—ClocJ;

Front.

o,969._ELiASlNGRAnAM, Bristol, Conn.—CZoc/c

Case rro»f.—March 31, 1868.

2.970.—Frederick Liebranbt and William
L. McDowell, Philadelphia, Pa.—-S'iloye.—Mai-ch

»_^31, 1868.

2,971. — John M^vrtino, Jacob Beesley and

JOJIX CURRIE, Philadelphia, Pa. — Cook Stove.—

March 31, 1868 ; antedated February 11, 1868.

2,972.—Sylvester S. Marvin. Pittsburg. Pa.—
Trade JlarJt.—March 31. 1868.

2,973._Albert H. Mekshon, Philadelphia, Pa.

—Furnace Door.—March 31, 1868.

2,974. — Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, X. J., as-

si'-aor to Edward C. S.vmpson. — Floor Cloth Pat-

ten?.-March 31, 18C8.

2,975 Charles T. Meyer. Bergen, X. J., a^-

siffnor to Edward C. Sampson. — Floor Cloth Pat-

tern.-lSlaich 31, 1663.

2,976._Carl Muller. Xew York. Zs.Y.—Clock

Case Front.—^avch 31. 1868.

2,977. — George B. Owen, Wicsted, Conn.—
Clock Case Front.—M-ai-ch 31, 1868.

o.gyS. _ George B. 0\st:n, Winstcd. Conn.—

Clock Case Front.—'M.avch 31, 1868.

o.979._William H. Page, Xor^rich. Conn., as-

signor to W. H. Page Jc Co.— Alphabet of Letters.

-March 31, 1868.

2 980.—William H. Page. Xorwich, Conn., as-

sio-nor to W. H. Page & Co.—Alphabet of Letters.

—̂ arch 31, 1668.

2,9S1.—WILLI.V3I H. Page, Xoruich, Conn., as-

sisrnor to W. H. Page & Co.—Painters' Border.—
March 31, 1868.

2,9S2.—William H. Page, Xorwich, Conn., as-

sii'-uor to W. H. Page &. Co.—Painters' Border.—

Mlu-ch 31. 1868.

2,9S3.—John Eogers, Xcw York, :^.Y.—Group

of Figures.—^avch 31, 1868.

2,9S4.—'TohnE. EosE. and Edward L. Calely,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Cox, WHITE^LVN &.

Cox, same place.—-Door o/ a ^'tovc—March 31, 1868.

2,9S5.—Garrettson Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assiii-nor to Willlui Fresh and

J. J. EOEPER, same place.— Coot ,S'foj;e.—March 31,

1868.

2,9S6.—G A.RRETTSON Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Smith, Johnson &
Co., same place.—Cooi ,S(oi;e.—Mai'ch 31, 1868; an

tcdated Fe'bruary 25, 1868.

2,9S7.—Philip Sum, Xew York, X. Y.—Show
Case Molding.—:Slaich 31, 1868.

2,9SS. — XiCHOLAS S. Vedder, Troj, X. Y., as-

siiiuor toEdward J. Hicks, and Gurdon G.Wolfe,
same place.—Piafc o/a -S'tosc.-March 31, 1868.

2,9S9.—XiCHOLAS S. Tedder, Troy, X. Y., as-

siijixor to Edward J. Hicks and Gurdon G.Wolfe,
same place. — Boor and Leg of a Coots Stove. —
Mai-ch 31, 1868.

2,990. — XiCHOLAS S. Tedder, and Francis

EiTCHiE, Troy, X. Y., assignors to William Eosou
<fc Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. — Cook Stove.—yLiuch 31,

1868.

2,991 Thomas Walker, Troy.X. Y., assignor

to Edward J. Hicks and Gurdon G. AYolfe, same

place.—^'foi;e Door.—Mai'ch 31, 1868.

2,992.— LeEoyS. White, Waterbary, Conn.—
Spoon or Fork Ifa /idic—March 31, 1668.

2,993 to 2,999.—George Wilmnson, Provi-

dence, 11. I., assignor to The Goruam Manufac-
turing C0MP-:VNY, same place. — Fork or Spoon

Handle, (seven patents.)—A^vii 7, 1868.

3.000. — William G. Algeo, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Burial Casket.—A^vil 21, 1868.

3.001. — Isaac J. Baxter, Peckskill, X.Y.—
^•fovt'.-April 21 1868.

3,002. — James A. Br.\J)LEY and Foster X.

Smith, Xew York. X. Y. — Ornamentation of a

horse Brush.—April 21, 1868.

3,003. — J. H. Garnhart, St. Louis, Mo.—
Trade .Ifort.—April 21, 1868.

3,004.—Willard Jefis. Battle Creek, Mich.—
Legs of a Table.—Apvi\ 21, 1868.

3,005. — An-na Xiffeler, Chicago, HI. — Sad
Iron.—April 21, 1868.

3,006.—XoahPomeroy, Hartford, Conn.—Clock
Ca^^e.-April 21. 1868

3.007 George L. Witsil, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Trade Ifar/;.—April 21, 1663.

3,00S.— Henry Wolf, Detroit, Mich.-Orna-

mentinJ Trunks, t£-c.—April 21, 1868.

3,009. — GusTAVUS Arnd, Xcw York, X. Y.—
Stake to Mark Graves.—^aj 5, 1668.

3,010.—John Fahnestock, Astoria, X. Y.. as-

signor to B. E. Barker, iudiiiuapoiis, lud.—May o,

1668.
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3,011. — Thomas R. Gould, Boston, Mass.—
Statuette of W. E. Ghanning.—Maj 5, 1868.

3,012.—"William Morot Marshall, Philadel-
phia, Pa. — Medallion Head of General Grant.—
May 5, 1868.

3,013.—Charles P. Martixe, Boston, Mass.—
Weather Glass.—May 5, 1868.

3,014.— Daniel W. Pepper, PhSadelpMa, Pa.,
assignor to N. Gr. Taylor and Company, same
place.

—

Tinsman's Stove.—May 5, 1868.

3,01 5.—J. E.. EosE and Edward L. Calely, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., assignors to Cox, Whiteman and
Cox, same place.

—

Fire-cylinder Gap for a Stove.—
May 5, 1868 ; antedated April 7, 1868.

3,016.—W. H. Savournin, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Boa;.—May 5, 1868.

3,017.-Carl Schultz and Thomas Walker,
New York, If. Y.—Trade MarJc.—Maj 5, 1868.

3,018.—A. D. Smith, Grafton, Ohio.—C^wm
Body.—May 5, 1808.

3,019.—Samuel A. Blake, Milford, Conn.—
Imitation Braid for Bonnets, c&c.—May 12, 1868.

3,020 to 3,032.—F. TV. Brockseiper, New
Haven, Conn., assignor to Sargent and Company,
same pla<ie.

—

Brackets, {thirteen patents.)—May 12,

1868.

3,033.—r. "W. Brockseiper, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent and Company, same place-
Card Receiver.—M.aj 12, 1868.

3,034. -F. W. Brockseiper, New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent and Company, same
^\a,Q&.—Match Safe.—May 12, 1868.

3,035.—Garueit Erkson. Brooklyn, N. T.—
Medallion.—May 12, 1868

3,036 to 3,039.-Charles T. Meyer, Bergen,
N. J,, assignor to Edward C. Sampson,—FZoor Oil

Cloth Patterns, (four patents.}—May 12, 1868.

3,040 and 3,041.—Carl Muller, and John
Deacon, New York, N. Y.—Figures, (tivo patents.)

-May 12, 1868.

3,042.—George B. Owen, Winstcd, Conn —
Clock Case.—May 12, 1868.

3,043.—Asa Snyder and Alexander Delaney,
Richmond, Ya.—Box Stove.—May 12, 1868,

3,044.—James S. Waters, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to St. Louis Lead and Oil Company.—Trade
Mark.—May 12, 1868.

3,045.—John Johnson, New York, N. Y.—
Steam Valve Case.—May 12, 1868.

3,046.—John ISIartino, Jacob Beesley, and
JoiLV CuRUiE, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to

March, Sisler and Company, Limerick Station,

Pa.—Door of a Cook's Stove.—May 12, 1808.

3,047.—C. L. L. NiEiJERG, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent and Company, same place.—

Coffin Handle.—May 12, 1868.

3,048.—Dudley F. Stevens, Boston, Mass.—
Trade Mark.—May 12, 1868.

3,049.—Stephen D. Arnold, New Britain,

Conn., assignor to P. and F. Coiuhn, same place.

—

Cupboard Latch.—May 26, 1868.

3,050.—Daniel S. Colby and Robert Scorer,
Troy, N. Y.— Cook's Stove Platc.—May 26, 1808.

3,051.—Daniel S. Colby and Robert Scorer,
Troy, N. Y.—Parlor Stove Plate.—May 26, 1868.

3,052.—George P. Farmer, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Trade Mark.—May 26, 1868.

3,053.—Alonzo Hebbard. New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Edward Corning, same place.

—

Spoon
or Fork Handle.—May 26, 1808.

3,054.—George W. Waitt, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Trade Marb.—May 26, 1868.

3,055.—J. J. Anderson, Rochester, 'Pa.—Cook's
Stove.—May 26, 1868.

3,056.—Thomas S. Mitchell, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Cook's Stove.—May 26, 1868.

3,057.—Henry M. Sherwood, Chicago, El.—
Frame of a School Besk and Seat—May 26, 1868.

3,058—GaRRETTson Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Abbott & Noble,
same place.

—

Plates of a Cook's Stove.—May 26,

1868 ; antedated May 5, 1868.

3,059.—Garrettson Smith and Henry Brown,
Pliihidelphia, Pa., assignors to Abbott & Noble,
same place.

—

Illuminating Jiing- for Gas Stoves.—
May 26, 1868 ; antedated May 5, 1868.

3,060.—William Smith, San Francisco, Cal.—
Water Closet Eeceiver.—May 26, 1868.

3,061.—Hugh Christie, Morrisania, assignor to
D. Powers and Sons, Lansingburg, N. Y.—Floor
Cloth Pattern.—Juno 2, 1868.

3,062.—Joseph P. Delahenty, Cohoes, N. Y.
—Knitted Fabrics.—JrniG 2, 1868.

3,063.—John M. Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Burial Casket—Jnnc 2, 1868.

3,064.—George B. Owen, Winsted, Conn.—J?.

Clock Case.—Jiina 2, 1868.

3,065.—Roland H. Smith, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Street Lamp Post.—June 2, 1888.

3,066. — Henry Whitney, East Cambridge,
Mass.—Per/wme Bottle.—Juug 2, 1808.

3,067.— Henry Whitney, East Cambridge,
Mass.—Toilet Bottle.—Jnnc 2, 1868.

3,068. —Henry Whitney, East Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Lamp Foot.—June 2, 1 863.

3,069.—Henry Berger, New York, N. Y.—
Center Piece.—June 16 1868

3,070.—Andrew Little, Now York, N. Y.—
Printers' Type.—JmiG 16, 1863.

3,071.—George S. McKexzie, Cleveland, Ohio.
—Trade Mark.—Juna 16, 1868.

3,072.—Charles W. Anderson, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Soda Water Fountain.—June 30, 1868.

3,073.—Samuel Crujip, New York, assignor to

E. C. Hazard, New York City, N. Y.—Label—
June 30, 1868.

3,074.—F. A. Howell, New York, N. Y.—
Shoio Case Frame.—June 30, 1808.

3,075.— Calvin L. Hubbard, Now Haven,
Conn., assignor to New Havex Steam Heating
COJIPANY.—^'crccn.—Juno 30, 1868.

3,076.—George Joxes, New Haven, Conn.—
Coffee Urn.—Juno 30, 1868.

3,077.—A. Leo RAND Alxfi, Fecamp, France—
J5of«c.—Juno 30, 1868.
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3,07S. — Edward Moore, Portland, Mc.

—

Badge—Jnne 30, 1868.

3,079.-^. A. Price, Scranton, Pa.—Coot's
Stove.—Jnne 30, 1868.

3,0S0.—Charles J. "Woolsox, Cleveland, Ohio,
—Doors of a Cook's Stove.—June 30, 1868.

3,0SI.—Spencer H. Brown, and Charles H.
TiLLETS, Xew York, X. Y.—Toif Gun.—J\me 30,
1868.

3,0S'2.—Maro S. Chapman, Hartford, Conn.—
Scroll to he Applied to Envelopes.—June 20, 1868.

3,0S3.—Spencer M. Clark. Washington City,
D. Q.—Trade Mark.—Svma 30, 1868.

3,084.—Augustus Conradt, Philadelphia, Pa.—Handle of Spoon or Fork.—Juno 30, 1868.

3,0S5.—Augustus Conradt, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Fork or Spoon Handle.—Jane 30, 1868.

3,0S6 and 3,087.—Ealph S. Jexnes^gs, ISTew
York, X. Y.

—

AfedalUon ScarfEing, (tioopatents.)—
June 30, 1868.

3,088 to 3,093 Charles T. Meyer, Bergen,
X. J., assignor to Edward C. Sampson, Xew York
City.

—

Floor Oil Cloth Patterns, (bix patents.)—
June 30, 1868.

3,094.—George L. Underwood, Boston, Mass.
—Card Basket—Juno 30, 1868.

3,095 and 3,096.—Henry Berger, Xcw York
N. Y.

—

Center Piece, (two patents.)—July 14, 1868.

3,097.—Samuel A. Blake, Milford, Conn.—Jjh-
Uation Braid for Bonnets.—July 14, 1868.

3,098—Paschal Conwerse, Xew Havon, Conn.
—Clock Case.—July 14, 1868,

3,099.—^TOHN B. Geyser, Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to Mitchell, Stevenson & Co., same place.
—Parlor Stove.—Ju\y 14, 1868.

3,100.—John Hart, Lancaster, TcL.-^Bottle.—
July 14, 1868.

3,101.—TlOP.EUT HosKiN, Brooklyn, assignor to
Edward C. Sampson, Xew York, X^ Y.—Floor Oil
Cloth Pattern.—July 14, 1868.

3,10'2.—D. D. Mallory, Baltimore, Md.—Trade
Mark.^Iulj 14, 186S.

3,103.—John P. Eeynolds, Salem, Mass.—
Army and Navy Emblem.—July 14, 1868.

3,104.—PtOBERT K. Campbell, Lowell, Mass..
assignor to Lowell MA^-UFACTURING Company,
same place.-Carpet Pa«fcr/i.—July 14, 1868.

3,105 to 3,107—Thomas Dol.vn, Philadelphia*
'Pa.—Stocking Fabric.—July 14, 1868.

3,10S.—E. H. Fisher, Beaver FaUs, Pa.—iTju/e
jara/idie.—July 14, 1868.

3,109.—Carl Muller, X'ew York, X. Y., as-
signor to Xiciiolas Muller, same place.

—

Figure.
—July 30, 1868.

3,110.—George Wilkinson, Providence, E. L
assignor to Gouham Manufacturing Comp^vny,
same place.—Pt-r.t or Spoon Handle, called ''Bri-
dal."—J\x\j 14, 1868.

3,111.—Gkorge "Wilkinson, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to Goriiam M.vn'ufacturing Company,
same Y>\a.(.:c.—Knife or Fork Handle, called ''Ivy.'"—
July 14, 1863.

3,115

assignor to Gorham Manufacturing Company,
same place.—XmYe or Fork Handle, called ''Eliza-

&e«/a'an."—July 14, 1868.

3,113.—Henry Albers, Warsaw, HI., assignor
to C. Albers & Co., same place.-Trade Mark.—
July 21, 1868.

3,114.—C. P. Arnold, X'ew York, X. Y., as-

signor to the Gyroscopic Top CoitPANV, same place.—Frame of a Gyroscopic Top.—July 14, 1868.

3,115.—Charles K. Brown, Troy, X. Y., as-

signor to liimself, Charles A. Brown, and Frank-
•LiN Field, same place.

—

Shirt Collar.—July 14, 1868.

3,116 and 3,117.—William C. Davis, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, assignor to W. C. Davis and Co., same
place.

—

Cook's Stove, (two patents.)—July 21, 1868.

3,118.—Henry M. Myers, Allegheny City, Pa.
—Trade Mark.—Ju\y 21, 1868.

3,119 to 3,123.—Elemir J. X^ey, Lowell
Mass., assignor to Lowell Manufacturing Com
PANY, same place.— Ca?pci Patterns, (five patents.)
-J"uly 21, 1868.

3,124.—JAMES Frederick Travis, Xew York
X. Y., assignor to Archer, Paxcoast and Co.,
same place.

—

Gasolier.—July 21, 1868.

3,125 to 3,127.—George L. Underwood
Boston, Mass.

—

Picture Frames.—July 21, 1868.

3,128 and 3,129.—George L. Underwood,
Boston, Mass.

—

Ink Tray.—July 21, 1868.

3,130.—QuiMBY S. Backus, Winehendon, Mass,
—Fise.—July 28, 1868.

3,131.—William C. Comstock, Essex, Conn.—
Ivory Tablet—July 28, 1868.

3,132.—THo:iLVS Dolan, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Knitted Fabric- -Jvdy 28, 1868.

3,133.—Balph S. Jennin-gs, Xew York, X. Y -

Shirt Collar.—Julj 28, 1868.

3.134,—Balph S. Jennings, Xew York, X. Y.—
Shirt Cw/.—July 28, 1868.

3,135.—Balph S. Jennings, Xew York, X. Y.—
Toy.-July 28, 1868.

3,136.—Edward M. Judd and Bodney L.
SiiiTH, Y/alcottvillc, Conn., assignors to Tv/iner,
Seymour, and JvuDa.-Ttoine Holder.—July 28,
1868.

3,137.—W. X. Moore, Xeenah, 'Wis.—Stove.—
July 28, 1868.

3,138.—Xiciiolas MCller, Xew York, X. Y.—
Clock Case.—July 28, 1868.

3,139.—Joseph M. Mumford, South Beading.
Mass.. assicruor to himself and Auguste F. Mason
—Trade Mark.—July 28, 1868.

3,140.—John E. Parker, Meriden, Conn.—
Drawer Pull.—Julj 28, 1868.

3,141.—Morris B. Powell and Charles W.
Stuteneoth, Xaperville, 111.—Bottle.—Ju\y 28, 1868.

3,142.—Ellen F. Price and Eliza A. Murphy,
Xew Haven, Conn.

—

Embossed Paper, d-c.—July 28,

18G8.

3,143*—James Allinson, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to John Bromley axd Sons, same place.—
Carpet Pattern.—August 4, 1868.

3.144 to 3,147.—Benjamin Crabtree, Jr.,
-George Wilkinson, Providence, K. I., | Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to John Bromley and
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Soxs.

—

Carpet Pattern, {four patents.)—August 4,

ISO-S.

3,148.—Joseph Hill, Newark, N. 3.—Knife or
Fork Handle.- Angnst A, 1868.

3,149 nud 3,150

—

Ealpii S. Jexxings, New
York, N. Y.—Scarf Ring.—A-agVi&t 4, 1868.

3,151

—

Dayton Morgan, Chillicothe, Ohio.—
Bust of Frederick Douglas.—August 4, 1868.

3,153.—J.- S. Palmer, Portland, Mg.—Goblet—
August 4, 1868.

3,153.—Jacob Steffe, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to Francis Euckwalter and Co., Koycr's
Pord, Pa.—Coot's /Stove.—August 4, 1868.

3,154.—Thomas Cutter, Birmingham, assignor
to Frank Semple, H. C. Fry, and John D. Eey-
NOLDS, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Feet and Stems of Glass-

ware.—August 11, 1868.

3,155.—Harrison Eaton, Amherst, N. H.—
Cooking Stove.—August 11, 1868.

3,156.—B. L. Fahnestock, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Trade Mark.—August 11, 1868.

3,157.—George Fay, Newton, Mass., assignor
to himself, J. Henry Simonbs, and Henry Chase.
Advertising Panel.—August 11, 1868.

3,15S.—Henry J. Hancock, New York, N. Y-—Sewing Machine Frame.—August 11, 1868.

3,159.—Charles Lyne, Philadelphia, Pa.—Per-
arnbulator Body.—August 11, 1868.

3,160.—Ezra G-. Cone, East Hampton, Conn.—
Sleigh Bell.—August 18, 1868.

3,1«1 to 3,163.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen,
N. J., assignor to Edwap.d C. Sampson, New York
City.

—

Floor Oil Cloth, (three patents.)—August 25,

1868.

3,164.—Thomas J. Hodgkins, Jr., Peekskill, N.
Y.—Base of a Stove.—August 25, 1868.

3,165 and 3,166.—Levi G. Malkin, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Hartfouu Carpet Com-
pany, Hartford, Conn.— Carpet Pattern, {two pat-
ents.)—August 25, 1868.

3,167 and 3,168.—Eugene Paulus, Philadel-

phia, 'Fa.—Top Plate for Watch, {two patents.)—Au-
gust 25, 1868.

3,169.— John Eogers, New York, N. Y.—
Group of Statuary.—August 25, 1868.

3,170.—Edwin Charles Euthven, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to Mackeller, Smiths &. Jor-
dan, same plac'c.

—

Printing Type.—August 25, 1868.

3,171.—Eodney L. Smith, TVolcottville, Coun.
—Match JBox.—August 25, 1868.

3,173 to 3,183.—Henry G. Thompson, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Hartford Carpet Com-
pany. Hartford, Conu.—Carpet Pattern, {tioelve

patents.)—August 25, 1868.

3,184.—"William Henry "Winslow and Erving
TVix-sLOW, Boston, Mass.

—

Trade Mark.—August
25, 18(i8.

3.185.—David W. Wright, New York, N. Y.
—Pocket Sun X>iai.—August 25, 18<>8.

3,186.—Luman L. Chapman, Philadelphia, Pn.
—Corset.-September 1, 1868.

3,187.—Hugh Christie, Morrisanin, N. T.—
Carpet Z'a«cr>i.—September 1, 1868.

3,188.—John D. Flansburgh, Philadelphia,
assignor to Thomas, Eoberts, Stevenson and Com-
pany, Bucks County, Pa.—Coot Stove PZafes.—Sep-
tember 1, 1868 ; antedated August 11, 1868.

3,189.—D. L. GiBBS, "Worcester, Mass. —JBase
of a Mortising ifac/iine.—September 1, 1868.

3,190.—John Martino, Jacob Beesley, and
John Currie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Ab-
bot & Noble, same place.

—

Plates for Portable
Ranges.—September 1, 1868.

3,191 and 3,192.-JosEPn D. McKee, Phila-
delphia, Va.—Pattern for Knitted Fabric, {two
patents.)—^e-^tcmhcv 1, 1868.

3,193.—John R. Eose and Edward L. Calely,
Philadelphia, assignors to Thojias. Roberts, Ste-
venson & COJIPANY, Bucks County, Pa.— Cooifc

/Stove PZafes.—September 1, 1868; antedated August
11, 1868.

3,194—B. D. Deiderhase, New York, N. Y.—
Spoon jETandZe.—September 22, 1868.

3,195.—L. L. Davis, Springfield, Mixsa.—Spirit
iei'cL—September 22, 1868.

3,196.—Thomas Dolan, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Lower Portion of a Gored Skirt.—September 22,
1868.

3,197 to 3,199.—Thomas Dolan, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Stocking Fabric Pattern, {three patents.)—Sep-
tomber 22, 1868.

3,200 and 3,201.—Israel Foster, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Carpet Pattern, [two patents.)—September
22, 1868.

3,202.—J. "W. Gardner, Shelburno Falls, Mass.
—Table Por/c—September 22. 1868.

3,203 to 3,206.—"WiLLiASi Hailes, Albany, N.
Y., assignor to John F. Eathbone and Company,
same place.

—

Stove, {four patents.)—September 22,

3,207. — Frederick A. Hasenclever, New
York, N. Y.—Trade IfarZ:.—September 22, 1868.

3,208.—Joseph H. Jessop, Cambridge, Mass.—
Trade Ifar/c-September 22, 1868.

3,209 and 3,210.—Victor Meyer, Kearney,
N. J., assignor to Edavard C. Sampson, New York
City.—Floor Cloth Pattern, {two patents.)—^Q^itQm-
ber22, 1868.

3,211.—Solomon C. Spring, Bristol, Conn., as-
signor to "Welch, Spring & Company, same placo.
—Clock Cai'c.-September 22, 1868.

3,212.—Carl Mulleu, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to Nicholas Muller, same place.

—

Clock
Case.—October 20, 1868.

3,213

—

John B. Bartlett, New York City.—
Glass i?o««e.—November 3, 1868.

3,214.—Fred. W. Burrows, New York City.—
Tobacco Pipe—November 3, 1868.

3,215.—Hugh Christie, New York, assignor to
D. Powers & Soxs, Lansingburg, N. Y.—Floor Oil
Cloth i'rt«er?i.—November 3, 1868.

3,216.—Hugh Christie, Morrisania, assignor
to "SViLLiAM M. Brasher <fe Company, Brooklyn. N.
Y.—Floor Oil Cloth i'a«em.—November 3, 1868.

3,217. — Elihu Dwight, New York, N. T.—
Stair Oil CZo«/t.—November 3, 1868.

3,218.—JERE.MIAH DwYER, Detroit, Mich., as-

signor to Detroit Stove "SVorks Company
^lacc—Ornaments of a ^'fove.—November 3, 1868
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3,219.—Ehkrhard Fabeu. ISTew York, N. T.—
Pencil Trade J/ar/j.—November 3, 18G8.

3,220.—Israel Foster, Philadelphia, Pa.~
Carpit rattcrn.—^oxQmhQv 3, 1868.

3,221.—Hekry C. Fry, Pittsburg, Pa., assii^nor

to himself. Fuaxk Semple, andJOHN D. llEVNor.us.
Ornamentation of Glassware.—November 3, 18G4.

3,222.—Luther TV. Harwood, Troy, N. T., as-

siJTiior to Fuller, "Waruen and Co., same place.

—

Plates of a Cook's Stove.—November 3, 18G8.

3,223.—Charles S. Lord and Willlvm N.
"Walkjeu, Otter River, Mass.—Oooi's ^<oi;e. — No-
vember 3, 1868.

3,224.—George B. Owen, Winstcd, Conn.—
Clock Case.—November 3, 1868.

3,225.—TViLLTAsr J. Peaice, New York, N. Y.—
Trade JfarA-.—November 3, 1868.

3,226.—Charles Zeuxer, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to M. Greenwood & Co., same place.

—

Shovel and Tongs Stand.—November 3, 1868.

3,227.—Conrad Harris and Paul TVilliaji
ZoiNER, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Stove. — November 3,

1868.

3,22S.—Hardy N. Baker, assignor to Benja-
min B. Wasiiuukn, Boston, Mass.

—

Blind Hinge.—
November 10, 1868.

3,229.—Peter Baumgras, "Washington, D. C,
assignor to George TV. Thomson.—Yapor Burner.
—November 10, 1868.

3,230 and 3,231.—David Benson, Namiet,
N. Y.

—

Well Curb, (two patents.)—^November 10,

1868.

3,232.—Alfred Berney, Jersey Citv, N. J.—
Trade JLfar/j.—November 10, 1868.

3,233.—Ajiory Edwards, Elizabeth, N. J., as-

signor to Union Metallic Cartridge Company,
Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Trade Mark.— November 10,

1868.

3,234.—James Spear, Philadelphia, l^a.—Orna-
ments of a Stove.—November 10, 1868.

3,235.—James Frederick Travis, New York,
N. Y.

—

Branches of a Gasolier.—November 10, 1868.

3,236.-David Bruce, Brookl.\Ti, N. Y., assignor
to David Wolfe Bruce, New York Citj.—Printers'
Tj/2>e.—November 17, 1668.

3,237

—

David Wolfe Bruce, New York City.
—Ray-shaded Printers' Type.—November 17, 1868.

3,238.—Paschal Converse, New Haven, Conu.
—Clock Case.—November 17, 1868.

3,939

—

.Tames H. Downs, assignor toa Cowles
<fc Co., New Haven, Coun.

—

Coach Lamp Glass.—
November 17, 1868.

3,240.—James H. Downs, assignor to C. Cowles
& Co., New Haven, Coun.

—

Coach Lamp.—Novem-
ber 17, 1868.

3,241 and 3,242.—Israel Foster, Philadel-

Ehia, Pa.

—

Carpet Pattern, {two patents.)—Novem-
er 17, 1868,

3,243.—Alonzo French, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fruit t/ar.-November 17, 1868.

3,244.—Julius Herriet, New York, N. Y., as'
signor to David Wolfe Bruce, New York City.—
Ornamental Type for Printers.—^ovcmbiiv 17, 1868.

3,245.-J'ULius Hekriet, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to David Wolfe Bruce, New York City.—
Ornamented Printers' Type.—November 17, 1868.

3,246.—John W. Kissam, New York,
Scale Dish.—November 17, 1868.

N. Y

3,247.—Egbert Macdonald, New York, N. T.
—Ladies' Collars and Cuffs.—November 17, 1868.

3,248.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, N. J., as-
signor to Edward C. Sampson, New York City.

—

Floor Cloth Pattern.—November 17, 1868.

3,249.—Carl Muller, New York, N. Y.—Clock
Case—November 17, 1868.

3,250.—Conrad Eeuter, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Printers' Flourishes.—November 17, 1868.

3,251.—Edgar A. Bobbins, Wrcntham, Ma.ss.—
Trade jLTarA;.-November 17, 1868.

3,252.—Samuel Boebuck and John Roebuck,
New York, N. Y.—(7us»ador.—November 17, 1868.

3,253.—Solomon C. Spring, Bristol, Conn., as-
signor to AVelsh, Spring & Company, same place.—
giock Oa.^c—November 17, 1868.

3,254.—David W. Stoker, Bangor, Me.—Trade
J/a?'A;.—November 17, 1868.

3,255.

—

Charles M. Theberath and Jacob H.
TiiEBERATH, Newark, N. J.

—

Harness Trimmirig.—
November 17, 1868.

3,256.—James Frederic Travis, New York,
N. Y.

—

Branch of a Gasolier.—November 17, 1668.

3,257.— Edward H. Turner, Quiucy, 111.—
Trade Mark.—November 17, 1868.

3,258.- Michael Werk, Cincinnati, Ohia—
Trade JlfarA;.—November 17, 1868.

3,259.— Leonard Eggleston, Seneca Falls,
N. Y., assignor to Rumsey & Co., same jplacc.

—

Steam Boiler Piti«;p.—November 17, 1868.

3,260 and 3,261.— D. Foerster, Zanesville,
Ohio.—Trade 2[ark, (tivo patents.)—November 17,

1868.

3,262.—Calvin W. Sherwood, Chicago, III.—
Standards of a School Desk.—November 17, 1868.

3,263.—Henry C. Knowlton, Gardner, Mass.—
Chair Seat Bow.—November 24, 1868.

3,264.—B. B. Wilcox, New Haven, assignor to
J. W. Nash, Madison, Conn.

—

Trade Mark.—No-
vember 24, 1868.

3,265.—Leonidas L. Coleman, Nasliville, Tonn.
—Trade IZar/;.—December 1, 1868.

3,266.—-ToHN CORRIGAN, Charlcsiown, Mass.

—

Axle Box for Railway Carriages.— December 1,

1868.

3,267.

—

Benjamin Ckabtree, Jr., Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Carpet Pattern.—December 1, 1868.

3,268.— Israel Foster. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Carpet Pattern.—December 1, 1868.

3,269.—Charles Eraser, New York, N. Y.—
Bridle Front, cC-c—December 1, 1868.

3,270 and 3,271.—Hermann Ilenburg, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor to Mackellar, Smiths &
Jordan, same place.

—

Printers' Type, {two patents.)
-December 1, 1868.

3,272.—Pei'ER a. Jordan, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Mackellar, Smiths & Jordan, same
place.—Pn'nfcrs' Tj/pc—JDecember 1, 1868.
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3,273.—Akduew Little, New York, IST. Y.—
Printers'' jType.—December 1, 1868.

3,274.—XicuoLAS MuLLER, iN'cw York, jST. Y.—
Clock Case—December 1. 1868.

3,275.—Charles P. Eiciiers, Xew York, IST. Y.—Spoon or Fork Handle.—December 1, 1868.

3,276.—George TTilkixsox, Providence, E. I.—
Fork or Spoon Handle.—December 1, 1868.

3,277.—FR.VA-CIS C. Heiser. Brooklyn, E. D.,
2ir. Y.

—

Snuff'Box.—December 1, 1868.

3,278 to 3,290.- ELEjnR J. Xey, LoweU,
Mass., assignor to The Lowell AIaxufacturixo
CoiiPAXY, same place.—Oarpef Fattern, {tlurteen
patents.)—Decembev 1, 1868.

3,291.—EraxzDoerschuck, New Haven, Conn.—Cabinet Organ Cane.—December 15, 1868.

3,292

—

Henry H. Haydex, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Holmes, Booth, axd Haydexs, "VTater-

burj, Conn.—i^o/-Z; or Spoon Handle.—'DccQm'bev 15.

1868.

3,293 to 3,295

—

Charles T. Meyer, Bergen,
N. J., assignor to Edward C. Sampson.—2'7oor
Cloth Pattern, {three patents.)—T)ccQmhcv 15, 1868.

3,296.—Carl Mijller, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to Nicholas Muller, same place. Figure.
—December 15, 1 868.

3,297.—W. P. Uhlinger, Philadelphia, Pa.—
School J>esi.—December 22, 1868.

3,298.—N. P. Chipman and Willlvm T. Col-
lins, Washington, D. C.—J?adgre.—December 29,
1868.

3,299.—Johx H. Eraser, New York, N. Y.—
Shoxu Case.—December 29, 1868.

3,300.—Henry H. Hayden, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Holjies, Booth and Haydens, Water-
burv. Conn.

—

Fork or Spoon Handle.—^IDecember 29,

1868.

3,301.—Erancis D. Pastorius, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Machine Frame or Housing.—December 29,

1868.

3,302.—Henry G. Eeed, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to Reed and Barton, same place.

—

Spoon or
Fork ^andZc—December 29, 1868.

3,303.—Arthur Stafford, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Key Ta(7.—December 29, 1868.

KEISSUES
2,830 Joseph Steger. New York, N. Y.—

Car Starting Apparatus.—Patented July 9, 1867,

No. 66,648 ; reissued January 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. Tlie multiplying gear, consisting of
the traction bar T, lever 'or equivalent L, pivoted
pawl II, ratchet Avheel W, spiral .spring S. and spring
P S, constructed and operating substrnlially as and
for the purpose specified.

2. The gearing device, consisting of the spring P
S, provided with a foot button and the pawl P., sus-

I»ended from said spring, substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

2,831.—MiLO S. Burr, Boston, Mass., assignee
by mesne assignments of Erax'CIS J. La If'ORiLE.

—

Nursing J5o«Ze.—Patented November 29, 1859, No.
26,327 ; reissued January 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. An improved nursing bottle, having its

body A composed of glass or other suitable material,

and'provided with an elastic nipple or mouth i^iece, /,
and a llcxible or pendulous tube, C, applied thereto,

substantially in manner and .so as to operate as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. lu a nursing bottle, otherwise properly organ-
ized, tlie use or application of a flexible or iiendulons
tube, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Tlie application of a gravitating tip or tube, e,

to the lower end of tlie flexible tube C, substantially

as and for the puri^ose set forth.

2,832.—Thomas S. Clooston, Boston, Mass.—
Heating Apparatus.—Patented December 13, 1864,

No. 45,389; reissued January 14. 1868.

Claim.—The application and use, for heating pui'-

poses, of one or more tubes having a corrugated or
annular ribbed surface, in combination with a boiler,

or other suitable steam generator, and pipes for con-
ducting the steam or hot A\-ater from said generator
to the corrugated tubes, csseutiiUly as herein shown
and described.

2,833.—William N. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee of Edgar M. Sikve^b.—Pegging Machine.—
Patented May 28, 1867, No. 65,294 ; reissued January
14, 1868.

Claim.—I. The combination of a vibrating moving
awl v.ith a sliding or vertically moving, or a swing-
ing head, substantiallv as described.

2. The combinatio'i'of a feeding awl with a sliding

and swinging head, or with a sliding head, or with a
swinging head, substantially as described.

3. Raising and driving the awl bar and peg-driving
bar, or either of them, positively and directly, by
means substantially as dcscribecl, in combination
Avith a laterally moving or feeding awl.

4. So constructing the parts that the awl bar,
moving up and down perpendicularly to its carriage,
shall also move laterally, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

5. In combination with the foregoing, the later-

ally and vertically moving peg-driving bar, substan-
tiaJly as and for the purposes described.

6. Constructing and aiTanging the knife in rela
tion to the di'iver and peg tube, substantially as
described.

7. Cutting the peg from the strip, substantially as
described.

2,834.—PixcKNEY Erost, Springfield, Vt.

—

Scythe Fastener.—Vatentcil January 11, 1853, No.
9,531 ; reissued February 9, 1858, No. 524 ; extended
seven years ; reissued again January 14, 1868.

Claim.—The loop bolt, provided with the groove
6 and the hook or loop e, in combination with the set

ring, also provided witli a groove, &', all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2,835.- John T. Hancock, Boston, Mass.—
Boiler Furnace.—Patented March 1, 1864, No.
41,770; reissued January 14, 1863.

Claim.—Tha method of supplying air and staun
to ignited fuel in furnaces, by commingling and tircn

introducing them into an inclosed space under tlic

grate bar, by means substantially as above described.

2,836.—B. B. Hill, Chicopce, Mass.—ITand
Stamp.—VaXQwiGH November 6, 1866, No. 69,395;

reissued January 14, 1868.

Claim.—I. The employment of an indicator index
or calendar, R R', to represent tlie period of time, in

combination with stamp-canceling wheels I J, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.
2." The wheel case G, stud or axis pin a, with tlie

ribbon cylinder when made in one piece of metal,

sul)stantlally as and for the purpose described.

3. The calendar wlieels R R', arranged upon the

same axle with the wheels I J, in combination Avith

the hand stamp, arranged and operating substan-

tiallv as described.
4. 'The bracket H, made on or secured to the case
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G. harinff a step, c, or its equivalent, to enter the

lower end of the spindle, and orifice for the screw e,

for attaching and detaching said case to the spindle

E, sabstantially as and for the purpose described.

5. In a hand stamp, tlie employment of the flanch

K on the chase L, in combination with the case G and
bed C, for the purpose of easily and quickly attach-

ing and detaching said chase on or off of said case.

2,837.—rriAXKLiN Benjamin Hunt, Eichmond,
JnA.—Straw OuWer.—Patented January 5, 1864, No.
41,070 ; reissued October 2, 1866, No. 2,368 ; reissued

again January 14, 1868.

Claivi.—l. The bar x. cast in one piece, with the

bearings b b of cutter shaft c, and extending cross

from one to the other, substantially as shown.
2. Connecting the feed rollers G- and H l)y means

of the pinions a', b', d', and e', the pinions b' and d'

being placed on studs on the swinging plate c', at-

tached to the shaft n, the pinions d' and e' being
kept in gear by the link/, or its equivalent.

3. The swinging plate c', connected to the shaft n,

and carrying the pinions b' and d', substantially as

and for the purpose showu and set forth.

4. Mounting the upper feed roller H in a frame,
with sling extending below the lower feed roller,

and acted upon by a spring, or its equivalent, sub-

stantially as shown and for the purpose set forth.

5. The hooked slings q q, in combination with the
yielding feed roller H and spring I, or its equivalent,

whereby the said feed roller H is limited in its up-
ward movement, as set forth.

6. The hubs or bearings u' %i', attached to the
slings q q, and surrounding the shaft p of the feed

roller H, said hubs moving in slots bb in plates vj,

and relieving the shaft from friction against the
IJlates, as set forth.

7. The guide board or plate m, connected to and
moving with the frame t of the upper feed roller H,
and extending downward at the back of the said

roller to near a level with its axis, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

8. The slots v v in the plates w, when made con-
centric with shaft C, iu combination with pinions «,

b, d, and e, said pinions connecting feed rollers H
and G, so that the adjustable roller can move up and
down concentric with sliaft C, and the pinions re-

main in gear, substantially as set forth.

9. In combination with the bar x and adjustable
bar E, a revolving knife, D, with its axis placed
above the plane of the adjustable cutter bar E, to
act with a slanting and shearing cut, substantially

as set forth.

2,838.—Erankun B. Hunt, Eichmond, Ind.,

assignee by mesne assignments of himself.

—

Straw
Cutter.—Patented December 27, 1859, No. 26,637;
reissued January 14, 1868.

Claim.—1 . Combining in one piece the bed piece E.,

upon wliich the adjustable bar T rests, and the side

pieces V V, substantially as shown and described.

2. The adjustable bar T, against wliich the knife

cuts, when secured by vertical bolts U to an immov-
able bearing within the limits of the width of the
cutting knife, a.: shown.

3. The plate Y, for the purpose of covering the
joint between the adjustable bar T, against Avhich
the knife cuts, and the bed piece K, in manner sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The link bearings M, attached to the shaft D,
and can7ini'- the feed roll Q, in combination with
the springs W, in such manner that, as the roll rises.

it shortens the operative length of the springs, and
thereby gives the greatest pressi^c to the loll when
most needed, in manner substantially as shown.

5. Attaching the fly wheel of a feed cutter to its

shaft in such manner as to constitute a yielding
device between said wheel and the cutting knife, for
the purpose described.

6. Attaching the knife cylinder of a feed cutter to
its shaft in manner shown, or in an equivalent way,
to constitute a yielding device between the knife
and other parts of the machine, for the purpose
herein shown and set forth.

2,839.—Chakles T. Jerome, Minneapolis,
Minn,

—

Fire Annihilator.—Patented July 9, 1867,

No. 66,498
; Reissued Januaiy 14, 1868.

49 P—VOL. II

Claim.— I. The ai^plication of n quick-match, or
its equivalent, which will take fire at alow tempe-
rature, to an apparatus for extinguishing fires by the
injection upon the same of a gaseous or a liquid non-
supporter of combustion, substantially as described.

2. Preparing the ends of tiie quick-matches with
a composition composed of the within-described
ingredients mixed together iu about the proportions
set forth.

2,840.—C. H. Knox, Mount Pleasant, Iowa..—
Clothes TFrin.ger.—Patented July 2, 1867, No. 66,362

;

reissued January 14, 1863.

Claim.—1. The double cog wheel P, and double
pinion S, substantially as set foi'th.

2. The combination of cog Avheel P and pinion S
with rollers D D, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

3. The arrangement and combination of lever M,
hinged to box A, roller L, rods K, levers I, and plate

C, arranged to operate upper roller D, as set forth.

2,841.—Bradford S. Pierce, New Bedford,
Mass., and Mason E. Pierce, Woodstock, N. Y.—
Machine for Making drain Pi'pes—Patented April
19, 1859, No. 23,703 ; reissued February 28, 1865, No.
1897 ; re-issued again January 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. A mold, consisting of a case capable
of being properly secured around the material while
the pipe is being molded, and of being freed from
the pipe when the molding is completed, in com-
bination with a tore, and also with a core socket,

having a provision for freeing the socket or pipe, or
both, from the core, the whole operating substan-
tially as set forth.

2. A mold, in which the core socket is made
separate and distinct from tlic other parts, and so
formed, and so combined with such other parts, that
it is capable of being connected with them when the
mold is ready for use, and of being continuously
kept connected with them during the entire process
of molding and fiuishiug the pipe, substantially as
and for the pui'poses described.

3. The arrangement of the mixing apparatus and
of the core relieving devices above the platfoi'm,

which conveys the molds in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as specified.

4. The combination of the core socket with the
revolving disk which receives the core and the
mold, when the disk contains a pi'ovision for en-

abling the socket or pipe, or both, to be freed from
the core, the whole operating substantially as de-

scribed.

2, 842.—William S. Eyerson, Philalade-lphin,

Va.—Hoop Skirt—Patented August 27, 1867, No.
68,238 ; reissued January 14, 1868.

Claim.—A skeleton skirt, provided with buckles-
or their equivalents, near the waistband, for ad,

justing the vertical tapes or connections at tho sides

of the skirt to accommodate the size and shape of
the hips, or vary the length of the skirt, substan-
tially as set fortli.

2,843.—William Smith, New York, N. Y.—
Weaving.—PatanteA April 5, 1853 ; extend«d seven
years ; reissued June 18, 1867, No. 2,656 ; reissued
again January 14, 1868.

Claim.—The process herein specified of weavinpr,
consisting in the use of stationary Avarps, in com-
bination with moving warps and filling timt inoloso

such stationary warps, substantially as set forth.

2,844.—William Smith, New York. N. Y.—
TFmringf.—Patented April 5, 18.53; extended seven
years ; reissued June 18, 1867, No. 2,6.5() ; ixjissued

again January 14, 1868.

Claim.—The heddle or its equivalents, for sup-

porting the stationary central warps, in combination
with mechanism, substantially as set forth, for per-

forming the weaving.

2,845. — David M. Weston, Boston, Mass.—
Centrifugal Machine for Draining Sugar and Other |

Substances.—Vatcuted April 9, 1867, No. 63,770 ; re-

issued January 14, 1868.

Claim.-.—^1. In the construction of centrifugal ma-
chines for separating liquids fi-om other substances.
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suspending such machines at the top by flexible con-
nections, operating substantially as described.

2. The combination of the spindle D, and its ac-

cessories, with the socket B, and its India-rubber
bushing C, or other equivalent spring connection, to

form alfiexible and elastic bearing tor the shaft E,
by which the cylinder may be suspended, substan-
tially as described.

3. The employment, in a centrifugal machine, of a
liollow shaft, and a spindle or axle on which it runs,

to support the cylinder or basket, sabstantially as
described.

4. So forming and arranging the driving pulley F
upon the shaft E, that it shall smTound the spring
bearing, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

5. The construction of the openings I in the bot-
tom of the cylinder, in such machines, and the valve
J, for the purpose of closing the same, substantially
as described.

6. The combination of the cylinder G-, the hollow
shaft E, the driving pulley F, the spindle I), its elastic

bushing C, and socket B, to form the operative part
of a centrifugal machine, substautially as described.

2,846.—Richard Yeomans, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Printers' Chase.—Patented October 24, 1865, No.
50,650 ; reissued January 14, 1868.

Claim.— The transverse notches or grooves, in
combination with the projecting transverse obtuse
edges, specifically as sot i'orth, for the purposes de-

signed.

3,847.—E. D. Chamberlaik, Westfield, N. J.,

and Charles H. Brown, New York. N. Y., assign-

ees of Dexter H. Chamberlain.—Hand Stamp.—
Patented January 22, 1867, No. 61,396 ; reissued Jaa-
oary 2L, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a die in a hand
stamp, of typo wheels of different diameters, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The die holder E, constructed and combined
with the lever end c', substantially as and for the
purpose shown and described.

3. Making the type wheels a ^ c of different diam-
eter, rotating upon separate and distinct axes, a' b' e',

substantially as and for the purpose sho.va and de-

scribed.
4. The combination of the inking ribbon with the

type wheels, substantially as herein described, so as

to present a double fold of the ribbon under the type
wliecls, all as set forth.

3,848.—G-eorge Deal, Wilmot, Ohio.—Horse
Rake.—Patented July 10, 1866, No. 56,189; reissued

February 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the hinged arms 1 1, adjusting screws H H, or their

equivalent, tooth roller D, and rake teeth L L,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The locking arms N O, overlapping as described,

in combination with the rake, arranged in relation

to said arms, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

2,849.-"William Allen Ingalls, Chicago, HI.

—

Method of Casting Screws.—Patented May 15, 1866,

No. 54,733 ; reissued February 4, 18G8.

Claim.—1. The mode herein described for casting
seamless screws.

2. The screw herein described, as a new and im-
proved article of manufacture.

3,850.—Mary Jane Laird, Middletown, Pa.,

administratrix of the estate of Andrew J. Laird,
deceased.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—Patented August 21,

T866, No. 57,337 ; reissued February 4, 18(i8.

Claim.—I. Tlic tines D D, having cutting edges,

in combination Avith rod C, substautially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The tines 1) D, in combination with the rod C,

when the former are pivoted to the parallel bars A
A, and work in slots ari'unged in tlio end of the

same, substantially as described and for the purpose
specified.

3. The rod C, link E, and lever F, when the same
arc arranged aud combined substantially as de-

scribed.

4. The bars A A, when they are connected and
arranged as shown, in combination with the rod C
and link E, substantially as described.

5. In combination with the sliding rod C, the lever
F, having its upper horizontal arm adapted to pro-
ject through the ring H, substantially as described
and for the purpose specified.

2,851.-E. H. Bourne, E. Damon, Jr., and H.
M. Knowles, Cleveland, Ohio, assignees of Samuel
D. Lecompte, Leavenworth City, Kansas.

—

Instru-
ment for Operiing Sealed and' Other Cans.—Pat-
ented September 19, 1865, No. 50,011 ; reissued Feb-
ruary 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. A can opener, constructed of a cutter or
knife, connected to a handle or holder, having a point
so arranged in relation to said holder as to form an
axial pivot for the cutter, in opening cans.

2. The point, when so arranged in relation to the
holder and cutter, that it acts as a point in perforat-
ing the can, and an axial pivot for the cutter.

3,853.—Hugh W. Matthews, Chicago, HI.—
Threshing Machine and Separator.—Patented Au-
gust 27, 1867, No. 63,095 ; reissued February 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. A longitudinally-slatted grain rack or
platform, C, constructed substantially as described,
in combination with vertically and longitudinally-
moving shakers, D, arranged so as to play between
the slats of said rack, substantially as described.

2. The combination of a threshing device, a per-
forated and longitudinally-slatted stationary rack,
C, and blades or straw shakers D, operating sub-
stantially as described.

3. A stationary or movable rack, C, composed of
perforated slate, having longitudinal spaces between
them, in combination with serrated blades D, ar-

ranged aud operated substantially as described.
4. The slatted and perforated grain rack, arranged

so as to incline toward the threshing device, and
hinged to the main box or frame A, substantially as
described.

5. The combination of a slatted rack or grain
platform, C, the serrated grain or straw shakers,
operating through said grain rack, and a conveyer,
arranged and operating substantially as described.

3,853.—James H. McLean, St. Louis, Mo.-—
Dredging Machine. — Patented July 9, 1867, No.
66,608 ; reissued February 4, 1868.

Claim. — 1. The adjustable dredging frame C.
when such adjustment is produced by a derrick i i,

and fall, when constructed and operated substan-
tially as shown and specified.

2. The scoops d of a dredging macliine, having cir-

cular vertical cutting edges in advance of the usual
lateral cutting edge w, Fig. 1, when constructed and
operating snbstantially as shown and specified.

3. In combination with the dredging vessel, the
pins L, for the purpose of moving the same, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The dredger, the receiving and discharging-
aprou, and tlie derrick of a dredging machine, all in

combination, when constructed and operated sub-
stantially as shown and specified.

3,854. — William Painter, Baltimore, and
Charles Painter, Owing's Mills, Maryland, as-

signees of WiLLiAJi Painter by mesue assignments.
—Lamp Burner.—Patented June 30, 1863, No.
39,102 ; reissued February 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. Having the side pieces h h and the
ends g g constructed and arranged in reverse in-

clined positions, in the manner herein shown and
described.

2. The combination of the attachment above speci-

fied with the tubes F A, the latter being screu-ed

into the fountain or body B, of the lamp, and inclos-

ing the wick-adjusting wheels b, as set forth.

3. Making the outer case F adjustable upon the
tube A, so that the height of the cap G may DC reg-

ulated, as and for the purpose set forth.

4. A deflector or flame spreader, constructed so as

to form a continuous plate around the flame, and
fashioned so as to cut oflf the ascendiu"- currents of
air from the edges of the flame and deflect thom
against tlie sides thereof, substantially as described,

and for the purpose set forth.
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3,855.—Joseph Eidge, Richmond, Ini.—Coal-
Oi3Xa7??p.—Patented April 15, 1862, No. 39,984; re-

issued February 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. The use of transparent material be-
tvreeu the base of the deflector and base of the

;

burner, substantially as described, and for the pur-
|

poaes specified.

2. The combiuation and arrangement of the base
j

B, of the burner, the transparent inclosure M, the
i

deflector D. and chimney C, substantially as set
forth, and for the purposes described.

3. The base of the chimney, located at a point
above the base of the burner, and having interposed
between said bases a transparent inclosure, for the
purpose of utilizing the light emitted by the flame
beneath the base of the chimney, substantially as
described.

2,856. — Thomas P. Sink. Pairton, N. J.—
Oyster Dredge.— Patented October 4, 1859, No.
25,680 ; reissued February 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a horizontal roller

E, taming in bearings adjacent to the gunwale of a
vessel, and a horizontal grooved roller or pulley B,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of a horizontal roller and a
vertical roller, when the outer side of the latter is

beyond the outer edge of the horizontal roller, and
when the said rollers are arrauged, in respect to

each other, on the gunwale of a vessel, substantially
as described.

3. The arrangement and combination, substan-
tially as described, of the chock or block A, its

pulley B, and the roller E, for the purpose specified.

2,857—Thomas Welch, Churchville, N. T.—
Crank-pin Box. — Patented August 1, 1865, Xo.
49.185; reissued February 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. In combiuation with the adjustable
boxes B D, a pitman P, so united therewith that it

will freely move and work, for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the adjustable boxes and
pitman a, set screw S, for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the cap C with the boxes
B D, pitman P, and set screw S, for the purposes set

forth.

2,S5S.-^0XATHAX C. Browx, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignee of Hexky C. Smith. — Lath Machine.—
Patented September 28, 1852, Xo. 9.286; extended
seven years ; reissued February 11, 1862.

Claim.—\. Turning the log' to be cut by driving
the mandrels at each end thereof by gearing them
directly with the driving-shaft, substantially as and
for the' purposes set forth.

2. The dog A and its appurtenances, for connect-
ing the log with the mandrels, and disconnecting it

therefrom, as specified.

3. The combination of the cylinder cutter K and
the stripping knife, moved up simultaneously and
automatically, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2,859.-Gustave LautekschlaGer, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Geouge L. Gott, Xew York, X. Y.—
Tobacco Pipe.— Patented January 30, 1866, ante-
dated January 17, 1866, Xo. 52,297 ; reissued Febru-
ary 11, 1868.

Claim.—A bowl or a nicotine receptacle of a to-

bacco pipe, made of coal dust mixed with pitch or
other suitable cement, and formed substantially as
ajid for the purposes described.

2,860.—E. M. Montague, Boston, assignee of
Xathan Ames. Saugus Center. Mass.

—

Index Boor
Ptofe.—Patented July 31, 1860, Xo. 29,430; reissued
February 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The use, in a door plate, of a tablet or
slate, and an adjustable plate or disk, having fig-

ures, or readable signs or charactea's, for the pm--
poscs specified and set forth.

2. In combination with the above door plate, a
rotating disk C, marked with the hours and parts of
an hour, as shown in Fig. 2, said disk being confined
in the center to a spindle D, which passes through the
door, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The spring S, aiTangcd, combined, and operat-
ing substantially as described.

2,861.—Frakcis Morandi, Boston, Mass.—Law-
<ern.—Patented February 5, 1566, Xo. 14,201 ; reis-

sued February 11, 1868.

Claim.—The funnel applied to the lantorn in tlifC

manner and for the purpose substantially as hereiu
set forth.

2,862.—George M. Pullmak, Chicago, HI., tor

himself, and assignee of Bex Field, Albion, X. Y.—
Sleeping Car.—Patented September 19, 18G5, Xo.
49,992 ; reissued February 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The construction and an-angemcnt of
the berth A, hinged to the car at B. and supported
by the jointed suspenders C, or other analogous de-

vices, the whole so adapted to the car that it forms
a recess to receive the same when turned up, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with the berth A, the sliding
partition I, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the berth A, the movable
head board J, substantially as described.

4. The construction and arrangement of a car
seat with the back and seat cushions hinged to-

gether and disconnected from the seat frame, so that
the back cushion may be placed on the seat frame
and the seat cushion extended to meet the seat cush-
ion of the opposite chair, substantially as described.

2,863 Adam E. Eeese, Phillipsburg, X. J, as-

signee of George W. Lee.—Lantern.—Patented
Xovember21, 1854, Xo. 11,967; reissued February 11,

1868.

Claim.—1. The cast-iron ends of the seed box of
a grain drill, provided with flanges formed thereon,
fitting and supporting the ends of the front and rear
boards, and with legs or feet for supporting the box
on the main frame as described.

2. The scores o o, or their equivalent, a.t the ex-
tremities of the holes c, in the disks M, in combi-
nation with the gradual naiTowing of the holes to-

ward their extremities, so as to save the griiin from
being cut, substantially us described.

2,864.—Adam E. Eeese, Phillipsburg, X. J., as-

signee of George W. Lee and Ad.oi li. Eeese.—
Seeding Machine.—Patented January 15, 1861, Xo.
31.123 ; reissued February 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The lifter handle that raises the seed
tubes out of the ground, iu combination with a
mechanism or device that throws the feed out of
gear, before the seed tubes are out of the ground,
by the one movement of said lifter handle.

2. In combination with a grain drill tube and draw
bar, a brace to support the tube, fastened at its

lower end to the tube, and at its upper end em-
bracing the draw bai-, and a wooden pin, whieh
holds the upijer end in proper position, and Avhich
will allow tlie brace to slide back on the bar when
the tube strikes an obstruction, for the piu-posc set
forth.

3. The feed slide of a grain drill made of tv.'o bars,
the one sliding in recesses of the grain stirrups,
Avhile the other is adjustable in relation thereto, in
such manner as to maintain the parallelism of L^aid

bars, for the pui-pose set forth.

2,865.— Calvin W. Sherwood, Chicago, HI.
(School, Division A.)

—

Desk and Seat.— Patented
Xovember 6, 1866, Xo, 59.466; reissued February 11.

1868.

Claim.—1. The joint, composed of the nave C'and
axle B', constructed and operating substantially as
set forth.

2. The aiTaugement and combination of the arms
C, nave C, and axle B', with the seat D and stand-
ard A, substantially as specified.

3. The double-acting stop k, constructed and op-
erating substantially as specified.

4. So locating and arranging the stop k and axle
B' on the head B, that, with the nave C, a cohered
and compact joint is provided, substantially as imd
for the purposes specified.

5. The douljle-acting stop k, in combination v/ith

the shoulder I, operating in the slot or space, sub-
stantially as specified.

2,866.-Calvix W. Sherwood, Chicago, 111.

(Di\i3ion B.) — School Desk and Seat.—Patented No-
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vembcr 8, 1866, Xo. 59,466 ; reissued February 11,

1868.

Claim..—1. The jointed braces F, when provided
with lips a and ledges b, substantially as and for the
pui-poses specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ledges
/;, lips a, and pins d, with the braces E and hinged
shelf K, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement and combination of the hinged
arms H, joiuted braces F, and hinged arms G. with
the standards A and desk top I J, substantially as

and for the .purposes specified.

3,867.— The Middletovvn Wool Company,
Middletown, Coun., assignee by mesne assignments
of J. E,. 'BlE^shAW.—Self-mousing Hook.—Patented
October 26, 1858, No. 21,897 ; reissued February 6,

1866, No. 2,166; again reissued February 11, 1868.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
books proper, eye, spring bai', spring, and checks to

protect the spring, substantially as before set forth.

2,868.—Thomas "Welch, Churchville, jST. Y.—
Crank Pin and Box for Harvester.—Patented Au-
gust 1, 1865, No. 49,18.3 ; reissued February 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The crank-pin bos of a harvester,

with an oil reservoir, Gr, for the purpose set forth.

2. A crank-pin box or head l) H, of a harvester,

so constructed with reference to the crank pin C
that the outer end of said pin will be enveloped by
the head D H, for the purposes set forth.

3. In combination with a crank-pin box, provided
with an oil reservoii", a screw cap, Gr, or its equiva-

lent, for the purpose of allowing the reservoir to bo
filled with and prevent the escape of unnecessary
oil tlierefi-om.

4. The pitman E and knife head F, connected by
the taper screw head g and socket /, or their eciuiv-

alents, and the bolt which passes into or through the
parts, as set forth.

5. In combination with the connecting pai-ts gf
and bolt, as specified, a washer, in the manner and
for the pm'poses set forth.

3,869.—Samuel Darling, Bangor, M.e.—Manu-
facture of Metallic Squares.—Patented October 6,

1857, No. 18,327 ; reissued February 18, 1868.

Claim.—1. A hardened-edged tongue, united by
soldering to a beam, constructed substantially as

described.
2. A tongue for squares, which Is hardened at the

edges and soft in the center, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The mode or process described of hardening

the edges of the tongue by pressure between plates

of cold iron.

4. The mode or process described of hardening the

edges of the tongue by confining it between pieces

of iron, and then heating and tempering, as de-

scribed.

2,870.—Harris M. Fish, New York, N. Y., as-

signee of L. K. Plimpton and William Foot, ex-

ecutors of James M. Fish, deceased.

—

Machine for
Weighing and Bagging Grain.— Psi tented June 5,

18GU, No. 28,563; reissued February 18, 1868.

Claim.—1. The liopper A A, fitted witli a sloping

bottom, and with a bagging spout or spouts, and
gate or gates on the side or sides of sa.id hopper, to

regulate the flow of grain, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The use of said hopper, so fitted with sloping

bottom, spouts, and gates, in combination with a

weighing scale, substantially as described.

2,871.—Andre Vi^ J. Holman, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignee by mesne assignments of Isaac Van
Dohen.—Ea^-e /or irar?;e6'«cr.—Patented September
22, 1857, No. 18,256 ; reissued February 18. 1868.

Claim.—1. TliG combination of the platform of a
hinged-bar harvester with a rake mounted thereon,

and discharging the grain automatically upon the

ground, out of the way of the machine and horses

ou the next round.
2. The combination of an automatic rake, dis-

charging upon the ground, with the platform of a
Mnged-bar harvester, which is suspended from the
main frame.

3. The combination of an automatic rake with tho
platform of a harvester having an adjustable, sus-
pended, hinged finger beam.

2,872

—

Den'nis Lake, Montpelier, Yi.—Head
Block for Saw JXt7L—Patented July 9, 1861, No.
32,774 ; reissued February 18, 1868.

Claim.—1. The employment or use of the ratchets
H I J K, having teeth at different distances apart,
in connection with the adjustable dog P, placed on
the rod O, which is provided with retaining pins h,

the ratchets being placed on the shaft F, having
pinions G Gr at its cuds, which gear into racks D D,
attached to bar C, all being aiTanged as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The bar C, provided with supports A^, dogs 1 1,

on fixed posts /„ k, dogs e e, and lever cams /, when
the parts are constructed and arranged relatively
with each other, and operated in the manner and
for the purposes substo,ntially as described.

2,873.—Abram Van Order, Ithaca, N. Y.—
Construction of Boats.—^Patented September 10,

1861, No. 33,272 ; reissued February 18, 1868.

Claim.—1. The construction of the described lay-

ers of wood, placed one above the other, making the
shell or sides and ends of the boat, the described
method of spiking or bolting the said layers to-

getlier, and the cross-rod bracing, counectiug the
bilge timbers with the gunwale timbers, when ar-

ranged in relation to each other substantially as jmd
for the pui'poses described.

2. Constructing the sides and ends of boats whoUy
of horizontal layers of timbers, bolted or spiked one
upon the ether, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

3. The construction of a bilge or bottom frame, of
solid timber, in whole or in part, about the bot-

tom of a boat, when the floor timbers are attached
tliereunto. as described, and for the purposes speci-

fied.

4. Tho arr>"ingement and construction of the bot-

tom planking on the floor timbers within, and pro-

tected by the bilge frame, as set forth.

5. The floor timbers, dovetailed to the bilge tim-
bers, on their inner side and top, and held in place
by the horizontal layers on their ends, for strength
and security against accident, as set forth.

6. Constructing the sides and ends of boats of
layers of horizontal timbers, bolted or spliced one
upon the other, and upon the bilge frame, and up-

ward from it, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

2,874.-Charles W. Caiioon, Portland, Me.—
Lamp.—PatGuto'l December 3, 1861, No. 33,825;
reissued February 25, 1868.

Claim.— 1. a' lever, with chimney fastenings,

having that part of it on wliich the chimney rests

extentted, so as to form a deflector, substantially as
described.

2. Tlie deflector, broad, flat-f-haped, or nearly so,

when filling the interior of the chimney, and com-
bined with an air screen and ring, with standards,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. The combination of the said deflector with the
conical foraminous piece of metal and the cylin-

di'ical tubular air-screen, for the purpose of forming
the air chamber A, protecting the flame, and admit-
ting the air from below the same, substantially as

described.
4. The combination, with the lever for raising the

chimney, of the deflector, air-screen, and forami-
nous piece of metal, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

5. The ring, surrounding the wick tube, a littlo

above the top of the same, with tjCic standards s s,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

6. A chimney holder, having a projection for man-
ipulating the same, chimney fastenings, a deflector,

and a joint, substantially as' and for the purpose set

forth.

7. The combination of the ring /, supports s s,

and air screen c, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

8. In combination with the burner of a lamp hav-
ing a glass body, a metallic handle, as hcreiu de-

scribed.
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2,875.—'WiLLi.vjvi IsT. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee by mesne assignment of N. Ames and J. E.
GOWEX. (Division A.) Eyeleting Machine.—Pa-
tented May 14, 1867, iJo. 64,734 ; reissued Eebruary
25, 1868.

Claim.—1. A reciprocating heading seat, con-
structed, arranged, and operated substantially as

described.
2. A reciprocating piston or holding pin, in com-

bination with the lieading scat, -when constructed,
arranged, and operated substantially as described.

3. A spring piston rest, in combination with the
reciprocating heading seat and holding pin, arranged
and operated substantially as described.

4. The reciprocating heading seat and piston, in

combination with a vertical header, arranged and
operated substantially as described.

5. A reciprocating' heading seat, in combination
with a header and work-supporting table, substan-
tially as described.

6. A heading seat, header, and work-supporting
table, in combination with a work-feeding device,
substantially as described.

2,876.—William K". Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee by mesne a.ssignments of N. Ames and J. E.
GowEX. (Division B.) Eyeleting Machine.—Pa-
tented May 14, 1867, No. 64,734; reissued Eebruaiy
25, 1868.

Claim.— 1. A common receptacle or hopper,
adapted and arranged for holding the eyelets when
thrown in promiscuously, substantially as described,
in order that they may be automatically discharged
therefrom and delivered in proper position to the
heading mechanism, for the purpoSv;S set forth.

2. Agitating the eyelets, so as to present them in

proper position to the eyelet-feeding mechanism,
substantially as described.

3. A promiscuous eyelet-holding hopper, provided
with means for delivering the eyelets in proper posi-

tion, an eyelet-feeding mechanism, and an eyelet-

heading mechanism, when combined and operating
snbstantially as described.

4. In combination with the above, a work-support-
ing table, substantially as described.

5. In combination with the elements of the third
claim and a work-supporting table, a work-feeding
device, for the purposes described.

2,877.-T7ILLIAM 2T. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee by mesne assignment of IST. Ames and J. E.
GowEX. (Divisio!! C.) Eyeleting Machine.—Pa-
tented May 14. 1867, ISTo. 64,734 ; reissued February
25, 1868.

Claim.—1. A reciprocating punching table, con-
structed and arranged so as to be alternately re-

moved and replaced, substantially as described.
2. The reciprocating puncher, in combination with

the reciprocating punching table, substantially as
described.

3. The combination of a puncher, a work-holding
talale, and a work-feeding device, substantially as
described.

4. The combination of a puncher and gauge for
the line of holes, substantially as described.

2,878.-William K". Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee by mesne of :Jsr. Ames and J. E. Gowex.
(Division D.) Eyeleting Jlfac/une. —Patented Mav
14, 1867, Xo. 64,734 ; reissued February 25, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a puncher and
header with a movable punching table, substautinlly
as described.

2. The combination of puncher, header, work-sup-
porting table, and work-feeding device, substantially
as described.

3. An organized eyeleting machine, in which the
work is supported and fed along, the holes punched,
the eyelets supplied, inserted, and headed down, sub-
stantially as described.

2,879.-William N. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-
signee by mesne assignment of ii". Ames and J. E.
Gowex. (Division E.) Eyeleting Machine.— Pat-
ented May 14, 1867, No. 64.734

; reissued February
25, 1668.

Claim—1. A puncher and header, optrating re-
ciprocally, when combined, arranged, and operating

so as to strike alternately on or over the same fixed
point, substantially as described.

2. A reciprocating heading seat, in combination,
witli the puncher and header, when arranged and
operating at 1 he same fixed point, substantially as
described.

3. A laterally-reciprocating punching tabic, in
combination with the puncher, header, and heading
scat, all arranged and operating at the same fixed
point, substantially as described.

4. The reciprocating punching table and heading
seat, so combined, arranged, and operating as to
alteruatelv occupy the same place for punching holes
and heading eyelets at the same fixed point, sub-
stantially as described.

5. Supplying the eyelets from a common hopper to
the heading seat or holding point by a belt and
groove, substantially as described.

6. The work-feeding device, constructed and ar-

ranged with an eyeleting machine, substantially as
described.

7. The adjustable gauge, in combination v^'ith the
holding table for regulating the Hue of eyelets, sub-
stantially as described.

8. Punching the holes and furnishing, inserting,
and heading the eyelets at the same fixed point au-
tomatically, by means substantially as described.

2,880

—

William N. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-
signee by mesne assignment of IST. Ames and J. E.
Gowex. (Division F.) Eyeleting Machine.— Tat-
ented May 14, 1867, Jno. 64,734 : reissued Februaiy
25, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of hollow rod J and
lever I, arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of hollow rod J" and piston K,
arranged and operating substantially as described.

3. The combination of hollow rod J, piston K,
and lever I, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

4. The combination of rod J, piston K, spring I',

and lever I, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

5. The combination of rod J, piston S, lever I,

and header C, arranged and operating sabstafntially
as described.

6. The combination of hopper N, with eyelet-
feeding mechanism, and rods J and K, and header
C, substantially as described.

7. The combination of puncher B and sliding plate
U, substantially as described.

8. The combination of plate TJ and levers V and I,

substantially as described.
9. The combination ofpuncher B, header C, sliding

plate U, and rods J and K, substantially as de-
scribed.

10. The combination of puncher B, header C, plate
U, rods J and K, hopper N, belt R, aud groove X,
substantially as described.

11. The combination of table U and pawl Y, sub-
stantially as described, with the set, or punch and
set, of an eyelet machine.

12. The combination of hopper N, with bristles or
flexible arms o, sulistantially as described.

2,881.-Dexxis G. Littlefield, Albany. N". Y.—Base-btirning Lamp.—Patented August 18, 1863,
'No. 39,582 ; reissued December 22, 1863, No. 1,594

;

and again reissued February 25, 1868.

Claim.—I. The devices described, by means of
which the magazine, and each of the several sec-
tions of which it is composed, arc held in their prop-
er positions, while, at the same time, the several
parts are so adjusted as readily to admit of being
separated and reunited at pleasure.

2. The corresponding notches or shoulders in the
iron cylinder and the lining, as described, by means
of which the lining is held in its place, notwith-
standing the greater expansion of the cyliudei' by
heat, and without danger therefrom.

3. The magazine, constructed as described, in
combination with the furnace separated from it,

aud suspended within a chamber isolated from the
chamber surrounding the magazine.

4. The combhialion of a maga/ino contracting, in
diameter from the middle or other lino downward to
its lower end, with a furnace, suspended within a
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chamljer isolated from the cliamber surrounding the
magazine.

5, The devices described, by means of which I am
able to construct what I denominate the upper and
lower sections of the burner, each complete in itself

separate!}', and so to adjust them as to admit of their
being- coiiveniently separated and reunited without
injury to either.

6. The intercommunication, to be opened and
closed at pleasure, l)etween the chamber of a maga-
ziiie coal burner, which surrounds the furnace, and
that which surrounds the magazine.

3^882.—William N. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee by mesne assignment of L. Bailey and E.
Thayer. —iamp.— Patented May 4, 1858, No.
20,134 ; reissued February 25, 1868.

Claim.—1. Suspending the body of the lamp within
au outer case, so arranged that the air shall pass
within the case, and around the lamp body to the
flame, substantially as described.

21 A hollow lamp case, pedestal, and base, con-
structed and arranged in relation to the lamp body,
substantially as described,

3. An annular lamp body, in combination with an
outer case, substantially as described.

4. Constructing and arranging the parts so as to

deflect the air coming up from outside the lamp body
toward the flame, substantially as described.

5. Supplying air to the flame by means of the chan-
nel formed between the body o'f the lamp and the
outside shell or case, substantially as described.

6. ^Arranging and using the rod or wire K in re-

lation to the flame and lioUow pedestal and outer
case, substantially as and for the purposes described.

7. The concavo-convex button, constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

2,883.—John Solter, Baltimore, M.^—Tumbler
Washer.—Patented September 4, 1866, 'Eo. 57,786

;

reissued February 25, 1868.

Claim.—1. In a tumbler-v/ashing machiiae, opera-
ting the valve e, by pressing the tumbler, in seating
it, in the manner as shown and described, and for
the.purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the lever K and valve c,

constructed and operated in the manner substan-
tially as shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

2,884.—Philo O. Sopeu, San rrancisco, Cal.—
J^flT/JSTiii/e.—Patented January 2a, 1867, K"o. 61,576

;

neLssued February 25, 1868.

Claims—1. The construction of the blado B, sub-

stantially as described.
2. The bearing of the shank C, in connection with

the,angle given to the edge of the blade B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3, The point A, substantially as and for the pur-
above described.

2,88-5.—Ambrose Taylor, Ossawatomie, Kan-
sas:— Last.— Patented November 5, 1867, No.
70,648 ; reissued February 25, 1867.

Claim.—1. The spring hook E, secured by its

shank F, in tlie block J3, and engaging AVith the
hook C. set in the last A, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

2. The prevention of lateral or backward move-
ment of the block B, by having the hook C, ex-

tend ypward above the surface of the upper side
of the last, and within a recess iu the under surface
of the block B, substantially as shown and described.

2,886.—Charles L. Alexander and Victoria
A. OsHOUX, "Washington, D. C.

—

Book-cover Fro-
^^ceor.—Patented September 24, 1867, No. 69,062;
n-issiied Marcli3, 18G8,

Claim.—1. Tlio elastic or extensible bands or
straps b b b b, connecting the top and bottom folds

1) D D I), by means of clasps or other devices, and
thus applicable to various sizes of book- covers, .sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The clastic bajids or straps a a aa, to form an
expansible connection for the two halves of the book
cover protector, substantialy as described.

3. Such a book-cover protector or mode of cover-
ing books, as by reason of its expansibility and ex-
tensibility, may be adjusted to books ofvarious sizes,

substantially as described.

2,887.-N. B. "Wallace, Fond du Lac, Wis.—
lFa«c/i.—Patented September 10, 1867, No. 68,814

;

reissued March 3, 1868.

Claim.—The two-part cup F, for the winding post
or other axis of a watch movement, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

2,888. — William Hall, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Lightning J2od. — Patented October 18, 1859, No.
25,823 ; reissued March 3, 1868.

Claim.— A cylindrical lightning rod, made of
sheet copper in sections, where the sheet is made to

extend beyond a single cylinder, leaving the edges
open or unsoldered, when the same is constructed
substantially as and for the purposes herein sot

forth.

2,889.—Schweitzer Patent Bolt Company,
New York, N. Y., assignee of Franzls Schweitzer,
same place.

—

Machine for Cutting Thread on Bolts,

or iVitis.—Patented March 5, 1867, No. 02,693 ; re-

issued March 3, 1868.

Claim.—I. The sliding or movable heads N 0, iu
combination with the lever P and cutters or dies a h,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
2. The adjustable lever P, provided with arms de,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The elastic rest g, constructed and operating
substantially as and lor the purpose shown and de-

scribed.

2,890.—John Storer, New York, N. Y.—Lu-
bricator for Steam Engines.—'P&tented March 13,

1866, No. 53,195; reissued March 3, 1868.

Claim.—A lubricator for steam engines, having a
movable cap or valve, E, and a screw, F, to secure

the said cap or valve in position, so arranged that

the screw can turn without carrying the said cap or
valve around with it, in combination with a soft-

motal ring, for making a tight joint between the cap
or valve and the body of the lubricator, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

2,891.—Benjamin J. Harrison and James
CONDIE, New York, N. Y.—Folding Chair.—Fat-
ented July 17, 1866, No. 56,410; reissued Mai-eh
10, 1868.

Claim.—1. The pair of legs A, connected by the

seat rail b at their upper ends, and by the rail a near
their lower ends, in combination with the pair of
legs B, pivoted at c to the legs A, and united onlv
at their upper ends at the seat rail C, as specified,

so that the rail b can pass entirely through beneath
the rail C, when the legs are folded, as sot forth.

2. The seat rail C, into which the side pieces or

arms, E, of the back are framed, and extended
through to the bar G-, in combination with the tie

bolt e, that connects tlic legs B, and forms the axis

on which the back E F swings, substantially as

specified.

3. Connecting the frame forming the back to the

folding legs by a riveted bar or pivots above the

point at which the flexible seat is united to the back
seat rail, substantially as set forth, so that the flex-

ible seat maintains the back in au upright position.

2,892 Lansing Marrle and Townsend
NoiiTii. Vassar, Midi., assignees of Lansing Mar-
liUK.—Banket.—Viitcntcd January 7, 1862, No. 34,088;

reissued March 10, 18()8.

Claim.—1. A basket formed of two series of over-

lapping splints A A', su])stanti:dly as described, and
fastened in any suitable mann(!r.

2. In combination with the above, the hoops a a,

D, and G G, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2,893.—F. S. Pease, Buflhlo, N. Y.—Hydro-
carbon Vapor Apparatus.—Patented March 13,

I860, No. 27,470 ; reissued Mai'ch 10, J 868.

Claim.—I. The combination of the box A, one or

more pans B, for containing hydrocarbon liquid,

the supply pipe C at or near the top, the exit pipe
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D at or near the bottom, and tlie condenser E, the
whole operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. Condenser, employed in connection with an air

carbureting apparatus, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the pans or trays B, of
the perforated plates b, through Mhich the air passes
in its course tbrougli the carbureting chamber.

2.S91.—Jarez W. Hayes, Newark, IN". J.—
Fruit Box or BasLr.t.—PatQ'ntiiil August 12, 18G6,

Xo. 15,514 : reissued March 10. 1868.
Claim.—1. A box or basket formed of veneers or

laminip of wood, laid across each other, and turned
up to form the sides, so that the bottom is made of
two thicknesses, secured together substantially as
specified, and the sides of single thicknesses.

2. A box or basket formed of veneers or laminaj of
ATOod, crossing each other at the bottom, and turned
up to form the^ sides, in combination with a cord, or
its equivalent, passing around the sides to hold them
together, substantially as set forth.

3. A box or basket 'in which one lamiua of wood
forms two of the sides and one thickness of the
double bottom, substantially as set forth.

2,S95.—.J. J. S.vvAGE, Troy. X. Y. (Division 3.)

Coal Siore.— Patented February 12, 1867, ]Slo.

61,956; reissued March 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. Constructing a heating stove, with its

fuel doorway or aperture B below and forward of
its fiame o}- combustion chamber, and contiguous to
or adjoining its fire box A, in manner substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the fuel doorway or aper-
ture B and the fire box A, extended contiguously
therennder. as applied to heating stoves, in manner
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. In com'biuation with a heating stove having its

fuel doorway iu the position as herein described, the
employment therewitli of a lifting lever, F, substan-
tiallv in manner as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

4. In a heating stove, in combination with its

fire-box back lining plates and its fuel doorway or
apei'ture B, the arrangement of a front lining plate,

E, in position between the flame chamber C and the
said fuel aperture, in manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with a lever lifter, F, as applied
to heating stores, in manner as herein described, the
employment of a holding hook, h, and catch ridge e.

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. A heating stove so constructed that fresh fuel

may be cast or fed directly into vacant room or open
places, previously formed or made for it iu, below,
and between the ignited fuel or coke, within the fire

box of said stove, by the means and operation in
manner substantially as hereinbefore fully described
and shown, for the j)urposes as set forth.

2,896.—William W. Wilcox, Middletown,
Conn.

—

Trellis for Straicbcrry and other Plants.—
Patented Augu.st 27, 1867, Xo. 68,271 ; reissued
Mai'ch 10, 1668.

Claim.—A trellis, a, made substantially as de-
scribed, with an upright post or posts, e, and
branching arms c, or theii' equivalent.

2,897 T7ITXIA3I M. Doty, Xew York, X. Y—
Wat>hi7ig Machine.—VaUntcA July 12, 1864, Xo.
43,484 ; reissued March 17. 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the oscillating
wash board and swijiging brackets with a remova-
ble baud lever or levers," operatiu": iu the manner
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The formation, in swinging brackets, to which
the corrugated wash board'is attached, of sockets,
or the mechanical equivalents thereof, for the ready
insertion and removal of the operating lever, sub-
stantially as and for the pur^wses herein shown and
described.

3. The combination, with an oscillatory wash
board and stationary wash tub, of the means herein
shown and described, or the mechanical equivalent
thereof for rendering the said wash board station-
ary within the tub, at the pleasure of the operator.

2,89S.-J'0SErii J. French and Eeuben A.
McCaully, Baltimore, Md., assignees of Joseph
J. French.—Patented July 2. 1867, Xo. 66,318;
reissued March 17, 1868.

Claim.—A globe valve, composed of the bodv A,
solid support "H, carrying at its apex the hollow
screw B, and lever A', with plug to stuffing box F,
the parts all made and arranged substantially as
shown and described.

2,899.—R. Hoe & Co., Xew York, X. Y., as-

signees of "Willlvm McDonald, same place.

—

Ma-
chine for Mitmng Printer.r Pule.—Patented July 3,

1855, Xo. 13,197; reissued March 17, 1R68.

Claim.—The combination, with a movable cutter,

of a sector guide plate, a rule-holding bed, and ad-

justing mechanism, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described and for the purposes specified.

2,900.—P.H.EoOTS andF.M. EooTS, Con»ers-
ville, Ind.

—

Cross Head for Blower.—Patented July
24, 1866, Xo. 56,614 ; reissued March 17. 1868.

Claim.—A piston, constructed of cross heads A,
fastened to a shaft B. in comlfiaation with wooden
lags or pieces C, which compose the covering of the
piston, and are secm-ed to the cross heads, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2,901.—W. H. Love, E. H. Cuilds, and H. W.
Childs, Philadelphia, Pa., assignee by mesne as-

signments of John C. Lovp:, same place.— Lamp
Burner.—Patented December 17, 1867, Xo. 7g,209

;

reissued March 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. A flat slotted plate, d, arranged above
the dome B of a lamp burner, as and for the pm-pose
described.

2. The plate d with its flange i, and opening n, in

combination with the casingA of alamp burner,when
the edges of the said opening xo are parallel to the
upper edge of the wick tube, as set forth.

2,902.—Thomas E. Purchase, P-eading, Pa.—
Fagot for Pailw ay Pail. — Patented February 2.

1858, Xo. 19,261 ; reissued March 24, 1858.

Claim.—1. The manufactiu-e of railroad rails from
a pile, the top bar of which is of a superior quality of
iron, immovable laterally, and sutficiently heavy to
give the rail when rolled a consolidated head, con-
necting with the lower layers in the stem of the rail,

substantially as above set forth.

2. An intermediate iron form-piece for a fagot for

a railroad rail, such form-piece being constructed
with an irregular welding surface for' fitting a cor-

responding welding surface iu the superior metal cap
or top piece, substantially as described.

2,903 J. O. ADA3IS and E. A.TTARFnaD, Xorth-
ampton. Mass., assignees of 110!3E]it H. Aldeich,
same place.

—

Dusting Brv.^h.—Patented March 12,

1S67, Xo. 62,724 ; reissued March 31, 1668.

Claim.—A brush made of sheep skin Avith the wool
on, cut into strips, and fastened over one or more
central cores, substantially as herein shown.

2,904.—Davh)Blake,Waterford. X.Y., assignee
of James Douge.—Machine for Polling, Shaping,
and Forging File Blanks, Fliers and other Metallic
Articles of Small Dimensions. — Patented May 1,

1866, Xo. 54,310; reissued March 31. 1663.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of a rolling apparatus,
having au intermittent movement, in combination
with a swaging apparatus, all constructed substan-
tially as described, and so used alternately that a
piece of met»d will, as the mean eflTect of the rolling

and swaging operations, be fashioned into shape
substantially in the manner hereinbefore set forth.

2. Governing the rotation of the rollers, so an to
stop and start such rotation at any desired time or
position, by the means described, or by other me-
chanical equivalents.

3. The combination and use of the wedges and
springs, constructed and arranged as described, lor

regulating the distance of the rollers.

2,905.—John A. Dodge, Auburn, X. Y.—Har-
vester.—June ^, 1866, Xo. 55.837 ; reissued Marcii
31, 1868.

Claim.—1. The frame A, attached to the platform,
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and arranged to support the rake and beater arms,
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, substan^aally as set forth, of a
continuously revolving crown wheel, carrying rake
and reel ai'ms, with the frame or standard A, for the
purpose described.

3. The combination of the cam B' and bed-piece B
with the frame A, these parts being constructed and
arranged for joint operation, as set forth.

4. Pivoting the rake and reel arms to the crown
wheel L, by means of the cross-heads or bars i) fitting
into suitable cavities in the wheel L, and held in
place by the plate 0, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of the
detent plate E and ratchet plate E', with the sprocket
wheel I), chain M, and pulley C, for the purpose set
forth.

t). The combination, substantially as described, of
the bracket I, socket 1', and overhanging arm H, for
the purpose set forth.

7. The combination, substantially as described,
with the overhanging arm H, of the chain P and arm
Q, to support the inner end of the platform.

2,906—W. K Ely, Stratford, Conn., assignee
by mesne assignments of Fhancis D. Ballou.—Ifc-
chanism for Boot and Shoe Sewing Machina.—Pat-
ented Januai-y 22, 1861, No. 34,203 ; reissued March
31, 1868.

Claim.—1. The foot piece C, when constructed
and arranged and used as a guard, or guard and
gauge, substantially as and for purposes described.

2. The lip or standard c, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and used as a guard, or gauge, or support
for the shoe, substantially as described.

3. The combination of a guide or guard, substan-
tially as described, with an opener for opening the
channel for the action of the needle, substantially as
set forth.

4. The presser D, in combination with the adjust-
able foot pieces C and C, substantially as described.

5. The bearing plate B and lip or standard c, in
combination with the presser bar, substantially as
described.

6. The projecting perpendiculai" plate B with stand-
ard c, substantially as and for the purposes described.

7. The combination of the bearing plate or table
E with the lip or standard c, substantially as de-

scribed.
8. The combination of the standard c with the foot

piece C, arranged substantially as described, and for

the purposes set forth.

9. The supporting, guarding, or guiding, and chan-
nel-opening mechauism,when combined and arranged
in relation to each other, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

10. The projecting horizontal table plate A, pro-
vided at its outer edge with a projecting standard, c,

and ari'anged so that an opening is formed between
the two for the needle, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2,907.—S. D. Engle, Hazlcton, 'Po..— Watch.—
Patented April 24, 1866, No. 54,135; reissued March
31, 1868.

Claim.—1. The employment of a box or supple-
mental case, B, to receive the movement of a watch,
secured in the external or principal case of the watch,
by means of studs or pins and a groove, for the pur-

pose herein set forth.

2. The cup /i, with its flange, Zi^, and washer i, ar-

ranged with the key hole g, in tlie manner and for the
purpose herein described.

2,908.—CiTAKLKS Parker, Mcridcn, Conn., as-

signee of Geoiige iSr. CuMMiNos, Providcucc, II. I.

—

Eye Gia.s-s.-Patented July 30, 1867, No. 67,167; re-

issued Marcli 31, :868.

Claim.—1. The continuous spring B, combined
with the two glasses A A, when attached and se-

cured to each of the ])ow3 at or near tbe point D, in

tho nvmner substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangcmcnit of the guides E E upon each
of tho bows, and so as to v.'holly or partially sur-

round the spring at a point above tlio point D, and
so as to leave tho spring free iii the said guide, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2,909.—John S. Eowell and Ira Eowell,
Beaver Dam, Wis.

—

Cultivator.—Patented July 3,

1866, No. 56,102; reissued March 31, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted beam A,
shank B, brace bar C, and bolt D, when, the parts
are constructed and arranged to operate as and for
tho purposes herein specified.

2,9110.-WiLLiAJi Anthony Shaw, Gaudneu
"VYillard, Lewis Colwell, and Joseph Colweli.
assignees of William Anthony SHA^v, New York
N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Separating Shot.—Patented
January 9, 1866, No. 52,003 ; reissued April 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. In the process of manufacturing shot,

the use of an automatic apparatus so constructed
and operated as to separate tbe perfect from the im-
perfect shot, and so as to assort the dilferent sizes

of shot, and deposit them in separate places or re-

ceptacles, substantially as described.
2. Separating the perfect from the imperfect shot

by the use of a series of inclined planes, so arranged
and adjusted in respect to each other as to break
one or more times the plane and dii-ection of descent,
and arrest in whole or in part tho motion of the im-
perfect shot, for the purpose of changing its axis of
motion, and thus gradually bring'^t to rest in re-

ceptacles at the foot of the various inclines, leaving
the perfect shot only to descend to the bottom of the
scries of planes.

3. A series of revolving screens for assorting the
shot, in combination with the inclines and recepta-
cles, substantially as specified.

2,911.—Horace Baker, Cortland, N. Y.—Hay
Rakar and Loader. — Patented July 3, 1866, No.
55,979 ; reissued April 7, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The two positively-actuated endless
aprons, revolving in opposite directions, in combi-
nation with the toothed wheels II^, or their equiva-
lents, upon the shafts I- and L, and so placed rela-

tively that the hay may be picked by such toothed
wheels, and directed between the aprons, and by
them elevated, substantially as and for the purpo.se
set forth.

2. The standards T T, when so constructed that
by their elasticity they shall maintain the upper por-
tions of said aprons face to face, and permit varia-
tions in the quantity of hay carried between them,
as set forth.

3. In combination Avith said endless aprons, the
guide boards, so constructed as to pass tho hay over
the forward apron and on to the wagon.

4. In combination with said endless aprons, the
spur wheels E and H, and the shaft I operating iu

the slot I 1, and so constructed as to allow of a
forward and backward movement of sucli shaft and
forward apron, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2,912.—Charles L. Lege, San Antonio, Texas.
—Medicinal Preparation.—Patented June 11, 1867

;

reissued April 7, 1868.

Claim.—A. medicament produced from the mate-
rial specified.

2,913. — Metropolitan Washing Machine
Company, Middlefield, Conn., assignees by mesne
assignments of Alfred F. Spaulding and Salmon
M. Scott. — Meat-chopping Machine. — Patented
January 31, 1865, No. 46,153 ; reissued April 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. Tho employment, in an organized
machine for chopping meat, vegetable^, ana other
substances, of a revolving tub, and one or more
cutters, and actuating mechanism, under an arrange-
ment substantially as described, so that the meat o\

other substance shall be cut witli a " draw cut," O'

by a drawing stroke of the said cutters.

2. The arrangement of the frame and method oi

hanging tho cutter or cutters in said frame, so that,

when operated, the cutters shall travel toward the
bottom of the revolvin<^ tub in a curvilinear path,
substantially as herein described.

3. The combination, with the cutter and its vibra-

tory arm and mechanism, whereby it is made to
operate witli a drawing cut, of tho means for adjust-

ing the cutter in 6£ud arm for tlin purpose of regu-
lating the stroke of the said cutter, substantially as
set forth.
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4. The method herein described, or its substantial
equivalent, of mounting the vibratory arms of the
cutters upon a padded pin, or so that the cutters
mav yield to intervening obstructions, as herein set
forth.

5. The combination, -with one or more vibratory
cutters, and a tub, of a removable cover overhang-
ing the tub, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

6. A machine for cutting meat and other sub-
stances, composed of the following elements com-
bined : First, a support for the tulj, mounted on a
central pivot ; second, one or more cutters hung in
such manner as to produce, wlicn vibrated, a " draw
cut;" third, a mechanism to impart vibrating mo-
tion to the cutters, and a rotary movement to the
tub.

3,914. — METRoroLiTAK Washixg Machine
Company, Middlefield, Conn., assignees by mesne
assignments of Alfred F. Si'aulding and Salmon
M. Scott.—Meat-chopping Machine.—Patented July
Ufl865, No. 48,734 ; reissued April 7, 18G8.

Claim.—1. The means for operating the cutter or
cutters of a machine for chopping meat, &c., sub-
stantially as herein described, so that an up-and-
down and back-aud-forth movement shall be im-

Sarted to the cutter or cutters in the order herein
escribed, thereby effecting an elongated draw cut

upon the material to be chopped, as set forth, in

combination with a tub rotating during the intervals
of stroke—that is to say, when the knife or knives
are lifted off the bottom of said tub.

2. The combination, with a rotary tub, of the
chopping knives connected directly or through the in-

termediary of suitable arms, with a revolving crank,
so as to operate in the manner and for the pm-poses
herein shown and described.

3. The combination of cutters with mechanism for

vibrating the same in the manner and means herein
specilied—that is to say, by arms hung upon a re-

volving crank, and supported by an oscillatory
standard.

4. The combination, with the rotary tub and one
or more chopping knives, and mechanism for moving
such knives up and down and back and forth in

said tub, of a plough, either with or without a
guard, adjustable to the frame or other stationary
part of tli'e machine in the manner described, so that
the same may be held in its proper relation to and
within the tub, as set forth.

2,915.—Philo F. Stewart, Troy, N. Y.— Cook-
ing titoves.—Patented April 12, 1859. Eeissued April
7, 1868.

Claim.—1. The metliod or the means, substan-
tially as herein described and set tbrth, of preventing
heaf from passing through to the rising flue, leading
to the chimney, by separatiu"- it from the back oven
plate, and from the de'scenaing flues, by non-con-
ducting partitions, or the equivalents therefor, and
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The employment of a double damper, filled in
with cement or other equivalent non-conducting ma-
terial, in combination with the flue above the oven,
and with the rising flue leading to the chimney, in

the manner substantially as and for the purposes
herein described and set forth.

3. The separating of the direct sheet flue, under
the oven, from the return sheet flue immediately
below the same, by means of the dividing flue plate
i, or any equivalent therefor, constructed, arranged,
and combined with the said sheet flues, in the man-
ner, and l)y the means, and for the purposes substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

4. TJie dividing of the space between the bottom
plate of the oven and the bottom plate of the stove,
by means of the inclined dividing flue plate i, or
any equivalent tlierefor, in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as herein described and set
forth.

.5. Tlie employment of the space or chaml)ers S', in
combination with the outer edge of the oven-bottom
plate, and witli the back end oven plate, in the man-
ner iiud for the purposes substantiallj' as herein de-
scribed and set forth.

6. The sheet flue division plate i. having a recess
h' at each front corner thereof, and the projection

A between such recesses, substantially as and for

the purposes herein described and set forth.

7. The employment of a broad or sheet flue division

plate, i, or any equivalent thereof, in combination
with the oven and oven-bottom flues, in the manner
and for the purposes uubstantially as herein described
and set forth.

8. The additional bottom plate or encasement r,

in combination with the broad sheet flue ft, or any
equivalent therefor, in the manner and for the pur-

poses substantially as herein described and set forth.

3,916 Patrick Kennedy, jSTcw York.N. Y.—
Cement for Fixing Boor ii/io&s.—Patented June 11,

1867. No. 65,680 ; reissued April 14, 1868.

Claim.—T\\G application of a cement, which is

composed of sand and alum, with or without tho
addition of copperas, for fastening door or furniture

knob top« to their metal or other shanks, as set forth.

2,917.-Edward TT. Asiicroft, Lvnn, Mass.—
Railroad Car JJeafcr.-Patented May 16, 1866, No.
54,662 ; reissued April 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. A safety car, constructed with a water
space, witli one or "more showering pipes, and a
fusible plug apparatus, arranged substantially in

manner and so as to operate with respect to the car
chamber, as specified.

2. In combination with a water space, substantially

as herein set forth, a heating apparatus and circu-

lating pipes, Avhereby tlie water shall be caused to

circulate, substantially as herein set foi'th.

2,918.—Napoleon Aubin, Montreal, Canada.—
Fluid Meter.—T&tented August 19, 1862, No. 36,201

;

reissued April 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a diaphragm with
a reversing apparatus and a slide valve, connected
each with the other, without the use of stuflang

boxes, and the whole inclosed within a proper re-

ceptacle containing a valve seat, and constituting a
fluid meter, constructed and operating substantially

as above described.
2. Constructing fluid meters with a single slide

valve of such length that it will not cover both of
the outside ports in the valve seat at the same time,
in combination with a reversing apparatus arranged
to throw said valve, while acting upon it, rapidly
across the said ports, substantially as and for the
purpose above described.

3. The use, in fiuid meters, of a diaphragm, when
combined with a short slide valve of the above de-

scription, substantially as and for the purpose above
descrilied.

4. The use, in fluid meters, of compression springs,

when combined with a short slide valve of the above
description, substantially as and for the purpose
above described.

5. Constructing the receptacle of fluid meters in
two pieces, ouc-iialf of which contains part of the
side pipe, and the other half the other part thereof,

when the jo'nt between the two is made by a dia-

phragm, and the latter acts upon a reversing appa-
ratusT contained in one half of the said receptacle,

substantially as above described.

2, 919.—Theodore A. Havejiever. I. Lau-
rence Elder, and Charles F. Loosey, New York,
N. Y., assignees of Carl Kuosig.—Manufacture of
Sugar Molds and other Articles.—Vatcnted June 28,

1864, No. 93,376 ; reissued April 14, 1868.

Claim.— i. The process, substantially as herein
described, for making vessels and other articles,

which process consists in saturating, with linseed or
equivalent oil, vessels or articles made of paper, or
eciuivalcnt substance, in manner substantially as de-

scribed.
2. Coating articles, which have been made as

herein described, and which have been saturated
with oil, Avith a paste of red lead and oil, and then
varnishing the same, substantially as described.

2,920.— The Metuopolitax Washing Ma-
cruNE Company, Middlefield. Conn., assignees of S.
W. Palmer and J. F. PaljhcPl, Auburn, N. Y.

—

Oearing.-VatoAitcd Mav 8, 1866, No. .54,589; reissued
April 21, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of toothed or cogged
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wheels, when used in pairs upon the same shaft, with
a plate or plates arranged upon the interior opposite
or cxtei'ior opposite faces of either pair, in the man-
ner described, ^vhereby the wheels on the one shaft
shall be held in place by the plate or plates of the
wheels on the other shaft, and thus prevent the lat-

eral play of the one shaft with respect to the other,
as set forth.

2,931.—Homeu Wktgiit, Henry n. Collins,
and Bknjamln F. Collins, Pittsburg, Pa., assignees
of HOMEU WiiiGin:.—Construction of Jug Tops.—
Patented September 24, 1867, No. 69,151 ; reissued
April 21, 1868.

Claivi.—1. The flange S, when made as and for
the purpose shown.

2. TJie hinge and knob combined in ono piece, as
specified.

3. Tlie lid, when made to cover entirely the top
rim of the body, as set forth.

4. The opening H, in the lid, when used in com-
bination with the hinge and knob piece, as described.

5. The convex bulge P, or its equivalent, when
used for tlio purpose indicated.

6. Hinging tlie lid so as to rotate from the inside
of the body,"as described.

3,923—EliAS Shopbell, Ashland, Ohio.— Pa«-
ternfor Cutting Boots.—Patented January 27, 1863.

'No. 37,526 : reissued April 28, 1868.
Claim.—i. The plate A, in combination with the

pairs of plates E B', C C, and D D', or their equiva-
lents, with their respective slots and angles, produc-
ing the simnltaneous movement of the several pairs
of plates, and the consec[ueut unequal enlargement
and contraction of the pattern for boot fronts, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. Stationary and adjustable plates, so constructed
and ai'ranged in relation to each other and tlie slots

as to produce a simultaneous contraction and ex-
pansion of said plates according to any required
size of boot fronts and backs, substantially as set
forth.

2,923.— David "WmsLEii, Union Township,
Ohio.

—

Ditching Machine.—Patented December 31,

1867, No. 72,953 ; reissued May 5, IBW.
Clcdm.—1. The adjustable features of the mold-

board and knives for cutting aAvide or narrow ditch,
substantially as described.

2. The peculiar construction of the shovel, as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The construction of the coulter, as and for the
purpose specified.

4. The hinged platform T, for regulating the depth
of the furrow or ditch, substantially as described.

5. In combination with the above, screw h and
spring t, substantially as set forth.

6. Axle B, wheels C C, beam A, platform T, screw
h, springs t, and vertical knife P, all combined and
arranged as and for the purpose set forth.

2,924.—Slaion F. Stanton, Manchester, N. H.,
assignee of J. M. Stanton and S. F. Stanton, same
place.

—

Head Block for Saw Mill.—Patented May
1, 1866, No. 54,432 ; reissued May 5, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combiuatioji and arrangement of
the pinions D D D and double sets of racks bbb,ccc,
for moving the uprights by the turning of the shaft
E, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the shaft E in sections,
coupled together by clutches F F, so as to bo cou-
nected or disconnected at pleasure, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

3. The notclicd guide E, in combination Avith the
lever Q, wliich actuates intermediately the pawl P,
ratchet Avlieel O, shaft E, pinions D D D, and racks
b b b, or the equivalent thereof, for moving the r.p-

rights different and determinate distances, con-
structed and operating substantiallv as herein speci-

fied.

4. The clamp hooks or dogsMM M, arranged and
operated substantially as aiid for the purpose herein
set forth.

2,925.—CiiAULES C. PJiATT, Westfield, Mass..
assignee by mesne assignments of Gamaliel Kino.

—(Division 1.) Covering Whips.—Patented June 8,

1867, No. 65,917 ; reissued May 12, 1868.

Claim.—1. A water-proof coating, consisting ofthe
com blued ingredients herein shown and described.

2. The application of the dissolved caoutchouc,
with or without the lead and oil. to a whip, substan-
tially as and for the purpose shown.

3,936 CiiAKLES C. Pratt, Westfield, Mass.,
assignee by mesne assignments of Gajlvliel Kino.
—(Division 2.) Covering lF/iip5.—Patented June 18,

1867, No. 65,917 ; reissued May 12, 1868.
Claim. — 1. The covering of the body of a whip

witli an inner braiding, d, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination of the inner and outer braid-
ings d f with the varnish or coatings c e, all applied
in the construction of a Avhip, substantially as siiown
and described.

3,937.—Emanuel Andrews, Williamsport, Pa.,
assigr.ee of Kobert G. Pine.— JiTac/u^ic for Polish-
ing Buckles.—FatentCil April 8, 1856, No. 14,633 :

reissued May 12, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the following in-

strumentalities, viz : The revolving polishing Avhccl,

holder for the article, shaft for said holder, and
springs to bear the article against the revolving
Avheelwith a yielding pressure, substantially as be-
fore set forth.

2. The combination of the following instrumentaJ-
ities, viz : The revolving polishing AA'hcel, holder for

the article, shaft for the holder, springs to exert
a yielding pressure, and guides to limit the move-
ment of the article under the yielding pressure, sub-
stantially as before set forth.

3. The* combination of the following instrumental-
ities, viz: The revolving polishing wheel, holder for

the article, shaft for the holder, springs to exert a
yielding pressure, and * tra\-ersing ineciianism, to

move the article transversely to the yim of the wheel,
substantially as before set fortli.

4. The combination of the following instrumental-
ities, viz : The revolving polishing wheel, holder for

the article, guide to limit the movement of the arti-

cle toAA'ard the polishing wheel, and pattern for the
article, substantially as before set forth.

5. The combination of the following instrumental-
ities, viz : Tiie revolving polishing wheel, holder for

the article, shaft for the holder, guide to limit the
movement of the article toward the polisliing wheel,
and pattern for the article, substantially as before
set forth.

6. The combination of the following instrumental-
ities, viz : The revolving polishing Avheel, holder for

the article, shaft for the holder, springs, guide, and
pattern, substautially as before sot forth.

7. The combination of the foUoAving instrumental-
ities, A'iz : The revolving polishing wheel, holder for

the article, shaft for the liolder, springs to exert a
yielding pressure, traversing mechanism, and guide
to limit the movement of the article toward the pol-

ishing Avheel, substantially as before set forth.

3,938.—Robert "W. Andrews, Stafford, Conn.
—Operating the Treadles of iyOo?J^6^—Patented Jan-
uary 18, 18o3 ; extended 7 years ; reissued Mav 12,

1868.

Claim-.-l. The combination, in a loom, of the har-

ness frames and cords with the treadles and treadle

cams, constructed and operating substantially as
described.

2. The treadles and the movers or cams, combined,
constructed, and arranged so tliat by reversal of the
cams upon the shaft, a reversal of' the movements
and retentions of tlie harness frames is produced,
substantially as herein set forth.

3. 1)1 a. ca'm loom having upriglit treadles or har-

ness levers strung to the "harness leaves or frames,
and actuated by a single set of cam wheels, the ar-

rangement of the fulcrum shaft of th(! harness levers

directly over or Avithin the vertical plane of the C!;m
Avhccls, substantially as described.

2,929.—Fj:ances L. Barnes, New York, N. Y.
administratrix of the estate of Samuel II. Barnes,
deceased.

—

Comet (S|priu,7.—Patented July 17, 1866,

No. 56,;M5 ; reissued May 12, 1868,
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Claim..—A corset spriug, consistiug of the parts

B, providod with pins 6 aud slotted springs B^, rivet-

ed as sliowu, and having- suitable clasps C, and
headed rivets D, and of form corresponding- to the

body of the wearer, constructed and operating in the
manner and for the purpose herein represented and
described.

2,930.— Heney E. "Wooucury, Washington,
D. C.—Faver i^Ze.—Patented August 8, 1854, No.
11,504 ; reissued May 12, 1868.

Claim.—The bos or compartment document file,

consisting of a box part A, and spring platen or
holder B, the said holder being hung or attached to
a spring or springs C, at its back, so as to give a flex-

ible or yielding character to the platen, all con-
structed 'and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed.

2,931.—Jacob Y. A. Wemple, Quiucy, Mich.—
Harvester.—Patented April 19, 1859, No. 23,730;
reissued May 12, 1868.

Claim.—1. A separating rod or finger "W, auto-
matically interposed, for separating the falling grain
from that which is being discharged from the plat-

form.
2. The rod or finger W, pivoted piece C, and

standard E, in combination with the rod B, con-
structed and operating substantially as specified.

3. A movable separating rod or finger, for sepa-
rating the falling grain from the completed gavel on
the platform, in combination with a single supi^ort-
ing standard or post, located at the inner end, or
inner front corner of said platform, substantially as
described.

2,932. — Oscar N. Bartholomew and J. S.
Thurston, Elmira, N. Y., assignees by mesne as-

signments of Oscar N. Bartholomew^.—Roofing
Oo?>ipo?o?rf.—Patented October 8, 1867, No, 79,612;
reissued May 19, 1868.

Claim.— A. composition of matter compounded
from the ingredients named, and in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3,933.—John James Bodmer, Newport, Eng-
land.

—

Preparing Cementfrom Slags.—Patented No-
vember 5, 1SG7, No. 70,510 ; reissued May 19, 1868.

Claim.—1. The rolling, laminating, grinding, and
otherwise reducing or couvertiug to scale or sheets,
or to a lamellated or to a pulverulent state or condi-
tion, the cinder, slag, or scoria obtained from blast
furnaces, copper-smelting and otlier furnaces, in a
fluid or semifluid or pasty or viscous condition, in
the manner and for the purposes substantially as de-
scribed, and for other purposes.

2. The rolling, laminating, grinding, and other-
wise reducing or converting to scale, or to a lamel-
lated or to a pulverulent condition, of various de-
scriptions of cement, and of materials iTom which ce-
ments are to be produced, substantially as described.

3. The application of slag, cinder, or scoria,
whether artificially prepared for tlie purpose, or as
obtained from blast furnaces or other furnaces, in the
manufacture of cement, and the several modes or
processes employed in tJie preparation of cements,
substantially as described.

4. The manufacture of artificial stone from the
above-described cements, either by themselves, or
with the admixture of coarsely-ground materials,
snch as furnace slags, scoria, any descriptions of
hard stones, or of shingle, sand, or other materials
of a similar nature.

2,934. — TV. D. Guseman, Morgantown, W.
Ya.—Fireplace.—Vatcuicd Juno 30, 1863, No. 39,043-
reissued May 19, 1868.

Claim.—]. The curved sliding blower E. in com-
bination with the curved plate D and grate B, ar-
ranged to project in front of tiie chimnev, as herein
desci-ibod, for the purpose specified.

2. The damper, in combination with the flue, slid-
ing blower, or screen and gi-ate, all an-anged substan-
tially in the manner as and for the piu-pose set forth.

2,935,—Edward Heatox, New Haven, Conn.—
Metallic Shank for Boots and /S/ioc-Patented Feb-
ruaiy 23, 1864, No. 41,701 ; reissued May 19, 1868.

Claim.—1. A boot or shoe shank, composed of two
strips, of different elasticities, the one being of a
flexible but not necessarily elastic material, and the
other of an elastic material, united, substantially as
and for the purposes herein shown and described.

2. The combination of a tempered and an untera-
pered spring, in the manner and for the purposes
herein shown and set fortli.

3. The combination, with a boot and shoe shank,
of otherwise ordinary or suitable construction and
material, of a spring united with the said shank, so
as to bear upon the same at both ends thei-eof, sub-
stantially in the manner herein shown and specified.

2,936.—Thomas C. PvICHarus, New York, N.
Y.— Attaching Ornamental Heads to Nails and
AScrewA-.—Patented December 31, 1867, No. 72,905; re-

issued May 19, 1868.

Claim.—The attaching of ornamental heads to

nails and screws by means of a clasping recess or
groove formed on or attached to the inner side of
the ornamental head, so as to admit the lateral or
transverse insertion of the head proper of the nail

or screw, substantially as shown and described.

2,937.—C. M. Titus, Ithaca, N. Y., assignee by
mesne assignments ofE.L. Bergstuesser, Hublers-
buvg. Pa.

—

Horse Rake.—Patented August 26, 1862,

No. 36,268; reissued May 19, 1868.

Claim.—1. A lifting ' or pressure-bar, provided
with hanging loops or staples, by means of which the
rake teeth are lifted to discharge their load.

2. The pendent loops or staples, in combination
with tlie rake teeth and lifting bar, all arranged as
described.

3. The lifting or pressure bar, provided with lift-

ing loops or staples, in combination with a lever con-
nected therewith for operating the same, as de-
scribed,

2,938. — A. B. WooDARD, Alfred Centre, N.
Y., assignor to himself and Thojias Elli-s, same
place.— Vulcanizing Flask.—Patented January 16,

1866, No. 52,107 ; reissued May 19, 1868.

Claim.—1. Closing the flask A, within the vulcan-
izing vessel, by the pressure of steam, substantially
as herein shown and described, so that while the
rubber is gradually heated, the flask is j^irbduallyand
automatically closed, and the rubber nioldod when
in its most plastic state.

2. Applying steam pressure to close the flask A,
within the vulcanizing vessel, by means of a piston.

3. Forming segmental flanges, j, upon the interior
of the vulcanizing vessel or boiler C, and eorrespond-
ing segmental flanges k, upon the exterior of the
upper part or cover b of the flask A, substantial!}^
as herein shown and described, for the purpose of
locking the said flask in and to the said vessel.

4. The segmental connections e, of the receiver B,
in combination with the flattened sides of the flask
A, and with the piston /, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the annular plate g and
ring packing i with the piston / and boiler or
vulcanizing vessel C, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set torch.

2,939—George W. Gregory, Watertown, N.
Y.

—

Ridley Attachment for Raising.—Patented Au-
gust 14, 1866, No. .57,125; antedated February 14,
1866 ; reissued October 22, 1867, No. 2,784 ; and again
reissued May 19, 1868,
Claim.— 1. An adjustable pulley support, having

one or more sockets, or their equivalents, by and
tiirough which the pulley support may be operated
and changed from place to place, substantially as
described.

2. An adjustable pulley support, provided with
sockets or equivalents, and with means for support-
ing the pulley, substantially as described.

3. The combination of an adjusting pole with a
pulley support, having sockets or equivalents, sub-
st-antially as and for the purpose set forth.

2,940.—POBERT O. Lqwrey, Salem, N. Y.—Com-
2)osition for the Manufacture of Water-proof Paper
and Other Articles.—YatcnteA Decemljer 10, 1867,
No. 81,893; reissued Mav 19, 18G8.
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Claim.—1. The use of salt, in combination -witli

any of the salts of alumina, or similai* astringent ma-
terial, for rendering a gelatinous compound or mix-
ture insoluble in water, substantially as described.

2. The use of salt, in combination with the salts
of jUumina, or similar astringent material, for ren-
dering soapy compounds or mixtures insoluble in
water, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The use of alum or any of the salts of alumiua,
for rendering a soapy compound insoluble in water,
when said soapy compound has been previously in-

corporated witli paper pulp or fiber, substantially as
described.

4. The use of glycerine, in combination with a
gelatinous or a soapy compound, when applied to
fibrous materials, substantially as set forth.

5. The new compound or composition of matter
produced by the treatment of fibrous material, sub-
stantially as lierein described.

6. The process herein described of treating fibrous
material, for producing a new compound, substan-
tially as described.

2,941.—Dakius Skidmoee, Seneca Falls, IST.

Y.

—

Attachina Door Knobs to Spindles.—Patented
July 1.5, 1862" No. 35,899; reissued Pebruarv 5,

1867, No. 2,473, and again reissued May 19, 1868.

Claim.—Covering or inclosing the end of the
coupling device of the knob shank and spindle wholly
or partially by the socket or sleeve of the rose, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2,942.—Eliza Wells, Brooklyn, N. Y., adminis-
tratrix of the estate of Henry A. Wells, deceased.—Machinery for Making Hat Bodies.—Patented
April 25, 1846, No. 4,472 ; reissued September 30,

1856, No. 396 ; extended seven years ; again re-

issued December 4, 1860, No. 1,087; again extended
seven years by act of Congress, and again reissued
May W, 18(58.

Claim.—i. The combination of the rotating brush
or picker, substantially such as described, the rotat-

ing pervious cone, provided with an exhausting
mechanism, substantially as described, and the bot-

tom plate or guide, substantially as described, for
directing the fur fibers toward the lower part of the
cone, and preventing the fibers going to waste, the
said combination having the mode of operation
specified, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the feed apron, the rotating
brush or picker, suljstantially as described, the ro-

tating pervious coue, provided with an exhausting
mechanism, substantially as described, and the guide
or deflector, for directing the fur fibers on to the tip

and upper part of the coue, substantially as described,
the said combination having the mode of operation
specified, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the rotating brush or picker,
substantially as described, the rotating pervious
cone, provided with an exliausting meclianism, sub-
stantially as described, and the side guides, or either
of them, substantially as described, to prevent fur
fibers from getting out of the proper influence of the
currents traveling to the cone, and to protect the
traveling fibers from disturbing currents, the said
combination having the mode of operation specified,

and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the feeding apron, on
which the fur can be placed in separate batches, as
described, the rotating brush or picker, substan-
tially as described, the rotating pervious cone or
former, provided with an exhausting mechanism,
substantially as described, the said combination
having a mode of operation substantially such as
described.

5. The combination of the feed apron, on which
the fur fibers can l)e placed in separate batches, each
in quantity sufficient to make one hat body, the
rotating brush or picker, substantially as described,
the rotating pervious cone, provided with an ex-

hausting mechanism, and the devices for guiding the

fur fibers, substantially as described, the combina-
tion having the mode of operation specified, and for

the purpose set forth.

6. In combination with the pervious cone, pro-

vided with an cxhauisting mechanism, substantially

as described, the covering cloth, wet with hot water,
BubstaJitially as and for the purpose specified.

2,943.—Herman Bendix, Now York, N. Y.,
assignee of Herman Bendix and J. H. Fleisch,
same place.

—

Neck Tie.—Patented March 13, 1866,
No. 53, 102 ; reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim.—A fastening device for neck ties, consist-
ing of a hook, a, elastically secured to its holder or
retainer, substantially as doscribed.

2,944.—La Fayette Louis, Providence, E. L—
Melodeon.—Patented November 18, 1856, No. 16,094

;

reissued February 20, 1867, No. 2,498 ; again reissu-

ed May 26, 1868.

Claim.—1. In combination with the rseds of a
melodeon, (for that class of instruments in which the
air is drawn through the reeds by the exhaust action
of a bellows,) a tremolo valve or valves, so arranged
that, when vibrated, it or they shall interrupt the
passage of air through the reeds, and thereby pro-
duce the tremolo sound, at the will of the per-
former.

2. In combination with the reeds of a melodeon,
a tremolo valve, actuated by a rotary fan or blade
wheel, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the reeds of a melo-
deon, a tremolo valve or valves, having a positive
connection with the valve-actuatmg mechanism,
substantially as described.

2,945.—Egbert Eamsey, New "Wilmington,
Pa.—Fence PosL—Patented December 10, 1807, No.
72,086 ; reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim.. — 1. The compensating features of the
posts, whether efi'ected by the formation of the gains
or bv keys, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.
2. The combination of posts P P' P", when pro-

vided with square or dovetail gains, with sills A A',
and keys e e ee, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2,946.—E. WoosTBR and Co., and F. Hull and
Co., Birmingham, Conn., assignees of John E.
l,ATm.—Skirt ^Toop.-Patented April 30, 1867, No.
64,231 ; reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim.—The bottom hoop for hoop-skirts, formed
by combining one or more springs in a single cover,

the upper edge of which is formed as described, so

as to be secured to the tapes of a skirt, as and for

the purpose set forth.

2,947.—L. F, Eobertson, West Farms, N. Y.
—Compound for Treating Hides and Skins.—Pat-
ented April 21, 1868, No. 77,099; reissued May 26,

1868.

Claim.—A ciompound for treating hides and skins,

made of the materials herein described.

2,948.—Charles H. Savv^yer, Buxton, Me.,—
Steering Apparatus.—Patented March 31, 1868, No.
76,105; reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim.—The apparatus as herein described, having
the wheel shaft B, with its right-and-left screw d,

the two small double gears a b, and larger geai- D,
with the teeth on the inner periphery thereof, sub-

stantially as and for the described purposes.

2,949.— William Shoup, Saltsburg, Pa.—
PiM7i;p.—Patented December 27, 1864, No. 45,647;

reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the pump tube

A, of the outer tube C and seed bag F, placed around
outside of it, irrespective of the gate or valve D,
substantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore de-

scribed.
2. The gate or valve D, in combination with the

tube C and pump tube A, arranged as described, for

the purpose set forth.

2,9.'50.—William Heath, Bath, liLe.-^Tnvalid

Bedstead.—Patented Mai-ch 10, 1868, No. 75,265;

reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the recesses K
K, L L, or their equivalents, with the frame A, the

two frames D E, and mechanism for moving and de-

pressing or operating the back frame E, substan-

tially in manner as described.
2. The combination of the folding legs M M with

the arms /i /t, or their equivalent, the toothed sectors,
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their arms //, the frame A, and the parts B C D E,
arranged and connected substantially as described.

2,951.—Samuel Johxston', Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signee by mesne assignments of himself. — Com-
bined Rake and Reel for Harvester.—Patented Feb-
ruary 7, Itiiio, Xo. 4(;.300; reissued May 26, ISGS.

Claim.—1. In combination with a seiies of re-

volving arms carrying- heads or rakes, which all

gatijer" the grain, and a part only of which dis-

charge the grain, so constructing and an-anging a
cam way as to cause aW the heatis or beaters' to de-

scend to the same gathering level in front of the
cutters, and then to elevate those which do not dis-

charge above the cut grain on the platform, and
above the level pursued by the discharging head or
rate.

2. In combination with a series of revolving arms
carrying heads or rakes which all gather the grain,
and "a part only of wliich discharge the grain, a cam
so arranged as to cause all the iieads or beaters to
descend to the same gathering level in front of the
cutters, and a device for throwing tlioso heads, or
the teeth thereof, which do not discharge, above the
cut grain while passing the platform, and above the
level pursued by the heads, or the teeth thereof,
which so discharge tl}e grain.

3. In combination with a series of revolving arms
carrying heads or rakes wliich all gather the grain,
and a part only of Avhich discharge the grain, and a
cam so arranged as to cause all the heads or beaters
to descend to the same gathering level in front of
the cutters, and then to rise above the cut grain on
the platform, and the level pursued by the discharg-
ing head, making said cam, or a part thereof, mov-
able, so as to permit any one of %aid rakes or heads
to descend while passing the platform, and become
a discharging rake or head.

4. In combination with a series of revolving arms
carrying heads or rakes which all gather the grain,
and a part only of which discharge the grain, a cam
so aiTauged as to cause all the heads or beaters to
descend to the same gathering level in front of the
cuttei-s, and a device for throwing those heads, or
the teeth thereof, which do not discharge, above
the cut grain while passing the platform, and above
the level pursued by the heads, or the teeth thereof,
Avhich do discharge the grain, makiug the said last-

mentioned device movable, so as to permit any one
or more of said heads, or the teeth tliereof, to descend
to the level of the platform and discharge the grain.

5. In combination with the movable device set
foi^h in the last claim, a cord, or equivalent cou-
nebtion. extending to the driver's seat for operating
the said device, so as to regulate the size of the
gavel at tlie will of the driver.

6. In combination with a series of revolving arms
can-ying heads or rakes wliich all gather the grain,
and a part only of which discharge' the grain, and a
cam way so copstructcd and an-anged as to cause
all the heads or beatei-s to descend to the same
gathering level in front of the cutter, and then to
elevate those which do not discharge alx)ve the cut
grain on the platform, and above the level pursued
by the discharging head or rake, an auxiliary cam
Avay for guiding and controlling the arm of the rake
or liead which clischarges the grain while said arm
is passing tlie platform.

7. In combination with a series of revolving arms
carrying heads or rakes which all gather the grain,
and a part only of which discharge the grain, and a
cam so arranged as to cause all tlie heads or beaters
to descend to the same gathering level in front of
the cutters, and a device for throwing those heads,
ov the teeth thereof, which do not discharge, above
the cut gi-ain while passing the platform, and above
the level pursued by the heads, or the teeth thereof,
which so discharge the grain, an ausiliarv cam way
opposite tfl the platforni for guiding and controlling
the arm of the rake or head, which also discharges
the graiu. ^

8. The overhanging extension attachment to the
heads or boaters, in combination with the outer di-
vider and rim of the platform.

9. The combination of the elbow of the rake arm
with the roller and the outer and inner tracks or
ways, constructed substantially as described and for
the purposes set forth.

3,952 Isaac Eehn, Philadelphia. Pa.—ITod^l
of Printing Photographic Pictures.—Pate,ntcd April
14, 1868, Xo. 76,660 ; reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of tlie silver, the albu-
men, and the salt, with a pigmentary substance, to
give increased sensitiveness and consistency to the
photogi-aphic compound, substantially as described.

2.953.-0. F. Stedhan. EaTenna,Ohio.— Wafc7i.
—Patented January 28, 1868, No. 73,937 ; reissued
May 26, 1868.

Claim.—The ring or band C, beveled or made
thin at one edge or side, said band being mride nar-

rower than the movement, and wide enough to cover
the space between the plates a and 6, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2,954. — The Gould Machtxe Company, Xew-
ark, X. J., assignees by mesne assignments of John*
N. Dexnissox, same place.

—

Fire Engine.—Patented
February 7, 1865, No. 46,219 ; reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim.—1. A force pump, which may be adapted
to throw a larger or smaller quantity of water at

each stroke, by varying the effective area of its pis-

ton surface, by means substantially as herein set
forth.

2. A force pump, provided with one or more ports
or passages, the opening of which will relieve a part
of the piston surface from labor or pressure on th(3

water, so that the whole power of the motor can be
applied to the water delivered from the pump by the
operative part of the piston, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. Increasing or diminishing the effective area of

the pump or pumps by means of a valve placed in

the partition between them, so that the quantity ot

Avater discharged at a stroke can be increased or di-

minished at pleasure, without altering the speed or
stroke, substantially as described.

2,955.—The West Havex Buckle Companv,
West Haven, assignees of Sheldex S. Hart.shorn,
Oranire, Comi. — Buckle.— Patented November 7
1854, No. 11.892 ; reissued May 26, 1868.

Claim.—1. A buckle, in which the tongues are
formed from a single piece of metal, antl constructed
so as to clasp the divided side, and turn freely

thereon, substantially in the manner herein setfortli.

2. The combiuatio'n of the two parts or loops, one
side of one of which is divided, and the two parts or
loops hinged together, as described, and the tongue
clasped and hinged upon the divided side substan-
tially as set forth.

2,956.—James AT. Bext, Wayland, Mass.—l/a-
chinc for Punching Leather.—Patented October 16,

1866, No. 58,762 ; reissued June 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a die with a punch,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The iniuch and die, when made to revolve in
combination, substantially as described.

3. The mechanically-revolving punch, substan-
tially as described.

4. *In combination with a ciitting punch, a clearing
pin, substantially as described.

5. So constructing the parts as to cause the die
to adapt itself to different or varving thicknesses of
leather, substantially as described.

6. The combination of a hollow cutting punch
with a perforated punching table and clearing pin,

substantially as described."

2,957.—Colby Brothers and Compaxy, Wa-
terbury, Vt., assignees, by mesne assignments of
Hauvey Mukch.—J/o^j jEfead. (Division A.)—Pat-
ented June 14, 1853, No. 9,781 ; extended seven years

;

reissued June 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a socketed cross-
head with a binder, having the two ends thereof
united directly to cacli other, the combination being
substantially such as described.

2. The combinatiou of a socketed cross-head with
a binder, having the two ends thereof united di-

rectly to or with each other, and a single fasten-

ing for holding the whole binder directly to the
hfindlc itself, in such position as to clamp rags, &c.,

the combination being substantially as described.

3. The combination of a socketeil cross-head with
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a liandle aud a binder, having the two ends thereof
united to or with 1 lie handle itself, tlio combination
being- substantially such as described.

4. The combination of a cross-head with a handle
and a binder, having the two ends thereof united di-

rectly together, and secured in clamping position on
the handle proper, so as to sustain or aid in sustain-
ing the cross-head, the combination being substan-
tially such as set forth.

2,95S.—Colby Brothersand Company, Water-
bury. Yt., assignees by mesne as.signraents of Har-
vey MuRCH.—Jio2? Head. (Divison B.)—Patented
June 14, 1853, Iso. 9,781, extended seven years ; re-

issued June 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination with a cross-head
and binder of a ratchet fastening, the combination
being substantially as described.

2, "The combination of a ratchet fastening, handle,
binder, and cross-head, th» combination being sub-
stantially such as set forth.

2,959.—William IT. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee by mesne assignments of Luther Hall.—
Eyeleting Machine. (Division A.)—Patented May
14, 1867, No. 66,761 ; reissued June 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. A movable head or carrier, in combi-
nation with the punch and set, or either of them, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
described.

2. A head or carrier, so constructed and operated
as to allow the punch and set to be alternately de-

pressed by the same lever, substantially as described.

3. So constructing the mechanism that the punch-
ing tabic and setting bed shall reciprocate laterally,

and alternately occupy the same place, substantially

as and for the purposes described.

4. The reciprocating punching table, in combina-
tion with a stationary work-supporting table, when
constructed, arranged, and operated as described, so

as to be moved to and from the punch, aud under the

material, substantially as set forth.

5. The striking lever, so constructed and arranged
as to cause the set to pick up the eyelet while the
punch is making the hole for its reception, substan-

tially as described.
6. The setting die, so constructed and operating

as to pick up tlie eyelets from the chute, and present
them to the place of insertion, substantially as de-

scribed.
7. The reciprocating setting bed, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating automatically, substantially

as described.
8. Feeding the material forward 'bj means of the

setting bed or holding point, substantially as de-

scribed.

2,960.—William 17. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee by mesne assignments of Luther Hall.—
Eyeleting Machine. (Division B.)—Patented May
14, 1867, No. 64,761 ; reissued June 2, 1868.

Claim.—!. A feeding instrument, which engages
with the work feeds forward, disengages, retracts,

and engages again, in combination with a punch, or

set, or both, substantially as described.

2. A presser foot, for holding the work to the table,

ill combination with a punch, or set, or both, sub-

stantially as described.
3. The spring presser foot, in combination with

the feeding mechanism, arranged aud operating

with an eyeleting mechanism, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. An adjustable work-feeding mechanism, in com-

bination Av'ith the mechanism for punching and eye-

leting, substantially as described.

5. Punching tlie holes, supplying, inserting, and
setting the evclets, adjustably spacing the distances,

holding and feeding forward the work, by means of

device's so combined as to eflfect this object automat-

ically, substantially as described.

2,961.—William N. Ely, Stratford, Conn., as-

signee by mesne assignments of Luther Hall.—
Eyeleting Machine. (Division C.)—Patented May
14, 1867, No. 64,761 ; reissued June 2, 1868.

Claim.—I. A hopper for holding the ayelets, in

combination with agitating devices, .substantially as

described, and a chute, provided with an enlarged

receptacle or disli at its lower end, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. A hopper and chute, constrncted and aiTanged
substantially as described, so that the eyelets shall
be delivered from the hopper flaring end down, and
presented to the set flaring end up, substantially
set forth.

3. A hopper and chute, arranged substantially as
set forth, in combination with a set aud work-feeding
device, substantially as described.

2,962.—William N. Ely, Stratford, Conu., as-
signee by mesne assignments of Luther Hall.—
Eyeleting Machine. (Division D.)—Patented May
14, 1868, No. 64,761 ; reissued June 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of movable carrier
D wij»h both punch E and set F, or either of them
with lever K, constructed, arranged, aud operating
substantially as described.

2. The combination of movable carrier D, with
both punch E and set F, or either of them, lever K,
and cam L, constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as described.

3. The combination of movable can-ier D, set F,
and setting bed S, substantially as described.

4. The combination of movable cai-rier D, punch
E, and sliding plate Q, substantially as described.

5. The couibination of movable carrier D, punch
E, set F, sliding plate Q, aud bed S, substantially as
described.

6. The movable carrier D, constructed, arranged,
and operated substantially as described.

7. The combination of 'levers V and T and pin S,

substantially as and for the purposes described.
8. The combination of plates Q and K, arranged

and operated sub^ntiaily as described.
9. The combination of levers V and T, pin S, and

screw w, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

10. The combination of lever T, block U, lever V,
and eccentric wheel X, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as described.

11. The combination of hopper B', chute A', dish
h', and set F. substantially as described. .

12. The combination of presser foot N, spring O,
with both punch E and set F, or either of tliem, and
table A, substantially as described.

2,963.—Joshua Giijbs, Canton, Ohio.—Mac?dne
for Grinding Plough Castings.—Patented October
4, 1863, No. 10,068 ; extended seven yeai-s ; reissued

J une 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. A frame or carriage, beneath a grind-

stone or polishing wheel, supported at one end by
any suitable device, and at the other by the hands of

the operator ; said frame bein"- capable of a lateral,

longitudinal and oscillating adjustment during the
process of gi-iuding, for the purpose of adapting the
stone to uneven, irregular, or plane surfaces of arti-

cles to be gronnil or polished,, as herein set forth.

2. In combination with a carriagt;, supported and
opei'ated as above described, beneath a grindstone
or polishing wheel, a cord or rope, or its equivalent,

for relieving a i>ortion of the weight of the frame
in the hands of the operator, as is herein set forth.

2,964.

—

Barton H. Jenks, Bridesburg, assignee
of Mathew Senior, Fraukford, Ta.—Lubricating
X)ci;ice.—Patented March 17, 1868, No. 75,584 ; reis-

sued June 2, 1868.

Claim-.—1. Lubricating a shaft which is required

to receive endwise motion, also motion about its

axis, by means substantially as described.

2. The device for lubricating the feathered shaft

C D from each side of the feather, through holes in

the tubular journal B, and the hole / in the hollow
cap g, as herein described.

3. The combination of the lubricating device with
a shaft whicli moves longitudinally independent of

its sleeve, and turns with said sleeve, substantially

as described.

2,965.—Francis A. Mack, Niles, Mich.— Well
Tube-Patented September 11, 1866, No. 57,9a5;

reissued June 2, 1868.

Claim.— A. avcU tube, in which the opejiings or
incisions e e are cut or formed from the inside, so as

to leave i\ dimiiiishing external protection from tbo
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inside, in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as specified.

2,966.— Frederick Meyer, Newark, N. J.—
Machine for Grinding Scale Pivots.—Patentetl May
14, 1867, No. 64.6S(i ; reissued June 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two adjustable
revolving grinding- wheels G-, with the reciprocating
carriage^E, provided with the head blocks i, notched
rests p, ana clampin"- device M, for holding; the
scale beam, arraugecl substantially as described,
Avkereby the knife edges or pivots of scale beams
are ground to great accuracy of adjustment, as set

forth.

2. The construction and arrangement of the longi-

tudinally-sliding carriage C, reciprocating carriage
D, and carriage E, as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified."

3. Adjusting the scale pivots to be ground upon
both sides, l)y means of the set screws or pins Ic I,

secured to the arm i of the sliding carriage E, and
bar H upon the frame A, substantially as herein set

forth.

2,967.—Turner, Seymour & Judds, "Wolcott-

ville. Conn., assignees of Frederick J. Seyjiour,
same place.

—

Mode of AttacJdng Ornamental Heads
to iV'aiis.—Patented June 26, 1866, No. 55,917 ; re-

issued Jime 2, 1868.

Claim.—An ornamental picture nail head, made
with a sheet-metal body or back, having within it a
screw thread for the nail, substantially as specified.

2,968.— Alfred B. Ely, (trustee,) Newton,
Mass., assignee of L. R. Streeter.—Plate for Arti-

ficial Teeth.
—

'Patented December 17, 1867, No.
72,428 ; reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—1. The use of hard resins or resinous
bodies mixed with fibrous or textile materials, and
shaped by means of heat and pressure, substantially
as described.

2. The use of thin plates of metal, horn, shell,

gutta percha, wood, or such other suitable material
capable of being properly shaped, between or in
combination with layers of the resinous and fibrous
compounds, as and lor the purposes substantially as
described,

3. As a base for artificial teeth or gums, &c., the
use of fiber or fibrous material, chemically or me-
clianically treated or prepared, and saturated or
mixed with lac or other suitable substances, which,
when heated and pressed, or pressed and heated,
will assume the proper shape, and possess or acquire
the proper hardness and elasticity, substantially as
described.

2,969.—Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass.—HeeZ
Stiffener.—Va.tentcd December 31, 1867, No. 72,727;
reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—1. The use of resinous bodies combined
with fibrous materials, substantially as described.

2. A heel stiffeuer, made of the above described
substances, and formed into shape by means of
pressure, with or without heat, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. A heel stiffener made of felted or woven fabric,

saturated with resinous or other gums or analogous
substances, which, when properly heated and pressed
in molds, will assume the proper shape, and acquire
or possess the proper hai-dness and elasticity, sub-
stantially as described.

2,970.—Robert Grant, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Charging Water with Carbonic Acid.— Patented
January 28. 1868, No. 73,712; antedated January
17, 1868 ; reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—1. The charging of water or other liquid
with carbonic acid gas by the use, in combination, of
two vessels, one containing the water or other
liquid to be charged with carbonic acid gas, and
the other containing carbonic acid gas, at a pressure
greater than that of the atmosphere, the gas-holding
vessel being separated from and not connected with
the apparatus, by means of which the ga.<3 was gene-
rated or compressed.

2. The combination, with two vessels, one to con-
tain water or other liquid, the other to contain gas
at a high pressure, but disconnected from the gas

generator, of pipes and coupling, and suitable stop
cocks, for connecting and disconnecting the said
vessels, as herein described, so that the gas-holding
vessel may be readily replaced by others at pleasure.

3. In appai-atus, such as herein described and
claimed in the preceding clause, the use of a gauge
for indicating the pressure in the water vessel of
the liquid charged with gas, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with an independent gas-
holding vessel, of a water vessel, provided or con-
nected with a pump or other means of supplying the
same with water or other liquid, substantially as
herein described.

5. The combination of the water and gas-holding
vessels, as herein described, with an injector, where-
by the liquid from the water vessel may be more
highly charged with gas from the gas holder, sub-
stantially as set forth.

6. In combination with a gas holder, disconnected
from the gas generator, a water vessel provided
witli means of agitating and tlioroughly mixing the
water and gas which it may contain, substantially
as herein specified.

7. In apparatus for chai-ging water or other
liquids with gag, as herein specified, the use of a
regulator, such as described, for the purpose of
regulating the flow of gas and maintaining a uni-
form pressure in the mixing vessel, as shown and
set forth.

8. The combination with the gas holder of an in-

jector, connected with a water reservoir, as herein
described, so that the water, as it flows through the
injector chamber, shall be charged with gas, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2,971. — George Guenther, Chicago, 111.

—

Manufacture of Glue. —Patented June 4, 18G7, No.
65,377 ; reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—The mode of drying glue by revolving or
rotating surfaces having their temperatures raised
either by steam or hot air, substantially as de-
scribed.

2,972.—George Guexther, Chicago, IW.—Arti-
cle of G^MC—Patented June 4, 1867, No. 65,377 ; re-

issued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—Scale glue, produced as herein described,
as a new article of manufacture.

2.973.— P. Hannay, Washington, D. C, and
Hudson Taylor, Poughkcepsie, N. Y., assignees
by mesne assignments of Pascal Plant, "Washing-
ton, D. C, assignor to Hudson Taylor, trustee.

—

iaj«2).—(Division A.)—Patented April 6, 1858, No.
19,896 ; reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—1. Causing a current of air to impinge
upon or commingle with the lower or l)lue part of
tlie flame of a hydrocarbon lamp, tln-ough the in-

strumentality of a cap piece or burner, without the
aid of a chimney, sul^stantially as described.

2. A cap piece or burner, combined with and ap-
plied to a hydrocai'bon lamp, for the purpose of pro-
ducing combustion, without the aid of a chimney,
substantially as described.

3. Making the cap piece or burner adjustable
relatively to the ^vick and wick tube, substantially
as described.

4. The combination of a flat wick tube with a cap
piece or burner, and arms or frame, whereby the
burner is held on the wick tube, substantially as
described.

5. The combination of the burner (with devices
for attaching and ^supporting the same) with the
wick tube, substantially as described.

2.974.— P. Hannay, Washington, D. C, and
Hudson Taylor, Poughkcepsie, N. Y., assignees
by mesne assignments ol Pascal Plant, Washing-
ton, D. C, assignors to Hudson Taylor, trustee.

—

Lamp—(Division B.)—Patented April 6, 1658, No.
19,896 ; reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim:—1. Combining a cap pie<;e or burner, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth, with the
wick tube or top of a hydrocarbon lamp, so that the
burner may be thrown back from the wick tube, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination of a hinged cap piece or
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buraer, with the means of adjusting the same rela-
tively to the Avick tube, substantially as described.

3. A hinged burner or cap piece for a hydro-
carbon lamp, when constructed and arranged 'with
reference to the wick tube, wick, or flame, and the
admission of air, substantially as described.

3,975.—Henhy McClure and James Ellis,
Tcrre Iliiute, Ind., assignees of Henry McCluke.—
Steam Boiler i'^wrnacc—Patented October 2, 1868,
No. 58,5.52 ; reissued Juno 9, 1868.

Claim.—1. Tiie arrangement of a series of steam
boilers within a furnace, so that they shall lie traus-
A-ersely with respect to the direction of the drauglit,
so that the products of combustion on their way to
the chimney shall be direct-cd against the sides and
bottom of the boilers, substantially as described.

2. Transversely-arranged boilers, in combination
with an inverted arched flue, amnged beneatli the
boilers, substantially as described.

3. The ash troughs N, with end openings for the
removal of ashes from an inverted arched flue which
is beneath steam boilers, arranged substantially as
des(;ribed.

4. Regulating plates 0, when applied beneath the
spaces between transversely-arranged steam boilers,
substnntially as described.

'

5. While not claiming broadly the introduction of
air into furnaces for facilitating and rendering more
complete combustion of inflammable gases. Ave do
claim air inlet pipes a a, applied to the ridges of the
arched flue beneath spaces left between boilers,

which are arranged substantially as described.
6. Transverse or cross ducts, longitudinal draught-

passage, and steam generators, substantially as and
for the pm-poso set forth.

2,976.—James A. Park, White House, N. J.—
Door and Gate Latch.—Patented February 12, 1867,

No. 62,061 ; reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim..—The annular latch C, constmcted sub-
stantially as described, secured upon a suitable rock
shaft, B, and operated in one direction, cither by
means of a weighted handle upon said shaft, or by
means of a spring, as and for the purpose herein
specified.

2,977.-8. B. HoWLEY, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of Thomas G-. Otteh-
sox, Millville, N. J.—Fruit Jar.—Patented Novem-
ber 4, 1868, No. 35,853 ; reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—The within described recess, formed on
the esterior of the jar, beneath the mouth of the
same, the bottom of the recess forming a contiuua-
tion of the shoulder on the neck of the jar, all sub-
stantially as and for the jjurpose herein set forth.

2,978 William Eyner, Philadelphia, Pa., and
John C. Hopewell, Flemington, N. J., assignees
of Williaji Eyneu, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Steam Dry-
ing Ajiparatiis.—Patented August 27, 1867, No.
68,239 ; reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—A drying kiln, in which arc an upper and
loAver series of pipes, for the passage of superheated
steam to, and the introduction of the same into, the
kiln, so that the material to be dried (situated be-

tAveen the two sets of pipes) may be subjected to
the combined action of the heat from the said pipes
and that of the superheated steam, as set forth.

2,979.—The RUMFORD Chemical Works, Provi-
dence, II. I., assignees", by mesne assignments, of
EuEN NORTOX UORSFORL).

—

Fulverulctit Acid, for
use in the Preparation of Soda Powders, Farinace-
ons Food, and for other Purposes.—Patented x\pril

22, 1856, No. 14,722 ; reissued May 7, 1867, No.
2,597; and again reissued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—1. An a new manufacture, the above de-

scribed pulverulent phosphoric acid.

2. The manufacture of the al)ove described pul-

verulent phosphoric acid, so that it may be applied
in the manner and for the purposes above do-

scribed.

3. The mixing, in the preparation of farinaceous
food, Avith flour, of a powder or powders, such as
described, consisting^of ingredients of Avhich phos-
phoric acid or acid phosphates and alicaliue carbou-
at-es are the active agents, for tho purpose of liber-

ating carbonic acid, as described, when subjected
to moisture or heat, or both.

4. The use of phosphoric acid or acid phosphates,
when employed with alkaline carbonates, as a sub-
stitute for ferment or leaven in the preparation of
farinaceous food.

2,980.—Samuel Vansyckel, Titusville, Pa.—
Grate i?ar.—Patented October 31, 1864, No. 11,879

;

reissued June 9, 1868.
Claim.—Gonstructing grate bars with jnns or pro-

jections on one of the sides of the bar, and Avith
corresponding mortises or recesses in the other side,
wheieby the bars can be interlocked and held to-
gether, and made self-sustaining throughout their en-
tire length, substantially as described and specified.

2,981.—Julia M. Colburn, Baltimore, Md., ad-
ministratrix of the estate of James Stimrson, de-
ceased.

—

Vessel for Holding Liquids. —Patented
October 17, 1854, No. 11,891 ; antedated April 17,
1854 ; extended seven years ; reissued June 9, 1808.
Claim.— 1. A pitcher for preserving ice water

cool, combined Avith doable Avails, inclosing betAveen
them air or equivalent non-conducting material, so
arranged as not to impair the portability of the
pitcher and its capability of discharging its con-
tents by pouring nor its capacity for holding water.

2. In combination Avith a double-wall ice pitcher,
a nose, lip, or spout, through Avhich the water is dis-

charged, and a movable cover across the discharge-
way, Avhich prevents access of air into the pitcher
thereat, except during the act of pouring.

2,982.—Oavex Dorsey, Newark, Ohio.—S^ar-
vester Rake.—Patented March 4, 1856, No. 14,350

;

reissued October 23, 1860, No. 1,067 ; aud again re-

issued June 9, 1868.

Claim.—1. A continuously rcA'olviug rake, at-

tached by a pivotal connection to the shaft on Avhich
it revolves, so as to allow it to describe the proper
path to gather or discharge the grain, and to clear
the frame.

2. The combination of a platform, a vibrating cut-
ter, and a continuously revolving gathering and dis-

charging rake, so arranged as to enter the uncut
grain in front of the cutter, and to discharge the cut
grain in the arc of a circle.

3. A continuously-revolving gathering and dis-

charging rake, Avhich enters tlie uncut grain in front
of the cutters, and discharges the cut grain in the
arc of a circle, in combination Avith one or more in-

termediate revolving gatheriug heads or boaters.

4. The combination of a continuously revolving
gathering and discharging rake, which discharges
the grain in the arc of a circle, and tho camv/ay or
guide for regulating the course of the rake.

5. The combination of a continuously-revolving
rake, Avhich discharges the grain in tlie arc of a
circle, with a platform, having a fender conformed
substantially to the path described by the outer end
of tho revolving rake in passing over the same, sub-

stantially as described.
(). The combination of a continuously-revolving

gathering and discharging rake, Avhicli discharges
the grain in the arc of a circle, Avith a vibrating cut-

ter.

7. The combination of a continuously revolving
gathering and dischai-ging rake, a camway or guide,

and friction rollers, attached to the arms of said re-

volving rake.

2,983.—Sydxey C. Long and F. Schumacher,
Baltimore, Md., and Jackson Warner, Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignees, by mesne assignments, of B. A.
Lavender and Kate Lowe, administratrix of tho
estate of II. Lowe, deceased.

—

Obtaining Cane-
Fiberfrom Oanc—Patented April 4, 1854, No. 10,722

;

extended seven years ; reissued June 9, 1SG8.

Claim..—I. Obtaining the fiber from the cane or
reed, (Arundinaria 21acrosperma of Michaux,) for

the purpose specified.

2. Cane cotton or hemp, as a new article of com-
merce aud manufacture, for the purpose specified.

3. Breaking down Avoody fiber of cane aud other
like plants, and dissolving the gurainy and other
foreign matters therefrom by means of muriatic or

sulphuric acid of the strength of 10'^ J^aumO, or
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thereabout, preparatory to making hemp or «?otton

for bagging, rope, paper pulp, &c., in the manner
substantially as set forth.

2,984.—James M. Beebe, Casadaga, N. Y.—
Beehive.—TatcnteA November 12, 1867, No, 70,782;
reissued June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the outer case, A A', ventilating board H, inner hive,
and packing material J, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. Securing the said comb frames together by
means of a wire bail, b, and "wedge e, in the manner
shown and described.

2,985.—Helmuth Dueberg, New York, IST. Y.
—Brick Jl/ac/iinc-Patented November 26, 1867, No.
71,466 ; reissued June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The channel F W, extending in op-
posite directions from the tapering spout E, and car-
rying the compressed clay to the reciprocating table
H, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The feeder or pusher K, in combination with
the forming dies F E' and molds 1 1', substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The rocking lever M, carrying the folloTrers L
L', and operating in combination with the recipr©-
cating table IT, molds I P, and press boses G G',
substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The recesses h in the press boxes G G', to allow
the surplus clay to escape, as set forth.

5. The pieces of flannel, or other absorbent mate-
rial, supplied with oil from cups m, in combination
with the reciprocating table H, molds 1 1', and fol-

lowers Xi L', constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2,986.—Jonathan Haines, Pekin, 111., assignee,
by mesne assignments, of himself,

—

Grass Harvester.
(Division D.)—Patented September 4, 1855, No.
13,523; reissued April 13, 1858, No. 545; reissued
June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The two longitudinal ways or rails o o,

located between the two driving and supporting
wheels, for the purpose of supporting the "driver's
seat, substantially as set forth.

2. The use of an adjustable seat for the driver,
when said seat is mounted upon two longitudinal
rails or ways, or their equivalents, located between
two driving and supporting wheels of a jointed
finger-beam machine, so that the driver can, at plea-
sure, shift his seat backward or forward, to enable
his weight to balance the machine, substantially as
set forth.

2,987.—Samuel Harris and Daniel A. Harris,
Shippeusburg, Pa.—Horse Hay Fork.—Patented
April 23, 1867, No. 64,100 ; reissued June 16, 1868.
Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set

forth, in a horse hay-fork, of a slotted main bar or
shank, A, a lifting finger, C, pivoted centrally in the
!5lot of the shank, and a link rod, D, connecting tlie

finger with a forked lever, E, pivoted to an arm, E,
projecting from the shank, and having the tripping
rope attached to its upper end, whereby the lifting-

finger is automatically locked in a horizontal position
by the weight of the load.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, in a
horse hay-fork, of two parallel rigjdly-connccted
shanks, witli pivoted fingers, for the purposes speci-
fied.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the parallel shanks, the pivoted lifting fingers, the
link rods crossing the shanks diagonally, and the
cross-bar A', whereby the load is compressed before
being elevated.

2,988.—William "W. Lyman, "West Meriden,
Comi.—Fruit Ca?i.—Patented December 28, 1858,
No. 22,436 ; reissued June 16, 1868.
CZaim.—Compressing the cover and jar together

against an intervening clastic packing ring, located
between the lower edge of the flange of the cover
and a seat formed below the upper cud or cdgeof tlie
neck or body of the jar, substantially as described.

.2,989.—George Moebs, Detroit, Mich., as-
signee by mesne assignments of G. Albert Reini-

50 p—VOL. n

ger.—Machine for Making the Bodies of Cigars.—
Patented October 29, 1861, No. 33,603 ; reissued June
16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the aprons E and
H, knife K, and traveling racks 12 12, and boxes 15
15, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the taper trunk IV c c,(the

aprons E and H, the throat J, the knife K, and the
revolving boxes, the whole operating together sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Traveling racks and boxes, in combination with
boxes for transferring the cut tobacco from the
aprons to the traveling boxes, substantially as set
forth.

4. The combination of endless aprons, knife trans-
fer boxes or their equivalents, and suitable boxes to
receive and keep the cigar bodies until the wrappers
are applied.

2,990.—George Moebs, Detroit, Mieh., as-

signee by mesne assignments of G. Albert Eeini-
GER.

—

Machine for Butting on the Wrappers of Ci-

gars.—Tatented October 29, 1861, No. 33,604; re-

issued June 16, 1868.
Claim. — 1. The combination of the roller H,

apron J, and fixed table D, the whole operating to-

gether substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

2. The auxiliary roller I, in combination with
roller H, substantially as described.

3. Iii combination with the table D and apron J,

the roller L, or its equivalent, adjusting the slack-

ness of the apron, substantially as described.
4. The receiving hooks TV, or their equivalents,

in combination with the table D, aiiron J, and roller

H, for the purpose specified.

2,991.—"WiLLiAJi B. Eeady, Sacramento. Gal.—
Gang Flow.—Patented December 3, 1861, No.
33,851 ; reissued June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The curved beams A, when used in
connection with a gang plow, or a series of plov/s

connected together by cross bars B B B, constructed
and operating as and for the purj)oses herein set
forth.

2. The arrangement ®f the arms G, wheels I, and
lever J, when attached to the right hand arms G,
ami connected to the central beam A, as and for the
purposes set forth.

2,992.—E. "W. BULLARD, Barre, Mass.—Hay
Spreader.—Patented. May 21, 1861, No. 32,350; reis-

sued June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The employment, in a hay-spreading
machine, of mechanism for giving motion to the
forks or stirrers, so constructed and combined as to
give to the fork or forks, after they have entered the
hay to be spread, a sweeping or accelerated back-
aml-up motion, until the hay has been properly
raised, and then a down or lag motion, for the pur-
pose of disengaging the forks from the hay Avhile

the machine is drawn foi'ward by the team, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. 'Supporting or sustaining 'the forks in a hay-
turning and spreading macliine upon fulcra which
move iu the arc of a cii'cle, while the hay is being
acted upon, said forks liaA-ing also a roc'king or
back-anu-forward motion upon said moving fulcra,

to aid in lifting the hay, and being disengaged there-
from by means of hinged levers or arms, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, in an open-frame hay
spreader, of a scries of forks, for entering and lift-

ing the hay, and then disengaging themselves from
the hay while the team is advancing, substantially
in the manner described.

4. Combining each fork with the spreader frame
and the mechanism for operating the forks, 1)y means
of throe joints or fiexible connections, for the pur-
poses set forth. •

5. The combination, with each spreader fork, of a
jointed arm, one end of which arm is hinged, or
turns upon a stationary or fixed fulcrum, while the
other end is so hinged' and combined Avith the fork
as to move and rock the latter upon its moving ful-

crum, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. The combination, in an open-frame hay spreader
of a series of forks, arranged to alternately enter
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the hay, lift it from the ground, and discharge it in
the air, in rear of the advancing machine, substan-
tially as described.

7. A doublc-tiued fork for a hay turner or spreader,
constructed from a single piece of wire, the center
of tke piece of wire being bent into a loop, and a
spring coil formed on each side thereof, Avith the
ends of the wire projecting from the outer ends of
said coils, parallel, or nearly so, to each other, with
backward cmwes to form the tiaes, substantially as
described.

8. The combination, with the coilsof the spreader
forks, of removable journals or supports, upon which
the coils are free to spring, but are not fastened
thereto rigidly, whereby the said journals or sup-
ports can be easily removed from the fork coils by a
lateral movement of the journals or supports, sub-
stantially as and for the pui'poses set forth.

9. The combination of the toi-ner forks with their
handles, so that the strain of holding the tines to
their work, while lifting the hay, shall be sustained
by the loops of the forks, whereby the liability of
breaking and bending the tines of the forks during
the operation of the machine is lessened, substan-
tially as set forth.

10. Giving a number of forks, arranged to oper-
ate successively, a back-and-forward motion, by
means of a crank shaft, to accomplish the purposes
above set forth, substantially as described.

11. The combination, in a liay spreader, of the
following elements, viz., a series of double-tined
spring forks, to act alternately upon the hay, to lift

and discharge in rear of the machine, without the
aid of strippers, and an auxiliary frame, for sup-
porting the forks from a point in rear of and above
the axis of the main supporting wheels, to give
room for the pi-oper action of the forks.

12. The combination, in a hay turner or spreader,
of the following elements, viz.," a series of forks, ar-

ranged to lift and discharge the hay in rear of the
machine, without the aid of strippers, as described

;

a seat for the driver, and mechanism for elevating
and depressing the forks, the same mechanism being
also used for throwing the forks in and out of action,

whereby the driver, from his seat on the machine,
can elevate or depress the forks, and also throw
them in or out of action, substantially as and for

the purposes stated.

3,993.—HOEACE B. Hawkins, Akron. Ohio, as-

signee of Davis B. WooDWAiiD.—Ilorse Bake.—
Patented Eebruai-y 19, 1861, No. 31,507 ; June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination with the free, ex-
tended ends of the rake teeth, of guides which al-

low the extended ends to rise and fall, and also to
move longitudinally, but prevent them from moving
laterally, for the purposes stated.

2. The combination, in a horse hay rake, of curved
metal teeth, with their support er fulcrum bar, in

such a manner that neither end of the teeth shall be
connected to any part of the frame, for the purposes
stated.

3. The combination, in a horse hay rake, of metal
teeth, with their main supporting or draught bear-
ings, in such a manner that their upper or-forward
ends shall extend forward of the draught bearings
or fulcrum connections, and serve as springs to

keep the lower ends of the teeth down in proper po-
sitions for raking and gathering the hay, substan-
tially as stated.

4. The combination, for the purposes stated, in a-

horse hay rake, of the following elements, viz., first,

a rocking fiame, for elevating and depressing the
teeth to discharge the hay; second, a series of metal
teeth, without coils, having single-draught connec-
tions or attaclunents in reai-.of the forward ends of

the teeth ; third, a series of bearings for the free

ends of the teeth, forward of their draught connec-
tions, which admit of an up, dowii, and longitudinal

movement of the extended cuds of the teeth during
the operation of raking.

5. A rocking frame in a horse liay rake, having
the rear end pieces turned up for supporting the
piece which elevates the teeth to discharge the hay
in such a manner as to give p'roper room below it

for the accumulating hay to form a wiudrow, while
at the same time preventing the liay from working
forward upon the teeth.

6. The combination, with the raking frame and
ratchet wheels C C, of the cams or eccentric wheels
or rings K K, straps or clasps e e, bar J, shaft L,
and lever M, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

7. The combination of the sliding bar J with one
or both of the ratchet wheels, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

8. The combination, with bar J and axle A, of
the fingers n n and arms o o, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2,994.—George TVhitcomb, Port Chester, N".

Y.—Horse itaA;e.—Patented October 5, 1858, No.
21,712; reissued June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The comlDination and relative ar-

rangement of the rake head E and axle B, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination and relative arrangement of
the hinged rake head with the supporting axle and
carrying wheels, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, whereby the head is supported above the
rear upper edge of the axle, as shown, and the lower
ends of the teeth, when gathering the hay, occupy
positions in rear of the tread of the wheels, and for-

ward of a vertical plane on a line with tiie rear edge
of the wheels, substantially as shown in the accom-
panying drawings.

3. The combination of the rake head E, thills or
shafts C C, hinges c, and axle B, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. The arrangement of the rake head E and foot

treadles H J and G K, or either, in relation to each
other and the axle B, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

5. The arrangement of the rake head E, foot

treadles HJ G K, and hand lever I, in relation to
each other and the axle B, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

3,995.—Geokge "Whitcomb, Port Chester, N.Y.
— Horse Rake. — Patented October 5,1858, No,
21,712; reissued June 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the teeth of an
adjustable hay guard, L, or equivalent device, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the teeth of a horse hay
rake, of a hay guard, which moves with the teeth
when the hea'd is raised or lowered, but which per-

mits each tooth to rise and fall to a certain extent,

independent of the others, while all the teeth arc
held from springing laterally from each other, thereby
preventing wide, open, and increased spaces between
any two teeth for the escape of hay while the rake is

in operation.
3. The arrangement of the upwai'dly and inwardly

inclined seat supports h h, with the cross piece a and
angular braces a' a', substantially as and for the pur-

poses described.

2,996.—C. Aultman, Canton, Ohio, assignee of
Daniel M. Swartz and Jonathan Kreamer,
Milheim, Pa.

—

Harvester Rake—Patented May 12,

1868, No. 38,514 ; reissued June 23, 1868.

Claim.—l.The combination of a main frame, sv-.p-

ported upon two wheels, a laterally-projecting plat-

form and cutting apparatus, Avhich shall be in ad-
vance of the main axle, with the support of a series

of combined rake and reel arms, rigidly connected
with the finger bar.

2. The combination with a two-wheel front cut
harvester, of a main frame between the wheels, the
hinged suportiug bars L L, the cutting apparatus
and platform, and a series of revolving rake and reel

arms pivoted to a central hub, and driven by an ex-
tensible shaft from the main axle.

3. Mounting a combined rake and reel on a front
cut harvester, in advance of the main axle.

4. The combination of a combined rake and reel,

liaving independent hinged arms, a platform hiugcii
to the main frame, and "the support of the reel and
rake rigidly connected with the platform and finger
beam, so as to conform thereto.

5. A series of pivoted arms of a revolving rake
and reel, attached near the periphery of an enlarged
head or hub, in lines tangential to a circle, the center
of which is in the shaft around which said arms ro-

tate, so as to cause the revolving heads or rakes to
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approach the cutter ia lines parallel or Jiearly paral-

lel thereto.
G. A combined revolving rake and reel, in combi-

nation with a hinged bar harvester, a coupling arm,
and a movable brace or plate to support the linger bar,

platform, and rake and reel.

2,997.—Jonathan Haines, Pekin, EL, assignee
by mesne assignment of himself.

—

Grass Harvester.
(Division B.) — Patented September 4, 1855, No.
13,523 ; reissued April 13, 1858, I^o. 545 ; and again
reissued June 23, 18(i8.

Claim.—1. In combination with a laterally project-

ing finger beam, entirely unsupported at the
outer end, and provide<l -with open slotted guard fin-

gers, through which and across said fingers the cut-

ters are reciprocated in straight rmes,;a connecting
rod or brace bar in, having one end connected
"With and jointed to the heel of said finger beam, and
its other end flexibly connected with the main frame
of the machine, for the purpose of controlling the lat-

eral mo-\-ements of tlie finger beam, so that the cutters
and guard fingers will be kept in unison with each
other throughout the up-ond-down movements of said

finger beam, independent of the main frame, s • b-

stantially as set foith.

2. The drooping bracket J, extending downward
below the main frame, for the purpose of giving sup-
port to the crank shaft, and to bring the crank and
pitman more nearly in the line with the cutters, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The shield brace Q, connected to the bracket J,

to protect the crank which drives the cutters while
passing over cut grass and other obstructions, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. Connecting the upper end of the brace or b;u' vi

to the bracket J, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of the'guide y with the short
cutter h and open slotted narrow divider, when all

are arranged for joint operation, substantiallv as set

forth.

2,99S.—Jonathan Haines, Pekin, 111., assignee
by mesne assignments of himself.

—

Grass Harvester.
(Division C.)*^ Patented September 4, 1858, Xo.
13,523 : reissued April 13, 1858, Xo. 54G ; reissued June
23, 1868.

Claim.—1. Flexibly connecting a laterally-project-

ing cutting apparatus, which has'its cutters recipro-

cated in straight lines through open-slotted guard
fingers, to the main frame of a mowing machine,
substantially as set forth.

2. The main frame and the gearing which drives
the cutters of a mowing njachine, mounted upop. two
driving and supporting wheels, a draught pole to

di'aw the machine by, rigidly connected to said

frame, S-ud a finger beam and cutting apparatus, (the

cutters of which reciprocate through open-slotted
guard fingers in straight lines,) flexibly attached to

the main frame in sucJi a manner as will permit said

finger beam and cutting apparatus to receive all

their up-and-down movements from the undulations
of the grouid over whicli they arc drawn, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. In a mowing machine, having a laterally-pro-

jecting finger beam flexibly connected with the main
frame, a lever so aixanged that the driver can, while
occupying liis seat, by one single movement, rai.se

the finger beam and cutting a]3paratu:j bodily from
the ground while the machine is in motion, to pass
over obstructions, &.C., substantially as set forth.

4. Connecting the IcA'cr by which the cutting ap-
paratus is raised to the heel of the finger beam,' sub-
stantially as set forth.

5. In coml)i:iation with the main frame which car-

ries the gearing to drive the cutters, and to which is

flexibly connected a laterally-projecting finger beam
provided with open-slotted guard fingers and cutters
reciprocating across said fingers in a straight line, a
lever connected to said finger beam, and having its

fulcrum upon the mainframe, so that when the finger
beam is raised by means of said lever, the weight of
the entire cutting apparatus will be borne upon the
main frame, substantially as set forth.

6. The combination and arrangement in a mowing
machine, having a laterally-projecting cutting appa-
ratus, the cutters of which are reciprocated in straight
lines through open-slotted guard fingers, and the

finger beam flexibly connected with the main frame
of a lever conveniently placed -within reach of the
driver, to raise the cutting apparatus from tke
ground while the machine is in motion, and a hold-

ing device to lock and retain said lever, and hold the
cutting apparatus elevated from the ground, as de-

sired for transportation, substantially as set forth.

2,999.—Samuel Johnston, Syracuse. IsT. Y., as

signec of "William T. Shaav and John M.vnz, Wil-
mington, Del.

—

Harvester Hale.—Patented Novem-
ber 22, 1864, No. 45,185 ; reissued June 23, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a main frame sup-
ported on two wheels, a laterally-projecting platform
and cutting apparatus, so hinged to the main frame
that the cutting apparatus shall be in advance of the
main axle, with a scries of combined rake and reel

arms revolving on a support mounted on the platform.
2. The combination of a main frame supported on

two wheels, and a laterally projecting platform and
cutting apparatus, so hinged to the mainframe that
the cutting apparatus shall be in advance of the main
axle, with a series of combined rake and reel arms
revolving oji a support mounted on the platform in
front of the main axle, substantially as described.

3. The combination, with a two-wheel front-cut

harvester, of a series of combined rake and reel anns
on a standard or support, mounted on a hinged plat-

form, the arms being independently hinged, and hav-
ing a risini^ and falling movement independent of
their axis of rotation.

4. Tlie combination, with a two-wheel front-cut

harvester, of a main frame, and a series of rake and
reel arms, pivoted to a crown wheel or central hub,
located on the platform, and driven by an extensible
connection with the main axle.

.5. The construction and adaptation of a combined
rake and reel, which revolves entirely around a ver-

tical center, so that it may be applied to the platform
of a fi'ont-cut hinged bar harvester, in front of the
main axle and below the highest point of the drive
wheel.

6. The revolving head H H', made in two discon-
nected parts, adapted to be coupled and uncoupled
by means of the key h^ and recess h"^, so as to cause
the rakes to operate when the machine is moving
forward, and to remain at rest during tlie backward
movement thereof.

7. The frame or casing P, formed with the guide
//', for controlling the movement of the rakes and
reels, as described.

8. In combination with the aforesaid guide //',
the roller L, arranged and operating substantially as
described, to initiate and assist in the elevation of
the rake and reel arms, as and for the object specified.

3,000 GuouGE E. King, New York, N. Y.—
Fluting Machine. (Division A.)—Patented Febru-
ary 26, 18G7, No. 62,492 ; reissued June 23, 1868.

Claim. — The guide E, constructed with one or
more curved or arched portions a\ in combination
with suitable fluting roUers, substantially as lier^n
set forth for the purpose specified.

3,001.—George Edwin King, New York, N.Y.
—Fluted Puffing. (Division B.) — Patented Feb-
ruary 26, 1867" No. 62,492 ; reissued June 23, 1868.

Claim.—The within-described pufling, us a new-
article of manufacture, the same being formed by
crinkling, gathering, or irregularly waving one por-

tion of tlie strip of muslin or other material simulta-
neously with fluting it along the edges of such por-

tion, as at fir, and forming flattened 'borders or por-

tions h, outside of the flutes, or between two nest
adjacent rows of them, to receive stitching, substan-
tially as specified.

3,002. — ChaulesLockhaut and John Guacie,
Pittsbm-g, Pa.

—

Stillfor Petroleum, die. (DivisionA .)

Patented November 17, 1863, No. 40,632 ; reissued
June 23, 1868.

Claim.—Providing a still used for distilling hydro-
carbon, with a scraper or scrapers combined with a
receiving device, said scraper or scrapers being ro-

tated during the process of distillation, and operat-
ing, with relation to the bottom of the still and said
receiving device, substantiaUy as herein described
and for the purpose set forth.
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3,003.—CiiAi^LES LocKHART aiidJoHN Gkacie,
Pittsbiirg:, Pa.

—

Still for Petroleum. (Division B.)
Patented Novemljer 17, 1863, No. 40,632 ; reissued
Juno 23, 1868.

Claim.—A still provided -^vitli a pipe or pipefs,

which is or are so arranged Trith relation to tlie still

and its contents, that the vapor evolved from the
contents of the still can be conveyed oif at different
heights, substantially as herein and for the purposes
set forth

3,004.—G. C. Manner, ^gv7 York, N. Y.—Im-
provement in- Piano Fortes.—Patented November
13, 1866, No. 59, 619 ; reissued June 23, 1866.

Claim.—1. Placing tlie damper lifters in a slot of
tlio metal frame behind the point supporting the
strings, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The metal frame A, when imbedded in the -wood
work of the piano forte, so as to butt against the
wrest plank, and when provided with an inverted
hollow-filled bridge, a, with a slot, b, and a diagonal
brace, d, all made and operating substantially as and
fo&" the purpose herein ^own and described.

3,005,—GreEnleaf SxACKroLE, New York, N.
Y., and J.N. Winslow, Portland, Me., assignees of
Greenleaf Stackpole.— Bit Brace. — Patented
September 23, 1862, No. 36,538 ; reissued June 23,

1868.

Claim.—1. In combination with a divided bit-

shank socket, having a contracted neck, the ring E,
for holding the bearings upoa the shank of the bit,

constructed and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The bearings G C, having giooves a' and a^
therein, to admit diiforeut si^ed bit shanks, without
an enlargement of the grooves to the extent of the
whole length of the socket or the bit shank, sub-
stantially as specified.

3,006.—Mitchell Vance, & Co.,New York, N.
Y., assignees of Edgar M. Smith, same place.—
Harvester. — Patented Pebruary 23, 1864, No.
41,746 ; reissued Juno 23, 1868.

Claim.—1. In combination with tho main driving
and supporting wheels, running loosely on their
axles or journals, the main gear wheels D, running
loosely on the hubs of said drive wheels, and liaA'iug

a ratchet and pawl connection with each other, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
described and represented.

2. The arrangement of the two sets of plates and
boxes on the opposite sides of the main frame, so that
the cutting apparatus may be arranged oii either
side, as set forth.

3. In combinatien with the two sets of plates ar-

ranged on opposite sides of the main frame, tlic

curved bar or brace E, extending from one to the
other, so as to leave unobstructed space at I, for the
free action of the rake, as described.

4. In combination vfith the loose and shifting main
wheels and main cogged gears, the pinions b, per-

manently arranged on the shaft d, so that said loose
and shifting wheels will, wlien on either side of the
machine, mesh with said piniois, as set forth, which-
ever end of the machine goes foremost.

5. Hanging tho reel blades to the reel shaft by
means of tho crossed arms, and adjustable heads,
hubs, or sockets, for tiie purpose of eiivlarging or di-

minishing the circumference of the reel, substantially

as described.
6. The adjustable pulley plate and adjustable pul-

leys thereon, for the purpose of taking up or letting

out the reel belt wlien the reel is lowered or raisetl

on its support, substantially as described.

3,007.— E. H. Barney, and John Berry,
Springfield, Mass.

—

Skate Fastvner.—Patcnteil Julv
23, 1867, No. 66,985 ; reissued June 30, 1868.

Claim,.—A skate fastener o«" key, composed of the
socket B, point/, and button e, when made of one or
more pieces, substantially as described, and for the
purposes specified.

3,008—John Commins, Charleston, S. C—
Mode of Treating Mineral Phosx>hate for the Man-
ufacture of Feriilizers.— Patented February 25,

1«58, No. 74,799 ; reissued June 30, 18G8.

Claim.—Uniting, while hot, phosphatic minerals
or earths, with a solution of common salt (chloride
of sodi am) and water, in part or whole, as and for
the purpose herein described.

3,009.—James Easterly, Albany, N. Y.r—Base-
burning Stove. (Division 1.)—Patented Eebruaryl3,
1855, No. 12,382 ; reissued June 30, 1868.

Claim:—Constructing a stove as herein described
with openings for the admission of air to the burning
fuel at some point or points above the grate, includ-
ing between said points and the grate sufficient fuel
for ignition, at any one time, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,031.0.-James Easterly, Albany, N. Y.—Basc-
burninq Stove. (Division 2.)—Patented Eebruary 13,

1855, No. 12,382 ; reissued June 30, 1868.

Claim.—1. A cooking stove, which is provided
with a coal-supply magazine and a combustion
chamber, arranged without the space inclosed by the
outer walls of the stove, substantially as described.

2. The combination of a coal-supply magazine
with a cooking stove, when such magazine is wholly
outside of the outer walls of the stove, substantially
as described.

3. In a cooking stove having a magazine for sup-
plying tlie combustion chamber with fuel, inlets for
the admission of air to the burning fuel, arranged at

some point or points above the grate, substantially
as described.

4. The relative arrangement of the several parts
of tlie stove, whereby the heated products are
caused to circulate around the oven, substantially as

described.

3,011.—George Moeds Detroit, Mich., assignee
by mesne assignments of G. Albert Eeiniger.—
Cifjar Machine. — Patented May 29, 1866, No.
55,217 ; reissued June 30, 1868.

Claim.—1. The table A, provided with the troughs
M, in connection with the cigar machine, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The spring hooks j in combination with the
table A, apron b, and roller a, constructed and operat-

ing substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3,012 John B. IIaynor, Maze Manie, Wis.—
C7«tm.—Patented February 25, 1868.—No. 74,941

;

reissued June 30, 1868.

Claim—1. The shaft C, provided with a series of

straight arms, H H, when arranged in combination
with tlie box B, having a series of rods, 1 1, in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The angular arms G, constructed as shown and
described, and arranged upon the dasher shaft, to

operate substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

3,03 3.—Henry Valentine Scatteugood, Al-
bany, N. Y.—Cotton Gin.—Patented June 25, 1867.

No. C6,202 ; reissued June 30, 1868.

Claim.—1. A ginning cylinder, formed with cir-

cular ribs or projections containing or supporting
the teeth, said ribs or projections being elevated
above the otlier portion of the surface of the ginniug
cylinder, and tlius leaving grooves for the reception
of the guards, substantially as specified.

2. Forming the ginning cylinder of a soxics ef

rings, between which rings or segments of rings,

containing teeth, are secured, substantiallv as speci-

fied.

3. In combination with a cjdinder carrying circu-

lar ranges of needle-pointed teeth, the guards E,
formed witli openings to their upper ends, as and for

the purposes specified.

4. Attachiag the delivering or doffing roller upon
arras extcndii'ig from the axis of the perforated co.v.-

densing roller or cylinder, so that said delivery

roller is allowed to rise and accommodate the thick-

ness of the bat, and is kept properly in contact with
the condensing cylinder, as set fortli.

5. In combination with the condensing roller or
rollers formed with smooth perforated surfaces, the

screen V, and brush blower B, for conveying the

cotton to the condenser, as specified.

G. A condensing roller or rollers formed of smooth
perforated surfaces, in combination with a ginning
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cylinder ancT a brush blower to pass the cotton fiber

from the said cylinder to the said roller or rollers,

substantially in the manner and for the pui-pose

above described.

3,014 William Siimr, New York, IST. Y.—
Corded Elastic Fabric, (Division B.)—Patented April
5, 1853. No. 9,(i53; extended seven years; reissued

June 18, 1867, No. 2,65C; again reissued June 30,

1868.
Claim.—The corded fabric, substantially as here-

inbefore described, in which the cords are elastic, and
are held between the upper and under weft threads,

and separated from each other by the interweaving
of the upper and under weft threads with the warp
thi-eads in the spaces between the cords, and only
there, substantially as above shown.

3,015.-^0HN Tyler. "West Lebanon, N. H.—
Water W/iceZ.—Patented July 8, 1856, No. 15,309 ; re-

issued June 30, 1868.

Claim.—1. The curved bucket head e, when the
said head is combined with the series of segment
shaped buckets d d, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

2. The segment-shaped buckets d d, when the said

backets are formed with and project from the con-

cave surface of the curved l)uckct head e, substan-

tially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the buckets d d with the
bucket head e, when the said buckets are located in

positions tangential to the inner guid.ing cii'cle c,

substantially "as herein set forth.

4. The combination of the scalloped edged rim /
with the lower edges of the series of buckets d d,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

5. The combination of the elevated cover D witli

the curb of my improved water wheel, when the said

cover is so proportioned as to receive and sustain

the upper bearing box of the shaft of the wheel, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

6. The" combination of thg detachable gate boxB
with the mouth of the water way of the water wheel,
all substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
herein set forth.

3,016.^jA5rES EsiERY, Bucksport, Mc—Lamp
Shade.—Tatentcd Julv 9, 1867, No. 66,576 ; reissued
June 30, 18G8.

Claim.—A lamp-shade, made of « screen. A, and
a carrier B, designed to be attached, by its upper
end, to the chimney of a lamp, with a portion of its

body formed to rest against the side of the chimney,
which thus serves as a fulcrum on wliich to support
the shade in an inclined position, constructed and
applied together, substantially as specified.

3,Oir.— Francis H. S-nhtii, Baltimore, ILd.—
jD/-ig>-.—Patented February 26, 1861, No. 31,566 ; re-

issued June 30, 1863.

Claim.—1. The tunnel ABC, furnace R, and
chimney L, wlien the former is so constructed and
arranged that the cun-ent of warm air is supplied to

the same at the opposite point from which the arti-

cles to be dried enter, which causes the articles to be
subjected to the action of a varyuig temperatui-e,

substantially as described, and for the purpose spe-

cified.

2. The tunnel ABC, furnace K, and chimney L,
and gates F, G, and H, when the same are so com-
bined and arranged as to operate substantially, as
described and for the purpose specified.

3. The tunnel ABC, furnace R, chimney L, and
gates F G H, when the same arc in combination
with the rails E E, and car J, and the whole ope-
rates substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3,018—John Tyler, West Lebanon, N, n.—
Water IFAcei.—Patented June 1, 1858, No. 20,456 ; re-

issued June 30, 1668.

Claim.—The hinged section m of the inner face
of the scroU-shaped water way of said T.'hecl, when
an-anged and operating in conjunction with the
movable curb section it thereof, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

3,019—Lewis J. Atvvood, Waterbory, Conn.,
assignee by mesne assignments of himselL—Lamp.

—Patented October 13, 1863, No. 40,226; reissued
June 30, 1868.

Claim.—1. A ooi-icave draught plate, having an
elongated slot, in combination with a chimney holder
below the edges of that draught plate, and attached
to the burner substantially as set forth, so that the
flame will be spread and the light shine botJi above
and below the draught plate.

2. An opening or series of openings between the
said concave drauglit plate and the interior of the
chimney, to allow liu auxiliary draught to pass to
the flame, in combination Avith a foraminous air dis-

tributor, connected to the bui-ner, substantially as
set forth.

3. A foraminous air distributor, c, formed with or
connected to the bm'uer, in eombination Avith a
draught plate, supported from the bm-ner and within
the chimney, substantially as specified, whereby the
action of the air on the flame is regulated by the
joint action of said draught plate, ah* distributor,
and chimney.

4. An air"distributor, substantially as specified, in
combination with the draught plate and a glass chim
ney, having a contraction or neck at or near the said
draught plate, whereby the said draught plate can
be made smaller than with a straight or tapering
chimney, and not obstruct the light, substantially as
shown.

5. The chimney holder and the aforesaid draught
plate, in combination with mechanism, substantially
as specified, for connecting the chimney holder to
the burner, whereby the chimney can be removed
for trimming or lighting without "being detached.

6. Connecting the said draught plate to the burner
bj a slide, so that it may be adjusted in position or
removed, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

3,020.—Charles S. Hall and Charles F.
Hall, Brooklyn, N. Y., assiffnees by mesne assign-
ments of Samuel 'SS'isg.—Refitting Stop Valve.—
Patented August 1, 1868, No. 49,203 ; reissued July 7,

1868.

Claim.—I. The concave mill B, either provided
with or not an internal yielding center c, and ar-
ranged in suitable bearings, a, in combination with
the adjustable center e, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The guide E, and conical mill D, applied in
combination with each other, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. An improved portable apparatus, Gonstructcd
substantially as herein described, for refitting the
valves and valve seats of stop valves and water
cocks.

3,021.—George 0. Nixon and Williaji L, Nix-
on, Sandyville, Ohio.

—

Droice to Prevent Hogsfrom
iJooiinj.—Patented Februaiy 18, 1868: reissued
July 7, 1868.

dlaim.—The within described de-^ce, consisting
of the plate A, arms C C, Avith hcles D D, and wire
B, the several parts being arranged and used sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
specified.

3,022.—George W. Packer, Jr., :y:ystic Elver,
Conn.

—

Apparatus for Building Walls and Extract-
ing Stumps.—J*atcntcd August 29, 1865, No. 49,647-
reissued July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. The within described combination and
arrangement of the pyramidal frame M M^ il^ and
curved reaches E* E^ with tlie four wheels and their
accessories, substantially as and for the pui-poses set
forth.

2. The employment of braces Pi P^, in combina-
tion Avith the struts M, &c., and the curved reaches
E' E", and arranged to be supported on wheels, sub-
stantially in the manner described, so that the braces
shall aid in maintaining the curvatm-e or arching
condition of the reaches by connecting each to the
struts above, at one or m'ore points, as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

3. The spherical-based rocker C, having the king-
bolt D connected thereto by a loose joint, as repre-
sented, in combination with a trussed frame M, &c.,
and with the AA'heels, substantially as and for the
purposes horeiu set forth.
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3,033.—Alexander D. Reeves, Portland, Me.—Female Supporter.—Patented April 1, 1862, l^o.

34,845 ; reissued July 7, 1868.

Claim.—The sack 7i, made as and for the purposes
herein set forth, and sapported by the belt and braces,
arranged as herein described.

3,024.—S. Y. Eradstreet, Monticello, Iowa.
—Safety TracA;.-Patented April 28, 1868, ISTo. 77,248

;

reissued July 7, 1868.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the inclined
grooved wheels C C, with the horizontal bracing-
wiieels F F, substantially as and for the pm'pose se"t

forth.

2. The spring J, in combination with the sliding
plate G, and fixed plate or block H, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. An auxiliary truck, provided with inclined
wheels C C, and bracing wheels F F, and sliding
vertically in guides H H, in the manner and for the
purpose indicated.

4. The combination of the plates G- G', with the
wheels C C, F F, the spindles D D, having shoulders
d cl, and the nuts a a, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

5. The guide blocks H H, vrhen supported by piv-
ots M M, working in clonoated bearings, in the man-
ner and for the purposes described.

6. The rubber cushions e e, when used in combi-
nation with the auxiliary safety truck above de-
scribed, in the manner and for the purposes spe-
cified.

3,023.— Eli Perry, Baldwinsville, :N'. T.—
Pwi??p.—Pntented September 20, 1864, No. 44,337

;

reissued July 7, 1868.

Claim.—i. The combination, with the wings E,
of the eccentric arms or extensions E', forming a
division between the discharge space li and the'^in-

terior of the case, except through passages i, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination, with the wings E and exten-
sions E', of the flanges /.:, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

'3. The under side of the win^s, formed with the
sharp edges I I, the same being used in combi-
nation with the floor of the case A, snbstantially as
described.

3,026—Caleb S. Stearis-s and Thomas Corey,
Marlboro, Mass., assignees of Caleb S. Stearxs.—
Machine for Splitting and Stripping Leather.—Va-
tented Febfuarv 9, 1864, ISo. 41,583 ; reissued July
7,1868.

Claim.—1. A carrying cylinder, B, provided with
an automatic grasping mechanism, substantially as
set forth.

2. A carryiug cylinder, E, v.ith its graspi;irr
mechanism, in combination with a splitting knife,
C, and spring presser, D, or equivalent, substantiiUiy
as and for the purpose described.

3. A carrying cylinder, B, with its gi'asping me-
chanism, splitting knife C, and presser 1), in com-
bination with a pair of grooved rollers, E F. a series
of stripping knives, GG-. and knife or guide shear I,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3,027.— PniLO P. Stewart, Troy, K". T.—
Cooking 5tore.—Patented January 18, 1850, No.
22,081 ; reissued July 7, 1868.

Claim.—1. The supplying of a continued cun-ent
of atmospheric air, heated by the front plate of the
fire box or clianiber of combustion, and in a flue,

chamber, or space immediatelj'iu front of tlie same,
and in combination therewith, without tlie aid of
any intervening plate or plates, to tlie oven of a
cooking stove in which the oven is in the rear of
the fire chamber, and at the same time extending
nnder and beyond it, so as to include the said flue,

cliamber, or space at the lower part thereof, and
thus and thereby perfnitthe said heated air to enter
the said ovon iu the man:)cr and for the purposes
substantially as herein described and set forth.

2. The flue, space, or inter ,'oning chamber A A',
immediately in front of tlio fire box or chamber of
combustion, with a fire grate and ash pit or chamber
combined therewith, and the whole arranged and
suspended in the front and upper corner or part of

the oven i, into which space or intermediate cham-
ber atmospheric air is admitted through apertures
X, or any equivalent thereof and therefor, and
which are and shall be in and through the plate or
door or doors in the front part of the cooking stove,
and in combination with the oven of such stove, so
that the air heated within such intermediate cham-
ber, substantially as herein set forth, may or shall
be conducted to aud into the oven, for the purposes
and by the means siibstantially as herein described
and set forth.

3. In a stove constructed with an oven, and with
a fire box or chamber of combustion, having a fii'o

grate therein, and an ash pit or chamber below, and
all combined therewith substantially like the one
herein above described and set forth, the making of
the front plate of the stove to open with a door or
doors, A-, and the attaching an apron in the front of
the stove so as to leceivc and contain a kitchen or
other suitable roaster, substantially as specified
herein, so that the heat radiated by the front plate
of the fire box or combustion chamber shall be aided
by the heat radiated by oven plates therein, in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein
described and set forth.

4. The employment and arrangement of the front
doors A;, constructed with apertm'cs x' or any equiv-
alent thereof and therefor therein, in combination
with the fire box or chamber of combustion a, by
means of which atmospheric air, in a highly heatea
condition, is admitted to the oven of a 'cooking
stove, for the purposes substantially as herein de-
scribed and set forth.

5. The employment and arrangement of a door or
doors, 1c, or any equivalent thereof and therefor, so
that the same or a part thereof shall open (in the
front of the cook stove) iu front of the fire box or
chamber of combustion, in combination with a fire

chamber or chamber of combustion, having a fire

grate therein, and ash pit or chamber combined
therewith, and ai-ranged and suspended in the front
part of the oven of a cooking stove, in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as herein described
and set forth.

6. The arrangement of a fire chamber or chamber
of combustion, with a fire grate and an ash pit or ash
chamber combined therewith, and the whole sus-
pended in the front part and upper corner of the
oven of a cccking stove, in the manner and by the
means substantially as herein described and set
forth.

7. The employment and arrangement of the addi-
tional or extra bottom and encasement u, in combi-
nation with the flues of the bottom of a cooking
stove and immediately underneath the oven i, and
with the space or chamber between the same and
the bottom plate of the stove, in the manner and for
the purposes substantially as herein described and
set forth.

8. The employment and arrangement of the addi-
tional or extra back and encasement u, in combina-
tion Avith the ascending and descending flues in the
rear end of a cookiug'stove, and between the rear
end of the oven and the rcai- vertical end plate of
the i'tove, in the manner and for the purposes sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

9. The employment of a oorrugated plate, per-
forated along the front thereof, for the top of the
oven i, as arranged in connection with the flue /i,

and fire chamber or chamber of combustion and
with the rear and vertical plate of the oven of a
cooking stove, substantially as and for the purposes
herein described and set forth.

10. The employment and ain-angemcnt of the front
damper or valve Y, in the front and hearth of a
cooking stove, iu combination with the flue or flues
(as the case may be) immediately underneath the
oven aad bottOHi plate of the oven of a cooking
stove, in the manner and for the purposes substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

11. The employment and management of -the

danij)t^r n, or any equivalent thereof and so com-
bined with the flues of a cooking stove, having a
boiler or i-eservior supported outside and back of
the rear vertical end of a cooking stove and over a
heating chamber or flue, so tliat the direct action of
the heat upon such boiler or reservoir may be thrown
or shut ofi", and the same caused to pass through
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other parts and flues of said cooking stove before

CHtering such chambers immediately underneath
such boiler or reservoir and acting thereon for the
purpose of -n-arming or heating the water therein,

in the manner substantially as'herein desciibed and
set forth.

12. The employment and arrangement of the boiler

or reservoir having a removable or detacliable cover
or top, and containing two inclined flues or tubes,

which are separate at the bottom or lower end
thereof from each other, and which unite at the top
or upper cud thereof, and thus and then form but
one pipe, in the manner and for the purposes sub-

stantially as herein described and set forth.

3,02S.—E. B. EisHOP, Xew Orleans, La.—J>r<?f?7-

ing Machine—Putonted April 13, 1853, No. 19,908

;

reissued July 14, 18G8.

Claim.—A revolving excavator or dredging ma-
chine, constructed and operating substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

3,029 JOHX GiBSOX. Jr., Albany. X. Y.—Street

Car Heater.—Patented January 1, 1867. No. 60,714
;

reissued Julv 14, 1868.

Claim.—I. The stove or heater C and smoke pipe

c, encased or not in whole or in part, either without
or connected with other suitable heating pipes, (other

than steam pipes.) wlien arranged under the seat of

any traveling conveyance, or in a room under a seat,

for the purpose set forth and described.
•2. The •• protection piece " D, constructed and ar-

ranged as described, or its equivalent, for the pur-

poses set forth as specified.

3. The pinch screw P, or its equivalent, in com-
bination with the draught doors mm, as and for the
purposes specified.

3,030.—AiiAPJATi M. Hills, Hockanum, Conn.
—Lnira Moxcer.—Patented Januaiw 23, 1868, Iso.

73.807 ; reissued July 14. 1868.

Claim.—I. The balanced frame on the roller E, in

combination with the bail Q. to which the handle S
is secured, all constructed and arranged substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The horizontal cutter M, having the spiral cut-

tei-s c c, when hung iu front of the cutter D in a
frame, which is adjustable upon the shoes N N, in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the frame, roller, shoes,

cutting device, and liandle. all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

3,031 D. S. HOLMAX. ConncautTille. Vot^—Seed
Pc'a/ifcr.—Patented Januarv 22, 1867, No. 61,431:

reissued July 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. The two seed slides H H', placed one
above the other, at the upper part of the tubes G-,

and having springs, d. bearing against them, in
combination with the wheels I and projections c,

having pins, f g, in their peripheries, all arranged to
operate substantially in the manner as and for the
pui-pose set forth.

2. The regulating slides J, in combination with
the seed slides 11 H', an-anged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the metallic tubes L and
covering shares O. rll arranged and applied so as to

• be capable of operating and being adjusted substan-
tially as shown and described.

4." The seed slides H H', tubes Gf^, spriags d,

wheels I, projections e. with the pins / q. in com-
bination with the slides J, metallic tubes L, and
the covering sliaj-cs O, all aiTanged to operate in the
manner sabstantiallv a« and for the purpose speci-

fied.

3,032.—JOET. F. Keeler. Pittsburg. Va.—Plat-
forra ,S'co?^.—Patented September 26, 1854, No. 11,729

;

reissued July 14. 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the platform scale
with a device acting indopendently of the weighing
levers, for the purpose of raising or lowering the
platform simultaneously at all jioints, when con-
structed and cpcratiHg substantially as described.

2. In combination with the weighing lovers of a
platform scale, the intcraiediate platform or frame

Gr, constructed and operating in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of a spring balance with the
vibrating beam of a weighing scale, substantially as
and for the puri)ose set forth.

3,033.—L0L^SA K. Ketchum, Buffalo, N. T.,
executrix of the estate of "William F. Ketchum,
deceased.

—

Grass and Grain Cutting 2Iachine. (Di-
vision A.)—Patented February 10, 18.52, No. 8,724

;

reissued February 28, 1854, No. 259 : again rei-ssued
June 2, 1857, No. 466 ; extended seven years, and
again reissued July 14, 18G8.

^Claim.—l. Extendmg the shoe H G from the heel
of the rack or finger bar upward and forward, and
firmly connecting its continuation with the draft
when the finger bar is located as set forth, so that
the power by which the machine is drawn shall,

through the shoe, be communicated to and draw for-

ward the heel of the rack or finger bar, thus reliev-

ing the great strain which would otherwise come
upon the lateral connections of the rack or finger
bar with the wheel frame, while the heel is enabled
to slide over obstacles or obstructions, substantially
as shown.

2. "When the main wheel and inner end of the
short finger bar or rack D are located relatively to
the frame, substantially as described, projecting 'the
shoe H G, Avhioh supports the inner or heel end of
said bar, forward and upward from the said heel to
a point in advance of the cutters, and above the
plane thereof, sufficiently far to keep the grass down
and prevent its rising over the shoe, thus aiding the
shoe to ride over the mown grass or other obstruc-
tions, substantially as shown.

3,034.—LoL^SA E. Ketchum, Buffalo, N. T.,
executrix of the estate "William F. Ketchum, de-
ceased.

—

Grass and Grain Cutting Machine. (Divis-
ion B.) — Patented February 10, 18.52, No. 8,724;
reissued February 28, 1854, No. 259 ; again reissued
June 2, 1857, No. 466 ; extended seven years, and
again reissued July 14, 1868.

Claim.—When the main wheel and inner end of
the finger bar or rack D are located relatively as de-
scribed, supporting the heel of the rack or finger
bar sufficiently near the ground, and at a convenient
distance from the main wheel, by one or more arms
or braces estonding upward and backward there-
from, and connected with the frame or strong bars,
firmly bolted across the frame, in rear of the said
rack or finger bar, while the said frame or bars ape
elevated or arranged so as to pass over the cut grass,
substantially as shown.

3,035.—EiPLET A-VD CoMP.vxT, Pittsburg, Pa.,
assignees of Daxiel C. Etpley, same place.— (^e-s

Lamp.—(Division No. 2). Patented January v, 1868,
No. 73,122 ; reissued July 14, 1868.
Claim.—1. The construction of the bas-c A, and

the two handles B B, of one piece, for receiving a
blown glass bowl or reservoir, C, substantially as
described.

2. A pressed base. A, produced with one or two
handles upon it, and having a globe, C, blown upon
and united to the base and handle or handles, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The' construction of the base A, and handle or
handles B, iu one piece, by casting, and with a con-
cave seat, for supporting' and haVing blown upon
the same a bowl or oil reservoir, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,036.—Christi.vx Shuxk, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Refining Jro/?.—Patented Februarv 12, 1856. No.
14.257; reissued May 31, 1864. No. 'l,6S6 ; again re-

issued November 28, 1865, No. 2.118; and ogaia
reissued July 14, 1668.

Claim.—'l. The refining and decarbonizing of
molten crude iron by the employment of an atmos-
pheric air blast, uniting the oxygen of the air witk
the carbon of the crude metal.' and thereby decar-
bonizing, or partially decarbonizing, and refining
the same, thus preparing it to be molded into ingots,
or otherwise, of ii-on or steel, fit for the hammer or
the rolls, or to be molded into castings, or to 1)« re-
convprtcd into fine cast steed.

2. Such alloying, when cflfected by the introdac-
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tion of the oxide of raaiiganesc, as above described,
by which the ore is not only reduced, but the metal
is thoroug'hly fused aud incorporated "with the iron,

through the instrumentality of the high heat pro-

duced"' by the air blast, in the manner above showu.
3. The use of a corapound, consisting of edmmon

salt and manganese, as a flux and detergent in said
process, as set forth.

3,037.—CiiAiiLES Lafayette Tucker, Chicago,
111.—Manufacture and Preservatio7i of Lard.—(Di-

vision A.) Patented July 2, 1867, TSTo. '36,268 ; reis-

sued July 14, 1868.

Claim..—I. The ])os herein described, when con-
structed without a lid or cover rim, and with straight
even sides, from top to bottom, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

2. The application of gum arable, or its equivalent,
to lard packages, for the purpose of making them
tight and non-absorbing, substantially as specified.

•3,038.—Chaules Lafay.ette Tucker, Chicago,
HI.

—

Manufacture of Lard.—(Division B. ) Patented
July 2, 1867, No. C6"268 ; reissticd July 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. The applicatian or use of a tin or lead
foil or foil i)aper covering for lard packages, con-
structed of wood or puj^/er, substantially as aud for

the purposes specified.

2. The process of putting np lard in a light wood
or paper casing or box, by drawing or pouring the
lard therein in a fluid st^te, and closmg up the casing
or bos, by inserting the head so as t@ leave a small
space between the lard and the head, to provida for

expansion, substantially as specified.

3. As a new article of manufacture, small measured
or specific, quantities of lard encased in a light Avood
or paper casing or box, substantially as ami for the
purposes specified.

3,039.—Charles L. Tucker, Chicago, 111.—
Process of Putting up Lard for Storage and Trans-
portation.—(Division C.) Patented July 2, 1867,

Xo. 66,268 ; reissued July 14, 1868.

Claim.—The mode herein described of packing
lard for transportation or storage, by first packing
the lard in separate small packages of light wood or
paper, and inclosing such small packages in an
outer close-fitting case, substantially as specified.

3,040.—John Whitworth and "William H.
Hawkins, Cleveland, Ohio, assignees ofJohn Whit-
worth.—Oiiiier for Wood l/oitZwij7.—Patented De-
cember 3, 1867, 1^0. 71,670 ; reissued July 14, 1868.

Claim.—The herein-described hard or chilled cast-

k'on rotary cutter for working wood, made in the
manner as and for the purpose substantially as set

forth, as a new article of manufacture.

3,041. — PiiiLO P. Stewart, Troy, 15". T.—
CooJdng Stove. (Division 35.)—Patented January
18, 1859, IsTo. 22,681; reissued May 31, 1864, IsTo.

1,684 ; and again reissued July 14, 1868.

Claim.—1. The employment and arrangement of
the top plate of a cooMna- stove, having a flue or
flues immediately thereimder, and extended over and
beyond tlie rear end and upper portion of the verti-

cal flues, back of the oven thereof, in such manner
as to receive and support a reservoir or water tank
upon or over a suitable opening therein, and with a
heating chamber immediately below or underneath
the same, in the manner and for the purposes sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

2. The arrangement and employment of the heat-

ing chamber D, or its equivalent, in combination
with the rear vertical end flues of a cooking stove,

and with the reservoir or vv^ater tank C, in tlie man-
ner and for the purposes substantially as hereinbe-
fore fully described and set forth.

3. The combination of the chamber D, extending
beyond tiie rear end of a cooking stove, and situated

uader or immediately below tlu) reservoir or water
tank C, with the flue H extending from the fire

chamber or chamber of combustion, and over the

top plato of the oven, and with tlio vortical rcar-cnd
flues of a cooking stove, in the manner and for the
purposes .substantially as heroin described and set

lorth.

4. The arrangement and employment of the re-

servoir or Witter tank C in or upon and with the ex-
tended top plate A and A' of a cooking stove, and
heating chamber D, in combination with the heating
or warming closet S, in the manner aud for the pur-
poses substantially as herein described and set forth.

5. The arrangement and combination of the heating
or warming closet S, or any equivalent thereof, upon
the rear end of a cooking stove containing vertical
flues, in the manner and for the purposes substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

6. An opening, O, in and through the roar-end ver-
tical plate of a cooking stove, of sufficient capacity
to allow the passage of hot air, or of heated escaping
products of combustion, through the same, and into
a chamber underneath a reservoir or water tank, so
as to warm or heat the water therein, in the manner
substantially as herein described and set forth.

7. The combination of an exit chimney pipe or
flue with the heating chamber D, underneath the
reservoir or water tank C, in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as herein described aud set
forth.

8. The arrangement of a reservoir or water tank
upon the extended top plate of a cooking stove, and
supported over or beyond the rear-end vertical flues

of a cooking stove, in the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as herein described and set

forth.

9. The vertical end plate of a cooking stove, con-
taining the opening 0, or any equivalent therein, for

the passage of the hot air or escaping heated pro-

ducts of combustion into a suitable chamber under-
neath the reservoir or water tank, the same being
regulated or controlled by a suitable damper, L, and
all combined with a cooking stove, in the man-iier sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

10. The combination of the chamber or flue P with
the vertical flues between the oven aud the rear end
plate of a cooking stove, and with the chamber D,
and with the flue or flues in the bottom of the stove,

in the manner and for the purposes substantially as
herein described and sot forth.'

11. A reservoir or water tank, for the warming or
heating of water thereij], or for other purposes, ar-

ranged and combined with a cooking stove having
vertical flues in the rear end thereof, a:<Hl in the rear
of the oven of such cooking stove, substantially 08

herein described and set forth.

3,043.—Charles Deaves, New York, jSr.Y.—(?as
Apparatits.—Patented July 25, 1867, No. 66,004;

reissued July 21, 1868.

Claim.—1. The connecting couplings D and K, in

combination with the retorts, when fitted with plates

E G- I, to facilitate the cleaning of the retort, sub-

stantially as described.
2. The use of two or more retorts, connected to-

gether in pairs, so that the first shall volatUizc the

oil or oily substance, and the secon.l shall complete
the conversion thereof into a fixed gas, suitable for

ikuminating purposes, the said retorts being con-

structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose herein above set forth.

3. The combination, with the conducting pipe K,
of a cooling trough, L, the water from which sup-

l)lies the wash box, substantially as aud for the pur-

pose set forth.

4. The combination, with the discharge cndof thg
conductor pipe K, of a perforated or reticulated

disk h, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3,043.—Ferdinand Formhals, San Erancisco,

Cal.

—

Macliine for Collecting and Condensing Metal-

lic Fa^jors.—Patented January 2i, 186^, No. 73,519 ;

reissued July 21, 1808.

Claim.—1. In combination with the furnace A,
the screw or submerger F, formed by a covered
spind flange or blade H H, around a central shaft or

axis, substantially as and for tlie purpose described.

2. Drawing the volatile substances from the fur-

nace into the submerging tank E by tlio screw F,
from thence along the spiral opening to the chamber
I, and out through the pipo J to tlie condensiHg tank
or tanks, substantially as described.

3,044.—James Gray, Albany, N. T.— J?as<J-

burning Stove. —Vatonted October 28, 1864,. No.
44,719 ; reissued July 21, 1868.
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Claim.—1. In a furnace, -with a fuel maj^^azine,

•n-liicb is sustained free from the grate, and so ar-

ranged that the inflamed gases may burn in a free

space, so constructing sucli furnace that the products
of combustion rising from the lire cliamber will be
conducted toward the top of the furnace tlirougb
flues which are formed by cylinders D and E. and
partitions /i, and wliich are arranged around an as-

cending warm-air passage, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
2. In ii furnace with a fuel magazine which is sus-

tained free from the grate, and so arranged that the
inflamed gases viay l)urn in a free space, the outer
case c, constructed with horizontal openings d, and
air passages e^, substantially as and for the purposes
described.
3. In a furnace with a fuel magazine which is sus-

tained free from the grate, and so arranged that the
inflamed gases may hiun in a free space, the con-
struction of case c, with horizontal openings d, A'cr-

tical openings e, and horizontal openings «', through
it, substantially as and for the purposes described.

4. The outer case c, constructed with openings d,

and horizontal air passages leading from the same
into the annular air chamber e^, iu combination with
a fuel magazine, which is supported free h<om the
grate, and so constructed that the inflamed gases
may burn in a free space, as they are evolved from
the' entire outer surface of the incandescent pile of
coals, substantially as described.

5. The arrangement of the damper g"^, in combin-
ation with the vertical chambers formed by the walls
C, D, and E, and a depressed fire pot B, substan-
tially as described.

G. 'in a furnace with a fuel magazine which is sus-
tained free from the grate, and so arranged that the
inflamed gases may Imrn in a free space, jacketed
diaphragm o^ c^, applied at the base of the fuel mag-
azine, substantially as described.

7. In a furnace with a fuel magazine which is sus-

tained free from the grate, and so arranged that the
inflamed gases may burn in a free space, air pas-
sages h e e^ c'^, in combination with flues b" i, and G-,

operating substantially as described,
6. In a furnace with a fuel magazine which is sus-

tained free from the grate, and so arranged that the
inflamed gases may bui'u in a free space, case c, in
combination with the jacketed diaphragm c', c, c^,

and fuel magazine C, substantially as described.
9. In a furnace with a fuel magazine which is sus-

tained free from the grate, and so arranged that the
inflamed gases may burn in a free space, the com-
bination of the fuel magazine C, the intermediate
cylinder D, and the outer cylinder E, substantially
as described.

10. In a furnace with a fuel magazine which is sus-
tained free from the grate, and so an'anged that the
inflamed gases may i5uru iu a free space, the cylin-
ders C, 1), and E,"in combination Avith air escape
pipe J, and smoke escape G-, arranged and operating
substantially as described.

11. In a turnaee with a fuel magazine which is

sustained free from the grate, and so arranged that
the inflamed gases may burn in a free space, the
combination of the fuel magazine C and the interme-
diate cylinder D, with the jacketed diaphragm c^ c^

and openings e* e'^, substantially as described.
12. In a base-burning air-heating furnace, the an-

nular flue i, surrounding and over the supply cylin-

der C, in combination -nith the combustion chamber
h an'd jacketed diaphi-agm, substantially as described.

13. In a furnace with a fuel magazine which is sus-

tained free from the grate, and so arranged that the
inflamed gases may burn in a free space, the man-
ner, substantially as described, of introducing and
passing cool air into the periphery of the case c, and
across the flue space or aimular combustion cham-
ber b', substantially as set forth.

14. In a base-burning air-heating furnace, having
its magazine free from the grate, the window or
doorway opening leading into the combustion cham-
ber, thi-ough which the condition of the fires can bo
aeon and regulated, substantially as described.

15. In a furnace with a fuel magazine, which is

sustained from the grate, and so arranged that the
inflamed gases mav ourn in a free space, construct-
ing the top plate ^ of the same with a central open-
ing for the escape of heated air, and also with a feed

door or passage leading to the fuel magazine, substan-

tially as described.
IG. In a furnace with a fuel magazine, which is

sustained free from the grate, and so arranged that
the inflamed gases may burn in a free space, the
combination of the annular' combustion chamber b',

the jacketed diaphragm c' c^, and the horizontal

openings d through the case c, the latter being
covered with mica for the purpose of illumination

and radiation, substantially as described.
17. The central opening J, for the escape of heated

air, in combination with a fuel magazine, which is

sustained free from the grate, and so aiTanged that

the inflamed gases may burn in a free space, as they
are evolved from the entire upper surface of the in-

candescent pile of coals, substantially as described.
18. In a furnace with a fuel magazine, which ia

sustained free from the grate, and so aj-ranged that
the inflamed gases may burn in a free space, the
central opening J, in combination with the jacketed
diaphragm c^ c^, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

19. In an air-heating base-burning furnace, halving

its fuel magazine sustained free from the grate, a
door-opening d, leading into the fire chamber above
the fire pot B, substantially as described.

20. Making the jacketed diaphragm smaller at its

base or lower end than it is at its upper end, sub-
stantially as shown.

21. The arrangement of a jacketed diaphragm
over a grate a', which is of a larger area than the
bottom of said diaphragm, substantially as de-

scribed.

3,045.—EuDOLPH D'Heureuse, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Fcrmentinrj and Oxidizing Mash, Malt, <£c.—
Patented August G, 1867, 'No. G7.512 ; reissued July
21, 1868.

Claim.—The improved mode of facilitating fer-

mentation or germination by the introduction of
air or other gaseous substance of proper temper-
ature and moisture, with mash for distillation,

vinous or other substances subject to fermentation
or germination, at or near the bottom of the same,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3,04G.

—

Joseph Palmeu, Concord, IS". H.

—

Mode of Manufacturing Reads for Elliptic Springs.
—Patented September 3, 1867, Xo. 68,454 ; reissued
Julv 21, 1868.

Claim.—1. The right and left dies, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.
2. As an article of manufacture, the ears, as by

them manufactured.
3. The application of the ears to the main leaf of

elliptic springs, substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

3,047.—John L. Eohuer, Upper Leacock Town-
ship, Pa.

—

Harvester Rake.—Patented December 3,

1867, Xo. 71,649 ; reissued July 21, 1868.

Claim.— 1. A series of reel blades, revolving
round an inclined axis, iu combination with a rake
revolving simultaneously with the blades, but round
a vertical axis, and which is elevated and depressed
during its revolution, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. A series of reel blades, revolving round an in-

clined axis, in combination with a rake revolving
round a vertical axis, and with the within-described
devices, or their equivalents, whereby the motion of
the rake may be arrested without interfering with
that of the blades.

3. A shaft, Q, bent as described, and carrying re-

volving sleeves D F, a rake ])ciDg jointed to the
sleeve on the vertical portion of the shaft, and a se-

ries of arras being conne<ited to the sleeve on the
inclined portion of the shaft, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

4. The plate Q', Avith its straight and curved slots,

in combination Avith the arms and rake shaft or
blades, as described.

3,048 Samuel W, SEAKg, New York, N. T.—
Lawn Ifoioer.—Patented April 14, 1868, No. 76,831

;

reissued July 21, 1868.

Claim.—1. A lawn moAver, so constructed that the
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cutter bar may be operated either by a driving Trlieel

connection or by band poAver, substantially as and
for the purposes herein described.

2. In a hand mower, the combination of the roller
or driver C Avith the concentric gear /, supporting
the frame A, the crank shaft d, the shifting sleeve
gear, the shaft E, and the reciprocating cutter bar
D, constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein described.

3,049.—John F. Seiberlivg, Akron, Ohio.—
Harvester, (Division B.)—Patented October 15, 1861,
jS'o. 34,49C ; reissued June 14, 1864, ISTo. 1,699 ; again
reissued July 21, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a harvester, sub-
stantially as set forth, of a platform oscillating on
an. axis parallel with the finger beam, with a device
operated by the foot of the di'iver, for inclining
the platform to discharge the gavel.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth,
in a harvester, of two main wheels, a frame to sup-
port the gearing, a finger beam suspended from the
frame by flexiWe connections, an oscillating; plat-
form, arid a device, operated by the driver, for in-

clining the platform.
3. The combination, substantially as set forth,

in a harvester, of two wheels, a main or gearing
frame, a laterally-projecting finger beam suspended
from the main frame by flexible connections, a plat-

form oscillating on an axis parallel with the finger
beam and connected with the main frame through
the medium of the finger beam only, and a device
to operate the platform from the driver's seat.

4. The combination, substaatially as set forth,

with a har\-cster platform, of a double-cranked
rocking lever and a treadle, oj)erated by the driver,

for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with a harvester platform, of a treadle, P, a rod, jp^,

a lever, P', a connecting rod, p, and an arm, O, for
the purpose set forth.

6. The combination, in a harvester, substan-
tioilly as set forth, of a cut-off, with a rod, on', arms,

o', a rod, p, a lever, P', a rod, p^, and a treadle, P,
whereby the cut-offis operated by the same devices
as those which operate the platform.

3,050.—The Uxiox iSTut CoirANY, TJnionvillo,

Conn., assignees of Julius B. Savage.

—

2Iachine/or
Making iVwfs.—Patented December 14, 1858, K"o.

22,310 ; reissued July 21, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a shears with a
table, transferrer, and edge swages, the whole con-
structed and operated substantially as described.

2. The combination of a shears' with a table,

transferrer, and face swages, substantially as de-
scribed, in such manner that the tranferrers do not
hold or compress the sides of the nuts while its

face is being swaged, the whole constructed and
operated substantially as described.

3. The combinatioai of a shears with both face
and edge swages, by means of a supporting table
and transferrers, the whole constructed and oper-
ated substantially as specified.

4. The combination of edge swages with face
swages, by means of a table and transferrer, the
whole constructed and operated substantially as
described.

5. A combination of face swages with a punch,
bj' means of a transferrer and supi^orting table,

acting to transfer the blank, between the two op-
erations, the combination being substantially as
described, and the above parts in combination with
edge swages, the whole constructed and operated
substantially as set forth.

C. The combination of a shears and punch, edge
swages and face swages, by means of transferrors
and a table, the two latter actin"- to transfer the
blank so that it is operated upon by the former in
different localities, the w^hole constructed and op-

erated as described.
7. The arrangement, in succession, of, first, a

shears, second, swages, and, third, a punch, sub-
stantially as herein described, so that a blank is

first cut off, then swaged, and finally punched, the
whole constructed and operated substantially as
set forth.

8. In aftsabination -with a supporting table, a

transferrer with a notched or angular acting fa«e,
operating both to turn andmove a blank, the whole
constructed and operated substantially as de-
scribed.

3,051.—Damon E.. AvERiLL, Newburg, Ohio.—
Paint—Patented July 16, 1867, No. 66,773 ; reissued
July 28, 1868.

Claim.—1. A paint composed of the ingredients
herein named, and prepared and compounded sub-
stantially in the manner specified.

2. A liquid paint, when prepared and mixed for
use, in any color, in its manufacture, and put up in

packages for sale, and Avhich may be preserved in
such condition, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3,052.—Henry Disston, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signee of Charles Disston, same place.

—

Saw.—
Patented April 2, 1867, ^STo. 63,486; reissued July 28,

1868.

Claim.—1. A detachable saw tooth, in which is

combined a circular base adapted to a circular re-

cess in the blade with a projection at the rear
adapted to a shoulder on the blade, all as set forth
for the purpose specified.

2. The lips i on the edge of the projection d of a
saw tooth, or on the edge of a recess in the blade,

in combination with a groove and recesses m, in the
projection or in the blade, substantially as specified.

3,053

—

Joseph W. Kendall, Philadelphia,
Va.—Footfor Tubs, Buckets. <£c.—Patented Novem-
ber 26, 1867, No. 71,311 ; reissued July 28, 1868.

Claim.—A movable adjustable foot for tubs,
buckets, barrels, &c., substantially for the purpose
shown.

3,054.—Samuel M. Longley and E. J. Genet,
New York, and S^\j\iuel B. Smith and Andrew C.
Getty, Hudson, N. Y., assignees, by mesne assign-
ments, of Solomon W. Ruggles, Fitchburg, Mass.
—Stump JSartracfor.—Patented October 14, 1862, No.
36,673 : reissued July 28, 1868.

Claim.—In the alore-described differential wind-
lass, the combined use of poAver-multiplying toothed
wheels, wrapping connected differential drums or
pulleys, and a sheave block or blocks, substantially
in themanner and for the re'spectiA''e purposes herein
set forth.

3,055.—John G. Perry, Kingston, R. I., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of Carlos "W.
Glover, Eoxbury, Conn.

—

Harvester.— Patented
October 14, 1856, No. 15,862; reissued July 28, 1868.

Claim.—1. So constructing and operating the
vibrating sickle-di'iving mechanism of a harA-estin^

machine, that such mechanism shall work through
the driving Avheel of the machine.

2. The combination of the cogs e on the driAing
wheel, the pinion /, upright shaft C, and wheel g
with the pinion h' of the shaft D, arranged substan-
tiaUy as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination, with the driAing wheel, of
the guide box B, bar F, rod II, and lover I, in such
manner that the angle of presentation of the cut-

ters carried by the finger bar E may be adjusted,
substantially as set forth.

3,056 William B. TrADSA\'0RTH, Cleveland,
0\\io.— ^Yater Elevator.—{T)i\ision A.) Patented
January 27, 1863, No. 37,535; reissued July 28, 1868.

Claim.—\. The toothed Avheel, open and adapted
to the chain, substantially as shown and described.

2. The said wheel, in combination Avith the chain
cbbffdd, substantially as shoAvn and described.

3. The filter g y, in combination with the flat

chain cbbffdd, substantially as shoAvn and de-

scribed.
4. The arrangement of the curved tilter a y and

stops h h, substantially as shown and described.

3,057.—William B. Wadsavortii, Cleveland,
Ohio.— Water i:icvat.or.—{I)i\ision B.) Patented
January 27, 1863, No. 37,.535 ; reissued July 28,

1868.

Claim.—The chain, composed of links, as shown
lit c b b f f d d, the bent cross bar c, running
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tbrougli to the outside of the hooks of the last

link to h b. then angling, a-3 shovm at //. to hooks
d d, inside of bends b b, substantially as shoTm and
described.

3.05S.—Edward Whitelt. Boston. Mass.—
CvUnary Boih:r.—Patented April 8, 1S56, Xo. 14,62-2

:

reis.sued July 2?, 1583.

Claim.—l.^Tbe trap G and cap I, or its equivar
lent, as arranged and applied to the vessel B,
vv-hereby the latter may be employed either as a
boiler or steamer, as set forth.

•2. In combination with the vessel B. the interior
vessel H, perforated to admit the steam, -wheu
placed vrithin the outer receptacle B, and entirely
surrounded or inclosed thereby, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3,059.—ViLLiAii H. TViLEY, Fredonia, X. T.—
Horse Pov:cr.—Patented November 12, 1667, Xo.
70.76S : reissued July 28, 1S6S.

Claim.—1. The gear table D, rigidly connected
to the draught levers F by the interjjosed spindles
E, or their equivalent, so"as to form a «;ear frame
for can-ying the pinions and spur -wheels G H
about the internal stationary cog rim C, and also a
support for the draught levers upon the stationary
central spindle C, substantially as described.

2. The pinion spindles E. •vrhen secured to the
tnble D at varyins distances from the center
thereof, so that'dilierent sizes of pinions to gear
with cog rim C, and spur -wheels to gear vrith
pinion I. mav be used, as and for the purpose set
forth.

3,060.—ViEGiL H. Lyon, Plalnfield, Ind.—Fruit
Gaf/if>*r.—Patented March 3, 1863, Xo. 75,035 ; re-
issued Aujust 4, 1SC8.

Claim..—1. The heail A A', furnished with the
fingers C and B. -when formed, eonstracted, and
arranged substantially as herein sho-wn and de-
scribed.

2. The head A A', in combination -with the sack
or hose S, substantially as herein specified.

3. The sectional haiidle D, constructed as de-
scribed, in combination -with the head A A', sub-
stantially as and for the ^^urpose set forth.

3.061.—JA5IES Adair, Pittsburg. Pa.—Card
i?.ac/:.—Patented October 2, 1866, Xo. 58,363; re-

issued August 4, 1663.

Claim.—1. A -wire spring, of spiral or other con-
tinuous curve, when so made as to be fastened by
hooks, eyes, or other similar device, either with or
without an interraediato bed plate, to a desk, table,

pedestal, or other like object, for use as a spring-
rack, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

2. A bed piece so made -with raised sides and
ends, as that a spring of continuous cirrve placed
in the space inclosed therein, and properly fast-

ened, shall be secured against both lateral and un-
due longitudinal motion, substantially as and for
the piuposes hereinbefore set forth.

3. Fastening a sprins or springs of continuous
curve to a bed piece, by a fastenins rod passing
longitudinally through "or along the spring or
springs, and properlySecured at each end, sub'stan-
tially'as and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

4. A spiral or other continuously curved springer
springs a. in combination -with a metallic bed piece
A, by which to fasten the spring to a table or
pedestal or other like object, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes hereinbefore ex-
pressed.

3,062.—Amos Broadxax. :&rontclaiT, X. J.,

and liOLix B. Gray, Brooklyn, X. T., assignees,
bv mesne assignments, of X.X.McLeod, St Louis.
Mo.—B'c.*/; Coupling.—Patented May 24, 1659, Xo.
24.179: reissued August 4, 1S68.

Claim.—Joining the end or ends of a pipe or tnke
by means of a tabular coupling, one end or each
end thereof made conical or beveled, and lia-^-ins a
a tabular screw nut and thread, said connc>ction
being susceptible of recei-ving or ba-riln^ cast upon
it a branch or branches, witfiout interfering -with
the construction of the joint or joints, all substan-
tially as shown and describei

3.063.—Tho>u.s Evaxs, XeAvark, X. J,—Metal-
lic Ear for Attaching Handles to Fails and LiJce

T'<:^^cZ.^.—Patented Juno 21, 1859, Xo. 24,451 ; re-

issued August 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. Metallic ears, for attaching the hand-
les to pails and other vessels, formed -with con-
centric annulai' corrugations siurounding the bail
orifice, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. So arranging the hooked ends of the baQ as to
give them an additional bearing against one or more
of said corrugations, substantially as set forth.

3. The drip opening or passage, formed by the
do-wnward continuation of the outer coirugation
for di-aining the interior ca-pity, as shown and de-
scribed.

4. A bail ear, formed -with the portion surround-
ing the eye raised to receive the hooked end of the
baSl, when the marginal portion or portions thereof
are formed on the i:)lane of the part to which they
are to be attached, substantially as set forth.

3,064.—John Ashton Greene and Henry A.
Tweed. Xew York, X. Y., assignees, by mesne as-
sisnmeuts, of G. "W". Blake.— Belt Fastening.—
Paten-^ed April 24, 1860, Xo. 23.033 ; reissued Au-
gust 4. 166S.

Claim.—1. The employment, in connection -with
belts or bands, of a series of links or looped
shanks, constructed to receive at either end a rod
or locking bar, substantially as herein described.

2. The manufacture of "belt studs constructed
-with eyes or loops, so that a series of them mav be
locked" or fastened at either end by a single rod or
cross bar, substantially as described.

3. The combination oi double-eyed shanks -with
corresponding locking bars, substanttally as and
for tlie purpose herein set forth.

4. The method, herein described, of fastening
belt by means of two metallic bars united together-
by shanks passing through the ends of the belt or
band to be united, substantially as set forth.

3,065.—John Ashton Green^e and Henry A.
Tweed. Xew York, X. Y., assisrnees, by mesne as-
signments, of G. W. BhAKE.—Belt Fastening.—
Patented Marcli 26, 1861, Xo. 31,859 ; reissued Au-
gust 4, 1668.

Claim.—1. As an article of manufacture, double-
headed studs shaped substantially as described,
with a view to the uses herein set forth.

2. The method of fastenins or uniting the ends
of belts by a series of double-headed studs, sub-
stantially as herein shown and set forth.

3. The use, in combination with the ends of belts
or bands, of double-headed studs, substantially as
and for the purpose herein described.

3.06S.—E. Hoe & Co., Xew York, X^ Y., assign-
ees of Alexander T. De Puy, same place.—Prin^
crs' Galley.—Patented December 4, 16G8, Xo. 70,151

;

reissued Ansriist 4, 1S63.

Claim.—The combination, -with the wooden frame
of a printers' gaUey, of a metallic lining, secured
thereto by means of a groove or grooves, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

3,067.—Isaac D. Johnson, M. D., Kennett
Square, Pa.

—

Check Brace for Carriage.—Patented
April 26, 1602. Xo. 07,196 ; reissued Au^rnst 4, 1668.

illaim.—1. The brackets F F', located upon the
perch, substantially as and for the piupose de-
scribed.

2. The brackets H H', secured to the elliptic

springs C C, substantially as and for the purpose
descriljed.

3. The combination of the brackets F F' and the
brackets H H' with the connecting plat« sprinsrs

G G', when ai-rauged and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.

4. The combination of the brackets F on the
perch, the brackets H on the springs, the plate
spiings G, and the elliptic springs, whereby the
torsion of the springs and the untfus oscillation of
the bt»dy are prevented.

5. The combination, -with the body of the vehicle,
of the shackle c, the spring C, the brackets F
n, and the plate spring Gr"wiiereby the spring
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is braxied from the center, substantially as de
scribed.

C. The combination, with the Ijody of the vehicle,
of the shackles, springs, brackets, and connecting
plate springs, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3,06S Carl A. Kleeman, Erfurt, Prussia.—
ia?np.—Patented March 10, 1863, ITn, 37,867 ; reis-

sued August 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. An argand burner and chimney hold-
er, in combination with the cone q, providecl with
openings 4, to admit air to pass in between the cone
and the glass chimney, substantially as set forth.

2. The cone g, provided with air openings 4, in
combination with the cylinder p ami arms 5, for
connecting the said cone to the argand burner, sub-
stantiaUy'as set forth.

3. The cup 3, in combination with the cylinder p
and wick tube o. as and for the purposes set forth.

3.6«9 Orson TV. Stow, Plantsville, Conn.—
Machine for Bendinr/ Sheet Metal.—Patented Feb-
ruary 28, 1860, No. 27,319 ; reissued Aitgust 4, 1868.

Claim.—1. Making the folding bar^ commonly
used in such machines, in two p'arts, / and i, one
part, i, being adjustable in respect to the folding
{)late e, by means of set screws n, or other equiva-
ent means, so as to form a close or open lock, for
joining two pieces of metal plate, or closing aroimd
a wire, substantially in the manner as described.

2. Arranging the griping jaw s, with the folding
bar/ and i^in such a manner that on motion being
given to the folding bar/, on its axis g, the grilling

jaw s, is made to close outlie folding plate e, and at
the same time carry along with it the folding bar/
into such a position as will bring its axis g of
motion nearly into a line with the edge of the fold-

ing -plate e, thereby placing the folding plate / and i

in position to be turned over onto the folding i)late <?,

necessarily, and simultaneously with the motion of
the folding bar / and i, on its "axis g, substantially
in the manner as described.

3. The bed plate proper, a a', to which is secured
the folding plate e, in combination with the hinged
frame b, having journal boxes d, and griping jaws
s, the folding bar / and i having journals g, and
cams 0, arranged and operating together, substan-
tially in the manner as and lor the purpose de-

scribed.
4. In a machine which uses but one folding bar,

as described, the combination of the folding-plate

with the folding bar, when so constructed and
operating together that the distance between their

adjacent edges can be increased or diminished at

pleasure, for the purpose of forming both open and
close locks or bends in sheet metal.

3,070.—The Ahiericax Shoe Tip Company,
Conn., assignees, by mesne assignments,ofNewman
SiLVERTHORX.—i?oo« and Shoe'Tip.—Patented No-
vember 29, 1859, No. 26,329 ; reissued September 2,

1862, No. 1,339 ; and again reissued August 4, 1868.

Claim.—A formed tip, substantially as described,

as an article of manufacture.

3,071,—Georoe WArr, Ilichmoud, Ya.-Ploio.
—Patented February 9, 1833, No. 19,321 ; improve-
ment added August 2, 1859 ; reissued August 4,

1868.
Claim.—1. The combination, in ai^low, of a land-

side, having an iuward inclination from its base
toward the mold board, and a neck, breast, or

standard, having a diverse or outward inclination,

substantially as set forth.

2. Constructing mold board and laud side of

cylindrical surfaces, intersecting along the catting

edge of the plow, in combination vTith the curved
standard S, the whole being constructed substan-

tially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth.
3. The combination of the eccentric roller r, beam

B, notches i, aud.cuff/, substantially as set forth.

3,072.-Truman G-. Bailet, Amenia, N. Y.—
jRttcJtfe.-Patented July 4, 1865, No. 48,503 ;

reissued.

August 11, 1863.

Claim.—1. The wedge C, and also the wedge D,

with the tongue G attached, and forming a part
thereof, each of said wedges separately, and also in
combination with each other, when ' made in the
form described and applied to a buckle frame, for
the piu'pose of relieving, by compression, the strain
upon the trace, substantially as above described.

2. The wedges C and D, with their inclined faces
C* and D^ and tongue or spur Gr, arranged I'clatively
to the inclosing strap B^ the buckle frame B, the
strap E, and spring F, or each of their equivalents,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3,073.—Charles Bender, New York, N. Y.—
Suspension Bridge.—Patented December 10, 1867,
No. 71,955 ; reissued August 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
one or more yielding joints connecting the beams
or trusses of stiifenea suspension bridges, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The plates N, fitted together as shown in Fig.
2, and combined with the fulciTim bolts E of the
yielding joints of the trusses, substantially as aaad
for the purpose set forth.

3 .The attachment of the ends of the cables or
chains at or near the first or shore piers to the
longitudinal beams or to the trusses of stiffened
suspension bridges, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

4. The method employed to reduce the side
motion of a stiffened suspension bridge, by causing
the longitudinal beams or trusses to bear airainst
the several piers by means of projections L, as
shown in Fi,^. 5, all constructed and arranged as
herein described.

5. The arrangement of a connection, which is

rigid in a horizontal direction, between each truss
and one pier, while the connections of said truss
with the remaining piers arc free to accommodate
themselves to the expansion and contraction of the
beams or trusses, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

6. The method of connecting the ends of the
beaKs or trusses of stiffened suspension bridges,
provided with yielding joints, to their respective
piers, consisting of links v, all arranged and as for
the purpose set forth.

3,Or-4.—Andrew Christian, New York, N. Y.
—Children's Garriage.-PatciitQd April 24, 18C6, No.
54,111 ; reissued August 11, 1868.

Claim.—Supporting the front end of a child's
carriage upon"two wheels, arranged between the
siUs of' the carriage, substantially as herein shown
and described.

3,0r.5.—F. G. Floyd and E.A.Floyd, Macomb,
m.—Broadcast .Soioer.—Patented April 2, 1867, No.
63,378 ; reissued August 11, 1868.

Claim..—1. Tliefra1:ne A, constructed as described,
shaft B, disk C, when arranged in relation to each
other as and for the piu'pose'set forth.

2. Tke disk C, -with projection c, in combinati-on
with the shaft B, the former being attached to the
latter in the manner described.

3. The shaft B, with gear wheel b, shaft D, with
gear wheel cZ, and standard E, the whole being
combined and operated as set forth.

4. The slide F, constructed as described, in com-
bination with pin /and holes/', as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

5. The revolving disk C, provided with the radial
flanges c', having thoir outer ends projecting be-
yond the periphery of the disk, and curved in tko
manner shov/u, substantially as set forth.

6. The combiualiou of tlie frame A, hopper G,
slide F, and revolving disk C. censtnicted as above
set forth, .nil arranged for joint operation, as herein
described.

7. The fiame A. shaft B, witli wheel 6, shaft D,
with wheel d, disk C, slide F, hopper G, and bag
H, the Avhole being cembiaed and operated in the
manner set forth.

3,070.—Charles R. Hartman, Vinconnes, Ind.
—Subsoil 2'ZoM).—Patented April 14, 1868, No. 76,627;

reissued August 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. A colter, constructed as described,
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and provided witli tlae standard C and the rear pro-
jection d, as a new article ofiuanrd'acture, substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose described.

2. The combination, with the colter and its

standard G, of the adjustable guide box a, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination with the hooks C and beam A,
of a chain or other suitable bracing support, having
an adjustable connection cither with the hooks or
beam, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3,077.—XixoN & Co., Alliance, Ohio, assignees
of Chaules O'Bryax and Hexky Kreps.—P^ow.—
Patented August 20, 1861, Xo. 33,096 ; reissued Au-
gust 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the beam A, pro-
vided with the yoke B and handles C C, with .shares
D attacheil, and the braces E E, arranged as and
for tlie i:>urxiose set forth.

2. Making the handles C and standards in one
piece, and so pivoting or connecting the same to the
yoke or bow B of the beam as to "be rendered ad-
justable, substantiaUv as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The combination of the beam A and bow B of
one entire piece, and so arranged that cue of the
arms of said bow is longer tha'n the other, and so
attached to the handles or standards as to admit one
of the sliovels to be in advance of the other, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3,07S—EiPLEY&Co., Pittsburg, Pa., assignees
of D-VXiEL C. Eepley. same place.

—

Glass Lamp.—
(Division Xo. 1.) Patented January 7, 1868, Xo.
73,1^2 ; reissued August 11, 1868.

Claim.—A glass lamp, with two or more pressed
handles, which are so formed and attached that
they perform the double function of handles and
braces between the base and the bulb or body of
the lamp, substantially as described.

3,079.—JAiiES D. Sara-ex, Columbia, Tenn.—
Carnage Wheel.—^Patented June 9, 1857, Xo. 17,520;
reissued August 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. A carriage wheel, constructed with a
wooden hub, in which the spokes are arranged at
the said hub so as to have a bearing surface or sup-
port between each other, so as to form a continuous
body or band around the said hub, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. A carriage wheel, in which the hub is con-
structed Vy combining a wood center and a metallic
baud or bands, flange or flanges, arranged so that
the said metallic band or flange forms an additional
bearing or support for the spokes, when the bands
or flanges upon the opposite sides of the spoke are
connected together through or between tha spokes,
to unite the two flanges, and form, as it were, one
metaUic band, through which the spokes pass.

3,"080.—JoHx Jay Squire, Xew London, Conn.—
Fruit J«/-.—Patented September 26, 1865, Xo. 50,181

;

reissued August 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. Closing the vent hole D, and supply
hole E of the cover of a jar, by means of a cap, E,
substantially as described.

2. Holding the covers of jars or vessels in place
by means of elastic bands or straps, or their equiva-
lents, appUed sub.stantially as shown and described.

3,0S1.—Tucker Manufacturing Company,
Boston, assignee, by mesne assignments, of Hiram
Tucker, [Newton, Mass.

—

SprincfBcd Bottom.—Pat-
ented July 3, 1855, Xo. 13,188;' improvement 165;
dated June 9, 1357 ; reissued April 5, 1859, Xo. 683

;

again reissued August 6, 1861, Xo. 112; and again
reissued August 11, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of a series of M-ooden
slats or baTS with a frame or box, by means of two
stirru]) or lilter springs for each slat, by which the
latter is supported at or near the ends thereof sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. Tliecombination of each of a series of wooden
slats or bars Avith a frame or bos, by means of
coiled stii-rup or lifter springs supporting the slats,
and being coiled by weight imposed upon the slats,

and uncoding themselves as weight is removed

from the slats, the combination being substantially
such as described.

3. The combination of a series of wooden slats

with a frame or box by means of two springs sup-
porting each end of each slat, and acting by coiling

and uncoiling, whereby each slat is not only sup-
ported, but also prevented from rolling, substan-
tially as specified.

4. The combination of cylindrical rods or bars
inclosed in the coils, with'^coiled springs support-
ing wooden slats in a bed bottom, substantially in

the manner set forth.

5. The combination of each of a series of wooden
slats with a bed bottom, by means of stirrup or
lifter springs and a band loop, whereby each slat is

supported at or near the end thereof, substantially
in the manner specified.

6. The combination of a series of wooden slats

with a frame, by means of lifting springs and ten-

sion springs, substantially as described."

7. A series of wooden slats, arranged longitudi-

nally in a frame, in combination with t>.e head and
foot rails thereof, by means of springs, substan-
tially in the manner and to produce the residts

specified.

8. A series of wooden slats, arranged longitudi-

nally in a frame, in combination witirthe head and
foot rails thereof, by means of springs, and in com-
bination?, with each other, by means of a flexible

band, this combination being substantially such as
specified.

3,083.-PUFUS Spauldixg Merrill and Wil-
LLVM Carletox, Boston, Mass., assignees of Chris-
tian IlEiCHMAXTX, Philadelphia, 'Pa,.—Lamp.—Pat-
ented September 21, 1858; Xo. 21,576; reissued
August 11, 1863.

Claim.—The combination of a flat wick tube with
a dome or deflector, having a corresponding oblong
Oldening or slot, under the arrangement substanti-

ally as shown and described, so that, while directly
connected with each other, the said parts shall

allow light to pass out, or be reflected from between
them, as set forth.

2. The combination of a flat vrick tube with a
slotted dome or deflector and arms orframe,whereby
the said dome is held on the wick tiibe in an ele-

vated position ill relation thereto, substantially aa
and for the purposes shown and described.

3. The combination of the deflector, and its sup-
porting arms or frame and sleeve, with the wick
tube, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. A lamp burner, composed of two gToups of ele-

ments, the first consisting of the base, with its

wick tube and wick-adjusting rack and pinions,
the second, of a chimney holder, deflector, and such
other parts as may be needed for the proper com-
bustion of the fluid, so as to procure an illuminat-
ing flame, the two groups being united •by friction,

and the latter, when in position in the burner, be-
ing supported by the former without the interven-
tion of any mechanical device, whereby the two
may be rigidly connected together, substantially
as and for the purposes herein shown and set forth.

5. The combination, -with a flat wick tube, of a
correspondingly slotted, but elevated dome, pro-
vided with peripheral springs for holding the
chimney in proper position, as set forth.

6. The combination, with the base and flat wick
tube, of a chimney rest or holder, an elevated dome
provided with peripheral springs, and a sleeve and
frame or arras for holding said dome in position
with respect to the wick tube, substantially as and
for the purposes herein .shown and described.

7. The combination, with the dome or deflector,
of a series of arms projecting from the periphery
of said deflector, and arranged as herein described,
so as to constitute l)oth the seat or rest for tlie

lamp chimney and the springs by which the said
chimuej- is steadied and held in position, substan-
tially as set forth.

3,0S3.—Thomas Blakewell and John Lippin-
COTT, Pittsbur", Pa., assignees of Daxiel A7. Col-
burn, Laomi. Ili.—Aa;.—Patented Julv 9. 1867 ; Xo.
66,563; rei.ssued August 18, 1368.

Claim.—1. Making that part of the edge of an ax
wliich lies forward of the broadest part of the bit
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of a semicircular shape, or of a shape nearly semi-
circular, substantially as and for the pui'poses
hereinbefore set forth.

2. Continuing the catting edge of an ax around
the swell of tlie hit on both ends of the ax, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes above set forth.

3. Malang an ax with a poll of gradually-increas-
ing width from the eye toward the bit, when com-
bined Avith a bit having a curved ciTtting edge ex-

tending around and back of its broadest part on
both ends of the poll, so that the i)oll may be re-

versible, and that the handle may be iiiserted at
either end of the eye.

3,084.—J. W. Doty, Lochport, 'N. Y.—Harves-
ter Pitman.—(Division C.) Patented October 30,

186G, No. 59,192 ; reissued August 18, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the bolt H, ratchet
nut (?, and pawl 2? with the conical or spherical
wrist m and socket n, or their equivalents, for the
purpose set forth.

3,085.—John K. Mayo, Ifew York, B". T., for

himself and Akdre Cushixg and Geokge E. Gush-
ing, St. John, New Brunswick, assig"nees of JOHN
K. Mayo.—Material for Variolas Structures.—(Divi-

sion A.) Patented December 26, 1865, No. 61,735

;

reissued August 18, 1868.

Claim.—A compound scale board, consisting of a
plurality of thin sheets, scales, or layers of wood
connected together with the grain in divers direc-
tions as a material for manufactures, and for the
formation, lining, or covering of land or marine
structures.

3,086.—John K. Mayo, New York, N. Y., for
himself, and Andre Gushing and Geoiige B. Gush-
ing, St. John, New Brunswick, assignees of John
K. Mayo.— Material to be Used in Constructing
Bridges, Arches, Beams, Tunnels, and Other Works
in Civil Engineering. (Division B.) Patented De-
cember 2G, 1865, No. 51,735 ; reissued Augast 18,

1868.

Claim —The employment or use of the compound
scale board, hereiubeiore described, iii the forma-
tion of the specified or analogous structures in civil

engineering.

3,087.—John K. Mayo, New York, N. Y,, for
himself, and Andre Gushing and George B. Gush-
ing, St. John, New Brunswick, assignees of John
K. Mayo.—Construction of Ships, Boats, Buoys,
and ether Nautical and Marine Structures. (Di-

A'ision G.) Patented December 26, 1865 No. 51,735

;

reissued August 13, 1868.

Claim.—The employment or use of the compound
scale board, hereinbefore described, in the forma-
tion of the specified or analogous nautical striic-

tures.

3,088.—John K. Mayo, New York, N. Y., for

himself, and Andre Gushing and George B. Gush-
ing, St. John, New Brunswick, assignees of John
K. Mayo.—Construction and Finishing of Houses
and other Buildings.—(Division D.) Patented De-
cember 26, 1865, No. 51,735; reissued August 18,

1868.

Claim:—The employment or use of the compound
scale board, hereinbefore described, in the con-
struction and finishing of houses and other build-

iugs, or parts thereof.

3,089.—.TouN K. Mayo, New York, N. Y., for

himself, and Andre Gushing and George B. Gush-
ing, St. John, New Brunswick, assignees of John
K. Mayo.—House Decorations, Furniture, Fittings,

and the Like. (Division E.) Patented December 26,

1865, No. 51,735; reissued August 18, 1868.

Claim.—The employment oi- use of the compound
scale board, hereinbefore described, in the forma-
tion of the specified or analogous structures or arti-

cles of house decoration, fitting, and furnishing.

3,090. -^OHN K. Mayo, New York, N. Y., for

himself, and Andre Gushing and George B. Gush-
ing, St. John, New Brunswick, assignees of John
K. Mayo.—Construction of Boxes, Trunks, Buckets,

Barrels, and other Containing Vessels. (Division

F.) Patented December 26, 1865, No. 51,735 ; reis-
sued August 18, 1868.

Claim.—The employment or use of the compound
scale board, hereinbefore described, in the forma-
tion of the specified or analogous receptacles, or
parts thereof.

3,091.—John K. Mayo, New York, N. Y., for
himself, and Andre Gushing and George B. Gush-
ing, St. John, New Brunswick, assignees of John
K. Mayo.—Pipes, Tubes, Funnels, Faucets, <&c.

(Division G.) Patented December 26, 1865, No.
51,735; reissued August 18, 1868.

Claim.—A conductor or vessel made of thin scale
boards or laminas of wood cemented together, with
the ^Tain crossed or diversified, substantially -as
and lor the purpose herein set tbrth.

3,092.—John K. Mayo, New York, N. Y., for

himself, and Andre Gushing and George B. Gush-
ing, St. John, New Brunswick, assignees of John
K. Mayo.—Construction of_ Carriages, Cars, Coaches,
and other Vehicles. (Di\asion H.) Patented De-
cember 26, 1865, No. 51,735; reissued August 18,

1868.

Claim.—The employment or use of the compound
scale board, hereinbefore described, in the forma-
tion of the specified or analogous articles and
structures.

3,093.—TVlLLiAM n. SxEVENiSON, Auburn, N.
Y.—Harvester.—'Patented March 3, 1868, No. 75,079;
reissued August 18, 1868.

Claim.—l.^The combination, with a dished driv-

ing spnr wheel D, of a spur pinion E, bevel wheel
H, and bevel pinion I, which will admit of the ar-

rangement ol^the crank shaft J, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

2. The arrangement of the gear wheels D E H I,

the wheel E, running loosely on a shaft E, and be-
ing provided with a clutching face / and shipping
lever G, substantially as described.

^. The adjiistable shifter holder and guide G',
constructed in one piece, and attached to the main
or draught frame by bolts passing through one or
more slots in the shifting plate G-, whereby the
shifter fork may be adjusted to the otoovo in the
spur pinion, substantially; as described.

4. The combination of the adjusting lever T,
linked connection L, and curved guide S, the latter

working endwise in a guide box K, on the frame
with the drag bar P, substantially in the manner
shown and described.

3,094.—James G. Bethea, Blakely, Ga.—Plow.
—Patented Eebruary 5, 1867, No. 61,796 ; reissued
Aufjust 25, 1868.

Claim.—1. The post A, having in combination
the fiont flange F and projection B, or any equiva-
lent of this projection, which sustains, in front of
the vertical part of the post next below it, the hold-
ing-down mecliauism of the beam.

2. Making the connection of the plow beam to
the post A,"having the front flange E, by the stir-

rup D and wedge E, or equivalents of these two
parts, the stirrup of which suiTounds the beam and
a portion of the metal below it, and has directly in
rear of the lower end a portion of the post.

3. The post A, having the front flange E and pro-
jection B, or any equivalent of this projection,

which, tog(-ther with the beam, is surrounded by
the stiiTup D and di-awn together by the wedge E,
or equivalents of this stirrup and' wedge, which
hold the beam to the post, as these parts do, with-
out weakening either one.

4. The post A, having the front flange E and the
the front and icar projections B B, or any equiva-
lent of tlio front projection, which, togetner with
the beam, is surrounded by the stiirup D and
dr.iwn together by the wedge E, or equivalents of
this stirrup and wedge, which liold the beam to the
post in front, while tlio beam is so held to the rear
flange as to prevent the parallelism of the land side
of the beam and post being varied.

5. The combination of the post A, having the
front flange E and projection B, and the stirrup D,
wedge E, and land side G, with its cutting edge, or
an equivalent combination of parts.
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6. The post A, having the front and rear flanges
F F and projections BE, and the heaniC, connected
to the projections with the stirrux)8 D D and the
wedges E E, or equivalents of these parts, for

changing the plow from a right to a left-hand turn-
ing one.

7. The combination of the reversible landside G-

with the post A, having the flanges F F.

3,095 Henry TV. Holly, Brooklyn, ]Sr. Y., as-

signee of John W. Hoakd, Providence' R. I.

—

Mark-
ing <S'/«f<'.*.—Patented February 24, 1857, No. 16,687

;

reissued August 25, 1668.

Claim.—1. The nse of liquid silex in the prepa-
ration or manufacture of artificial slates, tablets,

blackboards, and other like articles for marking or
writing upon.

2. The combination of an oxide as a drying, anti-

deliqxiescent, and coloring substance, with liquid
quartz or silex, as a menstrumn in the manufacture
of artificial slates, substantially as specified.

3. An artificial slate or tablet, formed by spread-
ing liquid quartz or silex, either separate or mixed
As^th other materials, on a suitable surface or body,
of card or sheet form, and, prior to being dried, cal-

endering or rolling the same under pressure, essen-
tially as herein set forth.

3,096.—Emile Martin and Peerre Emile Mar-
tin, Paris, France.

—

Process for Itefming and Con-
verting Cast Iron into Cast Steel and other Combina-
tions of Iron and Carbon.—Patented December 10,

1867, 'iso. 72,061 ; reissued August 25, 1868.

Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-

scribed, for decarbonizing cast iron, in combination
with the process of recharging the molten metal
with the recarbonizing or " deoxygenating " mate-
rial, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3,097.—Don Carlos Matteson and Trl^ian
Pane Williamson, Stockton, Cal.

—

Cultivator Teeth.

—Patented April 9, 1867, Ko. 63,647 ; reissued Au-
gust 25, 1808.

Claim.—1. The double pointed adjustable bit A
attached to the beveled foot of the curved standard
C, sub.stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The oblong blade or share D, in combination
with the bit A, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

3,098. — M. EiCHARPS and J. V^vndegrift,
Princeton, HI.—PZoz(;.—Patented February 5, 1867,

Xo. 01,762 ; rei.ssued August 25, 1668.

Claim.—1. Broadly, the beam C pivoted to the
brace B, and arranged to turn, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. The combination of the beam C, support and
brace B, landside A, and moldboard A', as set
forth.

3. The arm D, in combination with the beam C,
plugs h, clamp F, audsaold board A', as described
and set forth.

3,099.—Eoeert Dl-nbar, Bufialo, 'New York.—
Water IF/jeeZ.—Patented July 30, 1867, No. 67,174

;

reissued August 25, 1808.

Claim.—1. A passage or commnnication formed
between the chambers M and N, outside of the hy-
drostatic chamber G, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The rim F connected with and extending down-
wardly from the plate K, on a circle of less diam-
eter than the hub of the wheel, so as to form, in
combination with the plate K and stationary disk
E, the lesser annular chamber G-, and, in combina-
tion with the hub, the larger annular chamber J,

for,.the purpose and substantially as described.

a,100.—^JonN Haskins, Boston, Mass.—i?wi&er
Padric-Patented July 30, 1867, No. 67,298; reis-

sued August 25, 1868.

Claim.—The within-described article of perfo-
rated 'rubber as an article of manufacture, the
same being used as and for the purpose set forth.

3,101.—George Place and Charles Place,
New York, N. Y., assignees of Clark L. Hayes
antd. Martin IsEwm^.—Oircular-iSaxo Mill.—Pat-

ented August 12, 1862. No. 36,150 ; reissued August
25, 1668.

Claim-.—1. In a machine for edging and slitting
lumber, where the saw or saws arti made adjusta-
ble on the mauv-a-el, the combination of said saw or
saws with feed rollers, constructed and arranged
to operate in the manner and for the purpose spe-
cified.

2. The construction of the saw mandrel and tub
which moves upon it, as described.

3,102.-Henri L. Stuart, New York, assignee
of John F. Boynton, Syracuse, N. Y.—Steam Gene-
rator. (Division B.) Patented September 10, 1867,
No. 68,598 : antedated July 19, 1867 ; reissued Au-
gust 25, 1863.

Claim.—1. The perforated tube B within the
boiler, or its equivalent, for equalizing the tem-
perature of the steam in the boiler substantially as
described.

2. In combination with a steam boiler, the au-
tomatic heater and feeder, when constructed, ar-
ranged, and operatiag substantially as described.

3,103.—BenoitBloch, Soultz, France.—AniZwi^
Dye.—Patented July 14, 1868, No. 79,942 ; reissued
September 1, 1868.

Claim.—A dye composed of the ingredients herein
named, and treated in the manner "substantially as
set forth.

3,104.-^. P. CHAMnoN, Phelps, N. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Raising and Securing the Legs of Horses
to Shoe them. — Patented November 5, 1867, No.
70,.^23; reissued September 1, 1668.

Claim.—The lever apparatus for raising and se-
curing horses' legs, employed in connection with a
suitable frame arrang_ed and applied substantially
as hereiu shown and described.

3,105.—George G. Larkin, "West Amesbury,
Mass.— Carriage-Circle Coupling.—Patented April
5, 1864, No. 42,199 ; reissued September 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The lower circle J J K, formed with
a depressed rear portion in combination with an
upper circle, L, constructed and applied substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. In combination with the lower circle J J E and
upper circle L, thus constructed and combined, the
stop M, for the purpose specified.

3,106.—jifORRis Mattson, New York, N. Y.—
Enema Syringe.—Patented April 4, 1854, No. 10,742;
extended seven years ; reissued September 1, 1868.

Claim. —1. The combination of the thumb or
finger rest d with the barrel and piston for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The combination of the elastic or floating disk
or valve h' with its seat and chamber arrang&d and
operating substantially as described.

3. Plac-ing the ejection or outlet valve of a sjTuige
at or near the extremity of the discharge or inject-
ing tube most distant from the pumj) barrel, or its

equivalent, for the purposes set forth.

3,107.—Charles Mellinger, Cornwall, Pa.

—

Furnace for Roasting Ores.—Patented May 19, 1868,
No. 78,113 ; reissued September 1, 1808.

Claim.—1. In combination with a desuli)hurizing
furnace or oven for preparing iron ore for smelting,
the sliding door or damper B, arranged and operated
substantially as described.

2. In combination with a desulphurizing furnace
forthepiu-poses meutione^l, the grated or perforated
arch F, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the slvcil F, the chambers
E and H, the apertures J and L, and the damper B,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

4. A blastfurnace, so constructed that the surplus
heat or gas escaping from the same is utilized, there-
by desuli)hurizing, preparing, or roastmg the ore,

preparatory to smcltin-g, substantially as hereiu
set forth.

3,108.—WiLLLVir Harti.ey Miller, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignee of Jaiies L. Bates, Pro\-idence,
E. I.

—

Steam-engine Packing.—'Patented November
25, 18C2, No. 36,687; reissued September 1, 1868.
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Claim.—1. Tlae use of a braided or woven fibrous
covering, in combination with a filling for packing
for the purposes above described.

2. The use of the fillet or strip of cork A or other
filling, in combination with the covering b or its

equivalent, substantially as shown and described.
3. The construction of packing substantially as

herein set forth.
4. The coaetruction of fibrous-braid coverings for

packing substantially as shown.

3,109.—Henry Whitall, "Woodbury, iT. J.—
Machine for .Orinding the Gutters of Mowing Ma-
chines.—Fatented May 14, 1867, i^o. 64,817 ; reissued
September 1. 1868.

Claim.—1. A rotary grinding wheel, for grind-
ing the inclined beveled edges of the cutters of
harvesters and mowing machines, on their bars,
in combination with a frame, supporting the grind-
ing wheel a»d its shaft, and meclianism for holding
the face of the stone, and cutters, adjusted to the
desired or predetermined bevel, in contact, the com-
bination ani. arrangement being such that the
grinding wheel and either of the opposite inclined
beveled edges of the cutters may be brought,
when desired, together, and retained in contact,
substantially as described, and for the i)urpose
specified.

2. The combination, in a frame, of a rotary
grinding wheel and an oscillating support, for
changing the relative positions of the grinder and
cutters, to ©perate on the opposite edges of the
cutters, for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, in a frame, of a rotary and
traversing grinding wheel, and an oscillating sup-
port, for changing the relative jyositious of the
grinder and cutters, to operate on the opposite
edges of th« cutters, for the purpose set forth.

4. A rotary and. traversing grinding wheel, sup-
ported on a shaft, arranged angularly in the sliding
frame, the position of the shait in the frame being
such that when the said sliding frame traverses
parallel with the edge of the cutter, the mandrel
will be parallel with the cutter-bar, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

5. A rotary grinding wheel, supported on a tra-

versing frame, and arranged to be adjusted in a
horizontal i^lane, parallel with the faces of the
cutter blades, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

6. The combination of the posts B and W, pro-
vided with the sleeves C and G', of the bent frame
D, jointed to the sleeves and the oscillating frame,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

7. The combination, with the bent frame D, of
the oscillating frame E, pivoted thereto, and pro-
vided with means for adjustment, stibstantially as
and for the purpose described.

8. The combination, with the sliding and oscil-

lating frame, of the driving shaft, grinder-cai'rying
shaft, grinding wheel, and their operating mechan-
ism, sribstantially as and for the purpose described.

9. The combination, with the machine, substan-
tially as described, of the clamp P, when arranged
for joint action with the sarwo, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

10. A grinding mechanism, substantially such as
describeu, operating to grind the cutters while in
the machine.

3,110,.—James A. "Woodbury, Boston, assignee
of Joel Whitney, Winchester, Mass.—Planing
Machine.—Futented April 13, 1852, No. 8,881 ; ex-
tended seven years; reissued September 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The method of connecting the mova-
ble feed roll to the stationary roll, when moving
toward nnd from the same, >i a constant plane,
pei-pendicular to the board, by a duplicate system
of similar gears at either end "of the same, Bubstan-
tially as described.

2. The arrangement of mechanism by -which the
upper feed rollis allowed to yield to any inequali-
ties in the board, and at the same time is drawn
down upon iti-t swrface to Avhich it has yielded in

proportion to the i-osistance to its progress, sub-
stantially as described.

3. In combination with a pair of feed-rolls geared
and driven from both of their ends, and the dupli-

cate sots of intermediate gears working in and
with them, the connecting of said intermediate or
driving gears by substantial shafts extending clear
across from one set to the opposite set, by which
the lifting and driving are done at both ends of the
roUs, and the twisting, bending, or straining of
journals or bearings avoided, substantially As de-
scribed.

4. The arrangement of the gears D, loosely, so as
to turn upon their movable but non-rotating con-
necting shaft I, so that said shaft and gears may
be free to accommodate themselves to the yielding
feed roll, and avoid the necessity of movable jour-
nal b.oxes or bearings, substantially as represented,
and for the purpose described.

3,111.—S. B. Eowley, Philadelphia., Pa... as-

signee of N. S. Gilbert.—Frioit Jar.—^Patented
December 17, 1861, 'No. 33,938 ; reissued Septeanber
1, 1868.

Claim.—1. A jar, having a shoulder on the neck,
below the mouth, (a flanged cap, which overlaps
the neck, ) and a packing, which is compressed be-
tween the shoulder and the cap, substantially as
set forth.

2. The combination of a cover. A, adapted to the
mouth of a jar, and to a packing on an exterior
shoulder below the mouth, with a bail, D, or its

equivalent, arranged to have a screw-like action
on the jar below the said shoulder, all substantially
as described.

3,112.—J. J. Fields and A. H. King, ]S"ew York,
]Sr. Y., assignees by mesne assignments of Henry
W. Joslin^—2'Ianufacture ofRubber-Coated Leather.
—Patented November 6, 1866, No. 59,402 ; reissued
September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. Leather coated with India rubber or
gutta percha, in the manner substantially as herein
set forth.

2. Applying the rubber to the siu-iace of the
leather in a raw state, and letting it congeal on the
same, as specified.

3,113.—IT. G. Powler, Springfield, HI.—Pro-
2)eiZer.-—Patented May 28, 1867, No. 65,202 ; reissued
September 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The blades «", constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the pur-

X)oses herein shown and described.
•2. The eccentric, e, with its band, and the rods e',

arranged and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The removable eccentric e, applied to steering

piu-poses, and an-anged in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

4. Tlie sleeve E, chaiu wheels r and r", chain r'

and shaft s, or their equivalents, when used sub-

stantially as and for the pui-pose described.

5. 7i propeller, constructed of the parts above
described, arranged and operating as a combined
steering wheel and propeller, substantially as set

forth.

3,114.—Hon Carlos Matteson, Stockton, Cal.

—Gang PZoiy.—Patented June 22, 1858, No. 20,647

;

reissued September 8, 1868.

Claim.—T\\o arrangement, as described, of the
false beam N, goose neck G-, axle «., lever i, catch

L, and the system of plows attached to their frame,

as set forth, the whole bein<^ constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purposes
speciiied.

3,115.—S. B. Eowley, Philadelphia. Pa., afi-

.signee of 11. W. 'Lyaws.—Sealing Prcse^-ve Cans.—
Patented Eebruary 12, 1856, No. 14,245; reissued
September 8, 1868.

Claiv%.—1. A preserve can or jar having a plate

intervening between the gum packing, and a cover,

or its equivalent, for compressing the packing to

its seat on the jar.

2. The plate or i!;s equivalent, situated below the

packing, and filling the throat of the jar, as set

forth for the purpose specified.

3. nibs H or recesses on the jar, in combination
with notches or projections on the plate above the

X)acking, for the pu5rpose specified.
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3,116.—-J. S. Atterbury and T. B. ATTERBunv,
Philiutelpliia, Pa.

—

iTanufa^turinfj Glassivare with
Handles.—Vateixted Juue30, 1668, Xo. 79,298; reis-

sued Septeiuber 15, ISGS.

Claim. 1 . Produciug liaudles for glass lamps and
other glassware, by casting tliem in molds ready
to be attached to such articles, substantially as
described.

2. The manner, substantially as described, of at-

taching glass handles to lamps or other articles of

glass, ih1:he process of blowing such articles in a
mold, substantially as described.

3. Guiding hot ilexible glass, as it drops or de-

scends fronithe '

' punty " or pipe of the (operator, to

the point of attachment on the bowl or other arti-

cle, by means of a mold which shapes the handle.
4. Dropping hot flexible glass into a mold for the

pui-pose of forming a handle or handles for the
bowl of a lamp or other vessel.

5. A glass lamp, or other article in glass, having
a aaolded or cast handle and a blown body, pro-

duced substantially as described.

3,117.—Berdan Fire-arms Manufacturixg
CoirPAXY, iSew York City, assignee of Hiram
Berdax.— Breech-loader. — Patented January 9,

1866, Xo. 51,991 ; reissued September 15, 1863.

Claim.—1. The employment, in a breech-loading
fire-arm, of a device, so applied and operated as to

press back the cartridge against the face of the
breech preparatory to tiring, substantially as and
for the purpose herein described.

2. So applying and operating the cartridge shell

retractor of "a breech-loading fire-arm that it shall

serve the purpose of pressing back the cartridge
against the face of the breech preparatory to firing,

substantially as herein described.
3. So arranging the detonating pin of a breech-

loading flre-arm, that it shall .strike the back of the
cartridge opposite to where it is supported by a
movable device which serves the purpose of press-

ing back the cartridge against the breech, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

4. 'The elongation of the hole provided in the
swinging breech, for the reception of the pin upon
which it swinas. whereby the breech has a direct

support in the\)reech receiver at the timfe of tiring,

and yet is free to swing back loosely, to open the
barrel for reloading, substantially as herein set

forth.
5. The relative position and arrangement to each

other of the hammer, firing pin, swinging breech,
and line of bore, by which the line of bore is unob-
structed and the loading facilitated when the ham-
mer is at half-cock, substantially as herein de-

scribed.
6. The combination with one main spring, of two

or more stirrups, one or more connecting the tum-
bler or hammer, and the other connecting a brace
for locking the breech when the hammer is down,
substantially as herein set forth.

7. In combmation with a swinging breech piece,

the employment of a suitable projection on the
lower or trout side of the braciior tumbler, whereby
the loading at full cock is prevented, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

8. So constructing and applying a brace to a
swinging breech, for breech-loailing fire-arms, that
it swings on a tumbler shaft detached from the
tumbler^ but is attached to the mainspring in such
a way as to give a greater motion to the brace than
is given to th<; tumbler.

9. So combining a movable brace, which operates
to lock the breech at the time of firing, a three-
notched tumbh r, and a swinging breech, in a
breech-loading fire-arm, that while the hammer is

locked by tlie sear in the first or safety notch, the
breech is locked in a closed condition by the said
brace, substantially as herein set forth.

10. Tiie combination of the flanged breech re-

ceiver or lock frame A, the pins upon which the
hammer, breech, and the sear work, and the cheek
pieces of the stock, by which the pins are held in
place, substiintially as herein described and for the
purpose herein set forth.

3,118.—Berdax Fire-arms Maxufacturixg
Company, New York City, assignee of Hiram Bee-

51 p—VOL. n

DAX.

—

Breech Loader. (Di\-isiou B.) Patented Jan-
uary 9, 1866, No. 51,991 ; reissued September 15, 1868.

Claim.—The recess a, provided in the hub or
hinged portion of the breech piece, in such relation
to the barrel or chamber as is herein described, for
the purpose set forth.

3,119.—William D.vvis, S.vmuel H. DA^as, and
David "\V. Dams, Detroit, Mich., assignees of WiL-
l.iA.}>iD\yj^.—Preservinfj Meats, Fniits,<t-c.-~Vnte,iited.

June 16, 1868, No. 78,932 ; reissued September 15,

1868.

Claim.—1. The construction of a car body, ship's
hold, room, box, or chest, provided with compart-
ments A, B, C, ice receptacle D, chimney E, and
hatches G. when arranged and operating "^substan-
tially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie goose-neck trap F, or equivalent, in com-
bination with recc])tacle D and compartments ^,
B. C, when arranged substantially as and for the
})urpnses set forth.

3. The rec<»ptacle D, for the freezing mixture, so
constructed and arianged as to be peiulent from the
inner upper wall of cliamber C, and allowing a free
circulation underneath the receptacle, and" on all

sides, substantially as described.
4. The construction and relative arrangement of

the ice receptacle D, with the chamber C. is frozen
to the wall of receptacle D. substantially in the
manner and by the means described.

3,120.—JA3IES S. Porter and Russel Porter,
TTaterford, N. Y.

—

Alarin Lock.—Patented March
5. 1S67. No. 62,083 ; reissued December 15, 18G8.

Claim.—1. The cam or stop P, which, by being
properly set, otters an obstruction to the turning of
the key, substantially as described.

2. The pistol C, hammer G. latch H. and trigger
L. when all arranged and combined within the in-

terior of a lock ca.sting, provided with a cover o and
plug F, sub.stantiaily in the mauuer and for the
imrpose described.

3,121..—Charles H. Eiggs, Windsor Locks,
Conn.

—

Planer Chuck.—Patented May 19, 1868, No.
73.132; reissued September 15, 1868.

Claiiii.—1. In conibii\ation with the movable jaw
B and .slotted chuck bed h. the eccentric shaft D,
with eye bolts E E and nuts G G. arranged toward
the front of the jaw, being constructed with a back
surface equally as high as the front, or surface next
to the stock, substantially as herein shown, and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The device for fastening the chuck to the base
plate M, consisting of the plate K Avith annular
gi-oove, bed plate L, angle irons O, threaded pin B
with nut and groove Q, in bitse plate M, all con-
structed and arranged in the manner described.

3. Tlie arrangement of the round or dovetailed
nuts li R, screws J J, stationary jaw C, and the
movablejaw B, substantially as shown and set forth.

3,122.—Hexry Sfiaw and William D. Leavitt,
New Orleans. La.

—

Grindinj Plata for Grist Mill.—
Patented July 14, 1868, No. 79,865; reissued Sep-
tember 15, 1868.

C7aw?i.—The combination and arrangement of the
cast-iron grinding plate B, the unyielding non-con-
ducting pap r, i)acking C, and back plate D, all con-
structed and secured together substantially in the-

manner and for the purx)ose herein described.

3,123.—Zalmox B. Wakemax, Rockford, HI.

—

Railioay Rail and -SpZw^.-Patented May 26, 1668,

No. 78,404; reissued September 15, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The hollow shaft rail A, when the
sides are curved in toward each other so as to re-

ceive and retain the block B, as and for the jiurposes
set forth.

2. The combination of the hollow rails A with the
connecting block B, proA'ided with a removable bar
or kej' 6, substantially as herein set forth.

3,124.—JoHX A. Bassett, Salem, Ma.ss.—A;?-
paratiis for Carbureting Air or Gases.—Patented
March 14. 1665, No. 46,771 ; reissued September 15,

1868.

Claim.—1. The general arrangement and con-
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struction of the appaTatus, consisting of the several
parts shown and described.

•2. The carburatiou of air or gases hy the use of
perforated plates or cylinders, with the fibrous ma-
terial partially immersed in the hydrocarbon liquid,

substantially in the manner as set forth and shown.
3. The automatic regiilation of the air to be ad-

mitted to the holder and carbureter by means of a
valve connected with and operated by the holder,
through the lever and cord, or their equivalents,
when used for this purpose, as shown and specified.

4. A carbureting device placed in the gas-holder
tank, in the manner as substantially described.

5. A carbureting device for enriching air or gases
with the vapor of a volatile hydrocarbon, placed in
a gas-holder tank, having a seat for the holder in-

dependent of the level of the hydrocarbon liquid.
tl. The combination of a device for carbureting

air or gases, using capillary materials, with the
method of carbureting by forcing the air or gases
through hych'ocarbon.

7. The automatic reservoir for replenishing the
hydrocarbon liquid in the carbureting chamber,
in combination with a gasometer, substantially as
shown and described.

b. The use of a mercury valve for conti'olling the
admission of air to the ' carbureting chamber, as
set forth and shown.

9. Forcing air or gas through hydrocarbon liquid,

QV through capillary materials charged with such
liquid, within a gas holder, so as to carburet or en-
rich the same, substantially as described.

10. The combination of a gas holder, a vessel to
contain hydrocarbon liquid within the gas holder,
and an air or gas-forcing apparatus, substantially
as described.

3,125.—GarrettP. Bergen, Brooklyn, assignee
of K. W. Potter, New York, N. Y.

—

Ficture Card
i^rame.—Patented March 7, 1865, No. 4G,G99; re-

issued September 22, 1808.

Claim.—1. A card frame for a picture, formed
with an opening embossed around its edges, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. Cutting a hole and simultaneously embossing
the border in a picture frame, substantially as
specified.

3,126.—B. J. Camp, Marion, Ohio.—Scroll Saw.
—Patented February 18, 1868, No. 74,497 ; reissued
September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. Securing or clamping the lower end of
the saw blade B to the slotted pin F, by means of
the sleeve a and tenoned set screw h, the tenon
thereof being inserted into a hole in the saw, so
that the saw is clamped between the shoulder of said
set screw and side of the pin F, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The forked adjustable springs H and I,

arranged, as described, one above and one below
the saw table, for the purpose of obviating the
danger of breaking the sa.w, at the same time as they
act as guides for it, substantially as herein set forth.

3. Tiie up-anddown adjustable guide bar Cx, car-

rying the bent spring H, constructed and arranged
to operate substantiallyas herein set forth.

3,127.—tlosEPii Dick, Jr., Oshawa County, On-
tario, and Eugene Glen, Iloch ester, N. Y., as-

signees, by mesne assignments of JosEl'ii DiCK, Jr.

--Harvester Rake.—Patented October 9, 1866, No.
58,017; reissued September 22, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The joiut ball r;, working within the
pulley or case B, both constructed and operating,
with reference to each other, substantially as shown
and described, for the purpose of communicating
power to and in combination with an automatic
rake for harvesters.

2. The hanger A, the pulley or case B, and the
joint ball y, all constructed and operating, with
reference to each other, substantially as shown and
described, for the purpose of comnmuicating power
to and in combination with an automatic rake for

harvesterh;.
3. The employment of a continuously-rotating

extensibh; or sliding tumblinj^ shaft, in combination
with a vibra Ling sweep rake, tor operating the same,
substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the segments G- and G'
upon the vertical sleeve/, and the segmental pin-
ions C and C upon the horizontal dri^ang shaft E of
the raker, as shown, so as to constitute, collectively,
an entire circle of gearing, as shown and de-
scribed.

5. The combination of the detachable pulley T
with the sleeve or ferrule S, having one or more
locking pins, c, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

6. The arrangement of the elevating lever L,
ratchet O', heaclQ, chain U, and pulley V, in com-
bination with each other and the brace of the shoe,
as and for the purpose set forth.

3,128.—William Gage, BuflFalo, N. Y., and
Andrew Whiteley, Springfield, Ohio, assignees of
William Gag-k.—Harvester. (Divi.si(m F.) Pat-
ented September 16, 1806, No. 15,735 ; reis.sued Sei>
tember 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The harvester's cutting apparatus,
having the shoe M, the linger bar N, and the nar-
row divider O, or their equivalents, constructed and
combined, substantially as herein described, so
that this cutting apparatus will have one axis of
motion between said shoe and the frame of the ma-
chine, to which said shoe is connected, upon which
the outer end of said cutting apparatus may ri.se or
fall within the limit allowed it, with the undula-
tions of the ground over which it is drawn, with-
out att'ecting or being affected by the height of said
axis or the vertical position of the cutter's driving
wheel.

2. The combination of the herein described shoe
M, finger bar N, and narrow divider O, or their
equivalents, in the harvester's cutting apparatus,
when one of these portions of said divider, which
supports the crop while being cut, is of less width
than the other, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the shoe M, finger bar N,
and narrow divider O, or their equivalents, in the
harvester's cutting apparatus, with the coupling
frame F, or an equivalent thereof, to enable the
axis at the inner end of this cutting apparatus to
be raised or lowered in respect to the main frame,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The combination of the coupling frame F and
the pivots 1 1, or their equivalents, wi th the main
frame of the harvester, so as to have one portion or
end of the hinge between these frames in front, and
one in the rear of the axle of the cutter's driving
wheel, substantially as, and to obtain the advan-
tages described.

5. The combinations of the inward projections ZZ.

and the plate G, or their equivalents, with the shoo
M, finger bar N, and the narrow divider O, in the
harvester's cutting apparatus, to limit the down-
ward vibrations of the outer end of this cutting
apparatus, substantially as described.

6. The combinations of the slots ')n m, the bolt n,

the washers o o, and the screw nuts p p, or an
equivalent arrangement of parts, with the shoe M,
finger bar N, and narrow divider O, in the harves-
ter's cutting apparatus, to hold up the inner end of
this cutting apparatus, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

7. The combination of the track clearer T, or its

equivalent, with the shoe M, finger bar N, and nar-
row divider O, in the harvester's cutting apparatus,
so as to separate the grass cut by this apparatus
from that which is to remain uncut, substantially
as described.

8. The combination of the carrying wheel P, or
its equivalent, with the shoe M, finger bar N. and
narrow divider O, in the harvester's cutting api)a-
ratus, so as to carry the divider in one of the ways
named, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3,129.—George Guentiier, Chicago, in.—Mode
of hrying Glue. (Division A.) Patented June 4,

1867, No. 65,377 ; reissued June 9, 1868, No. 2,971 ;

again reissued September 22, 1868.

Claim.— i. Dryin"- glue by Avetting solid surfaces
with the glue in a liquic-1 state, and allowing it to

dry thereon in thin flakes, as hcreiu specified.

2. Facilitating the drying of glue in thin scales
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or flakes on solid surfaces by ciiciilatiDg air in

contact thennvitli, as herein specified.

3. In tlic production of scale glue on solid sur-

faces, the employment of artificial lieat witbin the
solid siufaces, or in tho air, or both, as herein
specified.

4. The mode of drying glue in thin scales, by re-

volving or rotating surfaces, having their tempera-
tures raised either by steam or hot air, substan-
tially as described.

5. Drying gluo on thin revolving disks, as and
for the pui'poses herein set forth.

3,130.—GrEonoE Guenther, Chicago, Hl.—Ma-
cMne or Apparatus for Drying Glue. (Division B.)

Patented June 4, 1867, Xo. 65,377 ; reissued JuueO,
1868, No. 2,971 ; again reissued September 22, 1868.

Claim. 1.—The perforated base or air distributer

E, arranged as represented relatively to the drpng
surfaces A, and to the current of air, artificially

thrown thereon, for tho purposes herein set forth.

2. The surfaces A aud trough B, with operating
means C, or their equivalents, whereby the sur-

faces A are immersed in the liquid glus and re-

moved therefrom at will, substantiallj^ as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

3,131.—Metropomtax Rotary Exgine Co^i-

PAXY. Xew York, X. Y., assignees, bymesne assign-

ments of Adolph MiLLOCHAU, same place.—iiotory
Steam Emtine.—Patented Xovember 10, 1863, Xo.
40,571 : reissued September 22, 1868.

Claim.—The pipes i. I, n, and o, and valves or

cocks k. k', in, and ?}i', in combination with the ring

c, and pistons acting in the steam-spaces y and z,

substantially as specified.

3,132.—George "W. Eay, Springfield, Mass.—
Manufacture of Paper OoZtors.—Patented May 1,

1866, Xo. 54,404 ; reissued September 22, 1868.

Claim.—Paper, embossed and enameled upon
either one or both sides, whether before or after

its conversion into articles of wearing apparel, all

substantially as herein described.

3,133.—ArcALOus "Wyckoff, assignee by
mesne a.ssig-umcnts of La Fayette Stevens, E1-

mira, X. Y.—Boring Machine.—Patented Decem-
ber 15, 1857, X^o. 18,872 ; reissued September 22,

1868.

Claim 1.—The oblique traversing rests O O, in

combination with the screws 1 1 aiid pinions ti u,

when arraucced in relation to one another, aud used
in connection with the dog Q aud chain P, for the
purpose of adjusting the timber to the auger, and
holding it firmly, substantially as set forth.

2. The combiiaation of the shaft K, worm I, pin-

ion J, aud rack P, arranged to operate the travers-

ing bed E, substantially as set forth.

3. An annular auger'cutter head, the cutting lips

of which project in tho direction of its rotation,

and are formed on a curved and oblique line, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The" loose independent collar /, provided with
knife eiges g g, to keep it from turning, for the
purpose of furnishing a bearing for the head of the
auger while in operation.

5. The sharp annular spur c, for the purpose of

centering and guiding the auger, and at the same
time leavmg a core of the material bored in the
center of the auger, in the manner specified.

3,134.—J. L. Coles and D. H. Coles, Xew
York, X. Y.—Nutmeg Grater.—Patented July 28,

1868, Xo. 80,456 ; reissued September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. A box. A, contaiuiu;;^ a revolving car-

rier, D, having a series of chambers with spring
followers, which press tho articles to be grated
against the stationary grating-surface E, which is

combined with a receiver, F, all as shown and de-

scribed.
2. The combination, with the cylindrical box A,

of a series of carriers at angles to each other, .so as

to leave supplementary chambers, b, substantially

as ami for the purpose set forth.

3. Tho slots or openings, g, in front of the
teeth, /, of the grating surface, said slots being
formed by actually cutting or leaving out a portion

of the metal, substantiallj' as and for the purpose
described.

3,135.—Albert Fuller, Xew York, X. Y.—
Faucet. Division B. Patented August 30, 1859.
Xo. 25,253 ; reissued September 22, 1868.

Claim 1.—An elastic plu"-valve, encased in tho
above-described metallic shield, for the i)urpose3
set forth.

2. An elastic plug valve, encased in a metallic
shield, as described, when the shield is constructed
to jH-esent a valve face, which is transversely or
laterally exterior to the plug, in combination witli

a valve seat or seats to both the elastic an.d metallic
faces of the valve, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

3,136.—James La F. Kikg and William "W".

Watson, Springfield, 111., assignees of "Watson
King, same place.

—

Horse JJol-e.-Patented April
9, 1867, X"o. 63,729 ; reissued Se])tember 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The extension of the crank arms a on
each end of the rake head below the axle, in crank
form, as applied to horse rakes, for the purposes
herein shown and m the manner described.

2. Attaching the traces to the end of the crank
or draught arms a, which are extended below the
center of the wheels from each end of the rake
head, to make these the point of draught, in the man-
ner herein described aud for the puippses set forth.

3. The forming a spring or brace on the butt end
of the tooth, said brace being formed with or
without a loop, for the purpose set forth and in the
manner described.

4. Attaching the tooth H to the rake head a, by
means of a straight or beveled mortise and key,
for the purposes set forth and in the manner
described.

5. Attaching the tooth H to the rake liead a. hy
passing the loop over and around the head, for the
puiposes hei'ein .set forth and in the manner de-
scribed.

6. The thimble or metal band g, as a means of
securing and completingthe brace or spring formed
by the connection of the end of the tooth bent over
with the main body of tooth, for the puri^oses
herein set forth.

3,137.—Frederick WrrrRAW, San Francisco,
Cal.—J.9w/!0?-.—Patented June 9, 1868, Xo. 78,852;
reissued September 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. Openings made lengthwise in the
shank of an anchor, through which arms or flukes
move freely to either side, substantially as herein
described.

2. The placing of two or more jointed arms or
flukes at diflcrent portions of the shank's length,
at or about at right angles to each other.

3,138,—John G. Baker, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for Grinding Saws.—Patented Februarys,
1864, X^o. 41,419 ; reissued September 29, 1863.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with a grindstone
or grindstones, of feed rollers J, the axes' of which
are parallel, or nearly so, with those of the stones.

2. Two grindstones, arranged at an angle in re-
spect to each other, and having traversing motion
imparted to them, all substantially as and for tho
purpose herein set forth.

3. The combination of the expansion cranks G
with tho slotted traverse bar F.

4. The combination of the feed roller with the
frame I.

5. The frame T, made in two halves, and carry-
ing the feed rollers J, in combination with the
springs g, or their equivalents.

3,139.—George Hadfield, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Medical Vacuum Chamber.—Patented X^ovember 6,

1866, Xo. 59,388 ; reissued September 29, 1868.

Claim.—I. The emplo\Tnent of hand support or
rest, substantially as and for the purposes setforlli.

2. The sealing cap F, substantially as and for tho
purposes set forth.

3,140.—George E. Hayes, Bufi'alo, X. Y—
Vulcanizing Vessel.—Patented March 5, 1881, Xo.
31,599 ; reissued September 29, 1868.
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Claim.— 1. A vulcanizing vessel or oven, having
its openin;' t-ad closing joint, for insertion and re-

moval of the mold, at or near the bottom, by mak-
ing it of two sections, the upper or inclosing one
of which forms the body of the vessel, while its

lower section constitutes a base thereto, substan-
tially as specified.

2. So constructing a vulcanizing vessel, with a
flattened bottom, as that the plaster mold, contain-
ing the rubber compound, shall be in contact with
the inside of the lower part of the vessel, so that
the heat from the lamp or other heater shall be ap-
plied directly to that part of the vessel upon which
the mold lies, subt;tantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. A mercury chamber, formed in the upper
section of the \'ulcanizing vessel, the same being
constructed and arranged with the thermometer,
essentially as described.

4. The open ring C, in combination with the bot-
tom, A, band D, and covta' E, substantially as
specified.

3,141.—Albert H. Manchester, Providence,
K. I., assignee of Thomas Goodrum, same place.—Portable Book Clamp.—Patented October 16, 1866,

Iso. 58,940 ; reissued Sep,tember 29, 1868.

Glai :>:.—!. A portable book-package binder, hav-
ing th'j following elements in combination: The
clamps A A, a tightening cord a, sind windlass C,
provided with a ratchet plate and pawl, or equiva-

, lent holding device, substantially as described.
2. The compound handle B and windlass barrel

C, in combination with the top binding strips A,
substantially as described.

3,142.—Horace T. Love, New York, IST.T., as-

signee of William TV. Grier and EobertH. Boyd.
—DrillBit—F&tQn.tpA May 23, 1865, No. 47,812 ; re-

issued September 29, 1868.

Claim.—A rotating drill or drill bit, whose edges,

of diamonds or other hard-cutting points, are sep-

arated at its forward end by a recess or notch, and
are arranged with relation to the axial line of the
tool and each other, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

3,143.—Christian Barry, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for Making Tin Cans.—Patented Decem-
cer 3, 1867, No. 71,680 ; reissued October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. The mode of manufacturing cans,
substantially as herein described.

2. The roll C, with beveled edge / and roll B,
with, flange edge g, operating together substan-
tially as herein described, for the purpose specified.

3. The swage or die J, having bevel periphery q
and swage or die K, having a correspondingly
beveled periphery r, operating together substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

4 'The shoulder s on the swage or disk K, form-
ing a gauge and sui)port, substantially as herein
described and represented.

3,144.—Jarvis Case, Lafayette, Ind., for him-
self and Newton Baldwin, administrator of Wil-
liam Baldwin, deceased, assignees of Jarvis
Case.—/S^eecZ Planter.—Patented December 7, 1858,

No. 22.228; reissued October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. A corn-planter, consisting of a front
and rear frame, when said frames are comiected by
a central bar, said connecting bar being either an
extension of the driver's s(iat or an independent
bar, substantially as described.

2. Pivoting the rear frame to the front one by
means of the forward extension of the driver's

seat, connected to the post F, or its equivalent,
substantially as described.

3. The locking bar or catch K pivoted to the
seat bar r, .and arranged to engage under the pro-

tection j, or its equivalent, substantially as set

'forth.

4. The reversible marker, consisting of the rigid

bar L, hingetl to the front frame in such a manner
that its outer end shall rest upon the ground with-
out being raised therefrom or resting on the runner
while the machine is in operation, aad still be
raised clear from the ground when the front part of
the macliine is elevated, substantially as described,

5. A nmner for corn planters, having the hollow
or recess in its upper edge for the marker, a seed
duct, formed by cutting a cliannel in the side of
the runner, and covering it with a plate, and also
having the straight edge of the runner so ioclined
that its heel shall be' the lowest point, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

G. The combination of the rock shaft N, with tho
treadle or foot lever / ajjplied thereto, with the
seed slide 1i, arranged to operate substantially as
described, for the purpose of enabling the driver
to operate the seed slides with his feet, as set forth.

3,145.—Fleury Huot, New York, N. Y., as-

signee by mesne assignments of himself.

—

Re-
lining Petroleuyn.—Patented March 19, 1867, No.
63,051 ; reissued October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. The process, herein set forth, of puri-
fying i>etroleum and other liquids by mixing with
the same boneblack or other cai'boiiaceous mate-
rial, and then separating the said liquid from tho
carbonaceous substances by a centrifugual filter,

substantially as and for tho purposes set^forth.

2. Tho centrifugal filter, formed of two thick-
nesses of cloth, with an intervening layer of filter-

ing paper, as and for the purposes set ibrth.

3,146.—Joel Lee, Galesburg, T\\.—Rydrocar-
ban jRwrncr.-Patented April 2," 1867 ; No. 63,400

;

reissued October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. Packing the conducting tube with
wood, in the manner and for tho purpose set forth.

2. A gas generator made of a coiled tube, and so
arranged that the gas or vapor passes through its

center, substantially as set forth.

3,147.—John Lippincott, Thomas Bakewell,
Benjamin P. Bakewell, and Ben.tamin Bakewell,
Jr.. Pittsburg, Pa., assignees of Williaji J. Lip-
pincott.— Machine for Gnnding and Polishing
Saws.—Vatented October 24, 1865, No. 50,606 ; re-

issued October 6, 1868.

Claim:—A machine for grinding and polishing
long saws, consisting of a grindstone supported oil

adjustable bearings, so as to be raised or lowered
at pleasure in the manner described, and having a
cylindrical support for the saw plate to rest upon
as it is bein;;; gi'ound, the axis of which is in the
same vertical plane as that of the grindstone, and
with one or more pairs of feed rollers having
pressure screws, or their equivalent, so as to hold
and guide the saw in its passage under tho stone,

such feed rollers being geared so as to have a posi-

tive and continuous motion on their axes in such
direction as to feed the saw plato forward cither
with or against the motion of the revolving griud-
stoae, substantially in the manner and for tlie pur-
poses hereinbefore set forth.

3,148.—.Tas. Selby, 'PeovhiJW.—Corn Planter.—
Patented August 30, 1684, No. 44,019; reissued
October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. Tho main frame, mounted on two
wheels and having the runners pivoted at their
froiit end to the front part of the main frame, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The levers H, connected to the hoppers or
runners by the links h, and arranged to oi)erate as
described.

3. Thw hoppers P', connected by one or more
cross bars located above the main ffaine B, so as to
permit the lioppers and runners of the machine to

bo raised or lowered without elevating the front
liart of the main frame, sub.stantially as described.

4. The semicircular cut-otrs /, constru(;ted and
arranged to operate substantially as described.

5. The adjustable plates I, arranged to support
and regulate the i^osition of the ruiiuers, substan-
tially as set forth.

6. The combination of the pivoted scrapers O
and tho adjustable plates O', when arranged to
operate as described.

3,149.—Michael Sweeney, Wheeling, W. Va.,
assignor to Sweeney, Bell & Co.—Lamp Chion-
rw?y.—Patented June 23. 1868, No. 79,277 ; reissued
October 6, 1868.

Claim.—As an article of manufactvjcc, a lamp
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cMmney, constructed vrith the lens or lenses B. one
or more", in its surlkce, substantially shown and de-

scribed.

3,150.—Lewis H. Baker, Tarrytown, N. T.—
Convertible Lounge.—Fatented June 23. 1868, No.
79,050 ; reissued October 6, 1368.

Claim.—1. The combinatiou with a bedstead
lounge, of an extension or foldins washstand, con-
etructed and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

2. The forming of a receptacle I, in the part A of
of the lounge with an opening k, in the seat por-

tion a, for the purpose of stowing pUlows when
the device is not in use as a bedstea!d, substantially
as shown and described.

3. The hinged part D depressed, and the seat
part A, having its seat a raised, whereby a space
IS left between said parts for the reception of bed
clothing, as herein shown and described.

3,151.—William K. Boyle, Bladensburg, Md.—
Manufacture of Artiiicial Stoiu.—Patented Septem-
ber 15. 1563. Xo. 82,202: reissued October C, lt-G8.

Claim.-^\. The herein-described improvement in

artificial stone by which an insoluble silicate of

lime is formed by the double decomposition of the
silicates of potassa or soda and nitrate of lime,

suljstantially as herein set forth.

2. The herein-described method of forming arti-

ficial stone by the use of an alkaline silicate ai;d

nitrate of lime, when the latter salt is i-ecovered,

and the washings treated in the manner described,

so as to utilize the acid element or recover the ni-

trates for the market.
3. The utilization of all the salts left in the re-

sidual liquors, as herein described, whereby a con-

tinuous formation of nitrate of potassa or soda is

kept up.

3,152.—G-LT Davis, Syracuse, X. Y^—Oscilla-

ting Tali-e.—Patented January 17, 1865, Xo. 45,910

;

reissued October 6. 1868.

Claim.—1. An oscillating valve suspended upon
adjustable bearings, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The steam chamber D, constructed substan-
tiallv as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the steam passages J, E,
K, and G. substantially as shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the exhaust apparatus T,

with reference to the apertures G G-', substantially

as shown and described.

3,153.—Hugh TV. Laffeety and Egbert Laf-
FERTY, Gloucester. X. J.

—

Centrifugal Machine for
Draining Sugar.— Tatented April 21, 1668, Xo.
77.054 : reissued October 6. 186S.

Claim.—1. In combination with the swinging re-

volving shaft S of a centrifugal draining machine,
an elastic stay applied to said shaft, at a point
intermediate between its flexible joint or bearings
and its attached cylinder, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. The combination of a fixed hollow shaft H S,

with tlie suspending and dri^-ing shaft S of a cen-

trifugal machine, to aflbrd stay or support thereto,

substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of an extended ela.stic ring
or band D D'. with the outer upper end of a fixed

auxiliary stay shall H S, combined with the revolv-

ing shaft S of a centrifugal machine, to form a seat

and stay for the same, substantially as herein speci-

fied.

4. The combination of the conical divided washer
C 0'. encircling the .shaft S with a conical seat C
O. in the end of and inclosing shaft H S. and with
a hoUow nut H X, working against said washer,
substantially as herein set forth.

5. A friction brake B' operating against the lower
end of the driving suspending sliait S of a centri-

fugal machine, substantially as herein set forth.

6. The combination of the lower extended ex-
tremity of the di iving and suspending .'-li.Tft S of
a centrifugalmachine with the bottom of the casing
thereof substantially as herein set forth.

7. The combination of a waste cup c', with the
shaft or spindle S of a centrifugal machine, to pre-

vent the passage of oil down into the basket or
cylinder thereof,' substantially as herein set forth.

3,154.—Edward Miller. Meriden, Conn., as-
.signee of Xoumax TT. VoyrEiiOY.—Lubricator.—
Patented September 23, 1850, Xo. 15,775 ; reissued
October 6, 1868.

Claim.—A lubricator, the disk of which, forming
the bottom thereof, is constructed so that the cen-
tral part may be readily pressed inward, and re-
turned to its" original position when relieved tiom
pressui'e, the saitl bottom being so attached to tho
cup as to be protected by the downward edge of
the cup, substantially in the manner herein set
forth.

3,1 55.—AsiosRaxk, Salem, Ohio.—Harvester.—
Patented Xovember 5, 1667, Xo. 70,614 ; reissued
October 6, 1668.

Claim.—1. The combination substantially as set
forth of a vibrating jilatform, with a scraper,
hinged to the outer divider, which removes the dis-

charged gavel out of the way of the team in cut-
ting the succeeding swath.

2. The combination of a vibrating platform, com-
posed of slats, supported at one end only, with a
scrai^er. hinged to the outer divider, which clears
the track for the next round.

3. The combination of aA"ibrating platform, con-
nected with the jnain fi-ame, through the raediiim
of the finger beam only, with a scraper, hinged to
the outer divider, which removes the discharged
gavel out of the way of the team in cutting the
sueceeding swath.

4. The combination of a finger beam, with
a flexible track clearer or scraper, ha^'ing its for-
ward end hinged to the finger beam, and its rear
end suspended by a flexible connection from the
main frame.

3,156.—ilAR^-ixTTASUBURN &. Co., Alton. HI.
assignees ofJaTiIES L. Smith.—Sirup Filter.—Patent-
ed April 3. 1866. ^ o. 53,693 ; reis.sued October 6 1S6?.

Claim.—The filter herein described, composed of
raw wool F, su.spended between the funnel or other
shaped .sieve D and sieve B. in the i^keleton henrLs-
pherical fi-ame H, C, within a suitable case, A. for
sirup, oil, liquors, and fluids, all substantially as
specified.

S,157.—Ira "Wood, "Woodstock, Tt.

—

Composi-
tion for Tanning.—Patented August 18, 1868, Xo.
89.237 : reissued October 6. 1668.

Claim.—1. A tanning hquid made of the leaves
of the diflerent vajieties of the oak, or maple, or
willow, beech trees, used separately, or combined
with each other, or two, or more, or all, in equal
or in any proportion, for the pui-pose and in the
manner above set forth.

2. A tanning liquid, made of the leaves of the
diflerent varieties of the oak, or maple, or willow,
or beech trees, used separately, or two or more, or
all of them together, in combination Avith alum,
Glauber's salts, and nitric acid, in about the pro-
portions specified, and for the purpose and in the
manner above set forth.

3,158.—Jame.<? Doxxixg. Bridseport. Conn.—
Lamp i'j<r?3<'r.—Patented July 22, 1662, Xo. 35,925

;

reissued October 13, 1868.

Claim.—A deflector or cone, having a flame slot,

in combination with a sliding support, the two be-
ing connected together, and removable from the
wick tube, and an air space being provided between
the sliding support and the side of the wick tube,
substantially as specified.

3.159.—Hexry Bichaedsox, Xew York, as-
signee, bv mesne assignments, of Edwix M. Scott,
Aubm-u.*X. Y.

—

Machine for Grinding the Cutters
of Mov:ing Machines.—Patented July 30. 1S07. Xo.
67.355 : reis.sued October 13. 1868.

Claim.—1. In combinatiou with a revohing erind-
ing wheel or stone, on the end of a shaft, the verti-
cally, or nearly so, swinging frame, for holding the
reaper knife to be grouiid, so that it may be swung
up to the stone, or back, to be examined by the
operator, substantially as described.
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2. In combination with the swing frame, the in-

clining of the clamping bar, so that the sections or
edges to be ground may be brought in their entire
length to the grinding surface of the stone, substan-
tially as descnbed.

3. The combination of the dist, slides, and thumb
screw, as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the disk, slides, bolt, and
lever, substantially as and for the purpose described
and represented.

"

3,160.—John Swan, Baltimore, Md.

—

Sleeping
Oar.—Patented June 18, 1867, IsTo. 65,693 ; reissued
October 13, 1868.

Claim.—1 . A series of state-rooms made crosswise
of the car, and provided with a side passage, and
independent ventilation, substantially as and for

the i)nrpose set forth.

2. The reservoir F, pipes H H, and basins J J,

for supplying water to the state-rooms, substan-
tially as specified.

3. The side passage C, when used in combination
with a scries of cross-berths or state-rooms, as and
for the pui'pose set forth.

3,163 .—Joseph J. Gest, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Oar
.Sprinr/.—Patented March 20, 1866, Ifo. 53,291 ; re-

issned October 20, 1863.

Claim:—In combination with arched or elliptic

springs, having reversed curves at or near their

ends, a correspondingly curved or inclined block
abutment or bearing, so that as the spring settles

or yields under its load, it will i)ractica]ly become
shorter and stronger, but still retain its elastic

quality, and be firmly held in place and to the block
or bearing, substantially as herein described and
represented.

3,163.—Alford Lamb, Mary E. Layman, and
William H. Morse, Jeffersonvillo, 1:7. Y., assignees
of Alford Lamb.— Washing Ifa c/ime.—Patented
February 25. 1868, No. 74,919 ; reissued October 20,

1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the base, B, sup-
ported by springs, and a stiip or strips of rubber,
C, arranged as described.

2. The combination of the above with the fluted
roller D, substantially as described.

3,163.—John G. Perry, Kingston, E. I., as-

signeebymesne assignments, ofCarlos W. Glover
Roxbury, Conn.

—

Harvester Cutter.—Patented July
15, 1856, No. 15,334 ; reissued October 20, 1868.

Claim..—1. The combination, with the cuard fin-

gers of the oscillating or rocking ledger blades or
cutters, constructed with recesses irT their upper
sides, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. So arranging the ledger blades or cutters, con-
structed as described, within the guard fingers, that
they may have a rocking or oscillating movement
during the reciprocating movement of the sickle,

substantially as herein set forth.

3. The attachment of the ledger blades to the

fuard fingers, by means of the trunnions e on the
lades extending into the cavities / in the fingers,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3,161.—J. H. Thomas and P. P. Mast, Spring-
field, Mass.— /Seed Planter.—Pnterxted July 27, 1858,

No. 21,034 ; reissued October 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arms G^, mounted upon the shaft
G^, within the hopper G, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

2. The slide G^ having the openings b, with the
blocks or stops c fitting therein, and' arranged to
operate as described.

3. The combination of the slide G', and blocks
or stops c, witli the revolving arms G^, all ar-

ranged to operate as herein set forth.

3,165.—JosEi'H "W. "Wattles, Canton, Mass.—
Jiing for Ring and Traveler Spinning Machine.—
Patented March 17, 1868, No. 75,610 ; reissued Oc-
tober 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. The ring receiver, constructed sub-
stantially as described, that is to say, not only
with a shank to fit the rail socket, and with a bore

eccentric with the cylindrical outer surface of such
shank, as described, but also so as to be capable of
being sprung or contracted upon the shank of the
ring, by the screw inserted in the rail, and em-
ployed'to confine the receiver in the socket of tho
rail, as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
single screw with the ring rail, and with the
clamping receiver and ring, constructed as herein-
before described, the whole being for the pui-pose
set forth.

3,166.—John M. Wilson, Seguin, Texas.—
Oosweiic—Patented February 25, 1868, No. 74,871

;

reissued October 20, 1868.
Claim.—1. The chlorinated alkalies, or the alka-

line chlorides, used as a cosmetical agent, in man-
ner and for the purposes substantially as set forth.

2. The chlorinated alkalies, or "the alkaline
chlorides, in combination with any acidulous wash.

3. The chlorinated alkalies, or alkaline chlorides,
in connection with an acidulous wasli, made from
either oxalic, tartaric, or citric acid, either separate
or combined, substantially as described.

3,167.—John B. Stoner, Leopold Mendelson,
and Theodore Cromelin, New York, N. Y., as-
signees of J OHN B. ZTO-s-iLii.—Ballasting Vessels.—
Patented February 4, 1868, No. 74,169; reissued
October 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. A ballasting weight, L, applied on
the free end of a swinging arm, in combination
with a recess made in the hull of a vessel, to re-
ceive said weight and arm, and a tube, P, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The use of one or more weights, secured to
stiff rods, and applied to a vessel in such manner
that they can be lowered considerably below a
vessel's keel, or raised and secured within re-
cesses formed in the bottom of a vessel, substan-
tially as described.

3. A temporary baUast, consisting of a weight
secured to the lower ends of one or more rods, and
adapted to fit into a socket formed in the vessel,
and operated from the deck, said rods being suit-
ably inclosed within a tube rising from said sockets,
sullstantially as specified.

3,168.—James S. Goode and John W. Book-
walter, Springfield, Ohio, executors of the estate
of James Leffel, deceased.— TFater Wheel. (Divi-
sion A.) Patented January 14, 1862, No. 34,150;
reissued October 11, 1864, No. 1,791 ; again reissued
October 27, 1868.

Claim,.—1. A wheel having two series of buckets,
both receiving tho water horizontally, and one
series discharging the water vertically, and the
other toward the center, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The annular diaphragm D, constructed and
arranged to operate in combination with the
buckets above and below, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose sot forth.

3,169.—James S. Goode and John W. Book-
WALTER, Springfield, Ohio, executors of the estate
of James Leffel, deceased.— H^af^r Wheel. (Divi-

sion B.) Patented January 14, 1862, No. 34,150;
reissued October 11, 1864, No. 1,791 ; again reissued
October 27, 1868.

Claim.—In combination with a water wheel hav-
ing two series of buckets, an upper plate, covering
the wheel, with a horizontal flange, and a lower
cylinder and flange, and a series of chutes for
directing tho water to said buckets, stibstantially

as described.

3,170.—James S. Goode and JohnW. Book-
WALTER, Springfield, Ohio, executors of the estate
of JAiMES Leffel, deceased.— Oase for Water
Wliccls. (Division A.) Patented January 14, 1862,

No. 34,150; reissued October 11, 1864, No. 1,792;
again reissued October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. A case for a water wheel, composed
substantially of a crown plate A, with a horizontal
flange, c, projecting beyond the periphery of the
wheel, a cylinder, R, with a correspondingly pro-

jecting flange, e, and a series of oscillating gates,
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placed intermediately between the flanges, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with a case, substantially such
as described, an ui>per and lower support for the
water-wheel shaft, attached to the case, substan-
tially as described.

3. 'The upper plate A, when constructed with
the flanijc c, cut away to admit of the movement
or oscillation of the "gate plates, substantially as
described.

4. The bolts that hold the crown plate and cylin-

der by their flanges, in proper position, in com-
bination with the case, and the means for sustain-
ing the wheel, substantially as described.

3,171.—James S. Goode and John TV. Book-
WALTER, Springfield, Ohio, executors of the estate
of James Leffel, deceased.

—

Gatefor Water Wlteels.

(Division B.) Patented January 14, 1862, No. 34,150

;

reissued October 11, 1864, No. 1,792; again reis.sued

October 27. 1868.

Claim.-^l. The gates H, when constructed sub-
stantially as desci-ibed, so aixanged around the
wheel as to form converging throats, and so pivoted
that when closed there"^shall be an equilibrium of
pressure on the opposite ends thereof, substantially
as set forth.

2. Gates H, which have their faces from z" to z',

outwardly flaring, and their faces from z' to z,

when closed, on a curve concentric with the wheel,
and pivoted to the flanges c and e, at a point, d, in
the middle of the latter faces, substantially as set
forth.

3,172..—Charles E. Patric, Macedon, N.Y.—
Lifting Ajjparatus for Grain Brills.—Patented De-
cember 17, 1867, No. 72,323; reissued October 27,

1868.

Claim.—1. The employment of the raclvs H and
pinions to, in connection with the hand lever F and
shaft H, for the purposes set forth, whether the
lifting chains are made to wind upon the shaft or
not.

2. The arrangement of the locking latch D with
the shaft H, wiaen it is also made to act as a sup-
pert, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The arrangement of the guards G with the
rack E. and pinions w, substantiallv in the manner
herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

4. The combination of the shaft H, with the
devices for raising the same, when con.structed in
such a manner that, by turning the shaft on its

axis, it is caused to rise or fall, for the purpose set
forth.

3,173.-Peter P. Kuxyox, Johnson Letson,
George J. Jaxeway, and T. E. McDo.n'ald, New
Brunswick, N. J., assignees by mesne assign-
ments of David D. Stelle,—Combined Planter,
Harrow, and Cultivator.—Patented July 16, 1867,
No. 66.904 ; reissued October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The employment, in combination with
the main frame and driving wheels, of a rotatory
cultivator, (or harrow), arran<;ed forward of the
main axle, and in a vibratory fiame hung on said
axle, substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

2. The employment, in combination with the
oscillating frame, in wMch the cultivator is hung,
of a lever, u, and letainingbar j, or the eqiiivalents,
for depressing the rear end of said frame, so ar-
ranged that it may be conveniently handled by the
driver while in his seat, as described.

3. The combinati(m of the rod k, spring n, and
vibratory valve arm m, with the cam i, the whole
arranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The adjustable slides, and series of slots in
tube J), for varying the charge of seed to be de-
posited each time, as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The adaptation to the same transverse culti-
vator sliaft (J, of diflferent sets of removable har-
rows and hoes, as described.

3,174—E. S. Torrey and J. Torrey, New York,
N. Y., a.ssiguees of Washington L. Gilroy.—
Weather Strip.— Patented February 4, 1868, No.
74,077; reissued October 27, 1868.

Claim..—1. The insertion of a flat elastic strip
into a molding, such as above described, in an in-

clined position to its surface as herein set forth.

2. Affixing said elastic medium into the groove
in the rigid "molding by means of suitable cement,
as and for the pur[)ose3 specified.

3,175,—Paul Schmitt, New York. N. Y., as-

signee of Jane Quantin and H. A. Pintard, ad-
ministrators of ^LPHONSE QuAKTiN, deceased.—
Method ofBotUin.(j Fluid.s under Gaseous Pressure.—
Patented March' 4, 1856, No. 14,368; reissued Octo-
ber 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The above described device for tilling

bottles or other vessels with aerated water and sirup,

consisting of conduits or passages A and B, a sirup-
measuring chamber, and a discharging nozzle, or
their equivalents, so arranged that the water and
sirup may be discharged from said nozzle common
to both, substantially as shown and described.

2. The combinatioii and arrangement of the sirup-

measuring chamber, and a cock or valve for ad-
mitting tiie aerated water thereto, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the sirup conduit and
the water conduit, as a consequence of which the
sirup is expelled from its conduit, and such sirup
is mingled with the water at some distance from
their common outlet, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The combination and arrangement of a valve
or cock for di'awing the water, a vessel for receiv-
ing and dispensing the sirup, and the pipe or passage
connecting the same, as a consequence of which the
ejection of the sirup is accomplished by tlic man-
ipulation of the valve or cock for drawing the water,
substantially as shown and described.

5. The construction and arrangement of the vent-
opening and closing device, and the water-di-awing
valve or cock, as a conseqxieuce of which they are
both operated simultaneously by the movement of
water-drawing valve, substantially as shown and
described.

3,176.—George Pv,. Chittenden, Chicago, 111.,

and Charles A. Sjuth, Milwaukee, Wis., a.ssiguees
of James MacGregor, Jr.—Cofte Pot—Patented
April 11. 1854, No. 10,752, extended seven years;
reissued October 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. A tea or coffee pot when made with
two receptacles, one for tea or coffee, and the other
for water, substantially as described.

2. A tea or coffee pot so arranged that the heat
shall be communicated to the tea or coflee thi-ough
a water or liquid medium, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,177.—Jacob Green, Norristown, Thomas H.
WiLLSON, Hiram Willson, and Charles. 11. Adasi.-:;,

Philadelphia, Pa., and Samuel Munn, Ilackeusack,
N. J., assignees of Jacob Green.—2Iclting and
Smelting Furnace. (Division A.)—Patented Marcli
26, 1667, No. 63,240 ; reissued November 3, 1868.

Claim.—1. A furnace in which currents of air are
introduced above the fire, and a mixture of air and
steam is passed uj^vard through the fire, substan-
tiall.y as and for tlie purpose described.

2. A funiace. in which the gases produced by tlie

passage of mixed air and .steam through, and of air

above the lire, are maintained under a pressure
grciater than that of the external air.

3. A furnace, in which the gases are maintained
under pressure, and in which openings are arranged
at the i)oints to which the heat is to be directed,
substantially as and for the pui-pose described.

4. The combination Avith a furnace of blast pipes
so arranged above the fuel as to direct the heated
products of combustion to any desii-edpart or parts
of the furnace, substantially as set forth.

3,178,—Jacob Green, Norri.stown, .Thomas H.
Willson. IIhiam Willson, and Charles 11. Ada.ms,
Philadelphia, Pa., and Samuel Munn, Ilr.ckensaek,
N. J., assignees of Jacou Green. — Furnace for
Treating Iron, andfor other purposes. (Division B.)

—

Patented ^ilarch 26, 1868, No. 63,240 ; reissued No-
vembir 3, 1868.

Claim.~l. The combination, in a smelting fur^
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nace, of pipes throujsjh -which a mixture of steam
and air can be introduced below the fire, and cur-

, rents of air among the products of combustion pre-
vious to the latter being brought into contact with
the ore, for the purpose specified.

2. A chamber or chambers, H, through which the
ore is admitted to the furnace, when tlie said cham-
bers are arranged in respect to the bed and to the
fire-place substantially as specified.

3. The-fire place D, bedl', stack G-, inclined pas-
sage H, with its openings c c and I'eservoir E, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the two fire-places D D,
stacks G G-, passages H H, beds F F, and the basin
E, the whole being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

3,179.—Don Carlos Mattesox and Truman
Pane Williamson, Stockton, Cal.

—

Plow.—Patented
March 12, 1868, No. 62,766 ; reissued November 3,

1868.

Claim.—The curved standard A, v/ith the lug B
and the offsets D and E substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3,180.—Jefferson Parker, Louisville, Ky.—
Machine for Slaughtering Hogs.—Patented Februa-
ry 13, 1855, No. 12,395; reissued November 3, 1808.

Claim.—The combination of the shaft K, elevat-

ing fingers cl d, scalding vessel A, and scraping
bench B, for the jjurpose set forth.

3,181.— Michael Sweeney, James E. Mat-
hews, aud Thomas Hartley, AVheelins. "VY. Va.—
Glass J/oM.—Patented January 30, 186G, No. 52,338

;

reissued November 3, 1868.

Claim.—1. Molds, into Avhich glass is to be pressed,
made of hot-blast iron, and cast upon metallic
chills, substantially as shown and described.

2. An enlargement, formed around the middle of
the mold, in order to obtain the equalization of the
heat in the mold while glass is being pressed there-

in, substantially as set forth.

3. The manner, substantially as above shown, of
attaching handles to molds for glass.

3,182.—Stephen R. Krom, New York, N, T.—
Machine for Separating Ores.—Patented September
1, 1868; antedated August 5, 1868, No. 81,794; reis-

sued November 3, 1868.

Claim.—1. Introducing the material upon the bed
I in a thin stratum, close to the surface of the bed,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. Travei'sing the material across the perforated
bed I, transversely to the length of the machine,
that is to say, extending the bed I longitudinally
of the length of the framework A, and causing the
material to traverse across its narrowest dimen-
sions, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

3. In combination with a perforated separating
bed, and a device for producing intermittent puff's

to effect separation of the granular substance on
the bed, a rotating or traveling delivery device,

arranged to regulate the discharge from the passage
which carries off the heavier gi-ades or particles
passed through the sifting or separating bed, sub-
stantially as specified,

4. So gearing or oj)eratuig the device which effects

separation by intermittent puffs, and the rotating
or traveling device which regulates the discharge
of sifted material, as that said devices are made to

work at fixed relative velocities to each other dur-

ing all variations in the general speed of the ma-
chine, essentially as and for the purpose or purposes
herein set forth.

5. The roller L, arranged and operating as repre-

sented, relatively to the discharge passage J, for

the purposes herein set forth.

6. The trip wheel G and lever F G, or their re-

spective equivalents, arranged, relatively to the
bellows I) and to the perforated bed I and its con-

nections, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

7. In combination with the perforated bed I and
with means for introducing and removing the ma-
terial, as specified, mounting the bellows D on a

rocking shaft, S, and operating it by an adjustable
vibrating motion, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein specified.

8. The gates N and K, so arranged as to allow the
separate or simultaneous changes in the thickness
and velocity of the strata on the ore bed I, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

9. In combination, the ore bed I, with its feeding
and discharging devices, the adjustable oscillating
bellows D, the' trip wheel C and its connections,
and the means, H H^ H^, or their equivalents, for
varying the rate of discharge through the passage
J, all arranged for joint operation, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

10. The within-described arrangement of the oper-
ating parts C F and their connections, at the end
of the main framework A, so that they may oper-
ate by a direct connection through the rocking shaft
Swiththe bellows D, and that the closed end of the
frame A shall form one entire side of an inclosing
case to protect the working mechanism, all as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

3,183.—Elisha M. Allen, New York, N. Y.
assignee of Giles B. Williams.—Apimratus for
Stirring, Mixing, Heating, Cooling, and Evaporating
Lard and other Substances.—Patented February 5,

1867, No. .61,907 ; reissued November 10, 1868.

Claim.—The continuous flange C, secured to the
shaft B by arms ax, leaving an opening, 6x, between
the flange and shaft, in combination with a rece])-

tacle. A, whose bottom is curved concentrically
with said shaft, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

3,184.

—

Lafayette Louis, Boston, Mass.—
Piano with Mclodeon and Tremolo Attachment.
(Division A.)—Patented June 10, 1862, No. 35,528;
reissued November 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a melodeon-tube
board (including reeds and swell) above the keys
and below the sounding board of a piano forte, iu
the manner and for the purposes and substantially
as described.

2. So combining and arranging a melodeon-tubo
board witli a piano forte that the performer can
instantly and at pleasure disconnect the medodeon-
tube board from the piano-forte keys, in the man-
ner substantially as herein set fortli.

3. The combination of a tremolo attachmentwith
the mclodeon.

4. In combination with a piano forte, a melodeon
having a connection of the bellows with the tube
board'by means of a tube.

3,185.— Lafayette Louis, Boston, Mass.—
Wind Musical Instrument. (Division B.)—Patented
June 10, 1868, No. 35,528; extended November 10,

1868.
Claim.—1. In combination with a rotary tremolo

valve a tremolo-actuating wheel, placed upon the
tremolo-valve shaft, or directly connected there-

with, so as to actuate the rotary tremolo valve, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with a wind musical instru-

ment, a rotary wind-actuated bellows, substantially

as described.

3,186.—John Lovatt, Newark, 'K. J.—Skate.—
Patented May 29, 1860, No. 28,495 ; reissued Novem-
ber 10, 1868.

Claim.—1. The adjustable hooked clamps D D',

or their equivalents, for fastening skates, arranged
to be tightened and adjusted by means of an ad-
justing screw.

2. Constructing a skato, having a supporting

Elate, with a projecting piece oi* lug to j)r(>,vent tlio

oot from slipping forward, and clamp fastenings
adjusted by means of an adjusting screw.

3. The combination of the movable slotted blocks
E E', or their equivalents, with clamps I) D', and
the acl.justable sciew G, arranged substantially as
described, and for the purposes specified.

3,187.—Edward S. "Winchester, Boston. Mass.
—Tipfor the Feet of Chair ie^s.-Patented Novem-
ber 5, 1867, No. 70,490; reissued November 10, J 863.

6'Jaim.—An elastic foot or tip of rubber, or other
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material for the leg of a chair, having its toeans of
attachmect in an external rim made to embrace the
lower portion of the leg or foot of a chair, substan-
tially as described.

3,1SS.—CoLr.T Erotiiers &. Co., TTaterbury.
Tt.. assignees, by mesne assignment, of Harvey
MURCH.

—

Mop Head.—Patented June 14. 1&53,

Xo. 9,7S1 : extended seven years ; reissued June 2,

1S68, Xo. -2,957 : again reissued Xovember 10, 1S6S.

Claim.—1. The combination of a socketed cross

head -vrith a rigid binder, that is to say, one having
risid or inflexible ends connected directly to each
other, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of a socketed cross head with
a rigid binder, having its ends connected directly

t-ogether. and a single fastening for holding the
binder to the handle itself in such a position as to

clamp rags. &c., substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The combination of a socketed cross head,
handle, and a metallic binder, having rigid or in-

flexible ends connected directly to each other, con-

structed and arranged in such manner that the
rigid or inflexible ends will be allowed to move
freely by a graduated movement up and down on or
over the handle itself, or the socket thereon, and
hold or aid in holding the cross head to • the handle
when the parts are in clamping position, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. The combination of a metallic cross head with
a handle and a rigid metallic binder, having in-

flexible ends connected directly with each other,

constructed or arranged in such manner that the
rigid or inflexible ends of the binder AviU be al-

lowed to move freely up and down on the handle,
or a metallic socket'thereon. so as to hold or aid in

holding the cross head to the handle when the parts
are in clamping position, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of a metallia cross head,
socket, handle, and a metallic binder, having rigid

or inflexilue ends, connected directly together, the
latter btiug constructed or arranged in such man-
ner that the rigid or inflexible enus will be allowed
to move freely up and down on or over the handle
itself, or the' socket thereon, and hold or aid in
holding the cross head to the handle when the
parts axe in clamping position, substantially as set

forth.

3.1S9.—TTiLLLVM Gage. Bnffiilo, X. T., and
Andrew- TVhitelev. Springfield, Ohio, assignees of
William Gagz.—Harvester. (Division E.)—Pat-
ented September 16, 1S56, Xo. 15,735 ; reissued Xo-
vember 10. 1S6S.

Claim.—1. The shoe M. or an equivalent thereof,

which, when disconnected Irom the frame of the
harvester, to which it is connected, leaves the fin-

ger bar of the cutting apparatus entirely discon-
nected from said frame.*and which shoe has, in

combination, the guide way i. the horizontal slot k,

and the pro.iections 1 1, fitted to receive the axial

bolt e. or equivalents ofthese parts, for the purposes
specified.

2. The combination of the shoe M. or an equiva-
lent thereof, constructed with the guide way i. the
horizontal slot k. and the projections 1 1, with the
coupliEi: frame F. or an equivalent thereof, which
enabli's'this shf>e to be moved, in respect to the
main frame and the plane of the cutters diiviug
wheel, substantially as first herein described for

the purpn.ses specified.

3. In combination with the main frame of the
harvester and the shoe M. or an equivalent thereof,

which is constructed with the guide way i. tbe hor-

izontal slot k. and the* projections 1 1, tlie coupling
frame F. or an equivalent thereof, which has its

inner end conn»'Cted to said frame by the axis g. or

an equivalent thereof, and its outer end connected
to the shoe by the axis e. or an equivalent thereof,

and havinir no other axis than these two between
the main frame and shoe, for the purposes speci-

fied.

4. In combination with the main frame of a har-

vester, and with the shoe M. or an equivalent
thereof, which is constructed with the guide way
t. the horizontal slot k. and the projections 1 1, fit-

ted to receive the axial bolt e, or equivalent of

these parts, the skeleton coupling frame F,-or an
equivalent thereof, which has its inner end con-
nected to the main frame by the axis a. or an equiv-
alent thereof, and its outer end connected to the
shoe by the axis e. or an equivalent thereof, and
having no other axis than these two between the
main iframe and this shoe, for the purposes speci-
fied.

5. In combination with the main frame of a har-
vester, and with the shoe M. oran equivalent there-
of, which is constructed with the guide way i. the
horizontal slot A-, and the projections 1 1, fitted to re-
ceive the axial bolt 'e, or equivalents of these parts,
the skeleton coupling fi-ame F. or an equivaleni;
thereof, made of separate parts, for the purposed
specified.

3,190.—Jacob O. Joyce, Dayton, Ohio.—Bofary
Fump.—Patented March 23, ISoS, X'o. 19,C99 ; reis-

sued Xovember 10, ISGS
Claim.—1. The exit valve chamber I. when loca-

ted wholly within the curved cylinder A. and held
in place by beads or projections fitting annular
grooves of "the ctu-ved cylinder, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

2. The centrally located shaft or bearing B. arm
D. and the two arms E. provided, at their ends,^
with pistons or plungers, in combination with
the annular chamber "A. provided with the cen-
trally interposed valve chamber I. so arranged that
they can be operated by suitable levers or shafts
located outside of the cylinder, .subst.autially as
and for the purposes specified.

3,191.—Willi .A.M M. Jones and D. TV. Hall
Horicon. Wis., assignees, by mesne assignments, of
W. M. JoxES and S^E. Tyleu:—Seeding Machine.—
Patented August 12, 1S6-2, X'o. 36,159 ; reissued Xo-
vember 10, 186S.

Claim.—1. The cylinder I, with buckets k at-
tached, secured to a rotating and sliding or longi-
tudinally adjustable shaft. E. in connection with
the head J. and semi-cylinder K. provided with an
opening. I. all being arranged within a suitable box,
D. and in such relation to a seed box or hopper. C, as
to operate in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

3. The* curved plate or gate L. placed or fitted
within the semi-cylinder K. connected to the cylin-
der I. and arranged in relation with the opening I,

of said semi-cvilli der K aud the buckets k. to oper-
ate substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the dutch F. collar c, pin-
ion /. and shaft E. substantially as shown and de-
scribed, for tbe combined jjurpose of ]>ermittin said
shaft to be thrtiwn in and out of gear with the
wheel E', and also 7>ermitting said shaft to be ad-
justed longitudinally when desired.

4. The combination and arraujrement of the cyl-
inder I with buckets A- arranged to traverse through
the disk or head J, for the purjKjee of increasin^or
diminishins the rate of feeding or the length of the
buckets, substantially as desciibed.

5. The collar c and pinion/, ari-anged. in relation
to the hub plate X and clutch F, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

3.192.—Luke Taylor, Springfield. Yt.—Mop
Heal.—Patented February 15. 1859, Xo. 22,990 ; re-
issued Xovember 10, ISOd.

Claim.—1. In a mop head in which the cross
head or stationary jaw is attached permanently and
immovably to the handle, operating the movable
jaw or binder by mean.'' of a screw fitted to the
handle, and having its screw thread on its exterior,
in combination with a nut encompassing the screw,
and connected with the movable jaw. so as to oper-
ate substantially in the manner as shown or de-
scribed.

2. Operatins the movable jaw by means of the
loose screw collar C. revolvinir between the nut D
and the handle A, substantially as described.

3.193.—John W. Cobk, Melrose, for himself,
and Edwin A. Hill, assignee of John TV. Cokb.
Quincy. Mass.

—

Machine for Fiiling Cylindrical
Mold-ifor Rubber Goods;.—Patented June 13, 1S67,
Xo. C5,794 : reissued Xovember 17. 1S6S.
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Claim^—1. The combination of a molding cylin-

der, M, and a grinding roller, E,, substantially as
described, and mechanism for revolving the two
at different speeds, as and for the purpose ex-
plained.

2. The combination of the pressure roller S, the
moldinE? cylinder M, and a grinding roller R, sub-
stantially as described, and mechanism for revolv-
ing the molding cylinder and grinding roller at dif-

ferent speeds, as and for the purpose specified, the
pressure roller having applied to it mechanism for
revolving it at the same speed with the molding
cylinder.

3,194.—Henry G. Heed, George Braurook,
and Henry H. Fish, (trading as"IiEED & Bar-
ton,") Taunton, Mass., assignees of Ernest Kauff-
MAN.—Jce Pite/ier.—Patented April 6, 1858, No.
19,855; reissued November 17, 1868.

Claim.—1. An ice pitcher having an attachable
and removable lining, and a continuous or im-
broken outer wall and" bottom, wheu so constiTicted
that the lining can be attached or removed through
the top of the pitcher.

2. The ice i)itclier, having the inner portion or
lining B, fitted to the outer portion or casing A,
with screw threads, or their equivalents, which
make a tight joint, but provide for its ready re-

moval and renewal, and replacement or renewal, as
set forth.

3,105.—E. P. Eussell, (for himself,) and Por-
ter Tremain, (assignee of E. P. Eussell,) Man-
lius, N. Y.

—

Mode of Lighting Street Gas Burners.—
Patented October 29, 1867, No. 70,272; reissued
November 17, 1868.

Claim.—A small supplemental burner. A, to be
kept burning constantly, and the pipe leading
thereto, when operating'in connection with amain
burner, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

3,196.—William J. Wilcox, New York, N. Y.—
Machine for Stirring Lard.—Patented January 20,

18G3, No. 37,4C9 ; reissued November 17, 18C8.

Claim.—1. The employment or use, for the pur-
pose of stirring lard, of perforated or slotted dashers
E E' attached to staves E E', which are secured to
reciprocating rods or bars C C, moving in opposite
directions, all constructed, combined, arranged, and
operated substantially in the manner herein shown
and described ; and, also, the last above-mentioned
parts, in combination with said tank, constructed,
arranged, and operated substantially as above de-

scribed.
2. The combination of two or more dashers, mov-

ing backward and forward in the tank, in opposite
directions to each other, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

3,197.—William M. Jones and D. W. Hall,
Horicou, Wis., 'assignees by mesne assignments of

W. M. Jones and S. E. Txh-i^n.—Seeding Machine.
(Division A.)—Patented August 12, 1862, No. 36,159

;

reissued November 17, 1868.

Claim.—1. The chamber or recess n' formed on
the inside of the cap K, and located between the
seed opening in front of the cap and the top of
the cap, to allow the edges of the buckets or parti-

tions to pass up under the cap without injuiiug the
seed, substantially as described.

2. Eorming and arranging the cap so that a space
shall be left at the rear for the seed to begin to fall

from the buckets as soon as they are turned far

enough to cause the seed to roll or slide over their
edges, substantially as described.

3,198.—William A. Kirhy, Auburn, N. Y.—
Maroesting Machine. (Division A.)—Patented Sep-
tember 2, 1856, No. 15,6.59; reissued March 15, 1859,

No. 673 ; again reissued November 17, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the single plate H
with the main wheel, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination of the main wheel K, single
plate n, and rim L, when connected togetlicr and
operating in the miinner and for the purpose set

forth.

3. Placing a vibrating wheel on the outside of the
main frame, or so that the outside of said frame does
not bear on the outside of the wheel, in combina-
tion with the triangular-vshaped frame on the inside
of the wheel, substantially as described.

4. Hanging the seat to the plate H and to the
standard S, in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

5. A hinged lever seat, and oxitside supporter
therefor, in combination with a wheel having no
outside frame or support, substantially as herein
represented.

6. In a harvesting machine h.^.ving no outside
support to the driving wheel, attaching a support
for the driver's seat to the outer end of the axle of
said wheel, substantially as described.

7. In a harvesting machine having its frame in
two parts, and hinged together around the box con-
taining the pinion shaft at one point, the plate, seg-
ment, and holding mechani.sm at another point, lor
sustaining and holding the frame at any desired
height, substantially as described.

3,199 William A. Kirby, Auburn, N. Y.—
Harvesting Machine. (Division 33.)—Patented Sep-
tember 2, 1856, No. 15,659 ; reissued March 15, 1859,
No. 673 ; again reissued November 17. 1868.

Claim.—!. In a harvesting machine, Avith its

frame wholly on one side of the driving wheel, and
the driving wheel having no outside support, a foot
support for the driver on the side of the wheel op-
posite the fi'ame, substantially as described.

2. In a harvesting machine with a frame wholly
on one side of the driving wheel, and said driving
wheel having no outside support, the making of the
frame in two parts, one of which supports the driv-
ing wheel and a portion of the gearing, and the
other part carries the other portion of the gearing,
and forming a projection on one part of the frame
around the pinion shaft, and a corresponding open-
ing in the other part, which will pass over and
around said projection, thus forming a joint, the
center of which is coincident with the center of the
pinion shaft, for the purpose of holding their gear-
ing in position longitudinally, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In a harvesting- machine ha\ing its frame in
two parts, one of which supports the "driving wheel
and a portion of the gearing, and the other part
cai'ries the other part or portion of the gearing, and
jointed together by the projection on one and the
opening in the otfier, as described, the use of the
lug, flange, or guide a on one part of the frame, and
a corresponding recess, n, on the other part thereof,
in which said lug, flange, or guide work.s, for the
purpose of holding the two parts, with their gear-
ing, in position laterally, .so as to prevent motion to
either side, substantially as described.

3,200.—Joseph Moore, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Frictional Pavjl.—Patentecl May 7, le67. No. 64,554;
reissued November 17, 1868.

Claim.—As an improvement in hoisting appara-
tus, a pulley, which shall be, on the one hand, under
the control of a brake bearing' upon its ovitor siu*-

face, and, on the otiier hand, connected with the
shaft by the i)awl and ratchet device, or its ecpiiva-

lent, within the pulley, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

3,301.—Narcissb Pigeon, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Manufacture of Starch Sugar.—Patented April 23,

1867, No. 64,139 ; reissued November 17, 1868.

Claim.—1. The within-described process of man-
ufacturing a pure sirup, and crystallizable sunrar

sirup, from prepared fecula, cellulose, or other sim-
ilar matter, by freeing it from salts, cmpyreumatic
oils, &c., substantially as described, and by treating
the matter so as to convert the whole dextrine, cel-

lulose, (fcc, into crystallizable su,C!;ar sirup, substan-
tially in the manner above described.

2. Tlie within-described proces.s of manufacturing
a hard crystallized sugar from fecula, or other sim-
ilar substances, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The abovc-desci ibcd part of my process, which
consists in fi'oeing the sirup of any acid, by llie

double neutralization, substantially in the manner
above described.
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3,202.—Benj. B. Savary, Boston, and Freder-
ick O. Raymond, Haverhill, Mass., assignees by
mesne assignments of Isaac F. A. A. LiYxch.—
Weather Strip for Doors and TFindom?.—Patented
September 19, 18G5, No. 50,016 ; reissued November
17, 1868.

Claim.—1. A weather strip, composed of two
strips or jjieces of wood, and an interposed project-
ing strip of vulcanized rubber, or equivalent last-
ing material, united by tacks or otherwise, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The"employment, with a weather strip of other-
wise ordinary or suitable construction, of vulcan-
ized rubber, held in and arranged to project from
face of weather strip in contact with the door or
other part to which said strip is affij^ed, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The improved weather strip, as made with the
strip of elastic material or India-rubber c c to pro-
ject in opposite directions from the two faces of the
divided holder or molding a b, substantially in the
manner shown and described.

4. The combination, with the elastic strij) pro-
jecting from the rear face of the molding, as de-
scribed, of the rebate d made in the molding, and
arranged with relation to the said elastic strip sub-
stantially as specified.

3,203.—Samuel Shepherd and Joseph Gree-
ley, Nashua, N. H., assignees by mesne assign-
ments ofSamuel Shepherd and Ajiin M. George.—
Machine for Polishing Enameled Paper.—Patented
July 17. 1868, Xo. 58,457 ; reissued November 17,

1868.

Claim.—1. The combination oi a rotary polishing
device with an endless carrying device, moving at
a lower velocity than the polishing device, and sup-
porting table, bed, or ways to the carrying device,
substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination, with an endless carrying
device to the paper or other material to be operated
on, of a polishing device, arranged to reciprocate
across the line or plane of feed, substantially as
specified.

3. Providing an elastic bearing for the paper or
material under the rotary polishing device, by
making either the endless carrying device or sup-
£ort upon which it rests elastic, substantially as
ereiii set forth.
4. Giving the rotary polishing device a recipro-

cating movement transversely to the feed, as i^ro-

duceu by the endless carryin"- device, simultane-
ously with its rotary motion, .substantially as herein
set lorth, for the purpose specified.

5. The pressing plate T, applied in relation with
the rotary iiolishing device and endless carrying
device, and support or ways to the latter, substan-
tially as herein set forth, for the purijoso specified.

3,204.—George Asmus, New York, N. Y., as-
signee of F. T7. LuRMAXX.—5to5i Furnace.—l?at-
er.ted November 5, 1867, No. 70,447 ; reissued No-
vember 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. A blast furnace with a closed breast
where the slag is discharged through an opening or
openings cooled by water, substantially as set
forth.

2. The slag discharge piece or cinder block D,
constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The cinder block D in combination with the
plate C, to which it is attached, substantially as
described.

4. Tlie shape of the discharge opening or openings
of the cinder block D being made flaring at its ends,
and of diminished diameter in the middle or central
part, substantial! J- as described.

5. The combining of the slag discharge i)iece or
cinder block with a seriesof water chaimels or pipes,
substantially as and for the purpose above set forth.

6. Combining with the metallic plate C a series of
wat«r channels or pipes, substantially as and for
the pnriiose set forth.

7. The method of controlling the di.scharge of
slag frij-7n blast fuinaces b3' regulating the temper-
ature of the slag discharge jnece or cinder block,
substantially a» described.

3,205.—AzRO Buzzell, "West Fairlee, Yt.—
Carriage Spring.—Putonted September 15, 1868, No.
82,082 ; reissued November 24, 1866.

Claim.—The improved arrangement of the three
springs ABC, as described, without any connec-

tion, extending from or about from the middle of

oAe spring B to or about to that of the spring C,

the whole'being as shown in the drawings.

3,206.—Lewis S. Chichester, George H. Nich-
ols, and Clark W. Mills, Brooklyn, N. Y., as-

signees bymesne assignments of Francis Taggart,
Lewis S. Chichester, and Clark W. Mills.—
Grain ilewafor.—Patented June 27, 1865, No. 48,495;

antedated June 12, 1865 ; reissued November 24,

1868.

Claim.—\. A floating elevator, formed by two ves-

sels or floats, connected together, and leaving a
space for a boat or barge, in combination with an
elevating apparatus.

2. An elevator, d. fitted to be raised or lowered,

in combination with the floats a a, and platform
connecting said floats and supporting the elevator,

substantially as set forth.

3. A grain elevator, fitted upon a float, and ar-

ranged so that the axis of the elevator drum is at

right angles, or nearly so, to the float, in order that
the elevator may act longitudinally of the vessel to

be discharged, substantially as specified.

3,207.—Benjamin P. Crandall, New York, N.
Y.— Velocipede.—Vsitentcd July 7, 1868, No. 79,553 ;

reissued November 24, 1868.

Claim.—1 The combination, with the operating
lever J, of a tubular support, K E, and the inde-

pendent screw L, substantially as described.
2. As an improvement in the mode of operating

the steering apparatus of velocipedes, the pivoted
rods E, in combination with the yoke F and the
steering wheels D, substantially as described.

3. As'a new article of manufacture, the detach-
able cast metallic plates N, when applied to the
spokes of the wheels, for the purpose described.

4. As an improvement in tlie patent granted to

Crandall and Conover, dated April 2, 1861, the con-
necting rods M, bent at both ends, in combination
with the wheels B, substantially as described.

3,208.—Duncan McKenzie, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Wooden Pavement.—Patented July 7, 1868, No.
79,674 ; reissued November 24, 1668.

Claim.—The wooden pavement, constructed, as
described, of the blocks A, secured together by
means of the beveled strips attached to the oppo-
site sides of said blocks, so as to form either a sin-

gle or double dovetail or lock, substantially as
herein set forth.

3,209.—Paul A. Olr'ER, New York, N. Y.—
Machine for the Manufacture of Gunpowder.—Pat-
ented April 7, 1868, No. 76,510 ; reissued November
24, 1868.

Claim.—1. Li the manufacture of gunpowder, the
employment of one or more pairs of rollers, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The combination with the said rollers of a
pair of toothed rollers, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

3. As an improved article of manufacture, a ma-
chine for making gunpowder, consisting of a series

of rollers, operating substantially as described, so

as to deliver the ingredients from one ])air of
rollers to the next pair, and so on, as herein set

forth.

3,210.-^. H. Thomas and P. P. Mast, Spring-
field, Ohio.—,S'eecZ PZa/ifer.-Patented July 27, 1868,

No. 21,034 ; reissued November 24, 1868.

Claim.—!. The combination of a grass-seed sower
with a grain seeder, in such a manner as to dis-

tribute the grass seed behind the tubes or hoes of
the grain seeder, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the grain hopper G and
the grass-seed hopper H, when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The combined hoppers G and H. having their
ends, at each side of the machine, formed of a sin-
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le plate, substantially as and for tlie purposes
erein described.

3,211.—Charles F. Brown, Warren, R. I.—
Brecck-loading Cannon.—Patented September 18,
18G8, No. 30,04.'> ; reissued November 24, 1868.
Claim.—\. Exploding the cartridge of a breech-

loading iiro arm by means of a reciprocating
plunger held within the hollow breech pin, said
plunger being detained by means of a lever, re-

leased by means of a cam actuating said lever, and
forced forward by means of a spring held in the
breech pin, substantially as set forth.

2. Locating and exploding a cartridge in a breech-
loading hre-ariu bV the action of one rotating shaft,
I, and by means' of an eccentric, K, and cam u,
niounted on said shaft, substantially as specified,
the shaft being arranged transversely through the
body of the gun, as set forth.

3. The arrangement and combination with each
other of the barrel A, breech pin B, plunger C,
spring i, lever L, cam w, eccentric K, and shaft I,

all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

4. The wheel J, ai)plied, in combination with the
eccentric K, or its equivalent, for the purpose of
producing the rotation of said eccentric to ettect
the firing of the ordnance during the motion of
the gun carriage, as specified.

3,212—J. H. Guild, Kupert, Vt.—P/oai Valve.—
Patented May 14, 1867, No. 64,663; reissued No-
vember 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the fulcmm of
the clamping .levei' e in stich manner as that, on
disconnecting the float from gear Avith said lever,

the latter drojjs, to effect clostive of the tube, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement, in the perforated vessel A,
of the float Ji, having the perforated or notched
vertical lod h engaging with the pivoted oscillating
lever c, conne(5ted by the link d to the lever c,

pivoted to the opposite side of the vessel in such a
manner that, as the float B is elevated by the
water, the projection/, upon said lever e, presses
against the elastic pipe C, effectually closing the
same, substantially as described, and for the pui--

pose specified.

3,213.—Da^tiel Strock, Chambersburg, Pa.—
Horse JLa/:e.—Patented September 11, 1860, No.
30,010 ; reissued November 24, 1868.

Claim.—\. The combination of the rake head and
straining frame, when arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The employment of the rubber or other suita-

ble springs L, adjustable rods I, tightening nutsi'
straps l~, and quadrant levers I, for holding the
rake teeth, and regulating their tension, substan-
tiallj' as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the rake head G and
the rake teeth, of the quadrant levers I, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3,214.—JoTHAM S. CONAXT, Hackcnsack, N. J.,

assignee, by mesne assignments, of himself

—

Sewing Machine.—Paten tetl January 16, 1855, No.
12,233; reissued November 24, 1868.

Claim.—An endless rotary cloth feeder, substan-
tially such as heiein described, in combination with
a reciprocating eye-pointed piercing needle.

3,215.—Luke Taylor, Springfield, Yt.—Mop
ifeacZ.—Patented February 15, 1859, No. 22,990;
reissued November 10, 1868, No. 3,192; again reis-

sued November 24, 1868.

Claim.—1. In a mop head in which the cross
head or stationary jaw is attached permanently and
immovably to the handle, operating the movable
jaw or binder by means of a tubular screw or socket
fitted on the handle, and having its screw thread
on its exterior, in combination with a nut encom-
passing the screw, and connected with the movable
jaw, so as to ojieiate substantially in the manner
as shown or described.

2. Operating the movable jaw by means of the
loose screw collar C, revolvinjj between the nut D
and the handle A, substantially as described.

3,216.—E,. B. Anderson, Oneida, TH.—Mode of
Securing Buckles and Rings to Harness.—Patented
June 23, 1868, No. 79,180 ; reissued December 1, 1868.

Claim.—Securing buckles, rings, and snap hooks
to leather straps by means of a tapering metallic
box, B, secured by pegs or teats, a a, or tlieh- equiv-
alents, whereby the ends of the strap are inclosed,
as specified.

3,217.—ElCKEMEYER HaT-BLOCKLS'O MLvchinb
COMPAXY, Yonkers, N. T., assignee of Ruooltu
ElCKEMEYER.— ilZac/mie /or Strctcliing Hat Bodies.—
Patented Eebruary 28, 1865, No. 46,553 ; reissued
December 1, 1868.

Claim..—1. In a machine for stretching hat bod-
ies, a skeleton or ribbed and recessed former, sub-
stantially such as is herein described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
crown and tip supporting libs with the upper
series of stretching devices, substantially as do-
scribed, operating to stretch the tip and side crown
of the hat body between them, substantially in the
manner hereinbefore set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the
brim-supporting ribs with the lower series of
strefching devices, substantially as described, oper-
ating to stretch the brim of the hat body between
them, substantially in the manner set forth.

4. In combination with the supporting ribs of
the skeleton former, the stretching devices, operat-
ing as hereinbefore set forth, to stretch the liat-

bo^ly between them at one operation, as required
for blocking, substantially as described.

5. The clamping ring, in combination with the
ribs of the skeleton or"ribbed former, operating to
hold the hat body thei-eon during the operation of
stretching, substantially as described.

6. The combination, in a machine for stretching
hats, of the skeleton or ribbed and recessed former,
a clamping ring, and a svstem of stretching arms
or rollers,"the whole comiiined and operating sub-
stantially^ as described.

7. Maliing the stretching devices for the tip or
brim adjustable radially, with relation to each
other, so as to vary the degree of stretching of
eithei- tip or brim, substantially as described.

3,218 Henry W. Fuller, Brooklyn, N. T.,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of Israel M.
Rose.—Tuck-creasing Attachment for Seiving Jfa-
c/iinc—Patented September 22, 1868, No. 40,084 ; re-

issued December 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The mechanism, substantially such
as herein described, for forming a ridge or ridges
on fabrics, to be afterward folded in the lino of
such ridges.

2. The method of nipping or pinching the fabric,

to form lidges or creases thereon, as aforesaid, by
means of jaws, opened and closed at intervals, to
seize and "pinch the fabric when at rest, and then
release it as the same is moved along intermittently
by a suitable feeding mechanism, as set forth.

3. The combination, with the jaws arranged as
aforesaid, for action on a fabric, of a bed plate or
plates to supi^ort the fabric, receiving and resist-

ing the impingemetit of the jaw or jaws thereon,
substantially as specified.

4. A pinching mechanism, sttbstantially as set
forth, and in which the jaws ai-e brought down in
contact with and made to impinge upon the fabric
while yet open, and are closed by the resistance
then ottered to the further descent of the jaws,
substantially as described.

5. The combination of the creasing device or de-

vices of a tuck marker with a jointed lever, sub-
stantially as and for the ptirposes set forth.

6. A tuck-creasing mechanism, substantially
such as described, having its upper and lower parts
connected, and together adjustable, as to its rela-

tion with the needle of a sewing machine, and ojier-

ated by the sewing machine, substantially as set
forth.

7. The spring G, for carrying the upper half of
the creasing device away from the cloth after each
creasing action, when relieved by the needle arm,
substantially as set forth.

8. The combination, with a tuck marker, having
upper and under parts connected and together, ad-
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justable as specified, of the lever and spring, sub-

stautiall3- as and for the puri)oses set forth.

3,t219.—Adam K. Kose, Phillipsbnrg. i^. J.,

assipjnce ot A?rN' Morgan, administratrix of the
estate of MiniCK Morgan, deceased.

—

Horse Rake.
—Patented Aiijrust 24, 1858, No. 21,268 ; reissued
December 1. ISfiS.

Claim.—1. In a tw-o--wheeled -Kvire-tooth hay
ralce, ha^nns; a stationary axle, with teeth sepa-
rately hinged, the combination of a sirring to each
Iboth, to assist in holding it to the ground, and at-

tached to the rake head by the same bolt which at-

taches the tooth, at a point betTveen and within the
periphery of the wheels, and a lever, operated by
the driver while riding on the seat, for raising and
lowering the teeth.

2. In combination with a two-wheel wire-tooth
hay rake, the teeth of which are each separately
and independently hinged against backward strain
at a point between and within the periphery of the
wheels, a device, operated by the attendant while
riding on the seat, for raising the teeth, and sta-

tionary cleaner rods for holding the hay down in

the upVard movement of the teeth.

3. Hinging the teeth independently to cast-iron
plates or' heads, which are. in turn, connected to a
common rocking head or shaft, operated by the at-

tendant, for raising the teeth, while riding on the
seat.

4. In combination with a two-wheel wire-tooth
hay rake, having a stationary axle, with the teeth
separately and indejjeudently hinged to a rake
head or support which is hinged "or pivoted be-

tween and within the jwriphery'of the wheels, a de-

vice, operated by the attendant while riding on
the seat, for raising the teeth out of the gathered
hay.

5. In a two-wheeled wire-tooth hay rake, having
a stationary axle, the combination of teeth hinged
separately between and within the periphery of the
wheels, aiida stop to each tooth, to iirevent it from
falling below a certain point, and for holding it

while'being raised by the operator while riding on
the seat.

6. The combination, in a two-wheeled wire-tooth
hay rake with a stationary axle, of a support fur

the teeth, between and within the periphery of the
wheels, that will admit of an upward and downward
motion to each tooth, without the movement of the
head that supports them against backward strain.

and a .stop for limiting its "downward motion, and
for enabling the attendant to raise the teeth from
the ground by means of a device operated while
riding on the seat.

7. Independently-hinged wire teeth, each pro-
vided with a sustaining-spring applied thereto,

and united to the rake shaft or roller \)y a singhi
screw bolt, in such manner that each tooth can be
taken off bj- removing a .single burr that holds it

in place.
8. In combination with a two-wheel wire-tooth

hay rake, the teeth being supported against theii-

backward strain between and within the periphery
of the wJieels, a de^•icc, oper.aled by the attendant
while riding on his seat, for locking the teeth to

the giouudrso as to prevent the tec-th from rising
over'thc accuniulated hay while in operation, and
a device for cleaning the teeth of the gathered hay
intheii- upwarol motion.

9. lu combination with a two-wheel wire-tooth
hay rake with stationary axle, ha^'ing the teeth
separately liinged to a rake head, between and
within the periphery of the wheels, a hand lever,

attached to said head, and operated by the attend-
ant, for raising the teeth, while riding on the seat.

10. lu combination with a two-wheel wire-tooth
hay rake, the teetV. being supported against their
backward .strain between and ^vithin a periphery
of the wheels, a de^-ice, operated by the attendant
while ridins on the seat, for rai.sing"^the teeth, with
stationary cleaner rods, .supported at the inner end
only, for liolding the hay down while the teeth have
their upward movement.

11. Supporting the stiitionary elastic wii-e cleaner
rods of a two-wheel wire-tooth hay rake, between
and within the periphery of the wheels, for the
purpose of holding the hay and straw down, with a

device for raising the teeth, operated by the at-

tendant while riding on the seat.

3,220.—Xatiiax H. Stafford, Boston, Mass.,
assignee by mesne as.signments of George Ed-
AVAUi) Burt.—Machine for Cleaning and Assorting
Bristles, division A.)—Patented Februarv 7. 1854,
No. 10.498 : extended seven years ; reissued Decem-
ber 1, 18G8.

Claim.—1. A machine for combing bristles, com-
bining in its construction the following elements,
viz., a comb, a clamp for holding the bristles while
sulyected to the action of the comb, and suitable
mechanism for passing the comb through the bris-

tles, and for combing the same, substantially as
set forth.

2. In combination with the comb, a movable
clamping apparatus, by which the bristles are
broughtinto proper position to be acted upon by
the combs.

3. The combination of the movable combs T and
TJ with the clamping belts E and L, F and M, com-
bined and operating substantially as described.

4. In combination with the dragging and con-
veyiugmechanism, the double brushbelts. arranged
to act as conveyers, substantially as set forth.

5. A machine for dragging and assorting bristles,
combining in its construction the following groups
of elements, viz., mechanism for combing the bris-
tles, a conveying mechanism, for carrying the bris-
tles after being subjected to the action of the comb,
and mechanism for successively taking up the
bristles of different lengths, substantially as de-
sciibed.

6. A conveyer so arranged as to clamp the bris-
tles between two suifaces, for holding them in such
a manner that one end of the bristles may project
therefrom, in combination with an assorting mech-
anism, so ari-anged in relation thereto, that the
bristles shall be sepaiated and taken out succes-
sively, according to their lengths, substantiallj- in
the niianner set ibrth.

7. The spring board p^. and hammer r^ com-
bined and arranged to operate substantially in the
manner and forlhe i^arpose specified.

8. The combination of the combs ii- v^, with the
grooved delivering rollers, arranged to operate
substantially in the manner and for the purjiose
specified.

3,221.—X.VTHAN n. Sfafford, Boston, Mass.,
assignee by mesne assignments of George Ed-
WAiiD Burt.—Machine for Cleaning and Assorting
Bristles. (Division B.)—Patented February 7, 1654,
Xo. 10.498; extended .seven years; reissued Decem-
ber 1, 18G8.

Claim.—1. The method of applying combs or
rakes by giving motion to the combing or i-aking
apparatu.s. by ineans of the crank A-, rocker shaft h,

or their equivalents, so combined and operated a.s

to give a curvilinear movement to the teeth, sub-
stantially as above described.

2. The staff g, carried near its center uptm the
rotating crank shaft k. and connected to the main
frame, near one end of the staff", by any mechanism
admitting both the rotating and back and for-

ward motion, simultaneously, so constructed and
arranged as to allow the crank to revolve freely
and carry the combs or rake T upon the operating
end of the staff g, all arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

3. The"^ combination of the staff" g, attached, as
above described, at one end, to the frame C, the box
2, the crank k, and the comb or rake T, when com-
bined to o])eratc substantially as described.

4. Connecting the comb or rake T to the main
frame with three movable junctions or joints, con-
structed and arranged to allow the staff to assume
frei'ly any angle caused hj the revolutions of the
crank, .substantially as described and set forth.

5. The arm h, or its equivalent, when attached to
the main frame, and so constructed and arranged
as to hold in position the upper end of the staff' g,
and admit the staff to play freely in all the various
angles of the same, caused by the revolutions of the
crank k, substantially as described.

(). The combs or rakes T and U, composed of any
number of teeth, and attached to staves actuated
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by crank shafts, and held in position by mechan-
ism so arranged that, by revolving the cranks,
there shall be imparted to the forks a curvilinear
motion, substantially as described.

7. The cranks k and I, in such relative position
with each other that they "vrill cause the combs or
rakes that are attached to them to act alternately,
substantially as described and set forth.

8. Supporting or sustaining the combs or rakes
upon fulcra -wliich move in the arc of a circle, said
rakes having also a rocking or back and forward
motion upon said moving fulcra, substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

3,223.—The Barrons Patent Steel Manu"
FACTUEiJStG Company, New York, IST. Y., assignees
of John F. 'Boyihtots.—Method of Converting Iron
into S'teeZ.—Patented July 16, 1868, No. 66,785 ; reis-

sued December 1, 1868.

Claim.— 1. In carrying the above-described
method into effect, the use of gas surcharged with
carbon by being passed through a carbonizing ves-
sel, as above described, and mixing or- combining
the gas so produced with hydrocarbon vapors, by
any known means of producing that result.

2. In carrying the above-described method into
effect, the use of other gases hereinbefore men-
tioned, when charged with hydrocarbon va^iors.

3. In carrying the above-described method into
effect, the use of atmospheric air charged with hy-
drocarbon vapors, by any known means of produc-
ing that result.

4. In carrying the above-described method into
effect, the heating of heavy hydrocarbons, to cause
their vapors more readily "to mix or combine with
the gases or air, and be carried forward there-
with.

5. Melting iron or the nitro-carbonized compound,
after it has been converted into steel by the above-
described method, and thereby converting it into
cast steel, as described.

6. In carrying the above-described method into
effect, the use of hydrocarbon vapors without ad-
mixture with gas or air, as and for the purpose set

forth.
7. In carrying into effect the method, herein de-

scribed, of converting iron into steel, coating a por-
tion of any piece of iron with a wash, as described,
to prevent the portion so coated from being con-
verted into steel.

8. Converting the oxides of iron directly into
steel by one heating, bypassing carbureted or car-

bonized hydrogen gas over and throu";h the same
when in a highly-heated state, according to the
method or process herein described.

3,223.—Matthew H. Foster and Hubert C.

Hakt, Unionville, Conn. — Machine for Making
JV'rtte.—Patented May 5, 1863, No. 77,476 ; reissued
December 8, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sliding bed B
with the mechanism for cutting, the mechanism for

forming, and the mechanism' for ininchiug and
swaging-, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the formers //, the blocks
k" k2, the set t, the die x, and the punch p, con-

structed and operated as herein d(\scribed.

3. The peculiar arrangement of the cams ah c d
ess' a" F, by which the several parts of the machine
are made to operate at the proper time, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

4. The improved nut machine, consisting of mech-
anism constructed, combined, and aixanged sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

3,224.—Francis Boylston, New York, N. Y.—
Children's Oarria.7e.—Patented October 6, 1868, No.
82.683 ; reissued December 8, 1868.

Claim.—I. The combination and arrangement of

the fixed axle A, having two revolving wheels
thereon, and sills or supports B B, when the same
arc attached to the front part of a children's car-

riage or perambulator, substantially in the manner
herein shown and set forth.

2. Attaching the fixed axle A to the supports B
B by means of the brackets C C, and secured by the

screws a a, or tlicir equivalents, the whole of the
parts being made and coulbineu with a children's

carriage or perambulator, substantially in the man-
ner herein shown and described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the fixed
axle A, having thereon tAvo loose wheels D D,
brackets C C, and sills or .supports B B, the whole
being made and combined, with relation to each
other and to a children's carriage or peiambulator,
substantially as and in the manner herein shown
and set forth.

3,225.—Edmon L. Mix, Rochester, N. Y., and
the Monumental Automatic Gas Machine Com-
pany, Baltimore, Md., assignees by mesne assign-
ments of Hugh L. McAvoy.—Apparatus for Car-
bureting Air.—Patented February 7, 1865, No.
46,302 : reissued December 8, 1868.

Claim:—1. An apparatus for manufacturing air
gas and enriching other gas, in which the carbona-
ceous matter is inclosed within an air-forcing appa-
ratus, consisting of a gravitating air holder and
water receptacle, substantially as described.

2. Manufacturing air gas by the desci'ibed mode
of using a holder C to contain air, receive the car-
bonaceous matter as it rises from the oil in the form
of vapor, and force the gas into a pipe, wherein it

is conducted off, as explained.
3. The plate E^, employed in connection with the

pan E, to cause the air to pass to the pipe B, in con-
tact with the oil, and in a state of compressure,
substantially as described.

4. The sptding device, consisting of the cup F,
cylinders G G', and a body of liquid between the
latter, sub.-itantially as described.

5. An apparatu.s for carbureting air, in which
the vessel holding the hydrocarbon liquid is con-
tained within the gasometer, in contact with the
water in the cistern thereof, substantially as and
for the i^urposes set forth.

3,226.—Isaac E. Palmer, Hackensack. N. J.—
Tackle JJZocA;.— Patented November 1, 1859, No.
25,978; reissued September 1863, No. 1,534; again
reissued April 11, 1865, No. 1,932 ; and again reis-

sued December 8, 1868.

Ccaim.—The construction of a tackle block and
pulley, whereby the rope or fall, when desired, may
be clamped between a portion of the pulley and "a

portion of, or surface connect'Cd with, the block,
substantially as herein described, by simply leading
it in a direction oblique or lateral to the plane or
revolution of the pulley, without tying, or the use
of dogs or movable stops, or any*^other means of
fastening.

3,227.— Winchester Arms Company, New
Haven, Conn., assigsees by nu-sne assignments of

B. Tyler Henry, same place.

—

Magazine Fire-arm.
—Patented October 16, 18G0, No. 30,446 ; reissued
December 8, 1868.

Claim.—I. In combination with the hollow breech
pin, tlu! spiing catch m, on the breecli pin, and the
piston, arranged for central or rim fire, or both, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. lu combination with the carrier block E and
the spiing catch w, plactul on top of the breech pin
L, the so forming of the top of the said carrier
block, near the rear end, as slio%vn at rf^ Fig. 4, as
to strike the cartridge forward of the center, and
thus I'aising the forward end of the cartiidge, while
tlie rear end is h<l(l down by the .spring catch, trip-

ping it ov(^r and freeing it from the .spring, and
ejecting it from the gun, substantially as described.

3,228.—Henry Betts, Norwalk. Conn.—ilforTi-

ufacture of Paper Stock.—Patented August 1, 1865,

No. 49,069 ; reissued December 15, 1808.

Claim.—The application of the fibers of the
stalks, and also of the root of the plant, known as
sedge, to the manufacture of fine white or colored
paper, Avhether the same bo used in combination
with other ingredients, or separate, as herein set
forth.

3,229.—Charles Clapp, Ithaca, N. Y., as.signce

of Calvin Cole, same place.

—

Sash Stop.—Patented
May 7, 1867, No. 64,492; reis.sued December 15,

1868.

Claim.—I. The combination of the friction wheel
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b, having a limited sliding moTement, with tho
friction bearing or surfaco c and the sustaining cord
d and tension plate e, substantially as herein de-

scribed, for tho pur]>oso specified.

2. The combination of tho friction wheel &, sus-

taining cord d, and tension plate e, substantially as
set forth.

3. Tho combination and arrangement of the case
a, containing tho friction surface c and wheel b,

and the cord d, fast at one of its ends to tho wiu-
doAV frame and the plate e, with the device for

varying its tension at the other, as shown and de-

scribed.

3,230.—Maurice Fitzgibbons, ITew York, N.
T.— Material for the Manufacture of Boxes and
other Articles.— Patented November 3, 18G8, No.
a3,770 ; reissued December 15. 16C8.

Claim.—A fabric composed of external laminae
of wood and an intermediate Hexible fabric, sub-
stantially as desci'ibed.

3,231.—John Mays and EurnALEx "W. Euss,
Brooklvn, N. Y.—2>("cPress.—Patented January 28,

1868. No. 73.823 ; reissued December 15. 18G8.

Claim.—1. So arranging the mandrel or slide, in
combination with adjustable gibs, that either end
of the mandrel can be separately adjusted in every
direction, substantially as set forth.

2. Tho solid boxes E E, each holding and guiding
one end of the mandrel, in combination with the
slidinjj head D and the gibs a a, substantially as
described.

3. Tha arrangement of the lever I between the
boxes E E, in combination with tho mandrel, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3,232.—John B. Stoner, Leofold Mendelson.
and Theodore CroMiMELIX, New York, N. Y., as-

signees of John B. Stoner.—Life-preserving Appa-
ratus.—Patented February 4, 1868, No. 74,168; re-

issued December 15, 1868.

Claim.—I. A life-preserving apparatus, consist-
ing of a swimming suit and a floating provision
chest, substantially as described.

2. An elastic tubular head band, applied to the
head dress of a swimming suit, substantially in the
manner described.

3. Providing a water-proof suit with a chin flap

C, .sub.stantially as described.
4. The combination of head bands B D E F, and

elastic cuffs a', with a water-proof flexible suit of
the description herein set forth, and made in one
piece, with openings for tke face and hands, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The'combination of arm propellers M, or their
equivalents, a float I, ballasting shoes K, and a
water-proof covering A, constrncted substantially
as de.'^ciibed, for tlic jjui-pose set forth.

6. Tlie flexible propellers M, adapted for being
applied to the arms, and constructed substantially
as described.

7. Tlie hinged ballasting shoes K, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

3,233.— Pobert Poole, Baltimore, 'iAd.—Ma-
chine for Eubbiufj and Mixing Paints, Chemicals,
Fertilizers, djc— Patented May 28, 1867, No. 65,268

;

reissued December 15, 1868.

Claim:—1. A pan or other suitable holding vessel,
revolving around its sup])<)rt, and a series of rub-
bers or mixers in said pan or other vessel revolving
around their, and a diflerent central, support, so
that the combined movements of the receptacle,
and of the rubbers or mixers, sliall bo in lines sub-
stantially such as shown and represented, and for
the purpose speciflcd.

2. In combination with the revolving pan or other
vessel, and rubbers or mixers, a scraper or guide,
for remo\nng tho material operated upon out of
the path of the rubbers or mixers, when desired,
•substantially as dcscrib(>d.

3. In combination witli the revolving pan or
other vessel, and the revolving rubbers or mixers,
and guide or scraper, a discharge opening for re-

moving llie substance from the pan, by simply
drawing the plug and continuing the motion of
the machine, substantially as described.

3,234.—A. E. Taylor, New Britain, Conn.—
Bell Attachment—VixXewtoA October 23. 1860, No.
30,509 ; reissued Deceinber 15. 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bell, bell ham-
men-, handle, turning shaft, and cam pin, substan-
tially as before s(it forth.

2. The combination of the bell handle, turning
shaft, cam pin, or stud j, one or more, forked lover,

and hammer-lever arms projecting in opposite di-

rections from their fulcra, substantially as before
set forth.

3,235.—JoHX L. Whiting, Boston, Mass.

—

J5nw/i.—Patented August 4, 1863, No. 39,439; re-

issued December 15, 1868.

Claim.—1. The wedge as forming apart of or be-

ing in connection with the handle, as set forth.

2. The wedge and handle thus combined and con-
structed with the shoulder, the whole being sub-
stantially as specified.

3,236.—Holland C.Babcock, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Marshall Jewell, Hart-
ford. Coxm.-Belt Lacing.—Patented November 12,

1867.' No. 70,775 ; reissued December 22, 1808.

Claim.—1. Belt lacings with ahardeued or metal-
lic tip or point, as a new article of manufacture.

2. As a new manufacture or commodity, belt
thongs in coil or package, substantially as described.

3,237.—Frieorich Edward Hoffmann, Ber-
lin, Prussia.— Circwtoi- Kiln.—Patented June 13,

1865, No. 48,244 ; reissued December 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The continuous kiln or gallery A, made
in sections 1,2, 3, &c., the several sections having
separate commuidcation with the main smoke flue

D, in combination with the movable partition B,
fitted to go between the adjoining sections, sub-
stantially as and for the jiuipose described.

2. The combination of tho continuous gallery A,
composed of successive chambers or sections 1, 2,

3, Sec, the flues C and dampers/, the main flue D,
the movable partition B, and the fuel-supply aper-
tures b in the top of the kiln, substantially as de-
scribed and shown.

3. The cavities or depressions c in tho bottoms of
tho kiln chambers or sections 1, 2, 3, &c., in com-
bination with the fuel-Bupply apertures &, substan-
tially as described.

3,238.—AmasaC. Kasson andNelson C. Grid-
ley, Milwaukee, Wis., assignees ofA. C. Kasson.—
Tea and Coffee Pot—Patented April 28, 1868, No.
77,291 ; reissued December 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. A tea or coffee pot, when made with
two chambers—one for the tea or coffee, and the
other for water for generating steam, substantially
as described.

2. A tea or cofice pot, so arranged that the heat
shall be communicated to the tea or coffee hy means
of steam, sub.stantially as described.

3. A tea or coffee pot, so arranged that the tea or
coffee shall be steeped or cooked without boiling,
filtering, and evapni'ation by means of the heat of
steam, substantially as described.

4. A tea or coffee pot, consisting of an npper
chamber for the tea or coffee, and a lower chamber
B for water for generating steam, with an outer
central tube C attacli(!d, and cover D with tube
E, whistle F, and hood I, all constructed • and ar-

ranged snbstaiilially as described.
5. In combination with the water and steam

chamber B and central tube C, the cover D, with
hood I and tulje Vj, when constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described.

6. The cover 1) with the tube E and conical de-
flecting tube or hood I, attached substantially as
described.

3,239.—Osborne ]\Iacdaniel, New York, N. Y.—Process for Cleaning Wool and other Fibers.
(Division A.)—Patented November 19, 1867, No.
71,U>1 ; reissued December 22, 1868.

Claim.—1 . The employment and use ofpetroleum
benzole and naplitha, or eitlier of them, for the pur-
pose of cleaning wool or other fibrows substance,
substantially as lierein described.

2. The combination of a steam-tight washing
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macMne, A, with, a still, C, and a condensing coil,

P, constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein described

3,240.—Osborne Macdaniel, New York, IST.Y.—Process for Gleaning Woolen and other Fabrics.
(Division B.)—Patented November 19, 1867, No.
71,191 ; reissued December 22, 18G8.

Claim.—The employment and use of petroleum
benzole and naphtha, or either of them, for the pui'-

pose of cleaning >yoolen and other fabrics, sub-
stantially as herein described.

3,241.—Jacob Cx. E,eiff, Lancaster, ^a,.—Car-
riage Spring.—Patented October 8, 1867, No. 69,588

;

reissued December 22, 1868.

Claim.—Elliptic and other similar springs, when
constructed and arranged as described, for the pur-
pose set forth : that is, when the number of leaves
or plates is increased and their thickness dimin-
ished, for the pur})ose of gaining greater elasticity
unverthe same weight, substantially in the man-
ner described, for tlib purpose set foi-th.

3,242.—Mark L. Roberts. Mount Union, Ohio.—Knitting Machiiie.—Patented Febrnary 12, 1864,

No. 31,404 ; reissued December 22, 1868.

Claim.—I. The vcrtically-.slidiug pvesser G and
cylindrical needle carrier JB, when combined and
arranged so that the ])resser works in contact with
the front lace of the cylindrical carrier, substan-
tially as and for the piiipose described.

2. In combination ^vith the above, and the recip-
rocating carrier D, the spring-looped needles C,
when provided with the right-angled supporting
and carrying shank k, suhstantiaUy as and for the
purpose described.

3,243.—T. B. Stewart, Wethersfleld, Conn.—
liailroad Car Axle Box.—Patented November 19,

1807, No. 71,241 : reissued December 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination and arrangement of
the oblong tube B on the box, and the tube C on
the wheel, with or vvithout the flanges a and b,

substantially as shown and described.
2. The crescent-shaped saddles /, having tenons

g gg ux)on their outer surfaces, and cavities h h h on
"their inner surfaces, ai'rangcd substantially as
shown.

3,244.—Egbert Baxter, French Camp, Cal.—
Gang PZou'.-Patented August 6, 1867, No. 67,483

;

reis.sued December 29, 1868.

Claim.—A standard for the support of the mold
board, or other like part of a plow, formed in one
piece Avith a projecting head, for the attachment of
the beam, substantially as described.

3,245.—Francis E. Boyd and P. Shelton
Tyler, Bo.ston, Mass.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arm..
—Patented January 21, 1863, No. 73,494; reissued
December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. A breech jnece, having lips upon its

upper part, in combination with clamps attached to
the barrels, and jirojecting backward over the
breech piece, substantially as and for the purijose
specified.

2 The combination of the clamps gg, whether
attached to the barrels or breech piece, and the
cui-ve'd and cam projections on which they clamp,
with the bearing plate d and plate or disl:: e, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. Two clamps, g g, whether attached to the bar-
rtds or breech piece, in combinati(m with two cam
projections, on which they clamp, and with two
barrels, arranged to turn upon a suitable spindle,
the whole beifig arranged so that the barrels can
be thrown either to tho right or to the left, all sub-
stantially as described.

4. The plate or washer e, formed as described,
and attached to the spindle c, in combination with
the raised or cam-shaped surface of tho bearing
plate d, as set forth.

3,246.—George CR0^r^T0N, "Worcester, Mass;,
assignee by mesne assignments of John Shinn.—

ioom.—Patented April 30, 1861, No. 32,236; re-
issued December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the following ele-
ments, viz., heddle leaves, cords, pulleys, blailes or
rods, and jacks, or pieces capable of motion in two
directions, the combination being substantially as
described.

2. The combination of the following elements,
viz., heddle leaA^es, cords, pulleys, rods or blades,
jacks, and a pattern mechanism, tho combination
being substantially sucli as specified.

3. In combination with a depresser, having an
oscillating and sliding motion, and positively de-
pressing leaves of heddles, an elevator, elevating
leaves of heddles, and having also an oscillating
and sliding motion, the combination being substan-
tially such as set forth.

4. The relative arrangement of leaves of heddles
within a loom frame, as described, and elevators
and depressors, having the characteristic motions
specified, at one side' of the loom frame, the ar-
rangement being substantially such as described.

5. An elavator and a depresser, both having the
characteristic motions specified, in combination
with jacks, the depresser, and elevator, and jacks
operating as specified, so that tlie jacks are either
positively depressed or lifted by the motion of tho
lifter and depresser, the combination being as de-
scribed.

6. A double-throw crank, or two cranks on the
same revolving shaft, in combination with a lifter

and depresser having characteristic motions, as
specified, by means of connecting rods, the combi-
nation being substantially as described.

7. A deijresser having characteristic motions, as
specified, in combination with a row or series of
jacks, when the acting part of the depresser is an
edge, or long narrow surface, and all the jacks are
so arranged that they may be acted upon by that
surface, "the jacks having motion derived from the
pattern chain, in planes perpendicular, or nearly so,

to that plane in which the depresser moves, tho
combination being substantially as described.

8. An elevator, having characteristic motions, as
specified, in combination Avith a row or series of
jacks, when the jacks are so arranged that their
motions, derived from the ])attern chain, are in
planes perpendicular, or nearly so, to tliat in which
the ele\'ator moves, the combination being substan-
tially as described.

9. Jacks with upper and lower edges, one suit-

able to be acted upon by an elevator, and the other
by a depresser, so shaped, and ])ivoted upon blades,
substantially as described, that their inclined pro-
jecting edges shall move the needles backward, as
specitied.

3,247.—Joel F. Fales, Walpole, Mass.—JJfa-

chinefor Sewing Carpet Linings.—Patented Febru-
ary 11, 1806, No. 74,328 ; reissued December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the mechanism
for luoving the material forward continuou.sly, of a
reciprocating swinging frame 11, carrying the sew-
ing mechanism, tlie needle entering' and moving
forward with the fabric, and moving^back over the
fabric when out, substantially as set forth.

2. The swinging frame H, carrying the sewing
mechanism, when'operating in connection with the
bed ])late i, and with a continuous feeding- mechan-
ism tor the fabric, substantially as specified.

3. The yielding pressor feet O O, arranged in the
swinging'reciprocating frame H, and operating sub-
stantially as herein slibwn and described.

4. The combination of the guide rolls B B^,

smoothing plate II', a sewing mechanism, and feed-

rolls C C',' all arranged and operating smbstantially
as set forth.

5. In combination with a carpet-lining machine,
constructed as described, the sewing devices,
smoothing plate H, wheels E F, and hammer d,

all airanged and operating as described, for the
purpose specified.

3,248.—Augusta P. Stiles, Eochester, N. T.,
assignee by mesne assignments of DaviuL.Stiles.
— Coolcing'Stove.—Vaieiiteil February 24, 1863, No.
37,778 ; reissued December 29, 1868.

Claim.—1. Tho flue plates && and dd, conjointly at
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the bottom, but diverging toward the outer comers
at the top of the oven, so that the heated air and
products of combustion, in equal columns, are
concentrated at those corners as it- rises, in com-
bination with Ihe interior flue plates//and mov-
.ible division plates b b, in elevated oven stoves, for
the purpose of equalizing the heat throughout the
.'^amo. substantially as set forth.

2. Introducing air into the oven is not broadly
claimcd, nor is an air-heating chamber, but the ar-

rangement, with reference to the fire chamber A
aud'flue space C. ofan air-heating chamber or cham-
bers, m, directlyback of said fire space, and underly-
ing the flr.e space C. and connected by the tubes ik,
or equivalent, with the bottom of the oven, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. 'In combination with the chamber or chambers
771, and elevated oven B, the upright internal tube
i, and external pendent thimble /:. attached re-

spectively to the top plate of the chamber and bot-
tom plate of the oven, and forming a communica-
tion between the same, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3,249.—The Pibst I^ational Eefixed Iron
AND Steel Maxufactuking CoJiPAinr, New York,

K. T., assignee of John Absteudam, same place.

—Process for Refining Iron and Steel—Patented
January 23. 16C6, Xo. 52,121 ; reissued December
29, 18G8.

Claim.—1. The \7ithin-described process ofmanu-
facturing iron and steel, by creating and main-
taining a vacuum or partial vacuum within the in-

terior of a furnace or pot containing melted iron or
steel, substantially as set forth.

2. Fusing the metal and supplying the air for the
combustion of the fuel, by a eiurent or currents of
air, produced by creating and maintaining a
vacuum or partial vacuum within the furnace, pot.

or retort contarning the metal.
3. Vaporizing, dilating, or burning up the im-

purities and carbon contained in the metal, by
means of a current or ciuTents of air, produced by
the creation and maintenance of a vacuum or par-

tial vacuum within the furnace, pot, or retort con-

taining tbe metal to be fused.
4. Tlie conversion of molten crude iron or of re-

melted pig or finery iron into steel or into malle-
able iron, by means of current or crurents of air,

produced by creating and maintaining a vacuum or

partial vacuum in the interior of the furnace, pot,

or retort containing said melted metal.

52 p—VOL. n
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